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SOME WORDS BY WAY OF APOLOGY^

FOR THE BRINGING TOGETHER AND SETTING

FORTH OF THIS BOOK

THE making of a concordance is but a simple matter, needing only patience, industry

and time. With the two former humble requisites I have been furnished by nature,

with the latter by circumstance. If in going beyond the plain matter of a concordance,

my ambition and goodwill have overlapped my ability, then I must cry pardon of my

critics, if indeed critics should trouble themselves with my work, of the shortcomings

of which I am but too well conscious.

For efficient aid in the transcription of about one half of the lines, I render willing

and hearty thanks to Mr. Alfred Fountain, Mr. Foster Watson, Mrs. Scoffern, Mr. G.

Thorn Drury, Miss M. S. Grove (her last work alas !), Mr. G. R. Tutin, Mr. F. G. Aylward,

Mr. W. W. Aylward, Miss P. M. Ellis, Miss V. V. Wilson, Mr. W. Kineton Parkes, Miss

E. B. Cohen, Dr. C. E. Shepherd, Miss Power, and Mr. T. Herbert Bindley, to whom

also I am greatly obliged for the help he gave me in the arrangement and annotation of the

slips under M. The assistance thus given I estimate to have spared me a year's work, and

so to have enabled me to bring the book out thus opportunely.

To Dr. Furnivall for his ever-ready advice and assistance, and to Mr. W. M. Rossetti

for his valuable suggestions and corrections, which I cannot overvalue, I beg to tender my

grateful acknowledgments.

To those who would induce time to spread wide his wings, and who would drive from

their spirits the cloud of minor vexations with which life is beset, I can heartily recommend

the making of a concordance. The day when I began this work, six years since, seems but

as yesterday.

Had I been less in love with my author, I might have spared many hundreds of

references without lessening the mere usefulness of ihe book, and with a good chance of

bettering my publisher's profits ; but those who love the poet as well as I do will spare

their censures on this head, and tender me instead their thanks. If my work should in

any degree be esteemed ofvalue by that small number of persons who love Shelley's Poems,

I shall then feel myself more than repaid for all the labour I have bestowed upon it.

I am led to believe that there is but a very limited number of people in the world who care

for Shelley's Poetry, by the fact that I never met with a single person outside the circle of



( viii

)

professed students of it, who could lay claim to having read more than two or three of

his most celebrated lyrics.

This is not so surprising when we consider that there is little enjoyment to be derived

from his works by those who read as they run ; but that they afford an ever-increasing and

permanent treasure of delight to those who will be at the pains to study them, may, I am
quite sure, be safely affirmed.

To those who would know Shelley, apart from his earthly entanglements, I would

say, cast aside the so-called biographies and study all that is worth knowing of his life,

his soul's life, in his poems. Let us call to mind and well think over the pregnant words

of Walt Whitman

:

'When I read the book, the biography famous.

And is this, then, (said I,) what the author calls a man's life .'

And so will some one, when I am dead and gone, write my life ?

(As if any man really knew aught of my life

;

Why, even I myself, I often think, know little or nothing of my real life

;

Only a few hints- a few diffused, faint clues and indirections,

I seek, for my own use, to trace out here.)

'

Well would it be for the world if no more was known of any poet's life, except

through his works, than is known of Shakespeare's; how greatly should we then be

delivered from misknowing

!

That this book is published in the centenary year of the poet's .birth is an undesigned

coincidence.

Torquay, 1892
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LEXICAL-CONCORDANCE.

* Words thus marked are not used by Shakespeare.

f Words thus marked are not used by Shakespeare in the same sense.

+ Words thus marked are used only once by Shakespeare.

A—ABJECT.

A, indef, art. (1) before the name of individual, object,

notion, &c.
Not to be mirrored in a holy song— Witch, lxh. 2.

like a fawn Moaning' witliin a cave, ..... Peter, vi. xxx. 2.

There rose to Heaven a sound of angry song. . Orpheus, 72.

(2) used connotatively before proper names.
There is a Castles, and a Canning, . . . Peter, in. ii, i.

In shape a Scaramouch, in hue Othello. . . Witch, Ded. vi. 5.

(3) following the adj. many a, such a, what a.

Save where many a palace gate Ei^ff^- Hills, 129.
crown Life's earhr cup with such a draught ofwoe ? Aaon. xxxvi. 3.

Thou knowest what a thing; is Poverty .... Rosal. 473.

(4) following the adj. preceded by how, so, as, too.

Too sprightly and companionable a man, , . Cenci^ I. iii. 15,

So fair, so wonderful a sight Q. Mad, il 28.

My Witch indeed is not so sweet a creature . . Witch, Ded. V. 1.

(5) with nouns of multitude eliding ' of.'

Charged with a thousand unsuspected crimes Cenci^ i. i. 54.
I have wept for joy A thousand times, .... Ch. ist, II. 487.

(6) = during the course of the.

(Which the rough shepherd treads but once a year,) Epips. 440.
Suiting it to every ray Twenty times o-day ? . . Exhortation, 9.

(7) used comparatively with like or fl:j = any.
To think that a boy as fair as he, Rosal. 188.

And that a mother, lost like her, • 192.

Abandon, v. tr. (1) desert, forsake as punishment.
Tempt not his spirit to abandon thee Cenci, I. i. 126.

Another—God, and man, and \vo^& abandon me ; Hellds, 390.

(2) desert or forsake heartlessly.
Dost thou indeed fl^flwdbw me ? . Cenci, l\.\. 18.

If I abandon her who filled the place She left, II. i. 96:

(3) give up, forego.
'All hope abandon ye who enter here ; ' , . . Prom. III. iv, 136.

(4) leave, go away from.
entered into a conspiracy to abandon you, . . Ch. ist, II. 383.

Abandoned, pp. (1) Of persons : left without aid, left to fate.

No 1 Abandoned he sinks in a trance of despair, Bigotry, i. 5.

Seems, and but seems to have abandoned us. Cenci, V. iii. 115.

themart3rredsaintsinRochefortHavebeena5aM(3?(?Mg£^ Ch. \stj\. 84.

Render yourselves—they have abandonedyou— Hellas, 380.
She had fl;5a«f^(7«fifl? him

—

Julian, $^^.
From city to city, abandoned of pity, . CEdipus, I. 244.
Alike ajflwifowfi^ and abandoning Vnf. Dr. ^6.

(2) Of things : left, deserted, gone away from.
It had been long abandoned, .... ... Alastor, 301.

a shattered portal . . . abandoned now By man, . Laon, vi. xxvii. 2.

Which that we have abandoned now,

.

. Rosal. 27.

(3) given up to, thrown to.

Her corpse shall be abandoned to the hounds ; . Cenci, IV. i. qi.

Abandoned, ppl. adj. (1) deserted, forsaken, left desolate,

thyscarfhadst thrown O'er the a^awfl?l3«^i5? Earth, Adonais, XLL 8.

The wandering hopes of one abandoned jnoihsr, Epips. 304.
Topples o'er the abandoned sea.... . . Eug. liills, 132.

calmer nest Than this abandoned breast ; . Far away^ I. 4.

The price of an abandoned maiden's shame ; . . Faust, 11. 302-
And cast the vote oflove in hope's a5flKf/(3«^(^ urn. Laon, IV. xxii. 9.

Wailing her own abandoned case, Peter, vi. xxvii. 4.

Leaving this fl^a«(/owtf(/ home— Cycl. 62J.
Gleamed few and faint o'er the abando7zed (east; Ginevra, 170.

O foster-nurse of man's a*a:«(/(3Mtfrf glory, . . Marenghi,vu: i.

As rainy wind thro' the abandoned ga.te . . . Prom. i. 217.

Abandoned hcip^, and love that turns to hate ; II. iv. 24.

mouldering fast, o'er their «5a«rf(3«e£f shrines : . iii. iv. 189.
like summer worms On an abandoned corpse, . IV. 3 14.
And talk of our abandoned haaie. . .... Rosal. 18.

In my lost soul's abandoned nightj . . .

'Mid the cold relics oi abandoned )oy.

It lies on my abandoned breast,

(2) infamous, given up to wickedness.
'ReWs most abandoned G.enA Cenci, I. i, 117.

Will none . . . Check the abandoned villain ? . . -— i. iii. 92.

(3) left or departed from.
To change the honours of abandoned Rome. . . V. i, 91.

392.

Vhf. Dr. 84.
Violet, 11. 2.

Abandoned, adj. absol. a deserted person.
The outcast, the abandoned, the alone?. . . . Prom. 11. iv. 105.

Abandoning, pr, pple. departing from.
Even as a ghost abandoning a bier, Adonais, xxiil. 4.
Alike abandoned and abandoning Unf. Dr. 76.

*Abandonment, n. (1) deserted condition,
solace sought to bring In his abandontnent / . . Laon, V. xxi. 5.

(2) solitude.
to this Realm of abandonment Unf. Dr. 99.

Abandons, v. tr. goes away from.
an uninhabited sea-side Which the lone fisher,

. . , Abandons

;

Julian, 9.

Abased, pp. brought low in mind or body.
Thy worshippers abased, here kneel for pity, , . Laon, X. xxix. 3.

Abate, v. I. tr. lessen.

More need of words that ills abate;—. .... M. W. G. V. 3.

II. intr. grow less.

If thirst of knowledge shall not then fl^a/tf,. . . Triumph, ic^^.

Abbey, as adj. pertaining to an Abbey.
Upon the Abbey towers. ... Ch. 1st, iv. 8.

Till the abbey bell struck One ; . . . . . . St. Ir. (3) vill. 2.

Abel, n. the son of Adam and Eve.
Of the story of Cain and Abel. Devil, xviii. 4.
Cries like the blood of Abel from the dust ; , . Hellas, 355.

:|:Abettors, n. assistants or encouragers.
Upon the abettors of their own resolve ; . , . . Cenci, V. i. 26.

Abhorred, pp. looked upon with detestation.
Do poets, but to be abhorred . . . Consume their

spirits' oil? Peter, vi. vvX. %.
And those foul shapes, ad^(7r?'e(/by god and man, Prom. iii. iv. 180.

Abborred, ///. adj. much hated, detested.
The a^^orr^f^ cross glimmered behind, .... Hellas, 501.
And the abhorred cross— 638.
bind all human hearts in its repose abhorred. . Laon, ix. xxiii. 9.
Ofwhatmakeslifefoul, cankerous, and ad>^tf/>-tf(/y Ode Lib. xv. 13.
To those abhorred exxioT^ces doomed, .... Rosal. 510.

*Ab]iorrence, n. detestation, hatred.
Hide thee from my abhorrence; ...... Cenci, iV. i. 13.
Thefiery-visagedfirmamentexpressed^Mtf^?'^«cc, Q. Mab, VII. 88.

Abborrest, v. tr. lookest on with disgust.
what thou abhorrest May mock thee, . . , Cenci, ill. i. 130.

Abhors, w. tr. looks on with horror.
for what she most abhors Shall have a fascination iv. i. 85.
Her image mixed with what she most abhors, iv. i. 148.
many a rite which Earth and Heaven abhors . . Laon, x. vii. 9.

Abide, V. intr. (1) remain, continue.
her beams within abide, . Horn. Moo?i, g.
Their dishonour a remembrance to aizi/e/ . . , Hellas, 1015.
Would rest, with looks entreating to abide,- . . Laon, 11. xxvi. 8.
Which in their hollow hearts dared still abide; . ix. xvi. 5.
And as I must on earth abide Awhile, . . . Magnet.Lady,v.'j.

I spoke to none, nor did abide^ Rosal. 523.
peace On all who heard him did abide, .... 642.
And least of strength and beauty did abide. . . Triumph, 543.

(2) dwell.
thick woods where sylvan forms abide; .... Epips. 435.
'Twere sweet 'Mid stars and lightnings to abide, Rosal. 548.
Where in bright bowers immortal forms abide . Witch, LXIII. 7.

(3) rest.

In lonely peace he could no more abide, . . . Laon, iv. x 3.

(4) continue to exist.

No thought of living spirit could abide, . . . Witch, xil. 4.

(5) submit to, be subject to.

His presence he would not abide. Devil, Viii. 4.
andto abide That blasting curse men had no shame— Laon, Ii. iv. 4.
Yet even on earth must he abide The vengeance Rosal. 805.

Abides, v. intr. has place, exists.

when Torments, . . . Can break the heart where
it [virtue] abides Hellas, 978.

Abject, n. the slave.

Became, worse fate, the abject of his own, . . . Prom. III. iv. 140.
Abject, adj. low in mind and body,
but deemed that fate Which made them abject, . Laon^ IV. ix. 4.

B



ABJECTNESS—ABSOLVED.

III. IQI.

IV. 138.

IV. 159.

V. 33-

Faust^ II. 158.

XXVIII. 8.

. .
• LXII. 7.

. Laon. VII. xxxviii. 8.

, . Ode to Heaven,20.
. . St. Ir. (i) IV. 4.

*A*bjectness, n. degradation, misery.
where'er in abjectness Woman with . . her

tyrant dwells, Laon, il, xlii. 3.

a gilded chain That binds his soul to abjectness^ Q. Mab^ iii. 31.

Take pleasure in his abjectness^ ill. 87.

submissive abjectness destroyed Nature's sug-

gestions ? . . ,

doomed To abjectness and bondage ! . .

Or he is formed for abjectness and woe, . . . ,

Dead to all love but of its abjectness^ ....
Abjure, v. tr. forswear, or renounce.
thou wouldst, if thou couldst feel, Abjy.re such

envious fame— ... Otho II.

Able, adj. strong, vigorous.
An able sow, with old Baubo upon her,

Able, adj. competent, capable.
than I am able To catalogize Gtsb. 55.
for he Is able to persuade all easily Ham. Merc. LXVII. 8.

Each able to matce a thousand wounds, . . CBdipus, I. 159.

Abode, V. intr. had place, existed.

the pools, in which abode The calm and darkness Witch, XLI. 3,

Abode, pp. stayed, remained.
and where have you abode All the long night, Horn, Merc. xxvi. 6.

Abode, n. A. Lit. a dwelling place, haven of rest.

Beacons from the abode where the Eternal are. . Adonais, lv. 9.

All things in that sweet abode ... . . Bug. Hills, 36S.

And safely stalled in a remote abode— .... Ho-m.Merc. xii. 6.

To spend our lives in this obscure abode
To my abode. seekingJiis heifers there,

and my bright aioiZ/Before me yawned
Heaven ! for thou art the abode....
She swiftly advanc'd to my lonesome abode.

B. Fig. (1) a mental abiding place.
leads,throughtoiIandhate,toFame'sserenefl3i7rf«. Adonais, V. 9.

That leads to Sorrow's most obscure abode . Fr. Mary, I. 5.

bear me to thine abode Hellas, 955.

(2) stay, rest.

The foam of streams that cannot make abode. . Laon, vil. xli. 5.

Which flieth forth and cannot make abode, . Xll. xxxv. 4.

Which makes in mortal hearts its brief abode, . St. Epips. 135.

Abodes, n. dwelling places.

illuming the abodes Of mortal men Horn. Sun, 11.

Who live secure in their unseen" fli^^fej. . . . Ham. Venus, ^4.
The mortal tenants of eartli's/^ai^kaioifej,. . 51.

Bursting their inaccessible abijS^^f crsigs . Naples, 130.
Elysian, windless, fortunate abodes '

. . . Prom. IV. 531.
*Abolislied, //. destroyed.
they Yelled, gasped, and were abolishedj . . , • iv. 316.

Abominable, ctdj. offensive, detestable.

Some impious and abominable meal Cycl. 35.

'''Abortion, n. Fig, something imperfect or worthless.
The abortion with which she travaileth . . . Casil. Adm. II. 4.

Marked him for some abortion of the earth, . . Q. Mab, vill. 153.

^Abortions, n. pi. of Abortion.
Abortions are dead in the womb, .... . Castl. Adm. I. 3.

Of her corpses, and clods, and aoor/i'owj— . . III. 4.

Abound, v. intr. prevail widely, be common.
And power shall then abound, and hope arise

once more Laon^ II. xlii. 9.

and mighty hopes, and gentle deeds Abound, . iv. xv, 2.

About, adv. (1) in motion, from place to place.
Who roam a^tfw^ inspiring good or evil, . . . Calderon, l. 169.
go about In strict incognito ; Faust^ II. 261.

(2) in different directions.

appear to whirl about Confusedly O**^^- 5^^-
We sate there, rolling billiard balls about, . . . Julian, 157.

(3) hither and thither, on all sides.

Was driven through the chasms, about and about, Mar. Dr. xvi. 2.

(4) in different positions, here and there, stationary.
With graceful flowers tastefully placed aboutj . Gtsb. 214.

(5) on every side, all around.
And round aitfM^ sloped many a lawny mountain Laon, Xll. xix. i.

(6) forming fut. pple. with infin., on the point of doing
or going.

A man who was about to hang himself, . . Circumst. 1.

I was about to speak, Julian, 93.
Methought I was about to be a mother— . . . Laon, vil. xvii. i.

About, prep. (1) all round, on all sides of.

He weaves a^tfw/ himself a world of mirth . . . Ch. 1st, 11. iii.

bear it well About yon poplar tops ; Serchio, 54.

(2) around, encircling, holding.
and wound Her own about my neck, .... Laon, II. xxxviii. g.
Wrap thy old cloak about thy back

; Ch. 1st, i. 43.
With his left hand about his knees— .... Horn.. Merc. xxv. 7.

(3) engaged in.

They are a^OM/ it now Cenci,\w.\\\. >..

(4) in the neighbourhood of, near.
the tread of feet -[45(7w^ his bed iv. iii. 4.
With gentle smiles about its eyelids playing, . . Witch, LXXi. 4.
Which ever hung about that lady bright, . . . XLV. 2.

(5) pervading, surrounding.
There is a true witch element about us ; . . . . Faust, 11, 215.

(6) round about, all over.
At voices which are heard about the streets, . . Laon, IV. xiv. 2,

he wandered then About yon lonely isles . . . Julian, 248.

Above, adv. (1) overhead, on high.
Images all the woven boughs above, Alastor, 459.
When, gathering fast, around, above and under, . Laon, I. ii. 3.

Harmonious as the sacred stars above : .... Witch, XVIII. 8.

(2) in heaven, from heaven or God.
a God above Who sees and permits evil, . . . Cenci, ill. i. 100.
I have been favoured from above, iv. i. 39.
All scoffs permitted from a^ozie Ch. 1st, il. 114.

(3) in a higher position or situation, overlooking.
The image of a temple, built above, Prom. III. iii. 161.

The depth of the unbounded universe Above, . Q. Mab, 11. 256.
And the rocks above and the stream below, . . Serchio, 12.

(4) in apposition to and in conj. with beneath = in every

way, on all sides.

Sustains it from beneath, and kindles it above. . Adonais, xi-ii, 9.

Above, prep. (1) over, looking down on.

And Heaven smiled above her, .... . , Arethusa, i. 17.
They soar o5£?2/c their quarry, Ch. u/, IV. 57.
Gleam above the sunlight woods, Fug, Hills, 82.

(2) overhanging, nigher than.
like rocks of jet Above the burning deep : . . Damon, i. 200.
Above the curve of the new bent moon, .... Rosal. 969.

(3) superior to, beyond in intellect.

Lifts a young heart above its mortal lair, . . . Adonais, XLIV. 6.

he Is far above us all in his conceit : Faust, II. 340.
To soar above the heights where others [climb], . Son. Byron, g.

(4) in power or threatening position over.
High raised above the unhappy land Falsehood, 12.

(5) beyond, in a greater degree than.
But above all other things. Spirit, I love thee— . Rarely, Vlll. 3.
with Fear his mother. Above the Highest— . . Laon, vill. xiii. 6.

fAbove, n. God, the Supreme Being.
Alas for thee! Image of the .^dtf&tf. Hellas, g^y.

Abroad, adv. (1) forth to the world.
An evil word is gone abroad oi me ; .... Cenci, i. iii. 6.
for acts blazoned abroad, iv. L 83.
Is that my name I hear proclaimed abroad? . . v. 1. 84.

(2) disseminated.
For prophecies, when once they get abroad, . , (Edipus, I. 131.

(3) far and wide.
and diffuse them all abroad : Dcemon, 11. 58.
but when fame went abroad. That one in Argolis Laon, iv. ix. 6.
and looks abroad For happiness and sympathy, . Q. Mab, iv. 122.
And spread the plague of gold and blood abroad: TriuTnph, 287.

(4) away from one's abode, from home.
Each night, that mighty steed bore me abroad, . Laon, x. iii. i.

And crept abroad i-atQ the moonlight air, . Unf. Dr. 191.
No quiet at home, and no peace abroad! . . . Faust, 11. 201.
Knew all that he had done being abroad: . . Horn. Merc xxvi. 4.

(5) current in the world.
What news abroad? Ch. 1st, ll. 405.
(6) all about, hither and thither.

Was heard abroad flapping among the tents ; . Hellas, 614.
(7) round about, over the earth.

And the ApennJne walks abroad with the storm . Apenn. 12.
ere the death-mist went abroad. Marenghi, xix. 4.
and diffuse them all fflSroflfif.- Q. Me^ v\\\. 11%.
sent abroad To do their work ' rv. 187.

'

But when the light of day was spread abroad Horn. Merc, xxiv, 2.

(8 ) forth, as from a window.
I looked abroad, and saw a star . .^ . . Laon, III. xxx. 4.And looked abroad if she might know .... Mar. Dr. VI. 5.

lAbrupt, adj. jagged and precipitous. [Accent on ad.']

the abrupt mountain breaks, Alastor, v^^i.

Absence, n. (1) state of being away.
In the absence of the sun ! Bridal, li. 6.

. ,". >i u Epithal. 9.And in my absence from your merry meetings . Cenci, \. iii. 5.

(2) separation.
the darkness of absence, worse than death ! . . Unf. Dr. 14.

Absent, n. that which is past.
to that Which is—the absent to the present . . Hellas, 795.

Absent, adj, (1) away, not present, implying' previous
presence.

Cyprian is absent, O me miserable

!

. . Calderon, in. 8g.And thus, although she absent were Lerici ig.
so to receive My absent master ....... Cycl. 39.Absent on jEtna, hunting with his dogs. . .

.'

122
sees In vacant chairs, your absent images, . . . Gisb. 133.

t(2) distracted, inattentive.
she Who loved me, did with absent looks . . . Laon, VI. Hi. 7.

(3) adj. absol. persons not present.
and could see The absent with the glance of

phantasy, /«/«», 446.
Absolve, V. tr. dispense.

the Pope Will ne'er absolve me from my priestly vow Cenci^ i. ii. 64.
Absolved, pp. dissolved, freed.

of vows to be absolved by death
; Ginevra, 75.



ABSOLVING!—ACCORD.

AbsolTl3ig,/r. ///<?. dispensing (satirical).

But by absolving me from the revenue .... Cenci^ I. ii. 65.

^Absorbed, v, tr. Fig, consumed, took in.

her . . . eyes . . . Absorbedt\it glories of the burn-
ing- skies, Laofii XI. v. 4,

^Absorbed, ^/. Fig. (1) swallowed up.
a shadow in the light Of heaven absorbed— . . Ch. isi, III. 30.
And I was thus nbSQrbed. mitil it past, .... Profn. 11. i. 82,

Should be absorbed^ till tney to marble grew. . . TowerofFa9n. 22.

(2) engrossed, entirely occupied.
-^^jo^-d**:/ like one within a dream Ginevra^ ^^.

Abstinence, n. refraining from food.
The sage, in truth, by dreadful abstinence . . Hellas^ 155.

Abstract, adj. cognizable by mind only.

all their causes, toana^j^ai:^ point, Converging, Q. Mab, VI. loi.

» .) H II II 11
Superst 30.

Absurd, adj. foolish, ridiculous.
if e'er You should allege a story so absurd^ , Hofn. Merc. xlvi. 3.

Or those absurd deceits Julian 240.

*Absurdity, n. something foolish or ridiculous.
Like one who hears some strange absurdity. Horn. Merc. XLVII. 8.

Abnse, V. I. tr. make ill use of.

in youth did he not e'er abuse The strength of wealth Pr. Atkan. i. 35.

II. intr. vilify.

And this short notice— * Pray abuse.'' Peter^ VI. ii. 5.

Abuse, n. vilification.

Into a powdeiT foam of salt abuse^ . . . Gisb. in.
who heaped abuse On Peter Peter, VI. xxxiii. i.

Abysm, «. poet, form of abyss, space, chaos.
Through the grey, void abysnt. Prom. II. iii. 72.
If the abysm Could vomit forth its secrets. . . . 11. iv. 114.
This is the day, which down the void abysm . . iv. 554.
Like Cyqlopses in Vulcan's sooty abysm^ . . . IVttcH^ lxxv. 4.

*Abyss, n. A. Lit. (1) the primal chaos.
The burning stars of the abyss . Ode Lib. II. 2.

and the immovable abyss . Prol. Hellas, 3.

paves for them Their path o'er the abyss . . ii8.
o'er yon hushed abyss, Prom. i. 67.
O'er the wide wild abyss two meteors shone, . . Laon, i. xxvi. 3.

(2) space, out of human ken.
Through the abyss of an immense concave, . . Deem-on, I. 143.
And on the verge of that obscure abyss . . . I. 235.
Or he would hurl me down the dark abyss. . Hofn. Merc, lxiii. i.

To its abyss was suddenly withdrawn ; . . . . Ode Lib. XIX. 2.

Peace ! tne abyss is wreathed with scorn . . . Ode toHeaven, 37.
From that deep abfss Of wonder and bliss, . Prom., iv. 99.
Filling the ady^Jwith sun-like lightnings, . . iv. 276.
the abyss shouts from her depth laid bare, . . iv. 422.
the abyss Of heaven with all its planets

;
. . Woodman, 16.

(3) a great chasm or opening.
the lowest gorge of the abyss Faust, li. 99.
drag Thy body to a grave in the abyss. .... 11. 124.

(4) place of darkness or misery undefined.
Abyss of Hell ! I call on thee, Calderan, III. i.

or savage fiends People the abyss, . . ... Prom. I. 370.
Descend, and follow me down the abyss . . . iii. i. 53.
He sunk to the abyss? iii. ii. 10,

(5) a place of extreme but definite depth.
Shall it sink Down the abyss ? . . . . Alastor, 395.
makes more dark the dread abyss Cenci, III. i. 254.
But when the roar Of ocean's gray abyss resounds, Moschus, ^.

B. Fig.
the guardians gloomy-winged Of one fl^jrjj, . . Fr. Silence, 3.

Hang round my throne on the abyss, Hellas, 867.
But through the soul's abyss.^ ... ... Pr. Athan. i. 100.

^Abysses, n. unfathomable heights or depths.
While from their loud abysses Prom, \. 41.
The abysses of the sky and the wide earth, . . . III. iv. 99.
Between mountains, woods, abysses^ II. v. 80.

The oceans, and the desarts, and the abysses^ . IV. 335.
That lurk in the abysses of the deep, Q. Mab, V. 180.

^Acacia, n. the Egyptian thorn (Acacia Nilotica).
The ash and the acacia floating hang Alastor, 437,
Beneath a bright acacia's shadowy hair, . . Laon^ vill. xxx. 3

Acacia, as adj.

Like sunlight thro' acacia woods at even, . . . vii. xi. 7.

Accent, n. (1) tone of speech.
But that from one jarred accent you might guess Julian, 2^3,
His accent caught a nasal twang

;

Peter^ I. ii. 2.

(2) force of speech.
To anat(:^w^unwithstood,

—

Mask, XKXVi. ^.

(3) a tone, a sound.
One accent never to return again Vl^oodtnan^ 67

Accents, n. (1) language. v

As in the accents of an unknown land, . . . Adonais, xxxiv. 4.

(2) words spoken or sung, tones of voice.
Strange accents are ringing Faust, II. 141.
Had made her accents weaker- and more weak, . Gi^svra, 84.
Stealing his accents from the envious wind . . . Julian^ 297.
But from my lips the iinwilling accents start, . . 475.
the air Closes upon my accents, —— 509.
But to the Snake those accents sweet were known Laon, I. xix. ^.
fill the shore and sky With her sweet accents— . II. xxviii. 5.
in ac^w^j sweet and low He sung a song . . ll. xli. 4.

The gathered sobs her quivering accents broke,
accents incomplete. And stifled shrieks,— . .

bore accents to mine ear
Her accents soft and sweet the pausing air .

On which those accents died,

as with gentle accents he addressed ....
Had on nis eloquent accents fed.

, One word, II. a.

. Prom. I, 399,

. Q. Mab, I. 160.

. Rosal. 533.

. Gisb. 271.

. Ch. 1st, III. 25.

. Adonais, xxxv. 9,

. /v. Athan. i. 15.

, Laon, IX. xxxi. 3.

. Adonais, XLix. 7.

. Cenci, i. ii. 71.

. Xasso, I.

Laon, II. xlvii. 5.

III. iv. 6,

VI, XX. 4.

VII. ji. 9.

XI. vii, 9.

XI. xiv, 7.

_ , XI. xix. 5.

. By those unpractised accents of young speech, . Ld. Ch. Vll. i.

I thought it nad been death's accents cold . . . M. N. Ravail, 14,
Upon my heart thy accents sweet Of peace . . M. W. G. IV. i.

His voice, whose accents lingered ere they died . Prom. 11. i. 88.

Oh, gentle Moon, thy crystal accents pierce . iv. 499.
Loved accents are soon forgot When the lamp, I. 8.

Accept, V. tr. receive, consent to receive.

My soul is offered ! I accept it. . Calderon, \l. 22.

I heartily acca'^^ This token Ch. \st, II. i.

Accept ray hearty thanks 11. 9.

Accept this token of my faith, Ginevra^ 74.
accept In your high ministrations, us, your sons— Hellas, 422.
But wilt tnou accept not The worship ... "

For what submission . , . would he accept, . .

Accept the boon thy worth hath earned,

.

Made me accept a purse of gold, , , . ,

(2) put up with.
You must accept in place of serenade— . .

Acceptance, n. favourable reception.
Or I think worth acceptance at your hands,—

.

Accepted, v. tr. consented to receive.

Whenhewhoeave, ac«//fii^ and retained. Himself II. 248.
aa»^/g(^torpialy The consolation that he wanted not, Ginevra, 176.

Accepted,//. (1) received, taken.
That bail be not accepted iot the prisoners . . . Ch. 1st, II. 86.

(.2) consented to receive.

I have accepted yovLT protection only (Edipus, ll. \. 168.

Accepted, ppl. adj. grateful, welcome.
The silence of that heart's accepted sd^ct'x^ce. ,

Philosophy's acE^/Zcf/ guest. .

Accepted, adj. acceptable, welcome.
most accepted thus Shall sneers and curses be

Access, n. (1) means of entrance.
Thy footsteps to a slope of green access . . .

(2) personal communication.
And I should be debarred from all access, . .

No access to the Duke

!

(3) means of obtaining.
Bar all (iccfijj to retribution first C^ww, IV. iv. 118.

^Accessible, adj. easy of approach, approachable.
less accessible Than thou or God ! Hellas, 164.

Accident, n. (1) unforeseen calamity.
Hoping some accident might cut them off; . . Cenci, I. i. 133.

(2) an unforeseen or unexpected event,
some accident might interpose iii. i, 375.
The self-same accident occurred to me Cycl. 103.

*Acclaim, n. shouts of applause.
replying With loud acclaim, Laon, Xli. i. 8.

Acclamation, n. approval.
Lifting the thunder of their acclamation, . . v. xiv. i.

Acclamations, n. shouts of approval.
And, neither did I hear the acclamations, . . v. xiv. i.

Accommodate, v. refl. adapt.
I will accommodate myself to you Faust, 11. 35.

Accompanied, //. attended.
Accompanied by the still throng he went . . . Laon, v. xxxvi. 2.

Accompanies, v. tr. associates itself with.
solacing All human care, occoMf/awz'ej its change

; Q. Mab, v. 216.

Accompany, v. tr. Fig. make a sound in harmony with.
the waterfalls .... Accompany the noon-day

nightingale
;

Epips. 444.
:{;Acconiplice, n. a partner or associate.

.*4cc£7?«///ce of omnipotence in crime, Q. Mab,vil. 103.
Accomplisli, "D. I. tr. fulfil, carry out.

Destruction must accom.plish Her consummation ? Hellas, 901.

II. intr.

spare not to accomplish, and be jnine Thy trophies, Prol. Hellas, 136.
know How soonest to accomplish the great end . Q. Mab, i. 183.

Accomplislied, pp. (1) brought to completion, carried out.
an end Never to be accomplished: - -

-

beyond his dearest hope. It is accomplished, .

what you devise Is, as it were, accomplished.

.

Is it accom-plished

?

(2) indulged in.

Until it be accomplished.

(3) fulfilled,

the ancient oracle is accomplished; ....
breathing within it A voice to be accom-plished,

(4) brought about,
and this was all Accomplished not

;

Julian, 578.

Accomplished, adj. cultured, highly educated.
Upon my accom-plished daughter Banknotina, . (Edipus^ I. 203.

Accord, «. (1) agreement or will.

Then all cried with one accorrf, Mask,7.v\\\. x.

together dwell. Mingling in sweet accord. , . Orpheus, 87.

B 2

. Calderon^ i. 159.

. Cenci, l. lii. 30.
III. i. 346.
IV. iii. 7.

I. i. 91.

Q>cL 705.
Prom. 111. iii. 67.



ACCORDANCE—ACTION.

(2) of its own accord = without extraneotis help.
Tomake the brand stick of its own occori^, . . Cycl. 651.

^Accordance, n. harmony.
His sweeter voice a just accordance kept. . Hont. Merc, lxxxv. 8,

Accorded, v. z«//-.' harmonized.
acoJrfi^tft/ with those fits Of intermitted song. , . Alastor, 171.

Accorded, //. granted.
the boon Of senseless death would be accorded

soon ;— . . , Laon, ill. xxviii. g.

According, adv. (1) followed by as^ corresponding to the

way in which.
According" as she smiled or frowned on me ; . . Bpips. 2g8.

(2) with to, in agreement with, agreeably to.

The Deity may according to his attributes Be
well distingfuished Calderon^ i. 160.

and being All hands acwrrfzw^to our author here, I. 184.
Leave us to fight, according to thy word. . . . l. 266.
It talks according to the wit Of its companions ; Guitar Jane^ 82.

And in his arms, according to his wont, . Hopt. Merc. XLIX. 7.

And Jupiter according to nis wont :— ... Lxvi. 3.

So, Lionel accordingto his art Weaving his idle words, Serchio, .-68.

Accosted, V. tr. Fig. met our ears.

and blaspheming prayers ^cci?j/^rf us Julian ^ 2iq.

Account, n. (1) a narrative, or relation.

give such a plausible account^ Horn. Merc. LXVI. 5.

+(2) a statement of money.
Like one who rubs out an account^ Peter, VII. iii..4.

Acconuted, /^. reckoned to be, esteemed.
What sort of God is Bacchus then accounted ? . Cycl. 528.

Accumulate, v. intr. gather around, become dense.
More dark And dark the shades accumulate. . . Alastor, 431.

AccuuLulated,^^/. adj. piled one on another,heaped together.
And seems, with its accumulated crags Alastor^ 552.
TMst 3ira\6. th& accumulated t]\\txb ....... Dcemon, ii. 199.
And wind among the accumulated st&&ps ; . . . Mont B. 66.

Accursed, adj (1) execrable, wicked.
To.hear the death ofmy flCfTMrJ^c? sons ! . . C»f««*, 1. iii. 8q.
He stayed not after that accursed feast .... —'—

11. i. 60.

(2) worthy of a curse, bringing a curse.

Accursed fire their mild juice could transmute . Laon^ V. Ivi. 7.

Accurst, adj. labouring under a curse.

Was not a phantom of the realms accurst^ . . iii. xxiv. 4.

Accusation, n. an imputation of guilt, arraignment.
some circumstance Should rise in accttsation^ . Cenci^ IV. iv. 43.
the breath Of accusation kills an innocent name, iv. iv. 143.
an armfed heel To trample accusation IV. iv. 160.

And thus his wrong becomes my accusation ; . . v. ii. 131.

To the pure skies in accusation steaming. . . Laon, V. Song^ 5, 6.

Why, no one Makes any positive accusation ;— . CBdipus^ li. i. 45.
Accuse, V. tr. (1) declare guilty.

those whom I did accuse Are innocent Cenci, V. ii. 159.

(2) with of, charge with.
Accuse him of the deed, iii. i, 152.

What Does any one accuse her of? CEdipus, ll. i. 44.

'f*Accused, n. a person charged with a crime.
Accused^ do you persist in your denial ? . . . . Cenci, v. ii. 1.

Accused,//. (1) indicted, charged with crime.

who was to be accused by the confectioner . . Ck. ij/, 11. 391.

(2) with oj, charged with.
The prisoners stand accused oi ^^.tuqiAs . Cenci, V. ii. y6.

Accuser, n. (1) one who prosecutes or accuses.
And the strange horror of the accuser's tale, . iii, i. 163.
A judge and an accuser of the wrong . . iv. iv. 186.
And art thou the accuser} V. ii, 132.

Accuser, witness, judge, What, all in one? . V. ii. 175.
Who stands here As my accuser } V. ii. 174.
Like an accuser hxzxi^tA with the crime . . Ginevra, 91.

and care Bven for this hard accuser— . . Horn. Merc. Lxiv. 7.

(2) n. in apposition, Fig.
that thought Shall fee the accuser conscience . Cenci^ li. ii. 120.

Accusers, n. pi. of Accuser (1).

Upon the ctccusers from the criminal : . . . . ir. ii. 66.

Accusing-, ppl. adj. guilt imputing.
Even now the accusing Angel waits to hear . . iv. i. 35.

Accustomed,//. (1) used, wont.
He was accustomed to frequent my house ; . . i. i. 62.

(2) Fig. used.
The wine is well accustomed to my hand. . . . Cycl. 576.

Accustomed, ///. adj. (1) ordinary, usual.
Unmindful each of their accustomed strife . . . Epips. 302.
For each accustomed visitor :— ....... Jane, Invitn, 30.
Hovering in verse o'er its accustOTned prey ; . . Ode Lib. i. 9.
Remit, O Queen I thy accustomed rdL.g&\ . . . CEdipus, 11. \\. qt^.

Much stolen of its accustomed flame : .... Peter, vi. xxi. 3.

still broods On her accustomed bough, .... Rosal. 143.

(2) familiar.

The flrcwj/owzfiii nightingale still broods. . . . 142.

Ached, V. intr, felt pained or distressed.

Mine eyes and my heart ached, Laon^ vi. Iii. 6.

Achieve, v. ir. (1) accomplish, carry out.

None but that which I may achieve myself, . . Cenci, II, ii. 44.

And other glorious actions to achieve Horn. Merc. II. 8.

All that., .nope can paint or suffering may ac^z'ez/tf, Julian, 45.

(2) attain, ensure.
You may achieve my safety and your own . , . Cycl. 423.

Achieved, //. accomplished.
From the dread manner of her wish achieved: . Cenci, II. ii. 151.

Acorn, n. the fruit of the oak.
Dodona's forest to an acorn's cup Hellas, 793.

Acquaintance, n, (1) friendship.

I never make acquaintance with the dead. . . . Faust, r. 80.

(2) those whom they know personally.

Their acquainiaizce in the street Mask, LXXXVII. 4.

AccLualntances, n. persons known to one.
as I Have no acquaintances in Antioch, .... Calderon, I. 80.

Acquit, V. tr. declare free from guilt.

Earth and Heaven, consenting arbiters. Acquit
our deed . Cenci, iv. iv. 25.

Acquits, V. tr. declares innocent.

The . . . heart of every boar acquits Their Queen, CEdipus, II. i. 158,

*Acqnlttal, n. exoneration. ,

And leaves for lame acquittal the poor life . . . Cenci, IV. iv. 144.

*Acroceraunian, adj. of a mountain range in Epirus, now
Capes Glossa and Linguetta.

her couch of snows In the Acr. mountains, . . Arethusa, I. 3.

From Tmolus to the Acr. snow . . .... Prol. Hellas, 173

Across, adv. from side to side.

Which led through the garden along and across, . Sensit. PL I. 50.

Across, prep. (1) from side to side of, with idea of spanning.
Striding across the orange-coloured heaven,— Marenghi, xxvii. 6.

Scarce meets across his princely paunch, . . . Devil, XV. 3.

Thine earthlyrainbows stretched ai^ffjjthesweep Mont B, 25.

(2) through, along.
The path across the wilderness, lest he, . . . . Cenci, 11. ii. 95,

(3) passing over.
Acrossmy threshold did I wander ne'er, . . Horn. Merc, tjciv. 4.
Sent odours dying sweet across the sea, . . Laon, iii. xxxiv. 2.

across our path would sweep, xii. xxxvi. 8.

(4) intermingling with, interfering with.
Tumultuously across her sleep, . . " . . . . Mar, Dr. iii. z.

(5) on the other side of, beyond.
And up the green ravine, across the vale, . . Prom. in. iii. 158.
Into the grave, across the night of life, . . ill. iii. 172.

(6) all about, all over.

Across that desert where their stones survived . Q. Mab, ix. 29.

Act, n. a thing done, a deed, an action.

In the imagination of an act. Calderon, in. m.
some happy change In his dark spirit from this cu:tj Cenci, 1 ii. 63.
The act I think shall soon extinguish all. . . ii. i. i88.
There is a higher reason for'the act in. i. 363.
What thou hast said persuades me that our actj iv. ii. 6.

As to the how this act Be warranted, iv. ii. 36.
The act seals all . . rv. iii. 7.

That he permitted such an act v. iii. 79.
made Our speedy act the angel of his wrath, . . v. iii. 114.
Impious in heart and in tyrannic 12c/, Ch. ist, in. 14.
acquits Their Queen, of any act incongruous . . CEdipus, II. i. 159.
not a thought, a will, an act, Q. Mab, VI. 1S2.

Act, V. I. tr. perform, carry into action, enact.
Wherein to ac^the deeds Cenci, I. i. 32.
Manhood remained to act the thing I thought ; . i. i. 97.
there yet remains a deed to act . i. i, 100.
To act the deeds that rumour pins on you. . . i. iii. 16.

I thought to a4:t a. solemn comedy v. i. 77.
I think, speak, act no ill ; Julian, 503.

II. intr. (1) be doing, be in activity.

The hours when we should oc^ P Ctf««', III. ii. 37.

(2) work, or have influence.

In those aerial mansions cease to act^ . . . , Q. Mab, ll, 92.
Or acts but as it must and ought to act. .... vi. 173.

ActsBon, «. fabled to have been turned into a stag by
Artemis.

A new ActcBon's error Shall their's have been— . Naples, Si.

*Act8Bon-like, c. adj. as Actseon is fabled to have seen
Artemis naked.

gazed on Nature's naked loveliness, Acteeon-like, Adonais, xxxi. 6.

Acting', pr. pple, going through, performing.
Oi acting a. ioTctd part in life's dull scene,— . E. Williams, iv. 4.

Action, n. (1) performance, execution.
Thought is not in my power, but action is : . . Calderon, in. 1 19.
Hence will and thought and ac/20«, . . . . . ^. ^a^, iv. 148."
The product of all action; ix. ig.

"

(2): activity.

Life is its state of a*r/w«, . . ... . Dismon, \i. 2$%.

,„",'' " Q. Mab\ IX. isk.
(3) a deed.

yet omit the sin and peril In such an action? . . Cenci. 11. ii. 124
behold Each action of this earth's inhabitants. . Q. Mab, li. 90.
(4) work.

subdued By action or by suffering, Triumph, 122.

(5) movement.
and left The action and the shape without the

grace Of life ^22.



ACTIONS—ADOKIS.

Actions, ». deeds, doings.
Good miads and open actions take new mifrht, , Apollo^ III. 5.

Subdue thy actions Even to the disposition of thy
purpose, Ck. ist, II. 126.

Strong actions and smooth words II, 344.
And other glorious actions to achieve. . . . /font Merc. II. 8.

when our thoughts and actions once are gone, . Laon^ VIII. xxii. 4.

Do the same actions that the virtuous do, . . . CEdipus^ I. 134.
The thoughts and actions of a well-spent day . . Q. Maby I. 178.

such his thoughts, and even his actions were; . tjnf. Dr. 109.

Active, adj. (1) working, effective.

The dcAwff spirit of man soon sleeps, Faust^ I. 100.
The moveless pillar ... Is active^ living spirit . . Q. Mab^ IV. 143.
But» active^ stedfast, and eternal, stjU Guides . vi. 156.

1 2) energetic, busy.
We too are active Faust, II. 285.

Activity, n. exertion of energy.
A spirit of flc^zW/y and life, Q.Ma6,vi.i^S.

Actor, n. one who takes an active part.

Not a spectator, but an actor? CA. u/, i. 36.
Actor or victim in this wretchedness, Triumph, 306.

Actors, n. (1) those wlio are engaged actively.
of what scene The actors or spectators? .... Adonais^ xxi. 5.

The affections of the actors in the scene .... Calderon, I. 1^4.

(2) performers in a stage play.
The actors who perform are Dilettanti ; . ^ . . Faust, II, 410,

Acts, n. deeds, actions.

for acts blazoned abroad, Cenci, IV. i. S3.
A thousand daily ac/j disgracing men ; .... iv. iii.^p.

Men cast the blame of their unprosperous acts . v. i. 25.
Of acts and ages yet to come ! Ode to Heaven, g.
Familiar acts are beautiful through love ; . . . Prom. iv. 403.
Mother of many acts and hours, IV. 560.

Acts, V. intr. (1) does the ordinary actions of life.

feels, acts and lives Just as his father did ; . . . Q. Mab, ill. 96.
He acts like others, drains the genial bowl,— . . Solitary, in. 3.

(2) moves or works.
Or acts but as it must and ought to act Q. Mab, VI. 173.

Actual, adj. U) material, real.

Asenseof<2c/Ma/thingsthosemonstrousdreamsamong.Z,3(7«, III. v. 9.

divideTheac^fl/worldfrom these entangling evils, iii.xxiii. 7.

(2) positive, absolute.
Not more endowed with ac/Mrt/ life ... . ^. il/a5, vn. 273.
In feigned or actual scorn and fear, . . . . Rosal. 519.

Acute, adj, sharp or shrill.

now grave and now acute, Woodman, 63.
Adam, n. the reputed father of the human race.

Sinful indeed, for ^c^a?;? made all so, .... Cenci, \. \\\. xi.
Lilith, the first wife of -(4d?fl7« Faust, w.^x^.

Adamant, n. a poetic name for anything of invincible hardness.
A portal as of shadowy adamant Allegory, i. i.

Infinite mine oi adamant 2LnA gold Prom. iv. 280.
through the adamaiit Of the deep mountains, Witch, ix. 2.

Adamant, c. adj. attr. hard as adamant.
We will have courage like the adamant rock, . Cycl. 600.

*Adamantine, aifj. (1) impregnable or irrefragable.
diffuse Their lustre through \ts adam:antine gSit^s. Dcemon, i. 228.
Heirs adam.antine limits burn Devil, xxviii. 4.
as of the wreck Qi adaynantine mountains— . . Hellas, 822.
Locked in stiff rings his adamantine coil, . . . L,aon, i. xii. 4.
and sought to sever Its adamantine links . . m. xix. 2.

To do tlie work . . . With adamantine nerves, . Peter, vii. xvi. 3.
Warped into adamantine fretwork, .... Pr. Athan. ii. iii. 29.
His adversary from adamantine chains .... Pj-ojh. Ii. iv. 107.
Even to the adam-antine central gloom . . m. iii, 86.
Of gold and stone, and adamantine iron. . . UnJ^. Dr. 23.
Of the snake's a(ia?«aw//M£ voluminousness ; . . Vis. Sea, 141.

(2) applied to immaterial things, moral force.
The adamantine armour of their power, . . . Laon, n. xx. 6.
veiled In virtue's adamantine eloquence, . . . iv. xix. 6.
an adam.antiney€\\ Between his heart and mind,— Pr. Athan. I. 87.

(3) extreme, all surpassing.
Compelling the elements with arfawjflwA'w^ stress; Prom., iv. 396.

*Ada^t, V. tr. connect, apply.
To its dire wanderings to adapt the sound . . . Laon, III. vi. 4.

A-day, adv. in one day.
Twenty times a-day) Exhortation, 9.

Add, V. tr. adjoin.
And will not add our dread necessity . . , . Cenci, iv. ii. 14.Add to our sufferings . . . No'heavier sum : . , iv. iv. 152.
add them, gentlemen, To those good words . , Ch. 1st, II. 26.
and shall add Your wisdom, . n. 71.
Add torture, add the ruiri of the kindred . . . 11! 2^2.
^aS;/ the brand of infamy, ^tf^rf mutilation ; . , , H- 233-add despair to crime, and pain to pain I . . . . Laon, VIII. vii'i. 2.
such a one As age to age might add, Julian, 100.
To add one mite to gold fed luxury : . . . Mother (5- Son, I. gand I add Three viaTs of the tears Prol. Hellas, 150.

Added, v. I. tr. adjoined,
mingled both, and a^W^t/ Chaos and Death, . . 84.
and ever she .^(frffii/some grace to the wrought poesy. Witch, xxvi.8.
II. intr. subjoined.

And noting he replied not, added: Julian, 166.
Added, ^/. subjoined.
Audwhy—

I would have otfdferf—is all here amiss? Triumph, 179.

Adders, n. venomous serpents (used generically).

As adders cast their skins And keep their venom, Ch. ist, i. 126.

Addition, n. in addition = by way of supplement.
This in addition. That if she have a child . . . Cenci, iv. i. 139.

And in addition I will give you gold Cycl. 152.

Addled,//, muddled, confused.
Which addledhy some gilded toy, Devil, xiv. z.

Address, v. tr. (1) speak.
I could address a word so full of peace .... Cenci, 11. ii. 103.

t2) make use of, adapt.
how I could e'er flii'rfrifjj Such features to love's work Julian, 463.

Addressed, v. tr. (1) apostrophised.
and Hermes then Addressed the Supreme Lord Hom. Merc. LXI. S.

(2) directed.

he addressed His speech to them, Laon, xi. xiv. 7.

Addrest,//. made ready.
And the rose like a nymph to the bath addrest, . Sensit. PL i. 29.

Adds, V. tr. adjoins.

Adds impotent eternities to pain, Q. Mab, VII. 250,

*Adept, n. (1) with accent on first syllable.
Thou art an adept in the difficult lore .... Hellas, 741.

(2) with accent on second syllable.
like an adept His sweeter voice Horn. Merc. L.XXXV. 7.

though no adept In God's right reason .... Peter, i. vii. 3.

and each was an adept, ... To stir sweet thoughts Witch, xvi. 6.

And like an horticultural adept, xxxil. 4.

*Adiposa, n. the Marchioness of Conyngham.
And in the arms oiAdiposa CEdipus, l. 290.

Adjudg'e, V. tr. declare authoritatively.
Which can adjudge and execute the doom . . . Cenci, III. i. 136.

^Adjure, v. tr. (1) charge solemnly.
Quick Nature ! I adjure thee by thv God, . IV. i. 142.
Think, I adjure you, what it is to slay .... v. ii. 145.

(2) invoke.
I do fl(^M?Te thy power and thee Two Fr./nvoc.li.^.

tAdministered, v. intr. contributed, helped.
the wrecks of what once a^w/w. to the stuffing-out Ch. ist, II. 452.

Admiralsle, adj. (satir.) excellent.
and well they might Be in admirable plight, . . Mask, III. z.

Admiral, n. Fig. ship in command.
Like waves before an admiraVs prow ! . . . . Ch. ist, I. 134.
He saw or dreamed he saw, the Turkish adinira.1 Hellas, 634.
But like a standard of an a(/»2zrrt/'.y ship, . . CEdipusi n. i. gS.

Admiration, n. wondering approval.
Which love and admiration cannot view . . , Dcetiton, \. 13.
and adm^iration, and delight Reflected from . . Ginevra, 109.
Rapture, and love, and admiration Daon^ xi. iv. 3.
As ruling once by power, so now by admiration, Naples, 121.
Which love and admiration cannot view . . Q. Mab, i. 13.
The Spirit, In extacy of ac^WiVa/ww, . , . . 11-245.

Admire, v. tr. wonder.
Thou wilt admire how I could e'er address . Julian, 463.

Admired, v. tr. looked on with approval.
whom all the world Admired, ... . . Calderon, III. 92.

Admired, //. heard with approval.
Many divinest sounds have I admired . . . Horn.. Merc. Lxxv. 3.

Admixing, pp/. adj. regarding with wondeiing approval.
nobler than The envious and aa^w^r/K^multitude. Ch. \st,\. 148.
Was led amid the adntiring company . . . Ginevra, 99.

Admiring, pr. pple. wondering.
Some few admiring what can ever lure . . . 34.

Admission, n. entrance.
Had never gained admission here Falsehood, 36.

Admit, V. t7\ (1) agree to, allow.
That I admit; Calderon, i. 153.

(2) allow to enter.
So warm, that to admit the dewy breeze, . . . Lion, iv. iii. 3.

Admonish, v. tr. warn, caution.
We pray thee and admonish thee with freedom, Cycl. 267.

Ado, n. hesitation, difficulty.
Without more ado He cut up fat and flesh, . . Hom. Merc. xx. 3.
Of which Priests make such fli^fo 7l/aj>fe, LVIII. 4.

'

*Adonais, n. a name given by Shelley to John Keats.
I weep for Adonais^he is dead ! Adonais, i. 1.

O, weep for Adonais! i. 2.
say

: with me Died ^flfewazj/ 1.7.
where was lorn Urania When Adonais died? . . Ii. 4.
O, weep for ^rt^owa/j—he is dead ! . . . . iii. i.

weep for Adonais/— ix. i

.

and odour, and sweet sound, Lamented -t4.3?<?«fl2j. xiv. 3.
z.^ to ho^lhow. Adonais: xvi 7.
Even to the mournful place where Adonais lay. . xxiii.q.
as if it were a part Of thee, my Adonais ! . . . • xxvi. 7.
Our .^rf(?«azj has druqk poison— ... . . xxxvi. r.

Mourn not for Adonais.— , XLI. 2.
Who mourns for -^f/(?Mfl/J .^ XLVIl" i.
What Adonais is, why fear we to become ? , li. o.
'Tis .^(fowaw calls

! on, hasten thither, . . . liii. 8.
Thesoul of v4f/(3//a;j, like a star, lv. 8."

blazoning the name 0{ Adonais Fr. Keats,^.
Adonis, ?z. a youth laved by Venus.

1 mourn Adonis dead— Bion. Aden. i.

A deep deep wound Adonis ,
' ii_
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For Venus whilst Adonis lived was fair— . . . Bion. Adon, 28.

The oaks and mountains cry Ai ! Ai ! Adonis/ . 30.
Adonis is dead Echo resounds 33.
saw and knew the mortal wound Of her Adonis^' 37.
Stay, Adonis/ Stay dearest one 3Q.
"Wake yet a while Adonis— 42.
In which I . . . Venus and Adonis Tasso^ 7.
thou, coy Ppesy Art the ^ifo«/jwhom I love, . 11,

Which dear Adonis had been doomed to pay, . Witch, i^xvii. 6.

Adoration, n. worship.
before his shrine forever In adoration bend, . . Desmon, 11. 20.

Adorations, «. worshippers.
And others came . . . Desires and Adorations, . Adonais, xiir. i.

Adore, v. 1. tr. A. Lit. worship as God.
Him whom we all adore,— Laon, x. xxxv. 7.

B. Fig. (1) pay devotion to.

To adore that sacred flame, Eug. Hills, 262.

(2) bow down before.

Of all the crowd, which thither to adore him . . Laon, V. xxi. 3.

Adore^ thee present or lament thee lost Zucca, V. 8.

II. intr. worship in a secondary sense.
To bend, to tremble, and adore Caideron, II. 6.

Adored, pp. worshipped in secondary sense.

To change and be adored iox ever Fr. Moon, 3.
O too soon adored, by me ! Epips. 132.

Adored, ppl. adj. much loved and admired.
my adored Nightingale ! la

Adores, v. tr. (1) worships at.

rag.ny a saint Whose heart adores the shrine . . Witch, xv. 6.

(2) admires beyond measure.
Echoes and shadows of what Love adores In thee, Prol. Hellas, 99,

Adoretb., v. intr. worships.
Even now my heart adoret/t: Prom. il. iii. 17.

^Adoring-, ///. adj. Fig. (1) devoutly loving.
adoring Even and Morn Will worship thee . . Epips, 377.

(2) admiring.
The adoring multitude MasI^, x. 4.

Adorn, v. tr. (1) add beauty to, embellish, deck.
whose beautiful bright stars Rule and adorn the

world, , . Calderon, 11. 188.
to waste The scene it would adorn, Epips. 527.
Adorn her lovely neck ! Fausi, \l. 400.
Channels upon her cheek, which smiles adorn, . L,aon, vill. xv. 5.

(2) add lustre or honour to.

those who most adorn And best defend it. . . . C/i. \st, II, 318.
Might adorn this sunny land, Eug. Hills, 157.
For all that such a man might else adorn. . . , JtUian, 539.
To adorn and clothe this naked world ;— ... L,aon, ix. xxviii. 5,
All that can adorn and bless Art thou— , . . Mask, LXIV. 2.

(3) Fig, bedew.
Wetwiththetearswhichshould flcftj^wthe ground, Adonais, xiv. 5,

Adorned, v. tr. (1) made beautiful, decked.
Whose light a^or«£i3? the world around it, . . . Alastor,']\^.
Of one friend left, adorned ^zx. frozen tomb. . . Rosal. 13 11,'

(2) added lustre or honour to.

^!V11 those bright natures which adorned its prime. Witch, \. 4.

Adorned,//. (1) made beautiful.
He had arf^jrwe^^and hid the coming bulk of death, Adonais, ji. 9.

(2) made pleasant.
Which had adQrned\i\% life in happier hours, , . Julian, 255.

(3) decked, embellished.
his room no doubt Is still adorned hy x^z.wy z. cast Gish. 213,

Adorned,^/, adj. beautified.

The adorned Earth spin§ silently, ...... Faust, l. 10.

Adorning, pr. pple, (1) adding importance or lustre to.

the human being stands cidorning'X\i\^ loveliest ( Dce^non, II. 139.
earth ......." \Q. Mab, vilj. 198.

(2) beautifying.
fair as one flower adorningKn icy wilderpess— . L,aon, \. xvi. 3.

(3) embellishing (satir.).

With care his sweet person adornitig, , . . , Devil, l. 3.

*Adown, prep. (,1) from higher to lower part.
Groping my y^zyadown the steep ravine, . . . Cycl. 716.
And bqre me thro' the tower adown a stair, . . J^aon, \v. ii. 4,
with horrid roar and din Adozvjt a steep ; . . . Orpheus, 76.

(2) along the course of a stream.
winging Its way adown some many-winding river. Frag. Sing. 5.
in the hours of sleep, To glide af/flzi/w old Nilus, , Witch, isv\i.^2.

*Adria, n. the Adriatic sea.

breaks the flow Of Adria towards Venice : . . Julian, 3.

jAdnlterer, n. A. Lit. one who violates the marriage vow.
Be called adulterer, drunkard, liar, wretch ! . . (Edipus, I. 366
B. Fig. breaker of religious faith.

Mitred o(^w//erfir/ he is joined in sin, , , . , Ch. ist, I. 6^,

Adulterous, adj. A. Lit. unchaste.
She is adulterous, and doth hold .,..., Rosal. 500.

B. Ing. a general term of reproach.
To that idolatrous and adulterous torturer . , Ch. 1st, l. 85,

Adultery, n. a violation of the marriage vow.
Adultery, destitution, and divorce, (Edipus, i. 330.
And must there be adultery too ? Peter, vi. v. 2.

Adultery/ God defend me
! VI. ix. 4.

Advance, v. intr. (1) move forwards.
You torch-bearers, advance to the great gate, . Ch. u/, I. 114.

But see, how swift advance and shift Faust, II. 45.
its millions shall advance. Thronging round thee, Laon, II. xIv. 8.

(2) progress morally.
thou hast lent To me, to all, the power to advance IV. xvi. 4,

fAdvance, n. onward progress.
to greet some conqueror's d^wawc^ Triu-mph, 112.

Forgetful of the chariot's swift aflfz/awcff/ . . . 450.

Advauc'd, v. intr. moved towards.
She swiftly advanced to my lonesome abode . . St. Jr. (i) iv. 4,

Advances, v. intr. approaches.
Lo! d^.hQdX Advances

;

Vis. Sea, 153.

Advantag'e, v. tr. benefit.

Than victory advantage those who win Calderon, I. 152.

Advantag'e, n. (1) superiority over.

Must have, methinks the advantage of the others. 1. 181.

(2) help or assistance.

what we have begun Without advantage . . . 1. 246.

*Advent, n. coming, arrival.

That will hail their blest advent to regions above. Deat/i Dial. 24.

Adventure, v. tr. stake or risk.

adventure And cast away . . . Two lives, . . . Calderon, I. 234.

Adventure, n. an enterprise oi uncertain issue.

Whence come youj and from what adventure
wild, Horn. Merc. xxvi. 5.

Adventurous, adj. bold.
That the adventurous thoughts that wander near Ode Lib. Cane. 3.

Adversary, n. an opponent, an antagonist, an enemy.
As one who baffles a deep adversary ; .

"
. . «; Cenci^ V. ii. 183.

as if now his adversary was fitted ;— .... Horn. Merc. Lxvi. 2.

hopeless so to foil His adversary:^ Laon, i. xii. 8.

when IJis adversary from adamantine chains . F^otn. II. iv. 107.

Adverse, adj. (1) opposing, inimical.

he saw two adverse fleets Stalk through the night Hellas, 625.

(2) antagonistic, opposed in thought.
ThusPhcebus . . . Talked . . .With adverse purpose, Hom.Merc. Llii. 3
from Tyranny which arms Adverse n^iscreeds . ProL Hellas, 106,

(3) opposite in point of place.

Winning the adverse depth ; Laon, VII. xii. 6.

Adversity, n. evil state or condition.

Our adversity a dream to pass away— .... Hellas, 1014.

^Adverting", ppl. adj. heedful, attentive.

even these primeval mountains Teach the advert-
ing mXivi Mont B. 100.

Advice, n. counsel.
Attend, I pray, to this advice of mine Horn. Merc. XV. 5.

Advise, v. tr. counsel, instruct.

Advise me how it shall not be again, . . . . Cenci, III. i. 147.
Let me (li^z'z'j^ you, do not spare a morsel • • Cycl. 2^%.
became them to advise His Majesty . . . (Edipus^ ii. i. 47.

Advises, v. tr. counsels.
who ever did what he advises Others to do ? . Calderon, l. 44.

Advocates, 71. lawyers.

on the advocates Presenting the defences, . . . Cenci, v, iv. 7.

*2!£eau, see ^gean.
From the ^<san To the cold Alps, Naples, 104.

*iSgean, n. the ancient name of that part of the Mediterra^

nean now called the Archipelago.
The blue JEgean girds this chosen home, . . . Epips. 430.
They sweep the pale JEgean, Hellas, 303.
Where the rocks that gird th' ^Egean , . , 660.
when o'er the Mgean main Athens arose ; . . . Ode Lib. iv. 15.
Among the jEgean isles, Front. 11. v. 35.

^JSig'is-bearer, n. Zeus.
nothing loth. Obeyed the j^^zj-A^are^-'j will— Horn, Merc. J.xvu.y.
Child of the Mgis-bearer, hail to thee, . . . Hgrn. Min. 19.

*JSgis-bearing', c. adj.

Rush from the crest of ^gis-bearing Jove ; . . Horn. Min. 9.

Such was the will oi cegis-bearing }ovit,^ .... Horn. Venus, 21.

*.Solla, n. a distiict of Asia Minor.
^^fl/?a and ^lysimnj and thy shores, CEdipus, i. 172.

*ajolian, adj. so called as being the fabled location of the

cave of iEolus, now the Lipari Islands.
cvory ^oliaji isle From Pithecusa toPelorus Howls, Ode Lib., xili, 5.

*2iOlian, adj. relating to the air or wind, airy, windy.
low-breathing Through Molian pines, .... Fr. Pleas. 7.

OivjWd. JSohan sound and mountain-odour keen ; Naples, 25.
The .Molian music of her sea-green plumes . . . Prom, n, i. 26.
Kindling within the strings of the waved air,

^oliafi modulations iv. 188.

iJEolus, K. the rulet of the winds.
When .^o/mj Scirocco has unbound Matilda, 21.

*a!ra, n. period of time.

Round whom collect, at a fixed <sra Peier, iv. xviii. z,

jAerial, adj. (1) airy, of the air, of the atmosphere.
Now like the rush of the oeWo/ wings Adon. Cane. 5,
Quivering through aerial vq\^, Eug. Hills, 143.
cast The sunken day-light far thro' the aeyw/waste. Laon, iii. xii.Q.
Amid the airWa/minarets on high, x. xvi. i,

Sinksheadlong through the fltfWa/ golden light . Ode Lib. x\x. $.
A pale mist, like aertal gossamer Orp/ieus^ 20.
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The liquid responses Of their aerial tongues . . Prom. Ii. i. 172.

and the aeriai ice clings over it ill.ii. 17.

Stand ever mantling with fltfWa/ dew, . . . ill, iii. 143.
Seem kneaded into one aerial mass IV. 260.
showers of aerial water drops Into their mother's

bosom, Wbodtnan, 48,

(2) lofty, high in the air.

o'er the ofiWfl/ mountains which pour down . . Alastor^ 142.
an aerial promontory, Whose caverned base . , Laon^ I. i. 4.
Before the aerial rock on which I stood, . . . I. viii. 6.

Encirclinp- that vast Fane's aerial heap : . . , I. li. 5.
Beyond the aerial mountains whose vast cells ll. xxv. 6.

down the aerial reg;ions Of the white Alps, . . . Naples^ 140.
Thou too, aerial Pile 1 whose pinnacles . . . Summer-^vg. 13.

(3) swift as wind.
and our oir/a/ speed suspended Laon^ Xll. xL x.

(4) filled with light, ethereal.
Dimmed the aerial eyes that kindle day ; . . . Adonais, XIV. 6.

(5) light as air.

and sent Into our hearts aerial merriment. . . Julian, 27.

(6) floating on the air, ethereal.
As silver sounding tongues breathed an ai'Wa/hymn. Z-aow, v. xH. Q.
Ye unseen minstrels of the aerial song, . .M.N. Despair^ 20.

(7) delicate as air.

The aeWa/ crimson falls, flushing her cheek, . . Prom. i. 469.
as the fl^Wa/ hue Of fountain-gazing roses . . • "II. v. 12.
Scattering unbeholden Its fl^Wff/ hue Skylark, ^g.
(8) impalpable, spiritual.

But feeds on the aiWa? kisses. ... ... Prom.. I. 741
Dream visions of aertaljoy, and ca! 1 the monster,

Love, I. 778.
In those aerial mansions cease to act

;

. Q. Mab, II. 92.

(9) wind-swept
From every flower aerial Enna feeds Prom. III. iii. 42.

(10) mountainous, in the clouds.
Tempest dwells By Nile's aerial urn, . . . . Son. Nile^ 7.

Aerie, n. nest.

When she seeks her oMrie hanging Hellas^ 78.
in which Fame^ the eagle, buift Her aerie^ . . . 874.

+Aery, adj. (1) of the air, of the atmosphere.
her blind flight O'er the wide aery wilderness : . Alastor, 232.
Those clouds of aery gold That slept . . Dmnion^ 1. 232.
And clothed with li^ht oi aery gold . . Serchio, 15.
aye renewing Its aery fountains. ... . Two Spirits, 40.
wandering isles of aery dew, Witch, Liv. 2.

(2) light as air.

which to her aery tread Yielding not . . . Adonais, xxiv. 3.

(3) high in the air, lofty.

Scooped in the dark base of their aery rocks . . Alastor, 424.
And aery Sunium's silver-veined crag, . . . C^cl. 275.
the hoar And aery Alps

. Julian, 68.
Whose a'ery dome is inaccessible, Laon, vii. xii. 8,
which bound Its aery arch with light like blood ; Mar. Dr. xviii. 4.

(4) as of the winds.
Obedient to the sweep of aery song, ... . Dcemon, 1, 1 15.

(5) immaterial, airlike.
in asry rings they bound Mjr Lionel, . . . . Rosal. ii6y.

*2ither, n. atmosphere, air.

My form upborne by viewless cether rode, . . .M.N. Ra-uail, 26.
Shadowy Aomos darkened o'er the helm The

horizontal eetker; Naples, 41.
from the cether Of her transforming presence, . . Prom., i. 831.
And who inhabit, . . . Its world-surrounding eeM^^ .• i. 661.
As the warm eetker of the morning sun . . 11. i. 77.
and the azure cether shone, . . . • n. iv. g6.
birds within the noon-day cether lost, . . . Triumph, 64.
whose dim form Bends in dark cether 85.

*.ffitlierial, adj. (1) rainbow-like, exquisite.
and the flowers With their cetherial colours

; . . Apollo, iv. z.

(2) of the firmament, the air.
Athwart the isMerza/ halls Calderon, ll. 2$,
If hawks chase doves through the eetherial way . Gisb. 188.
the Day Miherial born arose out of the flood Horn. Merc. xxxi. i.

(3) airlike, of the air, atmospheric.
Oi woof atherial, delicately twined Horn. Sun, 19.And the cBtherial shapes which are suspended . Laon^ II. v. 2.
Shedding soft dews from her eetherial -wijigs

;
. ix. xxi. 6.

And heavenly gestures suit (Ethereal melody. . .M.N. Ravail, 32.

(4) air piercing.
Mtherial mountains shone around— Loon, i. xlviii. 7.from yon eetherial tower Prom. I. 275.
(5) delicate, fairy-like.

across the sweep Of the ip/^erza/ waterfall, . . Mont B. 26.
woof of tEM^rzii/ pearl . Prom IV 223
Through that eetherial drapery. Rosal. 1060
With its eetherial vans— Witch, XLV. 3.

_
(6) unearthly, supernatural.

like the standard Of some eetherial host : . . . Naples, 46.
Demons and Gods, -^/^^e^za/ Dominations, . . Prom. IV. 530.a dun and faint eetherial gloom Triumph 92And underneath eetheriafglory clad 442.
(7) spiritual (?) the meaning of the fragment is very obscure.

Wait for thine .^^^erw/ lover; Fr. Roman's, i. 2.

^Atherially, adv. airily.
An antelope . . . Were less cetherially light : . . Epips. 77.

.Sthiop, n. the ^Ethiopian army.
The jEthiop has intrenched himself in Sennaar, . Hellas, 582.

.Sthiop, n. a native of i^thiopia.
the Mthiop there Wound his long arms , , . Loon, vii. ix. 6.

Left Plague her banquet in the ^thiop's hall, . -—- ix. xvii. 5.

*2:tliiopia, n. a district of Africa.
Dark ^Ethiopia in her desert hills Alastor, 1 15.

out of the mountains Of utmost ^Mz'^m, , . . (Bdipus, l. i$S-

old Nilus, where he threads Egypt ^.na ./Ethiopia, Witch, LVII. 3,

2StMopian, adj. pertaining, belonging to, or forming part of
Ethiopia,

shades the springs of Ethiopian Nile, .... L.aon, VI. xL 6.

The Ethiopian vultures fluttering fell . . . X. xvi, 2.

Like a ^een isle 'mid Ethiopian sand, .... Marenphi^ VI, 3.

Drenchmg yon secret Mtkiopian dells, .... Son. Nile, 2.

JEtna, n. the largest volcano in Europe.
Mina, the loftiest peak in Sicily. .... . Cycl. 107,
Absent on jEtna, hunting with his dogs, . . . 123.

under the roots Of jEtna and its crags, . . 282.
who inhabit A village upon ^tna 444-
aswithitsthrillingthunderVesuviuswakens^^fl, Ode Lib. xill. 3.

*2!tnean, adj. of Mount ^tna or pertaining thereto.
And drove us to this wild jEtnean rock ; . . Cycl. 23.
Whence coming, they arrive the Mtnean hill , 86.
The Cyclops Mtnean is cruel and bold, , . , 351,
the jaws Of axes for Mtnean slaughtenngs. . . 387.
Vulcan, Mtnean kingj^ 603.
Burn and blind The jEinean hind ! 665.
To fabulous Solyma, and the Mtnean Isle, . . CEdipus^ I. 169.

Afar, adv. (1) to a great distance.
driven ajar By the strange madness, .... Cycl. 4.
shot forth ajar^ clear beams of light ; Horn.. Sun, 15.
We drag ajar from pastoral vales the fairest . , Laon, viil. xxv. i.

And we sail on away, ajar^ ... . Prom. ii. v. 88.
and dreaming still, he crept ajar— Witch, XXX. 5.

(2) widely, on all sides, to a distance,
that maiden who had reared The torch of Truth

afar Loon, rv. xxxiv, 2.

Of the flowers whose hues they bear ajar; . , Sensit PI. i. 81.
Eer soft smiles shone ajar . . . ... Witchj V. 6.

(3) from a long distance.
From a;^r The populous constellations . . . Prom. III. iv. 7.
when from ajar The ministere of misrule sent, . Rosal. 856.

(4) in the distance, far away.
Ajar the melancholy thunder moaned, .... Adon, xiv. 7.
c^ar O'er the wide wild abyss two meteors shone, Laon, l. xxvi. •£.

Ajar the Contadino's song is heard, Gisb. 286.

(5) not belonging to, out of.

something ajar From the sphere of our sorrow ? . One word, l\. 7.

(6) widely in realms of thought.
I am borne darkly, fearfully, ajar; . , . Adonais, Lv. 6.

Affair, n. a dispute or difference.
to compose the o^zV by arbitration Hom^.Merc.\JSXl.%.

A£fairs, n. (1) doings, concerns.
To interest thyself in our affairs— Faust, I. 30.
Devising schemes for the affairs of mortals— . Hom-.Merc. Lxv. 5.
that he will stir In our affairs ;— Peter, vil. iv. 4.

(2) occupations, business.
The following morning urged by my affairs . Julian, 582.

Affected,///, adj. pretended.
and his affected charity, . . . What palpable deceit ! Q. Mab, VI. 66.

Affection, n. love between individuals.
Of such a^^r/zbw and unbroken faith C£««' in. i. 312.
Thankless affection led me to this point, .... v. i. 62.
With an orphan's affection Hellas, 98.'

Gathered them both into familiar Affection
sweet,— Hom.Merc.uxsxwi.7.

And finds torn the soft ties to affection so dear. . St. Ir. (5) i. 8
High swell'd in her bosom the throb oiaffection, (6) ll. i.
And the mind the mild joys oiaffection is proving, (6) ii. 7.
visions clear. Of deep affection and oftruth sincere. Witch, LXXVli. 8.
On affections bloodless shrine Mary,wkodied,lll.^.

itAffectionate, adj. loving.
And with affectionate discourse beguiled . . Mother^ Son,-vi.g.

Affections, n. disposition towards anything.
The affections of the actors in the scene .... Calderon, i. 164.
Have moved the affections by this mediation . i. 174]
the mail of tried affections wove Laon, ix. vii. 7.
That their affections and antipathies, . . . produce

the laws Q, Mab, II. 235.
Afflict, V. tr. (1) trouble, torment mentally.
Thus to afflict my heart? Calderon, iii. 38
(2) hurt physically.

and o^zc/ me with keen hail /Vow*, i. 43,
Afflicted, ppl. adj. distressed in mind.
And the afflicted one . . , questioning . . , Dante Conv. 32.

Affliction, n. trouble, distress.
the a^z'rf/o« of vain breath

: Triumph 61.
Afflicts, V. tr, grieves, troubles.
which o^icAs my heart and soul Calderon lii. 110

Afford, V. tr. (1) provide, bestow, furnish.
Did thine own mind fl^r.:f no scope Of love, . .Coleridge 21.
affordK plea for sating the unnatural thirst . . Q. Mab, vi. 127.



AFPOBDED—AGE.

So fair ... a sight As the eternal temple could
afford. Dcsmon^ i. 216.

As Mab's etherial palace could afford. ... Q. Mab^ II. 29.

(2) mayst with reason.
thou canst afford to weep Unf, Dr. 46.

Afforded, V. tr. gave to.

the milder zone affofded man A seeming shelter, Damon., II. 128.

^.J/d!5, VIII. 187.

Affords, V. tr, produces, provides, furnishes.

world a^r^fJ Of grace, or majesty, or mystery;— Alasior, 482.
whose leafy dome affords A temple Q. Ma&, VI. 2og.

^Affray, n. (1) combat.
in ghastly affray With a sea-snake Vis. Sea^ 137.

(2) alarm, terror.

sudden tumult and affray Arose, iMon^ xi. xix. 3;

Affright, V. I. tr. A. Lit. alarm, disturb.

Their earth-convulsing wheels affright the city ; . Ifelias, 324.

B. Fig.
the thunder-balls The day affright. Calderon, II. 27.

II. intr. alarm.
Curls^ to seize or to affright; Faust, 11. 74.

i'Afifrigrlit, n. sudden fear.

they shrunk with affright from his ugly sight, . . Devil, VI. 4.

The owls fly out in strange afffnght; Faust^ II. 127,

Affrighted, ppl. adj. Fig. disturbed, troubled.
It sweeps into the affrighted s^a./ Serchio^ 100.

Afraid, adj. (1) fearful of.

Was as much afraid of ghosts as any, .... Fr. Ghst Sty, 5.

(2) (derisively).

but, as I am ajraid, The Quarterly would bait you St. Epips. 52.

Africa, n. the third great division of the world.
The Anarchies of Africa unleash Hellas^ 299.

*Aft, adj. stern.

And stow the eatables in the aft locker Se9^chio^ 74.

*Aft, adv. turned backwards.
So that the tracks which seemed before, were fl/"// Horn.Merc, xiil, 4.

After, adj. subsequent, later.

in a_fter times her spirit free fcnew what love was, Witch^ Lxvill. i.

After, adv. later in time.
We look beforeand o/^e?', And pine forwhat is not: Skylark, 86.
Answer from all their clouds and billows, echoing

after. Prom. IV. 337.

After, prep. (1) following in succession of time.

wildly he wandered on, Da^ after day, .... Alastor, 245.
After the funeral all our km Assembled, . . . Rosal. 457.
Cold as a corpse after the spirit's flight, .... Zucca^ iv. 7.

(2) following in position.
In dormitories ranged, row a//tfr row, .... W^zV^rA, LXIV. 3.

(3) after the interval of.

^yi'e?-many years And many changes I returned; Julian^ 583.
That after many wondrous years were flown, . . Laon^ I. xlvi, 5.

(4) later than a point of time.

Such as we used, in summer after six, .... Serchio, 78.

after the birth of night Zucca^ IV. 8.

(5) following upon.
And after long and vain endurance Love, Hope^ 41.
one moment's good After long pain— .... fane^ Invitn^ 45.

(6) for, in pursuit of.

Thy thirst for tears—thy hunger after gold— . . Ld. Ch. xil. 2.

(7) in the manner of, according to

«/?£?' this strain He ever comm,unes with himselfagain, yw/zaw, 268.

After, conj. ellipt. after that.

For after her first shyness was worn out.... 156.
bore us fast and far. Even after they were dead. . Ifellas\ 514,
the hue . . . did there endure After the touch, . . .

was . . . faded, Mar. Dr. xx. 5.

After all, adv. phr. at last, ultimately.

but afterall She left him fulian, 605.

^After-times, c. n. future times.

in many a dream Of after-tiTnes ; Alastor, 266.

Afternoon, n. the second half of the day.

Changed her attire for the (Z/^^rwoow, Ginevra, loi.

It was a bright and cheerful afternoon, .... Suminer, 1.

Afterwards, adv. subsequently.

Should afterwards espouse the murderer? . . , Calderon, i. 281.

Again, adv. (1) once more, back.

A bride's-maid went,—and ere she came again . Ginevra, 134.

Once having gone, in vain Ye come again, . . . Far.faraway, 1.8.

The lady who had left him, came «p-am Julian, S99-
Thus madness came again,—a. milder madness, . Laon, IV. v. i.

(2) once more as previously.
Was ranging over the world again Fr. Satan, g.

Greatest and best, be Tnzrcxim again / .... Laon X. xxviii. 5.

And its ancient pilot. Pain, Sits beside thehelm again. Eug^. Hills, 334.
And its dull drops froze on the boughs again, . . Sensit.Pl.iii. 107.

(3) on another occasion.
Ye may soon share such merriment a^ain . . . Cenci, i. iii. 124.

Say not those smiles that we shall meet again . Prom. ii-. i. 124.

(4) prec. by never = at any future time, any more.
Theyne'erwillgatherstrength,orfindahomea^a««. Adonais, ix. 9.

And it shall never sleep in peace fl^am . . . . C^, i^^, il. 361.

Will never, thought they, kindle smiles again. . Ginevra, 168.

One accent never to return again . Woodman 6'j.

AgsojiBtt prep. (1) towards, in direction of.

^^az'?»j^ the morning-star. Hellas, 1069.

(2) coming in contact with.
And dull the barbed fire against his frozen cheek. Adonais, xi. 9,

His lips were pressed against a folded leaf . . . Julian, 280..

(3) upon, adhering to.

stick The same against the temple doors, . . . Witch, Lxxiii. 5.

(4) in opposite direction to.

Against the Serchio's torrent fierce, Serchio, 93.

(5) to the detriment of, in enmity towards.
who stirred Enmity up against me with the Pope ? Cenci, Ii. i. 134.

to wage enmity .^^aiwj? Justina's soul, . , . Calderon, I. 213.

The issue of the war fl^azwj/ the Scots C^. u/, II, 351.
fierce blasphemies Against the Daemon of the

World Dmtnqn, 1. 284.
' Gainst a woman that was a brute Hate, 4.

*Airauippe, n. a well at the foot of Moimt Helicon-
nor where Aonian Aganippe expands Virgil, 16.

^Agarics, n. tree fungi.

And agarics, and fungi, with mildew and mould . Sensit. PI. III. 62.

*Asratlion, n. an Athenian tragic poet b. 447 B.C.

Kn^Agatkon and Diotima seemed Pr.Athan.ll.\\.6$.
spirit of melody On Agathon's sweet lips, . . . St. Bpips. 105.

*Ag'ave, n. a daughter of Cadmus,
round the cup Which Agave lifted up .... . Prom, iv, 474.

Afire, n. (1) period of life, number of years.
live In some blithe place, like others of my ^e, . Cenci, II. i. loi.
If he now lived he would be just her age; . . . V. ii, 65.
Yet wandering far beyond that innocent age . . Laon, II. xxli. 2.

(2) duration of life.

all who had their (2^£ subdued Triumph, 121,
That hoary man had spent his livelong age . . Laon, IV. viii. i.

(3) the latter part of life, oldness.
now Do I behold you in dishonoured age . . . Cenci, I. i. 53.
And age's firrb, cold, subtle villainy ; . ... I. iii. 175,
Which she prepares for overwearied age; . . . V. i. 15.
grey fathers wait Their childless age;— . . . Cycl. 292.
The unprevailing hoariness ot age . . . . Dmmon, II. 149.
How vigorous now the athletic form of age! . . II. 186.
age may go To the dark grave Faust, 11. 278.
old age with its grey hair Laon, II. xxxiii. i.

such as suffering leaves behind, Not age;— . . . rv, xxix. 6.

They said,' that age was truth, ix. xiv, 7.

Childhood, and youth, and age, writhing in savage
pains .... - X. xxi. g.

Nor age, to blanch thy vermeil hue, . . . Love, 6.

A^e cannot Love destroy, Lov^s Rose, lii. i.

The lap of Pain, and Toil, and Age/— .... CBdipus, II. ii. 98.
If envy or age had not frozen your blood, . . . Pan, III. 11,

the while Youth spnngs, age moulders. .... iv. 224.
old age Shivers in selfish beauty's loathing arms, v. 190,
then in manhood's prime : But age crept on : . . • vi. 123.
Unarmed old age, and youth, and infancy, . . . vil, 40.
How vigorous then the athletic form oiagef . ix. 65.
he was not old, If age be numbered by its years : . Rosal. 422.
Not age, had lined his narrow brow, .... 429.
Old age and youth, manhood and infancy . . . Triumph, 52.
which neither age. Nor tears, nor infamy, . . . 241.
Or age, or sloth, or slavery could subdue not . . 2^9.
Old a^e with snow-bright hair and folded palm. . Witch, Lxi. 8.

'

(4) the qualities or effects of age.
'ere these limbs were over worn' with age, . . , Cycl. 2.
they Whose reverend heads with age are grey, . Mask,l.xxxii. a.
The wisdom of old age was mingled there . . . Q. Mab, Vll. 78.
that mocks The unprevailing hoariness of age, . vill. 208.

(5) particular period or generation of men, the time in
which one lives.

The Pythian of the age one arrow sped . . , Adonais, XXVIII, 7.How young art thou in this old age of time \ . . Ch. \st, I. 32.
tempered to the error of his age.^ n. 41,
makes the age of reasoning man More memorable 11. 158.
In this enlightened age too, Faust, ir. 352,
inwhose deep stream this age Shakes like a reed Fr. Byron, \.
to stand Among the spirits of our age and'land, .Gisb. 199.

''

A strain too leam6d for a shallow age, .... 242'.

The world's great age begins anew, Hellas, 1060.
and find Foundations in this foulest a^e, .... Otho, Hi. 7
the frozen hearth Of a cold age, Peter v xiii %The day-stars of their (z^tf/— '

. Q. Mab, X. \2%.
llarth groans beneath religion's iron age, . . . vil. 43.
(6) a future period.

A pattern to the unborn fl^e of thee Ch, \st \\ ^K
The coming age is shadowed on the past .... Hellas] %ok
hisap-eofendlesspeace,Whichtimeisfastmaturing, Q. Mab III. 235.

(7) a lengthened period.
'

Prom age to age, from man to man. It lived; . , Hellas, 61
such a cne As age to age might add, Julian, 100
It rolls from realm to realm And age to age, . Prol. Hellas aj;
Even all that we imagine, age on age, ... . Prom. I 41^And there the body lay, age after age, . . Witch Lxxi i

(8) past mythical periods.
'

Draw the last spirit pf the a/Tf of gold, . , . . Epips.^2^.



AOE-COLIiECTED—AGONY.

That was indeed the golden age on earth. . . . Faust II. 284.
Men from the Gods might win that happy age . . Wiich, XVIII. 4.

(9) period to be expected.
the happy fl^tfWhen truth and love shall dwell below Rosai. 605.

(10) as a metaphorical personage.
We have past Age's icy caves, Prom. il. v. q8.

*Affe-collect8d, c. aaj, accumulated by time.
Whose age-coilecied {qzvots scarce allowed , . . Q. Mab^ vill. 71.

Aged, adj. (^11 old, time-stricken
Of this quaint show of ours, my o^^rf friend ? . . Ch. is/, I. 117.

The aged AH sits in Yanina .^ Hellas^ 566.
at last, he bent O'er me his a^^Vface, .... Laon, in. xxxi. 7.

And still that agedvazxi, so grand and mild, , . iii.xxxiii. 6.

His spirit leaped within his aged {Tame, .... IV. x. 2.

that agedxnaxv I left, with interchange of looks . IV. xxxii, i.

All night his a^f(^ Senate sate xi. xiii. 7.

She was an a^s^^woman ; Motheri^ Son, 1. 1.

A sorrow o'er her age6. soul did fling, IV. 7.

This a0ed sufferer for many a year IV. 10.

Yet did the o^ea? woman's bosom glow. . . . V. 5.

but lived to tend Her «j^(?rf father, Sunset, 32.

Yet if thine fljftfrf eyes disdain Juh'an, 011.

(2) characteristic of age.
law Awards, and aged, sullen avarice pays. . . Cenct, ll. ii. 5.

(3) very ancient, decaying.
Babylon of crags and (Z^tffif trees, Caideron, 11. i6g.
And where the aged {oresVs limbs look hoar, . Rosal. 1253,

(4) which has existed for ages.
But then men dreamed the aged earth * . . . . 602.

Ages, n. (1) indefinable and immeasurable periods of time
past.

That as^s, empires, and religions there .... Adonats,XLVlu.^.
Time, That loadstar of the a^ej, Calderon, il. 1S4.
The flood oiages combating below Ifcsfnon, i. 288.
Know then, that from the depth of ages old, . . Laon, i. xxv. 4.
Even where they slept amid the night of ages, . l. xxxii. 3.

IfelttheswayOfthe vast stream ofa^tfj bear away 11. xii. 5.
from its snows has shaken The swoon ctiages, . . ii. xiv. 4.
asthebenumbingcrampOfttP-tfjleavestheir limbs— ii. xliv. 6.

from ages long gone by, Had made a landmark ; iir. xii. 4.
or now Had ages, such as make the moon . . VI, xxxv. 7.

The good and mighty of departed ages .... ix.xxviii. i.

famed seven who slept three ages Peter, VII. xv. 3.
beneath these mountains Unresting ages; . . . Prom.. I. 87.
Years, a^fij, night and day : l- 3o3-
Past ages crowa on thee, but each one remembers, i. 561.
From unremembered ages we I, ^-^2.

An hundred ages we had been kept ... . iv. 61.
The flood o( ages combating below, Q. Mab, ir. 254.
the minutest wave That swells the flood of ages, , • ill. 142.
a thunder-peal that died In ages past ; . . . in. 148.
That for uncounted ages has remained. . . . iv. 141.
has floated down The tainted flood of ages, . . • vi. 225.
I will not call the ghost of a^isj gone .... viii. 42.

(2) future periods of undefined duration.
over the desart flung Of ages and of nations

; . Gi'sd. 1S2.
we must live some Hours or ages yet to come. . /mv. Mis. in. 5.
a rule and law to affes that survive. . . . . Laon, ix. xxviii. 9.
to long ages shall tnis hour be known

; . . xii. xxix. 7.
Of acts and a^fj yet to come

! Ode io Heaven, o.
will long ages roll away, And see no terra ? . . . Q. Mab, VII. 130.
Then, where, through distant ages, . . ix. 93.

Aggravate, v. tr. make worse.
Thy settled fate, ... all change would aggravate. Coleridge, 36.

Aggregated,//, brought together.
the store Of all events is aggregated there . . . Dmmon, 11. 254.

* " 11 » ^ )> n M Q' Mab, IX. 150.
^Aghast, ///. a. (1) in terror, terrified.
He sits amid his idle pomp aghast, . . . . Laon iv. xxv. 7.
sometimes for pain aghast. '

nj. i. g.
I past, and there was found aghast, alone, . . v xx 6
aghast and pale the Tyrant fled away. .... . viI. vi. 9.And they on one another gazed aghast, .... x xxx 7ye sit aghast Amid the ruin xi. xv. 1.
Watch for the springing flame expectant and aghast. xii. vii. 9Ashalf in joy, and halfajfv4aj/, Mar. Dr. -^i. 6.
-^^Aflj/ she pass from the Earth's disk; . . . . Naples i,6
Oppression shrinks aghast: Qis Lzb. VI. 8.
Their whistling noise made the birds aghast. . , Sensit. PI. in ^7And stare aghast At the spectres wailing, . That time, I. 4.
I arose aghast, Or seemed to rise, . .... Xfiumph 107.
the seamen aghast Like dead men . . , Vis Sea «,%

(2) Fig. '
'^'*"

And their great pines groan aghast/ .... Cloud, 14.
Yet, from thy voice that falsehood starts aghast, Fr. Pris. 4.

jAgile, adj. swift-sailing.
The a. Hydriote barks with press of sail Dashed:— Hellas, 485

^Agitate, v. tr. irritate, torment.
.
which Juno sent To agitate lo, CEdipus, 1. 15^."^Agitates, v. tr. keeps in activity.
Agitates the light flame of their hours, . . . Tower ofFam 8

Ago, ///. adj. gone by, past.
Who to this city came some months ago, , . . Julian 196Twas many years a^o i^a^^w, i. xxxv. 4.Ago, adv. a long time smce, long past.
OnthetowersofVenicenow, Lifceitsglorylonga^tf. Eug. Hills, 213.

From Paradise came long ago : Faust, 11. 332.

of some loved voice heard long ago Laon, I. xxii, 2.

He sung a song his Judge loved long ago, . . . II. xli. 5.

Which had kindled long ago Prom. 1. 729.

Agonies, n. (1) mental anguish.
which lies 'Mid remembered agonies JSug. Hills, 330.
No: wears a living death of agonies/ .... Julian, 415.
the slow agonies CJf legal torture mocked his keen

desire : L^on, X. xxxiv. 2.

Ah! no, thea^(7«2WjthatswellThispantingbreast, M. JV. Melody, g.

His slumbers are but varied agonies^ Q. Mab, III. 77.

t2) bodily anguish.
My parch^.d skin was split with piercing agonies. Laon, in. xviii, 9.

like agonies Stifled afar— xi. xiii. 5.

(3) excitements.
Gave strength to bear those gentle agonies, . . Love, Hope, 35.

(4) pangs.
He shudders in death's latest agonies/ . . . . M. N. Post. Fr. 8.

The agonies of anguish and of death Medusa, I, 8,

(5) modes of torture.

The powers who scheme slow agonies in Hell, . Prom. I. 367.

(6) {satir.)

Where small talk dies in agonies/— Peter, III. xii. 4.

*Agoniz'd, ///, a. torturing.

Were delights to his (^(7W(>W pain, 5/. /r. (3) Vll. 3.

*Agoiiiziug, {1) torturing.
The shrieks of agonising deB.iA\, Q. Mab, ill. 183,

, (2) frantically exciting.
They, tortured by their agonising pleasure, . , Triumph, 143.

Agony, n. A. Lit. (1) death struggle.
his solemn agony had not Yet faded from him ; . Adonais, xlv. 4.
the corpses in stark agony lying, Laon, Xll. i. 5.
In the death hues of agony Peter, VI. xxvi. j.

He who made his agony The barrier to your else
all-conquering foe . . Prom., j. ii8.

(2) anguish of mind or body in others.
I loveThesigjht of a^iJwjV, Ctfw«, i, i. 82.
Whose sport is in his agony Q. Mab, in. 203.
the solace of all woe Is turned to deadliest agony, v. igo.
Has been tracked by despair and agony. . . . Falsehood, 20.

(3) mental anguish.
and Venus hangs in agony there. ... . Bion. Adon. 8.

That faith no agony shall obscure in me .... Cenci, in. i. 102.
0\i, agony of fe.'axX , . IV. iv. 25.
The limbs in chains, the heart in agony, . . . Epips. 4O6.
In the waters of wide Agony : . . . Eug. Hills, 6j.
In the sea of life and agony : 336.
With agony, with sorrow, and with pride, Ginevra, 48.
Or all would sink in this keen agony— . ., . . Julian, 361.
Shouldst rain these plagues of blistering agony— 453.
can I dissemble The ago*iy of this thought? . . Laon, ii. xlvii. 4.
That if I loved before, now love was agony. . . in. iii. 9.
did agony wreak Its whirlwind rage : . . . , ni. vii. 7.
and sne tore Her locks in agony, vn. v. o.
She told me what a loathsome agony . . . vil. vi. i.

Transformed into the agony which I wore . vii. xv. 8.
the hot atmosphere Of his blind agony, . xi. viii. 6.
I fell in agony on the senseless ground, .... xii. xxv. 3.And canst thou mock mine a^owy, M.N. Despair i.

Awhile it stills the tide of a^owy. . . . . 14]
And canst thou not contend with agony, . .M.N. Fragmt.21.
A fiercer, deadlier a^a?z)j/ M.N Melody 47Who, shrieking in agony, . . . . .M.N. Spec. Hors. 54.
The scorned load of agony

. M. W. G. ll. 6.
Leaped up from the (£ck in a^owjj'i • • . . /Vow. I. 96.
There is no a^owjv, and no solace left'; . . I. 819.
And narrow verge of crag-like ajfOTZjvi . . . iv. 560.
Struggling with whirlwinds ofmad agony, . . . Q. Mab, vn. 255.Thou knowest not, thou canst not know My agony, Rosal. 224.
The secrets ofmy agony/ ... . . . 494.
And he sate in mute agony still ; . . . St Ir {^\i ^
Ifitbebutawor]dofa^(7w>— Triujnph, 20K.
In the ^(7«j; of terror, Vis.Sea,^!:
(4) a mental struggle.

This a^owy Of passion Calderon,in.ioQ.
Let him not fear the agony of sighs Dante Conv. 25.

(5) bodily anguish.
and wrest Self-accusation from our a^owy.'. . . Cenci iv. iv 171
nor, though the Sun Its shafts of agony kindling . Laon, ill. xx. 3.

'

upon the others face In helpless ajfowjj' gazing- x xv 6
Seeking to quench the agony of the flame, . . . x xxi c

Ti^^J?
in a^OMyroll hisdeath-swimmingeye-balls,il/:iV.vS/£c.^orj ri

Might then have charmed his agony Magnet.Lady1x7By this imperial crown of a^OTzy, Prol. Hellas, %o
Have Its deaf waves not heard my agony ? . . . Prom,, i. 29.And thus devote to sleepless agony, . . i.' 280.A robe of envenomed agony/ .... . . i, 289.
So from our victim's destined agony . , . i' 470
Crawling like a^owjv . . , i 401"
Drops of bloody a^owv flow '

r! ^64"
Far worse than fire's brief a^(7«jf

[ Rosal. ^iiu

(6) extreme or brutal rage.
Over his loathed meal, laughing in agony, raves. Laon n xxxvi o
B. Fig. (1)

and with the a^(7«j; With which it clings. . . . Cenci, Ul. i. 250.Like the last glare of day's red agony, . . , Pyom. in. ii. 7.

C



10 AGREE—AIB.

(2) intensity or paroxysm of pleasure.

Like formswhich sculptors carve, then love to agony. Laon^ x. xxiii. 9.

Affree, v, intr. harmonize.
with whom these marks and signs Fitly agree . . Calderoriy I. 56.

A^eed, v. intr, concurred in thinking.
And we agreed his was some dreadful ill ... Julian^ 525.

Agrees, v. intr. consents.

Your father there within agrees to it, Cyd. 428.

*Affriculturist, n. a farmer.
The Devil was an agriculturist, Devil, V. i.

Ah I interj. (1) in lamentation.
Ah I no, I cannot shed the pitying; tear, . , . M. N. Frag. 2%.

Ah, smiles and joyance quickly died, . . . . Rosal. 691.

(2) in surprise.

Ah / whence yon glare That fires the arch . . . Q. Mab^ IV. 33.

(3) meditatively.
Ah/ to the stranger-soul, when first it peeps . . IV. 121.

*Aliasuerus, n. (1) a character in Hellas^ representing the

Wandering Jew.
Then must the lonely helmsman cryaloud.4AajM£rMj/ Hellas, 174.

and the caverns round Will answer Ahasuerus

/

i75-

(2) one of the speakers in Q. Mab, also represented as the

Wandering Jew.
Ahasuerus, rise ! Q. Mah, Vll. 67.

Ahasuerus fled Fast as the shapes of .... Vll. 268.

*Ai, interj. an exclamation or. interjection of despair.

Ail Ail The elements obey me not Prom. III. i. 79.

Aid, V. tr. (1) assist to depart.

what thou must do to aid us hence ? Cycl. 124.

(2) help.

Cowardly dogs ! ye will not aidme then ? . . . 646.

Aid, n. (1) help, comfort, countenance.
For we cannot hope That aid, or retribution, . . Cenci, III. i. 204.
I will use the aid Of my own comrades— . . . Cycl. 654.
I—I do all: without my (zz<^ Falsehood, &$.

thy toil and pain, Withoutmy aid, were more than
vain ; . 106.

What hope of refuge, or retreat, or aid? . . . Hellas^ 387.
Ye turn to God for aid Loon, XI. xvi. i.

but for thy aid, Religion ! Q. Mab^ VI. 68.

(2) assistance to a particular purpose.
I'll call an Ignis-fatuus to our aid: Faust, II. 22.

Bore down from Naxos to our aid, Hellas, 500.
As price of tardy aid. . . 585.
if such aid he could be taught ; Loon, vii. xxix. 8.

'^Aigh, interj. intended to represent the grunt of a pig.

Aigh, aigh, aighl CBdiptts, i. 19.

Ails, V. tr. troubles or afflicts.

What ails thee, my poor child ? Cenci, III. 1. 33.

Aim, n. purpose, design.
Which know no aim beyond the archer's wit, . . Ck. 1st, II. 106.

Each with undeviating aim Dismon, i. 250.
Then, had no great aim recompensed my sorrow, Laon, II. xix. i.

Each with undeviating aint^ Q. Mab, ii. 80.

*Aiinless, adj. purposeless.
like aimless arrows from his ear— Pr. Athan. I. 53.

Air, n. (1) the atmosphere which surrounds the earth con-
sidered as a whole or as a separate element.

the amorous Deep Will yet restore him to the
vital air; Adonais, III. 8.

and thou Air Which like a mourning veil . . . XLI. 6.

By man and beast and earth and air and sea, . LIV. 6.

Earth, ocean, air, beloved brotherhood ! . , Alastor^ i.

May modulate with murmurs of the air^ . . . 46.
And sound from the vast earth and ambient azV, 09.
wasting these surpassing powers In the deaf air, 289.
motionless. As their own voiceless earth and

vacant air. 662.
and the air Leaves the green earth Apoilo, li. 5.
O, thou most silent a/r, Cenci, I. i. 141.
deadlier gloom Than the earth's shade, or inter-

lunar air, . . II. i. 190.
The air Is changed to vapours . ill. i. 14.
Free as the earth-surrounding air/ . ... iv. iv. 49.
the north wind reigns in the upper air. .... Ch. 1st, IV. 10.

When the powers of the air . ... . Cloud, 69.
Build up the blue dome of azV, . 80.
And fedwith love, like air and dew. Its growth— Constant II. 5.

Whilst, like the world-surrounding air^ .... Con. Sing. IV. 2.

'twixt Heaven, Air, Earth, and Sea, Epips. 457.
Bounded bjj the vaporous air, . Eug. Hills, 92.
That the spirits of the air, 353.
The children of the wind rage in the air/ . . . Faust, II. 118.

Sir Urian is sitting aloft in the air: ll. 150.
To track along the lapses of the atr Fr. Silence^ 7.

If the land, and the air, and the sea, Ginevra, 202.
A cloud-encircled meteor of the air, Gis6. 207.
Fills the void, hollow, universal az>— . , . 256.
The Powers of earth and air Hellas, 230.
We met the vultures legioned in the air. . . i^i^.

And saw two hosts conflicting in the air, . . . 60&.
that gem The sapphire floods of interstellar air, . 771.
The lampless air glows round her golden crown. Horn. Moon, 7.
living thmgs That fleet along the air, .... Horn. Venus, 5.
the lovely forests grew As in the upper air, . . fane. Recoil. 62.

I, viu. 3.

I, viii. 9.
I.x 5.

I. XI. ^.
I. xviii. 9.

' I, xxi. 4.
II. V. c.

II. viii, 8.

II. xxiii. 5.

III. V. 2.

III. xvi, 3.

III. XX. 3.

V. iv. 8.

V. li. 12.

•v.Sons
VI. xh
VII. ix. 9.

jx. xii. 7.

X. xvii. 4.
XII, xxiii. 5.

XII.xxxix.5.

xlvii. 4.

between Earth and the upper a., the vast clouds fled, Laon^ I. iv.

For in the air do I behold indeed An Eagle and

a Serpent - • •, •

And startled with its yells the wide azr'J solitude.

Drooped thro' the air;
in the void air, far away, Floated •

And filled with silver sounds the overflowing atr.

which cleaves with arrowy beams the dark-red a/r,

who have blended The colours of the air . . .

which rent The air from all its fanes, . . . . .

Which wanders thro' thewaste air's pathless blue,

Thro' the air and over the sea we sped, . .

Swayed in the air :

kindling thro' the air Moved over me
At last, when daylight 'gan to fill the air, . . .

and thro' the air Her thrilline; gestures spoke, .

The dwellers of the earth a.nd air
And on the earth and on the vacant air, . . .

Among the closing waves out of the boundless air.

songswhichinthea/rLikehomelessodoursfloated,
ana the air Groaned with the burthen , . . -

on the cold bosom of the air,

Made the air sweep in whirlwinds
In earth and air and sea, Love, Ho^e, 5.

But fairer than the spirits of the air, ... . M. N. Ravail^ 33.

I know the secrets of the air, . .... Mar. Dr. l. 3.

She saw aloft in the morning air, IV. 2.

The air was calm as it could be, V. 3.

Filling the wide air far away ; . . . . . xi. 2.

-When storm and snow are in the air. .... Mask, xlix. 4.

Whilst in the air a ghastly bat, Medusa, iv. 3.

inchantest The mutinous air and sea : . . . . Naples^ 55.

And they will see her flying through the air, . . CEdipus, I. 394,
but that child Of Earth and Air Pan, Echo, 2.

The air, the winds of many wings, Peter, vil. xix. 3.

Of whose soft voice the air expectant seems—. J^r. Athan. 11. iii. 5.

The sapphire space of interstellar fl/?;: Prol. Hellas, iq.

Thou serenest Air, Thro' which the Sun walks . Prom. i. 64.

Mountains, and caves, and winds, and yon wide azr,

Even as the tremulous air:
Thronging in the blue air /
Looks radiant as the air around a star. . . .

Twin nurslings of the all-sustaining air ....
Their soft smiles light the air like a star's fire. .

that wings the wide air's wildernesses, ....
It walks not on the earth, it floats not on the air.

Like a tempest thro' the air/
The printless air felt thy belated plumes.
Hear'st thou not sounds 1' the air
Like the wide heaven, the all-sustaining air, . .

Past floating thna' the air,
With sphered fires the interlunar air? ....
Winnowing the lightsome «?>•with languid plumes,
The voice of the Spirits oiAir and ofEarth
And Earth, Air, and Light,
and through the windless air. . . ...
The music of the living grass and air, ....
Happy globe of land and air, ....
the deep air's unmeasured wildernesses, . . .

Music is in the sea and ozV,
The tempest is his steed, he strides the air; .

and from within the air Bursts,
Meteors and mists, which throng air's solitudes :

As that which reined the coursers of the air, . .

Again the coursers of the air Unfurled . . .

As from the all-surrounding air . Rosal. 729.
That walk the air on subtle wings, 965.
Till the night-stars shone through the cloudless air, St. Ir. (3) VI. 4.
And the Earth was all rest, and the azVwas all love, Sensit/Pl. i. 99.
Like the lamps of the a«>-when night walks forth, 11. 11.
As the winds did those of the upper air. .... m. 45.
The earth, and the air, and the water bound

;

iii. 95.
The birds dropped stiff from the frozen air . . in. 104.
Islanded in the immeasurable air. . . . . Serchio^ 45.
Hear how it sings into the air. . . . . 60.
All the earth and a/r Skylark 26.
Encompassing the earth, air, stars, and sea ; . . Summer-Evg. 8.
I heard alone on the air's soft stream Trium.i>h on.
^t^%-,^A *\.^ l.:».U ~ ;_ _ 1 ;_!-* -e _ __. r y ji

. 182.

I- 523-
I. 666.
I. 693.
I-7S4-
I. 762.
I. 764.- i-yzj.- 1. 786.

• «>-34-
"v. 35.
II. V. 42.
III. iv. 67.
III. iv. 94.
III. iv. 107.
IV. 57.
IV. 147.
IV. 205.
IV. 257.
IV. 326.
IV. 336.
IV. 366.
IV. 421.
IV. 512.
IV. 547.

Q. Mah, I. 76.

203.

455-
482.

. Two Spiriis, 5.

19.

. Un/. Dr. 27.

. Vis. Sea, 71.

. Witch, IX. 3.

LV. s.
. LVI. I.

. Zucca, X. 2,

Round the hiffh moon in a bright sea of airj
and the aiy Was peopled with dim forms,
Bright are the regions of the air.
See, the bounds of the air are shaken— .

In the darlc space of interstellar air. . .

the mixed thunder Of the air and the sea,
through the traclsless air,
Ride singing through tlie shoreless air;— . .

And sometimes to those streams of upper air ,

Even if the air and sun had smiled not .... „„^^^
(2) the atmosphere we breathe, the air around us.

AndmovelikewindsoflightondarkandstonnyiKV..^i&MO»j XLIV 0.
thunder smoke Strangles the air, Calderon, II. S2.Has formed m the idle ozy.J in 10?
as flame dies in the envious air, \ ju' j^S'
Skilful in forming such in the vain air . . . \ m' lOo!
With sports, and delicate food, and the fresh air. Cenci 11 iAnd from the all-communicating air. » •

burst forth into the wandering airI .,','.',
Of her stem brow bent on the idle air, !!'.'.
when the dim air Has drank this innocent flame
Be journeying on in this inclement ojV. . . . . Ch 1st I ii""
Rouse up the astonished air. _! ' { J^j
List how the music Grows on the enchanted air)

102.

II. ii. 91.
III. i. 28.

III. i. 352.
III. ii. 42.

I. 132-
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Whose sacred silent ai> owns yet no echo . . . Ch. ij^, iv. 31.

And little motion in the air
' V. 16.

In the pleasant air of noon, (^nsiant. I. 2.

Here the air is calm and fine Cycl. 47.

Nay we are silent, and we chaw the air. .... — 633.

they stop and fold Their wings of braided air: . Bcsnton, I. 67.

As the wild oir stirs and sways Dir^for Year, ui.i

Stains the dead, blank, cold ai'r

(as in a fleece of snow-like air
Breathed but of ker to the enamoured air; .

the dull cold in the frorea/r.'
Who from the Elysian, clear, and golden air .

Or serene mominff air/ •

Washed by the soft blue Oceans of young air.

In the windless air/
The bats are flitting; fast in the grey air/
Camelions feed on light and air.' . . . •

Fed with human fat, polluted the oiV.* . . .

With poisonous war to taint the air: ....
the light bums soft as the enkindled air.

And lor your own take the inclement air/ . .

To the sound of air low-breathing;
Hurling the damned into the murky a?>. . -

Of cloud which the wild tempest weaves in air.

And through the sunny air.

The ripe com under the undulating air . • .

Trembles not in the slumbering azr, . . . .

the clang;ing Of her wings through the wild air^

See how it trembles in the blood-red air, . .
_

That soothed the silver clouds through the deep at^.

that fills the clear air thrillingly; ....
drove The living spray along the sunny air .

Throug;h the black bars in the tempestuous air
made the air eloquent
his slaves In air, and light, and thought, . .

thrilling sounds that pierced the crystal air.

when in their flow Thro' the bright air, . . .

the lulling air Of noon beside the sea, . . .
^

Chain onewholives, andbreathesthisboundlessazV
And the bright atr o'er every shape did weave
And as we past thro' the calm sunny air
thro' the atr Sobs were then heard, . .

filled the air With her strange name and mine,

the wide air pierced and rent. . . .

that filled the listening air.

as sails to the dim air/
the golden stars of the clear azure air. , .

Mixed with mine own in the tempestuous air,

soft and sweet the pausing air did wake,
made the earth seem fire, the sea seem air.

The eagle, and the fountain, and the air; .

have preyed. Till it be thin as air^' , . .

Expiring in the frore and foggy air.— . .

Peopling with golden dreams the stagnant air,

the thirsting air did claim All moisture, .

in the hot silence of the air/
the stainless azV around . .

in distant air the murmurs die,

'mid the tumult of the battling air, ....
—athwart the murky air,

Serene is the breath of the balmy air^ . . .

And mingles its swell with the moonhght air.

There was a mist in the sunless air^ . . .

And she cried out in the air:
Till the dead air seems alive

motion-proof Against the air,

The sacred hill obscures the morning air. . . . 12.

and saw The solid air with many a ragged jaw. . Medusa^ in. 8.

Which makes a thrilling vapour of the air . . v. 4.

Breathes its swift vapours to the circling air. . . Mont B. 126.

Because the crystal silence of the air . . . Naples, 20.

whose swift pinnace of dewy air 33.

Hung in its cloud of all-sustaining azV.* .... Ode Lib. II. 5.

(Driving sweet buds like flocks to feed in air) . Ode W. Wind,l. 1 1

.

Whose oranches the air plays amonjg, .... Orpheus, 29.

Maenad-like waved his lyre in the bnght air^ . . 52.

It ever flows and fallsj and breaks the air . . 77.
and as soft aa-r In spnng, Pr.Athan.u.iv. 12.

Whose thin leaves trembled in the frozen air, . . Prom. i. 155.

Vomits smoke in the bright air. I. 552.
the air aroiind them Looks radiant as the air

around a star . I. 692.
Ofwoven cloud unravel in pale air: . . . ll. i. 23.

When there is heard thro' the dim air . . II. ii. 36.
Like clouds amid the 3rielding air. . . . II. ii. 03.
Where the air is no prism, . Ii. iii. 74.
Lures winged insects thro' the lampless air. n. iv. 162.

Make the cold air fire ; II. v. 51.
Realms where the air we breathe is love, . . . • II. v. 95.
And tho' my curses thro' the pendulous air, . III. i. 11.

And as thy chariot cleaves the kindling air, . in. ill. 70.
whose marble smiles Fill the hushed air .... lli. iii. 166.
When work is none in the bright silent fl2>-P . . III. iv. 29,
Kindlinff within the strings of the waved air, . . IV. 187.
As the ^arp stars pierce winter's crystal air . . rv. 192,
Tempering the cold and radiant air around, . IV. 229.
Celestial coursers paw the unyielding air/ , . . Q. Mab, I. 60.
Sleep on the moveless air! I. 121.

Snuffed^ the gross air, IX. 230.
Which is twined in the sultry summer air . . Rosal. 209.
The sense of light, and the warm air, . 373.
'Mid the azure air is islanded, 539.

spips. 92.

99-

•

205.

334-
427.
438.
460.

Eug. Hills, 304.
Even. Pisa, I. 2.

ExhortaHony i.

Falsehood, 58.

Faust, II. 102.

Fr. Peo. Eng. 4.

Fr. Pleas. 6.

Fr. Satire^ 5.

Fr. Song, 2.

Ginevra, 41.
Gisb. 119.

ffella^^ti.

629.

Ham. Merc. Lxxvil. 4.

Julian^ 22.

223.
Laon, I. xxiv, 9.

I. XXX. 2.

I. liv. 9.

I. lix. 5.

II. xxvii. 4.- II. xiiii. 2.

III. iii. 3.

V. ivi. 5.

V. XXXV. 5.

V. xlv. 2.

VI. xiii. 5.

VI.xxviii.9.

VI. xxix. 5.

VI. XXX. 9,

VI. xlii. 3,

VII. ii. 9.

VII- XV. 2.

VII. xvi. 2.

Vll.xxvi. 6.

IX. XXV. 3.

IX. xxxii. 7.

X. xiii. 7.

X. xxiii. 5.

XII. xvi. 2.

M.N. Despair, 13.

M.N.Fragmt. 17.

M. N. Ravail, i.

93.
M.N. Spec.Hors. 62.

Mar. Dr. VII. i.

Mask, XXII. 4.

Lxxvi. 2.

Matilda, 7.

Amid the all-surrounding air, R sal. 557.

When the warm azr weaves, . . • • • • 5°°-

which made The air his hearers breathed delight : 794-

And thro' the dense and murky air, ' " 087.

Then failing, soothes the flzr again - ii"-

The dusk and solid air was shaken, 1 144*

Filled the frore air with unaccustomed light : . .
-—- 1309.

In air whilst the tide of the night-storm is rolling, St. Jr. (2I III. 3.

No cloud along the spangled a?y,
>i!

"' ''

dimly gleam'cf through the tempested azr/ . .
-— _ ^ ni. 2.

Till, fold after fold, to the fainting oz>- .... Sensit. PI. I. 31.

And stifled the air till the dead wind stank. . in. 57.

And hour by hour, when the air was still, • • —~ l''- 74-

The stars burnt out in the pale blue air, .... Serchio, 7,

And I might feel in the warm a/*- Si. Defection. IV. y

.

Lifts its bold head into the world's frore air, . . St. Eptps. 67.

Fail, like the trances of the summer a?V, . . .Sunset, 6.

the tempest-proof Pavilions of the dark Italian air, TowerofFam. 14.

odorous sighs up to the smiling air/ . . Triumph, 14.

in music through the enamoured air, 39'

trembles amid crimson air, o\.

Whose water, like clear azV, 315*

The air which roughened the moist amethyst, . . 372.

Obscure clouds, moulded by the casual air/ . . 532.

And crept abroad into the moonlight air, . . . Un/. Dr. 191.

And veined leaf in the azure odorous air. . . -; 227.

from the az>- Of clear morning, Vis. Sea, no.
Banded armies of light and ofazry 119-

Stain the clear air with sunbows ; 139.

which the brands Of the tempest-shaken air . . W. Jew, (2) 7.

as a flame Stirred by the air Witch, XI. 4.

Were stored with magic treasures—sounds of air, xiv. 2.

cataracts which shiver Their snow-like waters into

golden air, XLII. 2.

And then it winnowed the Elysian (ZzV*. . . . xlv. i.

The still azV seemed as if its waves did flow . . XLVI. 3.

The mitigated influences oiair ... . Zucca, IX. i.

(3) out of doors, open air.

I walk into the air (but no reliefTo seek,— Fr. My head is wild, 3.

Who staggers forth into the air and sun .... Ginevra, 2.

out in the giddy air, Leaning that I might eat, . Laon, iii. xxv. 7.

(4) outside the mouth.
their tongues they lolled into the air^ . . . . VI. xvi. 9.

(5) particular climate.
some diviner element Than English air, . . . Ch. ist, I. 147.

that shy bird That gleams i' the Indian air— . Gisb. 235.

Through the wide desarts of Elysian aiV;' . . . FiordispiTM, 81.

(6) breath of the human body.
and the thin air, my breath, was stained . . Prom. i. 177.

The sweet air that sustainea me, li. i. 104.

(7) a peculiar or imaginary atmosphere.
they breathe an air. Thick, infected Peter, in. xxiii. i.

And when these burst, and the thin fiery air, . . Prom. li. ii. yy.
With a serener light and crimson air Intense, . . in. iii. 133.

the impalpable thin air in. iv. 100.'

(8) air in movement, a gentle breeze.

The air of her own speed has disentwined, . . . Epips. 107.

As trembling leaves in a continuous air? . 146.

A killing <2zr, which pierced like honey-dew. . . 262.

A boat approached, borne by the musical air . . Laon, XJl. xx. 2.

as a serpent's path, which the light air Erases, . Ode Lib. xv. 4.

like plains of com Swayed by the summer air/ . Prom. III. ii. 21.

And there is heard the ever-moving air, .... in. iii. 18.

Moved with the moving air, . . , Q. Mab, I. no.

(9) sunrise.

Looking towards the golden Esistern air, . . . Epips. 516.

(10) as a figure of emptiness or nothingness.
Repose trust in his footsteps of air? Bigotry, I. 4.
And endued not with fast-fleeting footsteps of air, III. 2.

Which mock the lips with air, when they are
thirsting Fr. Unf. Tale, 4.

Had past out of men's minds into the air. . . Ginevra, 173.
the air Closes upon my accents, Julian, 508.
And looked,—and all was empty air. Mask, xxx. 4.
Thou speakest, but thy words Are as the air: . Prom. II. i. 109.
yet 'tis a thing of air . . . . 11. i. 129.

(11) up above, overhead.
fling their wild arms in a(>- Trium.ph, \^<^.

And hurling sucking pigs into the air, .... CEdipus, I. 339.

(12) as a separate or immaterial world.
O ! There are spirits of the air, Coleridge, 1.

The spirits of the air, the shuddering ghost, . Q. Mab, vi. 83.

„ „ „ „ „ ,,
Superst. 12.

Air, n. a tune.

The melody of an old air, Rosal. 1098.

*Aix-'bom, c. adj. produced by the air.

How fair these air-born shapes ! and yet I feel . Prom,, I. 807.

*Air-clad, t. adj. surrounded by air.

which did environ With air-clad cvcigs .... Marenghi,JUill.s.

*Air-dissolvSd, c. adj. extinguished by contact with the
earth's atmosphere.

Or an air-dissolved star... ..... Eug. Hills, 289.

*Air-feedingr, c. adj. Fig.
Hurries them fast from these air-feeding notes ; . Orpheus, 40.

'^Air-like, c. adj. (1) evanescent as air.

the air-like waves Of wonder-level dream, . . . Epips. 195.

C 3
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(2) gently undulating,
the Baian ocean Walters with airlike motion, . Naples, 27.

Airs, n. (1) gentle wafting breezes.

The airs and streams renew their joyous tone ; . Adonais^ XVIII. 3.

all the place is peopled with sweet airs/ . . Epips. 445.
and breathing dew, And airs of evening ; . GuitarJane^ 74.

And evening airs wander upon the wave ; . . Hellas^ 169.

The wandermg airs they famt Ind. Ser. \\. i.

light airs did play Among the dewy weeds, . . Laon. Vll, i. 3.

By the light atrs of spring— Orpheus, 60.

And haunted by sweet airs and sounds, . . . Front, i. 830.

shall creep The wakening vernal airs^ .... Zucca^ II. 6.

(2) breezes, winds.
That soul sustaining a^Vj and blasts of evil . . Son. Nile, 11.

The airs hiss and howl Faust^ II. 137.

(3) Fig. influences,

that cold light, whose airs too soon deform. . Triumph^ 468.

Airs, n. tuneful melodies.
let us go try These azVj from Italy ; C^. ij^, II. 477.

Airy, adj. (1^ exposed to the winds.
With wings folded I rest, on mine airy nest, . . Cloud, 43.
It is as airy here as in a [ ] Faust, II. 404.

(2^ fine and thin as air.

On the blue surface of thine azVj' surge, . . . OdeW.Wind^W.s^.

(3) impalpably thin, shadowy.
Distinctly seen through that dusk airy veil, . . Prom. IV. 212.

(4) so light as to be almost imperceptible.

And wherever her airy footstep trod, . . . Sensii. PI. II. 25.

'*'Aisles, ». (1) denoting far stretching divisions of a large hall

or building,
wound far away The long and labyrinthine az'j/^j

—

Laon^ i. liii. 3.

rung Through all the long-drawn aisles. . Q. Mab, Vll. 100.

(2) denoting simply the interior.

through the lone cathedral's roofless aisles . IX. 103.

(3) Fig.
Thundering thro' all their aw&j.' DxTnon, u. 211.

*Akiii, adj. of one's own sort.

Oh, might I be With company akin to me ! . . Faust^ II. 195.

Ala1>aster, adj. (1) fine white semi-transparent marble.
Sculptured on alabaster obelisk Alasfor^ 113.

(2) Fig.
Pillowed upon its alabaster arms Prom. IV. 262.

Alarm, n. (1) a call to arms.
Go search the castle round ; sound the alarm; Cenct, IV. iv. 53.

(2) noise.

Was roused last night by the alarm of battle, . Hellas, 607.

Alarms, n. sounds of fear.

these alarms Came to me, Laon, VL.iii. 7.

Alas, intcrj. (1) expressing lamentation on one's own
account.

Alas! that all we loved of him should be, . . Adonats, xxi. 1.

But I, alas I am both unknown and old, . . . Laon, iv. xvii. i.

And we were such, alas the day ! Rosal. 262.

(2) expressing pity for others.

Alas! Poor boy, what else couldstthou have done? Cencill. i. 11.

Alas for thee ! Image of the Above ' . Hellas, 987.

"'Albanian, adj. natives of Albania.
The Arnaut, Servian, and Albanian allies . . . 368.

^Albatross, n. a large sea-bird.

Our bark is as an albatross Epips. 416.

And like an albatross asleep, Lerici, 4.

Albion, n. ancient or poetic name for England.
As Albion wails for thee : Adqnais, xvil. 7.

like the white shpre Of Albion, free no mpre. . Castl. Adm. I. 5.

That a tempest-cleaving Swan Of the songs of Albion,Eug. Hills, 175.

Which thro' Albion winds for ever .... 185.

Florence, Albion, Switzerland Hellas, 63.

Alcbemy, n. Fig. power of transmutation or renovation.

O, for Medea's wondrous alcke-my . . . Alastor, 672.

Of dewy morning's vital alchemy, .... Triumph, 402.

Alcbymist, n. one who studies to transmute base metals to

gold.
Like an inspired and desperate alchymist . . . Alastor, 31.

*Aldermanic, n. such as Aldermen are credited with in-

dulging in.

Lunches and snacks so aldermanic Peter, III. xiii. I.

*Aldobrandino, n. nephew of the Pope.
For which Aldobrandino owes you now . . . Cenci, I. i. 57.

*Aldric, n. H. Aldrich, 1647-1710, author of a treatise on

logic.

(This was learnt from Aldriis themes) . . Peter, Prol. 10.

*Alemannic, adj. German.
Lest news Russ, Dutch, or .<4/ewa»W(V _. . III. xiii, 4.

Aleppo, n. a city in the North of Syria.

Damascus, Hems, .<4/e^^ Tremble;— . . . . Hellas, 580.

Alfred, n. K. of England, y?. 849-901.
On Saxon Alfred*s olive-cinctured brow : . . Ode Lib. IX. 3.

Algiers, n. a maritime city and territory of Northern Africa.

For, as we thought, three frigates from Algiers . Hellas, 499.

"All, n. Alee-Welee-Zade, commonly called All Pasha of

Yanina, 1 750-1822.
The aged ^/! sits in Yanina Hellas, 566.

Not the sower, Ali—who has bought a truce . . 570.

Alienated,///, adj. changed, altered, estranged.

His cold fireside and alienated home ... . Alastor, 76.

Aligbt, V. intr. (1) get down.
As from the lofty steed she did alight, . . . Laon, VI. xxiv. 4.

(2) settle down, fall.

To alight on midnight's dusky plain Rosal. 1044.

(3) set, go down.
the sun paused ere it should alight, Julian, 53.

tAligM, adj. burning, on fire.

and when I see It is alight, Cycl. 458.

Having the little brazen lamp alight, Julian, 553.

Alighted, v. intr. arrived, stepped to the ground.

As we alighted, wept to see Rosal. 994.

Alike, adv. equally, in the same way.
I may speak Alike to you and my own conscious

heart— . . . Cenci, I. i. 73.

Shield'sta/!>S« the high and low Mask, -LWl. !^

throbs Alike in every human heart Q. Mab, III. 216.

Seeking; alike from happiness and woe, A refuge Ye hasten, 11.

Alike abandoned and abandoning . . ... Unf. Dr. 76.

*Alit, V. intr., poet. pa. t. of Alight. (1) reached its object.

Almost before the thunderstone alit. Hellas, 370.

(2) settled as a bird.

I alit On a great ship Prom. I. 718.

(3) fell lightly, settled.

Every branch on which they alit . . . Sensit. PI. III. 80.

(4) Fig.
Another Splendour on his mouth alit, .... Adonais, XII. i.

*Alit, //. having settled.

An eagle alit one moment may sit Cloud, 37.

Alive, adj. A. Lit. (1) in the living state, living.

And the worms be alive in her golden hair, . . Ginevra, 216.

That you alive defend from magic power, . . . Horn. Merc. VI. 3.

I then was nor alive nor dead :— Epips. 30O._

But he who both alive can hither bring, .... Laon, x. xli. 8.

Alive or dead—aye, sick or well— Peter, I. v, 3.

I walked about like a corpse a/zW / . . . . Rosal. ^12.

and lumps neither alive nor dead, Witch, xi. 7.

(2) adj. absol. living persons.
Disgorged at length the dead and the alive . . Laon, VI. vi. 7.

B. Fig. (1) not extinguished, having power or energy.

What ! a/zz/a and so bold, oh earth ? Death Nap. \.

' Still fl/zV^ and still bold,' shouted Earth, . 25.

'Aye, fl/z'z'e and still bold,' muttered Earth, 33.

(2) burning, not extinguished.

What spark is alive on thy hearth ? . ... 10.

(3) active.

Or when free thoughts, like lightnings are alive; Laon, I. xxxiii. 3.

like the distant sound Of a wind alive . . . Mask, LXX. 4.

had made alive The things it wrought on ; . . Peter, IV. x. 3.

(4) filled with life or motion.
Till the dead air seems alive ... ... Mask, LXXVI. z.

(5) endued with immortality.
and save Their souls alive : Q. Mab, VII. 143.

(6) unforgotten.
With food of saddest memory kept alive, . . . Adonais, xxvi. 5.

All, n. (1) the whole.
Mistake me not I All is contained in each. . . Hellas, 792.
she told me how All happened— .... Julian, 017.
And one frail mortal's mandate governs all. . M. N. Post. Fr. 50.

(2 ) everything, whatever thing.
He mocks and mimics all he sees and hears, . . Ch. jst, 11. 98.
All we hope and all we love Finds a voice . . Faust, II. 59.
Of a// that earth has been or yet may be, . . . Julian, ^^.

(3) every one, people generally.
I heard as all have fieard, life's various story, . Laon, II. ix. I.

Then all cried with one accord, . . ... Mask, XVIII. i.

all vied In evil, slave and despot ; Laon, II. iv. 5.
thouhast lent To me, to a/^ the power to advance iv. xvi. 4.
And liftpd up to God, the father of a//, .... CeK«, I. iii. 118.

(4) everything around, the whole world.
calm was spread On all below ; . . ... Laon, I. iv. 7.

And all was interfused beneath ... ... Jans, Recoil. 73.

(5) everything besides.
As they of soul and a//,* Ch.\st,l.\\\.
He placed the fat and flesh and bones and all. Horn. Merc. xxil. 8.

(6) everything one possesses.
Has thrown herself, her cause, her life, her all, . CEdipus, II. i. 162.

All, adj. (l) Of number, the whole and each of them.
And all the Dreams that watched Urania's eyes, XXII. £.
collects the strength of all its foijntains, . . . Ljion', I. vii. 3.
All those whose fame or infamy must grow . Triumph, 125.

(2) Of time, the entire space, time or duration.
And all the while the loud and gusty stonn . . Julian, 295.
Where all the lone and lone daylight, . . . To Night, I. 4.
All iay the wizard lady sate aloof, . Witch, XXVI. I.
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lay in trance ^// night within the fountain— . . W^iVcA, xxvill. 2.

Watering it a// the summer with sweet dew, , . xxxil. 7.

(3) every kind of.

Have put aside a// worldly preference, .... Ch. isi^ III. 63.
which medicines all pain. ... . . Julian^ 499.
(4) every one of a number.

[Days] ^//beautiful and bright as thou, , . Jane^ Recoil. 2.

Made till its many names omnipotent ; . . . . Laon^ II. viii. 5.

Canst thou speak, sister ? all my words are
drowned. Pyont. I. 758.

(5) the whole of a class.

When all the fools are whipped, Ch. isl, 11. 55.
and all the protestant writers, II. 55.
If all turncoats were whipped out of palaces, . . II. 57.

All, adv. (1) quite, entirely, utterly.'

these graves are all too young as yet . . . . Adonats^ LI, i.

Shall this fair woman a^ alone, Laon^ I. xxii. 3.

That was a// right, my friend: ^o;«j^ II. 374.
All overgrown with azure moss and flowers . Ode W. Wina^ ill, 7.

a// resigned To pleasurable impulses, Q. Mab^ II. 60.
lanthe's Soul; it stood ^//beautiful in naked

purity, ; I. 132.

laughed upon the land All cloudlessly and cold \—Zuccay i. 3.

(a) everywhere.
Above and o/Zaroupd Nature's unchanging har-

mony Q. Mab^ n. 2$6.

(3) for all the world, advl. phr. exactly.
for a// the world like my Lord Essex's there. . . Ch. isl, II. 49.

All in all, adj. phr. supreme.
Then we were all in all^ Faust^ II. 282.

*All-l)eliolcliiiff, c, adj. from which nothing is hidden.
"VoA all-beholding ZMTi yet shines ; . . . . Cenci^ Ii. i. 174.
All-beholding s\in^ Strike in thine envy . . . iv. i. 134.
But in the light oi all-beholding truth, Julian^ 531.
the all-beholding Sun, Has it not seen ? . . . . Prom. I. 26,

The all-beholding Sun had ne'er beholden . . Witch, ir. 2.

*All-cixcllng', c, adj. embracing everything.
And the all-circling sunlight were transformed, . Prom. iii. iv. loi

,

'''All-coiiiinaxiicating', c. adj. telling everything.
And from iS\'^allcom.municaiing2XT Cenci, ll. ii, 91.

*AlI-concealiiig', c. adj. completely hiding the person.
The closest, all-concealing tunic Peter, iv. xi. 5,

^All-conquering', c. adj. irresistible.

The barrier to your else all-conquering foe ? . . Prom. I. 119.
*All-creative, c. adj. with power to create or produce.
and thine all-creative skill Peopled with forms . Ode L-ib. v. 12.

*All-devouriu^, c. adj. utterly destroying or consuming.
while yet it mocks the all-devouring ^^n^. . Laon, VII. xxviii. 9.

*All-dissolTing, c. adj. utterly consuming or absorbing.
Which wrapt me in its all-dissolving yov/er, . . Prom. ii. i. 76.

*All-enibracin^, c. adj. omitting no one.
And wind me in thine all-embracing arms ! . . Cenci^ V. iv. ri6.

*All-enduring', c. adj. unbreakable.
without whose <j//-cm(/m?^'w^ will Prom-. I. 114.

*All-enBlavuisr, c. adj. utterly debasing.
The signet of its all-enslaving power Q. Mab, v. 54.

*All-feedinfif, c. adj. which provides nourishment for all men.
The pavement of this moist all-feeding earth ; . Ch. 1st, iv. 40.

*All-influeucingr, c, adj. having power to direct or mould.
Have drawn all-influencing^xtXm^ . . . . Q. Mab, VI. 188.

All-fenowing*, c. adj. omniscient.
And confidant of the all-knowing one. . . . vii, 104.

*All-niiscreative, c. adj. teeming with evil creations.
From the all-miscreative brain of Jove ; . . . . Prom. l. 448.

'

*A11 pervading-, c. adj. pervading all things and persons.
Immortal, allpervading^ manifold, Loon, I. xxv. 7.

^All-piercing-, c. adj. interpenetrating.
the keen sun's ^//-^ifira«^ bow, Prom. in. iii. 11^.

*All-pollutiu?, £. adj. corrupting or defiling everything.
the .work Of a//-^o//MA?z^ luxury and wealth, . . ^. Jl/o5, Vlll. 180.

All-prevailing-, c, adj. powerful over all in every way.
all-prevailing foe ! I curse thee ! Prom. I. 285.
And all-pre. wisdom, when it reaps The harvest . Q. Mab, jl. 93,

*All-prolific, c. adj. ever producing.
From aU-prolific Evil, Prom., i. 213.

*All-proplietic, c. adj. filled with knowledge of the future.
Poured itself forth in all-prophetic song ; . . . u. iv. 76.

*AU-speaking-, c. adj. full of meaning.
An awful grace to his a//-j*/«ai?7z^ brow. . . . Q. Mab^ vil. %2.

*All-sm)dTiing-, c. adj. able to subjugate entirely,
extends Its a//-jM5(/azwB- energies, . . . . Dcemon, ii. lyK.
Has gifted man with alt-subduing -will Q. Mab, v. 133.
o'er the earth extend Their all-subduing energies, vill. 233.

*AIl-sufficiAgr, ^- iidj. endowed with plenary powers.
alls, nature can chastise Those who transgress . m 82
Spirit of Nature ! all-sufficing Power, .... vi. 197.

*All-siirrounding-, c, adj. encompassing entirely.
Amid the all-surrounding air, Rosal. 5:57.
As from the all-surrounding air 729.

*AU-sustaining, c, adj. that maintains life in all.
Hung in its cloud oi all-sustaining air : . . . . Ode Lib. II. 5

. Pront. II. iv. 98.

CBdipus, II. ii. 102.

. Ch. 1st, I. 84.

. Hellas, 368.

. Horn. Merc. Lxv. 2.

CBdipus, II. i. 78.

II. ii. 22.

. Q. Mab, VIII. 71.

Twin nurslings of the all-sustaining air . . , . Prom. i. 754.
Like the wide heaven, the all-sustaining air, . . 11. v. 42.

*All-triumphant, c. adj.

Ye all-triumphant harmonies arise, ill. i. 28.

*Allah-illa-Allali, inierj. the Moslem war cry.

When the fierce shout of Allah-ilia-Allah / Rose Hellas, 290.

ha ! hear I not 'Ev toutw vikt]. Allah, Illah, Allah / 829.

Allan, n. the largest peat bog in Ireland.

In AllaJ^s rushy bog ? . CBdipus, I. 25.

liTAlle^e, V. ir. plead, adduce, or declare.

And that you may not say that la.... learning : Calderon, i, 136. .

if e'er You should a//«^tf a story so absurd, . . Horn.. Merc. XLVI. 3.

JAllegred, ^jS. declared, set forth.

the strange and execrable deeds Alleged in it— . Cenci, 11, ii. 64.
So stern, as to have planned the crime alleged, . • v, II. 95.

*AJleviatiou, n. relief, mitigation, bettering.

Such the alleviation of worst wrongs. . . . v. iv. in.

""Alleviations, n. pi, of Alleviation.

Such, the alleviations of his state, . . .

Alliance, n. friendly union.
To brief alliance, hollow truce.

—

Allies, n. confederates in war.
Have been abandoned by their faithless allies

The Arnaut, Servian, and Albanian allies .

lAUi^ator, n. properly applied to the American crocodile,

but probably used here as a generic term for a saurian,
and over these The jagged alligator^ . . Prom., iv. 309.

Alligators, n. pi. ot Alligator.
Or charioteering ghastly alligators, ... . WitcJt, LVlli. 4.

Allow, V. tr. [X) grant, accord.
the poor pittance which the laws allow Of liberty, Q. Mab, v. 182,

(2) agree, admit.
(It is, you win allow, an oath of might)

(3) (satir.) permit.
Allow me to remind you, grass is green

—

Allow me now to recommend this dish

—

Allowed, V. tr. suffered.

scarce allowedA bird to live, . .

Allure, V. tr. draw away, entice.

A vision which aught sad from sadness might aj. . Loon, iv. xxxii. g.

Allures, v, tr. entices.

Allures them forthwith its cold smiles, .... v. vii. 3.

Almighty, n. (ll a title of the Supreme Deity.
Even as \}ci^ AlmighH"s ire arrested them, . . . Q, Mab, Vli. 189.
from the winepress of the Almighty's wrath

; , . vil. 218.
Almighty, ctdj. (1) a title of the Deity.
Farewell : and I will pray Almighty God .'

. Cenci, i. i. 125.
O, God Almighty, do thou look upon us, . . u. i. 4.
Almighty God, how merciful thou art ! . . , h. i. 22.
Civil enough is this same Go& Alm.ighty, . . Faust, i. 112.
Almighty God his hell on earth has spread ! . . Loon, x. xxii. g.
to the high fane Of their Almighty God, . x. xxvi. 7.O God Almighty / thou alone hast power ! . x. xxviii, i.
' Is it then thme. Almighty Power,' she cries, . .M.N. Post. Fr 20
Almighty Father

! Prol. Hellas, 78.
Almighty, had I deigned to share the shame . . Prom,. I. 18.
And our almighty Tyrant with fierce dread i. 161.
God: Alm.ighty £tQ6. u. iv. n,.
Is there a God !—aye, an almighty God, . , Q, Mab, vii. 84.
And vengeful as almighty / . . . .

.
'

vii. 8>J.O almighty one, I tremble and obey ! . . vil. 159.

(2) all-powerful,
almighty as thou wert, In dreams of Poets old Loon v. Sonp- 2 k
^/wiz^A/y Fear The Fiend-God, v. -'6.12!
Avengeful, pityless, and almighty "^^nd, . . Q. Mab, IV. 211.

'

And broken altars of the almighty fiend, . vi. 222.
war With my almighty tyrant, vii. 199,
striding, as Almighty Death His bloodless steed. St. Epips. 140.

*Almond-tree, n. {Amygdalus communis
)

Burst on yon lightning-blasted almond-tree, . . Prom. li. i. 135.
Almost, adv. nearly, well-nigh.
Without a groan, a/woi'^ without a fear, .... Drnmon, 11. 179.
Till the ship has a. drank Death from the . . . deep : Eug. Hills' 14,

'

Until the lamp of day was a. spent It had endured, Laon, i. xiv. 4.And though as thin as Fraud almost— .... Peter, iii. iii. 4.
the flames almost To a glow-worm's lamp have

dwindled
: Prom. i. ^36.

tAloe, n. one of a genus ofplants {N. 0. Liliacees, sect. Aloince),
And where the huge and speckled aloe made, . . Marenghi, xiv. 5.

Aloft, adv. (1) in another world, heaven.
It saw a glorious Lady throned aloft; Dante Conv. 16.

(2) in the heavens.
until aloft The stars of night grew pallid, . . L^m, III. xxxiii. 3.

(3) very high in the air.

far aloft. In the clear golden prime . . . ,

Sir Urian is sitting aloft in the air ; ,

O'er many a mountain chain which rears Its hun-
dred crests aloft, ...

rear Their peaks aloft,

(4) overhead, up above,
he spread his cloak aloft On the bare mast, . . Alastor, 312.
She saw aloftir^. the morning air,

. . Mar. Dr. iv. -

Epips. 191.
. Fausty II. 150.

. Daon, IV. xxxii. 5.

XII. xli. 3.
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Were borne ahft in bright emblazonry ; . . . . Prom. I. 649.
Around the cradles of the birds o/(?/^ Woodman^ ^\.

(5) over the head or body.
and clasped my hands aloft in ecstasy Loon, 1. xxxvi. g.
*gan to tnrow Aloft his armM hands x. xxxi. 6.

Aloft, her flowing hair . . . did quiver xr. iii. 9.
And they all whisk their tails aloft, CEdt'pus, I. 322.

(61 through the air.

To soar a/(3/i? with overshadowing wings
;

. . Laon, I. xxviii. 3,

(7) Fig.
bearing the lamp Aloft which thou hast kindled 11. xHv. 3.

Alone, n. the solitary one.
The outcast, the abandoned, the alone? .... Front. 11. iv. 105.

Alone, adj. (1) quite by oneself.
He who would question him Must sail alone at sunset, Hellas, 166.
I soon survived alone— . L.aon, VI. xviii. 7.

She left rae and I staid alone Lertci, 9.

(2) (as compl. of vb. to be).
One would not be alone ... Fatist, II- 234.
Say not that I alone am fond of prey Hotn. Merc. i-Vl. 4.
Now, since I am alone, Calderon, I. 50.

(3) no one else doing the same, exclusively.
Whilst you alone stood up, and with strong words Cenct, II. i. 4^.
Is it mine To stand a. when kings and soldiers fear Laon^ xii. xi, 8.

That fairest child, who, . . . alone Stood up before
the King,

Which Thou and I alone of living things . .

(4) taken by itself.

This is alone Life, Joy, Empire, and Victory.

(5) signifying difference.

her fair hands Were bare alone,

(6) to let alone, = not to trouble about,
Let Gold alone / only unlock the cask. . .

(7) left alone= deserted.
I am left alone I—
He with this child had thus been left alone,

.

Alone, adv. only, exclusively, solely.
To whom alone it has been given ....
to his God Alone he must deliver up his trust,
thou alone hast power !

Built in our hearts alone—
Alon^T, prep. (1) passing through.
To track along the lapses of the air ...
the winds drove The living spray a. the sunny
and sometimes It floats mong the spray . .

living things That fleet along the air, . .

(2) passing over.

Were wandering in thick flocks a. the mountains Prom. II. i. 146.
clanged along the mountain's marble brow, . Pr. Athan. il. iii. 28.
And ships, whose flight is swift along the wave. Horn. Castor, 8.

(3) cast over, about.
A light of laughing flowers a. the grass is spread. Adonais, XLIX. g.

(4) following the course of.

.^/o«^ the waves which sung and sparkled . . . Loon. Xll. xx. 3.

We sailed along the winding watery ways . . xii. xxxiii. 8.

And his own thoughts, along that rugged way, . Adonais, xxxi. 8.

(5) indicating direction rather than space traversed.
A. a shelving bank of turf, which lay Under a copse, Question^ I. 5.

(6) throughout.
Prom. in. iii. 87.

XII. VI. 5.

. Prom. I. 3.

IV. 578.

,
Alastor, 166.

. Cycl. 153.

. fulian, 397.

. Laon, V. xxvii. 5.

. Fr. Moon, 2,

, Ch. 1st, II. 143.
Loon, X. xxviii. i.

, Nat, Ant. v. 2.

. Fr. Silence, 7.

air fulian, 22.

F*rom. III. iv. 10.

Horn, Venus, 5.

Along these marble nerves ; .

(7) upon.
And along the loose hill-side, .

Alon^, Miv. (1) onwards.
. Faust, II. 72.

We, beyond heaven, are driven along: .... Prom. IV. 161.
By the whirlwind or gladness borne along

^

. . iv. 85.
on broomsticks we flutter along

^

Faust, ll. 197.

(2) with get= go away quickly.
Get along, you hom6d thing, Cycl. 57.

Aloof, adv, (1) aside respectfully.

All stood aloof, and at his partial moan Smiled Adonais, xxxiv. i.

(2) apart from others.
the Captain stood ^. and whispering to the Pilot, Laon, vill. ii. 2.

All day the wizard lady sate aloof, Witch, xxvi. i.

they stand aloof And are withdrawn— . . . Tower ofFant, 15.

(3) on high, up above
aloof, from the high towers And terraces, . Epips, 508.

(4) from a distance.

Maia's child Perceived that he came angry, far

aloof, Horn. Merc, xxxix, 3.

(5) to a distance.

Into the rough woods far aloof, Sensit. PI. 11. 44.
Alond, adv. (1) in a loud voice, audibly.

' Vision and Love !

' The Poet cried aloud, . . Alastor, 367.
and he sang aloud Cycl. 41b.
Then must the lonely helmsman cry aloud Ahasuerus ! Hellas, 173.
At length they wept aloud, and cried ' the Sea ! . Hellas, 091.
Drove fifty from the herd, lowing aloud. .... Horn.. Merc. xii. 8.

Strike the sweet chords, and sing aloud, . . .
—'^ Lxxxi. 4.

'A friend!' I cried aloud, Laon, v. iii. 8.

they called aloud On Liberty— .... . ix. iv. 8.

and cried aloud, We tread On fire ! x, xxii. 8.

And then she wept aloud, xn. xxiii. i.

As if her heart had cried aloud: . . Mask, xxxvi. 4.
Shout a/(7«(// Let every slave, . , . . Mexican, Jl. i.

The nations thronged around, and cried aloud, . Prom.. I. 650.
They cry aloud as I do iv. 338.
They laughed aloud in frantic glee, Rosal. 2^.
and laughed a/(?«^A thrilling peal Unf Dr. \%%.

(2) Fig.
and cries aloud, 'My name is Legion ' ! . . . . Gisb, 179.
Solemn hours ! y/oXi aloud Dirgefor Year, II. 5,
Ye Dorian woods and waves lament aloud,— . . Eleg, Bion, i.

And cried aloud. Liberty ! . . . . ... O^ Lib. XI. 5.

Wail, howl aloud. Land and Sea, Prom. I. 308.

Alp, n. one of the Swiss-Italian mountain peaks.
But on yon alp, whose snowy head Rosal. 538.

I^Alpha'bet, n. Fig. earliest instruction.

taught by rote Parricide with his alphabet? . Cenci, II. j. 132.

*Alp3iean, adj. of the river Alpheus.
And lofty stalls by the Alphean ford, . . Horn. Merc. Lxviii, 3,

^Alpheus, n. a river of Arcadia.
Now to Alpheus he had driven all The broad fore-

headed oxen . . XVII. i.

Then Alpheus bold. On his glacier cold, . . . Arethusa, 11. i.

Alpheus rushed behind,— in. 15,

From Alpheus and the bitter Doris run, . . . Prol. Hellas^ 188.

*Alpine, adj. (1) of the Alps.
And the eastern Alpine snow Eug. Hills, 247.
From sunset o'er the Alpine snow : Rosal. loii.

(2) belonging to the Alps.
'Mid Alpine mountains ; Two Spirits, 36.

Alps, n. the mountains dividing Italy from Switzerland.
And the Alps, whose snows are spread .... Eug. Hills, 308.
the hoar And aery Alps towards the North . . fulian, 68.
From the jEaean To the cold Alps, Naples, 105.
down the aerial regions Of the white ^^j, . . 141.
From the lakes of the Alps, CEdipus, i. 221.
The heaviest sin on this side of the Alps/ . . I. 371.
Prince Athanase Past the white Alps— . - . iV. Athan. 11. lii, 23.

Already, adv. (1) even now.
Already Beatrice, Lucretia and the murderer . Cenci, v. i. 33.
Already Spring kindles the birchen spray, . . . Faust, 11. li.

I spy the boisterous guests already 11. 117.
the noar pines already feel her breath : . . ii. 12.

My slow steps had already borne me o'er . . , Matilda, 22.

(2) beforehand, in anticipation.
Already h^Xi IS Aone Calderon, 111.112.
and already I bought new clothing Cenci, in. i. 304.
the thoughtless youth A. crushed with servitude : Q. Mab, iv. 192.
But his, it seemed already free, Rosal. 1037.

Also, adv. moreover, as well.
Shall she [Spring] not work o/j*? within our limbs? Faust, ll. 13.
He had also dim recollections Of pedlars . . , Peter, v. xii. i.

Altar, n A. Lit. (1) the spot used for celebration of mass.
Her bright form kneels beside me at the altar, . Cenci. II. ii. 133.
And now we stood on the altar stair, Rosal. 290.

(2) used generically for the place where a marriage is

celebrated.
Ginevra from the nuptial altar went : Ginevru, 9.
Our altar the grassy earth outspread, Rosal. 853.

(3) a place devoted to the celebration of a rite.

The Altar of the Federation rear Laon, v. xl. 2.
Around the base of that great Altar flow, . . . v. xii. 2.
from that Altar dim v. xii. 8.

(4) a spot dedicated to a particular memory.
An altar and a temple bright Circled by steps, . Rosal. 1053.
And tears . . . did stain The altar :

.

... 1086
B.Fig. (1).

A World sliall be the aliar. Epips. 383.
From the a/^ar of dark ocean ^g. Hills log.
near the fane Of Wisdom, Kty's altar stood : . . Hellas, 734'.
Not gold, not blood, their altar dowers 1094.He builds the altar, that its idol's fee . . . . Laon, VIII. xiv. 7.
and made The Earth an altar, . . . . x. xxviii* 7
Bright Altar of the bloodless sacrifice, . . . Naples, 50.
Theveiybeasts that offered at her a/^ar. . . . CEdipus, l. 20.
And did I then say, for the altar of glory, . . . Tear V. i.

(2) a figure for a form of worship.
Hide the last altar's unregarded dust, .... Laon, 11. xiii. 8.
and near the throne And at the altar, .... ix. xxxi. 3.

Altars, n. A. Lit. places used for sacrifice,
the costly altars smoked With human blood, . . Q. Mab, VII. 98.

'B. Mg. (1) systems of religion,
sanguine thrones and impious altars quaked, . . Frar. Milton, ?
Thrones, altars, judgment-seats, and prisons ; . . Prom, ill iv 164And broken altars of the almighty fiend, . . . Q. Mab, vi. 222.

(2) places dedicated to a special worship.
As day by day their altars lonelier grew, . . . Laon IX xviii e
Dragged to his altars soiled and gaflandless, . . Prom III iv l'^And by old altars and in halls Rosal. 714
(3) high places, mountain peaks.

The smokeless a//a>-j of the mountain snows . . Triumph,'!.
Alter, V. intr. change colour.

I felt my cheek Alter, jj,

Altetea, /ipl. adj. (1) changed, different!
Grows pale and blue with altered hae— . Constant. I, 3.
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But that I cannot bear more a//firfi(/ faces . . .Julian^ ^12.
The impulse of an cUiered wind RosaL 816.

(2) changed for the better.
They iinew the glory of their altered lot, . . . Ldon^ VIII. xxix. 7.

(8) changed for the worse.
Darting his a/Zf^tfrf influence CA. u/, I. 49.
that remorse Which aUered hiendship leaves. . . Rosal. 29.
In an ffZ/ffr^aT time and tide 693.

(4) troubled.
fled in terror's altered mood Laon^ XII. ix. g.
The frightful silence of that a//«>-«rf mood, . . . XII. xxvn. i.

(5) paling and flushing.
Write on unsteady eyes and a/fertf^ cheeks . . C<sm«', IV. iv. 39.

*Alteniate, adj. (1) successively inward and outward,
the alternate gasp Of his faint respiration . . . Alastor, 655.

(2) successively changing.
with alternate sway Govern my sphere of being, . Epips. 360.

(3) following by turns.
befell Alternate victory and defeat, Laan^ VI. xvi. 6.
And let alternate frost and fire Prom. I. 268.

^Alternates, v. intr. goes from one to another.
fortune . . . Who ever alter, with changeful hand, Calderon^ II. 182.

Alternating, ppl. adj. (1) greater and lesser succeeding
one another.

laved With alternating dash the knarlM roots . Alastor, 382.

(2) one following the other.
Alternating attraction and repulsion^ . . . Epips. 371.
Witha//ferwflA«^shaftsof frost and fire, . . . /V-tfzM. 11. iv. 53.

(3) ever changing in regular order.
Alternating Elysian brightness With deep and

dreadful night
; Faust^ I. 11.

Alternations, n. changes, variations.
The fitful alternations of the rain, Fr. Fitful, 1.

""Alternative, n. (1) the only other thing to be done.
Did you not hint at the alternative, Cenci, III. i. 337.

(2) choice of two evils.

This sad alternative, it must arrive, (Bdipus, I. 118.

Althsea, n. daughter of Thestius and mother of Meleager.
You brought young Bacchus to Althna's halls ? . Cycl. 44.

Althousrh, conj. notwithstanding that.
Sweet the rose . . . Although on earth 'tis planted, Lovers Rose, II. 4.
I recall The sense . . . altho' I mar The force of his

expressions Julian, 132.
she will wake again. Although her glowing limbs Q. Mob, I. 32.

Altogetlier, adv. in a heap, in close company.
A merry club is huddled a/^o^tfMtfr.' Faust, Jl. 2^2.

Alway, adv. (1) continually, uninterruptedly.
My spirit like a storm, contending there alway. . Loon, I. xxxvii. 9.
these we did approach alway I. xlvii. 9.
ff/ze/ay Muttering the curses of his speechless pride, x. xxxix. 7..

(2) eternally, for ever.
In the sleep that lasts alway Inv. Mis. x. 5.
Thou remainest such alway Ode to Heaven, 27.

Always, adv. (1) at all times, on all occasions,
names which the world thinks always old, . . . Triumph, 238.
as if She does not always toast a piece of cheese . CBdipus, I. 182.
and would a. Stand prating there of commerce, . I. 197.
(2) invariably.

which always makes the spirit tame Julian, 33.
Am, w. 1st sing. pr. ind. of vb. To be, expressing the speaker's

immediate state or condition.
I was Leighton

; what I am thou seest Ch. 1st, I. 88.
I a»» a Dilettante curtain-lifter. . . . . . Faitst, n. \12.
As those which make me what I am, Julian, 367.
Whence came I what I a»; ;> .... . . .^uok, II. xl. i.

Amain, adv. at once and fully.
and bade extend a. Its storm-outspeeding wings, . Witch, XLVII. 5.

Amant, v. ind. pr. 3rd p. pi. of amare to love.
(Like cats, who amant misere,) Peter, III. viii. 2.

^Amaranth, n. a fabled unfading flower.
One amaranth glittering on the path of frost, . Pr. Athan. II. ii. 2.
Nepenthe, Moly, Amjiranth, fadeless blooms, . Prom. II. iv. 61.
her wand Circled with wreaths oi amaranth: . . Q. Mab, I. 108.

^Amaranth, adjectively.
and garlands bound With amaranth flowers, . . Rosal. 1308.
Kternity points in its amaranth bower, . . . St. Ir. (5) 11. 5*Amasis, n. King of Egypt, B. c. 569.
much, I wis. To the annoyance of King Amasis. . Witch, Lxxv. 8.

Amaze, n. wonderment.
all stood in joy and deep amase, Laon, V. li. 9.
with amaze I found Sir William Drummond had. Peter, VI. xv. 4Amazed,//. (X) stupefied.
Who stands so pale, and trembling, and amased, Cenci, iv. iv. 124.
(2) terrified,

the wolf, from whom they fled amased, .... Triumph, 408.
Ambassador, n. Minister of a foreign power.
the Muscovite Ambassador Has left the city.— . Hellas, 528.

Amber, adj. yellow.
And thro' their veined leaves and amber stems . Prom, in iii t4iAnd thmmng one bright bunch of «OTfe>- berries, III. iv. 81.

'

Ambient, adj. surrounding, encompassing.
And sound from the vast earth and ambient air, . Alastor, 6g.

I'Ambigfuous, adj. (1) having two meanings.
Consider the ambiguous responses Calderon, I. 138.

(2) inexplicable.
But chief, ambiguous man Q. Mab, viii. 134.

Ambition, n. (1) desire for power or position.
Nor ambition with fame crown the murderer's head. Bigotry, II. 9.
The depth to which ambition falls

; Calderon, II. 123.
That which would be ambition in a subject . . . Ch. ist, II. 154.
The jackal of o««^;//dJM'.y lion-rage, Daemon, II. \yj.
Perish Ambition^s crown . Death Vang. 20.
Ambition or revenge or thoughts as stern . . Julian, ^66.
Ambition, power, aad Sivaxice, M. iV. Post. Fr. t.

Despising wealth, a»«4!Vw», pomp, and pride, . . 41.
Not whilst some King, in cola ambitions dreams, 47.
The jackal of ambition^s lion-rage Q. Mab, VIII. igo.
merciless ambition, or mad zeal, vl. 178.
ambition, friendship, fame Rosal. 726.

(2) desire of a particular object.
Weak ambition, which the awe Of her presence . Calderon, II. 9.

(3) great desire.

The second Peter
; whose ambition Is to link . . Peter, Prol. 7.

Ambrosial, adj. (1) celestial, divine.
From her am. rest the fading Splendour spranff. . Adonais, xxll. 9.
And where the am. nymph with happy will I^m. Merc. XXXVIII. 5.

(2) Iragrant, balmy, delicious.
Of his ambrosial swaddling clothes he piled— . xxxix. 6.
The heavenly offspring of (i!w««TO«a/ food. . . . Orpheus, (A.
who thirst for thy ambrosial dew ;— .... Pr. Athan. II. iv. 5.
from his ambrosial tresses : Prom. I. 766.

tAmbuBhed, fp. hidden.
A pirate ambushed in its pathless sands, . . . Calderon, II. 143.Laugh—for ambushed in the day Fr. Insecurity, 6.

Amend, v. inir. become better.
Yet I have ever hoped you would amend, . . . Cenci, I. i. 55.

fAmendment, n. a counter-motion.
I vote, in form of an amendment, that .... CEdipus, II. i. 122.

4.America, n. the fourth great division of ihe world.
start not at the namit—America I Laon, XI. xxiv. 8.
Amethyst, n. (1) a precious stone of clear purple colour.
Like a vaporous amethyst, Bug. Hills, 288.
watery mist Glows like solid amethyst .... Prom. IV. 489.
(2) J-is'.

The air which roughened the moist amethyst, . . Triumph, 372.
a fleece of fire ana amethyst. Prom. IV. 436.

Amethystine, adj. composed of amethyst.
In circles on the amethystine floor, Laon, I. Ivi. 2.

Amid, prep. (1) among or surrounded by other people or
things.

Amid her ladies walks the papist queen, . . . Ch. ist, I. 66.
while she Was led amid the admiring; company . Ginevra, 99.A changeling of man's art, nursed a. Nature's brood. Laon, IV. i. oAnd fires blazed far amid the scattered camps, v. i. €.
rust amid the accumulated ruins Damon, II. 199.
(2) during, while something is proceeding.

And piercing cries fl»»a the swift pursuit . . . Hom.Vemts 16
Even where they slept amid the night of ages, . Laon, I. xxxii. 3.A. her innocent rest by turns she smiled and wept. 11. xxvii. 9.
(3) in the middle or open space of.

They stand a speck a»«zrf the peopled plain; . . IV. xxvi. 3.
(4) being pervaded by or enveloped in.

Waved by the wind a7»id the sunny noon, . . . vill xxx. 4
it shook The towers amid the moonlight, . . . Prom in iv «
Like clouds amid the yielding air. . . . . . n ij g,

"

OOTji? the chrysolite Of sun-rise, Triumph,\iX.
(5) passing or dwelling among, on, or in.

Amid the aerial minarets on high Laon x. xvi. i.Amid the mountains, like a hunted beast, . Marenghi, XIII I
and awiirf The panther-peopled forests, . . . Witch,%3:xviu 2
h loating amid the sunny skies Rosal. 801.
(6) of sound, in full hearing of.

Silent alone (jJMzrf an Heaven of Song. . . . Adonais, XLVl &
? .J y S'^"^! '^"^'d the roar of rivers, . Laon, I. xlvi. iAmid sweet sounds across our path . xil. xxxvi! 8
(7) of moral surroundings.

^zKjoTthe snares and scoffs of human kind, . . 11. xix 6Amid the darkness of conflicting storms, . . . Ch. 1st, I. 51.
Amidst, prep, among, considered in relation to others. -

and stands An equal amidst equals : Damon, II. 169.
Amiss, adv. Q.) not otherwise than well.
And what men think of it, 'twere not amiss. . . Fr. Satire 48
(2) wrong.

And why-
1 would have added—is all here a»«Mj.> Triumph 170

Amity, n. friendship.
^

so firm an amity 'Twixt thee and me Calderon, II. 178.
Amoncr, prep. (1) noting environment, in, into, between.
How Mammon glows among the mountains. . . Faust, II 06
in his descent Among the many folded hills : . . Julian nb.
Winding ajKOK^ the lawny islands fair, . . . . Laon i\\ 1
Amonfr the silent millions . . . exultingly I went : ' v iii a
And wind awiOK^ the accumulated steeps

i
. . . MontB 66
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(2) considered as belonging to, one of the.

is among The things which are immortal, . . . St. Wealthy 4.

(3) noting company with.
I'll lead you Among them ; . . ; , , . Faust^ 11. 250.

And when I went among ray kind, Hope^ Fear^ 12.

(4) mingled with.
the unrisen moon am.ong^^ clouds Is gathering— Laon^ I. xHx. 6.

That vanishes among trie viewless gales ! . . . Mont B. 59.

(5) of the persons composint^.
Will none a?nong this noble company .... Cenci^ I. iii. 91.

Melchior and Lionel were not among those ; . . Serchio^ 36.

(6) noting intercourse, one with another, between.
And all the ways of men a?M(3w^mankind he read. Laon^ Iv. viii. 9.

Much more such 'mercy' among va^n would be, . Ch. ist^ III. 41.

(7) remarkable, standing out from others.

A phantom atnong men ; companionless . . . Adonais^ xxxr. 2.

A star among the stars of mortal night, . . . jLaon^ Ded. i. 6.

A splendour aTUong shadows, Son. Lift. 12.

(8) throughout, over all.

tyrants sung Hymns of . . . joy our scattered tribes a. Laon^ iv. x. 9.

Amorous, adj. A. Lit. loving.
Or amor, birds perched on the young green spray, Adonais^ XV. 4.

The amorous birds now pair in every brake, . . xvni. 6.

B. Fig.
oh, dream not that the amorous Deep - . III. 7.

fAmount, n. the sum total.

To the aTnount of his offences Cenci^ IV. ii. 15.

Amount, v. intr. come up in quantity or value.
And the revenue will amount to—nothing ! , . . CEdipus^ II. i. 17.

*Ampelos, n. a. promontory of the 1. of Samos,
Latmos, and A. and Phanas, saw The wreck— . Hellas^ 470,

*Amphibions, adj. that thrive equally on land or in water.
Matted with thistles and arnphibzous weeds, . . Julian^ 5.

"^Amphion, n. son of Zeus and Antiope.
Truth's own sway Holier than was Amphton's ? Laon^ Ded. X. 7.

*Amphiouic, adj. moving as that of Amphion.
To A9nphionic masic on some Cape sublime, . . Hellas, ioo6.

*Anipliisl)SBna, n, a fabled serpent with head at each end.
When Ampkisbcena some fair bird has tied, . . Laon^ Vlll. xxi. 8.

*Ampliisbenic, adj. two-headed, able to move forward or

backwards.
Yoked to it by an amphisbenic snake ... . Prom. III. iv. 119.

^Ampliitrite, n. wife of Neptune.
Amphitrit^s destined halls, Bug. Hills, 97.

*Aniphor£e, n. Greek measures of about 9 gallons each.
as much As would contain ten ampkorm, . . . Cycl. 382.

Ample, adj. (1) very large or spacious.
Filled with one whirlpool all that am-ple chasm : . Alastor, 379.
Round every crook Of the ample cavern, . . Hojn. Merc, XLI. 2.

(2) finely developed.
And in the light thine am,ple forehead wears, . Laon^ Ded. XI. 4.

(3) abundant.
Those am,pie virtues which it did inherit . . . Cavalc. 4.

:{:Ampler, adj. fuller, more complete.
Nor had that scene of ampler majesty . . . Alastor, 95.
Let a-m-pier powers and new instructions . . . Ch. ist, II. 229.

Amplest, adj. (1) plenary, entire.

take a?M;*/e.y/ license II. 202.

With aynpiest pawer to quench in fire and blood, 11. 335.

(2) any number of.

.^»«^/iSj/ millions at their need, Ode Lib. xvil. y.

^Amplitude, adj. abimdance.
the ampli. Ofhis profuse exhaustless treasury; Hom. Merc. Lxxx. 2.

^Amused, ppl. adj. diverted.
Now Peter felt amused to see Peter, VI. xxvi. 3.

An, adj. (1) used for A before vowel or silent k.

with an eye Of ostentatious trouble, Ginevra, 142.

Was failing like an unreplenished stream, . . . Pr. Athan. i. 59.

(2; also with h aspirated.

an heaven-sustaining bulwark reared Julian, 69.

*Anadem, n. a garland for the head.
and threw The wreath upon him, like an anadem, Adonais^ XI. 4.

*Analyser v. ir. look into, consider carefully.

To analyse their own and other minds. . . . Cenci, II. ii. 109.

^AnarclL, n. a despot, a misruler.

and shake From the Qj^^xt:. AnarcKs hold . . . Bug. Hills, 152.

What Anarch wears a crown or mitre, .... Hellas, 318.

The Arctic Anarch sent, and Idumea's sand, . . Laon, x. v. 9.

The Anarch of thine own bewildered powers Rose : Ode Lib. xil. 10.

*Anarch, adj. (1) used as a title or epithet.

Tho' it might shake the Anarch Custom's reign, Laon, Ded. x. 5.

(2) anarchical, misruling.
The a. chiefs, whose force and murderous snares . Triumph, 285.

*Anarcliies, n. despotisms.
The. A. of Africa unleash Their. . . cities of the sea, Hellas, 2^q.

Adverse miscreeds and emulous anarchies . . . /Vo/. Hellas, 106.

^Anarchs, n. misrulers, despots.
And all its banded anarchs fled, .... . Hellas, 49.
The Anarchs of the world of darkness .... 879.
Anarchs, ye whose daily food Are curses. . . . 934.
What though Cimmerian .^warci^j dare blaspheme Naples, 77,

The Anarchs of the North lead forth their legions Naples, 137.

^MariT^j and priests who feed on gold .... OdeLib.lu.i^-
And hoary anarchs, demagogues, and sage— . . Trium-ph, 237.

^Anarchy, n. (1) despotism misrule.

That multitudinous awaz-c/^jV did sweep, .... Ode Lib. l^. g.

The first is Anarchy; Prol. Hellas, 156.

(2) misgclvemed state.

Through many an hostile Anarchy/ Hellas, 990.

(3) confusion, lawlessness.

wild misrule of thine own anarchy/ . ... Calderon.lU. 2.

Ruin above, and anarchy below ; Hellas, 26S.

quelling the anarchy Of hopes and fears, . . . Polit. Great. 13.

(4) as a character or personification.

Last came Anarchy : he rode Mask, Vill. i.

Of the triumph of^warc^j) xiv. 4.

Anarchy, to thee vjehaw, XVIII. 3.

And Anarchy, the Skeleton, xix. i.

Murder, Fraud and Anarch;;^'. XXV. 4.

And Anarchy, the ghastly birth, . . xxxill. 1.

*Anatolia, n. the W. and NW. of Asia Minor,
Over thehWXs oi Anatolia, Hellas, z^g-

Anatomies, n. (1) remains, lifeless forms.

Theawfl^ow/^.S'of unknown winged things, . . . Prom.iv. ^o^.

(2) worn out creeds or systems.

The old a«fl/ow?'ej Sate hatching Triumph, $00.

Anatomize, v. ir. scrutinize, lay bare.

Whose beams anatom.ise me nerve by nerve . . Cenci, I. ii. 85.

and then anat. The purposes and thoughts of men Gisb. 160.

Anatomy, n. a worn-out lifeless thing.

warning, . . . Frost the Anatom-y Into his summer grave. Bpips. 122.

Ancestors, n. forefathers.

our ancestors bought gold with victory, .... Hellas, 239.
\ir\6.eT yoMT mighty ancestors, (Bdipus^ ^•,?9-

from my ancesTors having been Ionian, .... li. ii. 106.

*Ancestral, adj. (1) inherited from forefathers.

fierce fire And yon ancestral cauldron, .... Cycl. 330.
this unforeseen deliverance From our a. chains— Ilxion.rv. x^. 6.

Whose ghosts scare victor kings in their a. towers Ode Lib. xil. 15.

Of an ancestral t\Bm& the orphan chief. .... Pr. Athan. I. 30.

Grey Power was seated Safely on her ancest. throne ; Rosal. 700.

(2) where his forefathers had lived.

Driven from his awc^j/ra/ streams . ... Bug. Hills, 176.

(3) relating to forefathers.

By moonlight spells ancestral epitaphs, .... Naples, 109.

(4) very ancient, of ancestral appearance.
When it doth rive the knots of some ancest. oak. Laon. IV. vi. 9.

As from an ancestral oak ... . , . Si-jniles, i. i.

Anchises, n. son of Capys, beloved by Venus.
he poured desire into her breast Of young A. . . Horn. Venus, 55,

Anchor, n. an appliance for holding fast a ship.

Cast anchor when they saw new rocks . . Laon^ Vll. xl. 9.
A great black anchor rising there ; . ... Mar. Dr. IV. 4.
But that black anchor floatin|^ still v. 5.

To see that anchor ever hangmg, . . . VI. 2.

The Anchor ^z.% seen no more on high VII. 6.

Anchored, v. intr. to make fast a ship with anchors.
They a. then, where, be there calm or breeze, . . Laon, vii, ix. 4.
we anchored in a woody bay, ix. i. i.

Anchored, pp. A. Lit. made fast by means of anchors.
If the rebel fleet Had anchored in the port, . , Hellas, 530.
When the old man his boat had anchored, . . Laon, IV. ii. i.

B. Fig. made fast.

.Like vapours anchored to a mountain's edge, . Hellas, 284.
^Anchorite, n. a hermit.

I have too long lived like an anchorite, .... Cenci, I. iii. 4.
Anchors, n. pi. of Anchor.

anchors, beaks of ships ; Prom. IV. 289.
Ancient, adj. (1) very old in years and appearance.
And nought but knarled roots of ancient pines . Alastor, 530.
And ancient women and grey fathers wail . . . Cycl. 291.
Tell, ancient hedger of Onchestus green, . Horn.. Merc, xxxil. 2.
Whom to wise Saturn ancient Rhea bare. . . . Horn.. Venus, 40.
those antient fanes, Now crumbling to oblivion

; Q. Mab, II, 160.
The ancient steward, with hair all hoar, .... Rosal. 993.

(2) having endured through generations.
Towards our ancient house, and stainless fame ! . Cenci, V, ii. 147.
The bridegroom Is of a very ancient family, . . CEdipus, I. 206.
(3) of times long past.

sweet debates Oi ancient lore, . . Pr. Athan. II. i. 14.
soul-sustaining songs oi ancient lore . ,

—— n. ii. g.
the ancient oracle is accomplished

; . . . . Cycl. 705.
(^4) as it was originally.

And all is in its aM/?£«^ state, .... . Bug. Hills 128.

(5) former.
and find Bacchus your a72«VM^ friend; .... Cyc/. 433.And its ancient pilot. Pain, ^tg. Hz/Is 333.
to know On second sight her antient playfellow, Jtuian, 154.
Some likeness of his ancient state was lent \ . . Laon, V. xxxvi. 4.
I resumed'my ancient powers at length

; . . . vil. xxviii. 3',

(6) long established.
enthroned. Mid antient rights and wrongs, . . , Rosal. 662.

^Ancientness, n. antiquity.
And chronicles of untold ancientness . . • - Q Mab^ vii. 74.
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Ancle, see AnUe.
And, conj. (1) as simple connecting particle.

If dewy morn, owrf odorous noon, owrf even, . . Alasior^ 5.

Then up a steep and dark and narrow stair . . Laon^ in. xiii. 7.

(2) joining ideas (not subordinate).
Were found these scandalous awa? seditious letters Ch. ist^ lii. 48.
the billows having vainly striven Indignant and

impetuous Witch^ XLVI. 7.

*Andes, a mountain system in S. America.
the Andes, whose dark brow Frowned . . Deemony- 1. igr.

the AndeSy whose dark brow Lowered . . . . Q. Mab, I. 220.

From the A. to Atlas, round mountaia and isle, . Vis. Sea\ 133.

*Andrea, n. name of a servant.
But not of my intent !

—

Andrea / . . . . Cenci, I. i. 145.
Here, Andrea / Bear the bowl around I. iii. 90.
Here, Andrea^ Fill up this g;obIet with Greek wine. i. iii. 168.
Andrea / Go call my daughter, . . . IV. i. 78.

^Anear, adv. near, close by.
ringing Aloft, afar, anear;. . . . Faust, 11. 142.
and swift it came flKefl>-. L.aon^ I. v\. g.

^Anemone, n. the wind-flower {A, nemorosa).
One frail and fair anemone: . Prom. ll. ii. 13.

By anemone and violet, Like mosaic, paven : . . The Isle^ 2.

^Anemones, n. pi. of Anemone.
Anemones grow paler for tlie loss . , . . Eleg. Bion, 9.

Anew, adv. (1) afresh, again.
Most musical of mournerSj weep anew! ... Adonais, V. i.

The world's ^eat age begms anew, ... . Hellas, 1060.
And the same round awtfw began, Rosal. 719.

(2) newly, in a fresh manner, freshly.

Many a riddle there is tied fl?wz« Inextricably. . Faust, II. 239.
Of the green laurel, blown anew; . . . Prom. II. ii. 11.

Ang'el, n. (1) supernatural being, genius.
Lost Angel ofa ruined Paradise

!

Adonazs, x. 7.

Kven now the accusing Angel ^B.\ts to hear . . Cenci, iv. i. y^.
lamentation heard in Heaven As o'er an a. fallen ; iv. i. 1&6,
like God's angel ministered upon By fiends ; . v. i. 43.
like a balance in which the angel . . . Ck. \st, II. 423.A golden-winged v4«^«/ stood . . . . Fr. Satan, i.

Before the ^«^e/ had told his tale, . . . 10.

Like its ill angel oz its damned soul Hellas^ 520.
Calm as an angel in the dragon's den— .... Loon, i. xliv. 5.
like to an Angel, robed in white, . . . . vi. xix. 6.
An Angelhxi^t as day, . x. x. 4.
saw an Angeltr^zA The threshold X. xlvii. 5.
All thought it was- God's angel . xii. ix. i.

But soon, the guardian flK^e/ gone, L,erici,2j.
And, whilst that sure slow A. which aye stands . Ld. Ch. III. i.

The light-invested £ngel Poesy Marenghi, Vll. 5.
It bore me like an A. o'er the waves Of sunlight, Naples, 32.
she will become transfigured Into an angel, . . CSdz'pus, I. 393,
If innocent, she will turn into aavangel, . . ir. 1, 86.
to convert her sacred Majesty Into an angel, . 11. i. 90.
The Queen will be an angel time enough. . . 11. i. 121.
You cannot fail of bein^ A heavenly angel. . . 11. i. 185.
as a sphered angel's child Pr. Athan. 11. iii. 2.

And tnine doth like an angel s\t Prom. II. v. 75.

(2) messenger, or minister.
made Our speedy act the a?igel of his wrath, . . Cenci, v. iii. 114.
The hood-wmked Angel of^the blind and dead,

Custom, Z^on, iv. xxiv. 3.

(3) term of endearment.
Soft, my dearest angiil stay, . M. N. Ravail, 82.

(4) a person ot angelic qualities
Spouse! Sister! Angel! Pilot of the Fate . . . Epips. 130.

Ang-el, adj. of supernatural purity or merit.
the angel %Q}A that was its earthly guest! . . Adonais, xvil. 9.

*Anffelic, adj. resembling ah angel.
Like an angelic spirit pent . Prol. Hellas, 208.

Angels, n. (1) supernatural beings.
Fairies, sprites, and angels keep her! .- . . Bridal, 11. 1,

11 n )> II II Epithal. 23.

Which only the angels hear, Cloud, 50.
the Angels even Draw strength .... . . Faust, I. 4.
The Angels draw strength from thy glance, i. 25.
Those angels of love's heaven, that over all . . L,aon, V. xvi. 9.
The Angels of thy sway, .... . . v. Song, 3. 3.
They echo to the sound, of angels feet M.N. Ravail, 70.
Sweet as if angels sang-, Nat. Ant. vi. 4.
Each and all like ministering angels were . , . Sensit. PL i. 94.
did she Make her attendant angels be. . . . n. 52.
But if angels can weep, sure man may repine, . Tear, iv. 6.

(2) messengers or ministers.
.<4M^e/jof rain and lightning: . . . Ode W. Wind. \i. ^.
Thine angels of revenge: . Laoft, X. xxix. 2.

Ang-er, n. wrath, hot displeasure.
If honest an^er Have moved you, . , , . . Cenci, V. i. 59.
like the April a«^e>' of womarij Ch. 1st, \\. i^o-x.

Had lifted in its anger wandenng by ;— ... Hellas, 468.
by the contrition Ot anger turned to love . . . Laon, V. xvii. 4.
With the false a«^£r of the hypocrite? . . , v. xxxiv, 6.

Angers, v. reji. makes wrathful.
it angers me! Respited me from hell! .... Cenci, I. i. 25.

Prom.. I. 557.
III. iii. 125.

Q. Mab, VII. 148.

Laon, VI. xliii. 9.
M.N. Post. Fr.2S.

Au^ry, adj. A. Lit. (1) wrathful.
Maia's child Perceived that he came angry, Horn. Merc. XXXIX. 3.

There rose to Heaven a sound oi angry song. . Orpheus, 72.

Hard-featured men, or with proud, angry looks, . Profn. III. iv. 41.

(2) violent, disturbed.
Which is, I know, a hell of angry dreams, . . Cenci, iv. iv. 8.

B. Fig.
Or the dews fall, or the angry sun lo6k down . . Hellas, 438.

Angfnisli, n, (1) acute bodily pain.
Frantic with dizzying anguish, Alastor, 231.

Scorn, heavier far than toil or anguis!i Laon, ll. xliii. 5.

The agonies oi anguish and of death. ...
Remit the anguish of that ligjited stare ; . .

where my spirit Was panted Torth in anguish
These in a gulph of anguish and of flame . .

(2) mental pain.
The anguish of her mute and,fearful tenderness.
In silent anguish, on her Husband's Bier !'

. .

Angnisli'd, ppl. adj. (1) distressed with pain or grief.

an (ZW^MZJ^'^hero dies, -
, 7,

With maddening joy mine aw^zj^'// senses-swell M. N. Ravail, 67.

(2) filled with pain or grief.

The breast that feels this anguish*d'^Q^ . . . M.N Melody, 26.
Thou wilt not scorn a suppliant's anguishedgroan. M.N.Post.Fr. 18.
Death now ends mine anguish'd -^zxa..— . . .St. Ir. (3)xvii. 4.

Aniuial, n. term of contempt lor a man.
That same old animal, the vine-dresser, . . . Horn. Merc. xxxi. 7.

Animal, cuij. bodily as opposed to spiritual.

Beat, not like a;w?»za/ life, . ,

Whilst animal \{f& many long years
Like animal \\ie, and tho' we can obscure not .

Yet animal life was there, ... . . . .

Animals, n. the brute creation.
Of animals, and voices which are human, .

^Animate, v. tr. give life to.

And thee, who art the forin they attifnaie, .

^Animated, v. tr. gave life to it.

Must quench the life that animated it .' .

"^Animated, ///. adj. full of life, living.
And, animated, strong, and many, Faust, II. 75.
Like animated frenzies, Dcbtuoi^^ l. 256.

*Animated, //, quickenied.
With a spirit of growth had been animated/ .

*Animates, v. tr. makes brilliant.

Which the orient planet anifnates with light ; .

^Animation, n. quickening, enlivening.
the animation of delight Which wraps me, . .

^Ankle-deep, c. adj. Fig. up to the ankles.
and ankle-deep in blood, Mask, xxxil. 2.

tAnkles, n. the joints which connect the foot with the leg,
our ancles Are sprained with standing here, . Cycl. 642.
the hair From the scalp to the ancles, .... Ginevra, 153.

"^Anklets, n. ornaments round about the ankles-
The many-coloured anklets and the chain' . . Cycl. 161.

:|:Annals, n. chronicles, histories.
And sung, old annals tell, as sweetly too,

*Anniaiilation, n. (1) nothingness.
Death .... Blushed to annihilation, . .

Filling thy void annihilation, ....
(2) utter destruction,

one immortality, And one annihilation. . : . .

\i Annihilation—YiM^t let her glories be! . .

Huddled in grey annihilation, ......
^Announced, v. tr. told of the approach of.

Servants announced the gondola,' Julian, 212.
*Announcing-, /?-. ///. declaring.
and came Announcing from the frozen hearth . Peter, V. xiii. 2,

Annoy, v. tr. vex, trouble.
a human breast Which thronging cares annoy— Horn. Merc, vil,

Annoy, n. vexation, annoyance.
wrought the latter much annoy, xcvii.

Annoyance, n. trouble, vexation.
Shadow of annoyance Never came near thee : .

much, I wis To the annoyajice of King .A^asis.
*Annul, V. tr. annihilate.
annul The fairest of those wandering isles .

reality to that Whose being I annul. . .

Anoint, v. refl. smear with an unguent.
A witch to be strong must anoint— . . .

Anointed, pp,
we are 'nointed, stark naked are we; . . .

Anon, adv. presently.
anon All ceased, and there was silence ,

Another, adj. (1) with n. expressed, one more, a further.
Another Splendour on his mouth alit, .... Adonais xll. i.
and then another devil creeps'behind the first . C!i. 1st, ii. 46.When one dance ends another is begun; . . . Faust, II. 325."
While he conceived another piece of fun, Hom. Merc. Lxxxvil. 6.

(2) with n. not expressed, some one else, another person.
Another in her wilful grief would break Her bow Adonais, xi. 6.
but when one meets Another at the shrine, . . Laon iv. xiv. s.May feel another's sorrow as their own .... Unf. ^Dr. 95.

*

D

Rosal. 82 ij.

. 1208.

. Prom.. I. 484.
. Q. Mab, I. 142.

. Zucca, V. 3.

. Prom. III. iii. 3.

. Cenci, lii. ii. 60.

. Sensit. PI. III. 6$,

. Hellas, 217.

. Prom. IV. 322.

,1.42.

. Adonais, xxv. 3.

. Prom. IV. 354.

. Epips. 587.

. Hellas, 106.

Prom. IV. 301.

. Skylark, 78.

. Witch, Lxxv. 8.

. Prol. Hellas, 17.

Q. Mab, VIII. 48.

, Faust^ II. 204.

- II. 182.

Laon, VII. xxxix. 4.
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(3) a different.

A. scene ere wise Etruria knew Its second ruin . Marenghi, ill. i.

but others came Soon, in another shape : . . . Laon, 11. ii. 5.
for gentle hearts another name Would spealc . . Unf. Dr. 43.

(4) a later or future.
Another i:\m&.—yi.y brain is swimming round ; . Cenci, I. iii. 164.
1 will declave another time; JF^VoS, LXXVIII. 5.

(5) a second in effect, a counterpart.
.<4Kd^/5«>- self, here and in Ireland: Ch. ist, ll. 201.
Another Orpheus sings again Hellas^ 1074.

(6) one another, as comp. recipr. pron. said of two or
more.

Councils and counsellors hang on one another^ . Ch. \st^ I. 128.
And thus become the prey of one another^ . . . II. 152.
when next day the maiden and the boy Met one a. Witch^ LXXVI. 6.

Answer, v. I. tr. (1) reply to.

So mayst thou answer God with less dismay: . Cenci^ V. ii. iiS.
for sobs she could not answer me Laon^ V. xxvi. 9.
Answer {rom their living graves Tliis demand— . Mash, LII. 2.

Once more answer me

:

Prom. 1. ^11.
and do thou answer me II. iv. 124.

(2) respond to, reciprocate.
andrejoice When they did awjwe/- thee; . . . CoUrt'dg'e, 11.

Voice, looks, or lips, may answer thy demands ? 18.

To answer those kind looks— Loon, III. xxix. 4.
The Earth's rent heart shall answer ye. ... Front. I. 309.
a music which Echo's lips . . yet can answer not, Unj". Dr. 9.

(3) defend himself from.
but the Count Must answer charges of the gravest

import, Cencly IV. iv. 12.

(4) Fig. respond by signal.

The fiery mountains a«ja/e^ each other; . . . Liberty, 1. i.

II. intr. (1) make reply verbally.
Dare no one look on me ? None answer} . . I. iii. 133.
Answer not . . . farewell III. i. 390.
Thou hast a secret which will answer not. . . iv. iv. 106.
And bade to answer, not as he believes, . . . v. ii. 42.
Answer to what I ask V. ii. 83.Why answer ye not, still ? Brethren ! . . . . Prom. I. 130.
answer Tae As mine own soul would answer, 11, iv. 125.

(2) respond.
Answer from all their clouds and billows, . . . iv. 337.

(3) echo.
and the caverns round Will answer Ahasuerus ! . Hellas, 175.

Answer, n. a reply, a response.
such pangs compel My answer. Cenci, V. iii. 76.
Make answer the while my heart shall break ! . Unf. Dr. 7.

Answered, v. I. tr. (1) replied to.
and so he a««<;«r«af me,—Poor fellow! . . . . Julian, ig%.

(2) responded.
With, a mild look of courage answered mine, . . Loon, vi. x. 5.

(3) Fig.
Indignation .<4»«i/«>'«<? Pity from her cave ; . . Ode Lib. XI. 6.

II. intr. (1) replied verbally.
He answered not, but with a sudden hand . . Adonais, xxxiv. 7.
the world's echo answered ' where '

! Epips. 234.
To whom thus Hermes slily answered:— . . Horn.. Merc. XLIV. i.

forgive My speech, a soldier answered^ . . . Laon, x. ix. 8.
I answered not, for the Eastern star grew pale, . Prom.. II. i. 107.
But a voice answered—' Life !

' Triumph, 180.

(2) responded as an echo.
vacantly to the stroke Of footfalls answered, . Laon, V. xxii. 8.

Answered, pp. (1) responded to.
the lone Nightingale Has answered me ... x. ii. 3.A deep groan was a»j»«)''rf from hell 5/. 7r. (3) XVIII. 5.

(2) replied to.

Thus- 1 aani answered: strange ! , Prom. II. iv. 155.
Answerest, v. tr. repliest to.

pause ere thou:awjwer^s^ me; CfiM«', V. ii. 117.
Answering', pr. pple. responding to.
^«KB«ra2^eachother's.ecstasy Rosalind.

Answers, v. intr. replies.
She answers not

: Cend, III. i. 33.
Answers, n. Fig. responses to touch.
But sweetly as its answers^iVi Flatter hands . . Guitar Jane, 87.

^Antarctic, adj. ai the southern hemisphere.
Regions which groan beneath the Antarc. stars, Zjwn, V. Song, 6. 6.
With the Antarctic constellations paven, . . . Witch, XLVIII. 3.

^Antelope, n. (1) a deerlike quadruped {Antilope cervicaprd).
And the wild antelope, that starts whene'er . . . Alastor, 103.
Were panic-stricken by the antelope'^s eye, . . Cenci, I. ii. 90.
Crushing the bones ofsome frail ««/«/»/« . . . Damon, n. i'j.

An antelope, . . . Were less aetherially light : . . Epips. 75.
Like arrows through a fainting antelope, . . . Hellas, 346.
(2) Fig.

With the milk-white Snowdonian Antelope . . . Gisb. 239.
Antelopes, n. pi. of Antelope (1).
from many a dale The A. who flocked for food . Laon, -a. 11. 6.
Then clouds from sunbeams, antelopes from leopards, Naples, 170.
a tiger on Hydaspes' banks Outspeeds the antelopes Witch, LI. 4.

'"Antenatal, adj. (1) happening before birth.
yke echoes of an a«!f«»a;a/ dream.— Epips. ^f,fi.

memofi^ of an antenatal life j4: Athan. i. gz.

(2) of a former state of existence.
First, the antenatal Peter, Peter, Prol. 3.

And many an antenatal tomb Sensit. PI. II. 53.

*Anthill's, n. a hillock formed by ants.

Seemed like an anthilPs citizens. . . . . . Q. Mab, II. 101.

Antient, see Ancient.
""Anti-mask, n. set against another by way of counterfoil.

'Tis but The anti.mask, Ch. 1st, 1. 174.

Antioch, n. a town in Syria.
Antioch now celebrates the consecration . . . Calderon, I. 7.

1.66.
I. 72.

1.80!

I. 232.

I was Upon my way to Antioch .

the high towers of Antioch
to the walls of Antioch /
as I Have no acquaintances in Antioch, .

the eyes and hope of Antioch, ....
Antipathies, n. aversions.

their aifections and antipathies, ... . . . Q. Mab, II. 235.

j;Antipath7, n. dislike.

By a perverse fl??/z^a^>4^ of fame Fr. Satire, ^o.
Of yovj: antipathy. If 1 am the ViSiTcissMS, . . . Reviewer, 11.

Anti^ne, adj. ancient.
In the words Of antique verse Epips. 210
all the antique and learned imagery 498.
Now new fires from antique light Bug. Hilts, 265.
an antique grove Shadowed the cavern .... Hojn. Merc. I. 5.

The antique sculptured roof, Laon, IV. iii. 8.

Such space within the antique wood, . . . . Matilda, 23.
I met a traveller from an antique land .... Osym. 1.

There lies an antique region, Prol. Hellas, 32.
which might make Our antique empire insecure, . Prom. III. i. 9.
It was a vast and antique wood, ... . Rosal. 97.
To sit upon that antique seat^ 174.

Antiquity, n. times long past.
the rotting bones of dead antiquity Fr. Flourish. 4.
Spelling out scrolls of dread antiquity, .... Witch, xxvl. 2.

^Antitype, n. embodiment of a type or symbol.
His substantial antitype Peter, Prol. 16.

'''Antoninus, n. Emperor of Rome, 6. A.D. 80, d. 121.

. (3. Mab, II. 179.

Ginevra, 47.
96.

. Adonais, XVIII. 4.

Where Cicero and Antoninus lived,

Antonio, n. the lover of Ginevra.
Antonio stood before her, . . . . . .

Antonio stood and woultl have spoken, . .

Ants, n. gregarious food-storing insects.
The ants, the bees, the swallows reappear ;

.

Anvils, n. blocks on which blacksmiths work.
Round the red awoils you might see them stand . Witch, LXXV. 3.

^Anzions, adj. (1) expressive of care or trouble.
brows anxious and pale With the heart's warfare ; Laon, II. ix. 7.
And with close lips and anxious brow . . . Rosal. 495.

(2) troubled.
And see ! . . . The anxious Tyrant sit, .... Laon, XII. v. 3.
throb like an anxious heart, . ... . Unf. Dr. 134.

(3) expectant.
with anxious eyes fixed on. the lingering day. . . Laon, VI. liii. g.

(4) eager.
the hearts That beat with anxious life . . . Q. Mab, IV. 51.

(5) solicitous.

Near thy sweet mother's anxious heart, . . . . W. Shel. III. 3.
'*'Anxiously, adv. with intense desire^

I could not know How anxiously they sought . M.W. G. I. 5.

Any, adj. (1) some, no matter what person.
If any friend would take Southey some day, . . Fr. Satire, 44.
(2) any sort of.

In any madness which the world calls gain, . . Julian, 365.
(3) no matter what.

And any step which in our dance we tread, . . . Faust, II. 343.
(4) quantitative, anything at all of, any portion.

J ,_ , ,.

. C";5. :j/, ir. 61.

11.419.
. Epips. 182.

, CM. Tst, II. 484.

Prom. ni. iv. 56.

no need of any sense of discernment . . ,

if there be any truth in lies. —
How much, while any yet remains unshared,
(5) any one of a number.

Liker than any Vandyke ever made, . . .

(6) with but = any other or another,
yet more sweet Than a»)i voice but thine,

(7) with neg. = anything or person whatever.
no rest to-night for any_ one ; Faust, II. 324;And never awjrthing will move me more. . . . CeB«, ni.T 94.
(8) pronominally, anyone, anybody.

Can you name any Who had an interest.... iv. iv. 66.
And sees nor hears not any Julian, 27a

""Aonian, adj. of Aonia, afterwards known as Bceotia.
nor where Aonian Aganippe expands Virgil 16

*AornoB, n. (1) a lofty rock in India (?).
Till vast Aomos seen from Petra's steep . . . Alastor, 203.
(2) Lake Avemus, near Baise.

Shadowy Aomos darkened o'er the helm The
honzontal iether

; Naples, 40.
Apace, adv. (1) (of time) quickly.
Within the twilight chamber spreads apace, . . Adonais VIII 2
(2) (of actionl at a rapid rate.

As the carriage drove through the streets apace/ Rosal. 9.38.
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Adonat\ xxxni. 8.

I- 33-

Apart, adv. (1) lonely, alone.
He came the last, neglected and apart; . , , Adonat's.
Apart from men, as m a lonely tower,' .... Pr. AtAt

(2) by themselves or itself.

They sit a^art and feed on honeycombs. . . . Horn. Merc. xcrv. 8.

Where a black bull was fed a^art^ , . . . . xxxii, 6.

(3) Interopen.
grief Smiled in their [his lips] motions as they lay a-part Julian^ 282.

(4) separate, from one side and the other.
the wind had blown Her hair apart^ . . . . , Laon^ xi. i. 9.

(5) alone.
Power dwells apart in its tranquillity Remote, serene, Mont B. g6.

(6) away from each other.
To keep lona and the swine apart. . .... (Edipus^ I. 343.

(7) asunder.
Friends who, by practice of some envious skill,

Were torn apart. Witch^ Lxxvil. 6.

*Apaxtiiieut, n. (1) a room reserved to the use of one person.
go forth from my apartment now? Calderon^ III. 157.

(2) a single room.
the doors Which led to this apartment .... iii. 161.
and he led To an apartment Julian^ 272.

^Apartments, n. a set or series of rooms.
I have alone the keys of those apartments. . . . Cenct, IV. iv. 61.

Ape, n. an animal of the monkey tribe.

The king would dress an ape up in his crown . . IVi'tcA, Lxxrv. i.

*Ape-gTiards, copip. n. monkeys in the garb of soldiers.

Have given the ape-guards apples, nuts, and gin, (EdipuSy I.- 321.

itlApenniiie, n. a mountain range which traverses Italy.

To the whisper of the Apennine^ Apenn. 2.

the Apenmne in the lit^ht of day 7.

And the APennine walks abroad with the storm- 12.

the line Ofthe olive-sandalled Apennines • -^"jT- ^iHs^ 306.
On the wind-swept Apenntne; Guitar Jane^ 48.
And the Apennine's shroud of summer snow, . . Serchio^ 14.
Divides from the far Apennines— ... , . 44.
the steep Of a green Apenntne : Xriumph^ 26.
Petrella, in the Apulian Apennines. . . Cenci^ III. i. 240.

Apes, n. (1) Lit.
sate chattering like restless apes . . . . TriumpA. 40^.

(2) Ji-ig.
' "

Called, from their dress and grin, the royal apes, (Edipus, I, 313.

*Apliorisms, n. maxims.
whispered aphorisms From Machiavel and Bacon : Ch. isi, I. 54.

^Aphrodite, n. the Greek Goddess of Love.
.^^Ari?rfz'fe With hair unbound Bzon. Adon.'i6.
Tothegolden^M#v7*/«WilIIlift, Cyd.6o.
the deeds of golden Aphrodite. Horn, Venus, i.

thy delight All seek O crowned Aphrodite, . . 8.

*Aping, pr. pple. imitating.
That he was aping &shion Peter, 11. xi. 3.
and aping Europe's sons Q, Mab, II. 1S5.
aping all The wanton horrors of her bloody play ; v. 23.'

*ApiB, K. the bull of Memphis, which enjoyed the highest
honours as a god among the Egyptians.

How the god Apis really was a bull Witch, LXXlli. 3.

^Apocalypse, n. the Revelation of St. John.
Like Death in the Apocalypse. Mask, vill. 4.

Apollo, n. the sun-god of the Greeks and Romans, and
patron of music and poetry.

When like Apollo, from his golden bow, . . . AdonaiSj xxvill. 6.

Where Apollo spoke of old
Apollo, Pan, and Love, . . . Grew weak, . . .

the same evening did he steal away Apollds herds
But out to seek Apollds herds would creep . .

Had met him since he killed Apollds kine, . .

Apollo soon will pass within this gate . .

Apollo past toward the sacred wood, . .

Apollo nearing this, past quickly on— .

for his kine, .^_^i7//(7 Looked sharp; . .

Apollo gently smiled and said : . . . .

Apollo darted from his mighty mind .

with lies and roguery To cheat Apollo.—
While Hermes and Apollo reverent stood
Within the heart of great Apollo . . .

and did move Apolh to unutterable love . _ . _

that Apollo Whom the Olympian Muses ever follow

:

The shell he profferred, and Apollo took. . .

And then Apollo with the plectrum
Thus King Apollo loved the child of May .

Whom Neptune and Apollo wooed the last, .

Were silent with love, as you now, Apollo . .

blue bells Of Hyacinth tell Apollo'sviTiltoi grief,

Apollo Is held in heaven by wonder ; . . . .

and Apollo bought And gave it to this daughter
'Apollonian, adj. of the body of ApoUo.

I know that every Apollonian limb .... Horn. Merc. Lxiii. 2.

Apology, n. justification, excuse.
that apology Which kings who rule Q. Mab, IV. 76.

*Apostate, adj. renegade.
There goes the apostate Strafiford ; Ch. 1st, I. 53.

^Apostates, k. renegades.
With papists, atheists, tyrants, and apostates. . . i. 74.

Sag. Hills, 114.
Hellas, 232.
HoTn. Merc. ill. 4.

III. 8.

XXIV. J.
XXVII. I.

XXXI. 3.

XXXVI. I.

XLI. 2.

XLVIII. ..

L. 4.

LIII. 6.

LV. 2.

LXXII. I.

LXXIII. 8.

LXXVI. 7.

LXXXW. 8.

LXXXV. 4.

XCVII. I.

Hotn. Venus, 20.

Pan, II. ii.

Prom. II. i. 140.
II. V. 10.

Witch, XXXI. 5.

Apostle, n. one of the twelve first followers of Christ.
pray That the Apostle Peter and the saints . . . Cenci, I. i. 29.

Apostles, n. a name applied to leaders in a cause.
the exulting cries Of thine apostles, Q. Mab, VI. 136.

*Apostollc, adj. derived bysuccession from the twelve apostles

of Christ.
and deny The apostolic power Ch. ist, II. 225.

""Apotlieosis, n. deification.
Dews of .*4/(7/^tfjzj from this bag; CBdipus, II. {. 110.

AppaJ, V. Ir. strike with terror.

What were Defeat when Victory must appal} . Hellas, 359.
As you would 'scape what might fl/'/a/a bolder— Hom.Mere.'xv.6.
It might the stoutest heart appal Mar. Dr. XVII. 4.
that rolled But to appal the guilty. Q. Mab, III. 161.

'Appallingr, ppl. adj. terrihc.
Within the sphere of that a^/a//(W fray! . . . Loon, \. yii. 2.

Apparent, adj. obvious, palpable.
A manifest and most apparent thief, .... Horn. Merc. LVI. 7.

Apparition, n. supernatural appearance.
That apparition, sole of men, he saw Prom. I. 194.

Apparitions, n. forms or figures.
And lovely s^^arr'/WKJ, dim at first III. ill. 49.

Appeal, n. (1) power to turn to for aid.
No refuge ! no appealI . jii. i. 70.

(2) power to refer to.

If there be no appeal to that .... . . Cenci, III. i. 186.

Appeal, V. intr. (1) call upon, refer to.
.^^aa/to Heaven against thee; Calderon, m. \^.
But I appeal to the Saturnian's throne. . . . Horn. Merc. LII. 8.
Oh! I a^^«3/ to that blest day M.N. Melody, \&.

(2) turn to.

appeal To the eternal years enthroned before us. Ode Lib. XIII. 12.

Appear, v. intr. (1) seem (to the eye).

^tPf^r to whirl about Confusedly Cycl 586.
Making the wintry world appear Like one . . Jane, Inviin 19.
Suddenly stained with shadow did appear : . . Laon I. vi. 6.
would a. turbid and impure Compared with this, Matilda, 29.
in one mighty torrent did appear, Triumth, n,

(2) seem (to the mind).
They still appear unanimous ; Calderon, I. 178.
Unworthy as it may appear;— 11. 14.
and make this Hell a. A heaven of sacred silence, Julian, 260.
Nor can I live if thou appear Aught but thyself, . M.W.G. VI. 2.

(3) become visible.
Strange things within their belted orbs appear. . Dcemon. I. 255.
they suddenly appear. On yellow wings rushing . Horn. Castor, 16.A shape of speechless beauty did appear: . . . Laon, I. xlii. 2.
in the deep The shape of an old man did then a. . ill. xxvii. 7.
that she To-morrow would appear. . . v xix. 7"^kes appear Strange clouds in the east ; . . . v. xl. j.
1 hree shapes around her ivory throne 3^/«izr,- . v. xlix. B.
did there appear The Temple of the Spirit ; . . XII. xli. 5.And make appear the melancholy ruins . . . Prom. rv. 288.
(4) make oneself visible.

And dares, as he is, to appear}... . Dex:il, xxill. 6.
gut in this case he did appear Peter, II. iv. r.
Phantasm of Jupiter, arise, appearI .... Prom. I. 221.
This cave is thine. Axiasi Appear/ . . III. iii. 148
(5) make its presence felt.

That thought is fled, and one doth now appear . Dante Conv. 19.
(6) are seen.

Alas
!
I fear thou hast, for none appear. .... M.N.Post.Fr. 67.And on the pedestal these words appear ; . . . Osvm. o.

(7) come forth.
^°d the doudsa;5/«af From its chaos . . . . Prom. IV. i7o.
(8) be known to be.

when thou must ajS^earto be That which thou art — 1.298.
to appear What now they seem and are— . . .St. Spips. 112.

Appearance, n. indication, symptom.
She faints : an ill appearance this Cenci IV iv 176

Appeared, v. intr. (1) looked like.
earth Appeared s. vast and shadowy sphere, . Damon, I. 151.

T, '!
, J. " , M n 1, 1, - . Q. Mab, 1. 241.

h-arth s distant orb appeared The smallest light . Daimon, I. 160.
,

"

" 11 ,, ,, „ Q. Mab, 1. 2TO.
and soon appeared Such tiny twinklers . . Dcemon, 11, 314.

, '! " , " " .1 • • Q. Mab, IX. '222.

(2) seemed.
And some appeared the work of human hearts, . Prom. I. 589.Which once ajS;S«tt>-<rf to brave All, . . . . Q. Mab,ll7iai.

(3) became visible.
towards the North appeared Thro' mist, . . . Julian, 68.
In her half-eaten eyeballs two pale flames appeared, St. Ir. {3) xvi. 3.m the midst of which a/^^ar^rfA spirit .... Unjin. Dr. it,"^.

(4) became evident.
the event Of that portentous fight appeared at length : Laon, 1. xiv. 3.

(5) were published in print.
Appeared SMch mad tirades.— Peter VI. iii. x.

Appears, v. intr. (1) seems to be.
She shall become, ... All she appears to others ; Cenci, rv. i. 88.
They are, what that which they regard appears, Hellas, 798.
Their stern oppressor pleas'd appears awhile, . M. H. Post. Fr. 57.
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(2) shows himself.
The Jew appears. Ifellas, 184.
I' the midst appears Laon Laon, xii. ii. 8.

(3) comes into view.
Mont Blanc appears—still, snowy, and serene— . Mont B.61.

(4) becomes evident to the senses.
Yet thro' their silver shade appears^ Prom. i. 224.

(5) is remembered.
Her memory, aye, like a green home appears^ . Ljion^ VII. xix. 5.

Appease, v. tr. to satisfy or assuage.
brought their atheistkipdred,toa//fifl.pcGpd'swrath, x. xlv. 8.

Appeased, pp. (1) dispelled, satisfied.

My doubts are well appeased; Cenci^ III. i. 362.

(2) propitiated, allayed.
the withering ire Of God may be appeased. . . Laon^ X. xxxix. 4.

Appetite, n. (1) brutal desire.
Whose horror mi^ht make sharp an appetite . . Cenci^ I. i. loi.

(2) wish to 'possess something.
That you or yours, having an appetite, . . Horn. Merc. XLVIII. 7.

(3) desire for eating.
The appetite which you were uaed to have. . . . (Edipus, II. ii. 21.

I may recover my lost appetite,— ..!,... 11. ii. 30.
he drags His palled unwilling appetife. . . . . Q. Mab, III. 46.

Appetites, n. sensual desires.

a slave Even to the basest appetites— .... III. 33.
Applause, n. approbation.
Grinning applause, he just shewed them his claws, Devil, VI. 3.
Assails that nature, whose applause he sells . . Q. Mab, V. 210.

*Apple tree, n. a tree that bears apples.
^n which I saw an apple tree, Faust, II. 328.

Apples, n. fruit of tile apple tree {pyrus malus).
-Where two fair apples with their gleam .... 11. 329.
She with (?//&.? you desired 11.331.
Have given the ape-guards apples, nuts, and gin, (Edipus, I. 321.

Applied, pp. administered as a remedy.
As opiates, were the same applied. Peter, VII. xv. 5.

Apply, 71. tr. administer by torture.
to apply the question to those prisoners Cenci, V. ii. 185.

Appointed,//. (1) ordained.
ministers Appointed to conduct him to the light . Alastor, 331.
Than that a)^/o;«fei/ for .their torturer?' . . . . CeM^', III. i. 193.
But like a fiend appointed to chastise —- iv. i. i6i.
And that men say, God has appointed Death . . Laon, VIII. vi. 8.

(2) arranged, agreed upon,
the spot Appointed for the deed ....'.. Cenci, III. ii. 34.

Appointed,///, adj. ordained, destined, arranged
Like stars to their appointed height they cliipb . Adonais, XLIV. 3.
To its iit .cloud, and its appointed cave ; . . . . Epips. 351.
far from ,the a//02>zferf pla^e Eaust, h. 3.
Which sweeps all thing? .to .their appointed doom, Hellas, 450.
Be they th' appointed stewards CEdipus, 11. ii. 97.
Impels the generations To their appointed p\iisx. Prof. Hellas, 27.
and at the appointed time Sends his decrees . . 29.
hath its a^^om/erf sleep April, i%i\, 7a.
Wait yet awhile for the tt//ozM/erf day— . . . Zaow^ ij. xlv. i.

Disdain not thou, at thine appointed term, . . . Ode Lib. xv. 14.
*Apportioned, /^/. adj. allotted.
Each his a/^oy^'OMerf realm? Prol Hellas, i^.

^Apportioning', pr. ppk. deciding.
Apportioning with irresistible law ... . Q. Mab, vi. 163.

^Appreciate, v. tr. know the value of.

that peace Which men alone appreciate } . . . iii. 213.

Apprehend, v. tr. understand.
I speak of things which ye can apprehend. . . . Laon, xi. xxi. 9.

Apprehended, 7). tr. understood the meaning.
I apprehended not What thou hast taught me, . Hellas, 755.

Apprehends, v. tr. is sensible of
Her spirit apprehends the sense of pain, . . Cenci, III. i. 34.

Apprehension, n. (1) moral grasp.
An apprehension clear, intense Peter, Iv. x. 2.

(2) conscious perception.'
PkX)Aie\.t)xx apprehension MXieontvo^e^ .... Q. Mab, I. i^^.

^Apprentice, v. tr. bind in covenanted service.
Why did my father not apprentiu me ... . Cenci, II. ii. 6.

^Apprised, w. tr. informed.
^//>-w«rfhim ever of the joyless length . . g. il/iji, VIII. 158.

^Apprised, //. made sensible of
By which thy inner nature was apprised . . . vil. 50.

Approach, v. I. tr. draw near to.

I never run to approach things of this sort, . . . Calderon, I. 229.
Her spirit shall approach the throne of God . . Cenci, iv. i. 03.
these we did approach a.\w'ay, ....... LaSn, I. xlvii. 9.

II. infr. coine nearer.
That step we hear approach must never pass . . Cenci, III. i. 272.
the screams of woe I heard approach. .... Laon. VI. iv. 5.
Approach! I come Thence whither thou must go! Hellas, 8fii.
the Spirits of the human mind ... . approach. . Prom., iv. 82.

Approach, n. act of coming nearer.
It tells the approach of a mystic form, . . .M.N. Spec. Hors. 27.
as when beauty awes All hearts with its a/^roac4, Ginevra, \yj.

Approached, v. I. tr. came near.

As they approached their goal Desmon, I. 148.

„ ,, „ ,, e- Mab, I. 238.

At>i>roached the overhanging battlement. . . . Damon, I. 240.

it relaxed its coarse As it approached me, . . . Laon, VI. xx. 3.

All who approached their spnere VII. vii. 5.

II. intr. came near.

It rose as he approached, Alastor, 277. ,

As we approached & shout of joyauce sprung . . Laon, V. xy._5.

As I approached, the morning's golden mist, . V. xliii. 4.

A boat approached, .... XII. xx. 2.

The charmed boat approached, . . . XII. xli. 9.

Yet none approached; Hellas, 382.

Then Hope approached, Love, Hope, 37.

Approached,//. (1) to come near.

few strangers have approached our cave. . . . Cyd. 231.

Fig. (2) entered into, or come up to mentally.
Were not to bea^/^(7flr.4«i/by ine! Rosal. 226.

Approaches, v. intr. (l) draws near in space.

When the tiger approaches can the fast-fleeting hind Bigotry, I. 3.

Though the fiercest of cloud-piercing tyrants approaches, II. 3.

(2) draws near in time.
Rejoice not when spring approaches, Ginevra, 203.

Approaching', pr. ppl. (1) coming near in space.
I hear steps of men approaching, Calderon, I. 205.

with some general Approaching to this cave.— . Cycl. 78.

fl^^r(?flc>4/«^ in ill hour "The inhospitable roof . . 82.

of women and of men Was heard approaching; . Ginevra, 98.
a shapCj approaching ^ew. Like a great ship . Laon, I. vi. 7.

On all the winds ofheaven approach, ever Floated, I. vii. 7.

Over my frame he breathed, approaching near, . I. xlii. 7.

I could discover A ship approaching— .... VII. xl. 6.

(2) of time.
And some of Spring «^/r(7fl(:Az'«^ fast GuitarJane, 30.

Approaching, ///. aaj. coming near in time.
"Tidings of approaching death Pr. Hark, 4.
swift and sure to his approaching end Laon, I. xxxiv. 9.

To weigh thee down to thy approaching doom ! . Ld. Ch. IV. 4.
The locks of the approaching storm Ode W. Wind, II. g.
At the approaching {east OfFsimine, . . . (Edipus, II. i. 188.
Swift be thine approaching&ight, To Night, V. 6.

^Appropriate, adj. suitable.
(How can I find a more appropriate term . . . (Edipus, II. i. 7.

Approve, w. I. tr. (1) bear witness to, attest.

the shades approve His truth, Laon, IX. vii. 4.

(2) commend.
I woke, and did approve All nature Rosal. 769.
the which lie could a^/^(7z'e. .

"
Son. Lift. 10.

II. intr, try, make experiment.
I felt her lips and breath approve,— Laon, vil. xix. 8.

Approved, v. I. tr. regarded with satisfaction.
which thy powerful sway . . . Forpi'd and a. ?— M. N. Post. Pr. 33.

II. intr. were pleased.
all men loved Young Lionel, though few approved; Rosal. 674.

Approved, pp. justified, honoured.
and Lucan, by his death approved: . ... Adonais, XLV. 8.

April, n. the fourth month of the year.
And ^^>-z7 weeps—but, O, ye hours, . . Dirge/or Year,iv. 5.A Vision like incarnate April, Epips. 121.
But'.4/rr'/'j sunshine is a Monarch's smile— . M.N.Post.Er.KS,
When ^jS^-z? has wept itself to May: . . . . Rosal 163.
like a soft cloud in April's bosom 'Urif. Jir. 188.
The youngest of inconstant April's minions, . . n'ltch. Did. II. 2.

AprU, adjectively. (1) of the month of April.
Since, on an .(4^?-2'/ midnight Cenci I ii 5one faint ^Arj? sun-gleam;-

C?- -^i*,' lli. 232.
Inat in an ^/rz/ sunbeams fleeting glow . . . VI. 175.When it scatters through an April ra^ . ., . Rosal. 697
Nowlist.en:-Inthe^^r!7prime, TriumiLy:&.
as April rain On silent leaves, Unf, Dr fg^And some of ^iS>-i-/ buds and showers Guitar Tane, s,\.

Till her heart thaw like flakes oi April w.cm . . Prom. III. iv 80
(2) Fig. passing, uncertain, changeable.

Fled m the Aprirhom. E. Willia^, 1.6.
''Apnlian, adj. in the ancient districts of Apulia.

Petrella, in the ^*«/WK Apennines C«««, in. i. 240.
Arah, n. (1) the people or military force of Arabia.
^heArab menaces Medina, ff^llas, <At.

(2) a native of Arabia. ' - '

"^

If to the Arab, as the Briton, Peter VI i 7.

the wa.nAetmg Arab's tent Flaps in the desart-bla^t. Q. 'Mab. II.' i js.
*Arah, adj. of Arabian race.

"
Meanwhile an Arab maiden brought his food, . Alastor 120

Arabian, adj. from gums grown in Arabia.
'

And rare Arabian odours came, Sosal. 1080
Arabie, n. poetic form of Arabia.

' '

The Poet wandering on, through ^rato . . .Alastor, no.'Arbiter, n. one with power to decide, an umpire
Only judge! K\ght[M\\est arbiter/ Cenci iir i ,-,^Be as an a>-W&^ betwixt themselves. . . . Chiit\i\^P'
False a^to»- between the bound and free;. . iLaoniv:^^-.
Whilst the high Arbiter Beholds the strife, . . Pro? ffe£ 28
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Arbiters, n. pi, of Arbiter.
Both Earth ana Heaven, consenting ardi'fers, . Cenct\ IV. iv. 24.
ArbiUrs of the dispute, Mask^ j-xxxi. 4.

Arbitrate, v. tr. decide upon.
Which our great Father then did arbitrate . . Prol. Hellas^ 131.

itArbitratizigf, ppl. adj. determining, deciding.
As if those dreadful arbitrating messengers . . Ck. \st^ II. 239.

^Arbitration, n. by a judge mutually appointed.
to compose the affair by arbitration Horn. Merc. LXVI. 8.

Arbours, n. bowers or shady retreats.

and we schoolboys called arbours^ Serchio^ 82.

*Arcades, n. arched or covered passages.
Along the burning length of yon arcades; . . .M.N. Ravail^ 6},.

*Arcadia, n. a district of the Peloponnesus.
king oiArcadia And all its pastoral hills, , . . Horn,. Merc. i. 2.

^Arcadian, n, dweller in Arcadia.
we knew Pan the Arcadian Virgil^ 23.

Arch, n. A. Lit. (1) semicircle.
Does the bright arch of rainbow clouds, .... Alastor^ 213.
The triumphal arch through which I marclj . . Cloudy 07.
which bound Its aery arcA with light like bjlood ; Mar. Dr. XVIH. 4.
A rainbow's arch stood on the sea^ .... Prom,. I. 708.
A moving arch of victory^ ..." Triumph^ 439.
(2) a circular headway.

Distinct with column, arch^ and architrave^ . Prom. Ill, iii. 162.

B. Fig. (1) structure.
As on a keystone, hangs the arch of life, . . . Ch. ist, II. 156.

(2) applied to the firmament.
whence yon glare That fires the arch of heaven? . Q. Mab, IV. 34.

fArch, adj. waggish^ humorous.
with an arch smile, .... Peter, IV. xii. i.

*Arcli-priest, n. chief-priest.
This was the art which the arch-driest of Famine CEdipus^ i. 77.
the genuflexions Inculcated by the arch-priest, . 11. 1. 29.

*Arch-priests, n.
You arch-priests Believe in nothing; . . i. ia6.

*ArchaxLg>els, n. chief angels.
The lamps, before the Archangels seven, . . . Fr. Satan, 14,

Archbishop, n, a chief bishop.
That is the Archbishop Ch. \st, I. 57.
My Lord Archbishop, . 11. 33.
My "Lord Archbishop, Ao-whaXXhoo-Viiit . . 11.262.
But you, my Lord Archbishop, . . .

' ... in, 57.
*Arched,//, vaulted.
the craggy roof A. over the dark cavern :— Horn.. Merc, xxxix. 2.

Archer, n, (1) a bowman.
The archer Argicide, elate and proud, .... xil. 7.

C2) Fig.
Which know no aim beyond the archer's wit, . Ch. ist, li. io6.

Arches, n. Fig, roof-vaults.
the fiends will shake Thine arches Cenci, IV. 1. 184.

*Archixiia^e, n. a wizard.
And here like some weird Archimage sit I, . . Gisb. 106.
The works of some Satumian Archimage^ . . . W^itch. xvill. a.

Archimedean, adj. after the manner of Archimedes.
Bent with sublime Archimedean art Gisb. 17.

i'Architect, n. one who designs buildings.
Had sent his architect Xp view the ground, . . . Cenci^ I. i. 17.

Architrave, n. that part of the entablature which rests

immediately upon the capital.
Distinct with column, arch, and architrave, . . Prom., iii, iii, 162.

*Archy, n. Archibald Armstrong, Charles I's jester.

Poor Archy, whose owl-eyes are tempered . . . Ch. 1st, ii. 40.
poor Archy would be disgraced in good company. u. 58.
What, my Archy? . h, 07,
VoQT Archy/ He weaves about himself .... n. no.
Archy's words Had wings, . . n. n^.
all impannelled against poor Archy . n. 398.
But the rainbow was a good sign, Archy: . . 11. 4x6.
Archy is shrewd and bitter. u. 442.

*Arctic, n. A. Lit, the region near the N. Pole.
By the tenfold blasts of the arctic zone Sensit. PI. III. 97.
B. Fig, northern.

The -4 rc/zi: Anarch sent, and Idumea's sand, . . L^aonyX. v. 9.
Or piny promontory of the -4rcAc main, . , . Ode Lib. Will. 2.

*Arctos, n. the constellation Bootes.
The charioteers ofArctos wheeled round . . . Rosal. 1303.

*Arcturi, n. Fig. bright stars.

Daisies, those pearled Arduri of the earth, . . Question, 11. 2.

*Arctiirus, n. the brightest star in the constellation Bootes.
overhead Silent Arcturus shines— Loon, xi. xi. 9.
bright Arcturus through yon pines . . . Pr. Athan. II. ii. 32.

jArdeat, adj. fervent, eager,
insult with silent scorn My ardent truth, . . . Cenci^ iii. i. 324.
And ardent yoMihs, and children bright and fair ; Loon, i. liv. 6.
and stabbed each ardentyovAh XI. xix. o.
O, what if Art, an ardent intercessor, .... Ode Lib. xvii. '9.

Ardent, adv. ardently.
Ardent and pure as da^ thou burnest, .... Damon, I. 92.

^Ardently, adv. passionately,
and ardently His hand grasped mine Laan, vi. x. 6.

Ardour, n. (1) intense brightness.

by the ardour of day Thou art hidden . . . Hellas, 1043.

(2) fervour, eagerness.
Then manhood gave Its strength and ardour . . Q. Mah, VI. 89.

1) 11 11 M M 11 • Superstition, 1%.

Ardours, n. (1) brilliancy, intense brightness as of sunset.

Its ardours of rest and of love, Cloud. 40.
Dyed in the ardours of the atmosphere : . . . Witch, xxxvii. 4.

(2) glowing passion or fervours.
The ardours of a vision which obscure .... Fiordispina^ 23.

with thine harmonizing ardours fill Nicies, 165.

With all the ardours m that sphere which are, . Witch, xxxi, 4.

Are, V. (1) exist still, remain.
Who are, alas ! Now thou art not Alastor, 6g8.
And the moon and stars are not, Front. II. iii. 75.

(2) embody, show themselves to be.

They are, what that which they regard appears, . Hellas, 798.
All that we are or know, , . .... . Laon, ix. xxxv. 5.

(3) have existence.
that spirit Iri which aU live and are Hellas, 601.
Ghosts of all things that are, .... ... Mont B. 46.
dost move All things which live and are^ .... Naples, 151.

(4) of condition.
When we shall be as we no longer are—.... Gisb. 164.

(5) of import or moment.
And what are thou and I, Loon, x. xxxvi. 6,

(6) as simple auxiliary affirmative.
Her eyes are like the eyes of a fresh corpse . . . Faust, 11. 390.

*Arethusa, n. a nymph of Elis, the divinity who inspired

pastoral poetry.
Areihusa arose From her couch of snows . . . Arethusa, I. i.

Could Arethuse to her forsaken um Prol. Hellas, 187.
Melodious Arethiesa, o'er my verse Shed thou . Virgil, i.

jArgfcntine, adj, silvery.

And, like the moon's argentine crescent hung . Dcetnon, 167.

*Arglcide, adj. Mercury, the slayer of Argus.
The aixher Argicide, elate and proud, . . . Horn,. Merc. Xll. 7.

*Arglphoiit, n. a surname of^Mercury,
A scheme devised the illustrious Argiphont. . , • xlix. 8.

the CyllenismArgiphont Winked Lxvi. i.

*Argo, n. the ship constructed by Argus at command ofJason.
A loftier Argo cleaves the main, Hellas, 1072.

*Argolis, n. one of the six districts of the Peloponnesus.
In Argolis, beside the aihoing sea, l^aon, ll. ii. i.

That one in Argo. did undergo Torture for liberty, iv. ix. 7.

*Arffos, n. a half insular district of the Moiea.
Argos, Corinth, Crete Hear, Hellas, -jo-j.

Argued, v. intr. reasoned, disputed.
.^?^fwcrf against despondency, Julian, 48.
With whom I argued in this sort 197.

Argnimeut, n, (1) argumentation, contention.
there can be built No argument. Calderon, I. 190.

(2) reason, statement, (for or against).
Might plead that a?^K?«eK^ with God ? . . . . Ck««, in. ii. 53.
For some poor a?^g^»(£w/ of policy Ch. ist, ll. 243.

(3) discussion.
Although our argument was quite foi^t, . . . Julian, 520.

(4) mute evidence.
unfold its store Oi argument: Q. Mab, vii. 21.

*Ar^ll, n. Marquis of Argyll, 1598-1661.
Lindsay, Hume, and false Argyll, Ch. 1st, ii. 218.

Ariel, n. a name given to himself by Shelley.
-4?'«/ to Miranda.— GuitarJane, t.

Poor ^r2W sends this silent token n.
Your guardian spirit, Ariel, 12.
for thus alone Can Ariel ever find his own. . . 16.
Is not sadder in her cell Than deserted Ariel. . 26.
-<4ri"tf/guidjes you o'er the sea Of life 29.
and -<4r«W/ still Has tracked your steps, .... 33.

Aright, adv. justly, with right judgment.
and kpow thyself and him aright, Adonais, XLVII. a.

:{:ArioiL, n. a famous bard of ancient Greece, B.C. 700.
And like Arion on the dolphin's back .... Witch, LV. 4.

Arise, v. intr. (1) get up.
Arise and quench thy thirst, was her reply. . . Triumph, 400.
From the green earth lightly I did arise, . . Loon, iv. xxviii. 7.

(2) rise from inaction.
I will arise and waken The multitude, .... 11. xiv. i.

arise, and make Her sex the law of truth and free-
dom hear, iv. xviii. 6.

Arise I And to highjustice make v. xxxii. 8.
ye might a., and wiu That gold should lose its power, viii. xvi. 1.

Arise, arise, arise! . . . Ode, Arise, i.

thou didst arise Chasing thy foes Ode Lib. xi. 10.
She shall ar/jc Victorious Prol. Hellas, 112.
Geryon a. / and Gorgon, Chimaera and thou Sphinx:, Prom. i. 346.
(3) become agitated.

As waves arise when loud winds call, ... . Mask^xssx. 3.
Arise ye sightless spirits of the storm, . . M. N. Despair ig.

(4) come into existence.

a faint meteor will arise Lighting him .... Hellas, 176.
Another Athens sh^l arise, 1084.
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Front. I. 221.

1.225. ^
ir. IV. 126.

III. iii. 148.

Q. Mab^ VII. 136.

(5) become manifest, come into notice.
Phantasm of Jupiter, arise, appear I . . .

And thro' their lulling; plumes arise, . .

Prometheus shall' arise Henceforth the sun .

This cave is thine. Arise! Appear!

.

he shall arise In an unnoticed corner . . .

(6) come back to existence.
I arwff and unbuild it again. ." Cloud, %i^,

she will arise With new iove within her eyes. Dirge forYear, ill. 5.

And power shall then abound, and hope a. once more. Laon, 11. xlii. 9.

(7) awake from sleep.

I arzj^ from dreams of thee Ind.Ser.l.i.
suddenly She would arise, Laon, II. xxvjii. 3.

Even as to sleep whence we again arise, .... ix. xxxiv. 4.

(8) awake (as from a trance).

whom their sister's song Had held in holy silence,

cried : ^Arise /
' Adonais^ xxii. 7.

Or think or feel, awake, arise/ Dmmon, i. 105.

Awake! arise! until the mighty sound. . . . Z-iWw, II. xiii. 5.

Awake ! arise! and come away! Jane, Invitn^ 48.
Arise, my friend, farewell !— .... ... JLaon, IV. xxviii. 6.

Soul of lanthe ! Awake! arise! Q.Mab,i.i2g.
(9) spring up, originate.

My thoughts arise and fade in solitude, . . Fr. Thoughis, i.

her honours first arise From men— . . . Horn. Venus^ 29.

whence ariseAnd are shot forth afar, .... Horn.. Sun, 14.

like a cloud Of glory, arise, Fh'om. I. 158.

the causes which arise In each event Q. Mob, I. 172.

(10) ascend (as the sun").

Then I arise, and climbing Heaven's blue dome, . Apollo, 11. i.

Before this mora may on the world arise; . . . Laon, ix. xxvi. z.

(11) ascend (as smoke or dew).
Or its fumes arise among the dew, Fr. "Wine, 8.

Might dissolve the dim ice drop, might bid it artse^ Fear, I. 6.

The taint of earth-born atmospneres arise, . , . Q. Mab, IV. 153.

(12) ascend (of sounds).
As from the eartli did suddenly afVj^y .... Laon, V. vi. 3.

Ye all-triumphant harmonics arise, From. III. i. 28.

Even whilst we speak New notes arise. .... IV. 185.

(13) spring, grow.
the flowers, the trees. Arise in due succession ; . Q. Mah, III. 195.
A garden shall arise, . . . Surpassing fabled Eden. rv. 88.

^4) come into the mind,
but former years Arise^ and bring forbidden tears ; Rosal. 43.

(15) appear.
made Sweet smiles, yet sad, arise and fade . . . 1022.

(16) result.

or retribution, or resource Will arise thence . Cenci, III, i. 205.

(17) leave, depart.
Brother! flr?'j^ from the dainty fare, Falsehood, \%.

*Arisen,j5^. (1) reanimated.
And Greece, which was dead, is arisen ! . . Hellas, 1059.
as a spirit half arisen Shatters its charnel, . . Prol. aeUas, 210.

(2) come forth.

has arisen Out of the lampless caves Front, iv. 377.

Arises, v. mir.- comes into being, takes origin.

Arises with the awakening melody. .... M". JV. Despair, 16.

Arises f] om its measured motion, Si. Dejection, II. 8.

*Arisiuff, pr. pple. appearing.
Then radiant, as the mind, arij/M^ bright . . . /V(3»2. III. iii. 50.

^Arising', ppL adj. gradually opening.
O'er heralds so divine of truth's arising day. . . Laon^ II. xxxiv. 9.

"'Arithmetical, adj. demonstrated as by arithmetic.
'Tis a conclusion Most ariihineiical : .... Ch. ist, 11. 278.

Anu, n. A. Lit. the upper limb of the human body.
she can carry Her head under her arm .... Faust, 11. 401.
Under the withered i3:r?« of M^dia . . . . Fioraispina, $^.
She flings her glowing arm ... ... 54.
But Helen clung to her brother's arm, .... Fr. Ghst Sty. 7.

And thine arm shall be my pillow ; Inv. Mis. vi. 2.

did strain My arrn upon her tremulous heart, . Laon, 11. xxxviii. 8.

a stroke On my raised arm. and naked head, . . III. xi. 2.

And bit my bloodless arm, iil. xxi. 9.

The spear transfixed my arm. that was uplifted . =- V. ix. i.

And tne stern warrior's arm the sickle wield? . M.N. Post. Fr.\6.
and death's relentless frost Withered that arm : , Q. Mab, in. 163.

As leaning on the jailor's arm^ Kosal. gio.

and so he ever kept One arm m sleep, .... 1267.

Then despair nerv'd his arm .S"^. Ir. (3) xiv. i.

B. Fig. as a symbol of force or power.
rears an arnt To dash him from his throne \ , . Q. Mah, III. 105.
strong the arm That scatters multitudes. . . . iii. 145.
on that arm The worm has made his meal. . . . iii. 149.
Crushed not the arm red with her dearest blood, in. igo.
the weakness of his trembling arff* IV. 226.

And unrestrained but by the arm of power, . . v. 125.

lends His a^m to murderous deeds V. 207.
How powerless were the mightiest monarch's arm, VI. 62.

That freedom's young armaduxe. not yet chastise, Vll. 244.

Arm, V. tr. Fig. strengthen.
Tho' truth and virtue arm their hearts .... Laon, viil. vii. 9.

Armed, v. tr. Fig. (1) endued with power, appointed.
Armedth^e, as Thou dost say, to cut him off; . Cenci, V. ii. 130.

(2) strengthened with resolve.

my weak breast I amted, Hope^ Fear, 13.

Anned, pp. A. Lit. furnished with weapons,
and each sixth, thus armsd^ Loan, VI. xiii, 7.

B. Fig. (1) fortified mentally.
I had armed to overnumber Those hosts.... IX. ix. 8.

necessity Had armed, with strength ix. xv. 5.

(2) ready, resolved.

Armed to strike dead the spirit of the time, . . Ch. ist, II. 119.

(3) incited.

To mutual ruin armed by one behind Laon, vi. xv. 3.

A.Tm.e6.,p.adj. A. Lit. (1) bearing weapons,
their armed hands where the pure Spirit, . . . Dmmon, l. 285.

the cottage crowded found With armedmen, . . Laon, iii. vi. 8.

The tyrants send their a. slaves to quell Her power

;

IV. xx. 6.

the first faint lustre showed An arm.ed youth— . • V. iii. 7.

Igan to throw Aloft his armed hands . . . . x. xxxi. 6.

Troops of armsd emblazonry Mask, Lxxv. 4.

The career of armed steeds LXXX. 2.

(2) shod with iron.

The clash of wheels, and clang of amted hoofs, . Hellas, 820.

(3) protected by armour.
Our innocence is as an armed heel Cenci. rv. iv. 159.

To set thine arm.ed heel on this reluctant worm. . Ode Lib. xv. 15.

B. Fig. seemingly all powerful, irresistible.

Panic-strike armed victory, . . ., Cenci, IV. i. 105.

But he who gains by base and amted -wroTig, . . Fr. Peo. Eng. 12.

Stalks through the capitals of armed kings, . . Hellas, 352.
while armedv/Tong Trembles before her look, . Laon, rv. xxi. 4.

sacrifice, Which armed Victory offers up unstained Naples, 60.

And stood at the throne of armed power . . . Rosal. 630.

Armenia, n. a country oi Western Asia.
Among the mountains oiArmenia Julian, 587.

Armies, n. A. Lit. bands of armed men.
Two armies shall obtain the assurance .... Calderon, i. 140.
Our arm-ies thro' the City's hundred gates . . . Laon, v. xvi. i.

in more doubtful strife the armies were engaged. VI. xii. 9.

so bent The armies of the leagued kings . . .
—— x. iv. 6.

the artnies wind In sad procession : . ... X. xxvi, 7.

and fear, and awe, the armies did divide. . . . x. xxxix. 9.

beneath whose shade . . . The armies stood ; . . xil. xxvi. 8.

orwz'cj mingled in obscure array, OdeLib. xii. 11.

B. Fig. (1) serried multitudes.
eclipse The armies of the golden stars Adon. Cane. 37.

(2) innumerable rain drops.
The armies of the raia-bow-wingfed showers ; . . Epips. 354.

(3) expressive of mass or quantity.
Banded armies of light and air; Vis. Sea, 119.

(4) invisible powers.
Armies of the Eternal, ye who strike To dust . Hellas, 413.
The armies of her ministering spirits— .... Witch, Lll. 3.

Arming, pr. pple. Fig. disposing, making ready.
What ye neglect, artning i3JXi.\\iB.T things . . Cenci, TV. iv. 120.

*Armixiins, n. German patriot, vanquisher of Varus, A.D. 9.
Towh oi Arminius! render up thy dead, . . , OdeLib.:s.TV.i.

^Armorial, adj. heraldic.
standards, and armorial beasts, From. IV. 293.

Armories, n. stores of arms.
Our arsenals and our armories are full ; . . . Hellas, 321,

Armour, n. A. Lit. clothing of metal.
in warlike armour drest, Golden, all radiant ! . Horn. Min. 5.

B. Fig. fortitude, steadfastness ; moral armour.
Wrought linked armour for my soul, .... Laon, Ded. V. 5.
The adamantine armour of their power, .... 11. xx. 6.
clothed in armour of impenetrable scale ! . . . Naples, 68.'

Arms, V. tr. Fig. prepares, puts in readiness, gives power to.
Yes, it is Hate, . . . Whom self-contempt arms . Laon, vni. xxi. 3.
From Tyranny which arms Adverse miscreeds . Prol. Hdlas, 105.
Even now thy Torturer a. — The powers who scheme Front, i. 365.

Arms, n. (1) force, war, warlike preparations.
Quelled or by arts or arms Ch. 1st, ll. 185.
and the array Ofarms : Epips. 404.
Latmos, and Mycale, roughen With horrent arms; Hellas, 283.
Our aryns before their chains

! 464.
their victorious arms Left not a soul to breathe. Q. Mab, II. 153.
struck dumb Dissonant arms; Ode Lib, IX. 13.
Nor peace, nor strength, nor skill in arms or arts, Polit. Great. 2.

(2) weapons, offensive or defensive.
Men make them arms to hurl down tyranny, . , Laon, IV. xxiii. 4.
collect tumultuously. And throng in arms; . . iv. xxiii. 8.
All slept but those m watchful arms who stood, . v. ii. i.

Our bands outsprung and seized their arms— . . v. vi. K.
As those few arms tlie bravest . . . Seized, . . . vi. xiiu' 6.
The arms ye forge, another bears Men oJEng. v. 4.
Forge arwj,—in your defence to bear vi. 4.
For his cursed power unhallowed a. to wield— Mother <§ Son, 11. 7.
scattered arms. And lifeless warriors, . . . . Q. Mah, iv. 63,

(3) accoutrements of warlike kind.
Another proudly clad In golden arms, .... Hellas 8^8
from her immortal shoulders threw The a. divine ; Hom. Min. 18.
Sheathed in resplendent aryns, Laon x. xxv 2
array Of guards in golden arms, ' xil. ii. a.
Clothed in arms like blood and flame, . . Mask xv. 2.
Or turn their wealth to a^-mj, ' lxii. i.
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(4) heraldic bearings.
Their amts are seven bulls in a field gules, . . . (BdipuSy I. 144.

Arms, inierj. phr. prepare ! make ready 1

and—'They come! to arms! arms! .... Z,fl(j«, VI. iii. 2.

Comes to enslave us in his name ! to arms! '
. VI. iii. 4.

Arms, «. A. Lit. the upper limbs of the human body.
her outspread arms now bare, Alasior^ 177.
spread his ar^ns to meet Her panting bosom : . , 183.
Folded his frame in her dissolving arms.
How arms might be entangled too. . .

come And wind me in his hellish arms^ .

Whom I have nursed a baby in my arms.
And in his arms, according to his wont,

III. XXIX. 5.

. IV. ii. 2.

. V. XXX. 3.

. VI. XXV. 3.

VI. xxxiii.2.

. VI. liv. 3.

. VIL ix. 7.

. xii.xxiii. I.

. Mask^ Lxxix. 3.

. LXXXV. 1.

. Prom-. II. i. 46.
II. i. 106.

III. ij. 46.
III. iii. 91.

IIL iv. 26.

. Trtum.phy 149.

. Laon^ II. xxvii. 6.

. II. xlvii. 6.

, I. 290.

:8f:
. Calderon, III. 65.

. Cenci^ V. iv. 66.

• Cycl. 135.
4^iiu III 1119 wr "*o, a.\.^ui Ldug 1.1.1 1119 wuiiL, . , . Horn,, Merc. XLix. 7*

Her white ar»«j lifted thro the shadowy stream . Laon^ 11. xxix. i.

he did infold His giant arms around me, .

'—

He wound me in his arms with tender care,
that child so fair From his weak arms^ . .

While mv faint arms her languid frame . .

And Cytnna's glowing arms,
so I cast My arms around her,

Wound his long arm^ around hen ....
in her arms Clasped that bright Shape, . .

With folded arms and looks which are
With folded arms and steady eyes, . . .

Tone's soft and milky arms Locked then, .

Quivered between our intertwining arms. . . .

Their white arfns lifted o'er their streaming hair
Folded in my sustaining arms/
May I then hide my eyes in thy soft arms, .

fling their wild ar?ns m air . . .

B. Fig. (1) embraces.
in my ar^Jts she slept. And I kept watch
And in my ar?ns she hid her beating breast.
And in the ar?wj of Adiposa . ._^ , .. _^_.
old age Shivers in selfish beauty's loathing arms, Q. Mab^ V. 191.

(2) power, or protection.
Even when within his arms— ah, runagate ! Horn. Merc. XXVII. 5.
Her innocence, into their hoggish arms/ . . . CBdtpus^ li. i. 163.

(3) figuratively used of nature.
To sleep in one another's ar-ms^ Epips. Kio.
the young Mom Whose arms are like twin roses Ifo^n. Sun, 8.

Pillowed upon its alabaster arms, Prom. iv. 262.

(4) of immaterial things in poetic sense.
And windme in thine [Death's] all-embracing arms! Cencz,v.iv. 116.
While I sleep in the arms of the blast Cloud, 16.
Round my neck thine arms enfold— Inv. Mis. VIII. 2.

(5) limbs of trees or branching growths.
Of mighty trees, that stretched their dant arms. Alastor, 383.
The oak. Expanding its-immense and knottyarms, 432.
it spreads Its worn and withered arms . . . . Q. Mob, vii. 265.

(6) projections or elongations so called.
The cra^ closed round with black and jagged a. Alastor, 359.
clasped The fissured stones with its entwining arms, 579.
Its green arm.s round the bosom of the stream, . Question^ I. 7.

Army, n. (1) a body of men trained and aimed.
An arm.y must be sent into the north ; . . . . Ch. \st, II. 333.
One half the Grecian' arwg; made a bridge . . . Hellas, 371.
Our baffled army trembled like one man . . 378.
and when our army Closed in, 401.
Holds our besieging army like a spell .... 569.
The arm^y encamped upon the Cydaris, . 606.

(2) the land lorces of the state.

An army, which liberticide and prey Eng. 1819, 8.
An arm-y/ and a public debt Peter, iir. iv. 5.

(3) any body or number of persons.
the entire army Of those fat martyrs CEdipus, 1. 13.

*Aruaut, n. a Greek people.
Th^Arnaut, Servian, and Albanian, allies . . . Hellas^ 368.

*Aruo, n. the chief river of Tuscany.
At Arno's feet tribute of com and wine, . . . Serchio, 115.

Aroint, v. inir. imp, only, avaunt, begone.
aroint thee, aroint ! Paust, ii. 203.
Aroint ye ! thou unprofitable worm ! (Mdipus, I. 269.

Arose, v. intr. (1) got up from sleep or rest.
early in the morning, Beelzebub arose, .... Devil, i. 2.
Ere Maddalo arose, I called on him, Julian, 142.
When I arose from rest, a woeful mass .... Laon, iv. xxxiii. 7.When I arose and saw the dawn, To Nighty III. i.

(2) got up from a recumbent posture.
Then- she arose, and smiled on me Laon, i. xxi. i.

So we arose; and by the star-light steep .... 11, xlix. 4.
and full soon That youth arose Vill. xxx. 6.
And she a., while from the veil Of her dark eyes Mar. Dr. xxiir. 3!
I arose aghast, Or seemed to rise, Triumph, 107,
I arose, and for a space . . aae.

(3) appeared, came into view.
a Spirit without spot, ^rtfjey Adonais, s.x.^j. ^.A radiant spirit arose, Dcemon, i. 109.
jEthenal horvk'^arose out of the flood .... Hom. Merc, xxxi 1
Sudden^arojelanthe'sSoul; Q. Mad I im
Arose beside the battlement, ' Vii. 60.

(4) appeared above the horizon.
At midnight The moon arose : Alastor, 352.
The moon- arose up in- the murky east, .... WaningMoon^ 5.

(5) became agitated or rough.
The waves arose Alastor, 323.

(6) sprang up, began to blow.
when an Eastern wind arose, Cycl. 22.

odorous winds Of wakening spring arose, . . . Daimon, I. 76.

The fight hung balanced, there arose a storm . . Hellas^ on.
Then seemed it that a tameless hurricane Arose^ Laon, III. xxvii. 2.

Then g-entle winds arose Naples^ 23.

A wind arose among the pines ; Prom. 11. i. 156.

(7) was displayed, manifested itself.

What life, what power, was kindled and arose . Laon, I. xi. i.

sudden tumult and afifray Arose, XI. xix. 4.

(8) was heard, became audible.

A murmuring tumult as they came arose,— . Hom. Merc. LIV. 7.

When from that stony gloom a voice arose, . . Laon, ill. xxviii. o.

a sound arose like thunder Vll. x. 9.

as watchwords of a single woe. Arose/ .... X. xxxi. 5.

And on the blast a frightful yell arose M.N. Pragmt. 13.

These words of joy and fear arose .... . Mask^ xxxiv. 4.
the Ocean's orison arose, Trium.ph, 7.

(9) grew, pushed forth.

Arose from the ground with warm rain wet, . . Sensit. PI. I. 14.

(10) mounted higher.
Ridge after ridge the straining boat arose, . . . Alastor, 389-
who burst, when the waters arose, ... . . Vis. Sea, 40.

(11) broke, burst upon.
And the Spring arose on the garden fair, . . . Sensit. PI. I. 5.

(12) was built, grew up.
And like sunrise from the sea, Athens arose! . . Hellas, 684.
o'er the .^gean main Athens arose : Ode Lib. v. i.

many a warrior-peopled citadel . . . Arose . . ix. 6.

Arose a stately city, . , . Q. Mab, II. 187.

(13) took source, originated.
Arethusa arose From her couch of snows . . . Aretkusa. 1. i.

Such impulses within my mortal frame Arose, . Laon, 11. li. 3.
Victorious as the world arose from Chaos ! . . . Prol, Hellas, 113.
And arose in her mind every dear recollection ; St. Jr. (6) il. 3.
Whence, thinkest thou, kings and parasites a?'(?je.^ Q. Mab, III. 118.
From kings, and priests, and statesmen, war arose, iv. 80.
In nature's primal modesty arose, . . ix. 81.

(14) came into being or notice.
butthere i2r(?j£ a Power Which graspt .... Cenci,v.i.8i.
The moon of Mahomet Arose, and it shall set : . Hellas, 222.
fragments of the power which fell When I arose, . 866.
Then Greece arose, and to its bards and sages, . Laon, l. xxxii. 1.

(15) exhaled as vapour.
breath Of innocent dreams arose : Alastor, 137.
Darkness arose from her dissolving frame, . . . Laon, i. Iv. 7.

The vapours arose which have strength to kill : . Sensit. PI. in. y$.
*Around, adv. (1) everywhere, on all sides,
gladsome birds And merriment are resonant around. Dcsmon, ll. 208.
Witch-legions thicken around Faust, ii. 209.
but felt aroundA wide contagion poured

—

. XMon, ix. iv. 7.
With the clear universe of things around/ . . . Mont B. 40.

(2) strengthened by alL
And all around^iih a chilling sound, .... The Cold, I. 3.
and all around JDarkness more dread than night Laon, I. ii. 8.
and all around Necessity's unchanging harmony. Dcsmon, I. 290.
(3) within one's own ken.

They \ook.&A around, and lo ! they became free ! Laon, ix. x. 4.
ascend my bier Of fire, and look around/ . . . xii. v. 7.
And then I clasped my hands and looked around Ded. iv. i.

(4) to the various members of a company.
Here, Andrea ! Bear the bowl around. .... Cend, I. iii. 90.
(5) round about.

And we will kneel around, i. iii. 158.
Gloomy troops of centinels . . . Encompass it around: Q. Mab, III. 26.

(6) togetHer, in a mass.
the Mariners came near And thronged around . Laon, vill. iii. 3.
tho' myriads throng around/ xii. iii. 3.
The nations thronged around, and cried aloud, . Prom. I. 650.

"

(7) repetition indicating circular motion.
Around, around, in ceaseless circles wheeling . Laon, I. x. i.

*Around, /rtf/. (1) about, on all sides, everywhere.
Around ms^ broken tombs and columns riven . 11. x. 7.Around me gleamed many a bright sepulchre . Naples, 12.
Around the cradles of the birds aloft They spread Woodman, 51.Around them it foams and rages and swells; . W Skel. iv. 6.

(2) encircling, confining.
Sometimes the Snake around his enemy's neck . Laon, I. xii. 3.
bound Stiff withy bands the infant's wrists a. . Hom. Merc. Lxix. 8.
almost wove a chain Around my will .... Laon, xi. vii. 4.

(3) all over, covering.
a purple atmosphere AroundWs shoulders, . Hom.Merc.xsxvi.5.
Around the. earth, . . . Far light is scattered— . Hom. Moon, 3.

(4) surrounding a central object.
they Who throng aroMWfi? them Paust, ii. 255.
Some few yet stood around Gherardi.... Ginevra, 174.
The wild-eyed women throng around her path : . lUu}n, rv. xx. i.A multitudinous throng, around him knelt, . . Dcemon, I. 277.
(5) round about, in the neighbourhood of.

the beast that sports around his dwelling . . . n. im.
aroundTho^e prison halls of wealth anafashion Mask, lxx. 4.

(6) under charge or care.

Gathered her wildered babes aroundhim as his own. Laon, viii. x. 9.
Arouse, v. tr. stir up, put in motion.

.^^(Jzwe the whirlwind—and let ocean dash . . . M.N. Despair,2$.
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Aroused,//, awakened.
They had aroused from that full heart and brain. Witch^ XL. 8.

Arrangingj/r. fpl. preparing for.

But settling some dress or arranging some ball, Devil^ VII. 4.

Array, v. tr. (1) arrange, order.
a power Which doth array thy sphere ; . . . . Prom. rv. 442.

(2) clothe.
Veils, in which those sweet ladies oft array Their

delicate limbs, Witch, ixsi. 3.

Array, n. (1) ordered display, or arrangement.
and the array Of arms ; EJ>ij>s. 403.
will! seek Through their array of banded slaves Laon, 11. xxxix. 5.
Which round thy secret strength now throng in

wide array IV. xv. 9.
the loose array Of horsemen VI. vii. 3.

ere night the array Of fresh troops VI. xviii. 5.
array Of guards in golden arms XII. ii. i.

armies mingled in obscure o^'ro)', Ode Lib. JilX. w.

(2) companionship, following.
and your array Of thieves will lay their siege Ho7n. Merc. XLVIII. 3.
an array Numerous as leaves Loon, I. xxix. 3.
Many yet stand in her array— IV. xxiv. 7-
Thus the vast array Of those fraternal bands . . v. xiii. 8.

(3) order, condition.
My thoughts their due array did re-assume . . iv. vii. 2.

Had tracked the hosts in festival array, .... x. xiv. 5.
the like array Kept these imprisoned children . Question, V. 4.
unnatural war With passion's unsubdnable array. Q. Mab, v. 21.

(4) attire, garments.
Attire ourselves in festival array Cenci, 1. ii. 59.
These graceful limbs are clothed iii prouil array CEdi^us, I. 2.

(5) condition, state, appearance.
In your saddest array; ... . . . Autumn, I. 8.
was gathering in cloudy array, Vis. Sea, 60.

(6) inclusive compass.
May comprehend within its wide array Pr. Athan. I. 56.

Arrayed, v. tr. Fig. (1) covered, enclosed.
an atmosphere which quite Arrayedher in its beams. Loon, XI. v. 9.
f2) clothed, enveloped.

oj-rajiarfTheir presence in thebeauty and the light Pro/, jdellas, 114.
again arrayedW^s countenance in tender light : . Rosal. 791.

Arrayed, fp. (1) marshalled, disposed in order.
Arrayed against the ever-living Gods ? . . . . Nafles, 128.

(2) attired, disguised, clothed.
as if it had arrayed its form Calderon, II. w.
I came arrayed In tempest, II. '1^3,
arraved In God's immortal lilceness ... . Cenci III. ii.22.
in which arrayed It oversoared Epips. 15.'

Which come arrayed in thoughts of little worth, Fr. Calm 3.A second sun arrayed in flame Hellas, 6S.
Its upper horn arrayed in mists, Laon \. v. 8.
Than kingly slaves af>-fljv££^ in gold and blood,. . 'v!x'iv.'7.
in hues of flame Arrayed, IX. xii*.

7'

thus arrayed As with the plumes' Ii.' xxv. V.
It grew—a Shape arrayed m mail Mask, XXVIli: i.
.^rwyet/ in Wisdom's mail, Naples 71.
[a?-^ay«rf] In tempest of the omnipotence 08 God Prol. Aellas 102.
arrayed In the soft light of his'own smiles,- . . Prom. 11. i. 120.
Arrayed in which those worms did monarchize, . Triumph, 504.

*Arrayingr, /r. pfl. Fig. clothing, equipping.
while they were still urrayingl^ liveries ever new. Witch, LXXI. 6.

Arrears, n. money overdue.
Will scarcely meet the arrtffl^'j. . . . . . . Ch. ist 11. ^^2'.

Arrest, v. tr. (1) stay, bring to, stand.
'

,

nor truth availed Till late to arrest its progress, Dcemon, 11. 132.

*i •". H- Vif"L J '1. . " " Q. Mab,yn\. ig\.
their steep flight his hands divine arrest, . . . Ham. Sun 22
and then his impulse did arrest. Loon VI. xxii 9Ere yet the matter did their thoughts arrest, . .

'

xi. xiv. 4
(2) seize by legal authority,

a messenger Come to a. the culprit who now stands Cenci, iv. iv. 22
I do arrest all present in the name IV.' \^\ jQgAnd yet, if you arrest me iy| jy' j . q'

whilst we speak, Sent to arr^j^ us v.'i. 36.
Arrested, v. tr. (1) stopped finally.

Even as the Almighty's ire arrested them, . . . Q. Mab VII. 180
(2) caught my attention.

'

a feeble shriek, faint, faraindlow, Arrested nx— Laon, III. vii. 4.
Arrested, pp. taken into custody.
That she shall not be arrested. CBdipus 11. i. 142

Arrival, n. appearance. 1 •
• t •

When to othersthewished-fora^>-/z'a/ofmorning Tear III 3
Arrive, v. intr. (1) reach, or come.

'

Ifhea>-»-!OTthere—Hemust not a>'>^»c. . . . Cenci,ln i 24:
arrive Where some old cavern hoar Epips. 552.
(2) happen, come about.

That the atonement
. . . may soon arrive, . . . Cenci, rv. iv 91

This sad alternative, it must arrive. Or not, . . CBdipus, I. 118.
(3) (of time) come, so as to be the present.

When shall the destined hour arWn^;* . . . .Prom. 11 iv 128Who waits but till the destined hour arrive, . . m. i.' 20.
(4) archaic, used transitively, omitting the prep.

Whence coming, they arrive the .ffitnean hill. . Cye/f86.

Arrived, v. intr. made their appearance.
and soon the priests arrived, Ginevra, 19

Arrived, pp. come to.

We seem to be arrived At the . . court of Bacchus. Cycl. 90.
Arrives, v. intr, comes to pass.

till the hour arrives Prom. I. 644.
Arrogance, n. overbearing demeanour.
that I Had so much arrogance • . . Calderon, 1. loo.

Arrow, n. Fig. or poet, a shaft, something piercing or
penetrating.

The Pythian of the age one arrd?«' sped . . . Adotiais, "XSiVlll. >].

The lightning's arrow and the thunder-balls- , . Calderon, 11. 26.
So deeply is the arrow gone, .... . . E. Williams, III. 7.
with many a sun-like arrow Epips. 168.
From which his Parthian arrow F^. Satire, 30.
The dark .fl;'r(K*/iled In the noon. .- Ginevra, 211.
Each arrow of the season's change she felt. Mother Sf Son, III. la
Wards off" the poisonous arrow of its scorn ">

. . Q. Mab, Ded. 2.

Arrows, n. A. Lit. shafts used by archers.
like arrows Which know no aim Ch. ist, II. 105.
Like arrows through a fainting antelope, . . . Hellas, 346.
the arrows glance and wound,

—

Orpheus, 49.
like aimless arrows from his ear

—

Pr. Athan. 1. (53.

B. Fig. (1) see Arrow.
And in slumber with me blunt the arrows of fate. Death, Dial. 28.
The arrows of the plague among them fell, . Laon, X. xxx. 6.
For scorn, whose arrows search the heart, . . . Rosal. 257.

,
(2) darting rays.

Keen as are the arrows Of that silver sphere, . . Skylark, 21.

Arrowy, adj. (1) piercing.
dart their arrowy odour through the brain . . . Epips. 451.
cleaveswith arrowy beams the dark-red air, . . iMon, I. xxi. 4.
and eyes whose arrowy light Pr. Athan. 11. i. 4.
(2) swift as a shaft irom a bow.

which, if the arrowy dove Strike . . . . Laon, vi. XL. 7.
flies with smooth but arrowy speed. . xil. xix. 9.
like the arrowy cloud Of tempest, xil. xxxv. k
As an arrowy serpent, Vis. Sea, 103.

(3) like rays of light.
out of their fl?^«wy lashes Protn.ViF. 2^.

*Arsenals, n. factories or stores for warlike material.
Our arsenals and our armories are full ; . . . . Hellas, 321.

Art, n. (1) the faculty possessed by man of producing
things good and beautiful.

Art andeloquence. And all the shews o' the world Alastor, 710
All light of ar/ or nature;— Apollo VI. c
It scarce seems now a wreck of human a>-/, . . Epips\qiA changeling of man's a., nursed amid Nature's brood. Laon,lv. \. a
Where human art could never be Mar. Dr IX 7^>-<'j deathless dreams lay veiled . ... Ode Lib iv 12
and Art, which cannot die, . i^ i»"
O, what if .(^^'Z, an ardent intercessor, . . .

' xvii 9
^>-/ veils her glass, or from the pageant starts . Polit. Great 6
all that human art or nature yield

;

Q. Mab V. 39.
(2) skill or power of an individual.

'

by my <2«! the sun would turn as pale Calderon, 11. 160.
So, Lionel according to h,s art Serchio, ^8.Ihen by strange a»-/she kneaded fire and snow . Witch xxxv 1inou dost not own that art, device, or God, . . Hellas 758
(3) a special form of skill or ingenuity.

'

R„!,T°I"°^&'""t' -u- -.. Calderon, 11. 158.Bent with subhme Archimedean art ... . Gisb 17
as men study some stubborn art Lulianeti
This was tiieart which the arch-priest of Famine CBdipus 1 '77

(4) anything beautiful or pleasing to the senses produced
without human intervention.

Thou Harmony of Nature's artI Eiits aoWhile the touc'ii of Nature's ^rif. . . %nelfvitn 2',
In profuse strains of unpremeditated ar/. . . .''skyicirkT
(5) policy, cunning, device.

'

Hadst thou with all thine art essayed' . . Falvehmd t,
rtose endowed With art and wisdL. . ! H^Mer^^u.,.What exercise of subtlest ort. . . . lxxvi <iOr ever would employ his powerful art .

'
'. Lxxxix rt

And eadh diversely exercised her art . ... l2,e Hote' 1

1

who will govern you But for my <*/.- . . .^i^S^^l'^6.
(6) supernatural force.

Theheavert'whosecourse follows yourpower'aridort, Dante Conv 4Art, J-. 2nd p. sing. ind. pr. tense of To be. (1) existest.
livest. '

I would give All that I am to be as thon now artI Adonais xxvi 8who are, alas Now thou art not :2S"'6^
(.2) of particular state or condition.

A!i?hI?°tSou''^rt.'"'^=^"'^'*'^'^ £^T*?'3S.
Thou art the path of that unresting sound- ' '

£font'Ji,
*Artas, «. a town of Albania.

'

Navarin, ^rta.r Monembasia, Hellas, 5^7.
JArteries, n. the larger blood-vessels.
His cold pale limbs and pulseless ortsrtM . . . 142

Article, n. an item, a chattel.
Makes human will an art/c& of trade; . . . . Q. Mab,viu. ,y6.



ARTICLES—ASIAN. 25

Articles^ (1) a series of written facts, principles or pro-

positions.

Haveyouo'erlooked the QtherflWzV/ifjj*. . . . CA. u;?, n. 360.

(2) material things or chattels.

Mere wheels of work and articles of trade, , . . Q. Mab^ v. 77.

tArticulate, adj. (1) intelligible.

And no arHcnlate sounds, but something sweet . Laon^ vii. xxi. 2.

Prophesyings which grew ariicuiaie— .... Naples^ 50.

Of what might be flr//£:M/ia;/^/ /Vow*, il. i. 91.

(2") having voice or power of speech.
which speak the love Of all articulate beings?. . 11. v. 36,

*Articulations, 71. structure of tlie body.
through their wandering veins And weak articula. Sunset^ 41.

Artillery, n. large guns, cannon.
Fled from the glance of our artillery . . . . HellaSy 369.
First through the hail of our artillery . . . . 484.
In the briettrances of the artillery 493.
at intervals The red artillery's bolt . . Laon^ vi. iv. 9,
then the shaft Of the artillery VI. xi. 7.

The wheeled artillery's speed the pavement tore ; x. xi. 4.
Let the charged artillery drive . Mask^ Lxxvi. i.

Artist, n. (1) a skilled workman.
The a?'/?j/ who this idol wrought, . . . . Guitar J^ane^ ^^.
The artist wrought this lovea Guitar, . . . . 58.

1,2) a painter or sculptor.
The countenance was such as might select Some a. TVitch^ xxxvi. 7.

:{;Artless, adj. innocent.
And in their artless looks I saw, RosaL 450.

Arts, n, CD works of human skill or genius.
And arts^ tho' unimagined, yet to be Prom. III. iii. $6.
Nor peace, nor strength, nor skill in arms or arts^ Polit. Great. 2.

^2} the special arts of song and harp-craft.
Science of arts so glorious, . . ... Horn. Merc. Lxxvill. 2.

(3) wiles, statecraft.

Quelled or by arts or arms Ck. ist^ II. 185.

(4) base aitifices. chicanery.
The servile arts in which thou hast grown old— . Ld. Ch. xil. 4.
By all the arts and snares of thy black den, . xiii. 2.

one whose gifts and arts Had raised him . . . Q. Mab^ vil. loi.

*Arve, n. a river which rises in the mountains of Savoy.
Thus thou, Ravine oi Arve—dark, deep Ravine— Mont B. 12.

Where power in likeness of the Arve comes down 16.

Thy caverns echoing to the Arve^s commotion
; . 30.

As, adv. (1) with as also in relative clause, to that degree
or extent.

-4j full of flowers aj thine of weeds, . . . . Magnet. Lady^w. J^,

With flowers a^ soft as thoughts Epips. 328.
your creations rise as fast and izhxAs perfect worlds Son. Byron^ 6.

f2) without relative clause, equally with,
companionless^j the last cloud ofan expiring sXjQTxnAdonais^ xxxi. 3.
Frail as a. cloud whose [splendours] pale . . .TwoFr. Love^ i. 2.

Swift as fire, tempestuously It sweeps into the . . . sea ; SercAio, 99.
(3) in the same way that.

Even as a ghost abandoning- a bier, ... . Adonais, xxiii. 4.
As silent lightning leaves the starless night

!

xxv. 7.

as by the moving wind The waves are lifted, . . RosaL 1161.

(4-) denoting state or condition.
Sidney, as he fought And as he fell

.

. . . Adonais^ XLV. 5.
And be as thou wert wont to be . . .... Rosal. 12.

(5) because, seeing that.

And as I must on earth abide Awhile, . . . Magnet. Lady^ v. 7.

(6) like, similar to, the same as.

Consequence, to me, Is as the wind which strikes
the solid rock . Cenci, iv. iv. 51.

Her touch was as electric poison,— . . . Epips. 259.
Even as a bride, delighting and delighted. . . 293,
As that which bounoMilton's immortal hair ; . . Tersa Rinta^ 10.

(7) prec. by such.
With such a self-mistrust as has no name. . Prom. lii. iv. 152.

(8) with ifor though understood.
A long, long sound, as it would never end ; . . . ill, iv. 57.

(9) as it is= under present conditions.
But as it is, are you not void of guile ? . . . St. Epips, 87.

(10) as yet = up to this time.
these graves are all too young as yet . . . Adonais^ LI. i.

As, conj. while, during the time that.
Kiss me, so long but as a. kiss may live ; . . . xxvi. 2.

As I lay asleep m Italy There came a voice . . Mask^ I. i.

I wokcj and envied her as she was sleeping. . . Zucca^ II. 4.
As in silent multitudes . . . Thro' the . . . mist they sail, Eug. Hills, 83.
Fill the dance . . . As the waves of a thousand

streams rush by . . . Prom. IV. 133.

Ascend, v. I. ir. (1) mount, get on to.
I, Laon, led by mutes, ascend my bier Of fire, . Laon. xll. v. 6.
.^y^wrfthe car with me. (rep.) Q. Mab.l. 161.
might ascendA magic ship Sonn. Dante^ 2.

(2) walk up, mount gradually.
or ascend The mossy mountains Epips. 543.
ajciSM(^The labyrinths of some many-winding vale, Witch^ XLIII. i.

(3) Fig. endeavour to attain to.

to ascend His seat Calderon, II. 120.

Alastor, 337.

firmament.
Witch, Liii. 8.

Alastor^ 387.

Con. Sing. n. 4.

Prom. II. iv. 153.

II. ii. 79.
II. iv. 148.

III. i. 46.

Hellas, 422.

Alastor^ 437.

Paust, I. 88.

Ascend, IT. inlr. (1) rise up, mount on high.
Robed in its human hues it did ascend^ .... Dcemon^ I. iii.

To Heaven shall her spirit ascend; Hellas, 103.

I bid ascend those subtle and fair spirits, . . . Prom. i. 658.
Then ascend with me, daughter of Ocean, (rep.) II. iv, 168.

And thou Ascend beside me, III- i. 34.
ascend to heaven In honour of his name; . . Q. Mab, VII. 41.
She would ascend, and win the spirits there . . Witch, LVI. 3.

(2) of sound.
Hark ! what loud shrieks ascendthrd' yonder sky ; M. N. Post. Pr. 4.

(3^ flare, shoot upward.
and thou hearest The loud flames as., and fearest : Eug. Hills, 282.

Ascended, v. I. tr. mounted on to.

And as the car of magic they ascended, . . . Q. Mab, I, 201.

II, intr. rose up.
the ceaseless cries ... As on she trod, ascended)\\^ Falsehood, 61.

the smoke Of his revenge ascended \x^ to heaven, Q. Mab, VI. 112.

Ascending, pr. pple. (1) mounting to.

swift Plato's spirit Ascending heaven— .... Sp. Plato, 5.

(2) Fig. coming on, acfvancing.
Twilight, ascending Ao^Xy from the east, . .

Ascending,///, adj. (1) mounting in the
Dyed in the beams of the ascending moon. . .

^2) rising gradually.
Seized by the sway of the ascending stream, .

(3) J'ig. becoming more impassioned.
Thou breathest now in fast ascending xwxmhevs.

Ascends, v. I. ir. mounts. •

Lo ! it ascends the car ;

II. intr. (V) exhales, rises up.
Ascends to flow like meteors thro' the night, .

the darkness which ascends with me . . .

(2) mounts upwards.
Waiting the incarnation, which ascends, . . .

Ascribe, v. tr. enroll among.
Ascribe to your bright senate, ... Us first, . .

+Ash, n a forest tree {Fraxinus excelsior).
The ash and the acacia floating hang ....

Ashamed,//. (1) abashed.
stand asham.ed when failure teaches thee . .

(2) unwilling to be seen in.

Ashamed oi %\ycih. base company. Mask, Lxxxvill. 4.

(3) unwilling through conscious guilt.
and ashamed To show his bilious face CEdipus, I. 105.

*Ashen, adj. colour of ashes, darkish grey.
but lines of gold Hung on the ashen clouds, . . Sunset, 13.

Ashes, n. A. Lit. (1") mortal remains, a corpse.
With sparkless ashes load an unlamented urn. . Adonais, XL. 9.
has piled His cold ashes on the clay ; . ... Fr. Incant. ii. 3.
Ashes, and smoke, and darkness : Ginevra, 157.
Here its ashes find a tomb, W. Shel. (3) i. 5.

(21 burnt remains, extinct or smouldering.
In the ashes yet undying. Cycl. 618.
And there is dust Or ashes in our eyes 645.
A shovel of his ashes took Fr. Ghst. Sty. i.

The quenchless ashes of Milan. . . ... Hellas, 60.
beneath the ashes cold and dark Horn. Merc, xxxix. 8.
Had thrown the ashes all dispersedly About .

a smoke sent up from ashes, soon to fade. .

The winds of eve dispersed those ashes grey, .

In its own grey and shrunken ashes lying ; .

Scatter, . . . Ashes and sparks, ....
Leave the hatred, as in ashes
Black ashes note where their proud city stood.

(3) dust-like fragments.
The ashes of the desolation cast ... . .

(4) ruined remains,
and are they now Ashes, wrecks, oblivion ?

Earthquake is trampling one city to ashes,

.

B. Fig, (1) destruction.
Whilst, from misery's oj^w risen, . ...
(2) nothingness, waste.

and men shall gather ashes /^ol. Hellas, iTO.
Those bitter asAes, a soul self-consumed, . . Prom. III. iv. 146.

Ashy, adj. pale as ashes.
That withered hand and flj^ji cheek, . . . Mary who died, in. 6.

Asia, n. the continent to the east of Europe.
Moslems from the limits Of utmost Asia, . ,

Which burst o\'er wide ^j/ay ....
On such a one from Asia into Crete, ....

Asia, n. a name in Prometheus.
With Asia, drinking life from her loved eyes

;

Asia/ who, when my being overflowed, . .

And Asia waits in that farIndian vale . . .

.<4jza, thou light of life,

which Proteus old Made Asia's nuptial boon, . .

Before Jove reigned It loved our sister Asia,
What ; as Asia loves Prometheus ? . . . . . .

Of thee, and Asia, and the Earth, and me, . . .

*Asian, adj. {V\ such as was us.d by Asiatics.
the music of an Asian l3Te Cycl. 440.
to grasp in fear His Asian shield and bow, . , Laon, X. vi 4.

E

-— UC.3.
. L.aon^ VIII. xxv. 9.

X. xlvi. 2.

. XII. xxvi. 3.

Ode W. Wind, V. II.

. Prom. I. 506.

Q. Mab, IV. 67.

. Calderon, II. 39.

. Hellas, 687.

. Liberty, 11. 3.

. Mexican, 11. 9.

milas, 276.
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(2) of or in Asia.
the moofl was hanging low Over the ^J2'a« moutttains, Laon, V. i. 3.

Aside, adv. (1) away from one, off.

Have put aside all Worldly preference, . . . Ch. isi, III, 63,
Which Sun or Moon or zephyr draw aside, . . . Epiiis. 473.
'Tis torn aside/ Julian, 383.
I had spurned aside The water-vessel Laon, III. xxi. 3,

All men believed and hoped, is torn asidej . . . Prom. III. iv. 192.
Or those who put aside tne diadem Triwmph, 132.

(2"! by oneself, unseen into solitude.
As if I never went aside to groan, Julian, 307.
His plank, then plunged aside to die Prom.. I. 722.

(3) apart, away from the custom of others.
They from the throng of men had stepped aside, . Serchio, 37.

Asi, V. I. tr. (1) enquire of, interrogate.
Ask me not what I think ; Cenci, 11. ii. 82.

Who dares not a. some harmless passengerThe path II. ii. 94.
Ask me not what it is, III. i. 141.
I ask you, are you innocent, or guilty ? . . . . V. ii. 2.

Thou wouldst ask that giant spirit The written fortunes Hellas, 808.
Ask the cold pale Hour, . . . When he shall fall . 902.
Why come you here to ask me what is done Hotk. Merc. XLIV. 3.
Then, golden-wanded brother, ask me not . . xcil. i.

Ask me no more Julian, 613.
In policy

—

ask else your royal Solons— .... CBdipus, I. 64.
^

I ask the Earth, have not the mountains felt ? . . Prom.. I. 25.
I ask yon Heaven, I, 26.
I dare not ask her if there stood upon it ... . Unf. Dr. 90.

(2 > make request for, desire.

and say, I ask not gold ; Cenci, ill. i. 289.
I ask not happy years ; . iii. j. 290.
O, heart, I &S/6 no more Justification

!

III. i. 372,

(3) require, demand.
He will not ask it of me till the lash Be broken . iv. i. &6.
And that is all I ask ; Faust, I. 79.
Ask what thou wouldst know ProTn. II. \v. 7.
did it know That which I ask il. iv. 126.
f4) petition for.

To ask the mercy he denied to me. ..... Cenci, iv. iv. 149.
You come to ask their pardon ; V. iv. 25.
Of neither would I ask the boon I ask of thee. To Night, v. 4.
the boon I ask of thee, beloved Night— .... v. 5.

(5) beg of, request.
And ask one week to make another week . . . Gisb. 299.
Oh, ask not me To love you Witch, xxrv. 4.
(6) enquire about.

Answer to what I ask Cenci, v. ii. 82.
compels thee to reply To what I oj;6.' V. ii. 157.

(7) vdth the thing asked as object, demand, to know,
enquire.

I aj,6 if all is over? IV. iii. 8.
while I ask and hear Whence coming, . . . Cycl. 85.
But let me ask, whence have ye sailed, .... 255.
where, I ask, is Nobody ? 683.
you ask Why I am not as I have ever been. . B. Williams, IV. 1.
And ask. How goes it with you Faust, I. 31.
Ask why the sunlight not for ever Int. Beauty, 11. 6.
Tremble to ask what secrets they contain. . . . TVitch, XIX. 8.

(S) Fig. need, have occasion for.

May ask some willing victim, Julian, 376.
II. intr. (V) make demand.

Wouldst thou behold the future?—aj,S and have ! Hellas, 803.
(2) enquire.

Ask, and they must reply ; Prom. 1. 215.
Askance, adj. obliquely, sidewise.
Looking askance and winking fast as thought, Horn. Merc. Lxx. 7.
With eyes askance, which sought to see . . , . Rosal. 493.

Asked, V. I. tr. (1) interrogated, demanded of.
I asked her, yesterday, B. Williams, VII. i.

(2) requested information upon.
So much I asked before, . , Prom. 11. iv. 121
(3) implored, begged for.

But flj>6e(^forbearance with a mournful look ; . . Pr. Athan. I. 80.
(4) with the thing asked as object, enquire for information.

Asked, 'Whois Aziola?' Aziola 1.7.
And asked if I had seen him

; and I smiled : . . Cenci, '1. i. 64
Till some one <M.4ei^—'Where is the Bride?' . . Gineiira is?'
Where was that Maid? 1 asked, Loon v xviii o

II. intr. '
^'

and when I asked Of the lorn maniac, .... Julian, 594.
Asking, ^//. adj. enquiring.
Have I mixed awful talk and asking- \oo\s.3 . . Alastor, 33.

Asks, V. I. tr. A. Lit. enquires, demands to know.'
a world pining in pain Asks but his name : . . . Prom. II. iv. 30.
B. Fig. needs, calls for.

is such As aj/S,r atonement; Cenci, lu. \. 2i<
II. intr. prays.

Be he who asks even what men call me IV. i. io8.
AAeey, adv. or pred. adj. A. ZzV. in a state of slumber

Is he asleep? jy ;; „A cradled miniature of yourself «&«*, . . . . Ch. ist, u. i^z
And I was laid asleep, spirit and limb, .... Bf>ii>s. 2oe.
the swallows ajeasteep; 2£f». Pisa, I. 1.
like one asleep With open eyes Ginevra, 103.

Or half asleep, hear my sweet mother sing, . . Horn. Merc. XLv. 6.

like a child asleep On a loose rock Laon, v. xlix. 6.

And like an albatross asleep, . I^rici, 4.

As I lay asleep in Italy Mask, I. r.

Stand fike a man asleep Peter, v. vi. 3.

A pilot asleep on the howling sea Prom. I. 95.
And mix with the sea-birds, naif asleep IV. 88.

The Spirit of the Earth is laid asleep, IV. 265.

The snake is in his cave asleep

^

Rosal. 132.

Waking or asleep, . Skylark, 81.

I was laid aj/^e^ Under a mountain, Triumph, ^11.

She saw the priests asleep—all of one sort— . . Witch, LXIv. 4.

Like one asleep in a green hermitage, ... * lxxi. 3.

B. Fig. (1) in a state of inactivity or quietude.
For the year is but asleep DirgeJor Year, I. 4.
keep The moonlight of the expired night asleep, . Bi>ips. ^54.
The whispering waves were half asleep, . Jane, Recoil. 13.

Now all the tree-tops lay asleep, . . . . 29.
Like veiled lightning asleep, Prom. II. iii. 83.

(2) of mental inactivity.

And lull fond grief oj/<se^/' Epips. 6y.
Care ... Is laid ctsleep in flowers. . . ... Fr. Mus. I. 5.

(3) motionless.
Our boat is asleep on Serchio's stream, .... Serchio, i.

(4) in death.
When my life is laid aj/£^/ .^ Ce««', v. iii. 131.

(5) no more seen.

now they [the stars] were laid asleep Triumph, 23.

*Asopns, n. a river of Thessaly.
Where Thermse and Asopus swallowed Persia, . Hellas, 688.

Aspect, «. (1) appearance, look.
which the aspecthor& Of some imperial metropolis, Fr. Drea-m, 5.
the name Of Venice, and it's aspect was the same ; Julian, 5S5.
I turn from the drear aspect Moschus, 7.

More dread than is my aspect: Prom. 11, iv. 147.

(2) mental appearance.
Had a peculiar aspect to him ; Peter, IV. iii. 2.

Aspen, n. a forest tree of the poplar kind.
she trembled like one aspen pale ...... iMon, XII. vi. 8.

"'Asphodel, n. the daffodil, here spoken of as the immortal
flower of the poets, which was said to cover the Elysian
fields.

And the meadows of ^j^>4(7(ifi/* Arethusa, v. 12.

Turned back towards their fields oiasphod. Horn.. Merc, xxxvil. 2.

that a. Meadow, in which I feed my many herds,^ lviii. 3.
Of lotus-grass and blossoming asphodel, . . CEdipus, II. i. 63.
Where in a lawn of flowering asphodel . . , Witch, xxix. 4.

"'Asphodels, n.
And feed it with the asphodels of fame, . . . Gish. 12.
As fair as the fabulous asphodels, Sensit. PI. 1. 54.

:|:Aspirations, n. earnest desires or wishes.
His aspirations bear him on so far Faust, I. 63.

Aspire, v. intr. look forward with desire.
To which those restless powers .... aspire; . . Damon, II. 3.

j" " „".,", " .> • O. Afci, IX. 3.
and we aspire How vainly to be strong ! . . . Julian, 177.
and men aspire to more Than they have ever gained Laon, iv. xii.8.
might not aspire to less Than ye conceive . . . xi. xvi. 3

Aspired, v. intr. desired earnestly.
Since first my thirsting soul aspired to know . . . j. xxxv. j.

Aspires, v. intr. looks eagerly towards.
One aspires to Heaven Q_ Mai, I. 148.

Aspiring, /r. ppt. (1) Fig. earnestly hoping.
^j^zyzK^likeonewholoves too fair, too far, . Woodman 25.

(2) pressing forward.
'

Aspiring, unrepressed, yet soon to fall : . . . Prom III i 17
Aspiring, ///. adj. (1) hopefiil, filled with hope.
The gradual paths of an <w/!>2Kjf change: . . . Daemon, 11. 240.

a- " r\ ^i_" ". . n tt . . , Q. Mab, ix. 148.
flings On the entangled soul's aspiring wings, . Laon, li, xxxiii. c.

Tif .1 .J^™'H5"'','"-'*'''™if™'"li Pr. Athan. I. li.
that by the paths of an as^irjK^ change . . . Q. Mab ix iq
(2) soanng, optimistic.

How vain are such oj^zWk^ theories Julian 201
(3) rising above the ordinary world.

Of glorious parents, thou a.r^jy,V Child. . . . Laon, Ded. Xll. 2.
fAspirings, n. high thoughts and speculations.

create Out of the hopes of thine M/j««^j bold, . rv xii 4.Ass, n. the animal Asinus.
over the carcass of a dead ass, .... OS i r/ 11 ic.
in triumph on the ghost of this ass. . .

' ^flT '
,, *^l

Assail, V. tr. attack mentally.
'

' *^

&Ri assail With a new war the soul of Cyprian, . Calderon, u. 75.
Assailed, v. tr. (1) attacked. ' "
unremittingly assailed The wreathM Serpent, . Laon, I. x. 7.
(2) invaded, put to the test.

No pain orioiVerf his unterrestrial sense; . . . O Mab Vll x'nAssaUs, V. tr Fig. strikes aurally. ^
'

^'
Assails that nature, whose applause he sells . . v 210

JAssassination, n. murder.
from the upflashing steel Of safe assassination, . vii 2m*Assassins, n. murderers. ^
This failing, How just it were to hire assassins, . Cenci, II. i. 141.
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. Laon. X. viii. 3.

. Q, Mab, IV. 169.

IV. 42.

. Rosdl. 458.

. Laon^ V. xlii. 2.

. V. Song^ I.

, Mask. Lxv. I.

LXXIII. I.

. GineTjra^ 10.

Q. Mab^ III. 42.

(2) applied to soldiers.

surrounded by the steel Of hired assassins.

The lawyer's jest, the hired assassitCs trade,

Assault, n. sudden attack.

Our forts defy assault; Hellas^ 322.

Corinth and Thebes are carried by assault . . 548.
The sound As of the assault of an imperial city, . 815.

Assay, n. used for assuagement or lessening.

for assay Of peril, which had saved them . . , Laon^ V. xiii. 6.

Assemble, v. I. tr. call together.
but assemble not A parliament Ch. is^, 11. 308.

II. m/r. (1) collect together (of persons').

myriads assemble there, Laon^ xi. xxiv. 4,

assemble here Before your Father's throne ; . . Prol. Hellas., 13.

assemble^ sons of God, 48.

(2) of things immaterial, come together.
round pure hearts^a host of hopes assemble, . . Laon, i. xxxiii. 8.

powers that quell Death . . shall assem-ble beneath. Prom. rv. 152.

(3) of objects, come into being.
Waves assemble on ocean, , . . .

Assembled, v. intr. came together.
After the funeral all our kin Assembled^

Assembled, //. collected together.
so that all those assembled ....
Its free spirits here assem-bled^ . . .

Assembled,///, adj. gathered.
amid the assembled Deities, Horn. Venus, 46.
Could bring at will to the assembled gods . 50.
and the state Of those ojje/«d&rf shapes— . . , Laon, i. Ivii. 7.

Harangue (all words) to the assembled swine, . , CEdipus, i. 327.

*Assemblinff, n. the act of calling together.
the assembling oi z. parliament Ch. ist, II. 279.
averse From the assem-bling of a Parliament. . il. 343.

Assembly, ?z. meeting of people.
Let a great assembly be
Let a vast assembly be, .... ...

Assent, n, consent, agreement.
The vows to which her lips had sworn assent
to some ready-made face Of hypocritical assent

^Assert, V. ^r. (^1) declare, affirm.

you Have the presumption to a. that you Know many Calderon, I. 93,
And that both you and I, and all assert. . . . CEdipus, II. i. 72.
I pray thee, Cardinal, that thou assert My innocence. Cenci, v. ii. 59.

(2) vindicate.

Now-a-days People (ijj^r/ their rights : .... Faust, II. 280.

*Asserts, v. tr. bespeaks, bears witness of.

His soul asserts not its humanity? Q. Mab, III. 93.

Asses, n. pi. of Ass.
Asses, swine, have litter spread Mask, L. i.

Assig'ued, v. tr. allotted.

When he assigned to his competing sons . . . Prol. Hellas, 132.

Assigned,//. (1) allotted or apportioned.
and when He had by lot assigned to each a ration Horn. Merc. xxi. 6.

A portion was assigned of all that is ; . ... Lxxill. 2.

1^2) allotted or given.

A wretched lot Jove has assigned to swine,

(3) set apart, dedicated.
Then to a home for his repose assigned, .

Assist, V. tr. help, aid.

Now, nowj assist uis.\

Him will 1 not deceive, but will assist; . . . Horn.

Assistance, n. help, succour.
What, ho ! assistance, comrades, haste . , . . Cyel. 183.

Associate, n. a companion.
so she was made My sole associate, Laon, ii. xxv. 4.

Assnagfe, v'. tr. (1) soften.

that it might assuage The rugged hearts . Bpips. 6.

(2) pacify, mollify.

But Death promised, to assuage her, Eug. Hills^ 242.

(3) appease, moderate,
in vain would you assuage Your frowns .

Assuag'es, v. tr. satisfies.

he Who \vv&furor verborum assuages
Assume, v. tr. (1) take possession of.

AssufJte thy winged throne, ....
(2) take upon me, put on.

I will assume a feignM form, ....
do you assume The character of wizard .

(3) take (in sound or appearance).
Such as a feeble brook will oft assume , , . . Mot^t B, 7.

(4) take (in position).

A Janus-visaged Shadow did assume The guidance Trium.pk, 94.

Assumed, pp. taken or fallen into.

in the heart Of earth having assum,ed its form, . Epips. 495.
Assumes, v. tr. puts on naturally.
which assumes The livery ofunremembered snow— Fiordispina, 48,

jAssumingf, /n ///<?. (1) taking.
But . , . evening gloom for speeqh assuming^ Alftstor, 486.

(2) taking on yourself.
by assuming vows no Pope will loose. . , . , Cenci, i. ii, 23.

CEdipus, II. i. 134.

Laon, V. xxxvi. 1.

Cycl.iVj.
7m. Merc, xciil. 1.

. Reviewer, 4.

. Peter., vi. xiv. 3.

. Adonais, XLVI. 9.

. Calderon, ill. 137.
. Faust, II. 259.

(3) pretending to.

Or hypocrites who, from ajj«w«2W^ virtue, . . . CEdipus, I. i^^.

*Assumption, n. the act of taking or assuming.
In my assumption of this sacred robe, .... Ch. ist, in. 62.

Assurance, n. {!) guarantee, pledge.
Twoarmiesshallobtain the ajj-wn of One victory. Calderon, I. 140.

assurance of an end Never to be accomplished ; . I. 158.

(2) confidence, belief.

to which no firm assurance. So wild were they, . Laon, vir. iij. 3.

These are the seals of that most firm assurance . Prom. IV. 563.

(3) certainty.

The poor heart woke to her assurance. .... L,ove, Hope, 42,

Assure, v. tr. (1) guarantee,
that God should not . . . Assure the victory ; . . Calderon, I. 155.

(2) make certain.

they will serve to assure The issue of the war . . Ch. ist, IL 350.

(3) declare positively to.

Assure myself and all the world and you, , , .St. Epips. 121.

Assured, pp. (1) made sure, certain.

sMcc^s \s so assured T\\3.t Cenci, in. \. ^jg.
Until I be assured that earth is heaven, . . O thou, 8.

Our victory is assured. .... ... . CEdipus, l. 386.

(_2) told positively.

We are assured Much may be conquered, . . Julian, 182.

Assured,///, adj. (1) certain, sure.

.(4jj«;'£(/ conviction upon Beatrice? Cenoi, V. i. 41.

Outwatching weary night, Without aj««rtf(/reward. Dcemon, I. 38.

t^2j (satir.) certain, unquestionable.
Oh, most assured re^res&X Cenci, III. i. 166.

Assures, V. tr. makes certain.

I have such foresight as assures success : . . . li. ii. 154.

Assyrian, adj. native of Assyria.
2LXidL\iex Assyrianhoy, Bion. Adon. 21.

^Asthma, n. a disease of the respiratory organs.
gout, rheumatism, and stone, and asthma, . . Ch. 1st, li. 381.

Astonislied, pp. amazed.
Reluctant, or consenting, or astonished, . . . Prol. Hellas^ 45.

Astonislied, ppl. adj. (1) surprised pleasurably.
To men's astonished^y^B most clear and crystalline. Laon, V. xlvi. 9.

(2) fearfully amazed.
Drove the astonished herds of men Ode Lib. III. 15.
And foul desire round thine astonished \y&a.Tt, . . Prom. l. 489.

(3) Mg. stunned, dismayed.
'SsmsevL^the astonished si\T. ... ^ ... . Ch, \st, l. 122,

Astonisb.es, v. intr. surprises pleasurably.
Astonishes, enraptures, elevates, Q. Mab, l. 71.

^Astonisliment, n. (1) an object of fearful wonder.
A mock, a bye-word, an astonishment:— . • • Cenci, III. i. 160,

(2) wonder, surprise, amazement.
blind Suspicion with such cheap astonishment, . rv. iv. 44.
Doubt, insecurity, astonishment. Hellas, 791.
And mere astonishment would make you daft Hom. Merc. i^\\, 6.

for blank astonishment Charms every sense, . , M'^tilda, 38.

(3) a thing to marvel at.

and are now But an astonishment; . . . , , Prom. III. iv. 176.

*Astounded, ///. adf. amazed.
The astounded Gods would laugh at you, . . Ham. Merc. XLVI, 2.

the Olympians sat with joy astounded, . . . LXXXVII. 5.

Astray, adv. (1) wandering hither and thither.
and now he fled astray With feeble steps . . . Adonais, xxxi. 6.

Backward and forward drove he them astray, Hotn. Merc. xiil. 3.

going far astray Through the dun night, .... XCVII. 5.
And gentle odours led my steps astray, . . . Question, i. 3.

(2) wandering mentally.
far astray My mind was gone, . . . , Laon, XII. xxy 4.

(3) out of the right path.
Thine went astray and that was rent in twain ; . Epips. 372.
Love sometimes leads astray to misery, .... Jutian, 349.
(4) out of the usual place.

a fixed star gone astray Gisb. 284.

(5) at random, irregularly.
With its dark buds and leaves, wandering aj/?-a)f/ Question, ill. 6.

Asunder, adv. (1) open, parted one from the other.
And wrenched his gnashing teeth asunder; . . Peter, I. x. 2,

(2) denoting fracture.

And he burst Rosa's coflSn asunder. St. Jr. (s) XIV 3.

(3) J^i^. open to view or knowledge.
Rending the veil of space and time asunder I • Ode Lib. Vi. 11.

*Asylums, n. places of refuge.
The Gerastian asylums, Cycl. 277.

At, prep. [X) place or position, on.
Nor ever more offer at thy dark shriije . , . . Alastor, 623.
the deep Was atmy feet, and Heaven above my head. Triumph, 28.

The very beasts that offered at her altar .... CEdipus, l. 20.

(2) denoting time.
At night the passion came. Like the fierce fiend . Alastor, 224.

At midnight The moon arose : . ... 351.
when all Is reft at once, 714.

(3) denoting a point of time reached.
At length upon the lone Chorasmian shore He paused, 272,

till a^last I have dumbed her, CEdipus, l. 259,
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(4) denoting causality.
at the sound he turned Alasior^ 174.
In terror at the glare of those wild eyes, . . . 264.
At thy presence She fell, . . . into a trance; . Cenct, IV. i. 31.
For at her silver voice came Death and Life, . . Bpips. 301.

(5) for, in consideration of.

and, Beatrice, I think to win thee at an easier rate. Cenci^ I. ii. (yj.

(6) on the occasion of, while.
would press his pallid hand At parting, .... Alastor^ 270.

(7) denoting state or condition.
he lay breathing there At peace, 64.'!.

coin paper. Till gold be at a discount (Edipus, I. '105.

And come back again when the moon is at full :— Ch. ist, 11. 374.
I turned upon my thoughts, and stood at bay, . Epips. 273.

(8) denoting direction, towards, about.
This was the art which the arch-priest of Famine

Hinted at CEdipus^ I. 78.

(9) denoting contempt, or dislike against.
he mocks the sacred character. Scoffs at the state, Cfi. 1st, II. 97.
The wild million Strike at the eye that guides them ; 11. 149.

(10) denoting action, about, in the matter of.

The young playing at hanging, (Edipus, I. 214.

(11) denoting disposition, according to, by.
how majesty can wear at will The rugged mood.— CA. 1st, II. 83.

Ate, V. I. tr. consumed by eating.
And ate the cheese in spite of all I said, .... Cyct. 212.

II. intr. performed the function of eating.
she ate And wept the while ;— . . . Laofz, v. xxx. 6.

Reclining as they ate, v. liv. 7.
Her cursed image ate, drank, slept with me, . CEdipus, I. 289.

Ate, pp. consumed by fire.

the flames had ate the other

!

Loon, VI. xlix. 4.

*Atlianase, n. a name.
O Athanase!—in one so good and great, . Pr. Athan. I. 107.
Prince Athanase had one beloved friend, . 11, i. i.

And Athanase, her child, .... . 11. i. 37.
The spirit of Prince Athanase, ... . 11. ii. 7.
Zonoras and Prince Athanase were seen . . . 11. ii. 21.
but o'et the visage wan Of Athanase, . . 11. ii. 48.
Prince Athanase Past the white Alps— .... 11. iii. 22.

*Atheist, n. one who denies the existence of a God.
To convince Atheist, Turk or Heretic, . Gish. 26.
to thee did I betray An Atheist; Laon, XII. xii. 8.
my mother went To see an atheist burned. . . . Q. Mab, VII. 2.

*Atlieist, adj. (1) Fig. impious, godless.
calumnies and lies Of atheist priests I . . . Ch. 1st, IV. 18.

(2) unbelieving.
brought their athe. kindred to appease God's wrath, Laon, x. xlv. 8.

*Atlieists, n. pi. of Atheist.
With papists, atheists, tyrants, and apostates. . Ch. 1st, I. 74.
To quell the rebel Atheists; . Laon, x. xxx!!. 4.
In torment and in fire have .(4/^fz'.p/j gone; . xil. xxix. 4.How Atheists and Republicans can die— . xil. xxx. 4.

Athenian, adj.

Athenian PaUas ! tameless, chaste, and wise, . Horn. Min. 2.

Athens, n. the most famous of Greek cities.

Athens, and Tyre, and Balbec, and the waste . Alastor lOg
Nauplia, Tripolizza, Mothon, Athens, .... Hellas 546.And like sunrise from the sea, .^M«Kj arose ! . 684.
In sacred Athens, near the fane Of Wisdom, . . 72a
Another Athens shall arise i5§i.
How glorious Athens in her splendour fell, . . Laon ix xiv a
Who, since high Athens fell xi. xxii. 5S\n>x Athens, its great mother, sunk in splendour ; Marenghi VII 2
o'er the .(Egean main Athens arose : .... Ode Lth. v. 1.
Athens divmer yet Gleamed ' y

' g_'

As Athens doth the world with thy delight renew' v'l iKFrom ^M|Bj and Rome, ... . CBdipus, I.'iiy.Where Athens, Rome, and Sparta stood, . . Q. Mab 11 162
Athens doth inherit His corpse below. . sp Plato kQfWMcBj or Jerusalem 7Viump'h,in.

^Athlete, «. a man trained to the exercise of physical strength.
As athlete stript to run Naples 122.

*Atliletio, ay. muscular, robust.
'

How vigorous now the athletic form of age ! . . Dcemon 11 186How vigorous then the athletic form of age ! . Q. Mab, ix. 65.
*Atlios, n. a mountain promontory of Macedonia.
Like Athos seen from Samothracia, ... . Laon, v. xliii. 7.

Athwart, adv. across, from side to side.
Soma dash'd athwart with trains of flame, . . . Q. Mab 1. 260.

Athwart, /?-^/. (1) expressing motion, a. from side to side of.
new Athwart the stream,— Tv- Keats sOn yellow wings pshingaMa/a>-i' the sky, . . . ffom. Castor, nclouds Sailing athwart St. Margaret's Ch. 1st IV 12
^«K/aj-^ the EEthorial halls Calderon 11 2c

0. passing through.
others dashed ^//^H-ar/ the night Da:mon, I. m.ris midnight no-K-athwart the murky air, . .M.N. Ravatl 1
Its path athwart the thunder-smoke of dawn, . Ode Lib. xix '4

'

(2) extending across.
stretched athwart the vacancy Its swinging boughs, Alastor. 1:62
^^/Sa-a^^theg owing steps and the crystkllmethfone. Laon, i.lvi. 0.which an old chesnut flung athwart the steep . . Triumph 25

Athwart the western mountain it enfolds, . . . Prom-. IV. 490.
Athwart its zones of tempest and of calm, . . . Ch. ist, IV. 20.

Between two rocks, athwart the rising moon, . . Triumph, 380.

(3) crosswise upon, not necessarily from side to side.

Athwart the purple mountain slope, was written Prom. II. i. 152.

(4) all over, covering.
Folded athwart their shoulders broad and bare ; Gisb. 118.

(5) through, from the other side of.

Now seen aMa/ar/ frore vapours, deep below, . Prom. I. 121.

(6) used of expression coming over tlie countenance
Athwart what brow is that dark mantle thrown ? Adonais, xxxv. 2.

thrown Athwart the darkness and the glare of pain. Medusa, 11. 7.

(7) of thought, passing mentally.
hideous thought Which flits aMwar/ our musings, Julian, Aya.
Athwart my enanguish'd senses flew M. N. Melody, 46.
Athwart that wintry wilderness of thorns . . . Epips. 323.
Like June's warm breath, athwart thee fly, . . liove, 16."

*Atilius, n. Attilius Regulus, killed by the Carthaginians,

B.C. 251.
Saintly Camillus lived, and firm Atilius died. . Ode Lib. VII. 8.

^Atlantic, n. that part of the ocean which separates Europe
from the Western Continent.

Into the clouds of the Atlantic even

;

Apollo, v. 3.

whose beam lies on the wide Atlantic, .... Ch. 1st, IV. ig.

Thou tree whose shadow o'er the Atlantic . . . Ireland, 5.

Thou For whose path the Atlantic's level powers Ode W. V^ind, in. 9.

^Atlantic, adj. of or belonging to the Atlantic ocean.
repels them As Calpe the Atlantic clouds— . Hellas, 776.
burst and shiver Atlantic waves

;
LMon, v. xli. 4.

From some Atlantic islet scattered up, . . Prom, II. iii. 31.
Under an Atlantic isle, Similes, in. 2.

*Atlautides, n. one of seven daughters of Atlas.
Her mother was one of the .(4//aw//£fej.* . . . Witch, l\. i.

"^Atlantis, n. a name ior America.
From far Atlantis its young beams ... . Hellas, 70.
Rome was, and young Atlantis shall become . . 993.

*Atlas, n. a mountain range in the N.W. of Africa.
Ere the cloud piled on Atlas can dwindle . . . ProTn. II. iv. 171.
Frost and Heat in strange embraces blend On Atlas, Son. Nile, 5.
From the Andes to Atlas, round mountain and isle. Vis. Sea, 133.
A. lady-witch there lived on Atlas' mountain . . Witch, I. 7.

^Atmosphere, n. A. Lit. (1) the body of terrestrial air.
Yellow mist Filled the unbounded atjnosphere, . Alastor, 605.
through their veil Of pale blue atmosphere; . . Ch. ist, IV. 39.
The atm-osphere in flaming sparkles flew ; . . DtBTnon, I. 125.
Health floats amid the gentle atmosphere, . 11. 59.

,
, : . 11 , .1 I. „ . . . Q. Mab, VIII. 114.

blue mists through the unmovmg atmosphere . . Damon, 11. 122.

„..,.., <^ „ i> ,1 Q- Mab, VIII. 168.
Dnves through the grey and bcamless atmosphere. Fr. Fitful, 4.
that filled with love The lifeless atmosphere. . Jan£, Recoil. 52.
An atmosphere without a breath, .

75,And earth and sky shone through the atmosphere Laon, 1. xv. 2.
Of golden clouds which shook the atmosphere; . I. xlii. 4.
like light beyond the atmosphere, vi. xxx. 6.
the tremulous atmosphere. xil. v. o-
And we burthen the blast of the a^wMijS/iere, . . Prom. 1.^1^.
On swift still wings glide down the atmosphere? i. 7=5.
In the atmosphere we breathe . . .

i. 790.
The atmosphere in flaming sparkles flew, . . . Q. Mab l. 214.
the smallest particle Of the impassive atmosphere, '

11. 233.
With putrid smoke poisoning the atmosphere, . vil. 223.
The wind has swept from the wide atmosphere . Summer-Evg 1.
are mixed in the atmosphere; Vis. Sea, 1627
Dyed in the ardours of the a/»Mj;S.4c7-e.-. . . . Witch Exxvu A
pavilion Of the intertexture of the atmosphere '

Lll 7And every wind of the mute atmosp/iere, . . . Woodman, 21.

(2) a special element peculiar to the place or occasion
referred to.

Even as the ever stormless atmosphere Floats . Naples 30
from whose solid atmosphere . . . . Ode W. Wind II 13an a<»Kar>^e?-e Which wrapt me Prom 11 i '7^Under the meen and golden atmosphere . .

'
'

h' ii S's,

love, like the atmosphere Of the sun's fire . . . n' v' 26And this atmosphere divinest....... h'
y' eg'

Which wraps me, like an atoMjjSAcre of light, . iv 323

"

Wrapped and filled by their mutual atmosphere. . Sensit. /»/. 1. 69.Bending within each other's a/»«oi^Aerc, . . Triumih, m.an atmosphere Oi Vital warmth. . . . ZuccTi^ i
(.3) cloudy mist.

l^YFl\''J^f/'"'",^^°'^^'^ ^'^ shoulders, Hom. Merc XXXVI. 4.hkean^/»«,j/^«-« Of stormy mist; Adonais, JiXUl. 7.a. l-ig. tl) an environment, a moral element, a feeling.
The s^»lM/A«?-« and breath of my dead life! . . Cenci w iv 62There is a warm and gentle atmosphere . . Fr. Love'sAtmos land spread an atmosphere Roundlier, . . . GiZt^KTearned to breathe the atmosphere of scorn. L^Zn' xxxv 9the hot atmosphere Of his blind agony .

' I ^ ^^
A Wide contagion atmosphere, .^.

. . . .
'. Peter vnk^ii\Thariiri an afmosphere onWmg spirit . . . .Prol'Hei^22The atmosphere of human thought: ... p7oml&^&

(2) a suriounding which imparts a feeling or appearance.

(3) an imaginary halo.
an atmosphere which quite Arrayed her ... . Laon, xi. v. 8.
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Atmospheres, n. Fig. surroundings, associations.

The taint of earth-born atmospheres arise. . . . Q. Mab^ IV. 153.

*Atom. (1) an infinitesimal part.

An atom of th' Eternal, Epips. 479.

(2) the smallest conceivable particle.

There's not one a/(?»z of yon earth Q. Ma6, u. an.
And the minutest atom comprehends IV. 145.

No (2^(37M of this turbulence fulfils . . . . VI. 171.

(3) spark of intellect, spirit.

th' intense atom- glows A moment, . . . Adonai's, xx. 8.

A quenchless atofn of immortal light Prot. Hellas^ 199.

*At03n-borii, c. n. formed of earthly particles.

At your presumption, atom-born ! OdetoHeaven^ 38.

Atomies, n. motes, the smallest visible particles,

like atomies to dance Within a sunbeam ;— . Triumph^ 446.

*At02us, n. (1) particles visible only in a beam of light.

Out of the motes and atoms of the day. . Calderon^ III. 167.

(2) sparkles.
With Moon-light patches or star atoms keen, . . Epips. ^q$.
Atoms of intensest light Odetolieaven^ 18.

(^3) fine dust-like particles.

as the atoms of the mountain-drift To the winter-wind :— Hellas^ 145.

Atonement, n. (1) expiation.

is such As asks a/owfiTM^w/y Cenci^ ill. 1. 215.

That the atonement of what my nature . iv. iv. 90.

(2) amends, satisfaction

Until mine enemy has rendered up Atonement^ . III. i. 333.

Attached,'//, belonged to, agreed with.

I never was attached to that great sect, . . Epips. 149.

^Attack, n. onset, assault.

Enclosed her, and received the first attack . CEdipus^ i. 315.

^Attacks, n. sensations, troubles.

The keen attacks of pain and poverty
;

. Mother ^Son^ VI. 10.

Attain, v. (1) master, compass.
And even then attain it not ;— Calderon^ i. 92.

(2) effect, carry out.

To attain the end I. 163.

And to attain my own peculiar ends Cenci^ V, i. 79.

Attained,//, gained, reached to.

May have attained to sovereignty and science . . Hellas^ 159.

an Elysian isle ofpeace and.joy Never to be attained. 928.

Attaint, v. tr. affect, touch.
I stood, as one whom fear May not attaint^ . Laon^ vill. iii. 5.

Attempt, V. tr. make effort to accomplish.
an earthly soul Fears to attem.pt the conquest, . Q. Mab^ II. 96.

Attempt, n. endeavour, enterprise.

The attempt was still more glorious, Calderon^ I. 103.

too mad Was the attempt^ .... .... ii. 124.

Attend, v. I. tr. (1) await.
Bid him a//ew(5fme in the grand saloon Cew«', I. i. 123.
Bid Beatrice a. me in her chamber This evening:— . i. i. 146.

(2) follow after, go with.
And then attend the Marshal of the Mask . . Ck. \st. I. 1 15.

And ye who attend her imperial car, Ode^ Arise^ 19.

(3) follow up, haunt.
Attendee, poor souls from their birth. . . Cat^ li. 6.

(4) be present at.

Invited to attend th& feast of Famine, . , . . CEdipus^ II. i. 108.

II. intr. (1) come hither.

Bid him attend. . . . Hellas^ 640.

(2) come around.
And all that did then attend and follow . . Paw, ll. 10.

(.3) take notice of, give ear to.

So that the Pope attend to your complaint. . . . Cenci^ l. ii. 42.

(4) used in imp. listen, take heed.
Attend! For now I speak Laon^ xi. xxi. 8.

Attend^ I pray, to this advice of mine, .... Horn.. Merc. xv. 5.

Attendance, n. ministration, waiting.
Many imps in attendance were there on the wing, Devil^ IX. 3.

Attendant, adj. (1) ministrant, following.
made each attendant ^zn^ Fearless Laon^ vii. vii. 7.

did she Make her attendant angels be Sensit. PI. il. 52.

(2) Fig. accompanying.
That there attendant on the solar power . . . . Q. Mah^ ix. 224.

Attendants, n. servants.
But calling the attendants^ went to dine .... Julian^ 521.

Attended, v. tr. was present at.

because he -<4//fi«(&(f public meetings, . . , CEdipzis, l. i^-j.

Attended, //. accompanied.
a^«rt!?i/By mists, aye. feed; Z^ow, xii. xl. 7.

Attention, n. heed given to a thing.
when the attention fails Fills the dim pause— . . Fr. Poetry^ 3.

Attest, V. tr. certify, declare,
A rite to attest the equality of all Who live. . . Laon, v. xxxvii. 5.

*Attica, n. a country ot Greece.
Holds Attica with seven thousand rebels, . . . Hellas^ 564.

Attilius, see Atillus.
Attire, v. tr. adorn with dress.
Attire ourselves in festival array Cetm^ l. ii. 59.

Attire, «. dress and adornment.
Changed her a^^i>tf for the afternoon, Ginevra, lOi.

Attired, //. dressed or clothed.
Tn loved ivy wreaths attired

;

Cycl. 626.

old ones Wisely atti/'ed -wkb greater decency, . Faust^ II. 245.

*Attitndes, n. postures.
And in their various attitudes of death . . . . Q. Maby Vii. 190.

tAttorney General, n. a legal officer of the state.

Where was Heaven's Attorney General . . . . Peter^ in. xvi. 2.

Attract, V. tr. draws towards itself.

How its soft smiles attract the soul ! . . . Prom,. II, iv. i6i.

Attracted, v. tr. influenced, drew.
To climb and taste attracted me. Faust^ ll. 330.

Attracted, //. drawn this way or that.

Like moths by light attracted and repelled, . . Tyiumph, 153.

Attraction, n. (1 ) the state of being attracted.

Alternating a//;'(Z<r//0K and repulsion, Epips. ^yi.

(2) matter of interest,

the chief Attraction here, was that I sought relief Julian^ 565.

(3) power of influencing or alluring.

And did with soft attraction ever draw .... Laon^ v. xvii. 8.

Attracts, v. I. tr. interests, allures.

Something- attracts me in those bushes Fausi^ l\. 224.
Soft emotion Attrat^s^ impels them : Prom. II. ii. 51.

II. intr. draws involuntarily, allures.

and what still is dear Attracts to crush, . . . Adonais, Liii. 6.

Attributes, n. (1) special characteristics, reputed qualities.

and his attributes Tainted . Calderon^ I. 122.

The attributes of Nature and of Man ; . . i. 127.
The Deity may according to his attributes . I. 160.
His attributes may be distinguished, , . i. 198.

(2) reputation.
In my attributes I stood So high .... . II. 108.
To picture forth his perfect attributes Orpheus^ 102.
Whose names and attributes and passions . . Q. Mab^ VII. 29.
Whilst falsehood, tricked in virtue^s attributes^ . IX. 43.

(3 ) qualities, powers belonging.
Unshorn of its permitted a/Z^'z^a^tfj Ch. ist, 11. 144.

=>=Attune, V. tr. (1) make melodious,
as when low winds attune The midnight pines ; . Laon^ ill. xxviii. 7.

(2) harmonize.
Sweet talk, and smiles, ... all bosoms did attune. vill. xxix. 9.

(3) bring into harmony.
Did the earth's breathless sleep attune: .... Rosal. 974.

*AttTined, //. in harmony with.
frame more attuned To beauty, Atastor, 287.

*Attuninsf, pr. pple. harmonizing
Of universal life, attuning \t& commotion. . Laon^ vi. xxix. g.

^Auction, n. highest bidding.
lawyers damn their souls To the auction of a fee ; Peter^ iii. xvii. 3.

An^er, n. a boring instrument.
Turns by its handle a great auger round, . . . Cycl. 461.

Aug'ht, n. (1) anything whatever.
Borrowed from aught the visible world affords . Alastor^ 482.
I knew not aught that Beatrice designed ; . . Cenci^ ii. i. 159.
In aught to weaken the paternal power, .... 11. ii. 55.
if another ever knew Aught \\k^& to it, .... m. i. 115,
re|5ent ofaz^^/ designed or done Butmy repentance. ill. ii. 40.
Prisoner, Ifyou have aught to say Ch. ij/, ill. 7.
Shepherds : no one obeys any in aught. .... Q!d. 113.
Spare aught but a dark theme, DcBmon^ I. 21.
nor can we suffer aught Which he inflicts not . . Hellas^ 646.
Scarce can for this fame repay Aught thine own? Eug. Hills^ 191.
with no proud joy To do or suffer aught^ . . Julian^ ^80.
Aujght but a lifeless clog, until revived by thee. . JLaon^ Ded. VI. 9.A vision which aught sad from sadness might allure. iv. xxxii. 9.
nor was there aaif-^/ The world contains, . . .Son.Lift^g.
Mother, let not au^ht Of that which may be evil, Prom.. I. 218.
that happiness denied To aught but virtue ! - - Q- Mab, v. 239.
that I thought Its lying forms were worthy aught Rosal. 568.
and aught^\\-t wide world holds 1. 811.

(2) any amount of, any portion of.

With a«^A/ of natural piety to feel Alastor^ ^.

Leaveo«_jf^/of this pure spectacle Deemon^\. 19.

(3) any object or person.
Nor aught else in the liquid mirror laves . . . Alastor, 462.
nor aught Of earth may image forth its majesty. . Dcemon^ i. 219.
My lips, or those of aw^^^ resembling me. . . . Prom. I. 220.
Can attght exult in its deformity ? r, 464.
called You, or aught else so wretched, into light. i. 482.
and turned Into a«^:A/ unlike Lionel. . . . Rosal. 743.
more fair than aught but her, /Vwwa. ii. i. 69.

+Aug-ht, adj. any.
was meant To aught good use; Cenci^ iv. i. 121.
nor did I prize Aught human thing beneath

Heaven s mighty dome Laon^ II. xxi. 4.
so that aught evil wish Is dead within ; . . . . Prom. I. 70.

Augment, v. tr. to increase.

Augment yo\yt tide, O streams, ... ... Eleg. Bion. 2.

*ATigTired, v. intr. to give promise of.

that diviner flame It augured to the Earth. . . Peter^ V. xiii. 5.
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Augury, n. divination.
By voice and wings of perfect aas^ry - . . Horn. Merc. TiCii.'j.

Aurora, n. (1) the fore-runner of the dawn.
The Aurora of the nations Prot Hellas^ 87.

(,2) Goddess of morning.
Alas ! Aurora, what wouldst thou have given . Witck^ LXVii. x.

"^Ausoniau, adj, Italian.
Than Celtic wolves from the Ausonian shepherds.— Naples^ 173.

Auspicious, adj. favouring.
A happy and auspicious bird of calm, , ... St. Eptps. 6^.

*Austral, adj. southern.
She to the Austral waters took her way, . . . Witck^ XLVII. 7.

lay the Austral lake— XLVIII. 4,

Austria, n. Fig. the power of Austria.
Austria loves thee as the Grave Loves Pestilence, Hellas^ 312.
Victory ! Austria^ Russia, England, 967.

Austrian, «. power of Austria.
Under the mighty Austrian ^ug. Hills, 248.

Author, n.
\J.) the writer of a book in question.

according to our aaA^dJr here, Calderon^ l. 1%^.

1^2) as a generic term for writers of books.
the idle masit Of author^ E. Williams, iv. 6.

(3) peipetrator.
And what is strange, the author of this theft Ho-m, Merc, xxxiii. 1.

Authorities, n. experts, weighty testimonies.
I should disdain to quote authorities St. Epips. 28.

Authority, n. (1) supreme power.
And stretch authority beyond the law ? . , . Cenci, 11. ii. 26.
how well the supine slaves Oi\>\\vid. authority . . iv. iv. 182.
its aw/^^Vy Will silently pass by ; ^. ATaS, III. 133.

(2) position of command.
Authority^ and power, and hoaty hair . . Cenci, V. iv. 23.
Dressed in their own usurped authority, . . . Ch. 1st, II. 327.
I must exert my authority in the house Patcsi, II. 218.
Man's brief and frail authority . Q. Mab, III. 220.

^Automaton, n. a being acting without reason or will.

and, of the human frame, A mechanized automaton^ III. 180.

Autumn, n. A. Lit. the third season of the year.
as if she Autumn were. Or they dead leaves ; . . Adonais, XVI. 2.

If autumn's hollow sighs in the sere wood, . . . Alastor, 8.

He shrinks from her regard like autumn^s leaf -Cenci, V. ii. 1 14.
And Autumn proudly bears her matron grace, , Dcem-on, 11. 65.

„ „ „ „ „ „ . Q. Mab, VIII. 120.

From Spring to Autum.n's sere maturity, . . . Epips. -3,65.

'Tis the noon of autumn^s glow, . . . Eug. liills, 286.
Autumn's evening meets me soon, 321.
And dreaming, some oi Autum,n past, . . . Guitar Jane, 49.
there is a harmony In autumn, Int. Beauty^ vii. 3.

as leaves on autumn^s tempest shed Eaon, i. iv. 9.
Like autumn's myriad leaves in one swoln moun-

tain brook IV. xiii. 9.
sweeps Thewitheredleavesof.(4M/M?MK to thelake, v. liii. 2.

when she smiles In the embrace oiAutumn ;— v. Iv. %.

The blasts oiAutumn drive the winged seeds . ix. xxi. i.

Thy mother Autumn, forwhose grave thou bearest, IX. 3fxii, 7.

We die, even as the winds oiAutumn fade, . . ix. xxv. 2.

and fiercely shone A lamp oi Autumn^ . . . x. xiii. 4.
The vines and orchards, Autumn's golden store, x. xviii. 7.

thou breath of^M^?««'a' being OdeW.Wind, i.i.

the leaves of autumn fall, . Pr. Athan. II. iv. 3.
Swift summer into the autumn flowed, . . . Sensit. PL III. 22.

If I walk in Autumn's even To-Tnorrow, II. i.

to wonder at This shape of autumn Unf, Dr. 209.
Summer was dead and Autumn was expiring, . Zucca, 1. i.

Or dying in the autufnn, . . , V. 7.

B. Fig. season ot decay, period of decline.
Sered by the autumn of strange suffering . . . Alastor, 249,
The autum-n of a greener faith is come Hellas, 871.

Autumn, as combined adj. attribute.

The leaves of wasted autumn woods April, 1814, 13.
when loveliest In Autufnn eves.— . . . . Laon, v. 1. 5.
When autumn nights have nipt Pr. Athan, 11. ii. 3.
Autumn evening, and the morn Rarely, v. 5.
Like the autum.n wind, when it unbinds . . Rosal. atyj.

In autum-n evening from a poplar tree Triumph, 529.
the windless snow descended thicker Than a. leaves, Wit^h, xxx. 7.

*Autumnal, adj. (1) of, or peculiar to autumn.
She rose like an autum.nal Night, Adonais, xxiii. i.

But the charmed eddies oi ajitumnal -vfin^B, . . Alastor, 52.
The children of the autumnal whirlwind , . . 583.
Like a thin mist, or an autumnal blast. . . Horn. Merc. xxiv. 8.

Numerous as leaves that strew the autufttnal gale; Laon, I. xxix. 4.
The autumnal -winds, as if spell-bounjl, .... vi. xxviii. i.

which the autum. blast Shakes into the tall grass ; Marenghi, xxiv. 2.

And heard the auiufnnal leaves like light footfalls Naples, 2.

Will take from both a deep, autumnattone, . Ode iv. Wind, V. 4.

(2) in the autumn season,
pageantry of mist on an autumnal streBxa, . . Adonais, xiii. 9.
kindling clusters growBeneath the autumnalsurv, Fr. Flourishing, 2.

as in autumnal woods The frosts Laon, x. xliv. 3.

Avail, V. intr. (1) serve, aid, be of efficient lielp.

And could my prayers avail, Hellas, 23.
What can they avail? 7^.
their fierce despair might nought avail . . Laon, V. viii. 5.

It doth /iPfl*'/ not that 1 weep for thee— .... xi. xxi. i.

If Hope, and Truth, and Tustice can avail, (rep.) Naples^ 64.

As then Hope, Truth, and Justice did avail, . . 125.

it will availTo thine own fame Otho, I. 7.

For what would it avail to bid thee gELze . . . Prom. ll. iy. 117.

It would avail not to reply : . III. iii. 1 10.

What then (zwaz'/ their virtuous deeds, . . - Q. Mab, vii. 15^.

Nor then avail the beams Triumph, 102.

(2) be effectual, have power,
whose uttered charm might not avail to sever, . Int. Beauty^ iii. 5.

without whom all these might nought avail, . . Laon, i. xxix. 7.

a sight whieh might avail To make men weep . V. xxxviii. 5.

thoMt awhile avail To hide the orb of truth— . viii. ix. 3.

that avail Like man's own speech ; x. ii. 7.

nothing may availTo lighten— Pr. Athan. Ii. ii. 45.

Avail, n. (1) help, power,
shall find (zs/fl// in me Hom. Merc. xcn. 8.

(2) success.

Stood up before the king, without avail^ . . . Laon. xil. vi. 6.

To stir nis secret pain without avail;— .... Pr. Athan. i. 85.

(3) benefit, service, use.

What avail Are prayers and tears, Rosal. 867.

Availed, v. (Ij was able, served.

nor truth availedX\\^ late to arrest its progress, . D(smon, 11. 131.

and from the gate availed to drive Laon, vi. vi. 4,

It avail. Oh, Liberty ! To dim, but not extinguish thee. Mask, LX. 3.

nor truth till late Availed to arrest its progress, . Q. Mab^ viii. 191.

(2) succeeded.
And mightier looks (z«'(ZzZ?(/ not; Laon^wi.if.'j.

Availeth, v. intr. hatti power.
Nor the interminable flood, . . Avail, to destroy,— Q. Mab, vi. 230.

^Avalanche, n. a falling mass oi frozen snow.
The sun-awakened avalanche! Prom. ll. iii. 37.

Avarice, «. (1) covetousness.
inaccessible To avarice or pride Alastor, 90.

Where neither avarice, cunning, pride, or care, . Deemon, ll- 188.

or turn To avarice or misanthropjr.... Julian, 368.

and Avarice died before the god it made. . . Laon, x. xviii, 9.

Ambition, power, and avarice, M.N. Post. Fr. i.

Where neitner avarice, cunning, pride, or care, . Q. Mab, ix. d^.

(_2j as a personification.

law Awards, and aged, sullen avarice pays. . Cenci, ll. ii. 5.

When Avarice ana Tyranny, Ch. \st, I. 27.

the spare mite of avarice could bribe . . . . Q, Mao, V. 202.

Ave T&2ixSi n. the angelical salutation, used daily before each
canonical hour in the Catholic Church.

At the Ave Mary Cenci, 11. i. 27.

Avenge, v. I. tr. inflict retributive punishment for.

and let the law Avenge thee ill. i. 153.
has e'er descended to avenge lii. i. 180.

The crimes . . . God therefore scruples to avenge. iv. iv. 129.

and to avenge misdeed On the misdoer, .... Laon, V. xi. 4.

11. ifitr, execute vengeance.
how she may avenge: . Cenci, iii. i. 201.
As its keen sting is mortal to avenge! .... v. i. 4.

Avenged, pp. vindicated.
Too much avengedhy those who err. . ... Prom. 1. 405.

*Aveng'er, n, (1) one who takes vengeance on an offender.
A more unblamed avenger. Cenci, iii. i. 365.
Woe to the wronged ana the avenger! . . . Hellas, 894.
'tis sure the avenger's rage Has swept .... M. N. Post. Fr. 5.

(2) the redresser ot an injury.
His slave and his avenger aye to be ; . ... Laon, ix. xv. 6.

scorned the [shafts] of the avenger, , . , . . I^ove, Hope, 20.

(3) the Almignty signified by the adj.
The patience of the great avenger's ear. . . . Ch. 1st, i. 14.

*Avengfers, n. pi. of Avenger (^1).

And dreads no avengers , Cycl. 354.
Avenges, v. tr. execute vengeances for.

In the dread lightning which avenges it ; . . Cenci, ill. i. 89.

Avenging, pr. pple. executing vengeance for.
avenging such a nameless wrong v. \. 44.
still avenging na.tm&'s broken law, Q. Mad, viii. 214.

^Avenging, ppl. adj. (1) threatening.
lest with avenging lopks My brothers' ghosts . . Cenci, l. iii, 153.

(2J punitive, executing vengeance.
./4«'eM^«|' poisons shall have ceased .... Laon, V. Song, <,?.
Yes! the fierce spirits of the avenging d&tp . . M. N.Ravail, 6a
O'er him the fierce bolts of at/cw^'w^ heaven . M.N Spec. Hors.xo.
from power's avenging hand, he takes . . , . Q. Mab, V. 221!
The merciful, and the avenging God ! . . . . vi. 104.

*Avenues, n. Ways bordered by trees.
Of all the 07'£«Mffj and green paths ..... Calderon 1.73.

*Aver, V. tr. assert as a fact.

The Devil, I safely can aver. Has neither hoof, , Peter, 11. i. i.

fAverred, v, tr. asseverated.
when he averred Most solemnly that he . . . Hom. Merc. LXI. 1.

tAverred, pp. ri) stated as a fact.
I have heard . . . this joyous truth averred . . . Epips. 127.

(2) made known, confessed.
O, let not e'er this quarrel be averred! . . . Hom. Merc. XLVI. 1.

*Averse, adj. (1) unsympathetic, distant.
and look averse and cold, Cenci, in. i. 324.
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(2) disinclined to.

I am not averse From the assembling of a Parliament. Ch. isi, 11. 342.

JAvert, V. tr. ward off, turn aside.
To avert the wrath of him . . I. 80.
Would share, he cannot now averts the sentence— Ginevra, 95.
may share or vanquish or avert; Julian^ 378.

^Averted, v. tr. turned away.
The sun averted less his oblique beam Unf. Dr. 193.

*Averted, fpl. adj. turned aside.

her share To his averted lips the child did bear, . Laoft, v. xxx. 5.

Aviary, Fig. a place enclosed as a birdcage.
And odours in a kind of aviarv Witch^ yi\l. l.

Avoid, v. tr. (1) keep clear of.

But only to avoid them. Sir ! Cyprian ! . . . . Calderon^ I. 330.

(2) evade, notice.
Out at the postern, and avoid them so. . . Cenciy V. i. 69.

(3) evade a consequence.
For thus we might avoid the hell hereafter. . . Laon^ IX. xvi. i.

(4) abstain from doing.
Pattern of all I should avoid to do ; Ch. 1st, III. 17.

*Avon, «.- (1) the river Avon.
Drench all with blood from Avon to Trent. . Peter, VI. xXxvii. 6.

(2) Stratford-on-Avon.
Fills Avon and the world with light .fi"*.^. /ifitts, 197.

Avow, V. tr. acknowledge or declare.
Yet tenfold pangs shall force them to avow, . . .

My honor . Q. Mall, VII. 150.

Await, V. I. tr. are in readiness for.

A thousand torches . . . Await the signal round : Laon, XII. iv. 8.

II. intr. are at hand.
Famine and Thirst await/ eat, drink, and die! . Hellas, 939.

Awaits, V. I. tr. (1) is in readiness to receive,
some deep lake, whose silence them awaits, , . Laon, V. xvi. 3.

(2) is in store for.

A brighter mom (ZTO/a/'j^j the human day, , . . Q. Afad, v. 2^1.
Of the pang that awaits us, Vis. Sea, y8.'

II. intr. stands teady or prepared.
What awaits on Futurity's mist-covered shore? . Death, Dial. 20.

Awake, v. I. tr. Fig. (1) disturb from death.
Awake him not ! Adonais, vil. 8.

(2) arouse, stir up.
The tempestuous oceans awake one another, . . Liberty, I. 3.

II. intr. A. Lit. (l) wake from slumber or trance,
thus ._. . wake! awake/ What, sister, . . . Cenci, v. iii. 8.

Or think or feel, awake, arise!....... Dcemon, i, 105.
As to awake in grief from some delightful dream. LaoJt, 11. xvii.' 9.
As one out of dim dreams that doth awa^, . . IV. xxviii. 8.
I was wont to sleep . . . and awake refreshed and calm Prom. 11. i. 39.
Soul of lanthe! .^t»a/6«.' arise! Q. Mab, \. \2ji)'.

(2) wake from death.
He will awake no more, oh, never more !— . . Adonais, viii. i.

.^^ will fla/a^tf no more, oh, never more

!

. . XXII. I.

.^zwd^e in a world of ecstasy ? . . Rosal. 1124.

(3) rouse from torpidity.
Like unimprisoned flames, out of their trance a. Adonais, xvill. 9.
B. Fig. (1) rouse up.

Awa/ie/ ^\s&\ and come away! , . . . , Jane, Invitn, i^8.

(2) become active or vigorous.
But if Freedom should awake Eug. Hills, 150.
Awake/ arise! until the mighty sound Of your

career shall scatter Laon, 11. xiii. 5.

(3) become visible.

And the immortal stars awake agaiil ; Adonais, xxix. 4.

Awake, adv. A. Lit. not sleeping.
All oa/a^e as if 'twere day? Paitst, n. 68.
The owl was awake in the white moon-shine ; . . 11, 163.
Awake, but courting sleep with weary will, . . . Horn. Merc. XL. 3.
when suffering and aa/fl^.^ Magnet. Lady,v . \.
Are awake thro' all the broad noon-day Prom. II. if. 25.
B. Fig. (1) active, vigilant, rampant.

So welcome when the tyrant is awake, .... Dcemon, 11. 267.

_ ", . " , , J' , " : Q- Mab, IX. 172.
JJeath IS awake/ Repulse is on the waters ! . . Hellas, 466.
Thus . . . wide awa/u tho' dead . . , . , Julian, 392.

(2) come into being.
To the rough Year just awake Jane, Invitn, 5.

(3) visible in the firmament.
Had deserted heaven while the stars were awake, . Sensit. PI. 11. 18.

{Awaken, v. I. tr. A. Lit. rouse from sleep,
therefore I did awaken The Tartar steed, . . . Laon, vi. xliii. i.
Can first lull, and at last must awaken it,) . . . Sensit. PI. I. 61.
B. Fig.^ (I) enliven, give life to.

which the same beams and showers Lull or awaken FiordisSina 17Awaken all its fruits and flowers Ei>H>s ai7
(2) kindle, evoke. ^^ ^^'

Such outrages as to awaken in thee Unfilial hate ? Cenci, iv. iv. 102.
In Venus Jove did soft desire awaken Horn. Venus, 42.
Did not thy love azKa4«« mine? Julian, ^02.
Sounds, which my skill could ne'er awaken; . . Rosal. 1140.

(3) stir up, excite.

ye may awaken The courage ofmy friends . . . Cycl. 656.

(4) rouse from inactivity.

Scatter their hoarded incense, and awaken The earth, Ginevra, 126.

II, intr. (1) rouse from sleep.

Not a may-fly shall awaken Pr. Serp. 6.

And many a fresh Spring-morn would he awak.— Marenghi, xxil. 1.

(2) arouse from inaction.

Awaken, awaken, awa/ien/ Ode, Arise, 8.

(3) become visible.

The stars will awaken, Though the moon sleep . Jane, III. l.

jTAwakeued, V4 tr. A. Lit. aroused from sleep.

One of these awakened me Prom. i. 750.

B. Fig. (1) kindled, evoked.
The insatiate hope which it awakened Alastor, 221.

His outraged love perhaps awakened hate, . . . Cenci, II. ii. 36.

(2) aroused from lethargy.
Beneath my heart that awa/tened me Rosal. 349.

Awakened, pp. A. Lit. roused from sleep.
Have aze/a^fMf^ him at last Hellas, 113.

I was awakened by a shriek of woe ; Laon, I. xlvi. 6.

B. Fig. (1) entered a new existence.
He hath awa^fiKajf from the dream of life— . . Adonais, ^^Uiix. 2.

(2) put in activity, quickened.
Ddy had aa/a^iwtfrf all thmgs that be, Serchio, ij.

(3) aroused, evoked.
As if its heavy wrath had been awakened . . . Calderon, II. 98.

(4) roused from lethargy.
And how, awakened from that dreamy mood . . Laon, Vll. ii. 2.

(5) risen, shining.
Like stars when the moon is aze/d^f»^^, .... Sensit. PI. ill. 2.

(6) brought forth.

and oft I had awakened music soft Amid its wires : Rosal. H15.
Awakened, ppl. adj. Fig. (1) new-born.
Through which the awakened day Bpips. 555.

(2) set in activity by day.
darkness fell from the awakened Earth— . . . Triumph, 4.

''Awakeiier, n. one that enlivens or arouses.
Come, thou aa/a^e??fi^ of the spirit's ocean, . . , Pr. Come thou, l.

{Awakening, pr. pple. enkindling.
But oh ! awakening still anew, M.N. Melody, 45.

{Awakening', ppl. adj. A. Lit. opening from sleep.
The flowers (as an infant's awakening eyes . . Sensit. PI. i. 59,
B. Fig. _ (1) arousing.

A sense awakening and yet tender Mask, xxxiv. z.

(^2) spirit-stirring.

Arises with the awaltening melody M. N. Despair, 16.
Leaps in the midst with an awa/zening sound. . Prom. ill. iii. 14.
Clear, silver, icy, keen aa'a^mw,^ tones, . . . iv. 190.

(3) budding, opening.
First turned the moments oi awakening ]ik . . Cenci, v. ii. 122.
Was felt as one with the awakening spirit, . . .St. Epips. 165.

(4) enlivening.
Yet spring's aa/fl^«zw^ breath will woo the earth, Dcemon, 11. 262.

1; .ir , ,1 ,1 ,, „ Q. Mab, IX. 167.

(5) beginning, incipient.
Plead with awa/tening earthquake, Cenci, v. iv. 103.
Hesperus flies from awakening night, Hellas, 1038.

(6) rising into agitation
The murmur of the awakening sea Gisb. 122.

(7) keen, invigorating.
Stripped to their depths by the awakeniAg north

;
Julian, 24.

{Awakens, v. intr. springs into existence.
Awakens and floats on the mist of the heath. . M. N. Spec. Hors. 18.

A-wakes, v. intr. wakes up.
sudden she woke As one awakes from sleep, . . Laon, 11. xlvii. 8.
And when he awakes on the fragrant grass . . . Two Spirits, 47.

•)"Award, n. sentence, decision.
Nothing that lives from their award is free. . . Love, Hope, 6.

Awards, v. tr. adjudges.
Bare must be the provision which strict law Awards, Cenci, II. ii. 5.

*Aware, adj. conscious, cognizant, sensible.
he is half awtt>-e of his own folly, Faust, I. 64.
I became aware Of whence those forms proceeded Triumph, 516.
Is well aware of the right waj Faust, I. 90.
aware Of all the joys which in religion are. . Horn. Merc xxi. 7.
the grim Feature (of my thought aware). . . . Triumph, igo.
yet ere we are aware, Witch, xiv. 6.

Away, adv. (1) usually as complement to the vb., giving
emphasis, into nothingness, into death, out of existence.

And of the past are all that cannot pass away. Adonais, XLVIII. 9.
suffering has dried away The source Cenci, ill. i. 35.
But a soft cell, where when that fades a-itiay, . . Gisb. to.
this dreadful transport may Like a vapour fade away, Inv. Mis. x. 4.And that his power hath past away, doth know— Laon, iv. xxv. 8.
I must pass away While you remain St. Epips. 39.'

She sinks in death away W.few, 8.
She, in that dream of joy, dissolved away. . . , Wuch 11. 8.

(2) of persons, hence, from this place.
Comeawajf/ Haste, while the vault Adonais vll. 4Take us awa^/ Cenci, l.'iii. 129.
The minster bells ringing—Comeawajv.'. . . . Fugitives l. 10.
Like one in earnest haste to get flwaji Horn. Merc' 1.1. s.
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And we sail on, away^ afar, Prom. II. v. 88.
Or the slaves of the law may rend thee away. . . W. Shel. I. 8.

(3) at a distance mentally.
Far, far away^ O ye Halcyons of memory, . . Far^far away^ i. i.

Far away into the regions dim Of rapture— . . Frag. Sing. 3.

(4) by, along, past.
For, as fast years flow away^ Alastor^ 533.
Sparkling, bursting-, borne away Hellas^ 200.
Before the icy wind slow rolls away, Q. Mab, IV. 60.

(5) onwards, to a distance.
The lone and level sands stretch far away^ . . . Osym. 14.

in the void air, far a.^ Floated the shattered plumes ; Laon^ i. xi. 5.

Heavily borne away on the exhausted blast. . . I. xiv.'g.

The very wind on which it rolls away ...... ll. xxxi, 3.

(6) at a distance, in a distant spot.
But Maddalo was travelling far away Julian^ 586.
On high, far away Two Spirits^ 32.

(7) aside, from one.
Here I cast away All human passions, . . . Julian^ 501.

(8) off, (destructively).

Pity then will cut away Those cruel wings, . . . Rarely^ IV. 5.
Her eyelashes were worn away with tears, . . . Sunset^ 38.

(9) from.
That to divide is not to take away St. Eptps. iS.

thy power both gives and takes aa'iSj'/ . . . . Horn. Earthy \\.

tlO) out of one's possession or power,
might sign our blood away Ch. \sty iir. 40.

pLl) vigorously.
Why should you blaze away there Faust^ li. 26.

(12) as imperative of a verb =depart.
Away! the moor is dark beneath the moon, . . Aprils 1814, i.

The hoar-spray is dancing - ^^yajj / . . .
' Fugiti-ves^ r. 5.

Away^ false shapes of sleep

!

Hellas^ 9.

Awe, V. tr. inspire with fear.

I said it but to awe thee Cenci^ IV. i. 72.
Awe her before I speak? IV. i. no.
The axes and the rods' which awe mankind ; . . Ode Lib. xv. ii.

Awe, n, (1) a mingled feeling of fear, wonder and respect.
but pit)^ and awe Soothe her pale rage, . . . Adonais^ Vlir. 6.

not daring for deep awe To speak her love :— . . Alastor^ 133.
beheld with wondering awe Their fleeting visitant. 256.
Or sound of awe but iii his own deep mind. . . . 29S.
Such awe is due to the high name of God . . . Calderon^ 1. 130.
but a religious awe Restrains me, Cenci^ in. i. 148.
I feel a giddy sickness of strange awe) .... iv. 1. 165.
A breathless awe^ like the swift change Unseen,^ , Con. Sing. 11. 1.

From hate and awe thy heart is free

;

D^mon^ I. 91.
Awe in the place of grief within him wrought. . . Ginevra, 178.
Veiling in awe her second-sighted eyes ; . . Gisb. 137.
while yet wonder, and awe^ and shame, .... Delias, 402.
succeeds To faiths which long have held the world

in awe, Laon, IV. xv. 4.
but he In mingled pride and awe cowered . . . v. xxvii. 7.
the sailors rowed In awe . vii. xli. 3.
whose glance Met mine in restless awe— . . . VIIl. xxvi. 9.
many wept, with tears Of joy and flw^, , . ix. vi. 8.
A pause of hope and awe the City bound, . . ix. xi. 5.
And Hell and -(^ty^, which in the heart of man . ix. xviii. 3.
Whilst shame, and fear, and awe^ . ... x. xxxix. g.
Unusual awe did fall

—

... xi. xiv. 9.
never in his mildest dreams Felt awe . . . xii. x. 5.
Strange melody with love and awe Ode Lib. IX. 11.

By mortal fear or supernatural awe; . . . Pr. Athan. i. 97.
With melting rapture, or sweet awe, ... . Prom.. II. ii. 44.
Exempt from awe, worship, degree, in. iv. 196.
linger long in awe Within his noble presence, . . Q, Mab, v. 1156.

Thro' tears oi awe on the gay child, . . . . Rosal. 187.
Between the mists of fear and awe, . . ... 451.
Felt with a new surprise and awe . . . . 921.
and with deep grief and awe . . . . 1294.
The words of hate and flwi?/ Triumph, 4.75.
Distortions foul of supernatural awe, WttcA, lxii. 3.

(2) powerful inffuence inspiring awe.
the awi? Of her presence bound to terror ! . . . Caideron, ll. q.
the sweet awe Of such mild looks Laon, v. xvii. 6.
till the awe Of that dread sight '

x. xxii. 3.

*Awe-iiispiriuff, c. adj. influencing with fear.

Her subtle mind, her awe-inspiring gaze, . . . Cenci, i. ii. 84.
Fiercely look forth his awe-inspiring ^yz%, . . Horn. Sun, 13.

*Awe-stricken, c. adj. influenced by solemn fear.
And sate awe-siricken at my feet

;

Rosal. 441.
Awed, pp. struck with awe.
And, Marzio, because thou wast only awed . . Cenci, IV. iii. 49.Awed by the endin^f of their own desire, . . . Laon, Xll. xxvi. 7.
Was awed into delight Woodman, 34.

Aweless, adj. destitute of fear.

the judgment-throne Of its own aw^/^jj soul, . . Ode Lib. XYi. S.

jAwes, V. tr. (1) stills into respect.
as when beauty awes All hearts Ginevra, 136.

(2) stills, calms.
a trance which a. The thoughts ofmen with hope— Laon, IV. xxvii. 3.

Awful, adj. (1) awe inspiring.
Leave to its kindred lamps the spirit's a. night. . Adonais, xxix. 9.
Which clothed his aw/^«/presence unrevealed, . Adon. Cane. 31.
from his awful head Whom Jove brought forth, . Horn. Min. 4.
The az(i^/ shadow of some unseen Power , , , Int, Beauty, i. i.

Didst thou, unknown and awful as thou art, . . Int. Beauty, iv. 4.
That thou—O az£i/«/ Loveliness, VI. 11.

Memories, like ao^/ ghosts .... . . -/^aow, vi. xxvii. 4.
Which teaches awful aox^t, Mont B. 77.
swiftly leading to those anafiil limits . . . . O thou, 4.

Ha, what an oay^/ whisper rises up! Prom, i, 132.

The shape is awful like the sound, ... . I. 233.
^zw/m/ Sufferer To thee unwilling, ... . i. 3'f;2.

continuous, vast, Awful a^s silence. ... . ii.fii. 36.
Which clothed that aa^/ spirit urjbeheid, . . . 111.1,23.

Awful s\ya.^e,, what art thou? Speak

!

. , in. i. 51.

What is that awful sound ? iv. 185.

Love, from its awful throne o patient power . . iv. 557.

(2) solemnly impressive-

Have I mixed awful taiSk. and asking looks , Alastor, 33,
The awful ruins of the days of old

:

loS.

cloud shadows and sunbeams : awful scene, . . Mont B. 15.

to give An aa^/ warning: Q. Mab^ 11. 11^.

An awful srace to his all-speaking brow. . . . vil. 82.

Its awful nush is felt inaudibly. . Su-mm-er-Evg. 24.

(3) fearful.

Sweep azcy^w/ thoughts, rapid and thick Prom., I. 147,
Had, with one awful shadow, quelled . . Rosal. 203.
The awful sound of my own voice . . 1 149.

(4) appalling.
'Tis an awful thing To touch such mischief . . Cetici, n. i. 124.
a strange and awful tz\e That Woman told, . . Laon, i. xxiv. 1,

as thro their ranlcs with awful might, . . . vi. xix. 8.

when the day Shone on her awfullven'sy, . vii. vi. 7.

When in its awful shB.Aav/.... . . ix. xi. 7.

Bursts on that aze^;^/ silence
;

xil. vii. 7.
An awful image of calm power Prom. i. 296.
Awful 6.e2jCn, I wish, yet fear to clasp thee !— . Q. Mab, in, 65.

(5) commanding respect or awe.
Thine awful and serenest countenance .... Cenci, v. iii. 26.
Her voice, whose a. sweetness doth repress All evil, Laon,w. xxii, 7.
He was so awful, yet So beautiful Unf. Dr. 103.

(6) fearfully wonderful.
who saw such aw/5</ change befall Laon, v. xxviii. 9.
As slowly faded from his face That awful joy : . Rosal. 1 173.

(7) {satir.') wondrous.
His virtue, aay^a/ and prodigious ;

—

/fe/£^, vi. xxxiv. 3.

*Awfitlly, adv. (1) commanding reverence.
and awfully^ serene Smile on the trembling world ? Ch. \st, 11. iSa
(2) causing terror.

the deep roar Of distant thunder mutters awfullyj Q. Mab^ IV. 28.

^Awfulness, n. a mixed sense of wonder and terror.
It were a sight of awfulness to see .... Dcsfnon, n. 213.

M 1) I) ,1 „ Q. Mab, IX. 165.

Awhile, advl. pkr. for a time, a short time.
Stay yet awhile! speak to me once again ; . . Adonais, xxvi. 1.

Yet wake him not, I pray, spare me awkile, . Cenci, rv. iv. 5.
He ceased^ and overcome leant back awhile, . fulian, 511.
Half calming me ; then gazed awhile, . . . Rosal. 884.

Awkward, adj. clumsy.
Drunken, museless, awkward, yelling, .... Cycl. 489.

Awoke, V. intr. A. Lit. woke up from sleep.
when I awoke, I felt that they had bound me . . Laon. in, xi, -x.

When I awoke, I lay 'mid friends and foes, . . . v. xii. 6.
When I awoke hell burned within my brain, . Q. Mab, vii. 1S6.
B. Fig. (1) aroused from inaction.

From an eternity of idleness I, God, awoke; . vil. 107.
(2) arose, blew.

but the Scirocco Awoke
. Hellas 631.

(3) became^ctive, returned.
'

The madness . . . awoke Again at sunset.— . . . Laon, x. xlvi. 3.
Axe, n. A. Lit. an instrument to hew timber.
retumedwithfl^^andsaw

. 'Woodman, ^a.
B. Ftg.

Let the a.a:5 Strike at the root, a Mob, IV. 82.By the heavy axe of the blast were hewn
; . . . Sensit. PI. in. 87.

Axes, n. (1) see Forman's ed. 4 v. for a note on this passage.
the jaws Of axes for ^Etnean slaughterings. . Cycl. 387.

(ii) the axe of the executioner.
If gibbets, axes confiscations, chains Fr Satire 1The djc-tfj and the rods which awe mankind ; . Ode Lib. XY 11.

*AxIes, n. pivots or centre pins.
Upon a thousand sightless axles spinning, . . . Prom. IV. 248.

^Axumd, n. a place in Abyssinia.
from the steep Of utmost Axume, Witch LVII. 4Aye, adv. always, ever.

'

she watching ove The foam-wreaths Laon i. xvii 6.
His slave and his avenger av£ to be: .... ix xv 6And, whilst that sure sfow Angel which ajjjg stands Ld Ch in iAnd moments aye divided by keen pangs . . Prom I i^
Thou, aye, erectest there Thy throne ofpower . . Q. Mab, III. 217.

Aye, interj. (1) by way of meditative declaration'^^ verily,
truly.

-(4);«, I once heard the nephew of the Pope . . . Cenci i i 16
Aye, many flowering islands lie Ruir With 66

^g now I fed I aiS a King in truth! . . : [ lZ.f^Xii5.
(,^; as athrmative answer to a question.

You are inclined then to this business? Aye. . . Cenci iv i! 2?Aye, when the strife was ended which made dim . Prom. ill. ii. 2.
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(3) as assent to an affirmation or suggestion.
.^fi, she can carry Her head Fattst^ ii. 400.
^tf, the salt-water one ; i , , , Ch. ist^ 11. ^i^.

(4) as emphatic reassertion of a previous clause.
ayey even The crag-built desarts Prom. III. iiJ. 121.

Aye/ strike the foremost shorter by a head ! . . Hellas^ 193.
oyfi, the ghost, the dream, the shade Of power,— Z,aon, VIH. x. z.

*Aziola, n. I'assiolo, a little downy owl.
Do you not hear the Asiola cry ? Asiola^ I. i.

who thought This Asiola was some tedious woman, i. 6.

Asked, 'Whois^s'io/a.^' 1.7.
^^A Asiola I many an eventide II, i.

Sad Asiola I from that moment I Loved thee . 11. 8.

Azure, adj. (1) of the firmament, clear blue, unclouded.
Rome^s asure sky, Flowers, ruins, statues, . . . Adonais^ Lll. 7.

Exposed those black depths to the asure sky, . Alas'toi", 375.
every speck Of as-ziir^ sky, 401.
Like spirits that lie In the asure sky Arethusa^ V. 17.
Its vast and asure dome ; DcE-mon^ i. 224.

,, „ „ Q. Mahy II. 33.
Beneath the asure canopy, Dcemon, i. 234.

„ ,', „ Q. Mad, II. 45.
leave asure chasms of calm Over this isle, . . . ^pips. 466.
Flecked with fire and asure^ I^ug. Hills^ 78.
Climbs with diminished beams the asure steep ; . Gisb. 260.
The asure path of Heaven's steep, Lerici^ 3.

Were the bright forms that swept the asure sky. M. N. Ravail^ 36.
Than the . . . sky Of this asurelti^y Mary, 9.
A plane of light"between two Heavens of asure : Naples, 1 1.

That green and asure sphere, ... . Prol. Hellas^ 20.
Who all our green and asure universe .... Prom, iv. 339.
Green and asure sphere which shifaest . . . , iv. 459.
As a violet's gentle eye Gazes on the asure sky . iv. 486.
And the asure sky and the stormless sea . . . Rosal. 1203.

(2) of the sea, bright blue.

dyed by the asure depths Of Indian seas ; . . . Ch. 1st, -l. 139,
a path on the sea's asure floor, . . ... Epips. 410.
waters, asure with the noon-tide day Laon, i. xlviii. 6.

of that asure sea a silent refuge make. . . . xii. xl. 9.
sweep The asure sea, I love the land no more ; . Moschus^ 2.

With asure waves which burst in silver light, . . Prom. ii. iii. 21.

Girt by many an asure wave The Isle, 9.
'

We soon shall dwell by the asure sea W. Shel. VI. 3.

(3) of blue misty appearance by aerial effect.

That leads to asure isles and beaming skies . . Damon, ii. 257.

M )i II ti >, ,, . . Q. Mab, IX. 162.

Poised on an hundred asure mountain-isles. . . Hellas^ 492.
B,ut see, where thro' the asure chasm Prom-. 1. 316.

From the asure isles, , IV. 108.

(4) of a blue colour,

whose asure veins Steal like dark streams . . . DcEm,on, I. 14,

the glorious Power with asure eyes, Horn. Min, i.

those asure veins Which steal like streams, , , Q. Mob, i. 14.

Unfurled their asure pennons, ....... I. 204.
And flowers asure, black, arid streaked with gold, Oueslion, III. 7.

And green and asure plumes of Iris "T^iumph^ 440.
mottled and diamonded With asure mail . . . Unf. Dr. 165.

Orange and asure deepening into gold ; , . . . Prom. i. 761.

See the pale asure fadmg into silver ..... in. iii. 71.

I saw two asure halcyons clinging downward . . III. iv. 80.

Its wheels are solid clouds, asure and gold, . . iv. 214.
Purple and asure, white, and green, IV. 242.

Grinds the bright brook into an asure mist . . IV. 254.
Like swords 01 asure fire, or golden spears . . IV. 271.

(5) light, clear, delicate, (without reference to colour).

Underneath day's asure eyes Eug. Hills, 04.
And soothed by every asure breath, Jane, Recoil. 2%.

Till in the asure East darkness again was pil6d. . Laon, in. xxxiii. 9.
the golden stars of the clear asu^& air. .... VI. xxx. 9.

Spreading his asure sail : vil. xxvi. 8.

Thine asure sister of the spriftg shall blow . . Ode W. Wind, i. 9.
All overgrown with asure moss and flowers . . iif. 7.

and the asure night Grew radiant with the glory Prom. 11. i. 63.
An asure fire within its golden locks ! . . . . 11. iii. 52.
and the asure aether shone, 11. iv. (^6.

A bath of asttre light, among- dark rocks, . . . iv. 504.
'Mid the asure air is islanded Rosal. 539.
It was the asure time of June, 957,
That ivory dome, whose asure night —— 1094.
the asure clime Of the young season, .... Triumph, 310.
And veined leaf in the asure odorous air. . . . Unf. Dr. 227.
paved with heaven's asure smile, Vis. Sea, 134.
the dark and asure well Sparkled . . . . Witch, xxv. i.

(6) of sound, clear, unbroken.
Killing the asure silence, Ginevra, 43.
even now to feed it With asure calm Prom., in. ii. 42.

(7.) pleasant, joyous,

with their serene and asure smiles To beckon him. Alastor, 491.
float into our asure heaven again!..... Epips. 373.
Bending from Heaven, in asure mirth, . . . Jane, Inviin, 11.

Green strength, asure hope, and eternity : . . . Ode, Arise, 33.

B
^Balsai, interj.

Babail Great Bacchus calls me forth to dance ! . Cycl. 149.

BabUe, v. intr. talk foolishly.

And priests dare babble of a God of peace, , . . Q. Mab, viI. 44.
that they now Babble of love and mercy, . . . vil. 242,

Baljlslingf, pr. pple. A. Lit. talking idly or foolishly.
.5a5d/z»^ vain words and fond philosophy ; . . . Pr.Athan.i.. no.
B. Fig. giving forth sounds.

It teaches, babbling va. delightful mood . . Hom. Merc. Lxxxil. 5.

Bab'blixig', ppl. adj. A. Lit. idly talking.
When we shall be . . . Like babbling gossips safe, Gisb. 165.

B. Fig. rippling, murmuring.
beside the flow Of the wild babbling rivulet ; . . Alastor, 524.
With mountain winds, and babbling springs, . . Coleridge, 7.

BablJling*, n. confused chatter.

What whispering, babbling, hissing, Faust, II. 212.

Babe, n. (1) an infant, or very young child.
Calm as a slumbering babe, , . . ; . . . Dcem.on, i. 134.

,, „ „ „ Q. Mab, I. 223.
smiles To see a babe before his mother's door, . Dcsmon, n. 90.

„ -„ „ ., „ M • • Q- ^(^^y vin. 84.
She gave to light a babe all babes excelling, . Horn. Merc. ll. 3.

The babe was bom at the first peep of day ; . . in. i.

Towards the subtle babe the following scoff:— . L. 5.

The hides of those the little babe had slain, . . Lxvni. 7,

A human babe and a young basilisk ; L^on, v. 1. 3.

It was a babe, beautiful from its birth,— . . . . vil. xviii. i.

force And falsehood hang even o'er the cradled babe^ Q. Mab, Iv. 1 19.
the babe In the dim newness of its being .... vi, 152.
The babe at my bosom was hushed with fear . . Rosal. 272.
how hard it were To kill my babe, 372.

(2) used also for an unborn child.
The babe is at peace within the womb, . , . Pr. Peace, i.

still I deemed There was a babe within— . . Laon, Vll. xvii; 6.

The babe that is unborn Peter, vi. vi. 5.

.

Babes, n. A. Lit. (1) infants or very younjj children.
I bought new clothing for my ragged babes, . . Cenci, in. i. 305.
Masked like twin 5afej, Epips. v^^.
from thee Fair babes are born, .' Hotn. Earth, 8.

She gave to light a babe all babes excelling, , . Horn. Merc. ll. 3.
As if I were like other babes as old, xxviii. i.

And from thy side two gentle babes are borfi . . Laon, Bed. ix. 5.
in their home Among their babes, li. xliii. 7.

-And matrons with their babes, a stately throng ! . iv. xxi. 7.

Women, and babes, and meil, slaughtered . , . Laon, VI. xlvi.- 9.
Once fed two babes—a sister and a brother— . vi. xlix. 2,

A ring of cold, st\^ babes

j

vi. li. 9.
And laughing babes rush from the well-known door! viii. iv. 5.
Gathered her wildered ^a*5£.y around him as his own. viii. x. 9.
Hew down babes and women, Peter, VI. xxxviii. 2.

Like human babes in their brief innocence
; . . Prom. in. iii. 33.A mother only to those puling babes ... , Q, Mab, in. 2C^.

innocent babes writhed on thy stubborn spear, . vi. i iS.
Such as the nurses frighten babes withal : . vil. 147.
Two other babes, deli^tful more ... . . Rosal. 391.
and my babes made holiday

: 437.
Sate my two younger babes at play, - 526.

(2) applied to offspring generally.
My writings to their babes, no longer blind

;
. Laon, iv. xiii. 2.

That of its fruit thy babes may eat and die? . , Q. jkab, iv. 265.
B. Fig. progeny.

Render thou up thy half-devoured babes,— . . Damon, n. 29.
11 n I) I) M ... Q. Mab^ VIII. 5.

She smothered Reason's babes in their birth ; , . Falsehood, 50.
Baby, n. an infant.

Whom I have nursed a baby in my arms. . . Cycl. i^^.
Not less her subtle, swindlmg baby, . . . Horn. Mercxi.. 8.
Tlian a baby's rocked on its nurse's knee, . . Rosal. 347.A baby's or an ideot's brow, Triumph, 499.

Baby, co7nh, adj. attrib. (1) timorous, childish.
rock to rest Your baby hearts Cenci, iv. ii. 40.

(2) a pet name given by James I. to his son.
Thus Baby Charles, Ch. 1st, n. 394.

(3) innocent.
The baby Sleep is pillowed : Damon, i. 43.

n 11 1, . Q. Mab, 1. 40.
torn the robe From baby truth's unsheltered form. Falsehood, 22.

*Baby-sword, c. n. toy-sword.
lifts His baby-sword Qven ift a hero's mood. . Q. Mab, Iv. no.

^Babyhood, n. period of infancy.
make men The playthings of their babyhood^ . . m. 211.

Babylon, n. (1) a city on the Euphrates, capital of Assyria.
the fallen towers Of 5a^/(3«, Alastor iir.
Ere Babylon was dust, Prom. \. 191.

(2) Fig. a labyrinth or wilderness.
This Babylon of crags and aged trees, . . Calderon, II. 169.

Babylon, n.

to torment Mesopotamian Babylon CEdipus, I. 156.
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34 BABYIiOK'IAK"—BAPriiED.

*Ba1>ylonla]i, adj. (1) of Babylon. *

To sting the ghosts oi Babylonian king^ , . . (Edtpus^ i. 271.

(2) the puritan synonym for popish.
Beside him moves the Babylonian woman Invisibly, Ch. u/, I. 61.

Bacchaual, n. Fig. a deep drinker, or reveller.

Wild^yBcc^awa/of truth's mysterious wine, . . Ode Lib. XIV. 5.

Bacchanal, adj. Fig. anarchical, riotous.

'Tis the bacch. triumph which maltes Truth dumb, Castl. Adm. iv. 4.

Bacchanals, n. Fig. revellers.

How like Bacchanals of blood Ode Lib. xii. 6.

^Bacchic, adj. savouring of, sacred to, or relating to Bacchus.
for all delight Of Bacchic sports, Cycl. 29.

I bring no gold, but ^accAzi: juice 132.

the Bacchic dew Of joy-inspiring grapes. . . .
—— 169.

Delighted with the Bacchic drink 442-
When vanquished by the Bacchic ^ovj&t^ he sleeps, 454.
beyond the peak 0(Bacchic Nysa, . . . Prom. HI. iii. 154.

Baochns, n. the God of wine.
O, 5'a£:c>^Mj, what a world of toil. Cycl. 1.

You brought young Bacchus to Althaea's halls ? . 44.
Bacchtis/O belovfed, where, 65.

arrived At the blithe court oi Bacchus 91.

the Pirates who had kidnapped Bacchus. . . 105.
The son of Bacchus, for your clearer knowledge. 130.

Great Bacchus calls me forth to dance ! . , —— 149.
What is this tumult ? Bacchus is not here, . . . 184.
The exultation and the joy oi Bacchus. .... 409.
and find Bacchusyowx ancient friend ; . . . . 433.
I am well skilled In Bacchus^ 527.
"What sort of God is Bacchus then accounted ? . 528.
If you leave aught, Bacchus will dry you up. . 584.
boys of Bacchus, children of high race, .... 594.
Will serve our Bacchus all our happy lives. . . 718.

Back, n, A. Lit, the hinder or upper part of the body
from the neck downwards.

Torture your back with stripes, 216.
With pitying my own back 647.
Or stEibs the wearer's enemy in the back/ . . Faust, li. 309.
They stabbed them in the back . Laon, xi. xx. i.

There was a bow of sleek devotion. Engendering
in his back/ Paier, vii. vii. 4.

Like the water-snake's belly and the toad's back. Sensii. PI. in. 53.
pierced through his breast and his back, .... Vis. Sea, 64.
And like Arion on the dolphin's back Witch, LV. 4.

B. Fig. fl) the upper or hinder part.
Leaps on the back of my sailing rack, .... Cloud, 33.

(2) the body generally.
Rags on my back, and a false innocence.... Cenci, v. i. 86.
Wrap thy old cloak about thy back / , . Ch. ist, i. 43.A rod in pickle for the Fool's back/ II. 50.

(3) to turn one's back, to leave,
and turn your back On all this mirth ? . . . . Calderon, 1. 25.

Bacfe, adv. (1) to a rearward position,
flung back The deluge ctf our foaming cavalry; , . Hellas, 375.
And has beat back the Pacha of Negropont. . . tf^<.

Christian night rolled back upon the West . . . Prol. lieltas, 171.

(2) away from the front or actual position.
she drew back a while, Alastor, 184.
And we shrank back : Prom. I. 103.

(3) retreat mentally.
Why linger, why turn back Adonais, Llll. i.

(4) into the past, backward in time.
Treading their still path back to infancy, . . , Ch. 1st, II. 12,

shall start. Look back, and shudder Q. Mab, v. 259.

(5) of return, opposite direction in space.
I will go back and kill him Cenci, iv. iii. 34.
Was led amid the admiring company B. to the palace, Ginevra, 100.
Turned b. towards their fields of asphodel ;— Hom^. Merc, xxxvii. 2.

Back to your towers of iron^ Prom. i. 344,
Fled bam like eagles to their native noon, . . . Triufnph, 131.

(6) reversal of progress, resumption of condition or
position.

shall flow Back to the burning fountain . . . Adonais, xxxviii. 6.
Rolled back its impulse on his vacant brain. , . Alastor^ 191.
guide thee back to solitude April, 1814, 8.

(7) reversal, restoration of former state.

crawl Back to her cold hard bosom Ch. 1st, I. 161.
Qota&back, thou dearest one—Return, ah me! return Laon, xi. vii. 7,
And thou, dull beetle, get thee back to hell ! . . CBdipus, I. 270.
How shall ever one like me Win thee back again? Rarely, n. 2.

(8) backwards, without change of locality.

He ceased, and overcome leant ba^k awhile, . . Julian, 511,
And casting back its eager head Laon, l. x. 6.

whose necks on high Curve ba^k, Horn. Moon, 14.
Throw b. their heads and loose their streaming hair; Triumph, 147.

(9) indicating refusal.

the Hol)^ Father Has sent back your petition . . Cenci, 11. i, 25.

(10) in restraint, state of check.
Held back the base hyenas of the battle .... Hellas, 403.

(11) off or open, aside.
threw his vest back suddenly. Laon, xi. xxv. 8.
Have drawn back the figured curtain of sleep . . Prom. IV. 58.

(12) of re-appearance.
When winter had gone and spring came back . . Sensit.Pl.ill. 114.

(13) of resumption.
take back the wealth thou gavest : Ch. isi, II. 303.
would you take all beauty . . . Back to the Paradise Fiordispina, 74.

(14) in requital or retaliation. •

I'll echo back their deadly yells again, . . . M.N.Despair, -^/i^.

^Backbone, n. the spinal column.
With pitying my own back and my back bone, . Cycl. 647.

Backed, pp. Fig. supported.

and backed it with My earnest prayers, , . . Cenci, II. ii. 60.

Backs, n. (1) pi. of Back.
And on the earth upon their ba^ks . ... Horn.. Merc. xx. i.

(2) Fig. and satir.

The boldest turn their backs upon themselves ! . (Edipus^ I. loi.

Backward, adv. (1) thitherwards.
Backward and forward drove he them astray, Horn. Merc. xin. 3.

(2) so as to affect the present.

Past woe its shadow backward threw, .... Rosal. 805.

Bacon, n. Fr. Bacon, Ld. Verulam, 1561-/626.
whispered aphorisms From Machfavel and Bacon: Ch. ist, i. 55.

If Bacon's eagle spirit had not leapt Triumph, 269.

Bacon, n. salted swine's flesh.

Greased with the pounded bacon/ CBdipus, 1. 337.
All flesh is grass ;—no bacon but is flesh— . . ll. i. 79,
no bacon but is flesh—Ye are but bacon. . . . II. i. 80.

and they dine On bawn . . 11. i. 136.

Bacon, comp, adj. attr.

(Which is not green, but only bacon colour) . 11. i. 81.

Bad, adj. (1) evil, as opposed to good.
So good and bad, sane and mad, Peter, iii, xxii, i.

And then I saw that they were bad/ . , . vi. xv. 2.

Nor good, nor bad—nor knave nor fool, . . . vi.xviii. 4.

bad delights, And selfish cares, . . . . Front. IV. 406.

(2) depraved, vicious.

Watching its bold and badcax&er, . . . Cenci, I. i. 50.
now sleeps Lapped in ^aaf pleasures, . , . III. ii. 86.

(3) serious, unsatisfactory.

This sounds as bad as truth . v. ii. 20.

(4) ruthless, tyrannous.
In the right hand of bold bad mighty kings . . Ch. isi, II. 300.

(5) worthless.
And as bad weeds quickly grow, Dezfil, V. 2.

(6) poor, ineffective.

And gives so bad a light, . . ... Faust, II. 20.

(7) wrong, ill ordered.
I find all there, as ever, bad at best. . . . i. 56.

(8) insincere.

Like a bad prayer not over loud, ... . Mask, xvii. 3.

(9) aggravated, serious.

Some said it was a fever bad— Peter, I. iii. 4.

(10) damaged, unwholesome.
Of giving soldiers rations bad— • 11. ;k. 5.

Bade, v. tr. p. t. of Bid. A. Lit. (1) ordered, commanded.
I bade thee summon him :— ... ... Hellas, 135.
And bad.e the gondolieri cease to row. .... Julian, 95.
But when he bade her to his secret bower Be borne, Laon, Vll. v. 4.
and bade the torturing wheel Be brought, . . • x. viii. 7.

(2) invited or told (sarcastically).
bade us eat or starve, And we have eaten.— . . Cenci, li. i. 68.
And bade him bear his wrongs to his own grave . iv. iii. 15.

(3) wished I might.
And bade me thrive : . , . v. ii. 28.

(4^ invited to.

Bade us embark in her divine canoe ; . , . Laon, xil. xxxii. 2.

That bade me recline on the shore ; M.N. Ravail^ 15,-

B. Fig. (1) caused, permitted, allowed.
And bade the frozen streams be free, ... , Jane, Inviin, 14.
Bade sympathy's tenderest tear-drop to flow. . . Tear, IV. 4.And ^iZi/e her mfant suck Zao», x. xix. 9.
'Tis not—he never bade the war-note swell, . . M.NlPost.Fr. 35.
Which bade them blaze, and live, Fr. Athan. I.^
Bade them pursue their way Q. Mab, I. 206.
and bade extend amain Its storm-outspeeding wings, Witch, XLVII. 5.

(2) wished.
bade the Spring good morn

; UnJ. Dr. 71,

(3) prompted to.
but what his judgment bade Would do, . . . E. Williams^ Vll. 4.
Fear, The nurse of Vengeance, bade him wait . . Laon, IX. xiii. 2.
Whose stingings bade thy heart look further still, Q. Mab, IX. 182.

Bade,^^. ordered.
is dragged From sufferings . . . And bade to answer, Cenci, v. ii. 42.

*Badffers, n. nocturnal hybernating quadrupeds,
let us hunt these ugly badgers down, OSdipus, II. ii. 117.

Baffle, V. tr. (1) confound or upset.
in truth they might well dfl^e Any belief— . . . Ce««', II. ii. 64.
(2) disappoint.

To dfl^c the lean passions of their prey, .... Death Vang %\.
Baffled, V. tr. foiled, counteracted.
Wile^«^^<;wile, Z«ff«, I. xiv. ..

Baffled, j$^. (1) thwarted, nonplussed.

"S^^^^v ^ vi?M y.^^T'"^
*'*-^*^- Julian, iio.

Baffled with blast of hope-consuming shame ; . . TV. Athan. i, to.



BAFFLED—BAITDS. 35

Awhile thou stoodst Baffled and eloomy \ . . . Q. Mab^ vi. 94.
Awhile thou stoodest, Baffled ana gloomy . . . Superstition^ 23.

(2) disappointed.
a young maiden Has baffled Havock of the prey . Laon^ iv. xxiii. j..

Baffled, ppl. adj. thwarted, confused, defeated, hindered.
Make thee a victim of my baffled rage Calderon^ III. 138.
Our baffled army trembled like one man .... Hellas^ 378.
And baffled\\ss^ like ice still clung to me, . . . Laon^ li, xxi. 6.

causes The baffled heart to speak VI. xxxi. 2.

gazed on him With baffled wonder, xi. xiv. 2.

My baffled looks did fear M.W. Cl.-a,.

Baffles, V. tr, foils.

As one who baffles a deep adversary

;

Cenci^ V. ii. 183.

*Baffliiig, pr. pple, bewildering with astonishment.
5a^m^ belief, and overpowering speech ; . . . III. i. 164.

Bag, n. a small sack or receptacle.
Each had a 5a^ of coin; IV. iv. 83.

Bag, n. the bag which held the papers incriminating Q.
Caroline.

Behold this bag/ it is The poison bae^ .... CBdipus^ I. 346.
The poison io^ of that Green Spider Tiuge, . . i. 347.
Be thou called The green bag^ I. 361.
Believe that the contents of the green bag . . i. 388.
Behold this bag/ a bag— .... . . ii. i. 73.

'

This divining bag (Which is not green, . . . 11. i. 80.
Dews of Apotheosis from this bag. . . . ii. i. no.
The bag Is here II. ii. 71.

Bags, n. pi. of B^g.
Oh ! no green bags//.... II, 1. 74.
churches, and cant, and green bags^ ii. ii. 45.

*Baise, n. a bay on the western side of the Bay of Naples.
Beside a pumice isle in Baim^s bay, .... OdeW.Wind, ill. 4.
Or the waves oiBaice^ ere luminous Sensit. PL III. 3.

*Baiaii, adj. in the Bay of Baise.

the Baian ocean Welters with airlike motion, . . Naples^ 26.

Bail, n. surety given for appearance.
That bail be not accepted for the prisoners . . . Ch. ist, 11. 86.

:|:Bailiff, n. an officer under the sheriff.

No baiii^dared within that space Peter, Vli. xxiii. i.

Bailiffs, n. pi. of Bailiff.

5az7i^—chancellors—Bishops— . . .... III. ix. 2.

Bait, V. tr. (1) prepare,
toast a .piece of cheese And bait the trap ? . . , CEdipus, I. 183.

(2) persecute or harass.
Those who bait you, bait us

;

II. i. 150.

The Quarterly would bait you if betrayed ; . .St. Epips. 53.

Balance, n. (1) a pair of scales.

like a balance in which the angel Ck. 1st, II. 423.

(2) I*ig. rectitude of judgment.
And from his equal balance did require . . . Horn. Merc. Liv. 4.
or weigh In balance just the good and evil there ? L,aon, x. xlvi. 6.

Balanced, pp. (1) undecided.
While yet The fight hung balanced, there arose a storm Hellas, 611.

(2) poised, suspended.
Balanced on her wings of light, Lerici, 5.

*Balancings, n. ponderings, considerations.
No balancings of prudence, cold and long ; . . , Q. Mab, v. 234.

^Balbec, n. the ancient Heliopolis in Syria,

Athens, and Tyre, and Balbec, and the waste . . Alastor, 109.

^Balcony, n. an enclosed platform projecting from a window,
threwhis heavy corpse i' thegarden Under the balconyjCenci, IV. iii. 47.

Bald, adj. destitute of hair.

Has his bald head broken with stripes Cycl. 205.

^Balearic, adj. of the Balearic Isles.

The Balearic fisher, driven from shore, . . . Then
saw their lamp . . Pr.Athan. II. ii. 24.

Baleful, adj. noxious, pernicious.
The b. streams from whence these miseries flow ; .M.N. Post. Fr. 24.

Monarchs of earth ! thine is the baleful deed, . . 37.
the red and baleful %\x.w Q. Mab, VI. 45.

*Balk, n. a mountainous district of Turkey.
Through Balk, and where the desolated tombs . Alastor, 242.

Ball, n. the symbol of sovereignty.

sitting on the ball, and weighing words out . . Ch. 1st, xi. 43.

fBall, n. a social dancing-party.
But settling some dress or arranging some ball, . Devil, vii. 4.

What does he want then at our ball} Faust, 11, 339.

:{:Ballast, n. heavy material placed in a ship's hold to :Steady

her.

Throw you as ballast into the ship's hold, . . Cyd. 217.

Ay, heave the ballast overboard, Serchio, 73.

*BaUoon, n. an air-tight sack or bag distended with gas.
which make His little body like a red balloon, (Edipus, I. 187.

Balls, n. (1) the eye-balls.

But like the balls, their lids were stiff and stark
;
Laon, ill. xviii. 7.

(2) globes of ivory.

rolling billiard balls about, Julian, 157.

fBalls, n. social assemblies for dancing.
At conversazioni—5a//j-- Peter, III. xiv. 1.

Balm, V. tr. soothe.
Baljn thee with its dying tear. . . . . Mexican, IV. 10.

Balm, n. A. JM. fragrance,

ye flow'rets, spread your perfumed balm . . . M. N. Despair, 3.

Fall like a dew of balm upon the world. ... Q. Mab^ vi. 53.

B. Fig. soothing, peaceful influence.

Steeps not in balm the foldings of the brain . Cenci, iv. i. 179.

And the winds whose wings rain balm .... Eug, Hills, 359.
smiles to steep Your hearts in balm, Laon, v. x. 6.

That did suddenly steep In ^a/iwmybosom's pain, M. N. Ravail, 20-

Shelter, food, love's gentle baljn ? Men ofEng. IV. 2.

A ia/w was m the poison of the sting. . . . Mother ^ Son.^\v. ^.

shall float Under the stars like balm: Prom. iii. iii. loi.

the dew of our wings is a rain of 5«/?«y . . . iv. 125.

Made wounds whiai need thy balm. IV. 502.

fitying shed One drop ofifl/?M upon my withered soul. Q, Mab, III. 73.

t IS a sweet thing, friendship, a dear balm., . . St. Epips. 62.

*Balmiest, adj. A. Lit. most healing,

did close My wound with balmiest herbs, . . . Laon, V. xii, 9.

B. Fig. (1) most favourable.
Stars ! your balmiest influence shed ! . . , . Q. Mab, I. 114.

(2) softest, most gentle.

the baltniest sigh. Which vernal zephyrs breathe . IV. 1.

Balmy, adj. (1) soft, gentle yet refreshing.

The bahny breathings of the wind Desmon, II. ^"j.

sweeter than the balmy tears of even :— . . Horn. Merc. Lxxvi. 6.

Serene is the breath of the balmy air, . . . . M. N. Ravail, 93.
Flies forth its balmy breath . . Moonbeam., II. 5.

The sweetness of the balmy evening . , . . Mother^ Son, iv. 6.

The b. breathings of the wmd inhale Her virtues, . Q. Mab, vill- 112.

Whose broken murmurings swell the balmy blast Star, 9.

(2) agree9,ble or grateful to the touch.
In linen moist and balmy, Laon, III. xxix. 7.

(3) pleasant, agreeable.
breathes in the balmy groves, Q. Mab, VI. 158.

Baud, n. A. Lit. (1) a number or body of people.
well knew that gentle band Adonais, xxxiv. 2.

A field is spread, on which a newer band . l. 7.

For all that ^a«(/ of sister-spirits ... . . St. Epips. 173.
A ^a«(/ of brothers gatherina; round me, .... Laon, VI. ix. i.

and of this band, Wnoso will drag that woman . x. x. 7.

This sportive band of Satyrs near the caves. . Cycl. 92.
with no band Of Gods to bear him witness, . Hom. Merc. LXii. 5.

in a bandTht gaolers sent those of the liberal schism Witch, Lxxv. 5.

(2) a party of men joined for a purpose.
that ^awf/ Of free and glorious brothers .... Marenghi,Yl. 1.

A legioned dawrf of linked brothers ProTn.l.^ji.

(3) a party of soldiers.
The band, intrenched in mounds of Turkish dead, Hellas, 384.
and many a band The Arctic Anarch sent, . . . Laon, x. v. 8.

(4) applied to a group of cities.

Thou and all thy sister band .... . Eug, Hills, 156.

(5) a host of spirits.

a heavenly band Strew'd flowers of bliss . M. N. Raz>ail, 37,

(6) applied to thoughts or ideas.

And, did he wake, a winged band Rosal. 746

(7J a flat strip of any substance.
girds the earth, as with a band.— ...... Faust, i. 20.
and the bandOi her dark hair had fall'n, . Laon, \. xvi. 5.

B. Fig. a connecting link.

the fiery band which held Their natures, snaps— Xrium.ph, 157.

*Bandaffe, n. a covering bound on.
and takes the bandage from the other's eyes, . . Ch. 1st, 11. 47.

*Banda^es, ». wisps or swathes.
They shrank and brake like bandages of straw . Q. Mab, I. 190.

*Ba.JiAedf ppl. adj, (1) leagued, confederated.
or Erebus With all its banded fiends Dm-mon, 11. 21.

And all its banded anarchs fled, ... ... Hellas, 49.
Lift not your hands in the banaed "wbt, .... Ode, Arise, 20.

(2) ranged as trained soldiers.

will I seek Through their array of ^awakrf slaves . Laon, 11. xxxix. 5.
The banded slaves whom every despot sent

.

x. iv. 2.

(3) Mg.
Whose bandedv/av&s thp-t crystal cave had sacked vii. xxxviii. 7.

Banded armies of light and of air ; . . Vis. Sea, 1 19.

(4) covered witti a bandage.
Had their eyes banded: . Trium-ph, 100.

with banded eyes could pierce the sphere . . 103.

Bands, n, A. Lit. (1) bodies of armed men.
Our myriads before their weak pirate bands I . . Hellas, 463.
As night and day, those ruthless bands around, . Laon, iv. xxvii. 2.

Our bands outsprun? and seized their arms— . V. vi. 5,

Thus the vast array Of those fraternal bands . V. xiii. 9.

Those bloody bands so lately reconciled, . v. xvii. 2.

and did those rallied bands o'erbear. ... . vi. v. g.

of those brave bands I soon survived alone— . . VI. xviii. 6.

Friend, thy bands were losing The battle, . VI. xxv. 5.

why return. The victor bands, , . . . X. ix. 2.

(.2) swathings.
the woven imagery Of second childhood's swaddling b.. Witch, Lxx. 6.

(3)- ligaments of willow twigs,

coupled two by two With willow bands/ . . Cycl. 203.
bound Stiff withy bands the infant's wrists around. Hom. Merc lxix. 8.

The withy bands, though starkly interknit, . . lxx. 2.

and sustained them-wiui rods and ozier bands/ . Sensit. PI il. 38.
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B. Fig. ties or uniting influences.

good with ffood must wind In bands of union, . . Loon, IX. xxyii. 8.

These are the hands which closely, warmly, tie . M. N. Ravail^ 48.

Bandy, v. tr. Fig. interchange.
That you would iandy lover's talk with it . . . C«»o', V. ii. 10.

Bane, ». (1) curse, cause of unhappiness, ruin.

this my $a»£ and my disease, Cgnci] iv.i. 118.

by a fell &ane Was withered up Laon, II. iy. i.

could transmute Into a mortal bane^ ... . V. Ivi. 8,

Which, like a plaefue, a burthen, and a bane, . . VIII. viii. 5.

A bane so much the deadlier fills it now, . . . CEdifius, I. 350.

Bane of all genius, virtue, freedom, truth Q. Mab^ III. 178.

the bane that poisons earth To twine its roots . . IV. 262.

the blighting bane Of commerce ; . . . . . V. 103.

No longer prostitution's venomed bane .... IX. 87.

,(2) destruction, deadliness.
the pest's swift Bane When its shafts smite— . . Laon. VI. xvii. 2.

the nightshade's tempting batu Q. Maby VIII. 129.

Banish, v. tr. dismiss, drive away. 1

and banish weak-eyed Mercy to the weak, . . . Clt. isi, II. 129.

Or the care he could not banish Peter^ II. xii. 5.

Banished, ///. adj. exiled, outcast.
Fqr the poor banished insects, whose intent, . . Sensit PI. II. 47.

Banishment, n. a state of exile.

he went Alone, as you may guess, to banishment. Marenghi^ xil. 6.

Bank, n. (1) tlie side or margin of a river.

Where, through aij openiijg qf the rocky ban\ . Alastqr. 391.
So men sit shivering on the dewy batfk^ ' . . Cenci, II. 1. 126.

through grass that grew Upon its bdnk^ .... Matitda, 27.

come lower Towards this bank. ....... 40.
Along a shelving 5o«^ of turf, ... ... Question^ 1. 5.

(^2) a grassy mound or slope.
He sought in Nature's dearest haunt, some bank, Alastor, 429.
As a green bank with flowers— tlom. Merc. LXIII. 4.
s.b. o'ertwined With strange and star-bright flowers,.Z^a(3«, xir. xviii. 4.

(3) a liigli mound or ridge of land.
Upon the bank of land which breaks the flow . Julian, 2.

(4) a boundary or division.
whose bank On either side Laon, XI. iii. l.

•f-Bank, n. the £ank of England.
To seize upon the Bank and Tower, Mask, xxl. :;.

*Banknotes, n. paper money.
Who rule by viziers, sceptres, banknotes, words, . CBdipus, II. ii. 8.

*Banknotina, n. tiie Bank of England.
Upon my accomplished daughter Banknotina, . I. 203.

Banks, ». (1) pi. of Bank (1).
between banks Of mossy slope, Alastor, 399.
the cove Is closed by meeting banks, .... 406.
Pollow the herbless banks ofthat strange brook . Orpheus, 7.

While it flows musically through green banks, . 62.

(2) the district through which a river flows.
Even as a tiger on Hydaspes' banks Witch, LI. ^.

(3) pi. otBank (2).
That blooms in mossy banks and darksome glens, Dcemon, II. 264.

,, ,, ,, „ „ „ Q: ^ab, IX. 169.
violet banks where sweet dreatus brood Triumph, 72.

Banner, n. A. Lit. an ensign or flag.

the thunder-bearing &K»e?- Of Mahmud; . . . Hellas, i6y.
Or like the banner of a conquering host, . , . CBdipus, II. i. 99.
Whose banner hangeth o'er the time-worn tower Q. Mab, iv. 13.

B. Fig. (1) of power or force.
The vultures to the conqueror's banner true . Adonais, XXVIII. 3.

Chased by the wind, flies the insurgent banner, . Hellas, 461.
wave high the bannerI Ode, Arise, 15.
From the tyrant's banner torn, Prom. I. 698.

"

(2) applied to a cloud.
V^fhen thg whirlwinds my banner unfurl Cloud, 62.

Banners, n. ensigns or flags.

New banner^ shone
: Laon, vi. xviii. 4.

Freedom's bloodless da««tfrj wave,— . . . . Mexican, \. ^.
See ye the banners blazoned to the day, .... Naples, 132.

Banquet, n. (1) an entertainment, a feast.

the b/mjuet of the free Was spread Laon, V. liv. 4.

(2) lironically).

Left Plague her banquet in the jEthiop's hall, . . jx. xvii. 5.

Banctuet in hell, c. n. the title of a book or poem.
Till Lionel's ^banquet in heir you hear, .*"

. . Rosal. 687.

Baptism, «. Fig. form used in bestowal of a name.
Murmured this pious baptism :— CBdipus, I. 360.

Baptisms, n. the religious rite of baptjzing.
Oi Baptisms, Sunday-schools, and Graves, . , . Peter, vi. xxxii. a.

jIBaptized, pp. Fig. sprinkled with.
Let all 5a^^2>^f/ by thy infernal dew CEdipus, I. ^6$.

Bar, V. tr. (1) stop, block up.
.ffa^ all access to retribution first, Ctf««' iv. iv. 118.
Will bar the way and catch you as you pass. . Cycl. 674.

(2) hinder, shut out from.
That bar thee from all sympathies Q. Mab, IV. 258.

Bar, n. (1) the barrier in a court at which prisoners are
stationed.

Officer, take the prisoner from the bar, .... Ch. ist. III. 33.

t(2) a ridge of sand at the entrance of a harbour.

billows leaping on the harbour bar, Laon, III. xxx. 2.

(3) barrier.

Through the veil and the bar Prom. II. iii. 59.

''^Barh, n. a hprse of the Barbary breed, poet, used for anyhorse.
Thy barb whose hoofs outspeed the tempest's flight Arabic, Imit. 1. 5.

spurs a Tartarian barb Into the gap Hellas, 838.

Barbarian, adj. brutal, uncivilized.

the tales Of this barbarian nation, Q. Mab, II. 159.

Barbarian,
,
comb. adj. attrib. {ironical) an uncultivated

person.
In that fe?-for!aK Shakespeare poking ?. . . . Peter, vi. iv. s.

^Barbaric, adj. pertaining to barbarism.

human bones, barbaric gold, ...,-... Damon, I. 264.
Inwrought with emblems of barbaric pride ? . . Naples, 13^.

Were lite those monstrous and barbaric shapes. Prom. III. iv. 168.

Barbed, 2>;S.^armed, pointed.

His crooked tail is barbed with many stings, . . CBdipus, 1. 158.

Barbed, ppl. adj. A. Lit. furnished with barbs.

Was forcing the point of a 3ar&£i/ dart . . , . Rosal. 106^.

B. Fig. (1) bearded or furnished with points.

and dull the barbed fire against his frozen cheek. Adonais, XI. 9.

(2) sharp, spiteful.

5a^^^i/ tongues, and thoughts more sharp . . . xxiv. 6.

*Barbs, n. Fig. deadly weapons.
And those thrice mortal barbs . . . ^ . Laon, VII. i. 9.

Bard, n. (1) a poet.

no lorn bard Breathed o'er his dark fate . . Alastor, 58.

the tale Woven by some subtlest bard, . . . Sunset, 35.

(2) (ironical) a versemaker.
At others a Jas'f/ bartering rhymes Peter, u. ii. 3.

Bards, n. poets.

Then Greece arose, and to its bards and sages, . Laon, I. xxxii. r.

And from the lore of bards and sages old, . . iv. xii. 2.

the enduring memory Of sages and of bards . . IX. xv. 3.

The voices of thy bards and sages thunder . . . Ode Lib. vi. 5,

See the great bards of elder time, Triumph, 274.
' Bare, adj. A. Lit. (1) , uncovered, exposed to view.

Made bare his branded and ensanguined brow, Adonais, xxxiv. S.
now leave it bare Even to the joyous stars . . . XLl. 8.

her fair hands Were bare alone, Alastor, 166.
her outspread arms now bare, ... . 177.
With bosoms bare, and bowed heads, . . . Dtemon, I. 278.
And my bare Umbs his mantle did enwrap, . . Laon, ill. xxxi. 5.
and makes she bare Her breast, . . ... x. i. 8.

His head and feet are bare, .... ... xil. iii. 1.

struck upon my forehead bare, . _ Matilda, 8.
with bare tusks And wrinkled snouts CEdipus, I. 317.
The soul of her beauty and love lay bare : . . . Sensit PI. I. 32.

(2) open, unbroken by trees or buildings, desolate.
Folded athwart their shoulders broad and bare ; . Gisb. n8.
on the bare strand Upon the sea-mark . . . Laon, I. xvi. 7.
a bare strand Of hillocks Julian, 3.
a chasm desert, and bare, and broad Laon, vil. xxxviii. 9.
boundless and bare The lone and level sands . Osym. 13.
Space is roofless and bare,

.

. . . Prol. Hellas, ^6.
As the bare green hill . Prom. TV. i8i.
Bare winter suddenly was changed to spring, . . Question, I. 2.

With streams and fields and marshes bare, . . Serchio, 43-
so that the world is bare, Tiruier ofFam. 16.

. Had left the earth bare as the wave-worn sand . Zuaa, I. 6.

(3) exposed, open.
Leaves the green earth to my embraces bare. . . Apollo, II. 6.
With this enchanted rod, and Hell lay bare ! . . CEdipus, I. 149.
(4) leafless.

Bare woods, whose branches stain, A Dirge, 6.
Of starry ice the gray grass and bare boughs ; . Alastor, 10.
The bare boughs are sighing Autumn, I. 2.
There was no leaf upon the forest bare, . . . Ch. 1st, v. 14.
gie grey earth and branches bare and dead

; . . Epips. 326.
Strip its green crown of leaves, till all is bar-e; . Laon, X. xvii. 2.
Its branches bare and bleak, Pr. Athan. II. iv. 14.
And were caught in the branches naked and bare. Sensit. PI. III. 105.
The birds did rest on the bare thorn's breast, . . The Cold, II. 3."

(5) destitute of verdure.
On black bare pointed islets ever beat . , . Alastor, 86.
FiUmg their bare and void interstices.— .... Epips. 482.
rude, Jace, and high, MontB.m.
Lone sitting on the bare and shuddering rock, . Q. Mab, VI. 169.

(6) clear, unclouded.
The pavilion of heaven is bare, Cloud, 78.
the blue heavens were bare, Julian 2S
heaven stript bare Its depths over Elysium, . NapUs. 41.As when night is bare Skylark, !&.

(7) destitute.

- These lone rocks are bare of men. . . Cvcl 100
(8) unsheathed. j, ^.

armed men, whose glittering swords were bare, . Laon, III. vi. 8.

(9) without sail or rigging.
he spread his cloak aloft On the bare mast, . . Alastor %\->.

(10) unfledged. ' ^ ^

Sate hatching their &?-« broods Triumph, Koi.
B. Fig. (1) exposed, disclosed.

Killing Its flowers and leaving its thorns barel , Hel/as, 677.
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Made bare the secrets of the earth's deep heart ; . Prom, IV. 279.
the abyss shouts from her depth laid hare,, . . . iv. 422.
to her eyes The naked beauty of the soul lay bare^ Witch^ LXVI. 3.

(2) stripped of disguise or secrecy.
And lay me bare, and make me blush .... Cenci, I. ii. 86.
to strip Its wearer bare as infamy IV. i. 62.
Strip them, as kings are, bare; Nat Ant. IV. 6.
Goddess bare, and gaunt, and pale, (Edipus, II. ii. I.

aye, lay all bare Cenci, ill. i. 157.

(3) mere, scanty, meagre.
By which you might obtain a bare provision . . II. ii. 2.

Bare must be the provision which strict law Awards, II. ii. 4.
bare fulfilment of the common laws Q. Mob, V. 105.

(4) plain, distinct.

Thou sealedst them with many a bare broad word Julian, 432.

(5J
destitute of value, desolate, wretched.

Making earth bare and veiling heaven Adonais, xxix. 7.
they last On Death's bare ribs had cast. . . . Hellas, 210.
despair Of human things, had make so dark and b. Loon, II. xxiv. £.
The winds that stript it bare blew on . . . Prol. Hellas, 40.
Of Death's bare bowers Prom. iv. 19.My cold bare bosom : .... iv. 361.
(e) simple, mere.

for the bare word Is hollow ijiockery. .... ^enci. III. i. 342.
Bare, v. tr. (1) carried.
one bare A lighted torch, Laon, III. xiii. 4.
and the seven . . . four stiff corpse bare, , . . iii, xxv. 2.

(2) carried along (on a stream).
fast and faster bare The spirit-winged boat, . . xil. xxxviii. 8.

(3) of child-bearing.
Whom to wise Saturn ancient Rhea bare. . . Horn. Venus, 40.

Bared, v. tr. exposed, showed.
^aj'tfaT her scorned charms in vain; . .... . /.oom, x. xix. 6.
and bared -my bosom to the climp ..... Triumph, 467.

Bares, v. tr. Fig. opens, exposes.
Earth bares her general bosom to thy ken, . Laon, V. Song, 3. 13.

Bargain, v. intr. deal.
I would see all before I bargain Cycl. 130.

Bark, n. A. Lit. vessel, ship.
Our bark is as an albatross Epips. 416.My spirit like a charmed bark doth swim . . Frag. Sing. i.

and from that funereal hark I leaned, Juuan, 88.
a bark, which from a cha^m of mountains, . . Laon, l. vii. i.

then the bark Moved in. xviii. 2.
In trance had lain me thus within a fiendish bark. ill. xxx. 9.
and soon the bark Smote op the beach . . . iv. i. i.
They bore her to a hark, VII. ix.' i.
as her bark did through the waters glide, . , . xil. xx. 6.
her plumes the bark did guide. ....... xil xx 9Our bark hung there, xil xl. 5.Whose house is some lone bark, whose toil the sea, Moschus, jo.
Like some frail hark which cannot bear . . Rosal. Sic.
The 5ar>6 is weak and frail, W. Shell. 2.
On some frail bark in winter's midnight roar : . Wordsworth 8
B. Fig.

my spirit's hark is driven, Adonais, LV. 2.My far* by soft winds piloted : . . . . . Eug. Hills. 6a.
The frail bark of this lone being,) . . . . „i
For my bark, to pilot it I?,.'
Far o&srbark than our's were needed now . Hellas, 349."
our hark doth on its whirlpools bear, . . . , La4m, vi. xxix 4The floating bark of the light-laden moon . . Prom. ill. ii. 26.

Bark, n. the rind or outer sheath,
from two smooth laurel branches stript The *. Horn. Merc, xvill. 4.
dark Edge of the odorous cedar bark. . . . Sensit. PI. 11. 5&

Barked, pp. uttered a cry of anger or defiance.
Nor house-dog had barked at him on his road ; Horn. Merc, xxiv 6

Barks, n. (1) vessels.
The agile Hydriote harks with press of sail Dashed :— Hellas 485.
,(2) Ftg,
before Their barks are wrecked ....... Ginevra, 160.

Bam, n. a storehouse for field produce.
In poet's tower, cellar, or bam, or tree ; . . . . Gisb. 2.

Baron de Tott, diplomatist and traveller, 1733-93.
Baron de Toll's Memoirs beside them lie, . . . 98

Barred, v. tr. Fig. hindered, prevented.
The very hand That far^K^my passage. . . . Q. Mab \ll 202

Barred, //. j^z^f. shut out.
'

Why is she *a»-«<;from all society Cenci I i 46
Barren, adj. A. Lit. sterile.

. •
t •

Lifted their black and barren pinnaclps .... Alastor MS
and this shore More barren than its billows : . . Julian, ig.

,

ye plough The fap-«» waves of ocean, . . . Laon,\m.\,i. ,.
you may behold A dark and barren field, . . . Orpheus 1A fertile island in the barren sea, ... . Pr. Athan. 11. i. 10.Ihe crag-built desartsofthe«a^e« deep, . . Prom, ill m 122Barren and dark although they be, .... , Rasal 22
B. Fig. (1) dull, unprotitable.

Which bloom so rarely in this barren world ? . . Ch. 1st l 24Strewed flowers upon the Wot way, . . Jane, In-uitn, 1%.And clasps this barren worid Laon, V. Song, 4. le.

(2) profitless, useless.
«>h- o

rain and barren tears shall flow xil xxviii aWith fear and self-contempt and Sa;-re)/ hope. .Prom'l.%. '

The good want power, but to weep barren tears. Prom,, 1. 625.
And selfish cares with barren plough Rosal. 428.

(3) unproductive.
Both now grow farrow.' Ck. 1st, \l. 2C^.

Barricades, v. tr. Fig. renders impassable.
Because he locks, then barricades the gate . . Gisb. 228.

^Barrier, n. A. Lit. natural fence or fortification.

The rock-built barrier of the sea was past,— . . Laon, IV. iv. I.

B. Fig. check, hindrance.
He who made his agony The ^(i^'^/er Prom. I. iig.

''Barriers, ». (1) masses or heaps.
By darkest barriers of cinereous cloud, .... Even, Pisa, IV. -z.

(2) natural obstacles or divisions.
the marble barriers which it clove At Ripafratta, Serchio, 106.
As a flood rends its barriers of mountainous crag : Vis. Sea, ill.

Bars. A. Lit. iron gratings.
Through the black bars in the tempestuous air . Julian, 223.
B. Fig. (1) the containing forces.

The bars of the springs below ....... Arethusa, 11. 12.
loose The bars of that black dungeon— . . fiom. Merc. XLIII. 6.

(2) cage bars.
who dost for ever Beat thine unfeeling bars . . Epips. 14.

Bars, V. tr. Fig. secures.
Which bars the pit over Destruction's strength ; . Prom. rv. 564.

*Barter, v. tr. exchange.
Or barter wrong for wrong, ........ Marenghi I. 3.
Existence would I barter Mary who died, ill. i.

:J:Bartered, pp. exchanged away.
Is fe?:fe>-«rffor the poison of his soul; . . . Q. Mab,v.S2.
Or he was &r&«rf for the fame of power, . . vill. 174.

'"Bartering', ^/-. ///i». exchanging, selling (contemptuous).
At others a bard Aa«;^/-;«^ rhymes Peter, u. ii. ^.

Base, n. the lowest or supporting part.
around Whose cavemed base the whirlpools . . Alastor. aes.
fell Even to the 4are of Caucasus, ...... .

377.Scooped in the dark 4iw« of their aery rocks . . 424.Whosp caverned base with the vext surge was hoary ; Laon, 1. 1. s.
Round whose worn *. the wild waves hiss and leap, 11. xviii 4Around the base of that great Altar flow, . . . v. xli. 2.

Base, adj. (1) vile, contemptible, unworthy.
Base palterers

! Cowards and traitors ! . . . . Cenci, IV. iii 2?who make base their English breed Ch. 1st, I. 72.
if

. . . chance should bring Thee to base company, Dante Conv Kb
But he who gains by base and armed wrong, . Fr. Peo. Eng.12.
Or gjiilty fraud, or base compliances, „Held back the 4aj« hyenas of the battle. . . . Hellas 40%
Cunning, base, and cruel. He crouches, .... irag
O Liberty

! forgive the base endeavour, .... Laon, iii, xix. 1.
to tear From Its *«« shrine M. Ni Raiiail, 56.Ashamed of such *<w« company i)/iw,6, Lxxxviii. 4.

w?-™J'? 'S-°
'"^ '° ''^™ ^ ^""S i -"«'«'- IV. xvii. 3;Which halfsuspects Its own fa« lie Rosal. e,22

(2) miserable, wretched.
Like the base patchwork of a-leper's rags. . . . Ch. 1st 1. 130.

(,3) not pure, mongrel.
'

but, like hounds of a base breed. Gorge from a
stranger's hand Hellas, 468.Based,//. (1) resting on anything (really or apparently).

based on the sea and to heaven npcurled, . . . Vis Sea 108
^f^^donthelsvel^^teis Witch, iuzl 4.
(2) Fig. founded. .

*

^ajsoT on the crystMline sea Of thought and its eternity; Hellas 608
Is*aJcrfuponarockamidthatsea . . . . CEditus u ii^

jBaseless, adj. unfulfilled.
J"

.
'• 'o-

such dreams of baseless good Oft come and go . Tulian mi
Baser, adj. of a lower order or class.
Ail haser things pant with life's sacred thirst ; . Adonais xix 7as the *aj«rerements Had mutinied . . . Ck. 1st il 14KThe ^arsrfrpm the nobler; Epips.\76.*^'To nourish their bnght lives with baser prey, . . ^-S. A2

Bases, n. Fig. foundations.

_i'!™?'*^f^'°PP''=. • • • (Sdipus, 1. 100.

f.ff '
'"'^- "'^' "Dworthy, contemptible.

Whilst we for basest ends ... I fear, Orsino, . . Cenci. v. i 46O, *ar«r^ expedition!
. Cvcl 26ta slave Even to the «<M«r^ appetites— . . . .' ." g. j^afif'm. 3,.BasU, n. an aromatic herb {Ocymum Basilicuni).

'

Sweet *M!7 and mignonette? E.Viviani 2.
Basilisk, n. a fabulous venomous serpent.

'

Share with the green and golden «a«7w* . . , Dcemen, 11. ai.A human babe and a young basilisk; . . , Laon. v. 1 ,Be thou like the imperial ifM/&-rf Naples, ?,i.With the green and golden fam7«* Q. Mai viii ?^Basis, n. A. Lit. foundation. '
" '

each p%hty rock Stood on its basis steadfastly ; Mar. Dr. vil. 5.

Shakes the broad basis of thy blood-stained seat ; M. N. Post Fr 8a
BaaTs., V. mtr. A. ZzV. lie in quiet enjoyment oif
And I all the while hask in heaven's blue smile, . Ootid 20The spotted deer bask in the fresh moon-light . . Epips. «i-Sw* in the deep blue noon divine ifeSas,^
a. I'tg. ot tavour, happiness, &c.

And his smile warms those who bash in it, . . . Ch. 1st, 11. 25.
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Marenghi^ XXV. 6.

. Q. Mat, VIII. 148.

. Arethusa, v. 3.

. Hellas, 571.

774.

. Ch. ist, IV. 42.

parts ot fortifications.

. Hellas, 818.

When nations grown, tliat Itinffs may bask in bliss. Death Vanq. 7.

Dost bask under tlie beams of love, . . . . Matilda, 45.

jIBasked, v. intr. (1) existed joyously.
Basked in tlie moonlight's ineffectual glow, . . Dcemon, II. 118.

basked^oxvyas in the open smiles Of favouring heaven 1 OdeLtb.w.^.

(3) Fig. revelled.

His spirit basked in its internal flame,— . . Marenghi, XXV. 4.

Basket, n. a vessel formed of twisted materials.
She bore in a basket of Indian woof, Sensit. PI. II. 43.
In a ^flj^tf^, of grasses and wild flowers full, . . II. 45.

Baskets, n. pi. of Basket.
The new cheese pressed into the bull-rush baskets? Cycl. 188.

and brown corn set In baskets; Loon, V. Ivi. 9.

*Baskin|f, pr. pple. Fig. enjoying themselves.
Those gilded flies That, b. in the sunshine of a court, Q. Mab,ni.ioy.

Basks, V. (1) enjoys himself.
The fisher basks beside his red firelight. .

(2) exists.

Basks in the moonlight's ineffectual glow,

(3) Fig. revels.

Down one vale where the morning basks,

""Bastioned, pp. (1) Fig. fortified.

He, basttoned'm his citadel, looks forth .

Whose outwall, bastioned impregnably .

(2) hemmed in.

Is bastioned by the circumfluous sea, . .

^Bastions, n. A. Lit. the projecting
the earthquaking Fall of vast bastions .

B. Fig
whose moving turrets make The b. of the storm, . Witch, XLVlll. 7.

Bastwick, n. John Bastwick, 1593-1654, Physician and
Puritan agitator.

Bring forth the prisoner Bastwick : Ck. 1st, ill. i.

Bat, «. a nocturnal winged animal.
a ghastly bat, bereft Of sense, . . . . . . Medusa, IV. 3.
The owl and the bat fled drowsily. SercAio, 10.

Batb, A. Lit.
I rise as from a bath of sparkling water, .... Prom. iv. 503.
And the rose like a nymph to the bath addrest, . Sensit. PI. I. 29.
B. Fig.

A bath of azure light, among dark rocks, . . . Prom. IV. 504.
Bathe, v. I. tr. (1) Fig. make wet.
and b. His feet and robe with hot and bitter tears ? Cenci, V. iv. 33.

(2) cover with light, shine upon.
To bathe this burning brow Moonbeam, I. 2.

II. intr. Fig. revel or delight themselves.
They bathe in the fresh sunbeam

; Prom. II. iv. 166.
Bathed, v. I. tr. F'ig. made moist or wet.
The dampness ofthe grave B. iny imperishable front. Q. Mab, VII. 184.

II. intr. Fig. revelled, enjoyed themselves.
They bathed for a while in its silvery beam, . . . Bigotry, TV. 3.
III. re/l. Fig. immersed.

And loosened them and bat/ied lays&Xi thermn— . Pr. A Soul, 10.

Bathed, pp. Fig. (1) wetted.
For my dagger is bathed in the blood of the brave. Death, Dial. i.

Bathed in the same cold dew Xriuniph, 35.

. (2) touched or contaminated with.
Though ^fl/^^aT with his poison dew, Lffve, 8.

jBathing, pr. pple. Fig.
.
bathing her bright limbs in Ocean's tide, . . . Horn. Moon, 10.

Bathing, ppl. adj. engaged in the act of bathing.
Shaken from a bathing isooi-Tiym^Vs limbs and hair. Prom. IV. qoo

Bats, n. pi. of Bat.
^

.Clung to the rock like bats, Cycl. 401.
Between the quick bats in their twilight dance

; . Eiips. 532.
The bats are flitting fast in the grey air ; . . . . Even. Pisa I, ^.
The bats, the dormice, and the moles Pr. Wine 4.As bats at the wired window of a dairy, .... Witch, xvi. 5.

jBattalions, n. bodies of men in battle array.
And made a charge with those battalions bold, . (Edipus, i. 312.

Battens, v. intr. thrives, grows fat.

To the dull weed some sea-worm battens on : . . Prom.. IV. 542
*Batteries, n. ranges of artillery.

From the surrounding hills, the batteries blazed, Hellas, 380.
Mattering, pr. pple. bruising, beating out of shape.

to one void mass &«er!'«^ and blending. . . . /"j-otk. iv. 343.
Battle, n. A. Lit. {!) a combat betwixt bodies of arrned

men.
In the battle, in the darknesS, in the need, . . Arabic, Imit II e
in the battle of the sons of Earth, Cycl 6.
the messenger—who. .. saw the fe«/« Of Bucharest Hellas, 162.
Held back the base hyenas of the battle .... Voj
towards Nauplia when the battle Was kindled. . 482
At length the battle slept, . 630,
The battle became ghastlier— Laon, VI. xvi i
Friend, thy bands were losing The battle, . . vi. xxv. 6.He scents the battle's carnage from afar j . . M. H. Post. Pr 74Dares fearless the dark-rolling battle to pour, . . Tear, II. 2.

(2) a struggle betwixt two.
The foam and the smoke of the W//c, . , . Vis. Sea, i^S.

(3) without art. or pi. conflict, strife.

To burn before him in the night of battle .... Hellas, 365.
Thrice their keen wedge of battle pierced our lines. 377.
Was roused last night by the alarm of battle, . . 607.
Had bled in ^a^/e/ Mother Sf Son,\l. 2

When the blasts that called them to battle, cease. Ode, Arise, 39.
Of corpses, to a death-bird after battle.

" "

two vultures sick for battle.

B. Fig (1) struggle.

For in the battle Life and they did wage,

(2) an argumentative encounter.
The battle's loss may profit those who lose, .

"'Battle-cry, c. n. the shout of contending armies.

, Prom.. I. 340.
. Similes, IV. I.

. Triufnph, 239.

Calderon, I, 151.

, Hellas, S28.

. Ode, Arise, 7.

Mother!, Son, 11. 9.
Q. Mab, VI. 179.

VII. 216.

and now more loud The mingled battle-cry, ,

*Battle day, c. n. the time of war.
Who said they were slain on the battle day}

*Battle-fleld, c. n. place of combat.
More senseless than the sword of battle-Jield—
Has led two hosts of dupes to battle-field,

stood Opposed in bloodiest battlefield,

*Battle paean, c. n. shout of victory.
Echo to the ^fl^^/e^isaw Of the free

—

Hellas, 661.

*Battle-smoke, c. n. the smoke caused by the progress of a
battle.

lifting the heavy veil Of battle-smoke— . . . 498.
Stooped through the sulphurous battle-smoke . 51S.

*Battle-trumpet, c. n. trumpet used in battle.

On a battle-trumpet's blast Prom. I. 694.

Battlement, n. A. Lit. top of a wall or building with
embrasures.

In triumph bright beneath the populous battlement. Laon, v. xiv. 9.
B. Fig. (1) the edge of any great height.

Approached the overhanging battlement. . DcBnwn, I. 240.
. Q. Mab, 11. 69.
. Dcemon, II. 307.
. Q. Mab, VII. 6^.

IX. 214.

VI. 162.

'. St. Ir. (i) iii. 2.

M. N. Fragmt. 17.

. Wordsworth, 10.

. Death Vanq. 17.

That rolled beside the crystal battlement.
Arose beside the battlement,
That rolled beside the battlement,

(2) conformation.
shakes Its undecaying battlement.

*Battlemented, adj. resembling battlements.
silver towers Of batilemenied cloud, Ode Lib. V. 3.

Battlements, n. edgings of cloud resembling battlements.
Where crystal battlements o'erhang the gulph . . Damon, \. 226.
And pearly battlements around Q. Mab. II. 38.

Battles, n. pi. of Battle (1).
In the carnage-smoke of battles won ; .... Falsehood, 65.

*aattlLng, ppl. adj. (1) opposing, crossing.
mid those battling tides Is left Alastor 393.
unheeded the war Of the *a///;'»jf clouds, "' '

(2) rapidly moving.
'mid the tumult of the battling air,

(.3) striving, restless.

Above the blind and battling multitude

:

Baubles, n. vanities or follies.

That mortals baubles sunk decay, . .

*Baubo, «. name of a witch.
Old Baubo rideth alone Faust, 11. i^s.
Old mother Baubo, honour to you ! . . 11. 157.An able sow, with old Baubo upon her, . 11. 158.

jBaulk, V. tr. disappoint.
or baulk Some wishing guest of knife .... Peter, v. vi. 3.

Bay, n. an indentation of the shore in sea, lake or river.
The sacred bay of Teenarus Remains inviolate, . Cyd. 272.
And the dark rocks which bound the bright and

glassy bay Lao„ m. „. „.
And m some deep and narrow bay .

we anchored in a woody bay, ...
Were scattered o'er the twinkling bay.
Beside a pumice isle in Baiae's bay,
many a cove and bay.

Bay, n. leaves of the bay-tree.
And coronals of &JI from ribbons hung, . . . Gisb 2\%

Bay, V. tr. bark at.

As dogs bay the moonlight clouds Inv. Mis. xn. 3.
Bay, ». (1) at bay= a state of check or bafflement.
and stood at bay, Wounded and weak .... Etifis 275.The tiger leagues not with the stag at bay . . . HeUas w?.

(2) Fig.
""

Keep the fierce spirit of the hour at Sajj, . . . Ch. ist, 11. i6g.
*Bayonet, n. a dagger usually fixed on the end of a'gnn.
Let the fixM bayonet if^sk, lxxvii. i.And palisades of tusks, sharp as a bayonet: . CEdipus. n. i 144,

Be, irr. v. (1) exist, have existence.

^i^t^^^^^' ^""J
'"'°'' "?^='f '" '" -Adonais, xxxvii. 4Other flowering isles must & . . . . Euir HilLt -iiK

Whenweshalffenomore;- ... ' LfonXli^^a
In years which never more may be, ... Rosa] 180
All that frail stuff which will *e-or which was. . St. Weatth, 6.

(2) have place, happen.
Let a ereat Assembly fe Of the fearless . . . . Mask,-Uiv. i.
Spirits! how know ye this shall fe .J Prom. 1. ;%<).

v. liii. 3.

. IX. i. I.

. Lerici, 44.
Ode W. Wind, III. 4.

. Witch, XLIX. 8.
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and when this could not be . , Cenct. i. iii. n6.
this well May be Witch^ Ded. IV. 7.

(3) of condition.
When we shall be as we no longer are— .... Gish, 164.
Is boundless as we wish our souls to be: . . Julian. 17.
And that of him and all that his may be; . . Mont B. 9^.
And be as thou wert wont to be Rosal, 12.

(4) used for ;^rd pers. sing.
if there <5£ a sun in heaven Ctf««', li. i. 185.
ifman be The passive thing you say, . . . Julian^ 160.

(5) used for p^rd pers. pi.

Nor heed nor see, what things they be: .... Prom. I. 746.
Are to us as soft winds be To shepherd boys, . i. 798.
Barren and dark although they be Rosai. 22.

(6) used in imper.
Be there love's folding-star at thy return ; . . E^ips. 374.
itf merciful, O King oT Heaven ! Z-atJw, x. xxvii. 6.

Be thy name made holy now ! . . . . Mask^ XVIII. 4.

(7) used in potential m.
With reverence be it spoken, Faust^ II. 28.
but be at length our sins forgiven, Laon^ x. xxvii. 8.

Beach, n. the shore ofa sea, lake or river.

On the beach of a northern sea Bug, Hills, 45.
ten thousand cannon Lie ranged upon the beach^ . Hellas^ 323.
As past the pebbly beack the boat did flee . . JLaon^ III. xxxiv. 7.
anci soon the bark Smote on the ^fiocA .... iv. i. 2.

The billows on the beach are leaping around it, . W. Shel. L i.

Beacon, v. tr. Fig. mark with a beacon.
Beacon the rocks on which high hearts .... Epips. 148.

Beacon, n. A. Lit. a fire signal.

And those who sate tending the beacon'^s light, . Laon. v. ii. a.

B. Fig.
Thou beacon of love ! thou lamp of the free ! . . Hellas, 1041,

*Beacon-cloud, c. n. a puff of smoke acting as a beacon.
The blue ^^fliMK-f/tJMif broke, Fugitives^ ll. 12.

*Beacon.lig-hted, r. adj. furnished with beacons.
Caught, like mountains beacon-lighted, .... Hellas, 55.

*Beaconed, //. signalled or made known.
Our noonday path over the sanguine foam Was b. 506.

^Beacons, v. intr. Fig. shines as a signal or beacon.
Beacons from the abode where the Eternal are. . Adonais, LV. 9.

Beacons, n. guide-lights.
yet there rise A thousand beaco?is ... . . Xriu-mph, 207.

Beads, n. small globular bodies.
As many beads as he had boroughs,— Peter, vii. iii. 2.

Beatles, n. small hounds that follow entirely by scent.
let your noses be as keen as beagles, . . . CEdipus^ II. ii. 121.

Beak, n. A. Lit. a bird's bill,

with beak And talon unremittingjly assailed . . . Laon, I. x. 6.

polluting from thy lips His beak m poison . . . Prom. i. 35.
B. Fig. applied to a projection of any sort.

Under the grey beak of some promontory . . . Epips. 198.

*Beak6d, adj. Fig. (l) projecting like a bird's bill.

And I myself stood on the beaked ^rovs . Cycl. 17.

(2) shaped like a beak.
Up to some beaked cape of cloud sublime, . . . Witch, lv. 3.

Beaks^ n. (1) bills of birds.

Will serve your beaks for prey Far,Jaraway^ II. 5.
With quick lon^ beaks, Front. III. iv. 82.

(2) carved hgureheads or shapes.
anchors, beaks of ships ; IV. 289.

Beam, n. A. Lit. (1'^ ray or rays of heavenly bodies.
Rapid clouds have drank the last p^le beam of

even: April, 1B14, 2.

Fled like a sunny 6£a»«/ Arethusa, in. g.
Impenetrable by the noonday beam. Calderon, i. 21S,
whose beam, lies on the wide Atlantic, .... Ch. isi, iv. 19.
Will they, when morning's beam Dcenton^ i. 26.
some did shed A clear mild beafn like Hesperus, . i. 169.
There the broad beam of day, ... . , u. 201.

,t n n „ Q. Mab, IX. 122.

every motion, odour, beam and tone, . ... Epips. 453.
Dimly uplifting her belated beam, . . . Faust, 11. r8.

when with many a golden beam Laon, I. xlix. 7.
I sate beside him while the morning 5eaw2 . . . v. iv. i.

whose young gaae Feeds on the noontide beam,, . xi. xxiii. 2.

like Vesper^s serene beam- Pr. Athan. i. 61.

Which pours beyond the sea one steadfast beam, 11. ii. 28.
Some Spirit is darted like a beam from thee, . . Prom. iv. 327.
Some shed a mild and silver beam, . . . . . Q. Mab, I. 258.
Tinffe not the moon's pure beam.; IV. 12.

Reflect unmoved the Ungering beafn of day ; . . iv. 2'^.

Whom day's departing beam saw blooming there, rv. 49.
Flee from the morning beam : Vli. 271.
In which every sound, and odour, and beam., , . Sensit. PI. i. 92.
On those that were faint with the sxixmy beam.; . -—- 11. 34,
Oh, I would look In thy dear beam Star, 14.
A light of heaven, whose half-extinguished beam . Triumph, 429.
The sun averted less his oblique beaTn Unf. Dr. 193.

_ e'frery flower and beam, and cloud and wave, . . Woodman, 20.

(2) glancing light.

They bathed for a while in its silvery beant^ . Bigotry, iv. 3.

(3) a bright flicker.

like the last^^sm Of dying flames, Laon, xii. xvi. i.

(4:) a flash, momentary gleam.
Which the meteor beam of a starless night . There is no work, 2.

As a fenfire's beam, on a sluggish stream, . . . The Cold, III. 3.

B. Fig. {V\ light of experience,
to whose beam. The wingfed years Calderon, 11, 184.

(2) mental brightness, light.

That Envy lights at heaven-born Virtue's beam.— Death Van^. 24.
those eyes a kindling beam Of love divine . . . Laon^ i. xxiv. 7.

(3) capacity, intelligence.

Unfathomed by our intellectual beafn Calderon, I. 149.

(4) look, glance.
Darting; the beam that conquers cares .... Eyes, 11.

Its withering beam, upon his slaves Laon, xi. ix. 8.

(5) gleam.
Her madness was a beam of lijght, a power Which

dawned thro' the rent soul Laon, Vll. vii. i.

Heaven's light on earth—Truth's brightest beam, Peter, v. v. 3.
and no beam. Of joy may rise, Pr. Athan. i. 102.

Beam, n. the rafter of a house.
The falling beam, the shriek, the groan, . , . , Q. Mab, IV. 43.

*Beamed, v. intr. Fig. radiated, shone.
Some, female forms, whose gestures beamed with

mind. Laon, \. liv, ^.
smiles of tender joy as beamed from Cythna now. xil. xiii. g.
the stars, Which on thy cradle beamed . . . Q. Mab, vi. 73.

„ ,, „ ,, „ .... Superstition, 2,

^Beam-invested, comp. adj. surrounded by light.

The bean^invested steeds, Horn. Moon, 13.
*Beaming, ^r. pj>le. A. Lit. sparkling or shining.
The snake ... Is beaming vf'ith many a mingled hue- Rosal. 116.

B. Fig. shining mentally.
When no blissful hope on his bosom is beaming, . St. Tr. (5) i. 6.

was seen beatning through the mists of fear : . . Q. Mab, vili. 13.

*Beamingr, ppl. adj. A. Lit. (1) bright, sunny.
No storms deform the beantinghrasN of heaven, . Dcemon, 11. 61.

It M u n M n • • Q. Mab,w\\\. i\^.
That leads to azure isles and beaming ^les . Dcemon, 11. 257-

.) M ), )) t) n • - Q: Mab, ix. 162.
And the bright beam.ing sX^xs Dcemon, ii. 331,
Until the bnght and beaming A.z.y were spent, . Laon, 11, xxvi. 7.

(2) sparkling with sunlight.
With his blue and beaming waves. .... Eug. Hills, 99.
And wall impregnable of Seaming ice. .... Mont B. 106.

B. Fig. (1) smiling, pleasing.
fixed its blue and beaming eyes . . ... Laon, xil. xxiv. 2.

(2) radiant.
And the bright beaming stars Q. Mab, ix. 239,

(3) expressive of the last faint gleams of sunshine.
And pallid evening twines its dea?«i«^ hair . . . Sum-mer-Evg. 3.

(4) pleasant, radiant mentally.
And many days of beaming hope shall bless . . Damon, 11. 300.

n » M >i .. » • Q- Mab, IX. 207.
Most fortunate beneath lifes beaming morn ; . . Laon, Ded. ix. 7.

*Beaniing's, «. darting rays of light.

Whilst suns their mingling beamings darted . . Q. Mab, 11. 36.

*Beaniless, adj. (1) dull, without sunshine.
Drives through the grey and beamless atmosphere. Fr. Fitful^ 4.

(2) dulled by a brighter light.

Amid the gushing day beamless and pallid hung. Laon, iii. xiii. g.

(3) without lustre or brilliancy.
Were legible within his beafnless eye : . . . . Q. Mab, vii. 75.

*Beamlike, adj. sparkling as a flash of light.
But the bee and the beamlike ephemeris .... Sensit. Pi. 11. 40,

*Beanis, v. I. intr. Fig. sheds influence,
that sustaining Love . . , now beams on me, . . Adonais, LIV. 8.

II. tr.

His mild eye beams benevolence no more : , . . Q. Mab, in. 158.

Beams, n. A. Lit. (1) rays of heavenly bodies.
The beams of sunset hung their rainbow hues . . Alastor, 334.
With whose dun beams inwoven 648.
Even as a vapour fed with golden beam^ . . 66^.'

which the dawn Robes in its golden beams,— . 68S.
Through the dim beams Which amid the streams Arethusa iv. 7.
She shall not dare to look upon its beams; . . . Cenci, ii. 1. 180.
With thine own blinding ^^awj.' IV. i. 136.
a wreath Of heaven's b. for his dear innocent brow. Ck. 1st 11. 492.
And the beams of morn lie dead . . . Eug. Hilts, 211.
Any food but beams and wind, Exhortation, 22.
the same beams and showers Lull or awaken , . Fiordispiita, i6.
Climbs with diminished beams the azure steep ; . Gisb. 260.
and with keen beams. Like arrows . ... Hellas, 345.
her beams within abide, Hom. Moon, 9.
And as she grows, her beams more bright . . 17.
shot forth afar, clear beams of light ; Horn. Sun, 15.
like dew beneath the beams of noon Laon, i. v. '9.

Which cleaves with arrowy b. the dark-red air, . i. xxi. 4.
Mingling their beams in combat— i. xxvi. 6.
But from its beafns deep love my spirit drank, . i. xli. 4.
The beafns of that one Star did shoot i. xli. s!
and the beams Of mom descended on the ocean

streams, in,xxxiii.4.
Its yellow light, warm as the beams of day— , . jv. iii. 2.
the star whose b. the waves compel And tempests, iv. xvii.7.
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Doth the cloud perish, when the beafjts are fled . LaoH^ iv. xxxi. 3.

Like ^sa/wjthro' floating clouds ....... —— V. xlij 7.

That float among the blinding.^eawj of morning ; V. Song^i.T,.

In the eastern heam,s of Heaven . . ... VI. liii. 3.

shone the emerald beams of heaven, Vll. xi. 5.

Or when the beams of the invisible mooh, . . vii. xx. 3.

leap on the beaffts of morning's birth : . . . . ix. iii-_9.

Fresh flowers and beams like flowers, .... ix. xxii. 8.

its beams were lying Like boiling gold . . . XI. ii. 5.

It was a stream of nving beavis^ ... . . XI, iii. i.

did wear Light, as from starry beams / . . . . Xll, xx. 8.

the sunset's sea of beams^ Xll. xxi. 6.

As swift as twinkling beams^ xii.xxxiii.4.

O bid those beatjis be feadh a blinding brand . . Naples, 15S.

the Sun walks burning without beams/ .... Prom. I. 6^.
BeafH-s fall from high those depths upon .... II. ii;.!?-

and beams Which twinkle on the fountain's brim, III. iii. 30.

whose emerald beams Are twined in. iv. 3.

As the billows leap in the morning beams/ . . IV. 6&.

The enjerald light of leaf-entangled beams . . . IV. 258.

Vast beams like spokes of some invisible wheel . IV. 274.
The beams flash on . . , IV. 287.
Yon silver beams, Sleep they less sweetly . . . Q. Mab, III. 204.
the bright beams of frosty morning dance , * , IV. 61.

than the beams df heaven's pure orb, ^ IV. 151.

How in those beajns we walked, />-. Athan. Ii. ii. 59.
flowers burst forth like starry beavns :— . . .

—^ li. iii. 9.
faintest stars are scarcely shorn Of their thin b. . JRosal. 583.
The beams which dart from many a st&.r . . . Sensit. PL I. 80.

The moon rains out her beams^ and heaven is

overflowed Skylark, 30.

Or the faint morning beaffts that feill . ... Triumph, 373.
And, among the winds and beams Two Spirits^ 6.

Upon it pictured by the sunny beams Unf. Dr. 221.

seemed to be fire in the beams of the moon. Vis. Sea, 48.
the beams of the sunrise flow in, . . . . 1 17.

He kissed her with his beam,s^ Witch, II. o.

Dyed in the beams of the ascending moon. . . . LIII. 8.

The winter beams which out of Heaven slanted . Zucca, Vlil. 3^

(2) brilliancy from other sources than the heavenly bodies.
With moonlight beams of th^ir own watery light

;
Question, iv. 6.

the beafns that quench the sun Triumph, 102.

and vials which shone In their own golden beams— Witch, xx. 6.

(3) flashes or gleams.
till the pallid beams Of the last watchfire fell, . Laon, vi. i. 7.

(4) imagined light.

Arrayed her in its beams, , . , xi. v. 9.

B. Fig. (1) looks or glances.
Fold their 5. round the hearts of those that love, . Alastor, 443.
Whose beams anatomize me nerve by nerve . . Cenci, I. ii. 85.

Beam.s that were never meant for thme, .... Coleridge, 14,

did break With beams that might not be confined. Rosal. 1159.

(2) the light of liberty, love, hope, truth, &c.
From far Atlantis its young beams Chased the shadows Hellas, 70.
Dried with its beatns the strength in Moslem hearts, 503.
Beneath truth's steady ^£a?Mj upon its tumult cast. L,aon, II. xii. 9.

was o'er the world its gathered^, [of hope] to bear. iv. xvi. 9.

And whose beams are joys . . ... . L^on, v. Song^ 4. ii.

its beUfHs might pierce the night, x. xxxni. 3.

Dost bask under the beams of love. Matilda, 45.
With beams as keen as those which pierced . . Prol. Hellas, 170.
which their iSffowzj Shall build on the waste world ? Prom. 11. i. 125.

whom beams of brightest verse Are clouds to hide, iv. 534.'

(3) rays of thought or intellect.

fills The Universe with glorious beams, . Epips. i6y.

(4) ernanations.

Blending two beams of one eternity ! 48.

Beams, n. timbers of a structure.

The housedog moans, and the beams cracik : , Cenci, III. ii. 79.
Fitting the framework of a ship with beams, . Cycl. 462.

Beamy, adj. (1) brightly glancing.
Her biaiHy bending eyes, Alastor, 179.
Bending her beamy eyes in thankfulness. . , . Dcem^n, II. 308.

„ „ 1, _ ,j », .... Q. Mab, IX. 215.

(2) impalpable, like a sunbeam.
the Queen Shaking the beathy reins 1. 205.

Bear, n. a quadruped of the genus Ursus.
Grey wolf, or bear, or lion of the dell, . . Horn.. Merc, xxxvii. 4.

Bear, v. I. tr. (1) carry, take, draw.
Here, Andrea ! Bear the bowl around Cenci, i. iii. 90.
for few Of the fairies bear those bowls so new ! . Fr. wine, n.
Then i^flr it boldly to the revel loud, . . . Hom:Merc.L,xxxu. 1.

His rapid steeds soon bear him to the west ; . . Horn. Sun, 21.

her share To his averted lips the child did bear, . Laon^ v. xxx. 5.

Whither wouldst thou bear me ? Prom. 11. iv. 145.
^Who bear the untransmitted torch of hope . . . lii. iii. 171.

We bear the bier Of the Father of many . . . IV. 10.

We dear Time to his tomb in eternity IV. 14.

It was its work to bear to many a saint .... Witeh, xv! 5.

(2) support, uphold as a burden.
our bark doth on its whirlpools bear, ,

LaoH, vt. xxix. 4.

If I were a dead leaf thou mightest beaf*; , . Ode W. Wind, iv. 1.

bear The ghoat of its dead mother, Triumph, 83.

(3) wear, carry on the person.
These brows thy branding garland bear^ . » . Hellas, 679.
Forge arms,—in your defence to ^^ar. . * . * MenojEng.yi.^.

(4) bring, afford.

I bear light shade for the leaves when laid •. . . Cl&ud, 3.

(5) accompany, lead, conduct.
Is pledged to bear thee unto Cyprian Calderon, III. 108.

You desolation's gory throng Shall beai' . . . along Death vanq. 45.
beai' me to thine abode - . . . . Hellas, 955.
Oh, ^.3iz^ me to those isles ofjagged dlotid , . . —- g$y,
the slaves who bear Their mistress to her task— . Daon, III. ix. 2,

They gave him entrance free to bear me thencej . IV. xi. 5,

and bear o'er the dividing waves —^ Vlll. xxiv. 8.

(6) take away, carry off.

Or from the famished poor Bearye the earnings —=— Vlll. xviii. 5.

(7) waft, or carry along imperceptibly, as sound, news,

infection.

Like winds that 5tfar sweet music, Alastor,6^i.
Or the death they bear, Arabic, Imit. li. 2.

They bear destroying lightning, Hellas, 279.
was o'er the world its gathered beams to bear. . Laon^ iv. xvi. 9.

Bear thou news of Freedom's rest ! Mexican, III. 10.

they biar along with them The waning sound, . O^ph^us, 41.
Thence we bear the prophecy . Prom.. 1. 6^.
Which fails beneath the music i.hat I bear . . 11. 1, 51.

'Till some new strain of feeling bearThc song, 11. ii, 34.
I wildly then call'd on the tempest to bear me— . St. Ir. (i) v. i.

Of the flowers whose hues they bear afar ; . . , Sensiti PI. I. 81.

(8) force, impel.
beneath the weltering waters"^. The staggering shA'p—Hdm. Castor^ 15.

(9) have, hold, or possess.

a strange load my heart did bear^ .... . Laon, vil. xvi. 4.
do ye thirst to bear A heart viii, xxvii. 6.

Where many shapes one tribute ever bear} . . x. i. 6.

hopes which in their hearts the best and gentlest bear; Prom. 1. 775.

(10) produce, yield.

before they will bear wine Hofn. Merc. XV. 3.

who to him did bearA race of loveliest children ; . Horn, Sun, 6.

which in the woods the.strawberry tree doth bear, Marenghi, xiii. 5.

For the Sensitive Plant sweet joy to bear^ . . Sensit. PI. l. 95.

(11) sustain, carry out.

he doth bear His part, ... . . ... Adonais, xliii. z.

to bear Their portion 6f the toil, . ...'.. Triumph, 18.

(12) endure, undergo, suffer.

I S^ara darker deadlier gloom Than the earth's shade, Ce?ici,u.\.i8Q.
'Tis hard for a firm man to bear: . . t . . . 11. ii. 18.

the victims, bear worse punishment ... . iii. i. 192.

T must dtffl/' The imperious inquisition .... III. i. 274.
And bade him bear his wrongs to his own grave .

— iv.iii.15.

The very comfort that they minister I scarce can
bear, , E. Williams, ill. 6.

To bear scorn, fear, and hate, Hope, Fear, 14.

Month after month, he cried, to bear this load . Julian, 300.
But that I fannot oear more altered faces . . . 3"i2.

I live to shew How much men b^ar and die not ! . —— 460.
condemned to bear Scorn, heavier far than toil . Laon, II. xliii. 4.
has been taught to bear'Yne tyrants heaviest yoke, —^— rv. xviii. 5.

Gave strength to bear those gentle agonies, . . Love^ Hope, 35.
would perish rather than would bear The law's

stem slavery Mother^ Son,\i\. 'i-

To bear what they inflicted Justice doomed them ; Pan, Echo, 8.

no man could bear him Peter, VII. xii. 5.

I bear alone what nothing may avail To lighten— Pr. Athan. II. ii. 45.
On the living ^ave I bear Scatter them .... ReTnemb. III. 5.

I cannot bearThe murmur of this lake . . . Rosal. 61.
I could not bear the joy which gave 447.
Like some frail bark which cannot b. The impulse S15. ;

Of all the woe that now I bear. , ... 1048.
But Rosalind could bear no more, 1270.
Give care to the winds, they can bear it well . . Serchio, 53.
Which I have borne and yet must bear, . ^SV. Dejection, IV. 5.
which soon they stooped to bear. , . . Triumph, 116.

(13) carry along, entrain.
His aspirations bear him on so far Faust, i. 63.
the vast stream of ages b. away My floating thoughts— Laon, II. xii. 5.

(14) be capable of, able to sustain.
To its own likeness, as each mass may bear; - . Adonais, XLIII. 7.
and he would not bear Removal ; . ... Julian, 251.

(15) wear, (to the eye).
which bear As seen from Lido . . . The likeness . 77.A man would bear upon his face, . . . The yawn . Peter, vil. xxiii. 3.

(16) allow or admit of.

1 have business That will not bear delay. . . . Cenci, Ii. ii. 58.

(17) testify, speak to.

no band Of Gods to ^fiar him witness, . . . Horn,. Merc.'LS.\\.6.
^fior witness, Erin ! Ireland,!.
Bear witness Night, Laon, V. Song, 6. 2.

To bear true witness of the heart within, .... Matilda^ 44.
(18) behave or comport.

but bear yourselves like men Cycl. 599.
(19) be known by.

All earthly things that dare Her sacred name to b.,Nat. Ant. IV. 5.
and by the shores Which bear thy name ; . . . Prom. 11. v. 26.

(20) be accountable for. «

I will beget a son, and he shall bear The sins . . Q. Mab, VII. 135.
II. intr. (1) endure, suffer.

Love its power to g^ve and bear, Hellas 45.
To love, and bear; Prom!w. 573.
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(2) maintain one's spirit.

Bear upl JSearupl Cenci\ V. ni. uS,

(3) proceed on one's course.
Therefore, O Spirit ! fearlessly dear on : ... Dismony 11. 259.

„ . . . . Q. Mab, IX. 164.

(4) pass, proceed onwards.
And to the fatal mountain bear Prom. 11. ii. 62.

Beard, n. (1) the hair on the chin,
ray lipi is clean and all my beard. .... . Cyd. 571.

his hair and beard Are whiter than . . . snow ; . Hellas, 146.

(2) Fig. a streaming appearance like a flowing beard.
The beard Siu6. the hair Of the River-god . . , Aretkusa, II. 13.

(3) of white, soft appearance, like a beard.
And the old dandelion's hoary beard. Sunset^ 15.

Bearded, adj. Fig. rayed, like hair.

In many a mimic moon and bearded star . . Witck^ xxx. 3.

Beardless, adj. Fig. immature, childish.

should be so beardless in their schemes ; . . . . CEdipus^ I. 341.

Bearer, n. holder or possessor.
thou bearer of the quiver, .... .... Ode Lib. X. 2.

Bearers, n. assistants at a funeral.

And the steps of the bearers^ heavy and slow, , . Sensit. PL III. 7.

Bearest, v. tr. (1) feelest, entertainest.

be constant to the love Thou bearest us ; . . . . Cenct., V. iv. 147.

(2) bringest forth.

for whose grave thou bearest Fresh flowers, . . Laotiy ix. xxii. 7.

(3) hast command over.
Than the wingfed [bolts] thou bearest^ ... . Prol. Hellas^ 183.

Bearing', pr. pple. (1) carrying.
up a rock ... By the steep path were bearing me ; Laon^ III. xi. 6.

(2) wearing.
hearing xm^QU his brow A threefold crown ; . . . Dcetnon^ l. 271.

(3") brmging.
the Day ^therial born arose ... 5. light to men. Horn. Merc. xxxi. 2.

(4) carrying off.

Bearing ixovi Demogorgon's vacant throne . . Prom. iii. i. 21.

(5) having, enduring.
Bearing within his life the brooding care . . . Alastor^ 246,

(6) persevering.
but bravely bearing ou^ thy will Is destined . . Q. Mab, ix, 189.

(7) Fig. holding.
bearing the lamp Aloft which thou hast kindled . Z^o«, II. xliv. 2.

Bears, n. pi. ojf Bear, n.

Fit compeer ofthefearj that roamed around, . . ^. il/ai, Vlii. 154.

Bears, v. tr. (1") carries, supports as a burden.
And ^i?fl?'j' his image in loud jubilee Calderon^ i. ^.

February bears the bier, Dirgefor Year^ IV. 3.

like the ship which bears me, I have known No
thought ;— Laony Viii. xxv. 5.

A white courser bears the shadowy sprite ;
. M. JV. Spec. Hors. 28.

(2) upholds, supports.
And bears me as a cloud is borne . . Prom. IV. 324,

(3") of sound, wafts along,
the blastWhich bears one sound ofmany voices past, Laon, IV. xxv. 5.

(4) suffers under, endures.
No proud exemption in the blighting curse He bears^ Alasior^ 680.
A deeper Venus bears upon her heart. . . Bioh. Adon. 14.

He bears a load which nothing can remove, . Solitary, II. 5.

(5) produces, brings forth.

he demands . . . from the earth the highest joy it bears^ Faust, I. 66.
that vine Which bears the wine of life, .... Protn. Ii. iv. 65,
Each cloud faint with the fragrance it bears/ . Sensit. PL I. 89.

(6) supports, fulfils.

For a king bears the office of a God Ch. isi, 11. 141.
And Autumn proudly bears her matron grace, . Damon, 11. 65.

I) II >i II 11 II • Q.MabyVin. 120.

(7) wields, uses.

The arms ye forge, another bears.. Men ofEng. V. 4.

(8) wields, has command of.

Or bears the sword, or grasps the key of gold, . Hellas, 319.

(9) carries in thought.
O'er many a mountain chain . . . my spirit bears

My frame
;

Loon, Iv. xxxii. 5.

(10) used reflexively.
which yet bears him on To his refuge and ruin. . Vis. Sea, 156.

Beast, n. A. Lit. (1) a generic term for any living

creature other than man.
Bv man and beast and earth and air and sea, . Adofiais.^ Llv. 6.

More memorable than a beast's, ... . CA. ist, li. 159.
the beast that sports around his dwelling . . . Dceinon, ii. 153.
To live more beastHly than any beast. .... Faust, i. 47.

'

The beast before the portal at his leisure . . . Horn.. Mei^c. rv. 4.
Where, sweet mountain beast, Got you that

speckled shell ? V. 4,
He bored the life and soul out of the beast— . . vil. 2.

To a dire Snake, with man and beast unreconciled. Laon, I. xxvii. g.
to each plant, and star, and beast, ix. xxxiii. 6.

like a hunted beast. He hid himself, .... Marenghi, xlil. i,

The beast Has a loud trumpet like the Scarabee, QSdipus, l. 156.
let not man or beast Behold their face . . . .^^ i. 373.
Insect, or beast, or shape or sound of life. . . . Prom. I. 22.

Man and beast, and foul and fair, ...... —— i. 785.

which, like some 5tf(W^ of prey, Prom.ll.'w.^.
And every beast of beating heart grew bold, . . Witch, VI. 7.

slept both boy and beast, LVIII. 7.

(2) indicative of a quadruped.
If no bright bird, insect, or gentle beast .... Alastor, 13.

a roast calf or some wild beast^ Cycl. 310.
Bird, beast, man and worm Fugitives, I. 13.

But these ! are not the tracks of beast or bird, Horn-. Merc. XXXVII. 3.

Never again may blood of bird or ^eaj^ . . , Laon, v . Song, $. ^.
When Plague had fallen on man, and d^aj/, and worm, Prom-. I. 172.

Who follows a sick beast to some warm cleft . . IV, 389.
Like a beast^ unconscious of its tether. . . . Serchio, 6.

And every beast stretched in its rugged cave, . . Woodman, 22.

B. Fig. (1) a brutal or repulsive person.
Beast that thou art

!

Cenci, I. iii. 166.
Descend unmixed on this God-hated beast, . . Cycl. 606.
The eye of the ^fiflj/, Who feeds on his guest. . . 662.
and became A king, a heartless beast^ .... Laon, Vll, v. g,

and this foul beast. Has tracked lona .... (Edipus, I. 165^
Be they called tyrant, beast, fool, glutton,- . , , — i. 369.

(2) a fierce animal.
She fears that power is as a beast Cenci, IV. iv. 178.

that dream, which, like a beast Laon^ vil. xxv. 2.

(3) the populace.
Which spurs to rage the many-headed beast. . . CA. ist, 11. 120.

(4) a brutal power.
A beast of subtler venom now doth make Its lair, Marenghi, ix. 4.

*Beastlily, adv. abominably, brutally.
To live more beastlily than any beast Faust, I. 47.

Beasts, n. A. Lit. (1) pi. of Beast (1).
From trees and beasts and men Adonais, XLIII. 9.
like beasts When earthquake is unleashed, . . . Hellas, 356.
and men, and beasts^ and flowers, ... .

~ 777,
And the marsh-meteors, like tame beasts, . . . Marenghi, xx. i.

heroes, men and beasts ; Prom. i. 307.
And men and beasts in happy dreams . ... ill. iii. 103.
And venomous and malicious beasts, . . . ill. iv. 37.
Till the trees, and the beasts, . . . . iv. 170.
Whilst each to men, and beasts, rv. 526.
Gods, and men, and beasts have birth, . . Proserp. i. 3.

beasts her gentle looks made tame Witch, VI. 5.

(2) pi. of Beast (2).
and many wormsAnd beasts and men live on, . Alastor, 692.
And who possess the land ? the race of beasts ? Cycl. 1 10.

I wrap my body in the skins of beasts, .... 314.
And on the earth upon their backs he threw The

panting ^fflj/j, Horn. Merc. ^x. 2.

the swift pursuit Of J^oj/j among waste mountains, Horn,. Venus, ij.

the birds and beasts are dreaming— . . Laon, v. Songy 5. 3.
then Plague came on the beasts

;

x. xiv. i.

like homeless beasts whom burning woods invest, X. xl. 9.
Beasts find fare, in woody lair Mask^ XLlx. 3.
The dwelling-place Of insects, beasts, and birds, . Mont B. 1 15.
The spirit oftne beasts was kindled there, . . . Ode Lib. II. 9.
for beasts warred on beasts, and worms on worBis, ii. 14.
The very beasts that offered at her altar . . CBdipus, i. 20.
The birds and beasts within the wood, . . . Peter, vii. xx. i.

And beast^'he:2ir the sea moan in inland caves . . Prom. I. 581.
And birds, arid beasts, and fish, and human shapes, ill. iii. 93.
which once Were monarch beasts, iv. 311.
Labour and pain . . . Sport like tame beasts, • rv. 405.
ye beasts and birds. Ye worms, and fish ; . iv. 544.
And the beasts, and the birds, and the insects . . Sensit. PL l. 102.

(3) carnivorous quadrupeds.
The fierce itfoj/j of the woods Fr. Thefierce, \.

Huntsmen the innoqent deer, and beasts their prey, Gisb. 189.
Fearless, and fierce, and hard as beasts of blood, Laon, IV. xxvi. 2.

like ififlj^i- of blood To mutual ruin armed . . . vi. xv. 2;

Between the glutted beasts and mangled dead ! . x. xii. 2.
Who had survived the wild beasts' hungry chace . x. xv. 4.
Or wild beasts within a den Mask, LI. 2.

B. Fig. (1) men contemptuously so called.
Can they whose mates are beasts, condemned to bear Laoii, it. xliii. 4.
repress The beasts who make their dens thy sacred

palaces . . . Ode Lib. xiv. 15.
(are they not beasts of blood ?) (Edipus, il. ii. 126.
Pursue the ugly beasts! tallyho ! ho

!

11. il. 129.

(2) conventional representations of animals.
standards, arid armorial beasts, Prom. iv. 293.

Beat, V. I. tr. A. Lit. (1) strike with blows.
I'll ^ffa^ some of you till you rain tears— . . . Cyd.i^.
(2) strike in falling.

a rush of thronging; feet . . . the earth did beat. . Laon, iii. iv. 9.
that beat With their soft flakes ... ... Rosai. 54g.

(3) flap.

And o'er thy head did beat its wings for fame. Witch, Ded. lii. 3.
As bats at the wired window of a dairy. They beat

their vans

;

. ... XVI. 6.

(4) breast in swimming.
nor did he beat The hoar spray idly then, . . Laon, i. xix. 6.

(5) lap against.

whose vast cells The unreposing billows ever 5ea/, II. xxv. 7.

B. Fig. (1) be superior to, surpass.
To beat the poet and the devil together. . . . Faust, II. 366.

(2) rack, puzzle.
Which beat the dullest brain for smiles, . . . Gisb. 220.

G
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(3) rebel in thought against.
who dost for ever Beat thine unfeeling bars . . Ej^ips. 14.

II. intr, (1) pulsate or pulsated, palpitate or pal-

pitated.
the Poets blood, That ever beat in mystic sympathy Alastor^ 652.

And our veins beat together ; Epips. ft^t.
and that my heart dtfa/ fast Fr. Prts. 2.

A woman^s heart beat in my virgin breast, . . . Laon^ I. xxxvii. z.

my heart beat loud and fast— . .... II. xii. 6.

Hearts beat as mine now beats, . II. xli. 8.

How many hearts impenetrably veiled, Beat . . V. ii. 7.

light, which made my heart beat fast, . ... V. xxiv. 5.

whose pulse in joy now beat together. V. xlyiii. 9.

new pulses seemed To beat beside my heart, . Vll, xvii. 5.

and our pulses calmly flow and beat . . . vii. xxi. 5.

hearts that beat both loud and fast, xii. vii. 8.

Must this poor bosom beat alone, . . . Jl/. //. Melody^ 3.

Or beat at all, if not for thee ? 4.
So that the Lady's heart beatits^Bt. Mar. Dr. XI. 5.

the well Where its pulses flow and beat^ Prol. Hellas^ 204.
That d^a/ with anxious life at sun-set there

; Q. Mab., IV. 51.

And all its pulses 5£a^S3nnphonious vill. 17.

And the sound of her heart that ever beat. . , . Rosal. 212.

My lips turned white, and my heart beat fast : . 280.
a living pulse then beat Beneath my heart . 348.
The b^od in his translucent veins Beat^ . . . 825.
As blood to a heart that will beat no more. . . . Sensit, PL III. 89.
Which like a dove chased by a dove shall beat. . Serckio^ 72.

And his heart loud did beat^ St. Ir. (3) x. 2.

(2) dash or lap.

On black bare pointed islets ever beat With slug-
gish surge, Alastor^ %6.

Beat,//, beat back = repulsed, defeated.
And has beat back the Pacha of Negropont : . Hellas^ 565.

*Beat, n. (1) pulsation.
Or mark my own heart's restless beat .... Rosal. 380.

(2) Fig. measured sequence of sounds.
And wherever the beat of her unseen feet, . . . Cloudy 49.

(3) sympathetic pulsation.
His with love's impatient beat; Eug. Hills^ 29.

Beaten,//, chastised with blows.
I have been beaten till I burn with fever. . . . CycL 206.
Like a blood-hound well beaten Fugitives^ IV. 3.

Beaten, ///. adj. A. Lit. punished, chastised.
And like a beaten hound tremble thou shalt— . Adonais^ xxxvii. 9.

B. Fig. accustomed, tried, ordinary.
the broad and plain and beaten road, Ch. 1st, 1. 44.
th&- code Of modern morals and the beaten road

Which those poor slaves Epips. 154.
Beating-, n. A. Lit. pulsation.
The 3bo/?'«^ of her heart was heard Alastor^x6^.
The ^mft'w^ of our veins Z,iWM, VI. xxxiv. 2.

B. Fig. sentiment, feeling.
Verse echoes not one beating of their hearts, . . Polit. Great. 4.

Beating-, pr. pple. (1) throbbing, pulsating.
My heart is beating with an expectation . . . Cenci, iv. i. 166.
'lis d^a^2«^ with dread ! Vis. Sea^^i.
(2) living, pulsating.

How few survive, how few are beating now \ . . Q. Mab^ iv. 52.
the body lay, age after age, Mute, breathing, beating^ XVitch^ ljoci. 2.

(3) hammering, or forging.
^tfa^zw^ their swords to ploughshares ;— . . . lxxv._5.

Beating, ///. adj. pulsating, throbbing, anxious.
Nor teach my beatingh&axt to fear, .... Calderon^ iii. 71,
cannot view Without a beating heart, .... Dcemon^ i. 14.
With beating heart and streaming eyes, .... Int. Beauty Vl -x

. V, xlii. 6.

Q. Mab, I. 14.

V. 88.
Witch, VI. 7.

Q. Mab, VIII. 21.

, Rosal. 1026.

And in my arms she hid her beating breast.
So with a beating heart I went,
cannot view WiUiout a beating heart, . . .

the pulse That fancy kindles m the beating heart
And every beast of beating heart grew bold,

Beatings, n. A. Lit. pulsations.
It throbbed in sweet and languid beatings
You might hear the beatings of his heart, .

B. Fig. changes, varied desires, aspirations.
And studied all t"he beatings of his heart With zeal, Julian, 570.
the last living heart whose o^fl^mj^j bound thee: Laon, v. S(mg. 3. 6.
And beatings haunt the desolated heart, . . . Prom. 11. i. 4.

Beatrice, «. daughter of Count Cenci.
then, as to Beatrice— Cenci, I. i. 137,
Bid Beatrice attend me in her chamber . . . .

You know My zeal for all you wish, sweet Beatrice ; •

and Beatrice, I think to win thee
Beatrice, read them to your mother
Nay, Beatrice / have courage my sweet girl, . .

What, Beatrice here I Come hither ! . . . .

Oh, husband ! Pray forgive poor Beatrice, . .

That .fftffl/r/ce disturbed the feast last night? . .

I knew not aught that Beatrice designed ; . . . -

Since Beatrice unveiled me to rayself, . . . .

Oh, izAx Beatrice I Would that I loved thee not, .

that wretched Beatrice Men speak of, . .

Thou art Lucretia ; I am Beatrice -

his late outrage to Beatrice ;

I. i. 146.
I. ii. 40.
I. ii. ti6.

I. iii. 40.
II. i. 80.

II. i. 104.
II. i. 129.
II. i. 152.

II. i. 159.
II. n. 115.

II. n. 128.

III. i. 43-
III. 1. 1^.
III. i. 198.

Beatrice, Who in the gentleness of thy sweet youth III. i. 365,

To talk with Beatrice and Lucretia Cenct, III. ii. 73.

Bid Beatrice come hither iv. i. 14.

Beatrice shall, if there be skill in hate, - IV. i. 49.
For Beatrice worse terrors are in store . IV. 1, 75,

The lady Beatrice iv. i. ^6.
Already Beatrice, Lucretia and the murderer . . v. i, 33.

Assured conviction upon Beatrice? .... v. i. 41.
The ladies Beatrice and Lucretia Tempted me . V. ii. 16.

You know me too well, Lady Beatrice V. ii. 23. ,

Guards, lead him nearer the Lady &a;/^/«, . 1 V. ii. 113.

To see thee, Beatrice, Who made all lovely . . V. iv. 132.

O, Lady Beatrice

!

V. iv. 157.

Beats, V. I. tr. (1) strikes against.

Who beats the walls of his stony cell Rosal. 1036.

(2) beats a measure= keeps time.
Their blood beats one measure, .... Fugitives^ ill. 8.

II. intr. (1) pulsates.

My heart beats loud and fast ;— Ind. Ser. in. 6.

Hearts beat as mine now beats, .... . . Laon, li. xli. 8.

the heart That beats with it in unison, .... Q. Mab, v. 228.

its bosom beats high, . vis. Sea, 74.

(2) Fig. lives, moves.
and part Beats and trembles in the heart ? . . Fr. Questions, 8.

(3) falls with force.

while the ponderous hail Beats on his struggling
form, . Prom., in. ii. 16.

(4) gives forth sound, strikes.

The death-bell 5tffl/j/— '. .St.Ir.{^\.u
*Beau, n. fop, dandy.
the Devil went forth as natty a Beau, .... D&dH, ii. 4.

Beauteous, adj. fair, pleasing to the eye.
which make all things else Beauteous and glad, . Cenci, I. i. 4«f.
He changed from starry shape, beauteous and mild, Laon, I. xxviL 8.

like a beast Most fierce and beauteous, .... vil. xxv. 3.

young maidens came, Beauteous and calm, . x. xlviiL 2.

What beauteous spirits met my dazzled eye ! . . M. I^. Ravail, 29.
Terrible, strange, sublime, and beauteous shapes. Prom. i. 202.

BeautifiU, adj. (1) excelling in grace or form (of human
beings).

Oh gentle child, beautiful as thou wert, .

That beautiful shape ! . . .

So beautiful she was—
Kissing me because I looked so beautiful.
All beautiful in naked purity. . . .

Adonais, xxvil. i.

Alastor, 211.

Calderon, il. 11.

gyc/. 562.
I3cem4m, i. no.
Q: Mab, I. 132.

Epips. 368.
Horn. Merc. Liv. 3.

LXXXVI. 2.

Laon, Ded. vil. 3.

I. xvi. 1.

I. Ix. 2.

-.— lll.xxvii.8.

VII. xviii. I.

XII. ii. 8.

Pront. II. i. 3a
II. V. 92.

III. iv. 153.

Rosal. 1005.

Unf. Dr. 104.

Witch, X. 7.

XII. I.

LXIX. I.

LXXII. z.

O Comet beautiful and fierce, ....
both his children

—

beautiful as Love, . .

Whilst these most beautiful Sons of Jupiter
How beautiful and calm and free thou wert
There was a Woman, beautiful as morning,
He stood thus beautiful:
an old man did then appear, Stately and beautifi*l,
a babe, beautiful from its birth,— ....
A child most beautiful.
Beloved and most beautiful, who wearest .

By thee, most beautiful of pilots, ....
And women, too, frank, beautiful, and kind
But he is—O how beautiful/
So beautiful in mystery and terror, . . .

Could have brought forth so beautiful a birth
For she wels beautiful—
To those she saw most beautiful, she gave .

those who were less beautiful, .

(2J of natural and other objects and scenes, pleasing to
the eye.

Thou hast a home, ^eaa^zy^/ bird: Alastor, 2%\.
and eyed with blooms Minute yet beautiful. . . 451.
whose dea«/?/^/ bright stars Rule Calderon,\\. \%^.
The beautiful h\}X& heaven is flecked with blood ! Cenci, III. i. 13.
Beautiful, innocent and unforbidden . . . Ch. ist, 1. 16.
Fdur sTiapeless shadows bright and beautiful . . Damon, I. 64.A shape so wild, so bright, so beautiful, . . . i. 71.
the Moon Bums inextinguishably dea«/?/M/.- . . Epips. Z2.
Who makes all beautiful on which she smiles, . 282.
Beautiful as a wreck of Paradise, ... . 423.
All this is beautiful in every land.— Gisb. 264-
ThQ beautiful wand of wealth and happiness ; . Horn. Merc, xc- 2.

All beautiful and bright as thou, fane, Recoil. 2.
Oh How beautiful is sunset, /ulian, «.
In hue too Z-ioM^iJ/^/ for health, -. ^i.
Look on the west, how beautiful it is . . . Jul. Cane. 3.
Aye, beautiful/ but when not la.
the evening was most clear And beautiful. . . . Laon, I. xv. 8.
Like mountain snow, mild, beautiful, and blind. I. liv. 4.
With imagery beautiful as dream v xxyi 3.make Those green depths b. when skies are blue, v.' liii. 6.
new-fledged Eagles, dtfflw/ij^/ and young, . . Laon, \. Song, I. 2.
Ao make this Earth, our home, more i«a«AV^/ v k 13.
In the blue heaven so iai«^yM/ and fair, .

•"t .^., *

shades, beautiful and white,
\

Of forms most beautiful and strange,
^e milk-white bulls ... are so beautiful \ \

The woods and lakes, so beautiful.
The grave hides all things beautiful akd good :

Like Its creation, weak yet beautiful
snakes, and efts, Could e'er be beautiful?

'

of thy love. Orb most beautiful. Full, .

Beautiful orb ! gathering as thou dost roll

VII. XV. 4.

XII. xxxvi. 7.

Mar. Dr. xix. 2.

CEdipus, II. i. 66.
Peter, Vll. xviii. 3.

Pront. I. 630.
Il.iii. 15.

Iil.iv.75.

IV. 455.
IV. 521.
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How beautiful \}ci\^ night ! Q, Mab^ IV. i.

That formed this world so beautiful^ . ... iv. 90.
In this alone less beautiful^ Rosal. 822.
Half-hidden, and yet beautiful. St. Epips. 108.
Men scarcely know how beautiful ^t^ is— . . . Witch^ jcxvil. 3.

Well might the plant grow beautiful zxi'\ strong, Zucca^ x. i.

(3) charming to the imagination or memory.
More beautiful and mild as they draw nearer . . Ch. ist^ 11. 13,

And bid them own that thou art beautiful. . . " ^
How beautiful they were, how firm they stood,
Familiar acts are beautiful through love ; . .

(4) of moral qualities.

A pard-like Spirit JeaMA/M/ and swift— . . .

Good, great and joyous, beautiful and free

;

(5) pleasant, agreeable,
the beautiful shade Of the green groves, . .

^6) as adj. absol. . a. the beautiful one or ones.
The brave, the gentle, and the beautiful^ . . . 689.
The beautiful looked lovelier in the light Of love, Qinevra^ 108.
Let the beautiful and the brave Share her glory, Hellas, 92.

b, the abstract idea of beauty,
combines The wondrous and the beautiful,— . . Q. Mab, I. 73.
It desires what it has not, the beautiful/ . . . Sensit. PI. i. 77.

^Beautifully, adv. delightfully, charmingly,
vesper's image on the western main Is b. still. . . Q. Mob, IV. 25."'

' " l. 81.

Dante Conv. 60.

Fr. Thoughts, 4.

Prom. IV. 403.

Adonais^ xxxil. i.

Prom. IV. 577.

. Alastor, 537.

VI.
Superstition, 10.

^

Bridal, I.

Calderon^ I. 211.

Ck. 1st, II. 486.
Epips. 102.

269.

340.
BpitkaJ. 13.

(2^ 24.

Faust, I. 105.

Ginevra, 136.

Ho7n. Moon, 22.

Laon, I. xlii. 2.

II. xxiii. 7.

XII. xi. 3.

CEdipus, II. i. 174.
Prom. 11. v. 18.

IV. 448.
Q. Mab, I. 134.

ofmy Heart, 11. 4.

V?«e long past, ill. 5.

Tower ofFam. 20.

Triumph, 519.

543-
Vis. Sea, 102.

Witch, V. 2.

XII. I.

XXVIII. 3.

LXV. 6.

Yet look, 4.

Monstrous or vast, or beautifully wild.

Beautify, v. tr. render lovely, embellish.
The eternal orbs that beautify the night Q. Mab, vi. 98.

,, ,, „ „ ,,.... Superstition, 2'j.

Beauty, n. (1) charm or grace of the human figure.

all the grace and beauty that endued Its motions, Alastor, ^95.
Her sacred beauty vanishes away. .... . . Bion. Adon. 27.

Where Strength and Beauty met together, . . - -
-

A piece of excellent beauty ;
Over whose sweet beauty I have wept for joy .

and in that Beauty furled Which penetrates .

And some were fair—but beauty dies away : .

and in her beauty''s glow I stood, .....
When strength and beauty meet together, . .

When Strength and Beauty, met together, , .

pure Children of God, enjoy eternal ^^awi^/

—

as when beauty awes All "hearts

Pandeia, a bright maid of beauty rare
A shape of speechless beauty did appear : . .

gathering beauty as she grewj
In love and beauty—no divinity.—
Decked with rare gems, and beauty rarer still,

I scarce endure The radiance of thy beauty.
Under the shadow of his beauty lying, . . .

Instinct with inexpressible beauty and grace,
And thy beauty, more bright
Beauty is like remembrance, ... ...
a mirror Of all their beauty,
From every form the beauty slowly waned

;

And least of strength and beauty did abide.
Death, Fear, Love, Beau^,
garmented in light From her own beauty— . .

er beauty made The bright world dim, , . .

Its emerald crags glowed in her beauty's glance
they Move in the light of their own beauty thus,
the reflected ray Ofthine own beauty ....
(2) abstract charm or grace.

The beauty and the joy of their renewed might. . Adonais^ xix. 9.

And bursting in it's beauty and it's might . . . XLIII, 8.

They seemed to wear a beauty from the eye . Fiordispina, 36.
a shade Of gentle beauty on tne flowers : . . . 45.
What ! womd you take all beauty and delight . 73.
With a beauty clear and warm Fr. Pleasure, 14.

How many saw the beauty, power and wit . . . Ginevra, 120.

And pants in its beauty and speed with light . Hellas, 1039.
and within her eye Lay beauty^ L/xon, v. xxiii. 4.

Its horror and its beauty are divine Medusa, r. 4.
'Tis the melodious hue Qi beauty .... . ii. 6.

Of all the beauty and the terror there— .... V. 6.

a bright sepulchre Of whose pure beauty, . . . Naples^ 13.

Sew calm beneath His gliding beauty. .... (Edipus, il. i. 70.

;ss in the beauty of its tender light Prot. Hellas, 21.

arrayed Their presence in the beauty and the light j 15.

The beauty of delight makes lovere glad, . . . Prom,, i. 465.
Their beauty^ gives me voice. See how they float i. 759.
Beauty, majesty, and might, iv. 482.
the soul of her beauty and love lay bare : . . . Sensit. PI. I. 32.
Left all its treasured deawi^y. Unf Dr. 179.
in the Elysian calm Of its own beauty, .... 329.
surpass Iri beauty that bright shape of vital stone Witch, XXXV. 7,

to ner eyes The paked beauty of tne soul lay bare, ucvi. 3.

(3) that combination of qualities which gives a sense of
satisfaction and pleasure.

That Beauty in which all things work and move, Adonais, LIV. 2.

frame more attuned To beauty, Alastor, 288.
&pirit of beaup^ that dost consecrate ... . Int. Beauty, II. i.

Where is the love, beauty and truth we seek . . Julian, 174.
^irlt of beauty / at whose soft command . . . Naples, 155.
Wisdom and beauty and the power divine . . Orpheus, 85.

Shadow of beauty unbeheld : Prom. Iii. in. 7.

arising brijght From the embrace of beauty, .
—~ in. iii. 51.

is beauty, love, calm, harmony

:

iv. 527.
For loye, and beauty, apd delight, Sensit. PI, IV. 21.

(4) scenery affording pleasure to the eye.

kinffly Death Keeps his pale court in h. and decay, Adonais, Vii. 2.

Tilltne isle's beauty, like a naked bride , , , . Epips. 474.
. Gisb. 42.

. Ireland^ 6.

. Laon, I, xxxvi. 7.

. Naples, 146.
Pr. Athan. IL iv. 11.

. Zucca, I. 5.

Sleeping in beauty on their mangled prey,
gave Peace, weafth, and beauty.

II. XXX. 6.

II. xxxvi. 2.

IV. viii. 5.

VI. xvi. I.

VII. V, 8.

VII. xxvi.4.
VII. XXX. 5.

VII. xxxi. I.

VII. xli. 7.

IX. X. 4.
X. xi. 9.
X. xiii. 5.

X. xxi. 2.

X. xliv. 7.

XI. xi. I.

XII. iv. 4.

when the breathless heavens in beauty smiled,

.

On Beauty^s corse to sickness satiating— .

wear Beauty like some bright robe ;— . .

Wept o'er tne beauty, which like sea retiring,

(5) a beautiful person.
Thou Wonder, and thou Beauty, and thou Terror I Epips. 29.
old age Shivers in selfish beauty s loathing arms, Q. Mab^ V. 191.

Became, v. tr. befitted, was suitable or just.

For that which it became themselves to do, . . . Cenci, III. i. 231.
Conceived that it became them to advise . . . (Edipus, II. i. 47.

Became, v. intr. grew to be, came to be gradually, changed
to be.

gazing, ^^^awzfi blind with error; Calderon,\\.%.
so my hate Became the only worship . ... Cenci, V. ii. 128.
And all my being became bright or dim . . . Epips. 296.
and how man became The monarch Hellas, 748.
his mind became aware Of all the joys . . . Horn. Merc. XXI. 7.
And the black bell became invisiblej . . . . fulian, 134.
For ever, as the war became more fierce .... Laon, I. v. i.

became Slaves to my holy and heroic verse, . .

till she Became my only friend,
his Spirit thus becafne a lamp Of splendour, . .

The battle became ghastlier—
then he bore Again his load of slavery, and became

A king,
And I became at last even as a shade,
I became fearless-hearted,
My mind became the book through which" . . .

they became silent, and they stood
They looked around, and lo ! they became free ! .

the dew Of slaughter 5«:a?«« stiff; . . . .

the sky became Stagnate with heat,
and^fcaw^ A cauldron of green mist
the fear Of Hell became a panic,
Why became cheeks . . . Paler from hope ?

and becafne calm with awe.—
then I knew The death-mark . . . and became

calm anew —— xii. xxv. 9.
wild as a wind-wrought sea The stream became, . xil.xxxviii. 8.
re-echoed solemnly, Till silence became music? . Naples, 104.
he became Considerably uninviting Peter, iv. iv. 2.

Till it became his life, and his grew mine, . . . Prom,. II. i. 81.
and those who did inhale it Became mad too, . . III. iii. 127.
Became, worse fate, the abject of his own, . . . III. iv. 140.
and became Ministrant to all blissful impulses : . Q. Mab, ix. 132.
For his cheek becam.e, not pale, but fair, .... Rosal. 819.
Which ne'er was loudj became more low ; . .

Like springs which mingle in one flood became,
The garden, once fair, became cold and foul, .

Whose woe was such that fear became desire ;

—

till it d^fiszwfi a mirror Of all their beauty, . . -^ - -
suddenly my brain became as sand Triumph, 405.
I became aware Of whence those forms proceeded 516.
became to me Like forms and sounds Unf. Dr. 56.
Not until my dream became Like a child's legend 151.
For such a charm when Tithon became grey? . . Witch, Lxvii. 2.
harmony became love In every soul but one. . . WbodTnan, 38.

Becamest, v. intr. grew to be.
Then thou becamest, a boy, . . Q. Mab, VI. 79.

M u M Superstition, 8.

Because, conj. for the reason that, inasmuch as.
Because I am a Priest do you believe Cenci, I. ii. 11.
a slave . . . Was saved, b. in accents sweet and low Laon^ Ii. xli. 4.
Because they tell no story false or true ! . . Witch, Ded. I. 4.

Beck, n. a gesture of summoning.
Watching the beck of Mutability Ld. Ch. III. 2.

And of an shapes—and each was at her beck. . . Witch, xv. 8.

Beckon, v. tr. Fig. bid approach.
with their serene and azure smiles To beckon him. Alastor, 492.
do not thp silent hours Beckon thee Ginevra, 70.

:l:Beckoued, v. intr. made a gesture of invitation.
But stopt, and beckoned with a meaning smile, . Rosal. 92.

+Beckoiiiug', v, tr. pr. pple. A. Lit. calling by gesture.
beckoning the tig-ers to rise and come n^ear, . . Vis. Sea, 72.

B. Fig. inviting.

the star Now b. thee out of thy misty throne Frag. Unris. Spien. 3.

tBeckoniucT, ppl. adj. inviting.

A countenaiice with beckoning smijes : . . . Prom. II. iii. 51.

Beckons, v. tr. Fig. invites.

Beckons the Sun from the Eoap wave, . . . Ode Lib. xviii. 3.

Become, v. intr. come or grow to be, change into.

What Adonais is, why fear we to become ? . . Adonais, H. g.
Till it become his slave ... as I will do Cenci, II. ii. 161.

until thou mayest bea>me Utterly lost
j

. . .

She shall become ... to her own conscious self

Till it become a crime to suff^er

And thus become the prey of one another, . .

You would bea)me most eloquent, O Cyclops. .

and become Ministrant to all blissful impulses

;

Let us become the over-hanging day, Epips. 538.
until thought's melody B. too sweet for utterance, 561.
We shall become the same, 573.

G 2

1008.

1289.
, Sensit. PL iii. 17.

. Serchio, 35.
. TowerofPam,. 19.

HI. i. 175.
rv. i. 85.

v. ii. 150.
Ch. xsi, II. 152.

Cycl. 300.
Dismon, 11. 224.
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Those spheres instinct with it become the same, . Epips. S77-
Until the sounds I hear becofne my soul, .... I^r. Silen<x^ 5.

The future must become the past, Hellas^ 924.
Rome was and young Atlantis shall d. The wonder, 093.
that ere my fame become A star iMon^ Dea. I. 5.

Such man nas been, and such may yet become I . II. xii. i.

though my cheek might become pale the while, II. xxxix. 3.

So to becoTHe most good, and great and free, . . 11. xl. 5.
or may, or must pea)7ne Thine, Vlli. xix. $.

as the sands shalt thou become; Xl. xxiii. 7.

these words shall then b. Like oppression's . . . doom Mask^ xc. i.

Which makes a thrilling vapour of the air Becon^ a— Medusa^ V. 5.

d£a>»»^ a thing More senseless Mother^ Son^ll. a.

Till they become charged with the strength of flame. Ode Lib. Cane. 7.

If innocent, she will oecotne transfigured .... QSdtpus, I. 392.
whether Greece again 5. The fountain in the desart Prol. Hellas^ 137.
As I shall soon become Prom. 11. v. 47.
to me Shall they become like sister-antelopes . . III. iii. 97.
How syeet a scene will earth become/ . . . . Q. Mab, VI. 39.
They did become infectious

:

Rosal. 808.
till strong shameMade them again beasme the same. 923.

Become, pp. come or grown to be.
Thou art become as one of us, they cry, .... Adonats, XLVI. 5.

And we just now Have d£fl7?«e lame

;

Cvc/. 641.
His child had now beoime A woman

; Julian^ 588.
that earth is now become The tyrant's garbage, . Laon, i. xxxiv. 3.
and friends had now become Heartless and false, . II. xxi. 7."

Whose lore had made that sage all that he had b. iv. iii. o.

ill has 5fico««e their good, iv. xxvi. 5.

she has bea)me A thing I weep to speak— . . . Vlll. xv. i.

Thy name I will not speak. It hath become a curse. Prom. l. 604.

Secomes, v. intr. comes or grows to be.
Not who becontes the instrument of ill, .... Cenci^ II. ii, 158.
And thus his wrong becotnes my accusation ; . . v. ii. 131.
Becomes a cell too narrow for the soul , , , . Ch. isf, iv. 47.
Weeping, till sorrow becom,es ecstasy : .... Bpips. 39.
The day becotfies more, solemn . . . When noon is past 7m/. Beauty^vw. i.

The dwelling place Of insects . . . becomes its spoil ; Mont B. 1 15.
The mind becomes that which it contemplates, . Pr. Atkan. II. i. 15.
the shadows these Of all tjjat man bea>mes^ . . Prom., iii. iii. 58.
till it becomes a winged mist, ....'. . iv. 433.
becomes a link I^ the great chain of nature. . , Q. Afab^ 11. 107.
This infant-arm becom.es the bloodiest scourge . . rv. in.
Till it becontes all Music murmurs of. ... . Two Pr. Mus. II. 3.
if sin there be In love, when it becomes idolatry. . Wttch^ Ded. vi. 8.

Becomes, v. tr, befits.

Mercy becomes the powerful—be but just \ . . ^ Q. Mob., vii. 133.

Bed, A. Lit. (1) a couch or place of repose.
the snowy ^gi^ Of innocence, Alasior^6\6.
List! 'tis the tread of feet About his ^^i/. . . , Cenci^ iv. ui. 4.
Shalt sit playing on a bed/— Cycl. 503.
And'supperless never will go to bed; Devi/y x. 5.
And there I lay, within a chasU cold bed.' , , . Epips. 299.
Lay playing with the covering of the bed . . Horn,. Merc. xxv. 6.

,
And now was newly washed and put to bed^ . . xl. 2.

came to my bed In dream, like that ! Laon, vill. ii. 5.
Hespake, reclin'd him on death's bloody ^^i/, . . M.N. Post. Pr. 21.
Are heaped for the beloved's bed; . . . Music, when softvoices, 6.
That burii in the night by the curtained bed,—'. . CEdipus, i. 234.
Who gorge before they reel to bed Peter, ill. vii. 4.
The lELst thing as he went to bed. VI. iii. 5.
Took to his bed; ..'... . . 1 . vii. v. 3.
I sate beside a sage's bed, Prom. l. 723.
Even on the bed of death J . . Q. Mab, vi. 138.
She dreams that we are not yet out of bed; . . . Serchio^ 70.

(2) litter for a reposing place.
and I heaped up the courser's bed Loon, vi. xxvi. 8.

B. Fig. (1) resting place.
This pale bosom, thy cradle and bed, . . .

(2) the grave so called.
As I in this cold bed, and faint expiring groan J

(3) resting or abiding place.
Who chariotest to their dark wintry bed . . .

Leave the bed, low, cold, and red, ....
(4) place of origin.

Quench within their burning bed Thy fiery tears, . Adonais, HI. 3.

^5) a mental resting-place.
I have made my bed In enamels and on coiEns, . Alastor, 23.

(6) as a symbol of matrimony or foregathering oif two
persons.

God be thy guide To the bed of thy bride ! . . . Castl. Adm. V. 5.
Beckon thee to Gherardi's bridal bed? .... Ginevra, 70.We toll a porpse out of the marriage bed? . . .

'

79.
Hasten to the bridal bed— fnv. Mis. ix. 1.
and made the tomb Thy bridal bed Julian, 300.

'

For there is prepared thy nuptial bed. M. N. Ra-vail, •72.

whose nuptial bed Is earth's unpitying bosom, . . Q. Mab in. 104
Lilies for a bridal bed— Remembr. in. i!
To another husband's bed. Rosal. 325.

(7) the suriace of the sea.
And strew the waves on the white ocean's bed, . Horn. Castor, 19.Lo

!
the great Sun under the ocean's bed , . . ^om. Merc. xii. i.

Bedew, v. tr, (1) wet or moisten.
The fountains where the Naiades bedew Their

shining hair, WUck, xxiii. 2.

(2; Fig^ weep over.
Greece did thy shroud ^^i/«i// ffellas^gy.

Vis. Sea, 80.

. Death Vanq, 36.

OdeW.Wind,\.6.
Prom. 1. 504.

*Bedewed, pp. Fig. sprinkled.
By which her face had been bedewed Mask, xxxvi. ^.

Bedews, v. tr. Fig. refreshes.

Where Science bedews his Daedal wings Prom. IV. 1 16.

iBedimmed, v. tr. made pale or ineffective.

Bedi^9ned all other light Danwn, i. 1^4..

Bedlam, n. Bethlehem Hospital for the insane, in London.
join in a procession to Bedlam, Ch. 1st, 11. 63.

Bedlam, comb. adj. attr. mad, frantic.

But what is that for a Bedlam throng? . . Paust, ll. 171.

Beds, n. A. Lit. (1) pi. of Bed. A. Lit. (1).

From thrice-driven bed^ of down, and delicate food, Cenci, II. ii. 14,

(2) resting-places.
Of their soft beds and their sweet food bereft— ffotn. Merc, xxxiii. 5,

Down green Onchestus heaped like beds with grass. xrv. 7.

B. Fig. (1) places, positions.

These tyrants, on their 5^(3^ of thorn, Palsehood^ Si.

on their beds of torment, where they howl, . . Q. Mab, vii. 151,

(2) graves.
Wilt thou our lowly beds with tears of pity lave ? M. 2V. Fragm.t. 27.
Breathed from their wormy beds all living things

around, Suntmer-Evg. 22,

Bee, n. a honey-storing; insect.

Or silk from the yellow ^^a^ ..... . . Critic, 1.2.
Not a bee shall hear him creeping, Pr. Serp. 5.
Where the wild bee never flew, ProTn. II. i. 180.
Yet like the bee returning to her queen, , . . Q- Mab, ix. 53.
But the bee and the beamlike ephemeris .... Sensit. PL 11. 49.
And the matin-bell and the mountain bee .* . . . Serchio, 20.
Murmured like a noon-tide bee. . Td Night, rv. 4.
like a sexless bee Tasting all blossoms, .... Witch, lxviii. 5,

*Bee-pasturing, comp. adj. rich in honey-bearing nowere.
And when the pines of that bee-pasturing isle, . Hellas.^ 170.

*Beech, n. a forest tree {Fagus sylvatica).

Embraces the light beech. : . . , Alastor^ 433.
^Beeches, n. pi. of Beech.

beeches, to lovers dear, .... Orpheus, in.

Beef, n. flesh of the ox, bull or cow.
They think their strength consists in eating beef,— (Edipus, I. 145.

Beelzebub, n. the devil.
early in the morning Beelzebub arose, . , , . Devil, i. 2.

Been, pp. of To Be. (1) had being, place or existence.
It is, and it has been

;

. Cenci, iii. i. 146.
and be As thou hadst never been / . . . , . in. ii. 15.
Or charm the dark past never to have been, . . Pr. Satire, 21.

(2) expressing place or condition,
thou hast been Ocean's child, and then his queen ; Eug. Hills, 115.
you ask Why I am not as I have ever been. . . E. H^illia7»s, IV.^
But beside thee, where still my heart has ever been. Loon, Ded. 11. 9.
' For I have been thy passive instrument '

—

iv. xvi. i.

Beer, n. alcoholic malt liquor.
and beer, and tea, and cheese, . ... Peter, in. vii. 2.

Bees, n. A. Lit. pi. of Bee.
The ants, the bees, the swallows reappear ; . . Adonais, xviil. 4.
Men, by St. Thomas ! cannot live like bees, . . Cenci. I. i. 105.
Like aswarm of golden dffij, .... . Cloudy ^\.
The melodies of birds and bees^ . . . Guitar Jane, 71,
Like bees on mountain flowers

;

. . L^ion, XI. xix. 6.
The bees on the bells of thyme, . . . Pan, i. 7.
The yellow bees in the ivy-bloom, . Prom. I. 745.
and birds, And bees; m. iii. 20,
as bees From every flower aerial Enna feeds, in. iii. 41.
and waves, and birds, and bees, , Trium.ph, 376.
B. Fig. labourers, workers.

Bees of England, forge Many a weapon, . . MenoJEng. in. i.

Bees, keep your wax—give as the honey, . . . Peter^ in. v. 3.

Beetle, n. (1) an insect of the coleopterous order.
The beetle forgot to wind his horn, Serchio, 24.

(2) applied to a gadfly.
And thou, dull beetle, get thee back to hell ! , . (Edipus, I 270

Beetles, n, pi. ot Beetle (2),
Like other beetles he is fed on dung— .... i. 163.

'''Beetlingr, adj. overhanging, projecting.
Upon the beetling edge of that dark rock . . . Orpheus^ 25.

Befall, V. I. tr. happen to.
whom now strange meeting did ^^/^Z Loon V xiii 4as might befyll Two disunited spirits vi. xxxiv. 7.

II. intr, come to pass.
who saw such awful change befall. y xxviii o
bereft My child and me, might weU befaU. . . . Rosal. \2X\.

BefaUen,/*. (1) happened to.

\S^\ ^^¥^ }l^
**,"^' ^'^^^ *<Aa//«2 my brothers. Cenci, I. iii. 33.What has 5tf/a//eM thee, child? . . , , in i ^

{2) happened.
Alasl What has bejal/en? in. i. 6.

Befell, V. intr. (1) chanced, happened,
up and down whose steeps ^^/^/Z Alternate victory Lmn^ VI. xvi. 5.Andso, my friend, it then de/%// Rosal 7-12.

(2) came to pass.
'^

And thro' the hosts contention wild befelL Loon x xxx S
mighty change which suddenly befell. .

' iZT' xii^ oAmong mankind what thence befell
. j^o^al. 610
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Laon^ VI. xlii. 4.

, Deemon^ II. 90.
, I^r, Satan^ 2.

. Mar, Dr. xvni. 2.

, Prol. Hellas^ 14.

, IV. xxxiii. 5.

(3) turned upon, fell upon,
until our talk iefell Of the late ruin, . .

Before, /r^A (1) of position, in front of.

To see a bate before his mother's door, .

stood Before the Eternal Judgment-seat

:

round and round Before a gorgeous gate,
assemble here Before your Father's throne

(2)_ Fig. in view of.

At night when I reposed, fair dreams did pass
Before my pillow \ . , , . . ... Laon^

(3) in advance of.

a bright Star did glow Before my steps— . . . i. xlvi. 9.

(4_) at the consideration or fear of.

Shifted, and glanced before the Eagle's steadfast eye. I. ix. 9.
armfed wrong Trembles b. her look, tho' it be strong

;

IV. xxi. 5.

(5) driven in front of.

Like waves before an Admiral's prow 1 . . . . Ch. \st^ i. 134.
like painted clouds before the wind, .... I. 137.
Like insect tribes before the northern gale : . . Loon., v. viii. 2.

And still before the ocean and the gale The ship
fled fast

, VIII. xxvi. 4.
like smoke before the tempest's stream Mont B. 1 19.

(6) previously to a past event or time.
before A woman's heart beat in my virgin breast, L,aon^ I. xxxvii. 1.

For, before Cythna loved it, had itiy song . . . 11. xxx. i.

but as before Those winged things Sprang forth . x. xviii. 5.

(,7) previously to a coming event.
Before the whirlwind wakes . . . . . Ch. is/, I. 40.
Can he dream before that day ^m"- Btilis, 31,
and hope Before my last step in the living dance Faust^ il. 365.

(8) said in reference to a tribunal.
accused by the confectioner i£/^?'£ ajury of children, Ch. is/, II. 391.
Before the throne of unappealable God Cenci. iv. iv. 23.
To lay before the Gods ! Hoth. Merc. LVI. 2.

(9) with idea of deference added.
victim and torturer, bent Before one Power, . Laon^ II. viii. 3.

(10) sooner than.
Be as a sword consumed before the sheath . , . Adonais^ xx. 7.

Before, adv. (1) ahead, in advance.
Are the others already so far before? . . . . Fausi^ II. 200.
So he sent his slaves before Mask, xxi. i.

thrown, as those before us threw Triumph^ 250.

(2) in front, in advance.
Thy hopes are gone before : Adonais, Llil. 2.

And the dim low line before Fu£: Hills. 10.

a dark gnilph before. The realm of a stem Ruler, . Loon, II. vi. 6.

We look before and after, And pine for what is not : Skylark, 86.

(3) previously, at a time anterior.

I never knew what the mad felt Before ; . . Cenci, III. i. 2$.
Flies, as once before it flew,

-^^if- Hills, 126.
Never one Humbled himself before, as I have done ! Julian, 411.
Of all that men had thought before, . ... Tasso, Song; i. 6.

(4) already.
From which a thousand climbers have before Fallen, Triumph, 223.

(5) earlier, sooner.
how we ought, two hours before. To have been . Serckio, 64.

(6) frontways.
So that the tracks which seemed before, were aft ; Horn. Merc. Xlii. 4.

Before, conj. or conjunctive adv. previous to the time when,
now they consult Before they come to tax us . . Cenci, iv. iv. 33.
I like to play A little with the mouse before I eat it. Faust, i. 84;
flowers wnicn die almost before they sicken. Terza Rinta, 13.

Beforehand, adv. (1) in advance,
thus beforehand To slur her honour ? Calderon, l. 27S.

(2) already.
Great Father, you know clearly beforehand Horn. Merc. Lxil. i.

Be^, V. tr. (1) ask earnestly, implore.
I ^^P- those friends who love me, that they mark . Cenci, I. iii. 66.
And beg- from your tormentors, . . . The refuge . V. ii. 57.

(2) make petition for, solicit.

Would, therefore ^^^^ The office of his judge . Ch. 1st, III. 59.
Besran, V. I. tr. commenced,

like Ocean's stream Again began to pour.— . Damon, 11. 48.
With a favourite imp he began to chat^ . . . Devil, in. 3.
He began playing on the lyre at noon, . . . Hont. Merc. III. 2.

Into her watch-tower just began to climb. . . . xvi, 8.

That the poor sufferer's health began to fail . . Julian^ 597.
Long trams of tremulous mist began to creep,' . Loon, I. n. 4.
In hope on their own powers began to look, . i. xxxi. 8.
My brain be^an to fail when the fourth mom . iij. xxii, i.

and to the Camp began My wjay. ...,,. iv. xxxij. 3.
and they began to breathe Deep curses, . . . vii. vii. 8.
Methought her looks began to talk with me ; . . vil. xxi. i.

The ship fled fast till the stars ""gan^to fail, . . vill. xxvi. 5.
as a God whose faith began- To fade, ix. xviii. i.

each raging votary Vaw to throw X. xxxi, 5.
When first her soul began indeed to grieve : . Mother Sf Son, IV. 4.
Since I first began to wean pigs , . CBdipus, Ii. i. 120.
and began In a wild measure songs to make . . Peter, V. vii. 2.

Therefore I rose, and dauntlessly 0. My . . . pilgrimage Q. Mab,vu.ig6.
for all . . . the same round anew began., .... Rosal. 719.
and soon her strain The nightingale began ; . . 1 105.
Tears again be^an to flow. . . . , . , . . . Si. 1^0)^.6.
All loathliest weeds ie^fflw to grow, Sensii.Pi.lu.$i.

That his day's path may end as he b^an it,

the long anq gourd-like fruit began To tum . . Witch, xxxi'ii. 2.

Trium.pk, 418.'""
', XXXIII

LI. 8.

When all the forest tips began to burn Triumph^ 309.

till the car . . .Tojoumey from the misty east began.

IL intr, commenced.
Latona's glorious Son began .*— Horn. Merc, xxxii. i.

Be^au, pp. commenced.
thy sweet song thou hast began Calderon^ in. 23.

*Be£rem, v. tr. Fig. decorate, make beautiful.

an anadem. Which frozen tears instead of pearls b. ;Adonais, xi. 5.
Those lonely realms brigl^t garden-isles begem, . btsfnon, II. 106.

„ „ „ ,, „ „ . Q. Mab, vni. loi.

Begret, V. tr. Fig. (1) give rise to.

Strange thoughts beget strange deeds ; . . . . Cenci, iv. iv. 139.
Rough words beget sad thoughts, Fr. Satire, 37.
loves and hatreds ; these beget Evil and good : . Q. Mab, iv. 146.

(2) theological sense, give life to.

I will beget a son, and he shall bear vil. 135.

Begrsrar, n. one who solicits alms.
Alas then for the homeless beggar old ! . . Sum-mer, 18.

rise and shake Into a ^tf^ar'j lap ;— . . . . W^zVcA, LXXII. 7.

Beg-grars, n. pi. of Beggar.
a troop of cripples, beggars, and lean outcasts, . Ch. ist, i. 168.

Begin, V. I, tr. commence.
I now begin to fear that this Calderon, III. 85,

II. intr. (1) proceed, commence speech.
Be^in, while I in silence bind m, 22.

Begin, and, whilst the goats are browzing now Virgil, 7.

(2) start action.
We must begin firet where your Grace leaves off. Ch. 1st, II. 341.

(3) have origin.
We begin in what we end. ... . . . Fr. Peace, 3.
How did thy course begin ? I said, . . . Trium.ph, 297.

(4) arise.

shriek on shriek again begin ; Julian, 267.
Beginning, n. the commencement of all things.
where I have lived insphered From the beginning, Unf Dr. 17.

Beginning', pr. pple. opening, commencing.
thus with thee. My song beginning, Horn. Moon, 36.

Begins, V. I. tr. commences.
the still moon Swiftly, yet gracefully, b. her walk, Orpheus, g6.
As when day begins to thicken, Peter, iii. xxi. 4.
First life then love its course begins, . ... Rosal. 624.
IL intr. (1) opens, starts.

The world's great age begins anew, .... Hellas, 1060.

(2) originates.

Which begins and ends in thee ! Prom.. I. 691.
Begirt, pp. Fig. encompassed.
from the lyoes which had begirt it long. . . . Laon, Ded. vil. 9.

Beifoue, inter], go instantly.
Fly, begone! Cenci, Iv. i. 13.

Begot, V. tr. procreated.
I swear by Neptune who begot thee Cycl. 241.

Begotten, pp. Fig. called into being.
Even now jjaye I begotten a. strange wonder, . . Prom., iir. i. 18

Beguile, v. tr. (1) delude, overreach.
beguile The insensate mob, Q, Mab, vil. 238.

(^2) charm, divert.
In which not even contempt lurks to b. Your heart, Reviewer^ 6.

Beguiled, v. tr. (1) misled, drew aside.
Of hopes which thou and I beguiled To death . . That time, I. 6.

(2) diverted attention trom.
beguiled The keen attacks of pain and poverty; Mother^ Son,vi a

Beguiled, /J). (1) cheated.
About the cows of which he had been beguiled, Hom.Merc.JCXxix.A..
(2) overreached, deceived.

Phoebus perceived himself again beguiled, . . lxx. 5.

(3) diverted, drawn aside.
those who . . . were beguiled Into strange silence, Julian, 226.
Mine eyes were of their madness \iBli beguiled, . Laon, III. xxix. 3.
Of angej turned to love from ill ^fi^MzVeS, . . . V. xvii. 4.

(4) diverted from.
and so be beguiled Of the pang .... Vis. Sea, 77.

Beguiles, v. tr, diverts.

she their wrath beguiles With her own sustenance
; Laon, V. Iv. 5.

Begun, V. I. tr. entered upon.
Since Ferdinand and you b. Your course of love, Guitarfane, 32.

II. intr. (1) opened speech.
Eying him laughed, and laughing thus begun :— Horn. Merc. IV. 8.

1^2) came into being.
Has yet been ours since your reign begun. . . . CBdzpus, I. 48.
Was soothed by mischief since the world begun, . Triumph, 146.

Begun, ^/. (1) entered upon, commenced.
Leave us to finish what we have begun , . Calderon, I. 245.
When one dance ends another is begun ; . . . Faust, 11. 325.
Knew that strife was now begun Fr. Satan, 6.
Like an unbodied joy whose race is just begun. . Skylark, 15.

(2) started.

Before the chariot had begun to climb .... Triumph 469.
(3) come into being.

And as each God was born or had begun . Horn.. Merc. Lxxiii.5.
Whose polished sides, ere day had yet begun, . Rosal. 1300.
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Behalf, n, in favour of, or in the interest of.

in the feAa^Of these most innocent C«»«, V. ii. 187.

Beheld, v. tr. (1) saw.
beheld •w\i}n. wondering awe Their fleeting visitant. Alaslor, 256.

His eyes beheld Their own wan light 469.
She lool^ed around in wonder and beheld Henry, DtBtnon^ II. 328.

„ ,, ,
Q- Mab, IX. 236.

That I beheld her not. Epipf. 200.

None else beheld her eyes^ J^aon^ i. be, 8.

Till I b., where bound, that dearest child did lie. . ill- vii. 9.

the vision fair Of that bright pageantry beheld,— V. xlv. 0.

I feA«^ Their red swords flash VI. v. 2.

CytlmafcfeWmepart VI. xliy. i.

Dismounting, I beheld those corpses stare . . . VI. xlvii. 2.

Beheld his mystic friend's whole being shake, . Pr> Athan. II. ii.52.

their inhabitants beheld My sphered hght . . . Prom. I. 164.

a«^«/rfThe frightful desolation spread O. AfaJ, III. 183.

The Witch beheld it not, Witch, XXVII. 7.

She, all those human figures breathing there. Beheld
as living spirits

—

LXVI. 2.

(2) had knowledge of, was conscious of.

"WTiich I have suffered, and which he beheld; . . Cenci, V. iii. 80.

for ye beheld . . . The stem decrees go forth, . . Prol. Hellas, 44.

(8) Fig.
the startled wilderness beheldA savage conqueror Q. Mab^ viil. 77.

Beheld, pp. A. Lit. seen, witnessed,
I have ifi^fiil/The path of thy departure. . . . Aiasior, 367.

hath ne'er beheldK shape so wild, so bright, . . Doemon^ I. 70.

Thou hast beheld His empire, II. 25.

Like a great ship . . . Behela afar at sea, . . . Laon, l. vi. ^.

Thou hast 3«Atf/a that fight— . ... . i. xxxiv. i.

Hast thou beheld t\\& form of Love? . . . Prom. i. 763.
And rest, having beheld; . II. v. 109.

The present and the past thou hast beheld: . . Q. Mab^ vill. i.

B. Fig. (1) been aware or cognisant of.

God, who had beheld \he truth, Calderon^ I. 157.

he had beheld the woe In which mankind was bound, iMon^ iv. ix. 2.

(2) imagined,
so wild a shape Hath ever yet beheld, . . . . . Q. Mab, i. 75.

^Belienioth, n. Fig. an in:iaginary animal.
the might Of earth-convulsing behemoth^ . . . Prom, iv. 310.

Bebiud, adv. 1. Lit. (1) apart, absent, away.
Brought pleasure there and left passion behind. . Sensti. PL II. 24.

(2) in existence, of what was.
These ruins soon leave not a wreck behind : . . D<snton, 11, 222.

(3) in the rear.

The legion of witches is'coming Behind^ .... Faust II. 160.

the chud ofJove Follpwed ^ffA?w(/, . . . .
_
Hom.Merc.iAy.2.

To drag life on, which like a heavy chain
Lengthens behind Julian^ 303.

The living breath is fresh behind, Serchio, 8$.

behind. Old men and women foully disarrayed, . Triumph^ 164.

(4) at a later point of time.

And fe-^z«i:/ the tempest fleet Bug. HUlSyW.
If Winter comes, can Spring be far behind} . Ode IV. Wind, V. 14.

(5) in the past.

When the night is left behind . . . . Jane^ Inviin, 62.

Andhollow Ruin yawned 5M/?Z(^.- ProfH. I. ';68.

(6) at the back of a person or object.

Lo ! the sun upsprings behind, ^^ff: ^^s^ 100.

we stood iMzwa Stealing- his accents . . . Julian^ 296.
and the flat sands close behind/ Ode Lib. xv. 5.

(7) situated in rear of the speaker.
And from the cave behind I seemed to hear . . Laon^ ill. iv. 5,

-II. Fig. (1) in existence after one's self or own time,
when some surpassing Spirit, . . . leaves Those who

remain behind, Alasior^ 716.

such as suffering leaves behind. Not age ;— . . Laon^ IV. xxix. 5.

Casts on the gloomy world it leaves behind. . Oiho^ V. 6,

(2) in reserve, still to come.
Worse things, unheard, unseen, remain behind. . Prom. l. 6ij.

behind, lurk Fear And Hope, twin destinies ; . Son. Lift. 4.

(3) acting as secret instigator or supporter.
To mutual ruin armed by one behind Laon^ VI. xv. 3.

(4) follow as sequence.
hoary Crime would come Behind, II. xHii. g.

One comes behind . . . Necessity, IX. xxvii.4.

Beliiud, prep. A. Lit. (1) in the rear of things moving.
See those thronging chariots rolling . . . Behind

their solemn steeds : Ch. \st, I. 138.
another devil creeps behind ^^ first 11. 46.

(2) at the bacK or other side of.

It concealed hehindTh^ urns of the silent snow, Arethusa, 11. 8.

I heard the rats squeak behind ^& wainscots : . Ch. \st, II. 440.
The stars peep behind her and peer ; Cloud, 52.

The broad sun %\ir^ behind '\t, Julian, 105.

(8) following, succeeding.
Trees fe^r'wi/ trees, row by row,— ^a«j^, 11. 46.

B. Fig.
and the ray Of the remotest sphere . . . was from

behind it fbing, Ode Lib. I. i^.

Behold, V. I. tr. A. Lit. (1) see, observe.
behold At once the sign and the thing signified— , Ch. isi, I. 166.
Her whom . . . Thou wilt behold decked with such

loveliness . Bante Conv. 49.

Those who alone thy towers behold Bug. Hills, 142.
As I now behold them here, 144.
Whoever should behold me now, I wist, .... Gisb. 15,

Wouldst thou behold the future ? . . . . Hellas, '803.

Thou mayst behold How cities 844.
And cried—^What wonder do mine eyes b. I . Horn. Merc, xxxvi. 8.
Were piled within—a wonder to behold/ . . XLI. 8.

What we ^Mtf/rf Shall be the madhouse. . . . Julian, 106.
For in the air do I behold indeed An Eagle . . Loon, i, viji. 3.

"

I started to behold her, in. viii. i.

therefore shall ye b. How Atheists . , . can die— . xii. xxx. 3.A scene of joy and wonder to behold Xll.xxxiv'i,
Behold this haff\ it is The poison bag . . . CBdipus^ i. ^6.
let not man orl)east Behold their face . . i. 374.
you may beholdA dark and barren field, . . . Orpheus, 2.

Which Thou and I alone . . . B. with sleepless eyes ! Prom. i. 4.
Whilst I behold such execrable shapes, . . , i. 440,
Behold it, rolling' on Under the curdling winds, u. in. 22.

Behold the Nereids under the green sea, . , . m, ii, 44,
Behold the chariot of the Fairy Queen ! . . . . Q. Mob, I. 59.
a sight Of wonder to 5e^<3/i the body and soul. . I- H.?-
Thou shalt behold the present

\ u. ^,
might 5. Each action of this earth's i:nhabitants. . 11. 8g.
B., the Fairy cried. Palmyra's ruined palaces !— 11, 109,
Behold yavL sterile spot

;

n. 134.
Behold a gorgeous palace, m, 22.
Behold him now Stretched on the gorgeous couch ; in. 57.
Fairer than any wakened eyes behold. . . . Question, III. 8.

None doth behold us now : , . ... . Rosal. 14.
I sought my children to behold, 4S6.
On himwhom opce t'was paradise Even to behold, 752.
Dost thou behold, Said my guide, those spoilers

spoiled, JViumph, 234,

(2 ) look upon, witness, take note of.

now Do I behold yovi in dishonoured age . . . Cenci, I. i. 53.
B. Fig. (1) of inanimate things present at a scene.

The heaped waves behold The. deep calm . . . Vis. Sea, 128.

(2) witness, be aware of, know.
Spirit 5«^(7/i/Thy glorious destiny! Dismon, II. ^^,
to behold The selfi^ and the strong still tyrannise Loon, Ded. iv. 6.
The discord of your hearts, I in your looks behold. VIII. xvii. 9.
Wouldst thou the glory of its dawn behold} . . ix. xxvi. 3,
or to behold Your fost country bought and sold , Mask, Lxxii. 2.

Behold an emblem : Prom. i. ^4.
they behold ... as in a glass. The future : . . i. 661.
Spirit, behold Thy glorious destiny ! Q. Mab, viii. 9.
Such gentleness and power even to behold. . , . VVitch, vi. 8.

II. intr. (1) see.

Lest thou behold and die : they come : they come Prom. i. 440.
There are two woes ; To speak and to behold; . i. 647.
And mothers, gazing, . , . behold, and perish. . , n. iv. 84.

(2) imper. used as interj. commanding attention.
^rf^/dTwhat drink the vines of Greece produce, . Cycl. 4.0S.

fazing Upon the west, cried, Spread the sails! b./Laon, vni. i. 2.

eholdl The eternal stars gaze on us ! , . . , vill.xxvii.3.
Behold/ Spring sweeps over the world again, . . ix. xxi. 5.
Behold/ Spring comes, tho' we must pass, . . ix. xxv. 4.
Behold/ Heaven lowers under thy Father's frown. Prom. i. 409.
And behold, thrones were kingless, . in. iv. 131.
Behold/ where grandeur frowned

; Q, Mab, 11. iii.
behold/ Red glows the tjnrant's stamp-mark iv. 229.
Behold. I have no child ! . Rosal. 467.
5M(7/(/a wonder worthy of the rhyme . . TriuTnpk, ^yi.

Beholden, //. beheld, looked upon.
The all-beholding Sun had ne'er beholden . . . Witch, 11. 2.

Beholdest, v. tr. (1) lookest on, seest.
One that which thou beholdest

;

Prom. I. 196.
Behold'st thou not two shapes from the east i. 752.

(2) Fig. seest.

so thou, O Tyranny, ^^Ao/^fey/ now Light around thee, Eu£^.Hills,2%o.
J^eTiolAiixg, pr. pple. (1) viewing.
To stand on thee, beholding it ; . . . ... Julian 60.

(2) being conscious of.

Ill deeds, then be thou damned, beholding good ; Prom. i. 293.
Beholds, V. I. tr. (1) sees, perceives.
With wonder beholds the blue flash thro' his

^°r^'-r:, ,•,• • • •
^- ^- spec. Hors. 43.

none beholds them there, . . . ... Mont B. 132.

(2) watches, notes.
Genius beholds it rise, his native home, . . . Laon, I 1 3
Wliilst the high Arbiter Beholds the strife, . . . Prol. Hellas, 29.
Fair are others ; none beholds thet Prom. II. v. 60.
Until its hue grows like what it beholds, . . . iv. 487.
II. rejl. looks on.

with which the Universe Beholds itself .... Apollo, vi, 2.

Being-, n. (^1) existence as a separate entity.
Which has withdrawn his being to its own ; . . Adonais, xui. 7.
his own *««^ unalloyed by pain Alasior 6A.2
his being notes The gradual renovation, . . . Daemon, 11. 112.
Blighting his ^««^with unnumbered ills, . . him
The glory of her 5«V, Bpips. 01.'
And all my 6««^ became bright or dim . . . — 206.
The moving billows of my bemg fell . . . a\s
boil under our being's inmost cells, . .

'

egs*
The frail bark of this lone *«-«^,) .... \ Bug. jfilS, 331.has thus bowed His 5««P-- Julian, 20b.
scarcely drew Ope impulse of her d«V— • . . Laon h xxui tBy mme thy being is to its deep Possest. . Magnet. Lady, iv.%
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grief did sit Upon his *««^/ Pr. Aihan. 1.121.
there fed his lonely being :— II, i. 14.
Asia! who, when my d«2'«!^ overflowed, . . . Pront. I. 809.
in the deep night My being was condensed ; . . 11. i. 86.
all my being. ... is dissolved, ill. i. 39.
the great end For which it hath its being, . . . Q. Mab, i. iM.
Despising its own miserable being, .... V. 30.
That still consumed thy beings VI. 130.
v/ho lifts, with virtuous pride, His being, . VI. 206.
his few^ notes The gradual renovation, .... vill. 142.
Blighting his d««^ with unnumbered ills, . . . vill. 189.
The impress of thy being kept ; , Rosal. 1219.
There late was One within whose subtle beings . Sunset, i.

(2) existence,
the web of being blindly wove By man and beast Adonais, Liv, S-
Were limbs, and breath, and being intertwined . Alastor, 208.
That paused within his passive being now, . . 630.
Which doth my fevered being move, . ... Calderon, iix. 40.
this particle of my divided ^ffzM^/ .... "

• •

Of Hnked and gradual being has conflrmed ?

Govern my sphere of being, night and day !

they have no being ! .... . .

Sung of his birth and being— ...
'A^.a being clearer than its own could be,
The light of life, the loveliness of being, . .

Of public hope was from our being snapt, .

let sense and thought Pass from our being,
may give Their being to each plant,
thou breath of Autumn's being,
but he refused The birthright of their being.
Which covered our being
Out of the lampless caves of unimagined being.
Wantons in endless being.
which survives Until our being fades,
the babe In the dim newness of its being . . .

to endow With manner, being, and reality
;

. —

—

no year of my eventful being Has passed . . .

reality to that Whpse being I annul
Which his short being's wretchedness had reached ;

First knew the unreserve of mingled being,

(3) life, continuance of existence,
urge The restless wheels of beingon their way,

Might they no more drink being from thy 'form,

(4) entity, person.
Was man a nobler being; . . ...
Here now the human being stands . ...
A serious, subtle, wild, yet gentle being
In me, communion with this purest ^«m^ , .

there seemed a being Within me—
One only being shaft thou not subdue.
It is some being Around the crags. . .

I love thee, gentlest being,
Hide that fair beingwhom we spirits call man

;

interests, That sway the meanest b^ng^ .

the crimes Of this unnatural d^/w^; . .

Soul ofthat smallest being,
that high being, of cloudless brain, . . .

. Cenci, IV. i. 117.

. Damon, 11. 278.

. Q. Mab, IX. 181.

. Epips. 361.

. HeUas, 784.
Horn. Merc. Lxxlii. 7.

. Loon, in. iii. 6.

Zriww, v. Song, 2. 3.

. VI. XXX. 3.

IX. xxix. 5.

. • IX. xxxiii. 6.

Ode W. Wind,\.\.
. Prom. II. iv. 39.

IV. 59
. IV. 378.

Q. Mab, I. 151.

. V. 215.

VI. 153.

VII. 63,

VII. 235.
VIII. 48.
VIII. 159.

(5) body and soul,
ieheld" ' -" "

Sunset, 8.

, D<smon^ li. 245.
. Q. Mab, IX. ik;2.

. Laon, IX. xxxiv. 3.

. Dcenum., II. 126.

. Q. Mab, VIII. 172.

. Dmmon, II. 139.

J».

Mab, VIII. 198.

ulian, 145.

. jLaon^ II. xxxii. i.

VII. xvi. 3.

. Prom. I. 265.
. II. i. 164.

. m. iv. 30.

. III. iv. 45.

. Q. Mab, II. 104,
III. 103.

. III. ago.
V. 154.

Beheld his mystic friend's whole bei?fg^hake, . Pr. Athan. II. ii. 52.

(6) animation, temporary existence.
start To being when thou art nigh ; . > Q- ofmy Heart, II. 3.

(7) a creature of the imagination.
a Being vrhoTD. my spirit oft Met Epips. 190.

(8) period ofcoming into existence,
all the chains are forged Long ere its being

Being, pr. pple. of Be.
In 3tf:'w^ all they hate in others' shame, . .

Whom thy slaves hate for being like to thee,
Yet being now, made earth like heaven

;

Being's, n. (1) people, human beings.
Its kindred beings recognized

,

To see the h\}&y beings round thee spring, .

(2) creatures.
And voice of living beings, and woven hymns .

which speak the love Ofall articulate beings?

C3) persons (contemptuous).
As some perverted beings think to find . . ,

(4) persons (idealistic),

and beings nobler than The envious . . . multitude. Ch, 1st, I. 147.

(5) organisms.
I tell thee that those viewless beings, ... Q. Mab, II. 231.

*Belated, ///. adj. late-coming, tardy.
Dimly uplifting her fe/a^ferf beam, Faust, II. 18.
The printless air felt thy belated^hx:nie& Prom. 11. i. 34.
In the belated moon, wound skilfully ; .... Witch^ xiii. 6.

jBelfiry, comb. adj. attr. tower in which a bell hangs.
the madhouse and its belfry tower, Julian, 107.

Belie, v, tr. give the lie to, prove false.
First to belie thee with an hour of rest, .... Cend, IV. i. 181.
those who dare belie Their human nature, ... 0. Mab^ IV. 218.
infinity within, Infinity without, belie creation ; . vil. 22.

Belief, «. (1) credence, trust in a thing as probable,
in truth they might well baffle Any belief— . . Cend, 11. ii. 6$.

. Q. Mab, rv. 135.

. Fr. Satire^ ^9-

. Prom. I. 606.
IIL iv. 160.

. Q. Maby II. 99.

. Solitary, i. 3.

. Alastor^ 48.

. Prom. II. v. 36.

. Julian, 354,

Bafflinff belief and overpowering speech ; . . . Cenci, ill. i. 164.
Exceed all measure oi belief

}

iii, i. 189.
Cradled in the beliefoi guileless looks v, ii. 149.
A schemer subtle beyond all belief; Horn. Merc. 11. 4.
A scandal-monger beyond all belief. LVI. 8.

(2) faith in the supernatural.
Hatred, despair, and fear and vain belief . . . Desman, II. 159.
All evil passions, and all vain belief, Q. Mab, viii. 216.

(3) religious creed.

One single point in his belief Peter, vi. xxiii. i.

the corrupt beliefOi thy blind heart : Q. Mab, vi. %(>.

„ „ „ „ „ Superstition, 15,

Believe, v. I. tr. (1) hold as true.

or is but quaint mockery Of all we would belike, Gisb. 158.

All that vain men imagme or believe, Julian, 44.
Damned ... To believe their minds are given . . "Petery III. xx. 3.

And it but mimic all we would believe .... Son. Lift. 3.

when we Scarcely b. much more than we can see. Witck, lxxviii. 8.

(2) really think or suppose.
do you believe Your image, . , . Follows me not . Cenci, i. ii. 11.

No stay ! I do believe it is some jest : i. iii. 71.
Could I believe thou wert their mingled blood, —— i. iii. 81.

and make the pigs Believe that the contents . . CEdipus, i. 388.
make her think that we believe . . . that she is guilty ; ll. i. 37.
had made alive The things it wrought on ; I believe Peter, iv. x. 4,
Believe their own swift wings and teet . . . obey : Prom, 11. ii. 55.
you must believe This heart is stone : Rosal. 313.
Made me believe that I had died, i'204.

Let none believe that God in mercy gave That stroke. Sunset, 27.
O, let me not believe That any thing of mine is fit

to live ! Witch, Ded. lii. 7.

(3) credit, give credence to.

I thank my God that I believe you not Cenci. I. i. 120.
Believe me, dearest Father, Horn.. Merc. Lxiv. 2.

is just the sort of thing Swine will believe. . . , CEdipus, i. 398.
(4) feel assured.

Believe that Heaven is merciful and just, . . . Cenci, IV. ii. 13,
I did believe, . . . That some strange sudden death

hung over him — - iv. iv. 133.
I did believe indeed That alt you said —— v. iv. 28.
Believe that I am ever still the same . , . . . Julian, ^$S.
As I believe that thoa and I should be. ... . Sonn. Dante, 14.

II. intr. give credit, have faith.

If you believe not, L^t us refer it ...... Calderon, l. 104.
You arch-priests Believe in nothing

; CBdipncs, I. 127.
quake, believe, and cringe Q. Mab, IV. 219.
I love, but I believe in love no more Rosal. 772.
And left us nothing to believe in, Witdiy I. 5.

Believed, &. tr. (1) gave credence to, had faith in.
He half believed White Obi Peter, vi. xix. 5.
All men believed sluA hoped, is torn aside ; . . . Prom. iii. iv. 192.
The outworn creeds agam believed, Rosal. 718.

(,2) felt assured, thought, supposed.
if she <5£/?fiz'£(f That I had resolution E. Williams, vi\. 1.

others believed That memories of an antenatal life Pr, Athan. I. 90.
I loved, and I believed that life was love. . . , Rosal. 765.
the thing which each believed was done .... Witchy LXxvi. 7.

Believed,^, credited.

But not to be believed as being; done Cycl. 369.
Believes, v. intr, really thinks to be true.
And bade to answer, not as he believes^ .... Cend, v. ii. 42.

Believing, ^?-.^/<?. (1) having faith in the existice of.
as a man believing In God, .* ly. ij. 10.

(2) supposing, imagining.
The pleasure of believing vihBX. we see Is boundless, Julian, i6
Believing 'twas his power that made Peter, iv. xxi. 3.

Bell, n. A. Lit. a hollow metal instrument sounded with a
clapper,

then was knoUed The ^£// of death, ... , Ginevra loi
an open tower, where hung A bell^ Julian 10^ '

And like that black and dreary bell, . ... ' 12a

'

And the black da// became invisible .' 1^
Till the abbey ie// struck One : Si.Ir.(i)vni 2
B. Fig. the sound emitted from a bell when* struck.

Or herdsman's horn, or bellaX. closing day ; . . Adonais xv. K,
Will mix it's music with that merry &//, . , . Ginevra 77
Ifyou hear not a deep and heavy te . . . . Julian ay.
Those who may cross the water, hear that bell *

log.
Bell, n. a proper name.
Then came Peter Bell the Second, . . . . Peter Prol. 17
Peter -&// the First was Peter

'

'27]
The next Peter Bell was he, aj
And the last is Peter Bell, %j^
Thy name is Peter -Sc/Zy Peter,\.'v. 1.

sat Peter Bell, and swore, .
'

i. viii. 4,
Peter knew not that he was Bell: n, vii, 2!

. Considering and retouching Peter Bell; .... Witch, Ded. iv. 2.

*Bell-oliinLe, n. the soimd given forth from a bell.
Like a crazed bell<hime, out of tune ? . . , . Peter^ vi. i. 5.

Bellies, n. pi. of Belly, the abdomen.
they'd rip each other's bellies up (Edipus^ I. -xoK.

:I:BeUoua, n. the Roman goddess of war.
as man-milliner To red Betlona^ , j^ ji,_

Bellowing, pr. pple.
the sound Is bdUywing underground Liberty, 11. 5.
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Bello'wing', ppl. adj. loudly roaring.
The beUffWtnsr monster, aad the nishincr storm, . Daemon^ ii. 103.

„ .... n . . Q.Mab,vm.9Z,
BeUs, n. see Bell (1>^
The minster bells ring-ingf—Come away ! . . . . Fugitives^ i. 9.

The music of the merry marriage hells^ .... Ginevra^ 42.

Fig, the sound ofby bells.

More dulcet and symphonious than the bells . (Edipus^ II. ii. 123.

Bells, n. bell-shaped flowers.

The bees on the,3fi//j of thyme, . j Pan,!."/.
as the blue bells Of Hyacinth , . Prom. II. i. 139.
or within the bells Of meadow flowers, .... II. ii. 84.
That the light of its tremulous bells is seen . . . Sensit. PL I. 23.

Which flung from its bells a sweet peal anew . . I. 26.

Were all paved with daisies and delicate bells . . I. ^3'.

Bells, n. pi. of Bell, proper name.
Peter Pells, one, two and three, ....... Peter, Prol. 1.

Belly, n. (1) (in human beings) the abdomen.
they shall fill My belly, Cycl. 224.
so fill your belly and your jaws 2S7.

And this great belly, first of deities, ..... 319.

(2) (in animals) the underpart of the body.
To stuff out its own little belly Cat, I. 6.

with long legs and belly wide, Faust, II. 69.
Like the water-snake's belly 3J\6. the toad's back. Sensit. PI, III. 53.

Belong, V. intr. (1) pertain.
to my song, Victory and praise . . . belong; . . . Apollo, VI. 6.

whose strange melody Might not belong to earth. Laon, i. xix. 2.

As if to lingering winds they did belong, .... V. lii. 5.

Where none wanted but it, could belongto the giver, Sensit. PL i. 73.

(2") are subservient.
among Mankind, the many to the few belongs . Laon, IX. xiv. ^.

Belongring', pr. pple. pertaining.
With everything belonging to them fair !— ... Gisb. 297.

Belousfs, V. intr. (1) is included.
Beyond the large commission which belongs . . Ch. isty 11. 195.

(2) pertains.
the caprice Of man's weak will b. no more to thee Q. Mab, vi. 201.
Belongs to each and all who gaze upon Witch, xxvil. 6.

Beloved, pp, much or well loved.
the same lady is Beloved by Floro and myseE . Calderon, I. 263.
O ! beloved as thou art ! Ind. Ser. II. 8.

Like one beloved the scene had lent Jane, Recoil. 77.
To love and be beloved with gentleness ; . . . Julian, 208.
Beloved and sought and mourned of none ; . . . Uosal. 948.
And music, when one beloved is singing, . . . 1 128.

Come thou, beloved z& thou art ; W. Shel. ill, 1.

Beloved, ppl. adj. much loved, well loved.
Earth, ocean, air, beloved hto\h&x\yoQA\ .... Alastor, i.

then forgive This boast, beloved brethren, . . 16.

to the light Of those beloved eyes, ... . . 332.
See, his beloved dogs are gathering round— . . Bion. Adon. 15.

Beloved earth, dear mother, Calderon, 11. 79.
He has made me look On my beloved Bernardo, . Cenci, II. i. 70.
Beloved friend, God is my witness .... . Ch. ist, ll. 136.

My beloved lord, . . . . ^ . . . . . . 11, 459.
Bright as the path to a belovedhome, IV. 21.

W^ithin the fanes of your beloved God ? . . . Qir/. 427.
For the^beloved Bion is no more Fleg. Bion, 3.

a beloved lishtl A solitude, a Refuge, a Delight? Bptps. 63.
Which no fe/oz/^if hand has closed, Faust, II. 391.
on a beloved friend. Whose dying eyes .... Ginevra. 92.
For our /Jc/oz/^i? Jane alone Guitar Jane, ^.
Held his belovedtortoisGrlyTe tight. . . . Ifom. Merc. XXV. 8.

and his beloved tortoise still He grasped, . . . xl. 5.

thy beloved xv2.m&, thou Child of love and light. . Laon, Ded. I. 9.
And this beloved ^-iV^ thus felt the sway . . . 11. xxxi, i.

and this beloved spot And thee, O dearest friend, —— 11. xxxix. 8.

an home, £ven for yourselves on a beloved shore : vill. iv. 2.

and make War for thy beloved sake Mask, LXII. 2.

Prince Athanase had one ^e/tTz/gf^ friend Pr.Athan.n.i, 1.

Whilst my beloved race is trampled down . . l^ofn. I, 386.
Come, as two doves to one 5e/i3z/43V fvest, . . . . i- ?53-
But in the depth of those beloved eyes 11. i. 161.
or the voice Of one belovedhGBxd in youth alone, 11. iv. 14.
When, for my child's i^/oz/ffl? sake RosaL 12^/^.

Among rude voices, a beloved light, St. Epips. 76.
'Tis like a child's beloved cots& .... Time longpast, iii. 3.
Where art thou, ^e/owgrf To-morrow ? To-morrow, \.i.
I ask of thee, beloved Night— To Nighty v. 5.

Beloved, n. a much loved person.
The lovely, the 5e/i9z/tfrf is gone— Bion. Adon. 26.

Bacchus, O beloved, where . . . . ^ Cycl. 6$.
as now rest on mine Thine own beloved:— . . Laon, vii. xviii. 5.
The while we two, beloved, must depart, . . . ix. xxxii. i.

O ! willingly, beloved, would these eyes, .... ix. xxxiv. 2.

They wait for thee beloved; xii. xxv. 8.

As twilight to the western star, Thou, beloved art to me. Mary, 14, •

Are heaped for the beloved's bed ; . . Music, when soft voices^ 6.
Beloved and. most beautiful, who wearest . . . Prom. 11. i. 30.
Oh ! my friend. My sister, my belovedI .... UnJ. Dr. 33.

Below, adv. A. Lit. at a lower level.
Cleave themselves into chasms, while far b. Ode W. Wind, in. 10.
And the rocks above and the stream below, . . Serchio, 12.

Which the circumfluous plain waving belffw, . . 41.

(2) on earth, in this world.
Far from these carrion kites that scream below; Adonais, xxxviii. 2.

How goes it with you there below ? Faust, l. 31.

Wh^ truth and love shall dwell below . , . RosaL 606.
Athetis doth inherit His corpse below Sp. Plato, 6.

(3) underneath some place referred to.

While the moist earth was laughing below. , , , Cloud, 72.

Below lay stretched the universe ! Q. Mao, ll. 70.

One deck is burst up from the waters below,
^

. . Vis. Sea, 35.

B. Fig. (1) of inferior importance, in a lower grade.
Lay my command upon the Courts below . . Ch. ist, 11. 85.
Ruin above, and anarchy below; ...... /fellas^ 268.

(2) beyond this life,

what thing do you Hopfi to inherit iatte grave 5e/(3w^ Ye hasten, 14.

Below, prep. A. Lit. at a lower level.

Far, far below the" chariot's stormy path, . . . Dcemon, i, 133.

B. Fig. secure from,
are Built below the tide of war, . . . . Hellas, 697.

Belt, n. A. Lit. line, band.
with a belt Flashing incessant meteors. . . . Dcemon, i. 146.

II n II II 11 • Q- ^f^K 1. 235.
a broad belt of mingling cloud and flame,. . . . Deetnon, li. 121.

n 11 It »i II • • • 0. Afad, VIII. 167.

B. Fig. range or circle.

within the belt Of his own nature, - Peter, iv. iii. 3.

Belted, ppl. adj. surrounded by a zone.
Strange things within their belted orbs appear. . DeEmon, i. 255.
immovably Belted Orion hangs— Pr. Athan. 11. li. 34.

:{:Bemocked, v. rejl. disguised, metamorphosed.
Which so bemocked themselves, Laon, in. xxiii. 8.

Bend, v. I. tr. A. Lit. (1") arch or curve.
like the winds . . . Which bendthe bright grass gracefully, RosaL 796.

(2) stoop or move downwards.
rocks bendsLud lift Their frowning foreheads . , Faust, ll. 47.
and did bend her Head ... .... Triumph, 363.

(3) influence or affect.

Which rain could never bend^ ....... Witch, XLVIII. £.

B. Fig. (1) influence by persuasion or terror.
To bend him to this point : Cenci, i. i. 5.
To bend her to my will jy. i. 76.
O, there are words and looks To bend the sternest

purpose! ... v. iv. 31.
Which must bend the Invincible Prom. i. 536.

(2) turn, bestow.
wilt thou bend No thought on my dead memory ? Julian, 491.
(3) bow down, humble.

bend thy soul in prayer, Prom-, i. 376.
II. intr. A. Lit. curve or appear to curve, arch over.

where the blue heavens bend. Epips. 544.
And bendy as if heaven was ruining in, . . . Vis. Sea, 6.

B. Fig. (X) bow or humble oneself.
To bend, to tremble, and adore Calderon, II. 6.
Where gods and fiends in worship bend, . . . Damon, I. 97.
before his shrine forever In adoration bend, . . ji, 20.
we bend in fear and shame Before thy presence ; Laon, X. xxvii. 4.
thou didst bend^-zxi.6. called it God ! . . , . Q. Mab^ VI. 102.

(2) submit or yield.
Till Scotland bend or break . Ch. 1st II. 262.
ray judgement will not bend To your opinion, . . Julian, 192.
5. beneath the spell Of that young maiden's speech, Laon, iv xx 8
Bend to another's will— Mother^ Son, 11. 8.

(3) tend or incline.

To Hell shall her high hearts bend. . . . . Hellas 105
Bended, adj. bowed.
Worship thee with bended knees Ode to Heaven 24

Bendinff, pr. pple. A. Lit. (1) stooping forwards.
Or o'er the fell corpse of a dread tyrant bending. Tear 11 a
Who over thy lowly-built sepulchre ^fiwi^mp- .

' iv 2
*fi«rfm^ at her sweet command, Triumph ao%.
(2) turning or curving.

'

Bending towards the left through grass .... Matilda, 26.
(3) inclining towards one another.

5fiKifz^ within each other's atmosphere, . . . Triumph ik\
B. Fig. (1) turning, directing.
B a stem and an inquiring; brow On what I meant : Cend, II. i. 108.Bendmgher beamy eyes in thankfuhiess. . . Damon 11 308

(2) descending'.' " "
•&^^;ix...5.

&»rf!>^from Heaven, in azure mirth, . . . JaTie. Invitn \i
Bending, p/il. adj. A. Lit. (1) curved, arched.
The dark earth, and the be»dirt£r v3.a\t of stars. . A/astar S76And o er the vast cope of bending heaven , Mar l5r \il j
(2) moving with the wind.

As one whom winds waft o'er the bending grass, Laon, iv. xxxiii. 2.
It she™ the^«Krfj»^ oak, the roaring stream. . M. N. Ravail. i.
B. I'lg. downcast.

Her beamy S«rfz»^ eyes, Alastor, lyg.BendB, V. I. ir. A. Lit. weighs down.
And bends, . .

.
One fair and frail anemone : . Prom 11 ii 13

B. I-tg. turns, inclines.
....

h\A bends His gaze on the blind earth. . . Cenci v ii 86
ai. tntr. A. Lit. bows down.

As he bends in still grief o'er the hallowed bier, . St Ir M\ ^
B. Fig. (1) dictates, commands. ' "

Or the red scaffold, as our country fewife, . . . Julian, yjs-
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(2) seems to lean.

whose dim form Bends in dark aether .... TVium-ph^ 85.

Beneath^ adv. A. Lit. (1) at a lower level) in view of a

certain place or object.

and beneath^ A field is spread, Adonais^ L. 6.

Beneath is spread like a green sea Eug. Hills^ 90.
Beneath^ there saj:e on.many a sapphire throne, , Laofiy i. liv. i.

(2) underneath, down below.
like flowers that mock the corse beneath. . . . Adonats^ II. 8.

And mock the merry worm that wakes beneath; ' xx. 5.

To harmonies and hues beneath, Jane^ Recoil. 2^.

A rainbow's arch stood on the sea, Which rocked b. Prom. i. 709.
Beneath, the billows having vainly striven . Witch, XLVI. o.

(3) under the surface of the ground.
From spring gathering up beneath, Prom. I. 792,

(4J in apposition .to above = on all sides.

Sustains it from beneath, and kindles it ahove. . Adonais, XLII. 9.

Resound around, beneath, above Faitst, ll. 58,

And from beneath, arotmd, withift, aboVe, . * . ProfH. IV. 353.

B. Fig. (1) expressing a deeper sense or feeling.

And pass into the panting heart beneath . . Adonais, xll. 4.

(2) under the influence of.

And spread feTzea^A a hell of death . . * . ., /V-tfwf. I. 717.

'Beneath., prep. A. Lit. (1) underneath, directly below.
Beneath the smoke which hung its night . . . Mar, Dr>. XV. 5-

For beneath yon very sky, Rosal. 159.
the worm beneath the sod Son. Byron, 13.

Sparkled beneath the shower of her bright tears, Witch, xxv. 2.

(2) at a lower level than the object referred to, in view of.

Beneath the Ortygian shore ;— Arethusa, v. 15.

There is a plain beneath the City's wall, .... Laon^ iv. xxv. 1.

B. Fig. (1) under the semblance of.

beneath the veil Of food and mirth, I. xxix. 5.

Beneath truth's steady beams upon its tutnult cast. II. xti. 9.

(2) under care, influence or protection.

"Who grew beneath his smile— . . . . Ch. \st. III. 59.
Beneath the Shadow of her winffs . . . DctiHtm, i. 79.

as a child beneath its mother's love, . . . 11. 227.

mine shook beneath the wide emotion Loon, I. xxxviii. 9.

they, . . . bend beneath the spell Of that young
maiden's speech, and to their chiefs rebel. . IV. xx. 8.

Beneath whose looks did my reviving soul . , . Q. Mab, Ded. 5.

(3) under power of.

Man's free-bom soul beneath the oppressor's heel, Laon, VIII. vii. 6.

beneath tdt^ hand Defenceless lay, x. x. 2.

the outer lake beneath the lash Of the wind's scourge, Witch, l. 1.

(41 the touch of.

and there went Up from beneath his hand . . . Horn. Merc. ix. 4.

from beneath his hands a crash Of mighty sounds lxxxv. 5.

(5) concealed within as inspiring force.

That we will be dread thought beneath thy brain, Prom. I. 488-

(6) in the enjoyment of.

Most fortunate beneath life's beaming mom ; . Laon, Ded. IX. 7.

Benediction, n, blessedness.

That Benediction which the eclipsing Curse . AdonaiS^ LIV. 3.

Sweet Benediction in the eternal Curse

!

. . Eptps. 25.

'('Benefit of Clergy, «. phrase, imnnmity from punishment
according to secular law,

and hanged him without benefit ofclergy, . . Ch. \si, II. 393.

Benefits, n. kindnesses.

For benefits and meek submission tame .... Prom. I. 379.

Benevolence, n. kindness, goodness.
the God Of nature and benevolence hath given Q. Mab, 11. 156.

His mild eye beams benevolence no more

;

. III. 158.

^Benisflited, pp. overtaken by darkness.

like day to one b&nightedln lonesome woods : . Laon, Xll. xxii. 8.

*Benigrhted, ///. adj. Fig. (1) dark, clouded.
did shoot and quiver Thro' my benightedmmA— I. xli. 9.

While slowly truth on thy benight, sense Has crept ; iv. xi. 7.

(2) shrouded in slavery or moral darkness.

'Mid the benighted nations, . . .... Prol. Hellas, 198.

:|:Benign, adj. gracious, beneficial.

Earliest and most benign —^ 34.

*Beniffnant, adj. (1) beneficial, salutary.

ye feel the truth of love's benignant laws. . . Laon, V. ix. 9.

(2) gracious, benevolent.
Earnest, benignant, calm, —^^ xi. xiv. 5.

^Benjamin, n. an overcoat so called, in fashion in the early

part of the igth century.

He had on an upper Benjamin Peter, ll. v. i.

*Bensliie, n. the death-spirit of Celtic superstition.

It \b the Benshie's moan on the storm, . . .M.N. Spec. Hors. 5.

Bent, V. I. tr. A, Lit. (1) leant or bowed down.
at last, he bent O'er me his aged face, .... Laon, ill. xxxi. 6.

over his spear he bent His downward face— . . v. iii.
j[.

Bent his thin head to seek the brazen rein, . . vi. xliii. 4.

He paused, and to my lips he bent His own : . . Rosal. 1131.

(2) inclined or weighed down.
which ^tf«^ with gathered weight My neck . . . Zri2<?w, Vi. xxxiii. 3.

(3) curved.
in its calm sweep Bent the soft grass, . ... Triumph, 316.

B. Fig, (1) directed, pursued.
bent its bright course High over the immeasurable main, Alastor, 278,

He from Pieria's mountain bent his flight ; . Horn,. Merc. xiv. 5.

(2) aimed, directed.
. ...

Who bent the curse against his country's heart, . Hellas, 246.
had de«^ Against their gods keen blasphemy, . . Rosal. 861.

(3) turned, directed or inclined the eyes.

and she bent Her looks on mine: Laon, I. xxiv. 6.

And^ew/hiseyesof kindlingtendemess Nearraine, i. xlii. 8.

II. intr, A. Lit. (1) leaned over,

as if to snap Those dreadful thoughts the gentle
III. XXXI. 8.

. Unfi Dr. 141.

, Laon^ VI. xxxii. 7.

X. IV. 5.

II. viii. 2.

VII. V. 3.

grandsire bent.

Then bent over a vase, and murmuring . . .

(2) undulated, waved,
blasts, in which its blue hair quivering bent, .

(3) directed their course,
so bent The armies of the leagued kings . . .

B. Fig. humbled themselves, gave way.
victim and torturer, bent Before one Power,
to great Nature's sacred power He bent, . .

Bent,//. A. Lit. (1) swayed or turned,
leaves tremblingly were All bent towards that part Matilda, 11.

(2) shaped, formed.
his straight lips were beni. Men said, . ... Laon, V. xxxvi. 7.

(3) turned down.
Were bent and tangled across the walks : . . Scnsit. PI. Iii. 47.

(4) folded.
And o'er what seemed the head a cloud-like crape

Was bent, Trium-ph, 92.

(5) crooked.
a green andwrinkled eunuch, . . . distorted, bowed

and bent. i . . . . Lixon^ vii. Viii. 5.

B. Fig. (1) arched as a nimbus. - -

whose fame Over his living head like Heaven is b., Adonais, xxx. 4.

(2) influenced.
The Pope is stem ; not to be moved or bent.

(3) humbled, bruised.
Can break a spirit already ifioTe than beni.

(4) fixed, directed, inclined.

Of her stem brow bent on the idle air, . .

(5) determined.
Bent with sublime Archimedean art To breathe .

(6) intent, set.

Tho' bent on pleasant pilgrimage, . ,

(7) forced, obliged.
With or without your own will bent, , .

(8) worn, wearied.
But he was bowed and bent with fears, . . . ,

(9) curved,
the Mother of the Months had bent Her bow . .

Bent, ppl. adj. Fig. (1) downcast.
In those flushed cheeks, bent eyes, and shadowy frame Alastor, 416.

(2) curved.
Above the curve of the new bent moon, .... Rosal. 969.

Bent, n. inclination.
I sit—and smile or sigh as is my bent, .... Gisb. 113.

^BenumTsing*, ppl. adj. paralyzing, deadening.
as the benuynbingcramp Ofages leaves their limbs— Laon, II. xliv. 5.

Bequeath, v. tr. Fig, transmit to posterity.
I will bequeath The memory of these deeds, . . Cenci, IV. 1. 51.
to remoter time B., . . . The splendour of its prime ; Hellas, 1086.

Bereft, v. tr. deprived.
of all The ready lies of law bereftMy child and me, Rosal. 1230.

Bereft,//, deprived.
Of their soft beds and their sweet food bereft— Horn-. Merc, xxxill. 5.
bereft Of friends, and overcome by lonely care . Laon, 11. xxiv, €.
a ghastly bat, bereft Of sense, M&dusa, IV. 3.

Desire, like a lioness bereft Of her last cub, . . Triumph, 525.

Bernardo, n. the youngest son of Count Cenci.
Bernardo and my wife could not be worse . . . Cenci, I. i. 136.
Whilst my poor Bernard, and that gentle lady .

"

He has made me look On my beloved Bernardo,
to Bernardo, He is so innocent,
Bernardo, conduct you the Lord Legate

y Bernardo even now is gone to implore ....
Berries, n. globular or ovate seed fruit.

leaves for ever green. And berries dark,
Which drop their berries as they follow fast, _ ^ . -^
That bore Ul berries in the woods, Prom,, ill. iv. 38.
And thinning one bright bunch of amber berries, III. iv. 81.

Beside, adv. (1) else, otherwise, except.

These spirits she persuades not, nor deceives, But
none beside escape, . .... . tlom. Venus, 32.

When all beside was cold— . Julian, 452.
No living thing was there beside one woman, . . Laon, VI. xlviii. i.

daughter of high birth—she can be nought beside. viil. ii. g.

whose will has power when all beside is gone. . .

on all beside It tums with ninefold rage, . .

They have few pleasures in the -worl^beside j .

Than all the pleasures in the world dew'iiis, . . __.._, , _^,
and every thmg beside Seemed like the fleeting image Witch, xii. 2.

H

. Cenci, v. iv. i.

B. Williams, II, 5.

. Cenci, ill. i. 352.

. Gisb, 17.

Julian, 64.

. Mask, XLI. 3.

. Rosal. 423.

Witch, IV. 1.

I. n. 17.

II. i. 70.

IV. i. 50.
IV. iv. 20.

V. iv. 91.

,
Alastor, 581.
Orpheus, 109.

VIII. xvi. 9.

VIII. xxi. 6.

St.EpiPs. 114.

Unf Dr. 29.
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(2) moreover, as well.

may bum his dearest foe beside; LaoH^ x. x. g,

(3) near by.
And from a stone d^jv'ii^, Medusa^ IW . i..

Beside, pnp, A. Lit. (1) side by side.

She led me to a cave . . . And sate beside me, . . ^ips. sgi.

let's sit Beside him— Julian^ 374.
For I now, sitting thus beside thee, seem . . . Laon^ ix. xx. 6.

(2) near, by the side of, a place or thing.
A swan was there, Beside a sluggish stream . . Alastor^ 2y6.

Beside him moves the Babylonian woman Invisibly, CA. isi, 1. 61.

and took her seat Beside the rudder Witch^ xxxvii. 8.

(3) in the proximity of, on the side of.

beside the ways The waterfalls were voiceless— Pr. Athan, II. iii. 24.

Whose roots, beside the pathway track. . The Cold Earth, 11. 4.

B. Fig. (1) around, about.
I stood beside your dark and fiery youth . . . Cenci, I. i. 49.
Beside thee like thy shadow hangs, Coleridge, 32.

Or should have moved beside it Bpips. 136.

All the wide world, 5£jf*(ia us Inv. Mis. Xlll. i.

or beside its breathless sleep I'hat loveliest dreams Sutntner-Evg. 29.

(2) besides, except.
No shadow in the sky beside mine own— . . . Loan, III. xvi. 4.

He loathed all faith beside his own, ..... £> xxxii. 8.

Idesides, adv. moreover, further.

It is said besides That lewd and papist drunkards Ck. isl, I. 94.
And styes well thatched ; besides it is the law ! . (Edipus, i. 66.

*'Besieiing, ppL adj. employed in a siege.

Holds our besieging army like a spell .... Hellas, 569.

^Besprent, ///. adj. strewed, scattered.

With which her way was painted and besprent. . Matilda, 42.
all besprent With sand and polished pebbles :— . 'Witch, XLI. 6.

Best, adj. (1) of persons, most estimable, delightful, ex-

cellent.

The sense of many best and wisest men ? . . Cenci, l. iii. 134.
The best^ loveliest and last Of his name .... Fugitives, IV. 14.

Best ana brightest, come away ! . . . . . Jane, Invitn, i.

Lovers, haters, worst and best

;

Peter, in. xxii. 5.

(2) of things, most excellent, wise, pleasant, &c.
To me are ever best society Calderon^ I. 5.

And which is the best I leave to be guessed, . Cat, III. 4.

To the unswearing' of thy best resolves, . , . . Ch. 1st, II. 323.
And in that best philosophy, .... ... Epips. 213.

His best friends hear no more of him ? .... Gi^. 237.
They cast on all things surest, brightest, best, . . Hellas, 790.
all things b. and rarestAre stainedand trampled :— Loon, vill.xxv. 3.

Wind-wing&d emblem ! brightest, best and fairest ! ix. xxii. 2.

Will make thy best glories seem . ... Ode to Heaven, 34.
And dij/ East Indian madeira ! /fe/er, IV. xviii. 5.

And all best things are thus confused to ill. . , Prom. l. 628.
the mediators Ofthat best worship love, . ill, iii. 59.

(3) patronizingly satirical.

And said—'My ^AT/ Diogenes, Peter^iv.-xxi. %.

(4) {with verb) so as to have least disadvantage.
and yet Let us make the best of it ; ... . Inv. Mis. iv. is.

Is it not wise to make the best of ill ?) Julian, 47.

(5) {with prep.") under the most favourable aspect.
And that at best a withered blossom ; Constant, il. 2.

I find all there, as ever, bad at best. Faust, i. 56.
And these, Heaven knows, at best are very few ; . St. Epifs. 82.

(6) adj. absol. a, the best people.
As those few arms the bravest and the best Seized, Laon, VI. xiii. 6.

the purest and the best, Ix. ix. 2.

which in their hearts the best and gentlest bear ; . Prom. i. 775.

b. as a title of the Deity.
Greatest and best^ be merciful again I Laon, x. xxviii. 5.

Best, adv, (1) most desirable, advantageous,
the Gods would always will That which is best, . Calderon, i. 134.
'Twere^AS*/ to pass Out at the postern, . . . . Cenci^v.\.6%.

(2) most thoroughly or completely.
respecting That which you know the best^ . . . Calderon, I. 106.
and he prospers b.,. . , who can flatter the dark spirit, Cenci, 11. ii. 157.

(3) most clearly.

may best Be seen the current of the coming wind. Ch. ist, II. 473.

(4) most warmly,
none but those who loved him ^M^ Pi^.Aihan.i. iiy.

(5) most advantageously.
Would not this keg be best a little lowered ? . . Serchio, 75.

(6) {withppl?) most.
But every one is best content at home Faust, 11. 274.

Bestow^ V. tr. (1) give in marriage.
He might bestow her on some poor relation . . Cenci, i. ii. 69.

(2) confer as a boon.
Around your tents truth's freedom to bestow, . . Laon, v. x. 8.

(3) provide.
Which thousands have toiled and bled to bestow . Falsehood, 14.

Bestowed, v. tr. conferred, gave.
Bestowed on me her choicest workmanship) . . Julian^ 466.
That touch which none who feels forgets, oestawea; Laon^ V. Ii. 5.

Bestowed, pp. given.

And for a world bestowed, or a friend lost, . , . Prom. i. 390.

Bestowest, v. tr. dost confer, givest.

Methinks. it is a power,which thou bestowest, . . X^aon, ll. xl. 3,

To live within the life which thou bestowestj . . Zucca, iv. 5.

Bestowing, pr. pple. conferring.

bestowingOn thine ownbird the sweet enthusiasmi>-. Athan. 11. ii, 36,

Bestows, V. tr. confers.

Poisons no more the pleasure it ^ay^fwe/j.' . - . Q. Mab,vi\\.i-3fi.

*Bestridin^, pr. pple. Fig. mounting as guide.

bestriding Va& tempest of the Omnipotence of God, Hellas^ 448.

^Bestrode, v. tr. sat astride, rode.

as I ^gj-^^i?^ That willing steed— ^o«, vi. xliv. 1.

jBet, V. tr. wager, risk as wager.
What will you bet)— Faust, i. 73.

fBet, n. a wager.
I am not in much doubt about my dtf/, .... i. 91.

*Betlilehem, n. the place of Christ's birth.

Fled from the folding star of Bethlehem. : . . Hellas, 231.

BethoughtJ v. rejl. remembered.
Then I bethoughtme of the glorious doom . . . iMon, iv. vii. 4.

Betide, v. I. tr. befall.

that ill might none betide Jiim Or her ;— . . • V. xxx. 3.

II. intr. come to pass,

I fear nor prize Aught that can now betide, . , . ix. xxxiv. 6.

Betray, v. I. tr. A. Lit. (1) deliver over by treachery.

And him to your revenge will I betray^ . xi. xxi. 7,

To you this night Laon will I betray. . xi. xxiv. 9.

to thee did I betray An Atheist ; . . . xii. xii. 7.

(2) divulge, make known.
that I would never Betray the counsels Horn. Merc. xci. 7.

B. Fig. (1) hand over falsely.

Who will betray thy name to infamy, . . . . Calderon, lii. 140.

(2) prove false to.

And not betray thee with a traitor's kiss, . . . Ch. u/, li. 131.

could b. and spread Snares for that guileless heart Laon, 11. xviii. 8.

(3) give up, yield up.

though earth betray the iist it clasped, . . i . Hellas, 419.

(4) divulge, make known.
By those who tempt it to betray These secrets . GuitarJane, 85.

the lying scribe Would his own lies betray . . Wify:h, ixxii. 8.

(5) proclaim, make knovim, reveal.

The trail . . . might not betray His track ; . Horn. Merc. xrv. 2.

whose garbs betray The blackness of the faith . Laon, xii. ii, 3.

II. intr. Fig. mislead, deceive.

Feelings that lure thee to betray, Deemon, l. 82.

Others were wise—but honeyed words betray : . Epips. 270.

It gleams betrayed and to betray : ^ug. Hills, 260.

all betray and bow, Command, or kill, .... Laon, vill. ix. 8.

And Youth's smooth ocean, smiling to betray: . Prom. 11. v. 100.

Betrayed, v. tr. Fig. (1) discovered, revealed.

the glimmering moon Betrayed them to our notice : Cenci, IV. iv, 86.

(2) showed signs of.

but I betrayed it not, nor less . Laon, 11. xix. 7.

Betrayed, pp. A. Lit. exposed to punishment.
To have killedMy father . . . and then b. my sister ; Cenci, V. iii. lOO

B. Fig. (1) given up to an enemy.
It gleams betrayed and to betray : Eug. Hills, 260.

(2) deceived, taken advantage of.

Whose Idol has so long d^/ray^c/your impious trust. Laon, 11. xiii. 9.

(3) sacrificed, defivered over.
man, who still betrayed. Laughs o'er the grave . II. xxxiii. 8.

A law to which maiLkind has oeen betrayed; . . viii. x. 5.

(4) made known, discovered.
The Quarterly would bait you if betrayed; . . . St. Epips. 53.
Which to her looks had ever been betrayed^ . . Witch^ xii. 5.

^Betrayer, n. one guilty of treachery.
reproach not to the end The pale betrayer . . . Ginevra, 94.

Betrays, v. I. tr, gives them over.
When the great King betrays them to our will. . Prom. i. 457.

II. intr. deceives.

Betrays not with Its flattering tears like they ; . Ch. ist, i. loS.

Better, adj. (1) more pleasing or delightful.

What is there better in the world than this ? . . Faust^ II. 258.

(2) less wicked.
Farewell 1—Be your thoughts better or more bold. Ce?ici, ri. ii. 104.

(3) more wholesome.
Give us better food ! . iii. i. 328.

(4) more satisfactory.

Far better thati to nlake iiinocent iilk— . . . Pr. Satire, 49.

(5) more desirable.

Better to be at home than out of door ;— . . . Horn, Merc. vi. i.

(6") more advantageous for sight.
I will show you soon A better station— .... Julian, 87.

(7) more beneficent.

The ^/^r Genius of this world's estate. . . . Z,3<3«, xii. xxxi. 5.

(8) happier, more propitious.
With waiting for a better day ; Mask, xxiii. a.

(9) more profitable.

To make a 5^//tf>' thing of metre . ..... . /fe/e^, vi. xxxv. 3.
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(10) more delightful.

Better than all measures Of delightful sound, . . Skylark^ 96.
Better than all treasures That in Dooks are found, g8,

(11) {with aux. V.) a. more advisable.
'Twere fitf^^srnot to struggle any more Cena, u. i. $4,.

And it were Setter thou hadst still remained . . CA. ij^, II. 122.

L might advantageously.
Your Majesty . . . hsta. better Stand on one side, . (Edipus^ II. ii. 75.

c. more safe.

A dranken man is Je/Ze;' within doors Cyd. 543.

Better, adv. (1) in a more satisfactory manner.
A little ^ri/«r would he live, . i^awj/, i. 44.

(2) in a greater degree.
My cattle will here thrive better than others, . Devil^ x. 2.

(3) improved in health.

Her coming made him better. . . Julian., 602.

5fe//tfr—Quite well, replied The sleeper.— . . Magnet. Lady^ v. 2.

(4) more entirely.

If separate it would please me ^cZ/^r, . . CS^/z^wj, i. 310.

(5) more skilfully.

and few Dug better— Peter., Vll. ix. 5.

*Betty, n. abbreviation of Elizabeth.

To speak ofme and 5<?//V so ! . . . vr. ix. 3.

Between, prep. (1) in the space which separates two
points or objects.

Which between the earth and the sky doth lay ; . Apenn. 9.

Swift as a cloud between the sea and sky, . . iMon^ i, xlvii. 5.

between whose shafts wound far away . . i. Hii. 2.

Brothers! 5e/z£/e«K you and me . . . , . . Mexican., I. i.

There sit between us two, thou dearest— . . . W. Shel. v. 4.

all that had happened new B, the earth and moon, 'Wiich^ liv. 5.

1,2) concealed in.

If thou wilt let me rest between The veiny lids, . M^^- P^- ll- 2,

(3) of interposition suggesting hindrance or protection.

To come between the tiger and his prey. .... Cenci. IV. i. 174.
b. the sovereign's pleasure And that which it regards, Cn. ist^ II. 19.

Between thee and this world thine epemv— . . 11. 205.
Betw. the heavy vengeance of the Church And Scotland 11. 214.

(4) expressing reciprocal relation of two parties.

weighing words out between king and subjects. . 11, 44.
False anaiter between the bound and free ; . . , Laon.^ IV. xxiji. 5.

Let the laws ofyour own land. Good or ill, b. ye stand Mask., Lxxxi. 2.

Between thee and me What difference ? . . . . Rarely., vii. 4.

(5) passing through.
the sounds which were thy voice, which bum

Between thy lips, ... . . . . Con, Sing. i. 5.

Between the marble barriers Serchio^ 106.

(6) in the intervals of.

a drearMurmur, b. their songs, is all thewoodmen hear. Adonais.^'sv.^.

Between, adv. (1) from one point to another,
broad vales between Of frozen floods, Mont B. 63.

(2) passing through.
Between., with many a captive cloud, . . Prom. i. 712.

(3) at intervals.

and all between., Renewed the unintelligible strain Laon., i. xx. £.

(4) interspersed.

Orb above orb, with' starry shapes between^ . . i. Hi. 7.

Betwixt, prep, (1) Fig. of local position.

Crucified ""twixt a smile and whimper. , . . Peter, lir. x. 5.

(2) see Between prep. (4).

Be as an arbiter betwixt themselves. . . . . Ck. ist^ 11. 174.
the part of God ^twixt right and wrong, . . . u. 240.
As a fresh compact ^iwixt us two shalTbe. . . Faust, II. 251,

Bewailest, v. tr. lamentest.
OLove! who d. The frailty of all things here, When the laptp^ui.$.

Beware, v. intr. (1) take heed, be on one's guard.
Thou execrable man, beware!^- Cenci, I. i. 66.
Beware I For my revenge Is as the sealed com-

mission of a king I. iii. 06,
Beware! for if with them thou warrest . . . Faust, 11. 121.

'

Beware! for God's sake, beware!— (Bdipus, i. 378.
Beware O Man—for knowledge must to thee . . Son. Nile., 13.
Wouidst float above the earth, beware f . . . Two Spirits, 2.

(2; with of, be on guard against.
Beware of her fair hair, . . Faust, 11. 318.
if you can't swim Beware of Providence. , . Julian, 1 18.

(3) with that not^ lest — l2kjt heed.
beware this night That thou cross not my footsteps. Cenci, iv. i. 172.
But beware lest he claw .... .... Cyd. 66y.

*Bewildered, //. jFig mentally confused, deprived of
judgment.

Let me not be bewildered while I judge. . . Cenci, ill, i. 127.
Bewildered in our horror, ......... —-_— m. i. aeg.
And half bewildered by new forms, . '. ... ^ips. 252.
Bewildered, and incapable, .... ... Gine'vra, 4.
Bewzlderedhy my dire despair, . . . . . Rosal. 56.
Tes : I know : I was bewildered. 78.

^Bewildered, ppl. adj. (1) inextricably entangled.
to relumeThe lamp of Hope o'erman's bewilderedXot, Laon, iv. vii. 6.

(2) perplexed, confounded.
The Anarch of thine own bewildered powers Rose : Ode Lib. xii. 10.

^Bewildering*, ppL adj. (1) crazing, half maddening.
shall grope through a ifiZWi/i&^jM^mist Of horror: Cenci, Ii. i. 184.

(2) perplexing, astounding.
Borne safely the bewildering charm :.,.,. Falsehood, 24.

Bewitclied, //. Fig. charmed, fascinated.
she was bewitched to see The many-coloured anklets Cyd. i6a.

Beyond, /^-j?/. A.. Lit. (1) of position in space; on the
farther side of.

Your fief that lies beyond the Pincian gate.— , , Cenci, I. i. 3.
in the meadows beyond Lambeth, Ch. ist, II. '447,
Beyond the atrial mountains whose vast cells . . Laon, II. xxv. 6.
Yet far beyond ^\s Ocean's utmost roar .... u, xl. 6.
they behold Beyond that twilight realm Prom. I. 662.
Beyond Heaven's constellated wilderness : . . . iv. 532.
Beyond^e region of dissolving rains Rosal. 1290.

(2) toward the further side of, past, farther than.
dart thy spirit's light Beyond all worlds, .... Adonais, XLVII. 5.
5eV(3«a the mighty moons that wane Con. Sing. \\. <j.

Like Paradise spread forth be. the shadowy grave. Laon, r. xxxii. 9.
Yet wandering far beyond that innocent age . . 11. xxii. 2.
That gazed beyond the wormy grave despair : . . ix. xxxii. 4.
Beyond the veil, beneath the skin Rosal 1062.
how high beyond all height The heaven .... Woodman, 31.

(3) of motion, to the farther side of.
pursues ^cyi7«rf the realms of dream Alastor,2o6.
took her way. Beyond the fabulous Thamondocana. Witch, XLVII. 8.

B. Fig. '

(1) outside the limit or sphere of.
thrones, built beyond mortal thought, ..... Adonais, XLV. 2.
And suddenly beyondMxs dearest hope, .... Cenci, i- iii. 29.
for I am mad beyond zM doubt ! m, i. 25,
Which know no aim beyond the archer's wit, . Ch. 1st, 11. 106.
Beyond the large commission which belongs . . n, 195.
Beyond the shot of tyranny, iv. 15.
Beyond ihe webs of that swoln spider . . . iv. 16.
How bevond Tei\x%e I am thine. . ... Epips. 51.
Beyond^e sense, like fiery dews . . , 1 10.A scandal-monger beyond all belief. .... Horn. Merc. LVI, 8.
kindly she. And with a manner beyond courtesy, . Julian, 593.The rich are damned, beyond &Si cure Peter, III. xviii. i.

(2) superior to, past considering in respect of.
Thou Moon 3o»ow(^ the clouds

!

Epips. 27.

(3)_ surpassing in quality or degree,
nor did I prize Aught human thing . . . Beyond

this child: . - Laori, II. spci. 5.
Like one who loved beyond\i\s Nature's law, . . Zicc^a, yi. 3.

Beyond, adv. at a greater distance, farther on.
and far beyond., The mossy tracks Epips. 438.And from the glens beyond, in sullen strain, . Gisb. 125.
Beyond and around. Or within the bound . . Prom. iv. 13S.

*Bilile, n. (1) the sacred books of the Hebrews and of
Christians.

And reads a select chapter in the Bible .... CEdipus, I. 217.
The Bible, whence he used to pray, Peter i xv 3
(2) the pretended teachings of the Bible.

Clothed with the Bible, as with light, Mask, Vi. i.

*Bice, n. abbreviation of Beatrice.
Vanna and Bice and my gentle love, . . . Son. Dante, la

Bicker, v. intr. (1) squabble, altercate.
Whenever royal spouses bicker, CEdipus, ll. i. 199.
(2) transf. sense, move restlessly in thought.

Bicker and bum to gain their destined goal : . . Dcepton, \\. 247.
'» 1' n 1, „ 11 . • Q' Mab, IX. 154.

JBickeringf,^r.///fr. altercating on trifles.
Here I stand bickering with my oi?ly frier^d ! . . Cenci, I. ii. 46.

jBidseringr, ppl- adj. coruscating, quivering.
Athwart the pight with trains of ^ic^r«'«^ fire, . Dcemon i. 171Have I 'scap'd the bickering flame W. Jew, (2) 4.

'

Bid, V. tr. A. J.it. (1) enjoin, order, counsel.
But, as lam, I izi/ye grudge me not . . . . Ch. 1st u\. 2%.
1 6?tf thee weep—consider what I say, Cyd. 710
bid them love each other and be blest : . . . Epips. 602
and bid yaa look upon the night Gisb. 254And Sense and Reason, . . . would bid the hgart
. „ V* *^,^P^'^ = . L,aon, ix. xxxii. 3.
All that thou canst inflict I bid thee do ; . . . Prom. i. 263.
bid it clasp his throne In intercession

;
. i. 375.

I bid ascend those subtle and fair spirits, . r. 658*
For what would it avail to d/rf thee gaze . . 11. iv. 117What [would it avail] to ^zdT speak Fate, Time, . II. iv. 118
and bid the herald stick The same Witch, LXXiii. 4.
(2) enjoin or order {ironically).

Kindle a fire, and *i'</ the snow whirl on. . . . Cjf*:/. 315.

(3)_ tell {^ith transf. sense of authority).
Bid him attend me in the grand saloon Cend, i, i. 122.
Bid Beatrice attend me in her chamber . . i, i| 145"
.fl/rf Beatrice come hither. ... ... IV.'i.ii".
Go, Bid her come hither, iy\

j' 20.'

bid her come. Before my words are chronicled in
heaven iv. i i^Go

!
bid them pay themselves With Christian blood ! Hellas '241

'

Go ! bid them, kill, Blood is the seed of gold. . .

'

aJ?*
Bid him attend g*^*

(4:) entreat, beg.
Then he would bidme not to weep . . . Rosal. 840.
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B. Fig. (1) wish.
Comes to htdz. sweet g-ood-morrow . . . Jane^ Invitn^ 4.

(2) order, command, cause.
And ^z'c^ the deep hide,me, Aretkusa^wi. 2,

And bid them own that thpu art beautiful. . . . Dante Conv. 60.

Cotopaxi ! bid th& sound Through thy sister moun-
tains rinff, . Mexican, ill. 1.

O bid those oeama be each a blinding brand . Naples, 15S.

^2'c^ those showers be dews of poison! . . . > 159,
^z'rf the earth's plenty kill! i6q.
Bid thy bright Heaven above, ... Be their tomb . i6i.

Might dissolve the dim icedrop, might bid it arise, Tear, i. 6.

^TBidden, /^. (1) commanded.
And he has bidden me and my pale Mother . . Cenci, i. ii. 58.

And they by miehty Jupiter were bidden . . Horn. Merc, Lxvii. i.

(2) Fig. called, on.
and bidden With that bright sign . . , Witch, iv. 2.

Bidding, vbl. n', c'ommand, injunction.
Norat thy 5z.5?rfz'«^ less exultin^ly . . . . Hellas, 2<yf.
dark Terror has oteyed Your bidding— . . . Loon, xi. xv. 5.

manhood tamely does His bidding, , . . . Q. Mab, iv. 225.
Do thou my bidding, Moses ! . Vll. 157.

Offered to do her bidding through the seas, . Witch, xxii. 3.

Bide, V. I. tr. endure, submit to.

Famished wolves that bide no waiting, . . . Naples, 142.

II. intr. dwell.
Killing the sleepy worms, if aught bide there. . . Orpheus, 34.

Bids, V. tr. A. Lit. .(L) commands, desires.

My master bids me say, the Holy Father . . . Cenci, II. i. 24.

(2) challenges {with defiant sense).

She bids thee curse ;
• iv. i. i6y.

B. Fig. (1) Fig. commands by impulse.
And on another Lady bids me keep Mine eyes, . Dante Conv. 22.

like a harsh voice, which bids him rise .... Ginevra, 52.

Nightmare fellj To t3Tant or impostor bids them rise, Laon^ i. xxx. 6.

Yea the despair which bids a father groan, . . . L.d. Ch. xv. i.

Is the stem voice of fate that bids happiness flee ! Si. Jr. (6) II. 8.

(2) incites or encourages.
Thy wisdom speaks in me, and bids me dare . . Epip^. 147.
Like them bids rapture rise. ,,...,.. JSy^s, 8.

Bier, n. A. Lit. (1) the stand on which a. dead body is

placed, or the coffin itself.

The clay-cold corpse upon the bierI ... . Cenci, V. iii. 133.
Will serve unfaded for my bier— Ginevra, 8i.

One step to the white death-bed, And one to the bier, 209.
But I can rest me on thy chilling bier, . . . M. JV. F^qg^nt. 30.
In silent anguish, on her husband's bier/ . . M. N". Post. Fr. 28.

As he bends in still grief o'er the hallowed bier^ . St. Ir. (5) I. 2.

(2) used also for the place of death.
his burning bier Of circling coals of fire ; . , . Loon, Jfl. viii. 7.

I, Laon, led by mutes ascend my bier Of fire, xii. v, 6.

(,3) used for the dead body itself.

Even as a ghost abandoning a bier, .... Adonais, xxili. 4.

B. Jfig.

Fresh leaves and flowers deck the dead Seasons' bier; xvill. 5.
Follow the bier Of the dead eold year, .... Autu-mn, I. 9.
February bears the bier, ... ... Dirgefor Year, iv. 3.
Hallow so thy watery bier. Eug. Hills, 120.
She followed thy bier through Time ;..,., Hellas, 99,
Widowed love may watch thy bier, Mexican, IV. 9.We bear the b. Of the father of many a cancelled year ! Front, iv. 10.
One of the million leaves of summer's bier; , . Triumph, 51.
For your cradle, your home and your bier? When the lamp, in. 8.

Biff, adj. A. Lit. (1) large of body.
The Bishops thrive tho' they are big, . ... Devil, xxi. i.

(2) of great size.

His big tears, for he wept well, .... . Mask, rv. 3.

B. Fig. (1) heavy, dark.
^r^with clouds, hangs heavily, Eug. Hills, 10.

(2) ready to give -birth.

Like a cloud ^z^with a May shower, . . . Magnet. Lady, iv. i.

tBiffot. (1) a person wedded to a cause or opinion with
unreasoning obstinacy.

Thy love will move that iJi^i?/ cold Critic, III. 3.

(2) an unreasoning adherent of a religious creed.
For in vain from the grasp of the Bigot I flee ; . Bigotry, iv. 5.
So welcome when the bigofs hell-torch flares ; . Dcemon, 11. 268.
So welcome when the bigot's hell-torch bums ; . Q. Mab, ix. 173.
Listening supinely to a bigofs creed, ix. 186.

*Bigotry, n. as a personification of blind unreasoning zeal.
And^z^ij^rji'jbloodhoundslosescent of their prey; Death, Oial. (8.

*Bigots, n. (1) pi. of Bigot (1).

A strain . . . Too wise for selfish bigots; .... Qisb, 243.

(2) pi. of Bigot (2).
the hell that bigots frame To punish those who err : Q. Mab, ill. 79.

^Bilious, adj. of yellow or jaundiced look.
ashamed To show his bilious face, CEdipus, i. 106.

Bill, n. Fig. transferred sense of a promissory note.
You with the unpaid bill, Despair,— Jane, Invitn, 35.

^Billiard l)alls, n. comb, and attrib. ivory balls used in the
game of billiards.

We sate there, rolling billiard balls abqut, . . . Julian^ ^57.

:I:Billi.iifir, ppl. adj. caressing.
Now give me one more billing kiss, . . .M.N. Ravail^ 87.

Billow,;^, .k.. Lit. (1) wave of the sea.
the huge billow bursting close behind, . . . Horn. Castor, 14.

(2) used to express the sea itself.

from Orient bowers. By the Indian billow. , . . Hellas, 4.
over the salt sea billow I sailed : Laon^ III. xxxi. 1.

From billow and mountain and exhalation The
sunlight is darted Liberty^ iv. i.

Which, like Zephws on the billow, Sophia^ 11. 5.

some secret nest On the tree or billow ? . . > . Wanderers, lii. 4,

(3) used to express water generally.
Their tread broke not the mirror of its billow, . Triumph, 362.

B, Fig. (1) expressive of something transitory,

a falling shower, A breaking billow ; . . . Adonais, xxxii. 6.

(2) denoting insignificance.

Methought I was a billow in the crowd . . . Fr. ofDream, 1.

Billows. A. Lit. (1) the waves of the sea.

seeks its grave among the billows, Calderon, I. 15.
Those wastes of frozen billows that were hurled . Doemon^ 11. 70-

M II II n » II Q- Mab, viii, 59.
The sleepless billows on the ocean's breast . . E. Williams, VI. 4.
O'er the billows of the gale; .... . Eug. Hills, 55.
the sea Foams in broad billows . Faust, I. 13.

the sea swelled hi^h In purple billows, .... Hom. Min. 14.
And the multitudmous Billows murmur .... Jane, Invitn, 66.
and this shore More barren than its billows; . . Julian, 19.
Sprang from the billows of the formless flood, . I^aon^ i. xxxi. 4.
it sank Under the billows of the heaving sea ; . . i. xli. 3.
whose vast cells The unreposing billows ever beat, ii, xjcv. 7.

What next I heard. Were billows leaping . . . m. xxx. 2.

And now those raging billows came Mar. Dr. xiv. i.

Like billows unawakened by the wind, . . . Marengki, xxvi. 2.

Whirlwinds sweep and 5z'//i?z£'J roar: .... ,. Mexican^ i. 2.

Thou whose foamy billows sweep m. 6.
The billows and fountains Fresh music are flinging, Prom. TV. 50.
As the billows leap in the morning beams ! . . . rv. ^.
Answer from all their clouds and billows, . iv. 337.
the billows to indent The sea-deserted sand— . Witch, iv. 3.
The billows on the beach are leaping around it, W. Shel. l. i.

(2) waters of a river.

Behind her descended Her billows, Arethusa, iii. n.
Its billows sparkle, toss and boil, . . . . Serckio, 102.
the billows having vainly striven Witch, XLVi. 6.

B. Fig, (1) mental troubles or agitations.
Under whose motions life's dull billows move ; . Epips. 119.
The moving billows ofmy being fell . . . 315.
And lift its billows and its mists, 349.
And the billows of cloud that around thee roll There is no work, 9.
The thickest billows of that living storm . Trium.ph, 466.
Where'er its shores extend or billows roll, . . Witch, LXlll. 3.

(2) transf. sense, undulations of cloud.
in glittering billows Beneath the azure canopy, . Dcemon, I. 233.
Its billows now sweep o'er mipe eyes ; . . . . Prom. ll. iii. 49.
Those golden clouds That rolled in glittering billows Q. Maby il. 44.

(.3) waves of sound.
Behind, its gathering bilhws meet . . . . Prom. II. ii. 61.
o'er the clear billows of sweet sound : 11. iv. 79.

*Billowy, adj. (1) characterized by billows or huge waves.
The billowy surface of thy circling deep. . . . Ireland^ 4.

(2) transf. sense, waves of cloud, wind or mist,
must have marked the billowy mountain clouds, . Dcemon, I. 197.
I would sail on the waves of the billowy wind . . Fr. Song, 6.
Beneath is a wide plain of billowy mist, .... F^ont. II. iii. 19.
billowy clouds Edged with intolerable radiancy . Q. Mab^ II. 9.

Bills, n. (1) accounts of goods delivered.
Next Lie bills and calculations much perplext, . Gisb. 79.

(2) bills of exchange or promissory notes.
And funds in fairy-money, bonds, and bills^ . . (Edipus, I. 202.

Bind, V. I. tr. A. Lit. {!) tie fast, fasten.
Ha

! they will bind us to the rack Cenci, IV. iv. 170.
And bindyaxa tender body in a chain . . Hom. Merc, xxvil. 2.

Will bind the wretch on whom he fixed a stain, . Laon, viIi. viii. 4.
Those who were sent to ^«(/ me, .... . ix. xi, i.

Slaves, bind him to the wheel ; . . ~.
. x. x. 7.

Slaves, to the stake 5z«rf her, xii. xii. 4.
Shewonthem.tho' unwilling, her to ^(wc^ Near me, xii. xv. i.

(2) entwine.
and with my tresses . . . would bind ... His neck, RosaJ. 1028.

(3) make stiff or adherent.
our bristles To bindyoyxr mortar with, . . (Edipus, I. 62.

(4) with «/, tie together.
and bindap this hair In any simple knot ; . . Cenci, V. iv. 160.
B. Fi£. (1) encircle.

I bind the sun's throne with a burning zone, . . C^?ud, to.
5«W,^mrf every brow With crownals . . . . Ode, Anse, 20.
Shall bind the scorpion falsehood with a wreath . O. Mab, vi. ^6.

(,2) enthrall, restrain.
In which he vainly hoped the soul to bind . Fr Pris a
Whom, Spirit fair, thy spells did bind .... Int.Beauty,vll.ii.How strong the chams are which our spirit bind; Julian, i8i.
Which bindm woe the nations of the earth. . . Xaon i xxxix 4
If our own will as others' law we bind, .... - ' v xlix i
That love, which none may bind, be free to fill

The world, . viii.xYi.3.
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And d. all human hearts in it's repose abhorred. . Z.aon, ix. xxiii. 9.
And dt'nd their souls by an immortal vow : . . x. xxix. 4.
vainly strove To dmd the impassive spirit ;— . . Q. Mab^ III. 157.
The very chains that bind him to his doofn. , , • v. 131.
That sees the chains which bind it to its doom. . VI. 28,

And words and shews again could bind The
wailing tribes RosaL 705.

The chains that 5/m^ this ruined soul Thydewy iooks^y.

(3)- connect together, consolidate.
Who aye the future to the past will bind— . . . Z^aon, IX. xxvii. 5.
ties that binel The niazy volume of commingling

things, M. N. Ravail^ 7.

can bind Into a mass . . . The axes and the rods
which awe mankind; . . . Ode Lib. xv. g.

(4) heal, unite.

and Love he sent to bind The disunited tendril^ .Prom. u. iv. 63.

(5) connect by vow or contract.
And vows of faith each to the other bind; . . • Loon, IV, xiii. 4.
We will have rites our faith to 5?«rf, . . . . Rosai. 851.

(6) hold, to restrain.

Begin, while I in silence bind My voice, . . . Caideron^ III. 22.

(^7) entrance, fix.

his words could bindUike mu§ic the lulled crowd, Rosal. 636.

II. intz. Fig. (IJ fix by vow or contract.
By men to bind hut once provided, ...... 847.

(2) leave in thraldom,
with power to loose and bind, . , . , . CA. isi, II. 227.

Binding, pr. pple. fastening with ligaments.
then binditig-you. Throw you as ballast .... CycL 216.

Binds, V. I. tr. Fig. {!) enthralls or confines,

cast off the impotence that binds Her childhood
now, Laon^ 11. xlvi. 7.

a gilded chain That binds his soul to abjectness, . Q. Mab^ iii. 31.

(2) holds fast in death.
the frost which binds so dear a head!..,,. Jldonais^ i. 3.

must fade in the frost that binds the dead, . . April^ 1814, 15.

(3) holds together.
And fate, or whatever else binds the world's

wondrous frame- ... . ... Laon^ II. xxx. 9.

II. intr. Fig. enthralls.

Tlie chain which binds and kills Marenghi^ III. 4.

*Bion, n. Greek pastoral poet, B.C. 300.
For the beloved Bion is no more . Eleg. Bion, 3.

Bion the [sweetest singer] is no more. , . . 13.

^Birchen, adj. of the birch tree.

Already Spring kindles the 5z*rc^fi« spray, . . . Faust, ll. 11.

Bird, n. A. Lit. any feathered vertebrate animal.
to the song of night's sweet bird

;

Adonais, XLII. 3.

If no bright ^zVi!^ insect, or gentle beast . . . Alastary 1%.

Thou hast a home, Beautiful dzVrf/ ..... 281.
nought but vagrant bird, or wanton wind, . . , 410.
Or, painted bird, sleeping beneath the moon, . . 465.
Such as nor voice, nor lute, nor wind, nor bird, . Asiola, II, 5.

\i B. bird CB.TI feel his so, .• . . . . . . . Calderon, III. 54.
Blasphemes with a biro's mind :— Ch. \si, II. 105.
A widow ^zWsatfi mourning Upon a wintry bough. ^ V. 4.
A widow birdssXe mourning for her love . , . ' v. 10.

No bird so wild but has its quiet nest, . B. Willi^m^^ VI. -£.

Bird, beast, man and worm Pu^tives, I. 13.

that shy bird Thsi-t gleams i' the Indian air— . (rzsb. 234.
and a bird Which cannot be the Nightingale, . . 287.

But these ! are not the tracks of beast or b., Horn. Merc, xxxvil. 3.

the vast bird would shake . Laon, l. xiii. ^.

and like the secret bird'^Nham. sunset wakens, . ii. xxviii. 3.

as the charmed b, that haunts the serpent's den. II. xlvi. 9.

Never again may blood of bird or beast . . Laon, v. Song^ 5. 4.
That wild bird was to me, vii. xiy. 9.

C ould I but win that friendly bird to me, . . VII. xxix. 5.

When Amphisbaena some fair bird has tied, . . VIII. xxi. 8.

And your sweet voice like a bird Mary. 3.

bestowing On thine own bird the sweet enthu-
siasm . . . , Pr. Athan. Ii. ii , 37.

scarce allowed A bird to live, Q. Mab, vill. 72.
The cup which the sweet birdSlls for me, . Rosal. 1130.

Bird thou never wert, Skyia^k, ?.

Teach us, sprite or bird^ .... .... 61.

on a wintry bough the widowed birdy . . . Unf. Dr. 72.
And every 5/rrfTulled on its mossy bough, . . . WoodTnan, 23.
that sweet bird, whose music was a storm Of sound, 36.

B. Fig. (1) an imprisoned lady.
Poor captive birdI who, from thy narrow cage, . Epips. 5.

(2) the human heart.
Wild ^zVff for that weak nest Love, Hope, y..

(3) an omen.
A happy and auspicious bird of calm, . ... St. Epips. 63.

^Birdffooted, c. adj. with feet like claws.
Dog^headed, bosom-eyed, and bird-footed. , . . Witch, xi. 8.

:l:Bird-linie, c. n. a viscous substance used to entangle birds.
Andcaught as ifwith ^zVcf-AVwe Cycl. i^^o.

Birds, n. A. Lit. pi. of Bird (1).
Or amorous birds perched on the young green

spray, Adonais, xv. 4.
The amorous birds now pair in every brake, . . xviii. 6.

Let birds, and flowers, and leaves, . . Calderon^ Hi. 12.

DcBfnon, ll. 207.

a Mab, IX. 128.

iiarJane, 71.
. Hellas, 296.
. 298.

. — 434'
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Horn. Merc, xcixi. 2,

, Int. Beauty, v. 10.

Laon, V. Song, 5. 3.

X. XV. I.

ivy-fingered winds and gladsome birds . . .

The melodies of birds and bees, .... ,

Kindles the voices of the morning birds; . .

Than birds rejoicing in the golden day, . . .

The obscene birds uie reeking remnants cast .

Like birds before a storm, the Santons shriek,

reiving on such birds As chatter vainly, . . .

to bring News of birds and blosspming,

—

the birds and beasts are dreaming— ....
the birds In the green woods perished ; , . ,

and the winds no more Creaked with the weight
o( birds, X, xviii, 5,

The birds that were his grave Fell dead . . . Marenghi, xvji. 5.
Birds find rest_, in narrow nest ; Mash, XLIX. i-

But that the birds, perched on the utmost s[)ray, . Matilda, 14.

The dwelling-place Of insects, beasts, and birds, . Mont B. 115.

And of the birds, and of the watery forma, . . . Ode Lib. 11. 10.

The birds are silent, hanging down their heads, . Orpheus, 121.

The birds on the myrtle bushes, Pan, I. 8.

The birds and beasts within the wood, .... Peter vil. xx. 1.

And who inhabit, as birds wing the wind, . . Prom. l. 660.
As the birds within the wind, . . .... i. 683.
and birds. And bees;,...., ' III. iii. 19.
And birds, and beasts, and fish, and human shapes, in, iii. 93.
and the swift birth Of birds, , iv, 537.
ye beasts and birds, Ye worms, and fish : . . . iv. 544.
gave The happy birds their dwelling in the grove, Q. Mab, rv. 93.
And the ^i'nw- that in the fountain dip Their plumes, Rosal. 120.
The birds are pn the branches dreaming : - . . 133.
And the beasts, and the birds, and the msects . Sensit. PI. l. 102.
Their whistling noise made the birds aghast. . ill. 37,
The birds dropped stiff from the frozen air . . . r m. 104,
As the birds at thunder's warning, Sophia, iv. 3,
The winds, the birds, the ocean floods, . . . .St. Dejection, 1. 8.
It was a winter such as when birds die .... Summer. 11.

The birds did rest on the bare thorn's breast, . , The Cold, II. 3,
the birds tempered their matin lay. ..... Ttitimpk, 8.
and heard as there The birds, '. 38.
Or birds withip the noon-day aether lost, . . . 64.
and waves, and daVisfa, and bees, 376.
Around the cradles of the ^zVz/j aloft Woodman, $1.
The birds were shivering in their leafless bowers, Zu&:a, xi. k.

B.Fig.
Like birds of calm, from the world's raging sea, . Laon, i. Iviii. 7.

Birtli, n. A. Lit, (1) birth in the abstract, the fact of
coming into being,

the eclipsing Curse Of birth can quench not, ,

Birth and the grave, that are not as they were.
For birth and life and death,

For birth but wakes the universal mind . . .

as the star of Death And Birth is worshipped
through birth^s drientportal
Why fear and dream and death and birih .

And LovCj and Death, and Birth,—
pent In a form of mortal birth,
Through Death and Birth, to a diviner day

;

For bzrth but wakes the spirit
and in our death and birth,

(2) the nativity of human beings.
The stubborn country ofmy birth, ....
Blest from his birth with all bland impulses, .

A torrent of ruin to death from his birth.

Adonais, Liy, 4.
Alastor, jzo.
Dmtnon, 11. 241.

Q. Mab, IX. 149.
Deenion, ii, 248.
Epips. 380.
Hellas, 202.

Int. Beauty, II. g.
Pan, III. 4,
ProL Hellas, 209.
Prom. II. V. 103.

Q- Mab, IX. 155.
St. Epips. 129.

Ch. ist, II. 357.
Dtsmon, II. 141.
Death IVap. 36,
Horn,. Merc. x. 3.

LXXIV. 8.

Laon, Ded. xii. i.
-=— V. xix. 2.

vir. xviii. r.

And his own birth, still scoffing at the scandal,
Was folded up within you at your birth, . .

They say that thou wert lovely from thy birth,
she was nameless, and her birth none knew : .

It was a babe, beautiful from its birih,— ...
Cursed from its iz'TT?^, even from its cradle doonaed Q. Ma3, iv. 1^7.
Blest from his birth with all bland impulses, vili. "200.

As that which gave him birth, ,,..... Rosal. 1226.

(3) nativity of the lower animals.
Attend the poor souls from their birth Cat, 11. 6.
As camelions might be. Hidden from their early b. Exhortation, 12.
and the swift birth Of birds, Prom., iv. 526.

B. Fig. (1) origin or beginning.
The thrilling secrets of the birth of time.
A shadow of that substance, from its birth ;
She smothered Reason's babes in their birth;
and sees The birth of this old world , .

Of that whose birth was but the same. , , ,

illustrating; the birth Of the bright Gods, .

Sung of his birth and being—
^i™ong gentle thoughts and fearless take its birth. iMon, li. v. 9.
Before the east has given its glorjr birth— . . vil. xxxv. 3.
leap on thp beams of morning's birth: .... ix. iii, 9.
like the silence of a tempest^s birth, . . . ix. xi. 6.
who made The promise of its [Spring's] birth,— ix. xxv. 5.
or whate'er has birth From common joy ; . . -r-rr- xi. iv. 5.
Which gave the sons of England birth .... Mask, xxxv, 2.

The works and ways of man, their death and birth, Mont B, 92.
the stars that have a different birth,— . . Moon, l. 4.
And ere the golden morning's birth Moonbeam, ll. 3.
conceals the ... of heaven Which gave it birth, . Prol. Hellas, 13.
Blackening the birth of day with countless wings, Prone, i. 441,
Where the night has its ^ave and the morning its b., i. 496.
And the happy forms of its death and birth . . iv. 173.
Gods, and men, and beasts have birth, .... Proserp. I. 3.
Faint oxlips ; tender bluebells, at whose birth . Question, 11. 4.

. Alastor, 128.

^i^^: '37-
. Falsehood, 50.
. Hellas, 746.
. —^ 852.

Hom. Merc. Lxxil. 7.

Lxxm, 7.
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Its birth is darkness, and its growth desire \ . . Si. Bpips. 146.

and at the birth Of light, Triumph^ 6.

Lifting the light mouM at their Mrth^ . . . Unf. Dr. 159.
Blank as the sun after the birth of night. . . . Zucca^ iv. 8.

(2) bringing forth, the act of coming into existence.

At one diWX these four were bom Love^Ho^e^ ^^.
Like withered leaves to quicken a new birth / OdeHK IVina, v. 8.

and darkened our birth In the deep Prom. IV. 59.
Was labouring in that mighty birth^ Rosal. 603.
love and life in him were twins, Bom at one birth : 623.
A life in life, a second birth 980,
whom at one birth Incestuous Change bore . Witch, I. i.

(3) product, creation, offspring.
The birth of one light breath ? Ch. ist^ II. 347.
the fading birtk Which from its heart of hearts . ^ips. 384.
And bloody Faith the foulest birth of time. . , FaltofBonap. 14.

Pleasure, that divinest birth Fr. Pleas. 2.

Hiding the promise of a lovely birth; . . . ZA. Ch. VI. 4.

And Anarchy, the ghastly d?W^, ^iw^, xxxiii, i.

Thou youngest giant birth Naples^ 66.

Could have brought forth so beautiful a birth;— Witeh, x. 7.

(4) fruitfulness.

It clothes with unexpected birth ... . Profn. IV. 360.

(5) resuscitation.

Tills for the promise of a later birth Epips. 188.

in the shape of that Which gathers birth in its decay. Hellas^ 801.
Of human nature win from these a second birth. . Loon, V. xxxiii. 9.

(6) being, existence.

and into birth Awaken all its fruits and flowers, Epips. 346.

(7) rank or station.

By my birth I am Held ... to know the limits
Of honour Calderon, i. 249.

but I Have a dear wife, a lady of high birth, . . Cenct^ 11. ii. 19.

she is some bride, Or daughter of high birth— , Loon, Vlll. ii. 9.

(8) announcing or betokening nativity.
Like an unseen star oi birth, ...,,,,. GuitarJane, 28.

^Birth-place, c. n. A. Lit. place of nativity.

Or in my birth-place did remain "
. Rosal. 487,

B. Fig. place of origin.

My coursers sought their birthplace in the sun, . Prom. Ill, iv, io8.

Out of their birthplace of ugly weeds, , . Sensit. PI. ill. 39.

Birthright, n. anything which accrues to one at birth.

but he refused The birthright of their being, , . Prom-. II. iv. 39.A patriot's ^iW^re^A/ thou mayst claim ! . . . W.Shel.vl. \\.

Births, n. things born.
and monstrous births declare . , ... Hellas, 604.

Bishop, n. a church dignitary.
Smiting each Bishop under the fifth rib Ch. \st, i. 104.

Bishop of Lincoln, John Williams, 158 2-1 650.
Bring up The Lord Bishop ofLincoln.— . . ill. 45.

Bishops, n. pi. of Bishop.
The Bishops thrive, tho' they are big, .... Devil, xxi. i.

Like Bishops, lawyers, peers or spies. . . . Mask, Vll. 4.
Bishops and deacons, and the entire army . . CEdipus, I. 13.

Bishops—^^^t and little robbers— .... Peter^ IJI- ix. 3.

Bit, V. tr. A. Lit. wounded with the teeth.
AnddiVmybloodless arm, and licked the brazen rust. Laon, iii. xxi. 9.
B. Fig. hurt, vexed.. .

how it galled and hit His weary mind, . . . Pr. Athan. I. n8.
"SAX, pp. A. Lit. injured by a bite.

it thirsted As one bit by a dipsas, . , . . Prom.. Iii. iv. 19.

B. Fig. (1) crushed morally.
Till &V to dust by virtue's keenest file OdeLib.xwl. 11.

(2) scathed, withered.
By a venomous blight was burned and bit. . . . Sensit. PI. iii. 81.

(3) touched or wounded by sarcasm.
of his wit And wisdom, you'll cry out when you are bit. Gisb. 230.

Bite, V. tr. seize with the teeth.

The swine must bite each other's ear therefore. . CEdipus, 11, i. 133.

Bits, n. (1) odd pieces.
Smoke your bits of glass, Ye loyal swine, . . . 11. i. 185.

(2) scraps, (alluding to orders of distinction).
tying some bits Of ribbon round their legs— . . —-— i. 297.
Some tawdry lace, and bits of lustre glass, . . . i. 299.

Bitter, ctdj. A. Lit^ (1) acrid to the taste.

Our skin and our bones would be bitter. .... i. 53.

(2) the taste of sea water.
From Alpheus and the bitter Doris run, .... Prol. Hellas, 188.

Unmingled with the bitter Doric dew ! . . , Virgil, 6.

B. Fig. (1) harsh, biting.

the ^iW^r breath of the naked sky . . , . The Cold, iv. $.

(2) sad, melancholy.
So dz/^^f is the life I live,, Calderon, u. 1$.

A bitter -Vi/'\Bh. for one so young and gentle ; . . . Cenciy i. iii. 141.
Such sweet and bitter pain as mine. . ... Lerici, 3S.

gnawing the core Ofmy bitter heart Rosal. 777.

(3) earnest, agonizing.
Pour bitter tears on its desolated hearth ; . . . ASyil, 1814, 10.

bathe His feet and robe with hot and bitter tears ? Cenci, v. iv. 34.
blood would less bitter be Epips. 19.

Thou wouldst weep tears bitter as blood . . . Julian, 342.
That thou mayst have less bitter cause to grieve ? 495.
Wrought from that bitter woe, had wildered her— Laon, xii. viii. 6.

Of dull constraint and bitter heaviness,— . . . Ld. Ch. IX, 2.

Bitter tears, from his eyes, gush'd silent and fast ; St. Ir. (3) iii. 4.

(4) poignant, severe.

thelpyethatoncelfeltforyou, is turned to izV/expain. Cend, l.ii.21.

but 'tis a bitter woe That . . . reason cannot change Eug. Hills, 233.
by a bitter wound my trusting heart was cleft. . Laon, 11. xxiv. g.
With bitter stings the light sleep of Revenge. . . Prom,, i. 394,
can gild The bitter poison of a nation's woe, . . Q. Mab, V. 96.

(5) unkind, evil.

O. kill these bitter thoughts Ch. 1st. i. 25.
Tne bitter scorn, the spirit-sinking noise . Mother ^ Son, Vli. 6.

(6) cold, unsympathetic.
From the world's bitter wind Seek shelter . Adonais, lA. 7.

(7) cruel, outrageous.
It must indeed have been some bitter vfxoxig \ . . Cenci, ill. i. 103.
Hath drunk so deep the cup of bitter fate . . Solitary, 11. 3.

(8) dreadful, horrible.

And His a bitter feast that you prepare, . . . Cycl. 293.
Soon the dust drinks that bitter dew,— . . . Laon, x. iii. 5,
We had been stained with bitter blood, . . Prom, i, 79.
And steeped in bitter miasny to the lips. , . , Unf. Dr. 113,

(9) distasteful, unpleasant, hateful.
for presenting them bitter -^ysxc .... Ch. ist, 11. 398.
I chewed the bitter dust, , Laon, iii. xxi. 8-

Can choose but drain the bitter Aveffs of woe, . viii. xv. 8.
when it doth repine'To gorge such oitter prey, . vill. xxi. 6.
Those bitter ashes, a soul self-consumed, . . Prom., iii. iv. 146
(10) terrible, fearf'ul. ' '

drain not to its dregs the urn Of bitter prophecy. Hellas., 1099,
unlearn Such feVfer-farth beside Marenghi's urn. . Marenghi, 1. 6.

And with their bitter dew two Destinies .... Prol. Hellas, 82.

(11) unpleasant, unsatisfactory.
taste The bitter {mit of his connexion Ch. ist, lii. 56.
a thing Bitter to taste, sweet in imagining. . . Ginevra, 37!

(12; deadly, treacherous.
And bitter poison within thy tear Cenci, v. iii. 137.

(13) of speech or writing, reproachful, stinging, sarcastic-
Nor your \nfe's bitter words ; m. ii. 56,
I doubt not she is saying bitter things . in. ii. 81.
Archy is shrewd axii bitter . . , . . Ch. ist ii. 442.
That from bitter words did swerve Eug. Hills, 41.
how From . . . our Nature flow These bitter̂ ^z.\jtxs- Pr, Satire, 4^.Now with a bitter smile, Laon, xii. xi. 4.'

The vain and bitter mockery of words, . . . , Q. Mai, v. 123.

*Bitterer, adj. (1) ' more agonizing or distressing.
Tears bitterer ^2Ji the bloody sweat of Christ. . Cenci^ I. i. 113.
Bitterer than all thine unremembered tears. . . Frag. Home, 3.
In bitterer, feller tide, on this torn bosom flow. M, I^Despair, 18.
Whose woe to him were bitterer than death, . . Q. Mat, vm. 35.

(.2) more hateful..
And self-contempt, bitterer to drink than blood ; Prom. 11. iv. 25.

Bitterest, adj. most hateful or vile.

The d^^^w/ of those drops of treasured gall, . . HI. iv, 162.

Bitterly, adv. (^1) in anguish, wildly.
Bitterly screaming out she is driven on . . Bi<m. Adon. 20.

(2) extremely, sorely.
to see You and the lady cry so bitterly. . . . Rosal. 81.

Bitterness, n. A. Lit. acrid to the taste.
For the salt bitterness of blood was there; . . Laon, vi. xlvii. 7.

B. Fig. (1) mental misery.
As tempers life's worst bitterness; . . . . Cenci^ iii. i. 313.
fills Their hungry rest with bitterness, . m. ii. 85.
bitterness of soul. Pining regrets, . Q. Mob, V. 24?.
(2) absorbing terror.

Worse than the bitterness of death, is hope : . . Cenci, v. iv. 98.
(3) unhappiness.

Ml bittetytess is ^Bs,t\ Q. Mab, viu. i%\.
all the bitterness of that sweet name.

.

Unf. Dr 48 '

(4) alloy.

Nature's pure tears which have po bitterness;— Woodman, 50.
*BitTuneii, comb. adj. attr. bituminous.
bitumen lakes On black bare pointed islets . , Alastor, 85.

*Bivouaciue, v. intr. rest or pass the night.
Our murmuring troops bivouaque in Thebes' streets ; CEdipus, i. 88.

Black, adj. A. Lit. (1) absolutely black to the eye.
Put on white, black, and grey • Autumn, II. 7.
1 he sunshine on the floor is black ! . . . . Ctf«« III. i 14.
the hollow depth of our black ship, Cycl. 467.He quenched the coals and trampled the b. dust, Horn. Merc, xxiii. 7.
Where a black bull was fed apart, xxxil. o.
But the four dogs and the black bull are left ;— . xxxiii %.
The cattle's track on the black .dust ' . . . lviii i.
and it tolled In strong and black relief:— . Julian, 106.
And like that black and dreary bell, ... . 12^
And the bltmk bell became invisible, ..... 134]Through the black bars in the tempestuous air * 22^*
Black wingfed demon forms— " Laon I xm 7.A bleick Tartarian horse of giant frame . .

' ' vi xix %
was ribbed overhead By the black raffers, , , vi' xlvi S
the black and half-extinguished pyre . . . . xil xxvi 2.A great black anchor rising there • . .

' Mar Dr IV LBut that black anchor floating still . .

" '

' y *-

^i.^^'^li^i?
^^^^ °^^^ the cnmson ocean,- .* Marenghi, xxvii. 2.

The fields t]iey tread \oo\black and hoary, . . Naples, 147.
Yellow, and black, and pale, and hectic red, . Ode W. iVind i 4.
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dirty yellow Turned up with black— Peier^ II. xiv. 4.
The space within my plumes more black than night Prom. I. 524.
Black ashes note where their proud city stood. . Q. Mab^ IV. 67.
And flowers azure, blacky and streaked with gold, Question^ III. 7.How it whistles, Dominic's loilg black hair ! . . Serckio, 58.
With splendour and terror th&llack ship environ. Vis. Sea, 20.
Black as a cormorant the screaming blast, . . . 105.
and others white, green, grey and Mack, . . . Wtich, XV. 7.

(2) very dark or gloomy looking, having a blackisli look.
On black bare pointed islets ever beat .... Alastor, 86.
Lead only to a black and watery depth, . . . 215.
black flood on whirlpool driven 328.
The crags closed round with b. and jagged arms, 359.
Exposed those black depths to the azure sky, . . 375.
Lifted their black and barren pinnacles .... 545.
Mid toppling stones, b. gulphs, and yawning caves, 548.
But when heaven remained Utterly black, . . 660.
And the black south wind It concealed .... Arethusa, II. 7.A clinging, black, contaminating mist Cenci, III. i. 17.
suspended In the black concave of heaven . . . Dcefnon, I. 152.
The pinnacles of that black wall of mountains . . Faust, II. 112.
Of solid tempest whose black pyramid. Riven, . Hellas, 961.
Till the black night divine, . . . grew grey, . . Horn. Merc. XVI. 4.
loose The bars of that black dungeon— .... XLIII. 6.
As, when the black storm hurries round at night, MarenM yLav.^.
Black rain, and fire, and hail will burst : . Ode W. Wind, II. 14.
and in the 5/ac.6 pits Which once were eyes, . . CEdipus,\l.\\.(i2.
Sluggish and black, a deep but narrow stream, . Orpheus, 4.
And I saw the black storm come . . . Peter, I. xiii. 1.

Black, wintry, dead, unmeasured ; . . . . Prom. I. 21.
lammed in the hard, black deep

;
IV. 302.

Rolled through the black concave ; . . . O. Mab, I. 243.
As if thro' that black and massy pile Rosal 88^;.

And, from the black hill,
' St. Ir.l^a.. 4.

Between the black trunks of the crowded trees, . Sunset, 19.
Her eyes were black and lustreless and wan : . . 37.
The wintnr hedge was black The Cold, II. i.

She sees the black trunks of the water-spouts spin. Vis. Sea, 5.
and it stands black and riven. ... . 30.
And they lie black as mummies ... . . 62.
The sealooks black W. Shel I. 3.

^- ^^S- (1) of mental gloom or blackness,
where black death Keeps record ... . Alastor, 24.
With the solid darkness black Bug. Hills, 7.
black despair. The shadow of a starless night, . . Laon,lDed. VI. 3.
By all the arts and snares of thy black den, . Ld. Ch. xill. 2.
The black view closes with the tomb ; . . . . M. N. Melody, 36.
The future looks as black as death, . CEdipus, 1. 96.

(2) evil, horrible, wicked.
stir up men's minds To black suggestions ; . . CeTici, II. ii. 157.
As turns black parricide to piety ; . . v. i. 45.
In this black guilty world, ... . V. iii. 102.
From your black name will shrink ... . . Peter, VI. vi. 4.
From vice, black loathsome vice

; Q. Mab, III. 122.

(3) utter.

Threatenedst to muffle round with */ac/S destruction, Prom. IV. 340.

(4) pestilential, poisonous.
and black ratsbane, which That very Rat, . . CEdipus, I. 354.
And Famine ; and black blight on herb and tree ; Prom. 1. 173.

*Blacken, v. tr. Fig. spoil, make odious.
ToWac^K the sweet light of life. . . . CeMCi', IV. iii. 42.

^Blackened, pp. made dark.
a lonely seat of unhewn stone, Blackinedwith lichens, Orpheus, 69.

Blackened,///, adj. darkened by reflection of clouds.
Roll o'er the blackened wsders

; Q. Mab, IV. 27.

^Blackeniner, pr. pple. Fig. imparting a dark appearance,
darkening.

Swept strongly from the shore, blackening the waves. Alastor, 310.
Blackening tbe birth of day with countless wings. Prom. 1. 441.
watch its path among the stars Black, the night ! . II. iv. 155.

Blackest, adj. as dark as darkest.
and at sunset blackest night. ... . Cenci, III. i. 265.

^Blackguard, n. a low fellow.
Thief! Blackguard1 Scoundrel I Fool ! . . . Peter, VI. v. 4.

Blackness, n. Fig. (1) darkness.
Now blackness veiled his dizzy eyes, . . . Alastor, 188.

(2) destruction. <

Now stench and blackness yawn, like death . . Cenci, V. iv. 105.

(3) moral hideousness.
The blackness of the faith it seems to hide

; , , Loon, XII. ii. 4.
^Blacksmiths, n. ironworkers or fashioners.
The soldiers dreamed that they were blacksmiths. Witch, Lxxv. i.

*BlacktlioTn, n. the sloe {Prunus spinosa).
And blackthorn bushes with their infant race . . Orpheus, no.

Bladder, n. the bag or receptacle of urinary fluid.
With an ox Wiidi&»- and some ditch-water, . . CBdipus II ii n

Blade, n. (1) flat lanceolate leaf.
the fragile S/oafe of grass, ... , . 0. Ma*, 11. 227.
a watfe of grass to spring, viii. 72.

(2) poetically used for leaf.
every blade and blossom Which finds a grave . , Prom. IV. 347.

(3) of herbage as distinct from trees.
Leaf and £/ai&, and bud and blossom Proserp. i. 4.

tBladed, adj. (1) spiked like blades.
ThedunandW«<ferf grass no less, . , . . Eug. Hills, 302.

(2) just springing into blades or spikes.

And the white dew on the new bladed grsiaa, . . Prom. 11. i. 148.

IBlains, n. inflamed swellings.

Spotted with nameless scars and lurid blains, . Loon, x. xxi. 8.

Blame, v. tr. (1) find fault with, censure.

and sadly blam£ The jarring and inexplicable frame Gisb. 158.

I do not blame thee love ; an no I M. N. Melody, 25.

(2) dat. infin. used as pred. after Be, worthy of censure.
Why then no one Can be to blaTne Cycl. 679.

Blame, n. demerit.
Men cast the blame of their unprosperous acts . Cenci, V. i. 25.

mild Pollux void of blame, Horn. Castor, 5.

:j:BIameless, adj. not deserving of censure.
Will keep at least blameless neutrality Cenci, II. ii. 40.

fBlanch, v. tr. Fig. make pale.
Nor age, to blanch Siy vermeil hue, Love, 6.

:!:Blanched, //. made pale.
the murderer's cheek Was blanched with horror, Q. Mab, VII. 158.

*Bland, adj. soft, gentle.
Blest from his birth with all bland impulses, . . Dismon, II. 141.

„ ., ^. I. , ^ .. , I. .1 • • Q.Mab,vm.2ao.
Blank, adj. Fig. (1) without interest or spirit.

Stains the deaoT blank^ cold air Epijbs. 92.
And day peers forth with her blank eyes ; , . . lieUas, 228.

(2) unmarked, obscured by atmosphere.
The blank unwelcome round of the red moon, . Faust, II. 19.

(3) dismayed.
And every countenance blank Hellas, 509.

(4) changeless, impassible.
and the blank deep expects Oblivion on oblivion, 876.

(5) utter, mere.
That suddenly for blank astonishment Charms

every sense, Matilda, 38.

(6) vacant, stunned.
and I Stared with blank frenzy on the sky, . . . Rosal. 882.

(7) lustreless.

Blank as the sun after the birth of night. . . . Zucca, iv. 8.

Blanks, n. without the number assuring a prize.
Yet our tickets Are seldom blanks. . CEdipus, I. 130.

Blasphem.e, v. I. tr. revile.

dare blaspheme Freedom and thee ? Naples, 77.
II. intr. speak impiously of God.

BlasphemewU Cenci, ill. i. i&i.
Blasphemed, v. tr. reviled.
Ciasedani blasphemed him aahs^ast; . . . iiw», J. xxviii. 6.

Blasphemes, v. intr. reviles, speaks irreverently.
Blasphemes with a bird's mind :— Ch. ist 11. 105

Blasphemies, «. (1) Fig. addresses to the Almighty in set
words.

no echo Of formal */aj/^£OT/«,* . . . . IV. 32.

(2) revilings.

fierce blasphemies Against the Daemon of the World, Z'<s»ki*,i.283.

Blaspheminef , pr. pple. uttering profane imprecations.
Xii&m ^es^&a, blasphcTning: . . Cenci iv. i. so.
5/flj^^e7w/«^ like an infidel; /fe/er,'l. ix. 2.

Blaspheming', ppl. adj. (1) profanely speaking.
Blaspheming liar ! You are damned for this 1 Cenci, 11. i. 162.
(2) impious, profane.

Bethy soul choked with that Waj^>ie»!j»^ lie! IV i 74and */<w/fe»2j»^ prayers Accosted us. . . . Julian, 2ii.
Blasphemy, n. (1) profane speakmg.

his slaves With blasphemy for prayer, .... DcBmtm 11 18
had bent Against their gods keen blasphemy, . . Rosal. 8^2.

(2) Fig. irreverence against ' authority.'
This is sedition, and rank */(Zj^^£OTj'/ . . . CEdipus l.&j.

Blast, V. I. tr. destroy or injure seriously.
But perfidy can tonhe flower . .... . Love's Rose, ni.2.Be thy swift mischiefs sent To blast mankind, . Prom I 27?
priests, and statesmen, blast the human flower . Q. Mab iv 104
hatred s eye Can blast not, but which pity kills

; Zucca VI 7
II. intr. to injure.

'

Have strength ... To blast and torture Rosal. 461.
Blast, n. A. Lit. (1) used of the wind, and the atmosphere

in motion generally,
cast Upon the gloomy blast, .... . . Calderon, 11 40
pierces like a January War/. . , , . . Ch 1st 11 Aii
While I sleep in the arms of the blast . . . Cloud 16

'

By the fierce blasts unconquerable stress. . . Faust 11 myou ride so fast on the headlong blast. . . .
'

n' ifil'

And though dumb in the blast, Fue-iiiztet 11' u
He devotes to the blast, 1 ' ^' f
doth fill The empty pauses of the blast;— . . . Gisb 123 '

Piloted by the many-wandering blast, .... '

262
Like a thin mist, or an autumnal blast, . . . Ifom. Merc xxiv 8
Heavily borne away on the exhausted blast. . . Loon I 'xiv o

'

Scarcely the cloud, the vulture, or the blast. Has ' '

power— jj, ., ,

they load the 4&J/ Which bears one sound. . IV xxv iLike the pine's locks upon the lingering blast; . vi xxi 6
he would spread His nostrils to the 5/flj/, , , . vi'xlv'6'
The sunlight is darted through vapour and bl^t'; Liberty iv 2 '

And on the */«; a (rightful yell arose. . . . M. N. Fragm't 13
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When winter rides on the northern blasts . . M. N. Spec. Hors. 32.

On the blast that sweeps the breast of the lake^ —--- 61.

which the autumnal blasts Shakes into the tall

grass ; ; Marenerhi^ xxrv. 2.

Till as clouds grow ofi the blasi^ Mask, xxvii. i.

Homeless, she past like a cloud on the blast, . . CBdipuS^ I. 246.
Unravelled on the hlxisi from a White mountain : .

—— il, i. loi.

and outstrips the lagdng blast,' /V. Athan. ii. iii. 17.

And we burthen the blast of the atmosphere, . . Prom. I. 519.
They outspeeded the blast^ -'-— IV. 30.
Comes shuddering on the blast^ Q. Mab, IV. $6.
Bleaching unburied in the putnd blast, , . . . IV. 87.
And low, chilling mijrmurs, the ^/[ZJi? wafted by. . Si. Ir. (i) 11. 4.

Rise on the night-rolling breath of the blast^ . . ^— (2) l. 2.

And mingle their yells with the blast: .... (3) xil. 3.

Whose broken mtinliuting;^ s^well the balmy blast Sta^, 9.

See yon opening flower Spreads its fragrance to
the blast: .

, . . . . W. Jeu/^ 2.

pilot-spirit of the blast Stirs as it sails, . . . IVoodfnan, 62.

(2) sudden strong gusts of wind.
wave ruining on wave, and b. on b. Descending, , Alastor, 327.
to each inconstant d/aj/ Yielding one only response, 563.
so that each cloud and blast Languished and died,— Loon, x. xiii, 6.

Comes on the vfrllii and fitful bla^? M.Ht. Melody, 31.
it floats on the fitful blast of the wiftd, M. N. Spec. Hors. 3.

it is the blast Descending on the pines— .... Mont B. CaHt. 4.
A fierce south blast teat thrbugh the datkeHed Sky, OrpheUi, 88.

By the heavy axe of the blast were hewtj ; . . . Senszi. PI. iii, 87.
like clotida upon the thunder blast, . . . . , TViutHph, I09;
ere the blast Of the whirlwind Vis. S^a, 27.

Black as a cormoratit the screaming blas't, . . , 105.

(3") current of air.

Give various response to each varying blast, . . Mutability, 6.

(4) sound,
the mad blast Of trumpets, ..*..... HellaSy 822.
Desolation heard your trumpet's blast, ..,...,. Laon, xi. xv. 3.

On a battle-trumpet's blast , . -Prom. i. 694.

B. Fig. (1) force or power.
Baffled with blast of hope-cohsuming shame ; . Pr. Athan. I. 10.

as when the lightning's b^si . . - , . . Rosal. 787*
(2") evil influence.'

like blight ot blaStA shade of selfish care . . Laon^ ix. xxiv. 8.

The heart which opens to its" blast; St. Ir. (4) vi. 2.

(3) roar, great noise accompanied by force.

one blast of muttering thunder Burst in fe.r peals Laon, I. ii. i.

as with a Mast Of subterranean thunder at the cry ; viii. xxviii. I.

His voice was like a d/aj/-that burstthe portal' . x. xl. i.

o'er earth afld sea its 5/ttj/ of war, ... . Pr. Athan. ll.\\.2i.

(4) call, summons.
Hear ye the blast. Whose Orphic thunder . . . Hellas, 703.

(5) the torrent or -rush of thought.
Why should not we rouse with the spirit's blast . Gisb. 190.
thunder With an earth-awakening blast .... Ode Lib. vi. 6.

Blasted, pp. A. Lit. dead, withered.
ancient pines Branchless and blasted, ... . Alastor, 531.
But blasted and all wearily they stand, .... Orpheus, 31.

B. Fig. blighted, wasted.
his soul Btastdd with withering curses \ . . , . Q. Mab, iv. too.

Blasted,///, adj. Fig. • (iT' blighted.
I, whose career, through the blasted y^zx, . . Falsehood^ 19.
Was as a dungeon to my blasted kind, . . i Laon, 11. vi. 2.

(2) obscured.
On all beneath yon blamed suti . , Falsehood, 92.

Blasting-, pr. pple. Fig: destroying.
J?/«M/z«^ the hopes of men, Damon, I. 261,

Blasting, ppl. adj. destructive, baneful.
He loosens to their dark and blasting ministries. Laon, I. xxx. 9.
and to abide That blast. Curse men had no shame— il. iv. jj.

Blasts, V. ir. blights,' irijufes.

He pursues me, he blasts me ! Bigotry, IV. 8.

Blasts, n. A. Lit. (1) winds.
The blasts of Autumn drive the winged seeds . . Laon^ ix. xxi. i.

its pehnons streaming on the blasts that fan it, Marenghi, xxvii. 3.
Froin all the blasts of heaven thou hast descended : Prom. II. i. i.

(2) rude gusts of wind.
And lull the blasts in niute tranquillity, .... Horn. Castor 18.
the storm Pursued it with fierce blasts, .... Laon, 1. vli. 9.
whirlwind, whose fierce blasts the waves and clouds

confound IV. xxvii. 5.
When the blasts on the wild lake sleep, .... M. N. Ravail 11.

they shake Beneath its blasts— ... . , Orpheus, 34.

'

By the tenfold blasts of the arctic zone Sensit. PL iii. 97.
Girt there with blasts and meteors Tempest dwells Son. Nile, 6.

(8) wafts, breezes.

blending AH blasts of fragrance into one, . . Laon, V. Song. 3. 11.

while the aohg Of blasts^ in which its blue hair vi. xxxii. 7,

B. Fig. (1) sudden influences.
That soul-sustaining airs and ^/oj/f of evil . . . Son. Nile, ii.

(2) troubles, excitements.
When the blasts that called them to battle, cease. Ode, Arise, 39.

Blaze, n. Fig. brilliant light.
it ceased when sunset's blase Burned o'er the isles ; Laon, v. Ii. 8.
in the ^/fls-tf Of sun-rise gleains xi.xxiii.3.
as he amid the blase Ofhis own glory, .... Triumph, 349.

Blaze, V. intr. (1) burn or flare.

Why should you blase aw^ there ... . Faust, II. 26.

(2) Fig. shine mentally.
Which bade them blase, and live, and roll afar, . Pr. Athan. I. 68.

Blazed, v. intr. (1) flashed.
From the surrounding hills, the batteries biased^ Hellas, 380.

(2) burned brightly.

And fires biased far amid the scattered camps, . Laon^ V. i. 8.

In groups around the fires, which . . . Biased wide
and far : . . v. liv. 4.

furnaces Soon biased thro' the wide City, . . x. xlv. 7,

Blazing, pr. pple. (1) burning.
lay Waa-ZJij^ many a piece Of sandal wood, . . . Witch, 7j:v\\. \.

(2) Fig. showing a bright light.

like a watch-tower biasingOver the moutttains yet ; Laon, viii. i. 3.

Blazing, ppl. adj. burning with a flaring light.

and the glow Of biasing roofs shone far o'er . . iii. xi. 9.
And by the biasing i2.%%ot meets again Her welcome Q. Mab, in. 55.

Blazon, n. Fig. device on a banner.
N'ow shall the blason of the cross be veiled, . . Hellas, 1018.

Blazoned, //. Fig. (1) displayed.
While Masoned as on heaven's immortal noon . 223,
Ominous signs Are Mas. broadly on the noon-day sky : 602.
See ye the banners Masoned to the day, . . • . . Naples^ 132.

(2) proclaimed, published.
for acts Masoned abroad, Cenci^ rv. i. 83.

Blazoned, 2>//. adj. Fig. celebrated.
Ah ! it is dark with many a b. name Of misery— Laon, Vlii. xx. 4.

Blazoning*, pr. pple. proclaiming abroad.
Masoning^^ name Of Adonais.— ... . Fr. Keats^ 6.

Bleac3iinff,/n///e. becoming white.
their bones Bleaching unburied in the putrid blast, Q. Mab^ iv. 87.

Bleak, adj. A. Lit. (1) cold, pinching.
the Miak wind is wailing, .... . . Autumn, i. i.

When the winter winds are bUak,— ... . Mask, xui. 3.
did sigh To the wind, bleak and high, . . . , St. Ir. (3) xi, 5.

(2) exposed, wind-swept. .

The pine forest on Meak Chiassi's shore, . . . Matilda, 20.
I would not quit This bleak ravine, . . . Prom. I. 427.

(3) cheerless looking.
its branches bare and bleak, Pr. Athan. 11. iv. 14.

B. Fig. pitiless, ungenial.
when she came first To this bleak world ; . . Julian, 153.

Bled, V. intr. discharged blood.
for the wound, which bled Freshly, ... . Laon^ V. xii. 4.

Bled, pp. A. Lit. been wounded.
Her son, . . . Had bled'm battle ; . ... Mother^ Son, vi. 2,

B. Fig. (1) suffered in body.
Which thousands have toiled and bled to bestow . Fulselwod, 14.

(2) suffered anguish.
Snares for that guileless heart which for his own

had bled. Imoh^ ii. xviii. 9.

Bleed, v. intr. A. Lit. are wounded or perish.
Ten thousand victims madly bleed. Falsehood, 78.
the living bleed Beneath the hoofs Laon, vi. xix. 4.
To see his enemies writhe, and bum, and bleed^— x. xlv. 4.
For whose support in distant lands I bleed, . . M.N. Post. Fr. 13.
Thine are the crimes for which thy subjects bleed. 38.
B. Fig. endure anguish, suffer,

that the torn heart can Meed, but not forget ! . . Con. Sing. l. g.
Demaftds that ifian shouldweep" atid ^., and groan ; Laon, viil. xxu. 5.
whose wounds do only bleed Inly for self, . , . xil. x. 8.
I fall upon the thorns of life ! I bleed/ . . Ode W. Wind, IV. 12.
It breaks in our bosom and then we bleed: . . . Pan, iii. 9.We track all things that weep, and bleed, and live. Prom. i. ±^16.

Bleeding, pr. ppt. Fig.
On each heart's wound, wide torn and bleeding, . Rosal. 933.

Bleeding-,///, adj. A. Lit. emitting blood.
With bleeding stumps might sign our blood away. Ch. ist, ill. 40.
The nerves ot manhood by their bleeding root . Julian. 425.
Which chased the day like a bleeding (^er, . . Prom. iv. 74.
B. Fi^. suffering, torn mentally.

I feel as if out ofmy ^/«rfm^ bosom Ca/.^«?K, III. 170.
The scourges of the bleeUing Church, I hate. . Ch. ist. ll. 301.
Death, fate, and ruin, on a. bleeding world. . .M.N. PbSt. Fr. 2.
with usury Tom from a bleeding world !— . . Q. Mab, IV. 210.

Bleeds, v. intr. Fig, (1) suffers, is ruined.
What faith is crushed, what empire bleeds . . Hellas 7«

(2) feels deeply.
my heart bleeds For thine

. Magnet. Lady, II. 8.

Blend, v. I. tr. (1) mix or mingle.
their cold hearts blend Deceit with sternness, . Q. Mab TV. 1S2.

(2) weld together, make one.
Which d/tf«(^ two restless frames itww, vi. xxxvi. 9.

11. tntr. (1) assimilate, become one.
Verge to one point and blend for fever there : . Drnmon, 11. 7.

"

T i'^ ". , ". ,ti n „ . . Q. Mab,\x..^.
In victory or in death our hopes and fears must b. Laon, in. ix. 0.

(2) mix, or mingle.
but may not W^«rf With thine Magnet. Lady, ^.%,
smiles would hang and b. With his wise words : Pr. Athan. 11. i. 3.Where Frost and^Heat in strange embraces blend Son. Nik^ 4.
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(3) sympathise.
For to those hearts with which they never blend^

Blended,//. A. of things material or visible.

Feather and scale inextricably blended, .

(2) mingled harmoniously.
who have blended The colours of the air . . .

(3) mixed together.
its wild surges with the lake were blended:

(4) intermingled.
Amid a wood of pines and cedars blended^ . , .

B. of things immaterial—intermingltd.
when, suddenly was blended With our repose . .

with which that child like hope with fear was blend.

Blended, ppl. adj. fig. accordant,
joys that lie In blended hearts,

(1) intertwined.

haon^ I. ix. 3.

II. V. 4.

XII. xl. 4.

Wiich, XXIX. 5.

Laon^ III. iv. ^.

V. xxxvi. 9.

-v.Song;^. 12.

*Blendinff ,
/?*. ///f. (1) commingling, welding.

Blending two beams of one eternity ! . . , . Epips. 48.
blending AM blasts of fragrance into one, . Laon, V. Song, 3. lo.

(.2) ttirowing together in confusion.
to one void mass battering and blending. , . . Prom. IV. 343.

(3) bringing together.
And blendingm the smiles of that defence, . . Laon^ IV. xix. 8.

*Blends, v. Ir. becomes one with.

In love and worship, blends itself with God. .

Bless, V. I. tr. (1) crown with happiness.
And many days . . . shall bless Thy spotless life

Epips. 129.

Damon, II. 300.

Q. Mab, IX. 207.
Horn. Merc. xc. 4.Whose magic will thy footsteps ever bless;

(2) extol, praise,

whose lips shall bless Our memory, . Laon, il. xlviii. 7.

11. intr. (1) make happy.
A lovely soul formed to be blest and bless ? . . Epips. 57.

All that can adorn and bless Art thou— .... Mask, ixiv. 2.

Our great Republic hears, we are blest, and bless. Prom. iv. 533.

(2) to comfort or speak kindly.

Without one smile to cheer, one voice to bless, . Lao7i, ll. xix. 5.

Blessed, pp, happy.
we pigs Were bless'd as nightingales . , GEdipus, 1. 40.

Blessed, ppL adj. (1) happy.
O dear and blessed peace ! . . .... . Q. Mab, in. 67.

(2) used jocosely.

Up to this blessed day. . . . . ... Peter, vi. xxxv. 5.

Blessedness, n. perfect happiness.
Who would have blessedness Let him but look . Dante Conv. 23.

Blessing, n. (1) boon, benefit.

And they will make one blessing . . . Julian^ 437.

(2) benediction, prayer for good
This curse should be a blessing. Fare thee well ! Ld. Ch. xvi. 4.

Blessings, n. (1) favours.

Showering" down blessings in the shape of comfits. CEdipus, I. 396.
And rain down blessings in the shape of comfits . 11. i. 87.

(2) benedictory vows or wishes,
the gross blessings of a patriot mob, . . Q. Mab, V. 21 1.

(3; happinesses.
The sources whence such blessings flow .... Rosal. 225.

Blest, v. tr. (1) consecrated, hallowed,
and blest the sword He brought on earth . Q. Mab, vii. 170.

(2) made happy or pleasant,

and blest With wild but holy talk the sweet unrest Laon, i. xxxvii. 4.
Which that delightful day with its own shadow b. v. Ivi.i. 9.

Once peace and freedom blest The cultivated plain : Q. Mab, ii. 202.

purity Blest with all gifts her earthly worshippers.

Blest, /j^. made happy.
, Blest from his birth with all bland impulses.

IX. 64.

Dcemon, 11, 141.

Q. Mab, VIII. 200.
Epips. 57.

602.

JLaon, VII. XXV. 7.

Peter, III. xix. 2.

A lovely soul formed to be blest and bless ?

.

bid them love each other and be blest : . .

some gesture which had blest Me heretofore

:

not means for being blest^—
Our great Republic hears, we are blest, and bless. Prom. IV. 533.
to know That hour as b. when on his worthless days Q. Mab, IV. 163.
none of mortal kind Are blest^ .... Rosal. 1318.

(2) Fig. smiled on.
Ere yet success the enterprise had blest, . . . Laon, ix. ix. 5,

Blest, ppl. adj. happy, joyful.

And melodize with man's blest nature there.

That will hail their blest advent to regions above.
Like the long years of blest Eternity .

And oh ! when on the blest reviving . . .

Oh ! I appeal to that blest day

Dcemon, il. 80.

g. Mab, VIII. 69.
eath. Dial. 24,

Fiordispina, 5.

Love, II.

M. N. Melody, 18.

Blest, adj. absol. specially happy or fortunate persons.
Who made our land an island of the blest, . Gisb. 32.

(2) satir, those esteemed holy.
While the meek blest sit smiling ; . ... Fr. Satire, 6.

Blew, V. intr. (1) opened, burst.

The bloom, whose petals nipt before they bleua . Adonais, VI. 7.

(2) breathed with force.

But, ere the breath that could erase it blew, . . Fr. Keats^ 2.

(3) with f7w= continued to blow.
The winds that stript it bare blew on . . . . Prol. Hellas, 40,

Laon, I. xxix- 2.

II, xxxiii. 8.

VIII. V. 7.

IX, xxiv. 8.

Pr. Athan. 11. i. 29.

Prom. I. 173.

Posal. 676.
698.

Sensit. PI. III. 81.

III. 85.

*Bllfiflit, V. tr. injure, spoil.

Though frostsmay d/zVA/the freshness of its bloom, Dcemon, II. 261.

„ „ M I,
M n „ Q. Mab, IX. 166.

When Poverty can blight the just and good, . Laon, Ded. Vlll. 6.

*Blifirht, n. A. Lit. destructive atmospheric influence.

Famine or Blight, Pestilence Epips. 461.

Earthquake and B.. and Want, and Madness pale,

which brings Evil, like blight on man, . .

Blight, Poison, Earthquake, Hail, and Snow,
like blight or blast A snade of selfish care .

Struck body and soul as with a mortal blight,

And Famine ; and black blight on h^rb and tree

Like the unseen blight oi 2. srailinff day, .

The frozen dews of wrinkling blight. . .

By a venomous blight was burned and bit.

Were changed to a blight of frozen g_]ue.

like blight through the ears of a thidc field of com, Vis. Sea, 51.

B. Mg. evil influence.

Alas, that love should be a blig^ht and snare . , Laon. Ded. Vl. i.

the last whom superstition's blight Pr. Athan. 11. i. 6.

the blight that cramps and blinds,— .... il. i. 7.

*Blijrlited, //. A. Lit. spoiled, ruined.

Its leaves ... the thaw Had blighted; . . Zucca, vi. 6.

B. Fig.
before their crimson leaves Are blighted . . Cenci, V. iv. 139.

And blighted are the leaves that cast its shade ; . Ireland, 8.

Blighted the bud of its prosperity ; Q. Mab, II. 205.

Thy manhood blighted with unnpe disease ? . . IV. 252.

*Bligrhted, ppl. adj. trumpery, worthless.

the chief Ear in his doctrines' blighted sh&aS^ . . Peter, VI. xxiii. 4.

*Blig'liting', pr. pple. Fig. making worthless.

Blighting aW prospect but of selfish gain, . . Q. Mab, v. 84.
^/z^^A'w^ his being with unnumbered ills, . . . Dcemon, II. 130.

I, II I, n II ... Q. Mab, VIII. 189.

*Blighting', ///. adj. Fig. (1") withering, destroying.

No proud exemption in the blighting cvltsq He bears, Alastor, 679.
the blighting bane Of commerce ; . . . Q. Mab, V. 193.

To a blighting faith and a cause of crime . . W. Shel. II. 5.

(2) wietched, hopeless.
to her blighting s\a.veTy sold, .... . Laon, ill. xvii. 8.

(3) futile.

with briefAnd blighting \io^e, .... Pr. Athan. ii, i. 28,

*Bli?hts, V. tr. Fig. withers, nips.

selfishness^ that blights The fairest feelings . . . Q. Mab, v. 16.

Blind, adj. A. Lit. (1) Of persons destitute of sight.

the Sire of an immortal strain, B., old, and lonely, Adonais, iv. 4.
Cycl. 680.

661.

, 682.

715-
Engl. 181Q, I.

, CEdipus, 84.
Witch, XXXIV. 7.

Orphezis, 120.

Wh^ then you are not blind.
I wish you were as blind as I am. . . .

It cannot be that no one made you blind. .

I will descend upon the shore, though blind, .

An old, mad, blind^ despised and dying king,

—

till she finds one blind She never can commit .

Or on blind Homer's heart a winged thought,

—

(2) of a sightless creature.
Even the blind vronns seem to feel the sound.

B. Fig. (1) of hindered or obscured sight.

And Pleasure, blind -with tears, Adonais, xiii. 6.

Till they drop, blind in blood, without a blow,— . Engl. 1819, 6.

(2) mentally blind.

gazing, became 3/!«(^ with error : .... . Calderon, ll. S.

the multitude Of blind and madding men— . . Cavalc. 6.

that a chief Among men's spirits should be cold
and blind. Fr. My head is wild, 6.

Had struck, methinks, his eagle spirit blind . . Julian, 51.

Who reigned, before Religion made men blind; . 180.

If men must rise and stamp with fury blind . Laon, Ded.xw. 3.

and in their helpless misery blind, -

The interwoven clouds which make its wisdom d/i'W.-
But custom maketh blind and obdurate . . .

-

parents read, . . . My writings to their babes, no
longer blind; , -

'twas the blind who led the blindI
Nor custom, queen of many slaves, makes blind,

(3) unseeing, unregarding.
But bends His gaze on the blind earth.
Blind lightning, or the deaf sea, . .

blind vultures, they Sail onward
(^4) unreasoning.

controuled By instinct blind as lovCj Laon, X. xix. 8.-

each girt by the hot atmosphere Of his blind agony, xi. viii. 6.

Blind Love, and equal Justice, .... . Ode Lib. xviii. 9.
Grief for a while is blind, and so was mine. . . Prom. l. 304.
And with blind feelings reverence the power . . Q. Mab, v. 59.
Blind and hardened they, Who hope for peace v. 239.
the corrupt belief Of thy blind heart : . . . vi. 87.

„ ,, „ DM* Superstition, 16.

(6) unknowing, ignorant.
But not unfelt, o'er blind mortality, Laon, vi. xxxvii. 2.

he is pursuing O, blind and willing wretch ! . . vili. xiv, 9.
That we were weak and sinful, frail and blind^ ix. xv. 7.

These are d/Zwrf fancies— ... . . ix. xxxiii. i.

which won From the blind crowd ... . . Marenghi, xi. 5.
as a mirror To make their Wrw*^ slaves see, . . Naples, 79.
This , . . multitude Was savage, cunning, b., and rude, Ode Lib. ill. 7.

As to oblivion their blind tmnxons fleet, . . Polit. Great. 7.

hosts of blind and unresisting dupes Q. Mab^ V. 69.
That, blind, they there may dig each other's graves VI. 180.

I

II. VI. 4.

II. xix. 9.
IV. ix. I.

IV. xin. 2.

X. xxvi. 5.

Otho^ III. 2.

, Cenci, v. ii. 87.

V. iv. 107.

Epips. 463.
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the rapid, blindKnA fleeting generations ofmankind. Wiich^ LXXl". 7.

Above the blind and battling multitude : . . . Wordsworth^ 10.

(6) unheeding, aimless.
her blind flight O'er the wide aery wilderness : . Alasior^ 231.

In the deaf air, to the blind earth and heaven . . 289.

Where the 6//W million rush impetuously . . . Faust. II. 236.

which the lute Of the WzW pilot-spirit of the blast Woodman^ 62.

(7) insensible to what was being done.
but blindAnd silent, as a breathing corpse . . Laon^ V. xlv. 6.

(8") indiscriminating.

Shall perish, to fulfiU the blind xGvea%G . . . . Q. Mali, VII. 125.

(9) reckless.

But, guided by my spirit blind Calderon^ III. 19.

Where busy thought and blind sensation mingle ; Fr. Unsat. 4.

(10) foolish, useless.

And do we waste in 4/z»^ misgivings Cenci^ in. ii. 36,

(11) without perception.
Till it sink, dizzy, blind^ lost, shelterless; . . . Protn. I. 421.

Which was late so dusk, and obscene, and blind, IV. 95.

(12^ obscured {objectively).

In the deep east, dun and blind, Jane, Inviin, 6},.

(13) obscured {subjectively).

Which, with its own internal lightning blind, . . Gisb. 205.

(14) makes blind = outshines,

thy stare Makes d/z'«(/ the volcanoes ; . . . . Liberty, lu. ^.

(15) irresponsible.

how well the supine slaves Oi blind OMthority . Cenci, iv. iv. 182,

(16) empty, unclaimed.
Swung blind ia. unascended majesty, .. ... Adonais, XLVI. 7.

(17) without colour.

Like mountain snow, mild, beautiful, and blind. . JLaon, I. liv. 4.

(18) adj. absol. morally blind.

The hood-winked Angel of the b. and dead, Custom, iv. xxiv. 3.

Blind, V. tr. A. Lit. deprive of sight.

And blindyoxx. with my exhortations, Cyclops. . Cycl. 659.
Bum and blind The jEtnean hind ! 664.
Will blind your wondering eyes. . . , . , CEdipuSy II. i. 187.

B. Fig. (1) hinders or obscures sight.
Its wandering strings must be what blind me so, . Cenci, in. i. 7.

(2) obscures or darkens.
Blind with thine hair the eyes of Day ; , . . To Night, II. 3.

(3) mislead, deceive.
we can d/zwaTSuspicion with such cheap astonishment, Cenci, IV. iv. 43.
for mysteries To 5/zwrf your. slaves:— . . . . Zaow, xi. xvi. 6.

the harsh rich use To blind the world . . . . /V. Athan. I. 38.

Blinded, v. tr. deprived of sight.
I say 'twas Nobod)^ Who blinded vas. . . . Cycl. 680.

Blinded, pp. deprived of sight.
By all means he must be blinded, . . . 493.
now blinded By the white lightning, . . . Prom. III. ii. 14.

Blinded,///, adj. destroyed.
It said that I should have my eye-sight blinded . Cycl. 706.

^Blinder, adj. Fig. more needless.
skulls With sightless holes gazing on ^/iwifcr heaven, Dcemon, I. 266.

jBlindfold, adj. with eyes bandaged,
a blindfold devil sitting on the ball Ch. ist, II. 43.

Blinding, vbl. n. the act of depriving of sight.
Share in the blinding him Cycl. 470.

Blinding",///, adj. A. Ut. sight-destroying.
With thine own 3/('?k/zk^ beams ! C^wct, iv. i. 136.

B. Fig. (1) dazzling.
hung there to screen Its blinding splendour— , Laon, I. lii. 5.
That float among the blindingh^ajns of morning ; v. Song, 1. 3.
a blinding brand Of lightning! Naples, 158.
obscured with blinding light jThe sun Triumph, 78.

(2) sight-dimming.
And when the blinding tears had fallen, .... Laon, in. xxviii, i.

:tBllndl7, adv. unconsciously.
the web of being blindly wove By man and beast Adonais, liv. 5.

*Blindly-workin^, comp. adj. working with unconscious
force.

Thou glorious prize oi blindly-working WiW . , Dcemon, 11, 5.

.1 ). '' , . y j» . , " • • Q- -'^«*. i^' S-
Blindness, n. A. Lit. loss of sight.

His resolute eyes were scorched to blindness soon ; vii. 9.

B. Fig. obscured sight.

Speed in the van and blindness in the rear, . . Triumph, loi.

Blinds, V, intr. obscures the mental vision.
the blight that cramps and blinds,— /V-. Athan. 11. i. 7.

Blinking, ///. adj. weak-eyed.
A hooded eagle among blinking owls. — , . . Gisb. 208.

Bliss, n. absolute happiness or gladness.
The habitable earth is full oi blissf Dcemon^ 11. 69.

n . M II II Q' Mab, VIII. 58.
And fertile vallies, resonant with bliss, , , . . Deemon, 11. ice.

„ „ „ ,, „ _
. . . . Q. Mab,v\\\.\oi.

still from hope to hope the bhss pursuing, . . . Dcemon, 11. 144.
>i n II ,, ,, ... Q. Mab,v\\\. 20^,

And presaging the truth of visioned bliss. . . . Dcemon, 11. 276.

11 11 ti )i )i .... Q. Mab, IX. 179.
Speechless with bliss the Spirit mounts the car, . Dcemon, 11. 306.

» 1. H „ „ „ . Q.Mab, IX. 213.

When nations j

Within that c

The deep 5/zJ . _ „ _ __.

a wild dissolving bliss Over my frame .... Laon, I. xlii. 6.

a gleam of bliss^ A shade of vanished days,— . . v. xxiv. 6.

Two years of speechless bliss are gone, .... M. N. Melody, 28.

More clear the forms of speechless bliss float by, M. N. Ravait^ 31,

a heavenly band Strew'd flowers oi bliss . . . 38.

When endless bliss the woes of fleeting life repay. 41.

Let your lips now repeat the bliss, . . . . 88.

A long, long night ot bliss loz.

Whicn bound thy lovely soul to bliss ? . . . Mary who died. II. 2.

Love how it sells poor bliss For proud despair ! Mutability, (2) 11. 3,

Tempt not again my deepest bliss. Peter, JV. xii. 5.

His eyes grew like two stars for bliss : . . . Vll. vii. 2.

When one with bliss or sadness fails, . , . Prom. 11. ii. 26.

It was, as it is still, the pain of bliss . . . III. iv. 125
deep abyss Of wonder and bliss, IV. 100.

the varied bliss that pressed around, ... . Q. Mab, 11. 53.

That they alone can give the bliss ll. 208.

Nor sordid fame, nor hope of heavenly bliss, . . V. 224.

Sparkle through liquid bliss Vlll. 40.
Those rooted hopes ofsome sweet place oi bliss . ix. 15.

But none ever trembled and panted with bliss . . Sensii. PL I. 9.

faint With the soft burthen of intensest bliss; . . Witch, xv. 4.

Blisses, n. (1) ecstasies of sensual passion.
But now those blisses are no more M. N. Melody, 23.

Yes ! than love's sweetest blisses 'tis more dear . M. N. Ravail,\\\.

(2) pleasures of life.

Nor seeks nor finds he mortal blisses, .... Prom., i. 740.

^Blissful, adj. joyous.
Ministrant to all blissfid impulses

:

. . Dismon, II. 225.

., ,, „ „ . . Q. Mab, IX. 133.

At the blissful welcoming ! Mexican, iii. 4.

When no blissful ho^e^ on his bosom is beaming, St. Ir. (5) I. 6.

Blister, v. tr. to raise blisters on.

To blister yi\\^ their poison spume The wanderer. Faust, ll. 77.

"^Blisteringf, ///. adj. A. Lit. unwholesome or poisonous.
The 5/ij/erz'M^ drops of the Maremma's dew, . . Cenci,\v.y.\\i.
he crawls. Trailing a blistering ^xxnR, . . . CEdipus, I. 1^.
Prickly, and pulpous, and blistering, and blue, . Sensit. PI. m. 60.

B. Fig. (1) torturing.

Shouldst rain these plagues of blistering agony— Julian, 453.
The shafts of thy revenge, a blistering rain ? . . Laon, X. xxviii. 4.

(2) deadening.
Had seared with blistering ice— xii. x. 7.

Blitlie, adj. (1) of human beings, merry, joyous.
See This lovely child, blithe, innocent and free, . Julian, 167.

(2) of the lower animals, sprightly, cheerful.
The blithe swallows are flown, . . . . Autumn, II. 4.
Hail to thee, blithe spirit ! , Skylark, i.

blithe, as in the olive copses thick Cicadae are, . Witch, vill. 3.

(3) of things, a. merry, gladsome.
I never saw such blithe and open cheer In any eye ! Cenci, I. iii. 17.
arrived At the blithe court of Bacchus. Cycl. 91.
Finds a voice in this blithe strain, . . . Faust, ii. 60.
and the fi/zMe noise Of song . . . . Horn. Merc. i^sjiYii.i.

b. cheerful, happy.
live In some blithe place, like others of my age, Cenci, II. i. loi.
hear no more Blithe voice of living thing ; . . v. iv, 53.
with your blithe words Cycl. 657.
Whose waters like blithe light and music are, . . Epips. 59.
Incessantly renewing their blithe quest Matilda, 15.
When Heaven's blithe winds had unfolded them, . Sensit. PI. I. 62.

^Bloated, adj. puffed or swollen.
For the bloated wretch on yonder throne . . . Falsehood, 70.
Flushes his bloated cheek. ... . . . .^ Q. Mab, ill. 44.
And his strait lip and bloated cheek Rosal. 426.

Block, n, A. Lit. a cube or square piece of any substance.
A half-burnt match, an ivory block, three books, . Gisb. 93.
B. Fig. the one unaltered thing.

the block That for uncounted ages has remained. . Q. Mab, IV. 140.
Blocks, large lumps or masses.
Had changed those ragged blocks of savage stone, Witch, xx. 3.

fBlocks, ». oval-shaped instruments on which ships' and other
ropes are worked.

and cones, and wheels, and groovM blocks, . . Gisb. 52
Blood, «. A. Lit. a) the vital fluid.
Whose sacred blood, like the young tears of May, Adonais, xxiv, 8,
The dark blood wanders o'er his snowy limbs, . , Bion. Adon. g.
and drink her sacred blood. ....
the purple blood From her struck thigh
saw the life blood flow From his fair tiiigh,
Sparkles of blood on the white foam are cast.
Could I believe thou wert their mingled blood.
As if thou wert indeed my children's blood . ,

made the blood stream down My pallid cheeks.
Oh blood, which art my father's blood,
'tis the blood Which fed these veins . .We strangled him that there might be no blood
'tis true there was no blood
Yet stained with blood. ! ! !

when last He lapped the blood his master shed
so that my blood Ma.y stain the senseless dust
and brazen chariots stained With blood .

Or drinks its vital i/fjoflf, . . , .'
.

i/(?(7i/would less bitter be, . ..."

19,

22.

37-
CahUron, ll. 61.

Cenci, l. iii. Si,

I. iii, 176.
11. i. 65.
111. i. 95-
111. u. 18.

IV. iii. 45.
IV. iv. 76.

V. ii. 172.

V. iii. 04.
V. iv. 38.

Dcemon^ I. 268.
II. 155.

Epips. 19,
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and Devil's d/ood Stumed his dainty hands and feet. J^r. Saian^ 3.
It has rained Mood; Hellas^ 604.
Faintingwith toil, coveredwith foam and biood: 619.
Thou wouldst weep tears bitter as blood .... Julian^ 342.
Biood Bt3\-as the snowy foam . . L.aon^ i. xi. 9.
but warm With human blood.— I, xxxv. 4.
Filling my ej^es with blood— III. xi, 3.
But of the living- blood that ran within my frame. iii. xvi* 9.
and the blood Gushed round its point : . . . v. ix. 2.

as from a well Of blood and tears with ruin ! . . v. xxxi. 8.

while his foul d/oorf may boil, Or creep .... v. xxxi i. 7.

Neveragainmay d/ootf ofbird orbeast . . . Y.Sonff^$.^.
and the stain Ofblood^ from mortal steel . . . vi. vi. 9.
And there the living in the blood did welter . . . vi. xii. 3.
For the salt bitterness of blood was there ; . . . VI. xlvh. 7.

one in the blood did He Of three death-wounds— . VI. xlix. 3.
from pourin§^ human blood Forth on the earth ? vill. xviii. 1.

the blood vA\ic\\ flowed Over the fields, .... x. iii. 3.
brings To the stall, red with blood; x. v. 5.
his footsteps reel On the fresh blood— X. viii. 5.
when the streets ran With brothers' blood/ . X. xx, 4.
On a white horse, splashed with blood; .... Mask, Vlll. 2.

Trampling to a mire of blood x. 3.
Clothed in arms like blood and flame, .... xv. 2.

and ankle-deep in bloody xxxil. 2.

Had turned every drop of blood ... . xxxvi. 1.

Blood is on the grass like dew XLVII. 5.
to wet Its bright point in English blood .... lxxvii. 3.
And the blood thws shed will speak Lxxxvi. 3.
or fill our colons With rich bloody CEdipus^ I. 63.
a leech Fit to suck bloody with lubricous round rings, t. m<.
As full of blood as that of hydrogene,
I will suck Blood or muck \

and Let blood from her weasand,—
A slough of blood and brains upon the place, . .

Claret, somehow, Puts me in mind of blood, . .

you have drunk more wine. And shed more blood
he sanctified his country's steel, ... In his own blood Oiko. II. 5.

By this brow Whose pores wept tears of blood, . Prol. Hellas^
to kiss the blood From these pale feet, . . . Prom,. \, 50.
We had been stained with bitter blood. ...
Whom he gluts with groans and bloody . . .

Groans half heard, and blood untasted ; . . .

.S/(7(7i:/, like new wine, bubbles within ;

let that thorn-wounded brow Stream not with blood;
And self-contempt, bitterer to drink than blood;
will heave, unstained with blood,
Tracking their path no more by blood and groans,
panic-stricken, served With blood. .

the savage drinks His enemy's blood, . .

tracks ot blood Even to the forest's depth.
Upraised to shed a brother's innocent blood.
the costly altars smoked With human blood.
The lion now forgets to thirst for blood: . .

stained with blood from many a pilgrim's feet.
The 5/(?(3£^ in his translucent veins Rosal.Sai^.
His feverish blood ran chill at the sound : . .Si. Ir. (3) Vlii. 3,

As blood to a heart that will beat no more. . . Sensi't. Pi. iii. Sc
And the hum of the hot 5/(3(?(3? Vz's. Sea^ 14.2.

(2) the pulsation of the blood or the feelings.
The eloquent blood told an ineffable tale. . . . Alasior, 168.
the Poet s blood. That ever beat in mystic sympathy 651.
Ah ! My blood runs cold.

' Cend, I. iii. 36.
I felt the blood Rush to my heart, ... . . 11. i. 40.
So when I wake my bloodseems liquid fire ; . . ii. ii. 136.
My blood is running up and down my veins ; . iv, i. 163.
and the jellied blood Runs freely thro' my veins. . iv. iii. 43.
It gushes to my heart Like the warm blood. v. iv. 96.
The blood and life within those snowy fingers . Con. Sin^. in. 3.
The blood is listening in my frame, . .... in. 0.

glowing With the unintermitted bloody . . . Epips. 98.
It freezes up the blood ofman ; Faust., II. 387.
the tone- Unheard but in the silence of his blood, . Fr. A Soul^ 5.
To feel the blood run through the veins and tingle Fr. Unsat. 3.
Their bloodh^2Xs one measure, . , . . . Fugitives, ill. 8.
and checked the stifling blood Ginevra, 56.
To thaw the six weeks^winter in our blood. , . Gzsb. 309.
And shrieks of women whose thrill jars the bloody Hellas, 824.
When first the living blood thro' all these veins . Laon, i. xxxix.
I felt the blood that burned
The blood stood still one moment,
Even with thy breath and blood to live . .

when in these mingling veins The blood is still,

The blood was curdled in its current ; . . . .

the flow Of the blood in her own veins, . . .

shook The listening soul in my suspended blood

;

that tingle not With 5/o(7(^ of indignation,
If envy or age had not frozen your blood,

Joy ran, as blood within a living- frame, . .

And blood within thy labyrinthine veins . .

His presence flow and mingle thro' my blood
I knew it could not be My own dull blood:
And crept with the blood through every veip

;

I stilled the tingling ofmy blood, . . .

And the blood in our fingers intertwined . .

As made the blood tingle in my warm feet

:

B. Fig. (1) in various figurative senses as the idea or
appearance of blood.

My eyes are full of blood; , . . Cenci, ill. i. 2.

The beautiful blue heaven is flecked with bloodI . in. i. 13.
I see a torrent Of his own blood raging between us. IV. i. 1 14.

I. 188.

I. 262.

I. 266.

I- 336-
II. li. 36.
II.ii.39.

79-
I- 332-
I. 529.
I- 575-
I. sp9.
II. IV. 25.

III. ii. 19.

III. ii. 29.
in. iv. 185.

Q. Mab, II, 185.

IV. 62.

IV. 116.

VII. 99.
VIII. 124.

IX. 92.

I thought I saw Blood on the face of one
Soon tne heart's blood oi nil I love ....
The roots will be refreshed with civil blood

:

If loyal hearts could turn their blood to gold. .

VI. xxxiv. 3.

VII. xxiv. 3.

IX. XX. 7.

IX. xxix. 4.
Love, Hope^ 25.
Mar. Dr. VI. 7.

Naples^ 7.

(Mdipus, I. 376.
Pan, III. II.

Prom. 1. 156.

1.490.
Jl.i. 80.

Rosal. 352.

^hS-
874.
040.

Unf. Dr. 140.

JFor my dagger is bathed in the blood of the brave, Death, Dial. i.

Stains with dear blood \ts unmatemal nest ! . . Epips. 18,

I dread that blood!— Falsehood, 30,
Their waters turned to blood, their dew to tears, . Hellas, 2-i,'j.

the thirsty winds Are sick with blood; .... 431.
Love for hate and tears for blood. 737.
the d/i3i7fi? Through centuries clotted there, . . . O. ATaiJ, VI. 223,
the Earth-consuming rage Of gold and bloodr— . Witch, XVIII. 7.

(2) expressive of bloodshed, murder, slaughter and vio-

lence or brutality affecting life, human suffering, &c.
many a loathed rite Of lust and blood; .... Adonais, JV. 7.

Thirsting—aye, thirsting for blood

;

Bigotry^ ll.

Cenci, V. iv. 125.

V. iv. 126.

Ch. ist, I. II.

II, 297.

How hideously look deeds of lust and^blood
a reward of blood, well earned and due ?

Cenci, I. i. 3B.

III. li. (£.

V. ii. 151.

V. iii. 45.
Ck. ist, I. 60.

" 335-

" 35.^-

II. 418,
Dcemon, II. 85.

Death Nap. ^^.

What 'tis to blot with infamy and blood .

Infamy, blood, terror, despair?
He looks elate, drunken with blood and gold ;

—

With amplest power to quench in fire and blood,

Oh be our feet still tardy to shed bloody . . ,

but that of tears and blood must yet come down,
A savage conqueror stained in kindred blood, .

In terror and oloodznd gold, ......
They dine on news of human blood, Devil, x. 3,

Fat as the fiends that feed on blood, . ... xi. i.

'Twas human woe and human blood

f

xxvi. 6.

Till they drop, blind in blood, without a blow,— . Engl. 1819, 6.

There is no dagger drunk with blood; .... Faust, 11, 304.
bid them pay themselves With Christian blood! . Hellas, 242.
Blood is the seed of gold 248.
Samos is drunk with blood: 287.
Cries like the blood of Abel from the dust ; . . . 355.
the lust of ^/(70£^ Which made our warriors drunk, 551,
The costly harvest his own ^/ej/7^ matured, . . 575,
to tell How what was born in blood TsxvLSt die. . . 811.
Conceived in darkness, born in blood. .... 850.
The cup is foaming with a nation's blood, . . . 938,
O keep holy This jubilee of unrevengfed o/(7i7af— , 1021.
Not gold, not blood, their altar dowers 1094.
he turned and shed his brother's blood. .... Laon, I. xxvi, r

from innocent blood Poured on the earth, . . .

Perchance blood need not flow,
Blood soon, ... to shed. The free cannot forbear
li bloodhe shed, 'tis but a change and choice .

Than kingly slaves arrayed in gold and blood,
that ye should shed The blood of Othman— . ,

it was a place of blood, .

have nurst Even with our ^/ooi:/ and tears,— . . —
whom they served with blood, „.
Was brimming with the blood of ie^ds forsworn . Marenghi, iv. 2.
Had felt their blood upon her brow, Mask, xxxv. ^j.

With a price of 5/(?(7<^ and gold— Lxxii.4.
Rest the blood that must ensue, Lxxxiii. 3.
blood on the earth that denies ye bread ; . . . Ode, Arise, 2.
Dyed all thy liouid light with blood z.nd tears, . Ode Lib. xii. 4,
treasures to be bought By blood or tears, .

Wept tears, and 5/(?i7af like tears? , . . , ,

Witn blood and groans, salt-cake, and fat, . .

Thy throne is on blood, and thy robe is of rags
Thou lead them not upon the paths of blood .

Drench all with blood from Avon to Trent,

II. bi. 6.

IV. xviii. I.

IV. xxiv. I.

TV. xxviii. I.

V. xiv. •^.

V. xxxil i. 3.
VI. xlvi. 3.

VIJ. xxxv. g.
XII. ix. 6.

XVIII. 14.
r XVIII. 15.

(Edipus, I. 21.—^ II. ii. 43.
II. 11. ^i.

Peter, vi. xxxvii.6.
Whose sons are kneaded down in common blood Prom. i. 614..
Z3 4-U».. ->„ *. 1 C . 3 ^ 1 _ . , T-B. thou canst see, and fire ; and canst hear grpans

;

Through blood, and tears, ...,,,...
his doom Is sealed in gold and blood! . .

thy youthful hands Were pure of human blood. .

their hands are red with guiltless i>}ood.

616.

IV. 118.

Q. Mab, TV. 195.
VI. 88.

Superstition, 17.

Q. Mab, VII. 45.Wade on the promised soil through woman's 5., . vii. 119.A savage conaueror stained in kindred blood, . . ' viii. 78.
Fire and 5/WRaged round Posal. 707.
And spread the plague of gold and blood abroad : Triumph, 287.
Some said he was a man (^ blood and peril,

(3) life, being.
Their fortunes, as they would their blood,
might sign our blood SLway. . . .

With purest blood of noblest hearts
;

and human blood For sacrifice, . . .

that its idol's fee May be his very blood;
These eyes, these lips, this blood, .

Would blood and treasure wasted be . .

What if English toil and blood

U7tf.Dr. 112.

C/i. jst, II. 310.
III. 40.
IV. 2_8.

DcEfnon, ii. 18.

Loan, vin. xiv. 8.
IX, xxxii. 5.

. Mask, Lix. 2.

„ LX. I.

Drain your sweat—^nay, drink your blood? . . Men ofBng, 11. 4.
Anarchs and priests wno feed on gold and blood. Ode Lib. III. 13.
the blood Which desolates the discord-wasted land. O. Mab, iv. 78.
For bread, and gold, and blood: ... . lurweyofFam. 7.

(4^ signifying kin or relationship.
In blood and fame the eyes and hope Calderon^ I. 232.
this my blood, This particle of my divided being ; Cenci, iv. i. 116.
The common i^/oorf which ran within our frames, . Laon. vi. xxxi. 6.
The blood within those veins may be mine own, . Ld. Ch. xv. 3.
in the very d/(70^ That flowed Q. Mab, Vi\. 210.

(,6) death,
stained with thy friend's dearest blood. .... Laon, Vlll. xi. 9,
Where thou wert worshipped with their blood, . 'x. X3cviii" 5.A penalty of Wotfc^ on all who shared . . Marenghi xii. z.How like Bacchanals of blood Ode Lib. xii. 6.
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6o BLOODHOUND—BI1OOMIN&.

(6) human beings as slaves.

And must be paid for his reserve in blood. . . Hellas^ 540.

his deserved portion Of bloody . 54.^-

Where blood with gold is bought and sold ; . . Prom. I. 531.

(7) existence.
to satiate with the bhod Of truth and freedom . Q. Mat), VII. 171.

(8) corpses.
whom the scent of bhod Had lured, . . Loon, x. xiv. 3.

(9) prey.
tameless tigers hungering for blood. ... . Q. Mab^ IV. 213.

(10) the lives of citizens.

Crushed not the arm red with her dearest blood., . III. 190.

(11) a record of bloodshed.
your fame must be A book of bloody . . . l^on, XI. xxi. 4.

(12) war.
Give us glory, and blood, and gold. ... . Mask, XVI. 4.

A special sanction to the trade oi blood} . . Q. Mab, II. 157.

(13) stain of blood.
Nay, it might hide the blood, (Edifus, II. ii. 78.

^14) the colour imparted by the blood,
on a cheek The life can bum in blood, . . . Adonais, XXXII. 9.

which extinguishes their blood, . . . . . Cenci, iv. ii. 24.

(15; the colour of blood,
which bound Its aery arch with light like blood; Mar. Dr. XVIII. 4.

Darkness o'er the day like blood. Prom. I. 102.

(16) coupled with flesh = a human being.

"Will think me flesh and blood as well as you ; . Cenci, I. iii. 11.

(17) revenge.
blood for blood cries from the soil Laon, V. xxxii. 2.

Blood ioT blood—a.nd wrong for wrong— . . . Mask, XLVIII. 3.

(18) power, strength.

Gather thy bloodinto thy heart ; Ode Lib. XIV. 14.

(19) murderous intent and deed.
with that Fiend of *. Renewed the doubtful war— Laon, I. xxxi. 5.

(20) carnage, bloodshedding.
With its oppressors in a strife of blood, .... I. xxxiii. a.

(21) savage or murderous purport.
And hymns of blood or mockery, II. viii. 7.

(22) carnivorous habits, living on flesh.

Fearless, and fierce," and hard as beasts of blood, IV. xxvi. 2.

like beasts of blood To mutual ruin armed . . VI. xv. 2.

(are they not beasts of blood?) CBdipus, II. ii. 126.

(23) transf. sense, a river as a life-giving power.
The breath and blood of distant lands Mont B. 124.

itBloodlionnd, n. Fig. a large keen-scented dog.
The bloodhound of religion's hungry zeal. . . Dcsnion, II. 138.

„ „ „ „ • • Q- Mai, VIII. 197.

Like a blood-hound well beaten Fugitives, iv. 3.

Bloodhonnds. A. Lit. pi. of Bloodhound.
Like d/f?e'£^'^£7«»e/j mild and tame, . . . . Hellas, 2ig.

Seven blood-hounds followed him : Mask, II. 4.

The prison blood-hounds, huge and grim, . . . Rosal. 924.

B. Fig. having attributes ot bloodhounds.
Blood-hounds, not men, glut yourselves .... Cenci, V. ii. 167.

And Bigotry's bloodhounds lose scent of their prey ; Death, Dial. 18.

And loosed her bloodhounds from the den . . . Falsehood, 53.

if Despair And Hate, the rapid bloodhounds . . Fr. Satire, 7.

For now the despot's blood-hounds Laon, VI. vii. i.

But, when the tjTant's d//7or?^(7««(/.s .... Mother Sr Son, \l. 6.

^Blood-pudding's, n. sausages made of pig's blood.
Sausages, bristles, and blood-puddings, . . . (Edipus, II. i. 19.

*Blood-red, c. adj. A. Lit. the colour of blood.
How strangely does a single blood-red line, . . Faust, 11. 398.
See how it trembles in the blood-red tar, .... Hellas, 341.
Made all the shadows of our sails blood-red, . . 508.

A blood-red Comet and the Morning Star . . . Laon, I. xxvi. 5.

a blood-red gleam Burst upwards, XII. xvi. 3.

Guards, garbed in bloodied livery, ... . Q. Mab, IV. 173.

And bloodied rainbows canopied the land. . . VII. 334.

B. Fig. sanguinary.
With bloodred hand the sceptre of the world. . . v. 176.

"'Blood-reekiner, c. adj. Fig. dripping with blood.
TI^o' with minions of blood^eeking victims 'twas gory, T^ear, v. 3.

JBloodier, adj. A. Lit. more sanguinary or murderous.
did rive Their ranks with bloodier chasm : . . . Laon, VI. vi. 6.

B. Fig. 1,1) more ruthless or bloodthirsty.

Bloodier than is revenge . Fr. Satire, 12.

A bloodier power than ruled thy ruins then, Pr. Athan. II. i. 19.

(2) more destructive.

It will burst in bloodier flashes Prom. I. 508.

:|:Bloodiest, adj. A. Lit. most sanguinary in result.

stood Opposed in Woi^rfzWj^ battle-field Q. Mab, VIJ. 216.

B. Fig. most ruthless.

the 5/(70(/ii?.y/ scourge Of devastated earth ; . . . IV, 11 1.

Bloodless, adj. l<ig. (1) dead, lifeless.

my bloodless limbs shall waste I' the passing wind 1 Alastor, 513.

Bloodless are the veinS aiid chill Eug. HillSy jS.

with her pale feet. Towards her bloodless guests ; Laon, VI. hi. 5.

cold IB heT bloodless form, M.If.Fragmt.23.

(2) blanched, pale.

bloodless with fea.r. ... . . . . Oyc/. 401.
.ff/(?(?rf/<?** as his coward soul . Zfew//, XXX. 4.

(3) cold, unfeeling.

a sullen joy Pervades his bloodless heart . . . . Q. Mab, III. 37.

the bloodless veins Of desolate society IV. 100.

(4) vegetable, without blood.

From his innocuous hand his bloodless food, . . Alastor, loi.

',5) unsullied by loss of life,

which first in bloodless victory waved . ... Damon, II. 133.

„ ,, „ . . . . 5. Jl/a*, VIII. 142.

(e'l) wasted, retaining little blood.

And bit my blood, arm, and licked the brazen rust. Laon, III. xxi. 9.

(7) innocent of blood or violence.

On affection's bloodless shrine Mary who died. III. 4.

When will the sun smile on the bloodless field, M. N. Post. Fr. 45.

Freedom's bloodless banners wave,— ... . Mexican, I. 5.

Bright Altar of the bloodless sacrifice, . . Naples, sg.

(8) starving, hungry for blood.

Two bloodless wolves whose dry throats rattle, . Similes, IV. 3.

(9) destitute of feeling or ruth.

striding, as Almighty Death His bloodless steed. . St. Epips. 141.

Bloodstained, adj. Fig. sullied by war or violence.

crushed him to his country's bloodstained dust. . Damon, II. 127.

„ , , ,, „ „ Q- Mab, VIII. 173.

Seei'gory fiuin voices his *&orfj<a;»'i^ car, . M. N. Post. Fr.n.
Shakes the broad basis of thy Wooi^Aiz»«fl? seat; —

-

80.

And read the blood-stained charter of all woe, . Q. Mab, VI. 55.

Even to its bloodstained steps dragged on . . . Rosal. 702.

""Blood-Stains, ». Fig. cruelty, bloodshed.

Hide the bloodstains now Ode, Arise, 31.

Bloody, adj. A. Lit. stained with blood.

this man, this bloody knife . Cenci, V. ii. 99.

Should mingle in tears with the bloody main, . Hellas, 607.

And in the stream his bloody sandals tossed. . Hom. Merc. XXIII. 8.

Waving each a bloody sword Mask, XI. 3.

B. Fig. (1) guilty of bloodshed.

Men, like my father, have been dark and bloody, Cenci, II. i. 55.

Worse than a bloody hand is a hard heart. . v. ii. 134.

These bloody men are but the slaves ... . Laon, III. ix. 2.

Those bloody bands so lately reconciled, .... V. xvii. 2.

the grasp of bloody hands I felt, . . . . VI. xvin. 8.

(a) ruthless, bloodthirsty.

And bloody Faith the foulest birth of time. . . . FallofBonap. 14.

.S/oorfy and false, and cold:— Z^k, iv. xv. 5.

and Priests beside. Singing their bloody hymns, . XII. ii. 3.

The wanton horrors of her bloody play ; . • • 2- Mab, V. 24.

Or the priests of the bloody faith ; . . . . Rosal. 895.

(3) gotten by violence or bloodshed.

his right hand Was charged with bloody coin, . . Damon,l. 274.

thou didst prefer A frail and Woorfj' pomp . . . Fall 0/Bonap. 6.

(4) intense, agonizing.

Tears bitterer than the bloody sweat of Christ. . Cenci, I. i. 113.

Drops of bloody agony flow From his . . . brow. . Prom. I. 564.

(5) causing bloodshed,
Commanded the bloody^ fray to rise. . Falsehood, 71.

(6) signifying a violent death.

whom the murderer laid In bloody grave, . . Laon, VIII. x. 8.

Each to its bloody, dark, and secret grave

;

XI. xx. 3.

He spake, reclin'd him on death's bloody bed, . .M.N. Post. Fr. 21.

His cold and bloody shroud.— . , . Q. Mab, IV. 48.

Bloom, V. intr. J<ig. flourish.

the flowers Which bloom so rarely Ch. 1st, I. 24.

Love's brightest roses on the scatfold bloom, . Damon, 11. 274.

„ „ ,. „ ., >. Q- Mab, IX. 177.

Where fairer Ternpes blo&m, Hellas, 1070.

plants Which bloom on the wide earth— .... Laon, VI. xli. 3.

Canst bloom for ever there ? Love, 4.

Such flowers, as in the wintry memory bloom . . Rosal. 13 10.

Bloom, n. A. Lit. a flower or blossom.
From each dejected bud and drooping blooyn, . . Eleg. Bion. 5.

Must hang like poison on an opemngd/oo»«, . . La^ Ch, x. 2.

B. Fig. (1) a young life.

The bloom, whose petals nipt before they blew . Adonais, vT. ?.

(2) state of beauty, prime.
Whose virgin bloom, beneath the ruddy fruit . Damon, II. 67.

„ „ ,, „ n >• . • 2; Mab, VIII. 122.

Thoughfrostsmayblight the freshness of its 5&o»e, Damon, II. 261.

„ „ „ ,, ,, „ O. Mab, IX. 166.

Where it may ripen to a bnghter bloom. . . . Epips. 367.
Still thou retain st unchangmg bloom . ... Love, q.

For the ray mom's bloorti revealing . . Mary luho died, 1. 5.

the tyrant's stamp-mark on its bloom, . . Q. Mab, IV. 230.

And with the light and odour of its bloom, . . . St. Epips. 70.

*Bloom-inwoven, c. adj. (1) intermixed with blossoms.
Whose bloom-inwovcn leaves now scattering fed . Laon, VI. xlvi. 2.

(2) the dancers supposed to bear flowers.
With bloom-inwoven dance and happy song, . . Hom. Earth, 21.

Bloomed, V. intr. flourished, blossomed.
Blue thistles bloomed in cities ; . . . ... Prom. I. 170.

'"Blooming', pr. pple. flourishing.
saw blooming there, In proud and vigorous health

;
Q. Mab, IV. 49.

"Blooming,//*/, adj. (1) flourisning.
to pilot it To some calm and blooming cove, . . Eug. Hills. 342.
The moonlight making pale the blooming weeds, Laon, 11. xi. 7.
With blooming ivy trails was overgrown ; . . iv. i. 4.
Were canopied with bloominghoxy^s,— . . . ix. ii. 6.
Encinctured by the dark and W(7(?««'«^ forests . Prom.\\.\\\.2t,.



BLOOMLESS-^BLUB. 6i

(2) blossoming.
Of Wi3tf?«2«^ myrtle and faint lemon-flowers, . Rosal. 1250.

*Blooniles8, adj. without blossoms.
Amid a bloomUss myrtle wood, 1049.

Blooms, V. intr, (1) blossoms or flowers.
That blooms in mossy banks and darksome glens, Dcemon^ II. 264.

1. n n It 1) .1 Q- '•^a*! IX. 169.

(2) Fig. floiirisbes.

It blooms in Fancy's bower LrOve'sRose, III. 4.
And blooms most radiantly when others die, , . Si. Epips. 68.

Blooms, n. flowers, blossoms.
and eyed with blooms Minute yet beautiful, . . Alastor^ 450.
exhale From vernal blooms fresh fragrance! . 675.
The WoowM of dewy spring; shall gleam . . . -(4^r«7, 1814, 14.

fruits and blooms will deck the coming year. . Faust^ I. 72.
With their sweet blooms the wintry loneliness . . Laon^ VI. xxvni. 5.

Whose moonlike blooms and bright fruit . xri. xviii. 8.

The mighty multitude of fresh May bloom-s . . . Matilda^ 36,
with their mfant race Of blushing rose blooms ; . Orpheus^ nr.
Nepenthe, Moly, Amaranth, fadeless blooTns^ . . Prom. ir. iv. 61.

or odour-faded o/otfOTj Whjch star the winds . . III. iii. 137.
Strewn with faint blootns like bridal chamber floors, Witch^ LViii. 2.

*Blosmy, adj. obs. or poet, form lor blossoming or blossomy.
Whose blosmy forests starred the shadowy deep, . Laon^ i. li. 2.

wears The blosmy spring's star-bright investiture, • iv. xxxii. 8.

Blossoxn, V. intr. J^ig. flourish, mature.
Such virtues blossom in her Cenci, iv. i. 124.
And love and freedom blossom, but to wither ; . . Marenp-hi^ x. 2.

Spring from tliy bones, and blossom on thy tomb, Q. Mao, IV. 264.

BlosBom, n. A. Lit, bloom.
Another from the swinging; blossom ... . Front, II. ii. 30.
every blade and blossom Which finds a grave . iv. 347.
Leaf and blade, and bud and blossom^ .... Proserp. I. 4.
Was prankt under boughs of embowering blossom^ Sensit. PL i. 42.

B. Jrig. ol Jove, Iriendship.
And that at best a withered blossom; ... . Constant. 11. 2.

But soft and fragrant is the faded blossom, . . Epips. 11.

^Blossomed, v. intr. bloomed, flourished.
But the very weeds that blossomed there Were

moveless, Mar. Dr. Vll. 3.

Blossoming, vbl. n. A. Lit. budding or coming into flower.
that wake to bring News ofbirds and blossom-tng^— Int. Beauty., V. 10.

B. Mg. breaking or bursting fortn.
new nations spring With more kindly blossoming. Eug. Hills, 166.

*Blossomiiigr, /^/. adj. flowering.
Of lotus-^rass and blossoming asphodel, . . CEdipuSyll. i. 63.
Some lost among bowers of blossom-ing trees, . Sensit. PL i. 52.

Blossoms, V. intr. Fig. arises, flourishes.
It fades, another blosso7ns: . Q. Mab, IV. 229.

Blossoms, n. A. Lit. flowers, blooms.
Starred with ten thousand blossoms, ... . Alastor, 440.
The myrtle blossoms starring the dim grove, . . Laon., ill. xxxiv. 6.
I lookedj'and all the blossoms were blown down ; Prom., ii. i. 13S.
Under pmk blossofns or within the bells . . 11. ii. 84.
And all rare blossoms from every clime . . Sensit. PL i. 39.
like a sexless bee Tasting all blossom^^ .... Witch, LXVIII. 6.

B. Fig. (1) products of value or beauty.
its blossoms fade,

(2) joys, pleasures.
Bhssom^ and leaves, instead of mould ?

Blossoms which were the joys that fell,

Each in a chain of blossoms,

Blot, n. Hg. (1) disgrace, blur, stain.
Thou noteless blot on a remembered name

!

Wipe out the blot of the discomfiture
and the blot Upon my fame vanish . . .

had fixed a blot Of falsehood on his mind .

So that this blot upon the page of fame
(2) mark or spot,

a bright blot Upon this gloomy scene, . . .

Blot, V. tr. Fig. (1) obliterate, blot out.
which cannot bht The brightness it may veil.
I pray thee that thou blot from this sad song
To blot thee from my memory

;

Will blot in mercy from the book of earth.
Nor other music blot from memory,

(.a) Obscure, hide.
From a white lake blot heaven's blue portraiture. Ode Lib. XVI. 11.

(3) mark as with shaaows.
andtheirwidebranches^^/thespheresOfheaven, Witch, Ded.iv.5.

(.4) mar, destroy,
seemed as they moved to blot The thoughts . Triumph, 383.

(,6 J to disgrace, cast a slur on.
Think What 'tis to blot with infamy and blood All Cenci, V. ii. 151.

Blots, V. tr. efl^aceSy destroys.
Blots one dear image out. . . , . ,

Blotted,//. A. Lit. blurred, stained,
for there were found, Blotted w\\.h tears
By all who read them blotted too.

B. Fig. effaced, destroyed,
think what deep wrongs must have blotted out

Blotting, /n///£. Fig. obscuring, hiding.
Blotting that Moon, whope pale and waning lips Epips. 309.

Ireland, 7.

. Past, I. 4.

. SL Epips. 156.

Adonais, xxxvii. 3.

Calderon, ii 74.

• r T~ '"• '^5-
. Julian. 529.
Ode Lib. XV. 3.

Son. Lift. 12.

. Adonais, XLIV. 4.

. Epips. i^.

. M. N. Melody, 16.

. Q^ Mab, VI. 57.
Triumph, 330.

. Jane, Recoil 84.

. Rosal. 760.

763.

. Cenci, i. iii. 108.

Over the sea-horizon blotting out All objects— . Hellas, 632.

Blottingit^s sphered stars with supernatural night, Laon, l. Iv. 9.

that dark red smoke Blotting thz silver moon T . Q. Mab, IV. 35-

.5/i3//««jf the constellations ; VI. 113.

(2) sullying, staining.

blotting slW things fair And wise and good . . Julian^ 480.

(3) destroying, obliterating.

5/(?i?//«|^the glowing footsteps of oldglory, . . Naples, 143.

Blow, V. I. intr. A. Lit. move so as to produce a breeze.

Like the season, so blow the winds.— Ch. \st, II, 443.
the soft winds as they blmv Wake the green world— Laon^ l. lix. 5.

When winds blow loud, pines make sweet melody. Mosckus, 9.

like the ice when the thaw-breezes blow . . Vis. Sea^ 36.

B. Fig. (.1) move, circulate.

A spirit which like wind doth blow . . Peter, v, iv. 3.

(a) puff, breathe hard.
How tbiey snort, and how they blow I . Faust, II. 50.

II. tr. I'ig. sound.
Thine azure sister of the spring shall bl(yw Her

OdeW. Wind, I. 9,

, Mexican^ ll. 7,

. Prom,. I. 795.

, Lovers Rose, i. 5.

Adonais, xxviii. 8.

Cenci, v, ii, 124.

. Death Vanq. 10.

. Engl. 1819, 6.

clarion

Blow, V. intr. A, Lit. burst into flower,

Fade like eaudy flowers that blow—
That the white-thorn soon will blow: .

E. J'ig. flourish.

Where its honours blow
Blow, n. stroke, attack, attempt.
The spoilers tempt no second blow, . . .

Stabbed with one blow my everlasting soul

;

His blow the mightiest murders gave, . ,

Till they drop, blind in blood, without a blow,
With one stern blow, hurled not the tyrant down. Q. "Mab, III. 109.
And the coming of death is a fearful blow . There is no work, 15.

Blown, ^/. (X) ot the movement of the air.

every azure breath, That under heaven is blown^ Jane, Recoil. 26.

(2s) driven, forced by the wind.
the wind had blown Her hair apart, Laon, xi. i, 8.

I looked, and all the blossoms were blown down ; Prom. ll. i, 138.

the dead leaves blown In autumn evening . Triuntph, 528.

(3) sounded as a trumpet.
A sound of song Beneath the vault of Heaven is b. / Faust, II. 54,
When the clarion of the Typhoon is blown. . . Liberty, I. 5.

(4) with up = shattered, destroyed by a concussion.
Some were blown up ; , Hellas, 511,

Blown, pp. A. Lit. come to full bloom.
Changing their hue like lilies newly blown, . . Laon, viii. xxx. 2.

streams of sunny thought, and flowers fresn blown, IX. xxvi. 8.

Of the green laurel, b^wn anew ; . . , . . Prom. ii. ii. 11.

And budding, blown, or odour-faded blooms III. iii. 137.

B. Fig. flourishing.
Triumphs amid the bud of glory blow^, . .

Blows, V. intr. of the motion of the air.

the breeze blows fair : . . . . ...
Blows, V. intr. blooms.
As a summer flower that blows too soon
The sweetest flower for scent that blows; .

Blows, n. A. Lit. strokes of the fist or any implement.
But village mirth breeds contests, broils, and blows. Cycl. 541.
B. Fig. injurious acts.

I fear a man whose blows outspeed his words ; , Cenci, ll. ii, 125,

Blue, adj. A. Lit. (1) of the colour ot the sky.
Haste, while the vault of blue Italian day .

As long as skies are blzie, and fields are green,
all strewn Over the chasms of blue night— . .

Make net-work of the dark blue light of day, ,

Then I arise, and climbing Heaven's blue dome,
The beautiful bltie heaven is flecked with blood !

bask in heaven's blue smile.
Build up the blue dome of air, , . .

Under the roof of blue Ionian weather,
where the blue heavens bend . . . ,

blue heaven smiles over the pale seas.
Under the roof of blue Italian weather

;

Bask in the deep blue noon divine ,

And the blue noon is over us,
the blue heavens were bare,
the blue sky was seen
Beneath that opening spot of blue serene, . .

b. light did pierce The woof of those white clouds,
the white moon, amid that heaven so blue, . , ,

Which wanders thro' the waste air's pathless blue,
but yon blue waste. Yon desart wide .

From the blue paths of the swift sun . . .

starring the blue sky The city's mjriad spires
make Those green depths beautiful when skies

are blue,

In the blue heaven so beautiful and fair.

The sky was blue as the summer seat, , . . Mar. Dr. v, i.

Let the blue sky overhead, , . . Mask, Lxvi. i.

Blue as the overhanging heaven, . . . Mont B. 65.
Whilst skies are blue and bright, Mutability, (2)111. i.

From a white lake blot heaven's blue portraiture. Ode Lib. XVI. ii.
and when the heavens are b. Thou filiest them ; Pr. Athan. II, iv. 7.
In the blue glow of hyaline Golden worlds revolve ProL Hellas, 59,
Thine eyes are like the deep, b., boundless heaven Prom. Ii. i. 114.'

Is curtained out from Heaven's wide blue: . — n. H. 4.
Trembling, by day, from heaven's */«« waste. . iv. 23.

. Death Vanq. 35,

. Serchio, 59.

. Rosal. 695.
, Sensit. Pi. i. 38.

Adonais, Vll. 5.

XXI. 7.

Aden. Cane. 39.
Alastor, 446.
Apollo, II. I.

Cenci, III. i, 13.

Cloud, 29.
80.

Epips. 542.-— 544-
Gisb. 71,

147-
Hellas, 657,
Jane, Invitn, 64.
Julian, 23.

Laon, I. iv. 2.

I, iv. 5.

I.v. 3.

I. VI. 5.

II, xxiii. 5.

II, xlviii. I,

V. xxiv. 3.

V. xxxix. 6.

V. liii. 6.

VII. XV, 4,
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Q. Mab., I. 209.

Rosal. 117.

049.
Skylark.^ 9.

Sunsety 3.

Vis. Sea^ 129.

Woodman., 45.

C4. \st, IV. 39.

III. 11. 24.

. a il/ad, II. 18.

. Rosal. 1243.
The Isle^ 11.

. £^?/I Z?r. 92.

. Vis. Sea^ 149.

till the blue globe Wrapt deluge round it . . . Prom. IV. 314.
And wanders up the vault of tTie blue day, . . .

—— IV. 434.
Studded heaven's dark, blue vault,— .

- . - .
-

Shed from yon dome's eternal blue, . .

Until the clear blue sky was seen, . . .

The blue deep thou wingest
That fades amid the blue noon's burning sky,
The deep calm of blue heaven dilating above,
Chequering the sunlight of the blue serene

(2) of the air or atmosphere,
through their veil Of pale blue atmosphere

;

Where b. mists through the unmoving atmosphere £>CB9non, II. 122.

1) I) I, » 1. 11 Q- -^ab, VIII. 168.

Washed by the soft blue Oceans or young air. . Epips. 460.
Before its blue and moveless depth lla^n^ XI. ii. 2.

Thronging in the blue air ! . Prom.. I. ^t^.
The starsljumt out in the pale blue air, .... Serchio^ 7.

(3) the appearance imparted by the atmosphere to distant

objects.

Islanded seas, blue mountains, mighty streams, . Alaslor, 555.
the peaks unshaken Of mountains and blue isles . Marene^hi^KXll,^.
The nodding promontories, and blzie isles, . . . Ode Lib. IV. i.

And the blue mountains, shapes which seem . . Rosal. 25.

Blue isles and snowy mohntains wear . St. Dejection, 1. 3.

(4) of the seas or other waters.
To its blue depth stirred. Aretkusa, iil. 5.

The blue ^gean girds this chosen home, . . . Epips. 430.
blue waves, and forests green, . . . . . 481.
With his blue and beammg waves. . . . Eug. Hills, 99.
And over it a space of watery blue, Even. Pisa, IV. 5.

On the blue sunny deep, resplendent far away. . Loon, i. xlviii. 9.
clove the blue moonlignt seas, .... . . vil. ix. 2.

The waning stars prankt in the waters blue, . ix. i. 8.

spotting the dark blue deep ix. iii. i.

On the wings of the wind o'er the waters^/«tf— Music. Ipant. III. 6.

On the blue surface of thine airy surge, , . OdB W". yVind, li. 5.

The blue Mediterranean, where he lay, . . . in, 2.

And the blzte sea and shadowy hills were seen. . Prom. II. iv. 97.
5/Mtf Proteus and his humid nymphs . . , ,

gleam Like islands on a dark blue sea ; . .

and towards the flood Of the blue lake, . .

pave A lake's blue chasm. . ...
With steps to the blue water,
A bluesna.Tk is hanging within the blue ocean,

(5) of heavenly bodies and meteors.
the blue moon Low in the west, Alastor, 193.
blasts, in which its blue hair quivering bent, . Laon, vi. xxxii. 7.

many a spark From its blue train, xi. xii. 8.

With wonder beholds the b. flash thro' his form : M. N. Spec. Hors. 43.
And long blue meteors cleansing the dull night, . Prom. in. iii. 117.

(6) of the human eyes.
and his eyes Like her's in shape, but blue and not

so deep) Genci, v. ii. 67.
Scarce hides the dark blue orbs that burn below . Dmmon, i. 41.
Moveless awhile the dark blue orbs remained

:

n. 327.

y^ n ij . n . ^^ m • Q~ Mab, l^Si. 2-^%.

an eye of blue Looked into mine, like moonlight, Laon^ i. Iviii. 3,
And fixed its blue and beaming eyes xii. xxiv. 2.

Scarce hides the dark blue orbs beneath, . . . Q. Mab, i. 39.
lifting at intervals His broad blue eyes on her ; . Rosal. 178.

'

(7) of the human lips.

With lips of lurid blue, . . . . . . Dcem.on, i. 4.

„ n )»••• • ' Q- ^O'b, 1. 4.

their strait lips, thin, blue and wide,

(8) of a corpse.

A woman's shape, now lank and cold and blue,

(9) of the lower animals.
Came licking with blue tongues his veined feet

;

(10) of disease.

The Plague's blue kisses

—

Laon, vi. xlviii. 9.
Then fell Hue Plague upon the race of man. . . x. xx. i.

(11) of flowers and plants.

And faded violets, white, and pied, and blue
Grows pale and blue with altered hue— . .

under blue night-shade bowers
; Epips. 257,

JBlue thistles bloomed in cities
; />w?w. I.' 170.

as the blue bells Of Hyacinth
And the hyacinth purple, and white, and blue,

Fell into pavilions, white, purple, and blue.^

(12) a puff of gunsmoke.
The blue beacon cloud broke, ...
(13) of artificial colour.

Traced over them in blue and yellow paint.

(14) of decay.
And to the damp leaves and blue cavern mould,
Prickly, and pulpous, and blistering, and blue^

B. Fig. cold, cheerless.

While death's W«e vault, Alastor, 216.

*BlTie-toeD, n. the wild hyacinth i^scilla nutans).
From its cradling blue-bell shaken, Fr. Serp. 7.

^Bluebells, n. pi. of Bluebell.
Faint oxlips ; tender bluebells.^ at whose birth , . Question, 11. 4.

:{:Blne-eyed, adj. having eyes of which .the iris is blue.
that fair blue-eyed f^\\^ Cenci^ V. il. 50.

-Laon, IX. xvi. 7.

Adonais, xxxiii. 2.

Constant, i. a.
ci-'i- -^

. II. 1. 139.

. Sensit. PI. i^^tt.— 1.56.

. Fugitives^ ll. 12,

. Gisb. 8l.

Sensit, PI, ill. 60.

*Blue-Bliark, «. a ravenous fish (
Carcharias glaucus).

A blue shark is hanging within the blue ocean , Vis. Sea^ 149.

*Blundering', ///. acy. unskilful, full of errors.

The over-busy gardener's ^/M«iii?r/«.^ toil. . Witch, Ded,iv,i,

Blunt, V. tr. Pig. render innocuous.
And in slumber with-me blunt the arrows of fate. Death, Dial. 28.

"'Bluutin?, pr. pple. Fig, dulling, rendering insensitive.

Blunting the keenness of his spiritual sense , . Q. Mab, V. 162.

Blusb, V. intr. A. Lit. become flushed.

They pause, they blush, they gaze,— . ... Laon, XII. x. i.

B. Fig. (1) change colour.

let roses blush, Anemones grow paler .... Eleg. Bion. 8.

Which seemed to blush and tremble Laon, xil. xxiii. 6.

(2) feel ashamed (relating to persons).

make me blush to see My hidden thoughts.— . . Cenci, I, ii. 86.

Blush not for what may to thyself impart , . . Z^on, VIII. xix. 3.

Disguise it not—ye blush for what ye nate, . . VIII. xx. 1.

Wondering I blush, and weep that thou . , . Rosal. 57.
Because they blush not with remorse . . . 466,

(^3) used also of things.

And now, O Victory, blush/ and Empire tremble Hellas, 1000.

Blnsbed, v. intr. A. Lit. changed colour.

Blushed at the thing which each believed was done Witch, LXXVI. 7.

B. Fig.
for a moment Death . . . Blushed to annihilation, Adonais, xxv. 3.

The impudent lamps ! for they blushed not red, . (Bdipus, I. 235.

Blushes, V, intr. Fig. (1) reddens.
Reflects its tint and blushes into love. . . Dcentoti, II. 68.

II II II II 11 • • • Q- Mob, VIII. 123.

(2) casts a blush or flush of colour.
It blushes o'er the world : . . , .... I. 7.

(3) glovfS.

Blushes and trembles at its own excess : , . . Epips. 476.
Blushes within her bower for Freedom's expectation : Naples, 118.

BlnBhes, n. suffusion of blood.
will speak In hot blushed on their cheek. . , . Mask, Lxxxvi. 4,

BlusMngr, ppl. adj. Fig. (1) glowing.
And in the blushing face of day Exposed . . . Q. Mab, II. 139.

(2) tinted with red.

with their infant race Of WiMj^iw^ rose blooms; . Orpheus, in.
Boar, n. (1) an entire male swine.
and he The Erymantbian boar that wounded him. Tasso, 12.

(2) applied to Englishmen.
Or any thing, as the learned Boar observed. . . CEdipus, II. i. 10.^.

The tender heart of every boar acquits 11. i. 158.

Board, n. Fig. a banquet table.
the board ^a3.-as with the flesh of men ; . . Hellas, 937.

Boars, n. (1) pi. of Boar (1).
and the wild White-tusked boars, . Horn. Merc. xcvi. 4.

(2) pi. of iioar (2).
Let your Majesty Keep the boars quiet, else— . CEdipus, I. 80.
And their young boars white and red rai
Grant me your patience Gentlemen and Boars, .

And the lean sows and boars collect about her, .

Gentlemen Boars, I move a resolution, ....
Yet know, great boars, (For such

Boast, V. 1. tr. (1) brag of, vaunt.
And these dull swine of Thebes Joar/ their descent •• -oy.Boast not thine empire, Prol. Hellas, 161.
Dost thou boast the clear knowledge thou

waken'dst for man ? . . . ...
(2) lay claim to.

Death ! canst thou boast a victory such as this ?

Stem tyrant, couldst thou boast a victory . .

(3) speak with pride or satisfaction,
of the slaves who boast Their servitude, . .

(4) claim with just pride.
Can never boast so bright an hue ..... Mary who died, 1. 6.

II. intr. brag, talk ostentatiously.
Let it not seem to thee That I boast vainly
He would not live to boast of such a boon.
And statesmen boast Of wealth !

Boast, n. vaunt,
'jien forgive This boast, beloved brethren,
All other things are a pretence and boast.
With all thine overweening boast, . . .

Boasting', pr. pple. vaunting.
And foajft-Kj- said Horn. Venus, i^.

Boat, n. A. Lit. an open vessel for traversing the water.
tne wanderer Leaped in the boat, Alastor %-
And felt the boat speed o'er the tranquil sea .

'

Along the . . . waters fled The straining boat.— .

The little boat Still fled before the stoirn
The boat fled on,

—

'
^

The little i(?a/ was driven
' *

The «oa< fled on With unrelaxing speed.— "

Thsboai pursued The windings of the cavern '

on the unTathomable stream The boat moved slowly
Kidge after ndge the straining boat arose, . .

the boat paused shuddering.— ... ' '

The wave Ofthefod^'j motion .!,!!''
as a boat, with swift sails winging Its way
Our boat has one sail, .....

I. 300.
II. i. I.

n. i. 36.
II. i. 106,

n. i. 165.

. J;
'^g-

. Prom. I. 542.

Death Vanq. 8.

15-

, Q. Mab, VI. 184.

. Calderon, 11. 167.
. Cenci, I. iii. 53.
. Q. Mab, V. 93.

. Alastor, 16.

. Cycl. 302.

. Falsehood, 43.

314-
320.

i44-
358.
363-
365-

369-
374-

389.

394-
• 409-
. Frag, Sing, ,

, Fugitives, II. 1.
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A rude idealism of a paper boat:—
Which framed for my lone boat a lone retreat

.

Upon the sea-mark a small boat did wait, . .

And that strange boat^ like the moon's shade .

A boat of rare device,
The wingless boat paused where an ivory stair

And the swift boat the little waves which bore,.

As past the pebbly beach the boat did flee . .

When the old man his boat had anchored, , .

They sent a boat to me ;—
A boat approached,
The boat was one curved shell

The boat fled visibly— . .

that boat of pearl outran The streams ....
fast and faster bare The spirit-wing&d boat^ . .

the boat of that fair child Securely fled,

The charmed boat approached,

. Faust^ II. 205.

. Laon^ VII. xxvii. 2.

. Prom. IV. 206.

II. v. 72.

II. V. 94-

, Gisb. 75.

, Laon^ ued. 11. 7.

, I, xvi. 8.

, I. xxii. 8.

. I. xxiii. 1.

. I. li.3.

. III, xxxiv. 3.

. III. xxxiv. 7.

. IV. ii. I.

. VII. xli. 2.

. XII. XX. 2.

. XII. xxi. 1.

. XII. xxxiii. 6.

. XII. XXXV, I.

. ^xn. xxxviii.9.

. xIl. xxxix. o.

. XII. xli. g.

Oft in a dry leaf for'a boat^ ......... Rosal, 182.

Stay thy boat on the lake,—dearest Henry, I come. St. Ir. (6) I. 8.

Our boat is asleep on Serchio's stream, .... Serchio^ i.

Our little sleepine boat is dreaming of? ... . 47.
If I can guess a ooai's emotions ; 63.

The sails are full, the boat makes head . . . 92.

Lo 1 a boat Advances ; Vzs. Sea. 152.

The rocking of the boat thou fearest, W. Shel. V. 2.

She had a Boat^ which some say Vulcan wrought Witch^ xxxi. i.

Changed to the fairest and the lightest boat . . xxxi. 7.

Of which Love scooped this boat— xxxiii. 7,

This boat she moored upon her fount, . . xxxiv. i.

In joyous expectation lay the boat. . . . xxxiv. 8.

Where the light boat was moored, xxxvil. 6.

mortal boat In such a shallow rapid .... XLI. 7.

In her light boat; li. 5.

B. Jn^. (1) a means of transit.

Then every trough will be boat enough
\

(2) a nautilus shell.

Oaring with rosy feet its silver boat^ .

(3) the ring of the crescent moon.
I see a chariot like that thinnest boat, . .

(4) used simply as a figure.

My soul is an enchanted boat^

The boat ofmy desire is guided :

*Boat-cloak, c. n. capacious wrapping cloak.
One boat-cloak did cover The loved and the lover— Fugitives^ III. 6.

*Boat-nian, n. a man having charge of a boat.
Dominic, the boat-man, has brought the mast, . Serchio^ 4.

Boats, n. pi. of Boat (1).

As inland boats are driven to Ocean Prom.. Ii. ii. 46.
Like golden boats on a sunny sea Sensit. PL i. S3.

^Boccaccio, n. Italian novelist, b. 1313, d. 1375.
So thought Boccaccio, Peter^ iv. xiv. 3.

Bodes, V. tr. foreshadows, presages.
but that shout .Soi&j—Evil, doubtless ; . . .

Bodies, n. pi. of Body (1).
Will you give up these bodies to be dragged .

Nor is it half so greedy of men's bodies . . ,

Bodies, n. separate governments or states.
And late the German head of many bodies, . .

BodUy, adj. corporeal, material.
The perfect semblance of its bodily frame. . .

*BodingIy, adv. ominously.
They bodingly presag'd destruction and woe. ,

Body, n. (1) the corporeal or material nature of man,
I rarely kill the ^o//jf, , , . . , Cenci, \. \. w^.
L who have white hairs and a tottering body, . . 11. ii, 39.
Body and soul a monstrous lump of rum. . , iv. i. 95.
would ye divide Body from soul ? ... . v. iii. 95.
like as humours Of the distempered body . . CA. ij/, 11. 150.
This unprovided body for thy service, . , . . n. 306.
I wrap my 5o(^ in the skins of beasts, . . . . Cycl. $14..
Gods should not have their body in a skin. . . . 534.
I keep with care this body of Ulysses. . . . 699.
with taintless body and mind ; . . . . , Dcemon, II. 140.

,11 > ti 1 Q. Mab, VIII. 199,
The Body and Soul united then, Deemon, II. 324.

ti II II I) .... . , O. Mab, IX. 232.My body is all wintry, Faust, II. 15.
Imprisoned, ... In a body like a grave ;— . . Guitar Jane, 39.And bind your tender body in a chain .... Horn.. Merc, xxvii. 2.
Nor changed in mind or body, Julian, 470.
body and soul. Tyrant and slave, ... . L,aon, 11. viii. i.

And to receive upon her chaste white body . , . (Edipus, 11. i. 109.
The body of a double soul, Peter, Prol. 19.
Struck body and soul as with a mortal blight, . Pr. Athan. 11. 1. 29.
Upon the couch the body lay Q. Mab, I. 139.
a sight Of wonder to behold the body and soul. . i. 145.
Man is of soul and body, IV. 154.
Which poisoned body and soul, v. 51.
Clung to the body stubbornly, Vlll. 162.
Had they resigned to one another Body and soul, Rosal. 161,
Whose mind is where his body cannot be, ... 1263.

(2) a corpse.
Even now they search the tower, and find the body; Cenci, iv. iv. 31.
I found the old man's body in the moonlight . . iv. iv. 72.
drag Thy body to a grave in the abyss. .... Faust, il. 124.
Would the dust Were covered in upon my body now ! Julian, 316.
And there the body lay, age after age Wmh, Lxxi. i.

. Hellas, 186,

. Cenci, v. iii. 34.

. Ch. ist, I. no.

II. 183.

. Q. Mab, I. 133.

. St. Ir. (i) I. 5.

(3) the trunk as distinct from the head.
That you. Lord General, bring the head 3.ndbody, CEdipus, I. 309.

(4) an organism.
which make His little body like a red balloon, , I. 187.

(5) mass or mainpart.

And from its head as from one body grow, . . Medusa, iii. 1,

*Body-crtiard, n. a party of soldiers.

'L.zt ihy body-guardytoxxiQU /V/^?', vi.xxxviii. i.

^BoBotia, n. satir. for England.
^«£7i'/fl, choose reform or civil war ! . ... (Edipus, \. w^.

II. I. 9.

II. ii. no.

1.7.

1.25.

II. u. J28.

And all that fit Bceotia as a nation
And can leap any gate in all Bceotia, ....

^Boeotian, adj. {satirical).

and these Bceoiian cheeks, like Egypt's pyramid,

Bog*, n. moss, or morass.
In Allan's rushy bog?
Through forest, furze, and bog^ .......

Boil, V. intr. A. Lit. raise the water to boiling point.

placed upon the fire A brazen pot to boil, . . . Cycl. 384.

B. Fig. (1) of water violently agitated.

and the lashed deeps Glitter and d^z'/ beneath : . L.aon, I. iii. 4.
Its billows sparkle, toss and boil, Serchio, 102.

(2) stir with passion.
the wells Which boil under our being's inmost cells, Epips. 569.

(3) be excited.

while his foul blood may boil. Or creep .... Laon, V. xxxii. 7.

Boiled, V. intr. was violently agitated.
A fountain ... in which the wave, . . . boiled and

leaped —— VII. xii. 4.

Boiled, pp. cooked by boiling.
Or boiled and seethed within the bubbling cauldron. Cycl. 225.
He chopped into the cauldron to be boiled. . 397.

Boiled, ppl. adj. cooked by boiling.
There is boiled meat, and roast meat, ..... 346.

Boiling',///, adj. Fig. (1) violently agitated.
the boiling torrent drove,— .... , . Alastor, 358.
Dashed from the boiling surge , . . . , . Deemon, I, 157.

n „ „ ,, Q. Mab, 1. 247.
the gloom That shrouds the boiling surge ; . . . iv. 30.
Those boiling waves And the storm that raves Q. ofm.y Heart, V. i.

She led her creature to the boiling springs . . . Witch, xxxvii. 5.

(2) seething, undulating, rolling.
Like boiling ^q\A. on Ocean Laon, xi. ii. 6.

Boisterous, adj. rough, tumultuous.
I spy the iffw/en?«j guests already Faust,\\.i\^,

Bold, adj. (1) of persons or animals, courageous, fearless.
The herded wolves, bold only to pursue ; . Adonais, XXVIII. i.

So we be 5(?/i:/ enough 'to seize it. ...... Cenci, III. i. 195.We must be brief and bold. . .... in. i, 228.
Be bold As thou art just . iv. iv. 35.
The merry mariners are W(/ and free : . . . .^2^^.414.
Simple and spirited ; innocent and bold. . 429.
^o/tf as an unhunted fawn, Fr. Insecurity, j^.A bold pilot I trow. Who should follow us now, . Fugitives, 11. 3.
my heart grew calm, and I was meek and bold. . Laon, Ded. iv. 9.
the tender maid, grown bold Thro' hunger, . . . x. xix. 5.
scorn or hate has made him bold; . . . xil. iii, 5.
That fairest child, who, bold with love, . . . , xii. vi. 5.
And the 5o^, true warriors A/iw^, Lxxxviii. 1.

(What now makes them tame, is what then made
them bold^

And every beast of beating heart grew bold,

(2) of persons in a bad sense.
as must make Me bold, her fearful.

—

as brazen and as bold as he
In the rieht hand of bold bad mighty kings .

The Cyclops ^tnean is cruel and bold. . .

Of conquerors and impostors false and bold,

(3) of actions, words, &c.
the occasion whence desire grows ^o/rfi , . , . ..™..^, „„ x**. u^
Farewell !—Be your thoughts better or more bold. Cenci, 11! ii. 104
be your steps like mine, light, quick and bold. iv. ii. 43.
create Out of the hopes ofthine aspirings bold, . Laon, IV. xii. 4.And laugh with ^o^triumph Peter, vi. xxxviii. 3.How bold the flight of passion's wandering wing, Q. Mab, vi. 58.

Vis. Sea, 42.
. Witch, VI. 7.

. Cenci, 11. i. 124.
. Ch. 1st, 1. 56.

Cycl. S5i.
Laon, viil, xvii. 8.

Calderon, in. 86.

(4) of actions or things in a bad sense.
Watching its bold and bad career, . .

'Tis io/ii^hypocrisy,
My Lord, your words are bold and rash. . .

unlike ^tfirf calumny Which sometimes . . .

Unblushing^, undisguising, bold and strong
;

(5) satirically.

And made a charge with those battalions bold,

(6) Fig. of persons and things.
Then Alpheus bold. On his elacier cold, .

What ! alive and so bold, oh earth ? . .

Still alive and still bold, shouted Earth, .

I grow bolder and still more bold. . .

Aye, alive and still bold, mutteredjEarth, .

Lifts its bold Ijead into the world's frore air.

Bolder, adj. more courageous or daring.
You judged that men were bolder than they are
But I was bolder; for I chid Olimpio,

Cenci, I. i. 50.
1. ii. 51.
IV. iv, 107.
V. ii. 84.

Q. Mab, IX, 42.

CEdipus, I, 312.

Arethusa, 11. 1.

Death Nap. r.

as.

a6.

St. Epips. 6y?'

Cenci, n. i. 156.
rv. iii, 14.

I grow bolder and still more bold Death Nap 26
As you would 'scape what might appal a bolder— Horn. Merc. xv. 6.
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Boldest, adj. Fig. most daring.
Against the escape of boldest thoughts, .... Hellas^ 775.
on fancy's boldest wing To soar unwearied, . . Q. Mab^ iv. 155.

Boldest, adj, absol. the most fearless persons.
The boldest turn their backs upon themselves ! . (Edipus^ i. loi.

Boldly, adv. (1) confidently.
Then bear it boldly to the revel loud, . . . Horn. Merc. Lxxxii. i.

(2) openly, daringly.
Wrought on him boldly^y&t unspeakable, . . . Julian^ 526.

(3) satir. fearlessly.

Had he gone and boldly shown . . . . Peter^ II. viii, 5.

Boldness, n. audacity.
Found ye the boldness to return to me . . Cenci^ IV. iii. 24.

Bolt, n, a cannon-ball, or bullet.
at intervals The red artillery's bolt . . . L,aon^ VI. iv. 9.
as each bolt did rive Their ranks . . . VI. vi. 5.

whom the swift 5o// overthrew^, .... . . vi. xiv. 7.

the bolt would kill Some shepherd .... . x. vi. 5.

When the bolt has pierced its brain ; . . Ode Lib. xix. 7.

Bolts, n. A. Lit. (1) bullets.

As she spoke, bolts of death Mixed with hail, . , Fugitives^ 11. 8.

(2) discharges of lightning, thunderbolts.
O'er him the fierce bolts of avenging heaven . M.N.Sfec.Hors.y^.
B, Fig. shafts, influences.

Than the winged \bolts'\ thou bearest, .... Prol. Hellas^ 183.

Bolts, n. the projecting moveable parts of locks or fastening

apparatus.
A stunning clang of massive bolts . ... Laon^ vil. xi. i.

Bolts were undrawn, , .... vill.xxviii.6.

*Boxiib, n. an explosive projectile.

the jar Frequent and frightful of the bursting b. ; Q. Mab^ iv. 42.

*Boxiibs, n. pi. of Bomb.
the fearful glow Of bombs flares overhead— . . Laon^ VI. iv. 8.

Bond, n. A. Lit. a legal document.
Without a bond or witness to the deed ; . . . . Cenc2\ II. ii. 21.

B, Fig. (1) a tie or uniting force.

Whose love was as a bond to all our loves . v. iv. 136.
Dead ! The sweet bond broken ! .... . ' v. iv. 137.
Could be a sister's bond for her and thee, , Epips. 47.
which cuts the bond it cannot loose, . . . Paust, II. 308.
till every bond of sense Became enamoured . . Star^ 14.

(2) a moral fetter or binding power.
Gold, the world's bond of slavery Rosal. 654.

Bond-slave, Fig. a slave under covenant.
Woman, as the bondslave^ -dwells Of man, . . Laon^ VIII. xiii. 8.

*Bond-street, n. one of the most fashionable streets in

London.
as natty a Beau, As Bond-street ever saw. . . . Devil^ 11. 5.

Bondage, n. (11 moral and spiritual slavery.
For they all pined in bondage : Laon^ il. viii. i.

had gathered there From the sleep of bondage ; . V, xlv. 5.

doomed To abjectness and bondage/ Q. Mab^ iv. 138.
weak from bondage^ tremble as they tread. . v. 136.

(2) enthralment by custom.
man and woman, Their common bondage burst, Laon^ v. Song^ 4. 4.

(3) a tie, or pleasing connection.
To weave a bondage of such sympathy, . . . 11. xvi. 2.

that sweet bondage which is freedom's self, . Q. Mab^ ix. 76. -

Bondages, n. thraldom, imprisonment.
I learnt it in Egyptian bondages^ sir. Ck. ist^ I. 107.

Bonds, n. A. Lit. (1) shackles, chains.
as I stood before the King In bonds. Laon^ VI. xxv. 7.

(2) bounds, limits.

a rush as if the deep Had burst its bonds ; . . Mar. Dr. xiii. 3.

(3) deeds securing money.
And funds in fairy-money, bonds^ and bills, . CEdipus^ I. 203.

B. Fig; (1) pjomises, undertakings.
even when the bonds Of safety were confirmed . Q. Mab, vi. 1 15.

(2) moral slavery,

'tis but a change and choice Of bonds,— . Laon, iv. xxviii.2.

to save Women from bonds and death, . . ix. viii. 8.

outsoar the bonds which clasped them .... ix. xi. 3.

Bone, n. (1) a part of the hard framework of the body.
Hung like dead bone within its withered skin

; . Alastor^ 251.
And minces their flesh and gnaws their bone . . Cycl. 359.'

A vulture has just feasted to the bone Ginevra, 194.
Save when the eigle brings some hunter's bone^ , Mont B. 68.
Thou thinkest we will rend thee bone from iowe, . Prom. i. 475.
(2) in conj. with flesh =hupnan bodies.

flesh and bone Soon made our ghastly ramparts ; Laon, Vi. xi. 5.

(3) in conj. with flesh= wholly, entirely.

they moulder flesh and bone^ xii. xxvii. 7.

Bones, n. A. Lit. portions of or the complete framework
of the body of men or animals.

human bones^ barbaric gold, . . Dcemon^ I. 264.
Crushing the bones of some frail antelope . II. 87.
One white skull and seven dry boncs^ Eug. Hills, 49.
Those unburied bones around ....... 60.
He placed the fat and flesh and bones and all. Horn, Merc. xxii. 8.

White bones, and locks of dun and yellow hair, . Marenghi, xvi. 5.
From bones^ and rags, and scraps of shoe-leather, (Edipus^ I. 28.

Why skin and bones^ and some few hairs for mortar. i. 36.

Our skin and our bones would be bitter. . - CEdipus, I. 52.

I hear a crackling of the giant ^i?«^j . . ll. ii. 61.

Our flesh from off our bones to pick Peter, VI. xxiv. 4,

Eat with their burning cold into my bones. . . . Prom. I. 33.

splinter and knead down my children's bones^ IV. 342.

bones Bleaching unburied in the putrid blast, . . Q. Mab, IV. 86.

solid bones crushed by the infinite stress , . . vis. Sea, 140.

B, Fig. (1) mortal remains.
Built o'er his mouldering bones a pyramid . . Alastor, 53.

let not their bones be parted, Epitaph, 3.

When these dissevered b. are trodden in the plain. Laon, 11. xlviii. 9.

Their bones in the grave will start Ode, Arise^ 12.

(2) the remains, fragments.
The ^(?«5j of Desolation's nakedness . . . Adonais, XLix. 5.

The rotting bones of dead antiquity. . . . Fr. Flourishing, 4,

(3) death and wretchedness.
heaps Of bones where frenzied famine sleeps, . Falsehood, 6.

(4) worthless remnants.
Whose spirit shakes the sapless bones Of Slavery ? Hellas, 706.

(5) memory.
Spring from thy bones, and blossom on thy tomb, Q. Mab, iv. 264.

Bonfire, n. a large fire in the open air.

And make a bonfire in my joy, ... . . Cenci^ IV. i. 59.

Bonfires, n. pi. of Bonhre.
An hundred bonfires bum in rows, . Faust, 11. 254.

tBony, adj. composed of bones.
And serpents, bony chains, Prom. IV. 305.

Book, n. A. Lit. (V) a volume whether MS. or printed.
Things wiser than were ever read in book^ . Gisb. 224.
O that mine enemy had written A book / . . . Peier^ VI. i. 2.

When Peter's next new book found vent, . VI. ii. i.

By that last book of yours we think . vi. vi. \.

Near the book where he had fed, Front. I. 725,
Here, my dear friend, is a new book for you ; . .St. Epips. 1.

(2") a specified book (' Kritik der reinen Vemunft').
For Bom's translation of Kant's book; . . . Peter, VI. xiii. 2.

When the book came, the Devil sent It ... . vi. xvi. i.

B. Fig. (V) a something from which instruction may be
gained.

Religion Christless. Godless—a book sealed ; . Engl. 1819, 11.

My mind became the book through which . . . Laon, vii. xxxi, i.

Look on your mind—it is the book of fate— . viii. xx. 3.

Who wrote a book called Nature, . St. Epips. 31.

(2) a register or record.
your fame must be A book of blood, .' . . Laon, XL xxi. 4.
Will blot in mercy from the book of earth. , Q. Mab, VI. 57.

(3) wisdom, common sense.
an old book trampled in the dirt.— . Ch. 1st, li. 428.

Books, n. volumes, MS. or printed,
the books you brought out of the house . Calderon,
With three or four old books^ ... .

the books in which You find delight
Upon his books and furniture at Lincoln,

4-

I. 25.

I. 84.

. Ch. 1st, III. 47.
I have sent books and music there, Epips. 519.A half-burnt match, an ivory block, three books, . Gisb. 93.We will have books, Spanish, Italian, Greek ; .

And sent him busts and books . .

books are there, Pictures, and casts
A dying poet gave me books, .

No one could read his books— .......
Better than all treasures That in books are found,

*BookseIIer, n. a publisher or dealer in books.
And Mr.

, the bookseller, Peter, v. xvi. 1.

*Book-stalls, n. open air book-shops.
calls Of a moming—clubs—A(70^-j^a/Zs—

.

m. xiv. 4.

Boon, n. {\^ a benefit, grace, or favour.
Your love, and recompense the boon with mine

; . Alastor, 4.
Cast, like a worthless boon, thy love away. . Coleridge, 12.
For thou hast earned a mighty boon, Damon, I. 84.
the boon Of senseless death would be accorded

93-
298.

Julian, 254.

, 554-
Laon, I. xxxvu. 4.
Peter, VII. xii. i.

Skylark, 99.

did look On her and me, as for some speechless b.

So ye concede one easy boon. . . .

the boon I pray Is this,— . , . ,

We grant thy boon.— .... . .

Dear the boon to Fancy given, .

And said, A boon, a boon, I pray ! .

the envied boon, That waits the good .

Accept the boon thy worth hath eamed, . . .

Of neither would I ask the boon I ask of thee,

(2^ a gift.

And therefore art thou worthy of the boon

Laon, III. xxviii. 4.

VIII. XXX. 7.

XI. xxi. 8.

XI. xxiv. 6.

XI. XXV. 6.

Love's Rose, 11. 1.

Mar. Dr. I. 2.

Q. Mab, I. 123.

I. 160.

To Night, V. 4.

Dcemon, II. 297.
. Q. Mab, IX. 204.
Prom. III. iii. 66.

Q. Mab, III. 5,

which Proteus old Made Asia's nuptial boon. .

Thou hast given A boon which I will not resign,

(3) satir, benefit.

He would not live to boast of such a boon. . . Cenci I iii s^
O, refuse the boon/ . . ExhortaHonUi.

Boons, n. blessings.
gifts With choicest boons her human worshippers. Damon ll 185.

Boot, n. a covering for the foot and part of the leg.
He drew on a boot to hide his hoof, Devil 11. 1.

Bootless, adj. helpless, without remedy, unavailing.
Whose bootless rage heaps torments .

. Q, Mab, Vii. 249.
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Boots, n. pi. of Boot.
With whole boots and net pantaloons, .... Peier^ II. lii. 2.

Boots, V. intr. matters, signifies.

It little boots : Falsehood^ 105.

tBore, n. (transf. s. of tidal wave) force, rush.
and looks, such as in whirlwinds bore Laofty vii. vii. 3.

Bore, V. I. tr, A. Lit. (1) carried (as a burden).
Thy barb . . . Bore thee far from me ; . . . . ^rabic. Imii. I. 6.

the quaint infant bore^ . . . His treasured prize . Horn,. Merc. vi. 5.

They bore me to a cavern in the hiU Laon^ in. xiii. i.

I knew that ship 5. Cythna o'er the plain Ofwaters, ; lii. xvii. 7.

And bore me thro' the tower adowp a stair, . . iv. ii. 4.
nor did he Who bore me, vi. xlv. 2.

The dark steed bore me, VI. liii. 6.

They bore her to a bark, . . vil. ix. i.

a fiend, who bore Thy mangled limbs vii. xv. 6.

Each night, that mighty steed bore me abroad, . X. iii. i.

her plank an eddy crost, And bore her to the city's

wall, . Mar. Dr. xvil. 2.

Bore her in triumph to the public stye CEdipus^ I. 319.
the emulous youths B. to thy honour . . . The lamp Prom. ill. iii. 169.
and bore His chained limbs to a dreary tower, . Rosal. 858.
And things of . . . unlovely forms, She bore in a basket Sensit. Pi. ii. 43.
In her right hand she bore a crystal glass, . . Triumph^ 358.
And heavy lilies which he bore : . Virgil^ 22.

I bore it to my chamber, Zucca^ VIII. i.

(2) blew onwards.
hore^ In wanton sport, those bright leaves, . . . Alastor^ 583.
The strength of tempests bore me here by force. . Cycl. 102.

the wind, that bore us fast and far, . . . Hellas^ 513.
And the winds bore me— Laon^ ill. v. 4.
and bore me in its dark career Beyond the sun, . in. xxvii. 2.

As the wind bore that tumult to and fro, . . . V. xli. 5.

when The storm which bore him vanished, . . . Peter^ i. xiv. 3.

(3) carried it forwards (of water).
And the swift boat the little waves which bore. . Laon^ in. xxxiv. 3.

that boat of pearl outran The streams which b. it, xii. xxxv. 2.

the flow Of the whirlpool bore her to and fro. . . Mar, Dr. xiv. 6.

(4) carried mentally or in s|iirit.

Terror and Time . . . bore On their tempestuous flood Laon^ II. vi. 8.

It bore me like an Angel, o'er the waves Of sunlight, Naples, 32.
the opportunity which bore Him on its eagle pinions Xriumph, 221.

(5 ) gave birth to.

modest May Bore Heaven's dread Supreme— . Horn. Merc. I. 5.
On which him bore the venerable May, . . . in. 5.
Bore the Satumian's love-child, Mercury

—

. xxxvill. 6.

to whom she bore, Pandeia, . . Horn. Moon, 21.

Incestuous Change bore to Jier father Time, . . Witch, I. 2.

(6) produced, yielded.

and boughs That bore ill berries Prom. III. iv. 3^.

(7) with offoT azvay, took forcibly or stole.

I told them so, but they ^ore off your things, . Cycl. 211.
I 5(3re you off from Dardanus 593.
came again, and bore My child away Lao?^, vll. xxiii. 2.

B. Fig. (1) wore,
which the aspect bore Of some imperial metropolis, Fr. Dream, 5.
which bore The stamp of -why they parted, . . Julian, 609.
His port and mien bore mark of many years, . . Q. Mab, Vii. 73.
Yet his cheek bore the mark of youth ; . . . . vii. 76.

(21 carried mentally.
A minister of truth, these plumes young Laon bore. Loon, n. xx. 9.
Sad was his life who bore thee in his breast, . . Love, Hope, 30.

(3) of sound, carried.
bore accents to mine ear Laon, VI. xx. 4.
Never such a sound before To the Indian waves we b. Prom., i. 94.
(4) wore, went by.

but once it bore Thy name, Prometheus ; . . . in. iii. 167.

(5) assisted, helped.
that Spirit's tongue . . . bore my steps along. . . Laon, I. xliii. 9.

(6) carried.

and on it bore Two shapes of gladness .... Rosal. 389.

(7) sustained, acted.
My presence bore A part in that day's shame. . Hellas., 476.
(8) endured, suffered.

After such torments as she bore last night, , , . Cenci, v. iii. 4.
then he bore Again his load of slavery, .... Laon, Vii. v. 7.
impotence to harm Beyond the curse I bor^. . . Q. Mab, vii. 201.
a wound my spirit bore Indignantly, , . ^ . , Rosal. 598.

(9) originated,' produced (?),

A thousand bpacons from the spark I bore— . . Triumph, 207.
II. intr. nautical, bore down = sailed towards or from.

The Grecian fleet Bore down at day-break . . . Hellas, 478.
three frigates . . . Bore down from Naxos . . . 500.

Bore, V. tr. break into, penetrate.
you will iore Many a rich man's house, . . Hom.Merc.xuvin.2.

Bored, v. tr. stabbed or pierced.
He bored the life and soul out of the beast

—

—— vn. 2.

And 5o^e(5?theiriivesout. ."...'.... -7— xx. 3.

^Bor^a, n, Caesar Borgia, b. 1475 (?), d. 1507.
Galeaz Visconti, Borgia, Ezzelin Cenci, II. ii. 49.

*Boru, n. F. G. Born, b. 1743, d. 1807.
For Barn's translation of Kant's book ; . . . . Peter, vi. xiii. 2.

Born, //. A. Lit. brought forth, given birth to.

Than is a child bom fatherless « Cenci, IV. iv. 113.

^o;'« the King of heaven and earth CA. u/, II. 480.
Those who are born and those who die I . . . . Hellas, 899.
from thee Fair babes are born, Horn. Earth, 8.

The babe was born at the first peep of day ; . Horn. Merc. HI. t.

Now tell nje, man horn ere the world begun, . xxxin. 6,

A child, who could not have been bom a week, xxxv. 3.

I 'vyas born yesterday— XLVI. 0.

This herald-baby, born but yesterday?— . . lv. 8.

but unlike him I was born yesterday, .... LXIII. 5,

That you, a little child, born yesterday, . . . LXix, 2.

And as each God was born or had begun . . Lxxill. 5.

And from thy side two gentle babes are bom .
_

. Laon^ Ded. IX. 3.

for none of Woman born, Can choose but drain
the bitter dregs of woe, VIII. xv. 7.

Born from that world into this. Peter, Prol. 30.

twins. Born at one birth : Rosal. 623.
If we were things bom J^ot to shed a tear, . . Skylark^ 93.

B. Fig: (1) said of the production or origin or beginning

of things.
By the fire thus lowly born : B^g. Hills, 27^.
And the wave where the moon rise is born I . . Hmas, 652.
Around her born, Shone . . . Glorious states ;— . 684.
But the night, is not born; . , . . . . 1035*
meanwhile the Day jEtherial ^(7r« arose . . Horn. Merc, xxxi.i,
the halcyon Mom To hoar February bom ; . . Jane^ Invitn, 10.

Like notes which die when bom, Lerici, 13.

At one birth these four were born ... . . Z^ve, Hope, 43.
with toil and sound Are bom and die ; . . . . Mont B. 95.
and the morn When the golden mists are born. . Rarely, v. 6.

Like some bright spirit newly born Rosal. 800.

(2) opened, blown.
Whose arms are like twin roses newly born, . . Horn. Sun, 8.

(3) of the origin of immaterial things.
to tell How what was born in blood must die. . Hellas, 811.
Conceived in darkness, bom in blood, . . . 850.

(4) theol. sense used satirically.

Was bom anew within his mind

;

.... Peter, vi. xxv. 3.

(6) descended,
but Lionel We know is rich and nobly bpm. . . Rosal, 672.

Borne, pp. A. Lit. (1) carried or borne onwards,
and borne In circles quaint, and ever changing dance, Gisb. 279.
Sparkling, bursting, borne away. . . . . Hellas, 200.
A western Crescent, borne impetuously Horn. Moon, 15.
borne by heavenly steeds his race doth run . , . Horn. Sun, 10.
Heavily borne away on the exhausted blast, , . Laon, I. xiv. 9.
as the desert sand Borne on the storm, .... Ii. xlv. 8.

Have thou and I been borne beyond pursuer, . . VI. xxvi. i.

the tumult of their might Borne on all winds'. . . VI. xliv. 6.

We past the islets, borne by wind and stream, . VIII. iii. r.

borne by the musical air . xii. xx. 2.

till borne on sunlight's ebbing streams, . . . xii. xxi. 8.
Borne like a cloud thro' morn, ...... —— xii. xxxiii. 7.
now the sound Fainter . . . yet is borne ^ToyxxA, M.H. Post. Pr. 84.
and she Was borne toyva.rds the showering flame Mar. Dr. xiv. 3.
voice of Orpheus' lyre, Borne by the winds, . . Orpheus, 39.
Gathering round me, onward borne, Prom. i. 699.
It has borne me here as fleet i. 733.
Ere it is borne away, away, . n. ii. 18.
Hither the sound has borne us— n. iii. i.

Borne to the ocean, I float down, around, . ii. v. 83.
Borne down the rapid sunset's ebbing sea ; . . in. ii. 28.
Their wavering limbs b. on the wind-like stream, in. ii. 45.
Go, 5o?^£ over the cities of mankind . . . ill. iii. 76.
By the whirlwind of gladness borne along

;

iv. 85.
as a cloud is *5tf?'wfiby its own wind IV. 324.
b. the summer night, Through isles for ever calm ; iv. 497.
Is borne upon the evening breeze ; St. Ir. (4) ii. 2.

Was borne amid the crowd, as through the sky . Triumph, 50.
and were Borne onward.— 46a
'tis borne down the mountainous vale of the wave. Vis. Sea, 96.
(2) carried, taken forcibly, or supported.

Borne by those slaves across the Ocean's tprm, . Laon, yil. iii. 8.
Be borne, a loveless victim, —— vii. v. 5.A thousand torches . . . Borne by the ready slaves xii. iv. 7.Were borne aloft in bright emblazonry ; . . . Prom. I. 649.
In memory of the tidings it has borne; .... in. iv. 115.
by wretched men were^. Sceptres, tiaras, swords, —7- in. iv. 165.
In which the matter of the months is borne .

Borne beside thee by a power ....
Fit to have borne it to the seventh sphere . .

(3) moved by one's own action.
My slow step? had already borne me o'er . .

B. Fig. (1) carried or borne onwards,
I am borne darkly, fearfully, afar ; Adonais, lv. 6.
had borne . . . The frail bark of this lone being, . Eug. Hills, 328.
And round the desolated globe Borne safely " **

»

while o'er the land is borne Her voice, . .

the floods of light . . , have borne me hither
which upwards on a pinion Borne, . .

As thou hast borne it most triumphantly .

(2) passed on by way of signal.
O'er castled mountains borne, Pr. Athan. i. 70.

(3) endured, suffered.

O, think ! I have borne much, Cenci, I. iii. m.
when these were not heard I have still borne,— . i. Hi. jjo,
he struck but me Who have borne deeper wrongs, n. i. 2,
Which have been borne from childhood, . . . m, j. ju,
Sjiine on a misery, dire to be borne. Prom \ 540

t K

IV. 207.
. IV. 464.
. Witch, xxxvii, 2.

. Matilda, 22.

. Falsehood, 24.

. Laon, IV. xxii. 6.

. V. xlviii, 6.
-

—

V.Song4.Y4.
. Prom. III. ui, 173.
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Which from the meanest I have borne^ . . Rosal. 1231.
I could have bome,my wayward lot : . . . . St. Brack. 6.
Which I have borne and yet must bear, , . , St. Dejection^ IV. 5.

Boroug'lis, n. towns returning members to Parliament,
As many beads as he had boroughs^— .... Peter^ vil. iii. ^.

Borrow, v. tr. A. Lit. take for temporary use.
And borrow fold of many Ch. \st^ 11. 167.

B. Fig. talce or accept.
Meet massed in death, who lends what life must

borrow. AdonaiSy xxi. 6.

.. they ^oyroze' not Glory from those XLVIII. 5.
no succour she may borrow. Calderon^ III. 18.
are ye slow to borrow The lore of truth . . . Fr. A gentle^ 4.-

may freely borrow From lawless love . . Laon^ V. Song^ 4, 4.
which can no longer borrow Its hues IX. xix. 8.

can borrow For poor to-day, from rich to-morrow, Love^ Hope., 37.
Firmness dare to borrow From the wreck of

destiny; Mary who di'ed^ l. ^.
Or I must ^omm* from her perfect works, . . Orpheus^ 101.

.
Vainly would my winter borrow Sunny leaves . Remembr. il. 7.
So much of sympathy to borrow Rosal. 170.

Borrowed, v. tr. obtained for temporary use.
.ff£?#-rOTy^<^ the dowry of my wife from me, . . Cenci^ in. i. ^00.

Borrowed, pp. Fig. copied, adopted.
Borrowed from aught the visible world affords . Alastor^ 482.

Borrowed, ppl. adj. Fig. -taken from another, not

Erimary.
es it wan with her borrowed light Constant. I. 6.

With ^r*-(7werf light pursued their narrower way. DcE-mon., H- 317-
Q. Mab\ IX. 225.

. Epipnot disdaining even a borrowed might ; .

Borrows, v. intr. Fig. adopts.
Remembrance borrows Fancy's glass, , ... St. Epips. 159.

Bosom, n. A. Lit. (1) the human breast.
spread his arms to meet Her panting bosom : . . Alastor., 184.

.
Her bosom., and her neck before like snow. . . Bion. Adon. 34,
shade The bosom's stainless pride, ... . , Dcemon., i. 45.

ij
. „ M „ Q. Mab, 1. 42,

each delicate hand X/ay crossed upon her bosom^
And she unveiled her bosom, . . . .

and wildly prest My bosom^
And Cythna in my sheltering bosom lay,

. loosely strewn O'er her pale bosom :—
this bosom dry, Once fed two babes— ....
a human thing which to my bosom clove. . .

The folded depth of her life-breathing bosom : .

The babe at my bosom was hushed with fear .

Under my bosom and in my brain, 354.
The wind made thy bosom chill— The Cold, iv. 2.

and bared my bosom to the clime Triumph, 467.
This pale bosom' thy cradle and bed, Vis. Sea, 80.
The bosom, swelled lightly with its full youth, . . Witch, xxxvi. 5.

(2) the breast of a bird.
On its mate's music-panting ^i7ji7?«/ /V(?7«. ll. ii. 29.
B. Fig. (1) as the human breast.

This brood of northern vipers in your bosom.. . . Ck. ist, 11. 216.
And it has no thorn left to wound thy bosom,. . . Epips. 12.

Flow from her [truth's] bosom^s hideous rent, . Falsehood, 28.

(2) as the seat of emotions or passions.
I feel as if out of my bleeding bosom My heart

apips. 362.

J^aon, I. XVI. 5.

I. XX. 5.

II. xlvii. 9.

m. V. 3.

Vl.xxxviii.4.

VI. xlix. I.

VII. xix. g.
Prom,. II. i. 49.
Rosal. 272.

Calderon, iii. 170.
Cenci, II. ii. 88.
Constant. 11. 4.
Dmmon, 11. 142.

Q. Mab, VIII. 20I.
Dcemon, 11. 302.

Q. Mab, IX. "209.

Epips. 261.
Fiordispina, 22.

Laon, I. xxxiii. 4,
IV. xiii. 8.

V. xxix. 9.

VII. XV. g.
VIII.xxiv.4.

IX. vii. 6.

X. xxxiv. 8.

M. N. Despair, 18.

M. JV. FragTnt. 15.

. M. IV. Melody, 3,

was torn
.
But a friend's bosom. Is as the inmost cave .

Its withered leaves in a faithless bosom ;
Which gently in his noble bosom wake . .

Go, happy one, and give that bosom joy . .

from her livmg cheeks and bosom, flew . .

Within whose bosom and whose brain now glow .

And in each bosom of the multitude ....
And every bosom, thus is rapt and shook, . .

from the keen looks which thro' his bosom, ran.
as a poisoned robe around my bosom's core. .

But that no human bosom, can withstand Thee,

fentle thoughts did many a bosom fill,— . ,

'or fear ofGod did in his bosom, breed . . .

In bitterer, feller tide, on this torn bosom, flow.
Wilder did grief athwart my bosom, glare

; . .

Must this poor bosom beat alone,

steep In balm my bosom^s pain, . . .... M. N. Ravail', 20.

Let love shed on the bosom, a tear, . . . . 80,
To my bosom, forlorn, Moonbeam., 11. 8.

Yet did the ag&d woman's &(jJO»« glow. . . . Mother^Son,v.^.
Which in your royal bosom hold their revels, . . CEdipus, i. 58.
It breaks in our bosom and then we bleed : . . . Pan, ill. 9.

Wrought in his brain and bosom, separate strife. . Pr. Athan. l. 89.
And give that faithful bosom, joy Q. Mab, i. 28.

In the hard bosom of the selfish man;...., i. 175.
And from her labouring 5(7Ji7?« now, Rosal. 216.
But my bosom, is cold—wintry cold— 587.
And from my bosom., labouring With some unutter-

able thing: 1147-
When no blissful hdpe on his bosom is beaming, . .SV. Ir. {k) i. 6.

High swell'd in her bosom the throb of affection, . (6) 11. i.

When sympathy's swell the soft bosom, is moving, (6) II. 6.

how could false hope rend a bosom, so fair ? . . . (6) ill. 4.
Waft repose to some bosom as faithful as fair, . Tear,!. 2.

its bosom beats high, Vis. Sea, 74.
My bosom, is heavy-hearted, , We m.eet^ i. 3.

(3) of the earth.

Beloved earth, ... in thy bosom- 1 seek a refuge , Calderon, 11. 79.
crawl Back to her cold hard bosom. ... . Ch. \st, I. 161.

The fertile bosom, of the earth g-ives suck . . . DmTnon, II. 54.
As she sung, to my bosom. I fold Death Nap. 21.

All gems that make the earth's dark bosom gay. Fiordispina, 46.
the mighty Mother mild Nourishes in her bosom-, Hom.. Merc. xcvi. 6.

such as Earth, . . . Pours from her fairest bosom, Laon, V. Iv, 2,

Earth bares her general bosom, to thy ken, . V. Song, 3. 13.

lay down On one fair mother's bosom :— . . . Vll. xxii. 4.
distil its foison From the Earth's bosom chill ; . Naples, 157.

And the wide earth's bosom, green,— Peter, V. viii. z.

When thou didst from her bosom-, Prom. I. 1^7.
Which drew disease and pain from my wan bosom, III. iii. 94,
Which finds a grave or cradle in my bosom-, . . iv. 348.
Thou from whose immortal bosom,, ProserP. I. 2.

.

whose nuptial bed Is earth's unpitying bosom^, . . Q. Mao, III. 105.

The fertile bosom of the earth gives suck . . . viii, 109.
Which rain into the bosom of tne earth, .... St. Epips, 128.

showers of afirial water drops Into their mother's b., Woodman, 49.

(4) of the sea or streams.
Riding upon the bosom of the sea Hellas, K21.

And on the bosom of the deep, Jane, Recoil. 15.

in mist Which clothes the Ocean's bosom, . . . Laon, V. Iviii. 7,

Its green arms round the bosom, of the stream, . Question, i. 7,

And on the stream whose inconstant bosom- . . Sensit. PI. I. 41.
Her fair hair swept the bosom^ of the stream . . Triumph, 365.

(5) of the moon.
It clothes with unexpected birth My cold bare b. : Prom-, iv. 361.
And living shapes upon my bosom move : . . IV. 365.

(6) of the air.

Breathed warmth on the cold bosom, of the air, . Laon, Xll. xxiii. 5.

(7) of death.
Like a fond mother hide me in thy bosom, . . . Cenci. V. iv. 117,

Tho' it floats to mine ear from the bosom of Death. Death, Dial. 34.
Up-gathered into the bosom, of rest ; Sensit. PL I. iii.

(^8) of liberty,

and from thy deep bosom fairest Ode Lib. Vll. i.

(9j of nature.
The bosom, of their violated nurse Groaned, . II. 13.

(10) applied to one's native country.
worm Which rends our Mother's bosom,—Priestly Pest ! Ld. Ch. i. 3.

(11) of sound.
On the bosom of their own harmony ! Prom. IV. 29.

(12) of the seasons.
like a soft cloud in April's bosom- . . . Unf. Dr. 188.

(13) of misery.
Is thine icy bosom, leaping Inv. Mis. Vll. 4.

(14) applied to companionship or care.

From her maternal bosom, tore the unhappy boy. Mother^Son, vi. 12.

(15) applied to a climate.
The unmatemal bosom of the North Prol. Hellas, 43.

(16) as the centre of a bud.
Into the bosom, of a frozen bud.— . . . Epips. iii.

*Bosozii-eyed, c. adj. with eyes projecting like bosoms.
[Some of the best Shelley critics think the phrase means
eyes in the bosoms.']

Dog-headed, bosom.-eyed, and bird-footed. . , . Witch, XI. 8.

Bosoms, n. A. Lit. breasts.
With bosoms bare, and bowed heads, Dcejnon, l. 278.
On fairest bosoms and the sunniest hair, .... Triumph, 512.

B. Fig. (1) emotions, feelings, &c.
Our breath shall intermix, our bosoms bound, . . Epips. 565.
Sweet talk, and smiles, and sighs, all 6. did attune. Laon, vili. xxix. 9.
The fierce despair . . . which kept Their trampled bosoms Rosal. 931.

(2) persons,
all iojo?«jmade replyOn which its lustre streamed, Laon, 11. xvi. 7.
Two only bosoms \tfith their own life trembled, . v. xlii. 4.

*Bosphorus, n. the strait on which Constantinople is situated,
'Tis false! that breach towards the 5(m/>4o?t« . Hellas, n6.
Through the soft twilight to the Bosphorus: . . i8i.

Both, adj. the one and the other.
Nor to himself Narcissus, as to both Thou Adonais : Adonais, XVI. 6.
That he . . . lose both his ears, Ch. \si, m. 3.
Yet both so passing strange and wonderful . . D<xmon, i. 8.
To go forth with a single purpose both, . . , Horn,. Merc, lxvii. 2.
For both our wretched sakes Julian, 486.
I smiled, and both their hands in mine I took, . JJwn, Vlll. xxx. 8.
And has great influence in both Houses ;— . . . CEdipus, I. 208.

Both, adv. {conj.) not only . . . but.
both when he lays him down to sleep, And when he

rises up .^ Cenci, I. iii. 24.
Pray that he pity both ourselves and thee. . . . i. iii. 159.
And that both she and it may live until .... —— iv. i. 153.
Sweetness and sadness interwoven both, .... Ld. Ch. VIli. 3.
Both they and thou had vanished, Prom. 1. 116.
Trampling down both flower and weed .... i. 784.

*Bother, v. I. tr. annoy or trouble.
if once they dare To 5(7/>4e?- me— Gisb. %iK,

II. intr. make words, teaze.
Replied sly Hermes Wherefore scold and b. ? Hom. Merc, xxvil. 8.

Bottle, n. a vessel with relatively small neck.
With a bottle in one hand, ^ ..,.,,. . Serchio 84.



BOTTLES—BOUND. 6r

Bottles, n. pi. of ISottlc.

Those ^o/^/tfj of warm tea— Serchio, 'j6.

Bottom, n. (1) bed, or ground beneath the water.
The oozy bottom of clear lakes and pools, . . . Front, ii. ii. 73.

(^2) Fig. limit.

Made him beyond the b. see Of truth's clear well — Peter^ "^l. xvii. 2.

Bottomless, Fig. unfathomable.
And whelm on them into the bottomiess void . Prom. Ill, i. 76.

*Boudolr, n. a lady's private room.
In my boudoir, Ch. ij/, 11. 459.

Bough, n. A. Lit. branch of a tree.

Listening sits, a bough beyond Calderon, III. 50.
A widow bird sate mourning Upon a wintry bough. Ch. ist, v. "5.

But with a fruit tree bough, . . . Cyd. 386.
Frozen upon December's bough Bug. JIz/Zs, 44.
The leafless bough among the leaves alone, . . /.aon, lii. iit. 5.

brought from the deep forest many a bough, nc. ii. 2.

Such as from bough to bough Matilda, 19.
Upon a drooping; bough with night-shade twined, Prom. III. iv. 79.
still broods On her accustomed bought .... Rosal. 143.
And on a wintry bough the widowed bird, . Unf. Dr. 12.
And every bird lulled on its mossy bough, . . Woodman, 23.

^- -^Xf- (.1) signifying shade ot trees,

the pools that He Under the forest bough, . Jane, Recoil. 54.
Under the self-same bough, Triumph, 37'.

(2) pleasant thoughts from any source.
Sunny leaves from any ^(3«^^ RemefKbr. ll. 8.

Boughs, n. A. Lit. branches of trees.

Of starry ice the gray grass and bare boughs ; . Alastor, 10.
The meeting boughs and implicated leaves . . . 426.
These twine their tendrils with the wedded boughs 444.
Images all the woven boughs above, 459.
stretched athwart the vacancy Its swinging boughs, 563.
and the wintry boughs exhale From vern^ blooms ^74.
The bare boughs are sighing, .... . . Autumn, i. 2.

What noise is that amone tne boughs ? . . . Calderon, i. 59.
These toppling roclcs andtangledioM^Aj, . . 1.217.
whilst thus thy boughs entwine, in. 63.
Where b. of incense droop over the emerald wells. Laon, ii. xxv. 9.
ever flinging Light on the woven boughs . . VI. xli. 9.
But frui^ and flowers, and boughs, . . . vii. xxix. 9.
Were canopied with blooming boughs,— . . ix. ii. 6.

A forest's spoil of ioM^Aj, x. xxxviii. 3.
their weak boughs Sigh as the wind buffets them, Orpheus, 32.
And cypresses that seldom wave their boughs, . 106.
As their huge boughs or lighter dress permit, . 113.
it shook The clinging music from their boughs, . Prom,, ii. i. 157.
The pine boughs are singing .... iv. 48.
On its rent boughs,— Rosal. 791.
Wasprankt under boughs of embowering blossom, Sensit. PI. i. 42.
And Its dull drops froze on the boughs again, . . in. 107.
Shook the boughs thus laden, andTieavy and stiff, iii. \\2.
Which within itS'^(7M^A5' like a spirit sat . . iv. 2.

bend her Head under the dark boughs, .... Trium.ph, 364.
Under a heaven of cedar boughs ; .... T-wo Fr. L.ove^ ii. 3.
and the roof Of boughs and leaves Unf. Dr. 324..

B. Fzg. {!) plants or shrubs,
and boughs That bore ill berries . . . Pro-m. in. iv. 37.

(.2) clouds and waves.
Shook from the tangled b. of Heaven and Ocean, Ode W. Wind., n. 3.

Bought, V, tr. A. Lit. purchased with money.
I bought new clothing for my ragged babes, . Cenci, in. I. 305.
He hired a house, bought plate, Peter, vn. viii. i.

B. Fig. \X) acquired, became possessed of, gained.
and bought, with- price of purest breath, . . . Adonais, VII. 3.
our ancestors bought ?,q\6. with victory, .... Hellas, 239.
whose mean thrones Are bought by crimes . . Q. Mab, iv, 171.
and Apollo bought And gave it to this daughter : Witch, xxxi. 5,

(2) gained, secured.
he said that you Bought perilous impunity . . Cenci, i. i. 6.

Till Love even from fierce Desire it bought, . Lo-ue^ Hope, 32.
He bought k^Wmx^xv or renown . . .... Peter, vi. xi, 4.

Bought,//. A. Lit. purchased.
Not the sower, Ali—who has bought a truce . . Hellas, 576.
he had bought Peter for half-a-crown ; . . . . Peter, i. xiv. 1,

B. Fig. (i) gained, obtained,
and he has bought With his sweet voice and eyes, Alastor, 79.
It [pleasure] were bought Too dear. . . . . Calderon, in. 128.
Many have bought too dear their evil joys. . . Cycl. 297.
I have not as some do, b. penitence With pleasure, Julian, 328.
our steadfastwili has ^OM^/i/Acalm inheritance, Laon, ix. 'xxix, 7.

treasures to be bought By blood or tears, . , . Ode Lib. xviii. 13.

(2) trafi&cked with.
Where blood with gold is bought and sold

;
. Prom., i. 531.

Are bought zxxA sold as in a public mart . Q. Mab^ v. 186.

(.3) betrayed.
Your lost country bought and sold , . . Mask, Lxxn. 3.

Bought, ppl. adj. bribed.
The bought Briton sends The keys of ocean . . Hellas, 1016.

Bound, «. A. Lit. limit, boundary.
far From the curved horizon^s bound Bug. Hills, 291.
within the bound Which clips the world . . . Prom., iv. 139.

B. Fig. border line between two things,
while outward life had burst its bound, . . Laon., in. vi. 2.

the dread ic7tt«(/ Of life and death . . vn.xxxvi. 5.

Bound, n. spring forwards.
the 5(7«?zrf With which from that detested trance Mont B. 90.

Bound, adj. absol. persons deprived or destitute of liberty.

False arbiter between the bound and free ; . . . Laan, IV. xxiii, 5.

Bound, V. tr. A. Lit. set bounds to, enclose.
And the dark rocks which bound the bright and

glassy bay. III, xv. 9.

B. Fig. form the limits of.

Nor where the tropics bound ih's. realms of day . Dcsmon, II, 120-

M )i M V "
I'

• ^- '1^''*. VIII. leff.

the last Jiving heart whose beatings ^i7«Mi2 thee : Laon, v. Song, 3, 6.

Whilst light and darkness bound it, Naples, 162.

the clouds that bound it Darkly strew the gale, , W\ Shel. I. 3.

Bound, V. inir. A. Lit. reverberate, rebound,
thro' the chasm of that steep stair did bound^ . Laon, ni. xxix. 9.

B. Fig. exult, rejoice.

Our breath shall intermix, our bosoms bound, , Epips. 565.

Bound, V, tr. pa. t. of to bind. A. Lit, \1) encircled,

garlanded.
and bound it With ivy wreaths ; Cycl. 382.
fairest hands bound tnem on many a head, . . Laon, v. xvi. 8.

She bound \}cy^ sweetest on her sister's brow, . . Q. Mab, ix. 54.
(2) enchained, fastened.

and fio««^ Stiff withy bands the infant's wrists
around Horn,. Merc. LXIX. 7.

With brazen links, my naked limbs they bound: Laon, in. xiv. 6.

(3) tied.

And bound them in a lump with withy twigs. Horn. Merc, xiii, 8.

(4) enclosed, surrounded.
which bound Its aery arch with light like blood ; Mar. Dr. xvin. 3.

(^6) congealed, confined.
ceaseless frost . . . B. its broad zone of stillness, Damon, ii. 74.

M It n .» M M Q' Mab, Viii. 63.
The earth, and the air, and the water bound; . Sensit. Pi. in. 95,
B. Mg. (Ij glorified, decked.

As that which ^o««if Milton's immortal hair ; . T^rsa Rima, 10.

(5i) stiuck with' einbtion, entianced.
A pause of hope and awe the City bound, . , . Laon, ix. xi, 5.
in aery rings tney bound My Lionel,

.

. Rosal. 1167.

(,3) connected with, united,
which the awe Of her presence bound to terror ! Calderon, 11. 10.
To momentary peace it *(7«Wf/0ur mortal nature's

strife ;— Jane, RcQolL 47.
Which bound thy lovely soul to bliss? , . . Mary who died, 11.2,

"30X173.6., pp. A. Lit. {!) tied, fastened.
As soon as we Had bound him on the wheel, . . Cenci, V. ii. 182,
Hemig;ht as well have bound the oxen wild ; . Horn. Merc. LXX. i.

Till I beheld, where b., that dearest child did lie. Laon, in, vii. 9.
I felt that they had 5(7M7/i/ me in my swoon, . . in. xi. 4.
the torturer who had bound TUtTin&ek. calm frame, iv. xix. i.

his hands are bound Behind with heavy chaiijs, xii. iii. 1.

(2) wreathed, encircled.
His head was bound -with pansies overblown, Adonais, xxxiii. i,

(3) tied together, tied up.
I made a nosegay, $o«wrf in such a way . . . Question, V. 2.
and garlands bound With amaranth flowers, . . Rosal. 1307.
Had bound their folds o'er many a crack, . . . The Cold, 11. 5.

B. Fig. (1) enthralled, fastened.
My tyrant-slaves to' a dungeon floor Have bound

the fearless innocent, Falsehood, 26.
while the Queen Of Ocean, boundupon her island-

throne, '. /fellas, 304.
have ye lain bound In darkness and in ruin.— . Laon^ il. xiii. z.
the woe In which mankind was bound. .... iv, ix. 3.
It loosens the serpent which care has hound . Music, Ipant, ii. 3.To Peter's soul the spell is bound— Peter, VII. xxiv. 4.
great sages bound in madness, Prom. i. 768.We have bound thee, we guide thee ; n. iii. 9a
It is ^OM«rf Ere it has life: ^. il/ad, iv. 133,
mean lust Has bound it% chains so tight . , , . ' v. 167."
upon the free Had dioMwrf a yoke, . . . Triumph, 116.
One moment has bound the free. We Meet, i. 5,

(2) kept, held, entranced,
the silence there By such a chain was bound . Jane, Recoil. 34.
thus bound. The conquerors pause, . . . Laon, iv. xxvli. 7.
thoughtless pride his love in silence bound^ . . V. v. 4.

1^3 J secured.
her brother bound to me By a dark secret, . . Cenci, n. ii. 148.

(4) fixed.

Tho' linked years had bound it there ; . . . Laon, VI. xxix. 4.

(5) swathed, covered.
the light vest with which his limbs are bound . Horn. Sun, i8,

{p) encircled,
the continent Trembled, as with a zone of ruin 5., Laon, x. iv. 8.

\J1) [pi sleep) wrapped.
a cradled child in dreamless slumber bound. . . . i. xv. 9.
To those in talk or slumber bound, . . . Prom. Ii. ii. 49.
Till, like one in slumber bound, ... . n. v. 82.

(8) morally obliged.
whom he is bound To love and shelter? . Cenci, 1. Hi. 105.
Should I be bound to sacrifice ? . . . . Cycl> 32a

(,9) enthralled.
They have boundth^m slaves in youthh' prime, W. Shel. II. 6J

" K a
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Bound, ppl. adj\ on the road or way.
light cloud 5o««rf from the golden dawn . . . Unf. Dr. 2iy.

'*'3oundaxie8, n. A. Lit. dividing marks.
Boundaries of the sea and land : Eug. Hills^ 52.

B. Hg. \X) the horizon.
that from the boundaries of the sky Mont B. 108.

\^A) turthest limits.

Nature from all her boundaries is moved Against ye ; Hellas^ 441.
And thought, to the world's dim boundaries clinging, Rosal. 1127.

Bounded,//. 1,1) enclosed only.
Bounded by the vaporous air, Eug. Hills^ 92.

{^A) enclosed, sliut round.
Boundedhy misty mountains, wide and vast, . . Laon^ IV. xxv. j..

Bounded, v. intr. spiang or leapt.

As lightly her form bounded ov^x the lea, . . . SL Ir. (6) II. 2.

Boundless, adj. {1} absolutely boundless, as the universe,

air, light, &c.
The boundless universe Becomes a cell .... Ch. isi^ IV. 46.
Below lay stretched the boundless universe ! . Dmtnon^ I. 241.

As it floats through boundless day, . . . . Guitar Jane^ 77.
clouds unveiled or hid Her boundless light, . . Hellas^ 625.

round which thine empire lies Boundless and mute ; 881.

Far light is scattered—^i7««ar^jj glory springs, . Horn. Moon^ 5.

More boundless than the depth of night, .... Jane^ Recoil. 59.
And to my brain the boundless world . . . Laon^ i. xli. 5'.

Peopled with thoughts the boundless universe, . 11. xxx. 2.

Cham one who lives, and breathes this boundless air II. xliii. 2.

peopled Earth its boundless skies among . . . V. xv. 7.

Amonff the closing waves out of the boundless air. vii. ix. 9.

thro' boundless space and time. . . ... Prom. I. 301.
Thro' the boundless element : i. 689.
Thine eyes are like the deep, blue, boundless heaven ll. i. 1 14.

^2) practically without boundSj unenclosed.
Our ministers, along the boundless Sea, .... Epips. 420.
Like ocean, homeless, boundless^ unconfined. . Fr. wandering^ 4.

believing what we see Is boundless^ . . . . Julian, 17.

wearily o'er the boundless deep We sail ; . . Z<w«, Vlll. xxiii. 2.

The boundless ocean like a drop of dew .... IVitcA^ xxiii. 6.

(3) oi great extent.

While the boundless forest shakes, Bug. Hills, 272.

So from that cry over the boundless hills, . . . Laon, ix. iv. i.

boundless and bare The lone and level sands . . Osym.. 13.

1^4; ot the mind, thought, passions, &c., illimitable.

the troubled stream Of mind ; a boundless chaos Laon^ ill. i. 6.

a wide mist boundless and dim VI. xxxvi. 5.

The boundless, overflowing, bursting gladness, . Prom. iv. 320.

From the full fountain of its boundless love, . Q. Mab, V. 42.

In the boundless realm of unending change. There is no work, 24.
. Great Spirit whom the sea of d(9MW(//ci-.y thought XwoFr. Invoc.l.i.

Bounds, V. tr. sets limits to.

Bounds this with its recesses wide and deep. . Fr. The Desarts, 3.

That bounds imagination's flight, Q. Mab, ll. 72.

Baunds, v. intr, springs, leaps.

Though weak, as the lama, that b. on the mountains. Bigotry, III. i.

Bounds, n. <1) limits, barriers.

Of the bounds of English coast ; . . . . Mask, Lxvil. ^.

He bursts Heaven's iounds. Prom., l. 334.
Sleep, Ocean, in the rocky b. That circle thy domain ! Q. Mab, i. 116.

(li) Fig. of things immaterial, undefined limus.
He overleaps the bounds. Alastor, 207.

The bounds of true and false, are past, . . . Faust, li. 41.

which dared remove Nature's high bounds— . . Ld. Ch. xiv. 4.

Which mark the bounds of time, O thou, 5.

whose stem bounds Shut him frpm all that's good Q. Mab, ill. 91.

See, the bounds of the air are shaken— .... Two Spirits, 19.

Bounteous, adj. beneficent, kindly.
And that the bount. wizard then would place Sonn,fro-m Dante, 9,

Bout, n. pleasant meeting, encounter.
Oh ! there are themes enough for many a bout . Gisb. 311.

Bow, n. iX) an instrument for shooting arrows.
would break Her bow and winged reeds, . . . Adonais, xi. 7.

When like Apollo, from his golden bvw, . . . xxvni. 6.

He of the Silver Bcmi Horn. Merc. Liv. i.

Lest thou shouldst steal my lyre and crooked 5(7w; / Lxxxvili. 2.

never steal his b(yw or dart, Lxxxix. 4.

The shadows green Of the wild woods, the boWy . Horn. Venus, 15.

to grasp in fear His Asian shield and bow, . . Loon, x. vi. 4.

(ii) Fig.
thepestsswiftBane. . .whileyetitsi. istwanging— VI. xvii. 3.

the keen sun's All-piercing d(7zi', /V-oot. III. iii. 119.

Bow, n. the rainbow.
Is the million-coloured bff^; Cloud, 70.

The watery bow burned in the evening flame, . . Witch, Ded. III. 5,

Bow, ;/. the crescent moon.
the Mother of the Months had bent Her ii^w , . iv. 2.

tBow, n. an inclination of the head and shouldeis.

There was a bow of sleek devotion, Peter, vil. vii. 3.

Bow, V. 1. tr. A. Lit. (1) bend.
compels Her wretched slave to bcm) the kijee . . Q. Mab, v. i?8.

(2; lower, incline.

And bow their burning crests, and glide in fire . Prom. 11. ii. Si.

B. I'ig. humble, bend morally.
Bow thy white head before offended God, . . . Cenct, I. iii. 157.

Bow their towered crests to mutability Hellas, 846.

II. rejl. sink.

They bow themselves unto the grave : Hellas, 909.

III. intr. Fig. (1) submit.
the subject world to woman's will must bow. . . Laon, IX. xvi. 9.

To whom all things of Earth and Heaven do bow Prom. I. 284.

(2) cringe, give way.,
all betray and bow. Command, or kill, .... Laon, Vlll. ix. 8.

nor those who bow To thrones Vlll. xii. 8.

Anarchy, to thee we bow, Mask, xvill. 3.

Before whose image bow the vulgar great, . . . Q. Mab, v. 50.

Bowed, V. I. tr. (1) bent down.
he ^fJTfff// his head, and his heart burst Hellas, ^g2.

Lawyers and priests, ... To the earth their pale

brows bowed; . . . . . . Mask, xvii. 2.

(2) Fig. lowered.
But never bowed oxvr, snowy crest ... . Prom. I. 91.

II. itUr. made salutation, cringed,

-ffowtfrf and grinned to every one, ... . Mask, xix. 2.

And Peter Sowed, quite pleased and proud, . . . Peter, ll. xiv. i.

Bowed, pp A. Lit. (1) bent down,
her face was bowed, Ginevra, 22.

(2) btooping.
But he was di?wfi(=? and bent with fears, . . . . Rosal. ^2^.

B. J'ig. crushed, depressed mentally.
has thus bowed His being— Julian, 205.

Had bowed her natural powers to decay. . Mother Or Son, l. 3.

weight of hours has chamed and bowed . Ode W. 'Wind, IV. 13.

Bowed,///, (zc^'.'bent down.
With bosoms bare, and bowed heads, Dcemon, l. 278.

an instrument Of all things ill—distorted, bowed
and bent Laon, VII. viii. 5.

Bowels, n. the intestines.

and all the gore Pursed in the ^OTWc/?/ . - . . Hom.Merc.'X.yi.'j.

Bower, n. A. Lit. ^1) a shady or leafy recess.

where odorous plants entwine ... a natural bower^ Alastor, 147.

The hues of heaven that canopied his bower . . 197.

Leafy vine, unwreathe thy bower, . . . Calderon, III. 75.

where the woods to frame a bower.... . Laon, Ded. 11. 3.

Some tangled bower of vines around me shed, . il. i. 5.

In the ivy $<?zw^?'.disconsolate ; . . . . Mary, 5.

And in his olive bower at CEnoe Pr. Athan. II. i. 8.

It gleams upon the ivied bower, .... .St. Ir. (4) IV. 3.

Was as a green and overarching bower . . . Witch, lxix. 7.

(2 J poet, a dwelling-place.
May a windless bower be built ^^- Hills, 344.
Were heaped in the recesses of her bower; . Witch, xx. 4.

(,3) private apartment,
a queen's bower over the public way, . . . . Ch. ist, ll. 104.

bade her to his secret bower Be borne, .... Laon, vil. v. 4.

B. Fig. (,1) place of private meeting.
Oh haste to the bower where roses are spread, . M. N. Ravail^ 71.

(2) poet, of a bird's abiding-place.
The widowed dove must cease to haunt a bower E. Williams, I. 4.

the lone Nightingale . . . Out of her ivy bower, . Laon, x. ii. 4.

music sweet as love, which overflows her bower : Skylark, 45.

{is) simply Fig.
It blooms in Fancy's bower. Love's Rose, III. 4.

Blushes within her bower for Freedom's expectation : Naples, iiS.

Eternity points in its amaranth bower, .... St. Ir. (5) Ii. 5

*Bowered,//. shaded, covered round.
By my window bowered round with leaves, . Rosal. 365.

Bowers, n. A. Lit. (1) shady spots or leafy recesses.

under blue night-shade Jijev^y-j; Epips. 2Sy.
Pierce into glades, caverns, and bowers, . . . i^i-
in whose bowers There sleep in their dark dew . Gisb. 270.

And some of songs in July bowers, . . Guitar Jajze, 52.

They were stript from Orient bowers, .... Hellas, 3.

Within, above, around its bowers of starry green, Naples, 28.

Within dim bowers of green and purple moss, . Prom. II. i. 45.
Can pierce its interwoven bowers, ... . li. ii. 6.

A paradise of vaulted bowers, II. v. 104.

That the same hues, which in their natural bowers Question, V. 3.

In the ^OTwerj of mossy lonelinesses . . . Rosal. 1029.
And where a little terrace from its bowers, . . 1249.
Some lost among bowers of blossoming trees, . Sensit. PI. I. 52.

And the leafless net-work of parasite bowers . ill. 48.
flit From their ^(Kwc^j of deadly yew ... . Similes, ll. 2.

Make a green space among the silent bowers. Woodman, 55.

(2) abodes.
The birds were shivering in their leafless bowers^ Ziuxa, XI. 5.

(3) dwellings, houses.
and the &7wsrj Of solitary wealth ; , . , Tower ojFam. 12.

B. Fig. abodes, in purely Fig. sense.
And the pure stars in their eternal bowers - . . Apollo, IV. 3.

Under the bowers Where the Ocean Powers . . Arethusa, IV. i.

Sublime on the towers of my skiey bowers, . . Cloud, 17.

luring to faint bowers . . . rain-bow-winged showers ; Epips. 353.
Vultures, who build your bowers .... Far^Jaraway^ il. i.

in visioned bowers Of studious zeal Int. Beauty^ vi. 5.

And in the inmost bowers of sense and thought, . Laon, Vlll. xii. 3.
darkening the sacred A?awrs Of serene heaven. , Ode Lib. Xll. 12.

happy hours Which we buried in love's sweet bowers^ Past, i. 2.

Death's bare bowers Prom., iv. 19.
breathe a spirit up from their obscurest bowers~ . IV. 375.
And tlirough my newly-woven bowers, .... :^— iv. 427.
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In eternity's bowers^ a seat for thee there. . . .St. If. (6) III. 8,

Where in bright bowers immortal forms abide Wiic/i^ LXIII. 7.

Bowl, «. A. Lit. (1) drinking cup.
And bubbles gaily in this j^oMen bowi . . Cenciy i. iii. 78.
Here, Andrea ! Bear the ^(Wf/ around. . . I. iii. 90.
Give me a d(Wf/of wine !

,
. i. iii. 165.

filled a Aozi;/ Three cubits wide .... . Q'c/. 38t>.

no bowl From which consuming poison . . . Faiisl, il. 304.
she gave Strange panacea in a crystal bowl:— WUch^ LXIX. 2.

^2J cup or vessel.

A pretty bowl of wood—not fu 1 1 of wine, . Gisb. 57.
within The walnut bowl it lies, veined and thin, . 67.
And in this di3w/ of quicksilver— . 72.

B. Mg.
Utterly poisoned life's unmingled boivl. . , . Mother ^ Son^ VI. 4,
He acts like others, drains the genial otTZc/,— . . Solitary^ III. 3.

Bowled, pp. conveyed quickly.
Was howled to Hell in the Devil's chaise. . Peter^ il. xiv. 5.

Bowls, n. A. Lit. capacious vessels.
Are the bowls full of milk besides ? . . . Cycl. 195.

B. Fig. \\.\ measures ot happiness,
feed from their o'erflowing bawls .... Pr. Aihan^ ii. iv. 4.

t2) for bells.

Which fairies catch in hyacinth ^OTC^" .— . . . Fr. Wine, 3.

for few Of the fairies bear those bowls so new ! . 1 1

.

The flowers whose purple and translucid bowls . Protn. in. iii. 142.

*Bownian, n. an archer.
Fell, like a shaft loosed by the bowman's error, . Laon^ x. xxvi. 3.

Bows, V. tr. bends, subjugates.
bows the proudest heads under the meanest feet. Ch. ist, II. 425.

Boy, n. A. Lit. (1) a male infant or youth.
Cries for it, like a humoured boy. . .... Devil, xiv. 4.

I found this little boy in a recess . Horn. Merc. lvi. 5.

The unabashed boy: . . . lxxii. 4.

Farewell, delightful Boy^ . . . xcvii. 6.

While yet a boy I sought for ghosts, . . . Int. Beauty^ v. i.

thou shalt see the gashes In my sweet boy^ . . Laon^ vi. f.4.

Where he thought oft when a ooy Peter, ll. ix. 2.

A printer's boy^ folding those pages, . . . vii. xv. 1.

Dear boy : why do you sob ? Rosal. 'ji).

The boy Lifted a sudden look upon his mother, . %^.
And the bright boy beside her feet Now lay, . 176.
He was a gentle boy 180.

To think that a boy as fair as he, . 188.

Sweet boy^ did I forget thee too ? . . . IJ93-
Brought in that hour my lovely boy

;

I2i'7.

And Helen's boy grew with her, . . 1287.

slept both boy and beast, . . . Witch^ LVin. 7.

1^2) a young man.
as when a boy I did devote to justice Julian^ 380.
From her maternal bosom tore the unhappy b. Mother^ Son, VI. 12.

And Bums, a Scottish peasant boy— ... . Peter, iv. xiii. 3.

a weak and inexperienced bay, ... . Q. Mab, V. 151.
Than ever yet was coldest maid or boy . . . Peviewer, 10.

Thy mother, boy, beneath the sod . . Rosal. 299.
He was a simple innocent boy ^^f- ^^' ^5-
And when next day the maiden and the boy Met . Witch^ Lxxvi. 5.

(,3) used as a term of aftection.

and her Assyrian boy^ Her love, her husband
calls— . . . Bion. Adon. 21.

Weep not, my gentle boy

;

Cenci^ II. i. i.

Poor boy, what else douldst thou have done ? . II. i. 1 1.

Did you not shield me and that dearest boy ? 11. i. 90.
Alas ! poor boy/ V. iv. 41.
have mistaken the wolf for their shepherd, my

pooTboy/ ., C^. ij/, II. 415.

B. /'zg. \1) applied to a system of thought.
a boy. More daring in thy frenzies : . . Q. Mab, vi. 79.

„ „ „ „ .' . . Superstition, 8.

(2) a name for pleasure.
And many there were liurt by that strong boy, . Ltrve, Hope, 1.

^Boyhood, n. state or period of adolescence.
If even I were as in my boyhood, . . . Ode W. Wind, iv. 6.

Boys, n. (1) male children or youths,
mirth which women, men, and boys, Wake . Mother ^ Son, Vli. 7.
Are to us as soft winds be To shepherd boys, . Prom. I. 799.
And my two wild boys Rosal. 274.
Where naked boys bridling tame water-snakes, . Witch, LVIII. 3.

\^) Fig. comrades, followers,
and all my boys Leaning upon their oars, . Cycl. 18.

^oyj of Bacchus, children of high race, . . 594.

*Brac]ElBh, adj. saltish.

With the brackish Dorian stream :

—

. . Arethusa, III. 12.

and starred it with the brackish spray ; ... Julian, 277.
as the brackish cup Drained by a desart-troop, . Pr&m. IV. 351.
Are brackish with the salt of human tears ! . . Time, 3.

*BraIini, n. the first person of the Hindu triad.

Moses, and Buddh, Zerdusht, and Brahm., and Foh, Z.a:(7«,x.xxxi.2.

^Brahmins, n. members of one of the leading Hindu castes.
whilst Brahmins raise A sacred hymn . , . . Q. Mab, vii. 35.

Braided,// Fig. entwined, interlaced.
The likeness of a shape for which was braided . Laon, iv. xxx. 3.
like a rainbow braided Within some storm, . . v. xxiv. i.

After the touch, whose power had braidea ^xa:^
grace Mar. Dr. XX. 5.

BTstidedf ppi. adj. Fig. entwined, twisted.

Twilight . . . Entwined in duskier wreaths her

dra/aVfif locks Alastor, ^^?>.

they stop and fold Their wings of braided air : . Dcem.on, I. 6t.
Thou must have marked the braided -webs of gold I. 194.

*Braids, n. Fig. plaits or interlacings.

In duskier b. around the languid eyes of day : . Summ-er-Evg. 4.

Brain, n. A. Lit. the soft mass enclosed in the skull.

When the bolt has pierced its brain / . . . . Ode Lib. xix. 7.

Sustain the cone of my untroubled brain, . . . CEdipus, I. g.

like burning gold round thy dissolving brain. . Prom.. \. 291.

when life deserts her brain, . . . . . Rosal. 1185.

B. Fig. the intellect, mind or thought.
Wander no more, from kindling brain to brain, Adonais, IX. 6.

A tear some Dream has loosened from his brain, x. 6.

And in my heartless breast and burning brain . xxvi.3.

Rolled back its impulse on his vacant brain. . Alas/or, igi.

stung His brain even like despair . .... — 222.

My brain is swimming round ;
Cenci, I. iii. 164.

the unwilling b. Feigns often what it would not ; ii. ii. 82.

My brain is hurt ; iii. i. i.

Keep her sleepless till her brain Be overworn? iv. i. 7.

Steeps not in oalm the foldings of the brain iv. i. 179.

Spare me ! My brain swims round . . v. ii. 89.
vexing his brain With my perpetual cries, . . V. iv. 35.
the dark windings of a pregnant lawyer's brain, Ch. 1st, ir. 47.
Your brain is overwrought . . ii. 475.
My brain is wild, . Con. Sing. ill. 5.

Fat as that Prince's maudlin brain, . . Devil, xiv. i.

the brain that contemplates, .... . Epips. 170.
dart their arrowy odour through the brain . . 451.
Within whose bosom and whose brain now glow Fiordispina^ 22.

Where the spirit drinks till the brain is wila ; . Fr. Mus. I. 2.

Fancying strange comments in her diray brain . Ginevra, 5.

Rung inTier brain still with a Jarring din, . . . 11.

Struck from the inmost fountams of my ^y'fliM, , Gisb. i6g.

Which beat the dullest brain for smiles, . 220.

a tempest Of dazzling mist within my brain— . Hellas, 787.
Were there such things, or may the unquiet brain, 918,
I in my subtle brain a scheme have got, Horn. Merc, xxvill. 4.

But flew from ^>'az'« to ^/tiz'm,— Julian, yt.
On this unfeeling leaf which bums the brain . . 479.
did rest and hover Like shadows o'er my brain ; Loon, i, xl. 3.

And to my brain the boundless world . . i. xli. s-

So that a dizzy trance fell on my brain— . r. xlviii. z.

and rest Upon the labouring brain .... i. 1. 9.
Waked, with its presence, in my tranced brain in. xvii. 5.
My brain began to fail when the fourth morn . 111. xxii. "i.

Thus slowly from my brain the darkness rolled, iv. vii. r.

did dare to start From the swoln brain, . . vii. iii. 6.
felt wonder glide Into their brain, . . . xil. iv. 4.
a clinging dream within my brain, . . . xii. xxiv. 6.

My brain grew dark in death^ . . . xii. xxx. 7.
This panting breast, this frenzied brain ... M. N. Melody, 10.

Forgive me, Heaven, my ^ra/'w is warp'd by woe. M.N.Post.Fr.^.
thy dark eyes threw Their soft persuasion on my

brain, . M. W. G. IV. 5.
My spirit on thy brain ; . ... Magnet. Lady, i. 3.
Its odour calms thy ^ra;"«y .... , iv. 5.
Ringing thro' each heart and brain, . Mask, xc. 3.
Passes mto my heart and brain Music, Ipant, \\. 6.
Like the man s thought dark in the infant's brain. Ode Lib. iv. 10.
That face within their brain reflecting, .... Peter, vi. x. 4.
Wrought in his brain and bosom separate strife. Pr. Athan. i, 89.
Return into the temple of the brain ... . Prol. Hellas, 192,
Obscurely thro' my brain^ like shadows dim, . . Prom. i. 146.
From the all-miscreative drai'w of Jove ; . . . . I. 448.
That we will be dread thought beneath thy brain, i. 488.

' Like music which makes giddy the dim brain, 11. i. dfi.

Sounds overflow the listener's drazM . . . 11. ii. 39.
Look, sister, ere the vapour dim thy brain : . 11. iii. 18.
my brain Grows dizzy ; ij. Hi. 49.
Whose weak brain is overladen iv. 468.
When silvery clouds float through the wildered b., Q. Mab, i. 69.
And in one human b. Causes the faintest thought, 11. 106.
his fevered brain Reels dizzily awhile

; . . . m. 58.
that high being, of cloudless draw, . . . v. 154.
the brain. Whose ever wakeful wisdom toils . v. 228.
Its strength and ardour to thy frenzied brain ; . vi. 89.

/I I) ti ,, ,, „ . . Superstition, 18.
heart of many wounds, and loaded brain, . . Q. Mab, vii. 162.
When I awoke hell burned within my brain, . vii. 186.
His form to my brain was ever clinging

:

. Rosal. 278.
Under my bosom and in my brain, . 354.
And from my brain to my dull brow . 4*12.

my poor brain is wild, 589.
Most vainly must my weary brain implore 774.
And clung like music in my brain, . . . 891.
Whose god was in her heart and brain : . . , 1078.
And that hour was the last Of peace to the dark

monk's brain St. Ir. (3) in. 3.
And his lank hand lay, on his shuddering brain ; (a) xvii. i.

That thy brain must know, . . . . . . S^lark, 102.
Breathe o'er my dying iraz« St. Dejection, iv. g.
To a b. unencompassed with nerves of steel; There is no work, 16.
a vision on my brain was rolled. . . . . Triumph, 40.
suddenly my brain became as sand .... 4o>
My brain is dizzy, and I scarce know . . . U7if. Dr. 34.
feeble wanderings of her fading brain. Waning Moon, 4.
the dim brain whirls dizzy with delight, . . Witch, v. f^.
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Tht^ had aroused from that full heart and brain. Witch^ XL. 8,

And she would write strange dreams upon the b. Lxxii. i.

ere it has past To such brief unison as on the brain Woodman^ 65.
busy purposes Of the idle brain^ Ye hasten^ 3.

Brained, v. tr. dashed out the brains of.

which Brained many a gaping pig, CEdipuSy I. 335.

^Braiuiugc, pr. pple. destroying.
By thy false tears—those millstones brain, men - Ld. Ck. xiil. 4.

tBraiuless, adj. A. Lit, emptied of the brain.

In one Jra/«/MJ skull, when the whitethorn is full, Ch. ist^ II. 371.
Shall sail round the world in a brainless skull, . H. 373.

B. Fig. (1) foolish, destitute of intellect.

Satan next saw a brainless King, Devil^ ix. i.

1^2) witless, insane.

So that I feared some brainless ecstasy, . . Laon^ III. viii, 5.

Tho' 'twas the death oi brainless phantasy, . . Vll. xxii. 8.

Brains, n. pi. of Brain. A. Lit. used interchangeablywith sing.

and knocked out his brains Cycl. 393.
Had their brains knocked out by them. . . . Mask, V. 4.
A slough of blood and brains upon the place, . CBdipus^ I. 336.

B. Fig. see Brain, B.
stands and racks his Stupid brains^ Peter^ vii. iii. i.

How many a spasm Of fevered brains^ . . Pr. Athan. 11. ii. 40.
Fled from the brains which are their prey . . . Serchio^ 28.

Brake, n. thicket.

The amorous birds now pair in every brake, Adonais^ xviil. 6.

The dry leaf rustles in the brake, Alasior, 104.
A salamander in the brake I . Faust, II. 70.

Just awake In its cradle on the brake. . . .Jane, Invitn, 6.

Through brake, gorse, and briar, ... . CEdipus, 11. ii. 132.

Whose mild winds shake the elder brake, . . . Prom. I. 793.

Brake, v. intr. (1) burst asunder.
They shrank and brake like bandages of straw . Q. Mob, I. 190.

^2) Fig. beamed forth.

From Cythna's eyes a light of exultation brake. Laon, II. xxxvii. 9.

Brakes, n. pi, of Brake, n.

One light flame among the brakes, . . . Eug. Hills, 271.

bursts through the brakes of the waste. . . . Vis. Sea^ 104.

Branch, n. bough of a tree or shrub.
every branch on which they alJt Sensit. PI. in. 80.

*BrauclL-like, adj. spread out like branches.
All overwrought with branch-like traceries . . Woodman, 58.

Branche ', n. A. Lit. boughs of trees or shrubs.
Bare woods, whose branches stain, A Dirge^ 6.

Among the branches of a pine : Cenci., IV. iv. 74.
from two smooth laurel b, stript The bark, . Hofn. Merc, xvill. -t,.

With interlaced branches, mix and meet, . Laon. Ded. Ii. 4.
Whose branches the air plays among, .... Orpheus, 29.

Perched on the lowest branches of the trees ; . . 122.

Clothinp' with leaves its branches Pr. Athan. ii. iv. 14.

Which hanging bi'anches overcanopy, . . Prom. IV. 195.
The birds are on the branches dreaming : . . . Rosal. 133.

and the branches soon By the heavy axe . . . Sensit. Pi. III. 86.

And were caught in the branches naked and bare. iii. 105.
for ever flies Round those hoar branches, . . . Xwo Spirits^ 39.
ere the blast . . . that stripped it of branches has past Vis. Sea, 28.

or, where high branches kiss, . . . . Woodman, 54.

B. Fig.
the grey earth and branches bare and dead ; . . Epips. 326.
The storm is in its b., and the frost Is on its leaves, Hellas^ 875.

and their wide branches blot the spheres Of heaven. Witch, Dea.w.$.

*Brauching, pr. ppl. Fig. spreading.
ribbed and branching, o'er The solid rind, . . xxxiii. 5.

*Branching, ///. mj. Fig. (1) spreading out like branches.
in their branching y&a\'& The eloquent blood . . Alastor^ 167.

Nurses of rainbow flowers and branching moss, . 599.
{"A) bearing marks like branches.

And weeds, like branching chrysolite, . , . Rosal. 1083.

:^BrancIiless, adj. without boughs or branches.
ancient pines Branchless and blasted, .... Alasior, 531.

or in the mangled soil Branch, and shattered stand ; Mont B. iii.

Brand, n. A, Lit. (.1) a piece of wood burning or

smouldering.
like slow fire upon a hoary brand; Adonats, l. 2.

Turn round the dnz«f/ and dry the pupil np. . . CycL ^6^.
Share in the blinding him with the red brand? .

• • 470.
the brand is a. great brand to hold '472.

Will urge down the burning brand .... 484.
The brand ViTidex the shed thrusts out its smoke, 597.
To make the drawaf stick of its own accord . . 651.

as a brand Fades in the dying flame .... Laon, viii. xxiv. 2.

When the light from the woodfire's dying brand Rosal. 267.

She held a woof that dimmed the burning brand. Witch^ XXVII. 8.

(2J a sword.
waving a brand Which flashed among the stars, Laon, x. x. 4.

wrest the ensanguin'd brand. M. //. Post. Pr. 62.

B. Fig. {!) a stigma or stain.

add the ^ra«^ of infamy Add mutilation : . . . Ch. ist, II. 2^^.
The union of the free with discord's brand to stain. Laon, IX. xvni. 9.

Nor searing reason with the brand of God. . . Q. Mab, IX, 48.

(2) a thunderbolt.

O bid those beams be each a blinding b. Of lightning ! Naples^ 158.

Brand, v. tr. stigmatise, fix.

what the indignant tongue Disdains to b. thee with. Cenci^ V. i. 56.

Branded,//. A. Lit. marked indelibly.

be brand. With red-hot iron on the cheek and forehead, Ch. 1st, III. 3.

B. Fig. stigmatised, fixed.

Like an accuser brandedwith the crime . . . Ginevra, 91.

Branded, ///. adj. stamped with a branding-iron.

Made bare his branded a.wA ensanguined brow, Adonais, xxxiv. 8.

^Branding", ///. adj. staining, disgracing.
These brows thy branding garland bear, . . . Hellas., 6yg.

Brands, n. (1) swords, weapons.
and saw on high the glare of falling brands : . . Laon^ Vi. xviii. 9.

(2) thunderbolts.

which the brands Of the tempest-shaken air . . W. Jew, (2) 6.

*Brandy-devils, n. the eftects of brandy, headache.
and brandy-devils

.^
Offer their secret vows ! , . CEdipus, I. 15.

*Bras Chapeau, c. n.

His horns were concealed by a Bras Chapeau^ . Devil, 11. 3.

Brass, n. (1) a compound metal.
Such shapes of unintelligible ^^ajj, Gisb. 47.

the grate of brass Thro' which they thrust me, . Laon, III. xiv. 2.

Survive the perished scrolls of unenduring brass. ix. xxxi. g.

Linked tight with burning brass, .... X. xxxix. 2.

On his red gridiron of ^rfljj Peter, v\\. yiw. %.

(2) Fig. typical oi hardnefas.

with triple brass Of calm endurance Hope, Fear, 12,

Brave, v, tr. (1) set at defiance, endure.
and brave its sternest will, Damon, ll. 29r.

„ „ „ g. Mab, IX. 198.

and brave Racks and chains without a groan ; . Mexican, II. 3.

(,2) Fig. survive, pass through.
appeared to brave All, save its country's ruin ; . Q. Mab^ II. 191.

Brave, adj. (^1) daring, courageous.
Gentle, and brave^ and generouSj— Alastor, 58.

of those brave bands I soon survived alone— . . Laon, VI, xviii. 6.

'^2) wdj. absol. daring or courageous persons.

The brave, the gentle, and the beautiful, . . . Alastor, 680.

For my dagger js bathed in the blood of the brave. Death, Dial. i.

Let the beautiful and the brave Hellas, 92.

Feel the pulses of the draz'^ Mexican, i. 6.

bootless rage heaps torments for the brave^ . . Q. Mab, vil. 249.

Braved, v. tr. set at defiance, endured.
How I ^raoet/ death for liberty and truth, . . Laon, I. xliv. 6.

Brav'd, //. set at nought.
Oft have I brav'd^e chill night-tempest's fury, . St. Jr. (2) II. 3.

Bravely, adv. courageously.
Yet, human Spirit, bravely hold thy course, . . Dcem-on, II. 238.

„ , „ „ „ „ . Q.Mab,\^.\\6.
but bravely bearing on, thy will Is destined . IX. 189.

Braves, v. tr. endures unhurt.
the hardest herb that braves the frost . . . Damon, II. 117.

„ J, „ ,, „ . . . ^. il/fl!*, VIII. 147.
movelessly Jt braves The midnight conflict . . VII. 262.

Bravest, adj. absol. the mo&t courageous.
those few arms the bravest and the best Seired, . Laon, VI. xiii. 6.

Braviusr, pr. pple. enduring successfully.
Braving the tempests of the night W. Jew, (2) 3.

'^'Braves, n. assassins.

the hired bravos'^ho defend The tyrant's throne— Q. Mab, IV. 178.

Brawn, n. (1 ) the soft gristly parts of a pig spiced and cooked.
or make brawn out of our gristles, CEdipus, I. 63.

(2) thick skin or hide.

we entrench you with walls of brawft, . . II. i, 143.

*Brawny, adj. muscular.
Upon each brawny haunch. ... . . , . Devil, xv. 5.

:|:Bra7ed, v. intr. uttered his cry.

No jack-ass breiyedf . , Peter, vil. xxi. 3.

Brazen, adj. A. Lit. (1) made of brass or bronze.
Nor tympanies nor brazen castanets Cycl. 185.
placed upon the fire A brasen pot to boil, . . 384.
against tne brasen rivets Of the huge cauldron, . 391.
Mitres, and crowns, and brasen chariots . . . Dcemon, i. 267.
And crash oi brasen mail as of the wreck— . . Hellas, 821.
Perennial pot, trippet, and brasen pan,— . . . Horn. Merc X. 7.

Each golden cup and polished brasen pan, . xxx. 0.

Having the little brasen lamp alight, .... Julian, 553.
With brazen links, my naked limns they bound : Laon, ill. xiv. 6.

I gnawed my brasen chain, . ... . . III. xix. 1.

and licked the brasen rust iii. xxi. 9.
Bent his thin head to seek the brasen rein, vi. xliii. 4.
the brasen rein she flung Upon his neck, . . . xii. xiii. 5.

whose brasen teeth smash The thin winds . . . Vis. Sea, 145.
within the brasen doors Of the great Labyrinth Witch, LVlll. 6.

B. Fig. ^1) powerful and hard as brass.
Within his brasen folds— . Damon, II, 88.
the curdling winds—like brasen wings , , . Pr. Athan. ll, iii. 27.

(2) inscribed on brass.

The Zodiac's ^raa'£« m5rstery, . , , . . Alastor^ 119.

(3) bold, impudent, hard.
as brasen and as bold as he . Ch. ist, i. 56.
For from the serpent's fleams a brasen glare . Medusa, V. 2.

'^Brazen-srated, c. adj. having gates of brass.
The brasen-gated temples, TozveroJFam. 12.

Breaoh, n. A. Lit. (^1) a chasm in a fortification.
'Tis false ! that breach towards the Bosphorus . Hellas, 116,
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And in that ghastly breach the Islamites, . . . Hellas^ 832.
Like the dead in a irtfoc^ Vis. Sea^ '!,()>

(2) a rift in the clouds
And that ir^acA in the tempest is widening . . 121.

B. Fig. a gap.
And tyrants throug;h the breach of discord threw Marenghi^ ill. 3.

Bread, «. A. Lit, wheaten bread.
Taxes too, on wine and breads Peter^ IJI. vii. i.

B. Fig. (1) food, sustenance.
Have snatched the bread of penury, Devil^ xx. 4.
Stab her, or give her 5?vaaf.'— /,«<?«, V. xxvii. 2,

to steep T\\tn>read of slavery in the tears of woe, Vlll. xxiii. 8.

For the labourer thou art ^r^arf, Mask,-L\v.\.
blood on the earth that denies ye bread; . . . Ode, Arise, 2.

and bring Their daily bread? Q. Mdb, ill. 122.
The bread they eat, the staff on which they lean. iv. 172.
So that no one would give us bread: RosaL 320.
For bread, and gold, and blood : Tower ofFam. 7.

Break, v. I. tr, A. Lit. fracture or destroy.
Another in her wilful grief would break Her bow Adonais, xi. 6.

Though storms may break the primrose on its stallt, Dmtnon, 11. 260.

„ M J, „ ,, „ „ Q. Mab, IX. 165.
if you should break The seal CEdtpus, I. 378.
Or drop and break his master's plate. , . . Peter, v. vi. 5.

B. Fig. (1) fracture or destroy.
Break it not thou ! Adonais, LI. 5.
for to break That chain of torment, Laon, I. xiii. 4.
And seized, as if to break, the ponderous chains . i, xxxix. 3.
I do weave A chain I cannot break— IX. xxxiii. 8.

yet tempt me not to break My chain Magnet. Lady, y. 8.

(2) subdue, tame or quell.

Can break a spirit already more than bent . . E. VViiiiaf^Sf II. 5.
Can break the heart where it abides Hellas, 979.
Which break a teachless nature to the yoke: . . Julian, 164.
the wrongs which i/'ea^ The spirit it expresses . 409.
But it might break anyone's heart to see . . . Rosal. 80.

(.3) (iisturb or dispel.

But to speak might break the speH Prom. I. 535.
Break the dance, and scatter the song ; irep.) . iv. 159.
my tears would b. The shadow of that slumber deep : Rosal, 838.

(4) infringe or offend against.
That poor and hungry men should break The laws 669.

(5) disregard or be faithless to,

to break Our holy oath?— Laqn, xij. xii. 1.

II. intr. Fig. (1) give way.
Till Scotland bend or break Ch. ist, 11. 263.

(2) be overwhelmed mentally.
even while the heart may break Adonais, xxxii. 9.
My heart will break Cenci, v. iii. 17.

When their full hearts break thus, thus I . . v. iii. 106.
Break like a bursting heart, and die in foam, . E. Williams, vi. 5.
Where it will break at last Ind. Ser. ill. 8.

Such as forces thine to break, . . . . Mary who died, ill. 8.

This heart is stone : it did not break Rosal. 314.
Make answer the while my heart shall break / Unf. Dr, 7.

(3) of the day, open or begin.
Wait till day break Cenci, iv. iv. la
And saw the golden dawn break forth, . . Laon, i. i. 6.

and like the morn about to break, .... . xij. iii. 7.

(4) of tears, to burst forth.
tears ceased to break From her immovable eyes ; i. xviii. 3.

(5) of water, burst through.
And through the chasm the flood did break . . Mar, Dr. xxii. 3.

(6) of joy, radiate.
yet his countenance . . . did break With beams . Rosal. 1158.

(7) disperse, evaporate.
from rocks and clouds they break^ Laon, Xll. xl. S.

(8) with upon^ come suddenly, infringe.

that thus unseasonably I break upon your rest. . Cenci, IV. iv. 3.

Breakfasts, n, morning entertainments.
Bfeakfasis professional and critical ; Peter, lii. xii. 5.

Breaking,///, adj. Fig. disappearing in spray or foam.
a falling shower, A breakingh'Xio^

\
— . . . Adonais^ xxxii. 6.

Breaking", pr. pple. dispersing.
Look how the gusty sea of mist is breaking . . Prom. 11. iii. 43.

Breaks, v. I. tr. Fig. (1) overwhelms mentally.
Here is the pride that breaks the desolate heart. Ch. \st, I. 154.

(2) causes to vibrate, disturbs.
It ever flows and falls, and breaks the air . . . Orpheus, 77.

(3) diversifies.

no other object breaks The waste, Julian^ 9.

(4) parries or obstructs.
the bank of land which breaks the flow Of Adria 2.

(5) arouses, interrupts.

keen reproach, which breaks ... the light sleep
of Revenge /Vow*. I. 393.

(6) dissipates, dissolves.
Whether one breaks the hoar frost of the morn, i. 45.

(7) disperses, divides.
Like ocean, which the . . north wind breaks Into

. . . waves, St. Epips. 19.

II. intr. Fig. (1) opens, divides,
the abrupt mountain breaks^ Alastor^ 551.

(2) snaps, gives way.
It breaks in our bosom and then we bleed : . . Pan, HI. 9.

(3) with (?«/, becomes manifest.
But like a fiery plague breaks out aijew , . . Hellas, 553.

(4) with on^ intervenes suddenly.
It breaks on the pause of the elements' jar. . . St. Ir. (2) III. 4.

Breast, n. A. Lit. (1) the upper forepart of a woman's
body, the chest.

Smiling upon her from her nursing breast. . . Cenci, IV. i. 149.
That is the breast which Margaret yielded to me— Faust, ll. 392.
and playing; With its deacj mother's breast^ . . Hellas, 827.

the sweet Iqoks Of women, the fair breast from
which I fed, . Laon, II. i. 2.

And in my arms she hid her beating breast. . 11. xlvii. 6.

and feeding; from one breast v. 1. 2.

She sucked her fill even at this breast, . . . Vll. xix. 6.

and turning round, clasped Wijliam to her
breast! Mother ^ Son, IV. 12.

whom this cold breast Had pillowed Rosal. 221.

'twere sweet To feed Jt from my faded breast^ . 379,
You might hear by the heaving of her breast, . . Sensit. PL II. 22.

Her only child who died upon the breast . . . Triumph, 332.
It lies on my abandoned breast, . .... Violet, Ii. 2.

(2) the chest of a man.
That snowy breast, those dark and drooping eyes. Alastor, 601.
His veined hands crossed otj his heaving breast^ Cenci, IV. iii. 11.

The death-mark on ray breast, Laon, xil. xxv. 9.
tore A tyrant's heart-strings from his guilty breast, M. Jv. RavaiL 52.
Who is he with chin Upon his breast, .... Triumph, '216.

Arj oak-splinter pierced through his breast . . . Vis. Sea^ 04.

(3) ofthe lower animals, the body.
feels her breast Burn with the poison, .... Alastor^ 228.
Hot bullets burn In the breast of the tiger, . . . Vis. Sea, 156.

B. Fig. (1) as the seat of the affections.

Light on his head who pierced thy innocent breast, Adonais,yiViJ.S.
And in my heartless breast and burning brain xxvi. 3.
But what was howling in one breast alone, . . xxxvi. 7.
When departure might heave virtue's breast

with a si^h Death, Dial. 38.
and thy panting, wounded breast Eptps. 17.

Senseless is the breast, and cold, Eug, Hills, 36.
calmer nest Than this abandoned breast;— Far,far away, i. 4,
To calm the deep emotions of his breast. . . Faust, i. 68.
Enjoy your triumph then with a full breast. . i. 93.
Darts through the tumult of a human breast , Horn. Merc, Vil. 4.
he poured desire into her b. Of young Anchises, . Hom. Venus, 54.
with triple brass . . . my weak breast I armed, . Hope, Fear, 13.
Nay, was it I \yho wooed thee to this breast . Julian, 398.
A woman's heart beat in my virgin breast, , . . Laon, i. xxxvii. ^.

the labouring; brain and overburthened breast. . i. L 9.
In vision or in dream, clove to my breast.- . . . 11, xv. 6.

was to my craving breast Fuel, not food. . . . ill. xxi. 7.
thoughts it made, which did his ^^i2j^ pollute. . vii. iv. 9.
can make the foulest breast A paradise of flowers, vill.xxu.8.
too swift and strong for one lone human breast. . ix.xxxiii.Q.
in his breast Did hate and guile lie watchful, . x. xxxii. 5.
fear killed in every breast All natural pity theuj . x. xl. 6.

as from a breast Void of all hate ...... xi. xiv. 5,
In a youthful breast and fair, .... . . Love, 2.

Sad was his life who bore thee in his breast, , . Love, Hope, 30.
Whilst throbs the tempest of my breast so high ? M. N. Despair, 6.
This breast is cold, this heart can feel no more ; M, N". Fragmt. 29.
Ah! no, the agonies that swell This panting b., . M. N, Melody, 10.
The breast that feels this anguish'd woe .... 26.
Its light within thy gloomy breast .... Magnet. Lady, iv. 6.
till the breast From which they fled recalls them, Mont B, 47.
Seem in my breast but joys Moonbeam, ill, 9.
Nor evil joys which fire the vulgar breast . . Pr, At/tan, i, 11.
Then press into thy breast this pledge of love ; . Q. Mab, Ded, 13.
Than do the changeful passions of his breast . . vi. 202.
keenest disappointment racks his breast. . , . vil. 251.
Whose keen sensations thrill within his breast , VIII. 136.
And wilt thou rudely tear them from thy breast. ix. 185.
The passions have waged in my breast, . . Q. ofmy Heart, v. 6.
Which, since the heart within my breast . . . Rosal. ^135,
Strano;e inmate of a living breast/ 404.
Thy dewy looks sink in my breast/ St. Brack, i.

And may strike cold into the breast Unf, Dr. 38.

(2) of nature.

would infect the untainted breast Of sacred nature Julian, 352.

(3) of the earth.
When rocked to rest on their mother's breast, . Cloud, 7.

But else, from the wide earth's maternal breast, , Laon, ii. xxxv. 4.
and makes she bare Her breast, x. i. 9.
And sweeps o'er the breast of the prostrate

plain M.N. Spec. Hors. 9.
Earth herself Has sent from her maternal breast Orpheus, 115.
for my wan breast was dry With grief: .... Pro?n. i. 176.
And each flower and herb on Earth's dark breast Sensit. PI. i. 7.
Had crushed it on her unmaternal breast. . , . Zu^ca, vii. 2.

(4) the surface of waters so called.
The sleepless billows on the ocean's breast . E. Williams, vr. 4.
had lent To the dark water's breast, Jane, Recoil, 78.
O'er the breast of the waveless deep M, N, Ravail, 13.
On the blast that sweeps the b, of the lake, M. N. Spec. Hors, 61,
On the winds that fan thy ^raaj^ Mexican, ill. g.

(5) of a mother country.
from a glorious Mother's breast Laon, xi. xxii. 4.
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(6) of a mountain.
its rugged Breast The steed strained up, . . . . Laon^ vi. xxii. 8.

(7) of plants.
Which unveiled the depth of her glowing breast^ . Sensit PL I. 30.
The birds did rest on the bare thorn's breast, . . T/i£ Cold, ir. 3.

jBreasting-, pr. pple. opposing the breast to.

a swift eagle in the morning glare Breasting the
whirlwind Witch, XLV. 6,

Breasts. A. Lit. the mammae of a woman.
My breasts were swolp and changed :— .... Laon, Vll. xxiv. 2.

"B. Mg. (1) of misrule.
Feeds from her thousand breasts, x. xvii. 7.

(2) the seat of the affections.

Hopes, that swell in youthful hreastSy .... Lovers Rose, i. i.

Breath, n. A. Lit. the air which we respire, the act of

breathing.
That mouth, whence it was wont to draw the b. . Adonais, xii. 2.

and the breath Revisited those lips, . . . _ .

Welcoming him we lose with scarce extinguished
the regular breath Of innocent dreams arose :

her breath Tumultuously accorded . . .

quelled His gasping breath,
Were limbs, and breath, and being intertwined
With lightning eyes, and eager breathy . .

O let thy breath flow from ttiy dying soul . .

life's ^T-tfo/A, soon possessed not.
My breath ComeSj methinks. Lighter,

XXV, 3.

b. L. 9.

Alastor, i3jS.

-: 170.

208.

.
260.

Bion. Adon. 45.
'Calderon, III. 29.
Cenci, IV. iii. 42.

V. ii. \m.
V. ii. 184.

Con. Sing. I. 6.

St. Ir. '

Sensit.

has wrung a higher truth From my last breath-
And holding his breath, died
Within thy breath, and on thy hair, like odour it

is yet, '

my breath comes quick— III. 5.
Not a groan of regret, not a sigh, not a breath, . Death, Dial. 9.
The breath of her false mouth .... . Epips. 258.
Our breach shall intermix, . 565.
Circling, like the breath of life, Eug. Hills, 367.
To lie without motion, or pulse, or breath, . . . Ginevra, 146.
Then held his breathy and, after a brief spasm, . Hellas, 396^
Suspending thought and breath ; Laon, i. viii. 2.

And hear his b. its own swift gaspings smother . —r- 11, xvii. 4.
I felt her lips and breath approve,— ..... yii. xix.' 8.
Even with thy breath and blood to live and niove IX. xx. 7.
the measured ^rea/A Was now heard tjxere ;— . xi. v. i.

those myrjiads with suspended breath xi. xi. 3.
Yet does his parting breath pssay to speak— . M. N. Post. Fr. 10.
Endless kisses steal my breath, M. N. Ravail, 89.
Catjch the warrior's gasping b.reat/i Mexican, I. 9.
The snake. The pale snake, that with eager breath Rosal. 114.
and hear its breath, ..........
Came to my knees with silent breathy . .

His breath was like inconstant flame, .
'.

The very breath we did respire
And the breath, with intermitting flow.
Chills his shudderins' breath,
The spirit, that faded away with the breath. .

But her tremulous breath and her flushing face
The weary sound and the heavy breath. ....
The sweetness of the joy which made his breath Fail, Sunset, 5.
the affliction of vain 07-eaM . '. Triumph^ 61.

B. Fig. (1) of passion, emotions, actions, desires,

aspirations, &c.
Wherein I feed it with the breath of fear . . . Cenci, i. i. n6.
the breath Of accusation kills an innocent name, rv. iv. 142.
The atmosphere and breath ofmy dead life! . . v. iv. 62.
How concealed, how persuasive, self-interest's b. Death, Dial. 33.
Feeding my course with expectation's breathy . Epips. 248.
The breath of peace we drew ......'.. Jcine^ Recoil. 38.
The darkness . . . Was Evil's ffreaih and life : . 'Ldon^ I. xxviii. 2.
the divinest flame. Which thy [Liberty] b. kindled, i. xxxii. 5.
Ruining its chaos—a fierce breath Prol. Hellas, 214.
Which, nor the tempest ij'fraM of time, .... Q. Mab,v\.22^.
He was my breath and life and light, ... . Rosal. 285.
until the drgaM Of darkness re-illume .... jViumpn, Z9^-
(2) referring to the air, atmosphere or wind.

Her dark locks floating in the breath of flight. . Alastor, 178.
whose b. can teach The wilds to love tranquillity. 587.
The breath of heaven did wander— 66g.
From the keen breath of the serenest north. . . Cenci, v. ii. 115.
and the breath of May pierces like a January blast. Ch. sst, II. 412.
Now 'tis the breath of summer night, Con. Sing. iv. 8.
And dies on the creation of its breath, . , . Dm-mon, 11. 42.

)i n 1, n 1, Q. Mab^viw. 2$.
spring's awakening breath will woo the earth, . Deemon, II. 262.

n M » I) n H ' Q- ^°-b\ IX- 167.
So the breath of these rude days Rocks the

year : . . . Dirgefor Year, III. 3.
and with breath Of melancholy sweetness on thewind Eleg. Bion, 6.
like Heaven's free breath, Epips. 400.
And evening's breathy wandering here and there . Even. Pisa, I. 4.
the hoar pines already feel her &-eath .*.,., Faust, li. 12.
But, ere the breath that could erase it blew, . . Fr. Keats, 2.

Sweet as a summer night without a breath. . . Hellas, i^.

And soothed by every azure breath, Jane, Recoil. 25.
An atmosphere without a breath, A softer day below. 75.
the shrill sea-wind, whose breath idly stirred My

hair ;— Laon, III. xxx, 3.
Like the spring whose breath is blending . . . ^r.Song,i.io.
where breath of Heaven Descended not, . . , -— vil. xxvi, 8.
and they drew the breath of its decay x. xiv. 2.

On the swift ^reo/>4 of morn, Z-a(7«, xxi.xxxii.7.

Like June's warm breath, athwart thee fly, . . Dove, 16.

Serene is the breath of the balmy air, M.N. Ravail, 93.
with breath Rapid and strong, but silently ! . Mont B. 135.

'

Flies forth its balmy breath Moonbeam, ll. 5.

O, wild West Wind, thou breath of Autumn's
being, Ode W. Wind, i. i.

and with sweet b. Loading the morning winds . CEdipus, II. i. 64.
my breath, was stained With the contagion . . Prom. i. 177,
Which the breath of roseate morning Q. Mab, I.. 25.
Let not a breath be seen to stir i. 118.

not the faintest b. Steals o'er the unruffled deep ; iv. 21.

Rise on the night-rolling breath of the blast, . . St. Ir. (2) I, 2.

His breath was a chain which without a sound . Sensit. PL III. 94.
The living breath is fresh behind, ... . . Serchio, 89.
The breath of the moist earth is light, . . . .6*/. Dejection, 1. 5.

the bitter breath of the naked sky T'he Cold, iv. 5.

Which the summer's breath enweaves, , . "Fhe Isle, 5.

(3) of nature,
not the meanest worm, . . . Less shares thy Eternal^. Dce9non,\.\S$.

5. t) M M » n n Q- ^ab, I. 274.
Will worship thee with incense of calm breath . Epips. 378.

(4) of supernatural influence.
That with their mighty breath Calderon, III. 5.
Their breath will sweep thee into dust, .... Faust, ii. 123.

(5) as a figure oi life.

and bought, with price of purest breath, .... Adonais, vii. 3,
With their love the breath between them ; . Prom. II. v. 49.
And Love, Thought, and Breath, ... . iv. 150.

(6) of the voice.'
while one, with soft enamoured breath, .... Adonais, II. 6.

Your breath is like soft music, Unf. Dr. 100.

(7) inspiration.
The irec^th whose might I have invoked in song . Adonais, LV. i.

I wait thy breath. Great Parent, that my strain . Alastor, 45.

(8) influence.

before whose b. the universe Is as a print of dew. ProL Hellas, 6.

but my breath Would give them swifter speed. . Prom.\i. v. 6.
Which breath now rises, . iii. iii, 131.

(9) of a river as life-giving power.
The breath and blood of distant lands, .... Mont B. 124.

(10) exhalation and being of plants.
And their breath-was mixed with fresh odour, . Sensit. PL i. 15,
Exhales itself in flowers of gentle breath ; . . . Adonais, xx. 2.

(11) expression of will.
The birth of one light breath ? Ch. ist, 11. 347.
(12) expressive of something very slight.

Ready at a breath to vanish,— Peter, 11. xii. z.

(13) as destructive.
Nor putrefaction's breath Leave aught .... DcE-mon, I. 18.
Here the earth'? breath is pestilence, Marenghi, xvi. i.

Whose breath d^troys all life— Orpheus, 21.
Must putrefaction's breath I^ave nothing . . Q. Mab, I. 18.
The ^TOflifyi of night like death did flow . . The Cold, 1.$.
Whose breath was quick pestilence

; . . . Vis. Sea, 50.*

*Breath-suspending', c. adj. entrancing, striking.
The music of a breath-suspending song, . . . Laon, xii. xvii. 4.

Breathe, v. \. tr. Fig. (1) exist in, live in.
learned to breathe the atmosphere of scorn. . . 11. xxxv. g.
they breathe an air. Thick, infected, joy-dispelling : Peter, III. xxiii. i.

And we b., . . . The atmosphere of human thought : Prom. I. 675.
In the atmosphere we breathe, i. 790.
Realms where the air we breathe is love, . . . 11. v. 95.
(2) express, speak, utter.

sunset may breathe, ... Its ardours of rest and of love, Cloud, 39.
Breathe low, low The spell of the mighty mistress Hellas, 27.
Breathe low—low The words which. Tike secret fire, 31.
and they began to breathe Deep curges, . . . Laon, Vll. vii. S.
Breathe put the choral hymn Nat. Ant. VI. 2.
Which vernal ze^yrs breathe in evening's ear, . Q. Mab, IV. 2.
the curses reach That famine, . . . and penury b. . iv. 177.
They b. their spells towards the departipg day, . Summer-Evg. 7.

(3) of inspiration or influence.
I breathe my soul on thee ! ........ Jlellas, 22.
Thou breathe into the many-folded shell, . . Prom'. III. iii. 80.
Breathe thine influence most divine Proserp. r. 5.

(4) pass over as an exhalation or breeze.
They breathe a spirit up from their obscurest bowers. Prom. IV. 37^.
Breathe o'er my dying brain its last monotony. . St.Dejection,\v.^.
(5 ) put motion or life into.

To breathe a aoul into the iron heart Gisb. 18.

(6) exhale, give forth.
The sighs I breathe, the-tears I shed forthee. . . E. Viviani 11.
The music and fragrance their solitudes breathe . Hellas, 105^.

II. tntr. A. Lit. of persons, respire, exist by respira-
tion.

Does not his spirit live in all that breathe, . . Cenci v iv 70
dare not to breathe. Or spit, . : : . , Cycl 6^0
His brow grows darker—drgflMe not—move not ! Hellas, 110.To breathe, to be, to hope or to despair .... Zaon, iii. xx. i.And of all those on the wide earth who breathe, . v xlvii 6And thought to dreaMe no more M. N. Ravail, 17.All things that move and breathe MontB qa
Cease they to love, and move, and breathe, and

"

ToJove,toi^.aM.,iobe; ! ! i i
" : ; '.^'JJilS
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their victorious arms Left not a soul to breathe^ . Q. Mad. ii. 154.
I never, henceforth, may breathe again ; . . . .St Ir. (%) xv'll, 3.

But when we cease to breathe and move . . . Tasso^ Song'^ I. 2.

B. Fig. (X) of inanimate things,

such as the dead breathe In chamel pits ! . . . Cenci^ III. i. 15.

Of all flowers that breathe and shine ; .... Bug. Hills^ 351.

(2) be in motion, blow,
those gentlest winds which are not known To ^., . Laon. I. xxiii. 5.

winds Of heaven, . . . May breathe nat. . . . . Q. Mab^ IV. 132.

(3") be relieved in feeling.

When I once see them safe ... I shall b. freely. Calderon^ III. 184.

(4) blow or pass through.
^reaMc Through some dim latticed chamber. . . Alastor^ 6j,\.

Breathed, v. I. tr. A. Lit. (1) inhaled or exhaled.
The which they breathed ^'x'Ceiva. those lucent domes, Prom. II. ii. 78,

which made The air his hearers breathed A<sX\^t : Rosal. 794.

(2) of the air, exhaled, blew.
And breathed \x^on the frozen mountains, . . . Jane., Invitn^ 16.

B. Fig. (1) respired.
Which many an enviousslave then b. in vain . Laon^ Ded. VII. 7.

(2) caused, shed.
a wild dissolving bliss Over my frame he ir^izM^if, 1. xlii. 7.

They breathed on the . . . memory ... of bards a
orief eclipse

; . . .
• ix. xv. 2.

Breathed warmth on the cold bosom . .
'

. . . xil. xxiii. 5.

(3) expressed, uttered.

Breathed Q^ex his dark fate one melodious sigh : . Alastor^ ^<^.

As silver sounding toneues breathed an aSrial hymn. L.aon^\. xli. 9.
The curse Once breathed on thee Prom. i. 59.
Vet if some stranger breathed \}asX name, . . . RosaL 279.

(4) of flowers, emitted, gave forth.

which to the wind Breathed divine odour ; . . . Laon^ xii. xviii, 6.

II. intr. A. Lit. respired.

She spake not, breathed not, xi. i. 3.

The Spectre of the Plague . . . b. upon my lips, . xii. xxv. 7.

As with sighs and words she breathed on her, . . Rosal. 213.

B. Fig. (1) of a flower.

Which like thy kisses breathed on me ; . . Violet^ i. £.

(2) gave utterance.
Such sounds as breathed BXQ-Kkv^A like odorous winds Dcetnon^ I. 75.
Breathed but of her to the enamoured air

;

. Epips, 205.

(3) blew.
A wandering stream of wind, Breathed from the west, Alastor^ 398.

Breathed,//. Fig. (1) expressed, uttered,

a mother's hate Breathed on her child's destroyer ; Prom. I. 179.

(2) spread, dispersed.
The strength of the fierce flame was breathed

around : Horn, Merc. xix. 4.
Breathed from their wormy beds all living things

around, ... Summer-Evg. 22.

(3) explained, declared.
the (h-ead mood Of the diviner is breathed wp^ Horn. Merc. lxxx. 7.

Breathes, v. I. tr. A. Lit. respires.

Chain one who lives, and b. this boundless air . Laon^ ll. xliii. 2.

B. Fig. (1) wafts,

when she breathes Her first sweet kisses, . . Alastor^ 11.

(2) utters or pours forth.

And breathes to the pale moon a funeral sigh. M. N. Spec. Hors. 4.
It breathes mute music on thy sleep ; . . . Magnet. Lady^ IV. 4.

Breathes its swift vapours to the circling air. . . Mont B. 126.

Which makes the heart deny the yes it breathes, . Prom,, ill. iv. 150.
his dear lament The Brescian shepherd breathes^ Triumph^ 422.

II. intr. A. Lit. respires.

he scarce Yet breathes

;

Bion. Aden. 8.

A flower that scarce breathes in the tjesert rude . Solitary, l. 5.

B. Fig. (1) thinks, aspires.

Breathes in prophetic dreams of day's uprise, Laon, Vii, xxxvii, 6.

(2) respires.

I sigh—it breathes no more on me
;

. . Violet, ill. 2,

(3) rustles.

as sedge B, o'er the breezy streamlet's edge. . Tasso, Song, III. 7.

(4) moves the air, blows.
the north breathes steadily Beneath the stars, . Laon, viil. i. 6.

Cheers in the day, breathes in the balmy groves, Q. Mab, VI. 158.

(5) moves, passes imperceptibly.
It breathes over the world : ... , Dcemon, l. 7.

Breathest, v. I, tr. impartest, afFordest.

Thou breathest sleep no more ! . . . . -^Ind. Ser. Cane'. 2.

II. intr. (1) respirest.

Thou breathest on their nostrils Prom. ll. v. 6.

(2) utterest.

Thou breathest now in fast ascending numbers. . Con. Sing. II. 4.

Breathing-, pr. pple. A. Lit. respiring.
till he lay breathing there At peace, Alastor, 644.
She all those human figures 5rffa/Am^ there, . Witch, LXVI. i.

the body lay, age after age, Mute, breathing, LXXI. 2.

B. Fig. (1) speaking, uttering.
Breathing \n self contempt fierce blasphemies . Dcefnon, I. 283,
those sweet lips. Once breathing ^o^^mx., . . Q. Mab, I. 34.

(2) murmuring.
When the winds are breathing low, . , . . . Ind. Ser, i. 3.

(3) inspiring.

breathing within it A voice to be accomplished^ Prom. III. lii. 66.

Breathing the soul of swiftness into it Witch, xxxiv. 3.

Breathing,///, adj. A. Lit. respiring, living.

blind And silent, as a breathing corpse .
_

. . . Laon, V. xlv, 7.

B. Fig, (1) living, instinct with life.

The fairest creatures in this breathing -wotX^'^ . Cenci, ll. ii. 23.

the flowers Which she had from the 0,—[earth ?] Fiordispina, 34.
Say from the breathing earth behind Prom. 11. ii, 52.
Till from the breathing lawn a forest springs . . Q. Mab, v. 13.

(2) life-like.

the irisaMw^ marble glows above Dcemon, iI. 21S.

,, „ ,, „ . Q. Mab, IX. no,
fair As breathing muThle, . I. 17.

(3) imperceptibly falling.

And pattering rain, and breathing dew, . GuitarJane, 73.

Breathing*, n. respiration.
How light and soft her dr^aM/M^ comes. . . . Cenc£,V.m. z.
In the sound his breathing kept ; Prom. I. 739.

Breathingfs, n. movement of the air.

light dreflMz'K^j of the invisible wind, .... Calderon,\\.\i^^.
The balmy breath, of the wind inhale Her virtues, Dcemon, IL 5-;.

1. ). M ]) » )t M Q. Mab, vin. 112.

Breathless, adj. A. Lit. with exhausted respiration.
And first, one pale and breathless past us by, , Laon, vi. ii, 4.

B. Fig. (1) excited, eager.
strange tears Uniting with those breathless kisses, Alastor, 35.
With frantic gesture and short breathless cry . 186.
breathless, pale, and unaware I rose, Laon, ill, vi, 6.

(2) silent, as though withholding respiration.
A breathless awe, like the swift change Unseen, . Con. Sing. 11, i.

Sleeiis on the wrecks it made, breathless and still. Hellas, 594.
Pausing in breathless silence. ..... . Laon, Xll. xiii, 2.

(3) calm, undisturbed.
While each ^r^a/^/iSjj interval . . . ._ . . . Bug. Hills, -^62.
when the breathless heavens in beauty smiled, . Laon, i. xxxvi. 7.
and Heaven was breathless with delight, . . . i. xlv. 9.
The bright stars shining^ in the breathless sea, . 11, xi. 8.
Its sails were flagging m the breathless noon— m. xvii. 3.
Did the earth's breathless sleep attune : . . . . Rosal. 974,
beside its breathless sleep That loveliest dreams Summer-Bvg. ig.

(4) unclouded, undisturbed.
In the bright wisdom of youth's breathless noon, Laon, Vlil. xxix. 8.

*Breathlessly, adv. Fig. eagerly.
and breathlessly did look On her and me, . . . viii. xxx, 6.

Bred, pp. Fig. generated.
Bred from the slime of deep oppression's den, . Ode Lib. xii. 3.

Breed, n. origin, race.
who make base their English breed Ch. 1st, l. 72.
but, hke hounds of a base breed, Hellas, 468.

Breed, v. I. tr. Fig. (1) originate, cause.
into the innovations They breed, Faust, ii. 313.
so bright, that noon did b. No shadow in the sky Laon, iii. xvi, 3.
And pain still keener pain forever breed? . . . v, xi. 2.

For fear of God did in his bosom b. A jealous hate x. xxxiv. 8.
whosejagged caverns d^'tfffflfTheirunreposing strife, XII. xix. 6,
if Life can dr^crf New wants, Ode Lib.'S^fll. it,.

(2) produce, bring fortli.

Fairer it seems than aught that earth can breed, Laon, xil. viii. 7.
II. intr. give birth to young.

they will breed Quickly enough Hom. Merc. Lxxxiv. 3.
Breeding, n. behaviour, manners.
a stone at you Will I throw to mend your breed. /— Cyd. 56.

Breeds, v. tr. Fig. (1) generates.
Such as from earth's embrace the salt ooze breeds, Julian, 6.
Such as self-torturing thought from madness b. } Laon, iv. xxxiv. 7,

(2) originates, causes.
But village mirth breeds contests, Cycl. 541.

*Breeze, n. a gentle gale, a light wind.
With ^tbreese murmuring in the musical woods. Alastor, 403.
And genii of the evening breeze, Coleridge, 2.

That quivers to the passing breeze Is less instinct

A
with thee,— Dcemon, i. 181.

And m the mconstant motion of the breese . . Even. Pisa, ll. 4.
which came Upon the d^tffi.fffi of night, . . . Ginevra, 186.
the breeze Is still— Gisb. 70.
So warm, that to admit the dewy breese, . . . Laon, IV. iii. 3.
where, be there calm or breese, vil. ix. 4.
Swells like a sail before a favouring breese, . . (Edtpus, I. 4.
Drifted along the earth-creeping breese, .... Prom. II. ii. 8.
Weave the dance oh the "floor of the ir^es-e, . . IV. 69. "

leaf That quivers to the passing breese . . . . Q. Mab, I. 270,
If some invisible breese might stir ... . . Rosal. 185.
Which the dying iy^ff^tf sweeps fitfully. . . . 1018.
Is borne upon the evening breese ; ^S"^. Tr. (4) Ii. 2.
Some open at once to the sun and the breese, . Sensit. /*/. I. 51

.

List my dear fellow ; the breese blows fair : . . Serchio, 59.
The willow leaves that glanced in the light breese. Summer, 9.
Where nor sun nor showers, npr breese .... The Isle, 6.
Nor felt the breese which from the forest told . Triumph, 69.
as on the summer evening breese, ...... 378.

*Breezes, n. gentle gales, light winds.
Like woven sounds of streams and breezes^ . . Alastor, 155^
By the midnight breeses strewn ; Cloud, 48,

L
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from the unseen lyres . . , The genii of the d. sweep. DcBmon^ I. 55.
from the breezes whether low or loud, .... Epips, 206.

. For the light breeses^ . . . heap the sand thereon. J^r. The Fierce^ 3,

like mist on breezes curled, . ; Laon^ Hi. ii. 4.

the wonder-stricken ^rees-fijkistWith theircoldlips, V. xliii. 5,

millions whom the \ving;s Of Indian breezes lull, . X. v. 8.

whose strings The genii of the breezes sweep : . . Q. Mab., I. 53.
And the warm ana fitful breezes shake .... Rosal. 959,
Oh ! take the pure ^em to where southerly breezes^ Xear^ I. i.

a jonquil when evenmg breezes fan it Triwmph., 420.

*Breezy, adj, ruffled by gentle winds.
as sedge Breathes o'er the h, streamlet's edge Tasso^ Song^ Hi. 7.

*Brere, n. old form of Briar, a prickly shrub.
And build their mossy homes in field and brere; Adonais^ xviii. 7.

*Brescian, adj. of the district of Brescia.
The Bresdan shepherd breathes, Triu-mph^ 422.

Brethren, n. Fig. (1) in the widest sense, fellow men.
We all are brethren—even the slaves who kill . Laon^ v. xi. 3.

My brethren we are free ! V. Song^ 4. i.

with their own kind Our human brethren mix. . VI. xv. 2.

(2") with snme sense of association, fellows, companions.
perchance the very slaves would spare Their 5rtf/^. —^ IV. xviii. 3.

Soldiers, our brethren and our friends are slain. v. x. i.

shall give The expiation for his brethren , . . x. ix. 6.

the spawn Of Satan, their own brethren^ . . . x. xxxvii. 6.

As must make their brethren pale— Masky LXXI. 4.

Your sons, your wives, your brethren^ .... Ode^ Ari'set 6.

Why answer ye not, still ? Brethren 1 . . . . Prom.. \. i-i,o.

Unlike thy brethren, ghastly charioteer, . . . 11. iv. 144.

(3) of birds flocking together.
From their long line of brethren in the sky, . . Laon^ x. xvi. 3.

(4) of kindred things.
Silence ! O well are Death and Sleep and Thou

Three brethren named, Fr. Silence^ 2.

(5) the elements of nature so called.

then forgive This boast, beloved brethren^ . , . Atastor, 16.

*Briar, n. the wild rose or other prickly shrub.
Follow to the wild briar dingle, Fr. Invzt. 3.

Through brake, gorse, and briar^ CEdipus^ II. ii. 132.
The fresh green leaves of the hedge-row briar^ . Rosal. 960.

Brilse, n. a gift made with corrupt intent.

the lying scribe Would his own lies betray with-
out a bribe. Witch^ LXXII. 8.

Bribe, v. tr. (1") seduce.
If one should bribe me with a thousand crowns , Cenci^ IV. ii. 26.

Whom, nor the plaudits . . . Nor the vile joys . . .

Can bribe Q. Mab, V. 174.
servile souls Whom . . . the spare mite of avarice

could bribe v. 202,

Brilied, pp. induced by payment or consideration.
And grave and hoary men were bribed to tell . Laon^ ix. xiv. i.

bribed by short-livea joys Q. Mab^ iv. 225.

Bribes, n. inducements to corrupt actions.

Whom you did urge with menaces and bribes , Cenci, V. ii. 25.

Brick, n. burnt clay.

A wrinkled clod as hard as brick,'.... . Summer, 15.

Brick, comb. adj. attr. made of brick.
dread Magical forms the brick floor overspread— Gisb. 44.
a brick house or wall Fencing some lonely court, 266.

Bridal, comb. adj. attr. (1) pertaining to a wedding.
And so she moved under the bridal y&A^ , . . Ginevra, 13.
Beckon thee to Gherardi's bridal bed ? . , . . 70.
The flowers upon my bridal chamber strewn . 80.
cold On the bridal couch, 207.
or celebrate a bridal night Loon, vi, xxxix. 5.
and on our bridal Q.Q\i.c^ reclined vi. liv. 9.'

Lilies for a bridalh^A— Remem.br. in. i.

Strewn with faint blooms like 5»'/i^a/chamber floors, Witch, LVlll. 2.

(2) Fig.
Hasten to the bridal bed— Inv. Mis. ix. 1.

and made the tomb Thy bridal bed Julian, 390.

Bride, n. A. Lit. (1) a woman newly married or about
to be married.

Even as a bride, delighting and delighted. . . . Epips. 393.
Till the isle's beauty, like a naked bride .... 474.
He lifted his wan eyes upon the bride., .... Ginevra, 49.
Till some one asked—Where is the -ffWrfi? -^ . . 133.

she is some bride. Or daughter of high birth— . Laon, vili. ii. 8.

The Prophet's virgin bride^ ix. viii. 3.

(2) a wife.

to be His sworn bride eternally. Rosal. 289.

B. Fig. (1) something to which one is closely united.
God be thy guide To the bed of thy bride! , . Castl. Adm. v. 5.

Coy, unwilling, silent bride, Inv. Mis. i. 3.

O, pallid as Death's dedicated bride, Julian, 384.

'

(2) applied to the moon as bride of the earth.

Gazing, an insatiate bride. On thy form .... Prom. iv. 471.
*Bride's-maid, n. a girl attendant on a bride.
AnAthen A bride's-tnaidvi^Tit,— Ginevra, 134.

^Bride-maidens, n. bride's-maids.
The bride-maidens who round her thronging came, 28.

Bridegroom, n. a man newly married or about to be married.
The bridegroom stands, eaten By shame ; . . . Fugitives, IV. 4.
The bridegroom Is of a very ancient family, . . (Edipus, I. 205.

Bridge, n. A. Lit. a road or path which connects two

sides of a stream or chasm.
and a bridge Crosses the chasm ; Cenci, ill. i. 259.

Before you reach that bridge Hi- j- 260.

The brid^^e of which we spoke HI- i- 273.

One halAhe Grecian army made a bridge . . . Hellas, 371.

B. Fig. (1) a connecting arch.

like a bridge of congregated lightning .... Ch, ist, II. 421,

(2) a piece of wood supporting the strings of a musical

instrument.
Fitting the bridge to both, Horn. Merc. vill. 6.

*Bridge-like, adj. curved or bowed.
From cape to cape, with a bridge-like shape, . Cloud, 63.

Bridges, n. pi. of Bridge (1).

High trotting over nine-inch bridges, Peter, VI, xx. a.

Bridle, v. tr. Fig. restrain.

Bridle the forest winds Calderon, 11. 154.

Bridled, ppl. adj. Fig. restrained.

And oft his smooth and bridled tongue .... Rosal. 252.

'"Bridling', pr. pple. riding with a bridle, directing.

Where naked boys ^r/i://2«^tame water-snakes, . Witch, UVIII. 3.

Brief, adj. (1) lasting or occupying but a short time.

Brief, rapid, irreversible, Cenci, III. i. 90.
They grant me these briefm.oni^^\s. . . . V. i. ^.
For some ^^z'^spasms of pain, . . .... V. iii. 28.

In the briejdvst and light Hellas, 205.

the Greek has paid Brzejvictory with swift loss . 288.

Then held his breath, and, after a briejspasm, 396.
In the brieftrainees of the artillery 493.
ere thou Didst start for this brie/race . . . 856.
A happy life for this briejmeloay, Horn. Earth, 27.

Like a brief^x^zxa. of unremainmg glory, . . . Laon, i. i. 2.

Fear it ! she said, with briefzx\A. passionate cry, I. xlvii. 2.

but when dr/i?/"sleep divided us : ... . . 11. xxvii. 3.

The darkness of brieffrenzy cast on me, . . . lii. xv. 4.
Which from ^a'!?/"silence bursting v. xlv. 2.

Like the brief^ory which dark Heaven inherits IX. v. 3.

Of sages and ofbards a ^rz^eclipse ; . . . ix. xv. 3,

Yet,—^yet—one ^r/£/"relapse, xii. xvi. i.

Feelings which died in youth's briefmom \ . Magnet. L^zdy, iii. 7.

Its delicate briefto\x.(^ in silence weaves . . . Marengki, xxi. 5.
Lightning that mocks the night, B. even as bright. Mutabuity, (2) I. 7.

To briefsLlliaxice, hollow truce.

—

CEdipus, II. li. 102.

with briefAnA blighting hope, Pr. Athan. Il.i. 27.
throned In 5rza/'C5mnipotence : Prom. I. 402.
Like human babes in their dr/^/'innocence ; . . iii. iii, 33.
and after d?-z'e/"surprise iii. iv. 71.
Man's briefaxidt. frail authority Q. Mab, iii. 220.
To shed on the briefilav/cr ofyouth . ... Rosal. 444.
Far worse than fire's briefa.sony 511.
Health, hope, and youth, and ^?'z£/'prosperity ; . St. Eptps. 69.
Which makes in mortal hearts its ^r/^/'abode, . 135.
what is that roost brief2si6. bright delight . . 142.
After ^r/e/"space, From every forni Triumph, 518.
ere it has past To such brief\m\Bon . ... Woodnmn, 65.

(2) short lived.

As a briefinsect dies with dying day, .... Ode Lib. xix. 10.

(3) comprised in few words.
he coined A briefyet specious tale, . ._ . . Cenci, III. i. 319.
With a briefnote of compliment, Peter, VI. xvi. 3,

(4) quick.
We must be briefz.nd bold Cenci, ill. i. 228,

(5) of space.
what are ye Who its briefcxp3.nse inherit? . . Ode to Heaven 40.
(6) Ftg. of extent.

For the ^rzif/'fathom-line of thought Eptps. 90.

Bright, adj. A. Lit. (1) of persons and their features,

cheerful, beautiful, noble.
Her bright form kneels beside me at the altar, . Cenci, 11. ii. 133.
if her bright loveliness Was kindled iv. i. 121.
Some one loves thee, rarest, Brightheyondi my telling. Cycl. f^K).

So ye, d^z^A^ regents, with alternate sway . . . Epips. 360.^
And ardent youths, and children bright and fair ; Laon, I. liv. 6.
virgins ^rz^'A/, And matrons with their babes, . . iv. xxi. 6.
for a veil shrouded her countenance bright. . . —^ v. xliv. 9.
that Phantom swift and bright

;

vi, xix. 9.
And brows as bright as spring or morning, . . vill. xxix. 3.
An Ang;el bright as day, x. x. 4.
her bright image floated on the river xi. iii. 6.
Clasped that bright Shape, xii. xxiii. 2.
Then the brighfc)3.\\A, the plumfed Seraph . . . xil, xxiv! i*.

Bright lady, who, if looks had ever power . . . Matilda, 43.
So bright that she will dim the noon-day sun ; . (Edipus, i. 395.The *r«>^A/ nymph Lyda,- Pan, Echo, /^.
With the brtgkt form beside thee

; Prom II iii 92
And thy beauty more bright Q. qf^y Hmrt, II. 4.And the bright boy beside her feet Now lay, . . Rosal. 176.
Nothing so bright can pass away : 1003.
That the same lady, Arz^^/ and wise, . . .

.' 121
1.'

a bright blot Upon this gloomy scene, .... Son Lift \2SheclasMaW^/chilJ Vis.Sea^^g.
her bright hand; and her head ig^.
that bright shape of vital stone Witch xxxv" 7
the Elysian air Which ever hung about that lady b.,

* xLV 2
(2) of the eyes, brilliant, glistening,

with eyes Bright in the lustre of their own fond joy. Alasior, 284.
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Stared at me with her broad, bright eyne. . . . Faust^ II. 165.

The Lady closed her eyes so bright, Mar. Dr. 11. 6.

With your brown eyes bright and clear, . . . Mary^ 2.

when fair Eurydice With her bright eyes . . . Orpheus^ 57.

(3) of things worn or used by men, shining, glittering.

clothed in no bright robes Of shadowy silver . . Alastor, 480.

which shining bright Under the dark rocks . . Cenci, IV. iv. 84.

He sung how Jove and May of the bright sandal Horn. Merc. x. i.

Earning bright spoils for her incbanted dome ; . Laon^ Ded. i. 4.

Bright pennons on the idle winds were hung ; . V. xv._4.

they wear Beauty like some bright robe ;— . Pr. Athan. 11. iv. 11.

(4) of the lower animals.
If no bright bird, insect, or gentle beast .... Alastor^ 13.

If bright camelions should devour Exhortation^ 21.

bright ^xsX^B did leap, . . . Like sparks .... Laon^ i. xi. 6.

where that bright child of sea did swim, . . . vil.xxvii.8.

(5) of trees, plants and flowers, gay, fresh.

To deck with their bright hues his withered hair, Alastor, 413.

so from his steps Bright flowers departed, . . . 5,^7.

those bright leaves, whose decay, ^— 584.

made the earth gleam With bright flowers, . . 674.

Round western isles, with incense-blossoms bright^ Con. Sing.iV. 10.

and bright grapes ere yet Accursfed fire .... Laon, V. Ivi. 6.

Beneath a dr«>A^ acacia's shadowy hair, . . . vili. X3cx. 3.

Whose moonluce blooms and bright fruit overhead xil. xviii. 8.

and bright golden globes Of fruit, ,. Prom. III. iii. 139.

And thinning one bright bunch of amber berries, III. iv. 81.

Green stalks burst forth, and bright flowers grow, IV. 364.
- - , , .

.

.

Question^ iv. 4.
Rosal. 678.

796.

And floating water-lilies, broad and bright^
Under the bright green buds of Mdy, .

Which bend the bright grass grapefully,
' ' ' ' ' 'i£ht i

: PL I. 74.

And the grassy meadows bright and green,

For the Sensitive Plant has no bright flower ; . Sensit.

Were bright with tears as the crowd did pass ; . III. 14.

the golden eye of the iri;^:^/ flower, Unf. Dr. i6%.

the niies Peeped from their bright green masks 208.

(6) of the heavenly bodies and meteors, shining, beaming,
the caves Are filled with my bright presence, . . ApoUo^ ri. 5.

beautiful bright stars Rule Calderon^ li. 187.

Bright 2ls the path to a beloved home, .... Ch. ist, iv. 21.

For the planet of frost, so cold and iri^Jf^^, . . . Constant, i. 5.

the thrones Of the bright stars, (^d. 340.
And the 5r«;fA/ beaming stars . . . . Z5(E7wom, ll. 331.

„ „ „ Q. Mab, IX. 239.
the Queen of Heaven's dr«^^ isles, Mpips. 2S1.

^^«^A/ as that wandering Eden Lucifer, . . . 459.
favour us with your bright company ? . . . Paust, 11. 25.

5r(^A/ wanderer, fair coquette of heaven, . . . Fr. Moon^ i.

the moon ... Is spreading the locks of her bright
grey hair. .

—-^ Fr. Song 4.

With the bright image of the Queen of Heaven . Hellas^ 636.
Hesperus . . . Fast flashing, soft, and bright. . . 1040.

bathing her bright limbs in Ocean's tide, . . . Horn. Moon^ 10.

her beams more bright and bright^ 17.

Pandeia, a bright maid of beauty rare .... 22.

To the brightSnn^ thy hymn of music pour ; . , Horn. Sun^ 2.

His countenance with radiant glory bright., . . 16.

a bright Star did glow Before my steps— . . Laon^ I. xlvi. 8.

The Bright stars shining in the breathless sea, ir. xi. 8.

and eacb bright chain of floating fire was snapt, . VI. i. ^.
whence a bright death-fire sprung, xi. xu. 6.

the sun's bright lamp To thine is a fen-fire damp. Liberty., ill. 4.

Can never boast so bright an hue . ... Mary who died., I. 6.

For thine, orb is bright.^ Moonbeam^ 1. 8.

And icy moons most cold and bright^ . . . Ode to Heaven^ 16.

Rising all bright behind the eastern hills. . . - Orpheus^ 97.
brignt KtqXmtxxb through yon pines .... Pr. Athan. u. ii. 32.

who throng those bri^t and rolling worlds . . Prom. i. 2.

Stretching o'er the sun's bright couch, . . . , Q, Mab^ ii. 25.

Studded with stars unutterably bright^ . . iv. 5.

the bright beams of frosty morning iv. 01.

When the moon is rising bright; Q. ofmy Heart.^ i. 3.

With golden stars, likeTieaven, was bright . Rosal. 1095.
The moon-beam drj!>:A; Wax'd faint ^/. 7r. (3) ix. 2.

the noonday sun looked clear and bright^ . . , Sensit. PL III. 24.

The deathless stars are bright above ; . . . Two Spirits^ 9.

made the pulse Of its bright life throb .... Unf. Dr. 134.
and bidden With that bright sign Witch, IV. 3.

(7) of the heavens or finnament, clear, translucent.
I see the bright sky through the window panes : . Cenci^ 11. i. 176.

Bright as that fibrous woof when stars indue . . Dmmon., I. 62.

Sends from bright heaven Horn. Sun. 24.

Whilst skies are blue and bright., ..... Mutability., (2) iii. 1.

Bid thy bright Heaven above, Naples^ 161.

And open to the bright z.nd liquid sky Protn. III. iv, 118.

So cold, so bright^ so still Q. Mab, IV. 19.

(8) of the day and its periods.
the speaking tones Of this bright day, .... Faust, 11. 56.
All beautiful and bright as thou, Jane, Recoil, a.

Until the bright andoeaminff day were spent, . Laon, li. xxvi. 7.

The noon was calm and bright: III. xv. i.

so bright, that noon did breed No shadow in . III. xvi. 3.

Yet soon bright day will burst— ix. v. 6.

Is dark in the bright dawn : . . . . xil. v. 8.

when bright, like dawning day, Xll. xxv. 5.

But if the morning bright as evening shone, . . Marenghi, xi. 2.

Bright day's resplendent colours fade ! . . .St. Ir. (4) i. 2.

It was a bright ^.Tid cheerful afternoon, . Summer, 1.

the bright omnipresence Of morning Trium-ph, 343.

(9) of nature.

her beauty made The bright world dim, .... Witch, xii. ».

(10) of spring.
.

Fell, like bright Spring upon some herbless plain ; Loon, Ded. VII.2.

(11) of the air or vaporous atmosphere.

Does the bright arch of rainbow clouds Alastor, 213.

clear exhalations, soft and bright, Efifs.±n\.

Till all is bright, and clear, and still, Eug. Hills, 88.

when in their flow Thro' the bright air, . • ,
- • Laon, i. lix. 5.

vapours lie Bright in the out-spread mommg s

radiancy, ^*- ^^J- 5*

And the bright air o'er every shape did weave . III. ni, 3,

in its beams, tremulous and soft and bright. . . XI. v.g.

Lightning that mocks the night Brief even as b. Mutability (2) I. 7.

Msenad-like waved his lyre in the bright air, . . Orpheus, 52.

Vomits smoke in the bright air Prom. I. 552.

When work is none in the bright silent air ? . , ill. iv. 29.

^rz^-^ifcloudsfloat in heaven, ^^' ^'^
Solemn, and slow, and serene, and bright^ . . . IV- 166.

Round the high moon in a ir^^A^ sea of air; . . Triufnph, j^^S-

Bright are the regions of the air, Two Spirits, 5.

(12) of frost and snow, pure, glistening.

Whose 5^ir>A^ print is gleamingjet; Eug. Hills, 2(^.

From earthquake-rifted mountains of bright snow Prom. I. 167.

like the whiteness of bright snow, .... iv. 220.

whose wineWas the bright dew, Question, III. 4.

(18) of water, the sea, rivers, &c.
a bright stream Once fed with many-voiced waves— Alastor, 668.

Shepherding her bright fountains Arethusa, I. 6.

Bright as in their fountain wave.— Qr/. 52.

rolls Its broad, bright surges to the sloping sand, Damon, II. 77.

)i n 11 II n n Q- Mab, VIII. ^.
to keep its waters pure and bright ^>ips. 140.

Under which the bright sea heaves ; Eug. Hills, 361.

when the calm sea was bright With silent stars, . Z-aon, I. xlv. 8.

And the dark rocks which tound the bright and
glassy bay HI- xv. g.

illusions clear and bright. Which dwell in lakes, Vli. xxii. 5.

the flood its own *n^A/ margin laves, .... xil.xix._4.

the ^^«>/i^ whirlpools of that fountain fair, . xii.xxxii.8.

dimly frowned (j'er the firz^^^ waves . .' . . . xil.xxxv.g.

Over the ocean bright and wide, Lerici, 32.

airy surge, Like me bright hair uplifted from
the head Ode'W. Wind, 11. 6.

Grindb the bright brook into an azure mist . . Prom. IV. 254.

She sprinkled bright water from the stream . . Sensit. PL II. 33.

Torturing all its quiet light Into columns fierce

and oright. Serchio, 104.

From rainbow clouds there flow not Drops so
bright to see, Skylark, 34.

The waves are dancing fast and bright, . St. Dejection, I. 2.

from the bright vibrations of the pool, .... Unf. Dr. 222.

Sparkled beneath the shower of her bright tears, Witch, xxv. 2.

(14) of parts of the earth, places or cities.

Those lonely realms bright garden-isles begem, . Dcemon, 11. 106.

„ „ „ ,, „ „ O. Mab, viii. loi.

this spot Was even as brignt and calm, '.
. . . Death (2) II. 5.

Is bright as at creation's da^. irep.) . . Faust, l. 8.

urgecfby my affairs I left bright Venice. . . . Julian^ 583.
Earth, our 0. home^ its mountains and its waters, Laon, II. v. \.

Elysian islands bright and fortunate, —^ xil. xxxi. 7.

^f-«^A/ Altar of the bloodless sacrifice, . . . . Naples, S9-

(15) of houses, buildings or abodes.
more brightWith. their own radiance Daon, I. liii. 3.

and on such bright floor did stand —^ vii. xiii. y-
and my bright abode Before me yawned^ . . . vil.xxxviii.8.

roofs were bright With starry gems, Xll. xxxvi. 5.

triumphant gates, all bright With workmanship, Mar. Dr. x. 3.

Around me gleamed many a bright sepulchre . Naples, 12.

An altar and a temple bright Circled by steps, . Rosal. 1053.
its casements b. Shone through their vine-leaves 1257.
Where in bright bowers immortal forms abide , Witch, lxiii. 7.

(16) of metals.
to wet Its bright voint in English blood .... Mask, Lxxvil. 3.

the bright chains Eat with their burning cold . . Prom. I. 32.

(17) of beverages, clear, sparkling.
thou bright wine whose purple splendour leaps . Cenci, I. iii. 77.
Wert like a golden chalice to bright wine . . . Prom. i. 810.

a crystal glass, Mantling with bright Nepenthe ; Triumph, 359.

(18) ot flame, glowing, shining.
To nourish their bright lives with baser prey, . . Epips. 582.

As within a furnace orz^A/, ^^g• Hills, 105.

Oft to their bright destruction come and go. Triumph, 154.

(19) of ceremonials or pageants, gay, cheerful.

and are sent In triumph bright Laon, v. xiv. 9.

nor the vision fair Of that b. pageantry beheld,— V. xlv. 0.

(20) of supernatural objects.

'tis like the bright procxssAon Of skiey visions . Ch. ist, I. 17.

Four shapeless shadows bright and beautiful . . DcETHon, l. 64.
A shape so wild, so bright, so beautiful, . . . i. 71.

Of a bright s&rdcph sitting crowned on high, . Dante Conv. 27.

Like a Bright ghost from Heaven that shout , . Laon, V. vii. 7.

Were the bright forms that swept the azure sky. M. N. Ravall, 36.
And he would watch them, as, like spirits bright, Marenghi, xx. 3.

Stands up before its mother bright and mild, . Pr. Athan. ii. iii. 4,
Their bright locks Stream like a comet's . Prom. II. iv. 138.
Peopled by shapes too bright to see, n. v. 108.

So bright, so fair, so wild a shape . Q. Mab, i. 74.
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Like some bright spirit newly born Rosal. 800.
As if some bright Spirit for her sweet sake . . Sensit. PL II. 17.
the new Vision, and the cold brieki car, . . . Triumph^ 434.
She saw the inner form most bright and fair— . Witch^ LXVI. 5.

B. Fig. (1) joyous, mentally bright.
A swan .... bent its bright course . ^ . . . Alastor^ 278.
the firzp-A^ visions, Wherein the singing spirits rode Prom. IV. 514.
And all things strong and bright and pure, . . Rosal. S53-
smiles whose lustre bright and soft Beneath . . 832.
And delight, tho' less aright, was far more deep, Sensit. Pi. I. lOO-
Keen thoughts and bright of linkfed lore, . . Tasso, Song I. 5,

Thou in whom Some bright spirit lived, . . . W. Shel, (3) i. 2.

All those bright natures which adorned its prime, Witch, I. 4.

(2) of conditions, illustrious, glorious, noble.
Not all to that bright station dared to climb ; . Adonais, V. 2.

would I were of that bright country

!

. . Calderon^ I. 97.
An image of some bright 'E.texrvAy \ . . . . Epips. 115.
Bright OT dim are they as the robes Hellas, 269.
the thrones and idols of the West, Now bright!— 264.
Ascribe to your bright senate, 422.
And leave, if nought so bright may live, . .

'
1088.

more bright and good Than all who fell, . . . 1091.
Of the b. Gods, and the dark desert Earth : Hotn. Merc. Lxxn. 8.

forever seeing Their bright creations, . . . Pr. Athan. II. i. 17.

Gloomy or bright as the throneg they fill. . . , Prol. Hellas^ 70.
Were borne aloft in bright emblazonry ; . , Prom. I. 649.
Thetis, bright image ofeternity ! HI. i. 36.
'tis the false laurel that I wear ; Bright though
\ it seem, Tersa Rima, g.

(3) of things delightful to the mind, thought or fancy.
By solemn vision, and bright silver dream, . . Alastor, 67.

- thus driven By the bright shadow of that lovely
dream, 233.

Rapt in bright dreams of dawning Royalty. . , Carlton, 4.
from a glorious pinnacle In a bright dx^z-va., . . Ch. ist, II. 135.
Till those bright plumes of thought, Epips. 15.

Love is like understanding, that grows bright, . 162.
until all was bright Between the Heaven and Earth 288.
And all my being became bright or dim . . . 296.
Be his, as Heaven seems. Clear, and bright, and deep ! Hellas^ 11.

Like tne bright shade of some immortal dream Imoh, 11. xxiii. 8.

Make their divided streams more b. and rapid now, iii. xxiv. 9.
clasps this barren world in its own bright em-

brace! . . . Laon^v.Song,^.!^.
from that bright fountain's shadowy waves . . Vll. xxxiv. 3.

In the bright wisdom of youth's breathless noon, viii. xxix. 3.

And dazed by that bright error, Love, Hope, 19.
That fire, more warm and b. than life or hop,e, Marenghi. xviii. ^.

O, that the wise Trom their ^rz^^/ minds .
' . . Ode Lib. xvi. i.

Be it brierht as all between Cloudless skies , Prom. I. 680.
Within that .^rtp-A; pavilion 11. i. 125.

arising bright From the embrace of beauty, . ill. iii. 50.
Wrapt in sweet sounds, as in bright ysMs, . . . IV. 82.

Bright threads whence mothers weave .... iv. 414.
manhood dims Bright rezson's ray, Q. Mab, iv. 115.

thoughts Of purity, with radiant eenius bright^ . Vll. 154.
a wipged band Of bright persuasions, .... Rosal. 747.
that most brief and 3r2^:A^ delight ... . St. Epips. 142.

Changing bright fancy to sweet sentiment, . . Unf- Dr. 176.
Bright reason will mock thee, When th0 lam.p, IV. 3.

(4) of sound, pleasing to the ear.

With the wine of her bright and liquid song ! . . Rosal. 1120.

Bright, as adv. brilliantly.

Bums bright or dim, as each are mirrors . . Adonais, Liv. 7.

And the stars are shining bright.- Ind. Ser. 1. 4.

'Mid pearly gems of dew that shine so bright? . M. N. Despair, 4.

*Brifirhter, adj. A. Lit. (1) more radiant or brilliant.

a wondrous hue Brighter than burning gold, . Julian, 74.
Brighter than morning light, Unf. Dr. 149.

(2) more gay.
And brighter wreaths in neat disorder flung ; Gisb, 216.

(3) more glistening.

Brighter than the viper's scale, Mask, xxvill. 2.

B. >z^, (1) more illustrious or noble.
A brighter Hellas rears its mountains .... Hellas, 1066.

(2) better, more free from sorrow.
A brightermom awaits the human day, . . . Q. Mab, v. 251.
Is it that in some 5r2^,^^£>- sphere ...... Questions^ i.

(3) more perfect or intense.

Where it may ripen to a brighter bloom. . . . Epips. 367.

Brightest, adj. A. Lit. (1) most lovely or radiant.
Best and brightest^ come away ! Jane, Invitn, i.

and brightest eyes are dull ; Prom. iv. 452.

(2) most beautiful.

^«!^^/^j/world ofmany aone; iv. 458.

(3) freshest, most gladdening.
The br^htest hour of unborn Spring, .... Jane, Invitn, y.
Wind-wmgfed emblem! brightest, best and fairest ! Z,aow, ix. xxii.-2.

(4) most brilliant.

Unrisen splendour of the 5/';^^^^^^ sun, . , Pr. Uhrisen Spien. 1.

(5) most exquisite or sparkling.
Tookd -with brightest gems Calderon, n. 116,

B. Fig. (1) most perfect.
Love's brightest roses on the scaffold bloom, . . Dcemon, 11. 274.

„ „ „ „ . Q. Mab, IX. 177.

(2) purest, clearest.

The hriffhtest viooi di ^tL\\y% still was seen— . . Laon, IV. xxx. 4.
Heaven s light on Eartti—Truth's brightest beam. Peter, v. v. 3,

whom beams of brightest 'v&vsc Are clouds to hide. Prom. iv. 534.

(3) mostpleasmg.
The embodied vision of the brightest dream, . . Unf. Dr. 52.

(4) most promising.
They cast on all things surest, brightest, best, . Hellas, 790.

Brightly, adv. (1) cheeringly, radiantly.

On the withering flower The killing sun smiles b. : Adonais, xxxii. 8.

(2) glaringly, clearly.

As brightly it illustrated her woe ; Laon, l. xvii. 4.

(3) softly and pleasingly.
the stars. Which on thy cradle beamed so b. sweet, Q. Mab, vi, 73.

Brifflitness, n. A. Lit. (1) splendour, lustre, radiancy.
Alternating Elysian brightness Faust, L 11.

the brightness of whitelig;ht Scattered in strings ; Prom, iv. 224.^

With fire that is not brightness

;

.... iv. 230.

(2) beauty, loveliness,

the brightness Of her divinest presence .... Epips. TJ.
She moved upon this earth B.^z,^^oi brightness^ Laon, ll. xxiii, i,

B. Fig, brilliancy, glory,
which cannot blot The brightness it may veil. . Adonais, XLiv, 5.
an obscure war With thy young brightness! Fr. Unrisen Splen. 5.
Its dim shapes are clad with brighBiess, . . Prom. 11. v. 67.

embodied Ray Of the great Brightness; . St. Epips. 39.

*Bri^htuin^, pr. pple. becoming bright or clear.

overhangs the founts intensely brightning , . . Hellas^ 062.
And when the red morning is brightning . . . Prom. 11. iv. 165.
O'er which clouds are brightning^ Skylark, 13.

*BriUiaut, adj. A. Lit. shining brightly.

Which floated 'mid a strange and brilliant light ; M. N. Ravail, 25.

B. Fig. true, worthy of admiration.
The brilliant pathway to pursue . . . Xremble Kings, 8.

Brim, n. "(1) the margin or shore.

Glow-worms went out on the river's brim^ . . Serchio, 22.

(2) the extreme edge.
Which twinkle on the fountain's brim Prom, iii. iii. 31,
Unmingled mantles to the goblet's brim.y . , . Q. Mab, vill. 132,
well Of crimson fire—full even to the brim, . , W^itch^ xxix. 7,

*Brimming, pr. pple. Fig. full to overflowing.
Was brimming with the blood of feuds forsworn Marenghi^ rv. 2.

^Brimming*, ppl. adj. very full or ample.
Nursed among lilies near a bri-^ming ^^x^a^xa. . Prom. III. iii. 99.

Brimstone, c. adj. attr. yellowish.
Thy skin is of a brimstone hue ; . » ... Peter, i, v. 2.

:|:Briuded, adj. tawny, brownish.
The brinded\\oxits& led forth her young, . . Witch, vii. i.

Brine, n. (1) a mixture of salt and water.
tears will make the brine; fpr the fool sees . . Ch. ist, 11. 52.

(2) sea water.
The pyramid-billows with white points of brine Vis. Sea, 23.
The tigers leap up when they feel the slow brine . 92-
the brine foams i^.
And Ocean with the brine on his grey locks, . . Witch, X. 4.

Briner, v. tr. A. Lit. (1) convey, carry.
Livi^ quick, bring my cloak, Calderon, ill. 176.
Hundreds will bring like me. Their fortunes, . Ch. ist, ii. 309.
and store of curdled cheese. Bring out :— . . Cyd. 13a
1 bring no gold, but Bacchic juice 1^2.
Bring out some cheeses now, .... . 154,
^ra'w^ the cask, O stranger, drzw^,/ 515.
Ho, there

! bring torches, sharpen those red stakes, Hellas, 970.To^rm^me ropes; Laon,vii. joax. 6.
or 6r/«^ ye steel and gold, vili. x^iii. 2.
That you. Lord GteneraJ, bringth& head and body, (Edipus^ I. 309!
(2) lead, conduct, cause to be brought,

until I can bring over The Irish regiments : . . Ch. ist, II. 349.Bring forth the prisoner Bastwick ; . . . m. i.
Bring up The Lord Bishop of Lincoln,— . . . m. 44.
Could bring . . . The mortal tenants of earth's

dark abodes, jfom. Venus, 50.
Hut he who both alive can hither bring, .... Laon, x. xli. 8.
Bring home with you That sweet strange lady-friend. Rosal. go.
B. Fig. (1) introduce.

by that Christ who came to bring a sword, . . Ch. 1j/, 11. 256.

i* 'j '^^^"'^e should bringThe^ to base company, Dante Conv. «.
He d bring him to the world of fashion .... J^ter, 11. xiii. 3.

(2) produce, provide, give rise to, afford,
for all the comfort, love, It may bring to thee, Arabic, Imit. 11. 8.
To bring news how the world goes there. . , Ch. ist, II. no.
Till time, . . . ^?'(«t^some one chance, , , . . n. 171.
That will lend power, and power bring giAd.. . . u' 240. ^

I bring i^e^ showers for the thirsting flowers, . Cloud i
With all the fear and all the hope they bring. . Deemon, II. 234.

T i.1-" 'ii . T ," . x\ " » • Q- Mab, IX. 142.
Is the news that I bring oi\\^xmz.n woe Falsehood, 16,No rjews of your false spring To my heart's winter

h^^^\ J J ••.•.•;• • • Far,faraway,i.6.
ere It die, And dying^riMP- despair. Hellas, 030.
to 6rj«P- News of birds and blossoming,— . . . Int Beauty V a
who solace sought tp 6rin£ In his abandonment !— Laon, V. kxi. 4.
would to our resolute host 5?-z«^ victory, . . . vi xiv 4years h^d passed ere comfort they would bring Mothers-Son, ii.ii*
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a deed it was to bring Tears from all men— . . Otho^ ii. 5.

who build their palaces, and bring Their daily
bread?— Q. Mab^ IH. 121.

With all the fear and all the hope they bring. . ix. 142.
But former years Arise, and brin^ forbidden tears ; Rosal. 43.
for evening;, And the power it's glimpses bring . 202.
Because they bring them land and gold. . . 682.

(3) bend or snape mentally.
I cannot bring- nxy mind, ... to leave you, Sir, . Calderon^ i. 18,

He'd bring him to a proper sense Peier^ V. xvii. 4.

(4) bring forth= engender or produce.
Fear, Revenge and Wrongf bring forth their kind, Hellas^ 729.
They must bring {or^ their kind, Laon^ ix. xxvii. 9,

And splinter and knead downi, . . All I bring iQit\\ Prom. iv. 343.

(5) bring up the rear= constitute or form.
and bring up the rear Of painted pomp with misery. Ch, isi, I. 172.

Bringlngf, /r. ///.?. (1) causing,
bringing^ ere evening, Strange night . , Triumph^ 485.

(2) with forth = producmg.
The earth, . . . Bringingior^ grass Cycl. 317.

Brings, v. tr. (1) conveys, carries.

the sweetest thing a stranger 5^M^j Is his own flesh, 119.
some gentle child Who brings them food, . . . Zjion^ V. vii. 2.

Like sheep whom from the fold the shepherd brings x. v. 4.

Famine can smile On him who brings it food . x. xxiv. 5.

Save when the eagle brings some hunter's bone, Mont B. 68,

(2) produces, affords or causes.
Half the crimson li^ht she irz«^j Eu^. Hills, ^2$.
that dark power which b. Evil, like blight on man, Laon^ il. xxxiii. 7.

When fell and wild misrule to man stem sorrow h. M. N. Ravail, 9.

The source of human thought its tribute brings . Mont B. 5.

And Nature's morn, . . . B. but a gloomier night. Moonbeam^ II. 9.
brings One mood or modulation Rke the last. . Mutability^ 7.

Brings relief to long visions of soul-racking pain ; 7>ar, Hi. 4.
little profit brings Speed in the van ..... Triumph, 100.

(3) bends or shapes mentally.
all that brings Man's free-bom soul . ... Loon, Vlll. vii. 5.

Briug'st, V, tr. conveyest or earnest.
That thou bring*si other news than a just pardon. Cend, V. iv. 44.

Brink, n. A. Lit. (1) the shore, margin or edge of water.
To the brink of the Dorian deep Aretkusa, 11. 18.
By the mossy brink. With me the Prince shall sit Carlton, i.

the fountain s brink was richly paven .... Imou, vii. xiii. i.

I sought the cold brink of the midnight surge, . M.N.Fragmt. 10.

WhicTi grew by the brink of a silver lake ; . . Music, Ipant, ill. 2.

shudders on the fearful brink Of a swift stream— Orpheus, 47.
Till I came to the brink of the ocean green, . . Rosal. 529.

(2) the extreme edge of a height or chasm.
on the smooth brink Of that obscurest chasm ;— Alastor, 636.
Upon the mountain's dizzy brink L.aon^ XI. 1. 2.

(3) the entrance.
And the brink of the dewy caves, ,

'
. Pan^ 11. 9.

(4) the horizon.
Along the brink of the gloomy seas, Rosal. 645.
B. Fig, (1) of mental state, extreme point.

When hope has kindled hope, and lured thee to
the brink,

'
Adonais, XLVii. 9.

Since I am driven to the brink.—But, say, . . Cenci, II. ii. 45.
Upon the brink of which you see I stand, . in. i, 338.
We warned you whilst yet on the brink/ . . . Peter, VI. vi. 3.

(2) mental objects with material figures.
The flood of time . . . We stand upon its brink, . Laon, xii. xxvii. 5.
On the brink of its own grave and mine. . . . Rosal. 472.
They stand on the brink of that mighty river, . 896.
They stand on the brink of that raging river, . W. Shel. IV. 3.

(3) the dividing time or point.
On the brink of the night and the morning . Prom. II. v. i.

*Briny, adj. Fig.
Sought in your briny dew W^e meet, IV. 5.

^Briony, n. a bushy growing herbaceous plant {Bryonia
dioicd).

drooping briony, pearled With dew Laon, in. ii. 7.

Bristles, n. stiff short hair of swine.
Now ifyour Majesty would have our bristles . CEdipus, l. 61.
Sausages, bristles, and blood-puddings, .... ir. i. 19,

British, adj. of England or Englishmen.
and British skill directing Othman might, . . Hellas, 1019.

Briton, n. ust&Jiguratively for the Power of England,
nor is there hope But from the Briton...... 557.

,'o'erlooks the isles that groan Under the B, frown 622.
' Victory ! The bought Briton sends 1016.

Briton, n, an Englishman.
If to the Arab, as the Briton, Peter, vi. i. 3.

Britons, n. Englishmen.
Whom Britons own to be Immortal Queen. . . Nat. Ant. I. 6.

Brittle, adj. Fig. fragile, easily broken through.
Brittle perchance as straw Julian, 182.

Broad, adj. A. Lit. (1) of great expanse.
Its broad 2lxA silent mirror gave to view .... Dcemon, i. 136.
Bound its broad zone of stillness, ir. 74.

II II „ „ Q. Mab, VIII. 63.
rolls Its broad, bright surges to the sloping sand, £}<smon, 11. "^y.

It ,1 ,1 I, „ „ . Q. Mab, Vlll. 66.

With a dr^Jfl-:/ belt of mingling cloud and flame, . Dcemon, II. 121.

„ „ ,, „ ,. . g. Mab, VIII. 167.

Folded athwart their shoulders broad ^xvA bare; . Gisb. 118.

Thro' many a vale of that broad continent. . . iMon, IV. xxxiii, 3.

on the sculptured disk Of the broad earth, . . . V. 1. 2.

a chasm desert, and'bare, and broad, Vil. xxxviii.g.

the broad Heaven shone Around, Vii. xxxix. 7.

(2) of considerable width or distance across.

whilst the broad river. Foaming and hurrying . Alastor^ 567.
broad vales between Of frozen floods, Mont B. 63.

(3) large, grand.
the sea Foams in broad \yA\.Qvj^ Faust, I. 13.

(4) of the shape of the sun and moon.
With interchange of hues mock the broad vaoovi, . Deemon^ I. 36.
Until the sun's ?>-(?aif orb Seemed resting . , '192.

Broad, red, radiant, half reclined .... Eug. Hills, 101.

The broad sun sunk behind it, . .... Jmian, 105.
The broad st2Lr Of day 132.

yon broad moon gives light To millions .... Laon, Vlll. iii. 6.

The pale moon is transformed, when her b. eye Gaaes Prom,. II. iv. 90.
The oroflrf and yellow moon Shone dimly , . Q. Mab, I, 79.
the sun's broado^^ Seemed resting .... 11, 4.
and in the east The broad ^"oA burning moon . . Sunset, 18.

(5) round, full.

stared at me with her broad, bright eyne. . . . Faust^ II. 165.
lifting at intervals His broadhXxxs. eyes on her ; . Rosal. 178.

(ej with wide leaves or petals.
Thatched with ^rffffrf flags. ....... Marenght, yivu. $.
5r(30£? fla^-flowers, purple prankt with white, . . Question, iv. 2.

And floating water-lilies, orodrf and bright, . . , iv. 4.
Broad water lilies lay tremulously, . . . . Sensit. PL r. 45.

(7) ample, large.
he cast on the broad hearth ... . . . Cycl. 375.
the steed's drijA^^ shadow past Laon, vi. xxi. 9.
cast in peace his shadow broad and dim. , . vil. xxvii. 9.
a broad and pointed shade Marenghi, xiv. 6.
With his broad ^2Xn%.

\
— ...... . Peter, iv. xv. 3.

B. Fig. {\) full, far-extending.
From the broad moonlight of the sky, . , . Apollo, I. 3.
It is a garish, $roiM?, and peering day ; . . . C£««', 11. i. 177.
There the broad\i^3xs\. of day, Dcemon, 11. 201.

n 11 II 1} Q. Mab, IX, 122.
now It winds, one torrent of broad light, .... Faust, ii, 106.
all else was clearly shewn In that broad elare, . Laon, ill. xvi. 8.
Where the broad swnx\s^ filled.. . Its whirlpools, -xil. xxxiv. 3.
With a broad lieht like day Peter, V. xiv. 5.
Are awake thro" all the broad noon-day. . . Prom. II, ii. 25.
What I dare not in broad Asiy-W^t \ (rep.) . Q. ofmy Heart, i. 6.
Crept and flitted in broad noon^SLy Unseen ; . . Sensit. PI. ill. 79.
In the broad day-light Thou art unseen, , . . Skylark, 19,
Though it was now broad day, Triumph, 337.

(2) clear, free from ambiguity.
Thou sealedst them with many a bare broad word Julian, 432.

(3) the immeasurable future.
flings The future a broad sunrise ; . . . . Laon, ix. xxv. 7.

(4) firm, well secured.
Shakes the ir^iztf basis of thy blood-stained seat ; M.N. Post. Fr.Bo.

(5) bold, impudent.
sealed up with the broad seal of Fraud, . CEdipus, l. 357.
(6) glaring, open.

shelterless in the broad noon Of public scorn, . . Cettci^ IV. i. 82.

(7) clear, ordinary.
the broad a.nd plain and beaten road, ... . Ck. ist, i. 44.By the broad highway of the world, Bpips. 157.

*Broad-foreheacled, c. adj. having large wide foreheads.
all The broadjorekeaded oxen of the Sun ; . . Horn. Merc. xvil. 2.

Broader, adj. of greater width.
Not broader than the sharp edge of a knife, . Faust, li. 399.

*Broadest, adj. of widest expanse.
fountain Oi broadest floods might quench, . . Laon, li. xlvi. 4.

*Broadly, adv. clearly, evidently.
Ominous signs Are blazoned broadly on the noon-

day sky: Hellas, 603.
*Brocken, n. the culminating point of the Harz mountains.
Now to the Brocken the witches go : . . . . Faust, li. 147.
Into the Brocken upon May-day night, . , . n. 228.

'^Broidering', pr. pple. ornamenting with needlework.
Or broideringth^ pictured poesy Of some high tale Witch, xxvi. 4.

jBroiling', /?-.///<?. seething, hot.
broiling vfaxm from the live coals, ... . Cycl. 224.
He snatches them broiling from the coal, . 357.

Broils, n, tumults, disturbances.
But village mirth breeds contests, broils, and blows. 541.

Broke, v. I. tr. A. Lit. fractured.
fell, And broke them both

—

Peter, I. vi. <.
And broke their skulls.

—

i yiil a
B. Fig. (1) disturbed, ruffled.

broke not the mirror of its billow, Triumph, 362,
(2) of sleep, disturbed.

He broke our linked rest ? Laon x i a

(3) of sound. ) -J-

Memories which found a tongue as thus he silence b. i. Ix. 9.
The echoes of the hall, which circling b. The calm v. xxii. 5.
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(4) interrupted.
Tlie gathered sobs her quivering accents broke^ , Laon^ ii. xlvii. 5.

(5) violated, disregarded.
Ours was a youthful contract, which you first Broke. Cenct, I. ii. 23.
From the oaths broke in Genoa and in Norway ; . HellctSy 560.

II. intr. Fig. (1) appeared, burst forth,
from isle, tower and rock, The blue beacon cloud 3., FugitiveSy^ 11. 12.

Until upon their path the morning broke ; , . . Loony VII. \x. 3.

(2) of sound, resounded.
sound like delight 5r<?-6fi forth Julian^ 25.
Broke on the sultry silentness alone Q. Mab^ vill. 74.
the war Of the battling clouds, on the mountain-

tops, broke ;— St.Zr.{\) III. a.

(3) with up, dispersed.
With heavy hearts and looks, '3ri7^ up

;

. Ginevra^ 163.

Broite, pp. (for broken) Fig. dispersed.
when mom has broke The roof of darkness, . . St. Epips. 106.

Broken, pp, A. Lit. fractured, destroyed.
When the lute is broken^ When the lamp^ 1. 5.

B. Fig. (1) destroyed.
even whilst we speak Is it not A/'(?A^« ^ . . . .Adonais^xxnu.';.

(2) disturbed, infringed.
has ever broken The stillness of its solitude :— . Alastor^ 589,

t.3) of repose or calm disturbed.
has broken My mighty trance ? Hellas^ 91^.
whose calm by that proud neigh was broken. . b Loony X. ii. 9.
By thy step alone Can its rest oe broken/ . . . Prom. II. i. 193.

(4)- escaped, become free from.
They knew that Satan had broken his chain, . Fr. Satan^ 7.

(5) destroyed, rendered useless.

till the lash Be broken in its last and deepest wound ; Cenciy iv. i. &].

(6) wounded mentally.
Yet knew I not that heart was broken . . , . F. Godwin^ 2.

the hearts The strong have broken— . . . Fr. Atkan. II. iv. 18.

and hearts broken by long hope, Prom. III. iv. 185.

(7) dissolved, dissipated.
Dead ! The sweet bond broken / . .... Cenct^ v. iv. 11^7.

This slavery must be broken^—

,

Loon^ II. xxxvii. 8,

(8) violated.
I would not chide thee, though thy faith is broken : RosaL 35.

(9) pierced through with light.

May have broken the woof ofmy tent's thin roof, Cloudy 51.

(10) undulating.
The ground in many a little dell Was broken^ . Laon^ VI. xvi. 5.

Broken, ppl. adj, A. Lit. (1) shattered in fragments.
some rotten ragSj and broken dishes— .... Ch. \st. 11. 451.
There rusted amid heaps oi broken stone . , . Q. Mao, ix. 120.

, (2) injured or defaced.
a queer broken glass With ink in it ;— . . . . Gisb. 84.
some few stakes Broken and unrepaired, . Julian, 11.

broken tombs and columns riven Looked vast . Laon^ II. x. 7.

(3) bent, spoiled.
The broken lily lies—the storm is overpast. . . Adonais, vi. 9.
and the broken stalks, Sensit. Pi. III. 46.

(4) wounded, lacerated.
Has his bald head broken with stripes. . . . Cycl. 205.
heedless of a broken pate, Peter, V. vi. 2.

(6) dispersing, moving.
Thro' the broken mist they sail, Fug. Hills^ 85.

B. Fig. (1) violated,

a pledge, he would have said. Of broken vows, . Ginevra, 72.
still avenging nature's broken law, Q. Mab, viil. 214.

(2) wounded, injured mentally.
The unheeded tribute of a broken heart Alastor^ 624.
but Misery feed With her own broken heart ! . . Loon, v. xi. 6.
the poor Damn their broken hearts Peter, lil. xviii. 4.
And toil, and hecatombs of broken hearts, . . Prom. i. 7.

(^3) destroyed.
That ^^w-SfiM lamp of flesh Ctf««, ill. ii. 18.

(4) discredited as worthless.
But pay that ^ro^fiw shrine again, IIellas,y^6.
the dr»^£« reed Which pierces thee ! Prol. Heilas, 12%.
And broken altars of the almighty fiend, . , . Q. Mob, vi. 222.

No longer trembling at the broken rod ix. 56.

(6) disconnected, indistinct.

Like broken memories of many a heart .... Loon, vii. iii. a.

Whose broken murmurings swell the balmy blast Star, 9,

*Brohexi-liearted, c. adj. crushed or overborne in spirit.

Whose falsehood left thee broken-hearted/ . . . Coleridge, 26.
Has it left thee broken hearted Mary who died, II. 3.
All that has left me broken hearted) Rosal. 581.

*Broiuian, adj, Bacchic (Bromius, a surname of Bacchus).
Have they the Brom-ian drink from the vine's stream ? Cycl. 1 16.

*Broniiau, as n. drink of Bacchus.
With sweet Brom.ian, long desired, 625.

Brood, n. A. Lit. the young birds hatched at one time.
Dares fearless to perish defending her broody . . B^oiry, II. 2.

And her brood expect the clanging Of herwmgs . Hellas, So.
Might seem, the eagle, for heT^ropdy Mar. Dr. IX. 2.

no brood Near Peter's house took wing. .... Peter, VII. xx. 4.
B. Fi^. or transferred sense. (1) of people, a race of men.

and a mightier ^r£7(7i/ Crouch round Hellas, z^j.

(2) applied to animals or living creatures generally.

This brood of northern vipers Ch. 1st, II. 216.

The Greeks Are as a brood of lions in the net . . Hellas, 932.
as dark lairs for its monster brood/ Loon, VII. x. 5.

(3) people belonging to a particular class.

But this infernal brood Will hear no reason . . . Faust, II. 353.
To puzzle Tubal Cain and all his brood: . . . Gisb. 51.

(4) expressing objects of natural growth.
A changeling of man's art, nursed amid Nature's b. Loon. iv. i. 9.
Thy giant brood of pines around thee clinging, . Mont B. 20.

(5) of ideas, or things immaterial.
Justice and truth, with Custom's hydra brood, . Loon, i. xxxiii. 5.

Its struggling fears and cares, dark Custom's brood, ix. iv. 6.

Faith, and Plague, and Slaughter, A ghastly brood/ X. xvii. 9.

and Folly's mitred ^?-i3(7rf/ Ode Lib. xn. 8.

And conscience, . . . calls Her venomous brood . Q. Mab, iii. 62.

scare All, save the brood of ignorance : . . , . v. 30.

Brood, V. intr. A. Lit. breed, nest.

The halcyons brood around the foamless isles ; . Epips. 412.

B. Fig. (1) haimt, inhabit,

violet banks where sweet dreams brood, .... Triumph, 72.

(2) muse or think deeply.
Return to brood qx^ thoughts that cannot die . . Ch. ist, iv. 54.
And ^/'ffiJdf on thee, but may not blend . . . Magnet. Lady, i.S.

Brooded, v. intr. Fig. ;1) mused, meditated.
o'er its peace our mingled spirits brooded. . . Z.aon, v. v. 9.

(2) pressed, weigned.
even as the Power divine— brooded upon mine. Naples, 22,

iBrooding, /^/. adj. A. Lit. sitting, nesting.
As still as a brooding dove Cloud, 44.

B. Fig. pervading, overshadowing.
Bearing within his life the brooding care . , . Alastor, 246.
Time ! Unfold the brooding pinion of thy gloom, Q. Mab, Vlll. 4.

Broods, V. intr. Fig, sits meditatively.
The— nightingale still b. On her accustomed bough, Rosal. 142.

(2J settles upon, rests on.
and like vapour broods Over the snow Mont B. 138.

(3) watches.
A God that broods o'er chaos in commotion ; . .St. Epips. 65.

Broods, n. Fig. progeny.
Sate hatching their bare broods Triumph, 501.

Brook, n. a small stream, or rivulet.

sound Of the sweet b. that from the secret springs Alastor, 478.
and stemmed The struggling brook : 528.
Like autumn's myriadleaves in one swoln moun-

tain brook LM>n, IV. xiii. 9.
Such as a feeble brook will oft assume .... Mtmi B. 7.
where the brook!s murmuring Moves the calm spirit, Moschus, 13.
Follow the herbless banks of that strange brook . Orpheus, 7.
As in a brook^ fretted \«th little waves, .... 59.
Grinds the bnght brook into an azure mist . . . Front, iv. 254.

^'Brooysxn.^, pr. pple. suffering, permitting.
Brooking no eye to witness their foul shame, . . Dcemon, I. 280.

Brooks, n. pi. of Brook.
Were as the clear and ever-living brooks . . . Adon. Cam:. 20.
like the hind at noon For the brooks, my love. . Arabic, ImiL i. 4.
The murmur of the unreposing brooks, . . . Loon, 11. i, 3.
like brooks which to the rocky lair , . . . v. xvi. 2.
Earth's cold and sullen brooks/ ... . . x. xliv. 5.

Broom, n. the reputed emblem or implement of a witch.
and scratch with the broom Faust, 11. 172.

^BrooxiiBtick, n. the handle of a broom.
Would you not like a iroowfty/ttTiJ ^ n. i.

^Broomsticks, «. pi. of Broomstick.
On poles and on broomsticks we flutter along ; . 11. 197.

Brother, n. A. Lit. a man of common parentage with
another man or woman.

Have you seen him, brother} Cenci, \\. i. 12.
My innocent sister and my only ^rtf/^r . . . . ll. ii. 46.
her brother bound to me By a dark secret, . . . 11. ii. 148.
'Tis my brotker^s voice ! ... in. i. 380.
Make thine hard, brother. m. i. y^,
he only sleeps

; you mistake, brother. .... iv. iv.56.
I send thee, at thy brother's desire, rv, iv. 92.
What wouldst thou tell, sweet brother? . . , v. iii. 14.
Brother, lie down with me upon the rack, . . . v. iii". 48!
Brother, sit near me

; v. iii. 1 17.
Farewell, my tender brother. y. iv! 141.
Masked like twin babes, a sister and a brother, . Epips. 303.But Helen clung to her brother's arm ^ Ghsi. Sty 7
yV,^"> golden-wanded brother, ask me not . . Horn. Merc. xcil. i.
Like a sister and a brother /«p, ^,j^ m, 2.
he turned and shed his brother^'s blood. . . . , Loon i xxvi g'

Sweet iro/Aff?- ofmy soul! can I dissemble . .
' li xlvii ^

'twas her brother's face— iy_ ^xx o!
I had a iro/Atf^once, but he isdead!— . ,

' ' v "xlvii «;*

row linked a sister and a brother. ....'" yi xxxix o
Once fed two babes—a sister and a brother— .

' vi xlix 2
For here a sister and a dn^Mcf .... '

ffnvnl lek
I tell thee 'tis her brother/ ; .' _' l^'
Like a sister and brother '.

V^is Sea 167They have taken thy brother a.nd sister dear, '.
', W. She/. II. i.

B. Fig. {!) as a term of endearment.
would call him with false names Brother, and friend, Alastor, 269.
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(2) a close friend.

And oft I thought to clasp my own heart's brother. Laon^ ii. xvii. 2.

3ut each man found in his heart's brother . . . RosaL 716.

(3) a fellow man, a fellow spirit.

May well . . . his brother.— Ch. ist^ i. loi.

And man is made the captive of his brother^ . . Laon^ viii. xiii, 4.

each one who waked as his brother slept, . . . Prom, IV. 63.
Upraised to shed a iro/A^r*J innocent Dlood. . . O. JJ/ai, iv. 116.

Lone, lean, and hunted by his brother^'s hate, . . Solitary^'il. 2.

(4) applied to states, conditions, virtues, vices, Sec,

associate, fellow, companion.
Ruin calls His brother Death Aiastor, 61Q.
Death and his brother Sleep ! Dcsmon^ i. 2.

„ „ ,, ,, Q. Mab^ I. 2.

Brother! arise from the dainty fare, Falsehood^ 13.

Brother^ tell what thou hast done —— 63.
Brother, well : the world is ours ; 89.
And, 5/-(?Mtfr, whether thou or I 103.
Thy firoMffr Death came, and cried, To Night, \v.\.

(5) applied to the lower animals and plants.
And demands, like mankind, his brother for food ; Bigotry, II. 5.
No sister-flower ... If it disdained its brother., . Lovers Phil. ir. 4.
winning his way from the fate of his brother.^ . . Vis. Sea, 151.

(6) applied by the moon to the earth.
Brother mine, calm wanderer, Happy globe of

land and air, . . ' Profn. IV. 325.
Brother^ wheresoe'er thou soarest . . . w . . rv. 476.

Brother, comb. adj. attrib.^ compeers, of like kind.
How did your brother kings, Ch. ist, II. 177.
he goes to call his brother Cyclops— ..... O'c/. 443.
as earthly soon As their brother lizards are. . . BxhortaHon, 24.

Brotherhood, n. Fig. (1) things harmonious or in agree-
ment.

Earth, ocean, air, beloved brotherhood! . . . Alasior, i.

- (2) fraternal feeling.
With its own mild brotnerlwod

:

Sug. HillSy 369.
myriads flocked in love and brotherhood to die. I^aon, vi. x. g.
stretch the other out For brotherhood and peace

; Q. Mab, vil. 241.

(3) compact or conspiracy.
so there Strange natures made a brotherhood of ill. Laon, X. vi. 3.

(4) an association for the common good.
a mighty brhood. Linked by a jealous interchange v. xiv. 4.
and make the earth One brotherhood: .... Pront. 11. ii. 95.

fBrotherly, adj. after the manner of a brother.
Brotherly love, justice and clemency, . . . Cenci, iii. i. 388.

Brothers, n. A. Lit. pi. of Brother.
From Salamanca, from my brothers there, , . i. ii. 49.
Some dreadful ill Must have befallen my brothers. i. iii. 35.
at this hideous feast Given at my brothers' deaths. i. iii. 122.
That I were buried with my brothers! . . . i. iii. 137.My b. ghosts should hunt thee from thy seat ! . . i. iii. 153.
Until she heard you talk of her dead brothers. . 11. i. 161.
Will not the deaths of her rebellious brothers . iv. i. 109.
Seemed like some brothers on a journey wide . Laon, V. xiii, 3.
Brothers, sisters, cousins, cronies, . . . , Peter, II. viii. 2.

brothers to brothers stoo^ Opposed ^. ^ad, vii. 215.

B. Fig. (1) men of one race or country.
To my brothers on the mountains, Cycl. 513.
Should I not share this liquor with my brothers? 538.
Which will make them fat as their brothers. . . Devil, x. 6.
when the streets ran With brothers^ blood ! . . Laon, K. xx. 4.
free and glorious brothers who had planted, . Marenghi, vi. ^.

(2) fellow-men.
Smile to inflict upon their brothers; . . . . Peter, rii. xxii. 4.

(3) companions in arms.
A band of brothers gaithering round me, . . . iMOn^ VI. ix, i.

(4) men with sympathies in common.
^^-tfMej'j / between you and me Mexican,!. \.A legioned band of Imked brothers Prom, i. 571.

Brought, V. tr. pa. t. of Bring. A. Lit. (1) see Bring (1).
Meanwhile an Arab maiden brought his food, . Alastor, 129.
In duskL ere stars were lit, or candles brought; . Asiola, \. 4.
the books you brought out of the house .... Calderon, l. 4.
You brought YOMns Bacchus to Alth^a's halls ? . Cycl. 44.
Which, . . . brought News of the terrors of the

coming time Ginevra, 89.
and the seven Who brought me thither, .... Laon, III. xxv. ^.
And when at length one brought reply, .... v. xix. 6.
a sea-eagle brought me food the while, . . . vii, xJv. 4.
the diver Who brought me thither, vil. xxiii. 2.
and boughs, yet never ropes he brought. . . . -— vii, xxbc. g'

The joyous mariners, . . . Now brought from the
deep forest ix. Ji. 2.

his goldThe miser iro«(f^/, X, xix. 5.The mother brought her eldest bom, X. xix. 7!When the summer wind faint odours brought . Rosal. 10 15.And she brought crov/ns of sea-buds white, . . 1081.
Brought pleasure there and left passion behind. . Senstt. PI. II. 24.

(2) see Bring (2).
I brought my daughter. Religion, on earth : . . Falsehood, aq.
the police had brought him here— Julian, 250.
0. their atheist kindred to appease God's wrath, . Laon, x. xlv. 8
(3) with^rM, gave birth to.

Brought forth in joy, mild Pollux void of blame, Horn. Castor, 5.

from his awful head Whom Jove brought forth, . J/iwt. Min. 5.

Euryphaessa, large-eyed nymph, brought forth ; . Horn. Sun, 4.

B. Fig. (1) introduced,
and blest the sword He brought qh earth . . , Q. Mab, vil. 171.

(2) induced or caused to come.
inquisition ... As to what brought me hither : . Cenci, III. i. 2^6.
till madness misery brought. Laon^ Vll. xiv. g.
And unsubduable evils on him brought. . , . Mother ^ Son. vi. 5.
shall smile away The tears she brought, .... Prom. in. hi. 29.
For each, as it came, brought soothmg tears, , . Rosal. 396.
Nor less Wonder, — Brought in that hour my

lovely boy; 1217.

(3) was accompanied by.
the uprest Of the third sun brought hunger— . . Laon, in. xxi. 6.

a solace sweet His very victims orought— . , . v. xxxv. g.

(4) nautical term, set, made.
when Melchior brought him steady :— . . Serc/iio, 86.

(5) yfith. forth, gave rise to.

The deeds which night and fear brought forth, . Laon, x. xlvi. 5.

Brong'ht,//. A. Lit. conveyed, carried hither or thither.
Here are the letters brought irom Salamanca ; . Cenci, i. iii. 39,
had 3^0M^<6/ The worship thence Laon,u.\\i.^.
when food was brought to them, her share . . . v. xxx. 4.
And from the Stars, and from the Ocean brought, —— V. Sonp; 3. 1.

and bade the torturing wheel Be brought, . , x. vin. S.

"

Dominic, the boat-man, has brought the mast, . Serchio, 4.
since they had brought The last mtelligence— Witch, LIV. 5.

B. Fig. (1) caused or induced.
Out of the fears . . . which vain desires have b. . Laon, xi. xvi. g.
His death a pang which famine, . . . had brought: Q. Mab, Vlii. 162.

(2) caused us to come.
Some most desired event . . . Has b. us hither ; Cenci, i. iii. 20.

(3) reduced.
perhaps remorse had brought her low Julian, 601.
by what paths I have been b. To this dread pass, Triumph, 301.

(4) submitted.
He who judged let him be brought To judgment ! Laon, v. xxxii. i.

(5) yi\\}a.forth, produced.
if sweet May Had not brought ioT^ this morn—. Fiordispina, 30.
Could have brought forth so beautiful a birth ;— Witch, x. 7.

Brow, n. A. Litl (1) the human forehead or face.
Made bare his branded and ensanguined brow, Adonais, xxxiv. 8.
Athwart what brow is that dark mantle thrown ? xxxv. 2.
Hot Shame shall bum upon thy secret brow, . . xxxvil.8.
The smooth brow gathers, and the hair grows thin Alastor, 534,
Bending a stem and an inquiring brow . . . Cenci, 11. i. 108.
And brow superior, and unaltered cheek, . . . n, i. 1 17.
a cold dew That starts from your dear d?'(7W . in. i. 5.
one with white hair, and imperious ^^Tze/, . . m. i. 71.
Of her stem brow bent on the idle air, .... iij. i. 352.
his stem and reverent brow, iv. iii. jo.
When written on a ^OTW of guilelessness : . rv. iv. 183.
a mark stamped on thine innocent brow . v. iv. iiji.

for his dear innocent brow Ch. ist, 11. 492.
bearing upon his brow A threefold crown : . . . Dcemon, l. 271!How clear its open and unwrinkled brow! . .

' u. 187.

„ . 11
. , »i ), M „ ... Q. Mab, IX. 66.

Thme is the brow whose mildness would defy . . Dcenion, 11. 290.
Of wearing on my brow the idle mask . . . B. Williams, IV. 5.
as hair grown grey O'er a young brow, .... Bpips. 265.
Round flie tortured lips and brow, ...... Bug. Hilh 42.
His driwi/ grows darker—breathe not—move not! Hdlas, no.
and his brow Was wrinkled, Horn.. Merc, XLVii. 6.
They know that never joy illumed my brow Int. Beauty, vi. 8.
That the life ceased to toil within my brow! . . Julian, 317.
his radiant brow did wear The Morning Star : . Laon, i. xlii. 5.Wonder and joy a passing faintness threw Over

my brow— j. ivlij. 2.
and the clear brow Which shadowed them . . . i. iix. 2.
an invulnerable charm Upon her children's brow, n. xliv.o.
And ere with rapid lips and gathered brow . . m. vii. i.my brow was pale, but in my cheek And lips . . iv. xxix. 6.
the King with gathered brow, and lips Wreathed v. xxiii. 6.
Her marble brow, and eager lips, . . . vi.xxxiii.8.
its ^es were thine. Its brow its lips, . . . vii. xviii.3!
Or dare not write on the dishonoured brom; . . viH.xxiii.6.
And yet obscener slaves with smoother brow, . . ix. xvi. 6.
As it her gentle hand, . . . Lightly trembled on

KK ^y\^<^t' Lerici,iS.
My hand is on thy brow, Magnet. Lady, I. 2.
And your brow more . . . Than the . . . sky . . . Mary, 7.
On his brow this mark I saw— Mash, IX. 3.
Had felt their blood upon her brow, ... . xxxv. 3.
To bathe this burning brow. Moonbeam, i. 2.
Bind, bind every brow Ode, Arise, 29.
On Saxon Alfred's olive-cinctured brow: . . Ode Lib. ix. 3.
fixed, as by a spell, Upon my brow— .... (Bdipus, ll. ii. 8a
By this brow Whose pores wept tears of bloody . I^oi. Bellas.^ 87.
From his white and quivering brow Prom. l. sS*;.
let that thora-wounded brow Stream not with blood ; i, 5^.*
An awful grace to his aJl-speaking^ brow. . . . Q. Mab vil. 82."

The murderer's brow Quivered with horror. , . <
' vil. 127.

She bound the sweetest on her sister's brow, . ix. 54.
Thine is the brow whose mildness ix. ig'y.
And from my brain to my dull iriwy Rosal. A12.
Not age, had lined his narrow brow, . ... '

429.
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And with close lips and anxious' brow Rosal^ 495.
And said, Observe, that brmv was Lionel's, . . —— / 1265.

And the dark monk now Wraps the cowl round ^

!

his hrow^ St.Ir.{^\.^,
Hi^ finger on his br&w. his lips unclosed. . . . Tasso^ 19.

Bathea in the same cold dew my brow and hair, . Triuiftpk^ 35.

A baby's or an ideot's brffw. 499'
thronged about the 5y(Ky Of lawyers, .... 509.
The marble brow of youth was cleft With care; . 523-

wind which heals the brow at noon Unf. Dr. 37.

(2) the forehead of a horse,
and kissed his mooned brow, Laon^ xii. xiii, 6.

B. Fig. (1) applied to the sky.
upon the brow Of star-deserted heaven Adon. Cane. 25.

No storms deform the beaming br&O} of heaven, . Dcemon, 11. 61.

A frown is on the Heaven's brow Jane^ Recoil. 8.

No storms deform the beaming brow of heaven, . Q. Mab, VIII. 116.

(2) of the crests of mountains.
Now far above a rock whose dark brow Frowned DamoKtt.i^i.
A wind is hovering o'er the mountain's brow ; . Epips. 409. _

clanged along the mountain's marble hrow^ . Pr.Athan. II. iii. 28.

far ^ove a rock, . . . whose dark brow Lowered
o'er the silver sea. Q. Mab, I. 220.

It was that hill, whose intervening brow .... Serchio^ 39.

(3) of a city.

With thy conquest-branded brvm Eug. Hills^ 122.

(4) of qualities, characteristics, conditions, &c.
Pale Loyalty, his guilt steeled brow^ DeviL xxvi. i.

Lady, wnose imperial h. Is endiademed with woe. Inv. Mis. II. 4.

Brown, adj, of a dark bnt not necessarily of a sombre or

dusky hue.
whose brown magnificence A narrow vale embosoms. Alasior^ 422.
That withered woman, grey and white and brown— Fiordispina,$6.
and brown com set In baskets ; Laon^ V. Ivi. 8.

With your brown eyes bright and clear, .... Mary^ 2.

Her hair was brown, Pr. Athan. Fr. i.

And tears from her brown eyes did stain . . . Rosal. 1085.
With silver locks and quick brown eyes, . . . 1212.

ere the first leaf looked brown—she died ! . . . Sensit. PI. 11. 60.

And the leaves, brown, yellow, and grey, and red, III. 34.
lay On the brown massy woods— Sunset, 17.

Brows, n. A. Lit. (1) eyebrows.
To whom the man of overhanging brows .• . Horn. Merc, xxxiii. 8.

(2) the forehead or countenance.
Weaving gay chaplets for their innocent brows . Desman, ll. 195.

brows anxious and pale With the heart's warfare ; £.aon, II. ix. 7.

And brows as bright as spring or morning, . . .
-— vill.xxix.3.

To the earth their pale browshaw&d ; Mask^ XVII. 2.

uplifted Their prostrate brows from the polluting

dust, Prom. 1. 160.

Self-love or self-contempt, on human brows, . , III. iv. 134.
Weaving gay chaplets for their innocent brows . Q. Mab, IX. no.
The crown of which his brows were dispossest . jtriumph, 324.
Written upon the brows of old and young : . . . Witch, ucil. o.

B. Fig.
These brows thy branding garland bear, .... Hellas, 679.

:}:Browziu^, pr. pple. feeding.

Begin, and, whilst the goats are browsing" now . Virgil, 7.

Bmlse, V. tr. Fig. to wound or injure.

lifts her heel To 5r»/jtf his head Naples, w^.

Bruised,/^, injured.

or ^ywz'jtffl A living flower Ce««, ill. i. 367.

*Brutal, adj. (1) rude, overbearing.
That the brutal Celt may swill Bug. Hills, 223.

(2) hard, rough.
A task of cold and brutal drudgery ;— . . . . Q. Mab, v. 74.

fBrute, n. (1) one of the lower animals.
cut That fat hog's throat, the brute seems overfed ; (Edipus, i. 81.

(2) Fig. an unfeeling or hateful person,
*Gainfit a woman that was a brute. Hate, 4.

Bratns, n. Roman patriot, died B. c. 42

.

though thy memory claim From Brutus his

own glory

—

Otko, i. 3.

Bul>)7le, n. Fig. of a bladder of water as a type of
evanescence.

A bubble fashioned by the monarch's mouth, . . Ch. \st, 11. 346.
whelms in nothing The unsubstantial b. [fame] . Q. Mab, ill. 143.
Figures ever new Rise on the bubble, triumph, 249.

Bntibles, n. A. Lit. bladders of water.

Like the bubbles on a river Hellas, 199.
The bubbles^ which the enchantment of the sun . Protn. Ii. li. 71.

But all like bubbles on an eddying flood .... Triumph, 458.

B. Fig. things evanescent.
Are motes of a sick eye, bubbles and dreams ; . . Hellas, 781,

Bubbles, v. intr. A. Lit. sparkles with air beads.
And bubbles gaily in this golden bowl Cenci, I. iii. 78.

B, Fig. stirs, moves.
Blood, like new wine, bubbles within : .... I^om.. I. 575.

^IBublJllugr* pr. pple. rising in bubbles.
a burst of waters . . . raging and bubbling : . . Laon, VII. xi. 3,

Bubbliugr, pp/. adj. the contents rising in bubbles,
seethed within the bubbling csuxldron. .... Cycl. 225.

*BucIiarest, n. the capital of Wallachia.
How said the messenger—^who . . . saw the battle

Of Bucharest ?— Hellas, 363. .

Bud, n. A. Lit. an undeveloped state of flowers or leaves.

Reflecting every herb and drooping- bud. . . . Alastor, 501,

When the shoots of the earth are nipped in the bud. Devil, xl. 4.

From each dejected bud and drooping bloom, . Ele^. Bion, 5.

Into the bosom of a frozen 5Mi/.— ..... . Epips. ii\.

Leaf and blade, and ^i^and blossom, .... Froserp. i. 4.

B. Fig. of anything undeveloped or immature.
Triumphs amid the 5«i/ of glory blown Death Vanq. 3$.

Blighted the bud of its prosperity ; Q. Mab, II. 205.

blast the human flower Even in its tender bud; . iv. 105.

*Bud-Blighted, comp. adj. desttoyed before development.
Where the bud-blighted lowers of happiness grew. Prom. IV. 122.

*Buddh, n. the founder of Buddhism.
Moses, and Buddh, Zerdusht, and Brahm, and Foh, Laon, x. xxxi. 2.

Seeva, Buddh^ Foh, Jehovah, God, or L*ord, , . Q. Mao, vii. 30.

Budding, vbl. n. opening, leaf-expanding.
The budding of the heaven-breathing trees, , . vi. 97.

„ „ J, „ „ „ . . Superstition, 26.

Budding, ppl. adj. A. Lit. expanding, coming into leaf or

bloom.
Soon wreathes of budding foliage Laon, ix. ii. 4.

And budding, blown, or odour-faded blooms . . Prorn. III. iii. 137,

Came shaking in his speed the budding yizxidis Virgil, 21.

B, Fig. developing, springing, opening.
as soft as thoughts of budding love ; Epips. 328.

Their sons exult in youth's new iaia&fz'w^ gladness^ Hom, Earth, 19.

That undeveloped flower of ^«i/<iz»^years— . , Ld. Ch. vin. 2.

Buds, n. A. Lit. see Bud A.
and she threw down Her kindling buds, .... Adonais, XVI. 2.

that waken The sweet buds every one, .... Cloud, 6.

till buds and flowers Warn the obscure inevitable hours, Gisb. 320.
And some of April buds and showers, . . GuitarJane, ^i.

The buds foreknow their life— L,aon, VII. xxxvii. 9.

Which feed spring's earliest buds, xii. xiv. 3.

when feeble dreams Visit the hidden buds, . . . Mont B. 89.
(Driving sweet buds like flocks to feed in air) Ode W. Wind, l. 11.

As buds grow red when the snow-storms flee, . . Prom. l. 791.
As we sate here the flower-infolding buds . . . li. i. 134.
We will entangle buds and flowers .... ill. iii. 30.
Dark with the rain new buds are dreaming of: . IV. 36S.
ye living leaves and iaii^/ .- IV. 545.
With its dark buds and leaves, wandering astray

;
Question, III. 6.

And stany Tiv&: buds among the sedge, . . . iv. 3.

Under the bright green buds of May, . . . Rosal. 678.
Around its unexpanded buds; ... . . St. Defection, 1. 6.
the sheaths that folded the dark buds Unf. Dr. 166.
Among the snowy water-lily dzftl^. . . . . 214. \

B. Fig. promise.
How withered all the buds of natural good \ . . Q. Mab, IV. 125.

^Buffaloes, n. the European bison.
the fever-stricken flesh Of buffaloes, Cenci, II. i. 68.
And ringed horns which buffaloes did wear— . . Marengki, xvi. 6.

Buffets, V. tr. strikes.

their weak boughs Sigh as the wind buffets them, Orpheus, 33.

Build, V. tr. A. Lit. (1) construct.
Meaning to build a, -viWa. on my vines . . . Cenci, i. 1. 18.
And they did build vast trophies, . . . . Dcemon, I. 263.
Who buildwarm houses Fr, Peo. Eng. 5.
On those who d»27(:/ their palaces, , . ... Q.Mab, III. i2i.

the human dupes who butld\i\& shrines, . . vii. 31.

(2) form, make.
And build their mossy homes in field and brere ; Adonais, xviii. 7.

B. Fig. (1) form or bring together.
Build up the blue dome of air, Cloudy 80.

(2) form, construct mentally, set up, establish.
Ah ! wherefore didst thou build thine hope . , . Coleridge, 19.
Vultures, who i&Mz'/t/ your bowers Far,far away, II. i.

And build themselves agaiit impregnably . . . Hellas, 1004.
where peace might dw?7rf her nest viii. xxii.9.
for Fear is neyer slow To build the thrones of Hate, Laon, x. xlii, 5.
Trace your grave, and build yowr tomb, , . Men ofEng, vill. 2.

which their beams Shall build on the waste world? Prom. 11. i. 126.
And our sin^ng shall build . rv. 153.
With the Spirits which build a new earth . . . iv. 164.
would build herself a windless haven Out of the

clouds ^ Witch, XLVUl. S'

"'Builder, n. one who constructs or causes to be constructed.
forgotten. As is their builder's name

!

Q. Mab, II. 133.

Building, n. an edifice.

A building on an island
; Julian, 99.

Building, vbl. n. the act of constructing.
many an orphan cursed The building of that fane

; Q. Mab, 11. 142.

Builds, V. tr. A. Lit, see Build (1).
And must inherit all he builds below, . . . l^on VI. xxvii; =;.

B. -^z;^. see Build (2).
builds thereby A sepulchre for its eternity. . . Epips. 172
the world divine Which, ... it builds beyond the grave. 598.
Dream yethatGodthus5«iV(&formanin solitude? Laon, vili. iv.9.
He builds the altar, that its idol's fee May be his

very blood;. vili. xiv. 7.
a city such as vision Builds Qde Lib. v. 2.
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Built, V. tr. A. Lit see Build (1").

Built o'er his mouldering bones a pyramid . . , Alastor^ 53.

and dwrVia temple there, /V-ow. in. m. 127.

These slaves built temples for the omnipotent . Q. Mad, VII. 97.

B. Fz^, see Build Fi^. (2).

in which Fame, the eagle, duitt Her aSrie, . . . Hellas^ 873. ^

Who *«?V^ their pride in its oblivion ; . . . . Laon, ix. xxxi. 7.

Built, /^. A. Lit. (1) see Build (1).

Is a lone dwelling, built by whom or how . . . Efi^s.^p±.
May a windless bower be built^ ^«^. -"««•, 344.

a Temple, such as mortal hand Has never built^ . Laon, l. xlix. 2.

Your own hands have i«(7i^ an home, . . . —^— Vlir. iv. i.

Cities then Were built, .
'. Prom, li. iv. 95.

The image of a temple, built above, . . . HI- >« loi.

yet shun^st The palace I have built thee ? . . . g. il/fld, in. 71.

t is ^?V/ Upon some prison homes, . . Tower ofFam. 5.

(2) see Build (2).

like a scorpion's nest Built in mine entrails : . . Laon, in. xxi. 3.

Whose nest was 5«(V/ in that untrodden isle, . vil. xiv. 5.

B. Fig. (1) see Build Fig. (1).

had Built\v\^ over her wind-winged pavilion, . Triumph, 441.

(2) covered, formed.
halls Built round with ivy, E^ips. 442.

Built round dark caverns, . . ... . Gisb, 275.

(3) framed or established.

Rose from their thrones, b. beyond mortal thought, AdonaiSy XLV. 2.

there can be built No argTiment Calderon, I. 189.

a nest Of cradling peace o«/z7/ on the mountain tops,— Ck, ist, IV. 50.

Thou mightst have built thy throne FallofBonap. 4.

Those thrones, high built upon the heaps Of bones Falsehood^ 5.

Men have ever built Their own small world . . Faust, li. 242.

shook All human things built in contempt of man. Frag. Milton, 4.

her foundations are Built below the tide of war, Hellas, 697.
Whose fairest thoug;hts and limbs were built . . 997.
'Tis built on ice which fortune's sun Thaws . . /would, 6.

there is dwz7/ a home For Freedom Z.ao«, xi. xxiv. i.

That sand on which thy crumbling power is built— Ld. Ck. xi. 4.

5m*7^ in our hearts alone— Nat. Ant. V. 2.

was built Too much on that indignant fuss . . . Peter, iv. vi. 2.

though built On eldest faith From. ill. i. g.

*Bulbs, n. stocks whence the roots and leaves germinate.
And the coarse bulbs of n-is-flowers he found . Marenghi, XXIV. 5.

BiUk, n. A. Lit. an organic mass.
whose bulk is now dissolved Calderon, II. 147.

On the living sea rolls an inanimate bulk, . . . Vis. Sea, 32.

B. Fig. overshadowing power.
He had adorned and hid the coming bulk of death. Adonais, ir. 9.

Bull, n. (1) the male of the bovine mammal.
Where a black ^m// was fed apart, Hom.Merc.'Si'^'S.W.^).

But the four dogs and the black bull are left :— xxxill. 3.

How the god Apis really was a bull, .... Witch, lxxiii. 3.

(2) a satir. name for Englishmen.
And everything relating to a bull Is popular . (Mdipus, i. 142.

Why, it is hinted, that a certain bull— .... 11. i. 59.
My name's John Bull; ll. ii. 109.

*BuU-Queen, n. satirical name for Q. Caroline.
If the Bull-Queen is divested, . . . . . 11. i. 13S.

*BuIl-rush, n. a. thick-stemmed water-weed. (See also

Bulrush.)
The new cheese pressed into the bull-rush baskets ? Cycl. 188.

Bullets, n. projectiles used with guns.
Hot bullets bum In the breast of the tiger, . . . Vis. Sea, 155,

Bullies, n. insolent truculent men.
the bullies of his fear: ... ... . . Q. Mab, IV. 179.

^Bullion, n. uncoined gold and silver.

Their bullion from the Tower; ..... . . Ch. \st, 11. 75.

Bulls, n. see Bull (1).
If to the b. and cows we take good heed ;— Horn. Merc, lxxxiv. 5.
Their arms are seven bulls in a field gules, . . . CBdipus, I. 144.

(2) satir. for men.
the milk-white bulls that feed Beside Clitumnus . n. i. 60.

(3) see Bull (2).

Call themselves Bulls, though thus degenerate, . i. 141.
But bulls with horns and dewlaps I. 275.

fBully, n. to tease or torment.
To bully one another's guilt Peter, iv. vi. 5.

*Bullyin?, /r.///(e. tormenting.
Of bullying a poor little new-bom thing . . . Horn. Merc. Lxili. 7.

^Bulrushes, n. see Bull-rush.
And bulrushes, and reeds of such deep green Question, iv. 7,

Bulwark, n. Fig. a screen or shelter.

an heaven-sustaining bulwark reared . ... Julian, 69.

BuuclL, n, cluster.

And thinning one bright bunch of amber berries, Prom. III. iv. 81.

^Bundle, . pack or parcel.
yet in all my bundle Faust, ll. 300.
were found A bundle of rude pikes, . . . . Laon, VI. xiii. 2.

Burden, n. chorus or refrain. (See also Burthen.)
Kept a low burden to their roundelay, . . , Matilda, 18.

,
(„£iVb«, X. 111.

,
Rosal. 555.

. Witch, Lxx. I.

Adonais, XLVIII. 4.

. Fr. Dead, 4.

. Rosal. 601.

Buried, v. tr. Fig. left, forgot.

happy hours Which we buried \n Love's sweet bowers, last. I. 2.

Burled,//. A.. Lit (1) interred or entombed.

That I were buried ^\th my brothers! .... Cenci^ I. 111. 137.

Who knows, if one were buried there, . .

For on the night when they were buried, .

(2) overwhelmed, concealed.

That ages, empires, and religions there Lie b.

B. Fig. (,1) concealed.

Unchangingly preserved and buried th^r^. .

(2) given up, despaired of.

Alas! allhopeis^M^z'erfnow

(3) deeply engaged, busied.

Buried in some strange talk Tasso, 18.

Burled, ppl. adj. A. Lit. concealed, hidden.

Yet, like a buried lamp, Bpips. 477.

B. Fig. (1) unregarded, unheeded,

a 5«^«tf treasure ? 67.

(2) obsolete, disused.

Masked Resurrection of a buried Form ! , . . Ld. Ch. i. 4.

Burn, V. I. tr. A. Lit. destroy or eradicate by fire,

but to burn out The monster's eye ;— ... Cycl. 598.

burn out with fire The shining eye 603.

Fire will burn his lamp-like eyes ..*.*. 615.

should seize the stake To burn the Cyclops' eye, 637.

Burn and blind The ^tnean hind ! . . . . 664.

may iwr?? his dearest foe beside: ...... Laon, x. ii.. g*

But the youth, ... A priest saved to burn . . Rosal. 166.

B. Fig. abolish, destroy.
to burn the shrouds outworn and dead, .... I^on, ix. v. 7.

II. in active sense but without object expressed.
Kill ! plunder ! burn / let none remain. . . Hellas, 972.

When from its sea of death to kill and bt4rn, . . Ode Lib. Vlll. 13.

1X1. intr. A. Lit blaze or flare.

An hundred bonfires burn in rows, Faust, II. 254.

Pour venomous gums, which suddenly and slow, .

.

shall burn, Laon, x. xxxviii. 5.

To see his enemies writhe, and burn, and bleed,— x. xlv. 4.

Which lamps hardly see That burn in the night . (Bdipms, I. 234.

B. Fig. (1) emit lustre.

Whose tapers yet burn through that night of time Adonais, V. 4.

The fire of those soft orbs has ceased to bum, . Alastor, 04.

The lamps, . . . That burn continually in heaven. Fr. Satan, 15.

Two tranquil stars, . . . That b. from year to year Laon, Ded. XIV. 9.

Then, see those million worlds which burn and roll Front. I. 163*

(2) of the eyes, glow or sparkle.
Scarce hides the dark blue orbs that bum below Dcemon, I. 41.
Those eyes which burn thro' smiles that fade in tears. Prom. II. i. 28.

(3) glitter or shine.

To burn before him in the night of battle

—

Kor when the flakes bum in the sinking sun.

When all the forest tips began to bum
(4) flush or throb.

The life can bum in blood, . ...
(5) exist, live.

Nor, when the spirit's selfhas ceased to burn^

(6) am inflamed.
I have been beaten till I burn with fever.

(7) scorch or cause acute pain.
^wrM like points of frozen lead
Hot bullets burn In the breast of the tiger,

(8) glow (a play on words).
Hell's adamantine limits burn Devil, xxvili. 4.

(9) of ardent thoughts, passions, affections or desires.
Hot Shame shall bum upon thy secret brow, . Adonais, xxxvil. 8.

feels her breast Bum with the poison, . .

consuming; fire in which I burn,
the sounds . . . which bum Between thy lips,

Or through thy frame doth burn or move, .

Bicket and burn to gain their destined goal

. Hellas, 365.

. Mont B. 133.

. Triumph, 309.

Adonais, xxxii. 9.

. XL. 8.

Cycl. 206.

. Inv. Mis. vill. 5.

. Vis. Sea, 155.

Alastor, 229.
Calderon, III. 181.

Con. Sing. i. 4.
Damion, i. 104.

11. 247.
Mab, IX. 154.M 11 11 )i n It • Q. Mab, IX

Whose drops quench kisses till they bum again, Epips, 559.
Yet amid yon hills doth 3wrw, Eug. Hills,
Freedom came, . . . To bum, to kindle, to illume. Hellas, 69.
Burn for a nursling of mortality Horn. Venus, 45.
Immortally must live, and burn and move, . . Laon, ix. xxx. 3.
And dream the rest— and burn When passio7t, il 3.

Burned, v. I. tr. Lit consumed with fire.

He b. the hoofs and horns and head and hair, Horn. Merc, xxiii. 4.
burned them both with hellish mockery. . . . Laon, X. xlvii, 9.

II. intr, A. Lit. flared, were consumed.
A festal watchfire burned beside the dusky main. v. Ivii. 9.
while thev burned, knelt round on quivering knees. x. xlv. 9.
the pile that burned To light their children . . Q. Mab, VI. 133.
walls seemed melted into emerald fire That b. not; Unf. Dr. 137.

B. Fig. (1) with preps, over^ on, w?M, «'«, glowed, shone,
it ceased when sunset's blaze Burned o'er the isles ; Laon, v. li. 9.
Which now with hues of sunrise burned, , . . Mar. Dr. iv. 3.
With orient incense . . . B. slow and inconsumably. Triumph, 13.
And the sun's image ... 5. on the waters of the well 346.
The watery bow burned in the evening flame. Witch, Ded. ill. 5.

(2) of sensations, passions, &c., glowed.
Or if there burned within the dying man , . . Hellas, 409.
the blood that burned Within her frame, . . Laon, VI. xxxiv. 3.

M
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Which burned within him, Pf. Athan. i. 4.
He kilew not of the ffrief withiri that i«?'w^^, . l- 79-
When I awoke hell 5m?-«^i:/ within my brain, . . O. il/a^, vil. 186.

^wrwtfi:/ with radiance Of spirit-piercinffjoVf . . Rosal. 1155.

Burned, pp. A. Lit consumed with fire.

I should have done ill to have burned ^^-^n Troy Cycl. 703.
my mother went To see an atheist burned. . . Q. Maby Vll. 2.

B. Fig. scorched or injured by sun or blight.

The vines and orchards, Autumn's golden store,

Were burned

;

Laon^ X. xviii. 8.

By a venomous blight was burnedzxA bit. . . Senstt. PI. in. 81.

*Bumest, v. intr* Fig. glowest with aspiration.
Ardent and pure as day thoii burnest^ .... Detmon^ i. 92.

Burnetii, v. intr. Fig. exists, lives.

Truth be veiled, but still it burnetk; Hellas^ 36.

Burning,/?-.///?. A. Lit. alight, ia incandescence.
will fix it, burning yet. Within the socket . . . Qk:/. 458.
Thro' which the Sun walks burn, without beams ! Prom. i. 65,
And the lamp was burning red ... . . I. 724.
B. Fig. (1) shining, glowing.

Whilst burning through the inmost veil of Heaven, Adonats^ LV. 7.

I see one yonder ^Mj-wzw^ joUily Pausi^ il. 23.

Child of Light ! thy limbs are o. Thro' the vest . Prom. 11. v. 54.
(2^) glowing, sparkling mentally,

shone As in a furnace burning secretly .... Alasior^ 253.
ever still Burning^ yet ever inconsumable : . . Epips. Kyg.

A lamp of vestal fire burning internally. , . . Laon^ Ded. XI. 9.
To feel thy lightnings thro' them burning: . \,Song^2.%.
that his gold's might Had set those spirits burn. Peter^ IV. xix. 5

.

Through which his soul, . . . Shone, softly burning: Pr.AiAan.1.63.
the flame divine Which in their orbs was b. far, . KosaL 1136.

(S^i giving intellectual light.

In thine halls the lamp of learning, Padua, now no
more is burning; Eug. HillSy 257.

And slowly shall its memory, ever burning, . Laon, xil. xxix. 8.

(4) with prep, over, casting a light,

where red morning thro' the woods Is burning
o'er the dew; Rosal. 12^1.

Burning, ///. adj. A. Lit. fiery, incandescent, red hot.
The red volcano overcanopies . . . With b. stnoke, Aiastor, 85.
Will urg;e down the burning brand Cycl. 484.
Suddenly forth the burning vapour leapt, . Horn. Merc, xvill. 5.
As among fire-brands lies a burning spark

Covered, xxxix.7.
Gaze on a burning watch-tower, Laon, V. xliv. 6.
a spark sent up out of a ^M^wiWj^ oven. . . . vii. xi. 9.
Linked tis;ht with burning brass, x. xxxix. 2.

like homeless beasts whom burning woods invest. x. xl. o.

his burning bier Of circling coals of fire
;

xi. viii. 7.
Along the burning length of yon arcades

; . . M. JV. Ravail. 63.
God's sweet love in burning cobXs. Peter, in. xvii.5.
By the red light of their own burning homes. . Prom.. I. 615.
or the smoke Oi burning towns, .... Q. Mab, vil. 39.
Yet ever burning flame and ceaseless woe . , . vil. 121.
She held a woof that dimmed the burning brand. Witch, xxvil. 8.

B. Fig. (1) hot, warm.
Through the mist of a burning t&^r. . ... Rosal. 195.
and wept A shower of burning tears, .... 1271.

(2) feverish, hot with emotion or passion.
Quench within their burning bed Thy fiery tears, Adonais, in. 3.
that caught Strong shuddering from his b. limbs. Alastor, 517.
Even while I write, my burning cheeks are wet, Con. Sing. I. 8.

And glued her burning lips to mine, L.aon^ VI. xlviii. 6.

To bathe this burning brow . , Moonbeam, I. 2.

(3) scathing, biting.

the bright chains Eat with their burning cold . Prom. I. 33.

(4) passionate, anxious, excited, troiabled.

And in my heartless breast and burning brain . Adonais, xxvi. 3.
Back to the burning fountain whence it came, xxxvni.6.
Which weeps within tears as of bur,ning%BX\ . . Cenci. V. iii. 67.
While my ourning heart lies sleeping ? . . . Inv. Mis. vil. 5.
Of which my spirit was a burning morrow -

. . Prol. Hella^, 95.
The Spirit felt the Fairy's burning %^^'sx^. . . Q. Mab, VI. 2.

(5) bright, glistening, or glowing.
And his burning plumes outspread, .... Cloudy 32.
I bind the sun's throne with a burning zone, . . 59.

And where the burning wheels Eddied above. . Dcsmoh, I. 126.

II n n n n It • Q' Mab, I. 215.
The o«r«2'M^wheels inflame The steep descent . Lfcenton, 11. 309.

, " .'. 1. .,," .. " , ... • ' Q:Mab,\y..2\^.
burning plumes to tenfold swiftness fan it, . , . Ept^s. 227.

a wondrous hue Brighter than burning gold, . . Julian, 74.
Quivered like burning emerald : Laon, 1. iv. 6.

reared on high His red and burning crest, . .
'-

i. xii. 9.
The 5M?'«m^ stars of the abyss ... . . Ode Lib. 11.2.

on his throne Of burning gold. . . . . . Prom. i. 209.
To cling like burning go\a I. 291.
as the ourning threads Of woven cloud unravel . 11. 1. 22.

And bow their burning crests, and glide in fire . 11. ii. 81.

Others, with burning eyes, lean fortn, .... ll. iv. 135.
and in the east The broad and burning moon . Sunset, 18.

(6) glowing, sultry, ardent.
through the long burning day Alastor, 122.

like rocks of jet Above the burning deep : . . . D<xmon, i. 200.
which chilled the burning noon with fear, . » . Ginevra^ 87.
Day after day the burning Sun rolled on . . . Laon, x. xiii. i.

the glories of the burning skies, . . . xi. v. 4.

the burning plains Where Lybian monsters yell, Q. Mab, II. 216.
To turn to worms beneath that burning sun, - . ViIl. 184.
That fades amid the blue noon's burning sky, . Sunset^ 3.

(7) exciting.

Full as a cup with the vine's burning dew, . . Zucca, ix, 4.

(8) extreme, grievous.
A life of burning ciimea Cenci, v. i. j8.

To preach the burning wrath which is to come, Fr. Satire, 14.

Burning-, vbl. n. (1) Lit. flaring, blazing, state of incan-
descence.

What glimmering, spurting^ stinking, burning^ . Faust, 11. 213.
Fire is left for future burning. ... . . Prom. i. 507.

(2) Fig. flashing or glittering.

Thirsting to eclipse their burn. In a sea of death Mask, Lxxviii. 3.

Burnished, a^. shining, bright.
Nor the burnished oce.a.n waves . . Dcemon, i. 213.

„ ,j ,[ ,, Q. Mab, II. 26.

Seemed restmg on the burnished vj^ive, 11. 5.
With sunset's owrMM-i^^rf gold vi. la

Burns, v. I. tr. Fig. excites or inflames mentally,
to see that charactered . . . which burns the brain Julian, 479.

II. intr. Fig. (1) glows.
that sustaining Love Which . . . B. bright or dim,
eclipse The soul that burns between them,

Adonais. Liv. 7.

^ips. 568.
Prol. Hellas, 206.
Prom. 1. 485.

Ii.iii. 51.

III. i. 6.

Vis. Sea, 163.

And unextinct in that cold source Burns, .

The soul which burns within, . .

There burns An azure fire within
Yet burns towards heaven with fierce reproach,
bums with the fervour of dread . .

(2) exists, glows.
a Soul no less Burns in the heart of this delicious isle, Epips. 478.
(3> shines.

the Moon Burns, inextinguishably beautiful

:

82.

Here the light burns soft as the enkindled air, . Faust, II. 102.
Burns far along the tempest-wrinkled deep. . . Prom. iii. ii. 9,
how on its head there burns A light, m, iv. 2.

So welcome when the bigot's helRorch burns; . Q. Mab, ix. 173.

Burns, n. Robert Bums, poet, b. 1759, d. 1796.
And Burns^ a Scottish peasant boy— .... Peter, rv. xiii, 3.

Burnt, V. I. tr. Lit. destroyed by fire.

the wretch First gave me wine and then b. out my eye, Cycl. 686.
II. intr. with out, Fig. became extinct, disappeared.

The stars burnt out in the pale blue air, .... Serchio^ 7.

Burnt,//. Fig. injured.
Sweet Lamp ! my moth-like Muse has burnt its wings ; Epips. 53.

Burst, n. a sudden rush or flow.
a burst of waters driven . . Laon, vil. xi. x.

Burst, V. I. tr. A. Lit. broke.
I stood before the King In bonds.— I ^Mrj^them then, vi.xxv. 7.
And he burst Rosa's coffin asunder St. Jr. (i) xiv. 3.
Twin tigers, who burst, . . . their chains in the hold Vis. Sea, 40.
B. Fig. break through.

more strength has Love . . . For it can burst his chamel, Epips. 405.
Saturn and Love their long repose Shall burst, . BTellas, tool.
the hour which burst My spirit's sleep : . . . . Laon, Bed. III. 3.
when the mortal chain Of Custom thou didst burst vil. 5.
they burst the womb of inessential Noiight. . . i. xxv. g.
To burst the chains which life for ever flings . u. xxxiii. 4.
Yet two visions d«rj^ That darkness— . . . ill. xxiv. 2.
man and woman, Their common bondage burst, V.Song.L.^.
His voice was like a blast that burst i)a& portal . x. xl. i.

Love shall burst the captive's prison Mexican, II. 10.
and almost burst The seal of that Lethean spring ; Rosal. 408.
^«?-j/ the chains, The icy chains of custom, . . Q. Mab I. 126

II. intr. A. Lit. (1) break forth.
B. with earthquake sound, ... the electric fountains;— Calderon, II. 29.
springs offlame, which burst where'er swift Earth-

quake stamps Laon, v. i. 9.
a blood-red gleam Burst upwards, . . , . xii. xvi. 4.
Black rain, and fire, and hail will burst: . Ode W. Wind, II. 14.

(2) break in spray, explode.
And where melodious falls did burst and shiver Laon, xil. xxxiv. 5.
and vast waves burst, MoscAus, 6.
And when these burst, and the thin fiery air,

(3) blossom.
sea-buds burst beneath the waves serene :— .

(4) open, begin.
Yet soon bright day will burst— . . .

B. Fig. (1> break forth.
may Burst, to illumine our tempestuous day.
Freedom's splendour burst a.nd shone :

—

Prom. II. 11. 77.

Pr. Athan. II. iii. 1

. Laon, IX. v. 6.

. Engl. 1819, 14.

. Hellas, 53.The music and fragrance . . . Burst, like morning
on dream , jqc-

it shall b. and fill The world with cleansing fire; \ Laon, ll. xiv. 4.
a hope which we have nurst . . . until its glory b. . vil xxxv o
(2) broke.

he bowed his head, and his heart burst. .... Hellas, 392.
(3) with adverbial extension (around, forth, from, in, on,
over), expressing the nature of the action.

And burst around their walls (9^ ^^-^j ix 10
the panting soul Which would iw^-j/ forth . . Cenci lii i 28
flowersW forth like starry beams i--. . . Pr.AtLn.U.uig.
Green stalks A«rj^ forth, and bnght flowere grow, Prom. iv. ^64..And there lay Visions swift, . . . Some eager to b. forth. Witch xv.3.
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Which, like flowers, will burst from them. . . . Epitkal. (2) 30.
Burst from her looks and gesturea ;— .... Laon^ XI. v. 6.
The warm tears burst . . .From many a tremu-

lous eve, XII. xiv. I.

love. . . . Burst from thee, and illumined earth and
neaven Prom. II. v. 28.

^wrj/ from my lips in symphony :— Rosal. ii\%.
heaven and hell Confounded d. in ruin o'er the world: Damon 1.262.
Burst in far peals along the waveless deep, . . Laon^ I. ii. 2.

It will iarj^ m bloodier flashes Prom.i.SoS.
With azure waves which i«rj/ in silver light, . . II. iii. 21.

Till exultation burst in one wide voice .... ill. i, 32.
love Burst in like li^ht on caves cloven .... iv. 355.
As on some mountain islet burst and shiver At-

lantic waves

;

Laon^ V. kH. «.

What heavenly notes burst on my ravish'd ears, M. N. Ravail^ 28.
Burst on yon lightning-blasted ahnond-tree, . . Prom. II. i. 135.
so on my sight ^wrj/ a new vision, Triumph^ ^\\,
when the fourthmom Burst o'er the golden isles— Laon^ III. xxii. 2.

Which burst over wide Asia

;

vi. iv. 3.
Out of their mossy cells for ever burst; . . . Triumph^ 6^.

Burst, pp, (1) broken through.
while outward life had burst its bound Laon^ III. vi. 2.

a rush as if the deep Had dwrj^ its bonds; . . . Mar, Dr.:iiUl.2.

(2) with ^Awb^. forth ffrom J
out, up.

one star Had scarce 5«r.si? forth, Posa/. 856.
A quickening life from the Earth's heart has burst Adonais^ xix. -^

The wind has burst out from the chasm, .... Vis. Sea, 116.
One deck is burst up from the waters below, . . 35,

jBnrstinff, pp/. adj. A. Lit. being broken up or shattered.
the ^Krjftw^mass That fell, convulsing ocean. . Alastor^ 348.
on the white edge of the bursting surge, . . . Laon^ i. xiii. i.

An eagle so caught in some bursting fAovA . , Prom., iii. ii. 11.

the jar Frequent and frightful of the ^Mr^j^zw^bomb
; Q. Mab, iv. 42.

B. Fig. overcharged, ready to burst.
her heart impatiently endured Its burst, burthen : Alastor, 174.
Break like a bursting heart, and die in foam, . B. Williams, vi. 5.
raged like poison thro' their bursting veins ; . . L.aon, x. xxi. 6.
The boundless, overflowing, bursting gla.dnt.ss, . Prom. iv. 320.

Bursting, ^r. /z>/. A. Lit. (Ij ol water and storm.
Bursting and eddying irresistibly Alastor^ 356.
Like the bubbles on a river Sparkling burstings Hellas, 206.
the huge billow bursting close behind^ .... Horn. Castor, 14.
5«rj//'«fl' through these dark mountams like the flame Mont B. j8.
storms Bursting their inaccessible abodes Of crags Naples^ 130.
like a storm bursting its cloudy prison . . . Prom. iv. 376.

(2) of sound.
the acclamations. Which from brief silence bursting. Loon. v. xlv. 2.

(3) of light.

As that which, burstzngirom the Fairy's form, . Q. Mab, i. loi.
'&. Fig. breaking forth.

And bursting in it's beauty and it's might . . , Adonazs, XLIII. 8..

Lest thy dead . . . Bursting o'er the starlight deep, Bug. Hills, 139.
Bursting*, vbl. n. (1) the moment of coming into existence.
Like the false dawns which perish in the bursting: Fr. Unf. T. 2.

(2) the act of breaking forth.

Like the ^yjA*K^ of a prisoned flame, . . . Rosal. 217.

Bursts, V, I. tr. Fig. breaks open.
And bursts the peopled prisons, ... . Gisb. 179.
He bursts Heaven's bounds. ... . Prom.. 1. 334.

II. intr. (1) of light,
till the eastern heaven Bursts, Bug. Hills, 77.

(2) of sound, becomes suddenly audible.
a gathering shout Bursts like one sound . . . Lao7z, xil. x. 2.

When bursts the unconscious sigh
;

M. N. Ravail, 106.

(3) of water, breaks, dashes.
a vast river Over its rocks ceaselessly bursts . . Mont B. 11.
Until the second [wave] bursts/— Triumph, 410.

(4) with forth, fromj on\ through (see Burst).
And now bursts forth in fountains Faust, 11. 105.-
A spirit from my heart bursts forth, . . Prom. iv. 359.
and from within the air .ffttz-j/j, IV. 513.
some soul bursts from the frame of clay . . . . Q, Mab, iv. 57.
Bursts at once from their vitals tremendously, . Vis, Sea, 95.
It bursts on the roof like the thunder's roar, . . Apenn. 3.
and hark, the last Bursts on that awful silence^ . Laon, xil. vii. 7.
and a steed . . . Bursts thro' their ranks : . . . xii. viii. 6.
As an arrowy serpent, . . . bursts through the brakes Vis. Sea, 104.

Burthen, v. tr. A. Lit. encumber, lade.
And we burthen the blast of the atmosphere, . . Prom.. \. 519.
B. Fig. weigh on.

My spirit is too deeply laden Ever to b. thine. Ifear thy kisses, I. 4.

Burthen, ». Fig, weight of trouble, anxiety, or responsibility.
impatiently endured Its bursting burthen : . . . Alastor, 174.
and yet its bur. remains here O^er these dull eyes Cenci, in. i. 30.My youn^ heart shared a portion of the burthen, Ch. 1st 11. 17.
under which b. They bow themselves unto the grave : He/las, 908.
upon me lay The burthen of this hope, .... Laon, 11. xv. 5.
Then knew the i^Mr^^ew of his change, .... v. xxix. 7,
Which like a plague, a burthen, and a bane, viii. viii. 5.
and on my head The burthen of their sins . ix. viii. 9.
Groaned with the ^wrMcM of a new despair ; . x. xvii. 5.
onmyhead the $wr/<4*« lay Of her just torments: xil. xii, 4.
in his eyes a cloud and burthen lay, . , Pr. Athan. I. 60.
The burthen or the glory of the earth ; . . . Q. Mab, VIII. 141.
faint With the soft burthen of intensest bliss; . . Witch, xv. 4.

Burthens, n. Fig. taxes, imposts.
Ye, by whose patience under public burthens . . CEdipus, 11. i. 2.

Bury, V. tr. Fig. get rid of, put out of sighl.

Let who will bury This mangled corpse I . . . Peter, vi. xxix.-i.

Burying, pr. pple. (1) Fig. covering, heaped over.
the crew that lie burying ea^ch other, Vis. Sea, 38.

(2) satir. poking.
Burying his nose in every heap of dung. . . . Faust, l. $2.

*Burying-grounds, n. places of interment.
reflections Old parsons maKe in burying-grounds. Peter, V. xii. 5.

Bushes, n. thickly grown shrub^.
Something attracts me in those bushes. .... Faust, II. 224.

blackthorn bushes with their infant race . . . Orpheus, no.
The birds on the myrtle bushes, Pan, i. 8.

*Busiest, adj. most active, bustling.
Yet once it was the busiest haunt, Q. Mab, II. 199.

Business, n. (1) occupation, transactions between men.
to Antioch upon business Of some importance, . Calderon, r. 66.
I have business That will not bear delay. . . . Cenci, 11. ii. $].

The issue of the earth's great business, .... Gisb. 163.
might Make this dull world a business of delight, 249.
My business is to suck, and sleep, ..... Horn. Merc. XLV. 4.
it is thy merit To make all business ebb and flow

By roguery :— LXXXVIII. 6.

(2) referring to a special act or affair.

You are inclined then to this business? . . Cenci, IV. ii. 25.
That is the headsman's business. ... , . V. iii. 95,
Have heard a word of the whole business, . . Hom.Merc. xliv. 6.
When you have understood the business, . . Lvi. 3.
Well, Lord Mammon, This is a pretty business. . CEdzpzes, i. 279.
In such a filthy business had better Stand on one side, 11. ii. 75.

^Bustling, vbl. n. quick movement.
What whispering, babbling, hissing, bustling; . Faust, II. 212.

*Busts, n. sculptures representing the head, neck, and chest.
And sent him busts and books Julian, 254.

Busy, adj. (].) actively occupied, quickly movmg.
and tongues Are busy of its life

:

Dismon, II. 220.

(1 t) ,) M ... Q. Mab, IX. 112.
Death is busy everyw'here. Death, I. 2.

the busy woodpecker Maoe stiller by her sound Jane, Recoil. 35.
By my sick couch was busy to and fro, .... Laon^ rv. v. 5.
And the music-stirring motion of its soft and b. feet. Prom. I. 777.
To see the bu^ beings round thee spring, . . , Solitary, i. 3.
Wrought all the busy phantoms Triumph, 534.

(.2) of occupations or movements.
I hear A busy stir of men about the streets

;
. Cenci, II. i. 175,

(3) of mental movement.
Fanning the busy dreams from ray dim eyes,— . Apollo, i. 4.
Where busy thought and blind sensation mingle j Fr. Unsat. 4.
its shapes the d«jj» thoughts outnumber . . MontB.e,\.
Wrought by the busy . . . ever new? . . . . St. Bpips. 158.
The busy dreams,as thick as summer flies, . . . Witch, XL. 4.
the sweet siehs Inhalingwhich \vith b. murmur vain, —^ XL. 7.
Ye restless thoughts and busy purposes . . Ye hasten, 2.

But, conj. (1) after universal statements, all, never, any,
aught= except.

Most vain all hope but love ; and thou art far, . Prom. i. 808.
and never sleeps ^M/ when The shadow . , . 1.822.
I said all hope was vain but love: thoii lovest, i. S24!
more fair than aught but her, h. i, gg.
Thy words are sweeter than aught else but his . 11. v. 38.
yet more sweet Than any voice but thine, . . m. iv. 56.
(2) in adverbial sense = only, merely,

thou seest the mortal throes Of that whose birth
was but the same Hellas, 852.

Fear not ; 'tis but some passing spasm, , . Prom. i. 314.
Let me 5«/ look into his eyes! 1-338.
those who do endure Deep wrongs . . . but heap

Thousandfold torment ,. tg^.
this tongue is known But to the uncommunicating

,
^^'^

. . III. iii. 112.
and are now ^MiT an astonishment; ... . III. iv. 176
Is this new feeling But a visioned ghost . . . Q. Mab, I. 163.

(3) preceded by negative= on the contrary.
If no bright bird. ... I consciously have injured,

but still loved Alastor, 14.
nor, . . . Suspended he that task, but&vcT gazed . 125.

(4) in various senses and uses. The uses of But are so
varied, and need such long quotations to illustrate them,
that it would be useless to attempt it in a concordance.

Live thou, . . . But be thyself, and know thyself to
he

!

... Adonazs, xxxvii. 4.
But that the glory and the interest . . . little con-

sist With making it

.

. . . . Cenci, I. i. 10.
Bui for the rainbow Ch, 1st, II. 429.
Nought is but that which feels itself to be, . . Hellas, 7S5.
^/ if you would like to go We'U visit him, . . . Julian, 199.
I stood beside her, 5«/she saw me not

—

. Laon, xi. iv. i.

They trembled, d»^ replied not .... xii. xiti. i.
For what submission but that fatal word, . . . Prom. l. 396.
The good want power^ but to weep barren tears. , i. ^25.A spell is treeisured but for thee alone. . . h. iif. gg.

Butchered, pp. killed ruthlessly,

the cries Of millions, butchered'm sweet confldence Q. Mab, vi. 114.
M 2
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I'Butchering, n. Fig. ruthless slaughter.
And January winds, after a day Of buichering^ . CEdipus^ I. 90.

Butchery, n. (1) killing of animals for food.
And every trace of the fresh butchery .... Horn. Merc, xxiii. i.

(2) ruthless slaughter (as in war).
thus was the butchery waged Uion^ VI. xii. 6.

(3) execution.
Or he was led to legal butchery. ..,..,.. Q. Mab^ viii. 183.

Butterflies, n. the Diurnal Lepidoptera or Rnopalocera.
Where butterflies dream of the life to come, , . Sensit. PI. 11. 54.

Buy, V. tr. (1) become possessed of by purdiase.
each should sell his robe and buy a sword,— . . Ch. ist, II. 259,
We, wanting to buy food, Cyd. 233.
You would not buy the ticket ? (Edipus^ \. 129.

(2) Fig. secure by money or other equivalent.
'

£nriched by smiles which France can never buy. Ch. 1st, ir, 32,

you shall buy A pound of pleasure Fiaust^ 11. 246.
And ifyou ^jV him not, Hellas, s^i.
Or what is it ye buy so dear Men ofSng. iv. 3.

:t:Buzzers, ». chatterers, busybodies.
To catch the idle bussers of the day— .... Gisb. 9.

By, prep. (1") of position, near, close to.

And lofty stalls by the Alphaean ford, . . . Horn. Merc. LXViiI. 3;

By that same fount, in that same wood, .... Rosal. 190.

(2) in forms of swearing or adjuration.
Cyclops, I swear by Neptune who begot thee, . . Cycl. 241.

I swear a great oath, by my father's Head, . . libtn. Merc, xlvii. i.

Iswear^y these most gloriously-wrought portals— Lxv. i.

•By this brow Whose pores wept tears of blood ; . ProL Hellas, 87.

(3) beside.
Come gentle friend : wilt sit by me ? Rosal. 1 1.

(4) of motion, alongside and beyond.
He past by the spot Appointed for the deed . . Cenci^ ill. ii. 33.
Many pass by my vineyard,— ..,.,. Horn. Merc. XXXIV- 4.

(5) of mental proximity.
The sources . . > Were not to be approached by me ! Rosal. 226.

(6) after verbs of knowing, seeing, &c., as identification.

I see Both by your dress and by the books in which Calderon^ I. 84.

(7) of instrumentality = by means of.

By this omen I shall trace My noble herds, . . Horn. Merc. LI. 2.

to compose the affair by arbitration LXVI. 8.

Subdued . . .by the might Of winning music, , LXXI. 2.

soothed to false repose by the fanning plumes above Prom.. I. 776.

(8) introducing the chief agent.
Like a pale flower by some sad maiden cherished, Adonais, VI. 3.

whose narrow fire Is shaken by the wind, . . . Cenci, HI. ii. 10.

sand was never stirredB^man or woman thus ! IIom.Merc.xxxvn.6.
And they by mighty Jupiter were bidden . . . LXVII. i.

Stripped to their depths by the awakening north
;
Julian, 24.

Ye few by whom my nature has been weighed . 344-

the tale Woven by some subtlest bard, .... Sunset, 35.

(9) of secondary or sub-agents.

And all by mutual compact, without force. . . . Cycl. 237.

and when He had by lot assigned to each a ration Horn. Merc. xxi. 6.

great wealth had left By wilfto me, Rosal. 1229.

(10) = of, signifying impassive agents.

Girt by many an azure wave . Isle^ 9.

An altar and a temple bright Circled by steps, . Rosal. 1054.

(11) qualities or emotion as principal agents.

Now Bewildered by my dire despair, Rosal. ^6.

(12) marking succession oftime.
Yet day by day he grew more weak, ... . 1006.

And day by day, green as a gourd in June, . . , Unf. Dr. 161.

(13) of numerical groups or quantities.

I see my young Iambs coupled two by two . . . Cycl. 202.

(14) considering, according to.

By my birth I am Held no less . ... Calderon, i. 249.

we, Who by right thy servants are, Cycl. 67.

By, adv. (1) of motion, passing a place or object.

And many pass it by with careless tread, . . . Allegory, ll. i.

The likeness of a throned king came by, ... . Dmnton^ I. 270.

When Freedom is riding to conquest ^ . . . . Ode, Arise, \6.

That planet-crested shape swept by Prom. I. 765.

As the waves of a thousand streams rush by . . IV. 133.

And low, chilling murmurs, the blast wafted by, . St. Ir. (i) II. 4.

Infecting the winds that wander by Sensit. PI. Ill- 6g.

The stream we gazed on then, rolled by ; . . . That time, 11. i.

(2) pass away, vanish, become extinct.

the wintry clouds are all gone ^jV, - • • . Pr. Athan.l\.vL.-^\.

its authority Will silently pass by; Q. Mab, iii. 134.
How many a rustic Milton has past ^, . . , . v. 137.

(3) lapse of time.

(For years gone by leave each a deepening shade), Marenghi, xxv. 3.

Whilst the Tagging hours of the day went by . . Sensit. PI. i. 96.

*By-payzuents, n. sums not in the regular estimates.

The patronage, and pensions, and by-paym-ents, . CBdipus, il. i. 13-

Bye-word, n. a proverb of contempt.
A mock, a bye-word, an astonishment:— . . Cenci, III. i. 160.

Changed to a mockery and a bye-word? . . . V. iii. 33.

Byzaut, n. poet, form of Byzantium or Constantinople.
their honoured chief. Who fell in Bysant, . Pr. Athan. II. i. 24,

Byzautiuju, n, Constantinople.
the high palaces Of golden Byzantium; . . . CBdipus, I. 225.

^Cabinet, n. Fig, a chamber, or private room.
from his cabitpet These puppets of his schemes . . Q. Mab, v. 70.

Cabins, n. poor dwellings.
low cabins And rotten hiding-holes, Ch. 1st, I. 170.

^Cadence, n. sound recurring at regular intervals.

In most familiar cadence^ Alastor, 565.

*Cadiu»au, adj, relating or pertaining to Cadmus.
Like a wolf-cub from a Cadmcean Maenad, . Ode Lib. vil. 2.

In the weird Cadmcean forest Prom. iv. 475.

Caesar, n. Julius Caesar, b. 100 b. c, d. 44 B. c.

the heirs Of Cces<^r^s crime, ...,,,.. TriumPh, 284.

Cage, n. Fig. a prison or place of confinement.
Poor captive bird ! who, from thy narrow cage, . Bpips. 5.

the cage Of fettered grief that dares not groan, . M. W'. G. ll. 3.

Cain, n. fll Lit. son of Adam, murderer of his brother.

the curse of Cain Light on his head Adonais, xvil. 7,

Which was like Caif^s or Christ's— xxxiv. 9
Of the story of Cain and Abel Devil, xviii. 4.

(2) Fig. a murderer.
rilghteous in words. In deeds a Cain. ... . Cenci, v. tv. 109.

Caitiff, adj. vile, wretched.
All sorts of ca^'AJ^corpses planning . . . Peter^ ill, ii. 3.

*Cajole, V. tr. coax deceptively.

They cajole with gold, . . . the thoughtless youth Q. Mab, iv. 190.

Calamity, n. grievous misfortune, dire distress.

that they may make our calamity Their worship . Cenci, v. iii. 37.

*Calcnlatlons, n. arithmetical reckonings.

Next Lie bills and calculations much perplext, . Gisb. 79.

*Calderon, n. Spanish dramatist, b. 1000, d. 1687.
Which Co/<5&ro« over the desart flung . . , . 181.

Calendars, n. almanacs.
they mark The day a feast upon their calendars. Cenci, i. iii. 67.

Calf, n. the young of a cow.
Feasting on a roast calf Cycl. 310.

*Calf, n. hinder portion of the leg below the knee.

How vast his stock oicalfl Devil, XVI. 1.

Call, n. Fig. summons, bidding.
at the grave's call I haste, Julian, 386.

When myriads at thy call shall throng around Laon, II. xxxviii, 6.

Millions there lift at Freedom's thrilling call . .

Whereon the many nations at whose call . .

nor at the priestly call. Left Plague her banquet

.

Loon, IV. xxv. 3.

• V. xxxvii. 2.

IX. xvii. 4.

525-. Prom. I.Your call was as a winged car

Call, V. I. ir. A. Lit. summon vocally.
Andrea ! Go call my daughter, . . . Cenci, IV. i. 78.
he goes To callhxs brother Cyclops— ... . Cycl. 443.
I'll ca//an Ignis-fatuus to our aid: .... , Paust, II. 22.

or I will cfl// The cat out of the kitchen. . . . CBdipus^ I. 277.

B. Fig. (1) invite, ask to come.
And call h\s friends and kinsmen to a feast, . . Cenci, I. iii. 31.
Now, if a man should call his dearest enemies . Ch. 1st, 11. 2&>.

(2) of inanimate things, invoke, summon.
Away! the gathering winds will c. the darkness soon, April., 1814, 3.
call The future from its cradle, .... . . Epips. 520.
Then ca//your sister from Oblivion's cave, . . . 595.
I call the phantoms of a thousand hours .... Int. Beauiy, VI. 4.
the roar Of the rent ice-cliff which the sunbeams c, Mont B. Cane. 3.
G*// at will Thine own ghost, . ... . . Prom. l. 210.
I will not call the ghost of ages gone Q. Mab, Vlll. 42.

(3) invoke as witness.
God ; whom here I call To witness Cenct^ I. iii. 55.

(4) designate as, give a name to.
would call him with false names Brother, and friend, Alastor, 268.
A king—whom I may call the king of kings, . . Calderon, II. 1 13.
OT//them the stars of Heaven— n. 117.
Be he who asks even what men call me. . . . Cenci, IV. i. 108.
And call them if you will, aparliament. . . Ch. ist, II. 3'v4.How can I call thee England, or my country ?— iv. 6.Whom mortals call the moon, Cloud, 46.

.!___ ,1 .
.

Dante Conv. 47.
Apd still call thou her woman in thy thought

;

So I, a thing whom moralists call worm, . . Gisb. 5.
whom I could call More willingly my friend ; . . Julian, 576.
heartless things. Whom slaves £»// men: . . . Laon.x v 3
Ca// themselves Bulls, though thus degenerate, . CEdiptis, I. 14.1.
Weco/Zthee Fammel h j j ^
Dream visions of aerial joy, and call the monster,*

Love, Prom, i 778
Death is the veil which those who live call life : . m iii 1 1 a

The populous constellations m// that light . . . in' iv'

8

Hide that fair being whom we spirits call man : m' iv' 4=;
atrial, I think, men ca// it Rosal Wj
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she was wont to call Her tomb ; Rosal. 1297.

the painted veil which those who live Call Life : . Son. Lift. 2.

'tis my mind To call my friends all who are wise
and kind Si.Epips.%1.

Of this dim spot, which mortals call the world ; Unf. Dr. 19,

(5) reckon as, consider to be.

As to my character for what men call crime . . Cenct^ I. i. 68.

I am what your theologians call Hardened ;— . I. i. 93.

Daughters and wives call this foul tyranny. . I. ii. 79.

should call himself My father ill. i._ 73-

Death ! our law and our religion c. thee A punishment III. i. 1 17-

The man they call my father : in. i. i44-

Which you ca// pale iv. ii. 22.

Which IS or is not what men call a crime, . V. iii. 84.

CallyowT poor Queen your debtor Ch. u/, ll. 10.

(If kmgs can have a friend, I call thee so), . . . ll. 194.

Read m their smiles, and call reality Epips. 512.

How can I call the lone night good, GoodNight^ II. 1.

The which I make and calTit melody _/"«/. Cane. 15.

round one whom they might call Their friend, . Z-oow, V. xiii. 5.

What «z// 3[ejustice ? is there one who ne'er , . V. xxxiv. i.

and all Which ours we call. Mutability., (2) il. 7.

I can give not what men ca//Iove, Oneword^ II. i.

And call truth, virtue, love, genius, or joy, . . , Prom.. II. lii. 6.

And ca//the sad work glory, Q. Mab^ vi. 181.

(Which you, to men, ca// justice) of their God. vil. 126.

and all The dead man's caution just did call; . . Rosal. 45)8.

Smiling they live, and call life pleasure;— . St. Dejection., III. 8.

II. intr. A. Lit. sbout by way of summons.
Did you not cfl//.^ Gsk«, IV. iii. 8.

and when I call^ Look ye obey the masters of the craft. Cycl. 476.

B. Fig, (1) rise, blow.
As waves arise when loud winds call., ... . Masky xxxi. 3.

(2) call to mind= remember.
I cannot even tell or call to mind, Fr. Vita Nuo. 2.

whom kings Call to their mind and tremble; . . Q. Mab., ill. 166.

(3) call out to = shout to.

And call out to the cities o'er their head,

—

. Gisb. 62.

(4) withytfr= decree the death of.

Till God in pity call for him or me. . . . Cenci., ll. i. 83.

(5) with on or upon, invoke.
Abyss of Hell! I m// on thee, . . . . Calderon., ill. i.

Crt« on the Twins of Jove . Horn. Castor^ 11.

ne'er shall call upon their Saviour's name, . . Q. Mab^ vii. 144.

(6") with upon, commune with.
To call upon those heroes old W. Shel. VI. 7.

(7) call in = summon for counsel.
Call'xn. the Jews, Solomon the court porkman, CBdipus, I. 69.

(8) with up =summon hither.

Call up the fiends ... Proin. I. 432.

Called, V. I. tr. (1) summoned
The Deemon called its winged ministers. . Dt^nton^ II. 305.
And called my Spirit, . Epips. 338.
Having said These words we called the. keeper, . Julian^ 271.

With secret signs . . . those dark conspirators He c: Laon^ x. vii. 7.

He called the ghost out of the corse ;— .... Peter., II. vi. i.

she called out of the hoUow turrets . . . The armies of WitcA, Lll. i.

(2) of influences, caused to come.
Which called it from the uncreated deep, . . . Hellas^ 858.
When the blasts that called {ki^-ni to battle, cease. Ode.Arise^ 39.
Cruel was the power which calledYoix^ . . . into light. Prom. I. 481.

(3) named or designated.
What though Cretans old called thee City-crested

Cybele^ . (Edipus^ II. ii. 3.

and called heVf . . . Mother Prom., iii. iv. 22.

Upon a shining ore, and called it gold : . . . Q. Mab, V. 55.
Converging, thou didst bend and allied it God ! . vi. 102.

in> those green harbours Fanners called gajps, . . Serchio, 82.
within the gloom . . . walked and called it death ; Triumph, 59.

II. intr. (1) cried aloud, shouted.
She called ' Hermaphroditus !

'— Witch, XLlll. 4.

(2) with prep, on, a, appealed to ; invoked.
I called on poisonous names . . , Int. Beauty, V. 5.
they called aloud On Liberty— Loon, ix, iv. 8.

I wildly then caWd on the tempest to bear me— . St. Ir. (i) v. i.

The Monk call'don God his soul to save, . . . (3) xill. 4.

b. made a visit to.

EreMaddalo arose, Ica/ZiSisfon him, Julian, 1^2.

Called, pp. (1) named, designated.
Asort of spirits ca/Zfii/ so by the learned, . . . Calderon^ l. 16Z.
But that which thou hast called my father's death ? Cenci, v. iii. 83.

stranger, tell how thou art called? Qycl. 555.
The Devil (who sometimes is called vAtuxe,) . . Devil, xvil. *.

those sisters wild Called Hope and Fear— . . . Epips. 381.
Such as in measure were called poetry, . . . Julian, 542.
entailed my estate, called the Fool's Paradise, . (Ediptis, i. 201.
Called, from their dress and grin, the roya( apes, i. 313.
Be thou called The Green Bag ; i, 360.
Be called adulterer, drunkar^ liar, wretch

!

. i. 366.
Be they ca//(?(5f tyrant, beast, fool, glutton, . 1.369.
1 am called loTVj which, by interpretation, . . . 11. ii. 107.
The painted veil, by those who ivere, calledWie, . Prom. III. iv. 190.
And our work shali be called the Promethean. . iv. 158.
Who wrote a book ro//<?£? Nature, , St. Epips, ^i.
which I, day by day, Have so long called my child, Vis, Sea, 89.

(2) summoned.
Calledhy the thought which tyrannizes thee Calderon, III. loO.

Till in your season you be called to heaven. . Cenct, III. i. 120.

(3) invited, called upon.

was she not ca//^^ of old? 2^^,f^*- *"' V
Many are called, but few will I elect Q- Mab, vil. 156.

Called'st, v, tr. didst thou designate or address as.

Whom Cfl//f^jnhou God? Prom. n. \v. 112.

Callest, V. tr. considerest as.

yet less, perhaps, than that Thou call'streaWXy. . Hellas, Saa.

Which lends it to the worlds thou callest thine . Prol. Hellas, 168.

CalUuGr, pr. pple. (1) Lit. crying aloud.

The shrieks as of a people calling Mercy ! . . Hellas, 725.

(2) summoning.
But calling the attendants, went to dine . . Julian, 521.

*Callous, adj. Fig. hardened, unfeeling.

The leprous scars of callous infamy ; Fr. Satire, 19.

^Calliope, n. daughter of Jupiter and Mnemosyne : chief of

the Muses.
Oflfspringof Jove, Calliope, . . . ^^om. Sun, 1.

fCalls, n. short visits.

Courts of law—committees—m//j Peter, III, xiv. 3.

Calls, V. I. tr. (1) Fig. designates or views as.

Heaven's light Which he calls reason, .... Faust, I. 46.

In any madness which the world calls gain, . . Julian, 365.

And calls lust, luxury Peter, IV. xvii. 5.

Whom Love calls children— . . . . Prom. I. 573.

(2) summons by sound.
hear that bell Which calls the maniacs .... Julian, no.

(3) summons by impulse, feeling or example.

Ruin calls His brother Death. ... . Alastor, 618.

Great Bacchus calls me forth to dance ! . . . Cycl. 149.

Spain CflZ/j her [England] now, Ode Lib. -Kiu. 2.

Freedom calls Fanune, ... To brief alliance, , (Edipus, II. ii. 101.

The loud deep calls me home even now .... Prom, in. ii. 41.

And conscience . . . calls Her venomous brood . Q. Mab, in. 61.

(4) rouses, awakens.
calls From ruin her Titanian walls? . . Hellas, 704.

(5) recites, recalls.

Sits near an open grave and calls them over, . Death, (2) I. 2.

Which lie so feebly calls— . , . . . - . (2) i. 5.

II. intr. (1) cries aloud.
'Tis Adonais calls/ oh, hasten thither, . . . Adonais, Liii. 8.

'tis Misery calls,—fox he is dead. . . - Bion. Adon. 5.

Her love, her husband calls— 22.

Out of the crannies of the rocks, Who calls? . Faust, II. 191.

(2) influences, invites to action.

where some sudden impulse calls Following. . . Rosal. 179.

Call'st, see Callest.

Calm, V. tr. to subdue, to lull to rest.

To calm the deep emotions of his breast. . . . Faust, i. 68.

Calm, adj. (1) of human beings, their passions and sensa-

tions, serene, tranquil.

Calm and rejoicing in the fearful war . . . Alastor, 326.
Calm,, he still pursued The stream, . . . 539.
And standing' calm and motionless, . . Cenci, III. i. 1 1,

I shall be still and calm., . .... ili. i. 93.
Be calm, dear friend . III. i. 297.
I could even sleep Fearless and calm : . IV. iiL 65.
L/Ook not so calm and happy, , . . , V. iii. 15.

He looked as caltn and keen . . . V. iv. 2.

Calfn as a slumbering babe, . . . Dcetnon, i. 134.

, .
M ., " , ' 2- ^^^> ' 223-

his countenance was caltn, Dcetmoh, i. 272.
Calfn as a voyager to some distant land, . . li. 181.

„ „ 11 1, ,. ... Q. Mab, IX. 60.
Between the Heaven and Earth of my calm mind, Epips. 289.
Will worship thee with incense of calnt breath . 378.
with triple brass Of ca/OT endurance Hope, Pear, i^.

my heart grew calm, and I was meek and bold, . Lao?t, Ded. iv. 9.
How beautiful and calm and free thou wert . . vii. 3.
Calm, as a cradled child i. xv. 9.
For I was calm, while tempest shook the sky : i. xxxvi. 6.
cabn, yet compassionate i. Ivii. g.
speak nor weep. But pale, were tfl/w with passion 11. xlix. 6.
And we prolonged calm, talk in. iv. 2.

my mien grew calm and meek, iir. vii. 4.
Beneath most calm, resolve did agony wreak . III. vii. 7.
Of the calm smile with which she looked on me: . in. viii. 4.
Now I am calm as truth—its chosen minister. . in. viii. g.
the torturer who had bound Her meek calm frame, iv, xix. 2.

I was so calm and joyous.— . v. xlvi. 4.
Calm art thou as yon sunset ! v. Song, \. \.

But she was calm and sad, musing alway . . Vll. iv. 4.
calm, was my mind, And piercing, VII. xxx. 6.
and my calfn voice did rear ; . VIII. iii. 5.
young maidens came, Beauteous and calm,, . . x. xlviii. 2.

nis tone . . . Earnest, benignant, calm, . . . xi. xiv. 5.
Glorious, and great, and calm I xi. xviii. 3.
Calnty solemn, and severe. That voice unstrung

his sinews^ xi. xx. 6.
his eyes are mild And calm, xil. iii. 7.
a woman sits thereon, . . . Calm., radiant, . . , xil. viii. 8.
and became cal-m anew. ...... . . xil. xxv. 9.
Stand ye calm, and resolute, Mask LXXix. i.

Moves the calm spirit, but disturbs it not, . . Moschus^ 14.
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thy (3) II. 4.
- (2)11.5.
'. Hills^ 343.

love calm.^ steadfast, invincible By mortal fear . Pr. Aihan. I. 96.
hiswitheredmienYetcandgentleandmajestical. \\.\.-»f6.
mth a calm and measured voice n. ii. ,54.

Cruel he looks, but calm, and strong-, Prom., i. 238.

And looks of firm defiance, and caGn hate, . . . i. 25Q.
Fiend, X defy thee ! with a calm.^ fixed mind, . . i. 262.

to sleep Peacefully, and awake refreshed and cairn. ll. i. 39.
High hearts are calm^ and brightest eyes are dull ; IV. 452.
How cattn and sweet the victories of fife, . , . Q. Mab^ vi. 60.

But I was calm Rosal. 308.
Half interrupted by calm sighs, 384.
When she grew calm^ 419.
did ever keep The tenour of her contemplations c.^ Witck^ xxvill. 7.

calm. Old age with snow-bright hair and folded palm. LXI. 7.

(2) of aspects of nature and the lower creation.
And pendent mountains seen in the calm. lake, . Alastor^ 214.
as to mock The calm and spangled sky. ...
where the fiercest war among the waves Is ca/w.
In the sweet solitude of this calm place, . . .

£ven though the noon be caljH
Till the calm rivers, lakeSj and seas, . .

Here the air is calm and une
Watch the calm sunset
as bright and calm.^ but transitory, . . . .

To some caltn and blooming cove, . . . .

By that clime divine and calfft^

How calm it was !—the silence there ....
when the calm, sea was bright With silent stars,

beneath the sphere Of the calm moon— . . .

The noon was calm and bright :

It was so calm^ that scarce the feathery weed .

And as we past thro' the cal^n sunny air . .

like some calm wave Vexed into whirlpools
mighty stream dark, calnt and fleet, ....
thus calm In cloudless radiance,
The air was calm as it could be,

In the adm darkness of the moonless nights, .

When winds that move not its calm surface
I sailed, where ever flows Under the calm Serene
In the calTH regions of the orient day

!

And the enamoured sea grew cal?». . . .

As the calm joy of flowers and living leaves
Over the calm floor of the crystal sea, . .

Wildernesses calm and green,
and the dew-mingled rain Of the calm^ moonbeams,
Brother ipine, calm wanderer,
borne the summer night. Through isles for ever c.

And care for none in thy calm solitude,

in its calm sweep Bent the soft grass, . . .

They pitched upon the plain of the calvz mere.
on those days the sky was calm and fair, . .

Like a calm^ flock of silver-fleeced sheep, . .

But she in the calm depths her way could take,

(3) of immaterial things, mental conditionSj &c.
an hour of rest, A?VTiich will be deep and c.^ I feel ; Cend^ iv. i. 182.

And the calm innocent sleep in which he lay, . iv. iii. 12.

His sleep is very calm^ very like death ; . . . .
. IV. iv. 57.

I offer a calm habitation to thee, Death. Dial, 5,

be calm and mild, Trembling hours, . . . DirgeforYear^ ill. 4.
measured by the pants of their calm sleep. . . . Bpips. 535.
Within that calin circumference of bliss, .... ^50.
Ye gentle visitations of calm, thought— .... Fr. Catm^ i.

Be uiy sleep Calm and deep, ... ... Hellas^ 6.

Soft as love, and cal^ft as death, 12.

That cal?K sleep Whence none may wake, . . 19,
Calm as an angel in the drag^on's den— .... Laon^ l. xliv. 5.
In human hearts its calftt and holy seat ; . . . . 11. xxxvii. 7.

The unregarded prey of ca/zw and happy graves. . vill.xxiv.9.
has bought A calm inheritance, ix. xxix. 8.

no calm sleep Peopling with golden dreams . . ix, xxxii. 6.

Calm, dwellings of the free and happy dead, . xil. xxxi. 8.

Calm as a shade xii.xxxix.6.
Whilst yet the calm hours creep, Mutability.^ (2) iii. 5.
An awful image oicalm. power ... . . Prom.. I. 296.
Inspiring calm and happy thoughts III, iii. 146.
From its chaos made calm by love, ... . iv. 171.
Thou, Earth, calm empire of a happy soul, . . . iv. 519.
And sudden sleep would seize him oft Like death, so <?., Rosal. 829.

Calm, n. (1) of human feelings, emotions and passions,

serenity, peacefulness.

Heard in the calm, of thought ; Alastor^ 154.
to my onward life supply Its calm— . . . . Int. Beauty^ vil. 9.

and calm.y and darkness, sweeter far Came— . . Laon^ i. xl. 6.

Amid the cairn which rapture doth create . . 11. xxix. 5.

circling broke The ailm. of its recesses,— . . . v. xxii. 6.

As o'er that speechless c. delight and wonder grew. v. liii. 9.
Whose calm, reflects all moving things .... vii. xxxi. 6.

It was the ra/w of love— Xll. xxvi. i.

Have ye leisure, comfort, tfa/?«, MenofBng.iw.i.
Elysian City which to calm, inchantest .... Naples., 54.
Our feet now, every palm. Are sandalled with c.^ Prom. iv. 124.
is beauty, love, caww, harmony : IV. 527.
'mid their new calm, would intervene : Rosal. 1283.

344-
373.

Calderon., I. i.

Ch. ist, I. 39.
Cloud., ^6.
Cycl. 47.
Deathy {

^

Bug.
35»-

Jane., Reayll. 33.

Laon.^ I. xlv. 8."

III. iv. 3.

III. XV. I.

III. xvi. 1.

V. xvi. 5.

VII. vii. e,.

x:ii. xxxiii. I.

M. N. Despair^
i.

Mar. Dr. V. 3.

Mont. B. 130.'

Mosckus^ I.

Naples^ 36.
Ode Lib. x. 5.

(Edipus, II. i. 69.
Prom. II. iv. 36.

11. V. 24.
II. V. 107.

III. iii. 120.

IV. 325.
' IV. 498.
Solitary, i. 4.
Trium.ph, 315.
Witch, Lii. 8.

LVi. 5.

LVII. 5.

LXIII. 6.

A pool of treacherous and tremendous calm. . . Alastor^ 386:

eyes, Reflected in the crystal caltn -— 4^-
has reassumed Its windless calm Calderon, 11. 97.

Nor peace within nor caltn around, . .

A happy and auspicious bird of calm, . .

Passionless calm, and silence unreproved.
With the calnt within and the light around
The calm and darkness of the deep content

(2) of aspects of nature.
Through night and day, tempest, and c, and cloud, Alaslor, 230.

St. Dejection, III. 2.

. St. Epips. 63.

. Sunset, 46.

. Two Spirits, 27.

. Witch, XLI. 4.

II. 159.
Ch. ij/, IV. 20.

Bpips. 419.
466.

Fr. A Soul 7.

Jane^ Recoil. 40.

Nor the succeeding calm, excite thy wonder

;

Athwart its zones of tempest and of mlrn^ .

and Storm, and Calm, pursue their flight, .

leave azure chasms of calm Over this isle, .

Image the trembling calm of summer seas,

made not less The calm, that round us grew,
mind, Than calm in waters seen. . ... 00.

but transitory The cxilm.: iMon, i. i, 8.

to spy What calm, has fall'n on earth I. iii. 9.

oi/ot was spread On all below ; I. iv, 0.

their fierce roar to hear Amid the calm. : . . . I. xv. 6.

Like birds oicalm, from the world's raging sea, . I, Iviii.
jf.

for that calm was by the sunset snapt III. xviii, 3,
where, be there calm or breeze, vil. ix. 4.
Art as the calm to Ocean's weary waves ! . . . viii. xi, 2.

As calm, decks the false Ocean :— viii. xv. 6,

And love on all that lives, andi:. on lifeless things, ix. xxi. 9.

whose calm, by that proud neigh was broken, . . x. ii. 9,

The Sea, in storm or calm., Prom.. I. 2^.

even now to feed it With azure calm III. ii. 42.
It is the unpastured sea hungering for calm. . . III. ii. 49.
the fearful calm. That slumbers Q. Mab^ iv. 53.
As in the sun-light's w/zw it spreads .... vn.264.
might stir It's marble ca/w.' Rosal. 186".

And like a wave under the cal^ I fail TwoFr, Love^ 1,5.

. Unf. Dr. 228.

Vis. Sea, 16.

129.

Time, 8.

Far, far away, 1. 3

.

. Hellas, 535-

. Rosal. 635.

. Unf. Dr. 105.

, Alastor, 643.
. £.aon. VII, xxi. 5.

. Q. Mab, VI. 23.

. VIII. 3a

. Cenci, III. i, 2^,
. iMon, II, xviii, 7.

V. I. 9.

Q. Mab, VII. 7.

Laon, VI. xxxviii. 7,

III. XX, 7.

V. xlvii. 2.

IX, xix. 7.

Magnet. Lady, IV. 5.

in the Elysian caltn Of its own beauty.
Whose depths of dread calm^ are unmoved . ,

The deep calm of blue heaven dilating above,

(3) ot time.
Treacherous in cairn, and terrible in storm,

Calmer, adj. more peaceful.
Seek some far calmer nest ....
Is the grave not calmer still ? .

CsLlmX-n.^, pr. pple. soothing.
He stood, like a spirit calrning them

;

Half iTfl/wsi'w^ me ; then gazed awhile.
Calming me as the loveliness of heaven ,

Calmly, adv. (1) gently, quietly,

calmly fed The stream of thought, . .

and our pulses calmly flow and beat
The Fairy calm.ly smiled In comfort, . ,

With mild and gentle motion calfnly flowed.

(2) without passion or excitement.
Well, I will mlmly tell you what he did, , .

that this friend was false, may now be said C-
While c. on the Sun he turned his diamond eyes.
c. hence In torment and in fire have Atheists gone ; xii. lotix, 3
Mixed with a quiet smile, shone calntly forth : ^ - - •

(3) quietly.

And we sate admly, though that rocky hill.

Calmness, (1) quietude.
WEis spread In dreary calmness round me,

(2) peacefulness,
her voice the calmness which it shed Gathered,
And I do feel a mighty calmtiess creep

Calms, V. tr. soothes.
Its odour caltns thy brain ; ....

*Calpe, n. the rock of Gibraltar.
repels them As Calpe the Atlantic clouds— . . Hellas, 776.

Calum.nies, n. slanders.

cfl/M?««Mj, and lies Of atheist priests ! .... Ch.\st,\w.\'j,
Calumny, n. slander.
Envy and calumny and hate and pain, .... Adonais, XL. 2.
unlike bold calumny Ce?tci v. ii. 84.
And the cold sneers of calum-ny were vain, . . , Laon, ix. xviii." 8.
And Calumny meanwhile shall feed on us, . ix. xxxi. i.

As calumny is worse than death,— ... . CEdipus, I. 351.

*CalTin, John Calvin, b, 1509, d. 1564.
So thought Cfl/z'/w and Dominic ; /fe/cr, vi. xxiv, 1.

^Calypso, n. daughter of Nereus.
Calypso and the glaucous ocean Nymphs, . . . Cycl. 243.

Calypso, w. a daughter of Atlas.
Ulysses leaves once more Calypso for his native shore, Hellas, 1077.

Calypso's Boclc, Ogygia, an island of uncertain locality.
Ortygia, Melite, and Calypso's Rock, CEdipus, I. 170.

Came, z'. intr. I. of persons, personifications and liviug
things. (1) arrived, approached near to.

To that high capital, .. He cflww; Adonais, vi\. \.
Hither the Poet catne Alasior, 460.
They came to the fountain to draw from its stream. Bigotry iv i
\came arrayed In tempest Calderon, II. 152.
bo tlie next day hts wife and daughter came , . Cenci, i. i 6^
sought to hide That which I came to tell you— . 11, i. uo.
wh6n he, As heis wont, cawe to upbraid and curse, m i aii
Soon as we came into this craggy place Cycl. 374.Once remotest nations c. To adore that sacred flame, Eug.Hills 261.
Since I last ca.me up to the wizard mountain

; . . Faust, II. 294.Ihe bnde-maidens who round her thronging came, Ginevra, 28.A bndes-niaid went,—and ere she cawM again , -134.
And then the mourning women came.— . . . , iqTA Hater he cam.e and sat by a ditch, . .

" ' Hate i
Theyco^ unwearied to the lofty stall . . . Horn. kerc. JMW. 1,.

Maia s child Perceived that he came angry, . xxxix.V
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Cafne both his children—beautiful as Love, . Horn. Merc. liv. 3.

A murmurine tumult as they ca9ne arose,— . . liv. 7.

At sunrise, Plioebus catne^ • LXII. 5.

till we cafne Homeward, Julian^ 33.
Who to this city came some months ago, . . . ig6.
he came To Venice a dejected man, 232.
The lady who had left him, catne again 599.
a wjngfed Form . . . Floated, dilating as it came : Laon, I. Vii. 8.

We cawze to a vast hall, I. lii. i,

soon as the Woman catne Into that hall, .... i. Iv. 4.
We came at la^t To a small chamber, iv. ii. 6.

But to . . . my native land, the Hermit came : iv. x. 5.
He cfl?Me to the lone column on the rock, . . . iv. xi. i.

The little child stood up when we came nigh ; . v. xxiii. i.

To the great Pyramid I rawtf .• V. xliii. i.

And tilFwe came even to the City's wall .... vi. ii. 1.

but soon caTne pouring there New multitudes, vi. v. 8.

When I came home, one in the blood did He . . vi. xlix. 3.

at length We catne to a lone hut, VI. H. a.

the diver Who brought me thither, came again, . vii. xxiii. 2.

And when the Eagle came^ Vll.xxvii.i.
He came where that bright child of sea .... vil.xxvii.8.
They came and questioned me, Vll. xli. 6.

a Phantom of the Dead ... c. to my bed In dream, vill. ii. 5.
the Mariners came near And thronged around . Vlir. lii. 2.

obediently they caTne^ Like sheep . . . , , x. v. 3.
Thither still the myriads came, x. xxi. 4.
one without doubt or dread Cajne to the fire, . . x. xlvii. 8.

And, one by one, that night, ^oung maidens came^ x. xlviii. 1.

mine own child who in the guise C)f madness cajne xii. xxii. 8.

Then the bright child, the plumed Seraph came, . xil. xxiv. i.

the fish which catne To worship the delusive flame. Lerici, 47.
at nieht Came licking with blue tongues . . Marengni^ XX. 2.

Till they cam.e to London town. . .... Mask, xill. 4.
For witti pomp to meet him cam^, . . . The hired

murderers, . xv. i.

His holy friends then came about, Peter, I. iv. 1.

The gaping neighbours came next day— . . i. xv. i.

That he now canu to Westmoreland II. xi. 4,
Who ca-me to lend each other light ; . . . iv. xix. 3.
A man there cam^^ fair as a maid, ... . v. i. 3.
The parson cam.e not near his portal ;

.

. . vil. xii. 3.
To a deep lawny dell they came, Rosal. 105.
Duly at evening Helen c. To this lone, silent spot, 167.
The eldest, ... C to my knees %vith silent breath, 440.
Till I came to the brink of the ocean green, . 529.
And when we came to the prison door . . 878.
Till we came to the home of Lionel 98S.
like day she came. Making the night a dream ; . Triumph, 392.
And when I cam.e to that beside the lattice, , . Unf. Dr. 157.
Catne shaking in his speed the budding wands . Virgil, ao.

(2) with/ri?z«, oVr, whence^ jounieyed, travelled.
came from our ship Into the neighbourhood . . Cycl. 233.
She with apples you desired From Paradise cam.e

long ago : Faust, ii. 332.
The place from which they came^ . . . Horn. Merc. LVIII. 3.A lady came with him from France, .... Julian, 246.
from the fire-isles cam^ hfe, L^aon, Vii. viii. 8.
Some said, I . . . o'er the wave, The forest, and the

mountain came;— IX viii. 6.
from the utmost realms . . . came pouring The

banded slaves X. iv. i.

From every nation of the earth they cam.e^ . . x. v. i.

Proclaiming to the nations whence ye came, . xi. xviii. 6.
To the place from which they cante^ Mask, lxxxvi. 2.
When my father came from a distant land, . Rosal. 291.
none seemed to know Whither he went, or

whence he catne Triumph, 48.
Show whence I catne, and where I am, and why . 398.

(3) in sense of appeared, became manifest or was bom.
that most perfect image . . That ever came

sorrowing Cenci, v. ii. 69.
by that Christ who came to bring a sword, . . Ch. ist, II. 21^6.
Who came on the refulgence of your sphere. . . Dante Conv. 12.
That since I came into this world of woe, . ffom. Merc. Lil. 6.
when she catne first To this bleak world ; . . Julian, 152.
One catne forth of gentle worth J^otn. 1. 546.
Since the Incarnate catne: humbly he came^ . Q. Mab, VII. 163.
For each, as it catne, brought soothing tears, . . Rosal. 396.
since she . . . Cattte to my sight, ... . 408.
He came like a dream in the dawn of life, . Unf. Dr. i.

He cattu., and went and left me 60.

(4) in sense of appeared in succession.
and the mountain shepherds catne, . . Adonais, xxx. i.

The Pilgrim of Eternity . . . Cattte xxx. 6.
Midst others of less note, cattte one frail Form, . xxxi. i

.

He catne the last, neglected and apart ; . . . . xxxiil.s!
And then cattte one of sweet and earnest looks, . Adon. Cane. 18.

'

Last came Anarchy : he rode Mask, vill. 1.

Then cattte Peter Bell the Second Peter., Prol. 17.
And first th^spotted cameleopard came^ . . W^itch, vi. i.

and the wood-gods in a crew Came, Vlll, 3.And quaint Pnapus withhis company, All catne, x. 6.
The herdsmen and the mountain maidens catne, . xi. i.

(5) with adv. by^ passed.
The likeness of a throned king catne by, ... Dcetnon^ I, 270.
Till a naked child catne wandering by, ... . Rosal. 153.

(6) Fig. came home to his heart = bethought himself.
After these ghastly rides he came Home to his

^eart, Peter, vi. xxi. i.

II. of things, objects or elements. (1) approached.
A speck, a cloud . . . and swift it came anear. . . Laon^ I. vi, p.

The many ships , . . fled fast as ours cam^ nigh, . ix. iii. 2.

And now those raging billows catne Mar. Dr. XIV. i.

So cattte a chariot on the silent storm .... Triutnph, 86.

Till it catne to the clouds on the verge of the world Vis. Sea, 107.

(2^ was brought.
yesterday There came an order from the Pope Cenci, I, i. 130,
When the book cafne^ the Devil sent It ... . Peter, vi. xvi, I,

(3) appeared, became visible.

the stars catne thick over the twilight sea. . . . Laon, V. xix. 9.

the burning sun ... it c. Out of the east like fire, x. xiii. 2.

there catne The light from them, . .... Pr. Athan. Fr. 4.

(4) blew, proceeded.
the wind . . . From the land came fresh and light, L^rici, 40.
The hurricane catne from the west, and past on . Vis. Sea, 100.

(5) ran, poured.
And from it catne a gentle rivulet, Triutnpk, 3 14.

(6) fell with force.

for a stroke On my raised arm . . . canu down, . Laon^ III. xi. 2.

(7) fell gently, descended.
Then there catne down from Langdale Pike A cloud, Peter, i. xii. i.

Then the rain catne down Setisit. PL ill. 46.
First there cattle down a thawing rain . . . ill. io6.
Methought a star catne down from heaven, . Unf. Dr. 127.

she watched it [snow] as it catne Melt .... Witch^ xxx. 7.

(8) recarred. *

The chainless winds still come and ever catne . Mont B. 22.

His breath ... As eagerly it went and catne / . . Rosal. 835.
At her command they ever catne and went— . "^itch, IV. 5.

(91 fell to in succession.
and he. To whom next came their patrimony, . . Rosal. 490.
III. of things immaterial,thoughts, passions, desires, visions,

&c.
. (1) appeared, happened, occurred, came to pass.

And others catne . . . Desires and Adorations, . Adonais^ xiii. i.

And Pleasure^ . , . Catne in slow pomp ;— . . . xiii. 8.

A vision on his sleep There came, Alastor, 150.
At night the passion catne, . 224.
Then a divine thought cattte to me Cycl. 405.
At length . . . catne The Vision I had sought . . ^ips. 321.
(but no relief To seek ... It aime unsougnt) ; Fr. My headis wild, 5.
With my kiss, my soul beside it Came to my lips, Helena, 3.A power from the unknown God, A I*romethean

conqueror catne; . Hellas^ 212.
Hell, Sin, and Slavery catne, 218.
Depart not as thy [Spirit of Beauty] shadow c, Int. Beauty, TV. 10.
In dream, the golden pinioned Genii catne, . . Laon, I. xxxii. 2.

and calm, and darkness, sweeter far Came— . i. xl. 7.
but others [impulses] c. Soon, in another shape : . 11. ii. 4,
Thus madness came again,—a milder madness, iv. v. i.

these alarms Catne to me, . vi. iii. 8.
to me there came no thouj?ht of flight, .... vi. viii. 5.
the strength of gladness Catne to my spirit vil. ii. 4.
Another frenzy caww—there seemed a being . . Vii. x\'i. 3,
Cattte Famine, a swift shadow . ... x. xvii. 4.A pale dream catne to a Lady fair, Mar. Dr. i. i.

When memory ca^ . . . His spirit basked . . Marengki, xxv. 2.
As he was speaking catne a spasm, Peter^ 1. x. \.

But Peter's verse was clear, and taw^ Announcing v. xiii. i.

And when the winter of its glory catne, . . Prol. Hellas, 39.
Never yet there came Phantasms so foul.... Prom., i. 446.When a Dream ... To his pillow hovering cattte^ i. 727.
Then two dreams cattte. One, I remember not. . 11. i, 61.
and it [Spirit of the Earth] cattte Each leisure hour ill. iv. 16.
Joy to the Spirit ai?«£. {rep.) O. Afa*, viii. u.
there came Thy thrilling light, O liberty

!

. Rosal. 615.
As the swift emotions went and catne . . 942.
We lay, till new emotions cattte^ 977^
they felt the spirit that c. From her glowing fingers Sensit. Pi. ii. 31.
Shadow of annoyance Never came near thee : . . Skylark, 79.Thy brother Death came, and cried, . To Night TV. i.

To thy fair feet a winged Vision came, . . . Witch, Ded. ill. i.

(2) obeyed the summons.
Did imprecate (juick ruin, and it came. . . . Cenci, IV. i. 1n
at her silver voice catne Death and Life, . . . Epips. 301.
And then she called . . . million after million, They c, Witch^ Lll. 5.

(3) with on or upon, influenced, affected, befell or over-
took.

As catne on you last night— Julian, lyo.
there came upon my mind A sense of loneliness, . JLaon, Ded. v. 8.
The truth now catne upon me, . . .

. v. v. 7.When on my foes a sudden terror ca?«e, . . . vi. xix. i.

A power, a thirst, a knowledge, . . . Cante on us, vi. xxx. 8.
then Plague came on the beasts

;

... x. xiv. i.
Madness cflW£ on me, . , . '. Rosal. iigy.

(4) with within, entered, were included in.
And when they c. within the belt Of his own nature, Peter^ IV. iii. 3.

(5) with/r<?OT, out qf^ whence emanated, arose, originated
or passed.

Back to the burning fountain whence it cattte, Adonais, xxxvill. 6.
flame Out of her looks into my vitals catne, . . EpiPs. 260.
From the West swift Freedom catne, Hellas. 66.
from which there cattte The inmost purple spirit of light, Julian 83.
Nor Famine from the rich man's portal cattte, . Laon ix. xviil 67
upon the soul from which it catne: Prottt. Ii. v. 31,
Till from that self-contention came Remorse . . Rosal. 245.
The grace and gentleness from \rfience they came. 12S6.
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(6) -^'vCci forth, became visible, appeared.
Soon the wan stars came forth . Laon. in. xviii. 5.

And when the evening; star catne forth .... Rosat. 968.

(7) wltb through^ penetrated, was visible.

so transparent, that the scene ca?«£ through As clear as Triu-m^hy^i.

IV. sounds, odours, &c.
even that voice Which hither catne^ . ... Alastor^ 592.
In solitudes Her voice came to me Epips. 201.

that heart was broken From which it [a voice] cam-e^ F. Godwin^ 3.

shrieks which came Upon the breeze of night, . . Ginevra.^ 185.
and then his words came each Unmodulated, , . Julian^ 291.
One voice came forth from many a mighty spirit, Laon^ JDed. xiil. i.

yet sound to me none came. III. xvi. 8.

Their many footsteps fell, else came no sound , . V. xxix. 5.

her voice once again Came to me VI. xliv. 9.
one universal sound . . . They knew not whence it £-., ix. iv. 7.

when from beneath a cowl A voice came forth, X. xxxi. 9.
He was a Christian Priest from whom it came^ . X. xxxii. i.

When the last echo . . . Ca^ne from a distant street, xi. xiii. 5,

There came a murmur from the crowd, . . Xll. xxx. 8.

There cam.e a voice from over the Sea, .... Mask. I. 2.

When there came A voice out of the deep : . . . Ode Lib. I. 14.

The voice of a long pent sorrow came. . . . Rosa/. 218.
And rare Arabian odours came^ .... . . 1089.
notes came From my touch, 1 145.
a knell Of sobbing voices catne Wiich^ xxv. 6.

V. of times and seasons, arrived in point of time.
Evening came on. The beams of sunset hung . . Alastor^ 333.
And the spring cam-e down From the planet . . Gznevra^ 198.
When the third [hour] c, like mist on breezes curled, Laon^ III. ii. 4,
Mom fled, noon ca9ne^ evening, . . .descended, in. iv. i.

Then morning ca?ne—it shone even as of yore, . VII. xxiii. 5.
Night ca'mCy a starless and a moonless ffloom. . x. xliii. i.

Mom cam.e,—among those sleepless multitudes, . x. xliv. i.

and when the dawn Came^ . Prom., in. iv. 74.
For Winter ^^a?Me , the wind was his whip : . . , Sensit.Pl.lii.ga.
He [winter] came^ fiercely driven, in his chariot-throne ill. 96.
When winter had gone and spring came back . . —^ in. 114.
but when the morning carne The lady found . . Sunset^ 25.
but when Spring^ indeed Came to unswathe her infants, Unf. Dr. 207.
when the mornmg camey . ... Vvitck^ Lxxiv. 7.

VI. resulted in.

(I think such hearts yet never cam,e to good) . . Woodman^ 2.

VII. used for Became.
Whence cam^e I what I am ? ..^ .,.,..... Laon^ 11. xl. i.

CBaxie\,€omb. adj. attr. a beast ofburden
( Camelusdromedarius),

with ten cajiwe/ loads Of Indian gold HeliaSt 5TJ.
*Caxueleopard, n. (l)Lit. the giraffe ( Camelopardalisgiraffe^.
And first the spotted cameieopard came, . . . Wz'icA^ VI. i.

(2) J^zg-. a very tall person.
Matched with this ca^meleopard— . . . Gisb. 240.

Camelion, n. a reptile which appears to vary in colour

( Ckamczleo africamis).
As a lover or a cam.el. Grows like what it looks upon. Prom. IV. 483.

Cameliou, comb. adj. attrib. changeable.
thy sXycameiton spirit, Horn. Merc. Lxxxvill. 1.

CameUous, n. pi. of Camelion or Cameleon.
CflOTfj/zbwj feed on light and air: Exhortation^ i.

change their hue As the light camelions do, . . 7.
Poets are on this cold earth, As cam,elions might be, 11.

Where light is camelions change : . ... 14.
If bright camelions should devour , ... 21.

earnest, v. intr. originatedst.
Whence earnest thou ? and whither goest thou ? . Trittmph, 296.

CamiJlo, n. a character in * The Cenci.*
CamillOy^thovi art chief justiciary, Cenci^ I. iii. 128.
If you. Cardinal Cam.ilio, were reduced at once . 11. ii. 13.
So I should guess from what Camillo said. . , -^— 11. ii. 67.
I had disposed the Cardinal Camillo . . . u. ii. 105.
Cardinal Ca/ntllo, You have a good repute . . v. ii. 36.

*CamiIlus, n. L. Furius C, Roman patriot, died B. c. 365.
Saintly Camillus lived, and firm Atilius died. . Ode Lib. vn. 8.

Camp, n. A. Lit. the temporary dwelling-place of an army.
The last news from the camp is, Hellas^ 6i6.
Thro' peopled haunts, the City and the Cam.p^ . Laon, iv. viii. 7.
and to the Ca?f^ began My way IV. xxxii. 3.
and outspread llie plain, theCity, and the C. below, v. i. 4.
so wild They rage among the cam.p /— . , v. vii. 4.

B. Fig. a temporary abiding-place.
Have pitched in Heaven's smile their cam.p of death Adonais, L. 8.

^Campaerua, n. the wide flat district near Rome.
out in the wide Cafnpagna^ . . Cenciy iv. i. $^.

Camps, n, pi. of Camp.
Through camps and cities rough with stone, , . Adonais^ xxiv. 2.

Upon your camps^ cities, or towers, or fleets, . . Hellas^ 433.
And fires blazed far amid the scattered camps^ . Laon^ v. 1. 8.

German soldiers

—

camps—confusion— .... Peier^ ill. vi. 3.

Can, V. irr. (1) pr. indie, am able to.

I can do both : Cenci^ IV. i. 170.
for I heard And can forget not Julian^ 434.
(2) with comj)!. v. understood.

Sin smiled so as Sin only caw, . ... Eug. Hills^ 249.
(3) subj. may be able to.

most cruel, If such can love, Julian^ 440.

^Canaan, n. the ancient name of Palestine.

Such peace as Canaan found, let Scotland now : Ch. 1st, II. 255.

^Canaanitish, ad/\ Fig. idolatrous.
The Canaanitish Jezebel ! I. 68.

*Canals, n. water-ways.
Through lotus-paven canals^ ........ Wiich^ Lix. 5.

Cancelled, ppl. adj. Fig. past, obliterated.

the Father of many a OTWfls//i?(/ year

!

Prom. IV. u.
the melancholy rums Of cancelled cycles ; . . . iv. 289,

Candles, n. wax or tallow lights.

In dusk, ere stars were lit, or candles brought ; . Asiola, I. 4.

Canker, n. Fig. a blighting evil.

Whose chillness struck a canker to its root. . . Ireland, 10,

And having stamped this canker on his youth . Julian, 532.

Cankered, pp. Fig. blighted.

for when the living stem Is cankered\Ti its heart, Rosal. 1203.

Had cankered then—but crushed it not St. Brack. 8.

*Cankeringf , pr. pple. Fig. blighting, poisoning.
Withering and £a«ie*'2'«^ deep Q. Mab, iv. 2-1,1.

^Cankerous, adj. Fig. blighted, poisonous.
Of what makes life foul, cankerous, and abhorred ; Ode Lib. xv. 13.

Cankers, v. tr. Fig. blights, poisons.
the secret Which cankers my heart's core ; . . Cenci, in. i. 157.

Canning, George C, statesman, b. 1770, d. 1827.
There is a Castles, and a Canning, ... . . . Peter, in. ii. 1.

Cannon, n. a big gun or piece of ordnance.
The red cannon flashed fast From the lee. . . . Fugitives, ll. 14.

ten thousand cannon Lie ranged upon the beach. Hulas, 322.
ship to ship, cannon to cannon, man To man . . 486.
The roar of giant cannon

;

... . . 817.
ere the cannon's roar has died, Laon, xn. viii. 3.

^Cannonade, n. a continued discharge of artillery.

What I from a cannonade of three short hours ? . Hellas, 115.

Cannot, v, neg. form of Can, am unable to.

But I am chained to Time, and c. thence depart ! Adonais, xxvi. 9.
indeed, I cannot do it. . Cenci, rv. iii. 13.

For, when they cannot kill, they whine and weep. Ch. \st, l. 109.

*Canoe, n. a boat.
Bade us embark in her divine canoej ... . Z^£7«,xii. xxxii. 2.

Canons, n. ecclesiastical ordinances.
Refuse to obey her canons, Ch. 1st, li. 224.

Canopied, v. tr. Fig. stretched or extended across.
The hues of heaven that canopied\\\% bower . . Alastor, 197.
sheeted spray That canopiedxns. path . . . . 336.
those fleecy clouds That canopied the dawn. Q. Mab, I. 230.
And blood-red rainbows canopied the, land. . vn. 234.

Canopied, pp. (1) Lit. arched over.
Were canopied -with, blooming boughs,

—

. . Laon, ix. ii. 6.

(2) Fig.
{jCanopied by Victory's eagle wings outspread) . Ch. \st^ I. 142.

Canopied, adj. covered with a canopy.
Canofied S/ea.Xs oi ^o\A\ Not. Ant. V. ^.

Canopies, n. natural arched covering.
Beneath these canopies extend their swells, . . Alastnr^ 44g.
The forest's solemn canopies were changed . . 525.

*Canopns, n. a star in the constellation Argo.
Canopus and his crew . Wiichy XLVIII. 4.

Canopy, v. tr. Fig. extend over.
curtains That canopy the sun's resplendent couch, Dcemon^ I. 212.

Canopy, n. Fig. applied to any overhead covering.
Beneath the azure canopy, . . . j, 234.

, .. ,, 1, .1 .... ... Q.Mai, 11.45.
dome of leaves, a Cflw(7^j» moon-proof. . . . Za(7w, VI. xxvii. 9.
beneath a sun-bright canopy, .... . . xil. v. i.

O'er which is curved an orblike canopy . . Prom. iv. 210.
a canopy which love had spread Q. Mab, rv. 7.

Canst, V. irr. 2nd p. sing, of Can, art able to.
Thou cansi no longer know or love the shapes . Alastor, 696.
Canst thou discern The signs of seasons, . . . Ch. 1st, I. 33.
and thou canst claim The shelter, from thy Sire, . Laoti, bed. XII. 8.

*Cant, V. intr. talk hypocritically.
Hate men who cant, and men who pray, . . . Critic, 11. I.

*Cant, n. conventional pietistic talk.
By the false cant which on their innocent lips . . IM. Ch. X. i.

Saint of new churches, and cant, . . . (Edipus, II. ii. 4';.
and pull The old cant down ; Witch, LXXIll. d.

Canterbury, n. capital of Kent, the see of the Primate.
His Grace of Canterbury must take order . . Ch. 1st, II. 69.My Lord of Canterbury jj. 03.
His Grace of Canterbury expects to enter the

New Jerusalem h. am.
*Cantin^, vbl. n. hypocritical jargon.
had hung her With cantingaaA quirking, . . . (Edipus, I. 254.

fCanvassed, v. tr. considered, examined.
Questioned and canvassed'A with subtlestwit, . Pr. Athan. 1. 116.

^Canvassiner, pr. pple. considering.
Stood canvassing still to and fro The chance . . Rosal. 496.

"Capaciously, adv. greatly, largely.
lubricous round rings, .Capaciously expatiative, . CEdipus, 1. 1S6.

Cape, n. a headland projecting into the sea.
To Amphionic music on some Cape sublime, . Hellas, 1006.
Which round some thymy cape will lag ... . Laon, VII. xl. 2.
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From cape to cape^ with a bridge-like shape, . . Cloudy 63.

Yon Cape alone does from the sight withhold ; . I^aon^ viii. i. 5.

(2) transf. sense, an outstretching mass.
Up to some beakM cape of cloud sublime, . .

Cape, n, a covering for the shoulders.
Beneath a duSky hood and double cape^

Caper, v. intr. skip or dance.
a meteor, such as caper On hill-tops ....

Capes, n. garments covering the shoulders.
Some made a cradle of the ermined capes .

tCapital, n. metropolis or chief city.

To that high Capital^ where kingly Death .

^Capital, n, the head of a column.
Whose capital seemed sculptured in the sky,
And palm-like caf>ital^ and over-wrought, .

Capital, adj. deserving death.
Are grown crimes capital. Cenciy V. iv. 24.

Capitals, n. metropolitan cities.

Stalks through iS\^ capitals of armfed kings, . . Hetla^^ 352.

*Capitolian, adj. absol. the hill on which the Capitol stood.

like cars in which the Romans climbed . . . The C Ch. \st, i. 143.

Capitolian, adj. of or pertaining to the Capitol.
And gold profaned thy capiiolian throne, . Ode Lib. VII. 10.

*Caprioe, n. whim, fancy.

Witck^ i,v. 3.

Triumph^ 89.

, Witch^ in. 5.

Triumphy 495.

, Adonais. vii. i.

. I^on^ III. xii. 2.

. Prom. III. iii. 163.

Cenci. in. i. 235.

. Q. Maby VI. 200.

CEdipus^ II. i. 132.

. Laon^ VIII. ii. 1,.—- VIII.xxvf.8.

Cenci^ I. i. 87.

Julian^ 448.
JLaon^ II. iv. 4.

viri. xiii.4.

IX. X. 9.

Mexican^ II. 10.

Rosal. 1035.

Captive, adj. (1) Lit. imprisoned or otherwise deprived of
liberty.

Poor captive bird ! who, from thy narrow cage, . Epips. $
a captive multitude Was driven ;— . ... Triutnpi

(2) Fig.
Between, with many a captive cloud, .... Prom,. I. 712.
And Conquest is dragged captive through the deep : iv. 556.

Captives, n. pi. of Captive.

^ the captives p^ent in the cave below. . . . Apenn. 6.

the caprice Of man s weak wilfbelongs

Caps, n. head-gear.
For if their drivers would tear caps and wigs, .

Captain, n. the commander of a vessel.
the C. stood Aloof, and whispering to the Pilot,

the C. with grey locks, whose glance Met mine

'I'Captious, adj. capricious, uncertain.
Any design my captious fancy makes

Captive, n. a prisoner.
Following the captive to his dungeon deep

;

until the chain Stifled the captives cry, .

And man is made the captive of his brother,
tempt one captive now to lock another's chain.
Love shall burst the captives prison
Like a captive in dreams of liberty.

119.

Will disinchant the captives^
among captives willing chains to wear Awhile-
And on the deck, with unaccustomed eye The

captives gazing stood,
Were neither mid the mighty captives seen.
The chariot and the captivds fettered there' :

—
Captivity, n. A. Lit. a state of bondage.
And she a nursling of captizfity . .

The joyless thralls of like captivity/ . . .

B. Pig. (1) mental thraldom.
'Tis dread captivity
The death-seal of mankind's captivity^ .

And emblems of its last captivity^ ...
(2) entrancement of mind.-

held us in chains Of sweet captivity^ ....
(3) used to express persons in bondage.

Lighted the cheek of lean captivity . . . Dcetnon, ir. 202.

ti
'„ n ), „ Q. Mab^ IX. 12^.

Car, n. (1) poetically used for carriage or vehicle.
Draw that strange car of glory,

""

The Daemon leaning from the etherial car .

It moved towards the car, and took its seat
The magic car moved on ; irep.) . . .

The magic car no longer moved ; . . . .

Laon, II. xlii. 6.

III. ix. 5.

Vin.xxviii.8.
Triumph^ 135.

457-

Laon^ V. xxvii. 8.

VIII. xiv. 5.

CalderoUy ill. 130.
Prom. I. 397.

III. iv. 177.

Laon-y V. Iviii. 5.

DcEfnon, I. 65.

68.

I. 229^

Q. Mab, II. 46.
—^(Bm-on, II. 306.
Q. Maby IX. 213.

CEdipuSy I. 248,-

Prom. I. 525.
II. iv. 153.
III. iv. III.

Q. Mab, I. 65.

Speechless with bliss the Spirit mounts the car,

She is here in her car^ From afar, and afar ;

—

Your call was as a wmgfed car
Lo ! it ascends the car;
And where my moonlike car will stand within
leaning graceful from the etherial car^ ....
The pearly and pellucid car Moved not the moon-

fight's line
: i. 82.

From her celestial car The Fairy Queen descended, i. 105.
Ascend the car with me. {.rep^ ^ . . . . i. i6i.
And as the car of magic they ascended, . . . i. 201.
So ill was the car guided^ ...... . Triumph^ lO',.

Whose shape is that within the fflr^ . . j . . 17^.
And who are those chained to the car?— . . . 208.
the new Vision, and the cold bright car^ . , » , 434.
And of this stuff the car's creative ray .... 533,
from a carChanged to the fairest and the lightest

boat , IVifcA^ xxxi. 6.

(2) applied to the celestial bodies.

Nay, return. Vesper! urge thy lazy car/ . . . Bpitkal. (2) 20.

yoked to her immortal car Horn. Moon, 12.

And the fleet car with yoke of gold, Horn. Sun, 2j,.

till the car Of the late moon, Witck^ LI. 6.

whose clzr has rolled Over the horizon's wave, . Zucta, Vlll. 6.

(3) Fig.
See ! gory Ruin yokes his blood-stain'd car, . . M.N.Post.Fr. 73.

And ye who attend her imperial car, Ode^ Arise, 19,

I hear the pennons of her car Self-moving, . . . Ode Lib. xvill. 4.

Carcase, n. (1) the dead body of a man or animal.

over the rarciWJ of a dead asS, Ck.\si,\\.^^o.

Eacli oh the weltering carcase that we loved, . . Hellas^ 519.

(2) the body or hulk of a ship.

heaped over its carcase^ like a grave Calderotty II. 70.

Cardinal, n. a dignitary of the Roman Church.
Cardinal, One thing, I pray you, Cenci, i. i. 58.

Cai^dinal, thou art the rape's chamberlain, . . I. iii. 127.

If you, Cardinal Camillo, were reduced at once . II. ii. 13.

C, Do you not think the Pope would interpose II. ii. 24.

I had disposed the Cardinal Ca.m\Uo . . . II. ii. io5-

Cardinal CamWXo, You have a good repute . . V. ii. 36.

I pray thee. Cardinal, that thou assert .... V. ii. 59.

My dear I^ord Cardinal. V. iv. 159.

Cardinals, n. pi. of Cardinal.
Princes and Cardinals, pillars of the cfhurch, I. iii. 2.

Care, n. (1) sorrow, grief, trouble.

Bearing within his life the brooding care.... Alastor, 246.
clothes like a dove With the wings of care ; . Arabic, Im.it. II. 4.

Lone counsel from a night of sleepless care. . . Cenci, II. 11. 100.

And give himself no care . Cycl. 323.

Where care and sorrow, impotence and crime, , Dcetnon, 11. 9.

Where neither avarice, cunning, pride, or care, . II. 188.

If in this wide world of care Exhortation, 3.

A short-lived hope, unceasing care, Falsehood, 95.
a grave Of dead despondence and low-thoughted c, Gisb. 294.
free from care or sadness, Horn. Earih, 20.

She spends a happy time with little care . . . Julian, 168.

bereft Of friends, and overcome by lonely care . Laon, li. xxiv. 7.

In fear and restless care that he may live . . , VIII. xiv. 3.

A,shade of selfish car^o'er human looks is cast. . IX. xxiv. 9.
Whilst love every care is erasing, .... . M. N. Ravail, 75.
Wherefore weave with toil and care . . . Men ofEng, I. 3.

When the twilight of ca^e, Moonbeam, ill. 7.

It loosens the serpent which care has bound . Music, Ipant, II. 3.

Or the care he could not banish . Peter, il. xii. 5,
my waking hours Too full of care and pain. . Prom. ii. i. 55.
Until it walked, exempt from mortal care, . ii. rvVj^.
CfEidled in visions of hate and care, . . . iv. 62.
Whose life is misery, and fear, and care; . . . Q. Mab, V. 114.
In unremitting drudgery and care! . ... v. 139.
solacing All human care, v. 216.
Who hope for peace amid the storms of care, . V. 240.
miserable world! Thorny, and full of care, vi. 13.

Where care and sorrow, impotence and crime, . ix. g.
Where neither avarice, cunning, pride, or care, IX. 67.
But the fever of care was louder within. . . . Rosal. 906.
Chill'd the wild throb of care .St. Ir. (3) VI. 2.

Give care to the winds, . Serchio, 53.
And weep away the life of care St. Dejection, iv. 4.
Which, untainted by pride, unpolluted by care. Tear, i. 5.
The marble brow of youth was cleft With care ; . Triumph, 524.
the killing tears Of slow, dull care, . . Witch, Ded. IV. 4.

(2) solicitude, loving attention.
Which shews that Heaven has special care of me. Cenci;, i. iii. 65.
Requiting years of care with contumely. . . u. ii. 34,
It shall repay her care and pain with hate, . . . iv. i. 154.
But thy false care did idly wear Its withered leaves Constant. ll. ^.

\ keep with care this body of Ulysses Cyd. 699.
who still grow beneath her c&re, DtBThon, II. 5^.

, >. , 1) , I) )) Q. Mab,w\\\\\o.
The Fathomless has care for meaner things . . Hellas, 763.
with patience and kind care, Julian, 220.
Rewound me in his arms with tender care, , . Laon, iv. 11. 2.
Is this your care } ye toil for your own good— . viii. iv. 6.
care for your own, or nith For others' sufferings ? t'lll.xxvii.i.
By all the scorn which killsia father's care— . . L^. Ch. xiv. 2.

In compliment of your kind love and care, . . . CSdipus,\\.\.\€^.
Sweet to remember, thro' your love and care: . Prom. ill. iii. 9.
And my own fond and tender care, Rosal. 374.
That I should have a care to save ... j . 503,

(3) scrupulous or anxious attention.
Examining the question with more care, . . , Calderon, i. 132.
With care his sweet person adorning, Devil, i. 3.
and four with friendless care Guided my steps . Laon, iii.'xiii. (j.

desires and thoughts, that claim Men's care— . RdsaL 726.
*

without care Of aught but thine own features, Yet look, 8.

(4) a special charge or trust.

And a mind dedicated to no care Ch. 1st, 11. 307,
aftd in which You have a common care, .... Cyd. 280.
By all the days under ap hireling's care, . . . Ld. Ch. ix. 1.

that the care Of your high office, . ... (Edipus, i. 411.
Was my yowed task, the single care . . . Rosal. 342.
'Mid its new joy of a new care .• . ... . . §iS.

(5) interest in a matter.
I lost all sense or care Laon VI. xv. 8.

(6) A person loved or cared for.

Thy heart's care With willing steps pursues another Virgil, 24.

N
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(7) as a mythological personification.
Where their mother, Care. like a drowsy child, . J^r. Afus. i. 4.
Sit Care, and Sorrow, aria Infirmity— .... Hellas. 905.
Care would not come so soon I would, g.
You, tiresome verse-reciter. Care,— Jo,ne, Invitn. 7^.
where Care In throned state is ever dwelling. . Peter^ III. xxiii, 5.

(8") with prefix take, special regard or heed.
I take care to keep on good terms with him. . . Faust, i. iii.

I have taken good care That shall not be, . . . CBdipus, 1. 147.
Take care, my Lord, They do not smoke you first. 11. >. 187.

Care, v. intr. (1) have affection for.

and I love you, and care Even for this hard
accuser— , Horn. Merc. LXiv, 6.

And care for none ; in thy calm solitude, . . . Solitary, I. 4.

(2) to be anxious.
Yet need was none for rest or food to care^ . . . Laon, v. xx. 1.

(3) with negation, am indifferent.
and I care not If I discuss it with you Cenci, i. i. 71.
As to the rest I care not :— Cycl. 307.
Ye rend me now : I care not Prom- i. 478.

*Oare-worii, adj. wearied or worn with anxiety.
I come, care-mom tenant of life, from the grave. Death, Dial. 2.

Cared, v. intr. (1) took to heart.
And cared at all to hear my mother scold. . Horn.. Merc, xxviii. 3.
My father cared not xciv. 7.

(2) was willing, desired.
nothing that my tyrants knew or taught I cared

to learn, Laon^ Ded. V. 4.

Career, n. (1) Lit. swift onward progress.
had paused In its career

:

Alastor, 262.
Loud was the roar Of their career/ Z,aow, x. xi. 3.
The career of armed steeds Mask, Lxxx. 2.

(2) Pig. course, manner of proceeding.
that still Guiding its irresistible career .... Alastor, 612.
Bridle the forest winds in their career^ .... Calderon. 11. 154.
Watching its bold and bad career^ Cenci, 1. 1. 50.
To follow its sublime t^reer, Con. Sing. II. 8.
I, whose career, through the blasted year, . . Falsehood, 19.
until the might^soundOf your ca?-fifir . . . . Z.fl(3«, 11. xiii. 6.
and bore me in its dark career Beyond the sun, . iii. xxvii. 2.

Hell and destruction mark his mad career, . M. N. Post. Fr. 75.
'^Careered, v. tr. rushed on.

First, crime triumphant o'er all hope careered . Q. Mab, IX. 41.

*Careerinff, ppl. adj. rushing.
SL careering s\xta.m Of golden clouds Laon, 1. xlii. 3.

Careful, adj. (1") onerous, burdensome.
The Cfl^is/w/ weight, of this great monarchy. Ch. 1st, ll. 18.

(2) anxious, attentive.
Revolve this doubt again with cartf/^/ mind. . . Calderon, i. 216.

(3) P'zg-. provident.
neither fortune, . . . That «)!r<2/»/ miser, .... 11. 181.

Careless, adj. (1) heedless, inattentive.
Startling with careless step the moon-light snake, Alastor, 236.
And many pass it by with careless tread, . . . Allegory, II. i.

And in no careless heart transcribed the tale ; . Aaon, 11. ix. 2.

and is made The careless slave of that dark power II. xxxiii. 7.
With seeming careless glance ; ill. x. 3.
From their cold, careless, willing slavery, . ^ . ix. x. 2.

Insult with careless tread, our undivided tomb. ix. xxix. 9,
Careless who lives or dies— M.N. fbst. Fr. 53.
Hiding from manv a careless eye ... . M. W. G. II. 5.

"

(2) cheerful, happy.
the Fool of late Has lost his careless mirth, . . Ch. 1st, II. 461.
in a careless mood To Phoebus said :— . . Jlom. Merc. LV. 6.

Cares, v. intr. heeds or regards.
Little cares for a smile or a tear, . . . . Cenci, V. iii. 132.
who cares not either For God or mortal ; . . . Cycl 609.

Cares, n. anxieties, troubles.
but wrapt up in carej Calderon, i. 6^.
and that The cares we waste upon our heavy crown Ch. 1st, 11. 490.
That all the cares subside, Death Vanq. 25.
Darting the beam that conquers cares .... Eyes, 11.

a human breast Which thronging cares annoy— Horn., Merc. Vli. 5.
And Faith, and Custom, and low-thoughted c, Laon, Ded. xili. 7.
drowned Its struggling fears and cares, .... ix. iv. 6.
Those hosts of meaner cares, IX. ix. 9,
Yet human hopes and c. and faiths and errors, Marenghi, xxvi. i,

the daily strife With common wants and common c. Mask, LXIX. 3.
Embrace fond woe, or cast our cares away : . . Mutability, 12.
His riches and his cares he did divide. . . . Pr. Athan. I. 42.
bad delights, And selfish cares, Front. IV. 407.
That few may know the cares and woe of sloth. . Q. Mab^ ill. 1 17.
With narrow schemings and unworthy cares, . . v. 163.
And selfish cares with barren plough, .... Rosal. 428.

*Caress, n. {X) Lit. fond embrace, endearment.
In friendship's smile, in love's caress? .... Eug. Hills, 33.We might survive all ills in one caress: .... Laon, II. xlvui. 4.
when the faint eyes swim . . . boundless and dim,

\TiOTi& caress} VI. xxxvi.6.
so deep and dread, that one caress, vi. xliii. 6.
in the flow Of sudden tears, and in the mutec— xn.xxxvii.6.
the caress That turned his weary slumber . . . Triumph, 422.

(21 Mg.
the damp death Quenched its (Tfzr^i'.f Adonais, xn. 6.
Death rose and smiled, and met her vain caress. xxv. 9.

*Caress, v. tr. Fig. fondle or embrace.
The wandering wind her nurslings might caress ; Laon. VI. xxviii. 7.

Checks the great mother stooping to caress her, Ode Lib. xvil. 11.

"^Caresses, n. (1) Lit. fond embraces.
Their caresses were like the chaff In the tempest, Fr. Incant. I. 3.

To nurse the image pf unfelt caresses Fr. Unsat. ^.

Or the caresses of his sated lust They congregate :— Laon, IV. xx. 4.
Of converse and caresses sweet and deep, . . . vii. i. 6.

Speechless caresses, talk that might disarm . vil. i. 7.

as a weary child . . . with its caresses mild, . . xil. xiv. 9.

From the dim recesses Of woven caresses, . . . Prom. IV. 106.

In the sweet depth of woven caresses, . . Rosal. 1031.

(2) Fig.
The close caresses of all duller plants .... Laon^ VI. xli. 2,

*Carlcatnre, Fig. a ludicrous representation.

Wither they to a ghastly caricature CEdipus^ I. 372.

*Carious, adj. unsound, rotten.

wholesome fat Upon his carious ribs— .... I. 86.

Carlisle, comb. adj. attr. the capital of Cumberland.
By that night's Carlisle mail. ... . . Peter^ VI. xvi. 4.

*Cannanlaii, adj. of Carmania.
Persia, and the wild Carmanian waste, . . , Alastor^ 141.

*Carnag'e, n. slaughter, massacre.
Carnage and ruin have been made their food . . Laon^ IV. xxvi. 4.
When they return from carnage, and are sent . v. xiv. 8.

tho' when by thirst of £'a/'«a.^£ driven VI. xi. 3.

While cam. in the sun-beam's warmth did seethe, VI. xvii. 8.

He scents the battle's carnage from afar ; . M. N. Post. Pr. 74.
May Carnage and Slaughter, . Peter^ VI. xxxvi. 3.

*Caxnase-smoke, t. n. Fig. smoke rising from the battle-

field.

In the carnage-smoke of battles won

:

. Falsehood^ 63.

"Carnival, n. Fig. riot of pleasure.
In the world's carnival. B. Williams^ IV. 7.

fCarpeted, fp. Fig. covered over.
closely carpeted With flowers and grass . . . Cycl. 548.

Carriage, n. {Vi a vehicle to nde in.

In your carriage you would not ride Devil. Vlll. 7.

As the carriage drove thro' the streets apace ; . Rosal. 938.

(2 ) Fig. cost of conveyance.
For carriage., ten-pence Peter paid— Peter^ VI. vii. 4.

Carried, v. tr. removed, conveyed.
Andcarrz'erfout the lambs— Cycl. 2vt,.

Carried, //. taken possession of by force.
Corinth and Thebes are carried by assault, . Hellas^ 548.

Carrion, n. flesh unfit for human food.
will make them relish carrion (Bdipus^ I. 90.
noonday smoke Of fresh human C(jrr/(7w.-— . . Similes, I. $.

Carrion, adj. A. Lit. that feed on carrion.
feast was spread For the carrion fowls .... Laon, vi. viii. 2.

B. Fig. expressive of something loathsome.
Far from these car. kites that scream below ; Adonais, xxxvill. 2.
the shriek of the world's carrion jays, . . . Gisb. 130.

Carry, v. tr. (1) convey or bear about.
she can carry Her head under her arm .... Faust, II. 400.
(2) with through, help or support.

which c. through The excellent impostors of this earth Tulian. 241.
Cars, n. (1) pi. of Car {W

like cars in which the Romans climbed . . . The
Capitolian— Ch.\st,\. 141.

I see a2?-j drawn by rainbow-winged steeds . .Prom n. iv ijo
f2) Fig.

Who gaze on us from your crystalline carsl Laon, v. Song, 6. 3.
Carted,//, put in a cart.
and lean outcasts, . . . carted with dung,

.

. Ch. \st 1 160
Carve, v. tr. fashion with tools.

'

Like forms which sculptors carve, . . Laon, x. xxiii. 9.
Carved, ///. adj. fashioned or cut.
whose roof of moonstone carved. j. jj 7
its mrnerfsummits cast The sunken day-hght ! ! ill. xii. 8.
Carved lamps and chalices Witch xx 5

^Cascade, n. a small cataract.
>

•

It dances in the cascade's spray. St. Ir. (4) iv. 4.
Case, n. (1) state, position, condition.
Though your peculiar c<we is hard, C«»«; 11. ii. 27.
the Fool mocks wisely ; But in this case . . Ch 1st II 187
the lean hya;nas their sad case . . . wailed ; . . . Laon x. xv 7.
Wailing her own abandoned aise, Peter VI. xxvii. 4.
(2) contingency, occasion.

'

k is a case Unheard of
! jPaust, II. 358.But m this nzm he did appear . . . . Peter u iv 1

For fifteen months in any case, .....'.'. '

vii xxiii 4
(3) a question or argument.

You may refer the merits of the CM* ,• . . . Calderon, I. 255.
Told, as I understand the case, Peter I. xi 3

Casement, «. a window. <
i-

That through the casement shone Damon, 11. 332.
., " i' J ^ , ,'». Q. Mab, IX. 340.
the ooze and wind Rushed through an open casemfnt, Julian, 276.
the woodbine wreaths which round my casement were. Laon, I. xl. g.

Sfwt°"."i^ "'"*"","''??'
• • -fiier, l.vi\.l.

Till by the grated casement's ledge It fades, . Tasso, Song, ill 5.
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. L.aon^ XI. xviii. 3.

, HI. xii. 8.

VII. XXX. 4.
X. xlvi. 8.

Casements, n, windows.
its casements hvx^t Shone through their vine-leaves Rosal. 1257,

jOasli, «. money.
he had no cash or land Remaining, JtUian^ 249.

^Cashxulxe, «. a valley in the Himalayas.
TiH in the vale of Cashntire^ Alasior^ 145.

tCask, n. (^1) Lit. a wooden vessel to hold liquids.
only unlock the cask CycL 153.
Bring the caj^, O stranger, bring ! 515.
(aj Fig. term of lite.

And as my little cask runs turbid now, . . . Faust^ II. 295.
Casks, pi. of Cask.
But I remain to fill the water casks^ Cycl. 33.

Cassius, n. one of the assassins of Julius Csesar.
Thou wert not, Cassius^ and thou couldst not be, Otho^ I. 1.

Cast, V. tr. A. pr. andj^A (1) drop, leave, scatter. '

The obscene birds the reeking remnants casi , Helios^ 434.

(2) throw away, put aside.
that ye would cast Into the dust . . .

(3 J sheds.
its carved summits castTht. sunken day-light .

(4) shed lustre or mental light.

Or cast a. lustre on them—
And cast a light on those dim labyrinths, .

(5) shift or change.
As adders cast their sKins And keep their venom, CA. ist, i. 126.

(d) attribute.

Men cast the blame of their unprosperous acts . Cenct, V. 1. 25.

(7) cause to fall or happen.
What ! will you c... Assured conviction upon Beatrice ? V. i. 40.
The times do iroj/ strange shadows Hellas^ 134.
They c. on all things surest, brightest, best, Doubt, 790.
Cast on the daylight of this earth Such gloom,— Int, Beauty^ Ii. 10.

till grief £:(W/ Eclipse upon the soul Prom. 11. v. 30.

(8) with away, waste, spend uselessly.

What! . . . adventure And ;:. away, . . . Two lives, Calderon^ I. 235.

(9) with away, abandon, give up, dismiss.
Here I ca,si away All human passions, .... Julian^ ijoi.

Embrace fond woe, or cast our cares away : . . Mutability^ 12.

^ 'B.pa. tense. [X) threw.
he casi on the broad hearth The knotty limbs . . Cycl. 375.
the dead limbs of their comradesc. Down the deep, Vis. Sea, "54.

(2) let fall, dropped.
The indignant spirit cast its mortal garment Among Hellas, 397.

(3) wrapped,
so I cast My arms around her, . , . Laon, vi. liv. 2.

(4) shed.
And blighted are the leaves that cast its shade ; . Ireland, 8.

and stiir the grace Which her mind's shadow cast, Laon, iv. xxx. g.
smile, like Cythna's, cast One moment's light, . v. xxiv. 4.
And o'er it cast in peace his shadow . . . vil. xxvii. 9.
His inessential figure c^st no shade Q, Mab.vil. 71.
Where the death-darting sun c. no shadow at noon, Vis. Sea, 47.
whose shade cast Darkness and odours, . . Witc/i, xxxvill. 3.

(5) directed.
then those who near me were, Cast gentle looks . v. xxxv. 3.
On those high domes her look she cast. .... Mar. Dr. xi. 7.

(6) reverberated.
its thousand echoes cast Into the nig-ht, . . Laon, viii. xxviii. %.

(7) Mg.
And cast the vote of love in hope's abandoned urn. iv. xxii. 9.

(8) with awayJ Fig. spurned.
but they Cast, like a worthless boon, thy love away. Coleridge^ 12.

(9) with away. Lit, discarded, tnrew down.
Methought he rashly castayvay his harp .... Orpheus, 44.
(10) with off. Fig. discarded.

Cast off their memories of the past outworn ; . Laon, V. xlii. 3.

(11) made fast by an anchor.
the mariners in dread Cast anchor . ... vil. xl. 9.

Cast,M A. Lit. (1) dispersed, scattered.
The ashes ofthe desolation c. Upon the gloomy blast, Calderon, 11. 39.
Sparkles of blood on the white foam are cast. . . 11. 61.
As from the sea by winter-storms are cast; . Marenghi, xxiv. 4!
And the dense clouds ... on the whirlwmd are

cast; Vis. Sea, 114.

(2) thrown.
and one Of regal port has cast himself . . . Hellas, 836.
And in despair had casi him down to die ; . . Zucca, vi. 4.

(3) abandoned, left.

Hath ... To the hell dogs . . . Cast that fair prey? Dcemon, i. 12.

(4) shed.
Like light . . . Cast from one cloudless star, . . Laon, V. li. 4.
B. Fig. (1) thrown, shed, projected;

they last On Death's bare ribs \izAcast. .... Hellas, 210.
The shadows . . . Cast on the mirror of the night. 610.
might well have cast A darkness on my spirit— . Julian^ 11^9.

Beneath truth's steady beams upon its tumult cast. Laon, 11. xii. 9.
The darkness of brieffrenzy cast on me, .... i\\, xv. 4.
The sudden clamour of delight had cast, . , . v. xv. 8.
A shade of selfish care o'er human looks is cast. . ix. xxiv. 9.From city to hamlet thy dawning is cast,— . Liberty, IV. 4.
'Mid the darkness upward casi Prom. I. 696.

the shadow cast By the memory of the,same ! . , Rosal. 282,

Cast from the envious future on the time, . , . Sonnet, Byron, 1 1.

Each day a shadow onward cast .... Time longpast, II. 4.

Beauty is like remembrance, cast From Time long
past 111.5.

Cast the darkness of absence, worse than death ! Unf. Dr. 14.

on the brain One tone, which never can recur, has;:., Wbodm.an, 66.

(2) with offl rejected, discarded.

He has casi Nature ofiF, Cenci, ill. i. 286.

had cast off The mantle of its mysteiy, .... V. i. 5.

These once caj/off—As adders cast their skins . C/i. ist, I. 126.

Cythna then Will have cast off the impotence . . Laon, II. xlvi. 7.

(3) with on, imputed to.

the crime He would have cast on a beloved friend, Gine-vra, 92.

(4) with outfromf be deprived of, expelled.
You shall be ca^t out from the light of day, . Horn.. Merc. xuii. 7.

Cast, n. Fig. venture, chance.
stake Their empire o'er the unborn world of men

On this one cc^t;— Hellas, 445.

fCast, n. a plaster head or bust.

Is still adorned by many a cast from Shout, . . Gisb. 213.

^Castanets, n. a musical instrument.
Nor tympanies nor brazen castanets Cycl. 185.

^Castellan, n. the governor of a castle.

castellan of Petrella In old Colonna's time ; . . Cenci, III. ii. 62.

Casting-, pr, pple. tossing.
And casting back its eager head, . . ... Laon, 1. x. 6.

Castle, n. (1) fortified building.
you know That savage rock, the Cattle of Petrella : Cenci^ II. i. 168.
Go search the castle round : sound the alarm ; . IV. iv. 53.
And be imprisoned within Lancaster Castle . . Ch. ist. III. 5.

\2) poet, for a grand house.
And the cattle's heartless glow, Mexican, li. 5.

Castle, c. adj. attr. pertaining to a castle.
Hark, 'tis the cc^ile horn ; Cenci, IV. lii. 57.
the sward Of the desolate Cw^/*? yard; . . .Pr.Wi7ie,6.
The Castle echo whispers 'Here ! Mary^ 16.

*Castled, adj. surmounted by castles.
O'er castled mountains borne, Pr. Athan. i. 70.
yon £iM^/«(f steep. Whose banner hangeth o'er . Q. Mab, IV. 12.

Castlereagrh, Knglish politician, b. 1769, d, 1822.
And flitted round Castlereagk^ Devil^ xii. 3.
He had a mask like Castlereajrk— Mask., ii. 2.'

A Cobbett, and a Castlereagh; Peter^ III. ii. 2.

Castles, «. an Informer or spy, Gentl. Mag. 1818, I. p. 268.
There is a Castles, and a Canning, III. ii. i.

*Castor, n. twin son of Jupiter and Leda.
And steed-Bubduing Castor, heirs of fame. . . . Horn, Castor, 6.

fCasts, n. copies taken in plaster.
and casts from all those statues fair Julian, 555.

Oasts, V. I. tr. A. Lit. Q.) throws.
Casts to the fat dogs that lie Mask, XLiii. 3.

(2) dashes, washes up.
And as it falls aists up a vaporous spray . . . Orpkeus, 70.
like a vile weed Which the sea casts unreturnJngly. Rosal. 668.

(3) sheds, reflects.

Such varying glow, as summer evening casts . . Dcemon, li. 38.
c;flj/s- on them The gathered rays Prom.. \\\, \\\. <2,

B. Fig. (1) sheds.
but evil ca^is a shade, iMon, XI. xv. 7.
which the flashing mind . . . Casts on the gloomy world Otho, V. 6.

(2) with advs. ij^and away, rejects, spurns.
And Nature casts him off, who is her shame ; . . Cenci, lii. i. 287.
All that others seek He casts away, Rosal. 667.

II. rej. falls.

And casts itself with horrid roar and din . . Orpkeus, 75.
Casual, adj. uncertain.
Obscure clouds, moulded by the casual a\r ; . . Triumph^ 532.

Cat, n. a domestic animal.
A cat in distress, Cat, i. i.

But this poor little ffl/ v. i.

I saw there a cat caught in a rat-trap. . . . Ch. ist, il. 439.
For I am like a ca/— Paust, l. S$.'
or I will call The cat out of the kitchen. . . . (Bdipus, 1. 278.

*Catalo^e, v. tr. to make a list of.

To catalogise iji th\s VQTSG oi mme. :— .... Gisb. 56.

Catalogue, n, a list.

from the cat. of sir^s Nature had rased their love— Piordispina, 12.

:;:Cataract, n. a rushing stream of water.
Down the steep cataract of a wintry river ; . . . Alastor, 346.
I strove, as drifted on some cataract ... . Laon, vi. vi. i.

And thro' the cleft streamed in one cataract, . . Vll. xxxviii.5.
With an earth-uplifting cataract: Mar. Dr. XXII. 4.
a mighty cataract i^zx p.g4"ts Two sister rocks . Orpheus, 73.

Cataracts, n. pi. of Cataract.
four ^x^2X cataracts from four vales Laon, xii. xl. 7.
Its thunder made the cataracts dunu> ; .... Peter, i. xiii. 3,
thro' the mist Oi catarapts, Prom, I. 61.

'

a howl Oi cataracts n. iii. 34.He had torn the cataracts from the hills .... Sensit. PI. m. 92.
And down the earthquaking cataracts .... Witch^ XLII. i.

Catch, V. tr. A. Lit. (1) ensnare.
to catch woodcocks in haymaking time. . . . Ch, isi, 11. 30,
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(2) detect, discover,
a thief was set to co^cA a thief. . .' CA. ts^, II. 57.

(31 seize.

WiU bar the way; and caicA you as you pass. . . ^cl. 674.
To ca^cA your skirt and mount to Heaven,— . . Faust^ II. 193.
Where lovers catch ye by your loose tresses ; . . Prom. IV. 1O7.

(4) intercept in falling or passing.
Which fairies catch in hyacinth bowls : — ... Fr. Wine^ 3.
To catch those gentlest winds Laon^ I. xxiii. 4.

To catch the coming hail of comfits ii) CEdipus^ I. 403.

B. Fig. (1) ensnare in words or actions,
unless It be the webs they catch poor rogues withal. Ch. ist, I. 157.

(2) to gather, to gain.
waits to catch Light, life and rapture from thy smile. Dcemon^ 11. 303.

„ „ ^ ,, ,, „ ,, Q. Mab^ IX. 210.

(3) become infected or imbued with-
that from each other's veins Catch the volcano-fire Hellas^ 580.
catch from our uniting minds THe spark . . , . Laon^ II, xlvi. 5.

we catch The murrain and the mange, . . . CBdipus^ i. 43.

(4) arrest the interest of.

To catch the idle buzzers of the day— .... Gisb. 9.

(5) hear.
Catch the warrior's gasping breath Mexican, I. g.
Watchingto ca/r-A the languidclose Of the last strain, Profn. II. li. 31.

(6) intercept in passing.
Thou art the wine . . . O Love ! and happy

souls, ... ^ffl/irA thee, Pr. Athan. u.'w. ^.

Catches, v. tr. receives the effect of.

That catches but the palest tinge of day .... Dcentofiy I. 60.
That catches but the palest tinge of even, . Q. Mab^ i. 95.

Catching", pr. pple. (1) seizing upon.
I understand, catching him when alone . . . Cycl. 445.

(2) nieeting in progress.
Catchiiig the winds that fan that happy heaven. . Prom. Ii. v. 87.

(3) gaining.
Ca^c^w^ new life from transitory death,— . . . Q. Mab^vwi. 22.

Catechism, n. the Church of £ngl. Catech. is referred to.

For every gibbpt says its catechism . . . . . (Edipus^ I. :ii6.

^Cathedral, n. the chief church in a diocese.
Which led from the ca/Aciirjz/ to the street; . . Ginevra^2$.
through the lone cathedral's roofless aisles . , , Q. Maby ix. 1P3.

Cathedral, c . adj. attr.

when they fall Through some cathedral •wijidQ'W^ j. 56.

Catherine, empress of Russia, b. 1729, d. 1796.
Catherine^ and Leopold, And hoary anarchs, . Triumph^ 236.

*Catholics, n. adherents of the Roman Catholic faith.

With contributions from the catholics, .... Ch. ij/, n. 290.
Cato, n. Cato the Censor, died about 150 B. c.

How many a vulgar Cato has compelled , . . Q. Mab, V. 140.

Cats, n. pi. of Cat.
(Like cats, who a-mant m.isere^ Peter, iii. viii. 2.

May it not leap and play as grown cats 4o, . . Wiich^ Ded. i. 6.

of hawks, and co/jj and geescj , Lxxiii. 7.

Cattle, n. A. Lit. oxen or other live stock.
and their cattle yield Large increase, Horn. Earth, 15.

Those fair-horned cattle closely following, . Horn. Merc. xxxv. 4.
Met with their cattle, XLVlll. 8.

Out of the field my £:a///(2 yester-even LVil. 3.
The catties track on the black dust, LVIII. i.

cattle which the mighty Mother mild Nourishes . xcvi. 5.
Two crows perched on the murrained cattle^ , Similes, iv. 4.

B. Fig. and satir. people, followers.
My cattle will here thrive better than others, . . Devil, X. 2.

And on his thriving cattle ponders XIX. 3.

Caucasus, n. a chain of mountains between the Kuxine and
Caspian seas.

Of Caucasus, whose icy summits shone .... Alastor, 353.
fell Even to the base of Caucasus, ... . 377.
From Caucasus to White Ceraunia! ... . Hellas, 267.
seared by ray long revenge, On Caucasus! . . Prom.. III. i. 67.
so caught in some bursting cloud On Caucasus^ . -— ill, ii. 12.

Cang'ht, V. tr. pa. tense, Fig. (1) met, encountered.
Caught Jhp impatient wanderiqg of jiis gaze. . . Alastor, 300.
Ca«jfA^ the first glow of the unnsen sun, , . . Rosal. 1301.

(2) became affected or influenced by.
that ca«jf<4/ Strong shuddering from his burninff limbs, Alastor, iji6.

Thermopylae and Marathon C, . . . The springmg Fire.— Hellas] $$.
Shrieked, till they caup-ht immeasurable mirui— Laon, i. xxxix.*7.
Luther caught thy wakening glance, Ode Lib. x. 6.

From human looks the infection caught,. . . . Rosal. 925.

(3) of sound.
the caverns of the vale . . . caught it [a voice] there, I^aon, i. xviii. 8.

sweet melodic? Oflove in that lorn solitude I caught Vll. xxxii. 7.

(4) acquired.
His accent caught a nasal twang ; Peter, i. ii. 2.

The snowy column from its shade Caught whiteness : Rosal. 1154.
From their sighs the wind caught a mournful tone, Sensit. PL iii. 15.

(.5) came upon,
deep night Cfl«^^/ them ere evening.— .... Triumph, 21^.

CaxLglxtf pp. (1) ensnared.
I saw there a cat caught in a rat-trap Ch. 1st, ll. 439.
caught Upon those wandering isles of aery dew, . Witch^ Liv. i.

. Ore/. 430.
, Juaon, V. XXV. 9.

. Prom. III. ii. 11.

. Cycl. 570.

. IVitch, Lxxvi. 6.

I. 200.

, I^aon, VIII. V. 3.

Calderon, I. 23=;.

s'oo.

(2) struck upon, come against.

A wandering stream of wind, . . . has caught the
expanded sail, Alastor, 398.

(3) seized or laid hold of.

has caught us To be his slaves
;

Cycl. 27.

Where he might hide himselfand not be caught. Hofn. Merc. LXX. 8.

What, though no mice are c. by a young kitten, Witch, Ded. I. 5.

(4) entangled, ensnared.
And caw^A/ as if with bird-lime

The curses which he mocked had caught him
An eagle so caught in some bursting cloud

(5) found out, discovered,

you will roar if you are caught in drinking,

both, like sinners caught, Blushed . . .

(6) intercepted in falling.

And were caught in the branches naked and bare. Sensit. PL III. 105.

(7) heard.
Sudden was caught one universal sound, . . . Laon, IX. iv. 2.

(8) impeded, stopped.
even like a thunder ffust Caught by some forest, IV. xx. 8.

(9) received, taken.
gifted With feelings caught from one V. xviii. 5.

Cauldron, n. (1) Lit. a large kettle or boiling pot.
seethed within the bubbling cauldron Cycl. 225.

fierce fire And yon ancestral cauldron, .... 330.
And from the cauldron pulls them whole, . . 358.

the brazen rivets Of the huge cauldron, .... 392.
He chopped into the cauldron to be boiled. . . 397.

(2) Fig. a seething cavity.

and became A cauldron of green mist .... Laon, ^. xxi. 3.

Cauldrons, ^. see Cauldron (1).
Cauldrons and tripods of grpat worth no doubt, Horn.. Merc. xxx. 5.

^Cauliflowers, n. a garden vegetable.
and sticking caulifl&wers Between the ears . . (Edipus, I. 301.

Cause, n. (1) a first cause or origin of things.
The cause of 3,11 tl)ii)gs and the effect of nothing, Calderon, i. 195.
One cause of all cause > . . . .

As if the cause of life could think and live ! . .

(2) ground, motive or reason,
on some slight cause no doubt, ... . .

I will relate the cause, ... . .

it were Without just cause,
the cause of this tiew power
And I the cause
And heard the pious cause for which 'tis given,
the sense of pain But not its causej . . . .-

Although I must rejoice, for justest cause, . ,

for some just cause no doubt,
as the effect pursues the cause foregone, . . . Ch. 1st, i. 165.
He wouldn't fipd cause for woe Devil, V. 4.
Would find but little cause for joy. xxix. 4.
That thou mayst have less bitter cattse to grieve? Julian, 495.
And ere with rapid lips ... I coiild demand the c.— I^aon^ III. vii. z.

as to know their cause I leapt On the gate's turret, VI. iii. 8.

Even for this cause, that ye who must lapient . . xii. xxviii. 5.
Tell then the cause, 'tis sure the avenger's rage . M. N. Post. Fr. 5.
Will soon the cause, the hated cause remove, . . 87.
The cattse of his disquietude

; Pr. Athan. I. 82.
at once The cause and the effect of tyranny \ . . Q. Mab^ V. 31.

(3) party, side, business.
Thine is the cause^ great God ! Calderon, III. 186.
In deeds which make the Christian cause look pale Hellas, 554.A judgment in the cause wherein they stroi e. . Horn-. Merc. LIV. 5.
ere thus the catise For which thou wert . . . Laon, v. ix. 6.
made common cause with me, . , ... ix. ix. 3.
they knew his cause their own, x. vii. 7.
Has thrown herself, her cause, her life, her all, CEdipus, II. i. 162.
To a blighting faith and a cause of crime . , . W. SheL II. 5.

Causeless, cuij. without r&ason or motive.
Partial in causeless malice, Q, Mab^ IV. 98.

Causes, n. (1) principle or motive power.
Compel their causes underneath thy yoke : . . Calderon, ll. 34.
(2) that which produces an effect.

the causes which arise In each event, Q. Mab, l. 172.
all their causes, to an abstract point, Converging, vi. loi.

. ij 11 1) » M ,, Superstition^ 30.

(3; reasons.
For other causes I forbore Calderon, II. 155.

Causes, v. tr. (1) produces.
And in one Ijuman brain Causes the faintest thought, Q. Mab, II. 107.

(2) with infin. makes, induces.
talk that causes The baffled heart to speak . . Laon, VI. xxxi. i.

Caution, n. wariness, prudent action.
and all The dead man's caution just did call ; . RosaJ. 498.
That fnendless caution pierced me sore With grief; TO7.

^Cautious, adj. wary, careful.
And yet most cautious Cend, III. i. 229.
Be cautidus as ye may, but prompt m. i. 232.

Cavalry, n. troops of horse soldiers.
flung back The deluge of our foaming caz/a/ry; . Hellas. vj6.
from my OTz/a/T^y in the Hebrides? , . . . . , CBdipus, I. 26.

Cave, n. A. Lit. a hollow chamber or cavern.
dream Of dark magician in his visioned cave, . . Alastor, 682.

1. 271.

III. 39-

^ ..P'- 93-
Cenci, 1. 111. 9.

III. i. 35.
IV. iv. 147.

v. iv. 21.
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By the captives pent in the cave btlow Apenn. 6.

In the cave of the shelving hill ; Areihusa^ V. g.
In a cave neat and clean Cycl. 40.
In the trough beside the cave^ . 51.

The gathered flocks into the rock-roofed cave, . 74.

Approaching to this cave 78.

few strangera have approached our fflu^. . . . 231.

Into the neighbourhood of your cave 234.
I saw within the cave Hornble things ; . . . . 307.
The rest, in the recesses of the cave^ 400.
leave behind My comrades in the save ; . . . . 479.
Seek far from noise and day some western cave, . Desmon^ I. 28.

She led me to a cave in that wild place, . . . Efips. 291.
To its fit cloud and its appointed cave ^ . 351.
Zephyr, whom to thy cloud or cave . . . Fr. Come thou^ 2.

In the cave which wild weeds cover Fr. Jiotnan's, 1. 1.

And ravening Famine left his ocean cave . . . Hellct^y 524.
His mother's cave and servant maids Horn. Merc. x. 5.

Right through the temple of the spacious cave . xxv. i.

But we will leave this shadow-peopled cave . . xxix. i.

cave and ruin, And starlight wood, Int Beauiy, V. 2.

upon the threshold of a cave I sate with Cythna ; Laon^ iii. li. 6.

And from the cave behind I seemed to hear . . iii. iv. 5.
Within a cave upon the hill were found ...» VJ. xiii. i,

laid me in a cave Above the waters, . . . f . vn. xii. i.

from many a prism within the cave . . . . vii. xx. 4.
But all that cave and all its shapes VII. xxv. 5.

what was this cave ? vii. xxviij. 6.

Whose banded waves that crystal cave had sacked vil. xxxviil. 7.

Some said, I was a fiend from my weird cave^ . ix. viii. 4.
Out of the aive this hideous light had cleft, . Medusa^ iv. 5.

Like weak insects in a cave^ Ode to Heaven^ 30.
There is a cave, from which there eddies up . Orpheus, 19.

like a fawn Moaning within a cave. .... Peter, vi. xxx. 3.

There is a cave. All overgrown with . . . plants, . Prom. III. iii. lb.

Such virtue has the cave and place around. . . in. iii. 63.
and thou shalt dwell beside our cave. . , in. iii. 83.
This cave is thine. III, jii. 147,
Beside that temple is the destined cave. . . .. , in. iii. 175.
The snake is in his.cave asleep ; Posal. 132.
Rebounding, like thunder, from crag to cave, . Vis. Sea, 97.
Since in that cave a dewy splendour hidden .. . fVi'tch, IV. 6.
the cave grew warm

—

'— iv. 8.
Till in this cave they found the lady lone, . . . Vlll. 7.
Her cave was stored with scrolls of strange device, xviii. i.

And every beast stretched in its rugged cave, . , Woodman, 22.

B. Fig. 2xApoet,
Is as the inmost cave of our own mind . . Cenci, ii. ii. 89.
Then call your sisters from Oblivion's cave^ . JSpips. sg^.
In a cave beneath the sea ; . Exhortation, 13.

But sate in my loathsome cave the while, . . . Falsehood, 38.
and its cave. Which like a mine I rifled .... L.aon, vil. xxxi. ^.

Out of his Scythian cave, jx. xxi. 4.
Echoing from the (^ve of Fame, Mask, Liii. 4.
In the still cave of the witch Poesy, Mont B. 44.
Indignation Answered Pity from her cave^ . . . Ode Lib, xi. 6.

lead out of the inmost cave Of man's deep spirit, xviii. i.

To check its flight ere the cave of night Prom,, iv. 72.
By ebbing nig^ht into her western cave, . . . iv. 208.
Out of the misty eastern OTZ-e, To Night, i.^.

Cavern, n. (1) Lit. a hollow chamber= cave.
A cavern there Yawned, Alastor, 363.
The boat pursued The windings of the cavern. 370.
What oozy cavern or what wandering- clou4 . . 510.
And to the damp leaves and blue cavern mould, 598.
The cavern has recesses n^imberless ; . . . . Cycl. ly^.

How are my young- lambs in the cflz'^rw.^ . . 186.
A hideous discord—and the cavern rung. . . 421.
arrive Where some old cavern hoar Epips. 553,
Shadowed the cavern where the lovers lay . . . Horn. Merc. i. 6.
Out of the lofty iMz/e»'» wandering rv. i.

His treasured prize into the caverfi old. . . vi 8.
and from the cavern sweet , xi. 3.
And the deep cavern where dark shadows lie, . xxxvni.4.
the craggy roof Arched over the dark cavern :— xxxix. 2.

Round every crook Of the ample cavern, . . . XLI. 2.

Hid in his cavern from the peering day. . . . lx. 8.
drove the herd Out of the stony cavern, . . . Lxvill. 6.
The c. secret depths,beneath the earth did beat, . Laon, ill. iv. g.
They bore me to a cavern in the hill in. xiii. 1.

Thro' manj a cavern which the eternal flood . . vn. x. 4.
thro' the nfted cavern streamed, ...... vil. xvii. 7,
and the cflw^rw crackt With sound, . ... vil.xxxviii.2.
And from a cavern full of ugly shapes, .... CEdipus, I. 150.
And thou ! There is a cavern where my spirit . Pro?n. HI. iii. 124.
To tower, and cavern, and rift and tree, . . . Serchio, 9.
Had yawned into a OTwer^, Triumph, ^x-^.

through the orient cavern flowed, 344.
under the mass Of the deep caz/^rw, .... 361.
Within a cavern, by a secret fountain Witch, I. 8.
Stirred by the air under a cavern gaunt : . . xi. 4.
Under the caz'^^'w'J fountain-lighted roof ; . . . xxvi. 3.

(2) Fig. siudpoeL
a cavern huge and gaunt ; Allegory, I. 3.
In a cavern under is fettered the thunder, . . . Cloud, 19.
And through the cavern without wings they flew, Epips. 305.
Floated into the cavern where I lay, 337.
Within a Cffwfrw of man's trackless spirit . . . Ode Lib. Cane. \,

In what cavern of the night World's Wanderers, i. 3.
A refuge in the cavern of grey death ? . ... Ye hasten, 1 2.

""Cavern-cragrf c «. the rocks forming a cavern.

And the cavern-crags wear not Prom. II. iii. 76,

*Cavem-}ioni©, c. n. rude dwelling-place.

ioT T\Q.?iV my cavern-home, • . Cycl. 201.

*Cavern-paths, c. n. path leading through a cavern.

Guided my steps the cavern-paths afong, . . . Laon, III. xiii. 6,

*Cavern-roof, c. n. roof of a cavern.

Flung to the cavern-roof mconstaxit spheres . . Witch, xxv. 4.

Cavemed, adj. hollowed out.

around Whose caverned base Alastor, 355.

Whose caverned base with the vext surge was hoary ; Laon, I. i. 5.

CaTemSy (1) Lit. pi. of Cavern (1).

Ye caverns and ye forests, cease to moar) ! . . . Adonais, XLI. 5.

The slimy caverns of the populous deep. . . . Alastor, yyj.

an impetuous torrent Ragmg amoijg the caverns, Cenci, in. i. 259.

Cyclops, who live in caverns, Cycl. in.
In her caverns dewy :— 5^2.

pissing the sifted sands, and caverns hoar; . . Epips. 432,
Pierce mto glades, caverns, and bowers, . . . 441.

Lifting itself in caverns light and high : . . . . -;— 497.
Built round dark caverns, Gisb. 275,
the caverns round Will answer Ahasuerus ! . . Hellas, 174.

the caverns of the vale That opened to the ocean, Laon, i. xviii. 7.

May pilot us thro' caverns strange VI. xxix. 2.

The w^ves contending in its caverns strqok, . - vi.xxxviii.8.

from the depths whose jagged aiverns . . . xii. xix. 6.

who chain'd in the caverns To eternity, . . . M. N. Spec. Hors. 47.
Over whose pines, and crags, and caverns sail . Mont B. 14.

Thy caverns echoing to the Arve's commotion, 30.

and caverns underground Rolls, Pr. At/ian. i. loi.

in the caverns of the forest green, .... 11. ii, 19.

The tongueless Caverns of the craggy hills . . Prom. i. 107.

Like echoes thro' long caverns, wina and roll. i. 806.
Under the glaucous caverns of old Ocean . . . 11. i. 44.
Thro' the caverns hollow, irep.) n. i. 197.
caverns on crystalline columns poised .... IV. 282.

thecraz/er^zjof my hollow mountains, iv. 332.
With overarching elms and caverns cold, . . . Triumph, 71.

And caverns yawning round unfathomably. , . Witch, xxxvill. 8.

(2) Fig. and^oet.
And out of the caverns of rain, Cloud, %2.

from the caverns of my dreamy youth .... Epips. 217,
Seen through the cxtverns of the shadowy grave, . Fr. Satire, 4.
find An entrance to the caverns of his mind, . . Julian, 573.
the caverns dreary and forlorn Of the riven soul, Laon, ill. xxii. 3.
Through the caverns of the past ; Ode Lib. vi. 7.

Whose caverns are crystal palaces ; Prom. iv. loi.

The aiverns of my pride's deep universe, . . iv. 500.
And the caverns of cloud are torn up by the day. Vis. Sea, 122.

Caves, n. (1) pi. of Cave (1).

Deep caves and dreary main. Wail, A Dirge, 7.

Talking of freedom to their tongueless caz--£j, . . Adon. Cane. 12.

or where the secret caves Rugged and dark, . Alastor, 87.
Indus and Oxus from their icy caves, 143.
huge c.y Scooped in the dark base of their aery rocks 423.
Mia toppling stones, black gulphs and yawning aives, 548.
the caves Are filled with my bright presence, . . Apollo, ii. 4.
And under the caves. Where the shadowy waves Jlrethusa, iv. 10.
among its caves And craggy shores ; Calderon, 11. 144.
Cyclopses inhabit, . . . their solitary caves, . . . Cycl. 26.

This sportive band of Satyrs near the caves. . . 92.

In the damp Caves of the deep I Epithal. (2) 19.
The caves of the Icarian isles Hellas, 471.
the sea-birds, that were gone Into their caves . . Laon, i. iii. 8.
Which skirts the hoary caves of the green deep, . ii. xviii. 2.

subterranean wind that stirs Some forest among c, ix. vi. 5.
the flood Was murmuring in its caves

j

— . . xi. i. 8.
and vast caves Of marble radiance xii. xix. 2.
the night Of wide and vaulted ca&ej, xii.xxxvi.5.
And the whirlwinds howl in the c. of Inisfallen, M. N. Spec. Hors. 35!
And scared seek the caves of gigantic * * . m.
Below, vast cai/cj Shine Mont B. 120.
Moving the sea-flowers in those purple caves . . Naples, 29.
as to mountain-wolves their ragged caves. . . . Oc^ Lib. in. 5.
from their enchanted caves Prophetic echoes . . iv. 4.
And the brink of the dewy caves, Pan, li. g.
Mountains, and c, and wmds, and yon wide air, . Prom.. I. 182.
Prophetic caves, and isle-surrounding streams, . i. 252.
And beasts Iiear the sea moan in inland caves. I. 5S1.
At the fountain-lig'hted caves, . 11. i. 184,
We haunt within the least frequented caves . . . 11. ii. 60/
Dim twilight-lawns, and stream-illumined caw^j, II. iii. 26.
Their shelterless,, pale tribes to mountain caves : . ll. iv. 54.
And the deep ocean and the sunless caves . . . II. v. 29.
on caves cloven by the thunder-ball iv. 355.
From caves of ice and fields of snow, The Cold, i.' 4.

(2) Fig. zxidpoet.
and the caves Of divine sleep, Epips. 194.
From slavery and religion's labyrinth caves . . Laon, vill. xi. 4.
to thought's remotest caves? ix. xxiii. 4.
from the caves of day-light wandering xii. viii. g.
To frozen caves our flight pui^suing ....... Prom. 1. 104.
Whose homes are the dim c. of human thought, . i. 659.We have past Age's icy caves, n. v. 98.
Out of the lampless caves of unimagined being : . —- iv. 378.
Which sunrise from its eastern caves Rosal. 541.
The mists in their eastern caves uprolled. . , . Serchio 16.
The wide-winding caves of the peopled tomb ? Tftere is no work, 28.
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To wake, and lead him to the caves that held . . Triumph^ 272.

Nurtures within its unimagined caves^ . . . Two Fr. Invoc. l. 2.

Cavil, V. intr. find fault.

Always to scold, and cavil^ and complain? . . . Faust^ i. 54..

Cease, v. I. tr. (1) with infin. as obj. leave oif, make end.

Ye caverns and ye forests, cease to moan ! . . Adonais^ XLI. 5.

Restless sunflower, cease to move,— .... Calderon^ III. 76.

Disease and pleasure cease to mingle here, . . . Dcemon^ II. 172.

Reason and passion ce<ise to combat there ; . . ll. 173.

But what is thine may never cea^e to be ; ... ll. 272.

And the good (xa^e to tremble at Tyranny's nod ; Death., Dial. 4.

The widowed dove must cease to haunt a "bower . E. Williams^ I. 4.

By which they have been, are, or cease to be, . . Hellas.^ 779.
And bade the gondolieri txase to row Julian^ 95.

cease to dread This one poor lonely man— . . . Laon^ v. xxxlii. 4.

If as ourselves we cease to love our kind !

—

. V. xlix. 3.

waves that cannot cease to smile. ... . . IX. ii. p.
And now I cease to live again, M. N. Melody., 24.

Thou which wert once, and then didst cease to be, Naples., 62.

By Greece and all she cannot cease to be, . . . Pi^oL Hellas^ 96.

C. they to love, and move, and breathe, and speak. Prom. ill. iit. 109.

In those aerial mansions cease to act j . » . . Q. Mab^ II. 92.

cea^e to proclaim that man Inherits vice .... • IV. 117.

And judgment cease to wage unnatural war . . v. 20.

Disease and pleasure cease to mingle here, . . VIII. 230.

Reason and passion cease to combat there ; . . Vlll. 231.

The hour, when man must (xase to be ? . . . St. Ir. (4) V. 2.

never cease To urge all living things St. Epips. 34.
But when we cease to breathe and move .... Xasso. Song. i. 2.

Thus having been, that thou shouldst cease to be. Wordsworth, 14.

(2) with///, as obj.

And ye spirits that can never cease pleasing. . . M. N. Ravail^ 77.

(3) \i\\h.fronif desist.

Cease from thy enamoured tale,— Calderon., Ill, 74.

II. intr, absol. desist, leave oif.

Cease ye faint flowers and fountains, . , . . Adonais^ xli. 6.

Cease^ cease^ wa3nvard Mortal ! Death, Vial. 21.

Where my weak heart and all its throbs will c. . E. Wiliiams, VI. 8.

And with night, tempest

—

Cease/ Hellas^ ^2J.
cease / must hate and death return ? . . . . 1096.

Cease/ must men kill and die ? 1097.

Cease/ drain not to its dregs the urn 1098.

When the blasts that call them to battle, cease. , Ode, Arise, 39.
To-morrow, If thy kind feelings should not cease, Rosal. 72.

If tears should cease, to weep again : .... 1088.

Ceased, v. I. tr. with infin. as obj. left off, made end.

That the life i:»iMfi£; to toil within my brow! . . Julian., 317.

tears ceased to break From her immovable eyes ; Lxwn, \. xviii. 3.

and when I CKfWfif^ to speak, Her accents . . . vii. ii. 8.

The desart savage ceased to grasp in fear . . . —~ x. vi. 3.

and ere she ceased To move, Triumph.^ 393.

II. intr. absol. stopped, left off.

Thus *Kfl:je(/ she: and the mountain shepherds came, Adonais, XXX. i.

It ceased, and from the mute and moveless frame Drnm-on^ I. 108.

He ceased, and overcome leant back awhile, . . Julian^ 511.

it ceased^hit-^ sunset's blaze Burned o'er the isles; Z.ao», V. Ii. 8.

anon All ceased, and there was silence .... vii. xxxix. 5.

He (Kay^rf, and by the sail Sate cowering— . . vili. xxvi. 2.

She ceased, nights gloom Meanwhile had fallen^ . IX. xxxv. 8.

He ceased, and they A space stood silent, , . . x, xxxix. 4.

And when he ceased there lay the gleam . . . Peter, V. v. 4.

She ceased.^ Rosal. 1240.

But when ceas'A the sound, ^^. Z/-. (3) V. 5.

Ceased, //. (1) absolutely.

1 could not speak, tho' she had ceased, .... Laon, 11. xlix. 1.

Ere she had ceased, the mists of night V- Hi. i.

ere the mockery yet had txased That lingered on
his lips, X. XXV. 3.

Soon as the sound had ceased whose thunder filled Prom. in. iv. 98.

(2) with infin.

Nor, when the spirit's self has ceased to burn.

The fire of those soft orbs has ceased to burn.

Yet I lament what has long ceased to be . .

Man Must err till he has ceased to struggle.

That thrilling name had ceased to make me start, Laon, IV. vi. 4.

Avenging poisons shall have c. To feed disease . V. Song, 5. 7.

When the moon had ceased to climb The azure path Lertct, 2.

Be what it once has ceased to be ProL Hellas, 195.

And scarce have ceased to be Triumph, 234.

:|:Ceaseless, adj. A. Lit. ever-continuing.

But ceaseless frost round the vast solitude . .

Thou art pervaded with that ceaseless motion,

Ceaseless and pauseless, ever clear and fresh, .

Ceaseless, and rapid, and fierce, and free, . . ^ ., , -^ ,
His ceaseless generations tell their tale ; . . . . Q. Mab, vii. 16.

Yet ever burning flame and cifojc/^JJ woe . . . VII. 121.

B. Fig. long-continuing.

The curses, the shrieks, the ceaseless cries . . . Falsehood, 59.

Around, around, in ceaseless circles wheeling . - Laon., i. x. i.

Legions seemed gathering ... to supply those

ceaseless revefi,
" ''' ^^^}}.- 5*

Legions seemed gathering... Foul, ^.shadows:— III. xxni. 6.

Whose smooth descent some ceaseless step to wear IV. 11. ^.

I ponder'd on the ceaseless rage of Kings ; . . ^- ^ Ravatl^ 6.

The ceaseless clangor, and the rush ofmen . . . g. Mab^ IV. 44.

Might have fretted me with its ceaseless din, . . Rosal. 90^-

And her feet, ever to the ceaseless song .... Triumph, 375.

. Adonais, XL. 8.

. Alastor, 64.
. Calderon^ 11. 92.
. Faust, I. 78.

Damon, il. 73.

Q. Mab^ VIIL 63.

Mont B. 32.

Orpheus, 63.

, Prom. IV. 163.

''^Ceaselessly, adv. unendingly.
ceaselessly Throng through the human universe, . Dtsinon^ il. 2.

„ „ , „ „ „ . Q. Mab^ IX, 2.

Over its rocks ceasetessly bursts and raves. . . Mont. B. ri.

that exaselessly Rolls round the eternal universe, Q. Mab, vi. 160.

Ceases, v. intr. comes to an end.
I do suppose love ceases too Tasso, Song, \. 3.

Cedar, «, the cedar of Lebanon (Abies cedrus\
The pyramids Of the tall cedar overarching. . . Alastor, 434.
Has cloven to the roots yon huge snow-loaaed c. ; Prom., l. 433.
Have past, by cedar, pine, and yew, II. ii. 2.

Cedar, as aaj\ of the cedar tree.

Under a heaven of c^^r boughs: TwoFr.Love,\\,x.
dark Edge of the odorous cedar bark Sensit. PL 11. 56.

Cedar, n. a torch of cedar wood.
O'er the split cedar's pointed flame ; Rosal. 1096.

*Cedaru, adj. grown with cedars.

Between a chasm oicedarn mountains riven, . .Xaf7«,xil,xxxiii. 2.

Cedars, n. pi. of Cedar.
Cedars^ and yews, and pines ; Cenci. III. i. 262.

Amid a wood of pines and cerfarj blended, . . . Witch, xxix. 5.

*Cede, V. tr. grant, allow.
and you will cede And must confess th' impossibility Calderon, I. 260.

Celetoate, v. tr. (1) rejoice over.
For he would gladlier celebrate their deaths, . , Cenci. I- ii. 52.

To celebrate their King's return, Devil, xxviii. z.

(2) proclaim, tell of.

And his own birth, ... did celebrate; Hom. Merc. X. 4.

(3) solemnize or carry out the business of.

or celebrate a bridal night Laon, vi. xxxix. 5.

Celebrates, v. tr. see Celebrate (1).

Antioch now <^lebraies the consecration .... Calderon, i. 7.

*Cele'bratiugr* pr. pple. to perlbrm, or carry out.

And that my father Were celebrating now . . . Cenci, I. iii. 140.

Celestial, adj. unearthly or spiritual.

Waves too pure, too celestial, for mortals to see ; Bigotry, rv. 2.

Celestial coursers paw the unyielding air : . . . Q. Mab, I. 60.

From her celestial czx The Fairy Queen descended, I. 105.

From the celestial \\oo{% I. 213-

virtue's only meed, to dwell In a celestial palace, II. 60.

And in no other place But that celestial dwelling, II. 89.

'I'Celestials, n. heavenly beings.
Not for thee, soft compassion, celestials did know. Tear, iv. 5.

Cell, n. A. Lit. (1) a place of confinement or prison.

This c?// seems like a kind of Paradise .... Cenci,Y.\\\. i\.

Becomes a cell too narrow for the soul .... Ch. ist, IV. 47.
each one from his «// To vespers.— Julian, wo.
doomed for truth to share The murderer's cell, . L.aon, x. xxxiii. 8.

In your limbs, as in a cell Mask, XL. 3.

He tottered forth from his damp cell. Rosal. 914.
Who beats the walls of his stony cell. 1036.

(2) the apartment of a monk.
As he sits in his lonely cell. St. Ir.{^ i. 6.

Then knelt in his «//.— (3I vii. i.

As he stood within the cell. (3) XVI. 5.

(3) a dwelling-place.
From Prosperous inchanted os//, GuitarJane, 17.

some steadfast joy to know. He sought this cell: Laon, TV. xx. 6.

that spacious celfUike. an hupaithric temple . - vil. xii. 6.

Like the wind through a ruined cell, .... When the lam.p, 11. 6.

B. Fig.
Locks its mute music in her nigged cell. . . . Alastor, 66.

to tear the folds Of the heart's inmost cell. . . , Cenci, V. ii. 163.

But a soft cell, where when that fades away, . . Gisb. 10.

Is not sadder in her (3?// Than deserted Anel. , . GuitarJa7ze, 2$.

and from her cell Sea-strewn, Horn, Merc. xvi. 6.

:|:CeUar, n. an underground room.
In poet's tower, cellar, or bam, or tree ; . . . . Gisb. ^.

Cellars, n. pi. of Cellar.

Dragged for a day from cellars C/i. ist, I. 170.

Shrink to your cellars, holes, and cells ; . . . Men ofEng. vii. i.

Cells, n. A. Lit. (1) prisons.

pens up naked in damp <xlls Cenci, III. i. 46.

Conduct these culprits each to separate cells ; . v. ii. igi.

Who in cells deep and lone have languished . . Laon, III. xxxii. 9.
Some linked to corpses in unwholesome cells : . Prom. I. 6ia
(2) miserable dwellings.

Thro' Penury's roofless huts and squalid cells . Laon, 11. xlii. 2.

Shrink to your cellars, holes, and cells; . . Men ofEng. Vll. i

.

(3) secluded spots.

From what rocks And desert ulls) . , . Calderon, I. 227.

And summer winds in sylvan cells; GuitarJane, 64.
mountains whose vast ce/^The unreposing billows

ever beat, Laon, II, xxv. 6.

Out of their mossy osZ/j for ever burst ; . . Triumph, 68.

B. Fig.
It longs in thy (xlls to embosom its woes, . . . Death, Dial. 14.
It longs in thy cells to deposit its load, .... 15.

boil under our being's inmost cells, Epips. 569.
Treasures from all the exits of human thought, Laon, v. Song, 3. 4.
Folded in cells of crystal silence there ; , . . . Witch, xrv. 4,

*Celt, n. (1) used to express the Austrian soldiery.

That the brutal Celt may swill Eug. Hills, 223.
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(2) to denote an European,
And the Celt knew the Indian Front. II. iv. 94.

*Celtic, adj, see Celt (1).

and shake From the Celtic Anarch's hold . . . Eug, Hills^ 152.

not more swiftly flee Than Gs/A'c wolves . . . NapleSy 173.

*Ceuci, n. the name of a noble Roman family.

Oh, Count Cencil Cenci\ I. i. 34.
And all our kin, the Cenct\ will be there, . . . I. ii. 56.

Count Cenci were a dangerous enemy : . . . . i. iii. 143.

I pity the Count Cenci from my heart ; . . . . II. U. 35.

So Cfi«« fell into the pit
J

II. ii. 114.

Now what harm If Cenct should be murdered?— il. ii. 121.

And such is Cenci: and while Cenci lives . . . II. ii. 126.

Cefici^'xW take us to that lonely rock, .... iii. i. 239.

It must be Cenci^ unexpectedly Returned . . III. i. 270.

Ctf««"must find me here, III. i. 274.

Know you then That Cenctis from home? . III. i. 279.
This old Francesco Cenci^ as you know, . Hi. i. 299.
When CencVs intercession, as I found, .... ill. i. 307.

Cenci hsLs done an outrage to his daughter. . . III. i. 348.
why should we quail When Cenci's life, . . . m. ii. 44.
they say he hated Old Cenci so, . . . ... iii. ii. 68.

Cenci raxxBt die! ^-^ IV. i. 34.

I must speak with Count Cenci; doth he sleep ? . IV. iv. 4.

But that they are the murderers of Count Cenci : IV. iv. 83.

If it be true he murdered Cenci, iv. iv. 125.

Cenci, c. adj. attr. belonging to the Cenci family.

This is the Cewrt Palace ; III. i. 64.

^Cenotaph, n. an empty sepulchral monument.
I silently laugh at my own cenotaph Cloud, 81.

Censers, n. Fig, odour-dispersing vessels.

Swinging their cawj^rj in the element, .... Triumph, w.

Censure, n. blame, reproach.
Their ««JMre, or their wonder, or their praise ? . Gisb. 131.

Reserve or c. come not near Our sacred friendship, M. W. G. V. 4.

^Ceusurers, n. fault-finders.

ribaldiKwjwrgyj dare not moveTheir poisonous tongues Ch. \st^ II. 22.

and thou wilt preside Over a knot o£^, . . censurers, II. 322.

Centaur, n. a mythical creature, half man, half horse.

or lion of the dell. Or manfed Centaur— . Ho7n. Merc, xxxvii. 5.

Centaurs, n. pi. of Centaur.
Centaurs and Satyrs, Witch, XI. 6.

Centinels, n, soldiers appointed to watch. See also

Sentinel.
Gloomy troops Of centinels, Q. Mab^ III. 25.

*Centipede, n. an articulated creature supposed to have 100
feet.

Each sound like a centipede Vis. Sea^ 148.

^Centipedes, n. pi. of Centipede.
and the fry Of centipedes and worms, . . . Laon, x. xxxviii. 9.

^Central, adj. Fig. midmost, most vital.

dart Magnetic might into its central heart ; . . Epips. 34S.

Even to the adamantine central ^ooui .... JF^om. III. iii. 86.

From man's high mind, even to tne central stone IV. 540.

Centre, n. (1) a midmost or radiating point.

As from a centre, dart th^ spirit's light . . Adonais, XLVII. 4.
not one but leads. As to its centre, . .... Calderon, i. 75.

'

as firm As the world's centre Cenci, IV. iv. 50.

I felt the centre of The magic circle there, . . . Jane, Refill. 49.
Whither, as to a common centre, flocked . . Q- Mab, II. 200.

Within the silent centre of the earth . . Unf. Dr. 15.

the stubborn centre must Be scattered, . . Witch, xxill. 7.

(2) satir.

At once circumference and centre Peter^ IV. vii. 2.

fCenturies, n. years reckoned by hundreds.
Are centuries of high splendour laid in dust ? . . Cenci, V. iii. 30.

years of empire Before their centuries of servile fear ! Hellas, 465.
the blood Through centuries clotted there, . Q. Mab, VI. 234.

O Spirit ! centuries have set their seal .... vii. 161.

*Ceplialonia, n. an island in the Ionian Sea.
Ulysses and the king Of Cephalonia. . . Cycl. 96.

*Ceraunia, n. see Acroceraunian.
From Caucasus to White Ceraunia / .... Hellas, 267.

*Cered, v. tr Fig. closed as it with wax.
Be closed and cered over their memory .... Julian, 614.

Ceremonious, adj. formal, tedious.

Without this ceremonious subtlety. . . . Calderon, III. 98.

Ceremony, n. formal celebration.
Where, for more glory, let the ceremony Take place GBdipus, i. 408.

Ceres, n. (1) . goddess of com and harvests.
do they sow the com of Ceres} Cycl. 114.
when She lost the spring, and Ceres her more dear. Matilda^ 51.

(2) satir. and Fig,
Thou plenteous Ceres Of their Eleusis, hail ! , . CEdipus, i. 16.

Certain, adj. (1) sure, immovable.
Shew somewhat stable, somewhat certain still, . Q. Mat, viii. 56.

(2) indefinitely in agreement with noun, not to be
particularized.

Why, it is hinted, that a certain bull— . . . CEdipus^ II. i. 59.
Mixed with a certain hungry wish Peter, vi. xxvi. 5.

Certainly, adv. beyond doubt, assuredly.
Great as my haste to see the festival Certainly is, Caldeton, \. 20.

My pathos certainly would make you laugh . . Faust, i. 38.

Thus much alone I (xrtainly can say, . . Horn. Merc, xxxiv. 7,

Certainty, n. sureness, freedom from doubt.

not speak With certainty of such a wondrous thing, xxxv. 2.

Such fear, as is the certainty of ill, Hope^ Fear, 2.

*Cerulean-eyed, c. n. blue-eyed (an epithet of Minerva).

Beneath the might of the Cerulean-eyed; . . . Horn. Min. 11.

^Cessation, n. temporary rest or stoppage.

No cessation / Oh ! must this last for ever ! . . Q. Mab, III. 64.

That knows no term, cessation, or decay ; . . vi. 149.

*CeBSion, n. yielding.

By coward cession,— Calderon, 11. 129.

Chace, n. pursuit, (See also Chase.)
Who bad survived the wild beast's hungry chace . Laon, X. xv. 4.

Chafdd, ppl. adj. Fig, enraged, funous.
Through the white ridges of the chafed sea. , . Alastor^ 322.

Chaff, n. husks of corn.
Their caresses were hke the chaff\Q the tempest, Fr. Tncant. I, 3.

Mighty fleets were strewn like chaff Prom. I. 716.

Chain, v. tr. Fig. confine, restrain, hold back.
Ah king ! wilt thou chain The rack and the rain ? Hellas, 6ji.

Chain one who lives, and breathes this boundless air Laon^ll. xHii. 2.

and the elements they chain . v. Song^ i. 14.

Whom cowardice itself might safely chain, . Q. Mab, v. 201.

in visions could not chain Her sjiirit ; .... Witch, XLVil. 3.

Chain, n. A. Lit. a series of connected links.

and the chain Of woven gold Cycl. 161.

And bind your tender body in a chain . . . Horn. Merc.xxvii. 2.

which like a heavy chain Lengthens behind . Julian, 302.
until the chain Stifled the captive's cry, . . . Laon^ II. iv. ^.
Mine, and the shadow of my chain alone. . . . in. xvi. 5.

I gnawed my brazen chain, ill. xix. i.

the chain, with sound Like earthquake, . . in. xxix. 8.

He touched a golden chain— vii. x. 9.

forge Manj^ a weapon, chain and scourge, . . . MenofEng. III. 2.

The chain is loosed, tne sails are spread, . . . Serchio, 88.
with chin Upon his breast, and hands crost on his c. ?— Triumph, 216.
Followed as tame as vulture in a chain 262.

B. Fig. (1) restraining influence or moral bond.
And, raging, weave 2^ chain of power, . . . Faust, i. 19.
They knew that Satan had broken his chain, . . Fr. Satan, 7.
the silence there By such a chain was bound . . Jane, Recoil. 34.
when the mortal chain Of Custom thou didst burst Laon, Ded. vil. 4.
that he may weave A lasting chain .... viii. xiv. 2.

Could tempt one captive now to lock another's c. ix. x 9.
I do weave A chain I cannot break— . . IX. xxxiii. 8.

wove a chain Around my will ... , . xi. vii. 3.
yet tempt me not to break My chain. . . Magnet. Lady, v. 9.
The chain which binds and kills Marenghi, III. 4.
a gilded chain That binds his soul to abjectness, Q. Mab, iii. 30.
drags the chain^ That lengthens as it goes . . . v. 51.
His oreath was a chain which without a sound . Sensit. PL in. 94.

(2) a connected series of objects.
O'er many a mountain chain . . . my spirit bears

My frame
;

Laon, IV. xxxii. 4.
and each bright chain of floating fire was snapt. vi. i. 9.

(3) a continued series or sequence of events or ideas.
Which from the links of the great chain of things. Prom. Ii. iv. 20.
a chain of Hnked thought, . . iv. 394,
a link In the great chain of nature. . , Q. Mab, ii. 108.
Let every part depending on the chain . vii. 17.
Each in a chain of blossoms St. Epips. 156.

(4) applied to a serpent as a constricting force.
for to break That chain of torment, Laon, I. xiii. 5.

(5) the flesh so called as confinhag the spirit.

'yond this cJiain of clay, M.N. Ravail, 49.
Chained, v. tr. restrained, held.
But chained within itself its proud devotion. . . Love, Hope, 27.
until his thunder cAa/7W(^ thee here Profn. \. 162.

Chained, pp. A. Lit. fastened by a chain,
who cAam'ff in the caverns To eternity, . . . M.N.Spec.Hors,^-].
And who are those chained to the car ?— . . . Triumph, 208.
mark how chained to the triumphal chair . . . 252.

B. Fig. (1) bound.
But I am c. to Time, and cannot thence depart! Adotiais, xxvi. 9.
When the powers of the air are chained to my chair, Cloud, 69.

(2) deprived of liberty, restrained.

a hundred cities lie Chained like the& ingloriously, Eug. Hills, 155.
A heavy weight of hours has chainedz.^ bowed

One too uke thee : Ode W. Wind, iv, 13.

Chained, ppl. adj. (1) Lit. secured by a chain.
Prometheus, the c^iwfif/ Titan Prom. \. i^i^^.

And LovCj and the c^zzWrf Titan's woful doom, . 11. ii. 93.
and bore His chained limbs to a dreary tower, . Rosal. 859.

(2) Fig. bound legally and morally.
With one chained friend, perhaps a jealous foe,

*Chainless, adj. free from bonds.
Turns to her chainless child for succour now, .

The chainless winds still come and ever came
Chains, v. tr. to bind or fasten.

and in return he chains me here i^om. I. 382.

Chains, n. A. Lit. (1) see Chain A.
the rust Of heavy c. has gangrened his sweet limbs, Cenci, li. i. 71.
Tame her with chains and famine? jv. i. 8.
The ponderous clmins, Dcemon, II. 198.

Fpips. 158.

. Laon, XI. xxii. 8.

. Mont B. 32.
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III. XIV. 5.

III. xxix. I.

XII. iii. 2.

Mexican^ II. 4. '

Prom. I. 32.

II. IV. 107.

III. iv. io6.

II. VI. 5.^

II. xxxiii. 4.

IV. xvi. 6.

IV. xxiii. 3.

IV. xxvi. 7.

V. xxxvii. 3.

V. Iviii. 4.

IX. XXV. g.

Mask, XXXVIII,- 3.

Men ofEng.vWi 3.

<9dfe, Arise^ 10.

£?£fe Z,?"<^. I. 5.

xiii. 9.

^. Mab^ I. 126.

. IV. 134-

V. 131.

V. 167.

. VI. 28.

• ^—: ^^' '95.
. Rosal. 712.

. vS/. ^rat-fe. 7.

and make free The limbs in chains, Epips. ^06.
let the tyrant keep His chains and tears, . . . I^r. Pns. 6.

If gibbets, axes, confiscations, chains, .... Fr. Satire, i.

The spirit that . . . Exults in chains; Hellas^ 354.
These chains are light, 971.
which charm the weight From madmen's chains, Julian, 260.
among captives willing chains to wear Awhile— Laon, IIL ix. 5.

With chains which eat into the flesh, alas ( .
'" ~'" "

He struck my c, and gently spaJce and smiled

:

are bound Behind witn heavy chains, ....
brave Racks and chains witriout a groan ; . .

the bright chains Eat with their burtiing cold .

Deep wrongs for man, and scorn, and chains^
His adversary from adamantine chains * , .

Sceptres, tiaras, swords, and chains, ....
The ponderous chains, and gratings of strong iron, Q. Mab, ix. 119.
their chains in the hold ; ... Vis. Sea, 41.

(2) transferred sense.
And serpents, bony chains, twisted around . . Prom. iv. 305.

B. Fig. (1) see Chain B. Fig. (1).
Are chains of lead around its flight of fire. . . . Epips. 590.
Which on the chaitts must prey that fetter hurtiankind. Fr. Pris. 10.

How strong the chains are which our spirit bind
;
Julian, 181.

Is the unheeded clanking of my chains, .... Cane. 14.

the ponderous chains Wliich bind in woe . . . Laon^ i. xxxix. 3.

A deeper prison and heavier chains did find, . .

To burst the chains which life for ever flings . .

this unforeseen deliverance From our ancestral c.—
whene'er with c. o'erladen Men make them arms
their will has wove The c. which eat their hearts—
The chains of earth like mist melted away,
held us in chains Of sweet captivity, ...
From its dark gulph of chains^ . . . .

Shake your chains to earth like dew . .

Why shake the c-4fl/«j ye wrought? . . .

Be the cold chains shaken
My soul spurned the chains of its dismay, .

Her c^zMj are threads of gold,
burst the chains^ The icy chains of custom,
The chains of earth's immurement ....
all the chains are forced Long ere its being
The very chains that mnd him to his doom.
mean lust Has bound its chains so tight . .

That sees the chains which bind it to its doom.
Whose chains and massy walls We feel.

The chains their slaves yet ever wore : .

The chains that bind this ruined soul . .

wear These heavy chains of life with a light spirit, St. Epips. 124.

(2) thraldom.
Our arms before their chaifzs/ . Hellas, 464.

(3) the body as enchaining the spirit.

in fleshly chains she lay Struggling, Laon, Vll. vi. 8.

Chair, n, (1) Lit. a movable seat with a back.
Homage to his unnoticed chair. Peter, iv. xxi. 5.

Standing behind his master's chair. . . . j v. 1. 5,

(2) Fig. and poet.

are chained to my chair, . ) . 1 . . . Cloud, 69.
Sits throned in his flaming chair, . . . . ~ Ginevra, 218.

whose throne a chair of scorn ; Prol. Hellas, 124,

Bends in dark aether from her infant's chair,— . Triumph, 85.

But mark how chained to the triumphal chair . 252.

(3) a position or appointment.
The chair of the most high Professorship,

Chairs, n. see Chair (1).

Will strangle us all, dozing in our chairs.
sees In vacant chairs, your absent images,

*Chaise, n. a small carriage.

Was bowled to Hell in the Devil's chaise.

Chalice, n. (1) Lit. 2i cup.
Wert like a golden chalice to bright wine

(2) Fig.
would concede the chalice W^hich but one living man Alastor, 676.
The Chalice of destruction full, Hellas^ 270.

Chalices, pi. of Chalice' (1).

Carved lamps and chalices, Witch, xx. 5.

Chamher, n. (1) a room, a private room.
Within the twilight chamber &^rea.6s apace, . . Adonais, Vlil. 2.

In the death cham-ber for a moment xxV. i.

breathe Through some dim latticed chamber. . Alastor, 632.

Into my chamber through the doors Calderon, iii. 103.

Thou, pavement, which! tread Towards her c.,-~ Cenci, l. i. 143,

Bid Beatrice attend me in her c. This evening:— '

Retire to your chamber, insolent girl ! . . .

One moment in your chamber.—
Now get thee to thy cham-herl
To thy chamber! Fly ere I spurn thee : . . .

conduct you the Lord Legate to Your father's c.

Hanging beneath the window of his chamber^
Nor m her moonlight chamber silently . . .

Filling the cham-ber and the moonlight sky. .

He peeped in each hole, to each chamOir stole,

It was once a Roman's chamber,
From the dark chamber of a mortal fever, . .

The flowers upon my bridal cham.ber strewn .

the cham.ber where the women kept ;— ...
Unlock the seventh chamber
and sped Thro' many a \\s>\.^xCm%chamberi i ,

. Calderon, l. lOi.

. Cenci, v. iv. 22.

. Gisb. 133.

. Peter^ II. xiv. 5.

. Prom.. 1. 810.

146.
I. iii. 145.
II. i. 6i.

II. i. 120.

IV. i. 171.

IV. iv. 21.

IV. iv. 73.
Dcsmon, I. 33.*—- 1.77.

Devil, VI. 1.

Fr. Poman^s, 11. i.

Ginevra, 3.

80.

188.

Hellas, 251.

fni. Beauty, v. x.

a small chamber, which with mosses rare Was
tapestried, ... . Laon, IV. ii. y.

'

two slaves he to her chamber sent, Vll._ viii. :£.

Some gloomy cham.ber's window panes .... Peter, v. xiv. 4.

Seven days within my cham.ber lay That corse, . Rosal. 436.
shelter from the frost Within my chamber. . UnJ. Dr. 130.

and all the cham.ber And walls seemed .... 135.

Out oi htT cham-ber, WaningMoon,^.
The cham-ber of grey rock in which she lay— . . Witch, II. 7.

I bore it to my chamber. Zucca, vlll. 1,

Was raving round the chamberhw-^eA and warm ; xi. 4.

(2) Fig.
Spread thy couch in the chamber of Life ! . ,. . Castl. Adm. v. 3.

Whether the nioon, into her chamber gone, * . Gisb. 258.

Thou art but the mind's first chamber, . Ode to Heaven, 28.

Chamher, c. adj. attr.

To thy chamber window, Sweet ! Ind. Ser. l. 8.

lakes. Strewn with faint blooms like bridal
cham-ber floors Witch, Lviii. z.

Chamberlain, 71. an of^cial in the papal court.

Cardinal, thou art the Pope's r^^awf^eWazw, . . Cenci, i. 'm. \2i.

Chambers, n. (1) see Chamber (1),
I have fitted up some cham-bers there Epips. 515.
In secret chambers parents read, and weep, . . Laon, IV. xiii. 1.

foodless toads Within voluptuous cham-bers . Prom., i. 171.

through chambers high and deep She past, . Witch, lx. 7.

(2) see Chamber (2).

her ocean nest In the chambers of the West. , . Lerici, 8.

*Champak, n. the blossom of an East Indian tree {^Magnolia
Champaca).

And the Cham-Pah's odours fail Tnd. Ser. 11. 3.

Champion, n. a defender or supporter.
The Champion of th}' faith e'er sought to fly.— . Laon, III. xix. 5.

curses the chaTJ^ion of Erin, M. N. Spec. Hors. 48.
Champion of Heaven's slaves ! . . . . . Prom. I. 443.
The champion of a trampled creed : Rosal. 660.

Chance,. /2. (1) as a mythological personification.
That Chance is a supreme divinit}^ Cycl. 611.

Fate, Time, Occasion, Chance and Change? . . Prom, li. iv. 119.

(2) fortune, good or ill, unforeseen event.
if by misadventure chance should bring Thee . Dante Conv. 55.
chance, or custom, time or change, . . . Ginevra^ 60.
Doubt, chance, and niutability. Int. Beauty, ill. 7.

which time nor c, Nor change may not extinguish, Laon, iv. xvi. 7.

can no longer borrow Its hues from c. or change, IX, xix. 9.
Of fate, and chance, and God, and Chaos old, . Profn. II. ii. 92,
From chance, and death, and mutability, . . iii. iv. 201.
whose steps Chance in that desart has delayed, Q. Mab, II. 197.
All seems unHnked contingency and chance:
(3) accident.

And that no change, nor any evil chance . .

(4) risk, probability,
on the chance that it may be Some evil, . .

And a great chance of despotism— . .

The chance of my resolve,

(5) opportunity.
Till-time, . . . bring some one chance, ... . Ch. \st, 11.

And lose the chance of a good pennyworth. . . Faust, 11. i

Chancellors, n. satir. against the Lord Chancellor,
bailiffs

—

chancellors—Wi^G^^ ........ Peter, iii. ix, 2.

*Chancery Court, n. formerly the highest court of judi-

cature nextto the House of Lords.
There is a Chancery Court } a King; . iii. iv. 1.

Chances, n. accidents, risks.

Swift chances in that combat

—

L^aon, I. xii. i.

Change, n. (1) alteration or variation of circumstances or

appearances,
darkness, and the law Oi change, .... . Adonais, Vlll. 9.
As it has ever done, with change and motion, . . xix. 3.

Through time and change, unquenchably the same, —— xxxviil. 8.

; hen

VI. 170.

. Sonn. Dante, 5.

Cenci, V. ii. 179.
Peter, III. vi. 2.

, Rosal. 497.

^V'

A gradual change was here. Yet ghastly.
Poor lady ! She expects some happy change
What means this change of cheer? . .

But as a change of sin-chastising dreams,
the world Is conscious of a change. . . .

no hint Of change in that stage-scene . .

Dark as it is, all change would aggravate. . .

A breathless awe, like the swift change Unseen,
Man chief perceives the cA(7«EfB, ....
The gradual paths of an aspiring change : .

Whilst every change and every feature, . .

chance, or custom, time or change, . . .

some deadly change in love
many a checkj And many a change, ....
A tale of passionate change, divinely taught, . .

Of minds whom neither time nor dhange can tame,
'tis but a change and choice Of bonds,

—

I drew, and ofnis change compassionate, .

nor what such change might be
Whb saw such B.-wi\3Xchange befall
Then knew the burthen of his c^a«^«, . .

did partake Such living change,
For day, nor night, nor change of seasons .

elemental shapes, whose smallest change
The change was like a dream to them ; , ,

Alastor^ 532.
Cenci, I. ii. 60.

I. iii, 44.
IV. ii. 32.

IV. iii, 40.
Ch. \st, I. 35.
Coleridge, 36.

Con. Sing. 11. i,

Dcefnon, li, 112.

II. 240.
Q. Mab, IX. 148.
Devil, XVII. 3.

Ginevra, 60.
Julian, 527.
Laon, I. xii. 2.

I.liii.8.

1 1, ii. 7.

IV.xxviii. r,

V. XXV. 2.

• V. xxvii. 9.

V. xxviii. 9.

V. xxix. 7.

V. liii. 8.

VII. xxvi. 2.

VII. xxxii. 3,

VIII. xxix. 6.
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half-extinguished words, which prophesied off., . Laon^ ix. vi. 9.
can no longer borrow Its hues from chance or c, ix. xix. 9.

Lo ! what a change is come ix. xxxv. 6.

mighty change which suddenly befell xii. xxx. g.
Survives all mortal change in lasting loveliness. . xn.xxxvii.g.
was in some sad cAaWjj*i? faded Mar. Dr. yji, ^.

Each arrow of the season's change she felt. Mother^ Son, ill. 10.

Whatever change takes place, on, stick to that ! . CBdipus^ II. ii. 13.

through every mange Wisdom and beauty . . . Orpheus, 84.
Without a change, without a stain,— Prol. Hellas, 193.
No change^ no pause, no hope ! Yet I endure. . Prom. I. 24.

There is a change: beyond their inmost depth . 11. i. iig.

Some good change Is working in the elements, . II. v. 18.

Where we will sit and talk oitime and change, . III. iii. 23.

And that with little change of shape or hue : . . III. iv, 76.

We meet again, the happiest change of all. . . . III. iv. 85.

Soon as the sound had ceased . . .There was a c. : III. iv. 100.

Such mighty change as I had felt within .... iii. iv, 129.

She knew her glorious (rAaM^^^, Q. Mab, l. 192.

the imperishable change That renovates the world; v. 3.

solacing All human care, accompanies its change; v. 216.

And in the storm oi change, that ceaselessly RoTl.'s VI. 160.

He chief perceives the change, VIii. 142.
- That by the paths of an aspiring change . ' . . ix. 19.

Indue the colours of this change, Rosai. 728.
There was a change, but spare to guess, .... 1181.

I knew not of so great a change, 1225.
Now felt this change, I qannot say Sensi't. PL IV. 4.

There is no death nor change : . . . ... iv. 22.

And that no change, nor any evil chance . , . Sonn. Dante, 5.

in its proceeding change It feels and knows, . . St Epips. 167.

In the boundless realm of unending change. . There is no ivork, 24.

(2) as a mythological person ification.

And wolfish change, like winter, howls .... Hellas^ 872.
which time nor chance, Nor c. may not extinguish, Laon, IV. xvi. 8.

The standard-bearers in the van of Change. . . CBdipus. Ii. ii. 96.
Change Shall flit before thee on her dragon wings, Prol. Ilellas, 148,
Fate,Time, Occasion, Chance and Change} . Prom. ii. iv. 119.

Incestuous Change bore to her father Time, . . Witch, I. 2.

Chang'e, v. I. tr. (1") with^^r, exchange.
For a new name . . , To change the honours of

abandoned Rome Cenci^ V. i. 91.
Nor would I change for pleasure That withered

hand , Marywho died^\\\. ^.

toils to c. Reason's rich stores for its eternal weal. Q. Mob, v. 229.

(2) with to or into, transform or transmute.
The spring^ their waters change to tears . . . Bion. Adon. 31.
Evil minds Change good to their own nature. . . Prom. i. 381.
c. eternal death into a night Of glorious dreams . Witch, XVII. 3.

(3) alter in appearance or character.
Would they ever change their hue Bxhortaiion, 6.

That love or reason cannot c. The despot's rage, . Eug. Hills, 234.
And will the day that follows change thy doom ? Fr. Is not, 4.
but time shall be forgiven, Tho' it c. all but thee !— Laon, IX. xxxv. 8.

whose hard lineaments Death's self could c. not, . Q. Mab^ iv. 65.

II. intr. (1) vary or alter.

As adders cast their skins ... so kings often change; Ch. 1st, 1. 127.
I change, but I cannot die Cloud, 76.
And motion which may change but cannot die ; . Epips. 114.

Where light is camelions change : . . . Exhortation, 14.

Life may change, but it may fly not ; Hellas, 34.
Alas ! if'^Love, . . . Can c. with its false times and tides, 981.
Whilst eyes that change ere night Mutability, (2) ill. 3.

Change to the music of our s^eet mirth. . . . Prom., iv. 174.
though time may c^flw^ff and years may roll, . . Q. Mab, Ded. 14.

names and attributes and passions change, . , . vil. 29.
even as it passed His cheek would change, . . . Rosal. 1017.
for human things Change even like the ocean and

the wind, 1280.

(2) alter, undergo a change.
The One remains, the many change and pass ; . Adonais, Lll. i.

Never to change, never to pass away. . Cenci, ill. i. 63.
They, not it would change ; . . . . ... Eug. Hills, 370.
But look on that which cannot change— . . Hellas, 768.
'Tis strange men c^ttTz^e not

, . . . .Julian, 115.

Ye cannot change, since ye are old and grey, . . Laon, xi. xxi. 2.

Or as they Whom we have left, we c. and pass away. Prom. IV. 538.
Neither to change^ nor faulter, nor repent ; . . . iv. '575.

When the fiend would change to a lady fair! . Rosal. 154.

(3) alternate or change regularly.
As the tides change sullenly Eug. Hills, 133.
To change and be adored for ever, Frag. Moon, 3.

Cibauffed, v. I. tr. (1) altered by replacement,
and her maidens soon C^aw^tfisf her attire . Ginevra^ loi.

(3) altered.

Sudden he changed his plan, .... . . Horn.. Merc. Lxxi. i.

(3) varied.

he moved nor spoke. Nor changed his hue, . . . Laon, V. xxii. 3.
And then I changedmy pipings,— Pan, ill. 5.

(4) with to or into, changed from one thing to another.
He changed from starry shape, ... To a dire Snake, Laon^ I. xxvii. 8.

Changed half the light to fragrance. ... . , . Unf. Dr. 177.

II. intr. became transformed.
Then slowly changed, till it grew a heap . , , Sensit, PI. ill. 20.

ChauiTed, pp. (1) with to, altered from one thing to another,
when splendour Is changed to fragrance, . . . Adonais, xx. 4.
The air Is changed to vapours Cenci^ III. i. 15.

honour . . . Changedto a mockery and a bye-word?— V- iii. 33-

But changedto a foul fiend through misery. . . Coleridge, 30.

When lignt is changed to love Epips. 336.
the morning fair Is changedto a dim night . . . Laon, xii. iv. 9.

Were cAaw^e^ to mines of sunless crystal . . Pr.Athan.u.m.26.
And changed to all which once thev dared not be, Front. HI. iv. 159.

Bare winter suddenly was changedto spring, . . Question, I. 2.

Were c>4a«i^tf^ to a blight of frozen glue. . . . Sensit. PI. ill. 85.

'Tis said, she first was changed into a vapour, . Witch, III. i.

Had changed those ragged blocks of savage stone, XX. 3.

Changed to the fairest and the lightest boat . . xxxi. 7.

(2) altered, varied, different,

and before my mood Be changed, Cenci, iv. i. 30.
Are c^a«^drfto you, through yourexceedinggrief, V. ii. 55.
You, being changed, will find it then as now. . . Even. Pisa, III. 6.

For now uie Earth has changed'\t'& face, . . , Jane, Recoil. 7.

Less changed than she was Julian, 155.
I have not dwindled Nor ghan. in mind or body, . 470.
The scene was changed, and away, away, away ! L.aon, III. v. i.

But I was changed^-\Ja& very life was gone , . VII. xxiii. 6.

My breasts were swoln and changed:— .... Vll. xxiv. 2.

Though I am changed so that Prom. I. 70.
How thou art changed! II. v, 16.

and all Were somewhat changed, III. iv. 71.
But, oh ! how much more changed, Q, Mab, II. 173.
How am I changed! Rosal. 764.
wept to see His master changed so fearfully : .

• 995.
To low soft notes now £'<4fl«^tfrf and dwindled, . iio3-
changed in all else, yet friends again, . . . 1270.
'Tis we, 'tis ours, are changed; not they. . . Sensit. PL IV. 20.

(3) withj^?-, exchanged.
The forest's solemn canopies were c. For the . . . sky. Alastor, 525.
So is Hope Changed for Despair— Circumst. 5.
If he \izA changed on^ unsustaining- reed For all . Julian, 538.
Or he was changed -wx^ Christians for their gold, Q. Mab, vill. 177.

Changed, ///. adj. altered.

C^awjpT?(£ thoughts and vile in thee doth weep to find : Cavalc. 2.

more changed and cold embraces, Julian, 313.

I Chaug-efta, adj. fickle, ever altering.
alternates with «:>^aK^(!/«/ hand, Calderon, Ii. 182.
Has lain from childhood, many a change, year— Fr. Dead, 3.

Than do the changejul q2iS,%\oxv% of his breast . . Q. Mab, vk 202.

^Chaiig'eless, adj. unvarying, ever the same.
the si)irit Clothed in its changeless OMx'xty, . . , i. 182.
the will Of changeless nature would be unfulfilled. 11. 63.
Nile shall pursue his changeless way : .... 11. 128.
WhosecAaK^fi, paths thro Heaven's deep silence lie; in. 229.
and beneath His changeless eyebeam,) . . v. 158.
man, with changeless nature coalescing, .... vi. 42.

Chang'eling', n. Fig. anything clandestinely substituted.
A c. of man's art, nursed amid Nature's brood. . Laon, iv. i. 9.

Clxang-es, v. I. tr. (1) transforms.
But as love changes what it loveth not .... Julian, 471.

(2") changes from one place to another.
and how the sun Changes his lair Pro^. 11. iv. 89.

II. intr. alters.

for nothing— but flows And changes^ .... Calderon, II. 86.
Chaug'es, n. (1) varying successions.
And as changes follow Time Eug. Hills, 255.
Many cAflw^ej have been run, Guitar Jane, 31.
After many years And many changes I returned

;
Julian., 584.

'

and mankind their changes know, Laon, VI. xxxv. 8.
revealing New cAffM^^j and new glories, . . . . xii.xxxviii.4.

(2) alterations in things or beings.
So with my thoughts full of these happy changes. Prom. III. iv. 84.
(3) alternations.

the Moon, whose changes ever run Into themselves, £^z^j. 279.
The gentle changes of thy day Faust, i. 24.

Changing', pr. pple. (l) altering or vaiying.
Changing ^€\r hue like lilies newly blown, . . Laon, viii. xxx. 2.
shapes and shadows changing ever, xil. xxxiv. 2.
And ever changing, like a joyless eye .... Moon, i. 5.

(2) altering from one thing to another.
Changinghxx^t fancy to sweet sentiment, . . Unf. Dr. 176.

Changing, ppl, adj. altering or varying.
In circles quaint, and ever changing dance, . . Gisb, 280.
till, from the c>^a?r^m^ skyj Z,ao«, VI. xxxvii. 5.
With ever changing Tiot^B it floats along, . . xil. xvii. 7.
Amid the changingW^ht of their own smiles, . . Prom. iv. 267.
The varying periods painted changing gXoyNS, Q. Mab, VI. 4.
To suit the pressure of the changing times, . . vi. 6j.
The changing seasons^ winter's leafless reign, . vi. 96.

M 11 II „ n 11 • Superstition, 25.
Channels, n. (1) furrows.
my face was lined With channels, Laon, iv. xxix. 5.
have worn Ci^«wfi/j upon her cheek, . . . . vlll. xv. 5.

(2) gutters or kennels.
the sinks and channels of worst vice, Q. Mab, IV. 180.

fChant; n. melody. (See also Chaunt.)
And snatches of its Elysian chaiii Sensit, PI, \. 108.

Chaos, n. (1) confused, unformed matter.
when first God dawned on Cfiaos ; ...... Adonais, xix. 5.
Smile in the lap of Chaos, . . . Dcemon, 11. 36.
Like a frozen chaos uprolled, . Death Nap. 30.
The flag of Freedom over Chaos, Hellas, 48.
This firmament pavilioned upon chaos, .... '

772.
Stood on the verge of Chaos: Laon 1. xxvi. 2,

O
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M,N.Post.Fr.%2.
M. N. Rav&il^ 47.
Naples^ 138.

Ode Lib. il. 7.

VI. 14.

Pfol. Hellas, 3.

7*-

"3-
214.

, Prom. II. ii. 92.

, IV, 144.
, IV. 171.

. Witch, XXXII. 3.

, Epips. ^43.

407.

Which else in shapeless ehaoS sleeping lay,
In nature's chaos this will not decay— .

Like Chaos o'er creation, uncreating-; .

Was yet a chaos and a curse, ....
' With life and love makes Chaos ever new,
the roofless senate-house, whose floor Is Chaos,
A chaos of light and motion Upon that glassy ocean.
Victorioua as the world arose from Chaos!

,

Ruining its chaos—a fierce breath ....
Of fate, and chance, and God, and Chaos old,

Death, Chaos^ and Night, {rep.) ....
, From its chaoS^ made calm by love, . . .

And clove dun Chaos with his wings of gold,

(2) state of mental confusion.
nor uncreate That world within this Chaos,
The soul in dust and chaos.
a boundless chaos wild and vast, Loon, ill. i. 6.

Chaos and Death, and slow Oblivion's lymph, . Prol. Hellas^ 85.

makinef shiver Thought's stagnant chaos^ . . . Prom. IV. 380.
A Goa that broods aer chaos in commotion ; , .St. Epips. 6$.

(3) a confused mass, things mingled together.
I see a chaos of gJ-een leaves and fruit .... Gis&. 274.
One rose out of the chaos of the slain : . . . . Hellas, 405.
While the surf, like a M(?«3J of stars, Vis. Sea, \%.

(4) a confused or indistinguishable space.
a chaos dread On the dim starlight then is spread, Apenn. 10.

Lay like a chaos of unwelcome Tight, Ginevra, 19.

Chapel, n. a place for worship attached to a monastery.
Aa he sought the chapeVs gloom : St. Ir.(^ xi. 3.

JCliaplets, n. garlands for the head.
Weaving gay chaplets for their innocent brows . Dcemon, II. 195.

Q. Ma&, jx. 116.

^Chapter, n. a. numbered section or portion of a book.
And reads a select chapter in the Bible .... (Edipus, l. 21^.

Character, n. (1) reputation.

As to my character for what men call crime . . Cenci, 1. 1. 68.

(2) quality or nature.

The character of wizard or of devil ? Faust, II. 260.

The ,form and £ri^o«ic/fi^ of mortal mould, . , . Triutnph, ij.

(3) office or position.

he mocks the sacred character, Ch. 1st, II. 96.

Charactered, pp. expressed in writing.
to see that charactered in vain On this unfeeling leaf Juliatt, 478.

Characters, n. Fig. significant marks or impressions.
In characters of cloud which wither not.— . . . L.aon, vill. xxix.

[

till the characters be grown Into itself, .... Medusa, l\. 4.

Charge, v. tr. (1) accuse.
I never thought the things you charge me with !

(2) command, enjoin.

I charge thee ! when thou wake the multitude

Charge, n. (1) care, responsibility.

the sorrow which consigned Its charge ...
. „

as compels the charmed night To render up thy r^a^^iS.* Alastor, 37.
kept most relentlessly Its precious charge, . . 293.

(2) an attack or onset.

And made a charge with those battalions bold, . CSdipus, I. 312.

(3) admonitory address.
Hinted at in his charge to the Theban clergy— . I. 78.

Charged, pp. (1) burdened, loaded or filled.

Charged ^\Ai a thousand unrepented crimes. . Cenci, I. i. 54.
his ri^ht hand Was charged with bloody coin, . Deenton, 1. 274.
C. with the load that maKes thee faint and mourn? Fr. Is not, 8.

Charged With light memories of remembered hours, Julian,xi.
Till they become char, with the strength of flame. Ode L,ib. Cane. 7.

(2) commanded.
Earthquake-fiends are charged^o wrench the rivets Prom. i. 38.

Charged, ppl. adj. loadecK
Let the o5a?;f£ff artillery drive Mask,\js:s,vi. \.

Charges, n. accusations.

Must answer charges of the gravest import, . . Cenci, iv. iv. 12.

Chariot, n. (1) a car or carriage.

The cv^ar/iJ/ of the Daemon of the World . . . Damon, l. S7-
Far, far below the chariot's stormy path, . . . i. 133,

The chariot's fiery track, I. 138.

„ „ ,, Q. Mab, I. 227.

The chariot seemed to fly Dcemon, I. 142.

Parted around the chariot's swifter course, . . . i. 155.

H „ ,. ,. M • - Q' ^<^b, 1. 245.
Whilst round the chariot's way Dcemon, i. 102.

„ ,, „ „ Q- -^«*. I- 252-

and as the chariot passed Dcemon, i. 173.

„ „ ,, Q. Mab, I. 262.

Fast and far the fy^ar/ff^ flew : Damon, 11. ^11.

^... „ .. a Mab, IX. 2ig.

The ^Afl^io^ paused a moment

;

Dcemon, ii. ^ig.

! . Cenci, 11. i. 149.

. CEdipus, II. ii. 90.

, A'donais, LI. 3.

g. Mab, IX. 227.
<aon, XII. n. 5.

. Prom. II. iv. 143.
II. iv. 15a

the Tyrant's gem-wrought chariot glide . .

Checks its dark chariot by the craggy gulph,

See, near the verge, another chariot stays ;

.

The earthquake of his <:^ar2<?/ . ill. i. 50.

And as thy chariot cleaves the kindling air, . . III. iii. 79.
I see a chariot like that thinnest boat iv. 206.

directs the chariot's prow Over its wheelfed clouds, IV. 232.

Behold the chariot of the Fairy Queen ! . . . . Q. Mab, I. 59.
Far, far below the chariot's path, l. 222.

the chariot's way Lay through the midst . . . g. Mab, I. 231.

80 came a chariot on the silent storm Triumph, So.

for where'er The chariot rolled, 119-

Outspeed the chariot, 140-

the chariot hath Past over them— loi.

Forgetful of the chariot's swift advance ; . . - 45o-

The chariot and the captives fettered there :— . 457*
Before the c-ftfl?^(7^ had begun to climb .... 469.
as the chariot of her star j

Witch, xxxi. 2.

(2) Fig-
The splendour-wingfed chariot of the Sun, . . . Adon. Cane. 35.

that a chariot ofcloud were mine ! irep^ • Fr. Song, i.

under the ocean's bed has Driven steeds and c.— Horn. Merc. Xll. 2.

fled at will. As in a winged chariot, . , . JLaon, vii. xxxiii. 2.

Sweeps in his dream-drawn chariot, .... Pr. Athan. II. iii. 19.

Or makes its c^arzt?/ of a foggy cloud Prom., wi.'w.w.

^Chariot beam, n. cross bar to which the horses are

attached.
Upon the chariot beam A Janus-visaged Shadow Triumph, 93.

*Chariot-throne, n. Fig.
He came, fiercely driven, m his chariot-throne . Sensit. PI. iii. 96.

*Chariot-wheels, n. Fig,
Stain his death-blushing chariot-wheels, . . . . Q. Mab, VIl. 34.

^Charioted, //. carried along.
Charioted on the , . . night Of thunder-smoke, , Adon. Cane. 32.

as a cloud charioted by the wind, ^^ps. 290.
like cloud cAa?^*?/^^ by flame; Cfde Lib. ^;^Jl\l. ^.

When charioted on sulphurous cloud Prom^. I. 333.

^Charioteer, n. Fig. one who guides or drives.

The world's eyeless charioteer. Destiny, . . . Hellas, 711.

As one who checks a fiend-drawn charioteer, . . Prom.. I. 126.

in each there stands A wild-eyed charioteer . II. iv. 132.

ghastly charioteer. Who art thou ? II. iv. 144.
All the four faces of that charioteer Triumph, 99.

^Charioteering, pr. pple. driving when fastened to a chariot,

Ot charioteering ghastly aMigators, .. ... Witch, 1.Vill. 4.

^Charioteers, n. pi. of Charioteer.
What charioteers are these ? Prom. IV. 56.
The ci^a^^oi'tferj of Arctos wheeled round . . . Rosal. 1^0^.

^Chariotest, v. tr. Fig. drivest or guidest.
Who chariotest to their dark wintry bed . . Ode W. Wind, 1. 6.

Chariots, n. (1) pi. of Chariot (1).
See those thronging chariots RoUinjg, .... Ch. ist, 1. 136.
and brazen chariots stained With blood, , . . DcB?non, i. 267.
Like spirit-winged chariots sent Lerici, 33.
Where are their chariots ? Prom. IV. $6.
the wheels Of scythed cAar^ff/j, ... . . iv. 292.

(2) Fig.
Gathered around their chariots as they go ; . Hellas, 206.
And in their pavilioned chariots led Prol. Hellas, 67.

(3) ships.

The tempest-winged chariots of the Ocean, . . . Prom. 11. iv. 93.

Charitable, adj. (1) benevolent, liberal of alms.
To deeds of charitable intercourse Q. Mab, v. 104.

(2) used satirically , kind, free from censoriousness.
Pope Clement, And his most charitable nephew^ Cend, I. i. 28.

Charity, n. (l) benevolence of act, almsgiving.
Who ministered with human charity Alizsior, 255.
The gleanings of precarious ci4aWi?V . , . . Mother^ Son, HI. 6.

And now cold charity's unwelcome dole . , . vii. i.

(2) grace, benevolence of spirit.

Where it indeed were christian charity .... Ck. ist^ II. 245.
and his affected charity. To suit the pressure of

the changing times, Q. Mab, VI. 66.

Charles 1st, king of England, b. 1600, d. 1649.
This Charles theFirst Rose like the equinoctial sun, Ch. 1st, I. 46.
Never shall it be said that Charles of England • 11. 315.
Thus Baby Charles, 11. 394.

^Charlotte, M. A. Charlotte Corday, b. 1768, d. 1793.
tie Thy soul, O Charlotte, M.N. Ravail, 49.

Charm, «. (1) a spell, something which has a mysterious but
powerful effect.

wouldst thou that I workA charm over this waste Calderon, 11. 168.
So potent was the charm, m, 173.
Borne safely the bewildering charm-

:

Falsehood, 24.
whose uttered charm might not avail to sever, . Int. Beauty, III. 5.
an invulnerable charm Upon her children's brow, Laon^ ll. xliv. 8.

And he was troubled at a charm, withdrawn . . ;- v. xxviii. Im
From fabled hell as by a charm withdrawn, . . —- xil. xxix. 2^
For fear of the dull charm^ to enter

; Peter. Vll. xxiii. 5,
She spread a charm around the spot, . . Q. Mab, l. 64.
The Fairy waves her wand of charm ix. 212.
nerv'd his arm To dispel the charm, St. Ir. (3) xiv. 2.

And then she had a charm, of strange devit:e, . . Witch, LXVI. 6.
For such a charm when Tithon became grey? . lxvii. 2.

(2) Fig.
1 know a charm shall make thee meek and tame, Cenci, I. iii. 167.
The charm works well

; i. iij. 177.
And the charm fascinated him, Cyd. 417.
with clinging charm Sinking upon their hearts . iao», i. Ivii. 7.
Respondmg to the charm with its own mystery. Summer-Evg. 10.

(3) that which delights and pleases.
the inwoven charm Of converse and caresses . . Loon, VII. i. g.
and by the charm Girt as with an interminable zone, Woodman, 34.
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Charm, v. tr. Fig: (1) work a spell upon.
Or ckarm the dark past never to have been. , . Fr. Satire^ 21.
which charm. To silence the unenvying nightingales. Prom, 11. ii. 96.

(2) allure.

And charm the minds of men to Truth's own sway Laon^ Ded. X. 6.

(3) with wivay Qxfrom^ remove or dispel.
which charm the weight From madmen's chains, Julian^ 259.
The wonder could not charm away, . . . my wakeful pain, Rosal. 357.

Charmed,//, influenced as by a spell.
Have charnud^fi\r nurse coy Silence near her lids Damon^ I. 24.
Might then have charmed\i\% agony .... Magnet. Lady^ ll. 7.

Charmed, ppl. adj. (1) Lit. enchanted.
As that which o'er the maiden's charmed &\ec.^ . DesTnon^ i. 72.
In charmed sleep doth ever lie I. loi.
My spirit like a charmed haxl^ doth swim . . . Frag.Singinff^ i.

The c/zarWaf boat approached, .
^

Laon xii. xli. 9.
As one who drinks from a charm.ed cup . . . Music^ Ipant^ IV. i.

from that cAarm^i^ district went .
^

A^er, yii. xxii. i.

And hither come, sped on the cAa?-»z*(/, winds, . F^om.. Iir. iii. 40..

And long lay tranced upon the charmed ^^oW. . Q. Mab.wi. 185.
whose c«flr/«ffi^ sails should fly Sonn. Dante^ ^.

(2) Fig. as if under a spell or enchantment.
Such maeic as compels the charmed m^\\.. . . Alastor^ 36.
But the charm-ed eddies of autumnal wmds . 52.
the past Fades from our charm-ed sight. . . . Dmm.on^\i. 232.

„ „ „ „ „ .... Q. Mab^ IX. 140.
as the charm,edyi\T6. that haunts the serpent's den. Laon^ II. xlvi. 9.
uplift thy charm-ed voice, ... iv.xxviti. 3.

when our charmed name he hear, . . . . . . v. Songy 6. 13.

but 'mid the glooms Pierced with my charmed eye Matilda^ 35.

Charming", /r. ///(?. (1) influencing.
Charm/ng the tiger joy^ Prom. iv. 501.

(2) with adv. away, dispelling.
Charming away its dream of pain M. W. G. iv. 6.

Charms, v. tr. Fig. (1) delights.
let his ^age Which charm-s the chosen spirits of the time, Gisb. 244.

(2) influences as by a spell.

for Panic, the pale fiend who charms Strength . Laon^ VI. iii. 5.
for blank astonishment Charjns every sense, . . Matilda^ 39.

Charms, n. attractions, allurements.
With doubtful smile mocking its own strange charms, Alastor^ 295.
bared her scorned charms in vain ; Laon^ x. xix. 6.

her own human hues and living charms ; . . . xii. xxiii. 3.

Charnel, n. (1) Lit. a tomb.
We decay Like corpses in a charnel; . . . Adonais^ XXXIX. 7.

For it can burst his charnel^ Epips. 405.
And one to the charnel—zxi6. one, O where? . . Gtnevra^ 210.
keep Theirwatch in some dim c^a?'?M/'j loneliness, Laon, ill. xxli. 8.

like a charnel's mist within the radiant dome. . v. xxii. 9.
as a spirit half arisen Shatters its charnel. , . . Prol. Heller. 211.

(2) Fig.
Yet were life a charnel Hellas^ 38.
Who made this earth their charnel. Triumph^ 505.

Charnel, c. adj. attr, containing corpses.
such as the dead breathe In charnel pits ! . , . Cenci^ iii. i. 16.

*Charnel-roof, com.p. n. Fig. tomb-covering.
Is yet his fitting charnei-roqfl Adonais^ vii. 6.

Charuels, n. tombs.
I have made my bed In charnels and on coffins, . Alastor^ 24.
Rose like the dead from their ruined charnels. . Sensit.Pl. iii. 117.

Charter, n. Fig. a written evidence.
And read the blood-stained charter of all woe, . Q. Mab, vi. 55.

Chase, v. tr. A. Lit. pursue, follow.
If hawks chase doves through the aetherial way, . Gisb. 188.
the sunbeams chase the shadows Laon^ xii. xxxvi. 3.
Outrun the winds that cAaje them, Pr.Athan.n.W.itL.
B. Fig. (1) follow,

which chase denial From the fierce savage, . . Rosal. 868.

(2) follow out.
His own free thoughts can freely Mojfi . . . W. Shel.Canci.S.
(3) drive away.

This fiend . . . Dream not to chase; Coleridge^ 33,
Oh ! rest thee tranquil ; chase those fearful doubts, Q. Mab^ VI. 26.

Chase, n. Fig. pursuit of war.
Fleshed with the chftse^ come up from Italy, . . Hellas., 314.

Chased, v. tr. followed after.

its young beams CSojfii^ the shadows .... 71,
Which mased^\e day like a bleeding deer, . . Prom. iv. 74.

Chased, pp, (1) followed, pursued.
like a flock of clouds Chasedhy the wind, , . . Hellas^ 461.
like a shade Chasedhy the winds, Laon^ xii. xiii, 4.
Chasedhy the thronging winds . . . The boat fled

visibly— xil. xxxiii. 3.
Which like a dove chased by a dove shall beat. Serchto^ 72.

(2) driven away.
As shades are c^aW, . . . from heaven's blue waste. Prom., iv. 22.

4:Chaseth, v. tr. Fig. driveth.
the breath of roseate morning C. into darkness ? Q. Mab, I. 26.

tChasing, pr. pple. Fig, (1) dispelling.
CAiw/w^ the heavy shadows of dismay. . . Ifom, Merc. 'Lxxxii. S.

(2) 'driving, pursuing.
C^«,s/«^ thy foes from nation unto nation . , OdeLib,x.\.\\.

(3) following.
Chasing the rapid smiles IVitch, XL. 5.

*Chasm, n. A. Lit. a wide open space, a yawning gulf,

a gap, expanse.
Filled with one whirlpool all that ample chasm. ; Alastor^ 379.
on the smooth brink Of that obscurest chasm,; 637.

And opened a chasm In the rocks ;— .... Arethusa, 11. 4,

a bridge Crosses the chasm ; Cenci, III. i. 260.

And before that t-^fl^wz of light, Eug. HtllSy 10^.

The chasm, in which the sun has sunk is shut . . Even. Pisa^ IV. i,

above One chasm of heaven smiles, , . , , . Gisb. 127.

A c. As of two mountains in the wall ofStamboul ; Hellas^ 830.
which from a chasm, of mountains, Dark, vast, . Laon^ I. vii. i.

So, from that iv^ajOT of light a wingfcd Form . . i. vii. 6.

thro' the chasm, of that steep stair did bound, . III. xxix. g,
as whirlpools draw All wrecks of Ocean to their r., iv. xv. 6.

did rive Their ranks with bloodier c^(W/w . . . vr. vi. 6.

Above the waters, by that (T^ajzw of sea, . . . vii. xii. 2,

a <r>^aj»2 desert, and bare, and broad Vll.xxxviii.9.

a chasm like waves in a ship's wake X. iii, 9.
Till thro' a c,^ajw of hills they roll, xil.xix.8.
Between a chasm of cedam mountains riven, . . Xli. xxxiii. 2.

And through the chasm the flood did break . . Mar. Dr.xxil. 3.

there was a silent chas-m, Peter^ I. x. 4.
flowing From the young moon into the sunset's

chasm.— Pr, Athan. Il.ii.35.

filled with frozen light the chasm below. . . . 11. iii. 30.
thro' the azure c. Of yon forked and sno\vy hill Prom. I. 316.
thro' a chasm Of wind-divided mist 11. i. 19.
Like a volcano's meteor-breathing chasfn, . . . II. iii. 3,
leads through the dread chasm Serchto, 107.
With which the clouds and mountains pave A

\3k.e'sh\]ie chasm The Isle,, w.
to the chasm of the deep It sinks, Vis. Sea^ 14.
The wind has burst out from the chasm^ . , . 116.

B. Fig. (1) a dwelling-place.
It was then a chasm, for devils Fr. Romanes., 11. 4.

(2) of immaterial things.
And death's dark chasm, hurrying to and fro, . Hellas^ 203.
o'er the t>^(W»e, sightless and drear Lift not., ti.

(3) used for an abundance or flood.
bright day will burst—even like a chasm- Of fire, Laon. ix. v. 6.
Had rescue from a chasm of tears ; Rosal. 1209.

Chasms, n. (1) see Chasm (1).
all strewn Over the chasms of blue night— . . . Aden. Cane. 39.
Of azure sky, darting between their chasms; . . Alastor, 461.
leave azure chasms of calm Over this isle, . . Epips. 4.66.
Vexed into whirlpools by the chasms beneath ; . Laon^ VII. vii. 6.
Saw gape beneath the chasms of fire immortal, , x. xl. 3.
And where its chastnsthaX flood of gloiy drank, xi. iii. 3.
fiends and chasms of fire had dispossest . . , xi. ix. 3.
And thro' its chasms I saw, .... . . xii. xvi. 7.
from their deep And dark-green chasms, . . . XII. xxxvi.7.
Was driven through the chasm.s^ about &nd about, Mar. Dr. XVI. 2.
Which from those secret chasms Mont B. 122.
Thy deep chasms and wildernesses

; .... OdeioHeaven.^ 13.
the Atlantic's level powers Cleave themselves

into chasms^ Ode W. Wind, III. 10.
Piercing the chasms of ever rising clouds, . . . Pr. Athan. i. 62.
To the rents, and gulphs, and chasTns^ .... Prom-. 11. i. 202.
O'er piles of snow and £:Aflj?«j of ice Two Spirits, ^$.Or under_<r^flj»w unfathomable Witch, XL.ll. z-
(2) Fig. and menial.

I totter on the chasms of peril ;— Cycl. 338.
where Hope, near imagined chasms, , . . Laon., x. xlvi. g.

Chaste, adj. (1) pure, undefiled.
Let her c^flj/e mind with fancies ...... Calderon, \\l. -j.

(2) free from sexual passion,
Athenian Pallas ! tameless, chaste, and wise, . , Horn.. Min. 2.
Nor Saturn's first-bom daughter, Vesta chaste, . Hom, Venus, ig.

(3) cold, passionless.
The cold chaste Moon, Epips. 281.
And never will we part, till thy chaste sister . . Prom. III. iv. 86.

(4) satir.

Wdl—you know what the chaste Pasiphae did, . CBdipus, I. 136,
And to receive upon her chaste white body . . . 11. i. 109.

(5) solitary, companionless.
And there I lay, within a chaste cold bed : . . Epips. 299.

*Chastened, pp. softened, subdued.
Chastenedhy deathful victory now, Otho, III. 6.
woe, C^aj/£wec^ by fearless resignation, .... ^. i(/a<&, vii. 81.

*Chastenecl, ///. adj. softened, subdued.
the chastened will Of virtue sees thatjustice . . Laon, v. xxxiv. 7.

^Chasteningr, pr. pple. subduing, softening.
O'er a mighty thunder-fit Chastening terror :— . Eug. Hills, 183.

^Chaster, (^j. more pure.
Dian could not chaster be Before she stooped to

kiss Endymion, .... . . . . K^zVc^, Lxvili. 3.

Chastise, v. tr. punish.
But like a fiend appointed to c^cj/zje The offences Cenci, iv. i. i6i,
which must chastise Crimes done, , y. i. 2.

nature can c. Those who transgress her law,— . Q. Mab, III. %2.
That freedom's young arm dare not yet chastise, vil. 244.

Chastised, pp. pimished.

C I know The depth to which ambition falls ; . Calderon, II. 122.
that this insolent fellow be Chastised: . . Ch. 1st 11. 06,

2



100 CHASTISEMENT—CHEER.

Chastisenieiit, n. punishment.
Live ! fear no heavier chasiisentent from me, . Adonais^ xxxvii. 2.

Was perhaps some paternal chasttsenteni / . . Cenci^ l. iii. 113.
and this must be Our chastise, or recompense— . Julian^ 484.

Chastity, n. purity of sexual intercourse.
Without which^what were c^oj^zVy /* • • • , Peter. \i\. \\\\. ^.

Unchecked by dull and selfish chastity^ . . . . Q. Mab^ IX. 84.

Ghat, V, intr. talk familiarly.
With a favourite imp he began to chat^ .... Devil^ III. 3.

Chatter, v. intr. prate.
relying on such birds As chatter vainly, . Horn. Merc, xcill. 3.

Chattering, pr. pple. making an unintelligible noise.
Sit chattering with joy on the foodless wreck \ . Prom. I. 502.
sate chattering like restless apes Triutnph^ 493.

Chatterings, vbl. n. inarticulate noises.
to repeat The chatterings of the monkey.— . . Witch^ Lxxiv. 5.

Chatterton, Thomas C, English poet, b. 1752, d. 1770.
Chatterton Rose pale, Adonais^ XLV. 3.

Chaunt, v, tr. (l) sing.
thou. lone, shalt cAamm/ fragments of sea-music, Prom, ill. iii. 27.

(2) intr.

Whichwalkuponthesea,and(rAa««/melodiousIy! II. v. 110.

Chaunt, n. a song. (See also Chant.)
Chorus Hymenaeal, Or triutnphaUAa««/, . . . Skylark^y.
Felt the sound of the funeral chaunt^ .... Sensit. Pi. Ill, 6.

Channting, pr. pple. singing.
chaunting their thunder-psalm Epips. 465.
C^aMw//«^ those stupid staves Peter^ vi. xxxii. 5.

*Chaw, V. tr. bite at.

Nay, we are silent, and we chaw the air. . . . Cycl. 633.
Cheap, adj. ordinary, common.
we can blind Suspicion with such c. astonishment, Cenct\ IV. iv. 44.
a cheap or easy method Of dealing Ch. ist, II. 89.

itrCheaper, adj. more worthless, more common.
Violate ! make their flesh cheaper than dust ! . Hellas^ 951.

lllCheaply, adv. easily, without difficulty.

That virtue of the cheaply virtuous, Q. Mah^ ix. 85.

Cheat, V. tr. (1) deprive wrongfully.
To cheat kind nature of the placid death . . . Cenci^ V , i. 14.
I will not cheat my soul of its delight, .... Cycl. 326.

(2) beguile.
with lies and roguery To cheat Apollo.— . . Hom. Merc. Liii. 6.

Cheat, n. deception.
for life's great cheat; Ginevra^ 36.

ICheating, pr. pple. depriving.
Cheating\\\% own heart of quiet Peter, III. xi. 5.

Cheats, v. tr. beguiles.
Whilst he thinks he cheats his neighbour, . . . III. xi. 4.

Check, V. tr. (1) reprove, restrain.

Will none amon^ this noble company Check the
abandoned villain ? 0?wc/, I. iii. 92.

and urged him then to c. Yourfather's cruel hand ; II. ii. 30.

(2) curb.
Their gallant riders, while they check their pride, Ch. ist, I. 145.
reins of light Check their unearthly speed ; . . Dmm,on, I. 66.

(3) stop.

To check its flight ere the cave of night. . . . Prom. IV. 72.

Check, n. stoppage, hindrance or curb.
Who but regrets a check In rivalry of wit? . . Calderon, i. 202,

the strong still tyrannise Without reproach or c. Laon, Ded. iv. 8.

many a check. And many a change i. xii. i.

To the rich thou art a check, Mask, lvi. i.

Checked, v. tr. (1) reproved, chid.

and with strongWords C. his unnatural pride
; . Cenci, ll. i. 44.

(2) restrained.

and checked the stifling blood Ginevra, ^6.

He checked his haughty will and did not eat, . Hom. Merc. xxil. 3.

me alone, who ^., . . . The falsehood and the force Prom. I. 125.

(31 curbed the speed of.

and great Hyperion's son . . . C. his swift steeds, Hom. Min. 16.

(4) stopped or turned in course.

That sudden rout One checked. Loon, xii. jl. 4.

(5) was detrimental to, hindered.
the touch Whose warmth . . . checked their life ; . Fiordispina, 38.

Checked, pp. restrained.

Not to be checked and not to be confined, . . Witch^ xix. 2.

Checks, V. tr. (1) hinders, restrains, stays.

Torturing th' unwilling dross that checks it's flight Adonais, xliii.6.

in whatever <:Ae£r>6j that Storm Epips, %\i.

By all the hate which checks a father's love— . . Ld. Ch. xiv. i.

C«fic4j the great mother stooping to caress her, . Ode Lid. xyn. 11.

(2) curbs or stops in motion.
As one who checks a fiend-drawn charioteer, . . Prom. i. 126.

Checks its dark chariot by the craggy gulph. . . 11. iv. 143.

Checks, n, restraints.

Which are, 1 think, the checks of other men. . . Cenci, i. i. 85.

Cheek, n. A. Lit. the side of the face below the eye.

And dull the barbfed fire against his frozen cheek. Adonais, xi. 9.

on a cheek The life can burn in blood xxxil. 8.

hopes that never yet Had flushed his cheek. . . Alastor, 151.

Upon his cheek of death 239.

Commit the colours of that varying cheek, . . . Alastor, 600.

And brow superior, and unaltered cheek, . . . Cenci, II. i. 117.

To turn the cheek even to the smiter's hand : . . Ch. ist, II. 246.

With red-hot iron on the cheek and forehead, . . III. 4.

Or mark her delicate cheek Dcetnon, I. 35.

The false Tvrant's cheek shall be, Bloodless . . Devil, xxx. 3.

Which mad.e the paleness of her cheek more pale, Ginevra, 14.

and divides The cheek that whitens . . . . 60.

the crimson life upon her cheek, — 85.

the transverse lightning lingerwarm Upon my c.— Gts6. 150.

My cheek is cold and white, alas ! Ind. Ser. III. 5.

Yet in the paleness of thy tnoughtful cheek, . . Loon, Ded. XI. 3.

As makes the slumberers cA^e>Cwith wonder pale! I. xxiv. 3,

though my cheek might become pale the while, . II. xxxix. 3.

It was more hard to turn my unpractised cheek . ll. xxxix. 7.

III. xxvi. 3.

IV. xxix. 0.

the white and hollow c. I drew To my dry lip;

in my cheek And lips a flush of enawing fire

down her fair and ustening cheek . . .

To kiss salt tears from the worn cheek . .

have worn Channels upon her cheek, . .

his cheek Resolve has not turned pale— . .

Yet does a fleeting hectic flush his cheek.
And I will kiss the rose on thy cheek. . . .

When passion's tear stands on the cheek.
More pale his c. than the snows of Nithona M. N. SPec. Hors. 31.

That withered hand and ashy cheek, . Mary who died. III. 6.

In hot blushes on their cheek. . . . Mask, LXXXVI, 4.

his sunk eyeballs and his faded £:>4£e^ Mother^ SQn,\.^.
The aerial crimson falls, flushing her cheeky . . Protn. l. 469.
While my shut eyes and c. were pressed within II. i. 48.
Flushes his bloated cheek . . Q. Mah, III. 44.
Yet his cheek bore the mark of youth ; .

Even the murderer's cheek Was blanched
Sees her unfaded cheek Glow mantline .

Would give the lie to his flushing cheek :

And his strait lip and bloated cneek . .

For \\\s cheek became, not pale, but fair,

Makes wan the quivering cheek,
And the light which flashed through his waxen c.

even as it passed His cheek would change,
that even beside his cheek
When floods of despair down his pale cheek are

streaming, . .-

My cheek grow cold, and hear the sea . .

I felt my cheek Alter, . . .

B. Fig.
Kindling a flush on the fair cheek of Spring,

. VII. ii. 6.

. VIII. xii. 6.

. VIII. XV. 5.

. XII. iii. 5.

. M. N. Post. Pr. 9.

. M. N. Ravail, 97.
105.

VII. 76.

. VII. 157.

VIII. Jp.
. Rosal. 253.

426.
81Q.
871-

1009.
1017.

1152.

. St. Ir. (s) I. 5.

. St. Dejection, IV.^.

. Triumph, 224.

Lighted the cheek of lean captivity

. Dmmon, II. ^.
Q. Mab,v\\\.\2\.

. DiETKon, II. 202.

. Q. Mab, IX. 123.

Cheeks, n. see Cheek (1).
In those flushed c, bent eyes, and shadowy frame Alastor, 416.
made the blood stream down My pallid cheeks. . Cenci, 11. i. d^.
Your cheeks are pale iv. ii. 20.

Write on unsteady eyes and altered cheeks IV. iv. 39,
Even while I write, my burning cheeks are wet, . Con. Sing. I. 8.

mingle in their flowing Around her cheeks . . . Epips. 97.
from her living cheeks and bosom flew . . . 261.

The full fresh cheeks of youth Faust, I. 81.

which drew The colour from the hearer's cheeks, Ginevra, 140.
With waxen cheeks, and limbs cold 147,
disdain to wet Those wrinkled cheeks .... Julian, 612.
Her lips and cheeks seemed veiy pale and wan, . Loon, v. xxiii. 2.

till like a wind To fevered cheeks, V. xlv. g.
Hither and thither hurrying; with pale cheeks, . . Vi. ii. 8.

her cheeks and lips most fair, viii. xxx. i.

r^£^^ wan with the kiss of aeath, xi. xi. 1.

and these Boeotian cheeks, like Egypt's pyramid, CBdipus, l, 7.

had the hue Of health upon his cheeks— .... Peter, Vll. ix. 4.
And down my cheeks the quick tears ran . . . Rosal. 366.
Her lips and cheeks were like things dead—so pale ; SuTtset, 39.

Cheer, v. I. tr. (1) inspirit, encourage, comfort.
A living light, to cheer it [cold mortality] long, . Dcemdn, I. 04.
to cheer the innocent ? Fr. A gentle, 10.
Without one sifaile to cheer, one voice to bless, . Loon, II. xix. 5.
and stir Me whom they cheer to be their minister. Otho, III. 8.

that mother Whom to outlive, and cheer, . . . Rosal. 340.

(2) make pleasant or cheerful.
And subtle talk would cheer the winter night . . Julian, 560.
To cheer thy state I bid ascend Prom. 1*657.
which cheer Our solitary twilights, 11. ii. 95.
Make music on to cheer the roughest day, . . .St. Epips. 91.

II. intr. with up, become cheerful, cease grieving.
Cheer up, dear Lady, lean On me ; . . . Cenci, rv. iv. 163.

Cheer, n. (1) gaiety, cheerfulness.
I never saw such blithe and open c. In any eye

(2) expression of the visage.
What means this change of cheer?

(3) courage, comfort.
Take cheer/ The God who knew my wrong, .

It is a friend beside thee—take good cheer, . .

take cheer. Hounds Of Hell : Prom. i. 341,
and said Faint words of cheer, Rosal. 322.
But each man found in his heart's brother Cold c. ; 717.

(4) fare, food.
The frugal luxury of our country cA^fi?-, .... Gisb. i$2.
yet neither cheer nor wine Could give us spirits, . Julian, 522.
Venison, turtle, hock, and claret,—Good cheer— Peter, iv. x^'

ni. 17.

I. HI. 44.

V. 111. 113.

Laon, III. xxxii. 6.



CHEERPUL—CHILD.

cnieerfol, adj. (1) merry, lively.

Not cheerful.^ nor yet sad ; CencU V. iii. 124.
Repaid their hate with cheerfui %\cq Rosal. 6go.

(2) pleasant, bright.
Thisday had been i://«^M/ but cold, Julian^ %\.
It was a bright and cheerful afternoon, . , . Summer^ i.

Cheerfully, adv. gaily, pleasantly.
yet though weak of hand Speak cheerfully^ . . Cycl. 656.

Chevrl:!^^^ pr. ppie. urging or inciting.
cheering the hounds Of conscience to their prey ! Cenci, V. i. 8.

*Clieexinffly, adv. in an encouraging manner.
now c,y Though he said little, did he speak to me. Laon^ III. xxxii. 4.

IJlClieerless, adj. miserable, comfortless.
And who waits for thee in that cheerless home . Fr. Is not^ 6.

Cheerly, adv. in a cheerful enlivening way.
The lamp-light thro' the rafters ckeerly spread, . Laon^ II. i. 7.

Cheers, v. I. ir. enlivens, solaces.
Peace cAetfrs the mind, Deemon^ ll. lyi.

„ „ „ Q. Mab.yui. 22g.

II. inir. makes cheerful.
Cheers in the day, breathes in the balmy groves, VI. 158.

Cheese, n. the curd of milk prepared as store food.
On milk and cheese^ and on the flesh of sheep. Cycl. 115.
Cow's milk there is, and store of curdled cheese. . lag.
The new cheese pressed into the bull-rush baskets ? 188.
And ate the cheese in spite of all I said, .... 212.
as if She does not always toast a piece of cheese . {Bdtpus, I. 182,
and beer, and tea, and cheese^ Hier^ ill. viu 2.

Cheeses, n. see Cheese.
Bring out some cheeses now, Cycl. 154.
Here are unsparing cheeses of pressed milk ; . . 167.
mixed with my cheeses Me Their implements; . . 203.

*Chelonites, n. now C. Tornese (in the Morea").
He stood, he says, upon Cheloniies^ Promontory, Hellas^ 620.

Chemistry, n. on the science of Chemistry.
And some odd volumes of old chesnistry. . . . Gi'sd. 99.

Chequering',^?', pple. variegating with shadows.
Chequering the sunlight of the blue serene . . . Woodman^ 45.

Chequers, v. ir. Fig. variegates.
Of all that chequers the phantasmal scene . . . Q. Mdb^ vi. 192.

Cherish, v. tr. (1) of persons, care for, tend.
and henceforth Can cherish thee unenvied : . . Prom. III. iv. 31.

(2) of things, hold dear, have regard for.

All things that we love and cherish^ Deaths IV. i.

Such are the thoughts . . . we cherish yet . , Laon^ VII. xxxvii. 2.

Cherished, v. tr. (1) cared for.

but still loved And cherished these my kindred ; . Alastor^ 15.

(2) nourished, kept alive.

Fades in the dying flame whose life it cherished^ Laon^ Vlll. xxiv. 3.

Cherished, pp. (1) cared for.

a pale flower by some sad maiden cherished^ . . Adonais^ VI. 3.

(,2) fostered or indulged in.

The hope which I had cherished Laon^ XII. xxv. z.

By hopes long cherished and too lately lost, , . Ld, Ck. v. 2.

Cherished, ppl. adj. lovingly regarded.
And cherished (riends turn with the multitude . Laon, Ded.vill. 8.
Oh ! by this cherished token, Rosal. 36.

^Cherishes, v. ir, nurses up, cultivates.
and ch&rishes Repentance for his ruia, ... . Q. Mab, iv. 193.

*Cherishest, v. tr. entertainest, boldest in mind.
No love, no hate thou cherishesi; VI. 212.

*Cherisheth, v. tr. fostereth.

he cherisheth The snakes that gnaw his heart ; . m. 200.
*Cherry-blossoms, c, n, the flower of the cherry-tree.
And cherry-blossoms^ and white cups, .... Question^ III. 3.

*Chersoiiese, n. peninsula of GaUipoli (I'hracian Cher-
sonesusV

Urging her flight from the far Chersonese . . , CEdipus^ i. 168.

Chesnut, c. adj. attr. composed of chestnut-trees.
Were dearer than these chesnut woods : . . . Rosal. 2^.
In the dell of yon dark chesnut wood -68.

Chesnut, n. a chestnut-tree.
the hoary stem Which an old ches. flung athwart Triumph^ 35.

Chesnnts, 7i. chestnut-trees.
She saw beneath the chesmtts^ Py.Athan. ll. i. 30.

^Chester, n. the capital of the county of Cheshire.
Glasgow, Leeds and Chester; Peter^ VI. xxxvii. 5.

Chew, V. tr. grind with the teeth.
He tossed them human hearts to chffw .... Mask^ in. 4.

Tihewed, v. tr. see Chew.
I c^^zc^^ the bitter dust Zao«, in. xxi. 8.

*Chiassi, n. Kavenna (the ancient Classis).
The pine forest on bleak ChiassPs shore, . . . Matilda^ 20.

*Chiaveuna, n. a district of the Rhsetian Alps.
and on Chiavenna's precipice They raised, , . Rosal. 1298.

Chid, V. tr. reproved.
But I was bolder; for I chid OWm^xOy .... Cenci^ IV. iii. 14.

Chidden,/^, reproved.
Neither the other chiding nor yet chidden : . //bm. Merc, ucvil. 3.
Perhaps we should be duil were we not chidden, . St. Epips. 115.

like children chidden, Witch, IV. 4.

And leaving noblest things vacant and chidden, . Zucca^ iv. 6.

Chide, V, I. tr. blame, find fault with.

I would not chide thee, though thy faith is broken : Rosal. 35.

II. intr.

but let them c^/iafe, . St. Epips. Wj,.

ChlQltigipr. pple. reproving, scolding.

CAzV/m^ the tardy messenger of news . . . . Cenci,iu.i\. 2S.

Neither the other chiding nor yet chidden : . Horn. Merc. LXVII. 3.

Chief, n. (1) a leader, a foremost man.
The freedman of a western poet chief .... Hellas, .563.

might call Their friend, their chief, their father, . Laon, V. xiii. 6.

that dreadful c. beneath my hand Defenceless lay, x. x. 2.

Of an ancestral name the oi-phan chief. . . . Pr. Athan. I. 30.

their honoured chief. Who fell in Byzant, . . . — 11, i. 23.

(2) an intellectual leader.

to wonder that a c^/'e/"Among men's spirits Fr. My headis wild, 5.

Chief, adj. (1) most illustrious.

And all the ^-Aze/"nobility of Rome. Cenci, I. ii. 57.

(2) principal, most notable.
But the chiefva^T^eV of the wilderness .... Epips. 483.
the i:^!*^/"Attraction here, was that I sought relief fulian, 564.
the chief 'E.ax in his doctrines' blighted sheaf, . . Peter^ vi. xxiii. 3,

Chief, as adv. chiefly.

Man cA/^/"perceives the change, .... . Damon, II. 112.

But (r>&('(5/^Mnemosyne did Maia's son . , . Horn. Merc. Lxxiii. 3.

But chief, ambiguous man, Q. Mab, viil. 134.
He iTi^i'if/'perceives the change, vill. 142.

*Chief justiciary, c. n. a legal dignitary of Rome.
Camillo, thou art chiefjusticiary, Cenci, I. iii. 128.

Chiefly, adv. principally.

But chiefly women, whom my voice did waken . Laon^ IX. x. 1.

Chiefs, n. leaders, rulers.

bend beneath the spell . . . and to their c. rebel. . iv. xx. 9,
He murders, for his chiefs delight in ruin ; . . . viii. xiv. 6.

The anarch c, whose force and murderous snares Triumph^ 285.
*Chieftains, n. leaders, rulers.

Girt by the chieftains of the host ; Laon, Xll. v. 4-

Child, n. (1) human offspring from infancy upwards.
First love, then reverence in a iJ^iZaTj prone mind, Cenci, i. iii. 109.
more, Than ever mother was to any child., . . . n, i. g.

Mother, if I to thee have ever been A duteous c, . 11. i. 16.
Oh, my lost child, . m. i, jq^.
no more, as once, parent and child, m, i. 283.
Must grant a parent's prayer against his child . iv. i. 107.
That if she have a child iv. L 140.
That if she ever have a c/*/7cf/ iv. i. 141.
And that the child jmy from its infancy .... iv. \. 150.
a serpent which had stung ray child, iv. ii. 27.
'Tis like a truant childTo fear that others know iv. iv. 36.
Between that hapless child 3.n6. her dead father . iv. iv. 99,
Than is a child born fatherless ... , iv. iv. 1 13.
that fair blue-eyed child v. ii. 50.
Kill not thy child/ y. iii. 47.
the Virgin Mother With- her c,^z7</, Ch. 1st, il. 48a
Like a child (rom the womb, Cloud, 83.
C4:'/£/of the Ocean God Cyc/. 407.
as a child beneath its moth{;r's love, Dcsmon, ii. 227.
the tree-swung; cradle of a c>4z7fif, .... Dirgefor Year, ill. 2.
The child in the cradle lies strangled at home, . Faust, il. 17^.
When a mother clasps her child, Fr. Incant. ii. 1.

Where their mother. Care, like a drowsy child, . Fr. Mus. 1. 4.'

And with curses as wild As e'er clung to child, . Fugitives, iv. 12.A child v:o\\\d talk as it's grown parents do. . . Gisb. 186.
Even as a father by an e^'^ child, Hellas, 265.
With mighty Saturn's heaven-obscuring Child, . Horn. Castor, 3.
thee, meanwhile strode O'er the Pierian mountains.^om. Merc. xii. 2.
And the divine c/iZ/df saw delightedly— . . . . xviii.6.
There he lay innocent as a new-born cA/^, . . . xxvi. i.A child, who could not have been born a week, . xxxv. 3.
Maia's child Perceived that he came angry, . xxxix. 2.
You little swaddled d^ZiW -of Jove and May I . . Li. i.

the child of Jove Followed behind . liV.'i.
That you a little childj bom yesterday, .... LXIX. 2.
Fell at the feet of the immortal child, . . . lxx. 3.'

even I—A cA//(3^—perceive
, Lxxx, 8.

For, dearest child, the divinations high .... xci. i.

Take these and the fierce oxen, Maia's child— . xcvi. i.

loved the child of May In truth xcvii. 1.

Child of the ^gis-bearer, hail to thee, .... Horn. Min. 19.Whom totlie <r:Az7(^ of star-clad Heaven and Earth Horn. Sun, 3.
Minerva, c/«'/rfof Jove, Hom. Venus, 10.
And whilst I waited with his child I ^\a.yed ; . . fulian, 143.
See This lovely child, 1^7.
His child had now become A woman : . . , . 588.
a cradled childm dreamless slumber bound. . . Laon, I. xv. 9.
a free and happy orphan child. i. xxxvi. £.

a mother's desolate wail O'er her polluted child, 11. ix. 6.
beneath Heaven's mighty dome Beyond this c. : 11. xxi. 5.A child most infantine, . n. xxii. i.

As mine own shadow was this childto me, . . . n. xxiv. i.

this sister sweet, This child of twelve years old— 11. xxv. 3.
And this beloved child thus felt the sway . . . h. xxxi. i.

was inclosed within one simple child/ .... u. xxxii. g.
And I, still gazing on that glorious child, . , , Il.xxxvii.i!
How a young child should thus undaunted be ; . n. xl. 2.

'

I am a chila: I would not yet depart. .... ji. xliv. i

Till I beheld, where bound,,th^t dearest <r. did lie. — iii. vii, 9.
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seems To hang in hope over a dying child^ . . . Laon, III. xxxiii. 8.

Like rabid snakes, that sting some gentle child . V. vii. i.

Alone, but for one cfiild^ who led before him . . V. xxi. i.

The little child Rtooi up when we came nigh ; . V. xxiii. i.

O'er that child's parted lips— V. xxiv. 6.

The child trod faintingly. And as she went, . . V. xxvi. 6.

Hewith this cA//c? had thus been left alone, . . V. xxvii. 5.

Upon the earth, and took that child so fair . . V. xxx. 2.

To his averted lips the child did bear V. xxx. j.
with which that ^. like hope with fear was blended. V. xxxvi. 9.

like a child asleep On a loose rock, V. xlix. 6.

all to one another, I and my Mi/rf/ VII. xvii. 4.

came again, and bore My c/iz'/dT away VII. xxiii. 3.

A <r^//rf most beautiful Xll. ii. 8.

like a reposing child. XII. iii. 9.
all smile In expectation, but one child: .... • XII. v. j.

That fairest child, who, bold with love XII. vi. 5.

his <:/(zVrf from fear did save; XII. ix. 4.

even as a weary childWins sleep from some fond
nurse XII. xiv. 8.

I saw ... The tyrant's c. fall without life or motion XII. xvi. 8.

A f^//i/ with silver-shining wings, . ... XII. xx. ^.

Lo, that is mine own child, 5t"- '™'i. 7.

her streaming hair Fell o'er that snowy child, . XII. xxiii. 8.

Then the bright child, the plumed Seraph . . . XII. xxiv. i.

the boat of that fair child Securely fled, .... XII. xxxix. 6.

the tyrant's bloodhounds forced the child . Mother Ii Son, II. 6.

He was the shadow of the lusty child. . . . vi. 6.

And Aihanase, her r;«;7rf, Pr.Alhan.ll.i.37.
The spirit of Prince Aehanase, a child, . . . H- ii. 7.

Breathed on her rf:?rf'.! destroyer; Prom. I. lyq.

That fatal c/^z'/rf, the terror of the earth, . . . . in. 1. 19.

I am thy child, as thoii wert Saturn's child; . in. i. 54.
even as a mother Folding her child, III. »>• lo?-

Like to a child o'erweaned with sweet toil, . . IV. 263.
water springs Whence the great sea, even as a

child is hi, IV. 285.

Leave Man, even as a leprous child is left, . . . IV. 388.

weeps on her child restored IV. 393-
On thine own child, Proserpine, (rei.) .... Proserp. I. 6.

torn from the mother's womb The unborn child,— Q. Mab, 11. 152.

The child. Ere he can lisp IV. 107.

"Weep not, child! cried my mother, VII. 12.

Kven as a child beneath its mother's love, . . . _
ix. 135.

Like a c>^z7rf, half in tenderness and mirth— . Q^esliOK, 11. 6.

It is a gentle child, my friend Rosal 82.

Till a naked child came wandering by, . . . i.S.'?'

Tore limb from limb their innocent child, . . . 163.

With her fair c>4z'/i/ would Helen come .... 173.

Thro' tears of awe on the gay child, 187.

Thou art our child! 303.

Until I knew it was a child, 3.'>9-

Behold, I have no child! 468.

And I am weak like a nursling child, .... 590.

The murderers and corse of her only child ; . . 877.

Lionel, like thee Is our sweet child, .... 1224.

bereft My o5zX/ and me, might well befall. . . 1231.

When, for my child's beloved sake, 1234.

Till Helen led her where her <:A27</ yet slept, . . 1264.

A lovely child she was, of looks serene, . . . 1284.

Likea wolf that had smelt a dead MzW out, . .Sensit.Pl.m.iii.
1 could lie down like a tired child, St. Dejection, iv. 3.

Dashed into fragments by a playful child, . . . St. Epips. 23.

like some enquiring child Sporting on graves, . Summer-Evg. 27.

•Tis like a cAzVrf'j beloved corse Time longpast, m.^.
A sleeping mother then would dream not of Her

only child Triumph, 322.

appeared A spirit like a child, Unf. Dr. 138.

Like a child's legend on the tideless sand, . . . 152.

a bright child on her upgathered knee Vis. Sea, 69.

Smile not, my child, 70.

Have so long called my child, oQ-

her child Is yet smiling, and playing, lo.J.

The child and the ocean still smile on each other 168.

Come with me, thou delightful child, . . . . . W. Shel I. 5.

Rest, rest, and shriek not, thou gentle child! . . v. i.

Child! we shall weep Cane. 1. 10.

Where art thou, my gentle child? (3) II. i.

(2) used as an appellative ofendearment or familiarity only.

Fear not, Child. He speaks too frankly. . . . Cenct, I. iii. 35.

O, dearest f.4z7rf/ Are you gone mad ! . . . "
1 3|-

Oh, talk not so, dear cMrf/ . . II. 1.58.

My sweet child. You have no wound ; . . . . III. 1. 3.

What ails thee, my poor child} "I- i- 33'

My dearest C;4!7(i what has your father done ? . 111.1.39.

My sweet child, know you m. \- 59-

What has befallen thee, child} I"- 08.

He is a violent tyrant, surely, child: . . • • • m.'..*- 77.

How very friendless thou wouldst be, dear child, V. 111. 18.

O, my child! To what a dreadful end .... V. 111. 106.

Child, perhaps It will be granted V. iv. 92.

One thing more, my child, ........ —— V. iv. 145.

Fie, child! Let that unseasonable thought . . . Ftordisptna, 69.

O c. / I would that thine were like to be more mild Julian, 484.

Child, is there no more ? 008.

Is all, lost child, that now remains of thee ! . . Sunset, 44.

That time is dead for ever, cMrf, 1 hat time, I. 1.

(3) used poetically in love or admiration witliout reference

to age.
Oh gentle M/a, beautiful as thou wert, . . . . yidonais,'^^vn. i.

The c/i/A/ of grace and genius Master, bgo.

But Greece was as a hermit r^//*^. Hellas, Qi)6.

thou Child of love and light Loon, Ded. I. 9.

Of glorious parents, thou aspiring Child. . . . XII. 2.

The Spiritwhom I loved in solitude Sustained his c. . I. xlv. 5.
To the inchanted waves that child of glory sung. 11. xxviii. 9.

Then the c^j'/rf did strain My arm II.xxxviii.7.

my own Cythna was, Not like a child of death, . iv. xxxiii. 6.

but that child Of Earth and Air Pan, Echo, i.

a child of fortune and of power, Pr. Athan. I. 29.

(4) Fig.
thou hast been Ocean's child, and then his queen ; Eug. Hills, 1 16.

Justice and Truth their wingfed i:A;7df have found— Laon, II. xiii. ^.
where that bright rA27i/ of sea did swim, . . . . VIl. xxvii. 8.

thec/i;7rfofscorn, Theoutcastofadesolatedhome, VIII. xv. 2.

I wastheoSi/aTofGod ' IX. viii. 7.

Spring ... the child who wearest Thy mother's

dying smile, IX. xxii. s.

Turns to her chainlessc/;!7</ for succour . . . . XI. xxii. 8.

He has had cA;7rf after &4«7rf, Masli,yj.\v. \.

Is at play with Freedom's fearless child— . . . Ode, Arise, 41.

And yet a speechless child. Verse murmured, . . Ode Lib. IV. 13.

Give me, thy c, dominion Over all height and depth ! xvil. 12.

as a sphered angel's child Pr. Athan. II. iii. 2.

send (orth Fate, Thy irrevocable cliild: . . . Prol. Hellas, loi.

The Magus Zoroaster, my dead child, .... Prom. I. 192.

See where the child of Heaven, with winged feet, I. 437.

thou dost wake O Spring ! Oc«7rf ofmany winds! II. i. 7.

As dew-stars glisten Then fade 3.v/a.y—Child of

Ocean I <r<A) H- • 170.

Child of Light I thy limbs are burning .... II. v. 54.

though a<:/»z7i/Cannotbewiselikethee, . . . III. iv. 33.

Who meek and sober kissed the sportive child, . Q. Mab, IX. 55.

Asweet cA«7(/ weary of its delight, Sensit. PI. 1. 112.

Thy sweet child Sleep, the filmy-eyed, ... To Night, IV. 3.

The cMrf of a fierce hour;. . Triumph, 21J.

Childhood, n. A. Lit. the time of infancy to puberty.

Which have been borne from childfiood, .... Cenci, III. i. 2H.
nor memories Of tranquil /:>^7£^^0fl(^/ HI. i. 291.

and thy dead memory Has lain from childliood, . Fr. Dead, 3.

a maiden fair. Who from her c has been taught . Laon, IV. xviii. 5.

from our M/&54oo</ have we learned to steep . . vlll. xxiii. 7.

disdain The playthings of its childhood;— . . . Q. Mab, III. 132.

Learnt in soft <:;4jZ(iMooafJ unsuspecting hour, . . IV. 113.

Like wrecks of ir>4«7dr.^(3(7z?'J sunny dream : « . . Rosal. 26.

Child, and youth, friendship and love's first glow, Wordsworth, 3.

(2) the state of being children, childishness.

the impotence that binds Her childhood now, . . Laon, II. xlvi. 8.

the woven imagery Of second c. swaddling bands. Witch, LXX. 6.

(3) children, the personification of childhood.

like childhood laughing as it went Alastor, 499.
Cliildhood, and youth, and age Laon, x. xxi. 9.

B. Fig. the early time.

The season was the childhood of sweet June, . . Fiardispina, l.

Childish, adj. simple, innocent.

The childish pity that she felt for them, .... 41.

and with her It made its childish confidence, . . Prom. III. iv. 2a

Childishness, n. puerility, folly.

and mar. In self-important childislmess, . . Q. Mab, III. 212.

""Childless, adj. A. Lit. without children.

grey fathers wail Their childless age ;— . . . Cycl. 292.

tlie city where he reigned Child, and sceptreless. Hellas, 574.

B. Fig
Wake thou, cried Misery, childless Mother, . . Adonais, XXII. 2.

Children, n. A. Lit. (1) spoken of as offspring.

Your children should be sitting round you now, . Cenci, I. i. 40.

and heard his children's groans I. i._ 107.

and rate his wife and children / I. ii. 78.

ClimbwithswiftwingsaftertheiroS/7rfr£w'jsouls, I. iii. 85.

His children and his wife, I. iii. 105.

As fathers make over their children's eraves. . I. iii. 125.

As if thou wert indeed my children's blood . . I. iii. 176.

And smile, years hence, with c. roundyour knees ; II. i. 85.

My dear, dear cA/Zifr^? ./ II. i. 104.

And children, who inherit her fine senses, . . . II. ii. 22.

he frowned and said, Cliildren are disobedient, . II. ii. 32.

iny wife had taught My children ill. i. 327.

My wife and children sleep : III. ii. S-

and all my cliildren round her III. ii. 82.

May their children ever be I E^itltal. (a) 32.

And children may inherit idleness, hr. Peo. Eng. 9.

Came both his cAi/rfrsM—beautiful as Love, . Horn. Merc. Liv. 3.

These lovely children of Heaven's highest Lord LXVllI. 1.

who to him did bearA race of loveliest children: Horn. Sun, 7.

some parent fondly reconciles Her warring c^/7(i., Laon, V. Iv. g.^

But children near their parents tremble now, . VIII. xiii. I.

or see, ... The Priests his M//rfr£« drag for slaves —'— x. xxxiii. 9.

a mother dragged three children tlien X. xlvii. l.

Tell to your children this ! xil. xxx. 5.

And cry—my children are no longer mine— . . Ld. Ch. XV. 2.

Oh God ! my wife, my (r>6?7rfr^»— M. N.Post.Fr.w,
'Tis to see your children weak Mask, XLII. I.

His sister, wife, and children yawned, .... Peter, VII. xiii. i.

not one wretch, Whose children famish, . , . ^. Mab, III. 104.

To light their children to thy paths, VI. 134.

My murdered children's mute and eyeless sculls VII. 191.

My children knew their sire was gone, .... Rosal. 2^2.

Could doom her children to this ul 483.

I sought my children to behold, ...... 480.
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to save My children from eternal fire Rosal. 504.
Though they be children of one mother ; . . . 625.
Among their children^ comfortable men . , . Sum-mer^ 16.

(2

)

infants or young people generally.
before a jury oi children^ who found him guilty . Ch. isl, II. 3Q2<
Which little children stretch in friendly sport , D<smon^ II. 165.

„ „ „ „ „ „ . Q. Mab, VII. 223.
Fearless and free the ruddy children play, . . . Dcemon^ II. 194.
No infidel children to impale on spears ? . . . Hellas^ 244,
And ardent youths, and children bright and fair ; Laon, I. liv. 6,

The star-light smile of c^z7i;^?'fiw, II. i. i.

By all the happy see in children's growth— . . Ld. Ch. viil. i.

And the little children^ who Round his feet played Mask, V. i.

Women, children, young and old LXViil. 3.

Munched children with fury, Peter, vi. xxxviii. 5.

Fearless and free the ruddy children played, . . Q. Mab, IX, 115.

Men, women, children, slunk away, Rosal. 520.
like children chidden, Witch, IV. 4.

(3) kindred.
With all my children quaint in search of you, . Cycl. 16. .

The one-eyed children of the Ocean God, . . . 24.
Even now I see My children 41.
My children, perish wretchedly I 249.
boys of Bacchus, children of high race, .... 594.
But ye, pure Children of God, Faust^ I. 105.
But in her defence whose children ye are. . . . Ode, Arise, 21.

(4) human beings, the human race.
the warning Of Earth to Heaven from its free

children tost, Laon, v. xxxix, 4.

Earth's child, did a woof of happy converse frame. V. liv. g.
And all her children here in glory meet .... w.Song, 5. 14.
They were earth's purest cAz^rtfw, young and fair, vili. xxix. i.

earth's own voice lifted unconquerably To all here, ix. iii. 6.

Children of a wiser day; Mask, lxxxii. 3.

From the children of a diviner day, ... . Prom. iv. 26.

And spare his children the det^ested task . . . Q, Mad, ll. 145.

B. Jng: of natural objects and things.
The children of the autumnal whirlwind . , . Alastor, 583.
Nature with all her children, haunts the hill. . . Epips. 528.
Children of a sunnier star, . Exhortation, 25.
The children of the wind rage in the air ! , . . Faust, ii. 1 18.

Ye faint-eyed children of the . . . Hours, . . . Fiordispina, 32.
had those fair child, torn, And made them slaves L,aon, ii. xxxv. 6.
an invulnerable charm Upon her children's brow, 11. xliv. 9,
Wisdom ! thy irresistible children rise . . , . V.Song,i. 13.
for Hope and Youth Are children of one mother, viii. xxvii. 3.
chance or change, dark children of to-morrow. . ix. xix. 9.
C^;"/c&-£M of elder time, in whose devotion . . . Mont B. 21.

Promising children as you ever saw,— .... CBdipus, I. 213.
linked brothers Whom Love calls children— . , Front. 1. 572.
Henceforth the many children fair iii. iii, 90.
splinter and knead down my children's bones, . iv. 342.
weave the robes their children wear ; . . . . iv. 414.
Fairest children of the hours, Froserp. 11. 4.
Kept these imprisoned children of the Hours . . Question, V. 5.

cum, adj. A. Lit. (1) cold.
The (T^/// rain is falling, Autumn, II. i.

And try the chill stream with their feet ; . . . . Cend, II. i. 127.
When the chill snyoA, languid as with pain . . . Fr. Fitful, 2.

Her fairest limbs with the night wind were chill', Laon, vi.xxxviii. 2.

distil its foison From the Earth's bosom chill; . Naples, 157.
Oft have I brav'd the M?7/ night-tempest's fury, . Si. Jr. {2)11. 3.
Which dripp'd with the chill dew of hell. . . . (3) xvi. 2.

The wind made thy bosom chill— The Cold, IV. 2.

(2) dead, lifeless.

Bloodless are the veins and chill Bug. Hills, 38.

B. Fig. cheerless, miserable.
Your eyes have a t^z'// glare

;

Ce?ici, II. i.32.
They are soft, but cA///and dead

;

Inv. Mis. Vlll. 3.
And dissolve the Ci^z'// ice-drop of woe M. N. Ravail, ^i.
This voice is low, cold, hollow, and chill, . M. N. Spec. Hors. 22.

Chill, as adv.
Your words strike chill. . Cenci, V. iv. 79.
His feverish blood ran chill at the sound. . . .St. Ir. (3) Vlll. 3.

^Chilled, V. tr. Fig. and poet, made cheerless or gloomy.
which chilled the burning noon with fear, . , . Ginevra. 87.
05z7/'(/the wild throb of care, St. Ir. (^^ vi. 2.

^Chilled, ppL adj. checked, restrained.
His chilled 3jid narrow energies, Q, Mob, vlll. 150.

Jdiilling",///. adj. A. Lit. causing or communicating cold.
But I can rest me on thy chilling bier, ... M.N. Fragmt. 30.
And low_, chilling T£i\xTm\xx%, the olast wafted by. St. Ir. (i) 11. 4,
B. Fig. depressing.

that quicken Under its c^z7/z"«^ shade, .... Terza Rima, \2.
And all around, with a chilling sound, .... The Cold, i. 3.

*CIiiUiieBs, n. feeling of depression.
Whose chillness struck a canker to its root. . . Ireland, 10.

Chills, V. tr. makes cold.
CAz7/j his shuddering breath, St.Ir.i^\\.2.

*ChiiUEera, n, a fabled triple-headed monster.
Geryon, arise! and Gorgon, C. and thou Sphinx, Prom. i. 347,

Chin, n, that portion of the face below the mouth.
Who is he with chin Upon his breast Triumph, 215.

:t:Chiua, adj. of china or porcelain ware.
a china cup that was What it will never be again, Gisb. 85.

Chink, n. a small narrow openmg.
in and out Of any narrow chink and filthy hole, . CEdipus, I. 179.

through crevice, and chink, and cranny, . . . I. 267.

Chinks, n. (1) cracks or crevices.

Crash through the chinks of earth— Gisb. 64.

The cAjmAs suck destruction Vis. Sea, i\.

(2) small narrow openings.
when lean enough To crawl through J«£v5! £'Ar'«Aj— CBdipus, I. 184.

*Chirp, n. a short sharp sound.
Where the shrill chirp of the green lizard's love Q. Mab, viii. 73.

tChirpinsTf pr. pple. see Chirp.
The£yizy;^;«^ofthe grasshopper Fillsevery pause. Rosal. 125.

iChisel, n. a sharp edged tool.

Then scooping with a chisel of ^ey steel, . . Horn. Merc. Vli. i.

Chivalry, n. poet, and archaic ibr cavalry.
Swift in wide troops the Tartar chivalry Sweep ; Hellas, 330.

Choice, n. a determination between two or more things.

Fling, at their choice, curses or faded pity, . . . Cenci, V. iii. 41.
'tis but a change and choice Of bonds,— . . , Laon, IV. xxviii. 1.

Choice, adj. most approved or delighted in.

But her choice sport was, in the hours of sleep, . Witch, LVIJ. i.

4^Choicest, adj. (1) best, most excellent.

Sent to his heart its choicest xvx^xX^es Alastor, 70.
him who spurned Her choicest gifts 205.

gifts With <:^i?zVvj;f boons her human worshippers. Dcemon, II. 185.

the choicest gifts of Heaven Hom. Merc. LXXVI. 4.

Bestowed on me her choicest workmanship . . . Julian, 466.
and poisoning The choicest days of life, , . , . Q. Mab, II. 147.

(2 J
most pleasant.

forever haunted By the choicest -sNia^s of Heaven, Laon, VI. xxiii. 5.

(3) finest, most to be admired.
Is Satan's choicest livery, Devil^ xx. 2.

full of the choicest wares Of every sort, .... Faust, 11. 299.

Choke, ». tr. Fig. (1) crowd, encumber.
thy cold embers c. the sordid hearth of shame. Adonais, xxxvill. 9.

(2) kill or prevent the growth of.

The fragments . . . choke Imagination's flight; . Calderon, li. 36.
though long they choke . . . All germs of promise Q. Mab, v. 7,

Choked, pp. A. Lit. stifled.

Pah ! I am chokedI , , Cenci, in. i. 16.

B. Fig. (1) blocked, filled up, encumbered.
Whose throat is choked with dust . . ... • i. i. 23.
Choked Wxth his country's dead:

—

Laon, x. viii. 4.
E^ch well Was choked with rotting corpses, . . x. xxi. 2.

(2) of things immaterial or mental, destroyed.
Be thy soul choked with that blaspheming he ! . Cend, iv. i. 74.
Dyingjoys choked hy the dead, Far,far away, ii. 4.
those fountain-cells, . . . when faith had c. all other, Laon, vili. xiii. 7.

Choked, ppL adj. clogged, encumbered.
Driven, like a troop of spectres, . . . From the c. well, xi. xii. 6.

Chokes, V. tr. A. Lit. kills.

before Death chokes that gentle voice! .... Cenci, V. iv. 140.
B. Fig. effaces, kills the memory of.

with the shattered present chokes the past ; . . . Bpips. 212.

Choose, V. I. tr. select or adopt by preference. (See also
Chuse.)

And c. the worst, when the worst comes too soon ? Ch. ist, 11. 324.
Boeotia, choose reform or civil war

!

CBdipus I. 1 13.
Thebes, choose reform or civil war, .... 'ir, i. 11:3.
Why cAoojfl you the frailest When the lamp, in. 7

II. intr. (1) select.

for those who hear may choose From three, . Horn. Merc. LXXVI. 3.

(2) with neg, and but, had no alternative.
I could not choose but gaze

;

Laon I. vi. i.

Who grow together cannot choose but love, . . 'vi. xl. 2.
for none

. . . Can c. but drain the bitter dregs of woe, viii. xv. &
I cannot choose But weep for thee : Rosal. 46.

Choo^iTo.^^ pr.pple. deciding on.
and swiftly choosing The time, Laon, Vl. xxv. 7.

Chop, V, tr. strike with a chopper.
You may chop it, and tear it, ... , Cyd. s^j.

Chopped, V. tr. cut in pieces.
The other's limbs He chopped into the cauldron . 397.

tChoppy, adj. full of chaps or cracks^
One choppy finger was on his lip

:

Sensit. PL III. 91.
*Choral, adj. sung in chorus.
and harmony of £^<3ra/ strains, Laon, v. Iviii. 2.
Breathe out the choral hymn Nat. Ant. vi. 2.

*ChoTasmian, adj. a district of Asia, near the Oxus.
upon the lone Chorasmian shore He paused, . . Alastor, 272.

JChord, n. Fig. string of sensation.
life's smallest tAo?'rf Strung to unchanging unison, Q. Mab, IV. 91.

Chords, n. a combination of harmonious notes.
He tried the chords, and made division meet . . Hom, Merc. ix. :e.

The plectrum struck the iv^crflTj-—unconquerable Lxxi. 5.
Strike the sweet chords, lxxxi.'a.
with the plectrum strook The chords^ .... Lxxxv. t"

Chorus, n. A. Lit. song by many voices.
win the spirits there To let her join their chorus. Witch, LVI. 4.
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(2) used for a chant or melody.
Chorus Hymenseal, Or triumphal chaunt, . . Skylark^ 66.

B. Fig. general accordance.
Howls, and leaps, and glares in chorus: . . . Ode Lib, xill. 7.

Chose, V. I. tr. selected, decided upon.
Therefore I cAoj^ this ruin . ........ Calderon^ W. 1-26.

I chose a Leech, a Gadfly, and a Rat. . . (Edipus^ I. 151.

He chose a lonely seat of unhewn stone, .... Orpheus, 68.

II intr. with hypo. conj. liked, pleased.
The Devil told Peter, if he chose^ PsUr^ II. xiii. a.

Chosen,//. (1) selected, decided upon.
Laone was the name her love had chosen, . . . Loon, V. xix. i.

have chosen me To be the Priestess —-- V. xlviii. 3.

And ye have chosen your lot— Xl. xxi. 3.

an evil lot Has chosen.— Moschus^ 12.

(2) set apart.
The race of men Chosen to my honour, » . . . Q. Mab, vii. 1 15.

(3) with^;-M, selected from otners.
And who art thou thus chosen forth ..... Cenci, V. ii. 79.

ChoBejLippl. adj. A. Lit. (1) specially appointed.
Done outrage to his chosen ministers Ch. ist, 11. 222.

(2) taken by preference, favourite.
Gather these chosen leaders of the rebels, . . . II. 353.
The blue jEgean girds this chosen home, . . . Epips. 430.
Thou cj^ojsw sister of the spirit, Moon, n. i.

Thy sister, thy companion, thine own chosen one, Prom. ir. v. 33.

B. Fig. (1^ choice, of special qualities.

let his page Which charms the chosen spirits of the time, Gisb. 244.
(2") specially dedicated or appointed.

Now I am calm as truth—its chosen minister. . Laon, III. viii. 9.
And to high justice make her chosen sacrifice. . V. xxxii. 9.

We are their chosen slaves IX. xxiii. 2.

Chosen, adj. absol. a certain person selected.
given Its empire to the chosen of his slaves. . . Q. Mab, vii. 204.
sees The chosen of his soul in happiness, , . . vili. 33.

:|:Christ, n. A. Lit. the founder of Christianity.
Which was like Cain's or Chrisfs— Adonais^ xxxiv. g.

Tears bitterer than the bloody sweat of Christ. . Cenct, i. i. 113.

The tender promises of Christ: V. iv. 76.

For, by that Christ -who came to bring a sword, Ch. ist, ll. 256.

ever still Among Cfty^?j/'j flock a jjerilous infidel, Julian, 116.

And Oromaze, and Christ, and Mahomet, . . . Laon, x. xxxi. 1.

and like him following Christ Mask, LXI. 2.

Satan, C, and Mahomet Start from their places ! Prol. Hellas, 76.

Jesus Christ himself did never cease St. Epips. 34.

B. Fig. the great teacher.
Socrates, the Jesus C^riV of Greece, . . . 33.

Christian, n. a believer in Christianity.

No Deist and no Christian he ;— Feter, VI. xxii. 3.

Christian, adj. fl) in accord with Christian doctrine.

still prate of christian peace, Ch. ist, II. 238.

Where it indeed were christian charity . . il. 245.
that the Christian creed Is false, Rosal. 501.
As to the Christian creed, 512-

(2) professing the Christian religion.

makes pale The Christian merchant ; . . . . Hellas, 326.
That CArwA'aw hound, the Muscovite Ambassador 528.

But stagnate in the veins of Christian slaves

!

545.
The Christian tribes Of Lebanon 578.
He was a Christian Priest . . Laon, x. xxxii. 1.

thus thoughtthat Christian Priest xii. x. 9.

(3) of things pertaining to Christians and Christianity,
bid them pay themselves With Christian blood I Hellas, 242.
In deeds which make the Christ, cause look pale, ^4.
Christian night rolled back upon the West . . Prol. I^eUas, 171.

Christians, n. people professing Christianity.

Or he was changed with Christians for their gold, Q. Mab, Vlll. 177.

*Christless, adj. destitute of the spirit of Christ.

Religion Christless, Godless—a book sealed ; , Engl. 1819, 11.

*Christofia,no, n. a son of Count Cenci.
Rocco and Christofano my curse Strangled : . Cenci^ IV. i. 46.

Chronicle, n. a history or register of time.

A Jew, whose spirit is a chronicle Hellas, 133.

Chronicled, v. tr. Fig. recorded.

And Heaven's tenth moQn chrqnicledher relief, . Horn. Merc. II. z.

Chronicled, pp. recorded.
Before my words are chronicled in heaven. . . Cenci, iv. i. 159.

Chroniclers, n. recorders of events.

chroniclers Of daily scorn, Laon, 11. iii. 5.

Those stem, unflattering chroniclers, I find : . . Q. Mab, I. 171.

Chronicles, n. see Chronicle.
And chronicles of untold ancientness ..... vii. 74.

I'Chrysalis, n. the pupa state of lepidoptera.

Each in its thin sheath, like a chrysalis, . . . Witch^ xv. 2.

^Chrysaor, n. a symbol of bullion or money.
Disinherited My eldest son Chrysaor^ .... CEdipuSy l. 196.

^Chrysolite, n. A. Lit. a transparent or translucent min-

eral, of green colour, found in the Levant.
Of thunder-smoke, whose skirts were chrysolite. Adon. Cane. 33.

and thrones radiant with chrysolite Alastor, 94.
And weeds, like branching chrysolite^ .... Rosal, 1083.

B. Fig. the colour of chrj'solite.

amid the chrysolite Of sun-rise, ....... Triumph, 4 14.

Chnrch, n. A. Lit. (1) the Church of Rome.
Enriched the Church, Cenci, I. i. 8.

Princes and Cardinals, pillars of the fA«>'cA, . . I. iii. 2.

(2) the Church of England.
To force under the Church's yoke.— . . ,

Between the heavy vengeance of the Church .

Ch. 1st, II. 70.

II. 214.
• II. 223.

II. 301.
IL 334.
II. 359-
II. 375-
III. 65.

They scorn the liturgy of the holy Church,
The scourges of the Bleeding Church, I hate. .

Followed oy a Commission of the Church,
The wrathful Churches lacerating hand. . .

When in spite of the C, They will hear homilies

All thoughts but of the service of the Church.—
(3) a building consecrated to ecclesiastical worship.

When the c. fell and crushed him to a mummy, . Cenci^ I. iii. 60.

And St. Paul's Church he took on his way, . . Devil, IV. z.

In Pisa's church a cup of sculptured gold . . . Marenghi, iv. i.

B. Fig. a place serving for a Church.
But oiir church shall be the starry night, . . . Rosal. 852.

Chnrch, c. adj. attr.

So I went forth from the same church door . . 324.

*Chiirch-tower, c. adj. the highest part of a Church.
The winds are still, or the dry church^towergras3 Sum.mer-Evg. 11.

Chnrches, n. A. Lit. see Church (3).
will leave The churches and the theatres . . . Cenci, v. iii. 39.
the city with all its shops, . . and churches, . . Ch. ist, ll. 421.
and all between The churches, ships and palaces Julian, 136.

B. Fig. (1) sects.

Saint of new churches, and cant, (Edipus, 11. ii. 45.

(2) attendances at church.
Churches—masquerades—and tombs Peter, III. xiv. 5.

Churchmen, n. ecclesiastics.

Churchmen damn themselves to see .... III. xvii. 4.

Churchyard, n. burial-place adjoining a church,
beneath the sod Of yon churchyard . , . Rosal. 300.
When he was in the churchward \ym% .... 318.

Chuse, V. intr. see Choose II. intr. (2).
they could not chuse. But weep ; Laon, xil. xiv. 4.

*Cicadse, n. a genus of Homopterous insects.

blithe, as in the olive copses thick Cicada are, . Witch, Vlll. 4.

*Cicale [I am told that Cicale and Cicadse are interchange-

able names].
The cicale above in the lime, ... .... Pan, I. 9.

Cicero, Roman orator, d. 43 B. C.

Where Cicero and Antoninus lived, Q. Mai, II. 179.

tCimmerian, adj. Fig. of intense and perpetual darkness.
What though Cimmerian Anarchs dare blaspheme Naples, 77.

*Cinctnred, pp. encircled.

Are cinctured with my power as with a robe ; . Apollo, IV. 4.

Cinders, n. burnt ashes.
Raking the c. of a crucible For life and power, . Alastor, 683.

~ my eye-sight is parched up to cinders. . . . Cyd. 669.

*Cinereons, adj. grey, ash-colour.
By darkest barriers of cinereous cloud, .... Even. Pisa, IV. 2.

^Cinnamon, n. theharkoi a. tree {Cif/namomumzeylamcum).
rare gams a.nd cinftamon ; Witch, xxvil. 2.

Circle, v. tr. enclose.
the rocky bounds That circle thy domain I . .

Circle, n. A. Lit. (1) a perfect round.
nothing Beneath the circle of the moon . .

Then is made full the circle of her light, .

(2) a ring.

The goldern circle from her finger took, . . .

B. Fig. (1) orbit, round.
On its predestined circle rolled Faust, I. 3.

(2) circular space.
And when you whirl round in the circle now, .

(3) environment.
A xti^tmc circle traced,--
I felt the centre of The magic circle there, . .

(4) period seemingly occupied.
Two hours, whose mighty circle did embrace .

(5) roimd of acquaintance.
And in their circle thence some visitings . . _ _

(6) Fig. ofa circle traced by a magician.
The magic circle of her voice and eyes .... Witch, VII. 7.

Circled, v. intr. passed round the company.
What though the claret circled well, Peter, IV. xxii.

Circled, pp, (1") bound round.
her wand Circled with wreaths of amai^nth : . Q. Mab, i. 108.

(2) encompassed.
Have circled in his throne, Orpheus, \ 14.
An altar and a temple bright Circled by steps, . Rosal. 1054.

Circles, v. 1. tr. encloses.
from Pleasure still they hold All it «yc/&y,asofold. L&ve, Hope, 46.

IT. intr. moves around.
and it circles round, Like the soft waving wings Prom. ill. iii. 144.

Circles, «. A. Lit. rounds, borders.
flaming circles of their wondrous spheres . Calderon, II. 164.
Contracted to two «>£:/« /Vow. 11. i. 115.

, Q. Mab, I. 1 17.

Calderon, 11. S^.

. Horn. Moon, 16.

Ginevra, 73.

. II. 346.

Jane, Rea>ll. 44.
5a

. Laon, III. ii. 1.

. Rosal. 12S2.
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XLII. 6.

B. Fig. (1) figures, rounds or rings of motion or sound.
In circles quaint, and ever changing dance, . . Gisb. 280.

Around, around, in ceaseless circles wheeling . Laon^ i. x. 1.

In circles on the amethystine floor, .... i. Ivi. 2.

and now she wove Its circles^ aye weeping . . , V. xxi. 7,

Spread far around and inaccessibly Its circles} . Mont B. 57.
now loud, Climbing in circles the windless sky, . Hosal. 1100.

OVr/fc? of life-diss<3ving sound, .... . 1166.

and others made Circles around it, .... Triumph^ 454.

(2) spheres of interest.

And all its narrow circles— Hellas^ 750.

*Clrclet, n. dim. of circle.

And every little «yc/ff/where they fell . . WilcA, XXV. 3.

*Circlets, «, pi. of Circlet.

Then fade away in circlets faint : Hosal. 797.

Clxcling*, pr.ppU. (l) whirling round and round.
drc/z'*^ immeasurably fast, Alastor^^i.

(2) flowing, circulating.
Circling \)axx:f these contaminated veins, . . . Cenci^ ill. i. 96.
And the love . . . Circliyig^ like the breath of life, Bug. Hills., 367.
Drink ! be the nectar circling thro' your veins Prom. ill. \. 30.

The warmth of an immortal youth shoots down C. lii. iii. 90.

(3) spreading in circles of sound.
The echoes of the hall, which circling broke . . Zmoh^ v. xxii. 5.

(4) encircling, moving round.
Circling the image of a shooting star, . . Witchy LI. is.

CiTclingf ppl. adj. (1) revolving.
The c. systems formed A wilderness of harmony, Dcenton, I. 248.

„ „ „ „ „ „ Q. Mad, II. 78.

(2) wheeling.
in circling flight The gathering music rose— . Horn.. Merc. Lxxi. 6.

(3) encompassing.
round which Parnassus flings Its circling ^\rt%— XCIV. 5,

The billowy surface of thy circling deep. . . . Ireland^ 4.

Distinct with circling steps . . Loon., \. Iv. 3.

The overhanging sky and circling sea .... iii. xv. 2.

burning bier 01 circling coals of fire ; . . . . XI. viii. 8.

Breathes its swift vapours to the circling air. . Mont B. 126.

On any hope within the circling skies, .... Witch, xil. 7.

the circling sunbows did upbear
Circuit, n. the space within which a thing circles.

Within the circuit of this pendent orb . . . Prol. Hellas, 31.

^Circuiuaiubiexit, adj. encompassing.
Through clouds of «Vc«ffKi7«6;"tfw/ darkness, . Q.Mab, ll. 37.

Cixcumference, n. (1) circle, sphere, or periphery.
until its spacious might Satiate the void circunt. : Adonais,XL.VU. 6.

Within that calm circumference of bliss, . . . Bpips. 550.

(2) the including line of a circle.

At once circumference and centre Peter, iv. vii. 2.

*Circiixxifluous, adj. (1) flowing roxind.

Is bastioned by the circumfluous sea.

Piloted it round the circuTnfluous ocean.
the loneUness Of the circumfluous waters,

—

(2) Fig. and transf. sense.

Which the circumfltwus plain waving below,

CircTunstance, n. (1) detail, particular.

Even in the minutest circumstance Calderon, 1. 162.

Linked with each lasting circumstance of life, . Cenci, III. i. 62.

For if, as cannot be, some circumstance . . . IV. iv. 42.

(2) condition, state of matters.
Depends on circumstance as much as you. . Circumst. 8.

Or circumstance, or terror, or revenge, . . . Ginevra, 61.

Thence at the hour and place and circumstance Hellas, 182.

To do with time, or place, or ciratmstance ? 802.

(3) accident, occurrence.
By force or circumstance or sleight Lone, Hope, 12.

the unwilling sport Of circumstance and passion, Q. Mab, I. 153.

i^CirduxxTeiit, v. tr. enclose on all sides.

Of fire, whose floods the wild deer circumvent

*CircninTolvin?, ppl. adj. encompassing.
Fulfilled by circumvolving destiny ; . .

*Cisalpine, adj. south of the Alps.
the crystal lakes Of the Cisalpine mountains,

Citadel, n. a fortress in a city.

He, bastioned in his citadel, .... . .

And many a warrior-peopled citadel, . .

Citadels, n. pi. of Citadel.

Prisons and citadels Frag. Milton, 6.

Hellas, 414.

. Ch. 1st, IV. 42.
Witch, XXXIII. 8.

. Woodman, ig.

,
Serchio, 41.

. Laon, X. iv. 4.

CEdipus, II. i. 152.

ir. i. 62.

, Hellas, ^71.
Ode Lib. IX. 4.

693.

810.

strike To dust the citadels of sanguine kings,

Temples and towers, Citadels and marts, ,

Cite, V. tr. summon or call up.
Thou wouldst dte one out of the grave

Cities, n. A. Lit. large towns.
Through camps and cities rough with stone,

make pale Cities in their prosperity ?

Of templed cities and the smiEng fields, . .

Islanded by cities fair ; .

Where a hundred cities lie

Through seas and winds, cities and wildernesses, Ginevra, 129.

And call out to the cities o'er.their head,— . . Gtsb. 62.

Upon your camps, cities, or towers, or fleets, . . Hellas, 433.
Persia demands The cities on the Tigris, . . 580.

How cities, on which Empire sleeps enthroned, ——' 845.

. Adonais, XXIV . 2.

. Cenci, iv. i. io6.

. Ch. ist, II. 242.

. Bug. Hills, 93.

154-

Such honoured dwell in cities fair and free, . Horn. Earth, 17,

and the towers Of cities they encircle ! . . Julian, 59.

Reared in the cities of inchanted land : ... Laon, i. xHx. 3.

the fields and «V/>j of the free! V.Song,z.i$.
Whilst ruin'd towns and sraoaking cities tell, . . M.N. Post. Fr. 77.

Two mighty «V/«.p shone Mar. Dr. VU\. e,.

Those tower-encircled cities stood ix. 4.

Florence, beneath the sun, Of «'/z>J fairest one, . Naples, 117.

Trampling our columned cities into dust, , . . -^— 144.

Temples and cities and immortal forms .... Prol. Hellas, 35.

Blue thistles bloomed in cities; .... . Prom. I. 170.

When cities sink howling in ruin ; and ye . . I. 499.
From wide cities, famine-wasted ; . . . . I. ^28.
Cities then Were built, . . . . . . H- iv. 94.
Of earth-quake-ruined cities ... ... II. iv. 152,

Go, borne over the cities of mankind III. iii. 76.

Or walks thro' fields or cities while men sleep, . III. iv, 12.

and crested heads Of c. and proud temples gleam Witch, LVii. 7.

the pranks she played among the c. Ofmortalmen, Lxxviii. i.

B. Fig. ships.

Their tempest-winged cities of the sea, . .

Xdtiiig, pr. pple. repeating, recalling.

In citing eveiy passage o'er and o'er— .

Citizen, n. freeman of a city.

The subject, not the citisen : . . .

Citizens, n. (1) freemen.
Her citizens, imperial spirits,

(2) Fig. denizens.

Seemed like an anthill's citizens. . .

*Citrons, n. fruit resembling the lemon.
Of pomegranates, and citrons, fairest fruit,

City, n. (1) Lit. a large town.
The grave, the city, and the wilderness

;

From sea and mountain, city and wilderness.
My journey to the city

o'er whose couch Even now a city stands, .

a forced loan from the refractory dty.

The rainbow hung over the city . . .

spite of the city^s snjioke, . . .

And what city nourished ye ?

Sun-girt City, thou hast been Ocean's child,

The City that did refuge thee
The wrinkled image of the city lay, . . .

Their earth-convulsing wheels aff'right the city;
the Muscovite Ambassador Has left the city.—
The ruins of the city where he reigned . .

Through the city. Like birds before a storm, .

The sound As of the assault of an imperial city,

Which lay between the city and the snore . .

I leaned, and saw the city, ....
Who to this city came some nionths ago.
How, to that vast and peopled city Ici^ . . .

shall throng around The Golden City. . .

Thro' peopled haunts, the City and the Camp,
The tyrants of the Golden Cify tremble . . .

unassailed . . . she walks thro' the great City,

So in the populous City, a young maiden .

There is a plain beneath the City's wall, . .

and outspread The plain, the City, and the Camp
The City s moon-lit spires and myriad lamps,
Towarcfe the City then the multitude, . .

Afar, the city walls were thronged on high.

Our armies thro' the City's hundred gates .

between the misty mountains And the great City,

The city^s myriad spires of gold, . .

And till we came even to the City's wall
the City of Gold Yon Cape alone .

I walked thro' the great City then,

A pause of hope and awe the City bound, .

Around the City millions gathered were,
the sixth saw gore Stream thro' the city ;
round the City All night, the lean hyenas .

Well didst thou loosen on this impious City
furnaces Soon blazed through the wide City,
Earthquake is trampling one city to ashes.
From city to hamlet thy dawning is cast,

—

Sudden, from out that city sprung .

And bore her to the city's wall, . .

Yet not a city, but a flood of ruin
I stood within the city disinterred

;

Elysian City which to calm inchantest . .

Oh let be This city of thy worship ever free

!

a city such as vision Builds . . .

From isle to isle, from city unto city, . .

From city to city, abandoned of pity.

Hell is a city much like London — . . .

A populous and smoky city /
Thro a city and a solitude,

Many a million-peopled city

Well, my path lately lay thro' a great city .

The wrecks beside of many a city \ ast, . .

Arose a stately city,

one spot Whereon no city stood
amid Yon populous city, rears its thousand towers iii. 13,

And spems itself a «/jv in. 24,

Black ashes note where their proud city stood. iv. 67.
the filth Of some corrupted city ... . v. 160.
In the midst of a city vast and wide. . .

Of the million-peopled City vast ; . .

P

. Hellas, 300.

Gisb. 144.

. Q. Mab, iir. 171.

. Hellas, yoo.

Q. Mab, II. loi.

. Laon, V. Ivi. 4.

Adonais, XLix. z.

Alastor, 693.
Calderon, i. 207.
Cenci, V. iv. 104.
Ch. ist, II. 286.

II. 420.
IV. 9.

Cycl. 256.
Bug. Hills, 115.

205.
Bven, Pisa, III. 2.

Hellas, 324.
529.

573-= -^:
Julian, 66.

106.
Laon, I. xfiv. i.

il.xxxviii.7.

IV. viii. 7.

IV. xiv. I.

IV. xix. 5.

IV. xxiii. I.

IV. XXV. 1.

V. i. 4.
V. i. 6.

V. xiv. 2.

V. XV. I.

V. xvi. I.

V. xxxviii.4.

V. xxxix. 7.

VI. ii. I.

VIII. 1.4.

IX. vi. 1.

IX. xi. 5.

IX. xii. 4.

X. xi. 8.

X. XV. 6.

X. xxix. I.

X. xlv. 7.

Liberty, II. 3.

IV. 4.

Mar. Dr. xii. \.

XVII. 2.

Mont B. 107.

Naples, I.

— 176.

Ode Lib. V. i.

Qidzpus, I. 167.

I. 244.
Peter^ III. i. I.

III. i. 2.

Prom. I. 81.

I- 551-
III. IV, 51.

IV. 296.'

Q. Mab, II. 187.

II. 224.

. Rosal. 860.
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The Ct'iy's voice itself is soft like Solitude's, . . St. Dejecttony 1. 9.
Then wander o'er city^ and sea, and land, . , . To Night, 11. 5.
Amid the desolation of a a'^, TowerofFam. y.

(2) Fig. having the appearance of a city or town.
A city of death, distinct with many a tower . . Mont B. 105.

*City-crested, comp, adj. tower-crowned.
called thee CzVjf-crej/ec/ Cybele ? CEdipus^ i\. n. ^.

Civilr adj. (1) of or pertaining to citizens.

The roots will be refreshed with dvil blood ; . . Ch. 1st, I. 1 1.

(2) intestine, internecine.
Boeotia, choose reform or czW/ war ! CEdipus, I. iij,.

Th^^, cYioo&Q reform 01 civil war, II. i. 153.

(3) polite, courteous.
For this is the most «Vz7 sort of lie Caideron, 1. ^z-
Civil e,noMg\i is this same God Almighty, . . . Faust^ i. 112.

Clad, V. tr. Fig. overspread.
aetherial glory clad The wilderness Triumph^ 442.

Clad, pp. (1) Lit. clothed.
In these wretched e;oat-sk.ins clad, Cycl. 71.
Anotherjjroudly cMf/ In golden arms . . . , Hellas, ^^j.

(2) Fig. covered or overspread.
Night followed, clad with stars Alastor, 340.
Among rocks c/ac/ with flowerSj Laon, xii. xxxiv. 6.

Its dim shapes are clad with brightness, .... Prom. ll. v. 67.

Claim, V. tr. A. Lit. demand or assert a right to, actively

or by implication.
Nor daim. one smile for all the comfort, love, . Arabic, Im.it. II. 7.

exact from those who c. exemption From knighthood : Ch. ist, II. 80.
Let the free possess the paradise they claim-; . Hellas, 1005.
and thou canst claim. The shelter, from thy Sire, . Laon, Ded. xil. 8.

with the dust we claim. Kindred
; x. xxvii. 5.

all of her That even Fancy dares to claim. :— . Lerici, 21.

though .thy memory claim. From Brutus his own glory— Otho, l- 2.

Reason may claim our gratitude, Q. Mab, Vll. 245.
desires and thoughts, that claitn Men's cane— . Rosal. 725.
Oh ! would that I could claim, exemption . . . Unf. Dr. 47.A patriot's birthright thou raayst i?/oz>« / . , . W^Shel.Vl. 11.

B. Fig. need, want.
the thirsting air did clai»t AH moisture, .... LaoM, x. xiii. 7.

Claim, n. right of demand.
Who dare confide in right or a just claim} . , , Faust, II. 275.
he had no claim. As the world says— Julian, 262.
but tyranny disowns Their ^.^ and gathers strength Laon, IV. xxiii. g.

Claims, v. tr. (1) see Claim A. Lit.
Who denies homage, claims investiture .... Hellas. ',84.

(2) Fig.
the debt is due, Dust claims dust—and we die too. Death, III. 4.
hours which speechless memory claims, .... Laon, vi. xxxi. 9.
a soul that claim-s Its kindred with eternity. . . Q. Mab, 11. 209.

Clai2us, n. Fig. just due.
its claims To love and wonder ; Alastor, 97.

jClamber, v. intr. (1) Lit. creep, climb.
And the wild weeds twine and damber; . . . Fr. Romanes, 11. 3.

(2) Fig. entwine mentally.
Round which its young fancies clamber, . . Ode to Heaven, 29.

^Clammy, adj. tenacious, viscous.
Whilst the grave's clam.my dew .,._... St. Ir. (3) x. 4.

*Clam.my-cold, comp. n. damp-cold.
I was clamm.y-cold like clay

!

Rosal. 309.
Clamorous, adj. noisy, vociferous.
The obscene ravens, clam.orous o'er the dead ; Adonais, xxvni. 2.

So he may hunt her through the clamorous scoffs Cend, IV. i. 156.

Clamiour, v. intr. cry out.

The Janizars C/iz/«(7«^ for pay. ., . Hellas, 24.1.

But hark, the hell-hounds clamour.' fear delay : Prom., i. 408.
Clamour, n. (1) Lit. noise, uproar.
From every tent roused by that clam.our dread, . Laon, V. vi. 4.
The sudden clamour of delight had cast, . . v. xv. 8.

And the cold spray and the clamour wild ? — . . W. Shel. v. 3.

(2) Fig. protest, opposition.
no clamour lifts Its proud interposition. . . . Ch. 1st, 11. 20.

Clamours, n. cries, applause.
I hear their fulsome clamours echoed loud ; . .M.N. Post. Fr. 56.

jClang", n. a ringing or reverberating noise.
The clash of wheels, and dang of armfed hoofs, . Hellas, 820.
With clang of wings and scream, the Eagle sailed Laon, i. x. 2.

With £:/a«^ of wings and scream the Eagle past, . i. xiv. 8.

A stunning c/ii«^ of massive bolts ...... vii. xi. i.

But still the Lady heard that clang Mar. Dr. xi. i.

Loud as that trumpet's clang , Nat. Ant. vi. 5.

*Claugred, V. intr. reverberated.
Which c. along the mountain's marble brow, . Pr. Athan. 11. iii. 28.

*Claiierlu^, vol. n. reverberation or ringing sound.
And her brood expect the clanging Hellas,So.
The sound as of a dim low clanging, Mar. Dr. vi. 4.

*Clangiii^, pr. pple. making a ringing noise.
Clanging loud, an endless crowd— Prom.. l. 330.

danglngf, ///. adj. rattling.

With the clash oi clanging v/h&eis Mask, Lxxvi. 3.

:fClaugour, n. a reverberating or ringing noise.
The erate, . . , With horrid clangour k\\, . . . Laon, ill. xiv. 8.

The darkness and the clangour of your wings. . Prom. I. 460.
the shriek, the groan, the shout. The ceaseless c, Q. Mabj iv. 44.

*Claiit, n. a sound of metals struck together.
Loud as the clank of an ironmonger ; CEdipus, I. 238.

^Clanked, v. intr. see Clank.
And they clanked at his girdle like manacles ; . Sensit. PL Iii. 93.

^Clanking, pr. pple. ringing together.
Is the unheeded danking of my chains, .... Julian, Cane. 14.

^Clanks, v. intr. rings.

the chain. That lengthens as it goes and c. behind. Q. Mab, v. 52.

Clap, n. beating together.
The clap of tortured hands JuliQ,n, 215.

Clapped, V. tr. struck together.

They dapped their hands and leaped about, . . Rosal. 235.

Clapping, pr. pple. striking together.
And the mother is clapping\i^x hands.— . . . Faust, 11. 174.

Claps, V. tr. flaps up and down.
He claps his wings and crows in doting joy, . , Cycl. 431.

jClaret, n. red Bordeaux wine.
Claret, somehow. Puts me in mind of blood, . . (Bdipus, II. ii. 35.
in mind of blood, and blood oi claret! .... II. ii. 36.
Venison, turtle, hock, and claret,— Peter, IV. xviii! 3.

What though the claret circled well, IV. xxii. 3.

*Clariu, n. a character in the Magico Prodigioso.
Clarin, you are a temporizing flatterer ; ... Calderon, i. 30,

*Clarion, n. Fig. (1) a trumpet.
When the clarion of the Typhoon is blown, . . Liberty, I. 5.

shall blow Her clarion o'er the dreaming earth. OdeW. Wind, 1. 10.

(2) applied to the croak of a raven.
Two empty ravens sound their clarion, .... Similes, I. 2.

^Clarions, n. trumpets.
and the clarions Gasp to us on the wind's wave. Ch. 1st, i. 119.

*Clasli, n. a harsh reverberating noise.
I now hear the c/oj^ of swords Calderon, l. 22S.
The clash of wheels, and clang of armed hoofs, . Hellas, 820.
With the dash of clanging wheels, Mask, Lxxvi. 3.
With hiss, and clash, ana hollow hum, . . . Peter, I. xiii. 4.
The dash of the hail sweeps over the plain— . . Two Spirits, 23.
Mixed with the clash of the lashing ram, . Vis. Sea, 98.
And the incessant hail with stony dash .... Witch, L. 3.

Clasp,' V. tr. A. Lit. embrace or cling to.

And oft I thought to clasp my own heart's brother. Laon, II. xvii. 2.

And I will clasp thy form ; M. N. Ravail, 92.

B. Fig. (1) fold or break over.
And the waves dasp one another ; Lovers Phil. II. 2.

(2) join or embrace mentally.
Clasp with thy panting soul the pendulous Earth ; Adonais, XLVII. 3.
I cla^sp the phantom of unfelt delights ... , 'Cend, II. ii. 141.
Clasp you within the limits of itslove ; . . . . Faust, I. 107.
Clasp me till our hearts be grown Inv. Mis. X. 1.

ne'er Clasp the relentless knees of Dread the
murderer ! Laon, iv. xxvii. g.

and da^sp thy sacred feet v. Song, 3, 15.
let a sufferer's curse Clasp thee, Prom.. I. 287.
Clothe it in words, and bid it clasp his throne . i. 375.
The serpent that would clasp her with his lengrth ; iv. 567.
Awful death. I wish, yet fear to clasp thee !— . . Q. Mab, ill. (i6.

Clasp, n, (1) Lit. firm hold or embrace.
Had torn from its widow's maniac da.sp, . . . Devil, xil. ^.

(2) Fig.
The dasp of such a fearful death Laon^ XII. xiii. 8.

Clasped, v. tr. A. Lit. (1) embraced, held, pressed.
She clasped him and cried Bion. Adon. 39.
She fled to him, and wildly clasped his feet . . . Laon^ v. xxii. 1.

which now that infant fair Clasped on her lap . v. xxxv. 5.
with knees Like iron clasped her feet, .... vil. ix. 8.

c/aj^£^me to her glowing frame ; xi. vi. i.

Clasped that bright Shape, xiI. xxiii. 2.

and turning round, c. William to her breast! . Mother^ Son, IV. 12.

I pursued a maiden and clasped a. reed : . . . . Fan, III. 7.
And now, even now, they clasped it Prone. II. iv. 138.

(2) locked together.
1 shrieked, and clasped my hands in ecstasy ! . . Int. Beauty, V. 12.
And then I c/oj^tfrfmy hands and looked around— Laon, Ded. iv. i.

And wept and clasped her hands, . . ... I. xx. 2.

and clasped my hands aloft in ecstasy. , . . l. xxxvi. 9.
B. Fig. (1) grew around closely.

Ivy c/(M/erf The fissured stones Alastor, e^-fi.

(2) secured, contained.
though earth betray the dust it clasped, .... Hellas, 419.

(3) involved.
Their minds outsoar the bonds which c. them round, Laon, IK. xi. x.

Clasped,/!). (1) locked together.
but on her Knee Her hands were clasped, . . . Tasso, 22.

(2) Fig. andpoet.
the very winds, . . . Slept, clasped in his embrace.— Alastor, 609.

Claspest, V. tr. Fig. embracest, includest.
Claspest the limits of mortality ! Time, 5.

Clasplnir, pr. pple. Fig. creeping, a growing over.
Clasping its grey rents with a verdurous woof, . LMOn, vi. xxvii. 8.

Claspiuir> ppl. adj. embracing, holding.
And warm and light I felt her clasping hand . . 11. xxvi. 1.

Clasps, V. tr. A. Lit. embraces.
And one with trembling hands clasps his cold hend, Adonais, x. i.

When a lover clasps his fairest, ....... Pr. Meant. I. i.
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When a mother dasps her child, Fr. Incani. 11. i.

She c/aj^j a bright child ..." -Vis-Sea^dt^.

B. fig» (1) embraces, clings to.

its own kindred leaves c- while the sun-beams smile; LaoUy vi. xl. 9.

(2) envelopes, enfolds.

Beauty . . . Which penetrates and c, and fills the world ; EMfs. 103.

And clasps this barren world Laon^ V. Song^ 4. 15.

kisses whose fire clasps The failing heart . . vi. xxxvi. i.

And the sunlight clasps the earth Lovers Phil. II. 5.

Claw, V. tr. Fig. clutches.

But beware lest he claw Your limbs near his maw. CycL 667.

Claw, n. the conventional Devil's hand.
He drew on a glove to hide his claw^ Devil^ 11. a.

Claws, n. (1) the hooked nails of an aninaal.

his [the lion's*] daws are sheathed, ... . . Q. Mab, Vlll. 126.

The deep grip of their claws Vis, 5Wa, 44.
Till its [a cat's] daws come ? Witch^ Dea. I. 7.

(2) Fig. see Claw.
Grinning applause, he just showed them his claws, Devil, VI. 3.

Cla7, n. A. Lit. earth, soil.

a corse In its coffin in the day, Dir^eforYear^ 11. 2.

True Love in ttiis differs from gold and day, . . Epips. 160. ^

when there is felt around A smell oiday, . . . Ginevra, 151.

when ye are wrapt in clay: Laon^ xi. xxi. 5.

Like day, while ne was yet a potter ; Peier, V. xv. 2.'

Through tangled roots and trodden day doth pass, Prom. iv. 371.
I was clammy-cold like day! Rosal. 309.
Were massed into the common day. Sensit. PL III. 33.
To resolve Rosa's form to its clay St Ir. (3) 11. 9.

Free love has this, different from gold and day, . St. Epips. 17.

Like a corpse on the clay Vis. Sea^ 33.

B. Fig. the human body so called.

And cold hopes swarm like worms within our liv-

ing clay AdonaiSy xxxix. 9.

They are masses of senseless clay— . . , . Castl. Adm. ll. 2.

Must perish with its kindred day Death Vanq. 19.

and the dreaming day Was lifted ^ips- 338.
has piled His cold ashes on the clay; Fr. Incant. II. 3.

Why dust and clay, What should they be ? . . Julian, Cane. i.

How long will horror nerve this frame of day ? . M. N. Fragmt. 3.

'yond this chain of day, M.N. Ravail, 49.
some soul bursts from the frame of clay ... Q. Mad, iv. 57.
To twine its roots around thy coffined day, . . IV. 263.

*Cla7-cold, co?np. adj. as cold as earth.

The clay-cold coY-^s^ upon the bier ! . . . . Cenci, V. iii. 133.
fall upon the day-cold dead

;

. . Laon, xi. xi. 6.

Clean, adj. (1) Lit. not soiled, dirty or disordered.
In a cave neat and dean Cyd. 40.
my lip is clean and all my beard 571.
Thus pigs were never counted dean Devil, xxil. i.

And to be washed in water clean and warm, . Horn.. Merc. XLV. 7.

You ought to give us hog-wash and clean straw, (Edipus, l. 65.

And givmg them clean straw, l. 297.
'tis Helen's home, and dean and white, .... Rosal. 1255.

(2) Fig. free from folly or superstition.

the world will not Come clean with allmy pains !— Faust, II. 358.

^Cleaner, adj. more free from dirt.

Which should be given to cleaner Pigs than you? CEdipus, I. 29.

Cleanse, v. tr. make pure or free.

To cleanse the fevered world Laon, ix. v. 9.

jCleansing, pr.J>ple. Fig. purifying.
And long blue meteors cleansing ^e, dull night, Prom. ill. iii. 117.

Cleansing, ppl. adj. purifying.
it shall burst and fill The world with cleansing fire : Laon, II. xiv. 5.

Clear, adj. A. Lit. (1) of light, bright, pure.
Were as the c/isar and ever-living brooks . . . Adon. Cane. 20.

some did shed A clear mild beam like Hesperus, Dcetnon^ I, 169.
shot forth afar, c&ar beams of light; .... Horn. Sun^ 15.

One clear and mighty planet hanging o'er . . . Laon, I. Ivi. ^.

Guide us, as one dear star the seaman saves, . Vlll. xi. 5.

But more he loathed and hated the dear light . x. xxxiii. i.

When the dear moonlight sleeps on the waveless
lake M,N. Spec. Hors. 30.

With your brown eyes bright and dear, . . . Mary^ 2.

as yon dear lamps That measure Prom. I. 362.
Falls on me like thy dear and tender light . . iv. 496.
the noonday sun looked dear and bright, . . . Sensit. PL in. 24.

Whose intense lamp narrows In the white dawn c, Skylark, 24.
Thy deep eyes . . . With soft clear fire,— . . . Sophia, ll. 3.

(2) of air or atmosphere.
Who from the Elysian, dear, and golden air, . . Epips. 427.
The light clear element which the isle wears . . ™- 440.
f&ar exhalations, soft and bright, 471.
Till all is bright, and dear^ and still, Eug. Hills, 88.

lead him foroi to the dear day Fqusi, I. 70.

that fills the (T/ear air thrillingly ; .... Horn. Merc. \Ji7ivn.^.
the evening was njost dear And beautiful, . . . Laon, i. xv. 7.

the golden stars of the dear azure air VI. xxx. 9.

The crags, this clear spring morning, Prom-. II. i. 163.

That on the day when the clear hyaline .... 11. v. 21.

Until the dear blue sky was seen, Rosal. 949.
And the dear north wind was driving it. ... 1200.

The sun is warm, the sky is dear, St. Dejection, I. i.

Whose water, like c^ear air, Trium-Ph, ^i^.

Some say when nights are dry and dear, . . Two Spirits, 41.

from the air Of c/isar morning, Vis. Sea, iiy.

Stain the clear air with sun bows ; 139.

(3) of liquids.

can you show me some c/ffd?' water spring, . . CycL By.

With those clear drops, which start Epips. 37.

And many a fountain, . . , Asc.aselementaldiamond, 437.
golden sand Of a c/^arpool, ...... . Laon, Kii. xvin. 4..

whose unconcealing dew. Dark, dark, yet clear, Matilda, 31.

Ceaseless and pauseless, ever dear and fresh, , Orpheus, 63.

As troubled skies stain waters dear, Peter, vi. xxxi. i.

The oozy bottom of ir/iear lakes and pools, . . Prom. ll. ii. 73.
And with their shadows the clear depths below, . Rosal. 1248.
Gazed through dear dew on the tender sky ; . . Sensit. PL i. 36.
But the dear stream in full enthusiasm .... Serchio, m.
Down one clear path of effluence crystalline, . . 113.

Beneath the dear surface reflecting it .... Vis. Sea, 131.

And liquors dear and sweet, Witch, xvil. i.

If men could drink of those dear vials, .... —— xvil. 7.

(4) of things fair or beautiful to the sight.

with crystal column, and dear shrines Of pean, Alastor, 93.
With a beauty clear and warm Bii'th Pleas. 14.

She looked on that gate of marble clear, . . , Mar. Dr. XVIII. 5.

With the dear universe of things around ; . . . Mont B. 40.

(5) disrinct.

the dear and garish hills, Alastor, 194.
Their shadows more dear float by— Hellas^ 1054.
Tomen's astonished eyes most c/flx^-and crystalline. Laon, V. xlvi. 9.
like those illusions c/ea?' and bright, vil. xxii.5.
Clear, elemental shapes, whose smallest change . vii. xxxii, 3.

That sleep has sights as clear and true . . . Mar. Dr. xxill. o.
But every living fineament was dear . . . Naples, 15.

As c/ear as when a veil of light Triumph, ^2.
visions fr/isarOfdeepaffectionandoftruthsincere. Witch, Lxxvil. 7.

(e) frank, open.
How clear its open and unwrinkled brow ! . . . Dcenton, 11. 187.

M n n 11 n ... Q. Mab, IX. 60.
and the clear brow Which shadowed them . . L^on, i. lix. 2.

(7) of silence or sound.
That starry night, with its clear silence, .... Laon, III. xix. 6.

What fine clear sounds ! O, list ! . . . . Prom. 11. i. 165.
o'er the clear billows of sweet sound ; .... II. iv. 79.
The small, clear, silver lute of the young Spirit . III. ii. 38.

As thunder mingled with c/.Mr echoes : . . . ill. iii. 82.^

Clear, silver, icy, keen awakening tones, . . IV. 190.
Because your words fall like the dear, soft dew . rv. 508.
And the dear silver tones, Q. Mab, I. iii.

Joyous, and clear, and fresh, thy music doth surpass : Skylark, 60.

B. Fig. (1) of ideal or imaginative things, pure, bright,
but his dear Sprite Yet reigns o'er earth ; , . . Adonais, IV. 8.

And the clear congregation of the Gods. . . . (^d. 588.
from what is dear and must endure Epips. 177.
In the clear golden prime of my youth's dp-wn, . 192.
Cradled, and hung m clear tranquillity ; . . , -. 458.
An apprehension, clear, intense, Peter, IV. x. 2.

But Peter's verse was dear, v. xiii. i,

philosophic wisdom, clear and mild. .... Pr. Aihan. 11. ii. g.
Dost thou boast the c. knowledge thou waken'dst Prom. I. 542.

(2) sincere, simple, unruffled.
were it less firm and dear Than ours must ever be ;— Gisb. 153.
Be his [sleep] as Heaven seems. Clear, and bright,

and deep! Hellas, Ji.

Now 'tis an ocean Of dear emotion, ..... Prom. iV- 97.
With thy dear keen joyance Skylark, 76.

(3) apparent, evident to the mind.
Nay, the consequence Is clear

:

— Calderon, I. 44.
How can I impugn So clear a consequence? . . I. 201.
That all should be made dear; Cenci, IV. iv. 78.
'Tis clear These towers are Nature's own, . . . Mar. Dr. xiii. 6.

beyond the bottom see Of truth's clear well— . Peter, vi. xvii. 3.

(4) evident to the eye.
'Tis strange ! There were clear marks of violence. Cenci, rv. iv. 71.

(5) arranged, straight.

And when he saw that everything was clear^ . Horn. Merc, xxill. 6.

(6) free.

Having got clear from that obscure rjscess, . . Cyd. 480.

(7) capable of distinct perception.
My vision then grew dear, Prom.. III. iv. 104.

Clear, as adv. clearly.

No winged omen could have shown more c. Horn.. Merc, xxxvi. 2.

More aear the forms of speechless bliss float by, M. N Ravail, 31.

I close my tearless eyes, but see more dear . . Prom,, i. 636.

Cleared, pp. freed from cloud.
Anon the sky is cleared, Orpheus^ 93.

Clearer, adj. (1) more perfect or complete.
The son of Bacchus, for your clearer knowledge. Cyd. 136.

(2) more distinct to the sight.

Had being dearer than its own could be, . , . Laon, ill. iii. 6.

:|:Clearest, adj, most distinct to the ear.

The clearest echoes of the hills, . . .... GuitarJane, 69.

Clearly, adv. (1) perfectly well.

Great Father, you know dearly beforehand . Horn. Merc. Lxii. 1.

(2) distinctly to the eye.

all else was clearly shewn In that broad glare, . Laon, III. xvi. 7.

Clearness, n. brightness, freedom from clouds.
And the night's noontide clearness, ..... Alastor, 447.
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IV. 389.

Laon^ VI. xlv. 3.

27.

Cleave, v. I. tr. Fig. (1) burst through.
If it indeed may cleave its natal gloom, .... Laon^ Ded. I. 7.

(2) seem to pierce,
and cypresses CleavevA\\i their dark green cones Rosal. 1247.

II. refl. break up, or sunder forcibly.
Cleave themselves into chasms, Ode W. Wind, ill. 10.

Cleaves, v. I. tr. (1) divides in passing through.
A loftier Arg;o cleaves the main, Ifellas, 1072.
With which It cleaves the sparkling sea ; ... Laon, I. xxiii. 6.

And as thy chariot cleaves the kindling air, . . F^ofn. ill. iii. 79.

(2) pierces.
Which cleaves with arrowy beams the dark-red air, Laon^ I. xxi. 4.

Cleaving, pr. pple. seeming to pierce.
icy crag ofeaz/i'w^ the purple sky, K^zVc^, XXXVIII.7.

Cleft,^A A. Lit. (1) broken up, dissipated.
For a deep shade was clefi^ Laon^ xii. xxxvii. 7.

(2) pierced.
Out of the cave this hideous light had cleft, . . Medusa, iv. 5.

B. Fig. (1) torn or disturbed.
Though by a bitter wound my trusting heart was c, Laon^ II. xxiv. 9.

(2) lined.

The marble brow of youth was cleft with care . Triumph^ 523.

fCleft, n. (1) a fissure or broken opening,
clouds that haunt The gap of some i:/e/i? mountain, Allegory^ i. 6.

Was pierced with one round cleft Laon^ Vii. xii. g.

And thro' the c/a/? streamed in one cataract, . vn. xxxviii.5.
by the cloud's cleft was made

j xi. iii. 2.

Has found the c/e/if thro' which alone .... Front. II. ii. 16.

(2) a cavernous opening.
Who follows a sick beast to some warm cleft

(3) rift made in the clouds.
Turned on the lightning's cleft exultingly ; .

*Clefts, n. fissures or cavernous holes.
it flies Along the stream, or lingers on the clefts, Orpheus, 23.
and such shapes as haunt Wet clefts, Witch, xi. "7.

JClemency, n. gentleness, compassion.
Brotherly love, justice and clejnency, Cenci, III. i.

;

Clement, Clement VIII., 1592-1605.
No doubt Pope C, And his most charitable nephews, i. i.

^Clenched, v. tr. Fig. (1) held firmly by growth.
c/ewc^^i:^ with grasping roots The unwilling soil. . Alastor, 5^1.

(2) held mentally.
a clinging fiend Which r&MC^<:/ him P^. Athan, 1. 12^.

'^^Clenchgd, ppl. adj. set together, fixed.

And said, that with his clenched teeth, ....
Clergy, Fig. literate persons.
and hanged him without benefit of clergy. . .

Clergy, n. the body of ministers of religion.
Hinted at in his charge to the Theban clergy— ,

Clergymen, n. men of the clerical order.
Which pump up ,oaths from clergymen, ....

Clerk, n. one who notes and recites the proceedings.
let the derk Recite his sentence Ch. ist, III.

Cliffs, n. steep precipitous rocks or hills.

lo! the etherialc/i^ Of Caucasus, Alastor.%K2.
*Clift, n. used for Cliff.

How, clift by ciift, rocks bend and lift . .

*Glifts, n. used for Cliffs.

through the rifts Of the mountain clifts . .

Climate, n. state of atmosphere.
Scorched by Hell's hyperequatorlal climate

Climb, V, \. tr. A. Lit, mount, ascend.
And climi those rocks, Faust, 11. 8.

did refuse To climb the pyre, Laon, Xll. xiv. 6.

as well As her old legs could climb them— . . Peter, i. vi. 4.
Before the chariot had begun to c. The . . . steep Triumph, 469.
she would often climb The steepest ladder . . Witch, LV. i.

B. F'ig, (1) of things, mount or ascend.
When the moon had ceased to Climb The azure path Lerici, 2.

And iron wings that clim>b the wind, Prom., l.jzy-
Because it cannot climb the purest sky, . . . Witch, Ded. II. 3.

(2) of thought, aspire to or mount mentally.
I would not climb the imperial throne ; . . . . Iwould, 5.

Which leads the heart that dizzy steep to climb, Laon, VI. xxxvi. 7.

It climb the crags of life, step after step, . . . Prom, III. i. 14.

II. intr. A. Lit. mount by action or effort.

To clim.b and taste attracted me Faust, 11. 330.

B. Fig. (1) of things, rise or ascend.
Into her watch-tower just began to climb. . , Horn. Merc. xvi. 8.

That climb up the ravine in scattered lines. . . From., i. 668.

(2) of thought, aspire or mount mentally.
to that bright station dared to climb; .... Adonais, V. 2.

Like stars to their appointed height they climb . XLIV. 3.

Climb with swift wings after their children's souls, Cenci, l. iii. 85.
oh^ time ! On whose last steps I climb .... Lament. I. 2.

To soar above the heights wnere others [climb'}, Sonn. Byron, 9.

Climbed, v, tr. mounted, went up.
in which the Romans cZ/wi^. . . , The Capitol ian— Ck. 1st, I. 141.

We clifnbed the oozy stairs Julian, 219.

Climbed,/^. Fig. ascended above.
the sphered sun had climbed The sea ; . . . , Prom. II. i. 33.

. Peter, l. ix. 3.

Ch. ist, II. 393.

, CEdipus, I. 78.

Gisb. 109.

. Faust, II. 47.

. Arethusa, iv. 17.

. Witch, Ded. VI. 2.

tClimbers, n. Fig. aspirants.
From which a thousand climbers . . . . Triumph, 223.

Climbing*, pr. pple. A. Lit. mounting by action or effort.

Climbing upon the thatch of their low styes, . . QSdipus, I. 399.
Was clim.bing up the stairs, Peter, \. vi, 3.

With willing steps clim.bing that rugged height, Rosal. 1306.'

B. Fig. (1) of heavenly bodies, rising through.
Then I arisCj and c/r'««^/«^ Heaven's blue dome, Apollo, II, i.

For ever while the sun was climbing Heaven . Laon, vi. xi. i.

Art thou pale for weariness Of climbing heaven Moon, i. 2.

(2) of rising water, flowing on to.

the Ocean's purple waves, Cli-mbing the. land, . From., i. no.

(3) of sound.
now loud, Climbing in circles the windless sky, Rosal. 1 106,

Climbs, V. I. tr. ot heavenly bodies, mounts up.
Climbs with diminished beams the azure steep ; Gisb. 260.
the other climbs The leaden-coloured eeist ; . . From., i. 46.

II. intr.

some star. . . That ^r. and wanders thro' steep night, 11. ii. 15.

Clime, n. (used only in poetry). A. Lit. (1) atmosphere
or climate.

This glorious clim^, this firmament, . . Ch. 1st, iv. 37.
By that clime divine and calm, J^ug, Hills, 358.
the same clime Shake with decay Fiordispina, iS.

To spirits cradled in a sunny clime :— .... Ginevra, 1 17.

The trophies of the clime^s victorious strife— , . Marenghi. XVI. 4.
which, m the clime''s despite. Filled the frore air Rosal. 1308.
the azure clime Of the young season, .... Triumph, 310.
the clime Of that cold light, ., . 467.

(2) country or region.
waved Her snowy standard o'er this favoured c. : Damon, ll. 134.

„ „ ,, ,, ,, ,, Q. Mab, vin. 193.
O ye who float around this clime, Hellas, 417.
In a diviner clime, 1005.
The death-birds descend . . . From the hungry clim.e. 1020.
the most gloomy glens Of Greenland's sunless c, Q. Mab, u. 219.
numerous viands culled From every cli?ne, . . ill. 48.
And all rare blossoms from every cliTne .... Sensit. PL I. 39.
B. Fig. mental atmosphere.

for the serener clime Of years to come, .... Gisb. 245.
Cold, ungenial is the clifne, Lov^s Rose, i. 4.

Climes, n. regions.
To climes where now veiled by the ardour of day Hellas, 1043.
The orb of day. In southern climes, Q. Mab, IV. 20.

Cling", V. intr. A. Lit. adhere closely, hang on to or
embrace,

under the darkness of the rock And cling to it. Cycl. 690.
Cling tightly to the old ribs of the crag, . . Fattst, ii. 120.
We cling to the skirt, 11. 208.
C/z«^ round this sacred shrine? CEdipus, i. 19.
And who, till full, will cling for ever. .... i. 192.
The crystal-winged snow cling rojxnd my hair: . Prom.. I, 385.
As hooded ounces cling to the driven hind ; . . i. 609.
And my two wild boys would near my knee Cling, Rosal. 275.
mariners, Who cling to the rock of a wintry sea. . 395.
the toppling mountains c/2«jf-, Serchio, 110,

B. I^ig. of emotions, passions or ideas, adhere, remain
fast.

Remorse and Self-contempt shall ding to thee ; Adonais, XXXVII. 7.
Shall mine c/z«^ .to thee, Arabic, Imit. ll. 6.
But leech-like to their fainting country cling, . . Engl. 1819, 5.
To the corpse of greatness cltng, Eug. Hills, 148.
This gloomy crag of time to which I ding, . . . Hellas, 926.
but they Cling to her mind, Julian, 407.
To c/rn^ like burning gold Prom. I, 291.
fall flake by flake, And ding to it; m. i. 13.
scorn . , . would dart, And on his memory cling, . RosdL 259.

*CUngiiiff, pr, pple. A. Lit. of things material.
The cold worms are dinging Fr. T/te rude wind^ 3.
With the flesh dinging to its roots, L^on, VI. xv. 7.
Thy giant brood ol pines around thee dinging, . Mont B. 20.
wearily they stand. One to another dinging; . Orpheus, 33.
I saw two azure halcyons dinging downward . Prom. iii. iv. 80.
She left clinging round the smooth and dark . Sensit. PL 11. 55.
B. Fig. of things immaterial.

Clings to the mass of life
;
yet clinging, leans ; . Cenci, iii. i. 253.

His form to my brain was ever dinging: . . . Rosal. 278.
And thought, to the world's dim boundaries £/m^., 1127.

*01iiiffinff, ///. adj. A. Lit. of things material or visible,
adherent.

A clinging, black, contaminating mist .... Cenci, IIL i. 17.
intertwined With pale and clingmg flsLines, . . Laon, I. liv. 8.
Fair c/m^/«^ weeds with ivy pale did grow, . . vi. xxvii. 7.A stream of clinging fire,— x. xxxviii. 6.A clinging shroud of solid frost and sleep ; . . Prom. iv. 426.
B. Fig, of things immateiial or imaginative, continual,
lasting.

The passionate tumult of a c//«jfiK^ hope; . . Alasior 717
with dinging charm Sinking upon their hearts . Laon, i. Ivii. 7.
With supernatural shades ofc//«^2»^ sadness; . iv.v 4
Soon as the clinging slumbers he had shaken, . vi" xliii a
a r/m^m^ dream within ray xil. xxiv. 6.
a chngtng fiend Which clenched hira Pr Athan i 122And c?2W«^ crime; . -Pn^w. I. 454.
It shook The clinging music from their boughs, . 11. if i>j7.
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Clings, V. intr. A. Lit. see Cling A. Lit,
and with the agony With which it cliHgs . . . Cenct\ III. i. 251.

its own kindred leaves clasps . . . And clings to them, Laon^ VI. xii. 1.

insatiably he sucks And chngs^ and pulls— . . (Edipus^ i. 190.
and the aSrial ice clings over it Prom. III. ii. 17.

which clings Under the bright green buds of May, Rosal. 677.
B. Fig, (1) trusts in, depends on.

Who clings to me, as to her only hope :— . . . Cenci^ I. ii. 88.
Even as a wretched soul ... C to the mass oflife; HI. i. 253.

(2) hangs about, haunts.
As the ghost of Homer clings Bug. Hills^ 194.
The ice that clings to a priestly heart, .... Falsehood^ 100.
that unutterable curse Which c. upon mankind :— Laon^ II. xxx. 6.

Clips, V. tr. Fig. envelopes or shrouds.
moonlight vapour, which the cold night clips^ . Adonais^ xil. 8.

Which clips the world with darkness round. . . Front. IV. 140.

Clipt, V. tr. cut.

Another dipt her profuse locks, Adonais^ XI. 3.

Clipt, //. confined or enclosed.
dipt in a floating net, Witch^ XVI. 3.

*ClitunL3ius, n. a river of Campania.
Beside Clitutnnus and the crystal lakes . . . (Edipus^ II. i. 61.

Cloak, n. a wrapping outer garment.
he spread his cloak aloft On the bare mast, . . Alasior^ 312.
Livia, quick, bring mv cloak., .... . . Calderon^ ill. 176.
Wrap thy old cloak about thy back ; Ch. ist, I. 43.
like a cloak Folded athwart their shoulders . . Gisd. 117.
Which from his wide cloak he drew Mask^ iii. 5,

Clod, n. a lump of earth.
A wrinkled «:/(?i5^ as hard as brick; Summer^ 1$.

Clods, n. Fig. senseless, spiritless beings.
Of her corpses, and iT&iiJ', and abortions— . . . Castl.Adm.m. ^.

Clog-, n. Fig, a block or senseless ihing.
Aught but a lifeless clog^ until revived by thee. . Laon, Ded. vi. 9.

Clogs, n. hindrances, obstructions.
The clogs of that which else might oversoar . . Front. III. iv. 202.

Cloke, n. see Cloak.
Which thro^ her floating locks and gathered cloke^ Laon^ i. Ix. 6.

Wrapt deluge round it like a cloke^ Prom, iv, 315.

*Cloiu'b, V. tr. pa. tense of climb, Fig. mounted or ascended.
While the sun clatnb heaven's eastern steep— . . Laon^ VI. xii. 7.

*Cloiat), pp. scaled, got over.
He'd clomb the orchard walls to pillage . . Peter^ ii. ix. 3.

Close, V. I. tr. A. Lit. shut or bring together.
I would close these eyes of pain

; Cenci^ V. iii. 140.
I sought to close mine eyes, L.aon, III. xviii. 6.
whilst one did close My wound . ... v. xii. 8.

Close their faint orbs in death : ix, xxxiv. 5.
Dear sister, close thy plumes over thine eyes . Prom. I. 439.
Close those wan lips ; . I, 598.
I close my tearless eyes, but see more clear . . . i, 636.
Like flowers, which on each other close Their lan-

guid leaves when day-light's gone, .... Rosal. 975.
B. Fig. (1) stop up, put to, iold.

or close The gates of death, Z^aon, x. xxxvi. 7.
Nor did his heart or mind its portal close . . . Pr. Athan. I. 54.
And languid storms their pinions close

:

. . Rosal. 552.

(2) cover over.
and the flat sands close behind ! Ode Lib. XV. 5.

II. intr. A. Lit. shut.
When the rocks split and close again behind : . . Prom. i. 40.
B. Pig.

ere the floods Of night close over it Alastor. 420.
In what cavern . , .Will thy pinions c. now ? World's Wanderers^ 1. 4.

Close, n. (1) end, termination.
Wandering; at the (T&we of day, Eug. Hills., 135.
From evening c/cja to morning light, GoodNighty 111.2.
But aye at the close of seven years' end, . . M.N.Spec.Hors. 14.
And aye at the close of seven years' end, . . . 16.
Was heard and felt—and at its close . . . . Mask^ xxxrv. 3.
the languid c/ojfi Of the last strain, iVow. 11. ii. 31".

from the golden (j/oje Of evening, Woodman., \2.
returned with axe and saw At evening close . . 41.

(2) pause, rest.

With many a mingled close Of wild jEolian sound Naples, 24.

Close, adj. A. Lit. shut together.
And keep your lips quite close; Cycl. 630.
And with close lips and anxious brow . ... Rosal. 495.
B. Fig. (1) extreme, complete.

Uniting their c&jtf union

:

Alastor.^ ^e^.
The close caresses of all duller plants . . . . Laon^ vi. xfi. 2.

(2) even, nearly alike.
a bridal night With such close sympathies, . vi. xxxix. 6.

(3) secret.

It fortunately serves my dose designs Cenci. 11. ii 107
simony and lies And close lusts of the flesh. . . Ch. 1st, j. 113.
I have a close pavilion Under this rock, .... Cycl. 308.
Ye know the dose device

—

476.
(4) thick, dense.

A veil for our seclusion, dose as Night's, . . . Epips. 556.
Like a forest dose and mute, Mask., LXXIX. 2.
Between the dose moss violet-inwoven, .... Prom. iv. 197.

(5) Strict, parsimonious.
I must use Close husbandry, Cenci, I. i. 128.

(6) careful, exact.

With dose consideration of such trifles Faust, 11. 377.

Close, adv. (1) near, in proximity to,

what I found dose to the closet-window .... Ch. \st, 11. 436.
foot by foot dose to thy side, Cycl. 7.

C/ojtf on your right 691.

Close by the very Throne Devil., ix. 5.

the huge billow bursting dose behind, Horn. Castor, 14.

Close to the fire— Hom. Merc. XIX. 8.

Close to his side stood harping fearlessly . . . LXXII. 3.

And upon me, close to the watere Z^on, VI. xlvii. 5.

I have driven her close to you, (Edipus, I. 256.
And close upon Shipwreck and Famine's track, . Front. I. 501.
those trees that grow Close to the little river. . Rosal. 77.

(2) near together, tightly.

so dismounting £^jetheydrewTheirglitteringfiles,Z,a£7M, vi.xiv.4.
Concentred and compressed so dose, Peter, vil. xiv. 3.

(3) thoroughly.
spay those sows . . . cut dose and deep, .... (Edipus, i. 73.
Cut dose and deep, good Moses, . . ... 1. 79.

Closed, V. I. tr. A. Lit. shut,
the dying, . . . C&j^rftheir faint eyes ; .... Loon, Xll. i. 7.

The La(fy dosed hex eyes so bright Mar. Dr. II. 6.

And closed them beneath the kisses of night. . . Sensit. PI. i. 4.

B. Fig. (1) barred, obstructed.
The gates of that dark refuge dosed, .... Rosal. 407.

t_2) terminated,
the slumbers That dosed each well-spent day, . . Q. Mab, i. 197,

II. intr. (1) with round, on^ over, enclosed, enshrouaed,
enveloped.

The craes dosed round with black and jaggM arms, Alastor, 359.
The night which c/(?jerf on her

;

Epips. 2^.
o'er it closed \hQ. echoes far away Ode Lib. xix. 12.

a transient flash On which the midnight dosed, . Q. Mab, III. 149.
which dosed on them above and around, . . . Vis. Sea, 55.

(2) closed in = came to close quarters.
and when our army C7(?JCf/ in, Ifellas, 4.02.

Closed, pp. A. Lit. (1) shut together.
Her dewy eyes are dosed; Dccmon, I. 39.

,, ,, ,, ... . . . . (X Mab, I. 37.
Which no beloved hand has dosed, . . . Fatist, 11. 391.
When its wound was c/oj&Z, F^om.\.\o\.

1^23 enclosed, hemmed in.

the cove Is c/ojfii:/by meeting banks, Alastor, 406.
B. Fig. (1) shut in death,

men whose eyes Were closed in distant years ;— . Gisb. 162.

(2) sealed, not spoken of.

but let the silent years Be closed Julian, 614.
Closed, ppl. adj. (1) shut up, pent in.

To the corruption of a dosed ^a.-ve ! Loon, II. xliii. 3.

(2) pressed together, doubled up.
closed feet and folded palm Witch, xxviil. 8.

Closely, adv. A. Lit. (1) tightly, securely.
She in her crystal vials did closely &sep : ... xvii. 6.

(^2) thickly, densely.
closely carpeted With flowers and grass. . . . Cyd. 548.
(3) with little intervening space.

Those fair-homed cattle closely following, . . Ho^n. Merc. xxxv. 4.
B. Fig. nearly, intimately.

These are the bands which closely, warmly, tie . M. N. Ravail, 48.
Closes, V. intr. Fig. (1) shuts together.
Time his dusky pennons C ... in steadfast darkness, Danton, il. 231.

t' 11 n n n it Q- Mab, IX. 139.
(2) terminates.

The black view doses with the tomb
; M.N. Melody, 36.

(3) falls, thickens.
the air Closes upon my accents, . ... Julian, 509.
yet soon Night closes round, Mutability, 4.

:}:Closest, adj. (1) most tightly fitting.

The closest, all-concealing tunic Peter, IV. xi. ^.

(2) most secluded.
We haunt within the . . . closest coverts, , . Prom. 11. ii. 6";.

*Closet-wiudo-w, comp. n. window of a small room.
the dosei-w. on which the rainbow had glimmered, Ch. isi, II. 436.

Closing,/?-.^//,?. (I) ending, concluding.
C/<3Ji«^ in night and dreams Cenci,w.\\\. ^.

(2) Fig. hiling in, coming together.
Closing round his vessel's track ; Eug. Hills, 8.

Closing, ppl. adj. (1) ending, terminating.
Or herdsman's hom, or bell at dosing day ; . . Adonais, xv. ^.
dying year, to which this closing night . . . Ode W. Wind, \{, 10.

(2) meeting, coming together.
plunged with her Among the closing -wslv^s , . Z^on, vil. ix. 9.

Clothe, V. tr. Fig. (1) provide means of clothing.
Wherefore feed, and c.,... Those ungrateful drones Men oJEng. 11, i.
What if earth can (t/o^^ and feed Amplest millions OdeLib.xvii.6.

(2) cover, deck.
Shall clothe the forests . . . With ever-living leaves. Prom. iii. iii. 121.
Whose vapours c. earth's monarch mountain-tops iv. 286.
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(3) mask, disguise.
can clothe his face In cynic smiles ? W. Shel. Cane. r. 9.

(4) invest with language or words,
and clothe the shapes which rove Laon^ ix. xx. 4.

Clothe it in words, and bid it clasp his throne . . Protn. i. 375.

(5) celebrate, glorify, invest.

Memory may cZ^^^e in wines my living; name . . Gisb. 11.

Clothe their uncesisinff flight In the brief dust . . Hellas^ 204.

Clothe in the light ofTiis loud melodies ;— . Horn. Merc. LXXiii, 4.

Shall clothe in fight the fields and cities . . . Laon^ V. Son^^ 5. 15.

To adorn and clothe this naked world ;— . . ix. xxvni. 5.

Clothed, V. tr. A. Lit. habited, dressed.

You c/Oi^^^ me in a robe of woven gold .... dewa, V. ii. 27.

B. Fig, (1) enshrouded, enveloped.
Which clolhedhis awful presence unrevealed, . . Adon. Cane. 31.

And clothed "Kxt^x light ofaery gold The mists . . Serchio^ 15.

(,2 ) gave life and being as father.

What, if 'tis he who clothed us in these limbs . . Cenci^ i. iii. 102.

(3) gave habitation or form to.

ever-living limbs Which clothed t]\a.t awful spirit . Front, ill. i. 23.

f4) invested, furnished, endowed.
Who once clothed v/\th life and thought .... Bug. Hills, 64.

Which clothed thee in the radiance undefiled . . Laon, Ded. Xll, 5.

Which c/(?Merf in undissolving radiancy, . . . , II. xxiv. 3.

(5) expressed, gave form to.

And, in the rapid plumes of song. Clothed itself, . Ode Lib. i. 7.

(6) endowed.
Clothed\Am. with the dominion of wide Heaven. . Prom. II. iv. 46.

Clothed, pp, A. Lit. habited or dressed.
c/i3if^e(/ in no bright robes Of shadowy silver . . Alasior, 480.
CVtf^^flT in arms like blood and flame, . . . .Mask^xv.2.
These graceful limbs are clothed in proud array . (Edtpus^ I. 2.

Oh, Hymen, c/o/^f^ in yellow jealousy, .... I. 2S3.

Clothed in dark purple, star-inwoven Prom. I. 234.

B. Fig. (1) covered or clothed naturally,

serpents, clothed In rainbow and in fire, .... Alastor^ 438.

(2) indued with form and expression.

as fair as marble c. In light of some sublimest mind, Dcemon, I. 16.

(3) overspread, shrouded, decked.
O'er the Pierian mountains clothed in shadows, . Horn. Merc. Xll. 3.

Where desolation i?/(3^>^<a^ with loveliness, . . . Ode Lib. xvv. 12.

I had c, since Earth uprose. Its wastes in colours Prom. I. 82.

And the rough walls are c. with long soft grass ; . III. iii. 21.

(4) of things immaterial and ideal, endued, invested.

clothed in your impudence ? Horn. Merc. xxvi. 7.

Is clothed yj'ith speed and might and manliness, Lxni.3.
Clothed in the light of dreams, Laon^ x. xlviii. 3.

C/o/v^fflT with the Bible, as with light, Mask, Wl.i.

clothed in armour of impenetrable scale ! . . . Naples, 68.

Is clothed in sweetest sounds and varying words . Orpheus^ 82.

Clothed in which to walk his way Peter, Prol. 6.

her dower Is love and justice, clothed in which he
sate Apart from men, Pr. Athan. I. 32.

£/(7Merf in which it shall ... annul Prol. Hellas, 16.

the spirit Clothedm its changeless purity, . . . Q, Mat, I. 182.

the trembling judge. Who, cBthedKn venal power, III. 156.

Clothes, V. tr. Fig. (1) covers.

As the garment of thy sky C. the world immortally, Bug. Hills,fjo.
in mist which clothes the Ocean's bosom, . . . Laon. V. Iviii. 7.

Which the sun clothes in hues of Iris light. . . . Orpheus, 80.

It c. with unexpected birth My cold bare bosom : Prom. IV. 360.

In which spring c. her emerald-winged minions, . TVi'tch^ XLIV. 5.

(2) of immaterial and ideal things, enwraps, invests.

The heartwhich tender thought c/oM^^y like a dove Arabic, Imit.li.^.

with his shadow &i&t clothes The innocent, . . Cenci^ IV. iv. 161.

a mood Which only clothes the heart in solitude, Laon, xi. i. 5.

whom his graceful praise C. for our grandsons— Witch, Ded. v. 3.

Clothes, n. dress, habiliments.

they all cried. Give us clothes, father! .... Cenci, ill. i. 328.

and provide Food, clothes, and fire, O'^'^-, ^^5*

He put on his Sunday clothes Devil, i. 4.

Why does he doff his clothes joyfully, .... xxill. 3.

Whoweavethec/.s'Mffjwhichyouroppressorswear, Fr. Peo.Eng. 3.

Of his ambrosial swaddling c. he piled— , Horn. Merc, xxxix. 6.

The subtle infant in his swaddling clothes, . . . XLlx. 6.
'

up from his shoulders drew His swaddling clothes^ Li. 8.

Tliou art clothes^ and fire, and food Mask, LV. i._

In his own service—and new clothes Peter, 11. xiii. 5.

*Clothest, z/. tr. Fig. and ideal, enwrappest, envelopest,

seek A garmentwhom thou [Love] clothest not ? Pr. Aihan. II. iv. 19.

Clothing, pr. pple. Fig. (1) covering.

Clothing hex form in garments glittering far, . . Horn. Moon^ 11.

C/oMm^ with leaves Its branches .... . /V. .^Ma«. II. iv. 14.

Clothing in hues of heaven thy dim and distant

spire, Summer-Bvg. 16.

(2) immaterial and ideal, investing.

Clothing\C\s wings with lightning Fr. A Soul, 12.

Clothing its clouds with grace Laon, VI. xxx. 7.

r/oM/w^ with golden clouds The desart of our life. Prom.u.'i. 11.

C/^M?'k^ themselves, or with the ocean foam, . Witch, xxi. 3.

fClothing'y n. dress, garments.
a bare provision Of food and clothing— . . . Cenci, ll. ii. 3.

I bought new clothing ior my ragged babes, . III. i. TPS'

*Clotted,//. Fig, congealed,
the blood Through centuries clotted there.

Cloudy n. A. Lit. (1) a mass of vapour.
Wild wind, when sullen cloud Knells ....
She faded, like & cloud y/hich had outwept its rain.

companionless As the last c. of an expirmg storm
Throught night and day, tempest, and calm, and c.

Hung o'er the low horizon like a cloud; . .

Like a torn cloud before the hurricane, . .

Reflecting, yet distorting every cloudy . . .

as lightnmg in a r^Mc;^ Gleams^
what wandering cloud Contains thy waters, .

From cloud and frbm crag. With many a jag.

Or constellations quenched in murkiest cloud,

of a cloud through its left-hand tip, ....
Rejoicing like a cloudoi morn
slight as some cloud That catches .....
With a broad belt of mingling cloud 2xA flame,

as underneath a cloud of dew . . . ,

from the rain of every passing cloud, . .

as a r/<?«(/ charioted oy the wind, . . .

To its fit cloudy and its appointed cave
;

By the skirts of that grey cloud . . . .

By darkest barriers of cinereous cloud, .

A cloud thickens the night.
Zephyr, whom to thy cloud or cave . . .

And the moon no cloud is staining. . .

that a chariot of cloud were mme ! {rep.)

A moonbeam in the shadow of a cloud . .

Flits round the tyrant's sceptre like a cloud,

Are like the fibres of a cloud
hovers, as an eagle might Within ^ cloudy .

Upon that shattered flag^ of fiery cloud . .

Would I were the winged cloud Oi a tempest
Oh, bear me to those isles of jagged cloud .

like the dawn Out of a speckled cloud. . .

has made The edges of that c. fade Into a hue,
and waken Each cloud, and every wave :

—

Fretted with many a fair cloud interwoven .

A speck, a cloud, a shape, approaching grew.
Swift as a cloud between the sea and sky, .

A cloud of deepest shadow,
The cloud which rested on that cone of flame
Most like some radiant cloud of morning dew,
gathering like a cloud The very wind . . ,

o'er its height to fly Scarcely the cloud, the vulture,

or the olast. Has power—
Doth the cloud perish, when thebeams are fled

a cloud on which the winds have preyed, . .

Tho' it can wake the still cloud.

more frail Than yon dim c. now fading on the moon
so that each cloud B.nA. blast Languished . .

A cloud-wdiS hanging o'er the western mountains
by the clouds cleft was made ;

like a cloud thro' morn, and noon, and even, .

like the arrowy c/(7M(f Of tempest,
From a single cloud the lightning flashes, . ,

Methought enthron'd upon a silvery cloudy .

Like a cloud big; with a May shower, . ,

with summits hid In lines of cloud....
Driven like a homeless cloud from steep to steep
Hung in its cloud of all-sustaining air : . .

Like one fierce cloud over a waste of waves
silver towers Of battlemented c/(7«(/, . . .

like cloud charioted by flame ;

If I were a swift cloud to fly with thee : . .

Oh ! lift me as a wave, a leaf, a cloud) . .

Homeless she past, like a cloud oti the blast.

Or like a cloud dyed in the dying day, . .

A cloud, with lightning, wind and hail ; . .

seemed to melt, Like cloud to cloud, , .

like a cloud Of glory, arise,

To stay steps proud, o'er the slow cloud
When chanoted on sulphurous cloud . . .

Between^ with many a captive cloud, . .

1 sped, like some swift cloud
Of woven cloud unravel in a pale air : . . .

Wraps ere it drinks some cloud of wandering di

Nor aught, save where some cloud of dew, .

The fragments of the cloud are scattered up

;

Ere the c/omc? piled on Atlas can dwindle .

whence is the light Which fills the cloud? ,

And, like a cloud, mine enemy above
An eagle so caught in some bursting cloud
Or makes its chariot of a foggy cloud, .

When some soft c/oa^/ vanishes into rain.
And bears me as a cloud is borne

Q. Mab, VI. 224.

A Dirge, 3.

Adonais, x. 9.

XXXI. 3.

., Alastor^ 23a
241,

315-

418!
510.

Arethusa, I. 4.

Cenci, II. i. 191.

Ch. 1st, ll. 430.
Con. Sing. IV. 7.

Dcemon, i. 59.
II. 121.

Q. Mab, VIII. 167.

Bpips. 79.
207.

290.

35I-

Bug. Hills, 214.

Bven. Pisa, IV. 2.

Faust, II. 125.

Fr. Com.e thou, 2.

Fr. Romanes, I. 5.

Fr. Song, 1.

Ginevra, 21.

Gisb. 17S.

Hellas, 143.
308.

438.
-^— 648.

957-
Jane, Recoil. 68.

Julian, Cane 6.

L.aon, I. i. 7.

I. iv. 3.

I. vi.
"J.

I. xlvii. e.

I. Ivi. 8.

I. Ivii. I.

II. xxiii, 4,
Il.xxxi. 2.

A solid cloud to rain hot thunder-stones,
crowned with doud, and snow, and fire;

fibrous cloud That catches but the palest tiijge

drop of rain, That hangeth in its thinnest cloud.
Cloud upon cloud, in dark and deepening mass,
We see it o'er the flood of cloudy

If but a c/owrfthesky o'ercast,

As a frail cloud wandering o'er the moon, . .

Daylight on its last purple c. Was lingering grey^
No cloud along the spangled air, ......
Each cloudfaXnt with the fragrance it bears , .

Like a cloud of fire ; The blue deep thou wingest. Skylark, 8.

From one lonely c. The moon rains out her beams, . 29.

III. xii. 6.

IV. xxxi. 3.

VII. xxvi. 5.

VII. xl. 3.

VIII. ix. 2.

X. xiii. 6.

XI. ii. I.

XI. iii. 2.

Xll.xxxiii.7.

XII. XXXV. 2.

Liberty, II. i.

M. N. Ravdil, 24.
. Mt^net. Lady, rv. i.

Mar. Dr. vill. 2.

Mont B. 58.
Ode Lib. 11. 5.

III. 9.

v. 3.

xviir. K.

Ode W. Wind, iv. 2.

IV. II.

(Bdipus, I. 246.
II. I. 100.

Peter, I. xii. 2.

IV- i"- S.
Prom. I. 157.

I. 236.
I- 333-
I. 712.

1.764.
II. 1.23.

II. i. 78.

II. ii. 7.

II. iii. 47.
II. iv. 171.

II. V. 9.

III. i. 82.

III. ii. II.

III. iv. II.

IV. 182.

IV. 324.
IV. 341.
IV. 346.

Q. Mab, I, 94.
II. 214.

IV. 20.

Rosal. 540.
1019.
1041.

1 103.
St. Ir. (4) II. I.

Senszt. PI. I. 89.



CIiOUD—CLOUDS. Ill

As light and wind within some delicate cloud . Sunsei^ 2.

Frail as a cloud whose [splendours] pale . . . Tkvo Fr. Love^ 1. 2.

like a soft cloud in April's bosom Unf. Dr. 188.
might give To some light cloud 217.
And the caverns of cloud are torn up by the day, Vis. Sea^ 122.

Like a cAJwafof glory hiest, W. Godwin^ 4.
When the cloud is scattered When Ike lamp^ 1. 3.

changed into a vapour, And then into a cloudy . Wttch^ III. 2,

like a cloud Upon a stream of wind, xli. i.

Up to some beaked cape of c/omoT sublime, . . LV. 3.
Like things which every cloud Qdi.n doom to die, . lix. 4.
every flower and beam and cloud and wave, . . Woodman^ 20.

(2) transf. sense for smoke or dust.
The blue beacon c/(7«i/ broke, Fugitives^ \\. 12,

scattered, like a cloud of summer dust Vl^ick, xxill. 8.

(3) used for a thick mass of anything.
Thy words are like a cloud of winged snakes ; . Prom. i. 632.

B. Fig. (1) of anything threatening, obscuring or dfe-

pressing.
in a strange clo7*d of crime and shame Cenci^ V. iv. 14S.
serves me in a cloud of error, Faust, I. 69.
A c/(?«rf of sorrow hanging, Ginevra^ 172.

a c&«£^ of desolation wrapt The unforeseen event, Hellas^ 495.
Yon c/o«(f of war, with its tempestuous phantoms 859.
to disperse The cloud of that unutterable curse . L.ao7i^ II. xxx. 5.
In characters of (:/(?Mc^ which wither not.— , . , vili.xxix.5.
a cloudy Dark as the frown of Hell, . . . CEdipus^ I. 96.
in his eyes a cloud and burthen lay, Pr. Aihaii. i. 60.
And the billows of cloud that around thee roll T'here is no work^ 9.

Cloud, c. adj. attr.

The c/oMi^ shadows of midnieht possess . . . Aprils 1814, 17.
sail Fast cloud shadows ana sunbeams : • , • • Mont B. 15.

*Cloud-eucircled, comp. adjs. (1) surrounded by cloud.
A cloud-encircled meteor of the air, Gisb. 207.

*Cloud-foriii'd. (2) composed of cloud.
Pour from thy cloud-f. hills the thunder's roar ; M. N. Despair^ 24.

*Cloud-like. (3) resembling clouds.
And doud-like mountains, . Ode Lib. iv. 2.

Voyaginff cloud-like and unpent Prom. l. 688.
'Tis lost! and thro' yon peaks of cloud-like snow 11. i. 24.
a c/(3«i:;?-/i:^fi crape Was bent, Triumph, gi.

*CloTid-piercinff. (4) high soaring.
Though the fiercest oicloud-p. tyrants approaches, Bigotry^ 11. 3.

*Cloud-surrounded. (5) enveloped in cloud.
Like radiance from the cloud-surrounded moon. Prom., il. i. 122.

^''Cloudless, adj. A. Lit. free from cloud.
With the sun's cloudless orb Dism-on, I. 153.
As cranes upon the cloudless Thracian wind. . . Hellas, 480.
The cloudless Heaven of Spring, . . . Z^on, I. lix. 4.
Cast from one cloudless star, V. li. 4.
thus calm In cloudless radiance, M. N'. Despair, 2.

The depths were cloudless over head, ... . Mar. Dr. v. 2.

Palace-roof of «r/oz^/asj nights ! . . ... Ode to Heaven, 1.

Cloudless skies and windless streams, .... Pront. I. 681.
Till the night-stars shone through the cloudless air, Si. Ir. (3) VI. 4.
B. Fig. mentally clear.

that high being, of cloudless brain, Q. Mab, V. 154.
^Cloudlessly, adv. destitute of cloud.
laughed upon the land All cloudlessly and cold ;— Zucca, i. 3.

Clouds, n. A. Lit. (1) masses of vapour.
Does the bright arch of rainbow clouds, . . . Alastor, 213.
odorous winds Upon resplendent clouds, . . . 318.
Like clouds suspended in an emerald sky, . . 436.
mutable As shapes in the weird clouds. .... 448.
clouds that haunt The gap of some cleft mountain. Allegory, i. 5.My footsteps pave the clouds with fire ; . , . . Apollo, ll. 4.
I feed the clouds, the rainbows and the flowers . iv. i.

Into the c/0M//j of the Atlantic even ; V. 3.
Rapid clouds have drank the last pale beam of even : April, 1814, 2.
dim grey clouds on the horizon, Calderon^ I. 10.
Clouds quench the sun, II. ^j.
From yonder clouds even to the waves below . —e^ u. 3^.
Rolling, like painted clouds before the wind, . . Ch. ist, I. 137.'
As in the imagery of summer clouds, .... u. 468.
fleecy-winged clouds Sailing; athwart St. Margaret's. iv. II.

Disparting as it Went the silver i:/(7Mi:& . . . . Dcemon, \. 112.

y\ t) M „ „ . . . . Q.Mab, 1. 200.
Tinging those fleecy clouds Damon, I. 140.

n . 1) 1, Q.Mab,i.22g.
mountain c/(7«/w. Edged with intolerable radiancy, Dcenton, i. 197.
When those far clouds of feathery purple gleam . i. 204.
Those clouds of aery gold That slept i. 232.
On undulating clouds and deepening lakes. . n. 39,
With lightsome clouds and shining seas between, 11, 107.

„, " ., !i jt n )i n Q. Mab, vin. 102.
Thou Moon beyond the c/ouds / , Bpips. 2y.
Of waves, flowers, clouds, woods, 511.
as clouds of even. Flecked with fire Fug. Hills, 77.
High between the clouds and sun ; , 309.
here c&Mi/j float gently by ; Faust, \\. ici\.
Like stars in claims by the weak winds enwrought, Fr. Cal'm^ 4.
But that the clouds depart and stars remain, . . 5.
Clouds and whirlwinds watch their prey. . . , Fr. Insecurity, 7.As the north wind to the clouds, Fr. Italy, 2.
If living winds the rapid clouds pursue Gisb. ig?.
Or whether r/(32«& sail o'er the inverse deep, . . 201.
like full clouds at the Scirocco's cry ; Hellas, 277.
Which kills the sluggish clouds, 292.

Like sulphurous clouds, half-shattered by the storm, Hellas, 302.

Like clouds, and like the shadows of the clouds, . 328,

Where'er the winds shall creep, or the clouds fly, 437.
like a flock o{ clouds Chased by the wind, . . . 460,
AndshookHeaven'sroofofgoIdenraorning^r/tfai/j, 491.
Who shall not come, men say, in clouds and g'lory, 599.
When as the wandering clouds unveiled or hid . 624,
That soothed the silver clouds through the deep air. 629,
repels them As Calpe the Atlantic clouds— . . 776.
like shapeless crags and <r/(3Mi^, 866.
Like clouds in starlight widely spread,— . . . Int. Beauty^ I. 9-
like clouds depart And come, . iv, i.

As dogs bay the moonlight clouds, ... . Inv. Mis. xii. 3.
The clouds were gone to pla^, Jane, Recoil. 14.
Was roofed with clouds of rich emblazonry . . . Julian, 71.
between Earth and the upper air, the vast c. fled, Laon, i. iv. 8.

The woof of those white c, which seemed to lie . i. v. 4.
Dwelt in that moon, and sky, and clouds, . . . i, vi. 2.

And to the clouds and waves in tameless gladness, i. xxxix. 6.
Of golden clouds which shook the atmosphere ; . i. xlii. 4.
the unrisen moon among the clouds Is gathering— i. xlix. 6.
spell-inwoven clouds hung there to screen . . . i. lii. 4,
and those fair daughters. The c.^ ofSun and Ocean, 11. v. 4.
Amone; the clouds near the horizon driven, . . . 11. x. 5.
The islands and the mountains in the day Like

clouds reposed afar m. xv. 7.
whirlwind, whose fierce blasts the waves and

clouds confound, . . . .'

Like restless clouds before the steadfast sun,— .

makes appear Strange clouds in the east

;

Like beams thro' floating- clouds
In white wings swift as clouds in winter skies.
Like ten thousand c/o«cfe which flow
Clothing its clouds with grace,
And clouds, as of a coming storm, ....
white clouds of noon which oft were sleeping, , .

behind Yon dim and fading clouds
Like clouds inwoven in the silent sky, ....
The Ocean and the Sun, the clouds their daughters,
from rocks and clouds they break,
All ghastly-visaged clouds did sweep

;

Till as clouds z^av/ on the blast, . . , . ^„,»„^, .„^,,.i.
And the clouS are light Moonbeam, 1. 9.We are as clouds that veil the midnight moon

; . Mutability, i.

Tiien clouds from sunbeams, antelopes from leopards, Naples, 170.
As a young eagle soars the morning clouds among. Ode Lib. I. 8.
One ocean feeds the clouds, and streams, and dew ; vi. 12.
As light may pierce the chuds x. 4.
Like clouds with clouds, . . . .... xii. 12.
as clouds of g-limmering dew -,— xvi. 10.
As summer c/(?«i& dissolve, unburthenedof theirrain; xix! 8.
Loose c. like earth's decaying leaves are shed, Ode W. Wind, 11. 2.
to watch her sail Among the clouds, . ... (BdiStis, i. 401.
Driving along a rack ofwinged clouds, .... Orphetts, 89.
the chasms of ever rising clouds, Pr. Athan. I. 62.
the wintry c/02«&- are all gone by, 11. 11.31.
In wandering clouds of sunny rain Prol. Hellas, 42.

'

Like flocks oiclouds in spring's delightful weather, Prom. i. 665.

IV. xxvii. 5.

V. xviii. 8.

V. xl. 6.

V. xli. 7.

V. 1. 6.

V. Song,!. II.

VI. XXX. 7.

vi.xxxvii.8.
VII. XV. 3.

VII. xxx. 9.
IX. xii. I.

IX. XXXV. 3.

XII. xl. 8.

Mar. Dr. ill. 4.

Mask, XXVII. 1.

And multitudes of dense white fleecy clouds
But on the shadows of the morning clouds.
Like f/o«(^ amid the yielding; air
Thro' the cloztds ere they divide them ; . . .

Which from a rent among the fiery clouds, . .

Bright clouds float in heaven,
Like the clouds and sunbeams, unite. . . .

and the clouds appear From its chaos . . .

The clouds that are heavy with love's sweet rain.
Its wheels are solid clouds, azure and gold,
as a storm is poured From jagged clouds, . . . iv. 220
directs the chariot's prow Over its wheeled c/ci«cfe, iv 2«
Answer from all their clouds and billows, . . jy. 337Winged clouds soar here and there jv. 3(57'.

among the £:/(jai^ 'tis spread,
billowy clouds Edged with intolerable radiancy
far clouds of feathery gold
Through clouds of circumambient darkness, . .

Those golden clouds That rolled in glittering billows
the clouds of eve Reflect unmoved
The grass, the clouds, the mountains, and the sea,

11. t. 145.
II. I. isi.

II. ii. 63.
II. v. 57.
III. 11. 8.

IV. 40.
IV. 80.
IV. 170.
IV. 179.
IV. 214.
IV. 228.

tumultuous fieap Confusion to the clouds, .

the night Of whirlwind-rifted clouds, . . .

unheeded the war Of the battling clouds, .

dark lower'd the clouds on that horrible eve.
The unseen clouds of the dew,
Like windless clouds o'er a tender sky. , .

The white clouds are driving merrily, . .

O'er which clouds are brightning, . .

From rainbow clouds there flow not . . .

Thro^h fleecy ab«(^ of silvery radiance . . .

Clouds Driven by the wind in warrinff multitudes,
The floating mountains of the silver aouds .

Gather among the stars the clouds of night,
but lines of gold Hung; on the ashen clouds,
With which the clouds and mountains . .

Summer's clouds^ where are they now ? . .

Flamed above cnmson clouds, ...
the shadows the clouds threw,
like clouds upon the thunder blast, , . ,

Till like two clouds into one vale impelled .

like the clouds that swim Round the high moon
Obscure clouds, moulded by the casual air

;

IV. 37:5.

Q. Mab, II. 9.

II. 16.

" 37-
II. 43.
IV. 22,

VI. 76.
Superstition, 5.

Q. Mab, VI. 166.
Rosal. 1 158.

St. Ir. (i) III. 2.

(6) III. I.

SeTzsit. PI. I. 86.

I. 97.
Serchio, 55.
Skylark, 13.

Star^2.
St. E^pips. 126.
Sufnmer, 4.
Summer-Evg. 18.

Sunset, 13.
The Isle, "10.

To-morrow, 11. 6.

Triumph, 6.

63.

109.

^$%'

454-
532.



112 CLOUDS—COFFINS.

As the sun shapes the clouds; Triumph^ 535.
The red swift £/(?«(& of the hurricane ... . Two Spiriis, 21.

the clouds on the verge of the world Vis. Sea, 107.
And the dense clouds in many a ruin and rag, -— 112.

mountains, seas, and waves, and clouds, . . . Unf. Dr. 25.
sun masked in portentous clouds

j

108.
from the heaven Above the clouds; 232.
the clouds that bound it Darkly strew the gale. . XV. Shel. I. 3.

such clouds as flit, Like splendour-wingfed moths Witch, ill. 2.

may kindle The c. and waves and mountains with ; xiir. 4.
And when the whirlwinds and the clouds descended xxix- i.

build herself a windless haven Out of the clouds . XLVIII. 6.

the hollow turrets Of those high c/d?«i&, .... Ml. 2.

Like clouds above the flower from which they rose, WoodfKan^ 10.

over pallid flowers Hang like moist clouds/— . 54.

(2) iransf. sense, of people, smoke, insects.
file after file did pour Their r/tfMi& Loon, n, ji\. 6.

Piercine the £^. ofsmoke which bound Its aery arch Mar. Dr.yLVlll.^.
Like f^»e^' of gnats with perfect lineaments. . . Unf. Dr. 2-^.

B. Fig. of doubt, obscurity, unhappiness, &c.
Consuming the last clouds of cold mortality. . . Adonais, LIV. 9.
the sunless sky, Big with clouds^ hangs heavily, . Eug. Hills^ 10.

Clouds which stain truth's rising day 161.

Could thaw the clouds which wage an obscure
war Frag, Unrisen Splen. 4.

Through clouds its shafts of glory rain .... Hellas^ 74.
The c. which wrap this world from youth did pass. Loon, Ded. ill. 2.

And walked as free as light the clouds among, , vil. 6,

Two tranquil stars, while clouds are passing by . xiv. 7.

The clouas which hide the gulf of mortal woe ; . I. xxxviii. 4.
The interwoven c. which make its wisdom blind. u. xix. g.

the poison clouds which rest On the dark world, . II. xxxv. 2.

Whose ci/oMoSs are smiles of those that die . . . Y.Song^^.g.
A rushing li^ht of clouds and splendourj , . . Mask, xxxiv. i.

From the swift clouds which track its flight of fire, Oiho, V. 5.

clothing with ffolden clouds The desart of our life. ProTn. il. i. 11

.

Are clouds to^ide, not colours to pourtray, . . iv. 535.
When silvery clouds float through thewildered brain, Q, Mab^ i. 69.
Long lay the clouds of darkness o'er the scene, . ix. 39.
no clouds of fate o'er the sweet prospect lower, . St. Ir. (5) ll. 6.

CloTLdy, adj. A. Lit. enveloped in, loaded with, or obscured

by cloud.
Down the streams of the cloudy wind Arethusa^ III. 18.

screaming from their c/owrfy mountain peaks, . . Hellas, 517.
Upon the cloudy mountain peak supine ; ... Medusa, I. 2.

Within its cloudy wings with sunfire garlanded, . Ode Ldb, V. 8.

And in the midst a cloudy shrine, Prol. Hellas, 57.

like a storm bursting its (r/<?af/y prison . . . , Profn.\v.%i6.
was gathering in cloudy array, Vis. Sea, 00.

B. Fig. moody, obscure.
I was cloudy, and sullen, and cold, . . ... Death Na^. 29.

Through the cloudy strife Prom. II, iii. 57.

*01ove, V. tr. A. Lit. (1) burst asunder,

the marble barriers which it clove At Ripafratta, Serchio, 106.

the streams which cUniC those mountains vast, . Witch, xxxvill. i.

(2) divided in passing through.
dove the blue moonlight seas Laon, vii. ix. 2.

And clove dun Chaos with his wings of gold, . , Witch, xxxil. 3.

Clove the fierce streams XLV. 8.

B. Fig. pierced with sound or emotion.
Which clove his own [heart] at last? Hellas, 247.

[the silence] The tortures of the dying clove alone, Laon, XII. xxvii. 2.

*Clove, V. intr. A. Lit. clung,

a human thing which to my bosom clove. . . Vll. xix. g.

B. Fig. of emotions or ideas, remained fixed.

In vision or in dream, clove to my breast : , . . II. xv. 6.

Cloven, pp. A. Lit. (1) of things visible or tangible,

broken through or pierced.

And the vapours cloven and gleaming .... Bug. Hills, 86.

had cloven That fearful darkness, Laon, I. iv. 1.

The cloud which rested on that cone of flame Was c./ I. Ivii. 2.

as if day had cloven the skies Ode Lib. xi. 12.

Earthquake, and fire, and mountains cloven; . . Prom. i. 232.

Has cloven to the roots yon huge snow-loaded cedar

;

i. 433.

The rocks are cloven, - H- iv. 129.

on caves cloven by the thunder-ball iv. 355.

(2) divided, pierced.

his way the diver having; cilw^M, Z-aw?, Vll. xi. 8.

when the clear hyaline Was cloven at thy uprise, Prom. II. v, 22.

B. Fig. (1) pierced by sound.

The cope of heaven seems rent and cloven . . . Con. Sing. II. 5.

And Heaven above seemed cloven, Laon, x. xl. 4.

(2) of sentiments or emotions.
Snow-crags by its reply are cloven in sunder : Ode Lib. XIII. 4.

How will thy soul, cloven to its depth .... Prom. i. 55.

cloven by many a rending groan - I- 85.

And sleep, when the night of life is cloven, . . . Rosal. iiao.

Cloven, ppl. adj. (1) broken, or split asunder.

My cloven fire-crags, sound-exulting fountains . Prom. iv. 333,

Seen through a Temple's cloven roof— .... Witch, v. 4.

(2) parted down the centre.

At home, the cloven foot is honourable Faust, II. 26^.

a Cloven foot and jack-daw feather. (Edipus, II. 1. 126.

Cloy, V. tr. surfeit.

Stay ye pleasures that never can cloy, . .M.N. Ravail, 76.

'I'CItlI), n. a party or knot of people,
A merry club is huddled altogether : Faust, 11. 232.

>|*Cltitis, n. social or political associations.

calls Of a morning

—

clubs—book-stalls— . . . Peter, III. xiv. 4.

*Clunip, n. a cluster.

The likeness of a clump of peaked isles— . . . Julian, 79.

^Clomps, n. clusters.

Knotted in clumps under the spongy ground. Marenghi^ XXIV. 6.

tClnng', V. intr. A. Lit. (1") hung on.

The rest, . . . Clung to the rock like bats, . . . Cycl.AOi.
But Helen clung to her brother's arm, .... Fr. Ghst. Sty. 7,

I stretched and clung Over the shapeless depth . Laon, III. xxv. 8.

And myriads on each giddy turret clung, . . , v. xv. 2.

(2) adhered.
clungTo their wild hair, like mist xi, xii. 8.

Till thCT clung round many a sweet flower's stem, Sensit. PI. ill. 40,

B. Fig. (1) remained in.

the vital spark Clung to the body stubbornly, . Q. Mab, VIII. 162.

(2) of emotions, passions, sensations, &c., adhered to or

abode with.
whose rancour clung Like curses on them ; . . Fr. A gentle, 3.

And with curses as wild As e'er clung to child, . Fugitives, iv. 12.

and the love c/mw^ Like wasting fire Horn.. Venus,^.
And baffled hope like ice still clung to me, . . Laon, 11. xxi. o.

soon to me then clungA sense of actual things ill. v. 8.

a stain Which . . . Clung to him while he lived ; Vlll. viii. 6.

laughter Clung to their hoary hair, . . , IX. xvi. 4.
but still there i-/w«^ One hope, xi. viii. 8.

a strange and homd curse oVaw^upon Peter, . Peter, Vll. x. 2.

And c/««_^ like music in my bram, RosaL^i.
Clutch, V. tr. seize or catch.
wrought for Jove to dutch Ixion or the Titan :— Gisb. 23.

Coal, n. Fig. the fire.

and meat from the coaJ, . Cycl. 346.
He snatches them broiling from the coal, . . 357.

*CoaleBcuig, pr. pple. combining with.
man, with changeless nature coalescing, . . . Q. Mab, VI. 42.

Coals, n. A. Lit. a mineral used for fuel.

Or coals of the winter fire Ch. ist, ll. 469.
B. used Fig. for live embers or fire.

broiling warm from the live coals, Cycl. 224.
He quenched the coals and trampled the black

oust, Horn. Merc, xxiii. 7.
bier Of circling coals of fire ; . . . ... Laon, xi. viii. 8.

God's sweet love in bumin? coals. Peter, III. xvii. 5.

jCoarse, Fig. (11 unpalatable, harsh.
And the coarse bulbs of iris-flowers he found Marenghi, xxiv. 5.

(2) rough in appearance.
Whose ojarse leaves were splashed . . . . Sensit. PL ill. 52.

Coast, n. (1) Lit. the sea-shore.
I see a Grecian vessel on the c^ast, . . . Cyd.j6.
Of the bounds of English a>aji?/ . . . Mask, l^xvil. 2.

Whilst from all the coc^t, Naples, 47.

(2) Fig. from point to point.
ixM'itOTO. coast to coast Epips. 7,1^.

Coat, n. an outer garment worn by men.
You shall have your coat turned . . . Ch. ist, ll. 53.A footman's yellow coat to wear, Piter, v. xvi. 3.

Cobbett, n. William Cobbett, politician, b. 1762, d. 1835.
A Cobbett, and a Castlereagh ; . . . . . ill. ii. 2.

But Cobbetfs snuff, revenge ; m. xix. 3.

*Cobra-di-capel, n. a venomous serpent {Naia triptidians).
Rose like the crest of cff^nn/Z-ra/tf/, Unf. Dr. 167.

*Cocked, V. ir. erected or pricked up.
no little cur Cocked m.^ his ears;— . . . Peter, vii. xxi. 4.

*Code, n. Fig. a set of rules or laws.
though it is in the code Of modem morals, . . . Epips. 153.
And all the code of custom's lawless law . Witch, LXII. 5.

*Codes, n. (1) Lit. sets of laws.
The sanguine codes of venerable crime. . . D<E7iton. I. 260.

(2) Fig.
Large co<fes of fraud and woe

;

Mont B.ii.
*Coerced, v. tr. restrain, force.
Which ruled his sinews and coerced his soul . Mother ^ Son^ VI. 3.

*CoevaJ, adj. existing at the same period.
On eldest faith, and hell's coeval^ fear ; . . . . Prom. III. i. la

CofTers, «. Fig. replenish our means.
Will fill our coffers : Ch. ist, 11. 287.

Coffin, n. an encasement for a dead body.
a corse In its coffin in the clay, Dirgefor Year^ II. a.

I saw the dark earth fall upon The cojffin ; . . . Rosal. 220.
And he burst Rosa's cqffin asunder. ... .St. Ir. (3) XIV. 3.

took The coffin, its last cradle, from its niche, Witch, LXX. 7.

Coffin, c. adj. attr. the wood of a coffin.
Sent through the pores of the (»^» plank ; . . Sensit. PI. III. 12.

Coffined,//. Fig. confined, buried.
Hope lay C(?^««rf with Despair; Hellas, ^^.

Coffined, ppl. adj. buried, enclosed in a coffin.

To twine its roots around thy coffined clay, . . Q. Mab, IV. 263.

Coffins, n. pi. of Coffin.

1 have made my bed In chamels and on coffins, , Alastor, 24.
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Expect I should maintain them in their coffins. . Cetici. I. iii. 4Q.

With their hammocks for coffins Vis. Sea, 53.

*Co^tatiug', pr. fple. thinking over, inventing.

and co^taiing some new sleight Horn. Merc. LX. 6.

|-Cogs, n. teeth.

A hollow screw with cogs— Gisb. 76.

'''CoherltoTS, n. joint inheritors.

Coheritors In your high interest Ch. ist, II. 177.

+Coil, V. intr. eddy or circle.

In momine's smile its eddies coil Serchio^ loi.

Coll, n. (1) confused mental tumult.
Whilst I, then dead, and all this hideous coil . . Cenci, II. i. 86.

ye twine the rings of life's perpetual coil. . . . Loon, VIII. xix. 9.

(2) confused tumult of waters.

Lulled by the coil of his crystilline streams, . Ode W. Wind, III. 3.

*|"CoiI, n. a series of rings or folds.

Locked in stiff rings his adamantine coil, . . . Loon, I. xii. 4.

*Coiled, pp. (1) Lit. rolled round in a mass.
and, coiled in rest in her embrace it lay. . . . I. xx. 9.

(2) Fig.
The snake-like Doom i:«7e(/ underneath .... Prom. II. in. 97.

fCoils, n. twists, involutions.
Shone thro' the plumes its c. were twined within Laon^ I. ix. 5.

Coin, n. A. Lit, metallic money.
Each had a bag of coin;.... Cencz, iv, iv. 83.

Fee with coin The loudest murmurers ; . . . . CA, isf, II. 164.

his right hand Was charged with hlooay coin, . Dixmon^ i. 274.

Economy, and unadulterate coin^ CEdiptis^ I. 199.

B. Fi^ and satir. means of payment.
Is empty even of promises—his own coin. . . . HettaSy 562.

Coin, V. tr. Fig. stamp as money.
coin paper, Till gold be at a discount, .... CEdipus^ I. 104.

Coined, v, tr. Fig. invented, made up.
but he coinedK brief yet specious tale, .... Cenci^ ill. i. 318.

^Colalti, n. a name in the Magico Prodigioso.
One-of the noble race of the C(7/fl///, Ca/is&r<?«, I. 233.

Cold, n. absence of heat, chilliness.

Dissolving the dull cold in the frore air : ... Epips. 334.
Beneath the stars, they tremble with the cold/ . Laon^ Vlll. i. 7.

hunger, toil, and <?., Month after month endured ; Marenghi^ xill. 2.

Groan for pain, and weep for cold— Mask^ LXVIII. 4.

Creeping like cold through all things near ; . . Peter., VII. xvii. 4.

the bright chains Eat with their burning cold \ , Pront. I. 33.
His death a pang which famine, cold and toil . . Q, Mab.^ vill. 160.

Cold, adj. A. Lit. (1) chilly, frigid.

moonlight vapour, which the co/c/ night clips,*. . Adonais^ XII. 8.

The laj/i/ white light of morning, ....... Alastor^ 193.
Beneath the cold glare of the desolate night, . 234.
Then Alpheus bold, On his glacier co/rf, .... Aretktisa, II. 2.

Follow tne bier Of the deaa (w/n/ year, .... Autumn^ I. lo.

the obscure, cold^ rotting, wormy ground ! . . Cenci^ v. iv. 50.
crawl Back to her cold hard bosom CA. ij/, i. i6i.

For the planet of frost, so cold SLud bright, . . . Constant. I. 5.

The metal before it be cold ; Death Nap. 38.
Stains the dead, blank, a)ld air Epips. 92.
The cip/c^ chaste Moon, 281.
All the keys of dungeons cold^ Eug. HillSy 153.
cold^NOTTXxs are clinging Where kisses were lately

fed Fr. The rude wtnd^ 3.

O'er the faint lOj/i/ starlight of heaven .... Jane.^ il. 2.

This day had been cheerful but co/a!', Julian.^ 34.
The followingmom was rainy, cold^xid dim, . . 141.
Nor yon colefva.ciint Heaven :— Laon^ Ii. xlviii. 6.

and as cold As dew to drooping leaves ;— ... ill. xxix. 7.

When the cold moon sharpens her silver horn iv. xxxi. S.

Allures them forth with its [winter's] cold smiles, v. vii. 3.

the wonder-stricken breezes kist With their c. lips, v. xliii. 6.

Earth's cold and sullen brooks ; x. xliv. 5.
Which now the cold winds stole ;— .... XI. vi. 4.
Breathed warmth on the co/rfbosom of the air, , xii.xxiii.5.
I sought the cold brink of the midnight surge, M. N. Fragmt. ib.

From the ,<Eean To the cold Alps Naples. 105.
And icy moons most ai/t/and bright, . . . OdetoHeaven^ 16.

and the cold Snow-crags by its reply are cloven . Ode Lib. Xlll. 3.
and the cold grey scalps Of the mountains, . . CEdipus, I. 221.
one who watches thee The cold dark night, . . Protn. I. 822.
Make the C(7/<!/ air fire ; 11. v. 51.
Tempering the coM and radiant air around, . . iv. 229.
My co/d haxe bosom : IV. 361.
Through the oj/c/ mass Of marble . ... IV. 412.
So cold, so bright, so still Q. Mab, IV. 19.
Up the co/c^ mountain she was wont to call Her tomb; Rosal. 1297.
And the smell, cold.^ oppressive, and dank, . . . Sensit. PI. ill. n.
The garden, once fair, became co/afand foul, . . iii. 17.
Started like mist from the wet ground cold^ . in. 63.
Gather about great fires, and yet feel cold.' . . Summer^ 17.
The a?/rf earth slept below, The coldearth, 1. 1.

Above the cold sky shone ; I, 2,

With overarching elms and caverns cold^ . . Triumph, 71.
And a oild glare, intenser 77.
intenser than the noon, But Icy cold 78.

the new Vision, and the cold bright car, .... 434.
the clime Of that a»^ light 468.
And may strike «?/rf into the breast .... Unf.Dr.%%.
The cola crass of Lycaeus, weep for him : . . . Virgil, 19.
And the cold spray and the clamour wild — . . IV. Shel. V. 3.

When leaves fall and cold winds come. . . When the lamp, IV. 8.

From the white pinnacles of that f(7/^ hill, . . . Ff^iVcA, XXIX. 2.

laughed upon the land All cloudlessly and cold;— Zucca, \. 3.

FeU through the window panes, disrobed of cold^
1
Y''*'' '^'

(2) of persons, the sensation of chilliness or cold.

An image, silent, cold, and motionless Alastor, 66t.

Ah ! My blood runs cold. Cenci, I. iii; 30.

a co/(/ dew That starts from your dear brow . . —-— ill- 1. 4*

His cold pale limbs and pulseless arteries . . . ^el/'zs, 142.

My cheek is £w/^ and white, alas! Ind. Ser. ill.^.

Or from the famished poor, pale, weak, and cold, Laon,y\\\.^-^}}\. 4-

prest That co/£^ lean hand :— Pr Athan.ll.\\.^€i.

the sacred steel Felt cold'in her torn entrails! . Q. Mab, VI. 121.

For the roots of the speaker's hair felt cold . . Rosal. 148.

Till they methought felt still and co/rf.* .... 1170-

And I might feel ... My cheek grow cold, . . St. Dejection, IV. 8.

Bathed in the same coldd&yff my brow and hair, Triumph, 35.

(3) relative to, or descriptive of death.

and mourn their lot Round the cold heart, . . . Adonais, ix. 8.

And one with trembling hands clasps his coldhead, X. i.

Whose master's hand is cold, whose silver lyre

unstrung xxxvi. 9.

thy cold embers choke the sordid hearth of shame. xxxviil.9.

Consuming the last clouds of cold mortality. . . ~~r'J^^' ^'

Corpses are cold in the tomb : Castl. Adm. I. i.

Ha f 'tis the blood . . . that ebbs till all is cold: . Cenci, ill. 11. 19.

If he be now a cold stiff corpse . .... IV. hi. 5*

Yet both will soon be cold. v. iv. 96.

their crimson leaves Are blighted . . . white . . . c. v. iv. 139.

He roasts the men before they are cold, . . . ^^^- 3B°-

My mansion is damp, cold silence is there, . . Death, Dial. 7.

How ! is not thy quick heart cold? Death Nap, 9.

O'er the embers covered and cold '4*

As I in this cold bed, and faint expiring groan ! . Death Vanq. 36.

Senseless is the breast, and cold, Eug. Hills., 36.

has piled His cold ashes on the clay ; Fr. Incant. II. 3.

and limbs ffo/aT. stiff, and white, Ginevra, i^y.

Their tears fell on the dear companion cold . . jSg.

She is still, she is cold 206.

I was not left, like others, cold and dead : . . . Laon, i. xlv. ^.

A woman's shape, now lank and cold ana blue, . lil- xxvi. 1.

A ring of cold, stiff babes ; VI. U. 9.

we shall be dead and cold Before this morn . . ix. xxvi. i,

co/^/is her bloodless form, M. N. Fragmt, 2^.

I thought it had been death's accents cold . . M. N. Ravail^ 14.

the pursuit was hot When he was cold. . . . Marenghi, XVII. 5.

Heaping over their corpses a?/i^ Blossoms and leaves, Past, I. 3.

His co/t? and bloody shroud.

—

. . . Q. Mab,lY. ^%.

rests in her shroud so cold: ... .... Rosal. 300.

Into the peace of his dominion cold: I3i4-

And the cold hand of death St. Ir.Q) II. i.

The lady found her lover dead and cold. . . . Sunset., 26.

the «7/fl sleep Crept, . . . O'er the populous vessel. Vis. Sea, 50.

Cold as a corpse after the spirit's flight, . . . Zucca^ IV. 7.

(4) extinct, dead.
beneath the ashes cold and dark Horn.. Merc, xxxix. 8.

B. Fig. (1) of persons, unsympathetic, stem, reserved.

A heart grown cold, a head grown grey in vain : Adonais, XL. 7.

Your zejil for all I wish :—An me, you are coldI Cenci, i. ii. 43.
And age's firm, cold, subtle villainy; I. iii- 175-

Have given you that cw/r/ melancholy look, . II. i. 51.

To feed his hope with co/c? encouragement : . . II. 11. 106.

and look averse and oild. ... III. i. 324.
And yet my heart is cola. v. iv. 89.
Cruel, cola, formal man ; V. iv. 108.

and hard, £'(7/c/ men, Smiling and slow, . . v. iv. 112.

Thy love will move that bigot cold Critic, in. 3.

His eye severe and cold; Dmnton, I. 273.
I was cloudy, and sullen, and cold^ Death Nap. 29.
When ye are aild, Fr. A gentle, 9.
that a chief Among men's spirits should be i^ld

and blind Fr. My head is wild, 6.

his words came each Unmodulated, c. expressionless
;
Julian, 292.

Hard hearts and cold., like weights of icy stone . Laon., Ded. VI, 7.

Since kin were cold, . n. xxi. 7.

I am cold In seeming iv. xvii. 3.

the thralls Of the (ma T3rrant's cruel lust

:

vil. iv. 2.

From their cold, careless, willing slavery, . . . IX. x. 2.

And the cold sneers of calumny were vain, . . . IX. xviii. 8.

This breast is a)ld, this heart can feel no more ; . M.N Fragmt. 29.
'Tis you are cold~ior I not coy, Peter, IV. xiii. i.

He was that heavy, dull, co/df thing, ... . iv. xvii, r.

their cold hearts blend Deceit with sternness, . Q. Mab^ IV. 182.

whom this a>/i/ breast Had pillowed . . , Rosai. 221.

A sallow lawyer, cruel and co/rf, 491.
But my bosom is ajld—wintry cold— . . . 587.
Some might lament that I were cold^ ... .St. Dejection^ V. i.

(2) of things and qualities, cheerless, passionless, un-
sympathetic.

then is quenched in a most cold repose Adonais, XX. 9,
And cold hopes swarm like worms within our

living clay . XXXIX. 9.
His coldnr^xde and alienated home Alastor, 76.
to her cw/rfhome Wildered, and wan, and panting, 138.
speak in feeble imag'ery Their own cold powers. . 710.
But pale despair and co/rf tranquillity, . . . 718.
Thy lover's eye, so glazed and cold^ April, 1814, 7.
And so I swear a cold fidelity Cenci^ I. ii. 26.
How tedious, false, and £»/« seem all things. . . v. iv. 80.
For dark and C(7/rf mortality Z^twwow, i. 93.

Q
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Free from heart-withering custom's c^/i^ control, Dcemon^ ir. 294.

M ti )) n ti I) Q- -^'2*, IX. 201,
And all the rest, . . . commend To (to/i^ oblivion, Epips. 153.
Makes this rtf/(/ common hell, our life, .... 214.
the (x)ld day Trembled, 274.
And there I lay within a chaste coldh^A. : . . 299.
On this cold and gloomy earth : ^^- ^^^^^ 264.
When I return to my co/(i home, E. WilltatftSy IV . i.

Poets are on this C(?ft^ earth Exhortation^ vq.

Through the C(7/^ shower of tears Eyes^ 12.

In this cw/flf grave beneath my feet, Falsehood^ S^T.

Ask the coldpsAti Hour, Hellas. 902.
pillow co/tfand wet with tears I Ind. Ser. Cane. i.

oh ! thy lips are «?/£/, Inv.Mzs.Vin.i.
Whilst the w/rfhand gathers its scanty fruit, . . Ireland^ g.
more changed and co^ embraces, Julian^ 313.
When all beside was cold— - 452.
but the co/aT world shall not know 017.
And the cold truth such sad reverse did seem, . Laon^ II. xvii. 8.

So is it c. and cruel, and is made The careless slave 11. xxxiii. 6.

The stings of a known sorrow, keen and cold: . iii. xvii. 6.

To faiths ... Bloody and false, and a?/rf." . . . iv. xv. 5.

which shielded us Even from our own cold looks, vi. xxxv. 4.
thoughts which smother C(?/(/ Evil's power . . vi.xxxix.9.
all mortal things are mid. XI. xvii. 7.
so hard and cold a creed Had seared xii. x. 6.

the world is grown too void and cold^ .... Xll. xxx. i.

Co/rf, ungenial is the clime, Love's Rose^ 1.4..

Not whilst some Kin?, in Cij/c/ ambition's 6r&sims,M.TT.Post.Pr.^'j,
This voice is low, cold^ hollow, and chill, . M. JV. Spec. Hors. 22.

In a world so cold as this ! Mary •who died^ II. 4.

And now a)ld charity's unwelcome dole . . . Mother^ Son^ vii. i.

Be the cold chains shaken Ode. Arise, 10.

drear and cold But swiftly leading O thou, 3.

And wrinkled lip, and sneer of cold command, . Osym. 5".

the frozen hearth Of a cold age, Peter, V. xiii. 3.
this converse vain and cold/ Pr. Athan. 1. 1 19.
his age, dark, cold, and tempest-tost, .... 11, ii. 4.
And unextinct in that cold source Burns, . . . ProL Hellas, 205.
1 see the curse on gestures proud and cold^ . . Prom. I. 258.
Leave the bed, low, cold^ and red, 1. 504.
Kingly conclaves stern and cold, I. 530.
Or cold, staid gait, or false and hollow smiles, . lll.'iv. 42.
Gazed on anotner's eye of co/*/ command, . . . iii. iv. 138.
None talked that common, false, cold, hollow talk III. iv. 149.
Or thawed the cold heart of a conqueror, . , . Q. Mab, I. 36.
A task of cold and brutal drudgery ;— .... v. 74.
Is duped by their cold sophistry ; V. 108.
a oj/fl world's good word,—viler still ! . , . . v. 213.
No balancings of prudence, cold and long ; . . . v. 234.
As the cold ray strays Q. ofmy Heart, III. 5.
and follow His soul to it's home so c. and hollow. Rosal, 260.
found in his heart's brother Coldcht&r ; ... 717.
He speaks—the cold words flow no'tfrom his soul ; Solitary, III. 2,

commend To wld oblivion— ^S"^, Epips. lo.

Went a voice cold and still,— . . . , , . . St. Ir.l^) ix. 5.
The pale, the a>/rf, and the moony smile . . . There is no work, i.

'Mid the cold relics of abandoned joy t/nj\ Dr. 84.
With cold and silent rest Violet, II. 4.

(3) disused, dormant, inactive.
Our purses are empty, our swords are cold. . . Mask, XVI. 3.

The winged seeds, where they lie cold and low, Oc^ TV. Winii, I. 7.

(4) hardly cold = still fresh or new.
And found their track and his, yet hardly ^., Horn. Merc. XXXVI. 7.

IfCold-blooded, comp, adj. Fig. unfeeling.
cold-blooded s\a.\^ who did the work ... , Q. Mab, Vll. 92.

Coldest, adj. Fig. least impassioned.
Than ever yet was coldest maid or boy .... Reviewer^ 10.

Coldly, adv. Fig. (1) without emotion.
And said these three words, C(7/(3??v

.-

Cfi««, v. iv. 14.

(2) lightly.

This misery was but coldly fel(^ Laon, 11. xxxvi. i.

Coldness, n. Fig. comparative indifference.

Was coldness to the joys I knew, M. N. Melody, 20.

Coleridg'e, S. T. Coleridge, poet, b. 1772, d, 1834.
You will see Coleridge— Gisb. 202.

Collar, n. a ring; for the neck.
They'd pin you down with a three-cubit collar, . Cycl. 214.

Collect, V. I. tr. Fig. bring together, concentrate.
C(7//tf(rfyour wandering thoughts Ctfww, IV. iv. 164.

II. refl. recover self-possession.

Friend, CV//(?(rf thyself; Calderon, 11. 82.

III. intr. come together, assemble.
The multitudes collect tumultuously, Laon, IV. xxiii, 7.

And the lean sows and boars collect about her, . CEdipus, 11. i. 36.
Round whom (x>llect, at a fixed sera Peter, iv. xviii. 2.

Collected, pp. (1) assembled together.
And many from the crowd collected ui^re, . . . Laon, xi. xiii. 1.

(2) gathered, found.
Have I ^o/ZiscC^i:/ language to unfold Truth . . . iv. xii. 5.

Collected, £>//. adj. assembled.
Towards the stall in a collected drove. . . . Horn. Merc. XVII. 8.

"'CoUectiug', pr. pple. assuming.
Or, cried he, a grave look collecting^ . . . . Peter, VI. x. 1.

Collections, n. compilations.
odd colhcHons Of saws, and proverbs j . . . . v. xii. 3.

Collects, V. tr. accumulates.
collects the strength of all its fountains, .... Laon^ I. vii. 3.

Colman, n. wit, rhymester and dramatist, b. 1762, d. 1836.
'Twould make George Colman melancholy, . . Peter, vi. xxxii. 3.

*Colonlze, v. intr. dwell, settle.

Into the hoar deep to colonise

:

Prom. IV. 143.

*Colonna, n. a name in the Cenci.
Oh ! Prince Colonna, thou art our near kinsman, Cenci, i. iii. 126.

In old Colonna's time ; in. ii. 63.

^Colonnades, n. open covered ways supported by columns.
The long and lonely colonnades^ Q. Mab^ 11. 168.

^Colons, n. the largest of the intestines.

or fill our colons With rich blood, CEdipus^ i. 62.

^Colossal, adj. huge, stupendous.
And thou, colossal Sk-^etou, Alastor, 611.

Round the decay Of that colossal wreck, . . . Osym,. 13.

Colour, n. (1) hue or tint.

His hair too, was her colour^ Cenci, V. ii. 6S.
tinged With shades of infinite, colour, Damon, i. 145.
in form, ^oxxxsA, colour— Epips. 211.
In wlour like tne wake of light that stains . . . Gisb. 68.
Onljr desires to see the colour of it CEdipus, l. 382.
(Which is not green, but only bacon colour) . . 11. i. 81.

Of marble ana of colour his dreams pass ; . . . Prom.. IV. 413.
tinged With shades of infinite colour, Q. Mab, I. 234.
What is the colour of your eyes and hair ? . . . Si. Epips, 50.
The colour from the flower is flown Violet, l. 3.

(2) with special reference to the complexion.
which drew The colour from the hearer's cheeks, . Ginavra, 140.
You might see his ojlour come and go, .... Rosal, 1020.

Coloured, ppl. adj. tinted.

Weave a net-work oi coloured light ; Arethusa, iv. 9.
Which star the winds with points of a?/(?wr^£^light, Prom.. III. iii. 138.

Colours, n. A. Lit. (1) hues, tints.

and the flowers With their aetherial colours ; . . Apollo, xv. £.

The sphere-fire above its soft colours wove, . . Cloud, 71.
it glides like tender colours spreading ; . . . . Faust, 11. 104.
The clouds, . . . who have blended The colours of the air Laon, 11. v. 5.
I had clothed, ... Its wastes in colours not their own. Prom. i. 83.
Which mimicked, as with colours idly spread, , 111.iv.191.
Bright day's resplendent colours fade \ .... St. Ir. (4) i. 2.

Full as a cup . . . O'erflowed with golden colours/ Zucca, ix. 5,

(2) see Colour (2).
Committhe colours of that varying cheek, . . . Alastor^ 6cx>.

B. Fig. effects felt or expressed in words.
No net of words in garish colours wrought . . . Gisb. 8.

The colours of his nund seemed yet unworn ; . . Julian^ 540.
mimic all we would believe With (w/owrj idly spread,— Liflnot, 4.
Are clouds to hide, not colours to pourtray, . . Prom. iv. 535.
Indue the colours of this change, Rosal. 728.

*Colunin, n. (1) Lit. an upright shaft or pillar.
Frequent with crystal column, Alastor, 93.
Around a marble column. . Desmon, i. 47.

^ ,

»

» 1, , • • Q. Mab, I. 44.
Column, tower, and dome, and spire, .... Bug. Hills, 106.
Upon that rock a mighty colum.n stood, . . . Laon, iii. xii. i.

a cavern in the hill Beneath that column^ , . . iii. xiii, 2.

That column''s dizzy height : iil. xiv. 2.

around that column The overhanging sky . . . iii. xv. i.

I saw That column, and those corpses, .... iii. xxviii.2.
and distant far That mountain and its column, . iii. xxx. 6.
He came to the lone column on the rock, . . . iv. xi. i.

Distinct with column, arch, and architrave, . . Prom. III. iii. 162.
each crag-like tower, and storied colum.n, . . . iv. 344.
The snowy column from its shade Caught whiteness : Rosal. 1153.

(2) Fig. of anything giving morial support.
Which props the column of unnatural state, . . Death Vanq. 38.

*Column-Btone, c. n. a stone shaped like a column.
There, now, the,mossy column-stone, . ^ . . . Q. Mab, il. 189.

^Columned, ppl. adj. A. Lit. with buildings supported by
columns.

Tramphng our £»/«»««££/ cities into dust, . . .Naples,!^.
B, Fig. having trees like columns.

O'er which the columned -wood did frame . . . Rosal. 107.

^Columns, n. A. Lit. see Column (1).
Stupendous columns, and wild images .... Alastor, 117.
Through the vast colum-ns of the pearly shrines. . Deemon, l. 238.
On night-black colum.ns poised— Laon, I. Iii. 9.
Ten thousand columns in that quivering light . I. liii. i.

broken tombs and columns riven Looked vast . 11. x. 7.
on such bright floor did stand Columns^ . . . vii. xiii. 8.
And columns framed of marble white, .... Mar. Dr. x. 1.

through white columns glowed Naples, 9.
Gleamed with its crest oi columns, 0(h Lib. V. 10.
Which through the columns of a teipple glides ? . Orpheus, 37.
and through their snow-like columns flowed . . Prom. 11. iv. 95.
Poised on twelve co/mwws of resplendent stone, . iii. iv. 117.
caverns on crystalline columns poised . . . , iv. 282,
Like columns and walls did surround .... Vis. Sea, 109.
B, Fig. aspects of nature answering for columns.

The mountains its columns be Cloz€d 66.
The columns of the evergreen palaces .... Faust. 11. 128.
round the eternal columns of its strength. . . . Q. Mab VI. 238.
Into columns fierce and bright Serchio, 104.
Surrounded by the columns and the towers . . Woodman S7-



COMBAT—COME. "5

Combat, v. inir. Fig. contend mentally.
Reason and passion cease to combat there ; . . Dcemon^ ii. 173.
To a>mbat with my overflowing eyes, .... Laon^ vii. xxxiv. 5.

Comlsat, n. A. Lit. contest, strife, contention.
Fierce war and mingling OTTwAfl/, Horn. Venus^ ii.
Swift chances in that combat— Laon^ I. xii. i.

Mingling their beams in rowia^— . . . . i. xxvi. 6.
a fiercer combat raged, VI. xii. 8.
and then the combat grew Unequal vi. xiv. 5.
Most loud in the holy combat aiiove Ode^ Arise^ 14.

B. Fig, of mental strife.

their sunlike fame Upon the combat shone— . . Laon i. xxxii. 8.
Reason and passion cease to coOT^a^ there ; . . Q. Mab^vili.2^1.

Combatants, n, persons engaged in conflict.
The combatants with rage most horrible . . . Laon^ VI, xvi. 7.

*Combated, v. intr. fought.
the wreck Of that for which they com,baied. . . Prom. III. 1. 79.

Combating-, pr. pple seething, troubling.
The flood of ages combating h&lov/ Dmmon, i. 288.

11 II ,1 11 Q, Mab, II. 254.
Combinations, n. mingling of things together
Strange combinations out of common things, . . Prom. III. iii. 32.

Combined, v, tr. imited or joined together.
and combined T\i^Ta.^ by a master-spirit's law. . Peter^ IV. ix. 4.

Combined, pp. united.
Are all (Tow^mifrf in Horace Smith.— .... Gt'sb. 230.
No longer with the form combined Sensit. PL IV. 6.

Combines, v. tr, to unite.
combines The wondrous and the beautiful,— . . Q. Mab, I. 72.

Come,^ V. inir. (1) of persons, personifications and living
things, approach, arrive, appear.

like ghosts they go and co»M, ^/ri7, 1814, 11.
To oome forth to a solitary country Calderon^ I. 24.
Livia, I (Tijwz^/ goodsport, Livia, I- 49-
Bid Beatrice come hither Cend^ iv. i. 14.
Go, Bid her com.e hither, IV. i. 29.
And if she comes not tell her that I £(?»(£. , . iv. i. 79.
Tell her to cowzg / IV. i. loj.
That if she come not I will curse her. . . . iv. i. 103.
She said, I cannot come; IV. i. 112.
Go, bid her co^ne^ . iv. i. 158.
She would not come IV. i. 169.
They come not yet IV. ii. i.

See^ They com^ iv. ii. 16.
Before they come to tax us with the fact

;

. iv. iv. 33.
Mother; will you come? IV. iv. 169.
You come to ask their pardon ; V. iv. 25.
he should come And wmd me in his hellish arms, v. iv. 65.
They cornel Let me Kiss those warm lips v. iv. 137.
Oh, you come/si stone at you ... . . CycL 55.Do you come here Always to scold, ... . Faust^ I. 53.
But he cried, Phantoms of the free, we come! . . Hellas^ 412.
Could not conte more seasonably : 639.
You must come home with me and he my guest ; . Horn.. Merc, V. 6.
Why come you here to ask me what is done . . XLIV. 3.
con^ forth, to spy What calm has fall'n on earth, Laon^ 1. iii. 8.
and—they coOTfi/ to arms ! to arms! VI. iii. 2.
And now the horsemen come— . ... vi. v. i.

fond eyes are pining till they come, .... viii. iv. 3.Com^ they yet ? God, God, thine hour is near ! . x. xliv. 9.
They come, they come, give way ! xi. xii. 3.
I comis to say That Laon— .... . xi. xix. i.
I ci7»zff, terrific power, I OTWzc away M. N. Despair '\\.

When from daily toil they come; Mask, xcil. 2.
to come, that I may hear Thy song : Matilda, 47.
Th&yoome/ The fields they treadlook black . . Naples, 147.
and those who come to share it— Peter, IV. xviii. 4.
and shapeless sights come wandering by, ... Prom. j. 36.
I come, by the great Father's will driven down, - — I. 354.
Lest thou behold and die : they come : they come i. 440.
But vamly we toil till ye come here I. (jao.
And see ! more com&, . . . . , I.

'ggg*

More yet come, one by one : the air around them i." 692.'
Come, as two doves to one beloved nest, . . . i. 753,At sunrise thou shouldst come, «weet sister mine, 11. i. 14.
Too long desired, too long delaying, come/ . . u. i. 15.
Peace, monster; J come now m. ii. m.
Whence come ye, so wild and so fleet, .... iv. Sg.We come from the mind Of human kind . . . iv 93and play with Lilla till I come. . : Posal. 83.
With her fair child would Helen come .... 173.
But come to me and pour thy woe 570.
They (Wwe^.- 'tis Helen's home, 1255.Whose sad inhabitants each year would come, . • 1305.
Stay thy boat on the lake,—dearest Henry, I come. St. Ir. (6) I. 8
Icome, dearest Henry, and wait but for thee. . . (6)11 4Oft to their brig;ht destruction cowie and go, . . Triumph, ika..
beckonmg the tigers to rise and come near, . Vis. Sea, 72.

(2) arrive or arrive from.
For in the country whence I come Calderon, I. 95.
O. miserable strangers ! Whence come they, . . Cycl.%\.
Whence sailing do you come to Sicily ? . . . . 99.
FJeshed with the chase, come-up from Italy . . flellas, 314,Who shall not com-e, men say, m clouds and glory, (J90.
I cowa Thence whither thou must go! .... 861.
Whence c. you, and from what adventure wild, Horn. Merc. xxvi. 5.
like awful ghosts which come and go, Laon, vi. xxvii.4.
Whence «?»«<! ye, friends? . vui.xvii,4

Speak then! whence rowe ye?— Zai7», vni.xxiii.i.

From . . . the cold grey scalps Ofthe mountains, I^r., (Edipus, I. 222.

From the forests and highlands We come^ . . . Pan, l. 2.

(3) in the imper. as invitation, command or solicitation

to approach or accompany another.

oh <:o»2fi forth, Fond wretch !
Adonais,xuvll.i.

Come where a pleasure waits thee Calderon, III. 128.

What, Beatrice here ! CV«« hither ! Ctf««; II. i. 105.

Mother, come near me : ... III. i. (>i-

Cfl?«fi, follow! iv.ii. 42.

Come near. And who art thou V. ii. 79.
Come, Maron, cornel .... Cycl. 619.

Come now, and lend a hand . 634.

Pray come here when it suits you ; Faust, I. 96.

come with us, from Felsensee ll- 180.

Com-e onward, away ! II. 203.

Come This way : il. 224.

well, a>me, And in despitp Gisb. 317.
So coTne with me, and though it has been said . Horn. Merc. VI. 2.

Come near me I I do weave A chain Laon, IX. xKsiii. 7.

Come back, thou dearest one— ....... xi. vii. 7.

Mary dear, come to me soon, Mar;y, 10.

Bright lady, . . . come lower Towards this bank. . Matilda, 45.
Does money fail?

—

come to my mint— .... (Edipus^ i. 104.
Com.e, com£, come/ Prom, i, 497.
Come, swift Spirits of might and of pleasure, . . iv. 131.

Spirit, come/ This is thine high reward :— . . . Q. Mab, II. 64.
On, Ci3»ic then and rove Q. Q^my I£eart,\l. i.

Come hither, my sweet Rosalind Rosal. i.

Come, gentle friend : wilt sit by me? 11.

oh ! com.e. And talk of our abandoned home, . . 17.

Come with me, thou delightful child, W. Skel. I. 5.

Come thou, beloved, as thou art ; III. i.

(4) the im.per. with away and along.
Come away ! Haste, while the vault Adonais, VII. 4.
Come, months, come away, Autumn, I. 6.

Come,2XoTig\ Bridal, 11. 7.

,, „ Epithal. 9.
Shall we onward ? Come along ! . ... Faust, II. 87.
Coweaway! come sdong] 11. 169.
Come away I 11. 188.
The minster bells ringing

—

Com-e a.wa.y I . . . Fugitives, I. 10.

out of the storm

—

Come a.wa.y ! . . . . . i. 15.
Best and brightest, coTne away! Jo-ne, Tnmtn, i.

Awake ! arise ! and come away ! ,
«

—

48.

(5) the imper. used interjectionally

.

Come, I will sing you some low, sleepy tune, . . Cenci, v. iii, 123.
Come, I will sing to you ; . Ch. 1st, 11. 476.
Come / who is first, Cycl. 483.
Come, boys of Bacchus, children of high race, . 594.
0?7M£, ril lead you Among them; Faust, 11. 24.g.
Come now, we'll go about from fire to fire : . . ii, 269.
Come, let us to it n. 326.
Co?ne, feast ! the board groans Hellas., 937.
yet since thou wilt, come take The lyre— . Hom. Merc. LXXXI. 2.
Come, be happy !—sit by me, Shadow-vested Misery : Inv. Mis. 1. 1.

£W»zfi, trace The epitaph of glory fled,— . . . ,Jane, Recall, e^.

Come, let us hunt these ugly badgers down, . CBdipus, ri. ii, 117.
Come, sweet Panthea, link thy hand in mine, . . Prom. 11. i. 207.
Come sit by me. I see thee stand . . , » , Rosal. 5.

(6) with near, attain to.
I know not how thy joy we ever should come near. Skylark, 95.
(7) of times and seasons.

Come darkness ! Yet, what is the day to me ? . Cenci, II. i. 181.
Will the moment ever co7ne.> Cycl. 628.
Orphan hours, . . . C. and sigh, c. and weep ! Dirgefor Year, i. z.
Can make the future present—let it come/ . . . Ifellas.ysg.
Ah ! when will coTne the sacred fated time, . .M.N. Post. Fr. 39.Ah ! when will wwcthe time, when o'er the plain 43.
let the hour Come, Prom. I. 298.
But, should we stay to speak, noontide would c, 11. ii. 89.When will the morning come 7 Q. Mab iv. 2TO.
When morn did come Kosal 32
Come long sought ! [Night] To Night, II. 7,
Swift be thine approachmg flight, C. soon, soon I —- v. 7.

(8) of the elements and forces of nature.
next come the snows, and rain, Laon, IX. xxi. 2.
whose Iig;ht would come and go, Laon, xii. xxxvii. 4.
The chamless winds still come and ever came . Mont B. 22.
And I saw the black storm come Peter, I. xiii. 1.
Shallow, smooth and strong doth «7»«^,— . . . Serchio,g%.
When the leaves fall and cold winds come. When the lamp, iv. 8.

(9) of conditions, states, passions, emotions.
Come, obscure Death, Cenci, v. iv. 115.
Plight not the worst before the worst must come. Ch. ist, ii. 325.
Languor, disease, and ignorance dare not cofne : Damon, 11^ 10.
I come, care-worn tenant of life, from the grave, . Death, Dial. 2.
come and be my guestj . . . for I am Love's. . , Bpips. 604.
Sheaves ofwhom are ripe to co-me To destruction's

harvest home : Eug, Hills, 229.
Which co-m^ arrayed in thoughts of little worth, . Fr. Calm 3.
Come, thou awakener of the spirit's ocean, . . Fr, Comethou i.
Care would not come so soon. I would, 9. '

Love, Hope, and Self-esteem, . . . depart And c, hit. Beauty, iv. 2.
Reflection, you may come to-morrow, .... Jane Invihi 'i,-x

'

such dreams of baseless good Oft come and go . Julian 579.
*

Reserve or censure come not near Our sacred
'

friendship, M.W.G.V ii

ComeThoM, but lead out of the inmost cave . Ode Lib. xviii i

Q 2
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Comes she not, and CiJ/Ms ye not Ode Z.td. xviu. 6.

And hither coTfts^ sped on the charm&d winds, . /Vom. ill. iii. 40.
peace, . . . Will swiftly, surely come

;

Q. Mad, III. 237,
Languor, disease, and ignorance dare not come : ix. to.

Thou wilt never corfte for pity, Rarely, IV. 3.

Thou wilt coTne for pleasure IV. 4.
Thou art love and life ! O come^ Vlll. 5.

You might see his colour come and go, .... Rosal. 1020.
And if r think, my thoughts cotne fast, .... Tasso, Song; 11. 5.

Death will come when thou art dead, . ... To Night, v. i.

Sleep will com.e when thou art fled ; v. 3.

To work whatever purposes might c. Intohermind; Witck^ xxi. 5.

(10) flow.
I suck, but no milk will come from the dug. . . (Edipus, I. 51.

(11) interpose or intervene.
To cofne between the tiger and his prey. . . Cenci, iv. i. 174.

(12) grow.
Till its claws atme? Witch, Ded. I. 7.

(13) originate, take birth.
wouldest guess Whence thou didst come, . . . Ye hasten, 7.

(14) result from or be produced by.
You are insane, Some ill 'Vi'mcome of this. . . . Cenci, l. iii. 94.
But ill must com-e of ill.

—

I. iii. 151,
No good can come of it— Faust, 11. 384.
which could not come From touch of mortal in-

strument, '- Mar. Dr. X. 4.

(15) arrive at.

Do evil deeds thus quickly come to end ? . . Cenci, V. i. i.

(16) follow.
hoary Crime would come Behind, Loon, ii. xliii. 8.

let those who come Behind, . ix. xxix. 6.

(17) befall, come about.
but that of tears and blood must yet come down, Ch. 1st, 11. 419.

(18) return.
And come back again when the moon is at full :— 11. 374.
Once having gone, in vain Ye conte again. . . Far, far away, I. 8.

(19) prove, fall.

Proud words, when deeds c. short, are seasonable : Hellas, 336.

(20) be made.
the world will not Come clean Faust, 11. 35S.

(21) happen.
Come what will ! Hellas, 643.
C. what may. The future must become the past, 923.
We know not what will come— . . .... Laon, ix. xx. i.

To good or evil as may come; ... ... Peter, Prol. 33.
I know but this, that it must cotne Prom. I. 413.

(22) that will be.

and the world to come Sole pattern of, ... . Ch, 1st, II. 189.
the darkness of the day to cotne ? Fr. Is not, 2.

To preach the burning wrath which is to come, . Fr, Satire, 14.

she speaks of all to cofne Gisb. 139.

for the serener clime Of years to come, . . . 246.
Us first and the more glorious yet to come! . Hellas, 424.
and talks of years To fl7ff«e, oil.

we must live some Hours or ages yet to come. . Inv, Mis. HI. 5.

Of acts and ages yet to come/ Ode to Heaven, 9.

Thou canst not count thy years to coTne of pain ? Prom,, i. 414.
Where butterflies dream of the life to come, . . Sensit, M. II. 54.
Who lifteth the veil of what is to come } . . There is no work, 26.

Come, pp. I. of persons. (1) arrived, present.

I am come To say he has escaped Cenci, III. ii. 31.

'Tis a messenger Come to arrest the culprit . . IV. iv. 22.

Myriads had cowze—millions were on their way ; Laon, X. viii. i.

God's Angel come to sweep The lingering guilty . xil. ix. i.

From his daily labour com-e Mask, LIV. 3.

I hastened to the spot whence I had come, . . . Question, V. 7.

Art thou come and gone—.... .... Retnembr. i, 4.

(2) reduced.
To what a dreadful end are we all a)me / . . . Cenci, V. iii. 107.

II. of things. (1) of times and seasons.

Winter is come and gone, AdonaiSyXVlll. i.

The day is come, and thou wilt fly with me. . . Epips. 388.
The hour is conte

:

394.
Now is com-e a darker day, Fug: Hills, 117.

spirit of my sires ! is it not come ? . , . . Hellas, 254.
The autumn of a greener faith is C(?»«tf 871.

so when sad hours were conte, Lcton, II. xxi. ^5.

as if hour by hour The past had come again ; . . v. xxviii. 6.

years have come and gone Since, Vlll.xxv.4.

perhaps it dreamed that Spring was rowfi, . . . Unf. Dr. igo,

(2) of emotions or ideas.

Glory and joy and peace, had come and gone. , Laon, iv. xxxi. a.

(3), happened, come about.
Lo ! what a change is come Since I first spake— . ix. xxxv. 6.

Comedy, n. a humorous drama.
1 thought to act a solemn comedy Cenci, v. i. 77.

Comely, adj. decent, well furnished.

And a comely table spread Mask, liv. 2.

Comes, V. intr. (1) of persons or living creatures, ap-

proaches, arrives.

He com.es^ The door is opening now; .... Cenci, 11. i. 18.

'Tis midnight, and Orsino comes not yet. . . . III. ii. i.

She comes not ; . IV. i. i.

Ard if shec£?w^jnot tell her that I come. . . IV. i. 79.

Ha! some one C(3OT^j

/

IV. ii. 38.

No one comes here who is not eaten up ... - Cycl. 121.

That comes to lick his feet, . .... Desman, II. 92.

,, ,, ,, (X Mah, VIII. 87.
she comes creeping up, .... . ... Faust, II. 266.

One comes Fainting with toil, Hellas, 619.
but he who comes consigned . . . To my great

shrine, Hom.Merc.xcll.6.
But he who comes relying on such birds .... xcill. 2.

and the stranger Comes to enslave us in his name ! iMOn, VI. iii. 4,

Com.es trampling over the dead, .... vi. xix. 4.

And he comes hastening . . ... . Medusa, iv. 6.

A Shape com.es now, Prom. i. 322.

(2) of things material, approaches, draws near.

It comes/ And their soundsj floating hither . . Ch. ist, i. 130.

Which comes and ^oes withm its sculptured rim Prom. 11, iv. 15S.

(3) of things immaterial, states, conditions, ideas.

That wish Now comes a day too late Cenci, v. i. 72.

And choose the worst, when the worst c. too soon ? Ch. 1st, II. 324.
This cowardice comes of itself—but stay, . . . Cycl. 649.
One comes behind, . . . Necessity, Laon, IX. xxvii.4.
but many a mile comes Plague, a winged wolf, , x. xxiv. 8.

See, she [Liberty] comes throned on high, . . Nat. Ant. 11. i.

Comes she not, and come ye not, Ode Lib. xvill. 6.

A power which comes and goes Hke dream, . . Peter, v. v. i.

(4") of times and seasons.
But when night comes, a chaos dread .... Apenn. 10.

Comes to bid a sweet good-morrow .... Jane, Invitn, 4.

Lo, Winter (:(7»2£j/— Zdww, ix. xxiii. 5.
Behold ! Spring comes, tho' we must pass, . . ix. xxv. 4,
the Day Of Judgment comes, x. xxxv. 2.

If Winter comes, can Spring; be far behind? Ode W. Wind, v. 14.

To-morrow c. / That mandate is a thunder-peal Q, Mab, iii. 146.
To-morrow cotnes : Cloud upon cloud, . . IV. 25.

The swallow summer comes again— ... . Re-metnbr. Ii. i.

(5) of aspects of nature.
the moonlight comes in flashes,

—

Loon, vi. I. 1.

Comes thelaughing morning wind ;— .... Serchio, gi.

(6) of sounds.
what faint and distant scream Comes .... M.N. Melody, 31.
And first there comes a gentle sound Prom. Ii. ii. 48.
Save when the frantic wail Comes shuddering

on the blast, Q. Mab, IV. 56.

(7) of respiration.
My breath Contes, methinks, lighter, .... Cenci, IV. iii. 43.
How light and soft her breathing comes. . . . V. iii. 5.

my breath comes quick— . , . ... Con. Sing. ill. 5.

(8) happens.
Whatever comes my heart shall sink no more. , Cenci, V. iv. 78.

(9) has place.
one generation comes Yielding its harvest . , . Q. Mab, IV. 227.

(10) results.

Before worse comes of it 'Twere wise to die : . . Cenci, II. i. 56.

(11) proves, turns out.
Part of which comes true, Questions, 7.

(12) follows next in order.
Then c. a range of mathematical Instruments, . Gisb. 82.

(13) with how= in what way becomes.
How comes this hair undone ? Cenci, III. i. 6.

(14) with_/w'M, appears, issues.

The sun contes forthj and many reptiles spawn ; . Adonaih, XXIX. i.

A man comes forth in safety, Calderon, II. 65.
Kven like a bark, which . . . Comes forth, . . . JLaon, I. vii. 4.

(15) with down, flows, runs.

Where power in likeness of the Arve comes down Mont B. 16.

Comest, v. intr. (1) arrivest.

"W^hence comest thou, ....-(. Calderon, I. 225.
Who art thou, and whence comest thou? . . . II. 160.
Which way comest thou ! Faust, II. 162.
Whence comest thou, when, with dark Winter's

sadness Laon, IX. xxii. 3.

Thou comest as the memory of a dream, . . . Prom, II. i. 8.

Thou comest from the realm without a name, . Triuntph, 396.

(2) appearest.
Cww^J^ upon the paths of men !— .... Laon, \. Song, ^. 12.

(3) art thou present.
Rarely, rarely, comest t\ia\jL., Spirit of Delight ! . Rarely, I. i.

Comet, n. A. Lit. a luminoas heavenly body.
A blood red Comet and the Morning Star . . . Laon, I, xxvi. 5,

Stream like a comefs flashing hair : Prom.. II. iv. 139.
some God, Whose throne was in a comet, . . . iv. 317.

B. Fig.
Comet beautiful and fierce Epips. 368.

Cometh, v. intr. approacheth.
Cometh from his dwelling . Cycl. 517.
A thief, who conteth in the night, Peter, II. iii. 1.

*Comfit8, n. sweetmeats.
Showering down blessings in the shape of comfits. (Edipus, I. 396.
To catch the coming haU of comfits in i, 403.
And rain down blessings in the shape of comfits . 11. 1. 87.

Comfort, V. refl. calm, cheer.

1 prithee comfort thy sweet self again, .... Dante Conv, 58.

Comfort, n, (1) solace, consolation, reassurance.
Nor claim one smile for all the comfort, love, Arabic, Im.it. 11. 7.

ifyou Have any word of melancholy cotnfort . Cenci, v. i. 67.
The very comfort that they minister . , . , E. Williams, III. 5.
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Perhaps the only comfort which remains . . . Julian^ Cane, 13.

years had passed ere com. they would bring. Mother ^ Son^ ir. 11,

Had never felt such cowy^W. . ... IV. 11.

take from thee Some cotnfort ; ... ... Prom. I. 188.

may they speak comfort to thee

!

i. 663.
The Fairy calmly smiled In comfort^ . . . . Q. Mab, VI. 24.

(2) peace and happiness.
may all comfort wither From both the hearts . Laon^ V. xlviii. 8.

Have ye leisure, comfort^ calm, Men ofEng. IV. i

.

ComfortaMe, adj. prosperous, "well-to-do.
Among- their children, comfortable men . . . Su-mmer^ 16.

Comfortless, adj, disconsolate, wretched.
Leave roe not wild and drear and comfortless^ . Adonais^ XXV. 6.

Drear, comfortless., and horrible ? Q. Mabt IV. 254.

Comic, adj\ comedian-like.
Let us with some comic speM Oycl. 491.

Coming, pr. pple. A. Lit. approaching, arriving.

Some tedious guest is mming. Cenct^ IV. iii. 58.
The owner, cominp- to reclaim his pelf, .... Circumst. 3.

Listen ! Listen ! ne is com.in^^ C^cl, 487.
The legion of witches is gjwziwjP' behind I'ausi, II. 160.

The thunder, as of earthquake cotniTi^: .... Hellas^ 722.

A Shadow tracks thy flignt of fire—Night is coming/ Two Spirits^ 4.

(2) arriving.
Whence com-ing, tlie^ arrive the ^tnean hill. . Cycl, 86.

blinded By you com.ing from Troy 707.

(3) with down. a. falling, descending.
seems slowly coming ^a^vi

;
Cencz^ ill. i. 251.

b. getting loose, untied.
And yours I see is coming Aaww. . . v. iv. 162.

(4) with tOf Fig, arriving at.

Talked without coming to an explanation, Hom. Merc. Llil. 2.

Coming, ppl. adj. approaching, nearing.
adorned and hid the cow?«^ bulk of death. . . Adonais^ ll. 9.

prophecy Of cowzik^ death, Calderon, 11. 50.

Till time, and its ^rowiz'w^ generations Ch. u/, II. 170.

the angel that distributes the a)»2m^ hour . . 11. 423.
may best Be seen the current of the coming wind. II. 474.
blooms will deck the coming year Faust^ I. 72.

the terrors of the coming time. ... ... Gtnevra^ go.
And unprophetic of the coming hours, .... 124.

The coming age is shadowed on the past . . Hellas^ 805.
and knew That cOOTz'w^ night Laon^ VI. xiv. 3.

And clouds, as of a coming storm, vi. xxxvii. 8.

These signs the coming mischief did foretell :— X. xvi. 5.

To catch the aiming hail of comfits in CBdipus^ i. 403.
Strength for the conting day, and all its joy : . . Prom. ill. iii. 104.

waned in the coming light, Triumph, 4.12.

Coming, vdl. n. Lit. the act of approach or appearance.
Far more My ttJffzz'w^ hither cost, Calderon^ II. loi.

let her understand I^r coming is consent : , . . Cend^ IV. i. 102.

from the dew Of the hill pastures, at his comity,
flew Z^»a. Aferc. XXXVIII. 8.

Her coming mside him better, Julian, 602.

The powerful and the wise had sought Thy c, . Laon, V. Song, 3. 8.

I rose And marked its com.ing: ... . VI. xx. 2.

For thy coming, Mighty One

!

Mask, xvi. 2.

And then the snadow of thy com.ing fell . . . Ode Lib. ix. 2.

That the coming and ;going of the wind . . . Sensit. PI. II. 23.

Whose com.ing is as light and music are . . . St. Epips. 72,
And the coming of death is a fearful blow . . There is no work, 15.

Doth, as the herald of its COT»/w^, . .... Triumph^&j^.

Comings-iu, c. n. Fig. actions generally, movements.
Watches thy goings-out, and comings-in, . . . Frag. Conseq. 2.

Command, v. I. tr. order.
Stay, I comm.andyoM—from this day and hour . Cenci, II. i. 115.

not question that which I command. II. i. 160.
command \iie slaves to drive The gathered flocks Cycl. 73.
You then command who first should seize . . . 67.6.

Here I »ommandt\iQ^ hence to lead them on, . Q. Mab^ Vll. 117.

II. intr. give orders.
all betray and bow, Command, or kill, . . . Laon, vill. ix. 9.

Command, n, A. Lit, (1} an order or direction.
encrease And multiply fulfilling his command, . Cenci, iv. i. 144.
Lay my comtnand upon the Courts below . . Ch. 1st, II. 85.
and gave command 10 his disciples .... n. 257.
Tremble, ye conquerors, at whose fell command . Death Vanq. 42.
For by permission and com.. Of thine own Prince Guitar fane, 9.
and thy com-mand Shall then dissolve . . Laon, 11. xlv. 5.
and laugh, when that co»tmand Slighting, . vil. xx.'8.
To do on men his least command/ Rosal. 750.
I rose ; and, bending at her sweet command, . . Triumph, 403.
At her command they ever came and went— . . Witch, IV. 5.

(2) despotism, power.
SwelFd with cam. and mad with dizzying sway ; . M. N. Post. Fr. 51,
and sneer of cold command, Osym,, 5.
Not his the thirst for glory or command .... /V. Athan. I. 9.
and the mingled voice Ofslavery and command; Prom.. III. ii. 31.
Gazed on another's eye of cold co^wweflWf/, . . . in. iv. 138.
the proud rich man's eye Flashing ajfnmand, . . Q. Mab, V. 119.

B. Fig. influence.
when thronging to the moon's command, . . Laon, VII. xiii. 5.
the mild co/wwawi/ Of thy keen eyes :— . vill.xxiv.5.
at whose soft command The sunbeams . Naples, 155.

Commanded, v. tr. Fig. caused.

Commanded th& bloody fray to rise Falsehood, 71.

Commands, v. intr. orders.

The man Of virtuous soul commands not, . . . Q. Mab, III. 175.

Commands, n. wishes, desires, behests.

I swear to dedicate . . . whatever else is mine, To
thy comfnands Cenci^ ill. i. 226.

Delays to execute her high cofnmands, .... Ld. Ch. ill. 3.

Commend, v. intr. commit.
And all the rest, . . . commend To cold oblivion, . Epips. 152.

Commendation, n. praise, approval.
In commendation of this kind of love ;

—

. . St. Epips. 29.

Comments, n. conclusions.
Fancying strange comments in her dizzy brain . Ginevra, 5.

Commerce, n. A. Lit. trade, traffic.

Stand prating there of commerce, public faith, . CEdipus, 1. 198.

Hence commerce springs, the venal interchange . Q. Mab, V. 38.

Co?nmerce/ beneath whose poison-breathing shade V. 44.
Commerce has set the mark of selfishness, . . . v. 53.
A life of horror from the blighting bane Oicom.; v. 194.

B. Fig. interchange of thoughts or deeds.
This commerce of sincere^t virtue v. 231.
Shall be a commerce of good words and works ; . v. 253.

l^Commlngle, v. intr. to unite or blend closely.

Parted, to commingle now; Prom. II. i. 205.

^Commingling, pr. pple. blending closely.

then rose, com^mingling xntQ one, Laon, I. Ivi. 6.

My name with Liberty commingling, .... v. xviii. 2.

cries Of thine apostles, loud C0Jn?ningling there, Q. Mab, VI. 136.

*Commingling', ///. adj. closely blended.
that bind The mazy volume of comm-ingl. things, M. N". Ravail, 8.

Commission, n. (1) plenary warrant or authority.
my revenue Is as the sealed c. of a. king That kills, Cenci, I. iii. 97.
Beyond the large cotnmission which belongs . Ch. 1st, Ii. 195.
Followed by a Com?nission of the Church, . 11. 334.

(2) instruction, duty.
such my comm.ission is Cenci, IV, iv. 13.

And my commission is to lead them here, . . . Prom. I. 368.

^Commissioners, n. specially appointed delegates.
Sent to the High Commissioiters in Scotland. Ch. \st, II. 230.

Commit, v. I. tr, (1) consign, give up.
Commit the colours of that varying cheek, . . Alastor, 600.

(2) deputes.
His high Providence commits Its glory . . . Cenci, III. i. 181.

(3) be guilty of, do.
She never can commit the like again. . . CEdipus^ II, i. 85.

II. refl. deliver myself.
I do com.mit myself Into your custody, .... 11. i. 180.

^Committees, n. persons appointed to consider a subject.
Courts of law—«w»?«(Vite&s—calls Peter, ill. siv. ^.

Common, adj, (1) equal, general, open to all.

In which we all demand a common joy, . . , Cenci, I. iii. 19.
As thou the cotnmon God and Father art . . IV. i. 126.
our common name Be as a mark v. iv. 150.
For the worshipped father of our comm,Qn country, Ch. ist, II. 289.
and in which You have a comfnon care, . . Cycl. 280.
we tendj Fraternal, to one com-mon end ; . . . Falsehood, 46.
And quickly c. hopes made freemen understood. Laon, v. iii. 9.
man and woman. Their a}?nmon bondage burst, . v. Song, 4. 4.
The common blood which ran within our frames, vi. xxxi. 6.

Or cofnmon slavery mar what else might move . VI. xl. 4.
All mortal thoughts confess a cxtmmon home : vill. xix. 2.

made aimmon cause with me, ... . ix. ix. 3.
All living things a common nature own, . x. i. 4.
or whatever has birth From comm-on joy ; . . xi. iv. 6.
the daily strife With com.mon wants and c. cares Mask, LXlx, 3.
Whose sons are kneaded down in common blood Prom.. I. 614.
Common as light is love, 11, v. 40.
Whither, as to a com.mon centre, flocked . . . Q. Mab, II. 200.
When evening fell upon our common home, . . Rosal. 33.
These common woes I feel Wordsworth, 5.
and streams, and all things co?nnton, Zucca, v. i.

(2) ordinary, usual.
thine is no common grief— .

' . Eleg. Bion. 12.

Makes this cold common hell, our life, .... Epips. 214.
a billow in the crowd Of com.mon men, .... Fr. ofDream, 2.

My friend, it would require no common skill Horn. Merc, xxxiv. 1.

Now, with a little common sense, my Lords, . . CEdipus, I. 383.
Strange combinations out oicommon things, . . Prom. III. iii. 32.
None talked that com., false, cold, hollow talk . iii. iv. 149.
the comm-on laws Of decency and prejudice, , . Q. Mab, v. 105.
Were massed into the common clay, ... . Sensit. PI. in. 33.
light diviner than the common sun . . . TriuTnphy 338.
Sheds on the contmon earth, . . ... 339.
sate upon the fist Ofcommon men, . . . tjo7.

All common words he spoke, .... . . Unf. Dr. 56.

Commons, n. the commonalty.
From usurpation by the insolent comTnons . . . Ch, 1st, II. 162.

Commonweal, n. the community at large, or state.

Are the true secrets of the com-monweal .... Fr. Satire, 9.
Commonwealth, n. a republican form of government.
Where they think to found A commonwealth . . Ch. ist, II. 365.

CommonwealtlLS, n. pi. of Commonwealth.
Hell is the pattern of all commonwealths : . n, 368.
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Commotion, n. disturbance, agitation.
the red a)jnmotion Of waves like mountains . Laon^ I. xv. 3.

Of universal life, attuning its conttnoHon. . VI. xxix. 9.
Thy caverns echoing to the Arve's commotion^ . Moni B. 30.

*mid the steep sky's commotion^ Ode W. Wind, II. i.

A God that broods o'er chaos in commotion; . Sf. Bpips. 6k-
Near this comnzoiiony . Vis. Sea, 140.

Conuutine, v. intr. hold converse with.
Yet wouldst thou com^mune with that portion of thyself Hellas, 854.
now To comtnune with me ? . * Prom. I. 125.

Commune, n. Fig. sympathetic intercourse.
for speech assuming, Held com^^nune with him, . Alastor^ 487.
Thou didst hold commune^ and rejoice .... Coleridge^ 10.

in commune with the hope Thus deeply fed, . . I^aon, II. xv. i.

Communed, v. intr. Fig. sympathised in thought.
Com,muned with the immeasurable world ; . Marengki, xxiii. 4.

Communes, v. intr. Fig. takes counsel, consults.
He ever £»«/?«««« with himself again, .... Julian^ 269.

^Communion, n. A. Lit. (1) part or hand.
I would have some communion in his death. . . Cycl. 471.

(2) friendly intercourse.
citing every passage o'er and o'er Of our com-tnun. Gisb. 145.
and pass each day In high communion, . Horn. Merc. xxix. 3.

In me, communion with this purest being . . L,aon, II. xxxii. i.

in the a7?M7MMKz'(?« Of interchanged vows, . . vi.xxxix. i.

(3) simple intercourse or conversation.
and few who dare Win the dssh&A cotn?nunion— Hellas, 185.

B. Fig. sympathetic intercourse.
With deathless minds . . . my soul comtnun. knew; Laon, II. xx. 2.

^Community, n. (1) the commonwealth.
The drones of the community ; .... . Q. Mab, ill. 109.

(2) unity of thought and desire.

Between our hearts their strict community : . . Sonn. Danie^ 8.

Compact, n. an agreement or covenant.
And all by mutual compact, Cycl. 237.
As a fresh (impact 'twixt us two shall be. . . Faust, il. 251.

C!ompact, adj. closely united, dense.
the files cotnpact "Whelmed me, Laon^ VI. vi. 3.

Companion, v. tr. Fig. accompany.
My heart . . . Did companion thee Arabic, Imit, 1. 8.

Companion, n. A. Lit. a comrade, one in company with

another.
I And my com-panion forthwith murdered him. . Cenci, V. ii. 18,

given him the Devil for a com-panion, .... Faust, i. 102.

the dear companion cold Of pleasures .... Gitzevra, 189.

King of the dance, companion of the feast, . . Horn. Merc. V. 2.

Made my companion take the darker side. . . Julian, 49.
Ere it fade, Said my companion, 86.

Thy sister, thy companion, thine own chosen one, Prom.. II. v. 33.
She had no companion of mortal race, . . . Sensit. PL II. 13.'

B. Fig. one on equality.

Wait peacefully for their companion new ; . . . Allegory, 11. 4.

*Companionable, n. sociable.

Too sprightly and companionable a man, . . . Cenci, i. iii. 15.

*CompanionXess, adj. (1) Lit, solitary.

companion. As the last cloud of an expiring storm Adonais^ XXXI. 2.

No more companionless, ... I went.— . . . Laon, Ded. vill. 3.

, (2) Fig.
W"andering coTnpanionless Among the stars . Moon, I. 3.

As the companionless Sensitive Plant. . . . Sensit. PI. I. 12.

Companions, n. A. Lit. comrades or associates.

Feasting upon your loved contpanions now? , . Cycl. yji.

When he was filled with my companions^ flesh, . 402.

The dear companions who sailed here with me. 482.

what need have you of pot ctww^aK/owi"? . . . 547.
I'll feast on you the last of your companions. . 558.

and the shrieks of our comp. died Upon the wind, Hellas^ 512.

Ci7W2^flKi(WM" of our wandering, . _ Sonn. Dante, 11.

I>ed me and my companions, Triumph, 192.

B. Fig
Amid the faint companions of their youth, . . . Adonais, xvi. 8.

It talks according to the wit Of its companions ; GuitarJane, 83.

CompanionslLipf n, fellowship, company.
if thou dost dare With me . . . companion, to keep. Laon, I. xxi. 9.

Company,^. A.. Lit. (1) a body ortroop of people, companions.

I parted from my company, Calderon, I. 69.

Though I should scandalize this company^ . . . Faust, I. 35.

Run, wayward, And guide this company . , . Prom. Iii. lii. 153.

Amid a company of ladies fair ToweroJFam. 18.

And then he pointed to a company Triumph, 282.

And quaint Priapus with his company^ .... Witch, x. 5.

(2) a number of invited guests.

Will none among this noble com.^any .... Cenci, I. iii. qi.

Though thou mayst overbear this company, . . i. iii. 150.

Was led amid the admiring fl7/«/a«jv Ginevra, 99.

Louder and swifter round the company; . . . -— 141-

the company With heavy hearts and looks, . . 162.

(sS fellowship, companionship.
would be disgraced in good company Ch. ist, II. 59.

As when she Keeps the cofnPany of rebels, . . . II. 132.

if . . . chance should brinjgThee to base company, Dante Conv. 56.

favour us with your bright company? .... Faust, ll. 25.

Oh, might I be With company akin to me ! . . ll. I95-

Ashamed of such base c(7W(/a?y;. . . . . ^ajA, Lxxxviii. 4.

B. Fig. (1) companion worlds.
Earth, and all earth's company; OdetoHeaven, 11.

(2) companionship.
the books in which You find delight and company, Calderon^ I. 85.

Compare, v. intr. to be worthy of comparison.
To compare^ in thy tumid pride, with me? . . . Falsehood, 18.

Compared, pp. put in comparison with.
nought In the wide world to be a)mparedyN\^ it. Horn. Merc. XLII. 4.

turbid and impure Compared ^'xih this. .... Matilda^ 30.
Comparefi to that high oeing, of cloudless brain, Q. Mab^ v. 154.

^Comparinff, pr. pple, putting them in comparison with.
Comparing them with your proposal now, . . Cenci^ v. i. 48.

Comparison, n. their equal
such as may not find Comparison on earth. . . Q. Mab, i. .=;8.

Compass, v. tr. embrace, attain, comprehend.
Thou canst seek out and compass all . . . . Hom. Merc. Lxxxi. i.

Canst compass all that thou desirest Lxxxiii. 6.

my mind can compass not ; Triumph^ 303.

Compassion, n. pity, feeling for another.
Where some few feel such compassion .... Mask, LXXI. 2.

And sink us in the waves of thy compassion ! . CEdipus, I. 59.
Not for thee, soft compassion^ celestials did know, Tear, IV. 5.

Com.passionate, adj. pitying, mercifully disposed.

Who, for thou art compassionate and wise, . . Julian, 338.

calm, yet compassionate. Laon, I. Ivii. 9.

I drew, and of his change compassionate, . V. xxv. 2.

fCompeer, n. fellow, equal.
Fit com-peer of the bears that roamed around, . Q. Mab, viii. 154.

fCompeers, n. fellows, equals.

rouse thy obscure compeers. Adonais^ l. $.

The tyrant's garbage, which to his com-Peers^ . Laon, l. xxxiv. 4.

Compel, V. tr. (1) rale, subdue.
thou canst not even Compel their causes . . . Calderon, II. 34.
He, I, and all things shall ^iww^e^enough, . . Hellas, 190.

the star whose beams the waves c. And tempests, L.aon, IV. xvii. 7.

(.2) force, oblige.
a man, whom I must now coTW/^/To keep his word Calderon^yi. 151.

such pangs compel My answer. . . . . Cenci, V. iii. 75.

(3) command.
I do compel thee, send forth Fate, . . . Prol. Hellas, 100.

Compelled, v. tr. obliged.
he (SJOT/e/Zai/ The Proteus shape of Nature . . Triumph, 2^0.

Compelled, pp. forced, having no choice.
Her son, c, the country's foes had fought, . Mother Sr Son, vi. i.

Compelled, by its deformity, to screen . , . . Q. Mab, V. 27.

How many a vulgar Cato has comp. His energies, V. 140.

iCompelling-j/r.///^. constraining, forcing.

com-pelling there, AH new successions . . Adonais, XLill. 4.

Compelling t\\e.& to that which it inclines . . . Calderon, lii. 123.

C(77«!^^//z'kp- the elements with adamantine stress ; Prom. IV. 396.
Which had the power all spirits of compelling, . Witch, xiv. 3.

Compels, v. tr. A. Lit. obliges, forces.

now compels thee to reply To what I ask : . . Cenci, v. iL 156.

the sway Of thy strong genius, . . . compels all

spirits to obey, Laon, IV, xv. 8.

aympels Her wretched slave to bow the knee . Q. Mab, V. 127.

B. Fig. causes.

Such magic as compels the charmed night . . Alastor, 36.

Q7OT/tf^' the stubborn glebe to yield Q. Mad, ill. in.
^Compensate, v. tr. make amends for.

Half compensate a hell of waking sorrow. . . . UnJ. Dr. 244.

^Compensation, n. (1) amends, reparation.
The a>m.pensation which thou seekest here . . Cenci, iii. i. 335.

(2) repayment of losses.

take fullest compensation Ch. ist, II. 76.

^Competing, ppl. adj. each striving for an object.

When he assigned to his a}mpeting sons . . . Prol. Hellas, 132.

*Competitiou, n. strife with another for a particular object.

I rose In mighty competition, Calderon, 11. 120.

Complain, v. intr. (1) Lit. speak discontentedly, murmur.
Always to scold, and cavil, and mmplain ? . . Faust, l. 54.
And at length when ye cofnplain Mask, XLVII. i.

(2) Fig. wail, lament.
Not so the eagle . . . doth c, ... As Albion wails Adonais, XVII. 5.

Complaining", pr. pple. lamenting, murmuring.
It is my wife complaining in her sleep : ... Cenci, III. ii. 80.

Complaint, n. A. Lit. (1) expression of injury.

So that the Pope attend to your complaint. . . I. ii. 42.

(2) lament.
And laughter where complaiitt had merrier been, Julian, 217.

B. Ftg. plaintive note.

The nightingale's complaint, Ind. Ser. II. 5.

*Compliances, n. servile assent.

Or guilty fraud, or base coTnpliances, , , . , Fr. Peo. Eng. 13.

^Complicate, v. tr. Fig. (1) render complex or involved.

Who complicate with laws the life of man, . . Cycl. 324.

(2) weave mentally.

And complicate strange webs April, 1814, 12.

^Complicating, ppl. adj. intermingling.

Until their complicating lines did steep .... Laon, I. ii. 5.
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*Conipliclt7i n. guilty association.
By thy com-pliciiy with lust and hate— .... Ld. Ch. Xll. i.

Compllineut, ». (1) expression of acknowledgment.
In compliment of your kind love and care, . . (Bdipus^ II. i, 169.
With five-pound note as compliment^ .... Peter^ vi. ii. 4.

(2) an expression of civility or approbation.
Laoctonos is fishing for a compHment^ .... CEdiptts^ II. ii. 37.

(3) expression of regard or respect.
With a brief note of compliment^ Peter^ VI. xvi. 3.

Compose, v. tr. arrange or settle.

to compose the affair by arbitration Horn. Merc. lxvi. 8.

Composition, n. arrangement, agreement.
if it were impregnable by com.position— . . . Ck. isty 11. 397.

Compound, adj. mingled.
The (impound voice of women and of men . . Ginevra^ 97.

Compounded, v. intr, agi-eed for payment, came to terms.
The next time I com,pounded ^\i\\ his uncle: . . Cenct\ I. i. 19.

Compounded, pp. excused by payment.
crimes like yours if once or twice com.pounded . i. i. 7.

Comprehend, v. tr. (1) understand.
Though no one comprehend thee may ;— . . Faust^ I. 26.

(2) include.
whom life's sphere May_ c. within its wide array. Pr.Athan. I. 56.

Comprehends, v. tr. includes.
comprehends A world of loves and hatreds

; . Q. Mab^ iv. 146.
^Compressed, pp. Fig. condensed.
Concentred and compressed so close, .... Peter, Vll. xiv. 3.

Compromise, n. settlement by concession.
th' impossibility Oi compromise^ ... . . Calderon, i. 262.

Com.rade, n. A. Lit. companion.
coTwrfff/eof the night! ... . . Horn. Merc.7i\M\\\.%.
Comrade of feasts, lxxiv. 5.
The com-rade of thy wanderings over heaven. Ode W. Wind, iv. 7.

B. Fig. said of a musical instrument,
make Thy liquid-voiced c. talk with thee,— Horn. Merc. Lxxxi. 7.

Comrades, n. companions, fellows.
and lost my servants and my cotnrades. . Calderon, I. 70.
What, ho ! assistance, comrades, haste .... Cycl. 183.
and leave behind My comrades in the cave : . 479.
And suffer not Ulysses and his comrades, . . . 607.
I will use the aid Of my own comrades— . . . 655.
And not revenged the murder of my comrades. . 704.
theiri:. just withdrew To guard some othervictim— Laon, III. x. 4.
And ever still our comrades were hewn down, vi. ix. 8.

Rallied his trembling comrades— . .... xil. xi. 7.

the dead limbs of their wmrades . .... Vis. Sea, 54.

tConcave, n. Fig. the vault of heaven.
Through the abyss of an immense concave, . . Dcemon, i. 143.
suspenaed In the black concave of heaven. . . I. 152.
Lay through the midst of an immense concave, . Q. Mad, I. 232.
Rolled through the black concave

;

I. 243.

Conceal, v. I. tr, A. Lit. hide.
the infant would conceal His troubled visage . . Alastor, 262.
Whose point . . I will conceal in fire, Cycl. 457.
B. Fig. (1) do not express or make known.

what earthquakes made it gape . . . These words c. : Epips. 319.

(2) hide from knowledge.
Ah ! why do darkening shades conceal'Xh^ hour, St. Ir. (4) v. 1.

wlio would cowcaa/ from us Only their scorn of all

concealment : Witch, lxv. 4.

II. intr. Fig. hide from knowledge.
How to excuse or to conceal. Cenci, iii. i. 378.
Time cannot dare C(?7zrtfa/. Ode Lid. XIU. 15.

Concealed, v. ir. A. Lit. hid.
And, as she willed, . . . C. him from his spouse . Horn. Venus, 39.
a hermit's vest ConcealedVxs face; Laon, xi. xiv. 3.
Tho' the veil of daylight concealed Yatr. from her. Sensit. PL 11. 20.

B. Fig.
And the black south wind It Q7«fi?a/erf behind . Arethusa, II. 8.

Concealed, pp. A. Lit. hidden.
a human heart Concealed beneath his robe ; . D<xm^n, i. 276.
His horns were concealed by a Bras Ckapeau, . Devil, II. 3.

B. Fig.
half c. In darkness of his own exceeding light, . Adon. Cane. 29.
How c, how persuasive, self-interest's breath, . Death, Dial. 33.

Concealing, pr, pple. hiding.
sometimes on high concealing Its lessening orbs, Laon, i. x, 3.

Concealing in the dust his visage wan, .... V. xxix. 8.

Allbutherdearestselffrommyregardco«£»a/z'«^. xi. iv. 9.

Concealiugf, vbl, n. the act of concealment.
As that which mocks concealing-^ Mary who died, 1. 7.

Concealment, n. the act of hiding.
conceal from us Only their scorn of all concealment: Witch, LXV. 5.

Conceals, v. tr. Fig. (1) keeps in obscurity.
and whatsoe'er . . . Dark ^Ethiopia in her desert

hills Conceals Alastor, 116.
conceals the . . . of heaven Which gave it birth, . Prol. Hellas, 12.

(2) hides from perception.
Look on such pangs as terror ill conceals, . . Cenci, I. i. 1 10.

^Concede, v. tr. grant.
would cowcffc/fi the chalice Which but one living man Alastor, 6j6.
So ye concede one easy boon Laon, xi. xxi. 8.

Conceit, n. self-confidence.

he Is far above us all in his conceit: Faust, 11. 340.

Conceive, v. I. tr. Fig. (1) have in mind.
To touch such mischief as I now conceive: . . Cenci, 11. i. 125.

(2) imagine.
you may Conceive such half conjectures . . . III. 1. 3.^0.

Whose forms their mighty spirits could conceive Laon, ix.xxviii.8.

What sense can neither feel, nor thought conceive; ix. xxxiii. 2.

to less Than ye conceive of power, XI. xvi. 4,

(3) understand.
Who fitly shall conceive thy reasoning .... Dante Conv. 53.

II. intr. think, form ideas.

We feel, conceive or reason, laugh or weep ; . , Mutability^ 11.

Conceived, v. tr. Fig. (1) thought of, imagined.
But singing, he conceived z.^o\^ex plan. . . Horn. Merc. x. 8.

While he conceived another piece of fun, . . . Lxxxvii.6.

(2) supposed, thought.
Conceived that it became them to advise . . (Edipus^ II. i. 47.

Conceived, pp. Fig. (1) originated.
Conceived in darkness, born in blood, .... Hellas, 850.
A ghastly brood ; cowr^iz/^isf of Lethe'ssullen water. Laon, x. xvii. 9.

(2) imagined.
and worse have been conceived Cenci, ill. 1. 53,
Like what may be conceived of this vast dome, . Laon, i. 1. i.

(3) thought out.
And having soon cone, the mystery Of fire, Horn. Merc, xvill. 2.

^Concentred, pp. fixed on one pomt.
hisdulcesswas C(?«flp«/r«/and compressed so close, Peter.yw.iiw.T,.

Conception, n. Fig. (1) idea.
his workmanship Is stamped with one conception. Calderon, I. 180.

(2) thought, imagination.
Dull—beyond aU conception— AxiA Peter, Vll. xi, 5.

Conceptions, n. Fig. ideas, imaginings.
thus felt the sway Of my conceptions, . . . Laon, II. xxxi. a.

Concerning, pr. pple. relating to.

Concerning God, freewill and destiny : . . Julian, 42.

fConcert, n. united action.
In concert with my wailing fellow-seamen . . . Cycl. 420.

*Concession, n. agreement to a demand.
And then extort concession Cenci^ iv. i. 171.

Conclave, n. Fig. (1) assembly of councillors.
It needed all my interest in the conclave . . I. i. 4.

(2) assemblage.
A horrid conclave . . Calderon, li. 69.

Conclaves, n. Fig. councils.
Kingly conclaves stern and cold, Prom. i. 530.

Conclusion, n. deduction.
'Tis a conclusion Most arithmetical : . . Ch. 1st, 11. 277.

Concord, n. harmony.
And love and concord hast thou swept away, M. N. Post. Fr. 65.

tConcordant, adj\ in harmony.
Concordant with the life-strings of the soul ; . Q. Mab, viii. 20.

^Concourse, n, people gathered together.
Startling the concourse of mankind.— .... Laon, x. xvi. 4.

Condemn, v. tr. censure, find fault with.
That you condemn these verses I have written, Witch, Ded. I. 3.

Condemned,/^, doomed, sentenced.
Or be condemned \.Q death for some offence, Cenci, II. i. 139.
condemned to hea.rScora, Z-atwz, 11. xliii. 4.

^Condensed, //. concentrated.
in the deep night My being was condensed; . . Prom. II. i. 86.

"'Condensing', pr. pple. being resolved into ice.

The mountain mists, condensing at our voice . 11. i. 58.
Condition, n. agreement or understanding.
Under this condition then Calderon, I. 259.

Conduct, V. I. tr, A. Lit. lead or attend.
Appointed to conduct him to the light . . . Alastor, 331.
Bernardo, conduct you the Lord Legate . . Cenci, iv. iv. 20.
Conduct these culprits each to separate cells; v. ii. 191.

II. i^tr. B. Fig. afford a way or path.
Ci?«(/«c^ to thy mysterious paradise, Alastor, 212.
Conduct, Sleep, to thy delightful realms? 219.

Conduct, n. behaviour, mode of action.
How incorrect his public conduct is, . . . Fr. Satire, 47.

*Conductin8f,/n ///(?. guiding.
Beside a helm conducting it, Prom. ll. v. 76.

*Cone, n. Fig. (1) a seed-pod of conical form.
And a light spear topped with a cypress cone, Adonais, xxxill. 3.

(2J a pointed flame.
The cloud which rested on that cone of flame . . Laon, I. Ivii. i.

(3) projected shadow.
Into the dreary cone of our life's shade ; ... Epips. 228.

(4) referring to the shape of George iV's head as
represented in the caricatures of the day.

Sustain the cone of my untroubled brain, . . . CEdipus, I. 9.

(5), the vault of heaven.
stars that gem The cone of night, Triumph, 23.

*Cones, n. A. Lit. certain mechanical appliances.
Great screws, and cones, and wheels, .... Gisb. 52.
With cones and parallelograms and curves 313.



CONES—CONQTTERED.

B. Fig. conical forms.
Cleave with their dark green cones the silent skies, Rosal. 1247.

^Confectioner, n. a maker of sweetmeats.
who was to be accused by the confectioner . Ch, \st^ 11. 391.

Conference, n. A. Lit. a meeting for discussion.
Fit for the matter of their conference ... . Hellas^ 183.

B. Fig. mental discussion.
kept mate conference With his still soul. . Alasior^ 223.

Conferred, v. tr. bestowed.
Conferred iSiva office on a wretch, , . . . Cenci^ III. i. 308.

Confers, v. tr. bestows.
A gentle heart enjoys what it confers^ .... Ch. ist, II. 6.

Confess, v. I. tr. (1) recognize.
All mortal thoughts confess a common home : . Laon^ viil. xix. 2,

AU things confess his strength. . . . Prom. iv. 412.

(2) allow, acknowledge.
And must confess th' impossibility . . ... Calderon^ I. 261.
And yet, confess the trutn, Cenci^ v. i. 28.

Confess 'tis fear disguised From its own shame . V. i. 3a
Confess that you did poison Your little nephew ; V. ii. 49.
Yet you would say, I confess any thing : ... v. ii. 56.

C3) make confession of.

What does he co«/%jj.^ IV. iv. 87.
What was there to confess? ... . . V. iii. 21.

(4) confide, open.
I did mnfess to you my secret mind. ... . i. ii. 7.

II. intr. make avowal of crime or sin.

O, spare ! I will confess. . . V. ii. 12.

Unbmd him not Till he confess. . . . v. ii. 164.
Confess^ or I will warp Your limbs . . . v. iii. 60.

HI. rejl. make confession to a priest.

Let him confess himself! . . .... iv. \. 34.

Confessed, v. tr. recognized, acknowledged.
Nor time's dread victor, death, confess'd^ . . Love, 7.

Confessed, pp. made avowal of crime.
They have confessed; Cenci^ V. iii. 20.
She is convicted, but has not confessed, .... v. iii. 90.
Have I confessed? .... . .... v. iii. 96.

Confession, n. (1) confession of sin to a priest.

And yet to die without confession I . ... iv. ii. 12.

(2) acknowledgment, admission.
I have three Even by my own confession / , . . St. Epips. 79.

^Confidant, n. bosom friend, close intimate.
And confidant of the all-knowing one. . . Q. Mdb^ vii. 104.

^Confide, v. intr. (1") have trust or confidence
Yet confide. Until pure health-drops, VI. 51.

(2) with in, rely upon, put confidence in.

So do I confide In thy just favour, . . .

'

. Calderon, III. 184.
Who dare confide in right or a just claim ? . . Fatist, 11. 27^,
Again you say, confide in me, . . . . M.N. Meloky^ 42.

Confidence, n. (1) trust, assurance.
Such is my cxmfidence Calderon, I. 273.
Of death and judgement with strange confidence Cenci^ iv. ii. 9,
and she reposmg With confidence CEdipus, ll. i. 161.
millions, butchered in sw&et confidence ... Q. Mab, VI. 114.
And with undoubted confidence disclosed . . , ' ix. 82.
Woman and man, in wnfidence and love, . . ix. 8g.

(2) acknowledgment, confession.
and with her It made its childish confidence, . Prom. III. iv. 20.

Confident, adj. self-reliant, bold.
A confident phalanx, which the foes ... . Loon vi. xiii. 9.

Confined, pp. (1) restrained, kept within bounds.
The vapourous exultation not to be confined! . Prom. iv. 321
did break With beams that might not be confined. Rosal. 1159.

'

Not to be checked and not to be confined, . . . Witch ^v^.2.
(2) with /i7, restricted or debarred from.

Tasting all blossoms, and «j«;f«^i/ to none, . . LXVIII. 6.

Confines, v. tr. restricts.

confines The struggling nature of his human heart, Q. Mab, v. 106.
Confirm, v. tr. (1) establish.

Might, as he judged, confirm his failing sway. . Laon, ix, xiii. 6.
(Yet so as it may seem we but confirm, it,) . . . <Edipusl\. 385.
(2) strengthen.

to mnfirtn The very chains that bind him . . . Q. Mab v. 130.

Confirmed,^, established, made more sure.

Of linked and gradual being has confirmed? . . Damon, 11, 278.

, » , .. ^ M 1. ^ n„ >i ,
• Q' ^ab, IX. 181'.

the bonds Of safety were confirmed hy v/oray oaths vi. 116.

^Confirming, pr. pple. strengthening.
Confirming^ unnatural impulses, Vll. 227.

Confirms, v. tr. establishes.
Nature confirms the faith his death-groan sealed : vil. 14.

IfConfiscation, n. forfeiture of goods.
To death, imprisonment, and confiscation, . . . Ch. ist, li. 231.

Confiscations, n. pi. of Confiscation.
Fines and confiscations. And a forced loan . . 11. 285.
If gibbets, axes, confiscations, chains Fr. Satire, 1.

Conflict, «. K. Lit. (1) battle, contest of arms.
a sound of sweeping «7«/ft£/ spread, . . . . Z-atw, v, vi. ^.

(2) war of the elements.
The midnight mnflict of the wintry storm,

B. Fig. a struggle of thought or principli

Such is this conflict—^\itxi mankind doth strive

Conflicting*, pr. pple. A. Lit. fighting-

And saw two hosts a)nfiicting in the air, . .

B. Fig. contending.
behind. Terror and Time conflicting drove,

Conflicting, ppl. adj. Fig. contending.
Amid the darkness i:^ amflicting storvas.

Q. Mab^ VII. 263.

Laon^ I. xxxiii. i.

Hellas, 608.

Laon, II. vi. 8.

Ch. \st, I.

,

Amid the darkness of ^x?«;«cfz«^ storms, . . . Ch. \st^ I. 51.

But the unborn hour. Cradled in fear and hope, c. stonns, Hellas, 71^$.

Mutinous passions, and convicting fears, . . . S84.
The torturmg and conflicting throngs within, . . Prom. i. 493.

Confound, v. tr. A. Lit. mingle.
whirlwind, whosefierce blasts thewavesand clouds<?.,Z,a<7«,iV.xxvii. 5.
B. Fig. terrify, B.Taaz&.

A deed which shall confound both night and day ? Cenci^ ll. \. 183.

Confounded, v. tr. mixed or fused together.
Was it one moment thatconfound, thus All thought, Laon,\l. xxxv. i.

Confounded, pp. confused together.
heaven and hell Conf burst in ruin o*er the world : Deemon, I. 262.

Confounding, pr. pple, upsetting.

Confounding the schemes of the wisest, . . . (Edipus, il. ii. 47.
Confronted, pp. brought face to face.

All present; 2di confronted; . ... . Cenci, IV. iv. 173.

Confused, pp. (1) fused together.
CiTK^jff/ in passion^s golden purity, . . . Epips. ^"ji.

(2) mixed or jumbled together.
And all best things are thus confused to ill. . Prom. I. 628.

t Confusedly, adv. (1) irregularly, in a disorderly way.
-appear to whirl about Confusedly. Cycl. 587.

(2) indiscriminately.
babes, and men, slaughtered confusedly, . . . Laon^ vj. xlvi. 9.

*Confosing, pr. pple. rendering indistinct.*

amfusing %^xss& Amid the gliding waves . . . Triumph, 341.
Confusion, ». A. Lit. (1) of persons, disorder, tumult.
confusion^ then despair Descends like night— . iMon, V. vii. 5.

(2) of the elements.
waves on waves tumultuous heap C to the clouds, Q. Mab^ vi. 166.

B, Fig. perplexity, disorder.
'Mid the misery and confusion . . . . . Peter, 11. x. 2.

German soldiers—camps

—

confusion— .... iii. vi. 3.
Suddenly fierce confusion fell from heaven . Prom. i. 652.'

Confusions, n. interminglings.
confusions strange Ofgood and ill ; . . . Cend, III. i. 52.

^Congenial, adj. sympathetic.
Congenial -axvoAs, will seek their kindred soul, . M. N. Ravail^ 42.

:|:Congratulate, v. tr. felicitate.

Especially if you amgraiulate him Paust, 11. 349.
:tCongregate, v. intr. gather together.
Or the caresses of his sated \\istThsy congregate

:

— Laon^ rv. xx.5.
Congregated, ppl. adj. A. Lit. assembled, gathered.
So on those strange and congregated hosts . . x. xvii. 3.
Ye amgregated -powcTs of heaven, Pront. III. i. i.

B. Fig. concentred.
like a bridge oi congregated W^tmng . . . Ch. ij/, 11. 422.
Vaulted with all ^y congregated xsiight . Ode IV. Wind, 11. 12.

Congregates, v. tr. brings together.
the north wind congregates . . . The floating mountains Summer^ 3.

Congregation, n. A. Lit. assembly.
And the clear congregation of the Gods. . . . Cyd. 588.
B. Fig. an assemblage.

thoughts. . .Amightyc(7«^r»j$'fl/., which were strong Lcton^ II.xxx.3.
*CongTegator, n. assembler, bringer-togeUier.
The sister-pest, «7«jfrff^a/or of slaves ; .... Ode Lib. UI. 11.

*Conic sections, «. phr. a geometrical study.
Where conic sections, spherics, logarithms, . . , Gisb. 94.

't'Conjecture, v. tr, surmise, think of.

you conjecture things too horrible To speak, . . Cenci, III. i. 383.
what my nature Sickens to amjecture . . . iv. iv. 91.

Conjectures, n. surmises, notions.
you may Conceive such hali conjectures .... m. i. 350.

*Gonjecturing, pr. pple. trying to think.
I'm amjecturing How to make Heniy understand

; Gisb. :oi.

^Conjugal, n. matrimonial.
The very name of wife had a)*i/«^a/ rights; . . (Edipus \.2^.

^Connection, n. relationship by marriage.
A high connection, Purganax. . . j jqc^

^Connexion, n. association.
The bitter fruit ofhis connexion with The schismatics. Ch. ist^ lu. 56.

Conquer, v. tr. Fig. (1) supersede, overcome.
Until the night shall a7»^u«r it. . . .... Calderon 1.83.
(2) overcome, abolish.

O, conquer what you cannot satiate
; Reviauer 8.

ConcLuered, v. tr. Fig. overcame.
'

And life, . . . Conquered that heart by love, . . Triumph 258.
ConcLUered, pp. A. Lit. vanquished.

'

Conquerors have a)«y«tfrff(/their foes alone, . Ode, Arise 26.
B. Fig. overcome.

'

We are assured Much may be conquered, , . fuUan^ 183.



CONQUERED—CONSORT.

Conquered, adj. ahsoL the person vanquished.
The conqueror and the conquered! . ... Hellas^ 120.
The conqueror and the conquered^ Prom. III. i. 78.
And o'er the conqueror and the conquered drziv/s Q. Mab^ iv. 47.

Concinerinsf, ppl. adj. (1) victorious.

Or like the banner of a conquering host, . . (Edipus, 11. i. 99.
with hardened feet, their amquering troops . . Q. Mab^ Vli. 118.

(2) all subduing.
the conquering- Fiend did own.— . ... Laon^ I. xxviii. 9.

(3) reducing, mastering.
And conquering penance of the mutinous flesh, . Hellas^ 156.

Conqneror, n. A. Lit. (1) a victorious commander.
The vultures to the conqueror's banner true . Adonais, xxvill. 3.

A savage conqueror stained in kindred blood, . Dcemon^ II. 85.

n n 11 n ,, >, Q- Mab^ VIII. 78.
The conqueror and the conquered I Hellas^ 120.

Like a conqueror., swift and proud, . . . . Front. I. 711.

Or thawed the cold heart of a conqueror. . . . Q. Mab^ I. 36.
And o'er the conqueror and the conquered draws IV. 47.
Look to thyself, priest, conqueror^ or prince I . iv. 237.
Even like a heartless conqueror of the earth, . . VII. 113.
to greet some conquerors advance . . "Triumph^ 112.

(3) a victor over another.
The conqueror and the conquered, Prom. in. \. 78.
He fell, thousayest, beneath \^\s conqueror^slxG^tmi ill. ii. i.

E. Fig. of mental or intellectual strife. (1) a victor, a
master.

which of the two Will remain conqueror? . . Calderon^ i. 188.

A Promethean conqueror came

;

. Hellas^ 212.

(2) of time.
Even Time, the conqueror^ fled thee in his fear; . Q. Mab, ix. 23.
Whither the conqueror hurries me, . . i^riumpk. 304.

(3) of life

in the battle Life and they did wage, She remained c. 240.

Conqnerors, «. pi. of Conqueror. A. Lit. (IV
Tremble, ye conquerors., at whose fell command . Death Vanq. 42.
Kings turn pale, and Conquerors start, .... Devil, xxvil. 2.

And ye, weak conquerors/ giants who look pale Hellas, 425.
thus bound, The mnquerors pause, ... . Loon, iv. xxvil, 8.

and the conquerors Iz-XL^^d In pride VI. xi. 8.

conquerors and impostors false and bold, . . . viil.xvii. 8.

Conquerors have contjuered their foes alone, . . Ode^ Arise, 26.

Of those who were their conquerors: . . Prom. in. iv. 172.
Monarchs and conquerors there ... . Q. Mob, II. 121.

tame Their spirits to the conquerors— . . . Triumph, 129.

whom from the flock of conquerors . . 264.
Conquers, v. tr. Fig. overcomes.
Darting the beam that conquers cares . Eyes, 11.

Conquest. A. Lit. of war, victory.
Repulse, with plumes from conquest torn, . . Hellas^ 988.

B. Fig. of moral strife.

When Freedom is riding to conguesihy x . . Ode, Arise, 16.

From the conquest but One could foil Prom. IV. 34.
And Conquest is dragged captive through the deep : iv. 556.
an earthly soul Fears to attempt the conquest. . Q. Mab, li. 96.

*Conquest-brauded, comp. adj. humiliated by conquest.
With thy Ci3«^«tfj/-5rfl«£fei3? brow Eug. Hills, 122.

Conscience, n. (1) an involuntary monitor.
I shall be well content if on my conscience . Cenci, I. ii. 80.
the very conscience Which ye would sell IV. iii. 26.
I will make my Fool my conscience. . . Ch. ist, II. 438.

kas the keeper of your sacred conscience, . CBdiptis, I. 410.
nd conscience, that undying serpent, . . . Q. Mab, III. 6i.

the pangs Of outraged «a7»j«"-g«i:»; V. 198.
But conscience in low^ noiseless whispering spoke. St. Ir. (i) iii. 5.

(2) as a personification.
that thought Shall fee the zxicwsex conscience. . Cenci, 11. ii. 120.

Conscience / Oh, thou most insolent of lies ! . . IV. i. 177.
cheering the hounds Of conscience to their prey ! . v. i. 9.
Then conscience is a fool.

—

Ch. \st, 11. 439.
could wake the slumbering hounds Of Conscience, Fr. Satire., 18.

When Conscience lulls her sated snake, . . Hellas, 29.
And Conscience feeds them with despair. . . . 732.

^Conscience-stricken, comp. adj. self-accusing.
Ye conscience-stricken cravens Cenci, IV. ii. 39.

Consciences, n. pi. of Conscience (1).
In the unfaihng fl!?wj«is«(:^j of men Q. Mab, \. I'jo.

*Conscious, adj. (1) sensitive, alive to impressions.
I may speak Alike to you and my own c. heart— Cenci, I. i. 73.
become ... to her own conscious self IV. i. 87.
When those soft eyes of scarcely cx>nscious thought, Laon, 11. xxii. 6.

(2) aware, sensible of a thing.
the world Is a)«j«l?Mj of a change C<s?z«', IV. iii. 40.
when none else is conscious, but myself, . . . V. i. 95,

(3) in possession of her faculties.

She scarce felt conscious,— Ginevra, 18.

(41 alive to the pleasure of existence.
Let us become . . . Conscious, inseparable, one. . Epips. 540.

^Consciously, adv. knowingly, wilfully.
I consciously have injured, but still loved . . . Alastor, 14.

^Consciousness, n. sensitive knowledge.
the consciousness Of what is yet unexpiated. . . Cenci, III. i- 150.

Even from thine own strong consciousness, . . IV. iv. 38,
The consciousness of good, Q. Mab, V. 223.

The light sand which paves it, consciousness . Sensit. Fl. i. 105.

Consecrate, v. tr. Fig. (1) devote, dedicate.

The parents of the Song I consecrate to thee. . , L.aon, Ded. IX. 9.

(2) make sacred.

Spirit of Beauty, that dost c. With thine own hues Int. Beauty, II. i.

to consecrate Those false opinions Fr. Athan. I. 36.

CoTiBeoT3.tef pp. poet, form, made sacred.

Songs consecrate to truth and liberty,— .... Wordsworth, 12.

Consecrates, v. tr. Fig. (1) makes holy or sacred.

which the sacred past In truth or fable consecrates, Alastor, 74.

(2) devotes, dedicates.

It consecrates to thine Q. Mab, Ded. 16.

*Consecration, n. setting apart as holy.
the consecration Of a proud temple . . . Calderon, \. 7.

Consent, v. intr. agree.

If you consent to yield his Holiness Cenci, I. i. z.

Consent, n. (1) concurrence of agreement.
With one consent to Heaven cry . . . . Calderon, iii. 32.

r2) acquiescence.
Which by its own consent . . Cenci, IV. i. 11.

let her understand Her coming is consent: I v. i. 102.

Consenting*, pr. pple. agreeing.
Reluctant, or consenting, or astonished, . . . Frol. Hellas, 45.

Consenting, ppl. adj. willing.
Both Earth and Heaven, consenting arbiters, . Cenci, iv. iv. 24.

*Consentaneous, adj. harmonious.
the flame Of consentaneous love inspires all life : DcBmon, 11. 53.

„ „ „ „ ,, ,, Q. Mab, VIII. 108.

Consented, pp. agreed.
That then thou hast consented to his death. . Cenci, III. i. 386.

Consequence, n. (1) result.

destroying The consequence of what it cannot cure. III. i. 91.
All refuge, all revenge, all consequence, . v. iii. 82.

Mark the a)«.sfy«f«£:e of warming . . . Ch. ist, II. 215.

(2) the effects resulting.

Consequence, to me, Is as the wind . Cenci, iv. iv. 50.

(3) deduction or conclusion.
Nay, the consequence Is clear :

—

Calderon, i. 43.
How can I impugn So clear a consequence? . . l. 201.

(4) as a personification.
The viewless and invisible Consequence . . Fr. Conseq. 1 .

Consider, v. I. tr. think over.
Consider the ambi^ous responses . . Calderon, i. 138.
coKJiV&r That glonous fabric man,

—

1. 178.
While I consiiUr all your words and looks, . Cenci, v. i. 47.
I bid thee weep—fo««'«&rwhat I say, . . . Cycl. -j 10.

consider your own thought, .... ... £xion., xi. xvi. 6.

II. intr. reflect, think.
Consider Tify<N, Is it a dream of which I speak to thee? Cycl. 10.

Only {insider that to-night this mountain . . . Faust, II. 36.
*Con5ideral)l7, adv. satir. in no small degree.
he became Considerably uninviting . , . Peter, iv. iv. 3.

Consideration, n. thinking.
With close awjz'rfcra/zVwz of such trifles. . . Faust, 11.377.
Q^t\tM^zit^T\QTi^ consideration,— . . . . Hom.Merc.:&yii.2.

Considered, v. tr. esteemed, valued.
Cons, him as you and I Think of some rotten tree, Peter, IV. xx. 2

.

Considered, //>. (11 esteemed, looked upon.
Otherwise. h& considered as -no God.\ Cyc/. 342.
To be cons, as the lord of those Who swindle, Ho?n. Merc. XLIX. 2.

(2) reckoned.
Is not to be considered as a step Faust, II. 344.

Considering*, pr. pple. thinking over, meditating on.
whilst I stand considering what I have to say . Cenci, V. iii. 16.
with considering all the wretched life . . v. iii. 70.
Considering and retouching Peter Bell ; ... Witch, Ded. IV. 2.

Considers, v. tr, thinks over.
Pleasant if one considers it, Sensit. PL iv. 14.

Consi^ned^ ?;. tr. committed, delivered over.
the sorrow which consigned Its charge to each ; . Adonais, Li. 2.

Consigned,//, sent, assigned.
but he who comes txinsigned By voice and wings Horn. Merc. xcil. 6.

Consist, V. intr. agree or accord with.
little consist^xih. making it a daily mart . . Cenci, I. i. 11.

*Consistent, adj. Fig. congruous.
coTtsistent ^N\i}a. The passions of humanity? . . Calderon, 1. 124,

Consists, V. intr. Fig. (1) is centred in.

My defence Consists in God. . . . ill. 134.

(2) depends on.
They think their strength cons, in eating beef,— . CEdipus, I. 145.

Consolation, n. comfort, cheer.
The consolation that he wanted not, ... . Ginevra, I'jj.

glorious consolation find In others' joy, . Fr. Athan. i. 24.

This was their consolation ; .... . I. iii.

^Console, v. tr. comfort, cheer.

That piteous thought which did my life console/ . Dante Conv. 31.

Earth can console. Heaven can torment no more. Front. I. 820.

^Consoled, //. comforted.

Thou wilt not be consoled— . . . . Death (2) II. 2.

tConsort, c. adj. attr. a wife.

A Consort Queen shall hunt a King with hogs, (Edipus, I. 115.



COWSPICTTOXTS—CONTEMPLATING.

^CoxLspicuoTis, adj. clearly visible by all.

placed on a conspicuous throne of thonis, . . . Q. Mab^ III. 89.

Couspixacy, n. (1) as a personification.
vigilant Fear, And open-eyed Conspiracy . . . Ck. \st^ I. 28.

(2) a league.
entered into a conspiracy to abandon you, . . . II. 382.

Conspirators, n, persons combined illegally.

those dark conspirators He called : Laon^ X. vii. 6.

Conspire, v. intr. Fig. act together, plot.
that (a^wj^zVe Against the spirit of life .... CA. u/, II. 150.

for Heaven and Earth conspire to foil .... Wztch^ Ded. IV. 7.

4:Conspirin^, pr. pple.. plotting together.
You were not here conspiring? Cenci^ II. i. 137.

Constables, n. peace officers.

White boys and orange boys, and constableSy . . (Edipus, II. i. 177.

Constancy, n. fidelity, unchangeableness.
Of passion and of constancy Calderon^ III. 48.
That finds no object worth its Constancy ? . . . Moon^ I. 6.,

Constant, adj. faithful.

be constant to the love Thou bearest us ; ... Cenci. V. iv. 146.
But I to them, and to myself, remain Constant

:

— Hellas^ 392,

*Constantia, n. a nanae said to have indicated Jane Clairmont.
Perchance were death indeed !

—

Constantia, turn ! Con. Sing. I. 2.

I have no life, Constantia^ now, but thee, . . . rv. i.

:{:Constantine, n. emperor of Rome, b. 272, d. 337.
the heirs Of Cesar's crime, from him to Const.; . Triumph^ 284.

^Constellated, ppl. adj. (1) clustered in constellations.

Constellated Suns unshaken Ode toHeaven^ 50.

(2) decked with clusters of stars.

Beyond Heaven's constellated wilderness : . . . Prom. IV. 532.

(3) Fig. dotted about like star-clusters.

The constellated flower that never sets ; . . . . Qitestiony II. 3.

:{:Constellations, n. A. Lit. groups of stars.

Or constellations quenched in murkiest cloud, . Cenci, II. i. 191.
Radiant with million constellations^ . . . Dcsnton^ i. 144.

,, „ ,, „ ,, Q- Mab^ I. 233.
The thronging cottstellations rush in crowds, . . iMon^ I. xlix. 8.

and ye mute Constellations . V. Song^ 6. 2.

all the constellaiions of the sky Pr. Atkan. Ii. li. 29.
The populous amstellations call that light . . . Prom. in. iv. 8.

All suns and constellations shower IV. 440,
ascended up to heaven, Blotting the constellations; Q. Mab^ VI. 113.

She saw the constellations reel and dance . . . Wiich^ xxviii. 5.

With the Antarctic constellations paven, . . , XLVIII. 3.

B. Fig.
A cresset shaken from the constellations. . . . Prol. Hellas^ 201.

^Consternation, n. a shock of terror and surprise.

May death and damnation, And consternation^ . Peter^ VI. xxxvii. 2.

't'Constitution, n. a political organization.
The glorious constitution of these styes Subsists, CEdipus^ II. i- 3.

The glorious constitution of the Pigs ! .... II. ii. 33.

Constrained, pp. limited by force.

true love never yet Was thus arnstrained: . . Epips. 398.

Constraint, n. forcible limitation.

Of dull constraint and bitter heaviness,— . . . Ld. Ch. ix. 2.

Consult, v. intr. take counsel together.
now they consult Before they come to tax us . . Cenci^ IV. iv. 32.

XConsnltin^, pr. pple. taking counsel together.
were consultingon the manner of her death. . . Ck. 1st, 11. 441.

Consume, if. I. Ir. A. Lit. destroy.
That ere fate consume the Pole, Devil, xxx. 2.

and did That decaying robe consume W. Shel. (3) I. 3.

(2) devour.
Those who cons, these fruits thro' thee growfat, . (Bdipus^ II. ii. 11.

B. Fig. (1) utilize.

I would consume what still Lives of the dying- day, Calderon, 1. 10.

(2) waste mentally.
fear and grief Convulse us and c. us day by day, Adonais, xxxix. 8.

The spark which must consume them ; . . . . LMon^ II. xlvi. 6.

Hope, love, doubt, desire, which c. him for ever. . ProTn. I. 545.

(3) spend, exhaust.
Consume their spirit's oil ? Peter, VI. viii. 5.

II. intr. Lit. destroy.

to consume and overwhelm, And reign in ruin. . Hellas., 280.

Consumed, v. tr. Fig. wasted.
Life, and the lustre that consumed it, .... Alastor^ 252.

that secretly consumed His feeble frame, , . . Dmnion, II, 157.

and so love consumed them.— Pan, Echo, 6.

That still cc?MMOT5(/ thy being ^. ^a*, VI. 130.

Consumed, pp. A. Lit. burned.

Of her dead husband, half consumed^ .... Rosal. 508.

B. Fig, (1) melted, fused.

]Be as a sword consumed before the sheath . . Adonais, xx. 7.

(2) worn mentally, wasted.
every spark Of that which has a)nsumed me— . Julian, 505.

(3) absorbed.
The boundless ocean like a drop ofdew Will bec— Witch, XXIII. 7.

To be consufned -within the purest glow . . . Woodtnanf 27.

(4) with awajf, destroyed or dissipated.

you may Diminish till it is consumed away ; . . Epips. 179.

%y her sun consumed away, Eug. Htlls, 162.

Consumes, v. tr. Fig. destroys, wastes.
and hug The scorpion that consumes him ? , , Q. Mob, III. 88.

Consum-ing", /?-. ^//^. ^if]^. (1) dissipating.

Consuming the last clouds of cold mortality. . Adonais, LIV. 9.
Are consuming in sunrise. Vis. Sea, 128.

(2) destroying.
and Change . . . Convulsing and consuming^ , Prol. Hellas, 150.

Consuming 2Si its forms of living death. . . . 215.

Consuming, ppl, adj. A. Lit, burning.
the consuming flames had wrapt ye round, . . Laon, Xll. xxv. i.

B. Fig. (1) destroying.
From which am^utning ^oxsoixi may be drained Faust, II. 305.

(2) wasting, exhausting.

Quench the consurning fire in which I bum, . Calderon, III. 181.

I am dissolved in these consum-ing ecstasies. . . Con. Sing. Iii. 1 1.

By our «wjmwzzm^ transports : Hellas^ 507.

Consummation, n. fulfilment.

Thou consummation of all mortal hope ! . . . Damon, II. 4,

„ ,, „ ,, „ ... Q.Mab, IX. 4.
Destruction must accomplish Her consummation ? Hellas, 902.
Oh consummation of the fondest hope . . . Mother^ Son, V. 8.

*Contadino, n. an Italian peasant.
Afar the Contadino's song is beard, Gisb. 286.

Contagion, n. A. Lit. communication of disease.

yet contagion there, Bliehtinff his being; .... Dcemon. ii- 129,

„ „ ;, „ » . - . Q.Mablvwi.im.
Sought, ... to shed Contagion on the sound ; . L,aon, x. xxii. 7.

B. Fig, (1) moral pestilence.

And whose wings rain conia^on;— . . . Adonais, xxvill. 5.

From the contagion of the world s slow stain • XL. 5.

till his soul See the contagion's spots . . . foul ; . Fr. Satire, 28.

With the contagion of a mother's hate . . - Prom. I. ij8.

The voice which is contagion to the world. . . . II. lii. 10.

(2) sympathetic communication.
but felt around A wide contagion poured— . . JJion, IX. iv. 8.

Tempers its own contagion to the vein . . Triumph, 277.

Contagious, adj. Fig. spreading or communicating.
Scattering contagious fire into the sky, , . Ode Lib. I. ^
A wide contagious atmosphere, Peter, Vll. xvii. 3.

Contain, v, I. tr. A. Lit, of material things, hold.

as much As would contain ten amphorae, . . . Cycl. 382.

B. Fig. of immaterial things, comprehend.
Quite unaware of what thou dost contain, . . . Dante Conv, 57.

and lost all that it did c»«te2« Of greatness, . . Triurnph, 21S.

let the profaneTremble to ask what secrets they c, IVitchj Xix. 8.

II. reflex, restrain.

I scarce coTz/aiw myself

!

Calderon,\\\.\^.

Contained, pp. Fig. (1) included, comprehended.
Mistake me not ! All is contained in each. , . Hellas, 792.

(2) restrained, kept in.

Of triumph not to be contained? .... . Laon, XI. xii. ,£.

Neither to be contained^ delayed, nor hidden, . Zucca, IV. 2.

Containing, pr. pple. possessing, comprehending.
And every form containing x}ae&, Int. Beauty, Vll. lo.

Contains, v, tr. A. Lit, of material things, holds.

Old man, this skin contains it, Cycl. 138.

An hairyjgoats-skin contains the whole. . . 348.

"B. Fig. (1) of material things.

what wandering cloud Contains thy waters, . Alastor, 511.

(2) possesses, comprises.
nor was there aught The world contains, . . . Lift not, 10.

all that the wide world contains Are but , , . Q. Mab, VI. 214.

And all that it contains, contains not thee, . '. Zucc^, III. 5.

(3) of immaterial things, includes, comprehends.
Who made all That it contains? . . . Prom, II. iv. 10.

Contains at once the evil and the cure ; . . Q, Mab, ill. 81.

n • . . • VI. 32.

Yet every heart contains perfection's germ : . . V. 147.

One scale contains the sum of human weal, v. 236.

The exterminable spirit it amtains , ... VII. 23.

Contaminated, ppl. adj. polluted.

Circling thro' these contaminated veins, . . . Cend, III. i. 96.

*Contaminating, ///. adj. polluting.

A clinging, black, contaminating vaist . . . ill. i. 17.

Contenui, v. tr. scorn, despise.

To smile in triumph, to contemn the rest ; . . . M. N. Ravail, 54.

:|;Contemplate, v. tr. look upon.
Methinks I grow like what I contemplate, . , Prom. I. 450.

^Contemplated, v, tr. meditate on.

Till his mind grew like that it txntemplated. . Marenghi, xxiil. 6.

^Contemplates, v. tr, (1) meditates on.

the brain that contemplates, . . . One object, . . Epips. 170.

The mind becomes that which it contemplates, Pr. Athan. II. i. 15.

creates From its own wreck the thing it contemp. Prom. rv. 574.

(2) thinks over.

contemplates Its well-spent pilgrimage on earth, Q, Mab, III. 167.

*Contemplatest, v, tr. meditatest on.

Thou art as God, whom thou contemplatest, . , Hellas, 761.

^Contemplating, pr. pple. viewing, observing.

con. The mighty multitude of fresh Mav blooms Matilda, 35.
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Contemplation, n. meditation, consideration.
Deep conientpiation. and unwearied study, . . Hellas., 157.
From which to dart his contemplation^ . . . Peter, IV. viii. 4.

Contemplations, n. pi. of Contemplation.
their snhlimG F]a.ton\c contem/>lations, . . . , CA. ist, u. 64.
did ever keep The tenour of her contempla. cahn, Wiich^ xxvill. 7.

Contempt, n. scorn, disdain.
As in contempt of the elemental rage .... Calderon^ il. 64.
should my own heart's contempt Trouble me ? . Cenci, v. i. 96.
Breathinff in self-contempt fierce blasphemies . . Dcemon, i. 283.
shook All human things built in contempt of man, Frag. Milton, 4.
But now contempt is mocking thy grey hairs ; . Q. Mah, vi. 139.
In which not even contempt lurks to beguile . . Reviewer, 6.

And threw it with contempt into a ditch. . . . Witch, LXX. 8.

Contend, v, intr. A. Lit. engage in strife.

And Earth . . . does she gioan To see her sons c. ? Laon, a. i. 8.

B. Fig. (1) strive mentally.
And love and life OTw^ewrfin it, ..... . Adonais,yi\AV.T.
And canst thou not contend with agony, . M. N. Fragntt. 21.

(2) of opposing elements.
Where woods and winds fTOM/fiWff, and a vast river Mont B. 10.
Winds cow/ewt/ Silently there, 134.

Contended, v, intr. Fig. struggled together.
Genius and death contended. Sunset, 4.

Contending", pr. pple. Fig. (1) being perturbed.
My spirit like a storm, contending there alway. . Laon, i. xxxvii. q.

(.2) Struggling together.
And Death and Love are yet cont. for their prey. Ded. x. g.

(3) of strife of the elements.
The waves contending in its caverns . ... vi.xxxviii.8.

Contending",///, ctaj. Fig. opposing.
two ^«^«m£^z'k|>- wills can never lead . . . . Calderon, I. 142.

Content, v. refl. (1) satisfy.

Content thee with a visionary rhyme Witck^ Ded. I, 8.

(2) Fig. pass pleasantly.
as the hours content them by, St. Epips. 155.

Content, n. happiness, satisfaction.
Didst thou not seek me for thine own content } Julian, 401.
There is the wisdom of a stern content .... Laon,Ded. viii. 5.
To that such power, to me such a severe content. rir. xix. 0.

Would live with marvellous content, .... Peter, vil. xxh. 4.
Nor that content surpassing wealth . . . St. Dejection^ III. 3.
turned his weary slumber to content; Triumph, 423.
A short content, for I was . . ,^ ^^f- L>r. 88.
the deep content In which they paused ; . . ^ Witch, xli. 4.

Content, adj. happy, satisfied.

you can be content To come forth Calderon^ i. 23.
I shall be well content if on my conscience . , . Cenci, i. ii. 80.
He is content wherever he is put Cycl. 533.
Of hatred I am proud, ^—with scorn content; . . E. Williamson, i.

But every one is best content at home Faust^ II. 274.
he could be content To let his wife play . , . CEdipus, II. i. 49.
I, most content of all, Know that my foes . . . ri. i. 190.
That she could die and be content; ... . Rosal. 323.
Our time, and each were as content and free . Sonn. Dante, 13.
Yet even thus he was content to be :— . . . . Unf. Dr. 87.

Content, inierjectionary expression of assent.

Content! content! . CEdipzes, li. i. igo.

Contented, ppl. adj. happy.
Shall our contented exile reap ;...... W. Shel. Cane. I. 6.

Contention, n. A. Lit. strife or combat.
Like ffiants in contention planet-struck, .... Hellas, 533.
And tnro' the hosts contention wild befell, . . . Laon, x. xxx. 8.

B. Fig. (1) a struggle, moral vi'arfare.

Who waged contention with their time's decay, Adonais, xlviii. 8.

(2) disturbance, strife.

And tempests in contention roar Faust, I. 17.

^Contentment, n. happy satisfaction.
Stay ye days of contentment and joy, . , , M. N. Ravazl, 74.

Contents, n. things contained.
That thy contents, on whomsoever poured, . , . CEdipus, i. 362.
Believe that the ctf«/f«/i- of the Qreen Bag . —^ 1.388.

^Contests, n, strifes, contentions.
But village mirth breeds contests, . . . Cycl. 541.

Continent, n. Fig. an expanse of land enclosing lakes,

and intersected by rivers.

while o'er the continent. With clang of wings . . Laon, i. xiv. 7.

Thro' many a vale of that broad continent, . . iv. xxxiii. 3.
as if the world's wide continent Had fallen . . vii.xxxviii.3.
the cont. Trembled, as with a zone of ruin bound, x. iv. 7.
Metropolis of the western (TOM^/wfiTz/.- .... Q. Mab, 11. i^S.
continent^ Isle, ocean, and all things . . . r . 2 riumph, 15.

Continents, n. (1) pi. of Continent.
Between Kingless continents sinless as Eden, . ffellas^ 1047.
And continents, and winds, and oceans deep, . Laon, V. Iv. 8.

ray streams will flow Round many-peopled cont.^ Prom, III. ii. 22.
And weed-overgrown continents oi e^xVa, . . iv. 312.
In his wide voyage o'er continents ... . Witch, 11. 3.

(2) containing or restraining powers.
with invisible violence Piercing its continents ; . Bpips. 400.

^Contingencies, n. accidental circumstances.
Are we the fools ofsuch contingencies ? . . Cenci, III. ii. 35.

*Continsrenc7, n. accident.

All seems unlinked contingency and chance : . . Q. Mab, VI. 170.

Continually, adv. unceasingly.
That burn «'«/zKMfl//j' in heaven Fr. Satan, i^.

Continuance, n. perpetuation.

A dark continuance of the Hell within him, . . Cenci, IV. ii. 33.

^Continuous, adj. unbroken, a prolonged stream.

As trembling leaves in a continuous air? . . . Epips. 146.
The slow sou stsoke of a continuous . ... Matilda, g.

continuous, vast. Awful as silence. . . . . Prom. II. iii. 35.

^Continuously, adv. uninterruptedly.
Continuously prolonged, and ending never, . . Epips. loi.

*Contortions, n. twists or bendings.
With strange contortions through the night, . Faust, II. 73.

Contract, n. agreement, betrothal.
Our's was a youthful contract^ . ... Cenci, v. ii. 22,

Contracted,//, lessened by drawing together.
Contracted to two circles underneath Prom. II. \, 115.

Contradiction, n. Fig. inconsistency, opposition.
^^xntoi Contradiction! Faust, \l. 226.

Contradictions, n. Fig. inconsistencies.
These trifling contradictions Do not suffice . . Calderon, I. 175.

Contrary, n. the opposite.
I will take the contrary I. 108.

*Contrast, n. exhibition of difference.
Made contrast with the universe Alasior, 561.
How gloomier is the c. Of human nature there I Q. Mab, Xi. 174.

*Contrasted, //. put in comparison with.
C(?w/?'aj^£(/ with those antient fanes, . , II. 166.

Contributions, n. forced payments.
With contributions from the catholics, . . Ch. ist, II. 290.

*Contrition, n. Fig. repentance.
by the contrition Of anger turned to love . . Laon, V. xvii. 3.
If so, the dead feel no contrition. . . . . Rosal. 579.

*Contrivance, n. an arranged plan.
and such was my contrivance Cenci, V. i. 75.

Contrive, v. tr. arrange.
Contrive their own fulfilment CEdipus, I. 135.

Contrived, pp. arranged or planned.
Nay, listen ; All is contrived; . . , . . Cenci, III. i. 379.

Contriving", ppl. adj. scheming.
little contriving wight, Horn. Merc Lxxiv. 5.

Control, n. (1) restraint, check.
Are slaves to his hated control. Bigotry, IV, 7.
Free from heart-withering custom's cold control, Dcemon, Ii. 294.

J, )) „ ,, ,, „ Q. Mab, IX. 201.
the free heart, the impassive soul Scorn thy con. ! Hellas, 681.
And free from control, ........ . . M. N. Ravail^ 22.
They mock weak matter's impotent control^ . .

-^-— 44.
life's lingering control, ^-^-f 58.

(2) authority or power.
and the stenn:o«/ro/Which ruled his sinews . Mother ^ Son,w, £.

Controul, n. see Control (2).
names and spells which have controul .... Epips. 239.
cont. Over their will by their own weakness lent, Laon, II. viii. %.

What is the strong (Ttfw/rtJM/Which leads , vi. xxxvi. 6.
And to hold no strong controul . Mask, XLVI. z
Whose nature is its own divine controul, . Prom, iv. 401.
Passed from beneath that strqng contrpttl^ . . . ^osal. 1046.
Subdued to Duty's hard controul, . . ... St. Brack. 5.
And lived thenceforward as if some controul^ . Witck^ lxix. 4.

Controuled, v. tr. restrained.
I then controuled My tears, . . ..... Laon, Ded. iv. 8.

Controuled, pp. moved, urged.
controuled By instinct blipd as love, . , . , . y. xix. 7.

JContumely, n. insolent rudeness or brutality.
Requiting years of care with contumely. . . . Cend, 11. ii. 34.
our enterprise has kept From Phrygian contu-mely ; Cycl. 279.
when Torments, or contumely, . . .... Hellas, 977.

iConventicles, n. a contemptuous term for religious as-

semblies.
Conventicles—and drawing-rooms— . . . . Peter, ill. xiv. 2.

^Converging, pr. pple. tending to one point,
all their causes, to an abstract point, Converging, Q. Mab, VI. 102.

,, ,, „ „. „ „ Superstition^^!.
Conversation, n. talk betwixt two persons.
YoM.TememhcrwheTeweheldTha.t conversation;— Cend, r. ii, 3.
After a little conversation Peter^ ii. xiii. i.

^Conversazipni, n. fashionable social assemblies.
At conversazioni—balls— , in, xiv. i.

Convelrse, v. intr. talk or discourse.
And so we shall converse with less restraint. . . Cenci, 1. i. 60.
Let me converse with spirits. ... .... Hellas, 187.

Converse, n. A. Lit. discourse, conversation.
Let none have converse with them Cenci, v. iii. 92.
Resting at eve, a lofty converse keep ; . . . Laon, ii. xviiiTij,
or converse fraught With passion, n. xxii. 8.'

Earth's children did a woof of happy conv. frame. v. iiv. 9.
Of future love and peace sweet converse lapt . vi. i. 6.
Oi converse and caresses sweet and deep, . . vil. 1. 6.
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Laon^ xil.xxxvii.3.

. Pr.Athan. i. 119.

overflow In converse wild, and sweet,
this converse vain and cold ;

B. Fig. (1) intercourse, communion,
had spent his livelong age In conv. with the dead, Laon^ iv. viii. z.

Of thy most wordless converse ; ... . Prom. II. i. 52.

(2) thoughts, self-communion.
The inmost converse of his soul, Fr. A Soul^ 4.

(3) associated intercourse.
Turn then to converse under human laws, , . . Cyd. 283.

Conversed, v. intr. talked.
The other day when we a}nversed together} . . Cenct^ III. i. 339.

Convert, v. tr. Fig. to change.
my proposal Is to convert her sacred Majesty . (EdipuSy II. i. 89.

*Convertetli, v. tr. Fig. changeth.
vice, converteth not Its food to deadliest venom

; Q. Mab, 111.51-

*Convex, adj. curved outwardly.
and sunbeams with their convex gleams, . . Cloudy 79.
from his convex eyes He sees fair things . . . (Bdipus., I. 160.

Conveyed, v. tr, carried.
the gondola Conveyed me to my lodgings . Julian^ 140.

Conveyed, pp. carried.

Safely to Peter's house conveyed. .... . JPeter^ VI. vii, 3.

:i:Convicted, ^. found guilty.

She is convicted^ but has not confessed. .... Cenci^ V. iii. 90.

Convicted,///, adj. condemned.
as a stolen dress Is stript from a convicted thief, Fr. Peo. Eng. 15.

^Conviction, n. condemnation as guilty.

Assured conviction upon Beatrice? Cenci^ V. i. 41.

Convince, v. tr. sattr. persuade to conviction.
To convince Atheist, Turk, or Heretic, . . . Gisb. 26.

^Convinced, v. tr. satisfied.

Convinced t\ve patient that, . . Peter^ I. iv. 3.

*Convivial, adj. jovial.

Dinners convivial and political ;— III. xii. -£.

Convoy, n. Fig. safe conveyance or escort.
The convoy of the ever-veering wind. . . Hellas^ 286.

*Convoyed, //. safely escorted.
that Cythna shall be c^nvir^ed iSxere— .... Laon, xi. xxiv. 7.

^Convoying*, pr. pple. conducting as an escort.

Our squadron, convoying ttn thousand men,
^Convulse, v. tr. agitate greatly.

fear and grief Convulse us
Wild, wiRler thoughts convulse My spirit

—

^Convulsed, v. tr. agitated greatly.

A gentle start convulsed lanthe's frame : .

. Hellas^ 481.

AdonaiSy xxxix. 8.

. Bellas, 806.

. D<Emon, II. 325.

,
. Q.Mab, IX. 233.

convul. To Its crystalline depths that stainless sea, Hellas, 489.

^Convulsed, //. greatly agitated.
and I, . . . Am so convulsed with hope and fear, . Calderon, II. 13.

Oft, as men convulsed v/\t\i fears, .... . Protn. i. 76.

Convulsed and on the rapid whirlwinds spun . . Triumph^ 144.

Convulsing", pr. pple. agitating greatly.

the bursting mass That fell, convulsing ocean. . Alastor^ ^49.
Convulsing and consuming, .... . . Prol. Hellas^ 150.

4:Convulsion, n. violent agitation.

till, wreckt in that convulsion, Epips. 370.
'

Convulsively, adv. with rapid fitful motion.
Mingling convulsively its purple hues . . . . Q. Mab, VI. 9.

Cook, V. tr. dress or prepare for eating.

Shall finely a)ok your miserable flesh. . . Cycl. 331.

Cook, n. one who dresses viands
this Gk)d-abandoned C(7o^ of hell 388.
A simple kickshaw by your Persian cxiok, . . . CBdipus, II. ii. 23.

Cooked, pp. dressed or prepared for eating.

is the dinner fitly cooked and laid ? Cycl. 193.

The limbs of the strangers are cooked axyA done, . 345.

Cooking,//-./^/?, preparing food.
jabbering, making love. And cooking, .... Faust, 11. 257.

*Cookinjf, vdl. n. the act of dressing food.
the fresh butchery And cooking, Horn. Merc, xxiii. 2.

*Cookin^-knife, n. a knife used in the preparation of food.

peeled his flesh with a great cooking-knife . . . Cycl. 395.

^Cooking' knives, «. pi. of CooTcing-knife-

place in order quickly The cooking knives, , . 221.

Cooks, n. pi. of Cook.
MTio swill the hog-wash soup my cooks digest . (Edipus, I. 27.

Cool, adj. fresh, moderately cold.

In the cool night-aiT, Q.ofmyHeart,i.$.
*CooUy, adv. Fig. calmly, deliberately.

And coolly to his own soul said ;— Peter, vi. xxvtii. 1.

*Coolness, n. moderate temperature.
And the coolness of the hours Of dew, .... Lerid, 42.

Cope, n. (1) the arch or canopy of the heavens.
Under heaven's high OJ^i Fortune is God— . . Circuntst. 6.

The cope of heaven seems rent and cloven . . . Con. Sing. il. 5.

Beneath Heaven's fro^e. Their shadows . . . float by Hellas, 1053.
beneath the dark sky's starry cope; . . . Laon, ll. xv. 3.

the living shook Heaven's cope, XII. i. 8.

And o'er the vast Co//: of laending heaven . . . Mar. Dr. ni. 3.

hung its night On the stained cope of heaven's light. xv. 6.

More joyous than the heaven's majestic cope . Marenghi, XVIII. 4.

C2) momentary covering of light.

with white points of brine In the c. ofthe lightning Vis. Sea, 24.

(3) an ecclesiastical vestment.
Rome tears the priestly cope, . .... Naples, 120.

Copies, n. exact resemblances.
several copies Of the same lot, . . . . Unf. Dr. 93.

:J:Copse, «. a low-growing wood.
bank of turf, which lay Under a copse, .... Question, I. 6.

The pavement and the roof of the wild copse, . . Woodman, 44.

Copses, n. pi. of Copse.
And flowering weeds, and fragrant copses dress . Adonais, XLIX. 4.

The winged leaves amid the wpses green ;— /V. Athan. II. iii. 15.

Through the myrtle copses steaming Rosal. logo.

blithe, as in the olive copses thick Cicadas are, . Wttck, viii, 3.

Copy, n. one of numerous impressions.
Aai/j* of it slily sent, Peter,\l.\\. ^.

Copy, V. tr. to imitate, to reproduce.
this haven Was as a gem to copy Heaven engraven. Witch, L. 8.

*Coq.aette, n. Fig. one of inconstant affections.

Bright wanderer, fair coquette of heaven, . . . Fr. Moon, i.

Coral, n. the calcareous polypidom or skeleton of Polypes or

Zoophytes.
coral, and pearl, and sand Zxion, Vll. hIi. 3.

Coral, c. adj. attr. (1) abounding in coral reefs.

A diver lean and strong, of Oman's coral sea. . Vll. viii. 9.

(2) formed of coral.

Through the coral woods Of the weltering floods, Aretkusa, iv. 4.

Cord, n. Fig. a tie or bond.
Riving sail, and a)rd, and plank, . . . Eug. Hills, 13.

Cords, n. strings.

S3miphonious cords of sheep-gut rhj-thmical. . Horn. Merc. viii. 7.

Core, n. Fig. centre.

and slake, in thy heart's mre, A wound more fierce Adonais, xxil. 3.

the secret Which cankers my heart's core ; . . Cenci, III. i. 157.

Which sleeps within the core of the heart's heart ; v. ii. 126.
Into the core of my green heart, .... . Epips. 263.
as a f)oisoned robe around my bosom's ajre. . . iMon, VII. xv. 9.

gnawing the core Of my bitter heart, Rosal. 776.

*Coreless, culj. Fig. without depth of feeling.

Empty and vain as his own coreless heart ; . , Q. Mab, IV. 233.

Corinth, n. a city of Greece.
Corinth and Thebes are carried by assault, '. . Hellas, 548.
Argos, Corinth, Crete Hear, 707.

Cormorant, n. a sea-bird {^Phalacrocorax Carbd).
Black as a cormorant ^e screaming blast, . . Vis. Sea, 105.
the flagging wing Of the roused cormorant . Witch, L. 5.

Cormorants, pf. of Cormorant.
And cormorants are sin-like lean, Devil, xxil. 3.

Corn, n. (1) grain (wheat usually understood).
do they sow the com of Ceres ? . Cycl. 1 14.

Altho' they dine on finest corn; . . Devil, xxii. 2.

and brown com set In baskets ; . . Laon, v. Ivi. 8.

There was no com— . x. xix. i.

Com, wool, linen, flesh, and roots

—

. . (Edipus, II. ii. 10.

(2) standing or growing grain.

The stubble is yellow, the com is green, . . Faust, II. 146.
The ripe corn under the undulating air . . Gisb. 119.
Beyond, the surface of the unsickled com . 278.
till, like a field of corn , Hellas, ^82.
the night winds are flowing O'er the ripe com, Laon, v. ^ong, 5. 3.
With undivided fields of ripening corn, . . vii. xxxv. 7.

The few lone ears of corn^ . . . x. xiii. 5.

the com was trampled down, .... x. xvin. i.

The vine, the com, the olive mild, .... Ode Lib. IV. 7.

And in the airw, and vines, and meadow-grass, . Prom. i. 174.
like plains oicom Swayed by the summer air; . ill. ii. 20.
Fire-flies were quenched on the dewy corn, . Serchio, 21.

At Arno's feet tribute oi corn and wine, . . 115.
like blight through the ears ofa thick field o{ a>rn. Vis. Sea, 51.

*Comel, c. adj. attr, wood of the Cornus sanguinea.
And let this cornel jaLveliTL, keen and tall, . Hofn. Merc Lxxviii. 3.

Corner, n. Fig. any obscure, remote or secret place.
every corner Of this dim spot Calderon, ll. 165.
Seek out some dark and ^entcorner, . . Cenci, I. iii. 156.
And every little corner, nook and hole . . . 11. i. 179.
once more within that narrow comer .... Faust, 11. io8.
having sought His herds in every cor?ier, . . Horn. Merc. XLII. 6.
In an unnoticed corw^r of the earth, . . . . Q. Mab, vil. 137.

Corners, n. pi. of Comer.
The slow soft toads out of damp corners creep, . Even. Pisa, I. 3.

From the comers uttermost ... .... Mask,\^w\. i.

^Cornfields, n. (1) arable land.

have been o'ergrown With cottages and «7r»/£?^. Ch. 1st, n. 79.
Corn-fields and pastures and white cottages ; . . Damon, li. S3.

,1 1. ti n n M - Q- Mab, viii. 76.
Over corn-fields, gates, and hedges Peter, VI. xx. 6.

(2) standing grain.

Its cornfields waving in the winds Ireland, 3.

The river, and the corn-fields, and the reeds ; . Sunttner, 8.

Cornwall, n. an English sea-bound county.
the utmost crag Of Cornwall ... . , Gisb. 37.

Coronal, n. a wreath or garland.
Not till I see you wear That coronal, . Cycl. 568.'
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^Coronals, n. pi. of Coronal.
And coronals of bay from ribbons hung, . , . Gisb. 215.

And Sylvan, crowned with rustic mronals^ . . Virgil^ 20.

Coronet, n. Fig. the stars visible at dawn.
That gems the glittering (T^jrowtf/ of mom. . . . ^. Jl/ad, i. ^9.

Corpse, n. A. Lit, a dead body. (See also Corse.)
The leprous corpse touched by this spirit tender Adonazs^ xx. i.

Her corpse shaU be abandoned to the hounds ; . Cenci^ IV. i. 91.
If he be now a cold stiff ror^j* IV. iii. 5.

then we threw his heavy corpse i' the garden . . iv. iii. 46.
a corpse in which some fiend Were laid to sleep. iv. iv. 16.

let us each be silent as a corpse
^

v. iii. 49.
The clay-cold mrpse upon the bier ! . . . . v. iii. 133.
Even as the corpse that rests beneath their wall. Dcenton^ II. 210.

if a corpse knocks, I am not at home Faust^ i. 82.

like the eyes of a fresh c<?r^^e 11.390.
The corpse is at rest within the tomb, . . . Fr, Peace^ 2.

We toll a corpse out of the marriage bed ? . . . Ginevra, 79.
Returned like ravens from a corpse 193.
And if it were a corpse which some dread spirit . Hellas^ 406.
Was that corpse a shade . . Laon^ iv.xxxiv. 6.

and over many a corpse :— . . . VI. li. 3.

Heaped corpse on corpse^ x. xliv. 3.

the laughter of fiends when they howl o'er the c. M. N'.Spec.Hors.2<.
Bach like a corpse within its grave, .... Ode Vv. Wtnd^ l. 8.

The devil's corpse was leadeadown ;..;., Peier^ VII. vi. i.

like summer worms On an abandoned corpse. . Pront. IV. 314.
Even as the corpse that rests beneath its wall. . Q. Mab^ ix. 108.

I and that corpse! RosaL 303.
I walked about like a corpse alive ! . . . . 312.
Like the corpse of her who had been its soul, . Sensit. PI. iii. 18.

Athens doth inherit His corpse below, .... Sp. Plato^ 6.

Or o'er the fell corpse of a dread tyrant bending, lear, ii. 3.
- Like a corpse on the clay Vis. Sea, 33.
Cold as a corpse after the spirit's flight, . . Zucca^ iv. 7.

B. Fig. {1) person in a swoon.
Sad funeral flowers to deck a living corpse^ . Cencz, V. iii. 42.

blind And silent as a breathing corpse did fare, . I^on, v. xlv. 7.

(2) lifeless remains.
Had left the Earth a corpse. . . . . . . i Adonais^ xxill. 5.

To the corpse of greatness cling; .... . Eug. Htlls^ 148.

A shroud for the corpse of the day to weave . . Hellas^ 655.
Let who will bury This mangled corpse / . . . Peter^ VI. xxix. 2.

Spread on the corpse of the King of Hours ! . . Prom. IV. 20.

Corpses, n. A. Lit. pi. of Corpse A. Lit.

We decay Like corpses in a charnel ; . . . . Ado?zais,KXXlx.y.
And lowers on the corpses, that rot on the ground. Bigotry, ill. 9.

Corpses are cold in the tomb; ... ... Castl. Adnt. i. i.

Of her corpses, and clods, and abortions— . . ill. 4.

As yon mute marble where their corpses lie. . Julian, 615.
four stiff corpses bare, Laon, ill. xxv. 2.

Over the shapeless depth in which those c. hung. iii. xxv. 9.

I saw That column, and those iwy^^jcj, .... ill. xxviii. 2.

The life had fled From all those corpses now,— . vi. xlvi. 6.

I beheld those corpses stare vi. xlvii. 2.

Each well Was choked with rotting corpses, . . x. xxi. 2.

Where corpses made a crumbling pyramid x. xxiii. 3.

Warm corpses fall upon the clay-cold dead ; . xi. xi. 6.

those corpses drew Each to its . . . secret grave ; xi. xx. 2.

the corpses in stark agony lying, . xii. i. 5.

Where pale as corpses newly risen, . . . Mask, LXVIli. 2.

Corpses le.ss corrupt than they Peter, iii. ii. 5.

smells like a heap Of corpses, . Pront. i. 340.
Some hnked to corpses in unwholesome cells : . i. 610.

B. Fig. pi. of Corpse Fig. (2).
Heaping over their corpses cold Blossoms and leaves, Past, l. 3.

All sorts of caitiff for/.yfij planning Peter, III. ii. 3.

*Gorrepffio, n. a picture by Correggio.
we'll decide where that Correggio Shall hang— Ch. 1st, II. 478.

*Corridor, n. a long gallery or passage.
Hear'st thou not steps along the corridor? . Cenci, V. i. 73.

^Corridors, n. pi. of Corridor.
through the deserted halls And corridors . . Ginevra^ 185.

Corrupt, V. tr. Fig. to vitiate or debase.
To poison and corrupt her soul. .... . Cenci, IV. i. 45.

Corrupt, adj. depraved, vile, debased.
Corpses less corrupt than they. ... . Peter, iii. ii. c.

To tneir corrupt and glaring idol fame, . . . Q. Mab, v. 98.
the corrupt belief Of thy blind heart : . . . vi. 86.

,, „ ,, n M • Superstition, 15.

Corrupted, pp. become debased.
That heart which had grown old, but had cor. not. Laon, IV. vii. 9.

Corrupted, ppl. adj. depraved, debased.
the filth Of some (Ttfrra^/tfa? city Q. Mab,Y.\^.
youth's corruptedmy^}^ss& prepareA life of horror v. 192.

Corruptlou, n. A. Lit. decomposition, putrefaction.
at the door Invisible Corruption waits .... Adonais, Vlll. 4.

That riot in corruption's spoil, Devil, xiii, 2.

as it were Corruption from the spirit . . Ginevra, 154.
To the corruption of a closed grave ! . . . Laon^ ii. xliii. 3.

and corruption veils them as they lie, .... Triumph, 174.
Corruption would not now thus much inherit . 203.

hungermg to fold Its corruption around it. . . Vis. Sea, 34.

B. Fig, moral debasement or depravity.
Crouching at Corruption's throne, Mexican, II. 2.

Fatten on its «:(7rr«///o« .'— Q. Mab,\ll.\i:&.

Corse, n.poet. for Corpse, see Corpse A. Lit.

like flowers that mock the corse beneath, . . . Adonais, li. 8.

As an earthquake rocks a corse DirgeforYear, II. i.

He called the ghost out of the corse;— .... Peter, II. vi. i.

Seven days within my chamber lay That corse, . Rosal. 437.
but a corse Is merciless, 402.

The murderers and corse of her only child ; . . 877.

Thy love's pallid corse the wild surges are laving, St. Jr. (o) in. 5,

'Tis like a child's belovM corse . . . Timelongpast, in. 3.

(2) Jng. see Corpse Fig. (2).
On Beauty's corse to sickness satiating— . . . Naples, 146.

*Cosiino, n. a name in the poem.
Joy to thee, Fiordispina and thy Cositno, . . . Fiordispina, 7.

Scarcely Cosimo, Within whose bosom .... 21.

Cost, V. tr. A. Lit. came to in money.
The price and pains which its ingredients Ofst, . CEdipus, II. if. 25.

B. Fig. (1) caused an expenditure of.

Far more My coming hither cost, .... . Calderon, II. loi,

(2) of teelings.

what it cost him words can scarce express, . . Hom. Merc. xxil. 4.

Cost, pp. caused an expenditure of.

Had cost ten millions to the nation. . . Mask, xix. 4.

Cost, n. A. Lit. outlay of money.
The tapers . . . Are their last cost. Cenci, I. iii. 48.

B. Fig. cause of care or anxiety.
Methinks too little cost We Meet, v. i.

Costly, adj. A. Lit. sumptuous, of great cost.

My costly robes, paintings and tapestries ; . . Cenci. IV. i. 57.
the cosily altars sraokeci With human blood, . Q. Mob, vil. 98.

B. Fig. dear bought.
The costly harvest his own blood matured, . . . Hellas, 575.

Cot, n.poet. small humble dwelling.
The relics of a weed-inwoven 09/, .... Marenghi, XVW. 2.

they make the lot Of the dwellers in a cw/ . . . Mask, LXiii. 3.

*Cotopazi, n. a volcanic moimtain now included in the btate

of Ecuador, South America.
Cotopaxil bid the sound . . Mexican, ill. 1.

Cottage, n. a humble dwelling.
the cottage crowded found With armfed men, . .-Laon, III. vi. 7.

Cottage, c. adj. attr. belonging to a cottage.
I saw, and started from my cottage hearth ; . . I. xxxix. 5.
Sleep they less sweetly on the cottage thatch, . . Q. Mab, iii. 205.

^Cottager, n. one who dwells in a cottage.
And every neighbouring cottager Peter, vil. xxi. i.

*Gottagers, n. pi. ot Cottager.
The cottagers. Who ministered . . . Alastor, 254.

Cottages, n. pi, of Cottage.
have been o'ergrown With cottages and cornfields. Ch. 1st, ii. 79.
Corn-fields and pastures and white cottages; . . DmmrOn, ii. 83.

n I. „ „ „ „ . Q. Mab, VIII. 76.

*Cotter, n. used for Cottager.
For he was an evil Cotter, . Peter, Prol. 35.
As pipkins late to mountain Cotter. . . . v. xv. 5.

*CottizLgton, Fr. Lord Cottington, b. 1578, d. 1652.
and the overgrown schoolboy Cottington, Ch. 1st, 11. 395.

Coucli, V. intr. lie recumbent.
To the hell dogs that couch beneath his throne . Dcemon, i. 11.

while near his feet grim lions «7McA, Orpheus, \\%,

Couch, n. A. Ltt. a place devoted to repose.
And spread her matting for his C£>2<c^, . . Alastor, 131.
His much of pine leaves; .... ... Cycl. 379.
who kneeled in silence by her couch, . . Dcenton, 11. 329.
cold On the bridal couch, Ginevra^ 207.
Upon a couch of grass and oak-leaves interlaced. Laon, rv. ii. 9.
By my sick couch was busy to and fro, iv. v. 5.
A natural couch of leaves m that recess, .... vi. xxviii. 2.

and on our bridal couch reclined vi. liv. 9.
It shades the couch of some unresting lover, ix. i. 4.
and spread forth below A co«£:A of snakes, . . —;- x. xxxviii.8.
the fearful couch below, . . x. xlii. 2.

seek the couch Of some fevered wretch . . .M.N. Spec. JJors.54..
His couch Marenghi, xxvi. 5.
And waving o'er the couch of wedded kings . (Bdipus, I. 284.
Upon the couch the body lay ... Q. Mab, i. 139.
Stretched on the gorgeous amch; .... . iii. 58.
Henry, who kneeled m silence by her couch, ix. 237.
B. Fig.

The lone couch of his everlasting sleep :— ... Alastor, 57.
Roused by some joyous madness from the c. Offever, 518.
The patriot's sacred couch, .

' 016.
Arethusa arose From her couch of snows . . Arethusa, i. 2.

Spread thy much in the chamber of Life ! , . Castl. Adm. v. 3.
o er whose much Even now a city stands, . . Cenct, v. iv. 103.
the sun's resplendent couch, .... . Dcemon, I. 212.
O'er the Earthquake's couch we stood : . . . Prom. I. 75.
Stretching o'er the sun's bright couch, . . Q. Mab, 11. 25,

Couched, pp. A. Lit. lying recumbent.
And, muchedon stolen hay ........ Serchto, 8r.
princes muched under the glow Of sunlike gems ; X^itch, LXiv. i.

B. Fig. (1) lying.

This shape of autumn muched in their recess, . Unf. Dr. 209.
Couchedon the fountain like a panther tame, . Witch, xxxiv. 4.

(2) expressed.
It is a passage, . . . muchedm these words ; , . Calderon, I. 114,
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Couffli, n. a result of an affection of the chest or air vessels.

he had no cough^ No doctor,— Peter^ Vii. v. 3.

CoTQd, irr. v. was able to.

I Ofuld not^ if I would mask myself . . . . Fausty ll. 268.
C(yuld not be Aught but a lifeless clog-, .... Laon^ Ded. vi. 8.

I could jyot choose but gaze ; I. vi. i.

Conucil, n. an assembly for deliberation.
Or those in philanthropic (a7M««7 met, . . . .Gtsb.2'j.
among The Council sudden tumult Laon^ XI. xix. 3.

Council, n. [for Counsel] advice.
If ray ci3M«a7be but minded Cj"^^-494'

GoTuicils, n. pi. of Council.
Councils and counsellors hang on one another, . Ch. \st^ I. 128.

CoTinsel, V. inir. advise.
nor shall our lot Be as you ajunset^ . . . Hoth. Merc, xxvill. 7.

Go-ansel, n, (1) advice, direction.
No counsel nor respect can make them friends , Calderon, I. 242.
What! It was not by your counsel Cenci^ II. i. 151.

A friend who shouW weave counsel^ as I now, . 11, ii, 78.
Lone counsel from a night of sleepless care. , 11. ii. 100.
It seems your coufiselis small profit. . . . iii. i. 168.

(2) plan, mode of action.

Me, but one counsel . iii. i, 203.

Counsellor, n. (1) adviser.
'iHaxa&dm&hxs counsellor. . Calderon^ II. ii8.

Oh, ice-hearted counsellor/ , Cenci, ill. i. 153.

(2) director, giver of wisdom.
The Counsellor Supreme has given to thee . Horn.. Merc. Lxxx. i.

Counsellors, n. pi. of Counsellor (1).
Councils and counsellors hang on one another, . Ch. isl, I. 128.

Counsels, n. (1) opinions^ advice.
Though wicked counsels now pervert his will : . i. 125.

(2) intentions, resolutions.
Betray the counsels of Jove's inmost will . . Horn. Merc. xci. 7.

Count, n. an Italian title of nobility.

Oh, Count Cenci ! . . ... ... Cenci^ l. i. 34.
Talk with me. County— I. i. 48.
Has brought us hither ; let us hear it, Count. . . i. iii. 20.

Count Cenci were a dangerous enemy : . . . i. iii. 143.
I pity the Count Cenci from my heart ; . . . . il. ii. 35!
I must roeak with Count Cenci ; doth he sleep ? . iv. iv. 4.
but the Count Must answer charges IV, iv. n.
But that they are the murderers of Count Cenci : iv. iv. 82.

I rode one evening with Count Maddalo . , Julian^ i.

the Count's men Were waiting . . . 61.

When the Count entered— 158.
That the Count Maddalo would speak with him ? Tasso, 2.

'

Count, V. tr. reckon the number of.

while one might count As many beads .... Peter, Vll. iii. i.

Thou canst not count thy years to come of pain ? Prom. i. 414,
Perchance no thought can count them, yet they pass. i. 424.

Counted,//, (1) limited to a certain number.
Lady, my moments here Are counted. .... Cenci^ IV. iv. 18.

(2) esteemed or accounted.
Thus pigs were never counted (A^^sx^ De-vil^ xxii. i.

Countenance, v. tr. favour or encourage.
To countenance a wicked farce like this ? . . . Cenci^ V. ii. 39.

Countenance, n. A. Lit. of persons and personifications,

the human visage.

all demanding Each from the other's countenance iv. iv. 174.
Found in thy smooth and ready countenance . . v. i. 20.

I prithee mark His countenance: . . . V. ii. 84.
his countenance was calm, DcsTnon^ I. 272.

from her sweet piteous countenance. ..... Faust, li. 397.
And every countenance blank Hellas, 509.
as we never see But in the human countenance: . Julian, 150.

Each human heart and countenance; Int. Beauty^ i. 7,

As thus the old man spake, his counten. Gleamed L.aon, IV. xvi. 2.

I saw my countenance reflected there ;— . . IV. xxix. i.

with a countenance pale I went : v. xxxviii. 4.

for a veil shrouded her countenance bright. . . v. xliv. 9.

And round me gathered with mute countenance, Vlll. xxvi. 6.

the inconstant torch upon h^r countenance shone. Vlli.xxviii.9.

that foul Tyrant robe His countenance in lies,— . x. vii. 2.

each upon the other's countenance fed .... xii. xv. 5.

A woman's countenance, with serpent lock^ . , Medusa, v. 7,

Before the spirit-sighted ci3M«/£72fl«ctf Of Milton . Ode Lib. ^. 13.

A countenance with beckoning smiles : . . . . Prom. il. iii. 51.

A spirit with a dreadful countenance II. iv. 142.

ViyixXj&Yts- countenance, IV. 220.

again arrayed His countenance in tender light ; . Rosal. 792.

yet his £W««fewa«« Raised upward, 1154.

Flash from the spirit to the countenance. . . , St. Epips. 133.

Mask after mask fell from the countenance . . Triumph, 536.

The countenance was such as might select . . . Witch, xxxvi. 6.

And o'er its gentle countenance XL. 3,

B. Fig. (1) of things, aspect, appearance.

With thy faded countenance, Calderon, ill. 70.

Thine awful and serenest countenance .... Cenci, v. iii. 20.

The world's unwithered countenance Faust, I. 7.

Thy world's unwithered countenance ... . I. 27.

His countenance with radiant glory bright, . . Horn. Sun, 16.

And this^ the naked countenance of earth, . . . Mont B. 98.

(2) power, prevailing presence.

Before the terrors of his «7««/fi«a«cf, . . Calderon, \i. i\^.

Countenances, n. (1) Lit. human faces.
And earnest countenances on me shed .... Loon, V. xii. 7.

(2) Fig. people.
and ward From countenances which I loved . . Ch. 1st, II. 358.

Counterfeit, v. tr. simulate.
Let us retire to C(7»w/e?:7%z/ deep rest ; . . . . Cenci, iv. iii. 61.
I scarcely need to counterfeit it now : . . , . iv. iii. 62.

Counterfeiting, pr. pple. simulating.
some counterfeiting T\i^ rage they did inspire, . Loon, X. xlv. i,

^Countermine, v. tr. Fig. intrigue against.
V\l countermine him hy a. deeper plan \ . . . Horn. Merc. xxx. 2.

Countless, adj. Fig. (1) very numerous.
Now teems with countless rills and shady woods, Desmon, \\. 82.

» » I. » 11 tt • Q- Mab, VIII. ^^.
His countless courtiers mock the words they say, Death Vang. 34.
See ! on yon heath what countless victims lie, . M. N. Post. Fr. 3.

(2) innumerable, beyond calculation.
And OT««/,spheresdiffusedAnevervaryingglory. Dcenwn, I. 164.

M )) M )i It ,1 M Q- Mab, I. 254.
Countless and swift as leaves Loon, I. iv. g.
Blackening the birth of day with countless •^ivi^s. Prom. i. 441.
count, stars Studded heaven's dark blue vault,— Q. Mab, I, 208.
Countless and unending orbs n, 73,
In countless echoes through the mountains ring, . iv. 39,
Or countless partners of his power divide . , . vii. 37.

Countries, n. states or kingdoms.
No—in countries that are free Mask, LV. 3.

Country, n. (1) a particular region or state.

The stubborn country ofmy birth, Ch. 1st, II. 357.

(2) (usually with a/tfj-j./riw.) one*s native land.
Blind, old, and lonely, when his country's pride, Adonais, iv. 4,
Two lives, the honour of their country/ .... Calderon, I. 236.
I will not think but that our country's wounds . Ch. 1st, i. 123,
For the worshipped father of our common country, li. 2S9.
How can I call thee England, or my country?— . iv. 6.

O, Stranger ! tell thy country and thy race. . . Cycl. 94.
crushed him to his country's bloodstained dust. , DceTnon, 11. 127.

„ ,, ,, „ „ „ . Q. Mab,v\l\. i^i.
But leech-like to their fainting £r(7MW/ry cling, . . Bn^l. 1819,5.
Who bent the curse against his country's heart, . Ifeilas, 240.
Or the red scaffold, as our country bends, . Julian, 37^.
Choked with his country's dead:— . . . Laon.x. viii. 4,
Thy country's curse is on thee, .... . . Z^. Ch. l. 1.

Undarkened by their country's last eclipse. . Marenghi, v. 3-

The thought of his own country . .
• xxviii. 3,

Your lost country bought and sold .... Mask, Lxxil. 3.
the «r(7aM/r)i'.s foes had fought, Motheri^Son,v\.\.
he sanctified his countrys steel, Otho, 11. 3.

So in his Country's dying face . - . . . Peter, vi. xxvii. 1.

to brave All, save its country's ruin ; Q. Mab, II. 192.
his name Had sanctioned in my country, , . vil. 178.
Than their own country ships may be .... Rosal. 393.
Or where the stem warrior, his country defending, Fear. II. i.

Ye traitors to your Country Tremble ! . . . Frernble Kings, 2.

(3) a place of abode.
For a new name and for a country new, . . . Cem:i, V. i. 89.

(4) world, place.
For in the country whence I come ... . . Calderon, i. 95.
would I were of that bright country! . . i. 97.

^5) a country-side, a rural place.
To come forth to a solitary country i. 24.
with little to recall Regrets for the green country. Julian, 558.

Country, c. adj. attr. rustic, rural.

as our country gossips sing and spin, Cenci, v. iii. 126.
And tell him, in a country walk alone, . . . Fr. Satire, 45.
The frugal luxury of our country cheer, . . . Gisb. 152.
But thought, as country readers do, Peter, vi. xi. 2.

Countrymen, n. fellow-natives of any district or country.
My countrymen invoked to death or liberty! . . Laon, III. x. g.
to unfold "liiith to my countrymen / . . . . rv. xii. 6.

Counts, V. tr. reckons up.
Counts his sure gains, and hums a song

;

. Devil, xix. 4.

Coupled, pp. tied together.

I see my young lambs coupled two by two . . Cyd. 202.

Courage, n. (1) spirit, confidence.
Nay, Beatrice ; have courage my sweet girl, . . Cenci, 11. i, 80.

And she !—Once more take courage ray taint heart ; 11. ii. 152.

With a mild look of courage answered mine, . Laon, vi. x. 5.

To wisdom, courage^ and long-sufFering love, . . Front. Ill, iii. 2.

Insensible to courage, truth, or lovfc Q. Mab, viii, 151.

Which meek-eyed c»«r. decked with freshest grace; ix. 71.

Courage of soul, that dreaded not a name, , . ix. 72,

And hope, and ojMro^e mute in death ; . . . . Rosal. 621.

man \ hold thee on in courage of soul . . There is no work, 7.

(2) determination, defiance.

1 see the new-bom courage in your eye .... Ch. 1st, 11. 118.

[3) daring, boldness, bravery.

We will have courage like the adamant rock, . Cycl. 600.
ye may awaken The courage ofmy friends . . 657.

Course. A. Lit. (1) rushing speed, rapid movement.
Parted around the chariot's swifter course, . . Dcemon, i. 155.

J, „ „ „ „ ... Q. Mab, 1. 245.
it relaxed its course As it approached me, . . . Laon, vi. xx. 2.

and on . . . course Guides trie sphere Prol. Hellas, 206.

Parted around the chariot's swifter course, . Q. Mab, I. 245.
Then flags with intermitting course, . Serchio, 94.
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(2) path, track.

bent its bright c. High over the immeasurable main. Alasior^ 278.
Our course^ you know, is generally zig-zag. . . Faust^ II. 30.
as well take your course on to Hell, II. 166.
A course precipitous, of dizzy speed, . . . . Laon^ I. viii. i.

Without a course^ without a star, Prom. 11. v. 89.
Our course unpiloted and starless make .... Witck^ lxiii. 4.

(3) (of a stream) way, movement, passage.
Like a dark flood suspended in its course^ . , . Alastor^ 190.
driven With dark obliterating course^ .... 329.
Thy searchless fountain, and invisible course , 507.
B. Fig. (1) intercourse, progress.

Since Ferdinand and you begun Your c. of love, . (guitar Jane^ 33.
First life then love its course begins, . ... Rosal. 624.

(2) path or progress.
Whose course has been so starless! Epips, 131.
Feeding my cmirse with expectation's breath, . . 248.
Snatch d from life's c. ere half his race was run ! . M.N.Post.Fr.2^.
How did thy course begin ? I said, Triumph^ 297.

(3) mental line or current.
How slow Behind the cowj-je of thought, . . . Cfi«a, IV. ii. a.

(4) due order, manner of proceeding.
The Pope will not divert the course of law. . . II. ii. 28.
The Heaven whose c. follows your power and art, Dante Conv. 4.
Against the course of Heaven and doom, . . Hellas, 61.

^5) line of action.
His Majesty might wisely take that course. . . Ck. is/, li. 282,
Yet, human Spirit, bravely hold thy course, . I?£emon, Ii. 238.

n 1) n M n „ . . Q. Mab, IX. 146.
On those who watch and who must rule their c, . Hellas, 125,

(6) with ofj naturally, as might be expected.
a state-necessity—Temporary, of course. . CBdtpus, ii. i. 25.
It had a quperish look of course— Peter, 11. vi. 4.

Courser, n. poet, a horse.
As 'twere a sword over the courser's head, . . Laon, vi. xxi. 2.

and I heaped up the courser's bed vi. xxvi. 8.

the blood . . . had stained the courser^s feet ;— . x. iii. 4.
A white courser bears the shadowy sprite ; .M.N. Spec. Hors. 28.

The phantom courser scours the waste, . . 37.

Coursers, n. poet, and Fig.
the coursers fly Terrified : . . Prom. Ii. iv. 153.
My coursers are fed with the lightning, . . . II. iv. 103.
My coursers are wont to respire ; , . . ii. v. 2.*

On whir!wind-footed cowrj^yj." III. iii. 77.
My coursers sought their birth-place in the sun, III. iv. 108.
CelestiaJ coursers paw the unyielding air ; . . Q. Mob, i. 60.
As that which remed the coursers of the air, . . i. 76.

the coursers of the air Unfurled ...... i. 203.
The coursers seemed to gather speed ; . . . . i. 239.
The restless coursers pawed the ungenial soil, , ix. 229.

Courses, n. appointed careers.

Or when the stars their visible courses run, . . Laon, ill. xx. 5.

Court, V. tr, pay respect or court to (?).

and court [count ?] the tears shed on its old roots, Ch. ist, V. 2.

Court, n. (1) an open space within a castle.

there is a tramp Of horses in the court; . . . , Cenci, iv. iii. 60.

Our suite will join yours in the co«?-/ below. . . IV. iv. 188.

In the court of the fortress Fugitives, IV. i.

(2) a narrow passage or alley or small square.
Fencing some lonely court, white with the scrawl Gisb. 267.

(3) dwelling or reception place.

arrived At the blithe court of Bacchus. . ,- . . Cycl. gi,

(4). a reception or audience given by royalty.

And then to St. James's court he went, .... D^il, IV. i.

(5) the surroundings of a sovereign.

basking in the sunshine of a court, . , . . Q. Mab, III. 107.

(6) a judicial institution.

of the High-Commission Court, marshal them. . Ch. 1st, li. 66.

During the pleasure of the Court. III. 6.

beg The office of his judge from this High Court, III. 60.

There is a Chancery Court; a King ; .... Peter, III. iv. i.

(7) Fig. assembly.
Keeps his pale court in beauty and decay, . . . Adonais, Vll. 2.

Court, c. adj. attr. attached to or concerned with royalty.

Call in the Jews, Solomon the court ^oxkmzxv, . (Mdipus, I. ^.
Court Journal or legitimate Review!—.... I. 368.

Courtyard, n. an open space attached to a house.
Into an old courtyard. Julian, 220.

In the court-yardikixoM^ which I past ; . . . . Rosal. 527.

Courteous, adj. (1) graciously pleasing.
Yet courteous, in her majesty she is Dante Conv. 46.

(2) deceitfully polite.

Grows cruel, courteous, smooth, Peter, III. x. 4.

Courtesy, n. complaisance, affability.

And with a manner beyond courtesy, . . . Julian, 593.

Courtier, n. attendant, adulator.
A judge's frown, a. courtier's smile, Falsehood, loi.

thanM^ul falsehood, like a courtier grey, , . . iMon^ x. xxiv. 6.

Courtiers, pi. of Courtier.
His countless courtiers mock the words they say, Death Vanq. 34.
the fool Whom courtiers nickname monarch, . Q. Mab, ill. 32.

c. crawled to kiss the feet Of their great Emperor, W'itch, Lxxiv. 6.

*Courtin^, pr. pple. Fig. trying to induce.
Awake, but courting sleep with weary will, . Hont. Merc. xL. 3.

Courts, V. tr. Fig. (1) tries to win or attain to.

some fevered wretch who courts sleep in vain ; M. N, Spec. Hors. 55.

(2) seeks.

And courts the thirsty lips it fled before. . . . Q. Mab, viii. 133,

Courts, n. (1) judicial institutions.

Lay my command upon the Courts below . . . Ch. 1st, II. 85.

Courts of Isiw—committees—calls Peter, III. xiv. 3.

^2) precincts.
Within the massy prison's mouldering cway/j, . Dmmon, II. 193.

„ „ „ „ „ „ . Q. Mab, IX. 114.

Cousin, n. a blood relation, more or less distant.

Of his sixth cousin, as he did her sister, .... Cenci, I. ii. 70.

Cousinp, n, pi. 01 Cousin.
They were two fozwz'wjj almost like to twins, . . Fiordispina, 11.

sisters-in-law and cousins .... Gisb. 218.
Brothers, sisters, cousins^ cronies, Peter, 11. viii. 2.

*Cove, n. a sheltered inlet or small bay.
the cove Is closed by meeting banks, Alastor, 405.
To some calm and blooming cove, . . . . Bug. Hills, 342.
into a silent cove. Where ebon pines Laon, iii. xxxiv. 8.
as she lies in her green cove, Serchio, 46.
Hemmed in . . . many a cove and bay Witch, XLlx. 8.

Coventry, Lord Keeper, b. 1578, d. 1640,
My Lord of Coventry, Lay my command . . . Ch. ist, II. 84.
And doubt not this, m^ Lord of 6(7z'£«/rv, . . II. 91.

Cover, V. tr. A. Lit. (1) envelope or conceal.
In the cave which wild weeds cover Fr. Roman's, 1. 1.

One boat-cloak did coverlho. loved and the lover— Fugitives, HI. 6.

as its roof shall cover My limbs Julian, 500.

(2) overspread.
Wizard-swarms cover the heath all over. . . . Faust, II. 210.
its depths with light did cover. Which past ; . . Laon, I. xl. 5.
its moving shade did coz'e*' The twilight . . . . vil. xl. 7.
dark oaks, whose shade did cover ix. i. 7.

(3) hide.
Cover thy face from every living eye, . . •. . Cenci, i. iii. 154.
Cover txi&\ let me be no more ! . v. iv. 129.

B. Fig. (1) conceal.
Words are but holy as the deeds they cover: . . ll. ii. 75.

(2) protect.
With their shade to cover ye. ... . Mash, LXXIV. 4.

(3) overshadow, obscure.
By the dark creeds which cover with eclipse . Ld. Ch. x. 3.

Cover, n. Fig. a hiding-place-
fled to her old cover. Amid seas and mountains, . Hellas, 316.

Covered, v. tr. Fig. (1) clothed, invested,
and Jove covered them with love and joy, , Horn. Merc, xcvil. 2.

(2) protected.
A line which covered and sustained the rest, . . L(wn, vi. xiii. 8.

(3) enshrouded.
Which covered our being Front, iv. 59.

Covered,//. A, Lit. (1) hidden, concealed.
As among fire-brands lies a burning spark C, Horn. Merc, xxxix. 8.

(2) overspread,
mute and still, by thee Covered: . . . . Prom. iv. a.kk.

B.Fig. (1) decked.
Gloriously as a grave covered^N\l\i virgin flowers. Ch. ist, ll. 406.
(2) bespattered.

Fainting with toil, covered W\t\i foam and blood : Hellas, 619.
(3) extinguished, overpowered.

O'er the embers coz*tfr*(/ and cold Death Nap. 14,
withdrawn, covered, drunk up Front, iv. 350,
(4) with in.

Would the dust Were flsfz/tfy^fl? in upon my body now ! Julian, 316.
Covering*, n. a piece of linen or other stuff.
Lay playing with the covering of the bed . . Horn. Merc. xxv. 6.

*Coverlid, n. Fig. the cover of a bed or couch.
Oblivion be our coverlid— inv. Mis. ix, 4.

Covers, v. tr. hides.
the serpents wake Which the sand covers,— . . Witch, lxxii. 5.

Covers, n. recesses, enclosed parts.
dense with shadows to its inmost covers, . . . Triumph, 481.

Coverts, n. thickets or shady places.
Filling its leafy coverts with a horror .... Calderon, 11. 170.
And closest coverts, and we know these wilds, . Front. II. ii. 67,

Covet, V. tr, desire inordinately.
Who cffvet power they know not how to use, . . Q. Mab, v. 241.

Covets, V. tr. see Covet.
one, Who having much, covets yet more, resembled ; Laon, v. xlii. 7.

Cow, n. the female of the bull {Bos taurm).
Cow's milk there is, and store of curdled cheese. Cycl. 129.
Is it ewe's milk or cow's milk, or both mixed ?— 197,
Or a cow's tail— CBdipus^ II. i. 104.

*Cow-driving, c. n. stealing cows.
and never thought of cow-driving. .... Horn. Merc. LXIII. 8.

*Cow-stealin^, c. adj.

a cow-stealing

.

. . door-waylaying thief, . , . . h. e.

Coward, n. a basely timorous person.
C<?zyarrf and slave

!

Cenci,v.\. ka.
A tyrant's dream, a coward's start, . . . . Falsehood, 99.
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a tyrant's slave, A coward and a fool, . . . . Q. Mab^ II. 177.
He was a coward to the strong : Rosal. 254,

Coward, c. adj. attr. pusillanimous.
By a/ward cession.— .... Caideron, II. 129.

Bloodless as bis coVJa^d soul. ... ... Devil^ xxx'. 4.

Cowardice, n. base pusillanimity.
This arwardice comes of itself—but stay, . . . Cyd. 649.
from slavery to cowardice A wretched fall ! . . iJaon^ IV. xxviii. 2.

load "With cowardice and crime the groaning land, Q. Mat, iv. 244.
Whom cowardice itself might safely chain, . . v. 201.

Cowardly, adj. pusillanimous.
Cowardly dogs ! ye will not aid me then ? . Cycl. 646.

Cowards, n. pi. of Coward.
Cowards and traitors ! Cenci^ IV. iii. 26.

kings who rule, and cowards who crouch, . . . Q. Mab, IV. 77.

*Cow1)iud, n, wild Btiony {Bryonia dioicd).

Green C)7zerdi'«(/ and the moonlight-coloured May, Question^ ill. 2.

Cowed, //. abashed, friglitened.

cowed and cowering fearfully. Rosal. 275.

*Cower, V. intr. quail, are in fear.

with ideot fear Cower in their kingly dens— . Hellcts^ 35S.

:|:Cowered, v. intr. crouched tremblingly.
and awe cowered near his throne, .... . Laon^ V. xxvii. 7.

^Cowerinff, pr. pple. trembling with fear.

He ceased, and by the sail Sate cowering— viil. xxvi. 3.

cowed and cowering fearfully. . • . • • Rosal. 275.

*Cowerixigr, ppl. adj. trembling, abject.

Amid his cowering senate with thy name, . Otho^ I. 6.

:|:Cowers, v. intr. quails, trembles.
while Rebuke cowers pale and dumb. . . . Gisb. 201.

*Cowl, n. A. Lit. a hood worn by monks.
when from beneath a cowl A. voice came forth, . Laon^ a. xxxi. 8.

And the dark monk now Wraps the cowl round
his brow, . St Ir.i^l. 5.

B. J^ig.

Be both, on thy grey head, a leaden cowl , . . Ld. Ck. iv. 3.

*Cowled, ppl. c^j. wearing a cowl.
A cowled and hypocritical monk Q. Maby II. 180.

*Cowls, n. A. Lit. headgear of monks.
gloomy cowls and glittering spears— .... Laon^ xii. ii. 6.

B. Fig.
shall turn To cowls and robes of everlasting fire. . Ch. 1st, III. 22.

Cows, n. pi. of Cow.
and he milked the cows^ Cycl 379.
Have you seen any one pass with the cows?— Horn. Merc, xxxiii.7.

About the cows ofwhich he had been beguiled, xxxix.4-
That I stole not your cows, XLVII. 2.

Whatever things cows are, I do not know, . , XLVII.4.
Is it about these cows you tease me so ? . . lii. 2.

I wish the race of cows were perished !— . . Lll. 3.

I Stole not your cows— LII. 4.

I do not even know What things cotus are. . LII. 5.

he past To Pylos, with the cows^ in fiery haste. Lix. 8.

he quietly Had sacrificed some cows, . . . lx. 2.

Of my lost cows, whatever things cows be

:

LXI. 4.

If to the bulls and cows we take good heed ;— . Lxxxiv. 5.

white and red rags, and tails Of cows, .... (Bdipus, I. 301.

Coy, adj. (1) of persons, bashful, shy.

They are not coy like me Critic, II. 4.

Coy, unwilling, silent bride, . . . . Inv. Mis. I. 3.

'Tis you are cold—for I not coy, Peter, IV. xiii. i.

For to your passion I am far more coy . . . Reviewer, 9.

And timid lovers who had been so coy, .... Witch, Lixvi. i.

(2) Fig. of things, hard to come by, partaking of shyness.

For kissing the coy wine that loves you not. . . Cycl. 563.

Have charmed their nurse ccy Silence near her lids DcEinon, i. 24.

Hence, coy hour ! and quench thy light, .... Epithal. 5.

If I am Venus, thou, coy Poesy Art the Adonis . Tasso, 10.

Cozening', n. deception, bamboozling.

All sorts oi cozening ior trepanning Peter, III. ii. 4.

Crab, n. Fig.
Soon a crab the throat will seize Cycl. 613.

Craclk, v. intr. (1) give out a sharp sudden noise.

The housedog moans, and the beams crack! . . Cenci, III. ii. 79.

(2) give way, break.

Over each other crcu:k and crash Faust, II. 134.

Crack, n. a crevice, or narrow open space.

Had bound their folds o'er many a crack, . . . TAe Cold, II. 5.

Cracked,//, bruised, injured. (See also Crackt,)

V\e cracked my skull Cyd. 693.

Cracked, ///. adj. with a rift in it.

And he took an old cracked lute ; Hate, 2.

Cracking-, ppl. adj. straining, extreme,

their eyes started with ^ac^i«^_ stare, . , . . Z-aow, VI. xvi. 8.

*Crackllng, n, a sharp breakmg sound.

I hear a crackling of the giant bones . CBdipus, 11. ii. 61.

Cracks, v. intr. breaks up.

it cracks as a tree, ^is. Sea, 26.

Crackt, v. intr, burst asunder.
and the cavern crackt With sound, . . , Laon, VII. xxxviii. 2.

When suddenly the mountains crackt, . . Mar. Dr. xxil. 2.

Cradle, n. A. Lit. a child's bed.

The tree-swung cradle of a child, . . . Dirgefor Year, III. 2.

The child in the cradle lies strangled at home, . Faust, il. 173.

Nor long could in the sacred cradle keep, . . Horn. Merc. III. 7.

Then to nis cradle he crept quick, xxv. 4.

Had crept into his cradle, either eye Rubbing, , LX. 5.

The first-born Love out of his cradle leapt, . . Witch, xxxil. 2,

B. Fig. (1) applied to the casing of larvae.

His winding sheet and cradle ever weaves ; . . Gisb. 4.

fresh from the grave. Which is its cradle— Woodman, 25.

(2) a resting-place.
Some made a cradle of the ermined capes . . . Triumph, 495.
This pale bosom, thy cradle and bed, - . . Vis. Sea, 80,

took The coffin, its last cradle, from its niche, Witch, LXX. 7.

(3) infancy, cradle time.
And nurse them from the cradle to the grave . . Fr. Peo. Eng. 7.

Their pathway from the cradle to the tomb— . Ld. Ch. X. 4.

From the cradle to the grave, Men ofEng. II. 2.

whatsoever Can be between the c. and the grave . Ode Lib. xviL 2.

A traveller from the cradle to the grave , . . Prom. IV. 551.
even from its cradle Roomed . . Q. Mob, IV. 137.

the stars. Which on thy cradle beamed . . . VI. 73.

,, „ „ „ ,, . . . Superstition, 2.

(41 a place of nurture or early life.

as they draw nearer The quiet cradle. .... Ch. ist, II. 14.

England, farewell ! thou who hast been my crai/ife, IV. i.

(5) a place of origin or nurture.

some bank, Her cradle, and his sepulchre. . . Alastor, 430.
A cradle of young thoughts Epips. 08.

in the craggy grave Which was its cradle, . . . 353.
call The future from its cradle, 521.

Greece did thy cradle strew ; . . . ... Hellas, 95.
Thought is its cradle and its grave, 782.

the rough Year just awake In its cradle . . . fane, Inviin, 6.

Which finds a grave or cradle in my bosom, . . Prom. IV. 348.
the desolation of a city. Which was the crtmle, . TbwerofFam. 2.

For your cradle, your home and your bier ? When the lam-p. III. 8.

Cradle-clotlies, n. linen or other coverings.

and fling The cradl^clothes about me . . . Horn. Merc. xlv. 5.

:|:Cradled, v. tr. Fig. held or harboured.
That cradled in their folds the infant dawn. . . Deetnon, 1. 141,

the air since first extended It cradledth^ young world, Laon, 11. v. 6.

Cradled,//. Fig. (1) safely or surely settled, settled, fixed.

Cradledm the belief of guileless looks, . . . Cenci, V. ii. 149.
cradled \n the glimmer Of sunset, ... . Ch. 1st, iv. 23.

Cradled, and hung in clear tranquillity ; ... Epips. 458.
but the unborn hour. Cradled \n fear and hope, . HeUas, 753.
which cradled lay In her smile-peopled rest, . . Laon, ii. xxxiv. 6.

Oh, what a mia;ht Of hiunan thought was cradled
in that night! V. ii. 5.

lands cradleaiTs. the roar Of western waves, v. Song, 6. 7.

(2) nurtured, brought up.
To spirits cradledin a sunny clime :— . . Ginevra, 117.

thou hast descended Cradled m tempests; . . . Prom. ll. i. o.

Cradled in visions of hate and care, . . iv. 62.

Cradled within the embrace of night. . . . Sensii. PL i. 1 14.

(3) asleep, rocked as in a cradle.

The sailors she saw cradled on the waves, . . Witch, LXiv. 7.

(4) nursed.
Most wretched men Are c. into poetry by wrong, fulian, 545.

Cradled,///, adj. lain in a cradle.

A cradled miniature of yourself asleep, . . Ch. 1st, ii. 482.
Little cradled rogue, . . ... Hom. Merc. XLir. 7.

Calm as a cradled child luton, i. xv, g.

with those who did despise His cradled Idol . x. xxxiv. 5.

hang even o'er the cradledh^s, Q. Mob, iv. 119.

Cradles, n. Fig. (1) nurture places, nests.

Around the cradles of the birds aloft Wood?nan, 51.

(2) places of origin or birth.

At sunrise they leap From their cradles steep . Arethusa, v. 8,

And from the cradles of eternity, Dcenton, II. 30.

» . » , ,
, Q- ^'^t V"'- 6-

^Cradling, pp. harbourmg, holdmg.
And the crawling worms were cradling her . . Rosal. 345.

^CradlinsTi ppl- adj. Fig. nurturing, harbouring.
a nest Ofcrflfl^;"«^peace built on the mountain tops,— Ch. 1st, iv. 50.
From its cradling blue-bell shaken, . . . . Fr. Serp. 7.

Craft, n. (1) business, occupation.
no need of any sense of discernment in their craft; Ch. 1st, II. 62.

Look ye ob^ the masters of the craft. . . . Cyd. 477.

(2) deceit, cunning.
some subtle feat Of thievish craft, Horn. Merc. xi. 6.

But, being ever mindful of his craft, xiil. 2.

I never saw his like ... for knavery or craft:— Lvii. 2.

To teach all craft upon the earth below ; . . . Lxxxvill,4

*Crag, n. (1) Lit. a rugged broken cliff or rock.

From cloud and from crag. With many a jag, . Arethusa, I. 4.

beneath this crag Huge as despair, Cenci, III. i. 255.

With intersecting trunks, from crag to crag, . . ill. i. 261.

As on the jag of a mountain cre^, Cloud, 35.

And aery Sunium's silver-veined cra^, .... Q>d. 275.

that every step One stumbles 'gainst some crag. Faust, II. 21.

This pinnacle of isolated crag. 11. 94.
Cling tightly to the old ribs of the crag. . . . 11. 120.

Which fishers found under the utmost c Of Cornwall Gisb. 36.

And when they saw one sitting on a crag, . , . Laon, Vll. xli. 1.

As on a foam-girt crag xi. x. 3.

Rebounding, like thunder, from crag to cave, . Vis. Sea, 97.
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its barriers of mountainous cra^ .• Vis.Sea^iii.
star-surrounded pyramid Of icy crag- . . . Witch^ xxxvill. 7.

(2) Fig, broken period.
This gloomy crag^ of time to which I cling, . . Hellas^ 926.

*Cra|p-built, c. adj. composed of crags or rocks.
The crag-buiit ^rs^xXj^ of the barren deep, . . . Prom, in. iii. 122.

*Crag-like, c. adj, (l"! resembling a rough rock.
Until each crag-like tower, and storied column,

(2) rough as a broken rock.
And narrow verge of crag-like agony, . . .

*Craffffy, adj. of rough jagged rocks.
among its caves And craggy shores ; .

Soon as we came into this craggy place,
Upon the sharp edge of thp craggy stone
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each in the crae£^ grave Which was its cradle,
He stretched their hides over a craggy stone.
And Phosbus stooped under the craggy roof
Their shattered ranks, and in a craggy vale.
The tongueless Caverns of the craggy hills .

Checks its dark chariot by the craggy gulph.

*Crags, n. A. Lit, (V) rugged broken clifFs or rocks,
The ^rrfl^j closed round with black andjagged arms, Afaslor, 359.
And seems, with its accumulated crags^ . . 552.
Babylon of cra^j and agfed trees, Calderon, il. i6g.
Over the rills, and the crags, and the hills, . . . Cloud, 25,
under the roots of^tna and its crags, . . Cycl. 282.
The giant-snouted crags, hoi ho! Pausi, II. 49.
Gleamed like a pile ot crop's Pr. ofDream, 8.

like shapeless crags and clouds, Hellas, 866.
in that roof of crags a space was riven .... Laon, VH. xi. 4.
With air-clad crags that plain of land and sea,— Marengfii, xxn.5.
Over whose pines, and crags, and caverns sail . Mont B. 14.
Bursting their inaccessible abodes Of cro^j . . Naples, 131.
The woods and crags of Grasmere vale. " '

The crags, this clear spring morning,
It is some beinff Around the crags
twisted aroundUTie iron crags,
their last pangs Had crushed the iron crags/ .

The cold crags of Lycaeus, weep for him ; . .

Its emerald crags glowed in her beauty's glance
to the sky Lifted their dreadful crags, , .

And hanging crags,

(2) broken lumps of rock.
The shock of crags shot from strange enginery,

(3) transf. j^Mjtf= clouds resembling rocks,
purple c. and silver towers Ofbattlemented cloud Ode Lib. V. 2.

B. Fig. difficult ways.
tho' under my wrath's might It climb the c. of life. Prom. III. i. 14.

Cram, v. tr. to press or push in.

To cram in great-coat pockets, Serchio, 79.

Crammed, v. tr. crowded, filled to overflowing.
Which thus his fancy crammed. Peter, V. ix. 5.

Crammed, ppl. adj. closely printed.
Five thousand crammed Qf:.\zxo pages .... vi. xiv. i.

"'Cramming, pr. pple. overfilling.

Thy gorge ever cramming, VI. xxxvi. 6.

*Cramminff, vbl. n. overfeeding.
offasts and feasts, starving and cramm-ing! (Ediptis, ii. ii. 6.

By the starving and the cramming, II. ii. 88.

Cramp, n. spasmodic contraction.
as the benumbing c. Of ages- leaves their limbs— Laon, ll. xUv. 5.

fCramps, v. tr. contracts, confines.
the blight that cramps and blinds,^ Pr. Atkan, il. i. 7.

"^^Crane, n. a migratory bird {firus cinered).

The crane o'er seas and forests seeks her home ; B. Williams, vi. r

.

near which a kite and crane Hang tangled . . Hellas, 308.
The crane returned to her unfrozen haunt, . Unf. Dr. 70.

Cranes, n. pi. of Crane.
As cranes upon the cloudless Thracian wind. . Hellas, 480.

fCrank, n. a holdfast or gripping iron.

and have driven, like a crank, Vis. Sea, 43.

fCranks, n. practical jokes, quaint devices.

and many quips and cranks She played . . . Witch, LI. 5.

Crannies, n. pi. of Cranny.
Satan poked his red nose into crannies so small, Devil, Vli. i.

Out of the crannies of the rocks, Faust, il. 190.

Cranny, n. a crack or fissure.

through crevice, and chink, and cranny, , CEdipus, I. 267.

*Crape, n, a. gauzy fabric.
a cloud-like wa/fi Was bent, Triumph, gi.

fCrash, v. intr. break noisily.

Over each other crack and crash Faust, il. 134.
Crash through the chinks of earth— . ... Gisd. 64.

4:Crash, n. (1) Lit. a loud noise of shattering or dashing

together.
Hark the earthquake's crash I hear, Devil, xxvil. i.

The crash as oian empire falling, . . . . Hellas, 724.
And croj^ of brazen mail ... 821.

a crash Of mighty sounds rushed up, . . Horn. Merc. Lxxxv. 5.

The crash and darkness of a thousand storms . Naples, 129.
Above me, the crash of the thunder was rolling, St. Ir. (i) il. 3.

(2) Fig. disturbance or revolution.
he heard the cr«-y^ of nations ...... Pr. Aihan.i\.\.\%.

*Crasli'd, V. intr. sounded loudly and suddenly.
Unheeded the thunder-peal crash'd'xvi mine ear— Si. Ir. (i) III. 3.

*Craslies, v. intr. rushes with roaring sound.
the tempest crashes through the forest ! ... Faust, II, 126,

Crave, v. tr, (1) ask or beg.
I (:raw£ permission of your Majesty Ch. 1st, II. 94,
From you he only dares to crave, . . ... GuitarJane, 40.

(2) hunger or long for, covet.

still They crave the relic of Destruction's feast. . Hellas, 429.

Cravens, n. cowards.
Ye conscience-stricken cravens, ...... Cenci, IV. ii. 39.

Craving, ppl. adj. earnestly desiring or longing.
was to my craving hx^^sX. Fuel, not food. . . . Laon, III. xxi. 7.

Cravings, n, earnest longings.
Might not my heart its cravings ever slake ? . , IV, Iv. 7.

Crawl, V, intr. A, Lit. {!) of animals, move slowly or
creep.

in damp cells Where scaly reptiles crawl, . . . Cenci, III. i, 47.
Let him crawl which yet lies sleeping .... Pr. Serp. 3,

the reptiles' hiss and crawl— Laon, x. xliii. 6.

So thin with want, he can crawlin and out . . CEdipus, I. 178.
when lean enough To c. through such chinks— . . I. 184.

(2) addressed to an infant.

ifyou would not yourlastsleep doze ; .C. out 1— Hom. Merc. XLIX. 5,

B. Fig. (1) go gradually in point of time.
till they crawl Back to her cold hard bosom. . Ch. ist, I. 160.

(2) pass along.
crawl fsLSt o'er the smooth ocean streams, . Vis. Sea, 147,

(3) of time, pass slowly.
The hours crawl on ; Cenci, III, ii. 25.
How like death-worms the wingless moments c. / Prom,. II. i. 16.

tCrawled, v. intr. A. Lit. crept, moved slowly.
That crawled ^x^ the leg of his table, Devil, XVIII. :«.

Within voluptuous chambers panting ^yflzc/ffrf.' . Prom. i. 171,
trodden worms that crazy/^taf beneath, .... Triumph, ^j.

B. Fig. {used contemptuously) ^ cringed or abased himself,
that e'er Crawled on the loathing earth ? . . . Q. Mab, iv. 247.
courtiers c^, to kiss the feet Of their great Emperor, vVitch, Lxxiv.'6.

Crawling, pr. pple. A. Lit. creeping.
the nipt worm is crawling, . . Autumn, 11. i,-

B. Fig. moving slowly or seeming to move.
Crawling Wk.^ agony . , Prom. i. 491.
Crawling inch by inch on them, . .... Vis. Sea, 93.

Crawling, ppl, adj. A. Lit. of animate things, creeping.
And the crawling worms were cradling her . . Rosal. 345.
Among their crawling worms 467.

B. Fig. (1) of iiianimate things, slowly advancing.
The c/*aa'/z«^ glaciers pierce me Prom. I. 31.

(2) of time, slowly progressing.
The wingless, crawling hours, i. 48.

Crawls, V. intr. creeps or moves.
He has eleven feet with which he crawls, . , (Bdipus, I. 164.
the meanest worm that crawls in dust . , . . Q. Mab, IV. 90.

CvB^zeH, ppl. adj. cracked, damaged.
Like a erased bell- chime, out of tune ? . . . . Peter, VI. x. 5.

'''Creak, v. intr. make a grating noise.
The roots creak, and stretch, and groan ; , . . Faust, 11. 130.

*Creaked, v. intr. Fig. seemed to creak, were laden.
and the winds no moreC with the weight of birds, Laon, x. xviii. 5.

Creaking, ppl. adj. grating with weight.
Heaped upon the creaking-^^^, Eug. Hills, 222.

Create, v. I. tr. (1) originate.
which Earth did in her heart create. Laon, VII. xiii. 9.
But from these create he can Forms Prom. I. 747,
(2) cause, bring about.

or create That peace which first . ... Damon, li. 132.

, n , i> n » Q.Mab,Vin.igi.
As might create some response to the thought . Laon, ii. xvi, 3.
Amid the calm which rapture doth create . . ir. xxix . 5.
From whatsoe'er my wakened thoughts create , iv. xii. 3.'

whose force Might create smiles in death— . vi. xx. 5.

II. intr. originate.

And must create for ever.— ... .... Faust, i. 104.

Created, v. tr, (1) gave being to, originated.
slaves Of fate, whom he created, in his sport, . Q. Mab, VI. 109.
rested, and created man : vil. 108.

(2) formed, built up.
a work which the devotion Of millions . . .c. there, Laon, V. xl. 4.
And new created all he saw ... . . . Peter, iv. ix. 2.

(3) caused, brought about.
and speech created thought, Prom. 11. iv. 72.

Created,//, originated. '

I Am one of those who have created, . ... Triumph, 294.
Created, ppl. adj. (1) formed.
imagination just possesses The half c. shadow. . Fr. Unsat, 7.

(2) originated.
A new created s&xxs^ within his soul Q. Mab, iii. 185.

Creates, v. tr. originates, gives being to.

the spirit that crgfl/fij One object, Epips. lyi.
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I3Q CREATES—CRESCENT.

And all that faith creates or love desires, . . . Pi^Ofn. I. 201.
to hope till Hope c... the thing it contemplates ; iv. 573.

Creatingf, pr. pple. bringing into existence.
faith Cy-ea//«^ what it feigned ;— HellaSy^w.

Creation, n. (1) fonnation out of nothingness,
infinity within, Infinity without, belie creation; Q. Mab^ VII. 22.

(2) the beginning of all things.
Is bright as at creation's day. irep.) . , Faust^ i. 8.

As wonderful as on creation s day :—^ . . I. 43.
At the creation of the Earth .... . Fr. Pleas, i.

(3) first beginning.
And dies on the creation of its breath, . . . Dmnion^ 11. 42.

II ti II ,1 ,, . . . Q. Maby VIII. 25.
From creation to decay, HellaSy 19S.

(4) that which exists,

L/ike Chaos o'er creation^ uncreating ; . . . . Naples.^ 138.

(5) the fact of being created.
Like its creation^ weak yet beautiful, . . . Prom. ii. iii. 15.

Man looks on his creation like a God .... 11. iv. 102.

Creations, n. (1) original ideas, great tbaughts.
and refined Those new creations^ . . ... Peter, IV. ix. 4.
for ever seeing Their bright creations. . . . Pr. Athan. II. i, 17.

Marks your creations rise as fast and fair . . Sonn. Byron^ o.

(2) imaginations, fancies.

And fancy's thin creations to endow , . . . . ^, Mab^ vii. 62.

*Creative, adj. Fig. that lirings into sight.

And of this stufiF the car's creative ray .... Triumph, 533,
^Creator, n. one who creates or gives existence to anything.
As perfect worlds at the Creator's will. . . . Sonn. Byron^ 7.

Creature, n. (1) a human being.
Than e'er was made by living creature . . . Peter^ vi. xxxv. 4.

(2> a personage.
The Devil was no uncommon creature; . . IV. xvi. i.

My Witch indeed is not so sweet a creature . . W^itck, Ded. V. i.

(3) as epithet of tenderaeps or admiration.
This fairest creature from earliest spring
So £air a feature, as she lay enfolden . . .

(4) as expressing pity or misfortune.
Alas ! Weak and deserted creature that I am,

(5> expressive of contempt.
Himself the creature of his worshippers, . .

(6) implying creation and possession.
She led her creature to the boiling springs . .

Creatnres, n. see Creature (3).
The fairest creatures in this breathing world

;

gentle creatures that ye are ! ....
Credit, v. tr. believe in.

May credit this strange sacrifice, Q. Mob, vil. 142.

Credits, v. intr. believes, gives credence.
imposture Recites till terror credits, . . .

Crednlons, n. easily believing.
tradition interruptedly Te.aches the c^ed. vulgar.
Success has sanctioned to a credulous worla . .

JCreed, n. A. Lit. a form of belief.

that IsIam^s creed Might crush for him
so hard and cold a creed Had seared ....
whose creed Divides and multiplies the most high

God . Prol. Hellas, x. 178.
Listening supinely to a bigot's creed, . . . . O. Mab^ IX. 180.
that the Christian creed Is false, Rosal. 501.
As to the Christian creed, if true Or false, . . 512.
The champion of a trampled creed : .... 660.

B. Fig. mode of thinking.
My c. should have redeemed me from repenting, Julian, 332.
1 am ever still the same In creed as in resolve, 359.
It is a modest creed^ Sensit. Pl.iv. 13.

Creeds, n. forms of belief.

Traditions dark . . . whence evil creeds Start forth, Laon, 11. ii. 8.

And monuments of less ungentle creeds .... 11. xi. 4.
By the dark creeds which cover with eclipse - . —.

From the dust oi creeds aatsKom
ere new creeds could faith obtain, ....
On the strange creeds priests hold so dear.
The outworn creeds again believed.

. Sensit. PI. II. 57.

. Witch, II. 4.

. Cenci, I. ii. 45.

. Q. Mab^ VIl. 28.

. Witch, •sxswii.^.

. Cenci, II. ii. 23.

. Dante Conv. 5.

IL 160.

II. 249.
V. 6i.

. Laon, X. xxxiv. 6.

XII. X. 6.

irf. Ch. X. 3.

Prom.. I. 697.
Rosal. ICQ.

68i.

718.

Creep, v. intr. A. Lit, (1) of living creatures, crawl,

move slowly.
And creep^ and live the while Devil, xiii. 4.

The slow soft toads out of damp comers creep, . Even. Pisa, i. 3.

that fly, or walk, or creep Laon, v. Iv. 9.

All living things that walk, swim, creep^ or fly, . O. Mab, vi. 77.

„ „ ,, „ ,. „ . Superstition, 6.

(2) move stealthily or carefully.

Creep 'u\\— Qfcl.%^2.
They creep about you on your left 095.
To creep along the labyrinths of the v^es, . . Faust^ II. 7.

But out to seek Apollo's herds would creep. . Hont. Merc. Ill, 8.

And he shall creep into her dressing-room ^ . . (Edipus, i. 180.

And kids, fearless from love, creep near his lair. Orpheus, 1 19.

B. Fig. (1) hang round about,
their loose locks which over both did c. Like ivy Witch, LXI. 6.

f2) of aspects of nature, move slowly or gradually.
Where'er the winds shall creep, or the clouds fly, Hellas, 437.
summer winds that creep from flower to flower,— Int. Beauty, i. 4,

449.
Laon^ J. zliii. 5.

v. xxxii. 8.

IX. xix. 7,

XII. xvii, 8.

Long ti-ains of tremulous mist began to creep, . Laon, i. ii. 4.

Like evening shades that o'er the mountains creep, II. xlix. 7.

The glaciers r.'Like snakes that watch their prey, Mont B. 100.

Only the shadows creep : Rosal. 134.
Silence and twilight, Creep hand in hand . . Summer-Evg. 6.

over thy face shall c. The wakening vernal airs, . Zucca, II. 5. .

(3) of thoughts or ideas, prevail gradually.
did creep among The nations of mankind, . . Laon, i. xxviii. 4.
from the veil Of her dark eyes, the dream did c. Mar. Dr. xxiii. 4.

The GaUlean serpent forth did creep, .... Ode Lib. viii. 14.

(4) of sensation, come gradually.
Me—who am as a nerve o'er which do creep
But as I moved, over my heart did creep
may boil. Or creep within his veins at will ?—

a mighty calmness creep Over my heart,

(5) of sound,
there seemed to creep A melody, ....
(6) of time, pass slowly.

Whilst yet the calm hours creepy Mutability (2) ill. 5.

Creeping, pr. pple. A. ZzV. of living creatures.

she [the snail] comes creeping up, Faust, II. 266.
Not a bee shall hear him Lthe serpent] creeping, Fr. Serp. 5.

[The rat] Creeping through crevice, and cnink, . CBdipus, i. 2(fj.

B. Fig. (1) of atmosphere, passing gradually.
Creeping like cold through all things near ; . . Peter, vil. xvii. 4.

(2) of time.
Whose sunny hours . . . Went c, through the day Fiordispina, 3,

Creeping, ppl. adj. A. Lit. of living creatures,
men Go to their graves like flowers or c. worms, Alastor, 622.
The insects, and each creeping thing, . . Peter, Vll, xx, 2.

all plants, And creeping forms, Pro^. III. iii. 92.

B. Fig. (1) mental, gradually approaching.
The misery of a madness slow and creeping, . . Laon, vil. xv. 1.

(2) of sound.
A sweet and a creeping ^QyyxiA ... . Fr. Satan, 11.

Creeps, v. intr. A. Lit. crawls.
The snake, . . . C. here his noontide thirst to slake, Rosal. 1 15.

B. Fig. (1) moves stealthily,

another devil creeps behind the first . ... Ch. ist, il. 46.

(2) pervades gradually.
There c. A clinging, black, contaminating mist . Cenci, ill. i. 16.

(3) encroaches gradually.
And on the other creeps eternally, , . . . Marenghi, xv. 5.

Crept, V. intr. A. Lit. of living creatures, crawled,
and dreaming still, he [the serpent] crept afar— . Witch, xxx. 5,

B. Fig. (1) of men, moved stealthily.

Then to his cradle he crept quick, Horn. Merc. xxv. 4.
the fisher about the low rocks damp Crept, . Lerici, 47.

(2) expressing consciousness of shame.
And the wretch crept a. vampire among men, . . Prom. III. iv. 147.

(3) of wind, light, frost, fire, &c., came gradually, passwi

slowly.
The frozen wind crept on above, . . Ch. ist, V. 12.

what frost C/TS^^ o'er those waters, Epips. ^14^
Until an envious wind crept by, Jane, Recoil. 81.

morning beam Crept slowly over Heaven, . . . Laon, v. iv. 2.

The thirsty fire crept round his manly limbs ; . Q. Mob, VII. 8.

unctuous meteors . . . Crept and flitted in broad
noon-day; . . Sensit. PI. ill. "jq.

(4) of water, meandered.
through the plain in tranquil wanderings crept, . Alastor, 500.
and then crept Shuddering thro' India? .... Prom.. I. 63.

(5) of thought, flowed.
And cr^//with the blood through every vein ; . Rosal. 355.

(6) of time, pa^ed slowly.
then in manhood's prime : But age crept on : . Q. Mob, VI. 123.

(7) of a plant, grew.
And [the plant] c. abroad into the moonlight air, Unf. Dr. 191.

(8) of sleep or disease.

the cold sleep Cre^/, like blight Vis. Sea, 51.

Crept, ^. A.. Lit. (1) gone stealthily.

Had crept into his cradle, either eye Rubbing, . Hont. Merc. LX. 5.

(2) taken shelter,

man and worm Have crept out of the storm— , Fugitives, I. 14.

B. Fig. (X) insinuated themselves.
Have crept by flattery to the seats of power, . Q. Mab, IV. 206.

(2) davraed or grown mentally.
For this I prayed, would on thy sleep have crepty FallofBonap. 8.

While slowly truth on thy benighted sense Has c; Laon, iv. xi. 8.

Crescent, adj. growing or increasing.

Thy spirit should have filled its crescent sphere, Adonais, xxvii. 8.

Look, Hassan, on yon crescent moon, .... Hellas, 337.
hom&d like the crescent moon

; Q. Mab, l. 257.

Crescent, n. A. Lit. (1) half circle.

And, like the moon's argentine crescent hung . Dcemon, l. 167.

A western Crescent, borne impetuously. . . . Hont. Moon, 15.

(2) a figure of a half moon.
A pleasure-dome surmounted by a crescent, . . Unf. Dr. 91.

B. Fig. the Moslem banner.

Dare not to prey beneath the crescAnfs light. . Hellas, qaq.
Haste thou and fill the waning crescent . . . /Vv/. Hellas, 196.



CRESSET—CRIME. 131

tCresset, n. Fig. a beacon fire.

A cresset shaken from the constellations. . . PfoL Hellas^ 201.

Cressets, «. pi. of Cresset.

With all its cressets of immortal fire, Hellas^ 773.
cressets from the serene Hung there, Wiich^ Llll. 5.

Crest, n. (1) poet, head, torehead.
Rush from the crest of ^gis-bearing; Jove ; . . Horn. Mm. 9.

His red and burning crest^ radiant with victory. Laon^ I. xii, 9.

(2) the crown or topmost point.

a mountain which we neared, whose crest . . . VI. xxii. 6.

On two dread mountains, from whose crest^ . . Mar. Dr. IX. i.

But never bowed our snowy crest Prom. I. 91.

(3) the chief star in a conbtellation.

With that white star, its sightless pilot's crest^ . III. ii. 27.

(4) the crown of a wave.
At night o'er their foaming crest^ Q. ofmy Hearty V. 3.

(,5j a crown or projection.
Gleamed with its cr£.p^ of columns, Ode Lib. v. 10.

Rose like the crest of cobra-di-capel, Unf. Dr. 167.

(6) of things immaterial, wrong, fear, belief.

Were as a lance to quell the mailed cr^j^ of wrong. Laon^ iv. xvii. 9.

doth rear ... its c. Eminent among those victims— xi. viii. 3.

darkest£:.Ofthatfoul,knotted,many-headedworm Ld. Ck, i. i.

Crested,///, adj. (1) surmounted by a crest or projection,
the neck . . . Sustained a (tested head, .... Laon^ l. ix. 8.

(2) Fig. towering, lofty,

and c. heads Of cities and proud temples gleam , Wztck^ LVII. 6.

Crests, n. Fig. (1) points or heads.
And bow their burning crests, and glide in fire . Prom.. 11. ii. 81.

(2) see Crest (2).
O'er many a mountain chain which rears Its hun-

dred crests aloft, .... . . Loon, iv. xxxii. 5.

(3) positions, dignity.

Bow their towered crests to mutability. . . . Hellas^ 846.

*Cretan-tougTied, comp. adj. lying.

Where reigns a Creiat>ton£^ed pa.mc, . . . Peier^ III. xiii. 3.

Cretans, n. inhabitants of Crete.
What though Cretans old called thee .... CEdipus^ ll. ii. 3.

Crete, n. now Candia, a Greek island in the Mediterranean.
Crete and Cyprus, Like mountain-twins . Hellas^ 587.
Argos, Corintn, Crete Hear, 707.
Wife to that most religious King of Crete, . . , CEdipus^ I. 137.
On such a one from Asia into Crete^ . . . 11. i. ^.

JCrevlce, n. a very narrow opening.
through crevice^ and chink, and cranny, . . . i. 267.

Crew, n. A. Lit. (1) a ship's company.
or like the crew Whilst now the ship is splitting . Loon, XI. x. 4.
Is that all the crew that He burying each other, . Vts. Sea, 38.

(2) party or companionship.
of that crew He came the last, Adonais, xxxill. 7.

Away, he is not of our crew . . Epips. 306.

(,3) a herd or mob.
Silence those mutineers—that drunken crew^ . . Hellas, 191.

Whilst I had watched the motions of the crew . Daon, lii. x. 2.

Was indeed one of those deluded crew, . . TriuTttpk, 184.
the crew Seemed in that light, . . . 445.
and the wood-gods in a crew Came, Witch, Vlll. 2.

(4) gang of hirelings.

'Tis to see the Tyrant's crew Mask, XLVII. 3.

B. Fig. (1) applied to branches of trees.

their weak boughs ... a weather-beaten crew/ Orpheus, 34.

(2) neighbouring stars.

Canopus and his crew, Witch, XLVIII. 4.

Cri*b, n. a child's cot.

in his sacred crib deposited The hollow lyre, . Horn., Merc. xi. z.

Crickets, n. insects of the tribe Achetina.
The crickets were still in the meadow and hill : . Serchio, 25.

Cried, v. I. ir. A. Lit. called loudly, exclaimed.
Wake thou, cf-/jft/ Misery, childless Mother, . . Adonais, xxii. 2.

And alLthe Echoes . . . cried: Arise ! . . . xxii. 7.

Leave me not ! cried Urania:....... xxv. 8.

Vision and Love ! The Poet cried aloud, . . Alastor, 367.

She clasped him and cried Bion. Adon. 39.
Than when he smiled, and c. My sons are dead ! Cenci, 11. i. 37.

they all cried. Give us clothes, father ! . . . . —;— III. i. 327.
Ana cried 'Away, he is not of our crew.' . . Epips. 306.
Till Death cried, ' I win, I win !

' Eug. Hills, 240.
And she cr/e^f .• Pljrtheoar! Fu^tives, II. 6.
' Grant that which is thine own !

' Cried one, . . Hellas, 389.
But he criedy Phantoms of the free, we come ! 412.
they wept aloud, and cried, the Sea ! .... 991.
He found a tortoise, and cried out— 'A treasure !' Horn. Merc. IV. 2.

And cr/^fl^What wonder do mine eyes behold ! xxxvi.8.
And such,—he cried, is our mortality, . . . Julian, 120.

Month after month, he cried, to bear this load 300.
* A friend !

' I cried aloud, '
. . Laon, v. iii. 8.

and <^ied in wonder— ' thou art here!'.... V. iv. 9.

before its point, and cried, " Forbear, forbear
!

' . V. viii. 9.

Flow thus I—I cried in joy, thou vital flood, . . v. ix. 5.

At last the tyrant cried. She hungers, slave, V. xxvii. i.

what fear ye ? then I cried, . . V. xxxiii. i.

Then :
' Away ! away !

' she cried, VI. xxi. i.

And cried, Now Mortal, . Vi. xlviii. 8.

and cried: Eat! Share the great feast— . . . Laon, vi. lii. 2.

cried. Spread the sails ! behold ! vllI. i. 2.

Swear to be firm till death ! theyc. We swear ! . viil.xxvii.g.

and cried aloud, We tread On fire ! ... . X. xxii. 8.

God ! they cried, we know our secret pride . x, xxvii. i.

Peace ! Peace ! he cried, when we are dead, . . x. xxxv. 1.

Then all cried with one accord, Mask, XVIII. i.

And she «-«(/ out in the air: xxil. 4.

As if her heart had cri'tfrf aloud : xxxvi. 4.
' O that mine enemy had written A book ! '—c. Job : Peter, vu i. 2.

What! cried he, this is my reward vi. viii. i.

Or, cy/e// he, a grave look collecting, .... vi. x, i.

As soon as he read that, cried Peter, Eureka ! . VI. xxxv. 1.

And heard, and cried, ' Ah, woe is me !
' . . Prom. i. 97.

gast, and cried^ Be not ! iv. 317.
ehold, the Fairy c. Palmyra's ruined palaces !— Q. Mab, ll, log.

Weep not, child ! cried xny mother, . . . Vll. 12.

and I cried, Gk) ! go ! in mockery. . . . vil. 178.

1 go, he cried. But thou shalt wander . vil. 181.

Hold, hold! lie cried,— .... .... Rosal. 298.
I crwrf.' 'First, who art thou?'

.

. . . Trium.ph,v^.
' Let them pass ' I cried, ...... . . 244.
' Then, what is life ?

' I cried.— . . . . 1^44.

B. Fig.
the Earth cried. Where art thou? Ode Lib. IX. i.

The eager hours , . . cried aloud^ Liberty I . . . xi. 5.

The tongueless Caverns . . . Cried, Misery! then ; Prom. I. 108.
and cried aloud, . . . Truth, liberty, and love ! . i. 650.
Thy brother Death came, and c, Wouldst thou me ? 7l3 Night, IV. i.

II. intr. shed tears.

We only cried with joy to see each other ; . . . Rosal. 84.

Crier, n. an officer appointed to make proclamations.
at noon the public cr/cr went forth Laon, x. xli. 1.

Cries, v. I. intr. exclaims or shouts,
and c. ; Our love, our hope, our sorrow, is not dead ; Adonais, x. 2.

The time is past! Every voice cries. Away ! . . April, 1814, 5.

and cries aloud, ' My name is Legion !
' . . . . Gisb. 179.

' Is it then thine, Almighty Power,' she cries, . M. N". Post. Fr. 29.
And cries: Give me, thy child, dominion . . . Ode Lib. xvil. 12.

II. intr. Fig. (1) indicating complaint or reproach.
Cries like the blood of Abel from the dust ; . . Hellas, 355.
blood for blood cries from the soil Laon, V. xxxii. ^.

(2) with for, a. signifying demand,
the state of England . . . Cries for reform. . . Ch. \st, 11, 163.

b. sheds tears.

Cries for it, like a humoured boy . Devil, xrv. 4.

Cries, n. (1) shouts, exclamations.
The curses, the shrieks, the ceaseless cries . . . Falsehood, 59.
And piercing c^z'fij amid the swift pursuit . . . Ham. Venus, 16.

rallymg cries of treason and of danger .... Laon, VI. iii. i.

But with loud cries of scorn .... vi. viii. 6.

Vain cries—throughout the streets, x. xx. 6.

and your cries More dulcet and symphonious . CEdipus, li. il. 122.

the exulting crz'ej Of thine apostles, . . . Q. Mab,Vl. i-^^.

(2) shrieks, lamentations.
the cries Of victims to their fiery judgment led, . Laon, X. xii. 3.
the last echo of those terrible m&s —— xi. xiii. 4,
the cries Of millions, butchered in sweet confidence Q. Mab, vi. 1 13.
the cries of female helplessness, . , VII. 39.

(3) importunate speech.
vexing his brain With my perpetual cri6s, . . . Cenci, V. iv. 36.

(4) Fig complaints, lamentations.
'Mid nature's cries the sacrifice Of millions . . Death Vang. 11.

Crixuef n. A. LU. (1) wickedness generally.
As to my character for what men call crime . . Cenci, I. i. 68.
Death must be the punishment Oi crime, . . . . iii. i. 123.
Aye, death . . . The punishment of crime, . . iii. i. 126.
if they neglect To punish crime ... ... iii. i. 184.
With vague surmises of rejected critne ; ... iv. iv. 151.
in a strange cloud of critne and shame, .... v. iv. 148.
The sanguine codes of venerable crime. . . Dcstnon, i. 269.
Where care and sorrow, impotence and crime, . 11. 9.

M I) fi I) n )) • Q- Mab, IX. 9.
The germs of misery, death, disease, and crime. Dcetnon, 11. 160.

,, ,, ,, „ „ „ Q. Mab, vin. 218.
The thorny pillow of unhappy crime, . . . T)mnton, 11. 287.

„ ,, ,, „ „ Q. Mab, IX. 194.
ere critne Had been invented, Epips. 488.
As Repentance follows Crime, ^^^' Hills, 254.
old Custom, legal Crime, And bloody Faith . . FallofBonap. 13.

Thy touch has stamped these limbs with critne, . Hellas, 678.
The weight which Critne, 906.
hoary Crime would come Behind, Lcujn, li. xliii. 8.

Perish for critne, while his foul blood may boil, . V. xxxii. 7.

add despair to crime, and pain to pain ! . . . Vlll. viii. 2.

To weep for crime tno' stained viii. xi. 9.
and evil faith, grown hoary With critne, . . . viil. xvi. 5.
impart Stains of inevitable crime : Viii. xix. 4,
Nor hate another's critne^ nor loathe thine own. viii. xxii. 2.

When man unsullied by his leader's crime, , M. N, Post. Fr. 40.-

was this thy critne ? Marengki, vm. 6.
poverty, the crz'wfi of tainting stain, .... Mother%Son,\.\x.
Let others flatter Critne, where it sits throned . Protn. i. 401.
And clinging critne ; i. 454.
And who made terror, madness, crime, remorse, 11. iv, 19,
Swells with the unnatural pride oicrime^ . . . Q. Mab, IV. 109.
loadWith cowardice and <:rr/w« the groanmg land, iv. 244,
Rival in crime and falsehood, ... ... v. 23.
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madly rushing through all violent crime, . . Q. Mab^ V. 164.
More daring crime requires a loftier meed : . . V. 20=).

guides Its footsteps through that labyrinth oicrime ; v. 219.
Yes

! crime and misery are in yonder earth, . . VI. 29.
For murder, rapine, violence, and criTfte^ . . VI. 129.
Has fenced about all crime with holiness, . . vii. 27.
Accomplice of omnipotence in crime^ . . . vil. 103.
and purge The universal crime/ vil. 139.
and all crime Made stingless by the spirits . . Vll. 232.
Has passed unstained by crtTne and misery, . . Vll. 236.
marked with all the narrowness and crime . . Vll. 243.
First, cre'ww triumphant o'er all hope careered . ix. 41.
'Tis Crime, and Fear, and Infamy, Rosal. 475
To a blighting faith and a cause of crime . . . W. SheLii. 5.

(2) a speciBc act in violatioa of law.
Could wash away the cy/ww, C<sw«, ill. i. 98.
make known The crifne of my destroyer

;

• iii. i. 155.
and make, by use, His crime, . . . Thme element ; ill. i. 174.
To the redress of an unwonted crime, . . , -—

, IV. iv. 121.

It would have been A criTne no less than his, . IV. iv. 131.

Could you engage in such a perilous crime, . . V. i. 50,
Knjoined us to pursue this monstrous crime . . V. ii. 73.

as to have planned the crime alleged, .... V. ii. 94.
Which is or is not what men call a a^i^te^ . , . v. iii. 84.
Like an accuser branded with the crime . . , Ginevra, pi.

No record of his crime remains in story, . , . Marenghi, xi. i

Not his the load of any secret crime, Pr, Atkan. I. 6
And after many a false and fruitless crim-e . . Profn. I. ^00.
the heirs Of Csesar's cri-me, .... . , . Triumph, 284.

(3) an offence or misdeed.
Is it my crime That one with white hair, . , . Cenci, III. i. 70.
Till it become a cri-me to suffer V. ii. 150.

A rebel's crime gilt with A rebel's tongue ! . . Hellas, 454.
I share thy crime. Rosal. 40.

B. Fig. folly, neglect of duty.
which 'twere a deadly crim^ To leave undone. . Cenci^ IV. iii. 37.

Cruues, n. violations of the law, wicked acts.

crimes like yours if once or twice compounded . I. i. 7.

Charged with a thousand unrepented crimes. . I. i. 54.
To load with crimes an overburthened soul, . . III. i. 217.

A man who walks like thee Thro' crimes^ . . . IV. t. 17.

to punish his enormous crimes^ iv. i. 36.
And, mark, If thou hast wz'jMW, repent : . . . IV. iii. 56.

Unless The c, which mortal tongue dare never name IV. iv. 128.

which must chastise Critnes (wne • V. j. 3.

A life of burning critnes . V. i, 18.

Are grown crimes capitaj V. iv. 24.

I knew that there were crimes and evil men, . . Hope^ Fear^ y.

his crimes have deep pollution wrought ! . . . Laon^ V. xxxii. 3.

Thine are the crimes tor which thy subjects bleed, M. N. Post. Fr. 38.

a statesman spinning criTnes; Peter, li. ii. 4.

who suffers from the cr^Vway Ofthis unnatural being
; Q. Mab^ III. 102.

set up For their unnumbered crimes, ..... ^ IV. 78.

Are bought by t^tmes of treachery aijd gore, . . Iv. 171.

participate the crimes That force defends, . . , rv. 174.

Whose life has been a penance for its crimes.

.

IV. 217.

All present who those critnes did hear, .... Rosal. 518.

Cruninal, n. an evildoer.

Upon the accusers from the criminal: .... Cenci^ 11. ii. 66.

Criminals, n. the committers of a crime.

To stretch a point against the criminals. . . . v. ii. 75.

Grimsou, aaj\ a shade of red.

before their critnson leaves Are blighted . . . V. iv. 138.

And the crimson pall of eve may fall Cloud, 41,

The critnson pulse of living morning quiver, , . Bfiips. 100.

Half the ir/wjoK light shelbrings Eu^. Hills, %2%.

the faint cri-mson of her mouth, . Ginevra, 15.

the crimson life upon her cheek, . . 85.

like iron Quivering in crimson Ore, .... Marengki, XXII. 3.

A black ship walk over the crimson ocean,— . xxvii. 2.

Like a shower of crimson dew. . ... Mask, xxix. 4.

Floats with crimson stain Mexican, iv. 3.

The aerial crimson falls, flushing her cheek, . . Prom. I. 469.
Winnowing the crimson dawn ? II. i;_ 27,

is breaking In crimson foam, . ll. Hi- 44*

An ivory shell inlaid with crimson fire, .... II. iy. 157.

With a serener light and crimson air . . . . —r— III. iii. 133.

The light and crimson mists, Q. Mab, 11. 47.

The rose leaves, like flakes of crimson snow, . Sensit. PL III. 26.

Flamed above crimson clouds, Triumph^ 6.

trembles amid cHfnson aiT, —— 81.

musk-rose leaves, like flakes ofcrimson snow, . Unf. Dr. 6y.

an inextinguishable well Of crimson fire— . . - Witch, xxix. 7.

thin and open ivory inlaid With crimson silk— . Lill. 5.

lllCring'e, v. intr. fawn, or abase oneself.

cringe Before the mockeries of earthly power. . Q. Mab^ IV. 219.

Cripple, n. a. person disabled in the limbs.

She was a iT-«>//p, and incapable MofAer^ Son, 1. 8.

Cripples, n. pi. of Cripple.
A troop of cripples, beggars, and lean outcasts, . CA. ist, 1. 168.

*Crisis, n. a decisive turning-point.
In a crisis Of such exceeding delicacy, , , . . (Edipus, II. ii. 68.

*Cristo£ano, n. son of Count Cenci.
Cristofano Was stabbed in error by a jealous man, Cenci, I. iii. 61.

*Critic-bittan, c. cuij, (^1) attacked by a critic.

'Twas galling to be critic-bitten:— Peter^ vi. i. 4.

(2) infected by a cavilling mania.
How, my dear Mary, are you critic-bitten, . , Wiich^ Ded. I. 1.

Critical, adj. frequented by critics.

Breakfasts professional and critical; . . . . Peter, in. xii. 5.

^Criticize, v. tr. express judgment.
When poets criticise; ... ... VI. xii. 4.

Croalc, n. a harsh grating sound.
Yell by yell, and croak by croak^ . . . Similes^ I. 3.

*Oroee, n. a name in The Cenci.
Paolo Santa Croce Murdered his mother . . Cenci, V. iv. 18.

Crocodile, n, (X) a huge amphibious reptile.

And—for thou canst outweep the crocodile — . . Ld. Ch. xill. 3.

Hypocrisy On a crocodile rode by. . . . Mask, vi. 4.

^2) Fig.
So the crocodile slunk off slily in fear, . Falsehood, 52.

Crocodiles, n. pi. of Crocodile (2).

the vulnerable place Of these same crocodiles^ . Ch. 1st, l. 106.

Cromwell, Oliver Cromwell, b. 1599, d. 1658.
Cro7nwell, and other rebels of less note, . , . II. 362.

iCrone, n. an old woman ordinarily (here indisc. used).

And gold grows vile even to the wealthy crone, . Laon^ IV. xiv. 8.

:}:Crouies, n. intimate friends.

Brothers, sisters, cousins, cronies, Peter, II. viii. 2.

tCroob:, n. corner or nook.
Round every crook Of the ample cavern, . . Hom. Merc. XLI. i.

Crooked, ctdj. A. Lit. (1) deformed.
Halloo ! old fellow with the crooked shoulder

!

xv. 2.

1,2) twisted or bent.

AH heifers with c«7tf^firf horns? ....... xxxii. 4.

Lest thou shouldst steal my lyre and crooked bow ; Lxxxvili. 2.

His crooked tail is barbed with many stings, . . CEdipus, I. 158.

B. Fig. deceitful, evil.

make All harsh and crooked purposes more vain . Witch^ Lxxil. 3.

-j^Crop, n. Fig. stomach.
my crop Is laden to the gullet's top. . Cycl. 509.

Cross, v. tr. A. Lit. (1) pass and repass.

In troops each other's motions cross, . . Faust, II. 81.

(2) to pass over or through.
Those who may cross the water, . ... Julian, log.

If I would i:r(7Jj the shade of night, . . . Two Spirits^ 10.

B. Fig. to come in one's way or sight.

beware this night That thou cross not my footsteps. Cenci^ TV. i. 173.

Cross, n. A. Lit. (1) an instrument used for capital

punishment.
And there shall die upon a cross, Q. Mab, Vll. 138.

on the torturing cross No pain assailed . . Vll. 174.

(2) a bishop's crozier.

He strike me with his pastoral cross, Cenci, V. iv. 37.

And frantic priests waved the ill-omened cross . Q. Mob. Vll. 229.

Then his fair cross of gold he dash'd on the floor, St. Ir. (3) IV. 1.

(3) the christian banner or symbol.
The abhorred cross glimmered behind, . . . Hellas, 501.

One saw a red cross stamped upon the sun ; . 603.

And the abhorred cross— 63S.

Whilst the red cross, in mockery of peace, . , . Q. Mab, vil. 219.

B. Fig. the christian power or doctrine.

The cross leads generations on Hellas^ 224.

Now shall the blazon of the cross be veiled, . 1018.

Crossed, pp. folded one over the other. (See also Crost.)

His veined hands crossed on his heaving breast, , Cenci, IV. iii, 11.

each delicate hand Lay crossed upon her bosom, Loon, I. inn. 5.

My wings are crossed o'er mine eyes : .... Prom. I. 223.

Crosses, v. tr. covers bridgewise.
the road Crosses a deep ravine

;

. . . Cenci, III. i. 245.

and a bridge Crosses the chasm

;

. . III. i. 260.

Crost, V. tr. A. Lit. (1) passed over. (See also Crossed.)

At last her plank an eddy crost, . . . Mar. Dr. xvii. i.

(2) of sound.
and stunning muac, crost The forest, . , Triumph, 435.

(3) intersects.

with motions which each other crost, . , , . 62.

B. Fig. affected or interfered with.

By griefs which thy stem nature never crost; . . L^. Ch. v. 4.

Crost, pp. folded together.

and hands crost on his chain ?

—

Triumph, 216.

*Crotona, n. an ancient Greek city in Calabria.

once were dimly taught In old Crotona;— . . Z-^kw, Vll.xxxii.6.

Crouch, V. intr. A. Lit. lie close together,

twin tigers, . . . Who crouch, side by side, . . . Vis. Sea^ 43.

B. Fig. iX) remain quiet, draw back.

Crouch then in silence Prom. i. 352.

(2) cringe.

kings who rule, and cowards who crouch, . . . Q. Mab, iv. 77.

(3) bend ready for a spring.

and a mightier brood Crouch round. . . . Hellas, 318.

Cronclied, v. intr. cringed.

And fondly crouched and fawqed on him ; . . . Rosal. 926.

Croached, //. ambushed.
A lynx crouched ^dXc\ifj}\\y . Calderon, li. 144.
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CTouohes, V. intr. Fig. bends ready to spring.
Cunning-, base, and cruel, He crouches^ .... Hellas^ 539.

JCrouching', ^n ///tf. (1) cringing.
Cro^icAm^ at Corruption's throne, Mexican^ \\. 2.

Or tamely crouching \.o the tyrant's rod, . . Q. Mab, ix. 187.

(2) bending or cowering.
Crouching within the shadow of a tomb ; . . Triumph, 90.

Crow, V. intTs Fig. exult.
then 'tis your turn to crozw/ Fausi, 1. g2.

Crow, n. Fig. any bird of the Corvidse family.
None knows a pi eon from a cr(yw^— Peter^ ill. xxi. 5.

Crowd, V. intr. A. Lit. press together.
That crowd about the pilot in the storm. . . Hellas, 192.

B. Fig. come rapidly on the memory.
Past ages crowd on thee, but each one remembers, Protn. I. 561.

Crowd, n. (1) the world at large, the public.
thro' the misdeeming crowd Cenci^ V. i. 87.
The footsteps of the vain and senseless crowd, . v. iii. 36.
Out of the crowd a. mistress or a friend, . . . Sfiz'ps. 151.
a billow in the crowd Of common men, .... Fr. of Dream, i.

And prophesyings . . . Are heard among the crowd: Hellas, 593.
and that the crowd High truths from gifted lips . Loon, IV. ix. 8.

I see the trembling crowd, M. N.Post. Fr. 55.
From the blind crowd he made secure and free . Marenghi, xi. 5.
He led The crowd; he taught them justice, . . Q, Mao. Vll. 108.
One of the crowd thou art without a name. . . Tersa Rima, 7.

(2) an assembly or concourse of people.
and the CTOTe/f/ divided Like waves CA. u/, I. 133.
What is this crowd I see beside the stalls ? . Cycl. 200.
Selecting two, the plumpest of the crowd, . . . 372.
Let us escape from this unpleasant crowd: . . Fausl, II. 221.

The torrent of the crowdswee^ps over us : ... II. 314.
This crowd is safer than the silent wood, . . . Ginevra, \ 12.

and a crowd Surrounded him, 14.3.

I went to seek That voice among the crowd— . Loon, iii. vii. 6.

sprung At once from all the crowd, v. xv. 6.

Of all the crowd, which thither to adore him . v. xxi. 3.

A mighty crowd, such as the wide land pours . . v. xxix. i.

on the c. That touch which none who feels forgets, v. li. 4.
the crowd I stirred, VI. viii. 8.

among the wiTWi^ would fall x. xliii. 9.
the distant crowd has stirred xi. x. 9.

The crowd \s mute and moveless— . ... xi. xi. 8.

a crowd of maniacs stark . . xi, xii. 4.

many from the crowd collected there, .... xi. xiii. i.

There came a murmur from the crowd, . . . xii. xxx. S.

Lawyers and priests, a motley crowd, . . Mask, xvil. i.

Clanging loudj an endless crowd— Prom. i. 330.
the plaudits of a servile crwzyt^, Q- Mab,V.i^2.
his words could bind Like music the lulled crowd, Rosal. 637.
And thro' the crowd around him there, .... 880.
And the strange crowd that out and in Passed, . 903.
Were bright with tears as the crowd did pass ; , Sensit. PI. III. 14.

Was borne amid the crowd, as through the sky . Triumph, 50.
The crowd g3>.v& way, and I arose aghast, . . . 107.

mid the ribald crowd ihsX followed them, . . . 130.

Of that great crowd sent forth incessantly . . . 527.

(3) an assemblage or mass of clouds.
Growing' and moving upwards in a crowd, , . . Even. Pisa, IV. 4.

A shapeless, dark and rapid crowd, Prom.. I. 713.

^Crowded, pp. densely peopled.
the cottage crowded io^xii^ With armed men, . . Laon, iii. vi. 7.

Crowded, ppl. adj. A. Lit. growing closely together.
Between the black trunks of the crowded trees, . Sunset, ig.

B. Fig. densely peopled.
these myriads from life's crowded stage : , . . M.N. Post. Fr. 6.

Crowds, n. A. Lit. assemblies of people.
from groans of crowds made pale By famine, . . Loon, li. ix. 4.

as with the crowds of her own kind She mixed ; . V. Ivii. 5.

B. Fig. (1) the society of others.

Oft come and go in crowds and solitude . . . Julian, 579.

(2) of inanimate things, numbers or masses.
The thronging constellations rush in crowds, . . Laon, l. xlix. 8.

congregates in crowds . . . the silver clouds , . Sum^mer, 3.

Crown, V. tr. Fig. (1) do honour to.

Nor ambition with fame crown the murderer's head. Bigotry, II. 9.

(^2) deck, or adorn.
Crown the pale year weak and new ; .... Jatie, Inviin, 61.

(3) fill to overflowing.
could c. Life's earlycupwith such a draug^ht ofwoe? Adoffais,xxxyi. 2.

For those who crown life's cup with poison . . (Fdipus^ II. ii. 93.

Crown, n. A. Lit. (^1) the state headgear of a monarch.
Methought I saw a crown figured upon one tip, . Ch. \st, 11. 432.
bearing upon his brow A threefold crown ; . . . DcEJnon, i. 272.

And he wore a kingly crown; Mask, ix. i.

His the sceptre, crown, and globe, . . . xx. 3.

Under the crown which girt with empire . . . Triumph, 498.
The king would dress an ape up in his crown . . Witch, Lxxiv. i.

(2) garland or coronal.
and weave the crown Of Death,— Bion. Adon. 4.

To gather for her festal crown of flowers , . . Prom.. 1. 468.

(3) referring to Chribt's crown of thorns.
By this imperial crown of agony, Prol. Hellas, 89.

(.4) the sum of five shillings.

For half a guinea or a CT-^ra/w, . . . , . . /fe/isr, vi. xi. 3.

B. Fig. (1) the kingly office.

With the sharp thorns that deck the English crown. Ch. Jst, II. 5.

The cares we waste upon our heavy cr(?za« . . . il. 490.
What Anarch wears a crown or mitre, .... Hellas, 318.

Secure the crown, which all the curses reach . . Q. Mab, IV. 176.

The crown of which his brows were dispossest Triumph, 324.

(2) the head or top.
The lampless air glows round her golden crown. Horn. Moon,^ 7.

Strip its green cr(?z«« of leaves, Z,«o«, x. xvii. 2.

(3) power, supremacy.
Perish Ambition's crown, Death Vanq. 20.

hair-suspended sword, Which trembles o'er his c. Prom. I. 399.

(4) a burden, something to be borne with.
And thine Omnipotence a crown of pain, . . I. 290.

(5) end or fulfilment.

Didst start for this brief race whose crown is death, Hellas^ 856.

*Crownals, n. garlands. (See also Coronals.)
With crownals of violet, ivy, and pine : , . . . Ode^ Arise, 30.

Crowned, v. intr. Fig. (1) invested, made.
Cyi3W«e(/him the King of Life Ode Lib. ^vu. %.

(2) honoured,
fame never crowned The champion of a trampled creed : Rosal. 659.

Crowned, pp. A. Lit. decorated with a wreath or chaplet.

Of a bright seraph sitting crownedon high, . . Dante Conv. 27.

With wreaths of gory laurel crowned: .... Devil, xxvi. 2.

crowned \v\th. leaves devoted to the Furies, . . CBdiPus, I. 18.

crowned with a wreath of thorns ? Prol. Hellas, 122.

And Sylvan, crowned with rustic coronals, . . Virgil^ 20.

B. Fig. (1) surmounted,
whose crest Crowned-vix^ a marble ruin, . . . Laon, VI. xxii. 7.

c^'OWMtfif With Cyclopean piles xii.xxxv. 6.

Crowned with a ring of oaks, Orpheus, 2.

crowned with cloud, and snoWj and fire ; . . . ProTn. iv. 346.
rocks ofjet CrownedviX^ a diamond wreath. . Q. Mab, ll. 12.

(2) honoured.
And that I walk thus proudly crowned ^N\\\i2\ . Couplets^ i.

Which the poet-bird has crowned so well . . . Rosal, 1 1 19.

And walked with inward glory crowned— . . St. Dejection, III. 5.

^3) invest with honour or reward.
bad victory Crowned the Greek legions .... Hellas, 531,

Crowned, ppl. adj. Fig. (1) honoured as a queen,
thy delight All seek O crowned Aphrodite. . . Horn.. Venus^ 8.

(2) invested as rulers.

Who, 'gainst the CrownedTTansgressors Pleadest Naples, 70.

(3) perfected, completed.
Where Thought's crowned powers Prom. iv. 103.

*Crowuless, adj. powerless.
A cr&wnless metaphor of empire

:

Hellas, $6'j.

Crowns, n. (1) see Crown. A. Lit. (1),
Mitres, and crowns, and brazen chariots . . . Dam-on, I. 267.
crushed, as it were In dream, scepters and crowns; L.cu>n^ v. xlix. 8.

Sceptres and crowns, mitres ana swords . . . Prol. Hellas, 154.
Mitres and helms and crowns, . Triumph, 210.

(2) see Crown. A. Lit. (2).
pure snow and crowns Of starry ice . . . . Alasior, g.
A thousand flower-inwoven crowns were shed, . L,aon, v. xvi. 6.

With garlands pied and starry sea-flower crowns. Prom. ill. ii. 47.
And she brought crowns of sea-buds white, . . Rosal. 1081.

(,3) papal coins, scudi.
A thousand crowns excellent market price . . Cenci, IV, ii. 19.
bribe me with a thousand crowns To kill a serpent iv. ii. 26.
Tempted me with a thousand crowns, .... v. ii. 17.

Crows, V. intr. Fig. exults.

He claps his wings and crows in doting joy. . Cycl. 431.
Crows, n. carrion crows {Cotvus Corone).
On whose lean sheep sit the prophetic crows. . . Ch, 1st, I. 152.
Two crows perched on the murrained cattle, . . Similes, iv. 4.

*Cracitole, n. a furnace or a melting pot.
Raking the cinders of a crucible For life and power, Alastor, 683.

^Crucified, pp. Fig, put to death, killed.
Crwc^fc^ 'twixt a smile and whimper Peter, \\\. ^. s.

*Crucifies, v. tr. Fig, puts to shame.
A man who thus twice crucijies his God . . . Ch. ist, i. 100.

*Cmcifix, n. {!) a cross with the figure of the Saviour on it,

but here u?ed to mean a cross.

With patient looks nailed to a crucifix. . . Prom. I. 585.
So thy sick throes shake not that crucifix^ . . I. 601.

*Crudded, n, piled up in wrinkles.
The steepest ladder of the crH£/ii!?(frack . .. . . Witch,\:v.2.

Cruel, adj. (1) merciless, hard, brutal.
to check Your father's cruel hand ; Cenci, 11. ii. 31.
Cruel, cold, formal man ; v. iv, io8.
Under the cruel grasp of one impious man. . Cycl. 335.
The Cyclops jEtnean is cruel and bold, . . . 351.
Cunning, base, and cruel. He crouches, .... Hellas, 538.
It were A cruel punishment for one most cruel . Julian, 439.
So it is cold and cruel, Laon, ii. xxxiii. 6.
cruel and fell Is Famine, , vi. 1. 7,
the thralls Of the cold Tyrant's cruelXnst: . vil. iv. 2.

An empty and a w:«/ sacrifice xi, xvi. 7.
the cruet hounds press on With deafening yell, . Orpheus, 48.
Grows cruel, courteous, smooth, Peter, ill. x. 4.
Shall drag thee, cruel King, ..... . Prom. I. so.
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Cruel he looks, but calm and strong, .... Prom. i. 238,
Otz^/ was the power which called You, .... i. 481.
WTM/More than ye can be with hate I- 514-
And foul and cruel thoughts, Rosal. 430.

- A sallow lawyer, cruel and cold, 4QI.
Less cruel tha.n the savage slaves W. Shef.V. 8.

(2) unkind.
I will requite, . . . His cruel threat— . . . Hont. Merc. LXV. 8.

'Tis very cruel To speak of me . Peier^ VI. ix. 2.

(3) painful, hard to endure.
What »-««/ sufferings more than she has known . Cenci^ IV. i. 77.
Makes the rack cruel. V. iii. 52.
those er»£/ pains : V- iii. 53.

(4) used jestingly or archly.
O, cruel I, to intercept it ! . , Helena^ 6.

the fall was cruel. Peter, I. vi. 5.

Pity then will cut away Those cruel wings, . . Rarely, IV. 6.

Before those cruel Twms^ whom at one Birth - . Witch, I. i.

(^5) Fig, merciless.
Found such a cruel foe it died, Dante Conv. 28.

Crtunblingrj pr, pple. falling to pieces.
those antient fanes, Now crumbling to oblivion

; Q. Mab, II. 167.

Crumbling, /^/. adj. (1) Lit. perishing, decaying.
It was a crumbling heap, whose portal dark , . Loon, IV. i. ^,

Where corpses made a crumbling pyramid . . X. xxiii, 3.

A heap of crumbling ruins stooc^ Q' Mdb^ ix. 96)

(2) Fig. perishing.
That sand on which thy crumbling power is built— Ld. Ch. xi. 4.

Cmsli, V. tr. A. Lit. annihilate by pressure.
What band would crusk the silken-winged fly, . Witch^ Ded. 11, *.

B. Fig. min or destroy.
and what still is dear Attracts to crush^ . . . Adonais^ Llll. 6.

I can crush you and all your men together ; . . Cycl. 714.
Kill! crush! despoil! Let not a Greek escape! Hellas^ 1022.

Might crusk for him those deadlier enemies ; . . Ijwn, x. xxxiv. 7.

Crashed, v. tr, A. Lit. B. destroyed, smashed to pieces.
When the church fell and crushed him. to a mummy, Cenci, I. iii. 60.

a Giant, . . . whose grasp c, . . . scepters and crowns ; Laon^ V. xlix. 7.

B. Fig. (1) overwhelmed, destroyed.
Crushed not the arm red with her dearest blood, Q. Mab, III. 190.

(2) oppressed, broken in spirit.

the sacred hand Which crushed us to the earth, . Cenci, I. iii. 112.

"WTiich crushed and withered mine, . . . . Loon, Ded. VI. 8.

Cmslied, pp. A. Lit. destroyed by pressure, dashed in

pieces.

Had crushed the iron crags ; Prom. rv. 308.
solid bones crushed by the infinite stress . . . Vis. Sea, 140.

B. Fig. ^1) overwhelmed or destroyed.
The trunks are (W/wAe^ and shattered . . . . Faust, ll. 1^2.

Has crushed ten thousand .... ... Loon, XII. vi. 3.

(2) oppressed or ruined in spirit-

slavery Had crushedh\u\ Dmmon^ 11. 127.

„ ,, ,, Q.Mab,V\n.\n-
What faith is crushed, what empire bleeds . . Ifellas, 713.

the thoughtless youth Already c. with servitude : Q. Mab, IV. 192.

Has crushed the earth to misery, Vll, 203.

Had cankered then—but crushed it not . . .St. Brack. 8-

That its life was crushed by you, IVe Meet, IV. 2.

Had crushed it on her unmatemal breast. . . . Zucca, Vll. 2.

Crashed, ppl. adj. Fig. oppressed, bruised in spirit.

When the crushedworm rebels beneath your tread, Hellas^ 426.

Crushes, v. tr. Fig. annihilates mentally.
Ofwhat degrades and irr««A&y us Julian, 1%^
the secret load Which crushes mine to dust. . 347.

XCTTLshingi p^' pple. destroying by pressure.

Crushing the bones of some frail antelope . Dcenton, II. 87.

XCTXXSklaxnSs ppl. adj. Fig. overwhelming.
the multitude With crushing panic, Loon, xil. ix. g.

Crust, n. A. Lit. the outer covering.

I struck the c. o' the earth With this enchanted rod, CEdipus, l, 148.

B. Fig. a bit of bread.

but the crust Which had been left, Laon, iii. xxi. 6.

Cratch, n. Fig. a support used by cripples.

fond wretch ! He leans upon his crutch, . . . Hellas, 910.

Cry, V. I. tr. A. Lit. (1) exclaim or shout.

'Thou art become as one of us,' they cry, . . . Adonais, XLVl. 5.

That thou wilt cry [Love] only Lord, . . Dante Conv. 50.

who Reply to them in lava-

like night—when ' Laon !

'

^ry halloo! .... Gisb. 6i.

. Laon, V. vii. 6.

V. xxxl.4.
XII. xii. 7.

. Ld. Ch. XV. 2.

. CEdipus, I. 292.
. 1.322.

Prom. III. 1. 37.

..-_2 night—wnen ' i^aon ! one did cry: . .

And he is fallen ! they cry^ he who did dwell .

And cry, O Lord, to thee did I betray . . .

And cry—my children are no longer mine-
Hark ! How the swine cry lona Taurina ; .

and cry. Long live lona !

When thou didst rry. Insufferable might ! - ^,.

Dost thou not c, . . . When will the morning come ? Q. Mab, IV. 249.

(2) with suffix out or aloud, signiiying vociferation.

And rrjj out,—heads or tails ? where'er we be. . Gisb. gi.

Then must the lonely helmsman cry aloud Ahasuems ! Hellas, 173.

Like Maenads who cry loud, Evoel Evoe! . . Prom., II. iii. 9.

B. Fig. (1) declare or proclaim.

C. peace, and that means death when monarchs speak. Hellas, 969.

(^2) of impersonal things.

The oaks and mountains cry Ai ! Ai ! Adonis ! . Bion. Adon. 30.

With one consent to Heaven crv That the glory . Calderon, III. 32.

Ruin and renovation cry Who but We ? . . . . Hellas, 718.

They cry. Be dim
;
ye lamps of heaven .... Ode Lib. xiii. 8.

II, intr. (1) lament, complain.
I pray that ye will hear me when I cry, .... Dante Conv. 8.

(2) utter a shriek or cry.

Do you not hear the Aztola cry ? Asiola, 1. i.

(3) with out or aloud.
of his wit And wisdom, you'll cry out when you are bit. Gisb. 230,

They cry aloud as I do ... Prom. rv. 338.

(4) shed tears.

to see You and the lady cry so bitterly. .... Rosal. 81

Cry, n. A. Lit. (1) shout, shriek or exclamation.
With frantic gesture and short breathless cry . . Alastor, 186.

The terror ofthe thrilling cry Calderon, li. 48.

One c. from the destroyed and the destroyer Rose, Hellas, 494.
Fear it ! she said, with brief and passionate cry^ Laon, i. xlvii. 2.

and with loud cry My countrymen invoked
then with piercing cry A troop
to our rallying cry As m3Tiads flocked . .

Of subterranean thunder at the cry/ . . .

they heard the startling cry, ,

So from that cry over the boundless hills, .

The wisdom which had waked that cry, .

a cry of fear Has startled the triumphant! .

Hearing the tempestuous cry
There was mingled many a cry— ....
the insensate mob Uttered a cry of triumph,
And with a loud and fearful cry .....
With victory's cry, with the shout of the free,

a loud, long, hoarse cry

(2) lamentation or complaint-
sin and wrongs wound as an orphan's cry,

until the chain Stifled the captive's cry, .

(3) of a special voice or note.

That voice among the crowd
—

'twas Cythna's c. /
and a long quivenng cry

(4) inarticulate utterance of a bird,

from that moment I Loved thee and thy sad cry. Asiola, ll. 9.

B. Fig. iX) summons or call.

If there must be no response to my cry—
(2) voice or opinion.

Nor dream that I will join the vulgar cry,

(3) a sound of rushing wina.
like full clouds at the Scirocco's cry ;

Ov^^jo.'s, pr. pple. ^1) weeping.
never smile till you*ve done crying. . .

(2) shouting.
KuA-w&a}^ cryingHavock ! within?

Crystal, n. A. Lit. a clear transparent quartz.

A scroll of crystal, Fr. Keats, 6.

A sphere, . . . Solid as crystal, .... . Prom. IV. 239.

B. Fzg. applied to ice.

changed to mines of sunless crystal . . Pr. Athan, II. iii. 26.

Crystal, adj. A. Lit, formed of or looking like crystal.

Frequent with crystal column, and clear shrines Alastor, 93.

Where cryj/o/ battlements o'erhang the gulph . Dcemon, i. 226.

That rolled beside the crystal battlement, . .

For seest thou not beneath this crystal floor .

she bore a crystal ^lass,

She in her crystal \'\2Xs did_ closely keep : .

she gave Strange panacea in a crystal bowl :

—

B. Fig. (1) applied to water, transparent.

eyes. Reflected in the crystal calm. . . . Alastor, 40S.

Its fretwork in the crystal sea did steep, . . Laon, I. li. 4.

Beside Clitumnus and the crystal lakes . . CEdipus, li. i. 61.

Over the calm floor of the crystal sea, .... Prom. II. v. 24.

(2) applied to the air, clear, pure.

Waked faint yet thrilling sounds tliat pierced the

crystal a.ir Laon, l.liv.g.

As tlie sharp stars pierce winter's crystal air . . Protn. IV. 192.

(3) applied to sound, clear, sweet.

Oh, gentle Moon, thy crystal accents pierce . . IV. 499.
Or how could thy notes flow in such a c. stream ? Skylark, 85.

(4) of silence, clear, unbroken.
Because the crystal silence of the air .

Folded in cells of crystal silence there ; . .

(5) bright, shining.

Wliose banded waves that c. cave had sacked
I, thy crystal paramour ... . .

(6) of menial qualities,

from the crystal y/m& Of thy deep spirit, .

Whose caverns are crystal palaces ; .

ij) bright, joyous.

o'er the plain Of crystal youth j
Laon, vii. xxxiii. 3.

*Crystal-wlng6d, c. adj. Ftg, white-flaked.

The crystal-winged snow cling round my hair": . Prom. i. 385.

iCryst&lline, adj. A. Lit, formed of crystal.

the glowing steps and the crystalline X^RTOue^. . . Zjum, i. Ivi. p.

To men's astonished eyes most clear and crystal. v. xlvi. 9.

caverns on crystalline columns poised .... Pro?n. IV. 282.

green, and gold, And crystallitie, rv. 433.

B. Fig, (.1) of the heavens, air aud water, pellucid, clear.

the crystalline heaven has reassumed . Calderon, 11. 96.

VI. 11. 5.

VI. X. 8.

viii.xxviii.2.

IX. iii. 4.
IX. iv. I.

IX. v. 2.

XII, viii. I.

Mask, XIV. 3.

Prom.. I. 700.
Q. Mab^ VII. II.

Rosal. 292.
Tear, 11.6.

Vis. Sea, 94.

Ch. 1st, I. 13.

, Laon, II. iv. 4.

III. vii. 6.

, Rosal. 1 142.

. Laon, Ded. xiv. 2.

. Julian, 362.

. Hellas, 277.

. Ch. ist, II. 402.

. Castl. Adm. TV. 3.

II. 307.
. Prol. Hellas, 125.

. PriufHph, 358.

. Witch, XVII. 6.

— T-TTX. 2.

. . Naples, 20.

. . Witch, XIV. 4.

Laon, VII. xxxviii. 7.

. . Prom,. IV. 463.

. Laon, II. xlii. 7.

. . Prom. IV. loi.
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Of the waters crystalline ; Eu^. Hills^ 103.
convulsed To its crystal, depths that stainless sea, Hellas, 490.
Who gaze on us from your crystalline cars ! . L.aon^ V. Song^ 6. 3.

Lulled by the coil of his crystalline streams, . OdeW. Wind^ III. 3.

Beside the windless and crystalline pool, . . . Prom. III. iii. 159.
Down one clear path of effluence cryjAz/ZzMtf, . . Serchio, 113.
Unimpeded, keen, golden, zxA crystalline, . Vis. Sea^ 118.

(2) of thought, bright, clear.

the crystalline sea Of thought and its eternity ; . Hellas^ 698.
Crystals, n. Fig. icy points.
with the spears Of their moon-freezing crystals^ . Pro-m. i. 32.

Cub, n. the young of a beast of prey.
Desire, like a lioness bereft Of her last c«d, . . Triumpky $^6.

^Cubits, n. fi measure of length.
Three cubits wide and four in depth, ... . Cycl. 381.

Cubits, «. wedges (?).

overlaid The open space and fixed the cubits in, Hofn. Mere. viii. 5.

Cubs, n. A. Lit. pi. of Cub.
The unnatural famine of her toothless cubs, . . Q. Afab, Vlll. 80.

B. Fig,
The foul cubs like their parents [Fear, Revenge

and Wron^] are, Hellas, 730.
Cnckoo, n. a bird {Cuculus canorus).
And the false cuckoo bade the Spring ... - Unf. Dr. 71.

Cue, n. Fig. part to play.
The Devil now knew his proper cue.— .... Peter, VII. i. 1.

Cull, V, tr. gather or select.

from thought all glorious forms shall cull^ . , Laon^ V. Song, 5. 12.

Culled,//, gathered, selected,
numerous viands culled From every clime, . . Q. Mab, III. 47.

Culls, V. tr. see Cull.
Which, from sensation^s relics, fancy cuHs ; . . VI. 82.

„ „ „ „ „ . Superstition^ 11.

^Culpable, adj. blameable.
Culpable and unworthy, . Calderon, 1. 278.

*Culprit, n. a criminal or malefactor.
Come to arrest the culprit v/ho now stands . . Cenci, iv. iv. 22.

as the culprit passed with dauntless mien, . . Q. Mab, Vll. 5.

*Culprits, n. pi. of Culprit,
Culprits } 'Tis ye are culprits / Cenci, IV. iv. 123.

Conduct these culprits each to separate cells ; . V. ii. 191.

*Cmtivated, ppf. adj. tended, laboured on.
Once peace and freedom blest The rw/ifttwfl/fit^ plain: Q. Mab, II. 203.

Cunning*, n. wiliness, shrewdness.
I swear To dedicate my cw«KZw^, Ce«c/, III. i. 224.
Where neither avarice, cunnings pride, or care, Dmmon, 11. 188.

,, „ ,. „ „ „ Q. Mab, IX. 67.

Cunning", adj. fl) skilful, dexterous.
all overwrought With cunning workmanship Horn. Merc. XLII. 2.

(2) artful, wily.
Cunning, base, and cruel. He crouches, . . Hellas, 538.
You cunning rog;ue, . . .... Horn. Merc. xxvi. 6.

You cunningXv^t rascal, XLVIII. 2.

for the cunning one his match had found

—

. lux. 7.

Was savage, cunning,^ blind, and rude, . . Ode Lib. III. 7.

Cup, n. A. Lit. drinking vessel.

Here is the cup, together with the skin. . . Cycl. 144.
I filled The cup of Maron, '

. . . 406.
What do you put the cup behind me for ? . . 552.
Pour out, and only give me the imp full, . . 565.
a china cup that was What it will never be again, Gisb. 85.

The cup is foaming with a nation's blood, . . Hellas, 938.
Each golden cup and polished brazen pan, . Horn. Merc. xix. 6.

In Pisa's church a cup of sculptured gold . . Marenghi, IV. i.

As one who drinks from a charmfed cup . . . Music, Ipant, IV. i.

round the cup Which Agave lifted up ..... Prom. IV. 473.
Touched with faint lips flie cup she raised, . . Triumph, 404
Holding a cup like a magnolia flower, .... Unf. Dr. 146.
Full as a cup with the vine's burning dew, . . Zucca, IX. 4.

B. Fig. (1") a cupful, the contents of a cup.
Yes, let me drink one cup, Cycl. 156.
filled Another cup, .... . . 415.
and I Plied him cup after cup, . 418.
And caught as if with bird-lmie by the cup, . 430.
and taste the cup to you. . . 568.
that his cup May be evil ! .... . . -— 022.

(2) a pool.
as the brackish cup Drained by a desart-troop, . Prom.. IV. 351.

(3) potion or portion of unhappiness.
could crown Life's early (ntp Adonais, xxxvi. 3.

Like self-destroying poisons in one cup, . . . Julian, 436.
Sorrow's self thy cup has given, . . . Mary^ho died, II. 6.

For those who crown life's cup with poison . . CEdipus, 11. ii. 93.
Pour forth the cup of pain Prom. i. 474.
Have drunk so deep tlie cup of bitter fate , . . Solitary, il. 3.

To me that cup has been dealt St. Dejection, III. 9.

(4) potion or portion of pleasure.
pure health-drops, from the cup of joy, . Q. Mab, vi. 52.
theczf^ ofjoy Unmingled mantles .... . Vlll. 131.
' Now dram the cm/, said Lionel, Rosal.xw?,.
The cup which the sweet bird fills for me. . . 1 130.
The cup of its joy was mingled . Vl^e -meet. III. 3.

(5) the calyx of the acom.
Dodona's forest to an acorn's cup ... . Hellas, 793.

(6) the bell of a flower.

When the hot noon has drained its dewy cup, Music, Ipant, III. 3.

As a Maenad, its moonlight-coloured cup, . . . Sensit. PI. i. 34.

Cups, n. (1) pi. of Cup. A. Lit.

Like empty cups of wrought and dasdal gold, . Fr. Unf. Tale, 3.

And let ft fill the Da;dal cups Like fire, . . . Prom. ill. i. 26.

(2) pi. of Cup. B. Fig. (6).

And cherry-blossoms, and white cups, .... Question, ill. 3.

And out of the cups of the heavy flowers . . . Sensit. Pi. 11. 35.

Cur, n. a mongrel dog.
no little car Cocked up his ears:— /fe/^r, Vll. xxi. 3.

Curb, V. tr. Fig. restrain or check.

Why dost thou curb not thine own sacred rage ? Fr. Byron, 3.

that he should deign To curb his ghastly minister, Laon, x. xxxvi. 7.

To sit and curb the soul's mute rage M.W.G. II. i.

*Curdled, //. Fig. thickened, stayed-

The blood was curdled in its current ; . . . . Xjrve, Hope, 25.

*Curdled, ///. adj. formed into curds, thickened.

Cow's milk there is, and store of curdled cheese. Cycl. 129.

*Curdlinff, ///. adj. Fig. congealing, freezing.

the cwrrf/zw^ winds—like brazen wings . . . Pr.Athan. il. iii. 27.

Under the curdling winds, Prom. 11. iii. 23.

Cure, V. tr. (1) relieve from pain or sickness.

What [would] cure your head and side ? . . Magnet. Lady, V. 5.

What would cure^ that would kill me, Jane

:

V. 6.

(2) remedy.
destroying The consequence ofwhat it cannot c. Cenci, III. i. 91.

(3) correct or change.
whose sweet words might cure a Male prude, . Peter, iv. xiv. 3.

Cure, n. (1) a means of restoration, a remedy.
Methinks there were A cure of these . . Julian, 229.

The rich are damned, beyond all cure, . . . Peter, III. xviii. i.

Contains at once the evil and the cure ; . Q. Mab, iii. 81.

y „ 1, n ,>
VI. 32.

Yet fear the cure, though hating the disease. . IV. 165.

if ills can find no cure from thee, Trium,pk, 328.

(2) a charge or place of emolument.
Pray find some cure or sinecure;...... Peter, Vll. ii. >

Cures, V. tr. Fig. destroys his liking for.

Cures him of spirits and the spirit together. . Faust, II. 370.

Curious, adj. enquiring, inquisitive.

But others by more curious humour led . . Allegory, II. 5.

If any should be curious to discover . . St. Bpips. 97.
Thou vainly curious mind ... . ... Ye hasten, 6.

Curl, V. intr. (1) curve upward.
the prow and stem did curl Homfed on high, . . Laon, Xll. xxi. 3.

(2) twist about.
and they (My/ and flow . Medusa, l\l. ^.

Curled, v. intr. rolled back.
like mist on breezes curled, Laon, lii. ii. 4.

jCurling", pr. pple. falling in ringlets or curls.

Curling like tendrils of the parasite ... , Q. Mab, I. 43.

Curls, V. intr. A. Lit. twists contortedly.
Curls, to seize or to affright ; ....... Faust, 11. 74.
B. Fig. entwines.

[Life] Curls round the eternal columns . . . . Q. Mab, VI. 238.

Current, n. Fig. (1) course, direction.
may best Be seen the current of the coming wind. Ch. ist, 11. 474.
The blood was curdied in its current; .... Love, Hope, 25.

(2) course, movement.
In which the warm current of love never freezes. Tear, i. 3.

Curs, pi. of Cur.
who tear like curs The fugitive, Ch. ist, II. 123.

Curse, V. I. tr. (1) invoke or call down evil upon.
What remains, but to curse him,—to c. him and die ? Bigotry, iv. 9.
That if she come not I will curse her Cenci, rv. i. 103.
Curse you ! Give it me so Cycl. 566.
the Priests he sent To curse the rebels.— . . . Laon, ix. xiii. 8.

I curse thee by a parent's outraged love, . . . Ld. Ch. V. i.

I curse thee—though I hate thee not—O slave

!

xvi. i.

Whilst they curse a villain King, ... . Mexican, ill. 8.

I curse thee ! let a sufferer's curse . . . Protn. I. 286.
Shall curse their reprobation endlessly, . . . Q. Mab, vii. 149.
And they will curse my name and thee . . W". Shel. II. 7.

(2) execrate.
To curse the life which is the cage M. W. G. II. 3.

So serene, they curse it not Mask, lxiii. 4.

II. intr. invoke or call down evil.

when he, . . . came to upbraid and curse, . . . Cenci, m. i. 314.
She bids thee curse ; iv, i. 167.

Curse, n. (1) a sentence or fiat of woe, a malediction.
the curse of Cain Light on his head Adonais, xvii. 7.

No proud exemption in the blighting curse He bears, Alastor, 679.
Rocco and Chnstofano my curse Strangled : . . Cenci, iv. i. 46.
With what but a father's curse doth God . . . iv. L 104.
Shall I revoke this curse ? iv. i. 158.
O, hear, A father's curse/ rv. iii, 19.
Sweet Benediction in the eternal Curse/ . . . Epips. 25.

A moody curse, and a frenzied sleep Falsehood, 97.
Who bent the curse against his country's heart, . Hellas, 246.
that unutterable c. Which clings upon mankind :— Laon, 11. xxx. (j.

Thy country's £wrj« is on thee Ld. Ch. l. i.
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let a father's curse be on thy soul, Ld. Ch. IV. i.

This curse should be a blessing. Fare thee well ! xvi. 4.

cried Job:— a fearful c«rM/ Peter, \l. u 2.

The curse Once breathed on thee I would recall. Prom. I. 58.

What was that curse ? . . . . I. 73.
for I would hear that curse again I. 131.

aye, I heard Thy curse, I. loO.

The curse which all remember I. 210.

Heap on thy soul, by virtue of this curse, . . I. 292.
It hath become a curse I. 604.
The weight of his exterminating curse. How light ! Q. Mab, VI. ^$.
impotence to harm Beyond the curse I bore. . VII. 201.

Mocking my powerless tjrant's horrible curse , vil. 257.

One curse of Nature stamps in the same mould . Unf. Dr. 80.

(2) evil, misfortune, misery.
That Benediction which the eclipsing Curse . , Adonais, Lrv. 3.

Mocked with the curse of immortality. .... Hellas, 151.

and to abide That blasting c men had no shame— Loon, II. iv. 5.

thouknowesta^.wouldwearTheshapeofwoman— 11. xliii. 7.

Was yet a chaos and a curse, . . . Ode Lib, 11. 7.

And yet a strange and horrid curse Peter, VII. x. i.

the drowsy curse Yawned in him, Vll. xvii. i.

Be those a curse on them whose creed . . . Prol. Hellas, 178.
1 see the curse on gestures proud and cold, . . Profn. 1. 258.
Sceptered curse, IV. 33S.
But wealth, that curse of man, Q. Mob, II. 204.
One curse alone was spared—the name of God. . viii. 165.

Had solemnized a monstrous curse, . Rosal. 157.

(3) a profane oath.
whose curse Mixed with the watchman's, . . . Gisb. 269.

€hirsed, v. I. tr. called down imprecations on.
He only struck and cursed me as he passed ; . Cenci, II. i. 75.
For when I cursed my sons they died,

—

. . iv. i. 40.
Cursed and blasphemed him as he past

;

, . Laon, I. xxviii. 6.

the despair Of him whom late they cursed, V. xxxv. 8.

And cursed his father and his mother ; . . . . Peteri I. viii. 5.

How cursed I him? Prom. I. 137.
when His adversary from adamantine chains

Cursed him, II. iv. 108.

many an orphan w^yjaf The building of that fane; Q. Mab, 11. 141.

II. intr. uttered imprecations.
And Sin cursed to lose the wager, Eu^- Hills, 241.
So spake the hypocrites, who cursed and lied ; . Imoh, ix. xvi. 2.

Cursfed,//. (1) execrated.
For thy sake cursed be the hour, Hellas, 264.
Statesmen damn themselves ^o be Cursed f . . Peter, in. xvii. 2.

(2) condemned.
StUl with this dulness was he cursed— -

. . . . Peter, vii. ix. 4.
C«raaaffromitsbirth, even from its cradle doomed Q. Mab, iv. 137.

Cursed,^/, adj. execrated, detested.
to make Fourfold provision for my cursed sans

; Cenci, l. i. 131.
Thou, too, loathed image of thy cursed tuother, 11. i. 121.

With his cursed t^&ih, till all qe gone. . . . Cycl. 360.
What is this cursed multitude p.bout ? . .

--
.

For his c. ^power unhallowed arms to wield— .

Her cursed image ate, drank, slept with me, .

Corses, v. I. tr. calls down evil on.
curses the champion of Erin M.N. S/>ec. Hors. 48.

II. intr. utters imprecations.
A cowled . . . monk Prays, curses and deceives.

Curses, n. maledictions.
Who, if a father's curses, as men say, . . .

Plague-spotted with my curses ."

And if thy curses, . . . Could kill her soul .

Fling, at their choice, curses or faded pity,

Curses upon him, The impious tjTant i

Beyond the curses, calumnies, and lies . . .

The curses, the shrieks, the ceaseless cries
whose rancour clung Like curses on them ; .

And with curses as wild As e'er clung to child,
Anarchs, ye whose daily food Are curses, . . .

,

Moans, shrieks, and curses^ Julian, 2^8.
they were ministered One after one, those curses. '

435.
Such curses are from lips once eloquent . . . 454.
And laughter fills the Fane, and c. shake the Throne. Laon, iv. xJv. 9.

VII. vii. 9.
IX. xxxi. 4.
X. xxxix. 8.

Prom. 11. iv. 30.
III. i. II.

Q. Mab, III. 28.

ni. 35.
IV. 100.

IV. 176.

V. 47.
St. Epips. 56.

. Paust, II. 335.
Mother^ Son, II. 7.

. CEdipus, I. 289.

Q. Mab, II. 181.

. Cenci, I. jii. 84.
IV. i. 94.

. IV. i. 168.

. V. iii. 41.

. Ch. \si, I. 93.
IV. 17.

. Falsehood, C9.

. Fr. A gentle, 4.
. Fuffiitves,\Y. 11.

. Hellas, 935.

The curses which he mocked had caught him .

and they began to breathe Deep curses, . .

Shall sneers and curses be ;

—

Muttering the curses of his speechless pride, .

fw^.f^.f shall drag him down .

And the' my curses thro' the pendulous air, .

hearest thou not The curse^oi the fatherless, .

the deep curses which the destitute Mutter
his soul Blasted with withering cwrjAS-; . . ,

Secure the crown, which all the curses reach .

Scatter their withering curses, ......
hear them mumble Their litany of curses—

Curtain, v. tr. Fig. obscure like a curtain.
Which curtain out the day with leaves andflowers, Prom. iii. iii. 12.
To curtain her sleeping world. . .

,
Q. Mab, IV. 8.

Cnrtain, n. Fig. veil or concealment.
shall o'er his sleep the mortal curtain draw. . . Adonais, VIli. 9.
The curtain of the Universe Is rent Prol. Hellas, 52.
Have drawn back the figured curtain of sleep . Prom. IV. 58.

'Curtain-lifter, c. n.

I am a Dilettante curtain-lifter. . . . . Faust, 11. 412.

Curtained, pp. hidden.
Curlained Vii'xih star-inwoven tapestries, . . . Apollo, I. 2.

Is curtained Got from Heaven's wide blue

;

. I^Ofn. ll. ii. 4.

Curtained, ppl. adj. hung with curtains.

That bum in the night by the curtained bed,— . (Bdipus, I. 234.

Curtains, n. Fig. clouds.
Nor the feathery curtainsThB-t canopy the sun's Dcemon, i. 211.

feathery c. Stretching o'er the sun's bnght couch, Q. Mab, ll. 24.

*Curve, V. intr. arch, bend.
whose necks on high Curve back, Horn. Moon, 14.

*Curve, n. A, Lit. a part of a perfect circle.

Above the curve of the new bent moon, .... Rosal. 969.

B. Fig. bend or turning.

Till on the verge of the extremest curve, . . . Alastor, 390.

*Curved, pp. arched.
O'er which is curved an orb-like canopy . . . Prom. IV. 210.

Curved, ppl. adj. (1) indicating spherical formation.
far From the CMyz/tt? horizon's bound ... . Eug. Hills, 291.
dark shore of Ocean's curved flood Laon, vi. xxiii. 9.

When the curved moon /V. Athan. 11. ii. 57.

(2) rounded more or less sjnnmetrically.

Like curved sheUs dyed by the azure depths . . Ch. ist, i. 130.
no sail But its own curvedprow Laon, I. xxin. 2.

And where his curved\xps halfopen lay, i, lix. 8.

The boat was one iwrz/^fl shell xil. xxi. i.

From its curved roof the mountain's frozen tears ProTn. III. iii. 15.

lone, Give her that fwrwi/ shell, in. iii. 65.

Curves, n. (1) portions of a perfect circle.

With cones and parallelograms and turves . . Gisb. 313.

(9) bends and turnings.

Fretted a path through its descending curves . Alastor, 542.

:|:Custards, n. eggs, milk, and sugar boiled together.

Custards for supper, and an endless host » . . Gisb. 304.

Custody, n. (1) in charge as a prisoner.

in custody of the pursuivants Ch. \st, II. (!^.

(2) care or keeping.
I do commit myself Into your custody^ .... (Edipus, II. i- x8i.

Custom, n. (1) conventional usage or established practice.

Custom, and Faith, and Power thou spumest ; . Desfnon, I. go.
Free from heart-withering custom's cold control, 11. 294.

11 I) u y n p Q- Mobutu. 201.

old Custom., legal Crime, And bloody Faith . , Fall ofJBonap, 13.

chance, or custom, time or change, Ginevra, 60.

the mortal chain Of Custom, thou didst burst . . L,aon, Ded. Vll. 5.

The' it might shake the Anarch Custom^s reign, x. 5.

And Faith, and Custom, and low-thoughted cares, xiii. 7.

Justice and truth, with Custom's hydra brood, . i. xxxiii. 5.

But custom maketh blind and obdurate .... iv. ix. i.

The hood-winked Angel of the blind and dead, C, IV. xxiv. 4.
Cttstom, and Hell, and mortal Melancholy— . v. Sone; 1.5.

If faith or ctistom do not interpose, .... vi. xT g.

Priests and Kings, Custom, domestic sway, . . vili. vii. 5.

A heart which not the serpent Customs tooth
May violate ? Vlll. xxvii. 7.

Its straggling fears and cares, dark Cmj/otw'j brood, ix. iv. 6.

That pemdy and custom., gold and prayer, . ix. xiii. 3.

willing slaves to Custom old, xi. xvii. 4.
Nor custom. Queen of many slaves, makes blind, Otho, III. 2.

What are numbers knit By force or custom. ? . Polit. Great. 10.

H3T)ocrisy and custom make their minds . . Prom. I. 621.

From custom's evil taint exempt and pure
;

iii. iv. 156.

The icy chains of custom., Q. Mab, I. 127.

the unconquered powers Of precedent and custom in. 98,
-By morals, law, and custom., ... . . . iv. 130.

custom's force has made His nature vill. 127.

And all the code of custom's lawless law . , Witch, lxii. 5.

(2) fashion or practice.

most heathenish custom Of dancing round a pole Ch. 1st, l. 97.
'Tis an old custom Faust, II. 242.
'tis The custom, now to represent that number II. 408.

(3) Fig. one that acts blindly by use.

A rite, a law, a custom. : not a man Cenci, v. iv. 5.

Cut, V. I. tr. A. Lit. (1) sever with a knife.

Zephaniah, cut That fat hog's throat, . ... (Edipus, 1. 80. -

(2) geld or castrate.

cut close and deep, I. 73.

(3) with up, divide it into portions.

We . . . Cut it up after long consideration,— . Horn. Merc, xxi.- 2.

B. Fig. (1) break through or destroy.

And cut the snaky knots of this foul gordian word. Ode Lib. xv. 8.

(2) with w/=extenninate.
1 would cut up the root. Ch. \st, i. 103.

(3) with ca/(y= shear off.

Pity then will cut away Those cruel wings, . Rarely, IV. 5.

(4) with suffix ^=kill, destroy.

Hoping some accident might cut them off ; . . . Cenci, I. i. 133.
Armed thee, as thou dost say, to cut him off; . v. ii. 130.

II. intr. Fig. pierce mentally.

That tears and will not cut, St. Epips. loi.

Cut, V. tr. pa. tense. (1) with /j^= destroyed, killed.

Whom in one night merciful God cut off: . . . Cenci, 11. i. 135.

(2) with «/— divided in portions or pieces.

He cut up fat and flesh, ... . Horn. Merc. xx. 4.
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Cut, pp. A. Lit. (1) divided in passing through,
the little waves . . .Were cut by its keen keel, . Z,ao«, in. xxxiv. 4.

(2) with (?«^= excised.
hadst been Cut out and thrown to dogs first ! . . Cenci^ V. iii. 99.

(3) with off^ severed from the body.
Perseus has cut it off for her Faust^ 11. 402.
B. Fig. offfrom^ precluded or exiled.

I am cut off from the only world I know, . . . Ccnci^ V. iv. 85.
Cut, adj. split and shaped.
And fastened the cut stems of reeds within, . Hofn. Merc. Vlll. 3.

Cnts, ». tr. severs or divides.
No sword which cuts the bond it cannot loose, . Faust^ il. 308.

Cuttingr, ppl. adj. Fig. destructive, wounding.
Lightning, and wi/A-K^hail, and legioned forms Prom. I. 270.

*Cuttings, n. sections cut from plants.
To set new cuttings in the empty urns, . . Unf, Dr. 156.

*Cybele, n. a Phrygian goddess.
called thee City-crested Cybele? (Edipus, II. ii. 4.

*Cyclaaa, n. a group of islands in the ^gasan sea. ^

there sleep Young Cyclads on a sunnier deep. . . Hellas^ 1071.

*Cycle, n. period.
Or hadst thou waited the full ^cle^ ... . Adonais^ xxvji. 7.

*Cycles, n. long periods of time.
survived Cycles of generation and of ruin. . . . Hellas^ 154.
through all its (TjfcfeF Of desolation . . . , . 746.
And oft in cycles since, Laon^ I. xxxii. 6.
the melancholy ruins Of cancelled cycles ; . , . Front. IV. 289.

^Cyclopean, adj. the work of the Cyclops.
crowned With C;v£'/(?/£fl« piles, . . . . Z,a;o«, xil. xxxv. 7.

*Cycloplan, adj. belonging to a Cyclops.
And the Cychpian jaw-bone, man-destroying ? . CycL 84.

Cyclops, n. one-eyed giants of Greek fable [used indiscri-

minately for sing, and plural.]
To the fell Cyclops. ... . . . 36.
To the one-eyed Cyclops^ we, . . ... 68.
Cvclops^ who live m caverns, . ... . m.
The Cjyc/o^j now—where is he? 122.
All that the Cyclops feed upon their mountains. 157.
the Cyc/^i^j is at hand ! 171.
Hear, Cyclops, a plain tale 232.
Cyclops. I swear by Neptune 241.
My darling little Cyclops, 246.
You would become most eloquent, O Cyclops. . 300.
The Cyclops ^tnean is cruel and bold 351.
The Cyclops vermilion, With slaughter uncloying, 363.
Stood near the Cyclops, ... 399.
unsuited he To this rude Cyclops 434,
he goes To call his brother Cyclops— . . . 443.
Within the socket of the Cyclops eye .... 459.
So will I, in the Cyclops' htry eye 4^.
scoop the eye out Of the detested Cyclops. . . . 475.
The Cyclops' eye so 6ery fierce ? . . . . 48'6.

Listen, O Cyclops, for I am well skilled . . . 526.
You grant your guest a fair reward, O Cyclops. . 559.
Let him tear the eyelid up Of the CycloPs— . 622.
should seize the stake To bum the Cyclops^ eye, . 637.
And blind you with my exhortations, Cyclops. . 659.
What are you roaring out, Cyclops ? 675.
No where, O Cyclops. 684.

Cyclopses, n. pi. of Cyclops.
The man-destroying Cyclopses 25.
unwise to give tne Cydopses This precious drink, 451.
Like Cyclopses in Vulcan's sooty abysm, . . . Witch, Lxxv. 4.

*Cydaris, n. an inlet of the Bosphorus, now the Golden Horn.
The army encamped upon the Cydaris, .... Hellas, 606.

*Cylleiie, n. a mountain of Arcadia.
Souffht high Cyllen^s forest-cinctured hill, . Hotn. Merc, xxxviii. 3.

Under Cyllene's mountains far away— . . LVl. 6.

*Cyllenian, adj. native of Mount Cyllene.
Cyllenian Hermes from the grassy place, . Ham. Merc. LI. 4.

the Cyllenian Argiphont Winked, . . . Lxvr. i.

offspring of Cyllenian May LXIX. 6,

't'Cyiiic, adj. sneering, sarcastic.

can clothe his face In ^nic smiles ? , . , , W. Shel. Cane. 1. 10.

Cypress, n. a tree {Cupressus sempervirens).
nay, we see the spot Even from this impress;— . Cenci, I. ii, 4.
O'er the spiral cypress hanging Fr. Romanes, 1. 4.
Under a cypress m a starless night.

Cypress, c. adj. attr.

And a light spear topped with a cypress cone.
With weeping flowers, or votive cypress wreath,
a dark cypress tree, Beneath whose spires, . .

Cypresses, n. pi. of Cypress.
There stands a group of cypresses : ....
And cypresses that seldom wave their boughs.

. Witch, XX. 8.

Adonais, xxxiii. 3.

Alastory 56.

. Z^aon, V. liv. 5.

and cypresses Cleave with their dark green cones Rosal. 1246.
*Cypriaii, n. a character in Calderon's Magico Prodigioso.

Calderon, i. 224.
1. 230.
1. 236.
II. 76.
III. 2r.

III. 82.

m. 89.
III. 108.

Hellas, 587.

Bion. Adon. 25.

Laon, II. rxi. 9.

II, xxvi. 6.

ir. xxix. 4.
II. XXX. I,

II. xxxii, 6.
II. xxxiv. 2.

II. xxxvi. 4.

Cyprian stands between you, Although unarmed.
Sir! CyPriani Sir! . .

Cyprian! Although my high respect . . .

assail With a new war the soul 01 Cyprian, .

She may now seek Cyprian
And Cyprian ?—Did I not requite him . . .

CyPrian is absent, O me miserable ! . .

Is pledged to bear thee unto CyPrian. . . .

Cyprus, n. an island in the Mediterranean.
Crete and Cyprus, Like mountain-twins . .

Cjrtlierea, n. a name given to Venus.
Alas for Cytherea—the Loves mourn— ....

*Cythna, n. the heroine in Laon and Cythna.
to be, Cythna, the only source of tears . .

then, Cythna by my side, . . . Would rest, . .

when Cythna sate Amid the calm which
For, before Cythna loved it, had my song . .

How without fear of evil ordisgTiiseWas Cyth.I-
thus Cythna taught Even in the visions .

CyMwa mourned with me the servitude ....
Cythna sweet, Well with the world art thou un-

reconciled; ii.xxxvii. 2,
From Cythna's tyes a light of exultation brake. . —^ 11. xxxvii. 9.
Nor wilt thou at poor Cythna's pride repine, . . 11. xxxviii. 3.
no ill may harm Thy Cythna ever— .... 11. xliv. 7.
Cythna then Will have cast off the impotence . ii. xlvi. 6.
upon the threshold of a cave I sate with Cythna; iii. ii. 7.
And C^thna^s pure and radiant selfwas shewn ill. iii. 7.
And Cythna in my sheltering bosom lay, iii. v. 3.
as we fled, They plucked at Cythna— .... iii. v. 8.
That voice among the crowd—'twas Cythn. cry ! m. vii. 6.
I knew that ship bore C. o'er the plain Of waters, in. xvii. 7.
it seemed that C ghost Laughed in those looks, in. xxvi. 6.
Was Cythna then a dream, and all my youth, . —— iv. iv. 8.
like mine own heart, Of C. would he question me, iv. vi. 3.
my own 6jyA4M(z was, Not like a child of death, . IV. xxxiii. «j.

Could she be Cythna ? Was that corpse a shade —^ iv. xxxiv. 6.
A sweet and solemn smile, like Cythna^s, . . . v. xxiv. 4.
Cythna, (for, from the eyes whose deepest light . vi. xxiv. 5.
And Cythna's glowing arms, . , vi. xxxiii, 2.
QiMMa'j sweet ]ips seemed lurid VI. xxxviii. r.
The tones of Cythna^s voice like echoes . . . —— vi. xlii. i.
But Cythna's eyes looked faint, . ... vi. xlii. 9.
Cythna beheld me part, . . . . : . vi. xliv, i,
the garments white Of Cythna gleamed, . . vi. xlix.' s!
I could see Cythna among the rocks, .... vi. liii. 8.
Then Cythna did uplift Her looks vil. xviii. 8.
Cythna shall be the prophetess of Love, .... ix, xx. 2,
Love when wisdom fails makes Cythna wise ; . ix. xxxiv. 7.
that Cythna shall be convoyed there— .... xi. xxiv. 7.
Cythna sprung From her gigantic steed, . . xii. xiii. 2!.

as beamed from Cythna now xii. xiii. 9.
Cythna sate reclined Beside me, .... xii. xviii. 2.
Then Cythna turned to me, . . .... —— xn, xxii. 2!

Orpheus, 26.

106.

D
*DEedal, adj. (1) cunningly or skilfully wrought.
Like empty cups of wrought .and rffPi^ gold, . . Fr. Unf. Tale. -i,.

And let xt fill tne Dadal cups like fire, .... Prom. III. i. 26.

(2) skilfully contrived, of wondrous make.
that dwell Within the dadal earth ; Mont B. 86.
The (/(S(fa/ earth, That island in the ocean of the world. Ode Lib. II. 3.

I sang of the dadal Earth
^

Pan^ III. 2.

Where Science bedews his Z?£g(fa/ wings. . . . ProTn. w . i\6.

(3) intricate.

Which rules with Dcedal harmony IV. 416.

Deemon, n. (1) an sethereal spirit.

The chariot of the Dcsmon of the World . . . Dcemon^ I. 57.
The Dcemon leaning from the etherial car . . . I. 08.
The temple of the mightiest Drnmon stands. . . I. 208.
The D. and the Spirit Entered the eternal gates. I. 230.
The Dcefnon and the Spirit Approached . . . I. 239.
fierceblasphemiesAgainstthe.z5(»OTO»ofthe World, I. 284.
Which from the DcETnon now ..... ^^ II. 47.
The Damon callfedlts wingfed ministers. . . 11. 305.

(2) an evil spirit.

the earth-consuming Hell Of which thou art a rf., Ld. Ch. Xvl. 3.
The dcemon reassumed his throne Lerici^ 28.

Daemon, c. adj. attr. (1) sethereal.
and took its seat Beside the Damon shape. . . Damon, I. 114.

(2) bat-like, as ordinarily attributed to evil spirits.
under the shade Of damon wings, .,.,,. Triumph, 502.

Daemons, n. (1) unearthly beings.
where marble atewzowJ watch Atasfor, 118.
The damons and the nymphs repeat The harmony. Hellas, 700.
Monarch of Gods and Damons, Prom. I. I.
Ye kings of suns and stars, DaTnans and Gods, . iv. 529,

(2) evil or rebellious spirits.
And with millions of rf<F»zo«j in his train, . . . Pr. Satan 8.
Three vials of the tears which damons weep . iVo/. Helios 151

*Daft, adj. struck dumb, crazy.
'

And mere astonishment would make you daft Horn. Merc LVII 6
Daerser, n. (1) Lit. a two-edged handled blade.
There is no dagger drunk with blood

; ... Faust, ii, 304.
T
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he threw His dagger on the gfround, . ... Loony XI. xx. 8.

He sheathed a aagger in his heart xii. xxx. 6.

(2) Fig. a deaaly act or word.
For my dagger is bathed in the blood of the brave, Death, Dial. i.

Which this unfailing dagger gave Falsehood, 29.
The dagger heals not but may rend again . . . Julian, 357.

Dagsrers, n. pi. of Dagger.
As men wear daggers not for self-offence. . . . Cenct, v. i. loi.

Daily, adj. A. Lit. each day, from one day to another.
Her daily portion, from her father's tent, . . Alastor, 130.
Which I could meet not by my daily toil. . . . Cenci, II. li. 9.
From his daily labour come ... . . . ^ Mask, Liv. 3.
From the haunts of (&2^ life LXIX. i.

Where is wa^ed the daily strife ... . Lxix. 2.

When from daily toil they come ; XCII. 2.

and bring Their daily bread ?— Q. Mab, ill. 122.

B, Fig. continual, ever-recurring, ordinary.
Returning from its daily quest, Cavalc. i.

making it a daily mart of guilt ... . . Cenci, I. i. 12.

And all the fit restraints ^ daily life, .... III. 1. 210.
A thousand daily acts disgracing men ; . . . . IV- iii. 29.
Anarchs, ye whose daily food Are curses, . . . Hellas, 934.
chroniclers 01 daily scorn, Loon, II. in. 6.

Dainty, adj. (11 of things, pleasing, grateful (satir.).

Brother ! arise from the dainty fare, Falsehood, 13.

(2") of persons, delicate, beautiful.
DeviPs blood Stained his dainty hands and feet. Fr. Satan, 4.

*Dairy, n. a place for storage of milk.
As bats at the wired window of a dairy^ . . . Witch, XVI. 5.

Daisies, n. a flower (Bellis perennis\
Daisies, those pearled Arcturi of the earth, . Question, II. 2.

Were all paved with daisies and delicate bells . Sensit. PL I. 53.

*Dai3y-spazigled, c. adj. covered with daisies.

Sloping and smooth the daisy-spangled lawn, . . Q. Mab, vill. 82.

^Da^y-star, c. n. the starlike flower.

The daisy-star that never sets, Jane, Invitn, 58.

Dale, n. a tract of land between hills.

o'er many a dale and many a moor, Laon, IV, xxxii. 6.

from many a d. The Antelopes who flocked for food x. ii. 5.

That shades the intervening dale. M. N. Meloiy, 38.
As thou walkest o'er the dewy dale, . . Moonbeatn, i. 4.
the far sighings of yon piny tmle .... Pr. Athan. II. ii. 43.

Bales, n. pi. of Dale.
within the dales of Hell Julian, 41.

like a flood From sunbright£^A7/ Zaow, vii. ii. 8.

^Dalesmen, n. dwellers in a dale.

the pale dalesmen watch with eager ear ;— . . Pr. Athan. I. 72.

Dallied, v. intr. played, trifled, wantoned.
Dallied in love not quite legitimate ; Horn. Merc. x. 2.

Dally, V. intr. to toy or trifle.

To dally with the mowing dead— Laon, Vll. vi. 4.

Dam, n. a mother, used ordinarily of beasts only.
like sister-antelopes By one fair dam, . . . Prom. III. iii. 97.

:):DaiiiascTLS, n. the capital of Syria.

Damascus, Hems, Aleppo Tremble ;— .... Hellas, 580.

Danuned, v. tr. with »/, kept it back.
/?«?«»«. itup with roots knotted likewater snakes. Sensit. Pl.lll. 73.

Damn, v. I. tr. (1) condemn to eternal pains.

Dream that God will (&»?» for ever All who think Mask, LVlil. :*.

(2) condemn (with satir. meaning).
lawyers damn their souls Peter, III. xvii. 2.

ana the poor Damn their broken hearts to endure III. xviii. 4.

II. refl.

Statesmen dam.n themselves to be Cursed ; . . III. xvii, 1.

Churchmen damn themselves to see . . . . III. xvii. 4.

Damjiable, adj. worthy of condemnation.
All are damnable and damned ; III. xv. 2.

Damnation, n. ' eternal ' punishment.
By giving a faint foretaste of damnation . Gisb. 30.

He was predestined to damnation Peter, \. iv. 5.

What Peter was before damnation iv. ii. 2.

May death and damnation, VI. xxxvii. i.

Damned, //. (1) condemned to eternal misery.

could not be wpree If dead and damned:— . . Cenci, \. i. 137.

Blaspheming liar! You are damned ior this I . . li. 1. 102.

(2) held hateful or accursed.

Ill deeds, then be thou damned, beholding good ; Prom. I. 293.

(3) used derisively.

Damned since our first parents fell, . . . . Peter, Prol. 38.

Z7a7«we(/eternally toHell— _
39-

But Peter, though rtow ddntned, IV. n. i.

Were <^w«£d? eternally IV. xxii. 5.

The spots in which, ere dead and damned, . . V. ix. 2.

(4) condemned, accursed.
All are damnable and damned; m. ^v. 2.

They are <^OTW«/ by one another, III. xv. 4.

By none other are they damned. iH- ^.5'
The rich are damned, beyond all cure, . . . m. xyiii. i.

Sometimes the poor are tffl»(«*rf indeed . . —— III. xix. i.

Damned—h\xt God alone knows why— .... m. 3«:.?*

All are c&?»»«/—they breathe an air, .... III. xxiii. i.

and damned himseU to madness V. iii-^-

You've double dafnned yourself to scorn ; . . VI. vi. 2.

Damned, ppl. adj. fl) execrable, accursed-
Get used to this darnned scraping. . . . Faust, II. 24^.
That for his damned impertinence Peter, V. xvii. 3.

(2) outcast, wretched.
Like its ill angel or its damned soul Hellas, 520.

Damned, adj. absol. those condemned to eternal pains.

As merciful God spares even the damned. . . . Cenci, V. ii. 46.
Hurling the damned into the murky air .... Fr. Satire, 5.

*Damning', pr.pple. condemning.
Thou devil which livest on damning; .... (Edifus, II. ii. 44.
Each one dam.ning, damns the other ; , . . . Peter, in. xv. 3.

Damns, v. I. tr. condemns.
Each one damning, damns the other; .... -— ill. xv. 3.

II. intr. condemns to eternal punishment.
'Tis a lie to say ' God damns!' ... . , III. xvi. i.

Damp, n. moisture, humidity.
Nor damp within the shadow of the trees ; . . . Even. Pisa, II. 2.

When they are gone into the senseless d. Ofgraves ;— Laon, rv.viii.4.

Damp, adj. A. Lit. (I'i moist, humid.
And to the damp leaves and blue cavern mould, Alastor, 598.
pens up naked in damp cells Cenct, III. i. 46.
A low dark roof, a damp and narrow wall. . Ch. ist, iv. 45,
In the dam-P Caves of the deep ! Bpithal. (2) 18.

The slow soft toads out ofdamp comers creep, . Even. Pisa, I. 3.

Millions of slaves from many a dungeon damp . Laon, 11. xliv. ^.
The night grew (fo«»/ and tfim, . . .... vi. xxxii.2.

And spear about the low rocks damp .... Lerici, 46.
the sun's bright lamp To thine is a fen-fire damp. Liberty, III. 5.

while the others mouth dafnp straw,) CEdipus, 11. i. 39.
He tottered forth from his damp cell Rosal. 914.

(2> clammy with perspiration.

And if I strike my dam.^ and dizzy head . . Cenci, il. ii. 137.

B. Fig. cold, chillmg.

the dam,p death Quenched its caress . . . . Adonais, xil. 5.

My mansion is damp, cold silence is there, . . Death, Dial. 7.

In Death's damp vaiut the lurid fires decay, . Death Vanq. 23.

^Dampness, n. clamminess.
Extinguished in the dam-pness of the grave, . . Q. Mab, VI. 151.

The euimpness of the grave Bathed my imperish-
able front VII. 183.

Dams, n. pi. of Dam.
Milking Their dams or playing by their sides ? . Cycl. 187.

Dance, v. intr. A. Lit. leap or frolic about.
Great Bacchus calls me forth to dance! . . 149.

O, I long to dance and revel 624.

B, Ftg. (1) move quickly, sparkle.

In her mild lights the starry spirits dance, . . . Bpips. 87.

To some inchanted music they would dance— . Marenghi, xx. 5.

They [waves] dance in their mirth Prom.. IV. 46.

the Dright beams of frosty morning dance Along Q. Mab, iv. 6i.

thesoft stream did glide and rfflwfifi Sensit. H.l. ^i.

like atomies to dance Within a sunbeam ;— . . Triumph, 440.
the constellations reel and dance Like fire-flies— Witch, xxvill. 5.

(2) shake or shimmer.
Which dance like plumes upon a hearse ;— . . Calderon, i. 17.

(3) exult.

Then trample and dawcff, thou Oppressor ! . . . Castl.Adm. ill. \.

shouldst dance and revel on the g^ve Of Liberty. FallofBonap. 3.

Dance, n. A. Lit. movement of the limbs to a cadence.
sweet dance and melody, Cyd. 29.

with dance and song Yon brought young Bacchus 43.
When one dance ends another is begun ; . . Faust, ii. 325.

And any step which in our dance we tread, . . ll. 342.
Before my last step in the living datice .... II. 365.
Who sang so sweetly to you in the dance? . II. 37a.

With bloom-inwoven dance and happy song, . . Horn. Earth, 21.

King of the dance, companion of the feast, . . . Horn. Merc. V. 2.

Ana their delight is dance, Lxxvil. 1.

Love-wakening dance, Lxxxii. a.

who led before him A graceful dance : . . . Laon, v. xxi. 2.

the King Had praised her dance of yore, v. xxi. 6.

Weave the dantx on the floor of the breeze, . . Prom. rv. 69.
Of music, and dance, a.ndi shapes of light, . . IV. 78.

We join the throng Of the dance and the song, . iv. 84.

Sit watching your dance, ye happy Hours ! . . rv. 104.

Fill the dance and the music ofmirth, .... IV. 132.

Break the dance, and scatter the song ; {rep.) . IV. 159.

and maniac ^wc? Raging^ around— Xriutnph, 110.

The wild dance maddens m the van, . . . 138.

their dance round her who dims the sun, .... 148.

And follow in the dance, with limbs decayed, . . 167.

If thou canst, forbear To join the dance, . . 189.

And some grew weary of the ghastly dance, . . 540.

B. Fig, (l^l frantic measureless movement of people.

Joined that strange dance Laon, XI. xiii. 2.

(2) rapid erratic movement.
Between the quick bats in their twilight dance; . Bpips. 5^,
borne In circles quaint, and ever chang^g <^nce, Gisb. 2&j.

in theirwinged <^»£0, unconscious Genii wrought. Laon, I. Hii. ^.
Around me they involved a giddy dance; . . . III. xxiii. 3.

(3) excitement.

With the sweet d. your heart must keep tonight. Fiordispina, 72.

Danced, v. intr. Fig. (1) rippled.

Now on the polished stones It iktnced; . . « . Alasbir, 499.
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Triumph^ 491.

, Si. Ir. (i) n. ^.

Triumph^ 381.

Cloud. 8.

(2) moved with erratic swiftness.
Danced'xxi a thousand unimagined shapes .

(3) flashed intermittently,
save the lightning, which danc'd in the sky

;

Dances, v. tr. A. Lit. moves to a cadence.
Dances i' the wind, where never eagle flew ; . .

B. Fig, (1) moves quickly round about.
As she dances about the sun
(2) glitters or gleams.

It [the moonbeam] dances in the cascade's spray. St. Ir. (4) iv. 4.

(3) exults joyfully.
As the life within them dances Sophia^ 1. 6.

Banoes, n. pi. of Dance, n. A. Lit,
with troops, and priests, And dances^ ... . Calderon^ I, 29.

Dancing', pr. pple. A. Lit. moving to a cadence.
custom Of <fo«««^round a pole CA. ij/, i. 98.
dancingykst like men and women Faust^ il. 338.

'B, Fig-. (1) of water, splashing and rolling.
The waves are dancing fast and bright, . . . Si. Dejeciion, I. 2.

The hoar-spray is dancing^A^N^X Fugitives^ I. 4.

(2) of vapour, a shimmering movement.
A glassy vapour dancing on the pool, .... Unf. Dr. 235.

Dancingr, /J5/. adj. Fig. ever moving.
I sang of the «fe««w^stars, Pan^ in. i.

feet which kissed The dancing foam ; .... Triumph^ 371.
the shallow road Of white and dancing waters, Witch^ xli. 6.

Dancing, vbl. n. the act ot dancing.
Dancing and drinking, jabbering, ... . Faust, ii. 256.

*Dandelion, n. a wild flower {Taraxacum dens leonis).

And the old dandelion^s hoary beard, . . Sunset, 15.

*Dandy, n. a fop.
he, proud as dandy with his stays, Witch, Ded. V. 6.

Danger, n. peril, risk or hazard
the very winds. Danger^s grim pla3rmates, . . Alasior, 608.
Yet the fowl of the desert, when dang, encroaches. Bigotry, 11. i.

As if there were no danger. Calderon^ III. 87.
Could but despise danger ?t.i\& gold and all . . Cenci^ II. ii. 130.

Weigh you the danger of this rashness ? ... in. i. 281.

Does my destroyer Know his ^«^er ? . . . in. i. 282.

and thro' the danger of his crimes, .... IV. i. 17.

Or Danger, when Security looks pale ?— . , . Hellas, 360.
We gaze on danger through the mist of fear, . . 641.

cries oftreason and oi danger Resounded : . . ZMon, VI. iii. i.

And death, and penitence, and danger, .... I^ve, Hope, 21.

Who have hugged Danger in wars .... Mask, LXxxviII. z.

Now there were danger in the precedent , . . CBdipus, I. 146.

wherefore lurkest ^\\h.dang., death, and solitude
;
Q. Mat, in. 70.

Dangerous, adj. perilous, serious, fraught with danger.
Count Cenci were a dangerous enemy : ... Cenci^ I. iii. 143.
He holds it of most dangerous example . . . li. ii. 54.
Such self-anatomy shall teach the will D. secrets: Ii. ii. iii.
' ' ... Peter, VI. xii. 3.

CEdipus, II. i. 171.

Ch. isi, I. 52.

It is a dangerous invasion

Dangers, n. pi. of Danger.
safest there where trials and dangers wait

;

Dank, adj. (1) gloomy, miserable.
To dank extinction and to latest night. . .

(2) unwholesome, damp.
Even like the dayspring pouredj on vapours dank, Laon. I. xli. •^.

Dank lurid meteors shoot a livid gleam ; . . . M. N. Ravail, 2.

Be it dim, and dank, and grey, Prom. i. 677.
And the smell, cold, oppressive, and dank, . . Sensit. PI. ill. 11.

And the dock, and the henbane, and hemlock d., III. 55.

*DanMy, adv. unwholesomely.
The dew is rising dankly from the dell— . . . Loon, VI. 1. 2.

*Danube, n. the second of European rivers.

So were the lost Greeks on the Danube^s day ! . Hellas, 294.

from the fort Islanded in the Danube, . . . 362.

*Dardanns, n. the son of Zeus and Electra.

I bore you off from Z^ardSiwaj Cycl.sg^.

Dare, v. I. tr. (1) challenge or defy.

Dare the unpastured dragon in his den ? . . Adonais, XXVII. 4.

(2 J venture on, risk.

For men shall there be none but those who dare
All things— Cenci, n. i. 165.

II. intr. A. Lit. (1) have courage or confidence.

I rf. not . . . Own the delight thy strains inspire— Cavalc. g.

and none dare name the murderer Cenci, I. iii. 98.

Z?arB no one look on me ? None answer ? . . i. iii. 132.

If you cfore speak that wicked lie again . . , • ll. i. 150.

Few dare to stand between their grave and me. . -— ll. i. 157.

She shall not dare to look upon its beams ; . . il. i. 186.

and all I dare Speak to my soul II- ij- 97*
As parents only dare^ ... . • . . HI- i- 7.^-

Yet what, I dare not guess Jll. |. 104.

We dare not kill an trtd and sleeping man ; . . iv. iii. 9.

My^dare not kill a sleeping man, IV. iii. 23.

I dare not rouse him : I know none who dare . . IV. iv. 14.

I mqst rouse him from his sleep. Since none else d, IV- iv. 19.

Who will speak and do more than I dare Write. iv. iv. 93.

The crimes which mortal tongue d. never name . IV. iv. 128.

I (/a#-fi not. Lady. iv.iv. 154.

DareyoM, wij;h lips yet white from the rack's kiss V. ii. 8.

I hardly dare to fear . . . . . . V. iv. 43.

ribald censurers dare not move Their poisonous
tongues . Ch. is/, II. 22.

dare not to breathe, Or spit, Or/. 630.

who dare to hurl De6ance at his throne, . . . Dcenton, II. 2%.

And therefore may I dare to speak to you, . . Dante Conv. 6.

I dare not unveil The shadows Death, Dial. 21.

The Devil dare his whole shape uncover, . . . Devil, xxiv. 2.

and bids me dare Beacon the rocks Ej>ips. 147.

Yet dare not stain with wealth or power . . . Exhortation, 19.

Tell it who dare I- Faust, II. 153.

Who dare confide in right or a just claim ? . . II. 275.

and few who dare Win the desired communion— Hellas, 184.

Dare not to prey beneath the crescent's light. . 949.
but dare not speak With certainty .... Horn. Merc. XXXV. i.

now, Hermes, if you dare, . Lxxxvni. 7.

O not to^r£ To give a human voice . . . Julian, y>^.
And what art thou ? I know, but dare not speak : J^on, iDed. xi. 1.

if thou dost dare . . . companionship to keep, I. xxi. 7.

dare To trample their oppressors ? II. xliii. 5.

Laon, I must dare nor tremble To meet those
looks no more !

Or dare not write on the dishonoured brow
;

what we have done None shall dare vouch, . .

Who shall dare to say The deeds
could I win your ears to dare be now ....
1 dare not speak My thoughts, ...
And the tremulous lips dare not speak .

Firmness dare to borrow .

And if then the tyrants dare . . . .

They will hardly dare to greet ....
Would many wish, and surely fewer dare.
dare blaspheme Freedom and thee ? Naples, 77.
Nurtures nimself on poison, dare not touch ;— . CEdipus, I. 356.
that none a finger dare to lay on it II. 1. 146.
We dare not, Sire, 'tis Famine's privilege. . . . ii. ii. 41.
They dare not Front. I. 130.
I dare not speak like life, i. 140.
But dare not speak them i. 186.
They dare not devise good for man's estate, . . i. 623.
And yet they know not that they do not dare. . 1. 624.
I dare not look on thee ; 11, v. 16.

those who dare belie Their human nature, . . . Q. Mab^ rv. 218.
And priests dare babble of a God of peace, . . vil. 44.
What I dare not in broad day-light 1 (r£/>.) . Q. o/nty Heart, i. 6.
words I dare not say, Rosal. 1 176.
I dare not guess ; Sensit. Pi. iv. 9.
I dare not ask her if there stood upon it ... . Uti/. Dr. 90.

(2) dare say= believe.
I dare say it was Moscon Calderon, in, 162.

B. Fig. of things, abstract, immaterial and inanimate.
Lfanguor, disease, and ignorance dare not come : Deenion, 11. 10.

„ „ „ „ „ ,, Q. Mab, IX. 10.
if once they dare To bother me— . . ... Gisb. 314.
it cannot OMre To burst the chains ... . Laon, ii. xxxiii, 3.
that not a tear did dare to start vii. iii. 5.
AU earthly things that d. Her sacred name to bear, Nat. Ant. rv. 4.
Time cannot <]far£ conceal Ode Lib. xiii. 15.
through waves which dare not overwhelm, . . . Projn. iv. 410.

'

That freedom's young arm dare not yet chastise, Q. Mab, vii. 244.

Dared, v. intr. A. Lit. had courage, confidence or boldness.
Not all to that bright station dared to climb ; . Adonais, V.

II. xlvii. I.

. VIII. xxiii. 6.

. IX. xxxi. 5.

. —— X. xlvi. 4.
. XI. xviii. 2.

. Lerici, 29.

. M.N.RavaiL\ofj.
Mary, who died, i. 3.

. Mask, LXXXIV. I.

. LXXXVII. 3.

Mothers,- Son, ii. 5.

Look up ! Why, yesternight you dared to look
yet dared not look upon the shape
Which in their hollow hearts dared still abide

;

He dared not kill the Infidels with fire . . .

Who, ifye dared, might not aspire to less
By those most impious hands which dared remove Ld. Ch. xiv. "3.

Nor he who dared make the foul t3Tant quail . . Otho, i. 5.
Felt faint—and never dared uplift Peter^ iv. xi. 4.
No bailiff dared within that space, .... vii. xxiii. i.

What he dared do or think, Pr. Athan. i. 44.
And changed to all which once they dared not be, Front, in. iv. 159.
That dared to hurl defiance at his throne, . . Q. Mab.^ vii. 90.
I dared not feign a groan ; Rosal. 449.
And therefore dared to be a liar ! . . . . 506.
And in my soul I dared to say, .... . 1002.

B. Fig.
Where matter dared nor vegetate nor live, .

2.

Cenci, II. i. 106.
iMon, in. xxxi.

IX. xvi. 5.

X. xxxiv. I.

XI. xvi. 3.

Dcenton, 11. 72-

g. Mab, vni. 6i.

aon, IX. i. 2.

Love, Hope, 26.

Question^ I. 6.

sleep no more around us dared to hover . .

It'ddred not speak,
and hardly dared to fling Its green arms

Dared, pp. had courage or assurance to do.
What have I dared? Epips. 124.
that sublimest lore which man had dared unlearn ? Ode Lib. Vlll. 8.

Who, by frequent squeaks, have dared impugn CEdipus, n. i. 26.

Dares, v. I. tr. Fig. ventures to utter.

What dares a friendless maiden tnatched with thee ? Cend, II. ii. 153.
his unhonoured name Who dares these words ;— Sonn. Byron, 13.

II, intr. A. Lit. ventures, has courage or boldness.
Dares the lama, . . . The lion to rouse .... Bigotry, i. i.

Dares fearless to perish defending her brood, . . n. 2.

Who dares not ask some harmless passenger . . Cenci, II. ii. 94.
Guilty! Who ^izr^j talk of guilt? IV. iv. iii.

He dares not look the thing he speaks, . . . v. ii. 85.
And dares, as he is, to appear? . ... . Devil, xxin. o.
From you he only aartf.y to crave, GuitarJane^ ^o.
and who among us dares To dash it from his lips ? Hellas^ 271.
Who dares? for I would hear that curse again. . Prom. i. 131.

l' 2
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. Q. Mab^ VIII. 47.

. Tear^ 11. 2.

. Adonais, i. 7.

VIII. 7.

Who dares not give reality to that
Dares fearless the dark-rolling battle to pour,

B. Fis.
till the Future dares Fofget the Past,
nor dares she to deface So fair a prey, . . .

Thy lover's eye, . . . dares not entreat thy stay : . April^ 181^, 7.

As the tongue dares not fashion into words, . . Cencty II. ii. 85.
Which sometimes i/fly^j not speak the thing it looks, V. ii. 85.

jDflr(e.ydisputewithgrimsilencetheempireof Death. Death. DiaL\o.
When Infamy dares mock the innocent, ... J Lioon^ iJed.vlll. 7.

all of her That even Fancy dares to claim :— . . Lerici. 21.

the cage Of fettered grief that dares not groan, . M. IV. G. II. 4.
No sofitary virtue dares to spring, Q. Mab^ V. 45.

Darestj v. intr. (1) mayst, hast permission.
Thou darest to speak— Hellas^ 475.

(2) hast courage to, venturest to.

Where thou darest not pui^ue, and canst not harm, 394.
flatter With a love thou darest not utter. . . . Inv. Mis. VII. z.

Darest ^ovi. delay, O Herald! Prom. 1. 341.
Darest thou observe how the fiends torture him ? i. 582.
All things thou darest demand. ... . . ii. iv. 8.
Darest tnou amid the varied multitude . . . Solitary^ i. i.

Darintf, pr. pple. having courage.
not daring for deep awe To speak her love :— . Alastor^ 133,

Baring, n. courage^ boldness.
Thine was the daring at a tyrant's gore, . . . M. N. Ravail, 53.
Riper in truth and virtuous daring grow ? . . . Q. Mab^ Ded. 6.

free and generous love Of enterprize and daring^ V. 87.
ever urged To elevated daring, . . . . . vil. 95.

Daring', adj. bold, courageous.
And one more daring raised his steel .... Laon^ xi. xx. 4.
More daring crime requires a loftier meed : . , Q. Mab, v. 205.
a boy, More daring in thy frenzies : . . . VI. 80.

Superstition^ 9.

Dark, n. the obscurity of night.
let us not talk i' the dark Cenci, ill. ii. 50.
Drizzle whistling through the dark Faust, u. 187.
I found that in the dark\i^ quietly . . . Horn. Merc. LX. i.

like a troop of spectres, thro the dark^ . . . L.aon, xi. xii. 5.
Satiate the hungry dark with melody ;— ... Woodman, 5.

Dark, adj. A. Lit. (1) opposed to light, obscure to the
vision.

or vhere the secret caves I^ugged and dark, . . Atastor, 88.
More dark And dark the shades accumulate. 430.
evening gloom Now deepening the dark shades, . 486.
Will it oe dark before you reach the tower ? . . Cenci, lii. i. 242.

III. I. 254.
. DcBfj^n^ I. 168,

1. 227.
. Ginezira, 3.

. Gisb. 2J5.

makes more dark the dread abyss .

hung In the dark dome of heaven, ...
o'erhang the gulph Of the dark world, .

From the dark chamber of a mortal fever, .

Built round dark caverns,
There sleep in their dark dew the folded flowers ; 277.
but each one Under the d. trees seems a little sun, 283.
And the deep cavern where d. shadows lie, Horn. Merc, xxxviii. 4.
the craggy roof Arched over the dark cavern :— xxxix. 2.

Or he would hurl me down the dark abyss. . LXIII. i.

The mortal tenants of earth's dark abodes, . Hom. Venus, 51.
And through the dark green wood Jam, Recoil, to.
beneath the dark sky's starry cope ; Iiaon, 11. xv. 3.

up a steep and dark and narrow stair We wound, III. xiii. 7.

portal dark With . . . ivy trails was overgrown ; . iv. i. 3.

as dark lairs for its monster brood ; . . . . vii. x. 5.
Like the brief glory which dark Heaven inherits • IX. v. 3.

when, wth dark Winter's sadness ix. xxii. 3.

Thus thou, Ravine of Krw^—dark, deep Ravine— Mont B. 12.

Who chanotest to their dark wintry bed . . Ode W. Wind, I. 6.

Aud wildly shrieked ' Where she is, it is dark / ' Orpheus, 53.
And all dark Tempe lay In Pelion's shadow, . . Pan, II. 2.'

Dark amid thrones of light Prol. Hellas, 58.

one who watches thee The cold dark night, . . Prom. I. 822.
He sunk to the abyss? To the dark void ? . , lii. ii. 10.

In the sky of midnight (jfar^ and deep : . . . . Rosal. W3,%.
Grew dark the night ; St. Ir. (^) ix. i.

mined With many a dark and subterranean street Witch, LX. 6.

(2) colour of personal objects, dusky to black.
Clothed in dark purple, star-inwoven. . . . Prom. I. 234.
And forms, dark and high, St. Jr. (3) XII. i.

(3) of the blood.
The de^rk blood wanders o'er his snowy limbs, , Pion. Adon. 9.

whose azure veins Steal like dark streams . . . Dmmon, i. 15.

(4) of the eyes.

^ose soft smiles to his t^;'^ and night-like eyes Adon. Cane. 19.

From bis dark eyes alone Alastor, 254.
That snowy breast, those dark and drooping eyes. 601.
In thy dark eyes a power like light doth lie, . . Con. Sing. l. 3.

Scarce hides the dark blue orbs that bum below Dmmon, I. 41.
Moveless awhile the i^rk blue orbs remained : . II. 327.

.. „ n M I. 1. • Q- ^'I*. IX. 235.
His eyes were dark and deep, ....... Laan, I. lix. 2.

her dark and deepening eyes VI. xxxiii. 4.

her dark and intricate eyes xi. v. 2.

thy d. eyes threw Their soft persuasion on my brain, M. W. G. IV. 4.

Over thine eyes so dark and sheen : Mar. Dr. II. 4.
from the veil Of her dark eyes the dream did creep. xxill. 4.

in their dark and liquid moisture swam, . . . Pr. Athan. Fr. 2.

dark, far, measureless, Orb within orb, .... Prom. II. i. 116.

Scarce hides the dark blue orbs beneath, . . . Q. Mab, I. 39.

mo

-„ (5) of the hair.

Her dark locks floating in the breath of night, . Alastor^ 178.

And darkened her dark locks, Ginevra, 16.

and the band Of her dark hair had fall'n, . . . JLaon, I. xvi. 6.

her dark hair was dispread VI. xxi. ^.
And her dark tresses were all loosely strewn . , vi. xxxvin.3.
Locked then, as now, behind my dark, moist hair. Prom,. II. i. 47.
Through the dark lashes of those veined lids, , Unf. Dr. 169.
her hair Dark— Witch, V. 5.

(6) of the earth, objects of nature, &c.
Scooped in the dark base of their aeiy rocks . . Alastor, 424.
The dark earth, and the bending vault of stars. . 570.
Away ! the moor is dark beneath the moon, . . April, 1814, i.

shining bright Under the dark rocks Cenci, iv, iv. %$.

look as dark as a rock before the other. .... Ch. 1st, II. 431.
the Andes, whose ^. brow Frowned o'er the silver sea. Dmm^on, 1. 131.

And on yon rock, whose d. form glooms the sky, Death Vanq. 29.
Follow down the dark steep streaming, .... Fug. Hills, 87.

All gems that make the earth's dark bosom gay. Fiordispina, 46.
beneath the ashes cold and dark Hom.. Merc, xxxix. 8.

Of the bright Gods, and the dark desert Earth : Lxxii. 8.

purple light. Which in the dark earth lay, , . Jane, Recoil. 58.

which from a chasm of mountains, Dark, vast, . Loon, I. vii. 2.

And the dark rocks which bound the . . . bay. . III. xv. 9.
Thence marking the dark shore VI. xxiii. 9.
until the dark rocks under Vii. x. 8.

each distant isle Is dark . Xll. v. 8.

dim twilight mountains dark with pine, .... XII, xxi. 5.

which girt their [mountains] d. foundations round. Xll. xxxv. g.

Like the dark ghost of the unburied even . , Marenghi, xxvil. 5.

Bursting through these dark mountains . . . Mont B. 18.

you may behola A dark and barren field, , . Orpheus, 3.

Upon the beetling edge of that dark rock . . . 25.

Just piercing the dark earth, hung silently : . . Prom,. 11. i. 149.
On the ^rl^wealth of mines, II. iii. 87.

Pierce the dark soil, IV. 278.

A bath of azure light, among dark rocks, . . . jv. 504.
the Andes, whose (/. brow Loweredo'erthesilversea. Q. Mab, I.220.

I saw the dark earth fall upon The cofiin ; . . . Rosal. 219.

For oft have I stood on the dark height of Tura, St. Ir. (2) 11. i.

And each flower and herb on Earth's darkhreast Sensit, PL i. 7.

(7) of animals.
Outs^eding the shark, And the sword-fish dark, Arethusa, iv. 14.

Like two ^rk serpents tangled in the dust, . . X^aon, 11. iv. 8.

The dark steed bore me, . . ... vi. liii. 6.

a steed Dark and gigantic, ... ... Xli. viii, 5.

(8) of trees, shrubs and leaves.

Round whose rude shaft dark ivy tresses grew Adonais, xxxill. 4.

leaves for ever green. And berries dark, . . Alastor, 581.
By the dark ivy's twine Cenci, III. i. 264.
The silk-worm in the dark green mulberry leaves Gisb. 3.

Was spread beneath many a dark cypress tree, . iMon, v. liv. 5.

Of poplars and dark oaks, ix. i. 7.

And each dark tree that ever grew, Prom, II. ii. 3.

Encinctured by the dark and blooming forests, . 11. iii. 25.

And the dark linked ivy tangling wild7 .... III. iii. 136.
With its dark buds and leaves, wandering astray ; Question, III. 6.

In the dell of yon dark chesnut wood Rosal. 68.
Cleave with their d. green cones the silent skies, 1247.
smooth and d. Edge of the odorous cedar bark. Sensit. PL 11. $^.
The dark grass, and the flowers among the grass, —' m. 13.

bend her Head under the dark boughs, . . . Triumph, 364.
the sheaths that folded the dark buds .... Unf. Dr. 166.
pillared stems Of the dark sylvan temple, . . . - - 225.

(9) of buildings.
A low dark roof a damp and narrow wall. . . Ch. 1st, iv. 45.
And on the dark wall . . . Si. Ir. (3) xii. 4.
Yon dark gray turret glimmers white, . . (4) m. i.

(10) of water, the sea, rivers, lakes.

Like a dark flood suspended in its course, . . . Alastor, 190.
Along the dark and ruffled waters 319.
driven With dark obliterating course, .... 329.
to mutual war Rushed in dark tumult thundering, 343.
a well. Dark, gleaming, and of most translucent

wave 458.
distinct in the dark depth Of that still fountain ; —— 471.
springs Of that dark fountain rose 479.
with hollow harmony Dark and profound. . . . 498.
From the altar of dark ocean Fug, Hills, 109.
On the dark, the silent stream— /w5. Ser. ii. 2.

had lent To the dark water's breast, jane. Recoil. 78.
It moved a speck upon the Ocean dark : . . . L.aon, III. xviii. 4.
The many ships spotting the dark blue deep . . —— ix. iii. 1.

Till down that mighty stream d., calm, and fleet, Xll. xxxiii. i.

like some dark stream Through shattered mines Pr. Athan. i.ioo.
some forest-bosomed laJce, Glassy and dark.— , n. ii. 51,
gleam Like islands on a dark blue sea ; . . . . Q. Mab, li. 18.

'

whose wilds and floods, Barren and dark . , . Rosal. 22.

When he floats on that dark and lucid flood . 118.
Like a sunny storm o'er the dark green deep. . Sensit. PL li. 28.
With all its dark and hungry graves, W Shel. V. 7.

the ^y^ and azure well Sparkled Witch, XS-V. 1.

(11) of air and atmospheric appearances.
And move likewinds of light ondarkaxid. stormy

air Adonais, XLIV. 9.
Make net-work ofthe dark blue light of day, . . Alastor, 446.
innumerable stars Studded heaven*s d. blue vault ; Dcemon, i. 12a
[clouds] Dark purple at the zenith, . . . . . Julian, 72.
a . . . hurricane Arose, aqd bore me in its d. career ZMon, iii. xxvii. 2.

Doth the cloud perish ... or dark and lone, , . ly. xxxi. 4.
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From the d. storm-clouds flashes a fearful glare, M.N. Ravail^ 3.

whose unconcealing; dew, Z^arA,fl^rtr^, yet clear, . Matilda^ 31.

a cloud, Dark as tne frown of Hell, (Edipus., I. 97.
A shapeless, dark^ and rapid crowcl, Prom., i. 713.

Dark with the rain new buds are dreaming of : . IV, 368.
countless stars Studded heaven's dark blue vault,— Q. Mab^ 1. 209.

Cloud upon cloud, in dark and deepening mass, IV. 26.

that dark red smoke Blotting the silver moon ? . IV. 34.
Around, the dark tide of the tempest was swelling, ^S",^. Ir. (i) I. 3.

When o'er the dark ether the tempest is swelling. (2^ I. 3.

Whilst a wreath of dark vapour encircles his head. (2) IV. 4.

dark lower'd the clouds on that horrible eve, . . (6) III. i.

the tempest-proof Pavilions of the ^ar^ Italian air, TowerofFam. 14.

whose dim form Bends in dark aether Triumph^ 85.
I'll sail on the flood of the tempest dark^ . . Two Spirits^ 26.

dawns In the dark space of interstellar air. . Unf. Dr. 27.

Which the dark shadows hide We nteet^ II. 5.

B. Mg. (1) sad, troubled, unhappy.
Staking his very life on some dark hope, . . . Alastor^ 32.
Was kindled to illumine this dark world ; . . . Cenci^ IV, i. 122.

Thy settled fate, Dark as it is, . . . . . Coleridge^ 36.
make the present Dark as the future !

—

. . Ch, ist, I. 26.
Spare aught but a dark theme, ... . . Dcemon^ I. 21.

For dark a.Qd cold mortality . . 1. 93.
A smile amid dark frowns ? Epips. 62.

Of a dark and distant shore -Sug. Hills^ 20.

Or charm the dark past never to have been, . . Fr. Satire^ 21.

Like life and fear, a a!ar^ reality. Int. Beauty^\v.\2.
free This world from its dark slavery, .... VI. 10.

In thanks or hope for their £^<ir^ lot . . . Julian^ \iz.

I might reclaim him from this dark estate : . 574.
the tempests dark and wild Which shake . . Laon^ Ded. xil. 7.

a dark and mid turmoil ; I. xii. 2.

Thus the dark tale which history doth unfold, . I. xxxviii. i.

a dark^\ph before. The realm of a stem Ruler, 11. vi. 6.

Framedaaarife dwelling for their homeless thought, 11. vii. 2.

I must have sought dark respite from its stress ii. xix. 2.

the wave of life's dark stream il. xxiii. 9.
despair Ofhuman thines, had made so d. and bare, ii. xxiv. 5.

the poison clouds whicn rest On the dark world, ll. xxxv. 3.

we cherish yet In this dark ruin— Vii. xxxvii. 3.

Ah ! it is dark with many a blazoned name . , Vlil. xx. 4.
And I returned with food .. .And f/a>-:A intelligence; x. iii. 3.

Fill this d. night of things with an eternal morning. xil. xxix. 9.
I see a dark and lengthened vale, . . ... M. JV. Melody^ 35.
which made His solitude less dark Marenght^ xxv. 2,

Now dark—now glittering—now reflecting gloom— Mont B. 3.
Dark is the realm of grief : Otho^ IV. i.

Had left within his soul their dark unrest

:

. Pr. Athan. i. 13.

Pitying the tumult of their dark estate

—

. i. 34.
bis age, dark^ cold, and tempest-tost. . . . ii.ii. 4.
a ruffling atmosphere Of dark emotion, .... 11. ii. 49.
And Manhood's dark and tossing waves, . . Prom. ii. v. 99.
A dark yet mighty faith, . iir. iv. 174.
As soothed her own isSzj'yfe lot. . . .... Rosal. iji.

The gates of that dark refuge closed 407.
And so through this dark world they fleet Divided, 626.
And in that £zrk and evil day 724.
And the dark monk now Wraps the cowl round

his brow, St. Ir.i^l.^.
the last Of peace to the dark monk's brain. . . (3) ill. 3.

And triumphant their gleam on the d. Monk glar'd, ^) xvi.' 4.
To death on life's dat^ river That time^ i. 7.

some mortal slumber, dark and deep, . Whenpassiot^ s^ I. 4.

(2) wicked, evil, abhorrent.
I stood beside your dark and flery youth . . . Cenci^ I. i. 49.
She expects some happy change In his iiiznfe spirit i. ii. 61.

Men, like my father, have been dark and bloody, il. i. 55.
By a dark secret, surer than the grave ; . . . II. ii. 149.
But who can flatter the dark spint, il. ii. 159.
must hasten thus To their dark end IV. ii. 17.A dark continuance of the Hell within him, . . IV. ii. 33.
the dark windings [of a] pregnant lawyer's brain, Ch. ist^ 11. 46.
and a dark yet sweet offence Julian^ 329.
He loosens to ^€\xdark and blasting ministries. L^on^ I.'xxx. o.

that dark power which brings Evil, II. xxxhi. 7.
Upon her children's browj rf.TFalsehood to disarm. il. xHv. 9.
So that I feared some Spirit, fell and dark, . • ill. xxx, 8.

But the dark fiend who with his iron pen . viii. xx. 6.

It is the dark idolatry of self, viil. xxii. 3.
Its struggling fears and cares, dark Custom's brood, ix. iv. 6.

"

those £for<^ conspirators He called

:

x. vii. 6.

adyingseerofffii^S oppression's hell x. xxv. 9.
i?ar^ Priests and haughty Warriors xi. xiv. i.

dark Terror has obeyed Your bidding— . . . xi. xv. 4.
By the dark creeds which cover with eclipse . JUl, Ch. x. 3.
In their own dark disguise,— Nat Ant. iv. 2.

As some dark Priest hales the reluctant victim— Prom. i. 49.
Strange, savage, ghastly, dark and execrable, . in. iv. 182.

(3) of death, sad or gloomy.
Athwart what brow is that dark mantle thrown ? Adonais, xxxv. 2.
Breathed o'er his dark fate one melodious sigh : Alastor, 59.
Does the dark gate of (Jeath Conduct . . , 211.
Nor ever more offer at thy dark shrine . , . . 623.
Still, dark, and dry, and unremembered now. 671.
The tapers that did light them the dark way . , Cend, I. iii. 47.
Thee, fight of life . . . dead, dark! V. iv. 134.
Yet tell me, dark Death, when thine empire is o'er Death, Dial. 19.
aee may go To the dark grave unhonoured. . . Faust, 11. 279.
The ^^'A arrow fled In the noon. . . . , . Gifievra^ 211.

And death's dark chasm hurrying to and fro, . Hellas, 203.

quick and dark The grave is yawning - • • y«^^a«, 505. ^_

But senseless death—a ruin dark and deep ! . . Laon, ix. xxxn, 9.

its bloody, dark, and secret grave

;

... xi. xx. 3.

My brain grew dark in death, • • • -. rrr. ^"- ^^^^A'
Welcome thou despots to my dark domain, -^'J^; -'«^^!fi o^-

From death and dark forgetfulness released. . Pr. Athan. II. n. 66.

To the dark, to the past, to the dead Prom. iv. 39.

Death is dark, and foul, and dull, Rosal. 1004.

(4) obscure, mysterious, unknown.
whose names on Earth are dark Adonais, XLVJ. i.

Dark ^Ethiopia in her desert hills Alastor, 115.

dream Of ^ar^ magician in his visioned cave, .
;

9S2,

Seek out some dark and silent corner^ .... Cenci, 1. 111. 150.

Plotting dark spells, and devilish enginery, . Gtsb. loj.

In the dark Future's ever-flowing urn : . . . Laon, I. xxv, 3,

Traditions dark and old, II- »• °/

ere Dark time had there its evil legend wrought Vlll. xxix. 4.

dark children of to-morrow IX- xix. 9.

From its cferA gulph of chains, . . -
• ix. xxv. 9.

From their flfflrA desarts

;

x. xiv. 6.

His mercy soothed it to a dark repose ; . . . x. xxxvi. 4.

Like the man's thought dark in the infant's brain, Ode Lib. iv. 10.

And the future is dark, and the present is spread Prom. I. 562.

Checks its dark chariot by the craggy gulph. . li. iv. 143.

What rfar>fe forms were they? IV. 30.

from its dark mine drags the gem of truth . . Q. Mab, Vlll. 237.

(5) of expression.

A smile among dark frowns— ... .St. Epips. 7S-

(6) of literary style, obscure-
Now made his verses dark and queer: .... Peter, VI. xxxi. 3.

*DarlE-ffreen, cadi, of deep green hue.

from their deep And rfflr^-^re^w chasms, . . Z^ww^ xil. xxxvi. 7.

I saw two little dark-green leaves Unf. Dr. 158.

*Dark-red, c. adj. of the glow of sunrise.

Which cleaves with arrowy beams the dark-red bat, Laon, 1. xxi. 4.

*Dark-robed, c. adj. sombrely habited.

The dark-robed -^Tie&X^ were met around the pile; Q. Mab, VII. 3.

*Dark-rolling, c. adj. fiercely active.

Dares fearless the dark-rolling\i^X^'S. to pour, . Tear^ II. z.

*2>ark-skirted, c. adj. sombre-looking.
The rough, (for^AzV/tfi/ wilderness; Eug. Hills, yyi.

Darken, v. tr. (1) Fig, obscure.
Fill Heaven and darken Earth, Laon, Vlll. vi. 3.

Barken day-liglits, vbl.fkr. (slang) fill up glasses to the

brim.
No heel-taps—(&r,fe« day-lightsI— (Edipus, II. ii. 35.

Darkened, v. I. tr. A. Lit. overshadowed.
Shadowy Aornos darkened o'er the helm The

horizontal aether
;

Naples, 40.

B. Fig. (1) gave appearance of darkness by contrast.

And rfaj'-icM^ifl^ her dark locks, . . . . Ginevra, 16.

(2) made sad or gloomy.
Darkened \ih\s swift stream of song, Eug. Hills, 312.
Which darkened nought but time's unquiet flow Laon, iv. v. 2.

and darkened our birth In the deep Prom. Iv. 59.

(3) threaten or overshadowed.
Darkened the thrones and idols of the West, . . Hellas, 263,

II. intr. Fig. became more ignorant.
Man . . . Shrank with the plants, and darkened

with the night

;

.... . Dmtnon, II. 1 19.

„ „ ,, „ ,, „ Q. Mab^ VIII. 149.

Darkened,//. A. Lit. obscured.
The noontide sun was darkened'^'y^ that smoke, Laon, x. xlvi. i.

B. Fig. saddened, dimmed, overshadowed.
we are (fe>-^«crf with their floating shade, . vii. xxx. 3.
when faith had choked all other. Are darkened— viii. xiii. 8.

The world was darkened beneath either pinion . Triumph, 263.

Darkened,///. (Ti^". (1) obscured by smoke.
Howling through the darkened sky , . . . Eug. Hills, 277.

(2) clouded.
A fierce south blast tear through the darkened sky, Orpheus, 88.

Darkening, pr. pple. A. Lit, overclouding.
ZJar^wzw^ the night, and outspeeding the wind— Faust, 11. i6r.
darkening the sacred bowers Of serene heaven. Ode Lib. Xll. 12.

B. Fig. (1) obscuring, confusing.
likeshadowaftersbadow,/?(2ri^wiMjf each other? Cenci, iii. i. 172.

Darkening each other with their multitude, , . Ode Lib. xi. 4.

(2) saddening.
Darkening Life's labyrinthine way Fr. Love, 4.

Darkening*, ///. adj. Fig. obscuring, uncertain.
Ah ! why do 5ar^'wz«^ shades conceal . ... Si. Ir. (4) v. 1.

Darkens, v. I. tr. A. Lit. obscures.
as eclipse Darkens the sphere I guide ; , . . . Protft. III. ii. 37.

B. Fig. makes more bitter.

Darkens my fall with victory ! . . . . in. i. S3.

II. intr. A. Lit. becomes clouded.
the Heaven Darkens above , ~— i. 257.

B. Fig. perceives obscurely,
the twin lights thy sweet soul darkens through, . Epips. 38.

Darker, adj. A. Lit. of a deeper hue.
the darker l9.ke Reflects it

: Protn. II. i. 20.
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B. Fig. (1) more foal or horrible.
I bear a d. deadlier gloom Than the earth's shade, Cenciy II. i. 189.
To forgive wrongs ^rker than death or night ; . Front, iv. 5:71.

(2) less happy, more gloomy.
Now is come a darker- day, Eug. Hills^ 1 17.

But darker is the lowering gloom ... , . M. N. Melody^ 37.

(3) more sullen or threatening.
His brow grows iiizrAcr—breathe not—move not! Hellas^ no.

(4) less hopeful.
Made my companion take the darker side. . . Julian^ 49.

Darkest, o^'. A.. Lit. (1) of light, most sombre.
One darkest glen Sends from its woods of musk-rose, Alastor^ 451.
Waked \iy the darkest of December's hours . . Zucca^ XI. 3.

(2) of colour, most gloomy.
By darkest barriers of cinereous cloud, .... Even, Pisa^ iv. 2.

B. Fig. most vile, foul or evil.

Into the depth of i^r,^/ purposes : C(e««', ll. ii. 113.

The mirror ofmy darkest thoughts ; - . . . V. i. 21.

a good man, even in his darkest longiligs, . . . Faust, I. 89.
Where he kept his darkest revels, Fr. RotnairSy II. 2.

d. crest Of that foul, knotted, many-headed worm Ld. Ch. I. i.

BarUinsT, adj- becoming gradually darker.
*Tis hard I should go darkling: Protn. III. iv. 96.

SarUy, adv. A. Lit. gloomily.
the clouds that bound it Darkly strew the gale. . W. Skel. i. 4.

B. Fig. blindly, obscurely, without certainty.

I am borne darkly, fearfully, afar

;

Adonais, LV. 6.

both self-misunderstood And darkly guessing, . Cenct, iii. i. 3^8.
seems darkly there To fade .... . . Laon^ ix. xxxu. 5.

is darkly driven Towards one gulph— .... ix. xxxv. 5.

Darkly forward flowed The stream of years, . . Rosal. 388.

Darkness, n. A. Lit. (1) obscurity, vaiying from gloom
to utter absence of light.

In elarkness B.T\^ in light, from herb and stone, . Adonais, xlii. 5.

led him forth Into the darkness.— Alasior^ 22'j.

trees, that stretched their giant arms In darkness 384.
With whose dun beams inwoven darkness seemed

To mingle 648.
Gleamed through the darkness, (i^%.

Away ! the gathering winds will call the d. soon, April, 1814, 3.

Darkness, weep thy holiest dew,— . ... Bridal, I. 6.

„ „ „ „ Bpitkal. (2) 2.

Come darkness/ Yet, what is the day to me? . Cenci, II. i. 181.

and on whose edge Devouring^ darkness hovers !
^-^ iii. ii. 11.

Darkness and hell Have swallowed up the vapour IV. iii. 40.

Sings like the fool through darkness and light. . Ch. ist^ V. 9.

They stand under the darkness of the rock . . Oyd. 689.
In silence and in darkness seize their prey. . . Dcemon^ II. 221.

„ „ „ M ,1 • Q- Mab, IX. 113.

may hide the ni§;ht From its own darkness^ . . E^ips. 288.

Darkness shed its holiest dew 1 E^ithal. 2.

Like golden sand scattered upon the darkness ; Faust, II. in.
Ashes, and smoke, and darkness : ... Ginevra, 157.

Weak lightning before fiizriTZAyj/ Hellas, gi$.

Like darkness to a dying flame

!

Int. Beauty^ IV. 9.

Darkness more dread than night was poured . Loon, i. h. 9.

Lightning, and hail, and darkness edging by. I. iii. 6.

had cloven That fearful darkness, . . • I. iv. 2,

Like sparks into the darkness; I. xi- 8.

I roamed, to storm and darkness reconciled : . I. xxxvi. 5.

had drank the lightning's sheen In darkness, . . I. Hi. 3.

Darkness arose from her dissolving frame, . I. Iv. 7.

thro' the darkness spread Around, ill. v. ^.

Till in the azure East darkness again was piled. lii. xxxiii.9.

like a spirit through the darkness shining, . V. Iii. 3.

and darkness wrapt The waves, VI. i- 8.

And clings to them, when darkness may dissever vi. xli. i.

did soon unite The darkness and the tumult . . vi. xliv. 5.

The very ^y--6«fwj shook, vill.xxviii.i.

Upon the night's devouring; darkness shed

:

. IX. y, 5.

fountains 0\ darkness in the North :— .... xi. ii. 4.

whose wandering wings Now float above thy dark.^ Mont B. 42.

In the calm darkness of the moonless nights, . 130.

Streaking the darkness radiantly !

—

Mutability^ 3.

Whilst light and darkness bound it, Naples, 102.

Piercing the stormy darkness like a star, . . Pr. Atkan. ir. ii. 27.

And through thunder and darkness dread . . ProL Hellas, 65.

Darkness o'er the day like blood. . ... Prom. I. 102.

hold ghastly talk In darkness? I. 245.

The darkness and the clangour of your wings. . I. 460.

'Mid the darkness upward cast I- 696.

Thro' the noon-tide (wrA«&yj deep, . ... II. 1. 181.

I see a mighty darkness ii- 'v. 2.

the darkness which ascends with me .... . 11. iy. 148.

and we must dwell together Henceforth in dark. III. i. 56.

the thick ragged skirts Of the victorious (AzrAw&yj, Jll. ii. 6.

Which clips the world with darkness round. . . IV. 140.

an orblike canopy Of gentle ^rAwtfjj, .... IV. 211.

peace ! A mighty Power, which is as darkness, . IV. 510.

roseate morning Chaseth into darkness? . . . Q. Mad, I. 26.

Through clouds of circumambient darkness, . . ll. 37;

The stars are quenched In darkness, IV. 36.

Each tree which raards its darkness from the day, IV. 69.

Their echoes in the darkness threw. . . Rosal. 418.

Which sinks again in darkness, 584-

At night they were darkness no star could melt. Sensit. PL III. 77.

when mom has broke The roof of darkness, . . St. Epips. 107.

Half sense, half thought, among the dark, stirs, Summer-Evg. 21.

and the mask Of^r£»^j fell Triufnph,J^
Like lightning out of darkness— 270,
Oidarkness re-illumine even the least Ofheaven's

living eyes

—

391.
But if the whirlwinds of darkness waken . . . Two Spirits, 17-

When darkness rose on the extinguished day . Unf. Dr. 241.
whose shade cast Darkness and odours, , . . Vf^itch, xxxvill. 4.
Into the iiar'^»Arj of the stream did pass. . . , XLIII. 8.

moonlight fills the open sky Struggling with d.— Woodman, 8.

(2) of colour.
Beneath the dark, of his outspread hair He stood Laon, I. Ix. i.

The glossy darkness of her streaming hair . . xil. xxiii. 7.

its two eyes are heavens Of liquid darkness, . . Prom. iv. 226.

B. Fig. (1) trouble, gloom.
In the battle, in the darkness, in the need, . . Arabic, Imit. II. 5.

And the darkness of deepest dismay Spreads . . Bieotry, III. 7.

Amid the darkness of conflicting storms, . Ch. \st, I. 51-

With the solid darkness black Eu^. Hills, 7.

Flags wearily through darkness and despair— . Gtsb. 206.

mic^t well have cast A darkness on my spirit— Julian, 160.

a darkness had descended On every heart : . . Laon, II. v. 7.

Thro' d. wide and deep those tranced spirits smite. II. xvi. 9,
Athwart the darkness and the glare of pain, . Medusa, II. 7.

like a darkness, fell On souls Pr. Athan. I. 94.
Cast the darkness of absence, worse than death ! Unf. Dr. 14.

To rise upon our darkness, Unrisen Splen. 2.

{2) evil or violence.

Conceived in darkness, bom in blood, .... Hellas, 850.
The Anarchs of the world of darkness .... Sjg.
Darkness has dawned in the East 1023.

when darkness gave New weapons to thy foe, . Laon, I. xxxii. 6.

Long lay the clouds of darkness o'er the scene, . Q. Mab, IX. 39.

(3j mysterious obscurity.

pierced by the shaft which flies In darkness? . . Adonais, II. 3.

Thy shadow, and the darkness of thy steps, . . Alastor, 21.

the darkness of the day to come ? Fr. Is not, 2.

The darkness lingering o'er the dawn of things, . Laon, I. xxviii. i.

Whose divine darkness fled not, Vl. xxxvii. 3.

fleams but on the darkness of our prison, . . . Q. Mat, VI. 194.
ts birth is darkness, and its growth desire ; . . Si. Epips. 146.
The calm and darkness of the deep content . . Witch, xli. 4.

(4) nothingness, torgetfulness.

darkness, and the law Of change, Adonais, Vlll. 8.

In darkness of his own exceeding light, .... Adon. Cane. 30.
Time his dusky pennons . . . Closes in steadfast d., Dmnum, 11. 231.

11 ti n II n II Q- Mab, IX. 139.
In darkness may our love be hid, Inv. Mis. ix. 3.

and calm, and darkness, sweeter far Came— . . Laon, I. xL 6.

The darkness of brief frenzy cast on me, . . . ill. xv. 4.
Yet two visions burst That darkness— . . . ill. xxiv. 3.

Thus slowly from my brain the darkness rolled, . rv. vii. i.

and into darkness thrown, Vlli. x. 8.

Darkness and death, if death be true, . —— ix. xxxiv. 8.

eyes in darkness sweet and deep

;

xil. xviL 6.

(_5) blind ignorance, slavery of soul,

have ye lain bound In darkness and in min.— . 11. xiii. 3.

Where'er they trod the darkfiess to disperse . , ii. xxx. 4.
and in that tmrk. vast ... to their foul idols pray, ix. xxiv. 6.

The crash and darkness of a thousand storms . Naples, 129.

In darkness over those I love

:

F'rom. i. 277.

(6) satir. obscurity, unimporiance.
Into the darkness of the West. . .... CEdipus, I. 175.

4:DarlESoiue, adj. A. Lit. (1) having little light.

Thy darksome stillness, Alastor, 505.
That blooms in mossybanks zxiA.darksome g\t.us. Daemon, 11. 264.

J, „ „ ,, „ „ Q. Mab, IX. 169.
Until you pause beside a darksome pond, . , . Orpheus, 8.

Sweet star, which gleaming o'er the darksome scene Star, i.

(^2) of sombre colour.

Yon darksome rocks, whence icicles depend, . . Q. Mab, IV. 10.

B. Fig. gloomy.
'Tis but the voyage of a darksome hour, . . DtETnon, il. 269.

,, „ „ „ „ ... Q.Mab, IX. 174.
Thou art descending to the darksome grave, . . vi. 140,

Darling', adj. a term of endearment or cajolery.

My darling little Cyclops, Cycl. 246.

Darnels, n. tares {Lolium temulentum).
And thistles, and nettles, and darnels rank, . . Sensit. PI. III. 54.
and toadstools, and docks, and darnels, , . . III. 116.

Dart, V. I. tr. A. Lit. (1) shoot out.

They dart forth polypus-antennae, ..... Faust, II. 76.

(,li) of beams 01 light, shoot forth.

Dart the red lightning, wing the forked flash . M. N. Despair, 23.

B. Fig. of influence, looks or feeling.

As from a centre, ^r/ thy spirit's light . . . . Adonais, "SiJini.^.

O, da7't The terrible resentment of those eyes . . Cenci, V. ii. 30.
whose lights Dart mitigated influence .... Ch. ist, IV. 38.

and dart Magnetic might into its central heart ; . Epips. 347.
£hrt their arrowy odour through the brain . . . 451.
the eyes that dart Imperious inquisition .... Ginevra, 66.

mid soft looks of pity, there would dart A glance Laon, IV. vi, 7.

From which to dart his contemplation, .... Peter, IV. viii. 4.

II. intr. A. Lit. of beams of light.

Or the star-beams dart through them : . . . . Mont B. 134.
and rays of gloom Dart round, .... . . F^om. 11. iv. 4.

The beams which dart from many a star . Sensit. PI. I. 80.
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B. Fi^. of influence or looks.

which dart With thrilling tone into the voiceless heart, Epips. 562.
For scorn, . . . From many a stranger's eye would dari^ Rosai. 258.

Dart, n. A. Lit. a missile or weapon.
A herd-abandoned deer struck by the hunter's d. Adonais, xxxiii. 9.
never steal his bow or dart, Horn. Merc. Lxxxix. 4.
Was forcing the point of a barbfed dart .... RosaL 1064.
B. Fig. a weaponlike influence.

a spirit-quelling dart. Laon^ xi. xiv. 9.

Darted, v. I. tr. A. Lit of beams of light.
O'er the still sea . . . darted The light of moonrise ; II. x. 3.

B. Fi^. of speech.
Apollo darted . . . the following scoif :— . . . Horn. Merc. L. 4.

il. intr. of light.

their mingling beamings darted Through clouds . Q. Mah^ II. 36.

Darted, pp. A. LiU of light.

like the mom, now it has darted Its lustre . . . Laon^ VII. xxx. 7.

The sunlight is darted through vapour and blast ; Liberty.^ IV. 2.

B. Fig. of influence.
Some Spirit is darted like a beam from thee, . . Prom-. IV. 327.

jDartingf, pr. pple. A. Lit, of light, throwing rays.
The moon was darting ^xo\y^ the lattices . £,aon, IV. iii. i.

B. Fig. (l) casting a reflection.

Of azure sky, darting between their chasms ; . . Alastor^ 461.

(2^ casting around.
Darting his altered influence Ch. ist, I. 49.
Darting from starry depths radiance and life, . Prom. rv. 387.

(3) glancing.
Z?ar/zK^ the beam that conquers cares . . . . Eyes^ 11.

Darts, V. intr. Fig. of influence, thrills.

Darts through the tumult of a human breast . Horn. Merc. VIi. 4.
Like sweetest sound, seeking its mate, it darts— Laon^ vill. xvii. 3.

their influence darts Like subtle poison . . Q. Mab^ iv. 105.

Darts, «. see Dart, n, B. Fig.
tho' he wield the darts of death and sleep, . . . Laon^ vil. i. 8.

Dash, V. I. tr. A. Lit. scatter or knock off.

I see her swift foot dask the dew from the whortle, St. Ir. (6) I. 5.

B. Fig. (1) depress the spirits.

Or dash them to the depths of hell ? M. K. Melody^ 7.

(2) vj\\hfro?n, knock or strike,

and who among us dares To dask it from his lips ? Hellas^ 272.

Will da^h the sceptre from the Monarch's hand, M. N. Post. Pr. 61.

rears an arm To dash him from his throne ! . . Q. Mab^ III. 106.

II. intr. break or strike.

and let ocean dash In fiercest tumult . . .M.N. Despair, 25.

Dash, n. (1) splash or percussion.
laved With alternating dash the knarled roots . Aiastor, 382.

(2") rush or attack.

I never saw so fine a dash (Edipus, II. i. 119.

Dashed, v. I. tr. threw down.
Then his fair cross of gold he dashed on the floor, St. Ir. (3) IV. i.

II. intr. rushed, moved quickly.
others i^Acif Athwart the niffht Dcemon, I. ijo.

The agile Hydriote barks with press of sail Dashed:— Hellas, 486.
Some isSzjA'rf athwart *ith trains of flame, . . . Q.Mab,l.26o.

Dashed,//, fl) thrown violently.

spray Dashed from the boiling surge .... Damon, i, 157.

„ . . . Q. Mab, I. 247.

(2) broken.
like some great glass, . . . Dashed into fragments St. Epips. 23.

Dashing, vbl. n. quick movement.
What thronging, dashing^ raging, Faust^ II. 211.

Dashing^, pr. pple. striking forcibly.

The white hail is dashing, Fugitives, I. 2.

Date, n. duration.
In years outstretched beyond the date of man, .•Hellas, 158.

Whose date should have been longer than a day, Witch, Ded. III. 2.

Dates, n. the fruit of the Palm {Phcenix dactylifera).
Melons, and dates, and figs, . .... . Laon, V. Ivi. 5.

Daughter, n. A. Lit, man's female offspring. (1) ex-

pressing relationship.
O^y daughter! What? ... . . Calderon, III. 156.
Where is your gentle daughter? Cenci, I. i. 43.
A man you knew spoke or my wife and ^foat^A/cr i. i. 6i.

So the next day his wife and daughter came . . l. i. 63.
So, daughter, our last hope has /ailed ; . . . . II. i. 28.

His daughter's dowry were a secret grave . . . 11. ii. 127.

Cenci has done an outrage to his daughter. . . III. i. 348.
Pity thy daughter; IV. i. 21.

Andrea ! Go call my daughter, IV. i. 78.

Which thou hast made my daughter ; .... IV. i. 116.

Nor Saturn's first-bom daughter, Horn,. Venus, 19.
And let a daughter's hope be on thy tomb ; . . Ld. Ch. iv. 2.

Peter seduced Mrs. Foy*s daughter^ Peter, VI. iii. 3.
May Carnage and Slaughter, Thy niece and thy ;/., VI. xxxvi. 4.
Her daughter ^ZB restored to Rosalind, . . . RosaL 1281.
and Apollo bought And gave it to this daughter: Witch, xxxi. 6.

(21 meaning simply a girl.

she is some briae, Or daughter of high birth— . Laon, vili. ii. 9.

B. Fig. progeny or outcome.
And untkr the water The Earth's white daughter Arethusa, III. 8.

I am the daughter of earth and water, .... Cloudy 73.

I brought my daughter, ReligioUj on earth : . . Falsehood, 49.
Thy daughter, that relentless maid, 80.

Famine, than whom Misrule no deadlier daughter Laon, X. xvii, 6.

Upon my accomplished daughter Banknotina, . CEdipus^ I. 203.

Then ascend with me, daughter oi OcQZii. {rep.) Prom. Ii, iv, 168.

With love, which is as fire, sweet daughter i:mnQ, III. iii. 151.

Daughters, n A. Lit. pi. of Daughter (1).

Daughters and wives call this foul tyranny. . . Cenct, I. ii, 79,

Will think of their own daughters— i- iii. 130.

B. Fig. see Daughter, B. Fig.
And their fresh daughters Horn. Earth, 20.

Daughters of Jove, whose voice is melody, . . Hom. Moon, i.

fair daughters. The clouds, of Sun and Ocean, . Laon, II. v. 3,

Among the daughters of those mountains lone, . vill. xxv, 2.

the clouds their daughters, ix. xxxv. 3.

Dauntless, adj. (1) intrepid, fearless.

as the cidprit passed with dauntless mien, . . , Q. Mab, vil. 5.

(2) adj. aosol. intrepid or fearless people.
To overwhelm . . . The dauntless and the good, . Dmnum, II. 23.

To swallow all the dauntless and the good . . . Q. Mab, Vll. v^.

*Dauntlessl7, adv. fearlessly.

Therefore I rose, and dauntlessly began .... vil. 196.

*Dauntlessness, n. intrepidity.

Imbues his lineaments with dauntlessness, . . . V. 220.

With youth's primteval dauntlessness,' .... VII. 79.

Dawn, v. intr, A. Lit. open, begin.
till the day Might dawn Julian, 563.

B, Fig. become manifest.
happiness And science (/.though late upon the earth; Deefnon,ll. 170.

,, „ „ „ „ „ „ Q- MabtVUl.228.
Ere the daystar dawn of love, Mexican, rv. i.

Dauun in faint smiles
;

Rosal. 383,
when shall day dawn on the night of the grave, . St. Ir. (5) 11, 1.

Dawn, n. A. Lit. the break of day.
Thou young; Dawn Turn all thy dew to splendour, Adonais, XLI. .e.

which the aawn Robes in its golden beams,— . Alastor, 087.
Waken me when their Mother, the grey Dawn, . Apollo, I. 5.

And return to wake the sleeper, D.,—ere it be long! Bridal, 11. 4-

,, „ „ „ ,, „ „ Epithal. 26.

M V M n )) M II (2) 12.

To-morrow before dawn, . Cenct, III. i. 238.
That cradled in their folds the infant dawn. . . Deenion, 1. 141.
Until the dawn of day. . . .... Devil, in. 5.
And fled at dawn of day. . . xii. 6.

A melancholy light, like the red dawn, .... Faust, 11. 98.
And the young and dewy dawn, . . ... Fr. Insecurity, 3.
The white sun twinkling like the daivn . . . Jane, Recoil. 67.
And saw the golden dawn break forth, . . Daon, i. i. 6.

The dawn flowed forth, V.xxxviii. i.

silver exhalations sprung from dawn, v. xliv. 2.

which dark heaven inherits From the false dawn, IX, v. 4.
By the swift shafts of pestilence ere iiaaw, . . x. xxxvii. 4.
Until the dawn, those hosts of many a nation . x, xliiL 2.

Is dark in the bright dawn ; . . . . . xii. v. 8.

like the phantom of the dawn, xii. viii. 8.

The summer dewdrops in the golden dawn ; . . Marenghi, xxi. 2.

Its path athwart the thunder-smoke of dawn, . . Ode lib. xix. 4.
Runs down the slanted sunlight of the dawn. . . Prorn. 1. 438.
He will watch from dawn to gloom .... i, 743.
Winnowing the crimson ifoo^w .^ II. i.27.
We wandered, underneath the young grey dawn, n. i. 144,
From icy spires of sun-like radiance fling The d., 11. iii. 30.
and when tne dawn Came, m. iv. 73.
As the dissolving warmth of rffliww may fold . rv. 431.
those fleecy clouds That canopied the dawn. . . Q. Mab, l. 230.
In the white daivn clear, .... . Skylark, 24.'

in the golden dawn. Half-hidden, . . ... St, Epips. 107.
When I arose and saw the da-wn, . . . . Tb Jvight, ill. i,

had felt the freshness of that dawn, . . Triumph, 34.
as if she were the dawn, 353.
Which like a dawn heralds the day of life

; . UnJ. Dr. 53.
light cloud bound from the golden dawn . . . 217.
Lonff lines of light, such as the dawn may kindle Witch, xiii. 3.
till the star of dawn may fail, Woodman, 13.

B. Fig. an awakening or new beginning.
Is gathered into death without a dawn, .... Adonais, xxix, 3.
In the clear golden prime ofmy youth's dawn, . Epips. 192.
like a noon-day dawn, there shone 276.
and felt the dawn ofmy long night 341.
As the world leaps before an earthquake's dawn, Ginevra, 123.

So from Time's tempestuous dawn Hellas, 52.

! miserable dawn, after a night More glorious ^-^ 259.
The darkness lin^ring o'er the dawn of things, . Laon, l. xxviii. 1.

The dawn of mind, V. Song, 4.13.
1 watched the dawn of her first smiles, .... VII. xx, i.

Wouldst thou the elorV of its dawn behold ? . ix. xxvi. 3.
in the world's golden dawn Prol. Hellas, 33.
Are stars beneath the dawn • 112.

dawn Of weak, unstable and precarious power ; . Q. Mab, VII. 205.
He came like a (team in the dawn of life, . . . Xinf. Dr. 1.

*Dawn-illumined, c. adj. brightened by sunrise.

As on a dawn-illumined mountain stood, . . . Ode Lib. xi. 2.

*Dawn-tiuted, c. adj. tinted as with sunrise.

Of those dawn-tinted deluges of fire Hellas, 963.
Dawned, v. intr. A. Lit. beamed forth.

Red morning dawned upon his flight, Alastor^ 237.
B. Fig. appeared to, broke upon.

when first God dawned on Chaos ; . . . . Adonais, xix. 5.
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a power Which dawned thro' the rent soul : . . Laon. Vll. vii. 2.

Yet slow and gradual dawned the morn of love ; . Q. Mab^ IX. 38.
dawned upon the world of dream— .

'
. . . . Unf. Dr. 240.

Dawned, pp. begun or appeared.
Darkness has dawned in the East Hellas^ 1023.

Sawuin^r vbl. n. Fig. beginning, opening.
From city to hamlet thy dawning is cast,— . . Liberty^ IV. 4.
Ere the dawning of mom's undoubted light, . There is no work^ 4.

DawningTi ppl- adj. A. Lit. breaking, opening.
bright, like dawning day, Laon^ Xll. xxv. 5.

B. Fig. opening, beginning.
Rapt in bright dreams oi dawning Royalty. . . Carlton^ 4.
In visions of the (/aTO«?'«^undelight Hellas^ 945.
The growing longings of its dawninglave:^ . . . Q. Mab, IX. 83.

Dawns, v. intr, A. Lit. breaks, opens.
The day that dawns in fire Ch. 1st, I, 38.
To weep each day the wrongs on which it dawns; IV. 30.
The grey morn Daiims on the mournful scene ; . Q, Mab^ iv. 59.
And lastly light, whose interfusion dawns . . . Ifnf, Dr. 26.

B. Fig. begins or opens.
Nor mix with Laian rage the joy Which dawns

upon the free : . . . . . . . . Hellas, 1081.
The day-star dawns of love, . . .... Love^ 12.

Dawns, pi. of Dawn, n. (1).
Like the false dawns which perish in the bursting : Fr. Unf. Tale, 2.

Like a thousand dawns on a single night . . . Prol. Hellas, 63.

Day, n. A. Lit. (1) daylight as opposed to darkness or

night.

the vault of blue Italian day Adonais^ Vll. 5.

Dimmed the aerial eyes that kindle day: . . xiv. 6.

Or herdsman's horn, or bell at closing day ; . xv. 5.

and follows wild and drear The golden Day^ . xxiii. 3.

and woven hymns Of night and day^ ... . Alastor, 49.
Hides its dead eye from the detested day, . . . 218.

Through nijght and d., tempest, and calm, and cloud, 230.

0*er the fair front and radiant eyes of day ;
• 339.

Make net-work of the dark blue light of day^ 446.
Unconscious of the da^y 467.

The Apennine in the light of day Apenn. 7.

Deceit, that loves the night and fears the day; . A^^ollo, III. 2.

Though its shadow eclipses the day, Bigotry, iii. 6.

what still Lives ofthe dying day^ Calderon^ I. 11.

The few surviving hours of the day, I. 82.

that the light of3^ should look i. 264.
if the light of day Should excite Floro's jealousy, I. 269.
the light of ifojy Trembles to gaze on her. . . . i. 271,

the thunder-bsuls The day affright. . . . ii. 27.

Out of the motes and atoms ofthe day. . . . ill. 107.

It is a garish, broad, and peering (iiiyy .... Cenci, n. i. lyy.

Yet, what is the day to me ? II. i. 181,

A deed which shall confound both night and day .> 11. i. 183.

Where we sit shut from the wide gaze of (/fljv, . . 11. ii. 96.
O, world! O, life! O, dayl O, misery! . . . 111,1.32.

Too like the truth of day. . ... III. ii. 88.

Wait till day break iv, iv. 10.

That day and night, and heaven and earth, . . . v. ii. 53.

turns, . . . The night to day, and London to a place CA. ist, l. 4.

Or day unchanged by night ; I. 177.

Seek far from noise and day some western cave, . Dcemon, i. 28.

That catches but the palest tinge of day . . . I. 60.

Ardent and pure as day thou bumest, . . . i. 92.

where the tropics bound the realms of ^fay . il. 120.

,, „ ,) 1, It
... Q.Mab,y\\\.\6(i.

There the broad beam of <toy, Dcemon^ li. 201.

^j „ Q. Mab, IX. 122.

Until the dawn of day Devil, iii. 5.

And fled at the dawn of (foy xil. 6.

And lured me towards sweet Death ; as Night by D., Epips. 73.

while Night And Day, and Stonn, 419.

Or fragments of the day''s intense serene ;— . . 506.

the awakened day can never peep ; ^SS-
Underneath day's azure eyes Bug. Htils, 94.

Wandering at the close 01 day, i3S-

Is lost over the grave of day, 259-

All awake as if twere f/fly ? Faust,u.6'&.

Laugh—for ambushed in the day, Fr. Insecurity, 6.

Like moonlight in the heaven of spreading day : . Fr. Thoughts, 3.

in the light of the declining day Ginevra, 105.

Meanwhile the day sinks fast, the sun is set, . . 106.

As it floats through boundless day, GuitarJane, 77.

The truth of dav lightens upon my dream . . . Hellas, 122.

As thus from sleep into the troubled day; . . 129.

And day peers forth with her blank eyes ; . . 228.

bircfe rejoicing in the golden day, ... . 298.

Reverberates the dying light of (&y. ..... 332-

Which leads the rear of the departing day; . . 339-

A shroud for the corpse of the day to weave . . 655.

Salutes the risen sun, pursues the flying day ? . . 941-

The weak day is dead, .':,;••' ^°^^'

veiled by the ardour of day Thou art hidden . . ,i°43'
The babe was born at the first peep of day/ . . Horn. Merc. ill. 1.

But when the light of day was spread abroad . . xxiv. 2.

meanwhile the Day ^therial bom arose . . . xxx. 8.

I tilled these vines till the decline of day. . . .
xxxiv. 8.

You shall be cast out from the light of day, . . xliii. 7.

Hid in his cavern from the peering day l-x. 8.

which the God of ZJajv Perceiving, said:— . . . Lxxxvil.7.

Radiant Sister of the Day, Jane, Inviin, 47.

And purer than the day— Jane, Recoil. 60.

A softer day below. ........... Jane, Recoil. 76.

'twas our wont to ride while (/ay went down. . . Julian, 13.

The broad star Of day 133.
Or read iit gondolas by day or night, .... 552.

till the ^oyMight dawn 562.

'Tis the last hour of day. Cane. 2.

Out of the day and night A joy has taken flight ; Lament. II. i.

Until the lamp oiday was almost spent It had en-

dured, iMon, I. xiv. 4.

I, xlviii. 6.
I. xlix. 4.
I. liii. 4.
II. XV. ^,
II. xxvi. 7.

II. xxvii. 2.

III, xiii- 9.

III. XV. 6.

III. xxiv. I.

IV. iii. 2.

VI, xT^ii. 2.

VI. liii. 9,
VII. vi. o.

VII. xvi. I.

VII. xxvi. 2.

VII.xxxvii.6.

VII. xl. 4.
X. viL 5.

X. X, 4.
XI. ii. 4.

XII. xxii. 8.

XII. xxv. 5.

xil.xxx\'iii .3.

Lerid, 43.
Liwe, Hope, 39.
Mar. Dr. I. 4.
Matilda, 3.

16.

waters, azure with the noon-tide day.
day's purple stream Ebbs o'er the western forest,

"W^th their own radiance than the Heaven of D.

;

and niffht or day. In vision or in dream, ....
Until ^e bright and beaming day were spent, . .

day and night, we two were ne'er Farted, . .

Amid the gashing day beamless and pallid hung.
The islands and the mountains in the day , . .

The sense of d. and night, . . . Was dead within me.
Its yellow light, warm as the beams of day— .

At the decline of(^
with anxious eyes fixed on the lingering day. . .

and when the day Shone on her awfiil &enzy, . .

I knew the ^y and night fast fleeing,

For ^foy, nor night, nor change ofseasons . .

Breathes in prophetic dreams of day^s uprise, .

day was almost over, . .

With smoke by day, and fire by night, . . .

An Angel bright as day, . . . . '

the day was dying :—
like day to one benighted In lonesome woods
bright, like dawning day,
The sphered lamps of day and night
Of dew, and sweet warmth left by day, ...
as night when day Descends upon the orient ray,
And things are lost in the glare of day, , .

Tempered the young day to the sight— . . .

With perfectjoy received the early day, . . .

In thelonee^re ofi/cy, . Mont B. ixi.

Make glad tiie^day; Mutability, (2) III,

See ye the banners blazoned to the day.
In the calm regions of the orient day I
as if day had cloven the skies
As a brief insect dies with dying day.
Or like a cloud dyed in the dying day, .

But, as Syrinx fled Pan, so night flies day,
outgrowing The light ofthe dying day, .

As when day begins to thicken, ....
With a broad light like day
And yet to me welcome is day and night,

Darkness o'er the day like blood.
Blackening the birth of day with countless win^,
Springs like day from desolation ;

Like the last glare of day^s red agony, . . .

Which curtain out the (iT with leaves and flowers,
Trembling, by day, from heaven's blue waste.
Enchant %e day that too swiftly flees, . . . .

Which chased the day like a bleeding deer, . .

Leading the Day and outspeeding the Night, .

wanders up the vault of the blue day, . .

And the weak day weeps That it should be so. .

And in the blushing i^ce oiday Exposed . . .

?)read Their harvest to the day, ....
he orb of day, In southern climes,

Reflect unmoved the lingering beam of day; . .

Whom day's departing beam saw bloominff there.
Each tree which guards its darkness from the day.
The untainting light ofday
Cheers in the day, breathes in the balmy groves.

Naples, 132.

Oae Lib. x. 5.

XI. 12.

XIX. 10.

CBdipus, II. i. 100.

Orpheus, 15.

Bin, II. 4.

I^ter, III. X3d. 4.
V. xiv. 5.

Front. I. 44.
1. 102.

1.441.
I. s68.
III. ii. 7.

III. iii. 12.

IV. 23.

rv. 71.
IV. 74.
IV. 167.
IV. 434.
IV. 493.

Q. Mab, II. 139.
II. 222.
IV. 19.

IV. 23.

IV. A9.

IV. 69.
IV. 132.

VI. 158.
the bright dew, yet drained not by the day ;
While the hues of day were pale ; ,

I sate through the sweet sunny day
'Mid the warm winds of the sunny day 967.
Whose polished sides, ere day had yet begun, . . 1300.
Sing to departed day St. Ir. (3) II. 6.
Bright day's respilendent colours fade ! , . . . QS \. 2.

And flowrets which drooping as day drooped too Sensit. Fl. 1. 55.

. Question, III. 4.
. Rosal. 175.

304-

.96-
I. 101.

I. 107.

, Serchio, 11.

^7-

Whilst the lagging hours of the day went oy .

And the day's veil fell from the world of sleep,
Ever sang more sweet as the day might fail, .

Z?ay had kindled the dewy woo^ ....
Day had awakened all things that be, . . .

In duskier braids around the languid eyes of day : Summer-Evg. 4.
They breathe their spells towards the departing a., 7.

might be seen Days ruddy li^ht Sunset, 42.
Which one vexed ghost inhabits, night and day, _ 43.
Blind with thine hair the eyes of Day; . . . To Night, 11. 3.
And the wearyDay turned to his rest .... m. 5,
Their trembling eyelids to the kiss 01 day, . . Triumph, 10.

7t
behind me rose the day ;
the south wind shakes the extinguished day, .

Though it was now broad day
As day upon the threshold ofthe east . . .

like day she came, Making the night a dream
;

And the caverns of cloud are torn up by the day,
darkness rose on the extinguished day ....
In what depth of night or day Seekest thou re-

pose now ? IVanderers, li. 3.
When day shall hide within her twilight pinions, . Witch, Ded. Ii. o.

the star which panted In Evening for the Day, . Zuom, viii. 6.

(2) an ordinary measure of time.

Convulse us and consume us day by day, . Adonais, xxxix. 8.

through the long burning day Alastor, 122.

- 3i

392.
Vis. Sea, 122.

Unf. Dr. 241.
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Day after day^ a weary waste of hours, .... Aiastor^ 24^.
The day was fair and sunny, 308.

a day Of such festivity, Calderon^ i. 22.
more tiresome Than a procession day^ . . , i. 28.

this day Is pledged to bear thee unto Cyprian. . iii. 107.
So the next day his wife and daughter came . . Cenci^ i. i. 63.
mark The day a feast upon their calendars. . . i. iii. 67.
from this day and hour Never again, I think, . . 11. i. 115,

If I must live (sfnyj after (^fljVi in. i. 12S.
And lest I be reserved, day after day^ .... ill. i. 216.
The other day when we conversed together? , . in. i. 339.
Grow, (/ay by rfajy, more wicked IV. i. 151.
That wish Now comes a day too late v. i. 72.
last thoughts of some day sweetly spent . . . V. iii. 2.

The day that dawns in fire Ch, isi^ 1. 38.
Dragged for a dfay from cellars i. 170.
the last day of the holidays 11. 399.
To weep each day the wrongs on which it dawns ; iv. 30.
When strained upon a levee day^ Devil^ xv. 2.

This day fiends give to revelry, xxvill. 1.

the speaking tones Of this bright day Fausi, ir. 56.
Went creeping through the day with silent feet, . Fiordispina^ 3.

This fair day smiles to see All those who love— . 19.

My presence bore A part in that day^s shame. . Hellas. 477.
the fourth ^y of the moon Horn. Merc. ill. 4,
and pass each day In high communion, .... xxix. 2.

and fling The cradle-clotnes aboutme all d. long,— xlv. 5.

no thing I know to teach Even this day :— . . lxjcix. 4.

with Gods and men even from that day Mingled, xcvil. 3.

The day becomes more solemn and serene . . . Int. BeautyyVi\. i.

Fairer far than this fair Day, . .... Jane^ Inuitn^ 2.

Now the last day of many da)^, yiiK^, Recoil, i.

This day had been cheerful but cold, Julian^ 34.
But I imagined that if day by day I watched him, 568.

The day past thus : LaoUy i. xHJ. i.

Thou must a listener be This day— I. Iviii. 6.

We lived a day as we were wont to live, . . . iil. iii. i.

fraternal bands were reconciled that day. . . . V. xiii. g.

the eve of that great day V. xxxvii. i.

Which that delightful^ with its own shadow blest. v. Iviii. §
and still another day had fled : VI. xxxvii. 6.

till on a day The Tyrant heard her singing . . . vii. iv. 5.

and on a dky When I was happiest VII. xxi. 6.

I wasted more and more, Day after day^ . VII. xxiii. 8.

As day by day their altars lonelier grew, . . ix. xviii. 5.

day by day. The moon of wasting Science . . . IX. xxiv. 4.

Day after day the burning Sun rolled on ... . x. xiii. i.

Day after day^ when the year wanes, X- xvii. i.

On the fourth day, wild as a wind-wrought sea . xii.xxxviii.7.

Or he could ne'er have lived years, day by day. Marenghi^ xviii. 0.

As just keeps life from day to day Mask, XL. 2.

One wandering thought pollutes the day / . . . Mutability^ 10.

And January winds, after a day Of butchering, . (Edipus, i. 89.
The gaping neighbours came next day— . . . Peter^ 1. xv. i.

Wounded and wasting, day by day^ vi. xxx. 4.

Up to this blessed day VI. xxxv. 5.

Though his life, day after daVy . Pr. Atkan. l. 58.

Like a storm-extinguished day^ ....... Premt. I. 678.
This is the season, this the day^the hour ; . . . ll. i. 13.

On the (&y when He and thou Parted, . . . II. i. 204.
and keen shrieks, day after day : ii. iv. 27.

That on the c^jj when the clear hyaline .... II. v. 21.

The thoughts and actions of a well-spent day . . Q. Mab, i. 178.

the slumbers That closed each well-spent day^ . I. 197.

Was but the mushroom of a summer day, . . . ix. 32.

Many a day and night? Rarely, I. 4.

Many a weary night and day I. 5.

My heart each day desires the morrow \ . . . . Remembr. ll. 5.

But (foy by ^j», week afterweek, Rosal. 311.

And hour by hour, day after day, 356.

towevery (toy Will pass in happywork and play, 454.
Like the unseen blignt of a smifmg day, .... 070.

And sit through the long day 776.
That from that hour, throughout one day, . . 929.

Day after day of happy hours 956.

yet day by day He lived, 1000.

Yet day by day he grew more weak, 1006.

Leaf after leaf, i&y after rfizy, Sensit. PI in. ^2.

We should have led her by this time of day.— . Serchio, 51.

when this sweet day is gone, St. Dejection, V. 2.

Unlike this day, V. 7.

Each day a shadow onward cast .... Time long past, II. 4.

That his day's path may end as he began it, . . Triumph, 418.
and long before the day Was old, _ 537.
on the eve of this rfay, Vis. Sea, 59.
which I, day by </., Have so long called my child, 88.

And day by day, green as a gourd Unf.Dr. 161.

Day by day I nursed the plant, 179.
and every day I went Watching its growth . . 232.
And as the day grew hot, methought I saw , j ^— 234.
Whose date should have been longer than a day^ Witch, Ded. in. 2.

All d^y the wizard lady sate aloof^ xxvi. i.

A mimic day within that deathy nook ; . . . . — lxx. 4.
And when next day the maiden and the boy Met Lxxvi. 5.

B. Fig. (1) an indefinite period of time, past, present or

future.

Even to a point within our day and night ; . . Adonais, XLVII. 7.

I shall not weep out of the vital day, Couplets, 3.

To eat and drink during his little day, .... CycL 322.

Oh my dearest friend. That I could see that day, 435.

may Burst, to illumine our tempestuous day. . . Engl. 1819, 14.

to soothe the roughest day Epips. 66.

The day is come, and thou wilt fly with me. . , 388.

Can he dream before that day Eug. Ifills, 31.

Now is come & darker day, /~7~ j ^^^'

no more—this day Is ours, ^sehood, 30.

Is bright as at creation's day. {rep.) .... Faust, i. 8.

As wonderful as on creation's day :— .... I. 43-

the darkness of the dToy to come? Fr. Is not, 2.

And will the day that follows change thy doom ? -— 4.

If any friend would take Southey some day, . . Fr. Satire, 44.

And look upon his day of life Ginevra, 53.

To catch the idle buzzers of the day— .... Gisb- 9.

to betray These secrets of an elder day : . . . GuitarJane^ 80.

Like Orient mountains lost in day; . . . . Hellas, 85.

An empire's spoil stored for a day of ruin. . . . 253.

More glorious than the day which is usurped ! . 260.

Wait yet awhile for the appointed day— . . . Loon, II. xlv. i.

Until life's sunny cfay is quite gone down, . . . —— Viil. xu. 4.

whence in a milder day Men shall leam truth, . xi. xxi. 4.

Oh ! I appeal to that blest day M.N. Melody, iS.

And songs of triumph greet the joyous day . .M.N. Ravail, 40.

With waiting for a better alizy/ il/aj^, xxill. 2.

Children of a wiser day

;

LXXXII. 3.

It is the day when all the sons of God .... Prol Hellas, 1.

Strength for the coming day, and all its joy : . . Prom. III. iii. 104.

Cannot be wise like thecj within this day; . . . III- iv. 34.
From the children of a diviner day, .... IV. 26.

A brighter mom awaits the human day, . . . . Q. Mab, V. 251.

And in that dark and evil day Rosal. 724.
Make music on to cheer the roughest day, . . . St. Epips. 91.

In opposition rule our mortal day, Triumph, 229.

The mighty phantoms of an elder day ; .... 253.

Throu^ the sick day in which we wake to weep, 430.

like a dawn heralds the day of life ; Unf. Dr. 53.

(2) mental light.
' Clouds which stain truth's rising day Eug. Hills, 161.

lead him forth to the clear day. Faust, I. 70.

O'er heralds so divine of truth's arising- iiiiy. . . Laon, ii. xxxiv.9.

Within my heart is the lamp of love, And that is day I Two Spirits, 1 2.

linger round my flight, And make night day. . . 16.

Which makes night day

:

28.

Which make nignt day

:

44-
He finds night day 48*

(3) brightness or intense light.

the moonlight poured a holier day, .... Laon, xil. xxxiv. 8.

Quivering within the wave's intenser day, . . Ode W. Wind, III. 6.

Were lost in the white i/oy/ . .... Triumph, ^go.

(4) another or future life.

Which after thy night introduces the day ; . . . Deathy Dial.%2.
Yet soon bright day vrill burst— Laon, IX. v. 6.

Through Death and Birth, to a diviner day ; . . Prom. Ii. v. 103.

Through the dim night of this immortal iwy .' . IV. 552.
This is the day, which down the void abysm . . IV. 554.
when shall day dawn on the night of the grave, . St. Ir. (5) ii. i.

Shall sleep in the light of a wondrous day, . There is no work, 10.

(5) denoting an event or occasion.
So were the lost Greeks on the Danube's day I . Hellas, 294.
Aye! the ^foy Was our's : but how? . . . ^66.
Who said they were slain on the battle day ? . . Ode, Arise, 7.

(6) period or time of dominion or power.
The gentle changes of thy day Faust, I. 24.

(7) moving or pervading spirit.

Let us become the over-hanging day, .... Epips. 538.

(8) one's nature or surroundings.
the cold day Trembled, 274.

(0) sometimes when conj. with night, signifying con-

tinually or perpetually.
tormented night and day by fever, Ch. ist, II. 380.
Govern my sphere of being, night and day/ . . Epips. 361,
And, day and night, aloof, ... .... 508.
Day and night, and night and day, Eug. Hills, 5.

Pass and repass for ever, day ajid night, . . Horn. Merc. lxv. 4.
A joy by night or day— LXXXTi. 3.

As nieht and t^y, those ruthless bands around, . Laon^ IV. xxvii. 2.

Which sped that winged shape through night and
day,— ... Marenghi, xxvill. 2.

Night and day, hum ! hum ! ha ! (Empus^ i. 257.
Clung upon Peter, night and day, Peter, VII. x. 2.

So thy worn form pursues me mght and day, . . ProTn. i. 359-
Years, ages, night and day

:

I. 383-

Day and night, day and night. He was my breath Rosal. 284.

(10) with affix many, signifying often or a long time.

Will serve your beaks for prey Many a day. Far,far away, 11. 6.

She has loved it many a day— Fr. Incant. II. 4.

and many a rfoy In the wild glens . . . . Horn. Merc xisvill. S-

There was an interval of many a day, .... La<m, Vll. xiv. 3.

where many a day His mercy X. xxxvi. 3.

(11) time, moment.
I find the people ripe for the last day, .... Faust, II. 293.

when we are dead, the Day OfJudgment comes, Laon, x. xxxv. i.

at the Judgment Day Will I stand up .... xil. xii. 5.

the last eventful day Will level all . . . . M.N. P0st.Fr.5g.

(12) used in ejaculatory form.
Ye seek for happiness—alas, the day/ .... Laon, xi. xvii. i.

And we were such, alas the day I Rosal. 262.

*Day-appearing, c. adj. that occurs in the daytime.
He wanders, like a day-appearing Ar^am^ . Fr. Wandering, i.

More dimly than a day-appearing drQ&my . . . Triumph, 427,

U
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*Day-T3eam, c. n. a streak of daylight.
Which shrouds the day-beam Siar^ 4.

For I found the pure gem, when the daybeam. retumiog, Tear^ iii. 1.

*Day-break, c. n. the first beam of daylight, dawn.
The Grecian fleet Bore down at day-break . . . Hellas^ 478.

*Day-dreani, c. ft- wandering unregulated thought.
Each day-dream of her mortal life, Q. Mab^ i. 195.

*Day-atar, c. n. Fig. a herald, or precursor.

The day-star dawns of love, Love^ 12.

Ere the (^faj'j^fl?' dawn of love, Mexican^ w. \.

*Day-stars, c. n. Fig. precursors or promisers of good.
and have shone The day-stars of their age ;— . Q. Mab^ I. 128,

DayliffM, n. (1) Lit. the brightness of the daytime, the

sun's brilliancy.

While day-light held The sky, Alastor, 222.

Day-l. shone At length upon that gloomy river's flow ; —^— 370.
till daylight made stars dim ; . Julian^ 524.

While yet the day-light lingereth in the skies . . Laon^ I. xxi. 3.

castThesunken<ia>-/i;]fA/farthro' theagrialwaste, iii. xii. 9.

At last, when daylight 'gan to 6U the air, . . V. iv. 8.

from the caves of (wy-/z^A/ wandering , . .' xil. viii. 9.

as daylight finds One amaranth Pr. Athan. II. ii. i.

What I dare not in broad day-lightI {rep.) Queen ofmyHearty 1. 6.

Wake in this dell when day-light fails, .... Rosai. 137.

close Their languid leaves when daylighfs gone, 976.
Daylight on its last purple cloud 1 103.

Tho' the veil of daylight concealed him from her. Sensit. PI. II. 20.

In the broad daylight Skylark 19.

Where all the long and lone daylight^ . . . To Nighty I. 4.

(2) Fig. spiritual beauty or light.

Cast on the daylight of this earth Int. Beauty^ II. 10.

*Day-lig]its, c. n. the space in a glass betwixt the liquor and
the rim (slang).

No heel-taps—darken day-lights!— .... CEdipus, 11. ii. 35.

Says, n. A. Lit. an ordinary measure of time.

And many days of beaming hope shall bless . . DcBTnon, 11. 300.

„ „ „ „ ,, „ . . Q. Mab^ IX. 207.

The garrison of Patras Has store but for ten days^ Hellas^56.
Now the last day of many days^ .... Jane^ Recoil, i-

Two days thus past— Laon^ ill. xxi_. i.

and now two days were gone - vi. xlii. 9.

Five days they slew Among the wasted fields : . x. xi. 6.

The boat fled visibly^—three nights and days^ . XII. xxxiii. 6.

Three (&_yj and niehts we sailed, xii.xxxviii.i.

An outlawed mur{ferer Had lived seven d. there : Marenghi, XVII. 4.

waiting some few days For a new livery— . . . Peter^ II. xiy. 2

For nights of thought, and cfay.? of toil? , . . . vi. viii. 2.

I looked on them nine several ifovj, . . . . VI. xv. i.

Days of unsatisfying listlessness ? Q. Mab^ IV. 247.

in seven days^ toil made earth From nothing ; . -— Vll. 107.

Seven days within my chamber lay That corse, . Rosal. 436.
Beyond three rfoyj, whose hours were told, . . 488.
Three days the flowers of the garden fair, . . Sensit. PI. III. 1.

Played to it on the sunny winter days .... Unf. Dr. 181.

Though he took nineteen years, and she three
Miys In dressing. . . Witchy Ded. V. 4.

on those days the sky was calm and fair, . LVI. 5.

Than for these garish summer days^ .... Lxxvill. 7.

B. Fig. (.1) time or times {indefinite) past, present or

future.

The awful ruins of the ^aSryj of old

:

Alastor^ \cS.

Of nights and days unborn, . Ch. u/, II. 171.

I am sorry for man's days of sorrow ; .... Faicst^ i. 57.

To wear one's orders upon gala days. .... II. 263.

Wliich shake these latter days : Laon^ Ded. Xll. 8.

I wandered thro' the wrecks oidays departed . II. x. i.

a gleam of bliss, A shade of vanished days,— . . v. xxiv. 7.

By all the days under an hireling's care, . . . L.d. Ch. ix. i.

It moans for days that are gone oy M.N. Melody. 33.

Stay ye days of contentment and joy, . . . . M. N. Ravail, 74.

Pure-minded Poet of these days. Peter^ VI. xxxiv. 5.

and poisoning The choicest im^ys of life, . . . . Q. Mab^ II. 147.

what a thing is Poverty Among the fallen on evil d. : Rosal. 474
Sleeps like a melody of early days. . . . . Unf. Dr. 102.

Be a dream of days forgotten long, W. Shel. VI. :«.

(2) seasons or periods.

So the breath of these rude days Rocks the

year : Dirgefor Year, iii. 3.

(3) life.

and pride and lust, and length of days .... Cenci, I. i. 31.

he might have ended His daysin peace ; . . . Laon, V. xxxvi. 7.

on his worthless days The frozen hand of death . Q. Mab, IV. 163.

My d. were dim in uie shadow cast By the memory Rosal. 282.

^Daysprin?, n. the dawn.
Even like the dayspring^ poured on vapours dank, Laon^ i. xli. 7.

*Dazed, pp. confused, blinded mentally.

And dazed by that bright error, Z<wff, Hope^ 19.

Dazzle, v. intr. Fig. to overpower the mind.

kingly glare Will lose its power to dassle; . . Q. Mab^ ill. 133.

Dazzled,///, adj. (1) Lit. overpowered with brightness.

What beauteous spirits met my dazzled eye I . M. N, Ravail^ 29.

As soothed the dazzled eye with sober sheen. , Question, IV. 8.

(2) Fig. confused, overpowered.
they purge their dazzled eyes. . Hellas^ 8g.

Before the dazzled eyes of Error, 986.

:;:Dazzling', ppL adj. A. Lit. (1) affecting the sight by
brilliancy.

Thy dazzling waves, thy loud and hollow gulphs, Alasior^ 506.
those plumes of dazzling hue Laony^w. xxxii. 4.

as lifted Ocean's dazshng sptacyy Prom. 11. iiL 30.

(2) affecting the sight by suffusion or dimness.
Through the dazzling gloom Faust^ 11. 78.

/?as'^^«^my eyes with scalding tears . ,- - Julian^ ^T].

B. Fig. affecting the mind.
Rose, robed in dazzling immortality. .... Adonais. XLVI. 4.
Oh ! not the King;, around whose ^fa^B'/giw^throne Death Vanq. 33.
a tempest Of dazzling mist within my brain— . Hellas, 787.

Disarray thy dazzling eyes : Prol. Hellas^ 181.

Although its dazzling pedestal be raised . , . Q. Mab, V. 100.

^Deacons, n. the third order of the clergy.

Bishops and deaconSy and the entire army . . . CBdipus^ I. 13.

Dead, adj. A. Lit. (1) of persons, personifications or

animals passed from life.

I weep for Adonais—he is dead/ Adonais, I. i.

O, weep for Adonais—he is dead/ -— III. i.

Our love, our hope, our sorrow, is not dead; . . x. 3.

Now thou art d&Kiy xxvi. 6.

Peace,peace ! he is not dead, he doth not sleep— xxxix.1.
He lives, he wakes—'tis Death is dead, not he ; . XLI. i,

^^i»zt^men Hang their mute thoughts Alastor. 1x9.

X mourn Adonis dead— Bion. Adon. 1.

'tis Misery calls,—for he is dead. 5.

Adonis is dead Echo resounds 33.
Abortions are dead in Ihe womb, Castl. Adm. I. 3.

could not be worse l{deada.nd damned :— . . Cenci, i. i. 137.

My disobedient and rebellious sons Are dead \— I. iii. 44.
You hear me not, I tell you they are dead; . . I. iii. 45.
Than when he smiled, and cried. My sons are d./ IL i. 37.
Whilst I, then dead, and all this hideous coil . . 11. L %6.
May the ghost Ofmy dead Mother pjead . . . 11. L 95.
Until she neard you talk of her dead brothers. . II. i. loi.

Her father dead; her brother bound to me . . II. il. 148.

I am dead / These putrefying limbs III. L 26.

Is he dead} His grave is ready. ...... III. i- 346.
I almost wish He be not dead, III. ii- 30.

Nor your dfetM? mother ; III. ii.58.

and when dead. As she shall die unshrived . . . iv. i. 88.

it was the ghost Of my (&a£^ father . . . rv. iii. 21.

He is . . . Dead/ IV. iii. 44-
I know not what to say . . . my father 's dead. . rv. iv. 55.

How
; dead / he only sleeps ; IV. iv. 50.

Dead; murdered. IV. iv. 59.
He is not dead} ., iv. iv. 59.
He is not murdered though he may be dead; . . iv. iv. 60.

Between that hapless child and her dead father IV. iv, 99.
Marzio's dead. ........ V. ii. 180.

How veryfriendless thou wouldst be, ... IfI were (il v. iii. 19.

Even tho' dead. Does pot his spirit live .... v. iv. 69.
Thee, li^t of life. ... ife<z</, dark! . . . v. iv. 134.

Dead/ The sweet bond broken ! . ... V. iv. 137.

over the carcass of a deads^ss, Ch. ist, il. 451.
Did I not think that after we were dead . . . II. 488.
Thou art not dead, but tljou hast wandered, . . Dante Conv. 39.
they al! are gone ! Fond wretch, all dead, . . . Death (2) i. 6.

And canst thou move. Napoleon being dead? . Death Nap. 8.

What, Mother, do you laugh now he is dead? . . ~— 16.

I then was nor alive nor eSad ;— JS^ips. 30a
And ifmy love were dead, Fiordispina, 6$-

And I am dead or shall be soon . . Gineitra, 76.

They found Ginevra dead/ i45-

the reeking remnants cagt Of these ^ad limbs,— Hellas, 435.
fast and far Even after they were dead .... 514.

Those who relieved watch found the sentinels d. 615.

and playing With its if^orf mother's breast, . . 827.

I know you will sing sweetly when you're d&id. . Horn. Merc VI. 4.

Thus . . . wide awake tho' d&id Julian, 392.

His dog was dead. , 588.

I was not left, like others cpld and dead; . . . Laon, i. xlv. ^.

I had a brother once, but he is dead/— . . . v. xIWl 5.

we shall be dead and cold Before this mom . ix. xxvi. i.

The d&arf and putrid fiah x. xviii. 3.

As if not dead, but slumbering quietly .... x. xxiii. 8.

when we are dead, the Day OfJudgment comes, x. xxxv. 1.

I'm dead, and lingers yet my soul behind. . . . M. N. Fragmt. 4.

make Thy heart rejoice for dead Marenghi's sake. Marenghi, X. 6.

The birds , . . Fell d. upon their feast in Vado's wave. xvil. 6.

unknown graves Of the dead kings of Melody. . Naples, 39.

Wakening the world's dead gang,— . ... Nat. Ant. VI. 6.

Alive or dead~-z.ye si(?k pr well— Peter, i. v. 3.

Till he saw Peter dfeo*/ or napping II. iv. 5.

The spots in which, ere di^od ana damned, . . . V. ix. 2.

A poem on her when she's dead:— VI. xxviii. 3.

The Magus Zoroaster, my lafea*^ child, . , . Prom. I. 192.

trodden worms to writhe till they are dead, . ill^ i. 60.

Violets for a maiden dead— ........ Remembr. III. 3.

But when I told them,—' he is dead,''— .... Rosal. 233.

They laughed, for he was dead: 240.

They found him dead/ 306.

Now he is ^/ftM? and gone away 456.

and all The dead man's caution just did call ; . . 498.
on the pyre Of her dead husband 508.
Would laugh till he were almost dead. .... —— 685.

and when daid. becameA spirit of unresting flame, 735.

I looked} and knew that he was dead^ .... •-— 1183.
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O that I were now dead! Rosal. 1187.

And white with the whiteness of what is dead^ . Sensit. PL III. 35.

Lfike a wolf that had smelt a dead child out, , . lii. iii.

Perhaps rides the ghost of my sire who is dead; . St. Ir. (2) IV. 2.

And her skeleton form the dead Nun rear'd, . . (3) xvi. i.

The lady found her lover ofeac/ and cold Sunset^ 26.

The tomb of thy dead self 42.

Like the ghost of a dear friend dfeat/ .... TiinelQn^past.,\.i.
We sing not to the dead: Virgil^ 10.

the seamen aghast Like deadva&a. . . Vis. Sea^ 54.
the dead limbs of their comrades 54.

That ring the dead seaman's knell When the lamp. II. 8.

(For vipers kill, though dead^ . . ... Witch., Ded. I. 2.

and lumps neither alive nor dead^ .... . xi. 7.

(2) of plants and other objects which have lost vital power,
as if she Autumn were, Or they dead leaves ; . . Adonats^ XVI. 3.

Hung like dead bone within its withered skin ; . Alastor., 251.

in a shroud of leaves dead^ Auttivin, l. 4.

whose flight Is as a afearf leaf's Epips, 221.

Through the grey earth and branches bare and d.

;

326.

as dead leaves wake Under the wave, . . Laon^ V. liii. 4.

the wintry loneliness Of those dead leaves, . . . —— VI. xxviii. 6.

The frosts of many a wind with cfearf leaves fill . x. xliv. 4.

fell like dew On flowers \isMdead; M.W.G. IV. 3.

And the violet lay afearf while the odour flew . Music^ Ipant., III. 5.

Rose leaves, when the rose is dead^ . . Music^ when softvoices^ 5.

from whose unseen presence the leaves dead Are
driven, Ode W. Wind., I. 2.

If I were a dead leaf thou mightest bear ; . . . • iv. i.

When flowers were dead., .... ... Rosal. 338.
While the dead leaves pass, To-m-orrow., II. z.

the dead leaves blown In autumn evening . . . Triumph, 52S.

the form Of every summer plant was dead . . . Zucca, XI. 7.

B. Fig. (1) of seasons, times, &c., past, exhausted.
flowers deck the dead Seasons' bier ; Adonais^ xvili. 5.

Of the ifearf' cold year, Autumn, l. 10.

The'atmosphere and breath of ray dead life ! . . Cenci, v. iv. 62.

Orphan hours, the year is dead^ Dirgefor Year, 1. 1.

The rotting bones of dead antiquity. .... Fr. Flourishing., 4.

The weak day is dead, Hellas, 1034.
The loveliest and the last, is dead, fane. Recoil. 3.

The limits of the flfeflflf and living world, . . . . Mont B. 11^.

Rests with those dead, but unforgotten hoars, . Ode Lib. Xll. 14.

Forget the dead, the pa^st? Past, II. 1.

Spectres we Of the ifeiirf Hours be, ProTn.W. 13.

That time is dead for ever, child, . . . Thattim^, I. i.

Drowned, frozen, dead for ever ! . .... I. 2.

Death will come when thou art dead, Xo Night, V. i.

Summer was dead and Autumn was expiring, . Zucea, i. 1.

Summer was dead—but I yet lived to weep . . ii. i.

(2) of sensations, passions, impulses, past or ceased.
That kiss is dead, which Venus gathers yet. . Bion. Adon. 12.

Alas her loveliness is lilstziif with him. . . , 29.

when These are dead, the debt is due, .... Death, ill. 3.

But their spark lies dead in thee, ^^£' Hills, 267.
Dying joys choked by the dead, Far., far away, II. 4.
and thy dead memory Has lain from childhood, . Fr. Dead, 2.

a grave Of d. despondence and low-thoughted care, Gisb. 294.
AU my joy should be Dead, Hellas, 25.
wilt thou bend No thought on my dead memory ? fulian, 492.
The sense of . . . false and true, Was d. within me. L.aon, ill. xxiv. 2.

might my heart be dead, ... vil. xxix. i.

to turn the shrouds.outworn and dead, . .

Yes ! every tie that Jinks jme here is dead; .

Drive my dead thpughts over the universe .

In others' joy, when all their own is dead: .

so that aught evil wish Is dead within
;

sepulchrea emblems Of dead destruction,
from the last giddy hour Of dead endurance,
As the heart when joy is dead,
With him lay deadhoth hope and pride,

(3) of sound.
The dirge of the music dead, Pr. The rudewind, 2.

(4) of fire, or light, extinct.

The spark beneath his feet is dead, Bug. Hills, 275.
the flames were dead Within those dwellings . . Laon, VI. xlvi^ 4.
The light in the dust lies f/tfatf—- . . .

"" ' '

(5) inexpressive.
Hides its deadey^ from the detested day, .

(6) dormant, inert.

And GreecCj which was dead, \s arisen ! .

His ifcarf spirit lives in thee Ode Eib.yiiv.'j.
Strewed beneath a nation flfeoiar/ Prom. l. 505,
Scarce living pullies of a dead machine, . , . . Q, Mab, v. 76.

(7) insensible, inanimate, powerless,
of those eyes On the ^a<f earth ! Cenci. v. ii. 32.
Armed to strike dead the spirit of the time, . . Ch. is/, 11. 1 19.
its petals pale Are dead, indeed, ...... Epips. 10.
dead earth upon the earth ! Hellas, 398.
They [arms] are soft, but chill and dead; . . . Xnv. Mts. vill. 3.
Lay ^flrf earth upon the earth

; .^(zj\ xxxiii. 2.
The heavy dead bulk On the living sea rolls . . Vis. Sea, 31.

(8) still, quiet.
St^ns the dead, blank, cold air Epips. 92.
Till the dead air seems alive Mash, uxxvi. 2.
And stifled the air till the dead wind stank. . . Sensit. PI. ill. 57.

(9) past away.
The glory of the moon is dead; . . Coleridge, 27.

. IX. v. 7.

M. N. Despair, 28.

Ode W. Wind, v. 7.

. Pr. Athan. i. 25.

. Prom.. I. 71.

. IV. 295.

. Remembr. i. 7,

. Rosal. 600.

When the lamp, i. 2.

. -Aiasior, 218.

. Hellas, 1059.

And the beams ofmom lie dead Eug. Hills, 211.

The melancholy moon is dead; Faust, H- i^-

bear The ghost of its dfeflrf mother, . • • - Jl^^^^yJ^^f'^-
the swift sun went his way—And that is dead.— . Wttch, Ued. III. 7.

(10) having an appearance of dulness or deadness.

the lineaments of that deadfa.ce Are graven, . . Medusa, II, 3,

Nailed to this wall . . . Black, wintry, d., unmeasured ;
Prom. I. 21.

Her lips and cheeks were like things d.—so pale; Sunset, 39.

and laughed from their rftffli^ eyes Triumph, 502.

(11) heavy, deep.
Thenaafeflt/sleepfell on mymindj Rosal. 1207.

(12) abashed, overpowered.
Those eyes have looked on me, and I am dead. . Dante Conv. 38.

(13) with to, insensible of.

Were dead to their harmonious strife Peter, vil. xix. 5.

Dead to all love but of its abjectness, . . . . Q. Mab, V. 33.

(14) with of.^ the depth or middle.

'Twas dead of the night, when I sat in my dwelling ; St Ir. (i) I. 1.

(15) adj. absol. A. Lit. a. those who are no more,

the dead generally, or severally.

The, obscene ravens, clamorous o'er the dead;
He wakes or sleeps with the enduring dead;
the dead live there And move like wmds . .

Where, like an infant's smile, over the dead, .

even to where the dead Wait peacefully . . .

fade in the frost that binds the dead, . . .

Revenge does not howl in the dead. . . .

such as the dead breathe In charnel pits ! . .

and o'er the dead Sculpturing records . .

They die—the deadr&tMTxi not—
And the quick spring like weeds out of the dead.

The rfcaa fill me ten thousand fold

Till by the spirit of the mighty dead . . .

which like the dead Shrouds me, ...
To sleep within the palace of the c^flrf/ . . .

Who travel to their home among the dead .

Lest thy dead shouldj from their sleep . ,

What though thou with all thy dead ....
I never malte acquaintance with the dead. . .

fitter To take the living than give up the dead;
Hopes of high talk with the departed dead.

l^t us not fear such pain can vex the dead.
What think you the dead are ? . . .

nets which snare the living and the dead.
dear to memory, Like tokens of the dead:— .

too long. Sons of the glorious dead,

nor did I shun Its presence, nor seek refuge with
the dead III. xx. 8.

had spent his livelong age In converse with the d., IV. viii. 2.

What then was I ? She slumbered with the dead. IV. xxxi. i.

Be as a grave which gives not up its dead . . v. xii. 2.

a Phantom of the Dead, ... . . , , VIii. ii. 4.
doth divide the living and the dead .... xii. xv. y.
the free and happy dead, . . xii. xxxi. S.

It was not a ghost of the guilty dead, . . .M.N. Spec. Hors. 12.

And his voice, though faint as the sighs of the dead, •
• 44.

Then the tombless ghosts of the guilty eiead . . 56.
the slumber of The decal and the unborn . Magnet. Lady, III. 2.

To weep for the dead. Ode, Arise, 4.
Peopled with forms tnat mock the eternal dead . Ode Lib. v. 13.

Glut thee with living and deadI Peter, vi. xxxvi. 7.

Who knowest not the language of the dead? . . Prom. l. ij8.

And the inarticulate people of the dead, .

Howl, Spirits of the living, and the dead.
Are they now led, from the thin dead . .

But to the uncommunicating dead. . .

To the dark, to the past, to the dead.
It wakes a life in the forgotten dead.

Adonais, xxVlll. 2.

XXXVIII. 3.

XLIV. 8.

r XLIX. 8.

Allegory, II. 3,

April, 1814, 15.

Bigotry, II. 8.

Cenci, III. i. 15.

Dcemon, i. 258.
Death, (2) I. i.

Death Nap. 24.
27.

31-

39-
Death Vang. 32.

Epips. iS)6.

Bug. Hills, 138.

189.
Faust, J. 80.

Hellas, 863.
Int. Beauty, V. 4.
fulian, 319.

Cane. I.

[. xxix. 9.
II. ii- 4.

II. xiii. 2.

Laon,

Ye happy dead, whom beams of brightest verse
Had peopled with the spectral deaa. . . . .

My friend, I tell thee^ even the d. Have strength,
who knows the dead feel noug;ht? . . . . ,

If so, the dead feel no contrition. . . .

And know, that if love die not in the dead
Ghosts of the dead/ have I not heard your yelling St. Ir. (2) i. 1.

I. 183.

I. 31a
1-3.35:
III. 111. 112.

IV. 39.
IV. 374.

-— , IV. 534.
Rosal. 147.

459-
545-
579-
1316.

giving New splendour to the dead.
Who travel to their home among the dead . .

The dead are sleeping in their sepulchres : . .

Whether the dead find, oh, not sleep ! but rest,

The living were not envied of the d^ad. . . . , _.

And the 3i?flflr lulled within their dreamless graves. LXiv. 8.

d. referring to one or more dead persons individually.
What softer voice is hushed over the dead? . AdoTiais, xxxv.
The desolate and the dead, were his own flesh,

nor they Who loved the deadvj&nt weeping .

Friends and relations of the dead,
Tomb of Arminius ! render up thy dead,

c. signifying dead bodies or corpses.
heaped together Enough of dead, . .

Now feasts on the afearf,

That lurks in graves and fattens on the dead

Stella, 4.
St. Epips. 13.

Swmmer-Ezig. 19.

Sunset, 47.
Witch, XVII. 8.

Cenci, I. iii. 104.
Ginevra, 164.

175.
Ode Lib. XIV. i.

Cycl. 290.
-—365.
Dcemoji, i. 184,
Devil, X. 4.They sup on the groans of the dying and dead, _ _., __. ^

Roofs, towers and shrines, the dying and the dead, Gisb. 63.
Of safe and slow retreat, with Moslem dead; . . Hellas, 372.
The band, intrenched in mounds of Turkish dead, 384.
That feed upon the dead and fly the living, . . 404.
Our dead shall be the seed of their decay, . . . 1012.
I walked among the dying and the tUad, . . . Laon, I. xliv. 3,
amid ten thousand dead tabbed in then- sleep, v. vi. 7.
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Disgorged at length the dead and the alive . . Loon, VI. vi. 7.

I moved—I lived—as o'er the heaps of dead, . , VI. viii. 3,

in the blood did welter Of the ^(W and dying, . vi. xii. 4.
Comes trampling over the dead, vi. xix. 4.
making a dearth Among the dead— VI. li. 8.

To daffy with the mowing dead— Vli. vi. 4.
As worms devour the dead, ix. xxxi. 2.

and eat The dead in horrid truce : x. iii. 8.

the public way. Choked with his country's i/effi?.* x. viii. 4,

Between the glutted beasts and mangled dead/ , X, xii. 2.

a rotting vapour past From the unburied dead, . X. xiii. 9.

so late which gave Oblivion to the dead, . . . X. xx. 3.

Upon fresh heaps oidead

;

——
• X. xx. 9.

Sometimes the living by the deadsN&ce, hid. . . x. xxiii. 1.

Proclaiming thro' the living and the dead, . . . X. xH. 2.

Feasting like fiends upon the infidel dead, . . —- x. xlvii. 4.
fall upon the ciBy-coXa. dead

;

xi. xL 6.

of Thebes, when they were paved \wth dead: . . CEdipus, l. 349.
That lurks in graves and fattens on the dead . . Q. Mab, I. 273.
And he shudder'd to sleep with the dead. . . . Si. Ir. w) x. 6.

Mix'd with ghosts of the mouldering dead: . . (i) xv. 2.

Pale, fleshy, as if the decajnng dead Sensit. PL III. 64.
Rose like the deadivatQ their ruined charnels. . III. 117.

Like the dead in a breach, . Vis. Sea, 39.

B. J^tg-, people mentally dead.
Thou living Form Among the Dead/ . . . EMps. 28.

The hood-winked Angel oTthe blind and d.. Custom, Loon, IV. xxiv. 3.

Dead, as adv. (1) dully.

When the morning star shines dead, Cloud, 34.

(2) deadly.
And whether I was deadArxrik. or inspired, , , (Ediptis, I. no.

*Deader, adj. more ntterly destroyed.
She could not be deader than she will be soon ;— i. 255.

*Beadlier, adj. Fig. (1) more extreme, more bitter.

I bear a darker d. gloom Than the earth's shade, Cenci, II. i. 189.
Of deadlier outrage or worse injury ? . , . . ill. i. 80.
Mig'ht crush for him those deadlier enemies ; . . Loon, X. xxxiv. 7.

And deadlier than in this my verse, .... Peter, Vll. x. 4.

(2) more cruel, more surely fatal.

Famine, than whom Misrule no deadlier daughter L,aon, x. xvii. 6.

.A fiercer, deadlier agony ! M. N. Melody, 47.
implants a deadlier thorn, , Moonbea^n, II. 9.
A bane so much the deadlier fills it now, . . . CSdipus^ i. 350.
qlenched him if he stirred with deadlier hold ;— . Pr. Athan. 1. 123.

^Deadliest, adj. A. Lit, most fatal.

converteth not Its food to deadliest venom ; . Q. Mab, III. 52.

B. Fig. most extreme.
the solace of all woe Is turned to deadliest agony, v. igo.

He smiles—'tis sorrow's (&(Zf///'&y/ mockery ; . . Solitary, III. i.

Deadly, adj. A. Lit. mortal.
The deadly germs of languor and disease . . . Dmmon, II. 183.

,, ,, „ „ „ ... Q. Mab, IX. 62.

B. Fig. (1) morally mortal.
which 'twere a deadly crime To leave undone. . Cenci, rv. iii. 37.

(2) cmel, grievous.
some deadly change in love Julian, 527.

(3) horrible, dreadful.
I'll echo back their deadly yells again, . , . .M.N. Despair, 35.
Oh ! powerful fate, revoke thy deadly spell, . . M. N. Fragmt. 5.

At first all deadly shapes were driven Mar. Dr. Iii. i.

Oh ! mark that deadly visage Q. Mab, III. 64.
So deadly, so lone, and so fell, St. Ir. (3) xvill. 2.

(4) stifling, overpowering.
dead, power Has fixed its seal upon the lip of truth ! Q. Mab, VI. 48.

(5) baneful.
flit From their bowers of deadly yew Similes, II. 2.

Deadly, adv. horribly.

O, I am deadly sick 1 Cenci, IV. iv. 10.

Deaf, adj. Fig. (1) morally deaf or insensible.

oh ! What d. and viperous murderer could crown Adonais, xxxvi. 2.

(2) insensible to sound.
wasting these surpassing powers In the dfiafaXr, . Alastor, 2S9.

thus might pray To the deaf^esL. ... . . Cet^, v. iv. 43,

Blind lightning, or the dea_/se&, V. iv. 107.

Were they not deafXo all sweet melody ; . . . J^ips. 8.

That ocean which at once is deaf^M^. loud ; . , Fr. ofDream, 3.

whose ebb and flow At once is ^q/'and loud, . Gisb. 194.

Have its deay^/ayes not heard my agony ? . . . Prom.. I. 29.

For d&if^B is a sea, Triumph, 477.

Deafenest, v. tr. Fig. overcomest.
Thou deafenest the rage of the ocean ; . . , . Liberty, i\\, 3.

Deafening, pr, pple. Fig. stupefying.

/?ea;9«/«^ the lost intelligence within Ginevra, 12.

Deafening', ppl. adj. Fig. overwhelming to the ear.

the cruel hounds press on With deafening yell, . Orpheus, 49.
that roar, whose swift and deafening peals . . Q. Mab, iv. 38.

Deal, V. intr. to have to do with.
thinks you have to «i!sa/ With men Faust, u. ^i.

T>ea31iig, pr. pple. treating with.
Of (/ea/2"«j^ with their rightful sovereign: . . . Ch. 1st, II. go.

Dealing's, n. transactions.
like a steward in honest dealings tried . . . Pr. Athan. I. 40.

Dealt, pp. apportioned.
To me that cup has been d. in another measure. Si. Dejection, III. g.

Dear, adj. (1), of persons, beloved, esteemed highly,
the frost which binds so dear a head ! .... Adonais, I. 3.

his lips, more dear Than those XV. 6.

To Phoebus was not Hyacinth so dear .... — xvi. 5.

and what still is dear Attracts to crush, .... Llll. 5.

Beloved earth, dear mother, Calderon^ II. 79.
Dear lady, pray look up. . .... . . Cenci, i. iii. 51.

Oh, talk not so, dear child ! II. i. 50-

Talk not to me, dear lady, of a husband. . . . II. i, 88.

My dear, dear children 1 11. L 104.
but I Have a dear wife, a lady of high birth, . . II. ii. 19.

a cold dew That starts from your dear brow . . III. i, 5.

Be calm, dear friend III. i. 297.
Z'ga^ Mother, Your gentleness iv. iv. 113.

Why not to Rome, iwar mother? ... . rv. iv. 158.
Cheer up, dear Lady, lean On me ; iv. iv. 163.

Dear, dear sister, would that thy dream . . . v. iiL 12.

How very friendless thou wouldst be, dear child, v. iii. 18.

say so, dear sister mine ; v. iii. 58.
My dear Lord Cardinal v. iv. 159.
O my dear liege, Ch. ist, II. 303.
That you urge, dear Strafford, Inclines me rather 11, 319.
for his dear innocent brow. 11. "492.

Dear Henrietta ! IL 493.
my dear sweet master, .... Cycl. 245.
after a sweet meal, dear gfuest -—^ 413.
The dear companions who sailed here with me. . 482.
And I fear, dear destroyer, I shall not repine. . Death, Dial. 40.
Dear friends, dearfriend/ B. Williams, III. 2.

Dear home, thou scene of earliest hopes and joys. Frag. Home, i.

Their tears fell on the dear companion .... Ginevra, 189.
Dear mother. Replied sljr Hermes, .... Hotn. Merc, xxvil. 7.
Honoured and mighty, with thy mother dear, LXXVlll^o.
the fair moon was rising among them, Dear Jane ! Jane, i. 3.

with your dear voice revealing A tone .... iv. 2.

Blots one dear imag;e out Jo-ne, Recoil. 84.
My dear friend. Said Maddalo, Julian, 191.
even to those Who are most ^ar— 309.
By a dear friend ; ^7-
Thoughts of great deeds were mine, dear Friend, Laon, Ded. III. i.

Once she was dear, now she was all I had . . . II. xxv. i.

the rest thou knowest—return, dear friend ! . . III. ix. 6.

To meet thee, long^ most dear/ V. xlviii. 7.

With that dear fnend I lingered, vi. i. 3.

It was like thee, dearJowo, Vll. xviii. 2.

when thy dear eyes Shone thro' my sleep, . . . Vll. xxxii. 8.

as the name well known Of a dear mother, . . viii. x. 7.

but now the eyes of one dear Maid vill. xxv.6.
Dream thou'lt meet thy dear one, . . . Marywho died, II. 7,

O Mary dear, that you were here Mary, i.

when She lost the spring, and Ceres her more d. MatiUia, 51.

_

Peter thought he had parents dear, ... . Peter, II. viii. i.

Dear sister, close thy plumes over thine eyes . . Prom. i. 439.
Mother, dear mother. III. iv. 24.
Shut him from all that's good or dear on earth, . Q. Mab, III. 92.
Let no friend, however iuar, . . ... Kemembr. III. 7.

A sound from there, Rosalind dear, . ... Rosal. 63.

Kiss me, and be gay Dear boy

:

79.
And yet, dear Rosalind, not so,

'i?'"
Like young lovers whom youth and love make d. Sensit. PL I. 68.
Here, my dear friend, is a new book for you ; . . 6*/. Epips. i.

But none can ever be more dear than you. . . . 83.

or even as near it As you, dear heart. .... 126.

Oh, I would look. In thy f^arbeam Star, 14.

on thy dear head Its frozen dew, The Cold, rv. 3.

Like the ghost of a dear friend dead .... Time long-past, 1. 1.

They have taken thy brother and sister dear, . . W^. Shel. II. i.

How, my dear Marj^ are you critic-bitten, . . . Witch, Ded. 1. 1.

Which £^ar Adonis had been doomed to pay, . Lxvil. 6.

(2) of things, precious or highly valued.
Her first sweet kisses, have been dear to me ; . Alastor, 12.

Thoughts the most dear to him, and poesy, . . 160.

made dear to thee erewhile, April, 1814, 22.

Stains with dear blood its umnatemal nest ! . . Epips. 18.

These names, though dear, could paint not, . 50.
Like aught that for its grace may be Dear, , . Int. Beauty, I. 12.

dear to memory. Like tokens ofthe dead:— . . Laon, il. h. 3.

A lost and dear possession, . . , . , V. xlii. 8.

Dear the boon to Fancy given, Lov^s Rose, II. i.

Yes ! than love's sweetest blisses 'tis more dear . M. N. Ravail, iii.

For a dream so dear as thine, Marywfui died. III. 2.

And pity from thee more dear One word, I. 7.

beeches, to lovers dlftir, Orpheits, iii.

dear and blessed peace ! . . . . . Q. Mab, III. 67.

We were once dear to one another, .... Rosal. 302.
The very hope of death's dear rest ; 334.
And finds torn the soft ties to affection so dear. . St. Ir. (5) I. 8.

It is a sweet thing, friendship, a dear haliD, . . St. Epips. 62.

had made my sorrows dear to him, Unf. Dr. 78.

Or any earthly one, though ye are dear .... Zucca, in. 2.

(3) cherished.
Flashed through those limbs, so late her d. delight. Adonais, xxv.5.
1 must work out my own dear purposes. , . . Cenci, li. ii. 146'.

To be thy dear heart's mate, . . Critic, in. 2.

Thine image with ^r memory dear— . . . Laon, xii.xxiv. 8.

Yes, Francis ! thine was the dear knife .... M. N. Ravail, "51,

Turning their dear disunion to an isle Of lovely grief. Prom. rv. 200.
tune. Which, in some d. scene we have loved to hear, Q. Mab, ll. 171.
When liberty's dear paean fell 'Mid murderous howls. Rosal. 612.
On the strange creeds priests hold so dear, , . . 681;
And arose in her mind every dear recollection ; , St. Ir. (6) II. 3.
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. THu-mpn^ 421.

How sad, when d. hope every sorrow is soothing, Si. Ir. (6) II. 5.

Which make thee terrible and dear^— . . . . Tb Night i. 6.

Or the soft note in which his dear lament

(4) pleasant, delightful.

In this dear work of youthful revelry, . . Horn, Merc. Lxxvil. 6.

O thou Whose dear love gleamed O thou^ 2.

Till they die of their own dear loveliness. . . . Sensii. PL I. 20.

(5) as a term of familiarity or compliment.
Why what's the matter, my dear fellow, now ? . CEdtpuSy 1. 102.

My dear friend, where are your wits? .... I. 181.

It"happens fortunately, dear Sir . Peter. Vll. iv. i.

List ray dear fellow ; Serchio^ 5g.

(6) adj. absol. one who is beloved.
There is a snake in thy smile, my dear; . , . Cenct^ V. iii. 136.
one on whom thou smilest, dear. Jane, Inviin^ 20.

Yet I do not reproach thee dear! "M. N. Melody, S.

Dear, adv. at a high price.

It were bought Too dear. Calderon, III. 129.

Many have Dought too dear their evil joys. . . Cycl, 297.
Or what is it yeijuy so dear Men ofEng. IV. 3.

Dearer, adj. more precious, delightful or beloved.
and yet dearer for its mystery Int. Beauty, I. 12.

A second self, far dearer and more fair ; ... Laon^ II. xxiv. 2.

While that far dearer heart could move . . . vll. xxix. 2.

must be Dearer than life and hope IX. xxxiv. 9.

Were dearer than tliese chesnut woods : ... Rosal. 23,

if my grief should still be dearer to me . , . Unf. Dr. 28.

Dearest, adj. (1) most beloved.
But now. thy youngest, dearest one has perished, Adonais^ VI. i.

He sought in Nature's dearest haunt, .... Alastor, 429.
Stay dearest one, . . . and mix my lips with thine Bion. Adon. 40.

O, dearest child ! Are you gone mad ? . . . . Cenci, II. i. 32.•""
' * ' ' " ^ 11.1.90.

III. i. 39.
V. iii. 119.

Ch. 1st, II. 117.

Cyc/. 434.
Fiordtspma, 63.

Fr. Mary, I. i.

Horn. Merc. LXIV. 2.

XCI. I.

Laofiy II. xxxix. 9.
III. vii. 9.

IX. XX. I.

IX. xxvi. I.

X. xii. 6.

XI. iv. g.

XI. vi. 5.

XI. vii. 7.

M. N. RavaU^%2.
Peter, VI. xxix. 3.

Pront. III. iv. 24.

Did you not shield me and that dearest boy ?

My dearest child, what has your father done?
Oj dearest Lady, put your gentle head . .

My dearest lord,

On my dearest friend,

And well it may, Fiordispina, dearest—
My dearest Mary, wherefore hast thou gone,
Believe me, dearest Father,
For, dearest child, the divinations high . .

and this beloved spot And thee, O dearest friend,

Till I beheld, where bound, that dear, child did lie.

yet Laon, dearest, Cythna shall be . .

O dearest love ! we shall be dead . . .

to dread Even in their dearest kindred, .

All but her dearest self

Upon my languid heart her dearest head
Come back, thou dearest one— ....
Soft, my dearest angel stay,

My dearest Soul, wul then make meny,
Mdther, dearest moiihex

\

Stay thy boat on the lake,

—

dearest Henry, I come. St. Ir. (6) I. 8.

I come, dearest Henry, and wait but for thee. , (6) 11. 4.
The dearest playmate unto thee W. Shel. III. 8.

(2) most cherished, valued, or precious.

And suddenly beyond his dearest hope, . . . CencL I. iii. 29.
That glutted themselves in her dearest gore, . . Devil, XII. 2.

stained with thy friend's dearesth\oo6. Laon, viii. xi. 9.
Crushed not the arm red with her dearest blood, Q. Mab, III. 190.

(3) most extreme,
Now I forget them at my dearest need Cenci^ v. iv. 32.

if a man should call his dearest enemies .... Ch. ist, il. 280.

may bum his dearest foe beside ; Laon, x. x. 9.

could set my dearest enemy free XI. xv. 6.

(4) adj. absol. a person much loved.

I thank thee dearest for the dream M. N. Melody^ 29.

thy d. From that Elysian food was yet unweaned; Ode Lib. vii. 3.

There sit between us two, thou dearest— . . . W. Shel. V. 4.

Dearly, adv. (1) so seriously, so severely.

Which we must pay so dearly, having done. . . Cenci, IV. iv. 30.

(2) at a great cost or sacrifice.

and fears His triumph dearly won, Laon, i. xxxiv. 8.

Dearth, n. a scarcity.

making a dearth Among the dead— vi. H. 7.

Death, n. A. Lit. (1) nothingness, death in the abstract.

He had adorned and hid the coming bulk of death. Adonais, 11. 9,

.

he went, unterrified, Into the gulf of death ; , . IV. 8.

the damp death Quenched its qaress xil. 5.

they illumine death And mock the merry worm . xx, 4.

Great and mean Meet massed in death, .... XXI. 6.

Is gathered into death without a dawn, .... xxix. 3.

And death is a low mist which cannot blot . . . XLIV. 4.

Have ^tched in Heaven's smile their camp of d. L. 8.

Until Death tramples it to fragments.— . . . nil. 5,

Does the dark gate oideath Conduct Alastor, 211.

and silent death exposed, * • • 293.
Sleep and death Shall not divide us long ! . . . 368.

O, storm of death / , .'
, , . . 609.

on those eyes That imaee sleep in death, . . . 701.
Though more dreadful than d. it scatters despair, Bigotry, ill. 5.

and weave the crown Of Deaths— Bion. Adon. 5.

prophecy Of coming death, Calderon, il. 50.

Rapine, and death, and outrage , II. 141.

Or be condemned to death for some offence, . . Cenci, 11. i. 139.
What should we do but strike ourselves to death ? 11. ii. 71.

We know that death alone can make us free ; . III. i. 78.

Death must be the punishment Of crimp, . . . ^r^— III. i. 122.

Aye, death . . . The punishment of crime. . . . Cenci, III. i, 125.

That neither life nor death can give me rest. . . III, i. 140.

and the dread lest death itself in. i. 149.

Would punish us with ^^a^^ and infamy . . . III. i. 230.

save thyself from ii^flM and hell IV. i. 20.

Of ^fl^ and judgment with strange confidence . IV. ii. 9.

His sleep is very calm, very like death ; .... iv. iv. e^'j.

on the giddy verge Of life and dfeflM, V. ii.117,

after death, GocTis our judge, V, iii. 50.

Now stench and blackness yawn, like death. . . V. iv. 105.

To rf^a^A as to life's sleep ; V. iv. 114.

And last of death Ch. 1st, u. 153.

Perchance were death indeed !— Con. Sing. I. 2,

How wonderful is Death, Dcemon, l. 1.

,,
Q- ^^^y I- I-

Death and his brother Sleep I Dcemon, I. 2.

,, „ ,, ,, . . . . . . Q. Mab, I. 2.

The dreamless sleep oideath: . Damon, I. 32.

The germs of miseiy, death, disease, and crime. . II. 160.

Mild is the slow necessity oideath : —— II. 177.

A thousand mourners deck the pomp of death . II. 217.

„ „ , „ ,, . Q. Mab, IX. 109.

For birth and life and i^ifeawi, Damon, ll. 2/^1.

,, „ ,, Q. Mab, IX. 149.
Above is death—axva we are death Death, i. 4.
as the star of Death And Birth is worshipped . , Epifs, 376.
Lead a rapid masque of death Eug. liills, 140.
Tidings of approaching death Fr. Hark, 4.
if it be death, To lie without motion, Ginevra, 145.
If it be death, when there is felt around .... 150.

we know thus much of £/(Sfl/>4,— 158.
then was knolled The bell of £feaM, 191.

Soft as love, and calm as death, Hellas, 12.

And death's dark chasm hurrying to and fro, . . 203.

The thorns oideath and shame -— 214.
Unquenchable disdain of (ilsa/>%, 410.
Over its ruins in the world of death :— .... 888.

Rich in reversion of impending death, .... 903.
curses, groans, and gold, the fruit of death . . . 935.
Cry peace, and that means d. when monarchs speak. 969.
Burst . . . like Heaven on death — 1057.
Riddles of death Thebes never knew 1083.
O cease ! must hate and death return ? . , . . 1096.
Thou dost alone the veil of death uplift— . . Horn. Merc. xcvi. 7.

Why fear and dream and death and birth . . . Int. Beauty, ll. 9.
till the night of death Julian, 127.

Which death, or pain or peril could despise, . . Laon, 11. xxxii. 7.
the boon Of senseless d. would be accorded soon ; iii.xxviii.5.

'Gainst scorn and d. and pain thus trebly mailed, iv. xix. 7.

which had saved them from the thrall Of death, . V. xiii. 8.

imaee one who may have been long lost in death. v. xlvii. 9.
tho' tie wield the darts of death and sleep, . . . vil. i. 8.

the dread bound Of life and death vii.xxxvi.6.
The frost of death, ix. xxiii. 6.
but senseless death—a ruin dark and deep ! . . ix. xxxii. 9.
Close their faint orbs in ^fl^A .' ix. xxxiv. 5.
Darkness and death, ii death be true, .... ix.xxxiv.8.
or close The gates of death, x. xxxvi. 8.
deeper than sleep or death, xi. v. 3.
Not death—death was no more refuge or rest ; . xi. ix. i.

And is this death ? xn. xvii. 1.

To glide in peace down deaths mysterious stream. xii.xxvii.6.
Ana death, and penitence, and danger, . . Love, Hope, 21.
now have hurrd. Death, fate, and ruin, .... M. N. Post. Fr. 2.

Though wilder'd by death, yet never to die ! M. N". Spec. Hors. 52.
As death to life, As winter to fair flowers . . . Marenghi, in. 4.
The patriots meed, toil, death, and infamy. . . xi. 6.

Seeks in death its native heaven ! Mexican, rv. 7.
Visit the soul in-gleep,—that death is slumber, . Mont B. 50.
The veil of life and death ? 54.
And many soundsj and much of life and death. . 129.
But mine is the midnight of Death, Moonbea?n, ll. 6.
The future looks as black as death, CEdipus, I. 96.
As calumny is worse than death,— i. 351.
And Love, and Death, and Birth,— Pan, iil. 4.
And raved of God, and sin, and death, .... Peter, i. ix. i.

May cfeo^A and damnation, vi. xxxvii. 1.

who with the news oideath Pr. Athan. 11. i. 28.
From death and dark forgetfulness released. , . 11. ii. 66.
Chaos and Death, and slow Oblivion's lymph, . Prol. Hellas, 85.
By infamy and solitude and death, , ... 90.
or agulph ofhoUowtieaM • 140.
When virtuous spirits through the ^ate oiDeath 152.

For know there are two worlds of life and death : Prom. I. 195.
And hollow underneath, like death. . . . , , l. 442.
Freedom ! Hope ! Death / Victory ! ... i. 701.
And spread beneath a hell oideath I. 717.
OfZ?ea^Aandoflife; . , . . ,

-—- li. iii. 58.
Death, despair ; love, sorrow ; . . .... II. iii. 68.
towards the pit of (il?flM/ 11. iv. 23.
Strife, wounds, and ghastly death unseen before, II. iv. 51.
Z?eaM grew like sleep. II. iv. 86.
Througn Death and Birth, to a diviner day ; . . 11. v. 103.
And (uath shall be the last embrace of her . . . in, iii. 105.
Oh, mother! wherefore speak the nBXcm oi death ? in. iii. 108.
Death is the veil which those who live call life ; , m. iii. 1 13.
From chance, and death, and mutability, . . . m. iv. 201.
Death, Chaos, and Night, iv. 144.
To forgive wrongs darker than death or night ; . rv. 571.A coward and a fool, spreads death around— , Q. Mab, n. 177.
wherefore lurkestWith danger, d., and solitude; —— in, 70.
and d^EoZ/i'J' relentless frost Withered that arm : . III. 162.
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Q. Mab, IV. 85.

V. 156.

. St. Ir. (2) II. 4.

(5) II. 2.

. Sensit.PL IV. 15.

. Skylark, 82.

St. Dejection, iv. 6.

Sufnfner-3vg. 2^.

The Cold, I. 5.

There is no work, 25.

spread Ruin, and death, and woe,
Which death . . . might alone subdue. . .

sweetest, last and noblest title—fife«/^ / . . .

eternal spring Of life and death,
The g-erms of misery, death, disease, and crime.
Mild was the slow necessity of death : . .

Death is no foe to virtue :

Sweetly and sadly thou didst talk Qi death ? .

The very hope oxdeath^s dear rest ; .

Of death, and nothingness, and rest, .

Whether his ill were death or sin . . .

At last I told them what is death :

if death be not division ;

And hope, and courage mute in death ; . . .

they fleet Divided, till in death they meet : . .

Whose waves they have tainted with death : . .

and saw that there was death On Lionel : . . .

Death is dark, and foul, and dull,

.And death seemed not like death in him, . . .

And music, when one beloved is singing. Is d.? .

Whilst around me, I thought," echo'a murmurs
of death

Or summer succeed .to the winter of death ?
To own that death itself must be,

Thou of death must deem
Till death like sleep might steal on me, . .

Thus solemnized and softened, death is mild
death did hide from human sight Sweet secrets.

The breath of nigfht like death did flow .

Who telleth a taJe of unspeaking death ?
Z?*oM will come when thou art dead, . . . To Nt^ht,v. ..

Which leads to Death or Victory Tretnble Kings, 9.

Of their own shadow walked and called it death ; Triumph, 59.
Trampled its sparks into the dust of death ) . . 388.

Cast the darkness of absence, worse than death / Unf. Dr. 14.

Alas ! what is life, what is death, Vis. Sea. 82.

Death, Fear, Love, Beauty, 161.

She sinks in death away W. Jew, 8.

Whose waves they have tainted with death. . W. Shel. IV. 4.

And change eternal death into a night . . . Witch, XVII. 3.

when ^ath oppressed the weaty soul, .... LXix. o.

beyond the rage Of deaih or life ; . . . . Lxxi. 6.

(2) the ceasing to live, the time of passing from life, the

fact of dying.
.

and Lncan, by his death approved : .

he knew that death Was on him
To hear the death of my accursed sons

!

His death or ours
Death I Our law and our religion call thee
You think we should devise His death ? .

That then thou hast consented to his death.

the white and yellow spasms of death : . .

May memorize their flight vnth death : . .

My death may be Rapid, . .

Lest death outspeed my purpose, . . .

That his death will be But as a change .

They had a warrant for his instant tuath. .

Who had an interest in his death ? . . .

You own That you desired his death ? . .

To cheat kind nature of the placid death
Having said this let me be led to death. . .

since his most swift and piteous dettth, . .

The refuge of dishonourable death
For pity s sake lead me away to death. .

Art tlion not guilty of thy father's death ?
which thou hast called my father's death ?

Sweet sleep, were death like to thee, ....
Which prompted your unnatural parent's death. .

Worse than the bitterness o{ death, is hope:
The ministers of death Are waiting . . .

To death, imprisonment, and confiscation, .

a verdict of ' guilty, death' by famine, . .

were consulting on the manner of her death.

I would have some communion in his death.

Death is a gate of dreariness and gloom, .

Adonais, XLV. 8.

Alastor, 626.
Cencz, I. iii. 80.

III. i. 79.
III. i. 117.

III. i, 227.

III. i. 386.
in. ii. 21.

in. ii. 76.
IV. i. 27.

IV. i. 69.
IV. ii. 31.

IV. iv. 28.

IV. iv. 67.

IV. iv. 130.

V. i. 14.

v.ii. 34.
V. 11. 52.

v.ii. 58.

V. ii. 112.

V. iii. 77.

V. iii. 83.

V. iii. 138.

V. iv. 17.

V. iv. 98.

V. iv. 123.

. Ch. 1st, II. 231.

11.30-—- 11.442.
(^cl. 471.

^centon^ II. 256.

Q- Mab, IX. 161.

Death Nap. 36.
Epips. 41.

585-
Guitar Jane, 54.
Hellas, 401.

A torrent of ruin to death from his birth. .

I never thought before my death .

one life, one death, One Heaven, . . .

that such our death may be 1— . .

Met in triumphant death;
Inextricable but by death or victory. .... 48S.

Didst start for this brief race whose crown is d., ~ 856.

which thou ne'er Didst imprecate for, on me,—a. Julian, 438.

as despair Upon my heart—let d. upon despair ! 510.

How I braved death for liberty and truth, . . . Laon^ I. xliv. 6.

from which they sought Such refuge after death I

As he was led to death.— . . •

In victory or in d. our hopesand fears must blend.

My countrymen invoked to death or liberty ! .

which whoso heard That dreaded death, . .

1 saw all shapes of death • . ;

whose force Might create smiles in death— . .

Swear to be firm till death /

to save Women from bonds and death, ....
the shade Which from owx death, . ....
When he was snatched from death, ....
Ere to despair and d. thy worshippers be driven.

And even m d. their lips are wreathed with fear.

—

such a fearful death should woo
The death of those that made this world so fair,

My brain grew dark in death, Z,aon, xii, xxx. 7.

He shudders in death's latest agonies ; . . . . M. JV. Post. Fr. 8.

Oh ! now I die—but still is deatfCs fierce pain— . ig.

No life can equal such a death M. N. Ravail, 90.
The agonies of anguish and of death Medusa, l. 8.

Gazing in death on heaveri from those wet rocks. V. 8.

Murmuring 'Liberty or rf^aM/' Mea:ican, I. 10.

Till death unite them and they part no more ; . Profn. i. 199.
Was peopled with thick shapes of human death, . I. 587.
Fix, fix those tortured orbs in peace and death, . I. 600.
Which spurred him, like an outspent horse, to d. in, iv. 141.
Drags out in labour a protracted .il?fl/A, .... Q. Mab, lU. 115,

The shrieks of agonizing death, in. 183.
Are not thy views of unregretted death Drear, , —— iv. 253.
The doors of premature and violent death, . . , v. 48.
Until the monster sting itself to (&a/A vi. 38.
Even on the bed of death I VI. 138.

At length his mortal frame was led to death. . . vil. 173.
And in their various attitudes of i&aM .... vii. 190.
Catching new life from transitory death,— . . . vni. 22.

Whose woe to him were bitterer than death, . . vili, 35,
His death a pang which famine, cold and toil . . vin. ioo.
Till done by her own venomous sting to death, . ix. 45.
And sudden sleep w^ould seize him oft Like death, Rosal. 829.
Death now ends mine anguish'd pain.— .... St. Ir. (3) xvil. 4.

Sinks the wretch in rflea/«^ at last . , . . 0^vi. 4.

There is no death nor change : Sensit. PI. IV. 22.

And rise again, and'in our death and birth, . . St. Epips. 129.

And the coming of death is a fearful blow . There is no work, 15.

(3) as a mythological personification or entity.

Death feeds on his mute voice, Adonais, in. 9.

where kingly Death Keeps his pale court . . vil. i.

The shadow of white Death, . . . . viii. 3.

her distress Roused Death : xxv. 9.

Death rose and smiled, and met her vain caress. xxv. 9.

He lives, he wakes—'tis Death is dead, not he ; . xli. i.

No more let Life divide what D. can join together. Liil. 9.
where black death Keeps record Alastor, 24.

While d, blue vault, witlf loathliest vapours hung, 216,

And meet lone Death on the drear ocean's waste ; 305.
By love, or dream, or god, or mightier Death, 428.

Ruin calls His brother Death 6ig.

Lone as incarnate death / 681.

the festal din OiDeath, and Destruction, and Sin, Castl. Adnt. IV. 2.

Mighty death ! Thou double-visa^ed shadow ! . Cefici, III. i- 177.

To teach the laws oi deaths untrodden realm? v. iv. 73.

Come, obscure Death, V. iv. 115.

before Death chokes that gentle voice ! . . . . ——• v. iv. 14a
firt tho' it be With Deaths omnipotence. . . . Dtenion, II. 25.

"ear not then, Spirit, death's disrobing hand, . n. 266.

,j „ „ „ . g. Mab, IX. 171.

Death is no foe to virtue : Dmmon, II. 273.

Death is here and death is there, Death, I. 1.

Death is busy everywhere, i. 2.

Death has set his mark and seal II. i.

Dares dispute with grim silence the empire of D. Death, Dial. ro.

Yet tell me, dark Death, when thine empire is o'er, 19.

The' it floats to mine ear from the bosom of Death. 34.

Oh,D./ oh, my friend! snatch this form to thy shrine, 39.
27fia^A/ where is thy victory? . . . . . Death Vanq. \.

Oh, Death / where is thy sting ? 5.

Death I canst thou boast a victory such as this ? . 8.

From Death's palefront fades Pride's fastidious frown. 22.

In Deaths damp vault the lurid fires decay, . . ^3.

at her silver voice came Death and Life, . . . Epips. 301.

liker Death, Who rides upon a thought, .... 401.

Son and Mother, Death and Sin, . ... Eug. Hills, 238.

Till Death cried, ' I win, I win V 240.

But Death promised, to assuage her, 242.

Watch till dusty death has piled Fr. Incant. II. 2.

Death, in remorse for that fell slaughter, . Fr. Keats, 3.

Death, the immortalizing winter, flew .... 4.

Death and Sleep and Thou Three brethren named Fr. Silence, 1.

of vows to be absolved by death ; . . . . . Ginevra, 75.

And finding death their penitent had shrived, . . 192.

they last On Deaths bare rijbs had cast . . . Hellas, 210.

Death is awake ! Repulse is on the waters ! . . 466.
If earth Deaths scroll must be

!

. . . —— 107^.
Death will listen to your stave, Jane, Invitn, 38.

O, pallid as Deaths dedicated bride, .... Julian, 384.
Nor time's dread victor, death, confess'd, . . Ijove, 7.

And Death and Love are yet contending for

their prey Loon, Ded. x. g.

The Fiend whose name was Legion j Death, Decay, I. xxix. i.

my own Cythna was, Not like a child of death, . iv. xxxiii. 6.

Where Death and Fire had gorged the spoil . . vi. xlv. 9.

All lips . . . must surely wither. But Deaths— . vi. xlix. 9,

And that men say. God has appointed Death . . viii. vi. 8.

the stings Of death will make tne wise his venge-

ance feel, VIII. vii. 8.

The past is Deaths, the future is thine own ; . . Vlll.xxii. 7.

Why became cheeks wan with the kiss of death, . xi. xi. i.

He spake, reclin'd him on death's bloody bed, M, N. Post. Fr. 21.

No more shall death, and desolation reign ? . . 44.
I thought it had been death's accents cold . . . M. JV. Ravail, 14.

At deaths vain summons this will never die, . 46.
Like Death in the Apocalypse Mask, Vlll. 4.
The Horse of Death tameless as wind . . . XXXIII. 3.

Time, as if his pleasure Were to spare Death, . Naples, 14.

Death grew pale within the grave, ... . Ode JLib. XI. 7.

Mighty Empress-! ZJeaM'j white wife! . . . (Bdipus,\i.\\.%\.
Tis the vintage-time for deaih and sin

:

. Front, i. 574.
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On Death's white and wmgfed steed, Prom. I. 782.

The shape of Z?5tfM/ II. iv. 63.

Of Death's bare bowers . . . IV. 19.

The powers that quell Death^ ... . . IV. 151.

Round which death laughed, . IV. 294.
The shadow of white death has past . . IV. 424.
Awfill deathy I wish, yet fear to clasp thee !— Q. Mab^ ill. 05.

till pale death shuts tne scene, IV. 40.

whose hard lineaments D. self could change not, iv. 05.

The frozen hand o{ death shall set its seal, . . . IV. 164.

That death and he could never meet, Rosa/. 842.
d. slowlier led. Into the peace of his dominion cold : 1313.

And th^ cold hand of dfea/A 5A /r. U) ll. i.

And the silent motions of passing deaih^ .... Sensit. PL Hi. 10.

striding, as Almiffhty Death His bloodless steed. St. Epips. 140.

Genius and f/ftzM contended Sunset^ ^.

Thy brother Death came, and cried, . . , To Nighty IV. i.

A refuge in the cavern or grey death ? . ... Ye hasten^ 12.

B. Fi^. (1) as tne ending or extinction of things,

passionSj &c.
Liberty, smitten to death Cast/. Ad?n. II. 5.

Like sphered worlds to death and ruin driven ; . Dcemon^ I. 172.

A radiant deaths a fiery sepulchre, Epips. 223.

every gentle passion sick to flfeaM, . , . . 247.
Death from the o'er-brimming deep ; . . . Eug. Hills.^ 15.

Strikes its weak form to death . Hellas^ 347.
Tho' 'twas the death of brainless phantasy, . . Laon^ vii. xxii. 8.

And the dust of death is piled Mask., xxiv. 2.

The works and ways of man, their death and birth, Mont B. 92.

And the happy forms of its death and birth . . Protn. iv. 173.

Like worlds to death and ruin driven ; . . . . Q. Mab^ i. 201.

From the lamp's death to the mominff ray. . . Serchio^ 29.

The wave that died the death Which lovers love, 108.

To Death on life's dark river. That time., I. 7.

The death which a heart so true Sought . . . We meet, iv. 4.

No death divide thy immortality Zucca, II. 8.

(2) an existence worse than death.
what wonder if they die Some living death } . . Julian, 210.

No : wears a living death of agonies ! . . . 415.
Consuming all its forms of living death Prol. Hellas, 215.

Then the weeds which were forms of living death Sensit. PL III. 98.

(3) of things utterly inanimate.
fell Into a death of ice, immovable ... . . Epips. 316.

A city of death, distinct with many a tower . Mont B. 105.

Yet it stands majestic even in death W. Jew, (2) 9.

(4) of deathlike appearance.
Upon his cheek of death Alastor, 239.
And yellow death lay on his face ; Peter

.^
i. xi. 1.

(5) an agent or instrument of destruction.

Or the death they bear, ... .... Arabic, Intit. 11. 2.

The spirits of voluptuous i^&flM, . Calderon. ill. ^.
send some quick death upon them ! Cenci, 1. 1. 135.

That some strange sudden death hung over him. . iv. iv. 135.
YoT Toy own. de^h ? . V. ii. 102.

As she spoke, bolts oi death Mixed with hail, . Fugitives, II. 8.

Then lead them to the rivers of fresh death. . . Hdlas^ 258.
Whose lightning once was death,— ... . JLaon, ix. x. 8.

to mock The torture and the death within, . . . Medusa, ill. 7.

When from its sea oi death to kill and bum, . . Ode L.ib. vill. 13.

(6) slaughter, violence.

the lust of blood ... is quenched in death / . . . Hellas, 552.
with its tempestuous phantoms Of raging death / 860.
Shout in the jubilee of death } 931.
were gorging deep Their gluttony of death; . . Laon, vi. vii. 3.

Plans for the field of death his plodding schemes, M. N. Post. Fr. 48.
Has left the frightful work to hell and death. . . 72.
In a sea of ofeffM and mourning. J(/iW>6, LXXVIII. 4.
Their inborn thirst of death / . . . . . Witch, Vil. 3.

(7) the results of death.
the dew is foul with death; . . . ... Hellas, 431.

(8) as new or changed life.

And lured me towards sweet Death ; Epips. 73.

Death, c. adj. attr. mournful, appropriated to death.
In the death chamber for a moment Adonais, xxv. i.

the death dirge of the melancholy wind: . . Dizmon, ii. 212.
In the death hues of agony Peter, vi. xxvi. i.

Death-lied, c. n. A. Lit. the couch of a dying or dead person.
What form leans sadly o'er the white deathbed, . Adonais, xxxv. 3.
Could never o'er a death-bed \it2,& Falsehood, 87.
One step to the white death-bed, Ginevra^ 208.

B. Fig. of the expiring year.

On the earth her death-bed.^ Autumn, I. 4.

*Death-hell, c. n. a bell announcing death.
The ^fl/>^5tf// beats!— St.Ir.{^i,\.
When the death-bell VaWA g) v. 2.

*Death-bird, c. n. a carrion feeding bird

.

like a heap Of corpses, to a death-bird after battle. Prom. 1. 340.
Death-birds, c. n. pi. of Death-bird.
Fat—as the death-birds on Erin's shore, . . Devil^ xil. 1.

The death-birds descend to their feast, .... Hellas, 1025.

*Death-blow, c. n. Fig. a stroke causing the end.
selfishness has felt Its death-blow, Q. Mab, V. 250.

Death-blushing-, c. adj. Fig. dyed in blood.
Stain his death-blushing chariot-wheels, . . . vil, 34.

tDeath-boding-, c. adj. foretelling death.
As a deathboding spirit Fugitives^ IV. 7.

*Death-cold, c. adj. Fig. cold as a corpse.

Rocks the death-cold year to-day ; . . . . Dirgefor Year^ 11. 4.

:{:Death-dartiug', c. adj. shooting forth destruction.

Where the deathdartingsan Vis. Sea, 47.

Death-demon, c. n. Fig. a death-announcing spirit.

'Tis more frightful far than the death-d. scream, M.M Spec. Hors. 24.

*Death-dews, c. n. dews provocative of death.

And the deathdews sleep on the morass, . . Two Spirits, 42.

*Death-dirffe, c. n. a funeral song.

Has sung its death-dirge o'er the ruined fanes . Q. Mab.^ VI. 221,

The melancholy winds a flfea/^i/i^« sung : . . ix. 104.

""Death-draught, c. n. death itself.

Scarce satiable by fate's last deathdraught . . vil. 217.

*Death-flre, c. n. a meteor betokening death.

whence a bright deathfire sprung, . . . Laon, XI. xii. 6.

*Death-flanLes, c. n. meteors betokening death,

, like a rout Oi death-Jiames, Vis. Sea, 19.

*Death-groan, c. n. a groan uttered in dying.

Nature confirms the faith his death-groan sealed : Q. Mab, VII. 14.

*Death-knell, c. n. the stroke of a bell announcing death.

How 1 is not ^WdSsfl^^>4«^//knoIled? . . . Death Nap. 11.

When the deathknell strvick on his ear. . ... St. Jr. (3) IV. 2.

fDeath-mark, c. n. a spot indicative of mortal disease.

The deathmark on my breast Laon, Xll. xxv. 9.

'''Death-mist, c. n, a deadly vapour or atmosphere.
ere the death-mist went abroad Marenghi, xix. 4.

Death-pang", c. n. convulsive action in death.

His death-pang T&nt my heart! . . . . . Q. Mab, vil. 10.

*Death-polluted, c. adj. defiled by dead bodies.

Over the death-pollutedla.n6.— . ... Laon, X. xiii. 2.

*Death-seal, c. n. the settlement or assurement.
The death-seal of mankind's captivity, .... Prom. I. 397.

*Death-swimming', c. adj. glazea in death.
Then in agony roll his deathswim. eye-balls, M. N. Spec. Hors. $\.

*Death-worms, c. n. Fig. something blind or half animate.
How like death-worms the wingless moments crawl ! Prom. II. i. 16.

*Death-wounds, c. n. wounds fatal to life.

one in the blood did lie Of three death-wounds— Laon^ VI. xlix. 4.

*Death-yeUs, c. n. cries uttered in dying.
Whilst India's rocks to his death-yells reply, . . Bigotry, I. 8.

*Deathfal, adj. fatal.

Chastened by daathjul Victory now, Otho, ill. 6.

^Deathless, adj. A. Lit. of persons, not subject to death.
With mortal limbs his deathless limbs inweaving, Horn,. Venus, 38.
And mortal offspring from a deathless stem . 52.

B. Fig. of things, ever enduring.
who now. Vessel of deathless wrath, Alastor, 678.
Truth's deathless voice pauses among mankind ! Laon, Ded. XIV. i.

With deathless minds wnich leave 11. xx. i.

Truth's death, germs to thought's remotest caves ? ix. xxlii. 4.
Art's deathless dreams lay veiled . . Ode Lib. iv. 12.
The deathless memory of that man, . . . . Q. Mab, ill. 165.
With those who live in deathless fame Rosal. 1239.
The deathless stars are bright above

;

. Two Spirits, 9.

Deaths, n. see Death, Lit. (2).
For he would gladlier celebrate their deaths, . . Cenci, i. ii. 52.
Even in the manner of their deaths i. iii. 58.
at this hideous feast Given at my brothers' deaths. i. iii. 122.
Will not the flfefl/Aj of her rebellious brothers . . iv. i. 109.

*Deathy, adj. (1) like death.
Now all is ^athy still on earth, . . , . Moonbeam, II. 1.

(2) appropriated to death.
A mimic day within that deathy nook ; . . Witch, Lxx. 4.

^Debarred,//, cut off, hindered from.
Is as my natural food and rest debarred . . Cenci, i. i. 90.
And I should be fifedaT*?'^!^ from all access. . . . l. ii. 71.

^Debasement, n. disgrace, degradation.
Whose grandeur his debasement. Q. Mad, IV. 82.

Debate, n. A. Lit, question, controversy.
such debate Men held with one another ; . . . Pr. Athan. I. iii.

B. Fig. (1) question or counsel.
while pride and fear held deep debate, .... Laon, V. xxv. 4.

(2) interest or anxiety.
whose freight Is the theme of their debate, . . Similes, ill. 4.

Debates, n. discussions.
and sweet (feia/ej Of ancient lore, . . . . Pr.Athan.u.i.i^.

Debating*, pr. pph. questioning.
Debating -with, myself upon a passage Of Plinius, Calderon, i. no.

Debt, n. A. Lit. a sum of money owing.
An army; and a public debt. Peter, iii. iv. 5.
B. Fig. an obligation incurred.

when These are dead, the debt is due, .... Death, ill. 3.
Who thought to pay some interest for the debt . Gisb. 28.
ere Proserpina Had half . . . the debt forgiven . Witch, Lxvil. 5. .

Debtor, n. Fig. one who owes an obligation to another.
Call your poor Queen your debtor. Ch. 1st ll. 10.

Decay, v. intr. A. Lit. (1) perish gradually.
Must that divinest form, . . . decay ? . ... Deemon I. 17.
And may be thine, and piust decay Hellas^ ^5.
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(2) deteriorate.

We deaiy Like corpses in a chamel ; . , . . Adonais^ xxjcix. 6.

That mortals baubles sunk decay^ Death Vanq. 17.

B. Mg. perish.

In Death's damp vault the lurid fires decay^ . .
—— 23.

In nature's chaos this will not deaty— , . . , M.N. Ravail^ 47.

Decay, n. A. Lit, (1) of material decay, deterioration, or

dissolution.
kingly Death Keeps his pale court in beauty and */., Adonais^ VII. £.

Or falline spear-grass, or their own ^cay . . . Alastor^ ^w.
leaves, whose decay^ Red, yellow, or etherially pale, 584.
even when his feeble hand Shakes in its last decay^ 685.
the same clime Shake with decay Fiordispina^ 19.

He seems to have outlived a world's decay; . . Hellas^ 138.
From creation to decay^ 198.
Death, Decay^ Earthquake and Blight, .... Laon^ I. xxix, i.

and they drew the breath of its decay^ .... X, xiv. 2.

Had bowed her natural powers to decay, . . Mother^ Son^ I. 3.

Round the decay Of that colossal wreck, . . . Ozym. 12.

Fast falling to 5lecav / Q. Mab^ 111. \j,6.

Thus suicidal selfishness ... Is destined to decay^ V. 18.

Their decay and sudden flight from frost . . Senstt. PL III. 100.
Ere its outward form had known deaiy^ .... IV. 3.

Its decay is pale—isfast. W. Jew^ (1) 4.

(2) becoming old,
like leaves, on our decay^ Bpips. 537.
B. Fig. moral or mental deterioration.

Who waged contention with their time's decay^ Adonazs, XLVIII. 8.

To-morrow dust, nor wear a dull decay. .... Couplets^ 4.
A later Empire nods in its decay : Hellas^ 870.
in the shape of that Which gathers birth in its d. 891.
Our dead shall be the seed of their decay^ . . . 1012.

Seek from their own decay their stubborn minds
to move . La&n^ IV. xxvi. 9.

warring with decay^-— Marenghi^ XVIII. 5.

A dupe and a deceiver ; a demy

;

Prom. iv. 550.
That knows no term, cessation, or deaiy; . , , O. Mab^ VI. 149.
Faster is her heart's decay ; W.TfW^ (i) 6.

when the surviving Sun Shall smile on your dem,y— Vvitchy xxiv. 4.

Decayed, adj. wasted, withered.
And follow in the dance, with limbs decayed^ . . Triumph^ 167.

jDecaying",/^/. adj. A. Lit, (1) wasting.
Sit spinning still round this decaying form, . . Gish. 6.

and did That decaying robe consume ..... W^. Shel. (3) I. 3.

(2) becoming disintegrated.

Loose clouds Hke earth's d. leaves are shed, Ode W. Wind^ II. 2.

Pale, fleshy, as if the ^cvzjy/w^ dead Sensit. PI. iw.t/^^

B- Fig. wasting mentally.
That ever fed on its decaying flame. Alastor^ 247.

Deceit, n. artifice, double dealing.
The sunbeams are my shafts, with which I kill Deceit^ Apollo^ III. 2.

there was strife, deceit, and fear : Prom. i. 653.
their cold hearts blend. Deceit with sternness, . Q. Mab, iv. 183.

What palpable deceit/^ vi. 68.

Deceits, n. misleading doctrines.

Or those absurd deceits Julian^ 240.

Deceive, v. tr. (1) mislead wilfully.

And even at the end will ne'er deceive thee. Horn. Merc. Lxxviil. 8.

Him will I not iiSK^Vc, but will assist ; . . . ' xciii. i.

(2) impose upon.
Three spirits canst thou not deceive Horn. Venus, 9.

how could fond visions such softness deceive ? , .St. Ir. (6) iii. 3.

Deceived,//. (1) mistaken.
if I am not mighdly deceived^ Faust^ II. 405.
Nor has the expectation been deceived .... (Edipus, 11. i. 164.

(2) misled, cheated.

and men Were trampled and deceived again, . . Rosal. 704.

for all, though hsM aeceived^ 717.

and been d^ived By some strange shew ; , . . 758.

Deceiver, n. one who misleads or cheats.

Woe to the dupe, and woe to the deceiver i . . Hellas, 896.

That the deceiver was his father's son. . . Horn. Merc, xxxvi. 3.

Why the deceiver and the slave has sway . . . Loon, II. xxxiv. 8.

A dupe and a daxiver; a decay ; Prom. IV. 550.

Deceives, v. I. tr. misleads.

Unless my heart deceives me, Fiordispina^ 6fi.

These spirits she persuades not, nor deceives^ . . Horn. Venus^ 31.

II. intr. practises deception.

A cowled . . . monk Prays, curses and deceives. . Q. Mab, II. 181.

Deceivest, v. rejl, misleadest.

Her whom, if thou thyself deceivest not, .... Dante Conv. 48.

Deceiving*, pr, pple. imposing on.

And, as she willed, his mighty mind deceiving^ , Horn. Venus, 37.

December, n. the last month in the calendar.

It was the twenty-seventh oi December: . . • Cencit I. iii. 68.

Frozen upon December's bough Fug. Hills, 44.

Waked by the darkest of December's hours . . Zucca, xi. 3.

^Decency, «, (1) sense of shame.
wisely attired with greater decent^. Faust, 11. 245.

(2) conventional propriety,

the common laws Of decency and prejudice, . . Q. Mab, v. 106.

:}Decent, adj. {saiir.) conventionally respectable.

His (iia^ff/ heirs enjoyed his pelf, Peter, \il.\l^

Decide, v. intr. determine, arrange.
we'll decide where that Corr^gio Shall hang^ . Ch. ist, II. 47S.

^Decimate, v. tr. Fig. kill every tenth man of.

Do the troops mutiny 1—decimate some regunents ; (Bdipus, 1. 103.

Deck, V. tr. A. Lit. embellish, adom, or set off.

flowers deck the dead Seasons' bier ; Adonais, XVIII. 5.

To deck with their bright hues his withered hair, . Alastor, 413.
Sad funeral flowers to, deck a living corpse, . . Cencz, V. iii. 42.
A thousand mourners deck the pomp of death . Dcemon, 11. 217.

It K It 11 tt ti • 0' Mab, IX. 109.
blooms will deck the coming year Faust, I. 72.

In halls ye deck another dwells Men ojBng.wii. 2.

B. Fig. (1) accompany or form part of.

With the sharp thorns that deck the English crown. Ch. 1st, II. 5.

(2) set off, give glamour to.

To deck the triumph of their languid zeal, . . . Q. Mab, V. 203.

Deck, n. the flooring of a ship.

And on the deck, with unaccustomed eye . . L>aon, VIII. xxviii 7.

Leaped up from the deck in agony, Prom. i. 96.

One deck is burst up from the waters below, . . Vis. Sea, 35.
the seventh, from the deck An oak-spUnter pierced 63.

Decked, //. A. Lit. arrayed, adorned.
no mourning maiden decked With weeping flowers, Alastor, s^.
Decked with rare gems, and beauty rarer still, . (Ediptts, 11. 1. 174-

B. Fig. provided or furnished with.

Thou wilt hiehold deckedwxih such loveliness, . . Dante Conv. 49.
they are decked in wealth. Honour and power, . Q. Mab, iv. 186.

Which meek-eyed courage d. with freshest grace ; IX, 71.

In gentleness and strength its limbs were e^ked; Witch, XXXVI. 4.

Decks, V. tr. overspreads with beanty.
As calm (ila:^ the fidse Ocean :— Zawz, viii. xv. 6.

Declare, v. I. tr. A. Lit. proclaim, announce.
Their names will I declare to thee, ... . . Love, Hope, 7.

Or Lesbian liquor to declare these words, . , . CEdipus, 1. 121.

Some declare You a familiar spirit, St. Bpips. 46.

B. Fig. (1) make known, explain.

And measureless ocean may declare as soon . . Alastor, 509.
what she did to sprites ... I will d. another time ; Witch, Lxxvill. 5.

(2) evidence.
monstrous births declare The secret wrath of Nature Hellas, 604.

II. intr. Lit, ' (1) proclaim or announce.
I here d. those whom I did accuse Are innocent. . Cenci, v. iL 159.

Z^cc^r^ with measuredwords that ye Are,. . .free Mask, LXXIII. 3.

(2) tell, explain.

d. Ofmy illustrious heifers, where they are ! . Horn. Merc. XLII. 7.

Z?e£/flr£ Who is his master? Prom. il. iv. 108.

Declared, v. intr. announced.
Dedared, that if the tempter were there, . . . Devil, Vlll. 3.

Declared, pp. (1) explained, made clear.

Which cannot be declared, it seems so new ; . . Dante Conv. 3.

(2 ) announced, proclaimed.
by sound of trumpet was d. A price upon his life Marenghi, xii. i.

Declares, v. tr. Fig. makes evident.

The universe. In nature's silent eloquence, declares Q. Mab, iii. 197,

Decline, v. I, tr. Fig. refuse or avoid.

nor did he . . . Decline this talk : Pr. Athan. 1. 1 14.

II. intr. Fig. sink down.
This height of noon—from which he must decline Ch. ist, i. 50.

Decline, n. Fig. decreasing light.

I tilled these vines till the decline of day, . Horn. Merc, xxxiv. 8.

At the decline of day Laon, vi. xviii. 2.

Declined, v. intr. deteriorated.

For ever now his health dedined, Rosal. 814.

Declining-, ppl. adj. Fig. (1) darkening.
Pale in the light of the declining day Ginevra, 105.

(2) sinking.

The red swift clouds . . . Yon dedining sun have
overtaken, 7^0 Spirits, 22.

^Declivities, n. hill-sides.

My sons indeed, on far declivities, Cyd. 31.

*Decorate, v. tr. Fig. make beautiful or charming.
To decorate its memory, Damon, 11. 219.

„ „ Q. Mab, IX. III.

To aecorate its paradise of peace vrii. 238.

Decree, n. judgment or ordinance.

Of his decree enregistered in heaven ? Cenci, II. i. 147.

A judge who makes Truth weep at his decree / . II. ii. 77.

For thy decree yawns like a Hell m. i. 133.

the swiift decree Yet hovers, Prol. Hellas, 14.

Decreed, v. intr. ordained.

Decreed to hold a sacred Festival, ... . Laon, V. xxxvii. 4.

Decreed, pp. Fig. determined.

With thinking what I have decreed to do.— . . Cenci, I. iii. 172.

Decrees, n. pi. of Decree,
Sends his decrees veiled in eternal Prol. Hellas, 30.

The stem decrees go forth, 46.

Dedicate, v. tr. devote entirely.

I swear To dedicate my cunning, Cenci, III. i. 224.

I vowed that I would ded. my powers To thee— Int. Beauty,vi. i.

Dedicate,//, devoted.

To Truth its state is dedicate, Prom. 1. 569,
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Dedicated,//. (1) devoted wholly, given np.
And a mind ^tf(//ra/^rf to no care Ch. ist^ U. ^oy.

(3) addressed, inscribed.

I have already dedicated two SL Epips. 2.

Dedicated, p/>i. adj. devoted,

O, ^ai\id as Tieath's dedt'caied hride, . . . _//*//««, 384.

Dedication, n. Fig. devotion to a special purpose.
In sacred dedication ever grew : Tersa Rima^ 6.

^Dedicators, n. inscribers of books or memorials.
I will not, as most dedicators do, St. Epips. 120.

^Deduce, v> tr. Fig. trace down.
nor deduce The future from the present, . . . . Q. Ma&, III. 100.

Deed, n. (1) doing, putting into action.

thouffht is but a prelude to the rftftfrf."— .... Ca/deron, III. 118.

Should we be less in deed than in desire ? . . . Julian^ 176.

(2"^ an action, a thing done or to do.
Repentance of the Irrevocable deed:— .... Calderon^ II. 125.

The deed he saw could not have rated higher . . Cenci^ I. i. 24.

there yet remains a deed to act I. i. loa
if he Had killed me, he had done a kinder deed li. i. 3.

A deed which shall confound both night and day ? II. i. 183.

But never fancy imaged such a deed III. i. 55.

Accuse him of the ^/ifffft^, III. i. 152.

still doubting if that rflserf Be just ...... ill. ii. 7.

Appointed for the deed an hour too soon. . . . III. ii. 34.

the pale intrusion of remorse In a just deed} . III. ii. 48.
If he should wake before the deed is done ? . . . iv. ii. 4.

Ye know it is a high and holy deed? .... iv. ii. 35.

With such a deed undone} IV. iii. 25.

And when a deed where mercy insults heaven. . iv. iii. 30.

If thou hast crimes, repent : this deed is none. ^ . iv. iii. 56.

Earth and Heaven, consenting arbiters, Acquit
our deed. IV. iv. 25.

The deed is done, And what may follow . . . iv. iv. 46.
Who most lament that such a deed is done ; . iv. iv, og.

There is a e/^tfrf demanding question done; . . . IV. iv. 105.

It was a wicked thought, a piteous deed^ . , v. i. la
You cannot say I urged you to the deed. . . . V. i. 19.

They thought 'twas theirs,— but mine the deed/ Falsehood^ 76.

Unveiling every new-bom deed^ Fr. Conse^. 4.

which to every deed Knd all that lives, .... L.aon^ V. xi. 7.

Monarchs of earth ! thine is the baleful deed^ . . M. N. Post. Ff. 37.
It was some high and holy deed^ Maren^ki^ xi. 3.

And many a deed of terrible uprightness . . . Ode Lib. VII. 5.

a deed it was to bring Tears from all men

—

Oiho^ II. 5.

to one deed Which gross and sensual self . . . Q. Mab^ vil. 95.

(3) contract or agreement.
Without a bond or witness to the deed: .... Cenci^ ir. ii. 21.

Deeds, n. (1) pi. of Deed (2).
because we see His deeds are evil, Calderon, i. 122.

here is the place for deeds I. 220.

the deeds "WhicYiyoM scarce hide Cenci^ I. i. 13.

Wherein to act the deeds which are the stewards i. u 32.

How hideously look deeds of lust and blood , . I. i. 38.
To act the deeds that rumour pins on you. . . . i. iii. 16.

But that the strange and execrable deeds . . ii. ii. 63.
Words are but hovf as the deeds they cover : . 11. ii, 75.
there are deeds Which have no form, . . . ill. i. 141.
See the worst deeds they prompt, ill. ii. 45.
I will bequeath The memory of these deeds^ IV. i. 52.
Strang;e thoughts beget strzxi^e deeds ; .... iv, iv. 139.
Do evil deeds thus quickly come to end? v. i. i.

rigjiteous in words. In deeds a Cain V. iv. 109.
1^ royal lord would turn to golden deeds. . . Ck. \st^ ll. 28.

Your words shall be my deeds: II. 192.
deeds to be feigned in words,. Cycl.%(&.
and thoughts More ghastly than those deeds. . , Fr. Conseq, 5.
Proud words when a. come short are seasonable : Hellas^ 33&
In deeds which make the Christian cause look pale 554.
sing the deeds of golden Aphrodite Horn. Venus, i.

and the fame Of glorious a*eife, 12.

then as one Reproaching; deeds never to be undone Julian, 289.
Who intend deeds too ^eadful for a name . . . 456.
Thoughts of great deeds were mine, dear Friend, Laon, Ded. ill. i.

And snared in fearless deeds with evil men, . . —— i. xliv. 4.
the vital words and deeds Of minds 11. ii. 6.

Nor, had I heard the story of their deeds / . . . 11. xi. 2.

and mighty hopes, and gentle deeds Abound, , , iv. xv. i.

ofwhose high deeds The Hermit in his pilgrimage
had heard, iv. xxxiv. 2.

Our many thoughts and deeds^ ix. xxx. i.

The deeds which night and fear brought forth, . x. xlvi. 5.
let d. not words express Thine exceeding loveliness. Mask, LXIV. 3.
and deeds worthy of thoughts so fair iVo/. Hellas, 37.
Ill deeds, then be thou damned, beholding good ; Prom. I, 293.
And I shall gaze not on the deeds III. ii. 35.
formed for deeds Of hi^h resolve, Q. Mob, rv. 154.
To deeds of charitable mtercourse V. 104.
Feeling the horror of the tyrant's deeds, .... v, 124.
lends His arm to murderous deeds, .... v. 207.
What then avail their virtuous deeds^ ... . vil. 153.
To sanctify their desolating deeds; Vll. 228.
Babble oflove and mercy, whilst their deeds . . vil. 242.
Long sanctified all deeds of vice and woe, . . . ix. 44.
Even as the deeds of others, not as theirs. , . . Triumph, 281.

(2) figurative use of Deed (3).
that forgery Of the title deeds^ Mask, XLV. 2.

Deem, v. I. tr. (1) esteem, consider.

Thousands shall deem it an old woman's tale, . O- ^°-^y V- '46-

Which mortals truth and reason deem, .... Rosal. 639.

(2) know, think.

Thou of death must d. Things more true and deep Skylark^ 82.

II. intr. think, support or conclude.

And yet another, I did fondly deem, Laon, II. xvii. 6.

alas, ye deem Falsely— XI. xii, 3.

I deem It must be love and joy XI. xvii. 8.

than ye will ever taste, I deem xn.xxvn.9.

They have strength for their swiftness I dum, . Prom. II. iv. 167.

or deem That they are other than they seem. . . Rosal. 516.

Deemed, v. intr. supposed, thought.
The mountaineer . . . deemed tha.t the Spirit ofwind Alasior^ 259.

but deemed \\ii^t fate Which made them abject, . Laon, IV. ix. 3.

and still I deemedlhsxe was a babe within— . . VII. xvii. 5.

Deemeth, v. tr. looks on it as.

rapt fancy deemeth it A metaphor of peace ;— . Q. Mab^ IV. 14.

Deems, v. tr, esteems.
And deems their knowledge light, Horn. Merc, xciii. 5.

Deep, n. A. Lit. (1) the sea or ocean.
The slimy caverns of the populous deep. . . . Alastor, yyfj.

That canopied his path o'er the waste (fee// . . —- 33".

the moon is in the deep: April, 1814, 18.

As she lingered towards the deep Areihusa, i. 18.

To the brink of the Dorian ^«/ II. 18.

And bid the deep hide me, m. 2.

And at night they sleep In the rocking deep . . V. 14.

like rocks ofjet Above the burning deep: . . . Damon, I. 200.

In the damp Caves of the deep/ Efitfial. (2) 19.

from their sleep Bursting o'er the starlight deep, . Eug. Hills, 139.

from the deep IFp to the rocks, FausL I. 13.

like the wake oflight that stams The Tuscan deep,, Giso. 69.
Oneof the richest of the ^0//— 232.

there sleep Young Cyclads on a sunnier deep. . Hellas, 1071.

The billowy surface of thy circling deep. . . . Ireland 4,

And on the bosom of the deepy Ja^e, Recoil. 15.

As still as in the silent deep ——; 31.

Burst in far peals along the waveless deep, . . . Laon^ i. ii. 2.

Blood stains the snowy foam of the tumultuous d. i. xi. g.

With me and with this Serpent, o'er the deep, . I. xxi. 8.

Over the starry deep that gleams below .... I. xxiii. 8.

On the blue sunny deep, resplendent far away. I. xlviii. g.
Whose blosmy forests starred the shadowy deep, • I. li. 2.

Which skirts the hoary caves of the green deep, . II. xviii. 2.

Of those who in the w^de deep wandering are, . III. xxx. 7.

redoubling Beneath the deep— • vii. xi. 2.

was richly paven With the deep^s wealth, . . Vll. xiii. 2.

With splash and shock into the deep— .... Vll. xxxix. 4.
shade did cover The twilight deep;— vil. xl. 8.

Wearily, wearily o'er the Doundless deepWe sail ; -— viir. xxiii. 2.

spotting the dark blue deep ix. iii. i.

O'er the breast of the waveless deep. M. N. Ravail, 13.
Yes ! the fierce spirits of the avenging deep . . 60.
a rush as if the deep Had burst its bonds ; . . . Mar. Dr. xill. i.

The smiles of the serene and tranquil deep . , , Moschus, 3.
Like rocks which fire lifts out of the flat deep, . Ode JLib. ix. 5.
as storms tear the deep, Prom, i. 580.
Bums far along the tempest-wrinkled deep, . . iii. ii. 9,
The loud deep calls me home even now to feed it iii. ii. 41.
The crae^buik desarts of the barren deep, , , . iii. iii. 122.
From the Indian deep, iv. 87,
not the faintest breath Steals o*er the unruffled rf.y Q. Mab, iv. 22.
The torn deep yawns,—the vessel finds a grave . iv. 32.
That yielded to the wanderers of the deep . . . iv. 94.
That lurk in the abysses of the ii!g^, V. 180.
Like a sunny storm o'er the dark green deep. . Senstt. PI. II. 28.
I see the Z?«/'j untrampled floor St. Dejection, u.i.
the deep Was at my feet, Triumph, 27.
they pass To their graves in the deep Vis. Sea, 9.
to the chasm of the deep It sinks, 14.
Till a lead-coloured fog gathered up from the deep 49.
cast Down the deep, . , re.

so smiled The false deep ere the storm 167.

(2) meaning simply water.
and in the deep there lay Those lovely forms . . F^om. III. iv. 82.

(3) transf, sense, the firmament.
Or whether clouds sail o'er the inverse deep, . . Gisb. 261.
heaven's utmost deep Gives up her stars, . . . Prom. iv. 418.
The blue deep thou wingest, Skylark, g.
B. Fig. (1) an indefinable abyss of thought, imagination,
space or time.

Be peopled from thy shadowy deep, Calderon, III. 8.
Which called it from the uncreated deep, . , . Hellas, 858.
and the blank deep expects Oblivion on oblivion, 876.
in the d. The shape of an old man did then appear, JLaon, lii. xxvii. 6.
when there came A Voice out of the deep : . . . Ode Lib. l. 15.
Gather ye up in legions from the deep ? . , . . Proin. I. 462.
To the deep, to the deep, . u. iii. ca
In the depth of the deep n. iii. gi[
Oh, below the deep . iv. 60.
and darkened our birth In the deep iv. 60.
Into the hoar deep to colonize : iv. 143,
Such as ghosts dream dwell in the lampless deep, • rv! 2±k.
Jammed m the hard, black deep ; ly] 302!
And Conquest is dragged captive through the d. : iv. «6*,

(2) of numan feeling, trouble, anxiety.
Death from the o'er-bfimming deeP/ . . . . Eug. Hills 15,

X
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Magnet. Lady, iv. 8.

. Ode Lib, JX. ii.

. Adonais, ill. 7.

. Falsehood^ 98.

By mine thy being is to its deep Fossest.
Whilst from the human spirit^s deepest deep

(3) of death,
oh, dream not that the amorous Deep . .

£re gapes the grave's unclosing deep^ . .

Beep, adj. A. Lit. (1) extending inwards laterally.

Deep Caves and dreaiy main, A Dirge^ 7.

And the deep cavern where dark shadows lie, Horn. Merc, xxxviii. 4.

And in some deep and narrow bay Laon, v. Hii. 3.

from their £^/ And dark-green cliasms, . . . xii.xxxvi.6.

into a cavern, high and <;^/ ; Triumph, ^\^.
the mass Of the (^^^ cavern, 361.

through the adamant Of the deep mountains, . . Witch, ix. 3.

The &ep recesses of her odorous dwelling . . XIV. i.

through chambers high and deep She past, . . . LX. 7.

(2) extending downwards.
Through tangled swamps and d. precipitous dells, Alasior^ 235.

the road Crosses a deep ravine ; Cenci, III. i. 245.

By the sea-shore in a deep mountain glen ; . . . Loon, I. xxxvi. 3.

Thus thou, Ravine of Arve—dark, deep Ravine— Mont B. 12.

Thy vales more deep Prom, IV. 430.
To a deep, lawny dell they came, Rosal. 105.

(3) going far below the surface of water.
to the rocky lair Of some deep lake, Laon, V. xvi. 3.

And continents, and winds, and oceans deep, . . V. Iv. 8.

and feed A river deep, Xll. xix. 9.

And O thou stem Ocean deep, Mexican, III. 5.

a deep but narrow stream. Orpheus, 4.
And the deep ocean and the sunless caves . . . Prom, II. v. 29.

Through the green splendour of the water deep , Witch, xxviii. 4.

(4) of vast spaces.

Thy deep chasms and wildernesses ; Ode to Heavett, 13.

(5) of great extent.

Follow to the deep wood's weeds, ....
which seemed to lie Far, deep, and motionless
Yon desart wide and deep holds no recess.

Now brought from the deep forest ....
to the home Of earth and its deep woods,
when birds die In the deep forests ; . .

(6) vast, immeasurable.
That soothed the silver clouds through the deep air. Hellas, 62g.
In the deep east, dun and blind, Jane^ Invitn^ 63.

the deep air's unmeasured wildernesses, .

"

(7) penetrating.
The deep grip of their claws

(8) long, tall.

Through the deep grass of the meadow \

(9) reiterated= grievous and serious.

A deep deep wound Adonis Bion. Adon. 13.

B. Fig. (1) extreme, excessive, profound.

Fr. Invit. i.

Laon, I. V. 5.

II. xlviii. 2.

IX. ii. 2.

Moschus, 8.

Summer, 12.

Prom. IV. 336.

Vis. Sea, 44.

Fr. Serp. 4.

not daring for deep awe To speak her love :— . Alastor^ 133.

It is a woe too ' deep for tears,' ... ... 713.
To calm the deep emotions of his breast. . . . Faust, I. 68.

mighty mind, in whose deep stream .... Fr. Byron, i.

Tempers the deep emotions of the time .... Ginevra, 116.

Deep contemplation, and unwearied study, . . Hellas, 157.

were I as he Fallen to such deep reverse ;— , . Julian, 265.
The deep pollution ofmy loathed embrace— . . 422.
1 sought relief From the deep tenderness . . , —— 566.
The deep bliss Of that unutterable light .... Cane. 4.

So that when Hope's deep source in fullest flow, Laon, I. xxxviii. 7.

But from its beams deep\av& my spirit drank, , I. xli. 4.

The fountains of her feeling, swift and deep, . . il. xlix. 2.

Deep thirst for knowledgehad his footsteps led, , IV. viii. 8.

all stood in joy and deep amaze, V. H. 9.
with pain Of heart, so deep and dread, .... VL xliii. 6.

Of converse and caresses sweet and deep, . . Vll. i. 6.

We have survived a ruin wide and deep— . . . ix. xix. 2.

but senseless death—a ruin dark and deepI . . ix. xxxii. 9,

and a deeP sickening dread Within each neart, . X xvi. 6.

and shot forth ... a light of deep re\'ealing, . . xi. iv. 8.

mingling with her heart's deep ecstasies, , . . xi. v. 5.

to tell Of deep and mighty change xil. xxx. 9.

A spirit of deep emotion Naples. 37.

She is thine own deep love Nat, Ant. III. 4.
Bred from the slime of deep oppression's den, . Ode Lib. xil. 3.

reflecting the iil«^ joy And tender love .... Orpheus, 6^
Then from the deep.axid overflowing spring . . 70.
Thro' the noon-tide darkness deep, Prom. II. i. 181.

whose dregs they drain To deep intoxication ; . Ji. iii. 8.

Whose safety is man's deep unbettered woe, . , Q. Mab, iv. 81.

To move the deep stagnation of his soul,— . . V. 165.

and with ^ile^^jgrief and awe Rosal. 1294.

And delight, tho* less bright, was far more deep^ Sensit. PI. 1. 100.

Ocean of Time, whose waters of deep woe , . . Time, 2,

that which to this (^^/ scorn Triumph, 191.

And thou, when the gloom is deep and stark, . Two Spirits, 29.

the deep content In which they paused ; . . . . Witch, xli. 4.

visions clear Oideep affection and of truth sincere. Lxxvii. 8.

(2) inexplicable, fathomless, impenetrable.
Of night and day, and the deep heart of man. . , Alastor, 49.
Or sound of awe but in his own deeP mind. . . 298.
wide, grey, lampless, deep, unpeopled world 1 . Cenci, v. iv. 59.
By the deep murmuring stream of passing things, Damon, II. 32.

„ „ ,, ., „ „ Q. Mab, vili. 8.

This truth is that deep well, Epips. 184.
To the intense, the deep, the imperishable, . . . 391

.

In the deep wide sea of misery, Bug. Hills, 2.

With its own deep melodies, Fug. Hills, 365.
the golden melodies Of his deep soul, Fr. A Soul, 9,

from the crystal wells Of thy deep spirit, . . . Laon, II. xlii, 8.

a fall far and deep,—A gulph, a void, IIX. xxii. 5.

Spirit vast and deep as Night and Heaven ! , V. Song^ 2, i.

Twin serpents in one deep and winding nest j . . X. xxxii. 7.

He might man's deep and searchless heart display, x. xlvi. 7.

1 felt that Earth out of her deep heart spoke— , Naples, 8.

and from thy deep bosom fairest, Ode Lib. vil i.

out of the inmost cave Of man's deep spirit, . . xviil. 2.

Deep, immeasurable, vast, Ode to Heaven, 3.

Which thro' the deep and labyrinthine soul, . . Prom,. I. 805.
From that deep abyss Of wonder and bliss, . . IV. 99.
Make bare the secrets of the earth's deep heart ; iv. 279.
The caverns of my pride's deep universe, . . . iv. 500.
It loves, even like Love, its <^ep heart is full, . . Sensit. PI. I. 76.

Or live, or drop in the deep sea of Love ; . , . Sunset, 49.
So sweet and deep is the oblivious spell ; ... Triumph, 331.

(3) abstruse, solemn, difficult.

the depth Of thy deep mysteries Alastor, 23.

And twilight phantasms, and deep noonday thought, 40.
and deep musings are not free April, 1S14, 23.
The words of mystic import and deep sense . . Cfalderon, i. 53.
overwrought with these deep thoughts Ch. ist, li. 475.
too deep For the brief fathom-line Epips. 89.
a treatise of deep sense And ponderous volume ? . Faust, 11. 2S9.
while pride ana fear held deep debate Laon, v. xxv. 4.
in whom new love had stirred Deep thoughts : . vil. xli. g.
Things more true and deep Skylark, 83.

(4) profound, unbroken.
he takes his fill Of deep and liquid rest, .... Adonais, vii. g.

Which will be deep and calm, I feel : Cenci, IV. L i&.
Let us retire to counterfeit deep rest ; .... iv. iii. 61.
Bounds this with its recesses wide and deep. . Fr. The Desarts, 3.
Be thy sleep Calm and deep^ Hellas, 6.

Be his, as Heaven seems. Clear, and bright, and d. I 1 1.

shall lull Us to slumber, deep and dull . . . Inv. Mis. vi. 5.
Deep slumber fell on me :— . Laon, I. xl. i.

the sickness of a deep And speechless swoon . . vi. xxxiv. 6.

To a sleep more deep and so more sweet . . . Rosal. 346.
The shadow of that slumber deep : S39.
Some mortal slumber, dark and deep, . . . Whenpassions, I. 4.
They drank in their deep sleep of that sweet wave. Witch, Lxix. 3.

(5) perfect, complete.
With that deep music is in unison : Epips. 454-
that in that stillness deep And solemn Matilda, 7.

Wraps all in its own deep eternity ;— .... Mont B. 29.
the deep truth is imageless ; Prom. 11. iv. 1 16-
Whose changeless ^aths thro' Heaven's deep

silence lie
; Q. Mab, ill. 229.

All is deep silence, like the fearful calm . . . iv. 53.
The heaped waves behold The deep calm . . . Vis. Sea, 129.

(6) secure, unbreakable.
Following the captive to his dungeon deep ; . Julian, 448.Who in cells deep and lode have languished . . ijion, iii. xxxii. 9.
Its deep foundation no firm purpose knows . viL xxviii. 7.
Even thus beneath the deep Titanian prisons . . Prom. in. L 62.

(7) of darkness and night, gloomy, profound.
With deep and dreadful night ; Faust, I. 12.
where the lovers lay In the deep night, .... Hom. Merc. I. 7.
Thro' darkness wide and deep those tranced

spirits smite Laon, 11. xvi. 9.
Steeps the faint eyes in darkness sweet and deep; xii. xvii. 6.
thro forests deep like night, we glode, .... xil. xxxv. 5.
And tremulous as they, in the deep night . . . Prom. ll. i. 85.
She must quit at deep midnight her pitiless home. St. Ir. (6) I. 4.
(^^ night Caught them ere evening.— .... Triumph, 214.

(8) of sound, sonorous, piercing or distinct.
Ifyou hear not a deep and heavy bell Julian, 97.And voice made deep with passion— . . . Laon, vii. xxxiv. 6.
It was so deep, save when the devastation . . x. xliii. 7.
Will take from both a deep autumnal tone, . Ode W. Wind, v. 4.
a sound Of t^if^ and fearful melody Orpheus, ^^.
'Tis the deep music of the rolling world .... ProTn. \\. 186.
With love, and odour, and deep melody . . . iv. 330.
the deep roar Of distant thunder Q. Mab, iv. 27.
Her deep hard sobs and heavy sighs .... Rosal. 417.A deep groan was answer'd from hell St. Ir. (3) xvill. "j.

And the sobs of the mourners deep and low ; . . Sensit. PI. iii. 8.

(9) grievous, tremendous.
think what deep wrongs must have blotted out . Cenci, l. iii. loS.
his crimes have deep pollution \vrought ! ... l^aon, V. xxxii, 3.
those who do endure Deep wrongs for man, . . Prom. I. 595.
(10) expression of the eyes.

but blue and not so deep Cenci, V. ii. 67.
yet gleam With such deep meaning, .... Julian, 149.
His eyes were dark and cUep, Laon, i. iTx. 2.
From her deep eyes far wandering, n. xxix. 8
Thy deep eyes, a double Planet, Sophia^ li. i.

d. her eyes, as areTwo openings of unfathomable night Witch, v. z.

(U) pronounced or absolute in colour.
Bask in the deep blue noon divine Hellas, dw.
which rested on Their own deep fire— .... Laon, I. iv.* 4.
Thine eyes are like the d, blue, boundless heaven Prom. Ii. i. 1 14.
Of meadow flowery or folded violets deep, . n. ii. 85.'

Andbulrushes, and reeds of such (Ak^ green . , Question iv. 7.
And soon his oSfe^ and sunny hair, Rosal. 821.
When the skies are deep in the stainless noon, . 058.
In the sky of midnight dark and deep : . ... 1 138^
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(12) of odour, acute, penetrating.
the odours deep Of flowers, ........ Epij>s. 202.

(13 ) mysterious, pre^ant of meaning.
he unlocked the treasure Of his deep song, Horn.. Merc. LXXII. 7.

For a rftftf^ shade was cleft, Zaow, xil. xxxvii.j.

(14) violent, unmeasured.
And my deep imprecation ! . Cenci^ IV. i. 145.
and they began to breathe Deep curses, .

'.

. Loon. vil. vii. 9.

the deep curses which the destitute Mutter . . Q. Mab^ III. 35.

(15) discerning, penetrating.
sees now in that deep eye Ch. isi^ II. 43.

(16) cunning, wary.
As one who bsiffles a deep adversary ; . . . . Cenci^ v. ii. 183.

vl7) uttermost in degree.
Will but dislodge a spirit of rfee/ hell .... IV. ii. 7
(18) lasting, abiding.

thy foundations deep^ Horn. Earthy a.

(^19) voracious, insatiable.

a horse leech, whose deep maw (Edipus^ I. igo.

Deep, as adv. A. Lit. (1) in bold relief.

thro' portals sculptured deep With imagery . . Laon^ V. xxvi. 2.

(2) far in.

cut close and deep^ CBdipus^ I. 73.
Cut close and deep^ good Moses I. 79.

B. Fig. (1) fuUy, to repletion.
I have drunken deep ofjoy, Cenci^ I. iii. 88.
were gorging deep Their gluttony of death ; . . Laon^ VI. vii. 2.

Deep wallow in tne earnings of tne poor, . . . Q. Mab^ IV. 239.
Hath drunk so deep the qup of bitter fate . . . Solitary^ 11. 3.
Deep with sorrow laden, W. Jew^ 7.

(a) ineradicably.
is written deep The sentence ofmy judge. . . . Ch. xsi^ I. 90.

(3) utterly.

Withering and cankering deep its passive prime. Q' Mab^ IV, 231.

(4) profoundly.
when ^ep My heart was pierced with sympathy, Laon^ I. xxxv. 6.

Spirit ! who hast dived so deep ^ . , , . Q. Mab^ i. 157.
stricken ^c/ With some disease of mind, . . . Rosal. y^i.

(5) afar off.

Deep in the orange light of widening morn . Prom. 11. i. 18.

(6) far down.
Now seen athwart frore vapours, deep below, . I. 121.

^Deep-eyed, c. adj. expressive.
Sculptures like life and thought; ijnmovable,

deep-eyed. Laon^l. H. 9.

*Deep-red, c. adj. dark red.

Whene'er he found those globes of deep-red gold Marenghiy xiil. 4.

^Deepened, v. ir. Fig. intensified.

And i^^s«g(/ the faint crimson of her mouth, . Ginevra^ 15.

^Deepened, ppl. adj. Fig. intensified.
Prolonging it with cfetf^cwec/ strain: . . . . ^oja/. 893.

*"Dee^eTalXLSi pr. pple. Fig. (1) intensifying.
evening gloom Now deepening the dark shaties, Alasior^ 4S6.

(2) becoming darker in tone.
Orange and azure deepentngmto gold : . . . . ProfJt. i. 761.

^Deepening, Jtpl. adj. Fig. (1) becoming darker.
On undulating clouds and deepening \ai}x.^B. . . Dcemon^ ii. 39.
Cloud upon cloud, in dark and deepening mass, Q. Mab^ iv. 26.

(2) becoming more expressive,
her dark and deepening eyes, Laon^ VI. xxxjii. 4.

(3) becoming richer in colour.
filled with deepening goXA^ Xll. xxxiv, 3.

(4) more sombre in remembrance.
(For years gone by leave each a deepen, shade), Mar^ngki^ xxv. 3.

*I>eepens, v. tr. makes more profound.
the spirit of that wind Whose soft step d. slumber, Wiich^ LX. a.

Beeper, adj. Fig. (1) more grievous.
A deeper [wound] Venus bears upon her heart. . Bion. Adon. 14.
he struck but me Who have borne deeper wrongs. Cenci^ II. i. 2.

or erase the deeper wounds, Fr. Satire^ -18.

(2) closer, more secure.
A ^tf^er prison and heavier chains did find, . . Laon^ 11, vi. 5.

(3) more intense.

seemed a deeper )oy to taste Than e'er . . . vi. Hv. 5.
A passion deeper i^x than tears, or mirth, . . xi. iv. 4.

(4) more subtle or cimning.
I'll countermine him by a deeper plan ; , Horn. Merc. xxx. 2.

(5) more utter or complete.
did fling Still deeper solitude, Rosal. loi.

(6) more expressive.
eyes . . . deeper than sleep or death, . . . . Laon^ XI. v. 3.

Deeper, adv. A. Lit. farther below the surface.
Hides his hoard deeper in the faithless earth. . Hellas^ 327.
B. Fig. (1) with greater knowledge, more keenly.

But the Devil saw deeper there Devil^ Vll. 5.

(2) of sound, more profoundly.
Which flows intenser, keener, deeper yet . . . Prom. IV. 204.
(3) more completely.

Farther behind and deeper in the sliade. . . Triumph., 169.

Deepest, adj. Fig. (1) most secret and intense.

The fountains of our iilfe^tfj/ life, Epips. ^yo.

Those i^^^^j^ wells ofpassion or of thought . . Gisb. lyi.

Whilst from the human spirit's £&tf/w/ deep . . Ode Lib. ix. 11.

(2) most deadly or cruel.

Be broken in its last and deepest wound ; . . . Cencz, IV. i. 6-;.

(3) most utter or profound.
And the darkness of (uepesi dismay Spreads . Bigotry^ ill. 7.

such horrible need For iM^^AS-/ silence Cenci^Y. ii. 103.

Great Spirit, deepest Love ! Naples^ 149.
Tempt not again my deepest bliss. ..... Peter^ IV. xii. 5.

(4) of appearance, darkest, most profound.
A cloud of tftf^^^j^ shadow, .,..,.. . Laon^\.W\.%.
Shaded with deepest purplCj Q- Mab^ II. 17.

Hid in the deepest night of ivy-leaves, . . . Unf. Dr. 73.

(5) of expression, most eager or intense.

And every deepest look and holiest mind . . . Laon^ V. IvH. 2.

the eyes whose deepest light Of love .... VI. xxiv. 5.

(6) strongest.
He yet defies the deepest power of Hell Pront. I. 538.

Deeply, adv. Fig, (1) far below the surface.

So deeply is the arrow gone, E. IVilliants^ ill. 7.

(2) heavily.
My spirit is too deeply laden Ifear thy kisses^ I. 3.
my soul was deeply laden, Laon^ I. xliii. 3.

(3) earnestly.
When musing deeply on the lot Of life Int. Beauty., V. 7.

(4) profoundly.
But sleep deeply and sweetly, Vis. Sea^ 77.

(5) intensely, earnestly.
Of one vowed deeply which he dreamed not of ; . Julian, 528.
in commune with the hope Thus deeply fed, . . Loon, 11. xv. 2.

Interpret, or make felt, or deeply feel Mont B. 83.
thou lovest. Deeply in truth ; Prom.. I. 825.
As aught mute yet deeply shaken, Sophia^ iv. 4.

(6) thoroughly.
Now Mortal, thou hast deeply quaffed .... Laon, Yl. xlviii. 8.

Deeps, n. (1) seas or oceans.
Those trackless deeps.^ where many a weary sail Dcsmon, 11. 93.

„ „ ,, „ „ „ Q. Moby viii. 88.
and the lashed deeps Glitter and boil beneath : . Z^on^ I. iii. 3.
The deeps were foodless, ... ..... X. xviii. 4.

(2) chasms.
Of frozen floods, unfathomable deeps^ .... Mont B. 64.

Deer, n. A. Lit. (1) ariiminant quadruped {genus Cervtis').

Your image, as the hunter some struck deer, . Cenci, I. iL 12.

.

as a hunted deer that could not flee, . . . . Epips. 272.
Which chased the day like a bleeding (ii?^?', . . Prom. IV. 74.

(2) in the plural.

The monsters of life's waste had fled from thee
like deer. Adonais, xxvil. 9.

mossy tracks made by the goats and deer . . Epips. 439.
The spotted de^r bask in the fre^h moon-light . ^33.
Huntsmen the innocent d., and beasts their prey, Gisb. 189.
Of fire, whose floods the wild deer circumvent . Laon, x. iv. 4.
The track of deer on desert Labrador ; . . . . Triumph, 407.
B. Fig.

A herd-abandoned d. struck by the hunter's dart. AdQnais,xxx\\l.(^.
The wounded deer must seek the herb no more . E. Williams, I. 2.

Deface, v. tr. mar the appearance of.

nor dares she to dejace So fair a prey, .... Adonais, Vlll. 7.

Defeat, v. tr. Fig. discomfit, overthrow.
did with absent looks defeat Despair, .... Loon, VI. Hi. 7.

Defeat, n. A. Lit. overthrow in battle or contest.
And shall I sell it for ii^a^j^ . Hellas, 2^0.
What were Defeat when Victoiy must appal? . 359.
befell Alternate victory and defeat, Laon, VI. xvi. 6.
This is defeat, fierce kmg, not victory. .... Prom.. I. 642.
B. Fig. the overthrow of an argument.

enough To have permitted the (ils/fez/. .... Calderon, \. x^d.
Defect, n. imperfection.

It seemed to have developed no defect Of either sex, Witch, xxxvi. 2.

Defence, n. . A. Lit. (1) security or protection.
My defence Consists in God Calderon, III. 133.
findest defence in God, m. 136.
your firm mind Has been our only refuge and d. : Cenci, 11. i. 49.
And blending in the smiles of that defence, . Laon, IV. xix. S»
To their defence and nourishment. Mask^ XLI. 4.
Your refuge, your i^ly%«CB lies fallen /Vo/w. i. 311.

(2) the act of defending by arms.
For^e arms,—in your defence to bear. .... Men ofEng. VI. 4.
But m her defence whose children ye are. , . . Ode^ Arise, -lu

B. Fig. apology or justification.

Shall not be thy defence Julian, 467..

*Defeiiceless, adj. powerless, unprotected.
Defence, as thou wert, oh where was then Wisdom Adonais, xxvil. 5.
And their defenceless limbs beneath . ... Laon, VI, ix. 9.
beneath my hand Defence/ess lay, ...... x. x. 3.

"^Defencelessuess, adv. without means of protection.
And peace is torn from its defencelessness ; . . Q. Mab, iv. 1^6,

Defences, n. vindicatory papers.
on the advocates Presenting the defences, . , . Cenci., v. iv, 8.

X 2
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Defend, v. I, tr. (1) protect against violence.
those who most adorn And best defend it. . . . Ch. isi. II. 319.
That you alive defend from magic power, . . . Horn. Merc. vi. 3.

do thou defend the young ! i.xv. 8.

Adultery! God dfe/c»rf me! /fe/ar, VI. ix. 4.

(21 protect by p,mied force
the hired bravos who defendT\y?i. tyrant's throne— Q. Mab^ iv. 178.

II. refi, (1) protect from violence.
how Canst thou i&/£«rf thyself Calderon^ ill. 1^2.

(2) stand on guard, draw sword.
But, no, defend thyself ; Cenci^ V. i. 54-

Defended, v. tr, protected from violence.
Which among ye defended their old father . . . V. iv. 10.

Defending, /r. ///^. (1) protecting.
Dares fearless to perish defending her brood, . Bigotry^ 11. 2.

(2> protecting by force of arms.
Or where the stem warrior, his country iic/B«i//«^, Tear^ II. i.

Defends, v. tr. upholds, shields.
the crimes That force defends^ Q. Mab^ IV. 175.

^Deferred, pp. put off, postponed.
The en^ne of parliaments Might be deferred , . Ck. \st^ II. 349.
To red Bellona, should not be deferred. . . . CBdipus^ I. 413.

Deferred, ppl. adj. postponed, delayed.
my hate and the deferred desire Cenci^ IV. ii. 23.

Defiance, n. challenge to contest.

who dare to hurl Defiance at his throne, . . Dcetnon^ 11. 24.

,, „ ,, „ ,. . Q. Maby VII. 90.
And looks of firm defiancey and calm hate, . . Prom., i. 259.
and to hurl Defiant^ at his impotence . . . . Q. Maby Vll. 200.

Defied, pp. challenged to contest.
we have defied Thy fearful might ; I-aon^ x. xx^i. 3.

:t:Defies, V. tr, sets at nought.
He yet defies the deepest power of Hell Prom. i. 538.

*Defiest, V. tr. settest at nought.
deftest The embattled tempests' warning ! . . . W. Godwin^ 5.

Defiled, v. tr. Fig.' sullied, disgraced.
While the snakes, whose slime even him defiled^ . Falsehood^ 74.

*Defileth, v, tr. Fig. suUieth.
And peace defileth not her snowy robes , . , . Q. Mab^ III. 75.

Defined, j^/. described, laid down.
The God^^lyfKCi/ by Plinius

;

Calderon^ l. i\g.

Defines, v. tr. (1) explains the nature of.

In which he de^nes Godi I, 54.

(2) marks, t^es note of.

and defines Each movement of its progress . . Dmnton^ II. 113.

... Q.Mab,vin.is^7,.

Defiowered, pp. Fig. despoiled, robbed.
By warm winds defhvaered^ Skylark^ 53.

^Deform, v. tr. Fig. spoil the beauty of, disfigure.

No storms deform the beaming brow of heaven, Damon^ II. 61.

„ „ „ „ ,, „ ,, Q^ Maby viii. 116.

and a Shape So sate within, as one whom years rf., TriumpAt 88.

that cold light, whose airs too soon deform. . . 46S.

Deformed, v. tr. disfigured.

They fertilize the land they long deformed^ . . Q. Mab^ V. 12.

Deformed, adj. (1) unnaturally shaped.
Grow, day by day, more wicked and deformed^ Cenci^ IV. i. 151.

(2) of ugly proportions.
Awindowless, (iy^rzwct/ and dreary pile ; . . . fuHan^ loi.

Deformity, n. A. Lit. malformation.
Can aught exult in its deformtiy ? Prom. I. 464.

B. Fig. moral hideousness.
Had stamped the seal of grey deformity . . . Dcemon^ II. 189.

„ „ ,, „ „ . Q.Mab, IX. 68.

To savage, foul, and fierce deformity. , tBdipus^ I. 364.
To manifest (ife^r»<?yv like guilt. I. 391.
Compelled, by its deformity^ to screen . . . . Q. Mab^ v. 27.

Defy, V. tr. A. lAt.- challenge to contest.

Fiend, I defy thee ! with a calm, fixed mind, . . Pront. I. 262.

B. Fig. set at nought, or defiance.

whose mildness would defy Its fiercest rage, . . Dcemon^ li. 290.

„ „ „ „ „ „ . . Q. Maby IX. 197.

Our forts defy assault
\

HellaSy 322.

To defy Power, which seems omnipotent ; . . . Prom. IV. 572.

XOetgtn^, pr. ppie. Fig. (1) braving, struggling against.

(iiy5"''i#'The power of light in vain Laon^ xi. ti. 7.

(^2) contradicting.
hs\l defying 2\\^\\os^\^ /%/er, Vll. viii. 4.

Degenerate, a^^'. debased, deteriorated.

Call themselves Bulls, though thus degenerate^ . (Edipus^ i. 141.

*De^adation, n. a lowering of condition or estimation.
Ruin and degradation and despair. Prol. Hellas^ 47.

^Degrade, v. tr. lower or debase.
let me not that name degrade fuliaUy 345.

Degraded, v. tr. reduced in rank.
whom your father Degraded horn his post? . . Cenci^ III. ii. 64.

Degraded, ///. adj. disgraced, dishonoured.
I dare not now thro' thy degraded state . . . Cavalc. 9.

.whose degraded limbs the tyrant's garb did wear. Laon^ III. vi. 9.
Racks wnich degraded woman's greatness tell, . vn.xxxvi.8.

^Degrades, v. tr. lowers or debases.
Of what degrades and crushes us. . . . . . fulian^ 184.

Degree, n. proportion, measure.
Degree and form And all that makes . . . Ch. ist^ II. 157.
Exempt from awe, worship, degree, . . . Prom. III. iv. 196.

Degrees, n. (1) steps, gr^ulations.

Lessened by slow degrees, Damon, 11. 314.

„ „ „ Q.Mab, IX. '222.

(2) stations, respective positions.

He in their order due and fit degrees , . Horn. Merc. LXXIII. 6.

*Deified, pp. treated as divine.

Desolation

—

deifUdl . . Inv. Mis. I. 5.

beneath, sate <:^?)Sei/The.sister-pest, Ode Lib. in. 10.

Deign, v. intr. graciously consent or condescend,
that he should deign To curb his ghastly minister, Laon, x. xxxvi. 6.

if your Majesty will deign to mount me, . . CBdipus^ ii.ii. 113,

^Deigned, pp. condescended.
Almighty, had I deigned to share the shame . . Prom. I. 18.

*Deist, n. one who believes in a deity but rejects revelation.
No Deist and no Christian he ;— Peter, VI. xxii. 3.

Deities, n. A, Lit. objects of divine worship.
A virgin she would live 'mid deities Divine : . . Hom. Venus, 25.

amid the assembled Deities, 46.

B. Fig. objects of consideration.

And this great belly, first of deities, Cycl. 319.

Deity, n. (1) The Supreme Being.
The Deity may according to his attributes . . . Calderon, 1. 160.

(2) a mythological god.
That thou, or any other d. Should understand— ILom. Merc. xci.3_

(3) a mighty power or essence.

which the Deity Within seems pouring, .... Prom., rv. 226.

(4) the firmament.
once knelt beneath The overhanging deity. . . Rosal. iii.

(^5) inspiration or genius.

thou immortal deity Two Fr. Invoc. 11. 1.

(6) saiir. a thing treated as divine.

The presence of the unseen Deity. . .... (Edipus, II. ii. 65^

(7) divine attributes.

(Falsehood is incompatible with deity) .... Calderon, 1. 154^
Upon this outrag;e of thy deity, .... . . Cyd. 341.
With love and Iffe and fight and deity, . . . Epips. 1 13.

Dejected,///, adj. (1) of persons, dispirited, disheartened.
he came To Venice a dejected man, fulian, 233.
Beyond whose night he saw, with a dejected mien. Ode Lib. X, 15.

(2) of things, poor, weak-looking.
From each dejected bud and drooping bloom, . . Eleg, Bion, 5.

Delay, v, intr. hesitate, put off.

that tone Thou didst delay to hear, Ode Lib. vil. 15.

Darest thou delay, O Herald! Prom. I. 341.

Delay, n. (1) putting off, postponement.
1 have business That will not bear delay. . . . Cencz, ll. ii. 58.
Without delay An armjr must be sent Ch. ist, II. 332.
the Queen, Upon her trial without delay. . . . (Edipus, II. li. 71.
But hark, the hell-hounds clamour : fear delay : . Prom. 1. 408.

(2) hesitation, dilatoriness.

She knows the penalty Of her delay: . . . . Cenci, iv. i. 3.

Among those reptiles, stingless with delay, . . Loon, xii. vii. 2.

Delayed, v. tr. retarded, detained.
me, sweetest flowers dls&y^t/ not long ; .... Triumph, ^61.

Delayed,//. (1) postponed.
freedom long desired And long delayed. .... Prom. III. iii. 6.

Neither to be contained, delayed, nor hidden, . Zucai, iv. 2.

(2) detained, retarded.

whose steps Chance in that desart has delayed, . Q. Mab, II. 197.

Jiela,y^g, pr. pple, (1) putting off, postponing.
Too long desired, too long delaying, come ! . . ProTn. II. \. 15.

(2) retarding, detaining.

Delaying your ships with her syren wiles. . . iv. 1 10.

De^ys, V. intr. hesitates.

Delays to execute her high commands, .... Ld. Ch. III. 3.

^Delegate, n. deputy, acting agent.
and delegate Of that before whose breath . . . Prol. Hellas, 5.

*Delegated, ///. adj. deputed.
To re-assume the delegated power, .... Triumph, 503.

Deliberate, adj. (1) slow, gentle.

Moving his feet in a deliberate measure .... Hom. Merc. iv. 6.

(2) determined, not hasty.

deliberate m^II Inspired our growing troop, . . . Loon, vi. ix. 5.

^Delicacy, n. refinement, line feeling.

Of -^/zVacy, mercy, judgment, law, . .... . (Edipus, l. ^2%.
In a crisis Of such exceeding delicacy, .... 11. ii.69.,

Delicate, adj. (1) good, choice.
With sports, and delicate food, and the fresh air. Cenci, il. i. 102.
From thrice-driven beds ofdown, and delicate food, 11. ii. 14.

(2) beautiful, graceful, tender.
Or mark her delicate cheek Deemon, l. 35.
each delicate hand Lay crossed upon her bosom, Laon, l. xvi. 4.
But like flowers delicate and fair, Rosal. 790.
Were all paved with daisies and delicate bells . Sensit. PI. i. 53.
Its leaves were delicate,^ Unf. Fir. 172.
ladies oft array Their delicate limbs, . . . Witch, Lxv. 4.
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(3) charming, delightfnl.

Which make such delicate TDusic in the woods? . Prom. 11. ii. 65.
Of music so f/if//in2/«, soft, and intense, . . . . Sensit. Pl.l. 2y.

(41 exquisitely slight, airy.

Its delicate brief touch in silence weaves . . , , Marengki^ XXI. 5.

Of i5fe/(Cfl/c stranffe tracery

;

/Vw?m. il. iv. 159.
As light and wind within some delicate cloud . . Sunset^ 2.

(5) intangible, impalpable.
Ah, sister ! Desolation is a delicate thing : . . . Front, l. 7^2.
It is the £fe//£a/c spirit That guides iii. iv. 6.

(6) gentle, soft.

Those delicate and timid impulses Q. Mab^ IX. 80.

^Delicately, adv. finely, gracefully.
Of woof EEtherial, delicately twined ffom. Sun, ig.

many a fair cloud interwoven Most delicately^ . L^on, I. iv. 4.

^Delicatest, adj, most exquisite.
Into the utmost leaves and delicatest flowers, . . Prom. rv. 372.

Delicious, adj. (1) pleasing to the taste.

Ye Gods, what a delicious gulp ! Cycl. 574.

(2) pleasant, delightful.
faint with that delicious pain Eptps. 452.
Bums in the heart of this delicious isle, .... 478.

Delig-ht, V. I. intr. (1) find pleasure.
All men delight in sensual luxury, Cenci^ I. 1. 77.
But I £fe/2^.A^ in nothing else I. i. Si.
He murders, for his chiefs delight in niin ; . . . Laon, Vlli. xiv. 6.

(2) to afford pleasure.
their station Is to delight, not pose. . , . Peter^ VI. xii. 5.

II. rejl. give pleasure to.

Delight your own soul with them :^ . . . . Horn. Merc. xcv. 7.

DelisTlit, n. (1) a state of joy, pleasure, rapture.
and spend in love's delight^ Adonats^ XIX. 8.

in it's delight Making earth bare, xxix. 6.
And that unrest whicn men miscall delight, . . XL. 3.

the books in which You find delight Calderon, I. 85.
Own the delight thy strains inspire— Cavalc. 10.

Knew I not what delight was else on earth, . . Cenci^ i. i. 108.
for all delight Of Bacchic sports, Cycl. 38.
Seeking her and her delight With the Msenads, . 62.
I will not cheat my soul of its delight^ .... 326.
I gulpt him down with very great delight. . . , 530.
I can scarce rise. What pure delight/ .... ^85.
And with delight its sire to se& Devil, xxvill. 3.
since in those tears thou hast delight. .... Epips. 141.
but for delight. Some wise and tender . . 487.
Oh, what (ulighti what woe ! Faust, ii. 396.
What ! would you take all beauty and delight . Fiordispina, 73.
and deliffht Reflected from a thousand hearts . Ginevra, 109.
might Make this dull world a business of delight, Gisb. 249.
Hope its iris 6i delight, Hellas, 43.
While it trembles with fear and delight^ .... IP37-
And plough the quiet sea in safe delight. . . . Jlom. Castor, 22.
These words were winged with his swift d. .' J/om. Merc. Lxxiv. i.

Delight, and love, ana sleep,— Lxxvi.s.
the £lled i/i?/z>-^/ Of sweet desire, Ho7n.Vemis,2.
thy delight All seek O crowned Aphrodite. . . 7.
such delight Is hers, 17.
bowers CJf studious zeal or love's delight . . . Int. Beauty, VI. 6.
Whilst the dews of your melody scatter Delight. Jane, iii. 5.
sound like delight broke forth , Julian, 25.
It was iils/«r^ to ride by the lone sea; .... 550.
but with flight No more—O, never more ! . . Lainent. II. 4.
and Heaven was breathless with delight. . . JLaon, r. xlv. 9.
whose fair eyes Were loadstars of delight, . . . 11. xxi. 2.

for delight And exultation, and a joyance free, . iii. viii. i.

The sudden clamour of delight had cast, . . v. xv'. 8.
As o'er that speechless calm d. and wonder grew. v. Hii. g.
With influence strange of moumfullest deligkt^ . vi. xxiv. 7.
when selfishness mocks love's delight, .... vii. vi. 2.
and tired with our delight^ vii. xxii. 2.
Their thoughts flowon like ours, in sadness or d. vili. iii. 9.

'

And felt a soft £?. from what their spirits shook. . viii.xxx. 9.
blush and tremble with delight; xii.xxiii, 6.
'twas delight To see far oS^ the sunbeams . . . xii, xxxvi. 2.
For here is no mom to flout our delight, . , M. N. Ravail gg.What is this world's delight? Mutability, (2)'l. 5!
As Athens doth the world with thy delight renew. Ode £.ib. vi. 15.
as when tears of afeA>^/ Pr. Athan. Fr. <.

To swallow all delight^ all life, all hope Prol. Hellas. 141'.

Thebeauty of i^g//^A^ makes lovers fflad, . . . /Vow. i. 465.
With the delight o{ a. remembered dream, . . . n. i, 36.
Nor ever found delight to wish in vain ll. {. gfi*
Dizzy as with delight I floated down HI, iv. 106.
By the storm of delight. jv. 44.
Yet feel you no delight From the past sweetness . iv! 180.
The joy, the triumph, the delight, the madness! . iv. 319.
the animation of ^/z^A^ Which wraps me, . . . IV. 322."

Which points into the heavens dreaming delight, iv. 445.
Oh, gentle Moon, the voice of thy d. Falls on me • iv. 495.'
The tyrant, whose delight is in his woe, . . . . Q. Mab, III. 202
Shall spring all virtue, all delight, all love, . . v. 19
rarely, comest thou, Spirit of 2?ff/z>-^// . . . . Rarely l. 2.
I love all that thou lovest, Spirit oi Delight/ . . v. 2.
which made The air his hearers breathed ^/(>A/.- Rosal. 794.

*

It painted with its own flfe/z>>i#^ §72
Swifter far than youth's delight— Remembr I 2
Delphi is in store For her evermore

; . , . . St. Ir. (3) iv.
3'

Ana delight^ tho' less bright, was far more deep, Sensit^l. 1. 100

A sweet child weary of its i^/tf:A/, Sensit. PI. 1.112.

Found sadness, where it left delight^ iv. 8.

For love, and beauty, and flfe/j^fflV, iv. 21.

Thou art unseen, but yet I hear thy ^xA\ delight. Skylar/i, 20,

And, was it sadness or delipht, Timelongpast, 11. 3.

That whispered with delight to be its pillow. . . Triumph^ $66.
It were delight to wander there— Two Spirits, 7.

the dim brain whirls dizzy with delight, .... Witch^ v. 5.

Could make their tears all wonder and delight. xvir. 5.

'twas her d. To wander in the shadow of the night. Lix. 7.

Was awed into delight, Woodman, 34.

(2) an object affording joy or pleasure.
since her delight is flown Adonais, XVI. 3.

Flashed through those limbs, so late her dear d. . xxv. 5.

Nor let us weep that our delight is fled .... xxxvili.i.
Let eyes not see their own delight;— .... Bridal^ i. 9.
is my delight and pride Only because .... Ch. ist, 11. 139.
My last flight; Dante Conu. 59.A Solitude, a Refuge, a Delight? Epips. 64.
Veil after veil, each hiding; some delight, . . . 472.
Lest eyes see their own delight/ EpithaL 6.
And their delight is dance Hom. Merc. LXXVII. i

.

whose fierce flight Is thunder— Horn.. Venus, 35,
This ride was my delight. Julian, 14.
the statesman's game, the priest's delight, . . . Q. Mab, IV. 168.
Like many a voice of one delight, St. Dejection, I. 7.
that most brief and bright dle/ijfA^ St. Epips, 1^2.

Deligrhted, v. intr. were greatly pleased.
Whose work they delighted to do Devil, vi. 5.

Dellg'lLted, pp. overjoyed.
Delighted with the Bacchic drink Cycl. 442.
Even as a bride, delighting and delighted. . . . Epips. 393.

Delig-hted, ///. adj. overjoyed, charmed.
How the i&//>;^/eaf spirit pants for joy ! . , , Ce««, II. i. 128.
Make the (&/3^^/ffc/ spirit glow, GuitarJane, 6.
And grasi>ing it in his dehglited hold, .... Hom. Merc. VI. 7.
And greetings of (^/(>A/!ei7 wonder, . . . /Vwot. ill. iv. 72.
whereon Our spirits, like ^/(f-:AW things . . . Rosal. g6^

*Delig'litedl7, adv. with overweening joy.
And the divine child saw delightedly— . . , Hom. Merc, xvili. 6-

*DeUghtst, V. intr. hast pleasure.
thou delighisi In numbering o'er the m3rriads Q. Mab, iv. 240.

Delightful, adj. (1) charming, pleasant.
Conduct, O Sleep, to thy delightjul xtsXms'i . . Alastor, 219.
What look is more delightful t\vz.n the smile . . Apollo, v. %.
babbling in (3fe/z>A|/"M/ mood ... . Ho?n.Merc.i.j;kxu.5.
Farewell, delightful Boy, xcvil. 6.
As those who pause ori some delightful way . . Julian, 63.
lulled by thee, delightful nightingale ! . . . Pr. Athan. II. ii. 41.
(2 J pleasure-giving.

And a delightful odour from the dew . , Hom. Merc, xxxviil 7
Soft and delightful thoughts did rest Loon, i. xl. 2.
As to awake in grieffrom some delightful dream. 11. xvii. g.Which that delight, day with its own shadow blest. v. Iviii.' g.*

as thought and feeling Number delightful hours— XII. xxxviu. 2.
Like flocks of clouds in spring's delight, weather, Prom. i. 665.
delightful straXns ^hich ch^&v n ii q:jTwo other babes, (&/z^A^m/more Rosal. 701
Better than all measures Of delightful sound, . Skylark, ay
Come with me,tbou. delightful child, W. Shel.i. ^.

*DeliglitfiilIy, adv. satisfactorily, to a degree desired.
it is delightfully red hot Cycl. 635.

*Delifflitlii£r, pr. pple. affording great pleasure.
Even as a bride, delighting and delighted. . . Epips tg-i

Deliffhts, V. I. tr. affects with pleasure.
Which now delights me little Cenci, i. i. 109

II. intr. (1) takes pleasure.
What Power delights to torture us ? fulian, 320.
(2) affords pleasure.

Thy simple talk once solaced, now delights. . . Prom. in. iv. 32.
Delights, n. joys, pleasures.

I clasp the phantom of unfelt delights
Far from thy delights and thee. . . ,

AH delights pursue thee, . ,

such delights by thee Are given.
And these delights, and thou,

. Cenci^ 11. fi. 141.
. Cycl. 72.

523.
. Hotn. Earth, 23.
Loon, Ded. ix. g.

Wherp&vforldof new delights OdetoHeaveu,
bad delights, And selfish cares, . .

"
For all delights are shadows now

!

Were delights to his agoniz'd pain,

DeUver, v. tr. (1) release, liberate.
The stones you tread on to deliver you : . ,

(2) hand over.
And then deliver you, a slave, ......

(3) with up^ surrender or resign,
to his God Alone he must deliver vc^ his trust . Ch. \st, n. 143.

Deliverance, n. IHg. escape from mental bondage.
there shone again Deliverance Epips 277Thronging round thee the hght of their deliver. Loon, 11 xiv gto advance Towards this unforeseen deliverance iv. xvi. 5.

*Dell, n. a dale or ravine.

Prom. IV. 406.
. Rosal. 411.
. St. Ir. (3) VII. 3.

. Cenci, n. i. 164.

. Cycl. 218.

33-

Its loneliest dell, where odorous plants entwine
Through the dell. Silence and Twilight here, .

pursuing The windings of the dell:—
Rolled flirou^h the labyrinthine dell;
In a flfe/^ 'mid lawny hills,

'
! .'

Alastor, 146.

454-
-—

494-

Eug. Hilis,^^6.
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In the pathless de// beneath : Fr. Hark, 2.

O'er shadowy mountain and resounding dell, . Horn. Merc. xvi. 2.

or lion of the dell. Or maned Centaur— .... xxxvil. 4.

as when far is beard in some lone dell .... Loon, V. xxxi. 2.

The ground in many a little dell Was broken, VI. xvi. 4.

The dew is rising dankly from the dell— . . . VI. 1. 2.

Where Silence says, Mine is the flfe//; . . . .Love, 21.

In the dell of yon dark chesnut wood Rosai. 68.

To a deep lawny dell they came, 105.

Wake in this ^// when day-light fails, .... 137.

Like a glow-worm golden In a dell of dew. . . Skylark, 47.
The opposing steep of that mysterious dell, . . Triumph, 47a
The silver noon into that winding dell, .... Witch, xxxix. 1.

as a tuberose Peoples some Indian deil-w\\h scents Woodman, 9.

And vex the nightingales in every dell. .... 70.

*DelIa-Crascan, c. n, a. member of the literary Academy
' Delia Crasca.'

As would have killed a Della-Cruscan Serchio, 67.

*DeIls, n. A. Lit. dales or ravines.

Through tangled swamps and deep precipitous dells, Alastor, 235.

Which from the unseen lyres of dells and groves Doemon, I. 54.
grow paler for the loss Their dells have known ; . Bleg. Bion, 10.

In the depth of piny dells Eug. Hills, 270.

Sweet oracles of woods and <fe/&, GuitarJane, 6^.

Thro' forests wide and old, and lawny dells, . . Lmok, II. xxv. 8.

Drenching yon secret .^Ethiopian deUs, , . , . Sonn. Nile, 2.

B. Fig. obscurities.

Through the nightly dells of the desart year. . . From. IV. 76.

It is fed from the depths of a thousand dells, . . Rosal. 898.

It is fed from the depth of a thousand dells, . . W. Shet. IV. 5.

^Delude, v. tr. beguile or cheat.

Unless you can delude the God again, . . Horn. Merc. XXVII. 4.

jiDelnded, pp. (1) beguiled, deceived.

Whilst he was innocent, and I deluded; . . . Laon, V. v. 6.

Gods and men, we are all deluded thus ! ... Fan, III. 8.

(2) frustrated, hindered.
Tho', still deluded, strove the tortured sense , . Laon, III: vi. 3.

Deluded, ///. adj. beguiled, misled.

It is all magic, poor <fe/«(ferf fool! Faust, \l. i<)\.

Wasindeed one of those ^/z«fei/ crew, .... Triumph, iZ^.

Delnge, n. A. Lit. (1) referring to the flood of Noah.
it says that the waters of the deluge are gone, . Ch. ist, II. 417.

(2) overwhelming water.
Wrapt deluge round it like a cloke, . ... From. IV. 315.

like a deluge from heaven, Vis. Sea, 4,

B. Fig. (1) overwhelming attack.

flung back The deluge of our foaming cavalry ; . Hellas, 376.

(2) overwhelming destruction.

Deluge upon deluge followed, 690.

Deluges, n. envelopings, overcloudings.

Of those dawn-tinted deluges of fire Before their

waves expire, 963.

*'Deiiagijig, pr. pple. Fig. inundating.

See! the lightnings yawn Deliiging'iies.\&T\ with fire, Laon, I. iii. 3.

*Delnsion, n. (1) an illusion or false impression.

O, would it were Delusion ;
Calderon, III. 169.

From that most strange delusimi, Loan, VII. xxiv. 7.

(2) the state of being deceived.

These pleasures End in delusion.— . . . Faust, II. 403.

Delusion too sweet though vain ! . . . . We Tiieet, III. 4.

(3) error, mistaken belief.

There is delusion in the world— Laon, IX. xxxiii. 3.

The world is full of strange delusion. .... Feter, IL x. 6.

Tumults— lotteries—rage

—

delusion— .... III. vi. 4.

^Delusions, n. deceptive acts or words.
May scatter thy delusions, Calderon, III. 145.

they mutter Art plaiisible <fe/«mfl»j;— . . . Horn. Merc T.c\.},.

^Delusive, adj. deceptive, misleading.

To worship the delusive flame Lerici, 48.

Of their thin beams by that delusive mom . . . Rosal. 5S3.

fDelve, n. a pit or hole.

He gathered in a delve upon the ground— . . Horn. Merc. xix. 2.

*Dema{roffne, n. a leading orator among the people.

Even as a parish demagogue. Q. Mab, VII. 167.

^Demagogues, «. pi. of Demagogue.
And hoary anarchs, demagogues, and sage— . . Triumph, 237.

Demand, v. I. tr. A. Lit. (1) request or ask for.

My heart denies itself To think what you demand. Cenci, II. ii. 88.

Who patient in all else <&»M»rfbut this: . . . Julian, 20y.

All thmgs thou dar'st demand. From. 11. iv. 8.

Eternity. ZJ^/wzMflT no direr name III. i. 52.

Did they not, love, <fe»«aM(/ too much, . . . . /?w<j/. 1188.

(2) ask for peremptorily.

first take what I demand, Cenci, TV. i. 170.

(3) claim.
In which we all (ife«M«rf a common joy, .... I. iii. 19.

(4) enquire or ask.

I flk»w«rfif ever we Shall meet Gisb. 1^$.

I could ^»w«rf the cause— Laon, III. \\\, 2.

(5) enquire peremptorily.

X demand v/hovere the participators In your offence? Cenci, V. ii. 3.

B. Fig. claim.
Till then the dungeon may denuindits prey, . . Julian, 370.
Which wealth should purchase not, but want d., . Q. Mao, V. 40.

II. inlr. enquire.
the immortal Hours, Of whom thou didst ^;»a»^. Frotn. II. iv. 141.

Demand, n. question, enquiry.
This demand—tyrants would flee ....... Mask, LII. 3.

One more deTnand; From. II. iv. 124.

Demanded, zi. Ir. required as a right.

Make ye the victims who demanded\\. Culprits? Cenci, iv. iv. 122.

Demanding, pr. pple. Fig. (1) needing.
There is a deed demanding question done ; . . iv. iv. 105.

(^2) enquiring by look.
all ^WMKflTfK^Each from the other's countenance IV. iv. 173.

Demands, n. I. tr. A. Lit. (1) claims peremptorily.
Persia demands The cities on the Tigris, . . . Hellas, 585.

(2) asks supplicatingly.
Even all that he demands in their regard— . . Cend, I. iii. 28.

B. Fig. desires, claims.

And^»«rKdSy, like mankind, his brother for food; Bigotry, II. 5.

For he demands from Heaven its fairest star, . Faust, I. 65.

Falsehood demands but gold to pay the pangs . Q. Mab, V. 197.

II. intr. A. Lit. asks or enquires.

And he demands at what hour 'twere secure . - Cefici, II. i. 26.

B. Fig. creates a need.
Demands that man should weep Laon, VIII. xxii. 5.

Demands, n. A. Lit. claims.
And that I ma.y he quit of a.\l demands, . . . . Cycl. 328.

B. Fig. problematic questionings.
Voice, looks, or lips, may answer thy demands? Coleridge, 18.

Demigods, n. inferior deities with human attributes.

many a glorious feat Of dem-igods, Horn. Moon, 28.

*Demogorgon, n. a character in Prometheus Unbound,
personifying Eternity,

And Defnogorgon, a tremendous gloom ; . . . From. 1. 207.
By Demogorgon^s mighty law, II. ii. 43.
to the realm Of Demogorgon II. iii. 2.

Bearing from Z?e»ft7j^(7f^tf«'j vacant throne . . in. i. 21.

from Demogorgott^s throne. in. i. 48.

Demon, ». A. Lit. an evil spirit.

the names of Z>fi7«<?«, Ghost, and Heaven, . . . Znt.Beauiy,lll.i.

B. Fig. phantotn or spectre.

And Fear, the demon pale, Laon, I. xxxi. g.

Demon, c. adj. attr. Fig. hideous to the imagination. (See

also Daemon.)
Black winged demon forms— 1. xxx. 7.

^Demon^Qod, c. n.. a ferocious deity.

Howled hideous praises to their Demon-God; . Q. Mab, II. 150.

"^Demonesi, n. a group of islands in the sea of Marmora.
where he dwells in a sea-cavern 'Mid the Demonesi, Hellas, 164.

Demons, n. (1) minor devils or evil spirits.

The watchful deTnons sought their King, . . . Devil, xxv. 2.

fierce torments, such as (Ununts k-now^ . . . M. N. Despair, 17.

And twine his vast wreathes round toe forms of
^e demons ; M.N. Spec Hors.^.

Who" peoplest earth with dfewftWM, Q. Mab,\l.'jo.

(2) spirits or forces.

Fledging the demons of the earthquake Gisb. 60.

Demonstration, n. indubitable clearness.

Have we not long since proved to demonstration Faust, II. 336.

Den, n. A. Lit. place of hiding or obscure dwelling.
Calm as an angel in the dragon's dUn— .... Laon, I. xliv. 5.

as the charmed bird that haunts the serpent's c^«. 11. xlvi. 9.

Or wild beasts within a den Mask, LI. 2.

furze, and bog, and den, and desart, (Edipus, II. ii. 128.

B. Fig. obscure retreat or dwelling.
Dare the unpastured dragon in his den ? ... Adonais, xxvil. 4.
and keep These limbs ... As a foul den .... Cend. III. i. 130.
And loosed her bloodhounds from the den . . . Falsehood, 53.
Their den is in the guilty mind, Hellas, 731.
ifthev scorned to make their hearts his den. . Laon, VIII. xx. 9.
By all the arts and snares of thy black den, . . Ld. Ch. XIII. 2.

Bred from the slime of deep oppression's den, . Ode Lib. xil. 3.

Denial, «. (1) refusal to own to a thing.

do you persist in your denial? Cenci, V. ii. 1.

(^2) scornfiil refusal.

which chase denial From the fierce savage, . . Rosal. 868.

Denied, v. tr. (1) disavowed, refused to acknowledge.
And then rflffKZCi/ the loan

;

Cb««, III. i. 301.

(2) refused to grant.

To ask the mercy he (&««</ to me rv. iv. 149.

Denied, pp. A. Lit. refused.

The compensation . . . Will be denied. . . . III. i. 336.
Too earnest and too sweet ever to be denied. . . Laon, II. xxvi. 9.

B. Fig. not accorded.
If slumber were denied not. I would fain . . . Prom. I. 815.
that happiness denied To.aught but virtue \ . . Q. Mab, V. 238.
The shadow of the peace denied to them. . . . Rosal. 1291.

Denies, v. I. tr. (1) refuses to give credit for.

Who rffi?//V.y verse to Callus? Virgil, 3.
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(2) refuses or withholds.
Who denies homage, claims investiture .... Hellas^ 584.
blood on the earth that denies ye bread ; . . . Ode^ Arise^ 2.

II. refl, (1) forbids.

My heart denies itself To think what you demand. Cenci^ 11. ii. 87.

(2^ disowns, rejects.

TilljoytiiEnii?.; itself again, GuitarJane^ j.

*Dexioting, ^r. ///(?. showing or making known.
No mark or trade denoting- where they trod . Horn. Merc. Lix. 5.

Dens, n. secure dwelling-places (with sense of contempt).
with ideot fear Cower in their kingly de?is— . . Hellas^ ^58.
make their dens thy sacred palaces Ode Lih\ xiv. 15.

*Dense, adj. A. Lit. (1) obscure, thick, dark,
their retiring steps in the d. gloom were drowned. Laon. ill. xiv. 9.
And thro* the dense and murky air, Rosal. 887.
The grove Grew dense with shadows Triumph^ 481.

(2) full, heavy, thick.
And multitudes oi dense white fleecy clouds . . Prom, II. i. 145.
Whose smoke, . . . Hung in dense flocks beneath

the dome, Rosal. 1093.
And the dense clouds in many a ruin and rag, . Vis, Sea^ 112.

'B.J'ig. dull, insensible.

Sweeps through the dull dense world, .... Adonais^ XLIII. 4.

Of human error's dense and purblind faith, . . Q. Mab^ Vll. 65.

Deny, v, tr. (1) contradict, gainsay.
I deny your major Calderon^ I. 147.
and deny The apostolic power Ch. \st, II. 224.

(2) refuse to grant.
that ye deny my suit? Cenci^ i. iii. 136.

(3; withhold, refuse.

dreaming That I deny them sustenance III. ii. 83.

(4) refuse a request.

But mine own words, I pray, deny me not. . . Prom. i. 190.

(5) disavow.
I shall deny no more Cenci^ V. iii. 86.
Which makes the heart deny the: yes it breathes, Prom. iii. iv. 150.
And with a heart which woulddeny The secret joy Rosal. 242.

Depart, v. intr. A. Lit. quit, leave.

Thy hopes are gone before: . . .thou shouldst now
depart/ . . . . - AdonaiSy nil. 3.

For gnef that I depart they weep and frown : . Apollo^ v. 4.
but will now Depart^ for I hear steps Calderon, i. 205.
I pray That you depart hence i. 244.
On. horrible! I will depart.— . . .... Cenci^ i. iii. 70.
Take it ! Depart! Return

!

. iv. iii. 16.
depart with Svhat good speed ye may : .... Cyd. 168.
Hast thou loved ?—^Then departfrom these regions

of hate, Deatky Dial. 27.
For their Satan doth depart. Devil^ xxvii. 4.
I am a child : I would not yet depart. .... Laon^ 11. xliv. i.

Thou wilt depart, and I with tears shall stand . 11. xlv. 2.

The while we two, beloved, must depart, . . . ix, xxxii. i.

Prometheus, it is thine ! depart not yet ! . . Prom. u. i. 123.
Depart, farewell ill. iji. 174.
Let some depart, and some remain, (rep.) . iv. 160.
If thou depart in scorn: Rosal. 17.

I watched,—and would not thence depart— . . 230.
when didst thou depart From the far hills , . . Unf. Dr. 122,

B. Fig. (1) break off, get free.

But I am chained to Time, and cannot thence d. / Adonais^ xivi. 9.
When from all mortal hope she did depart^ . . Laon^ vii. iii. 7.

("2) pass away, vanish.
But that the clouds depart and stars remain, . . Fr. Calm, 5.
While they remain, and ye, alas, depart/ . . . 6.
like clou(^ depart And come, Int. Beauty, iv. i.

Depart not as thy shadow came, iv. 10.
Depart not—lest the grave should be, . . . iv. 11,
Drives through thinnest veins. Depart/ . . Ode to Heaven^ 45.
That things depart which never may return : . . Wordsworth, 2.

Departed, v. intr. A. Lit. left, went away.
and I departed Heeding not the words then spoken. P. Godwin, 3.
What have you done since you departed hence ? Hotn. Merc. xxvi.S,
The grate, as they departed to repass, .... Laon, iii. xiv. 7.
And vainly having with her madness striven. . . D. vi. liii. 3.

B. Fig. ceased to be seen.

so from his steps Bright flowers departed, . . . Alastor, 537.
^Departed, aaj. ahsoL the dead.
The homes of the departed^ Laon, xii. xxxv, 8.

Departed, pp. Fig. (1) ceased, passed away.
Night's g;hosts and dreams have now departed; Coleridge, 28.
companion cold Of pleasures now rf£^fl»'/tf(^/ . . Ginevra^ 190.
I wandered thro' the wrecks of days departed . L,aon, ll. x. i.

From glorious phantasies of hope departed: . . vii. xxx. 2.

Yet is the tie departed Mary,w/iodied,\\, i,

(2) -^'Vikifroin. a. ceased.
from all things here They [hopes] h^ve departed ; Adonais, Liir. 3.

h, been separated by death.
The Great, who had departed from mankind, . Laon, l. liv. £.

Departed, ppl. adj. (1) of persons dead.
Taught, soothed, loved, honoured the d. one ; . Adonais, xxxv. 7.
Hopesofhigh talk with the -<afe/a/-/is(^ dead. . . Int.Beauty, V. 4.

(2) of times and seasons gone by.
And that the flowers of this departed spxia^ . . Cenci, l. iii. 13S.
The good and mighty of departed ages , , . LM}n. ix. xxviii. i.

Sing to departed day St.Ir.i^n, 6.

. Julian, 598.

. Horn. Merc. IV. 5.

. Q. Mah, IV. 10.

. Sonn. Nile, 5.

(3) of things ceased to be.

The pitchy smoke of the departed Hre .... Laon.x.u. xxvi.4
For long departed memories ! Rosal. 386.

Departing*, pr. pple. going away.
And from the earth departing Datnon^ II. 321.

Departing, ppl. adj- A. Lit. in the act of leaving.
From those departing Forms, Witch, xxv. 7.

B. Fig. (1) lessening.

Touched by departing hope, they gleam ! . . . Ch. u/, iv. 25.

the radiance undefiled Of its departing glory ; . Laon, Ded. xii. 6.

Whom day's depart, beam saw blooming there, Q. Mab, IV. 49.

(2) ceasing, approaching its end.
Which leads the rear of the departing day ; . . Hellas, 339.
They breathe their spells towards the flfe^ar/. day, Summer-Svg. 7.

Departure, n. (l) the act of going away.
the path Of his (/(f;*ay/«rtf from their father's door. Alastor^ 271.
I have beheld The path of thy departure. . . . 368.
When departure might heave virtue's breast with

a sigh Death, Dial. 38.
The path of its (;fe/a?-/«ra still is free : , . . . Mutability, n^.

(2) the time of going away.
began to fail Two years from my departure,

"^Depasturiuff, v. tr. eating, consuming.
The flowery herbage was depasturing, . .

Depend, v. intr. A. Lit. hang down.
Yon darksome rocks, whence icicles depend,
fields of moist snow half depend. ....
B, Fig. be assured of.

depend on this— Ch.\st,\\. 159.
Depending, pr. pple. Fig. contingent on.
Let every part (/(f^^Md&»^ on the chain .... Q. Mab,M\\. l^.

"De-pemddsig, ppl. adj. hanging.
And each depending leaf, Alastor, 460.

Depends, v. intr. Fig. is contingent on.
more depends on God than me Cenci, IV. i. 43.
Depends on circumstance as much as you. . . Circumst. 8.

*Deplore, v. I. tr. grieve for, lament.
hearing thee Thus tenderly thy love deplore^ . . Calderon, III. 53.
forget thus vainly to deplore Ills Triumph, 327.
Which thou too feel'st, yet I alone deplore. . . Wordsworth^ 6.

II. intr. lament.
rough shepherds will d. That you or yours, Ifom. Merc. XLVIII 6.

i^lDepoptdate, ///. adj. dispeopled.
O'er thine isles (5ly&o/«/fl/^, Bug. Hilis^ i2j.

^Deposit, V. tr. A. Lit. place or lay by.
whilst I among my other hoards His gifts dep. Horn. Merc, xciil. 7.

B. Fig. lay down, leave.
It longs in thy cells to deposit its load, .... Death, Dial. 15.

*Deposited, v. tr, placed.
in his sacred crib deposited The hollow lyre, . . Horn. Merc. xi. 2.

"JlDepository, 7t. Fig. the habitation, or resting-place.
the depository Of all the grace and beauty . . Alastor, 594.

^Deprecation, n. disapproval.
He turned to me then, iotiisAn^deprecation^ . . Cenci, v. iv. 13.

Deprived, v. intr. dispossessed, debarred from.
whom he deprived\z&t year Ofa reward of blood, iii. ii. 65.

Deprived, pp. debarred from.
But if deprived of that sweet food, .... Horn. Merc, xc V. 4.

Depth, n. A. Lit. deepness or distance from the top.
Lead only to a black and watery depth, . .

distinct in the dark depth Of^at still fountain

;

The loud Ocean heard, To its blue depth stirred,
in its depth there is a mighty rock, ....
Three cubits wide and four m depth
the hollow depth of our black ship. . .

strangely through the solid tUpth telow . .

shadows of the sea did play O'er its marmoreal d.

.

Over the shatpeless d. in wlilch those corpses hung.
And looked upon the depth of that reposing lake.
Winning the adverse depth/
sudden earthquake rent The depth of ocean
Before its blue and moveless depth . . .

In the depth of the deep
the abyss shouts from her depth laid bare, .

B. Fig. (1) expressive of limitless space,
From the depth of heaven above, ....
The depth of the unbounded universe Above,

. » ti t) t( I) I,

(2) abstruseness, obscurity,

fazes on the depth Of thy deep mysteries. .

uto the depth of darkest purposes : . . .

A thought of voiceless depth ;

Alastor, 215.

471.
Arethusa, ill. 5.

Cenci, iii. i. 247.
Cycl. 381.
——467.
Fausty II. 97.
Laon^ I. XX. 7.

III. xxv. 9.

IV. xxviii. 9,
VII. xii. 6.

VII. xxxviii.2.

XI. ii. 2.

Prom. II. iii. 81.

IV. 422.

Cloud, 42.
Dcemon, i. 289.
Q. Mab, II. 255.

Alastor, 22.

Cenci, 11. ii. 113.

„ , _ Laon, XI. i. 6.
Whose throne is in the dipth of human thought, Xwo Fr. Invoc. il. 2.
It is fed from the depth of a thousand dells,

(3) recesses, midst.
In the depth of piny dells,

Yet in its depth what treasures ! . . . . .

tracks of blood Even to the forest's depth, . ,

Out of whose depth a fire-fly shakes his light ,

(4) extreme point or degree.
The depth to which ambition falls ; ...
Sprung from the depth of its tempestuous jar

:

a vacancy was made In expectation's depth.

W. Shel. IV. s.

Eug. Hills, 270.
Gisb. 106.

Q. Mao, IV. 63.
Witch, XX. 7.

Calderon, 11. 123.
Laony I. xxvi. 4.

XII. xxvi, 9.
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Give me, thy child, dominion Over all height and d,? Ode Lib. xvil. 13.

thy soul, cloven to its d&pik with terror, , . . Prom. I. 55.
Wrapt in the depth of slumber : O. Mab^ i. 140.
In the sweet flfe/M of woven caresses Kosal.io%\.

(5") of time, centre, midst, distant point.

For thou the wonders of the defth canst know . FiordisPina^ 8.

More boundless than the depth of night, . . . Jane^ Recoil. 59.
Know then, that from the depth of ages old, . . Laon^ I, xxv. 4.

In what i/ffj«SM of night or day . . . . World''s wanderers^ \l.^.

(6) of expression.
The depth of her unfathomable look ;— ... Laon^ vi. xxxviii. 6.

beyond their [eyes] inmost depth I see a shade, . Prom. II. i. 119.

But in the d<?^M of those belovM eyes . . . Ii. i. 161.

And search the depth of its fair eyes Rosal. 385.

(7) secrecy.

The folded depth of her life-breathing bosom : Pront. 11. i. 49.
Which unveiled the depth of her glowing breast, Sensit PI. I. 30.

DeptlLS, n. A. Lit. (1) deepness or distance from the top,

amid its slant and winding depths Alasior^ 364.
Exposed those black depths to the azure sky, 375.
dyed by the azure depths Of Indian seas ; . . Ch. ist^ I. 139.
In the depths of the purple sea ; Cloudy 24.

com-nlsed To its cryst&.lline d. that stainless sea, Hellas^ 4^.
And lifted from its depths^ the sea swelled high . Horn. Min. 13.

make Those ejeen d. beautiful when skies are blue, Z^i7K, v. liii. 6.

And with their shadows the clear depths below, . Rosal. 1248.

Whose depths of dread calm are unmoved . . . Vis. Sea^ 16.

But she in the calm depths her way could take, . Witch^ uciii. 6.

(2) recesses or hidden places.

The cavern's secret d. beneath the earth did beat. Laon^ III. iv. 9.

from the depths whose jagged caverns .... Xii. xix. 6.

Beams fall from high those depths upon .... Prom.. 11. ii. 17.

B. Fig. (1) limitless space, the firmament,
through the d. of space Pursued its wondrous way.— Dmmon^ 1. 251.

Striped to their depths by the awakening north
;
Julian^ 24.

The depths were cloudless over head, . . . . Mar. Dr. V. 2.

Or dash them to the depths of hell ? M.N. Melody^ 7.

heaven stript bare Its depths over Elysium, . . Naples^ 42.

were hurled Into the (fo//Aj of heaven Ode Lib. ll. ^.

From the dfe/^^spfthe sky and the ends ofthe earth, Prom. IV. 130.

Darting from starry depths radiance and life, . IV. 387.

through the d. of space Pureued its wondrous way. Q. Mab^ 11. 81.

Infinite depths of unknown elements . . . . . Unf. Dr. 20.

(2) expressing abstruseness or obscurity.

from the depths of human phantasy, Bpips. 165.

the depths are understood Of his fax voice ; . Horn. Merc. LXXX. 4.

raeing over My tranquil soul its ^. . . . did cover, Laon^ I. xl. 5.

When from the d. which thought can seldom pierce 1. 1. 2.

where its inmost depths were gloomiest— . Pr. Athan. II. ii. 53.

It is fed from the tUpths of a fliousand dells, . . Rosal. 898.

To the depths of its own tranquillity, 972.

(3) recesses, or midst.
For in the depths of Greece Qfcl. 270.

Till all the mountain depths are spangled. . . . Faustj ll. 85.

Which from the inmost depths of its green glen Hom.Merc. xxxi. 4.

And from the folded depths of the great HiTl, . LV. i.

(4) extreme point or degree.

how the full tide of power Ebbs to its depths.— . Hellas^ 849.

Would merge her in its dfe/Mj, Mother Sr Son, 1.12.

And might drink from the depths of luxury. . Rosal. 658.

Of him who from the lowest depths of hell, . . . Triumph^ 472.

(5) of time.
That from the depths of unrecorded time . . . Q. Mab, VI. 187.

(6) of expression.

o'er their [the eyes] d. its fleeting light had wrought. LaoUy ll. xxii. 9.

^Dereliction, n. state of abandonment.
Duty and dereliction guide thee Aprils 1814, 8.

Derision, n. scornful mockery, ridicule.

as in derision Of kingliest masonry : Ode Lib. V. 3.

Derive, v. tr. draw or gain.

and derive Experience from his folly : . . . Q. Mab, III. 9.

*Tiexvi8ef n. a Moslem fanatic.

A Dervise^ learned in the Koran, preaches . . Hellas^ 595.

Desart. (See Desert.)

Descant, n. Fig. discourse, discussion.

many a bout Of thought-entangled descant;— . Gisb. 312.

^Descanted, v. intr. Fig. discoursed at large.

Concerning God, . . . We descanted^ Julian, 46.

*Descantincr, pr. pple. discoursing.

which I need not teaze Your patience hy desc. on, Gisb. 253.

Descend, v. intr. A. Lit, (1) of animate beings, to come

from a higher position to a lower.

I Will afej«wrf upon the shore, CycL^\$.

The death-birds ife5c^w^/to their feast, . . . Hellas, xqz^.

Descend^ and follow me down the abyss. . . . Prom. III. i. 53.

(2) of inanimate things, to fall or come down.

A raging flood descend, and wind Through that

wide vale; Mar. Dr. Xi\\. i^.

the snows descend Upon that Mountain ; . . . Mont. B. 131.

Month after month the gathered rains descend . Sonn. Nile, \.

B. Fig. (1) pass or visit.

Until Heaven's kingdom shall rf«ar«rf on earth, . Ch. \st. III. 28.

Thro' Penury's roofless huts . . . Will I descend, . Laon, II. xlii. 3.

Once more desce?td The shadows of my soul . . Otho^ v, i.

(2) finish or pass away.
For he is gone, where all things wise and fair D.;— Adonais^ ill. 7.

Forgetful of the grave, where, ... He must desc. Alastor, 522.

(3) forego or alter my mental position.
how Shall I destxnd, and perish not? Epips. 125.

(4) set.

Which shall descend upon a vacant prison. . , 395.
',5) overcome, fall upon,

[sleep] Descend unmixed on this God-hated beast, Cycl. 606.

(6) appear, come into being.
let her descend A. seraph-winced victory . . , Prol. Hellas, loi.

Descended, v. intr. A. Lit. (_1) see Descend. A. Lit. (1).
The Spirit then descended ; Dcenwn, 11. 32a

,, ,, ,, Q. Mab, IX. 228.

From her celestial carThe FairyQueen i&Si»«rf£(/, i, 106.

(2) see Descend. A. Lit. (2).

A shaft of light upon its wings descended, . . . Laon, l. ix. i.

noon came, evening, then night descended. . . m, iv. i.

and the beams Ofmom d. on the ocean streams, "— m, xxxiii. 5.

where breath of Heaven Descended not, . . . vii. xxvi. 9-
And when evening descended from heaven above, Sensit. PI. l. 98.
And when the whirlwinds and the clouds (feycffff&a Witch,yi3iix. i.

And when the windless snow descended . . , xxx. 6.

(3) followed or came after.

Behind her descended Her billows, Arethusa, ill. lu.

B. Fig. fell,

the truth Of nature on my passive youth Descend. Int.Beauty, vii. 8.

when grace descended, Confirming all . , , . Q. Mab, vil. 226.

Descended,//. A. Lit. (1) of persons, come down.
Laonehad descended ivom the shrine, .... Laon^ v. Ivii. i.

(2) of inanimate things, fallen.

If the lightning Of God has e'er d. to avenge . . Cenci, lit. \. 180.

B. Ftg. ^) come to pass.

Now has descended Zl. serener hour, Laon, Ded. ix. i.

a darkness had descended On every heart : . , . 11. v, 7.

(2) of a season, come about, arrived.

From all the blasts of heaven thou [spring] hast d. : Prom. Ii. i. i.

thou hast descendedQjtz.^eA in tempests ; . . . O spring ! 11. i. 5.

Descended, ppl. adj. embodied.
As the descended Spirit of that si)here, .... Epips. 286.

Descending, pr, pple. A. Lit. falling, coming,
wave ruining on wave, and blast on blast Desixnd. Alastor, 328.
fell on me like a wind Descend, on still waters— Laon, rv. xxix. 3.

thou in light (&ffcg«<A»jf O'er the wide land . . v. ^o«^,3.8.
it is the blast Z?AK3e«(^z«^on the pines . . . . Mont B. Cane. ^.

B. Fig. (1) coming.
Spring's messengers descending from the skies, Laon^ vil. xxxvii. 8.

(^2) approaching by efflux of time.
Thou art descending to the darksome crave, . . Q. Mab, VI. 14a
But stiU 'twas some spirit of kindness aesc^iding Tear, rv. i.

Descending*, ///. adj. Fig. (1) waning.
Beneath the wan stars and descending moon . . Alastor, 554.
Even now eclipses the descending moon !— , . Laon, VIII. xvi. 6.

(2) leading down stream.

Fretted a path through its descending curves . . Alastor^ 542.

(3) changing, passing.

To stem the torrent of descending time : . . , Hellas, 350.

Descends, v. intr. A. Lit. (1) see Descend. A. Lit. (2)*
The chariot . . . Descends in silent power : . . . Damon, I. 58.

B. Fig. (1) of passions, emotions, inspirations.

The breath whose might I have invoked in song D. Adonais, LV. 2.

confusion, then despair Descends like night— . . Laon, V. vii. 6.

a drainless treasure, Descends amidst us;— , v.^itw^, 2. 12.

the few On whom my grace descends^ . . . . Q. Mab, vii. 140.

(2) comes over, pervades.
Noon descends around me now : Eug; Hills^ 285.
when the glow Of Heaven descends Julian. s6.
when day Descends upon the orient ray, . . . I^yve.Hope^ 40.
And when night descends defiest RPI Crodwin^ 5.

(3) passes away.
Noon descends, and after noon ....... Eug. HillSy 320.

(4) appears.

The renovated genius of our race, . . . descends . Hellas, 447.
Descent, n. A. Lit. (1) downward path or way,
the steep descent of Heaven's untrodden way. . Damon, II. 31a

tt II 11 n 11 t'
• • ^- ^^^ ^- 218.

a stair, Whose smooth descent some ceaseless step Laon^ IV. ii. 5.

(2) course of movement, waning.
Where the swift sun yet paused in his descent Julian^ 75.

B. Ftg. (1) lineage, extraction.

And these dull swine ofThebes boast their (fejow/ (Edipus, \. 139.

(2) abasement of oneself, condescension.

without fsfsj^iKn/ To a i^oss falsehood Calderon, u iy2.

Describe, v. tr. depict, delineate.

I know not how I can d. in words Those tracks—^iw»,^»t:.lviii,6.
I should describe you in heroic style, St. Epips. 86.

jDescribed, pp. depicted.

the immortal Describedhy Swift— Peter, VII. xii. 5.

Descried, v. tr. perceived, distinguished.

that I descried h\\ shapes like mine own self, . . Laon, iii. xxiii. 8.

Descr7, v. intr. perceive, distinguish.

and soon I could descry Where Death . . vi. xlv. 8.
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*D.esert, v, tr. (1) leave or abandon.
Thou didst desert^ with spirit-winged lightness,

The senate Ode Lib. Wll, \i.

The ghost of peace Will not desert this spot. . . Rosai, 71.

(2) forsake unkindly or basely.
And shall I now desertyou.} Cenci^ II. i. 94.
When ye rfM^r^ the free— Nei/as, 1001.
Aye—and at last desert me too Peier^ VI. xxix. 5.

Desert, n. A. Lit, (1) a waste uncultivated place.
Yet the fowl of the rf«jer/, when danger encroaches, Bigotry^ 71. i.

As some lone man who in a </«jar/nears . . Laon^ Ded.yilil. 4.
To nourish some far desart: II. xxiii. 6.

like the sweet source Of waters in the desart^ . • Tl. xx. 8.

in the desart there is built a home For Freedom. XI. xxiv. i.

Which when the voices of the desart fail , . . Mont B. 28.

A fifejar^ peopled by the storms alone, .... 67.
furze, ana boa;, and den, and desart^ (Edifius^ II. ii. 128.

Two vast ancf trunkless legs of stone Stand in the d. Usym, 3.

whose steps Chance in that desart has delayed, . Q. Mab^ ii. 197.
shouts and howlings through the desert rang, . viii. 81.

Across that desert where their stones survived . ix. 29.
And from the ofejaWj ice-girt pinnacles .... Sonn. Nile^ 3.

The grassy vesture of the desart^ Triumph^ 449.
blow O'er the lakes of the dfejar^/ Vis. Sea, 2,^.

more vain Than in the desart is the serpent's wake Wiich^ Lxxil. 4.

(2) the sea or sky so called.
and swept The desert oi^o%^ ocean solitudes, . Damon, II. loi.

Yon desart wide and deep holds no rec€:ss, . . Laon, ii. xlviii. 2.

and swept The desert of those ocean solitudes, . Q. Mab, Vlii. 96.

B. Fig. a moral waste, a dreary place.
In the wide pathless desert of dim sleep, . . Alastor. 210.
Which Calderon over the c&jar/ "flung .... Gisb. 181.

Let Freedom leave— ... A i?tfjflr/, or a Paradise : Hellas, 91.
Let the tjrants rule the desart they have made ; 1008.
Greece again become The fountain in the desart Prol. Hellas, 138.
clothing with golden clouds The (fejar/ of our life. Front, ii. i. 12.

Where Athens, . . . stood, There is a moral d. now ; Q. Mab, Ii. 163.
Which is that desart, where each one .... Rosal. 946.
A flower that scarce breathes in the desert rude Solitary, l. 5.

Desert, adj. A. Lit. (1) uncultivated, lonely, uninhabited.
in her flfej^r/ hills Conceals. . .' . ... Alastor, 115.
From what rocks An<J desert cells ? Cal4eron, i. 227.
To the wide, the desert waste Faust, 11. 44.
Through desert woods and tracts, Fr. Wandering, 3.

Of the bright Gods, and the dark desert Earth : Horn. Merc. LXXii. 8.

About yon lonely isles of desart sand . Julian, 248.
The moon had left Heaven desert now, . . . Laon, v. iii. 5.
a chasm desert, and bare, and broad
Teaching the woods and waves, and f/^ja;?'/ rocks,
his throne Of rock upon a desert herbless plain,

VII.XXXV111.9.

Ode Lib. VIII. 5.

Orpheus, 104.

. Laon, VI. xxii. 5.

. II. xiv. 8.

, Front. II. iv. $^.
IV. 76.

the ocean's wrath Is spent upon the (feyer^ shore;— Triumph, 164.
The track of deer on desert Labrador ; . , . —— 407.

(2) of, or belonging to the desert,

as the desart sand Borne on the storm, .... Laon, ii. xlv. 7.

The desart savage ceased to grasp in fear . . . x. vi. 3.

B. Fig. (1) mined, deserted.
Peace in the iileja^'/fields and villages, .... x. xii. 1.

The Sea Which paves the desert streets of Venice Naples, 107.

(2) lonesome, solitary.

Tlu-o' the desart night we sped, . . . .

(3) unsullied, open,
on high Freedom's desart land A tower .

(4) sterile, desolate.
And in their desert hearts fierce wants he sent,

Through the nightly delld of the desart year. .

*DeBart-1>last, c. n. wind of the desert.

the wandering Arab's tent Flaps in the desart-blast Q. Mab, II. 136.

*Desert-caves, c. n. caves of a desert place.
Sent from these desert-caves Mont B. Cane. 2.

*Desart-troop, c. n. a troop traversing a desert.

Drained by a desart-troop, a little drop for all ; . Prom. IV. 352.

^Deserted, pp. (1) abandoned cruelly.

the ghastly paramour, for whom Thou hast d. me Julian, 380.
Of maids deserted in the olden time, . . . . Unf. Dr. 187.

(2) left, gone away from.
Had deserted heaven while the stars were awake, Sensit. PI. II. 18.

(3) abandoned, shunned.
Deserted by the fever-stricken serf, Marenghi, xiv. 2.

(4) neglected.
It is deserted now, but once it bore Prom. III. iii. 167.

^Deserted, ppl. adj. (1) friendless, abandoned.
Alas ! Weak and (deserted creature that I am, . Cenci, l. it. 45.
My kindred false to their deserted s&lves. .

~~ '"

(2) (archly or humorously used).
Is not sadder in her cell Than deserted Ariel.

(3) neglected, unfrequented.
Of some mysterious, and deserted fane, . .

(4) lonely, tenantless.

through the deserted balls And corridors .

(5) Fig. dreary, miserable.
Or in this world's (3fejtfr&i/ valfe, Fr. A gentle, 6^

^TieaeTtingt pr.pple. forsaking.
Deserting these, thou leavest me to grieve,. . » Wordsworth, 13.

%.

. Guitar Jane, 26.

. Alastor^ 44.

Ginevra^ 184.

*Deserts, v. tr. Fig. leaves or forsakes.

Deserts not virtue in the dungeon's gloom, . . Q. Mab^ V. 217.

Falls when life deserts her brain, Rosal. 1185.

Deserts, n. A. Lit. wild uncultivated regions.

Had tracked the hosts . . . From their dark desarts ; Laon, x. xiv. 6.

imbue Its desarts and its mountains, .... Fr. Athan. II, iv. 10.

The crag-built desarts of the barren deep, . . . Front. III. iii. 122.

The oceans, and the desarts, and the abysses, . IV. 335.
Those (fej5?-/j of immeasurable sand, Q. Mab, Viii. "jo.

Then, through the pestilential desarts wild . . Serchio, 116.

B. Fig. (1) illimitable space.

Through the wide desarts of Elysian air? . . . Fiordispina^ 81.

(2) regions unshaped even in the imagination.
I went into the desarts of dim sleep— . . Fr. The Desarts, i.

Girt by the desarts of the Universe, . . . . Laon^ I. 1. 4.

Deserve, v. I. tr. be worthy of.

Methinks they scarcely can deserve our fear. . . Ch. 1st, II. 302.

II. intr. (1) merit as a reward.
well do you Deserve that fifty oxen . . . Horn. Merc. LXXIV. 3.

(2) merit as punishment.
that which I So well desef^el .... . Cenci, V. iii. 103.

Thou wilt repay me less than I deserve Ch. ist, III. 68.

Deserved, pp. merited.
A punishment and a reward . . . Oh, which have

1 deserved? Cenci, in. i. 119.

Deserved, j^/. adj. due, merited.
his deserved portion Of blood, .... . . Hellas, 542.

Deserves, v. tr. merits.
Surely he deserves it well ! ...,,... Peter, Prol. 40.
deserves just seven months' wages . ... VI. xiv, 4.

Desi£fn, n. (1) plan, purpose.
Any design my captious fancy makes .... Cenci, I. i. 87.

(2) art or mtention.
Graceful without design and unforeseeing, . . Julian, 146.

:|:Desigiied, v. tr. intended, planned.
I knew not aught that Beatrice designed; . . . Cenci, ll. i. 159.
Nor do I think she designed anything . . . 11. i. 160.
but what I now designed Julian, 580.

Designed, pp. planned or purposed.
repent of aught designed or done Cenci, iij, ii. 40.
all that he had designedH& did perform— . . Hont. Merc. L. 2.

To speak the fates by Jupiter designed; . . . xcii. 2.

Designs, n. (1) intentions, purposes.
Madly they frustrate still their own designs ; . . Q. Mab, V. 243.

(2) artful schemes.
It fortunately serves my close designs .... Cenci, il. ii. 107.

Desire, v. I. tr. (1) wish or long for.

And others desire An old fellow out of the way ; . Cat, iii. 2.

If ye desire it thus, thus let it be, Cenci, V. iii. 87^
whose drunkenness is all We can desire, . Fr. Athan. ii. iv. 2.
nor more, nor less Do I desire or fear FroTn. i. 416.
Dost thou desire the bane that poisons earth . Q. Mab, IV. 262.

(2) command or request.
Enough, enough ! Go desire LadyJane She place

my lute, Ch. 1st, 11. 456.
II. intr. (1) wish.

But sayj do you desire, or not, to fly . . . . (^cl. 424.
since it is sweet Even to desire; Prom. ii. i. 99.
That I desire to worship those Triumph, 246.

(2) express a wish.
I desire: and theirspeed makes night kindle ; . Prom. II. iv. 169.

(3) hope or be anxious for.

But as those may suspect or do desire .... Cenci, V. ii. 43.
Desire, n. (1) command or expressed wish.

I send thee, at thy brother's desire, . . . iv. iv. 9^.

(2) aspiration, longing.
The object o( desire or memory, Calderon, 11. 93.
presented to thy thought As object oi desire, . 11. 177.
One supplication, one desire, one hope, . . . Cenci, i. iii. 26.
the deferred desire To wreak it —— iv. ii. 23.'

That fierce desire had faded in my heart. . . . iv. iv. 132.
It grew familiar to desire v. i. 24.
towards the loadstar of my one desire, .... Epips. 219.
Should we be less in deed than in desire? . . . Julian, 176.
and strange desire. The tempest of a passion, . Laon, i. xl. 3.
legal torture mocked his keen cfej/Vtf.- .... x. xxxivJ^3.
Awed by the ending of their own desire .... ^-^ xil. xxvi. 7.
Gleam with sharp desire to wet Mask, Lxxvir.*2.
Be man's high hope and unextinct desire, . . . Naples, 168.
The desire of the moth for the star, One Word, ll. 5.We die with our desire : drive us not back ! . I^om.. I. 351.
They shall drink the hot speed of desire! . . . 11. v. 5.
The boat of my desire is guided : 11. v. 94.
Of the rftfjiVs which makes thee one with me, . . III. i. 35.
unimbued With pure desire, and universal love, . Q. Mab, V. 153*
quenchless desire Of universal happiness, . . . v. 226.
favoritism, and worst desire of fame . . . . —— vi. 213.
Thou art the end of all desire and will, . . . — n. 17.
on wings of swift desire Rosal. 766.
I feel desire, but hotoe not 773.
Whose woe was such that fear became desire;— Serchio, 35.
Its birth is darkness and its growth desire; . . St. Epips. 146.
I half disdained mine eyes' desire to fill . . . . Triumph, 232.O thoi^, who plumed with strong desire .... Two Spirits, i,
with fifewrc and with wonder Vis.Sea,^u

Y
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(3) craving, sexual appetite, longing of love.
Man lives far more iji love's desire Caldervn^ ill. 28.

the occasion whence desire grows bold, .... —— ill. 86.

And, like loveliness panting with wild desire . . Hellas^ 1036.

And sweet, even as desire^ Ham. Merc. Lxxvii. 3.

the lulled delight Of sweet desire^ Horn. Venus^ 3.

In Venus Jove did soft desire awaken, .... — 42'
Therefore he poured desire into her breast . . . 54-
Love, Hope, nesire^ and Fear, Ij>ve^ Hofe^ 8.

Desire presented her [false] glass, • 15.

Between Desire and Fear tnou wert 28.

Till Love even from fierce Desire it bought, . . 32.

Love, Desire^ Hope, and Fear, Ever will be near. 53.
And foul desire round thine astonished heart, . Pr&m. i. 489.
Hope, love, doubt, d.y which consume him for ever. I. 545.
As Desire*s lightning feet : — I. 734.
as one between desire and shame Suspended, . Triumph^ 394.
Desire^ like a lioness bereft Of her last cub, . . 525.

Desired, v. tr. wished, hoped or longed for.

You own That you desired his death ? . . . . Cenciy iv. iv. 130.
She with apples you desired Faust^ ll. 331.
I always knew what I desired before, .... Prvnt. ll. i. 05.
I loved him well, but not as he desired; . . . Onf. Dr. 8a

3>esired, pp. wished or longed for.

with sweet Bromian, long desired^ O*^* ^^5*
Too long desired^ too long delaying, come ! . . /Vw«. II. i. 15.

Are sweeter even than freedom long desired . ill. iii. 5.

Desired, adj. wished or longed for.

Some most ^.nVf^ event, Cencz^l.m. 1%.

It is indeed a most desired eveint. I. iii. 21.

and few who dare Win the desired communion— Hetl&s^ 185.

Thou most desired Hour, Prom. III. iii. 69.

Desires, v. I. tr. wishes, longs for.

And all that faith creates or love desires^ . . . I. 201.

My heart each day desires the morrow ; ... Remefndr. ll. 5*

It desires what it has not, the beautiful ! . . . Sensii. PI. l. 77.

II. intr. w^es, longs.
Only desires to see the colour of it CEdipus^ 1. 382.

Desixes, n. cravings, longings.
And others came . . . Desires and Adorations, . Adonais^ XIII. 1.

And a new life, fashioned on old desires^ . . . Cend, V. i. 90.
All kindly passions and all pure desires. . . . Dmmon^ li. 143.

„ „ „ „ „ ... Q. Mab^ VIII. 202,

Oar thoughts and our desires Julian^ 125.

die fears and hate which vain desires have brought. Laon^ XI. xvi. 9.
The sweet desires within obey : ProiH. II. ii. 56.
desires and thoughts, that claim Men's care— . Rosal. 725.

Desirest, v. I. ir. wishest to do.
Canst compass all that thou desirest. . Hoth. Merc. Lxxxiii. 6.

II. intr. (1) commandest.
Since thou desirest^ I will then unveil .... Calderon, 11. 104.

(2) wishest.
With thee, if thou desirest, will I seek .... Laon^ 11. xxxix. 4.

DesirincTi pr. pple. wishing or craving for.

who, desiring^'^ifhsX we possess, Ch. ist, II. 237.
when I, desiring More in this world Zucca, I. 3.

't'Desolate, v. ir. ruin or lay waste.^

And those events that desolate the earth . . . Q. Mob, vill. 45.

Desolate, adj. (1) of animate beings, afflicted, forsaken.

tho* desolate The desolator now, Laon^ V. xxv. 7.

for her false mate Has fled and left her desolate. . Rosal. 145.

How stem are the woes of the desolate mourner, . St. Ir. (5) I. i-

Yet far must the desolate wanderer roam ; . . . (^ I. 2.

(2) dreary looking.
Beneath the cold ^lare of the desolate night, . . Alastor, 234.

It was a desolate sight— Dmmon, II. 27.

„ „ Q. Mab, VIII. 2.

the peaks so desolate Of the drowning mountains, Mar. Dr. XVI. 3.

Ana desolate and frozen, like this ravine; . . Prom. I. 828.

Have riven on the desoUite heath ; W^ Jew, (2) 8.

(3) deserted, tenantless.

the sward Of the desolate Castle yard; .... Fr. Wine, 6.

the gate Of the Imperial House, now desolate^ . Laon, v. xx. ^.

There was a desolate village in a wood .... VI. xIvl i.

Gathering from all those homes now desolate, . VI. li. 6.

So. thro' the desolate streets x. xxvi. 6.

(4) worthless, of no account.
Religion's pomp made desolate by the scorn . . vii. xxxv. 4.

(5) of conditions or emotions, unhappy, wretched.

Here is the pride that breaks the desolate heart. . Ch. 1st, I. 154.

This dim vast vale of tears, vacant and desolate ? Int. Beauty, 11. 5.

And that thy lot may be less desolate .... Julian, 49^.
like Love by Hope left desolate. Laon, i. xvi. g.

a mother's desolate wail O'er her polluted child, . 11. ix. ^.

that they may rule, with lies thus desolate. . , . vill. viii. 9.

O'er Ruin desolate, ... Sit thou sublime, unawed ; Naples, 94.

the bloodless veins Of <&y£?/fl/^ society. .... Q.Mab, IV. 107.

how stem And folate a tract is thiswide world! IV. 124.

On my desolate path Vnf. Dr. 13.

(6) left apart, given up.
Revenge and Selfishness are desolate— . . - Laon, V. Song, 2. 13.

(7) adj, absol, forsaken or afflicted persons.

What, if we. The desolate and the dead, were his

own flesh, Cenci^ i. iii. 104.

*DeBolated, ppl. adj. (1) Lit. broken, ruined, wasted,

where the desolated tombs Of Parthian kings . . AUtstor^ 242.

F%r by the desolated shore, Loon, II. x. 2.

This desolated "KOvlA, and thee, and me, .... Prom. HI. i- 77.

With desolated dwellings smoking round. . . . Q. Mob, v. 102.

(2) Fig. unhappy, wretched.
Pour bitter tears on its desolated \it3LT^ ; . . . April. 1814, 10.

And round the desolated globe Falsehood, 23.
The outcast of a desolated \iots\% Laon, viil. xv. 3.

And beatings haunt the desolated heart, .... Protn. II. i. 4.

^Desolately, adv. in mournful solitude.

Where her own standard desolately waves . , . Daon, iv. xxiv, 5.

Their many tjnrants sitting desolately ix. x. 5,

*Desolate2iess, n. a condition of wretched friendlessness.

and terrible of yore. To desolateness, V. xxviii. 8.

*Desolates, v. tr. makes wretched.
the blood Which desolates the discord-wasted land. Q. Mob, IV. 79.

^Desolating, pr. pple. destroying.

the atrial regions Of the white Alps, desolating^ . Naples, 141.

^DesolatinfiT, ///. adj. (1) making miserable or wretched.
man has lost His desolating privilege, .... Dam^n, 11. 168.

(2) destroying.
Power, like a desolatingyesXWenc^ Q. Mab, ill. 176.

To sanctify their desolating deeds ; ..... vii. 228.

Desolation, n. (1) as a personification of destructive force.

When sunk the tyrant desolation^s slave ; . . Death Vanq. 13.

You desolatiofCs gory throng 44.
A flashing desolation there, Fausty I. 21.

When desolation flashes o'er a world destroyed : Hellas, 956.
Desolation heard your trumpet's blast, .... Laon, xi. xv. 3.

No more shall death, and desolation reign ? . M.N. Post. Fr. 44.
And Desolation howled to the destroyer. Save ! . Ode Lib. xi. 8.

For ifeyo&/;(3«'j watch-word

;

^. .A/ad, VII. 33.

(2) physical destruction or ruin.

The ashes of the desolation cast
,
Calderon, II. 39.

a cloud of desolation wrapt The unforeseen event, Hellas, 495.
its cycles Of cfejfl&A'.3« and of loveliness, . . . 747.
Of the wine oi desolation Mask, Xll. 4.

by blood and groans. And desolation, .... Prom. ill. ii. 30.

red the gaze That flashes desolation Q. Mab, III. 145.
beheld The frightful desolation spread, .... III. 184.
Amid the desolation of a city, TowerofFatn. i.

nor is the desolation single, Triumph, 160.

(3) moml misery or wretchedness.
Wlio feed where Desolation first has fed, . . Adonais, xxvill. 4.
A Love in desolation masked ;— xxxil. 2.

The bones of Desolation's nakedness .... XLIX. 5.

Desolation—d&i&&d ! Inv. Mis. I. 5.

Where desolation clothed with loveliness, . . . Ode Lib. nv. 12.

Springs like day from desolation; Prom. 1. 568.

An, sister ! Desolation is a delicate thing : . . . I. 772.

llie Eolation which it spoke ; - -, Rosal. 780.

(4) bereavement, lonely condition.

Two gentle sisters mourn their desolation; . . Laon, X. xUii. 4.
There, to desolation hurled, Mexican, iv. 8.

and mourns as if each were A desolation. . . . St. Epips. 169.

*DesolatoT, n. one who wastes or destroys.

tho' desolate The desolator now, Laon, v. xxv. 8.

Despair, v. intr. abandon all hope.
I will not be discouraged, nor despair^ .... Calderon, III. 116.

despair not—list and learn ! Laon, I. Iviii. 9.
ToXreathe, to be, to hope, or to despair . . . iii. xx. i.

Look on my works, ye Mighty, and despair! . Ozym. 11.

Despair, n. (1) as a personification of desperation.

Hope and despair. The torturers, slept ; ... Alastor, 639.
But pale despair and cold tranquillity, .... 718.

beneath this cr^ Huge as despair, Cenci, ni. i. 256,
the shuddering voice of hoarse despair .... Dcemon, II. 205.
But it lulls in oblivion the fiends of despair, . . Death, Dial. 8.

Has been tracked by despair and agony_. . . . Falsehood, 20.

Thou sittest on the heaTtn of pale desPair, . . . Fr. Maty, I. 6.

if Despair And Hate, the rapid bloodhounds . . Fr. Satire, 6.

Hopelay coffined with Despair; Hellas, 39.
To dwell with War, with us, and with Despair. . 525.

All that despair from murdered hope inherits . Laon, II. vi. 3.

But she looked more like Despair, Mask,xsil. 3.

Pale Despair's most sickening sigh, Moonoeafn, ill. 4.
Till Despair smothers The struggling world, . . Prom. I. ^-^S.

Death, despair; love, sorrow ; ii. iii. 68.

No more the shuddering voice of hoarse despair Q. Mab, IX. 126.

and leave to Wonder and Despair Sonn. Byron, 2.

(2) abandonment of hope, desperation.

Death feeds on his mute voice, and laughs at our d. Adonais, III. 9.

Even to the joyous stars which smile on it's despair/ XLI. 9.

stung His bram even like despair. Alastor, 222.

No ! Abandon'd he sinks in a trance of despair. Bigotry, 1. 5.

Though more dreadful than death, it scatters des., III. 5.

'Tis shame, 'tis torment, 'tis despair. Calderon, III. 131.

Their fathers' hearts to madness and despair, . Cenci, n. ii. 33,

What retrospects, outliving even despair? . . in. i. 76.

Die in despair, blaspheming : IV. i, 50.

O, terror \ O, despair/ IV. iv. ig.

Infamy, blood, terror, despair? V. iii. 45.
the same ruin. Scorn, pain, despair? v. iv. 72.

Worse than despair, v. iv. 97.

Err not in harsh despair, v, iv. 144.

So is Hope Changed for Despair— Circumsi. 5.

Hatred, impair, and fear and vain belief, , . . Dcemon, 11. 159.

and in my despair, Epips. 235.
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be our laugh His desfair-h^T epitaph I . . . Pr-,
{«f«»'-

'• S'

Flags weanly through darkness and rfM/aif-- .
G'^i-'ot.

paid Brief victory with swift loss and long despair. Hellas, 288.

And Conscience feeds them with despair. . . 73^.

'And dying, bring «fej/S<i;>. •,,.••• ^'^
Through exile, persecution, and despair, . . . —" ^'JX- ,

Such hope, a?is the sick rf«J'/a;r ofgood, . . Hope, Fear,J-

You Witt the unpaid bill. Despair,- . . . . Jane, Invttn, 35.

you might guess It was d. made them so uniform : Julian, 294.

To give a human voice to my despair, .... SO.V

hate, scorn, remorse, flfej/a!*- ; . . . . . • ™ '.,„
as <fej#ai»- Upon my heart-let death upon Ai./ —- Sop.iiio-

black rfeJtor, The shadow of a starless night, . Laon, Oed.Vl. 3.

Where solitude is like despair, I went— . . .
'

,

•"'• *

From visions of (fej^ajy I rose, ...... ,'£•,
As in despair, and with his sinewy neck, . . . »• =tiii. 7-

but the Aj/SajV Was weak and vain . • . „ vviv ,i

All those steep paths which languor and despair n- miv. /)..

Let our first triumph trample the despair . .
I"- "=• 7-

while (fe^Bzypossest My thoughts. . ... .

,, ;,:i c
'

confusion, then rfei'jJajy Descends like night— . „••'',
their fierce despair might nought a.vail .... V. viii. 5.

the lonely man's &m><j!>-Hunger then overcame, v. xm. T-

andtotheufei*aiyOfhimwhom late ., • • •
"'^

„; ,
« ''

By voice, and looks, and eloquent rfM/Sa!>', . . vi. v. o.

did with absent looks defeat Despair, ....
wondrous vision wrought from my despair, .

add despair to crime, and pain to pain I . .

gazed beyond the wormy grave aSwr/flzr/ ,. •

Groaned with the burthen of a new despair;

.

Ere to des. and death thy worshippers be dnven,

where Hope, ... is struggling with despair, .

Not life—It was despair to be I—
Started from sick despair, . •.••,•.•
Paler from hope ! they had sustajned despair.

There was the silence of a long despair, . .

is lent To man the wisdom of a high despair, .

by thee—and by despair—
Yes, the despair which bids a father groan, .

To laugh at sorrow in secure rfM;>a»-, . . . - ^>„„,,„_, „;• s
And th% night of rf^M'-, •••,;;.•

; ^"T^f^lAWf
Love, how it sells poor bliss For proud deJfpa^r ' H"^¥?P}-f^]\ +

and <fejr/>azV Within them n .,,Lt}\^'
One hope is too like Ajtoy pZmlLsfl
Ruin and degradation and <fei#a»-.. . . --^I- rT/'*^"
torture and solitude, Scorn and despair,— .

Prom.\. 15.

And such despair as mocks itself with smiles, -— i. 200.

Mark that outcry of <fea-/>a;r/ - '• 553-

'tis despair Mingled with love ' vJ^i ns
Draining the poison of despair, . .... .

—- '"• "; '^?-

Hatred, rfsiW, and loathing in bis n,md, . 0- Mab,vui. 317.

BewilderedVmydire&JT^a!?', ., .. • •
Hosal. 5a.

Unbind the knots of her friend's rf«l/Saj>-, . . . ^^ SH-
The spasms of my despair to see : 307-

Which once gave life to my despair,— .... 34,V

Love, hope, though hope was now despair— • 7?7'

The fierce A«>azy and hate which kept , . . . -—
:
930-

And the ice aides. Chilled the wild fhrob of care. Si. Ir. (3) VI- i.

Then despair nerv'd his arm To dispel the charm, o; xjv. J.

When floods of despair down his pale cheek are

the only restThat was the portion of despair1 .St. Brack. 4.

Yet now despair itself is mSd,. ^fj^ti iT:J\i a'
my heart can drink The dregs of suph<&«Sa!>-, . Tasso,Song,\\.i-

andforafe-r/a^ylhalfdisdafned. TPf^t'.^^
and leave ^jtoV To ring the kneU Unf. Dr. so.

with the speed of <feji*a2r. Z"' ^'i,?'
And in despair had cast him down Zucca, VI. 4.

Despaired, pp. abandoned hope.

And I have never yet ife.!/>ii!«<i-but now ! . . Cspa\ I?, i. 72.

Despairing, adj. absol. those who have abandoned hope.
- " -

. . Z,(K!M, II. xlii. 7.

VI. lii. 8.

VII. xvi. 7.

VIIJ. viii. 2.

IX. xxxii. 4.

X. xvii. 5.

X. xxvii. Q.

X. xlvi. 9.

^^^ XI. ix. 3.

nr XL X. 7.

xi. xi.'2.

—.— XI. xiii. 5.

xil.xxvhi.8.

Ld. Ch. XIV. 4.

XV. I.

M. N. Ravail, ST

.

Cenci, II. i. 81.

,
.^-^ v. iv. 122.

. Alastor, 31.

and will pour For the despairing.

Despairs, v. inir. abandons hope.

If any one despairs it should be I . . . .

Even till the heart is vacant gind despairs, .

Desperate, adj. (1) fearless, reckless.

Like an inspired and desperate alchymist
. . .-

I marked 'rtiur desp. and repiorseless manhood ; (,£««, I. 1. 52.

And Marzio, That desperate wretch, . ... HI- ". 65.

I grew desperate and unaware iMon, VI. xv. 9.

(2) extreme, outrageous.

for we encounter A desperate opposition . . . Ch. \st, 11. 272.

(3) slight, faint in its extremity.

smile Of desperate hope wrinkled his quivering lips. Alastor, 291.

Desperatelr, adv. with recklessness.

the other fell Desperately fighting. Cenci, IV. iv. 87.

Desperation, n. utter recklessness. -

Isitthedcj/ej-s/MK ofyourfear ; '" '• S?-

And desperation's hope in many hearts recurred. L.aon, VI. viii. 9.

*Desplcable, adj. fit only to be despised.

The smallest and most despicable things . . . Q. Mai, V. 179.

Despise, v. tr. regard with scorn or contempt.

Could but despise danger and gold and a.U

Which death, or pain or peril could despise,

with those who did despise His cradled Idol,

Despls'd, pp. scorned, contemned,

. Laon, V. xxxiv.

. Rosal. 875.

Despised, ^i>/. adj. sporned, treated with contempt.

An old, mad, blind, despised, and dying king,— Engl. 1819, i.

Despising, /^.//Z^. Having contempt or scorn for.

That Willi do, </«i!/>l«V any master. . . . .y'^V SV, r^ .,

Despising wealth, ambftion, pomp, and pnde,
-^^^f'^'^'^-

*'•

ZImW^T its own miserable being, . . . . . Q. Mao,y. io.

Despite, n. A. Lit. (1) contemptuous defiance.

AndinifeiiS/feofGodandofthedevil, . . . . Gisli. 3Vi.

and not revenge, and terror and despite.

And followed him in their despite, . .

(2) malice or anger. .,,..,,.
against thee I would not moveA finger m despite. Julian, 494-

B. Fig. in defiance of. „ , a
which, in the clime's despite, Ro^"'- '30»-

*DespoU, V. I. tr. (with obj. understood) plunder.

Impale the remnant of the Greeks! despoilI . .
Hellas, 950.

Kill! crush! despoil! Let not a Greek escape ! . —- 1022.

Shall Othman only unavenged despoil} .... Laon, v. xxxii. 4.

II. rejl. divest or strip. ^ ,„ „ .
And tremble and despoil themselves : . . Ode W. Wind, III. 14. «

IDespoUed, pp. deprived, stripped,

he who gains by base or armed wrong . . . May
\x£spoiled; Fr.Peo.Eng.H.

'^Despoller, n. Fig. one who ruins.

Which thou hast sold for thy despoiUr's smile : . Ch. 1st, rv. 5.

^Despondence, n. dejection, unhappiness.

a grave Of dead despond, and low-thoughted care, Gisb. 294.

"'Despondency, n. dejection of mind.

Solacing our despondency with tears . . . . . C^kc^ III. i. 31 1.

For love and hafe, despondency and hope? . . . Int.Beau^, II. 12.

Argued against despondency, A.-'^If"' ..'
::: ,.

When winter and tUspofldency are past. PK- Athan. II. m. 21.

*Despot, n. an irresponsible and absolute ruler.

Outweigh a despofs.— ^h- "L}}: 3\
The despot's rafre, the slave's revenge. . . . fug. tltus, ^5.
aU vied In evil, slave i^nd despot; Laon, 11. iv. 6.

For now the desfofs blood-h'punds VI. vu. i.

The banded slavfes whom every ifej/So/ sent . . rr-.^A'^' v .,:

a despofs haughty soul, ^- ^- Ravail, 56.

To drink the ffoatings of a (fej/o^j knell. • • "^•

Man, who wert once a despot and a slave ; . . . ^"5*- J^-
549-

His hosts of blind . . , dupes The despot numbers ; Q. Mab, V. 70.

^Despotism, n. absolute rule.

I should not regret this despotism Of spirits, . . I^ust, II. 361.

And a great chance of despotism— Peter, III. vi. 2.

At the Eartti-bom's spel) yaiyns for Heaven's despot.. Prom. IV. S.SS-

*Despots, n. pi. of Despot.
Welcome thou despots to ray dark domain,

Destined, pp. foreordained.

Art destined an eternal war to wage, .

M. N. Ravail, 66.

Dtsmon, II. 283.

Cenci, 11. ii. 130.

Laon, II. xxxii. 7.

X. xxxiv. 4.

St Ir. (4) VI. 3.Despis'd, neglected, and forlorn, St Ir. (4) VI. 3.

Tremble Kings rf«/iw(i of man ! Tremble Kings, i.

Is destined to decay, Q- ^ab, V. li

thy will Is rferf2K«a an eternal war to wage . . ix. 190.

Destined, ppl. adj. foreordained, appointed.

Bicker and burn to gain their destined go3.\ : . . DcBmon, II. 247.

„ „ . • Q' Mab, IX. 154.

the 'destineSsta.x h^ risen" ^'i'^-h.f-
Amphitrite's destined halls, Eug. Hills, 97.

-When the i&j/iw^rf years were o'er, . . • ,,
—

"Z ^^^'

vast pines are strewing Its a&stfjjea path, . . . Mont B. wo.

So from our victim's <&jftWi5f agony iViww. 1. 470.

for which he hangs Withering in destined pain : . II. iv. 100.

When shall the ifos^z«££^ hour arrive? .... 11. iv. 128.

Who waits but till the destined hour arrive, . . HI- 1...
20.

Beside that temple is the destined cave -— III. m. 173.

Fulfills its destined, though invisible work, . . Q. Mab, VI. 176.

To stir sweet thoughts or* sad, ip destined minds. Witch, XVI. 8.

Destined, adj. absol. persons foreordained to a certain fate.

And wakes the destined. Prom. II. ii. 50.

Destinies, n. pi. of Destiny (1).

Winged Persuasions and veiled destinies, . . . Adonais, XIll. a.

Fear And Hope, twin <feJftff«-r/ Lift not, s-

two Destinies Filled eacb their irrevocable urns ; Prol. Hellas, 82.

fairest of the Z)&r//«a», , 1°0-

Destiny, n. (1) as an entity or personification.

The world's eyeless charioteer .Dejft'My, is hurrying by !
Hellas, 712.

Low-kneeling at the feet of Z)M<2'»jf Prol. Hellas, jg.

Art thou eyeless like old Destiny, 121.

Thou Destiny, Thou who art mailed 133-

and frpm the throne of Destiny ' 175-

(2) fate or invincible necessity.

Concerning God, freewill and destiny...... Julian, 42.

this is not destiny But man's own wilful ill. . . 210.

nor those who bow To thrones . . . such destiny

may know Laon, VIII. xii. 9.

Since hope pursues immortal destiny . • •, ,^":?^ '
Fromthem-eckofiferfOT^i/ Mary,whodied,n.
Twins of a single ifejtfBji/ Orfe Z.z*. XIII. 12.

Fulfilled by circumvolving<fe.rAK)i; - ... CEaz>^, II. 1. 152.

The unaccomplished destiny Prol. Hellas, 51.

Iamtheshadowofa<fej«Kjr Prom. II. w. u6.
shall leave thee freeTo the universe of (fej/!Kji. There is no work, 12.

(3) the fate, doom, or appointed sphere of persons.

her destiny outspeeds it. Cinci, IV. i. 28.

Spirit, behold Thy glorious destiny/ Dcemon, II. 34.

Haste, haste to the warm home of happier destiny I Laon, VIII. 1. 9.

Y 2
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envious fate, has seal'd my wayward destiny. . M. N. Fragmt 9.

Be what it is my destiny to be, Prom. 1. 816.

as 'tis the flkj^/?nj Of trodden worms III. i. 59.

Yet learn the lofty d. Which restless time prepares Q. Mab^ III. 19.

Spirit, behold Thy glorious ffej/zwjji.' VIII. xo.

At length shall meet its destiny Tremble Kings, 4.

Destitute, adj. (1) friendless and poverty-stricken.
Destitute, helpless, and I . . . Father ! God ! . , Cenci, V. iii. 104.

(2) adj. absol. poor friendless persons.
curses which the destitute Mutter in secret, . . Q. Mob, III. 35.

^Destitution, n. deprivation of condition or position.

Adultery, destitution, and divorce, (Bdipus, I. 330.

Destroy, v. I. tr. A. Lit. kill, extirpate.

Strange ruin shall destroy both her and thee . Cenei, IV, i. 26.

B. Fig. (1) put an end to.

They may destroy a world of virgin thoughts ; . Calderon, III. 6.

Age cannot Love destroy, ZuOve'sRose,\l\. i.

Destroy this life or Jet earth's fabric be no more. M. N. Despair, 27.

A shrine . . . Which, nor the tempest . . . Availeth
to destroy,— . . Q. Mab, vi. 230.

(2) counteract.
Did not rf&s/rojr each other

!

, . C««a', III. i. 371.

(3) (with obj. understood) ravage, devastate.

Their power was given But to destroy, .... Triumph, 293.

Destroyed, v. tr. A. Lit. extirpated.

And utterly destroyed the race of Priam. . . Cycl. 159.

B. Fig. injured grievously.

"Twas Nobody destroyedme 678.

Destroyed, pp. A. Lit. demolished, killed.

Have still destroyed even as the other made ? . . Calderon, I. 185.

having destroyedlU^ town of Troy, Cyol. 257.

Would be the news of Polypheme destroyed. , . 441.
When desolation flashes o'er a world destroyed: Hellas, 956.

B. Fig. (1) put in peril of death.

O, weak, wicked tongue which hast destroyed me Cenci, V. iii. 98.

(2) put an end to.

That everything, but Love, destroyed .... Death Vanq. 18.

Had not submissive abjectness destroyed Nature's Q^ Mab, III. 191.

Of greatness, in its hope dej^nyarf/ Triumph, 2i().

Destroyed,///, adj. demolished.
Satiated with ifey^ojverf destruction, Gisb.^i.^

Destroyed, adj. absol. the vanquished, the people slain.

One cry from the destroyedB.n& the destroyer Rose, Hellas, 494,
Woe To tlie destroyer, woe to the destroyed/ . . 895.

Destroyer, n. (1) death so called.

And I fear, dear destroyer, I shall not repine. . Death, Dial. 40.

(2) the doer of a grievous injury.

make known The crime of my dlM/>77yfir/ . . . Cc««, III. _i. rSS-

Does my ifey/?'i7ye?' know his danger? . . . III. i. 282.

Breathed on her child's destroyer; ... . Prom. I. 179.

(3) evildoer.

be the Destroyer pale !
Naples, 96.

(4) victor or vanquisher.
One cty from the destroyed and the destroyer Rose, Hellas, 494.
Must raise up a destroyer even now. ..... 597.

And Desolation howled to the destroyer. Save ! . Ode Lib. xi. 8.

(5) that which causes destruction.

•Oar/wj/ej- and preserver ; hear, O, hear ! . . OdeW.Wind,l.\\.
Destroying, pr. pple. (1) doing away with.

destroying The consequence of what jt cannot cure. Cenci, ill. i. 90.

(2) extinguishing.
Destroying life alone, not peace 1 Lerici, 52.

Which all internal impulses destroying, . . Q. Mab, VIII. 175.

(3) mining.
Not to say help us in destroying her. . . . . CEdipus, I. 306.

Destroying, ///. adj. destructive.

They bear destroying lightning, Hellas, 279.

The pestilence ... Is less destroying. Q. Mab, IV. 190.

*Destroylngly, adv. in a destructive or deadly manner.

Following him, deftroyingly Prom- > 781.

Destroys, v. tr. (l) Lit. annihilates, extinguishes.

Whose breath destroys all life— Orpheus, 21.

These tools the tyrant ... as he wills destroys, . Q. Mab, IV. 222.

(2) Fig. stops, causes to cease.

even the pulse That fancy kindles ... it destroys,— —^ V. 89.

Destmetlon, », (1) as an entity or personification.

the festal din Of Death, and Destruction, and Sin, Castl. Adm. iv. 2.

To rfM/r«irf20»'j harvest home: Bug. Hills, i^o.

still They crave the relic of Destruction's feast. . Hellas, 429.

Destruction roust accomplish Her consummation ? —- 90'-

Plead, loud as thunder, at Destruction's throne. Ld. Ch. "• 4-

stood Destruction's sceptred slaves, OOe Lib. Xll. 8.

Which bars the pit over Destruction 's strength ; Prom. IV. 5P4-

Yielding its harvest to destruction's scythe. . . Q. Mab, IV. 228.

(2) ravage, waste,
Hell and (fej/J-ac/rffK mark his mad career, . . M. If. Post. Tr. ys.

sepulchred emblems Of dead destruction, . . Prom. IV. 295.

to muffle round with black destruction, .... -—- IV. 340.

They bodingly presag'd destruction and woe. . St. Ir. (1) I. 5.

(3) ruin, demolition.
the Ch3.\ice of destruction S\xU, Hellas, im.

Oft to their bright destruction come and go, . . Triumph, 154.

The chinks suck destruction Vis. Sea, 31.

(4) the means of destroying.
Satiated with destroyed destruction Gisb. 41.

A light and a destruction Hellas, 366.

(5 ) grievous moral injury, perversion.

Forging the instruments of his destruction . . . Calderon, II. 77.

Destructions, n. Fig. deadly influences.

And many more Destructions played .... Mask, VII, I.

tDetection, n. discovery of something hidden.
When they outface detection— Julian, 243.

jrDetentiou, n. a hindrance from proceeding.

to sign this order For their detention. . . . Ch. \st, II. 379.

Determined, //. decided.

have at length determined what is right. . . Cenci, III. i. 221.

Detested, ///. adj. abhorred, hated.

Hides its dead eye from the iii/«J^«</ day, . . . Alastor, 21%.

To thy most afefeJi^erf spirit My soul, Calderon, u. ly.

scoop the eye out Of tlie detested Cyclops. . . . Cycl. 475.

ZJe/arferf wretch! where are you? ... . 698.

When those <feferf«rf hearts iao», X. xxxvii. g.

the bound With which from that detested trance . Mont B. gi.

Detested prodigy'. Prom. m. i. 61.

the detested task Of piling stone on stone, . . . Q. Mab, II. 145.

De Tott. (See Tott.)

^Devastated, ///. adj. wasted, desolated.

the bloodiest scourge Of i&z'ajAz/^i/ earth ; . . . rv. 112.

"Devastating, ///. adj. destroying.

In thy devastating omnipotence, ...... Alastor, 613.

"Devastation, n, ruthless destruction.

It was so deep, save when the devastation , . . I^aon, x. xliii. 7.

"Developed, //. brought into being.

long years of blest Eternity Never to be developed. Fiordispina, 6.

It seemed to have develop, no defect Of either seit. Witch, xxxvi. 2.

Device, ». (1) stratagem or contrivance.

graspt and snapped the threads of my device . . Cenci, V. i. 82.

my device is suDtle . • Cycl. 448.

I am mad with joy at your device 465.

Ye know the close device— . , . . . •
—- 470-

Thou dost not own that art, device, or God, . . Hellas, 758.

Loosened by some device of his quick wit. . . Horn. Merc. LXX. 4.

(2) skilml workmanship or design.

A boat of rare device, Loon, I. xxiii. i.

Her cave was stored with scrolls of strange device. Witch, xvill. i.

(3) contrivance.

And then she had a charm of strange device.

Devices, n. (1) schemes or plots.

than what they suffer From the d. of my love—

(2) conceits or designs.

Woven in devices fine and quaint,

Devil, n. (1) the spirit ot evil who, according to theologians,

inspires all wrongdoing.
Respited me from Hell !—So may the Devil .

And pledge with thee the mighty Devilm Hell,

New devu's politics

the Devil went forth as natty a Beau,
The £>«<!/ was an agriculturist,

But the Z^fiz/^y saw <feeper there.

at whose elbow the Devil during prayer, .

For without the Devil, O ! favounte of eviL

The Devil (who sometimes is called nature,)

Thus did the Devil, thro' earth walking, .

The Devil Az.re. his whole shape uncover, .

But were the Devil's sight as keen . . .

Have given him the Devil for a companion,

talk so freely with the Devil himselt . .

Go straight on, in the Devil's name, . . .

The character of wizard or of devil? . . .

To beat the poet and the devil together.

and D. blood Stained his dainty hands and feet.

And in despite of God and of the devil. . .

Who is the Devits Lord High Chancellor,

Like the Z?£7;//behind them,
It neared as if the Devil was in it. . .

The Devil was in it :— . . . . . - '
. .

The Devil, I safely can aver,

The Devil is a gentleman ;

The Devil knew not his name and lot ; . .

And the Devil thought he had
The Devil told Peter, if he chose, ....
Was bowled to Hell in the Devil's chaise. .

A footman in the deviPs service ! . . . .

The Devil was no uncommon creature

;

He was the Devil—
Till the Devils petit-soupers

Instantly gave the Devilvinmins. ....
Whereat the Devil took offence, ....
The Devil to Peter wished no worse. . . .

The Devil to all the first Reviews ....
All these Reviews the Devil made ....
The Devil then sent to Leipsic fair, . . .

When the book came, the Devil sent It . .

Then Peter wrote odes to the Devil;— .

It was thou. Devil, dining with pure intent

The Devil now knew his proper cue.— . .

home the Devil hied,— ........
The Devits corpse was leaded down ; . .

LXVI. 6,

Cenci, I. ii. 82.

RosaJ. 1084.

. Cenci, 1. i. 26.

I. iii. 83.
Ch. 1st, II, 367.
Devil, II. 4,

V. I.

VII. s.
VIII, I,

VIII, 6.

XVII, I.

XIX. 5.

xxrv. 2,

XXIX. I.

Faust, 1. 102.

I. 113-

11.32.

II. 260.

,

II. 36&
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Gisb. 318.
(EdipUs, I, 358.

II. it. 1381

Peter, I. xiii, 5.
.< I. xiv. I.

II. i. I.

II. ii. 2.

II. vii. I.

II. X. 1,

II. xiii, 2.

II. xiv, 5,

rv, i. 2.

rv. xvi. I.

IV. xxii. 2.

V. i, 2.

V. xvi. s.
V. xvii. I.

VI, i, 5.

VI, ii, 2.

VI, vii. I.

VI, xiii, I,
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Where was the (/«/// himself? Pe/er, vii. vl 5.

To have been the devi7 knows where Serchio^ ^^^

(2) an imaginary representation of the spirit of evil.
a blindfold i/cz//'/ sitting on the ball, ... . Ch. \st^ n, 43.
and then another ifowz/creeps behind the first . 11. 46.

(3) the diabolic spirit.

The devil \\a.s rebuked that lives in him. . . . Cenci^ II. i. 45.
smother the Devil of disunion in their souls. . . St. Epips. 37.

([4) an epithet of reproach or hatred.
this devil Which sprung from me Cenci, iv. i. 1 19.
Thou fifew// which livest on damning

; . . . , (Edipus^ ii. ii. 44.

(5) Fig. worker of evil.

My friend, that palace-walking isfez/z/Gold . . . Cenci^ II. ii. 68.

Devilish, adj. (1) outrageous, inhuman,
the devilish wrong Which prompted .... — V. iv. 16.

(2) (humorously) mysterious.
Plotting dark spells, and devilish enginery, . Gisb. 107.

Devils, n. evil spirits.

Which like so maLny devils, Caf^ II. 5.
It was then a chasm for devils. ... ... Fr. J^oman's^ll, 4..

The c^z/z7j held within the dales of Hell . , Julian, 41.
like a quire of devils, L.aon, in. xxiii. 2.

I wish that pity would drive out the devils^ . . CEdipus, i. 57.
Of devils and saints and all such gear, .... Rosal. 603.

Devise, v. tr. (1) scheme, plot or plan.
You think we should (jfez/zja His death ? .... Cenci,\ii.\. 226.
what you demise Is, as it were, accomplished. . in. i, 345,AH that he did ^tfz'iJif hath featly done I/bm. Merc.vii. 8.
might Devise in the lone season of dun night. . xi. 7.

(^2) arrange, purpose.
They dare not devise good for man's estate, . . Prom. I. 623.

Devised, v. tr. excogitated.
A scheme devised the illustrious Argiphont. . Horn. Merc. xlix. 8.

Devised,//. (1) plotted.
And execute what is devised^ Cenci, in. i. 227.

(2) imagined, composed.
. in Paris, where these shows Are well devised— . Ch. i j/, ll. 16.

(3) excogitated, thought out.
had (fcz/zj-firfA tedious voyage for you, .... Cycl. 14.

:i:Devising', pr, fpU. arranging, planning.
Devising schemes for the affairs of mortals, . Horn. Merc. Lxv. 5.

^iDevoid, adj, free from.
Yet not devoid oi rapture's mingled tear : . . Mother ^ Son, IV. 8.

^Devote, v. tr. wholly abandon, give up.
I did devote to justice and to love-My nature, . Julian, 381.
thus d. to sleepless agony, This undeclining head Prom. I. 2S0.

Devoted, //. dedicated.
crowned with leaves i^z/tf/fii/ to the Furies, . . . CEdipus, u 18.

Devoted, ///. adj. ardently or earnestly attached.
Thy (/cwtf^tf^ servant, Orsino. . . C^t/w' IV. iv. 94.
B. devoted ^\{&, . . . . . Rosal. ^2f^.

Devotes, v. tr. Fig. gives over, abandons.
He devotes to the blast, The best . . . Ofhis name ! Fugitives, IV. 13.

Devotion, n. (1) engrossing love.
Innocent is the heart's afez/(?A<3K I/ear thy kisses, u.^^.
For I loved ail things with inteqse devotion/ . . Loon, I. xxxviii. 6.

(2) self-dedication.
The devotion to something afar From the sphere; One word, 11. 7.

(3) zeal, or ardour.
a work, which the devotion Ofmillions . . . created Laon, v. xl. 3.
so the devotion Of love and gentle thoughts . . VI. xxix. 6.
But chained within itself its proud devotion. . . Love, Hope, 27.

(4) servility.

There was a bow of sleek devotion^ Peter, Vll. vii. 3.

(5) Fig. love, affection.

Children of elder time, in whose devotion . . . Mont B. 21.

Devour, v. tr. A. Lit. consume, eat.
If bright camelions should devour Any food . . Exhortation, 21.
As worms devour the dead, , Laon, ix. xxxi 2
B. Fig. (1) destroy.

How soon he may dSewoMr his feeble prey?— . . i. xxii. 6.

(2) consume mentally.
Aye ; dust shall he devour, Faust, I. 94.

Devoured, v. tr. Fig. consumed.
The insatiate fire devoured th^m hungrily ;— Hbnt. Merc, xxili. 5.

Devoured,//. Fig. destroyed.
devoured by their own houijds Naples, 82.

Dievouring, pr. pple. A. Lit. hungry, destructive.
These stinking foxes, these devouring otXj&xs, CEdipus, II. ii. 118.

B. Fig. (1) all-embracing,
and on whose edge, Devouring AaxVnosB hovers ! Cenci, III. ii. 11.
Upon the night's devouring darkness shed : . . Laon, ix. v. 5.

(2) all-including or embracing.
Which Time thus marjks for the devouring tomb, vill. xix. 7.

Devours, v. tr. eats.
And horribly devours its mangled flesh, , . . Damon, ir. 154.And horribly devours his mangled flesh, . . Q. Mab, vili. 213.

Dew, n. A. Lit. moisture condensed from the atmosphere.
And fed with true love tears, instead oidew; . . Adonais, VI. 4.
Like dew upon a sleeping flower, X. K.
One from a lucid urn of starry dew ... . xi." i.

With dew all turned to tears ; Adonais, xvi. 9.

Yet dripping with the forest's noonday dew, . . xxxill. 5.

Thou young Dawn Turn all ^y dew to splendour, xLi. 3.

And dying on the streams oidew serene, . . . Cane. 8.

The blistering drops of the Maremma's dew, . . Cenct, iv. i. 131.

whose dew Is yet unstained with tears .... Ch. 1st, IV. 28.

And fed with love, like air and dew, Its growth— Constant. 11. 5.

As morning dew. that in the sunbeam dies, . Con. Sing. III. 10.

nor on the dew Of the lawny uplands feeding ? (^cl. 53.
For never rain or dew Such fragrance drew . E. Viviant, 7.

those clear drops, which start like sacred dew . Epips. 37.

as underneatn a cloud of dew 79.
The winged storms . . . or weep themselves in dew, 407.
Which from heaven like dew doth fall, .... Fug. Ifills, 317.
There is no dew on the dry grass to-nig;ht, . . Even. Pisa, II. i.

Lie there ; sleep awhile Jn your own (Uw, . . . Fiordispina, 31.
Or its fumes arise among the ^«2;, Fr. Wine, 8.

There sleep in their dark d&w the folded flowers ; Gisb. 277.
And pattering rain, and breathing dew, . . . GuitarJane, 73.
Their waters turned to blood, their dew to tears, Hellas, 237.
And thaw their frostwork diadems like dew

;

— , 416.
the dew is foul with death ;

—^ 431.
*

As the sun drinks the dew.— 504.
And a delightful odour from the dew . . . Horn. Merc, xxxvill. 7.
like dew beneath the beams of noon Laon, 1. v. 9,
Most like some radiant cloud of morning dew, . ii. xxiii, 4.
drooping briony, pearled With dew . . . iii. ii. 8.
and as cold As dew to drooping leaves ;— . . iii. xxix. 8.
The dew is rising dankly from the dell— . , vi. 1. 2.
Know yourselves thus L ye shall be pure as dew, VIII. xviii. 8.
And the coolness of the hours Of dew, .... Lerici, 43.
'Mid pearly gems of dew that shine so bright ? . M. N. Despair, 4.
fell like dew On flowers half dead ; M.W. G. IV.2.
Snakes and ill worms—endure its mortal dew. . Marenghi, xvi. 3.
Shake ^our chains to earth like dew Mask, xxxviil. 3.
Blood IS on the grass like dew xlvii. 5.
What is heaven? a globe of (^^, Ode toHeaven, \6.
One ocean feeds the clouds, and streams, and d.; Ode Lib. vi. 12.
as clouds of glimmering dew . xvi. 10.
Or grass-hoppers that live on noon-day dew, . . (Edipus, l. 41.
The waning sound, scattering it like dew . . . Orpheus, 42.
before whose breath the universe Is as a print of dew. Prol. Hellas, 7.
Like stars half quenched in mists of silver dew. . Prom., ii. i. 29.
Wraps ere it drinks some cloud of wandering; dew. ii. i. >]%.

For thro' its grey robe gleams the golden dew , ii. i. 130.
And the white dew pn the new bladed grass, . . 11. i. 14S.
And on each herb, from which Heaverrs dem had

fallen, II. i. i^.
By the woodland noon-tide (&zy/ II. i. 199.
Nor auffht, save where some cloud of dew, . . 11. ii. 7.
Or in the sunlight of the sphered dew } . . . n. ii. 87.
As dew from earth under the twilight stars : . m, i. 29.
Stand ever mantling with aerial fltew, iii. iii. 143.
As the free heaven which rains fresh light and d. iii. iv. 154.Wet the dusty pall with tears, not ^(fze;.' . . IV. 17.
Sweet as a singmg rain of silver dew. iv. 235.
Because your words fall like the clear, soft dew iv. 508!
I am as a drop of dew that dies iv. 523.
If with mists of evening dew Proserp. ii. i.
whose wine Was the bright dew, Question, ill.' 4.
Glimnlered among the moonlight dew: .... Rosal. 416.
Rainiilg like flfew from his sweet talk, .... 643.
spreadTrom flowers halfdrunk with evening (few, 807.
Is burning o'er the afezy/ 1241.
I see her swiff foot dash the dew from the whortle, St. Ir. (6) l'. 5.And the young; winds fed it with silver dew, . . Sensit. PI. i. 2.
Gazed through clear dew on the tender sky ; . i. 36.To roof the glow-worm from the evening fi&ztf. . { sy
The unseen clouds of the dew,

i" gig.
The sweetest that ever were fed on dew, .... m. 21.
Livid and starred with a lurid dew. . . . iii.oi.'
Then there steamed up a freezing dew .... m. ios'
Like a glow-worm golden In a dell of dew, . Skylark, 47.As rfezw beneath the wind of morning, . . . Sophia iv i

?«"n5'^^v^^^
^^^^ ^*® ''^°^^"

'^^i ^^ Cold. TV. 4.When light rode high, and the dew was gone, . To Night, in. 3.
Bathed in the same cold aSew Triumph ^t;

Unmingled with the bitter Doric d!cw / .... Virgil 6.
drunk with the noonday dew

:

Witch viii. 4.The boundless ocean like a drop of dew .
'

xxiii. 6.
Watering it all the summer with sweet dew, . . xxxii. y.began To turn the light and dew by inward power xxxrii. 3.
wandering isles of aery c?^ . . . liv. 2.
the dew Lay on its spotted leaves Zwxa^ VI. 7.

B. Fig. (1) of water, sprinkled or otherwise.
The rose that drinks the fountain rfezu . . . . Constant, i. 1.
Then Mercury sware by the Stygian dew, . Horn. Merc. Lxxxix. 3.whose unconcealing dew. Dark, dark, yet clear, Matilda, 30.
the fountains, whose melodious dew Triumph, 67.
which with one hand did fling Dew on the earth, 3M.
Up from the lake a shape of golden dew , . . 3™.

(2) said of clammy moisture,
a cold dew That starts from your dear brow . Cenci, III. i. 4.
Though bathed with his [Death's! poison dew, . Love, 8.
Let all baptized by thy infernal dew CEdipus, I. xd^.
Into a dew with poison is dissolved, ..... Prom., iii. \. a\.
Whilst the graved clammy dfeze; St.Ir.Mxa.'
Which dripp'd with the chill dew of hell. . . . (3) xvi-'a.

(3) of wine.
the Bacchic dew Of joy-inspiring grapes. . . Cycl. 169.
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With the dew which sweet, grapes weep, . . . Cyd. 496.
Full as a cup with the vine's burning dew^ . . . Zucca^ ix. 4.

(4) of blood.
Soon the dust drinks that bitter deu/^— .... Laon^ x. iii. 5.

on the seventh, the c^^f Of slaughter became stiff; X. xi. 8.

Like a shower of crimson dew Mask^ xxix. 4.

(5) of tears.

Amid the dew of his tender eyes ; Rosal. 1023,

(6) anything refreshing or nourishing, sleep, &c.
Darkness, weep thy holiest d^v^— Bridal^ I. 6.

„ „ ,, ,, Epithal. (2) 2.

If nursed by thy selectest dem of love .... Cenci^ IV. t. 123.

sleep, that heanne dew of heaven, —^ IV. i. 178.
I must shake the neavenly dew of rest . . . V. iii. 7.

Sleep, the fresh dew of languid love, Epips. 558.
Darkness shed its holiest dew I J^ifhal. 2.

and the rflffw of music more divine Ginevra^ 11$.
Nursed by fear's dew of poison, grows thereon, . Laon^ VIII. vi. 7.

A dew rained down from God above Peter^ V. iv. 5.

who thirst for thy ambrosial dew ;— .... /V. Athan. II. iv. 5.

and swept That dew into the utmost wildernesses Prol. Hellas^ 41.
the dew of our wings is a rain of balm : . . . . Prom. iv. 125.
Fall like a dew of balm upon the world Q. Maby vi. 53,
Sought in your briny dew We meet^ IV. 5.

(7^ applied to quicksilver.

that dew which the gnomes drink Gisb. 58.

(8) a result or consequence.
And with their bitter dew two Destinies .... ProL Hellas^ 82.

Its dew is poison and the hopes that quicken . . Tersa Rinta^ 11.

^Dew-beams, c. n.
a love-sick Fairy Had woven from dew-heants . Witck^ XVI. 4.

^Bew-globe, c, n. a particle of dew.
A half unfrozen dew-g-lobe^ Prom. IV. 432.

^Bew-inin^led, c. adj. mixed with dew.
and the dew-iningledraxa. Ofthe calm moonbeams, III. iii. 119.

*Dew-Busts, c. n. clouds.
The dew-fnisis of my sunless sleep shall float . . —'— III. iii. 100.

*J>ew-staTs, c. n. glistening particles of dew.
As dew-stars glisten II. i. 168.

Dew-stars gleam on earth, IV. 41.

Dewdrops, n. particles of dew.
The summer dm)drops in the golden dawn ; . . Marenghi^ XXI. 2.

*I>e-wlall, n. the time when dew is formed.
She past at dewfall to a space extended, . . . W^tick^ xxix. 3.

Dewlaps, n. loose folds of skin hanging from the throat.

But bulls with horns and dewlaps. CBdipttSy I. 275.

Dews, n. (1) see Dew. A. Lit.

From my wings are shaken the dews Cloudy 5.

To feed with kindliest dews its favorite flower, . Dcemon^ II. 263.

„ „ „ „ „ • Q- Mab, IX. 168.

like fiery dews that melt Into the bosom . . . Kptps. no.
Or the dews fall, or the angry sun look down . . JJetlas^ 438.
While yet its leaves with nightly dews are wet, Laon^ vii.xxxvii.5.

Shedding soft dews from her a^the^ial wings ; . . ix. xxi. 6.

but like soft afea/jWhich feed spring's earliest buds, Xll. xiv. 2.

in fresh (fea/j Of lotus-^ass (Edtpms^\\.\.(i2.

The frozen dews of wrinkling blight, Rosal. 698.
As with dews and sunrise fed, ...,._.. Serchlo, 90.

(2) of tears.

Shed dews of liquid sorrow, Sleig. Bzon, 6.

(3) see Dew. B. Fig. (6).
whose dews Are sweeter than the balmy tears

of even :— Horn. Merc. LXXVI. 5.

Whilst the dews ofyour melody scatter Dejight. Jane^ III. 5-

on which fell The dews of thought Prol. Hellas^ 33.

(4) an}'thing which affects imperceptibly like dew.
bid those showers be dews of poison ! Naples^ 159.

Z?£Wjof Apotheosis from this bag (Mdipus^W.'uwo.

Dewy, adj. A. Lit. covered with dew.
\i denm mom, and odorous noon, and even. . . Alastor^ 5.

The blooms of ii^^j* spring; shall gleam .... Aprils 1814, 14.

So men sit shivering on the d^*^ bank, . . . Cenciy 11. i. 120.

In her caverns deu^ .*—
, C^cl. 529.

the dewy lawn. Offering sweet incense . . , . Dcemon^ il. 88.

illume with dewy gems The lapipless halls, . . . E^ips. 502.

Thro' the dewy mist they soar Sug. Hills, 75.

that thread The dewy turf beneath our tread, . . Faust, il, &>.

And the young and dewy dawn, P*'- Insecurity^ 3,

So warm, that to admit the dewy breeze, . . . Laon, IV. iii. 3.

light airs did play Among the detinf weeds, . . . •"— Vll. i. 4.

As thou walkest o'er the d^uy dale, Moonhearfp^ I. 4.

When the hot noon has drained its dewy cup, . Music, Ipant, in. 3.

whoseswift pinnace of (iI?zfjV air JVa^les, 33.

Wake all the dewy woods with jangling music. (Bdipus, jl. ii. 125.

And the brink of the dewy caves, Pan, II. 9.

Day had kindled the ffew^ woods, Serckio^ 11.

Fire-flies were quenched on the dewy com, . . —;— 21.

Oidewy morning's vital alchemy, .
_

Triumph, 402.
And to a green and dewy embryo-fruit .... ^«/^ LJr. 178.

with dewy leaves and flowers ; Witch, Ded. IV. 6.

B. Fig. (1) gentle as dewfall, refreshing.

He lies, as if in dewy sleep he lay ; Adonais, Vll. 7.

until the dewy sleep is shaken From Ginevra, 127.

(2) radiant, sparkling like dew.
where irradiate dewy eyes Had shone, .... Alasior^ 535.

Her dewy eyes are closed ; Destnon, I. 39.

» „ „ Q. Mab, 1. 37-
Thy dewy looks sink in my breast ; St. Brack, i.

a dewy splendour hidden Took shape and motion ; Witch^ IV. 6.

Diadem, n. a head-omament worn by royalty.
In the dust Glimmers a kingless diadem^ . '.

. Hellas, 835.
the ^/a(/e»« Of earthly thrones or gems .... Triufnph^ i$2.

Diaidems, n. Fig. power, rule.

And thaw their frostwork diadems like dew \— . Hellas^ 416.
Diamond, n. (1) Lit. a. precious stone.
As clear as elemental dtam-ond^ Epips. 43^.
a vast hall, whose glorious roofWas diamond^ . Juaon^ i. hi. 2.

as on a mount of mamond^ set j . , Ode Lib. v. 11.

Irike a diafnondf which shines Prom. II. iii. 86.

(2) Fig. sparkling like diamond.
their starry domes Of diamond and of gold , . Alastor. 91.

Diamond, c. adj. attr. (1) Lit. formed of diamond.
Like snow, or silver, or long" diaTHond 3\Area^ . . Prom. ill. iii. 16.

like rocks of jet Crowned with a rfM«?ff«a wreath. Q.Mab^ II. 12.

(2) Fig. sparkling like diamonds.
While calmly on the Sun he turned his d. eyes. . Laon^ V. 1. 9.

*Diamonded, pp» Fig. made brilliant.

mottled and ^z'lCzm^T^^t/ With azure mail - . . Z/nf. Dr. 16^.

Diamonds, n. precious stones.

the diamonds in her hair Were mirrored . . . Ginevra^ 23.

Dian, poet, form of Diana, q. v.

But holy Dian could not chaster be Witch^ LXVIII. 3.

Diana, n. the Latin name of the Greek goddess Artemis.
Diana, golden-shafted queen, Horn. Venus^ 13.

*Diapluaions, adj, translucent.
Were to her sight like the diaphanous Veils, . . Witch^ Lxv. 2.

Dice, n. cubes marked with spots, used for games of chance.
played at dice for Fzzelin, Eug. Hills^ 239.

^Dictate, v. tr. Fig. sugtjest.

Which your suspicions dictate to this slave, . . Cenci, V. ii. 96.

Did, V. I. tr, pa. t. of Do (1), performed, acted, carried out.

who ever did what he advises Calderon, I. 44.
You talked of something that your father did . . Cenci^ II. i. 35.
He said, he looked, he did;—nothing at all . . II. i. 76.
I will calmly tell you what he did. III. i. 298.
Well—^you know what the chaste Fasiphae did, . CEdipus^ 1. 136.

That lady did, iq this lone fane, The rites of a religion Rosal. 1076.

II. intr. (1) worked, performed great things.

loved, hated, suffered, did and died Triumph, 200.

(2) 3iS pro-verb, see Do (3).
I take with patience, as my Ihjaster did^ .... Ch. ist, 11. 113.

(3) as simple auxiliary.

Did you not call ? Cenci, TV. iii. 8.

and aid sway His hair, . . . , Julian, 276.
How did it end ? 607.

Didst, aux. v. (1) pa. tense of To do.

With mountain winds . . t Thoq 4- hpid commune, ColeridgSy 10.

one blessing which thou ne'er Didst imprecate for, Julian, 438.
And didst speak thus . . . and thus 459.

(2) subj, of aux. v. To do.

Man were immortal, . , . Didst thqa, . . . Keep . .

.

firm state . . Int. Beauty, iv. 4.

Die, V. intr. A. Lit. (1) of animate beings, depart from
life, cease to live.

Die, If thou wonldst be with that Adonais, Lir. 5.

Whatremains,buttocursehiin,—to curse him and f/..^ Bigotry^ iv. 9.
But one must die in the dispute Calderon, l. 243.
That they who die may not be dying still. , . . ii. 52.
If all that lives must love or die, lii. 30.
Before worse comes of it 'Twere wise to die : , . Cenci, II. i. 57.
Swear to me, ere I die III. i. 56.
Many might doubt there were a God above Who

sees and permits evil, and sp die .* .... III. i. loi.
she (Jied as I will die, iil. i. 115.
I thought to rfzis/ III. i. 148.
Which told before she spoke it, he mi)st die: . III. i. 361.
Cenci must die! iv. i. 34.
Die in despair, blaspheming : IV. 1. 50.
As she shall die unshrived and unforgiven, . . • iv. i. 89.
And yet to die without confession ! IV. ii. 12.

Now let me die v. ii. 19.

I have said all I know ; Now, let me die! . . . v. ii. 92.
Let us all quickly die ; . . , V. iii. ^^.
Let us not think that we shall die for this. . . . v. Hi. 116.

And said these three words coldly ' They must die^ v. iv. 14.

be possible I have To die so suddenly ? . . . . v. iv. 49.
No, Mother, we must die: V. iv. log.

So mayest thou f/z'e as I do ; v. iv. 155.
if I needs must die, Cycl. 180.

Yet will I (//c with glory ;— 181.

Dust claims dust— and we rfzg too Death, \\\. ^,
They df«—the dead return not— (2)1.1.
And duty forbids, tho' I languish to die, . . . Death, Dial. 37.
To triumph whilst I die, Death Vang. 2
and when we die We'll toss up Gisb, 89.
When you die, the silent Moon, GuitarJane, 23,
Yet would I die for— Hellas, 458.
and they Who live and die there, 694.
Those who are bom and those who rf«/ . . . 899.
Famine and Thirst await! eat, drink, and die . 939.
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Cease! must men kill and (^i«? Hellas^ 1007.

But something; nobler than to live and af« . . . Julian^ iqj.

I live to shew How much men bear and die not ! 460.

How oDce, a slave in tortures doomed to diCy . . Laon^ 11. xU. 3,

sought to sever Its adamantine links, that I

might die
or to despair And die^ I questioned not ; . .

Whose clouds are smiles of those that die . .

myriads flocked in love and brotherhood to die.

to-morrow we must die /
We die^ even as the winds of Autumn fade, . .

they did die With happy smiles,

ana when ye die, to dream ,

When such can i/w, and he live on
How Atheists and Republicans can die-~ . . ,

Oh ! now I die—hut still is death's fierce pain-

III. XIX. 2.

III. XX. 2.

VI. X. 9.

VI. Hi. 3.

IX. XXV. 2.

i. xlviii. 8.

XI. xvii. 6. -~-

XII. xxviii. 9.

XII. XXX, 4.

M.N.Posi.Fr. 19.

Though wilder'd by death, yet never to diei M. N. Spec. Hors. 52.

And smile to die a martyr Mary^ who died^ III. 3
for to dT/e, When' fate has spared Mother i^ Son-^w.^.
In which faith they live and die Peter, III. xx. 5.

this tongue is known Only to those who die. . . Prom. I. 151.

I-est thou behold and die : they come ; they come I. 440.
ave an enemy His plank, then plunged aside to d. I. 722.

!;ease they to love, . . . Who die} III. iti. no.
That of its fruit thy babes may eat and die } . . Q. Mab^ IV. 265.

And there shall die upon a cross Vll. 138.

millions shall live and die^ Who ne'er .... Vll. 143.

That she could die and be content

;

.... Rosal. 323.
Heardst thou not, that those who i?« 1123.

Monk ! thou art free to die. St.Ir.i^) ix. 6.

Yet, yet he longs—although he fears—to die; . . Solitary, III. 4.

It was a winter such as when birds die .... SutntHer. 11.

C<

And that she did not (J^z'tf, Sunset, xi.

if a thing divine Like thee can die, W. Shet. (3'

Thou knowest 'tis its doom to die, Witch, Bed. II. 5.

(3)1.8.
Wd. II. S.

I cannot die as ye must— XXIV. 6.

And in despair had cast him down to die; . . . Zucca, vi. 4.

(2) of vegetable life, of plants and trees, wither, lose

vitality.

the dying violet will not die Before Ginevra. - . Gintvra, 82.

Which die the while they glow Love's Rose, l. 7.

Or on their dying odours, when they die, . . . Prom. II, ii. 86.

Like that which gave it life, to spring and die. . Q. Mad, V. 15.

Till they die of their own dear loveliness ; . . . Sensit. Pi. I. 20.

flowers which die almost before they sicken. . . Xersa Rim^, 13.

B. Fig. (1) of institutions, arts, &c., pass away or cease.

to tell How what was bom in blood must die. . Hellas, 811.

O might it die or rest at last ! 1 loi.

with toil and sound Are bom and rfiV/ . . . . MontB.gS.
and Art, which cannot die, Ode Lib. ix. 12.

Some artist that his skill should never (//e, . . . P^zVirA, xxxvi. 7,

Like things which every cloud can doom to die^ — Lix. 4.

(2) of emotions, passions and ideas.

But whose transmitted effluence cannot die , . Adonais, XLVI. 2.

which, though they sleep, Die not, Adon. Cane. 15.

Return to brood on thoughts that cannot die . . Ch. 1st, iv. 54.
First our pleasures die— . Death, III. i.

and hopes that cannot die.- B. Willia?ns, lii. 4.
In thoughts and joys which sleep, but cannot die, ^ips. 523.

Hope may vanish, out can die not ; Hellas, 35.

Will, Passion, Reason, Imagination, cannot die; 797.
-885.

929.

9. Maby VI. 35.
. Rosal. 13 16.

. St. Bpips. 68.

. Witchy XIV. 6.

hopes that sate themselves on dust and diel-

I must rebuke This drunkenness of triumph ere

it die,

evil faith, grown hoary With crime, be quenched
and die.— Laon, Vlli. xvi. 5.

When other passions rfie.^ Love,\9,.

At death's vain summons this will never die, . . M. Iv. Rauail, 46.
The tmths of their pure lips, that never die, .

'^ " • -
-

And know, that if love die not in the dead.
And blooms most radiantly when others die^ .

and think the feeling Will never die— . , ,

(3) of the phenomena of nature.

I [a cloud] change, but I cannot die. Cloud, 76.

Break like a bursting heart, and die in foam, . . S. Williams,vi.5.
Likewinds that rf/ff in wastes— Z-aow, Vll. iv. 8.

WiCh the lullaby Of winds that die Prom. TV. 28.

lightnings mingle And die in rain Triutnph, 157.

(4) of sound and motion.
Then smile on it, so that it [my song] may not die. Epips. 40.
And motion which may change but cannot die; . 114.
and it [melody] d. In words, to live again in looks, 561.

Like notes which die when born, Lerici, 13.

in distant air the murmure die, M. N. Despair, 13.

Music, when soft Voices die. Vibrates Music^ when softvoices,\.

(5) to be lost in swoon or ecstasy.

Thus to be lost and thus to sink and dfe^ , .. . Con, Sing. I. i.

I i/2is / I faint ! I fail ! Ind. Ser. \\l. 2,

Oh, mercy! mercy! We ifze with our desire: . . Prom. I. 351.
I die like mist upon the gale, Two Fr. Love, i. 4.

(6) suffer,

what wonder if they die some living death ?

(7) period of time, 'pass away.
The day that dawns in fire will die in storms.

Die, n. Fig. sing, of Dice, q. v.

but ere the die be thrown, Hellas, 445.
Died, V. intr. A. Lit. (l) of animate beings, ceased to live.

say: with me i?(>fif Adonais ; Adonais, i.y.

. Julian, 209.

. Ch. \st, I. 38.

where was lorn Urania When Adonais died? . . Adonais, II. 4.

He died. Who was the Sire of an immortal strain, iv. 2.

He lived, he died, he sung, in solitude Alastor, 60.

Did you not nurse me when my mother died? . Cenci, II. i. ^.
she diedas I will die ... in. i. 115.

when I cursed my sons they died.— ... . IV. i. 40.
And holding his Dreath, £f2£i/. V. ii. 184.

O, that the drinker died with his own draught I . Cycl. 580.

Who met in innocence and died'm. sorrow, . . Fr. A gentle, 2.

We'll toss up who died first of drinking tea, . . Gisb. 90.

Died'm sleep, and felt no pain, GuitarJane, 55.

and fell upon his sword and died} Hellas, 389.
Died—as thou shouldst ere thy lips . . . 452.
"I neither raved nor died-^ Laon^ III. xxi. 1.

Died moaning, each upon the other's face . . X. xv. 5.

bade her infant suck, and died in silent pain. . X. xix. 9.

And laughed, and died

;

—^ x. xlvii. 3.

with moan Like love, and died^ x. xlviii. 8.

The starveling waked, and aJiWa in joy ; .... xil. i. 4.
Saintly Camillus lived, and firm Atilius died. . Ode Lib. Vll. 8.

Great Otho died Like thee— Otho, II. a.

Yet that same niefht he died. Peter, Vll. v. 5.

.And died as mad as the wild waves be. . . . Prom. i. 98.
And this was he whoiZ/tffifat last, Rosal. ^26.
He died: I know not how : 420.
None knew, until he died indeed, . . ... 434.
but wlien he died . . 599.
Then died beside her on the sand, ... . 1072.
Made me believe that I had died, ... , 1204.
And died some: months before 1215.
ZJzlffflf ere her time ; 1294.
She died among her kindred, being old. . . 1^15.
ere the first leaf looked brown—she died/ . . . Sensit. Pi. II. 60.
The moles and the dormice died for want : . . . • iii. 103.
having died, thou art as Hesperus, Stella, 3.

The lady died not, nor grew wild Su?iset, 28.
I feared, loved, hated, suffered, did and died^ . . Triumph, 200.
Her only child who died upon the breast . . . 322.
The sleepers in the oblivious valley, died; . . . 539.
One after one The mariners died; Vis. Sea^ 59.

(2) with away
J
passed from life gradually,

the sweet unrest In which I watched him as he
died a-y/zy— Z^aow, I. xxxvii. 6.

(3) of plants, lost vitality, withered,
whose petals nipt before they blew Died on the

promise of the fmit, Adonais, VI. 8.

And the plant <:fels(/ not in the frost? Unf. Dr. 0^4..

B. Fig. (1) of emotions, passions and ideas.
This lowly thought . . . Found such a cruel foe it d. Dante Conv. 28.
and Avarice diedh^iore. the god it made. . . . Z^on, x. xviii. 9.
Feelings which died in youth'^s briefmom ; . Magnet. Lady, in. 7.
smiles and joyance quickly died, Rosal. 691.
Desire, like a lioness bereft Of her last cub, glared

ere it died; Triumph, 526.

(2) of the phenomena of nature.
each cloud and blast Languished and died,— . . Laon^ X. xiii. 7.
languor and disease Dieam the human frame, . Q. Mab, ix. 63.
Thewave that dTzirf the death which lovers love, . Serchio, icriS.

Like Ughtning that flashed and died, .... We Meet, ll. 2.

(3) of sound.
and the shrieks of our companions d. Upon the wind, Hellas^ 512.
The echoes of his voice among them died; . . . Laon, x. xxxix. 6.
On which those accents died^ xi. yii. o.
ere the cannon's roar has died, • xii. viu. 3.
His voice, -whose accents lingered ere they died . Prom. 11. i. 88.
a thunder-peal that died In ages past ; . . . Q. Mob, III. 147,
the suspended word Died on my lips

:

... Rosal. 271.

(4) with away. a. of sound, became gradually indistinct.
And my wild song then died away ... 1 175.

b. of passion, subsided by degrees.
Till their rage has died away Mask, Lxxxv. 4.

Dies, V. intr. K. Lit. (1) of animate beings, departs from
life.

When a man marries, dies, or turns Hindoo, . . Gisb. 236.
And loves, and weeps, and dies. Hellas, 1075.
Sinks in the dust and writhes like me—and dies? Julian. /^i^.
an anguish'd hero fift'&s, M.N. Post. Fr,"].
Careless who lives or dies 53.
As a brief insect dies with dying day, . . Ode Lib. xix. 10.

(2) of flowers, fade and wither.
The violet dies not till it— Fiordispina. 82.
The flower that smiles to-day To-morrow dies ; Mutability^ (2) I. 2.

(3) passes into nothingness.
Nought we know, dies. Adonais, XX. 6.

B. Fig. (1) of passions, &c.
If love lives when pleasure dies. We will love, . Inv. Mis. IV. 3.

(2) of the phenomena of nature.
as flame dies in the envious air, Calderon, iii. 147.
As morning dew, that in the sunbeam dies, . . Con. Sing. iii. lo.
And dies on the creation of its breath, .... Damon, 11. 42.

,, „ ,, ,, ,, .... Q, Mab^ VIII. 25.
Till it dies .... and between The light hues . . Julian, Cane, 9.
I am as a drop of dew that dies. Prom., iv. 523.
Round the red west when the sun dies in it : . , Witch, III. 4.

(3) of sound, faints away, ceases.

The nightingale's complaint, It d. upon her heart;— Ind. Ser. 11. 6.
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as when the sound Of whirlwind, . . . D. suddenly, Laon^ IV. xxvii. 6.

Where small talk dies in agonies ;— Peter^ III. xii. 4.

(4) with awayJ of qualities, fades and passes gradually.
And some were fair—^but beauty dies away : , . Epips. 269.

Diet, n. food.
'Tis to hanger for such diet Mask^ XLIII. 1.

Difference, n. (1) distinction.

No difference has been made by God or man, . Cenci^ V. iv. 82.

Virtue and vice, they say, are difference vain— . Laon^ Vlll. viii. 7.

(2) variation, dissimilitude.
Such difference without discord, Epips. 144.
From difference sweet where discord cannot be ; J^otn. III. iii. 39.
Between thee and me What difference? .... Rarely^ Vli. 5.

Different, adj. distinct, varying in kind or manner.
So these survivors, each by different ways, . . Helios^ 399.
the stars that have a different birth,— . . , Moon^ 4.

Were moulded in a different frame Peter, IV. iv. 5.

Yet, oh, how different/ Q. Mab, I. 148.
Free love has this, different from gold and clay, St. Epips. 17.

Differs, v. intr. is distinct from.
True Love in this differs from gold and clay, . Epips. 160.

Mind from its object differs most in this : . . . . 174.

:{Difflcult, adj. (1) abstruse, hard to understand.
Thou art an adept in the difficult lore .... Hellas, 741.

(2) not easy.
'Tis difficult to know the invisible Thoughts, Horn. Merc, xxziv. 5.

DifflcnltieB, n. complications in the argument.
1 could reply And urge new difficuliies^ .... Calderon, i. 204.

Difficulty, n. perplexity or complication.
What (fi^c«//y find you here? I. 117.

i^Difftise, V. I. tr. spread around.
ten thousand spheres diffuse Their lustre . . . Dmmon^ I. 227.

inhale Her virtues and diffuse them all abroad : . II. 58.

„ „ „ „ ,j „ . Q. Mah., VIII, 113.

Let every tender herb . . . Diffuse its languid love ; Eleg. Bion, 8.

II. refi.

Diffuse themselves; and spend in lovers delight, Adonais^ xix. 8.

Diffdsed, v. L tr. cast or poured forth.

And countless spheres d. An ever-vaiying glory. Damon, i. 164.

.) ., V S.-
^'^*' ^ ^54-

Whose rays, diff. throughout all space and time, Damon, li. 6.

„ „ „ „ „ „ Q.Mah, IX. 6.

II. refl. spread around.
Till it i/2^«j^(/ itself, Unf. Dr. i^S-

Difinsed, pp. (1) Lit. spread,
thus were ^antoms diffused around ; . . . Triuntph^ 487.

(2) Fig. circulated, infused,
is wide diffusedA spirit of activity and life, , . Q. Mab, VI. 147.

Diffused, adj. spread listlessly.

his limbs did rest, Doused and motionless, . . Alastor^ 6^6.

Diffiises, v. tr. spreads or circulates.

through their frame d. The . . . faintest motion, . Q. Mab, II. 239.

^Difinsion, n. (1) interpenetrating power,
one intense Diffusion,on& serene Omnipresence, Epips. 95.

(2) interpenetration.
The pure diffusion of thy essence throbs . , . Q. Mab, ill. 215.

Tiig, V. tr. Fig. form, cause or prepare.
they there may di^ each other's graves, .... VI. 180.

Diirest, V. tr. Fig. transform by process.

Who swill the hog-wash soup my cooks digest . CEdipus^ I. 27.

*X>ig'h.tf pp. arrayed.
or loosely dight To luxury, Loon, x, xxv. 2.

Dignity, n. nobility of demeanour.
it [lanthe's soul] reassumed Its native dignity^ . Q. Mab, I. 137.

Dilated, v. intr. expanded, became ailarged.
Then it dilated^ and it grew until Unf. Dr. 210.

Dilated, pp. extended.
And felt bis life beyond his limbs dilated^ . . Marenghi, xxiii. 5.

^Dilating*, pr. pple. A. Lit. becoming larger.

Floated, dilating as it came : Z.aon^ I. vii. 8.

roundeachotherrolled, (///atfw^more Andmore i. Ivi. 5.

B. Fig. (1) appearing to be larger.

on sunlight's ebbing streams. Dilating^ .... xil, xxi. 9.

Tlie deep calm of blue heaven dilating ahov^ . Vis. Sea, 129.

(2) of the mind, gaining wider capacity.

Which, dilating^ had moulded her mien and motion Sensit. PI. 11. 7.

^Dilettante, n. one who affects special knowledge in art and
literature.

'Tis written by a Dilettante^ Faust, II. 409.
I am a Dilettante curtain-lifter. 11. 412.

Dilettanti, n. pi. of Dilettante.

The actors who perform are Dilettanti; . . . 11. 410.

Dim, V. tr. A. Lit. (1) impair the vision of,

falUng tears which dim- The radiant looks . . . Profn. 11. iv. 15.

(2) to make ineffective by comparison.
So bri^t that she will dim. the noon-day sun ; . CEdipus, I. 395.

B. Fig. (1) obscure, overcome partially.

To dim, but not extinguish thee Mask, LX. 4.

(2") impair the power of.

Look, sister, ere the vapour dim thy brain : . . Prom. II. iii. 18.

iil.xxxiv.6.

. IV, iii. 7.

. v. Iii. 2.

. • VI. xxxiii.6.

. vilJtxvii.9.

Ode W. Wind, II. 7.

. Pront. I. 129.

. II. i. 45-
. II. ii. 36.

26.

Dim, adj. A. Lit. (1) indistinctly seen.
Dim tracts and vast, Alastor,5S6.
Is a mighty mountain dim and grey, Apenn. 8.

And like diTU shadows watch Autumn, I. 11,

This vaporous horizon, whose £?z'*w round Is bastioned Ch. ist^ rv.41.
The volcanos are rf/wz, and the stars reel andswim, Cloudy 61.
And the dim low line before Eug. Hills, 19.
And the rare stars rush through them dim. and fast :— Gisb. 263.
A vast and dim expanse, as o^ the waves we go. Loon, I. xxiii. 9.
Watching thy dim sail skirt the ocean grey ; . . II. xlv. 3.
the starry giant dips His zone in the di?n sea— . ^— III. xxxii.4.

from that Altar dim v. xli. 8.

but when his zone grew dim in mist .... V. Iviii. 6.

When o'er dim twilight mountains XII. xxi, 5.

when the d. ocean Heaved underneath the heaven, Mareng^iyXXUi.i.
And lovely apparitions, dim at first, Prom. ill. iii. 49.
Clothingm hues ofheaven thy £?, and distant spire, Sufnmer-Evg.\6.
its light left them dim ; Triumph, 452.
and the air Was peopled with dint forms, . . . 483.

(2) of partial or obscured light.

breathe Through some dim latticed chamber. . Alastor^ 632,
every corner Of this dint spot Calderon^ II, 166.
when the di-m. air Has drank this innocent flame, Cenci, III. ii. 42,
each d. recess Scooped high on the Malean promontory, Cycl. 273.
Envy not this dim world, Pr. Moon, 4,
When the dim nights were moonless, Laon, i. xlvi. 2.

keepTheirwatchmsomcifrOTchamel'sIoneliness, in. xxii. 8,

The m3'rtle blossoms starring the dim grove, ,

Within was seen in the dim wavering ray, . .

the mists of night intwining Their dim woof, .

phantoms of one star that Ties O'er a di^ well,

cast in peace his shadow broad and dint.
even from the dim verge Of the horizon . .

Fills your dim glens and liquid wildernesses

:

Withm dim bowers of green and purple moss,
When there is heard thro' the dim air . , . ,

Dim twilight-lawns, and stream-illumined caves, ii. iii

The laurels and the myrtle-copses dim. . . , Virgil, I'j.

the wondrous imagery Of this dint spot, , . Unj. Dr. 19.

(3) of the imperfect or hindered emission of light
The dint and homed moon hung low, .... Alastor, 602.
a chaos dread On the ^z'xn starlight then is spread, Apenn. ir.

Through the dim beams Which amid the streams Arethusa, rv. 7.
bright or dint As the Moon's image in a summer sea, Epips. 296.
till daylight made stars dim; . Julian, 524.
Which 1^ us forth, until the stars grew dint : . iMon, V. iv. 4.
She looked, the flames were di-m^, . . . . Mar. Dr. xxi. i.

They cry, be dim / ye lamps of heaven .... Ode Lib. xiii. 8.
while the stars. Twinkling and dim, Orpheus^ 92.
Like the dint orb of the eclipsed moon

;
. Pr. Aikan, Pr. 3,

when the strife was ended which made dirn . Prom. Iii. ii. 2.

whose dim form Bends in dark aether .... Triuntpk^ 84.

(4) of eyesight, hindered or obscured.
watch, d. through tears, the path Of his departure Alastor^ 270.
Fanning the busy dreams from my dim eyes,— Apollo, I. 4.
mine eyes growweary dim Cend^ TV. i. 175.
my sight Is dim to see Julian, 478.
Yes, many an eye with dizzy tears was dint. . . LMon, 11. xvii. i.

Through tears of a wide mist boundless and dim, vi. xxxvi. 5.
Whence tears of endless sorrow dim these eyes ? M.N, Post. Pr. 30.
Mine eyes were dint with tears unshed ; . . . . M. VV. G. 1. i.

(5) dull, cheerless or gloomy to the sight.
Hid among (fiVw grey clouds Calderon.l. 16.
Like a sunless vapour, dint^ . Eug. Hius, 63.
Was like the vapour dim HelUts^ 216.
The following morn was rainy, cold and dim, . Julian^ 141.
The nig;ht grew damp and dint, Laon, vi. xxxii. 2.
behina Yon dim and fading clouds .... vii. xxx- 9
opinion is more frail Than yon dint cloud Viri. ix. 2.
the morning fair Is changed to a dim night . xii. iv. g.
Or starry, dim, and slow, the other clinibs . . Pront. I. 46.
Might dissolve the dim icedrop, might bid it arise, Tear^ i. 6.
the dint rain is driven, Vis. Sea, 3.
Ditn mirrors of ruin hang gleaming about ; . . 17.
her beauty made The bright world dim^ . . Witch, Xll. 2.

B. Fig. (1) unknown, mysterious, uncertain.
His extreme way to her diTn dwelling-place ; , . Adonais, Vlll. 5.
In the wide pathless desert of dint sleep, . - . Alastor, 210.
their horror makes them d. To the mind^s eye.— Cenci 11. ii. 86.
These are the slaves of dim to-morrow, .... Pr. Love, 3.
Far away into the regions dint Of rapture— . . Pr. Sittg. 3.
I went into the desarts of dim sleep— . . . Pr. The Desarts^ i.

to and fro Glide o'er its diTM and gloomy strand, Laon^ 11. vii. 4.
Which hid in one di^n gulph the troubled stream

Of mind
;

From my di?n sleep a shadow was unfurled

:

As one out of dint dreams that doth awake.
Worshipped their own heart's image^ d. and vast,
And cast a light on those dint labynnths,
enthroned before us, In the ditn West ; .

Whose homes are the d. caves of human thought,
Which pierces this dint universe like light, ,

From the dint recesses Of woven caresses,
Through the dint night of this immortal day

:

X xlvi. 8.

Ode Lib. XIII. 14.
Pront. I. 659.

II. iv. 41:
IV. 105,

„ „ -. - - rv. 552.
And thought, to the world's (/.boundaries cfinging, ifftra/. 1127.
The dint mists of futurity ? St. Ir.ij^w. i

In the light of life's </2/» morning

(2) uncertain, indistinct, wavering, feeble.
Aye, even the dim words which obscure thee now Epips. 33.

III. 1. 5.

III. ii. 5.

IV. xxviii.8.

That tinte, II. 7.
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Till dim ima^nation just possesses The half
created shadow Fr. Unsai. 6.

swift wings as sails to the dim air; Laon. VI. xxix. 5.

In the di-m^ whirlpools of this dream-obscure, . Pr. Athan. I. 104.
Be it di^ty^ and da-nk, and jfrey, . Prom, i. 677.
Like music which makes giddy the dim brain, il. i. 66.
Which dim tradition interruptedly Teaches . . Q. Mab^ il, 248.
the babe In the dim newness of its being . . . VI. 153.
dim memory Disturbed poor Rosalind : ... RosaL 1261.

the dirn bram whirls dizzy with delight, .... Witch^ V. 5.

(3) faint, obscure.
Watch theflf. shades as like ghosts they go and come, -^^?'/7, 1814, 11.

And rfi'w forebodings of thy loveliness . . . Dixmon^ II. 13.

-„ „ „ „ „ .... Q.Mab, IX. 13.

dim. shadow Of some untimely rumour, speak ! . Hellas^ 617.
Like a dream's dim imageiy : Mask^ Lil. 4.

Shaking dint grave-clothes m the wind. .... Peter^ VI. xxxi. 5.

Obscurely thro' my brain, like shadows rfi'w, . . Prom. i. 146-
Yet dint from their infinitude Q. Maby II. 251.

(4) vacant, without interest, vapid.
when the attention fails Fills the dim pause— . Fr. Poetry, 4.

Through the dint wildernesses of the mind ; Fr. Wandering-. 2.

the world grew dim and pale,— . . . . Laon, xii. xv. a.

within the dome of this dim world, Ode Lib. xvi. 2.

Of dim stupidity were full, Peier, vii. xviii. 4.
My days were dim in the shadow Rosal. 282.

(5) of emotions and feelings, faint, slig^ht, feeble.

A dim and feeble joy, whose glimpses oft Were
quenched Laon, III. xxxiii. i.

reality among Dim visionary woes, viI. xvi. 9.
Prophetic echoes flune diTn melody. . . Ode Lib. iv. 5.

He had also dim. recollections Peter, v. xii. i.

For public hope grew pale and dim, Rosal. 692.

(6) morally obscured.
When lamp-Hke Spain, . . . erew d. with Empire:

—

Gisb. 34.
Bright or dim are they as tFe robes Hellas^ 209.
This dim vast vale of tears, vacant and desolate ? Int. Beauty^ li. ^.

breathed in vain From his dim dungeon, . . . Laon^ Ded.vil. fe.

whose dim shade a stream of poison feeds. . II. ii. 9.

suffered for thy fame Made diTn, x. xxvii. 8.

Poesy Was drawn fro.m the dint world to wel-
come thee. . .' Marenp^hi^vii.6.

thy best glories seem But a d. and noonday gleam Ode toHeaven, 35.
Its diTH- shapes are clad with brightness, . . Prom. Ii. v. 6^.

C7) of speed, slow by comparison.
Which trample the dim winds: li. iv. 131.

(8) of sound, indistinct.

The sound as of a dim low clanging, Mar. Dr. vi. 4.

(9) of haze caused by heat.
The quivering vapours oi dint noontide, . . . Sensit. PI. i. 90.

Dim, as adv. Fig. indistinctly, faintly.

Bums bright or dim, as each are mirrors . . Adonais, Liv. 7.

Pinnacledaz'TW in the intense inane Pro?n, ill. iv, 204.

Diminisli, v. intr I'l) refine.

you may Diminish till it is consumed away ; . Epips. 179.

(2) become less, dwindle.
and still Does the revenue, — Diminish^ . . CEdiptcs, li. i. 15.

Diminislied, pp. made less or weakened.
Until diminiskedhy the reign of night Apollo^ III. 6.

Diminished, ppL adj. Fig. less powerful.
Climbs with di-minished beams the azure steep ; Gisb. 260,

Dimly, adv. (1) imperfectly to the sight.
Like animated frenzies, (/zw/y moved Shadows, . Dcemon, i. 2^6.
In the south dintly islanded : , Eu^. Hills, 307.
dimly frowned O'er the bright waves . . . . Laon, xri. xxxv. 8.
More dimly than a day-appearing dream, . . T'riumpk^ 427.

(2") of emitted light, faintly.
Dimly uplifting her belated beam Faust, II. 18.
yellow moon Shone dimly throuffh her form— . Q. Mab, I. 80.
And the moon dimly gleam'd through the tem-

pestedair; St. Ir. {6) 111. 2.

As a fenfire's beam . . . Gleams dimly, . . . The Cola, III. 4.

(3) of the mind, vaguely or imperfectly.
The truths which wisest poets see Dim-ly^ . . . Dcemon, i. 86.
truths which once were dintly taught ... . Laon, vil. xxxii. 5.And therefore did her spirit dimly feel . . . Mother^ Son, 1. 10.

Dimmed, v. tr, A. Lit, (1) obscured.
Dimmed the aerial eyes that kindle day ; . . , Adonais, xiv. 6.
the swarms that dimmed or shared its light . xxix. 8.

(2) made less bright by comparison.
She held a woof that dimmed the burning brand. Witch, xxvii. 8.
B. Fig. lessened or weakened.

dimmedho^e.'s newly kindled flame Laon^ IX. xvii. 9.
Dlmjued,//. overshadowed.
Are by its presence dimmed— Tower ofFam. 15.

^Dimness, n. A. Lit, approaching darkness.
Beside the dim.ness of the glimmering sea, . Laon vi. i. i.

B. Fig. insensibility.

a film then overcast My sense with dimness^ . v. xii. 4.
Dims, V. tr. A. Lit. makes dull by comparison.
And in their dance round her who dims the sun, Triumph, 148.
B. Fig. obscures.

with which manhood dims Bright reason's ray, . Q. Mab, iv. 114.

Din, n. A. Lit. discordant noise or clatter.

now we hear the din Of madmen, Julian, 266.

And casts itself with horrid roar and din . . Orpheus, 75.
Now swells the interming;ling din ; Q. Mab, IV. 41.

Might have fretted me with its ceaseless din, . . Rosal. 905.

B. Fig. discordant thoughts or imaginations.
Hearest thou the festal din Of Death, .... Castl. Adm. IV. i.

Rung in her brain still with a jarring af/w, . . . Ginevra^w.
Dine, v. intr. A. Lit. (1) partake of dinner.
went to dine At Maddalo's; . . Julian, 521.

(2) feed.

Altho' they dine on finest corn ; Devil, xxil. 2.

hungry, and they dine On bacon, . .... CEdipus, II. i. 135.

B. Fig. feast, gloat.

They dine on news of human blood, Devil, X. 3.

^Dinifin^, pr. pple. clattering.

Z7/w^'k^ and singing From slumber I rung her, . (Edipus, I. 236.

^Dingfle, n. a deli or hollow.
Follow to the wild briar dingle Fr. Invit. 2.

^TUtoItci^, pr. pple. making a meal.
Or hesitate in dining upon you ;— .... . Cycl. 327.
Lounging and rfz«z»^ under it, I^ter,iw.-x.7i./\..

It was thou, Devil, aining-w'itn pure intent. . . VI.xxxviii.6,

Dinner, n. the chief meal of the day.
It waits for some dinner Ca/, I. 5.
is the dinner fitly cooked and laid ? Cya. 193.

Dinners, n. pi. of Dinner.
Dinners convivial and political ;

—

. . . Peter, III. xii. 2.

one would furnish forth ten dinners, III. xiii. 2.

*Diocese, n. a district under Episcopal jurisdiction.
By pastoral letters to each diocese Witch, LXXlii. 8.

*Dio^enes, n. a proper name.
And said—My best Diogenes, Peter, IV. xii. 3.

*Diotima, n. a character in Plato's Symposium.
And Agathon and Z?/oA'wa seemed .... Pr.Athan.\i.\\.6^.
let them guess How Diotima, the wise prophetess, St. Epips. 102.

Dip, V. I. tr. plunge in water temporarily.
And the birds that in the fountain dip Their plumes, Rosal. 120,

II. intr. sink below the surface.
the leeward ports f/?;^ / Vis. Sea, ^x.

^Dipped, pp. Fig. touched with spirit of.

be the keen verse dipped in flame ; Fr. Satire, 24.
his iron pen Dipped xn scorn's fiery poison, . Laon, VIII. xx. 7.
which thou hadst dipped in flame ix. xii. 9.

Dips, V. tr. Fig. immerSes.
the starry giant dips His zone in the dim sea— ill. xxxii. 3.
when some great painter dips His pencil . v. xxiii. 8.

*Dipsas, n. a serpent whose bite was fabled to produce
unquenchable thirst.

it thirsted As one bit by a dipsas, Pront. ill. iv. 19.
Dire, OiiJ. dismal, horrible, extreme.
To a dire Snake, with man and beast unreconciled. Laon, i. xxvii. 9.To its dire wanderings to adapt the sound . . . m. vi. 4.
a dire guest Even to his friends was he, ... . x. icxxii. 4.
Shine on a misery, dire to be borne Pront. i. 540.
Bewildered by my dire despair, Rosal. 56.

tDirectin^, pr. pple. leading, regulating.
And British skill directing Othman might, . . Hellas, 1019.

*Directors, n. those who guide or order.
Can the d. of the storm in powerless silence lie ? M. N. Despair, 9.

Directs, v. tr. regulates or guides.
Directs the torrent of that tide of men, .... Hellas, 840.
as life directs the limbs, Prom. II. iv. 92.
rfzr^rfj the chariot's prow Over its wheeled clouds, iv. 232 '

*Direr, adj. more dreadful.
Demand no direr name m j 1-2

Direst, adj. (1) most terrible.
And though with d. pangsmine heart-strings swell, M.N.Desi>air.%±.
hither On df/rtfJ/ storms ? Prom. 1.2^2
(2; most vile or worthless.

the twine Of direst weeds hangs garlanded— . Marenghi, ix. 2.
Dir^e, n. Fig. a lament or funeral song.

the death dirge of the melancholy wind : . . . Damon, II. 212.
The dtr^e of the music dead, Fr. The rudewind 2
The rising tempest sung a funeral dirge, . . M.N. Fragmt. 12.
lhou^/!^^cOfthe dying year, . . . . Ode W. Wind li. 0.

Dirg-es, n. pi. of Dirge.
Sung dirges in the wind

; . . . . ... Alastor, 250.
NosongbutsadaTz/yftr, When thelamp, w.^.

Dirt, n. Fig. contempt, disregard.
an old book trampled in the dirt,— .... Ch, ist, II. 428

Dirty, adj. dusky, not bright.
dirty yellow Turned up with black— Peter, II. xiv. 3.

.t-Disa^ree, v. intr. Fig, be unwholesome.
so plain a dish Could scarcely disagree.— . . . CEdipus, II. ii. 28.

^Disappear, v. intr. (1) Lit. become invisible.
And every trace ... the God soon made disap., Hom.Merc yiKiii 2

,S\^}^^^'
gleam, and disappear. .... Ode to Heaven, 54!

(2) Ftg. become non-existent to the sense.
the world's shadowy walls are past and f/wfl;//«r, Con. Sing, li ii

^Disappeared, ^/. vanished.
the pyre has disappeared, Laon, xii. xvii. 1

Z
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^Disappears, v, intr. vanishes.
It is mine other dream. It disappears. .... Prtym. ii. i. 132.

jBisappointed, pp. balked of expectation.
And first was disappointed not to see .... III. iv. 128.

*Disappointiiient, n. the balking of one's hopes or ex-

pectations.

More misery, disappointment and mistrust . . Julian^ 314.
And disappoiniinenty and mistrust, and hate, . Prom. I. 453.
keenest disappointment racks his breast . . . Q. Mad, Vll. 251.

Disarm, v. tr. Fig, make innocuous or powerless.
Upon her children's brow, dark Falsehood to d. Laon^ IL xliv. 9.
talk that might disarm. Time, vii. i. 7.

Disarray, v. tr. Fig. divest of error or blindness.
Disarray thy dazzling eyes : Prol. Hellas, 181.

^Disarray, n. confusion.
Lie heaped in their harmonious dis. Of figures,— Gisb. 96.

'Disarrayed, pp. (1) Lit. disordered, unkempt.
Old men and women foully disarrayed^ . . . Xrium-ph, 165.

f2) Fig. divested, deprived.
When, once of mortal [vesture] disarrayed^ . . FiordisPina, 79.
its pinions disarrayed oi Tsxx^t, . . , . Ode Lib, XIX. 11.

:I:Disastrous, adj. calamitous, miserable.
the disastrous fame Ofconquerors and impostors Laon^ Vlll. xvii. 7.

Discern, v. tr. perceive or judge of.

Canst thou discern The signs of seasons, . . . Ch. \st, i. 33.
you who are wise will discern the shadow , . . 11. 38.

'Discernment, n. i^enetration.
no need of any sense oi discemtnent II, 61.

:|:Disciples, n. the twelve Apostles.
To his disciples at the passover 11. 258.

Discipline, n. subjective training,

the truth and discipline which is Salvation . . 11. 252.

Disclosed, v. tr. revealed, made known.
disci. The growing longings of its dawning love, Q. Mab, II. 82.

Disclosed, pp. exposed to view.
Obscuring the ravine, disclosed above, . . . , Alastor^ 547.

Discloses, v. tr. gives to view.
ere the . . . morning's birth Its radiant hues /f/jc/.. Moonbeam, II. 4.

Discoloured, adj. (1) which has lost its colour.
\42&h\sX.\\\s^v\ discoloured \i2kT Triumph^ 186.

(2) smirched or dirtied.

like discoloured flakes of snOw - 51 1.

+l>iscoinfitnre, n. defeat.
'

Wipe out the blot of the discomfiture . . , . Calderon, II. 74.

:|:Discousolate, adj. inconsolable, cheerless.

In the ivy bower disconsolate ; . . .... Mary, 5.

Discord, n. A. Lit. dissonance.
A hideous discord— Cycl. 421.
A most hideous i//j£:(7r(f humming. ... . 488.
Such difference without discord^ Bpips. 144.
From difference sweet where disa>rd cannot be ; . From. Iii. iii. 39.
Were discord to the speaking quietude . . . Q. Mab, iv. 3.

loud, and more loud The discord grows ; . . . IV. 46.

B. Fig. (1) strife, contention, antagonism.
Deluge upon deluge followed. Discord, Macedon,

and Rome Hellas, 691.
The f/zjc(»-f/of your hearts, I in your looks behold. Loon, VIII. xvii. 9.
Nor faith, nor discord^ dimmed, hope's newly kin-

dled flame IX. xvii. 9.
The union of the free with discord's brand to stain. ix, xviii. 9.
And tyrants through the breach oi discord ihx&fi Marengki, III. 3.
The torch of discord with its fiery hair ; ... Oedipus, I- 285.
Discord and Slavery named, Prat. Hellas, 81.

perceive that vice Is discord, war, and misery ; . Q. Mab, III. 129.

(2) dissatisfaction.

And who feels discord nav or sorrow? .... Pr. Love Univ. i.

^Discord-wasted, c. adj. ruined by strife.

Which desolates the discord^wasted land. . . . Q. Mab^ IV. 79.

^{Discordant, n. Fig. opposing, inharmonious, ill-agreeing.

Imposture's impious toils round each disc, shrine. Loon, II. viii. 9.

Who mark the extremes of life's discord, span. Pr. Athan. II. ii. 18.

Discords, n. a combination of notes which causes the ear to

crave for harmony.
and sen'es as discords do In sweetest music. . . Ch. ist^ 1. 174.

^Discount, n. a depreciation below the nominal value.

coin paper, Till gold be at a discount, .... CEdipus, i. 105.

*Disconraffed, pp. out of heart, depressed.

I will not be discouraged, Calderon, III. 116.

Disconrse, n. Fig. (L) consideration, train of thought.
Hear the discourse which is within my heart, . Dante Conv. 2.

(2) conversation.
And with affectionate discourse beguiled . . Mother ^ Son, vi. 9.

Discover, v. tr. Fig. (1) expose or make known.
we the more discover Our ignorance Calderon, i. 98.

(2) espy or j^^ain sight of.

I could discover A ship approaching— .... Loon, vii. xl. 5.

(3) detect or find out.

l[ any should he curious to discover . . » . . St. Epips. gj.

Discovered, -v. intr. perceived, were aware,
and as if you Discovered that I thought so, . . Cenciy i. ii, 32.

Discovered,//. Fig, (1) found out.
O, horrible, 'tis all discovered! Cend, XV. iv. 34.

(2) become acquainted with.
Thou hast discovered some enchantment old, . Prom. 11. i. 100.

*DiscrinLination, n. discernment.
So that the world lose all discrimination . . Cenci, V. ii. 154.

Discuss, V. tr. talk about, consider.
and I care not If I discuss it with you i. i. 72.

Disdain, v. I. tr. despise or scorn.
Disdain thee ?—not the worm beneath my feet ! . Hellas, 762.
too falsely disdained For thee to disdain it. . . One 'Uiord, I. 4.
Disdain / Ah no ! I pity thee Prom. i. 53.
the loftiest fear All that they would disdain . i. 620.
man's maturer nature shall disd. The playthings Q. Mab, III. 131.

II. intr. scorn as unworthy.
Yet if thine aged eyes disdain Julian^w.
Nor thou disdain, that ere my fame become . . Loon, Ded. i, 5,

Disdain not thou, at thine appointed term, . , Ode Lib. xv. 14.
I should disdain to quote authorities . . . .St. Epips. 28.

Disdain, n. scorn or contempt.
for whose disdain she pined away ... . Adonais, XV. 7.

Trophies ofmy oblivion and disdain, . . . Calderon, III. So.
Unquenchable drzji:^«w of death, Hellas, 410.
None fawned, none trampled ; hate, disd. or fear. Prom. III. iv. 133.
Tempered disdain in his unaltering ey^ . . . Q. Mab, vil. 6.

Disdained, v. tr. scorned, had contempt for.

If it (/zji&2W(f it's brother, Love's Phil. 11. ^.
If they disdained not such a prostrate slave. . . Prom. I. 52.

Which smiled the lie his tongue disdain, to speak
;

III. iv. 143.
in this . . . world to live My soul disdained not, . Rosal, 567.
I half disdained mine eyes' desire to fill ... Triumph, 2^.

Disdained,//, scorned.
And know, that had I disdained to toil, . . . Falsehood. 37.
One feeling too falsely disdained One word, I. 3.

Stain that which ought to have disd. to wear it ; Trium-ph, 205.

Disdainest, v. tr. scomest.
Moreover thou disdainest us and ours ; . . . . Hellas,^ 760.

Disdaining*, pr. pple. scorning.
not disdaining even a borrowed might ; ... Epips. 362.

Disdains, v. 1. tr. holds in small esteem.
chains Of sweet captivity, which none disdains

Who feels

:

Laon, V. Iviii. 5.

II. intr. scorns.

what the indignant tongue Disdains to brand
thee with Cenci, V. i. 56.

Disease, n. A. Lit. morbid condition of the body.
Followed by grim disease, glory by shame, . . Ch. ist, I. 162.

Languor, disease, and ignorance dare not come : Dcemon, II. la
,, „ „ ,, „ „ Q- Mab, IX. 10.

earthquake, tempest and disease, ...... Dcemon, II. 125.
The germs of misery, death, disease, and crime. . 11. 160.
Disease and pleasure cease to mingle here, . ll. 172.

„ „ „ „ ,, . g. ^(zd, VIII. 230.
The deadly germs of languor and disease . . . DceTnon, 11. 183.

„ „ „ ,, „ ... Q. Mab, IX. 62.

Watching its wanderings as a friend's disease : . Dcemon, II. 289.

,, „ „ „ „ „ . Q. Mab, IX. 196.
To feed disease and fear and madness, . . . Loon, V. Song, 5. 8.

Disease, and Want, and worse Necessity Of hate
. and ill, VIII. v. 8.

In their green eyes a strange disease did glow, . x. xiv. 8.

which did kill Like hunger or disease, . . . x. xliv. 8.

But a disease soon stmcK into .... . . Peter, VII. ix. i.

Ghastly disease, and fremrying fear

;

Prom. I. 267.
First famine, and then toil, and then disease, . . II. iv. «p.

And Disease drank and slept. • II. iv. &6.
Which drew disease and pain from my wan bosom, III. iii. 94.
Poisoned, perchance, by the disease and woe , . Q. Mab, IV. 128.

Thy manhood blighted with unripe disease ? . . iv. 252.
To pining famine and full-fed disease, .... v. 49.
Disease, dis^st, and lassitude, pervade .... v. 247.
The fear of mfamy, disease and woe, V. 255.
Earthquakes and wars, and poisons and disease, vi. 100.

n II n II 11 11
Superstition, 29.

Strengthens in health, and poisons in disease/ . Q^. Mab, vi. 159.
Teemed with all earthquake, tempest and disease, viil. 171.

The germs of misery, death, disease, and crime. , VlII.218.

B. Fig. (1) discomfort, trouble.

this my bane and my disease, Cenci, IV. i. iiS.

(2) trouble, disquiet.

stricken deep With some disease of mind, . . . Posal. 742.

(3) bad condition, malady.
The disease of the state is a plethory, .... (Edipus, I. 263.
Yet fear the cure, though hating the disease. . . Q. Mab, iv. 165.

Diseases, n. disorders of the body.
and you found these dfijAZ^Af CA. ij/, 11. 382.
Winged and wan diseases, Loon, \. xxix. 3.

Disembarked, v. intr. landed from a boat or ship.

We disembarked. Julian, 215.
We disembarked, and thro' a portal wide We past— Laon, i. Ii. 6.

^Disembodied, ///. adj. divested of the flesh.

A free, a disembodied soul, Q. Mab, 1. 165.

Disenchant. (See Dislnchant.)

^Disenchanted, //. Fig. disillusioned.

f/f,f«;»^a»/«<3rOfmany impious fsuths—'Wise, just— Jl/ar^»^>ii:', vi. 4.
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*Disenchaiited, ///. adj. Fig. disilhisionecl.

See a disenchanted n^itioTi Prom. i. 567.

^Diseucum'berecl, //. freed.

Z?ijsM«/.?«*er»rf of their silent sleep, . . . . Unf. Dr. 170.

^Blseutanffler v. tr. clear or extricate,

disentangle them who may. Gisb. 97.

*Diseutang'led, /_^/. adj. unravelled or extricated,

to re-assume An empire o'er the disentangled doom. Prom. IV. 569.

^Disenthrall, v. tr. Fig. to set free,

being, Which still it longs, yet fears to disenthrall. Q. Mab^ V.~37.

*DisezLtwined, pp. untwisted, set free.

The air of her own speed has diseniwined^ . . Epips. 107.

*Disentwines, v. tr. untwists, sets free.

The wind that lifts them disentwines my hair ; . Prom. H. ill. 48.

Disgforgfed, pp. Fig. thrown out.

into the plain Disgorged bX. length the dead , Laon, VI. vi. 7.

Disgrace, n, shamcfulness.
The ruin, the disgrace, the woe of war. , . . . Q. Mab, V. 68.

Disgraced, pp. put to shame.
would be disgraced in good company. . . . Ch. u/, li. 58.

The mighty Troy would be indeed disgraced . Cycl. 177.

litDisgracingrt P^' pph. shaminj'', degrading.
A thousand daily acts <f2j^rfl«'«^ men; . . . . Cjk«', IV. iii. 29.

Disguise, v. tr. Fig. hide or conceal.
Disguise it not—we have one human heart— . Laon^ viii. six. i.

Disguise it not—ye blush for what ye hate, . vill. xx. i.

Disguise, «. A. Lit. mask or false appearance.
wrapt in a vile disguise/ Cenct, v. i. 85.

After some foul disguise had fallen, . . . Prom. ill. iv. 70.

nor this disguise Stain that Triumph, 204.

all that smiling disguise Thou yet wearest, . . Vis. Sea, 87.

And often through a- rude and worn disguise . Wit^h, ^xvi. 4.

B, Fig. artifice.

Find the disguise to hide me from nvyselQ . . . Cenci, v. i. 103.

How without fear ofevil or rfij^Kije Was Cyth;ia!— Laon, ii.xxxri.5.

In their own dark, disguise,— Nat. Ant. IV. 2.

and scorning all disguise, /V. Athan. i. 43.

Disgtiised, //. (1) Lit. wearing false appearances.
All disguised, even to the eyes, . . . - Mask, Vll. 3.

(2) Fig. concealed, masked.
Confess 'tis fear disguised "Frora. its own shame . Cenci, Y- i- 30.

Fame is love disguised: . . , . Exhortation, 16.

^Disgnist, n. loathing.
Disease, disgust, and lassitude, pervade . . Q. Mab, V. 247.

^Disgusted, pp, nauseated, onended.
Disgusted^'x^ the humours of the time. . . Paust, ii. 230.

Dish, n. Fig. a viarid served in a dish.

Allow me now to recommend this dish— , . CEdipus^ II. ii. 22.

so plain a dish Could scarcely disagree.

—

ii. ii. 27.

Disbes, n. earthenware vessels for holding food,

some rotten rags, and broken dishes— . . , . Ch. ist, ll. 451.

Dishonour, n. disgrace, shame.
such, ... As makes remorse dishonour, . . Cenci, iii. i. 200.

Their dishonour a remembrance to abide ! . . tiellas, 1015.

Dishonourable, adj. disgraceful or shameful.
than the failure Could be dishonourable. , . Calderon, i. 104.
The refuge oi dishonourable death Cenci, V. ii. 58.

Some strange, all sudden, none dishonourable, . Hellas, 400.

Dishonoured, ppl. adj. disgraced, degraded.
now Do I behold you in dishonoured ^^'t , . . Cenci, I. 1. 53.

to a dishonouredgracvG IV. i. 157.

dust on their dishonoured heads, ... , . Ch. ist, I. 79.
The vile reward of their dishonoured years, . . Loon, i. xxxiv. 5.

Or dare not writp on the disho?totiredhyaw \ . . viii.xxiii. 6.

^Dishonouring', pr. pple. disgracing.
First by dishonouring thee, Calderon, ui. 14.2.

^Disinchant, v. tr. Fig. make free mentally.
Will rfi!j/??(r^a«/ the captives, Laon, il. xlii. 6.

Disinherited, v. tr. cut off from his hereditary right.

Disinherited My eldest son Chrysaor^ .... CBdipus, I. 195.

^Disinterred, pp. cleared of earth.

I stood within the city disinterred; . . Naples, i.

:{:Disjoined, pp. separated.
Wert thou disjoined fropi these, Ode Lib. xvill. 12.

Disjointed, ///. adj. broken, fragmentary.
Ends of a disjointed drearq.— , P?ter, Prol. 22.

*Disk, n. Fig. the face or surface of the earth.

on the sculptured disk Of the broad earth, . . . Laon, v. 1. i.

at that dread risk Aghast she pass from the Earth's disk : Naples, 86.

Dislike, n. repugnance, distaste.

much dislike for people of your sort Faust, l. 97.

^Dislodg'e, V. tr. remove or displace.
Will but dislodge a spirit of deep hell Cenci^ IV. ii. 7.

Dismal, adj. gloomy, cheerless.
that I Shall haul you into rfz'j^Ma/ Tartarus, . Horn. Merc. XLiil. 3.

Dismay, n. A. Lit. (1) of persons, terror, alarm.
And the darkness of deepest disntay Spreads . . Bigotry, iii. 7.

So mayst thou answer God with less dismay: . Cenci, v. ii. 118.

Chasing the heavy shadows of (/wwoy. . . Horn. Merc. 'Lxxxii. 8.

Laon, VI. xiv. 4.

VI. xlvii. 2,

Cenci, l. iii. 43.
II. i. 167.

II. ii. 32.

III. i. 316.

(2) loss of heart or spirit.

My soul spurned the chains of its cT/JOTizy, - . , Ode Lib. I. $.

B. Fig. of the forces of nature.

And'the wild winds flew round, sobbing in their ^., Adonais, xiv. 9.

Dismayed,//, alarmed, discouraged.

as a man with mighty loss flfzjwfljv^^ Epips. 22().

and so they stood dismayed. Laon, xil. xxvi. 9.

Thou with sorrow art (/wwiay^i// Rarely, ill. z.

*Dismaying', ppl. adj. disheartening, discouraging.

For to tread life's dismaying "f^Wdem^ss . . . Laon, II. xix. 4.

Dismiss, v. tr. send away, cause to depart.

For God's sake Let me dismiss the guests ! , . Cenci, I. iii. 93.

Dismounted,//, descended from horseback.

and then Just where we had dism-ounted . . . Julian, 61.

Dismounting, /r. ///f. descending from horseback.

so dismounting close they drew ....
in the market-place Dismounting, ....

Disobedient, adj. unriutiful, uncompliant.

My disobedient and rebellious sons Are dead !—

you dared to look With disobedient insolence

he frowned and said, Children are disobedient,

Such was God's scourge for disobedient sons.

Disorder, n. confusion.

And brighter wreaths in neat disorder flung ; . Gisb. 216.

Disordered, v. tr. confused, alarmed.
nothing at all Beyond his wont, yet it disor. me. Cenci, 11. i. 77.

*Disown, V. I. tr. deny or repudiate.

that tone Thou didst delay to hear, lamenting to

disown Ode Lib. Vll. 15.

Of woven hair, which thou wilt not disown, . . Rosal. 37.

II. refl, deny, refuse to acknowledge.
The nameless worm would now \\s^{disown : Adonais, xxxvi. 4.

*Disowns, V. tr. denies, refuses to acknowledge.
but tyranny d. Their claim, and gathers strength Laon, IV. xxiii. 8.

^Disparted, v. intr. broke asunder.
The silver clouds disparted; ........ 0. Mab, I. 200.

*Dispartin^, pr. pple. riving, breaking asunder.

Disparting 2lS it went the silver clouds , , . . Desnton, i. U2.

Dispatch, v. tr. kill, put to death.
You think by some measure to dispatch him, . . Cycl. 446.

*Dispel, V. tr. break, or dissipate.

nerv'd his arm To dispel the charm, St. Ir. (3) xiv. 2.

Dispensation, n. a license overriding the law.

I may obtain The dispensation of the Pope . Cenci, I. ii. 10.

Had you a dispensation I have not ; I. ii- 15.

Dispense, v. intr. deal out, distribute.

be wrought As I dispense— ... Horn. Merc. xcii. 6.

^Dispeople, v. tr. to depopulate.
to dispeople your unquiet kingdom of man ? Ch. ist, ii. 384.

*Dispeopled, //. made void.

Dispeopled of their dreams . Hellas, 236.

Disperse, v. I. tr. dispel or dissipate.

to disperse The cloud of that unutterable curse . Laon, II. xxx. 4.

II. intr, to separate in different directions.

The splendour-winged worlds disperse .... Prol. Hellas, 54.

Dispersed, v. tr. A. Lit. scattered.

The winds of eve dispersed those a^es grey, . . Laon, x. xlvi. 2.

B. Fig. dissipated, put an end to.

that dreadful sleep His heavenly smiles dispersed, • ill. xxvii. 9.

Dispersed, //. separated in different directions.

But they are all dispersed— Ginevra, 38.

*Dispersedly, adv. widely scattered.
all dispersedly About the road— .... , Horn. Merc. Lx. 3.

Display, v. tr. A. Lit. unfold, spread out.

And in thy sight its fading plumes display ; . . Witch, Ded. III. 4.

B. Fig. show forth, make known.
Which did the Spirit's history display ; .... Laon, i. liii. 7.

He might man's deep and searchless heart display, x. xlvi. 7.

Displeasure, n. anger, indignation.
have turned the Pope's displeasure , . Cenci, li. it. 6$.
From God's displeasure, , . Pr. Athan. 1.^4,

Disposed, //. inclined, induced.
I had disposed the Cardinal Camillo Cenci, 11. ii. 105.

Disposition, n. ordering.
Even to the disposition of thy purpose, . . Ch. ist, II. 127.

Dispossest, //. Fig. {!) driven out.
Evil, which had dispossest All native power, . . Laon, 11. xxxv. 5.

For fiends . . . had dispossest All natural drearias : xi. ix. 3,

(2) with of, deprived.
Of natural life was dispossest, Rosal. 336.
The crown of which his brows were dispossest , Triurnph^ 324.

Dispraise, n. censure, disapprobation.
A friend, too, spoke in their dispraise,— . . Peter,. VI. xv. 3.

*Dispread, //. (1) disarranged.
her dark hair was dispread Like the pine's locks Laon, vi. xxi. 5.

(2) foil, by with^ sprinkled or scattered over.
mossy nook, with mountain flowers dispread. . vi. xxvi. 9.

^Disputants, n. controversialists.

False disptdiants on all its hopes and fears, . , 11. iii. 4.
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Dispute, v. tr. contend.
Dares d. with grim silence the empire of Death. . Deaths Dial. lo.

fDispnte, n. (1) argument or debate.
Let us refer it to dispute Calderon, i. 105.

(2) difference of opinion.
Yet wherefore this dispute )— Falsehood^ 45.
Arbiters of the dispute, Mask, LXXXI. 4.

(3) a quarrel.
But one must die in the dispute Calderon, I. 243.

Bispntes, v. tr. Fig. interferes with.
And not an echo . . . Disputes her silent reign. . Love, 24.

t-Blsqniet, v. rejl. trouble or vex.
And laughed, and said, /?ij^uz£^ yourself not ; . Aziola, I. 11.

Disquiet, n. anxiety, troubles.
Let Fear and Disq. and Strife Spread thy couch Castl. Adm. V. 2.

Disquiet on the multitudes did fall

:

Laon, VI. ii. 3.

*Disqnietnde, n. anxiety, uneasiness.
In smiles or frowns their fierce disquietude, . . I. xxxiii. 7.

The cause of his </z.r^»zWu^ / Pr. Athan.\.9>2.
^Disquietudes, n. anxieties.
And mad disquietudes, Pram. II. iv. z^t.

'Disregarded, ///. adj. unnoticed.
And let Panic, . . . Pass, a disregarded shade . Mask, Lxxx. 3.

Disrobed, pp. Fig. deprived, divested.
Fell through the window-panes, disrobed of cold, Zucca, VIII. 4.

*Disro'blner, ppl. adj. Fig. liberating, disembodying.
Fear not then. Spirit, death's disrobing hand, . Dcemon, II. 266.

„ „ „ „ „ . Q. Mad, IX. 17J.

Dissemble, v. tr. disguise, conceal,
and Kings dissenible . . . their fierce disonietude, Loon, I. xxxiii. 6.

can I dissemble The agony of this thought ? . . —— II. xlvii. 3.

Theministersoffraudcanscarcei//jj«?K^/eThelies—— IV. xiv. 3.

Dissembled, pp. feigned, disguised our feelings.

And mine was one,

—

andwehadhoth disse?Kbled; V. xlii. 5.

Dissever, v. I. tr. sunder, put apart.

could dissever ours, We love not. Ginevra, 68.

when darkness may dissever 'Y\a close caresses . Loon, VI. xli. 1.

II. intr. separate,
when they dissever In the calm regions .... Ode Lib. X. 4.

Dissevered, ///. adj. separated, scattered.

When these dis. bones are trodden In the plain. . Loon, II. xlviii. g.

"'Dissevering, pr. pple. Fig. dissolving, nullifying.

But by dissevering their nativity. Fiordispina, 14.

'Dissimilar, adj. unlike, differing.

formed, . . . For one another, though dissimilar; Epips. 143. '

'Dissipate, v. tr. Fig. cause to pass away.
could //ij«^ff^e The night which closed on her ; . 241.

Dissolution, n. the nothingness of death.

To know in dissolution's void, Death Vanq. 16.

Dissolve, V. I. tr. A. Lit. melt or liquefy.

And then again I dissolve it in rain, . _. , .
_

. Cloud, 1 1.

Might dissolve the dim icedrop, might bid it arise. Tear, I. 6.

B. Fig. (1) break, disentangle.

Dissolve in sudden shock those linked rings, . . Ijion, I. xiii. 8.

(2) dissipate, disperse.

Dissolve with that strong faith . . . Yon cloud of war Hellas, 857.

Shall then dissolve the world's unquiet trance, . Laon, II. xlv. 6.

And dissolve the chill ice-drop of woe. . .M.N. Ravail, 81.

And he pray'd to God to dissolve the spell, . . St. Ir. (3) Vll. 4.

II. intr. A. Lit. melt or liquefy.

As summer clouds dis., unburthened of their rain ; Ode Lib. XIX. 8.

B. Fig. (1) melt.

to make hard hearts Dissolve away Sunset, 36.

(2) cease to exist,

she need but smile And they dissolve; .... Ode Lib. XIII. 10.

Dissolved, v. I. tr. Fig. dissipated.

dissolved the visions of the trance x. 8.

II. intr. ceased to exist.

She, in that dream of joy, i/wjff&erf away. . . . Witch, n.%.

Dissolved, pp. A. Lit. (1) melted, resolved.

Like light dissolved in star-showers, thrown : . St, DejeMon, II. 4.

as a precious stone Dissolved in ever-moving light. Witch, xxvil. 5.

(2) destroyed,
whose bnlk is now dissolved In the light breathmgs Calderon, II. 147.

B. Fig. (1) entranced.

I am rfw.so/OTrfin these consuming ecstasies. . . Con. Sing. m.\i.

He faints, rf«TO/M<^ into a sea of love; . . . . ^ordisptna, 1^.

Mingled with love and then dissolved m sound. . Prom. 1. 757.

(2) transformed.
Oh, that I were all dissolved Into these . . . tears, Cenci, V. in. 109.

Earth and Sea had been Dis. into one lake of fire, Julian, 81.

dissolved Into the sense with which love talks, Prom. II. 1. 52.

all my being, ... is dissolved, I". '• 4i-

(3) liquefied, transmuted.

As if the sense of love dissolved in them .... III. iv. 102.

Dissolves, ». tr. Fig. (1) transforms, transmutes,

and dissolves My flesh to a pollution, .... Cenci, III. i. 21.

(2) of assemblies, dismiss.es.

.\ word dissolves them Ch. \st, n. 348.

'Dissolving, pr. pple. dispersing, melting.
Whilst he is dissolving in rains Cloud, 30.
Dissolving the dull cold in the frore air : ... Epips. 334.

'Dissolving, ppl. adj. A. Lit. tl) in process of trans-

formation.
Darkness arose from her dissolving frame, . La4)n, 1. Iv. 7.

(2) evaporating, dispersing.
We melt away. Like dissolving spray, .... Prom. iv. 25.

(3) loosing.
As the ^2.fjd/z//»^warmth of dawn may fold . IV. 431.

(4) perishing, melting.
Beyond the region of f/^j^/z/zVi!^ rains, . . . Posal. I2g6.

B. Fig. (1) vanishing.
"Like -wrecks o{ Si dissolving dream Hellas, 106$.

(2) entrancing, swoon-causing.
Folded his frame in her dissolving arms. . - . Alastor, 187.

a wild dissolving bliss Over my frame .... Laon, I. xlii. 6.

The dissolving strain, through every vein, . . Music, Ipant, II. 5.

(3) perishing, failing.

like burning gold round thy dissolvinghraXn. . Prom. I. 291.

'Dissonance, n. disagreement, discord.
Vanquishing dissonance and gloom ? Epips. 6a
'Mid dissonance and gloom—a star . ... St. Epips. 73.

'Dissonant, adj. A. Lit. discordant to the ear.

Or like forgotten lyres, whose dissonant strings . Mutability, 5.

B. Fig. discordant mentally.
O, still those ^;j.f0n<z«/ thoughts!

—

CA. u/, I. 131.

Dissonant threats kill Silence far away, . . . Naples, 134.
struck dumb Dissonant arms

;

Ode Lib. IX. 12.

Dissuade, v. tr. divert by argument.
I will dissuade him from this plan, Cycl. 450.

Distance, n. (1) interval of space.
We cannot at this distaTice from the door . . 630.
Rude, but made sweet by distance— Gisb. ^7.
(2) a far-off point.

That twinkled in the misty f/zjAz««.' Q. Mab,\\.i^.
Distances, n. intervals of space.
At proper distances small holes he made, . Ho7n. Merc. VIII. 2.

Distant, adj. (1) of intervening time, far off, long past.

To make these woes a tale for distant years ; . . Cenci, v. iv. 94.
through the (fzj/a«^ mist of years CA. u/, IV. 24.
men whose eyes Were closed in distant years ;— Gisb. 162.

Then, where, through distant ages, Q. Mab, IX. 93.

^2) of intervening space, far off.

Earth's distant orb appeared Daemon, I. 160.

„ „ „ „ Q- Mab, 250.
Calm as a voyager to some distant land, . Ocetnon, 11. 181.

„ „ „ ,, „ ... Q. Mab, IX. 60.
Of a dark and distant shore . Bug. Hills, 20.

Like a man hastening on some f/2J/a»^ way, . Hom,Merc.liYV.\.
some heart that heeded not If sent to distant lands : Julian, 288.

the wanderers o'er the solitude Of distant seas, . LMon, ill. xii. 4.

and distant far That mountain and its column, III. xxx. 5.

By winds from distant regions -. ix. xii. 2.

the distant crowd has stirred XI. x. 9.

Came from a distant street, ... .... xl. xiii. 5.

each distant isle Is dark xil. v. 7.

Now faint in ifw/aK^ air the murmurs die, . . M.N.Despair,\%.
For whose support in distant lands I bleed. . .M.N. Post. Fr. 13.

The breath ana blood of distant lands Mont B. 124.

Aiid dragged to distant isles O. Mab, vin. 178.

When my father came from a distant land, . Rosed. 291.

In distant lands, and been deceived 758.
Clothing in hues of heaven thy dim and d. spire, Summer-Evg. 16.

And which in distant lands will be W. Shel. III. 7.

(8) of sound, indistinctly heard.
'Tis night—what'faint and distant scream . . .M.N. Melody, 30.

like the rf/j/aw^ sound Of a wind alive . . . . il/ajA, LXX. 3.

It grows more faint And distant. Prom. 11. i. 189.

thedeeproar Of rf/j/a«/ thunder Q. Mab, iv.2i.

Distemperature, n. disruption, disorder.

By some distemperature or terrible sign, . . . Ch. 1st, II. 173.

Distempered, adj. (1) disordered.

Like the fierce fiend of a distempered dream, . . Alastor, 225.

humours Of the distempered body Ch. ist, II. 150.

(2) unrestrained.
rf!jfeOT/*«r<rfplayfulnessOfthy untutored infancy: Q. Mab, VI. 74.

, „ I, >i II II
Superstition, 3.

Distil, V. tr. Fig. produce, bring forth.

The sunbeams and the showers rf/j/z7 its foison . Naples, 156.

Distilled,//. Fig. concentrated.

The Gadfly's venom, fifty times distilled, . . . (Edipus, I. 352.

Distinct, adj. (1) clear to the eye.

The distinct valley and the vacant woods, . . . Alastor, 195.

distinct in the dark depth Of that still fountain ; . ^71.
in that quivering light Distinct— Laon, I. liii. 2.

(2

)

clear or evident to the ear.

More distinct than the thunder's wildest roar. M.N. Spec.Hors. 46.

(3

)

marked or distinguished.

Distinct with circling steps Laon, I. Iv. 3.

a marble pyramid Distinct with steps ; . . . v. xl. 7.

A city of death, distinct with many a tower . . Mont B. 10^.

i9/j/i«i^ with column, arch, and architrave, . . Prom. l\l.\\\. 162.
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*DlBtiucter, adj. more clearly defined to the mind.
But both, tho' not disiincter^ were imtnersed . . Laorty iii. xxiv. 7.

Dlstinotion, n. {1) regard to difference.
All sense of all (ftj//«c/wM of all persons, . , . CA. u/, ill. 64.

(2) distinguishing characteristic.
Is ihdX Ws my distinciion f Couplets^ a.

Distinctions » n. discrimination of differences.
and of the strange DisiincHons St. Epips. 167.

Biatinotly, adv. (1) clearly to the sight.
Distinctly seen through that dusk airy veil, . . Prom. iv. 212.

(2) clearly in the mind.
I yet remember what he said Distinctly : . . Julian^ 299.

Distinjfuislied, /^. (1) classifted.

The Deity may ... Be well disting. into persons, Calderon^ I. 161.

His attributes may be distinguished^ . . . i. 198.

(2) perceptible to the sight.
The sea no longer was distinguished/ .... Dmmon^ i. 150.

II I) ti II II .... Q. Maby 240.

^Distort, V. tr. Fig. deform, pervert.
Which could distort to many a shape of error, . Prom. iv. 383.
Which did (/zj/oW whatever form might pass, . . St. Epips' 22.

"^Distorted, pp. deformed, twisted.
an instrument Of all things ill

—

distorted^ bowed Laon^ vii. viii. 5.

but some distorted sQ,Gin&d to be Obscure clouds, Triumph^ 531.
^Distorting, pr. pple. disfiguring, deforming.

Reflecting, yet distorting every cloud, .... Alastor^ 385.

*Distortingr» ppl- adj. tiiat deforms in reflecting.

that as From a distorting TaxTrar^ she may see . Cenci^ IV. i. 147.

^Distortion, n. twisting, deformation.
To strange i3?z".p/(!7r^/(!7K out of the hillside, . , Triumph^ 183.

*Distortions, n. hideous visions.

Distortions foul of supernatural awe, .... Witch^ LXil. 3.

^Distraining, pr. pple. seizing property.
and oi distraining For every petty rate . . . Ch. jst^ II. 270.
in distraining for ten thousand pounds .... iii. 46.

i-Distress, v. tr. trouble or afflict.

I grieve thus to distress you, Cenci^ IV. iv. 1 1.

Distress, n. (1) anguish, trouble or misery of mind.
her distress Roused Death : . . . Adonais^ xxv. 8.

A Cat in distress^ Cat^ I. i.

All the modes of a/j^?*tfjj ... . . 11. 2.

To find refuge from distress . . Eug. Hills^ 32.

Ye turn to God for aid in your distress

;

. . iMon^ XI. xvk i.

Which goaded him in his distress . . Rosal. j^f.
(2) misery of mind and body.

Where the murmur of distress Echoes, . . Mask, Lxx. 2.

Had tended me in my distress^ ... ... Rosal. 1214.

Distributes, v. tr. Fig. portions out,

the angel that distributes the coming hour . . . CA. ist, ii. 423.
*District, n. a neighbourhood.
from that charmed (/zj/j'zrf went Peter, vii. xxi'i. 1.

Disturb, v. tr. (1) disquiet or agitate.

Do not disturb your hour of happiness .... Faust^ II. 376.
Where love's own doubts rfzj/Mro the solitude ; . Ginevra, 113.
And little did the sight disturb her soul.— . . XViich^ lxiii. 1.

(2) destroy or mar.
Till, like an image in the lake Which rains disturb^ Rosal. 838.

Disturbed, v. tr. (1) disquieted, agitated.
dim memory Disturbed poor Rosalind : . . . . 1262.

(2) interrupted.
That Beatrice flzj/«r5e<af the feast last night ? . . Cenci, li. i. 152.

(3) disordered, disarranged.
couch of leaves . . . Which seasons none disturbed^ Z^on, VI. xxviii. 3.

Disturbed,//. (1) disquieted, made anxious.
The question which has long disturbed my mind Calderon, i. 51.
And said, I was disturbed by tremulous shame . Daon^ xii. xxiv. 3
but thus disturbed and weak I sat jLerici, 30.

(2) inteifered with, interrupted.
Had e'er (fzj^rJ^rf before Alastor, 412.
Thou hast disturbed ^'^ only rest St. Brack. 3.

jDisturbing*, /r. ///e. ruffling, disordering.
feet Disturbing not the drifted snow Alastor, 261.
with gentle feet, Disturbing not the leaves . . Laon^ ix. xxii, 9.

Disturbs, v. tr. (1) disquiets.

Moves the calm spirit, but disturbs it not. . . Moschus, 14.

(2) disarranges or agitates violently.

Whose branches the air plays among;, but not Z7., Orpheus^ 30.

^Disunion, n. (1) separation of persons.
Turning their dear dis. to an isle Of lovely grief, Protn. iv. 200.

(2) disagreement of mind,
smother The Devil oi disunion in their souls. . St. Epips. 37.

:t:Disunite, v. intr. (1) disagree, separate,
mingled there To disunite in horror— .... Julian, 428.

(^2) of sounds, diverge,
strains ofharmonyThat mingle . . . Then slowly d., Rosal. 984.

^Disunited, pp. at variance.
Rvc -we: -weTQ disunited

?

,
.- . . . 13,

*Disuuited, ppl. adf. (1) disembodied.
Two disunited spirits when They leap .... Laon, vi. xxxiv. 8.

(2) disjoined, lying asunder.
The rfzjz^ffzyerf tendrils of that vine . . . . /Vow. II. iv. 64.

Ditch, n. a trench or artificial watercourse.

I saw a gross vapour hovering in a stinking diick Ch. ist, II. 450.
A Hater he came and sat by a ditch, .... Ifate, i.

And then we seek the shelter of a f/z'/c^; . . . CBdipus, l. ^6.
Or double ditch about the new enclosures ; . ll. ii. 112.

Through pond, ditch, and slough. . . ll. ii. 136.

Many a ditch and quick-set fence ; . . . Peter, V. xi. 3.

And threw it with contempt into a ditch. . . . Witch^ lxx. 8.

*Ditcli-water, n. (1) Fig. foul water such as is found in

ditches.

With an ox bladder and some ditch-water, CBdipus, ll. ii. 73.

(2) a type of a filthy and foul thing.

And hehas given us all Ditch water, . . . Cenci, ll. i. 67.

Ditties, n. songs.
entangling them in her sweet ditties . . . lVitch,L.xxvni.i.

Ditty, n. a song.
A woeful ditty I . Loon, x. xv, 8.

Let me set my mournful ditty . ... . Rarely, IV. i.

:t:DiurnaI, adj. daily.
^

Which, driven on its diurnal xoxinA, . . . GuitarJane^ 76.
Which whirl the earth in its diurnal ro\xnA^ . Witch, lvi. 2.

Dive, V. intr. go beneath the water.
We are free to dive., or soar, or run ; . . . . Prom,, iv. 137.

^Dived, pp. Fig. searched, penetrated.
Spirit ! who hast dived so deep ; Q. Mab, I. 157.

Diver, «. one who plunges beneath the water.
A diver lean and strong, .... . Laon, VII. viii. 9.
his way the i/zz/^f having cloven, . vii. xi. 8.

the diver Who brought me thither, . VII. xxiii. i.

:|:Diversely, adv. m a different manner.
And each (/z^syj^^j; exercised her art . . . . Love, Hope, 11,

Divert, v. tr. turn aside or alter.

The Pope will not divertthe course of law. . . Cenci, II. ii. 28.

fDiverted, pp. amused.
Until some leech, diverted -with his gi'avity, . . Faust, li. 369.

Divested,//. Fig. stripped or deprived of power.
If the Bull-Queen is rfzV^j^^i/, (Edipus,U.\.\'^.

Divide, v. 1. tr. A. Lit. (1) separate or part.
No more let Life d. what Death can join together. Adonais, liii. 9.
Sleep and death Shall not divide us long I . . Alasior, 360.
would ye divide Body from soul ? . . . . Cenci, V. iii. 94.
If you (/zwVfo suffering and dross, .... . Epips. 178.
If you divide pleasure and love and thought, . . 180.
d. The actual world from these entangling evils, JLaon, ill. xxiii. 6.
doth divide the living and the dead xii. xv. 7.

(2) share.
His riches and his cares he did divide. . . . Pr. Athan. i. 42.
Tyrants rushed in, and did divide the spoil. . . Prom., i. 654.
countless partners ...d. His tyranny to weakness

; Q. Mab, Vii. 37,
So dreadful since thou must divide it with me ! . Vis. Sea, 79.

(3) portion out at intervals.

That measure and divide the weary years . . . Prom. i. 363.

(4) pierce or burst through.
Thro' the clouds ere they (/zz/zi^ them ; .... ll. v. 57.
B. Fig. (1) set at variance,

and fear, and awe,-the armies did divide. . . . Laon, x. xxxix. 9.

(2) discriminate between.
Divide the vintage ere thou drink, Marenghi, x. %.

(3) render incomplete or destroy.
No death divide thy immortality Zucca, ll. 8.

II. intr. (1) share,
to divide is not to take away. ... . . Epips. 161.

(2 ) set at variance, cause discord.
Divide and rule ! but ye have made a junction . CBdiptcs, I. 344,

Divided, v. I, tr. (1) separated,' intervened between.
divided The heaven beneath the water .... UnJ. Dr. 230.

(2) interrupted intercourse.
we two were ne'er Parted, but when brief sleep

divided Ms: . Laon, 11. xxvii. 3.

(3) opened.
His lips, which speech rfzWrfiSfi? not— . . . . Marenghi^ jiii. 5.

II. intr. surged apart.
The loud Ocean heard . . . And d. at her prayer ; Arethusa, in. 6.
and the crowd divided Like waves . . . Ch. ist, I. 133.

Divided,//. (1) separated.
Take hold on me, or we shall be divided: — . . Faust, 11. 216.
And so through this dark world they fleet Z'zVz(;ferf, Rosal. 627.
We were divided. 873.

(2) cut asunder.
from theirstem She had divided such fair shapes Fiordispina, 43.

(3) at variance.
But many-headed Insurrection stands Divided . Hellas^ 335.

(4) shared.
A passion like the one I prove Cannot dividedh^ ; Critic, iv. 3.

(5) individualized, unshared.
and did unite All that in us was yet divided: . Rosal. 845.

(6) measured or meted out.

And moments aye rfzVz'ii^^tf by keen pangs . . . ProTH.i. 13,

(^7) disjoined or disentangled,
bring forth their kind, and be divided nGMt.x ! . . Laon, ix. xxvii. g.
Of love and might to be divided not, .... Prom. IV. 39^.
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Divided, ppl. adj. (1) distinctive.
Make their d. streams more bris"ht and rapid now. Laon, ill. xxiv. g,

(2) dual.
this particle ofmy (:^/»i*,5?fififbeinff; Cenct^TV.'x.xiy.
as ever still Longing with divided will, .... Eug. Hills^ 22.

Ruling- the world with a divided lot^ .... Laon^ i. xxv. 6.

(3) intersected.
as the divided ivdimo. Of the vast meteor sunk, . Alastor, 650.

Divides, v. tr. A. Lit. (1) separates as by a line or par-

tition.

The treacherous marsh divides it from the land, Marenghi^ xv. 3.

Divides from the far Apennines— Serchio^ 44.

(2) intervenes between.
and ^fzWiafej The cheek that whitens Ginevra^6$.
B. Fig. (1) passes through.

Whose sightless speed divides this sullen night : Alastor^ 6ro.

(2) breaks the unity of.

whose creed /?. and multiplies the most high God. Frol. Hellas^ 179.

*Dividiiig-, /?-.///£. (1) sharing,
which to his compeers, ... He will divid. give.— Laon^ I. xxxiv, 6.

When thou risest, dividing possessions ; . . . CEdipus^ Jl. ii. 54.

(2) intersecting;.

Transversely dividing th^ stream of the storm
; . Vis. Sea, 103.

*Dividiiig, ppi. adj. separating, surging apart.
and bear o'er the rf/Wrfzw^ waves Zfl^«,vill.xxiv. 8.

*Dividuous, adj. dividing, or intersecting.
and dividuous waves Of Greece, Ode Lib. iv. 2.

Divinations, n, predictions or prophecies.
the divinations high Which thou requirest, . Horn. Merc, xci, i.

Divine, v. I. tr. know, understand.
Aye, many more which we may well divine. . . Prom, \\. ii. 88.

11 intr. conjecture, guess.
Which is not his fault, as you may divine. .

Canst thou divine what troubles me to night ?

Gisb. 301.
Prom. II. i. 94,

Divine, adj. A. Lit. (1) pertaining to Deity or the Gods.
Where has he of race divine Wandered . . . Cycl. 45.
Which divine Pallas keeps unprofaned ever, . 276.
And things divine are subject to her power. . . 612.
And the divine child saw delightedly— . . Horn. Merc. XVIII. 6.
He sought his natal mountain-peaks divine. . xxiv. 3,
I reverence the divine Sun and the Gods, . . . Lxiv. 5.
The herd went wandering o'er the divine mead, Lxxxvi. i.

Of earthly or divine from its recess, ... . xc. 6.
grow Drunk with divine enthusiasm xcv. 2.

from her immortal shoulders threw The arms d. ; Horn. Min. 18.

Horn. Sun^ 22.

, Hopi. Venus, ?6.

Cenci, IV. i. 38.

their steep flight his hands divine arrest,
A virgin she would live 'mid deities Divine :

(2) supernatural, sacred.
No doubt divine revealings may be made, _

its reward is in the world divine Epips. 597.
Of what should'be eternal and divine/ .... Julian^ 122.
All symbols of things evil, all divine; .... Laon, ii. viii. 6.
Of many names, allevil, some divine, . . . Viii. xxi. :*.

In pain, and fear, and hate, something <frW«tfy . xir. xi. a.

the light divine Of her within ; . . ... xii. xxi. 2.

Bade us embark in her divine canoe

;

. . xil. xxxii. 2.

All things by a law divine . Love's Phil. i. 6.
Its horror and its beauty are divine Medusa, i. 4.
as the Power divine Which then lulled all things, Naples, 21.
With divine wand traced on our earthly home . Ode JLib. ix. 14.
From the temples divine of old Palestine, . . . CEdipus, I. 226.

B. Fig. (,1) expressive of supreme excellence, pleasure,

beauty.
The fountains of rfiz/zKtf philosophy Alastor, 71.
And lofty hopes of divine liberty, ...... -— 159.
the Universe Beholds itself and knows itself divine ; Apollo, VI. 2.

In the harmony (fzVfWtf Birth ofPL \\.

Then a divine thought came to me. " '

Heavy with the joy divine, . . .

A divine presence in a place divine,
and the caves Of divine sleep, . .

of this sacrifice divine A World shall be the altar.

And the light and smell divine . .

By that clime divine and calm, . .

and the dew of music more divine .

Rocked in that repose divine
Bask in the deep blue noon divine
or on the ground divine Live, . .

Till the bmck night divine, . . .

But when the Moon divine from Heaven is gone
A voyage divine and strange,
those eyes a kindling beam Of love divine . .

and well I understood His smile divine, . .

That work of subtlest power, divine and rare

;

In all but its sweet looks and mien divine ;
O'er heralds so divine of truth's arising day.
so divine to me, That if I loved before, . . .

Eldest of things, divine Equality! ....
those tones divine Were silent as she past

;

his eyes divine With a mild look .....
Whose divine darkness fleil not,
'twas a dream (/;Ww^/
to the wind Breathed divine odour ; , . . .

the same hour in which thy lips divine . . .

and the divine Feelings which died

Cycl. 401J.

506.
Epips. 13 "J.

195-
382.

Eug. Hills, 350i

Ginevra, 115.

GuitarJane, 47.
Hellas, 057
Horn.. Earth, 5.

Horn. Merc. xvi. 4.
Horn. Moon, 8.

Laon, I. xxi. 9.

I. xxiv. 8.

I. xlv. 8.

I. lii. 6.

II. xxii. 3.

II. xxxiv, g.
' III. iii. 8.

V.Song,'i^.\.

V. Ivii. 3.

VI. X. 4.

VI. xxxvii. 3.

VII. xviii. 5.

XII. xviii. 6.

XII. xxiv. 5.

Magnet. Lady, ill. 6.
The divine wood, whose thick green Hving woof Mo>titda^ 3.

I pant for the music which is divine,
Invites to love with her kiss divine.

Music, Ipant, 1. 1.

IV. 4.

— 169.
Ode, Arise, 32.-

Ode Lib. V. 9.

XIV. 9.
Orpheus, 85.
Peter, III. x. 3.
—— v. iv. 2,

Pr.Athan.\\.\\.'i6.
II. ii.51.

Prom. II. ii. 22,

II. iv. 82.

lil. i. 27.
' III. iii. 38.

'

III. iii. 169.
IV. 401.

-— IV. 439.
Proserp. I. 5.

Rosal. 1 135.
Skylark, 65.
TriuTnph, 288.

W. Shel. (3) I. 7.

Zucca, IV. 3.

wandered Over the oracular woods and divine sea Naples^ 49.
From Freedom's form divine, , . . .

The instrument to work thy will divine! . . .

With hues which sweet nature has made divine:
with sunfire garlanded, A divine work ! . . .

lost Paradise of this divine And glorious world

!

and the power divine Of mighty poesy . . .

Till all that is divine in woman
,

how Divine it was—a light—a love— , . .

O, summer eve! with power <fz'w«^, ....
And that divine old man Beheld .....
And the gloom divine is all around. ....
till marble grew divine ;
And from the flower-inwoven soil divine . .

Weave harmonies divine, yet ever new, . . .

Bore to thy honour thro' the divine gloom
Whose nature is its own divine controul, . .

Of thine own joy, and heaven's smile divine;
Breathe thine influence most divine ....
Filled me with the flame divine,
That panted forth a flood of rapture so divine.
Gregory and John, and men divine^ ....
if a thing divine Like thee can die, ....
Making divine the loftiest and the lowest, . .

(^2) satirical.

Thou supreme Goddess ! by whose power (//otiw* CEdipus,l.\.
And whether I was urged by grace (AVz'Me, , . 1. 120.
Hail I lona the divine, i, 273.

Divinely, adv. exquisitely, wondrously.
A tale of passionate change, divinely taught, . . Laon, I. liii. 8.

jlDiviner, n. one who presages or prophesies.
But I, an old diviner, who knew well .... Gisb. 140.
the dread mood Of the diviner is breathed up, Hom.Merc. LXXX. 7.

tDiviner, adj. (1) more delightful.
some diviner element Than English air, , . . Ch. ist, I. 146.
In a diviner clime, Hellas, 1005.

(2) more excellent, of a higher nature.
Entranced in some diviner mood Daemon, I. 88.

(3) more gloi ions.
the progeny Of a rfiz/z'wer heaven, Zaow, xii. xxxviii. 6.
Athens diviner yet Gleamed with its crest . Ode JLib. V. 9.
In worlds rfzWw^r far than earth, ., Rosal. ghi.
Of light diviner than the common sun . . . Triuntph, 338..
forms and sounds of a diviner world. . . . Unf. Dr. 57.
^4)« higher, purer,

tame The soul of that diviner flame Peter, V. xiii. 4.

(5) more perfect.

Through Death and Birth, to a diviner day ; . . Prom. II. v. 103.
From the children of a diviner day, iv. 26.

Divinest, adj. (1) godlike,
has given to thee Divinest gifts Horn. Merc. Lxxx. a.

(.2) most admirable.
Steeping their hearts in the divinest flame, . . Laon, i. xxxii. 4.
Passion s div. stream had made impetuous way. i. lix. 9.

(3) most beautiful.

and those divinest lineaments, Alastor, 704.
Like some nymph a?/i/z'w^j/, Cycl. k^2\.

Must that (^?z//«£j/ form, ... decay? Dmrnon,\. 12.
the light Of those divinest lineaments—alone . Daon, v. xliv. 7.
Sphere of divinest sha.pes and harmonies, , . . Prom. IV. 520.

(4:) most glorious.
But this divinest universe Was yet a chaos . Ode Lib. 11. 6.
And this atmosphere divinest Prom. 11. v. 58.

iy.46a

. Birth ofPI. 2.

. Dcemon^ I. 8i.

. Bpips. 78.

. Eu£'. Hills, 196.
Horn. Merc. LXXV. 3.

With a light which is divinest

(5) most precious, perfect or delightful
Pleasure, that divinest birth,
From ruin of divinest things,
the brightness Of her divinest presence . .

As divinest Shakespeare's might Fills Avon
Many oTzz/zw^j^ sounds have I admired, . . „^,

,

It ha{i been nurtured in divinest lore ; . . . . Laon, I. xxxvii. 3.

JDivining, ///. adj. indicating, foretelling.
This divining bag (Which is not green, .... CEdipus, 11. i. 80,

Divinities, n. deities of Polytheism.
men—the eldest of Z?«r;/«i"/zej. Horn. Ventis, 7,0.

DiTinity, n. (1) Goddess, Divine Being, Deity.
^evmA Divinity / Horn. Earth, a.
rich Power, revered Divipity —— 2A.
great Moon, white-armed Divinity, ..... Horn. Moon, 24.
(2) supernatural power.

Some unbeheld divinity doth ever, Cenci, II. ii. 15c.
That Chance is a supreme divinity, . ... Cycl. 611! ' '

'

(3) supernatural quality.

No sense, no motion, no divinity— .... Alastor, ^6.
In love and beauty— no rfz'z;?«(ifj».— Z-a<7«, XII. xi. 3,

(4) l<ig. presiding Goddess.
she was the veiled Divinity, Epips. 244.

Division, «. A. Lit. (,1) separation.
if death be not division ;
(a) spaces. •

He tried the chords, and made division meet
B. Fig. disagreement,

can ever make The least division Calderon, 11. i,Sg.

Rosal 578.

Hotn. Merc. IX. 2.
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Divorce, n. dissolution of marriage.
Adultery, destitution, and divorce^ ..... CEdipus^ i, 330.

tDitrulffe, v, tr. reveal.

That which the vassal threatened to divulge . . Cenci^ 1. i. 22.

*DizzUy, adv. witJi loss of consciousness.
Dissily down, ever, for ever, down Prom. iii. i. 8i.
his fevered brain Reels disaily awhile: . . _ . Q. Mab^ in. 59.

Dizzy, adj, A. Lit. giddy, confused or semi-conscious
condition.

Now blackness veiled his dissy eyes, Alastor^ 188.
And if I strike my damp and dissy head . . , Cenciy ll. ii. 137.
Fancying strange comments in her dissy brain . Ginevra^ 5.

Out of the di'ss^ eyes— Ifom. Merc. VII. 7.A course precipitous, oi dissy speed, ... . Laon^ I. viii. i.

So that a dissy trance fell on my brain — . . i. xlviii. 2.

Yes, many an eye with dissy tears was dim, , , il. xvii. i.

Till it sink dissy^ blind, lost, shelterless; . . Prom. I. 421,
my brain Grows dissy ; . il. iii. 50.
jDz's'a'ji. lost, yet unbewailing! 11, v. 7':,

Dissy as witn delight I floated down, .... in. iv. 106.
My brain is dissy^ and I scarce know .... Unf. Dr. 34.
the dim brain whirls dissy with delight, .... W'itck^ v. 5.

B. Fig. (1) such as to cause giddiness or veitigo.
Encountering on some dissy precipice .... Alastor^ 258.
That column's dissy height: Laon^ ill. xiv. 2.

that dissy steep to climb, VI. xxxvi. 7.

Upon the mountain's dissy brink . . . xi. i. 2.

Would ne'er have hung her dissy nest, . . . Mar. Dr. IX. 3.

Dissy Ravine! and when I gaze on thee . . . Mont B. 34.
Or water-fall from a dissy precipice ..... CEdipus^ ll. i. 103.

(2) of irregular confused motion.
With dissy swiftness, round, and round, and round, Al<istor^ 388.
like a dissy moth, whose flight Epips. 220.
The dissy flight of that phantom pale . . Mar. Dr. xxiii. i

.

With dissy motion, wheel and rise '^^f- ^y- 237.

^Dizzying, adj. (1) maddening with pain.
Frantic with (//Is'^j'z'm^ anguish, Alastor^ 231.

(2) maddening with pride or self-importance.
Swell'd with command and mad with dis. sway ; M. JV. Post. Fr. 51.

Do, V. I. tr. (1) act, practise, perform.
All men who do or even imagine ill Fly me, . . Apollo^ III. 3.
who ever did what he advises Others to dor— . Calderon^ i, 45.
What did your father do or say to you ? . . Cenciy II. i. 59!
indeed, I cannot doit. . . . . . iv. iii. 13.
I must do itl IV. iii. 32.
We do but that which 'twere a deadly crime To

leave undone rv. iii. 37.
Who will speak and do more than I dare Write. • iv. iv. 93.
Now do your will ; v. iii. 88.
I will do it\ V. iv. 40.
now We shall not do it any more v. iv. 164.
This do, lest we Should fall . . . C/t. ist, n. 133.
Do what thou judgest well, .... . . 11. 202,
Do what thou wilt and what thou canst . . . ir. 263.
Pattern of all I should avoid to do/ in. 17.
all you endure and do Depends on circumstance . Circuntst. 7.

Know'st thou what thou must do Cycl. 124.
That will I do, despising- any master. 155.
This will I do with perifof my life, 65*8.

And what there you do and see, . . ... Faust, n. 250.
what do you do out here ? . . II. 271.
did and do What we ou^ht not ... . n. 285.
and I wilt do All that is m Tny power Horn.. Merc. V. 7.
and men who know and do the right Horn. Venus, 18.
What they like, that let them do Mask, Lxxxiv. 4.
Do the same actions that the virtuous do, . . CEdipus, I. 134.
Let us^o whate'er we may, .... . . n. i. 141,
If they might * cfo their do '

. . .... Peter, VI. xxiv. 5.
What he dared do or think, Pr. Atkan. 1. 44.
and hate myself That I can do no more : ... Prom. I. 357.
I weigh not what ye do, but what ye suffer, . . . i. 480.
As if none felt : they know not what they do. . , i. 631.

(2) effect or accomplish.
Can we do nothing ? Nothing that I see. . . . Cenci, I. iii. 142.
With thinking what I have decreed to do.— . , i. iii. 172.
we must do thy will iv. iii. 35.I—I <i(? all; without my aid . .Falsehood,?,^.
He fears not I should do more mischief.— . . . Gisb. 78.
To do or suffer aught, Julian, 380.
sent abroad To do their work Q. Mad, iv. 188.
join, To do the will of strong necessity, . . . vi. 234.
To do on men his least command ; Rosal. 750.
All rose to do the task He set to each, .... Serckio, 30.
on those who d!(7 The tasks of ruin Unf. Dr. iiS.

(3) cause.
What would do You good when suffering . . Magnet. Lady, v. 3.
we know not what we do When we speaTt words. Rosal. 1194.

(4) expressing a violent intent.

I'd do,—I know not what Cenci, i. i. 102.

(5) determine on, set about.
What shall we ^d?.^ Cycl. 171
What shall! ^0, Silenus? Shall I stay? . . . .- 546.

II. intr. (X) suffice, serve.
So, that will do. Cenci, V. iii. 128.
That will never do/ Cycl. iy6.

(2) act or advise.
You do well telling me to trust in God^ .... Cenci, v. iv. 87.

For this once do not as Prynne would, .... CA. ist, 11. 100.

Not if thou dost as I would have thee do. , . . II. 191.

(8) u^ed as pro-verb, as I, &c. are pronouns.
whose purple splendour leaps ... as my spirits do, Cenci, 1. iii. 79.
Till it become nis slave ... as I will do ii. ii. 161.

So maye^t thou die a.s I do / v. iv. 155.

As the light camelions do, Exhortation, 7.

Where love is not, poets do : 15.

A child would talk as its grown parents do. . . Gisb. 186,
with ideot fear Cower in their kingly dens—as I do

now Hellas, 358.
and pray as madmen do For what ? Julian, 126.

All that thou canst inflict I bid thee do; ... Prom. I. 26},.

Shaken to their roots, as do the mountains now. II. iii. 42.
For whence it sprung it knew not, nor do\^ . . • III. iv. 23.

One with the other even as spirits do III. iv. 132.
I took it as the vulgar i^^tf," Rosal. 514..

as tliose relieved By their own words are wont to do, 761

.

(4) as simple auxiliary.
Why do I talk? Cenci, IV. iii. 31.
Accused, do you persist in your denial ? ... v. ii. i.

do thou Forbear, , . v. iv. 152.
And I do feel a mighty calmness Loon, IX. xix. 7.

Do, n. an act gone through with.
If they might 'do their do.'' Peter, VI. xxiv. 5.

Dock, 71. a weed {Rumex).
And the dock, and henbane, and hemlock dank, . Sensit. PI. ill. 55.

Docks, n. pi. of Dock.
But the mandrakes, and toadstools, and docks, . III. 116.

Doctor, n. (1) one who has taken the highest degree in a
faculty.

The Doctor > Aye ; my servant Faust Faust, i. 60.
Take hold on me, doctor, ... , . . 11, 220.

(2) a medical practitioner.
An ill no doctor could unravel ; Peter, i. iii. 2.

he had no cough, No doctor^— vil. v. 4.
Doctors, n. pi. of Doctor (2).

to drink The liquor doctors rail at— .... Gisb. 88.
Doctrine, n. teaching.

to that great sect, Whose doctrine is, . . . Epips. 150.
Doctrines, n. principles, tenets,
from shore to shore Doctrines of human power . Laon, iv. xii. 7.
the chief Ear in his doctrines' blighted sheaf, . . Peter, vi. xxiii. 4.
Dodona, n. a famous Greek oracle.
Dodond's forest to an acorn's cup Hellas, 793.

Doe, n. a female deer.
Like a d. in the noon-tide with love's sweet want, Sensit. PL i. n.How he might be as gentle as the doe Witch, vil. 6.

Does, -v. ir. (1) performs, carries out, effects.
He does his will, I mine ! Cend, iv. i. 139.
I saw all that sin a5?ay, (Edipus, i. 2^2'
Like one who does, not suff^ers wrong. , . . Prom. i. 239.'
manhood tamely does His bidding, Q. Mob, iv. 224.
he d. the work Ofall-polluting luxury and wealth, vill. 179.
(a) suits, serves, answers.

aye, that does^^tW Cenci, v. iv. i6i.
(3) as simple auxiliary.

Does not his spirit live ........ . v. iv 70.
Does the wind hold ? Ck. 1st, iv. 7.How strangely does a single blood-red line, . . Faust, 11. 398.
Yet does a fleeting hectic flush his cheek, . . . M. N. Post Fr a

DoflF, V. tr. take off.

Why does he doff\C\s clothes joyfully, . . . Devil, xxiii. 3.
Dogr, n. a domestic animal \ge7ius Canis).
Torture your dog, that he may tell Cenci, v iii 6^
I would be A £% if I might tear her Ch. ist \ 69His aW was dead Julian, s^^.
Ijlaccid and foamy, Uke a mad dog^s hanging ; . Laon, vi. xvii. i.A dog had from the sea, Dragged Lionel's

mother, j^osaL 1069.
TDog--fisli, n. a fish of the shark species.
We saw the doe-Jish hastening to their feast. . . Hellas, 522.
Asasharkanda!o^-/5j/(wait Similes, ill. v.
And the sharks and the dog-Jish Vis. Sea, 56.

'*'Dog--lieaded, adj. having a dog's head.
Dog-headed, bosom-eyed, and bird-footed. , . . Witch, xi. 8.
Dogmatic, adj. J^tg. positive, arrogant.
How ludicrous the priest's dogmatic roar ! . . . Q. Mab, VI. 64.

Dog-s, n. A. Lit. pi. of Dog.
See, his beloved dogs are gathfering round— . . Bion. Adon. 15.
Cut out and thrown to dogs iirst ! Cenci, v. iii. 99.Absent on jEtna, hunting with his iio^j. . . . Cycl. 12^.
The vultures and the dogs, your pensioners tame, Hellas, 427.And every Islamite who made his dogs Fat . . 549.
And four fierce dogs watched there, unanimous

as men Horn. Merc, xxxil. 8.
But the four dogs and the black bull are left :— xxxiii. 3.As dogs bay the moonlight clouds, Inv. Mis. xii. a.
See

! see ! they fawn Like dogs, ..,,.. I^on, x. xxxvii.'s.
Casts to the fat dogs that lie Mask, xliii. 3.
Household dogs, when the wind roars, .... 'xcil. a.
Sometimes your royal dogs tear down our thatch, CEdipus i ak
When through thy streets, instead of hare with d., i. ul
His servant-maids and d^s grew dull ; . . . . Peter vil, xvJii i
and as lean dogs pursue Thro' wood and lake . Prom. i. 454.
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.1.1.
'

I. Iv. 8.

I. Ivii. 6.

II. xii. 3.

B. Fig. (1) a term of contempt or opprobrium.
Cowardly dogs I ye will not aid me then? . . . (^cl. 646.

To the hell ^gs that couch beneath his throne Dtsmon^ I. 11.

(2) hired soldiers.

and her slow dogs of war, Fleshed with the chase, Hellas^ 313.

Doing', pr. pple. occupied with.

To dream of what they should be doing. . . . Peter^ Vll. xvi. 5.

Dole, n. contribution, alms.
And now cold charity's unwelcome rfi?/tf . . Mother ^Son^\\.\.

Dolphin, n, a marine mammal {^Delphinus delpkis.)

And like Arion on the dolphin's back .... Witch^ LV. 4.

^Domain, n. Fig. territory, jurisdiction.

could nourish in the sun's d. Her mighty youth . AdonaiSy XVII. 4.

Upon that poor domain Love, Hope, 14.

Welcome thou despots to my dark domain, . .M.N. Ravail^ tb.

Sleep Ocean, in the rocky bounds That circle

thy domain! , . Q. Mab^ I. 117.

"'Dome, n. A. Lit. rounded roof or cupola.

Life, like a dome of many-coloured glass, . . . Adonais, Lll. 3*

Suspended in the solitary dome Alastotj 43.

Column, tower, and dome^ and spire, .... Eug. Htlls, 106.

As to pierce the dome of gold . _ 113-

"Where mighty shapes—pyramid, rf., and tower— Fr. ofDream, 7.

And giant fanes, mme over dome Piled, . . Mar. Dr. x. 2.

From every tower and every dome, XV. 2.

Hung in dense flocks beneath the dome^ . . Rosal. 1093.

That ivory dome^ whose azure night .... 1094.

B. Fig. (1) house or dwelling.
Earning bright spoils for her inchanted dome; . Loon, Ded. I. 4.

like a charners mist within the radiant (iwwtf. . v. xxii. 9.

on the cottage thatch, Than on the dome ofkings ? Q. Mab^ in. 206.

(2) a temple or grand building.

Like what may be conceived of this vast dome, . Laon,
filled that dofjie of woven light,

The shadowy rfo»«, the scu^tures, ....
Who on the fragments of yon shattered dome
(3) a roof or covering.

A hanging dome of leaves, .... . . VI. xxvii. 9.

Hung high in the green domej . .... VI. xxxii. 5.

Whose aery dojju is inaccessible, vii. xii. 8.

Beneath a dotne fretted with graven flowers, . . Proin. ill- iv. 116.

A rfoTwe of thin and open ivory H^zVcA, Llli. 4.

(4) applied to the apparently arching firmament.
Then I arise, and climbing Heaven's blue dom^^ Apollo, II. *.

Built up the blue dom£ ofair, Cloud, 80.

hung In the dark do-jne of heaven, Deemon^ I. 168.

burnished ocean waves Paving that gorgeous d., I. 214.

,, „ „ n .,
a^a*. n.27.

Its vast and azure <&7»»/ Dcemon, i. 224.

,, „ ,
Q- Mah, 11. 33-

Aught human thing beneath Heaven's mighty d. Laon^ 11. xxi. 4.

from the sky's sunless dome iv. xxxv. 9.

beneath the dome Of a new Heaven ; . . . . xi. xxiv. 3.

the high dom£ Of serene Heaven, Orpheus, 93.

and to the infinite dome Of heaven is as a law, . Mont B. 140.

Ever-canopying dovze^ Ode to Heaven, 8.

Fit imagery to pave heaven's everlasting dome. . Ode Lib. ix. 15.

And pomted to the gorgeous doyne, , . Q. Mab, II. 56.

Shed from yon dom^s eternal blue, Kosal. 117.

(5) applied to natural objects, dome-shaped.
in many a hollow dome and spire Laon, xil. xxvi. 5.

dome, pyramid, and pinnacle, .... . Mont B. 104.

And the fair oak, whose leafy dome affords . . Q. Mab, VI. 209.

(6) overhanging clouds.

and sustain The dome of the tempest

;

(7) crown or completion.
Will be the ^(7»«e of a vast sepulchre .

(8) the expanse of thought.

within the ^OT« of this dim world, Ode Lib. x\i. 2.

(9) applied to a system of belief, edifice.

and Fraud rebuild religion's tottering dome. . . Laon, II. xliii. 9.

*Donies, «.. A. Lit. rounded roofs or cupolas.

Tlirough the red mist their domes did quiver. . Mar. Dr. vill. 6.

On those high domes her look she cast. . . xi. 7.

with quivering tongue Licked its high domes, . xii. 4.

Through the Sj/«^Jofthose mighty palaces. . . -—- xvii. 6.

Reared high to heaven its thousand golden domes, Q. Mab, ll. 138.

amid the towers And sacred domes; TowerofPam. 11.

B. Fig. (1) the firmament.

from Heaven's star-fretted domes Prom. iv. 541.

(2) arched roofs of caves.

their starry domes Of diamond and of gold . . Alasior, 90.

(3) overarching trees.

frame Most solemn domes within, ... . 435*

(4) overhanging clouds or mists.

High 'mid the shifting domes of sheeted spray . 335.

(5) water bubbles.
The which they breathed within those lucent domes. Prom. 11. ii. 78.

Domestic, adj. {Vs pertaining to a family.

Spectators of our dull <i(3»7«//c quarrels. . . . C^««, I. iii. 163.

Tin free and equal man and woman greet Z?o-

wzcf/Zc peace ;
Z,fl(W*, Il.xxxvn.o.

(2) intestine, not foreign.

Priests and Kings, Custom, ^fowM/i'c sway, . . VIII. vii. 5.

. Vis. Sea, no.

OdeW.Wind,u.ii.

Witch, Ded. II. 4.

XLIV. 3-

tDominations, n. ruling powers.
Ye kings ofsuns and stars, . . . jEtherial Dominations, Prom-. IV. 53a

^Dominic, n. St. Dominic, b. 1170, d, 1221.
So thought Calvin and Dom.inic; Peter, VI. xxiv. i,

*Doniiuic, n. a proper name.
Dominic the boat-man, has brought the mast, . Serchio, 4.

How it whistles, Dotninids long black hair ! . . 58.

Dominion, n. (1) sovereignty, political sway.
The lamp of our dominion still rides high ; . . Hellas, 273.

while Dominion whelped below, ... . 874.

And when the sun of its dominion failed, . . . Prol. Hellas, 38.

Clothed him with the dontinion of wide Heaven. Prom. II. iv. 46.

The tutor and his pupil, whom Dominion Followed Triumph, 261.

Wealth and dominion fade into the mass . . . Wealth, i.

(2) predominating power or influence.

Holds dominion o'er the will, Calderon, II. 4.

and wields The sceptre of a vast dominion there. Damon, il. 176.

All that it hath dominion o'er, Hellas, 800.

Two Powers o'er mortal things dominion hold . Laon, I. xxv. 5.

In blended hearts, now holds dominion; . . . v..S3«^,4.i2.

The strength of its dominion, Xll. xxxi. 4.

Give me, thy child, dominion Over all height and
depth? ; . Ode Lib. xvil. 12.

wield The sceptre of a vast dominion there ; . Q. Mab, Vlii. 234.

(3) Fig. sovereignty^ empire.
Into the peace of his f;&zwm2<?« cold : Rosal. 1^14.

Dominions, n. A. Lit. spaces, territories.

and over wide (/(3?«z'«zi7«i' Sweeps Pr. Athan. II. in. iS.

As over wide dominions I sped, Prom. I. 763.

B. Fig. (1) world, empire.
In music's most serene dominions ; . . . ll. v. 86.

(2) the air.

amid the sun's dominions}
into the Sun's dominions Flinging a glory,

Done, pp. (1) acted, performed, accomplished.
Heartless things Are done and said i' the world, . Alastor, 6gi.

Oh joy ! oh fear ! what will de done Bridal, 11. 5.

,, „ „ ,,
Epithal. 9.

Already half is done In the imagination of an act. Calderon^ III. 1 12.

it shall be ^(3Mfi, I swear ! Ci?««, i. lii. 178.

if he Had killed me, he had done a kinder deed. . li. \. 3.

Knowing what must be thought, and may be done, 11. ii. 112.

Aye, something must be done; III. i. 86.

Some such thing is to be endured or done:
Cenci has done an outrage to his daughter,
perhaps have done. And made an ena . . .

Which we must pay so dearly, having done. .

What is done wisely, is done well

To fear that others know what thou hast done,
There is a deed demanding question done;
which must chastise Crimes done,
And all the things hoped for or done therein .

If thou hast done murders,
Have we done this for one another ; . . . .

But not to be believed as being dime Cyd. 369.
'Twixt witches and incubi, what shall be done} . Faust, II. 152.

So much as I had done for them ! II. 276.

All that he did devise hath featly done. .... Hom.Merc.vil.^.
and while this was d09ie He stretched their hides xx. 7.

Knew all that he had done being abroad : . . . xxvi. 4.
What have you done since you departed hence? . xxvi. 8.

Even as to thee have these done ill, Laon, v. xi. 9.

and all was done Swifter than I have spoken— . vi. v. i.

what we have done None shall dare vouch, . . ix. xxxi. 4.

AH ye have thought and (&7Z£/ Ode Lib. yiiil. \$.

And in that fear I-have—Z?(7w£ what ? (Bdipus\ l. iQ$.^

Only undoing all that has been done, i. 384.
And there is little or no fun done; Peter, III. i. 4.
the thing which each believedwas d. Only in fancy— Witch, Lxxvi. 7.

(2) ended, past, accomplished.
Towards my purpose.—Would that it were done I Cenci, ll. i. 193.
and thatrf.. Mytongue should. . .tear out the secret iii, i. 155,
If this were done, which never shall be done, . . lii. i, 161.

repent of aught designed or d. But my repentance. -— ill. ii. 40.
When next we meet—may all be done! . , . ill. ii. 91.

When all is done, out in the wide Campagna, . . iv. i. 55.
That done. My soul, which is a scourge, .... rv. i. 62.

If he should wake before the deed is dtowi^ . . iv. ii. 4.
Nay, it is done. rv. iii. i.

O, fear not What may be done, iv. iii. 6.

Would it were fltowi/ IV. iii. 38.

The deed is done. And what may follow , . . iv. iv. 46.
Who most lament that such a deed is done; . iv. iv. 09.
When the thing was done You clothed me . . . • v. ii. 26.

'Tis weaker tolament, once being done; . . . v. iii. 112.

My travel's done,— Ch. ist, I. 39.
never smile till you've done crjing. .... 11. 402.
Have (3?o«« the work of misery, Falsehood, 104.
what is (fowff, is past PaustylL^ii.
I wake—'tis rfowfi—'tis o'er M. JV. Ravail, 11^.

The spell is done. Magnet. Lady^ v. i.

Our task is done, I^om. iv. 136.
When the fray was done, Q. Mab, Vll. 220.

My task, is done : IX. 140.
and then, their errand done ix. 230.
Till our mournful talk be done. . . , . . . Rosal. 6a
The term of thy penance is (/)?««.' ^V. /r. (3)VIII. 5.

III. i. 92.

III. i. 348.
III. ii. 77.

rv. iv. 30.
IV. iv. 35.
IV. iv. 37.
IV. iv. 105.

V. i. 3.

V. n. 54.
V. ii. 135.
V. iv. 103.
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(3) fulfilled.

Let the Pope's pleasure then be done. . . . Cenci\ V. ii. 190.
My task is ^(Wf.- Damon, u. 232.

(.41 performed great deeds.
To those who have greatly suffered and done I . Ode, Arise, 23.

(5) been guilty of, committed.
what has your father flfo»^^ C^w«' III. i. 39.
What has thy father rfowtf J* 111.1.69.
What have I afowe^ Am I not innocent? . . , in. i. 69.
you have done No evil III. i. 121.

t have done this and more ; V. ii. 138.
Which either I have done, or have not done; . . v. iii. 85.
Done outrage to his chosen ministers. , . . Ch. ist, II. 222.
And, secret one, what hast thou done, .... Falsehood, 17.

What have I donel 21.

Brother, tell what thou hast rfowe. ^i.
Alas, what have ye done ? the slightest pain . . Laon, v. x. 3.

Because they had done evil :— V. xvii. 6.

To hear what she can possibly have <&B«. . . . CEdiius, 11. \. ^.
(61 killed.

Tin done by her own venomous sting to death, . Q. Mad, IX. 45.

(7) prepared for eating.
The limbs of the strangers are cooked and dene, Cycl. 345.
(81 followed by k/zVA = become of.

to ask me what is doTte With the wild oxen . Ho?n. Merc, XLIV. 3.

(91 ss pro-verb.
As it has ever doTie, with change and motion, . . Adonais, xix. 3.
Never one Humbled himself before, as I have d. / Julian, 411.

Doom, V. Ir. A. Lit. condemn actively to punishment,
he would not doom me thus ^. Prom. III. i. &^.
B. Hg. (1) allow to be given over to.

Could doom her children to this ill Rosal. 483.
C2) cause.

Like things which every cloud can doom to die, . Witch, Lix. 4.

Soom, n. (1) fate, destiny.
for what Shall be its earthly doom, Adonais, XLIV. 8.
reverse that doom/ Cenci, IV. L 127.
a doOTn As glorious as a fiery martyrdom •

. . . Epips. 214.
And will the day that follows change thy doOTn? . Fr. Is not, 4.
Against the course of Heaven and doom, . . . Hellas, 67.
such as it has been m^ doom To meet with few, Julian, 589.
the doom Is this, which has, or may, or must be-

come Thint Loon, VIII. xix. 4.
The snake-like Z?(707M coiled underneath his throne Prom. 11. iii. 97.
to re-assume An empire o'er the disentangled d. iv. 569.
the world and its mysterious doojn Triumph, 244.
The star that ruled nis doo?n 256.
Thou knowest 'tis its doom to die, Witch, Ded. II. 5.

(2) punishment. •

Which can adjudge and execute the deom . . . Ce?ici, in. i. 136.
Draws to one point the threads of a just a!iJ07», . III. i. 344.
Raging let him fix the doom, Cycl. 620.
To weigh thee down to thine approaching doom I Ld. Ch. iv. 4.
His was the severer doom-,— Peter, Prol. 34.To execute a doom of new revenge Prom. I. 355.And Love, and the chained Titan's woful doom, . 11. ii. 93.
Shall be the doom of their eternal souls, . . . Q. Mab, vil. 122.My honor, and the justice of their (iijtfw. . . . VII. 152.
To frustrate or to sanctify their doom vil. 253.
(3) ruin, destruction.

Which sweeps all things to their appointed doom, Hellas, 450.
his doom Is sealed in gold and blood ! . . . . Q. Mab, IV. 194.
The very chains that bind him to his doom. . . v. 131.
That sees the chains which bind it to its doom. . vi. 28.

(4) condemnation.
Like oppression's thundered (&OOT Masi, xc. 3.

(5) lot, estate, condition.
the glorious doom Of those who sternly struggle

torelume . Loon, iv. ^ni. ±.
four forth her swarming sons to a fraternal doom : v. xxxviil. o.A calm mhentance, a glorious doont IX, xxix 8
(6) end, fulfilment.

Mighty events are hastening to their dbom/ . . CBdipus II. ii 66
Doomed,//. (1) condemned.
How once, a slave in tortures diMJwcrf to die, . .Loon 11 xli 1
diwwKrffor truth to share The murderer's cell, . x.xxxiii 7.from its cradle ^o»K. To abjectness and bondage ! Q.Mab iv 137To those abhorred embraces doomed, Rosal. 510
Which dear Adonis had been doomed to pay, . , Witch, LXVII 6

(2) sentenced.
To bear what they inflicted Justice doomed them : Pan, Echo. 8.
(3) destined.

Doomed to pursue those waves that cannot cease Loon, IX. ii g"Dooms, n. destinies.

WhUst they search out <&»»j, Hom. Mercxcw. t.

Door, n. A. Lit. a moveable partition of wood or other
material.

JJ.*"'"''
"'^y cannot hear me at that door; . . Cenci I. i 138

lis nearer now ; his hand is on the door; . . . n i 14The abOT- IS opening now; I see his face; . . . 11' i' loSpeak what i&or is openM? .... Cvrf TO4like duns Thundering for money at a poet's door} disb. 221.Il«.ve this notice on my Aor ...... '. Jane, Invitn, 2g.B. I'zg. doorway, portal or entrance,
and at the door Invisible Corruption waits . . . Adonais VIII. 3

Of his departure from their father's door. . . . Alastor, 2;^!.

and stab him at the door? Cenci, III. i. 374.
We cannot at this distance from the door . . Cycl. 639.

To see a babe before his mother's door, .... Damon, II. 90.

„ „ , , „ .... Q. Mat, VIII. 84.

seen thee from thy dwelling's door Death, (2) II. 3.

Better to be at home than out of <ii)D>-/— . . . Horn. Merc. vl. i.

will lay their siege before his door, XLVIII. 4.

he drives not from his ^fltfr Those whom . . . Loon, VI. I. 8.

And laughingbabes rush from thewell known door/ VIII. iv. 5.

all the rest rushed through the door, Peter, I. viii. I.

A genteel drive up to his door, VII. viii. :i.

near his dwelling s door The frightful waves are
driven,

—

Q.Mab,V.llo.
So I went forth from the same church door , . Rosal. 324.
And when we came to the prison door .... 870.

^Door-waylaylntr, c. adj. one who lurks about a door.
A night-watching, and door-waylaying thief, . . Hom. Merc. 11. 6.

Doors, n. A. Lit. pi. of Door. A. Lit.
through the doors and locks ? Calderon, III. 103.

the doors Which led to this apartment .... in. 160.
within the brazen doors Of the great Labyrinth . Witch, LVlll. 6.

stick The same against the temple doors, . . . LXXIII. 5.

B. Fig. (l) entrance or portal.
The ministers of death Are waiting round the doors. Cenci, V. iv. 124.

(2) a house, or dwelling.
A^ drunken man is better within doors. .... Cycl. 5^-5.

B'ind a home within warm doors, Mask, XCII. 4.

(3) expressive of a closed or quiet state.

To violate the sacred doors of sleep ; . . . . Cenci, V. i. 13.

(4) expressive of the way or means to a thing.
unfold The doors of premature and violent death, Q. Mab, V. 48.
The jealous key of truth's eternal doors, . . . Triumph, 268.

*Doria, Andrea Doria, b. 1468, d. 1560.
Murmuring, where is Z?o^'a ^ Naples, 110.

*Dorian, adj. proper to the Dorian race.
To the brink of the Dorian deep Arethusa, II. 18.
With the brackish Dorian stream :— .... III. 12.

They past to their Dorian home. iv. 18.
Ye Dorian woods and waves lament aloud,— . Eleg. Bion, i.

*Doric, adj. Dorian.
Unmingled with the bitter Doric dew ! . . . . Virgil, 6.

*Doris, n. ' the Dorian deep.'
From Alpheus and the bitter Doris run, . . . Prol. Hellas, 188.

fDormice, n. small hybemating quadrupeds.
The bats, the dormice, and the moles Fr. WiTU, 4.
The moles and the dormice died for want : . . Sensit. PI. in. 103.

^Dormitories, n. sleeping chambers.
In dormitories ranged, row after row, .... Witch, Lxrv. 3.

Dost, V. I. tr. committest or committest thyself to.
Heed what thou dost. Cenci, rv. i. 16.

II. intr. (1) actest.

Not if thou dost as J would have thee do. . . . CA. ist, II. 191.

(2) as simple auxiliary.
dost thou not draw Unseasonable poison . . . i. 22.
Of lightning thro' the tempest ;—thou dost lie, . Mont B. 19.
And singing still <&j/ soar, and soaring ever singest. Skylark, 10.
Thou dost float and run ; j^

Dotag-e, n. Fig. decrepit old age.
thou framedst A tale to suit thy dotage, . . . . Q. Mai, VI. 125.

Dotard, n. a foolish old man.
To soothe a dotards vanity n. i^g.

Doth, V. as simple auxiliary.
he doth bear JHis part, while the one Spirit's

plastic stress Adonais, XLlll. 2.
Ihe spirit which doth reign within these limbs . Cenci, rv. iii. 63.
I must speak with Count Cenci ; doth he sleep ? . iv. iv. 4.
In thy dark eyes a power like light doth lie, . Con. Sing. I. 3.My spirit like a charmed bark &th swim . . . Fr. Sing. \.
None doth behold us now : the power .... Rosal. 14.

Doting, ppl. adj. foolish.
Puffed up with your own doting ignorance, . . Calderon, I. 36.He claps his wings and crows in ^/i»^ joy. . . Cyc/. 431.

Doable, v. tr. increase twofold.
Double the western planet's serene flame. , . . Pr. Athan. Fr. 6.

Donble, adj. (1) twice repeated.
And row with double strokes Cyd. 468.
To see the <&mW« kind of footsteps strange . Hom.Merc.l.viI ?

(2) paralleled.
Or double ditch about the new enclosures ; . . CEdipus, II. ii. 112.

(3) that does double duty.
The body of a aiiaWe soul, Peter, Prol. la
He walks about a double ghost, ui. iii. 3.'

(4) twofold.
Thy deep eyes, a double Planet, Sophia 11 i
a dusky hood and double cape, Triumph 80.
(5) having two tubes.

'

and on the double flute Played to it UnJ. Dr. iSo.
(6) that may be interpreted in two ways.

The words are twisted in some double sense . . Tasso, 15.
Double, as adv. twice over.
You've (&kW« damned yourself to scorn; . , . Peter, \i.\i. ;^

A a
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*Double-Tlsagred, c. adj. having two aspects.
1\vow.double-visaged^2A<a^\ Only judge! . . Cenci^ ill. i. 178.

Doubly, {uiv. in a twofold degree.
. And doubly shaH I triumph in thy loss, .... Calderon^ III. 141.
Which doubly visits on the tyrants' heads . . Q. Mab^ VIII, 181.

Boulrt, V. I. ir. (1) question, suspect the truth of.

Aye, read the letters ifyou doubt my oath. . . Cenci\ I. iii. 6g.
Nor let your Majesty Doubt here the peril . . . Ch. 1st, II. 170.
To doubt the things men say, or deem .... Rosal. 516.

(2) apprehend, fear.
And doubt not this, my Lord of Coventry, . . . Ch. w/, II. gi.

II. intr. (1) question, feel uncertain.
both will, I do not doubt. Cenci^ I. i. 76.
Doubt not but I will use my utmost skill . . . I. ii. 41.
I doubt not But that the strange and execrable deeds II. ii. 62.
Many might doubt there were a God above . . III. i. 100.
Doubt not but he wiU soon be laid to rest. . . . ^-^ III. ii. 49.
I doubt not she is saying bitter things III. ii. 81.

I doubt not officers are, whHst we speak, . . V. i. 35.
I doubt not the flowers of that gard!en sweet . . Sensit. PI. 11. 29.
I doubt not they felt the spirit that came . . . 11. 31.

(2) hesitate.
I should not doubt to say it was a dream. . . Unf. Dr. 126.

Doubt, «. (1) questioning, uncertainty, apprehension, in-

decision.
has long disturbed my mind With doubt, . . Calderon^ I. 52.
and my mind is racked with (iiTwd/ I. m.
doubted

; and when no doubt Remained, . . . Cenci, I. iii. 114.
cast on all things surest, brightest, best, Doubt, . Heller, 791.
Doubt, chance, and mutability Int. Beauty, III. 7.

Which teaches awful doubt, or faith so mild, . . Mont B. 77.
Hope, love, d., desire, which consume him for ever. Prom. I. 545.
Yet bums towards heaven with fierce reproach,

and doubt^ ill. i. 6.

I see a shade oi doubt and horror fleet . . . . Q. Mab, iv. 72.

(2) question, difficulty.

This doubt with sudden tide flowed on his heart, Alastor^ 220.
Revolve this doubt a^in with careful mind. . . Calderon^ I. 216.
Even whilst That d. is passing through your mind, Cenci^ iv. iii. 39.
our state Is strange and full of doubt and fear ; . M.W. G. V. 2.

The smallest shadow of a doubt, Peter, I. iv. 4.

(3) suspicion or uncertain fear.
the very doubt endears My sadness ever new, . . E. Viviani^ 9.
Suspicion, doubt, or the tyrannic will Gineura, 59.
Such doubt, as is pale Expectation's food* . . . Hope^ Fear, ^.
as if some doubt she sought to shift : . ... iMon, vii. xvhi. 9.
A doubt which would not flee, Vll. xix. i.

(4) uncertainty, fear.

I am not in much doubt about my bet, .... Faust, l. 91.
in doubt whether to smile or weep ; . ... Loon, v. xlix. 9.
did the victors fill With doubt VI. ix. 5.
when all doubt and fear has past away^ .... ix. i. 3.

Ill joy, or doubt, or fear ; Xii. iv, 2.

Frozen by doubt,— xil. xiv. 4.
And thine full 01 doubt for me We nteet^ I. 4.

(5) hesitation.

.

one without doubt or dread JLaon, X. xlvii. 7.

Weakness, and doubt, had withered in his mind. Mareng-hi^ xxvi. 4.

(6) with affix no^ expressing a foregone conclusion or

full conviction.
on some slight cause no doubt^ Calderon, I. 235.
His crime, whatever it is,'dreadful no doubt, . . CeTici, in. i. 174.
there is no doubt But that they are the murderers iv. iv. 81.

instructed no doubt By Loudon, Ch. ist, II, 217.
his room no doubt Is still adorned by many a cast Gtsb. 212.

Cauldrons and tripods of great worth no doubt, Horn. Merc. xxx. 5.

He looked, as he no doubt felt, queer, .... Peter, IV. xv. 4,

some, no aoubt^ with mine own fate, Rosal. 904.
No doubt, though memory faithless be, ... . 1221.

(^7) with nOy expressing derision.

No doubt Pope Clement, And his most charitable
nephews, . Cenci, I. i. 27.

No doubt divine revealings may be made. . . . rv. i. 38.

forsome just cause,no ^zf^/, v. iv. 20.

being Most innocent, no doubt, returns to Thebes, CEdipus, II. i. 35.

(8) beyond doubt= without question.

for I am mad beyond p.11 doubt/ Cenci, in. i. 25.

Doubted,//, suspended judgment.
Have excused much, doubted; and when no doubt

Remained, I. iii. 114-

Doubtfal, adj. (1) uncertain, wavering.
With d. smile mocking its own strangle charms. . Alastor,2gs.
Its doubtful promise thus I would unite .... Laon, Ded. l. 8.

with that Fiend ofbloqd Renewed the (il?MW. war— . l. xxxi. 6.

For in more ^«d^/ strife ^ -— VI. xii. 9.

(2) ambiguous, vague.
There is an obsolete apd doubtjul \3l-w .... Cenci, 11. ii. i.

(3) fitful, dim.
Hang downward, raining forth a doubt/ul light \ Front. III. iii. 17.

Doubting, pr. pple. hesitating, questioning.
still doubting \{t\v2X deed Be just Cenci, in. ii. 7.

Doubtless, adv. (1) assuredly (implying some question).
Doubtless : the brand is a great brand to hold. . Cycl. 472.
Doubtless there is a place of peace E. Williams^ VI. 7.

(2) implying a probability-
Evil, doubtless; like all human sounds. .... Hellas, 186.

The shadows doubtless of the unborn time . . . 609.

(3) as a positive assertion.

A pleasure sweet doubtless it was to see .... Witch, LXI. i.

Doubts, n. misgivings.
My doubts are well appeased ; . Cenci^ in. i. 362.
Where love's own doubts disturb the solitude ; . Ginevra, 1 13.

chase those fearful doubts^ Q. Mab^ vi. 26.

Dove, n. A. Lit. a bird {genus Columba).
clothes like a dove With the win^s of care ; . Arabic, Iniit. II. 3.

As an eagle pursuing A dove to its ruin . . . Arethusa^ III. 17.

As still as a brooding dove. Cloud, 44.
The widowed dove must cease to haunt a bower . E. Williams, 1. 4.

if the arrowy dove Strike with her shadow, . , . Laon. vi. xl, 7.

Which like a dmie cbased by a d<^e shall beat. . Serchio, 72,

and the (hve mourned in the pine, Unf. Dr. 6%.

B. Fig. the character of the dove.
The Serpent and the Dove, Wisdom and Innocence. Laon, IV. xix. 9.
The dove and the serpent reconciled ! Ode^ Arise^ 42.

"^Dove-eyed, c. adj. soft, gentle.

And dove-eyed pity's murmured pain, and music, Prom. in. iii. 46.

*Dove-like, c. adj. soft, gentle.

has the dove-like eyes of hope ; . n. iv. 160.

Doves, n. see Dove. A. Lit.

Until the doves and squirrels would partake . . Alastor, 100.

If hawks chase doves through the aetherial way, . Gisb. 188.

Like wild doves scattered Prol. Hellas^ 55.
Come, as two doves to one beloved nest, . . Prom. I. 753.

Dower, n. gift, endowment.
and her dower Is love and justice, Pr. Aihan. I. 31.
Unspeakable pleasure, of goodness the dower^ . St. Ir. (5) n. 7.

Radiance and odour are not its dower; .... Sensit. PI. I. 75.

Dowexs, V. ir. furnishes, endows.
Not gold, not blood, their altar dowers. . . . Hellas^ 1094.

Down, n. the softest part of a bird's plumage.
From thrice-driven beds off^tTzcn, and delicate food, Cenci^ ll. ii. 14.

Down, adv. A. Lit. (1) in a recumbent position.

both when he lays him dawn to sleep, .... i. iii. 24.
Lie down beside me now, Cyd. 530.
lie thee elown On the fresh gress newly mown, . Inv. Mis. v. i.

Went to a sofa, and lay down, and slept . . Julian, 513.
Then she lay ^nvn in the street Mask^ xxv. i.

And in despair had cast him down to die ; . . . Zucox^ VI. 4.

(2) from a higher position to a lower.
Dizzy as with delight I floated down^ Prom. in. iv. 106.

(3) level with the grouiid.

the com was trampled down^ Laon, x. xviii. 1.

Tearing up, and trampling eufwn; Mask^ xiii. 3.

Trampling down both flower ana weed- .... Prom. I. 784.

(4) on to the ground.
and she threw down Her kindling buds, .... Adonais, xvi. i.

And every seagull which sailed Siwn to drink . Marenghi^ xix. 3.

(5) from above to below.
Let us go down Cenci, IV. ii. 17.

we shall slip down there in a minute Faust, n. 225.

1,6) on to the level.

The drawbridge is let dozvn ; Cenci, TV. iii. 59.

(7) fast to the earth.

They'd pin you down with a three-cubit collar, . Cycl. 214.

(8) from the clouds above.
when the Thracian wind pours down the snow, . 313.
First there came dozvn a thawing rain . . Sensit. IH. III. 106.

(9) in position before the tire.

And put him down to roast. Cyd. 396.
and down before The fire Horn. Merc. XX. 4.

(10) from zenith to horizon.
Then with unwilling steps I wander down . . . Apollo, v. z.

(LL) towards tne outlet.

Stream and streamlet hurry dorvn— Faust, II. 52.

(12) towards a point.

Bore down from Naxos to our aid, Hellas, 500.

(13) with right ^'cXost to.

He right down to the river-ford had driven ; . Horn. Merc. LVII. 5.

(14) leaded down = secured with molten lead.

The Devil's corpse was leaded down; ..... Peter, vil. vi. r.

B. Fig, (1; more and more mentally depressed.
And sinks down, down^ like that sleep .... Eug. Hills^ 16.

(2) away, out of being.
Until life's sunny day is quite gone down, . . . Laon, vill. xii, 4.
Justice, when tnumphant, will weep down Pity, . Prom. l. 403.

(3) together, in a mass.
Whose sons are kneaded down in common blood i. 614.
And splinter and knead down my children's bones, rv. 342.

(4) from light to darkness.
'twas our wont to ride while day went down. . . Julian, 13.

(5) from above, from heaven.
rain it down upon him ! Ch. ist, I. 65.
sins which have drawn down from Heaven . . . i. Si.
but that of tears and blood must yet come dozvn^ 11. 419.
sent dozvn to save Women from bonds , ,

*
. . Laon, ix. viii. 7.

Rained ^i?ztw from heaven above,

—

Nat. Ant. ui. 5.
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(6) into a state of disgrace or disrepute.

To weigh thee down to thy approaching doom ! . Ld. Ch. IV. 4.

hurled not the tyrant down^ Q. Mab^ III. i8g.

and puH The old cant down; Wiich^ LXXlii. 6.

(7) forth towards another.
Thou drawest down smiles— . Tasso^ 25.

(8) along or .through.
and thy touch runs d&wn Even to the adamantine

central gloom Front, ill. iii. 85.

And thro' my . . .'icy frame The warmth . . shoots d. iil. iii. 89.

Down, prep. (1) from upper to lower part of.

winds with short turns down the precipice ; . . Cenci, III. i. 246.
Follow down the dark steep streaming^ .... Ezig: Hills, 87.

D. green Onchestus heaped like beds with grass. Horn. Merc. xiv. 7.

floods of despair d(rwn his pale cheek are streaming, St. Ir. (5) I. 5.

did flow In tempest down the mountains ; . . Witch, XLVl. 4.

(2) from top to bottom of.

Or he would hurl me down the dark abyss. . Horn. Merc. LXiii. i.

Its fall down the hoar precipice of spray, . , . Witch, XLII. 7.

(3) along the course of,

Down the streams of the cloudy wind Arethusa, III. i8.

Runs dawn the slanted sunlight of the dawn. . . Prom,. I. 438.
On swift still wings glide d(rwn the atmosphere? r. 755.
Down streams made strong with mountain-thaw : II. ii. 47.
i!?OT«« one clear path of effluence crystalline, . . Serchio, 113.

And down the streams which clove those moun-
tains vast, RP^z'/c^, XXXVIII. I.

And ever down the prone vale, xli. i.

And f/fTzyff the earthquaking cataracts .... XLII. i.

(4) through the passage of.

Did it flow sweetly dmun your throat ? . . . . Cycl. 150.

Dozvn his most sacred throat, Hoth. Merc, XXII. 6.

(6) throughout.
Singing how down the vale of Menalus .... Pan, ill. 6.

This is the day, which down the void abysm . . Prom. iv. 554.

(6) up ana down = hither and thither.

Or the whirlwind up and dffwn Eug. Hills, 56.

Down, as interj.

Long live lona ! down with Swellfoot ! . . . . GSdipus^ I. 333.

Down. (See Upside down.)

Downfall, n. Fig. overthrow, loss of credit.

the Priests its downfall knew, Itoon^ IX. xviii. 4.

Downs, n. an open treeless tract of country.
To the wild wood and the downs— Jane, Inviin^ 22.

Downward, adj. A. ZzV. (1) steep, descending.
Her steps paved with green The (fozcwwarrf ravine ^r^MiWd, 1. ii.

(2) looking from above.
with her (/(WMK/ari:/ face Illumining my slumbers, Epips. 392.
over his spear he bent His downward face— . . Laon, v. iii. 8.

B, Fig, going from good to evil.

lead him on thy downward^^ii^ ; Faust, i. 87,

Downward, adv. from above.
Hang downward, raining forth a doubtful light : Prom. ill. iii. \y.
I saw two a2ure halcyons clinging downward . iii, iv. 80.

^Downward-gazing', c. adj. Fig. bending towards tlie ground.
XAfhy dffwnward-gasing fiori<it.T% , . . . II. v. 105.

Downwards, adv.- towards the ground.
Look up, not downwards when I speak to you. Cycl. 190.

Downy, adj. covered with soft downlike feathers.

will twine heTdoii/ny neck With thine, .... Alastor, 282.
'Tis nothing but a little downy owl Asiola, i. 12.

I saw her at rest in her downy nest, ..... Faitst^ ii. 164.

^Downy-wingdd, c. adj. soft, soothing.
Or is it but that downy-winged Blyxmbex^ . . . Dixmon, I. 33.

Dowry, n. (1) Lit. a portion given with a wife.

Whose dowry in ill hour I lent my father . . . Cenci, il. ii. 20.
His daughter's dowry were a secret grave . . . 11. ii. 127.
Borrowed the dowry of my wife from me, . . iii. i. 300.
I spoke ofmy wife's rfiTwrji / —— III. i. 318.

(2) endowment, sufficient portion.
Her virtue is her dowry. Calderon, I. 276.

'''Doze, V. L tr. slumber.
But now if you would not your last sleepVos'^/ I^fn.Merc.J:.\AS..\.

II. intr. feel sleepy, nod.
'Twould have made Guatimpzin. (^sa .... Peter, vu. xiv. 4.

Dozen, adj. twelve.
Might have maintained some dozen, famULes . . (Edipus, \i. ii. 26.

Dozens, n. Fig. an indefinite but considerable number.
the most leam'd among some £/. Offemale frien.ds, Gisb. 217.

^Dozing, pr. pple. Fig. half-asleep, not aware of what is

going on.
Will stra.ngle us all, dosing in our chairs. . . . Cenci, v. iv. 22.

*Dr. «. abbreviation for Doctor.
Where's Dr. Willis ?—Or is he joking? .... Peter, vi. iv. 2.

Drag, V. I. tr. A. Lit. pull along forcibly.
Might I not drag her by the golden hair ? . . . Cenci, IV. i. 6.
lest I should fi&'a^ her by the nair iv. i. 30.
Drag him away to torments ; v. ii. 161.
he should come . . . and d. me down, down, down ! v. iv. (>•].

drap'Thy body to a grave in the abyss Faust, ii. 123.
And rfra^it with himdownto hell Peter, I. ix. 5.

B. Fig. (1) cause to come or go forcibly.

The slavery where they drag me now, to share, . Laon, in. ix. 4.

We i/rfli^ afar from pastoral vales the fairest . . vill. xxv. i.

We d. them there, where all things best and rarest Vlll. xxv, 3.

Whoso will drag that woman to his side . . . X. x, 8.

The Priests his children drag for slaves .... x. xxxiii. 9.

where Is Laon . . . drag him swiftly here ! . . . xi, xxv. 5.

(2) of moral force or degradation.
And dragthem from the very throne of Heaven, Cenci, I. iii. 86.

I will ^?'a^ her, step by step, IV. i. 80.

To rfrfl^ from Heaven an unrepentant soul . . v. i. 10.

(3) cause to fall from power.
curses shall draghim down From. II. iv. 30.

(4) of the progress of time.

Shall dragt\ve&, cruel King, I. 50*

(5) produce, bring forward.
With which they drag from mines of gore . . . Rosal. 711.

(6) with on, support wearily.

urged by the whip and goad To drag life on, . . Julian, 302.

II. intr. move or worlc in their course.

Sway and drag heavily, From. II. iv. 22.

Dragged, v. tr. drew or pulled forcibly along.
Hermes dragged forth two heifers, lowing loud, Horn. Merc. Xix. 7.

a mother (S&'a.^etf three children Laon, x. xlv'ii. i.

Dragged l^ioneVs rnother, weak and pale, . . Rosal. 1071.

Dragged, pp. A. Lit. drawn or pulled forcibly.

When some obscure and trembling slave is drag. Cenci^ V. ii. 40.
these bodies to be dragged At horses' heels, . V. iii. 34.
Dragged to his altars soiled and garlandless, . . From. III. iv. 186.

B. Fig. (1) made to come.
Dragged for a day from cellars Ch. 1st, I. 170.

And arajf^erf to distant isles, Q. Ma6, Vlll. lyS.

(2) of moral or intellectual force.

And Conquest is drag, captive through the deep : Prom. IV. 556.
E^ven to its blood-stained steps dragged on . . Rosal. 702.

'^Dragging, pr. pple. (1) Lit. drawing along.
And elms dragging along the twisted vines, . . Orpheus, 108.

(2) Fig.^ miserably existing.

every slave now dragging through the filth . . Q. Mdb, v. 159.

Dragon, n. (1) a fabled animal of extreme ferocity.

Calm as an angel in the dragon's den— . . . Laon^ i. xliv. 5.

Then does the drago:n, . . . Moan and yell loud M.I^.Spec.Hors.47.

(2) a figure for something fierce.

Dare the unpastured dragon in his den? . Adonais, xxvil. 4.

Dragon, c. adj. attr. Fig. large and hideous.
Cha,nge Shall flit before thee on her dragon wings, Prol. Hellas, 149.

Dragons, n. Fig. ferocious creatures.
j^ike thunder-strickeij dragons, for a space Left

the torn humsin heart, Laon, Bed. xill. 8.

Drags, V. I. tr. Fig. (1) pulls down.
Xhe weight tlj^t d. to earth his towering hopes, . Q. Mab, V. 83.

(2) impels or forces mentally.
If my power cfy-a/rj thee onward ? Calderon,\\l.\-i^.
and innovation drags us with it Faust, ii. 313.
from its dark mine drags the gem of truth . . Q. Mab, Vlll. 2$j.

(3) obliges it to come.
an accuser of the wrong Wliich drags it there. . Cenci, IV. iv. 187.

(4) applies inertly.

he ifro^j His palled imwilling appetite. . . . Q. Mab, 111. 4.5.

(5) endures.
poisoned body and soul, scarce drags the chain, v. 51.

(6) with aowjZj degrades or debases.
as low As. that which drags it dpwn. .... Cenci, TV. i. 12.

(7) with otit, supports wearily.
Drags out in labour a protracted death, . . . Q. Mab, ill. 1 15.

II. rejl. Lit. moves wearily.
She drags herself now forward Faust, II. 380.

Drain, v. tr. Fig. (1) exhaust.
Cease ! drain not to its dregs the urn .... Hellas, 1098.

(2) suffer to the end.
Can choose but drain the bitter c^regs of woe, . Laon, Vlll. xv. 8.

(3) enjoy thoroughly.
whose dregs they drain To deep intoxication ; . Prom.. Ii. iii. 7.
' Now f/ra;w the cup,' said Lipnel, Rosal. 1118.
Let us a^ra/w right joyously' The cup 1129.

(4) exhaust selfishly,

who would D.youi sweat—nay^ drink your blood ? Men ofEng.ii. 4.

^Drained, pp. A. Lit. (1) drunk dry.
Pi^ained by a desart-troop, a little drop for all ; . From. iv. 352.

(2) drunk.
From which consuming poison may be drained . Faust, li. 305.

(3) emptied,
at length are drained and dried ; Witch, xxiii. 3.

B. Fig. (1) exhausted the moisture of.

When the hot noon has drained its dewy cup. Music, Ipant, in. 3.
Was the bright dew, yet drained not by the day

;
Question, iii. 4.

(2) exhausted of interest.

So is the world drainedto the dregs Faust, IT. 296.
For ever stifled, drained, and tainted now. . . Q. Mab, V. 43.
Was drainedto its last sand in weal or woe, Triumph, 123.
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(3) exhaustively experienced.
Which but one living- man has drained^ . . . Alastor^ 677.

(4) drawn from continuously.
Have we not drained PiXi\MA. the Ch. \st^ 11. 294.

^Tix^i.Taxn.'g, pr. pple. Fig. (1) gradually exhausting.
poisonous weeds Draining i}n%\T growth, . . . Prom. I. 176.

(2) imbibing or absorbing.
i?rflz«iM_^ the poison of despair, in. iii, 95.

^Brainless, adj. inexhaustible.
a drainless treasure. Descends amidst us ;— . Laon;v.Song^2.ii.
that all in peace its drainless stores may share ? x. i. 9.

Drains, v. tr. drinks from.
He acts like others, drains the genial bowl,— . Soliiaty^ Hi- 3*

Dram, n. Fig. a small proportion.
A pound of pleasure with a dram oftrouble. . . F^ust^ ji. 247,

Drank, v. I. tr. A. Lit. swallowed.
the which he took and drank^ Cycl. 336.
andat one draught drank it off, 411.

B, Fig. (1) absorbed.
sea and sky Drank its inspiring radiance, . . , Alasior, 309.
and drank Wan moonlight even to fulness : , . 605.
its chasms that flood of glory drank^ Laot^^ XI. iii. 3.

(2) absorbed mentally.
But from its beams deej) love my spirit drank^ , I. xli. 4.
I drank those hopes which make tne spirit quail ; v. xxxviii. 2.

And mothers, gazing, drank the love men see . Pro-m. II. iv. 83.

(3) absorbed aurally.
drank with enraptured ear The shrieks . » . . Q. Jifa&, III. 182.

II. intr. A. Lit. partook of liquid.

Her cursed image ate, drank, slept with me, , . CEdipus, I. 2%^.
They drank before her at her sacred fount ; . . Witch, vi. 6.

B. Fig. (1) partook.
And Disease drank and slept Front. \\. iv. S6.

(2) with prep, of^ partook.
They drank in their deep sleep of that sweet wave, Witch^ LXIX. 3.

Drank, //. Fig. (1) consumed or absorbed.
Rapid clouds have d. the last pale beam of even : Aprils 1814, 2.

when the dim air Has drank this innocent flame, Cenci, III. ii. 43.
which had d. the lightning's sheei} In darkness, . Laon^ I. Iii. 2.

(2) suffered or taken in.

Till the ship has almost drank Death . . . , Dug. Hills, 14.

^Drapery, n. Fig. obscuring medium-
Through that setherial drapery Rosal. 1060.

Draught, n, A. Lit. liquor swallowed at a breath".

that the draught may fillip my remembrance. . CycL 145.

and at one draught drank it off, . , . . 411.

A sweet draught after a sweet meal 413.
O, that the dnnker died with his own draught} . 580.

B. Fig. a portion of woe, pain or pleasure.

with such a ^/raw^A^ of woe ? Adonais, x^xvi. ^.

soon millions shall pledge the draughtI . . . Loon, vi,xlviii.9.

A sweeter ^;ra«^A/ than ye will ever taste, . . . -=>— Xll.3txvii.9.

Draw, V. I, tr. A. Lit. (1) of traction, pull along.

Draw that strange car of glory, Dcemoh^ l. 6$.

(2) attract by suction.
aswhirlpoolsdrawh^ wrecks ofOcean to their chasm, Loon, Iv. xv. 5.

(3) rspire.
That mouth, whence it was wont to d. the breath Adonais, Xli. ^.

(4) take or withdraw,
those merchants draw not without loss Their bullion Ch. ist, II. 74.

(5) suck, imbibe.
Nay, twice as much as you can draw from thence. Cycl. 140.

B. Fig. (1) close or cover,

shall o'er his sleep the mortal curtain dra-m, . , Adonais^ Vlll. 9.

(2) derive.

it can draw no profit from it. Qalderon, I. 78.

And draw new strength to tread the thorns of life. Ch. \st, i. 20.

dost thou not draw Unseasonable poison . . I. 22.

whence sages draw The unenvied light of hope ; , Eptps. 184.

Draw thelast spirit of the age of gold, .... 428.

the Angels even D. strength, from gazmgon its glance, Faust, I. 5.

The Angels draw strength from thy glance, . . I. 25.

(3) allure.

And did with soft attraction ever draw .... Laon, V- xvii. 8.

Of echoes, music-tongued, which (/.,... All spirits Prom. u. ii. 42.

(4) bring or cause to come.
and draw with mighty will The imperial shade hither. Hellas^ 860.

(5) dissipate, dispel.

"Which Sun or Moon or zephyr draw aside^ . . Bpips. 473.

(6) develop, unfold or evolve.

Draw thou His spirit from its springs; .... Faust, l. 85.

II. intr. A. Lit. (1) pull sword from scabbard, stand

on guard.
i7«zze// If there were words Calderon, I. 219.

(2) pull out.

Scoop and draw, Cycl. 666.

(3) with near, approach.
the slow pageant near the pile doth draw. . . . Laon^ XII. iv. 5.

(4) with^^OT, imbibe or take.
Yet, yet will I draw from the purest of fountains, Bigotry, III. 3.

They came to the fountain to draw from its stream, IV. i.

B. Fig. with nearer, approach mentally.
as they draw nearer The quiet cradle Ch. 1st, II. 13.

^Drawbrid^e, n. a moveable bridge.
The drawbridge is let down ; Cenci, IV. iii. 59.

Drawest, v. tr. Fig. with ^w«=evokest.
Thou drawest down smiles— Tasso^ 2$.

Drawing*, pr. pple. Fig. approaching.
and mom is drawing near ; Loon, x. ix. 9.

*Drawing'-rooms, c. n. fashionable assemblies.

Conventicles—and drawing-room^— .... Peter^ iii. xiv. a.

Drawn, pp. A. Lit. (1) dragged along.
I see cars drawn by rainbow-winged steeds . . Front. 11. iv. 130.

(2) forced.

the rocks, rfraww down From yon remotest waste, Mont B. iii.

(3) taken, clasped.
He was soon drawn to my embrace,' . , , . . Rosal. 1174.

B. Fig. (1) attracted,

all mortal eyes were drawn, ... by the light . , Loon, v. xliv. 4.

drawn nearer and more near, xil. xli. 7.

(2) brought back, revived.

Poesy Was d. from the dim world to welcome thee. Marenghi, vii. 6.

(3) fixed, settled.

there was d, an adamantine veil Between his heart Pr. Aikan. I. 87.

(4) brought to light.

Have drawn all-influencing virtue, Q. Mah, VI. 188.

(5) of light, cast or thrown over.

a veil of light is drawn O'er evening hills , . . TViumph^ 32.

Iris her many-coloured scarf" had drawn : . . . 357.

(6) with suffix back, put aside, dispelled.

Have drawn back the figured curtain of sleep . Prom. TV. 58.

(7) with down, provoked.
sins which have drawn down from Heaven , . Ch. 1st, I. 81.

(8) with out, prolonged.
let them be Subtle and long dra-L^m out, . . . Cenci, V. ii. 162.

Dtaws, V. I. tr. Fig. (1) attracts.

As the fawn draws the hound, Prom. II. iii. 6$.

(2) imbibes, absorbs.
It draws the milk of Power Laon, xi. xxii. 9.

(3) with o'er, covers.

o'er the conquered . . . draws His eold and bloody
shroud.

—

Q. Mob, IV. 47.

(4) with to, concentrates.
Draws to one point the threads of a just doom, . Cenci, III. i. 344.

II. intr. Fig. (1) vfixh/rom-, gathers,

if wealth The spring it draws from poisons not,— Q. Mob, III. 50.

(2) with on, leads or allures.

Draws on the virtuous mind, Dcemon, II. 146.

„ „ „ ,
^. il/a*, VIII. 205.

Dread, v. I. tr. (1) fear the efifects of.

I dread that blood !— Falseliood, 3tt

may well hereafter dread Your prowess, . . Hom. Merc iJEix. 5.

(2) fear,

cease to dread This one poor lonely man— . . Z^on, y. x^xiii. 4.

II. intr. (1) fear.

I dread to speak what you may know too well : JS. Williams, V. 6.

who seemed!^to d. . . . lest some tongue Be faithless Laon, x, xii. 5.

(2) shrank mentally,
did fear yet dreadTo meet thy looks— . . . . M.W. G.\. 3.

Dread, n. (1) as a personification,
ne'er Clasp the relentless knees oiD. the murderer ! Loon, iv.xxvii. g.

(2) apprehensive fear.

and the ^^^a^lest death itself . Cenci, III. i. 149.
Drowning both tenderness and dread; . , . —- III. i. 354.
from toil and dread^ The sailors rest, Hom. Castor, 20.
the mariners in dread Cast anchor LAtm^ vii. xl. 8.

and a deep sickening dread Within each heart, . x. xvi. 6.

one without doubt or dread , , x. xlvii. 7.

from his throne in dread 6aA. leap,

—

xil. ix. 3.

There was no sight or sound of dreads .... Mar, Dr. V. 4,
The race Of man, flies far in dread/ Mont B. 1 18.

with fierce rfrcaff Grew pale, Prom,.\,\6\.
The survivors round the embers Gather in dread._ I. $^g.
This pale bosom . . . 'Tis beating with dreadJ . Vis. Sea^ 81.

burns with the fervour of dfrgfli^ . ...... 163.

(3) horror.
Farewell, rites of (/^Tffflrf/ ....,..,. Qjid. $62.
And his limbs they were palsied with dread; . . St. Ir. (3) x. 3.

Dread, adj. (1) awe-inspiring,
a chaos dread On the dim starlight then is gpread, Apenn. 10.

Before the d. tribunal of to come The foremost,— Gisb. 200.
a corpse which some rf^Ko^/ spirit Hellas, ^06.
modest May Bore Heaven's aftfa^/ Supreme— . Hom. Merc. I. 5,

and the dread mood Of the diviner ..... Lxxx. 6.

and their father dread Gathered them .... ^— Lxxxvi,5.
Darkness more dread than night was poured

upon the ground . Loon, \. ii. 9.
And tnou, dread Nature, which to every deed . v. xi. 7.

the rfr^flrf bound Of life and death Vll.xxxvi.5.
Nor time's dread v'lctoT, death, confess'd,^ . . , Love, 7.
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On two (/irfof/ mountains, from whose crest, . . Mar. Dr. ix. i.

a light more dread than obscurity Medusa^ IV, 8.

And through thunder and darkness dread , , . Pro/, Hellas^ 65.
leads through the dread chasm ,.,.... Serchio^ 107.

Whose deptlis of rfreorfcalm Vis. Sea^ 16.

(2) fearful, appalling.
From the rfrcflrf manner of her wish achieved : . Cenci^ II. ii. 151.

When i/rffarf events are near, stir up men's minds — II, il. 156.
makes more dark the dread Skhyss lii. i. 254.
Gaze on oppression, till at that dread risk . . . Naples^ 85.
By such dread words from Earth to Heaven . . Prbnt. I. gg.
Whistled in murmurs dread. St. Ir. (3) xv. 4.

[Z) terrible, dreadful.
In the dread lightning which avenges it ; ... Cenci^ Hi. i. 89.
The man they call my father: a dread -^^vaQ.. . lii. i. 144.
And will not add our dread necessity .... IV. ii. 14.

Then be our dread sport the rarest Fr. Incant. I. 2.

From every tent roused by that clamour dread^ . Laon., V. vi, 4.
in that rfr^orf pause he lay , xii. vii. 4.
wet their lips With that rfrtfat/ wine, Marenghi^ V. 2.

the dread eloquence of dying men ^. Mab^ V. 208.
from some dread war Tnumphantly returning, . Triumph^ 436.

(4) dire, dismal.
'Tis fi?r«a(f captivity Calderon^m.iio.
row with double strokes from this dread shore. . Cyd. 468.
the dead and the alive In one (//-aarf mass, . . . L,aon^ VI. vi. 8.

pain Of heart, so deep and dread^ VI. xliii. 6.

till the awe Of that dreads\^t x. xxii. 4.

By whom for ye this dread reward was earned, . x. xxxv. 8.

the giant bones Of the dread image, .... (Edifius^ 11. ii. 62.

by thy dread self, O Famine ! ii. ii. 89.
That we wiU be dread thought beneath thy brain. Prom. I. 488.
More dread than is my aspect : II. iv. 147.
And f/ygfl^ shadows, linger around St. Ir. (3) xiii. 3.

been brought To this dread pass, l^riuntph^ 302.

(5) hateful, malignant.
Nor would I seek it : for, thoiigh dread revenge, Prom. I. 641.
whose dread work, Hell, gapes for ever . . . . g. Mab^ vi. 107.

Or o'er the fell corpse of a dread tyrant bending, Tear^ 11. 3.

(6) extreme, wondrous.
Spellingout scrolls of (^^^arf antiquity, . . . . PJ^VcA, xxvi. :?.

(7) \ironically) wondrous, awtul looking.
For round the walls are hung; dread engines, . . Gisb. 22.

and other strange and (fr^aa Magical forms . . 43.

His dread Majesty Only desires to see the colour CEdtptts^ I. 381.

Dreaded, v. tr. feared.
But dreaded ih&ir mother's eye severe,— . . . Falsehood^ 51.
which whoso heard That rfrfioaferf deati, . . . L,aon^ vi. viii. 7.

I dreaded not the tempest, VI. xlv. i.

Courage of soul, that dreaded not a name, . , Q. Maby ix. 72.

Dreaded, pp. heard with terror.

make my name be i/rea^*/ through the land. . Vll. 120.

Dreaded, ppl. adj. feared.

the offender's gold, his dreaded hate, Cenci^ III. i. 162.

Dreadful, adj. (1) grievous, overwhelming.
Though more i/^fa(3?/^/ than death it scatters despair, B£gQir% III. 5.

Who will weep not thy dreadful woe O Venus ? . Bion. Adon. 35.
' Some dreadful ill Must have befallen my brothers. Cenci^ i. iii. 34.

theifreiZf^ii^/night That long has lowered . . . ^. ^a^, VI. 144.

(2) terrible, awful.
To what a dreadful end are we all come ! . . . Cenci^ V. iii. 107.

With deep and i/refli^/ night; Faust^l.12.
Who intend deeds too dreadful iox a name . . fulian^ 456.
And we agreed his was some dreadful ill . . . 525.
that dreadful ^tff^ His . . . smiles dispersed, . . Laon^ in.xxvii.8.
as if to snap Those (/rtfa(^W thoughts . . . III. xxxi. 8.

And now that dreadful chief beneath my hand . x. x. 2.

Swear by your dreadful God.— xi. xxv. 7.

He whom some dreadful vovx. invokes is here, . Pram. I. 444.
Hark, sister ! what a low yet dreadful groan . i. 5j?8.

A spirit with a dreadful countenance .... ii. iv. 142.
wordy oaths Sworn in his dreadful wa.-ai% . . . Q. Mab^ vi. 117.

dreadful to see The wrecks of the tempest, . . Vis. Sea^ 126.

(3) horrible.

After that dreadful feast} Cewcz* ll. i. 36.

His crime, whate'er it is, dreadfulno doubt, . . in. 1. 174,
For thine own sake unsay those dreadful words, iv. i. 137.
The dreadful stench of her torches' flare, . . . Falsehood^ 57.
the dreadful path Of the outsallyipg victors : . . Q. Mab^ iv. 6$.

(4) tremendous, fear-inspiring.

As if those dreadful arbitrating messengers. . . Ck, i^/, II. 2^3.
even from gold the 4^eadful %\xe-^^^ was gong, . L.aony v. X3fviii. 3.

In secret joy and hope those dreadful vfoms . . Pronp- I- 185.

The dreadful va\^t of ever-liviqg limbs .... III. i. 22.

to the sky Lifted their dreadful CTdt.gs Witchy XLlx. 5.

(6) extreme, agonizing.
The sage, in truth, by dreadful abstinence . . . Hellas^ 155.
Till this arfiarf/w/ transport may Inv. Mi's, x, 3.

waged mutual war. In dreadful sympathy— . . Laon^ I. xxvi.' 8.

but to subdue Such dreadful hope, v. xix. 5.

To prove her dreadful might Love^ Hope, 13.

So«refl£^/since thou must divide it .... Vis.Sea^j^.

Dreadfully, adv. (1) fiercely, terribly.

Imo^ not BO dreadfully f C«m«, ll. i. 158.

(2) portentously.
Earth dreadfully resounded, ........ Horn. Min. 12.

*Dreadless, adj. destitute of fear.

Towards these dreadless partners of their play. . Dce'ntQn^ 11. 166.

II It M *] It n • g. ^a<^, vni, 224.

Gentle, and just, and dreadless^ Prom. ni. i. 68.

Science and truth, and virtue's dreadless tone, . Q. Mab, V. 150.

sporting in the sun Beside the rf?'tfaia?/&?J kid ; . . vill. 126.

Dreads, v. tr. fears.

And dreads no avengere (^d. 354-
That knows and dreads his enmity. _. . . . , Q. Mob, V. 126.

Dream, v. I. tr. A. Lit. see in vision,

and when ye die, to dream No evil dreams : . . Laon^ XI. xvii. 6.

B. Fig. (1) imagine or suppose.
And be . . . what ye can dream, not, Cenci^ ill. i. 218.

It matters not !—for nought we see or dream^ . Hellas^ p2i.

And tfr^aw the rest—and burn Whenpassion's^w.^.

(2) picture to oneself.

D. visions ofaerial joy, and call the monster. Love, Prom.. I. 778.
and 4*^eam more joy than all ; Q. Mab, Vlll. 135.

II. ifitr. A. Lit. (1) see visions in sleep.

Which weep in vain that they can dream no more, Ginevra^ 54.
his tribe Dream^ and are wise interpreters of dreams. Hellas, 136.

D. thou—and from thy sleep Then wake to weep. Mutability, (2) III. 6.

Tho' I should dreafK I could even sleep with grief Prom. i. 814.
Dream, sleep ! Vis. Sea, 80.

(2) behold visions.

We may dream, in that long sleepj fnv. Mis. XI. i.

Do Id-? Is this new feeling But a visioned ghost . Q. Mab, I. 162.

(^3) with of have a vision on a special subject,

if you were to dream. Of a particular number . . CEdipus, I. 127.

To dream of what they should be doing. . . . Peter, vil. xvi. 5.

Where butterflies dream of the life to come, . . Sensit. PL ii. 54.
A . . . mother then would d. not of Her only child Xriumph, 321.

B. Fig, (1) imagine or suppose,
oh, dream not that the amorous Deep .... Adonais^ III. 7.

But never dream ye shall outlive him long ! . . Cenci, IV. iii. 33.
They d^eam^ that tjTants goad them there . . . Falsehood, 79.
others dream. He was pre-adamite Hellas^ 152.

has care for meaner things Than thou canst dream, 764.
Nor dream that I will join the vulgar cry, . . . Julian^ 362.
What dream, ye? Your own hands have built . . Laon, VIII. iv. i.

/Pr^aw* ye that God thus builds for man in solitude ? viii. iv. 9.
Dreamt that God will damn for ever Mask, i-viii. 2.

d. not that thyworlds Are more than furnace-sparks Prol.Hellas, 163.
Such as ghosts dream, dwell in the lampless deep, Prom. iv. 245.
Than we mortals dream, Skylark^ 84.

(2) hope or think possible.

Father, never dream Though thou mayst overbear Cenci, i. iii. 149.
Dream, not to chase ;—the mad endeavour . . . Coleridge, 33,
Can he dream before that day To find refuge . . Eug. Hills, 31.

we might be all We dream of ftuian, 173.

Z7rtffl»2 thou'lt meet thy dear one, Mary,whodied,ii.y.
If, as ye dream, such power be not withheld, . - Prol. Hellas, 50.

(3) think of, ponder upon.
Die not, but dream of retributioq, Adon. Cane. 15.

(4) muse, let one's thoughts wander.
and dream. Of waves, flowers, Epips. 510.
Thou mayst dream of her with me. Inv. Mis. xi. 5.

And haply, I would dream^ 'twere sweet To feed it Rosal. 378.

(5) brood.
Wherever he dream^ under mountain or stream, Cloud, 27.

(b; sleep.

So to their hotpes, to dream, or wake All went. . Laon^ V. xxxvii. 6.

Which to the flowers did they waken or dreajn, . Settsit. PL li. 3.

Dream, n. A. Lit. (1) a phantasm of sleep.

A tear some Dream has loosened from his brain. Adonais, x. 6.

Enough from incommunicable dream, .... Alastor^ 39.
By solemn vision, and bright silver dream, . , 67.

a dream, of hopes that never yet 150.
Like the fierce fiend of a distempered dream, . 225.
By the bright shadow of that loA'ely dream, . . 233.
in many a dream Of after-times j 26'i.
By love, or dream, or god, or mightier Death, . 42^.
Shajl be reniembered only as a dream Cenci, ll. i. 87.
Would that thy dream were not a dream f . . . v. iii. 13.
skiey visions 'm\ a solemn dream C/i. xst, i, 18.

from a glorious pinnacle In a bright dream, . . ii. 135.
wake as from a dream. Out of our worshipped state. li. 135.
Is it a dreavf of which I speak to thee? .... Cyd. 11.

A shadow of some golden dream; Epips. 116.

the air-like waves Of wonder-level (/rfi^»«, . . . 196.
though it be a dream, I weep 307.

A tyrant's dream-, a coward's start, ..... Falsehood, 99.
I had once a lovely dream Faust, 11. 327.
makes us seem To patch up fragments ofa dream, Fr. Questions, 6.

He wanders, like a day-appearmg dream, . . Pr. Wandering^ i.

like one within a dream who dreams Ginevra, 44.
The truth of day lightens upon my dream . . . Hellas, 122.

Is but the ghost of thy forgotten dream,, . . . 842.
A dream itself, 843.
I saw her, ghastly as a tjrrant's dream.^ .... 942.
Like the shapes of a rfr^aw, 1051.

Burst, like morning on dream^ 1057.
Like wrecks of a dissolving dream 1005.
Like sweet thoughts in a dream,;...... Ind. Ser. II. 4.

Why fear and dream and death and birth . . . Int. Beauty^ II. 9.
Like a brief dream, of unremaining glory, . . . Loony I. i. 2.

like such mysterious dream. As makes .... i. xxiv. 2.
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In dream, the golden pinioned Genii came. . - L,aon, i. xxxii. 2.

and thoughts did keep In dream, unnatural watch I. xxxv. 9.

at night methought in dream I. xlii. i.

more profound and strongThan my sweet *:/rffa?M/ i. xliii. 7.

nor ecstasy, nor c&vaw, Reared I. xUx. 2.

In vision or in dream, clove to my breast : . . ll. xv. 6.

awake in grief from some delightful ^rtfowz. . . II. xvii. 9.

Like the bright shade of some immortal dream, . 11. xxiii. 8.

a dream., "Wnich hid in one dim gulph .... III. i- 4-

I know not yet, was it a dream or no. . . . III. xxiv. 6,

Was Cythna then a dream, and all my youth, IV. iv. 8.

With imagery beautiful as (f/-£a?« V. xxvi, 3.

crushed, as it were In dream, scepters and crowns ; V. xlix. 8.

Foul as in dream's most fearful imagery , . , Vll. vi. ^.
Hwas a dream divine ; Vll. xviij. 5.

the heart repine,—^Tho' 'twas a (/r^aw.— . vii. xviii.8.

Prom mine own voice in dream^ vii.xxxii.8.

came to my bed In dream, like that ! .... viil. ii. 6.

The change was like a dream to them ; . . . viil.xxix.6.
And violence and wrong are as a dream . . . ix. xx. 8.

he lay As in a quiet dream— xil. vii. 5.

this is Para.dise A-nd not a dream, Xll. xxii. 6.

Like a dreatn's dim imagery Mask, Lll. 4.

A dream has power to poison sleep;.,... Mutability^ g.

From the shadow of a dream, f Odet&I^ave»^z^
Bnds of a disjointed dreant.— ... ... Peter^ Prol. 22.

And in his dream sate down rv. xv. 5.

A power which comes and goes like dream, . . V. v. i.

Thou comest as the memory of a dream, . . . Prom. II. i. 8.

With the delight of a remembered dream, . . . li. t. 36.
And let me read thy dream II. i. 56.
The dreant is told li. i. 136.

It is mine other dream il. i. 132.

Like one who talks of what he loves in dream.. iv. 268.
then fled, as thou miehtest in dream. . . . Question, I. 8.

Is it a dream, or do 1 see And hear frail Helen ? Rosal. 40.
Its sails are folded like thoughts in a dream^ . . SercAio^ 2.

which flows, like a dreant Into the light

.

. Si. Epips. 151.

As one enamoured is upborne in dream .... Triumph, 367.
Making the night a dream; 393.
More (fimly than a day-appearing dream, . . . 427.
He came like a dream in the dawn of life, . . Unf. Dr. i.

The embodied vision of the brightest dream^ . . 52.

I should not doubt to say it was a dream. . . . 126.

Not until my dream became Like a child's legend 151.

I half-remembered my forgotten dreaTn. . . 160.

(2) dreamland, the state of dreaming.
Beyond the realms of dream that fleeting shade ; Aiastor, 206.
The limits of the sphere oi dream, Faust, II. 40.
or do I lie In dream^ Mont B. 55.
The ghastly people of the realm of dream, . . . Prom. i. 37.
dawned upon the world oidream— Unf. Dr. 240.

(3) as a thing personified.

A pale dream came to a Lady fair, .... Mar. Dr, I. i.

And on its wings the pale thin dream . . . xxn. 6.

from the veil Of her dark eyes the d. did creep, . xxiii. 4.

When a Dream with plumes of flame^ .... Prom. \. 726^

(4) impressions of previous existence.

Like echoes of an antenatal dream.— .... Epzps. 456.
Than the unborn dream of our life Ginevra, 159.

a d. Which the veiled eye of memory never saw . Pr. Athan. I. 98.

In the dim whirlpools of this dream obscure, . . I. 104.

B. Fig. (1) things transitory so called.

He hath awakened from the dream of life— . Adonais, xxxix. 2..

Our adversity a dream to pass away— .... Hellas^ 1014.
Gives grace and truth to life's unquiet dream. Int. Beauty^\i\. 12,

this life's envenomed dream . . L^on,xxi. xxvii. 8.

I thank thee dearest for the dream M.N". Melody, 29.
Charming away its dream of pain M. W, G. IV. 6.

For a i/r^awz so dear as thine, MaryyWhodied,ul.2.
A vain and feverish dream of sensualism ? . . . Q. Mab, iv. 251.

His life a feverish dream, of stagnant woe, ... viii. 156.

Like wrecks of childhood's sunny dream. : . . Rosal. 26.

(2) a reverie.

Felt it in some wild noonday dream, Love, 19,

She, in that dream, ofjoy, dissolved away, . . . Witch^ \\. 8.

(3) a memory.
Be a dream of days forgotten long, . . . . WK SJiel. VX. 2.

(4) a phantasy, an idea.

^ dream Of youth, which night and time . . . Alasior, 669.

O, that the dream Of dark magician 681.

whate'er Thy wildest rfr^aw presented . . . Calderon, \\. \-j6.

or what sweet if/iftiw* May pilot us .... . Z.£W«, vi. xxix. i.

which would fain Have waked the ^r«a«« . . . vii.xxiv. 8.

I struggled with that dream. Vll. xxv. 2.

And 'twere an innocent dream^ ....... Vlll. vi. 6.

a clinging dream, within my brain, ..... X|l. xxiv. 6^
This was the tenour of my waking rf^-^dTM .•—

. . Triumph, ^2.

(5) illusion.

aye, the ghost, the dream, the shade Of power,— Laon, viii. a. ^.

and stem That tbrrent of unquiet dream, , . . Rosai. 638.
From my dream of unremaining gladness ; . . 997.
And we the shadows of the dreant^ ,.-... Sensit. PI. IV. 12.

Into this valley of perpetual ^>va»;, Triumph, yyj.

(6) state of quietude.
Wakes not one ripple from its summer dream. . Even. Pisa, I. 6

*Dream-clxawii, c. adj. impelled by fancy.
Sweeps in his <a?>Traw-rf>-aw« chariot, . . . Pr. Athan, i\.\\\.i<).

Dreamed, v. iiitr. A. Lit. had a vision.

He dreamed a veilfed maid Sate near him, . . . Aiastor, 151.

Was lifted by the thing that dreamedheXovv . . Efips. 3W.
I dreamed\s\2X Milton^s spirit rose, rrag. Milton^ 1.

I dream.ed \}\2X^ as I wandefed by the way, . . Question^ I. i.

The soldiers dreamed that they were blacksmiths, Witch, LXXV. i,.

B. Fig. (1) had visions,

perhaps it dreamed that Spring was come, . . . Unf. Dr. 190.

(2j supposed, imagined.
He saw or dreatned he saw, the Turkish admiral Hellas, 634.
still I dreamed'Xh^t we should soon be all , , Laon, Vll. xvii. z.

But then men dreamed the aged earth .... Rosal. 602.

(3) hoped for, expected.
And never dr&imed of hope or refuge until now. L>aon^ Vlll. xxiii. 9.

(4) suspected, thougtit of.

Of one vowed deeply which h&^dreamed -not of; . Julian, 528.

Dreamed,//, imagined, shaped in fancy.

the glorious shape which I had dreamed, . . . Epips. 278.

Dreamer, n. (1) Lit. one who has visions in sleep.

Wlien the dreamer %&s.vn^ to be Eug. Hills, 17.

Strange as a dreamer's mad imaginings, . , . Ginevra, 8.

midnight flame Startles the dreamer, . . . Rosal. 618.

(2) Fig. visionary.

To the maniac dreamer

;

Prom. \. 514.

Dreaming, pr. pple. (1) Lit. having visions in sleep.

And when he rises up from dream.ing it ; . . . Cenci^ \. iii, 25.

dream.ing'YhzX. I deny them sustenance. . . . III. ii. 82.

I was just dreaming-That we were all in Paradise. v. iii. 9.

who dreams That he is dreaming-, Ginevra, 45.
as pne from (/reawr'w^Of sweetest peace, I woke, Julian^ 335.
the birds and beasts are dreaming— .... Laon, V. Song, 5. 3.

Dreaming like a love-adept . Prom, i, 738.

whilst its hopes were dreaniing of her love \ . . Q. Mab, VII. 214.
The birds are on the branches dreaming: . . . Rosal. 133.

If I be sure I am not dreatning navf, ... . Unf. Dr. 125. .

and dreaming still, he crept afar— Witch, XXX. 5.

(2) Fig. of inanimate objects.

And dreaming, some of Autumn past, .... Guitar fane, 49.
Dark with the rain new buds are dreaming of: . Prom. iv. 36S.

,

Which points into the heavens dreaming delight, IV. 445.
Our little sleeping boat is dreaming of f ... Serchio, 47.
That she was dreaming of our idleness, . . . -^ 49.

Dreaming, ppl. adj. Fig. inanimate, still, sleeping,

and the dreaming clay Was lifted .... . Epips. 338.
At dream.ing nxiAtiv^t o'er the western wave, . Ode Lib. xi. 13.

shall blow Her clarion o'er the dreaming earth. Ode W. Wind, i, 10,

Dreaming, vbl. n, state of dream.
if luH'd for a while, soon he starts from his dreant., St. Ir. (5) I. 7.

^CDreamless, adj. A. Lit. (1) peaceful, undisturbed.
a cradled child, in dreamless slumber bound. . , Laon, I. xv. 9.

In dreamless rest, in sleep that sees no morrow— ii. xix. 3.

Not'one moment Oi dreamless sleep! . . . . Q. Mab, III. 67.

(2) unconscious.
The dreamless sleep of death : D<Bmon, I. 32.

And the dead lulled within their dreamless graves. Witch, Lxrv. 8.

B. Fig. of inanimate things.

or dreant. sleep Holds every future leafand flower ;— MoniB. 89.

^Dreamlike, adj. uncertain, indistinct.

To feel the drea-mlike music, Laon, v. xli. 6.

and the light Penetrates their dreamlike frame . Ode Lib. Cane. 6.

Dreams, v. I. tr. Fig. imagines.
All torture, . . . Whiph the soul dreams or knows, Laon, vil. vi. 6.

II. intr. 4-- Lit. has a vision,

like one . , . who dreants That he is dreaming, . Ginevra, 44.
B. Fig. said of things immaterial or inanimate.

E'en as Pleasure dreams of thee, .... . Inv. Mis. XI. 3.

even as misery dreams ofmom Laon, vii. xxxv. 2.

She dreams that we are not yet out ofbed ; . . Serchio, yo.

Dreams, n. A. Lit. (1) visions occurring in sleep.

breath Of innocent dreams arose :— Aiastor, 137.
Fanning the busy dreant from my dim eyes,— . Apollo, I. 4.
TeUs them that dreants and that the moon is gone. I. o.

And fills my slumber with tumultuous dreams, . Cenci, II. ii. 135.
They are now living in unmeaning dreams: , . III. ii, 6.

But as a change of sin-chastising dreams, . . . iv. ii, 32,
Which is, I know, a hell of angry dreams, . . . —— IV, iv. 8.

Closing in night and dreams, . V. iii. 3.
They started from dreants of slaughtered men, . Falsehood, 54.
Their jocund dreants are full of mirth, . . , . Fr. Wine, 9.
Away, unlovely dreants.^ Hellas, 8.

his tribe Dream, and are wise interpreters oidr. 136.
From one whose dreants are Paradise .... 226

.

That thou art no interpreter of rfrcaiwj/ . . 71J7.

A shepherd of thi& dreaiHs, Hont. Merc. 11. 5.

I arise from dreants of thee . . Ind. Ser. I. 1. ,

'

and in his dreants he wept fulian, 514.
Deep slumber fell on me :—my dreams were fire, Laon, i. xl. \.

And, in the murmur of her dreants was heard . 11. xxviii. i.

A sense ofactual things those monstrous <^. among. — in. v.g.
sent its foul rf. to sweep With whirlwind swiftness— ill. xxn. 4,
Were quenched in a relapse of wildering dreams, jii. xxxiii. 2.

As one out of dim dreams that doth awake, . . iv. xx^'iii. 8.
At ni^ht when I reposed, fair dreams did pass , . iv. xxxiii. 4.
Peopling with golden dreams the stagnant air, , ix. xxxii. 7,
shapes of living stone Clothed in the Tight ol dr., x.xlviii. 3.
had dispossest All natural rfirtfflWiu

.'

xi. ix. 4!
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Like swift and lovely «?«aOT-s Z,fli3«, xii. xxxvi.g.
Starting from dreams Marenghi^ xxill. 3.

Dreams and the light imaginings of men, . . . Prom,, i. 200.
Then two dreams came II. i. 61.

And men and beasts in happy dr. shall gather . ill. iii. 103.

We have known the voice ofLove in dreams^ . IV. 66.
The matter of which dreams are made . . . . Q. Mab^ vii. 272.
My nights were once hauntedby rfrtfa?«j of flame, Rosal. 281.

I slept, and silver dreams did aye inspire . . 768.
Like a captive in i^rtfflwzj of liberty, i035-
That her dreams were less slumber than Paradise : Sensit. PI. II. 16.

Night's dreams and terrors, Serchio^ 27.
If morning dreams are true, 48.
There were sweet dreams in the night. . . . Time longpasi^ II. i.

Thou wovestflfraawj of joy and fear, .... To Nig%t.\.$.
violet banks where sweet dreams brood. . . . Triumph^ 72.
The busy dreams^ as thick as summer flies, . . WUch^ XL. 4.
There, a lone youth who in his dreams did weep ; LXI. 4.
And she would write strange dreams Lxxii. i.

The miser in such dreams would rise . . . Lxxil. 6.

Have fled like sweet d.y leaving thee to mourn. Wordsworth^ 4.

(2) of visions in a future life.

to dream No evil drea-ms : Laon^ xi, xvii. 7.

That loveliest dreams perpetual watch did keep. Summer-Evg.^o.
And change eternal death mto a night Of glorious

dreams— . Wiichy xvil. 4.
living in its dr. beyond the rage Of death or life ; Lxxi. 5.

B. Fig. (1) imaginative ideas.
The quick i?yefl7wj, The passion-wingfed Ministers Adonais^ ix. i.

And all the Dreams that watched Urania's eyes, xxil. 5.

Genius has seen thee in her passionate dreams^ . DcBtnon, 11. 12.

„ „ „ „ „ „ . Q. Mab^ IX. 12.

To woman's growth, by dreams so mild, . . . Hellas^ 998.
almighty as thou wert, In dreams of Poets old . Laon,v.Song^2. 6.

Art's deathless dreams lay veiled Ode Lib. iv. 12.

the wizard flocks Of the Scald's dreams^ . . viii. 10.

the holiest i^rsflzwj of highest spirits Prol. Hellas, 11 1.

Of marble and of colour his dreams pass ; . . . Prom,. IV. 413.
not the visioned poet in his dreams^ . . . . Q. Mab, I. 6q.

(2) reveries, anticipations.
Gazing in rf^tfa»w over the gloomy grave, . . . Atastor, 473.
Rapt m bright dreams of dawning Royalty. . . Carlton, 4.
And the soft dreams of the mom, Eug. Hills^ 327.
And all the dreams which our tormentors are ; . Gisb. 295,
and ever in soft dreams Of future love .... Laon^ VI. i. 5.

for dreams of ruin . . . our flight pursuing . . . Prom. I. 103.
Like the soft waving wings of noonday dreains^ III. iii. 145.
vague drearns have rolled, Q. Mab, VII. 51.

(3) intentions, plans.
such dreams of baseless good Oft come and go . Julian, 578.
never in his mildest dreams Felt awe .... L,aon, xil. x. 4.
Not whilst some King, in cold ambition's drea-ms, M.N. Post. Fr. 47.

(4) illusions, visionary ideas.

Night's ghosts and dreams have now departed ; . Coleridge, 28.

Chased the shadows and the dreams. . . Hellas, 71.
Dispeopled of their dream,s, 236.
Are motes of a sick eye, bubbles and dreams; . 781.
from the dreams Of human error's dense , , . Q. Mab, Vll. 64.

(5) delusions.

By the might of evil i^r^awzj, Eug. HUls^ !•]•;.

(6) delusions of insanity.

in my sick dreams^ That I imagined Cenci^ III. i. 49.
In dreatns of frenzy lapped his eyes ; Laon, x. xxv. 6.

(7) of inanimate objects.
In their noon-day dreams. Cloud, 4.
.Breathes in prophetic dreattts ofday's uprise, Laon^ vil. xxxvii. 6.
when feeble dreams Visit the hidden buds, . . Mont B. 88.
Thou who didst waken from his summer dr. OSe XV. Wind, III. 1.

To see it rise thus joyous from its dreams, . . Pr.Athan. II. iii. 7.
When she upsprings from interlunar dreams, . Prom. IV. 209.
Rose from the drea-ms of its wintry rest. . . . Sensit. PL i. 8.
In an ocean of dreams without a sound ; . . . i. 103.
Were mixed with t\\e.dr. of the Sensitive Plant. . i. 109.
shook forth theduUoblivionOutoftheir^r^aww/ Woodman, 38,
leaping From unremembered dreams,, .... Zucca, II. 7.

""Dxeamy, adj. (1) given to reveries,
from the caverns of my £?r£a?«)» youth . . . , Epips. 21^.

(2) half-awakened, semi-conscioiis.
awakened from that (//-fiezTwy mood Laon,vu.n. js.

*Drear, adj. (1) of emotion, unhappy, cheerless.
Leave me not wild and drear and comfortless, . Adonais, XXV. 6.
o'er the chasm, sightless and drear. Lift not,, 6.
drear and cold But swiftly leading O thou,, 3.
With a long, slow, and drear ennui, Peter, vil. xiii. 2.
Many a drear month in a great ship— . . . iV. Athan. 11. i. 12.
Drear, comfortless and horrible? Q. Mab, iv. 254.And waked in a world, which was to me D. hell, . Jiosal. 1206.

(2) of appearance, gloomy, melancholy-looking,
and follows wild and drear The golden Day, , . Adonais, xxiii. 2.
And meet lone Death on the (/rear ocean's waste; Alastor, 305.A less drear ruin then than now, ^"^g^ Hills, 121.
The gloomiest of the drear Symplegades . . . Laon. Vli. 'ix <.
drear wmter fills the naked skies, IX. xxvi. 7.
hour by hour, a vision rfrgflr, Warm corpses . . xi. xi «
I turn from the i/rear aspect Moschus 7
Returning from (/rear HeU, ........ Orpheus, b^.

(3) of sounds, sadj dismal.

a drear Murmur, between their songs, . . •. . Adonais, xv. S.

a silence lone and d.. More horrible than famine :— Laon, in. xxvii. 5.

with whispers d. As hush ! hark ! Come they yet ? X. xliv. 8.

Dreariest, adj. most unhappy or cheerless.

The rfrearzWj/ and the.longest journey go. . . Epips. 159.

^Dreariness, n. sadness.

Death is a gate oi dreariness and gloom, . . . Dmtnon, II. 256.

jDreary, /zi^'. (1) ofemotionsandfeehngs, unhappy, cheerltss.

Into the dreary cone of our life's shade ; ... E^ips. 228.

Drifting on his dreary way, E^ug. Hills, 6.

was spread In dreary calmness round me, . . Laon, lll.^xx. 7.

Which through the caverns dreary and forlorn . in. xxii. 3,

one truth their dreary prison has shaken,— . . ix. x. 3.

A lighthouse o'er the wild of dreary waves. . . Q. Mab, Vlll. 57.
Ana left me in this dreary world alone ! . . TwoFr.Mary, I. 2.

fone down the dreary road, i. 4,

he world is dreary, And I am weary .... II. i.

(2) of appearance, gloomy, melancholy-looking.
Deep caves and dreary main, A Dirge, 7.

Awmdowless, deformed, and rfrsary pile; , . Julian, loi.

And like that black and dreary bell, .... 123.

Ye cannot rest upon the dreary sea !— .... Laon, VIII. i. 8.

which d. Winter leads'Out of his Scythian cave, ix. xxi, 3.

And dreary light did widely shed Mar. Dr. xv. 3.

Though the tempest is stem, and the mountain
is dreary, .St. Ir. (6) I. 3.

(3) of unhappy associations.

and bore His chained limbs to a drearytawex, . Rosal. 859.

(4) of time, wearyful.
It seemed that in the dreary night, Laon^ Vll. xxiii. 1.

DrecTf ?2- Pig- a.drop.
Take it and drink it off ; leave not a dreg; . . Cycl. 579.

Dre^s, n. Fig. (1) tbat which is utterly worthless.
Princes, the dregs of their dull race, Engl. 1819, 2.

So is the world drained to the dregs, .... Faust, 11. 296.
the dregs Of all that is most vile : Q. Mab,, iv. 181.

(2) the extreme end, the last point.
Cease ! drain not to its dregs the urn .... Hellas^ 1098.
Can choose but drain the bitter dregs of woe, . Laon, VIII. xv. 8.

whose dregs they drain To deep intoxication ; . Prom. Ii. iii. 7.

my heart can drink The dregs of such despair, . Tasso, Song, II. 3.

Drench, v. tr. Fig. saturate or cover with.
Drench all with blood from Avon to Trent. . Peter,Y\.-xxxv\\.6.

Drenched, pp. (See Drench.)
See them drenched in sacred gore,— Mexican, I. 8.

^Drenching, pr. pple. saturating.
Drenching yon secret Ethiopian dells Sonn. Nile, 2.

Dress, V. tr. (1) Fig. cover, beautify.
dress The bones of Desolation's nakedness . Adonais, XLIX. 4.
love to dress . . . the wintry loneliness .... Laon, VI. xxviii.4.

(2) with up, array pompously.
The king would dress an ape up in his crown . Witch, lxxiv. i.

Dress, n. A. Lit. (1) manner of dressing, style of apparel,
I see Both by your dress Calderon, i. 84.
Called, from their dress and grin, the royal apes, CBdipus^ I. 313.
from his dress and tnien Peter, 1. i. 3.
Its dress too was a little neater 11. vi. 5.

(2) a garment.
as a stolen dress Is stript from a convicted thief, Fr. Peo. Eng. 14.

(3) a woman's outer garment.
But settling some dress or arranging some ball, . Devil, vii. 4.
seems to fall from her light dress Epips. 105.

B. Fig. (1) applied to leaves of trees.

As their huge boughs or lighter dress permit, . . Orpheus, 113.

(2) applied to literary style.

Has hung upon his wicy limbs a dress .... Witch, Ded. V. 7.

Dressed, //. Fig. (1) attired.

in warlike armour drest. Golden, all radiant! . Horn.. Min. 5.
The third image was drest In white wings . . Laon, V. 1. 5.

(2) of the covering of trees.
The fresh Earth in new leaves drest, Rarely, V. 3.

(3) of a place covered by people.
drest In earliest light by vintagers Laon,, V. xliii. 7.

(4) with up, decked out.
a ^ole dressed up with wreaths On May-day. . . Ch. 1st, l. 98.

(5) invested.
Dressed in their own usurped authority, . . . 11. 327.

jDressingr, pr.pple. Fig. (1) pnming, tendmg.
The old man stood dressing his sunny vine : . . Ho?n. Merc. XV. i

.

(2) revising, arranging.
and she [took] three days In dressing. .... Witch^ Ded. v. 5.

*Dressing-xoo2U, c. n. a room devoted to attiring uses.
And he shall creep into her dressing-room, . . CBdipus^ I. 180.

Drest. (See Dressed.)

Drew, V. I. tr. A. Lit. (1) dragged, pulled along.
Drew the fat spoils to the more open station . Horn. Merc, xxi, 4.
those corpses drew Each ... to its secret grave ; Laon, XI. xx. 2.
The^ shapes which drew it in thick lightnings Were

lost:— Triumph, g6.

(2) pressed towards.
the white and hollow cheek I (/rtfzc To my dry lips— Laon, in. xxvi. 3.
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(3) caused to come.
The sceptered wretcfi then from that solitude I d.^ Laon^ V. xxv. 2,

(4> plucked or pulled out.
so I drew My knife, and with one impulse, suddenly III. x. 5.

Drew forth their secret steel, XI. xix. 9.

Which from his wide cloak he drew Mask^ III. 5.

(51 inhaled, respired.
The breath of peace we drew Jane^ Recoil. 38.

and they drew the breath of its decay Laon^ x. xiv. 2.

(6) traced.
to worship those who dr^u New figfures .... Triumph^ 246.

(7) extracted.
For never rain or dew Such fragrance drew . . M. Viviani^ 8.

(8) with backi retired.

she drerw back a while, Alasior, 1S4.

(9) with in, restrained.

reins of light : These the Queen of spells drew in, Q. Mad, i. 63.

(10") with close, contracted, approached together,

close they drew Their glittering files, .... Laon^ vi. xiv. 4.

(III with on^ pulled over.
He drew on a boot to hide his hoof, Devily II. i.

He drew on a glove to hide his claw, II. 2.

(12) with upfrom, pulled beyond,
up from his shoidders drew His swaddling clothes, Horn. Merc. LI. 7.

B. Fig. (l"i attracted, allured.

me drew^ And therefore may I dare Dante Conv. 5.

Who drew the heart of this frail Universe . . . Eptps. 369,
which drew My fancy thither, Laon, I. vi. 2.

which drew me home When I mieht wander forth ; II. xxi. 2.

and (fycOT All living things towards thiswonder new. Witch, V. 7.

Which drew the heart out of Pygmalion- . . . XXXV. 8.

(2) derived.
I dra»} Words which were weapons ;— .... Laon, II. xx. 4.
A power, that from its objects scarcely drew One

impulse II. Scxiii. 2.

from wnich I drew The power which has been mine ^vii. xxxiv. 8.

from the very wound of tender thought D. solace, Love, Hope^ 34.
whence they Drew the power which is their prey. Mask, LXII. 4.
She drew the milk of greatness, Ode Lib. vii. 3.

Which d. disease and pain from m^ wan bosom, Pro-m. ill. iii. 94.
from the stores of reason drew Science and truth, Q. Mab^ v. 149.

(%\ dispelled,

which drew The colour from the hearer's cheeks, Ginevray 139.

(41 won or gained.
Ibrahim's scymitar D. with its gleam swift victory Hellas, 364.

(5) of sound, produced, created.

My languid fingers i/rezw and flung Rosal. 1165.

TI. intr. with ni^Aj approached.
Farewell ! farewell ! she said, as I drew nigh. . Laon^ ill. viii. 7.

Dried, v. tr. Fig. exhausted.
i?r«(/with its beams the strength in Moslem hearts, Hellas^ 503.

Dried, pp. A. Lit. (1) freed from moisture.
when his nets are dried. Abandons ; . . . . Julian^ 8.

( 2) exhausted of water.
at length are drained and dried; Witch, XXIII. 3.

B. Fig.
sufiFering has (/r2kr(/ away The source Cena, in. i. 35.

What ifthe tears . . . Were quickly dried? . . Ode Lib. viil. 12.

They have withered the smile and dried the tear W. Shel. II. 3.

Drift, n. Fig. aim or intention,

from the first 'twas Peter's drift ...... Peter^ rv. xi. i.

Drifted, pp. A. Lit. driven by irresistible force.

I strove, as drifted on some cataract . , . . Loon, vi. vi. 1.

Drifted along the earth-creeping breeze, . . , ProTn. II. ii. 8.

B. Fig. forced by mental emotions.

He is ever drifted on ... To the haven of the grave. Eug. Hills^ 24.

^Drifted, ppl. adj. blown into heaps.
Disturbing not the drifted snom Alastor, 261.

*Drifting, pr. pple. being carried on by impulse or emotion.
Drifting on his dreary way,

i*
' * ^^^' ^m^^ 6-

Drink, v. I. tr. A. Lit. swallow.
Yes, let me drink one cup, Cycl. 156.

So you may drink a tunful if you will • 196.

Bacchus, whom I gave thee ofto drink. . . . 527.

Take it and rfr/«Ait off ; 579.

that dew which the gnomes drink Gisb. 58.

were wont to drink The liquor doctors rail at— . 87.

Though we eat little flesh and drink no wine, . 302.

B. Figurative uses.

thoms pierce Her . . . feet and d. her sacred blood. Bion. Adon. ig.

my children's blood Which I did thirst to drink I Cenci, I, iii. 1^7.

Might they no more drink being from thy form, Laon^ ix. xxxiv. 3.

To drink the floatings of a despot's knell. . . .M.N. Ravail, 1 12.

Drain your sweat—nay, drink your blood ? . . Men ofEng, 11. 4.

ever came To drink their odours, Mont B. 23.

Which lonely men drink wandering in their youth. Prom. II. iii. 5.

And self contempt, bitterer to drink than blood ; II. iv, 25.

and d. With eager lipsthewindoftheirownspeed, II. iv. 135.

They drink of the whirlwind's stream. .... II. iv. 164.
They shall drink the hot speed of desire 1 . . . II. y. 5.

to drink the liquid light Out of her eyes, . . . III. iv. 17.

for my heart can (//7«A The dregs of such despair, Tasso, Songy II. 2.

IT. intr. A. Lit. swallow liquid.
I said I would not drink this evening ; . . . . Cenci, I. iii. 170.

To eat and (^?-««A during his little day, .... Cycl. 322.

Stay here, now drink, and make your spirit glad. 537.
And in the sun-warm noon 'Tis sweet to drink. . 550,
You want to drink ;— 554.
put your elbow right and drink again 572.
As you see me drink— 573.
If you drink much after a mighty feast, . . 582.
And every seagull which sailed down to drink . Marenghz, xix. 3.

Drink I be the nectar circling thro* your veins . Prom. III. i. 30.

B, Figurative uses.

and all Thirsting; to drink

;

Hellas^ 271.
Famine and Thirst await ! eat, drink, and die ! . 939.
Divide the vintage ere thou drink^ Maret^hi, x. 5.

Let me drink ofthe spirit of that sweet sound. Music, fpant, II. i.

whence the earth Shall drink of freedom, . . . Prol. Hellas^ 139.
And might drink from the depths of luxury. . . Rosal. 658.
If men could drink of those clear vials, . . , , Witchy xvii. 7.

Drink, n. (1) liquor, beverage.
or Put sudden poison in my evening drink ? . . Cenci, ii. i. 142.

I mixed an opiate with his drink : rv. ii. 30.
Have they the Bromian d.from the vine's stream, Cyd. 116.

what drink the vines of Greece produce, . . . 408.
until the drink Had warmed his entrails, . . . 418.
Delighted with the Bacchic drink 442.
unwise to give the Cyclopses This precious drink, 452.
meat and drink enough,— P^ter, vil. v. 4-
aerial dew. The (/««^of spirits: /ViT^n. ill. iii. 144.

(2) a potion or draugnt.
Sailed for drink to medicine Such sweet , . . Lerici, 37.

(3^ Fig.
And the fool's meat and drink are not of earth. , Fausty I. 62.

*Drinker, n. one who drinks.
O, that the drinker died with his own draught ! . Cyd. 580.

jyx^XL)^3i.%, jyr, ppU. A. Lit. consuming or swallowing.
And drinking "^Bjx^ of milk, 311.
He is a fool, who drinking loves not mirth. . , 544.
you will roar if you are caught in drinking. . . 570.
Dancing and drinking,Ja.Dhenng, Paust, II. 256.
We'll toss up who died first of drinking tea, . . Gisb. 90.

B. Figurative uses.

With Asia, drinking life from her loved eyes ; . Prom. I. 123.
Drinking iTQtD. thy sense and sight Beauty, . . iv. 481.
And drinking the warm tears, Witchy XL. 6.

Drinking, vbl. n. indulging in drink.
Drinking, lying, swearing, pky. Petery IV. v. 5.

Drinks, v. I. tr. A. Lit. swallows.
Or drinks its vital blood, Damon, II. i «^
the savage drinks His enemy's blood, . , . . Q. Mab, II. 1^4.

B. Figurative tises.

The rose that drinks the fountain dew .... Consitmtiay i. i.

As the sun drinks the dew.— Hellas, 504.
the dust drinks that bitter dew,— Loon, x. iii. 5.

Wraps ere it drinks some cloud ofwandering dew. Prom. 11. i. 78.

II. intr. A. Lit. (1) is in the act of drinking.
Silence is a hard task to him who drinks. . . . Cyd. 578.

(2) partakes of.

As one who d. from a charmed cup Of . . . wine. Music, Ipanty TV. i.

B. Fig.
Track not the steps of him who drinks of it ; . . Pr. Thefierce, 2.

Where the spirit drinks till the brain is wild ; Two Fr. Mtts. I. 2.

*Dripp'd, V. intr. let fall in drops.
Which dripp'd with the chill dew of hell. . , , St. Jr. (3) xvi. ^.

*Drippin^, pr, pple. with drops falling.

Yet dripping with the forest's noonday dew, . AdonaiSy xxxiii. 5.

Drive, v. I. tr. A. Lit. (1) compel to go.
Whom the proud loids . . , Drive from their

wasted homes : Laon, xj. xxiv. 6.

But if This Gadfly should drive lona hither? . . CEdipuSy I. 176.
We die with our desire : drive us not back ! . . Prom. l. 351.

(2) (with object elided).
availed to drive With quickening impulse, , . Lao?iy VI. vi. 4.

(3) urge forward under guidance.
command the slaves to drive The gathered flocks C^d. 73.
Whence drive you this sweet prey, .... Iiom. Merc. LV. 7.

(4) direct or conduct.
to c;^nV£ my ship To mine own land, Cyd.^\\.

(5) scatter by the wind.
drive the winged seeds Over the earth,— . . . Laon, ix. xxi. u
B. Fig. (1) of circumstances, force or compel.

Unjust perhaps as those which drive us now, . , Cenciy V. iv. 74.

(2) disseminate.

Drive my dead thoughts over the univei^e . Ode W, Windy v. 7.

(3) with out, expel or banish.
I wish that pity would drive out the devils, , . (EdipuSy I. 57.

IX. intr. (1) Lit. move rapidly.

And drive we not free O'er the terrible sea, . . FugitiveSy III. 3.

(2) charge or rush forward.
Let the charged artillery drive Mask, Lxxvi. i.

Drive, n. carriage road.

A genteel drive up to his door, Petery vii. viii. 2.
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Driven,//. A. Lit. (1) compelled or urged forward by
force.

Driven^ like a troop of spectres, Laon, XI. xii. 5,

I have driven her close to you, (Bdipus^ i, 256.
Driven me, a frail and empty phantom, . . . Prom., l. 241.
We, beyond heaven, are driven along : . . . , IV. 161.

(2) urged forward with guidance.
under the ocean's bed has Driven steeds and

chariot

—

.^
Horn.. Merc. xiI. 2.

he had driven aJl The broad-foreheaded oxen ' . xvil. i.

He rig^ht down to the river-ford had driven ; . . LVII. 5.

a captive multitude Wasrfr«z;fiwy— Triumph^ 120.

(3) hurried along as by winds or waves.
black flood on whirlpool driven Alasior^ 328.
The little boat was driven 363.
Were you then driven here by stress of weather ? Cycl. 104.
Have driven us on thy land, O Polypheme. . . 259.
Like sphered worlds to death and rum driven ; . Damon. I. 172.

The dust and straws are driven up and down, . Even. Pisa^ II. 5.

Whichj driven on its diurnal round, Guitar Jaru.^ 76.
like mist o'er mountains driven^ Int. Beauty^ III. 8.

Among the clouds near the horizon driven^ . . L.aony il. x. 5.

Among the mountain vapours driven around, . VI. x. 3.

driven As from the roots of the sea, VII. xi. 2.

aipong the waves and whirlpools driven. . Vli. xxvi. 9.
wild sounds and odoutS driven^ xii.xxxiii.5.

Was d. through the chasms, about and about, . Mar. Dr. xvi. 2.

even As sleep round Love, are driven / ... Naples^ ^€i.

Driven like a homeless cloud from steep to steep Mont B. 58.

"

from whose unseen presence the leaves dead
Are driven , . , , Ode W. Wind^ 1. 3.

The Balearic fisher, driven from shore, . . , Pr. Athan. II. ii. 24.
Driven on whirlwinds fast and far ; Prom. i. 526.
As inland boats are i/nWw to Ocean .... Ii. ii. 46.
The storm of sound is driven along, -=— II. ii. 59.
They are gathered and driven iv. 43.
Like worlds to death and ruin driven ; . . . . Q. Mab^ I. 261,
near his dwelling's door The frightful waves

are driven^— v. 11 1.

and fierceljr driven Heaven's lig-htnings scorch . vi. 166.
fiercely driven^ in his chariot-throne .... Sensit. PI. ill. 96.
CloudsZJr/z/^wby the wind in warring multitudes, St. Epips. 127.
the dim rain is driven^ Vis. Sea^ 3.

(4) blowQ about.
loosely driven The lady's radiant hair .... Witch^ XLVI. 4.

(5) caused to enter by force.
and have driven^ . , . The deep grip of their claws

through the vibrating plank Vis. Sea, 43.

B. J^zg. (1) impelled (of action).
thus driven By the bright shadow Alasior. 232.
Bitterly screaming out she is driven on ... . Bion. Adon. 20
driven afar By the strange madness, ..... Cycl. 4.
Driven from his ancestral streams Eug: Hills, 176.
by the shrieks Of their own terror driven^— . . Laon, vi. ii. 7.

by thirst of carnage driven Too near, . . . vi, xi. 3.
I come, by the great Father's will driven down. Prom. l. 354.

(2) impelled (of feeling or emotion).
my spirit's bark is driven^ Far from the shore, . Adonais, LV. 2.

Since I am driven to the brink.—But, say, . . Cenci, ii. ii. j.^.

flfr/Ww Truth's deathless germs Loon, IX. xxiii. 3.
is darkly driven Towards one gulph— .... ix. xxxv. 5.
Ere to despair and death thy worshippers be driv. x. xxvii. 9.
At first all deadly shapes were driven .... Mar. Dr. iii. i.

Never but to vengeance driven Mexican, iv. 5.
driven within him, by some secret power, . . . Pr. Atkan. i. 67.
But, by the instinct of sweet music driven ; . . Prom. II. v. 90.

(3) obliged, forced to act.

driven, Beneath a yulgar master, to perform . . Q. Mab, V*'j2.

Thriven, pp/. adj. hunted.
As hooded ounces cling to the driven hind ; . . Prom.. I. 609.

*Drivers, n. those who drive.

For if their drivers would tear caps and wigs, . CEdipus, II. i. 132.

Drives, v. I. tr. A. Lit. (1) impels forward,
the flood ofcloud, Which sunrise . . . Drives^ . . Rosal. 542.

(2) urges forward under guidance,
she drives to a remoter sky A western Crescent,

borne impetuously Horn. Moon, 14.
Who drives her white waves over the green sea, Wiich, x. 3.

B. Fig. (1) impels or urges irresistibly.

Drops which Nature's mighty heart Drives
throug;h thinnest veins. ^ Ode to Heaven, 45.

Which drives them on their path, Prom.. II. ii. 54.
Evil . . . drives him on The wreck of his own will, 11. iv. 103.

(2) causes to become.
"or religion Drives his wife raving mad Q. Mab, V. 113.

(3) with/?-tf/«-, rejects or casts out.
but he drives not from his door Those .... Laon^ VI. 1. 8.

II. intr. (1^ rushes on,
'the melancholy form Of a great ship, the outcast

of the sea, Drives miserably ! Calderon II 44
for it drives so fast 11 5?
(2) falls fast.

'
^

D. through the grey and beamless atmosphere. . Fr. Fitful, 4.
(3) moves rapidly.

Which (^y^Vtfj round the stars in theirfiery flight ^/ViTW. IV. 149.

fDrlvlucr, vbl. n. stealing, carrying off.

This driving of the herds is none of mine ; . Horn.. Merc. Lxiv. 3.

fDrivln^, adj. coaching.
(For he was of the driving schism) Peter, II, v. 2.

Drivliig, pr. pple. A. Lit. (1) hurrying along by force of

wind.
{Driving sweet buds like flocks to feed in air) Ode W. Wind, 1. 11.

Driving along a rack of wingfed clouds, . . . Orpheus, 89.
Of furies, driving hy upon the wounding storms. Prom, I. 271.
And the clear north wind was driving it. . . . Rosal. 1200.

The white clouds are driving merrily, .... Serchio, 55.

(2) with through, penetrating.
And driving through his shield my winged spear, Cycl. 9.

B. Fig. of thought, hasting.
Driving on fiery wings to Nature's throne, . . Ode Lib. XVII. 10.

Drizzle, v. intr. Fig, fall gently but thickly.
The magic notes, like spark on spark. Drizzle^

whistling through the dark Faust^ II. 187.

Drone, n. Fig. an idle person.
A drone too base to have a sting ; Peter, IV. xvii. 3.

Drones, n. Fig. idle people.
Those ungrateful drones Men ofEng. II. 3.
That these stingless drones may spoil .... 11 1. 3.—The i^rawM of the community

;

Q. Mab, ill. 109.
Whence that unnatural line of drones^ who heap iii. 119.

Droop, V. intr. A. Lit. (1) of trees, hang down.
Where boughs of incense d. over the emerald wells. Loon, il. xxv. 9.

(2) of eyes, feel heavy, incline to close.

I lift them tho' Xhey.droop beneath the load . . Profn, II. i. iii,

B. Fig. languish, fail.

But droop there, whence they sprung ; . . . , Adonais, ix. 7.
All good shall droop and sicken, Cenci, iv. i. 187.

Drooped, v. intr. A. Lit. descended gradually.
Drooped thro' the air ; L.aon, l. x. 5.

B. Fig. (1) ceased gradually.
My song, its pinions disarrayed of might, Droop.; Ode Lib. xix. 12.

(2) declined.
And flowrets which drooping as day drooped . . Sensit. PL I. 55.

Droopingf, /r.///^, failing, languishing.
And flowrets which drooping as day drooped . i. 55.
The lilies were drooping, and white, and wan, . m. 28.

"DxooT^in^, ppl. adj. {X) overhanging.
For ever gaze on their own drooping eyes, , . Alastor, 407.
Reflecting every herb and drooping bud . . . (joi.

drooping hriany, pearled With dew L,aon^ ill. ii. 7.
Upon a d^-OfT^zwi^Dough with night-shade twined, ProTn. ill. iv. 79.
(2) downcast.

That snowy breast, those dark and </roo^z«^ eyes. Alastor.^(fQ\.

(3) languishing.
From each dejected bud and drooping bloom, . Eleg. Bion^ s,. x
and as cold As dew to drooping leaves ;— . . Daon, in. xiix. 8.

Droops, V. intr. A. Lit. fails, languishes.
Droops in the smile of the waning moon, . . . Rosal. 696.
B. Fig. languishes.

Sick with sweet love, droops dying away , , . Prom. ll. ii. 28.
Drop, V. I. tr. let fall.

Which drop their berries as they follow fast, . . Orpheus, log.
Or drop and break his master's plate. . . , Peter v. vi k

II. intr, (1) fall. .

' a

Till fliey drop, blind in blood, without a blow,— Engl. 1819, 6.A thousand torches droj>,— Laon, xii. vii. 6.
Drop^ twisted in inextricable fight, Prom., in. i. 73.
"(2) become involved.
Or live, or drop in the deep sea of Love ; . . . Sunset, 49.

Drop, n. A. Lit. a very small quantity of any liquid.
where every drop of water is a flake of snow, . Ch. 1st, II. 411.
and now no drop [of waterl remained I . . . . Daon, in. xxi. 5.Had turned every drdp of blood MasA xxxvi i

'

Maintain you in to the last drop of— CEdipus ii i" Lx
a little rfro^ for all: Prom.iv.%Z2.
I am as a drop of dew that dies iv. 523.
Nor the minutest drop of rain, Q, Mab ii. 213.
The boundless ocean like a drop of dew . . . Witch, xxin. 8!
B. Ptg. said of emotion.

but pitying shed One flfr*?/ of balm Q.Mab,\\\.T^.
Dropped, v, I. tr. let fall. (See also Dropt.)
She dropt poison upon me as I past Faust, 11. 168.
which dropped many a spark Laon^ xi. xii. 7.
Drop, fire, as a volcano rains Its sulphurous ruin Mar. Dr. xii, 6.

II. intr, fell.

The birds dropped stX^ from the frozen air . . Sensit. PI in. 104.
Dropping-, pp/. adj. distilling or dripping.
From one faint hope whose flower a d. poison shed. Laon^ in, xx. 9,

Drops, V. I. tr. lets fall.

For you how many a widow drops a tear, . . , M.N.Post. Fr. 27.And drops, to perfection's remembrance, a tear; St. Jr. (5) i. 4.
11. intr. A. Zz'?. of colour or light, falls, is cast.

The splendour drops in flakes upon the grass ! . Prom, in iv <
light, like that which drops From folded lilies . Witch^ xxxix 4
B. Fig. (1) of sound, is uttered softly.

a liquid murmur drops, Epips. 84.
B b
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(2) wUh/ri7OT, wanes, decreases,
the silent splendour drops From Lucifer . . . Triumph^ 413.

Drops, «. A Lit. (1) very small quantities of any liquid.

The blistering drops of the Maremma's dew, . . Cenciy IV. i. 131.

Starred with drops of golden rain, ^^g' HillSy 81.

Drops of bloody agony flow Profn. I. 564.
Gathering again in drops upon the pines, . . . II. i. 84.
Laughs with a thousand drops of sunny water . IV. 183.
like d. which fall Wasting the fountain-stone away. Rosal, 722.

And its dull drops froze on the boughs again, Sensii. Pi. III. 107.

Which to the drops of the thaw-rain erew ; . . III. log.
From rainbow clouds there flow not D. so bright Skylark^ 34.
And falling drops^ moved in a measure .... TriuTnph^ 377.
showers ofaerial water d. Into their mother's bosom, Woodman^ 48.

(2) tears.

With those clear drops, which start Bpips. 37.
poured their warm drops on the sunny ground— Jlaon^ Ded. IV. 3.

B. Fig. (1) rays.
It scatters </ro/5 of golden light, Prom.. i\. \\. 2Q.

(2) infinitesimal degrees.
DroPs which Nature's mighty heart .... Ode to Heaven^ 44.

(3) things^ accidents.
First turned the moments of awakening life To d.^ Cenct, V. ii. 123.

(4) refreshing moments.
Whose drops quench kisses till they bum again. Epips. 559.

(5) portions.
The bitterest of those drops of treasured gall, . Prom. III. iv. 162.

they rained In drops of sorrow Triumph, 516.

Dropsy, n. a morbid gathering of water in the body.
Your sacred Majesty, he has the dropsy ;— . . CEdipus, I. 83.

Dropt, pp. Fig. uttered softly or obscurely.
but There were hints dropt, — 11. i. 46,

Dross, n. Fig. that which is gross or unspiritual.

Torturing th' unwilling dross that checks it's flight Adonais^ XLIII. 6.

If you divide suffering and dross, Epips. 178.

Out of the dross and scuta of nature ; .... Peter, IV. xvi. 3.

Drong'ht, n. Fig. need, desire, thirst.

the drought Of love was on her lips ; . . . . Two Fr. Love, II. 3.

Drove, v. I. tr. A. Lit. (1) urged forward.
Drove fifty from the herd, lowing aloud. . . Horn. Merc. Xll. 8.

He drove them wandering o'er the sandy way, , xiii. i.

Backward and forward S^ove he them astray, . xill. 3.

Whilst Hermes drove the herd LXVIII. 5.

(2) forced to go.
I drove her—afar ! Far, far, far 1 CEdipus, I. 242.
And when men drove me forth Rosal. 881.

(3) of the force of water or wind.
And drove us to this wild jEtnean rock ; . . , ^cZ. 23.

the Scirocco . . . drove his flock of thunder-clouds Heitas^ 631.
for the winds drove The living spray Julian^ 21.

his storm-breath drove in sand Across that desert Q. Mab^ IX. 28.

f And the eddies drove them here and there, . . ^ensit. PI. III. 44.
B. Fig. (1) obliged to go.

the unseasonable seasons drove . . . Their shelterless, Prom. 11. iv. 52.

(2) of moral force, impelled.
Drove the astonished herds of men .... Ode Lib. ill. 15.

(3) caused to feecome.
Alas, what drove him mad ? Julian, 245.
His torments almost drove him mad ;— .... Peter^ l. iii. 3.

II. intr. A. Lit, .(1) rushed,
the boiling torrent drove,— . . ... Alastor, 358.

(2) went in a carriage.
Soon as he read the ode, he drove Peter, Vll. i. 2.

(3) pursued its way.
As the carriage drove through the streets apace ; Rosal. 938.

B. Fig. strove, raged.
drove^ and bore . , . the shrieking wretch from shore, Laon, II. vi. 8.

*Drove, n. a herd.
Towards the stall in a collected drove. . . . Horn. Merc. xvii. 8.

Whether a drove of kine has past this way, . . xxxii. 3.

Drown, v. tr. Fig. overwhelm.
And streams of rapture drown my soul. . . , M. N. Ravail, 86.

Drowned, v. tr. A. Lit. suffocated in water.
Then drowned i)a^ mother in UUswater, . . , Peter^ VI. iii. 4.

B. Fig. overcame, overwhelmed.
stream which drowned Its struggling fears . . . Laon^ ix. iv. 5.

Drowned, pp. A. Lit. suffocated in water.
Z'rtfWM^af in tht Gadarean Sea.

—

CEdipus, i. ^6.

B. Fig. (1) lost.

their retiring steps in the dense gloom were drown. Laon, ill. xiv. g.

As if it drowned xn remembrance were . . . v. iv. 6.

but it is quenched and drowned Pr. Athan. I. 103.

Canst thou speak, sister? all my words are drown. Prom. I. 758.
were drowned In an ocean of dreams .... Sensit. PI. i. 102.

(2) gone by, past.

Drowned, frozen, dead for ever ! That time, i. 2.

*Drowner, «. one who is suffocating in water.
Hiss round a d. head in their tempestuous play. Ode Lib. xix. 15.

Dro^raiiigr, pr, pple. Fig. overcoming.
Z?^OT£)«i«!^ both tenderness and dread ; .... Ce»«, III. i. 354.

Drowning*, ppl. adj. Fig. becoming covered with water.
the peaks so desolate Of the drpwnif/g mountains. Mar. Dr. xvi. 4.

Drowns, v. tr. Fig. overwhelms, extinguishes.
one aerial mass Which drowns the sense. . . . Prom., iv. 261.

which drowns in sneers Youth's star-light smile, Rosal. 479.
itDrowsily, adv. in a sleepy, sluggish manner.
The owl and the bat fled drowsily. Serchio^ 10.

Drowsy, adj. A. Lit. heavy with sleepiness.

Where their mother, Care, like a drowsy child, . Fr. Mus. I, 4.

B. Fig. sluggish, stupid.

His thoughts grew weak, drowsy, and lame . . Peter, VI. xxi. ^
the drowsy curse'Vawned in him, vil. xvh. i.

Drudge, n. Fig. a spiritless servant.

true taste Hires not the pale drudge Luxury, . Epips. 526.

i^Dmd^ery, /z. unintellectual labour.

A task of cold and brutal ^Mt^tfry/^ .... ^. .^o3, V. 74,
In unremitting drudgery and care ! v. 139.

*Druid, n. a priest of the ancient Celtic races.

nor haunt the DruisVs sleep Ode Lib. VIII. 10.

*Dnunuied, v. tr. Fig. vexed, annoyed.
I have hummed her and drummed her .... (Edipus, I. 258.

Dnuumond, b. 1770, d. 1828.
I found Sir William Drufnmond\izA Peter^ VI. xv. 5.

*Drunk, //. A. Lit. swallowed.
This quicksilver no gnome has drunk— , . . Gisb. 66.

Yes, you have drunk more wine, ..._.. (Edipus^ II. ii. 38.

B. Fig. (1) imbibed, partaken of.

Our Adonats has drunk poison— Adonais^ xxxvi. «.

Hath drunk so deep the cup of bitter fate . . . Solitary^ II. 3.

(2) enjoyed.
Violets whose eyes \izs^drunk— Fiordispina^ 50.

(3) with up, exhausted, finished.

withdrawn, covered, drunk up Prom. IV. 350.

Drunk, adj. A. Lit. intoxicated with liquor.

When I am drunk none shall lay hands on me.— Cyd. 542.
But he is wise, who drunk, remains at home, . 545.
did you fall into the fire when drunk} .... 677.
And whether I was dead drunk or inspired, . , (Edipus, I. 1 10.

B. Fig. (1 ) greatly excited, maddened.
Samos is drunk with blood : Hellas, 287.

the lust of blood Which made our warriors drunk^ 552.
grow Drunk with divine enthusiasm, . . Hom. Merc. XCV. £.

Drunk as with intoxication Mask^ xiI. 3.

D. from the winepress of the Almighty's wrath
; Q. Mab, Vll. 218.

(2) saturated, filled with.
There is no dagger drunk with blood ; . . . . Fattst. II. 304.
I am drunk with the honey wine Fr. IVine^ i.

spread From flowers \iB.\i drunk with evening dew, Rosal. 807.
drunk with the noonday dew : Witch^ vill. 4.

Drunkard, n. one who is habitually intemperate.
Be called adulterer^ drunkard, Har, wretch ! . . (Edipus, I. 366.

Drunkards, n. as a term of reproach or abuse.
That lewd and papist drunkards may profane . Ch. 1st, i. 95.

Drunken, a:.^'. A. Lit. (1) intoxicated with liquor. ,

Drunken^ museless, awkward, yelling, .... Cycl. 489., ^f
A drunken man is better within doors 543. -

•

'

(2) a condition consequent on drunkenness.
Drunken sleep with savage will ; Fug. Hills, 224.
Mingling with shrieks a drunken roar, .... Falsehood, 10.

B. Fig. excited.
He looks elate, drunken with blood and gold ;— Ch. 1st, 1, 60.
Silence those mutineers—that drunkett crew, . Hellas, 191.

Drunken, pp. with deep. Fig. partaken fully.

I have drunken deep of joy, C^un, I. iii. 88.

Drunkenness, n. Fig. excitement, madness.
Did never in ^^ drunkenness ol ^^t,^ .... i. i. ii8.
I must rebuke This drunkenness of triumph . . Hellas, 929.
[Love] whose drunkenness is aUWe can desire, Pr. Athan. II. iv. i.

Dry, V. tr. Fig. with up, destroy utterly.
Turn round the brand and dry the pupil up. . . Cyd. 464.
Bacchus will dry you up . . 584.

Dry, adj. A. Lit. (1) sapless, withered.
The rf!rv leaf rustles in the brake, '. Alastor, \q\.
And fine dry logs and roots innumerous . . Horn.. Merc. xix. i.

Oft in a dry leaf for a boat, Rosal. 182.

(2) not wet, without moisture.
There is no dew on the dry grass to-night, . . . Even. Pisa, II. i.

The wind is intermitting, dry, and light ; . . . 11. 3.
Like gentle rains, on the dry plains, Peter, v. xiv. 1.

'

Like troops of ghosts on the dry wind past ; . . Sensit. PI. III. 36.
The winds are still, or the rfrj» church-tower grass Summer-Evg. n.
(3) not rainy.

Some say when nights are dry and clear, . . . Two Spirits, 41,

(4) parched, thirsty,

'Tis long since these dry lips were wet with wine. Cycl. 133.
the white and hollow cheek I drew To my d. lips— Laon, iii. xx^. 4.
Two bloodless wolves whose dry throats rattle, . Similes^ IV. 3.

(5) tearless.

The dry fixed eyeball ; the pEde quivering lip, . Cenci^ i, i. m.
B, Fig. (1) exhausted of nourishmtnt.

this bosom dry. Once fed two babes— . . . Laon, vi. xlix. 1.

for my wan breast was dry With grief; .... Pro^. i. 176.

(2) exhausted of blood.
thou vital flood, Until my heart be dry, .... Laon, v. ix. 6.
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. Alastor. 671.

. HellaSy 889.

. Wiich, VIII. 5.

. Tasso^ 17.

. Ode Lib. xvi. 15.

, CBdipuSy II. ii. 38.

. Cenci^ III. ii. 66.

. Peter^ VI. xiv. 5.

. Calderan^ i. 130.

. Deaihy ill. 3.

{S) dead, withered.
Still, dark, and dry, and unremembered now,
And if the trunk be dry, . ....
(4) assuaged, done with.

unremembered tears Were dry in Laian . . Pr. Atkan. II. i. 23.

First like hot gall, then dry for ever ! .... Rosal. 481.

(5) fleshless.

One white skull and seven dry bones Slug, Hills, 49.
"'Dryads, n. Fig. Oak nymphs.
who expel Love's gentle D. from the haunts of life, Woodman, Ci<^.

*Dxyope, n. a nymph beloved by Faunus.
And Dryope and Faunus followed quick, .

Dnchess, «. the wife of a duke.
How are the Duke and Duchess occupied ?

Due, 71. deserts.
each to receive its due
fishing for a compliment, But 'tis his due. .

Dne, adj. (1) owed or owing.
a reward of blood, well-earned and due ?
More than will e'er be due to me

(2) morally owed or owing.
Such awe is due to the high name of God
when These are dead, the debt is due, . .

Honour her, to whom honour is due, . . . ,--., .,. -.,_-

Of what was due to gentlemen ! Peier, v. jfvii. 5.

I knew What to the evil world is due, . . . Rosal. 52.

(3") suitable, appropriate.
could paint not, as is due. How ... I am thine. . Epips. 5a
their seats in order du^ they fill, Horn. Merc. iiV. S-
He in their order due and fit degrees . . , , . -^^^- ucxin, 6.
My thoughts their dv^ array did re-assume . . Laon, IV. vii^ 2.

(4) right, exact.
with the vomit of the Leech, In due proportion, . (Edipus, \, 3^S4-

(5) regular, as appointed.
Arise in due succession ; Q^ Mab, III. 195.
in succession rf., did continent, Isle, ocean, . . . Rise "Triumph, 15.

(6) properly belonging.
Or lay his hands on what to him was due, . ffom. Merc, lxxxix. 5.
dreadful hope, to my great task was due, . . . Laon^ v. xix, 5.
The wreath to mighty poets only d^s, .... Tersa Rinia, 2.

*Duel, n, (1) a combat between two persons.
Thou knowest more of science than the duel ; . Calderon, i. 240.
I've half a mind to fight a duel. . Peter, VI. ix. 5.

(2) (for duello) the practice pf duelling.'
That I know little of the laws of duAl^ .... Calderon^ \. 247.

Dnes, n. that which justly belongs to anyone.
Nor did he hold from any man his di^es, . . . Pr. Athan. \. 39.

*Dug', V. intr, used a spade.
and few Dug better— , . . . Peter, VII. ix. 5.

Duff, n. the teat of an animal.
I suck, but no milk will come from the dug. .

Duke, n. as title of sovereignty.
we'll have fires out of the Grand Z?M-^'j wood, .

No access to the Duke! Tasso, ..

How are the Duke and Duchess occupied ? . . . -r-^— 17.

The Duke was leaning, . , -~-.— 18.

Dulcet, adj. melodious.
More dulcet and symphonious than the bells . (Edipus, ii. ii. 123,
Then dulcet music swelled Concordant . . . , Q. Mab, Viii. 19.

Dnll, V. tr. mitigate, make less acute.
And dull the barbed fire against his frozen cheek. Adonais, xi. 9.

Dull, adj. (1) stupid, doltish.
Princes, the dregs of their dullx2jc% Engl. 1819, 2.
Foi^et the world's dull scorn ; Magnet. Lady, III. 5.
And^these £?«// swine of Thebes boast their descent CEdipus, i. 139.
And thou, dull beetle, get thee back to hell

!

- '

He was that heavy, dull, cold thing, . . .

He grew dull^ harsh, sly, unrefine{^
Peter was dull-h^ was at first . . . , .

Dull—beyond all conception - dull. . .

His servant-maids and dogs grew dull; .

All grew dull as Peter's self. ....
For fear of the dull charm, to enter ; .

Or the dull sneer of self-loved ignorance,
A whetstone for their dull intelligence
For all those exiles from the (/w/7insane . .

(2) slow, sluggish.
on which dullTime Feeds
I knew it could not be My own dull blood

:

(3) commonplace, void of interest.
Sweeps through the dull dense world,
Spectators of our dull domestic quarrels. .

some (/«// old thing,
To-morrow dust, nor wear a dull decay.
tell them that they are dull,
Of acting a forced part in life's dull scene,—
To whatsoe'er of £fe// mortality Is mine, . . . Epips ^80
might Make this dull world a business of del ight, Gisb. 249.
(4) msensible, callous.

\^n°I*.w? ^"^A ^^^^^ outlaws Cencz, ill. i. 233.
shall lull Us to slumber, deep and dull. .... Inv. kis. vi. k.
Their rf«// and savagje lust Naples, u^.the ^«//ear Of the n.ght-cradled earth

; . . . . Wdodman] i-?.
shook forth the dull oblivion Out of their dreams ; 37

. (Edipus, I. 51.

Gisb. 308.

? 270.
. Peter, iv. xvii. i.

. VI. XXV. 4.

. vii. xi. 1.

vii. xi. ^.
. Vll. xviii. I.

. VlI.XYiii.5.

. -— VII. xxiii. 2.

. Prom. III. iv. 43."

. St. Epips. loo.~ ^V-

. Adonais, l, i.

. Rosal. 352.

. Adonais, XLiii, 4.

. Cenci, i. iii. 163.

. V. iii. 124.

. Couplets, 4.

. Dante Conv. 59.
E. Williams, iv. 4.

(5) cheerless, gloomy.
may return To a dull home, Cend, I. ii. 78.

Under whose motions life's flfw// billows move; . Epips. 119.

Dissolving the flTa// cold in the frore air: . . . 334.

from his dull madness The starveling waked, . . Laon, xii. i, 3.

Of d?«// constraint and bitter heaviness,— . . . Ld. Ch. ix. 2.

And long blue meteors cleansing the a«//night, . Prom. ill. iii. 117.

Unchecked by rfw// and selfish chastity, . . . . (J. Mab,\X.?i\.

Death is dark, and foul, and dull, Rosal. 1004.

And its dull drops froze on the boughs again, . . Sensit. PL III. 107.

Dull life's extremest goal Solitary, III. 6.

Look from thy dull earth, slumber-bound, . . . Two Spirits, 30.

the killing tears Of slow, dull care, . ... Witch, Ded. IV. 4.

(6) sad, stupefied.

remains here O'er these £?«// eyes Cewc/, III. i. 31.

And from my brain to my dTiM^ brow Rosal. 4.12.

(7) quiet, unimpassioned.
and Brightest eyes are dull; . Prom. IV. 452.

(8) depressed, melancholy.
Perhaps we should be dull were we not chidden, St. Epips. 1 15.

(9) inanimate.
To the dull weed some sea-worm battens on : . . Prom,. IV. 542.

Dnll'd, pp. made insensible.

For passion's voice has duWd their listless ear. , M. N. Post. Fr. 16.

Duller, adj. (1) less acute.
might make sharp an appetite Z7«//e^than mine— Cenci, I. i. 102.

(2) less sensitive.

The close caresses of all duller plants .... Loon, VI. xli. 2.

Dullest, adj. least apt or perceptive.
Which beat the i/«//£j/ brain for smiles Gisb. 220.

Dulness, n. stupidity.

Still with this dulness was he cursed— .... Peter, Vll. xi. 4.
The essence of his dulness was vii. xiv. 2.

This pest of dulness iholds its sway ; . . . . vil. xxiv. 2.

Duly, adv. (1) properly, correctly.

And see it duly executed forthwith.— Ch. ist, II. 388.

(2) regularly.
/}uly at evening Helen came Rosal. 167.
^uly each evening from her home, , 172.

JiVLxah, adj. K. Lit. (1) deprived of speech.
would interpret, being- dumb. Heaven's thunder . Ch. 1st, ill. 37.
from infancy Made Simb by poison ; Loon, VII. viii. 7.

(2) silent, confounded.
Shalt thou strike dumb the meanest of mankind ; Cenci, II. i. 119.
that I might strike him dumb with shame, . ill. i. 317.

(3) noiseless, still

From the river-girt islands. Where loud waves are d. Pan., i. 4.
Like fouqtain-vapours when the winds are dumb. Prom. i. 667.
Made the running rivulet thick and dumb . . . Sensit. PI. in. 71.

(4) speechless.
Stones on the pavement are f/awJ/ Castl. AdTn. i. 2.
What might make dumb things speak.— . . Cenci, II. i. 172.
yet more, dumb flower, Than^ah ! alas! '— . . Eleg. Bion, 11.

B. Fig. (1) ineffective, powerless.
'Tis the bacchanal triumph which makes Truth d., Castl. Adm. iv. 4.
while Rebuke cowers pale and dumb Gisb. 201.
with love a;jd awe struck dujnb Dissonant arms ; Ode Lib. ix. 11.

(2) unheard.
And though dumb in the blast, Fugitives^ 11. 13.
Its thunder made the cataracts dumb; .... Peter, I. xiii. 3.

jDumbed,^/. silenced.
till at last I hfive dumbed her, (Edipus., i. 259.

Dun, adj. (1) indistinct, shadowy.
With whose dun beams inwoven ... . Alastor, 648
nor though in evening dun, . . ... Laon, ill. xx'. 4.
a dun and faint ^therial gloom Triumph 02.
Amid the gliding waves and shadows dun ; . ' iA

(2) of a dull brown.
'

The dun and bladed grass ^o l^s, Eug. Hills, V02.
^S^^^X^^^^ and ivy^ww jane, In-uitk, 53.
White bones, and locks oidttri and yellow hair, . Maren^hi xvi =c

(3) dark, gloomy, ^ * :>

mi^ht Devise in the lone season pf dun night, . Horn. Merc. xi. 7.
going far astray Through the rfMTi night. . . xcvii. 6.
[the night] In the deep east, dun aqd bjind, . . JaTie, Invitn, 63.And clove dun Chaos with his wings of gold, . . Witch^ xxxii. 3.

tDunff, n. A. Lit. animal excrement, refuse.
Horsed upon stimibling jades, carted with dung, Ch. ist, i. 160.
Like other beetles he is fed on dung— .... (Edipus, l. 163.
B. Fig. things vile and offensive.

Burying his nose in every heap oidung. . . Faust, I. 52.

Dungeon, n. a place of imprisonment.
Shalt never be my dungeon or my grave ! . . . Ch. ist iv. 2.
Presses upon me like a dungeon's grate, . , . —— '

iv! 44.That mock the dungeon's unavailing gloom ; . . Dmtnon^ 11. 197.

Tu 't r"i_ i>"i r » " .» • Q' Mab,\x,.\\%.
the bars of that black dungeon— Horn. Merc. XLlil. 6.
1 ill then the f/ww^^OK may demand its prey, . > Julian vio
Following the captive to his dungeon deep ; . .

' Va%
breathed in vain From his dim dungeon, . . Laon Ded vii 8Was as a du7tgeon to my blasted kmd, . . .

'

h. vi 2
Millions of slaves from many a (/mw^cow damp . II xliv aOf that strange fifww^eow/ yjj ^iv 7Which to the martyr makes his dungeon . \ Marenghi, xviil. 3.

B b 2
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Deserts not virtue in the dungeon^s gloom, , . Q. Mab^ v. 217.
Shining within the dungeon and the tomb ; . . Si. Epips. 71.

Dungeon, c. adj. attr. pertaining to a dungeon.
Yet through those dungeon walls there came . . Rosal. 61^.
And! prayed to share his i/«*!|f^tf« floor . . . 879.
Bunsreon-depths, c. n. the recesses of a prison.
And stands amid the silent dungeon^depihs . . Q. Maby in. 154.

*BTuigeon-floor, c. n.
to a dunge&n-Jl. Have bound the fearless innocent Falsehood^ 25.

't'Dnngeoned, //. imprisoned.
Of how I might be dungeoned as a madman ; . . Cenci^ 11. i. 138.

Bnng'eons, n. A. Lit. places of imprisonnaent.
Its dungeons underground, and its thick towers . II. i. 170.
Dungeons wherein the high resolve is found, . Laon^ Vll. xxxvi.'7.
Dungeons and palaces are transitory— .... Vlil. xvi. 7.
The Tyrant peoples dungeons with his prey, . . ix. xxiv. 2.

shroud thy vestal purity In penury and a«M^^o«j -^ Q. Mab^ III. 69.
Who in their rotting dungeons lay, Rosal. 928.
B. Fig. (1) places of immnrement.

From their luxurious d., . . . They congregate: . Laon^ IV. xx. 2.

(2) figure of political slavery.
All the keys oi dungeons cold, Eug. Hills^ 153.

Dangrliill, n. Fig, a term of contempt.
To grovel on the dunghill of his fears, . . , . Q. Mab, IV. 160.

*lJuns, n. importunate creditors.
like duns Thundering for money at a poet's door ; Gisb. 220.

*BiLpe, V. tr. trick or cheat.
Tliat Kings may dupe and slay the multitude ? . Laon^ Vlll. xviii. 3.

*Bnpe, n. one who is tricked or led blindly.
Woe to the dupe^ and woe to the deceiver ! . . Bellas^ 896.A rf«/« and a deceiver ; a decay ; Prom. IV. $30,

*Buped, pp. tricked, cheated.
Is duped by their cold sophistry ; Q, Mab^ V. 108.

*Bnpes, n. pi. of Dupe.
Where powers poor d. and victims yet have never Ck. isi, IV. a6.
hostsof blind and unresisting rf?*/^^ Q.MadyV.6g.
ambition, or mad zeal, Has led two hosts of dupes VI. 179.
the human £f«^«- who build his shrines, .... Vll. 31.

*Biiration, n. continuance.
Fleets through its sad duration rapidly : . . , I. 154.

fBnrin^, pr, pple. lasting.
And ever during^ aye endure : Rosal. 554.

Bnriuif, prep, while a certain thing continues.
During thB pleasure of the Court, Ch. isf. III. 6.

at whose elbow the Devil during prayer, . . . Devil^ Vlll. i.

*Bnsk, n. twilight.
as we sate In dusky ere stars were lit AstQla^ I. 4.

*Busk, adj, A. Lit. obscure to the vision.
Distinctly seen through that dusk^ airy veil, . , Prom. IV. 212.
The dusk, and solid air was shaken, . . , . . Rosal. 1144.
B. Fig, indistinct to the mind.

Which was late so dusk^ and obscene, and blind, Prom. rv. 95.

*BiLSkier, adj. darker, more obscure.
Entwined in duskier wreaths her braided locks . Alastor, 338.
In dusk, braids around the languid eyes of day 1 . SuntTuer-Evg. 4.

Bnsky, adj. A. Lit. (1) of dark colour.
his dusky pennons o'er the scene Dcemon^ Ii. 2,^0,

)t M M n . • • Q- Mat, IX. 138.
a dusky hood and double cape, Triumph^ 89.

(2) obscurely seen.
A festal watchfire burned beside the dusky main. Laon^ V. Ivii. 9.
To alight on midnight's dusky plain, . . . . Rosal. 1044.
And still before me on the dusky grass, .... Triumph^ 356.
B. Fig. of mental obscurity.

Over the Present's dusky glass ? ...... Fr. Questions^ 4.

Bnst, n. A. Lit. (1) 6ne particles of dry earth.
And there is dust Or ashes in onr eyes, .... (^cl. 644.
The dust a^nd straws are driven up and down, . . Even. Pisa^ 11. 5,
his hoofs ^ound the rocks to fire and dt^si^ . . Laon^ VI. xxii. i.

into the air, With dust and stones.— (Edipus^ I. 340.
Thick strewn with summer dust^ Trium-ph^ 44.
The strength and freshness fell like dttsi^ . . . 531.
Like the ^MJ/ of its fall, Vis. Sea^ w/^.
scattered, like a cloud of summer dust. . . . Witch^ xxiii. 8.

(2) the earth, the ground.
Dust to the dust! but the pure spirit shall flow Adonais, xxxviii. 5.

Whose throat is choked with dust Cenci^ i, i. 33.

A parricide Had trampled them like dust; . . , • • v. ii. 108.

May stain the senseless dust on which he treads, v. iv. 39.
Although no flowers smile on the trodden d^^t^ . Ch. 1st, I. 45.
Dust claims dust—and we die too Death, in. 4.

Aye ; dust shall he devour, Faust, i. 94.
Cries like the blood of Abel from the dust; . . Hellas, 355.
In the dust Glimmers a kingless diadem, . , . 834.
Violate ! make their flesh cheaper than rfoj// . . 951.
He quenched the coals and trampled the black

dust, Horn. Merc, xxiii. 7.

The cattle's track on the black dust, LVlll. i.

Would the.:/. Were covered in upon my body now! _/«/m«, 3x5

Heap on me soon O grave, thy welcome dust/ 369.
as its roof shall cover My limbs with dust . . . 507.

Why, dust and clay, What should they be? . . Cane. 1.

Like two dark serpents tangled in the dust, . . Laon^ II. iv. 8.

I chewed the bitter dust, III. xxi. 8.

Concealing in the du^t his visage wan, .... Loon, V. xxix. 8.

on the dust as in a trance he sate. ... . , V. xxx. 9.
Soon the (/«j/ drinks that bitter dew,— .... X. ill. 5.
with the dust we claim Kindred ; X. xxvii. 5.

And he knelt down upon the dust, X. xxxix:. 7.

And hid mine eyes in dust, xil. xxv. 4.

To the rf«j/ where your kindred repose, . . . Ode, Arise, 11.

Which else had sunk into the thirsty dust. . . F^om. I. 811.
or within heaps of dust iv. 306,
the meanest worm that crawls in dust , . . . Q. Mab, rv. 96.
The light in the dust lies dead— W'henthelafnp^ 1.2,

(3) mortal remains of a human being.
Dust to the dust/ but the pure spirit shall flow Adonais,xxxvni.5.
Pavilioning the dust of him who planned . . . L. 4.
Dust clsiitns dust—a-nd we die too Death, in. 4.
Whose fame, though <earth betray the ^. it clasped, Hellas^ 419.
desolately waves Over the dtt^t of Prophets and

of Kmgs Loon, IV. xxiv. 6.

(4) broken remnants.
scatter to every wind Their wasting dusf^ , , . Alastor, 24^.
Hide the last altar's unregarded mtst^ .... Loon, 11. xiii. 8.

(5) the pollen of flowers.

iIlumined.:wr/of golden flowers; Faust, n. 103.

B. Fi^. (1^ ruin, destruction, degradation, nothingness.
Are centuries of high splendour laid in dust) . . Cend, V, iii. 30.
To see That perfect mirror . . . Shivered to dustI v. iv. 132.
To-morrow dust, nor wear a dull decay. , . . Couplets^ 4.
And parch up to dust, Cycl. 661.
The soul in dust and chaos ^ips. 407.
From your dust new nations spring . . . . ^ug. tiills^ 165,

hide In the dust thy purple pride ! . . . . , 284.
Their breath will sweep thee into dust^ . . . Faust, u. 123.

Dust let her glories be ! Hellas, 107.

"

Armies of the Eternal, ye who strike To dust . 414.
and laid Those hearts in dust L,aon, x. xxviii..9.

that ye would cast Into the dtist xi. xviii. 4.
And the dttst of death is piled Mask, xxiv. 2.

and with his hoofs did grmd To dust, .... xxxiii. 5.
Trampling our columned cities into dust, . . . Naples^ 144.
Till bit to dust by virtue's keenest file Ode Lib. xiil. 1 1.

stamp the impious name Of King into the dust/ . xv. 2.

Their prostrate brows from the polluting dust, . Prom. i. 160.

Ere Babylon was dust, i. 191.
From the dust of creeds outworn i. 697.
That his light-winged footstep pressed to dust: , Q. Mab, ix. 33.
and in the dust from whence they rose Sink, . . Triumph, 173,
Trampled its sparks into the dust of death ; . . 388.

(2) as low as the dust, degradation^
crushed him to his country's bloodstained dzest. . Dcsmon, II. 127.

„ „ ,, J,
,, „ . Q. Mad, VIII. 173.

since thou and France are m the aust, .... FallofBonap. 11^
the secret load Which crushes mine to dust. . Julian, 347.
Sinks in the dust and writhes like me— .... 414.
That grinds thera to the dust of misery. . , . . Q. Mab, V. 60.

(3) squalor or misery.
from the dust Of meaner thralls, ...... Loon, IV. xx. 2.

(4) worthlessness, nothingness.
hopes that sate themselves on dust and die !— . HellaSy 885.
Kings are but dttst— M.N.Post. Fr.^g.

(5) humiliation, shame.
dust on their dishonoured heads, Ch. 1st, i. 79.

(6) obscurity.
In the briefdust and light Hellas, 205.

*Bnstless, n. without dust.

the sea has made a dustless ruin, Calderon, II. 149.
Dnsty, adj. A. Lit. (1) having dust on it.

Near that a dusty paint box, some odd hooks, . Gisb. 92.

(2) dark or dusky.
Wet the dusty pall with tears, not dew ! . . , . Prom. rv. 17.

B. Fig. earthy.
Watch till dusty death has piled Fr. Intent. II. 2.

Batch, adj. from Holland.
Lest news Russ, Dutch, or Alemannic .... Peter, III. xiii. 4.

Bnteons, adj. obedient, fulfilling duty.
Mother, if I to thee have ever been A duteous child, Cenci, II. i. 16.

Bnties, n. (1) needful occupations.
and stole Fropi duties and repose ...... Alastor, 132.

(2) moral obligations.
Those duties which his heart of human love . . Q. Mab, v. 184.
Through which I firmly did fulfil My duties^ . . Rosal. 329.

Buty, «, (1) a moral or legal obligation.

Duty and dereliction guide thee April^ 1814, 8.

Alas ! I am forgetful of my duty, Cend, II. i. 78.
and leaves her Only one duty, m. i. 201.
Lady, my duty to his Holiness Be my excuse . . iv. iv. i.

Is dut^ in a sovereign ; Ch. 1st, II. 155.
And duty forbids, tho' I languish to die, . . . Death, Dial'. 37.
Subdued to Duty's hard controul, St. Brack. 5.

(2) office, service.

Guards do your duty Cenci^ v. iii. 94,

fBwarf, adj. small, undersized.
but one dwarftree and some few stakes . . . Julian, lo.

Bwell, V. intr. A. Lit. (1) inhabit, live, abide in a place.
and dwell As was your wont Cycl. 425.
Such honoured dwell in cities fair and free, . . Hom. Earth, 17.
In fiery gloom to rfa«// eternally ; . . . Hom. Merc. Ti\A\\.\.
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For the tyrants use to dwell Mask, XL. 4.

Are the pavilions where such dwell and float . . Prom. II. ii. 74.

and we must d. together Henceforth in darkness. III. i. 55.

to dwell \n a celestial palace, .... . . Q. Mab^ li. 59.
We soon shall dwell by the azure sea XV, Shel. VI. 3.

the streams in which ye dwell IVitchy xxiv. 7.

From folded lilies in which glow-worms dwell, . xxxix. 5.

(2) stay beside, pass time.

Thousands thus dmellhcBxAe. her, virgins briffht, . Loon, IV. xxi. 6.

If thou might'st dwell a.mong the Gods the while . Protn. l. 425.
that we wni dwell Beside it, ... . ... I. 48=;.

and thou shalt oTa/e// beside our cave III. iii. 83.

B. Fig. (1) of things immaterial, emotions, reflections,

qualities, &c., abide, exist.

To dwell ^\\k War, with us, and with Despair. . Hellas, 525.
and they his slaves In air . . . and language (/ze'e/// Laon, \. xxx. 2.

and the hopes which inly dwells • iV. xvii. 4.

he who did dwell Like famine or the plague, . . V. xxxi. 4.

like ice, did sink and dwell, x. xvi. 7.

Wisdom and beauty . . . together d-well, .... Orpkeus^ 86.

Such as ffhosts dream dwell in the lampless deep, Prom. IV. 245.
a hell Which in pure spirits should not dwell. . . Rosal. 247.
When truth and love shall dwell below .... 606.

(2) of natural objects, exist, are.

that dwell Within the daedal earth ; Mont B. 85.

(3) are seen for a time.

Which dwell in lakes, when the red moon . Laon^ wn xxii. 6.

(4) cleave, hang.
On my faint eyes and limbs did dwell That spirit * Rosal. 1039.

*Dweller, n. the inhabitant.

The earliest dweller of the world alone, .... Laon, I. xxvi. 1.

And each dweller, panic-stricken, Mash, xiv. i.

the dweller there Cannot be free and happy \ . . Q. Mab^ III. 26.

^Dwellers, n. inhabitants, denizens.
Amid the £?w£//£rj of this lonely land Ishall remain Laon, II. xlv. 4.
Are haunts of happiest dwellers ;— V. Song, 4. 3.

The dwellers of the earth and air . . . , V. 5. 9.

Rejoicing, like the dwellers of an isle . . . . IX. ii. 8.

they make the lot Of the dwellers in a cot . . Mask, LXIII. 3.

Upon some prison homes, whose dwellers rave . TowerofFatn. 6.

DwelliugTi pr. pple. existing, abiding.
The spirit dwelling ^^x^ Was spell-bound . , . Love, Hope, 16.

In throned state is ever dwelling Peter, III. xxiii. 6.

DwelliniT* « (1) a house or human habitation.
the beast that sports around his dwelling . . . Dcetnon, II. 153.

Is a lone dwelling, built Epips. 484.
in the light of morn was poured around Our d,— Laon, III. vi. 6.

his work and ifto/i/Z/K^ Vanish, Mont B. n8.
A simple dwelling, which shall be our own ; . . Prom. III. iii. 22.

the heavenly strams That filled the lonely rfzw^/Z/w^. Q.Mab, I. 93.
near his dwelling's door The frightful waves are

driven,— . v. no.
Thence to a lonely dwelling Rosal. 1245.
'Twas dead of the night, when I sat in my dwell. St. Ir. (i) i, i.

The deep recesses of her odorous dwelling . . . Witch, xiv. i.

(2) habitation, abiding-place.
the li2ards each gone To his dwelling^ . . . Autumn, il. 5.

Called . . . From his eternal divelling; . . Calderon, ill. 107.
Far along his rocky dwelling; Cycl. 490.
One with eyes the fairest Cometh from his dwell.; 1527.

For I have seen thee from thy dwelling's door . J)eath^ (2) ii. 3.
All shapes that have their dwelling in the sea, . Horn,. Earth, 4.
His reiffn and ^fe/a/Z/w^ beneath nether skies, . . Laon, I. xxx. 8.

Framed a dark rfwe/Zzw^for their homeless thought, 11. vii. 2.

The (^a/fi//m^ of the many-coloured worm . . . iii. xxvi. 2,

a flush of gnawing fire did find Their food and d. ; --— iv. xxix. 8.

Through that unearthly dwelling. Q, Mab, ii. 49.
And in no other place But that celestial dwelling, 11. 89.
The dwelling oi whose life Is one faint April sun-

gleam ;— III. 231.
gave The happy birds their ^/w^/Z/k^ in the grov#, -=—r iv, 93.

:|:Dwelling-place, c. n. habitation, abiding-place.
His extreme way to her dim dwelling-place; . . Adonais, Vlli. 5.
Of purest spirits thou pure dwelling-place! . , Dtsm.on^ 11. 8.

, •. M M n >. ... a Mab, IX. 8.

their food and dwellingpiace. , £aon, Ded. xiir. g.
The dwelling-place Ofinsects, beasts, and birds, Mont B. 1 14.
Of purest spirits, a pure dwellingpiace, , , . . Q. Mab, VI. 40.
The world is now our dwellingptace i . . . fv. Shel. Cane. 1. 1.

DweUiusrs, n. habitations, abiding-places.
We will stay here safe in the quiet dwellings. , Faust, II. 241.
But dwellings of a race of mightier men, , . . Laon, 11. xi. 3.
the flames were dead Within those dwell, now,— vi. xlvi. 5.
And afe£/tf//;'«^j of mild people interspersed . . . vil.xxxv.6.
Calm ^a/e//;«^j of the free . . . Xll.xxxi, 8.A scattered group of ruined dwellings now. . . Marenghi^ 11. 2.
Among the haunts and dwellings of mankind, . Prom,, iii. iv. 127.
Amid the dwellings of the peopled earth, . . . m. iv. 178.
With desolated Sellings smoking round. , . ^ Q, Mab, v. 102.

Dwells, V. intr. (1) inhabits or lives.
The sacred rocks whereon he dwells, Cycl. 304.
where he dwells in a sea-cavern 'Mid the Demonesi, Hellas, 16^.Woman with some vile slave her tyrant dwells^ . Laon, li. xlii. 4.Woman, as the bond-slave, dwells Of man, . . viii. xiii. 8.
In halls ye deck another dwells. Men ofEng. vii 2.
And all that dwells within them;..,... Prom 11. v 30

(2) exists, rests.

Power dwells apart in its tranquillity Mont B. 96.

In all that iZw«/J at noontide here ; Rosal. 127.

Girt there with blasts and meteors Tempest dwells Sonn. Nile, 6.

Dwelt, 7f. intr. (1) lived, had habitation.

since far from men I (/a^tf/Z, Z^mw, I. xxxvi. .=-

Tyrants d. side by side, And stabled in our homes, ll. iv. 2.

And, though I dwelt with Lionel, Rosal. 596.
He dwelt beside me near the sea : 700.

I dwelt beside the prison gate, 902.

Not far from where we dwelt, 1051.

(2) had being, existed.

a fascination Dweltm that moon, and sky, . . Laon, l. vj. 2.

where now he dwell^ a penal hell ; Pr. Athau. I. 92.

(3) abode.
Where then my spirit dwelt— Laon, III. xxiv. 5.

The proofs of an unspeaking sorrow dwelt . . Mother iSf Son, III. 8.

These things dwelt in me, even as shadows keep
Their watch Laon, 11 1, xxii. 7.

(4) with on, or upon^ thought continuously.
My rapt soul dwelt upon the ties that bind . . .M.N. Ravail, 7.

Thy image ever dwelt on me ; Rosal. 1222.

Dwelt, pp. lived, made a home.
I am as a spirit who has dwelt Fr.A Soul^ i.

Dwindle, v. intr. (1) disappear gradually.
Ere the cloud piled on Atlas can dwindle . . . Prom. II. iv. 171.

And thy smiles before the^ dwindle 11. v. 50.
ere their lamps could dwindle In the belated moon. Witch, xill. 5.

(2) be forgotten gradually.
That the pale name of priest might shrink and d. Ode Lib. XVI. 3.

Dwindled,//, decreased, shrunk.
I have not dwindled Nor changed Julian, 469.
To a glow-worm's lamp have dwindled: . . . Prom. I. 557.
To low soft notes now changed and dwindled^ . Rosal. 1 103.

Dwindling, pr. pple. decreasing.

'Tis ^OT/«(^i«^ and sinking, Vis. Sea, i^S.

Dye, V. tr. A. Lit. impart colour to.

Which . . . her smiles could dye In hues outshining
Heaven— Witch^ xxvi. 6.

B. Fig. to give effect to.

I know well To dye in hues of language, . . Laon^ rv. xvii. 3.

Dye, n. tinge, colour.
Under plumes of purple dye, .... . . Prom. l. 320.

Dyed, v. tr. imbued.
Dyed all thy liquid light with blood and tears, . Ode Lib. xii. 4.

Dyed,//. A. Lit. tinged, coloured, steeped.
dyedhy the azure depths Of Indian seas ; . . . Ch. 1st, i. 139.
Heaven . . . With iron lieht is dyed, .... Naples, 136!
Or like a cloud dyed in tne dying day, .... CBdipus, II. i. 100.
Dyed in the ardours of the atmosphere : . . Witch, xxxvii. 4.
Dyed in the beams of the ascending moon. . LIII. 8.

B. Fig. imbued.
with the stain their inmost souls are dyed^ . . , Ode Lib. III. 14.

Dyes, z/, tr. tinges or colours.

theoceansWheremomingi^.hergolden tresses, Laon^v.Song, 6. 10.

Dying*, adj. absol. dying persons.
They sup on the groans of the dying and dead, . Devil, x. 4.
Roofs, towers and shrines, the ^z«^and the dead, Gisb. 63.
I walked among the dying and the dead, . . . Laon, i. xliv. 3.
in the blood did welter Of the dead and dying, . • vi. xii. 4.
the ^z'«^Among the corpses in stark agony lying, • xii. i. 4.
The tortures of the dying clove alone, . . . xii. xxvii.a.

Dying", /n ///^. A. Lit. (1) of persons, passing from life,

expiring.
That they who die not may be dying ^^\\\. . . Calderon, 11. 52.
Are rfviWjf underneath my father's eye. . . . Cenci, 11. ii. 47.
It was the calm of love—for I was dying. . . . Laon., xii. xxvi. i.

They are dying whilst L speak Mask, xlii. 4.
shrieks Of parents dying on the pile . . . Q. Mab, vi. i«.
But all mignt see that he was dying, ... . Rosal. 316.

(2) of plants, -withering.

The pale flowers are dying, Aututnn, i. x.
in the grass fresh-shewn, Or dyingm the autumn, Zucca^ v. 7.

B. Fig. (1) of emotions, 6cc., ceasing.
'ere it die, And ^2"«^ bring despair Hellas, ^^o.

(2} of sound and scent, failing gradually.
And dying on the streams of dew serene^ . . Adon. Cane. 8.

And [tempest] dying, left a silence lone .... Laon, iii. xxvii. 5,
Sent odours dying sweet across the sea, . ill.xxxiv.2.
The murmur of the people slowly dying, , v. xxxv. i.

(3) coming to an end.
the day was dying:— • xi. ii, 4.

(4) with away, fainting, languishing.
Sick with sweet love, droops dying away . . . Prom. il. ii. 28,

Djring, ///. adj. A. Lit. (1) of animated beings, expiring.-
With voice far sweeter than thy dying notes, . . Alastor. 286.
O let thy breath flow from thy dying soul . , . Bion. Adon. 45.
Which, as a dying pulse rises and falls, . . . Cenci, III. iL 12.
Harden his dying heart ! rv. i. 37.An old, mad, blind, despised, and'rfjJzw^ king,— Engl. 1819, i.

Or, like a dying %-^B.r\. who soars and sings, . , Epips. 54.
Whose dying ^y^ reproach not Ginevra, 93.
Or if there burned within the dying man . . . Hellas^ 409)
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A dying poet gave me books, ....
seems To hang in hope over a ^ing child,
a dying seer of dark oppression's hell. .

To save a dying mother. ... , .

the dread eloquence oi dying men,

, Loony I. xxxvii. 4.
. lll.xxxiii.8.

. X. XXV. 9.

. Peter, vii. xxt. 5.

. Q. Mab, V. 208.

. Sensit. PL III. 29.

St, Dejection^ iv. 9.

. St. Epips. 85.

. WaningMoon^ i.

Like the head and the skin of a dying man.
Breathe o'er my i/vi'w^ brain
Or like a dying %-fizxi who soars and sings,

And like a dying lady, lean and pale,

(2) of vegetable life, witberinjj.
That even the c/y/w^ violet will not die .... Ginevra^ 82.

My heart in its thirst is a dying flower ; . . . Music^ ipanty I. ^.

"B. Fig. (1) of light, failing.

And, as a dying jn^Xeor stains a wreath . . . AeionaiSy xii. 7.

It is a dying lamp, a falling shower, . ... xxxil. 5.

what still Lives of the dying day, Calderon^ I. 11.

Reverberates the dying light of day. . . . Hellas^ 332.
Like darkness to a dying flame ! Int. Beauty^ IV. g.

Fades in the dying flame whose life it cherished, Laon^ VIII. xxiv. 3.

like the last beam Oi dying flames, .... xii. xvi. 2.

As a brief insect dies with dying day, .... Ode Lib. xix. 10.

Or like a cloud dyed in the dying day, .... CEdipuSy II. i. 100.

outgrowing The light of the dying day, . . . Pan^ II. 4,

Travelled o'er by dying gleams ; Prom. I. 679.
When the light from the wood-fire's dying brand Rosal. 267.

the glare Of the moon's dying light ; The Coldy III. 2.

(2"^ of looks, emotions, &c., ceasing, becoming faint,

led by the gleam Of her own dying svd\\^ . . . AdonaiSy xill. 7.

Dying'yyys choked by the dead, . ... Fary/arawayy II. 4.

Thy mother's i^z'w^ smile, Laon^ IX. xxii. 6.

Balm thee with its dying tear. Mexican, iv. 10.

(3) of the movenaent of air, of odours, of sound, de-

creasing.

Or on their dying odours, when they die, . , . Prom. II. ii. 86.

Which the ^z'«^ breeze sweeps fitfully. .... Rosal. 1018.
Now dying music ; . . 1107.

Those c^zw^ murmurs ? 1189.

(4) of a creed, losing influence.

poor faint smile Of dying Islam ! . . ... HellaSy 916.

(5) of expiration of lime.

Thou dirge Of the dying year, ... . Ode W. Windy II. 10.

(6) languishing.
or the quick i(yz»^ gasps Z.a(7«, VI. xxxvi. 3.

(7) suffering.

So in his Country's (/yilw^ face
_

/V/fi^, VI. xxvii. 1.

(8) representing a dying condition.

That dying statue, fair and wan, Rosal. 1087.

^Dynastyi n. a hereditary line of rulers or misrulers.

Through thee the sacred Swellfoot dynasty . . (EdipuSy 11. ii. 17.

E
Each, adj. every one separately.
He sets, and fOf^ ephemeral insect then . . . AdonaiSy xxix. 2.

each fifth shall give The expiation Loony X. Ix. 5.

Each well Was choked with rotting corpses, . . x. xxi. i.

By pastoral letters to each diocese Witch, Lxxiii. 8.

Bacli,/«7«. (1) ofan indefinite number, everybody, everyone.
That fttcA should sell his robe and buy a sword,— Ch. isty 11.259.

Each seemed as 'twere a little sky Janey Retell. 55.
Its names are each a sign which maketh holy . Loon, vill. x.'i.

pursued Each by his fiery torture howl and rave, x. xx. 7.

which each some falsehood told Rosal. 251.

All rose to do the task He set to each,^ .... SerchiOy 3a
(2) every one of a definite or given number.

the sorrow which consigned Its charge to each ; . Adonois, LI. 3.

And of all shapes—and each was at ner beck. . Witchy XV. 8.

(3) of two, both.
iEat^had abagof coin ; Cgw«, IV. iv. 83.

the thing which each believed was done Only in

fancy

—

Witch, LXXVI. 7.

(4) many with one another.
Mix with each other in tempestuous measure . . Triumphy 141.

Round them and round each other, 172.

(5) two, one with another.
Misery ! we have known each other, ... . Inv. Mis. III. i.

They round each other rolled, Loon, I. Ivi. 5.

(6) separated by to.

Told each to the other in loud mockery. . . Hellas, 472.

And vows of faith £acA to the other bind; . . . Z^ww, iv. xiii. 4.

Eaffer, adj. (1) ardent, earnest, anxious.

Following his efl^^r soul Alastor, ^\\.

Was fixed in eager horror then : Loan, X xix. 4.

her eager tone Sunk on ray heart, xi. vii. 2.

the pale dalesmen watch with eager ear ;— . . Pr. Athan. \. 72.

None frowned, none trembled, none with e. fear Prom. III. iv. 137.

Thine eager gaze scanned the stupendous scene, Q. Maby VI. 90.

„ „ „ „ „ Superstition, 19.

(2) vehement, impetuous.
And casting back its eager head, Laon, I. x. 6.

The eager piumes subsided on his throat— . . VII. xxvii. 7.

(3) ready, prompt.
Her marble brow, and ^(^tfr lips, VI. xxxiii. 8.

The eager hours and unreluctant years .... Ode Lib. xi. i.

and dnnk With (fa^e^ lips /Vow. II. iv. 136.

(4) quick-coming.
With lightning- eyes, and «a^«r breath, . . . , Alasior, 260.

The snaice, The pale snake, that with eag. breath Rosal. 114.

(6) ardently desirous.

eager although to pass, Apollo darted .... ffnm. Merc. l. 3.

Some eager to burst forth, Witch, xv. 3.

Eagerly, adv. (1) ardently, earnestly.

Outstretched, and pale, and auivering eagerly. . Alastor, 180.

He eagerly pursues Beyond the realms of dream 205.

(2) with alacrity, quickly.

Andeagerly^ out in the giddy air, Loon. III. xxv. 7.

As eagerly it went and came ; Rosal. 835.

Eagle, n. (1) Lit. a bird of the sub-family Aquilina.
Notso the^fljfi^, who like thee could scale Heaven, Adonais,\\\\.%.

As an eagle grasped In folds of the green serpent, Alastor, 227.

As an eagle pursuing A dove to its ruin .... ArethusOy in. 16.

An eagle alit one moment may sit Cloud, 37.

Even as an eagle in a thunder-mist Pr. A Souly 1 1.

A hooded ea^e among blinking owls.— . . . Gisb. 208.

Like an eagle on a promontory. Hellas, 58.

As an eagle fed with morning 76.

Russia still hovers, as an eagle might , .

in which Fame, the eagle, built Her aerie, ,

No eagle could have seen him as he lay . .

An Eagle and a Serpent wreathed in fight :

—

The Eagle, hovering, wheeled to left and right,

and glanced before the Eagle's steadfast eye.

the Eagle sailed Incessantr^—
Where'er the Eagle's talons made their way, .

Until the Eagle, faint with pain and toil, . .

With clang of wings and scream the Eagle past,

The Snake and Eagle meet—
Sown by some eagle on the topmost stone . .

Swift as an eagle stooping from the plain
The eap^le, and the fountain, and the air

;

Helios, '}fyj.

873-
Hom.. Merc. LX. 7.
Laon, J. viii. 4.

I. viii. 7.

I. ix. 9.
I. X. 2.

I. xi. 7.

I. xii. 5.

I. xiv. 8.

I. xxxiii. g.

III. xvi. 2.

VII. X. I.

VII. xvi. 2.

VII. xxvii. I.

VII. xxvii. 4.

IX. xxv. 9.

XI. xxiii. I.

Mar. Dr. IX. 2.

Mont B. 68.

Ode Lib. i. 8.

Prom. III. ii. 11.

Rosal. 1 184.
Sp. Plato, I.

Triumph, 381.
Witch, XLV, 5.

And wnen the Eagle came,
The Eag'le, hovermg o'er his prey
Earth like an eagle springs
That land is like an Eag^,
Might seem, the eagle, for her brood, ....
Save when the eagle brings some hunter's bone,
As a young e. soars the morning clouds among,
An eagle so caught in some bursting cloud
And fell, as the eagle on the plain. Falls . . .

Eagle ! why soarest thou above that tomb ? .

where never eagle flew
;

Or a swift eagle in the morning glare ....
(2) Fig.

Mighty ^a^/e / thou that soarest W. Godwin, \.

Ea^e, c, adj. attr.Fig.. (1) grand, mighty.
(Canopied by Victory's eagle wings outspread) . Ch. \st, I. 142.
To which the eagle spirits of the free, .... iv. 51.

Had struck, methinks, his eagle spirit blind . . Julian, 51.
bore Him on its eagle pinions Triumph, 222.
If Bacon's eagle spirit nad not leapt 269.

(2) exalted,

and thine eagle home Leave thee naked . When the lamp, IV. 6.

*£ag'le-baffliuff, c. adj. beyond the power of eagle's flight.

Fast the white Alps—those eagle-baffl. mountains iy.Aihan.ll.m.23.
Nailed to this wall of eagle-baking mountain, . Prom. 1. 20.

*Bagle-wi3ig6d, c. a^. L'ig. powerful as an eagle's wings.
What eagle-wing, victory sits At her right hand ? Hellas, 715.

Eagles, n. (1) see Eagle (1).
new-fledged Eagles, beautiful and young, , . Loony v. Songy i. 2.

like eaghs to their native noon, Triumph, 131.

(2) Fig.
Victory ! Victory ! Russians famished eagles . . Hellas, 94S.

^Eaglets, n. young eagles.

Like eaglets floating in the heaven of time, . . C/t. ist, iv. 56.
some like tfa^/tf/j on the wing Triumph, ^^^.

Ear, n. A. Lit. (1) the organ of hearing.

Tho' it floats to mine e. from the bosom of Death. Death. Dial, 34.
A finer feast for thy hungry ear Falsehood, 15.

For whispers past from mouth to ear .... Gifievra, 139.
These words had fallen on my unheeding ear, . Loon, in. x i.

bore accents to mine ear . vi. xx. 4.
Which, though silent to the ear, Lerici, 11.

For passion's voice has duU'd their listless ear. . M.N.Post. Fr. 16.

'Tis not heard by the ear, but is felt in the soul. M.N.Spec.Hors.i^.
the pale dalesmen watch with eager ear ;— , . Pr. Athun. \. 72.

No human far Heard this lament; ... . n. ii, 46.
From the temples high Of Man's ear and eye, . Prom. rv. 112.

There is a sense of words upon mine ear. . . . iv. 517.
unheard by all but gifted ear Q. Mab, I. 113.
drank with enraptured ear The shrieks .... ni. 182.

And whispered in her ear, Rosal. 90.
His name in my ear was ever ringing, .... 277.
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And now to the hushed ^aj' it floats Rosal. nag.
Unheeded the thunder-peal crash'd in mine ear— St. Jr. {i) III. 3.

O father! thy voice seems to strike on mine ear ; (2) III. 2,

When the death-knell struck on his ear. . . . (3) iv. 2.

Though the fine-wrought eye and the wondrous fi. There isnowork^ 21.

(2) that part of the ear which is visible.

As he grins from ear to ear? Devil^ xxiil. 2.

The swme must bite each other's ear therefore. . (Ed/pus^ II. i. 133.

(3) hearing.
Let nothing meet her ^ar Caideron^ ill. 16.
before they lend an ear To this wild ^irl. . . . Cenci. i. iii. 131.
They past like aimless arrows from his ear— . Pr. Athan. I. 53.
B. Fig. (1) heed, regard.

The pa,tience of the great avenger's ear. . . . Ch. \st^ i. 14.
But what is sweeter to revengers ear , . . , M. N. Ravail^ 109.
What was the shriek that struck fancy's ear . M. N. S^ec. Hors. 1

.

All touch, all eye, all ear^ Q. Mab^ vi. i.

(2) purely figurative expressions.
Which vernal zephyrs breathe in evening's ear^ . iv. 2.

Might sate thine [Religion's] hungry ear . . . vi. 137.
whispered strange tales in the whirlwind's ear. . ix. 102.
Sighs in the tffl?' of stillness, Star, 11.

the dull ear Of the night-cradled earth ; . . . . Woodman^ 17.

f*Ear, n. Fig. spike or point.
the chief^ar in his doctrines' blighted sheaf, . , Peter^ Vl. xxiii. 4.

Earl of Pembroke, il. 1630-50.
t\i& EarlofPembroke^ C>5. u/, I. 70.

Earliest, adj. (1) the most distant in one's memory.
thou scene of earliest hopes and joys, .... Fr. Home^ i.

Had sate from earliest youth Pr. Athan. II. i. 9.
That, from earliest life, Q. o/my Hearty V. 5.

('2) first appearing.
Which feed spring's earliest buds, Laoiu xil. xiv. 3.
That the earliest^ the loveliest of flowers I'd entwine, Tear, V. 2.

(3) of the beginning of times or seasons.
drest In earliest light by vintagers, Laon^ V. xUii. 8.
These have I seen, even from tlie earliest dawn . Q. Mab^ vii. 205.
This fairest creature from earliest spring . . . Sensit. PI. 11. 57.

(4) first of one's experience.
In whom its earliest hopes my spirit found ; . . Laon^ V. v. 2.

the gentle might Of earliest love, VI. xxxix. 8.

(5) primal, most ancient.
The earliest dweller of the world alone, . . i. xxvi. i.

that hill Which was thine earliest throne . . . Ode L.ib. v. 15.

Earliest, as adv. (1) first in point of time.
where earl. The sacred hill obscures the morning air. Matilda, 11.
on which fell— Earliest and most benign, . . Prol. Hellas, 34.
(2) of precedence, before any others.

The Sensitive Plant was the earliest Up-gathered Sensii. PI. i. 1 10.

Early, adj. (1) established at an early period.
An early but enduring monument, Adonais, xxx. 5.

(2) of age, time of childhood or youth.
could crown Life's e. cup with such a draught ofwoe? xxxvi. 3.
When early youth had past, ...... . Alastor, 715.

Hidden from their tfar-Zji birth Exhortation, 12.

(3) opening, first arising.
Lovers renew the vows which they did plight In

early faith, Laon, rv. xxi. 9.
like the light Oi early love, Rosal. 585.
(4) of seasons, the dawning time.

With perfect joy received the early day, . . . Matilda, 16.

(5) first appearing.
Thine are these early wilding flowers, . . , . Q. Mob, Ded. 11.

(6) of long ago.
And a silver shape like his early love doth pass . Two Spirits, 45.
Sleeps like a melody of early days Unf. Dr. 102.

(7) primaeval, oriMnal.
Man's eaj'/v race once knelt beneath Rosal. no.

(8) the former of two.
Me, not the phantom of that early form, . . Triumph, 464.

Early, adv. betimes in the day.
But as it is still early, Calderon, i. 70
Once, early m the morning, Devil, i. i.

*Early-c]iosezi, c. adj. chosen at the beginning of one's life.
An early-chosen, late-lamented home ; . . , . Prom. l. 608.

Earn, v. tr. gain by labour.
to them who earn The niggard wages of the earth, Ch. \st, I. is8.Uid earn for her a tneal ofhonesty, .... Mother Sf Son, vi. 8who e. Her unshared gifts with unremitting toil

; Q. Mab, in. 207.
Earned, //. (1) deserved by equivalent given.
a reward of blood, well earned and due ? . . . Cenci, III. ii. GS

(2) gained by desert or merit.
For thou hast earned a mighty boon, .... Dcemon I. 84
liy whom for ye this dread reward was earned, . Laon, x. xxxv. 8.who might ... A Heaven unto himself have earned: Peter, V. iii -x

Accept the boon thy worth hath earned, . . . Q. Mab, i. 160.
Earnest, n. a pledge or promise.
the earnest of the hdpe Which made them great, Laon, ix, xxvii i

Earnest, adj. (1) ardent, eager.
My «a«M^^ prayers, and urgent interest ; . . . Cenci, u. ii. 61.^i^c one m earnest haste to get away, . . . . Horn. Merc \A k
utter With earnest willingness the trith they know^

—
^ xcv! %

did I with earnest thought Heap knowledge . . Laon, Ded. V. i.

And earnest to explore Matilda, i.

(2) intent, fixed, eager.

one of sweet and ^ar«£j^ looks, Adon. Cane. 18.

Too earnest and too sweet ever to be denied. . . Laon, ll. xxvi, 9.

and her still and earnest face, II. xxxi. 6.

Thus, while with rapid lips and earnest eyes . . V. vi. i.

And earnest countenances on me shed .... V. xii. 7.

(3) sincere, serious.

Earnest, benignantj calm, xi. xiv. 5.

and with earnest mind Fed hopes of its redemption, Otho, III. 4.

Earnestly, adv. (1) warmly, eagerly.

She replied earnestly:—It shall be mine, . . Laon, ll. xxxviii. i,

(2) seriously, attentively.

earnestly hearken now Prom. i. 145.

^Earning", pr. pple. gaining, winning.
some victor Knight of Faeiy, Earn, bright spoils Laon, Ded. I. 4.

*£axning's, n. results of labour.
Bear ye the earnings of their toU ? vill. xviii. 5,
the earnings of the poor, Q. Mab, iv. 239.
Half of the earnings she had kept Rosal. 534.

Earns, v. tr. gains by labour.
may inherit idleness, From him who earns it— . Fr. Peo. Eng. 10.

Ears, n. A. Lit. (1) the organs of hearing.
Yet to enthusiast ears M. N. Post. Fr. 85.
What heavenly notes burst on my ravish'd ears, . M. N. Ravail, 28.
Or hear their names with ears that tingle not . CEdipus, I. 375.My wings are folded o'er mine ears : .... Prom. i. 222.
and through their ears. The subtle witchcraft . . Rosal. 651.
a kneil Ofsobbing voices came upon her ears . Witch, xxv. 6.

(2) that part of the ear which is visible.

slit each other's noses and ears Ch. ist, li. 61,
lose both his ears, m. 3.
with hands lifted towards his face Round both

his ears— Horn. Merc. Li. 7.
Between the ears of the old ones

;

CEdiptis, I. 302.
will hold the flaps Of one another's ears . i. 402.
no little cur Cocked up his ears;— .... Peter, vil. xxi. 4.
hair, ears, limbs, and eyne, Vis. Sea, 93.
B. Fig. (1) listeners.

Loud, light, suspicious, full of eyes and ears, . . Cenci, li. i. 178.

(2) notice, regard.
Or fear I still the eyes and ears of Rome ? . . . iv. i. 5.

(3) with win, = persuade you.
could I win your ears to dare Laon, xi. x:viii. x.

Ears, n. spikes or heads of any cereals.
The few lone ears of com

; x. xiii. k.

like blight through the ears of a thick field of corn, Vis. Sea, 51.'

Earth, n. A. Lit. (1) the terrestrial globe.
A quickening life from the Earth's heart has burst Adonais, xix. 2.
Had left the Earth a corpse xxiii. ^.
Clasp with thy panting soul the pendulous Earth; XLVii! 3!
The massy earth and sphered skies are riven ! . lv. 5.
And sound from the vast earth and ambient air, Alastor, 69.
In the deaf air, to the blind earth, and heaven . 2S9.
The dark earth, and the bending vault of stars. . 576.
motionless, As their own voiceless e. and vacant air. —^ 662.
and mighty Earth From sea and mountain, . . 692."

Which between the earth and the sky doth lay; . Apenn. g.
Whatever lamps on Earth or Heaven may shme, Aj}ollo, iv. 5.
The ^fl/-M seemed to love her, Arethicsa, i. 16.
And under the water The Earth's white daughter ' m, g.
At the creation of the Earth Pleasure, .... Bir^h ofPleas, i.
Oh, that the earth would gape ! Hide me^ oh God ! Cenci. 11. i. lii

'

a darker deadlier gloom Than the earth^s shade, 11. i. iqo.
The heavens and earth appear to whirl about . Cycl. ^6.
the utmost verge Of the wide earth it flew, . . Dmnion, i. 130.
cflrM Appeared a vast and shadowy sphere, . . \.\^o.

„ •>],, ,. >» ," i», " „ . . Q.Mab,\.2^o.
Earth s distant orb appeared Dcetnon i. 160,

_, '!.,,'> u , "
, Q- Mab, I. 250.

1 he fertile bosom of the 5ar/« gives suck . . . Dcenton \\. ^a.
The habitable earth is full of bfiss ; . . . .

'

\\, J^]

, M. „,», , M » Q.Mab,\lli.K^.
adorning This loveliest earth Dcemon, 11. 140.
Earth floated then below : . . . . n. 318.

n ^ " 11 n. Q' Mab, IX. 226.
Ueiore earth s morning ray, Devil, iii. 2.
Imagination ! which from earth and sky, . , . Epips. 164.
in the heart Oi Earth having assumed its form, . 495.
The adorned Earth spins silently, Faust, I. 10.
Which girds the earthy i. 20.
As Heaven and £fl;r/>i were overturning. . . . II. 214.
climbing heaven and gazing on the earth, . . . Fr. Moon, i. 2,
Crash through the chinks of«zrM— Gisb.^s^.
Beneath which e. and all her realms pavilioned lay Hellas, 944.When heaven and earth are light, 96^.
Of the bright Gods, and the dark desert E. : Horn. Merc. Lx'xii. 8.
Earth dreadfully resounded Horn.. Min. 12.
Around the earth, . . . Far light is scattered . . Horn. Moon, 3.
The mortal tenants of gar-M'J dark abodes, . .Horn.. Venus t;i

It kissed the forehead of the Earth, Jane, Invitn, 12.*

£"., our bright home, its mountains and its waters, Laon, 11. v. i'.

the shades of evening wrapt E. like an exhalation m. xviii. 2.
Seemed sent from ^rth to Heaven in sign . v vii g
as if the vast And peopled Earth y. xv. 7.And of all those on the wide earth who breathe, . v. xlvii.'fi.
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LaoHy V. 1. 2.

V. 6. 5.

VII.XXXV.I.
IX. iii. 8.

IX. XXXV. 2.

X. iv. I.

on the sculptured disk Of the broad earthy
The dwellers of the tfflrM and air
Victory ! Earth's remotest shore,
And thus my prison was the populous earth—
As o'er the mountains of the earth ....
Earth and Heaven, The Ocean and the Sun, .

from the utmost realms of earthy
From every nation of the earth they came,
when Earth is wrapt in gloom ;

" . xi. xxiii. 4.

on earths verge the sunken meteor gleams. . . xil. xxi. 9.

Like the swift moon this glorious earth around^ . xii. xH. 8.

And the sunlight clasps the earth Love's PhiL II. 5.

or let earths fabric be no more M. N. Despair, 27.

The daedal e.. That island in the ocean of the world, Ode Lib. ir, 3.

Earth, and all earths company ; Ode to Heaven^ 1 1.

I struck the crust p' the e. With this enchanted rod, QSdiptis, i. 148.

Shuts in the shaken earth; Orpheus, 95.
I sang of the dsedal Earthy Pan, III. 2.

He'd seize the earth from underneath, .... Feter, l. ix. 4.

e. inwrapt Less in the beauty of its tender light . Prol. Hellas, 20.

as the Heavens and the .fitzyM arrayed Their presence 114.

A star has fallen upon the earth 197.

regard this Earth Made multitudinous .... Prom. I. 4.

From the ends of the earth, from the ends of the e..

The heaven around, the earth below
Under the waters of the earth again
We encircle the earth and the moon : ...
and illumined earth and heaven ......
Harmonizing this earth with what we feel above.

The abysses of the sky and the wide earthy . .

As I have said I floated to the &irth : . .

On the wide earth, past ;

Amid the dwellrags of the peopled earth.

From the depths of the sky and the ends of the e.^

We encircle the ocean ana mountains of earth,
clothe earths monarch mountain-tops . . .

And weed-overgrown continents of earth,

a rock, The utmost verge of earthy . . .

Kach action of this earths inhabitants. . . .

The Fairy pointed to the earth
There's not one atom of yon earth ....
Yes ! crime and misery are in yonder earth, .

Spirit ! on yonder earthy Falsehood now triumphs ;

orbs of mingling light, Of which yon earth is one,

Let heaven atxv^.earth, let man's revolving^ race, .

in seven days' toil made earth From nothing ; .

made In mockeiy and wrath this evil earth/ . ,

In an unnoticed comer of the earth. ,

Within the silent centre of the earth .

It sinks with the sun on the earth . .

between the Earth and Mars Witch, III. 8.

When eaHh over her face night's mantle wraps ; xxxix, 6.

Between the earth and moon, Liv. 5.

And on the Earth lulled in her winter sleep . . Zucca^ ll. 3.

(2) terra firma, the earth as distinct from the sea, also

the fmitful earth.

By man and beast and earth and air and sea, . Adonais^ LIV. 6.

Earth, ocean, air, beloved brotherhood ! . . . Alastor, i.

the varying roof of heaven And the green earth . 97.

made the earth gleam With bright flowers, . 6;^.

Leaves the green earth to my embraces bare. . Apollo, II. 6.

All shapes on earth, or sea, or sky, CaJderon^ iil. 31.

The niggard wages of the earM, Ch. \st^ \. \S9-
where the rainbow quenches its points upon the e., II. 435.

The pavement of this moist all-feeding earth ; . IV. 40.

Over earth and ocean, with gentle motion, . . . Cloud, 21.

While the moist earth was laughing below. . . ' 72.

the daughter oi earth and water, 73.

The «irM, by force, whether it will or no, . . . Cycl ^16.

And dreads no avengers To rise from the earth. . 355.

spring's awakening breath will woo the earth, . Damofiy 11. 262.

„ ., ,, „ „ „ . Q- ^ab, IX. 167.

When the shoots ot earth are nipped in the bud, De-vil^ XI. 4.

'twixt Heaven, Air, Earth, and Sea, Epips. 457.
the Earth and Ocean seem To sleep 509.

now bursts forth in fountains from the earth; . Faust, li. 105.

All gems that make the earths dark bosom gay. Fiordispina, 46.

With the green earth harmonize, Fr. Insecurity, 2.

The Earth is like Ocean, Fugitives, i. 11.

And giving all it shrouded to the earth,^ .... Ginevra, 155.

Whose fame, though e. betray the dust it clasped. Hellas, 419.

Earth and ocean, Space, and the isles of life or light 769.

Where the earth and ocean meetj Jane, Invttn, 67.

For now the Earth has changed its face, . . . Jane. Recoil. 7.

Such as from earth's embrace the salt ooze breeds, Julian, 6.

as if the Earth and Sea had been Dissolved . . 80.

for sudden, the firm earth was shaken, .... Laon, i. i. 8.

a wind that sweeps Earth and the ocean. . . . l. iii. 2.

to spy What calm has fall'n on earth, .... I. Iii. 9.

between E. and the upper air the vast clouds fled, I. iv. 8.

And e. and sky shone through the atmosphere— I. xv. 2.

Wandered with mine where earth and ocean meet,

Earth, sea and sky, the planets, life and fame
when the shades of evening lie On E. and Ocean,
earth wears The blosmy spring's . . . investiture,

Wrest from the unwilling earm his luxuries, . .

Which bloom on the witfc earth— . . . • •

Which made the earth seem fire.

II. ii. 82.

II. iv. 172.

II. V. 28.

II. V. 97.
III. iv. 99.
III. iv. 124.

III. iv. 155.

III. iv. 178.

IV. 130.

IV. 172.

IV. 286.

IV. 312.

Q. Mab^ I. 219.
II. 90.
II. 97.
II. 211.

VI. 29.
VI. 47.
VI. 147.
VII. 15.

VII. 107.
VII. 132.

VII. 137-

Unf. Dr. 15.

Vis. Sea, 68.

And Earth, their mutual mother, Laon, x. i. 7.
'^*

' '
'

x.xxxviii.g.

X. xliv. 5.

as if the sea, and sky, And earth, rejoiced . .

The sun, the wind, tne ocean, and the earthy .

Earth like an eagle springs

XI. IV. 2.

Mont P. 86.
'

142.

Naples, 157.
160.

Ofcentipedes and worms, rfar/A'J hellish progeny
Earth's cold and sullen brooks ;

She looked upon the sea, and skies, and earth ;

.

that dwell Within the diedal^ar/A/ ....
And what were thou, and «., and stars, and sea,
distil its foison From the Earths bosom chill ; .

Bid the Earths plenty kill !

Shall blow Her clarion o'er the dreaming e.. Ode W. Wind, I. 10.

Loose clouds like earths decaying leaves are shed, — il. 2.

The earth pours forth its plenteous fruits, , . . CEdipus^ II. ii. 9.

The earth did never mean her foison il. ii. 92.
^af/A herself Has sent from her maternal breast Orpheus, 114.
And the wide earths bosom green,— .... Peter^ v. viii. 2.

The earth under his feet—the springs, .... vil. xix. i,

o'er earth and sea its blast of war, .... /V. Athan. 11. ii. 23.

when the Earth upsprings From slumber, .

The fresh and radiant Earth
II. ni. 1

II. iii. 8.

II. iv. 8.

Prol. Hellas^ 12.

Prom. II. i. 137.

II. i. 203.
IV. 41.
IV. 164.

Q. Mob, III. 105.
III. 200.- VII. 55.
VIII. 109.

Question, 11. 2.

and when the earth is fair _ _

like an exhalation Steaming from earthy . .

A wind swept forth wrinkling the E, with frost:

Where the Earth reposed from spasms, , .

Dew-stars gleam on earthy
build a new earth and sea.

whose nuptial bed Is earths unpitying bosom,
Is mother e. A step-dame to her numerous sons,

The stars, the sea, the earth, the sk)', . , .

bosom of the earth gives suck To myriads,
Daisies, those pearled Arcturi of the earthy . , , __

The fresh Earth in new leaves drest, Rarely, V. 3.

And each flower and herb on Earthsdark breast Sensit. PI. I. 7.

From the earth thou springest Skylark^ 7.

Of the Nymphs of earth or ocean ; Sophia, I. 2.

Which rain into the bosom of the earthy . . .St. Epips. 128,

Bncompassin? the earth, air, stars and sea ; . . Suntnter-Evg: 8.

The cold earth slept below The Cold. I. i.

darkness fell from the awakened Earth— . ; . Triumph^ 4.

Of this green earth with them for ever low ;— . 127.

Sheds on the common earth, . . ... 339.

did fling Dew on the earth, 353.
Under the earthy and in the hollow rocks . . . Witch, xxil. 4.

Which whirl the earth in its diumal round^ . LVI. 2.

Too happy Earth / over thy face shall creep . . Zucca, II. 5.

(3) this world as distinct from other scenes of existence,

but his clear Sprite Yet ragns o'er earth; . . . Adonais, rv. 9.

Making earth Dare and veiling heaven, .... xxix. 7.

thy scarfha^t thrown O'er the abandoned Earth, XLi. 8.

whose names on Earth are dark XLVL i.

Heaven's light forever shines, Earths shadows fly; LIL 2.

The mystery and the majesty oi Earth Alastor, 199.
Which torture the tenants of ^^7-/^/ Cat, 11. ^
Knew I not what delight was else on earth, . . Cend, I. i. loS.
Lifts from this earth to the great father of all , i. iii. 23.

great God, Whose image upon earth a father is.

commits Its glory on this earthy

ihall be

II. 1. 17.

III. i. 182.

IV. i. 92.
IV. i. 186.

IV. iv. 24.
IV. iv. 137.
V. ii. 53.
V. il. 69.
V. ii. I20.

" 133-
V. II. 139.
V. iii. 72.

V. iv. 58.
V. iv. 64.
V. iv. 69.
V. iv. 126.

Ch. 1st, II. 178.
II- 257-
11.480.
III. 28.

III. 29.
IV. 52.

Her name shall be the terror of the earth ; . .

upon Earth All good shall droop and sicken,

Both Earth and Heaven, consenting arbiters,

There was no other rest for me on earthy . . .

and heaven and earth, and time,

That ever came sorrowing upon the earth. . .

I, alas ! Have lived but on this e. a few sad years
If thou hopest Mercy in heaven, shew justice upon

earth:
Who was most pure and innocent on earth ; .

the small justice shewn by Heaven and Earth
No God, no Heaven, no Earth in the void world

;

Even the form which tortured me on earthy
was he not alone omnipotent On Earthy
the heart's blood of all I love on earth . .

your high interest in the subject earthy , .

a sword. Not peace, upon the earthy , . .

bom the King of heaven and earthy . . .

Until Heaven's kingdom shall descend on earthy
earth be like a shadow in the light Of heaven

absorbed—
Which range through heaven and earthy . . .

On. the false tfa>-M'J inconstancy? .... . Coleridge, o^.

in the battle of the sons of .SirM, Cycl.6.
Into the skull of this one-eyed son of Earth. . . 652.

Earths unsubstantial mimicry ! Damon, i. 107.
nor aught Oi earth may image forth its majesty. i. 220.

O happy ^r^A / reality of Heaven ! 11. i.

M M . .' ». Q' -^'^*. 1*- I-

stands Immortal upon earth : Dcemon, II. 152.

„ ., „ „ Q. Mab, VIII. 211.
happiness And science dawn ^hough late upon

i}a& earth; . Desmon^ 11. 170.

„ ,, 1. II II » Q. Mab, vin. 228,
Whilst mind unfettered o'er the earth extends . Damon, li. 174.
earth. Even as a child beneath its mother's love, 11. 226.

^ ,.
,

.. .. . . H •.. » 0- Mab, IX. 134.
Earths wonders are tome own Dcemon, li. 233.

,. „ ,. . II Q. Mab, i:^. 1^1.
carM has seen Love's brightest roses on the scaflfold Damon, 11.273.

I, II .1 I) , II M Q- Mab, IX. 176.
E.''s pride and meanness could not vanquish thee, Damon, II. 296.

n II II M M II Q' Mab, IX. 203.
And from the earth departing Damon, n. 321.
Thus did the Devil, thro' earth walking, . . . Devil, xix. 5.

moved beside it on this earth, Epips. 136.
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The wilderness of this El3^ian ^arM Bpips. i^Q.

Earth can spare ye : ^tcg. Hiltsy 163.

On this cold and gloomy earth : 2^.
And the earth grow young again 373.
Poets are on this cold earth, Exhortation^ 10.

I brought m-yr daughter, Religion, on earth : . Falsehood, 40.
Did her work o'er the wide earth frightfully : . . 56.

Seems nothing ever right to you on earth} . . Faust^ i. 55.
the fooFs meat and drink are not o{ earth. . . I. 62.

And from the earth the highest joy it bears, . . i. 66.

As long As he shall live upon the earth, . . . I. 76.
Paradise on Earth is known, ir. 57.
That was indeed the golden age on earth. . . . II. 284.
nothing like what may be found on tfflrM/ . . ii. 301.

and awaken The earth, until the dewy sleep . . Ginevra, 127.

The issue of the £arM'.y great business, .... 6^2^^.163.

one of those happy souls Which are the salt of
the earth, 210.

When you live again on earth, .' GuitarJane, 27.

Through the veins of the frozen earth—low, low ! Hellas, 33.
The Powers of earth and air 230.

O, faith in God ! O, power on ^a/'M / . . . . 261.

And the inheritors of the earth, 356.
The Earth rebels ; and Good and Evil stake

Their empire 443.
What sound of the importunate earth . . . 913.
Round which the kingly hunters of the earth . . 933.
The earth doth like a snake renew 1062.
If earth Death's scroll must be !

-^— ^^19-
All earth can take or Heaven can give 10^.
either in heaven Or upon earth ... . . Horn. Merc. Lvrr. 2.

To teach all craft upon the earth below ; . . . LKXXVIII. 4.

Cast on the daylight of this earth Int. Beauty, ii. 10.

At the shadows of the earth, Inv. Mis. xii. 2.

Of all that earth has been or yet may be, . . Julian^ 43.
The excellent impostors of this ^(z^/.A 242.

The else unfelt oppressions of this earthy , . . 450.
a wonder of this earth 3^-
I wonder not—for One then left this earth . . . Laon, Ded. XII. 3.

whose strange melody Might not belong to earth. i. xix. 2.

And earth's immense and trampled multitude, . i. xxxi. 7.

that earth is now become The tyrant's garbage, i, xxxiv. 3.

Which bind in woe the nations of the earth. . . I. xxxix. 4.

She moved upon this earth a shape of brightness, ii. xxiii. i.

The chains of earth like mist melted away, . . v. xxxvii.3.

to see Earth from her general womb Pour forth v.xxxviii.S.

the warning Of .fiiiy/A to Heaven V. xxxix. 4.
Hark ! theS. starts to hear the mighty warning 'V.Song, 1.6.

To make this Earth, our home, more beautiful^ . v. 5. 13.

from this ^ar/A'j obscure and fading sleep. . . vi.xxxiv.9,
which Earth did in her heart create. , . . vii. xiii. g.
Or whilst over the earth the pall was spread, , . vil.xxix. 3.

Fill Heaven and darken Earthy viii. vi. 3.

and every throne Oi Earth or Heaven, . , . VIII. ix. 5.

who bow To thrones on Heaven or Earth, . . viii. xii. 9.
They were earth*s purest children, young and fair, vill.xxix.i.
Should seek for nought on e. but toil and misery. ix. xv. 9.
drive the winged seeds Over the earth,— . . ix. xxi. 2.

The sons of earth to their foul idols pray, . . . ix. xxiv. 7.

night's gloom Meanwhile had fallen on earth . ix. xxxv. 9.
with many a rite which Earth and Heaven abhors. x. vii. 9.
Almighty God his hell on earth has spread ! . , x. xxii. 9.
and made The Earth an altar, X. xxviii. 7.

a mortal vengeance now On earth, x, xxxv. 6.

It walks upon the earth to judge his foes, . . . x. xxxvi. 5.

Never but once to meet on Earth again ! . . . xi. vii. i.

Ye Princes of the Earth, ye sit aghast . . . xi. xv. i.

The multitudinous Earth shall sleep XI. xxiii. 9.
And filled the startled Earth with echoes : . . . xii. i. 9.
Fairer it seems than aught that earth can breed, xii. viii. 7.
and we did know, That virtue, tho' obscured on B. xil. xxxvii. 8.

In earth and air and sea_ Love, Hope, 5.
Although on ^ar/A 'tis planted, Lovers Rose, w.^
While by earths slaves the leaves are riven . . 11. 6.

And as I must on earth abide Awhile, , . Magnet.Lady, v. 7.
Of the inheritance of Earth Mask^ XLV. 4.
Water of purest hue On earth, Matilda, 29,
Monarchs Qi earth! thine is the baleful deed, , . M.N.Post.Fr.yj.
Now o'er the palsied earth stalks giant Fear, . . 68.
Which tears from e. peace, innocence, and love. . 88.
Now all is deathy still on earth, Moonbeam, II. i.

to the home Of earth and its deep woods, . . . Moschus^ 8.
I felt that Earth out of her deep heart spoke— . Naples, 8.
Which from the groaning earth Leap'st, . . . 6"].

Aghast she pass from the ^fl?-M'j disk : . . . , 86.
blood on the earth that denies ye bread

;

. . Ode, Arise, 2.
A thousand years the Earth cned, Ode Lib. ix. i.

Thou heaven of tfarM / xii. i.

What if 5flrM can clothe and feed xvii. 6.
Be through my lips to nnawakened earth . Ode W. Wind, v, 12.
spay those sows. That load the earth with pigs ; . (Edipus, i. 73.
Hail to thee, Empress oiEarth I 11. ii. ^3.
Until I be assured that Earth is heaven, . , » C thou, 8.
And heaven is earth ? g.
Heaven's light on earth— Peter v. v. ^
It augured to the Earth ' v. xiii' 5.
Of nought in heaven or earth was he the slave. . Pr. Athan. i. 18.
whence the earth Shall drink of freedom, . . . Prol. Hellas, m8.
still shall . . . The earth behind thy steps, . , . 147.
the thunder fell To the heart of .fi-ar^yi, . . . . 20,.
The thin and painted garment of the Earth, . 213.

To whom all things of Earth and Heaven do bow Prom. i. 284.

Smiling on the sanguine earth; I- 547-
It walks not on the earth, it floats not on the air, I. 773.

Earth can console, Heaven can torment no more. • I. 820.

and make the earth One brotherhood : . , . . ll. ii. 94.
And leaves this peopled earth a solitude . . . II. iv. 17.

And Science struck the thrones of ^. and heaven, II. iv. 74.

the scorn oi earth II. iv. 104.

That fatal ctild, the terror of the fiflrM, . . . . ill. i. 19.

Yet being now, made earth like heaven ; . . . ill. iv. 160,

Us the enchantments of £arM retain ; .... IV. 162.

such as may not find Comparison on earth. . . Q. Mab, I. 58.

Vanquished tfay/A'J pride and meanness, . . . I. 126.

The chains oi earths immurement l. 188.

Then has thy fan^ soared above the earth, . . II. 19.

The poor man's God to sweep it from the earth, 11. 144-
Thus to have stood since earth was what it is, . 11. 198.
e. in itself Contains at once the evil and the cure ; ill. 80.
Shut him from all that's good or dear on earth, . III. 92.
and makes Oi earth this thorny wilderness ; . . III. 125.

the vain-glorious mighty of the ^arM 111.130.
Its well-spent pilgrimage on earth in. 168.

Look on yonder earth : in. 192.
the bloodiest scourge Of devastated earth; . . IV. 112.

Crawled on the loathing earth ? IV. 247.
the bane that poisons ear^h IV. 262.
Thus do the generations of the iJflT'M V. i.

The wisest of the sages of the earth, V. 148.
Has bound its chains so tight around the earth, . v. 167.
tfa^/A'j unsparing gifts of love V. 178.
every transfer of fia?-M'i- natural gifts • v. 252.
How sweet a scene will earth become ! . . . vi. 39.
Will blot in mercy from the book oi earth. . . . VI. 57.
Who peoplest earth with demons, hell with men, vi. 70.
Over earths slight pageant rolling, VI. 229.
Earth groans beneath religion's iron age, . . VII. 43.
Making the sflrM a slaughter-house! vii. 48.
left a record there To tesrify oi earth vil. $().

Once his voice Was heard on carM.* . . . VII. 86.
earth shuddered at the sound

;
vii. 86.

Even like a heartless conqueror of the ea^^, . . VII. 113.
With every soul on this ungrateful earth, . VII. 123.
and blest the sword He brought on earth . . vii. 171.
thou shalt wander o'er the unquiet earth . . vii. 182.
Has crushed the earth to misery, vri. 2cg.
the iil-omened cross O'er the unhappy earth : . Vii. 23a
Earth was no longer hell ; viii. 14.
And those events that desolate the earth . . . ViII. 45.
The burthen or the glory of the earth ; . . . . VIii. 141.
Marked him for some abortion of the earth, . . viil. 153.
All was inflicted here that earths revenge . . VIii. 163.
adorning This loveliest earth viii. 199.
o'er the earth extend Their all-subduing energies, -—- VIII. 232.
Time was the king of earth : . ix. 34.
Its likeness upon earth to be, Rosal. 575.
But then men dreamed the aged earth . . . 602.
A paradise of ea?-/:^ for one sweet sake 771.
Yet even on earth must he abide The vengeance 865.
In worlds diviner far than earth 981.
And the Earth was all rest, and the air was all love, Sensit. PI. l. 99.
All the earth and air Skylark, 26.
That the presumptuous pedagogues oi Earth, . St. Epips. no.
Inheritor of more than earth can give, .... Sunset, 4^.
Who made this earth their chamel Triumph, 505.
Wouldst float above the earth, beware ! . . . . Two Spirits, 2.
Look from thjy dull earth, slumber-boimd, . . . 30.
But as they hid his splendour from the earth. . Unf. Br. in.
for Heaven and Earth conspire to foil .... Witch, Ded. IV. 7.
Error and Truth, had hunted from the Earth . . I. 3.
Wandered upon the earth where'er she past, . LVI. 7.
the dull ear Of the night-cradled earth; . Woodman, 18.
Where'er the earth one fading trace .... W. Shel. Cane. 1. 2.
Had left the earth bare as the wave-worn sand . Zucca, l. 6.
From heaven and earth, and all that in them are, in. 7.
By Heaven and Earth, from all whose shapes thou

flowest, IV. 1.

(4) the ground, the soil.

On the earth her death-bed, . .- Autumn, I. 4.
poured forth on the polluted earth, Cenci, in. i. 97.

V. 11. 32.

V. ii. 87.

DcBmon, 11. 20Q.
Eug. Hills, 283.
Fr. Wine, 7,

Hellas, 256,

327-

of those eyes On the dead earth / _ _ . _

but bends His gaze on the blind earih. ... .

Now mingling slowly with their native earth:
so thou, O T^anny, . . . Grovel on the earth :

And when 'tis spilt on the summer earth , .

who spread their feast on the red earth, . . .

Hides his hoard deeper in the faithless earth. .

dead earth upon the earth /
And on the earth upon their backs Horn.
as if his tread Fell not on earth; .... —
purple light, Which in the dark earth lay, . . . Jane, Recoil.
from innocent blood Poured on the earth, . . . Laon, 11. ix. 7.
The cavern's secret depths beneath the e. did beat. in. iv. 9.
the gaping e. then vomited Legions of . . . shapes.
From the green earth lightly 1 did arise, . . .

Doth it [the cloud] not . . . Four rain upon the e.

}

As from the earth did suddenly arise ; . .

I sate beside him Upon the earth, ....
And on the earth and on the vacant air, . ,

where on the earth Which made its floor, .

and so upon the earth It laid its fingers, . .

We, on the earth, like sister twins fay down
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from pouring human blood Forth on the earth} . lMon,viii.xviu.2,
Here the £(Z?'^A'j breath is pestilence, MarenghiyiMi.i.
To the earth their pale brows bowed ; . . . . Mask^ xvil. 2.

Lay dead earth upon the earth /
Asif their own indignant .SflrM
Shake your chains to earth like dew
The green earth on which ye tread,
which riseth up As from the carM, Prom.
Just piercing tne dark earthy hung silently : . .

Say from the breathing earth behind
As dew from earth under the twilieht stars : . ,

Whose population which the eartn^eyN over . .

Lie level with the earth to moulder there, . . .

That mingled slowly with their native earth : . ,

I saw the dark earth fall upon The coffin •
. . .

Which like a sea o'er the warm earth gliae, . .

Laughed round her footsteps up from uie Earth /
Which rotted into the earth with them
The earth, and the air, and the water bound ; . .

Fled from the frost to the earth beneath. ...
The breath of the moist earth is light, .... St. Dejection^ I. 5.

And poured upon the earth within the vase . . . Unf. Dr. 147.
Time, earth and fire— Vi^tch, xix. 4.

(5) indicating a special part or spot of the earth, the

earth round about.
As if her nice feet scorned our English earth. .

they shake The earth on which I stand, . . .

And when the earth beneath his tameless tread,

the horsemen shook the earth;
A light that made the earth grow red ; . . .

And/^M, the naked countenance of earth, . .

The earth takes hues obscure and strange, . .

Our altar the grassy earth outspread, . . ,

And light and sound ebbed from the earthy
Did the earth^s breathless sleep attune : . , ,

The earth was grey with phantoms, ....
B. Fig. (1) the earth as a mythological

Oh ! Beloved earthy dear mother, . . . ,

What ! alive and so bold oh earth ? . . .

And livest thou still Mother Earth ? . . .

*Who has known me of old, ' replied Earthy
* Still alive and still bold, * shouted Earth, .

*Aye, alive and still bold,' muttered Earthy
Great Earth, I sing of thee ;

the child ofstar-clad Heaven and E. Euryphaessa,
Or earth with her maternal ministry ....
But else, from the wide earth's maternal breast,

thro* earth, Maternal earthy who doth her . .

^s. children did a woof of happy converse frame.
Their feastwas such as Earthy the general mother.
Earth bares her general bosom to thy ken.

Like earth^s own voice lifted unconquerably
but that child Of Earth and Air
I ask the Earthy have not the mountains felt ?

I had clothed, since Earth uprose,

By such dread words from Earth to Heaven ,

I am the Earth, Thy mother ; . . . .

The Earth's rent heart shall answer ye. . . .

How glorious art thou, Earth 1
Nor the gloom to Earth given,

There was the Heaven and Earth at first, . .

such the state Of the earth's primal spirits . .

But the Earth has just whispered a warning .

Lamp of Earth i where'er thou movest . . .

And thou. O Mother ^Sa^/A/
That guides the earth thro' heaven, ....
Of thee, and Asia, and the Earth, and me, . ,

The voice of the Spirits of Air and of Earth .

And Earth, Air, and Light, .

The Spirit of the Earth is laid asleep, , . .

embleming heaven and earth united now, . .

MaJce bare the secrets of the earth's deep heart

;

Is rising out of Earth,
Thou, Earth, calm empire of a happy soul, . .

Thou, Moon, which gazest on the nightly Earth .

Sacred Goddess Mother Earth, Proserp. l. i.

spread Earth's lap with plenty, Q. Mab^ IV. 91.

Earth heard the name ; earth trembled, , . . VI. 1 1 1-

Our mother Earth will give ye new .... Tremble Kings, 7.

but the Earth Had crushed it Zucca, vn. i.

(2) human life or emotions spoken of as earth.

Moods like the memories of happier earth, . . Ca/m, 2.

Between the Heaven and Earth of my calm mind, Epz'ps. 289.

the grey earth and branches bare and dead ; , . 326.

who rule this passive Earth 345*

(3) figurative of extreme abasement.

the sacred hand Which crushed us to the earthy . Cenci, I. iii. 112,

The weight that drags to earth his towering hopes, Q, Mab^ V. 83.

(4) an invocation or ejaculation.

Earth., in the name of God, Cenci^ IV. i. 128.

O Earth, O Heaven ! And thou, dread Nature, . Laon, v. xi. 6.

'Earth-awakening*, c. adj. (1) light-bringing.

in the guise Of earth-awakeningmom .... Adon. Cane. 25.

(2) spirit-rousing.
thundet With an earth-awakening blast . . . Ode Lid. VI. 6.

*Earth-'born, c. adj. (1) of persons, born on the earth.

the Powers who earthborn mortals save . . , Hont. Castor, 7.

Hear ye the march as of the Earth-born Forms . Naples, 127.

At the Earthborn's spell yawns for Heaven's . Prom. iv. 555.

XXXIII. 2.

XXXV. I.

XXXVIIL 3.

LXVl. 2.

II. i. II.

II. i. 149.
II. ii. 52.

III. i. 29.

IV. 297.

Q. Mab, V. II.

IX. 121.

Rosal. 210.

Sensit. PI. i. 91.

II. 12.

III. 41.
nx.95.
HI. 99.

Ch 1st, I. 67.
Jlellas, 788.
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(2) of things, arrising from earth.

The taint oiearthborn atmospheres arise. . , , Q. Mab^ IV. 153.

*Earth-cousTimi]ig', c. adj. destructive or injurious.

the earthcons. Hell Of which thou art a dsemon, Ld. Ch. xvi. 2.

the Earthconsunting rage Of gold and blood— Witch^ xviii. 6.

^Earth-convulsing', c. adj. causing tremor or convulsion.
Their earthamvulsing-w\\es\s affright the city ; Hellas, 324,
the might Oi earthconvulsingbf^^vaoih, . . . Pro?n. IV. 310.

^Earth-creeping, c. adj. gently moving on the surface.

Drifted along the £fl;'M-(»'tfe^/«^ breeze, . . . 11. ii. 8.

*Earth-star, n, a marsh meteor.
A lurid earth-star^ Laon, xi. xii. 7.

^Earth-surroTinding'y c. adj. that which encompasses the

earth.

Free as ihe^ earth-surrounding ail
\

Cenci, iv. iv. 49.

*£arth-npliftin^, c. adj. powerful enough to move the earth.

The thunder of whose earth-uplifting roar . Zdw«, xil. xxxix. 4.
With an earth-uplifting cataract : Mar. Dr. xxii. 4.

"^Earthliness, n. mortal frailty.

Each stain of ^a^/y^/wzftffj Had passed away, . . Q. Mab, l. 135.

to lift Her soul above this sphere of earthliness ; IV. 17.

Earthly, adj. (1) on earth, pertaining to this world.
And scared the angel soul that was its e. guest ! . Adonais^ xvil. 9.

for what Shalj be its earthly doom XLlv. 8.

Of all earthly things I fear a man whose blows . Cenci, II. iL 124.

Which he sets me my earthly task to wield . . Ch. 1st, II. 13S.

Thy earthly even as thy heavenly King .... II. 204.

The only az^-M/y favour ye can yield, . . . 111.24-

Flinch thus from earthly retribution —— III. 43.
As if it were a lamp of earthly flame.— .... Eptps. 224.

All earthly things that dare Nat. Ant. IV. 4.

With divine wand traced on our earthly home . Ode Lib. ix 14.

rules in scorn M\ earthly things but virtue. . . Q, Mab, v. 63.

upon the wreck Of earthly peace, V. 1 10.

upon a golden throne. Even like an earthly king ; vi. 107.

lliat fades not when the lamp of«rrM(v life, • . VI. 15a
Or lit with human reason's earthly x2l^ ? ... Vll. 155.

Blest with 'all gifts her earthly worshippers. . . ix. 64.

the diadem Ofearthly thrones or gems .... Triumph, 133.

Or any earthly one, though ye are dear .... Zucca^ III. 2.

(2) mundane, as opposed to spiritual.

They would grow as earthly soon Exhortation, 23.

Of earthly or divine from its recess, Horn. Merc. xc. 6.

the surprise And war of earthly minds, . . . Laon, Vll. xxxiv, 8.

And spum'd the lessening realms of earthly night. M. N. Ravail^ 27.

Thine earthly rainbows stretched across . . . Mont B. 25.

Sister, it is not earthly: Prom. III. iv. i.

*Twas not an earthly pa.gea.Tit: Q. Mab^ I. 84.

Heard not an earthly sound, i. 90.

an earthly soul Feais to attempt the conquest. . ji. 95.

cringe Before the mockeries of earthly power. . iv. 220.

As if it were a lamp of £flrM/y light, Woodman, 2g.

(3) human.
iiearthly violence or ill, . . . can impeach Our love,— Ginevra, 58.

Earthquake, n. (1) Lit. a convulsion of the earth's crust.

And earthquake and thunder Did rend in sunder Arethusa^ II. 10.

Plead with awakening earthquake, . . . Cenci, v. iv. 103.

Which an earthquake rocks and swings, , . Cloud, 36.

earthquake., tempest and disease, Dcetnon, ii. 125.

Hark the earthquake's crash I hear, Devil^ xxvir. i.

As an earthquake rocks a corse DirgeforYear, II. i.

War and E., never light Upon its mountain-peaks ; Epips. 462.

As the earthquake's fiery flight, Fr. Italy, 3.

As the world leaps before an earthquake's dawn, Ginevra, 123.

Pledging the demons of the earthquake, . . Gisb. 60.

Before an earthquake's tread.— Hellas, 51.

like beasts When earthquake is unleashed, . , 357.
The thunder as of earthquake coming 722.

Which float like mountains on the earthquake, . 958.

Earthquake and Blight, and Want, Laon, i. xxix. 2.

Like earthquake dia uplift the stagnant ocean . 1. xxxviii. 8.

Amidthe rocking^?-/^. steadfast still, But Laon? II. xiv. 7.

the chain, with sound Like earthquake^ .... III. xxix. 9.

Like springs of flame, which burst where'er swift

Earthquake stamps V. 1. g.

in the gloom of fa^A^Mfl^ and eclipse. .... V. xxiii. g.

hadpasLwhen sudden eartfiquake rent .... VII. xxxviii.i.

Poison, Earthquake, Hail, and Snow, .... Vill. v. 7.

as with an earthquake's spasm ! ix. v. 9.

For Earthquake., Plague, and Want^ IX. xiii. 9.

O, that the earthqttake^s grave Would gape, . . x. xx. 4.

as when An earing, trampling on some . . . town, xii. \-i. 2.

The tramp of hoofs like earthquake, xii. viii. 4.
Earthquake is trampling one city to ashes, . . Liberty^ il. 3.

And swifter thy step than the earthquake's tramp ; iii. 2.

Which shook as it were with an Earthy, shock, . Mar. Dr. vil. -.e.

Earthquake^ and fiery flood, and hurricane, . , Mont B. 87.

like earthquake shakes and sickens Prol. Hellas., 109.
O'er the Earthquake's couch we stood : . . . . Pram. I. 75.

Earthquake^ and fire, and mountains cloven ; . i. 232.

Teemed with all earthquake, tempest and disease, Q. Mab, vill. 171.

When storm and earthquake linger there. . , . Rosal. 731.
While an earthquake is splintering its root, . . Vis. Sea, 27.

a temple ere tfar/Afwa^ nas past, 113.

(2) Fig. destruction such as of earthquake,
and their step Wakes earthquake . Hellas^ 280.
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The earthquake of his chariot ....... Prom. III. i. 50.
with an ^arM^wa^a of sound, Vis. Sea^ g.

Earthquake, c. adj. attr. loud or violent as earthquake.
Burst with earthquake sound, Calderon^ II. 29.
Catch the volcano-fire and earthquake spasm, . Hellas^ 589.
With earthquake shock and swiftness .... Prom. IV. 379.

*EartlicLuake-d88mo]i, c. n. imaginary moving spirit of
earthquake.

Where the old Earthquake-dmm.on taught her young Mont B. 72.

*£arthquake-fiends, c. n. (See Karthquake-dEemon.)
the Earthq.-Ji. are charged To wrench the rivets . Prom. I. 38.

^Earthquake-footed, c. adj. Fig. with force as irresistible as
earthquake.

Beneath her £(i^^yMaAtf^i7^«rf steeds ? . . . . Hella^^'ji^.

*Eartliqnake-rifbed, c, adj. split by an earthquake.
From £arft5^«aj&«-fT)9tfrfmountains ofbright snow From, i, 167.

*Earthqnake-ruixied, c, adj. destroyed by earthquake.
Of earthquake-ruined cities , . —— 11. iv. 152.

Earthquakes, n. A. Lit. convulsions of nature.
As sudden earthquakes light many a volcano isle, Laon^ VI. vil. 9.
Earthquakes and wars, and poisons and disease, Q. Mab^ VI. 100.

„ 1, „ „ „ „ Superstition^ 29.

B. Fig. (1) violent emotions.
what earthquakes made it gape and split, . . . Epips. 317.

(2) destroyers.
The earthquakes of the human race \ ...... Q. Mab, II. 123.

*Earthquaking, adj. Fig. causing disturbances of a nature
akin to earthquake.

the fury Of this j?ajr:^:A$'«fl^z>Zjf hurricane . . . Calderon^\\.<)$.
The earM^Mfliim^ Fall of vast bastions . . . . HeUas^%\-j.
And down the ^fl^M^Ma>6z'«^ cataracts .... W^itch^ XLii. i.

Ease, n. (1) Lit. comfort, repose.
Who, nursed in ease and luxury, Q. Mah^ III. 210.
The man oiease^ who, by his warm fire-side, . . v. 103.

(2_) Fig. will.

Where at her ease she ever preys on all . . . Xaow, \x. xvii. 7.

Easier, adj. Jess costly.

I think to win thee at an tfoji'er rate CV««', L ii. 67.

Easily, adv. (1) without trouble or perplexity.
Thus God might i?., ; . : Have moved the affections Calderon^ i. 172.
for he Is able to persuade all easily Horn. Merc, ucvil. 8.

(2) readily, quickly.
You would not ea^Uy guess Cat., II. i.

East, n, that point of the compass at which the sun rises.

that springs Out of the ^Vw^, Adonais, xxill. 2.

Twilight, ascending slowly from the east, . , . Alastor, 337.
a far Eden of the purple .Saj^/ ...... . Epips. \irj.'

Darkness has dawned in the Bast HeUas.^ 1023.
In the deep east, dun and blind, . . , . ^ . . Ja-n^e, Invitn, 6^.
Between the ^(zj^ and West; . ...... . Julian, ^o.
Till in the azure .Sm/ darkness again was piled. Laon, iii.xxxiii. 9.
makes appear Strange clouds in the east; . . . v. xl. 6.

Till twilight o'er.the e. wove her serenest wreathe. —:— vi. xvii. 9.
Before the east has given its glory birth— . . vii. xxxv. 3.
it came Out of the £flj^ like fire, ...... . x. xiii, 3.
And as towards the east she turnedj^ Mar. Dr. iv. i.

like moonlight in the moonless east, . . /V. Athan. ii, ii. 62.
climbs The leaden-coloured east; Prom. i. 47.
Behold'st thou not twoshapes from the«. and west i. 752.
Which to the east a hoar wood shadowed o'er, . Sunset, 16.
and in the east The broad and burning moon . . 17.
As day upon the threshold of the eiij^ .... Triump/i, ^^g.
The moon arose up in the murky ^oj/, . . Waning-Moon, 5.
To journey from the misty east began Witch, LI. 8.

Eastern, adj. (1) to the east of the compass.
Morning sought Her eastern watchtower, . . . Adonais, xiv. 4.
The eastern wave grew pale Dcemon, i. 121.
Looking towards the golden ^i2j/erw air, . . . Epips. 516. '

thou envious tf(Z5/fir« lamp ^ithal. [2) ly.
till the eastern heaven Burets, . , . . . . Eug. Hills, 76.
And the eastern Alpine snow, ...... 247.
From eastern mom the first faint lustre showed . Laon^ y. iii. 6.
While the sun clomb Heaven's eastern steep— .

'- vi. xii. 7.
a shattered portal Looks to the eastern stars, vi. xxvii. a.

In the eastern beams of Heaven . . . vi. liii. 1,.

Over the piny «/zj/cr?? hill . Mar. Dr. v. 6.
Rising all bright behind the fiflJ^^rw hills. , . . Orpheus, qj.
Deeply in truth ; but the eastern star looks white, Prom. i. 825.
for the Eastern star grew pale, II. i. 107.
When melting into eastern twilight's shadow, . Q. Mab, i. 97.
iust o'er the eastern wave i. 210.
l.e-images the eastern gloom, . . . .' . —-— vi.'S.
Which sunrise from its eastern caves Rosal. 541.
The mists in their *aj/^?-w caves uprolled. , . . Serchio^ 16.
Out of the misty eastern cave, To Night, I. 3.
Out of the ^(w/grK wilderness Unf. Dr. 2^2.
By the path of the gate of the eastern sun, . . . Vis. Sea, loi.

(2) Oriental, in the east part of the world.
In gloomy triumph through some eastern land . Q. Mab, IV. 189.

(^3) coming from the east.
when an eastern wind arose, Cycl. 22.

*East Indian, c. adj, that has been to India and back.
And best East Indian madeira ! Peter, iv. xviii. 5.

*Eastward, n. in an easterly direction.
the torches Inflame the night to the eastward^ . Ch. 1st, 1. 119.

Easy, adj. (1) facile, not difficult.

Repentance is an easy moment's work .... Cenci, IV. i, 42.

'Tis easy then ... To change the honours of aban-
doned Rome . V. I. 88.

a cheap or ^fljy method Of dealing Ch. 1st, ll. 89.

Whose impotence an easy pardon gains, . . . Dcem-on, il, 288.

„ „ „ ,, 7. • • . ^. J»/<2i, IX. 195.

(2j of small account.
So ye concede one easy boon Laon, xi. xxj. 8.

Eat, V, I. tr. A. Lit. (1) consume as food.

Till she wilUa^ strange flesh Cf««', III. i. 48.
What! do they tffl^ man's flesh? Cycl. 120.

If you should eat his tongue 299.
Though we fffl^ little flesh and drink no wine, . . Gisb. 302.

and tfa^ The dead in horrid truce: Z,(w«, x. iii. 7.

I could almost eat my litter. (Edipus, I. 50.
The bread they eat, the staff on which they lean. . Q. Mab, IV. 172.

(2) with up, signifying total consumption.
Who ea^ the oats Up CEdipus, 1. 25.

B. J^ig.

to play A Httle with the mouse before I eat It. . Faust^ i. 84.
has wove The chains which eat their hearts — . , Loon, iv. xxvi. 7.

IL intr. A. Lit. pai'take of food.
bade us eat or starve^ Apd we have eaten.— . . Cenci, 11. i. 68.
To eat and drink during his little day, .... Cycl. 322.
Altho' they eat from nigjht to morn Devil, xxil. 4.

Famine and Thirst aiyait ! eat,^ drink, and die ! . Hellas, 939.
He checked his haughty will and did not eat, . Horn,. Merc. xxil. 3.
Leaning that I might fa/, /,a<7», ill. xxv. 8.

and cried : Eat! Share the ^eat feast— . . . vi. Iii. 2.

so that he Migljt ea/and perish, . . . , . , Q. Mab, vil. iii.

B. Fig. fL) corrode.
With chains which eat into the flesh, alas ! . , . Laon, ill. xiv. 5.

the bright chains jS'a;/ with their burning cold . . Prom. i. 33.
And let alternate frost and fir? Eat into me, . . i. 269.

(2) partake of or share.
That of its fmit thy balaes tpay eat and die ? . . Q. Mab, iv. 265.

^Eatables, n. solid food.
And stow the eatables in the aft locker Serckio, 74.

Eaten, pp. A. Lit. (1) partaken of food.
bade us eat or starve, And we have eaten.— . . Cenci, II. i. 69.
They, having eaten the fresh honey, .... Horn. Merc, xcv, 1.

(2) with «/, signifying total consumption.
No one comes here who is not eaten up Cycl. 121.

,
B. Fig. penetrated or consumed.

The bridegroom stands, eaten By shame ; . . . Fugitives, IV. 4.

Eater, n. a consumer of food.
few Dug better—none a h,eartier eater. .... Peter, vii. ix. 5.

Eating, pr. pph. consuming as food.
They think their strength consist in ^a/r'j^if beef,— (Edipus,l. 145.

Eats, V. intr. Fig. bites as with acid.
And eats ioto my sinewy, ......... Cenci, III. i. 21.
which burns the brain And eats into it ... . Julian^ 480.

Eaves, ?z. the projecting edge of a roof.
Like twinkling rain-drops, from the ea-^es, . . . Rosal. 367.

Ebb, v. intr. Fig. with andjlo^v^ keep moving.
make . , . business e. and flow Byroguery :— ^(M«.Jl^^<r.LXXXViii.6.

Ebb, n. (1) Fig. decay, downfall.
Be whelmed in the fierce ebb :— ,,.... Hellas, 127.

(2) with andflow. A. Lit. ifall and rise.

Heard in its raging ebb and flow Apenn. 5.

B. Fig. (1) of time, flux and reflux.
Thou shoreless flood, which in thy ebb and flow . Tinu, 4.

(2) of emotion, variations, fluctuations.
beat in ii^ysti9,sympathyWithnaturci's£. and flow, Alastor, 653.
and in its ebb and flow Impels the generations . Prol. Hellas, 25.

(3) changes, vicissitudes.
In London, that great sea, whose ebb and flow Gisb. 193.
And midst the ebb and flow of hun^an things, . Q. Mai, VIII. tjj.

Ebbed, v. intr. (1) of the circulation of blood, rushed back.
It ebb^d even to its withered springs again : . . Laon, vil. xxiv. 5.

(2) passed gradually.
And light and sound ^i^^iff^'om the eatth, . . , Rosal. gyo.

(3) with andflowed, of people, swayed, moved auout.
'mid the throngs which ever ebbedB.r\d flowed . Laon, v. Ii. 2.

Ebbed, pp. passed away gradually.
The stream of sound has ebbed B.v/3.y from us, . Prom. iv. 506.

Ebl^ing*, pr. pple. declining, sinking.
^he flood . . . "\Vas ebbing round me, .... JLaon, vii. xxxviii. 8.

Ebbing*, ppl. adj. (Ij of light, waning, passing.
till borue on sunlight's ediz'«i^ streams, . , . _

—— xii. xxi. 8.
Borne down the rapid sunset's ebJ}ing s&b.\ . . Pront. iii. ii. 28.

(2) of wind, passing.
How the notes srak upon the ebbing -m^AX . 11. i, 195,

(3) of seasons, passing.
By tfWr'«^ night into her western cave, .... IV. ao8.

Ebbs, V. intr. A. Lit, of fluid, runs out.
Ha ! 'tis the blood . . . that ebbs tiU all is cold : . Cenci, iii. it. 19.

IB. Fig. (1) of immaterial force, declines, wanes.
how the full tide of power Ebbs to its depths. . Hellas Sdo
(2) of light. ' ^^'

day's purple stream Ebbs o'^r the western forest, Laofi, i. xlix. 5.

C C 2
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(3) with andflows^ varies.

As the world ebbs and flows, Profn. III. iit. 24.

jEbon, adj. Fig. (1) dark in colotir like ebony.
"Where ebon pines a shade under the starlight

wove ' Loon, ill, xxxiv. 9.

The Tartar steed, who, from his ebon mane, . . vi. xliii 2.

What veiled form sits on that ebon throne? . . Prom. II. iv. i.

Heaven's ebon vault, Studded with stars , . . Q. Mab^ IV. 4.

(2) mentally gloomy,
whilst thine e. wing Infolds my shuddering soul. Death Vanq. 3.

But, when in ebon mirror. Nightmare fell . . , Laon^ I. xxx, 5.

*EI)ro, n. a river in the N.E. of Spain.
And be that tempered as the Ebro's steel ; . . Ch. w/, II. 128,

Eclio, V. I. tr. Fig. repeat or return imitatively.
To echo all harmonious thought, Guitar Jane^ 44.
I'll echo back their deadly yells again, . . . M. N. Despair 35.
but would I echo his high song, Orpheus^ 99.

II. intr. (1) Lit. reverberate.
Where the rocks . . . Echo to the battle paean . Melius^ 661.
They echo to the sound of angels' feet M. N. Ravatl^ 70.

(2) Fig. repeat, reverberate.
and the nations echo round, Prom. II. iii. 41.

Echo, n. A. Lit. a reverberation of sound.
Whose sacred silent air owns yet no echo Of for-

mal blasjshemies ; C^. ij/, IV. 31.
The ^c>^o of his pipings

;

Horn. Merc. 'L.xsxvil. \,
the last echo of those terrible cries . . . £,aon, xi. xiii. 4.
And not an echo from the fell, L,ove^ 23,
The Castle echo whispers ' Here '

. . . . . Mary, 16.

Wakening a lonel}^ echo: Q: Mab, IX. 98.
Leave the wind to its echo Vis. Sea, ii.

B. Fig. (1) as a mythological personage.
Lost Echo sits amid the voiceless mountains, . . Adonais, xv. i.

Adonis is dead Echo resounds . i . . '. . . Bion. Adon. 34.
And which ^ho, like the tale Of old times, . Faust, 11. 63.
Pan loved his neighbour Echo— Pan^ Echo, i.

As Pan loved Echo, Echo loved the Satyr, . , 5.
sweet ^ho^ wake Unf. Dr. 5.

But my heart has a music which Echo's lips, . . 8.

Passion makes Echo taunt the sleeping strings ; . ~- 184.

(2) a recurrence of thought or sentiment.
his fate and fame shall be An echo Adanais, I. 9.
the world's echo answered ' where !

' Epips. 234.
and which found An echo in our hearts, .... Gisb. 183.
Thou echo of the hollow heart Of monarchy, . Hellas, 954.
An ech^ in another's mind, Jan^ Invitn, 26.
Were but one echo from a world of woes— . . Loon, Ded. ill. 8.
Which was the echo of three thousand years ; . . xill. 2.

from your hearts I feel an echo ; ...... -> VIII. xvii. 2.

To an echo ofyour own Mask, xxxix. 4.
must be Thine own echo—Liberty ! . . . , . lxxxii. 5.
and music, Itself the echo of the heart, .... Prom. l\\. iil 47.
thy voice is as the tone Of my heart's ecAt?, , . Yet look, 6.

^Echoed, V. intr. reverberated.
the mountain grey Soon echoed to his hoofs, . . Laon^ VI. liii. 7.
Whilst around me, I thought, sc^o'rf murmurs of

death ^. /r. (3) II. 4.

^Echoed, //. reverberated.
Their thunderings are echoed irova. zone to zone ; Liberty, I. 3.

1 hear their fulsome clamours echoed load
; M- N. Post. Fr. $S.

Echoes, V. I. tr. (1) Lit. reverberates.
the sacred wood. Which . . . Echoes the voice of

Neptune,— Horn. Merc. -s:?x\.$.

(2) Fig. returns, answers.
and heaven That echoes not my thoughts ? . . . Alasior, 290.
Verse echoes not one beating of their hearts, . . Polit. (^reat. 4.

II. intr, resounds.
Where the murmur of distress Echoes Mask, lxx. 3.

EchoeSi n. A. Lit. reverberations.
one voice Alone inspired its echoes ;— .... Alastor, 590.
let your echoes talk Of my imperious step . . . Cenci, i, 1. 143.
The clearest echoes of the bills, Guitar Jane, 69.
And with the tongue as of a thousand echoes, . Hellas, 473.
our loud entrance woke The echoes of the hall, . Loan, V. xxii. 5.

The tones of Cythna's voice like echoes were . . vi. xlii. \.

Its thousand echoes cast Into the night, .... viii.xxviii.3.

The echoes of his voice atiiong them died ; . . . x. xxxix, 0.

filled the startled Earth with £cA(7^5,' xn.i. p.
Their echoes talk with its eternal waves, . . . , xii. xix. 5.
still Haunt the echoes of the hill ; Lerici, 14.

o'er it closed the echoes far away
^

Qde Lib. xix. 12.

Ye mountains. Whose many-votced Echoes, . . Prom. I. 60.
Listen ! And tho' your echoes must be mute, . . i. 250.
I know ye ; and these lakes and echoes know . . i. 459.
Like echoes thro' long caverns, wind and roll. , i. 806.
Whose echoes they are : II. v. 39.
The ec^ofty of the human world, III. iii. 44.
As thunder mingled with clear echoes: .... III. iii. 82.
In countless echoes through the mountains ring, Q. Mab, IV. 39.
Their echoes in the darkness threw Rosal. 418.
your words are The echoes of a voice Unf. Dr. loi.
the wild woods knew His sufferings, and theirs. Virgil, 11.

B. Fig. (1) as personifications.
'Mid Yxstoximz Echoes, in her Paradise She sate, . Adonais, II. 5.
And all the Echoes whom their sister's song . . xxii. 6.

Echoes we : listen ! Prom. 11. i. 166.

There those enchanted eddies play Of echoes, . ll. ii- 42.

(2) recurrences, memories.
like the ^r^&s of our saddest fears? Ch. isi, ll. ^^62.

they seem Like echoes of an antenatal dream.— Epips. 456.
Prophetic echoes flung dim melody Ode Lib. IV. 5.

Palatinus sighed Faint echoes of Ionian song ; . Vll. 14.

To talk in echoes sad and stem, Vlll. 7.

Echoes and shadows of what Love adores In thee, Prol. Hellas, 99.
The heart's tf(r^(7^j render When the lam.p, ll. $.

*Echoin^, pr. pple. (1) Lit. reverberating,
'and echoing i^i'tva. from steep to steep, . . . Adon. Cane. 16.

and the sound Of old forests echoing round, . . Eug. Hills^ 349.
Thy caverns echoing to the Arve's commotion, . Mont B. 30.
Or by the rocks oi echoing ocean hoar, . . , Pr. Athan. II. ii.20.

their clouds and billows, echoing after. .... Prom. IV, 337.

(2) Mg.
^c^(W»jf from the cave of Fame Mask, lAii. 4..

^Echoing*, ppl. adj. reverberating.
Peals through the echoing vaults, Deenum, II. 206.
In Argolis, beside the echoing sea, ..... Loon, II. ii. i.

Which, wandering on the echoing shore, . . . Q. Mab^ i. 48.
To the wild ocean's «cAi7z'?z^ shore, II. 2.

Pealed through the echoing -vzxAXs, IX. 127.

Which near the verge of the echoing ^at^ . . . Rosal. 991.
The inountain repeats The e. sound of the knell ; St. Ir. ^) l. 3.

fEchoings, n. reverberations.
Whose roar is wakened into echoings sweet . . DiBtnon, II. 78.

„ „ „ n M • Q'Mab,vlu.&j.
Eclipse, V. tr. Fig. (1) surpass in brilliancy.

eclipse The armies 6f the golden stars, .... Adon. Cane. 36.

(2) hide.
Thirsting to eclipse their burning Mask, LXivill.3.

(3) surpass or excel.

wherewith they would e. The light of other minds ;
Laon^ x. xxx. 3.

(4) overcome.
eclipse The soul that bums between them, . . . Epips. 567.

Eclipse, n. A. Lit. obscuration.
Then shrank as in the sickness oi eclipse;— . . 31O-
in the gloom of earthquake and eclipse. .... Laon^ V. xxiii. g.
As when eclipse hath past v. xlvi. %.

as eclipse Darkens the sphere I guide ; . . . . Prom. III. ii. 36.
like eclipse which had been gathered up , . . IV. 513.
Till that eclipse, still hanging over heaven, . . . Triumph, 290.

B. Fig. (1) obscuration,
the ship's Great form is in a watery eclipse . . Calderon, II. 66.

(2) obscuration of thought or mental attributes.
Of sages and of bards a brief eclipse ; .... Leujn, IX. xv. 3.

By the dark creeds which cover with eclipse . . Ld. Ch. X. 3.
Undarkened by their country's last edipse. . . Marenghi, v. 3.

could pall thee then, In ominous edipse? . . . Ode L.ib. xii. 2.

till grief cast ^C^jf^jc upon the soul /Vww. 11. v. 31.

(3) extinction, temporary or final.

and past to its eclipse. Adonais, xii. 9.

(4) ecstasy.

As in the soft and sweet eclipse, Prom. rv. 450.
And the shadow that moves in the soul's eclipse Unf. Dr. 10.

Eclipsed, v. tr. Fig. surpassed, overcame.
Eclipsed s\\ other light. Q. Mab, I. 263.

Eclipsed,/^. Fig. obscured.
The splendours of the firmament oftime May be e., Adonais, XLIV. 2.

Eclipsed,^//, adj. obscured by the earth's shadow.
IaWq the. Q^uD. ovhoith% eclipsedmoon; . . . . Pr. Athan. Fr. z.

Eclipses, V. tr. Fig. (1) obscures, hides.
ere the west Eclipses it, Alastor, 66$,
and fire eclipses fieg-ven Calderon, 11. 32.
Yon promontory Eiven now edip. the . . . moon !— Loon, viii. xvi . 6.

(2) obscures morally.
Though its shadow edipses the day, Bigotry, III. 6.

^Eclipsing*, pr. pple. Fig. (1) surpassing, excelling.
Thou, not ediPsing a remoter light ; Epips. 363.

(2) disgracing, degrading.
That Benediction which the edipsing Curse . . Adonais, LIV. 3.

^Economy, n. careful administration of expenditure.
Economy, and unadulterate coin, CEdipus, i. 199.

Ecstasies, n. (1) raptures, entrancements.
I am dissolved in these consuming ecstasies. . . Con. Sing. iil. 11.
Swam in our mute and liquid ecstasies, .... Laou, vi. xxxiii. 7.
mingling with her Jieart's deep ecstasies, . , . xi. v. 5.

(2) extremities.

In ecstades of malice smiled : Falsehood, 75.

Ecstasy, n. (1) rapt admiration. (See also Extasy.)
Awhile the Spirit paused in ficj/ajy Deemon, i. 25^.
clasped my hands in ecstasy/ Int. Beauty v 12

(2) delight.

Weeping, till sorrow becomes ecstasy...... Epips. 39.
Trembles and sparkles as with ecstasy 548.
and clasped my hands aloft in ecstasy Laon I. xxxvi. g.
Answering eacn other's ecstasy Rosal, 236.
Awake in a world of ecstasy ? 1 124.

(3) excited imagination.
nor ecstasy, nor dream, Reared Loon i. xljx. z.
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(4) excitement.
So that I feared some brainless ecstasy^ .... Laofiy III. viii. 5.

When passion's wildest ecstasy . M.N. Melody^ 19.

*Eddledr v. intr. moved in a circle.

£i/i/ztfrf above the mountain's loftiest peak, . . Dcemon^ I. 127.

„ „ „ „ „ . • Q' ^«<5, I- 5i6.

*Eddie8f v, intr. moves circularly.

a cave, from which there eddies up A pale mist, . Orpheus, 19.

*Eddies, n. circling currents ot wind or water.
But the charmed eddies of autumnal winds . Alastor, 52.

There those enchanted eddies play Prom. ir. li. 41.
And the eddies drove them here and there, . . Sensit. PL III. 44.
In morning's smile its eddies coil, Serchio., lor.

jEddy, n, (See Eddies.)
At last her plank an tfrfa^V crost, Mar. Dr.yMW.i.
The ^i/d^ whirled her round and round .... xvill. i.

'^^^HS^-n.^j pr. ppie. whirling or circling.

Bursting^ and eddying' irresistibly Alasior, 1556.

Lightnmg, and hail, and darkness eddying-hy. . Laon, i. iii. 6.

^Eddying*, ppl. adj. whirling.
Stair above stair the eddying waters rose, . . . Alastor, 380.
And howls in the pause of trie eddying storm. M.N.Spec!Hors.2\.
They float on the swell of the eddying ttm^sK^ . 58.
And on tf^^z'wp' whirlwind the thunder-peal past? Si. Ir. (2) I. 4.

But all like bubbles on an eddying flood . . Triumph, 458.

:|:Eden, n. (1) Lit. the supposed cradle of the human race.

Between Kingless continents sinless as Eden. . Hellas^ 1647.
in loveliness Surpassing fabled Bden Q. Mab, IV. 89.

(2) Fig. a figure lor a place of surpassing beauty.
Is a far Eden of the purple East

;

Epips. 417.
Bright as that wandering Eden Lucifer, . . . 459.
The serene Heaven which \vraps our Eden wide Naples^ 1^5.

An Eve in this Eden ; a ruling grace .... Sensit. Fi. II. 2.

Edens, «. (See Eden (2).)
Like floating Edens cradled in the glimmer Of

sunset, .... . . Ch. \st^ IV. 23.

*Edeu-trees, c. n. trees beautiful enough for Eden.
a kind of aviary Of ever-blooming Eden-trees . Witch., xvi. 2.

Edg'e, n. A. Lit. (1) the sharp part of any substance or

instrument.
Upon the sharp edge of the craggy stone : . , Qjc/. 394.
Not broader than the sharp edge of a knife, . . J*aust, ji. 399.
Passed at the edge of the sword : Ife/tas, 55*1.

(2) the brink or border.
Even on the edge of that vast mountain, . . . Alasior, 573.
Like vapours anchored to a mountain s edge, . Heltas, 284.
Upon the beetling edge of that dark rock . .- . Orpheus^ ^5.

(3) the meeting-point of land and water,
freighted To the water's edge^ Cyd. 509.
on 3ie white edge of the bursting surge, . . . L.aon, I, xiii. i.

Upon whose edee hovers the tender fight, .
•

. . Orpheus^ 13.

To the edge of the moist river-lawns, Pan, ri. 8.

And nearer to the river's trembling edge . . . Question, iv. I.

as sedge Breathes o'er the breezy streamlet's edge. rasso,Song,in.-j.

(4) the crest.

Now pausing on the edge of the riven wave ; . . A-lastor., 347.

(_5) the extreme point of view.
Peers like a star o'er ocean's western edge, . . DcBfnon^ 1. 20^.

)) H 1) n p. .. • • Q- -^ad, n. 15.

Shrinks on the horizon's edge, Hellas, 343.

(6) rough projections.

dark Edge of the odorous cedar bark Sensit. PI. \\. 56,
B. Mg. the verge.

and on whose edge Devouring darkness hovers ! Cenci^ IJi. ii. 10.

to light us to the edge Through rough and smooth, Hellas, 645.
Ed^ed,/^. bordered.
mountain clouds. Edged -viiiAi intolerable radiancy, Dmnton, I. 19S.

„ „ ,, „ ,, „ Q. Mab, II. 10.

Edsfes, n. borders.
has made The edges of that cloud fade Into a hue, Julian, Cane. 6.

*EdTicated, pp. taught, trained.

For all were eduaited to be so.— ...... Witch, Lxjv. 5.

Education, n. instruction, training.
As well as if his education ........ Mask, xix. 3.

Eel, n. the species Anguilla.
And many an eel— » . . Peter, I. vii. 3.

E'er, adv. abbrev. of ever. (1) at any time.
Had e^er disturbed before. Alastor, 412.
And with curses as wild As e'«>-clung to child, . Fugitives, IV. 12.
the veriest slave that e^er Crawled Q. Mab, iv. 246.

(2) under any circumstances.
how I could e^er address Such features to love's work Julian. 463.
snakes, and efts, Could e'er be beautiful ? . . . Prom. Iii. iv. 75.

Effect, n. (1) result; consequence.
The cause of all things and the effect of nothing, . Calderon, 1. 195.
extract From one fi^rf two vengeances. . , . 1.214.
That frowns between my wish and its effect, . . Cenci, il. ii. 131.
And, as the «^rf pursues the cause foregone, . Ch. ist, i. 165.
may interlope Between the effect and" it,— . . . Laon, ix. xxvii. 4.
at once The cause and the effea of tyranny \ . . Q. Mab, v. 3 1

.

(2) performance, execution.
Should not be put into effect, now speak. . . Ch. ist, III. 8.

CEdipus, I. 74.
II. i. 53.

. 1. 405.

, Serchio, 113.

, Adonais, xLVi. 2.

Vis. Sea, 144.

led.

. Cenci, IV. iv, 76.

Medusa, IV. j.

(3) power of producing results.

Moral restraint I see has no effect, ....
and what effect It might produce ....

(4) purport, tenor.

Make them a solemn speech to this effect: .

^Effluence, n. (1) flood, flowing forth.

Down one clear path oi effluence crystalline,

(2) emanation of genius.

But whose transmitted effluenu cannot die

^Effort, n. strenuous exertion.

Swollen with rage, strength, and effort;

^Effortless, adj. without signs of exertion used.

for all his limbs lay heaped And effortless;
^

*Eft, n, a small lizard-like animal.
a poisonous eft Peeps idly . . ....

*Efts, n. (See Eft.)

Scorpions are green, and water-snakes, and ejts, CEdipus, II. i. 75-
would'st thou think that toads, and snakes, andtf., Prom. III. iv. 74.

Egr?s, n. hen's eggs.
Hard eggs and radishes and rolls at Eton, . . , Serchio, 80.

E^lantiiie, n. sweetbriar,

the honey wine Of the moon-unfolded eglantine^ Fr. Wine, 2.

And in the warm hedge grew lush eglantine, . . Question.^ III. i.

Egypt, n. a country of N.E. Africa.
As the great Nile feeds Egypt; Laon, vr. xli. 8.

and these Boeotian cheeks, like ^ypfs pyramid, CEdipus, i. 7.

A murderer heard His voice in Egypt, . . . Q. Mab, vii. loi.

O'er Egypts land of Memory floods are level . Sonn. Nile, g.

Like toe great flood to Egypt, ever be 14.
old Nilus, where he threads Egypt and Ethiopia, Witch^ i-vii. 3.

Egyptian, adj. A. Lit. of Egypt.
And keeps the Egyptian rebel well employed, . Hellas, 583.

B. Fig. a reterence to the Jewish bondage in Egypt.
I learnt it in Egyptian bondages, sir Ch. ist^ l. 107.

*Eigli, inter/, intended to represent the grunt of pigs.
Eigh I eight eight eight CEdipus^ i. ij.

Eigbt, adj. one of the cardinal numerals.
Eight yeBJB axe. goxx^, Ch. 1st, \. 6.

Eight, n. the hour of eight.

Would feast till eight. Serchio, 83.

Either, adj. each, one and the other.
Had crept into his cradle, either eye Rubbing, . Horn. Merc. LX.5.

Either, ^r^???. one or other of the two previously mentioned.
made a third Mightier than either, Front, iii. i. 44.

*Elapsed, v. intr. passed.
elapsed in unlike sympathies Unf. Dr. 2 12.

*Elate, adj. Fig. (1) glad, rejoiced.
How elate I felt to know that it was nothing human, Asiola, i. 7.
All things which make the spirit most elate, Horn. Merc. LXXXII. 6.
Firm, rapid, and elate, Nat. Ant. li. 5.
and then, elate and gay, I hsistened to the spot . Question, v. 6.

(2) puffed up, self-satisfied.

He looks elate, drunken with blood and gold ;— . Ch. 1st, i. 60.
The archer Argicide, elate and proud, . . . Horn. Merc. XII. 7.

Elbow, n. (1) Lit. the middle joint of the arm.
Now put your elbow right Cyd. 572.

(2) Fig. to be at one's elbow, to be close by.
A Priest, at whose elb(m} the Devil Devil, vni. i.

fElder, as n. an old man.
First let me ^eet the elder.— Cyd. 93.

Elder, c. adj. aitr, formed of the elder tree.

, From. 793.

. GuitarJane, 86.

. Mont B. 21.

Triumph, 253.

274.

CEdipus, I. 214.

Whose mild winds shake the elder brake.

Elder, adj. (1) former, more ancient.
to betray These secrets of an elder day

:

Children of elder tim^, in whose devotion
The mighty phantoms of an elder day ; . .

See the great bards of elder time, . . .

(2) adj. absol. those who are older.
the elder learning How to hold radicals. .

Eldest, adj. (1) of birth or growth, the first.

The eldest son of a rich nobleman Cenci, ll. ii. 10.
That it should spare the c/rf&y^ flower of spring; . v. iv. 102.
The mother brought her eldest bom, .... Laon, x. xix. 7.
Disinherited My eldest son Chrysaor, CEdipus, i. 196.
The eldest, with a kind of shame, Rosal. 439.
(2) most ancient, of longest standing.

Eldest oi t\imgs. Great Earth, Hom. Earth, 3.men—the eldest of Divinities. . . . . Hom. Ve7zus, 30.
£7afej/ of things, divine Ekiuality ! .... Laon, w. Song] z.i.
though built On eldest {SiiUi, ... . From. ill. i. 10.

Eldest "born, c. n. first child.
The mother brought her eldest born, .... Laon, X. xix. 7.

*Eldon, Lord Chancellor, b. 1751, d. 1S38.
he had on. Like Eldon, an ermined gown ; . . Mask, rv. z.

*E1 dorado, n. a fabulous country of enormous wealth in gold.
Or found a mine of gold in £/ (^forodi? / . . . . Cfwcz' I. iii. 74.

Elect, V. tr. choose specially.
Many are called, but few will I elect. . . . . Q. Mab, vii. 156.

Elect, adj. chosen.
Has filled its elect vessels, Ch. ist, 11. 226.
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*Electric, adj. (1) ZzV. containing or caused by electricity.

In mighty torrents the-fii^rfr/c fountains;— . . Caideron^ ll. yy.
the hill Looks hoary through the white elect, rain, Gtsb. 124.

(2) Fig. subtle, mysteriously acting.
Her touch was as electric -^xson^— Epips. 259.

Element, n, A. Lit. (1) atmosphere.
some diviner ^/tf»2^«/ Than Bnglish air, . . . Ch. \si^ I. 146.
The light clear element which tne isle wears . . Epips, 446.
Like . . . chariots sent O'er some serenest eletnent Lerici^ 34.
Thro' the boundless eletnent : . . . . . Protn. I. 089.
A liquid element^ . Rosal. Q)6%.

Swinging their censers in the ^/^»««z/, . . Triumph^ 11.

(,2) liquid.
The element Vi\\^ which it overflowed, .... Unf. Dr. 148.

(^3) the constituent parts of things.

Thou severest element from element; .... Hellas^ 744.

B. Fig. (1) force, power.
Soul is the only element^ . Q. Mab^ rv. 140.

(^2) natural state or sphere.
and make, by use. His crime, . . . Thine elentent; Cenci^ III. i. 175.

Pain is my element^ as hate is thine; Prom,. I. 477.

(3) moral atmosphere, feeling.

There is a true witch elem-ent about us ; . . . . Faust^ II. 215.

^Elemental, adj. (1) ruling the elements.
Had been an elemental ^oA . Alastor, 351.

^_2) ot or belonging to the elements.

Ye elemental Genii, who have homes Prom. IV. 539.

(3) among the elements.
As in contempt of the ele-mental tz.^ . . . Calderon^ II. 64.

(4) pure, primal.
As clear as ^/««^«/a/ diamond, ... . . Epips. ^jp.
Of e&w^w^fl/ subtlety, like light; fi'om.. iv. 2^$.

(5) simple, primary.
Clear, eletnental sha.-^GS, whose smallest change Laon^ vil. xxxii. 3.

Elements, n. (1) the forces of nature.

And not alone the insane elements Calderon^ li. 53.

can the everlasting e. Feel with a worm like man ? Cenci, III. ii. 2.

as the baser elements Had mutinied .... Ck. isty II. 145.

When the exulting elements in scorn . . . Gisb. 40.
and the elements they chain Laon^ v. Son^^ 1. 14.

The skill which wields the elements^ Protn. II. iv. 40.

Some eood change' Is working in the elements^ 11. v. 19.

The eUments obey me not III. i. 80.

Compelling the elements with adamantine stress ; iv. 396.
Elements! yowx wrath suspend ! Q. Mab^ i. 1 15.

The genii of the eleffients^ . . vr. 84.

,, „ „ . . Superstition^ 13.

It breaks on the pause of the elements' jar. . . St. Ir. (2) lii. 4.

The Elements respect their Maker's seal ! . . . W. Jew^ (2) i.

(^2; the rudiments.
The elements of all that thou didst know ; . . . Q. Mah, vi. 95.

„ „ ,, „ „ ... Superstition, 24.

(3} the primary essences.

The elements oi all that human thought Can frame Dcemon, l. 217.

(4) constituents or constituent parts.

Their elements^ wide scattered o'er the globe, . II. 223.

„ t, )i t) t( M • Q: ^ab, IX. 131.

The elements of what will stand the shocks , Gisb. 53.

Thought Alone, and its quick elements, . . . ffellas.7g6..

thefourtf/tfwc«/j that frame the heart, . . . . L,ove, ilope, \o.

Infinite depths oi\xT^Ll^.o^Nw elements .... Unf. Dr. 2a
Elepnant, n. one of the largest quadrupeds.
pursuing the form Of an elephant, Vis. Sea, 104,

And thea the wise and fearless elephant; . . Witch, VI. 2.

*EleasiB, n. a city of Attica.

Thou plenteous Ceres Of their Eleusis, hail ! . , CEdipus, i. 17.

:I:Blevated, ///. adj. exalted, grand, noble.

Untainted passion, elevated will, Q. Mob, V. 155.

to yield his elevated &y\A To tyranny or falsehood, v. 174.

ever urged To e&z/ffl/tfrf daring, vii. 95.

And elevated vAW., that journeyed on ix. 73.

^Elevates, v. intr. exalts.

every sight . . . Astonishes, enraptures, elevates, . i. 71.

Eleven, as adj. one more than ten.

He has eleven feet with which he crawls, . . . QSdipns^ i. 164.

Elf, n. Fig. sprite, fairy.

His kitten late a sportive elf, Peter, vll. xviii. 2.

Elms, n, trees of the genus Ulmtis.

And elms dragging along the twisted vines, . . Orpheus, 108.

With overarching elm^ and caverns cold, • • , Triumph, 71.

Eloquence, n. (1) Lit. powerlul and effective speech.

Art and eloquence. And all the shews o' the world Alastor, 710.

The eloquence of passion, Julian, 284.

And with his sweet and mighty eloquence . . . Laon, iv. xi. 2.

With eloquence which shall not be withstood, . . v. ix. 4.

With the pathos of my own eloquence, .... CEdipus^ I. 333.

Which had kindled long ago Pity, eloq.y and woe; Prom. l. 730.

eloquence. That might have soothed a tiger's rage, Q. Mab, l. 34.

Sunk reason's simple eloquence, HI. 160.

The wordy eloquence that lives After the ruin . v. 94.

the dread eloquence of dying men, v. 208.

(2) J'ig. said of gesture or anything that appeals power-

fully to reason or emotion.
our lips With other eloquence than words, . . . Epips. 567.

veiled In virtue's adamantine eloquence, . . . Z^on, iv. xix. 6.

The universe, In nature's,silent eloquence, , . Q. Mab, III, 197.
In silent eloquence unfold its store VII. 20-

ElocLuent, adj. A. Lit, powerful of speech, well-ordered
words.

You would become most eloquent, O Cyclops. . Cycl. 300.
lips once eloquent With love's too partial praise— Julian^ 454.
Had on his eloquent accents fed £.aon, XI. xix. 5.

B. Fig. (1) forcibly or persuasively written.
Nor shall he read her e/£^«£w/ petition: . . . C^wa, I. ii. 68.

(2) powerfully affecting.

In eloquent silence through the depths of space . Dmmon, l. z<,\.

tt 11 tt tt » „ . Q- Mab, II. ^i.

(3) moving, forcible, having influence.

How eloquent are eyes ! Eyes^ i.

Of her melodious voice and eloquent mien ; . . Laon, i, xx. 4.
those eyes . . . made the air eloquent. . . . i, xxiv. 9.
Even in the visions of her eloquent sleep, , , . ii, xxxiv. 3.
By voice, and looks, and eloquent despair, , . vi. v. 6.

And with her eloquent gestures, ...',.. xil. xiv. 7,
the silence of her e/(7y«c«^ smile, xil. xxxii, 1.

Shall steam up lik^mspiration, Eloq., oracular; Mash, Lxxxix. 3.

(4) of influence by emotion.
The eloquent blood told an ineffable tale. . . . Alastor, 168,

*£locinently5 adv. A, Lit. with powerful well-ordered speech.
I looked, and lo ! one stood forth eloquently, . , Laon, i, lix. i.

Her thrilling gestures spoke, most eloquently fair. v. IJ. 12.

B. Fig. movingly.
It can talk measured music eloquently. . . Horn. Merc. Lxxxi. 8.

Else, adj. (^1) other, besides, different.
That word, that kiss shall all thoughts e. survive, Adonais, xxvi. 4.
But I delight in nothing; else. Cenci, I. i. 81,
I thought of nothing ^^£ But pleasure; .... 1,1,103.
I must rouse him from his sleep. Since none e. dare, rv, iv, ig.
Who patient in all f-^c demand but this: . . Julian, zc^.
for we talked of him And nothing; else, . . . ^24,
Thy words are sweeter than aught else but his . Prom. II. v, 38.

(^2) otherwise, in other case.
The else unfelt oppressions of this earth, , Julian, 450.
The barrier to your else all-conquering foe? . . Prom, i. 119.

Else, adv. (1) otherwise, in other respects.
Knew I not what delight was else on earth, , Cenci, I, i. 108.
Or what may else be more unqatural. . . . iv. i. 155.
For all that snch a man might else adorn. . . . Julian, 539,
Which else had sunk into the thirsty dust, . . Prom. i. 811,
The clogs of that which else might oversoar . iii. iv. 202.
Surpassm^ Spirit!—wert thou human else? , . Q. Mab, iv. 71.

(a) besides.
All else had been subdued to me ; . . . Prom. Ill, i. 4.

Else, conj. or.

Let your Majesty Keep the boars quiet, else— . (Edipus, I. 80.

Elsewhere, adv. in any other place.
Which never yet I heard elsewhere .... Rosal. 64,

*Eludes, V. tr. Fig. evades or escapes.
Strike sometimes what eludes philosophy.— . Ch. 1st, II. 107.

Elves, n. fairies, fabulous little beings.
others ^ik? elves Danced in a thousand shapes Triumph, 490.

*Elysian, adj. delightful, of the nature of Elysium.
The wilderness of this Elysian earth Epips. 189.
Who from the Elysian, clear, and golden air . 427.
The living soul of this.^/v<n'<z» isle, . ... 539,
Alternating .S^jz'aw brightness Faust,\. 11.

Through the wide desarts oi Elysian air? . . Fiordispina, 81,
Seemed an Elysian isle of peace and joy , . . Hellas,^i-j.
interfused beneath With an elysian glow, . . Jane, Recall. 74.
Elysian inlands bright and fortunate, .... Laon, xii. xxxi. 7.
As if to some Elystan star . Lerici, 36.
Floats o'er the ^<fy«o« realm, Naples, %\,
Elysian City which to calm inchantest .... 54.
From that Elysian food was yet unweaned ; . . Ode Lib. vil. 4.
Which sleep within folded Elysian flowers, . . Prom. Ii. iv. 60.
Till through Elysian garden islets 11. v. 91.
Like music from Elysian winds ill. i. 33.
Elysian, windless, fortunate abodes iv. 531.
And snatches of its Elysian chant Sensit. PL\. 108.
in the Elysian calm Of its own beauty, .... Unf. Dr. 228.
Apd then it winnowec^ the Elysian air .... IVitch, xlv, i.

Elysium, n. (!) The Elysian Fields near Naples.
heaven stript bare Its depths over Elysium, . , Naples, 42.
iSolia and Elysium, and thy shores, . . . (Edipus, I, 172.

(2) !<{§.

may we meet In one Elysium ....... 6"^. Epips. 96.

*£nibaliuex, n. one who embalms dead bodies.
His scorn of the embalnur; ... .... Vis. Sea, 63,
she Restored the embalmer's ruining, .... Witch, lxx, ^.

*Embalminff, pr. pple. preserving from decay.
Washed his light limbs as \i embalming them ; . Adonais, XI. z.

^Emliarffo, n, an arrest or stoppage.
necessary to lay an embargo on the port . . . Ch. \st, II. 383.

Embaxk, v. intr. go on board.

A restless impulse urged him to embark , . . Alastor, 304.
Bade us embark in her divine canoe ; .... Laon, xii. xxxii. 2.
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Embarked, pp. on board a boat.
and now We are embarked^ Laon, I. xxiii. 7.

Embattled,///, adj. (1) Lit. on which a battle is proceeding.
List'niiig he pauses on the embattled plain, . M. N. Post. Fr. 70.

(2) Fig. raging.
Scorns the embattted tempests' warning, . . . Hellas^ 77.
deliest The embattled tempests' warning \ . . . W. Godwin, 6.

IJIEmbers, n. A. Lit. smouldering remnants of fire.

Health like a heap of embers soon to fade. . . E. Viviani, 14.
I do but hide Under these words like embers, Julian, 504.
The survivors round the embers Prom. I. 558.
Like the spark nursed in embers, II. in. 84.
strewn beneath Her feet like embers; .... Triumph, 387.
B. Fig. (1) ashes, remains.

thy cold em.^ choke the sordid hearth of shame. Adonais, xxxvill.9.

(2) applied to a memory or fame.
O'er the embers covered and cold Death Nap. 14.

^Emblazoned, fp. Fig. displayed.
emblazoned Upon that shattered flag of fiery cloud Hellas, 337.
Emblazoning', pr. pple. painting in brilliant colours,
each troop emblasoning its merits On meteor flags ; Witch, LII. 5.

Emblazonry, n. A. Lit. painting in colours.
the emblazonry Of trophies Prom. IV. 292.
B. Fig. (1) brilliancy, glory of colour.

Was roofed with clouds of rich em.blasonry . . Julian, 71.
Troops of armed emblasonry Mask, LXXV. 4.

(2) glorification, mental grandeur.
Were borne aloft in bright fiWi^/as'owrjy/ . , . Prom. 1. 6^g.

Emblem, n. a symbol or type.
Wan emblem of an empire fading now ! . . . . Hellas, 340.
And this must be the emblem and the sign . . . Julian, 121.

O Spring, of hope, and love . . . Wind-wingM e. / I^aon, ix. xxii. 2.

That pomt, the emblem of a pointless nothmg ! . CEdipus, I. 10.
Behold an emblem .• . , Pram. I. 594.
The lamp which was thine embleTn ; III. iii. 170.

*Emblemin§f , pr. pple. symbolizing.
Embleming love and health, ...,,... E. Viviani, 3.
Embleming heaven and earth united now, . . . Prom. iv. 273.

Emblems, n. symbols.
Inwrought with emblems of barbaric pride ? . . Naples, 133.
And ffw«^/e7«^ of its last captivity, /Vtjwa, Iir. iv. 177.
sepulchred emblems Of dead destruction, . . . iv. 294.

^Embodied, //. concentrated.
^Twfitfi/zei^ in the windless Heaven ofJune . . . Epips.?a.

Embodied, ppl. adj. incarnated, realized.
Listen, O embodied Ray Of the great Brightness

; St. Epips. 38.
The ernbodied vision of the brightest dream, . Unf. Dr. 52.
with the living form Of this embodied Power, . . Witch, IV. 8.

*Bmbosom, v. tr. A. Lit. (1) enclose round.
And the green Paradise which western waves E. Adon. Cane. 1 1.

(2) swallow,
that resistless gulph ^?«5tfj<3ff« it? . . . , . . Alastor, z<j6.
B. Fig. bury.

It longs in thy cells to embosom, its woes, . . . Death, Dial. 14.

"Embosoms, v. tr. encloses.
whose brown magnificence A narrow vale e-mbos. Alasior, 423.

"Embower, v. tr. form a bowerlike covering.
And did embower with leaves for ever green, . . 580.

"Embowered, pp. enclosed.
Like a rose embowered In its own green leaves, . Skylark, 51.

"Embowering', ppl. adj. enclosing as a bower.
Where the embowering trees recede Alastor, 404.
The ring-dove, in the embowering ivy, .... Epips. ^29.
Was prankt under boughs oi embower, blossom, Sensit. ^Pl. I. 42.

"Embowers, v. tr. Fig. encloses.
Sparkling beneath the heaven which embowers— Fiordispina, 10.

Embrace, V. tr. Fig. (1) include.
Two hours, whose ., . ., circle did embrace More time Loon, III. ii. i.

(2) accept, welcome.
Was spell-bound to embrace what seemed so fair Love, Hope, 17.
Embrace fond woe, or cast our cares away ; . . Mutability, 12.

Embrace, n. A. Lit. (1) endearments, clasping in the arms.
The deep pollution of my loathed embrace— . . Julian, 422.
for a space in my embrace she rested, .... Laon, VI. xxv. i.

long embrace which did their hearts unite. . . . xil. xxiii. 9.

'

And then I sunk' in his ^»«5?'a«r, Hosal.gsi.
He was soon drawn to my c?«draa -—

• 1174,

(2) tender care,
and, coiled in rest in her embrace it lay. . , . Laon, I. xx. 9.
B. Fig. (1) intercourse, contact.

Such as from earth's enibrace the salt ooze breeds, Julian, 6.

(2) symbolizing the embraces of persons,
the very winds . . . Slept, clasped in his [Danger's]

embrace-- . . . ., Alastor, 6og.
clasps this barren world m its own bright e. I Laon, v. Song\. le
when she smiles In the «»»4raa ofAutumn:— . v Iv 3Refuses stem her heaven-born embrace Orpheus 17
beekrag m vain his last embrace, Peter vi xxvii 7.

arismgliright From the embrace of beauty, . . Prom. HI. iii. ki'.And death shall be the last «/K4ra<K of her. . . m iii lo.;
Sheltered by the warm «»jjra« Of thy soul . . iv 470
Cradled withm the CT»«/-«a of night. . . . . . Sensit PI li^jf

(3) struggle or strife,

were grappled in the eTnbrace of war, .... Hellas, 487,
Embraced, pp. (1) clasped together,
thus em. We might survive all ills in one caress : Laon, 11. xlviii. 3.

(2) clasped about.
and thus embraced. Her full heart seemed . . . VI. liv. 4.

(3) lain with.
Having first embraced thy friend Cycl. 499.

Embraces, v. tr. Fig. mingles with.
The oak, . . . Embraces the light beech. . . . Alastor, 433.

Embraces, n. A. Lit. endearments, intercourse.
more changed and cold embraces, Julian, 313.
To those abhorred embraces doomed, .... Rosal. 510."

B. Fig. (1) comminglements, claspings.
No more, with green embraces, vine Calderon, III. 61.

(2) intercourse.
Leaves the green earth to my etnbraces bare. . Apollo, II. 6.
Where Frost and Heat in strange ^w^rac&y blend Sonn. Nile, 4.

Embracest, v. tr. clingest round.
Art the verdure which embl^acest, Calderon, III. 59.

:i:Embroidery, n. Fig. ornamentation.
some upon the new Embroidery of flowers, . . Triumph, 448.

"Embryo-fruit, c. n. seed-pod.
And to a green and dewy embryojruit .... Unf. Dr. 178.

j:Emerald, n. a precious stone.
Quivered like burning efnerald: Lcum, I. iv. 6.
And paved with veined emerald, Prom. ill. iii. 13.

JEraerald, c. adj. attr. green or emerald colour.
Like clouds suspended in an emerald sWy, . Alastor, 436.
Like a gloomy stain On the emerald mam . . . Arethusa, III. 14.
Where boughs of incense droop over the e. wells. Laon, 11. xxv. 9.
shone the £»2fi^<z^? beams of heaven VII. xi, 5.
The emerald heaven of trees xh. xviii.7.
Suspended in their «w«£^a/(^ atmosphere. . . Marenghi, 3illl. 6.
out of the emerald urns Prom, iii, ii. 42.
whose emerald beams Are twined m, iv. 3.
The^^wi^ra/faTlight of leaf-entangled beams , . . iv.'258.''
Whilst they unfold their eOTfirvz^ wings: . . . Rosal. (yj'a.

With windrag paths of «»Mya/i; fire; Triumph ^nA.
And walls seemed melted into tfOTfira/rf fire . , Unf. Dr. 17,6.
and tendrils seemed Like ^w«ra/^ snakes, . . . 164.
Sitting upon a seat of «»aira/(ir stone Witch, vui. S.
And she felt him, upon her emerald throne. , , ix. 8.
Its emerald crags glowed in her beauty's glance ; xxvill. 3.

"Emerald-'winggd, c. ajj, green-leafed.
clothes her emeraldwinged minions XLIV. 5.

Emeralds, n. precious stones.
like living emeralds glow, Laon, xi. xxv. 3.

"Emily, n. the Contessina Emilia Viviani.
Emilpi, I love thee

; Epips 42
that It was Emily —

J^^_Emily, A ship is floating in the harbour now, . 407'
Were it not a sweet refuge, £«//> St. Epips. ijo.

Eminence, n. Fig. elevated position.
Had raised him to_ his c»2zwtf«ce in power, . . . Q. Mab,vil. 102.

Eminent, adj. Fig. (1) foremost, prominent.
Eminent among those victims— Laon, xi. viii. 4

(2) distinguished.
Some emiTient in virtue shall start up, . . . . Q. Mab vi. 33"Emotion, n. A. Lit. excitement of feeling,
such emotion Must end in sin and sorrow, . Fiordispina 28.
mine shook beneath the wide emotion. . Laon i. xxxviii 9subdued by some unseen emotion ' in. xvi. 9A spirit of deep emotion Naples 37
a ruffling atmosphere Of dark «»;otfo», . . Pr. Athan u ii 40
Soft emotion Attracts, impels them : Prom. 11. ii soThey shake with eTnotion ly. 4c
Now 'tis an ocean Of clear emotion iv' 97There is emotion In all that dwells . ... Rosal 126
did any heart now share in my «/»oA'iwj. . . St. Dejection 11 o
B. Ftg.

^
'

^'

Ocean Welcomed him with such emotion . . . Eug Hills 170mut for ever With a sweet emotion Ljme's Phil. I. 4.
"Emotions, n. sensations, feelings.
To calm the deep emotions of his breast. . . . Faust, I. 68.
Tempers the deep «»»o/20Kj of the time . . Gine-ura, 116.
Shall soon partake our high emotions : . . Laon, v. Song 6. 1

1

Looking emotions once they feared to feel, . . Prom. ill. iv. 158
As the swift emotions went and came .... Rosal 942.We lay, till new emotions came 077,
If Icanguessaboat'sewzoj'wjM/ Serchio, 6^.

Emperor, n. a title assumed by certain potentates,
courtiers crawled to kiss the feet Of their great

Emperor, Witch, Lxxiv. 7.Emperors, n, pi. of Emperor.
Thou to whom Kings and laurelled ^?w/«^o^j, . (Edipus I. 11.
Through thee, for emperors, kings, and priests , . '

li. ii.' y.Empery, n. sovereignty, power.
Four Ladies who possess all empery Love, Hope 4.

Empire, n. (1) a dominion under supreme command.'
An empire^s spoil stored for a day of ruin. . . . Hellas 2

S3*

Wan emblem of an empire fading now ! . . .
' 940O live

! outlive Me and this sinking enipire. ' isQWhat faith is crushed, what empire bleeds
'

7f3
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The crash as of an empire falling-, Hellas^ 724,
A later Empire nods in its decay : 870.
round which thine em-Pire lies 880.
that his gxeat Brnpire^s viox^\ Laon, X. xli. 3.

worlds of golden light Which are my empire^ . Prol. Hellas^ 127.

(2) supreme dominion or control, sway.
I left his seat of e-mpire^ Calderon^ II. 136.
Its £w^;V£ and its prey of other hearts . . . . C?««', II. ii. 160.
Thou hast beheld his empire^ Dcefnon.ll. 26.

Dares dispute with grim silence the e. of Death. Deaths Dial. 10.

Yet tell me, dark Death, when thine e-mp. is o'er, ig.

Whose empire is the name thou weepest on, . . Epips. 2.

grew dim with Empire :— Gisb. 34.
Good and Evil stake Their em.pire o'er the

unborn world Hellas^ 444.
years of e. Before their centuries of servile fear ! , 464.A crownless metaphor of ew-pire : ^{6"/.

How cities, on which Empire sleeps enthroned, . —~ 845.
And now, O Victory, blusn ! and Em.pire tremble 1060.
his empire was as firm As its foundations— . . Laon^ I. xxxi. i.

to keep The empire of the world:..,... —— 11, xxxiv. 2.

Toy o'er his lost empire reigns !
—*—W.Song^6,\^,

Must rule the e?w/»zVe of himself; Polit. Great i\.

Boast not thine empire^ ProL Hellas, 163.
Scorn and despair,—these are mine empire. . . Prom. I. 15.
which might make Our antique empire insecure, iii, i. 9.
Thou, Earth, calm empire of a happy soul, . . iv. 519.
to re-assume An en^. o'er the disentangled doom. iv. 569.
This is alone Life, Joy, Empire^ and Victory. , iv. 578.
These are my empire^ for to me is given . . , Q. Mab^ Vll. 60.
given Its empire to the chosen of his slaves. . . vil. 204.
Signs of thought's iSw/zVc over thought— . . . Trium.pk^ 2\i.
girt with empire A baby's or an ideot's brow, . 498.

Empires, n. Fig. systems of government.
That ages, empires^ and religions there . . . Adonais^yiisvill. 3.
worlds, worms, Empires^ and superstitions. . . Hellas^ Soi.
Heaven smiles, and faiths and empires gleam, . 1064.

Employ, V. tr. make use of.

Employ against each other, not themselves ; . . Cenci, v. i. 100.
Or ever would em.ploy his powerful art . . 2Io9n. Merc. LXXXIX. 6.

Employ, n. employment.
rises not in war Against a king's employ ? . . . Q. Mab, in. 95.

Employed, pp. (1) engaged in service.

He might have employed Genii Calderon, I. i6y.

(2) occupied.
And keeps the Egyptian rebel well employed^ . Hellas^ 583.

(3) engaged, occupied.
Who was employed hedging his vineyard there. Horn. Merc. xxxi. 8.

Employs, v. tr. makes use of.

and employs it only To live more beastlily , . . Faust^ l. 46.
Empress, n. the feminine of Emperor.

^?M^?'fijj of the world, all hail! (Edipus,\\.\\. 2.

Hail to thee, Em,press of Earth ! li. ii. 53.
Mighty ^mj&rfijj/ Death's white wife! .... ii. ii. 84.

:|:Emptied^ v. tr. poured forth.

She emptied the rain of the thunder showers. . . Sensit. PI. ll. 36.

Empty, adj. A. Lit. (1) void.
And looked,—and all was em.pty air Mask, xxx. 4.
Flow, as through empty space, music and light : Prom., iv. 240.

(2) without contents.
Soaring and screaming round her em.piy nest, . AdonaiSy xvil. 6.
About their necks Hang empty vessels, .... Cycl. 79.
Like empty cups of wrought and dsedal gold, . Fr, ifnf. Tale^ 3.
your treasury Is empty even of promises— . . . Hellas, 562.
Our purses are empiy^ our swords are cold. . . Mask^ xvi. 3.
To set new cuttings in the em.pty urns, .... IMf. Dr. 156.

(3) hungry.
And Opportunity, that tfMz^i^y wolf, . . . *. . Ck. isi^ il. 12$.
Two empty ravens sound tneir clarion, .... Similes^ i. 2.

(4) void of a special object.
His wan eyes Gaze on the em.pty scene .... Alastor, 201.

B. Fig. (1) devoid of knowledge or sense.
Had filled his empty head and heart Devil^ xvi. 2.

(2) valueless, of no account.
Driven me, a frail and empty phantom, .... Prom. l. 241.
Ernpty and vain as his own coreless heart ; , . Q. Mab, IV. 233.

(3) meaningless.
Although no thought inform thine empty voice. . Prom, i, 249.
But an empty vaunt, Skylark^ 69.

(4) useless.

An em.pty and a cruel sacrifice Laon, xi. xvi. 7.

(5) silent, still.

doth fill The empty pauses of the blast ;— ... Gisb. 123.

^Empyrean, n. the regions of the air.

Be as all things beneath the empyrean, Mine ! . Prol, Hellas, 120.

*Emulatlng-,/?-.///i?, vying with.
.^W2«/fl^2'«^ the thunder of high heaven Cycl. ^12.

Em.ulation, n. attempt to equal.
In emulation of her vestal whiteness CEdipus, I. 107.

Emulous, adj. rival.

Adverse miscreeds and em.ulous anarchies . . . Prol. Hellas. 106.
there the efnulous youths Bore to thy honour . Prom. III. in. 168.

EnameUed, ppl. adj. Fig. bright and smooth.
Thee«owtf//^(/tapestryof this mossy mountain, . Calderon, I. 6^.

Enamoured, pp. (1) Lit. rapt with love, charmed.
Enatnoured, yet not daring for deep awe , . . Alastor, 133.
till every bond of sense Became enamoured . . Star, 15.

As one enamoured is upborne in dream .... TViumph, 367.

(2) Fig. of inanimate things.
And Silence, too enamoured of that voice, . . , Alastor, 6$.
The inanimate winds enamoured of thee ? . . . Prom. II. v. 37.

Enamoured, ///. adj. A, Lit. of animate beings and tneir

feelings, love-stricken.
while one, with soft ^MflOTtfMrec? breath, . . . . Adonais, li. 6.

^Tis that enajnoured nightingale Calderon, Jii. 4.$.

Cease from thy ena»ioured tSiVe,— iii. 74.
Whispenng in enamoured tone , Guitar Jane,ti2.
I, a most enamoured maiden I^om, IV. 467.

B. Fig. of inanimate objects.

Of the enam,oured wind among the treen^ . . . Adon. Cane. 6.

Breathed but of her to the enam.oured air ; , . EpiPs. 205.

And the enamoured sea grew calm CBdipus, II. i. 69.
Touched by the skill of the enamoured wind, , . Prom,. III. iii. 37.
in music through the enamoured ^vc, Xrium,ph, 39.

*Enau^uisli'd, pp. struck with pain.
As enang. he turns from the laugh of the scomer, St. Ir. (5) I. 3,

*Enanguisli'd, ///. adj.
Athwart my enanguisA'^d senses flew .... M.N.Mehdy, 46.

Encamped, pp. settled temporarily in camps.
The army iswcfl?M/tf</ upon the Cydaris Hellas, 606.

:|:Enceladus, n, the son of Titan and Terra.
Slew vast Enceladus. Cycl. 10.

*Encliainin^, pr. pple. Fig. binding, restraining.
Nor the events enchaining every will, . . . . Q. Mab, VI. 186.

j:Encliaius, v. tr. Fig. binds, restrains.

it is our will That thus enchains us Julian, 171.

Enchant, v. tr. Fig. charm or stay by enchantment.
Enchant the day that too swiftly flees Prom. IV. 71.
And enchant sadness till it sleeps ? St, Epips. 92,

Enchant. (See also Inchant, Inchanted, &c.)

Enchanted,///, adj. A. Lit. supernatural or magical.
I struck the crust o* the earth With this enc. rod, CEdiPus, l. 149.
Again the enchanted steeds were yoked, . . . Q. Mab, IX. 216.
oared by those enchanted wings, Witch^ xlv. 7.

B. Fig. (1) charmed.
List how the music Grows on the enchanted bat \ Ch. 1st, I. 132.
My soul is an enchanted host,t, Pront. II. v. 72.

(2) filled with charm or mystery of nature.
Amid the enchanted mountains, Epips. 194.
from their enchanted caves Prophetic echoes . . Ode Lib. IV. 4.
There those enchanted eAdies play Prom. il. ii. 41.
victorious joy in my enchanted sleep ; .... IV. 446.

Enchanter, n. one who deals with the supernatural.
like ghosts from an enchanter fleeing, .... OdeW. Wind, 1. 3.

Regard like shapes in an enchanter's glass ; . . Prom. IV. 213.

Enchantment, n, A. Lit. magical spells, magic.
Like fabrics of enchantment piled to Heaven. . Julian, 92.
Thou hast discovered some enchantment old, . Prom. II. i. loa
To which the enchantment of her father's power . Witch, XX. 2.

B. Fig, wonder-working influence.
The bubbles, which the enchant?nent of the sun . Prom. II. ii. 71.
As Ocean at the enchantment of the moon . . ii. iii. 45.
The ocean-like enchantment of strong sound, . . iv. 203.
Led by some strong enchantment, Sonn. Dante, 2.

Enchantments, n. Fig. pleasures, delights. '

Ms, the enchantments of e3iXthTetB.\n I . . . . Prom., iw. 162.

4:Enchantress, n. Fig. a wonder-worker.
Turned to the sad enchantress once again, . . Gisb. 142.
a mighty Enchantress filling up Music, Ipant, rv. 3.

*Encinctured, pp. enclosed.
Encinctured hy the dark and blooming forests, . Prom. II. iii. 2^.

4:Encircle, v. tr. (1) enclose.
and the towers Of cities they encircleI— , . . Julian, 59.
(2) move round.

We encircle the earth and the moon : .... Prom. 11. iv. 172.
We encircle the ocean and mountains of earth, . iv. 172.

^Encircles, v. tr. surrounds.
Whilst a wreath of dark vapour encircles his head. St. Ir. (2) IV. 4.

^Encircling*, pr. pple. enclosing.
Encircling that vast Fane's atrial heap : . . . Laon, I. Ii. 5.

"'Encirclinff, ppl. adj. surrounding.

the roar Of the ^««Vc//«^ flames Q. Mab,v\. ij,^.

Enclosed, v. tr. shut or hemmed in.

who, in a hollow square Enclosed her, .... (Edipus, I. 315.

:j:Enclosinff, pr, pple. enfolding.
Enclosing there a mighty space Of love : . , . Rosal. 952.

*Kuclosures, n. land stolen from the people.
Or double ditch about the new enclosures ; , . (Edipus ll.'ii, 112.

Encompass, v. tr, (1) surround.
happy Maidens did encompass me ; Laon, IX, vi. 3.

(2) environ or beset. ' '
"

"

"

in stern and silent ranks, Enmmpass it around ; Q. Mab III. 26.

Encompassed, v. tr, hemmed in.

our hosts encompassed Their shattered ranks, . Laon^ v. viii. 3.
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^Enoompasslug-, pr. pple, permeating, pervading.
Encompassing the earth, air, stars and sea ; . . Sutnnter-Evg* 8.

Encounter, v. I. tr, meet with.
for we ««*:o««/tfr A desperate opposition . . . CA. u^, ii. 271.

II. intr. come together.
They encounter^ but interpenetrate Vis. Sea^ 120.

Encounter, n. hostile meeting.
from the encounter oi those wondrous foes, . . Laon^ i. xi. 3.

Encountered, v, tr. met with hostility.

and strength £»f:0»»/£>v^ strength, i. xiv. 1,

IJlEnoonnterlng', pr^ pple. meeting face to face.

Encountering on some dizzy precipice .... Alastor^ 258.

Encouragrement, n. favour, countenance.
To feed his hope with cold encouragement : . . Cena\ II. ii, 106.

Encrease. (See Increase.)

^Encroaches, v. intr. (1) infringes.

Where the sea of sunlight encroaches Ginevra^ 200.

(2) approaches gradually.
Yet the fowl of the desert, when danger tfwcroacA^j, Bigotry^ II. i.

*Enorasted, pp. covered, marked.
until8hebe£ff^;^»j-/£^round With leprous stains! Cenci^ iv. i. 129.

IJrEncumber, v. tr. clog or burden.
cares, which life's strong wings encumber. . . . Laon^ ix. ix. 9.

End, V. intr. (1) terminate, finish.

We begin in what we end. *........ Fr. Peace^ 3.

How (Sd it end} « < Julian., 607.
* '

*

Triumph^ 418.

. Faust. II. 403.
, Fiordispind^ 29.

That his day's path-may end sls he began it,

(2) result finally.

These pleasures End In delusion.— . . .

such emotion Must end in sin and sorrow, .

(3) cease.

which then did end and fade— L,aon^ xi. iii. 7.

A long, long sound, as it would never end: , . Prom. III. iv. 57.

End, n, (1) the extreme point of an object.

But at the other end of the rainbow, Ch. ist^ II. 443.

(^2) the extremity of a- space,

you cannot see the end of it^ Faust^ li. 253.

(3) expiration of time.
at the close of seven years' end:,

Towards the end of the sunny month of June,

(4) of the completion of an action,

perhaps have done, And made an end
(5) death, ending.

To what a dreadful.£»^ are we all come ! .

swift and sure to his approaching end.

(6) the last moment.
Whose dying eyes reproach not to the end .

(7) termination, result.

I see, as from a tower, the end of all : Cenci^ II. ii. 147.

Do evil deeds thus quickly come to end} . . V. i. i.

and its now wretched end., . V. iii. 71.

And so an end of all V. iii. 88.

for in the end^ In victory or-in death . . . . L,aon^ iii. ix. 8.

(8) purpose, intention, design, aim,
can never lead To the same end? Calderon^ I. 143.
These responses are means towards some end . I. 148.
an end Never to be accomplished : I. 158.

1. 103.

. M. N. Spec. Hors. 14.

. Summer., 2.

. . Cenci, III. ii. 78.

. . V. iii. 107.

. . Laon, I. xxxiv. 9.

. . Gineara, 93.

To attain the end
must hasten thus To their dark end. ,

For what end Could you engage in such
If equal yet unlike, to one sweet end/— .

we tend. Fraternal, to one common end/
Until the end was gained
the great end For which it hath its being,

(9) ultimate object.

Thou art the end of all desire and will, ,

(10) limit.

There in luxury without end,
Let there be an end of shams, . .

(11) at last, ultimately.
And even at the £»</ will ne'er deceive thee. Hom. Merc. Lxxvill. 8.

That peace, which in the end all life will share. . Q. Mab, i. 185,

(12; ultimate destination.

Urging those waters to their nlighty end. . .

Endears, v. tr, makes dear or beloved.
the very doubt endears My sadness ever new,
That likeness . . . which endears The thoughts

Endeavour, n. attempt, effort, mental or physical.

the mad e. Would scourge thee to severer pangs. Coleridge, 33.

Beat thine unfeeling bars with vain endeavour^ . Epips. 14.

and vain were the endeavour^ Horn,. Merc. xci. 4.

Remain the records of theii; y^xo. findeavour^ . . Int. Beauty^ ill. 4.

Sails, oars, and stream, tending to one endeav. ; Laon, I. vii. 5.

O Liberty ! forgive the base endeavour^ , , . in. xix. 3.

O \a,m endeavourf Ode I,id. xvil. $.

Ended, //._ (1) completed.
So now my summer-task is ended, Mary, . . , Laon, Ded. I. 1.

(2) past, over.
The toil which stolA ffom thee so many an hour

Is ended;— —— II. 2.

when the strife was ^neZst/ which_made dim , . Prom. Ill, ii. 2,

. Cenci, IV. ii. 17.

. v. i. 49.

• Wf^; 359- ,
. Falsehood, 46.
. Julian, 335.
. Q. Mab, I. 1S3.

IX. 17.

. Cycl. $00.

. Peter, III. xvi. 4.

,
Sonn. Nile. 8.

. E. Viviani, 9.

I Laon, VI. xxxi.

(3) finished, concluded.

he might have ende^ His days in peace ; . . . . Laon, V. xxxvi. 6.

^Endlademed, pp. Fig. surmounted, crowned.

whose imperial brow Is endiademed y/'xth woe. . Inv. Mis. II. 5.

EndincT, pr. pple. ceasing.

Continuously prolonged, and ending tve.\&r, . . Epips. loi.

Ending, n. termination.
Awed by the ending of their own desire .... Laon, xil, xxvi. 7.

Endless, eidj. (1) eternal, ever-enduring.

The errors of his faith in endless woe ! . . . . X. xxxv, 4.

When endless bliss the woes of fleeting life repay. M. N. Ravail, 41.

And seek of e«(^/ejj life the eternal scene. . . . 45*
With endless tortures goad their guilty shades. . 01.

Wantons in endless bemg Q- Mab, I. \$\.

his age ol endless peace, .... .... — ill. 235.

must our punishment Be endless ? Vll. 130.

(2) continual.
Whence tears of endless sorrow dim these eyes ? M. N. Post. Fr. 30.

Endless kisses steal my breath, M. N. Ravail, 89.

That shades the pool—an ewi/ZtfJi" spring of gloom, Orpheus, 12.

(3) very great in time or quantity.

Custards for supper, and an endless host . . . Gisb. y)4.
And here we may lye an endless night, . . . .M.N. Kavail, loi.

(4) continuous.
Clanging loud, an endless crowd— Front, l. 330.

*Endlessly, adv. continually.
Shall curse their reprobation endlessly^ . . . . Q. Mab, vil. 149.

Endow, v., tr. endue, gift.

And fancy's thin creations to endow With manner, VII. 62.

Endowed,//, fraught with, having a gift of.

for those endowed With art and wisdom . Hom. Merc. LXXXII. 3.

ere yet endowed V^'ith music and with light, . . Laon, II. xxxi. 4.

Not more endowed with actual life ..... ^. Mab, Vll. 273.

Ends, V. I. tr. terminates.
Death now ends mine anguish'd pain.— . . . St. Jr. (3) XVII. 4.

II, intr. (1) terminates.
'Twere wise to die : it ends in that at last. . . . Cenci, II. i. 57.

the prophecy Which begins and e. in thee ! {rep.) Prom.. I. 691.

(2) IS concluded.
When one dance ends another is begun ; . . . Faust, II. 325.

Ends, n. (1) the. first and last portions.
Ends of a disjointed dream.— Peter, Prol. 22.

(2) utmost parts.
' From the e. of the earth, from the e. of the earth. Prom. i. 495.
From the depths of the sky and the e. of the earth, IV. 130.

(3) purposes, aims,. objects.
Whilst we for basest ends ... I fear, Orsino, . Cenci, V. i. 46.
And to attain my own peculiar ends V. i. 79.
Like liars who tell the truth to serve their ends, . (Edipus^ i. 132.

Who shaped us to his ends and not our own ; . . Serchio, 31.

Endue. (See Indue.)

Endued, v. tr. endowed.
all the grace and beauty that endued Its motions, Alasior, 59.11.

Endued,//, gifted.

And f«^»f£^ not with fast-fleeting footsteps of air, Bigotry, III. 2.

Endurance, ». fortitude under trial or suffering.

with triple brass Of calm endurance Hope, Fear^ 13.

a strange tale of strange endurance, Laon, vil. iii. i.

And after long and vam endurance Love, Hope, 41.
gird my soul With new endurance, Prom. I. 644.
from the last giddy hour Of dead endurance, . iv. 559.
Gentleness, Virtue, Wisdom, and Endurance^ , —— iv. 562-

Endure, V. I. tr. (1) suffer continually.
Worse than I now endure ? '. . . Cenci, l. ii. 38.
Never inflicted on the meanest slaveWhat these e.y 11. ii. 51.

(2) suffer unresistingly or patiently.
You will endure it then ? — HI. i. 167.
to endure Stripe on stripe, Peter^ iii. xviii. 4.
those who do endure Deep wrongs for man, . . Prom-. l. 594.

(3) sustain.

they could endure no more The tortures . . . Cenci, V. iii. 20.

(4) exist under.
Snakes and ill •worms'—endure its mortal dew. . Marenghi, xvi. 3.

(5) live under, support.
I scarce endure The radiance of thy beauty. . . Prom. ll. v. 17.

(6) undergo.
all you endure and do Depends on circumstance Circumst. 7.

(7) brook or put-up with.
Will hear no reason and endure no rule. . . . Faust^ II. 354.

(8) suffer from.
from what you nowendure, Peter, iv. xiv. 4.

To endure-whsx it once possest When the lamp. III. 4.

(9) have or enjoy.
The rays of moon or sunlig^ht ne'er endure. . . Matilda,%%.
which .endure No light, bemg themselves obscure. Sensit. PI, iv. 23.

II. intr. (1) continue to exist, last.

from what is clear and must endure Epips. 177.

the hue Of his own mind did there endure . . . Mar. Dr. xx. 4,
Nought may endure but Mutability Mutability^ i6.

No change, no pause, 'no hope ! Yet I endure. . P^ont. I. 24.
Evil or tumult cannot long fi«{af«r^. PrAthan.l,\c&^
And ever during, aye endure i , . . ^ > , . Rosal^ 554.

D d
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r2"l suffer patiently.

Would endure not asye- do— MasM^iA.$.
Endured, v. tr. {V\ bore, sustained mentally.

impatieatly endured Its bursting burthen : . . Alastor^ 173.

(2) underwent.
what never any Guilty or innocent endur. before : Cenci^ V. ii. 140.

hunger, toil, and cold, Month after month endur. ; Marenghiy XIII. 3.

Endured, fp. (1) suffered, undergone.
I have endured z. wrong so great and strange, . Cenci^ ill. i. 139.

but one refuge from ills ill endured; III- »• ^02.

As I have said, I have endured 2. wrong, . . . ill. i- 213.

(2"^ borne or put up with.
Some such thing is to be endured or done

:

, HI. i- 92.

Havel endured for th&e\ Cycl. 2,-

The same, having ewa^Mredf a woful toil .... 262.

much may be end'U-'^^d Of what degrades . . . Julian^ 183.

ne'er endured The deep pollution of my loathed
embrace— —— 42 1.

(3) continued.
was almost spent It had endured^ Loon, I. xiv. 5.

Endures, v. tr. bears.
For them, endur. the life-sustaining field Its load Horn. Earthy 14.

IfEnduring, //. suffering, bearing patiently.

Enduring thus, the retributive hour .... Prom. I. 406.

Enduring, pr. pple. immortal.
makes his fame ^»^/«r{»^ there, Zrf>£);^, vili. xx. 8.

Enduring,///, fli^*.. (1) of things material, lasting.

An early but enduring monument, AdonaiSy XXX. 5.

(2) of things immaterial, undying.
a firm tf«(/Mr/«^ truth, Cena\ Ul. i. 61.

the enduring memory Of sages Laon^ ix. xv. 2.

(3) immortal.
He wakes or sleeps with the enduring dead ; Adonais^ xxXVllI. 3.

IfEndymion, n. a youth beloved by Diana.
Waxing and waning o'er Endymion Epips. 294.
Dian . . . Before she stooped to kiss Endymion^ Witch^ LXVIII. 4.

Enemies, n. foes, persons hostile.

You did not hope to stir some e. Against me, . Cenci^ II. i. 153.

I own ... no enemies but thine : Ch. isi, II. 207.

if a man should call his dearest enemies . . . ll. 28a.

Have we not stabbed thine enemies^ Laon^ X. xxviii. 6.

Might crush for him those deadlier enemies ; . x. xxxiv. 7.

To see his enetntes "writhe, and burn, and bleed,— x. xlv. 4.

Wilder her enemies In their own dark disguise,— Nat. Ant IV. j. •

^nemy, n. A. Lit. foe, adversary.
A man may stab his enemy, or his vassal - . . Cenci, I. ii. 75.

Count Cenci were ^ dangerous enemy: .... I. iii. i43-

Until mine enem.y has rendered up Atonement, . III. i. 332.

Were I an enemy of my God and King .... Ch. isi, III. 18.

Or stabs the wearer's ertemy in the back ; . . . Faust, II. 309.
Although mine enemy be great and strong, - Horn. Merc. Lxv. 7.

Upon his enemy's heart a mortal wound to wreak. Laon^ I. x. 9.

Sometimes the Snake around his enenty*s neck I. xii. 3.

could set my dearest enemy free XI. xv. 6.

O that mine enemy had written A book! . . . Peter, VI. i. i.

Of one who gave an enemy His plank, . _. . . PrOTn. I. 721.

That thou wouldst make mine enemy my judge, III. i. 65.

And, like a cloud, mine enemy above .... III. i. 82.

the savage drinks His enem.y's blood, . . . . Q. Mab^ II. 185.

B. Ftg. adverse force, source of danger.
Is its own raging enemy Calderon^ II. 47.
Between thee and this world thine enemy— . . Ch. ist^ 11. 205.

^Energies, n. (1) natural forces.

extends Its all-subduing energies, Damon^ II, 175.

o'er the earth extend "nieir au-subduing energies^ Q. Mab, Vlll. 233.

(2) powers of mind.
compelled His energies, no longer tameless . . V. 141.

His chilled and narrow energies^ Vlli. 150.

*Energy, n. vigour.

Your wisdom, gentleness, and energy^ .... Ch. ij/, II. 73.

Each e«^r^ of soul surviving Love. 13.

Hath soul's imperishable energy Mother^Son^l. 7.

Enfold, V. tr. encircle.

Round my neck thine arms enfold— Inv. Mis. VIII. 2.

'''Eufolden, pp. archaic, wrapped round.

as she lay enfolden In the warm shadow of her
loveliness ;— Witch^ II. 4.

Enfolds, V. tr. encircles.

Athwart the western mountain it enfolds^ . . . Prom. IV. 490.

En^a^e, v. I. tr. enlist, interest.

When those soft eyes . . . Some tale, , . . would
engage To overflow , Laon^ II. xxii. 7.

II. intr. (1) join in.

Could you engage in such a perilous crime, . . Cenci, V. i. 50.

(2) promise, undertake.
But how much gold will you engage to give ? , . CycL 131.

EnfiTagred, pp. joined in conflict.

in more doubtful strife the armies were engaged* Laon^ VI. xii. 9.

Engender, v. tr. beget, originate.

can the heated mind engender shapes .... Calderon, III. 153.

{Engendering, pr. pple. satir. beginning.
Engendering inhi^hdLck; , /fe/^r, Vli. vii. 4.

Engine, n. A. Lit. (1) a piece of mechanism.
As of some hideous engine Vis. Sea, 145.

(2) the rack.
as is the engine Which tortures and kills, . . . Cenci, V. iv. 2.

B. Fig. an agent or means of effecting an object.

The engine of parliaments Might be deferred . Ch. \st, iI- 348*

Enginery, n. (1) machinations, contrivances.

Plotting dark spells, and devilish enginery^ . . Gisb. 107.

(2) mechanism, mechanical contrivance.

The shock of crags shot from strange enginery^ Hellas^ 819.

Engines, n. {V\ racks, torture-machines.

And be the engines ready : Cenci, v. ii. 192.

(2) mechanical contrivances.

For round the walls are hung dread engines^ . Gisb. 22.

England, n. the state, power, or country of England.
And Englands sin by England's punishment. . Ch. \st, i. 164.

and manage the state of England. H- 65.

as Prynne would, were he Primate o^ England. . ll. loi.

in which respect the state of England .... II. 161.

Is £i«^/a«flrpoorer Or feebler? II. 185.

Never shall it be said that Charles of England , II. 315-

give The lion England tamed into our hands. . II. 339'.

^«^^«(^ fareweU ! thou who has been my cradle, iv. i.

How can I call thee Enpland. or my country ?— IV. 6.

the loathliest ward Of this wide prison, England, IV. 49.

People of England, ye who toil and groan, . . Pr. Peo. Eng. i.

Victory ? Austria, Russia, England^ Hellas^ 967.

Rode thro' England ^rov^d and ffay, Mask^ xii. 2. .

Which gave the 50ns of ^«Wi2«a birth .... xxxv. 2.

Men of £'wp-/a«(/, heirs of Glory, • XXXVJI. i.

As in England now we see LV. 5.

sold As laws are in England— LVii. 3.

The old laws of England— Lxxxil. I.

Men of England, wherefore plough Men ofEng. i. i.

Bees of England, forge Many a weapon, . . III. i.

till fair England he your sepulchre VIII. 4.

God raise from ^M^&wfj grave Nat. Ant. \. 2.

Englands prophets hailed thee as their queen, . Ode Lib. X. 10.

England yet sfe&ps :
-— XIII. i.

the goklen fields Of fertile £'«//a«./ Q.Mab,n. 221,

English, adj. (1) of or pertaining to England,
As if her nice feet scorned our English earth. . Ch. 1st, I. 6j.

who make base their English breed ..... I. 72.

some diviner element Than English air, . . . I. H7-
With the sharp thorns that deck the Eng. crown. li. 5.

Over English land he past, Mask^ X. 2,

On some spot of English ground — LXV. 3.

Of thehoMnds of English coast; LXVII. 2.

(2) pertaining to English people.
What if English toil and blood LX. i.

to wet Its bright point in English blood . . . LXXVII. 3.

As in an ^Tz^zlfi^ home, . Rosal.,i26u

(3) of English nationality.

English Peacock with his mountain fair ... Gisb. 233.

Englishman, n. one of the people of England, as such.

Thou, Oh, Englishman, hast none!..... Mask^ L. 4.

Englishmen, n. natives of England.
When Englishmen and Protestants should sit . Ch. xst, I. 78.

Madam, the love of Englishnun can make , . 11. 29.

I^Eugraven, pp. (1) Lit. cut with a graver.

With my own name engraven on the heft, , . Cenci, V. ii. loa
purple shells engraven With mystic legends . . Laon^ Vll. xiii. 3.

this haven Was as a gem to copy Heaven engrav. Witch, L. 8.

(2) Fig. as though cut with a graver,

its roof was flowers and leaves . . . Each a gem e. The Isle^ 8.

^Enhance, v. tr. (1) increase, strengthen.
satiety should still en. . . . their strict community : Sonn. Dante, 7.

(2) beautify or improve.
that did enhance The grassy vesture Triumph, 448.

*Enhorror*d, pp. struck with horror.

As ^w^rr^jr"*/ he onward pass'd. ..... . 5y. /r. (3) xii. 6.

Enjoined, v. tr. commanded, lay injunction on.

Hia Holiness Enjoined os to pursue Cenci^ v. ii. 73.

Enjoy, V. I. tr. (1) find pleasure in.

Go, and enjoy the festival ; Calderon^ l. 13.

AH men enjoy revehge ; Cenci, 1. 1. 78.

Enjoy yoMT triumph then with a full breast. . , Faust^ i. 93,
Whose shrieks and spasms and tears they may «.^ Hellas, 243.

(2) have possession or enjoyment of.

that I long enjoy Strength, wealth, and pride, . Cenci, i. L 30.
pure Children of God, enj<^ eternal beauty ;— . Faust, I. 105.

they hope that quiet to £?»/i?y. . .^ Q. Mab,\. 2^.
II. refl. feel pleasure or happiness.

'tis nothing, Enjoy yourselves Cenci^ i. iii. 96.

III. intr. feel pleasure.

Whilst we enjoy^ he reasons of enjoyment ; . . Faust^ II. 341.

Enjoyed, v. tr. (1) have possession or use of.

His decent heirs enjoyed his pelf^ Peter^ vil. vi. 2.

(2) had sexual pifeasure with.
Those are the lovely limbs which I enjoyed! . . Faust^ 11. 393.

Enjoyed, pp. partaken of, consumed.
This precious drink, which if enjoyed alone , . Cy^. 453.
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Enjoying', pr, pple. taking pleasure in.

The folly kA enjoying festivals Calderon^ I, 42.

^Enjoyment, ». the experience of pleasure.
"WTiilst we enjoy, he reasons olenjoyment; . . Faust^ II. 341.

^Enjoyments, n. pleasures.
Whose habits and enjoyments were his own : . Q. Mab^ VIII. 155.

Enjoys, V. tr. takes pleasure in.

A gentle heart «»7(>)« what it confers Ch,ist,\\.6.
yet enjoys The shapes of this new world, . . . St. Epips. 156.

Enkindle, v. tr. (1) give life to.

Life of Life ! thy lips enkindle . . . the breath . Front. II. v. 48.

(2) cause to sparkle.
As mine-lamps enkindle a hidden gem, . . . Sensit. PI. i. 63.

Enkindled, ppl. adj. illumined.
the light bums soft as the enkindled air, . . . Faust^ II. 102.

Enkindles, v. tr. brings into being.
Omt viot\A enkindles on Ms •wa.y— .'

Guitar Jane^ 'jZ.

^Enlightened, adj. Fig. mentally illumined.
In this enlighte?ied age too, Faust^ II. 352.

Enmity, n. (1) ill-feeling, discord.
who stirred Enmiiy\i.'^ against me with the Pope ? Cenci, 11. i. 134.
And Enmity is sister unto Shame ; Laon, vill. xx. 2.

(2) hostility. .

That knows and dreads his enmity Q. Mab^ v. 126.

(3) warfare.
to wage tfwwf/v Against Justina's soul Calderon^ I. 212.

*Enna, «. a town in Sicily, now Castro Giovanni.
their fountains In Enna's mountains, .... Arethusa^ V. 2.

like Proserpine, in ^wttdV glen, Matilda, 48.
From every flower aerial Enna feeds, .... Front, ill. iii. 42.

*Ennul, n. listlesshess.

With a long, slow, and drear ennui, Feter, VII. xiii. 2.

*Enoch, n. an antediluvian patriarch who ascended to heaven.
Some feign that he is Enoch : Hellas, 152.

JEnormons, iK^'. (1) of great quantity.
Ere yet the flood s enormous volume fell . . . Alastor, 376.

(2) of great size.

to move Enomtous rocks, Cycl. 21Q.
The knotty limbs of an enormous oak 376.
could e'er impress The sand with such enorntous

vestiges ? Ham. Merc, xxxvll. 8.

(3) monstrous, outrageous.
to punish his enorTnous crimes, Cenci, TV. i. 36.
For he now raved »2orww«j folly, . . . . /fe^*r, vi. xxxii. i.

Enongh, n. that which is sufficient.

E. from incommnnieable dream, . . . Has shone . Alastor, 39.
I know enough Not to be wholly ignorant . . . Calderon, I. 88.
What you . . . squander were e. For months I . Cenci, III. i. 329.
But when she saw he had enough, Laon, v. xxx. 6.

Euongh, adj. sufficient in degree, measure or quantity.
it would be enough To have permitted the defeat. Calderon, 1. 155.
Be it enough that Cyprian stands I. 224.
it is Enough I pity him, III. 97.
It is enough. My doubts are well appeased ; . . Cenci, III. i. 3^2.
It is enough to expect from these lean imposts . Ch. 1st, 11. 283.
It is enough / Thou lovest me no more ! . . . 11. 329.
This knotted staff is h^lp £«{7«.^A for me, . . . Faust, W.j^.
Then every trough will De boat CKOM^Ay . . 11.205.
Be it e«oM^^ that the mouse was not grey. . . 11.375-
And if you think that this is not enough, . . Horn. Merc xLvi. 8.

To-day is for itself ^MOTi^A/ Jaw, Tnvitn, i^.
And was not this enough ? Julian, 607.
The Queen will be an angel time ff«fl«^A. . . . CBdipus, 11.1.121.
One more. Is incest not enough ? Feter, vi. v. i.

he had . . . meat and drink enough,— .... vil. v. 4.
those groans are grief tfwoaE^A /Vows. I. 593.

Enough, adv.
So we be bold enough to seize it Cenci, III. i. 195,
As thou, O Lord, once more art kind enough. . Faust, I. 29.
Civil ff«OM_^A is tliis sameGod Almighty, . . . I. n2.
this space is wide etiough— II. 253.
None slpw enough for sadness : Julian, 32.
And bait the trap ? and rats, when lean enough (Edipus, I. 183.
Peace, wanton, thou art yet not old enough. . . Prom. III. iv. 91.

Enough, interj.

Enough, enough I Go desire Lady Jane . . . Ch, \st, II. 456.
He, I, and all things shall compel

—

enough. . . Hellas, igo.
Eactuire, w. intr. seek information.

ifyou e«y«zr«, they will not stutter ; . . . . Hom.Mer.7iCV. 6.

Enquired,//, sought to know.
Wisely hast thou eKyajr^rf of my skill; . . . LXXIX. 2.

JBnciniring,///. adj. questioning.
like some enquiring child Sporting on graves, . Summer-Evg.2J.

''Enxaptuzed, ppl. adj. delighted.
drank with <«>-a//Kr«rf ear The shrieks . . . g. il/a*. III. 182.

Enraptures, v. tr. transports with pleasure.
Astonishes, enraptures, elevates, ...,,, i. 71.

*Enregistered, pp. recorded.
Of his decree e«>75f('jfer«rf in heaven? . . . . C«Kn', 11. i. 147.

Enriched, v. tr. made wealthy.
That crimes like yours. . .^BricA^rftlieChurch, I. i. 8.

Enriched, pp. Fig, made happy.
£'«>-»VAcrf by smiles which France can never buy. Ch. 1st, II. 32.

*Ensauguin'd, ///. adj. (1) Lit. bloodstained.
wrest the ensanguined brand M. N. Post. Fr. 62.

Then speeding swiftly o'er the ^wjflw^fwmW heath, 71.

(2) Fig. wounded menially.
Made bare his branded and ensanguined brow, Adcnais, xxxiv. 8.

tEnshrined, V. tr. held, preserved.
If my heart enshrined Si treasure .... Mary, -who died. 111. y.

^Enshrining, ///. adj. pervading, beautifying.

Ofshadovy silver or enshrining light, . . . . Alastor, 481.

Ensign, n. A. Zit. (1) Hag or standard.
Usurped the royal ensigrfs grandeur, . . . . Q. Mab, ix. 100.

(a) used figuratively.

And spreads his ensign in the wilderness : . . . Hellas, 353.
*£nslave, v. tr. reduce to vassalage or dependence.
and the stranger Comes toensl. Us in his name ! Laon, VI. lii. 4.

^Enslaved, //. subjected, debased.
AH spirits are enslaved which serve things evil : . Prom. II. iv. 1 10.

Ensnare, v. tr. Fig. beguile, misleau.
the despair Which would rwjj^arf us now, . . . Z^on, III. ix. 8.

Ensue, v. intr. follow upon.
Rest the blood that must ensue, ...... Mask, LxxxlII. 3.

Entailed, pp. settled inalienably.
tf«Ax2&rf my estate, called the Fool's Paradise, . CEdipus,!. 201.

Entangle, v. tr. twist together.
Wte will entangle buds and flowers and beams . From. Ill- iii. .^o.

Entangled, pp. A. Lit. (1) twined together.
How arms might be ^»/a»^</ too Calderon, III. 6^.

(2) hindered.
Entangled in the whirlwind From. IIL ii. 13.

B. Fig. (1 1 inextricably involved.
And good and ill like vines «»/a»^^f/ are, . . Marenghi, s.. 7,.

(2) embarrassed, involved.
Faints, entangled in their mazes Prom. II, v. 53,

Entangled,///, adj. A. Lit. (1) intertwined, unkempt.
hales From hall to hall by the entangUdhaAr ; . Cenci, ill. i. 45.
Hung them on high- by the entangled hair : . . Laon, III. Tax. 4.
(2) twisting in and out.

In many ^»/a«^/^(/ figures quaint and sweet . . Marenghi, Tix. 4.
B. Fig. contused, embarrassed.

And haveunravelled mv«*/aw.^/(erf will, . , . Ce«a', III, i. 220.
flings On the entangled sovl's aspiring wings, . iMon, 11. xxxiii, 5,

"Entangling, pr. pple. ensnaring.
entangling them in her aweet ditties PF!'/oi,Lxxvill.3.

^Entangling, ppl. adj. embarrassing.
divide The actual world from these entang. evils, Laon, ill, xxiii, 7

Enter, v. 1. tr. arrive at, go into.
His Grace of Canterbury expects to enter the

. Aii'S'^^J'^r'^^'^™ C4. w/, II. 454.
All hope abandon ye who enfer here ; ' . . . . From. Ill, iv', 136.
II. intr. (1) become added.

although Something did ever enter. Peter, IV. vii. 5.
(ia) to go inside.

For fear of the dull charm, to fi«^#-,' VII. xxiii. 2.
Entered, v. I. tr. passed through or into.
The Daemon and the Spirit .£. the eternal gates. Dtsmon I 231
.aj^p^ei/ the Hall of Spells: Q. Mab, 11. \x.

II. intr. \X) came in.

And then Gherardi entered Ginevra 142
When the Count entered— Julian, 158/
^2) traversed.

I Perceived not where I entered any more, . . . Matilda, 24.
Entered, pp. Fig. joined, become concerned in.
had secretly entered into a conspiracy .... Ch. 1st, II. 382.

Enterprise, n. (1) nndertaKing or adventure.
That for so great an enterprise, n. 267
our enterp. has kept From Phrygian contumely ; Cycl. 278.
that all may share In the great enterprise. . . 6^8.
Ere yet success the enterprise had blest, . . . Laon, ix, ix, 1;.

(2) plans, schemes.
musing alway On loftiest enterprise, . . . vil, iv, 5.

^3) energy, daring,
sickens The solid heart of e«/sj-^n'ie; . . . . Frol Hellas no
free and generous love Of enterprize and daring, Q. Mab, v. 87.

Enters, v. intr. passes through or in.
That enters whistling as in scorn Cenci, iv. ii. 42.

Entertain, v. intr. treat, discourse.
Of such hard matter dost thou entertain. . . Dante Conv. =^4.

Entertainment, n. festivity.

When you have shared the entertainment here, . Cenci, I. iii. 8.

Enthrall. (See InthraU.)

Enthroned, //. A. Lit. seated on a throne.
And see ! . . . The anxious Tyrant sit, ent. on high, Laon, xii. v. 3.
B. Fig. (1) on high, as on a throne.

MethoughtiB/Arow'rfupon a silvery cloud, . . M. N. Ravail 2i.
Enthroned in roseate light ' gT
(2) securely established.

How cities, on which Empire sleeps enthroned, . Hellas, 84?,
power is enthroned 'Mid antient rights .... Rosal. 661'.

(3) held in honour and esteem.
While Truth and Joy ewMroKerf . ... Laon,v.Sottg,6.

D d 2
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She sits enthroned of old O'er our hearts' Queen. Nat. Ant. V. 6.

appeal To the eternal years ,««Mr(?«tfdf before us, Ode Lib. XIII. 13.

Hehas«»Mri7»tf(f the oppression and the oppressor, ZVII. 5.

*Eiithnsiasin, ». (1) ecstasy, exaltation of ideas.

CTow Drunk with divine enthusiasm, . . . Horn. Merc. xcv. 2.

the sweet enthusiasm Which overflows . . . Pr. Athan. II. ii. 37.

(2) ardent zeal.

a wide enthusiasm. To cleanse the fevered world Loon, IX. v. 8.

(3) Fig. of water, dash, vigour.

But the clear stream in full £»M:w<Vum . . . . Serchio, ill.

^Enthusiast, «. one carried away by ardent imagination.

Than the enthusiasts fancied love more fair, . .M.N. Ravail, 35.

The enthusiast hears at evening : . . . . •
^

• Q- Mab, I. 49.

*EntIinsiast, c. adj. attr. excitable, ecstatic.

Yet to «iM»««s/ears M.N.Post.Fr.%$.

Entice, v. tr. allure, draw-
Envying us, may even e.... The polluting multitude ; Bug. Hills, 354.
We must entice Her Majesty from the stye, . . GSdipus, I. 386.

Entire, adj. whole, full, complete.
Bishops and deacons, and the entire army . . . I. 13.

I have rehearsed the entire scene II. ii. 72.

:;:Entom1>, V. tr. Fig.aa^aXl, swallow up.
If Hell should entomb thee, Hellas, 104.

Entrails, n. intestines,

until the drink Had warmed his entrails, . . . Cycl. 419.
like a scorpion's nest Built in mine entrails: . . Loon, III. xxi. 3.

steel Felt cold ip her torn entrails/ Q. Mob, VI. I2l.

Entrance, n. A. X.it. (1) the act of entering,

our loud entrafpu woke The echoes of the hall, . Ijum, V. xxii. 4.

Q2) means of entering,
who hast found entrance hither, ...... Calderon, HI- 102.

(3) admission, freedom to enter.

They gave him entrance free to bear me thence. Loon, IV. xi. 5.

B. Fig. means of penetrating,

find An entrance to the caverns of his mind, . . Julian, 573.

:!:Entranced, pp. enrapt with pleasure.

Entranced in some diviner mood ...... Dcetnon, I. 88.

but all entranced she listens Orpheus, 124.

Entrap, v. tr. Fig. (1) ensnare.
Shall have a fascination to ent. Her loathing will, Cenci, rv. i. 86.

(2) catch insidiously.

Entrap me not with questions. V. ii. 173.

Entreat, v. tr. A. Lit. beseech.
I do entreat you, go not, noble guests ; . . . . I. iii. 99.
to entreat the madmen to omit ....... Ch. 1st, II. 63.

B. Fig. beseech by looks.

Thy Iovct's eye, . . . dares not entreat thy stay : . April, 1814, 7.

jlEntreatinff, pr. pple. beseeching.
Would rest, with looks entreating to abide, . . Loon, II. xxvi. 8.

i^EntrencIi, v. tr. surround as a defence,

we £«^r^«cA ypu with walls of brawn, .... (Edipus,ll.\.l^'i.

*Entwine, w. I. tr. enwreathe.
Where odorous plants «»ft«j'»«... a natural bower, Alastor, 146.

Thatthe earliest, theloveliestofflowersI'd««/zt/»««, Tear, v. 2.

II. intr. intertwine.

whilst thus thy boughs entwine, Calderon, III. 63.

^Entwined, v. tr. Fig.
Entwined in duskier wreaths her braided locks . Alastor, 338.

Entwined, pp. Fig. (1) entangled.

in a magic snare entwined, Calderon, III. 20.

(2) intertwined,
have there tf«/a'/?«arTl?ose rooted hopes, . . . Dcemon, 11. 14.

„ ,..,,..•• C- ^''^' »• H.
Entwining, ppl. adj. (1) intertwistmg.

claspedThe fissured stones with its ««to2««»jfarms, Alastor, 579.

(2) clasping, embracing.
Faint, like one mingled in entwining Jove ; . . Prom. I. 148.

Envelope, v. tr. enwrap, enclose.

envelope once this silent snow ? _ . Mont B. 74.

Envenomed, ppl. adj. Fig. embittered, odious.

this life's envenomed dresim Z.iM«,xlI.xxvii.8.

A robe of ««»«»<»««/ agony; Prom. t. iSg.

Envenomest, v. tr. I'ig. embitterest, poisonest mentally.

Which, like a serpent thou envenomest .... Julian, 399.

Envied, v. tr. were jealous of.

•and men £'»i'«</his state: C!««, IV. iii. 53.

I woke, and enviedhpt as she was sleeping. . . Zucca, II. 4.

Envied, pp. thought grudgingly of.

The living were not envied of the dead Witch, XVII. 8.

Envied, ///. fl^'. coveted.

norinthe««»«i^sway Zjffo«, xi. xvii. 3.

Judged alone worthy of the eBi/jVrf boon, . . .Q.Mab,\.iiy

Envies, v. tr. grudges.

To the poor worm who envies us his love ! . . . Ch. 1st, iv. 34.

Envions, adj. A: Lit. jealous, grudging, malignant.

Struck by the envious wrath of man or God, . . Adonais, V. 6.

nobler than The envious and admiring multitude. Ch. if/, I. 148.

Which many an envious slave then breathed . . Laon, Ded. VII. 7.

envious tongues had stained his spotless truth, . X'l^'
^'

thou wouldst, if thou couldst feel, Abjure such e. fame— Otho, II. a.

Screens Lucca from the Pisan's envious eye, . . Serchio, 40.

B. Fig. unkindly, jealous.
as flame dies in the envious air, ...... Calderon, III. 147.

thou envious eastern lamp Epitkal, (2) 17.

Outwatched with me the envious night— . . . Int. Beauty, VI. 7.

Until an fr^z'ztjMj wind crept by, Jane, Recoil. Zi.

Stealing his accents from the envious wind . . Julian, 297.
some envious shade may interlope ..... LM)n, IX. xxvii. 3.

envious fate, has sealed my wayward destiny. . M. N. Fragmt. 9.
Time fell, an envious shadow ; Prom.. II. iv. 34.

Cast from the ^»»/oaj future on the time, . '. . Sonn. Byron, 11.

Friends who, by practice of some envious skill, . Witch, I.XXVII. 5.

Environ, v. tr. surround.
And war's mad fiends the scene environ, . . . Falsehood, 9.

the towers that did environ That spacious square ; Laon, x. xlii. 3.

which did environ With air^ilad crags . . . Marenghi, xxll. 4.

With splendour and terror the black ship environ, Vis. Sea, 20.

Envy, V. tr. be jealous of, grudge.
so may they ^wz'j' thine Cenci, IV. iii. s$.

Envy not this dim world . Fr. Moon, 4.

I envy thee no thing I know to teach . . . Horn. Merc. LXXIX. 3.

Envy, «. (1) malicious jealousy.

Whose prelude held all envy, hate, and wrong, Adonais, xxxvi. 6.

Envy and calumny and hate and pain, .... XL. 2.

Stung me with pride and envy, Calderon, II. 119.

Strike in thine envy those lifeJarting eyes . . . Cenci, TV. i. 135.

To overwhelm in ^wpy and revenge Dcemon, 11.22.

That Envy lights at fieaven-born Virtue's beam— Death Vanq. 24.

If^ttp^ or age had not frozen your blood, . . . Pan, i\\. 11.

Nor jealousy, nor ^Mz/jf, nor ill shame, . , . . /'ri^zK. III. iv. 161-

(2; emulation.
Would repent its envy vain, Eug. Hills, 372.

With £«z/jv of my sweet pipmgs Pan, 11. 12.

If I esteemed you less, .ckwj' would kill .... Sonn. Byron, 1.

(3) an object of envy.
An envy of the isles Epips. 491.

Envying', pr. pple. (1) being jealous of.

Env. us, may even entice'To our healing paradise Eug. Hills, 354.

Envying the unenviable ; . Ginevra, 30.

(2) grudging.
Till Power, as ««i!!)?jK^ her this only joy, . . Mother ir Son,vi. 11.

*Enweave8, v. tr. Fig. forms or brings into being.

flowets and leaves Which the summer's breath e.. The Isle, 5.

$Enwombid, //. Fig. parturient.

much wondering how the ^wzyffwd^i? rocks . . . Witch, j..€i.

lEnwzap, v. tr. cover over, wrap round.
And my bare limbs his mantle did enwrap, . . Laon, HI. mi. 5.

*Enwrapt, v. tr. (See Enwrap.)
Whieh enwrapt her perfect form ...... Fr. Pleas. 13.

^En-wrought, pp. mixed or woven with.

Like stars in clouds by the weak winds enwr., . Fr. Calm, 4.

*Eoan, Oi^^ Eos= Aurora= Eastern.

Beckons the Sun from the .Syaw wave, . . . . Ode Lib. xvill. z.

^Ephemeral, adj. existing only for a day.

He sets, and each ephemeral insect then . . . Adonais, xxix. 2.

*Epheniexis, ». the Mayfly (?).

But the bee and the beamUke ephemeris , . . Sensit. PI. II. 49.

*Epic, adj. narrative.

Suppers of «/« poets;— Peter, m. tH. 3.

Epitaph, n. Fig. commemoration.
be our laugh His despair—her «^/to^A/ . , . . Fr. Incant. l.s.

trace Tlie epitaph of gloiy fled,— Jane, Recoil. 6.

An epitaph of glory tor the tomh Zao« XI. xxiii. S-

Thy victory shall be his epitaph, Ode Lib. xrv. 4.

And let them be my epitaph Rosal. 562.

O.h, that like thine, mmeepitaph were—Peace ! . Sunset, 50.

Epitaphs, n. Fig. .past glories.

By moonlight spells ancestral epitaphs, . . . Naples, 109.

*EpithalaniiUjn, ». a nuptial song.
ThiTie epithalamium Castl.Adm.iv.g-

Equal, V. tr. (1) compare with.

No life can equal such a death M.N. Ravail, qa.

(2) be on equality with.

Him, every slave . . . Might ipiitate and equal. . Q. Mab, V. 166.

Equal, «. one of the same rank or position.

Without an «yaa/ and without a rival, . . . . Calderon, 1. ig^.

andstands An <!y!M/ amidst equals: Damon, 11. l6g.

I, „ Q. Mab, VIII. 227.

Equal, adj. " (1) the same in degree or amount.

Flora and Lclio might have «yao/ share, . . . Calderon, \11. g^.

An equal passion to repay ........ Critic, II. 3.

power of imparting joy Is equal to the will, . . Q. Mab, III. 12.

(2) of like power, rank, degree.

Iftheyare«ff«o/, Ca^ro», 1. 182.

If^ywir/ in their power, 1. 186.

I know That Love makes all things equal: . . Epips. 126.

If equal, yet unlike, to one sweet end j— . . . 359.

Twin Genii, equi^ Gods— Laon, I. xxv. 8.

Till free and equal man and woman greet Do-
mestic peace ; II. xxxvii. 5.

was free, £^aa/, and pure and wise, VII. xxxiii.9.

Let all oe free and c^Mfl// , VIII. xvii. i.

The Princess shall espouse, and reign an e. King. X. xli. 9.

It makes the reptile equal to the God : . . , . Prom.. II. v. 43.

Equal, unclassed, tribeless, and nationless, . . III. iv. 195.
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are tfytto/ in thy sight : Q, Mab^vi. 211.

^ua/and free ana pure IX. go.

(3) just, equitable.
And from his «y«fl/ balance did require . . . Hom.Mercisv.^,
Thus she doth equal laws and justice teach . . Z<M», IV. xxi. i.

Their spirits to the love of freedom's tfy«o/ law. . V. xvii. 9.
To ffive to all an equal share of good VIII. xi. 6.

And equal laws be thine, Naples^ 97.
Blind Love, and equal Justice, Ode Lib, xvill. 9.
But poverty and wealth with e^ual hand Scatter Q. Mad, V. 46.
In just and e^»a/ measure all IS weighed, . . . V. 235.

(^4) even, equable.
And with a soft and tfj-Mfl/ pressure I^.AlAan.u.ii.^s.
Will look on thy more warm and equal light . . From. III. iv. 88.

(5) concurrent.
With tfj-Mfl/ steps and fingers intertwined : . . , Rosal. 12^^.

Eq.nality, n. sameness of rank and position,
the pure law Of mild tf^«a/«Vy and peace, . . . Z(W«, IV. xv. 3.
Eldest of things, divine .fi'^Mffl/zVv/ V. 5o«^, 3, i.

Arite to attest the ey«a/i/y of all Who live. . . V. xxxvii. 5.

Eqnals, n. those on equality.
and stands An equal amidst equals : Damon, II. 169.

„ „ ,, „ „ g. il/ai, VIII. 227.

tEcLUlnoctial, adj. near the line of the equinox.
Rose like the ^»2»(7£Aa/ sun CA. u/, I. 47.

*EciTilvocatin^, ///. adj. ambiguous, prevaricating.
Youhave asly, ^^w/pocflAw^vein C^wrf, I. ii. 28.

EciTiivocation, n. an evasion, a prevarication.
Is an equivocation : —— iv. iii. 28.

*ETase, V. tr. A. Lit. obliterate.
But, ere the breath that could erase it blew, . . Fr. Keats, 2.

B. Fig. do away vnith.

or erase the deeper wounds Fr. Satire, 18.

^Erased, v. tr. obliterated.

her light fair feet ^Vajgi/ these images Gi?ievra,2y.
Erased its light vestige, with shadowy sweep, . . Sensit. PI. II. 27.

^Erased, pp. obliterated.
leam&d imagery Has been erased, Epips. 499.
the first wave had more than half ^roja;? ... . TriumpH, ^06.
shadows of the massy temples lie. And never are e.— Witch, Lix. 3.

""Erases, v. tr. obliterates.
as a serpent's path, which the light air Erases, . Ode Lib. xv. 5.
Which the first foam erases half, Unf. Dr. 153.

*£Tasin(r, pr. pple. Fig. obliterating.
Whilst love every care is erasing, M.N. Ravail, 75.

'Erasure, n, destruction, obliteration.
Ofwhosepurebeauty,Time, ...hadnevermadee.y Naples, 14.

Vxe,prep. before.

erenight the array Of fresh troops ia««, VI. xviii. 5.
. Ere^ night the pyre was piled, x. xlii. i.

Whilst e^es that change tf^£ night . , . . Mutability,(2) ill. z.
I must nde it back ere morrow, Prom. 1. 735.

Ere, conj. before that, before.
Yet a little, ere it fled. Did he resign Alastor, 627.
In dusk, ere Stars were lit, or candles brought ; . Asiola, I. 4.
Swear to me, crc I die Cenci, in?i. '.6.

such as I was ere yet My young heart shared . . CA. 1st, is. 16.
But, ere the breath that could erase it blew, . . Fr. Keats, 2.
Ere the sun through heaven once more has rolled, Ginevra, 213.
ere thou Didst start for this brief race .... Hellas, 855.
the sun paused ere it should alight, Julian, (^3.

*5re it fad&' Said my companion, ^5.
Ere Maddalo arose, I called on him 142.
Ere to despair and death Loon, x. xxvii. g.
As then tfrff misery made me wise Prom. 1.^9,.
As lightning tingles, hovering «r« it strike. . . I- 134-
Wrapstfrtf it drinks some cloud ofwandering dew. 11. 1. 78.
His voice whose accents lingered ere they died . 11. i. 88.
Ere it is borne away, away, II. ij. 13.
Ere the cloud piled on Atlas can dwindle . . . 11. iv. 171.
as thou wert wont to be Ere we were disunited ? Rosal. 13.
Yet ere I can say where— Triumph, 161.

*Erebinthns, n. probably one of the Demonesi islands,
that bee-pasturing isle, Green Sj-eiiBMiM, . . Hellas, lyi.

Erebus, «. hell, Tartarus.
or Erebus With all its banded fiends Dxnwn, II. 20.

Erect, V. tr. Fig. establish.
And thought erect an universal throne, .... Lami, x. i. 5.

Erectest, v. tr. Fig. establishest.
Thou, aye, erectest there Thy throne of power . Q. Mab, III. 217.

Erevhlle, adv. formerly, a time ago.
tnade dear to thee erew^/&, April 18 14 22
eraiihile I slept Under the glaucous caverns . . Prom'. 11 i 43

'

A joy was erewhile In thy voice and thy smile, Two Fr. Mary, 11. 4.
*Erin, n. Ireland.
Fat—as the death-birds on Erin^s shore, . . Devil xll i
Bear witness, £Wk/

, . Ireland i
'

curaes the champion of .S«K M. N. Spec!Hors. A&.
and ladies, Erin's laureate smgs it, CBdipus, II. i. 173.

^Ermine, adj. Fig. a white covering like ermine.
With kingly, ermine snow. Prom. IV. 287.

*Ennlned, ppl. adj. trimmed with ermine fur.

he had on. Like Eldon, an ermined gown ; . . Mask, IV. -2.

Some made a cradle of the ermined capes . . Triumph, 495.

Err, V. intr. (1) go astray, fall into error.

Man Must err till he has ceased to struggle. . , Faust, I. 78.

in which spirits weep When mortals err, . . . Prol. Hellas, 81.

Too much avenged lay those who err. .... ProTn. I. 405.
the hell that bigots frame To punish those who e.: Q. Mab, III. 80.

(2) stray, wander mentally.
Err not in harsh despair, But tears and patience. Cenci, v. iv. 144.

Errand, n. mission, business.
and then, their errand done . Q. Mab, IX. 230,

Erred, pp. done wrong.
If I have erred, there was no joy in errt)r, . . . Julian, 326.

Erring, pr. pple. wandering.
their many kings Led them, thus erring, . . • Loon, a. v. 6.

Erring, ppl. adj. Fig. (1) sinful.

respited from hell An erring soul .... . Cenci, I. i. 9.

(2) mistaken, misled. .

and lured The e^rwz^ nations ... , . . Prof». III. Hi. I2g.

(3) liable to error.

or the sneers Of ^rrm.^ judging men Hellas, mS.
W^hilst in this erring worla tolive Rosal. 560.

Error, n. (1) as a personification.
and kills Error, the worm, Epips. 168.
Hunts through the world the homeless steps of ^., Fr. Satire, 8.

Before the dazzled eyes of Error, Hellas, 986.
Strip every impious gawd, rend E. veil by veil : . Naples, 93.
Whose sunlike shafts pierce tempeat-winged E., Ode Lib. x. 3.
And veil by veil, evil and error fall : Prom. ill. iii. 62.
Before those cruel Twins . . . Error and Truth, . Witch, I. 3.

(2) mistake.
Cristofano Was stabbed in e. by a jealous man, Cenci, I, iii. ()2.

Fell, like a shaft loosed by the bowman's error, Laon, x. xxvi. 3.A new Actaeon's error Shall their's have been— Naples, 81.

(3) mistaken judgment or opinion.
You are in error. Calderon, I. 249.
(4) aberration.

gazing, became blind with error

;

• 11. 8.

(5) hallucination.
And dazed by that bright error, Love, Hope, 19.
Kindled by that inextricable error, Medusa, v. 3.

(6) misdoing, foUy.

. Ch. 1st, II. 40.

. Epips. 250.
, \oy m error, . . Julian, ^26.

Of thine impostures, which must be their error— Ld. Ch. XI. 3.
Which could distort to many a shape of error, . Prom. iv. .383.
this life Of ecra/-, ignorance, and strife, . . . . Sensit. Pi:'iw. 10.
The life of their sweet eyes, with all its error. Tower ofFam^. 21.

(7) mistaken knowledge, misbelief.
serves me in a cloud oi error, Faust, I. 69.
Unlike the God of human error, Q. Mab, VI. 199.
Of human error's dense and purblind faith, . vil. 65.
(8) offence.

Pride is thy error and thy punishment Prol. Hellas, 162.

Errors, n. (1) mistakes.
each fearfully shall pay The errors of his faith . Laon, x. xxxv. 4.
His errors prove it—knew my joy Peter, IV. xiii. 4.
so that man May profit by his errors, . , . . Q. Mab, III. g.
(2) misdeeds.

Yet human hopes and cares and faiths and e., Marenghi, xxvi. i.
dost thou wish the errors to survive Q. Mab, IV. 257.

Errs, V. intr. is mistaken.
An,d leave the troop which errs, Epips. 603.

Erst, adv. formerly.
as erst did I Seeking her and her delight . . . Cyd. 61.

'Erymantluan, adj. of Mount Erymanthus.
and he The Erymanthian boar that wounded him. Tasso, 12.

Erymanthus, n. now Mount Olonos (Elis, Peloponnesus"!.
with the spasm All Erymanthus shook. . . . Arethusa, 11. 4.

Escape, v. I. tr. (1) be uninfluenced by.
It felt, yet could escape the magic tone . . . Adonais, xxxvi. s.
(2) elude designs,

Iwereafool, ... Ifshe«ja!/S«me Cenci l.<\ ai
(3) elude capture.

Now they escape you there Cyd. 693.
(4) evade a consequence.

As you would Ucape what might appal a bolder— Horn. Merc. XV 6
11. mtr. (1) elude capture.

Look to the gates that none escape I Cenci, iv iv 54We can eja2/£ even now, y i 37Let me but ejai/<!, .
". '. Cvrf. 340.You who are young escape with me, Z12

I might escape. Having got clear Tm'
and with one step I^t us ^ctt/s Faust, li. 221.
K.1II! crush! despoil! Let not a Greek aroj/e/ . Hellas, 1022
(2) elude mentally or morally.

A net From which she shall escape not. . . . Cend I ii 83But none beside «joi/«, Horn! Venus'^2.
(3) regam freedom.

Against me, and escape, and laugh to scorn . . Cettci, 11. i. 154.
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Escape, n. (1) means of eluding mental thraldom.
Or smiles beyond it ! There is no escape . . . Cenct, ii. ii. 132.

(2) freedom from a consequence.
Self-murder no, that might be no escape, . . m. i. 132.

(3) the flight.

Against the ayfis/c of boldest thoughts, . . . . Helios, j-js.

Escaped, v. I. tr. was uttered by.
no voice of wail Escaped h&r; Laon, I. xviii. 5.

II. intr. avoided the danger.
The rest escaped ViiihxTt Cenci^ I. iii. 61.

Escaped,//. (1) avoided the danger.
I am come To say he has escaped. III. ii. 32.
Have they escaped^ or are they yet within ? . . Cycl. 688.

(2) got away scatheless from.
I have escaped th^ Trojan toils, 333.
I have esaiPed the sea.- . 334.
Have I ^scap*d the bickering flame W, Jew, {2) 4.

Especially, adv. (1) above all things.
Especially if you congratulate him Faust, II. 349.

(2) particularly.

the morals of the swine, The sows especially, . . CBdipus, II. i. 53.

Esponse, v. tr. marry.
Should afterwards ar^f^wjfi the murderer ? . . . Calderon,\.2%\.
The Princess shall espottse, l^aon^ x. xli. 9.

Espy, V. tr. see, discover..

he did espy What poets know and prophesy ; . . Rosal. 888.

Esquire, n. a complimentary title.

to P. Verbovale, Esquire Peter, vi. xvi. 2.

fEssay, v. inir. try, attempt
Yet does his parting breath essay to speak— . . M.N.Post.Fr. 10.

thence I will essay to glean A warning . . . Q. Mab, III. 7.

*Essayed, v. intr. endeavoured.
Hadst thou with all thine art essayed Falsehood^ 41.

Essence, ». (1) being, entity.

one pure essence, One substance, Calderon, I. 115.
His essence must be one. ......... i. 163.
one will, one substance, and one essence. . . . 1. 196.
one solitary essence, .... . . . l. 199.
The pure diffusion of thy essence Q. Mab, III. 215.

(2) the concentration or outcome.
The tenfold As-jfiwc? of all these Peter, in. vii. S-

(,3J special point.
The essence of his dnlness was Vll. xiv. 2.

:J:EsseutiaI, ad/, absolutely necessary.
It was essential to my purposes Calderon, ll. 71.

:J:Essez, Earl of Essex, b. 1591, d. 1646.
Lord Essex, and Lord Keeper Coventry, . Ck. \st, i. 71.

like my Lord Essex's there. . . .... 11. 49.

't'Estalslisliing', pr. pple. making sure, founding.
establishing his throne On vanquished will, . . I^lit. Great. 12.

Establishing ih& imperishable throne Of truth, . Q. Mab, Vll. 246.

Estate, n, (1) state or condition.
I might reclaim him from this dark estate : . . Julian, 574.
The better Genius of this world's estate. .... JJwn. XII. xxxi. 5.
Pit)ring the tumult of their dark estate— . . . Pr. Athan. 1.34.
They dare not devise good for man's estate, . . Pront. l. 62$.

(2) domain or real property.
entailed my estate, called the Fool's Paradise, . (Edipus, I. 201.

Esteem, n. estimation, judgment.
Shew a poor figure to my own esteem, . . . Cenci, II. ii. 117.

Esteemed, v. tr. cared, for, regarded.
If I esteemed you leSs, Sonn. Byron, 1.

Eternal, n. tne Divine Being.
A portion of the Eternal, which must glow Adonais, xxxvill. 7.

An atom of th' Eternal, . Epips. 479.
Armies of the Eternal, y& who strike To dust . Hellas, 4i;j.

That the Eternal, the Immortal, Prom. II. ni. 95.

Eternal, adj. (i) that has always been, is, and shall be.

From his fi^*r«a/ dwelling; CaIderon,\\\.i<yj,
Less shares thy eternal hxe.'aih. . . Damon, I. 185.

„ ,. ;, ,
Q. Mab, i. 274.

so wonderful a sight As the ^. temple could afford. Damon, l. 216.

The Daemon and the Spirit Entered the e. gates. I. 231.

Eternal Nature's law I. 246,

That variegate the e/erwa/ universe; il- 355-

,, „ „ „ „ Q. Mab, IX. 160.

Around the gate of the Eternal Fane . . . Damon, II. 313.
the eternal ^-w By which those live, . . . . Epips. 185.

As is the Moon, ... to the eternal Sun ; . . . . 280.

though her etern. ray Must shine upon our grave. Falsehood, 31.

stood Before the ^^^^«a/Judgment-seat : . . . Fr. Satan, 2.

Among the Grods, whose Xwca eternal 3S^ . . . Horn. Moon, 23.

Of mortal men and the ^/^^'Mfl/ gods Horn-. Sun, 12.

taming the eternal kings Of Heaven Horn.. Venus, ^.
behold ! The eternal stars gaze on us ! ... Laon, Vlil. xxvii. 4.
And in the eternal mansions of the sky, . . , M.N. Despair, 8.

Of the eternal where and when, Ode to Heaven, 6.

fulfilled immutably ^/^rna/ nature's law. . . . Q. Mab, \\. "jd.

Throughout this varied and eternal 'woxXA . . . IV. 139.
That variegate the tf/^^wa/ universe IV. 150.
But the ^/crwfl/ world Contains at once .... VI. 31.

The eternal orbs that beautify the night, . . . vi. 98.

„ „ „ ). n • • Superstition, 27.
But, active, stedfast, and etertial, Q. Mab, VI. 150

Q. Mab, VI. 161.

VI. 190,
VI. 23a.

VI. 238.
VIII. 12.

Rosal. 117.

Triumph, 268.

Rolls round the e^er«fl/ universe,
e/ffrwfl/ spring Of life and death,
That wonderous and tf/^>'«fl/ fane,
round the eternal columns of its strength. . ,

Through the wide rent in Time's eterna,l \€'A,

Shed from yon dome's eternalh\\M&, ....
The jealous key of truth's eternal doors, . .

(2; ever recurring, ever being renewed.
The ^/er«a/ Hunger sits, Adonais, vlll. 6.

on eternal wings, Even as a ghost xxill. 3.
Paved with eternal flowers that undeserving way. xxiv. 9.
And happy regions oi eternal \i<y^ Damon, ll. 258.

II 11 j» II .... Q. Mab, IX. 163.
Sweet Benediction m the eternal Cnrse ! ... Epips. 25.
a tender Reflection of the eternal Moon of Love 118.

Are hurried in ^/eywa/ motion. ... ... Faust, I. 16.

idle shadows Of thought's eternal flight— . . . Hellas, 784.
shadows of the pointed grass Mark the e. periods, Julian, 417.
the e. flood, Slave to the mother of the months, . Loon, iv., i. 6.

which the eternal flood Had scooped, .... vil. x. 4.
Their echoes talk with its eternal -wd^w^ . . . xii, xix. 5.

Rulers of e/tfywfl/ thought, ........ Ode I^ib. xvili. -j.

Of his c^crwfl/ ever-moving grief . . ... Orpheus, 71.
undying worms prolong Eternal tmsery . . . Q. Mab, IV. 216.
thy will Is destined an eternal war to wage . . ^— ix. 190.
those leaves which for the eternal few .... Terza Rinta, 4.

(3) ever enduring with the sense of lasting, not decaying
or ceasing,

the e/^rwa/ pyramids, Memphis and Thebes, . . Alastor, iii.

And the pure stars in their eternal bowers . . Apollo, IV. 3.
Of what should be eternal and divine !— ... Julian, 122.

While the eternal Kills, .... . . . Eaon, v. xxxix. 5.
with an eternal morning xil. xxix. 9.
Since thou eternal life canst give Lcve, 3.
All that must eternal he, , . Mash^ I.XVI. 3.
moved under the obscure Eternal shades, . . . Matilda, 32.
And seek of endless life the eternal scene. . . M. N. Ravail, 45.
None can reply—all seems eternal now. . . . Mont B. 75.
Peopled with forms that mock the eternal dead . Ode Lib. V. 13.
appeal To the eternal years enthroned before us, - xiii. 13.
Beside the eternal Nile, The Pyramids have risen. Q. Mab, ii. 126.
to change Reason's rich stores for its eternal weal. v. 230.
Shall be the doom of their eternal souls, . . — vii. 122.
to save My children from eternal fire. .... Rosal. 504.
And change eternal death into a night .... Witch, xvil. 3.

^4) lasting, unchangeable,
that ^-fer«a/ honour which should live Sunlike, . Cenci, V. iii. 31.
Thy lightest thought is my iter?ial law. . . Ch. 1st, li. 208.
Art destined an eternal war to wage Damon, li. 283.
virtue owns a more e. foe Than force or fraud : . Fall ofBonap. 12.

pure Children of God, enjoy eternal beauty ;— . Faust, i. 105.
eternal Italy Starts to hear thine ! . .... Naples, 105.
Be her eternal throne *" '

Freedom calls Famine,—her eternal foe.

Sends his decrees veiled in eternal . .

All things are subject but eternal Love.

(5) continual, perpetual.
And there is he with his eternal puns,
and the eternal smile, Serene as thine, .

(6) adj. absol. those whose memory dies not.
A grave among the eternal.— Adonais, vil. 4.
Beacons from the abode where the Eternal are. . lv. 9.

^Eternally, adv. (1) everlastingly.

In fiery gloom to dwelt £/ffr«a//v / Horn. Merc. XIAII.^.
Damned eternally to Hell— Peter, ProL 39.
Were damned eternally — __ -

wander o'er the unquiet earth Eternally.—
(2) continually.

Which tempests shake eternally, . . .

creeps eternally. Through muddy weeds,

(8) irrevocably.
to be His sworn bride eternally. Rosal. 289.

*Etemities, n. unending ages.
Adds impotent eternities to pain, Q. Mab, vil. 250.

Eternity, «. (Ij as a personihcatiou, without beginning or
ending.

Where the vast snake Eternity Damon, i. 100.
An image of some bright ^/grMzVy/ Epips. iig.
sleep, as many-coloured as the snake That girds e. ? Loon, iv. iv. 6.
throned on high, On swift Eternity / . ... Hat. Ant. 11. 2.

Thetis, bright image of ff/erwx'/y/ /Vww. ni. i. 36*
Eternity. Demand no direr name m. i. 52,
And if, with infirm hand. Eternity, iv. 565.
a soul that claims Its kindred with eternity. . . Q. Mab, 11. 210.
Eternity points in its amaranth bower, .... St. Ir. (5) 11. 5.

(2) an unending futurity.

An echo and a light unto eternity/ Adonais, I, g.
The Pilgrim of ^tfrwiVy, whose fame xxx. 3.
Stains the white radiance of Eternity, , , . , lii. 4.
gift With self-enshrined eternity, Damon, II. 148.

It 11 II 11 Q. Mab, vni. 207,
The shadows that float on Eternity^s vale ; , , Death, Dial. 23.
Blending two beams of one eternity/ Epips. 48.
A sepulchre for its eternity 171^.

Folded within their own eternity. 524.
Weltering through eternity ; ^Wjf. Hills, 18.
Like the long years of blest Etemttyl^ever tohe \

developed Fiordispifta, $.

. Nat. Ant. v. i.

(Edipus.w. ii. loi.

. Prol. Hellas, 30.

. Prom-. II. iv. 120.

. Gisb. 219.
Witch, bed. u. 7.

rv. XXII. s.
. Q. Mab, VII. 1^.

. Eug. Hills, 46.
. Marenghi^ XV. 5.
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the crvstMHne sea Of thought and its e/tfywzVji; . Helias^6QQ.
who cnainM in the caverns To eternity^ . . M. N. Spec. Hors, 48.
Green strength, azure hope, and eternity : . . Ode, Arise, 33.
Thou island o^ eternity / Ode Lib. xiv. 11.

Yet pause, and plunge Into Eternity, .... Pro^n. I. 417.We bear Time to his topib in etemi^. .... iv. 14.
Their own tf/tfr«/7j)parjkke ? Rosal. 5=58.
Like wrecks in the surge oi eternity. 901.
In eternity's bowers^ a seat for thee there. . . . St. Ir. (6) III. 8.
the stainless sky Opens beyond them like etem. Sum-mer, 6.
Like wrecka on the surge of eternity. . , . W. Shei, iv. 8.

(3^ the limitless past.
And from the cradles of e/tfrKz/v, Damon, ll. yt.

II ,1 M „ Q. Mab, VIII. 6.
Wraps all in its own deep eternity ;— .... Mont B. 29,
From an eternity of idleness I, God, awoke; . . Q. Mab, vil. 106.
There rest from the tfi^erwiVy of toil ix. 21.

Eternize, v. tr. immortalize.
the vain-glorious mighty of the earth Seek to e. ? III. 140.

*Etlier, n. air.

When o'er the dark etAer the tempest is swelling, St. Jr. (a) I 3.

*Etlierial, adj. (X) high in the air.

lo ! the etherial cliffs Of Caucasus, .... Aiastor, ^«.
(2> airlike.

The Dsemon leaning from the etherial cox . . . Dcemon, I. 68.
leaning graceful from the etherial car, .. . . . Q. Mab, I. 65.
As Mao's c/^£r/fl/ palace could afiford. .... n. 29.
With the «/^rza/ footsteps, trembled not ! . . II. 46.
(3) light as air.

With the e/^rm/ footsteps trembled not ; . . . Dcemon^ 1. 235.
(41 heavenlike, soft blue.

Fixed her tf/Atfrz'a/ eyes, Q. Mab, lii. $.

*Etlierially, adv. colourless, pale in the air.

leaves, whose decay, Red, yellow, or ether, pale, Alastor, 585.
Eton, n. Eton College.
Hard eggs and radishes and rolls at Eton^ . , . Serchio, 80.

*Etrnria, n. an ancient division of Italy including Tuscany
and Lucca.

Another scene ere wise Etruria knew .... Marenghi^ III. 1.

^Etrurians, n. natives.of Etruria.
Etrurians mingled with the shades forlorn . . iv. 4.

*Enganean, adj. a low range of mountains in Lombardy.
'Mid the mountains Euganean Eug. Hills, 70.
they were Those famous Euganean hills, . . . Jtuian, 77.

Ennnch, n. a. man who has been castrated.
One Was a green and wrinkled eunuch, .... Loon, VII. viii. 3.
To be a kind of moral eunuch^ Peter^ IV. xi. 2.

EnreTca, /w^^(^'. a discovery.
Eureka I I have found the way ^— yi. xxxv. 2.

Enxopa, n. daughter of Agenor, king of Phoenicia,
but Europa rode On such a one.... , . (Edipus, II. i. €>T.
mightiest Of all Europa's taurine progeny— . . ii.ii.104.

Europe, «/one of the chief divisions of the world.
at the will Oi Europe''s subtler son, Laon, x. vi. 5.
Did many a heart in Europe leap to hear . . x, xxxiii 5.
kill the infidels with fire Or steel, in Europe / . x. xxxiv. 2.
for the tomb Of murdered ^«rc>^e xi. xxiii. 6.
and aping Europe's sons, Q. Mab^ 11. 185.

^Enrydice, n. wife of Orpheus,
cast away his harp When he had lost Burydice. . Orpheus^ 45.
when fair Eurydice With her bright eyes , . . c^^.

^Enryphaessa, n,

the child ofstar-clad Heaven and Earth Buryph., H&m. Sun, 4.
*ETan, n. a surname of Bacchus.
One of the twain at £'»aK'J feet that sit— , . PFiVcA, xxxiv. 5.

Evasion, n. equivocation.
But whea no evasion Served— Hojh. Merc. Llll. 6.

*Evasive, adj. shuffling, equivocating.
Evasive meanings, nothings of much sound, . . Q. Mab, iv. 234.

:|:Eve, n. poetical form of evening.
And the crimson pall of «/<! may fall Cloudy \i.
I would leave The spirits oie-ue Hellas, 654.
Resting at eve^ a lofty converse keep : . . . . L,aon, ii. xviii. 5.
And, sitting by the waters, in the gloom Of eve, . iv. vii. 8.
the eve of that great day V. xxxvii. i.

Sweeps in the shadow oieve that Phantom . . vi. xix. 9.
The winds of eve dispersed those ashes grey, . . x. xlvi. 3.
It was an ^«/e of June, Mother ^Son^ TV. 1.

'Twas such an eve When first her soul . . . iv. 3.
O, summer tfi7e/ with power divine, . . . Pr.Athan. iLiu^o.
the clouds of eve Reflect unmoved Q. Mab, rv. 22.
One fiz/a he led me to this fane : Rosal. 1102.
dark lower'd the clouds on that horrible eve, . . St. Ir. (6) III. 1.
on the eve of this day, Vis. Sea, 59.

Eve, n. the wife of'^Adam.
An Eve in this Eden ; a ruling grace Sensit. PL II. -i.

Even, n. poetical form of evening.
K^ dewy mom and odorous noon, and even^ . . Alastor, 5.
robed m the lustrous gloom Of leaden-coloured e.y 557.
Into the clouds of the Atlantic even; Apollo, V. 3.
Rapid clouds have drank the last pale beam of £..• April, 1814, 2.
Like the vague sighings of a wind at even. . . Dcemon. il. 40.
as clouds ofeven. Flecked with fire Eug. Hills. 77.
sweeter than the' bsLliriy tears ofeven :— . Horn. Merc. Lxxvi. 6.

when e. O'er the still sea and jagg&d islets darted Laon^ 11. x, 2.

Like sunlight throVacacia woods at «/<?«, . . . vii. xi. 7,

and rest at mom and even is sought, . ... vii. xiv. 8.

until, one tfo*«, A Nautilus Vii. xxvi.6.
Winter, and Spring, and Morn, and Noon, and E., ix.xxxv. 4.
thro' mom, and noon, and even, xil.xxxiii.j.

Mom, noon, and even, that boat of pearl . . . xil. xxxv.i.
Like the dark ighost of the unburied even , . Marenghi, XXVIL 5.

Thy steeds willpause at even, till when farewell ; Prom. iii. ii. 40.
That catches but the palest tin^ of even, . . , Q. Mab, i. 95,
when he returns at even, III. 54,
As on a summer ^z/^n,.When soul-enfolding music

floats around vi. 5.

Like the vague sighings of a wind at even, . . vill. 23.
Thy sweet voice to each tone oi even United, . . Rosal. 8.

Tended the garden from morn to even: . . . Sensit. PI. 11. 9.
The pale purple even ... .... Skylark, 16.

If I walk in Autumn's even. . . To-tnorrow, 11. 1.

And even and mom, ... ... ... Vis. Sea, 52.

Even, adj. level, flat.

the smooth and even space Alastor, 581.
Gliding o'er ocean, smooth, serene, and even . . Prom, IV. 386.

Even, adv. (1) like, in the same way, just.

Even as a ghost abandoning a bier, , , Adonais, XXIII. 4.
stung His brain even like despair. Alastor, 222.
Even as a vapour fed with golden beams . . . 663.
Even as a sister or a spirit might; Cenci, i. ii. 25.
Even as a wretched soul hour after hour, . . iii. i. 252.
Even as it suffers that which it inflicts Ch. ist, II. 7.
Thy earthly even as thy heavenly King . . . 11. 264.
Even as my Master did, '.

. . in. 27.
That it shall seem, even as it is, in. 61.
Even as a man with his peculiar wrong, , , . Julian, 238.
B. like a bark, which from a chasm of mountains, I^aon, i. vii. i.

Was poured forth, even as a flood ? Mask, lx. 2,
Brief even as bright Mutability^ {2) i. 7.
quiver with the sound Even as the tremulous air : Prom, i, 52^.
even as a mother Folding her child, says, . . . m. in, 106.
even as those Who bear the untransmitted torch iji. iii. 170.
even so the tools And emblems m. iv. 176.
Euen as the deeds of others, not as theirs. . . . TriuTnph^ 281.
Even as a tiger on Hydaspes' banks ..... Witch^ H. 3.

(2) absolutely, exactly, positively, entirely, altogether.
Even to the mournful place where Adonais lay. . Adonais, xxiii. g.
then shrink Even to a point XLVII. 7.
fell Even to the ba^e of Caucasus, Alastor^ 377.
Even on the edge of that vast mountain, . . 573.
seemed to smile Bven in the lap of horror. . . 578.
Even in the temple of the highest God .... Calderon, III. 178.
nay, we see the spot Even from this cypress ; , . Cenci, I. ii. 4.
Bven from him Who held the keys Ch. ist, ii. 226,
To turn the cheek even to the smiter's hand : . . n, 246.
Envjring us, may e. entice To our healing paradise Eug. Hills, 354.
Some snips lay feeding The ravening fire, even to

the water's level ; Hellas, 510.
even to the rent Where the swift sun Julian, 74.
Bven where they slept amid the night of ages, . Laon, i. xxxil 3.
an home. Even for yourselves on ELbelovfedshore : vili. iv. 2.
Bven from opr childhood have we leamed to steep viii.xxiii.7.
Bven with the heart it wasted, . . , . . viii. xxiv.2.
All disguised, even to the eyes, Mask, vii. 3.He was pale even to the lips, viii. 3.
Which since we spake is even nearer now. . , Prom. i. 407.
In crimson foam, even at our feet

! n. iii. aa,
tracks of blood Bven to the forest's depth, . . . Q. Mab, iv. 63.

'

blast the human flower Even in its tender bud ; . iv. 105.
lifts His baby-sword even in a hero's mood. . iv. 1 10.
And falsehood hang cz/^« o'er the cradled babe, . iv. no.
even from its cradle doomed To abjectness . rv. 137.
that even beside his cheek Rosal. 1 152.
Follow it thou even to the night, Triumph. 195.
full even to the brim, Witch, xxix. 7.

(3) of time, at this moment, just now, at a time indicated.
«'cw whilst we speak Is it not broken ? . . . . Adonais^ j:l^u..6.
The life can burn in blood, even while the heart

may break
, . xxxii. 9.

e. when his feeble hand Shakes in its last decay, Alastor, 684.
B, now you look on me As you were not my friend, Cenci, i. ii. 30.
E. whilst That doubt is passing through your mind, iv. iii. 38.
Bven now we see the redness of the torches . . Ch. \st, 1. 118.
Bven while I write, my buming cheeks are wet, . Con. Sing. I. 8.
even now, perhaps. On some rock the wild wave

WTaps, Eug. Hills, 338.
have built thy throne Where it had stood even

now: . Fall ofBonap, ^.We are even Now at the point I meant, .... Julian, 93.
Even now eclipses the descending moon !— . . Laon, vili. xvi. 6.
even here, Swear to be firm till death ! . . . . vill.xxvii.8.
Even now thy Torturer arms Prom. i. 36s.
Even now my heart adoreth : n. jil. 17,
even then Two mighty spirits, m. i. 4^.
Even whilst hke a forgotten moon • Tersa Ritna^ 3.

(4) expressing addition, but also, besides others, as well
as, otherwise.

E. to the joyous stars which smile on it's despair ! Adonais, xli. q.
even that voice Which hither came, Alastor 591.
those pallid lips So sweet everi in their silence, .

' 700!
let no tear Be shed—not even in thought, , . . 703.
Even in the manner of their deaths Cenci I. iii. 58
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stick not even at questionable means. . . . Ch, isi, II. 203.

Even soaring fancy staggere, Damon^ I. 178.

„ „ „ Q. Moby 1. 267.

Even I am sorry Fausi^ I. 57.

Even with such littlepeople II- 233.

bore us fast and far, Even after they were dead. Hellas^ 514.

even to those Who are most dear— Julian^ 30S.

E. the instinctive worm on which we tread Turns, 412.

Not even in secret,—not to my own heart . . . 474-

And thro' thine ej;es, even in thy soul I see . . Zmoh^ Dea.x\. 8.

And gold grows vile even to the wealthy crone, . IV. xiv. 8.

Even in their dearest kindred X. xii. 6.

even human flesh, was sold ;
X. xix. 2.

Even when, in most unwary hour Love's Rose, III. 3.

even these primjeval mountains Mont B. 99.

Even thy name is as a god, OdetoHeaven^ 19.

something sweet, since it is sweet Even to desire ; Prom. II. i;_99*

aye, even The crag-built desarts .... . lH- iii« 121.

Let even the restless gossamer Sleep Q' Mah^ i. 120.

Even soaring fancy staggers, I. 267.

that even The passions, prejudices, interests, That
sway II. 102.

a slave Even to the basest appetites— .... ill- 33-

Even the sighs of grief Reproach thee, .... Rarely^ III. 4.

even satiety should still ennance Sonn. Dante^ 7.

I have three Even by my own confession ; , . . St. Epips. 79.

metbinks even thou mayst guess ;— Triumph^ 302.

(5) to such a degree,
and drink Wan moonlight even to fulness : . . Alastor^ 606.

Even to the disposition of thy purpose, .... Ch. ist, II. 127.

In truth I loved even to my overthrow .... Julian^ 405.

(6") only, nothing more than,
trembled even to feel An unaccustomed presence, Alastor, 476.

Such gentleness and power even to behold, . . Witch^ VI. 8.

(7) emphasizing a thing referred to, verily.

Are children of one mother, tfz/^M Love— . . Z,ao«, viil.xxvii. 3.

Even all that we imagine, age on age, . . . Prom. I. 418.

the shrine which holiest is, Even Love's :— . . Wttch^ XV. 7.

(8) expressing assent or concnrrence.

What evidence ? This Man's ? Even so. ... Cenciy V. ii. 78.

(9) moreover, besides, beyond what one might expect.

I could even sleep Fearless and calm : . . . . iv. iii. 64.

The' I should dream I could even sleep with grief Prom. i. 814.

(10) with though, or if.

Even though the noon be calm . Ch. u/, I. 39.

Even though the sounds which were thy voice, , Con. Sing. I. 4.

even Ifit be but a world of agony.— Triumph^ 294.

Even */"the air and sun had smiled not .... Zucca^ X. 2.

Evening, n. the close of the day.

Evening va\xs\. usher night, Adonais^ xxi. 8.

Evening came on. Theheams of sunset hung . . Alastor^ 333.

In the light of evenings 54-^*

Bid Beatrice attend me in her chamber This e. ;— Cenci^ I. i. 147.

I said I would not drink this evening; .... -—- i- lij- 170-

Murdered his mother yester evening^ .... V. iv. 19.

When ^i/cw(«^ yields to night, Dcemon, I. 61.

Yet likest evening's vault that faery Hall, . i- 221.

, „ I, » ti * • 2- ^^^' " 3°'

Such varying glow, as summer evening c.2s,Xs . Uanwn^ll. 38.

Autumn's fiz'fw/w^ meets me soon Eug. fftlls^ 'i'2\.

And evenings breath, wandering here and there Even. Pisa, I. 4.

From evening close to momingTight, . . . Good Night, III. 2.

and breathing dew, And airs f^evening; . . . GuitarJane^ 74.

And evening airs wander upon the wave ; . . . Hellas, i6g.

And the same evening did he steal away . . . Horn. Merc. I11.3.

Like hues and harmonies of evening,— . . . Int. Beauty, l. 8.

I rode GD& evening vi\t\i Count Madoalo . . . Julian, i.

we stood Looking upon the evening ^S-

How from their many isles in evening's gleam . 90.

the evening y/3js most clear And beautiful, . . Laon^ \. xv. 7.

Mom fled, noon came, «., then night descended, ill. iy. i.

when the shades oie. lie On Earth and Ocean, . ill. ^i;.7-

until the shades of fiz'^wm^ wrapt Earth . . ill. xviu. i.

But if the morning bright as evening^o^e, . . Marenghi, xi. 2.

The sweetness of the balmy evening .... Motherp Son, IV. 6.

The enthusiast hears at ewffwz^.* Q.Mab,\.\fj.

Which vernal zephyrs breathe m evenings ear, . IV. 2.

Autumn evening, and the mom Rarely, V. 5.

When evening fell upon our common home, . . Rosal. 33.

And the grey shades of evening 99.

Duly at evening Helen came 167.

Duly each evening from her home^ ..... 172.

for tff^wz'w^, And the power it's glimpses bring . 201.

In morning's light, in evenings gloom, . . . 229.

And oft in tfZ'tfK/wi' did we meet, ^T^. ^^'
And when ««wz»^descended from heaven above, Sensit. PL I. 98.

Spanglet of light on evening's shadowy veil, . . ^ar, 3.

And pallid evening twines its beaming hair . . Summer-Evg. 3.

a veil of light is drawn O'er evening hills . . . Triumph, 33.

deep night Caugjjt them ere evening.— . . . 215, ,

bringing, ere evening. Strange night .... 485.

as thick as mist On evening marshes, .... 509.

In autumn £i'tf«/«^ from a poplar tree TT" r
^^^'

Under the evenings ever-changing glow : . . TwoFr. Love, 1. 3.

golden dawn To fairy isles of «»tf»/«^, .... Unf. Dr. 2\%.

Tempered like golden evening, Witch, XXXIX. 3.

from the golden close Of tfi'tfm'M^, Woodman, 1$,

returned with axe and saw At evening close . . —— 4*'

the star which panted In Evening for the Day, . Zucca, vill. 6.

Evening', c. adj. aitr, (1) pertaining to, or seen at, evening.

and even, ^loom Now deepening the dark shades, Alastor, 485.
For the uniform and lightsome evening sky. . . S?"*
or Put sudden poison in my evening drink ? . . Cenci, II. i. 142.

The silver lightnings Of the evening star, . . . Ch. 1st, IV. 9.

And eenii ofthe evening breez& Coleridge^ 2.

My absent master and his ^fentng sheep . . . ^cL 39*
When west winds sigh and £z/^«;'k^waves respond Damon, I. S'-
owls flit Round the £Z'£«j"«^ tower, Epips. 531.

Which the keen evening star is shining through. Even. Pisa, IV. 6.

Like even, shades that o'er the mountains creep. Loony 11. xlix. 7.

nor though in evening dun, . . III. xx. 4.

the evening sky pavilions it ; Ode Lib. v. 5.

If with mists of tfz/^K/w^ dew Proserp. \l. \,

As where the evening star may walk .... Rosal. 644.
spread From flowers half drunk with even, dew, B07.

And when the £z«MZ«^ star came forth .... Q&8.

Is borneupon the cz/£«/w^ breeze; 5/. /r. (4) 11. 2.

To roof the glow-worm from the evening dew. . Sensit. Pi. l-SJ-

as gnats upon the fif£Mz'«^ gleam, Trium-ph^^O.
as on the summer evening ove^zs^ 378.

a jonquil when evening breezes fan it, .... ^ao.

The watery bow burned in the evening flame, . Witch,Ded. III. 5.

(2) western = American.
Oh light us to the isles of the evening land ! . . Ch. ist, IV. 22.

And follow Love's folding star To the Even, land ! Hellas, 1030.

Event, n. (1) occurrence.

Some most desired event, .' Cenci, I. iij. 18.

It is indeed a most desired event. I. iii. 21.

the causes which arise In each event^ . . . , Q. Mob, i. 173.

(2) result, consequence or issue.

the peril of the unseen event. Ch. 1st, II. 176.

a cloud of desolation wraptThe unforeseen event, Hellas, 496.
and the event will be, Horn.. Merc. XLIII. 2.

the event Of that portentous fight Loon, I. xiv. 2.

but Fear, . . . bade him wait the events- , . . ix. xiii. 2.

jEventfol, adj. fraught with change or consequence.
the last eventful 6Ay Will level all ... M. Ni Post. Fr. 59.

no year ofmy «/^w/J^/ being Has passed . . . Q. Mob, VI I. 235.

^Eventide, n. the time of evenmg.
Sad Aziola! jaajiy an. eventide ....... Asiola^ It. i.

who died upon the breast At eventide — . , . . Triumph, 323.

Events, n occurrences, things done.
When dread events are near, stir up men's minds Cenciy II. ii. 156.

and the store Of all events is aggreg^ated there . Dcenmn, ll. 254.

Mighty events are hasteninjg to their doom ! . . (Edipus, 11. ii. ^.
the events Of old and won(&ous times, .... 0. Mab^ II. 246.

Nor the events enchaining every will, .... VI. 186.

And those ^wew^ that desolate the earth . . , vlll. 45.

and the store Of all events is aggregated there , ^ IX. 159,

Ever, adv, (1) always, perpetually, continually, invariably.

And ever at thy season be thou free .... Adonais, xxxvil. 5.

for 1 have loved Thee ever and thee only ; . . . Alastor^ 20.

And my heart ever gazes on the depth .... 22.

That ever fed on its decaying flame. .... 247.

And did embower with leaves for ever green, . 580.

the Poet's blood. That e. beat in mystic sympathy 652.

Yet I have ever hoped you would amend, . . . Cenci, 1. 1. 55.
ever Beside thee like thy shadow hangs, . . . Coleridge, 31.

In charmed sleep doth ever lie. .
" Dcenton, I. 101.

diffused An £w«^ varying gloiy. — I. 165.

In whom love ever made Health E. Viviani^ 13.

ever still Burning, yet ever inconsumable : . . Epips. 578.
as ever still Lon^ng with divided will, .... Eug. Huls, 21.

He is ever drifted on 24,

But our toil and our pain are for ever in vain. . Faust, il. 183.

And ever as she went her light fair feet .... GiTievra^ 26.

In circles quaint, and ever changing dance, . . Gisb. 280.
Worlds on worlds are rolling ever Hellas, 197.
and ever at this hour Julian^ loS.

ever still Among Christ's flock a perilous infidel, 1 15.

But he was ever talking in such sort 236.

He az/er communes with himself again, .... 269.
Believe that I am ever still the same 358.
But beside thee, where still my heart has e. been. Loon, Ded. II. 9.
who did ever seek Upon his enemy's heart . . I. x. 8.

my own Cythna was, Not like a child of death,
among them ever

;

IV. xxxiii. 6.

who ever weave Their shadows, o'er the chasm, Lift not, 5.

The ready frauds which ever on thee wait— . . Id. Ch. xn. 3.

To see that anchor ever hanging, Mar, Dr. VI. 2.

Have w*r grieved that man should be the spoil . Otho, in. 3.

And the sound of her heart that «/«r beat, ".__/ .__

His name in my ear was ever ringing;, . ,

His form to my brain was ever clinging : .

Like the great flood to Egypt, ^w^r-be. . ,

Figures ever new Rise on the bubble,

. Rosal. 212.

277-
278.

Sonn. Nile, 14.

_ _ . Triumph,iifi.
At iier command they ever came and went— . Witch, IV. 5.

did ever keep The tenour of her contemplations . xxviil. 6.

And ever as she went, xl, i.

the Elysian air Which ever hung about that lady xlv. 2.

And never are erased—but tremble ever . . . lix. 3.

while they were still arraying In liveries e. new, ^^ Lxxi. 7
and kept ever green The pavement and the roof Woodfnan, 43.

(2) continuously, unintermittingly.

ever beat With sluggish surge, . Alastor, 86.
ever singing, In murmurs as soft as sleep ; . , Arethusa, i. 14.

For ever, as the war became more fierce . . . Laon, l. v. 1.

On all the winds ofheaven approaching ^. Floated, i. vii. 7.
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And ever from that hour upon me lay .... Laon^ 11. xv. 4.
whose vast cells The unreposinff billows fz'tf?'beat, 11. xxv. 7.
Ah me ! alas, pain, pain ever^ Tor ever ! . , . . Prom. I. 30.
Ever thus we watch and wake I. 330.
Weave harmonies divine, yet ez'^rnew, . . . iii.'iii. 38.
Stand ez'^r mantling with aftrial dew, .... iii. iii. 143.
Where fwtf^ lies, on unerasing waves, .... in. iii. 160.
life's euer tumultuous Ocean ;

• St. Epips. 64.
and kept for ever wet The stems ...... Triumph^ 316.
And fiwtf^- down the prone vale, M^^VcA, XLI. i.

(3) at any time, on any occasion, under any circumstances.
One human step alone, has ever broken . . . Alasior^ 589.
nor wind, nor bird, The soul ever stirred ; . . . Astola^ 11. 6.
forbidden everto see himself as he is, .... CA. u/, u. 42.
Liker than any Vandyke ever made, .... —— 11. 484.
Would they ever change their hue .... Exhortation^ 6.
what can ever lure Maidens to leave Gtnevra^ 34.
You kiss me not Ever^ Julian^ 404.
Too earnest and too sweet ever to be denied. . . Laon^ 11. xxvi. 9.
no ill may harm Thy Cythna ever— II. xliv. 7.
Might not my heart its cravings ever slake ? . . iv. iv. 7.A light around my steps which would not e. fade. IV. xxxiv. 9.O wretched ye if ewer any were,— Ld. CA. IX. 3.
That ever soared on fancy's wildest wing ! . . Mother^- Son, V. g.
Promising children as you ever saw,— .... (Bdtpus, I. 213.
Were as silent as ever old Tmolus was, .... /to«, i. 11.

(4) at any previous time or occasion.
If solitude hath ever led thy steps Desfnon^ i. i8g.
and men aspire to more Than they have e. gained L.aon^ IV. xii. 9.
Ever made us mute with wonder. Protn. I. 90.
The Titan looks as ever^ firm, not proud. . . . i, 337.
so wild a shape Hath ever yet beheld, . . . . ^. Mab^ I. ^s^.

If solitude hath ever led thy steps ...... 11. r.

Received more than all, it loved more than ever., Sensit. PL i. 72.
What none yet ever knew Serchio^ 33.
Which to her looks had ez'fir been betrayed, . . JVitch^xii. $.
Which ever upon mortal stream did float. . . . xxxi. 8.

(5) at any future time.
Nor ever more offer at thy dark shrine .... Aiasior, 623.
That if she es/er have a' child; Cencz, iv. i. 14.1.
She will not ewer set him free again i^azw/, 11. 321.
too deeply laden Ever to burthen thine. . . Ifear thy Kisses^ I. 4.
If this sad writing thou shouldst ever see

—

. Julian^ 340.
(6) from all time.

As it has ever done, with change and motion, . Adonaz's, xix. 3.
Were it as vile as it was ever spotless Ch. isf, in. 52.
Which e. from the oppressed to the oppressors flow. LaoK, VIII. xv. 9.
The chainless winds still come and ever came . Mont B. 22.
In sacred dedication ever grew : Xersa Rinta^ 6.

(7) on all occasions, under all circumstances.
Your Majesty has ever interposed, Ch. ist, II. 212.
the very doubt endears My sadness ever new, . E. Viviam\ 10.
Force from force must eper flow, Eug: Hills^ 232.
Men have ever built Their own small world . . Faust., Ii. 242.
(for ever still Is it not wise to make the best of ill ?) Julian., 46.
others, who must ever be The joyless thralls . . Loon, VHI. xiv. 4.
were ^)erAn hindrance to my walks .... Prom. Iii. iv. 38.

(8) for a long time, unremittingly.
but ez/er gazed And gazed, Alastor^ 125. ^

For ever gaze on their own drooping eyes, . . . -— 467.

(9) from the earliest time that.
ever since a thief was set to catch a thief. . . . Ch. ist^ 11. 56.
(10) freely at a time indicated.

The dead and putrid fish were ever thrown ; . . Laon, x. xviii. 3.

(11) in any way, any how, by any means.
How shall ever one like meWin thee back again? Pare/y, li. i.

(12) from time to time, every now and then.
And ever changing, like a joyless eye .... Pr. Moon, I. «j.

which ever there Waked faint yet thrilling sounds Laon i. liv. 8.
and ever she Added some grace Witch, xxvi. 7.

Ever, n. all time, eternity.
Lost, lost, for ever lost, A/astor, 209.
Rage and resound for ever.—' 357.
Mocking its moans, respond and roar for ever. . 425.
which night and time have quenched for ever., . 670.
over the world wanders for ever, 680.
Into one thought—one image—^yes, for ever! . . JLaon, i. xli. 6.
thus For ever^ day and nignt, we two were ne'er

Parted, H. xxvii. 2.
To burst the chains which life for c»«*- flings . . ii.xxxiii. 4,As if the light of youth were not withdrawn for e. iv. xxxiJi. 9.
Forget that thou must wake for ever; . . Magnet. Lady^ III. 4.
I>eam that God will damn for ever Mask^ LViii. 2.
Where waterfalls around it leap for ever, . . . Mont B. 9.
Their food and their retreat for ever gone, . . . 1 16.
for ever Rolls its loud waters to the ocean waves, 125.
gey are lost for ^e/-.- Mutabiiity, i^.

Hope, love, doubt, desire, which consume him

At. ^'^'"f^fT- • : Prom,\.SA5-
Ah woe

! Alas ! pain, pam ever, for ever/ . . . i. 63";.
No cessation ! Oh ! must this last for ever / . . Q. Mab, in." 65.
for e. play A losing game into each other's hands, iii. 172.
like slow rain Falling for ever, Rosal 333
First like hot gall, t"hehdTy"for ewer/ .... 481.
Out of their mossy cells for ever burst ; . . . . Triumph, 68
Of this green earth with them for cz/er low ;— . 127.
So they might live forez/^r in the light .... Witch xxil. 7.

. Fear not the tyrants will rule for ever, . . , , W. She/ IV i

*IivermhtLb'biixig, c. adj. making a continuous noise.

where ever-babbling springs Faust, II, 8.

^Ever-lieatiuff, c. adj. continuously throbbing.
Vibrated, as the <!»e/'-^£flA'w^ heart .... Adonais,x^3^i\\.6.

*Ever-bloomi2ig, c. adj. always in blossom,

,

a kind of aviary Oiever-blooming Eden-trees . Witch, xvi. 2.

ETer-bnrnin^, c. adj. Fig. immortal, undying.
the dead, who leave the stamp Of ever-b. thoughts Laon^ Iv. viii. 3.

*£Ter-canopyiuEr, c. adj. forming a lasting canopy.
Ever-canopying dauxe, Ode toHeaven, 8.

*Ever-c]iansring', c. adj. continually shifting or varying.
With ever-changing soMTid and light and foam, . Epips. 431.
Heaven's ever-changing Shadow, spread below, Jn^om. 1. 28.

And ever-changfing, ever-rising stil^ Q. Mab, i. 150.
Under the evemng s ever-changing glow : . . 'f^o Fr. Love, i. 3.

*Ever-durln^, c. adj. lasting.

the immown meads with ever-during green. . . Adon. Cane. 9.

*Ever-flowing, c. adj. Fig. eventful, always producing.
In the dark Future's ever-JUywing urn : , . . Laon, 1. xxv. 3,

*Evergreen, adj. non-deciduous.
The columns of the evergreen palaces .... Faust, II. 128.

For the evergreen and knotted ilexes, . . . Orpheus, 105.

Everlasting', n. eternity.
who dost keep From everlasting Horn. Earth, 2.

Everlasting, adj. (1) eternal, ever-during.
The lone couch of his everlasting sleep :— . . Alastor, 57,
with sound That shook the everlasting rocks, 378.
can the e. elements Feel with a wormlike man? Cenci, Hi. ii. 3.

Stabbed with one blow my everlasting soul ; . . v. ii. 124.
shall turn To cowls and robes of everlasting fire. Ch. \st, in. 22.

hurledbyfiz/tfW(ZjA'«^snow-stormsround the poles, Damon, II. 71.

. ,n II II t) ,; J, Q- Mab, VIII. 60.
guide By everlasting laws, each wmd and tide . Epips. 350.
wonder strange possessed The everlasting Gods Horn. Min. 7.
Among whose everlasting ^ziXs Mar. Dr. viiI. 4.
The everlasting universe of things Mont B. i.

to pave heaven^s everlasting dome Ode Lib. ix. 15.
Hell, a red gulph oi everlasting fire, Q. Mab, rv. 214.
Which ne'er could rack an tfWfir/iMAWjf soul, . . Vi. 27.
Their everlasting and unchanging laws .... vi. 92.

n n II I, ,, .... Superstition, 21.
He past out of his everlasting lair Witch, IX. 5.

(2) continuous, ever-recurring.
WaJced in those ruins ^ey its everlasting wail ! . Loon, II. x. 9.
Which everlasting spring has made its own, . . ix xxvi. 6.
Fill the hushed air with everlasting love. , . . Prom. III. iii. 166.

(3) worthy to live, that must not die.
Everlasting Italy, Fr. Italy, 5.

(4) colloq. never-ending.
Their everlasting grunts CEdipus, l. 95.

^^Ever-lengthening-, c. adj. always increasing.
the harmony divine Of an ever-lengthening '^Yit. . Fr. Pleasure, 12.

tEver-living', c. adj. (1) eternal.
Arrayed against the ez'«r-//«'z»j^ Gods ? . . . . JVaples, 128.
The dreadful might of ever-living limba , . . Prom. in. i. 22.
The soul ofjoy, ye ever-living Gods, m. i. 31.

(2) always fresh and full of life.

Were as the clear and ever-living brooks ... . Adon. Cane. 20.

(3) abiding, unceasing.
wa]ke and feed on everliving woe,— ....... Pr. Athan. i. 74.

(4) perpetual.
With ever-living leaves, and fruits, and flowers. Prom. in. iii. 123.
with a wreath Of ever-living flame, Q. Mab, vi. 37.

Evermore, adv. henceforth continually.
that evermore A virgin she would live .... Horn. Venus, 24.
sweet and subtle talk they evermore, . . . /ir. Athan. II. li. 10.
Delight is in store For her evermore; . , . , St. Ir. (3) iv. 4.

*Ever-nioving-, c. adj. (1) never still.

And there is heard the ever-moving air, . . . Prom. III. iii. 18.
The music of their ever-^noving wings Triumph, 98.
as a precious stone Dissolved in ever-movingXx^x, Witch, xxvil. 5,

(2) of mental action, always unquiet.
Of his eternal fiWtfr-^wo&z'w,^ grief Orpheus, 71.

*Eyer-moving', ppl, phr. always in motion.
his pangs pass Slow, ever-moving,— Julian, 418.

*Ever- rising", c. adj. ever becoming purer or better.
And ever-changing, ever-rising still, ... Q. Mab, I. 150.

*Ever-shifting, c. adj. (1) moving from place to place.
heaped from ever-shifting sand, Julian, 4.

(2) shimmering, varying.
ever-shifting mirror Of all the beauty .... Medusa, v. 5.

*Ever-spreading', t. adj, continually increasing and per-
vading.

Into a sea profound, oi ever-spreading soMixd. . Prom, ll. v. 84.

*Ever-varyinff, c. adj. continually changing.
And countless spheres diffused An ever-v. glory. Q, Mab, I. 2«.
Who stands amid the ever-varying world, . . . viii. 140.

*Ever-veering-, c. adj, continually altering or shifting.
The convoy of the ever-veering wind Hellas, 286.

*Ever-wailing, c. adj. Fig, continually lamenting.
Embosom in their fwf?'-a'fl??;«jf- sweep, . . . . Adon* Cane, \\,

E e
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Every, adj, each one of any indefinite number.
The amorous birds now pair in every brake, . . Adonais^ xvni. 6.

Reflecting, yet distorting every cloud, .... Alasior^ 385.
I questionea every tongueless wind that flew . . BPfPs. 236.
From every living heart which it possesses, . . Ginevra^ 128-

And soothed by every azure breath, Jane^ RecoH. 25.

And every bosom thus is rapt and shook, . . . Laon^ IV. xiii. 8.

Thinking every tear a gem, Mask^ V. 3.

The dissolving strain, through every vein, Passes Mustc^ Ipant^ II. 5.

Night's dreams and terrors, every one, .... Serchio^ 27.
And every nymph of stream and spreading tree, . Witch^ X. i.

The bright world dim, and every thing beside . . xiij, 2.

^Everytliinff, n. (1) all surrounding circumstances and
interests.

sees everything upside down, Ch. \st^ Ii. 37.
That everything^ but Love, destroyed .... Death Vanq. 18.

With everything belonging to them fair !— . . Gisb. 297.
Justly to speak of everything I see : . . . Horn. Merc. XXXIV. 2.

In nothing—^yet in everything. Peter, II. i. 5.

When everyih. familiar seemed to be Wonderful, St. Epips. 162.

{2) all objects.

Everything around is swept Faust^ II. 88.

Everywhere, adv. on all sides, among all people.
Death is busy everywhere, Death, I. 2.

Wild Spirit, which art moving every where ; . OdeW. Wind, 1. 13.
Like the Spirit of Love felt every where / . , . Sensit. PL I. 6.

Thou, whom seen nowhere, I feel everywhere. . Zucca, III. 6.

*Sves, n. poetical for evenings.
when loveliest In Autumn eves.— Loon, V. 1. 5.

Evidence, n. testimony.
Upon such evidence as justifies Torture Cenci, v. ii. •jj.

What evidence ? This man's ? V. ii. 78.

Evident, adj. plain, manifest.
The catde's track . . . full well Is evident, . . JiTom. Merc lviii, 2.

Evil, n. (1) as an entity or personification.
that the proud Power of Evil Dismcn, II. 15,

For without the Devil, O ! favourite of evil^ . . Devil, Vlll. 6.

and Good and Evil stake Their empire .... Hellas, 443.
Thus fiz/z7 triumphed, and the Spirit oievil, . . Loon, I. xxvii. i.

Was EviVs breath and life : I. xxviii. 2.

Victorious Evil, which had dispossest .... II. xxxv. 5.

what secret fiffht Evil and good, . . , Waged V. ii. 8.

thoughts which smother Cold EviVs power, . . vi.xxxixg.
Whose fruit is EviVs mortal poison : VI. xlii. 7.

Even throned EviVs splendid impotence, , . . Vli. xxxvi. 3.

Of many names, all cz/z'/, some divine, . . . VIII. xxi. 2,

Thespirit of ew/Zwell may be: Peter,\v.iL\\\,2.
From all-prolific Evil, Prom. I. 213.

Though fiOT/ stain its work, il. iii. 14.

Evil, the immedicable plague, il. iv. loi.

And veil by veil, evil and error fall : III. iii. 62.

these beget Evil and good : Q. Mab^ rv. 147.

(2) that which is harmful or bad.
Evil'm God is inconceivable; Calderon, I. 145.
roam about inspiring good or evil, I. 160.

Evil and good, reproach and fame ; II. 183.

a God above Who sees and permits evil, . . . Cenci, III. i. loi.

you have done No evil. iii. 1. 122.

on the chance that it may be Some evil, . , . V. ii. 180.

'Twixt good or evil, as regarded me V. iv. 84.
^z^z'/ from good ; misery from happiness ; . . . Epips. 175.

Its medicine is tears,—its evil good E. Vyilliams, II. 8.

This cannot be, it ought not, evil still— .... Fr. Satire, 35.

Evil, doubtless ; like all human sounds Hellas, 186.

for none Knew good from evil, Laon, i. xxviii. 7.

all vied In evil, slave and despot ; II. iv. 6.

Howwithout fear of tf. or disguise Was Cythna!— • 11, xxxii. 5.

that dark power which brings Evil, II. xxxlii. 8.

shall all the kinds Oievil, catch II. xlvi. 5.

Her voice, whose awful sweetness doth repress All e., rv. xxii. 8.

smiled. Because they had done evil:— .... V, xvii. 6.

EvilvA^ evil, good with good must wind . . . ix. xxvii. 7.

A voiceless thought oievu, x. xvi. 8.

or weigh In balance just the good and evil there ? X. xlvi. 6.

but evil casts a shade, Which cannot pass so soon, xi. xv. 7.

To good or evil as may come ; Peter, Prol. 33.

^pw or tumult cannot long endure /V. ^Mai«. l.'ioS.

earth . . . Contains at once the ewz/and the cure; Q. Mab, III. 81.

the . . . world Contains at once the e. and the cure. VI. 32.

Where pain and pleasure, good and «»// join, . . VI. 233.

and there Planted the tree of «///, vil. no.
That soul-sustaining airs and blasts of evil . . . Sonn. Nile, 11.

(3) an injury or unkindness.
What evil\iZ.vc we done thee? Cenci, V. ii. 119.

Evil, adj. (1) of persons and personifications, bad, wicked,
have employed Genii, good or evil^— .... Calderon^ i. 167.

Even as a father by an evil child, Hellas, 26%.

I knew that there were crimes and evil men, . . Hope, Fear, 7.

And shared in fearless deeds with ^w'/men, . . Laon, I. xliv. 4.

For he was an evil Cotter, Peter, Prol. 35.

He who is «/«7 can receive no good ; Prom. l. 3&),
what ye suffer, Being; evil. —— I- 481.

,And women too, ugliest of all things evil, . . . III. iv. 46.

(2) of things, a. bad, vile.

because we see His deeds are evil, Calderon, I. 122.

If one be good is not the other evil}
J. 144.

where £»/? thoughts Shall grow like weeds . . . Cenci, IV. i. 53.

Po cz/// deeds thus quickly come to end ? , . . v. L i.

wherefore should this be evil? Ch. 1st, I. 21.

And if this be not evil, I. 22.

Many have bought too dear their eviljoys. . . . Cycl. 297.
All symbols of things evil, all divine ; Laon, II. v\\\.6.

Pour on those evil men the love that lies Hovering IV- xxviii. 4.
one moment mute The evil thoughts it made, . . VII. iv. 9.
Nor evil\Qys which fire the vulgar breast . , . Pr. Athtin. I. 11,

so that au^t evil wish Is dead within ; . . . . Prom. I. 70.
let not aught Of that which may be evil, . . . I. 219.
Evil minds Change good to their own nature. , I. 380.
All spirits are enslaved which serve things evil : , II. iv. 1 10.

All things had put their evil nature oflF : . . . . III. iv. 77.

Man's evil nature, that apology ....... ^, Mob, iv. 70.
All ^z/z'/ passions, and all vain belief, — vill. ai6.

b. unhappy, unfortunate, sad.

By the might of ez'zZ dreams, Eu^. Hills, 177.

and fallen on ez///times— Gisb. 108.

'Tis an e. lot, and yet Let us make the best of it ; Inv. Mis. TV. i.

gives not up its dead To evil thoughts— .... Laon, v. xii.j.

to dream No evil dreams:......... xi. xvii. 7.

an £z/z7 lot Has chosen.— Moschus, 11.

made In mockery and wrath this evil earth "i . . Q. Mob, Vli. 132.

I knew What to the evil world is due, .... Kosal. 52.

Among the fallen on evil days : 474.
And in that dark and evil day ^4.
And that no change, nor any evil chance . . . Sonn. Dante, 5,

€. unwholesome,
that his cap May be evil! Cycl. 623.

d. erroneous.
whence evil creeds Start forth, Laon, II. ii. 8._

and evil faith, grown hoary With crime, . . . Vlli. xvi, 4.

From custom's evil taint exempt and pure ; . . Front. III. iv. 150.

Or the priests of the fiz^// faith; W. Shel.iv. 2.

e. unkind, harsh.
An evilv/ord is gone abroad ofme : Cenci, 1. iii. 6.

or words, or fiz*// speech, With all their stings . . Ginevra, 62.

ere Dark time had there its evil legend wrought Laon, Vlll. xxix.4.

f. ill-gQtten, corrupt.
all his evil gain The miser Witch, LXXII. 5.

g^ with suffix (WW= devils or fiends.

rush impetuously To meet the evil ones ; . - . Faust, II. 237.

Evils, n. misfortunes, miseries.
And the various evils, Cat, II. 4.
divide The actual world from these entangling e., Laon, III. xxiii. 7.

nnsubduable evils on him brought. .... Mother^ Son, VI. 5.

*Evoe.
Like Maenads who cry load, Evoef Evoel . . . Prom. II. iii. 9.

*Evoke, V. tr. call forth.

Therefore a wondrous phantom, ... I will evoke, Q. Mab, vii. (^.

*Evoked, v. tr. induced.
Even as my words evoked them— ...... Laon, II. xviL 5.

Ewe, n. female sheep or goat.

Is it ewis milk or cow's milk, or both Aixed?— Cyd. 197.

Ez, adv. out of, from.
Fire, which ex luceprcebensfumum, .... Peter, vi. xvii. i.

Exact, V. tr. enforce payment of, extort
The uttermost Farthing exact from those . . . Ch. 1st, II. 80.

Exact, adj. particular, precise.

ought not to be too exact with him Faust, II. 39.

'^'Ezag'^eration, n. extravagant misrepresentation.

In all this there is much exaggeration •'— •
^

• • Cenci, I. ii. 73.

Exajniuations, n. researches, investigations.

And had all such examinations made .... rv. iv. 166.

Examine, v. I. tr. investigate.

let me exatnine The question Calderon, I. 50.

II. intr. to enquire into, to seek to know.
But others, . . . Pause to examine,— Allegory, 11. 6.

*Exainiiiiuff , ^. ^^. investigating.

Examining the question with more care, . . . Calderon, i. 132.

Example, n. (1) precedent.
He holds it of most dangerous example .... Cenci, 11. ii. 54.

(2) pattern.
Nor prostitution, nor our own example, .... (Edipus, i. 75.

(3) warning.
if an example for the same They seek . . . Julian, 457.
in thought turn this tfjtram^i^ over, Pin, Echo, 11.

Exasperated, pp. provoked.
And thus he is exasperated to ill Cenci^ 11. ii. 37.

Exceed, v. tr. surpass.

our wrongs . . . Exceed^ measure of belief? . . ' iii. i. 189.

Exceeding, ppl. adj. extreme, surpassing.

In darkness of his own exceeding light, .... Adon. Cane. 30.
changed to you, through your exceeding gdeS, . Cenci, v. ii. 55.
robed in such exceeding glory, ^ft^- '99-
he who sits obscure In the exceeding lustre, . . Gisb. 203.
By gazing on its own exceeding light. .... Julian, 52.
express Thine exceeding loveliness Mask, Lxrv. 4.
In a crisis Of such exixeding delicacy, .... CEdipus, 11. ii. 69.

Exceedingrly* cuiv. excessively, wonderfully.
It was exceedingly like Peter,— Peter, 11. vi. 2.

Exceeds, v. tr. (1) is greater than.
Each part exceeds the whole ; Epips. i8i.

(2) surpasses.

their might Exceeds our organs, ...... Sensit. PL iv. 23.
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Excellence, n. (1) good qualities.

Is strengthened in all excellence, Damon, II. 328.
Was strengthened in all excellence, Q. Mab, ix. 136.

(2) perfection.

true e. Lives in the Spirit of all things that live, . Prol. Hellas, 166.
when it reaps The harvest of its excellence, , , . Q. Mab, II. 94.

Excellent, adj. (1) perfect.

A piece of excellent hoaaty; Calderon, I. 211.
She is So excellent, I. 269.

(2) very liberal, full.

A thousand crowns excellent market price . . . Cenct, IV. ii. 19.

(3) admirable.
Welcome, you Excellent plaything I Horn. Merc. V. 4.

(4) satir. a. wonderfully clever.
The excellent impostors of this earth Julian, 242.

b. worthy, upright.
Excellent, just, and noble Purganax (Edipus, II. i. 94.

Excellently, adv. admirably.
excellently great Seemed to me then my purpose, Laon, II. xxix. 2.

Excelling', pr. pple. surpassing.
She gave to light a babe all babes excelling, . . Horn. Merc, II. 3.

Excels, V. tr. surpasses.
she excels All women in the magic of her locks ; . Faust, 11. 318.

Except, prep, other than.
let there be No seal on it; except my kingly word Ch. 1st, 11. 198.
dedicated to no care Except thy safety :— ... 11. 308.
little motion in the air E. the mill-wheel's sound. Y. 17.

Except, conj. unless.
And the^ learn little there, except to know . . Alleerory, II. 7.

Except lu Shakespeare's lyisest tenderness.— . . Gi^. 225.
Yet never did I hear except from thee, . . . Hotn. Merc. LXXV. 7.

Exceptions, n. omissions.
And these, With some exceptions, ...... Gisb. 251.

Excess, ». (1) superabundance, superfluity.
sickened with c.«-£affj Of love Alastor, -lZ\.

Blushes and trembles at its own excess : ... Epips. 476.
Sick with excess of sweetness ; Laon, V. xxiii. 5.
So knew I in that light's severe excess .... Xriumph, 424.

(2) violence.
Will make Rebellion pale in our excess. . . . Ch, ist, II. 291.

(3) undue indulgence.
to the meal Of silence, grandeur, and excess, . . Q. Mab, III. 45.

Exchange, o. tr. revenge, reciprocate.
Fiercely thirsting to exchange Blood for blood— Mask, XLVIII. 2.

Exchange, n. (1) way of barter.
gave us in exchange These lambs Cycl. 235.

(2) Fig. reciprocal revenge.
until the exchange Ruins the merchants .... Marenghi, I. 3.

Exchanged, j)^. interchanged.
These words exchanged, Peter, VII. v. I.

'''Excise, c, adj. attr, inland revenue.
Tithe-proctors, and excise people, (Edipus, II.*i, 178.

Excite, V. tr. stir up or arouse.
Should excite Floro's jealousy, Caldero^, I. 270.
the succeeding calm excite tliy wonder ; . . . . —— '

11. 159.

Excited, pp. aroused.
Met love e.a;cz'/(?dr by far other seeming . . . . _/«//a«, 334.

Exclaim, v, intr. ejaculate, cry out.
would not e^daim. Lash on ! Fr. Satire, 23.

Exclaimed, v, intr. cried out,
A third exclaimed. There is a refuge, tyrant, . . Hellas, 393.

Excuse, V. I. tr. forgive, (used as a formal polite apology).
I pray you now fia:«(jfi me Cenci, u. ii. ^^.My t^rd, I pray excuse us

; IV. iv. 62.
You will excuse me if I do not talk Fatist, I. 36.
^pFiTZWe me, gentlemen ; but I must vanish. . . II. 411.

II. intr. explain, justify.

How to excuse or to conceal Cenci, III. i. 37S.

Excuse, n. (1) a pretended reason.
make some excuse For spurring on your mules, . ill. i. 266.
Make some excuse for being here -r— III. i. 271.

(2) apology.
my duty" to his Holiness Be my excuse .... -r-.— IV. iv. 2.

Excused, pp. overlooked, foregone.
Have excused-axvs^, doubted ; and when no doubt

Remained, i. iii. 114.

jIExecrable, adj. detestable, abominable.
Thou execrable man, beware !^ , I. i. ^.
But that the strange and execrable deeds . , . 11. ii. 63.
Whilst I behold such execrable shapes, .... Prom. \, 449.
Strange, savage, ghastly, dark mi: execrable, . -— ill. iv. 182.

Execute, v. tr. carry out, put in force,
Which can adjudge and execute the doom . . . Cenci, III. i. 136.
And execute what is devised, '- m. i. 227.
Delays to execute her high commands, .... Ld. Ch. ill. 3.To execute a doom of new revenge. Prom. l. 355.

Executed, pp. carried into effect.
And see it duly ca;«OTfeii? forthwith.— ., . . , . Ch. \st,l\.-^.

Executioner, n. murderer.
executioner Of that which is the life of life : . . Cenci, iv. iv. 141.

Executioners, n, fulfillers.

none But you to be the executioners Of his decree Cenci, II. i. 146.

Exempt, adj. (1) free, not subject to.

(Who is exempt from this inheritance?).... Calderon, I. 68.

exempt itself From aught that it inflicts ; . . . Cenci, V. iv, 3.

exempt alone from mortal hopes and fears. . . jLaon, xll. ii. 9.

Until it walked, exempt from mortal care, . . Prom. II. iv. 78.

Where they henceforth will live exejnpt from toil III. iv. 109.

(2) clear, untouched by.
From custom's evil taint exempt and pure ; . . III. iv. 156.
^jtrewjE^^ from awe, worship, degree, lll.iv, ig6.

Nor yet exempt, the' ruling them like slaves, . . III. iv. 200.

Exempted,//, freed.

exempted now from mortal fear or pain. . . . iMon, XII. xxiv. g.

"'Exemption, n. (1) privilege.

feels No proud exemption in the blighting curse Alastor, 679.

(2) freedom, immunity.
those who claim exemption From knighthood : . Ch. 1st, II. 80.
Oh ! would that I could claim exemption ... Unf. Dr. 47.

Exercise, n. practice.
What cji:er«j,f of subtlest ait, Hom.Merc.t,xxvi.2.

Exercised, v, tr. practised.
And each diversely e^fir«'jtffi? her art , . , . , Love, Hope, 11.

*Bxert, V. tr, put in force.

I must exert my authority in the house. . . Fattst, II. 218.

*Exerts, v. refi. bestirs.

a far mightierwisdom . . ^ji:tf^/.pitselfwithin thee, Calderon, III. 122.

Exhalation, n. (1) emission.
girt by the exhalation Of its own glorious light, . Ode Lib, XI. 9.

(2) mist or vapour.
But thou art fled Like some frail exhalation ; . Alastor, 687.
Like an exhalation wreathing; Fr. Pleas. 5.
the shades . . . wrapt Earth like an exhalation,— Laon, III. xviii. £.

like an exhalation Steaming from earth, . . . Frol. Hellas, 11.

(3) cloud.
From billow and mountain and exhalation The

sunlight is darted Liberty, IV. 1.

(4) odour or stench.
A loathsom^ exhalation from his maw O"-^- 404.
as amongst tall weeds A violet's exhalation, , . Prom. lil, iii. 1^2.-
Till like an exhalation, spread From flowers . . jRnsal. 806.

(5) emanation of spirit.

A Pythian exhalation, which inspires Love, . . St. Epips. 136.
Exhalations, n, vapours, mists.
clear exhalations, soft and bright, Epips. 471.
The exhalations and the thirsty winds' .... Hellas, 430.
silver exhalations sprung from dawn Laon, v. xliv. 2.
And where its venomed exhalations spread . Q. Mab, iv. 84.
Oi -woven exhalations, Witch,X.lu. a.

Exhale, v. intr. give forth.
wintry boughs exhale From vernal blooms . . Alastor, 674.

Exhales, v. I. tr. gives forth.
Where every shade which the foul grave exhales 217.

II. rejl. expends or exhausts.
^;i;.4a&j itself in flowers of gentle breath; . . . Adonais, XK. ^.

jExhausted,///. adj. (1) lessened.
The young moon has fed Her exhausted horn, . Hellas, 1012.

(2; spent.
IP

Heavily borne away on the exhausted blast. . . Laon, I. xiv. 9.
Soon its exhatcsted v/aters will Jjave found . . Pr. Athan. 1. 105.

*Exhanstless, adj. inexhaustible.
which seemed A mine exhaustless? Ch. 1st, 11. 296.
the exhaustless lore of human weal Damon, 11. 145.
, . " , 11 - >i " 1 5- •^'2*, vill. 204.
nis profuse cji:Aaj«//Mj treasury ; Horn. Merc.l,xsix. 3.-

{Exhortation, n. advice, counsel.
and his exhortation Was, to compose tKe affair -,— Lxvi. 7.-

Exhortations, n. counsels.
And blind you with my exhortations, Cyclops. . Cyd. 659.

Exile, n. (1) the punishment of exile.
Through exile, persecutipn, and despair, . . . Hellas 002
(2) state of exile. ^

'

Thesceneof her sad <jir27c/ rugged once . . . Prom.l.^in.
Shall our contented exile reap

| Vt^. Shel. Cane. 1. 6.

Exiles, ». (1) Lit, persons forced to leave their country.
These exiles from the old and sinful world ! • • Ch. 1st, iv. 36.
Thou Paradise of ijcjViM, Italy! ...... . Julian, tn.

And we are exiles Rosal. 26.

(2) Fig, outcasts.
For all those e^z&i from the dull insane . . . St. Epips, l^l,

Exist, V, intr, have being.
since you have been Proved not to exist!— . , Faust, 11. 353.

Existence, n, (X) being.
And from whose influence and existence . , , Calderon I 170
(2) life, the fact of living.

Existence viovild I hartei Mary,whodied,ul,i,
Existing, pr, pple. that are, that have being.
Where in the midst of all f;t:zj/?«_^ things . . . Dtzmon, i. soy.

Expand, v. intr. extend.
exp. above Numberless and immeasurable halls, Alastor gi.
for wide expand Beneath the wan stars .... ' cr,,

E e 2
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*Ezpaiided, ppl. adj. (1) stretched out.

caxMlJDX.'Ave. expanded sxiX, Alastor^y^.

(2) opened wide.
Thematinwindsfrom the ^jf^flwi&i/flowers, Scatter Ginevra^ 125.

*£zpandiii?, pr, pple. (1) extending, spreading forth.

The oak, ^:r/a»</z'7i^its immense and knotty arms, Alastor^ 432.

(2) increasing, widening.
like two meteors of expanding flame Epips. $^6.

*2zpands, v. ir. (1) Lit. bursts forth,

nor where Aonian A^nippe expands .... Virgil^ i6.

(2) Fig. appears to open.
Lo ! where the pass expands Its stony jaws, . . Alasior^ 550.

^Expanse, n. (1) an open spot.

A little space of green tfjr/aMJtf, 405.

(2) ot the sea, space.
The expanse of these wide wildernesses .... Calderon^ II. 146.

A vast and dim expartse^ as o'er the waves we go. Laon^ I. xxiii. 9.

which are suspended Over its green expanse^ , . II. v, 3.

On the windless expanse of the watery plain, . . Vis. Sea^ 40.

(3) of the sky.
How swiftly through heaven's wide expanse . . Si. Ir. (4) I. i.

what are ye Who Its brief ear^a«j« inherit ? . Ode to Heaven^ ^.
*Ezpatiative, adj. capable of dilation.

with lubricous round rings Capaciously tfjr/o/za/., CBdipus, I. 186.

Expect, V. I. tr. (1) await, look for.

and here I shall expect yon Calderon, I- 18.

Like those which I expect. Cejtci, III. ii. 29.

And her brood expect the clanging Hellas^ 80.

The Greelts expect a Saviour m>m the west, . . —^^ 598.

(2) await with fear,

and men ^jtr/^c/ the second
;
[earthquake] . . . Z^»i», xll. vi. 4.

II. intr. (1) anticipate.

The Pope, I think, will not E. I should maintain them Cenci, I. iii. 49.

(2) reckon on.
It is enough to expect from these lean imposts . Ch. \st, II. 283.

'^Expectant, adj. A. Lit. anxious.
Watch for the springing flame expect, and aghast. Laon, XII. vii. 9.

Of whose soft voice the air expectant seems— Pr. Athan. II. iii. 5.

^Expectant, adverbially, anxiously.
The pestilence expectant lours Falsehood, 91.

Expectation, n. (1) anticipation.

and find it's recompense In that just tfjt:/ff(rffl//i7«.— Gisb. 247.
Which soars where Expectation never flew, . . Ode Lib. VI. 10.

Nor has the expectation been deceived .... (Edipus, II. i. 164.

(2) eager anticipation.
Silent with expectation of the song, .... Adonais, xxxvi. 8.

an expectation Of horrid joy, Cenci, IV. i. \6(i.

Feeding iny course with expectation's breath, . Epips. 24S.

apause 0(expectation, as when beauty .... Ginevra, 136.

Expectation too, be' off! Jane, Invitn, 39.

^U smile In expectation Lami, xil. v. 5.

Ii) joyous expectation lay the boat, WiUh, xxxiv. 8.

(3) anxiety as to the future.

ere I die With fearfnl expectation Cenci, III. i. S7-

in expectation Of what I knew not, I remained :— Lami, I. vi. 3.

And in the silence of that expectation, .... x. iliu_. 5.

their eyes In stony expectation fixed • . . . XJ. xiii. 8.

a vacancy was made In expectation's depth, . xii. xxvi. g.

(4) the thing anticipated.

Slushes within her bower for Freedom's expect. : Naples, 118.

(5) as a personification.

Such doubt, as is pale Expectation's food . . . Hope, Fear, 3.

. All that pale expectation feigneth fair \ .... Ye hasten, S-

Sxpectingipr.pple. awaiting.
Expecting, with a patient eye, Mash, xxv. 3.

Expects, V. I. tr. A. Lit. anticipates hopefully.

Poor lady ! She expects some happy change . . Cenci, I. ii. 60.

B. Fig. looks forward to.

and the blank deep expects Oblivion on oblivion, Hellas, Sj6.

II. intr. looks forward confidently.

His Grace ofCanterbury «;ir^«c<s to enter the New -

Jerusalem Ch. ist, I}. 454.

|-Expedieuts, n. devices, contrivances.

Be these the expedients until time and wisdom . II. 292.

And weak expedients they ! II. 294.

And all the expedients of my Lord of Strafford . 11. 331.

Expedition, «. journey or voyage.

0,h3sest expedition/ Cyc/. 263.

Expel, V. tr. drive out.

Woodmen who expel Love's gentle Dryads . . Woodman, 68.

Expend, v. tr. employ, spend.

Much pains must we «j:/««rf on one alone, . . Calderon, \. <)\.

Expenses, n. cost.

The<.ar^«MMOfgatheiingshipmoney C4. irf, II. 269.

Experience, n. practical knowledge.
and derive Experience from his folly ; . . . . Q. Mab, III. lo.

Experienced, adj. possessed of practical knowledge.
Strange truths and new to ^alt experiencedm3.-a \ Pr.Athan.ll.u.i6.

Experienced, pp. having practical knowledge.
well experienced In the false quicksands . . . Calderon, i. 253.

:|:Expiates, v. tr. atones for.

Expiates the joy and woe his master knew not ; . Triumph, 255.

^Expiation, n. atonement.
vacant fijr^ZflA*(7«/ beat rest,

—

Laon,vll\.TCKa.(t.

each fifth shall give The expiation for his brethren X. ix. 6._

Pile high the pyre of ^dr^/a^« now! x.xxxyiii. 2.

feast Of Famme, let the expiation be (Edipus, II. i. 189.

"Expiations, n. atonements.
Which taught the expiations at whose price . . Witch, XVIII. 3.

Expire, v. intr. A. Lit. die.

Rather expire in tortures, as I may Cenci, v. i. 39.

B. Fig. (1) of persons, swoon.
1 pant, I sink, I tremble, I expirel Epips. S91.

(2) of an effect, cease or disappear.
Before their waves expire Hellas, 964.

Expired, v. intr. died.

Where Socrates expired, Q- Mab, II. 176.

Expired, ppl. adj. ended.
moonlight of the ^jr^/ra/ night asleep, . . . . Epips. SS^-

j:Expiring', pr. pple. Fig. (1) ceasing, dying away.
[wind] Expiring in the frore and foggy air.— . Laon, IX. xsv. 3.

(2) failing, burning ont.

One glimmering lamp was expiring and low ; . St. Ir. (i) I. 2.

(3 ) coming to a close.

Summer was dead and Autumn was expiring, . Zucca, I. i.

H^Tgixing, ppl. adj. A. Lit. dying.
As I in this cold bed, and faint expiring^03.^ ! Death Van^. 36.

Than the fell tyrant's last expiring yflS} . . M.N. Ravatl, no.

B. Fig. (1) spent.
companionless As the last cloud of an exp. storm Adonais, XXXI. 3.

(2) dwindling, ceasing.

Than the ^jF^2'rz*«^ mom-star's paly fires. . . . Star, 6.

"Explanation, n. (1) an understanding.

Talked without coming to an explanation, . Horn. Merc. LIII. 2.

(2) an exposition.

The priests would write an explanation full, . . Witch, ucxiii. 1.

"'Explore, v. intr. search.

And earnest to explore within—around .... Matilda, l.

Exposed, V. tr. g^ve to view.

and silent death exposed, ... a shadowy lure, . Alastor, 293.

Where the mountain, riven, E. those black depths 375.

in the blushing face of day E. its shameful glory. Q. Mab, II. 140.

Exposed, //. (1) shown forth.

Hunted, stript, exposed, molested ; . . . . CEdipus, II. L 140.

(2) left open.
.Ear/Moitothewidesky.- Peter, w. sx- S-

Exposes, V. tr, makes known.
Futurity Exposes now its treasure ; Q. Mah, VIII. 51.

lllExpostnlation, n. remonstrance.
that was uplifted In swjft expostulation, . . . Laon, V. ix. -j.

Express, V. tr. (1) give an idea of, describe.

and I cannot «jir/>*ftsj His virtues,

—

Gisb. 226.

what it cost him words can scarce express, . Horn. Merc. XXII. 4.

Wouldst give whate'er these words cannot exp. . Int. Beauty, yl. 12.

could scarce express The anguish of her mute ^ Laon, VI. xliii. 8.

let deeds not words e. Thine exceeding loveliness. Mask, Lxrv. 3,

To all things else none.may express Rosai. 754.

(2) make known.
beneath the load Of that they would express : . Prom. II. i. 1 12.

Givingfor one, which it could ne'er «jr^riKy.y, . . St. Epips. 2$.

Meant to express some feelings of their own ; . Zucca, v. 4.

(3) indicate.

smiles, which faintly could express .... Rosal. 105S.

Express, adj. exact.

Its express image ; S76.

Expressed, v. tr. (1) showed signs of.

Tiie fiery-visaged firmament express. Abhorrence, Q. Mab, VII. 87.

(2) uttered.

and they Expressed it not in words Rosal. 453.

Expressed, pp. signified or indicated. (See also Exprest.)

which endears The thoughts expressed by them, Laon, VI. xxxi. 8.

Such mighty change . . . Exp. in outward things ; Prom. III. iv. 130.

Expresses, v. tr. gives .utterance to.

the wTongs which break The spirit it expresses . Julian, 410.

"Expression, n. utterance, declaration.

that this expression strikes His Majesty, . . . Ch. ist, III. S3-

"Expressionless, adj. (1) beyond the power of description.

'Which, though it be expressionless, Cenci, III. i. 214.

(2) without proper intonation.

his words came each Unmodulated, cold, expr. ; Julian, 29?.

"Expressions, n. words, phrases.

I mar The force of his expressions 132,

Exprest,//. Fig. pourtrayed.

every leaf and lineament With more than truth

exprest; Jane, Reeoll. 80.

Extacy, n. a transport.

The Spirit, In extacy. of admiration, Q. Mab, 11. 245.

"Extatic, adj. rapturous.

Nor that ejcto^'e and exulting throb . . . 1.176.
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LXIII. 3.

Laon, VJ. X. 8.

II. V. 5.

Witch, XXIX. 3.

Vis, Sea, 132.

DcB-mon, II. 174.

Q. Mab, VI. 231.

VII. 23.

Extend, v. I. tr. A. Lit. spread out.

and bade ex, amain Its stormoutspeeding wings, Witch, XLVII. 5.

B. Fig. (1) stretch out.

Beneath these canopies extend their swells, . . Alastor, 449.
(2) disseminate.

o'er the earth extend Their all-subduing energies, Q. Mab, VIII. 232.

(3) impart.
hue which slumber could e. Over its lips and eyes. Witch, XLIII. 5.

II. intr. reach to.

Where'er its shores extend or billows roll.

Extended, v. intr. increased, became longer.
now the line Of warfi^/fi«&rf,

Extended, pp. (1) Lit. spread round.
The colours of the air since first extended . .

t2) Fig. clear, open.
She past at dewfall to a space extended,

^Extendiner, pr. pple. stretching, sending.
extending its tide From the Andes to Atlas, .

Extends, v. tr. Fig. spreads.
o'er the earth extends Its all-subduing energies,

"'Extension, n. increase.
The sensitive extension of the world. . .

^Exterminable, adj. indestructible.
The exterminable spirit it contains ....

*Exterminated, adj. destroyed, rooted out.
Noremnant of the tfjr/er7«/«a/tf(/ faith . . .

*Eztermina.tinEr, pr. pple. utterly destroying.
exterminating; spoiling all, VII. 47.

^Extenuinating', ppl. adj. calculated to exterminate.
The weight of his extermi?iating curse. How light ! VI. 65.

Extinct, adj. Fig. quenched.
Have sunk, extinct in their refulgent prime ; .

^Extinction, n. nothingness.
To dank extinction and to latest night. . . .

jzExtingnish, v. tr. Fig. (1) make dark.
The act I think shall soon extinguish all . .

(2) put an end to, quench.
"Which God ejrA'Mg^i'.rA/

The thoughts it would sjrA'w^Mzjyi .•— . . . . _, ,

which time nor chance, Nor change may not ext., ''Laon, iv.^xvi. 8.
To dim, but not extinguish thee Mask, LX. 4.

^Extinguished, v. tr. Fig. quenched, destroyed.
With wonder that ^ji:AKP'«2j^erf fear. , . . . Mar.Dr.'SMlll.d.
Whose hours extinguished, . . . 'The very hope . Rosal. 332.
the youthful glow Which they extinguished; '" ' "

'

'

^Extinguished, pp. (1) put out.
The lamps which half &eA'«^«r'.y>^(/ . . .

(2) destroyed.
May be eclipsed, but ate extinguished not ; . . Adonais, XLIV. 2.
S.T16.V&T& extinguished nev&T. Loon, I. -xii. g.
Extinguishedm the dampness of the grave, . . Q. Mab, vi". liji.

If I have been extinguished, Triumph, aofe.

(3) obscured.
I have extinguished the noon^iay sun Falsehood, 64.

^Extinguished, ppl. adj. (1) ended.
Welcoming him we lose With scarce extin. breath. Adonais, L. 0.

(2) wasted, lost.

Your own extinguished ye^Ts Cenci, ill. ii. 55.
(3) destroyed, extinct.

Sole pattern of &r/i'«!^««.y.ft^(/monarchy? . . .

and is now the grave Of an extinguished "^zo^e.
\

(4) ended, exhausted.
the south wind shakes the ejt:/z«^zj>5^i/ day,
darkness rose on the extinguished day ....

*Extiuiniishes, v. tr. (1) drives aviray, expels.
Or 'tis my hate . .

.
which extinguish, their blood. Cenci, iv. ii. 2i.

(2) destroys.
Extinguishes all sense and thought Lerici, 50.

*ExtingTiishins, /?-.//&. destroying.
Extinguishing <A\ free and generous love .

]:ExtoUed, V. tr. praised, magnified.
Fiercely extolled the fortune of her star. .

Extort, ». tr. compel by threats or force.
And then extort concession Cenci IV. i. 171.

tExtract, v. tr. derive, gain.
'

extract From one effect two vengeances. . . . Calderon, I. 213.
Extreme, adj. (1) most cherished.
Thy extreme hope, the loveliest and the last, . . Adonais, vi. 6
(2) uttermost, last of all.

Invisible Corruption waits to trace His ex. way . viii ;
(3) surpassing.

Scarce visible from extreme loveliness Bpips. 104.
Extremely, adv. exceedingly.

for though she is e^^rewK/jy poor, Calderon, 1. m.A throg extremely pleasing to my heart. . Horn. Merc, lxxxix 2.
Extremes, n. (1) trials, anxieties.
seek refuge from these «;):/«»«« Calderon,lll.m.
(2) adverse points.

hsiiKme3.noi\.Mio extremes— Peter, Prol a.

. Adonais, V. 7.

. Ch. 1st, 1. 52.

. Cenci, II. i. 188.

. IV. ii. 34.

. Julian, 39.

Triumph, 514.

Ginevra, 169.

Ch. 1st, II. 190.

;
TowerofPant. ^.

Triumph, 76.

Unf. Dr. 241.

Q. Mab, V. 86.

TriuTnph, 438.

(3) beginning and ending.
Who mark the «4:^>-«»«.soflife's discordant span. Pr.Athan.n.u. 18.

Eztremest, adj. (1) the very last, the uttermost.

Till on the verge of the extremest curve, . . . Alastor, 390.

(2) of time, most distant.

Dull life's extremest goal Solitary^ III. 6.

(3) furthest removed.
Salvation to the extremest generation .... Ch. \st, II. 253,

Exult, w. intr. (1) rejoice triumphantly.
exult Over the tortures they can never feel— . Cenci, I. i. 78.

(2) joy, rejoice.

Their sons exult in youth's new budding gladness, Horn. Earth, 19.
Can aught exult in its deformity ? Prom. I. 464.

:i:Exnltation, n. (1) triumph.
In joy and exultation held his way ; Alastor, 144.
From Cythna's eyes a light of exultation brake. JLacn, II. xxxvii. g.
for delight And exultation, and a joyance free, . III. viii. 2.

I speak in grief, Not exultation Prom. I. 57.
Till exultation burst in one wide voice .... III. i. 32.

(2) delight, joyousness.
Whither have fled . . . The joy, the exultation ? . Alastor, 200.
when the flame Of his frail exult, shall be spent, 521.
The exultation and the joy of Bacchus Cycl. 409.

(3) rejoicing.

The vapourous exultation not to be confined ! . Prom. IV. 321.

"'Exulting', ppl. adj. (1) Lit. of persons, triumphant.
To make men weep exulting tears, . . . Laon, v. xxxviii. 6.

Shrieked the exulting Priest— xll. xii. 3.
Nor that extatic and exulting throb Q. Mab, I. 176.
the exulting cries Of thine apostles vi. 135.
And more did follow, with exulting hymn, . . Triumph, 45^.

12) Fig.
When the fiji?W/2«^ elements in scorn .... Gisb. 40.

*Exultingly, adv. (1) joyously.
Nor at thy bidding less exultingly Than birds . Hellas, 297.
Among the silent millions . . . exultingly I went ; Loon, V. iii. 4.

(2) triumphantly.
Turned on the lightning's cleft exultinglyj . vi. xlv. 3.

Exults, V. intr. rejoices.

Exults in chains ; Hellas, 354.
Eye, n. A. Lit. (1) the organ of vision.
Hides its dead eye from the detested day, . . . Alastor, 218.
Thy lover's eye so glazed and cold, April, 1814, 7.
from mine fiy^Shootmg forth poisonous lightnings, Calderon, 11. 136.
I never saw such blithe and open cheer ^ any e. 1 Cenci, I. lii. 18.
I fear that wicked laughter round his eye, . . . i, iii, 37.
Where never eye can look upon thee more ! . . I. iii. 147.
Cover thy face from every living eye, . . . i, iiL 154.
As now I skulk from every other tfjyc.5 . V. i. 104.
sees now in that deep eye Ch. 1st, II. 43.
pull your vitals out through your one eye, . . Cycl. 215.
Within the socket of the Cyclops' eye . . . 4159.
So will I, in the Cyclops fiery eye 4'63.
I could scoop the eye out . . 47/
The Cyclops^ eye so fiery fierce ? 4.86!
but to bum out The monster's eye;— ego.'
The shining eye ofthis thy neighbburing monster ! 604.
Until his eye be tortured out with fire 632.
should seize the stake To bum the Cyclops' eye, . 6vi
Thrust fire into his eye gip.
And parch up to dust The eye of the beast . . . 662.
and then burnt out my eye, ... . . 686.
And ever changing, like a joyless eye . . . . Fr. Moon I «
fromhiseyelooksforth A life Hellas 14^Had crept into his cradle, either eye Rubbing, . Horn. Merc LX. e
since thine eye kindled With soft fire under mine, Julian, 468Twas like an pe which seemed to smile on me. . Laon, I. xli i
an eye of blue Looked into mine, like moonlight, i. Iviii 3Yes, many an «« with dizzy tears was dim, . II xvii i
But on her forehead, and within her eye ... . v xxiii 3
For wrath's red fire had withered in the eye, . . ix x 7Or like some tyrant's eye, xi| jj^ 'j

From many a tremulous eye, xii xiv 2
w^#^'i°^'V'T^^SSardcl'^.• Mary, who died, 1.2.
Within her ghastly hoUowness of «y«.- . . . Mother Sr Son. ill. a.
Of Man sear and q.£, Prom. w. {12.As soothed the dazzled <v« with sober sheen. . . Question iv 8
gi! mark that frenzied «j;«— Q. Mai, ill. 6i.
Ills mild eye beams benevolence no more : . . m icg
Yes

!
the grave Hath quenched that eye m'. 162

the proud rich man's «jp« Flashing command, . v ii8
All touch, all eye, all ear, yi i
Sate with a hard and tearless eye, Rosal. 241.

'

From many a stranger's eye would dart, . . . -=-~ 258.
Though the fine-wrought eye and the wondrous
,^\- ;'•; There is no work, 21.
[2) look, regard, glance.

Were panic-stricken by the antelope's eye, . . . Cenci I ii no
Never again, I think, with fearless eye, .... n i 116Are dying underneath my father's *)«. • . . 11 ii 47Where is Orsino ? Let his eye meet mine. . . . y.'

ji
' lyj.

His eye, his voice, his touch surrounding me ; . . v.' iv 61
I see the new-born courage in your eye . , , Ch 1st il ii8

"

Human eye hath ne'er beheld Damon i 70
"

His eye severe and cold
; j j--

Brooking no eye to witness their foul shame, . . i 280
with hoary hair and haggard eye— Death, (2)1. 3.
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They seemed to wear a beauty from the eye. , . Fiordispina^ 36.
with an eye Of ostentatious trouble, Ginevra^ 143.

But the gay smile had faded in his eye^ .... Julian^ 119.

and glanced before the Eagle's steadfast eye. . . Laon^ I. ix. 9.

My eye and voice grew firm, VII. xxx, 6.

with unaccustomed £veThe captives gazing stood, VIll.xxviii.7.

and as some . . . lovety spot to a poor maniac's tf., ix. xxx. 6.

What beauteous spirits met my dazzled eye! . . M. N. Ravaii, 29.

"What is told by the soul-felt eye. 108.

Hiding from many a careless eye M, W. G. ll. S-

Expecting, with a patient eye^ Mask, xxv. 3.

Surfeiting beneath his eye

;

. xliiI. 4.
but 'mid the glooms Pierced with my charmed e. Matilda, 35,
Struggling in thine haggard eye, Moonbeatn, HI. 2.

And with smug face, and eye severe, ... . Peter, li. iv. 3.

The terrors of nis eye illumined heaven .... Prom.. Hi. ii. 4.
Gazed on another's eye of cold command, . . . III. iv. 138.

They pass before his eye, are numbered, • • •
—— IV. 420.

And which the straining fiy£ can hardly seize . . Q.Mab,l.(^^.
None but a spirit's e. Might ken that rolling prb ; —:— 11. 85.
The Spirit's intellectual eye -.—- 11. 98.
Whilst, to the eye of shipwrecked mariner, . . . vi. 168.

Regardst them all with an impartial eye^ . . . VI. 216.

Tempered disdain in his unaltering eye^ . . . Vll. 6.

Were legible within his beamless eye: .... Vll. 75.
Screens Lucca frOm the Pisan's envious eye, . . Serchio, 40.
The heart-fire of pleasure has kindled its eye; . . Vis. Sea, 75.
Past with an eye serene and heart unladen. . . WitcA, I.XVIII. 8.

B. I'l^. (1) used to express mental penetration and in-

telligence,

their horror makes them dim To the mind's eye.— Cenci, II. ii. 87.

Strike at the eye that guides them

;

as keen As Reason's penetrating eye,

But dreaded their mother's eye severe,— . . .

And, by the light of her poison eye, ....
Until his mind's eye paint thereon—
like the eye of Love On the unquiet world ;— . .

all that it inherits Are motes of a sick eye, bub-
bles and dreams; Hellas, 78 1.

Ch. ist, II. 149.
Devil, XXIX. 2.

Falsehood, 51.

Fr. Satire, 32.

Gisb. 12J.

. Jane, Recoil. 83.

. Pr.Athan. i. 99.

. Zucca, VI. 6.

. Prom. IV. 485,

. Sensii. PL I. 35.

. Unf. Dr. 168.

Which from the mind's too faithful eye
Which the veiled eye of memory
like a heart which hatred's eye Can blast not,

(2) the centre of a flower.

As a violet's gentle eye Gazes on the azure sky
Till the fiery star, which is its eye, ...
Until the golden eye of the bright flower, . .

(3) the sun so called.

I am the eye with which the Universe Apollo^ VI. 1.

pantest Naked, beneath the lidless eye of heaven ! Naples, 53.

(4) the light of the moon.
when her broad eye Gazes not Prom. il. iv. 90.

*Eye-laslieSr n. the row of hairs on the eyelid.

a tear. His pointed eye-lashes between, .... Rosal. 830.
Her eyelashes were worn away with tears, . , . Sunset, 38.

Eye-Sight, n. vision.

my eye-sight is parched up to cinders Cycl. 669.
It said that I should have my eyesight blinded . 706.

Eyeball, n. the ball which contains the yisual organism.
The dry fixed eyeball; the pale quivering lip, . . Cenct, I. i. in.

Eyeballs, n. pi. of Eyeball.
but his eyeballs wide and red Turned Lmoh, VI. xlv. 2.

or with stiff eyeballs sate upright x. xxv. 7.

Then in agony roll his death-swimminff eye-b., M. N. Spec. Hors. 51.

Though his sunk eyeballs and his faded cheek . Mother^ Son, v. 3.

In her half-eaten eyeballs two pale flames appear*d, St. Ir. (3) xvi. 3.

^lEyebeam, n. look or regard.
and beneath His changeless eyebeatn Q. Mab, V. 158.

Eyebrows, n. the hairy projection above the eye.

beneath the shade Of gathered eyebrows, . . . Ltum, vi. ix. 4.

Eyed, pp. decked or spangled.
and eyed with blooms Minute yet beautiful. . . Alastor^ 450.

Eyed, ppl. adj. having a white centre or eye.
Some eyed flower whose young leaves waken . Ode to Heaven, 48.

Eyeless, adj, A. Lit. without eyeballs.

My murdered children's mute and ^jj^/irjj sculls . ^. ^ad, vii. 191.

&. Fig. blind, reckless.

The world's gye/ej-s charioteer. Destiny, .... Hellas, 711.

For like an eyeless night-mare Pr. Athan. 1. 120.

Art thou eyeless like old Destiny, iVo/. Hellas, 121.

who am thy foe, eyeless in hate, ....... Prom. i. 9.

Eyelid, n. the movable membrane covering the eye.

Let him tear the tfye/zV^ up Of the Cyclops— . . ^yd,62\.

EyeUds, n. A. Lit, pi. of Eyelid.

Her veiny ^jf^/iliy quietly unclosed ; l)mm.on,\\.yiS.

„ „ » „ ,
Q.Mab, IX. 234.

Mine eyelids are heavy: my soul seeks repose, . Death, Dial. 13.

falls upon the ^^-/2(& like faint sleep ; ... "'"
On m;^ lips ana eyelids pale
Upon its lips and tfyeZ/'iM seems to lie . . .

With gentle smiles about its eyelids playing, .

B. Fig. said of the petals of plants.

unclose Their trembling eyelids T'riumph, 10.

Upon the sleeping eyelids of the plant, .... Unf. Dr. 189.

Eyes, n. A. Lit. (1) the organs of vision.

With veilfed e^^es, 'Mid listening Echoes, .... Adonais, II. 4.

See, on the silken fringe of his faint cjitfj, . , . X. 4.

i>j 449.
. Ind. Ser. iii. 4.
, Medtcsa, i. 5.

, Witch, Lxxi. 4.

And ali the Dreams that watched Urania's eyes, Adonais, xxii. 5.
to his dark and night-like eyes Adon. Cane. 19.
And wasted for fond love of his wild eyes. . , . Alastor^ 63.
With his sweet voice and eyes, 80.
Her beamy bending; eyes, itq.
Now blackness veiled his diz^gy&s, iSS.
His wan eyes Gaze on the empty scene .... 200.
From his dark eyes alone 254.
With lightning eyAS", and eager breath afeo.

In terror at the glare of those wild eyes 264.
His eyes pursued its flight 280.
eyes Bright in the lustre of their own fond joy. . -— 283.
to the light Of those beloved eyes, 332.
For ever gaze on their own drooping eyes, . . . 407.
In those flushed cheeks, bent e., andsnadowy frame 416,
as gamesome infants' eyes. With gentle meanings, 441.
His eyes beheld Their own wan light 469.
two e., Two starry e., hung_in the gloom of thought, :—— 489-90.
where irradiate dewy eyesHaid shone 535.
That snowy breast, those dark and drooping eyes. 601.
on those eyes That image sleep in death, . . . 700.
Fanning the busy dreams from my dim eyes,— . Apollo, I. 4.
His eyes beneath their lids are lustreless, . . . Bion. Adon. 10.

Let eyes not see their own delight ;— Bridal, I. 9.
How eyes must weep ! O Nightingale, .... Calderon, III. 73.
Your eyes have a chill glare ; Cenciy II. i. 32.
My ^jj^ff are full of blood; 111.1,2.
remains here O'ef these dull ^es m. i. 31.
thine e. shoot forth A wandenng and strange spirit. iii. i, 81.
Strike in thine envy those life-darting eyes . . . iv. i. 135.
mine eyes grow weary dim iv. i. 175.
Write on unsteady eyes and altered cheeks , . iv. iv. 39.
The terrible resentment of those ^&y V. ii. 31.
and his eyes Like her's in shape, v. ii. 66.
Fix thine ^es on mine ; v. ii 82.
Your eyes look pale, hollow and overworn, . . v. iii. 121.
I would close these eyes of pain ; v. iii. 140.
and lix His eyes on mine, v. iv. &j.
and takes the bandage from the other's eyes, . , Ch. ist, 11. 48.
And gentle ghosts, with eyes as fair Coleridge, 3.
Aqd thou hast sought in starry eyes 13.
In thy dark eyes a power like light doth lie, , . Con. Sing. i. 3.
Fall on my overflowing eyes; iii. 8.
with the tears raining from my eyes, Cycl. 398.
One with eyes the fairest 516.
Fire will bum his lamp-like eyes 615.
And there is dust Or ashes in our eyes, .... 645.
Her dewy eyes are closed

;

Dcemon, I. 39.

„ ,, „ Q. Mab, 1. 37.
Or speaks in thy unclosing eyes, Dmmon, I. 103.
Bending her beamy eyes in thankfulness. . . . u. 308.

I) 11 M )) 11 ... Q. Mai, IX. 215.
on another Lady bids me keep Mine eyes, , . , Dante Conv. 23.
Let him but look upon that lady's eyes, . . . 24.
questioning Mine eyes, 33.
beneath those eyes might stand for ever .... 35.
Those eyes have looked on me, and I am dead. . 38.
made perfect by thy sunny eyes, ^ips. 386.
Lest eyes see their own delight ( ^pithuL 6.

How eloquent are eyes/ ^es, i.

Her eyes are like the eyes of a fresh corpse . . , Faust, 11. 390.
if not that tears did tremble In my faint eyes, . . Fr. Pris. h.

He lifted his wan eyes upon the bride, .... Ginevra, 49.
with eyes Which weep in vain 53,
the eyes that dart Imperious inquisition . . . (^.
And glazed her eyes, 86.
With open eyes and folded hands 104.
Reflected from a thousand hearts and eyes . . . no.
And open eyes, whose fixed and glassy light . . 148.
Loosened the springs of pity in ^1 eyes, .... 166.
men whose eyes Were closed in distant years ;— . Gisb. i6i.
Out of the dizzy eyes— ......... Hofn. Merc, vil. 7.
And cried—Wnat wonder do mine o*^ behold ! . xxxvi.S.
the glorious Power with azure eyes, .... Hont. Mi'n. i.

Venus from her eyes Shot forth Ho^. Venus, 47.
That wax and wane in lover's eyes— Int. Beauty, IV. 7.
With beating heart and streaming ey^, .... ' vi. 3.
With eyes—Oh speak not of her eyes?— .... Julian, 147.
His sad meek face and eyes lustrous aqd glazed . 285.
Wouldst pity me from thy most gentle eyes . . 339.
Dazzling my eyes with scalding tears 477.
Yet if tmne ag^d eyes disdain 611.
But none was near to mock ray streaming eyes, . Laon, Ded. IV. 2.
And thro' thine ^es, even in thy soul I see . . , —— xi. 8.
That her sweet eyes were weary of the sun, . . i. xvii. 3.
tears ceased to break From her immovable eyes ; I. xviii. 4.
with eyes Serene yet sorrowing, i, xxi. i.

those eyes a kindling beam Oflove divine . . . i. xxiv. 7.
And bent his eyes of kindhng tenderness . , . i. xlii. 8.
Small serpent eyes traiUng from side to side, . . i. Ivi. 3.
His eyes were dark and deep, . ..... i. lix, 2*
None else beheld her eyes— i, li. 8.
whose l^\T eyes Were loadstars of delight, . . , n. xxi. i.
When those soft e. of scarcely conscious thought, 11. xxii. 6.
From her deep eyes far wanderings h. xxix. 8.
From Cythnas tfjyej a light of exultation brake. . iLxxxviLg.
Who, could they see thine eyes, . h. xl. 8.
Filling my eyes with blood— m. xi. 3.
I sought to close mine eyes, m. xvin! 6.
what radiance did inform Those homy eyes? . • m. xxvi. «j.

Mine eyes were of their madness half beguiled, . m. xxix! 3!
Hovering within those spirit-soothing eye$— . . iv. xxviii.5.
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tho' mine e. might speakA subtle mind and strong Laon^ IV. xxix. 8.

thoughts which mate the moist eyes overbrim : . v. iv, 7.

Thus, while with rapid lips And earnest eyes . . V. vi. i.

there were eyes to weep But ye have quenched . v, x. 4.
swift shadows o'er mine eyes had shed. .... V. xii. 5.
With cjuivering lips and humid eyes;—-.... v, xiii. 2.

and fair eyes^ gifted With feelings caught . , , v. xviii. 4.
those softest eyes in trembling tenderness. . . . v. xxiv. g.
all mortal eyes were drawn, ^— v. xHv. 4.
To men's astonished e. most clear and crystalline. v. xlvi. 9.
and one did keep Its watchful eyes v. xlix. 9.
While calmly on the Sun he turned his diamond £. V. 1. p.
Whose stony eyes glared in the morning light, . vi. viii. 4.
his ^fij divine With a mild look vi. x, 4.
and their eyes started with cracking stare, . . . vi. xvi. 8.

Over mine eyes its shadowy strings it spread . . vi. xxi. 7.

the eyes whose deepest light Of love and sadness vi. xxiv. 5.
And kissing her fair eyes, said, vi. xxvl. 7.

her dark and deepenin^g evej, Vl.xxxiii.4.
when the faint £>>£.? swim Thro' tears VI. xxxvi.4.
But Cythna's eyes looked faint, VI. xiii. 9.
With horny eyes upon each other's face, . . vi. xlvii. 3.
Mine eyes and my neart ached, VI. lii. 6.

'

like thee, dear love, its eyes were thine, .... vii. xvlii. 2.

her waning eyes were grown Weary Vll. xxii. 1.

my wan eyes in stem resolve I turned . - . , vii. xxiv. 6.
when thy dear eyes Shone thro' my sleep, . . . vil. xxxii.S.
To combat with my overflowing eyes, .... vii. xxxiv. 5.
fond e^es are pining till they come, .... • vill. iv. 3.

the misery Told in these faded eyes^ vill. xxiii.4.

and the mild command Of thy keen cj'tfj."— . . viii.xxiv.6.
but now the iry^j of one dear Maid vili.xxv. 6.

With eyes the shrines of unawakened thought, . vill. xxix.2.
These eyes, these lips, this blood, ix. xxxii. 5.
obscure and rotting eyes to steep In joy ;— . . ix. xxxii. 8.

O ! willingly, beloved, would these cy&y, . . ix. xxxiv. 2.

Her dark deep eyes, her HpSj ix. xxxvi. 3.
In their ^een eyes a strange disease did glow, . x. xiv. 8.

spread With the quick glance ofeyes^ .... x. xvi. 9.
tno' sleeping there With lidless eyes, x. xvii. 8.

In dreams of frenzy lapped his eyes; X. xxv. 6.

Their lurid eyes are on us ! x. xxxvii. 3.
which roast the eyes in the head X. xlvii. 2."

thro' which her eyes and forehead shone. . . , xi. i. 9.
shot forth From bef far eyes, xi. iv. 8.

intricate eyes Orb within orb, ....... xi. v. 2.

their eyes In stony expectation fixed ; .... xi. xiii. 7.
Shone in a hundred human eyes— xi. xxv. 4.
Closed their faint eyes/ xil. i. 7.
his eyes are mild And calm, xii. Hi. 6.
Steeps the faint eyes in darkness sweet and deep ; xii. xvii. 6.
her eyes Which swam with unshed tears, . . . xil. xxii. 2.

fixed its blue and beaming eyes xii. xxiv. 2.

And hid mine eyes in dust, xii. xxv. 4,
Whence tears of endless sorrow dim these ^es ? M,N. Post. Fr. 30.
Oh ! yes I will kiss thine eyes so fair, . . . . M. N. Ravail, 91.
Mine eyes were dim with tears unshed : . . . . M. W. G. I. i.

thy dark eyes threw Their soft persuasion on my
brain, jv. 4.

Over thine eyes so dark and sheen : Mar; Dr. Ii. 4.
The Lady closed her eyes so bright 11. 6.
And wherever the Lath^ turned her eyes, . . , iv. 5.
And veiled her eyes; she then did hear .... vi. 3.
while from the veil Of her dark eyes the dream

did creep, xxili. 4.
as clear and true As any waking eyes can view.^ xxiii, 7,
With your brown eyes bright ana clear, . . . Mary, 2.

All disguised, even to the eyes, Mask, vil. 3.
Peeps idly into those Gorgonian eyes ; , . . . Medusa, iv. 2.

Whilst eyes that change ere night Mutability, (2) ill. 3.
Be your wounds like eyes- Ode, Arise, 3.
from his convex eyes He sees fair things . . . CEdipus, i. 160.
Behold their face with unaverted eyesl .... i. 374.
Will blind your wondering tfyej . 11. 1. 187.
in the black pits Which once were eyes, . . . 11. ii. 63.
With her bright eyes sat listening by his side, Orpheus, 57.
turn Those spirit-beaming eyes, O thou, 7.
His o'^i' turned up -P^^er, i. ii. i.

Then Peter rubbed his eyes severe, IV. xv. i.

His eyes grew like two stars for bliss : . . . . vil. vii. 2.

He spoke with mild yet unaverted eyes; . . . Pr. Athan. i. 45.
in his eyes a cloud and burthen lay, I. 60.
The light of his frank eyes, I. 78,
and eyes whose arrowy light . . 11. i. 4.
her sphered eyes were brown, . pr. 1.

'

Behold with sleepless eyes/ Prom. I. 4.
With Asia, drinking life from her loved eyes ; . i. 123.My wings are crossed o'er mine eyes.*.... i, 223.
Let me but look into his tfjf^j/ I. 338.
Dear sister, close thy plumes over thine eyes . i. 439.We will but laugh into thy lidless tfjJMi* . . . i- 479-
I close my tearless eyes, but see more clear . . i. 636.
Unwonted tears throng to the homy eyes, , . . 11. i. 3.
Those e. which bum thro' smiles that fade in tears, 11. i. 28.
While my shut e. and cheek were pressed within 11. i. 48.
Lift up thine eyes. And let me read thy dream. . • 11. i. 55.Whose shadow thou art—lift thine eyes on me. , 11. i. 70*.

And passion-parted lips, and keen, faint eyes, . 11. i.
74'

Ohj lift Thine eyes, that I may read II. i. iio.
Thine e. are like the deep, blue, boundless heaven 11. i. 114'
But in the depth of those beloved eyes .... n. i. 161.
Its billows now sweep o'er mine eyes; .... n', i'ii. 45

Fills the faint eyes with falling tears Prom. II. iv. 15.

Others, with burning eyes, lean forth 11. iv. 135.
and his eyes Which gazed on the undazzling sun, iii. ii. 13,

On eyes from which ne kindled it anew .... in. iii. 150.

to drink the liquid light Out of her eyes, . . , iii. iv, 18.

May I then hide my eyes in thy soft arms, . . . lii, iv. 26.

Think ye by gazing on each other's eyes . . . in, iv. 92.
And your eyes are as love which is veiled not ? . iv. 92.
beyond our eyes, The human love lies .... iv. 126.

its two eyes are heavens Of liquid darkness, . . iv. 225.
and brightest eyes are dull ; iv. 45*2.

Like the polar Paradise, Magnet-like of lover's
eyes; IV. 466.

Whose eyes have I gazed fondly on Q. Mad, Ded. 7.
Fixed her etherial eyes, m. 3,
That floats before our eyes in wavering light, . . vi. 193.
His resolute eyes were scorched to blindness . . vii. 9.
Thrills with her lovely eyes, vill. 38.
Fairer than any wakened tfjitfJ behold. . . . . Question, \\\.Z.
and thine eyes replying To the hues of yon fair

heaven Rosal. 9,
lifting at intervals His broad blue eyes on her ; . 178.
his pale eyes ran With tears, 250.
and make My wan eyes glitter for her sake, . . 341.
For long, long years These frozen eyes .... a^i.
And search the depth of its fair eyes 3S5.
The tears which fell from her wan eyes .... 415,
With eyes askance, which sought to see . . 493.
On his sweet lips and liquid ^es, 748.
His soul seemed hovering in his eyes, 799.
Whose hardened eyes grew moist the while, . . 911.
Amid the dew of his tender ey&y/ 1023.
On my faint eyes and limbs 1030.
And tears from her brown eyes did stain . . . 10^.
And his keen eyes, glittering through mine, . . 1 134.
With silver locks and quick brown tf^fcy, . . . 1212.
You cannot see his eyes, . 126S.
The flowers (as an infant's awakening eyes . . . Senszt. PI. I. 59.
Told, whilst the mom kissed the sleep from her

eyes ji, j-
Thy deep eyes, a double Planet, Sophia, 11. i.
whatever face thou jjaintest In those ejitfj, . . , 111,2'.
Bitter tears, from his eyes, gush'd silent and fast ; St. Ir. (3) in! 4.
Then his eyes wildly roU'd, ^) y. i_
Which then reflects its eyes and forehead mild ; . St. Epips. 24.

'

What is the colour of your eyes and hair ? . . . 50
Her eyes were black and lustreless and wan : . . Sunset 37Thine eyes glowed in the glare Tfte Cold, HI i
The life of their sweet eji£^, T&merofFam.ai.Had their eyes banded

; . Triumph, 100.
with banded eyes could pierce the sphere . . . lo^
Were or had been eyes :— i^]
I half disdained mine eyes' desire to fill . . . . 2^2*
Mine ^es are sick of this perpetual flow . . . . 298'.
and laughed from their dead isyfts 502.
andin those cjy^j where once hope shone, . . . C24'
the light was gone Out of ^fxeyes Two Fr. Love li* ^
It would play with those eyes Vis. Sea 73Not to look on those eyes, ' gg]
Around her wild eyes, jg^
to see, Thy soft tfj-fj gazing tenderly, . . When passion's '11.2
Ihe lucent <;y&p, and the eternal smile .... Witch Ded. u 7deep her eyes, as are Two openings of unfathom-

'

able night
^ y. 2

The magic circle of her voice and eyes . . .
'. vii.V.

But on her form, and in her inmost eyes. . . xii* 8.
or if eyes needs must weep, xvii 4.With open gy^j, closed feet and folded palm. .

." xxviii 8With folded wings and unawakened eyes; . , . xl. 2
hue which slumber could extend Over its hps and e XLiii 6
to her eves The naked beauty ofthe soul lay bare, lxvi

"

2
'

Yet look on me—take not thine £yej away, . . Yet look i.

(2) looks, regards, glances.
Let nothing meet her <jF£j Calderon^, \ii. ia,M^k you what spint sits m St John's eyes} . . Ch. ist li 34.Whose dymg^j-fi.? reproach not Ginevra, g^.'
That your eyes ne'er had lied love in my face— . Julian, 42^?
their mild eyes can they fiU With the false anger toon, v.^xiv c
with anxious ffjj^j fixed on the Hngering day. . . vi liii oHer eyes mingling with mine, ..... xi vi 7

w-.wfi'^^°^^^^^^^^*^^^^ strength . . \ Love, Hope, yL.
With folded arms and steady eyes, M<isk, i.xxxv7i.
B. J^z£. (1) of mental vision or perception.

Which you scarce hide from men's revolted eyes. Cenci. i. i 14Loud, hghtj suspicious, full of ^fij and ears, . , n. i 178Or fear I still the tfjj&y and ears of Rome? . . . iv. i. tr

And yet turn thine eyes, Ch ist i 88
*\}:^}[ V^^e^ theiT dazzled eyes. ...'.'.'. '. Hellas' 80
till in OUT eyes This heart's Hell seem Paradise. . Inv. Mis. TV 4
S?u-*^'i™ i°®

^^^^ ^" '^'°^ °^" heart—
. . . Loon, ix. xxvi 4Which free-born pigs regard with jealous eyes, . (Edipics, li. i. "ij

(2) used of abstract things, as seasons, emotions, facul-
ties, &c.

the gleam Ofher own dying smile instead of eyej, Adonais xiii 7iJimmed the aerial eyes that kindle day
; . . . ' xiv 6O'er the fair front and radiant eyes of day ; . . Alastor \xq

' '

The sanguine sunrise, with his meteor eyes, . . Cloud iiWith new love within her eyes. Virp^e for Ye^r ttt rt
Night with all thine eyes look down ! . . . ^Epithat^'
Underneath day's azure eyes Eug. Hilh, 94.
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That makes its eyes and veins o'erflow,^ . . Falsehood, 4.
Veiling; in awe her second-sighted eyes / . . . . Gisb. lyj.

And day peers forth with her blank ^es; . . . Hellas^ 228.

Before the dazzled eyes of Error, 986.
Fiercely look forth his awe-inspiring- eyes, , . . Horn. Sun, 13.

mom did ope Its pale eyes then ; Loon, xil. ii, i.

From eyes of quenchless hope Naples, \ 19.

and Philosophy did strain Her lidless e. for thee ; Ode Lib. IV. 15.

Religion veils ner eyes

;

—'— VI. 8.

Under the lightnings of thine unfamiliar eyes. . xi. 15.

Jealousy's eyes are green, Scorpions are green, . CEdipus, ll, i. ^4,
Shadowing its eyes with green and golden wings, /y.-^Mfl«.ll.iii.3,

Disarray thy darling tfyg-y . Prol. Hellas, 181.

has the dove-like <jfij of hope ; /V^ww. ll. iv. 160.
We'll pass the tfjVM Of the starry skies .... iv. 141.
Who gaze on their eyes in the stream's recess, . Sensit. PI. I. 19.

In duskier braidsaround the languid ^^at of day: Su^n-mer-Evg. 4.
Blind with thine hair the eyes of Day ; . .71? Night, II. 3.

the least Of heaven's living eyes— Triufnph, 392.

(3) a snail's antennae.
And with her feeling eyes Faust^ ll. 267.

(4) as a symbol of importance or estimation,
the^yayandhopeof Antioch, Calderon^ l.^?a-

(5) of flowers.
Violets whose ifVAT have drunk— Fiordispina,SQ.

^Eyingr, pr. pple. scanning, regarding,
^2«^him laughed, and laughing thus begun :— Horn,. Merc. IV. 8.

Eyne, n. archaic form for eyes.
stared at me with her broad, bright eyne. . . . Fausf, II. 16?.
Like a fiend's hope upon his lips and eyne, . . . Loon, Xll. xi. 5.
hair, ears, limbs, and eyne, F/j. Sea, 93.

*Ezecliiel, «. the Hebrew prophet.
and which ^^AT^zW mentions CEdtpus, t. 15$.

*£zzelin, n, Ezzelino da Romano, b. T194, d. izs^g.

Galeaz Visconti, Borgia, Esselin, Cenci, 11. ii. 49.
Played at dice for Esselin, .... . , JSug. Hills, 2^g.

Fable, «. legend, fiction.

which the sacred past In truthGT/^^consecrates, Alasfor, 74.

*Fabled, ppl. adj. fictitious, feigned.

a blast that burst the portal Oi/abled hell ; , . Laon, x. xl. 2.

'BroraJabled hell as by a charm withdrawn, . xil. xxix. 2.

in loveliness Surpassing7&^&if Eden. . . • Q- Mab, IV. 89.

Fables, v. intr. pretends, invents.

Nor what religion./bi&S' of the grave . , . . . Pr. Aihan. i. 1^.

Fabric, n. (1) Lit. the constraction or manner of con-

struction of material objects.

This gloriousj^rzc of the universe. Calderon, i. 40.
consider That ^otxombfabric man,— I. 179.
Over the mighty_;^drz'(C of the world, II. 142.
did join To rear the_/5idr?'iP of the fane, . . . . Desfnon, 1. 2ig.

or let earth'syabric be no more M. N. Despair, 27,

above Th^fabric of a ruined world— Mexican, IV. 4.

(2) Fig. the arrangement of systems, powers, &c.
Totters ^e.fabric of thy guilt-stained throne— . M.N.PosLFr. 82.

That framed the fabric ofthy perfectness. . . . Q. Mab, ix. 22.

^Fabricate, w. tr. manufacture.
To mould a pin, oxfabricate a nail ! V. 142.

^Fabricates, v. tr. Fig. invents or contrives.
'^^ fabricates The sword which stabs his peace ; . III. 199,

Fabrics, n. works, inventions.

YJ^'Qfabrics of enchantment piled to Heaven. , fulian, 92,

Fabnlons, adj. legendary, imaginary.
from the far Chersonese Hofabulotts Solyma, . CEdipus, l. 169.

As fair as th&fabulous asphodels, Sensit. Pi. I. 54,
Beyond the.fabulotts Thamondocana Witch, XLVII, 8.

Face, n. A. Lit. the visage, the countenance.
Cover thyface from every living ey^ ... . Cenci, I. iii. rS4.

The door is opening now ; I see Mxsface / . . II. i. 19.

And every one looked in his neighbour'sJ^ce . . II. i. 38.

Nay, hide not your/^ice, 'tis fair; li. i. 105.

Thy milky, mcekjuce makes me sick with hate ! ii. i. 122.

and a false innocence Upon myface, ... . V. i;_87.

How gently slumber rests upon herface, , . V. iii. i.

I thought I saw Blood on thence of one . V. iv. 125.

Stamped on the^'a^ ofman ? Ch. ist, I. 93.

with her downward_/^as Illumining my slumbers, Epips. 292.

His_;^z« was like a snake's— . Frag. A Face, 1.

hsxface was bowed^ Ginevra, 22.

as one Whose sleepmg^ce is stricken by the sun 51.

And with hisj^i:^ opposed the steps he trod, . Horn. Merc, xxxv.8.

and with hands lifted towards hisface . . .

soon he raised His sad Tne.ek.face

That your eyes ne'er had lied love in inyface—
and her still and earnest /^c«, . .

at last, he bent O'er me his agfed face, . . .

Toyface was lined With channels,

'twas her brother's^cs—
over his spear he bent His downward^^a— .

With homy eyes upon each oiSxer'sface, . .

But smiles of wondering joy bis_;^ce would fill,

upon the other's^cw In helpless agony gazin?

and many a.face Was fixed in eager horror then

ahermits vest Concealed his_/^Ke/ . . . -

By which herface had been bedewed . . .

the lineaments of that de&dface Are graven,

ashamed To show his bilious_^c^, ....
Behold theirya<» with unaverted eyes ! . .

rub a little of that stufif Upon his^ce— . .

And yellow death lay on hisji^ictf/ ....
And with smug^o?, and eye severe, . . .

Of those words upon hisface
A man would bear upon hisface, ....
to some ready-madej^dx Of hypocritical assent

He slays the lamb that looks nim in theface,
O'er thyface, my heart's throned queen

!

Its motner'sJ^« with heaven-collected tears,

Which lightened o'er herface,
Pale Rosalind the while, Hiding her^^c^, .

And we looked upon each other'sface/ . .

LI. 6.

fulian, 28<J.

423.
Laon, II. XXXI. 6.

III. xxxi. 7.

rv. xxix. 4.

IV. XXX. 6.

V. iii. 8.

VI. xlvii. 3.

X, vi. 7.

X. xy. 5.

X. xix. 3.

XI. xiv. 3.

Mask, XXXVI. "2.

Medusa, II. 3.

CEdipus, I. 106.

I. 374.
II. 1. 124.

Peter, I. xi. i.

II. iv. 3.

v.v. 5.

Vli.xxiii. 3.

Q. Mab, III. 41.
VIII. 212.

ofmy Heart, ill. 6.

Question, 11. 7.

Rosal. 88.

94.

939-

As slowly faded from his.^!^ Rosal. iiys.

which fell upon Yiisface, '^^'
But her tremulous breath and her ^nshingfa^ . Sensit. PI. II. 14.

If, -whateverface thou paintest In those eyes, . . Sophia, III. i.

And so herface was hid ; . Tasso, 21.

From every firmest limb and fairest^ce . . . Triufnph, 520.
can clothe nis^ce In cynic smil^ ? . . . . W. Shel. Cane. I. 9.

B. Fig. (1) the surface of the world, moon, &c., general

appearance.
Who hid, perhaps, herfatx for grief, reversed ; . Hellas, 637.
Fornow the Earth has changed its_/M;c?, . . . fane. Recoil, i.
from before itsface some general wreck had past. Laon, V. xv. 9-

Sets those who stand her,^i« inspecting, . . . Peter, Vi. x. 3.

That^cff within their brain reflecting, . . . vi. x. 4.
When earth over hexface night's mantle wraps ; . Witch, xxxix. 6.

Too happy Earth ! over tSxyface shall creep . . Zucca, II. 5.

(2) in purely figurative sense.

So in his Country's dyingface Peter, VI. xxvii. i.

And in the blushing^fs of day Exposed , . . Q. Mab^ II. 139.

(3) to one^s face = openly, plainly.

That can be given to a man's_/Bfis. Calderon, i. 34.

Faces, n. A. Lit. visages or countenances.
along the sunny air Into ovirfaces ; Julian, 23.

I cannot bear more altered^^Than needs must be, 312.

and the firelight Would flash upon ovixfaces, . .
—— 562.

All that I read ofsorrow, toil, and shame, On your
wornfaces; Z^M»,vlll.xvii. 6.

dying brand Flashed on theixfaces,— .... Rosal. 268.
AH the foMxfaces of that charioteer Triumph, 99.

B. Fig. to say to one's face= plainly, openly.
I tell you, spirits, to yn\afaces now, . ... Faust, il. 360.

Fact, n. (1) the deed or action.

Before they come to tax us with thefact; . . . Ce?ici, IV. iv. 33.
I taxed him with the ^c^, Hofn. Mercl^l. i.

(2) a matter, indisputable.

is a.fact -which is—yon know— CEdipus, 11. i. 23.

(3) reality, truth.

though infact vicfbrious Calderon, II. 135.

Faction, n. (1) a party, a section.

thus, the lean-pigfiction Seeks to obtain . . . CEdipus, II. i. 40.

(2) discord, turbulence.
from the storm Offaction, .... . . P^ol. Hellas, 109.

Factions, n. parties.

feed with jealousies Opposing./^jVi9»j,— . . . Ch. 1st, II. 166.

And reconciXingfactions wet their lips .... Marenghi, V. i.

Factions, cufy'. seditious or discontented.
Somefactious slave had tutored him Ch. 1st, 11. 464.

Fade, v. intr. (1) decline, pass away.
All things . . . Like ourselves Tsxo&tfcuUand perish, Death, IV. 2.

Why aught should fail zxtAfade Int. Beauty, 11. 8.

its blossoms,;^^, . Ireland, 7.

High temples /^Ki!e like vapour— Laon, Vlil. xvi. 8.

tofade in hideous ruin ; ix. xxxii. 6.

Of her transforming presence, which would_;^ffo . ProtH. i. 832.

(2) of conditions of being, pass by.

Fade like gaudy flowers that blow— Mexiain, II. 7.

Wealth and dominion_/^M£? into the mass . . , St. Wealth, i.

(3) of mental impressions, become faint.

But thy soul or this world must^rfls April, \%\^ 15.

My thoughts arise z.ndfade in solitude, .... Fr. Thoughts, i.

A light aroundmy stepswhich would not everfade. Laon, rv. xxxiv. 9.
ShaWfade like shadow from his thousand fanes, . v. Song,6.\^.
possest By thoughts which could not^rf*?, . . . vil. xxv. 6.

as a God whose faith began Tofade, . . . ix. xviii. 2.

flowers of bliss that neverfade away; .... M. N. Ravail, 38.
reminiscences have waked Tablets that neveryi / Q. Mab, vil. 53,
hopes and fears, which^W^ and flee That time, II. 6.

The memory of thy grievous wrong Will.^<^ . W. Shel. Cane. II. 3.

(4) of emotion, disappear.

The tears iSxatfade in sunny smiles thou sharest? iMon, ix. xxii. 4.
Those eyes which bum thro' smiles thaty; in tears. Prom.. ll. i. 28.

made Sweet smiles, yet sad, arise andfade . . Rosal. 102a.
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(5) of plants, wither and decay.
Parasite flowers illume . . . and when theyyade, . Epips. 503.

(6) of effect or colour, wane or change.
Ere \tfade. Said my companion, Julian^ 85.
hasmadeThe edffesof thatcloud^t/elnto ahue, Cane. 6.

liquid light, which then did end a.nd/ade— . . . Laon^ xi. iii. 7.

Whose golden waves in many a purple line F. fast, XII. xxi. 8.

As dew-stars glisten Then^Wi away— . . . . /V-otw. 11. i. 169.
Bright day's resplendent colours^rfc/ . ... St. Jr. (4) I. 2.

(7^ of fire, grow dim and ineffective.
Health Hke a heap of embers soon tofade. . . . E. yi'viam', 14.
a smoke sent u_p from ashes, soon tofade. . . . Laon^ VIII. xxv. 9.

(81 of motion of air and water, sink to quietude, grow less.

Wedie, even as the windsof AutumnTWlp, . . IX. xxv. 2.

it gleams again As the waves^Wfi, Prom. II. i. 22.

Thenyfl(3fe away in circlets faint

:

Rosat. 797.
(0) of periods or seasons of time, pass,

swift as morn, when night m\is\.fade; . . . Laon^ XI. xxiii. 8.

thine must be till time s]\a.\\fade away. . . . . M. N. Ravail, 50.

(10) of numbers, dwindle.
Who sees unmovM his myriadsyoofe away. . M. N. Post. Fr. 52.

(11) of sound, become faint or indistinct.

And follow, ere the "vowxafade away, . . . Prom. II. i. 208.

Paded, v. intr. (1) melted into air.

She_/Bd!fi/, like a cloud which had outwept its rain. AdoTiais^ x. g.
who drew New figures ... As the o\Afaded.— . Triumph, 248.
Placed something in the mould . . . And slowlyyl, Unf. Dr. 144.

(2) departed, disappeared.
As s\ovi\yfaded from his face That awful joy : . Rosal. 1 172.

(3) of sound, died away.
Till they^ifei/ thro' the sky; ProTft. I. ^02.

(4) with away, ceased to be.
The spirit, thaXfaded away with the breath. . . St. Ir. (5) 11. 4.

Paded, fp, A. Lit. (1) of persons, the faculties and
emotions, passed,

his solemn agony had not Yetfadedfrom him ; . Adonais, XLV. 5.
That fierce desire hadyoi/tfrf in my heart. . . . Cenci,\\.\v. 132.

(2) looks, altered, disappeared.
But the gay smile \\zAfaded in his eye fulian, 119.
And tho their lustre now was spent ^XiAfaded, . Loon, IV. xxx. 1.

(3) manual power, ceased.
After the touch, . . . was in some sad changefaded. Mar. Dr. XX. 6.

(4) of effects or appearances.
From the blue paths of the swift sun \ia.-ve.faded; Laon, V. xxiv. 3.
before Yon smoke has^flferffrom the firmament xil.xxviii.4.
B. Fig. passed away.

Have^rftfrf from the memory of Time Q. Mah,v\\\. ifi.

TaAei., ppl. adj. fl) of persons, wan, worn, unhappy,
the misery Told in these_/a(&rf eyes, .... Z.aon,viu. •xxiii. 4.
his sunk eyeballs and his_^iferf cheek . . . Mo(Aer^San,v.3.
'twere sweet To feed it from myfaded hreast, . Rosat. 379.
To meet his mute andT^ifeaT smile, 912.

(2) of flowers, withered.
Andfaded violets, white,, and pied, and blue ; . Adonais, xxxill. 2,

With thyfaded countenance, Caldenm, III. 70.
But soft and fragrant is thsfaded blossom, . . Epips. 1 1.

Be thefaded flowers . Prom. IV. 18.

(3) of emotions, feeble.
Fling, at their choice, curses orfidedpity, . . Cenci, V. iH. 41.

(4) of conditions, decayed.
a monument stands Of^ijferf grandeur, . . W.Jew,{f)6.

*PadeleBS, adj. (1) perennial.
Mingling with be.sA.om'%fadeless laurels . . . Damon, 11. 275.

„ " , ,u
, . 11 „ .1 • Q. Mob, IX. 178.

Nepenthe, Moly, Amaranth, ySii/aRf blooms, . . Prom. II. iv 61
(2) lasting.

A monument offadeless min there ; . . . . Q. Mab, VII. 261.

Pades, 71. intr. (1) passes, decays
one generation comes. .. Ityr,.another blossoms; IV 220
which survives Until our being^aifef, V. 215'

(2) of plants, withers.
See yon opening flower . . . Itfades within an hour, W. Jew, 3.

(3) with away, passes into nothingness.
She remains,—it^dfej away Fr. Incant. II. 5.
But a soft cell, where when that^^E^j away, . Gisb. 10.

"

(4) of immaterial things, emotions, &c., ceases, disappears.
From Death's pale front/: Pride's fastidious frown. Death Vang. 22
a glare thatfades before the sun Of truth, . . . Q. Mab, VI. 14JA spirit of activity and life, . . . Thatfades not . vi iS'Wnen wot:fades away like the mist of the heath. St. Ir. (5) 11. ^
Till by the grated casement's ledge Itfades, . Tasso, Song, lii. 6.

(5) of lapse of time, passes.
the past Fades from our charmed sight. . . . Damon, II. 232.

" " » >i n .... Q. Mab, IX. 140.

(6) of effect or light, becomes faint.
the false dawn, which^<fej ere it is spread, . .^Laon, IX. v 4As a far tafexfades with fading night, .... Ode Lib xix qwhich nawfades-aviay Like a rainbow, . . . Vis. Sea, 89.
(7) evaporates.

where some cloud of dew, . . .fades silently, . . Prom. II. ii. 12.
i tatfades amid the blue noon's burning sky, . Sunset, 3.

(8) of a reflected image, disappears gradually.
It trembles, but it neverfades away

;

Even. Pisa, ill. 4.

(0) becomes extinct.

as a brand Fades in the dying flame Laon, VIII. xxiv. 3.

TaOijig, pr. fple. (1) withering.
And that the flowers... WereT^f/jw^on my grave! Cenci, I. iii. 139.

(2) declining, decaying.
Wan emblem of an empire./Wm^f now! . . . Hellas, 3^0.

(3) evaporating, vanishing.
yon dim cloud nav/fadingon the moon .... Laon, VIII. ix. 2.

(4) waning.
but as I past \vasfading; Prom. 1. 767.

(5) falling out of memory.
His name and theirs arefading, Q. Mab, 11. 158.

(6) with into, changing gradually.
See the pale azure.7Wz'«^ into silver Prom. \\\, \n. Ti.
anAfading still Into the winds ill. iv. 67.

Pading', ppl. adj. (1) failing, passing.
Rekindled all thefading melodies, Adonais, II. 7.
From her ambrosial rest the_/I Splendour sprung. XXII. 9.
Where'er the earth onefading trace . . . W. Shel. Cane. 1. 2.

(2) waning.
while the sea Yet glows.with/(Mf(«^ sun-light; . Damon, I. 170.

(3) weakening.
the^^rflK^ birth Which from its heart of hearts . Epips. 384.
feeble wanderings of herfading brain, .... WaningMoon, 4.
And in thy sight itsfading plumes display

;

. Witch, Ded. III. 4.

(4) frail, evanescent.
from this earth's obscure a-oAfading sleep. . . Laon, vl. xxxiv. 9.

(5) passing away, disappearing.
behind Yon dim andfading clouds . . . VII. xxx. 9.
When thro' the_/ai^£'M^ light I could discover . VII. xl. 5.

(6) perishing.
In that frail and_/^Kfz7z^ sphere, . . . . OdetoHeaven, 52.

(7) of time, ending.
As a far taper fades with^fifi!»^ night, . . Ode Lib. xiyi. g.

(8) dying.-

reillumined Hisfading lineaments.— ... . Q. Mab, VII. 181.

jlPaery, n. enchantment.
As to his Queen some victor Knight oi Faery, . Laon, Ded. I. 3.

Paery, adj. enchanted, like enchantment.
Yet likest evening's vault th&tfaery hall, . . . Damon, I. 22r.

1, „ ,v ,1 ,1 ... Q. Mab, II. 30.
PaeriTot, n. a bundle or block of wood.
agreat^jTOjrfofwood- Cyel. 222.
And by theUazmgfaggot meets again . . . Q. Mab, III. 55.

Pail, V. intr. (1) of qualities, faculties, and emotions,
succumb, give way.

For strange to say, I feel my spirits^j? . . . Cenci, I. iii, 171.
I die! I famt ! Ifailt Jnd. Ser. III. 2.
My brain began txifait-vihen the fourth mom . Laon, III. xxii. i.

Made the high virtue of the patriotsyfl«7.' . . . v. viii. 7.
felt her strength in tears of human weakness^fe?. VI. xxiv. 9.
Nor let thy high hearty//, . . ... Naples, 73.
Till theyfail, as I ^m failing, Prom. ll. v. 7a
(2) cease to be.

Whyaught should/az/and fade that once is shewa Inf. Beauty, 11. 8.
it will avail . . . that Otho's [fame] should sotfail. Otho, I. 8.
And like a wave under the calm lyiK/. . . Th>o Fr. Love,\. %.

(3) come to nought.
So shall thy promise/a//. Catdtrm, in. 109.
(41 be unsuccessful.

wouldstthou^!'/and be As thou hadst never been! Cenci, ill. ii. 14.

CBdipus, II. ii. 74.

. Ind. Ser.ll. 3.

. Mont B. 2a

. Julian, 597. •

. Laon, VI, liv. 3.

vin. XXVI. 5.
Woodman, 13,

On Lady P,—it cannot_/az^

(5) of odour and sound, cease.
And the Champak's odours^j7 ....
Which when the voices of the desart_/ai7 .

(6) give way, break dovm.
That tfe poor sufferer's health began to fail
lest her steps should^// ...

(71 grow dim.
The ship fled fast till the stars 'gan tofail,
till the star of dawn mayfail, . .

(8) appear weak.
All Kght . . . beside our love Aiifail.-

(9) become scarce.
Does money^j7.>—come to ray mint-

• (10) come intermittently,
the joy which made his breath Fail,

(11) miss, come short of.

You cannot.^!'/ of being A heavenly angel.

(12) come to an end.
Ever sang more sweet as the day m\^htfail,

PaUed, V. intr. (1) missed its object.
Altho' our first flanfailed, Cenci, III. ii. 48.
(2) lost power.

sometimes as if itfailed, Drooped thro' the air ; . Laon, I. x. 4.
(3) disappeared.

failed like a mountain river yj, ^iv. 8
(4) ran short.

then Plague came on the beasts ; their food Failed x xiv 2

F f

. Laon, XII. XV. 9.

. (Bdipus, I. 104.

. Sunset, 6.

. <!Kif!^,r, II, i. 184.

. Sensit. PI. I. 107.
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(5) declined, waned.
a war that n^v^rfailedI Laon^ V. ii. 9.

And when the sun of its ^omxmonfailed^ . . . Prol. Hellas^ 38.

(6) fell, sank.
The tranquil s^xntfailed beneath its grasp, . . Q. Mddf ix. 58.

Palled, pp. (1) miscarried, been disappointed.
So, daughter, our last hope hasfat'led; .... Cenci, II. i. 28.

When the last hope of trampled France YxdAfatl. Laon^ I. i. i.

(2) ceased.
When life \i2Afailed^ and all its pains : . . . . Rosal. S2y.

Failing, pr. pple. (1") miscarrying.
1\iv&failings How I'ust it were to hire assassinSf Cenci^ 11. i. 140.

(2) waning.
The warm sun \bfailing-, Auiwmn, I. i.

(3) dwindling away.
^^2^failing like an unreplenished stream, . . /V. Athan. i. z^.

(4) swooning, becoming, entranced.
Till diey fail, as I ajnfailing^ . . , . . . Prom. n. v. 70.

(5) of sound, dying away.
Thenyfl//z'»^, soothes the air again Rosal. iiii.

Pailing", ///, adj. (1) sinking, fainting.

Renew and strengthen all thy^z7««^ hope. . Dcemon, II. iji.

1 "^t. i'.,. i' -V .t>
• * .

Q.Mab,v\n.^2.
clasps Th&fatling heart m languishment, . . . Loon, vi. xxxvi. 2.

(2) declining, waning.
confirm hisfailing sway. IX. xiii. 6.

Fails, V. intr. (1") has no existence.

But supreme goodnessfails among the Gods . . Calderon, 1. 146.

(2) falls, sinks.

The tranquil spirit_/az*/y beneath its grasp, . . . Dmmon, II. 178.

(3) flags.

when the attention_/&2Zy Fills the dim pause— . Fr. Poetry^ 3.

Love when Wisdom_;^/Zy makes Cythna wise : . Loon, ix. xxxiv. 7.

(d') is overpowered or overcome.
For the veiy spiritj^zZy, Mont B. 5^.
the wind Wnidi /I beneath the music that I bear Prom. II. i. 51.
When one with bliss or sadness^i'/j, .... II. ii. 26.

(5) of wind, drops, flags.

And sinks and rises,J^zZ; and swells by fits : . . Damon^ II. 43.

„ „ „ „ „ ... Q. Mob, VIII. 26.

(6) of sound and light, ceases.

Illumining: with sound that neverfails .... Epips. 443.
Wake in Uits dell when day-lightJ^zVj, .... Rosal. 137.

(7) runs short.

The troops grow mutinous—the revenueya/&^ . (Bdipus, I. 98.

*PailTire, n. (1) want of success.

than thefailure Could be dishonourable. . . Calderon^ I. 103.

whenfailure teaches thee Faust, I. 88.

(2) cessation.

Ih^failure of a foreign market for Sausages, . CBdipus, II. i. 18.

Fain, adj. willing.

But the wild-swan youth v&fain To fly with thee, RemeTnbr. II. 3.

Fain, adv. willingly.

Her, who v/oviXdfain forget these words : . . . fultanyACi6.
I vion\dfain Reply in hope— '

. Loon, Ded. x. 7.

which wouldyflMZ Have waked the dream . . vii. xxiv. 7.

I would^z'w Be what it is my destiny to be, . . Prom. I. 815.

Faint, v. intr. (1) slacken or lose spirit.

for,_;^(«/but in resolve, Ch. \sL II. 121.

but lest thou shouldstj^iw/, ProL Hellas^ 143.

(2) swoon.
might^i'w/ with that delicious pain Efips. ^$2.
and forbore To shriek orfaint, Ginevra, 56.

I die! \faint! I fail! . . Ind. Ser. III. 2,

I gasp, \faint, till they wake again Music, Ipant, 1. 6.

Dost thou^z'w^, mighty Titan? We laugh thee
to scorn Prom. I. 541.

the life-blood, for loss of which \faint, . . II. i. 105.

Ifaint, I pensh with my love ! Two Fr. Love, 1. 1.

(3) sink into dejection.

the load that makes thee_;^/»; and mourn ? . Fr. Is not, 8.

(4) are borne down.
many^zlw^ with toil, Q. Mab, in. 116.

(o) Fig. of sound and air, dwindle away, become feeble.

The wandering airs theyfaint Ind. Ser. II. i.

until they^/»/ With hvmg fragrance, . . . (Edipus, u. i. 65.

Faint, adj. (1) languid, feeble-

See, on the silken fringe of hisfaint eyes, . . . Adonais, X. 4.

the alternate gasp Of hiafaint respiration . . . Alastor, 656.

My /«/«/ spirit was sitting in the h^ht . . . . Arabic, Imil.l.i.

As I in this cold bed, a.nAfaint expiring groan ! . Death Vanq. 36.

And it has left \hesi&faint and weary limbs, . . Fr. Silence, 6.

noovfaint smile Of dying Islam ! Hellas, 915.

While myfaint arms her languid frame . . . iMon, VI. xxv. 3.

when thefaint eyes swim Thro' tears .... vi.xxxvi.4.

But Cythna's eyes looked >&/w/, Vi. xlii. 9.

Close their_/a/«/ orbs in death : - ix.xxxiv.s.

My steps axefaint— X*- vii. 7.

the dying . . . Closed theUrfaint eyes; .... Xll. 1. 7.

hcTfaint limbs did refuse To climb the p3rre, . . Xll. xiv. 5.

Steeps the^z'w^ eyes in darkness Xli. xvii. 6.

Pardon, great Sister ! but my wings v/erefaint . Prom. Ii. i. 35.

Fills thefaint eyes with falling tears II. iv. 15.

Dawn in^?'«/ smiles ; Rosal. 383.
And ourflint limbs were intertwined, .... • 1032-
On rayfaint eyes and limbs . io.^9*

made myfaint lips tremble, 1 150.

On those that -v/evQfaint with the sunny beam ; Sensit. H. II. 34-
Makesyir/K/ with too much sweet these heavy-

winged thieves : Skylark, SS-
andfaint for thirst, Xriumph, 66.

Touched with^/«/ lips the cup she raised, . , . 404.
A veil to those from v/hosefaint lids 515.

(2) exhausted,
I left her even now Vanquished andfaint. . , . Cenci, IV. i. 2.

Until the "Esisle,faint with pain and toil, . . . Loon, i. xii. 5.

And he wasfaint withal : I sate beside him . . v. xxx. i.

and now I lay Vanquished andfaint, .... VI, xviii. 8.

Ah !f are her limbs, and her footstep is weary, . St. Ir. (6) I. i.

Stretched myfaint limbs beneath the hoary stem Triumph, 24.

(3) half unconscious.
I feel Faintj like one mingled Prom. I. 148.

i^?«/ with intoxication ofkeen joy : II. i. 67.

And passion-parted lips, and keen, j*&/«/ eyes, . II. i. 74.
Faint with love, the Lady of the South . . . Two Fr. Love, II. i.

some weak and^?»/ . Witch, xv. 3.

(4) dejected.
Amid the_/atz'»^ companions of their youth, . . Adonais, xvi. 8.

Move myfaint heart with grief, Lament. II. 4.
reassumed his throne In myfaint heart. . . . Lerici, 2g.

(5) timorous.
And she !—Once more take courage myf heart ; Cenci, II. ii. 152.

Felt^zK^—and never dared uplift Peter, IV. xi. 4.

(6) of sound, indistinct, gentle.

You the plainings^zw/ and low, Shall usher Death Vanq. 39.
Waked^zw/yet thrilling sounds that pierced the

crystal air. Loon, I. liv. 9.
a feeble shriek,_7^««/, far and low, Arrested me— III. vii. 3.

those accents dxed,fai7it, far, and lingeringly. XI. vii. 9.

Nowfaint in distant air the murmurs die, . M. JV. Despair, 13.

Tis ni§;ht—what /^«»/ and distant scream . . AT. iV. Melody, 30.

And hts voice, though faint as the sighs of the
dead, M.N. Spec. Mors. 44.

In voxc^faint and low Freedom calls . . . CEdipus, II. ii. 100.

What wondrous sound is that, mournful and^, . Orpheus, 35.
Low, sweet, y; sound^ like the farewell of ghosts, Prom. II. L i^.
It grows morefaint And distant II. i. 188.

thefaint moan With which some soul . . . Q. Mab, IV. 56.

had mocked Famine's^*'??/ groan, ix. 95.
Circles of life-dissolving sound, Yet_/^/«/.- . . . Rosal. 1167.

(7) of light and colour, pale, feeble, indistinct.

thefaint crimson of her mouth, ....... Ginevra, 1$,

The lamps . . . Gleamed few sndfaint .... 170.

&f. meteor will arise Lighting him over Marmora, Hellas, 176.

and day peers forth ... So fllet, sofaint, so fair, 229.
save that in the_^z'w/ nroon-glimpse ... . 633.
O'er th&faint cold starlight of heaven . . . fane, II. 2.

the ^xstfaint lustre showed An armed youth— . Laon, V- iii. 6.

it lentKfaint and j)allid lustre ; VI. xxxii. 6.

Peeped the first_/3z«/ smile of mom:— . . . Q. Mab,\.2\\.
onefaint April sun-gleam ;— . . lii. 232.

Grewfzint, as the rose-like hues Rosal. loio.
The moon-beam bright "Wax-^djaint St. Ir. (3) IX. 3.

While thefaint stars were gathering overhead.— Sunset, 20.

a dun andfaint setherial gloom Triumph, 92.
Or thefaint morning beams that felt . ... 373.

(8) of odour, delicate, slight.

The breath of her false mouth was like^C flowers, Bpips. 258.
odour-breathing sleep Olfaint night flowers. . . Prom. 11. i. 183.
When the summer wxndfaint odours brought . Rosal. 1015.
Whose odour is so sweet and^z»/, .... 1082.
Ofblooming myrtle and^/«/ lemon-flowers, . . 12^.
And the je^aminej^z»/, and the sweet tuberose, Sensit. PI. I. 37.
£achcloud^/»/ with the fragrance it bears; . I. 8g.

(0) of movement of air, gentle, feeble.
The sweetness seems to satiate thefaint wind ; . Epips. io8.
Then fade away in circlets^««^,' Rosal. jgj.

(10) of movement of water, gentle.
the quick,7^z«/ kisses of the sea Epips. S^y.
The foam-wreaths which ^efaint tide wove . . Laon, i. xvii. 7.

(11) of quality, delicate.

Cease yefaint flowers and fountains, .... Adonais, xli. 6.

Sucks from the ij^aXefaint water-flowers .... Prom. 11, ii. 72.

Faint oxlips ; tender bluebells, Question, il. 4.
Strewn withj^ blooms like bridal chamber floors, Witch, LVIII. 2.

(12) of style, mild, slight.

was low andfaint, A simple strain— Adon. Cane 27.

Falatinus signed Faint echoes of Ionian song ; . Ode Lib. vil. 14.

(13) slight.

By giving a faint foretaste of damnation . . . Gisb. 30.
From one faint hope whose flower a dropping

poison shed Laon, III. xx. 9.
by somefaint sympathy of hate Reviewer, 7.

and said Faint words of cheer, Rosal. 323.

(14) pleasant, sweet.

luring tofaint bowers Epips. 353.
falls upon the eye-lids ^^efaint sleep ; . . . . 449.

(15) tender, sympathetic
if not that tears did tremble In myfaint eyes, . Fr. Pris. 2.
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(16) shadowy.
Some phantom, someT^z'w/ image ; MontB.^y,

*Faint-eyed, c, adj. said of flowers, perishing (?).
Yzfaint-eyed chWdr&n of the . . . Hours, . . , Fiordispina^ 32.

Faiutedf v, intr. failed, withered.
For thirst of which th&ffainted. ... . Prom. II. iv. 43.

^Fainter, adj. slighter or less distinct.
now the sound Fainter andfainter, . . . M. N. Post. Fr. 84.
every strain Grew^m/^r but more sweet, . . Rosal. ii6g.

*Paintest, adj. (1) slightest, least.

by the scorn Of Wisdom's_;^z«/tfj^ smile, . . . Loon. Vll. xxxv. 5.
And in one human brain Causes theyC thought, Q. Maby 11. 107.
diffuses The slightest, yazM/ej^ motion, . . . 11.240.
thefaintest sound From time's light footfe.il, . . in. 140.

(2) most gentle.
not they! breath Steals o'er the unruffled deep ; . IV. 2X.

(3) most obscure, dimmest.
Thefaintest stars are scarcely shorn ..... Rosal. 582.

(4) most absorbed.
If the fainting soul isfaintest Sophia^ III. 3.

Faiutiusf , pr. pple. (1) worn out, dropping.
Fainting -with, toil, covered with foam and blood : Hellas^ 619.

(2) failing.

HaUfaintin^r m the affliction of vain breath : , TriumPh^ 61.

Painting, ppl. adj.. (1) unprosperous, impoverished.
But leech-like to theirj»^2«/;«!^ country cling, . Engl. 1819, 5.

(2) exhausted, wearied.
Like arrows through afainting antelope, . . . Hellas. 346.
For whose support this^ZM^i';^ frame lies low; M. N. Post. Fr. X2.

(3) dejected, unhappy.
Yet, though,yazWiK^ fair one, Mary^ who died^ 11.5.

(4) Ft^. enamoured.
Till, fold after fold, to ihe.fainting air ... . Sensit. PI. I. 31.

If thet^z'wAtz^ soul is faintest 6i?/^z'a,-iii. 3.

"^Faintinsfly, adv. wearily, feebly.
The child tvodfainiingly^ And as she went, . . Laon^ V. xxvi. 6.

Faintly, adv. (1) feebly.
At peace, a-ndfaintly smiling :— Alastor^ 645.
smiles, whichJ^?«//ji could express Rosal. 1058.

C2) gently.
As a youth lulled in love-dreams_;^z*«^/y sighing, Front. IV. 447.

(3) dimly.
yet the ray W\C\^faintly glimmered . . . Mothers,- Son^ 1.5.
snow G\eavnBfaintly through the g-loom . . , Q. Ma6, IV. 37.
baleful sun Thatfaintly twmkles there VI. 46.

(4) hardly, scarcely.
For it is such, as I hatfiintly guess, Cenci, III. i. 199.
Which its IxLstiefaint^ hid, W. Shel. (3) I. 4.

(5) indistinctly.

Scarce^tt/K^/v uttered—O almighty one, . . . Q. Ma&, Vll. 159.

Faiutness, ad/, want of nerve.
a passingfaintness threw Over my brow— . . Laon^ I. Iviii. 1.

Faints, v. intr. (1) swoons, falls senseless.
^hsifaints : an ill appearance this Cenci, IV. iv. 176.

, (2) is overcome in spirit.

"RefaintSy dissolved into a sea of love ; . . , . Fiardispina^ 25.

(3) sinks, fails.

flowers So sweet, the sensej^ picturing them ! Ode W. Wind^ in, 8.

where whoso gazes F.. entangled in their mazes. . Prom. II. v. 53.
There is a mood which language/^/«^ beneath ; St. Epips. 139.

(4) Fig. falls languidly.
weary noon, Faints in her summer swoon, , . . Hellas^ 1046.

*Fair, n. a market.
The Devil then sent to Leipsic_^zV, Peter, vi. xiii. 1.

Fair, n. wife, fair one.
English Peacock with his mountainyazV . . . Gisd. 233.

Fair, ad/\ (1) of persons, personifications and animate
objects, beautiful, lovely, pleasant to look upon.

her_;^)> hands Were bare alone, Alastor, 165.
There was txofair fiend near him^ .... . 297.
For Venus whilst Adonis lived sNasfair— . . . Bion. Adon, 28.

saw the life blood flow From \i\sfair thigh, , . 38.

Fair and yet terrible ! , . . Cenci, l. iii. 166.
Nay, hide not your face, ^t\sfair

;

li. i. 105.
Oh,fair Beatrice I Would that I loved thee not, II. ii. 128.

Fair sister, thou in whom Men wondered . . , in. i. 369.
thatyirzy blue-eyed child v. ii. 50.
And gentle ghosts, with eyes asfair Coleridge, 3.
Of thy voluptuous lemanj^^zr, Cycl. 502.
By Jupiter! you saiifthat I am_/^?y. ..... --— 564.
Cast tliat^zr prey? . Dcetnon, i. la.

Whose outline is asfair as marble clothed . . I. 16.
For that^^iV lady, whom thou dost regret, . . Dante Conv. 42.
One would think that the innocents^zr; . . . Devil^ vii. 2.

And all the rest, thoughyiizV and wise, . . . . Epips. i$2.

And some wereyaiV—but beauty dies away : . . -— 269.
Young andfair As the descended Spirit . . , 285.
Beware of her^zr hair, Faust, Ii. 31S.
Why do you let thatj&z?- girl pass from you, . , ii. 371.
within its shadow grew Onefair as— .... Fr. Moon, 6.

A moonbeam . . . Was less heavenly^(>— . . Ginevra, 22.
her lightT^zV feet Erasedtheso images. . 26.
With everything belonging to them^i>,'— . Gisb. 297.

from thee i^ii/r babes are born, Horn. Earth, 8.

The goddess, hisyfl«r mother, unbeguiled . . Horn. Merc. xxvi.^.

the famed sisterj^a/ir, Of great Hyperion, . . . Horn. Sun, 5.

Concealed him from his spouse and sisterfair^ . Horn. Venus, 39.

Was onefair form that filled with love .... fane. Recoil. 51.

Though thou art everfair and kind, 85,

Fair as herself, Like jLove by Hope left desolate. Laon, l. xvi. 9.

It seemed that thisfair Shape had looked . I. xvii. i.

Shall this^^y woman all alone, I. xxii. 3.

And ardent youths, and children bright andfair; I. liv. 6.

she was known To be thnsfair, I. bt. 5.

the sweet looks Of women, the^azy breast from
which I fed,

whosefair eyes Were loadstars of delight, . .

A second self, far dearer and tnorefair ; . . .

had those^ children torn, And made them slaves 11. xxxv, 6.

a maiden fair, Who from her childhood has been
taught . .

For thosefair hands now free, . . . .
_ . . .

Fair wrecks, on whom the smiling world with stir,

andfair eyes, gifted With feelings caught . .

Upon the earth, and took that child so fair .

his head, which now that infantfair Clasped .

From thatfair sight I turned in sickness, . .

Her thrilling gestures spoke, most eloquently^zV.
And kissing her_^zr eyes, said, . . .

down herfair and listening' cheek . .

lay down On one_/^ry mother's bosom :—
When Amphisbeena somefair bird has tied, . .

They were earth's purest children, young andfair,
her cheeks and lips mostfair,
A piteous sight, that one sofair and young,
with silver-shining wings, sofair, ....
less marvellouslv/azVTnan her own human hues
the boat of thatyazV child Securely fled, - • •

In a youthful breast andfair,
what seemed sofair Within that magic mirror,

Thefair hand that wounded it, ... .

Is thyfiir form indeed for ever flown ? . . .

Than the enthusiast's fancied love morefair, .

Oh ! yes I will kiss thine eyes sofair, . . .

A pale dream came to a "Ladyfair, . .

came Where thatfair Lady satej
Like this same Lady, good andfair. . . .

And theirj'^zir limbs to float in motion, .

Waked thefair Lady from her sleep, . . .

Yet, though, faintingT^zV one, ..... , Mary^ Tuho died, u. 5.

as that;^zV maiden when She lost the spring,
Jt-r-^.-rj- —

when^zV Eurydice With her bright eyes .

A man there came,fair as a maid,
Man and beast, and foul andfairy ,

morefair than aught but her, . .

Fair are others ; none beholds thee,
and ye, Fair sister nymphs, . . .

Foi- thee,^zV Spirit, one toil remains. . ^ .

Henceforth the many children7^z> . . .

like sister-antelopes By onefair dam, . . .

Hide that^zV being whom we spirits call man
;

(Tho'*fair, even in a world where thou art^zV,
And yonfair nymphs looking the love we feel;

fair As breathing marble,
So bright, sofair, so wild a shape
the^ star That gems the glittering coronet of mom, i. 98.
When the fiend would cJiang"e to a ladyfair/ . Rosal. 154.
With herji^zV child would Helen come . . 173.
To think that a boy-as^z-r as he, ... . . 188.
And search the depth of its^zV eyes -— 385.
But these ^ir shadows interposed : '410.

how could false hope rend a bosom sofair.> . . St, Ir. (6) III. 4.
Whom youth makes sofair and passion so pale, Sensit. PL i. 22,
That garden sweet that lady^z'r, . . . iv. 17.
Thou artfair, and few are fairer Sophia, I. 1.

all the rest, though^z> and wisej Si. Epips. 9.
Waft repose to some bosom as faithful asfair, . Fear, i. 2.

And why should we brieve that a spirit so fair iii. 6.

Amid a company of ladies_/azy . ..... . TowerofFam.18.
Herfair hair swept the bosom of the stream . Triumph, 365.
And the^zV shape waned in the coming light, . -— 412.
a woman more_/ar> Than heaven, Vis. Sea, 66.
With her right she sustains herj^z'r infant. . -— 161.

To thyj^zV feet a winged Vision came, . » . . Witch, Ded. HI. i.

Sofair a creature, as she lay enfolden .... II. 4.
And afair Shape out of her hands did flow— , xxxv. 5.

She saw the inner form most bright and fair— . utvi. 5.

(2) of persons, light or fair complexioned.
a pale, Fair girl, standing alone, Fazist, ii. 379.
Swarthy^ were three—the fourth was veryfair.- . Laon, lii. xxv. 5.
Are twined with itsfair hair ! Profn. ill. iv. 4.
For his cheek became, not pale, butyazV, . . Rosal. S19.

(3 ) of aspects of the earth and nature, beautiful to look on

.

Kindling a flush on the^z'r cheek of Spring, , . D<smon, 11. 66.

II 1! » n n n • • Q- Mab, VIII. 121.
unpavilioned heaven is^zV Gisb. 257.
imaged by the water's love Of thaty! forest g^een. fane. Recoil. 72.
Fretted with many afair cloud interwoven . . J^aon, I. iv. 3.
Winding among the lawny islandsybzV, . .

" "

fair daughters, The clouds, of Sun and Ocean, .

To gaze on thisy. world with hopeless unconcern!
when winter false andyirzr Allures them forth
nor the visiony! Of that bright pageantry beheld,

—

In the blue heaven so beautiful and^zr, . .
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220 FAIR—FAIRY.

those that made this world soJair, /,0(7«,XII.xx^^ii.6.

bright whirlpools of that fountain^rV, . . . xil.xxxii.8.
but yet more soft B.xvA_fair. M. N. Fragmt. 18.

and when the earth is^«V Pr.Atkan.\\.'\v.%.
This true^zr world of things, /V-(M«. IV. 384.
To the hues of yonj^zV heaven. . . ... Rosal. 10.

Meeting in this^jV solitude : i.s8.

And the Spring arose on the garden^iV, . . . Sensit. PL I. 5.

Three days the flowers of the garden_/a;V^ . . . III. i.

The garden, once^/r, became cold and foul, . III. 17.

on those days the sky was calm andyaz'r, . . . Witch^ LVI. 5.

(4) of sun, moon and stars.

And thou Fair star, Ch. \st^ rv. 19.

Bright wanderer,yazV coquette of heaven, . . Fr. Moon, 1.

And the^B/r moon was nsing among them, . . Jane, I. 2.

Serene yet sorrowing, like that planet_/^i>-, . . iMOn, I. xxi. 2.

when to the flood Thatj^zV Star fell, I. xxvi. 9.
And homed moons, and meteors strange and

yozr, I. lii. 8.

a diviner Heaven, serene andyaiV .• ... . xil,xxxviii.6.

and thej'^zV moon Gazes in vain, Or^Aeus^ 5.

howyazf The moonbeams rest upon the trees ! . Sf. Ir. (4) II. 3.

Ere thy^azy light had fled ;— Stella^ 2.

(5) of various inanimate objects and places.
a city stands, strong,ya/r and free ; Cenci, V. iv. 104.
You s^eak of z.fair fountain, sweet to me. . . Cycl. 141.
Soyazr^ so wonderful a sight ... ... DeBmon, 1. 215.

It 11 n It .... - g. Mab. II. 28.

Islanded by cities^M-/ ^«^. Htlls^ 93.
Such honoured dwell in citKSfatr and fre^ . . Hofn. Earth, 17.

and casts from all those staXxiesJatr . ... Julian^ 555.
pilot us thro' caverns strange and^z'r .... Lcumy vi. xxix. 2.

till^zV England be your sepulchre. . . . Men ofEng. VIII. 3.

Jair Milan, vVithin whose veins long ran . . Naples, no.
shall mark The shadow Qifair ships, . . . Prom. III. ii. 25.

O'er this^T^zV fountain hung the sky, Rosal. 112.

That dying statue,^/*- and wan, 1087.
Then his^ir cross of gold he dash'd on the floor, Si. Ir. (3) rv. i.

(6) of plants, ilowers and fruits.

Such is my heart—roses 2LT&J'air^ ...,., Constant. 11. i.

But fruits are ever ripe, flowers everyazV, . . . pmmon, II. 64.
Where twofair apples with their gleam .... Faust^ II. 329.
from their stem She had divided such^zV shapes Fiordispina, 43.
Jair as one flower adorning An icy wilderness— . Laon^ %. xvi. 3.

Fair clinging weeds with ivy pale did grow, . . VI. xxvii. 7.

As winter toJair flowers (though some be poison) Marenghi, \\\. 5.

But now invested with^zV flowers and herbs, . Protn. I. 82^.
One frail 2j\6.Jair anemone : II. ii. 13.

And theyozy oak, whose lesrfy dome affords . . Q. Mab, VI. 209.
But fruits are ever ripe, flowers evtrjair^ . . . vill. 119.

But like flowers delicate and^zy, Rosal. 790.
AsJair as the fabulous asphodels, Sensit. PI. 1. 54.
though seeming^zy. Are flowers which die . Tersa Rima, 12.

Strong leaves and tendrils, and its iloweT»Ja/r, . ^ucca, ix. 3.

(7) of abstract things, spirits, ideas, &c., excellent, good.
For he is gone, where all things wise aad^^y

Descend;— . . Adonais, III. 6.

nor dares she to deface So^^zy a prey, . , , . vill. 8.

Whom, Spirit^zy, thy spells did bind . , . InL Beauty, VII. ij.

blotting all thingsJ^zy And wise and good .. . Julian, 480.
At night when I reposed,Jair dreams did pass Loon, IV. xxxiii. 4.
The token flowers of truth and freedom^z'r, . . -"— v. xvi. y.

Sense and Reason, those inchanters^Jizy, . . ^ IX. xxxii. 2.

Is throned an Image, so intensely_/^zy .... Ode Lib. Cane. 2.

He seesJair things in many hideous shape^, . ,. (Mdipus, I. 161.

Each pursues what seems vnosX-Jair^ .... Peter, ill. xxiii. 3.

false—true—and foul—and /^zy, vi. xiii. 4.

and deeds worthy of thoughts so^zy. .... ProL Hellas, 37.

I bid ascend those subtle and^zr spirits, . . . Prom. i. 658.
How^/azy these air-born shapes ! and yet I feel . I. 8ojf.

Morejair and soft as man grows wise and kind, ill. iii- 61.

Marks your creations rise as fast a.ndJair . . . Sonn. Byron, 6.

that ruled his doom was far too^zy, . . . Triumph, 256.

All that pale expectation feigneth^zy/ ... Ye hasten^ 5.

(8) of day, times and seasons, delightful, pleasant.

Tlje day wasJair and sunny, Alastor, 308.

O'er the fair front and radiant eyes of day : . . 339.

The night was^zr, innumerable stars Studded . Damon, i. 119.

ThisJair day smiles to see All those who love . Fiordispina^ 19.

So fleet, so faint, soJair, The Powers of earth . Hellas, 22g.
' Fairer far than thisJair Day, Jane, Invitn, 2.

the momingy^zy Is changed iMOn, xil. iv. 8.

The night wasJair, Q. Mab, I. 208.

But now—'twas the seasonJair and mild . . . Rosal. 362,

(9) clear, unblemished.
But only myJair fame ; . Cenci, ill. t. 293.

(10) just, right.

You grant your guest a.Jair reward, O Cyclops. Qfcl. 5^9.

it werej^flzr The world should know— . . . .St. Epips. 51.

(11) favourable, good.
.fa/y omen of the voyage; ......... Hom. Castor^ 20.

faix, as adv. (1) sweetly.
Between one foliaged lattice twinkliog^/V; . . Alastor^ 464.

(2) favourably.
the breeze blows^zy.* Serchio, 59.

(3) fondly.
Aspiring like one who loves tooJair^ too far, . Woodman^ 26.

*Fair-ancIed, c. adj. having beautiful ancles.

Whom thejair-anded Leda mixed in love . . Horn. Castor^ 2.

fPair-Iiaired, c. adj. Fig. of the moonbeams.
Fair-haired and favourable, HbfK. Moon, 25.

The /azy-^jzy«/ Moon, , Horn.. Sun^ 9.

*Paix-lioriiedf c. adj. having fine horns.
ThosGJair-horned cattle closely following, . Hont. Merc. xxxv. 4.

Fairer, adj, (1) of persons, more beautiful.

and grows F. and nobler with each passing year. Dmmon^ II. 229.

^ . » . V ...".. r. " " " Q; ^"^^ ": '37-

Faxrer far than this fair Day, Jane, Invitn, 2.

F. than tongue can speak or thought may frame, I.aon, l. Ivii. ^.

a woman ats thereon, Fairer it seems than aog^t xil. viii. 7.

But^zy^r that the spirits of the air, .... M. N. Ravail^ 33.
Thou art fair, and few axejairer^ Sophiay I. i-

(2j of inanimate objects.

Where^zy^r Tempes bloom, Hellas, 1070.
flowers. . ../^ffzytfy than any wakened eyes behold. Question, ill. 8.

Fairest, n. beloved one.
When a lover clasps his^zyftf^, Fr. Incant. I. 1.

Fairest, adj, (Ij ot persons, personifications and things

pertaining, most beautiful.

Thejairest creatures in this breathing world ; . Cenci, II. ii. 23.

One with eyes theJairest Cyd. 516.
Within thatJairest form, the female mind . . Ilaon, II. xxxv. 1.

Jairest hands bound them on many a head, . . —— v. xvi. 8.

HerJairest limbs with the night wind . - . . VI. xxxviii. 2.

We drag afar from pastoral vales the Jairest
Among the daughters VIII. xxv. i,

Thatjairest child, xil. vi. 5.

Like nothing human, but the^ Ofwilled shapes, Mar. Dr. xix. 3.

But thine av/njairest shadow imageothere ? . Prom. il. i. 1 13.

Like the Jairesty for it folds thee II. v. 62.

ThisJairest creature from earliest spring . . . Sensit. PI. II, 57.
On.Jairest bosoms and the sunniest hair, . . Triumph, 512.
From every firmest limb a.nA.Jairest face . . . 520.
But,^zy&p/ stranger, when didst thou depart . . UnJ. Dr. 122.

Withj^zy^j/ smiles of wonder thrown .... W. Shel. ill. 5.

(2) of inanimate things, nature, &c.
on ihisjairest world Shake pestilence and war, . Drntnon, 11. 16.

Earth . . . Pours from herJairest bosom, . . . Loon, V. Iv. 2.

Wind-winged emblem brightest, best a^dJairest! EK. xxii. 2.

It seems in truth i\\eJairest shell of Ocean : . . Prom., ill. iii. 74,
Florence! beneath the sun, Of cities j^^zy^j^ one, Naples, iij.

Thejairest of those wandering isles Pral. Hellas, 18.

Changed to the^zyw^ and the lightest boat . . IVitchy xxxi. 7.

(3) of flowers or fruits,

O, ye hours, Followwith May's_^zy. flowers. DirgeJorYear, iv. 6.

Of pomegranates, and citrons, Jairest fruit, . . iSaon, V. lyi. 4.
Fairest children of the hours, Proserp. li. 4.
And narcissi, they^y^;;/ among them all, . . . Sensit. PL I. 18.

(4) of heavenly bodies.

he demands from Heaven itsJairest star, . . . Faust, r. 6$.
From wjhich, beneath Heaven's7fey«»/ star» . . GuitarJane^ vj.

Aad as the presence of tha.tjairest planet, . . Triumph^ 416.

(5) of abstractions and abstract ideas.

"WhoseJairest thoughts and limbs were built . Hellas, 097.
apd from t^y deep bosom^zy^Ji^ Ode Ldo. vil. i.

Fairest of the Destinies. Prol. Hellas, iSo.
selfishness, that blights TheT^r/r^j/ feelings . . Q. Mab, v. 17.

Fairies, n. pi. ot i^airy.

Fairies, sprites, and angels keep her ! . . . - Bridal, 11. i.

"WhichJ^azries catch in hyacinth bowls :— ... Fr. Jvine^ 3.
for few Of the Fairies bear those bowls so new ! 11.

Fairl7, adv. honestly, justly.

What men gain_/ozy/v—that Jhey should possess, Fr. Peo. Eng. 8.

Fairy, n. a supernatural elfish being.
^omejairy sure has touched the viewless string— M. N.Despair,i2.
The Fairy's frame was slight, Q. Mab, I. 94.
As that which, bursting from the Fairy's form, • I. loi.

I am the Fairy Mab:..;... . i. 167.
The Fairy and the Soul proceeded ; i. 199.
Within the Fairy's fane ii. 21.

The Fairy and tlieSpirit Entered the Hall . . II. 41.
Spirit! the /^/ry saidj . ll-SS-

The ^azry and the Spirit Approached .... n.68.
The Fairy pointed to the earth ll. 97.
Behold, the F. cried. Palmyra's ruined palaces!— • II. 109.
The Fairy paused- . .

'
ll. 244.

.Fazf^"/ the Spirit said, HI. i.

The Spirit felt jhe Fairy's burning speech- . . - vi. 2.

O Fairy I in the lapse of years, — vi. 15.

The Fairy calmly smiled In comfort, .... vi. 23.

The Fairy waved her wand : vii. 267.
The Fairy waves her wand of charm ix. 212.

rolled Around the Fairy's palace-gate .... ix. 221.

a love-sick Fairy Had woven Witch^ XYl. 3.

Fairy, adj. (1) of, or pertaining to fairies.

gleam \jM.eJairy land$ DeBmon^ I. 205.
Behold the chanot of the Fairy Queen ! . . . . Q. Mab^ i. 59.
Sawbut theyazyvpageaut, . ; i. 91.
The Fairy Queen descended, i. 106.
in her triumph spoke the Fairy Queen : . . vill. 41.

(2) Fig. delicate, fairy-like.

Upon the^^zyjfi^Ies of sunny lawn, Bpips.10%,
Of travellers, or oijairy land— ...... RosaJ. 266.
golden dawn Tojairy isles of evening UnJ. Dr. 218.



FAIRY-MONEY—FALL.

^Fairy-money, c. n. imaginary or unsubstantial money.
And funds inyat'ry-moHey, bonds, and bills, . . (Bdipus^ I. 202.

Faith, ». (^1) religious belief, creed, subjection of mind
either in good or evil sense.

from_/a('M no succour she may borrow,
Thaty&z'M no affony shall obscure in me,
tame sacrifice 1^ a fond_;^i'M /
Custom, and Faith, and Power thou spurnest

;

The works KAfaitk and slavery, so vast, . .

And bloody Faith the foulest birth of time. .

O, faith in God ! O, power on earth ! . .

faith Creating what it feigned ;—
What_/?iiM is crushed, what empire bleeds
The written fortunes of thy house and^z'M.
The autumn of a greener/ajsVA is come, . . .

Mine is another^^M— . . - .

Yet feel their^iM, religion.

Calderon, III. 18.

Cenci, Ul. i. 102.

Coleridge, 16.

Damon, I, 90.
ir. 214.

Fall ofBonap. 14.

Hellas, 261.

410.- 713.
8og.
871.

fulian, 165.

191.
And Faith., and Custom, and low-thoughted cares, Laon,Ded. Xlll. 7.
Fear, Hatred, Faith, and Tyranny, who spread . i. xxix. 8.

The Champion of thy_/a/M e'er souffht to Ily.— . III. xix. 5.
Faith, an obscene worm, who sought to rise, V. 1. 8.

And underneath thy feet writhe Faith, and Folly, V, Son£, i .4.

Iffaith or custom do not interpose, vr. xl. 3.
in which were lain Fear, Faith, and Slaverjf ; . vil.xxxiiLS.
but that a.faith Nursed by fear's dew of poison, vili. vi. 6.

This is notfaith or law, Vlll. xii. 8.

Whence love yet flowed when faith had choked
all other, vill. xiii. 7.

and e:^faith, grown hoary With crime, . . . Vlil. xvi. 4.
nor fear nor shamej Norfaith, nor discord, . IX. xvii. 9.
as a God v/hos^fazth began To fade, .... • ix. xviii. i.

i*hose sanguine waves Stagriate like ice at Faith, ix. xxiii. 8.

lie Faith, and Plague, antfSlaughter, .... -:— x, xvii. 8.

That monstronsy; wherewith they ruled mankind, x. xxvi. 2.

With words which;^;VA and pride had steeped in
flame, . . x. xxxii. 3.

He loathed allfaith beside his own, x. xxxii. 8.

Thatfaith and tyranny were trampled down ; . x. xxxiii. 6.

The errors 6f hisfaith in endless woe ! . . x. xxxv. 4.
And thrones, which rest onfaith in God, . . . x. xxxv. 9.
the shame Of royalty a.ndfaith XI. xviii. 9.
The men offaith and law then xi. xix. 8.

The blackness of thefaith it seems to hide ; . . xii. ii. 4.
Scared by th&faith they feigned, , xil. ix. 5.

The warm tears burst in spite offaith and fear, xii. xiv. i.

All power andj^iVA must pass, xii. xxix. 3.
Which teaches awful doubt, orfaith so mild, . . Mont B. 77.
But for swf^faith with nature reconciled ; . . . 79.
Vi&ty, faith, and state necessity, CBdipus, i. 331.
Those whom nor power, nor lyingfaith, nor toil, Otho, III. i.

In -whichfaith they live and die. Peter, III. xx. 5.

The heart-eBToot&dfaith vi. xxiii' 3.
And all thatfaith creates or love desires, . . Prom. I. 201.
Wailing for the_;^z'M he kindled : . . . . i. 555.
To know noTfaith, nor love, nor law ; . . . ii. iv. 47.
though built On eldest^z'M, ill, i. 10.

And faithlessfaiih, such as Jove kept with thee \ in. iii. 130.
A dark yet taxghtyfaith, in. iv. 174.
the slavish priest Sets no great value on his hire-

lingfazth : Q. Mab, V. 199.
confirms ^efaith his death-groan sealed : . . . vii. 14.
Of human error's dense and purblind/^zVA, . . vii. 65.
No remnant of the exterminated^ziw .... vil. 221.
and misery, Which flows from God's av/nfaith. vii. 237.
to see The works offaith and slavery, so vast, . ix. 100.
And J^az'M, the Python, undefeated, RosaLjoi.
Or the priests of the bloodyj'^z'M / 895.
To a bhghting_/azVA and a cause of crime . . 'W. She!. 11. 5.
Or the priests of the eviiyazVAy iv.'2.

(2) taitbfulness, confidence.
Of such affection and unbroken_/^//A .... Cenci, III. i. 312.
And said

—
' Is this thyfaith ?^ Ginevra, 50.

Accept this token of myfaith^ , 74.
Or he would sell -whatfaith may yet remain . . Hellas, 559.
And vows offaith each to the other bind ; . . . L-aon, IV. xiii. 4.
the vows which they did plight In eaxVyfaith, -^— iv. xxi. 9.
with a rite Offaith most sweet VI. xxxix. 3.
I would not chide thee, though thv/I is broken: Rosal. 35.
And filled him, not with love, h\ktfaiih^ .... 020.
We will have rites omtfaith to bind, 851.
till fear grew hope a.nafaith, 1001.

(3) belief.

and to lihefaith that I, . . . Lived ever holy . . Cenci, V. iv. 147.
And in suchfaiih, some steadfast joy to know, . L.aon, iv. ix. 5.
could her ov/nfazth impart Vll. iii. 4.
unlearn Such hittcTfaith beside Marenghi's um. Marenghi, i. 6.

(4) steadfastness.
Dissolve with that strong^; and fervent passion Hellas, 857.
Yet has \\iyfaith prevailed, and I am here. . . 864.

(5) credence.
ere new creeds could^^'M obtain, Rosal. 109.

(6) sincerity, honesty.
Stand prating there of commerce, -^v^Xizfaith, . (Edipus, 1. 198.

Faith, as interj.

tho'f. / 'Tis mocking us somewhat too solemnly. Cenci, I. iii. 71.
Faith I They are sadder than I thought . . . V. iii. 129.
Rare, \nfaith I Faust, II. 113.

FaitliftU, adj, (1) loyal, true, constant.
When thou Viextfaithful to thyself and me. . . Ca-valc, 8.

^efaithful to thyself, And fear no other . . . Cenci. IV. iv. 40.

And as the lady looked 'wi^faithful grief , Pr. Athan, 11. i. 25.

And give that7^z'M/«/ bosom joy ^Mab,l. 3&.

Waft repose to some bosom as faithful, as fair, Tear, I. 2.

(2) exact, accurate.

Which from the mind's toofaithful eye . . . fane. Recoil. 83.

thy memory \%faithful now— Pr. Athan. II. ii. 04.

(3) adj. dbsol. adherents of a faith or creed.

Where secretly theyazV>4/M/ worship Calderon,lll. I'jg.

FaithfnUy, adv. accurately.
Good folks, I TDMstfaiihfully tell ye, .... Cat, I. 3.

Faithless, adj. A. Lit. (1) deceptive.
Faithless perhaps as sleep, a shadowy lure, . Alastor, 294.

(2) treacherous.
Follow not \C\%faithless glance Calderon, III. 69.
Have been abandoned by t}a.e\Tfaithless allies . Ch. ist, I. 84.
Yes, all thefaithless smiles are fled Coleridge, 25.

^efaithless to the fear yet unbetrayed ; ... Imou, X. xii. 7.

Andfaithless faith, such as Jove kept with thee ; Prom. III. iii. 130.

(3) inconstant.
Its withered leaves in a.faithless bosom ; . . Constant. II. 4.

B. f^ig, (1) liable to betray or give up.
Hides his hoard deeper in thefaithless earth. . Hellas, 327.

(2) liable to deceive.
No doubt, though memoryfaithless be, . . . Rosal. 1221.

Faiths, n. (1) creeds or systems of religion.

Heaven smiles, a.ndfaiths and empires gleam, . Hellas, 1064.
succeeds Tofaiths which long have held the world

in awe^ Laon, IV. iv. 4.

(2) beliefs, received opinions.
disenchanted Of many impious7^—wise, just— , Marenghi, VI. 5.

Yet human hopes and cares and^z'M* and errors, xxvi. i.

(3) the enthusiastic love or admiration.
to inchant Thefaiths of men ; Laon, V. xliv. 4-

FalcoxiB, n, tamed birds of prey used for hawking.
Others more Humble, like^/c, sate upon the fist Triumph, 506.

Fall, V. intr. A. Lit. (1) drop, tumble, come down.
Now shall xtfall?— Aiastor, ^gy.
the dread abyss In which it fears tofall: . . . Cenci, in. i. 255.
did yoMfall into the fire when drunk ? . . . . Cycl. 677.
Warm corpses,/^// upon the clay-cold dead ; , . flaon, XI. xi. 6.
They fly—the torches^//— xii. viii. i.

I saw, . . . The tjrant's childya// without life or
motion xiI. xvi. 8.

the leaves of autumnya//, Fr. Athan. W.'xv.'^.
Like snow on herbless peaks, j'a// flake by flake, Prom., in. i. 12.

I saw the dark ezx^fall upon The coffin ; . . . Rosal. 219.
like drops which_/b// Wasting^ the fountain-stone 722.
When leaves^ft// and cold winds come. . . When the la-mp, IV.8.

(2) descend.
With what fierce strokes they^ upon my neck ! . Faust, li. 119.

(3) with down, drop from an erect posture.
I couldya// down and worship that and thee. . Protn. 11. iii. 16.

(4) descend or float down gradually.
wheel and rise axidfaH, ... Unf Dr. 237.

(^5) hang dependent.
She saw his white hairs— round his shoulders^; /5r.^Mfl«.ll.i.34.

(6) crumble to ruin.

Those pyramids sha.\ffall

;

Q. Mab, II. 129.

B. Pig. (1) of sound.
And love taught grief tofall like music &om his

tongue Adonais, XXX. 9.
Because your -wordsfall like the clear, soft dew . Prom. iv. 508.

(2) end or die.

When he shallfall upon whose ripe grey hairs . Hellas, 904.
Not whilst for private pique the pvCohcfall^ . .M.N. Post. Fr. 49.
But we, though soon theyfall, Mutability, (2) ii. 5.
They rise, theyfall; one jgeneration comes . . Q. Mab, iv. 227."

Is cankered in its heart, the tree mustfall, . . Rosal. 1293.

(3) strike, spend force on.
would notya// On stones and trees. . . . . C^wa, m. ii. 4.

(4) lose place, position or power.
lest we Should^// as from a glorious pinnacle . Ch. 1st, il. 134.
if Ifall. 1 shall not weep . Couplets, 2.

Divided in itself, and soon mustfall, Hellas, 335.
Islam m\istfall, but we will reign together '^^7.

Aspiring, unrepressed, yet soon tofall: .... Prom. in. i. 17.
And veu by veil, evil and errorfall: . . . in. iii. 62.
Strike at the root, the poison-tree willfall; . . Q. Mab, IV. 83.

(5) come suddenly.
Disquiet on the multitudes did^//.* Z^zwz, vi. ii. 3.
the devastation . . . among the crowd wouldfall. x. xliii. 9.
on each unwilling heart Unusual awe did^«— . xi. xiv. 9.

(6) come over, pervade around.
And the crimson pall of eve mayfall Cloud, 41.
thronging shadows, ... A on my overflowing eyes ; Con, Sing. ill. 8.
Warm fragrance seems tofall Epips. 105.
from the sky Therefall, clear exhalations, . 471.
Which from heaven like dew do^fall, .... Eug. Hills, 317.
Or the dewsfall, or the angry sun look down . . Hulas, 438.
mingle with mine, and /^//Around my heart , . Laon, vi. xxxiv. 4.
'^eaxnsfall frovn high those depths upon . . . Prom. ii. ii. 17.
Fall like a dew of balm upon tlie world. . • . Q. Mab, VI. 53.
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(7) are cast by reflection.

when they_;fe//Through some cathedral window, Q. Mob. I. 55.

Half-seen shadows did/«//, Si. fr. (3) XII. 5.

forbade Shadow to^//from leaf and stone ; . Triumph, 445.

(8) happen, chance, come.
I^// upon the thorns of life! OdeW.Wind,\v.\2.

(.9) was set.

Thoughts sprang where'er that step &A.fall. . . Masi, XXXI. 4.

(10) with under, become subject to.

and now \fall Under the cruel grasp ... . Cyd. 334.
or ye friends May_/a// under some sorrow . . . Julian, 377.

Fall, n. A. Lit. the act of falling.

In terrible and intertangled^//; Faust, II. 135.

the earthquaking Fall of vast bastions . . Hellas, 818.

a.ya!l (ar a.nd deep,— Z<zok, III. xxii. 5.

fell, And broke them both—the^// was cruel. . Peter,l. vi. 5.

Like the dust of its^//, Vis. Sea, \\^.

the circling sunbows did upbear Its/all .... Witch, XLII. 7.

B. Fig. (1) degradation, declension from power.
One star with insolent... light Hovers above itsjT, Hellas, y^s.
and the swiitJail Of one so great Loon, V. xxviii. 6.

that my foes even thus prepare iheiTjalU . . . (Bdipus, II. i. 191.

Scorn track thy laM:ing_/a7/thro' boundless space Prom-, i. 301.

Before the sacred Titan's/u//, . .... II. i. 40.

Darkens my /a// with victory ! III. i. 83.

That mocked his fury and prepared hisJail. . . Q. Mob, IX. 37.

(2) end.
Yet a lingering friend might be grieved at myJail, Death, Dial. 36.

(3) declension, debasement.
from slavery to cowardice A wretched./^/// . . Laon, IV. xxviii. 3.

Fallen, pp. A. Lit. (1) tumbled, dropped.
he could not Uaxe fallen there, Cetici, IV. iv. 75.

Like strips of the ^y Jallen through me on high. Cloud, 57.

and the band Of her dark hair ha.dJall'n, . . . Laon, I. xvi. 6.

And when the blinding tears badJallen, .... III. xxviii. I.

(2) been set, struck.

whose smooth descent some ceaseless step to

wear For many a year had Jallen— . IV. ii. 6.

(3) been removed, disappeared.
The veil basJallen. From. II. iv. 2.

After some foul disguise ha.dJallen, .... III. iv. 70.

(4) come to nun.
Rome hasjallen, ye see it lying Fr. Rome, i.

__

as if the world's wide continent ^oAfallen . Laon, vil. xxxviii. 4.

But now our styes arefallen in CBdipus, I. 43.

t5) dropped, tumbled.
And fell, as I havefallen, by the way-side ;— . . Triumph, 541-

B. Fig. (1) declined from power.
And he isfallen I they cry, he who did dwell . Laon, V. xxxi. 4.

he who did dwell Like famine . . . Among our
homes, is^/&K.' V. xxxi. 6.

your defence lies^/il?« and vanquished. . . From. \. ^11.

Fallen, as Napoleon fell.— Triumph, 224.

(2) lowered in esteem or disgraced.

As o'er an ajiee\fallen

:

Cend, rv. i. 186.

greater none than he Though_/a/&w— .... Gis&. igS.

(3) come upon.
night's gloom Meanwhile hadya//«« on earth . . Loan, ix. xxxv. 9.

Wiiich in sleep hadfallen on yon— Masi, xxrvill. 4.

(4) befallen, happened to.

what woe hasyb/i&« upon me ! Cyel. 6yi.^^^

to spy What calm hasfalfn on earth, .... Laon, I. in. 9.

When Plague hady: on man, and beast, and worm. Prom. I. 172.

(5) appeared suddenly.
A star hasfallen upon the earth Prol. Hellas, 197.

(6J come to, arrived at.

were I as he Fallen to such deep reverse ;— . Julian, 265.

(7) struck on.

These words hadfallen on my unheeding ear, . Laon, ill. x. 1.

(8) been removed, passed off.

And on each herb, from which Heaven's dew hadf. Prom. II. i. 154.

The loathsome mask hasfallen, III. iv. 193.

(9) ad/, absol. those who have fallen.

Among ^hefallen on evil days : Rosal. 474.

Fallen, ppl. adj. A. Lit. (1) mined.

the/a/&« towers Of Babylon Alastor, tio.

the abandoned gate Of afallen palace Prom. I. 218.

(2) disintegrated, broken.

Upheld by knotty roots andfallen rocks, . . Alastor, 574.

^3) ended, finished.

Like a rainbow, and 1 thefallen shower ? . . Vis. Sea, go.

B. Fig. degraded, powerless.

I hated thae, fallen tyrant ! I did groan To think FallofBonap. 1.

was found aghast, alone, Thefallen Tyrant I— . Laon, V. xx. 7.

now gathered round Thefallen tyrant ;— . . . -— V. xxix. 3.

O'er Ruin desolate. O'er Falsehood'syij/&» state, Naples, 95.

Falling, fr. pple. A. Lit. (1) coming from above, dropping.

The chin Tain isfalling; A''t?^P,'.'"i
^•

What if my leaves arey^///K^ like its own! . OdetV.Wtnd,V.2.
\i\s.e siov rain Falling loT evet Rosal. m.

(%) striking.

Like beams ... on waves below Falling in pauses, Laon, V. xli. 8.

(3) treading.
soft light feet ... no sound thaiJailing gave ; Horn. Merc. xxv. 3.

B. Fig. (1) approaching.
Va^Jailing to decay j Q. Mab, III. 136.

(2) coming to ruin.

The crash as of an empire^//««^, Hellas, 724.

FaUinsr, ppl. adj. A. Lit. (1) flowing, dropping.
The softest notes k:^falling rills, GuitarJane, 70.

not ihatfalling stream's Lethean song ; ... Triumph, 403.

(2) that tumbles or drops down.
Or /^///«^ spear-grass, or their own decay . . . Alastor, \i\.

and saw on high the glare of/a//z«^ brands : . . Laon, VI. xviii. 9.

FiUs the faint eyes vnthfalling tears Prom. 11. iv. 15.

Thefalling beam, the shriek, the groan, . . . Q. Mab, IV. 43.
Andfalling drops, moved in a measure new . . Triumph, 377.

(3) treading.
Mocks thy gentlyj^///«^ feet, Prom. 11. i. iS6.

B. Fig. briefly lasting.

It is a dying lamp, a.falling shower, Adanais, ssxii. 5.

Falls, 7). intr. A. Lit. (1) comes with force.

The red artillery's bolt mangling among them^ Laon, VI. iv. 9.

(2) drops, is thrown.
let every seed ^atfalls In silent eloquence . . Q. Mab, VII. 19.

(3) runs over in cascade.
from a perennial source It ever flows andfalls, . Orpheus, yy.

And as itfalls casts up a vaporous spray . . . ' 79.

(4) tumbles down.
And fell, as the eagle on the plain Falls .... Rosal. 1185.

One^/is and then another in the path Senseless— Triumph, 159.

(5) is cast by reflection.

So when thy ^adavfalls on me, Prom. IV. 453.

B. Fig. (1) becomes helpless, feils.

Flies at his throat who_A/&. Ch. ist, 11. 126.

(2) descends morally.
The depth to which ambitionya/Z?y Calderon,!!. 12^.

(3) comes on.

return for me When night^/&, . ... 1. 39.

(4) is lost, drops away.
or gold, the old man's sword. Falls from my

withered hand. Cenci, I. i. 129.

(5) dies or is killed.

and, when the rebel^/&, Hellas, 354.
when heJails, His mild eye beams . . . . Q. Mab, ill. 157.

(6) appears, comes over.

The aerial aimsaaJails, flushing her check, . . Prom. I. 469.

(7) has influence.

AndfaUs upon the eye-lids like faint sleep ; . . Fpips. 449.
On frozen hearts the fiery rain of wine Falls, . Gineura, 115.

(8) comes.
Theshadowof thy spiritya/i^y on her? . . . . Prom. 1.Z23.

the voice of thy delight Falls on me IV. 496.

(9) bends, varies.

whose motion Overfalls and shifts and glances . Sophia, I. 5.

(10) coupled with rises, flickers.

Wnich, as a dying pulse rises andftUls, .... Cenci, III. ii. 12.

Falls, n. cascades.
melodious_/a//; did burst and shiver .... Laon, XII. xxxiv. 5.

False, n. falsity, error.

The bounds of trae and /fl/jtf, are past. . . . . Faust, 11. ^1.

ofyaiie and true, Was dead within me Z*W7«, in. xxiv. i

.

in the nakedness oifalse and true Ode Lib. xvi. 14.

False, adj. (1) untrue.

that thy^^^, impious words Tempt not . . . Cenci, 1. i. 125.

tJnnatural man, thou knowest that it isfalse. . I. iii. 54.
'Tis mostfalse That I am guilty of foul parricide ; iv. iv. 145.

^Tisfalse I that breach towards the Bosphorus . Hellas, 116.

succeeds To faiths . . . Bloody andf, and cold ; . Laon, IV. xv. 5.

By iJnefalse cant which on their innocent lips . l^. Ch. X. i.

as all words must, hefalse or true ; . . . CEdipus, I. 122.

Jralse—true—and foul— and fair, Peter, VL xiii. 4.
and doth hold . . . that the Christian creed \sjalse, Rosal. 502.

if true Ovjalse, I never questioned it : .... 513.

And say with Hatteryfalse, yet sweet, .... 841.
Because they tell no story, false or true ! . . Witch, Ded. 1. 4.

(2) faithless, inconstant.

so t^efalse Spirit shall fly Cavalc. 13.

My ^indredfalse to their deserted selves. . . . Cenci, V. iii. 69,
False friend, wilt thou smile or weep V. iii. 130.

How tedious, /a/je, and cold seem all things. . . V. iv. 80.

Of ^ejalse Helen, near Scamander's stream ? . Cycl. 261.

The breath of herJalse mouth Epips. 258.

Yet never found I one notfalse to me, .... Laon, Ded. VI. 6.

And that this friend wasfalse, 11. xviii. 6.

and friends had now become Heartless andfalse, 11. xxi. 8.

And after many afalse and fruitless crime . . . Prom. I. 300.
Even to desire ; it is thy sport,false sister

j . , 11. i. 99.
Or cold, staid gait, orfalse and hollow smiles, . in. iv. 42.
'Whenfalse or frowning made me sick at heart . in, iv. 49.
Nonetalkedthat common, yi/j^, cold, hollow talk III. iv. 149.
Spiritfalse I thou hast forgot Rarely, n. $.

To fly with tiiee,false as thou.— Remembr. il. 4.
for herfalse mate Has fled and left her desolate. Rosal. 144.
As well might there hefalse, as I 509.
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New figures on 'itsyhlse and fragile glass . . . Triumph. 247.
And the^^/jfi cuckoo bade the Spring .... Unf.Dr.'ji.

(3^ treacherous, untrustworthy.
the /a/stf quicksands of the sea of honour, . . . Calderon^ 1. 254.
\i'mifalse smiles Making my true suspicion seem

your wrong , . Cenci^ i. ii. 32.

Art thou ray fnend Orsino ? False or true? . iii. i. 222.

and 2.false innocence Upon my face v. i. 86.

which those oi^\%false world Employ .... V. i. 99.
Lindsay, Hume, andj'^/^e Argyll, Ch. \st.\\. 218.

On the^/ytf earth's inconstancy ? Coleridge^ 20.

Gave any ofyour stores to thesej^/^e strangers ;— Cycl. 247.
't\i^false Tyrant's cheek shall be Devil^ xxx. 3.

TYv^false Moldavian serfs fled fast and far, . . Hellas^ 289.

Can change with Kt'^false times and tides, . . . 981.

In sudden panic '^0%^false murderers fled, . . Laon^ V. viii. i.

As calm decks theyii/jfi Ocean :— Vlll.xv.6.
fame Of conquerors and impostors /a&e and bold, viil. xvii. 8.

By thy y; tears—those millstones braining men— Ld. Ch. Xlll. 4.

so smiled The^^/je deep ere the storm Vis, Sea^ 167.

(4) not real, deceptivej pretended.
turning False pleasure to true igTiominy. . . . Calderon^ III. 143.

By ^yfalse care did idly wear Its withered leaves Constant, II. 3.

zxiA.false looks Of true submission, Doemon^ I. 278.

No news of yovirfalse spring Far^ far aw^^ I. 5.

Like the_/a«tf dawns which perish in the bursting : Fr. Unf lale^ 2.

'Kv^ryfalse verse of that sweet oracle, . . Gisb. 141.

Away, false shapes of sleep ! Hellas^ g.

when winter^/jfi and fair Allures them forth . L^on^ V. vii. 2.

With \h^false anger of the hypocrite ? . . . . v. xxxiv. 6.

inherits From Xkv^false dawn, ix. v. 4.

Desire presented her \_false\ glass, Love^ Hope^ 15.

Who, soothed to false repose by the fanning
plumes above Prom. i. 776.

how couldj'^/jtf hope rend a bosom so fair? . . St. Ir. (6) iii. 4.

(5) unreal, mock,
would call him with /^ names Brother, and friend, Alastor^ 268.

Ah, friend, 'tis thefalse laurel that I wear ; . . Tersa RiTna^ 8.

(6) incorrect, erroneous.
On impossible KivA.false hypothesis Calderon^ 1. 189.

False disputants on ail its hopes and fears, . . . Laon^ ll. iii. 4.

False arbiter between the bound and free ; . iv. xxiii. 5.

to consecrate Tho^efalse opinions Pr. Athan. I. 37.

(7) culj, absol. false people.
heroic, just, sublime, Thou wert among the^a^e— Marenghi;v\Xl. 6.

False, as adv. untruly.
with lips yet white from the rack's kiss Speakyi ) Cenci^ v. ii. 9.

If I s^e.a^false I Cyd. 240.

If I speak^/^fi may those whom most I love, . 248.

If I speak^/j£, then may my father perish, . . 251.

Falsehood, n. (1) as a character or personification.

The fanes of Fear and Falsehood hear .... Dcemon^ II. 209.

There Vice and i^oijMoorf took their stand, . . Falsehood^ 11.

FalsehoodI I tell thee thou hadst lost !— . . . 44.

Upon her children's brow, dark Falseh. to disarm. Laon^ ir. xliv. 9.

O er Ruin desolate. O'er Falsehood's fallen state, Naples., 95.
falsehood's trade Shall be as hateful Q. Mao., iii. 136.

force Kndfalse, hang even o'er the cradled babe, IV. 119.

Evil and good : hence truth wiAfalsehood spring ; iv. 147.

to 3^eld his elevated soul To tyranny ovfalsehood, V. 175.

Falsehood demands but gold to pay the pangs . V. 197**

Falsehood, mistake, and lust ; Vi. 30.
Shall bind the scorpionV^^Mffo^^with a wreath . vi. 36.
on yonder earth, Falsehood now triumphs ; . . • VI. 48.
'WhWstfalsehooay tricked in virtue's attributes, . ix. 43.
war to wage With tyranny ajidfalsehood, . . ix. 191.

(2) untruthfulness, deception.
{Falsehood \s incompatible with deity) . . . Calderon, 1. 154.
a ^QBSfalsehood in his proper person, . . I. 173.

With tyranny SLudfalsehood^ DcEtnon, II. 284.
Yet, from thy voice thatfalsehood starts aghast, Fr. Pris. 4.

And wear this mask oifalsehood Julian, 308.
\xis,t,falsehood, hate, and pridej and folly ; . . L,aon^ VIII. x. 3.

Falsehood, and fear^ and toil, like waves . vill. xv. 4.

Whether thy trade \sfalsehood, . . , Q. Mab, iv. 238.

Rival in crime zmAfalsehood, , . . V. 23,

(3) perfidy, faithlessness.

Whosefalsehood left thee broken-hearted ; . . Coleridge.^ 26.

could be So heaw as ^atfalsehood 'ys to me— . Julian, 311.

had fixed a blot (^{falsehood on his mind . . . 530.
and pass, with guile Of thankful_/^je^(jrf, . . Laon, x. xxiv. 6.

And trumpets all hisfalsehood to the world. . . CEdipus, l. 162.

Thefalsehood and the force of him who reigns . Prom, I. 127.

The friend y/hosefalsehood she had mourned, . Rosal. 199.

(4) false statements, untruths.
'Tis but ^^efalsehood it can wring from fear . Cenci, V. iii. 51.

And with thefalsehood oi their poisonous lips . L.aon, IX. xv. i.

The shafts of^/sfiAtfodT unpolluting flew, . . . ix. xviii. 7.

which each some falsehood told, Rosal. 251.

(5) inconstancy, falsity.

Pale for thej^/^e^oo^ of the flattering Hours. . Zucca, l. 8.

Falsely, adv, wrongly.
alas, ye deem Falsely— Laon, xi. xii. 4,

-One feeling toofalsely disdained .... One word, l. 3.

Palter. (See Faulter.)

Fame, n. (1) as a character or personification,

leads, through toil and hate, to F.'*s serene abode. Adonais, v. 9.

in which Fam4, the eagle, built Her atirie, , . . Hellas, 873,
Echoing from the cave 01 Fame Mash, Llll. 4.

Oh ! Fame, all thy glories I'd yield for a tear . Tear, V. 6.

Fame singled out for her thunder-bearing minion ; Triumph, 265.

(2) celebrity, greatness.

his fate a.ndfame shall be An echo Adonais, I. 8.

The Pilgrim of Eternity, whosefame xxx. 3.

Live thou, whose infamy is not thy_/S?«e/ . . . xxxvil. i.

Nor ambition with^; crown the murderer's head. Bigotry, II. 9.

If it meant fortune, j^?w^, or peace of thought— . F. William^^v.S,
Scarce can for thisfame repay Fug. Hills, 190.

Poets' food^is love 2xAfame: Exhortation, 2,

Fame is love disguised : ... 16.

By a perverse antipathy oifame. Fr. Satire, 40.

And feed it with the asphodels oifame, .... Gisb. 12.

y^hosefame, though earth betray the dust . . Hellas, 419.
And steed-subduing Castor, heirs oifame. . . . Horn. Castor, 6.

and thej'ftw?^ Of glorious deeds, . . . Horn. Venus, ir.

that ere my^w/hecome A star Laon, Ded, I. 5.

herfame Shines on thee, thro' the tempests dark
and wild

their sunlike^wz^ Upon the combat shone— .

And spurned at peace, and power, axidfame;
the wondrous^?we Of the past world, . . .

Earth, sea and sky, the planets, life a.ndfame .

Andfame, in human hope which sculptured was,
suffered for thyfame Made dim, ....
Ye find it not m luxury . . . Nor in thefame, . .

is lost in freedom's^^jM^
An epitaph . . . may thy^^ be made, Great People

:

Till from its station in the heaven oifame . . ,

So that this blot upon the page oifame . , .

Rests the full splendour orhis sa.CTedfa?ne; . .

thou wouldst, if thou couldst feel, Abjure such
envious^TMc— . II. 2.

Nor happiness, nor majesty, hotfame, .... Polit. Great, i.

The ghosts of a no more rememberedJ^mMj . . Prom. III. iv. 169.
Oblivion will steal silently The remnant of \tsf. Q. Mab, II, 120.

they; Which the vain-glorious mighty of the earth iii. 138.

but the unfadingT^Twe Which virtue hangs . . . iii.- 103.
They cajole with gold. And promises oifame, . IV. 191.

misery weighing nothing in the scale Against
thy short-lived fame:

unshared pleasure, sordid gain, orfame; . .

Low mingling on the lonely field oifame, . ,

poverty and wealth, the thirst oifame, ,

favoritism, and worst desire oifarne
If he seeks^»2e,_/awze never crowned .

ambition, friendship,^?Mfi,
With those who live in deathless_;^7«tf. . ,

t^Qxfame, that shadow of the unborn hour
"^orfame, nor power, nor love, ....
That I have written a sonnet to herfame.
Who wander o'er the paradise oifame, .

whosefa^ne or infamy must grow
and more Oifame and peace

XII. 6.

I. xxxii. 7.

I. xliv. 7.

II. its.
II. xxx. 8.

IX. xxxi. 8.

X. xxvii. 7.

XI. xvii. 3.

XI. xviii. 9.
XI. xxiii. 6.

Ode Lib. I. 10.

XV. 3.

Otho, I. 4.

And o'er thy head did beat its wings iovfame,

(3) notoriety, evil celebrity.

Swell with the thoughts of murderousT^wzc,
the disastrous^/»e Of conquerors . .

makes h\sfafne Enduring there,

yoyxxfaTne must be A book of blood.

IV. 243.
V. 35.
V. 209.

. V. 254.
VI. 213.

. Rosal. 659.
. 726.
. 1239.
. Sonn, Byron, 10.

St. Dejection, III. 6.
. Tasso, 6.

. Tersa Rima, 5.

. Triumph, 125.

22a
Witch, Ded. 111.%.

. Falsehood, 82.

Laon, VIII. xvii. 7.

, VIII. XX. 7.

XI. xxi. 3.

fatne To their wide-wasting and insatiate pride, . Q. Jifab, v. 65,'

To their corrupt and glaring idolfame, . . v. 98.
gold orfame will surely reach The price . , . v. 169.
Nor soT^xdfame, nor hope of heavenly bliss, . v. 224.
All misery to myfame VII. 114.
Or he was bartered for thefame of power, . vill. 174.

(4) good character or reputation.
In blood Tindfame the eyes and hope of Antioch, Calderon, I. 232.

III. 146.

Evil and good, reproach ^.-adfame;
the blot Upon inyfame vanish . . .

So that my unpolluted^TMtf should be . . .

But only my fair^?«e/
And my untainted^»«/
Towards our ancient house, and stainless^ww /
above the reek of vaoTtaXfame,
Sharpen their tongues on Henrietta's^?wtf ?

it will avail To thme owufa?ne . . , .

(5) report, rumour.
andfatne Said he was wealthy,
but when^»M went abroad, That one in ArgoUs
and the Fame Of what has been, ...

Faxued, ppl. adj. renowned.
thefamed sister fair. Of great Hyperion, . .

Like thosefanted seven who slept three ages.

Familiar, adj\ (1) well-accustomed.
In mostfamiliar cadence,
It ^ewfamiliar to desire

muse not again Upon^»*i7;fl^ thoughts, . .

till thefamiliar train Of objects and of persons
But lifersj'^?«z'//a?- veil was now withdrawn, .

Soothing the mind with sweetfamil. play, Hom. Merc. Lxxxii. 7.

(2) ordinary, wonted,
axrmngfamiliar thin^ To the redress . ." . Cenci, IV. iv. 120.
to hide us from the sun Of ihisfamiliar life, . . Gisb. 156.
Familiar acts are beautiful through love ; . . . Prom. iv. 403.
When everythingj^w*. seemed to be Wonderful, St. Epips. 163,
PiXS.familiar things he touched, . Unf. Dr. 55.

Cenci, III. i. 158.

III. i. 293.
V. it. 125.

V. ii. 147.
V. iii. 32.

Ch. ist, II. 328.
Otho, I. 8.

Julian, 233.
Laon, IV. ix. 6.

Ode Lib. xviii. 9.

Horn. Sun, 5.

Peter, Vll. xv. 3.

Alastor, 565.
Cenci, V. i. 24.-— v.iv.s4.
Gtnevra, 6,
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(3) intimately known.
This mo^familidr scene, Deaths (2) I. 7.

And muttered someJafKih'ar name, Julian-y 515.

had ceased to make me start, From his f. lips— Laon^ IV, yi. 5.

Pain, whose unheeded 2J\A.familiar speech . . Prom. II. iv. 26.

And \Xsfamiliar voice wearies not ever. . . II. v. 41.

(4) close, intimate.
Gathered them both into^wr/ra*-Affection Horn. Merc, Lxxrvi. 6.

(5) supematarally intimate.
Some declare You ^familiar spirit, St. Bpi^s. 47.

(6) with sufBx wiih^ accustomed to.

thus I grew Familiar with the shock . . . Laon^ VII. xxxiv. 7.

(7) with to^ thoroughly known.
Both love and -^t^familiar to my heart . . . Prom. 11. i. 42.

Pamiliarly, adv. as close friends.

SaXefamiliarly^ side by side, Devil^ VIII. ^.

Families, n. honseholds.
Might have maintained some ^ozsnfamilies . . CEdi^us, II. ii- 26,

Family, n. A. LzL (1) people of one kin.

That 'tis a trick of this sameyJr/wz'i^ . . . Cena\ ll. ii. loS.

(2) lineage.

The bridegroom Is of a very anaentfatnily, . . (Edijms, I. 206.

B. Pig: nnmerous following.

And Sorrow, with herfamily of Sighs, .... Adonais^ xill. 5,

Famine, n. (1) as a character or personification.

plead With^««(Ke, or wind-walking Pestilence, Cenci^ V. iv. 106.

Fam. or Blight, Pestilence, War and Earthquake, Bpips. 461.
heaps Of bones where frenzied_/^fffz'w^ sleeps, . Falsehood, 6.

Famine, murder, hell and power 66.

^o*«2"«c and Pestilence, And Panic, shall wage war Hellas^ 439.
And ravening Famine left his ocean cave . . . 524.
Famine andTThirst await ! eat, drink, and die ! . 939.
Famine^ my paramour. Waits for us . . . . Laon^ VI. \. 6.

cruel and fell Is Famine^ VI. 1. 8.

Nor Fatnine from the rich man's portal came, . IX. xvii. 6.

Came Famine, a swift shadow, . . . . . • X. xvii. 4.

Famine, than whom Misrule x. xvii. 6.

Famine had spared the palace of the King :

—

x. xxiy. i.

Famine can smile On him who brings it food . . x. xxiv. 4,

Madness, and Fear, and Plague, anQ Famine still x. xliv. 2.

Be Famine and Toil, Ode, Arise, 18.

This was the art which the arch-priest oi Famine CBdipus, I. 77.

Kept to the honour ofpur goddess Famine, . I. ^7.
Invited to attend the feast oi FamiTie, , . . li.i. 108.

feast Of Famine, let the expiation be. . . II. i. 189.

We call thee Famine! . 11. ii- 5.

We dare not, Sire, 'tis i^aTwzw^j privilege. . . II. 11.41.

Hail to thee, hail to thee, Fam,inel li. ii. 42.

Then hail to thee, hail to thee, Famine! . II.ii.s2.

^ thy dread self, 0./^»*/««/ Ii.ii.89.

Freedom calls Fantine,—her eternal foe, . . . ii.ii.ioi.

May Rapine and i^2mz>;£, /fe&y, VI. xxxvi. 5.

The winged hounds. Famine and Pestilence, . . Prol. Hellas^ 144.

And Famine; and black blight on herb and tree ; Prom.. I. 173.

And close upon Shipwreck and Fatnine^s track, I. 501.

had mocked Famine's faint groan, ... . Q. Mad, IX. 95.
There stands the Tower oi Famine. TomerofFam. ^t.

(2) extreme hunger, deprivation of food.

Tame her with chains 2ivi^famine? . . . Cenci, IV. i. 8.

Waste [followed] by Xamefantine, . . . CA. tsi, i. 163.

a verdict of ' guilty, death, hyfamine, . il. 397.
Sick with_/^7w;'?zff.-— . . Hellas,, 82.

In prey tofarnine, pest, and mutiny ; . . . . Sjo.
from the groans of crowds made pale ^yfamine, L.aon, II. ix. 5.

a silence fone and drear, More horrible than^ /— iii. xxvii.6.

who did dwell \Jk.efami7te or the plague, . .- v. xxxi. 5.

Aye, there isfamine in the gulph of hell, . . . x. xxxvii. i.

¥\r^fatnine, and then toil, and then disease, . Prom. II. iv. 50.

to save All that they love izotD.famine : . . . Q. Mad, ill. 40.

millions lay Quenching the serpent's^7«?>«, . . IV. 86.

ThsLtfamine, frenzy, woe and penury breathe. . IV. 177.

To yinmgfafnine and full-fed disease, .... V. 49.
the slaves by force qtfamine driven, v. 72.

Kning wxthfam.ine, swoln with luxury, .... V. 161.

The unnaturalfamine oi her toothless cubs, Vlii. 80.

His death a pang whichfantine, cold and toil . vill. 160.

In scorn anafamifie Rosa!. 707.

^Famine-wasted, c. adj. safiering from famine.

From wide cities, fafnine-wasted; . . . . Prom. I. 528.

Famislif v. I. tr. starve.

the world theyfamish for their pride \ . . . . Pr. Athan. I. 38.

II. intr. are in starving condition,

not one wretch. Whose childreny^/»Ar^, . . . Q. Mab, III. 104.

Famislied, pp. starving.

Famis!ted and homeless, loathed and loathing, . Loon, i. xxvii. 6.

she was most pale, Famished, and wet . . . vi. liv. 2.

Famished, ppl. adj. A- Lit. starving.

To hear afam-ished nation's groans, Falsehood, 2.

Asfamished majinera thro' strange seas gone . Loon, v. xliv. ^.

Or from thefamished ooot, pale, weak, and cold, Vlll.xvtu.4.

Fam.ished wolves that bide no waiting, .... Naples, 142.

Who ever hears hisT^ww-^tft/ offspring's scream, Q. Mab, v. 116.

B. ^z]f.,hnngry.
Victory ! Victory ! K\xssia.'8famished eagles . . Hellas, 948.

Famous, adj. (1) renowned, celebrated.

Retomiog from theirfamous Trojan toils, . . . Cycl. 608.

Like my old paramour thefimous Snake. . . Faust, i. 95.

Tofamous I^los, seeking his kine there, . Horn. Merc, xxxvi. 6.

they were Those_/awwwjEuganean hills, . . . fulian, 77.

(2) noted, notorious.
I know a^m<7Z£j Orphic incantation Ojfcl.SSp.

I am afam.ous hunter. And can leap .... (Edipus, ll. ii. 109.

Fan, n. Fig. breadth, fan-shape.
like a leafs yarnedfan— Witch, xsxill. 6.

Fan, V. tr. A. Lit. blow npon.
Its pennons streaming on the blasts that^« it, Marenghi, XXVII. 3.

On the winds thatfan thy breast Mexican, III. 9.

That^w it with new murmurings, Peter, Vll. xix. 4.

a jonquil when evening breezesfan it, .... Triumph, 420.

B. Fig. (1^ excite, stimulate.

Whose burning plumes to tenfold swiftness^ffi it, Epips. 227.

Though the slaves that_/a« her Ode, Arise, 17.
*

Catching the winds thatfan that happy heaven. . Prom. II. v. 87.

the win& that^w it Are those thoughts . . . Sophia, 11. 3.

(2) to keep alive or alight the memory.
Its unwearied wings could_/I The quenchless ashes Hellas, 59.

*Fan-Uke, c. adj. shaped like a fan, broad.
And it opened itsfan-lOte leaves to the light, . . Sensit. Pi. I. 3.

the loveliness Qifan-li!u leaves, . . . Woodrnan, 53.

*Fanatic, adj. bigoted, extravagant.
Oifanatic rage and meaningless revenge— . CEdifus, II. ii. 94.

V3.-n.cie6., ppL adj. imagined.
Than the enthusiast's_/fl»cft«/ love more fair, . .M.N. Ravail, 35.

Fancies, n. visionary thoughts, imaginations, caprices.

vi'iihfancies thick as motes Calderon, ill. 7.

I measure The world oifancies, B^ps. 70.

^wx^fancies are a music out of tune Fiordispina, 71.

Some tale, or thine o^nfancies would engage . Laon, II. xxii. 7.

Such as s\c]lfancies in a new made grave . . V. xxviL 3.

sweet converse lapt Our -wWlingfancies, . . . VI. i. 7.

For to my will myfancies were as slaves . . . vii. xxxiv. i

.

These are hliadfancies— ix, xxxiii, i.

Round which its youngfa?zcies clamber, . . OdetoHeaven,2q.
The like sweetfancies had pursued; . . . . . Rosa!. 191.

Fancy, v. tr. imagine, picture to himself.

he never could Fancy another situation, . . . Peter, iv. viii. 3.

Fancy, n. (1) as a character or personification.

That even Famy dares to claim :— Lerici, 21.

Dear the boon to Fancy given, Love's Rose, li. i.

It blooms in Fancy's bower. HI. 4.

What was the shriek that struck^wrjr'j ear . M. N. SPec. Hors. i.

puts on the pinions Oifancy, ^- Athan. II. iii. 17.

Which, from sensation's relics,fancy calls; . . Q. Mab, VI. 82.

„ „ „ „ „ . Superstition, 11.

Remembrance borrows Fancy's ^ass, , . . iS^. Epips. 159.

(2) imagination.
But neverj^wry imaged such a deed Cenci, III. i. 55.

what if 'twereJ&Kcy? . v. iv. 125.

Even soaringfancy staggers, Damon, I. 178.

,, y „ Q- Mab, 1. 267.
I am mad, I fear. Myfancy is o'erwronght . . fulian, 395.
And from my^ wings of golden hue Sprang forth— Loon, ii, xx. 7.

Thou seemest to rayfancy, Matilda, 49,
That ever soared onfanc/s wildest wing ! . . Mother ^ Son, V. g.

With mind, and heart, andfa?icy muddled. . . Peter, rv. xvi. 5.

Which thus hisfaney crammed. V. ix. 5.

Whenfancy at a glance combines ... . Q. Mab, i. 72.

Then has thy^wry soared above the earth, . li. 19.

rapt^KCy deemeth it A metaphor of peace ;

—

rv. 14.

onJancy^s boldest mng To soar unwearied, . IV. 155.

the pulse Thatfancy kindles in the beating heart v. 88.

Anafancy's thin creations to endow . VII. 62.

Hisfancy on that spring would float, . . Rosal, 1S4.

a strange trance over myfancy grew .... Triumph, 20.

Changing bright^wcy to sweet sentiment, - . Unf. Dr. 170.

the thing which each Believed was done Only in^— Witch, LXXVI. 8.

(3) humour.
Any design my captious^ncy makes .... Cenci, 1. 1. 87.

which drew Myfancy thither, . ... Loon, I. vi. 3.

(4) caprice.
^amefancy took him .... .... Julian, 251.

It was hisfancy to invite . . . . ??f/ffr, IV. xix. 1.

(5) capricious desire.

Seized with a sudden^«cy for fresh meat, . . Horn. Merc, XI. i.

*Fancyinir, pr. pple. imagining.
Fancying strange comments in her dizzy brain . Ginevra, 5.

Fane, n. a temple.
Of some mysterious and deserted^w*, .... Alastor, 44.
did join To rear the fabric of the^w*, .... Dcenum, l. 219.
Around the gate of the Eternal Fane ... . 11. 313.
In sacred Athens, near the^«tf Of Wisdom, . . Hellas, 733.
And sack thefane of every thing I can— . . Horn.. Merc. xxX. 4.
Against his Pythian^awtf Lxxxix.7.
In everyfane, her honours first arise Horn. Venus^ 29.
their names were hung In mockery o'er thefane Laon, 1. xxviii. 8.

a Fane Stood in the midst, girt by green isles I. xlviii. 7.

Encircling that vast Fane's aerial heap : . . . i. IL 5.

And laughter fills the Fane, and curses shake the
Throne rv. xiv. 9.

Till they were left alone within thefatie, - . . . ix. xviii. 6.

to the highfane Of their Almighty God, . . . x. xxvi. 6.

The Earth an altar, and the Heavens afane, . . x. xxviii. 7.

His realm around one mighty .FflXK . . . xii. xxxi.6.
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And like a suppliant in some gor^cons/ane, . . Prom. i. 377.
Within the FaWy's/ane. . . . Q. Mad, il. 21.

There once old Salem's haughtyyiiwi .... 11. 137.
cursed The building of that /awe/ — 11. 142.
That wonderous and ete^a3^y'ane^ VI. 232.
Like the/;Where, ere new creeds could faith obtain, Ilosal 108.
That lady did, in this lone_;^Mg, 1076.
One eve ne led me to this^awe .• 1 102.

Through/(!«£, and palace-court, . ... JVt'fcAy LX. 5.
Like a v<x&tfane in a metropolis, Woodman^ 56.

ranes, n. temples.
Within ati^fanes of your beloved God ? . . . . Cycl. 427.
The^WM of Fear and Falsehood hear no more . Dmtnon, il. 209.
which rent The air from all \Xmfanes, .... Laon^ II. viii. 8.

Shall fade like shadow from his thousand _/n«tfj, v.Song,6.\\.
And giant^«tf.y, dome over dome Piled, . . . Mar. Dr. X. 2.

Among those miglity towers andy^ Dropped fire, xii. '5.

As ocean its wrecked^«tfjj severe yet tender :— Marenghi^ VII. 4.
H:hRfanes of many a worship, now outworn. . . Prom. I. 622.
Their statues, homes z.-aAfanes

;

IV. 3<X).

those antient^Bw^j, Now crumbling to oblivion
; Q. Mab, II. 166.

o'er the ruined^awtfj And broken altars . . VI, 221.
pierced that serenest sky With tombs, and

towers, 3.n6.fanes^ Witch, LIX. 7.

JPangrless, adj. Fig. toothless, impotent.
"Povfangless Power grown tame and mild . . . Ode, Arise^ 40.

Fang's, n. Fig. (1) teeth.
When those detested hearts their \roT\f. have rent ! Loon, X. xxxvii. 9.
By the sharp^w^j of an insatiate grief, . . Orpheus^ 51.

(2) a serpent s poison teeth.

To spill the venom when \k[:yfangs o'erflow : . Adonais, xxxvil. 6.

TBSiTaiiie, pr. ppie. A. Lit. wafting.
And with his wings^««;«^it as it grew. . . . ff^jiV^^A, xxxil, 8.

B. Fig. wafting away.
Fanning the busy dreams from my dim eyes,— . Apollo, I. 4.

Fanning, ppl. adj. wafting.
Who, soothed to false repose by they; plumes above Prom. I. 776.

Fans, V. tr. Fig. (1) wafts soothingly.
Andj^«j him with her moonlight wings, . . . Adonais, x. 2.

(2) stimulates.

andy^TW with silent wing The tender hopes . . Prom. 1. 774.

Fantasy, n. humour, capricious idea.-

The ^XxQx\^fantasy Had made her accents weaker Ginevra, 83,

Far, adj. (1) distant.

The ghastly torrent mingles itsyir^roar, . . Alastor, 402.
My sons indeed, onya?" declivities, Cycl.^i.
We are toofar, We cannot at this distance , . 638.
When thosej^?' clouds of feathery purple gleam DcBmon^ i. 204.
There,yflr as the remotest line I. 242.
Is afar Eden of the purple East ; Epips. 417.
Yet all thiogsy^r, and all things near, .... Faust, I. 67.
And now it winds, . . . Through the^r valley . 11. 107.
From far Atlantis its young beams Chased the

shadows Hellas, 70.
the/^r flashing of their starry lances . . . >. 331.
A^»- whisper—Terrible silence. 813.
Burst \nfar peals along the waveless deep, . . Laon, I. ii. 2.

To nourish sorae^?' desart : II. xxiii. 6.

a feeble shriek, (aLint,far and low. Arrested me— iii, vii. 3.
and thefar sound Of their retiring steps . . . ill. xiv. 8.

its still shadow hid ^fl^ ships: . v. xl. 9.
Whilefar Orion o'er the waves did walk . . . v. Iviii. 3.
and they^r tents implanted Upon the plain, . vi. xxiii. 7.
The meteor to itsfar morass returned : . . . . vi. xxxiv. i.

like echoes were Of those /; murmuring streams ; vi. xlii. 2.

if the tramp of a.far steed was heard, .... xi. x. 6.
I am not well whilst thou artfar/ Mary, 11.

Below.^r lands are seen tremblingly; . . . . Medtisa, I. $.
from theirfar fountains Slow .rolling on ; . . Mont B. 101.
Then he was there ; now he is -veryfar. . . . Mother^ Son, rv. 5.
As ay^r taper fades with fading night, .... Ode Lib. xix. 9.
Urging her flight from the^r Chersonese . . . CBdipus, I. 168.
And thieyar sighings of yon pinj dale . . ..Pr. Athan. II. ii. 43.
And Asia waits in ^atfar Indian vale .... Profn. I. 826.
To this_/^?' goal of Time III. iii. 174.
By this lone lake, in this^r land Rosal.6.
Divides from thefar Apennines— Serchio^ 44.
and on the points Of the^?- level grass .... Sunset, 14,
From thefar hills where rise the springs . . . Unf Dr. 123.
in whatyar woodlands wild Wandered ye . . . Virgil, 12.

(2) extreme.
strange and fair Offar and pathless passion, . . Laon. vi. xxix. 3.

(3) abstracted.
shot forth From hery^r' eyes XI. iv. 8.

(4) of a foreign or unusual kind.
For ministrations strange SiXuAfar; ... . Lerici, 3^.

(5) long.
a fallfar and deep,— Laon, in. xxii. 5.

(6) mysterious, obscure.
the depths are understood Of hiafar voice ; . Ifom. Merc, Lxxx. 5.

(.7) with away^ distant.
far away Millions, . . . Watch for the . . . flame . Laon, Xll, vii. 7.

(8) with other, very different.
Far other bark than our's were needed now . . Hellas ^40
Met love excited hyfar other seeming . . . /M/ia«,1^4-

Far, adv. A. Lit, (1) at a great distance.

far within Its loneliest dell Alastor, 145.

Now leavingyftr behind the bursting mass . . 348.

far below, Like clouds suspended 435.
Far from the throng and turmoil Calderon, I. 12.

Far from you I keep with care (^cL €^%.
Are the others already soyjzr before ? . . , , Faust, 11. 200.

and high And^?', the neck receding Laon, I. ix. 7.

in the void air, far awa}^, I. xi. 5.

And fires blazedy^r amid the scattered camps, v. i. 8.

our tribes were gatheringy^r. V. vi, 6.

And to each spirej^r lessening in the sky, , , v. xv. j.
as wheny^r is heard in some lone dell . . . v. xxxi. 2.

far glancing in the misty morning, — v. xxxix. i.

Blazed wide andy^*'.* v. Hv. 4.
swift as sun-rise, ya?' illumines space, .... w.Song^^.i^.
like the voice of flamesy^r underneath vil. vii, 9.
faint, _/^r, and lingeringly xi. vii. 9,
Cleave themselves into chasms, whiley^ below Ode W. Wind, III. 10.

Into the rough woods^^ aloof, Sensit. PI. II. 44.

(2) to a great distance.
No'xfar above a rock the utmost verge . . . Dmnton, I. 129.
Far,far below the chariot's stormy path, . . . I. 133.
andy^r beyond. The mossy tracks Epips. 438.
Sail onwardya?" upon their fatal way : . . . . 464.
Lead us onward,^r and fast, Faust, II. 43.
The false Moldavian serfs fled fast a.ndfar, . . Hellas, 289.
bore us fast andfar. Even after they were dead. 513.
Far by the desolated shore, Laon, ii. x. 2.

Among mankind, or when goneya?' away . . . II. xv. 7.

the glow Of blazing roofs snoney^?' in. xi. 9,
Filling the wide satfar away ; Mar. Dr. xi. 2.

Driven on whirlwinds fast andyii*'/ Pront. I. 526.
Andy! on high the keen sky-cleaving mountains ii. iii. 28.
Fast andyiz?' the chariot flew : Q. Mab^ ix. 219.

(3) extremely.
and distant^r That mountain and its column, . Laon, in. xxx. 5.

B. Fig. (1) much, in a great degree.
With voiceyar sweeter than thy dying notes, . Alastor, 286.
Far more My coming hither cost, . . . . Calderon, II. 100.
What is the gloryyiir above All else .... iii. 24.
But a^r mightier wisdom —— in, 121.
he is justerywr Than Rhadamanthus— .... Cycl. 253.

sweeter,^?' Than is the music of an Asian lyre 439.
he Is_7^?' above us all in his conceit; Faust, 11. 340.
1 am happier/flr than thou, Inv. Mis. II. 3.
far more sadly—he seemed hurt, .... . fulian, 237.
calm, and darkness, sweeteryiir Came

—

, Laon, I. xl. 6.
And held his hzx\A.—far lovelier^ i. Jx. 4.
Yet wandering,/^?' beyond that innocent age . . ii. xxii, 2.

While thatyii?- dearer heart could move . . . vii. xxix. 2.
Happy as then but wisery^r, vn.xxxiii. 6.

far astray My mind was gone, .... . , xil. xxv. 4.
All human patienceyo?' beyond ; . . . Peter, vil. xiii. 3.
Swifter_/^?'than summer's fliffht— Remembr.\.\.
Swifteryo?' than youth's delight— 1.2.

(2) to too great extreme.
they go toofar

;

Faust^ II. 280.
Aspinng like one who loves/too fair, tooy^r, . . Woddman, 26.-

{3) with sOj to such an extent.
His aspirations bear him on sofar Faust, i. 63.

(4) far and wide = on all sides.
andj^r and wide rebounded Hofn. Merc. Lxxxvir. 3.
Earth dreadfully resounded^^r and wide, . Horn.. Min. 12.

*Parce, «. Fig. pretence, empty show.
To countenance a wickedy^rcf like thi&? . . . Cenci, v. ii. 39.

Fare, v, intr. go, travel.
So that I said. Thither I too viS^fare. , . . Dante Conv. 18.
that a new-bom infant forth couldyare . . . HoTn. Merc. XLVI. 4.
blind And silent, as a breathing corpse dXAfare, . Laon, v. xlv. 7.

Fare, interj. an ejaculation of dismissal or parting, friendly,

satirical or inimical.
Haste

; fare thee well ! , , . , Cenci, V. i. 72.
Fare thee well

! Ld. Ch. XVI. 4.
Fare, n. A. Lit. food.

Beasts ^nAfare, in woody lair ,..,... Mask, XLIX. 3.

B. Fig. occupation or mental food.
Brother

! arise from the daintyy^^-fi^ Falsehood, 13.

Farewell, n. the adieu or good-bye.
Low, sweet, faint sounds, like they^^'tfzw. ofghosts, Prom. il. i. 15S.
And hear his words of \iii\dfarewell^ ... . Rosal. 913.

Farewell, as adj. parting.
Ayflr,ew£//lookof love he turned, 883.

Farewell, interj. adieu, good-bye.
Farewell; and I will pray Almighty God . . . Cenci, i. i. 124.
I will give you the petition : Till v/hen—farewell. I. ii. 63.
Good night, yar^zc/e/// _ . . I. iii. 162.
Pardon me, that I sayfarewell—farewell/ . . 11. ii. loi.
Farewell/—Be your thoughts better or more bold. ii. ii, 104.
farewell/ Let piety to Gkid, m. i. 387.
Answer not . . .farewell. .... ... iii. i, 390.
Farewell/ Heigho ! v. iii. 134.
O, World! Farewell/ v. iii. 142.
^^farewell, before Death chokes v. iv. 139.
Farewell my tender brother y, iv. 141.
Farewell/ Farewell/ Farewell/ v. iv. 156.
1 ca.nnot say,farewell/ . . —^ v. iv 157

a g
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"Engiajidyarewe/// thou who hast been ray cradle, CA. isi, rv. i.

Farewell^ foul pavilion : Cycl. 361.
thou wife of starry Heaven, Farewell! .... Horn. Earthy 26.

Farewell^ deliehtful Boy, Horn. Merc. XCVII. 6.

Then/arewel^ king, yet were I one Jwould^ 8.

farewell! she said, as I drew nig-h Laon^ III. viii. 7.

Look not so, Laon

—

sayjarewell'm hope, . . . ill. ix. i.

Arise, my friend,^r«W£///— iv.xxviii.6.

If it were mingled not with thine. Farewell/ . . Prom.. I. 833.
Thy steeds willpause at even, till \i\i^ryfarewell: lll.ii. 40.
I come now. Farewell. .... III. ii. 50.
Depart, ^rczt/c//. III. iii. 174,
Farewell^ if it can be to ssijfarewell St Epips. 1 18.

Shall bemy paths henceforth, and so—farewell!— Witch, XXIV. 8.

Farm, n. A. Lit. a tract of cultivated land.
In every warehouse and on evexyfartn, . . . Ch. isl, II. 273.

B. J*z^. anything or place from which profit is derived.
of this ^oorfarfH, On whose lean sheep .... I. 151.

In looking over hisfarfn, I wist Devil^ v. 3.

Fanner, n. a cultivator of the land.
Like a flock of rooks at ^farmer's gun . . Serchio, 26.

Fi^xnexs, n. pi. of Farmer.
in those green harbours Farmers called gaps, . 82.

^Farrows, «. young pigs.

Upon a sow-swine, ^Nhos^farrows were nine, . . Faust^ II. 154.

Farther, adv. at a greater distance.
Farther behind and deeper in the shade. . . , Triumph, i6g.

FartMuff, n. the smallest in value of English coins.

The uttermost Farthing exact from those . . Ch. ist, II. 80.

^Fascinated, v. tr. Fig. captivated, enchanted.
C^yc/. 417.And the ^tccxxifascinated him,

*Fascination, n. an irresistible influence.

^fascination to entrap Her loathing will), .

z.fasctnaiion Dwelt in that moon, and sky,
,

Fashion, v. tr. form or embody.
As the tongue dares notfashion into words,

,

Fashion, «. {!) style or manner.
He serves you in a.fashion quite his own ; . .

(2) fashionable life.

Those prison halls of wealth zjvdfashion . .

That he was apingfashion Peter, II. xi. 3.

He'd bring him to the world offashion . . . 11. xiii. 3.

Fashionahle, adj. according to the established mode.
style which they thinkJashionadU ; ... . Faust, I. 37.

Fashioned, pp. Fig. shaped, formed.
And a new \\ie;,fashioned oiy old desires, . . . Cenci, V. i. qo.
A hvA^tfashionedhy the monarch's mouth, . . Ch. xst, II. 346.

Fashioning^, vbl. n. Fig. imagining, shaping.

"- 467-

. Cend, rv. i. 86.

. Laon, I. vi. i.

. Cenci, II. ii. 85.

. Faicst, 1. 61.

Mask, Lxxi. I.

. Alastor, 533.
Con. Sing. III. 7.

. Mont B. 15.

. Cenci, V. lii. no.

. Rosal. 916.
Woodman, 48.

. Mont B. 38.

. Hellas, 114.

his wild words with their ofmfashioning

)

Fast, adj. (1) rapidly succeeding.
For, asfast years flow away, ....
And thronging shadows,j^/ and thick,

.

\Fast cloua shadows and sunbeams : .

(2) quick.
With yoarpanting loud a.n6.fast, Hellas, 112.

With a pace stately and_/^/, Mask, x. i.

But went with footsteps firm 2jxd.fast . . . Rosal. 528.
Its decay is pale

—

isfast. , W. few, 4.

(3) quickly falling,

dissolved Into these^^/ and unavailing tears,

From whonxfast tears then gushed and fell

;

Fast showers of aerial water drops . . .

(4) rapidly changing.
Now rendere and receivesfast influencings,

(5) secure.

Man the Seraglio-guard ! makefast the gate.

Fast, adv. A. Lit. (1) quickly, of rapid motion.
Circling immeasurably.;^w/, Alastor, 381.
for it drives sofast Calderon, li. 56.
Fast and far the chariot flew : Damon, II. 311.
The bats are flitting,/^/ in the grey air ; ... Even. Pisa, I. 2.

Lead us onward, far andfast, Fattst, li. 43.
Since yon ride by sofast on the headlong blast. , ^— 11. 167.
do not hurry on sofast . 11. 297.
the day sinks,7^i^, the sun is set, Ginevra, 106.
And the rare stars rush through them dim and^ /— Gisb. 2M.
And some of Spring approaching./^/, . . . , GuitarJane, ^o.
The false Moldavian serfs fled7&/ and far, . . Hellas, 289.
bore Visfast and far, Even after they were dead. . 513.
and morning./^/ Wakened the world to work, Horn.. Merc. xvi. 5.

When, gatheriii|f_/^/, around, above and under, Laon, I. ii. \.

And we glodejCo'er a pellucid plain Of waters, . i. xlviii. 5.

Tears ofrepenting joy, which./^/ intruded, . . - v. v. 8.

I knew the day and nightj^w/ fleeing, .... vil. xvi. i.

before the ocean and the gale The ship fled_;^/ . vill. xxvi. 5.

The many ships . . . fled^j/ as ours came nigh, . ix. iii. 2.

From the unburied dead, invisible 2Xidfast. . . X. xiii. g.

.^w/ flying Upon the winds of tear; ..... xii. i. 2.

in many a purple line Yz.defast, xii. xxi. 8.

Whose shores receded /^/, Xll.xxxii.g.

fast and faster bare The spirit-winged boat, . . xn.xxxviii.8.
Like tower-crowned giants stridAXigfast, . . . Mask, XXVII. 2.

O'er the heads of men—sofast xxx. 2.

Hurries themfist from these air-feeding notes ; . Orpheus, 40.
Which drop their berries as they follow,/^/, . . lop.

in his dream-drawn chariot, far and^^^, . . Pr. Athan. II. iii. 19.

Driven on whirlwindsyks/ and far ; Prom. I. 526.
I fled MvCasx, fast, fast, fast, I. (^^
Frown, mouldering,/^, o'ertheirabandonedshrines: —— lll.iv. i8g.

Fctst falling to decay : Q. Mab^ ill. 136.

age of endfess peace, Which time isfast maturing, III. 236.
Anasuerus fled Fast as the shapes of . . , mist, . ——- Vll, 269.
Fast and far the chariot flew : . IX. 219-

crawlfast o'er the smooth ocean streams, . . Vis. Sea, 147.

(2) rapidly in succession.

Thou breathest now infast ascending numbers. . Con. Sing. II. 4
And the shades which surround me flyj*^ at its ray. Death, Dial. 20.

htB.tfast With feelings which make rapture pam
resemble, Fr. Pris. 2.

The red cannon flashedj^/ From the lee. . - . Fugitives, II. 14.

Fast flashing, soft and bright Hellas, 1040.
This said, He wipKed as.;^/ as could be, . . Horn. Merc.XiSVll.6.
Looking askance and winkingy2u/ as thought, LXX. 7.

My heart beats loud z-ndfast;— Ind. Ser. III. 0.

Warm tears throngfast! . Laon, I. xlv, i.

ray heart beat loud andfast— II. xii. 6.

"FeMfast, and o*er its peace our mingled . . . V. v. p.
light, which made my neart heSitfast, .... v. xxiv. 5.

from the sea was thrown M.orefast and fiery, . . vi. xt 8.

while tears pursued Each other . . ^. as the thoughts vii. ii. 7.

fiercely still andfast Tbe arrows of the plague . X. xxx. 5.

hearts that beat Doth loud andfist, Xll. vii. 8.

So that the Lady's heart heatfast, Mar. Dr. XI. 5.

My lips turned white, and my heart hesAfast: . Rosal. 280.
Bitter tears, from his eyes, gush'd silent andfast; St. Jr. (3) III. 4-
Marks your creations rise asfast and fair . . Sonn. Byron^ 6.

The waves are dancing,/^/ and bright, .... St. Dejection, 1. 2.

And if I think, my thoughts comefist^ .... Tasso, Song, \i. 5.

(3) securely.

And yet I tied itfast.~0, horrible ! Cenci, III. i. 8.

Inextricably tight, andfast as fate, . , . Hom. Merc, xxvil. 3.

B. Fig. (1) rapidly in seeming.
and the hills and streams fiedfast, . ... Laon^ VI. xxi. 8.

(2) soundly.
but 'tis sleeping./^/, . - Serchio, 5.

:{:Fast-fallin^, c. adj.

and we Through thefastfailing rain . . . fulian, 213.

*Fast-fleetin£f, c. adj. swift of foot.

can \Axefast-Jleeting hind Repose trust .... Bigotry, i. 3.

And endued not \A^fast'Jleetingiootst<^s of air, iii. 2.

Fasten, v. tr. make secure or tight.

fasten this sheet—all ready ! . , Serchio, 87.

Fastened, v. tr. made secure.

Andfastened the cut stems of reeds within, Hom. Merc. Vlll. 3.

Faster, adj. more rapid in time.
Faster is her heart's decay j W. few, 6.

Faster, adv. with more rapid motion.
Andfaster still, beyond all human speed, . . . Alastor^ 361.
fast andfaster bare The spirit-winged boat, . Laon, xil. xxxviii. 8.

*Fastidions, adj. (1) disdainful.

From Death's pale front fades Vride^sfast, frown. Death Vanq. 22.

(2) tiresome.
And thesefastidious pigs are gone, .... CBdipus, II. ii. 29.

Fasts, n. times of abstinence from food.
Goddess oifasts and feasts, . . ... 11. ii. 6.

And proclaim thyfasts and feasts ! .... 11. U. 16.
starvmg and the cramming, Oifasts and feasts \ 11. ii. 89.

Fat, n. animal substance so called.

Fed with humanJ^^, polluted the air : .... Falsehood, 58.
He cut upj^/ and flesh, Hom. Merc xx. 4.
He placed thefat and flesh and bones and all. xxii. 8.

Lie satisfied with layers oifat; .... . . CBdipus, I. 6.

With blood and groans, salt-cake, andfat, . . i. 21.
He has not half an inch of whoIesome_^^ . i. 85.

Fat, adj. (1) Lit. plump, fleshy.

Which will make themfat as their brothers. . Devil, x. 6.

Fat as the fiends that feed on blood, . . . xi. i.

Fat—as the death-birds on Erin's shore, . . xil. i.

Fat—as the reptiles of the tomb, . . xiii. i.

Fat as that Pnnce's maudlin brain, . . xrv. i.

For he isfat, his waistcoat gay, xv. i.

Fat with the flesh of Galilean slaves Hellas, 550.
Drew thefat spoils to the more open station . Hom. Merc. xxi. 4.
All wereJW/ Mask, in. 1.

Casts to thefat dogs that lie ... . ... xliii. 3.
the entire army Of thosefat martyrs . . . . CBdipus, I. 14,
Zephaniah, cut Thatfat hog's throaty i. gi.
Those who consume these fruits thro' thee grow^, 11. ii. 1 1.

(2) Fig. self-satisfied.

And all the while, with loose^^/ smile, . ,* . Peter, tv. xxi. i.

Fatal, adj. (1) deadly.
Was afatal prophecy Of coming death, .... Calderon, II. 49.
Sail onward far upon their_/^/arway : . . . Epips, 464.^^fatal sign Dned with its beams Hellas, 502.
Who hears itsT^/fl/ roar: Laon, VI. vi. 3.
break The seal, and touch iS\efatal liquor— . . CBdipus, i. 379.
(2) fateful, fraught with destiny.

For what submission but \h2Xfatal word, . . Prom. I. 396.
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And to the_/&/a/ mountain bear ... . . Prom. 11. W. 62.
TUat_/a/a/ child, the terror of the earth, . , . ill. i. 19.

Fate, «. (1) destiny.
my fate Has prostrated me ? CaJderon^ II. 87.
And in slumber with me blunt the arrows oifate. Deaths Dial. 28.

That ercfaie consume the Pole, Devil^ xxx. 2.

Pilot of the Fa^ Whose course has been . . . Epips. 130.
Over the sightless tyrants of our_/a/tf/ . . . 240.
Which searchless^/e had stamped for me . . . Falsehood^ 68.
Orfafe^ can quell the free ! Hellas^ 975.
Inextricably tight, and fast as_/ai'tf, . . . .Horn. Merc, nxvil.^.
These were foreboding^ oitayyate— Laon^ I. xxxvii. i.

'twas^/tf. That among such as these my youth . II. iii. 8.

And jate^ or whate'er else binds the world's
wondrous frame. . ir. xxx. g.

Look on your mind—it is the book olfate— . . Vlll. xx. 3.

Mysteriousyafe thy mandate I obey, . . .M.N. Despair^ 29.
Oh ! powerful_/^/tf, revoke thy deadly spell, . , M.N. Fragmt. 5.

Fate., enviousJ^/ff, has scal'd my wayward destiny. 9.
now have hurlM, Death.^a/p and ruin, . . . .M.N. Post. Fr. 2.

When^^e has spared to rend some mental tie, Mother ^Son^ il. 4.
They seize me—I must speak them—be theyyft/g/ Naples^ 51.
That wealth, survivina;^/e, Be thine.— . . . 100.
send forth Fate, Thy irrevocable child : . . . Prol. Hellas, 100.
Oijiate, and chance, and God, and Chaos old, . Prom,: II. ii. 92.
Fate, Time, Occasion, Chance and Change? . -^— 11. iv. 119.
the unhappy slaves O^fate. whom he created, . . Q. Mab, vi. 109.
even when Thou heardst the step olfate;— . vi. 131.
Scarce satiable hyfate's last death-draught . . vil. 217.
Where no clouds oifate o'er the sweet prospect

lower, lS"/. 7r. (5) II. 6.

Is the stem voice ofjate that bids happiness flee ! (6) 11. 8.

Hath drunk so deep the cup of hitterfate . . Solitary, 11. 3.

(2) doom, lot.

hisfate and fame shall be An echo ... . Adonazs, I. 8.

Who in another's_/^/e now wept his own ; . . . xxxrv, 3.
Breathed o'er his AzTk.fate one melodious sigh : Alastor, 59.
Think Of our %2Afate with gentleness, . . Cencz, v. iv. 142.
Thy settled^^e. Dark as it is, CoUridge, 35.
Shall usher to your_/3/e Death Panq. 41,
that form, whose^fe they weep in vain, . . . Gineiira, 167.
but deemed that fate Which made them abject, Loon, iv. ix. 3.

•v/hosGfate it is to make the woes VII. xxviii.5.

that round thyfate did roll M. N. Ravail, 59.
And thus thy yictSm^sfate is as thine own. , Marenghi^ ix. 6.
Became, worse^/^i/ff, the abject of bis own, . . Prom. in. iv. 140.
some, no doubt, \vith mine osfrnfate^ . . Rosal. 904.
Let me not say scorn is myfate^ . ... 12^7.
But for me isfate, horror, and fear. St. Ir. (3) iv. 5.
winning his way from the_/^/^ of his brother, . . Vis. Sea, i^i.

Fated, ppL adj. destined.
Ah ! when will come the sz.cxe.Afated time, . M. N, Post Fr. 39.

Fates, n. the Parcse, Clotho, Lachesis and Atropos.
There are three Fates, three virgin Sisters, Hom..Merc. xciv. i.

When the stemfates had power . . ... St. Ir. (3) 11. 8.

Fates, n, destinies.

them3rstery Ofall oracular7&/<w,^ . . .IIom.Merc.iJS3iX.6.
To speak w&fates by Jupiter designed

;

. . xcil. 2.

Father, «. A. Lit. a male parent, one who has begotten a
child.

Her daily portion, from herfather^s tent, , . . Alastor^ 130.
Of his departure from ih&xfather's door. . 271.
Lisander ! father/ lord ! Livia !^ . . . . Calderon^ ill. 155.
This night -myfather ^wes a sumptuous feast, . Cencz, i. ii, 47.
Great God ! that such 3lfather should be mine ! i. ii. 54.
Then as to what she suffers from htrfather, . . i. ii. 72.
Who, if ay&Mcr'j curses, as men say, . ~-— I. iii. 84.
Stand sheltered by a^Mtfr'j hoary hair ? . . . I. iii. loi.
my^/Acr Were celebrating now one feast for all ! i, iii, 139.
Father, never dream Thou^ thou mayst overbear i. iii, 149.
Had he not been Myfather, do you think . . . ii, i, 10,
great God, Whose image upoa earth &father is, 11, i, 17.
You talked of something thatyour^^/Ur did 11, i. 35.
Between us and your_/a^^r''J moody wrath . . II, i. 47.
Men, like rayfather, have been dark and bloody, 11. i. 55.
What did your^^^*' do or say to you ? . , 11. i. 59.
To win our,;^^^*- not to murder us ? ... 11. i. 93.Why did rayfather not apprentice me . . 11, ii. 6.

Whose dowry in ill hour I lent voyfather . , ~ ii. ii. 20.
to check Yourfather's cruel hand ; . ... 11. ii. 31.
Are dying underneath myfather's eye ir, ii. 47.
Is shielded by a.falher's holy name, . li. ii. 73.
Afatherwho is all a tyrant seems, . , . n. ii. 80.
Herfather dead ; her brother bound to me . 11. ii, 148.
what has yourfather done ? . . —^- in, i. 39.
I have nofather. III, i. 40,
whom her^ sometimes hales From hall to hall . in. i, 44.
What has thy^/Asr done ? 111,1.69.
should call himselfMyfaiher, in. i. 74.
Oh blood, which art myfather's blood, . . iii. i. 95.
The man they call myfather: in. i. 144.
Is it 2lfather's throat Which I will shake, . in. i. 288.
theyall cried. Give us clothes, 7^/^tfr/ . . . 111.1,328.
I cannot thus relume Myfather's life : . . . III. ii. 52.
whom yourfather Degraded from his post ? in. ii. 63.A rebel to herfather and her God, . . iv, i. 90.
Go tell myfather that I see the gulph . iv. i. 98.
with 3lfather's curse doth God .... . iv. i. 104.
Go tell myfather that I see a torrent , . , , iv. i. 113.

O, hear, h father's curse

!

What, art thou not outfather ?
' — ' dfathi

Cenci,, IV. Ill, 19.

IV. iii. 19.

the gh'ost Of my dead^M^r speaking .... iv. iii. 21.

She murdered her ovinfather^ iv. iii. 32.

conduct you the Lord Legate to Your/'J. chamber. iv. iv. 2 1.

IV. IV. 55.
IV. iv, 99,
IV. iv. loi.

IV. iv. 148.

V. i, II.

V, ii, 26.

V. ii. S2.

V. ii. 88.

V. ii. 121.

V. iii. 12.

V. iii. 77.

V. iii. 83.
-— V. iii, JOG.
-^—- V. iv. 10.

V. iv, 60.

Ch. ist, 1. 15.

Cycl. 251.

271.

.^03.

428.
602.

701.
Fugitives^ IV. 8.

Gtsb. 300.
Hellas^ 265.

I know not what to say . . . myfather 's dead .

Between that hapless child and her de^dfather
Is it true, Lady, that thy^ did Such outrages
That other hands have sent vayfather's soul .

To kill an old and hoary-headed^Mtfn . .

To kill yourfather. , . . . ,

I am Marzio, Thyfathers vassal
That I did murder my ownfather?
that z.father First turned the moments . . .

a kind of Paradise After ourfather's presence. .

Art thou not guilty of thyfather's death ? .

which thou hast called myfather's death ?

To have killed Myfather first,

their oldfather Killed in his sleep ? . . . .

If all things then should be. . .my^/^r'j spirit.

Yet, father, 'tis a happy sight to see, . . ,

If I speak false, then may myfather perish, .

we have upreared Temples to thy greaty&w^r,
What Site myfather's ocean promontories,
Yonrfather there within agrees to it, ...
Before ourfather shall perceive the noise.
Myfather named me so ;

Stands the grey tyra.ntfather. . . ...
As like hisfather, as I'm unlike mine, .

Even as a.father by an evil child,

A pretty torment . . . Yourfather made when he
made you ! Jfom.. Merc, xxvii, 7.

the portion which myj'a^j^^-gave To Phoebus,
Which ifmyfather will not—
That the deceiver was \Asfather^s son. . . .

Nor shall yomfather or your mother loose .

I swear a great oath, by myfather's head,
'^3y,fat/ier, nay,
Great Father, you know clearly beforehand
Believe me, dearest Father, ...,.,
and theirfather dread Gathered them .

Myfather cared not-
And by her mi^tyfather's head she swore
herfather, for such gentle ties Renounced,
Received herfathers friend ;

and they stayed Together at myfather^s—
even as with b.father's kiss I pressed . .

O let ^father^s curae be on thy soul, . .

Which he who is b.father thought to frame
By all the hate which checks a.father's love-
By all the scorn which kills Slfather's care

—

Yes, the despair which bids B.father groan, .

And cursed hisfather and his mother ; . . .

Over hisfather's grav&
many ^father. Worn out with toil and slavery,
thinks, feels, acts and lives Just as \y[sfather 6S.d\

If it thought it heard itsyaM^y near; . .

When myfather came from a distant land,

XXIX. 5.

XXIX. 7.

XXXVI, 3.

XLIII. 5.

XLVII.I.
^^~ LVI. 2.

LXII. I.

X.XIV. 2.

LXXXVI.5.
XCIV. 7.

Horn, VentiSy 23.

26.

fulian^ 594.
003.

Laon, V, xxiv, 8.

Ld. Ch. IV. I.

VII. 2.

XIV, I.

xjv. 2,

XV. I.

Peter^ I. viii. ij.

VII. xxn. 5.

Q. Mob, \\. 142.
III. 97.

Rosal. 273.
291.

^.St. Ir. (2) III. 2.

IV. i. 126.

V. ii. 129,
V. iii. 104,

Dante Conv. 15.

Fr. Satan, 5.

Prol. Hellas, 14,

116.

143.

Myfather lived a little while,
father/ thy voice seems to strike on mine ear

;

but lived to tend Her a.gbdfather, . .
.' . Su7iset, ^2.Afather -wdLtchts, till at last Time Iqng pdst^ III. 4.

To which the enchantment of herfather^s power V^itch^ xx. 2.

B. Fig. (1) Almighty God, the Deity.
Lifts from this earth to the greatya/A^r of all Ce^ici, I. iii, 23,
And lifted up to God, theya/>4£r of all, . . . i. iii. 11&
The world's Faiher Must grant a parent's prayer IV. I 106.
As thou the common God and Father art
To our greatynM^?-, who in pity and love,
Father! God! Canst thou forgive ." . .

Went up before our Father's feet.

The Father and the Son Knew ....
assemble here Before your Father's throne

;

Almighty Father/
, ,

-^

—

the light Of thy first smile O Father, ....
Which our great Father then did arbitrate . .

Vicegerent ofmy will, no less Than of the Father's ;

(2) Jupiter, so called in Prometheus Unbound.
1 come, by the great Failures will driven down. Prom. i. 354.
Behold ! Heaven lowers under thy Father's frown. —

—

(3) applied to time.
My^Mer Time is weak and grey . . . A/iw-^, xxin. i

the Father of many a cancelled year! .... Prom,, rv. 11.

Incestuous Change bore to herfather Time, Witch, i. 2.

(4) the Sun.
Rise as the Sun their^/^M^r rose, . , Triumph,!^.

(5) the Devil.
Oh ! why is the Fat/ter of Hell in such glee, . Devil, xxiii. 1.

(6) the Pope or Bishop of Rome.
the Holy Father Has sent back your petition . Cenci, il. i, 24.
Will use my interest with the Holy Father. . . V. ii. i8g.

(7) the King,
For the worshipped^ of our common coimtry, . Ch. 1st, 11. 289.

(8) applied to a person held in respect.
might call Their friend, their chief, theirfather, Laon^ V. xiii. 6.

(^9) a master.
For thefat/ier of the flocks ;— Cycl. 48.

(10) a he-goat.

what aeeds this serious haste, Ofather) . . . 7^.

G g 2

409.
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(11) begetter of feelings, emotions or thoughts.
Pursued, like raging hounds, their father and

their pre^. Adonats, xxxi. 9.
Misery has killed itsjaiHer: Cenci^ ill. i. 37.
disappointment and mistrustTo ownme for their/I Julian^ 315.

Fatherless, adj. (1) posthumously.
Than is a child horx^fatherless Cenci, iv. iv. 113.

(2') destitute of a father.

Sadder than orphans, yet notfatherless J . . . Ld. Ch. ix. 4.

(3) adj. absol. those who have no father.

hearest thou not The curses of thsfatherless, . Q. Mad, III. 28.

Tho' around it the orphans, thefatherless pine ? />ar, v. 5.

Fatliers, n. pi. of Father. A. Lzl.
As Juithers tna.ke over their children's graves. . Cena\ I. iii. 125.

Theirfathers* hearts to madness and c^pair, . 11. ii. 33.
^cyfathers wail Their childless age ;— ... Cycl. 291.

't*Fathoxii, V. tr. Fig. discover, understand.
a hidden truth Which I mxistfathom Calderon^ I. 57.
Though none its mea.mngfatA(wi may :— ... Faust, I. 6.

Fatbom-line, n. Fig. measuring power.
For the "bneifathont-line of thought Bpips. 90.

fFathomless, n. Fig. Almighty God, the Deity.
The Fathomless has care for meaner things . . Hellas, 763.

Fatted, ppl, adj. in good plump condition.
Has stolen the_/tt//ei/ heifers every one, . . Horn. Mere. XXXIII. 2.

*Fatten, v. intr. Fig. thrive or get rich.

Fatten on its comtptioi^ !— .- Q. Jifad, III. 108.

^Fatteninff, pr. pple. feeding with extra food.
Otfattening some few in two separate styes, . CEdipus, I. ?96.

^Fattens, v. 1. ir. Lit. gets into good condition.
fattens my flocks an4 herds, .... . . Cycl. 317.

II. intr. Fig. thrives or increases.

That lurks in graves zxx^fattens on the dead . D<Bmon^ I. 184.

It .1 M n » » Q- Mab, 1. 273.

FaiQt, n. (1) error, mistake.
Which is not )y\sfault, .as you may divine. . . Gisb. 301.
the poor sprite is Imprisoned, for soni&fault . . Guitarfane, 38.
to proportion to theJ'; T\ie punis^mept it merits. Q. Mob, IJI. 84.

(2) with in = blameworthy.
no mortal was \^fajf,lt. . , . , Cyd. ^6$-

I^Fanlter, v. intr. hesitate in action.

Neither to change, noxfaulter, nor repent ; . . Prom. iv. 575.
Faultless, adj. perfect, without fault.

That form offaultless symmetry; Q. Mob, i. 81.

That you zx^fatfltk^s— ... . . St. Epips. 122.

Faults, n. erroi^.

And to forgive tl^eir mutual^»/te, . . , . . ^ 36.

*FaTiiis, n. rural deities.

The Sileni, and Sylvaijs, and Fauns, . . . Pant ll- 6.

^Fannns, n. a rural deity.

And Dryope and Faupus followed quick, . Witch, VJIJ. 5.

Faust, n- the hero of Goethe's Drama.
Knowest thou i^a^w/^ ... . . .Faust, I. sg.
Aye ; my servant Faust. I. 00.

*Favonian, adj. pertaining to the west wind.
Their fury to Favonian gentleness ; .... Calderon, II. 156.

*FavouiTis, n. the west wind.
swell the baliQy blast Of soft Favonius^ . Star^ 10.

Favorite. (See Favourite.)

^Favoritism, n. unworthy partiality.

revenge Ai^A.favoritism, and worst desire , Q. Mab, VI. 213.

Favour, v. tr. (1) be propitious to.

Favour xtxy solemn song, for J faaye loye(J . . . Alastor, ig.

(2) oblige, give the pleasure of.

^ptfWf us with your bright company? .... Faust, ll. 25.

(3) permit, allow (apologetically).
Favotir me, Sir ; it muc^ imports your house . Cenci, TV. iv. 77.

Favour, n. (1) friendliness, kindness.
No portion of yo)ir\vonted^i;'0«ynow! . . . Alastor, ty.

I find a refuge in i^yfavour, Calderon, II. 190.
In thy just^«/i7Kr, Heaven ! III. 185.

Who owedyour first promotion to ):}\sfavQur^ . -^— III. 58.

(2) benefit.

The lightest^z'^wy of their lawful king .... Ch. ist, 11. 30.

The only eaLTthlyfavour ye can yield, .... iii. 24,

Vt/hatfavour now Shall I repeive Pyd. 556.

Favonxable, adj. beneficent.

Fair-haired andfavourable Ifom. Moon, ?$.

Favoured, jS^. blessed, befriended.

I have beenfavoured (Tom above, Cenci, iv. i. 39.

Favoured, ///. ad;', blessed with advantages.
waved Her snowy standard o'er thisfav. clime : Dcenf^n, II. 134.

„ „ „ ,, „ „ Q' Mab, VIII. 193.
It is ^favoured -^z-Qie Epips. 461.

Favouring, pr. pple. helping advantageously.
v/Mxi^favouring fell Around his steps, . . Horn. Merc. XVI. 4.

Favouring*, ppl. adj. (1 ) friendly, propitious.
whose mostfavouring Providence was shewn . Cenci, I, iii,' 57,
in the open smiles Oifavouring heaven : . . , Ode Lib. IV. 4.

(2) helping, suitable.

with the nextfavour.v/'md For the Plantations. . Ch. ist, II. 363.
Swells like a sail before ^.favouring breeze, . . (Bdipus, I. 4.

Favourite, n. a person or thing specially loved.
For without the Devil, O ! favourite of evil, . . Devil, VIII. 6.

with me She was a s^eadlfavourite, .... fulian, 151-

The feeblest and yet theyBz/i^wrzife, Sensit. Pi. i. ii^.

Favourite, adj. preferred to others.

To feed with kindliest dews itsfavorite flower, . Dmnton, II. 263.

,, „ „ „ „ „ . O. Mab, IX. i^.
With z,favourite imp he began to chat, .... Devil, in. 3.

Favouritism. (See Favoritism.)

Favours, n. (1) benefits, blessings.

Happy are they whom thy to^'AA.favours nourish, Horn.. Earthy 12.

(2) special marks of regard.
Those nods and smiles -wQTef. worth the 2«chin. . Tasso^ 14.

Fawn, n. a young deer.

Bold as an unhunted^aaw, Fr, Insecur. 4.

Like 3,fawn Moaning within a cave, Peter, vi. xxx. 2.

Thro' wood and lake some struck and sobbing^;, Prom. I. 4.^.
As the^aw draws the hound, 11. lii. 6^.

Fawn, z/. intr.

Theyfawn on the proud feet Adonais, xxviii. g.
See, see, they^acK Like dogs, Ltum^ x. xxxvit. 7.

Fawned, v. intr.

Nonef, none trampled; hate, disdain, or fear, . Prom. III. iv. 133.
And fondly crouched andfaztmed on him ; . . . Rosal. 926.

Fear, v. I. tr. (1) be afraid of, regard with alarm.
Live ! fear no heavier chastisement from me, Adonais, xxxvil. 2.

No mockery of myself tofear or hate : .

but Ifear some greater ilL . ...
Yet Ifear Her subtle mind,
Ifear that wicked laughter round his eye, .

Ifear a man whose blows outspeed his words
;

Ovfear I still the eyes and ears of Rome? .

0,fear not What may be done, . . .

Andfear no other witness but thy_;^a^.
Fear not then. Spirit, death's disrobing hand,

Jl^t him not^a^ the agony of sighs. . .

On all we know and bm wefear, . . .

Whiph othere^ar and know not . . .

And I have spoken words I.^ar.and hate :

Fear not the Russian : . . .

Ifear thee, Son of May ;— ....
Ifear thee and thy sly camelion spirit, .

Ifear thy kisses, gentle maiden, . . .

Thou needest not.^^^ mine ;

ifear thy mien, thy tones, thy motion.

. Asiola, I. 9.
Calderon, III. 169.
Cenci, i. ii. 83.

I. iii. 37.
II. II. 125.

IV. i. 5.

IV. iii. 5.

IV. iv. 41.
Dtsnton, II. 260.

g. Mab, IX 171.

ante Conv. 2$.
Death, II. 3.

Hellas, 161.

457.
536-

Horn. Merc. Lxxxvii. 8.

LXXXVIII. I.

. . Ifearthy kisses, 1. 1.

. . . L2.
II. I.

Alas, love ! Fear me not fulian, 493.
Fear it ! she said, with brief and passionate cry, Loon, l. xlvii. 2.

What do ye seek ? -^h^Xfear ye} v. xxxiiL i.

If the foul worship trampled here wefear; . v. xlix. 2.

orfear, or wreak, or suffer woe viii. ix. 9.
Ifear nor prize Au^ht |iiat can now betide, IX. xxriv.5.
but wefear The spirits of the night, . . . x. ix. 8.

shouldj^r the lies Which thou, xi. ivi. 4.
Fear not the future, xi. xviii. 1.

when kings and soldiers^fl*'A woman ? . xil. xi. 8.

ye nxBtyfear not now the Pestilence, ... . xii. xxix. i.

But 'tis the swinish multitude Ifear, (Edipus, I. 194.
But hark, the hell-hounds clamour : fear delay : Prom. 1. 408.
nor more, nor less Do I desire orfear: . . . —^ I. 416.
Yetfear the cure, though hatipg^the disease. . . Q. Mab, iv. 165.
Tho.se who live ^tihfear the living, Rosal. 462.

(2) with a clause as object, feel anxious or troubled,
doubt, mistrust.

\fear lest thou shpuldst teach me, Calderon, III. 64.
Alas ! I now begin tofear that this May bp . ni. 85.
Tofear that others knpw what thou hast done, . Cenci, rv. iv. 37.
Ifear, Orsino, . . . That you must be a villain. . v. i. 46.
\fear That what is past will never let me rest ! . v. i. 93.
I hardly dare toy; That thou brine'st other news v. iv. 43.My song, Ifear that thou wilt find but few . . Dante Conv. 52.
And Ifear, dear destroyer, I shall not repine, . Death, D^. 40,
Let us T^otfear such pain can vex the dead. . . fulian, 319.
I am mad, Ifear, 394.
Ifear you do not love me now— 40^
Nor doth the grave

—

Ifear 'tis passionless— . . Laon, II. xlviii. 5.
alas ! \fear we are pursued By wicked ghosts : . viii. ii. 3.
and more didfear, J^^est, Ifindled once, .... x. xxxiii'. 3,

Alas Ifear thou hast, M. N. Post. Fr. 67.
IJearypur isacred l^Jajesty has lost CEdipus, 11. ii. 20.
\fear twSW. shake Thy gentle heart with tears. , Rosal. 593.
Fear not the tyrants shall rule for ever, .... 804.
Fear not the tyrants will rule for ever, .... W. Sh^. iv. i.

(3) with injinitive as object^ dread, feel apprehension.
What Adonais is, why^arwe to become? . . Adonais, Li. 9.
But that yo\xfear to read upon their looks . . Cend, X. i. 41.
Fear not to speak your thought \\. ii. ^a

My baffled looks did_^a^ ... To meet thy looks M. W. G. i. 3.

'

Awful death, I vish, yetj^arto clasp thee !— . Q. Mab, lii. 6(5.

II. intr. (1) be anxious or solicitous.

Nor teach my beating heart tofear, Calderon, iii. 71.
Fear not. Child, He speaks too frankly. . . . Cenci, i. iii. 35.
like me would^ar no piore. ..... . . Loon, |i. xl. 9,
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I cannot grieve oxfear, Laotiy IX. xix. 3.

Fearviot'. 'tis but some passing- spasm, .... /Vi??«. I. 314.

yetfear not ; This is no unconnected misery, . Q. Mab. IV. 73.

But, ^ornot, parting spirit; S^. Ir. (6) ill. j.

(2) doubt or mistrust.
Fkar not, but gaze—for freemen mightier grow, . Naples., 87.

Why do we^^ar orhope? Ode Lib.-^l\.%,
Peter, too proud of heart, \fear^ Peter^ v. xvi. 4.

Ij^ar .• they outstrip the Typhoon ; Prom. ll. iv. 170.

III. re^. to doubt, to mistrust.
Whom, . . . thy spells did bind Tofear himself, Int. Beauty, VII. 12.

Fear, n. A. Ltt. (1) dread, terror, apprehension.
Sorrow and /ear So struck, so roused, so rapt

Urania ; Adonais^ xxill. 5.

fear and grief Convulse us xxxix. 7.

no mortal pain orfear Marred his repose, . . Alasior, 640.
Am so convulsed with hope andfear, .... Calderon, li. 13.

as pale As his weak sister with unwonted^a/". • ll. loi.

engender shapes From its awnfear? ill. 154.
vanity will keep you silent If^ar should not; . Cenci, I. i. 76.

And I have no remorse and littleyiro*', .... I. i. 84.
Wherein I feed it with the breath difear , . . i. i. 116.

Till it thus vanquish shame andyearJ .... i. iii. no.
Succeeding to your unaccustomedj^r? . . II. i. 52.

I pray that you put off, remorse a.ndfear, . iii. i. 209.
On, agony oifear! IV. iv. 25.

Andjvarno other witness but thy^ar. . . IV. iv. 41.
Confess 'tis^ar disguised From its own shame . V. i. 30.
Is it the desperation of youTfear v. i. 57.
'Tis but the falsehood it can wring fromj'ear . . V. iii. 51.

fear and pain Being subdued V. iv. 155.

Stripped tnose he loved for /C of those he scorns ; CA. ist, II. 310.

Iff. were made for kings, the Fool mocks wisely ; il. 386.
have never Propitiated the savage^ar of kings . IV. 27.

Clung to the rock like bats, bloodless with^af. Cyct. 401.
Hatred, despair, andfear and vain belief, . . . Damon, li. 159.
With all the^^a;?- and all the hope they bring. . ir. 234.
Ruffians tremble in theirfear, Devtl, XXVII. 3.

And sinks down in^^ar.* ^up". Hills^ 279.
Thy shape of ugliness andfear Falsehood, 35.
So the crocodi^ slunk ofif slily in^ar, . . 52.
And not the sophisms of revenge andfear, . . Fr. Satire, ii.

which chilled the burning noon withT^a*-, . . . Ginevra, 87.
Then wonder, and then^ that wonder quelled ; . 138.
with ideot^^ar Cower m their kingly dens— . . Hellas, 357.
years of empire Before their centuries of serviley^ / 405.
We gaze on danger through"the mist oifear^ . , 641.
but the unborn hour. Cradled infear and hope, , 753.
Have shaped itself these shadows of itsfear/ . ^^°*
Gathered in^a^upon the lofty prow, .... Horn. Castor^ 12.

Such^ar, as is the certainty of ill, Hope^ Fear, 2.

To bear scom.^ar, and hate, 14.

Whyfear and dream and death and birth . . Int. Beauty, n. 9.
Like life andfear, a dark reality. IV. 12.

/ear with lust, Strange fellowship Laon^ ii. iv. 6.

HowwithoutJ^arofevilordisguiseWasCythna! 11. xxxii, 5.
blended With our repose a nameless sense off / in. iv. 4.
the mariner in^ Feels silence sink upon his heart rv. xivii. 6.

then revenge axidf&ir Made the high virtue . . y. viii. 6.

were frozen Within my lips withjf^a*"/ .... v. xix. 4.
But h& while pride andfear held deep debate, . V. xxv. 4.
with which thatchildlikehopewithyiwasblended. V. xxxvi. 9.
To feed disease andfear and madness, .... v. Son^, 5. 8.
Eachonefrom_/:unknownasuddenrefugeseeks— vi. ii. 9.
Left^ffl^ and time unfelt VI. xxxv. 9.
shrinks infear awhile, vi. xl. 8.

All torture, y^ar, or horror made seem light . . Vli. vi. tj.

And sympathy, fountains of hope andfear; . , vii. xxxi. 8.

I stood, as one whom^^zr May not attaint, . vill. iii. 4.
Nursed hyfear's dew of poison, grows thereon, . viii. vi. 7.

Infear and wonder ; . . . ix. iii. 3.
but free From shame orfear; . . ix. vi. 2.

norfear^ nor gain Could tempt ix. x. 8.

norfear nor shame. Nor faith IX. xvii. 8.

and woe. Andfear^ and pain— ix. xxxiii.4.

to grasp in^ar His Asian shield and bow, . . • x. vi. 3.

Be faithless to thefear yet unbetrayed ; . . . . x. xii. 7.
we bend infear and shame x. xxvii. 4.
To wreak his^ of God in vengeance on mankind. x. xxxii. 9.
Forfear of God did in his bosom breed .... x. xxxiv. 8.

Wliilst shame, and^a^, and awe, the armies did
divide x. xxxix. 9.

^ar killed in every breast All natural pity then, X. xL 6.

thenar Of Hell became a panic, X. xliv. 6.

The deeds which night andfear brought forth, x. xlvl. 5.
even the ^ar Of Hell : , . . XI, viii. 4.
their lips are wreathed withfear.— xi. xi. 7.

free From pain andfear! —-— xr. xv. 7.

That Want^ and Plague, and F., from slavery floiv ; xi. xviii, 7.
and pale -sNxihfear, Sate silently— ^- xi. xx. 8.

proud lords of man, in rage oxfear, -. xi.xxiv.5.
fast flymg Upon the winds offear

;

= Xll. i. 3.
Ill joy, or doubt, oxfyar; Xll. iv. 2.

a cry offear Has startled the triumphant ! . xil. viii. i.

Her innocence his child fxora.fear did save ; . . xii. ix. 4.
In pain, and^^a?', and hatCj xil. xi. 2.

The warm tears burst in spite of faith andy^ar, . xil. xiv. i.

exempted now from mortal_/9ar or pain. , . . XII, xxiv. 9.
Pause, as mfear, to strike his head. ... M.N. Spec. Hors. 40.
our state Is stranjge and full of doubt andfear; . M. tv. G. v. 2.

The Lady grew sick with a weight offear, . . Mar. Dr. VI. i.

she felt nofear, But said within herself, . . . Mar. Dr. xill. 5.

With wonder that extinguished^ffar, ... . xvill. 6.

These words of joy and_/^ar arose Mask, xxxiv. 4,

And little^flr, and less surprise .... Lxxxv. 2.

With your pain and with yourfear ? .... Men ofEng. zv. 4.
And in thatfear I have—Done what? .... (Edipus, i. 195.
invincible By moxta.1fear . Pr. Athan. I, 97,
With^ar and self-contempt and barren hope. . Protn. i. 8.

Ghastly disease, and {xenzyingfear; i. 267.
do bow Infear and worship : I. 285.
The^a** of which perplexes the Supreme : . . . I. 374,
He can feel hate, fear, shame; not gratitude : . I. 391.
We are the ministers of pain, and_;^iz*', .... i. 452.
cruel ... Is he vrithykar. . . -> i. 516.
Let us not tempt worse^ar i. 592.
the loftiest^ar All that they would disdain . . l. 819.
there was strife, deceit, and^ar.* i, 653.
And Hell, or the sharpT^ar of Hell? a. iv. 28.

On eldest faith, and hell's coeval,fear; .... in, i, 10.

None fawned, none trampled : hate, disdain, oxf in. iv. 133.
None frowned, none trembled, none with eagexf. in. iv. 137.
which_/%izr was hate, ni. iv. 188.
made calm by love, notfear. iv. 171.

V.75-
. v. 85.

v. 1 14.

. V. 255.
vm. 13.

IX. 142.
, Rosal. 272.

451-

• 475-

. 640.

. 9cS.

1047.
. St. Ir. (i) III. 4.

• 0?)iv.5.

(3) XVII. 2.

the hxiWies oihiafear

:

. Q.Mab^lv.ijg.
Hardened to hope, insensible tofear^ ...
Withering all passion but of slavishyirfl^, .

Whose life is misery, axidfear, and care; .

the thirst of fame. Thefear of infamy, . .

was seen beaming through the mists offear: .

With all thefear and alt the hope they bring.
The babe at my bosom was hushed withfear
Between the mists offear and awe, ....
'Tis Crime, and Fear^ and Infamy, ....
In feigned or actual scorn andfear, ....
But is revenge andfear and pride. . . ,

while mine grew sick withfear:
Soon, but too late, in penitence Oxfear, . .

And I fell on a life which was sick withfear
This heart, hard as iron, is stranger tofear; ,

But for me is fate, horror, andfear. . .

But each power was nerv'd by^^r.— ... ^, _
Whose woe was such that./feir became desire;— Serchio^T,^.
Yet if we could scorn Hate, and pride, axidfear; Skylark] 92.
Thou wovest dreams of joy andfear^ . ... To Night, i. 5,
Seeking the object of ano^ex'sfear; .... Triumph, 55.
the radiance offear Is outshining the meteors ; Vis. Sea, 73.
Death, Fear, Love, Beauty, 161,

(2) anxiety.
Hide not . . . Thy suflFerings from xayfear . . . Cenci, in. i. 106.
Methinks they scarcely can deserve oMxfear. . Ch. 1st, 11. 302.
Without a groan, almost without afear, . . . Dcenton^ ii. 179.
I went forth, with hope andfear . . . . Epips. 24.6.
reached the port without oneJear infirm. . . . L.aon, VII. iii. 9.
that I vn^fear did note His purpose, . . . vii. xxvii. 5.
Ixijear and restless care thatbe may live . . . VIII. xiv. 3.
Falsehood, andfear, and toil, like waves . . . vm. xv. 4.
when all doubt andfear has past away, . , . ix. i. 3.
Without a groan, almost without afear, . . Q. Mab, ix. 59.
Waste one hope, onefear for me Rentembr. in. 8.
till^argrew hope and faith, . . . . Posal. 1001.

(3) timidity, shyness.

Oh joy ! ohfear/ what will be done Bridal, II. 5.
Oh joy ! ohfear/ what may be done Epit/tal. 9.
While it trembles withT^a?' and delight, . . . Hellas, lo^-j.

'twiit love andfear, . . . Pster, IV. xv. 3.

(4) with 3&.yifor, = desire to avoid.
Forfear of rheumatism .... ^— n. v. 5.
FoxJear of the dull charm, to enter ; . . . vii. xxiii. 2.

B. Fzg-. (1) as a character or personification
Let F. and Disguiet and Strife Spread thy couch Castl. Adm.v. 2,

. haunts me likej^ar.That word pamcide.
It must be^ar itself,

vigilant Fear, And open-eyed Conspiracy
Who think that she is Fear,
The fanes of Fear and Falsehood hegx . , .

those sisters wild Called Hope and Fear—
Treason and Slavery, Rapine, Fear, and Lust,
F. Revenge and Wrong bring forth their kind,

Cenci, III. i. 341.
in. i. 342.

C/t. 1st, I. 27.

n.133.
Dcenton, Ii. 209.
Epips. 381.
FallofBonap. 9.
Hellas^ 728.

Fear, Hatred, Faith, and, Tyranny, I^n, i. xxix. 8.
And Fear, the demon pale,

Almighty i?earThe Fiend-God,
in which were Iain Fear, Faith, and Slavery ; .

and Pride, and Fear, and Tyranny
with Fear his mother. Above the Highest—
but Fear, The nurse of Vengeance, ....
for F. is never slow To build the thrones of Hate,
Madness, and Fear, and Plague, and Famine still

behind, lurk Fear And Hope, twin destinies

;

Love, Hope, Desire, and Fear,
Had not tnen silent Fear ... 22.
Between Desire and Fear thou wert 28.
And Fear withdrew, as night when Hay Descends • 30,
Love, Desire, Hope, and F^ear, Ever will be near. 53.
Now o'er the palsied earth stalks giant Fear, M. N. Post. Fr. 68.
He tracks the rapid step of hurrying Fear; . . 76.
hate, and/!, and pain, light-vanquished shadows, . Prom, iv.^Zi.

(2) relating to inanimate or immaterial things,
as ere Scythian frost infear has met .... Loon, vil. xxxvii. 7.
The sea-blooms . . . suddenly grow grey withyi, Ode W. Wind, in. 13!
Even Time, the conqueror, fled thee in hisfear; Q, Mab, ix. 23.

I. xxxi. 9.
V.Song,6.i2.
Vil.xxxiii.8.

VIII. v. Q.

VIII. xiu. 5.
IX. xiii. I.

X. xlii. 4.
• X. xliv. 2_

Dift not, 4.
Lave, Hope, 8.
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Feared, v. I. tr. (1) dreaded.
Who_/feartf(/ the pale intmsion of remorse . . . Cenci^ ill. ii. 47.
Nor what religion fables of the grave Fear, he,— /V. Athan. i. 15.

Flattering- the thing \\i^yfearea^ Prom. Ill, iv. 188.

fl3ring from the thing they^ayKrf, Triumph, 54.

(2) with a clause as object, doubted, mistrusted.
So that lyieared some, brainless ecstasy, . - I^aon, III. viii. 5.

So that \feared some Spirit, fell and dark, , . III. xxx. 8.

(3) witli infin. as object, dreaded.
Looking emotions once theyJeared to feel, , . From. III. iv. 158.

II. intr. to feel the emotion of fear.

\feared, loved^ hated, suffered, TriuTnph, 200.

fearest, v. I. tr. art afraid of.

Xhow.fearest not then the Serpent on thy heart? Laon^ I. xlvii. i.

The rocking of the boat ^!is.o^xfearest^ .... PJ^. Shel. V. 2.

II. intr. feelest afraid.

and thou hearest The loud flames ascend, and^ .' Bug. HillSy 282.

And^ar*^/ thou, and^ar'j/ thou ? FugitiveSy III. i.

Pearfnl, adj. (1) tremendous and terrible.

th&fearful war Of wave ruining on wave, . . Aiastor, 326.
thefearful overthrow Of public hope .... Loon, VI. xxx. 2.

thro' many a new z.n6.fearfuly&^ Vll. xli. 3.

we have defied "Yhyfearful mig;ht ; X. xxvii. 4
And the coming of death is ^fearful blow . There isnowork, 15.

(2) terrific.

h/fearful pleasure makes it prick and tingle : . Cenci, IV. \. 164.
had cloven 'VaaXfearful darkness, Laon, I. iv. 2.

^^fearful glow Of bombs flares overhead— . VI. iv. 7.

ihefearful couch below, . , . , X. xlii. 2.

Of the swift pest -withfearful interval, .... X. xliii. 8.

Joined that strange dance in_/9Mr7^/ sympathies ; xi. xiii. 2.

such ^fearful death should woo xil. xiii. 8.

From the dfe-rk stonli-clouds flashes z.fear. glare, M. N. Ravail, 3.

Oh ! maxsiyfearful natures in one name, . . Front, l. 458.
Afearful talel Rosal. 155.

And with a loud axiAfearful cry 292.

(3) dreadful.
"Rawfearful/ to be nothing ! Or to be . . . . Cenci, V. iv. $$.
Yauxfearful state and gilt prosperity, .... Ch. ist, III. 20.

cried Job ;

—

z.fearful curse ; Feter, vi. i. 2.

(4) timorous.
as must make Me bold, h^xfearful.— .... Cenci, II. i. 124.

anguish of her mute ^xAfearful tenderness, . . Laon.. vi. xliii. 9.
a sound Of deep B.n6.fearful melody. .... Orpheus, SS-
chase thosefuir/ul doubts, Q. Mad, vi. 26.

(5) inspiring terror.

A moment shudders onth&feaffulhnnk . . Orpheus, 47.
iSy&fearful calm That slumbers Q. Mab, iv. 53.
As he hsts to the.feafful lay St.Ir.(^ II, 3.

(6) indicative of terror.

Wrapped in some fixed zsiAfearfttl med\ta.t\an, Cenci, II. i. 30.

(7) oppressed with terror.

ere I die '^'x^fearful expectation, . . . . . III. i. 57.
'^^fearful steps pursuing '

. Int. Beauty, V. 3.

(8) troubled.
^fearful ^ee-^. Which . . . sent its foul dreams . Laon, III. xxii. £.

Foul as in dream's mostfearful imsigeTy . , vii. vi. 3.

PeurfoUy, adv. (1) awfcdly.
I am borne 63i.T\L\y,fea*fully, afar: Adonais, LV. 6.

"Rowfearfully God's thunder howls behind ! . . Prom. l. 434.

(2) tremendously.
Fearfully Heaven was shaken, ... ... Horn. Min. 10.

When the tide was T^^fx%fearfully, Rosal. 1070.

(3) grievously.
each fearfully shall pay The errors of his faith . Laon, X. xxxv. 3.

wept to see His master changed sofearfully ; . Rosal, 995.

(4) timorously.
cowed and cowering^ar/w/Zv. 275.

Te&xisie, pr. pple. (1) dreading.
Fearing it was a fiend: Laon, III. xxxi. 6.

(2) being unwilling,
j9flW«^ to spoil their solemn grace; Orpheus, j,o.

Pearless, adj. (1) confident, without appearance of fear.

Has lured h^afearless steps Alasior, 79.
Never again, I think, vAt^fearless eye, .... Cenci, il. 1. 116.

More free andfearless than the trembling judge, Q- ^o.b. III. 155.

woe, Chastened hyfearless resignation, . . . vil. 81.

Because we ax^fearless and free W. Shel. 11. 8.

(2) destitute of fear, innocent.

r could even sleep Fearless and calm : , . . . Cenci, rv. iii. d^.

Fearless and free the ruddy children play, . . . Dcemon, 11. 194.
Have bound thofearless innocent, Falsehood, 26.

Is at play with Freedom's./fezr/^ffjj child— . . . Ode, Arise, 41.
And kids, j'^ar&ffj from love, creep near his lair. Orpheus, 119.

Thou the^fearless, thou the mild, Q. Mab, i. 159,
Fearless and free the ruddy children played, . . • ix. 115.

withy^aWlRyj fellowship Rosal. 121.

(3) courageous.
among gentle thoughts and_/%arZwj take its birth. Laon, il. v. 9.
forfear. love, and the pure law Of mild equality . IV. xv. 2.

each attendant slave Fearless and free, .... vii. vii. 8.

Fearless he was, and scorning all disguise, . . Pr. Athan. i. 43.

No longer fettering ^^ssvan^sfearless wing, , . Q. Mab, IX. 47.
And then the wise z.x\dfearless elephant ; . . . Witch, VI. 2.

(4) bold, reckless.
And shared infearless deeds with evil men, . . Laon, i. xliv. 4.
Fearless^ and fierce, and hard as beasts of blood, IV. xxvi. 2.

(5) Fig. free, unfettered.
marble knew The scai^tor'sfearless soul— . Marenghi, Vlll. 3.

(6) adj. absol. fearless people.
Of th&fearless and the free Mask, LXV. 2.

Fearless, flwfe'.= fearlessly.

Daxesfearless to perish defending her brood, . Bigotry, II. 2,

Will stretch h\mfearless by his foemen's side ? MN. Post. Fr. 42,
Daresfearless the dark-rolling battle to pour, . Tear, il. 2.

^Fearless-hearted, c. adj. bold, courageous.
I h&caxaefearless-hearted, Laon, vii, xxx. 5.

*Fearlessly, adv. with courage and confidence.
Therefore, O Spirit ! fearlessly bear on : ... Dcemon, 11. 250.

II It II 11 M ... Q. Mab, IX. \6^.
Close by his side stood haxjimgfearlessly . Hbm-. Merc. Lxxii. 3.

Of life and death ^^^tfearlessly and wefi, . . L,aon, Vll. xxxvi. 6.

fear, to turn The keenest pangs to peacefulness, Q. Mab, IV. 156.

*Fearlessness, n. innocent confidence.
Through life's phantasmal scene mfearlessness, IX. 74.

Fears, v. tr. A, Lit. (1) with a clause as object, believes

with anxiety.
^aefears that power is as a beast Cenci, IV. iv. 178.
Refears not I should do more mischief.— . . . Gisb. 78.
zxvQ.fears His triumph dearly won, Laon, i, xxsiv. 7.

its mother_/ajrj awhile It is a spirit, Prom. iv. 392.

(2) with lenitive as object, trembles.
an earthly som. Fears to attempt the conquest. . Q. Mab, II. 96.
Which still it longs, yetfears to disenthralL , V. 37.
Yet, yet he longs—although h&fears—to die; . Solitary, iii. 4.

(3) fears for, is anxious about.
But then h^fears the morals of the swine, . . . CBdifnis, il. i. 52.

B. Fig. (1) feels repugnance to.

Deceit, that loves the night ^tlA.fears the day ; . Apollo, III. ^.

for ^efears l^he name of Freedom, . - . . Hellas, 310.

(2) with infin. dreads,
the dread abyss In which 'Afears to fall : , . Cend, III. i. 255.

Fears, n. (1) anxieties, troubles,
glimmering Incarnations Of hopes z:xm\fears, . . Adonais, xili. 4.
like the echoes of our saddest_/^ars } . . . Ch. \si, il. 462.
then Our hopes, and then owxfears— .... Death, III. 2.

Will our hopes, o\lxfears, and our labours, meet. Falsehood, 48.
Be those hopes andfears on thee. Fr. Italy, 6.
Softest grave of a thousand^^^j, Fr. Mus. I. 3.

a prophecy Is whispered^ to subdue myfondest^ .• Laon, Ded. xi. 7.

False disputants on all its hopes z.nofears, . . II. iii. 4.
In victory or in death our hopes and^ must blend. III. ix. 9,
And all its hopes and /!, and all its joy and ruth ? Iv. iv, 9.
Like infants without hopes oxfears, V.Song,\.\o.
the youthful years . . . their hopes z^dfears, . VI. xxxi. 5.
and shew The hopes, zndfears, and thoughts . viii. v. 5.
drowned Its struggling^arj and cares, . . . ix. iv. 6.'

the hopes ^ndfears From every human soul, . . ix. vi. 5,
exempt alone from mortal hopes 2Lndfears. . . xii. ii.'9.

Source of the sweetest hopes and sadaest.^arj— Ld. Ch. viii. 4.
quelling the anarchy Of hopes z:aA.fears, . . Polit. Great. 14.
But he was bowed and bent withj^ars, .... Rosal. 423.
To sympathy with hopes andf^rs it heeded not : Skylark, 40.
hopes zx^dfears, which fade and flee That time, ii. 6.
With the^ and the love for that which we see ? There is no work, 30.

(2) apprehensions of danger.
His wishes still are weaker than \i\sfears, . . Hellas, «8.
Mutinous passions, and confiictingj^rj, . . . gfed.

unwontedJ^ Fell on the pale oppressors of our race, Laon, Ded. xiii. 5.
And frowns 3.ndfears from Thee, Napus, 171,
Trampling to silence their loud hopes and,^ars. Ode Lib. xi. 3.
To grovefon the dunghill of his^a^j, . . . . Q. Mab, iv. 160.

(3) feelings of terror or dread.
I had no moxXaXfears

;

Laon, vil. xix, 7.
wrought Out of tki^fears and hate . . xi. xvi. 9.
Oft, as men convulsed -mikvfears I'rotn. i. 76.
a thick hell of hatreds, and hopes, B.ndfears; , rv. 119,
A soft oblivion of all_A«^J» Rosal. ^6.

Feast, V. intr. A. Lit. feed sumptuously or amply.
V\\feast on you the last of your companions. . Cyd. 558.
WonXdfeast till eight Serchio, 83.

B. Fig. feed, ravage.
Come,feast/ the board groans Hellas, 937.
and on my heart didfiast,' Laon, vii. xx^-. 4.

Feast, n. A. Lit. (1) an entertainment, banquet.
This night my father gives a sumptuousy^tu-/, . Cenci, i. ii. 47,
And cjul his friends and kinsmen to a^feast, . i. iii. 31.
this hideous^oj^ Given at my brothers' deaths. . i. iii. 121.
Were celebrating now onefeast for all ! . i. iii. i^,o.

Even as he did after thefeast last night. . ji. i. 21.
After that dreadful./few/? n. \, 36,
He stayed not after that accursedT^ay/ , . . n. \, 60.
That Beatrice disturbed the^aj/ last night ? . II. i. 152.
After that impious_^aj/ the other night . . . li. ii. 29.
The marriag;ey%(M/ and its solemnity Ginevra, 161.
Gleamed few and faint o'er the abandonedJ%aj/, 170.
King of the dance, companion of the_^oj/, , . Horn. Merc. v. 2.
oxfeast of solemn state, . lxxxii. 2.
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Theiryeaj/was such as Earth, the general mother, Laon, V. Iv. i.

And joyous was ourJiasi; V. Iviii. i.

Stain with its venomous stream a human^oj/, . v. Sonets- 5-

Share the gresLtJeas/—to-morrow we must die ! . VI. lii. 3.

X. XXV. I.

. (Edi'puSt I. 406.
. II. 1. 108.

. II. i. l88.

Pr. Athan. II. ii. 64.
. Witch^ LVm. 8.

. Cycl. 293.

S07.
.SSa.

. 616.

702.
. Hellas^ 522.

. 1025.

. Laon^ VI. viii. 1.

Marenghi^ xvll. 6.

. XIII. 3.

. Cycl. 310.

^rr; 371-
, Gtsb. 307.
. Laon^ X. xlvii. 4.

Cycl. 365.

near the throne, amid the gorgeous^flj/,
I go to put in readiness \h.^feast ,

Invited to attend tlie /%aj/ of Famine,
At the approaching_/e(W/ Of Famine, . .

the story of thejieasl;
Tired with the pomp of their Osinsmyeasl. .

(2) an abundant or gluttonous repast,
And 'tis a hitter/easl that you prepare, .

With the youngyiroj/ oversated, . .

Ifyou drinlt much after a mighty_/^(W^, .

In revenge of such ZLfeastl
A full revenge for your unnatural^aj^/ . .

We saw the dog-fish hastening to theirJ^oj^. .

The death-birds descend to their^oj^, .

Thus sudden, unexpectedyeoj/ was spread
Fell dead upon theirycasl in Vado's wave.

(3) an ample repast,
it was a.feast Whene'er he found those globes

(4) a time of festival or joyousness.
they mark The day z.feast upon their calendars. Cenci^ I. iii. 67.
B. Fig. (1) a revel.

who spread their^oj^ on the red earth Hellas, 256.
still They crave the relic of Destruction'syfeoj/. . 429.
my paramour. Waits for us at thefeast— . . . Laon, VI. 1. 7.

(2) mental banquet.
A ^xierfeast for thy hungry; ear Falsehood, 15.

Feasted, pp. fed amply.
whereon A vulture has justj^flj/e^ Ginevra, iq^.

Peasting', pr. pple. banqueting.
Feasting on a roast calf
Feasting upon your loved companions now ?

Feasting on which we will philosophize

!

Feasting like fiends upon the infidil dead, .

Feasts, v. intr. sates himself.
"Novfeasts on the dead,

Feasts, n. (1) entertainments, sumptuous meals.
and how we often made Feasts'ior each other, . Gish. 151.
Comrade oifeasts, Horn. Merc. Lxxiv. 5.
Flowed at a hundred^oj/j within the wall. . . Laon, ix. xvii. 2.
Goddess of fasts z.tAfeasts, CEdipus, 11. ii. 6.
starvingand the cramming. Of fasts andj9aj&/ ll.ii. 89.

(2) festival days.
And proclaim thy fasts and^aj/5.' II. ii. 16.

Feat, n. (1) exploit.
some whtXefeat Of thievish craft, Horn. Merc. xl. 5.
many a gloriousyia/ Of demigods, Horn. Moon, 27.

(2) satir. act, performance.
'Twere a wise^^a/ indeed

Feather, n. a plume.
And every eoldsn^eatAer g}eamed therein

—

Feather and scale inextricably blended. . .

a Cloven foot and jack-daw^aMe?'. .

With a smallfeather for a sail, ....
Feathers, k. (1) plumes.
on flakes of surge, likefeathers light, . , ... 3„,
And prune their smmyfeathers Dcemon, 11. 164.

,".,_>! II I, . . . Q. Mab, VIII. 222.
and tails Of cows, and yayfeathers, CEdipus, I. 301.

(2) frozen feathery particles.
Its plumes are as^flMfirj of sunny frost, . . . Prom. w. 221.

Feathery, adj. delicate as feathers, light, looking like
plumage.

And fell like oceaa'sfeathery spray . . . Damon, I. 156.
ij y )i ,, „ • . . . Q. Mai, I. 246.

tar clouds ol feathery purple gleam DcBmon, I. 204.
Nor the^^aM^rji curtains I. 211.

theyiaMerjr weed ^'own by some eagle .' .'
.

'. Zaon, in. xvLi.
those far clouds offeathery gold Q. Mad, II. 16.
All interwoven with &aefeathery snow .... Witch, XLIV. 6.

Featly, adv. dexterously, adroitly.
All that he did devise bathfeatly done. . . . Horn. Merc. VII. 8.

Featnre, n. (1) each lineament composing the face.
Whilst every change and eweryfeature, . . . Devil, xvil. 3.To show ezchfeature, every limb xxiv. 3.A toad-like lump of limb 3.nifeature, .... Peter, iv. ivi 4.

(2) a face,
the grim Feature (of my thought aware). . . Triumph, 190.

Features, n. the lineaments which compose the face,
how I could e'er address Such/ to love's work . Julian, 464.Ihe oracular mind that made \asfeatures glow, . Laon, l. lix. 7
1 hat likeness of thefeatures which endears . . vi xxxi 7Its>3/a>-«s were fixed and meaningless, . . . O. Mab 1. ui
fleet Across thy stainless^aif»>-«p.- ly „Thefeatures of the wretched

; IMf. Dr 81
without care Of aught but thine own^aft<>-ej,' .' Yet look, q.

jFebruary, n. the second month in the Calendar.
February bears the bier, Dirgefor Year iv %
the halcyon Mom To hoar i?rf^«a,3, bom; . Jane, Invitn, m.

Faust, II. 227.

Laon,
•3-

CEdipus, II. 1. 126.
. Rosal. 183.

Calderon, II. 38.

Fed, V. I. tr. A. Lit. supplied with food.

This bosom dry, Oncefed two babes— .... Laon, VI. xlix. 2.

B. Fig. (1) of material things, nourished.
'tis the blood "Whichfed these veins Cenci, III. ii. 19.

a.ndfed Unnatural vegetation, Dcemon, II. 123.

,, „ ,,
O.il/aAviIl. 169.

I feed on whom \fed. Death Nap. 32.

He starts to see the flames itfed Eug. Hills, 276.
leaves now scatteringy^oTThe hungry storm ; . . Laon^ VI. xlvi, 2.

And the young v/indsjed it with saver dew, . . Sensit. PI. I. 2.

(2) of mental or immaterial things,

near the living streams Of his young spirit hefed, Adonais, IX. 4.
calmly^(/ The stream of thought, Alastor, 643.
Fast as the thoughts which^fl them, Laon, VII. ii. 7.

fed Looks of insatiate love
;

xil. xv. 5.
And tender love tka.tfed those sweetest notes, . Orpheus, 65.
The hand that mocked them and the heart that/; .• Osym. 8.

there^rf his lonely being :— P^. Athan. II. i. 14.

II. intr. A. Lit. pastured.
Lifting it from the grass on which itfed, . . . Horn. Merc. VI. 6.

B. Fig. of mental nourishment,
care That everfed on its decaying flame. . , . Alastor, 247.
and Ifed on honey sweets : Cenci, 1. i. 104.
And^/^with love, like air and dew. Its growth— Constant. II. 5.
the fair breast from which Ifed, Laon, II. i.

2.*

a lamp Of splendour, like to those on which itfed: IV. viii. 6.
every deepest look and holiest mind i*". on her form, v. Ivii. 3.
Which^dfupon the wrecks of night and storm . VII. i. 2.

and on his lips mine /ffi/ Rosal. 1177.
and they/erfFrom the same flowers of thought, . 1287.

Fed, //. A. Lit. (1) sustained, nomished.
As an eaglefed with morning, Hellas, 76.
A thing on mother's milk and Wissesfed, . . Horn. Merc. LXIX. 3.
And with fitting food arefed

;

Mask, L. 2.

Like other beeUes he isfed on dung— .... (Edipus, I. 163.
Instead of hog-wash, has hea\fed on straw . . 11, i. 22.
From which those patriots pure arefed, . . Peter, ill. vii. 3.

(2) pastured.
Where a black bull was_/g^ apart, . . . . Hofn. Merc. ^XXII. 6.

B. Fig. (1) supplied, nourished.
Andfed with true love tears, instead of dew ; . . Adonais, VI. 4.
Even as a vapoury^rf with golden beams . . . Alastor, 6^7,.
a bright stream Oncey: with many-voiced waves— 669.
And so with living motion all arefed, '

. . Death Nap. 23.
her torches' flare, i?«rf with human fat, . . . . Falsehood, g&.
Where kisses were latelyyii/. Fr. The rude wind, 1^
But these, . . . Hunger for gold, which fills not.

—

See themfed. Hellas, 258.
The young moon hasfed Her exhausted hom, . 1031.
names with which our youth isfed, Int. Beauty v. 5.
in commune with the hope Thus deeply_^rf, . . Laon, 11. xv^ 2.
waterfalls Fed from a thousand storms— . . . vi. iv. 7.
its white sails wereyiifWith the north wind— . VII. xl. 6.
might soon haveySroTMy soul with their ownjoy,— XI. vi. 7.
and with earnest mind Aerfhopes ofits redemption, Otho, ill. 5.
Yet knew not whence the thoughts werefed, . . Peter, v. ix. 4
Just, innocent, with varied leandngfed, . . . . Pr. Athan I 23On new pangs to hefed? Prom. I. 336.My coursers areyirf with the lightning, .... 11 iv 163Whence the great sea, even as a child is^if, . . rv 28s
It \sfed from the depths of a thousand dells, . . Rosal. 898.
_, " .1 ^ .1 ,. „ „ . W. Shel. IV. s.The sweetest that ever were.;fef on dew, . . . Sensit. PI. la t,\
As with dews and sunrisey^oT, Serchio go
the purple velvet flower was^W Unf.Dr.iniL.
(2) drawn nourishment.

Who feed where Desolation first hasyirrf, . . Adonais,liJxm.±.
Near the book where he h&dfed, Prom. I 725

(3) been pastured, been supplied.
But to the land on which the victor's flame Hady:, iaoK iv x. sHad on his eloquent accentsy: and hung Like bees ' xi. xix."s.
which hadfed On his sweet lips and liquid eyes, . Rtisal. 747.

Federation, n. the act of uniting in a league or confederacy.
The Altar of the Federation rear Laon v. xl. 2.

Fee, V. tr. (i) Lit. bribe.
i^« with coin The loudest murmurers; . . . . Ch. \st \\ i6li

(2) Fig. bribe.
that thought Shally^s the accuser conscience. . Cenci, II. ii. 12a

Fee, n. Fig. a reward or bribe.
that its idol'syie May be his very blood : . . . Laon, VIII. xiv. 7.damn their souls To the auction of ayaiy . . . Afe>-, iii. xvii. 3.

Feeble, adj. A. Lit. destitute of physical strength.
"Withfeeble steps o'er the world's wilderness, . . Adonais, XXXI. 7.
unalloyed by pain. Yet feebler and morefeeble, . Alastor, 643.
even when \asfeeble hand Shakes in its last decay, 684.
that secretly consumed HisyicWc frame, . . Dcemon u ic8
I had nursed Her fine andfeeble limbs .... Julian, 162.How soon he may devour hisy««4& prey ?- . . iaoK, l xxii 6
B. Fig. (1) inert.

And slaves rnorefeeble, gazing on their foe ; . . Naples, 88.
(2) lacking force, brilliancy or power.

^S^J^ '^fi'tte imagery Their own cold powers. . Alastor 700
Feeble historians ofits shame and glory, . . . Laon 11 iii 1ayieWe shriek—It was ay^aife shriek, .... 'iir'vii o
Adimandyiei&joy

ill :,Siiit iwheny»<W« dreams Visit the hidden buds, . . .MontB.^. '

'
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quench in speedy smoke Msfeeble flame, . . . Pr. Athan. i. 12.

let it reach The limits otmyfeeble speech, . . Rosal. 470.
Andfeeble wanderings of her fading brain, . . . WaningMoon^ 4.

(3) small in volume.
Such as 2.feeble brook, will oft assume .... Mont B. 7.

(4) frail.

But it was found toofeeble to be fraught . . . Wilch^ xxxi. 3.

PeeWer, adj. (1) less vigorous,
unalloyed by pain, 'S^ctfeebler and more feeble, , Alasior, 643.
the Poet's blood, . . . gr&Yifeebler still : . . . ; 653.

(2) Fig. of political force, less powerful.
Is England poorer Orfeebler? Ch. ist^ II. 186.

^Feeblest, adj. the most weakly.
Thefeeblesl and yet the favourite, Sensii. PL I. 1 13.

^Feelily, adv. of light and sound, faintly.

which^e^/y once Lighted the cheek I}amon, II. 201.

„ „ „ It II • ... Q. Mab. IX. 122.

Which he sofeebly calls— Death. (2) I. 5.
Tempered like golden evening,y£rtf^/V fell; . , . WitcA, xxxix. ^.

Feed, &. I. Ir. A. Zzl, (1) pasture, tend.
All that the Cyclops_/fei3? upon their mountains. . Cycl. 157.
that asphodel Meadow, in which Ifeed my many

herds,

—

Mom. Merc. LViii. 4.

. And let us two henceforth togetherj^ . . , The herds Lxxxiv. i.

(2) provide with food.
Wherefore./^rf, and clothe, and save, .... Men ofEng. 11. i.

'twere sweet Tofeed it from my faded breast, . Rosal. 379.
"B. Fig. (1) provide means of existence.

What ifearth can clothe and./^^Amplest millions Ode Lib. xvil. 6.

Praise him for those -whofeed 'em Peter^ vi. xxxiii. 5.

Toy; from the superfluous taxes, A friend of ours Vll. ii. 2.

(2) supply or provide (things material).
streams ofaewserene,Wlych_7C theunmown meads Aden. Cane. 9.

Ifeed the clouds, the rainbows and the flowers . Apollo, IV. i.

how very soon, Did I notYeed thee, ... . Cenci^ III. ii. 14.

To./^^with kindliest dews its favorite flower, . Dmmon^ II. 263.
The living Sun •^'•^Xfeed thee from its urn . . . Epips. 375.
even to the root Of the living stems that^^ them— Gisb. 2j6.

\7\\\c\ifeed spring's earliest buds, Laon^ Xll. xiv. 3.

thro' a chasm of hills they roll and^ A river deep, xil. xix. 8.

Which four great cataracts . . . ayQfeedj . . . xii. xl. 8.

From which the worms that it Aothfeed . . . . Peter^ III. xix. 4.
The loud deep calls me home even now tofeed it Prom. ill. ii. 41,
Tofeed with kindliest dews its favourite flower, . Q. Mab^ ix. 168.

(3) supply (emotions, sensations, &c,).

Wherein Ifeed it with the breath of fear . . . Cenci\ I. i. 116.

Tofeed his hope with cold encouragement : . . II. ii. 106.

_/^Krf with jealousies Opposing factions,— . . . Ch. istj II. 165.

Andfeed it with the asphodels of famie, .... Gi'sb, 12.

did I gather food Tofeed toy many thoughts : . Lcum^ 11. ix. 9,

doth out Miseryyiret/With her own broken heart ! v. xi. 5.

Catch thee, sxAfeed . . . Thousands who thirst Pr. Athan. II. iv. 4.

toy^i^rfWhich hungry wolves with praise and spoil, Rosal. 662.

(4) stimulate, increase.

Tofeed disease and fear and madness, . . . Laon^ V. Songy 5. 8.

II. intr. A. Lit. (1) of animate beings, derive susten-

ance, pasture.
Camelionsy«^</ on light and air : Exhortation^ i

They sit apart zrAfied on honeycombs. . . Horn. Merc. xciv. 8.

From the green-ruin pl,ucked, that he mightj^rf/ Laon^ VI. xxvi. 5.

the milk-white bulls thatfeed Beside Chtumnus . CBdipus. II. i. 60.

Where now the worm will^^^f no more : . . . W. Shel. (2) 4.

(2) of inanimate objects.

(Driving sweet buds like flocks to^^^^^in air) , Ode W. Wind^ 1. 11.

B. Fig. (1) of material things, derive benefit or profit

from, feast.

Fat as the fiends that j'rerf on blood, Devil, XI. i.

Thatfeed apon the dead and fly the living, . . Hellas, 40+.

By winds which _/^^rf on sunrise woven, .... Loon. V. xliv. 3.

Anarchs and priests -whofeed on gold .... Ode Lib. III. 13.

i^xvLjfeed On the mechanic's labour : Q. Mab^ HI. 109.

(2) of things immaterial, emotions, &c., derive comfort,

hope, &c.
Who^e</ where Desolation first has fed, . . Adonais, xxviii. 4.

Ifeed on whom I fed Death Nap. 32.

beauty, which makes hearts thatj^ thereon Sick Laon^ V. xxiii. 4.

Toy^flTupon th/'smiles, V.Song^-^.\^.

And Calumny meanwhile shall^a/on us, . IX. xxxl i.

wake andy«<5? on everliving woe,— . . .^ . , Pr. Athan. 1. yi[.

thoughts, whichy Upon the withering life within, Rosal. 430.

VJhxOifeed n^oii the love within mine own, . . Yet look, 2.

Feedest, v. tr. encouragest, indulgest in.

Such melancholy as thou^afef/ . - . • Calderon, III. 165.

Teeed.-xis.pr.pple. A.. Lit. (1) pasturing.

nor on the dew Of the lawny uplBndafeeding? . Cycl. 54..

Feeding his herds among the mossy fountains . Horn. Venus, 56.

(2) giving sustenance.

and_/^tfrfz«^ from one breast Laon^V.\. ^.

B. Fig. (1) increasing, stimulating, supplying.

Feeding 2l-^\2.^^ Damon, \\. xsi-

Some Mips \a.yfeeding The ravening fire, . . . Hellas^ 509.

(2) supporting.
Feeding my course with expectation's breath, . . Epips. 248.

(3) feasting, gloating,
they hxmgfee^ng On each heart's wound, . . Rosal. 932,

Feeds, v, I. tr. (1) supplies, benefits, supports.
As the great 1li\\&feeds ^yt>t ; Laon^ VI. xli. 8.

One ocean_^ the clouds, and streams, and dew; Ode Lib. vi. 12.

From every flower atrial ^nn&feeds, .... Prom. ill. iii. 42.
Itfeeds the quick growth of the serpent vine, . . III. iii. 135.

(2) of immaterial things, nourishes, sustains, supports.
Andfeeds her grief with his remembered lay, . . Adonais, XV. 2.

Or the mind vmvchfeeds this verse Eugr. Hills, 318.
And Conscience_/^ii^ them with despair. . . . Hellas, 732.
whose dim shade a stream ofpoisonJ^et^. . . Laon, 11. ii. 9.
Ah, Hope its sickness^ With whatsoe'er it finds, — - iv. xxxiv. 4.
its jgathered flood_;^^ human wants .... VL xli. 7.

[Misrule] Feeds from her thousand breasts, . . x. xvii. 7.

Thy laiapfeeds every twilight wave Naples^ 167.
thy s^vcAfeeds, . . . The love of living leaves W. Shel, (3) li. 2.

II. intr. A. Lit. (1) grazes.

feeds and rests at the same time. , ... Calderon, i. 6$.

(2) feasts.

Of him whofeeds upon his guest, Cycl. 614.
The eye of the beast, Vfhofeeds on his guest. . 6^.
She sits a-ndfeeds luxuriously Hom. Venus, 28.

B. Fig. feasts.

Death j'^^ii^ on his mute voice, Adonais, in. 9.
on which dull Time Feeds, l. 2.

Unless \jyii^feeds upon its own sweet self, . . Fr. Mus. II. 2- •

whose young gaze Feeds on the noontide beam, . Loon, xi. xxiit ^.

"Batfeeds on tne aerial kisses Prom. l. 741.

Feel, V. I. tr. (1) experience by bodily sensation.
I almost,;^/ the shock,— Calderon^ ll. 5g.
exult Over the tortures they can uGiverfeel— . . Cenci, 1. 1. 79.
Nor_;9^/ its warmth il. i. 187.
Tofeel the blood run through the veins and tingle Fr. Unsat. 3.

What sense can neither /9^/, nor thought conceive ; Laon, IX. xxxiii. 2.

\feel the gout flying about my stomach— . . CEdipus, Jl. ii. 31.

Even the blind worms seem tofeel the sound. . Orpheus, 120.

Made vocal by some wind, w^feel not here,— Pr. Athan. II. ii. 44.
And 1 mightjW/ in the warm air My cheek grow

cold, Si. Dejection, iv. 7.

The tigers leap up when theyfeel the slow brine Vis. Sea, 92.
tofeelThe. swift and steady motion of the keel. . Witch, XLVI. 7.

(2) touch, handle.
and tofeel thee no more ? Vis. Sea, 84.

(3) are sensible of, affected by.

the hoar pines alreadyJ^e/her breath: . . . Faust, Ii. 12.

(4) experience mentally or emotionally.
trembled even tofeel An unaccustomed presence, Alastor, 476.
You praise not what yawfeel butwhat he does ;— Calderon, l- 31.

1feelMuch sympathy in such pursuits. .... I. ^.
What a man wovddfeel for me 111, 55,
I know not what Ifeell Calderon, III. 90.
\feel a^ddy sickness of strange awe ; . . . . Cenci, iv. i. ifig.

foul shame, Which human hearts mxistfeel, . . Dcemon, l. 281.

On all we are and all -we.feel, Deathj 11. 2.

Happy yourself, youfeel another's woe. . E. Williams, Vll. 8.

Nothing of such an influence do Ifeel. .... Faust, II. L4.

When IcayHdfeel the listener's senses swim, , . Laon, II. xvii. 3.

orfeel such lore Ae I have learnt from them, . . 11. xl. 8.

ye:feel the truth of love's benignant laws. . . . —— v. ix. 9.

To feel the dreamlike music, ... . . . v. xli. 6.

See thee, .>%£/ thee, know thee now,— .... v.Song,i.g.
Tofeel thy lightnings thro' them burning ; . . v. 2- 8.

from your hearts Yfeelaxi echo; vill. xvii. 2.

And 1 dofeel a mighty calmness creep . . ix. xix. 7.

When thou ca.nstfeel such love, .... Mother^Son,v.12.

Of all he might oxfeel or know ; I^ter, iv. vii. 3.

He can_/^/nate, fear, shame ; not gratitude : . Pram.l.^gi.
Yetfeel you no delight iv.' 180.

Whose joy or pain tny nature c3xaiotfeel, . . , Q. Mab, VI. 217.
This world is the mother of all wefeel, . . Tfiere is no work, 14.

When all that we know, oxfeel, or see, . . . 17.

(5) am or are sensible of.

Ifeel, I see Those eyes which bum Prom. Ii. i. 27.

thy words Are as the air : \feel them not : . . II. i. 109.
Xfeel. I know it: who? . ... .... Jl. iv. 31.

Ifeeihxit see thee not 11. v. 17,

but those whofeel it most Are happier still, . . II. v. 4^.
And zWfeel, yet see thee never, II. v. 64.
Harmonizing this earth with what we_/%tf/ above. il. v. 97.
And you fair nymphs looking the love wefeel; . lii. iv. 114,

Looking emotions once they feared tofeel, . . III. iv. 158.

and massy walls Wefeel, but cannot see. . . . O. Mab, VI. 196.
Ifso, the dead^« no contrition Rosal. 579.
I >^*/ desire, but hope not. 773.
Smce none in what Ifeel take pain or pleasure, 778.
Until we hardly see, we.;fe/that it is there. . . Shylarh, 25.

A thing wherein we^^ there is some hidden want. 70.
Youfeel it striding, as Almighty Death . ... St. Epips. 140.
It were enough tofeel, to see, Thy soft eyes When passion's, II. i.

Thou, whom seen nowhere, I_/^/^everywhere. . Zucat, in. o.

(6) be conscious of, know.
Or tofeel, or to behold Your lost country bought Mask, Lxxil. 2.

Aye, now Ifeel I am a King in truth ! . . . . Laon, x. viii. 5.

And therefore did her spirit dimly^ That poverty, Mother^Son,!. 10.

yet wej^/ it is A living Spirit /ViiT^f. II. iv. 6,

Ylefeel what thou hast heard and seen : . . . in. iv. 97.
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(7) suffer.

Then did sheJeel keen sorrow's keenest sting; Mother ^Son^ II. 10.

to hide the shame ikveyfeel^ . . Q. Mab^ VI. 185.

(8) esteem.
'^eifeel their faith, religion Julian^ 101.

and yet \feel Most vain all hope but love ; . . Trom. i. 807.

(9) be touched or moved by.
With aught of natural piety to^^/ Your love, . Alastor^ 3.

If a bird cd^xfeel his so, Calderon^ III. 54.
'Twereasifman's own works should_/^ff/, . . . The

hopes, Laon^ viii. v. 4.
will make the wise his vengeance^s/, .... vill. vii. 8.

To,^/ the peace of self-contentment's lot, . . viii. xii. i.

Then it is tofeel revenge Mask, XLVIII. i.

Where some (ewjeel such compassion . . . LXXI. 2.

^£tf/the pulses of the brave Mexican, I. 6.

Sweet both tofeel and understand, . ... Peter^ V. xv. 4.
i^ayfeel another's sorrow as their own, . . . Uiif. Dr. 95.
These common woes IfeeL Wordsworth, 5.

(10) enjoy.
none wandered forth To see oxfeel: Z^o«,-ll. v. 7.

And^£/. .. liberty il/ay£w^A/, xxil. 6.

Than the peace he could notfeel^ Peier^ II. xii. 4.

II. intr. (1) of bodily sensation.
Or think oxfeel, awake, arise ! Damon, I. 105.

Whilst ly^^/ fresh upon my legs Faust, II. 5.

my lipsJ^e/ pale With influence strange . . Laon, VI. xxiv. 6.

The spell is done. How7^^/ you now? . . . Magnet. Lady^ v. i.

I/^^/ Faint, like one mingled Pront. I. 147.
Gather about great fires, and yet^e/ cold : . . Summer, 17.

(2) of mental sensation.
Ij^e/ as if out ofmy bleeding bosom .... Calderon,\ll. 170.

For, strange to s^, Ifeelmy spirits fail . . . Cenci, I. iii. 171.

I do notfeel 2(S if I were a man, Cenci, IV. i. 160.
unavailing tears Which flow djadfeel not ! . . v. iii. iii.

Rulers who neither see, norfeel, nor know, . . Engl. 181Q, 4.

IfeelThsLt on the fountain of my heart .... Bpips. 138.

With you I^c/that if required, Faust, II. 333.
"Yefeel and think— ....*. . Laon, Vlll. iv. 7.

this heart canfeel no more : M. N. Fragm.i. 29.
Interpret, or make felt, or deeply_/ee/. .... Mont B. 83.

thou mightst then have learned tofeel. . . . Mother ^Son,!!!. 5.

Weyfe^ conceive or reason, laugh or weep; . . Mutability^ 11.

thou wouldst, if thou couldst feel. Abjure such
envious fame— ... ... ... Otho, il. i.

As \feel now, lost for ever ! . . . . . Prom, II. v. 65.
I hear, Ifeel; Thy lips are on me, . . ill. iii. 84.
Gazing on thee Ifeel, I know rv. 363.
Think, _/^fi/ and live like man ; . , Q. Mab, II. :i34.

Wej^e/more than all may see, We Meet, l. 2.

(3) am confident.

Which will be deep and calm, Ifeel: .... Cenci^ IV. 1. 182.

(4) are you disposed.
How_/9e/you to this work? . iv. ii. i8.

(5) followed by with, sympathise.'
can the . . . elements Feel with a worm like man ? iii. ii. 3.

*Feelest, v. tr. (1) of bodily sensation.

My hand thoMfeeVst is not a ghost's, .... Laon,i. xxxv. 3.

But I think, love, ^oufeelest me warm. . . . M. N. Pavail,g/^.
FeePst thou not, O world, The earthquake . . . Prom. ill. i. 49.

(2) of mental sensation.

Whofeelest already all that thou hast lost . . fulian, 487.
To hide the love thou,feel'st for me M. W. G. VI. 6.

FeeVst thou not The inanimate winds . ProTn. II. v. ^6,
One loss is mine Which thou toofeetst^ . . . Wordsworth, 6.

Feelincr, n. (1) mental sensation or emotion.
made Kfeeling in the— Fiordispina, 44.
with the speechlessy»fi/z«^ That led her there . Laon, XI. iv. 6.

Onefeeling too falsely disdained One word, I. 3.

Is this n'Sirtifeel. But a visioned ghost ofslumber? Q. Mab^ 1. 162.

and pityless zeal Froze every humanfeeling^ . VII. 212.
and think thefeeling Will never die— .... Witch, xiv. 5.

Thefeeling and the sound are fled and gone, . xiv. 7.

(2) sensibility.

Where music and moonlight zndJeeling . , . fane, IV. 5.

The fountains oihexfeeling, swift and deep, . . Laon, 11. xlix. 2.

all sense, 2XS.feeling, into one Unutterable power, vi. xxxv. 2.

as thought and^fw'Tz^Number delightful hours— xii.xxxviii.i.

'Till some new strain oifeeling bear Protn. ll. ii. 34.
Was the pure stream oifeeling That sprung . . Q. Mob, viii. 27.

Feeling, pr. pple. (1) of bodily sensation.
Andfeeling ever—O too much I— Lerici, 15.

(2) of mental sensation.
Feeling the horror of the tyrant's deeds, , . . Q, Mab, V. 124.

Reeling, ppl. adj. having the sense of touch.
And with herfeeling eyes Faust, li. 267.

Peeling-Sj n. (1) emotions or sensations.
Feelings that lure thee to betray, Dcemon, 1. 82.
When the soul's yi'ildestfeelings Eyes, 3.
and I have felt H'lsfeelings, Fr. A Soul, 3.
\i\tk\.feelings which make rapture pain resemble, Fr. Pris. 3.
Pallid v/ithfeel, which intensely glowed Within, . Laon, ll. xxxi. 7.
gifted Withfeelings caught from one .... v. xviii. 5.
By z^ntleJeelings thou couldst never prove, . Ld. Ch. V. 3.

Feelings which died in youth's briefmom ; Magnet. Lady, III. 7.
The izxxe&tfeelings of the opening heart, . . . Q. Mad, V. 17.

, Q. Mab, V. «,
Vhen ' -

, Alastor, 228.

678.
Fr. Love, i.

Laon, IV. xxvi. 7.

M. N. Melody, 20.

Sophia, rv. 5.

And with blindj^^/zlw^j reverence the power
whilst all wildy! keep Some mortal slumber, When passion^s,\.^.
Meant to express oam&feelings of their own ; . Zucca, V. 4.

(2) dispositions of mind.
To-morrow, If thy YmAfeelings should not cease, Rosal. 72.

Feels, V. I. tr. (1) of bodily sensation.

feels her breast Bum with the poison, . . .

(2) of mental sensations,

a slave \k^B.tfeels No proud exemption . . .

And ^hofeels discord now or sorrow ? . . .

the mariner in fear F. silence sink upon his heart-

The breast ihsitfeels this anguish'd woe . .

As one -^hofeels an unseen spirit . .

(3) undergoes, experiences.
That touch which none whoyi forgets, bestowed ; Laon, V. Ii. ^.
which none disdains Whofeels: V. Iviii. 6.

exulting throb Which virtue's votaryfeels . . . Q. Mab, I. 177.
feels The impulses of sublunary things, .... VI. 153.

the strange Distinctions which . . . It^ and knows, St. Epips. 168.

II. refl.

Nought is but that which_/^Zr itself to be. . . . Hellas, 785.

III. intr. (1) of emotion and passion.

feels, acts and lives Just as his father did ; . . . Q. Mab, III. 96,

(2) followed by adj.

And plants at whose names the versefeels loath, Sensii. Pi. Iii. 58.

Peel'st. (See Feelest.)

Feet, n. pi. of Foot. A. Lit. the lowest part of the leg.

woundecfthe invisible Palms of her tenderfeet . Adonais, xxrv. 5.

. Alastor, 260.

. April, 1814, 14.

. Arabic, Imii. i. 7.

. Bion. Adon. 19.

. Calderon, i. 45.

. Cenci, II. i. 127.

. III. i. 9.
rv. iii. 3.

Bindfeet Disturbing not the drifted snow,
shall gleam beneath thyfeet: . .

for my weak_/^^ were weary soon,
the thorns pierce Her hasteningj'^f^
Would that myfeet were wings, . .

And try the chill stream with thexrfeet

;

The pavement sinks under myfeet/ .

'tis the tread oifeet About his bed.
bathe Hisfeet and robe with hot and bitter tears ? v. iv. 34.
As if her nicefeet scorned our English earth. . . Ch. ist, i. 67.
With the Msenads, whose whitefeet " '

''

That comes to lick his^^^.
Cycl. 63.

. Deemon, II, 92.

. O. Mab VIII. 87.

. Eug. Hills, 27.«i.The spark beneath rCvsfeet is dead, ... . Eug. Hills, 275.'

the flower Glimmering at myfeet

;

305.
That ghosts move not on ordinary_/»e/^ . . . Faust, II. 337,
And seems as if she moved with snackled feet: . 11. 3^1.
Devil's blood Stained his dainty hands z.ndfeet. . Fr. Satan, 4.
her light ia.\rfeet Erased these images Ginevra, 26.
Disdain thee?—not the worm beneath myfeet/ . Hellas, 762.
Moving hisfeet in a deliberate measure .... Horn. Merc. iv. 6.
And on )\\sfeet he tied these sandals light, . . xiv. 1.

He went with soft lishtfeet— .
' xxv. 2.

Who with unwearied^/i*"/ could e'er impress . . xxxvii. 7.
And gathered in a lump, hands,^e^, and head, . xL. 4.
my smallfeet are Too tender XLVI. 6.
Neither upon his^<2^ nor on his hands ;— . Lviii. 8.
Fell at thefeet of the immortal child, . . lxx. 3.
And a spirit in myfeet Hath led me

—

. Ind. Ser. 1. 6.
Billows murmur at ourfeet, fane, Invitn, 66.
To the soft flower beneath ourfeet, .... fane. Remit. 43.
but I beside your^^^ Will lie fulian, 390.
and the fruit is at thyfeet/ . Laon, Ded. 11. 2.
did pause beside her snowyfeet. ... . . i, xix. 9.
and ner willing^e^ Wandered with mine . ir. xxv. 4.A tumult and a rush of thronging,/^/ .... m. iv. 8.
She fled to him, and wildly clasped hisfeet . . v. xxii. r.

Sobs were then heard, and manj?^ kissed myfeet . v. xxxv. 6." ....... . - . ^
^ J ^
VI. xii. 6.

VI. XV, 8.

VI. Iii. 4.
VII. ix. 8.

vii.xxxix.7.
x. iii. 4.
X. iv. 9.
X. xlviii. 7.

XI. xii. I.

XII. iii. I.

XII. xxii. I.

Marenghi, xx. 2.

Beneath hisfeet, 'mongst ghastliest forms,
made a plashy fen Under thefeet— . .

was strewed Under myfeet/
she spurned the loaves with her 'palefeet,
with knees Like iron clasped hexfeet,
the Ocean-spray Quivered beneath myfeet,
had stained the courser'sj^e//—
Beneath ^eirfeet^ the sea shook .

And that some kist their marblej'%^^,
the tread Of rushing_/^/?
His head andfeet are bare,
Its keel has struck the sands beside gutfeet;—
Came licking; with blue tongues his veinedj^^^.
who Round hisfeet played to and fro,

Right before the horses'j'^tf;, ....
I moved not with myfeet,
from their redfeet the streams run gory
He has elevenfeet with which he crawls,
while near hisy^e^ grim lions couch, .

The earth under his^^e^—the springs,
to kiss the blood From these ^^aXefeet,
With golden-sandalledyee/, that g'low . . .

See where the child of Heaven, with -v/ingedfeet,
and mighty realms Float by myfeet, ....
With our sea-sister at hisjeet I slept. . . .

In crimson foam, even at ourfeet/ ....
as ice wounds unsandalled^^ff-f, ... . .

Withy^c/ unwet, unwearied, undela3ring.

Lies subjected and plastic at his feet, , . .

Until, with hardened^eif, their conquering troopi
stained with blood from many a pilgrim's_/%e/.

And the bright boy beside herfeet Now lay, . ,

And sate awe-stricken at myJeety
H h

Mask, V. ,

xxv. 2.

Matilda, 34.
Naples, 148.
(Edipus, I. 164.
Orpheus, 118.

Peter, vii. xix. i.

Prom. I. 51.

1-319-
1.437.
I. 613.
n. 1-57.
II. in. 44.
III. i. 15.

III. iii. 157.
Q. Mab, V. 135.

VII. 118.

IX. 92.
Rosal. 176.

441-
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On the marble floor beneath hery^^/, Rosal. loSo.
Then he rose on hisfeei^ 5*/. /r. (3) x. i.

Rejoiced in the sound of her gentle_;9a// . . . Sensit. PL II- 30.
the deep Was at vayfeet^ Triumph^ 28.

fling their wild arms in air As theXrfeet twinkle ; 150.

Jieet which kissed The dancing foam ; .... 370.
her feet, ever to the ceaseless song 375-
And still hexfeet no less than the sweet tune . . 382.

strewn beneath tlexjeei like embers ; .... 387.
made the blood tineie in my yjarmjeei : ... Unf. Dr. 140.

the pard unstrune His sinews at heijeety . . Wtich^ Vli. 4.

^osodfeet and folded palm xxviii. 8.

One of the twain at Evan's./^/ that sit— . . xxxiv. 5.

Beside the rudder with opposingj'^^^. xxxvil.8.
her light^ff^ Past LX. 2.

courtiers crawled to kiss the Jeet Of their great
Emperor, Lxxiv.6.

B. Fig. (1) used to express a person or the power of a
person.

They fawn on the ^roudijeet that spurn them . Adonais^ xxviii. 9.

before whose_/^£/ my fate Calderon^ II. 87.
the world Beneath rayfeei^ li. 112.

Oh be awrjeet still tardy to shed blood, .... Ch. is£^ II. 355.
the proudest heads wnder the meanest/9c/. . II. 426.
Oh ! He has trampled me Under hisjeeif . . . Cenciy II. i. 65.

Oft hast thou turned from men thy Xon^yfeet. . Coleridge^ 6.

Went up before our Father' s_/r^/, Dante Conv. 15.

Weak verses go, kneel at your Sovereign's,^^^, . Epips. 592.
In.this cold grave beneath -aiyfeety Jfalsehood^ 47.
To thy i2Axfeet a winged Vision came Wiich^ Ded. ill, i.

(2) applied to the motory organs of the nautilus.

Oaring with rosyJeei its silver boat, Laon^ VII. xxvii. 2.

(3) used figuratively of material or immaterial things.

the beat of her unseenj'^^/, Cloudy 4p.
the tempest fleet Hurries on with lightning /a^/, . Eug: Hills^ 12.

infant frost . . . With his morning-winged /&^, . 297.
hours . . . Went creeping through the day with

silent^^e/, Fiordispina^ 3.

And underneath thy [Wisdom's]^^/ writhe Faith,
and Folly, Laon^ v. Song^ i. 4-

and clasp thy sacred^;^/. [divine Equality !] . 3. i5'

Spring . . . with ^entle_/^/. Disturbing not . . IX. xxii. 8.

the thronging winds whose viewless/^/.... xii.xxxiii.3.

They echo to the sound of angels'_/&/. . . . . M. N. Ravail^ 70.

Thou art Love—the rich have kist Thyfeet^ . . Mask^ LXI. 2.

Low-kneeling at ih&feet of Destiny ... . Prol. Hellas^ 79.
As Desire's Eghtning^fe/.' /Vo/w. I. 734-
And the music-stirring motion of its soft and busy_/;, I. 777.
Mocks thy gently fallingj^/, Child of Ocean ! . ^— II. i. i86.

Believe their own swift wings snxAJeei . . . II. ii. 55-

For sandals of lightning are on yourJeety . . IV. 90.

Our_/^£/ now, every pafin, rv. 123.

to snare The./eet ofjustice in the toils of law, . . Q, Mab^ rv. 197.

the waves, beneath the starlight flee O'er the
yellow sands with silver ^et, . . . Rosal. 783.

At Amo*sfeet tribute of com and wine, . . . Serchio^ 1 15.

ye press. With such swi£t_feei Ye Aasien^ 10.

Fei^n, z*. fr. (1) counterfeit or pretend.
such guiltless pride, As murderers co-nnotjezgn. Cenci^ rv. iv. 46.

feign, to stretch the other out For brotherhood . Q. Mab^ Vll. 240.

I dared notfeign a groan ; Rosal. a^g.

(2) form or invent.

csaifetgn no image in. my mind Cenciy III. i. 108.

(3) with a clause as object^ pretend, fable.

Some^z^M that he is Enoch : Hellas^ 152.

Feigned, v. ir. pretended to, invented, imagined.
faith Creating what it^^zifw^rf/— ...... 411.

Scared by the faith theYfeigned^ Laon^ Xll. ix. 5.

for the morn of truth ttieyfeigned^ Triumph^ 214.

Feiffned, pp. pretended.
deeds to beyB?^«tfi/ in words, . Cycl.j,^.

T^lgn-heL^ ppl adj. ^(1) false.

I will assume a^z^^a form, Calderon^\\\.\y].

(2) counterfeited.

Like that from which its mate vnihfeigned sighs E. Williams^ 1. 5.

Xtlfeigned or actual scorn and fear, Rosal. 519.

^Feignetli, v. intr. imagineth.
All that pale expectation^z^g^w^M fair \ .... Ye hasten^ 5.

Feigns, V. tr. imagines.
the unwilling brain F. often what it would not ; . Cend^ II. ii. 83.

*Feint, n. a pretence.

Oh, stay! itwasa^i'w/.- ......... IV. i. 70.

Fell, V. intr. (1) dropped.
the bursting mass That^//, convulsing ocean. . Alastor^ 349.

Ere yet the flood's enormous voIume_^// . . . 370.

Sometimes itfellAmong the moss 49^.

i^^// into that immeasurable void 563-

•twill seem \tfell. Cenciy IV. iii. A7.

And /^// like ocean's feathery spray Dixmon^ I. 156.

,,
Q. Mab, I. 246.

Their tears ?ell on tKe dear companion cold . . Ginevra^ 189.

The withy bands, . , . Fell at the feet of the im-

mortal child, Horn. Merc. UIX..Z.

and at last i="^//to the sea, Loon, I. xiv. 7.

when to the flood That fair Starfell, I. xxvi. 9.

The grate, . . . With horrid clangourj^//, . . . HI- xiv. 8.

the chain, , . . tlid bound, As liftmg me, itfell/ . III. xxx. i.

Tears of repenting joy, . . . Fell fast, Laon, v, v. p.
the stain Of blood, . . .f o'er the fields like rain. VI, vi, g.

The Ethiopian vultures fluttering /s// .... X, xvi. 2._

The birds that were his grave Feel dead . . . MarengAi, XVII. 6.

Turned to mill-stones as theyfell. Mask^ IV. 4.
Swifter than the thunder foil To the heart of

Earth, Prol. Hellas, 2Q2.

iief, thousayest, beneath his conqueror's frown? Prom.. III. ii- i.

The terrors of bis eye illumined heaven ... as \\ef., -— III. ii. 6-

the tall trees From which theyfell^ Q. Mab, V. 10.

The tears which^// from her wan eyes .... Rosal. 4.13.

From whom fast tears then gushed a.ndfell: . . " 916.

Andfell, as the eagle on the plain Falls .... 1 184.

which_^// upon His face, 1271-

And others, ... on fairest bosoms . . . Fell, . . Triumph, 513.

But the shower^//, the swift sun went his way— Witch, Ded. ill. 6.

And every little circlet where theyfell .... xxv. 3.

rain, y/hichfell upon it Hour after hour ; . . . Zucca^ x. 4.

(2) dropped from an upright posture, tumbled,
she shrieked the Spirit's name Andfell; . . . Loon, \. Iv. 6.

hef. Headlong, or with stiff eyeballs sate upright X. xxv. 6.

\fell in agony on the senseless ground, . . . xii. xxv. 3.

fell. And broke them both— . Peter, I. vi, 4.

Feil slumbrously upon one side ; Vll. xv. 2.

\fell. And long lay tranced . ^. Mob, Vll- 184.

The youth upon the pavement^//.' Rosal. 305.

Andfellj as I have fallen, by the way-side ;— , Triumph, 541.

(3) collapsed.

When the church^ and crushed him to a mommy, Cenci^ i. iii. ^.

(4) threw himself.

andfell upon his sword and died ! Hellas, 389.

(5) disappeared.
Fellixovn Prometheus, and the azure night . . . Prom.. 11. i. 63.

Fell from lanthe's spirit; Q.Mab, I. 189.

Mask after mask^w from the countenance . . Triumph, 536.

(6) dropped from decay or ripeness.

FelKvota the stalks on which they were set ; . Sensit. PI. III. 43.

For the leaves ^oonfell, .... . . m. 86.

It soon_;9//, And to a green . . . U^. Dr. 177.

the snowy flower Fell^ Witch, xxxill. £.

(7) ranged themselves.
Fell into pavilions, white, purple, and blue, . . Sensit. PI. I. 56.

(8) was or were set or placed.

her tender feet where'er theyT^//.* Adonais, sxiv. 5.

The wanderer's footsteps^/i; Alastor, 626.

as if his tread ^1?// not on earth ; .... Horn. Merc. xxv. 3.

Their many footsteps^//, else came no sound . Daon, v. xxix. 5.

(9) darted, gleamed.
cleft thro' which the sun-beamsy^//. . . . . vii. xii. 9.

And then the shadow of thy coming,/^//.... Ode Lib. IX. 2.

Or the faint morning beams that_^ among The trees. Triumph, 373.
The silver noon . . . feehWfell; Witch, ixxix. 3.

The winter beams . ..F. through the window panes, Zucca, Vlll. 4.

(10) with over, covered, dropped around.
her streaming hair Fell o'er that snowy child, . . Lxton, xil. xxiii. 8.

(11) occurred, existed.

Which wheresoe'er \tfell made the earth gleam . Alastor, 673.

(12) pervaded, closed in.

which favouring^// Around his steps, . . . Hom. Merc. xvi. 4,

When evening^// upon our common home, . . Rosal. 33.

(13) departed, was dissipated.

And the day's veilfell from the world of sleep, . Sensit. PI. l. loi

.

and the mask Of darkness^// Triumph^ 4.

(14) of influences, emotions, &c., pervaded,came insensibly.

A silence /%// upon the guests— Ginevra, 135.

Sudden thy shadow_/%// on me ; Int. Beauty, v.w.
ThouFriend, whose presence onmywintryhearti^, JLaon, Ded. Vll. 2.

unwonted fears Fell on the pale oppressors . . XIII. 6.

Deep sinmherfell on me :— ..... . i. xl. 1.

So that a diz2y trancefell on my brain— . . . i. xlviii. 2.

Then^^// blue Plague upon the race of man. . . X. xx. i.

Fell, like a shaft loosed by the bowman's error, . x. xxvi. 3.

The arrows of the plague among themfell^ . . X. xxx. 6.

7^// like dew On flowers half dead; M.W^. G.IV.2.
Blossoms which were the joys thatfell, .... Past, I. 5.

fell On souls like his Pr. Athan. I. 94.
on whichy^// The dews of thought Prol. Hellas, ^2.

Suddenly fierce coniMsionfell from heaven . . . Prom. \. 652.

and ghastly death unseen before, Fell; . . . II. iv. 52.

whose hatredfell Like the unseen blight . . . Rosal. 675.

Then a dead sleepfell on my mmd, 1207.

(15) died, was killed.

Sidney, as he fought And as hefell Adonais, XLV. 6.

the other_/%// Desperately fighting G?w«", iv. iv. 86.

Like their's whofell—not our's who weep ! . . Hellas, 7.

more bright and good Than all -whofell, , . 1092.

those whofell By the swift shafts Z^aon, X. xxxvii. 3.

He sheathed a dagger in his heart and^/// . . xil. xxx. 6.

their honoured chief. Whofell in Byzant, . . iV. Athan. 11. i. 24.

(16) exhaled, burst forth.

And odours warm and fresh _;^// from her hair . EPifs. 333.
the fierce splendour Fell from her Triumph^ 360.

(17) failed, lost place.

fragments of the power which_^// When I arose, Hellas, 865.

How glorious Athens in her splendour^/^ . . Loon, ix. xiv. 3.
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AVIlO, since hiffh .Athens_/^//, Laon^ xi. xxii. 5.

Which shook, DutT^// not ; Prom. II. iv. 75.
that nationsjv// Beneath his silent footstep. . . Q. Mab, ix. 25.
Fallen, as Napoleonj^//.— Triumph^ 224.

(18) with on or intOj conformed to, took up with.
And 1/ell on a life which was sick with fear . . Rosal. 104.7.

Fell into the same track at last, Triumph^ 459.
(19) were uttered.

Then it was I whose inarticulate words Fell from
my lips, Cenct^ II. i. 113.

(20) sounded on the ear.
and his voicej^// Like music Prom. II. i. 6$-
"When liberty's dear paeanye// Rosal. 612.

(21) was revealed, broke on me.
And then my youth^// on me like a wind . Lao7i^ IV. xxix. 2.

(22) pervaded, came on.
Then night^//y Hellas^ 64.

(23) became extinct.
till the pallid beams Of the last watchfirej^//, . Laon^ VI. i. 8.

(24) issued, proceeded.
from whose throne Time^//, Prom. Ii. iv. 34.
'(25) became dissipated, disappeared.

The strength and freshness,/^// like dust, . . . Triumph^ 521.

(26) became silent.

they rose andj^//. Mixed with mine own . . Zmou^ VI. xlii. ^.

(27) decreased, died away.
And wit, like ocean, rose B.nd_fell?— Peier^ rv. xxii. 4.

(28) declined from perfection.
Damned since our first parents /%//, Prol. 38.
To triumph in their torments when thsy/elU . Q. Mab^ VI. no.
(29) with intOi became involved in.

Rush to my heart andJ^eU into a trance ; . . Cencz, II. i. 41.
She^fe//, as thou dost know, into a trance ; . . iv. i. 32.
my h&mgje/l Into a death of ice, . . Epips. 315.

(30) beamed.
the smilesy^// not on me. . . . . Tasso^x^t.
for his sake On whom theyfell/ . ... 27.

(31) was duped.
So Cenci^/Zinto the pit ; ... , ... Cenci\ ii. ii. 114.

Fell, n. a mountain.
And not an echo from the^//, . . .... Love^ 23.

He knew something of heath, zxAfelL . . . Peter^ v. xi. 5.

Pell, adj. fierce, cruel, terrible.

To thej%// Cvclops Cycl. 36.
what a punishment I have For this_/r// monster, . 438.
And soon will vomit fle^h from Mv&fell maw ; . . 596.
Tremble, ye conquerors, at whoseJ^// command . Death Vanq. 42.
Death, in remorse for that_/^// slaughter, . . . Fr. Keats., 3.

But, when in ebon mirror. Nightmare,/^// . . iMon^ I. xxx. 5.

by 2Lfell bane Was withered up II. iv. i.

So that I feared some Spirit,^// and dark, . . iii. xxx. 8.

Like famine or the plague, or aught more^// . V. xxxi. 5.

and saw how ngly and how^^^, VI. xvi. 2.

cruel 2i.nA.fell Is Famine VI. I. 7.

Stalked like_/^// shades among their perished prey; X. xiv. 7.

but one movefell doth rear, xi. viii. 2.

Wheny; and wild misrule to man stem sorrow brings. M.N. Ravail^g.
Than the/ell tyrant's last expiring yell ? . . 1 10.

though with^i// And mortal liate Pr. AtAan. l. 51.

lest Heaven's^// King Should hear, .... Prom. I. 140.
More terrific 3.udfell, St. Ir. (3) xiv. 5.

So deadly, so lone, and sofell, • (3) XVIII. 2.

Or o'er the Jell corpse of a dread tyrant bending, Tear^ 11. 3.

felled, V. tr, cut down.
Felled a tree, while on the steep GuitarJane.^ 45.

*Peller, a4ij. more cruel.

In bitterer,^/&r tide, on this torn bosom flow. .M. N. Despatf^i?*'

Fellow, n. (1) man, used familiarly, condescendingly or

pityingly.

An oldfellaw out of the way ; Cat, iil. 3.

and this o\dfellow here Cycl. 204.
Wealth, my goodfellow, is the wise man's God, . 301.
I visit the oIa^//(3W, Faust, I. no.
Halloo ! oldfellow with the crooked shoulder ! . Horn. Merc, xv, 2.

Am I like a strongfellow who steals kine? . . Lxiv. i.

and so he answered me,

—

Poorfellow/ . . . fulian, 199.
he had worth, Poorfellow/ • 244.
Why what's the matter, my dessfellow, now ? . (Bdiptis, I. 102.

List my dezxfellow; .... .... Serchio, 59.

(2) a term of contempt.
^xsfellffw wore A gold-inwoven robe, . . . Cenci, IV. iv. S3.

that this \nsQ\entfell<rw be Chastised

:

. C/i. ist, li. 95,
the wr&tchedf^llow Was bowled to Hell . . Peter. Ii. xiv. 4.

If you strip Peter, you will see b.fellow, .... Witch, Ded. VI. i.

Fellow, c. adj. attr. equal, brother.
But raised above thyfellow men By thought, . . Hellas, 739.

*Fellow-co2til)atant, c. n. a comrade.
No n.n^TO^ytxowsfelloW'Combata'nt, . . * Cycl. 8.

*Fellow-nien, c, n. equals, companions.
But live among their suff'ering_/^//(Ke/-?«£W . . . Prom. I. 630,

*Fellow-seaiiieu, c. n. sea-going comrades.
In concert with my 'Ti^^-^xngfellow-seamen . . . Cycl. 420.

*Fellow-servants, c. n, companions.
Such were hisT^/ZtTW-wrz/aw/j? / .... . , Peter, IV. vi. \..

Fellows, n, as a term of fei»iliar superiority.

Enough, you fooIish^//(rayj/ Calderon^ i. 35.

Be siXent^ fellows/ What I two friends .... I. 231.

Fellowship, n. (1) companionship.
Of liberty, thefellowship of man Q. Mab, v. 183.

with ie3.T\essJellowship • • / Rosal. 121.

(2) association, accompaniment.
StTSLRgefellowship through mutual hate had tied, Loon, 11. iv. 7.

*Felsensee, n. a moimtain lake.

come with us, from Felsensee. Faust, II. 180.

Felt, V. I. tr. (1) of material sensation.

Andfelt the boat speed o'er the tranquil sea . . Alasior, 314.
\felt the blood Rush to my heart Cenci, 11. i, 40.
And felt the transverse lightning linger warm Gisb. 149.
Died in sleep, andfelt no pain, Guitarjane, 55.
And warm and light Ifelt her clasping hand . . Zmou, ii. xxvi. i.

And _felt the poisonous tooth of hunger gnaw My
vitals, ni.xxviiL3.

felt in his veins the might Of virtuous shame . . ' vi. viii, 7.

the grasp of bloody hands I^//, VI. xviii. 9.

Andfelt- her strength in tears VI. xxiv. 9.

and then I^// the blood that burned VI. xxxiv.3.

\felt her lips and breath approve,— Vll. xix. 8.

Andfelt his life beyond his limbs dilated, . . Marenghi, xxiil. 5.

Each arrow of the season's change ^efelt. . Mother i^ Son, ill. 10.

\felt thy torture, son, with such mbced joy . . Prom. 1. 1^6.
The printless air^// thy belated plumes. . . il i. 34.
\feU within thy parted lips The sweet air . . . 11. i. 103.
And first, Ifett vay fingers sweep The harp, , . Rosal. 1141.
Whether the Sensitive Plant, . . . Now^; this change, Sensit. PI. iv. 4.
I^OTfelt the breeze . . . Tt^iu-mph, 6g.
Ifelt my cheek Alter, . . 224.

(2) of mental sensibility, experience, was influenced by.
Itfelt, yet could escape the magic tone . . . .^donais, xxxvi. 5.
and all of great, Or goodj . . . hefelt And knew, Alastor,

yj\..

All the love that once Ifelt for you, Cenci, l. li. 21.

I never knew what the ina.dfelt Before ; . . . jij. i, 24,
Andfelt my wife insult with silent scorn . . . ~^— iii. 1. 323.
andfelt the dawn of my long night . . . Epips. 341.
The childish pity that shefelt for them, .... Fiordispina, 41.
\felt the sway Of the vast stream of ages . l^aon, ii. xii. 4.
And this beloved child thus_/%/jf the sway . . . -;— 11. xxxi. i.

\felt that they had bound me in my swoon, . . iii. xi. 4.
Pity, not scorn \felt, the' desolate The desolator v. xxv. 7.

Each only heard, or saw, ovfelt the other ; . vi. xxiv. 3.

\felt that I was free ! vii. xxxix. 6.

Andy; a soft delight from what their spirits shook. viil. xxx. 9.
hntfelt around A wide contaigion poured— , . -r— ix. iv. 7.

felt Their minds outsoar the bonds .
f

. . ix. xi. i.

felt wonder glide Into their brain, , xii. iv. 3.
never in his mildest dreams Felt awe ..... -^^— xii. x. 5.

^efelt no fear. But said within herself, . . . Mar. i)r. xiii. 5.
Felt his heart with terror sicken Mask, xiv. 2.

Had never_/^/if such comfort Mot/ier^ Son,w . ii.

Ifelt that Earth out of her deep heart spoke— . Naples, 8.

All things that Peter saw and^^/^ Peter, iv. iii. u
Whate'er he knew orfelt he would impart, . . Pr. Athan. I. 48.
For this \felt—by Plato's sacred light, .... Prol. Hellas, 94.
onlyfelt His presence flow and mingle .... Prom. ii. i. 79.
Andfelt in apprehension uncontrolled . . , . Q. Mab, i. 193.
felt AH knowledge of the past revived ; . . . . 11. 245.
andfelt A new created sense within his soul .

-—- iii. 184.
The Spirit_^/if the Fairy's burning speech. . . vi. 2.

i^^// with a new surprise and awe Rosal. 921.
Of the love which itfelt from the leaf tp the root, Sensit. PI. I. 71.

i^// the sound of the funeral chaunt, ..... ill. 6.
Andfelt that wondrous lady all alone,— . . . Witch, ix. 7.

And ^efelt him, upon her emerald throne. . . -— ix. 8.

II. intr. (1) of bodily sensation.

And then I saw axidfelt. . . L.aon, VI. xxxvii. 7,

Felt faint—and never dared uplift Peter, iv. xi. 4.

He looked, as he no doxHotfelt, queer, .... —— iv. xv. 4.
as the sacred steel Felt cold in her torn entrails ! Q. Mab, vi. 121.

For the roots of the speaker's haxxfelt cold . . Rosal. 148.
Till they methoughtj^A still and cold : .... 1178.

(2) applied to nature.

I ask the Earth, have-not the mountainsj^/ ^ , Prom- i. 25.

(3) of mental and moral sensation.

How elate I^ to know that it was nothing human, Asiola, I. 8.

She scarce >9/i? conscious,

—

Ginevra, 18.

Ifelt the centre of The magic circle there, . . . fane. Recoil. 49.
Felt that we all were sons of one great mother ; . iMon, IJ. xvii. 7.

The YtXngfelt pa,le uppn his noonday thrope : . —— vii. viii. i.

My spiritJ^// again like one of those . . . VII.xxviii.4,

\felt, but heard not :— Naples, 9.

Now PeteTfelt amused to see PeUr, vi. xxvi. 3.

As if nonefelt: they know not what they do. . Prom. I. 631.

III. refi.

Knew what love was, andfelt itself alone— . Witch, LXVXii. 2.

Felt, pp. (1) of bodily sensation.

Kadfelt their blood upon her brow, ... . Mask, xxxv. 3.

hadfelt the freshness of that dawn, . . Triumph, 34.

(2) of mental sensation.

He is a presence to hefelt and known .... Adofiais, XLII. 4.

the wrath of him whose scourge isfelt .... Ch. 1st, I. 80.

So that, though^/-? as a most grievous scourge . 11. 275.

that heavy one whose poise is nowfelt . .. . II. 424.

H h 2
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like the swift change Unseen, but felt in youthful
slumbers, Con. Sing. 11. 2.

And in the soul a wild odour \%felt^ . . . . Bpips. 109.
and may beyc//, not seen . . .... . 480.
and I \\zMt,felt His feelings, Fr. A Soul, 2.

when there is/elt around A smell of clay, . . . Ginevra. 150.

no more Is heard than has been7%/^ before, . . Guitarjane^ 84.

This misery was but coldlyJ^//, Laon^ ll. xxxvi.i.

Over the land iB/elt a sudden pause IV. xxvii. i.

Laone's voice wasjisli, V. li. 1 1.

Hast thou ne'erj^^ a rapturous thriU, .... Love^ 15.

Felt it in some wild noonday dream, ... . ig.

'Tis not heard by the ear. but '\%f, in the soul. M. N. Spec.Hors. 23.

Was heard andj^/jf—and at its close Mask, xxxiv. 3.

Interpret, or make_/ettt or deeply feel Man^ B. 83.

JieU, although unbeheld, Prom. III. i. 45.
Such mighty change as I ha.A_feli within . . . in. iv. 129.

We havcj^// the wand of Power, and leap^ . IV. 6'j.

selfishness hasj*^-^ Its death-blow, ... , Q. Ma6, V. 24^.
Like the Spirit of Love^// eve^y^vhere ; . . . Sensit. PL I. 6.

It •WB.s/elt like an odour within the sense ; . . • I. 28.

I doubt not theyfeli the spirit that came . . . ll. 31.

At mom they were seen, at noon they wereT^//, . III. 76.

Not to be touched but to hefelt alone, . . .St Epips. 148.

Was/kit as one with the awakening spirit, . . 165.

Its awful hush is^/^ inaudibly Summer-Evg.z/^.
Although unseen, \%felt by one who hopes . . Triumph, 417.

Female, c. adj. attr. feminine.
themostleam*d among some dozens Of_^ friends, Gisb. 218.

Some,y; forms, whose gestures beamed with mind ; Laofi, i. liv. 5.

thej%wa& mind Untainted by the poison clouds II. xxxy. i.

If she should lead a happy^?Mo/e train , . . . II. xxxviii. 4.

its stair With_/%ffw& quires was thronged : . . V. xliii. 2.

z.female Shape upon an ivory throne. . . V. xliii. 9.

the cries oifemate heJplessness, Q. Mab, Vll. 39.

To other friends, oti&fefnale and one male,— . . St. Bpips. 3.

Fen, n. swamp.
made a plashy^w Under the feet— ... . Loon, VI. xii. 5.

Through_/%«, flood, and mire, CEdipus, II. ii. 133-

*Peii-fire, c. n. an ignis-fatuus.

the sun's bright lamp To thine is 2lfenfire damp. Liber^^ m- 5-

As 3lfenfire's beam on a sluggish stream, . . . The Gild, in. 3.

Fence, ». rejl. Fig. protect or guard.
That Eight ^o\CiAfence itself inviolably . . . Ck. \st, II. 160.

Fence, n. A. Lit. hedge or wall.

working at \i\sfence, A mortal hedger saw him Horn.. Merc. Lix. 6.

Many a ditch and qmck-set_/%«<as/ Peter^ V. xi. 3.

B. Fig. conventional rule.

it overleaps all^wcc.* . . ... .... Epips. 398.

Fenced, pp. Fig. protected, guarded.
"Wh&ifenced by power and master of the world. Dismon, II. 292.

„ „ ,, „ „ „ Q- Mab, IX. 199.

l^^fenced about all crime with holiness, . . . Vll. 27.

Fencing, n. dividing, enclosing.

a brick house or. wall Fencing some lonely court, Gisb. 267.

Fenfire. (See Fen-fire.)

*Fenici, n. a name.
'Tis FenicPs seat Where you are going ? . . Rosal. 74.

Fens, n. marsh lauds.

In they^wi- of Lincolnshire ; Peter, II. viii. 3.

Ferdinand, n. a name adapted to Edward Williams.
command Of thipe own Prince Ferdinand. . . Guitarfane^ \o.

Since Ferd. and you begun Your course of love, . 32.

^Ferment, n. Fig. free mingling of ideas.

Then steadily the happyferTftent worked ; . . Q. Mab, ix. 49.

-j-Ferry, v. tr. Fig. carry or convey.

2sAferry me o'er The stream of your wrath . . Cycl. 349.

Fertile, n. (1) food-producing, fruitful.

The_/C bosom of the e3,rth gives suck To m3rriads, Dcemon, 11. 54.

„ ,, „ „ ,, „ Q- Mab, VIII. 109.

Andfertile vallies, resonant with bliss, . . . Dtsm-on, ll. 108.

„ ,, ,t M H .... Q. Mab, VIII. 103.

His fertile fields among, Demi xix. 2.

Afirtile island in the barren sea, Pr. Athan. n, i. 10.

Infertile golden islands Q. Mab, II. 34.

the golden fields Of^r^/ife England II. 221.

(2) with in= productive of.

Fertile in prodigies and lies ;— Loon, a. vi. i.

Fertility, n. productiveness.

Like a wide lake oi gcc&nfertility, ... . Serchio, 42.

Fertilize, v. tr. make productive.

Theyfertilize the land they long deformed, . , Q. Mab, v. 12.

^Fertilizing', ///. adj. productive-making.

And streams oifertilising govQ Falsehood, 27.

Fervent, adj. earnest, ardent.

Dissolve with that strong faith andy^r&ew/ passion Hellas, 857.

And mfervent pra/r he knelt on the ground, . St. Ir. (3) Vlll. 1.

Fervently, adv. earnestly.

axidfervently Pray that he pity both . . Cenci, l. iii. 158.

Fervid, adj. (1) ardent.

As one who wrought from his ownfervid heart . fulian, 283.

(2) violently agitated.

Which^^re'/i/ from its mountain source . . . Serchio, (^j.

Fervors, n. A. Lit. heat.
Whose age-<:ollected^rz/(?rj scarce allowed . . Q. Mab, viil. 71.

B. Fig. ardours of mind.
On which love's -waxtnostfervours float .... Eyes, 7.

Fervour, n. intensity.

bums with the^»'2/i7«>' of dread ..... Vis. Sea, 163.

Festal, n. feast or festival.

for gore Or poison none thisfestal did pollute, . Loon, v. IvL z.

Festal, adj. pertaintag to a festival or orgie.

Hearest thou the^^j/a/ din Of Death CastlAdm.w.i.
Afestal •wa.tch&re burned beside the dusky main. Loon, V. IviL 9.

To gather for hevfestal crown of flowers . . . Prom. I. 468.

Festival, n. (1) a festive celebration.

And while with glorious_/ayAz'a/ and song, , . Calderon, \. 6.

Go, and enjoy ^<tfestival; I. 13.

my haste to see thefestival I. 19.

illuminate His palace for thisfestival— . . . Faust, II. 115.

Laughed in the mirth of its lard^sfestival, . . . Ginevra, 132.

Decreed to hold a sacred Festival, Laon, v. xxxvii. 4.
Such was this Festival, . . V. Iv. 7.

(2) jovial or riotous feasting.

Waste the trliunphal hours mfestival ^ud. song! X. xii. 9.
He rioted \nfestival the while, X. ixiv. 2.

Festival, c. adj. attr. suited to a festive time.
Attire ourselves infestival array. Cenci, I. ii. 59.
Had tracked the hosts mfestival array, .... Laon, X. xiv. 5.

Festivals, n. (1) festive celebrations.
The folly of enjoyingfestivals, Calderon, I. 42.

(2) times of feasting.

Those mute guests atfestivals, Eug. Hills, 237.
And smiled again ^festivals. Rosal. 715.

Festivity, n. (1) joyousness.
a day Of saxihfestivity, Calderon, I. 23.

(2) a festive entertainment.
Whose presence honours owxfestivity Cenci, l. iii. 3.

Has spoilt the mirth oi oxxrfestivity. ...... I. iii. 161.

Fetter, v. tr. Fig. (1) iceep in moral bondage.
Which on the chains must prey that^ humankind. Fr. /Vm. 10.

(2) restrain, bridle.

Wilt thanfetter the lightning and hurricane? . . Hellas, 673.

Fettered, pp. (1) l,it. bound with chains.
The chariot and the captives^^^ya/ there :— . Triumph, 457.

(2) Fig. confined.
In a cavern under \sfettered the thunder, . . Cloud, 19.

Fettered, ppL adj. restrained.

the cage Of^/fer^fi? grief that dares not groan, . M. W. G. If. 4.

jFettering", ^,^^. restraining.
No Xongexfettering passion^s fearless wing, . . Q. Mab, ix. 47.

Fetters, n. Fig. restraints, shackles.
Needed nofetters of tyrannic law : IX. 79.

IFeuds, n. quarrels.

Was brimming with the blood oifeuds forsworn Marenghi, iv. 2.

Fever, n. A. Lit. aformof disease,amorbid state of the blood.
Roused by some joyous madness from the conch Of^, Alastor, 519.
tormented night and d^ hyfever, Ch. jst, II. 380.
I have been beaten till I bum withj^er. . . Cj/cl. 206.
From the dark chamber of a nciortalfever, . . Ginevra, 3.
Some said it was ajever bad— Peter, I. iii. 4.
Which, like ^ercefever, left him weak ; . . . . Rosal. 425.
B. Fig. a state of nervous excitement.

Shake in the genera}fever. . . Hellas, 590.
a thiret of fierce^^tf?', . J^ofn. l. 544.
But thefever of care was louder within. . . Rosal. 906.

Fever-Stricken, c. adj. that has suffered or is suffering from
fever.

thefever-stricken flesh Of buffaloes, . . . . Cenci, li. i. 67.
Deserted by thefever-stricken serf, . Marenghi, xiv. 2.

*'Se>vereili, ppl, adj. (Ij Lit. suffering fi-om fever.
thro' his fevered veins did flow ... . Desman, II. 156.
till like a wind Tofevered cheeks, ... . . Laon, v. xlv. g.
seek the couch Of &3mefevered wretch . M. N. Spec. Hors. 55.
his^^^r^rf brain Reels dizzily awhile; . Q. Mab, III. 58.

(y) Fig. nervously excited.
doth myfeveredhemg move. . . Calderon, III. 40.
To cleanse thefevered world Laon, ix. v. 9.
How many a spasm Oifevered brains, . . Pr. Athan. il. li. 40.

Feverish, adj. A. Lit. under the influence of fever.

Hisfeverish blood ran chill at the sound : . . . St. Ir. (3) vill. 3.

B. Fig. in an unwholesome state of excitement.
A vain aixdfeverish dream of sensualism ? . . . Q. Mab, iv. 251.
His life a.feverish dream of stagnant woe, . . . vill. 156.

Feverous, adj. Fig. restlessly anxious.
Will I not nurse this life oifeverous hours: . . Cenci, II. ii. 144.

Few, n. not many.
Few dare to stand between their grave and me. . Cenci, ll. i. 157.
My song, I fear that thou wilt find hsAfew . . Dante Conv. 52.
Fame is love disguised : '\ifew Find either . . . Exhortation, 16.
Some.^tf admiring what can ever lure .... Ginevra, 34.
Somefeto yet stood around Gherardi 174.
and,^» who dare Win the desired communion— Hellas, 184.
Hefew by whom my nature has been weighed . Julian, 344.
sudi as it has been my doom To meet with^^w, , 1590.
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Tojiw can she that warning vision shew, . . . Z-aon, I. xxxviii, 5.

the many to ihe/ew belong, , ix. xiv. 5.

andjew . . . endure its mortal dew Marenghi^ xvi. r.

Where some7^0/ feel such compassion .... Mask^ l-xxi. 2.

Or fattenine somej^a; in two separate styes, . . CEdipus^ I. 296.
And some^w, like we know who, Peter, ill. xx. i.

andy&zf Dug better Mask, Vll. ix. 4.
friendsj asfew have ever been Pr. Ainan. II. ii, 17.
How/ra/ survive, how^^ are beating now ! . Q. Mab^ iv. 52.
thej*^ On whom my grace descends, .... Vll. 139.
Many are called, but^^zw will I elect Vll. 156.
Thou art fair, and^few are fairer Sophia, I. i.

those leaves which for the eternal./^w .... lersa Rima, 4.
the sacred_/fee; who could not tame .... Triumph, 128.

Pew, adj. (1) of persons, not many, a small number.
Pause to examine,—these are very^^^a;, .... Allegory, II. 6.

VeryJew strangers have approached our cave. . Cycf. 2^1.
The band, . . . Grew weak axidjew.— .... Hellas, 385.
And they were./9w, but resolute ;— . . JLaon, ix. ix. 4.
Ye are many—they a.reJew Mask, xxxvill. 5.
Ye are many—they arejew xci. 5.
But afew natural friends, would hear him ; , . Peler, vil. xii. 2.

And these, Heaven knows, at best are veryJew; St Epips, 82.

(^2) of things.
The_/iOT surviving hours of the day, Calderon, \. Z2.
some.;^™ tumultuous years Will pass, .... Ch. \st, III. 30.
There ax&Jew things tnat scandalize him not : . Faust, 11. 345.
Few flowers grow upon thy wintry way ; . . . Fr, Is noi^ 5.
Gleamedjfetf and faint Ginevra, 170.
by they; lines alone Which thro' her floating locks Loon, 1. Ix, 5.
Left in the human world./9OT mysteries : ... 11. xxxii. 4.
And vtxyfew^ but kindly words he said, . . . iv. ii. 3.
And the Jew sounds from that vast multitude

Made silence more profound— V. ii, 3.
ripening^ with its flame Tne,/^i£/ lone ears of com ; x. xiii. 5.
Why skm and bones, and soraey hairs for mortar. CEdipus, I. 30.
And after waiting som&Jiew days Peter, 11. xiv. 2.

And the islets were^/^a; ... Prom. IV. 121.
And the stars are none, orJew;— Sifniles, li. 5.
They has^few pleasures in the world beside ; . St. Epips. 1 14.

(3; with a.

Have lived but on this earth z.few sad years . . Cenci, V. ii. 120,
Where ayCTW grey rushes stand, Eug. Hills^ $1.

Tewex, adj. a smaller number.
Would many wish, and surely^/^zy^r dare. . Mother^ Son, 11. 5.

fewer Have fluttered tamer to the lure .... Peter^ Vll. ii. 3,

*Pez, n, the chief town of Morocco.
And the swart tribes of Garamant and Fes, . CEdipus, 1. 171.
From Morocco and Fes, and the high palaces i. 224.

*Piljre5 n. a. small thread or filament.
To the \astjz6re of the loftiest tree Prom, I. 154.

*PilireS5 n. Fig. streaks.

Are like the^irfij of a cloud Hellas, 143.

*Pil9rous, adj. that looks like fibre.

Bright as ihaXjibrous woof when stars indue . . Desmon, I. 62.
Jibrous cloud, That catches but the palest tinge . Q. Mab, i. 94.

Pickle, adj. variable, changeable.
Is the flame of life ^ofickle and wan .... There is no work, 5.

jPidelity, n. loyalty, faithfulness.
And so I swear a co\Afidelity Cenci, I. ii. 26.
and o'er the gate Was sculptured, ' To Fidelity ' / Rosal. 1055.

Pie, interj.=ioT shame.
Fie, child! Let that unseasonable thought . . . Fiordispina, 69,

*Pief, n. a manor held of a superior.
Your/^that lies beyond the Pincian gate.— . Cenci, I. i. 3.
My^M/oeyond the Pincian.— i. j. 58.

Pield, n. (1) open country as opposed to woodland.
And build their mossy homes vxjield and brere ; , Adonais, xviii. 7.
Through woodandstreamandy; and hill and Ocean xix. i.A people stabbed and starved in the untilled,;?^/^^,— Engl. 1819, 7.
And vibrates far o'erjield and vale, ... . Faust, 11. 62.
For them, endures the life-sustaining_;Sis/i^ . . . Horn. Earth, 14.
Out of t\\&field my cattle yester-even, . . . Horn.. Merc. LVii. 3.
o'er all, hyfield or pool, xcvi. 4.
When will the sun smile on the bloodlessTSe/c;?, M. N. Pjst. Fr. 45.
you may behold A dark and bBxrcnfield, . . . Orpheus, 3.
threw Year after year their stones upon thefield, Q. Mab, ix. 97.
All flowers m.field or forest Triumph, 9.
All things revive infield or grove, .... Whenpassion's, III. 3.

(2) an enclosed space set apart for agriculture.
till, like a^/i/ ofcom Hellas, 1^82.

In the garden, thefield, or the wilderness, . . . Sensit. "Pi. I. lo.
He walked along the pathway of afield .... Sunset, 9.
like blight through the ears ofa thick_/£!/(3f ofcorn, Vis. Sea, 51.

(3) an enclosed space.
and beneath, A.field is spread, Adonais, L. 7,

(4) a place of battle or combat.
from the redjfe/aT Of slaughter, . , . . Alastor,6i^.
well I know That in \}i\efield, . ... Calderon, I. 222.
two men of honour take thejfe/rf, . . . , I. 241,
Which was ajield of holy warfare then Laon, i. xliv. 2,
Plans for thejfe/rf of death his plodding schemes, M. N. Post. Fr. 48.
More senseless than the sword of battre^/(f . Mother& Son, 11. q.Amid the horrors of a limb-strewnjfe/rf, . . . . Q. Mab v 101
Low mingling on the lonely^/(Z of fame, . .

' v 209

. Desmon, I. 15.

. Q. Mab, I. 15.

. Q, Mab, IV. 20,

(^5) a large tract.

Steal like dark streams along ajield of snow,
like streams along a_/?i?^ of snow,

(0) a wide expanse.
o'er ocean's waveless7Si?/c/ . . ...
(7) vacancy.

In the void's Xoos^Jield Prom. iv. 154.

(8) in heraldry, the surface of a shield.

Their arms are seven hills in a_/ftf/c/ gules, . . . CEdipus, I. 144.

Field, c. adj. atir. rural.

\JC&&Jield smells known in infancy, Rosal. 1 1 10.

Pields, n, (1) open country, land generally, or enclosed

spaces.
As long as skies are blue, znAfields are green, . Adonais, xxi. 7,

And^lds and marshes widej Asiola, ll. 4.

Of tebapled cities and the srailing7?!e/(^'j .... CA. u/, ll. 242.
Fresh and warm from thefields of Spam, . . . Devil, xi. 2.

as he wanders, His {^TtiXofields among, .... xix. 2.

itsfields and woods ever renew ^P}P^- 4^8.
Uponyoury, your gardens, and your house-tops, Hellas, 436.
which shall not flow through streets andfields^ . 543.
which ever run Through the fresh^/a^— . '. Hom. Merc. xvil. 5.

Turned back towards theirfields of asphodel ;— . xxxvil. 2.

I am gone into thefields . . Jane, Invitn, 31.
Shall clothe in light t^iejields and cities . . Laon, V.Song,5.i$.
from mortal steel fell o'er thefields like rain, . . vi. vi. 9.
horsemen o'er the wide_/Sfi/!& murdering sweep, . VI. vii. 4.
With undivided ^^//ily of ripening corn, . vii. xxxv. 7.

the blood which flowed Over thefields^ . . , x. iii. 4.
Among the wastedfields...... ... x. xi. 7.

Peace m the desartfields and villages, . . . x. xii. i.

O'erfields and towns, from sea to sea Mask, xiii. i.

Thefields, the lakes, the forests, and the streams, Mont B. 84.
Naples, 14^^.

. From.. Ill, iii. 121.

. III, iv, 12.

, Q. Mab, II. 220,

. Rosal. 954.

. Serchio, 43.

. Skylark^ 73.

. Alastor, 84.

. Sonn. Nile, 5,
, The Cold, i. 4.

. Prom. 111. ii. 18,

, Epips. 133,

TheJields they tread look black and hoary
Shall clothe the forests and ^efields, . .

Or walk thro'fields or cities while men sleep,
the goldenJields Of fertile England . . .

By woods, andfields of yellow flowers, . .

With streams andfields and marshes bare,
Whatfields, or waves, or mountains ?

{2) large tracts.

Itsfields of snow and pinnacles of ice . .

./5c^(^ of moist snow half depend. . .

From caves of ice andjields of snow, . . ,

(3) vast expanses.
Henceforth thefields of Heaven-reflecting sea

(4) countries.
Tofields remote by tyrants sent Rosal. yog.

(5) dwelling-places, realms.
For in thefields of immortality . . .

Piend, «. a demon or malevolent spirit.

Like the Hercefiend of a distempered dream.
There was no fairfiend near him,
might kill the7?ew<3r within you. . .

Hell's most aDandoned_^2Mrf , . .

But like afiend appointed to chastise . , .

a corpse in which somefiend Were laid to sleep,
But cnanged to a foul^waT through misery,
Thisfiend, whose ghastly presence ever .

And everyfiend ofthe Stygian night,
the Fiend did revel In victory, . . .

the conquering' Fiend did own.^ .

The Fiend, whose name was Legion ; . _ _

with that F. of blood Renewed the doubtful war-
The victor Fiend Omnipotent of yore.
Fearing it was ajiend:
for Panic, the pale^w^ who charms Strength
from a likeness of aught human Into z.Jiend, .

The /Slew;/ of madness, which had made its prey
Ancfthe sea-e^le looked afiend.
But the darkj&wrf who with his iron pen , .

Some saidj I was afiend from my weird cave,
did shine Like ajiend's hope
Or a shivcringyfowi^ that thirsting for sin, .

It was not afiendirovn the regions of hell .

a c&xmngfiend Which clenched him . . .

Fiend, I defy thee ! with a calm, fixed mind,
with savage joy Lowered like ajiend,
the pityless^«rf, With all his winds . , .

A vengeful, pih^less, and aJmiehty^wrf, .

Which eweryfiend can make his prey at will.
Religion ! but for thee, "^roh^cjiena, . .

the madJiendThy wickedness had pictured.
And broken altars of the almighty^wiof, .

built temples for the omnipotentySswcf, . ,

When thefiend would change to a lady fair

!

*Piend-drawji, c. adj. drawn by fiends.
As one who checks ajiend-drawn charioteer, . Ptotk. I, 126.

*Pieud-Ood, c. n. a malevolent deity.
Almighty Fear The i^ze«£/-Goi/, Laon,v.Song,6.i3.

*PiendiBli, adj. in fiendlike manner.
In trance had lain me thus within afiend, bark. in. xxx. 9.And laugh'd, in joy, thefiendish throng, . . .St. Ir. (3) xv! i.'

*Pieiidly, adj. resembling a fiend.
andy: shapes, Thronging round human graves, . Daemon, i 2^7
thatshapeless_;?eMrf/jf thing Of many names, , .Laon viii. xxi. i,

. Alastor, 225.

^ : 297.
. Cenci, 1. 1. 45.

. 1. i. 117.

IV. i. 161.

IV. iv. 16.

. Coleridge, 30.
31.

, Devil, xxv. 3.
. Eaon, I. xxvii, 3.
. I, xxviii, 9.

I. xxix. I.

I. xxxi, 5.

I. xxxiv. 6,

. III. xxxi, 6.

. vi.iii._^S:

. VI. xlvni. 4.

. VII. xiv. I.

. VII, XV. 6.

VIII. XX. 6.

. IX. viii, 4,
. . XII. xi.

"J,

, M. N. Spec. Hors. 6.
. . 10.

. . Pr.Atiian. i. 122,

, . Prom.. I. 262.

Q. Mab, in. 182.

. -— IV. 30.
IV. 211,

VI. 14.

VI. 69.
VI. 126,

, VI. 222,

VII. 97.
, Rosal. 154.
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Fiends, n, pi. of Fiend.
the^nds will shake Thine arches ... . Cenci, iv. i. 183.
like God's angel ministered upon "OyJUnds ; . V. i. 44.
Where gods zx\A.Jiends in worship bend, . . . Dcemony i. 97.
or Erebus With all its hBxvA&dJiends . . . II. 21.

But it lulls in oblivion th^ fiends of despair, . . Deaths Dial. 8.

Fat as i^^fiends that feed on blood, Devil^ xi. i.

This ^2:^fiends give to revelry, ... . XXVIII. 1.

And war's mzAjiends the scene environ, . . . Falsehood^ g.

To one whom >fe7Z(f^ enthrall, this voice to me ; . Laon^ V, xlvi. 2.

from thine hell oifiends and flame, x. xxix. 6.

Feasting X^o.fiends upon the infidel dead, . . x. xlvii, 4.
7&»i^ and chasms of fire had dispossest . . . xi. ix. 3.

Or the laug;hter oifiends when they howl . M. N. Spec. Hors. 25.

A scoff of impious pride fromySsw^ impure ; . . Ode Lib. xvi. $.
And goading; him, likejfewalj, Pr. Athan. I. S-
as the^«a!j Which wake and feed l- 73-
Chimasra and thou Sphinx, subtlest oifiends . . Prom. l. 347.
Or what more subtle, foul, or ssi.sd.%^fiends , . I. 369.
Call up thefiends. I. 432.
Barest thou observe how thefiends torture him ? i. 582.
Some look behind, asfiends pursued them there, II. iv. 133.
Oh ! they werefiends

:

Q. Mab^ II. 154.

Tierce, adj» (1) of animated beings, ferocious, cruel, violent.

I know two dv^ffierce outlaws, Cenci, III. i. 233.
The Cyclops' eye so &eryfierce ? Cyc/. 486.
The/wrtrc beasts of the woods Pr. T^Aefierce, 1.

Be the fortune of our^r^r^ oppressors weighed . Hellas, loio.
And ioxix fierce dogs watched there, unanimous

as men Horn. Merc, xxxii. 8.

Take these and ^efierce oxen, Maia's child— —— xcvi. i.

Over the sea with thatjKercp Serpent go ? . . . Laon, I. xxii. 4.

Fearless, ^xAfierce, and hard as beasts of blood, iv. xxvi. 2.

like a beast '^a&tfierce and beauteous, .... vii. xxv. 3.

uplifted from the head Of saniefiere^ Msenad, Ode W. Wind, li. 7.

So think their^^-^ successors, .... . Peter, vi. xxiv. 2.

This is ^e{e^t,fierce king, not victory. .... Prom. l. 642.
which chase denial From the^^-ce savage, . . RosaL 869.
who went before_/&r£» and obscene Priumpk, 137.

(2) of passions, emotions, &c., ardent, vehement, ferociouSj

extreme.
ThsiXfierce desire had faded in my heart. , . . Cenci, IV. iv. 132.

Between the s\y,jKrce, wild regard of guilt, . V. ii. 155.

Keep thefierce spirit of the hour at bay, . . . Ch. isf, il. 169.
Napoleon's_/fe^ce spirit rolled, Death Nap. 34.
O Comet beautiful zxvdfierce, Epips. 368.
Be whelmed in ^efienx ebb :— Hellas, 127.

When ^efier(x shout of AIlah-illa-Allah ! . . . —— 290.
-whosiejierce delight Is thunder

—

Horn. Venus, 35.
In smiles or frowns i\\.e\Tfierce disquietude, . L,aon, I. xxxiii. 7.

t^eMfierce despair might nought avail . . V. viii. 5.

a^fierex and monstrous gladness Xll. i. i.

Till Love even from^rc^ Desire it bought, . . Love, Hope, 32.

Az^mfiertx torments, such as demons know, M. N". Despair, 17.

On ! now I die—but still is death's^^re pain— M. N. Post. Pr. ig.

Ruining its chaos

—

2ifierix hrcaih Prol. Hellas, 214.
Beneath thefierce omnipotence of Jove, , . . Prom. i. 1 1 tj.

m!ihJUr(£ (u'ead Grew pale, . i. 161.

a thirst oifierce fever, l. 544.
Suddenly^rfiff confusion fell from heaven . . . I. 6^2.
And in their desert hearts_/2£r« wants he sent, . II. ly, $^.
Yet bums towards heaven -m^fierce reproach, . III. i. o.

Thefierce despair and hate which kept ... RosaL ^30.
Untameable and fleet miAfierce as fire, . . .St. Epips. 147.
The million with^rc? song Trium.ph, no.
t\i3.tfierce spirit, whose unholy leisure ... _ 145.

(3) of natural objects and forces, violent, intense.

W\\ihfierce gusts and precipitating force, . . . Alastor, 321.

Higher and higher still Their^rce necks writhed 324.

fierce fine And yon ancestral cauldron, . . . (^cl. 329,

t gusts and precipitating for

Higher and higher still Theirfiertx no
fierce fine And yon ancestral cauldron, .

By thefierce blast's unconquerable stress. . . . Faust, \\. 133.

Minglingfierce thunders and sulphureous gleams, Hellas, 627.

The strength ofthe/; flame was breathed around : Horn. Merc. xix. 4.

the storm Pursued it -with,fierce blasts, . . . Loon, I. \'ii. g.

and ihe\xfierce roar to hear Amid the calm : . . I. xv. 5.

whirlwind, whose fierce blasts the waves and
clouds confound, IV. xxvii. 5.

Mock the^rcp peal with neighings;— . , . vi. xlv. 7.

To those^r« flames x. xlvii. 2.

Pour i\\efierce tide around this lonely form, M. N. Despair, 21.

Yet when th&f. swell of the tempest is raving, M. N. Spec. Hors. 34.

O'er him i\\efierce bolts of avenging heaven 39.
Like one^r^x cloud over a waste ofwaves . . OdeLib. ill. g.

Be thou, spirit /Sff^iSS, My spirit

!

Ode W. Wind, V. 5.

With loud z^ifierce, but most harmonious roar, Orpheus, 78.

Kf. south blast tear through the darkened sky, 88.

Guides thefierce whirlwind, Q. Mob, vi. 157.

which hezsexCsfiertx flame Had scathed . . . vii. 259.

And t}fiefierce storm did swell St. Ir.U) xiv. 4.

O'er his form the /. swell of the tempest is raving ; (6) lii. 6.

Against the Serchio's torrent^rcff, Serchio, 93.

Into cohiTons^rce and bright. ,..,... 104.

as is the sun m Misfierce youth, i7«/ Dr. 58.

flickering in ribbons within t^vefierce gale : . . Vis. Sea, 2.

And they: winds are sinking with weary wings . 123.

when the^r^K war Of wintry winds . . . . Witch, ^XJ^. 1.

Clove thefierce streams XLV. 8.

(4) of supernatural beings, furious, malevolent.
Like thefierce fiend of a distempered dream, . Alastor, 225.

Can thefierce night-fiends rest on yonder hill, . M. N. Despair, 7.

Yes ! thefierce spirits of the avenging deep . M. N. Ravail, 60.
Ceaseless, and rapid, z.nd.fieru, ana free, . . , Prom., iv. 163.

(5) of war, ruthless, brutal.
Fierce war and mingling combat, Horn.. Venus, 1 1

.

For ever, as the war became morefierce . , Z^aon, I. v. i,

(6) of maladies, &c., grievous, severe.
A wound raoreT&j'cs than his Adonais, xxu. 4.
Which tyrannizes me with suchfierce stress, . . Dante Conv. 20.
With -whatfierce strokes they fall Faust, 11. 1 19.
To savage, foul, and^r^^ deformity CEdipus, i. 364.
Which, V^efierce fever, left him weak ; . . . . RosaL 425.

(7) of sound, alarming, terrible.

Fierce yells and howlings and lamentings keen, . Julian, 216.

(8) of movement, quick, hurried.
In ^e\rfierce flight towards the wilderness, . . Faust, 11. 122.

whose tramplingsfierce Made wounds .... Profn. IV. 501.

(9) of light, intense, extreme.
ihefierce light Made all the shadows of our sails

blood-red Hellas, 507.
and -withfierce gleam To turn his hungry sword . Naples, 79.
thefierce splendour Fell from her Triumph, 359.

(10) of an epoch, wild, furious.

The child of 3^fierce hour ; . . . , . . 217.

(11*) terrific, threatening.
Breathinig in self contempt^r^e blasphemies . Damon, I. 383.
War with its million horrors, and^rce hell . . Q. Mab, V. 256.

Fierce, adv. violently.

strvig^xngfierce towards heaven's free wilderness. Prom. IV. 399.

jiFiercely, adv. (1) intensely.
Fiercely looTc forth his awe-inspiring eyes, . . . Horn. Sun, 13.

axi&fiercely shone A lamp ofAutumn, .... L^aon, x. xiii. 3.

(2) eagerly. .

Fiercely thirsting to exchange Mash, XLVIII. 2.

(3) of motion, violently.

hurlingfiercely from the ground Loon, Xll. xvi. 4.
The flames -^erefiertx. vomited From every tower Mar. Dr. xv. i,

2Lr\Afiercely driven Heaven's lightnings scorch . Q. Mab, VI. \€i^.

He caxne,fiercely driven, in his chariot-throne . Sensit. PL III. 96.

(4) furiously.
Fiercely extolled the fortune of her star. . . . Triumph, 438.

(5) severely.

fiercely still and fast The arrows of the plague . Daon, X- xxx. 5.

*Fiercer, adj, (1) more ferocious.

Though a.fiercer than tiger is there Bigotry, ill. 4.

(2) more violent.

a^fiercer combat raged, . . ... . Loon, vi. mi. 8.

^^3) more terrible.

Afiercer, deadlier agony ! M. N. Melody, 47.

^Fiercest, adj, (1) most violent.
where thefiercest war among^ the waves Is calm, Alastor, yj2.
Infiercest tumult on the rocking shore, . M, N. Despair^ 26.

(2) most brutal.

whose mildness would defy ltsfier<xst rage, . . Damon, 11. 291.

„ „ „ „ „ „ - - Q. Mab, IX. 198.

(3) most ferocious.

Though the^ ofcloud-piercing tyrants approaches, Bigotry, 11. 3.

(4) the wildest.
the third Fieriest and mightiest, mingled both, . Prol. Hellas, 84.
tame Thefiercest and the mightiest Prom. I. 380.

Fiery, adj. A. Lit. of fire or flame, showing fire.

fiery hills Mingling their flames with twilight, . Alastor, 557.
As glorious as 2^fiery mart3Tdom ; Epips. 215.

f: f̂iery Hell's tempestuous wave, .... . Fr. Satire, 3.

Inj&ry gloom to dwell eternally ; . . . Horn. Merc. XLIII. 4.
until the torchesfiery tongue . . Daon, III. xiii. 8.

The lingering guilty to theirfiery grave; . xii. ix. 2.

Thefiery mountains answer each other ; . , . Liberty, I. i.

B. Fig. (1) brilliant, bright as fire.

The chariots'JSsrji track, Damon, i. 138.

,, ,j ,, Q. Mab, I. 227.

Seemed restingf on thefiery line of ocean, . Damon, i. 193.
A radiant death a^fiery sepulchre, .... . Epips. 22^.
?uench the_/&ry shadow C)f his gilt prow . . . Hellas, lyi.

Fpon that shattered flag oifiery cloud . . 33S.
Heaven, starred with^ry flowers, Orpheus, ^4.
And when these burst, and the thinfiery air, , , Prom,. II. u. 77,
Which, from a rent among th^fiery clouds, . . ili. ii. 8.

Which drives round the stars in theirfiery flight ; iv. 149.
The vast and^Se^'ji globes that rolled . . .' . . Q. Mab, ix. 220.

Speed thee in thy^ry flight, . . . . World's Wanderers, 1. 2.

(^2) ardent, passionate.

Quench within their burning bed Thy^ry tears, Adonais, III. 4.
thefiery band which held Their natures, snaps— Triumph, 157.

(3) unruly, wild.

I stood beside your dark and^&rv youth . . , Cenci. i. i. 49.
Of that most^ry spirit, when it fled

—

. . Death Nap. 15.

(4) angry, ferocious.

So will I, in the CycXo^sfiery eye . . . Cycl. 463.
The Cyclops' eye sofiery fierce ? , . ... 486.
from which shine, Fiery and lurid, . . . . Medusa, I. 7.

(5) penetrating.

like^rv dews that melt Into the bosom . . . Epips. no.
[Q) irresistible. .

As the earthquake'sjSfr)" flight, . . Fr. Italy, 3.
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Earthquake, and^ery flood, and hurricane, . . Mont B. 87.
and xhfi.fiery incarnation Is yet withheld, . . , Prol. Hellas^ 15.

(Hear ye the thunder of ^\\Qfiery wheels . . . Prom. III. i. 47.

(7) exciting.

On frozen hearts th&fiery rain of wine Falls, . . Ginevra^ 114.

(8) biting, burning.
And rain on him like flakes oifiery snow. . . . Fr. Satire^ 34.
his iron pen Dipped in scorn'sJSsrji poison, . . Laon^ Vlli. xx. 7.

(9) unquenchable, ever-living.
But like Sufiery plague breaks out anew . . . Hellas^ 553.

(10) extreme, cruel.

the cries Of victims to their^ry judgment led, . Laon^ x. xii. 4.
pursued Each by hisfiery torture howl and rave, x. xx. 7.

(H) eager, ardent.
Re-assuming^er^F flight, . . . swift Freedom came, Hellas^ 65.
he past To Pylos, with the cows, xzifiery haste. Ho-m. Merc. Lix. 8.

Driving anfiery wings to Nature's throne, . . Ode Lib. XVII. 10.

(12) spirited, high-mettled.
The galloping oifiery steeds makes pale . . . Hellas^ 325.

(13) yellow, bright.

Till theJStfrjy star, which is its eye Sensit. PL I. 35.

(14) looking like fire. '

The torch of discord with \X.%fiery hair ; . . . CEdi^uSy I. 285.

Piery, as adv. furiously.

from the sea was thrown More fast and_/?i?rv, . Laon^ VI. xi. 8.

*Fiery-visa^ed, c. adj. stormy-red.
Ihs.fiery-vis. firmament expressed Abhorrence, . Q. Mab^ Vli. 87.

I'lffceeUr adj. a cardinal number.
For^^^ew months in any case, /fe/er, Vll. xxiii.4.

Fiftli, adj. (1) the ordinal of five.

Smiting each Bishop under i\v^fifth rib. . . . Ck. ist, I. 104.

(2) one in five.

each.;?/?A shall give The expiation for his brethren Laon^ x. ix. 5.

Pifty, as M. a cardinal number.
Drove^^i^jr from the herd, lowing aloud. . . Horn. Merc, xii, 8.

Fifty, adj. two score and ten.

that^/f/?^ oxen should requite Such minstrelsies . LXXIV.3.
The Gadfly's v^vlotq^ fifty times distilled, . . . CBdipus^ I. 352.

Pig", n. the fruit of the fig-tree.

His food was the wild^^- and strawberry ; . Marenghi^ xxiv. i.

Pight, V. I. tr. engage in.

I've half a mind tofight a duel Peter^ VI. ix. 5,

II. intr. contend in arms.
Leave us tofigki^ Calderon^ I. 266.
W&fight for this rag of greasy rug, . ... CEdipus, I. 53.
"We all are soldiers fit tofight .^ Tremble Kings^ 5.

Pig'lit, n. A. IM. (1) a battle, contest of arms.
First of the sea-convulsing,^^/— Hellas^ 474.
The tempest of the Ta.g\ngJ^ht convulsed . . . 489.
Thefight hung balanced, there arose a storm 611.

(2) combat, straggle.

Hang tangled in inextricable^^f^/, .... 309.
An Eagle and a Serpent wreathed infight:— . Laon^ I. viii. 4.
Of that portentous_^^^ appeared at length : . . i. xiv. 3.

had looked upon That unin3aginable_/^«/, . : i. xvii. 2.

Thou hast beheld th2Xfight— i. xxxiv. i.

Drop, twisted in inextricable_/5^^^, Prom. III. i. 73.

B. Fig. contest, rivalry.

what secxctfight Evil and good, . . . Waged . . Laon^ v. ii. 7.

Pifflitiug, pr. pple. defending himself.
the other fell Desperately.;^^//»^. .... Cenci^ iv. iv. 87.

Pigs, 71. the fruit of the fig-tree.

Melons, and dates, 2jaAfigSy ... .... Ltion^ V, Ivi. 5,

Pignre, n. A. Lit. a shape or form.
The meteors of midnight recoil from hisj^-., M. N. Sfec.Hors.i^i.
His inessential7|^«r« cast no shade Q. Mab. Vll. 71.
And I hear, as she wraps round herj^ the kirtle, St. Jr. {6} i. 7.

B. Fig. mental impression. •

Shew a 'poorfigure to my own esteem, .... Cenci^ ii. ii. 117.

Leaving no.^^fwre upon memory's glass. . . . Hellas^ 131.

Pignred, pp. represented-
Methought I saw a crownj'^wr^f/ upon one tip, . Ch. ist, 11. 432.

Figured, ppL adj. (1) inscribed.

Which by the force oifigured spells Gisb. 20.

(2) marked or obscured by visions.

Have drawn back \ihs.figured curtain of sleep . Prom. iv. 58.

Figures, n. (1) persons, human shapes.
Figures ever new Rise on the bubble, .... Triumph^ 248.
She, all those hixTaB.nfig. breathing there. Beheld IVitch^ Lxvi. i.

(2) fanciful shapes.
did not make Morej^wrej, or more strange ; . Gisb. 46.

(3) scenes.
Rose on me like thefigures of past years, . . . Ch. ist^ ll. 11.

(4) mathematical and arithmetical signs.
Lie heaped in their harmonious disarray Of_/^,— Gisb. 97.

(5) movements.
In many entangled_^Mrej quaint and sweet . . Marenghi^ xx. 4.

(6) theories or ideas.
"i^evffigures on its false and fragile glass . . Trium-ph^ 247.

Pile, n. Fig. a rasping instrument.
Till bit to dust by virtue's keenestjf& Ode Lib. Xlll. 11.

Pile, n. rank.

file after_/?/c did pour Their clouds » . ... Laon^ x. xi, 5,

Piles, «. pi. of Kile.

Thefiles compact Whelmed me, vi. vi, 3.

close they drew Their glittering_;S/<sj, vi. xiv. 5.

around Theirfiles of steel and flame ;— .... X. iv. 7.

Pill, n. (1) satisfying quantity of food.

There, like an infant who had sucked hisfill . . Horn. Merc. XL.
She sucked herfill even at this breast, .... Laouy vii. xix. 6.

(2) full measure, satiety.

he takes hisT?// Of deep and liquid rest, .... AdonaiSf Vll. 8.

To thirst and find nofill— Fr. Unsat. i.

Till they have told their;?//, .... , . Laon. vi. xliii. 8.

and so they took their^/ Of happiness .... fViich^ Lxxvil. 3.

Pill, V. tr. A, Lit. (1) make full.

But I remain tofill the watercasks, Cycl. 33.

and one didfillA vessel from the putrid pool ; . Laon^ III. xiii. 3.

And let itfill the Deedal cups like fire, .... Prom. ill. i. 26.

(2) with «/, expressing fill to the brim.
Here, Andrea, F. up this goblet with Greek wine. Cenci^ I. Hi. i6g.

(3) occupy.
their seats in order due they,;?//, Horn. Merc. LV. 5.

Gloomy or bright as the thrones iheyfill. . . . Prol. Hellas, 70.
The place each spring of its machine shzXXfill; . Q. Mab, VI. 164.

B. Fig. (1) satisfy.

they shaX\fill My belly . Cycl. 223.

sofill your belly and your jaws 287,
orfill our colons With rich blood, CEdipus, I. 62.

whose deep maw . . . King Swellfoot could not^, i. 191.

(2) make replete.

The desidfill me ten thousand fold . . Death Nap. 27.
to^f// The lap of Pain, and Toil, CEdipus^w.n.ryj.
andjf// With sphered fires the interlunar air ? . . Prorn. ill. iv. 93.

(3) gratify.

I half disdained mine eyes' desire tofill .... Triumph, 232.

(4) possess mentally.
did the victors^// With doubt Laon, VI. ix. 4.

and thou wert there tofill My heart with joy, . . vii.xxxiii.3.

gentle thoughts did many a bosoms?//,— . . . ix. vii. 6.

harmonizing ardours7?// And raise thy sons, . Naples, 165.

the thoughts thaXfill The mind Sonn. Byron, 3.

Which thou with joy shalt^//, W. Shel. Iii. 4.

(5) occupy or fill up intervals.

was heard tofill The pauses of her music, . . Alastor^ 169.
Which the pulse of pain dkdjill; Fug. Hills, 39.
doth^// The empty pauses of the blast ;— , . . Gisb. \22.

(6) replenish.

But that no power can _;?// with vital oil . . . . Cend, ill. ii. 17.

VJiWfill our coffers

:

Ch. ist, ii. 287.
Haste thou a.ndfill the waning crescent . . . Prol. Hellas, 169.

(7) cover, pervade entirely.

it shall burst and^; The world with cleansing fire : Laon, 11. xiv. 4.
fill the shore and sky With her sweet accents— . li.xxviii.4.

At last, when dayligbt 'gan to^// the air, . . v. iv. 8.

^z7/ Heaven and darken Earth, viii. vi. 3.

be free toJ?// The world, like light ; . . . Viil.xvi. 3.
Fill this dark night of things xii. xxix. 9,
z.nd fill . . . With living hues and odours plain

and hill : Ode W. Wind, 1. 10.

whose marble smiles Fill the hushed air . . . Front, ill. iii. 166.
Fill the dance and the music of mirth, . . . iv. 132.

(8) furnish, make delightful.

Tofill our home with smiles, Laon, Ded. ix. 6.
your words Fill, . . . my own forgotten sleep With

shapes I*rofn. ll. i. 142.

(9) clog or encumber.
with deadleavesy! Earth's cold and sullen brooks Laon, x. xliv. 4.

(10) provide with expression.
their mild eyes can ^eyfill With the false anger v. xxxiv. 5.
But smiles of wondering joy his face would7?«, . x. vL 7.

(11) occupy entirely.

sweet peace ofjoy did almost^?/^ The depth . . Vl.xxxviii.5.

Pilled, V. tr. A. Lit. made full,

the mass Filledwith one whirlpool all that ample
chasm

;
. . Alastor, 379.

filled a. bowl Three cubits wide Cyd. 380.
Ifilled The cup of Maron, ... 405.
Aiid I . . .filled Another cup, ... . 414.
B. Fig. (1) occupied.

If I abandon her v/hofilled the place She left, . Cenci, ll. i, 96.

(2) pervaded, occupied.
Filled the mysterious h^ls with floating shades . Alastor, 124.
Yellow mist Filled the unbounded atmosphere, 605.
that^//ffrf with love The lifeless atmosphere. . Jane, Recoil. 51.

filled that dome of woven light, . . . . . Laon, l. Iv. 8.

filled the light Of the calm smile III. viii. 3.

filled with deepening gold. Its whirlpools, . . . xii, xxxiv. 3.

filled with frozen light the chasm below. . Pr. Athan. II. iii. 30.
Filled the frore air with unaccustomed light : . . Rosal. 1309.

(3) caused to resound.
Andfilled with silver sounds the overflowing ah-. Laon, i. xviii. 9.
^iK?i/ the air With her strange name v. xiv. 2.

thBXfilled the listening air. vi. xxviii. g.
filled the startled Earth with echoes : xil. i. 9.
whose thxunderfilled The abysses of the sky . Prom. ill. iv. 98.
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the heavenly strains That^ the lonely dwelling. Q. Mab^ I. 93.
and^/,to/ the grove With sounds, Triumph^ 317.

("4) choked, encumbered.
Filled the place with a monstrous undergrowth, . Sensit. PL III. 59.

(5) supplied.
and he_/f//<?«/ From fountains pure, Pr.Athan.\i.\\.^.
two Destinies Filled each their irrevocable urns \ Prol. Hellas^ 83.

(6) endued, inspired.

f. the meanest worm that crawls . . . With spirit, Q. Mab. rv. 96.
AaAJilled him, not with love, but faith, .... Rosal. 620.
Filled me with the flame divine, "35'
Wrapped zcsxAfilled by their mutual atmosphere. Sensit. Pi. i. 6g.

Filled, pp. A. Lit. full of.

Isfilled v/iih liquor, which if sprinkled .... (Fdipus^ II. i. 82.

B. Fig. (1) sated to repletion.

When he -wasfilled with my companions' flesh, . Cycl. 402-
tLsidifilled his empty head and heart Devil^ xvi. 2.

(2) attained to, completed.
Thy spirit should \iZ.yeLfilled its crescent sphere, . Adonais, xxvii.8.

(3) pervaded, covered.
the caves ATefilIed^\th my bright presence, . Apollo, II. 5,

The plain -wasfilled -wyth slaughter, iJion, III. xi. 7.

hasfilled AW. human life with hydra-headed woes. Q. Mab^ v. 195.

(4) endowed, inspired.
the Spirit Hasfilled its elect vessels, ... . Ck. isl, II. 226.

(5) supplied.
How every pause isfilled with under-notes, . Protn. iv. 189.

(6) made to resound, occupied.
and all the place Was^/fe^with magic sounds . Triumph^ 340.

(7) Stored, garnished.
and their house with wealth \%filled. Horn. Earthy 16.

Wasfi. with the sweet food immortals swallow, Hont. Merc. XLI. 6.

For it -wBsfilled with sculptures rarest, . . . Mar. Dr. xlx. i.

pillest, ». tr. pervadest.
when the heavens are blue Thou^//Ay/ them ; . Pr. Athan. II. iv. 8.

'Whofillest with thy soul this world of woe, . . ProTn. I. 283.

Filling, pr. pple. A. Lit. replenishing.
a mighty Enchantressj^//z'«^ up, Music^ Ipant^ IV. 3.

B. Fig. (1) occupjong, having place in,

a globe of dew, Filling . . . Some eyed flower Ode to Heaven^ 47.

(2) supplanting, supplying the place of.

Filling thy void annihilation, love Burst in , . Prom. IV. 354.

(3) occupying, overrunning, pervading.
Filling their bare and void interstices.— . . . Epips. 482.
While the flood yjzsfilling those hollow vales. . Mar. Dr. XVI. 6.

Filling ih^ abyss with sun-like lightnings, . . , Prom. TV. 276.

(4) charging.
for a stroke . . . came down, Filling my eyes with

blood— ... . Laon^ HI. xi, 3.

(5) pervading.
Filling its leafy coverts with a horror . . . Calderon, II. 170.

Filling the seat of power, . . Prom. il. iv. 3.

the sun's ^r&filling the living world, II. v. 27.

(6) causing to resound.
Filling th& chamber and the moonlight sky. . . D<stnon^ I. 77.
Filling the wide air far away ; . ... . Mar. Dr. xi. 2,

Filling the sky like light ! Pr. Athan. Ii. ii. 39.

Fillip, V. tr. Fig. stimulate, help.
that the draught mayfillip my remembrance. Cycl. 145.

Fills, V. tr. A. Lit. makes fall, occupies the space of.

A bane so much the deadlier^//j it now, . . . CBdipus^ 1. 350.

B. Fig, (1) occupies.
the high throne he_/?Sj, Cenci^i.'x.w.

(2) pervades, permeates.
Andfills my slumber with tumultuous dreams, 11. ii. 135.
and -whofills Their hungry rest with bitterness, iii. ii. 84.
thy song Flows on, and^I all things with melody.— Con. Sing. IV. 3.

Which penetrates and clasps anafills the world ; Epips. 103.

fills The Universe with glorious beams, .... 1 66.

Fills Avon and the world with light Fug. Hills^ 197.
Fills the overflowing sky j 293.
Fills the void, hollow, universal air

—

. . Gisb. 256.
drear winter^Zs the naked skies, l^aon^ ix. xxvi. 7.

Which_/?/& the cloud? Prom,.u..v.().

and the light Which^/^ this vapour, II. v. 12,

hue Of fountain-gazing ros^sfiles the water, . —— 11. v. 13.

and it^i& With a serener light iii. iii. 132.

\tfills the world with glory—and is gone. . . . St. Epips. 149.
moonlightyi the open sty Struggling with darkness Woodman^ 7.

(3) occupies, fills up.
when the attention fails Fills the dim pause— . Fr. Poetry^ 4.

The chirping of the grasshopper i^?'//j every pause. Rosal, 126.

(4) resounds tm'ough.
Which the wild sea-murmur^/&-, Bug. Hills, 347.
thatfills the clear air thrillingly ; . . . . ffoTn. Merc. Lxxvii. 4.

And laugh ter_/f//j the Fane, and curses shake the
Throne ... Laon, iv. xiv. 9.

whose thvLrvderfills Remotest skies,— .... ix. iv. 3.

Fills your dim glens and liquid wildernesses ; . Front. I. 129."

(5) satisfies.

Hunger for gold, svhichfills not.— Hellas, 257.

(6) suffuses.

Fills the faint eyes with falling tears .... Prom. 11. iv. 15.

(7) provides, supplies.
The cup which the sweet hadfills for me. . . . Rosal. 1130.

Film, n. A. Lit. a delicate texture or surface.

Which, like afilm in purest space, ... . Unf. Dr. 230.

B. Fig. a delicate veil.

afilm, then overcast My sense with dimness, . . Laon, v. xii. 3.

*Filiiiy, adj. of delicate texture.
Th^xxfilmy pennons at her word they furl, . . Q. Mab^ I. 61.

on it little quaint ax\A.fil-my shapes Unf. Dr. 236.

*Filni7-eyed, c. adj.

Thy sweet child Sleep, thcfil^ny-eyedy . , . . To Night, iv. 3.

Filth, n. (1) Lit. foul refuse.

Spawn, weeiis, a.nAfilthy a leprous scum, . . . Sensit. PI. ill. jo.

(2) Fig. degradation.
dragging through thefilth Ofsome corrupted city Q. Mab, V. 159.

Filthy, adj. A. Lit. dirty, foul.

grub Withfilthy snouts my red potatoes up . . CEdipus, I. 24.

crawl in and out Of any narrow chink and^I hole, i. 179.

B. Fig. disgraceful, disreputable.
In such afilthy business had better — 11. it 75.

*Fiii-win^ed, c. adj. Fig. having fins swift as wings.
Thefin-winged tomb of the victor Vis. Sea, 150.

*Final, a^'. ultimate.
Surrendering to their_;f«fl/ impulses Alasior, 638.
Until their,/f»a/ sentence Let none have converse Cenci^ V. uL 91.

Find, V. tr. (1) discover, come at, come upon.
I know not where tofind him now, Calderon, ill. 99.
Even now they search the tower, and^ the body; CeTid, IV. iv. 31.

andfind Bacchus your ancient friend

;

. Cycl. 432.
Beasts^Kt/ fare, in woody lair Mask, XLlx. 3.

We shall^^Kf/ pints of hydatids in's liver, . . . CEdipus, l. 84.
Wind them, zxsAfind them, . . . . . . 11, ii. 137.
Thou canst notfind one spot Q. Mab, II. 223.

(2) meet with, chance upon.
For you mavj like your sister, _;f«i:^some husband, Cenci, II. i. 84.
Cenci mns.tjindTa& here iii. i, 274.
Find the disguise to hide me from myself, . . v. i. 103.
My song, I fear that thou -^'Atfind but few . Dante Conv. 52.
If I couTd^wrfone form resembling hers, . . . Epips. 254.
lest it should notfind An echo Jane, Invitn, 25.
heavier chains Aidfind^ And stronger tyrants :— Laon, ii. vi. 5.

Within that fairest form, ... a sacred home did^.* 11. xxxv. 3.

And homeless orphans_;?W a home near her, . . iv. xxiL i.

Find a home within warm doors Mask, xcii. 4-
the teints Are such as may notfind Comparison Q. Mab^ I. 57.
The secrets of the immeasurable past, . . . \find: i. 171.

Wefind the thing we fled—^To-day. ... . To-ntorroiv, i. 6.

Here its ashes^»^^a tomb, . . .... W^. Shel. (3) l. 5.

(3) attain, gain.

They ne'er will gather strength, oxfind a home
again Adonais, IX. g.

\finda refiige in thy favour. Calderon, IL 19a
Shall we thereforeyiNo refuge in this . . . world ? Cenci, I. iii. 106.
Might7?«(^ them with less need. . . . . • iii. i, 206.
Ana thus at length _;?7Kf rest E.XVilliamSyVl.S.
Tofind refuge from distress ... ... Eug. Hills, 32.
Poets could hotfind the same Exhortation, 4.
Fame is love disguised : if few FindeiiheT . . 17.

or haplj if I sought, tofind; .... Fr. My head is wild, 4.
and^^ it s recompense In that just expectation.— Gisb. 2^6.
forthus alone Can Ariel ewerjindhis own. . . GuitarJane, 16.

all that wit Canfind or teach ;— .... Hom. Merc. LXXXI.2.
canfind No rest within a pure and gentle mind Julian^ 430.
ana could by patience^SiKa An entn^nce . . 572.
a flush of gnawing fire did find Their food and

dwelling ; Zjxon, TV. xxix. 7.

Birdsj5wrf rest, in narrow nest ... ... Mask, XLix. i.

I canjind strength to say Peter, vil. x. 5.
Whether the deadfind^ oh, not sleep ! but rest, Sunset, 47.

(4) discover by experience,
too surely shalt thou^Tftf Thine own well full, . Adonais, LI. 5.
shall notfind the stubbornness Of Parliament . Ch. 1st, IL 88.
And_/f«fl^alas ! mine own infirmity, . . Epips. 71.
Ifind all there, as ever, bad at best . . . . Fiust, I. 56.
\find the people ripe for the last day, . . 11. 293.
and those who try mayfind How strong . Julian, 180.
and7?«(/ Foundations in this foulest age, . . . Otho, III. 6.

And wake, andfind ^e shadow Pain, .... P^om. i. 779.
And thwart Silenus^ndf his goats undrawn, . 11. ii, 9a
(5) experience, perceive.

the books in which Yon^w/ delight . . . Calderon, !.%<,.

What difficulty^fwrf you here? 1. 117.
No solace can my lasting sorrows^w/. .... 11. 90.
Changed thoughts and vUe in thee doth weep to/.: Cavalc 2.

Giacomo. I think, -wWXfind Cenci, iv. i. 47.
He woulan't/fw(/cause for woe. Devil^ v. 4.
Would^wrf out little cause for joy xxix. 4.
You, being changed, W\\\find it then as now. . Even. Pisa, iii. 6.
To thirst and^fwi/ no fill— Fr. Unsat.x.
shall^wrf avail in me. Horn. Merc. xcil. 8.
At length \find one moment's good .... Jane, Invitn, 44.
As some perverted beings think tofind . . Julia?!, 354.A wanner zeal, a nobler hope nowfind; . . . Laon, iv. xiii. 7.
In their o\vn hearts . . . the good will everfind; . ix. xxvii. 2.

Yefind it not in luxury nor m gold, xi. xvii. 2.

florious consolation_/?«rf In other's joy, . . Pr. Athan. i. 24,
am a God and cannotfind it there, . . . Proin. i. 640.
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The flight from which they7?wrf repose. . . . Prom. III. iv. 121.

if ills ca.nfi?id no cure from thee, . . . . Trii4.mph^ 328.
And^«tf in friendship what they lost .... Unf, Dr. 96.

(6) produce or gain.
The wealth y^.find^ another keeps ; Men ofEng. v. 2.

Find wealth,—let no impostor heap ; .... vi. 2.

(7) invent or arrange.
We will^Krftime and place for fit rebuke.— . . Ck, ist^ II. 92,
idlersji5'«rf The perfect shadows ir. 469.
PrayJfwc^some cure or sinecure ; Peter^ Vll. ii. i.

(8) think of, discover by thought.
CanJfwrf no God with whom these marks . , . Calderon^ I. 55.
But thou shalt never^wc? what I can hide. . . . I. 58.
If I couldv?«rf a word that might make known . Cenci^ lii. i. 154.
they sought and they could^Jw*^ No refuge— . . Loon, x. xxvi. 4.

(How can IJindst. more appropriate term , . . (Edipus^ il. i. 7.

(9) learn, discover.
I wept to ^nd That the same lady, . . . Had

tended me Rosal. 1210.

Of many thousand schemes which lovers^wrf, . Wiich^ LXXVII. 2.

(10) see or notice.
nor other trace I ;?«(f But as of foam .... Triuvtpk^ 162.

(11) with suffix placCy have being, exist.

the only ill which can^«(/ place Cenci^ V. iv. gg.

(12) vrith suffix out^ detect.

And if Latona's son should_^«c/ me out, . . Horn. Merc. XXX. i.

*Pindest, v. ir. (1) dost experience, feelest.

since thou thusj^«a«J^ defence in God, . . . Calderon^ III. 136.

(2) becomest possest of,

as thou^«i^'j^ power, Seize him Paust^ I. 86.

Pinding", /r. ///^. (1) discovering accidentally.

A man .• . . Finding a purse, Circtimst. 2.

(2) meeting with.
In one another's substance_;?W(^?'«^ food, . . . Epips. 580.
Seeking ^^2Ji^^ finding war ;— (Eaipus^ i. 247.
been deceived Oifinaing shelter there. . . , ir. i. 165.

(3) learning.
And_;f«rfzM^ death .their penitent had shrived, Ginevra^ 192.

Finds, V. tr. (1) discovers.

Like one -whofinds A fertile island . . . /V. Athan. II. i. 9.

(2) meets with, comes across.

Thsitfinds no object worth its constancy? . . Pr. Moon, I. 6.

Ah, Hope its sickness feeds With whatsoe'er it_/^, Laon, IV. xxxiv. 5.

till sh&Jinds one blind She never can commit . CEdipus^ II. i. 84.

Gazes in vain, -oxi^,finds no mirror there. . . . Orpheus^ 6.

Nor seeks norfinds he mortal blisses, .... Front. I. 740.
Which^re^ a grave or cradle in my bosom, . . IV. 348.
the vessel^Mcfo a grave Beneath its jagged gulph. Q. Mad, IV. 32.

(3) proves, experiences..

such who ever lives among you.finds you, , CEdiptts^ li. i. 166.

(4) experiences, perceives,

KnAfinds torn the soft ties to affection so dear. . St. Ir. (5) l. 8.

Hefinds night day. T-wa Spirits^ 48.

(5) assumes, h?is.

Finds a voice in this blithe strain, Pausi^ il. 60.

(6) opens upon.
as daylightyfwi^ One amaranth Pr. Athan. II. il. 1.

(7) comes to,

a lot Which ere itfinds them, Peter, IV. ii. 4.

Fine, adj. (1) minute, dust-like.

All interwoven v/itiifine feathery snow .... Witch^ XLiv. 6.

(2) delicate, beautiful.

On their translucent lids, whose texture_^w^ . . Dmmon^ I. 40.
thro' \isxf. texture did diffuse Such varying glow, ^— II. 37.
I had nursed Herjfwe and feeble limbs , . . , Julian. 152.

And on their lids, whose texture_;f«« Q. Mao^ I. 38.

(3) slight in texture or line.

And over him i^efine and fragrant woof . Horn. Merc, xxxix. 5.

Wrought like a web of texture7?«s and frail, . . Z,aon, I. xxiii. 3.

underneath Their long, fine lashes
;

Prorn. II. i. 116.

(4) of thought, emotion, &c., delicate.

And children, who inherit h&xfine senses, . . Cenci^ II. ii. 22.

From the^ threads ofrare and subtle thought— Gisb. 7.

hisfine wit Makes such a wound, the knife is lost

in it ; 240.

(5) well-formed, handsome.
warp those_;f«e limbs To loathed lameness ! . . Cenci, rv. i. 133.

If your^ frame were stretched upon that wheel, V. ii. 48.
I will not give you thatj^we piece of nature . V. ii. 168.

(6) exquisite.
What7?wfr clear sounds ! O, list ! , . . . . Prom. ll. i. 16^.

(7) pure.
Here the air is calm and_;S«^ Cycl. 47.

(8) wondrous, extraordinary.
and the world withfine malicious mischief— . . Fatisi, II. 303.
Woven in devices^«^ and quaint, ... . . Rosal. 1084.

(9) excellent.

And^M^ dry logs and roots innuraerous . Horn. Merc. XIX. i.

(10) spirited.

I never saw sofine a dash CEdipus^ II. i. 119.

*Fine-wrouffht, c, adj. delicately formed.
Though ^efine-brought eye and the wondrous

ear . . , . Fhere is no work, 21.

Finely, adv. well, thoroughly,
Shall__^«£/V cook your miserable flesh Cycl. 3^1.

Finer, adj. more pleasing.

Afiner feast for thy hungry ear Falsehood, 15.

Fines, n. money penalties.

Fines and confiscations. And a forced loan . , Ch. 1st, II. 28$.

Finest, adj. (1) choicest.
Altho' they dine onfinest corn ; ...,. D&t)il^ XXII. a.

(2) the most delicate.

the weak touch That moves \\\q.finest nerve, . . Q> Mab^ 11. 105.

Finder, n. A. Lit. a part of the hand.
The goldern circle from h^rfinger took, . . . Gin^'Vra, 73.

Hisfinger on bis brow, his lips undosed. . . . Fasso, 19.

B. Fig. (1) move a finger=do the smallest act.

against thee I would not move AtS'm^^^ in despite. Julian^ 494.

1^2) lay a finger on = use any force, interfere with,
that none 2.finger dare to lay on it. ... . (Edipus^ II. i. 146.

(3) figurative use.

One choppy^w^^r was on his lip: Sensit. PI. III. 91.

Ping-ers, n. A. Lit. parts of the hand.
it glues MyTfjz^^rj and my limbs Cenci^\\\.\.20.
wnose:Jingers twine With one another. .... III. i. 83.
The bloocfand life within those sno^vyfingers Con. Sing. III. 3.

Around her cheeks and utmost7?»^^?'jgK)wing . Epips. 97.
and with dzeifingers make Horn. Merc. LXXXI. 6.

his o?i\&fingers twined One with the other, . . Julian, 274.
With mme own <:^\yeTin%fingers, 420.
Is it, that now ray inexperiencedj?«^^?*.s . . . Laon^ Ded. X. i.

Whose intertwinmg /fw^firj ever there, .... VI. xxviii- 8.

upon the earth It laid itsfingers, . . . . t . VII. xviii. 4.
And from myfingers flow Ihe powers of life, Mt^net. Lady^ I. 5.

So those paleT^w^erj play not with thy gore. . Prom. I-. 602.

And the blood in ovsjingers intertwined . . Rosal. 940.
And first, I felt myjingers sweep The harp, . . -— 1141.
My languid^w^^rj drew and flung 1165.
With equal steps ^ndfingers intertwined: . . *^44-
From her glowingj^M^tfrj through all their frame. Sensit. PI. 11. 32,

B. Fig. said of the Earth.
Thou wert warming thyfingers old Death Nap. 13.

Finisli, V. tr, complete, end.
Leave us tofinish what we have ^legun . . . Calderon, I. 245.

Finished,//, completed, ended.
but thou art gone, Thy work isfinished . . . Julian, 397.

*Fiordispina, n. a woman's name.
Joy to thee, Fiordispina and thy Cosimo, . . . Fiordispina, 7.

who e'er loved like thee, F. ? Scarcely Cosimo, 21.

Fiordispina said, and threw the flowers . . .
~—

- 33.
Fiordispina and her nurse are now 51.
And well it may, Fiordisp., dearest—well-a-day

!

63.

Fire, v. tr. Fig. excite.

Nor evil joys whichfire the vulgar breast . . v Pr. Athan. I. 11.

Fire. A. Lit. (1) the burning, consuming element (so-

called).

So long aBfire outlives the parent spark, . . . Adonais, XLVI. 3.

like slow^r^ upon a hoary brand
;

L. 2.

Now like the ... of impetuous_/?re, . , . . . Adon. Cane. 3.
the springs Oifire and poison, Alastor, 89.
And we are left, as scorpions ringed withfire. Cenci, Ii. ii. 70.
So when X wake my blood seems Mc^iAjfre; , . ii. ii. 136.
whose narrowfire Is shaken by the windj . . . III. ii. 9.
shall turn To cowls and robes of everlastmg7??-c. Ch. 1st, lii. 22.

And from thy touch likefire doth leap Con. Sing. i. 7.

jEtna and its crags, spotted withfire Cycl. 2S2.
Food, clothes, a.ndfire, hospitable gifts; , . . 285.
fierce^rfi And yon ancestral cauldron, . . . 329.
this good sword I will conceal infire, . . . 457.
And melt it out withfire— . . . ... 460.
bum out withfire The shining eye -^— 603.
Fire will burn his lamp-like eyes 615.
Until his eye be tortured out withj^r^. .... 632.
Thrust_;?rB into his «ye 640.
Athwart the night with trains of bickering^?-fi, . DeBmon^ 1. 171.
Spread like a quenchless_;fr^/ ll. i3f.

„ .1 II ti
Q.Mab,viii.i<:p.

as one sandalled with plumes of7??-^, .... .Epips. 21%.
Was lifted ... As smoke hyfire, . . . . 340.
Shine like obelisks oifire, Eug. I^ills, 107.
By the^r£ thus lowly born : 274.
The words which, like secretfire, shall flow . Hellas, 32.

Freighted with^#-e and whirlwind, 285.
Kneading- them down withfire and iron rain : , 381.
Some ships lay feeding The ravening^r^, . . 510.
The hiss of inextinguishableTfr^, 8i6.
And having soon conceived the mystery Oifire, Horn. Merc, xviil. 3.
The insatiate^?'£ devoured them hungrily ;— . . xxiii. '5.

and lik&fire is gone To famous Pylos, . . , . xxxvi.s.
Like wasting_;fr£ her senses wild among. . . . Horn. Venus, 59.
Dissolved into one lake oifire, Julian, 81.
steps which rested on Their own dct.'pfire— . . I.Mon, i. Iv. 4.
two warring winds Involve infire, II. xlvi. 3.
Accursed^Artf their mild juice could transmute v. Ivi. 7.A killing rain oifire: , vi. vii. 8.
his hoofs ground the rocks tofire and dust, . . vi. xxii. i.

and fall Around my heart like^rey vi. xxxiv. 5.
Where Death and -Fi:>£ had gorged the spoil . . VI. xlv. 9.

I i
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Which made the earth seem^re^ Laon^ vii. xv. 2.
even like a chasm Of^re, IX. v. 7,
Of^«c, whose floods the wild deer circumvent . x. iv. 4.
With smoke b>r day, and fire by night, .... X. vii. 5,
and^rff, and pincers, and the hook, x. viii. 8,
it came Out of the east like^r^, x. xiii. 3.
and cried aloud, We tread \ivifire! X. xxii.'g.
That we will kill with^Sy-e and torments slow, . x. xxix. 7.
He dared not kill the inSdels withjfr^ .... x. xxxiv. i.

Its g;iant worms o^fire for ever yawn,— , . . x. xxxvii. 2.

A stream of clingine;_/5>v,

—

x.xxxviii.6.
Saw gape beneath the chasms oijire immortal, . x. xl. 3.
Came to the^fre, and said, x. xlvii. 8.
Its waves gushed forth like^Sir^, XI. iii. 4.
his burning bier Of circling coals oijire; , . . XI. viii. 8.

fiends ana chasms oijire . xi. ix. 3.
ascend my bier Oifire^ and look around ; . . . xil. v. 7.

The pitchy smoke of the departed^rs . . . xil. xxvi. 4.
In torment and \r\fire have Atheists gone ; . . xil. xxix. 4,
Dropped/!, as a volcano rains Its sulphurous ruin Mar. Dr. xii. 6.

To hear the^re roar and hiss xvil. 5.
like iron Quivering in crimson /fr^, .... MarengM^ xxil. 3.

Thou art clothes, aiid^rs, and food Mask, lv. i.

did a sea Oifire. envelope once this silent snow ? Moni E. 74.
Like rocks which^r^ lifts out of the flat deep, . Ode Lib. ix. 5.
new^rie From earthquake-rifted mountains . . Prom. I. 166.
Earthquake, acrvdjire, and mountains cloven ; . i. 232.
And let alternate frost and^y^e l. 268.
And gnash, beside the streams oijire and wail, . i. 345.
O, sister, look ! White^y« Has cloven .... i. 432.
And nerve from nerve, working Wksjire within ? i. 476.
Fire is left for future burning : l, 507.
Impaled in lingering^fir^ .* l. 612.
Blood thou canst see, and^rs; 1.616.
Steamed forth like vaporous^r^/ ll. i. 75.
The like was stamped, as with a withering^r^, . 11. i. 155.
And bow their burning crests, and elide infire . II. ii. Si.

With alternating shafts of frost a.na_fire^ . , ' 11. iv.53.

And he tamedjzre -. 11. iv, 06.
An ivoiy shell inlaid with crimson^yc, .... ii. iv. 157.
That their flight must be swifter ^^njfire: . . II. v. 4.
Make the cokl zjafire; li. v. 51.

The soul of man, like unextinguished_/S>'i?, . . . ill. i. 5.

And let it fill the Daedal cupslike_;fr^, .... III, i. 26.

Its mounded oceans of tempestuous^r^, . . , iii. i. 75.
With love, which is zs,fire^ in. iii. 151.

Pasturing flowers of veg;etable^ir^. III. iv. no.
Like swords of azure_;^^, or golden spears . , iv. 271.

Wells of unfathomed^re, ana water springs . , iv. 284.
crowned with cloud, and snow, zxiA.fire; . , . iv. 346.
Hell, ared gulph of everlasting^re, Q. Mab^Vi. 2\\.
The thirstyJire crept round his manly limbs ; . . VII. 8.

My children from eternal^^^ Rosa/. 504,
Far worse than^ra'J brief agony 511.

Fire and blood Raged round the raging multitude, 707.
my hopes were once liks^re .* 764.
Like the shadow of /ire surrounding me ! . . . 1038.
Through all my limos with the speed oijire; . . 1 133.

\Jik&fire in the flowers till the sun rides high, . Sensit. P/.\. 87.

Swift 2&Jire. tempestuously Serchio^ op.
Like a cloud oijire; S/iylarky 8.

Untameable and fleet and fierce as /S>v, .... Si. Bpips. 147.
Point from one shrine like pyramids oijire^ . . Summer-Bvg.Y^.
Sheets of immeasurablejfir^, . Unf. Dr. 22.

And walls seemed melted into emerald^re . . 136.

A soft liand issued from the veil oijire^ . . . 145.

hurled from a mine of ^B\&_fire Vis. SeUy 21.

seemed to h&_fire m the beams of the moon, . 48.
Time, earth and >5>-e

—

Wiich, xix. 4,

or with the speed oijire^ xxi. 4.

Men scarcely know now beautiful 7?ir? is— , xxvil. 3.

an inextinguishable well Of crimsonjfrc— . . . XXIX. 7.

Then by strange art she kneaded fire and snow
Together xxxv. i.

With stars 01fire spotting the stream below ;

.

XLIV. 2.

(2) a bnming mass, a bonfire.

Or coals of the Wmttrfire, C/i. \st, II. 469.
Kindle 2ifire, and bid the snow whirl on. ... Cyd. 315.

Kindling Z-Jire^ 375*

placed upon thefire A brazen pot to boil, . . . 383.

did you fall into thefire when drunk? .... 677.

we'll go about iTomfire tofire: Faust. II. 269.

dragged forth two heifers, . . . Close to the^:— Horn. Merc. xix. 8.

ancTdown before The^re, xx. 5.

Which were a.fire within a stranger's hearth, . , La. C/i. VI. 2.

glittering in the light Of the y/oo^ifire, . . , Pr. At/tan. 11. i. 34.

(3) destructive conflagration.

Unleash the sword and^Syv, CA. u/, II. 235.

With amplest power to quench mfire and blood, 11. 335.

and that oifire follow, " 419-

(4) the effects of fire.

The fields they tread look black and hoary With/— Naples, 148.

B. Fig, (1) sunlight, the appearance of fire.

My footsteps pave the clouds withjrfrey .... ^oilo, 11. 4.

The day that dawns in /^?v C*. u/, i. 38,

feed thee from its urn Of golden^*Te/ .... Epips.%yb.

as clouds of even, Flecked withJSVtf Eu^. Htlls, yii.

Of those dawn-tinted deluges oifire HellaSy 963.

With the sunset's >J>-tf .• • I033-

Paving wither* the sky and the marmoreal floods. Laon^ i. xlix. 9.

love, like the atmosphere Of the son'sfire . , . Prom. 11, v. ^.
a fleece oifire and amethyst IV. 436.
With win(£n? paths of emerald^r^/ Triumph^-^%.
(2) moonbeams.

That orbfed maiden with white^^^ laden, . . . Cloud, 45.
rains The inmost shower of it's white^r^— . . Gisb. 70.

(3) beams.
With all its cressets of immortalJ?>v, .... Hel/as, 773.
Their soft smiles light the air like a star's/rg. . Prom, I. 762.

(4) lightning.

andJ^iTf Eclipses heaven Ca/defon, tit 32.

With hurricane^^/Ts, and snow, Cloud, 68.

See! the lightnmgs yawn Deluging Heaven with/, Looti. I. iii. 3.

Black rain, andj^Vr, and hail wilfburst : . OdeWi Wtnd, II. 14.

It tears me asfire tears a thunder-cloud. , . Prom., i. 255:

With/ir^ that is not brightness ; IV. 230.

(5) reflection of lignt.

and each bright chain erf Hoatingfire was snapt, L<um, VI. i. 9.

(6) brightness of colour,
serpents, clothed In rainbow and mfire, . . . Alastor, 4^9.
An zxax^fire within its golden locks ! .... Prom. IL iii. 52.

(7) ardour.
no form in which th&fire Of love Calderon, IIL 26.

Quench the consnming^r-g in which I bum, . . III. iSi.

Are chains of lead around its flight oifire. . . . Epips^ 590.
A lamp of vestaljfrtf burning intemany. . . . Laon, Ded. xi. 9.

kisses whose_/&-fi clasps The failing heart . . . VI. xxxyi. i.

Fire, which ex lu^ prcBbensfiHm.ufn, .... Peter^ VI. xvii. i.

A Shadow tracks thy flight oifire— Two Spirits, 3.

(8) enthusiasm.
When lamp-like Spain, who now relumes hexfire Gisb. 33.
Caught, . . . The springing Fire.— Hel/as, 56.

it shall burst and fill The world with cleansing_/fre.' Laon,'u. xiv. 5.

Thy lamp feeds every twilight wave wthfire— . Naples, 167.

Scattering contagiousyfr^ into the sl^, .... Ode Lib. L 4.

From the swift clouds which track its flight oifire, Otho, V. 5,

His words grew subtile^ri?, Rosal. 793.

(9) life, spirit.

through all her frame A permeating^rtf.' . . , Alastor, i&i-
that bum below With unapparent^ra, .... Deefnon, I. 42.

Tfaat_/;, more warm and bright than lile or hope, Marenghi, XVIII. 2.

The vital^rc seemed reillnmed Mother S^ Son, V. 6.

(10) light or expression of the eyes.

The^fire of those soft orbs has ceased to bum, . Alasfor, 64.

since thine eye kindled With soft^re under mine, Julian, 469.
Thy deep eyes, . . . With soft clearfire,— . . . SopAia, II. 3.

(11) fiery arrow.
And dull the barbedT^r^ against his frozen cheek. Adonais, XI. 9^

(12) immortality.
mirrors of Thefire for which all thirst ; . . . . LIV. 8.

(13) excitement, auger.
in my cheek And lips a flush of gnawing^re . . Loon, TV. xxix. 7.

For wrath's reAfire had wither^ in the eye, - . ix. x. 7.

(14) fear, torment of fear.

and with an myiSLxdfire possest, X. xl. 8.

(15) vivid, ardent as fire.

Deep slumber fell on me :—my dreams •werefif^, —*— I. xL i.

(16) with on^ Lit. ignited, burning.
For to the North I saw the town on_^;rtf, . . . VI. iv. 1.

(17) Fig. in a state of excitement.
And set his soul OTifire. Peter, VI. xvi. 5.

*Fire-'baIls, c. n. thunder.
And laughed to hear thefire-ialls roar behind. . Witch, LV. 8.

Pire-brands, c. n. bits of kindled wood.
As axsxoTv^fire-b. lies a burning spark Covered, Hom. Merc, xxxix. 7.

*Fire-cxa?s, c. n. volcanos.
My clovenfire-crags, sound-exulting fountains , Prom., rv. 333.

*Fiie-flies, c. n. pi. of Fire-fly.

Thcfirefiies flit, and swarm, and throng, . . . Faust, ll. 84.

Like wingfed stars thefirefiies flash and glance, Gisb. 281.

Firefiies were quenched on the dewy com, . . Serchio, 21.

reel and dance u^^firefiies— Witch, xxyiii. 6.

*Plre-fly, c. n. a luminous flying insect {Lampyas Italica),

Out of whose depth B.firefiy shakes his light . . xx. 7.

^Pire-flowingTi c. adj. molten.
like whirlpools oifirefiowing iron ..... Vis. Sea, 19.

Tire-ixous, c. n. implements for tending a fire.

Tinder-box, matches,fire-irons, flint and steel. Horn. Merc. xvin.S.

*rire-isles, €. n. small islands in the Gulf of Oman.
from thefire-isles came he, Loon, Vll. viii. 8.

Tire-llfiTlit, c. n. the light afforded by a fire.

beside the vedfire-light, Cycl. 378.

and thefirelight Would flash upon our faces, . . Julian, 561.

The fisher basks beside his teAfireligkt. . . Marenghi, xxv. 6.

*Fire-side, c. n. A. LiU hearth.

The man of ease, who, by his -tiavTSifir^^ide, . . Q. Mab, v. 103.

B. Fig.
His coX^fireside and alienated home Alastor, 76.

Sit by thefireside with Sorrow.— Jane, Invitn, 34.

FixeSf V. tr. Fig. illumines.

whence yon glare Thatfires the arch of heaven ? Q. Mad, TV. 34.

Fires, n. A. Lit, material in combustion.
And we'll have^i out of the Grand Duke's wood, Gisb. 308.
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And^res blazed far amid the scattered camps, . LaoHy v. i. 8.

In groups around the /frsj, V. liv. 2.

the thoughts which, lilce the /ires that flare , . vil.xxxvii.i.
Gather about gTcnt^res and yet feel cold ; . . Sufumer, 17.

B. Fi^. (1) stars,

and fill With sphevkdjires Prom. HI. iv. 94.

(2) beams.
Than the expiring mom-star's "pyX-^Jires. . . . Star^ 6.

(3) of emotions and passions^ ardours.
.

'

and living^frej Of mind, . -. , Dcemon, 11. tyg.
In Death s damp vault the luridj'Sir^.s decay, . . Death Vang. 23.
The secret food of^frej unseen, When passion^s^w.^.

(4) imaginations, ideas.

Now w^ysifires from antique light Eug. Hills^ 265.

Firm, adj, A. Lit. (1) solid, hard,
for sudden, the^^r^w earth was shaken, .... JLaon, I. i. 8.

7?r«t as a giant pine , . . . VI. x. 2.

(2) close, heavy.
And thefirm foliage of the larger trees. . . . Summer, 10.

(3) well-defined, clear.

woven tracery ran Of light^rw* texture, . . . Witch, xxxiil. 5.

B. Fig, (1) resolute, resolved.
The will is^rwz Calderon^wi. 111.

'Tis hard for a^rwf-man to bear: Cc««, II. ii. 18.

xivnyfirm temper could repent V. i. 63.
My eye and voice we.-wfirm, Laon. vii. xxx. 6.
Yes, I was^Srw—-thus wert not thou ;— . . . M. W. G. I. 2.

Firm, rapid, and elate, Nat. Ant. 11. 5.
But went with footsteps_/?r?« and fast .... Rosal. 528.

(2) faithfol, steadfast
sofirtH an amity 'Twixt thee and me .... Calderon, II. 178.
were it lesg^ and clear Than op,rs must ever be ;— Gisb. 153.
Swear to h^^rm. till death ! they cried, . . Z-aow, viil. xxvit. 9.
Saintly Camillas lived, and^rw Atilius died. . Ode Ub. vil. 8.

(3) steady, calm.
your_^ mind Has been our only refuge and defence: Cenci, II. i. 48.
asfirfH As the world's centre IV. iv. 49.
give me your^y»2 hand, v. iii. 117.
and that her thoughts were^^'wz Laon^ Vll. iii. 6.
The Titan looks as ever.TJirw, not proud. . . . Prom,, i. 337.
Wise art l^ioxx^firnt and good, - i. 3W).
These are the seals of that -ayo&tfirm. assurance . iv. gfrj.

(4) determined, hard.
And age'sjS>*««, cold, subtle villainy ; .... Cenci^ i. iii. 175.
He keeps Ja silence ; but these lines found on him iv. iv. 88.
resolute zndfirm Around me fought . . . Zmoh, vi. xviii. i.

And looks offirm defiance, and calm hate, . . Prom. i. 259.
None, with_;?rw* sneer, trod out in his own heart iil iv. 144.

(5) certain, unalterable.
Must be a truth, 2.firm enduring truth, .... Cenct, in. i. 6i.
How beautiful they were, hoMvfirm. they stood, . Pr. Thoughts, 4.
Keejp . . .firm, state within his heart Jnt. Beauty, iv. 5.
his Empire was asfirm. As its foundations— . . Laon, i. xxxi. i.'

yet can bind Into a mass, irrefragably_/S>^», . . Ode Lib. xv. 10.

(6) fixed, clear.
to which nofirm, assurance, So wild were they, . Laon, Vll. iii. 3.
Its deep foundation nofirm purpose knows . . vil. xxviit. 7.

Firmament, n. A. Lit. the sky.
This glorious clime, thisfirmament, Ch. ist^ iv. 37.
Thisj^Vwa^wffw^ pavilioned upon chaos Hellas,T]2.
has faded from ^&firmament Laon, xii. xxviii, 4.
The fiery-visaged_/^r?w. expressed Abhorrence, . Q. Mob, Vll. 87.

B. Fig. (1) an appearance like a sky.
Afirmameni of purple light, Jane, Recoil. 57.

(2) the expanse.
The splendours of thefirmament of time . . . Adonais, XLIV. i.

*Firmer, adJ, more sure or certain.
How swift the step of reason'sfirjner tread, . . Q. Mab, VI. 59.

*Firmestr adj. well-set.

From every^*-?Wtfj/ limb and fairest face . . . Triumph, $20.

Firmly, adv. steadfastly.

Let virtue teach theejffrwf/y to pursue .... Dcsmon, 11. 239.
i> )) It ti t) .... Q. Mab, IX. 147.

Through which \firmly did fulfil My duties, . . Rosal. 328.

Firmness, n. (1) steadfastness of purpose.
Isthisthy^*'/««ejj^ 0^.1^^,11.321.

(2) courage of heart.
Firmness dare to borrow ... .... Mary, who died i. 3.

First, as n. (1) the beginning.
'Bromfirst to last, Clarin, Calderon, i. 20.
But from mefirst 'twas Peter's drift Peter, iv. xi. i.

(2) with atf primarily, in the beginning.
My spirit should z.tfirst have worshipped thine, . Epips. 134.AtJh'stmy peace was marred by this strange stir, Laon. Jii. viii. 8.
At_/M',y^ Laone spoke most tremulously : . . . v. xlvii. 1.

Atfirst all deadly shapes were driven .... Mar. Dr. iii i
Small ditfirst, and weak, and frail Mask xxvi. 3.

'

he was at^rj/ Dull— Peter* vu xi i
There was the Heaven and Earth a.tfirst, . . Prom 11 iv 32And lovely apparitions, dim at^rj/, in. iii:49.
Which at^?-^/ was lovely as if in sleep Sensit. PI in. ig.
^ach like himself and like each other were At/:,- Triumph <;^i.
Atfirst she lived alone in this wild home, Witch xxi i

First, adj, (1) preceding all others, earliest, original.

Herfirst sweet kisses, have been dear to me ; . Alastor, 12.

At the^^^rj/ word he spoke I felt the blood . . . Cenct, 11. i. 40.

Altho' ourjrfrj/ plan failed, .... . in. ii. 48.

Who owed yourj/fyj^ promotion to his favour, . Ch. ist, ill. 58.

With the^rj/ smile of mom Dcemon^ l. 122.

She looks to every one like hisfirst love. . . . Faust, II, 395.
The babe was bom at thefirst peep of day ; . . Hom.. Merc. ill. i.

In thejfrj/ sweet sleep of night, Ind. Ser. I. 2.

For after herfirst shyness was worn out , Julian, 156.

Let ourfirst triumph trample the despair . . . Laon, III. ix. 7.

the^^j^ faint lustre showedAn armed youth— v. iii. 6.

I watched the dawn of her_;5>'j^ smiles VII, xx. i.

Until they vanished at theJSrj/ moon-glance. . . Marenghi, xx, 6.

Thou art but the mxa^sfirst chamber, .... OdetoHeauen, 28.

Damned since outfirst parents fell, ..... Peter, Prol. 38,

the light Of thy^frj^ smile, O Father, , . . , Prol. Hellas, 116.

Peeped \kiefirst faint smile ofmom :— , . . . Q. Mab, I. 211.

Caught ^efirst fflow of the unrisen sun. - . . Rosal. 1301.

ere tt\efirst leaf fooked brown—she died ! . . . Sensit. Pi. II, 60.
Childboodand youth, friendshipand love's^ glow, Wordsworth, 3.

(2) first in order.

another devil creeps behind ihefirst . . . . Ch. ist, II. 46.
Lucifer was thefirst republican 11. 369.
Come ! who is,^j/, . . . Cycl. 483.
Lilith, thefirst v/ife of Adam. . Faust, 11. 317.
but of theJ^ I know not yet, was it a dream or no. Laon, in, xxiv. 5.

And thou art onrfirst votary here, she said : . . V. xlvii. 4.
Even to the gorge of thefirst mountain glen . . V. liv, 3.
Enclosed her, and received thefirst attack . . (Edipus, I, 3 15.
The ^F/rj^ Peter

—

... Peter, Prol. 1$.
Peter Bell the First was Peter , .... 27,
Thefirst is Anarchy

;

Prol. /fellas^ 156.
As mefirst of a life of pain, We meet, ill, 2.

(3) the next that comes.
Where the^rj^ wave had more than half erased Triumph, 406.
Which ^efirst foam ereises half, Unfi. Dr. 153,

(4) chief, noblest, principal.
And this great belly,_/?rj^ of deities Qjc/. 310.
first in glory and in might Hom^. Venus, 36.
The Devil to all l^efirst Reviews Peter, vi. ii, 2.

mantling \nfirst luxury of health, Q. Mab, VIII, 37.

First, adv. (1) for the first time, originally.
•^henfirst God dawned on Chaos ; . . . . Adonais, xix. 4.
svneefirst I read in Plinius Calderon, \. 52.
the free spirit which /Sr-J"/ ordered them

; . . l 252.
which youfirst Broke, by assuming vows . . . Cenci, I. ii, 22.
First turned the moments of awakening life . v. iL 122,
which^rj^ in bloodless victory waved .... Dcem-on, Ii. 133,
We'll toss up who ^\edfirst of drinking tea, . . Gisb. 90.
Lest they, being^rj/ in peril as "in glory, . . . Hellas, 126.
M^sfirst, and the more glorious yet to come ! . . 424.
(ForMercury^;rj^-made the tortoise sing) . . . Horn. Merc. w.^.
Mercuryfirst found out for human weal . . xvili, 7.
He paced onfirst over the sandy ground. . . Liii. 8.
when she camefirst To this bleak world ; . . . Julian, 152,
for since thy lip Met vsnnefirst, years long past, . 4(58.
vihenfirst The clouds which wrap this world . . Laon^ Ded. ill. i

.

thrones thenfirst shook, i. xxxi. 6.
Smcefirst my thirsting soul aspired to know . . i. xxxv, ej.

Whenfirst the living blood thro' all these veins . i. xxxix.*i.
The colours of the air-since^rj;f extended . . . 11, v. 5,
Nov/first from human power the reverend veil . v. xxxviii. 7.
Lo ! what a change is come Since Ifirst spake— ix. xxxv. 7.
On those who^yj/ should violate Mask, Uixxiil. i.

Whenfirst her soul began indeed to grieve : Mother^ Son, iv. 4.
Into the hell from which itfirst was hurled, . . Ode Lib. xvi. 4.
Since I_/?irj^ began to wean pigs (Edipus, 11. i. 120.
When they^yj/gave out such flams ? . . . . Peter, iii. xvi. 3.
And human hands^rj^ mimicked Prom. 11, iv. So.
v/henfirst it peeps From its new tenement, . . Q. Mab, IV. 121.
Where kingsVi leagued against the rights of men, vill. 18^-
And questsfirst traded with the name of God, . vill. iSfe.
From that grey stone where^frj^ we met . . . Rosal. 544.Andfirst, Ifelt my fingers sweep The harp, . . 1 141,
who then First knew the unreserve .... Sunset, 8.
hovefirst leaves the well-built nest, . . , When the lamp, iii, 2.

(2) firstly, before any other or anything else.
Who feed where Desolation^rj/ has fed, . . Adonais^ xxviil. 4.
First by dishonouring thee, Calderon, iii, 142,
First love, then reverence in a child's prone mind, Cenci, i. iii. 109.
first take what I demand, iv. i. 170.
First to belie thee with an hour of rest, . rv. i. 181,
Bar all access to retribution^rj^, iv. iv. 1 18,
To have killed My father^rj^, v. iii. 100.
We must \ie%\njirst where your Grace leaves off. Ch. ist, ii, 341.
First let rae greet the elder.— Cycl. 93.
Wouldyou^j^tasteof the unmingled wine? . 142.
.FzVj^ leaving my reward, 169.
Havingjif;rj^ embraced thy friend, 499.
First our pleasures die— ^ . Death, iii. i.

First of the sea-convulsing fight— , ... Hellas, 474,
i^iVj/? through the hail of our artillery . . . 484.
Thenfirst, two glittering lights were seen . . Laon, I. Ivi. i.

Andfirst, one pale and breathless past us by, vi, ii, 4.
but tell First what thou seek'st . . yj, i_ e'
Butfirst, go slay the rebels

—

x. ix. 1.
First Want, then Plague came on the beasts

; . x. xiv, i.
Strange pa.mcfirst, .... . , . . . x* xvi 6*

But I mustfirs/ impanelA jury CEdipus, I. 294.
I i 2
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Take care, my Lord, They do not smoke yovijirst. CBdipus. II. i. i8S.
Firsts the antenatal Peter, Peier, Frol. 3.
AnA.jirs£ there comes a gentle sound .... Prom. II, ii. 48.
First famine, and then toil, and then disease, . II. iv. 50.
And^frj/ was disappointed not to see . . . III. iv. 128.

That peace which j5^r,ff^ in bloodless victory . . Q. Mab, Vlll. 192.
Firsty crime triumphant o'er all hope careered . ix. 41.
and makes its tears First like hot gall, .... Rosal. 481.
Csi-ajirst lull, and at last must awSten it,) . . Sensii. PI. l. 61.

First there came down a thawing rain .... —— ill. 106.

Why there \sfirst the God in heaven above , . St. Epips. 30.
1 cned : Firsts who art thou ?— Trtumph^ 199.
Tis said, she^r^^ was changed into a vapour, . Witch^ III. i.

Andfirst ih& spotted cameleopard came, . . . vi. 1.

(3) rather, preiferably.

Cut out and thrown to dogsfirst/ Cenciy v. iii. 99.
First-born, c. adj. eldest.

Nor SsxviTrCsfirst-bom daughter, .... . Horn. Venus, 19,

Thcfirst-bom Love out of ms cradle leapt, . . Witch^ xxxii. 2.

Fish, n. (1) one of the fifth class of vertebrated animals.
Lambently flashing from ?Lfisk^ Peter^ VI. xxvi. is.

(2) in the plural, fish generally.

T^^fish were poisoned in the streams ; . . . . Laon^ X. xv. i.

The dead and ^wXxxdfish ^— x. xviii. 3.
Crept, and struck the /foA which came .... Lerici^ 47.
Whose prey the wandering^^A, Moschus, 11.

As ih^fish within the wave, Prom. l. 684.
And birds, and beasts, andj'C, and human shapes, lii. iii. 93.
ye beasts and birds. Ye worms, and_/£?^ / . . . IV. 545.
ThejKyA were frozen in the poolsj Zucai, XI. 6.

Fisher, n. fisherman.
Thej£y^r on his watery,way, ^u^- Hills^ 134.
Which the \Qi\e.fisher^ when his nets are dried, . Jtuian, 8.

And ^ft.fisher with his lamp Lerict\ 45.
TheTfoAar basks beside his red firelight. , Marenghi, xxv. 6.

The Balearicj£y^/-, driven from shore, . . Pr, Aikan. 11. ii, 24.
Pisliers, n. pi. of Fisher!
Whichyi found under the utmost crag Of Cornwall Qisb. 36.

Fishes, n. pi. of Fish.
The sacred waves and. all the race oifishes— . . Cycl. 244.
Kx^dfishes which were isles of living scale, . . . Prom. iv. 304.
and ih&fishes lie Stiffened in the translucent ice, Sutnmer, 12.

Fishing, pr. pple. Fig. trying to obtain by artifice.

Laoctpnog isfishinp-^ for. a compliment, .... CEdipus, II. ii. 37.

^Fissured, ppl. adf. having large cracks or openings.
Ivy clasped Thefissured stones . ... . Atastor^ 579.

Fist, n. the clenched hand.
Who laid hmfist upon your head ? . . . , . Qvd. 207.
like falcons, sate upon thefist , , ... "Triumph, 506.

Fit, V. tr. suit.

And all ihaXfit Boeotia as a nation . . . CBdiPus, il. i. 9.
They are robes thsitfit the wearer— Sophia^ i. 3.

Pit, n. (1) a burst or rapid emission.
out ofmany a^^ Of tranced sound— . . Horn. Merc, l-xxxi. $.

(2) Fzg an eclipse.

When the moon is in a.fit, Similes, II. 4.
On hill-tops when the moon is in a.fit.- . . . Witch, iii. 6.

Fit, adj. (1) becoming.
And all thejS"/ restraints of daily life, . ... Cenci, ill. i. 210.

(2) suitable.

time and place for^/f/ rebuke.— ... . . Ch. ist, II. 92.
i^j'/for the matter of their conference Ife//as, 1S3.
Fit throne for such a Power ! Magnificent

!

. Pro?H. II. iii. 1 1.

Fit compeer of the bears that roamed around, . Q. Mab, Vlli. 154.

Shis word of love isfit for all the world . . . Unf. Dr. 42.
tale moYefit for the weird winter nights, . . Wttch, LXXVIII. 6.

(3) appropriate.
To itsfit cloud, and its appointed cave ; ... Epips. 351.
He in their order due zsxdfit degrees . . . Horn. Merc. Lxxiii. 6.

Fit imagery to pave heaven's everlasting dome. . Ode Lib. ix. 15.

(4) competent, suited to a purpose.
a leech Fit to suck blood, . CEdipus, i. 185.
Who so^^ to reduce it as I ? . , i. 264.
Fit to have borne it to the seventh sphere . . . Witch, xxxvii. 2.

(5) prepared, ready.

We all are soldiers^^ to fight TrembleKings, 5.

(6) worthy.
That anything of mine isfit to live ! Witch, Ded. ill. 8.

A lean mark, hardly,;© to fling a rh3Tne at ; . . vi. 4.

Fitful, adj. spasmodic, irregular.

On the morning'sj^^/«/ gale Fug. Hills, 84.
The_/S"^/altemationsoT the rain, Fr. Fitful, i.

Comes on the wild and7?iy^/ blast ? M. N. Melody, 31.
it floats on ^efitful bfast of the wind, . . .M.N. Spec, Hors. 3.

In horror pause on thefii/ul^ale 57.
TheTSy/^/ wind is heard to stir Rosal. 123.

And the warm ajvdfitful breezes shake .... 959.

*Fitfally, adv. (1) in a confused dazzling manner.
its shadowy strings it spread Fitfully, .... Laon, vi. xxi. 8.

(2) in spasmodic gusts.
Which the dying breeze sweeps^^/^/Zy Rosal. 1018.

Fitly, adv. properly, thoroughly.
with whom these marks and signs Fitly agree. . Caldero^i, 1. 56.
is the d:\vmexfilly cooked and laid? CycL 193.
Whofilly shall conceive thy reasoning .... Dante Conv. 53.

Fits, n. (1) irregular outbursts.
accorded with i^osefits Of intermitted song. . Alastor, 171.
It struggles and howls aXfits; . .... Cloud, 20.
fails and swells by^/i" .• Da^non, 11. 4^.

„ ,, ,
Q.Mab, VIII. 26.

(2) from time to time, irregularly.

and he did gnaw Byfits, with secret smiles, . . DcBfnon, I. 275..

Fitted, V. tr. arranged or furnished.
so \fitted up for him fulian, 252.

Fitted, 2>/. (1) met, answered.
Winked, as if now his adversary '^zsfitted:— Hont. Merc. Lxvi, z.

(2) with upy furnished, arranged.
I hdiwefitted up some chambei^ there . . . . Epips. 515.

Fitter, adj. more suitable.

The grave isfitter To take the living Hellas, 862.

fitter for slaves and poisoners Than Greeks. . . 971.
Though a trough of wash would be^iAfe/*. '. . . (Edipus, i. 54..

Tittingf pr. pple. (1) equipping, furnishing.

Fitting the framework of a ship with beams, . . Cycl. 462.

(2) adapting.
Fitting the bridge to both, Hont. Merc. viii. 6.

(3) suiting.

i^iV/Zw^ itself to all things well Peter, \\. xXx. ^.

Fitting, ppl. adj. (1) suitable, appropriate.
Isyet hisJf^/z'K^chamel-roof! . ..... , Adonais,vn.6.
Here is ^yfitting temple, (r^/.) Dcetnon, I. 179.

„ „ „ „ Q. Mab, I. 26S.

(2) adequate.
The glory they transfuse with^Si^/w^ truth to speak. Adonais, Lll. 9.

(3) proper, suitable.

And v/ithfitting food are fed ; Mask, L. £.

Five, adj. a cardinal number.
That he -payfive thousand Pounds to the king, . Ch. ist, III. 2.

Five days they slew Amiong the wasted fields : . Ijoon, x. xi. 6.

Five thousand crammed octavo pages .... Peter, VI. xiv. 1.

*Five-ponnd, c. adj. of the value of five pounds.
Withfive-pound note as compliment, .... vi. ii. 4.

Fix, V. ir. (1) direct steadily.

Fix thine eyes on mine ; Cenci, v. iL S2.
andfix His eyes on mine, .... .... v. iv. 66.

(2) fasten or make fast.

will_;f:r it, burning yet, Cycl. 458.
andj£jron high Anet of iron, Zoi7»,x.xxxviii.6.

(3) settle or arrange.
Raging let him_^jr the doom, . . . . . Cyd. 620.

(4) rest or cease from moving.
Fix,fix those tortured orbs in peace and death, Prom. I. 600.

Fixed, V. tr. (1) fastened in position.
And^jtr^i/the naked mast, Cyd. 18.

overlaid The open space ajxdfixed the cubits in, Horn. Merc. Vlll. 5.

(2) branded with.
bind the wretch on whom hefixed a stain, . Loon, vili. viii. 4.

(3) directed earnestly.

fixed its blue and beaming eyes xil. xxiv. 2.

AndontheQueenofspellsi^z^a/heretheriaJeyes, Q. Mab, III- 3.

Fixed, pp. (1) made fast, placed permanently.
Were only specks of tinsel,jfjrec? in heaven . . v. 145.

(2) stiffened rigidly.
many a face Wz^fixed in eager horror then : . Loon, x. xix. 4.
their eyes In stony expectation7£a:«// .... xi, xiii. 8.

(3) settled.

h^Afixed a. blot Of falsehood on his mind . , . fulian, 529.
i^E^W tranquil, even in the tomb Ljove, 10.

(4) affixed, branded.
Truth its radiant stamp Hasfixed, • • - Laon, II. xliv. 8.
Ha.sfixed its seal upon the lip of truth ! . . . . Q. Mab, VI. 49.
sad genius Of the Green Isle hasfixed, Upon

my brow— (Edipus, il. iL 79.

(5) directed earnestly.
with anxious eyesfixed on the lingering day. . Loony VI. liii. g.

Fixed, ppl^ adj. (1) rigid, stony.
The dry^^££? eyeball ; the pale quivering lip, . Cenci, I. i. iii.
And open eyes, whose7?^erf and glassy fight . . Ginevra, 148.
And a.fixed spiile that was not human .... Peter, \. xi. 3.

(2) adjusted in socket.
Let the^^^df bayonet ^aj-6, LXXVII. i.

(3) engrossing.
Wrapped in som&fixed and fearful meditation, . Cenci^ 11. i, 30.

(4) continued, unaltered.
From her./S!a:ei/ paleness, m. i. 351.

(5) appointed, arranged.
Round whom collect at a.fixed aera, ... . Peter, ly. xviii 2.

(6) firm, settled.

Fiend, I defy thee! with a calm, _/£artfdf mind, . . Prom.. I. 262.
but the^jre*^ and virtuous will Q. Mdb,vs.. ^^.

Fixed, adj. (1) established, unalterable.
Is^.a:tfdf and indispensable As the majestic laws . 11 241
(2) rigid.

Its features ^ex^fixed and meaningless, . . i. 141.
Plzed star, f. n. Fig.

a.fixed star gone astfay Gisb. 28+.
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tTixeSf V. tr. establishes.

Where v'lxtvL&^xes universal peace, Q, Mab^ VIII. 54.

Fixing', pr. pple. fastening.
'^orfixing upon oxen-piercing spits Our limbs, . Cycl. 2S6.

*Flaccid, adj. flabby, hanging loosely.
Flaccid and foamy, like a mad dog's hanging ; . Laon^ VI. xvii. i.

Plag, «. Fig, (1) a standard or pennon.
The^ff^of Freedom over Chaos, Hellas, 48.
Where the^fap- of war unfurled Mexican, IV. 2.

Plants liberty^s^fe^ on the slave-peopled shore, . Tear^ II. 5.

(2) floating fragment.
Upon that shatteredyZa^ of fiery cloud .... Hellas, 338.

*Plag-flowers, c. n. the genus Iris,

\iXozAflag-fiowers^ purple prankt with white, . . Question, IV. 2.

JPlag-ffing, pr. pple. (1) hanging loosely.
Its sails were^_^g7'«^ in the breathless noon— . Laon, III. xvii. 3.

(2) flapping, moving.
i^%flagging wing Of the roused cormorant . . Wiich^ L. 4.

Flags, n. standards or pennons.
each troop emblazoning its merits On meteory; / Lll. 6.

Flags, n. leaves of the Iris plant.
Thatched with broad7?fl^j. Marenghi, xvil. 3.
And at its outlet^Sii^j huge as stakes .... Sensit. PL III. 72.

Flags, V, intr. Fig. (1) halts.
Flags wearily through darkness and despair— . Gisb. 206.
Flags wearily in its unending flight, Prom. i. 420.

(2) slackens.

l:\iQnflags with intermitting course, ... . Serckio, 94.

:fFlail, n. Fig. a threshing instrument.
I wield ^^flail of the lashing hail, . ... Cloud, g.

:|:Flake, n. a flat particle.

where every drop of water is ^flake of snow, . . Ch. \st, II. 412.
had gathered there Flake aifteTflake Prom. II. iii. 39.
Like snow on herbless peaks, fall^a^^ hyflake, Iir. i. 12.
Their moss rotted off them, ^fl^g byj'Xaifi, . . . Sensit. PL ill. 66.

Flakes, n. (1) pi. of Flake.
on_;&;;^j of surge, like feathers light, . ... Calderon, II, 38.
In words \ik.<tflakes of sulphur, Fr. Satire, 15.
And rain on him likej^a-^j of fiery snow. . . 34.
Nor when the^^j burn in the sinking sun, . . Mont B. 133.
Under the moon, had spread their snowyflakes, . Prom. ii. i. 59.
Till her heart thaw Y\k&flakes of April snow . . ill. iv. 89.
With their soitflakes the mountain wide, . . Rosal. 550.
like^aA^j of crimson snow, Sensit. PL III. 26.

,, ,1 „ Unf.Dr. 67.-
like discolouredj^oA^j of snow .... Xriumph, 511.

(2) Fig. applied to light.

The splendour drops mflakes upon the grass ! . Prom.. III. iv. 5.

Flame, n. A. Lit. Cl) a blaze, clear fire.

\J^t.Jfiam£ transformed to marble; . . . . Adonais, L. 6.

That ever fed on its decaying7?a«a^ Alastor, 247.
zsflame dies in the envious air, Calderon, III. 147.
Thou small7Sij;»?tf, Which, as a d3jing pulse . Cenci, iii. ii. n.
when the dim air Has drank this innocenty2a?«e, Iii. ii. 43.
My heart is quivering like 2uflame; Con. Sing. iii. 9.
As if it were a lamp of earthIyyZa?«e.— . . . Epips, 224.
like two meteors of€xpanding^azwe, . . . 576.
One light^iz?«e among the brakes, Bug. Hills, 2yi.
See yonder, round a many-coIoured^a?«fi . . . Faust, ii. 231.
the.flame Of every torch and taper Ginevra, 186.
The strength of the fierce^ was breathed around : Horn.. Merc. xix. 4.
Like darkness to a Aym^flam^.'..._... Int. Beauty, iv. 9.
Those mountains towering as from waves o{flam,e Julian, 82.
Reared on a pyramid like sculptured^fl?w^, . . Laon,
The cloud which rested on that cone oiflame .

Below the smoke of roofs involved inflatne
Like springs offlame, which burst where'er swift
Fades in the dy'mgflame whose life it cherished,

Iv. 2.

I. Ivii. I.

III. xvL 6.

V. i. 9.

viii.xxiv.3.

IX. xii. 6.

X. xxix. 6.

X. xxxviii. 5.

X. xlviii. 3.

XI. iii. 9.

XII. vii, 9.

the lore oiF truth in hues oiflame Arrayed,
from thine hell of fiends ^xvd.flam.e, . .

When touched hyfla?ne, shall bum, . .

hy thefla^te Which shrank as overgorged,
like strings oiflame did quiver
Watch for the springing_/Siz«?£ ....
To worship the delusive^a?M^ Z-^rzcz' 48.
and she Was borne towards the showering^fawe Mar. L>r. xiv. 3.
Clothed in arms like blood zxiAflame, .... Mask, xv. 2.

like cloud charioted hyflame ; Ode JLib. xvili. 5.
Till they become charged with the strength of^^ Cane. 7.

When a Dream with plumes oiflam.e^ . . . Prom., i. 726.
And passes with the warmth oiflame, . . . iv. 329.
Like hungry and unrestingj^flWM Curls .... Q. Mad, vi. 2^7.
Yet ever ouminsflame and ceaseless woe . . . vil. 121.
These in a gulph of anguish and ofyKzTOfi . . vil. 148.
Like the burstmg of a prisoned^awzff, . . , . Fosal. 2ij.
His breath was like inconstantJ'?a?w«, .... 834.
O'er the split cedar's pointed^/«ey 1096.
that wandered like qxLickflame, 1146.
as a,flame Stirred by the air JVitch, xi. 3.
Each7?a»«e of it is as a precious stone .... xxvil. 4.
Melt on the surface of the \&/^\flame. .... xxx. 8.
Or as on Vesta's sceptre a swiitflame— .... xxxiv. 6.

(2) warmth, fire.

And was to thee the-flayne upon thy hearth, . . Julian, 451,

B. Fig. (1) a flash, light, lightning.

Bursting . . . like \ht.flam^ Of lightning through
the tempest ;— Mont B. 18.

Some dash'd athwart with trains oiflame, . , . Q. Mab, I. 260.

which heaven's ^erc&Jlame Had scathed . . . Vll. 259,

Have I 'scap'd the hick&v'mgflame W. Jew, (2) 4.

(2) beams of sunlight.

a broad belt of mingling cloud a.ndflame, . . . Dmm.on, 11. 121,

,
. . g.Mab,vui.i6i.

npening with \t%j. The few lone ears of corn ;— L^ion. x. xui. 4.

The watery bow burned in the &\exCm%flafne, . Witck^ Ded. III. 5.

(3) light, brilliancy.

That wandering shrine of soft yet icy^OT^ . . Epips. 283,

Double the western planet's serene^a/mc. . . . Fr. Athan. Fr. 6.

And as the meteor's midnight^flwe Rosal. 617.

(4) destructive firearms.
around Their files of steel z.-s\A.flam£ ;— .... Laon^ x. iv. 7.

(5) colour of flame.
in the golden^ Of his own volumes intervolved ;— Witch, VI. 3.

(6) a power like flame.
with a wreath Of ever-living^aw^, Q. Mab, VI. 37.

(7) passion.
Jlatne Out of her looks into my vitals came, . . Epips. 259.
to heed thy gentleflafne . Horn. Venus, 12.

the fragrance and the invisible_/?«?«« Laon. XI. vL 3,
to quench \heflame Of natural love in sensualism, Q, Mab, IV. i6i.
One soul of interwoven^awze, Rosal. 979.
Filled me with the_;?a;Me divine, 1135.

(8) enthusiasm, ardour.
when the /^ Of his frail exultation shall be spent, Alastor, 520-
and iheflame Of consentaneous love Dcemon, II. 52.

n. I) » » H - • ^. Jl/ai, VIII. 107.
Steeping their hearts in the divinest^fl/Ke, . . . Laon, 1. xxxii. 4.
But to the land on which the victor's/I Had fed, iv. x. 4.
and her words oiflame And mightier looks . . vii. v. 6.
which thou hadst dipped inflante ix. xii. 9.
dimmed hope's newly kindledT&wtf ix. xvii. 9.
With words which faith and pride had steeped mf., x. xxxii. 3.
Leagued to quench thyflame in Gaul. . . . Mask, Lix. 4.
the remotest sphere of living_;?a«« Ode Lib. l. 12.

tame The soul of that divinerj?affze Peter, V. juii. 4..

Much stolen of its accustomedjKzw^e/ . . . vi. xxi. 3.
quench in speedy smoke its feebleyKiw^, . . . Pr. Athan. i. 12.

touched the world with living^wc, Triumph, 130.

(9) excitement.
My nights were once haunted by dreams oiflame, Rosal. 281.
A spirit of unresting^a?«e, 736.
Agitates the Yightflame of their hours ToweroJFam.S.
(10) intellectual light.

To adore that sabered,flame, Eug. Hills, 262.
A second sun arrayed inflame, Hellas, 68.
in theflajne Of Grecian lore, . . . W. SheL VI. 9.

(11) the vital power.
be it thine Theflame to seize Dcemon, i. 98.
Is tkieflame of life so fickle and wan .... There is no work, 5.

(12) vigour of thought.
be the keen verse dipped inflan^; Fr. Satire, 24.
His spirit basked in its internalflame,— . Marenghi, xxv. 4.
(13) fever of thirst.

to quench the agony of theflarne, Laon, x. xxi. 5.

tFlamed, v. tr. Fig. reflected the sunrise.
The smokeless altars of the mountain snows F. Triumph^ 6.

Flames, v. intr. flashes.

Flames before the thunder's way ; Faust, i. 22.

Flames, n, A. Lit. clear fire.

Like unin^jri^pnedT^, out of their trance awake, Adonais, xvili. 9.
fiery hills Mingling theirflames with twilight, . Alastor, 558.
Likej^awz^j too pure and light Epips. 581.
As theflames oi sacrifice Eug. Hills, 1 1 1.

He starts to see theflames it fed 276.
intertwined With pale and clingingflames, . . Laon, i. liv. 8.
tiveflames were dead Within those dwellings . . vi. xlvi. 4.
\}^eflames had ate the other ! vi. xHx. 4.
like the voice oiflames far underneath vil. vii. 9.
G.erceflaj7ies which roast the eyes . ... x. xlvii. 2.
Pierce like reposing_;?aw«j xii. v. 9.
like the last beam Of dyingflames, . . . xii. xvi. 2.

Theflames grow silent— xii. xvii. 3.
the consuming^awaej had wrapt ye round, . Xll. xxv.'i.
Twoflames that each with quivering tongue . . Mar. Dr. xil. 3.
Theflames were fiercely vomited From every tower xv. i

.

She looked, t\i.eflames were dim, . ... xxi. i.

I see twp Xwidflamss CEdipus, ll. ii. 63.
God ! Spare me ! I sustain not the quick^aw^j, Prom. in. i. 38.
\^2Xjlanies might light Thy funeral scene, . . Q. Mab, vi. 13l
the roar Of the encircling^Tw^j, vi. 135.
In her half-eaten eyeballs two pale_/; appear'd, . St. Xr. (3) xvi. 3,
B. Fig. (1) destructive force, destruction.

and thou hearest The loudy; ascend, and fearest : Eug. Hills, 282.

(2) ardours.
The quenchless^a?«fij of zeal, Q. Mab., VII. 170.

FlaminiT, ppL adj. (1) throwing up flame.
Nor yon volca.no'sflatting fountains, .... Front, i. 88.

(2) burning, blazing.

When Nero, High over^fl««'«t5' Rome, . . . Q. Mab, in. 181.
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PeUr^ III. xvi. 3.

Devil^ IX. 4.

. Hellas^ 614.

. Devils XXIII. 4.

, Falsehood^ 57.

Deemon^ II. 26S.
, Loon. VI. iv. 8,

(3) of extra-terrestrial flame or light.

l^x^flatKine circles of their wondrous spheres . Calderon^ II. 164.
The atmosphere inT&OTiMjf sparkles flew; , . Dt^nton, i. 125.

. "
J' »A » " ... Q. Mab, 1. 214.

Sits throned in his^awjzWjf chair, ...... Gznevra^ 21&,

*Planiiug'o, n. a bird with rose-colonred plumage.
his mountain fair Turned into a Flantingo/— . Gisb. 234.

*Flanis, «. deceptions, lies.

When they first gave out ^ixKi^fla-ms } . . ,

^Flapped, v. tr. opened and shut noisily.

Th&yJiapped the pennon and twisted the sting,

^Flapping, pr. pple, moving like wings.
Was heard 2&iXQ2iAflapping among the tents

;

*Flap8, V. I. tr. beats, waves.
As he skips, and prances, and^^o^ his wing,
Hark ! the owlet^a^j his wings Frt Hark^ \.

II. intr. shakes loosely.
thewandering Arab's tent F. in the desart-blast. Q. Mab, II. 136.

^IFlaps, n. loose flexible extremities.
will hold theflaps Of one another's ears . . ^ (EdtpttSf I. 401.

*Plare, v. inir. stream out.
the fires that^S^r^ In storm-encompassed isles, Laon^ Vli. xxxvii. i.

^Flare, n. unsteady smoky flame.
The dreadful stench of her torches'.^r^, . .

*Flares, v. intr. (1) bums, flashes.

So welcome when the bigot's hell-torchj&r&y
j

the fearful glow Of bombs^ar« overhead— .

(2) glows or blazes.

and the midnight sky Flares^ Medusa^ iv. 8.

Flasli, V. I. tr. Fig. casts suddenly.
Flask on his sight the spectres of the past, . . Fr. Satire^ 31.

II. intr. A. Lit. (1) emit light spasmodically.
The lamps of Heaven^iwA with a softer light ; . Adonais^ xix. 6.

and the firelight Would flash upon our faces, . Julian^ 562.
The hozsx^zflash on ... . Prom. iv. 287.

(2) gleam.
I beheld Their red swords,/SuA iMon^ VI. v. 3.

With wonder behold the blue flash thro' his

form: M.N.Spec.Hors. ^^,
Wheel and,^zj^, like sphereless stars .... Masky Lxxvili. 2.

(3) move quickly.
I*ike winged stars the fire-flies.^iwA and glance, Gisb. 281.

B. Fig. break forth, pass quickly.
Flashy lightning-like, with unaccustomed glow ; . Epips. 34.
Flash from the spirit to the countenance. . . , Si. Epips. 133.

FlaslL, ». K. Lit. gleam of light.

wing the forked_/?lzjA, M. N. Despair, 23.

that gaze, a transient^oj^ Q. Mab, ill. 148.
the roused cormorant in the lightning.^iM'A . . Witch^ L. 5.

B. Fig. a gleaming smile.
then laughed a \oyo\!&flash. . ... Horn. Merc. Lxxxv. 3.

Flaslied, v. intr. A. Lit. (1) darted fire or flame.

The red cannon.^b^^£^fast From the lee. . . . Fugitives^ II. 14.

(2) cast transient light,

d^ng brand Flashed on their faces,— ....
Like lightning that.;^^^^^ and died, . . ,

(3) gleamed. '

waving a brand '^^v^flashed among the stars,

The v/a.t£.Tflashed like sunlight ...
B. Fig. (1) passed quickly,

and life's pale light Flashed through those limbs, Adonats^ xxv. 5.

And the light which/; through his waxen cheek Rosal. lot^.

(2) rushed or burst on.

till meaning on his vacant mind Flashed . . . Alastor, 127,

sun-like truth Flashed oxi his raionary youth, . Rosal. 619.
The truth./&J^^ o'er me like quick madness . 99S.

(3) burst forth.

F. from her motion splendour like the Mom's, . Epips. 324.

(4) gleamed.
Yet when the %-^\Titflashed beneath, Pr. Athan. Fr. 4.

Flaslies, v. L tr. Fig. causes sudden,
red the gaze That.^iw^J desolation, ... . Q. Mah^ ill. 145,

II. intr. A. Lit. bursts forth.

From a sing^Ie cloud the lightning_/&jA«', . . . Liberty^l. i.

From the (&rk storm-cIoudsyC a fearful glare, . ^. N. Ravail^ 3.

B. Fig. i5ursts forth.

When desolation.;&jAa? o'er a world destroyed : Hellas^ 956.

Flashes, n. A. Lit, sudden gleams.
the moonlight comes inflashes^— I^aon^ vi. L 1.

B. Fig. (1) spasms, paroxysms.
It will burst in bloodier./Zw^J ....
(2) expressive IooIm.

Theflashes of its torture and unrest . .

XFlashing, n. gleaming.
the izxflashing of their starry lances

Flashing, ^.^/g. (1) gleaming.
And see, the torches "^^Xes^yflashing.^
(2) casting forth.

semicircled with a belt Flash, incessant meteors. Drntnon^ i. 147.

„ „ „ „ „ „ Q. Mab, L 236.

Rosal. 268.
We -meety II. a.

Laon^ X. X. 5.

. Witch. xLvi. I.

, Pro-m. 1. 508.

Horn. Merc. vii. 6.

. HellaSy 331.

. Ch. ist, I. 133.

(3) gleaming, sparkling.
The waters sxeflashings Fugitives, I. \.

J^ambentlyflashing from a fish, ...... Peter, VI. xrvi. 2.

Isflashing round me St. Dejection, 11. 7.

(4) expressing.
the proud rich man's eye Flashing command, . Q. Mob, v. 119.

Flashing,///. (Zi^*. K. Lit. (1) gleaming, darting, streaming,
A j?izjA/w^ desolation there, Faust, I. 21.

And swift stars with_^iwA/«^ tresses ; . . . Ode to Heaven, 15.

Stream like a covaeX^sflashing hair : . . . Prom. IJ. iv. 139.

(2) coruscating.
Whose,^!aj^2'«^ spokes, instinct with infinite life, Damon, 11. 246.

„ „ ,, n ^^ Q- -^«^ «• ^SS-

(3) sparkling or rippling.

it spread Its floors of.^^Az«^ light, Damon, i. 22^.

g- -a/fl^i "- 32-

paved withT&jjiz'w^ rays, Triumph, ^^i.

B. Fig. active.

Thoughts are but shadows which \iheflash, mind Otho, v. 4.

Flat, adj. level.

the more open station Of a.flat smooth space, ffof». Merc. xxi. 5.

Like rocks which fire lifts out of i^eflat deep, . Ode Lib. IX. 5.

and \^s&flat sands close behind ! iv. 5.

Flatter, v. tr. (1) encourage or incite.

But who can,^^/;?r the dark spirit, Cenci, ii. il. 159.

(2) court, praise insincerely.

Let otheTsflatter Crime, when it sits throned . Prom. \. 401.

(3) please or gratify.

some weak andwicked lie To^ their tormentors. Cenci, V. iii. 23.

Flatter hands of perfect skill, , , ... GuitarJane, 88.

Flatterer, n. a sycophant.
you are a temporizing.^^^^'rr/ Calderon^ 1. 30.

Tlaittexing, pr. fipte. (1) encouraging, gratifying.

Soflattering ajia so sweet, ill- 36.

Flattering flieir secret peace with others' pain. . Cenci, I. i. 80.

(2) bending before, fawning on.

Yetflattering power had given its ministers . . Laon^ IL iii. 7.

Flattering the thing they feared, Prom.. Hi. iv. 188.

Flatterinsr, ppl. adj. deceptive. ,

Betrays not with itsflattering tears like they ; Ch. 1st, l. 108.

Pale for the falsehood of theflattering Hours. . Zucca, I. 8.

Flattery, n. (1) sycophancy, adulation.
Have crept hyflattery to the seats of power, , Q. Mab, IV. 206.

(2) encouragement, help.
from sleep . . . implore Its long \ostflattery now : Rosal. 775.

(3) loving adulation.
And say with.^/&rjr false, yet sweet, . . . 841.

Flaw, n. (1) damage, injury.

If they succeeded not to Winter's^/SSzw; . . . Ch. ist, I. 176.

(2) defect.

Will be without a-fl. Marring its perfect symmetry. Q. Mab, III. 239.

(3) humbug, gammon.
Aflaw/ . . CEdipus, II. i. 114.

Flax, n. the fibre of the plant Linum.
And on the tw'mingflax— Laon, II. i. 8.

:|:Flay, V. tr. skin.

Could two prodigious heifers everflay ? . . Ho9n. Merc. LXIX. 4.

^Flecked, pp. dappled, marked.
The beautiful blue heaven isjlecked with blood ! . Cenci, III. i. 13.

as clouds of even, Flecked yiKth fire Eug. Hills, 78.

*Fleckin^, pr. pple. dappling.
Flecking the starry sky like woven pearl ! . . Fr. Thoughts, 5.

Fled, V. I. tr. A. Lit. ran from, shunned, avoided.
But, as Syrinxj&rf Pan, so night flies day, . . Orpheus, i<>-

B. Fig.
divine philosophy Fled not his thirsting lips, . . Alastor, 72.

And courts the thirsty lips ityflo/ before. . . .Q. Mab, viii. 133.
Even Time, the conqueror,_^M?thee in his fear; ix. 23.

We find the thing we_/fei/—To-day To-ntorrow, l. 6.

II. intr. A. Lit. (1) ran, went, departed hastily.

how they fled. When like Apollo, from his

golden bow, -^iilwMij, xxviii. 5.

Flea {ram your presence, as you now from mine. Cenci, ll. i. 114.

And^ferfat the dawn of day Deuii. xii. 6.

from which its mate Fled in the April hour. . . E. William^ 1. 6.

And all its banded anarchs /?£c^ Hellas, 40.

The false Moldavian aeii&fled fast and far, . . aSg.

j%rf from the fflance of our artillery 369.
What more ? y^efled/ 504..

as yvefled. They plucked at Cythna— .... Laon, iii. v. 7.

In sudden panic those false murderers^c/, . . v. viii. i.

And they^rf, scattering— vi. xuc. 2,

aghast and pale the Tyrant^^ffrf away vil. vi. 9.
mighty shapes whichyferf in wonder, viL x. 6.
/%(/ near me as for shelter ; Vll. xxvii. 3.
^Ksff fast as ours came nigh, ix. iii. 2.

She heard me as Ifled— xi. vii. 2.

I answered not, . . . But^^ferfto thee. . . , Prom. II. i. 108.
Ahasuerus^rf Fast as the shapes of . . • • Q- Mab, Vll. 268.
And some.^SK/from it as it were a ghost, . Triumph, 60.
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Triumph^ 408.
Vnf. Dr. 2.

120.

Adonais^ xxxi. 6.

Aiastor^ 237.
Laorty II. XV. 9.

V. xxii. I.

VI. xxi. 4,

XII. ix. 9.

XII. xiii. 5.

XII. xxxvi. 6.

Mask, XXII. I.

XXXIII. 4.

Prom. II. iv. 137.

Alastar, 319.

34S-
345-

349-
358.

^ 365-
Aremusa, III. 9.

iMOHy I. iv. 8.

vill. xxvi. 5.

XII. xxxiii. o.

XII. xxxix. 7.

Wiich, XLII. 6.

the wolf, from which they^Sfcrf amazed,
He^tf^Iike a shadow before its noon

; . .

He^tfrf, and I have followed him. . . . ,

(2) hastened onwards,
and now h^^ed astray With feeble steps
Through tangled swamps . . . Hejfed. . . _ .

followed where ly.. and watched when I did rest.

Shewed to him, and wildly clasped his feet

like the vapour ofthe tempest^: Over the plain
;

the multitude . , .Jied in terror's altered mood,
those vacant streets among Pled tameless, , .

beneath the night Of wide and vaulted caves . .

weyfei/,

When one^ffi/ past, a maniac maid, . .

The Horse of Death tameless as wind P/ed,
As if the thing they loved_/&(/ on before, , .

(3) of inanimate objects, went quickly.
Along the . . . -waters_^ed The straining boat.—
The little boat Still /?£«? before the storm ; . .

stih^ed, like foam Down the steep cataract .

Safelv/fef^—As if that frail andwasted human form
Had been an elemental god,

The boat^^i/ on,—
The hosLt^ed on With unrelaxing speed.

—

The Earth'swhitedaughter/^.lilceasunnybeam
,

between Earth and the upper air, the vast cloudsy.,
before the ocean and the gale The ship^sc^ fast

The boat_^£(/ visibly—
the boat of that fair child Securely^ed, . . .

And down the earthquaking cataracts . . . \tfled~

(4) passed away.
Yet a little, ere xtfled. Did he resign Alasior.62j.
Of that most fiery spirit, when \t_fled— .... Death Nap. 15.

And with it^fet^ the tempest Laon^ \. xv. 1.

Then joy and sleep Together^iprf', I. xliii. 3.

Mom_/2e/f, noon came, evening, III. iv. i.

The peace of madness_/2;ffrf, III. xvii. i.

Whose divine darkness^^:? not, VI. xxxvii. 3.

Even to remember how itfled, — VII. xviii. o.

from that night ^\vefled;— VII. xxii. 5.

And with a parting groan his spiritvf«?(/. . . M. N. Posi. Pr. 22.

till the breast From which they^<?i/recalls them, Mont B. 48.
truth and liberty. Pled, to return not, . . . . O. Mab^ II. 207.
Pled from the brains which are their prey . . . Serchio, 28.

A tone which is now ioxevexfled, Pinte longPast, 1. 3.

before me^erf The night; Triumph, 2^.

(5) retired.

the formless flood, Which shrank ax\AJled ; . , Laon, I. xxxi. 5.

But kissed it and ^enfled, Question^ I. 8.

(6) disappeared.
But slowly_/;, like dew beneath the beams of noon. Laon, I. v. g.

the morning's golden-mist . . .^rf, V. xliii. 6.

B. Fig. (1) seemed to pass qnickly.
and the hills and streams^^^^ fast, vi. xxi. 8.

(2) sped, flew.

The dark Bxro-^fled In the noon . Gi7ievra, 211.

Thy songs were winds whereon IJledzX will. Loon, Vll. xxxiii. i.

Ijied hither, fast, fast, fast, Pram. I. 695.
The owl and the haX^ed drowsily. Serchio^ 10.

i%i:^ back like eagles to their native noon, . . Triumph, i$i.

(3) wilh/romj retired before.

Pled from the folding star of Bethlehem : . , . Hellas, 231.
i%(/ from the frost to the earth beneath. . . . Senst'l. PI. in. gn).

Fled,//. (1) left, departed, absconded.
The monsters of life's waste ha.d^ed . . . . Adonazs,xxvii. 9.

With such severity, that he hnsjfed Calderon, III. 83.
Murdered his mother yester eveningAnd he is_^ Cenci, V. iv. 20.

Sent from one Osbaldistone, who xsjled? . . . Ch. 1st, III. 49.
that cheerless home Whence thou hast^e^, . . Pr. Is not, 7.^d to her old cover, Amid seas and mountains, Hellas, 310.
And the owls have z&Jled far away ... . Rosal. 139.
for her false mate Has^^ and left her desolate. . 145.
But thou art_/&.i', TwoPr. Mary, i.^.

(2) dead, passed away.
Nor let us weep that our delight v&Jled . . . Adonais, xxxviii. i.

But thou 2^fled Like some frail exhalation ; . Alasior^ 686.
ah ! thou hastfled/ The brave, the gentle, . . . 688.

but thou axtfled— 695.
Are not the limbs still when the ghost isfled^ . Death Nap, 7.

To stretch these pale limbs, when the soul xsfled; Death Vanq. 30.
Mourn its latest nursling^^? Pug. Hills, 18S.
the life had^^ From all those corpses now,— . Laoriy vS. xlvi. 5.

(3) vanished, passed, passed away.
The rose hz&fledixQvsx his wan lips, .... Bion, Adon. 11.

Yes, all the faithless smiles axefled Coleridge, 25.

That thought \%fled. and one doth now appear . Dante Conv. 19.

the hopes that from his gloryfled. ... . Death Nap. 40.
And ifthis meant a vision long smcefled— . E. IVilliams, V. 4.
The wind is still, the stars axefled, . . . . Paust, II. 184.
Like memory of music^t^— Int. Beauty, 1. 10.

trace The epitaph of ^oryfled.— Jane^ Recoil. 6.

And then these thoughts would at the least be^/ Julian, 318.
Doth the cloud perish, when the beams axefled . Loon, IV. xxxi. 3,

The wisdom which had waked that cry, -waffled, ix. v. 2.

Since hope and peace, and joy, for aye arefled, M. N. Despair^ 30.
'Tis since thou artfled away Rarely, I. 6.

As the night when sleep vsfled, Remembr. I. 6.
Ere thy fair light hadjK?rf/— . ... Stella, 2.

The feeling and the sound arefled and gone, . . Witch, XIV. 7.

Have_/:iike sweet dreams, leaving thee to mourn. Wordsworth, 4.

(4) gone to.

Follow where all isfledf— Adonais^ Ui. 7.

Whither havefled The hues of heaven .... Alastor, 106.

if it knew Whither \wasfled, . Bpips. 238.

Where are the Spiritsfled? Prom. I. 801.

(5) of time, passed by.

and still another day hadfled/ Laon, VI. xxxvii. 6.

swift time has/'e/f away, M. JV.Pragmt. u
While 'tis said, they [the Hours] arefled: . . . Prom. IV. 37.

Sleep will come when thou artfled; . . . . To Night, V. 3.

(6) been spoken, left the lips.

When there h^dfled One soft reproach .... Loon, XII. xv. ^.

*Pled^st, z/. tr. didst run from.
when \\\oVifle<^stThe mountain-nymphs . . . Cycl. 3.

:|:Flee, V. I. tr. avoid, escape.
On Death's . . . steed, which the fleetest cannotyi, Prom. I. 783.
I would^^e Thy tainting touch ; Rosal. 41.

II. intr. (1) escape, try to escape, rnn away.
For in vain from the grasp of the Bigot \flee; . Bigotry^ IV. 5.

andTZee from the pursuer; Ch. \st, II. 124.

think ye not toflee Out of this rock ; . . . . Cycl. 672,

^/e£ from the fonn of man : DceTnon, 11. 163.

as a hunted deer that could not^fe^, Epips. 272.

one moment resting, he did^ff^, lla&n. VII. xii. 5.
i%e from the form ofman ; Q. Mob, WW. '221.

(2) hasten onwards, rush along.
And I laugh to see them whirl andj^ee, .... Cloud, 53.
As past the pebbly beach the boat didj^fitf . . . Laon, III. xxxiv. 7.

What are suns and spheres whichj^te . . . Ode to Heaven, 41.
And the triumphant storm did_^!«, Prom. I. 710.

flee O'er the yellow sands with silver feet, . . . Rosal. j^2.
I see before vaeflee A silver spirit's form, . . Tasso, Song, ill. 1.

(3) go, hasten.
I woulcT^^ A tempestuous herald of victory ! . Hellas, 66^
Let Freedom and Peace^^^ far 1027.
Beyond the glassy gulphs weflee Prom. II. v. loi.

(4) pass, pass away, pass by.
yet till the phantoms7?fi« Ap>ril, \%i^, 21.

now swift could^£e That piteous thought . . . Dante Conv. 30.
Other spirits float and.;5<S£ O'er that gulph : . . Bug. Hills, 337.
A doubt which would not^ec, Laon, Vll. xix. i.

flee from every stream and grove IX. vii. 5.

tyrants woula^i?^ Like a dream's dim imagery : Mask^ LIl. 3.

frowns and fears . . . Would not more swiftlyJfee Naples, 172.

Shades like a rainbow's rise zxidflee, Peter^ VI. xxvi. 4.
As buds grow red when the snow-storms_;?«, . . Prom. i. 791.
Sha\\.flee, like mist from a tempest's might. . . •^— IV. 146,
Plee from the morning beam : Q. Mab, Vll. 271.
though he has wings, And like light canjifee, . . Rarely, Vlli. 2.

Is the stem voice of fate that bi(£ happinessyfec / St. Ir. (6) il. 8.

hopes and fears, which fade and./S^ . . . . That time, II. 6.

Fleece, n. Fig. a woolly-looking cloud.
(as in afleece of snow-like air Epips. 99.
afleece of fire and amethyst Prom. IV. 436.

*Pleece-like, c. adj. resembling wool.
Elimmering o'er myfleece-like floor, Cloud. 47.A tapestry oifleece-like mist Witch, Llll. 7.

*Pleecy, adj. white and woolly-looking.
Tinging thosefleecy clouds Dcem-on, I. 140.

,, ,, ,, Q. Mab, 1. 229.
And multitudes of dense whiteTZe^cy clouds . . Prom. \i. i. 145.
Through^erv clouds of silvery radiance . . . Star, 2.

And twined three threads oifleecy mist, . . . Witch^ Xlli. 2.

*Fleecy-wingrdd, c. adj. fringed with appearance of wool.
Mark too that flock offleecy-winged clonds . . Ch. ist^ iv. 11.

:|::pieeiiLg, pr. pple. (1) running from, escaping.
like ghosts from an enchanterTiSftf/w^. . . . Ode W. Wind^ I. ^
fleeingA bloodier power than ruled thy ruins /V. Atkan. II. i. 18.

(2) passing on.
dreams . . . Pass, to other sM^erer^fleeing, . . Eug. Hills, 332.

(3) passing by.
I knew the day and night fast,/Z«(w^, . . . . Z.ao», Vll. xvi. 1.

(4) passing away.
hate and fear . . . light-vanquished shadows,^^., Prom^. iv. 381.

*Plees, V. intr. passes by.
Enchant the day that too swiftly^Sfecj, .... IV. 71.

Fleet, V. intr. (1) move quickly.
To the music glance andfleet. Cycl. 64.
which for everfleet Around its margin, .... Pr. Theflerce, 3.

the living things Thatfleet along the air, . . . Horn. Venus, 5.

as they^e^ Behind, its gathering billows . . . Prom. II. ii. 60.
doubt and horror_/; Across thy stainless features : Q. Mab, IV. 72.

(2) pass.
As to oblivion their blind millions^e/, .... Polii. Great. 7.

And so through this dark world they^ Divided, Rosal. 626.

Fleet, n. a squadron of ships.

But the^e^— . . Hellas, 459.
Thefleet which, like a flock of clouds .... 460.
The GrecianT?.?*/ Bore down at day-break . . . 477.
If the rebel^«/ Had anchored in the port, . . . . 529.

Fleet, adj. (1) swiftly moving, mmble.
As he followed the light Of thefleet nymph's flight Arethusa, 11. 17.
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Dares the lama, most^«/of the sons of the wind, Bigotry^ i. i.

Hail, /Slw/ herald Of tempest! Ch, \st, iv. 12.

And behind the tempest.;&tf^ .... . . Eug. Hills^ 11.

^ofleets so faint, so fair, Hellas^ 229.

And th&Jleet car with yoke of gold, ..... Horn. Sun, 23.

The stream \%fleet— Laon, Vlll. i. 6.

mighty stream dark, calm, and^^^, xii.xxxiii.i.

Mor&fleet than storms

—

Pr. Athan. II. iii. 20.

Whence come ye, so wild and ^ofleet, .... Prom. iv. 89.
Untameable z.'oA.fleet and fierce as fire, . . . .St. Epips. 147.

fleet as shadows on the green, Triumph^ 139.

(2) quickly passing.
So we take,fleet occasion by the hair- .... Cenci\ v. i. 38.

(3) nimble, deft.

and v/iihfleet fingers make H(yin, Merc. Lxxxi. 6.

Pleet, as adv, quickly.
It has bom me here 2Sfleet Prom. i. 733.

Fleeter, adj\ more swift.

Ah ! fleeter far than fleetest storm or steed, . Arabic, Imit. II. i.

:|:Fleetest, adj. most swiftly moving.
Which ^^fleetest cannot flee, Protn. I. 783.

Fleeting, pr. pple. quickly passing.
once^^^z'w^ o'er the transient scene Diefnon, ii. 150.

„ ,, ,, „ „ Q. Mad, VIII. 2og.
And love, thoughfleefing

;

Prom-, I. 189.

Fleeting, ppl. adj. (1) rapidly moving-
Beyond the realms of dream th^X.fleeting, shade ; Alastor, 206.
beheld with wondering awe TheirJfea/m^visitant. 257.

(2) short-during.
a.fleeting guest Of our lone mountains— . . . Laon^ I. xxxvii. 7.

When endless bliss the woes oifleeting\S& repay. M. N. Ravail, 41.
the rapid, blind hsi'A.fleet. generations ofmankmd. Witch, utxi. 8.

(3) evanescent, temporary.
o'er their depths itsfleeting light had wrought. . Loon, II. xxii. 9,
Yet does z.fleeting hectic flush his cheek, . . M.N. Post. Fr. 9.

That in an April suT&i^sjx^%fleeting glow . . . Q. Mab, vi. 175.
lineaments Of wild z.uAfleeting visions . . . VII. ^"j.

Seemed like the.fleeting image of a shade : . . Witch, Xll. 3.

(4) passing continuously.
Within the surface of thefleeting river .... Even. Pisa, lir. i.

Within the surface of Time's,^feaft»^ river . . . Ode L.ib.v\.\.

^Fleets, V. intr. passes.

Fleets through its sad duration rapidly ; . . . . Q. Mab, I. 154.

Fleets, n, squadrons of ships.

Upon your camps, cities, or towers, orfleets, . . Hellas, 433.
he saw two adverse^<?^jis Stalk through the night 025.
Mighty_^£a;^ were strewn like chaff ProTn. I. 716.

Flesh, n. A. Lit. (1) the substance covering the bones
of men and other animals.

the fever-stricken^wA Of buffaloes, Cl?»«, II. i. 67.
and on the_^fts^ of sheep Cycl. 1 15.

the sweetest thing a stranger brings Is his owufl. 120.

What! do they eat man's_/2as'^ .^ ... . 120.

And I grow hungry for theflesh of men. . , 228.

do not spare a morsel Of all hisflegh 399.
Shall finely cook your miserablejfej^. . . . 331.
And minces theirflesh and gnaws their bone . . 359.
In theflesh of strangers joying ! 366.
peeled hisflesh with a gr^at cooking-knife . . 395.
When he was filled with my companions'_^!mA, 402.
And soon will -vova.itflesh from his fell maw ; . 596.
And horribly devours its mangled^^j^, .... Dcemon^ II. 154.
Though we eat \\t\Xeflesh anddrink no wine, . Gisb. 302.
Fat with ih^flesh of Galilean slaves . ... Hellas, 550.
He cut up fat z.u6.flesh, Horn. Merc. xx. 4.
Toasting their^j^ and ribs, xx. 6.

He placed the fat zxAJUsh and bones and all. —'- xxii. 8.

With chains which eat into ^iheflesh, alas! . . . Laon, III. xiv. 5.

and that ^eflesh was warm Within my teeth !— iii, xxvi. 7.

hair With ^eflesh clinging; to its roots, . . . vi. xv. 7.

even human,/^^, was sola; ... . . x. xix. 2.

they moulder.^fe^^ and bone, xil. xxvii. 7.

A\lflesh is grass ;—no bacon but isflesh— . . . CEdipus, II. i. 79.
Corn, wool, linen,flesh, and roots— II. ii. 10.

Ourflesh from off our bones to pick, Peter, vi. xxiv. 4.

Survived to tell its ruin, but theflesh, . . . , Q. Mab, vii. 222.

A tigress sating with the^sh of lambs, . . Vili. 79.
Anohorribly (Svours his mangled /fejA, . . Vlll. 213.

Where rags of loose^jA yet tremble on high, . Sensit. PI. III. 68.

(2) the body, the being.
and dissolves lAyflesh to a pollution, . . . Cenci, III. i. 22.

(3) the material part of a human being.

That broken lamp oiflesh III. ii. 18.

If this most specious mass of^«j^, IV. i. 115.

Violate! make their fiesh cheaper than dust! . . Hellas, 951.

flesh and bone Soon made our ghastly ramparts ; Laon, VI. xi. 5.

Spirits, whose homes axeflesh : Prom. IV. 545.

B. Fig. (1) the material part of man.
And close lusts of the./fejA Ch. ist, l. 11^.

And conquering penance of the mutinous./Z6yA, . Hellas, 156.

(2) kin.

The desolate and the dead, were his ownflesh, . Cenci, i. iii. 104.

(3) life, life-blood.

the board groans wjth theflesh of men ; . . . . Hellas, 937.

(4) eat strange flesh= act unnaturally.
Till she will eat strangeflesh. , Cenci, in. i. 48.

(5) flesh and blood= a human being.
Will think meflesh and blood as well as you ; . Cenci, I. iii. 11.

*Flesli^inan?liiig^, c. adj. injurious to the flesh.

where to the sound Ofthe_^Rs^-»M!«^//«^scourge, Q.Mab, VIII. 179.

Fleshed, xidj. hardened, whetted.
and her slow dogs of war, Fleshed-with the chase, Hellas, 314.

*FleslLless, adj. unembodied.
Leaner than^jA/pjj misery, Q. Mab, in. 113.

:|:Fleslil7, adj. camal, human.
infleshly chains she lay Struggling, L,aon, Vll. vi. 8.

*Flesliy, adj, reeking of animal matter.
Pale, ^yXsj^X ^s if the decaying dead Sensit. PI. ill. 6^.

Flew, V, intr, A. Lit. winged its way.
Flies, as once before itflew, Eug. Hills, 126.

The Spectre of the Plague before vaeflew, . . . Z^aon, xii. xxv. 6.

Where the wild bee newerflew, I^om. Ii. i. 180.

Dances i' the wind, where never eagle_/2rey/ . Triumph, 381.

B. Fig. (1) ran quickly.
Then off he^^a;, Rosal. 91.

(2) moved or travelled quickly.
above . . . the utmost verge Of the wide earth it^, Dcemon, i. 130.

Fast and far the chariot^/Sfeza
.'

11. 311.

,, „ ,, 2' ^^^^ ^- ^*9-

And through the cavern without wings theyflew, Epips. 305.
the vesselflew O'er the bright whirlpools . . . Laon, xii. xxxii. 7.

Now itflew far above a rock, Q. Mab, I. 218.

(3) rushed, passed along.
And the wild winds^^w round, Adonais, XIV. 9.

every tongueless wind ^haXflew Epips. 236,

Wildjfew the meteors o'er the madden'd main, M.N. Fragmt. 14.

flmv The tempest of the splendour, ... . . Triumph, 443.

(4) blew.
the wind which from the moming^^few Laon, ix. i. g.

(5) passed.
immor^izing winter, flew Athwart the stream,— Fr. Keats, 4.

(6) moved on the wing.
We waded and^&zw, . ., F^om. TV. 120.

(7) of speech, odour, feeling, &c., passed, emanated.
And from her bosom,^^^ A killing air, . . Epips. 261.

andflew Louder and swifter round the company ; Ginevra, 140.

And a delightful odour from the dew Of the hill

pastures, at his coming,^cM/. .... Horn. Merc, xxxvill. 8.

lingered not, Bnt.^eze' from brain to brain,— . . Julian, 30.
and kindling murmurs./&ze' Laon, v. liii. 8.

The shafts of falsehood unpoIluting^Kezw, . . . ix. xviii. 7.

or if there_/&a/ One-murmur on the wind, . - xi. x. 7.

Athwart my enanguish'd senses_;2sa' M.N. Melody, i^S.

And the violet lay dead while the odsyxrflew . Music, Ipant. III. 5.

Which soars where Expectation nevery&z«, Ode Lib. vi. 10.

(8) flickered, bickered.

The atmosphere in flaming sparkles./feo'/ . . Danum, I. 125.

„ „ „ „ „ . , Q. Mab, 1. 214.

Flibbertisribbet, n. a malicious spint
With Flibbertigibbet, imp of pride Peter, VI. xx. 3.

^Flicker, n. bicker,

the serpent heard itflicker In sleep, . . .

*FIickerest, v. intr. bumest feebly.

^tj^flickerest up and down,

:I:Flickeriu^, pr. pple. fluttering.

flickering in ribbons within the fierce gale :

Flickering', ppl. adJ, feeble, uncertain.
puff yourflickering life out

Flies, n. A. Lit. winged insects {genus Muscay.
Or like small gnats a.nAflies, as thick as mist . Triumph, 508.
The busy dreams, as thick as summer^afj, . Witch, XL. 4.

B. Pig. useless persons.
gildedyi That, basking in the sunshine of a court, Q. Mab, III. 106.

Flies, V. I. tr. hastes from or shuns.
Oneflies the morning, and one lulls the night :— Ch. ist, V. 7.

But, as Syrinx fled Pan, so night^aRr day, . . . Orpheus, 15.

II. intr. A. Lit. soars on wings.
when the sea-mew Flies, Eug. Hills, 126.

That winged shape, for everflies Two Spirits, 38.

B. Fig. (1) rushes or passes along.
With one wide wind as itflies/— ..... Laon, v. Song, 1. 12.

(2) runs swiftly.

flies with smooth but arrowy speed. . . ,

(3) is active, works, moves.
pierced by the shaft which7?»iM In darkness ?

(4) goes, passes.

Flies forth hs balmy breath
scattered by the wind, itflies Along the stream,

(5) springs.

Flies at nis throat who falls. ... . .

(6) takes refuge.

Let Freedom leave—where'er sheflies, . . .

(7) tries to elude or escape from,

chased by the wind, flies the insurgent banner.

(8) disappears before.

Hesperus^feM from awakening night, . ,

(9) disappears or ceases to be.

All that we wish to stay Tempts and then_^«j. Mutability, (2) I. 4.

Witch, XXX. 4.

Cend, III. ii. 13.

Vis. Sea, -^.

. Faust, II. 33.

XII. XIX. 9.

Adonais, 11. .£.

Moonbeam, II. 5.

Orpheus, 22.

Ch. 1st, II. 126.

Hellas, 90,

461.

K^8.
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(10) retires.

Tlie race Of ma.n Jit'es far in dread ; Mont B. 1 18.

(11) is out and about.
WhoJ'&M not to-night, when means he to fly ? . Faust^ II. 207.

(12) soars.
Asshe^/Wjup to heaven CEdipus^\\.\,%%.

JPlieth, V. intr. rangeth, wandereth.
Whichji?zWA forth and cannot make abode,, Laon^ xii. xxxv. 4.

Plight, n. A. Lit, act of flying through the air.

her hX\w^flight O'er the wide aery wilderness : . Alastor^ 2^1.
His eyes pursued \\sflight.— . 2&>.
yN\iO%&flight Is as a dead leaf's Bpips. 220.
In their fierceTfz^A^ towards the wilderness, . . Faust, II. 122.
And now relaxing its inxpetMOMSflighty .... Laon^ i. viii. 5.

Remitted his ^txQ,r\%flighty I. xii. 6.

The dizzyflight of that phantom pale .... Mar. Dr. xxiil. i.

The pale purple even Melts around thyflight ; . Skylark^ 17.
Breasting the whirlwind with impetuous7«^^/, . VKitch, xlv. 6.

B. jFig. (1) act of fleeing from a pursuer or danger.
Red morninff dawned upon hisflight, . . . Alastor, 237.
to have repefled That miserab]e_^;j^:A/— . . . Zaom, vi. v. 5.
to me there came no thought oiflight, . . . vi. viii. 5.
turned the foes toflight almost ; vi. xiv. i

.

(2) hasty departure, disappearance.
I have all prepared For instant^z^^^. .... Cencz\ V. i. 37.
M^hat ! Will you cast by self-accusingy?i>^/ . . V. i. 40.
Nor preyed, until their Lord had takcnflight; . He/las, 220.
and herflight, Tho' 'twas the death of . . . Aaon, Vll. xxii. 7.
Urging her^j'^^/ from the far Chersonese . . . CEdtpus. i. 168.
Their decay and sudden7?ijr^/from frost . . Sensit. PL III. lOO.

(3) rapid movement.
Thy barb whose hoofs outspeed the tempest's^; Arabic^ Imit. I. 5.
As he followed the light Of the fleet nymph's/; . Arethusa, II. 17.
As the earthquake's Vi&cyflight, Fr. Italy, 3.
as swift lightning in itsflight Ginevra, 156.A_j _i .. . , ^. , .. -r. . .. Mom. Castor, 8.And ships, -whose flight is swift along the wave,
their steep7?/>/i^hisTiands divine arrest,
And the wind that winged their^ftp-^^
In . . .Jiight From every point of the Infinite,

A wild-eyed charioteer urging; their7?i!^^^. .

That t\ve\T flight must be swifter than fire :

'Y:h&flight from which they find repose. .

Which drives round the stars in their
"

. Horn. Sun, 22.

. L.erici, 30.

. Prol. Hellas, 61.

. Prom. II. iv. 132.

. IL V. 4."

• III- iv. 121.

Which drives round the stars in their ^txyflight ; iv. 149.
Speed thee in thy ^eryflight, .... Worla^s Wanderers, 1. 2.

(4) passage, journey.
Clothe their unceasing^^^^^ .... . . Hellas, 204.
He from Pieria's mountain bent hisflight : , Horn. Merc. xiv. 5.
ghastly shapes, which hung Upon myflight ^ . . L.aon, ill. v, 7.

To frozen caves our_/2i!^^^ pursuing Prom. I. 104.
From the sound of our^z^^^, IV. 145.

(5) of passage of time, passing, passage.
and ^yflight Oft renew Bridal, i. 10.

May memorize theirflight with death : . . . . Cenci, III, ii. 76.
Storm, and Calm, pursue theirflight, .... Epips. 419.
and thy lovedflight Oft renew EpithaL 7.

Though thy sweet wishes wing itsflight? . . Good Night, IL 2.

Flags wearily in its \yrven6\n%flight, . . . Prom-, i. 420.
To oieck itsflight ere the cave of night. . . . iv. 72.

Swifter far than swniaiei^sflight— . . Re-metnbr. I. i.

Swift be thyflight / To Night, i. 7.

Swift be thme approaching^i^iS/, ... . . v. 6.

(6) of the mind, abstract ideas, &c., sally, soaring.

Torturing th' unwilling- dross that checks itsyi . Adonais, XLlll. 6.

choke Imagination'ST^z^A// Calderon, II. 37.

suspends my soul in its voluptuous^z^^^. . . . Con. Sing, iv, 11.

That limits swift imagination 's^/]?'^/, .... Dtsmon, I. 243.
Are chains of lead around itsflight of fire. . . Epips. 590.
Re-assuming ^eryflight, . . . swift Freedom came, Hellas, 65.

"f thought's eternal^z>A^— . . . 784.

907-
946.

Ode Lib, XIX. 13.

idle shadows Of thought's eternal^z^A^

—

Leaves in \v\sflight from ravaged heart to heart
Who shall imnede her ;&>A/.^ ...'...

Otho, V. 5.
" • ^Tella

Who shall impede herflight}
Of the great voice which did itsflight sustain.

From the swift clouds which track itsf. of fire,

could one thought from its wild^/^A/ . . . . Prol. Hellas, \^\.

That bounds imagination's^2^>W, Q. Mob. il. 72.

How bold theflight of passion's wandering wing, vi. 58.

A Shadow tracks thy^z^j4/ of fire— Two Spirits, %.

The meteors will linger round vsxyflight, . . 15.

My moon-like7?z^^/_thou then raay'st mark 31.

(7) departure.
Out of the day and night A joy has tBk&nflight; Lament. ll. 2.

Cold as a corpse after the s^ir\t!sflight, . . . Zucca, iv. 7.

(8) doings, progress.
Follow \x\sflight with wingfed words, Fr. Satire, 25.

(9) deliverance.

how secure z.flight From your hard servitude. . Cycl. 438.

(10) diffusion of sound, movement.
in circlingTfz^A^ The gathering music rose— . Horn. Merc. LXXI. 6.

=f=Fliins7, n. slight, transparent.
to screen With^z'?«jy veil ofjustice . . , . Q. Mab, V. 28.

Tliucli, V. intr. give way, shrink.
Flinch thus from earthly retribution. . , . Ch. \st. III. 43.

Fllnff, V. tr. A. Lit, (1) throw with force.
and_;?z«^ The cradle-clothes about me . . , Horn.. Merc. xiJV,$,

fling their wild arms in air . Triumph, 149.
did^^'w^ Dew on the earth, ........ 352.

(2) rest, cast down.
But I my languid limbs wiliy^ Beneath the plane, Moschus, 12.

B. Fig. (1) extend,

and hardly dared tofling Its green arms .... Question, I, 6.

(2) cast or let fall.

but Plague didfling One shadow upon all. . , L,aon, x. xxiv. 3.

From icy spires of sun-like radiance^zK^ . . . Front. II. Hi. 2g.

and some didfling Shadows of shadows, . . . Triumph, 487.

(3) of emotions, cast, cause.
A sorrow o'er her agfed soul didfling, . . . Mother 4- Son, IV. 7.

didfling Still deeper solitude Rosal. icx).

(4) utter.

Shall the light multitude i^., at their choice, curses Cenci, v. iii. 41.

(5) address, direct.

hardly fit tofling a, rhyme at ; JVitch, Ded, VI. 4.

(6) produce, cause to be.
Sends its superfluous waves, that they mByfling Serchio, 114.

Tliugln^, pr. pple. (1) casting.
e.\erflinging Light on the woven boughs . . . Ldon, VI. xii. 8.

(2) diffusing around.
Fresh music Bxeflinging, Prom. IV. 51.

into the Sun's dominions Flinging a. glory, . . Witch, XLIV. 4.

Plin^s, V. tr. A. Lit, thrusts.

She^z'w^j her glowing arm Fiordispina, 54.

B. Fig. (1) spreads.
Sit in a vale round which Parnassus7f/«^,s . Hom. Merc, xciv.4.

(2) of immaterial things, casts.

flings On the entangled soul's aspiring wings, . Loon, li. xxxiii. 4.
ana o'er itflings The wildering gloom .... iv. xxiv. 8.

flings The future, a broad sunrise

;

. . ix. xxv. 6.

(3) diffuses.

And music on the waves and woods sheflings, . ix. xxi. 8.

Flint, n. a stone used to strike fire from.
Tinder-box. matches, fire-irons, ^/m^ and steel. Hom. Merc, xvill.%.

*Fllrt, V. intr. carry on sham courtships.

andflirt, and stare, and simper, Peter, ill. x. .£.

*Plit, V. intr, A. Lit. fly fitfully or irregularly.

ow\sflit Round the evening tower, , ... Epips. 530.
The fire-flies j^zlf, and swarm, and throng, . . . Faust, ii. 84.
flit From their bowers of deadly yew .... Similes, 11. i.

flit. Like splendour-winged moths about a taper, Witch, III. 2.

B. Fig. (1) pass fitfully.

hither and thither I [Pestilence]7?itVabout, . . . Laon, vi. xlix. 7.

Change Shall^zV before thee on her dragon wings, Prol. Hellas, 149.

(2) dart, soar.

Flit up from hell with pure intent ! Peter, vi. xxxvH. 3.

*Flits, V. intr. A. Lit. moves sharply or quickly.
Whoj»?zV.y and jumps about, . Faust, i. 50.

B. Fig. of immaterial things, hovers.
Flits round the t3Tant's sceptre like a cloud, . . Gisb. 178.
what shadow_;?;Vj Before ? Hellas, 1x6.
hideous thought, Which^z'/j athwart our musings, Julian, 430.
That flits round our steps till their strength is

gone There is no work, 6.

*Plitted, V. intr. Fig, passed about with uncertain aim.
Kndflitted ro\yn.d Castlereagh, Devil, XII. 3.

\flitted, like a dizzy moth, . Epips. 220.
Crept andflitted in broad noon-day Unseen ; . . Sensit. PI. III. 79.

*PUtted, pp. flown.
hasflitted with a mad surprise Medusa, iv. 4.

*Tnttlne, pr. pple. flying fitfully.

The bats areflitting- fast in the grey air ; . , . Even. Pisa, l. 2.

Flit, on, your prow oefore, Like a living meteor. Guitar Jane, 21.

Float, V. intr. A. Lit. (1) swim, rest on water.
I have made tofloatA rude idealism .... Gisb. 74.
Are the pavilions where such dwell and_;?oa^ . . Front. 11. ii. 74.
the lightest boat Which ever upon mortal stream

^\dfloat. Witch, xxxi. 8.

In such a shallow rapid could not_/?ofl/. .... XLI. 8.

(2) hang in the air.

leaves of wasted autumn woods shallj^ around . April, 1814, 13.

That /foa/araon^ the blinding beams ofmorning; Laon,'V.Song, 1.3.

The Eagle hovennff o'er his prey didfloat ; . . Vll. xxvii. 4.
See how theyfloat On their sustaining wings . Prom. I. 759.
Bright fnXoyydsfloat in heaven, .... IV. 40.
Thou dost^i?a^ and run ; Skylark, 14.

(3) glide.

here clouds^oo/ gently by ;
Faust, II. loi.

Which^i7a^ like mountains on the earthquake, . Hellas, 958.
Their shadows more clearj'?i7a/ by

—

1054.
More clear the forms of speechless hXxssJloat by, M. N. Ravail, 31.

And their fair limbs tofloat in motion, . . . Mar. Dr. XXI. 5.

and mighty realms Float by my feet, Prom. I. 613,

Which, like a sleeping swan, dothfloat . . II. v. 73.

It seems tofloat ever, for ever, .... . . II. v. 78.

Borne to the ocean, 1float down, around, . . . II, v. 83.

B. Fig. (1) of immaterial things, hang about, hover
over, glide, pass, swim.

The shadows thatfloat on Eternity's vale; . . . Death, Dial. 22.

jfofl/ into our azure heaven again ! -^PiP^.^y^.
Other spiritsfloat and flee O'er that gulph : . . Eug. Hills, 337.
On which love's warmest fervours y?i?a/ .... Eyes, 7.

O ye who^oa/ around this clime, Hellas, ^ly.

K k
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It is the shadow which dothy^fl^ unseen, . . Laon^ VI, xxxvii. i.

whose wandering wings Now float above thy
darkness, Mont B. 42.

Float thro' all above the grave ; Prom. i. 686.

The dew-mists of my sunless sleep shallj?l7a^ . . in. iii. 100.

Two visions ofstrange radiance A?fl/ IV. 202.

When silvery clouds]/: through the wildered brain, Q. Mab^ i. 69.

His fancy on that spring ^NOV^^Afloaty Rosal. 184.

(2) of sound.
'Vemyfloat on the swell of the eddying tempest, M.N.Spec.HQrs.Z%.
And so t\\e.yfloat upon their way, Prom. II. ii. 57.

(3) move freely.

Till her thoughts were free tofloat and flow ; . Rosal. 215.

Wouldst^fffl^ above the earth, beware ! . . . . Tkvo Spirits^ 2.

trioated, V. intr. A. Lit. (l) glided along,

odorous mists F. to strains of thrilling melody . Dcsmon, I. 237.

Floated into the cavern where I lay, Epips. 33;^.

a win^d Form . . . Floated, dilatmg as it came : Laon^ I. vii. 3.

floatm^ on the river Of liquid light, XI. iii. 6.

Within a veined shell, which^a^crf on ... . Prom. II. v. 23.

And their grisly wings, as t\ie.yfloated along, . , St. Jr. (3) XV. 3.

(2) hung suspended.
Earth^a^et/ then below: Drnmon^ II. 318.

„ „ ,_,
, Q. Mab, IX. 226.

floated o'er the infinite throng ; iLaon^ V. Hi. 2,

Which _/2i7a/i?(/ 'mid a strange and brilliant light ; M. N. Ravail^ 2$.

iZ) descended gently,
far away, FU>atediik^<& shattered plumes ; ... Laon^ I. xi. 6.

Dizzy as with delight \floated down, ..... Prom.. III. iv. 106.

As I have said I^dW to the earth : III. iv. 124.

B. Fig. (1) of thought or imagination.
Floated and mingled far away, Rosal. 966.

(2) of sound,
thine own wild songs . . . Like homeless odoursyi, Laon, ix xii. 8.

And as the stem -ootesfloated around, . ... St. Jr. (3) xvill. 4.

Floated, pp. Fig. descended orally.

\i2isfloated down The tainted flood of ages, . , Q. Mab^ VI. 224.

*Floatest, v. intr. movest, passest.

ThovL^oatest among men ; Pr. Athan. Ii. iv. 15.

To what sublime and star-y-paven home F. thou ? Sp. Plato^ 3.

Floating-, pr. pple. A. Lit, (1) swimming or lying on the

surface of virater.

A little shaIlop_/7(7a/z'«^ near the shore .... Alastor^ sag.

A ship xsfloating in the harbour now, .... Epips. 408.
islands Floating' on a silver sea ; Q. Maby \\. 35.
One half \^floating on the fountain wave, tynf. Dr. 211.

floating on the line which, like a film .... 229.

(2) hovering.
Or gorgeous insect^i7a^'«^ motionless, . . Alctstor^ 466.
i^o/z'?;^ amid the sunny skies, Rosal. 801.

(3) hanging in suspension.
But that black Anchorfloating still . . . . Mar. Dr. V. 5.

(4) streaming, waving.
Her dark locVisfloating in the breath of night, . Alastor^ 178.

The ash and the 3.cb.c\b.floating hang . . . 437.
Floating at intervals the garments white . . . Laon, vi. xliv. 7.

(5) gliding, moving.
Those ugly human shapes . . . Past7^ thro' theair. Prom. iii. iv. 67.

mists, Floating to strains of thrilling melody . . Q. Mab, II. 48.

B. Fig. (1) of sound.
Which hither came, floating among the winds, . Alastor, 592.
their sounds, _^(7a/«'w^ hither round the pageant, . Ch. ist^ I. 121.

Floating on waves of music and oflight . . . Deemon^ I. 56.

(2) of visions or memories.
Like eaglets^(?a/i«^ in the heaven of time, . . Ch. istyTV. 56.

F. o'er thy hearthless sea . . . One remembrance, Eug. Ilills^ 168.

And their swords and their sceptres Ij&a/z'wp-see, Rosal. 900.

„ „ W.Skel.iv.'j.

FloatinfiTf PP- odj- A. Lit. (1) lying on the surface.

And^ff//«i^ water-lilies, broad and bright, . . Question^ iv. 4.

(2) hovering, hanging.
Like^ Edens cradled in the glimmer Of sunset, Ch. ist, iv. 23.

Like beams thro'floating clouds Laon, V. xli. 7.

as mortals see Th&floating bark Prom. ill. ii- 26.

The^ca^/w^ mountains ofthe silver clouds . . Summer^ 4.

Clipt in ^floating net, Witch^ xvi. 3.

(3) streaming, waving.
Which thro' h&rfloat, locks and gathered cloke, Laon, i. be. 6.

(4) moving, hovering.

Filled the mysterious halls with floating shades Alastor^ 124.

(5) undulating, gently moving.
Her spirit o'er the oceaxisfloating state . , . Laon, 11. xxix. 7.

and each bright chain of^a/ZM^ fire was snapt, vi. i. 9.

B. Fig. (1) hovering mentally.

The^ffa/z«^ phantoms of its loveliness Fe^ust, I. lOp.

the vast stream ofages bear away My^; thoughts— Laon, II. xii. 6.

we are darkened with their^(7o/z«^ shade, . . viI. xxx. 3.

(2) wandering, pervading.
Of wave-reQected flowers, z.ndfloating odours, . Prom. ill. iL 32.

^Floatings, n. vibrations.

To drink the^(?fl//«^j of a despot's knell. . , , M. N. Ravail, 112.

Floats, V. intr. A. Lit. (1) swims on the surface.

and sometimes \tfloats along the spray .... Prom. Ill, iv. 10.

When he.floats on that dark and lucid flood , . Rosal. 118.

(2) hovers or poises.

Floats moveless on the storm Loon, xi. xxiii. 3.

It walks not on the earth, xtfloats not on the air, Prom. 1. 773.

(3) waves or streams.
Where the flag of war unfurled Floats with crim-

son stain Mexican^ IV. 3.

B. Fig. (1) hovers or hangs over.

It_;&a/j upon the sunset's sea of beams, . . . . Z^m«, XII. xxi. 6.

Awakens a.nAfloats on the mist of the heath. M. iV. Spec. Hors. 18.

Floats o'er the Elysian realm, Naples. 31.

Th'a.tfloats before our eyes in wavering light, . . Q. Mab^ vi. 193.

(2) comes imperceptibly.
Tho' it^tfa/Jtomineearfrom the bosom ofDeath. Death, Dial. z^.
"Whichfloats like mist laden with unseen showers Epips. 448.
which, unbodied now, Between v&floats^ . . . Prom. iii. i. 45.

(3) is omnipresent, pervades.

Healthfloats amid the gentle atmosphere, . . . D^mon, 11. 59.
. . Q.MabyVni.ii/^
I,— Im'

"
nt. Beauty, I. 2.

. St. Epips. 150.
some unseen Power F. tho unseen amongst 1

\tfloats with rainbow pinions

(4) of sound.
As \tfloats through boundless day, Guitar Jane,J^.
With ever changing notes \tfloats along, . . . Laon^ XII. xvii. 7.

Louder itfloats along the unruffled sky ; . . .M.N. Despair, 1 1

.

That f. on the pause of the summer gale's swell, M. N Ravail, 12.

it^Ofl/'^ on the fitful blast of the win(^ . . . M.N. Spec. Hors. ^,

As the %orv%floats thou pursue, (r*^.) .... Prom. Ii. i. ITO.

List! the strain^fl/i- nearer now II. i. 189.

When soul-enfolding music^fl/j around, . . . Q. Mab^ VI. 6.

And now to the hushed ear itfloats Rosal. 1109.

(5) is rapt.

As one that in a silver vision^a^ Ala5tor^-i;\6.

(6) with up. a. rises.

That terrible shadow^a/j Up from its throne, . Prom^. II. iv. 150.

b. of the movement of sun and moon.
Lo, the ^^x•D.floats up the sky Eug. Hills, 206.

Sh^floats up through the smoke of Vesuvius. . . Sensit. PI. in. 4.

Flock, n. (1) of birds or sheep, a number together,

and leaves a.flock Of wild swans struggjling . . Hellas, 292.

like Siflock of sheep They pass before nis eye, . . Prom. iv. 419.
Like Siflock of rooks at a farmer's gun .... Serchio, 26.

A^^iGfe of vampire-bats Triumph, ^^
Like a csihn.flock of silver-fleeced sheep, . . Witch^ LVII. 5.

(2) applied to a body of people.
Among Christ's^rA a perilous infidel, . . Julian, 116.

(3) applied to the heavenly bodies.

The last of the.flock of the starry fold ? . . . Death Nap. 5.

(4) the whole number.
whom from theflock of conquerors Triumph^ 264.

(5) a collection or mass.
Mark too ^a.tjiock of fleecy-winged clouds . Ch. ist^ IV. 11.

like a.flock of douds Chased by the wind, . . . Hellas, 460.

drove his flock of thunder-clouds Over the sea-

horizon, ... ......... — &ii.

*Flocked, v. intr. gathered in crowds.
Forever hungerine_;5l7C(6erf around: . . . . Z>«z/z7, xxvi. 4.

which thither to adore him Flocked yesterday, . Laon, V. xxi. 4.

As myriads^iTcAjf/ in love and brotherhood . . vi. x. 9.

The Antelopes who^oc^c^ for food x. ii. 6.

as to a common centre,^cA. Strangers, and ships, Q. Mob, II. 200.

Flocks, n. (1) herds of sheep or goats.

this lawless giant's -wa-rsAsTinsJhcks Cycl. 30.

tending the^^ifej hitherward. 4'*

For the father of the^fifej,^— 48-

The gatheredj?(3c^ into the rock-roofed cave. . 74.

fattens my_;K?c>fey and herds, 3>7-

Keeping^cAy on Himalay ! Iwould not, 11.

the scatter«i.^oofey and herds Laon, x. xv. 3.

Theflocks and herds had perished : X. xviii. 2.

(Driving sweet buds Mkeflocks to feed in air) . OdeW. Wind, l.ii.

(2) applied to dreams of a poet.
The quick Dreams, . . . Who were his^ar^y,
the yNu.ardflocks Of the Scald's dreams, . .

(3) the subjects of a king.

and theflocks of which you are the pastor .

(4) white-tipped waves.
And every shepherdess of Oc.ea.xCsflocks,

(5) assemblies, companies.
Oh, letmejoinyour^ocifcj/ Faust,\\.\^\.

(6) masses.
Like^c^jofcloudsinspring'sdelightfulweather, Prom. I. ^$.
Were wandering in thick J. along the mountains II. i. 146.

Hung in denseflocks beneath the dome, .... Rosal. 1093.

Flood, n. A. Lit. (1) an extreme flow of water or in-

undation.
Like a darkySSwrf suspended in its course, . . . Alastor., 190.

black^Joo^on whirlpool driven 328.

saw over the western steepA raging^iwrf descend, Mar. Dr. xiii. 4.
O'er that \as,tflood's suspended foam, .... XV. 4.

While the^ffffrf was filling those hollow vales. . xvi. 6.

Which now theflood had reached almost ; . . . xvil. 3.

theT^borf Grew tranquil as a woodland river . . xxi. i.

And through the chasm theflood did break . . xxii. 3.

Was poured forth, even as a.Jlood? Mask^ LX. 2.

. Adonais, ix. 3.

. Ode Lib. vill. 9.

. Ch. ist, II. 410.

. Witch, JL. 2.
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Earthquake, and ^&cyfloods and hurricane, . . Mont B. 87.
Like the ffreatvfotfrfto Egypt ever be Sonn. Nile, 14.
But all like bubbles on an e.dQy\ngJiood . , . Triumph^ 458.
As a^iJi/ rends its barriers Vis.Sea^iw.
(2) water in large or small expanse.

Through fen, ^00^/, and mire, ffii/z^wj, 11. ii. 133.
When tie floats on that dark and \\xs^\Aflood . . RosaL 118.
and towards the^o^jof Of the blue lake, .... 1242.
Like springs which mingle in oneTSboa became, . 1289.

(3) a river.

Ere yet \^qflood's enormous volume fell . . . Alastor^ 376.
the /?(?o^ its own bright margin laves, Zaow, xii. xix. 4.
And as a vale is watered by a,floods IVoodman^ 6.

(4) the sea.

arose out of thejfooff^ Of flowing Ocean, . , . Ifom. Merc. xxxi. i.

and theflood Which lay between the city . . . Julian^ 6$.
Laon^ I. vili. 8.

I. xxvi. 8.

IV. i. 6.

IV. V. g.
VI. xxiii. 9.

VII. X. 1^.

Vll.xxxviii.6.

IX. iv. 9.
XI. i. 7.

And hung with lingering wings over ^o.floods
when to the^ooi/That fair Star fell, ....
the eternal^, Slave to the mother of the months,
And we together sate by that isle-fretted^foorf.
the dark shore of Ocean's cnrvedT?!?^^. . .

which the eternalT^ooc^ Had scooped
when I woke, ^tflood Whose banded waves
Liberty—that name lived on the ^"onviyflood. . ,

below, thefloodWas murmuring in its caves ;

—

B.J^tS. (1) of light.
amid yon^ooa? of purple light Daemon, i. 210.
like nflood From sunbriffht dales ; Z,aon, Vll. ii. 7.
its chasms that^O(76? of pory drank, xi. iii. 3.
Gleaming in yon^o^rf of light, Q. Mat>, u. 23.
Sheds a.flood of silver sheen, Q. ojnty Hearty in, 3.

(2) of sound.
That panted forth kflood of rapture so divine. . Skylark, 6$.

(3) chaos.
Sprang from the billows of the formless^(?(7<5f, . Laon, I. xxxi. 4.

(4) of time.
TheJfflOi!/ of ages combating below . , . . DcBnton,\.2%%.

J, „ „ ,, „ Q. Mab, II. 254.
Of this unfathomable j'Sbtffl of hours, Fiordispina, q.
Theflood of time is rolling on, Z.aon, xir. xxvii. 4,
the minutest wave That swells the /?(7(?</ of ages, . Q. Mad, ill. 142.
has floated down The tainted^tfra of ages, . . vi. 225.
of time. Nor the interminabley&orf, .... vi. 228.
Thou shoreless7Si?oi/, which in thy ebb and flow . Ti'me, 4.

(5) of the emotions.
with hopes that make Theflood recede .... LaoJt, v. xxxvii. 9.
its gatheredflood feeds human wants ... . VI. xli. 7.

(6) of human affairs.

Poised by the fl, e'en on the height thou holdest, Hellas, 847.
(7) as something overwhelming, time, tyranny, power, &c.

and bore On their tempestuous ^SiJOff . . . Laon, 11. vi. 9.
The^tJi/ of tyranny, ix. xxiii. 7.
but ^flood ofruin Is there, Mont B. loy.

(8) masses.
M''e see it o'er theflood of cloud, Rosal. 540.
(9) of the flow of blood.

Flow thus \—I cried in joy, thou vitalflood, . Laon, V. ix. %
(10) outburst.

I'll sail on theflood of the tempest dark, . . . Two Spirits, 26.

*Ploodecl, pp. Fig. covered, overflowed.
the wide sky Flooded with lightning Laon, vi. xlvi. 7,

Floods, 71. A. Lit. (1) superabundant waters.
fountain Of broadest7?(7(?<ij might quench, . . 11. xlvi. 4.
whose rifts did pour Turaultuous^oozily . . . xii. xxxix. 3.
Of frozenyK?(?i^j, unfathomable deeps, .... Mont B. 64.
Like reeds which quiver in impetuous^tfo^^ / . . Pr. Athan. I. 64.
Of that our land, whose wilds ^xsAfloods, . . . Rosal. 21.
O'er Egypt's land of memory^(?(7Ay are level . . Sonn. Nile, g.

(2) water as distinct from land.
did keep The forests and thefloods, Laon, I. ii. 8.
Paving with fire the sky and the ma.rmoTea\floods. I. xHx. g.

(3) seas.

Through the coral woods Of the weltering floods, Arethusa, iv. 5.
The winds, the birds, the oee2.-a.floods, . ... St. Dejection, I. 8.

B. Fig. (1) applied to light, darkness, fire, air.

ere tkiefloods Of night close over it Alastor, 419.
that gem The sapphire^fjt?^:^ of interstellar air, . Hellas, 771.
thefloods of light which flow over the world, . . Laon, v. xlviii. 5.
Of fire, vihosefloods the wild deer circumvent . —^ x. iv. 4.

(2) applied to tears.
When floods of despair down his pale cheek are

streaming, . St. Ir. {5) l. $.

Floor, n. A. LiL the footspace of a room or covered
enclosure,

smooth and even space Of its inviolated^ot??*, . Alastor^ 582.
The sunshine on the^oor is black ! C^?z«' Hi. i. 14.
Or sweeping the haxdfloor, Cycl. -^4.

And now I must scrape up the littered^ot?^ . . 37.
dread Magical forms the hrickfloor overspread— Gisd. 44.
In circles on the amethystine^oor, Laon, i. Ivl, 2.
Upon whose j'^ the spangling sands were strown, iv. i, 5.
on the earth Which made itsfloor, VI. Ii. 5.
and on such hrishtfloor did stand Vll xiii 7Upon thefloor Meanwhile sat Peter Bell, . . Peter, i. viii. 3.And I prayed to share his dangeonfloor . . Rosal. 879.

On the marblefloor beneath her feet, .... Rosal. 1080.

Then his fair cross of gold he dash'd on the floor, St. Ir. (3) iv. i.

B. Fig. (1) surface of the sea or other water.

a path on the sea's azurey?t7i?r, Epips. \\q.

Who sittest in thy star, o'er Ocean's western ^(7i?;', Naples, 154.

Over the calm^i?*?;' of the crystal sea, .... Prom. \\. v. 2^.
Pile on s^efloor of the illumined sea IV. 210.

I see the Deep's untrampled^oor St. Dejection, w.i.

When the sun lingered o'er his ocean^^bi?*-, . . Triumph, 325.

on the vibrating- Floor of the fountain, .... 351.

on tkvefloor of flie unbroken fountain, .... Unf. Dr. 64.

As piercing the sky from thefloor of the sea. . . Vis. Sea, 25.

A haven beneath whose translucentj^oor . . . Witch, XLIX. i.

(2) applied to the inner or upper part of a cloud,
glimmering o'er my fleece-like^i?;??', Cloud, 47,

(3) of the universe.
the roofless senate-house, viho^efloor Is Chaos, . ProL Hellas, 2.

For seest thou not beneath this crystal^£?^ . 125.

cast no shade Upon the goXdenfloor; . . , . Q. Mab, Vll. 72.

(4) of the wind.
Weave the dance on thefloor of the breeze, . . Pro9n. iv, 69. *

(5) used of immaterial things.
whose tremulousj?I?(3r Paved her light steps ; . Epips. ig6.

Floors, n. (Ij pi. of Floor. A. Lit.
Working mosaic on their VB-Txajvfloors -^^ 507.
lakes, Strewn with faint blooms like bridal cham-

herfloors, Witch, LVIII. z.

(2^ pi. of Floor. B. Fig.
it spread Itsfloors of flashing light, Dcem,on, I. 223.

,, . ,, „ ,, ,, Q. Mab, II. 32.

Florence, n. a. city of Italy, capital of Tuscany.
Florence, Albion, Switzerland Hellas, 6^.
Was Florence the liberticide? Marengki, vi, i.

Does Florence, gorge the sated tyrants' prey ? vi. 6.
Florence/ beneath the sun, Of cities fairest one, Naples, 116.

*Floro, n. a character in the Magico Prodigioso.
Lelio,

—

Floro, Be it enough Calderon, l. 223.
Beloved by Flora and myself. i, 263.
Should excite Fhrd's jealousy, ...,.., i. 270.
Floro and Lelio did I not reject? m. 81.
i%y» and Lelio might have equal share, . . . in. 94.

:]:F1oiit, n. the meal of wheat.
Their heads withyi snowed over white and new, Horn. Merc. xciv. 3.

Flourisli, V. intr. prosper or thrive.
All things unstinted round them grow and^wr., Horn.. Earth, 13.

Flourished, v. intr. thrive.
falsehood on his mind ^\i\<:hflourished not . . Julian, 530.

Flourisliiiig', ///. adj. thriving.
Flourishing vme, whose kindling clusters glow Fr. Flourishing, \.

Flout, V. tr. mock or insult.

For here is no morn toflout our delight, . . .M.N. Ravail, 99.
Flow, V. intr. A. Lit. (1) stream, run, glide.
At noontide ikiey flow Through the woods below Arethusa, v. 10.
saw the life Woodflow From his fair thigh, . . Bion. Adon. 37.
unavaihng tears, Which ^KiTze^ and feel not ! . . . Cenci, v. iii. m.
Did itJlow sweetly down your throat ? . . , . Cycl. 150.
thro' his fevered veins ^xdflow Deemon, ii. 156.
Flow from her bosom's hideous rent, Falsehood 28.
which shall uotflow through streets and fields, . Hellas, 543.
in the tears which silently toflow Paused not, . Laon, i. xvii. 5.
tears as mine have flowed, ^zUXflow, . . . 11. xli. 7.
Perchance blood need notflow, iv. xviii. i.
i^Tzc thus !—I cried in joy, thou vital flood, . v. ix. 5.'

Thatflow among the isles, , y. Iviii. 4.
vain and barren tears shallj^(?a; . ...... xii.xxviii,3.
Drops of bloody a.goixyflow Prom. i. 564.
iny streams will^ Round many-peopled continents, m. ii. 21.
My solid oceans^ow, and sipg, and shine : . iv. 358.
The heavy; tears gather andj^zc.* Rosal. 413.
Tears again began toflow. . . St. Ir. (3) v. 6.
From rainbow clouds thereflow not ... . Skylark, 33.
Bade sympathy's tenderest tear-drop toflow. . . Tear, iv. 4.
mayst thouJ?ow Unmingled Virgil, 5
(2) to rise, to increase.

when the tide 'ganto7f<3w/ ^atfff, i. xxii. 7.

(3) of light, stream, pervade.
the floods of light Whichflow over the world, . . v. xlviii. 6.
Grew faint, as the rose-like hues which^(ttc . . Rosal. loio.
the beams of the sunrisej?OT& in Vis. Sea, 117.

(4) become liquid.

and^fTze;, A stream of clinging fire,— . ... L^wn, x, xxxviii. 5.

(5) of breath or air.

O let thy hresLthflow from th^r dying soul . Bion. Adon. 45.
the living winds, ^Nhichflow Like waves . . . Epips. 517.
The breath of night like death didflow .... The Cold, i. 5.
The still air seemed as if its waves didflow . . Witch, XLVI. 3.

"B. Fig. (1) of immaterial things, proceed.
Force from force must everflow, Eug. Hills 232.
O wherefore should ill everflow from ill, . , . Laon, v. xi', i.
and fears, and thoughts from which theyflow, . VIII. v. 1;.

from the oppressed to the oppressors y?(?ze;. . . VIII. xv' g.
and Fear, from slavery^(Twy . xi. xviii! 7.'

The baleful streams from whence these miseries^/; / M.N. Post. Fr.2±.
Support the system whence their honours^tm' . Q. Mab iv. 207

*

The sources whence such blessings^(72y , . . Rosal. 22<.
'

And a fair Shape out of her hands didflow— . Witch xxxy t;

K k 2
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(2) move, pass.

Around the base of that great Altar^ow^ . . . Laon^ v. xli. 2.

Like ten thousand clouds which jffKw v.Song^i.w.
and our pulses calmly7?(?a' and beat VII. xxi. 5.

(3) of thought and sentiment, emotion, &c.
mind Whose mighty streams might else in silence

flow Thro' the vast world, DcBtnon^ II. 249.
from my pen the words^iWtf as I write, .... Julian^ 476.
In hues which, when thro' memory's waste they^/^, L.aon, III, xxiv, 8.

Clothing its clouds with grace, doth e.\GTjiow^ . — VI. xxx. 7.

Their thoughts^: on like ours, in sadness or delight. Vlll. iii. 9.

Alas, our tnoughts^ijze; on with stream, . . IX. xxxv. i.

Though it must^tree' for ever

:

Ode Lib. x. 12.

Till her thoughts were free to float jm^flow; . . Rosal. 315.
From my lips would.^iw, Skylark^ 104.

(4) of sound.
From misery's tortured soul XhaXflow, .... Death Vang. 40.
And haunted by sweet airs and sounds, whichj^iw Prom: i. 830,
yet through all its mass Flow^ . . . music and light : IV. 240.
Or how could thy notes^; in such a crystal stream ? Skylark^ 85.

(5) of speech.
The words which, like secret fire, shalljfiKy . . Hellas^ 32.
He speaks—the cold words7?i?ze; not from his soul ; Solitary^ III. 2.

(6; of emotions, passions, &:c.

flow These bitter waters

;

Fr. Satire^ 42.
In bitterer, feller tide, on this torn bosom7?ot«. M. N, Despair^ 18.

His presence^foztf and minele thro' my blood . . Prom, II. i. 80.

Where all things^ijw to all, iv, 402.

(7) of form.
Her life breathing [limbs] didyi In the harmony divine Fr. Pleas. 10.

(8) of time, pass.
For, as fast yearsflow away, Alastor^ 533.

(9) stream.
Ascends toflow like meteors thro' the night, . , Prom.. II. ii. 79.

(10) emanate, proceed.
from my fingers^otc The powers of life, . . . Magnet. Lady^ 1. 5.

the well Where its pulses^iww and beat Prol, Hellas^ 204.

(11) stretch or twine.
jSiwi; around The gray trunks, Alastor, ^^o.
wreathes of buddmg foliage seemed toflow . . Laon^ IX. ii. 4.

and they curl ^n^flow Medusa^ ill, 3.

(12) of persons, pass, exist.

Princes . . . who^tTzw Through public scorn,— . Engl. 1819, a.

(13) with back^ return.

shall^iwe' Back to the burning fountain . . . Adonais^ xxxvill. 5.

Flow, n. A. Lit. (1) stream, course, flood.

Day-light shone At length upon that gloomy river'sy^ / Alastor^ 371.
beside theflow Of the wild babbling rivulet ; . . 523.
which breaks the.flow Of Adria towards Venice : Julian^ 2.

shone far o'er the white Ocean's^i?w iMon, ill. xi. 9,

Skirted the mid-night Ocean's rfimmering^iTW, . v, i, 5,

t\i&flow Of the whirlpool bore her to and fro. . Mar. Dr. xiv. 5.

And list to theflow Of the waves below . . Q. ofmy Hearty iv. 4,

(2) burst, outbreak.
and in t\\eflow Of sudden tears, Laon^ Xll. xxxvii,5.

(3) of circulation.

Was it aught else, or but ^eflow Of the blood . Mar. Dr. Vi. 6.

B. Fig. (1) movement,
sick of this perpetual^ffzt; Of people, .... TriuTuphy 298.

(2) of speech.
some interrupted^traj Of visionary rhyme,— . Gisb. i6j.

(3) of emotions, qualities, &c.
So that when Hope's deep source in fullestyZiTze', . Laon^ I. xxscviii. 7.

Seemed to suspend the tumult oitkiexxflow ; . li, xlix. 3.

in Wisdom's fullest j^tfa-. xi, xxii, 9.

(4) of breathing.
And the breath, with intermitting./K?zy, . . . Rosal. 1024.

(5) of wind, passage.
when in theirflow Thro' the bright air, .... Laon^ I. lix. 4.

(6) of time, passage.
Which darkened nought but time's unquiet^Ktew iv. v. 2.

(7) with edd. a. Lit. of the sea, rise.

Heard in its raging ebb anAflow Apenn. 5,

b. Fig. of activity and quiescence.

beat in mystic sympathy With nature's ebb and^I, Alastor^ 653.

whose ebb zxAflow At once is deaf and loud, . Gish. 193.

make . . . business ebb and^^ By roguery :— Horn. Merc, Lxxxvill, 6.

and in its ebb andflow Impels the generations . Prol. Hellas^ 25.

the ebb and^tTzc of human things Q. Mad, Vlll. 5$.

c. change.
Thou shoreless flood, which in thy ebb ax^dflow . Time, 4,

Flowed, V. intr. A. Lit. (1) of water, ran, streamed.

Beneath the ioT&tflowed. Alastor, 496.

thro' which there^iSW^i:^ The foam of streams . . Laon, vii.xW. 4.

theblood which .yKw^f^ Over the fields, .... X. iii. 3.

(2) of blood, circulated.

Bntflowedm human veins : Q- Maby II. 215.

blood That^(?wj(/ in their own veins, Vll. 211.

(3) of wine, was plentiful.

wine Flowed at a hundred feasts Laon, IX. xvii. 2.

B. Fig. (1) of air or wind, passed,

and through their snow-like zoX^xmnsflowed . . Prom. II. iv. 95.

(2) of light, dawned, burst.
The 6a.y/nflowed forth, ......,,
morning through the orient cavemflowed^ .

(3) of time, passed by.
Darkly iorwardflowed The stream of years.
Swift summer into the aixtvunnflowed, . .

(4) of sound, went.
And from his touch sweet thunder^iwy^^, .

a voiceflowed o'er my troubled mind, . .

ever clear and fresh, Soflowed his song, . .

(5) of thought, feeling and emotions.
This doubt with sudden tide_;fi?ze'£^ on his heart, . Alastor, 220.

Flawed ofex the Spirit's human sympathies. . . Dcemon^ II. 4^.
their fountains^iTzcei/ In poesy; Zoitw, ll. xxxi. 5.

those fountain-cells, Whence love yetj^sawfic/ .

With mild and gentle motion ozSrcXyflowed. .

(6) of radiance, emanated, passed.

Flowed forth, and did with softest light inform

(7) with ebbed, fluctuated, swayed,
'mid the throngs which ever ebbed anAflowed

Flowed, pp. had course or vent.

tears as mine haveflowed., shall flow, ....
Flower, n. A. Lit. a bloom or blossom.
Like a y>a.\eflower by some sad maiden cherished, Adonais^ VI. 3,

Like dew upon a sleepingjfijze/^rj ...... x. 5.

On the withering_^(TOE;tfr The killmg sun .... XXXII.7,
never trodden on a worm, or bruised A living^, Cenct, III. i. 368.
That it should spare the elAestflower of spring : . V. iv. 102.

"^oflower upon the ground, Ch. ist, V. 15.

To feed with kindliest dews its (avotiriteflower

^

Loon, V.xxxviii. 1.

. Triumph, 344.

. Rosal. 'i&&.
. Sensit. PI. III. 22.

. Frag. Milton, 3.

. Laon. V, xlv. g.

. Orpheus, 64.

VIII. xm, 7.

Q. Mob, VIII. 30.

, Laon, I, Ivii. 5.

V. Ii. 2.

II. xli. 7.

, DcEfnon, II. 263.

Q. Mah, IX. 168.

B. Vivianiy 9.

Eleg. Bion. 4.

Such fragrance drew From plamt oxflower— .

Let every tender herb and plant axxaflower, .

yet more, Aumbflower, Than ' ah ! alas !
'— . . 11.

theflower Glimmering at my feet

;

Fug. Hills, 304.
As summer winds that creep from_;fi7ze/^>' to^,— Int. Beauty, 1.4.

To the softflower beneath our feet, Jane, Recoil. 43.
fair as oneflower a.doming An icy wilderness— . Laon, I. xvi. 3.

Singing and gatheringflower aftexflower, . . . Matilda, 41.
or (S-eamless sleep Holds every future leafand^ ,*— Mont B. 90." '

"
.Music, Ipant, 1.2.My heart in its thirst is a Ayingjlowerj

"Xheflower that smiles to-day To-morrow dies

;

Mutability, (2) 1. 1.

Oele toHeaven, 48.
. Prom. I. 7S4.

. III. iii. 42.
Question, 11. 3.

Some eyedflower whose young leaves waken
Trampling down hothflower and weed - .

From everyflower aerial Enna feeds, . . .

The constellated >?(Ke'5r that never sets ; . . ,

and that tall^ that wets— . . . Its mother's face . II. 5.

As a SMmxaexflower that blows too soon . . . Rosal. 695.
Andeachflower and herb on Earth's dark breast Se?isit. PI. I. 7.

The sweetest.^twy^?' for scent that blows ; . . . I. 38.

For the Sensitive Plant has no hxigUtflower; . I. 74.
Till they clung round xxxany asv/eetflower's stem, III. 40.
A.flower which fresh as Lapland roses are, . . St. Epips. 66.

And noon lay heavy onflower and tree, . ... To Night, iii. 4.

the trunk survived both fruit andflower;— . , Triumph, 124.

Holding a cup like a xnagnoWaflower^ . . . Unf. Dr. 146.
the golden eye of the hi^^tflower^ 168.

the purple velvet^i7«£j^r was fed • 174.

Of every infantflower and star of moss . . . 326.

The odour from theflower is gone Violet, i. i.

Thecolour from the^Kra/^r isTlown 1,3.

See yon opening^ Spreads its fragrance to the blast ; XV. Jew, i.

each like aflower^ . Witch, xx. 6.

the snovjyflower Fell, xxxiil. u
bower Lit by the gems of many a staxxyflower. . LXix, 8.

Like clouds above the_/?(7ze/^rfrom which they rose, Woodmaji, lo.

every sphere And evexyflower and beam . . 20.

B. Fig. (1) of human beings.
From this sweet foldedflower, Cenci, V. iii. 8.

That undeveloped./Slsa/e?' of budding years— . . Ld. Ch. Vlll. :£.

On thee, thou withered^(Tzwe^/ Magnet. Lady, IV. 3.

blast the hnxnanflower Even in its tender Ijud ; . O. Mab, IV. 104.
To shed on the hxieiflower of youth Rosal. 444.
Kflower that scarce breathes in the desert rude . Solitary, I. 5.

(2) of love.

But perfidy can blast the^ijaffi/-, ... . Loz/e's Rose, ill. 2.

And life, where long thatflower of Heaven . Triumph, 257.

(3) fulfilment.

From one faint hope whose flower a dropping
poison shed. Laon^ III. xx. 9.

^Flower-enchained, c. adj. Fig. wreathed with flowers.

offers up unstained To Love, the^i7awr<KcA(zzK«(f.' Naples, 61.

Flower-infolding, c. adj. containing flowers.

As we sate here, ^eflower-infolding buds . . Prom. il. i. 134.

*Flower-Inwoven, adj. made or woven of flowers.

A i}c\.ovt,%andflower-inwoven crowns were shed, . Laon, V. xvi. 6.

And from ^ejlower-inwfwen soil divine . . . Prom. III. i. 27.

*Flower-paven, c. adj. decked with flowers.

Andflower-paven plains, great Hermes past ; Horn. Merc. xvi. 3.

Floweret, n. A. Lit. a small flower.

as thefloweret wanes at morning frost, .... Calderon, III. 148.

B. Fig. a choice or precious thing.

Eachj?l7a/£r^/ gathered in my heart . . . Q. Mab, Ded. 1$.

Flowerets, n. pi. of Floweret (1).

To meet the kisses of theflowrets there. . . Deeiuon, 11. iii.

,, „ ,, n II • Q' Mab,wii. \k:6.
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Can you, ye^ow^refs, spread your perfumed balm M. N. Despair^ 3.
Andj^owreis -which drooping as day drooped . . Sensii. PL i. 55.

Tlowerlnff, ///. ady. A. Liif. blossom-bearing.
Andjfowerin^ weeds, and fragrant copses dress Adonais, XLIX. 4.
Are pastured m the j?oiw£^m^unmown meadows, Horn. Merc. yiu.$.
but in the shade OiflffOiering parasites, .... Laon, vi. xxviii. 4.
between the wide and^ira/firzw^ meadows, . . Xll, xxxvi. i.

Where in a lawn oiflowering asphodel .... Witch, XXIX. 4.

B. Fig. pleasant, with bright spots.
Aye, manyTfOTygrm^^ islands lie Bug. Hills, 66.
0\^%rflowering isles must be 335.

Flowers, n. A. Lit. blooms or blossoms.
Wksflowers that mock the corse beneath, . . . Adonais, 11. 8.

Fresh leaves andyi deck the dead Seasons' bier ; xvill. 5.
Exhales itself injRjWdrrj of gentle breath; . . . XX. 2.

Cease ye i^xvitflowers and fountains, xli. 6.

A light of laughing^ along the grass is spread. . XLIX. 9.
Flowers, ruins, statues, music, words, .... lii. 8.

no mourning maiden decked With weeping^cfa/ari-, Alastor, 56.
banks, whose yellow^fowerj For ever gaze . . 406.
when stretched Upon ^hyflowers 513,
so from his steps Bright^ozf^rj departed, . .

' Nurses of rainbowTK^werj and branching moss,
men Go to their graves Hkeyi or creeping worms,
made the earth ^eam With hri^tflamers,
I feed the clouds, the rainbows ^nd^fflowers
the ^2Xt.flowers are dying, ____...
"Vat-flowers are withered^p with grief .

wilderness of trees Andflowers
Let birds, zxvdflowers, and leaves, . . .

And that \i^<Siflowers of this departed spring .

Sad iwTs&T^flowers to deck a living corpse, .

the7Zi?zyarj Which bloom so rarely ....
Although noflowers smile on the trodden dust,
Who would love M.z.yflowers
Gloriously as a grave covered with \\Tginflowers.
fresh showers for the thirsting^ozt/erj.
Soon )^\&dflowerSy sweet-breathinff, , _

closely carpeted \<i"\th.flowers and grass.
But fruits are ever ripe, flowers ever fair,

O, ye hours. Follow with May's fairesty.
I tried my lot With various ^(ra;c^.y, S. Williams^ V. 2.

the odours deep Offlowers, Efips. 203.
The breath ofher false mouth was like faint^ija/^rj, 258.
"^i'xihflowers as soft as thoughts of budding love ; 32S.
Awaken all its fruits zxxdflowers, 347.
Parasite^feze's^'j illume with dewy gems .... 502.
Of waves,_/?(?werj, clouds, woods 511.
W^hich, V^^flowers, will burst from them. . . . Bpitkat. (2) 30.
while \{k.&flowers, In the waste of years .... Sug. Hills, 163.

Of nMflowers that breathe and shine : . . . . 351.
I wish The /I upon our path were frost and snow. Faust, II. 16.

illumined dust of golden^(Tzi/^^'j/ li. 103.
And so they grew together like twoflowers . . Fiordispina^ 15.

ih&flowers Which she had from the breathing— 33.
a shade Of gentle beauty on ^&flowers : . . 45.
Is laid asleep inflowers Fr. Mus. I. 5.

I^ht.flowers upon my bridal chamber strewn . . Ginevra^ 80.
from the expanded^ , Scatter their hoarded incense, 125,

With gracefulj'2(?ze'e?'j tastefully placed about ; , Gisb. 214.
There sleep in their dark dew the io\d^dflowers ; 277.
till buds and^ Warn the obscure inevitable hours, 320.
We strew these a^xzXtflcmsers Hellas, 1.

thou numberest "ih^flowers, 743.
and men, and beasts, andflowers, ... . 777.
But votive tears and syirAiolflowers 1095.
On the softflowers the meadow-grass among, . Horn. Earth, 22.

As a green bank ^N\t\iflowers— Horn. Merc. LXIII.4.
StT&Ne.dflowers upon the barren way, . . Jane, Invitn, 18.

And sent him busts and books and urns for^I . Julian, 254..

Poison, a snake \nflowers, L.aon, i. xxix. 5.

The shells on the sea-sand, and the ^'Adflowers^
The t<:^^nflowers of truth and freedom fair, .

wake Under the wave, \viflowers and herbs

537-

599-
622.

674. ^

.
IV. I.

Autumn, I. 2.

Bion. Adon. 32.

Calderon, I. 3.

III. 12.

Cenci, I. iii. 13S.

V. iii. 42.
Ch. istf I. 23.

1. 45-
I. 175.

II. 406.
Cloud, I.

Cycl. 524.

7— 549- ^
Dcenton, 11. 64.

Dirgejor Year, IV. 6.

E. r

mossy nook, with TnoMntmxiflowers dispread.
" tfrui"

6.

V. xvi. 7.

V. liii. 5.

VI. XXVI. 9.

VII. xxix. 9.

VIIi.xxii.9.

IX. xxi. 7.

IX. xxii. 8.

XI. xix. 6.

xri. xviii.5.

XII. xxxiv.o.

But fruity ^ndflowers, and boughs,
A paradise oiflowers, ... ....
Flowers on the mountains,
for whose grave thou bearest Freshflowers,
Like laees on mo\xnta.inflowers ; ....
With strange and star-bright^(KC^rj, . .

Among rocks clad v/ithflhwers, ....
And the scent of wingedflnvers, L^rici, 41.

fell like dew Onflowers half dead ; M.W.G.W,-;,.
As winter to fairflowers (though some be poison) Marenghi, iil. 5.

The sweetestflowers are ever frail and rare, . . X. i,

Abflowers beneath May's footstep waken, . Mask, XXXI. i.

singing here And vaXh.ex\n%flowers, Matilda, 50.

Fade like gaxxdyflowers that blow— Mexican, li. 7.

Where humble wi'-AAflowers grow ? . . . . Moonbeam, i. 5.

Whilst,;^?!^^^^ are gay, Mutability, (2) iii. 2.

And, like unfolded^oze/^rj beneath the sea, . . OdeLib. w.g.
All overgrown with azure moss axydflowers . OdeW.Wind, ill. 7.

st2LxY\]s.^flowers and herbs of odour sweet, .
— .

Flowers, which in winter serve instead. . .

flowers burst forth like starry beams ;

—

flowers, and fruits, and happy sounds, . .

To 'gather for her festal crown oiflowers .

But now invested with ia-itflowers and herbs,
summer winds Satiate with sweetflowers. . . . 11. i- 38.

Orpheus, 116.

. Peter, III. v, =;.

Pr. Athan. ii. iii. 9.

. Prom. I. 188.

. 1. 468.

odour-breathing sleep Of faint nxpAflowers, . . Prom. 11. i. 183.

Hangs each a pearl m the nviXeflowers .... II. ii. 10.

or within the bells Of mea.doyNflowers, .... ll. ii. 85,

The radiant looks of unbewailin^^(?z£/5rj, . . . 11. iv. 16.

As the calm joy oiflowers and living leaves . . II. iv, 36.

Which sleep within folded '^\y%\a.nJlowers, . II. iv. 60.

Lit by downward-gazino;^(?M'<3''J, n. v. 105.

but by the light Orwa.ve-Tef[ectedflowers, . . . III. ii. 32,

Which curtain out the day with leaves and J., III. iii. 12.

We will entangle buds andflowers and beams . III. iii. 30.
night-foldedflowers Shall suck unwithering hues in. iii. 101.

With ever-living leaves, and fruits, a.ndfl?wers. . ill. iii. 123.

Theflowers whose purple and translucid bowls III. iii. 142.

Pasturing^OTC^rj of vegetable fire III. iv. no.
Beneath a dome frettea with gvayenflowers, . . iii. iv. 116.

Be the faded^iTzy^^j Of Death's bare bowers . . IV. 18.

a.ndflowers, and waves, wake sounds, . . . IV. 234.
the wild odour of the forestflowers, IV. 256..

Green stalks burst forth, and brightflowers grow, IV. 364.
Into the utmost leaves and delicatest7^?w^r.y/ . iv. 372.
Thou dost nourish these yonngflowers .... Proserp. II. 2.

deflowers, the trees. Arise in due succession ; . Q. Mab, III. 194.
But fruits are ever rr^e,flowers ever fair, . . . viil. 119.
Gathering a garland of the strangest.^(Kf^r.y, . ix. 52.

Andflowers azure, black, and streaked with gold. Question, iii. 7.

Methought that of these visionary y?(7ze;firj . . V. i.

Pansieslet myflowers be : Remem.br. III. 4.

"When flowers were dead, and grass was green . Rosal. 338.
But lifce/Zbzwtfrj delicate and fair,

—
spread eromflowers half drunk with evening dew,
By woods, and fields of yeWowflowers, ....
\j\k.eflowers, which on each other close . . .

From moMnta.inflowers,
The seasons' ioyeliestflowers were strewn . . .

I heard strange tongues, and sa.w stra.ngeflowers,
and garlands Dound With amaranth ^(3ze'£r.y, .

Thefldwers (as an infant's awakening eyes . .

Of Xheflowers whose hues they bear afar ; . .

Like fire in theflowers till the sun rides high,
Which to theflowers did they waken or dream, .

I doubt not theflowers of that garden sweet . .

And out of the cups of the hesLvyflowers . .

If theflowers had been her own infants . .

In a basketj of grasses and wildflowers full, . .

The sweet lips of theflowers, and harm not, .

Three days theflowers of the garden fair, .

and theflowers among the grass,
and all sweetflowers. . .

Among theflowers and grass, . . ...
IR.a.in-a.wak.enedflowers, ........
the far level grass and nodding^iKWcr-j ....

, ,^.
That the earnest, the loveliest of/^ I'd entwine, . T^ear, v. 2.

And its roof wasflowers and leaves The Isle, 4.
Ahflowers in field or forest 7riu?nph^ g.
path whereflowers never grew,— ... . 65.
The stems of the sweetflowers, 317.
upon the new Embroidery offlowers, .... 448.
me, sweetest,/?bzwcr.y delayed not long ; . . . . 461.

Saved withflowers and moss, UnJ. Dr. 66.
ght among the leaves a.ndflowers, 131.

Visiting myflowers from pot to pot, iijt^.

Of the sweetflnvers and sunny grass, .... IV. Shel. (3) ll. 7.n

and over pallid7?owgrj Hang like moist clouds:— Woodjnan, 53.
and o'er the grass 3j\dflowers Zucca^ I. 7.
Iny; and leaves, and in the grass fresh-strewn, . v. 6.
Upon its leaves a.ndflowers

;

vill. 5.
Strong leaves and tendrils, and itsflowers fair, ix. 3.
shook the leaves andflowers On which he wept, . xi. i.

B. J^ig. (1) said of anything sweet, exquisite or choice.
Scorn not these_;fi?ze'£rj of thought, Epips. i?>\.
feeds With whatsoe'er it finds, orflowers or weeds ! L^on, i v. xxxiv. 5.
streamsofsunnythought,andyg'OT£'e?'j fresh blown, IX. xxvi. 8.
Thine are these early wildingT^Tze/erj, . . . . Q. Mab, Ded. 11.
and they fed From the sz.ro.eflowers of thon'^t, . Rosal. 1288.
Snehflowers, as in the wintry memory bloom . 1310.
with dewy leaves and^(Tze/erj/ Witch, Ded. w. 6.

(2) beauties, charms, pleasures.
Paved with eternaXflowers that undeserving way. Adonais, xxiv. g.
twine suchTSbwerj of observance CA. u/, ll. 4.
Fewflowers grow upon thy wintry way ; . . . Fr. Is not, 5.'

Killing itsflowers and leaving its thorns bare ! . Hellas, 6tj.
Alas none strewed sweetflowers upon the way . Julian, 323.
Youth saySj'The nviV^X^flowers are mine, . . Love's Rose, i. 6.
a heavenly band ^trew''dflowers of bliss . . M. N. Ravail, 38.
As full offlowers as thine of weeds, .... Magnet. Lady, 11! 4.
Where the bud-blightedjSiTze;. of happiness grew. Prom. iv. 122.
Areflowers which die almost before they sicken. Tersa RItho, 13.

(3) the stars.

Heaven, starred with ^eryflowers, Orpheus, 94.
Flowery, adj\ A. Lit. bespread with flowers.
Theflowery herbage was depasturing, .... Hofn, Merc. iv. "j.

for we Smiled on they?£«aterj' grave Z.a(?w,vir.xxxiii.7.

B. Fig. interspersed with things of beauty.
thonflowery wilderness ! Ode Lib. xiv. 10.

*Plowest, V. intr. A. Lit. of water, runnest, streamest.
And fruits and poisons spring where'er thouyi . Sonn. Nile, 12.

B. I<^ig. proceedest irom.
By Heaven and Earth, from all whose shapes thou

fiowest, Zucca, iv. 1.

c
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Plowing', pr, pple, A. Lit, of water, passing onwards,

streaming.
Liquid Peneus wa3^.?a'j«^, Pan^w. i.

B. Fig, (1) of air, blowing, passing,
the night winds zx^flmaing O'er the ripe corn, LaoUy v. Song^ 5. 2.

(2) of light, beaming.
warm light \%flowing From the young moon . Pr. Atkan. II. ii. 34.

(3) streaming, hanging forth.

Longtangled locks flung wildly forth, and_/55jz«., Julian^ 225.

Plowing, ppl, adj, A. Lit. of water, moving, restless.

arose out of the flood Qiflowing Ocean, . ffont. Merc. xxxi. 2.

B. Fig. (1) soft, pleasing, free.

WhosejSiKwz'w^ outlines mingle in their flowing . Epips. 96.
which, from his soft and^(7z«i"«^ limbs, .... Prom. 11. i. 73.

(2) streaming, waving.
Aloft, her^fTzef/M^ hair . Laon^ XI. iii. 9.

(3) smooth, liuent.

Light the vest oiflowing metre She wears . . . Witchy Ded. V. 5.

Plowing, vbl. n. movement.
Whose flowing outUnes mingle in \h&\xflawing . Epips. 96.

Plown, //. A. Lit. gone away.
The blithe swallows ax&flowny Autumn^ II. 4.

B. Fig. (1) ceased, passed.
since her delight \sflown Adonais^ xvi. 3.

(2) of colour, faded.

The colour from the flower \sflown Violet, I. 3.

(3) of time, passed by, elapsed.

That after many wondrous years vfex&flown^ . Laon^ I. xlvi. 5.

(4) of a person, departed.
Is thy fair form indeed for e.vQVflown ? . . M. N. Post. Fr. 64.

Plows, V, intr. A, Lit. (1) of water, runs or streams,
through which there^tTzcj, Sluggish and black, . Orpheus.^ 3.

While \tflows musicaUy through green banks, . 62.

from a perennial source It cvexflows and falls, . 77.

(2) of bloodshed, gushes, runs out.

On the sand.;?i3a;j his life-blood away ; . . . . Bigotry, I. 7.

"B.Fig. (i) ofthougbtorsentiment, passes, stirs, proceeds.
Flows through the mind, and rolls its rapid waves, Mont B. 2.

I sailed, where ever_/^ . . . A spirit of deep emotion NaPleSy 35,

and misery, Which./K?wj from God's own faith. , Q. Mad, vil. 237.

(2) of air.

and the wind thatflows Thro' night, . ... Zjwn^ VI. xx. 3.

(3) of light.

Flaws through those wells of light, Damon, I. 27.

and the light . . . Flows from thy mighty sister, . Protn. II. v. 14.

(4) of sound.
thy song F. on, and fills all things with melody.— Con. Sing. IV. 3.

\Jhvc\xflaws intenser, keener, Prom. IV. 204.

(5) of the progress of life, varies, moves.
for nothing . . . hw.tflaws And changes . . . Calderon, li. 85.
the stream Of life, -^^vxckflows, St. Epips. 151.

(6) with ebbSf varies, rises and falls.

As the world ebbs ^-oAflows, Prom. ill. iii. 24.

PlTUig, V. tr. A. Lit. (1) threw with force.

For he^««^ one against the brazen rivets . . . Cycl. 391.

(2) let tall, dropped,
the brazen rain ^^flung Upon his neck, . . . Loon, xii. xiii. 5.

B. Fig. {X) shed, gave forth.

Which Calderon over the desart^MM^ .... Gisb. 181.

(2) of sound, sent forth.

Prophetic echoes7?««^ dim melody Ode Lib. IV. 5.

flung the thunder of that spell ! Prom. I. 61.

B.ndflung Circles of life-dissolving sound, . . . Rosal. 1 165.

WhichTS'Mw^from its bells a sweet peal anew . Sensit. PL I. 26.

(3) grew.
Which an old chesnut_^a«^ athwart . . . . Triutnph, 2$.

(4) reflected-

Flung to the cavern-roof inconstant spheres . . Witch, xs.v. 4.

(5) with backf repelled.

^«w^back The deluge of our foaming cavalry; . Hellas, 375.

Plnng, pp. A. Lit, (1) scattered, placed.

And brighter wreaths in neat disorder^««^/ . Gisb. 216.

(2) thrust, thrown.
Long tangled locksji^MW^ wildly forth, . . . . Julian, 22$.

(3) cast away or rejected.

Which paves the void was from behind itflung, , Ode Lib. I. 13.

B. Fig. \X) of sound, sent, vibrated,

like music^««^ O'er a mighty thunder-fit . . . Eug. Hills, i8i.

(2) of light, cast.

a noon-wandering meteorj?««^ to Heaven ; . . Witch, yuMi. :i.

Plnsli, V. tr. redden.
Yet does a fleeting hectic^wjA his cheek, . . . M. N.Post. Fr. 9.

Plnsh, n. a glow.
Kindling s^flush on the fair cheek of Spring, . . Damon, II. 66.

„ ,, „ „ „ y • Q' ^^b, VIII. 121.

in my cheek And lips 0.flush of gnawing fire . . L,aon, IV. xxix. 7.

Plnshed, v. intr. ^owed, passed quickly.
It^»j^£(/ through his pale limbs, Adonais, xu. (^.

Even as these tYyow^taflttshedo^cx her : . . . Laou, II. xxxvii. 2.

Plushed, pp, coloured with excitement.
hopes that never yet Had^Kwj^^ his cheek. . . Alastor, 151.

Plnshed, ppU adj. reddened, glowing.
In those^ cheeks, bent eyes, and shadowy frame 416.

Plushes, V. tr. reddens.
that, spite of him. Flushes his bloated cheek, . Q. Mab, III. 44*

tPlnshlusTf/^' pple. colouring, reddening.
The aerial crimson falls, flushing her cheek, . . Prom. I. 469.

Plnshing, ppl. adj, glowing.
Would give the lie to nvaflushing cheek ; . . . Rosal. 253.

But her tremulous breath and herflushing face . Sensit. M. II. 14.

*Plnte, n. a musical wind-instrument.

Like many a lake-surrounded /f«^e, ... . Prom.. II. ii. 38.

and on the AoyCcXe.flute Played to it Unf. Dr. 180.

*Plntter, v. intr. (1) ily.

On poles and on broomsticks -v^flutter along ; . Faust, 11. 197.

(2) beat unevenly-
Ha! thy frozen ^\i\stBflutter , . ... Inv. Mis. Vii. i.

fPlnttered, v. intr. A. Lit. flew.

and near the sea Languidly_/?«//e*i«/, .... Loon, l. xil. 7.

B. Fig. (1) beat irregularly.

pulse yet lingered in his heart. It paused—it fl. Alastor, 659.

» . (2) come, been attracted.

fewer Havefluttered tamer to the lure .... Peter, Vll. ii. 4.

Spluttering, pr, pple. flapping the wings.
The Ethiopian vultures^w/fe««^ fell . . . . Z^ww, I. xvi. 3.

Ely, V. I. tr. Fig. (1) avoid, flee from.
All men who do or even imagine ill Fly me, . . Apollo, III. 4.

Have I not the power tofly My own reproaches ? Cenci, V. i. 97.

know that I oiAyfly Your looks, E. Williams, III. 2.

He pants to reach what yet he seems to^, . . Solitary, III. 5.

(2) disregard.
must^ the pity of the port, Calderon, 11. 45.

(3) flee ftom, avoid.
If I should^ one man .... Cycl. 178.

to^ This uncompanionable man, 424.
That feed upon the dead andfly the living, . . . Hellas, 404.

II. intr. A. Lit, (1) vdng the air.

The chariot seemed to^ . . Dmmon, I. 142.

The owis^ out in strange affright

;

. Faust, II. 127.

All things that_;?y, ... Horn.. Earth, $.

thdX^y, or walk, or creep Laon, v. Iv. 9.

All living things that walk, swim, creep, or,;!fy, . Q. Mab, VI. 77.

„ „ „ „ „ ,, . Superstition, 6.

(2) travel the air supernaturally.
With what joy would we^ Faust, 11. 181.

Who flies not to-night, when means he tofly? 11. 207.

Seem'd around him to^, St. Ir.i^ Xll. 2.

whether tofly or run, .... ... Witch, xxi. 7.

B. Fig. (1) mount or pass.

o'er its height tofly Scarcely the cloud, . . . Has
power

—

Laon, III. xii. 5.

(2) flee or run away.
'Tis in vain that \fly: ... Bigotry, iv. 8.

And you are unprovided where to^, .... Cenci, ill. i. 377.
Fly, begone ! . . iv. i. 13.

fy, hide yourselves ! iv. iii. 60.

(Jld man, we perish ! whither can we^.^ . . . Cyd. 172.

•Twere perilous toji?y into the net. 174.
the hosts recede And,^, Laon, vi. xix. 8.

Thtyfly—the torches fall— . . . . . xil. viii. i.

Oi) pass along quickly.
Where'er the winds shall creep, or the clouds^, Hellas, 437.
Like June's warm breath, athwart thee7^, . . Love, 16.

And glare with lightnings as they^, ... . Mask, xxvil. 3.

the coursers^ Terrified : Protn. 11. iv. 153.
whose charmed sails should7^ With winds at will Sonn. Dante, 3.

(_4) depart hastily or precipitately.

Fly ere I spurn thee : Cenci, iv. i. 172.

and thou wilt7?j» with me Epips. 388.
Fly! Vanish! Unheard of impudence! . Faust, li. 350.
haste ! fly / drag him swiftly here ! Laon, xi. xxv. 5.

If I were a swift cloud tofly with thee ; . . . Ode W. Wind, iv. 2.

(5) pass away, vanish.
Heaven's light forever shines. Earth 'sshado\\^_/I/ Adonais, Lil, £.

So the false Spirit shallj?y Cavalc. vt,.

And the shades which surroundme^ fast at its ray. Death, i)ial. 26.

Life may change, but it ma.yfly not ; Hellas, 34.
Swift as the radiant shapes of sleep . . . Fly, . . 227,

But the wild-swan youth is fain Tofly with thee, Remembr. II. 4.

(6) hasten to.

So would Ifly to Livia Calderon, i. 46.
Let itfly, taintless spirit, to mingle with thee. . Tear, 11. 7.

(7) of time, pass quickly.

Oil ! lagging hours how slow youfly I . , , M. iV". Melody, 34.
Wherever we^ we lead along Prom. IV. lyy.

(&) take reluge.
Whither to7?v; Hellas, 659.
whither dost thou^^ Laon, xi. vii, 6.

(9) escape from life.

The Champion of thy faith e'er sought to^^y.— . m, xix. 5.

Ply, n. a winged insect (genus Mused).
What hand would crush the silken-wingfed^, . Witch, Ded, 11. 1.
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*Plyest, V, inir, passest quickly.
Through fleecy clouds of silvery radiance^^yej/, . Star^ 2.

Flying', pr. pple. A. Lit. soaring.
And they will see her^m^ through the air, . . CEdipus^ I. 304.
to see her Majesty Flying above our heads, . . 11. 1, 96.
B. Fig. (l) flowing or streaming out.

Thy loose hair in the light ^xxvAJlying^ .... Rasal. 7.

(2) moving along quickly.
Before its blue . . . depth y^^r^flying Grey mists Laon^ xi. ii. 2.

(3) fleeing from.
flying from the thing thepr feared Triumph, 54.

(4) of news, travelling or passing.
i^sHflying Upon the winds of fear

;

Laon, xil. i. •^.

(5) of pam, darting, shooting.
I feel the goutj^v^W" about my stomach— . . , (Bdipus^ H. ii. 31.

Plying", ppl. adj. passing.
Salutes the risen sun, pursues \hQflying Aay ! . Hellas^ 941.

*Plyinff-fish, c. n. a fish with prolonged fins {Exocoetus
volitans).

As th&flymgflsh leap Prom. IV. 86.
Poam, n. A. Lit. (1) froth produced by the agitation of

water.
still fled, likefloam Down the steep cataract . . A/asfor, 345.
Leaving; my robe upon the ocean/bant; . . . ApoUOy 11. 3.
Under tne ocean /i?a»z, Arethusa, IV. 15.
Sparkles of blood on the -whitefloafn are cast. . Ccdderon^ II. 61.
Made white withyoawz the green and purple sea,— CycL 20.
Break like a bursting heart, and die wifoant, . E. Williams, VI. 5.
With ever-changing sound and light andj^aOT, . Epips.4^1.
Time has found ye light asfloam Hellas, 442.
Our noonday path over the sanguine floam Was

beaconed, 505.
swallowed Persia, as the sand do&sfloam, . . . 689.
the Pine Forest That skirts the Ocean's.^a?», fane, Recoil. 10.
stains the snowyfloa^n of the tumultuous deep. . Laon^ I. xi.p.
rushes forth in/bam to sink in sands VI. xiv. 9.
thro' which there flowed Thej^a?« of streams . vil. xli. 5.
the_/^a?« and spray Sparkled xii.xxxiv.6.
O'er that vast flood's suspended^«ot, .... Mar. Dr. xv. 4.
z.-aAfoam. Gathers upon the sea, Moschus, 5.
Ksjoam. from a ship's swiftness, Ode Lib. l. 14.
And burst around their walls, like \6\efoant, . . IX. lo.
Whose smoke, wool-white as ozezjifoam., , . . Rosal. 1092.
But as oifoa7n after the ocean's wrath . . . Triumph, 163.
feet which kissed The dancing-yoawz / .... 371.
Which the &Tstfloam erases half, Un/. Dr. 153.
They are scattered like^o»« on the torrent ; . . Vis. Sea, ii%.
Tbefloam and the smoke of the battle .... 138.
Clothing themselves, or with the ocea.nfloam, Witch^ xxi. 3.

(2) frothy perspiration.
Fainting with toil, covered withfloam and blood : Hellas, 619.
B. J*zg. (1) the appearance of mist like foam.

the gusty sea of mist is breaking In crimson^a»«, Prom. 11. iii. 44.
(2) of anything vain or evanescent.

Into a powdery^a»2 of salt abuse, ..... Gisb.iii.
Which frowns above the idlefloam of Time. , . Hellas, 1007.

*Poani-girt, c. adj. surrounded by foaming sea.
As on afoam^girt crag Laon, xi. x. 3.

*Poani-wreatUs, c. n. circles of foaming wave.
'Va&foam^wreaths which the faint tide wove . . I. xvii. 7.

*Poam-wrought, c. adj. worked into foam or froth.
through the gates like/oaTn^vrougM waterfalls VI. iv. 6.

Poamed, v. intr. frothed or exuded froth.
foamed like a wounded thing Witch, L. 2.

Poaming, /r. ///d, (1) frothing with motion.
whilst the broad river. Foaming and hurrying . Alastor, 568.
The roar as of an oceBufoaTning, . .... Hellas^ 721.

{2) Fig.
The cup is/baminp' with a nation's blood, . . . 938.

Toaming, ppl. adj. A. Lit. frothing with motion.
At night o'er their/^azKOT^ crest, ..... Q. ofmyHeart^v. >,.

Oifoam. and sparkling and murmuring wine, Idusic^ 1pant^ IV. 2.

B. Fig. raging, seething.
flung back The deluge of aw:foaming cavalry ; . Hellas^ 376.

*Foainless, adj. surrounded by calm seas.
The halcyons brood around \h&foa?nUss isles ; . Epips. 412.
Ocean sleeps around tbosefoamiess isles, . . . Hellas, 167.

Poams, V. intr. A. Lit. froths.
the sea Foams in broad billows Faust I. 13.
the hrmi&foams. Vis. Sea, 154.
B. Fig. of political or mental excitement.

Around them \tfoa-ms, and rages, and swells, . Rosal. Sgg.
Around them itfoams and rages and swells ; . . JV. Shel. iv. 6.

JPoamy, adj. frothy.
Flaccid s.ndfoamy, like a mad dog's hanging ; . Laon, VI. xvii. i.

Thou -Khos&foamy billows sweep Mexican, III. 6.

Poe, «. (1) enemy, opponent, or adversary.
till I killed ^foe. And heard his groans, .... Cenci, I. i. 106.
Theslanderer to the slandered ;y2je toyos.* m i 281;
Death is no^oc to virtue

:

Damon, il.'2^.'

With one chained friend, perhaps a jealous Voi, '. Epips. Us
In the garner of his>«, Bug. mis, ng.

virtue owns a more eternaly; Than force or fraud: FallofBonap. 12.

for his immortal y^fi. He changed ... To a dire

Snake, Laon, I. xxvii. 7.

when darkness gave New weapons to thyfoe, . . I. xxxii. 7.

the Snake then met his mortutfoe J. xlvi. g.

And startles on his throne their sceptered_/^^; . IV. xxv. 6.

One pointed on hisfoe the mortal spear— . . . V. viii. 8.

may l>urn his dearestyotf beside; X. x. 9.

a subtile^ff By whom for ye X. xxxv. 7.

To build the thrones of Hate, her mate andfoe, . X. xlii. 5.

I whom ye have made Yonrfoe, XI. xv. 6.

With me do what ye will. I am yourfoel . . , xi. xxv. i.

Killing thyfoe with unapparent wounds 1 . . . Naples, 84.
And slaves more feeble, gazing on theiryotf/ . . 88,

Freedom calls Famine,—her eternalyi?^, . . CBdipus, II. ii. loi.

who am \)ayfoe, eyeless in hate, Prom. I. 9.

The barrier to your else all-conqueringj'^c? . . 1. iig.

I am his^*. The Titan. I. 247.
all-prevailing /ffe/ I curse thee! 1-285.
The unprevailing malice of rayfoe Q. Mad, VII. 248.
With one sad friend, many a jealous_/&tf, . . . 5'/. Epips. 15.

(2) of an opposing sentiment.
Found such a cruel_;^£ it died Dante Conv. 28.

(3) with affix the, signifying the pi., an opposing army or
body.

that when the^e prevails Hellas, 118.
And wrinkled snouts presented to the^£, . . . CEdipus, I. j,!.^.

Foemau, n. an opponent.
Foeman and friend in love and peace ! , . . . Ode, Arise, 37.

Foemeu, n. pi. of Foeman.
Will stretch him fearless by hisfoemen^s side ? M. iV. Post. Fr. 42.

Poea, n. (1) enemies.
Lying unsheathed amid a world oifoes Cenci, V. ii. loi.
The harsh and grating strife of tyrants and cif. Laon, Ded. ill. 9.
from the encounter ofthose wondrous^fty, . . I. xi. 3.
and h&rfoes relenting turn, iv. xxii. 8.
When I awoke, I lay 'mid friends a.n<\.foes, . . v. xii. 6.

It walks upon the earth to judge his^ifj, . . . x. xxxvi. 5.
that rayfoes even thus prepare their fall ! , . . (Edipus, II. i. 191.
his vtea.K.foes He neither spumed nor hated, , . Pr. Athan. I. 50.

(2) opponents in arms or policy.
Oh wilt thou smile whilst our r&iaMfoes, . . . Ch. \st, 11. 326.
Whose friends are not thy friends, whosey; t^yf? Heltas, 320.
A confident phalanx, which th&foes Laon, VI. xiii. 9.
That onset turned thefoes to flight vi. xiv. 1.

When on myfoes a sudden terror came, . . . vi. xix. i.

When between her and her^w^j Mask, xxvi. i.

the country's /OM had fought, Mother^ Son,vi. \.

The slave and the tyrant are twin-born^£j/ . Ode, Arise, 9.
Conquerors have conquered theirfoes alone, . . 26,
Chasing thyy2i&y from nation unto nation . . . Ode, Lib. xi. 11.
for kings And subjects, mu.tMa.\.faes, . . . . Q. Mab, ill. 172.
hisfoes released him thence

:

Rosal 908.
Tog, n. thick mist.

Till a lead-colouredyijs-gathered "P from the deep Vis. Sea, 49.
Toggy, adj. misty, vaporous.

in the frore &ii&foggy air.— Laon, IX. xxv. 3.
Or makes its chanot of ayijjgjp cloud, . . . . /Vow. ill. iv. 11.

*Poh, n. Fou-hi, founder of the Chinese Empire.
Moses, and Buddh, Zerdusht, and Biahm, and F., Laon, x. xxxi. 2.
Seeva, Buddh, Foh, Jehovah, God, or Lord, . . Q. Mab, Vll. 30.

PoU, V. tr. (1) to baffle, to defeat.
hopeless so tofoil His advereary, . ... Laon I. xii 7
(2) frustrate.

From the conquest but One could^zX .... Prom. IV. 34.
for Heaven and Earth conspire tofoil . . . Witch, Ded. IV. 7.

Poison, n. (1) abundance, plenty.
Overgrows this xeporCsfoison Eug. Hills, 228.
The sunbeams and the showers distil itsfoison . Naples, 156.
The earth did never mean hNfoison CEdi-bus 11 ii 02
(2) Fig.

So Monarchy succeeds to Freedom'sy»«io». . . Marenghi, III. 6.

Pold, V. I. tr. A. Lit. close or shut up.
they stop andfold Their wings of braided air : . Damon, I. 66.
B. Ftg. (1) entwine.

F. their beams round the hearts ofthose that love, Alastor, 443.
hungering tofold Its corruption around it. . . Vis. Sea, 33.

(2) clasp.

As she sung, to my bosom Ifold All my sons . Death Nap. 21.

(3) include, envelope.
fold the wandering globe In liquid sleep . . Epips. 356.
Which relenting love vionidfold; Bug. liills, 37.
As the dissolving warmth of dawn mayy^W . . /Vom. iv. 431.

II. refl. shut.
i^o///itself up for the serener clime Gisb. 2^^.

Pold, n. (1) Lit. a pen or enclosure.
Like sheep whom from they^ the shepherd brings Laon, x. v, 4.

(2) Fig. the contents of a fold—applied to the stars.
The last of the flock of the starryy2?/(a?.^ .... Death Nap. ^.

Pold, n. (1) a twist, the writhing of a snake.
By many a swollen and ^^nottsAfold, Laon I. ix. 6
a snake whichyb/rf hyfold Pressed out the life . Pr. Athan. 1. 121.

(2) a covering or folding over.
Till, yo/oTafteryii/rf, to the fainting air . . . . Sensit. Pl.\.i,\.
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(3) with a number affixed, signifying repetition.

The dead fill me ten thousand /o/rf Death Nap. 27.

Rend of thy gifts and hers a thousandyi for one. Ode Lib. xvii. 15.

Polded, V. tr. (1) clasped, embraced.
Folded his frame in her dissolving arms. . . . Alasior^ 187.

(2) enclosed or enshrouded.
the sheaths that/bided the dark buds .... Unf. Dr. 166.

Folded,^/. A.. Lit. (1) covered, bound round.
Folded athwart their shoulders broad and bare ; . Gisb. 118.

(2") closed, shut together.
With -wingajblded I rest, Cloudy 43.
My wings zx&folded d'er mine ears : Prom. I. 222.

Its sails zx^filded like thoughts in a dream, . . Serchio^ 2.

(3) enclosed, embraced.
Folded in my sustaining arms ; Prom. III. iii. 91.

B. Fig. enveloped, enshrouded.
yoldedvL\> In its own formless horror : Cenci^ III. i. no.
This man within \sfolded up in sleep, .... C^cl. 595.
^o/flfe(f within-their own eternity Epips. 524.
"^^lSfolded up within you at your birth, . Hotn. Merc. Lxxlv. 8.

Had_/^/i^(ei/ itself round the sphered world. . . . Prom. III. iv. 103.
Thou axtfolded, thou art lying iv. 437.
Folded in cells of crystal silence there ; . , . , Witch, xiv. 4.

Folded, ppl. adj. A. Lit, (1) closed together, not opened.
From this sweetyo/iifef/ flower, Cenci,v.\\\.%.
With _/tf/dferf wings they waiting sit Eug. Hills, 340.
There sleep in their dark dew vas. folded flowers ; Gisb. 277.
Of meadow flowers, or_/^/i!2feif violets deep, . . . Prom. il. ii. 8^.
Which sleep withinfolded Elysian flowers, . . II. iv. 60.
On its ovrnfolded wings, and wavy hair, . . . iv. 264.
itsfolded leaves which together grew . . , . . Sensit. PI. ill. 84.
closed feet and^/iiisrf palm Witch, XKViil. 8.

From_;^/(ilerf lilies in which glow-worms dwell, . xxxix. 5.

'Withfolded wings and unawakened eyes ; . . . XL. 2.

Old age with snow-bright hair and_/&rtfe^ palm. lxi. 8.

Thejvlded roses and trie violets pale . . . Woodman, 15.

(2) doubled or bent over.
His lips were pressed against enfolded leaf . . . fulian, 280.

(3) crossed on one another. -^

With open eyes anAfolded hands Ginevra, 104.
^i\^folded arms and looks which are Weapons Mask, I.XXIX. 3.

With _/&/(/(!(/ arms and steady eyes, Lxxxv. i.

B. Fig. (1) undeveloped.
did nurse my spirit's_;^/iffirf powers Loon, II. i. g.

(2) enclosed, obscure.
And from the^/c^l?^/ depths of the great Hill, . , ITom.Merc. LV. i.

The_/b/i^(^ depth of her life-breathing bosom : . Prom. II. i. 49.

(3) one behind another, repeated.
Among the many^/dia/ hills: fulian^ y6.

*Vo1&xn.Sf pr. pple. (1) embracing.
even as a mother Folding her child, says, . . . Prom. III. ill. 107.

(2) doubling over.
A printer's boy,^/c//w^ those pages, Peter, Vll. xv. i.

*Foldiii0-star, c. n. evening star, that appears at folding time.
Be there Xov^sfolding-star at thy return

; . . . Epips. 374.
Fled from the_^^;'«^ j/a*' of Bethlehem ; . . . Hellas, 2^1.

And follow Love's /wrf/WjP' star 1029.
bent Her bow beside ihs.folding-star, .... Witch, iv. 2.

^Foldings, n. intricacies (convolutions ?).

Steeps not in balm ^^foldings of the brain . . Cenci, IV. 1. 179.

Folds, V. tr. A. Lit. closes up, shuts.

Is seen when itfolds its grey wings again . . . Rosal. 1043.

B. Fig. (1) embraces.
Folds all thy memory doth inherit ... . . Deem-on, i. 80.

(2) conceals.
for itfolds thee From the sight, Prom. II. v. 62.

(3) spreads, covers.

springs And^/c&over theworld its healing wings. IV. 561.

Folds, n. A. Lit. (1) convolutions.

As an eagle grasped Infolds of the green serpent, Alastor, 228.

Within his hx2aj^nfolds— Dcemon, II. 88.

Then he shakes from his skeleton j'^/i/y the night-

mares, M.N. Spec. Hors. 53.

Had bound their^/<3^ o'er many a crack, . . . The Cold, II. 5.

(2) plaits, falls,

the wind-flowingyw/i/^ Of its white robe, . . . Prom. IV. 222.

B. Fig. (1) clasp, embraces.
That cradled in th&irfolds the infant dawn. . . Dcemon, I. 141.

(2) recesses, secrets.

to tear t\\&folds Of the heart's inmost cell. . . Cenci, V. ii. 162.

(3) bonds, structures.

when the heart it's [Hate's] %nik.yfolds intwine . Laon, viii. xxi. 4.

*Folia^e, «. A. Lit. (1) leaves.

The^/:a^^ of the undecaying trees; Damon, 11. 63.

Soon wreathes oihxxddingfoliage Laon, ix. ii. 4.

The /^/m^4? of the ever verdant trees ; .... Q. Mab,\iii. w^.
And the hrmfoliage of the larger trees. . . . Summer, 10.

(2) seaweed.
The sapless_/o/i'flf-tf of the ocean, Ode W.Wi7id,lu. 12,

B. Pig. luxuriance of power.
to strip Th^foliage in which Fame, Hellas, 873.

*Follaged, ppl. adj. covered with leafy growth.
Between or\&foliaged lattice twinkling fair, . . Alastor, 464.

Folks, n. people.
Good^/fo, I must faithfully tell ye, Cat, i. 3.

FolloWf V. I. tr. (1) go or come after.

I will not move my foot tofollow thee Calderon, III. 120.

Were heard : Oh, Follow, Follow, Follow me ! . Prom.. 11. i. 159.
Descend, tuntiifollow me down the abyss. . . , III. i. 53,

(2) pursue for overtaking.
A bold pilot I trow, Who shaaidfollow us now, . Fugitives, IL 4.

(3) pursue the course of.

Follow the herbless banks of that strange brook . Orpheus, 7.

(4) keep to, pursue without deviation.

and that is truth, wMv^follow ye ! Julian, 348.
And through the rough •worlA.follow thee [Liberty] Mask, LXi. 4.

(5) come or go in the wake o£
whofollow Tyrants as the sun the swallow, . . Eug. Hills, 252.

And as changesj^/ZiKe' Time 255.
Sufferine; malces suffering, ill vaastfollow ill. . . Fr. Satire, 30.
Andyo/ftfw Love's folding star Hellas, \02g.
In silence which dothj'2?/^a' talk Laon, VI. xxxi. 1.

(6) attend closely.

That shadows_/i?//i?2£; them where'er they go. . . Allegory, 11. 8.

(7) attend on, accompany.
Follow the bier Of the dead cold year, .... Autufnn, I. 9.

Whom the Olympian Muses ewerfollow : . Hom. Merc. LXXVI. 8.

(8) pursue mentally.
Tofollow its sublime career, Con. Sing. II. 8.

Follow his flight with' winged words, Fr. Satire, 25.

Bindfollow His soul to it's home Rosal. 259.
Follow it thou even to the night, ... . . Triumph, 195.

(9) be of one mind with.
For thine own sake I CB-Vinotfollow thee. . . Two Fr. Mary, 1. 8.

(10) watch the course of.

Follow not his faithless glance Calderon, ill. 69.

IL intr, (1) go or come after.

i^(?/vS7z«' where all is fled !

—

Adonais, lAi. y.

Follow, and I will lead thee Calderon, iii. loi.

Vv€W,fbllow/ Ce?ici, IV. ii. 37.

Qxm\Q,follow I And be your steps like mine, . IV. ii. 42.

O, ye hours, Follow with May's fairest flowers. DirgeforYear, IV. 6.

Follow down the dark steep streaming, .... Eug. Hills, 87.

Follow to the deep wood's weeds, Fr. Invit. 1.

Follow to the wild briar dingle, -: 2.

'^ofollow where the kiss should guide it, ... Helena, 5,

norfollow where I go ; fetne, Inviin, 42.

Pleasure lures the heart tofollow— Love, Hope, 48.
Which drop their berries as theyfollow fast, , Orpheus, 109.
And all that did then attend BnAfollow .... Pan, II. 10.

Follow/ Follow/ (rep.) . Front. 11. i. 131.

Follow, O, Follow/ as they vanished by, . . II. i. 153.

Still I saw, Follow, Follow/ II. i. 162.

Andfollow, ere the voices fade away II. i. 208.
I must hurry, whirl a.ndfollow iv. 477.
Thou lead, my sweet, And I wiUfblhw. .... Rosal. 74.
Kndfollow in the dance, Triumph, 167.
"^ntfollow thou, and from spectator turn . . . 305.
And more ^\dfollow, with exulting hymn, . . . 450.

(2) succeed, happen next.
And what mByfollmv now regards not me. . , Cenci, iv. iv. 47.
and that of &r&follow, Ch. 1st, 11. 419.

(3) come in course of time.
Leave the millions vhofollow to mould .... Death Nap. 37.

Followed, V. I. tr. (1) attended, walked after.

Seven bIood-hounds_/^//(7wa/ him : Mask, II. 4.
Followed his hearse along the town ;— .... Peter, VII. vi. 4.
Andfollowed him in their despite, Rosal. 875.
The pale Bux-vivoTsfollowed her remains .... 1205.
mid the ribald crowd thdXfollowed them, , . . Triumph, 136.

(2) pursued.
As he_/^/&zi;^arthe light Ofthe fleet nymph's flight Arethusa, II. 16.

(3) Fig. attended.
She^followed thy bier through Time ; Hellas, 99.
IL intr. (1) came or went after.

And so ihcyfollowed hard

—

Ghst. Sty. 6.

iY\& child o\io\& Followed h^h\nd, Hom.Merc.lAV.z.
^^followed -wh^xQ I went, Laon, 11. xxvi. 2.

Followed as tame as vulture in a chain Triumph, 262,

And Dryope and Faunusy&//(7K;ffrf quick, . . Witch, vui.$.

(2) succeeded, came next in time.
Wightfollowed, clad with stars Alastor, 340.

(3) happened successively.

Deluge upon dchxg'zfollowed, ... . Hellas, 690.
"^haXfollowed th^n, I know not— Laon, III. xi. 1.

(4) accompanied in harmony.
therefollowed \a\xd and free His joyous voice ; Hom. Merc LXXII. 5.

(5) kept attendance.

followedwhere I fled, and watched when I did rest. Laon, II. xv. 9.

Followed, pp. (1) come or gone after.

I would hzsefollowed, Epips. 230.
He fled, and I haivt,followed him Unf. Dr. 120.

(2) attended.
Here is health Followedhy grim disease, . . , Ch. ist, I. 162.
Followed by a Commission of the Church, . . . 11. 334.

Followers, n. attendants.

I heard The Legate's^/, whisper as they passed Cenci, TV. iv. 27.
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FoUowinsTf pr. pple. (1) coming after.

Those fair-horned cattle closely_/%//i?a»(M^, . . Horn.. Merc. xxxv. 4.

Following me obediently ; witn pain Of heart, . Laon^ VI. xliii. 5.

(2) obeying.
' ^tf//(«»i"«f his eager soul, Alastor^ 311.

where some sudden impulse calls Following. . . Rosal. 180.

(3) pursuing.
Foll&w. the Pirates who had kidnapped Bacchus. C^cl. 105.

i^o//ozuzK^hira, destroyingly, Prom.\.^%\.

(4) pursuing the course of.

Following ^'^ serpent lightning's winding track, Witch^ LV. 6.

(5) accompanying sympathetically.
Following the captive to his dungeon deep ; . . Julian^ 448.

(6) attending. .

i^o//(ra»/M^ it like its shadow, 491.

(7) taking example by.
and like VxTXifollffwing Christ . Mask^ lxi. ».

Followingr> ppl. adj. (1) that which is next related.

Towards the subtle babe th^following scoff :— . Horn. Mere. L, 5.

(2) succeeding in rotation.

Ih^jbllozving mom was rainy, Julian^ 141.

Th.^following morning urged by my affairs , . 582.

Follows, V. I. tr. (1) pursues the track of.

y^hafollows a siqk beast, to some warm cleft . . Prom. IV. 389.

(2) succeeds in due order.
2L-adfollows wild and drear The golden Day, . . Adonais^ xxrii. 2.

And will the day ^^tfollows change thy doom ? Pr. Is not^ 4.

(3) pursues.
As a widow_/^//(WUj, pale and wild, The murderers Rosal. 876.

(4) imitates as example, -

The Heaven whose course f. your power and art, Dante Conv. 4.

(5) results from, comes after naturally.

As Repentanceyb/ZiTzwj Crime, ... . . Eug. Nills, 254.

(6) haunts.
do you believe Your image, . . . Follows me not . Cenci, I. ii. ^3.

Andfollows me to the resort of men, II. ii. 134.

II. znlr. results sequentially.

Itfollows, that the Gods Calderon^ I. 133.

Folly, n. (1) foolishness as a personification.

And underneath thy feet writhe Faith, and Folly^ L,aon^V. Sdng^ 1.4.

and i*b//y'J mitred "brood ! Ode Lib. Jill. S.

(2) foolishness or silliness.

Theyi?/^ of enjoyinig festivals, Calderoti^ 1.4^.
he is half aware of his ownfolly Faust., i. 64.
lust, falsehood, hate, and pride, ^ndfolty ; . . L,aon^ viii. x. 3.

For he now raved enormous,/^//)' /fe/£^, VI. xxxii. i.

TYiQfolly which soothes tyranny, ... . vl.xxxiii.4.
and derive Experience from hisfolly : . . . . Q. Mab, ill. 10.

Folly can season Wisdom, Hatred Love. , . .St. Epips. 117.

Pursued their serious_/i>//jF as of old Triumpky 73.

Foud| adj. (1) affectionate, tender.
oh come forth, Fond 'wretch ! Adonais, XLVII. 2.

And wasted forfond love of hie wild eyes. . . Alastor, 63.
Bright in the lustre of their own_/w7(i^ joy. . . . 284.

who rapt a.ndfond, Listening sits, Calderon, III. 49.
Like a^^TWi^ mother hide me in thy bosom, . . Cenci, v. iv. 117.

fond eyes are pining till they come, .... Loon, VIII. iv. 3.

Wins sleep from some_/tf«ff nurse xii. xiy. 9.

TYiefond and long embrace xil. xxiti, 9.

Oh ! He makes the fondest husband ; nay, toof.y— (Mdipus^ I. 209.
And my ownfond and tender care, Rosal, 374.

(2 ) amiably weak or foolish.

Only the nightingale, poorfond soul, CA. 1st, V. 8.

tame sacrifice To ajT^wc/ faith ! Coleridge, 16.

Fond wretch, all dead, ... Death, (2) I. 6,

when ^efond wretch wak& to weep Hellas, 227.

Fond wretch ! He leans upon his crutch, . . . 909.

(3) foolish, doting.
how couldj^K^ visions such softness deceive? . St. Ir. (6) III. 3.

(4) profound, deep.
And luliyowrf^grief asleep? Epips.6'j.
"E/mbirdiCefond woe, or cast our cares away ; . . Mutability, li.

Babbling vain words a.ndfond philosophy ; . . Fr. Athan. \. 1 10.

(5) with of, partial to.

Say not that I alone amfond of prey. . . . Horn. Merc. LVI. 4.
though somewhat overfond of gain, LXxxiv. 6.

*Fondest, adj. (1) most affectionate.

Oh ! He makes thef. husband; nay, too fond,— CEdipus, I. 209.

(2) deepest, most profound.
a prophecy Is whispered, to subdue rayy! fears : . Laon, Ded. xi. 7.

Oh consummation of thefondest hope . . . Mother^Son^. 8.

Fondly, adv. (1) lovingly, affectionately.
some parent^ reconciles Her warring children, . Laon, V. iv. 4.
Whose eyes have I %^^edfQndly on, ... . Q. Mab, Ded. 7.
Andfondly crouched and fawned on him ; . . . Rosal. 926.

(2) foolishly, weakly.
and another, And yet another, I did^wc^/ydeefh, Laon, II. xvii. 6.

Food, n. A. Lit. bodily sustenance.
and he has bought . . . His rest and^oc?. . . . Alastor, 81.
From his innocuous hand his bloodlessy^orf, . . loi.
Meanwhile an Arab maiden brought \C\^fb6dy . 129.
And demands, like mankind, his brother (oTfood/ Bigotry, II. 5.

. iii. 46.
II. i. 102.

II. ii. 3.

II. ii. 14.

III. i. 328.
IV. i. 128.

Laon, i. xxix. 6.

III. apci. 8.

V. vii. 2.

V. XX. I.

V. xxA'ii. 6.

V. XXX. 4.
V.Song,^.\\.

VI. xliii. I.

VI. I. 5.

VI. 1. 6.

VI. Hi. 9.

VII. xiv. 4.
VII. XV. 7*

Vll.xxvii.6.

IX. xvii. 8.

X. ii. 6.

X. iii. 2.

X, xiv. I.

x:. xviii. I.

X. xviii. 8.

. xxiv. 5.

Some want j^i?^. Cat,\V.\.

Some people had such^i?*/, ..... . .
—— V. 5.

Is as my mX.\xx2Xfood z.nd rest debarred .... Cenct, I. 1, 90.

And they will need nofood or raiment more : . .

With sports, and delicate^orf, and the fresh air.

a bare provision Offood a.nd clothing— ....
From thrice-driven beds of down, and delicate y^,

Give lis hetterfood/ •

let hevfood be Poison -—

r

Hang- empty vessels, as they wdLnt&dfood, . . . Cycl, 79.

Furnish with j'^(7<5f seamen in want of it? . . . . 89.

Provide nsfood, of which we are in want. . . . 12O.

We, wanting to buy_/Oi?df, 233.

And place no impiousj^o^/ within thy jaws. . . 269,

and provide Food, clothes, and fire, 285.

satiated with his unnatural^ooi^, 410-

Voeta'food is love and fame : Exhortation, 2.

Anyfood but beams and wind, . 22.

without gifts oxfood To spend our lives . . Horn. Merc, xxvill. 7.

Of their soft beds and their sv/eetfood bereft— xxxiil. 5.

Was filled with the siveetfood immortals swallow, XLI. 6.

But if deprived of that sweetfood, -— xcy. 4;
beneath the veil Of /^(?(/ and mirth, . .

was to my craving breast Fuel, notfood.
some gentle child Who brings thexafood,
Yet need was none for rest orfood to care.

And neither had gone forth (oxfood^— .

ivhenfood was brought to them, her share
Seeking their_/^(f or refuge there. . . .

two days were gone Since she ha.dfood:—
I seek taxfood.—
Tis well. Thou shalt hsLvefood; . . .

I took thefood that woman offered me ;

,

a sea-eagle brought rae,^^<^the while, .

who bore Thy mangled limbs (oxfood/—
proffering my ownfood to him, ....
preys on all Who throng to kneel {oxfood:
The Antelopes who flocked {oxfood nave spoken
And I returned wx^food to our retreat, . . ,

then Plague came on the beasts ; their^ Failed,

There was nofood, the com was trampled down,
so that the meanest./oo(/ was weighed ....
can smile On him who brings xtfood
Hisfood was the wild fig and strawberry ; . . Marenghi, xxiv. i.

Andf with fXWn^food are fed ; Mask, L. 2.

Thou art clothes, and fire, z.ndfood LV. i.

Looking keen as one foxfood. LXXVII. 4.
Shelterj_/^orf, love's gentle balm? MenofEng.iv.2.
Theixfood and their retreat for ever gone, . . . Mont B. 1 16.

Her scantiness oifood did scarce supply. . . Mother ^ Son, ill. 7*

The heavenly offspring of ambrosiaF/oorf. . . . Orp/ieus, 66.

converteth not \tsfooa to deadliest venom ; . . Q. Mab, III. 5a.

were weaned each one From that sweetfood,— . Rosal, 402.

B. Fig. that which nourishes or sustains passion, emotion,

&c.
"Wxthfood of saddest memory kept alive, . .

From Spain had Satan sought thexxfood, . .

Turns the mind's poison into^^r^rf,— ....
In one another's substance finding^0<^ . .

The full fresh cheeks of youth axefood for me,
No, Music, thou art. not the ^foodofi-Asve,^
Anarchs, ye whose daily^^^rf Are curses, . .

Such doubt, as is pale Bxpectation'sj^i^a . ,

Long having lived on thy sweet^tftfrf, . . . „ , , ,^_

thexxfood and dwelling-place. Laon, Ded. XIII. 9.
did I ^\}(xexfood To feed my many thoughts : . li. ix. 8.

were thrown ^sfood To the nyena lust^ .... ii. xxxvi. 7.

Carnage and ruin have been made \hexxfood . . iv. xxvi. 4.
a flush of gnawing fire did find Their3^^ and

dwelling; rv. xxix. 8.

From that Klysxanfood was yet unwean^ ; . . Ode Lib. Vli. 4.
Should make us_/^(?i/ and sport— /Vo»2. i. 343.
and be The secret_^orf of fires unseen, . . Whenpassion*s, II. 4,

*Foodless, ad;'. (1) not furnishing food.
The deeps wexefoodless, . . ,^ Laon, x. xviii. 4.

(2) destitute of food.
tottering and slow. Plague-stricken, ^(Jc/Zayj,
foodless toads Within voluptuous chambers .

Youxfood/ess teeth.

Sit chattering with joy on thefoodless wreck •

"R-onndfood^ss men wrecked on some oo2y isle.

Fool, n. (1) one of little sense or wit.
I were a.fool, not less than if a panther .

He is ^fool, who drinking, loves not mirth,
And t^xefooVs meat and drink , . .

It is all magic, poor d^xxdedfool/ . .

entailed my estate, called the FooVs Paradi
Be they called tyrant, beast, _/^o/, glutton.

Thief! Blackguard! Scoundrel! Fool/ .

nor knave noxfool,
a tyrant's slave, A coward and afool,
thefoolWhom courtiers nickname monarch,

(2) a buffoon, a jester.

and because he is a.fool .......
A rod in pickle for the Foots back ! . . .

tears will make the brine ; for the Fool sees .

If fear were made for kings, the F, mocks wisely
I will make my Fool my conscience
thefool of late Has lost his careless mirth, . .

Sings like thefool through darkness and light.

L 1

, Adonais, XXVI. 5.

Devil, XXVI. 5.

E, Williams., II. 7.

Epips. 580.
Faust, I. 81.
Fr, Mus, II. I.

, Hellas, 934.
, Hope, Fear^ 3.

fane^ Invitn, 43.

X. xlii. 8.
Front, I. 170.

1-346.
1.502.
II, iii. 46.

Cenci, I. it. 89.

Q'c/.S44.
Faust, I. 62.

-7— "-394.
(Edipus^ I. 201.

I. 369.
Peter, vi. v. ^

VI. xviii. 4.

Q. Mab, n. 177.
III. 31.

Ch. ist, II. 41.
II. 50.
II. =52.

II. 386:

11.4.^7.
II. 46a
V.9.
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(3)^ used equivocally.

Thefooiis here C6. u/, n. 93.
Then conscience is &fooL— II. 439.

FoolislL, adj. silly, unreasonable.
Enough, yoMfoolish fellows ! Calder'on^ I. 35.

Fools, n. pi. of Fool (1).

Are we iia&fools of such contingencies ? . . , . Cenci^ III. ii. 35.

When all ^^fools are whippea7 Ch. \st^ II. 55.
while the knaves are whipping the_^<7/.y .... II. 50.
Let the knaves whip thej'wo^, II. 59.
and all \}eiefools laugh at it , , . II. 60.

Foot, n. A- Lit. the extremity of the leg below the ankle.

I will fK)t move myfoot to follow fhee ; . , . . Calderon^ III. 120.

foot hyfoot close to thy sidei, Cycl. 7.

and seized the other By ihefoot's tertdoit, . . .
-^— 393.

cannot move hand oxfoot. , . 041.
the clovenj^f?/ is honoarable Faust, II. 265.
And for each /(to/ he wrought a kind of raft . Himt. Merc. Xlll. 6.

Hand to hand, andj^o/ Xjofotft^ Mask^ Lxxxi. 3.

a Cloven^i?/ and jack-daw feather. (S!e//^»^ Il.i. 126.

I see her swift^ dash the dew from the whortle^ St. Ir. (6) I. 5.

B. Fig,
and place my^0/ triumphanthr ..«.,. Caldeyon^ 11. 121.

When \y\sfoot is on the neck Of his victim, . . Mask, LVI. 2.

l^ootfaJly n. Fig. movement.
the faintest sound From time's light^^o^//, , , Q.Mab^lu. 141.

Footfiftlls, n. the tread of the feet.

vacantly to the stroke Oifootfalls answered, . . Z.aon. V. xxii. 8.

And heard the autumnalleaves like light,;^^/;^/^ Naples, 2.

FootmaA, n. a male servant in livery.

A.footman in the deviPs service ! Peter, IV. i. 2.

A.footman's yellow coat to wear, V. xvi. 3.

*Footprints, n. Fig, marks left.

he could read Its piGtured_/^w//r/«/j, .... Marenght, XXI. 4.

:^Footstep, n. A. Lit. the tread of the foot.

heard upon the stair Hisfaoistep^ Rosal. 270.
Ah ! faint are her limbs, and hexfootstep is weary^ St. Ir. (6) I. i.

And wherever her sAryfootstep trod, Sensit. PL 11. 25.

B. Fig. presence, passage.
As flowers beneath 'iA3.y'*&footstep waken, , « . Mask, xxxi. i.

But treads with ^{Wingfootstep, Prom. i. 774.
that nations fell Beneath his %\\exAfootsteps . . Q. Mab, ix. 26.

That bis light-wing€«i_/bi?/j/e/ pressed to dust : . ix. 33.

Footsteps, n. A* Lit, (1) the print or set of the feet.

Here are ^e.footsteps of the homed herd , Ho^n. Merc, xxxvii. i.

To see the double kind oifootsteps strange . . . LVii. 7.

hxsfoot^eps reel On the fresh blood— .... Laon, x. viii. 4.

But went Withfootsteps firm and fast .... Rosal. 528.
Laughed round hetfootsteps up from the Earth ! Sensit. PL II. 12.

Thy m.t\&footsteps on the sands W. SheL (2) i.

f2) the sound or vibration of feet.

With the etheriaXfootsteps trembled not ; , . . Desnum^ i. 235.

„ „ ,. „ ... Q. Mat, II, 46.
Their m3Xiyfo.otsteps fell, else came no sound , Laon^ v. xxix. 5.

(3) the way one goes or maimer of going.
Thyfootsteps to a slope of green access .... AdonaiSy XLIX. 7.

The wanderer'sfootsteps fell, Alastor, 626.

Repose trust in hisfootsteps of air? Bigotry,*!. 4.
Andendaednotwithfast-fleeting^£f/j/e'^Jof air, III. 2.

beware this night That thou cross not myj^<3/jfe^j. Cenci^ TV. i. in.
Thefootsteps of the vain and senseless crowd, . V. tii. 36.

Deep thirst for knowledge had \asfootsteps led, . Laon, IV, viii. 8.

Kmbs beneath omxfootsteps strown VI. ix. 9.

she thither turned Herfootsteps, not alone. . . RosaL 198.

B. Fig. (1) of inanimate and immaterial things, the

passage or occurrence.
"Hiyfootsteps pave the clouds with fire ; , . . . Ajfollo, II. 4.

Tell (rf thefootsteps of the storm. Calderon^ II. 41.

Blotting; the glowingfootsteps of old glory, . . Naples, 143.

Who with vfinglessyootsteps trample the sea, . . Prom. I. 500.

"^xsfootsteps paved the world with light ; . . . I. 767,

Sister of her whosefootsteps pave the world . , II. i. 68.

"Likefootsteps of weak melody : 11. i. 89.

Rent wide beneath hisfootsteps ? Q. Mab, iv. 103.

guides lisfootst^s through that labyrinth . . . V. 219.

(2) actions, ways of life, goings.

shall keep Thyfbotsteps in the path Dcsmon, 11. 299.

„ „ „ „ „ Q. Maby IX. 206.

poor slaves with wearyfootsteps treadL .... Epips. 155.

Whose magic will l^yfootsteps ever bless ; . . Horn. Merc. xc. 4.

I^ootstool, n. a support for the foot.

Upon thefootstool of his goldeo throne, .... Laon^ V. xx, 8.

^FopliAfiTSf n, a. coxcomb or foolish fellow.

Enoug^i to satiatey^//?«^J twenty, Devil, ILVI. %.

For, prep, (1) denoting purpose, with a view to.

Raking the cinders of a cruciDle/*. life and power, Alastor, 684.

I feed It with the breath of fear For hourly pain. Cenci, I. i. 1 17.

(2) to allow of or be expressed by.

a woe too 'deeper tears,' ........ Alastor, 713.

^3) denoting occasion, on.
Pnthee For this once do not as Prynne would, . Ch. ist, II. 100.

(4) denoting suitability or appropriateness.
A seasonable timefor maskers this ! , .... — I. 77.

This word of love is Atfor all the world, , , . Vhf. Dr. 42.

(5) denoting strong wish or desire.

0,_/^ Medea's wondrous alchemy, Alastor, 6j2.

(6) denoting emotion felt towards a person or thing, in

favour o£
the feartf and the lovefor that which we see ? There is no work, 30.

(7) in exchange for, in requital of.

Igive thee tearsfor scorn and lovej^r hate ; . fulian, 496.
iw' this wilt thou not henceforth pardon me ? . Laon, V. xlviii. i.

(8) denoting fitness for use = of use for, to serve as.

spread her mattingy^r his couch, Alastor, it^i.

A shadow,/^ the splendour of her love. . . 4 Witchy xiii. 8.

(9) denoting something done to benefit others, on behalf

of, on account of.

He loved, and laboured^^ his fciud in grief, . . Pr. Athan. I. 26.

Andj'^*' my sake Make ansn'er ,..•,... Unf. Dr. 6.

the lattice which I left Half opener it, ... . 196.

whom his grateful praise Clothes^ our grandsons— Witch, Ded. v. 3.

(10) denoting reason, through, by reason of.

virgins . , . have pined And wastedj^ fond love

of his wild eyes. , Alastor, d^.

Stripped those he loved^ fear of those he scorns ; Ch. ist, 11. 316.

(11^ in place of, as substitute for.

The forest's solemn canopies were changed For
the , . . evening sky Alastor, 526.

Oft in a dry leaf^r a boat, RosaL 182.

(12) in sympathy with.
I cannot choose But weepj^ thee J 47.

(13) denoting duration of time.
whose yellow flowers For ever gaze Alastor, 407.
Por seven long years did this poor woman Hve Mother& Son, III. i,

When_;^r one hour we parted,— RosaL 34.

(14) denoting preference.

Nor leave the . . . beaten road, . . . For the violet

paths of pleasure Ch. ist, l. 46.

For, conj. (1) introducing a coordinate sentence, seeing that.

Favour my solemn songj^C I have loved thee ever Alastor, 19.

A gradual change was here, . . .Por, as fast years
flow away, ^ 533.

Por the planet of frost, . . . Makes it wan , , . Constantia^ I. 5.

Those who inflict must suffer,_/i7?- they see , . . fulian, 482.
For^e moon is veiled and sleeping" now. . . . Rosal. 140.

(2) introducing a reason for something already advanced,
since, because.

For sleep, he knew kept most relentlessly . . . Alastor, 292.
For to the North I saw the town on fire, . . . Laon, VI. iv. i.

It is the same \—For, be it joy or sorrow, . . , Mutability, 13.

(3) introducing a reason for something which follows,

because.
That hates thee, j'^r thou lovest me Ch. 1st, 11. 206.

Forbade, v. tr. (1) opposed,
and itforbade to keep The path of the sea-shore : L.aon, I. xlili. 7.

(2) did not allow.
but such . . . heforebade. ......... Rosal. 1189.

(3) prevented, hindered.
forbade Shadow to fall from leaf and stone; . . Triumph, 444.

Forbear, v. I. tr. refrain.

What it can be, or not, .PJjr^sar to think. , . . Cff««' ill. i. 146.
And more than this, do \\io\yforbear to seek. , . Horn. Merc xc. 8.

Blood soon, ... to shed, The free cannotforbear— Laon, IV. xxiv. 2,

y&r^AzrTo join the dance, Triumph^ 188.

II. intr. refrain, have patience,
do thou Forbear, Cenci, v. iv. 153.
Stop! Forbear^ my lord! Ch. ist, iii. 3^.
before its point, and cried. Forbear^forbear/ . Laon, v. viii. 9.

Forbearance, n. {X) patience, long-suffering.
I pray, That you put oS; . . . Forbear, and respect, Cend, III. i. 209,

(2) consideration, indulgence.
But a^RsAforbearance with a mournful look ; . Pr. Athan. I. 80.

Forbid, V. I. tr. A. Lit. interdict or disallow.
If yoMforbid the rack Cenci, V. ii. 72,

B. Fig. hinder, prevent.
to know its height the morning mistsforbid/ . Laon^ V. xl. 9,
those joys which silence well requite F. reply ;— . —— v. xlviii. 3.

II. intr. hinder or prevent.
We may rest, and noueforbid. ....,., Inv. Mis. IX. 5.

Forbid,//, bewitched.
The Sensitive Plant like onej^rWdTWept, . . . Sensit. PL III. 82.

Forbidden, //. prohibited, interdicted.

forbidden ever to see himself as he is, , . . , Ch. ist, \\. 42.
so long Is nothing unto ^eeforbidden— . , . Faust, I. 77.
Paradise fruits are sweetest whenforbidden. . St. Epips. 116.
Ye wouW not have ^enforbidden We meet, IV. 3.
When for a moment thou art notforbidden . . Zucca, IV. 4.

Forbidden, ppl. adj. prohibited, interdicted.

knowledge izamforbidden mines of lore, . . , Laon, Ded. V. 2.

but former years Arise, and hringforbid. tears ; Rosal. 43,
Forbids, v, intr. prohibits.

And dutyforbids, tho' I languish to die, . . . Death^ Dial. 37.
^Forbore, v. I. tr, refrained.

I^riore to soothe Their fury ....... Ca/rfenw, 11. 155^
axiAforbore, To shriek or faint, .,.,»., Gine%»'a, 55.
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TI. intr. refrained.

And h^Jbrbore Alasior^ 415.

jPorborne, iS/. refrained from.
To join the dance, which I had ^oW/byhorne/ . Xriufnph^ 189.

ForoOf V. tr, (1) compel or constrain by superior power.
That it shaliyorctf thy step; Calderon^\\\.\2^.
I yiyxstforce thy will. III. 126.

Tqforce under the Church's yoke.— Ch. isf, II. 70.

force the loathing sense To overcome satiety,— . Q. Mad, III. 48.
Yet tenfold pangs shallforce them to avow, . . vii. 150.

(2) obtain or draw by any means.
No other pains shaWforce another word. . . . Cenci\ v. iii. 89.

Force, n. (1) violence, coercion, arbitrary power.
And vindicate that right withforce or guile, . . I. 1. 70.
And all by mutual compact, yvithoutforce. . . Q/i/. 237.
Force hotaforce must ever flow £^£^ liills^ 232.
virtue owns a more eternal foe Thanj^C or fraud : FaJlofBona^. 13.

And whatsoe'er, whenj'^r^is impotent, . . . L.aon\ IX. xiii. 4.
What are numbers knit 'Ryforce or custom ? . . Poiii. Great. 10.

The falsehood and thaforce of him who reiigns . Prom. I. 127.

f. And falsehood hang even o'er the cradlecTbabe, Q. Mab^ IV. 1 18.

participate the crimes Thatforce defends, . . . IV. 175.
the slaves hy force or famine driven, V. 72.
The anarch chiefs, whosej'^ and murderous snares Triumph^ 285.

(|2) power or energy of nature.
With Oerce gusts and precipitating^rfi?, . . . Alasior, 321.
tempests bore me here hyforce Cycl. lo?.
And with ^^iforce of self-destroying swiftness, . Prom. IV. 249.

(3) might, vigour.
"Byforce or circumstance or sleight . , , . . Love^ Hope, 12.

(4) natural vigour.
The earth, by^rce, whether it will or no, . , Qjc/. 316.
tolendi^3r«totheweaknessofhistremblingarm. Q. Mab^ IV. ^26.

(5') virtue, efficacy.

Which by thej'^^'ce of figured spells .... Gisb. 20.

(6) moral power.
overcome They£?rce of human kindness ? . . , Q. Mab., ni. 1%%.
custom's^rce has made His nature —— vill. 127.
lends Its_/&^cff to the omnipotence of mind, ^ . VIII.236.

(7) full meaning or intent.

I mar Theforce of his expressions fulian^ 132.
whoseyoyce Might create smiles Loon, vi. xx. 4.

Forced, v. tr. (1) compelled.
the tyrant's bloodhounds^r<5e<3f the child , . Mother^ Son^ II. 6.

(2) extorted or produced by violence.
'twas torture^riKflT the truth Cettci^ V. ii. 33.
It was that horrid torture^rtwi/ the truth. . . . v. ii. 90.

Forced, pp. compelled.
O'er the grave h^&a.forced to pass Peter^ Prol. 24.

Forced, ppl. adj. (1) enforced against the will.
a7^rc«*i loan from the refractory city C//. u/, II. 286.

(2) unreal, affected.

Of acting enforced part in life's dull scene,— . E. tVilh'appSy IV. 4.
And in the gleam offorced and hollow joy , . . Rffsal. 187.

(3) hardly earned.
They&rcffcf produce ofyour toil? MenqfEn£.\l\.^,

Forces, v, tr. obliges or compels by circumstances.
Such asT^^'cKj thine to break Mary^whodied^\\\.Z.

Toxcingj pr. pple. (1) obliging, compelling.

% forcing some lone ghost Thy messenger, . . Alastor^ 27.
rcingVS&'s wildest shores to own its sway. Prom, iv 411
(2) thrusting.

Wasy&rw'w^ the point of a barbed dart . , . . Rosal. 1064.

Ford, n, a shallow part of a river.

And lofty stalls by the AIphean/o>-i/, , . Horn. Merc. LXViii. 3.

*Fore'bode, v. tr. portend.
And theyj^re^ffflfe,—but what can theyforebode Cenci^ I. ii. 37.

*Forel»odings, n, (1) innate feelings.
And ^\mforebodings of thy loveliness .... Dcsmon^ li. 13.

J. M . ,.

.

II . )« . , , . Q. Maby IX. 13.

(2) prognostications, indications.
These were^r55(7i/z«^jof my tiate— ..... Loon, l. xxxvii. i.

Foreg'O, v, tr. relinquish.
i^ore^i? the lust ofypur jaw-bone; ..,.,. Cyel. zo<.
how they should^rc. Their inborn thirst of death ; vt^itch^ vii. :£.

Foregone, pp. predetermined.
as the effect pursues the Q.2.\xs.eforegone^ . . . Ch. \st^ i. 165.

Forehead, n. A. Lit. the brow of the human face.
upon his /ore>^£fli^ low Lay, Adon. Cane. 2-k,
With red-hot iron on the cheek z.x\Aforefi.ead^ . Ch. isi. in. 4.And in the light thine amplej^^-tf^^arf wears, . . Laon, bed. xi. 4.
But on her_;^r£^fffl£/, and within her pye . . . V. xxiii. a.
her eyes and^re^fioi/ shone. . . xi. 1. g.

'

struck upon my^rtf/Sfifli^ bare, Matildali.
And smoothed his spaciousforehead down, . . Pefer^ iv. xv. 2.And from a star upon itsforehead, shoot, . . . Prom. iv. 270.

*

O'er his pale^rfAfia£fgrew; iSV /r (3) x%Which then reflects its eyes andforehead mild : . s/. Eii-i>s. 2d.
'S. Fig. the surface.

r r ^

It kissed theyj7r£>%eflc^ of the Earth, fane, Inviin, \2.

Foreheads, n. Fig. tops, fore-parts.
rocks bend and lift Their (rowmngforfh0ads . . Fausl, li, 48..

Foreign, adj. (1") bom in another country.

'Tis aforeign gentleman Calderon, i. 60.

(2) that happens in another country.

Tixidforeign overthrow. Ch. ist, I. &z,

(3) other than English.
The failure oi aforeign market for Sausages, . CEdipus, il. i. 18.

*Foreknew, v. tr. had prescience of.

For th^yforeknew the storm, Laon, VI. xxxviii, 9.

*Foreknow, v. tr. have prescience of.

The h\k6sforeknow their life— •- VII. xxxvii, 9.

*Foreiiiast, n. the mast nearest the bow.
Like the dead in a breach, round theforemast? Vis, Sea, 39.

Foremost, adj. (1) the first in position or rank.
Before the dread tribunal of io come Theforemosf, Gisb. 201.

(2) the most prominent or conspicuous.
Aye! strike the^rewt^j/ shorter by a head ! . . Hellas^ 193.

Foremost, adv. (1) most prominently.
Youth will stand,foretnost ever,— ...... Faust, 11. 378.

(2) in front.

A world of words, tailj^>'.gz«(7j/, ..... . Peter, vi.sim.'^.

^Foresaw, v. tr, had prescience of.

thy strong genius, Laon, whichywrAsao; This hope, Laon, IV. xv. 7.

tForeseen, //. prognosticated.
Which many a poet and a sage Has ayeforeseen— Rosal. 60S.

4:Foreslffht, n. prevision.
I have sMchforesight as assures success ; . . , Cenci, ll. ii. 154.

Forest, n. A. Lit. tract of wooded country.
Yet dripping with ikieforesfs noonday dew, Adonais, xxxili. 5.

Which snakes i}a.eforest with its murmuringa, . Adon. Cane. 4.
The noonday sun Now shone upon deforest, . Alastor^ 421.
through many a green ravine Beneath the^ flowed. 496.
Theforesfs solemn canopies were changed . . 525.
Are as green as theforesfs night:— Arethusa, IV. 12.

There was no leaf upon theforest bare, .... Ch. ist, V. 14,
While the boundless^r^j/ shakes, Fug. Hills, 272.
the tempest crashes through theforest/ . . . Faust, II. 126.
Theforest is swinging, Fugitives, i. 8.
Dooona's^^^j^ to an acorn's cup Hellas, 793.We wandered to the Pine Forest Jane, Recoil. 9.
Of that iairforest green 72.
day's purple stream Ebbs o'er the -westernforest, Laon, l. xlix. 5.
even like a thunder gust Caught by someforest, IV. xx. 8.

aforest grew Of poplars and dark oaks, . . ix. i. 6.
Now brought from the deep^rAs/many a bough, IX. ii. 2.

like a . . . wmd that stirs Some^r&i^ among caves, ix. vi. 5.
o'er the wave, Thef, and the mountain came ;— IX. viii. 6.
Aforest's spoil of boughs, -^— x, xxxyiu. 3.
Like aforest close and mute, Mask, Lxxix. 2.

beneath theforesfs roof, Matilda, 4.
The pineforest on bleak Chiassi's shore, . . . 20.
Thou mightst have seen her in theforest rude Mother^ So^, ill, 3.
Make me thy lyre, even as theforest is: . . Ode W. Wind v. 1.

Through ^rej/, furze, and bog, (Edipus, II. ii. 128.
in the caverns of theforest green, Pr. Athan. ii. ii. 19.
In spring, which moves the unawakened^r^s/, . ll. iv. 13.
Where theforest spreadeth ; Prom.. Ii. i. 176.
where through two openings in t^eforest . . . iv. 194.
In the weira Cadmaanyor^j/. iv. 475?.
tracks of blood Even to theforesfs depth, . ^ , Q. Mab, iv. 63,
Within yonforest is a gloomy glen— .... iv. 68.
Till from the breathing lawn aforest springs . . —— v. 13,
Beneath the^^r^^V solitude Rosal. 96.
The massyforest shadowed o'er, 992.
And where the agedforesfs limbs look hoar, . . 13^3.
All flowers in field orforest Triumph, 9.
the breeze which from theforest told ..... 69,
and threaded all theforest's maze .-— 347.
and stunning music, crost Theforest, .... 436.
thou that soarest 0*er the misty mbuntain^rAj/, Wi Godwin, 2.
Of the white streams and of they»^&s^ green. . . IVitch, xxv. S.
that happy nightingale In this sweetforest^ . . Woodtftan, 12.

B. Fig. said of anything obscure and wild.
Into the wintry^^«/ of our life ; Epips. 249.
At length into the obscure i^or^j/ came . , . . 321.
Out ofthe^^rej^ of the pathless past Gisb. 191.

Forest, c. adj. attr. of or pertaining to the forest.
iiiveforest winds in their career, Calderon, 11. 154.
the pools that lie Under thej^rej/ bough, . . . Jane, Recoil. 54.
the wild odour of theforest flowers ; Prom. iv. 256.
there the wide forest scene. Rude in the un-

cultivated loveliness
, Q. Mab, II. 193.

Has scattered on theforest soil, ...... v. 6.
When all theforest tips began to bum .... Triumph, 309.
With slanted gleam athwart theforest tops, . . Witch, xxxix. 2.
and from thej^ tops Singing the winds to sleep— Woodman, 46.

*Forest-l)osoiued, c. adj. embosomed in a forest.

Like wind upon someforest-bosomed lake, . Pr. Athan. 11. ii. 50,
*Forest-cinctured, c. adj. surrounded by a forest.

Sought high Qy\\ene''sforest-cinctured h\\\ Hom.Merc.xxxvill.^.
Foresters, n. Fig. denizens of an intellectual forest.
Seeking among those nntan^tforesters . . . Epips. 253.

Forests, n. tracts of wooded country.
Ye caverns and yeforests^ cease to moan ! . . Adonais XLI. <.
And motions of theforests and the sea, .... Alastor '47.
through whoseycJrcj/5 I seek a man, Calderon ii.ii:;o
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For violation of our royal^rei-^, CA. u/, II. 77.

The crane o'er seas OMa/brests seeks her home ; E. W^illiamSy vi. i.

blue waves, andy»rej/j green E^ips. 4^1.
and the sound Of o\Aforests echoing round, , . Eu^. Hills^ 34^.
Of ^^forests and the- mountains, ...... Guitar Tane^ 67.

In which the Xovf^yforests grew yi»««» Recoil. 61.

Th^forests ever green, 86.

one horrible repose did keep The^r^^ . . . Laon^ i. ii. 8.
_

And near the waves^ and thro' thej^ wild, I roamed, I. xxxvi. 4.

Whose \Aos-aiyforests starred the shadowy deep, I. li. 2.

Thro'^rfty^ wide and old. and lawny dells, . . II. xxv. 8.

Then, like ^^forests of some pathless mountain, II. xlvi. i.

A lonely lake, amid Wis.forests vast IV. iv. 3.

theT^rAff^j and the fountains, V. iSi7»^, 4. 2.

With incense-bearing^rtfj/j, xil. xix. 2.

thro' >^r6?/j, deep like night, we ^lode, .... xil.icxxv. 5.

the shades forlorn Of moon-iUummedyorAS^, . . Marenghi^ IV. 5.

Shadowed by pine and Wsaforests wide, . . . XV. 4.
The fields, the lakes, \h&forests^ and the streams, Mont B. 84.
From thej^rcj^ and highlands We come, . . . /?i«, I. i.

By ^^^forestSy lakes, and fountains Pront. 11. i. 200.
Encinctured by the dark and h\ooTov\%forests^ . ^— II. iii. 25.

Shall clothe \\\&forests and the fiel<k, .... III. iii. 121.

My sea-likeybray/j, IV. 347.
when birds die In the A^:.'^forests; Summer^ 12.

and amid The panther-peopled_/i>rj.?/i', .... Witck^ xxxviii. 3.

^Foretaste, n. anticipatory experience.

By giving a iaxatforetaste of damnation . . . Gisb. 30.

Foretell, v. tr. give warning of.

These signs the coming mischief ^Aforetell:— . Laon^ x. xvi. 5.

Foretold, v. tr. predicted.
yet itforetold That you should pay the penalty . Cyct 707.
if the oracle had ne^eTforetoldTais

.

. . alternative, (Bdipus^ I. 1 17.

Forever, adv. (1) eternally.

Heaven's lighty^y^z/tfr shines. Earth's shadows fly ; Adonais^ Lll. 2.

Veree to one point and h\^i\.aforever there : . . Dcemon^ II. 7.

Shall not^y^z'^^ on this fairest world Shake . . II. 16.

before his ^xi-as.forever In adoration bend, . . li. 19.

(2) finally, without recovery,
to sink in szxvAsforever. Laon^ vr. xiv. 9,

as in s'potsforever haunted VI. xxiii. 4,

A tone which is naviforever fled, Timelongpast.^ I. 3.

A hope which is noviforever past, 1. 4.

(3) indissolubly, for life.

thus w&forever Were linked, Laon^ VI. xli. 3.

(4) continually, at all times.

And thus Zonoras, by^r ever seeing . . . Pr. Athan. Ii. 1. 16.

Forg'e, V. tr. make or construct.

forge Many a weapon, chain, and scourge, . . MenofEng. III. i.

The arms y^forge another bears V. 4.

Forge arms,—in your defence to bear. .... VI. 4.

Forced, pp. Fig. prepared, made ready.

all the chains ?tieforged Q. Mad, IV. 134.

Forgery, n. deception.
Paper coin

—

thatforgery Mask, XLV. i.

Forget, V. I. tr. A. Za?. cease to remember or know.
Till they almostj^r^fi/ they live; Cencz\ V. iii. 127.

Now I^^fi/ them at my dearest need V. iv. 32.

Her, who would ktmforget these words : . , . fuli'an, 406.

Sleep, sleep on ! _/&yjgT?/ thy pain ; . . . . Magnet. Lady, 1. 1.

Forget thy life and love ; m. 3-

.F(7^iff/ that thou must wake for ever ; . . , III. 4.

Forget the world's dull scorn ; iii- 5-

^orpi?/ lost health, iu.6.

AnSforget me, for I can never Be thine. . . III. 8.

Wilt thou^^tf/ the happy hours Past,l.\.
Forget th^ dead, .the past? 11. i.

Those moments toforget. Rosal. 4.

Sweet boy, did I^>y«/ thee too? 1193.

must -ne&dsforget All pleasure and all pain, . . Triumph, 318.

forget thus vainly to deplore Ills, 327.

B. Fig. (1) ignore.

till the Future dares Forget the Past, Adonais, i. 8.

(2) lose.

The solid oakaforget their strength, Witck, xxiii. 4.

II. intr. lose memory.
that the torn heart can bleed, but notforget/ . . Con. Sing. i. 9.

To part too soon, but never toforget. .... Ginevra,i\g.

for 1 heard And camforget not Julian, 434.
sure thou dost notJvrget— Pr. Athan. 11. ii. 60.

Forfiretfca, adj. (I'l unconscious.

forgetful of ^\\ ill. Adonais, vii. 9.

and of his state Forgetful^ on the dust .... Laon, v. xxx. 9.

(2) unmindful.
yet, not like him. Forgetful oi the grave, . . . Alasior, 520.

Alas! Iam^^^^»/of my duty, C!««, ll. i. 78.

Forgetful of the chariot's swift advance ; . . . Triumph, 450.

ForcretfhluesB, n. oblivion.

by glory Pursued intoy&rjf^^»/«tfW, Marenghi, x\. ^.

From death and Aax^forgetfulness released. Pr. Athan. 11. ii. 66.

pursuing Itself intoj'^/yi?^«/««.?. Q. Mad, ll. 161.

Forirets, v. tr. (1) loses memory of.

That touch which none who feels^r., bestowed ; Laon, V. li. 5.

(2) neglects.

The lion now^^rf^/j to thirst for blood: . . . Q. Mab,vi\\. 12^.

Like lamps which a student^^£/j to trim : . . Serchio, 23.

jPorging, pr. pple. contriving.
Forging the instruments of his destruction . . Calderon, II. 77.

Forgive, v. I. tr. (1) pardon.
Ah ! mo,forgive me : Cenci, I. ii. 34.
Oh, husbandl Vrayforgive poor Beatrice, . . II. i. 129.

Canst thonforgive even the unforgiving, . . . v. iii. 105.

Forgive me, if reserved for victory, Laon^ III. xix. 4.
as they did sleep—but ^^yforgive ye now . . —— v. x. 9,

'Xoforgive wrongs darker than death or night ; . Pro?n. iv. 571.

(2) excuse, look mildly on.

thenforgive This boast, beloved brethren, . . Alastor^ 1$.

Sweet iteSLven,forgive weak thoughts ! ... Cenci, v. iv. 57.

O Liberty ! forgive the base endeavour, . . . Laon^ iii. xix. 3.

Vxnv, forgive My speech, X. ix. 7.

Forgive me Heaven, my brain is warp'd by woe. M.N.Post. Pr. 34.
and ca.nstforgive . . . that I thought Rosal. 565.
And toforgive their mutual faults, St. Epips. 36.

II. intr. cease to feel resentment,
never say He Q.o\i\A.forgive not. Julian^ 501.

For^ven, pp. (1) pardoned.
have these done ill, and ax^forgiven Laon^ V. xi. p.

but be at length our sinsforgiven, X. xxvii. 8.

(2) excused.
but time shall h^forgiven, ix. xxxv. 7.

No sister-flower woiud he,forgiven .... Love's Phil. 11. 3.

(3) remitted, foregone.
A^t forgiven Which dear Adonis had been

doomed to pay, Witch^ LXVii. 5.

Forgot, V. ir. neglected.
The h^ei^eforgot to wind his horn, SerchiOy 24.

Forgot, i>/. (1) neglected, lost sight of.

shouldbe^^o^by all the world, . Calderon,i\\. q2.

Although our argument was K^xt^forgot, . . . Julian, 520.

The past and future v/erQforgot, Lerici^ 25.

(2) lost memory of.

Have Iforgot the words ? Cenci, V. iii. 128.

^irit false ! thou hastforgot Rarely. II. 5.

Can return not the kiss by his now_/^»y(7// . . UnflJr.w.
Loved accents are soon^^^o^. When the lamp, I. 8.

Forgotten, pp. past from memory, consigned to oblivion.

And all Forgotten* Oh, that I had never been ! Cenci, III. ii. 92.

1 hoped that I quite -wasforgotten by all, , . Death, Dial. 35.
^iie.forgotten^ Freedom, with thee

!

Hellas, 109.

Hast ^onforgotten one who watches thee . . Prom. i. 821.

f when the ruin That marks their shock is past. Q. Mab, 11. 124.
Their very site sjiall hzforgotten^ II. 132.

Be a dream of 6.a.ysforgotten long, W. Shel. VL 2.

Forg'otten, ppl. adj. (1) past from memory, temporarily or

utterly.

Who tortured me from myforgotten years, . . Cend, ill. i. 72.

Of strange and secret and_A''y'C^^<?« things. . . Hellas, 134.
Is but the ghost of thyforgotten dream. . . 842.
With the v;or\&sforgotten mom, Love, Hope^ 44.
Fill, pause by pause, my ownforgotten sleep . Protn. 11. i. 142.
It wakes a life in th&forgotten dead, ... • IV. 374.
like a.forgotten moon thou wanest ? Tersa Ritna, 3.

I half-remembered myforgotten dream. . . . Unf. Dr. 160.

I would send tales oiforgotten love 185.

(2) neglected, disused.
Or Xikf:.forgotten lyres, whose dissonant strings . Mutability, 5.

The ghost of a^forgotten form of sleep ; . . . Triumph, 428.

'I'Fori, n. an instrument used, in eating.

baulk Some wishing guest of knife oxfork, . . Peter, V. vi. 4.

Forked, oi:^'. (1) zig-zag.

wing i}a.'&forked flash, M. N. Despair, 23.

(2) bi-furcated, divided in two.
Ofyon^r^rf and snowy hill Protn. l. 317.

Forlorn, adj, (1) desolate, dreary.

and make the wide nijg^ht notforlorn Laon^ IV. xxxi. g.

the shadesj^r/orw Ofmoon-illumined forests. . Marenghi, iv. 4.

(2) destitute, forsaken.
To my \io%om.forlorr^, Moonbeam, II. 8.

Despis'd, neglected, and_/&?'/or«, St. Ir. (4) vi. 3.

(3) sad, melancbbly.
'

^t-wasforlorn. Yet ple.asing, Julian, 39.
the caverns dreary B.ndforlom Of the riven soul, Laon, ill. xxii. 3.

(4) helpless, lost.

Forlorn is the wight who can rise not to-night. . Faust^ II. 198.

(5) despicable, miserable.
And minister to lust its yiysforlorn, Laon, II. xxxv, 8.

Form, V. tr. (1) compose, constitute.

aWform a scene Where musing solitude . . . Q, Mab^ iv. 15.

(2) mould.
which move, Apd form all others, life and

Jove When passion% in. 5.

Form, n. (1) a person, or appearance of a person, an
individuality.

Rent the soft Form they never could repel, . . Adonais, xxiv. 7.

Midst others of less note, came one {ra\\ Form, . xxxi. 1.

What^orTM leans sadly o'er the white death-bed, xxxv. 3.

a.form More graceful than her own. . . J . , Alastor, 105.
on some dizzy precipice That spectralj^>';/j, . , 259.
As if that frail and wasted human^^rm, . . . ^=— 350.
upon thatyi Yet safe from the worm's outrage, . 701.
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Which enwrapt her perf&ctJbrm , . .

That in this unknownj^r?«
There is no^rm in which the fire Of love
I will assume a feigned /i»-»«, ....
I will mask a spirit in myyomi . . , . .

Her brightj^r»« kneels beside me at the altar,

It is theJbrm that moulded mine ....
Out ofa human_/br«^
Even the^rw which tortured me on earth,
Must that divinest^^'w,
Flee from thejor^n of man ;

How vigorous now the athleticy^rw? of age !

Oh, Death ! oh, my friend ! snatch thtsjorpf

^ thy shrine
Veiling beneath that radiantj'^rm of Woman
Thou uving Form Among the Dead ! ...
the spirit that creates One object, and one /or?»,
TrT„..iJ^_j jc- i_t-t' 1
If I could find oxif. form resemblmg hers,
About t\\Q/brm of one we love, ....
thatybrm, whose fate they weep in vain, .

Sit spinning still round this decaying_/^r»^,
Strikes its v/ea.k/orm to death. , , .

Of human, thought orybryn,—
Was one fair_/or?« that filled with love . .

So, from that chasm of light a winged Form
an human7^r»«, Like that thou wearest

—

a Form, Fairer than tongue can speak
Within that fairestj^rwt, the female mind .

whose was that withered^rTW ) ....
And on that reverend^ the moonlight did repose,
A Form most like the imagined habitant . . .

every deepest look aud holiest mind Fed on her^J,
The Form, he saw and worshipped was his own,
Might they no more drink being from iksyform..,

Pour the fierce tide around this lonely^rw,
cold is her blood lessyi^^-wa,

Birth Pleas, 13.

Calderon^ II. 73.
III. 26.

III. 137.

III. 139.
Cenct^ II, 11. 133.

in. ii. 26.

IV. ii. 8.

V. iv. 64.
Dmm.on^ i. 12.

II. 163,

II. 186.

to

Deat/f.^ Dial. 39.
Epips, 22.

27.

172.

Fr. Love, 2.

Ginevra, 167.

Gzsb. 6.

Hellas, 347.
Int. Beauty, Ii. 3,

Jane^ Recoil. 51.

L.ao7i, I. vii. 6.

I. XXXV. I.

I. Ivii. 2.

II. XXXV. I.

III. xxvi. ^.
III. xxviii. 9.

V. xliv. I.

V. Jvii. 3.

VIII. vi. 4.
IX. xxxiv. 3.

M. 2V. Despair, 21.

M. N. Fra^mt, 23.

80.
1. 81.

I. 101.

I. 109.
in. 112.

VIII. 221.

IX. ^$.
Rosal. 278.

Is thy i^wform^ indeed for ever flown ? . , . M. N, Fast Fr. 64.
Myjbrm upborne by viewless aether rode, . . M. N. Ravail^ 20.

And I will clasp \\iyJormj 92.
It tells the approach of a mysticyo^w, . . M. N. Spec. Hors. 27.

With wonder oehold the blue flash thro' his^ .'

43.
And, though his_/i7rm was wasted Mother^Son^. \.

When thou liftest thy skeleton^r»f, .... CEdiPus, 11. ii, 48.
pent In ^form. of mortal birth, Prot. Hellas^ 209.
So thy vjomfomt pursues me night and day, . Prom. i. 359.
The shade which is lyxxform invests us round, . i. 471.
Hast thou beheld ^^form. of Love ? l. 763.
Grew radiant with the glory of thatjorm . . . n. i. 64.
With the bright^r-^ beside thee ; ii. iii. 92.
What veiled^rw* sits on that ebon throne ? . . II. iv, i,

the ponderous hail Beats on his strugglingyb^"^, = III, ii. 16.

And thee, who art thdybrm they animate, . . ill. iii. 3.

On ihyJbrfH from every side Like a Maenad, . iv. 472.
Must then that peerless_/^y»« Q. Jlfad, i. 12.

Shone dimly througfh hsx/brtn— " "

'YhB.t/brjn of faultless symmetry ;

As that which, bursting from the Fairy's_/orwz, .

Her thin and misty fornt
yon squalidT^^wj, 3Leaner than fleshless misery,
Flee from the^r«« ofman \

How vigorous then the athletic_/o^wi of age

!

Hisybrm to my brain was ever clinging : . .

I saw his thin and languid /or?^, . .

her^r«« on the whirlwind upholding,
To resolve Rosa's^rw* to Its cl^-y.

Rav'd around his tall^rvw,
And her skeleton_/^rw the dead Nun rpar'd, . .

As Iig;htly herjortn bounded over the lea, . . .

O'erliisyor/M the fierce swell of the tempest is

raving ;

Whose_/^?w was upborne by a lovely mind
Ere its outward^rw* had known decay, .

No longer with theJhr?H combined IV. 6.

Which did distort whatever^r^* might pass, . St. Epips, 22.

A silver spirit's^^»?, like thee, Tasso,Song^\i\. is.

The ehost of a forgotten_;%r»f of sleep ; ... Triumph, 428.
not tlie pjianfom of that early^rw*, 464.
From ^v&TyJhrm the beauty slowly waned ; . . 519.
fell from the countenance And_/wr?» of all ; . . 537.
Thyybrnt is here indeed—a lovely one— . . Two Fr. Mary, i. 3.
pursuing th^form Of aii elephant, Vis. Sea^ 103.
with the livingJbrTn Of this embodied Power, . JVitc/i, IV. 7.

dizzy with delight. Picturing her_/wr^/ . .
"" '

But on heryhrm, and in her inmost eyes. . .

She saw tjhe innerT^rw^ most bright and fair

—

and ev&Tyybrm That worshipped in the temple

(2) of personifications.

torn the robe FrOm baby truth's unsheltered^.
From Freedom''sjbrm divine Naples, gi.
Wrap thyybrfn in a mantle grey, To Night, II. i.

whose 6\vs\form Bends in dark Eether . , . . Triufnph, 84,

(3) shape, figure.

a marhleyortK, A rite, a laiy, Cenci, v. iv, 4.
inybrm, Sound, colour— Epips. 210.
in the heart Of Earth haviijg assumed itsybrm, 495.
For indeed nature nor m_/or9H nor hue .... Julian, 465.
neither limb, l^oxform^ nor outline ; Prom. 11. iv, 6.
The human J'^^'TM, till marble grew divine ; . . 11. iv, 82.
Which, under many a name and many a. form . in. iv. 181.
The^rw and character of mortal mould, . . Triumph, x^.
and it seemed In hue and^r»» . . . , . . Unf.Dr.2\g.

(6) III. 6.

. Sensit. PL 11. 6.

IV. 3.

.6.

XII. 8.

LXVI. s.
Woodman, 32.

, Falsehood, 22.

(4) shape or appearance of inanimate objects.

And nearer see the melancholy^rw . . , . Calderon, II. 42.

as if it had arrayed its^rw* II. 57-

the ship's Qxe2Xform is in a watery eclipse , , 11. 06.

And on yon rock, whose dark_/; glooms the sky, Death Vanq. 29.

Clothing hexform in garments guttering far, . Hom.. Moon, ir.

And evexy/orm corjtaming thee, Int. Beauty^ Vii. 10.

Till the great winter lay the form. ... Of this

green earth Triufnph, 126.

A shrivelled, lifeless, vaeant^rw Violet, li. i.

And rears its -^'AAform. there. ...,..» W. Jew, (2) 10,

theyiirM* Of every summer plant wag dead . . Zucca, xi, 6.

(51 style, manner, character,

and shewn The ghastlyyi with which it now returns Cenci, V. i. 7,

homilies of whatever length Or_/»r7Kthey please. Ch. ist, 11. 377.
I vote, in/tJrw of an amendment, that .... (Edipus, ll. 1. 122.

Converging thou didst give it name, aj\dftjrfn, . Superstition, 31.

(6) order, government.
Degreeand^rw, And all that makes . . . Ch. ist, li. 157.

(7) state, condition, i

To live in hsippiexforfn again : GuitarJane, 56.

(8) formula, prescribed mode.
that I sue not in someforfff Of scrupuloiis law, . Cenci, I. iii. 135.

(9) formality, ceremony, system.
Masked Resurrection of a buried Form / . . , Ld Ch. i. 4.
As to friend or mistress, 'tis deform; . . .St. Epips. 45.

(10) mode of expression, name.
there are deeds Which have x\oforfrf, . . . Cenci, III. i. 142.

Formal, adj. (1) unbending, unsympathetic.
Cruel, cold,^r?«fl/man

;
^-^ V, iv, 108,

(2) conventional, set.

no echo Oiformal blasphemies ; Ch. 1st, iv, 32.

(3) stiff, precise.

Tho' they -^exeforfnal and he was gay Devil, iv. 4.
Turned to ay»r7«a/puritan, Peter, vi. xix. 3.

Formed, v. tr. (1) created, ordered, suited.
the system which thy powerful sway, . . . Form.*d M. N. Post. Fr. 33.
Nature's soul, Tha.tforfn. this world so beautiful, Q. Mad, TV. 90,

(2) constituted.
The circling systems^J A wilderness of harmony, Dcemon, i. 248,

„ „ „ „ „ Q. Mab, 11. 78.

'EoxTOd.^&L, pp. (11 devised, arranged.
A lovely ^oxxS.formed to be blest and bless ? . Epips. 57.
are we xiotformsd, as notes of music are, . . . 142.
formed for deeds Of high resolve, . . ... . . Q. Mab, IV. 154.
Or he \sformed for abjectness and woe, . iv. 159.

(2) imagined.
a monstrous shadow which my madness Has

form,ed in the idle air? Calderon, in. 105.

(3) settled, fixed upon.
I, from this moment, should havej»^ some plan . Juliatt, 548,

(4) arranged in military order,
victor myriads, formed in hollow square . . Hellas, 374.

Former, adj. past, bygone.
But^r»2tf^ years Arise, Rosal. 4.2.

'''Forming, pr. pple. creating.
Skilful mforfningsvLfi^ in the vain air .... Calderon, in. 166.

Formless, adj. (1) indescribable, indefinite.

folded up In its o^nformless horror : . . . Cenci, III. i. m,
(2) withbut definable shape or form.

Sprang from the billows oi^Ave.formless flood, . Loon, i. xxxi. 4.
the stars that wane On the verge ofy; space— . in. xxvii, 4.

Form.s, V. tr. devises, imagines.
and itfortns none But such as men like you . , Cenci, I. i. 88.

Forms, «. (1) animate objects and their appearances,
persons and personalities, figures.

All new successions to thefortns they wear ; . . Ado^iais, XLlli. 5.
And led the loveliest among humanj^rwj . . . Alastor, 593.
half bewildered by new^rwM, . Epips. 252.
In many •moxt'aXfortns I rashly sought . . . 267.
thick woods where sylvan^r»M abide ; . . . 435,
human^rwM, Like pollution-nourished worms . Eug. Hills, 146.
A glimmering o'6r the^rww on every side, . . Laon, i. li. 8.
Some, female,/;, whose gestures beamed with mind ; I. liv. ^,
XJ^eforms which sculptors carve, x, xxiii. 9.
still lovelier grew Those m^hXeform^;— . . . Mar. Dr. xx. 2.

Hear ye the march as of the Earth-born Forms . Naples, 127.

seemed mild and Xovclyfornts Protn. in. iv, 69, /

Those \ove\yforms imaged as in a sky

;

. . • III. iv. 83. *-

gazed upon by Phidian^r^wj Of thee, .... ill. iv. 112.

radiant7^r»M, From custom's evil tamt exempt in. iv. 155,
Of whence those^rww proceeded ... . Triumph, 517.
from -whoseforms most shadows p^t, . . . 542.
From those departing Forms, Witch, XXV. 7,

mighty wakes Of those hwffej^ortns— . . . LVlli. 6.
And all theforms in whicn those spirits lay . . LXV. i.

Among those mortaiyi, the wizard-maiden Past . LXVIII. 7.

(2) appearances or shapes of inanimate objects.

Rocks, which in unimaginable7^r»w, .... Alastor^ 544.
dread Magicaiy^rww the brick floor overspread— Gisb. 44.
Axidforms of unimagfinable wood, .... 50.
As o'er their glimmenngywrffw Laon, vi. xxi. 9.
Oiforms most beautiful and strange, , . . , Mar. Dr. xix. 2.
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their unearthly forms Pile around it, Mont B. 62.

all the_forms Of the radiant frost ; Rarely, vi. 1.

Of all the hues andyhrm^ around it l/nf. Dr. 220.

(3) supernatural appearances or figures.

Black, wingfed demon7&r»fcy

—

Laon^ i. xxx. ^.

Theyi7>-?«j which peopled this terrific trance . . III. xxih. 1.

'mongst ghastliest^r^w, represt Lay Faith, . . v. 1. 7.

More clear i^t.forms of speechless bliss float by, M. N. Ravati\ 31,

Were the hfx^t/orms that swept the azure sky. 36.

And twine his vast wreathes round theforms of

the demons ;
M.N. Spec. Hors. 50.

Where their thmforjTis pour unearthly sounds 60.

Peopled withforms that mock the eternal dead . Ode Lib. V. 13.

Temples and cities and immortal /brw-y . . . Prol. Hellas, 35.

Lightning, and cutting hail, and legioned^?-«w Prom. j. 270,
Horrible^v^-MW, What and who are ye ? . , . -— I- 445>
What dark^rffw were they ? IV. 30.

Andy^jrwM, dark and highj St. Ir. (3) Xll. i.

and the air Was peopled with ^waforms^ - . . TriuTupky 483.
\J^^forms and sounds of a diviner world. . . Unf. Dr. 57.

Where in bright bowers immortal^^ww abide . Witch, xs.\\\. 7.

(4) existences, beings.
And of the birds, and of the -wateryforfuSj . . Ode Lib. Ii. 10.

The shadow? of 2\\forms that think and live . . Prom- i. 198,

Forms more real than living man, I. 7j^8.

and all subtlest /; Hidden beneath the mountains II. iv. 70.

thej'»r»M Of wmcli these are the phantoms, , . III, iii. 51.

all plants, And cre^ingj^/'7«j, -^^ III. iii. 92.
Ana things of obscene and unlovely^orvw, . . Sensii. PL II. 42.

Then the weeds which w^refortns of living death III. 98.

(5) manners, processes, kinds.
Consuming all xXsforfns of living death. . . . Prol. Hellas^ 21^.

And the happy_^r»(j of its death and birth . . Protn. IV. 173.

But other troubled_/^#'»M of sleep she saw, . . Witch, LXii. i.

(6) ideas, imaginations.
from thought all glorious^r«w shall cull, . Loon, V. Song, 5. 12.

Stafs of all night—her harmonies zx\Aforms, . Prol. Hellas, 98.

a throng Of thoughts andJ^rwj^ From.. IV. 417.
to show Ths&&forms more sincere . . . . ^S"^. Epips. \6o.

(7) procedures, formalities.

By the severestj^r/«j of law ; Cenci, V. ii. 7^.
Whoaefornts their mighty spirits could conceive Loon, ix. xxviii. S.

tiiat I thought Its lyingforms were worthy aught Rpsal. 0%.
Forsaken,///, tmj. abandoned.
Could Arethusa to hexforsaken um Prol. flellas, 187.

Forsook, V. ir. left, abandoned.
the demon pale, his sanguine ^xva&forsook. . . Laon, j. xxxi. g.

PoTswear, v. fr. to renounce.
who charms Strength toforswear her right, . . vi. iii. 6.

Forsworn,//.' K, Lit, (1) denied, renounced.
A priest who hz^forswom the God he serves ; . Cenci, 11. ii. 76.

(2) abandoned, given up.
Was brimming with the blood of i&xdsforsworn Marenghi, iv. 2.

B. Fig. lelt off, ceased from.
The treacherous Ocean \iZBforsworn its wiles ; , Epips. 413.

Port, ft, a tbrtified building.

Two miles on this side of the^r^, Cenci, III. i. 244.
from they»y/ Islanded in the Danube, .... Hellas, 361.

Porth, adv. (1) off, abroad, away.
led \iya\forth Into the darkness.— Alastor, 226.

Corruption from the spirit ^assmgforth, . . . Ginevra, 154.

The brinded lioness ledforth her young, . . . Witch, Vll. i.

s\vo6\s.forth the dull oblivion Out of their dreams ; Woodman, 37.

(2) out from the heart or mouth.
that hope poured^*-/A in prayer, Cenci, V. iv. 121.

One voice r.am&forth from many a mighty spirit, Laon, Ded. Xlll.i.

(3) out from a place.

Who sta.ggeTsforth into the air and sun . . . Gineyra, 2.

looksfort/t Joyless upon the sapphire lake . . Hellas, 571.

So I -wentforth from the same church door . . Rosal. 324.

(4) to the view of all.

may xvaa^geforth its majesty D<smon, i. 220.

Thou shadowest^rM that mighty shape in story, Marenghi, Vll. 3.

Imsigxn^forth such perfect purity Witch, xxxvi. 8.

(5) mto existeilce, into being.

BringingT^W:* grass Qfcl. ^i-j.

They must hnngforth their kind, Laon, IX. xxvu. 9.

Could have brought^rM so beautiful a birth ;— Witch, x. 7.

(6) into activity or power.

To save them has s&ntforth the sea Mar. Dr. xiii. 8.

The Galilean serpent^wrM did creep, .... Ode Lib. Viii. 14.

(7) out of itself.

That one would furnish^^rM ten dinners, . . . Peter, in. xiii. 2.

Porthwlth, adv. immediately, straightway.

I and my com^a.n\Qnforth'a;ith murdered him. . Cenci, V. ii. 18.

And see it duly executed^/-Ma'«/A,— .... Ch- ist, Ji. 388.

Portress, n. a stronghold, a fortified place.

Inthecourtofthe^>'/rfirj . , , Fugitives, ly. i.

Ports, n. pi. of Fort.
Oarforts defy assault ; ffelias, 322.

Portxinate, adj. happy, prosperous.
In friendships I had been moatfortunate— . ..fulian, 57^,
Moatfortunate beneath life's beaming mom j . Laon, Ded. IX. 7.

Elysian islands bright SLudfortunate, .... Xll. xxxi. 7.

And through thefortunate Saturnian land, . . (Edipus, I. 174.

They who inspire it most zxe.fortunate, .... Prom. II. v. 44.
and round Fortunate isles ;

-— III. ii. 23.
Elysian, windless,^>'/«Ka/e abodes ..... IV. 531.

Fortunately, adv. by good hap, luckily.
It^r/Mwa/e/y serves my close designs .... C^«c/, II. ii. 107.
It hdi-^^ensfortunately, dear Sir Peter, VII. iv. i.

Fortune, n. {!) as a personification.
Under heaven's high cope Fortune is God— . . Circum^st. 7.
A spoke of i^(?r/w«^'J wheel, Faust, \i.^%.
And with mconstantf?rtune, friends return ; , . Laon, Ded. IX. 2.

(2) chance, luck.
fortune. The monstrous phantom , Calderon, II. 179.
Be the_^r^«tf of our fierce oppressors weighed . Hellas, loio.
'Tis built on ice -w^xk^fortunes sun I would, 6.

a child ^fortune and of power, Pr. Athan. I. 29.
Fiercely extolled thefortune of her star. . , . Triumph, 438.

(3) prosperity, happiness.
If it mtz.utfortune, fame, or peace of thought^ . E. Williams, v. 5.

(4) property, possessions.

Some thought the loss oifortune fulian, 235.
he had store Of fri^ds a.ndfortune once, . . . 535.

(5) a competency.
just made Kfortune by the gainful trade . . . Peter, 11. a. 4.

Fortunes, n. (1) possessions, property,
"Dxexxfortunes, as they would their blood, . . . Ch. ist, 11. 310.

(2) future prospects.
The v/Tittenfortunes of thy house and faith, . . Hellas, 809.

(3) condition, position.

Outfortunes would spring high in him, .... Ch. ist, 11. 489.

*Poruni, «. a tribunal or judicial assembly.
From senate-house, and^rwM?, ...... Triumph, 114,

Forward, adv. (1) of place, onwards.
She drags herself nowforward Faust, il. 380.
Backward aadforward drove he them astray, Hont. Merc. xiii. 3.

(2) of time, towards the future.

Still pressing^rz£//z?'^ where no term can be, . Q. Mab, VI. 236.

'Dzx)s\:Sforward flowed The stream of ypars, . Rosal. 388.

Porward, interj. hasten onwards.
Forward, onward, far away ! , Faust, ll. 89.

Poster-nurse, c. n. Fig. a second or after nurse.

Ofoster-nurse of man's abandoned glory, . . . Marenghi, Vll. i.

Pon^lit, V. intr. contended in battle.

Sidney, as he.foughtAnd as he fell Adonais, xlv. 5.

resolute and firm Around mefought. , . . . Laon, VI, xviii. 2.

Pouglit, //. (1) finished.

After the war isj^, yield the sleek Russian That Hellas, 541.

(2) contended against.

the country's foes had^«^^/, Mother ^ Son, vi, i.

Poul, adj. (1) offensive, noxious.
Where every shade which the^«/ grave exhales Alastor, 217.

and keep These limbs, ... As a^^M/den . . . Cenci, ill. \. 130.
FareweIl,^M/ pavilion: Cycl, ^61.
At last he will sit down in somefoul puddle ; . . Faust, II. 367.
the dew isfoul -with death ; , . Hellas, 431.
The garden, once fair, became cold a.ndf?ul, . . Sensit. PI. ill. 17.

(2) criminal, abominable, hateful.

Daughters and wives call thisfoul tyranny. . . Cenci, i. ii. 79.
false That I am guilty offoul parricide ; ... iv. 1 v. 146.

(3) odious, detestable.

But changed to 3.foul fiend through misery. . . Coleridge, 30.
oh, rather say Though thy sins and slaveries^w/ Eug, Hius, 192.

till his soul See the contagion's apotafoul; . , Fr. Satire, 28.

The^«/ cubs like their parents arcj Hellas, 730.
sent its foul dreams to sweep With whirlwind

swiftness

—

Laon, III. xxii. 4.
For traitorously did that^«/ Tyrant .... x. vii. i.

cut the snaky knots of thisfoul gordian word, . Ode Lib. XV. 8.

Of what makes life^;, cankerous, and abhorred ; xv. 13.

Nor he who dared make the^«/tyrant quail . Otho, I. 5.

false—true—and^M*/—and fair, Peter, vi. ^ii ^.

Foul IVrant both of Gods and Human-kind, , . Prom. i. 264.

(4) hideous, loathsome.
Legions offoulajid ghastly shapes, Laon, in. v. 6.

Foul, ceaseless shadows:— in. xxiii. 6.

Foul2iS in dream's most fearful imagery . . . Vll. vi. 3.

darkest crest Of thaXf, knotted, many-headed worm Z^. Ch. i. 2.

and thisj'&«/ beast Has tracked lona . , . . CEdipus i. 165.

To savage,./^/, and fierce deformity 1-364.
Or what more subtle,7^/, or savage fiends . . Prom. i. 369.
Never yet there came Phantasms sofoul . , , " i. 447.
And other sights too^M/ to speak and live . . i. 591.
lylan and beast, andyow/and fair, i. 785.
Or other sMchfoul masks, . in. iv. 44.
After somefoul disguise had fallen iii. iv. 70.

And thosey; shapes, abhorred by god and man, —.— in. iv. 180.

Her^«/ and wounded train, ..,,,.. Rosal. 703.
Death is dark, and_/o«/, and dull, ...... 1004,
Distortions^M/ of supernatural awe Witch, Lxn. 3.

(5) disgraceful, degrading.
Brooking no eye to witness their_/b«/ shame, . Dmmon, i. 280.

If thefoul worship trampled here we fear ; . . , Laon, V. xHx. 2.

The sons of earth to theirfoul idols pray, . . . ix. xxiv. 7.

And^«/ desire round thine astonished heart, . Prom. I. 489.
Some hunted hyfoul lies from their heart's home, i. 607.
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Atidfoui and cruel thouglits Rosa/. 430.
^(3m/ Self-contempt, wliicli drowns in sneers . . 479.
(6) coarse, gross.

while his/ou/ blood may boil, Or creep .... Laon^ v. xxxii. 7.

Foulest, adj. Tl) most degrading.
And bloody Faith t\i%foulest birth of time. . . FallofBonap. 14.

(2) grossest or coarsest.
can make the^«/. breast A paradise of flowers, Laon^ viii. xxii. 8.

and find Foundations in "Oay^foulest age, . . . Otho^ III. 7.

rouUy, adv. disgraceful, shamefully.
Old men and women_;^«//jr disarrayed, .... Triumph, 16$.

Found, V. tr. (1) establish.
Where they think, tofound A commonwealth . Ch. \sL II. ^64.

(2) build.
to move Enormous rocks, or_/ij«ftrf a vestibule. . CyCl. ^19.

Found, v» I. ir. (1) discovered, came upon.
\found ^^ old man's body in the moonliffht . . Cenct^ iv. iv. 72.
My Lord, wqfound this ruffian and anotfier . . IV. iv. 80.
But I shall not tell your Majesty what Ifound . Ch. is/, II. 435.
what think you that \found instead of a mitre ? . 11. 447.
The halterfound and used it Circuntst. 4.

Th&Yfound Ginevra dead ! Ginevra. 145.
Which fishers^ under the utmost crag OfCornwall Gisb. 36.
Those who relieved watchy; the sentmels dead. Heflas, 615.
Hefound a tortoise, and cried out—'A treasure !

' Horn. Merc. IV. 2.

Kxid.found their track and his, yet hardly cold, . xxxvi. 7.

\found \\i\& little boy in a recess LVI.5.
the cottajg;e oTovi^sA found With armfed men, . Loon, in. vi. 7.
in joy \found, Beside me then, . . . The old man VI. x. i.

But7^«w(/them not, alas! Lifinoiy 9.
Whene'er hefound those globes of deep-red gold Marenghi, xin. 4.
And the coarse bulbs of ins-flowers hefound . . XXIV« 5.
"^heyfound him dead ! Rosa/. 306^
The la.6yfound her lover dead and cold. . . . Sunset, 26.
For If the pure gem, when the daybeam returning, Tear, III, i.

Till in this cave uieyfound the lady lone, , . . IVztch, Vlli. 7.

(2) met with.
Pound such a cruel foe it died, Dante Conv. 28.
I sought Peace thus, and but in you Ifound'it not. E. Wi//zants, IV.8.
Found a nest in thee ; Eu£r. Hil/sy 178.
and whichj^K«(/ An echo in our hearts, . . . Gtsb. 1Z2.
Found, it seems, the halcyon Mom fane, Invitti, 9.
Yet ne-vevfound I one not false to me, .... L,aon, Ded. VI. 6.

In whom its earliest hopes my spirifeyo«w<// . . v. v. 2.

Whom lyoMwrf wandering in the streets, . . . vi. xlviii. 2.

such glorious madness_/^ Apath thro' human hearts -— ix. iv^ 4.
my human words_/om«(^ sympathy ..... ix. ix, i.

and there its hzsexvfound. Xll. xU. 9.
and like the Preacher/&MWi/it not Liftnoi^x^.
ne'er in other minds A xaxvcaxfound,— .... Pr, Athan. 1. 76.

(3) experienced, felt, saw.
Found ye the boldness to return to me .... Cenci, IV. iii. 24.
Such peace as Canaan_/^«K<^, let Scotland now : Ch. 1st, 11. 255.
1 woke, andfound my state Such as it is.— , . fu/ian, 336.

'

the sea \found Calm as a cradled child . . . L,aon, i. xv. 8.
knew the burthen of his change, andj^, . . . Refuge v. xxix. 7.
from such toil he never_^^«iaf relief

;

Pr. Athan. i. 28.
Nor everfound delight to wish in vain Prom. It. i. 96.
But each man^wMrf in his heart's brother . . . Rosa/. 716.
Found sadness, where it left delight, Sensit. P/. iv. 8.

The sage in meditationy0»»</, St. Dejection, in. 4.

(4) found words, utterance, a tongue, &c.
horror Which never yetfound utterance, . . . Cenci, iv. iv. 98.
majestic theme Shrined in her hearty utterance, JLaon, I. xxiv. 6.
Memories which found a tongue, as thus he

silence broke I, Ix. 9.
These hopes^ words thro' which my spirit sought 11. xvi. i.

about my neck, till some reply she^^w^. . . . n. xxxviii.9.
If words hefound those inmost thoughts to tell ; Pr. Athan. I. 49.

(5) got, attained.
When Peter's next new book^^ift/ vent, . . . Peter, VI. ii. i.

(6) hit upon.
The Witchfound one,— ...,...,. Witch, Lxxvii. 3.

(7) determined, decided,
a jury of children, whofound him guilty . . . Ch. ist, li. 392.

II. tntr. (1) learned or by experience became aware.
Whem Cenci's intercession, as Ifound, .... Cenci, III. i. 307.
and you^««(/these diseases had secretly entered Ch. 1st, li. 381.

"

\found that in the dark he . . . Had sacrificed . Horn. Merc. Lx. i.

Th^found all vanished from the shore : . . . Peter, I. xv. 2.
\found Sir William Drummond had VI. xv. 5.
and^M«rf from thence Much stolen Vi. xxi. 2.
Found thetruth—Worse than his visions were ! . Prom. iv. 64.
MortalsT^ That on those days the sky was calm Witch, LVI. 4.

(2) discovered or invented.
Mercury ^rstfound out for human weal . Horn. Merc, xviii. 7.

Found,//. (1) discovered,
has married the Infanta, Orfound a miire of gold Cena\ I. iii. 74.
but these lines^M«rf on him May speak. . . . — iv. iv, 88.
Where was \tfound? iv. iv! 96.
So, as I had heard treasures were^Mwrf . . . Oi. u/, II. 434.'
Were,/^«(^ these scandalous and seditious letters m. 48.
Justiceand Truth theirwingfedchildhave^««rf— Laon, II. xiii. 4.
I past, and there wasfound aghast, alone, . . —- v. xx. 6.
Within a cave upon the hill -werefound .... vi. xiii. i.
Eureka! I have^^Bisf the way . ..... ^ Peter vi, xxxv. 2.

for there werefound. Blotted with tears . , . Rosa/. 759,
For a moment ^ofound, so lost ! We meet, V. 2.

C2) met with, encountered, come upon.
like her sister who ha^found a home Cenci, IV. i. 24.

Found in thy smooth and ready countenance . V. i. 20.

And less methinks is_/^««af by the road, . . . Faust, \\. 202.

nothing like what may bej'&Mwt/ on earth ; . . II. 301.

for the cunning one his match had^ww*:^ . Horn. Merc. Liil. 7.

nor could be /T One human hand to harm her— Laon^ IV. xix. 3.

Dungeons wherein fhe high resolve isfound, . . vii.xKxvi.7,

He perhaps hadfound them there Peter, II. viii. 4.

Hasfound the cleft thro' which alone .... Prom. II. ii. 10.

That in books axefound, Skylark, 99.
there should hefound one To share remorse, . Unf. Dr. 1 16.

t too Hawefound a moment's paradise . , — 243.

(3) reached, arrived at.

I shall havefound My inn of lasting rest ; . . , Ch. 1st, i. 40.
have.^jM»fla human "home, Disnton, II. 243.
Soon its exhausted waters will hzsefound . . Pr. Athan. 1. 105.
Before fhe naked soul has/ound its home, . . Q. Mab, ix. 150.

(4) obtained.
^

who has^««i/ entrance hither, Calderon,\\l. 102.

(5) known or heard of.

Than ever there waafounda heart to do. , . Cenci, ill. i. 54.

(6) proved or shown.
Time hasfound ye light as foam. He//as, 442.
But it wasfound too feeble to be fraught . . . Witch, xxxi, 3.

(7) developed, exhibited.
lAsidfound a voice :—and ere that voice . . . Laon, VI. xxxii. i.

Foundation, n. position (?).
Its dee^foundation no firm purpose knows . . —- Vil. xxviii. 7.

Foundations, n. (1) substructure, bases.
which ^irt their daxls.foundations round. . . . xii. xxxv. 9,
(Nor with less toil were theirfoundations laid,) (EdipuSy i. 8.

(2) grounds or reasons for hope.
and find i^3«??(ilz^w«j in thia foulest age, . . . Otho, Ul. •;.

RoHa, shaking itsfoundations: Pr. Athan. 1. 102.

(3) i^i^.

But Greece and her/oundaizons are Built below Hellas^ 6g6.
who dost keep From eveTlasting thy/bund, deep, Hof». Earth, 2.

his empire was as iirm As its [the world's],/^— . Laon, I. xxxi. 2.

the viov\^sfoundations tremble ! . . . . . I. xxxiii. 9.
Sinking thro' \\sfoundations

:

Prom. III. i. 42.
Founded, pp. established the beginning of.

HadywaB^rf many a sceptre-bearing line, . . TriumpA, 286.
"'Foundering', ppl. adj. drowning, sinking.
Which wrap them from the^»«<^. seaman's sight, iMon, Ded. XIV. 8.

:|;Fonnd'st, v. tr. didst experience.
Oh tenderness th&tfound'st so sweet a scope ! Mother ^ Son, v I o.

Ponnt, n. poetical form for Fountain.
By that samej^MM^, in that same wood, . . . RosaL igo.
They drank before her at her sacredfount; . . Witch, VI. 6,
This boat she moored upon \it.vfount, .... xxxrv. i.

Fountain, n. A. Lit. (1) a well-spring, water-source, pool,
sheet of water.

distinct in the dark depth Of that sAWfountain ; Alastor, 472.
Of that &&x]ii.founiain rose. . . y .- 470.
Thy searchless >^;<«/a?«, and invisible course . 507.
The rose that drinks thefountain dew .... Constant. I. i.
Bright as in theirfountain wave.— ..... Cycl. 52.
many a.fountain, rivulet, and pond, .... Epips. 436.
It is not the voice of thej%a»fc!K Faust,Vi.\A
not the loosened fountain Of broadest floods

might quench Zjk>«, 11. xlvi. 3Beside the^MW/ajK in the market-place , . . VI. xlvii. i.
^-fountain round and vast, vil. xii. 3.
Below, thefountain's brink was richly paven . vil. xiii. i.
The eagle, and the^«B/a;», and the air ; . . vil. xvi! 2!
swift lights which might th&tfountain pave, . vil. xx. 7.A Nautilus upon thtefountain played, . . . vll. xxvi. 7.from that hr\^tfountain's shadowy waves . . vil. xxxiv. 3.N^r the ^ez.tfountain in the public square, . x. xxiii. 2.
radiance to that mightyyB»«/iM»/ xll xix: ^
bright whirlpools ofthaty»a»tei"» fair, . , . . XII. xxxii." 8.
^hefountain of this rivulet Orpheus, 9.
and ^.fountain Leaps in the midst Prom. III. iii. i^.
Which twinkle on thefountain's brim, .... in. iii. a"!.

Within afountain in the public square, . . . in. iv. 02.
O'er this fairyB««*wK hung the sky, . . . Rosal. \12.m thefountain dip Their pfiimes, 120.
On the mist of the tempest which hangs o'erthef St. Ir. (2) iv. 3.
on the vibrating Floor of they»M»to!», . . . Triumph, ^^i.
on thefloor of tlieunbroken^a»/a/», . . . Unf. Dr. on.
lay floating on thefountain wave, ... , 211.
Within a cavern, by a seeretfountain Witch, I. 8.
lay in trance All night within thefountain— . XXVIII. 2.
Couched on thefountain like a panther tame, XXXIV. 4.

^2) a quantity of liquid.
You speak of a iaxrfountain, sweet to me. . . Cycl. 141.

(3) spring, source.
I thought the heart was frozen Which is theirj^ Ce?ici, v. ii. 62.
Silver key to the^««/a;» of tears Er.Mus.l'.i.
B. J^iff. source, origin of emotions, passions, faculties, &c.

Back to the bnmiagfountain whence it came, Alimais,mxvui 6on oaefountain ofa mourning mind, .... LI 4They came to the/5)««/. to draw from its stream. Bigotry iv i
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bh th&Jvuhtain of my heart E^ips. 139.

For hope vAi<^<tfountain can be thus profound, /Lo(7«,vll.xxxvi. 2.

whose waters Return not to iSx^vcfountain— . IX. xxxv. 2.

Greece again become "X^i^fountain in the desart Prol. Hellas^ 138.

From the ixi!^fountain of its bouhdless love, . , Q. Mab, V. ^2.

^Fountain-cells, c, n. Fig. storehouses.
t\vosQfouniaiH^ceils^ Whence love yet flowed ; Ldon^ vili. xiii. 6.

Fonntain-srazing', c. adj. hanging above a fountain.

as the aerial hue KyifduHiaiH-gasiHg roses . j Prom: ir. v. 13.

Tonntain-lig'lited, c. adj. Fig. illumined with sparkling

water.
At t\\&fountain-lighted caves, : II; i. 184.

Vnd&x ihc:ca.\em'sfou9itaiii4ightedTooi\ . . . Witch, x.x^n. 3.

*FoTmtain-stone, c. n. a stone on which a fountain splashes.

might wearAs water-drops the sandyyf7«»/a/«-j/., Julian
^ 443.

Wasting i\i&fountain-stone away ROsal. 723.

*FoxLntain-vapours, c. n. spray.
Like fountain-vaPi when the *inds are dumb, ProiH. I. 667.

Fountains, ». A. Lit, (1) a general poetic term for

waters.
And will no more reply to winds orfountains^ . Adonais, XV. 3.

Cease ye faint flowers and_^WK/az'«j, . . . XLI, 6.

Shepherding her \irv^tfountains. . . . Arethusa, I. 6.

A new Peneus rolls m%fountains Hellas^ 1068.

(2) sources, springs, plashing waters.
the ohscixTefountaitis whence they rise, . . Adon. Cane. 2\.

And now from \\i^\Tfountains Arethusa^ V. i.

Her voice came to me , . . from ^^fountains^ . Epips. 202.

And the many-voiced_/^«7z/a;/wjy GuitarJafU, 68;

Feeding; his herds among the vao^yfouiitains 1 Ho7n. VeHus, 56.

And waked to music all t]\€\TfouiitaiHs^ . . . faite, Inm'tn, 15.

collects the strength of all itsfountainSy . . . L.aon^ I. vii, 3.

The waves, ih&fountains^ and the hush of night— I. xlv. 0.

the forests and the^^w/fl/wj, V.Song,^.2.
from their ten thousandj^M/azW, . . . . XII. xxxix. 3.

The Fountains mingle with the River . . . Love's Phil. I. i.

firom their iaxfountains. Slow rolling on ; « . . Mont B. loi.

for i}i\€\Tfountains Were changed . . Pr. Athan. il. iii. 25.

By the forests, lakes, ^jAfountains Prom. II. i. 200.

The billows ^xAfouHt. Fresh music are flinging, rv. =,0.

sound-exulting7^«w/!Z2«.y Laugh . . i . . . IV. 333*

Is loosened into Xw'xii^fountains, * iv. 357.
^fifountains and the ocean hold Sweet talk , Triumph, 38.

Heard not \^t.fountai7iSy whose melodious dew 67.

The fountains where the Naiades bedew Their
shining hair, Witch, XXIII. a.

(3) jets or bubbling springs, dashing water.
now bursts forth mfountains ....*.. Faust, ll. 105.

\nfountains spout o'er it . Vis. Sea, 22.

B. Fig. (1) sources of lightning, fire, sound.
In mighty torrents the electric_/^w«Aiz«j/— . . Calderon, II. 30.

Nor yon volcano's flamingfountains, .... Prom. I. 88.

What objects are the_;^«^. Of thy happy strain ? Skylark^ 71.

(2) draughts of liquid.

Who shall share the wine's sweetfountains. . . Cycl 514.

(3) springs, origins, depths of passion, emotion, thought,

&c.
The_;^«/ar«j of divine philosophy Alastor, 71.

Yet, yet will I draw from the purest oifountains. Bigotry, III. 3.

'Xhefountains of our deepest life, Epips. 570.

From the sweetfountains of our Nature . . . Fr. Satire, 42.

Struck from the inmost^MK/az'wj ofmy brain, . Gisb. 169.

th^rfountains flowed In poesy
j

. . > . . Laon, li. xxxi. 5.

TheJwM«/az«j of her feeling, swift and deep, . . ^ 11. xlix. 2.

itslair Even in theyo««/az«jofmy life:— . vn. xvi. 6.

And sympathy, _/^««/fl/*«j of hope and fear ; . . Vli. xxxi. 8.

and he filled Fromyiw*«/az«j pure, .... P^. Athan.\\.\\.6.

There are twofountains in which spirits weep . Prol. Hellas, 80.

(4) beginnings, sources.

The dawn flowedforth, and from its ^MV^efount. Laon^v. xxxviii. i.

the unrestingj'&««/. Of darkness in the North :— XI. ii. 3.

(5) gusts of tempestuous wind.
aye renewing Its aeryfountains Two Spirits, 40.

Founts, n. the sources.

Overhangs ihefounts intensely brightning , . Hellas, 962.

Four, adj. one of the cardinal numbers.
some three orfour thousand words Calderon, i. 21.

With three orfour old books I. 25.

Four shapeless shadows bright and beautiful . . Dmmon, i. 64.

Four hundred thousand Moslems ...... Hellas, 275.

AnAfour fierce dogs watched there, unanimous
as men Horn. Merc, xxxii. 8.

and^^wrwith friendless care Guided my steps . Laon, III. xiii. 5.

^«r stifi" corpses bare, III. xxv. 2.

And from the frieze to the^wr winds of Heaven III. xxv. 3.

four great cataracts hornfour vales, . . . Xll. xl. 7.

/i7«rXadies who possess all empery . ... Love, Hope, 4.

t\iefour elements that frame the heart, . . . 10.

At one birth thesefour were bom 43.

All the^w?- faces of that charioteer ... . Triumph,^.
^Fourfold, adj. four times told.

to make Fourfold ^ro\\&\on for my cursed sons
;

Cenci, I. i. 131.

Fourth, adj. one of the ordinal numbers.
theytf«f-/Aday ofthemoon Horn. Merc. \\l. ^.

And grasped s,.fourth by the throat Laon, III. x. 8.

when thefour. morn Burst o'erthe golden isles— -^^ ill. xxii. 1.

Swarthy were three

—

\)nefourth was very fair : , Laon, ill. xxv. ^.
On thefourth Ab^-;^, x 11,xxxviii.7.

Afourth now waits ; assemble, sons of God, . Prol. Hellas, 48.
On the fourth, my gentle mother Rosal. 287.
Ahd on t\\efoui^ih, when he returned, . .

~ 7-^.
And on thefourth, the Sensitive Plarit .... Sensit. Pi. Hi. 5.

Fowl, n. any bird.

Yet the^ of the desert, when danger encroaches, Bigdtry, II. i.

Fowls, n. birds.

feast was sm'ead For the carritm fowls .... Laon, Vl. viii. x.

Foxes, n. Fig. adversaries or objectionable pepple.
These stihkingj^;r«?j, these devouring otters, (Edipus, II. ii. 118.

Foy, n. a name in Peter Bell the third,

Peter seduced Mrs. Foy's daughter, Peter, vi. iii. 3.

and who /jMrs. i^i?jr^ Vi. ix, 2.

XVv&gilef adj. frail, easily broken, delicate.

Kfragile lute, on whose hanrfonious strings . . Alasior, 667.
thej^Ajf/Ze blade of erass, g. il/fli, 11. 227.

New figures on its false stxtdfrdgile glass . . . Triumph, 247.

Fxagrment, n. remnant, small portion.

Onefragment alone, Vis. Sea, 157-

Fragment of inky thunder-smoke— Witch, L. 7.

Fragments, n. A. Lit. (1) disconnected pieces.

Ihefragments of a single ruin Calderon, 11. 36.

Who on ihefragments of yon shattered dome . Laon, II. xii, 3.

Thefragments of the cloud are scattered up ; . Prom. II. iii. 47.

Dashed intofragments by a pla3rful child, . . St. Epips. 23.

(2) tiny shadows.
Or^^««»^j of the day's intense serene ;— . . Epips. 306.

B. Fig, of immaterial things, disconnected portions.

Until Death tramples it tofragments. . . AdottaiSi IM. 5.

My heart was torn infragments

;

Calderon, III. 171.

which time has swept In.^ff^. towards oblivion. Fall ofBonap. 7.

The heSivyfragments of the power which fell , Hellas, 865.

yet shall itsfragm^nts re-assemble, 1003.

fragments of most touching melody fulian, 221.

thou, lone, shalt chaunt^a^?Mtf«/J of sea-music, ProTn. III. iiL 27.

makes us seem To patch xipfragm. of a dream, Questions, 6.

*Fraffxance, n. grateful odour,
when splendour Is Changed tofragrdnce, . . Adonais, xx. 4,

exhale From vernal blooms ireshfragrance J . Alastor, 675.

For never rain or dew S\xchfragrance drew . . E. Viviani, 8.

Wajmfragrance seems to fall Epips. 105.

Mingling light zxAfragrance, Eug. Hills, 290.

a.fragrance from the touch Whose warmth . , Fiordispina, 37.

The music a.ndfragrance their solitudes breathe Hellas, 1056.

binding All blasts oifragrance into one, . Laon,^.Smig,^.\\.
like roses, With their ownfragrance pale, , . VI.^ xxxiii. 9.

tUvefragrance and the invisible flame . . . xi. vi. 3.

until they faint With \\vm%fragrance, . . CEdipus, II. i. (^.

Scatters its sense-dissolving_/9'a^ra«cfi .... Rosal. 1251.

Each cloud faint with thefragrance it bears ; , Sensit. PL i. 89.

Changed half the light tofragrance. Unf. Dr. ij-j.

See yon opening flower Spreads its^; to the blast ; W. few, 2.

Fragrant, adj. sweet-smelling.

And flowering weeds, axiAfragrant copses dress Adonais, xlix. 4.

Fragrant with perfumed herbs, Alastor, 450.
And/>»p>Ta«/ zephyrs there from spicy isles . . Deemon, II. JS-

„ ,, „ „ ,, I, • • Q- Mob, VIII. 64.

But soft andfragranf is the faded blossom, . . Epips. \i.

And over him the fine znA.fragrant wooi . Horn.. Merc, xxxix. 5.

and many s^fragrant weed Laon, VI. xxvi, 4

.

And when he awakes on thefragrant grass . . Two Spirits, 47.

Frail, adj. A. Lit. (1) of animate beings, delicate, fragile.

Midst others of less not^ came oneyra// Form, . Adonais, xxxi. i.

As if that_^raz7and wasted human form, . . . Alastor, 350.

Crushing the bones of somefrail antelope . . DcemotL 11. 87.

The^fl?/ bark of this lone being,) Eug. Hills, 2^1.

Small at first, and weak, z.nAfrail . . . . Mask, xxvi. 3.

Driven me, a^ai'/and empty phantom, . . . Prom. I. 241.

(2) of inanimate objects, fragile, slight.

its^Vflz'/ joints Swayed with the undulations . . Alasior, y::i2.

Wrought like a web of texture fine 2xiAfrail, . Loan, i. xxiii. 3.

The sweetest flowers are ever_/ra(7 and rare, . . Marenghi,x. i.

One^roj/ and fair anemone: Prom. u.n. i^.

Like some_/>-aiV bark which cannot hear . . . Rosal. Si5.

As 3lfrail doud wandering o'er the moon, . . ro4i.

I grow Frail as a cloud Two Fr. Love, I. 2.

The bark is weak 2i.ndfrail, W. Shel. I. 2.

On someyra/'/bark in winter's midnight roar : , Wordszoorth, 8.

B. Fig. (1) of persons, mentally weak, foolish.

That we were weak and sinful, ./Vfli'/ and blind, . Laon, IX. xv. 7.

And onefrail mortal's mandate governs all. . M. N. Post. Fr. 50.

Which mortals, yrfl// mortals, can know, . . M. N. Ravail, 79.

(2) fallen, incontinent,

do I see And hearyVa/'/ Helen ? Rosal. 41.

(3) passing, temporary.

when the flame Of his frail exultation shall be
spent, Alastor, 521.

But thou art fled Like somefrail exhalation ; . 687.

thou didst prefer Afrail and bloody pomp . . FallofBonap. 6.

opinion is more yra// Than yon dun cloud now
fading on the moon Laon, viii. ix. i.

(4) perishable, not lasting.

Art king of thisyrai/ world, Alastor, 61^.
Who drew the heart of thisfrail Universe , . Epips. 369.
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In thatyrnzV and fading Sphere, Ode to Heaven^ ^2.

All thdX/rati stuff which will be—or which was. Wealthy 6.

(5) feeble, perishable, weak.
In the^fl// pauses of this simple strain, . . . , Aiastory'jo6.
the impure krxd/rail^ from what is Clear . . . Epips. 177.
F. spells—whose uttered charm might not avail . Int. Beauty^ III. 5.
To whosey>'a/7 frame fto second lilotion brings . Mutability. 7.

Virtue^ how_/>-az/ it is ! (2)11.1.
Man's brief andyroiV authority Q. Maby ni. 220.

(6) worthless, ineffectual.

And all the shews o' the\vorld are_/>-ai/and vain Alasior^ 711.

JPrailest, adj. the weakest.
Why choose you theyi^flz'/sj^ When the lampyiw.'].

Prailty, adj, (1) folly, weakness.
The veil of mortaiyrazV/v, Q- ^ab^ I. 181.

(2) vapidness.
Thej^a///ji of all things here, When the lampy\\\.6.

Frame, v. tr. (1) form or make,
frame Most solemn dotnes within, Alasior^ 454.
where the woods toframe a bower . ... Laofi. Ded. II. 3.
didy>-a?«e A roofless temple, Rosat. loy.

(2) arrange, agree upon.
ShoXlffame a settled state of goverflmeflt. , . Ch. 1st, Ii. 293.

(3) imagine!
Canjf^flw^ of lovely or sublime, Vcemon, l. 218.
Fairer than tongtie can speak or thought liiay^, L,ao-h.. I. Ivii, 3.
the hell that bigotsy; To punish those who efr : . Q. Mab, III, 79.

(4) construct, arrange.
Earth's children did a woof of happy conversey; Laon^ V, liv. p.
toframe their thoughts anew vii. xxxiv. g.
Which thou, and thou, dXA^tframe for mysteries xi. xvi. 5.

(5) mould, guide.
a father thought toframe To gentlest lore, . . Ld. Ch. Vll. ^.

(6) constitute.

.

the four elements ^z.tframe the heart, . . . Love, Hbpe^ 10.

(7) put into words.
something sweet Her lips would^awe,— . . . JLaon^ vil. xxi. 3.

Frame, n. (1) of the fabric of the universe and nature.
Nature's Vast^awzc, the web of human things, . Alastor^ 719.
The vast^fl?«e of the renovated world .... Deem-on^ II. 35.
New modes of passion to \t%frame may lend ; , 11. 252.
As if by the last wreck Xtsfratn^ were overtaken. Z^aony I. i. 9.
Nature's tSx^Afram-e reposes, Moonbeam^ il. 2.

And fate, or whatever else binds the world's won-
^Tovisframe Laon^ II. xxx. 9.

Which penetrates my frozen^owztf, Prom. iv. 328.
the unboundedy>-a?wfi, which thou pervadest, . Q. Mah, III. 238.

(2) of the hnmah body.
through all \\^Tfram.e A permeating fire : . . Alastor^ 162.
Folded hisframe in her dissolving arms. . . * i%y.
fraTfte more attuned To beauty, 287.
In those flushed cheeks, bent eyes, and shadowy/; 416.
Even as a vapour . . . was now that wondrousy;— 66$.
is wrought against myy«z?Mfi/ Calderon, in. 1-72.

If your fineyra?Mewere stretched upon that wheel, Cenci^ V. ii. 48.
The blood is listening in myfram-e^ . . . . Con. Sing: iii. 6.
Or through thyfraine doth burn of moVe, . . Deemon, I. 104.
It ceased, and from the miite and moveless^azwe i. io8.
that secretly consumed His feebley/-a?He, . . . u. i^,
health renovates th&frame ; ir. 171.

ti „ „ Q. Mab, VIII. 229.
Waste in the human^(Z??zg, Damon^ 11. 184.
A gentle start convulsfid lanthe's^azwc ,* . . . n. 325.

^ ti 11 y 1, ,1 ... Q. Mab, IX. 233.
Over myframe he breathed, approaching near, Laon, r. xlii. 7.
Darkness arose from her dissolvirijg;^a?Mfi, . . I. Iv. 7.
Such impulses within my mortal^awee Arose, . 11. ii, 2.

her -whotefraTne impetuously possest • 11. xlvii. 9.
But of the living blood that ran within tayframe. iii. xvi. 9.
to uphold My wretchedy>-aOT^, m. xxix. 6.
His spirit leaped within his agedy^c*«^, « . , -«*— iv. x. 2.

the torturer who had bound Her meek csltnf.t , iv. xix. 3.A subtle mind and strong within ayi thus weak. —~ iv. xxix. 9.
O'er many a mountain chain . . . my spirit bears

Myframe.- . iv. xxxii. 6.
my famt arms her languid^a?«« invested ; . , vi. xxv. 3.
the blood that burned Within heryra/M^, . . . : vi. xxxiv. 4.
thro' my inmostframe Like sweetest sound, . . Vlil. xvii. 2.
did rise From her -wholeframe^ xi. v. 8.
claspedme to her glowingy?'a?»ey . . * . . XI. vi. i.

How long will horror nerve th\Bframe of clay ? M. N. Fragmt. %.
For whose support this fa.mtmgframe lies low ; M N. Post. Fr. 12.
the light Penetrates their dreamlike^T'awfi . . Ode Lib. Cane. 6.
it tingles thro' th^frame As lightning tingles, , Prom. i. 133.
Joy ran, as blood within a living^awitf, . . . I. 156.
And thro' my withered, old, and icyframe . . III. 'iii". 88.
The perfect semblance of its bodilyffam^. . . Q. Mab, I. i«,
and, of the humany;, A mechanized automaton. ^ ill.'170,
thej^ of clay Wrapt rgund its strugjgling powets. iv. 57.
its -wretchedframe, Poispned, perchance, . » iv. 127.
Is it not morbid as thy nerveless^awe, . . . -=— iv. 255.
Freshness and vigor knit his manlyframe / . , vil. 77.
At length his mortaI_^>-a7w^ was led to death, . vil! 17^1.
His stunted stature and imhecileframe, » . . ^ vill, 1^2.
Kindled all putrid humours in hisframe, . . , vill. 215!
langii&r andT disease Died in the humanyyfl?M^ . ix 6^
New modes of passion to itsframe may lend ; . ix 157

Thro' the veins of each unitedyraw?^ Rosal. <^d^^.

Which seemed to make each morta.1frame . . 978.

W^here all but thisframe must surely be, . There is no worh^ 20.

(3) of supernatural beings.

The Fairy'sJVa»«^ was slight, Q. Mab, i. 94.
O'er the thin texture of itsframe, VI. 3.

(4) of the lower creation.

A black Tartarian horse of p&ntfrdme . . . Jljzon, vi. xix. 3.

That through theirframe diffuses ..... ^. Mab, Jl. 239.

(5) of inanimate objects.

whilst with the speed itsfrafne doth quiver, . , Loon, I. vii. 4,
To whose irzliiframe no second motion brings . Mutability, 7.

From herglowing fingers thro' all theiryVa?^^. . Sensii. PL II. 32.

and lit A fivin^ spirit within all itsframe, . . Witch, xxxiv. 2.

(6) form.
as the dividedframe Of the vast meteor sunk, . Alastor, 650.

(7) moral fabric.

'

inexpHcableyrawtf Of this wrong world i— . . Gisb. 159.

(8) order or tnanhef.
Were moulded in a differentfra^te Peter, IV. iv. 5.

framed, v. ir. formed, constructed or arranged.
Whichframed ioT my lone boat a lone retreat . Ldon^ Ded. II. 7.

ThatyS^fl?«^^ the fabric of thy perfectness. , . Q. Mab, ix. 22.

Theyfram,ed the imperial tent IVitch, LIII. i.

Framed, pp. (1) of things material, formed, constructed.
I knew notwho hadfram-ed these wonders then, Z,aon, li. xi. i.

And columnsyra;K^£/-ofmarble white, . . . . Mar. Df: x. i.

(2^ of things immaterial, formed in the imagination,
F. a dark dwelling for their homeless thought, . L^ofi, 11. vii. 2.

To pave the temple that his poesy Hasyra?we^, . Ofpheus, 118.

*Pram.edst, ^. tr. inventedst.
thouyrawwd^^ A tale to suit thy dotagfe, . . . Q. Mah,yi. 12^.

Frames, n. human bodies.
we shall be one Spirit within t-^oframes, . . . Epips. 574.
blood which ran within o\xrframes, Iladn, vi. xxxi, 6.
two restXe^sframes in one reposing soul ? . . . VI. xxxvi. 9.
lapt in peace did lie Our linked^fl?>2&y / . . . vi. xxxvii. 5.

*Pramework,,?^. the skeleton of a structure.
Fitting thefratneworh of a ship with beams, . Cyel. 46^.

France, n. (1) one of the divisions of Europe.
adulterous torturer Lewis of France,— .... Ch. ist, i. 86.
To those good words which, were he King of P., 11. 27.
l^ewis of France .^ 11. iSa.
A lady came with him from France, futian, 246.

(2) the state or government of France.
Enriched by smiles which France can never buy. Ch. xst, II. 32.
I know Too late, since thou and France are in the

dust, FallofBonap. 11.
France, with all her sanguine steams, .... Hellas, 72.
And that tame serpent, that poor shadow, France, 968.
When the last hope of trampled F. had failed . Laon, 1. i. i.

great France sprang forth, And seized, . , . i. xxxix. 2.
Round iVawcf, the ghastly vintage, Ode Lib. xil. j^

^Francesco, n. the name of Count Cenci.
This old Francesco Cenci, as you know, . . . Cenci, ill. i. 299.

Francis, n. the forename of Ravaillac.
Yes Francis/ thine was the dear knifS . . . . M. N. liavail, 51.

fFrank, n. an epithet used by Orientals for western people.
Tartar and Frank, and millions Laon, x. v. 7.

fPrank, c. adj. attr. of the western Europeans,
the difficult lore OfGreek and Frank philosophy ; Hellas, 742.

Frank, adj. free, open, generous.
Yield love for lov^,frank, warm and true ; . . Piiey, IV. xiiL a',^dfrank of hean Pr. Athan. I, 46.
The light of hisfrank eyes, i. 78.
And women, too,frank, beautiful, and kind , . Pf-om. ill. iv. 153.

*Frankincense, n. a sweet-smelling resin.
From the hissingfrankincense^ ,,*... RosaL 1091.

Frankly, adv. plainly, freely.
Fear not, Child, He speaks toofra7ikly. . . . Cenci, I. iii. 36.

Frantic, adj. (1) wild, extravagant, extreme.
Withy^-awA't gesture and short breathless cry . Alastor, 186.
y^rfl«/ic with dizzying anguish, 231.
With a loud, long, axAfrantic laugh .... Laon, Vi. xlviii. 7.
ihefrantic wail of widowed love ...... ^, Mab, IV. 55,
They laughed aloud infrantic glee Rosal. 234.
(2) furious, frenzied. .

And^aw^'^: priests waved the ill-omened cross . Q. Mab, Vll, 229.
^Fraternal, adj. (1) brotherlike.
Thus the vast array Of thosey>-o^tf/-/?a/bands . Laon, V. xiii. 9.

(2) common, equal.
Pour forth her swarming sons to afrater. doom : v. xxxviii. 9.

*Fraternal, adv. in a orotherly manner.
we tend. Fraternal, to one common end ; . . . Falsehood, 46.

^Fratricides, n. Fig, men slain in battle.
Through the pomp offratricides : ..... Eug. Hills, 59.

Fraud, n. (1) as a personification.
and Frattd rehviMd religion's tottering dome. . . Laon, il xliii. 9.
Next came Fraud, ana he had on, Mask, IV. i.
Murder, Fraud and Anarchy xxv. 4.
sealed up with the broad seal of Fraud, . . , (Edipus, l.'s^?.And though as thin as iVfl«(/ almost— .... Peter lii iii

'4'

andi^VflMf/shall gape below, . , Prol!Hellas, 148.

M m
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(21 deceit, artifice, falsity.

virtue owns a more eternal foe Than force oxf.: FattofBonap. 13,

Or gmlt^yraud. or base compliances, .... Fr. Peo. En^, 13.

The ministers o\fraud can scarce dissemble . . Laon^ IV. xiv. 3.

The pattern whenceallyVawt/aodwrongismade, VIII. _x. 4.

'Yofraud the scepter of the world has lent . . , IX. xiii. 5.

On wealth, and war, and^a«(/,— Mask, LXII. 3.

Large codes aifraud and woe ; Mont B. Si.

So now may Fraud apd Wrong ! O hail! . . . Naples, 126.

*Frand-accTuniilated, c. adj. dishonestly got together.

And heaps oifraudaccumulated gold, .... L.d. Ch. II. 3.

FxaTids, n. deceptions, deceits.

The resAyfrauds which ever on thee wait— . . XII. 3.

Fxan^Iit, pp. (1) Fig. freighted with, loaded, burdened.
Fraught with a later prize ; Hellas, 1073.

But it was foand too feeble to hefraught . . . Witch, xxxl. 3.

(2) charged, interpenetrated.

or conversefraught With passion, Laon, II. xxii. 8.

With some pain IS./raM^.^// Skylark, Sf^.

Fray, n. (1) combat, struggle.

Within the sphere of that appallingyraji/ . . . Laon, I. -sa. 2.

When the^fljv was done, Q. Mat, VII. 220.

(2) war.
Commanded the bloody^ay to rise Falsehood, 71.

Frederick, n. King of Prussia, b. 1712, d. 1786.
Voltaire, Frederick, and Paul Triumph, 236.

Free, v. tr. (1) liberate.

wouldst^^g This world from its dark slavery. Int. Beauty, VI. 19.

(2) disengage, loosen.

shonld_A'« The serpent that would clasp her . . Prom. IV. 566.

Free, adj. (1) at liberty from confinement.
From thy prison-house setfree Cdlderon, III. 3.

Now leave vsfree : Cenci, iv. iv. 150.

And drive we notfree O'er the terrible sea, . . Fugitives, III. 3.

let him goyT'tftf/ until the worth iMon, V. xxxi'ii. S.

I mightTie_/^£W, Could I but win Vll.xxix. 4.

I feltthatlwasyV^/ Vll.xxxix.6.

The joyous mariners, and eachfree maiden, . . ix. ii. 1.

They looked around, and lo ! they hecsimefree/ ix. x. 4.

I know not how, but we werefree: Rosal. 936.
The gaolers sent those of the liberal schism Free Witch, Lxxv. 7.

(2) at liberty from tyranny or influence, independent.

We know that death alone can make vafree; . Cenci, ill. i. 78.

She will not ever set \ivaifree 2.%2X-a Faust, II. 321.

Till free and equal man and woman greet Do-
mestic peace ; Laon, II. xxxvii. 5.

Can man be^r^ ifwoman be a slave? .... II. xliij. i.

For those fair hands novifree, IV. xxi. 4.

a nation Madefree by love ;— . V. xiv. 4.

the warning Of Earth to Heaven from its free
children tost, V. xxxix. 4.

My brethren, we areyr«/ V.Song^^l.
and mankind vizsfree. Equal, and pure . . . vil.xxxiii.8.

Let all hefree and equal !— VIll. xvii. i.

bey: / and even here, Swear to be firm till death ! • Vlll.xxvii.8.

Because her sons vfecefree,— IX. xiv. 4.

And that mankind is^^^, xi. xviii. 8.

thefree and happy dead XII. xxxi. 8.

that band Offree and glorious brothers . . . Marenghi, VI. 2.

the blind crowd he made secure a.nAfree . , . xl. 5.

No—in countries that arefree Mask, LV. 3.

that ye Are, as God has maAeye,free~ . . . LXXIIl. 4.

Will turn to those who would hefree .... l.xxxvill.3.

and henceforth ever shalt be, y»-«« Naples, 6^.

Oh let be This city Of thy worship everfree/ . . 176.

thou art akezAyfree/ . Ode Lib. xiv. 8.

thy shores, Parthenope, which now, alas ! arej^ / CBdipus, I. 173.

Greece might again be^r«e/ Pro/. Hellas, iq6.

And with this law alone, ' Let man hefree,' . . Prom. II. iv. 45.

That tempers or improves man's life, ncmfree; . ill. Hi. 48.

Sceptreless,^^^^, uncircumscribed, III. iv. 194.

Good, great and joyons, beautiful ariAfree; . . IV. 577.

the dweller there Cannot hefree and happy ; . . Q. Mab, III. 27.

Equal axiifree and pure IX. 90.

one fading trace Of what was great toAfree does

keep, W. She/. Cane. Vi.

(3) imcontroUed, open, unappropriated.

like Heaven'syr« breath, '^'t^- *°°'

A fioel'sfree and heavenly mind : Exhortation, 20.

The storms alefree Bat we— Hellas, (ri\.

there followed (oud andy>-« His joyous voice ; Horn. Merc. LXXII.5.

And walked asfree as light the clouds among, . Laon, Ded. VII. 6.

Or -whenfree thoughts, like lightnings are ahve ; I. xxxiii. 3.

The path of its departure still \sfree...... Mutability, 14.

only less^^« Than thou Ode W. Wind, iv. 4.

As thefree heaven which rains fresh light and dew Prom. III. iv. 154.

struggling fierce towards heaven's^; wilderness. IV. 399.

With the joyous and the/r« Rarely, 11. 3.

The plumed insects swift and/«r«, Sensit PI. I. 82.

The lark and the thrush and the swaUovifree, . Serchio, 18.

(4) unconstrained, untrammelled.

It were notfree if thou hadst power Caldcron, III. 127.

Free as the earth-surrounding air ; Cenci, IV. iv. 49.

shall guide HeartsT^v* as his, ....... Ch. 1st, IV. 14.

nor impious rites Wrest man'sfree worship, , . —p IV. 33.

must leave the uadersta.ndmgfree, Julian, 300.

Thmr gave him enttancefree to bear me thence. Laon, IV. xi. 5.

And love vaa&efree,— VII.xxxv.8.

Ceaseless, and rapid, and fierce, andfree, . . . Prom. IV. 163.

^oxefree and fearless than the tremblinjg judge, Q. Mab, III. 155.

free and generous love Of enterprize and daring, V. 9A.

Reason v/asfree; IX. 50.

Our time, and each were as content anAfree . . Sonn. Dante, 13.

Free love has this, dififerent from gold and clay, St. Epips. 17.

Where hell and heaven shall leave ^esfree jT/iere is no work, if.

His ov/nfree thoughts can freely diase . . . W. She/. Cane. 1. 8.

One moment has bound t\iefree "We Tneet, I. 5.

(5) independent, self-reliant.

hated the clear light Ofwisdom andfree thought, Loan, x. xxxiii. 2.

Because we are fearless andfree. W. S/iel. II. 8.

her spirity>-« Knew what love was Witch, LXVIII. i.

(6) without care.

Fearless and^ra the ruddy children play, . . . Damon, II. 194.

The merry mariners are bold andfree.-.,.. Epips. 414.

But tiiefree heart, the impassive soul .... Heltas, 680.

This lovely child, blithe, innocent andfree, . . Ju/ian, \6rj.

afree and happy orphan child, - . Lcum, 1. xxxvi. 2.

Fearless andy»-«e the ruddy children played, . Q. Mab, IX. 115.

(7) happy, contented.

and make_^^^ The .limbs in chains, Epips.^5.
Such honoured dwell in cities fair andfree, . ,' Ham. Earth, 17.

I will be wise, And just, arAfree, and mild, . . Laon, Ded. IV. 5.

So to become most good, and great andfree, . II. xL 5.

and a yayaxseefree. Solemn, serene and lofty, .
'•

111. viii. 2.

ItsyV« spirits here assembled, \.Song,x.%.

each attendant slave Fearless andfree, .... VII. vii. 8.

And music soft, and xadd,free, gentle voices, . Prom. III. ii. 33.

(8) adj. absol. those who are free.

To which the eagle spirits of they9-«e, . . . . Ch. \st,vi. Si.

But he cried. Phantoms of iiiefree, we come ! . Heltas, 412.

Echo to the battle paean Of they>-« . ... 662.

Or fate, can quell theyVce/ 975*

When ye desert theyree— 1001.

Let 'Caefree possess the paradise they claim ; . 1009.

Thou beacon of love ! than lamp at thefree/ . . 1041.

Which dawns upon thefree : 1081.
_

False arbiter between the bound andfree; . . Laon, IV. xxiu. 5.

Blood soon, ... to shed. They, cannot forbear— IV. xxiy. 2.

The friend and the preserver of they>-«/ . . . V. xviii. 3.

the loveliest Among thej^ee, v. xliii. 3.

the banquet of inefree Was spread V. liv. 4.

Peace and Love, among the good andfree/ . . v.5'i»k^,2.is.

the fields and cities of theyVee/ v.-

—

- S'S-
had quelled the vain andfree. IX. xiv. 9.

The union of they: with discord's brand to stain. IX. xviii. 9.

Are in their graves, the innocent andfree, . . . ix. xxvitf-.2.

Give their substance to thefree Mask, LXI. 3.

Of the fearless and thefree LXV. 2.

O, that thefree would stamp the impious name . Ode Lib. XV. i.

have not the wise andfree Wept tears, .... »^III.I4,

With victory's cry, with the shout of the^^Tai . Tear, II. 6.

When . . . upon thefree Had bound a yoke, . . Triumph, 115.

Or Greece, the Mother of the^r^/ W. Shel.w. S-

(9) v>\^from, clear, not affected with.

are n^Afree From the music of two voices . . . April, 1814, 23.

From hate and awe thy heart isyr«/ . . . , Daman, x. gi.

Free from heart-withering custom's cold control, II. 294.

,1 11 " " Q- ^'^' '^ ™'-

free fxom care or sadness, Horn. Earth, 20.

no more from human unionfree, .... . Horn. Venus, 44.

free From pain and fear ! Laon, XI. xv. 6.

Nothing that lives from their award isfree. . . Love Hope, 6.

Kndfree from control, M.N. Ravail, 22.

no, yetfree from guilt or pain, Prom. III. iv. 198.

(10) with to, having liberty on a specified matter,

make mefree to live In some blithe place, . . . Cenci, II. i. 100.

Lo! Plague isyr« To waste, Laon, vm.y. 6.

be^M to fiU The world, like light ; VIII. xvi. 3.

hutfree From shame or fear ; IX. vi. 1.

We aiefree to dive, or soar, or run ; Prom. IV. 137.

you axefree To pine into a sound Reviewer, 12.

Till her thoughts vierefree to float and flow ; . Rosal. 215.

Monk ! thou artfree to die St. Ir. (3) IX. 6.

(U) noble, honourable.

Haefree spirit which first ordered them ; . . . Calderon, I. 252.

(12) open-handed, extravagant.

that neither fortune, . . . thatfree prodigal, . . 11. iSl.

(13) possessing fi-ee institutions.

like the white shore Of Albion, free no more. . . Castl. Adm. I. 5.

a city stands, strong, fair andfree; ..... Cena, V. iv. 104.

The language of a land which now lafree, . . . CrisO. 176.

(14) unrestrained, licensed.

And ever at thy season be thouyr« .... Adanais, xyLXVU. S-

(15) separated fi-om the body.

Afree, a disembodied soul, Q. Mab, I. 165.

But his, [soul] it seemed already^«, .... Rosal. 1037.

(16) frank, open-hearted.

How beautiful and calm andfree thou wert . . Laon, Ded. VII. J.

When good and kind,free and sincere like thee,) Prom. III. iv. 48.

(17) licentious.

And live afree life as to wine or women, . . . Cenci, I. ii. 76.

boast their descent From \hefree Minotaur. . . OSdipus, I. 140.
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(18) loosened, melted.
And bade the frozen streams heyree /ane^ Invitn^ 14.

fl9) regular and easy.
What was this pulse so warm zxAfree} . . . RosaL 350.

(20) easy, graceful.
His motions, like the winds, -^^xftfree 795.

Free, adv. without let or hindrance.
Past the Pageant swift and^«e, Mask^ xiii. 2,

*Free-borxi, c. adj. (1") untrammelled.
all that brings Maxi'syree-born soul Loon, viil. vil, 6.

(2) bom m a free country.
"WhichJree-dorn pigs regard with jealous eyes, . OSdtpus^ 11. i. 14.

^Freedmau, n. a manumitted slave.

Th^freedman of a western poet chief .... HeliaSy 563.

Freedom, n. (1) as>a personification.

Mingling •wx^yreedonCs fadeless laurels . . . Drntfuyn. 11. 275.
i^rff«rf(77«'j life-blood streamed upon thy shrine; . Death Vanq. 14.

But if Freedom, should awake Eu^. Hills^ 150.

relumes her fire On Freedofn^s hearth Gzsb. 34.
And Tyrants sleep, let Freedom wake Hellas^ 30.
The flag of Freedom over Chaos, ...... 48.
Freedom's splendour burst and shone :— ... 53.
From the West swift Freedom came, .... 66.
i^, so To what of Greece remaineth now Returns ; 82.

Let Freedom leave—where'er she flies 90.
Be forgotten, Freedom^ with thee ! —^ 109.
Who frown on Freedom spare a smile for thee : . 306.
for she fears The name ol Freedom^ 311.
for they see The panther. Freedom 316.
Let Freedom and Peace flee far -—

- 1027.

on high Freedor^s desart land A tower .... Laon^ 11. xiv. 8.

Hynins which my soul had woven to Freedom^ . II. xxviii. 6.

Millions there lift at Freedotn^s thrilling call . . iv. xxv. 3.

Of hymns to truth ^rvAfreedom— ...... vil.xxxvi.5.

To track thesteps of /^Itho' thro' graves She pass, vili. xi. 7.

the shame Ofroyalty . ., is lost mjreedotn^s fame. xi. xviii. 9.
Freedom, aiid Truth Are worshipped ; . . . . xi. xxii. 3.

there is built a home For Freedom, Xl.Vxxiv. 2.

So Monarchy succeeds to Freedof^s foison. . . Marenghi^ in. 6.

What is Freedo7n?-^y& can tell Mask^ xxxix. i.

What art thou Freedom? O ! could slaves . . Lii. i.

FreedonCs bloodless banners wave,— .... Mexican^ i. 5.

Bear thou news of i^>'tfcrfl7W«'J rest ! .... ill. 10.

dare blaspheme FreedoTH and thee ? Naples, 78.
From Freedo7f€s form divine, 91.
Blushes within her bower for Freed, expectation : 118.

When Freedom, is riding to conquest by : . . . Odey Arise, 16.

Is at play with Freedotn's fearless child— . . . 41.
Freedom calls Famine,—her eternal foe, . . (BdiPus, 11. ii. loi.
To stamp, . . . Upon the name of Freedofn ; . . Prol. Hellas, 108.
On Freedom hang like fruit on the green tree, . 158.
And FreedoTH leads it forth, her mate ; . . . . Prom. i. 570.
Through which the ghost oi Freedom, stalks, . Q. Mab, II. 169.
with the blood Of truth andT^e^flfow Vll. 172.
Th^Xfreedotn^s young arm dare not yet chastise, vii. 244.
Mingling -^'y^freedom^s fadeless laurels there, . ix. 178.

(2) a condition ofindependence, exemption from thraldom.
Talking oifreedom to their tongueless caves . . Adon. Cane. 12.

As pawn for that inheritance oijreedom. . . . CA. is^, iv. 4.
arise,andmakeHersexthelawoftruthand_/Ihear, Laon, iv. xviii. 7.

Around your tents txxx^^freedom to bestow, . v. x. 8.

The token flowers of truth z.^Afreedom, fair, . . v. xvi. 7.

Their spirits to the Xov^ioifreedom^s equal law. . v. xvii. g.
are tried In the true love q^freedom,, .... v. xxxiii. 4.
The grace of his own power ^xAfreedom, grew. Marenghi, viii. 4.
And love axiAfreedom blossom but to wither; . x. 2.

On Peter while he wrote ioTfreedom, .... Peter, vi. xxxiii. 2.

whence the earth Shall drink oifreedom., . . . Prol. Hellas, 139.
Freedotnl Hope! Death! Victory! Prom., i. 701.
Are sweeter even ^^xvfreedom, long desired . . iii. iii. 5.
Oncepeaceand^ee^fow blestThecuTtivated plain: Q. Mab^ 11, 202.
Bane of all genius, s\r\.w&,freedom, truth, . . . iii. 178.
had lonjf learned to prefer lA^Vsfreedom . .

* vil. 195.
1.xi\%freedom, health, had given Vlll. 15.
that sweet bondage which isfreedom^s self, . . ix. 76.

(3) familiarly, without ceremony.
We pray thee and admonish thee withJ^re^i/ow«, . Cycl. 267.

Freely, adv. (1) easily, without difficulty.

I shall hrssLthefreely. Calderon, in. 184.
thejellied blood Rahsfreely thro' my veins. , . Cenci, iv. iii, 44.

(2) readily, willingly.
\freely give them tears for their reward. . . . Cycl. 325.
talk sofreely with the Devil himself, Faust, I. 113.

(3) fully, plentifully.

the broad beam of day, . , . nowfreely shines . . Dmm.on, ll. 203.
may^tf^,?^ borrow From lawless love .... Laon,V.Songy\.^.
f. shone On the pure smiles of infant playfulness : Q. Mab, ix. 124.

(4) without let or hindrance.
His own free thoughts czxifreely chase . , , W. Shel. Cane. i. 8.

'j'Freemeu, n. men politically and mentally free.

msyfreemen ne'er Cl^p the relentless knees . Laon, IV. xxvii. 8.

And quickly common hopes made /I understood. v. iii. 9.
Free, never Dream that God will damn for ever . Mask, LVIII. i.

Fear not, but gaze

—

iorfreemen mightier grow, Naples^ 87.

*PreewiU, n. the power to direct our actions.
By myfree^will. Calderon, ill. 125.
Concerning God,/rff£Wi7/ and destiny; . . . fulian, 1^2.

Freezes, v. tr. Fig. (1) chills.

In which the warm current of love neverfree;ees, Tear^ 1. 3,

(2) with upj stops, completely checks.
Itfreeses up the blood of man ; Fausty II. 387.

:|:Freeziiig, ppl. adj. becoming congealed.

Ihefreezing stream below. Ch. isl, V. 13.

Then there steamed up a^eea'iVj^ dew . . . , Sensil.Pl.lll.ioB.

*Freierhtr n. a cargo.
whosefreigAt Is the theme of their debate, . . Sim-iles, ill. 3.

Preig-lited, //. A. Lit. loaded.
Like a merchant's \^^^freighted ...... Cycl. 508.

B. Fig. charged, filled.

Freighted with fire and whirlwind, Hellas, 285.

Freighted-v^xth truth even from the throne of God : Naples, 99.
^Frenzied, adj. (1) exalted, hyperbolic.

Not the rapt "poet'sfrenzied lay Byes, 2.

(2) frantic, delirious.

heaps Of bones -wh^Tefrenzied famine sleeps, . Falsehood, 6.

This panting breast, thisfrenzied brain .... M. N. Melody, 10.

Its strength and ardour to thyfrenzied brain ; . Q. Mab, vi. 89.

„ „ „ „ ,
. Superstition, 18.

(3) excited, disturbed.
A moody curse, and ^frenzied sleep .... Falsehood, 97.
Rachfrenzied vision of the slumbers . , , . Q. Maby i. 196.-

(4) wild, excited.

oh ! mark thatfrenzied eye— III. 63.

^Frenzies, n. (1) frantic spectres.

Like sLnimSLtedfrenzies, Doemon, I. 256.

(2) violent actions.

a boy, More daring in thyTVewrz'cj.' Q. Mab,vl.%o.
„ „ ,, „ „ Superstition, 9.

Frenzy, n. madness.
The darkness oihn^ifrenzy cast on me, . . . Laon, iii. xv. 4.
when the day Shone on her aviivilfrenzy, . . . vil. vi. 7.

Anotherfrenzy came— there seemed a being . VII. xvi. 3.

infrenzy's unimagined mood, x. xx. 8.

In dreams offrenzy lapped his eyes ; x. xxv. 6.

To v/akefulfrenzy s vigil rages, Peter, Vii. xv. 4.
That iz.ui\ne, frenzy, woe and penury breathe. . Q. Mab, IV. 177.

and I Stared with xAax^frenzy on the sky, . . RosaL 882.

^Freuzying', adj. maddening.
Ghastly disease, a.n6.frensying fear ; . . . . Prom. 1. 267.

Frequent, v. tr. to visit familiarly or often.

He was accustomed tofrequent my house ; . Cenci, l. i. 62.

^Frequent, adj. (1) oft-repeated.

Who, hyfrequeni squeaks, have dared impugn , CEdipus^ ll. i. 26.
the jar Freq. and frightful of the bursting bomb

;
Q. Mab, IV. 42.

(2) furnished fully, crowded.
Frequent with crystal column, and clear shrines Alastor, 93.

^Frecinented, ppl. adj. least visited, most obscure.
We haunt within the \ezstfrequented cav^B . , Prom. ll. ii. 66.

Fresh, ad/. (1) of flowers, grass &c., newly gathered or
newly grown.

Fresh leaves and flowers deck Adonais, XVIII.5.
Thefresh meadow grass of spring Cycl. 511.
lie thee down On ^^fresh grass newly mown, . Inv. Mis. V. 2.

for whose grave thou bearest Fresh flowers, . . Laon, ix. xxii. 8.

The mighty multitude oifresh May blooms . . Matilda^ 36.
amone tiiO.fresh leaves, Soft music, Rosal. 588.
'Va&fresh green leaves of the hedge-row briar, . 960.
A flower which_/>-ejA as Lapland roses are, . . St. Epips. 66.
The plant ^ewfresh and thick, Unf Dr. 162.

(2) of nature, pleasant, cheerful.

which ever run Through the.fresh fields— . . Horn. Merc. xvil. 5.
Fresh spring, and summer, and winter hoar, . , Lamefit. 11. 3.
ay>-tfjA May-dawn it was, Laon, Ded, iii. 4,
And many z.f. Spring-mom would he awaken— Marenghi, xxii. i.

Thefresh and radiant Earth Pr. Atnan. 11. iii. 8.
Thefresh Earth in new leaves drest, .... Rarely, v. 3.

(3) of air, pure, untainted.
With sports, and delicate food, and thef7'esh air. Cenci, 11. i. 102.

(4) of rain, refreshing.

fresh showers for the thirsting flowers, .... Cloud, i.

(5) of odours, sweet, pleasant.
exhale From vernal blooms7^«A fragrance ! . . Alastor^ 675.
And odours warm a.ndfresh fell from her hair . Epips. 33^.
And their breath was mixed ^\^fresh odour, . Sensit. PL I. 15.

(6) of sound, cheerful, pleasing.
with Refresh music of its springing, .... Laon, vi. xli. 6.

Ceaseless and pauseless, e\'er clear andfresh, Orpheus, 63.
Fresh music are flinging, Prom. iv. %\.

Joyous, and clearand_/% thy music doth surpass : Skylark, do.

(7) of persons, young, cheerful.

And i^exrfresh daughters Horn-. Earth, 20.

(8) of light, bright, cheerful.

bask in ik^efresh moon-light Before our gate, . Epips. 533.
They bathe in the^e.yA sunbeam ; /Vwot. 11. iv. 166.
As the free heaven which rainsT^&rA light and dew m. iv. \s^.

(9) of wind, strong, brisk.

From the land Q.7L\nefresh and light, . . . Lerici, 40.
The living breath isfresh behind, Serchio, 89.

M m 2
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(10) unworn, unwearied.
The MlJresA cheeks of youth Fausi, I. 8i.

(11) different, untried.

'To-morrow to^^-yy^ woods And pastures new.' . GisB. 323.

They povLryresA light from Hope s immortal urn ; I^aon, I. Iviii. 8.

U.pon_/>-«A heaps of dead; —^ X, xx. 9,

^12) of blood, newly shed.
Fresh and warm from the fields of Spain, . . . Devil, xi. 2.

his footsteps reel On the.fresh blood— .... Laon, x. viii. 5.

(13) grateful, refreshing.

Sleep, thofresh dew of languid love, E-pips. 558.

\xifresh cfews Of lotus-grass CEdipus, II. i. 62.

(14) vigorous.
Whilst I feeiyr^j^ upon my legs Faust^ II. 5.

(15) not salt, newly killed.

Seized with a sudden fancy ioxfresh meat, . . Hoin. Merc. xr. t.

noonday smoke Oifre^h human carrion ;— . . Similes, I. 5.

(16) newly gathered.

They, having eaten thc^fresh honey, .... Horn. Merc. xcv. i.

(17) more, greater, further.

Then, lead them to the rivers oifresh death, . . Hellas^ '258.

(18) lately dead.
like the eyes oi afresh corpse Fausi^ II. 390.

(19) new, succeeding another.

As afresh compact 'twixt us two shall be. . . . II. 251.

(20) recent.

And every trace oi^'sfresh butchery . . , Horn. MercxKiil. i.

(21 ) newly arrived.

the artay Offresh troops hemmed us in— . . . Loon, VI. xviii. 6.

(22) newly come forth.

And every silver mothfresh from the grave, . . Wbodnmn, 24.

Fresh, adv. newly.
and f[ow&zsfresh blown Loon, ix. xxvi. 8.

^Presh-imported, c, adj. satir. newly brought.
WJithfresh-ifttporied Hell-fire warmed Peter, i. i. 2.

*FTes3i-shewn, c. adj. newly grown.
and in the grassfresh-shewn, ....... Zucca^ V. 6.

Presliest, adj. (1) sweet, most pleasing.

TVhicJi meek-eyed courage decked with_^ grace ; Q. Mab^ ix, 71.

(2) most perfect, latest blown.
Thkfreshesi her gentle hands could pull . . . Sensit. PL II. 46.

FresHly, adv. (1) a,new, once more.
let him weep With rage to see ^tefreshly risen, Fr. Pris. '].

for, the wound, which bled Freshly^ Laon^ V. xii. 5.

(2) lately, just now.
in slaughter's sanguine htje Stained^&sA/y .^ . . yni.xviii. 7.

Preshness, n. (1) newness, unsoiled beauty.

Nor scatter in ^^s.freshness of its pride . . . DtBjnop, li. 62.

,1 n J) M ti ... Q. Mab, VIII. 117.

Though frosts may blight they>-&yA«. of its bloom, Dmmon^ li. 261.

,1 M J, n n ti Q- Mab, IX. 166.

The strength and^^j^K^jj fell like dust, . . . j^riumph, z^\.

(2) activity, power.
Freshness and vigor knit his manly fr^me ; • . Q, Maby Vll. 77.

(3) invigorating coolness.

had felt ^^freshness of that dawn Trinmph, 34.

Pret, V. I. tr. wear through.
VcaXfret their little hour in gloom, Devil, xiir. 3.

II, refl. vex, torment niehtally.

Thou soul of ours, who thyself dostfrei, . . . Dante Conv. 40.

Pretted, v. tr. wore by action of water.

Fretted a. path through its descending curves . . Alastor, 542.

Pretted, pp. (1) worried or distressed.

Might hav&fretted me with its ceaseless din, . . Rosal. 905.

(25) variegated or decorated naturally.

Fretted-wiiSv many a fair cloud interwoven . . Laon^ I. iv. 3.

As in a brook,_;^tf;/5(/with little waves, . . . Orpheus, 59.

(3) worked by art, carved.

Beneath a dome^^//e^ with graven flowers, . . Prom. III. iv. 116.

Fretwork, n. A. Lit. open carved work.
an ivory stair \\sfretwork in the crystal sea . . iMon^ I. It. 4.

B. I'ig. resembling carved work.
Warped into 2id3Lma.n\Ane.fretwork, .... Pr. Athan. 11. iii. 29.

Friend, n. A. Lit. (1) used towards intimate acquaintance.

would call him with false names Brother, and^:, Alasior, 269.

thyfriend's ungentle mood : -^^H, 1814, 6.

you look on me As you were not myfriend, . Cenoi, I. ii. 31.

Here I stand bickering with my onlyfriend/ . —r^ I. ii. 46.

We have no otherfriend but only thee ! . . . —r- 11. i. 5.

An^ had we any otherfriend hat you In infancy, li. i. 91.

Myfriend, that palace-walking devil Gold . . II. ii. 68.

Aj^/fiWwhp should weave counsel, as I now, . II. ii. 78.

But a.friend's bosom Is as the inmost cave . . 11. ii. 88.

I know you are mv friend, —^ II. ii. 97.
Welcome, Friend! m. j. i37-

Art thou myyr/£Maf Orsino ? III. i. 222.

Be calm, d'^xfriend. III- j- 297.
Are you not myfriend} "l- j. 336.
give her to %orc\.ftfriend In marriage : .... —— iv.i. 21.

Makes you thus rash and sudden with tifriend^ , v. i. 58.

O, z^nevoyisfriend! V. i; 70.

Fafeej'V/ffwa, wilt thou smile or weep .... V. iii. 130.

look on thyfriends mind, Ch. ist, I. 89.

Mvfriend li kings can have a.friend, .... H- I93-

(If kings can have Befriend, I call thee so), . . H* 594-

I own Nofriend hut thee,- - H- 207.-

and find Bacchus your 'ancientyj^zVwif/ .... Cycl. 4.$$.

Oh my dearestyrz^Tz/^ 434'
Having^ first embraced thyfriend 499-
Watchmg its wanderings as a.friend's disease : - Deenton, II- 289.

the names of kin4red,y?'/V«rf and lover, . . . Death, ia) l. i^.

Yet alingering/^zVwa^mightbegrievedatmyfall, Death, Dial. 36.

Dear friends, otaxfriend! E. Williams^ ill. 2.

Out of the crowd a mistress or slfriend, . . . Epips. 151.

That was all right, myfriend : Faust, 11. 374.
For me, myfriend, if not that tears did tremble Fr. Pris. i.

If a.-ayfriend would take Southey some day, . . Fr. Satire, 44.
Friend, if earthly vijolence or ill, Ginevra, 58.

on a hAovhd.friend. Whose dying eyes .... —7- 92.

with a remembered,^£«(3f I love To ride , . . Julian, 20.

My d'^axfriend. Said Maddalo, 191.

to know Thy lostfriends incommunicable woe. 343.
Each with the ghost of some lost hppe orfriend 490.
By a dearfriend; 5^7-

whom I would call More willingly myfriend; . syj.
Received her father'sfriend; . 594-
Did Laon and hisfr&nd on one grey plinth, . . Loon, II. xvijj. 3.

And that this^zc?fif was false, . , II. xviii. 6.

till she Became my ovSyfrietpd, H. xxxvi. 2.

and this beloved spot And thee, O deaxesHfrpendi ll- xxxix. 9.

the rest thou l^nowest—^return, deaxfriend! . . III. ix. 6.

It is a.friend beside thee—take good cheer, . . ill. xxxii. 6.

to thatfriends heart I told my thought— . . . iv. vii. 8.

Arise, myfriend^ fareweill-^ ....'... iv.xxviii.6.

might call Theirfriend, their chief, their father, v. xiii. 6.

Leaning upon myfriendy V. xlv. 8.

With that dearfriend I lingeret}, vi. i. 3.

And ray youngfriend was near, ,.,... vi. x. 6.

Thatfriend so mijd and good, VI. xv. 4,

Friend, thy bands were losing The battle . . . VI. xxv, 5.

as a.friend -whose smile Like light - — vil. xiv. 7.

stained with thyfriend's dearest blood. . . , viii. xi. 9.

And I will be a./Wew(f and sister unto you. . , Vlll. xviii.9.

Asj^2«M(f with _/rz'e«(f made common cause . . IX. ix. 3.

I am Leon'sfriend, xi. xxi. 6.

Let hisfriend's welfare be the warrior's meed. . M. 2^. Post. Fr. 14.

My pity on thy heart, ^ootfriend; .... Magnet. Lady, 1.4.

Kfriend, too, spoke in their dispraise,— . , . Peter, VI. xv. 3.

To his_;9-fteWLord MacMurderchouse's, . , ." vil. i. 3.

Kfriend of ours—a poet— -— Vll. ii. 3.

Prince Athanase had one h^oshdfriend, . . . Pr. Athan. ll. i. i.

Beheld his mystXcfriend''s whole being shake, . II. ii. 52.

And for a world bestowed, or ?i.friend\ost, . . Prom.. I. 390.
the groans Of those who have noy»-/eK/f.? . . . Q. Mab, \ll. 2g.

Watching its wanderings as a.friend's disease : . ix. 196.

Let nofriend, however dear, Remend>r. III. 7.

Come, gentlefrieTzd: wilt sit by me? . . - . Rosal. 11.

It is a gentle child, myfriend. 82.

Thefriend whose falsehood she had mourped, . 199.

Unbind the knots of her^/^mfJ despair, . , . 214.

Alas! sweet^z^w^?, you must believe .... 313.
My_/9-zeKif, I tell thee, even the dead . . . , , 459.
i^r7'««(f, he was sheltered by the grave, .... --— 505.
And so, myfriend, it thenoefeir 732.
Of one^^'i^w// left, adorned that frozen tomb. , 1311.
Here, my dearfriend, is a new book for yoi^ : . St. Epips. i.

select Out of the world a mistress or a.friend^ , 8.

With one sa.dfriend, and many a jealous foe, , 15.

And as tofriend or mistress, 'tis a form ; . . , 45.
\i\ha.dhxit a.friend! —-— 78.

Whether to you T am a^friend, or lover, . . . 98.
Ah, friend, 'tis the false laurel that I wear ; . . Tersa Rima, 8.

Like the ghost of a deaxfriefid dead . . » . T'inielongpast, 1. 1.

Oh ! myfriend. My sister, my beloved ! . . . Unf. Dr. 32.

Ofriend, sleep was a veil uplift 239.

(2) used of wite or husband.
"B^owedfriend, God is my witness Ch. ist, ll. 136.
With one chained.^^(!«rf, perhaps a jealous foe, . Epips. 158.

Thoughts of great deeds were mme, dear Friend, llaon, Ded. III. i.

Thou Friend, whose presence on my wintry heart
Fell, , VII. I.

thou and I, Sweetfriend/ . . » -^— xiv.5.

(3) a term of urbane or familiar address.

i^rzVwrf, Collect thyself; ,......, , Calderorf,n.%i.
In my rmnd, friend, The root of all this ill . . Ch. ist, 1. loi.

'

Of this quaint show of ours, my agedfriend? . i. 1 17.

Halloo, myfriend! Faust, 11. 24.

Now tell me._;^«fl«rf, —=— n. 257.

Myfriend, it would require no common skill Horn. Merc xxxiv. i.

My deary>-««^ where are your wits ? . . . . (Edipu3,\.\%\.
More, leamed^««rf, than you Peter, iv. xiii. 5.

Alas, goodfriend, what profit can you see , . Reviewer, i.

(4) one who is favourable to a cause.
' Kfriend! ' I cried aloud, Laon, V. iii. 8.

Theji^tfwrfand the preserver of the free! . . . v. xviii. 3.

Foeman axvdfriendxn love and peace! .... Ode, Arise, 37.
B. Fig. of death and niisery.

Misery, my sweetestfriend— Death, (2) II. i.

Oh, Death ! oh, myfriend! snatch this form to
thy shrine, Death, Dial. 39.

JPriendless, adj. (1) forlpm, having no friends.

I am thefriendless gnest Cald^ron, 11. i-jx.
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A. friendless girl Who clinffs to me, Cenci^ I. W. 87,
What dares s-jriendl. maiden matched with thee ? —^ il. ii. 153.
How \^xyJ^iendless thou wouldst be V. iii. 18.

to_be Omnipotent hut/riendless , Prom. Ii. iv. 48.

(2) unsympathetic,
and four yN\^\friendless care Guided ray steps . Laon. in. xiii. 5.

ThzX/riendl. caution pierced me sore With grief ; RosaL 597.
Friendly, adj. (1) kindly, well-wishing.
Which little children stretch \rv/riendly sport . Dcemon^ li. 165.

1. )) II )) J. » • Q. Mab^VXU. 2^2,.

Could I but win t\iz.t/riendly bird to me, . . . Zao«, vii. xxix. 5.
I have he^kxAJrtend, sounds fron) m^ny a tongi^e, X- ii. i.

(2) social, pleasant.
WeUl make oury>-/tfwrf/jj philosophic revel . , . C/j5. 319.

(3) favouring.
Peace, wealth, and beauty, to Msjriendly wave, Ireland^ 6.

Friends, n. (1) pi. of Friend. A. Lit. (1).
IJ^fLfriends once parted Grown single-hearted, Arethusa^ V. 4.
You, jnyfriends^ Go, and enjoy the festival ; . . Calderon^ i. 12.

Be silent, fellows ! What! twofriends . . . . I. 231.
No counsel nor respect can mafce themfriends . I. 242.
Welcome, tayfriends and kinsmen ; .... Cenci^ I. iii. i.

But I do hope that you, my noble_/9'/e«i/j, . . ^-^ I. iii. 7.

And call \l\bfriends and Itinsmen to a feast, . . i. iti. 31.
I beg i\\.o^^friends who love me, ..... f I. iii. iid.

I hope Tsxy 2,QoAfriends here —— I. iii. i?9,

Myfriene^y I do lament this ipsane girl . , , I. iii, 160.
Or loyal gentlemen and noble_/r«fi«i3& . . . . CA. ij/, il. 288.
spare thyfriends yho visit thee, Cycl. 268.
I were more useful, giving to myfriends. . . . 540.
ye may awaken The courage oi rayfriends .

Near hajipyfriends a mitigated pain. . , .

Dearfriends, dearfriend/
These are twofriends lyhose lives were ijndivided
What, if there nofriends will greet ; . . . ,

Friends and relations of the dead,
the most learn'd among some dozens Of femaleyC,
His hestfriends hear no more of him ? . . .

or yefriends May fall under some sorrow . .

he nad store Oifriends and fortune once, . .

But I hadfriends in London too :

And c\\e.Y\s}\eAfriends turn with the multitude
And with inconstant foi;tune, friends return ; .

.anAfriends had now become Heartless and false,

bereft Oifriends, and overcome by lonely care
Soldiers, our brethren and omtfriends are slain.

a dire guest Even to \asfriends was he, . .

To welcome to their home the f. I love so well.
His holyfriends then came about, ....
a few naturalfriends^ would hear him ; . . ,

And to his manyfriends— .......
hisfriends soon rarely undertook
Still they werefriends, .

friends tofriends, brothers to brothers stood
'^hexefriends and lovers meet to part no more.
We part from,friends we meet with here ? , .

changed in all else, yetfriends again, . . .

dedicated two To othexfriends,
To call myfriends all who are wise and kind,— —^' Si,

Friends who, by practice of some envious skill, . Witfh^ Lxxvil.
<J.

(2) see Friend (2).
Friends, can you showme some clear water spring, Cyct. 87.
And then with you, myfriends^ and the old man, -^^ 466.
Whence come ye,friends? {rep.) . .... . i^a<?«, ViJJ. xvii. 4.

(3) persons ol the same side or party.
"Who^ifriends are not thy^, whose foes thy foes ? Hellas, 320.
When I awoke, I lay ^miafriends and foes, . . L.aon, V. xii. 6.

Friendship, w. (1) regard, affection of two or more
persons.

\nfriendship's smile, in love's caress ? , , . , Bug. Hills, 33.
Softening harsh words w'x^ihfriends, gentle tone, Fr. Satire, 46.
How could one worth yowcfriendship .... Gisb. 129.
Virtue, how frail it is ! Friendship how rare ! Mutability, (2) il. -

axtCoxtXon,friendship^ fame, ..-,*<,. "
And find \nfriendship what they lost in love.

(2) close intimacy.
my nature has been weighed Xxifriendship^ .

come not near Our sacxedfriendship, . . .

that remorse Which altexedfriendship leaves.
It is a sw^et thing, friendship, a dear balm, . . _-. _^.j,_. „_.
Childhood and youth, T^-wwrfTand love's first glow, Wordsworth, 3.

Friendships, n. close intimacies.
Xufriendskips I had been most fortuijate— . . Julian, 575.

:|;Frieze, n. the central portion ofthe entablature of a building.
And from iihefriese to the fpur winds of Heaven Ldon, iii. xxv. 3.

*Frig-ates, n. ships of war.
With steam-hoats, frigates, and machinery quaint Gisb. 80.
For, as we thought, ^xeefrigates from Algiers . Hellas, 499.

TxishX, n. sudaen or spasmodic fear.

And half in hope, and half iny>-z^>i^, ..... Mar. Dr. 11. 5.

Frigfhted, pp. suddenly scared.
Like 'nXt'a.xe'sfrighted from Imaus, Hellas^ 50,

Friffliten, v. tr. (1) terrify.

Such as the nmse^frighten babes withal : . . , Q. Mab, vii. 147.
(2) make terrible.

Through the night tofrighten it, , , , . . . Similes, ji. 3.

(>57-

E. Williams, I. 8.

III. 2.

Epitaph^ I.

^up: Hills, 27.
Gtnevra, 175.
Gisb. 218.- 337.

fulian, 376.—
- 535-

564-
Laon, Ded. Vlll. 8.

r- IX. 2.

II. xxi. 7.

II. xxiv. 7.

V. X. I.

X. xxxii. 5.

M. N. Ravail, 68.
Peter, 1. iv. i.

VII. xii. 2.

Pr. Athan. I. 47.
1.84.

II. n. 17.

Q. Mab,vii. 215.
IX. 16.

Questions, 2.

Rosal. 1276.
St. Epifs. 3.

. Rosal.jsb.
. Unf. Dr. 96.

. fulian, 345,

. M.W.G. V. 5.

. Rosal. 29.

,
St, Epips. 62.

Frierhtful, adf. (1) awful, depressing.
Thefrtg-htful silence of that altered mood, . . Laon, xii. xxvii. i,

beheld The^Tf>':A//w/ desolation spread, . . . Q. Mab, in. i^d^.

TounfoIdthe^i^A.^/ secrets of its lore; . . viii. 43,

(2) startling,- terrific.

And on the blast a /Vz>"A0// yell arose M.N'.Fragmt.iz.
'Tis more frightful far than the death-demon's

scream, M.N. SPec. Hors. 24.

the jar Frequent andf. of the bursting bomb ; , Q, Mab, IV. 42.

They^i^^^^/ waves are driven,— ...... V. iii..

(3) dreadful, horrible."

Has left thefrightful work to hell and death. . M. N. Post. Fr. 72.

But serving on. they^^Aif/^z^/gulph to glare, . . Q. Mab, IV. 102.

*Frisrlitftill7, adv. (1) in a terrible manner.
Did her work o'er the wide eaxthfrightfully .' . Falsehood, 56.

(2") to a terrible degree.
The burthen of their sins wovXdfrightf be laid. Laon, ix. viii. g.

Fringe, n. Fig. lashes. -

See, on the %-i&.enfringe oi his faint eyes, . . . Adanais,^ x. 4.
viho^efringe is thrown Over thine eyes .... Mar. Dr. II. 3,

Fro, adv. generally preceded by to = backwards and forwards,

hither and thither.

By my sick couch was busy to andfro^ .... Loan, iv. v. 5.

the flow Of the whirlpool bore her to andyr^;. . Mar. Dr. xiv. 6.

Round his feet played to andfro, ...... Mask, v. 2.

stream Of people there was hurrying to andfro, Triumph^ 45.
The lady's radiant hair streamed to and^^o .• . . Witch, xlvi. 5,

TTOTdiprep. (1) denoting departure orplace wheDce= out of.

brought his food. Her daily portion, from her
fe.ther's tent, Alastor, 130.

the aerial mountains which pour down Indus and
OxMSfront their iCy caves, —^ 143.

the sweet brook that from, the secret springs Of
that dark fountain rose 478.

A lady came with himfront France, fulian, 246.

(2) by, by means of, through.
till at last Beauty is like remembrance, cast From

Time long past , , , . . Timelongpast,u\.6.
(3) denoting deprivation or disturbance.

And shook hijqffom ^'S rest, ..,,,., Alastor, 226.

(4) denoting acquisition, off.

where black death Keeps record of the trophies
WQnfrom thee, —- 25.

hehasbought. . .f savagemen. His rest apd food. —" ^•
(^5) denoting clearance or removal.

The wind has sweptj^^w the wide atmosphere . Sum.mer-Evg. i.

(6) denoting origin.
Every sig^ht And soun^from the vast earth . - Alastor, 69.
clothed m no bright robes . . . Boxrowed from

aught the visible world affords ... . 482.

(7) out of.

the doves and squirrels would partake From his
innocuous hand his bloodless food, .... loi,

(8) denoting emission, by indicating the origin, source, or
starting-point of a thing or action.

Life, . . . shone . . . From his dark eyes alone. —^^ 254.

(9) denoting a position of observation.
va§t Aomqs ^e^nfrom Petra's steep . . , . —^— 240.

(10) out of, and used with a verb to denote sudden change
in action or state, as to wake from slumber.

Ije staxtedfro»t his trance ......... 192.

(11) denoting instrumentality, by means of, from out of.
Enough from incommunicable dream, . . . Has

. shone within me 39.
sweeping^ some strange harp Strange symphony, 166^

(12) denoting direction whence.
the wind Swept stronglyyroOT the shore, . * . 310.
Twilight, ascending ^O'Hlyfrom the east, . . . 337.
A wandering stream of wind, Breathed^; the west, 398.
from the red 6eld Of slaughter,from the reeking

hospital, ... A mighty voice invokes thee. . 614-5.

(13) denoting exemption.
Thy remembrance, and repentance, and deep mus-

ings are not free i^rowe the music of two voices April, 1814, 24.

(14j denoting exemption, protection,
that form Yet %aiefrom. the worm's outrage, , . Alastor, 702.

(15) denoting aversion, avoidance.
Hides its dead eyefrom, the detested day, . , , 218.

sofrom his steps Bright flowers departed, . . . —^— 536.

Front, n. A. Lit. the forehead.
How lovely the intrepidyr-i??;^ of youth ! . . . DcEinon, ll. 191.

„ „ „ „ „ ... Q- Mab, IX. 70.
She pressed the white moon orj hisfront . , . Laon, vi. xxvi. 3.
At length replies ; from his meanfront, .... Peter, Vii. iii. 3.

Bathed my imperishableyrow/. Q. Mab, vil. 184.

B. Fig. (1) the forehead.
O'er the iavxfront and radiant eyes of day ; . . Alastor, 339. ;

From Death's pale front fades Pride's fastidious

frown. . Death Vanq. 22.

(2) appearance, a show.
With rough and steadfast^<5«/, ..*.., Hellas, 37^.
made, Although unarmed, a steadfast^/Vffw/, . < Laon, VLix. 2,-
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*Prore, adj. A. Lit, cold, frosty.

the dull cold in ^Ai^frore air : Epips. 334.
Expiring in ^'^frore and foggy air.— .... Laon^ ix. xxv. 3.

Now seen athwarty^'tjre vapours, deep below, . Protn. i. 121.

Filled Xh^frore air with unaccustomed light : . Rosal. 1309.

B. Mg. cold, unsympathetic.
Lifts its bold head into the viorXd^sfrore air, . . 5"/. Bpips. 67.

Fxost, n. A. Lit. (1> as a personification.
Prost the Anatomy Into his summer grave. . . Epips. 122.

the leaves unsodden Where the infant frost has
trodden Euff. Hills^ 296.

(2) freezing temperature.
as the floweret wanes at vsiOTx\\Ti%frosty .... Calderon^ ill. 148.
Plead with the swift^iw/ Cenciy v. iv. 101.

For the planet q{frosty so cold and bright, . . Constant. I. 5.

But ceaseless_^tfj^ round the vast solitude . . . Dmnton^ II. 73.
the hardest herb that braves they>-i7j/ .... li. 117.

a whirlwind keen 2&frost L,aon^ III. xxvi. 8.

as ere ScythianyV-^j^ in fear has met vn.xxxvii,7.
Frost and the Sun in scorn of mortal power . . Mont B. 103.
One amaranth glittering on the path difrosty . Pr. Athan. il. ii. 2.

Ye icy Springs, stagnant with wrinkling^(3j/, . Protn. I. 62.
And let altemate^oj/ and fire I. 268.
A wind swept forth wrinkling the Earth withyi .* IL i. 137.
With alternating shafts oifrost and fire, . . . 11. iv. 53.
Its plumes are as feathers of sunnv/V(t7j/, . . . iv. 221."

the nardiest herb that braves theyrfw/ .... Q.Mab,Yin.i^'j,
all the forms Of the Ta.^\z.ntfrost

;

Rarely^ vi. 2.

Andfrost in the mist of the morning rode, . . Sensit. PI. ill, 23.
Fled from ih^frost to the earth beneath. . . . III. 99.
Their decay and sudden flight from^tfj/ , , . ill. 100.

Where Frost and Heat in strange embraces blend Sonn. Nile^ 4.
Which the^oj/had made between 7%e Cold^ II. 6.

Winter's wondrousy>-(7j/ and snow, Tb-ntorrow^ II. 5.
had given a shelter from th&frost Unf. Dr. 129.
And the plant died not in thefrost? 194.
rime,With which T^paintsthepinesin wintertime. Wttch^ XLIV. 8.

Its leaves which had outlived the^^ij^, .... Zucca^ VI. 5.

(3) ice.

The flowers upon our path '^ex^frost and snow. Faust, 11. 16.

A clingin? shroud of soWdfrost and sleep ; . . Prom. IV. 426.
But ceaselessyrAs/ round the vast solitude , . Q. Mab, viii. 62.

B. Fig, (1) numbness, insensibility,

must fade in i^efrost that binds the dead, . . April, 18 14, 15.
vi\\2Xfrost Crept o'er those waters. Epips. 313.
O Slavery! thouy>TOj/of the world's prime, . . liellas,^6^6.
Thefrost of death, Loon, ix. xxiii, 6.

and death's relentless^oj/ Withered that arm : Q. Mab^ III. 162.

(2^ as something deadly or withering,
and ihefrost Is on its leaves, , Hellas, 875.

(3) death.
though our tears Tliaw not defrost AdonatSy I. 3.

(4) coldness of heart or demeanour.
Who pride themselves in senselessness smdfrost. Q. Mab^ IX. 86.

^Prost-wind, c. n. wind of freezing temperature.
the )LGenfrost^wind of the waning year .... '— v. 5.

Frosts, n. pi. of Frost. A. Lit, (1).

Though^ may blight the freshness of its bloom, Damon, II. 261.

. ,.» » , n .1 n t. Q- ^ab, IX. 166.

Andfrosts^a.na storms, jLaon^ ix. xxi. 3.

thefrosts Strip its green crown of leaves, . . . x. xvii. i.

Thefrosts ofmany a wind with dead leaves fill . X. xliv. 4.

*TTOBtwox'k,c.adj. attr. T^z^.unsubstantialastheformsoffrost.
And thaw theirfrostwork diadems like dew;— . Hellas, 416.

Prosty, adj. sparkling with ice particles,

the bright beams difrosty morning dance . , . Q. Mab^ IV. 61.

Frown, v. intr. A. Lit. scowl, look displeased.

Frown not on me ! Haste, hide thyself, .... Cenciy I. iii. 151.

as if to^(7Z£whadbeenthetrickOfhismachinery, v. iv. 6.

did inly sneer bxiAfrown With hue like . . . Laon, V. xxiii. 7.

When for one hour we parted,—do xiotfrown : . Rosal. 34.

B. Fig. (1) appear gloomy.
For grief that I depart they weep 3.nAfrown : . Apollo^ v. 4,
hang zjidfrown Over the starry deep .... iJaon^ L xxiii. 7.

(2) discourage or threaten.

Vfhofrown on Freedom spare a smile for thee : Hellas, 306.

i^., mouldering fast, o'er their abandoned shrines : Protn. ill. iv. i8g.

Frown, n. A. Lit. scowl.
A judge*s^(!7W«, a. courtier's smile, Falsehood^ loi.

who^frown. And wrinkled lip, Osytn. 4.

Behold ! Heaven lowers under thy Father's^; . Protn. i. 409.
while yet hisfrown shook heaven, II. iv. 106.

B. Fig. (1) gloom, darkness.
Ere midntsht''sfroztm and morning's smile, . . April, 1814, 16.

Kfrown is on the Heaven's brow Jane, Recall. 8.

Shook its portentous hair beneath Heaven's_/C / Protn. i. 168.

(2) of ideal things.

From Death's pale front fades Pride's fastidious

frown Death Vatiq. 22.

a cloud. Dark as theJiC of Hell, hangs over it— . CEdtpus, i. 97.

(3) oppression, displeasure.
o'erlooks the isle^hat groan Under the Briton's^^, Hellas, 622.

played beneath Thefrown of man ; Prom. Ii. iv. 68,

He fellj thou sayest, beneath his conqueror's^ ? Prom. III. ii- i.

Vain his loud threat, and impotent hisfrowfif . Q. Mab, VI. 63.

Frowned, v. intr. A. Lit. (1) scowled.
hefrowned SinA said, Children are disobedient, . Cenci, II. ii- 31.

Hefrowned, as if to frown had been the trick . V. iv. 6.

None_;^tf2£/«,, none trembled, none with eager fear Protn. III.iv. 137.

(2^ looked unkindly,
as she smiled orfrowned on me ; Epips. 298.

B. Fig. (1) looked down proudly.
Behold! where grandeur_/>i(H(;«a/y Q. Mab, li. 11 1.

(2) shadowed,
whose dark brow Frowtted o'er the silver sea. . Dcetn&n, I. 132.

dSvaXyfrowtted O'er the bright waves . , . Laon, xil. xxxv. 8.

Frowning, pr. pple. A. Lit. scowling.
i^r(M£;«/«^, preaching—auch a riot! Peter, i\\. -jo.. 2.

When false orfrowning made me sick at heart Prom. in. iv. 49.

B. Fig. of gloomy appearance.
Frowning o'er the tempestuous sea Ode Lib. IX. 7.

Frowning, ppl. adj. (1") of persons, angry-looking.
Whom ^efrfmming God represses Protn. i. 328.

(2) of things, gloomy-looking,
rocks bend and lift The\rfrowning foreheads . Faust, II. 48.

Frowns, v. intr. A. Lit. scowls.
l^efrowfis on others, but he smiles on me, . . Cenci, II. i. 20.

B. Fig. (1) interposes difficulties.

Thatfrowns between my wish and its effect, . . II. ii. 131.

(2) hangs gloomily-
*

Which^(?z£/»j above the idle foam of Time. . . Hellas, 1007.
Whichj^^ira/jw on the valley that opens beneath ; St. Jr. (2) 11. 2.

Frowns, n. A. Lit. scowls.
In smiles orfrowtts their fierce disquietude, . . Laon, I, xxxiii. 7.

For men were slowly killed by_^ and smiles : . . Protn. 1. 590.

B. Fig.
A smile amid dark^OTiWJ^ Epips. 62.

Andfrowtts and fears from Thee, Naples, 171.

Andfrowtts and smiles and splendours .... Ode Lib. xvi. 13.

in vain would you assuage Xo^xrfrowtls . . . Reviewer, 5.
A smile among dzx^frowns— St. Epips. 75.

Froze, v. I. tr. Fig. numbed, deadened,
and pityless zeal Frose every human feeling, , . Q, Mab, Vll. 212.

II. ititr. Lit. became congealed.
And its dull drops^«7-3B on the boughs again, . Settsit. H. III. 107.

Frozen, //. A. Lit. congealed with cold.
Frozen upon December's bough Eug: Hills, 44.
And desolate andj^ff^e« like this ravine ; . . . Protn. I. 82S.
Where one vast pine isfrozen to ruin .... Two Spirits, 34.
The fish -werefrozen in the pools, Zucca, XI. 6.

B. Fig. hardened or deadened as by ice.

I thought the heart was^T Which is their fountain. Cettci, v. ii. 61.

the words -werefrozen Within my lips .... Laon, v. xix. 3.

hung gathered there, Frozen by doubt,— . . . xii. xiv.4.
If envy or age had notfrozen your blood, . . . Pan, in. 11.

Frozen by his steadfast word to hyaline . . , J^ol. Hellas, 4.
Yetfrozen, unimpassioned, spiritless, . . . . Q. Mab, v. 25.
Drowned, ^(75'e«, dead for ever! Xhctttit>$e, i. 2.

Frozen, ppi. adj. A. Lit. (1) congealed by cold,
an anadem, Which_^e7^£« tears instead of pearls

begem
;

Adonais, XI. 5.
Those wastes oifrozen billows Dmtnon, II. 70.

„ „ „ „ Q. Mab, VIII. 59.
Lowered o'er the snow-clad rocks andyrostfK soil, Destnon^ 11. 116.

Like B.frozen chaos aprolled, Death Nap. 30.
Into the bosom of aj'V(7s«« bud.

—

^ips.\\\.
And bade ^efrozen streams be free, .... Jane, Invitn, 14.
And breathed upon ^ih&frozen mountains, . . . 10.

So that as if 2^frozen torrent Love, Hope, 24.
Oifrozen floods, unfathomable deeps, .... Mont B. 64.
From what Hyrcanian glen orfrozen hill, . . . Ode Lib. vill. i.

lofrozen caves our flight pursuing Protn. i. 104.

From its curved roof the mountain's^77.av» tears in. iii. 15.

Lowers o'er the snow-clad rocks asidfrozen soil, Q. Mab, vill. 146.
And houseless Want \nfrozen ways Rosal. a.j6.

Thefrozen dews of wrinkling blight. .... 698.
Of one friend left, adorned thnXfrozen tomb. . 1311.

Were changed to a blight oifrozen glue. . . . Sensit. PI. in. 85.
on thy dear head Itsfrozen dew, The Cold, iv. 4.

(2) below freezing temperature,
white As snow thrice sifted by thefrozen wind. Cenci, v. ii. 171.

Thefrozen wind crept on above, Ch. 1st, v. 12.

Bum like points oifrozen lead Inv. Mis. viii. 5.
filled viX^frozen light the chasm below. . . Pr. Athan. \\. iii. 30.
Whose thin leaves trembled in thefrozen air, . Protn. i. 155.
The birds dropped stiff from thefrozen air . Sensit. PI. in, 104.

B. Fig. (1) restrained as though frozen.

such as thaw TheyVtf-s-eM tears Fr. Satire, 16.

Onfrozen hearts the fiery rain of wine Falls, . Ginevra, 1 14.
Ha! thyyVi^sew pulses flutter Inv. Mis. Vll. \.

from thefrozen hearth Of a cold age, .... Peter^ v. xiii. 2.

For long, long y^rs The&efrozen eyes .... Rosal. 361.
About myfrozen heart, did play, 399.

(2) inanimate or cold as though frozen.

And dull the barbed fire against h\sfrozen cheek. Adonais, XI. g.
Through the veins of thefrozen earth—low, low ! HelUis, 33.
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Who guides the^flstf« and inconstant moon . . Prom. III. iv. 87.
Which penetrates va.yfrozen frame^ IV. 328.
T\i^Jrosen hand of death shall set its seal, , . Q. Ma\ IV. 164.

Fmg'al, adj. moderate, sparing.
'VoRfrugal luxury bf our country cheer, . . . Gisb. 152.

rmit, ». A. Lit. (1) the edible product of certain trees

or plants.

Whose virgin bloom beneath the toAiyfruit . Damon, II. 67.

II II II II n 11 • • ^. ^ni, VIII. 122.
As the^/«V is to the tree ^zMo/. (2)31.
I see a chaos of gpreen leaves a.nAfruit .... Gisb, 274.
Of pomegranates, and citrons, fairesty>-«;V, . . Zaow, V. Ivi. 4.
Butyr«i<, and flowers, and boughs, Vll.xxix.g.
and bright_/^z/ overhead xil.xviii.8.
And sea-green olives wifli their grateful^VMzV, . Orpheus^ 107.
On Freedom hang ViVxfruit on the green tree, . Pral. Hellas, 158.
01fruit, suspended in their own green heaven, . Prom. III. iii. 140.
And there itsfruit lay Hlce a sleeping lizard . . Unf. Dr. 205.
and the long and gourd-like^WzV Witch, xxxiii. 2.

(2) produce of the land generally.
Whilst the cold hand gathers its Xi&vAyfruit, . Ireland, g.

B. Fig. the product, the result, consequence,
whose petals . . . Died on the promise of the^C, . Adonais, VI. 8.

I offer thee they>-MjV Of years of toil Gz/(fer(7», II. 174.
taste The bitter_/^««f of nis connexion .... O^. i.f/, III. 56.
Whose_/^-Mzy, ma'de perfect by thy sunny eyes, . Epips. 386.
curses, groans, and gold, theyVwz/ of death . . ffellas,gz5.
and th&fruit is at thy feet I L.aon, Ded. ir. 2.

Gathering the sweetest^aiy in human reach . . iv. xxi. 3.
Whosej>-«iV is EviPs mortal poison : .... vl. xlii. 7.

That o( itsfruit thy babes may eat and die ? . . Q. Mab, IV. 265.
Likepassion's^, the nightshade's tempting bane —— VIII. 129.
But the Sensitive Plant which could give small^ Sensit. PI. I. 70.
the trunk survived both./>-azy and flower ;— . . Triumph, \2\.

Frnlt, c. adj. attr. bearing fruit.

But with s.fruit tree bough Cyct. 386,

Fmltfnl, adj. productive.
That thou hzfruitful in her, ..,.,.. Cenci, iv. i. 143.

PmitlesB, adj. (1) unavailing.
Augment your tide, O streams, viit^Afruit, tears, Eleg. Bion. 2.

Does know the.;>«lV/Mj sick'ning thrill, . . . M.N. Melody, \\.

(2) useless, unprofitable.
And after many a false ajxAfruitless crime . . Prom. I. 300.
Whom the mom wakens but iofruitless toil ; . Q. Mab, V. 115.

Pruits, «. (1) (See Fruit (1).)
Glows in thefruits, and mantles on the stream : Dcenton, 11. 60.

„ . ,1 ,1 ,1 I, „ . Q.Jl/a*, VIII. 115.
avitfruits are ever ripe, flowers ever fair, . , . DtE-mon, II. 64.
Awaken all itsfruits and flowers, Epips. 347.
fruits and blooms will d^ck the coming year. . Faust, 1. 72.
^XiAfruits on eveiy" tree Hang ripe Horn. Earth, 8.
theyi'M/Vj are glowing Beneath the stars, . . . Laon,v.Son£,^.\.
flowers, ^-ai.fruits, and happy sounds, .... Prom. I. i8a!
With ever-livin? leaves, 3.xid.fruits, and flowers. m. iii. 123.
the^HfjKs, the flowers, the trees. Arise . . . . O. J/ai, iii. 104.
Paradise^«(Vj are sweetest when forbidden. . . St. Epips. lit.

(2) produce of the earth.
Flowers on the mountains, ^«zVj over the plain. Loon, ix. xxi. 7.
The earth pours forth its plenteous /^az/'j, . . . CEdipus, II. ii. 9.
Those who consume thesey; thro' thee grow fat, II. ii. 11.
Those who produce thesey; thro' thee grow lean, 11. ii. 12.
And_/C and poisons spring where'er thou flowest. Sonn. Nile, 12.

Frustrate, v. tr. defeat, thwart.
Madly ti^yfrustrate still their own designs ; . Q. Mab, v. 243.
'^ofrustrate or to sanctify their doom VII. 253.

Fry, ». (1) swarming progeny.
a;nd theyj'jf Of centipedes and worms, . . . .Zxiiw, x.xxxviii. 8.

(2) Ashlings,
and such small_/C As from the sea . . . are cast ; Marenghi, XXIV, 3.

Fuel, n. Fig. that which serves to feed any passion,
emotion, &c.

to make that love ttiefuel Of the mind's hell ; . Julian, 440.
. was to my craving breast Fuel, not food. . . . Laon, ill. xxi. 8.
Misery's yet unkindled,/^/.- Prom. I. 512.

Fugitive, «. one who retreats or runs away.
who tear like curs Thefugitive, Ch. ist, II. 124.

Fulfil, V. tr. bring about, complete, cany out.
and iSviafulfilmy scheme Calderon, II. 63.
That sixfulfil the works of love and joy,— . . Q. Mab, III. 198.
Shall perish, tofulfill the blind revenge .... vil. 125.
Through which I firmly &ifulfil lAy duties, . . Rosal. 328.
not power but will Even now is wanting to^K^/. '609.
andyii^/ Their work Triumph, ij2.

Fulfilled, V. tr. performed, carried out.
Yet stilly»^//«ofimmutably Eternal nature's law. Q. Mab, II. 75.

Fulfilled, //. (1) carried out, executed.
Till, to the letter it be aliy«^//c</. Ce»a; V. iv. 27.
about to be Fulfilledhy circumvolving destiny ; . (Edipus, II. i. 152.

(2) supplied.
Whose meagre wants but scantilyy^^/&<j; . . Q. Mab, VIII. 157.

*Fulfilleth, V. tr. accomplisheth.
Thy will unconsciouslyy^^/&/A.- III. 234.

iFulfllllntr, n, accomplishment.
Now, when the joy of Jove had itsfulfilling, . . Hont. Merc. II. I.

*Pulfllling,/r.///«. carrying out.

encrease And multiply^/M^///«^ bis command, Cenci, IV. i. 144,
Immutably_/^^/*"«^ Eternal Nature's law. . . Dcemon, I. 245.

*Fnlfllment, n. (1) accomplishment.
Contrive their o^nfulfilment. (Edipus, I. 135.
To thefulfilment of their inmost thought j . . Witch, LXXVI. 4.

(2) performance, attention to.

bare^^/»«e«/of the common laws Q. Mab, V. 10$.

Fulfils, V. tr. carries out, accomplishes.
the peasant v\ioful/lls His unforced task, . . . III. ,'13.

fulfils A vague and unnecessitated task, . . . vi. 171.

Fulfills its destined, though invisible work, . . VI. 176.

Full, n. perfect view.
And come back again when the moon is 2Af.:— Ch. ist, II. 374.

Full, adj. A. Lit. (1) brimming, without space left.

Pour out, and only give me the capfull. . , . C^cl. 565.
Which stand for ever^// beside my throne. . , Prom. ill. ii. 43.
a . . . well Of crimson Hre—full even to the brim, Witch, xxix. 7.

Full as a cup with the vine's burning dew, . . --. Zucca, IX. 4.

(2) with of, filled up with.
Are the bowls_/M// of milk besides? CVc/. 195.
notfull of wine. But quicksilver j Gisb. 57.
in a \zs&full of the lightest mould ; Zucca, VIII. 2.

B. Fig. (1) overcharged.
too surely shalt thou find Thine own v/eWfull, . Adonais, LI. 6.
Till her guiltless phantasy F. to overflowing be I Calderon, III. 10.
When theiryw// hearts break thus, Ce-nci, V. iii. 106.
Enjoy your triumph then with &full breast. . . Faust, I. 93.
The Chalice of destructiony«//, ...... Hellas, 270.
and thus embraced, "Anfull heart seemed . . Z-aon, VI. liv. s.
From the^// fountain of its boundless love, , ,Q.Mab,\,\2.
y«// though it be. Aye overflowing Kosal. sji.
and my heart grewfull 817.
It loves, even nke Love, its deep heart isfull, . Sensit. PI. I. 76.
Pourest thyfull heart Skylark, 4.
They had aroused from thaifull heart and brain. Witch, XL. 8.

(2) thorough, satisfactory.
A.full revenge for your unnatural feast ; . . . Cycl. 702.
The priests would write an explanation^//, . . Witch, LXXIII. I.

(3) rounded, plump.
Thefull fresh cheeks ofyouth Faust, I. 81.
The bosom swelled lightly with itsy^a// youth, . Witch, xxxvi. 5.

(4) highest, most perfect.
how thefull tide of power Ebbs to its depths. . Hellas, 848.
Rests they«// splendour of his sacred fame ; . . Otho, I. 4.
But the clear stream in/»// enthusiasm . . . . Serchio, iii.

(5) absolute, entire, plenary.
To thefull understanding of this matter, . . . Cenci, iv. iv. 168.
observe you give mefull permission Faust, I. 74.

(6) brimming.
Like the tide of thefull and weary sea .... Rosal. 971.

(7) well-stored.
Our arsenals and our armories i.refull; . , . Hellas, 321.

(8) in blossom.
In one brainless skull, when the whitethorn isf, Ch. ist, II. 371.

(9) complete, entire.
Or hadst thou waited they«// cycle, .... Adonais, yixn\.n.
ThenismadeyK//tTiecircleof her light, . . . Horn. Moon, id.
Though the moon sleep &full hour later, . . . Jane, ill. 2.

(10) utter, absolute.
that thefull Hell Within me would infect . . . Julian, 351.

(11) bellied out with wind.
The sails arefull, the boat makes head .... Serchio, 92.

(12) heavily charged.
like^//cloudsattheScirocco'scryj . . . . Hellas vji
(13) sated.

And who, ixWfull, will cling for ever. .... (Edipus, I. 192.

(14) with of. a. fraught with.
I could address a word soy^// of peace . . . . Cwkz' n. ii. 103.
One scale isy«/? of j)romises, C4. ij/, IL 415.
The habitable earth iafull of bliss ; Damon, II. 69.

11 II ,1 ,, O. Afe*, VIIL 58.
And/«//of wonder, y»// of hope as he Dcemon, \\.i%2.
Their jocund dreams Avefull of mirth, .... Fr. Wine, 9.
our minds were/a// Of love iooB, xiLxxxvii.l.
our state Is strange.andy"a/f of doubt and fear; . M. W. G. v. 2.
though_/a//of gentle pride, Ot/to, II. 6.
The world isy«// of Strang delusion Peter, 11. x. 6.
The woods and lakes, .. .Ofdim stupidity werey;, VII. xviii.4.
my waking hours Toofull of care and pain. . . Prom. II. i. 55.
So with my thoughts^// of these happy changes, III. iv. 84.
of thy love. Orb most beautiful. Full, on, toof./ iv. 456.
Thorny, and_/^// of care, Q. Mab, VI. i^
Andy«//of wonder, j'5<//of hope as he. .... IX. 6l.
Yet ?a// of guile: Rosal. 2^0.
And thinefull of doubt for me We meet, I. 4.

b. sated with.
Ha ! ha ! ha I Vvafull of win& Cycl. 505.
Asy^// of blood as that of hydrogene, . . . , (Edipus,!. iSi.
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c. abounding or replete with.
• Loud, light, suspicious, Jull of eyes and ears, . CeHci^ II. i. J78.

a hyacinthJ^// Of honey-dew, Efitps. S3.

fiill of the choicest wares Of every sort, . . . Faust^ II. 299.
Iti my sweet boyj nowJull of worms— .... Laon^ VI. 1. 4.

Asy«// of flowers as thine of weeds, .... Magnet. Lady^ II. 4.

And from a caverny«// of ugly shapes, , . . , CBdipus.l. iKp.

In a basket, of grasses and wild flowers^^//, , . Sensit. Pi. ll. 45.
The world \sfull of Woodmen Woodman, 68.

d. suffused with.
My eyes are_/«// of blood ; . . * Cenct, III. \. 2.

Fnll, adv. (1) for not less than, fully.

Full half an hour, to-day, I tried my lot ... E. Williams, v. i.

(2) very.
"^xatn. her immortal limbs he leaped^w// soon, . Horn.. Merc. III. 6.

andfull soon That Youth arose, ...;.. Laon, Vlii. xxx. 5.

(3) perfectly.
_/«// well the gardener knows Fausi^l.ji.
The cattle's track . . .full well Is evident, . . Horn. Merc. LVIII. i.

*PnlL^ed, c. adj. gorged.
To pining famine and_^//^rf disease, . . . . Q. Mab, V. 49.

Fuller, adv. more thoroughly replete.

The dead fill me ten thousand fold Fuller . . . Death Nap. 28.

:t;FTillestr adj. (1) most entire and complete.
take^//if.r/ compensation . i Ch. tsl, II. 76.

(2) most bountiful or generous-
So that when Hope's deep source infullest flow, Zmou^ l.xxxviii. 7.

in Wisdom's_/«/fes-/ flow "— xi. xxii. 9.

Fnlness, n. (1) satiety.

and drank Wan moonlight even tofulness! . . Alastor, 606.

(2) amplitude, perfection.

Who loves thee in thefulness of his love. . I/om. Merc. Lxxix.8.

The long-protracted_^/«^jj of their woe ; . . . ^. iJ/a^, VIII. 182.

Fnlsome, adj, offensively adulatory.

, I hear t^extfulsome clamours echoed loud ; . M. N. Post. Fr. 56.

Ptunbling', pr. pple. Fig. groping.
^«iw5/«M^ with his palsied hands ! JI/(wA, xxiii. 4.

Ptunes, n. odours.
Or itsfutnes arise among the dew, Fr. Wine^ 8.

Pnxaum, n. smoke.
"Firey -vAUch ex luce preEbensfumum^ . . . . i^/cr, VI. xvii. i.

*PTin, n. sport, amusement.
tear it, ana gnash it ioxfun^ . Cycl. 347.

We shall have Taxe^fun. Faust^ li. 326.

While he conceived another piece oifun^ Hom. Merc. LXXXVIl, 6.

And there is little or nofun done; Feier^ in. i. 4.

Fnnctions, n. specific actions or offices.

every organ yet performed Its naturaly««c/z'(7^?5/ Q. Moby I. 144.

*pTUids, n. property or money.
Andfunds in fairy-money, bonds, and bills, . . CBdipus^ I. 202.

Pnnexal, n. obsequies, ceremony of burial.

After the^«c»-fl/all our kin Assembled, . . . Rosal. 457.

Funeral, c. adj., attr. A. Lit. things belonging to or con-

nected with burial.

^^funeral flowers to deck a living corpse, . . Cenci, V. iii. 42.

Was turned tofurural pomp— Ginevra. 162.

Felt the sound of thefuneral chaunt, . . . Sensit. PI. III. 6.

thyfuneral shrine Is thy mother's grief . . . . W. Shel. (3) I. 8.

and shook The light out of the^Kera/ lamps, . Witch^ LXX. 3.

B. Fig. (1) melancholy.
The rising tempest sung afuneral dirge, . . M.N. Fragmt. 12.

And breathes to the pale moon afuneral sigh. M. N. Spec. Mors. 4.

(2) expiring.
flames might light Thyy«?«rfl/ scene, . . . > Q. Mab^ VI. 132.

*FTUiereal, adj. (1) dismal-looking.

and from iSxatfunerealhax^ I leaned, .... Julian^ %%.

(2) mentally sad.

And as slow years pass, a_/^w^r^fl/ train . . . —— 489.

*rungi, n. plants commonly known as toadstools.

.And agarics, and^«^/, with mildew and mould Sensit. PI. in. 62.

Fnries, «. (1) daughters of Nox and Acheron.

crowned with leaves devoted to the Furies, . . (Edipus^ 1. 18.

(2) Fig. wild fiends.

Oifuries, driving by upon the wounding storms. Prom. i. 271.

Pnrions, adj. in angry mood.
i^«r«?«J he rode, where late he ran, , . . .' . /fe/c?-, VI. xix, i.

Pnrl, V. tr. close or fold together.

Their filmy pennons at her word theyfurl, . . Q. Mab, i. 61.

*Purled, •v. tr. closed.
Andfurled its -weaxied-wmg ^. ,^^5, II. 20.-

*Purled, //. (1) enclosed, included.
Orbits, measureless, are^Woi Ode to Heaven, $1.

(2) enwrapped.
and in that Beautyy«r/^ Which penetrates . . Epips. 102.

Furnace, n. an enclosed fire.

shone As iti afurnace buniing sedretly .... Alastor, ^53.
As within afurnace bright, Eug. Hills, 105.

may waste and melt In the yAvtfiefurnace f . . Laoti, Ix. xi. 4.
From thefurnace, white atid hot, , Prom. i. 532.

^Furnace-sparks, c. n. scintillations of a furnace.

Are more thanfurnace^parks or rainbow-drops Prol. Hellas, 164.

Furnaces, n. Fig. big fires.

furnaces Soon blazed thro' the wide City, . . . Loon, a. xlv. 6.

Furnish^ v. tr. provide, supply.
Furnish with food seamen in want of it ? , . . Cycl. 89.

That one ytoxXdfurnish forth ten dinners, , . Peter, iii. xiii, i.

Furniture, n. moveable chattels.

Upon his books andfurniture at Lincoln, . , Ch. 1st, ill. 47.

Furor, n. rage or madness.
he Who hisfuror verborum assuages .... Peter, vi. xiv, 3.

Furrows, n. face lines.

Smoothing away the unmeaning^rrtfEVJ.* . . vii. iiii5.

Further, adj. additional, continued.
There the Vo^sfurther pleasure will be known. Cenct, fv. iv. 156.

I overrule Further proceedings, ...... V. ii. 187.

Further, adv. (1) beyond the present.

Permit one questioi)^?'/^^?'.* Calderon, i. 267-

(2) more deeply or acutely.

Whose stingings bade thy heart look_/9/rM. still, Q. Mab, IX. 182.

Fury, n. (1) unreasoning auger, brutal violence.

They»rV of ^^^ venomed scourge. Falsehood, 88.

Ifmen must rise and stamp.withy«ry blind . . Laon,Ded.-%l'V.%.
Munched children with^ry, /fe^^^, vi. xxxviii.5.

That mocked his^*^' and prepared his fall. . . Q. Mab, ix. 37.

(2) violence.
thej^rjr Of this earthquaking hurricane . . , Calderon, l\. ^^.
to soothe Ihevcfury to Favonian gentleness ; . il. 156.

Oft have I brav'd the Chill night-tempest'syarj', St. Ir. (2) II. 3.

Furze, n. a spiny shrub {i/iex Europ(BUs).
Through forest^j^^^e, and bog, (Edipus,Xl.\u\2%.

*Fuss, n. foolish bustle.

on that indignanty«jj Peter, IV. vi. 3.

Future, fi. (11 as a personification of time to come.
till the Future dares Forget the Past Adonais, I. 7.

call Thefuture from its cradle Epips. $21.

"Righ in the Future^stoynets Faf,far away, 11,2.

In the dark Future's ever-flowing urn : . . , . JLaon, I. xxv. 3.

the homeless Future's wintry grove ; IX. xx. 5.

at the leap To which the F., like a sftaky scourge, xi. ix. 6.

Or do we see the Future pass Questions, 3.

(2) time to come.
make the present Dark as tkie.future!^ . . . Ch. ist, l. 26.

As if thefuture and the past were all Treasured Ginevra, 130.
Can make thefuture present—let it come ! . . Hellas, 759.
Of thee and me, thefuture and the past ; . . . —— 767.
Thefuture and the past are idle shadows . . . 783.
Wouldst thou behold the^^rff^^ask and have ! 803.
Thefuture must become the past, 924.
The past is Death's, thefuture is thine own ; . Loon, Vlii. xxii. 7.

flings Thefuture, a broad sunrise, .... —'— ix xxv. 7.

i^e^future to the past will bind— ...... IX. xxvii. 5.

Fear not ^efuture, xi, xviii. 1.

The past andfuture were forgot, Lerici, 25.

Thefuture looks as black as death, (Bdipus, I. 96.
And thefuture is dark, and the present is spread Prom. i. 562.
asin aglass, Thej'^^rtf.- 1.663.
Thefuture, from the causes which arise . * , Q. Mab, I. 172.

I will teach The secrets of the^/«r«. .... II. 67.
A warning for ^efuture, *-— III. 8.

nor deduce The^/«re from the present, . . , III. loi.

Now, Spirit learn The secrets of thefuture,— . Vlll. 3.

Cast from the envious^^^/wre on the time, . . . Sonn. Byron, 11.

Future, adj, to come, that is to be.

and ever in soft dreams Oifuture love .... Loon, VI. i. 6,

or dreamless sleep Holds every future leaf and
flower ;

—

Mont B. 90.
Fire is left {orfuture burning : Prom. I. 507.

4:Futurit7, n. time to come.
now gaze on mine. Futurity Dcemon^ll. 28.
What awaits on futurity's mist-covered shore ? . Death, Dial. 20.

Futurity Exposes now its treasure ; Q. Mab. VIII. 50.
The dim mists oifuturity ? St. Ir.{^ v. 4.
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*Oa1>, n. prating, facile speech.
You, Purganax, who have the g;ift o' the^a*, .

*0adareau, n. of Gadara in Judea.
Drowned in the Gadarean sea—

:|:Gaddlnir, pr. pple, roaming idly.
Your Gadfly, as it seems, is tired <kgadding.

*Oad-fiies, ?z. pi. of Gadfly.
like lean herds pursued By gadflies^ ....

*Oadfly, n. a two-winged fly.

I chose a Leech, a Gadfly^ and a Rat. . .

The^fl^:^ was the same which Juno sent . .

But if This Gadfty should drive lona hither ?

Your Gadfly^ as it seems, is tired of gadding.
The Gadfly^s venom, fifty times distilled, . .

*Gaily» adv, (1) quickly, briskly.
And bubbles gaily in this golden bowl . .

Put Q^gaily from shore !

—

(2) cheerfully, beautifully.
And gaily now meseems serene earth wears

Oain, V. tr. (1) reach,, attain.
Bicker and bum tQ gain their destined goal : .

CEdipuSy I. 404.

I-56-

I. 219.

Laon^ X. xlii. g.

(Bdipus^ I. 151.

1. 176.
1. 219,
I- 352.

Cenci^ I. iii. 78.

Fugitives^ ir. 7.

Laon^ IV. xxxii. 7.

DcEfnon^ II. 247.
Q. Mab^ IX. 154.
Faust^ II. 93.

II. 403.

Witch^ Lxxii. 5.

. Julian^ 365.

. Laon^ VI. ix. 7.

. Ck. isl, I. 49.

. Julian, 335.

Cycl. 182.

Laon, IV. xii. g.

and^az'w This pinnacle of isolated crag.
Gain this rising ground, ...
(2) attain to.

This task, mine, Laon !—thou hast much togain; Z^wm, ii.xxxviii.2.
than virtue's self can j^a/« Triumph, 220.

(3) earn, win.
What men gain fairly—that they should possess, Fr. Peo. Eng. 8.

Gain, n. {Vs the acquisition of property,
though somewhat over fond oigain, . . . Hbm. Merc. Lxxxiv. 6.
unshared pleasure, sordid gain, or fame \ . . . Q. Mab, v. 35.
Blig^hting all prospect but of selfish gain, . . v. 84.
No jealous intercourse of wretched gain, . . v. 233.

(2) wealth, money.
norfear, nor^am Could tempt Laon, ix. x. 8.
all his evil^iizw The miser . .... '" •

(3) advantage over others.
In any madness which the world calls gain^

Gained, v. tr. reached.
not overthrown It gained the shelter . . .

Gained,//. (1) attained.
he has p-azM^t^This height of noon— . .

Until the end was gained
(2) got, obtained.

Had never^azWdf admission here Falsehood, -3,6.

(3) won, received.
The praise which I have^a/«f(/ will yet remain.
Than they have ^^ergained or ever lost of yore.

(4) drawn or extracted.
How much, . . . Of pleasure may hegained^ . . Epips. 183.

*GainfQl, adj. profitable.
the ^aziw/^/ trade Of giving soldiers rations bad— Peier^ 11. x. 4.

Gains, v. I. tr. (1) obtains.
Whose impotence an easy pardon gains^ . . . Drsnton, 11. 288.

, » . M I) I) M ... Q. Mab, IX. 195.

(2) wms.
so that he ^az»j Some trivial point M.N.Post.Fr.^^.

II. intr. profits.

But he ^hogains by base and armed wrong, . . Fr. Peo. Eng. 12.

*Gains, n. (1) profits on trading.
Counts his sure gains, and hums a song ; . . Devil xix 4_

(2) booty.
And with th&rgains to lift my name . . . . Falsehood, 83.

'Gainst. (See Against.)

Gait, n. manner of walking.
Or cold, staid ^flz'/, or false and hollow smiles, . Prom. ill. iv. 42.

*Gala, €. adj. attr. festival.

To wear one's orders upon gala days. . . Faust, II. 263.
Gale, n. (1) a strong wind.
O'er the billows of the ^a/tf/ Eug. Hills, 5$.Numerous as leaves that strew the autumnal^./ Laon, i. xxix.'4.
Like insect tribes before the northern ^a/e.* . . v. viii. 2.
And still before the ocean and the gale The ship

fled fast viii.xxvi.4.
I die like mist upon the jra/^ Two Fr. Love 1,4.
flickerinffinribbons within the fierce ^fl/tf.' . . Vis. Sea, 2.'

Whose depths . . . ar-e unmoved hyth& gale, . . 16.
the clouds that bound it Darkly strew the ^«/£. . W. Shel. i. /^.

(2) a light breeze or current of air.
On the morning's fitful ^a/e Bug, Hills, 84.
tells her tale To the odour-scented ^a/e, .... Fr. Invitn. 5.
but she rose, and on the^o/a Laon, I. xviii. 5.
and the sorrowing^a/eWaked in those ruins grey II. x. 8.
floats on the pause of the summer jffl/^'j swelll . M. N. RavaiL 12.
In horror pause on the fitful gale M.N. Spec. Hors. 57.
as on the ^a/e A rapid shadow Witck XLiii. 6.

*Galeaz Tisdonti, Lord of Milan, b. 1277, d. 1328.
Galeae Visconti, Borgia, Ezzelin, Cenci, 11. ii. 49.

Gales, n. (See Gale (1).)
That vanishes among the viewless ^a/ay / . . . Mont B. 59.

^Galilean, adj. Christian.
Fat with the flesh of Galilean slaves Hellas, 550.
The Galilean serpent forth did cre^p, .... Ode Lib. Vlll. 14.

Gall, n. A. Lit. bile, contents of the gall-bladder.
Which weeps within tears as of burning ^a// . . Cenci, V. iii. 67.
and make its tears First like hoX. gall, .... Rosal. 481.

B. Fig. bitterness, unhappiness.
Of tears and ^fl//. Adonais, LI. 7.

The bitterest of those drops of treasured gall, . Prom. Ill, iv, 162.
Many then wept, not tears, but jfa// Rosal. '321.

Gallant, adj. fine, handsome. •
Their^a//««/ riders, while they check their pride, Ch. ist, I. 145.

Gallantly, adv. bravely, handsomely,
yourgay mask Was performed ^flZ/aM/Z^". . , . li. 3.

Galled, v. tr. Fig. vex or harass.
how it ^a/ferf and bit His weary mind, . . . . Pr. Athan.\.ii%.

Gallery, n. a room or passage devoted to pictures.
and, as we pass The £?«//<!/-_)', Ch. isi, \i. ^'jZ.

Galling', pr. pple. vexing, irritating.

'Twas^a///K^to be critic-bitten:

—

Peter, vi. \. \.
i^Galloping', n. moving at a gallop.
The^a//<3/;w^of fiery steeds makes pale , . . Hellas, ^2$.

Gallows, n. an apparatus for execution by hanging.
And married her to the ^a//(?wj CEdipus, I. 20J^.

tGallns, n. a name used by Virgil.
Who denies verse to ffaZ/MJ? Virgil, z.
let us pursue The melancholy loves of Galltis. . 9.
when unworthy love possessed Your Gallus ? . 14.
What madness is this, Gallus ? 24.

Game, n. A. Lit. animals pursued for sport or sustenance.
I am quite sick of the wild mountain game, . Cycl. 226.
B. JFig. transf. sense.

When its sacredgame is roused, Cenci, V. i. 8.
till you have hunted down yoxir gam£, . . . (Edipus, II. ii. 114.

Game, n. a pursuit, object, amusement. Fig. a. of war or
politics.

And, thisgame won—which if lost, all is lost— . Ch. \st, 11. 352.
Proud umpire of the impious ^(ZW2«, . , . . Hellas, 447.
play A losinggame into each other's hands, . . Q. Mab, ill. 17^
War is the statesman's game, iv. 16S.

b. of the intercourse of lovers.
Who knows whether the lovinggame is played, . Fiordispina, 78.

Games, n. Fig. schemes, purposes.
One of thy ^a»«&s then to have played, . . . . Falsehood, ^2.

Gamesome, adj. playful.
as ^a»feej(3?»e infants' eyes, With gentle meanings, Alastor, 441.

'Gan, (See Began.)
*Gan^, n. multitude. .

Wakening the world's ^eadgang,— Hat. Ant. VI. 6.

IjlGan^rened, //, Mg. injured, eaten into.
Of heavy chains has ^ow^r^w^*^ his sweet limbs, Cenci., 11. i. 71.

Ganymede, n. Jupiter's cupbearer.
I would not leave this 6^awj'?wafe. 0^-591-
I am the Ganytnede of Jupiter e;g2.

Pour forth heaven's wine, Idsean Ganymede^ . . Prom. ill. i. 25.
Gaolers, 71. keepers of prisons.
The gaolers sent those of the liberal schism Free Witch, lxxv. 6.

Gap, n. (1) an opening or rift,

clouds that haunt The^. ofsome cleft mountain. Allegory, i. 6-

(2) a breach made in a wall.
Heave the tower Into the ^a^

—

Hellas, 121.
spurs a Tartarian barb Into the ^a^, '839.

Gape, 7). intr. A. Lit. (1) of persons, stare open-mouthed.
I now^aj*e at Jupiter himself, Cycl. 191.

(2) of material things, open widely.
Oh, that the earth would ^. / Hide me, oh God ! Cenci, II. i. iii.
what earthquakes made it ^fl/e and split, . . Epips. ix^.
O, that the earthquake's grave Woulcf^o^e, . Laon, x. xx. 5.
Sa.wgape beneath the chasms of fire immortal, x. xl, 3.

B. J'ig. of immaterial things,
aad Fraud shall gape below, .... . /Vt?/. Hellas, 14S.
Gape like a hell within ! . Prom. 1. 56.

Gaped, v. intr. were open.
its sides Gaped wide with many a rift, . . . Alastor, 302.

Gapes, V. intr. Fig. opens widely.
"Kre gapes the grave's unclosing deep, .... Falsehood, gS.
Hell, gapes for ever for the unhappy slaves . . Q. Mab, VI. 108.

Gaping^, pr. pple. staring open-mouthed.
Gaping and torpid they retired, Peter, VII. xvi. 4. •

Gaping-, /^/. afl>'. A. Lit. (1) open-mouthed, wondering."
which Brained many z.gaping pig CEdipu^, i. 231:.
Thejfa^zK^ neighbours came next day— . . .Peter I, xv. i.

N n
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(2) wide open or opening.
For your ^a^/wp-gulph, Cycl $^^.
the ^o/zM^ earth then vomited Legions .... £aon^ ill. v. 5.

B. jFig^. ever open.
But, unredeemed, go to the gaping grave. . . Q,^ Ma5, vii. 145.

Gaps, «. openings or breaches.
in those green harbours Farmers called ga^s, . Serckio^ 82.

*aaramaut, n. a region of North Africa,
And the swart tribee of Garamani and Fez, . . (Bdipus, I. 171.

And the rude kings of pastoral Garamani— . Wiich^ XI. 2.

Garb, n. dress, uniform or livery.
For they thrive well, whose ^ar3 of gore, . . . Devil^ xx. i.

whose degraded limbs the tyrant's^, did wear. Laon^ III. vi. 9.

Garbagre, n. Fig. used of anything foul or offensive.

that earth is now become The tyrant's garbage^ . I. xxxiv. 4.
who loathes alway The garbage and the ecum . K. xxiv. 9.

*Garbed, pp. dressed, habited.
Guards, jfa/-d^(f in blood-red livery, g. Afa^, IV. 173.

Garbs, fi. dresses, habits.
whose ^ar^j betray The blackness ZaoM, XII. ii. 3.

Garden, n, A. Lit. an enclosed cultivated piece of ground.
house and heath z.n^ garden made dear to thee April^ ^^'^ ^^*

then we threw his heavy corpse i' i}i\t.garden . Cenci^ IV. lii. 46.
this world of life Is as 2. garden ravaged, . . . Epips. 187.
Alone within vi\^ garden now her own

; . . . . Ginevra^ 40.
Met his own image walking in the garden. . . Prom. I. 193.
A Sensitive Plant in z. garden grew, Sensit. PL i. i.

And the Spring arose on ^e. garden fair, . . . I. 5.

In the garden^ the field, or the wilderness, . , I. 10.

Grew m that garden in perfect prime, .... i. 40.
Which led through the garden along and across, I. 50.
Tended ^& garden from morn to even : ... II. 9.
I doubt not the flowers oiihsA.garden sweet . . II. 29.
Thus moved through thegarden ministering , . II. 58-
Three days the flowers otthegarden fair, . . , III. i.

Thegarden, once fair, became cold and foul, . III. 17.

That jfayrffiK swe^t, that lady fair, IV. 17.

Along the ^fl/-dfe7^ and across the lawn, .... Un/. Br. igy,

B. Fig. (1) a beautiful place.

A garden shall arise, . . . Surpassing fabled Eden. Q. Mab, IV. 88.

(2) used equivocally.
Such still within mygarden grow Paust, II. 334.

Garden, c. adj. attr. beautiful as gardens.
Till through "^ysxs^x garden islets Prom. il. v. 91.

*Garden-isles, c. n. islands beautiful as gardens.
Those lonely realms bright garden-isles begem, , Damon, 11. 106.

„ „ „ „ „ ,, . Q. Mab^ VIII. loi.

Gajrdener, n. the cultivator of a garden.
full well the ^ayiflffw*^ knows Paust.l.ji.
The over-busy ^arflfe«e#-V blundering toil, . . . Wiicn, Ded. iv.S.

Gardens, n. pi. of Garden
Upon your fields. Your p-,, and your house-tops, . Hellas, 436.
uncultivated loveliness Of^ar^sfeKJ long run wild, Q. Mab^ II. 195.

Garish, adj. (1) distinctly seen.

the clear and ^a*-zj^ hills, Alastor,\g\.

(2) bright.
It is z^garish^ broad, and peerinig day ; . . . . Cenct, il. i. 177.

Than for these ^arw>^ summer days, . . K^zV.?^, LXXVIII. 7.

(3) showy.
No net of words in garish colours wrought . . Gisb. 8.

Garland, n. Fig. (1) a wreath.
Where the pine its garland weaves Jane^ Inviin^ 52.

(2) of honour, disgrace, pleasure, &c.
These brows thy branding^aWa«(/ bear, . . . Hellas, 679.
Gathering a^ar/awrfof the strangest flowers, . Q. Mab^ ix. 52.

*Garlanded, //). (1) vi'reathed.

the twine Of direst weeds \\z.n^_& garlanded— . . Marenghi, IX. 2,

with sunfire garlanded, A divme work ! . . . . Ode Lib. V. 8.

(2) woven into a garland.
Though ^aWfl«£?5c^ by me Q. Mab, Ded. 12.

*Garlandless, adj. Fig. not decked with garlands.
Dragged to his altars soiled and garlandless, , Prom.. III. iv. 186.

Garlands, n. wreaths of flowers.

Theirgarlands sere, their magic mantles rent ; . Adonais, xxx. 2.

With ^aWa«(/.y pied and starry sea-flower crowns. Prom. III. ii. 47.
axiA garlands bound With amaranth flowers, ; Rosal. 1307.

Garment, n. Fig. (1) a covering, that which covers.

The thin and painted ^ar?«e«^ of the Earth, . . Prol. Hellas^ 213.

Robed in Sigarntent of untrodden snow ; . . , Q. Mab, IV. 9.

(2) apparent or seeming covering.

As the garment of thy sky. Clothes the world . Eug. Hills, 169.

(3) of the human body.
cast its mortal garmeni Among the Slain— . . Hellas, 397.

(4) mental covering.
and weave The garm.. of the glory which it wears, 418.

(5) a protection.
seek A^ar?M£«/whom thou clothestnot? . . /V. .4Ma«. Ii. iv. 19.

^Garmented, pp. clothed.
A lovely lady ^fl^wc«/£i/ in light Witch, y. i.

Garments, n. A. Lit. habiliments, clothes.
That you put off, 2ls garments overworn, . , . Cenci, ill. i. 208.

All the wrought tapestries and garments gay.— Horn. Merc. xxx. 7.

Floating at intervals ^^egarments white . . . Laon, VI. xliv. 7.

B. Fig. (1) said oflight or rays.
Clothing her form m garments glittering far, . Horn. Moon, 11.

(2) of foliage.

Under the leaves which their green ^ar/w. make, . Rosal. 1254..

Garner, n. storehouse or granary.
In the^a/-M£7-of his foe, Eug. Hills, 219.

jGarret, n. the topmost room.
I Went to the garret o( the swineherd's tower, . (Edipus, I. 325-

Garrison, n. a. body of troops stationed in a town or fort.

Thegar. of Patras Has store but for ten days, . Hellas, 555.
Gashes, n. incised wounds.
thou shalt see the gashes In my sweet boy, , , Laon, VI. 1. 3.

Gasp, V. intr, (1) respire convulsively.
I ^(w/, I faint, till they wake again Music, Ipant,\.6,

(2) sound intermittently.
the clarions Gasp to us on the wind's wave. . . Ch, ist, I. 120.

Gasp, n. a. convulsive breath.
the alternate^oj^ Of his faint respiration , . , Alastor, 6SS-

*Gasped, v. intr. respired convulsively.
they Yelled, gasped, and were abolished ; . . . Prom.. IV. 316.

Gasping", ppl. adj. convulsive.
quelled His ^aj^zVz^ breath, Alastor, \%%.
Catch the warrior's gasping breath Mexican, l. 9.

fGaspin^s, n. convulsive respirations.
And hear his breath its own swift^oj^. smother Laon, II. xvii. 4.

Gasps, n. (See Gasp, n.)
quick dying gasps Of the life meeting, .... vi. xxxvi. 3.

Gate, n. A. Lit. an entrance, door or doorway.
Your fief that lies beyond the Fincian gate.— . . Cenci, I. i. 3.
It is the iron gate. Which ye left open, .... iv. ii. 40.
but the guards are waiting At his own gate, . . v. i. 'je^.

You torch-bearers, advance to the great^a/e, . . Ch. ist, I. 114.
Around the£-ate of the Eternal Fane .... Deemon^ II. 313.
fresh moon-fight Before o\yx gate, Epips. 534.
Save where many a palace gate With green

sea-flowers overgrown Eug. Hills, 129.
Man the Sera^lio-guard ! make fast the gate. . Hellas, 1 14!
Apollo soon will pass within this gate . . Horn. Merc, xxvil. i.

Methought that gate was lifted, Laon, iii. xxv. i.

Therefore to the gate Of the Imperial House, . . v. xx. 4.
came even to the City's wall And the great ^ajfe, vi. ii. 2.
I leapt On the ^a/^*J- turret, vi. iii. 9.
and from the ^a/tf availed to drive vi. vi. 4.
a gorgeous gate, which stood Piercing the clouds Mar. Dr. xviii. 2.
She looked on that gate of marble clear, . . . xviii, ^.
And can leap ax\y gate in all Boeotia, .... (Edipus, Ii. ii. iib.
As rainy wind thro' the abandoned ^<z& .... F^om. i, 217.We are steaming up from Hell's wide^a/e . i, ^jjg,

A sentinel was sleeping at ^A\egate: ni. iv, «.
No more inscribed, as o'er the gate of hell, . . m. iv. 135.
I dwelt beside the prison gate, Rosal. 902.
and o'er the ^a/is Was sculptured, 'To Fidelity' ; 1054.
B. Fig. (1) said of death, heaven, and sleep.

Does the dark^a/e of death Conduct .... Alastor 211.
Death is agate of dreariness and gloom, . . . Damon, 11. 2t;6.

n )i Vi n n . . . Q. Mab, IX. 161.
The golden gate of Sleep unbar, Epithal. (2) 23.
The guardian of heavens palace ^(z/tf. . . . . Falsehood, ic^.
When virtuous spirits through thegate of Death Prol. Hellas, 152.

(2) of a man's mind.
Because he locks, then barricades the^a/a , . , Gisb. 228.

(3) the horizon-
rent the Hesperian ^a/e Of mountains, .... Laon, Vli. xiii. &
By the path of the gate of the eastern sun, . . . Vis. Sea, loi.
at one gate They encounter, but interpenetrate. . 119.

Gates, n. A. Lit. (See Gate. A. Lit.)
Look to iAye gates that none escape! Cenci, IV. iv. 54.
diffuse Their lustre througjh its adamantine ^a/£j. Deenton^ I. 228.
The Daemon and the Spirit Entered the eternal g. i. 231.
The walls are higfh, the gates are strong, . . . Epips. 396.
thro' the City's hundred^a/ej Were poured, . . Laon, v. xvi. i.

saw the throng below Stream througli the gates vi. iv. 6.
and triumphant^., all bright With workmanship, Mar. Dr. x. 3,
Over corn-fields, gates, and hedges Peter, VI. xx.6.
B. Fig. (1) ways, paths.

Though from their hundred gates the leagued
Oppressors, Naples, 74.

(2) said of sleep and death.
The golden gates of Sleep unbar, Bridal, I. i.

,, ,, 11 M Epithal. 12.

Swift unbar The gates of Sleep f (2) 22.
or close The gates of death, ........ Laon, X. xxxvi. 8.
The gates of that dark refuge closed, .... Rosal. ^lyj.

Gather^ v. I. tr. (1) bring tog-ether.

Gather these chosen leaders of the rebels, , , . Ch. 1st, 11, 353.
(2) collect.

Honey from silkworms who can ^a/^r, . . . Critic, i. i.

did \ gather food To feed my many thoughts : . Laon, 11. ix. 8.
and men shall^a/^/- ashes Prol. Hellas iTO
(3) pluck.

^^

Which the same hand will ^flMc*'— Fiordispina, \Z.
To gather for her festal crown of flowers . . . Prom. I. 468.
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(4) gain or attain.

Tliey ne'er will^aMtfr strength, A/ionats, ix. g.
The winffM shadows seemed to gather speed. . Drnmon^ i. 149.
shall ^flMtf^-Strengthfor the coming- day, . , . Protn. ill. iii. 103.
The coursers seemed to gather speed ; . . . . Q. Ma\ I. 239.

(5) learn, deduce or infer.

some word Which none qqv. gather yet, . . . Laon, xi. x. 9.
as they^flMcr The spirit of thy love ProL Hellas^ \i^.
the causes which arise In each event, \ gather i Q. MaL i. 17^.

(6) draw.
V-

.
/d

Gather thy blood iptp thy heart ; Ode Lib. xiv. 14.

II. intr. (1) of persons, assemble.
And young man gather when their tyrants sleep, Loom, iv. xiii. 3.
malte human throngs gather and rise .... vil. xxxiv. 4.
Gather^ O gather^ Foeman and friend .... Ode^ Arise, 36.
Gathery& up in legions from the deep ? . . . . Front. I. 462.

" Look, sister, where a troop of spirits gather^ , . i. 664.

(2) of things, darken, tliicken.
Andgrey shades^aMer in the woods: .... Rosal. 138.

(3) come, collect.

The heavy tears jfa/^r and flow : 413.
Would^fl^^r in the light serene Of smiles, . . 831.
Gather among the stars the clouds of night. . Summer-Evg. 18.

(4) with round or about^ draw near.
but^a^>^yround, And prune theirsunnyfeathers DcE7Hon,il. 163.

I) . M ,, ,, „ „ Q. Mab, VIII. 221.
The survivors round the embers Gather in dread. Prom. i. 559.
Gather about great fires, and yet feel cold : . . Summer, 17.

Gathered, v. I. tr. (1) collected, put together.
He gathered in a delve upon the ground— . Horn. Merc. xix. 2.

(2) gained, attained.
her voice the calmness which it shed Gathered, . Laon, v. xlvii. 3.

(3) received, took.
Gathered them both into familiar Affection Horn. Merc, ijcxxvi. 6.
Gath. her wildered babes around him as his own. Laon, Vlll. x. 9.
II. intr. (1) assembled,

and jfa/^ersi/ in the streets, ..,,,,. . /V-£7?«. III. iv. 59.

(2) with rounds drew near.
ViO-^gathered XQ\m^ The fallen tyrant ;— . . . Laon^ V. xxix. 2.

And round me gathered with mute countenance, vill. xxvi. 6.

(3) with «/, arose.

Tillalead-colouredfog^aMfirfif/up from the deep Vis. Sea, 49.
Gathered, pp. (1) assembled together.
Gathered in fear upon the lofty prow, .... Horn. Castor^ 12.
had gathered there From the sleep of bondage ; . Xmoh, v. xlv. 4.
Around the City millions gathered were, . . . ix. xii. 4.

(2) of dust, mist, &c., congregated, accumulated.
Gathered around their chariots as they go ; . . Hellas, 206.
A vapour like the sea's suspended spray Hung g. : Laon, I. xi. 5.
but like soft dews ... hung jfa/:Ae^fii:^ there, . . xii. xiv. 3.
With ten millions gathered there, Ode to Heaven, 53.
\vdA gathered xh^T& Flake after flake, .... Prom.. Ii. iii. 38.'

They [waves] are gathered and driven .... iv. 43.
(3) withdrawn, taken.

Is gathered into death without a dawn Adonais, xxix. 3.And he is ^a/Aff^fiflT to the kings of thought . . XLVlil. 7.
like eclipse which had been gathered up . . . Prom. IV. 513.
(4) of thought, concentrated.

and as the rays Ofthought were sloy/Xy gathered, 11. i. 87.
(5) stored, treasured.

Each {loMverst gathered in my heart Q. Mab, Ded. 15.

(6) brought back, restored.
Again into the quivers of the Sun B^gathered— . Prol. Hellas, 191.

(7) crouched together.
And gathered in a lump, hands, feet, and head, . Horn. Merc, XL. 4.

Gathered, ppl. adj. (1) assembled.
Ths.gathered ^0^:^% into the rock-roofed cave. . Cycl. 74.
(%) folded, wrapped.

Which thro' her floating locks and^flA^erefifcloke, ZMon, I. Ix. 6.

(3) accumulated, pent up.
The ^iz/^ar^rf sobs her quivering- accents broke, . 11. xlvii. 5.
which bent with gathered weight vi. xxxiii. 3.
Ere yet its ^aMtfrsf^ flood feeds Vi. xii. 7.
Month after month the jfa^^r^^sf rains descend . Sonn. Nile, i.

"

(4) concentrated.
was o'er the world itsgathered beams to bear. . Laon, iv. xvi. 9.
casts on them The gathered rays Prom. ill. iii. 53.
(5) puckered,.frowning.

And ere with rapid lips and'^a/>5(?re(^ brow . . Laon, iii. vii. i.
the King with gathered brov;, and lips Wreathed v. xxiii. 6.
beneath the shade Ofgathered eyebrows, . . vi. ix. 4.

GatTieiAxigf pr. pp/e. (1) of animated beings, congregating.
See, his beloved dogs axe gathering round— . Bion. Adon. 15.
Gathering round with wings all hoar, .... Eug. Hills, 74.
The mighty multitude here may be seen Gather., Faust, ii. 149.
Legions s&emed gathering from the misty levels Laon, III. xxiii. 4.And that the multitude was gathering wide ; . . iv. x. i.
our tribes were gathering far v. vi. 6.A band of brothers gathering round me, . . . vi. ix, i.

(2) of inanimate' objects, effects, &c., accumulating,
assembling, arising,

the thunder-smoke Is^aMfiM'w^on the mountains, Gisb. 117.
When, gathering fast, around, above and under, Laon, i. ii. 3.

while the gleam Of the unrisen moon , . . Is^.— Laon, I. xllx, 7.

Which gathering, filled that dome of woven light, I. Iv, S.

^(Z/A^^«w^ like a cloud The very wind , , . . 11. xxxi. z.

1 seemed to hear Sonnda gathering upwards ! . HI. iv._6.

The jfa^^sr2«^ of a wind among the woods— . . v. xxxi. 3.

loud winds were gathering overhead VI. xxxvii. g.

Louder and louder, gathering round, .... Naples^ 48,

Gathering round me, onward borne, Front. I. 6^g.
G^aMe^'zw^ again in drops upon the pines, . . . II. 1. 84.

When the tempest was gathering ,.,... Vis. Sea, 60.

(3) collecting.

The expenses Ofi^a/^^rz«p-shipmoney, . , . , Ch. ist, ll. 2^0.

Gathering irova all those nomes now desolate, . Laon, vi. Ii. 6.

(4) gaining, increasing in.

gathering beauty as she grew, II. xxiii, 7,

gathering as thou dost roll The love Prom. IV. 521.

(5) plucking, picking.
Singing and gathering flower after flower, . . Matilda, 41.
singing here Kndgathering flowers, 50.

(6) taking life or activity.

From sp^n%gathering up beneath, ..... Front. I. 792.

(7) selecting, choosing.
Gathering the sweetest fruit in human reach . . Laon, iv. xxi. 3,

Gathering a garland of the strangest flowers, . Q. Mab, IX. 52.

(8) becoming visible.

While the faint stars were gathering overhead.— Sunset, 20.

Gathering, ppl. adj. Q-) increasing in sound,
in circling; flight The ^a^A^Ww^ music rose— . Horn. Merc. UiXl.y.
a. gathering shout Bursts like one sound . . . Laon, xii. x, i.

(_2) increasing in volume.
Away! the^. winds will call the darkness soon, April, 1814, ^.
The^aM^riw^ waves rent the Hesperian gate . Laon, vii. xih. 6.
Behind, its ^flif^er(«^billows meet iVi7W2. II. ii. 61.

(3) in process pt formation.
round the ^a/>4tf^z«^ sphere, IV- 169.

(4) passing to a new existence,
I lived and saw, and ikvegathering souS. . . . Rosal. 1045.

Gathers, v. I. Ir. (1)- assembles or collects.

SLudgathers strength around its trembling thrones. Laon, IV. xxiii. g.

(2) enjoys, takes.
That kiss is dead, which Wenus gathers yet. . , Bion. Adon. 12.

(3) attains to, obtains.
in the shape of that Which ^. birth in its decay. . Hellas, 891.

(4) garners, ha'rv'ests.

Whilst the cold hand gathers its scanty fruit, . Ireland, 9.

(5) gains increase of.

the sleeping tempest ^iiM^rj might Triumph, ^2.

II. intr. (1) becomes wrinkled.
The smooth brow gathers, Alastor, 534,
(2) arises gradually.

gathers around The pine forest Matilda, 19.

(3) collects or comes together.
and foam Gathers upon the sea, Moschus, 6.

(4) overspreads gradually.
through the gloom ^z.tgathers round ! . . . . Q. Mab, IV. 37.

Gaudy, adj. showy, gay in colour.
Fade like gaudy flowers that blow— Mexican, 11. 7.
Would place a. gaudy mock-bird Witch, lxxiv. 4.

XGiSLvH, n. France.
Leagued to quench thy flame in Gaul. .... Mask, Lix. 4.

Gaunt, adj. (1) lean and bony.
gaunt and wasting now, Laon, x. xiv. 6.
Goddess bare, Suudgauni, and pale, CEdipus, 11. ii. i.

all gaunt And sanguine beasts her gentle looks
made tame Witch, vi. 4.

(2) bare, dreary-looking,
a cavern huge and gaunt; ......... Allegory, i. 3.
under a cavern ^aM«^.* H^zVc>4, XI. 4.

*Gauzy, adj. thin, transparent.
Who totters forth, wrapt in a ^flMs-jr veil, . . WaningMoon, 2.

Gave, V. I. tr. (1) bestowed as a gift, presented.
Maron, the son of the God, eave it me. . . . Cycl. 1^4.
Gave any ofyour stores to these false strangers ; 247.
Bacchus, whom' I ^az;tf thee of to drink 527.
'^ixst gave me wine and then burnt out my eye, . 686.
the portion which my father ^at/e To Phoebus, Horn. Merc. xxix. 5.To whom be gave the lyre that sweetly sounded, Lxxxvii. i.A dying poet^aw me books, Z^wk, 1. xxxvii. 4,
O'er all things but tbyself I gave thee power, . . From. I. 273.
I j^az/fi all He has ; and in return I. 381.
Then Prometheus Gave wisdom, ... to Jupiter, . 11. iv. 44.He ^az/fi man speech, li. iv. 72.
and Apollo bought And gave it to this daughter : Witch, xxxi. 6.
^egave Strange panacea in a crystal bowl:— . LXix. i.

(2) handed over in payment.
gave us in exchange These lambs Cycl. 235.
Kndgave him in return the glittering lash, . Hont. Merc. LXXXV. i.
Gave twenty pounds for some ;— Peter, v. xvi. 2.

(3) bestowed or confened as compensation,
her father, for such gentle ties Renounced, gave

glorious gifts, Horn. Venus, 27.
(4) imparted, afforded, furnished, displayed.

the breath Which jfawe it strength ...... Adonais Xll %
Whose windings^, ten thousand various tongues Alastor^ ^^<^.

N n 2
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Its broad and silent mirror ^az/^ to view , . . D<sfnon., I. 136.
His blow the mightiest murders ^flz/tf, .... Death Vanq. 10.

No mark . . . The hard ground gave

:

— . . . Horn.. Merc. Lix. 6,

whose shadow o'er the Atlantic gave Peace, . . Ireland^ 5.

when darkness ^az/^ New weapons to thy foe, . Laon, I. xxxii. 6.

where we sate to taste the joys which Nature^az*^. III. ii. 9.

For on one side alone the hill ^awc shelter, . . VI. xii. i.

AMiich ^ai/5 my path its safety VI. xliv. 3.

andwords it j^a«/^ Gestures and looks, . . . vil. vii. 2.

Their gem-bom shadows to the water ^az*^, . VII. xx, ^.
it^az;^ me human stren^h, Vll.xxviii. i.

so late which gave Oblivion to the dead, . .

Memory gave me all of her That even Fancy
dares to claim :

—

Gave strength to bear those gentle agonies,
Such, the alleviations . . . Vvomethtxysgave to man.
Then manhood ^az/^ Its strength ana ardour .

X. XX. 2.

L^rici^ 20.

Love^ Hope^ 35.
Prom. II. iv. 99.
Q. Mab, VI. 88.

Superstition^ 17.

Q. Mab, IV. 92.

VII. 81.

Rosal. 343.

^ztgave The happy birds their dwelling; .

gave An awful grace to his all-speaking orow.
which oTxc^gave life to my despair,— .

(5) emitted, caused.
no sound their iaWmggave; . . . . Hont. Merc. xxv. 3.
and a whistle loud ^azf^ he, . . .... XLVII. 7.
The statues ^ofg ajoyous scream, Mar. Dr. xxn, 5.
not the voice Which I gave forth Prom. l. 113.

(6) communicated verbally.
and gave command To his disciples . ... Ck. ist, II. 257.
Instantly^az/c the Devil warning Peter^ v. xvi. 5.

(7) made or caused.
[the] hideous rent Which this unfailing dagger ^flz'^ Falsehood^ 29.
that God in mercy ^az/^ That stroke Sunset, 2'j.

(8) of parentage or origin.
or, as he.gave life to me Cenci, ill. i. 333.
She^az'c to light a babe all babes excelling, . . Horn.. Merc. II. 3.
Whichj^az/a the sons of England birth . . . . Jl/«jA, xxxv. 2.
conceals the , . . of heaven Which ^^az/^ it birth, . ProL Hellas, 13.
of her Who takes the life she^az'^r, Prom. ill. iii. 106.
Like that which jftzz/^ it life, Q.MabfV.is.
As that which ^azA^ him birth, Rosal. 1226.

(9) permitted, allowed.
Theygave him entrance free to bear me thence. . Laon^ rv. xi. 5.
Give them no law . . . But such as they gave you, CEdipus, il. ii. 127.

(10) confided.
To me the keeping of its secrets jfaz/^— . . - . Laon, vil. xxxi. 4.

(11) yielded.
Before a host, and ^az/e them space: Hellas^ vjq.

(12) returned.
and my heart ^az/^ The response Profn. 11. iv. 121.
the joy which g. Too just a response to mine own. Rosal. 447.
sate in the pines, a.nagave groan for groan. . . Sensit. PI. ill. 16.

(13) ceded, gave up to.

Of one who^az'^ an enemy His plank, .... Prom. I. 721.

(14) with outj published, proclaimed.
When they %isX.gave out such flams? . . . Peter^ III. xvi. 3.

II. intr. yielded, retired.

all things ^az/a way Before him, ^. Jl/a5, IX. 34.
The crowdgave way, and I arose aghast, . . , Triumph, 107.

III. re^. yielded up.
When he who^., accepted, and retained, Himself Ch. ist, II. 248.

G-avest, v. tr. bestowedst.
take back the wealth ihougavest: . . . 11. 303.

Gawd, n. Fig. pretence, delusion.
Strip every impious ^azer^, rend Error veil by veil : Naples, 93.

Gay, adj. (1) joyous, bright in appearance and manner.
your^aj* mask Was performed gallantly. . . Ch. ist, II. 2.

{2) bright in appearance, pretty.
Weaving ^ajy chaplets-for their innocent brows , Dcem-on, 11. 195.

n )i M M It M . Q. Mab,vs..\\6.
All gems that make the earth's dark bosoiq gay. Fiordispina^ 46.
As now in the pvzy night-dress Lilla wrought. . , 68.
All the wrought tapestries and garments j^ay. Hdm-. Merc. xxx. 7.

Whilst flowers are ^ajv, . Mutability, {2)111. 2.

(3) gaudy, garish.

For he is fat, his waistcoat ^ajji, Devil, xv. 1.

(4) cheerful in manner.
Though they were formal and he was^ajr. , . iv. 4.
But the^aj' smile had faded in his eye, . . , Julian, 119.
Rode thro' England proud and ^ajr, Mask, yill. 2.

(6) joyous.
And so his Soul would not be^aj^, Peter, vi. xxx. 1.

and then, elate and ^ay, I hastened to the spot . Qitcsiion^ V. 6.

Kiss me, and be gay. Dear boy

:

Rosal. 78.
Thro' tears of awe on the^a^ child, . . . 187.
Were in youth's natural hghtness gay, .... 264.

Gaze, V. I. ir. stare or look steadfastly at.

Gaze the wisest into madness Sophia, 11. z.

II. intr. A. Lit. look steadfastly.

to gaze upon a form More graceful than her own. Alastor, 105.
Sleepless herself, to gase upon his lips ; . 135.
His wan eyes Gase on the empty scene . . . 201.
Trembles togaze on her Calderon^ I. 272.
I could not choose hixtgaze

;

Loon, I. vi. i.

Gase on a burning watch-tower, V. xliv. 6.

yon dim cloud now fading on the moon Even
while we ^a^^, Laon^ VUl.'tx. ^.

and on every steep Thousands did gase^ . . . IX. iii. ^-
Alas ! gaze not on me, IX. xxvi. 4.

They pause, they blush, they^a^^,

—

XII. x. i.

Dizzy ravine ! and when I gaze on thee .... MontB. 34.
the naked countenance of earth, On which \gase, 9t9-
For what would it avail to bid thee^as'^ . . . Prom,. II. iv. 117.

Long did she^a^^, and silently, Q. Mab^ I. tt.

How I love to^a^tf ^.ij/w^jy^^a?^, 111.4.

When we returned to P'as'^ on thee W.Shel.{^6.
Belongs to each and ^1 -whogase upon Witch, xxvii. 6.

B. Fig. (,1) contemplate, think,
and gaze upon the light of truth, Ck. ist^ iv. 53.

nowgase on mine, Futurity Deefnon, li. 2j.

Wegaze on danger through the mist of fear, . . Hellas, 041.

To g, on this fair world with hopeless unconcern ! Laon^ II. vii. 9.

But to gase mad and pallid, at the leap .... xi- ix. 5.

Gaze on oppression, till at that dread risk . . . Naples, 85.

Fear not, outgaze—for freemen mightier grow, . 87.

And I shall gaze not on the deeds Prom. ill. ii. 35-

(2) of inanimate objects.

For ever^as-^ on their own drooping eyes, . . . Alasior, 407.
Who gase on us from your crystalline cars ! . . Loony. Song, 6. 3.

behold! The eternal stars ^as-tf on us ! .... vill. xxvii.4.

And^a^^ upon themselves within the sea. . . . Prom. IV. 193.
Who^a^^ on their eyes in the stream's recess, . Sensit. PI. I. 19.

Gaze, n. A. Lit. a steadfast look or stare.

Caught the impatient wandering^ of his gaze. . . Alastor^ 300.
Her subtle mind, her awe-inspinng^a^^, . . Cenci, I. ii. 84. -

But bends His ^asK on the bhnd earth. . . . V. ii. 87.

his looks to meet The^a^^ of strangers— . . . Loon, V. xxii. 4.
whose young ^a^-tf Feeds on the noontide beam, xi, xxiii. i.

poured the magic di hexgase Q. Mab., I. 77.
red the^a^e That fla,shes desolation, . . iil. 144-
that gaze, a transient flash ill. 148.
pale mother's uncomplaining^a^^ For ever meets, V. 117.

Thine eagergaze scanned the stupendous scene, . VI. 90.

,, „ „ ,, ,, „ . Superstition^ 19.

B. Fig, (1) said of a statue,
returned the steadfast ^as'^ Of the great Image . Laon^ V. Ii. 6.

(2) said of the light of heavenly bodies.
Have spread their g;lories to the gase of noon. . Alastor, 468.
Where we sit shut from the wide ^a^^^ of day, . . Ce?ici^ il. \\. go.
In the ^a^fi of the nightly moon

;
Constant. 1.^

As the sun rules, even with a tyrant's ^as-a, . From. rv. 397.
With that mild, pityinggase/ Star, 13.

(3) said of hberty.
But keener thy^a-^e than the lightning's glare, . Liberty, iii. i.

Gazed, v. intr. A. Lit. looked stead&Lstly or intently.
Gazed on those speechless shapes, Alastor, 123.
but ewergazed ArxA gased, 125.
ThatperfectmirrorofpureinnocenceWhereinl^., Cenci, v. iv. 131.

C^o^irfon the slumbenngmaid Dcemon, l. 69.
while she alway Gased on a mountain . . . Loan, vi. xxii. 6.
The Seamen gazed, vili. xxvi. 7,
And they on one another^a^^^ aghast, .... x. xxx. 7.

One moment yet I gasedr— xi. vi. 9.
gased on him With baffled wonder, ..... xi. xiv. i.

sate opposite and gased In patient silence. . . Pr. Athan. ii. i. 38.
and his eyes Which ^aswrf on the undazzling sun, Prom. ill. ii. 14.
Gased on another's eye of cold command, . . . lii, iv. 138.
Half calming me; then ^as^rf awhile, . ... Rosal. 884.
The stream we P-as'tfrf on then, rolled by; . . . That titne, u. i.

And as I^a^gd^methou^ht Triumph, 74.
to blot The thoughts of him whogased on them ; 384.
B. Fig. (1) said of the stars.

Gased through clear dew on the tender sky ; . . Sensit. PL I. 36.

(2) of flowers.

That^ar^rf beyond the wormy grave despair: . Loon, ix. xxrii.4.
Gased like a star into the mormng light. . . . Unf. Dr. 171.

Gazed,//. A. Lit. regarded steadfastly.
Hadgasedon Nature's naked loveliness, , , . Adonais, xxxi. 5.
Whose e^es have I gased fondly on, Q. Mob, Ded. 7.

B. Fig. said ot statues.

gazedxipon by Phidian forms Of thee, .... Prom. III. iv. 112.

Gazer, n. one who regards steadfastly.
Which turns the gazer's spirit into stone ; . , . Medusa^ II. 2.

And all the gazer's mind was strewn Triumph, 386.

Gazes, v. intr. A. Lit. looks steadfastly.
That gases on thee till in thee it pities .... Moon, II. 2,

where whoso ^a^r&y Faints, Prom. 11. v. 52.

B. Fig. (^1) of the moon.
and the fair moon Gazes in vain, Orphetis, 6.
Gases not on the interlunar sea

:

Prom. II. iv. 91.
With wonder, as itgases upon thee

;

iv. 525.

(2) of a flower.

As a violet's gentle eye Gases on the azure sky . iv. 486.

(3) thinks, meditates.
And my heart evergases on the depth .... Alastor, 22.
Which makes all it^a^£j on Paradise Prom., iv . ii&.

"^Gazest, v. intr. (1) see Gazes. A. Lit.
Who ^a^^&s/ ever true and tender Colderon, ill. &7.
All shapes look glorious which thou gasest on ! . Epips. X2
(2) see Gazes. B. Fig. (1)

Thou, Moon, which gasest on the nightly Earth . Prom, iv, 524.
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Gazing, pr,pple. A. Lit. (1) contemplatingf.
^oam^, became blind with error ; Calderon^ n. 8.

And mothers, gasing^ drank the love men see . Prom, II. iv. 83.
The multitude was^a^m^ silently; O. il/fli, vii. 4.
Others stood ^aa-zK^, till within the shade . . . TV/mw^A, 451.
to see, Thy soft eyes gasing tenderly, . . Whenpassion's^ 11. 2.

(2) looking steaafastly.

Draw strength from gazing on its glance, . . . Faust, I. 5.

And I, still gasing on that glorious child, . . . Zao«, II. xicxvii. i.

andflus-ZMP-Uponthewest, cried. Spread the sails! Vlll. i. i.

And on the deck, with unaccustomed eye The
captives gasing stood. vill.xxviii.8.

upon the other's face In helpless agony gasing/ x. xv. 6.

sate ^aa-rn^ in a trance of wonder, xii. xx. i.

And slaves more feeble, gasing on their foe ; . . Naples^ 88.
Gasing on one another : so are we Prom. i. 466.
with gasing On eyes from which he kindled it . in. iii. 149.
Tliink ye hygasing on each other's eyes . . . III. iv. 92.

B. Fig. 1,1) of the moon, shining.
climbing heaven siaA gasing on the earth, . . . Moon, i. 2.

Gasing on thee I feel, I know Prom., iv. 363.
Maniac-hke around thee move Gasing^ .... iv. 471.

(2) of inanimate objects.
skulls With sightless holes g. on blinder heaven, Dcsnion, I. 266.
It lieth, gasing on the midnight sky, Medusa^ I. i.

Gasing in death on heaven from those wet rocks. v. 8.

(3) meditating.
Gasing in dreams over the gloomy grave, . . . Alastor, 473.
that grows bright, Gasing on many truths; . . Bpips. 163.
Obedience ana Mutiny, . . . Stand^. on each other. HeUas, 534.
"Bygasing on its own exceeding light Julian^ 52.

Gear, n. rubbish, trash.

Of devils and saints and all such gear^ .... Rosal. 683.

Geese, n. domestic fowl {genus anser).
of hawks, and cats, and geese^ Witch, Lxxiii. 7.

fGem, V. tr. bespangle or adorn.
thzXgem The sapphire floods of interstellar air . Hellas,TjQ.
thatgem The sapphire space of interstellar air, . Prol. Hellas, 18.
Those mighty spheres that^5W infinity .... O. Jl/ad, v. 144.
stars that gem. The cone of night, Triumph, 22.

Gem, n: A. Lit. a precious stone.
Thinking every tear ^.ffem., Mask, V. 3.
As mine-lamps enkindle a hidden ^£?M Sensit. Pi I. 63.
this havenWas as a ^. to copy Heaven engraven. Witch^ L. 8.

B . Fig. (1) as beautiful as a gem.
Each a ^iTjM engraven The Isle, 8.

(2) a bud, oflfshoot.

Nourishing each tender^ew Epithal. (2) 2g.

(3) said of a tear.

Oh! takethepure^««towheresoutherly breezes, Tear, i. 1.

For I found the pure gem, when the daybeam re-
turning, in. I.

(4) applied to anything precious.
from its dark mine drags thegem of truth . . . Q. Mab, VIiI. 237.

^Gem-'boru, c. adj. reflected from precious stones,
ThsATgem-bom shadows to the water gave, . . Laon, Vll. xx. 5.

^Gem-wronfiTht, c, adj. set with precious stones.
the Tyrant's gem-wrought chariot glide . . . xil. ii. 5.

^Geins, V. tr. adorns.
star That^ewj the glittering coronet of mom, . Q. Mab, i. 99.

Gems, n. A. Lit. precious stones.
amplermajesty Than ^tf?Mj or gold, Alastor,q6.
golden throne. Which starred with s\ynny gems, . Laon, V. xx. 9.
roofs were bright With stany^£?Mj, xii.xxxvi.6.
Decked with rare^eww, and beauty rarer still, (Bdipus, il. i. 174.
And ^fi?Mj and poisons Pront. 11. iv. 70.
Valueless stones, and unimagined^^ww, . . . iv. 281.
the diadem Of earthly thrones or p-fiffw— . . . Triumph, i^^.
princes couched undertheglowOfsunlike^tfaw/ Wiich, lxiv. 2.

B. Fig. (1) said of the stars.

roofed with brightest^ewj Of living light— . . Calderon^ 11. 116.

(2) of flowers.
^s^ gents that make the earth's dark bosom gay. Fiordispina, 46.
bower Lit by thegems of many a starry flower. . Witch, LXix. 8.

(3) sparkling water drops.
illume with dewy gems The lampless halls, . , Epips. ^02.
'Mid pearlygems of dew that shme so bright ? .M.N. t)espair, 4.

Genders, v. tr. produces or engenders.
From all that ^««(;&^j misery, ^.-il/a5, III. 124.

General, n. (1) leader or chief.
the rowers with some general Approaching . Cycl. 77.

(2) a title of military rank.
Where's General Laoctonos ? CEdipus, I. 307.
That you, Lord General, bring the head and body, i. 309.

General, adj. (1) public, universal.
Private injustice may hegeneral sood Fr. Peo. Eng. 11.
from before its face some generalvixeck. had past, Laon, V. xv. 9.

(2) common to all.

to see Earth from hergeneral -viomh Pour forth . v. xxxviii. 8.
Their feast was such as Earth, the general mother, v. Iv. i.

Earth bares her jf£«fi^a/ bosom to thy ken, . . Y.Song,^.i^.
(3) common to many.

Shake in the ^£K«ra/ fever. Ifellas, sgo.

(4) usual, frequent.
Like ocean, which thegeneral north wind breaks St. Epips. 19.

Generally, adv. usually, ordinarily.

Our course, you know, x^ generally zig-zag. . . Faust, II. 30.

I^^Kfi^'a/Zv go about In strict incognito; . . . II. 261.

Generation, n. (1) succession of people.

Salvation to the eyXxevaest generation .... Ch. 1st, II. 253.

one generation comes Yielding its harvest . . . Q. Mab, IV. 227.

(2) applied to the lower creation.

the rising^£«£m^/tf» Of sucking pigs CSdipus, II. i. 55.

(3) production, increase.

survived Cycles oigeneration and of ruin. . . . Hellas, 154.

Generations, n. (1) successive races of men.
Till time, and its zom\n%generations . . . Ch. \st, li. 170-

The cross leads generations on. ... . . Hellas, 224.

Generations as they pass Worship thee .... Ode to Heaven, 23.

Impels the generations To their appointed place, Prol. Hellas, 27.

Thus do the ^fM^?'fl//(?wj of the eartn . ... Q.Mab,v.\.
His ceaseless ^£«era//i3wj tell their tale ; . . . viI. 16.

the rapid, blind And fleetinggenera, of mankind. Witch, Lxxi. 8.

(2) successors.-

then multiplied His^e«5rflA(7«j under the pavilion Ode Lib. III. 2.

Generous, adj. noble, honourable.
Gentle, and brave, a.nd generous,— Alastor, 58.
O, generous friend I Cenci, v. i. yo.
free axidgenerous love Of enterprize and daring, Q. Mab, V. 86.

*Genial, adj. enlivening, joyous.
He acts like others, drains the ^£«z"a/ bowl,— . Solitary, iii. 3.

*Genilr n. spirits fabled as moving powers of nature.
As if their^e«z2'were the ministers ... . Alastor, 330.
He might nave employed Genii. Calderon, I. 167.
Lured oy the love of thegenii that move . . . Cloud, 23.

And^tfwz'z' of the evening breeze, , .... Coleridge, 2.

The^fiMz'/of the breezes sweep Dcsmon, 1.55.
Twin Genii, equal Gods— . Laon, i. xxv. 8-

In dream, the golden pinioned Genii came, . . i. xxxii. 2.

intheirwingeddance, unconscious CewzVwrought. i. liii. 9,
howling throng Thep-enii of the storm, . . . Prom,. I. 42.
Such as the ^fiTzz'zofthe thunder-storm .... iv. 215,
Ye elemental Genii, who have homes .... iv. 539. (540
whose string's 'Yih.egenii of the breezes sweep : . Q. Mab, i. 53.
the shuddenng ghost, The genii of the elements, vi. 84.

,, „ „ ,, „ „ Superstition, 13.

Genius, n. (1) a tutelary deity.
The renovated genius of our race, Hellas, 446.
The better Genius of this world's estate. . . , Laon, xii. xxxi. ^.

which the sad genius Of the Green Isle has fixed, CEdipus, II. ii. 7^.

(2) as a personification.

Genius has seen thee in her passionate dreams, . Dmmon, II. 12.

„ „ _ ,j _
„ ^ „ „ Q. Mab, IX. 12.

Ge«?W beholds it rise, his native home, .... Laon, I. 1. 3.
Genius is made strong to rear xi. xxiv. £.

Genius and deat.h contended Sunset, 4.
Butjf««;'2M is Omnipotent To hallow . . . W.Shel.Canc.U.^.
(3) high intellectual powers or intellectual endowment.

The child of grace a.ndgenius Alastor, 690.
and with a ^fi«zVw Which penetrated Calderon, ii. 110.
what^fiKzW wild Yet mighty, Z.ai7w, ii. xxxii. 8.
the sway Of thy strong genius, Laon, .... iv. xv. 7.
The brightest woof ofgenius, still was seen— . iv. xxx. 4.
that mighty shape did wear The light of^£«z'«j/ v. xl. 8.
Is it my genius, like the moon, Peter, VI. x. 2,

\J^e genius, or like joy which riseth up ... . Prom. 11. i. 10.
And call truth, virtue, love, genius, or joy, , . 11. iii. 6.
Bane of aW genius, virtue, freedom, truth, . . . Q. Mab, ill. 178.
thoughts Of purity, with ta.dia,nt genius bright, . vii. 154.
yet one informed With ^fiM?"«j, Rosal. 1067.

Genoa, n. one of the chief cities of Italy.
Prom the oaths broke in Genoa and in Norway

; Hellas, 560.
widowed Genoa wan . . . spells ancestral epitaphs, Naples, 108.

*Genteel, adj. satir. smart, aping elegance.
A genieel driwe up to his door, Peter, vii. viii. 2.

Gentle, adj. (1) ofpersons, amiable, mild in disposition, kindly.
Oh gentle child, beautiful as thou wert, .... Adonais, xxvil. i.

well knew xhzXgenih band xxxiv. 2.

Gentle, and brave, and generous,— Alastor, 58.
Lured by the gentle meaning of his looks, . . . 102.
The brave, the gentle, and the beautiful, . . . 689.
Yet more lenient, more gentle than they; . . . Bigotry, ii. 6.
It pfrieves me that thy mild and^c«/i£! mind . . Cavalc. ^.
Where is your gentle daughter ? Cenci, i. i. 43.
Whilst my poor Bei;nard, and that p-enile lady . I. ii. 17.
A bitter wish for one so young a.nQ gentle

;

, I. iii. 141.
Weep not, my gentle boy ; Ii, i. i.

put your ^ew//e head Upon my lap, V. iii. iig.
gentle creatures that ye are ! Dante Conv. 5.

Seraph of Heaven ! too gentle to be human, . . Epips. 21.

1 fear thy kisses, gentle maiden, Ifear thy kisses, l.i.
A serious, subtle, wild, yet gentle being, , . . Julian, 14c.
For one so gentle and unfortunate, 258.
Wouldst pity me from thy most gentle eyes . . 339.
And from thy side two gentle babes are bom . . Laon, Ded. ix. 5.
O'er me his aged face, . . . the^. grandsire bent, m. xxxi. 8.
H\\3X gentle Hermit,, in my helpless woe, , . . iv. v. 4.
The ^<ffM//£ hearts whose power their lives . . . V. vi. 0.
Like rabid snakes, that sting some gentle child . v. vii. i.
T-wo gentle sisters mourn their desolation ; . . x. xliii, "4,
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Gentle and good and mild thou art, M.W.G.vi.x.
'Tis his TBcm. 2LTi^ gentle ghost Prom. 1.554..

we Gentle guides and guardians be I. 073.
Gentle^ and just, and dreadlesa, —— ill. I. 68.

And women, too, .'.. ^fiM//ff radiant forms, . . ill. iv. 155.

just, ^£K//^, wise: but man Passionless ; . . . III. iv. 197.
Come, ^e«^/e friend: wilt sit by me? Rosal.w.
It is 2^ gentle child, my friend 82.

He was ^gentle boy 180.

On the fourth, my ^^«;i^ mother 287.
Vanna and Bice and my ^tf»//e love, Sonn. Dante^ 10.

Rest, rest, and shriek not, thoM. gentle child \ . . W. Shel. V. i.

Where art thou, my gentle child? (3) II. i.

who e^el Love's gentle Dryads from the haunts
of Hfe, Woodtnan^ 69.

(2) kindly, soft, tender, sympathetic.
"Wiiih gentle meanings, and most innocent wiles, Alastor, 4^2.
In infancy, with ^ew^/sr words and looks, . , . Cencl, II. i. 92.
and allgentle thoughts Waken to worship him , CA. ist, I. 29.
Agent^ heart enjoys what it confers, .... II. 6.

A spirit ofgentle love beside me said ; . . . . Dante Conv. 41.
every gentle passion sick to death, Bpips. 247.
Ye ^e«/^ visitations of calm thought— , . , Fr, Calm., i.

Their own hy gentle sympathy; Gz'nevra. 32.
In language ^i«//^ as thine own

;
GuitarJane^ 61.

to heed t\\y gentle flame Horn. Venus^ 12.

her father, for such gentle ties Renounced, . . 26.
can find No rest within a pure Bxidgentle mind . Julian, 431.
among^e«//e thoughtsand fearless take its birth. £.aon^ II. v. 9.

and mighty hopes, and gentle deeds Abound, . iv. xv. i.

then those who near me were. Cast gentle looks v. xxxv. 3.

Whose showers are pity's gentle tears, .... V.Song, 4. 8.

devotion Of love ana gentle thoughts .... vi. xxix. 7.

the gentle might Of earliest love, • vi. xxxix. 7.

Thus, gentle thoughts did many a bosom fill,— , ix. vii. 6.

And smiled in gentle pride, , . XI. xxv. 9.

By gentle feelings thou couldst never prove, . . L,d. Ch. V. 3.

C^ve strength to bear those gentle agonies, . . Love., Hoi>e, 35.
Shelter, food, Xos^sgentle balm ? Men of Eng. IV. 2.

a grief Which is the shadow of a gentle mind. My head is wild^ 2.

though full oigentle pride, Otho, II. 6.

He had 2^ gentle yet aspiring mind ; . . . ^ . Pr.Aihan. I. 22.

Yet calm and gentle and majestical ^— II. i. 36.

murmuring 2^ gentle sadness, — II. ii. 42.

One came forth oigentle worth I^ont, I. 546.
Thy gentle words Are sweeter III. iii. 4.
none knew haw gentle they could be ! .... iv. 405.
With mild zxAgentle motion calmly flowed. . , Q. Mab, vill. 30.

I fear 'twill shake Thygentle heart with tears. . Rosal. 594.
Whether that XzAy's gentle mind, Sensit. PL IV. 5.

Make thy^^«/& soul their pillow. Sophia, II. 6.

Thy gentle words stir poison there

;

St. Brack. 2.

With looks so sweet z.-dA gentle , . St. Bpips. 59.
a, gentle tone Among rude voices, 75.

And that for gentle hearts another name . . . Unjf". Dr. 43.
beasts hex gentle looks made tame. Witch, VI. 5.

With gentle smiles about its eyelids playing, , , Lxxi. 4.

And o'er its gentle countenance XL. 3.

To leave ^^gentle lips on which it slept, ... Zucca, X. 7.

(3) of manner, not rough, or boisterous.

I would be gentle with thee

;

Horn,. Merc. LXXix. 5.

As \ihtx gentle hand, even now, JLerici, 17.

And in all gentle sports took joy

;

Rosal. 181-

Rejoiced in the sound of her gentle feet ; . . . Sensit. PI. II. 30.

The freshest hexgentle hands could pull , , . ll. 46.

(4) sweet, delicate, pleasant.

Exhales itself in flowers ofgentle breath ; . . . Adonais, xx. 2.

Health floats amid ilas. gentle atmosphere, . . . Damon^ 11. 59.
which was a shade Of^. beauty on the flowers : , Fiordispina^ 45.
There is a warm axidgentle atmosphere .... Fr. I^ove, i.

As a v'xoleVs gentle eye Gazes on the azure sky . Prom. IV. 485.
Health floats amid thegentle atmosphere, . , Q. Mab, viil. 114.

And gentle odours led my steps astray, .... Question, i. 3.

(5J of soft, soothing sound or words.
before Death chokes that gentle voice ! . . . . Cenci, v. iv. 140.

^gentle tone Amid rude voices? E^ips. 62.

Softening; harsh words with friendship's^, tone, Fr. Satire, 46.

And in tny^£«/&speech, aprophecy Is whispered, L^on, Ded. xi. 6.

as w\\}ci gentle accents he addressed xi. xiv. 7.

And first there comes %. gentle sound Prom. ll. ii. 48.

And music soft, and mild, free, gentle voices, . . ill. ii. 33.

(6) easy, quiet, moderate.
And, lo ! with gentle motion, Alastor, 399.
Over earth and ocean, v/\th gentle motion, . . Cloud, 21.

Thegentle changes of^thy day Faust, l. 24.

The soul of whom by nature's ^^«//tf law . . . Woodman, 42.

(7) of nature in its aspects and objects, beautiful, at-

tractive.

the gentle sky has wept itself serene. .... Ch. ist, II. 404.
And ^ew//fi ghosts, with eyes as fair Coleridge,^.

beams like flowers, with gentle feet Laon, IX. xxii. 8.

Like a herbless plain, for the gentle rain, . . Music, Ipant, I. 5.

\JC&.e gentle rains, on the dry plains Peter, V. xiv. i.

Oh, gentle Moon, the voice of thy delight Falls

on me Prom. iv. 495.
Oh, gentle Moon, thy crystal accents pierce . . IV. 499.
Yon^. hills. Robed in a garment ofuntrodden snow

;
Q. Mab, iv. 8.

Shared joy in the light of thegentle sun ; ; . . Sensit. PI. i. 65.

And from it came a ^^w//s rivulet, ....,< y>/«««^^, 314.
And the moon will smile with gentle light . , . Two Spirits^ 13.

(8) moderate, not dense.
an orblike canopy Of^£»/& darkness, , , -, . From. iv. 211.

(9) of motion, slight.

A gentle start convulsed lanthe's frame ; . , . Dmmon, II. 325.

„ „ „ „ ,, ... Q, Mab, IX. 233.

(10) of distinction of light, slight.

2^g. trace Of light diviner than the common sun , Triumph., 337.

(11) pleasing, pathetic.

A^tfw//c story of two lovers young, Fr,A gentle, \.

1^12) docile, tame.
If no bright bird, insect, ox gentle beast .... Alastor, 13,

How he might be asgentle as the doe Witchy vil. 6.

(13) of wind, moderate, light.

'Tis the haunt Of every ^fiw/Ze wind, Alastor, 5^7.

speed with thy gentle motion

!

Come thou, 3.

Then gentle winds arose Naples, 23.

Knows not their jfe»^/<? motions as they pass. . . Sum^r-Bvg.12.
(14) tenderly regretful.

And sought a respite from xny gentle pain, , , . Gisb. 143.

(15) satirically used.

and grind Thegentle spirit of our meek reviews no.
Genflemen swine, zxidgentle lady-pigs, . . . CEdipus, II. i. 157.

Gentleman, n. (1) as a complimentary title.

'Tis a foreign gentleman Calderon, I. 60.

2ugentle, from Salamanca Would speak with you. Cenci, l. i. 121.

(^2) a man of position or character.

And honour as I ^.vd.^ gentle-man Ch. ist^ II. 199.
The Devil is a.gentleman; » . . Peter, II. ii. 2.

Oentlemen, n. (1) pi. of Gentleman (1).

Thanks, gentlemen Ch. ist^ II. i.

And, gentle.. Call your poor Queen your debtor. 11. 9.

There, gentle., between the sovereign's pleasure . 11. 19.

add them, gentleman. To those good words . , 11. 20.

Of \0y2Xgentlemen and noble friends .... II. 288.
Look here. Gentlemen / Faust, il. 297.
Excuseme,jfe«//cOTe?p/ but I must vanish. . . 11.411.
Grant me your patience. Gentlemen and Boars, (Edipus, II. L i.

(2) persons of rank or station.

Of what was due to gentlemen / ...... Peter, v. xviL 5.

Gentlemen, c. adj. attr.

that I was saying, Gentlemen Swine ; . . . . (Edipus^ li. i. 34.
Gentlemen Boars, I move a resolution, .... II. i. 106.

Gentlemen swine, and gentle lady-pigs, . . . 11. i. 157.

Gentleness, adj. (1) mildness of disposition, amiability.
Beatrice, Who in thegentle. of thy sweet youth . Cenci^ ill. i. 366.
Yaax gentleness and patience are no shield . . iv. iv. 114.
To love and be beloved with gentleness ; . . . Julian, 208.

From his nice habits and his gentleness ; . . . 536.
Gentleness, Virtue, Wisdom, and Endurance, . Prom. IV. 562,
The grace and^<2K//eK&yjfrom whence they came. Rosal. 1286.
Hex gentleness and patience and sad smiles, . , Sunset, 30.
Such gentleness and power even to behold. . . Witch, vi. 8.

In gentleness and strength its limbs were decked ; xxxvi. 4.

(2) kindness, clemency.
a good repute for^ew/&«*jj And wisdom : . . Cenci,v.u. yj.
Your wisdom, gentleness, and energy Ch. ist, II. 72.

Spirit, Patience, Gentleness, Mask, lxiv. i.

(3) quietude, mildness.
Their fury to Favonian gentleness; Calderon^ II. 156.

(4) pity, indulgence.
Think Of our sad fate with ^i?«^ii?«&S'j, .... Cs««', V. iv. 142.

(5) softness, clemency.
The ^e«/^«^jj of rain was in the wind . . Fr. The gentleness, i.

Gentler, adj. (1) more tender, more pitying.

Aye, wiser, greater, gentler^ even than they . . Laon, li. xii. 2.

(^2) softer, more loving disposition.

Their^fi«//er sisters to that ruin, Pfr/^r, III. viii. 4.

(3) sweeter, more amiable.
Would speak oigentler thoughts Unf. Dr. 44.

IGentlest, adj. (1) most tender, of mildest disposition.
If it be He, who, gentlest of the wise Adonais, xxxv. 6.

which in their hearts the best and ^«z//(W/ bear ; Prom. i. 775.
I love thee, gentlest being, iv. 30.
the ^tf»//&s/ youth. Whose love Unf. Dr. 77.

(2) slightest, softest.

To catch those ^tf«//(PJ^ winds /,flw«, l. xxiii. 4.

(3) most sweet and pleasant.

That gentlest sleep seemed from my life to sever, rv. xxxiii. 8.

(4J most kind and affectionate.

what else mig;ht move A\\ gentlest thoughts ; . vi. xl. 5.

and ^*w//fts/ looks To savage, foul, CEdipus^ i, -^6^,

(5) most excellent and delightful.

To gentlest lore, such as the wisest teach— . . JLd, Ch. Vll. 3.

Gentlewomen, n. as a familiar colloquialism.
0\d gentlewoman^ what do you do out here? . . Faust, II. 271.

Gently, adv. (1) lightly, sweetly.
How ^tfw/if)' slumber rests upon her face, , . . Cefici,v.m. i.

(2) gradually.

Which ^ff«//y in his noble bosom wake . . . , Deemofi, u. 142.

n II 11 II Q. Mab, VHi. 201.
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(3) slowly.
here clouds float ^(?«/<fy by

;

Pausi^ U. 101.

(4) pleasantly, quietly.

Apollo gently smiled and said :— .... Horn. Merc. XLVIII. i.
.' He struck my chains, and g. spake and smiled : Laon^ III. xxix. i.

every one on them more ^ew/Zy smiled, .... V. xvii. 5.

(5) softly, sweetly.
IHq gently sang of high and heavenly themes. . Orpheus, 58.

(6) lightly, softly.

Mocks thy ^««^/y falling feet, I^OfK. II. i, 186.

^Gennfiezioiis, n. bending of the knees.
Irreverent mockery of the ^£«M_^jwi3«j . , , CEdipus, II. i. 28.

^Genuine, adj. real, proper.
Suits with their genuine station Peier^ IV. ii. 5.

Georg'e, n. a christian name.
'Twould make George Colman melancholy, . . VI. xxxii. 3.

*QeorglauSr n. inhabitants of Georgia, South Caucasus.
and the Georgians Refuse their living tribute. . Hellas, 586.

*Gerastian, adj. suited to old age.
The Gerastian asylums, Cycl. 277.

*Gerni, n. undeveloped origin.

Yet every heart contains perfection's germ : . . Q. Mab, V. 147.
uprooting everygerm Oftruth, VII. 46.

Genuau, adj. (1) located in Germany.
And late the German head of many bodies, . , Ck. ist, II. 183.

(2) natives of Germany.
German soldiers—camps—confusion— .... Peter, III. vi. 3.

(3) of German origin.

Of German psychologies,— VI. xiv. 2.

Germany, n. a principal division of Europe.
From utmost Germany to Spain Hellas, 75.
King-deluded Germany, Ode Lib, xiv. 6.

*GeTius, n. (See Germ.)
The^(g/'7«j of misery, death, disease, and crime. Dasnton, II. 160.

„ „ „ _,, ,, „ Q. Mab, VIII. 2i8.
The deadly^£r?MJ of languor and disease . . DeEm.on, li. 183.

„ ,, J, ,) ), • - Q.Mab,iyi.62.
uproot The^. of misery from the human heart . Desmon, 11. 285.

,, ,, „ ,, „ ,, . Q. Mab, IX. ip2.
Truth's deathless^, to thought's remotest caves? iMon, ix. xxiii.4.
all ^^^germs Of pain or pleasure, .... Q. Mab, IV. 148.
All gertns of promise V. 9.

*Geryon, n. a monster of ancient mythology.
Geryon, arise! and Gorgon, Chimsera, and thou

Sphinx, . . . , \ . . , . Profn. 1. 346.

Gesture, n. expressive movement of face or limbs.
With frsmtic P'esture and short breathless cry • Alastor, 1S6,
h.\sgesture did obey The oracular mind . . . Laon, 1. lix. 6.

Some smile, some look, some gesture .... vii. xxv, 7.

or mirth, Or speech, or ^^j/wre, XI. iv, 5.

Gestures, n. pi. of Gesture.
Some, female forms, whose g. beamed with mind ; -— i. Hv. 5.
Her thrilling^gj^r&y spoke, most eloquently fair. v. li. 12.

and words it gave Gestures and looks, .... vil. vii. 3.
Burst from her looks and ^ay/M^-gj/— .... xi. v. 6.
And with her f^oc^^ut gestures, xii. xiv. 7.

And heavenly^£j^r£j suit aethereal melody. , M. N. Ravatl, 32.
I see the curse on gestures proud and cold, . . Prom., i. 258.
His verygestures touched to tears Rosal. 647.
I paused, i>ut soon \usgest. kindled New power, iido.

Get, V. I, tr. (1) beget, create.

Gettrezsan, and spare,treasure Ch. 1st, ii. 464.

(2) with q^, help, assist.

Do not imagine this v/iUget you oflF, Horn. Merc. l. 6.

II. rejl, betake.
1^<yf! get thee from my sight

!

Cem:i, r. iii. i68.
Now get thee to thy chamber! ll. i: 120.
And thou, dull beetle, get thee back to hell ! , . (Bdipus, I. 270.
III. intr. (1) become.

one must G^e/used to this damned scraping. . . Faust, 11. 249.
So this grew a proverb: don't ^£/ old . , . . Rosal. €&6,

(2) with aaroadf are made known.
For prophecies when once th&y get abroad, . . (Edipus, I. 131.

^3) with along, go.
Get along, you homed thing, Cyd. 57.

(4) with azvay, depart.
Like one in earnest haste to get away, .... Hont. Merc. LI. 5.

(5) go, proceed.
Be silent ! get to hell ! or I will call (Edipus, I. 277.

*Ghast, adj. awful, ghastly.
spectres wailing, pale and ghost, That time, I. 5.

*Ghastil7, adv. horribly.

and eyeless sculls Glared^^aj^Ty upon me. . . Q. Mab, vii. 192.

*Gliastlier, adj. more horrible or appalling.
The battle became ^^ojif/zer— . Z,aon, vi. xvi. i,

it went A jp-^aj^/ze?' self beside them, X. xxii. 3.
and a new and ghastlier night , , x. xxv. 5.

Ghastliest, adj. most horrible.
'mongst^:^as^/2'&s/ forms, represt Lay Faith, . , V. 1. 7.

Gliastly, adj. (1) terrific, startling.
The ghastly torrent mingles its far roar, , . . Alasiory 402.

they Who meet its^. stare are turned to stone, Faust, ll, 388.
I saw her, ghastly as a tyrant's dream, . , . , Hellas,Q^2.
G^^oj/Zv, and scarred, and riven.

—

Mont B. yi.

Wither they to a ghastly caricature (Edipus, I. 372.
In the pride of thy ghastly mirth 11. ii. 56.
And with ^^(Zj//y whispers tell Past, IJ. S-
With which our pallid race hold ghastly talk . . Prom. l. 244.
though ^^aj^/V shadows interpose Triumph, 171.
in ^Affj/Zy affray With a sea-snake Vis.Sea,iyj.

(2) dismal, dreadful, horrible.

A gradual change was here, Yet ghastly. . . . Alastor. 533.
Aye, many thy ^^oj/i^ wife! Castl. Adrn.v.i,
and shewn The ghastly form Cenci, V. i. 7.
This fiend, whose^^oj/Zy presence ever .... Coleridge, 31.
and thoughts IHotg. ghastly than those deeds. . . Fr. Conseq. 5.
And in that ^Aflj//y oreacn the Islamites, . . , Hellas, 832.
To greet the jrAajmf paramour Julian, 388.
Legions of foul and ghastly shapes, Laon, ill. v. 6.
Soon made o\it ghastly ramparts ; vi. xi. 6.
Have each their mark and sign—sorae^. stain ; vi. xvii. 4.
If any yet survived amid thatghastly waste. . . vi. xlvii. g.
she in h^T ghastly mirth vi. li. 5.
hosts olehastly shadows hovering there ; . , , vii. xv. 5.A ghastly brood ; x. xvii. 9.
fresh heaps of dead: a^Aflj/Af multitude. , . . x. xx. 9.
that he should deiffn To curb ms ghastly minister, x. xxxvi. 7.
I see the lank andghastly spectres sweep . . . M. N. Ravail, 62.
In this ghastly masquerade, Mash, vii. 2.

And Anarchy, the ^AfM^/v birth, xxxiii. i.

a. ghastly hat, bereft Of sense, Medusa, iv. 3.
Within her ghastly hollowness of eye : . , . Mother ^f Son, in. 9,
Round France, the ir^aj//j; vintage, Ode Lib. xii. 7.
<?A(W//v mother-in-law of ufe! (Edipus, ll. ii. 85.
After those ghastly rides, Peter, VI. :sxi. i.

A^^2j/i^life withotit asound; vii. xxiv.3.
The ghastly people of the realm of dream, . . . Prom. i. 37.
Ghastly disease, and frenzying fear ; i. 267.
Strife, wounds, axvdphastly death unseen before, 11. iv. 51.
fAflj^/jf charioteer, Who art thou ? 11. iv. 144.
trange, savage, ghastly, dark and execrable, . in, iy. 182.

And some grew weary oi \)£ve ghastly dance, . . Trium,ph, 540.
Or charioteering ^^aj//v alligators, Witck, l?Jlii. \.

*Ghastly-Tisaged, c. adj. Fig. hideous-looking.
All ghastly visaged clouds did sweep ; . . . . Mar. Dr. III. 4.

*Glierardi, n. Ginevra's bridegroom.
Beckon thee to Gherardi^s bridal bed ? ... Ginevra, 70-
so Gherardfs hall Laughed in the mirth . . 131.
And then Gherardi entered 142,
Some few yet stood around Gherardi . . . .. 174]

Ghost, n. (1) the spirit of a dead person.
Even as a ^,4oj/ abandoning a bier Adonais, XXIII.4.
by forcing some XoneghostThy messenger, , . Alastor, 27.
May the ghost Ofmy dead Mother plead , . . Cena, ll. i. 94.
like a ^A(7j/ shrouded and folded up m. i. no,
his ghost Might plead that argument with God ? . in. ii, 52.'

I knew it was the ghost Of my dead father . . . iv. iii, 20.
in triumph on theghost of this ass Ch. ist, Ii. 455.
like a ^^fts^ from the tomb, Cloud 8^.
Are not the limbs still when theghost is fled, . . Deat^Nap. 7.
As theghost of Homer clings Eug. HilU, 194.
the names of Demon, Ghost, and Heaven, . . , Int. Beauty, 111.3,My hand thou feel'st is not a.ghosfs, .... Lwjn, I. xxx\-. 3.
it seemed that Cythna's ghost Laughed in those

looksj III, 3cxvi, 6
Like a bright ghost from Heaven that shout . . — v. vii. 7.
The Prophet's virgin bride, a heavenly^^j-/.-— . ix viii

'3

It was not a ghost of the guilty dead, . . M.N. Spec. Hors. 12.
He called theghost out ot the corse ;— .... Peter, 11. vi. i.
He walks about a double ghost, m. iii. ».
'Tis his mild and gentleghost Ptotk. i. kka..
the shuddering ^j^i-/, The genii of the elements, . Q. Mab, vi. 83.

~, " , ^ y ',',,» , " " Superstition, 12.
The ghost of a youth with hoary hair, .... Rosal. 151.
Theghost of the murder'd Victoria strode : . . St. Jr. (i) rv. 2.
Perhaps rides the ghost of my sire who is dead ; . (2) iv. 2.
Was but like the vanishing of a P-^£?j^/ . . . . Sensit.PLui.ioi.
Like the^Aoj/ of a dear friend {fead .... TiTne longPast, 1. 1.
fled from it as it were a ghost, Triumph 60.
Beside my path, as silent as a ^Ao-y// .... 433-

(2) the spirit as distinct from the body.
Thine ovmghost, or theghost of Jupiter, . . . Prom. I. 211.
But a visioned ^Atfj/ of slumber ? Q. Mab, i. 163.
Which one vexedghost inhabits, night and day, . Sunset, 43.

(3) all that seems to remain.
bear The ghost of its dead mother, Triumph, 84.

(4) used of a scared-looking man.
AndJthou, -^a^eghost, Hellas, 617.

(5) a shadow or remembrance.
Is but the ghost of thy forgotten dream ^—

, 842.
Each with the ghost of some lost hope or friend . Julian, 490.
aye, ihe ghost, the dream, the shade Of power,— Laon, viri. x. 2.
Like the dark ghost of the unburied even . . Marenghi xxvii c
'Tis to let the Ghost of Gold Mask, XLlv. i.

"

Through which the ghost of Freedom stalks, . . Q, Mab II. 160.
I will not call the ghost of ages gone '

VIII. 42.
The ghost of peace Will not desert this spot. , . Rosal. 70.
Thejf//(7j/of a forgotten form of sleep; . . , , Triumph 428.When memory, ^^ ghost, their odours keeps , Unf. Dr. S3.
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OhOBts, n. (1) pi. of Ghost (1).
like^A.?j^j they eo and come, Aprily 1814, 11.

My brothers'^, should hunt thee from thy seat ! Cenci^ I. iii. 153.
'V[i2Xghosts move not on ordinary feet? .... Fausi^ II. 337.
Was as much afraid oighosts as any, .... Ghst, Sty. 5.

Like us, shalt rule the ghosts of murdered life, , Hellas^ 882.
To rule the ghosts of men, unblest as they. . Hotn, Merc. XLIII. 8.

While yet a Doy I sought ior ghosts, Int. Beauty^^ V. i.

And, starting at theghosts which to and fro Glide Loon, 11. vii. ^.
like B.-wfvX ghosts which come and fo, .... VI. xxvii. 4.
alas ! I fear we are pursued By wicked ^^Ci-^j . . Vlll. ii. 4.
And then our ghost^, whilst raves the madden'd

storm, M.JV. Fragmt. 25.
Then the tombless^A(?j/j of the guilty dead M. N. Spec. Mors. 56.
Ghosts of all things that are, Mont B. 46.
Whose ghosts scare victor kings Ode Lib. xil. 15.
Vike ghosts from an enchanter fleeing;, . . . Ode W. Wind, I. 3.
To sting the ^^oj^ of Babylonian kings, . . . CEdipus^ i. 2yi.
Low, sweet, Taint sounds, like the farewell of^., Profn. Ii. i. 158.
Such as ghosts dream dwell in the lampless deep, iv. 245.
Ghosts of the dead ! have I not heard your yelling St. Ir. (2) I. i.

Which the ghosts of the sky, U) 11, 4.
Mix'd with jf-^(7j/j of the mouldering dead: . . 6) xv. 2.

Like troops oighosts on the dry wind past ; . . Sensit. Pi. III. 36.

(2) thoughts, imaginations-, remembrances.
And gentle ghosts, with eyes as fair Coleridge, 3.
Night's p-^oj^ and dreams have now departed ; . 28.
^osts xhsit may take revenge for it, . . . Past, 11. 2.

They were theghosts of what they were, . , , Peter, vi. xxxi. 4.
The ghosts of a no more remembered fame, . . Prom. in. iv. 169.

*Giacoxiio, n. son of Count Cenci.
Nor Giacofno ? Cenci, ll. i, 132.
From the unravelled hopes of GiacOTno .... 11. ii. 145.
and Giacomo, I think, will find IV. i. 47.
Will GMfl9?M£7 be there? IV. iv. 172.
His own son Giacomo, V. ii. 14,
You, my Lord Giacomo, Lady Lucretia, , . . v. ii. 29.

Oiant, n. (1) a man of abnormal size.

this lawless ^zfl«^'j wandering flocks Cycl. 3,0.

One was a Giant, like a child asleep Laon, v. xlix. 6.
Beneath a wakened ^2fl«^'j strength Q. Mob, i. igi.

(2) said of Time. ^
. y

Thou hoary ^z'a«; Time, Vcemon, II. 28.
That hoary giant, who, in lonely pride, . . . . Q. Mab, ix. 24.

(3) the constellation Orion.
the starry^'aw^ dips His 2one in the dim sea— . Laon, III, xxxii. 3.

Giant, adj. said of things material or immaterial, of ab-
normal size or quality.

Of mighty trees, that stretched their^/aw/ arms Alastor, 383.
Thou wouldst ask that giant spirit . . Hellas, 808.
The roar oigiant cannon

; 817.
he did infold His ^aw/ arms around me, . . Laon, III. xxix. 5.
firm as slgiant mne VI. x. 2.

A black Tartarian horse of^za»/ frame . . . vi. xix. 3.
Its giant worms of fire for ever yawn,— . . . x. xxxvii. 2.

Now o'er the palsied earth staXks giant Fear, M. N. Post. Fr. 68.
And giant fanes, dome over dome Piled, . . . Mar. Dr. x. 2.

"^hygiant brood of pines around thee clinging, . Mont B. 20.
Thou youngest^'fl«/ birth Naples, 66.
I hear a cracklmg of the^aw^bones .... CEdipus, 11. \i. 61,
And of Heaven—and thegiant wars Pan, in. 3.
The^ViTz^ Powers move . Prol. HeUas, 6g.
as siP-iant oak, which heaven's fierce flame . . Q. Mab, vil. 259.
which o'er the wires Of the soul's^/a«/ harp— , Si. Eptps. 138.
in giant toys Wrought by the busy .... 157.
Whose grasp had left the^a«/ world .... Triumph, 226.

*Giant-Bnonted, c. adj. having large protruding fronts.
Thegiant-snouted cra.^, ho! ho! Faust, II. 49.

^Giant's Causeway, n. a natural formation of basaltic rock
so called.

Walked from Killamey to the Gianfs Causeway^ (Edzpus, II. i. 175.

Giants, n. A. Lit, (See Giant (1).)
Like giants in contention planet-struck, . . . Hellas, 533.
Like giants on the ruins of a world, 8^3.
Like tower-crowned ^z'aw/j striding fast, . . . Mask, xxvil. 2,

B. Fig. (1) esteemed giants in power.
And ye, weak conquerors ! giants who look pale Hellas, 425.

(2) like giants.

the pines that stood The giants of the waste, . . /ane^ Recoil. 22.

j;aibl>er, v, tr. mutter inarticulately,

They^i'Martheir joy in sleep
; Fr. Wine, 10.

XCHMaexiae, p>pl. adj. noisy, screaming.
As two ^2^A^?-i«^ night-birds flit Si?niles, ll. i.

Gibbet, n. a gallows.
For every ^/(5^^/ says its catechism CBdiptis, i. 216.

Gibbets, n. pi, of Gibbet.
Ifgibbets^ axes, confiscations, chains, .... Fr. Satire, i.

And then my little grandchildren, thegibbets, . CSdipus, 1. 212.

Giddily, adv. uncontrollably.
I Slide ^z(/(3?27j» as the world reels C<?««', ill. i. 12.

Giddy, adj. (1) dizzy, vertiginous.
I feel a^'i/<fv sickness of strange awe; .... IV. i. 165.
Like music which makes gide^ the dim brain, . Provt. II. i. 66.

(2) that makes dizzy to contemplate.
who tremblest on the^. verge Of life and death, Cenci, v. ii. 116.

Upon tkiegiddy^ sharp and narrow hour . , . Cenci, V. iv. 100.

from the last ^(/(/jy hour Of dead endurance, . . Prom. IV. 558.

(3) whirling, causing giddiness.
Around me they involved a.giddy dance ; . . . Laon^ in. xxiii. 3.

(4) high up, making giddy to look down.
And eagerly, out in the ^z.!^ air, III, xxv. 7.

And myriads on each giddy turret clung, . . . v. xv. 2.

Gift, n. (1) a boon, a present.
Whence she will greet thee with a^zy? of peace, Ch. 1st, 11. 130.

(2) faculty, endowment.
And this among the Gods shall be your gift, . Horn.. Merc. XLix. i.

yet this is a great W/?. xcvi. 8.

You, Purganax, who have ihegiffo^ the gab, . (Edipus, l. 404.

(3) liberality, freeness.

who giveth joys With his av/ngift. Ch. 1st, I, 31.

fGiffc,//. gifted, endowed.
giyt With self-enshrined eternity, Dcemon, II. 147.

„ „ „ „ Q.Mab,\\\\. 206.

*Gifted,//. endowed.
I smiled, and—Oh ! thou p-^/^i/ With eloquence . Laon, v. ix. 3.

and fair eye^, gifted With feelings caught . . . V. xviii. 4.
Like music of some minstrel heavenly ^^?fe(^, . v. xlvi. i.

Yizs gifted Tdaxv with all-subduing will Q. Mab, v. 133.

*Oiffced, ppl. adj. specially endowed.
High truths from gifted lips had heard and under-

stood
;

Laon, IV. ix. 9.
unheard by all h\i.t gifted e&r. Q. Mab, I. 113.

Gifts, V. tr. endows.
Nature^. With choicest boons her, . .worshippers. Dcenton, II. 184.

Gifts, n. (1) donations, presents.
Food, clothes, and fire, and hospitable ^2/5iy/ . . Cyd. 285.
These are my hospitable^^j/— 329.
The^Z/S'jof themost learn'd Gisb. 2iy.

(2) boons, blessings, endowments.
who spurned Her choicest gifts. Alastor, 205.
With the ^z/ifj of gladness Hellas, ^4..
the choicest gifts of Heaven, Horn. Merc. Lxxvi. 4.
And many glorious^^j in joy will give thee, Lxxviii. 7.
has given to thee 'D\\me;&t gifts, ..... ^— LXXX.2.
her father, . . . gave glorious ^z>?j, Horn. Venus, 27.

na hers a thousai * ' " ^ . - .,Rend of thygiftsana hers a thousand fold for one. Ode Lib. xvil. 15.
earn Her unshared gifts with unremitting toil ; . Q. Mab, III. 208.
earth's unsparing ^//"/j of love, v. 178.
every transfer ofearth's natural gifts .... v. 252.
one whose ^zj;^ and arts Had raised him . . . vil. loi.
purity Blest with aWgifts her earthly worshippers. ix. 64.

(3) offerings.

without gifts or food. To spend our lives . Horn. Merc. XXVIII. 7.
whilst I among my other hoards His g. deposit xcill. 7.

*Gig'antic, adj. of enormous size.

a steed Dark sund gigantic, Laon, XIL viii. 5.
sprung From hergigantic steed, xii. xiii. 3.
And scared seek the caves oigigantic * * , M.N. Spec. Hors.^^.

Gild, V. tr. Fig. (1) give a fair outward appearance to.
can gild The bitter poison of a nation's woe, . . Q. Mab, V. 95.

(2) give lustre to.

To gild his rival's new prosperity Triumph, 326.
Gilded,///, adj. Fig. (1) smart, showy, gaudy.
Hung in his j^7(f«f prison from the window . . Ch. isi, \\. iot,.

Which addled by some ^z/dferf toy, Devil,xiv.2.^
Those gilded flies That, basking m the sunshine , Q. Mab, iii. 106.

(2) fair to the eye or mind.
The 'King, the wearer of a j^/'/i&f/ chain .... III. 30.

*Gills, n. the respiratory organs of fish.

Wrinkling their red'gills the while— Similes, III. 5.

Gilt, adj. A. Zil. painted with gold.
Of his^zV!^ prow within the sapphire water, . . Hellas, 172.
B. J*ig. made to appear bright or good.

Your fearful state andjP77/ prosperity, .... Ch. 1st, iii. 20.
A rebel's crime gilt with a rebel's tongue ! . . . Hellas, 454.

Gin, n. a mechanical contrivance or trap.
some machine portentous, or strange ^"«, . . . Gisb. 19.

fGin, «. spirit flavoured with the juniper berry.
Have given the ape-guards apples, nuts, and^'w, CBdipus, I. 321.
G^zw—suicide—and methodism Peter, III. vi*. 5.

*Ginevra, n. the name of the heroine of the story.

Ginevra, g,

55.

^3.

I4S-

205.

. Hellas, 660.
Mont B. 17.

Ginevra from the nuptial altar went

;

Ginevra saw her lover,

the dying violet will not die Before Ginevra. .

They found Ginevra dead !

We did not rejoice in thee, Gi«fiwra/ . . .

Gird, V. ir. (1) encircle or hem in.

Where the rocks that^irt/th' jEgean . . , ,

From the ice gulphs that ^?ydf his secret throne,

(2) strengthen.
Thesightswith which thou torturest^iV*/my soul Prom. i. 643.

Girdle, n. (1) a band round the waist.
Here, Mother, tie 'ULy girdle for me, Cenci, V. iv. 160,

(2j a circle.

And the moon's With z. girdle of pearl ; . , . . Cloud 60.

(3) the equator, the centre.
From Thule to the girdle of the world, , . . Hellas 936.
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(4) Fig.
And they clanked at \C\% girdle like manacles ; . Sensit. PL in. 93.

Girdled, pp. surrounded.
[<7«*rrf/ffrf] by its inviolable waters— ..... C^. u/, 11. 188.
The vale IS ^jW/«(^ with their walls, /V-ow. II. iii. 33.

•j-Girds, V. tr. (1) surrounds.
The blue ^gean girds this chosen home, . . . Epips. 430.
Which girds the earth, Faust^ I. 20.

we had past the ocean Which girds the pole, . . /.flow, i. xlviii. 4.

(2) encircles.

sleep, as many-coloured as the snake That
girds eternity? IV. iv. 6.

*CHrl, n. a young woman.
A friendless^WWho clings to me, Cs««', I. ii. 87.
before they fend an ear To this wild girl. . . . I. iii. 132.

Retire to your chamber, insolent^zW.' .... l. iii. 145.
My friends, I do lament this insane^zW . . . I, iii. 160.
Nay, Beatrice ; have courage my sweet ^«V/, , . II. i. 80.
There sit a^Wand an old woman— .... Faust^ II. 322.
Why doyou let that fairer/ pass from you, . , II. 371.
a pale, Fair^W, standing alone 11. 379.

Girt, V. tr. (1) encircled.
woven gold which ^irt the neck of Paris, . . . C^l. 162.

which g. with empire A baby's or an ideot's brow, 'Triumph^ 498,

(2) hemmed in.

which^W their dark foundations round. . . , Z.a(7w,xil.xxxv.9.

Girt, pp. A. Lit. surrounded.
fairy lands^V^by some heavenly sea: .... Dcsmon^ 1. 205.
a Fane Stood in tne midst, girt by green isles . iMon, i. xlviii. 8.

Girt by the chieftains of the host ; xii. v. 4.

frirt by many an azure wave Tike Isle, 9.

B. Ft£: (1) environed.
a Power Girt round with weakness ;— .... Adonais, xxxii. 3.

girt tho' it be With Death's omnipotence. . . . Dcemon^ II. 24.

Girt by the desarts of the Universe JLaon, I. 1. 4.

Girt by its hell of power, VII. xxxvi. 4.

each girt by the hot atmosphere . .... xi. viii. 5.

his throne, dV^as it was with power. . . . . Q. Mab, vii. 91.
Girt as with an interminable zone, W'oodntan, 35.

(2) encompassed,
dows^W,
n Of its own glo
md meteors Tempest

(3) endowed,
such power her mighty Sire Had^W them with, Wiick^ xxi. 7.

Give, V. I. tr, (1) provide.
they all cried, Give us clothes, father! .... Cenci^ lii. i. 328.
You ought to give us hog-wash and clean straw, (Bdipzts, I. ^5.

(2) afford, confer upon, allow.
That neither life nor death Z2jvgive me rest. , . Cenci, III. i. 14a
Gold must^W power, or Ch. 1st, II. 342.
I fieelygive them tears for their reward. . . . C^cl. 325.
Go, happy one, arndgive that bosom joy . . , Damon, 11. 302.

J, „ „ „ „ ... Q. Mab, IX. 209.
And are like gods yfihogive them all they have, . Fr. Peo. Bng. 6.

All earth can take or Heaven can give Hellas, 1089.
You \i\\\ give \oy to me, Horn. Merc. V. 7.

And many glorious gifts in joy will^zVe thee, LXXVIII.7.
Wouldst^?'&£ whateer these words .... Int. Beauty,v\. xs..

yet neither cheer nor wine Could ^'s^fi us spirits, Julian, 523.
To give to all an equal share of good, .... jLaon, viii. xi. 6.

maygive Their being to each plant, ix. xxxiii. 5.

Since thou eternal life canst ^z'z/^, Love,^.
Nowgive me one more billing kiss Jl/. Jvi Ravail, 87.
And thou shalt^Vfi kisses to me 98.
Give us glory, and blood, and gold Mask^ xvi. 4.
Give me, thy child, dominion Over all height

and depth ? Ode Lib. xvii. 12.

I can^Vtf not what men call love, One word, 11. 1.

which shall give it strength To suffer Prol. Hellas, 139.
with such mixed joy As pain and virtue^w. . . Front, i. 657.
but my breath Would^we them swifter speed. . 11. v. 7.
Andgive that faithful Dosom joy Q. Mab, l. 28.
to give An awful warning :

—^ II. 117.
That they alone can ^'z/^ the bliss 11.208.
And sig^h for pleasure they refuse togive,— . . —— v, 242.
Thsitgive a snape to nature's variea works, . , ' vi. 85.

n M )i )i ,) ,, . . Superstition, 14.
Who dares notgive reality to that Q. Mab, vili. 47.
and Power doth give To such pale tyrants . . . Rosal. 463.
Inheritor of more than earth can give Sunset, 45.
Converging thou 6\dstgive it name, and form, . Superstition, 31.

(3) hand to, deliver.

At supper I -wxWgive you the petition : . . . . Cenci, I. ii. 62.
Give me a bowl of wine ! I. iii. 165.
Give me the weapon, we must do thy will. . . iv. iii. 35.

frwc me your firm hand, v. iii. 117.
our out, and onlygive iae the cup full, . . . Cycl. 565.

Carse you ! Give it me so • 567.
There, Give it to me. I have been used . . . (Ediptis, i. 380.
Give me a glass of Maraschino punch II. ii. 32.
lone, G^zz/e her that curved shelly Pront.\\\.\\\.6^.
{Give me some straw)— Serckio, 77.

(4) bestow, hand over to.

unwise togive the Cyclopses This precious drink, Cycl. 451.
And I wiir^Vfi thee as a good-will token, . . . HomTMerc. xc. i.

which to his compeers, . . . He will dividing^W.— Loon, I. xxxiv. 6.

Stab her, orj-iW her bread!— v. xxvii. 2.

Give their substance to the free Mask, LXl. 3.

keep your v/ax—give us the honey, Peter, III. v. 3.

So that no one would give us bread : Rosal. 320.

(5) accord, permit or allow.
to thee When did I give the liberty ... to afflict Calderon, III. 37.

God will .^/'»tf Victory; Ch. ist, II, 337.
observe you ^zz/fi me full permission Faust^l.'j^.

these to you Ip-^'iy^/—
»-r-„- ^^ ..

ith

Horn. Merc. xcv. 6.

and to our oat^ do thou Give sanction, .... Laon, x. xxix. 6.

ffzw them no law (Edipt^,\l.\\.\26.

(6) yield in position.

6^iV£ place,^eVe place! You torchbearers, . . Ch. 1st, I. 113.

Give place To the Marshal of the Mask! . . . i. 134.

Place, give place !
— I. 1^9

they come, give way ! Laon, xi. xii. 3.

(7) pay as a pnce.
I would give All that I am to be as thou now art ! Adonais, xxvi. 7.

would ^/z/s To thy most detested spirit My soul, . Calderon^ ll. 16.

But how much gold will you engage togive} , Cycl. 131.

And in addition I -mXigive you jg;old 152.

and I will give All that the Cyclops feed . , . 156.
Why, your Majesty, I could notgive— . . , , CEdipus, I. 93.

(8) deliver over.

and victory over Scotland give The lion England Ch. 1st, 11. 338.

(9) pledge.
\give you my word of honour Calderon, I. 258.

(10) bestow in marriage.
give her to some friend In marriage : Cenci^ IV. i. 21.

(11) betray or make over to.

I will not give you that fine piece of nature . , V. ii. 168.

(12) assign.
and ^z'z/tf A human heart Laon,vul.\. i.

(13) suffer.

each fifth shall give The expiation for his brethren X. ix 5,

(14) echo, render.

Give various response to each varying blast, . . Mutability, 6.

(15) abandon^ throw away.
Give care to the winds, they can bear it well . . Serchio, 53.

(16) show or exhibit.

But the Sensitive Plant which could ^. small fruit Sensit. PI. I. 70.

(17) produce, bring forth.
Our mother Earth v/'^give ye new . , , , T^rembleKings, 7.

(18) cause.
Of the south wind in spicy vales might ^/z/fl . . Unf. Dr. 216.

(19) appropriate.
This day fiends give to revelry, Devil, xxvill. 1.

(20) relate, render.
give such a plausible account, Horn.. Merc. Lxvi. $.

(21) return as equivalent.
I give thee tears for scorn Julian, 496.
(22) give the lie= contradict.

"WonXdgive the lie to his flushing cheek : . . . Rosal. 253.

(23) apply, adapt.
not to dare To give a human voice .... Julian^ 305.
(24) with up. a. forego.

1 must^'z/e up the greater point, .... CfiK«', IV. i. 44.
b. surrender, deliver over.

Will you give up these bodies to be dragged . . v. iii. 34.
fitter To take the living thzngive up the dead ; . Hellas, 863.

II. reji. inflict upon.
Give yourself no unnecessary pain, Cenci, v. iv, 158.
And^w himself no care Cycl. ^2^.

III. intr, (1) benefit.

Love its power to give and bear. Hellas, 45.
(2) with outy to report or publish.

yougive out that you have half reformed me, . Cena, I. i. 74.
Given, pp. (1) bestowed on, presented to.

had I not g. To thee the robe I stole from heaven, Falsehood, 33.
Gold, Monarchy, and Murder, ^z/cwy .... 4a
Which should he given to cleaner Pigs thanyou? CEdipus, I. 29.
"SlZ-m^ given the ape-guards apples, nuts, and gin, i. 321.

(2) conferred on, afforded.
hadst thou Not g. him a glimpse of Heaven's light Faust, I. 45,
The Counsellor Supreme has^Ww to thee . Horn. Merc.isss3i.\.
Yet flattering power \i2Agiven its ministers . . Laon, 11. iii. 7.
of all to which \%gwen The light of life, . . . v. Song^2.2.
Dear the boon to Fancy^z«», Love's Rose, \\.\.
Ah ! why was love to mortals given M. N. Melody, 5.
Sorrow's self thy cup has given., .... Mary, w/io died, 11. 6.
To believe their minds Bi&given Peter, III. xx. 3.
yet all love is sweet, Given or returned. . . . I^ont. II. v. 46.
by him and us G^(w« and returned ; -ill. iii. 60.
hath^. A special sanction to the trade of blood? Q. Mab, ll. 156.

(3) confided, entrusted, vouchsafed.
Would not have given assurance Calderon, I. 158.
as I Have pywer given me j. 212!
To me is given The wonders of the human world

to keep— Dcemon, 11. 48.
_ t» j» . ,» , 11 . i» 11 Q' Mab, I. 167.
1 o whom alone it has been given Fr. Moon 2.
To sage or poet these responses ^?'wtf«— . . . Jnt. Beauty "rii 2
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To whom life and light is given; Prom. iv. 462,
Thou hast^'z/tfw-A boon-which I will not resign, Q. Mab^ ill, 4.
but which are ^'z^^K, And then withdrawn , . .St. Epips. 131,

Their power was given But to destroy, .... Triumph^ 292.

(4) imparted to.

Have^zz/£« you that cold melancholy look, . . Cenci, II. \. $1.
has given Thy songs such power ?— ... Ifont. Merc. LXXVI. 2.

Nor the gloom to Earth ^z/£M /Votk. II. lii. 78.

(5) afforded, supplied.
such delights by thee Are given^ Hofn, Earthy 24.
andmy heart gave The response thou hast^'w«/ Front. II. iv. 122.

Which I had^/oB« a shelter from the frost . . Unf. Dr. 129.

(6) provided, arranged.
And heard the pious cause for which 'tis given^ . Cencz\ I. iii. 9.
this hideous feast Given at my brothers' deaths. i. iii. 122.

And he \kz.^given us aU Ditch water, .... 11. i. d^^
Thou hast^iWw A sweet draught Cyci. ^12.

(7) exposed.
Whose sails were never to the tetap^t given/ . Adonais^ LV. 4.

(8) addressed.
the most civil sort of lie That can be giifen to

a man's face Calderon^ 1. 34.

(9) paid, forfeited.

Alas ! Aurora, what wouldst thou have^W« . Witch^ Lxvii. i.

(10) handed over.
and given Its empire to the chosen of his slaves. Q. Mab^ Vll. 203.

(11) permitted or accorded permission.
And all that lives, or is, to be hath^z/e», . . . Laon^ V. xi. S.

(12) rewarded with.
and h^given A happy life for this brief melody, Horn. Earthy 26.

(13) provided.
Have prit/en him the Devil for a companion, . . paust^ I. 102.

(14) given birth= brought forth.

Before the east has given its glory birth— . . . JLaon^ Vll. xxxv. 3.

(15) with tOj joined or added.
To the strings without soul had then^. Its own. . Jane^ ll. 5.

YvaAgiven "flieir ripeness to the manhood , . . Q. Mab^ Vlll. 15.

(16) with ffver^ ceased.
Had you not long sxnatgiven over laughing. . . Faust, I. 39.

(17) with over to, abandoned.
a house onc&given over to sin II. 176.

Giver, n. one who gives or bestows.
Where none wanted but it, could belong to the g., Sensii. PI. I. 73.

Gives, V. ir. (1) bestows.
gives his sweetmeat, and again Cries for it, . . Devil, XIV. 3.

(2) confers on.

G^zV/^ thee large power in his unquiet realm, . . C4. ij;t ii. 265.
thy power both gives and takes away ! . . . . Horn. Earth, 11.

(3) afford.

The o^GTgives me pleasure Calderon, I. 109.
that enamoured nightineale Who g. me the reply ; III. 46.
Ifhe p-zz/Ayjoy, what is Bis skin to you? .... Cyci. $35-
The fertile bosom of the earthy, suck To mjTiads, Dcemon, 11.54.

„ ,, ,, „ ,; „ Q.Mab, VIII. 109.

Andgives so bad a light, Faust, li. 20.

can be worth More than it^ives or teaches. ^Hellas, 923.
Gives grace and truth to life's unquiet dream. Int. Beauty, III. 12.

yon broad m^oon gives light To millions .... Daon, Vlll. m\ 6.

(4) imparts to, inspires with.
ih?i.tgives you this pale sickness Of penitence ; . Cenct, V. i. 29,
Their beauty^jVas me voice. See how they float Pro^. I. 759.

(5) provides, celebrates.

This night my father ^(&'&y a sumptuous feast, . Cenct, l. ii. 47.

(6) exhales.
Till rfie scent it^z/&y Skylark,^.

(7) with up. a. surrenders.

Be as a grave which gives not up its dead , , . Laon, V. xii. 2.

b. reveals or shows forth.

heaven's utmost deep Gives up her stars, , . Prom. iv. 419.

*Qivest, V. intr. makest to live.

Thoa givest not—^yet this is a great gift. . . Hom. Merc. xcvi. 8.

JGiveth, V. tr. provideth, affordeth.

who giveth joys With his own gift Ch. ist, I. 30.

Giving, /r.//Z?. (1) presenting, handing.
I saw him ^/w/«^ these things to the strangers. . Cycl 250.

I were more useful, giving to my friends. . . , 540.

be mine the glory^zz/iw^it— Hom. Merc.usxxi. 3.

jp-iOTW^ their sows Some taw(lry lace CEdipus, i. 2^.

(2) affording.

"Bygiving a faint foretaste of damnation . , . Gisb. 30.

(3) imparting,
Lo, giving substance to my words Ch. ist, I. 166,

giving New splendour to the dead Stella, 3.

Giving a. voice to its mysterious waves, , . Two Fr. Invoc. 1. 4.

(4) abandoning.
Andgiving all it shrouded to the earth, , . . Ginevra, 155.

(5) exchanging.
^/z'/«^ sigh for sigh Ode, Arise, 18.

Giving for one, which it could ne'er express, . . St. Epips. 25.

(6) providing.
And^/w«^ them clean straw, ....... (Edipus, i, 297.

Oigiving soldiers rations bad— Peter^ 11. X. .5.

"Biygiving \C\va. a situation ll- xiii. 4.

^Glacier, n. an ice river.

Then Alpheus bold. On his glacier cold, .... Arethusa^ If. z.

^Glaciers, n. pi. of Glacier.
The^. creep Like snakes that watch their prey, Mont B. 100.
The crEiwling ^/fl«4erj pierce me Protn.\.y..

Glad, adj. (1) joyous.
which make all things else Beauteous ar\.dglad, . Cenct^ I. i. 45.
Rejoice with me—ray heart is wondrous ^^oc^. , I. iii. 50.
and make your spint^/tz^. Cycl. $37.
The beauty of delight makes lovers glad,. . , . Prom. i. 465.

(2) pleasant, delightful.

a wild and ^/a^f surprise, Ziww, xii.xxii. 4.
Men started, staggering with a^iW surprise, . . Ode Z>ib. xi. 14.

(3) cheerful.

Make ^/a^ the day ; , . , Mutability, {2) lU. 4.

*Glade, n. an open space in a wood.
There lay the gktde and neighbouring lawn, . , Jane, Recoil. 65.
With silver tint S. Irvyne's glade

/

St. Ir. (4) i. 4.

*Glades, n. pi. of Glade.
Pierce into^^^.;, caverns, and bowers, , , Epips. 441,

*Gladlier, adv. more willingly.
For he would gladlier celebrate their deaths, . , Cenci, I. ii. 52.
Yet poured forth gladlier^ could it profit thee. . Epips. 20.

Gladly, adv. willingly, with pleasure.
One ofyour secrets I would gladly know, , Horn. Merc. LXXIV. 6.

Gladness, n. joyousness, freedom of spirit.

Do ye not see a star oigladness Fr. A gentle^ 7.

With the gifts oig. Greece did thy cradle strew ; Hellas, 04.
Their sons excel in youth's new budding ^/ii(/iK£;ffj, Horn. Earthj ig.

And to the clouds and waves in tameless gladness, Laon, i. xxxix. 6.
Shall throng around our steps mgladness . , . V.Song,5.io.
the strength oigladness Came to my spirit . . vil. li. 3.

O Spring, of hope, and love, and youth, and glad. ix. xxii. i.

a fierce and monstrous ^/aaw^j.? xil. i. 1.

and so in g. A Heaven unto himself have earned ; Peter. V. iii. 2.

overflows in notes of liquid ^/i!Z{/»&f.^ .... Pr.Athan.U.u.^^,
Turned . . . the worst I saw to recollected ^/a*/. . Prom., i. 771.
Old songs with n&vfgladness, ....... IV. 49.
With the thunder ofgladness. rv. 54.
By the whirlwind oigladness borne along ; . . rv. 85.
The boundless, overflowing, \i^xrstmvgladness, . IV. 320.
the mother's shriek Of maniac ^i^EZ^^^j, , , , Q. Mab,^!. 120,
Two shapes oigladness to my sight ; Rosal. 390.
From my dream of unremaining^/otfM^jj/ . 997,
Teach me half the ^/fli/warj Skylark, loi.
Are those thoughts of teadexgladness . , , . Sophia, 11, 4.

^Gladsome, n. joyous, free from care.
ivy-fingered winds and gladsome birds .... Dmmon, II. 207.

n i> u 1). n . . . , Q. Mab, IX. 128.

Glance, v. intr. (1) move rapidly, dance.
To the music ^iizMtae and fleet. Cycl. 64.

(2) flash, gleam, twinkle.
and the young stars^^in^ Epips. 531.
Like winged stars the fire-flies flash a.xidglance, . Gisb. 281.
The steel ye tempered glance on ye Men ofEng. vii 4.

(3) fly.

the arrows glance and wound,— ...,,. Orpheus, 49.
(4) rustle along, pass.

over me Your leaves shall^&«cg— H^Vc4, xxrv, 7,

Glance, n. (1) look, regard.
Whilst I had watched . . . With seeming careless

elanix; Laon, ill. x. 3.
A^&?tt»askeenasis the lightning's stroke . rv. vi. 8.
whose glance Met mine in restless awe— , . , vill. xxvi. 8.
spread iVith the quick glance of eyes, . , . , x. xvi. 9,

(2) a regard of thought.
penetrated with a^&wc« Calderon,\\.\\\.
It visits with inconstant^/a«^ Int. Beauty, I. 6.
could see The absent with theglance of phantasy, Julian, 446.
Luther caught thy wakening^/a««, Ode Lib. x. 6.
at a^. combines Tiie wondrous and the beautiful,— Q. Ma6, i. 72.
and with inconstant ^^f^Kce Flash from the spirit St. Epips. 132.

(3) light, beams of the sun or moon.
Follow not his faithless glance Calderon, III. 69.
Draw strength from gazing on \Xs glance, . . . Faust, i. 5.
The Angels draw strength from thyglan^ . . i, 25.
How sweetly does the moonbeam's Wizno; . . . St. Ir. (4) i. 3.
the joy which waked like heaven's^^zmiv , . . Triu?nph, ^S.
(4) ilash.

Fled from the glance of our artillery Hellas, 369.
(5) reflection.

Its emerald crags glowed in her beauty's^/a«a; Witch, xxviii. 3.

Glanced, v. intr. (1) looked.
Glanced as she spake

; Laon, xii. xxii, 5.

(2) moved rapidly.

^ndglanced before the Eagle's steadfast eye. . . 1. ix. 9.

(3) shimmered, moved.
Startled and ^&«cerf and trembled Alastor 476
The willow leaves thatglanced in the light breeze, Summer g.

(4) shone or sparkled.
'

tears which she did weep Glancedm the star-light ; Laon, v. xxvi. 8.
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Qlanoes, v. intr. changes rapidly.

whose motion Ever falls and shifts s.nAgtances . Sophia^ i. 5,

Qlances, n. glimpses.
Glances of soul-dissolving glory, shone :— ... Latm, I. Ix, 7.

^Qlancinf
, pr. fple. flashing, gleaming.

The lightnings are ^/(i«cz'«^, Fugitives^ I. ^,
far^/a««'w^ in the misty morning, inflow, V. xxxix. I.

Olancing', ppi. adj. shimmering, ever-moving.
and the green h.-aiglancing shadows of the sea . I. xx. 6.
Singing within the ^/a««'»^ leaves Matilda, i-j.

Olare, v. intr. (1) stare fixedly.
Glared on me as a toothless snake va\s\itglare : iMon. V. xxv. 6.

(2) flash brightly.
And^/ar«withlightningsas they fly, . . . . Afiw/t, xxvil. 3.

(3

)

strike forcibly or clearly.
Wilder did grief athwart my bosom ^/ar^/ . M. N. Fragmt'. 1$.
But serving on the frightful gulph io glare, . . Q. Mab, IV. 102.

•j-Glare, n. (1) fixed staring look.
In terror at the ^/are of those wild eyes, , . . Alastor, 26^.
Your eyes have a chill glare; Cenci, II. i. 12.
Maiden, quench the ^/are ofsorrow . . . . Mary^whodiea^l.i.
the darkness and the ^/flris of pain, Medusa, II. y

.

For from the serpents gleams a brazen glare . . v. 2.

Wretch! Suppress the ^/fl^fi of madness . . . Moonbeam, 111. 1.

(2) brilliancy, brightness.
And things are lost in the ^&»-e of day, . . . .Mar. Dr. n.
In the lone^^re of day, Mont B. ij,!.

Like the last p-Zaytf of day's red affony /Vom. HI. ii. 7.
And a cold p-2arc,intenser than the noon, . , . Triumph,

'ji.
before the^a^£ Of the tropic sun 484.
a swift eagle in the .morning^/are Witch, XLV. 5.

(3) bright moonlight.
Beneath the cold ^/arfi of the desolate night, . . Alastor, 2^.
Thine eyes glowed in ^e glare Of the moon's

dying light

;

The Cold, III. 1.

(4) of dull joyless light.
With a pale and sickly ^/ff^^, Dcsmon, 11. 202,.

M „ „ ,j Q. Mab, IX. 124.A smell of day, a pale and icy^&^tf, Ginevra, i^i.

(5) reflection or sparkling of jevrels.
but the weary ^iizre Lay like a chaos 18.

(6) flare, flame.
and the j?-/ar« struck the sun pale,

—

Hellas, e,o6.

Wrapt the great pile with g. and roaring sound, Horn. Merc. xlx. 6.
all else was clearly shewn In that hjosA glare, . Loon, III. xvi. 8.
and saw on high tne^/arfi of falling brands : . . vi- xviii. 9.
Is changed to a dim night by that unnatural^. . xil. iv. 9.
whence yon glare That fires the arch of heaven ? Q. Mab, IV. 33.

(7) gleam or flash.
But keener thy gaze than the lightning's ^/a?'^, . Liberty, III. I.

From the dark storm-clouds flashes a fearful^., M. N. Ravail, 3.

(8) glamour, pretentiousness.
VX^Ayglare Will lose its power to dazzle ; . . , Q. Mab, III. 132.
a^/are that fades before the sun Of truth, . . . VI. 143.

jlOlared, v. intr. (1) stared fixedly.
Glared on me as a toothless snake might glare : Laon, v. xxv. 6
Whose stony eyes ^/a;'^/^ in the morning light, . VI. viii. 4.
and eyeless sculls C/s?'^!/ ghastily upon me. . . Q. Mab, VII. 192.
And triumphant their gleam on the dark Monk g., St. Ir. (3) xvi. 4.

(2J shov?ed fiercely.

Desire. . .^/a?-«.^ ere it died; Triumph, S26.
Glared,//. Fig. shone.

for killing Truth had ^/a>-«i? on them; . . . . Hellas, 2^.
Glares, -zi. intr. Fig.. xa/ges.

Howls, and leaps, and ^/arej in chorus : . . . Ode Lib. ^lll. y.

*Qlariiig, ///. adj. ostentatious, dazzling.
To their corrupt and ^/a;-zW^ idol fame, . . . ,Q.Mab,v.i)%.

Glastrow, n. the second city of Scotland.
Glasgow, I^eds, and Chester

;

Peter, VI. xxxvii. 6.

Glass, n. A. Lit. (1) a brittle transparent substance.
Life, like a dome of many-coloured ^/ajj, . . . Adonais, 1.11. z.
Some tawdry lace, and bits of lustre ^/ajj, . . (Bdipus, I. 200.
Withpiecesof smoked ^/arj, to watch her . . . I. 4C0.
Smoke your bits ofglass. Ye loyal swine, . . . 11. i. ig?
Smashed ^/ajj—and nothing more

!

Peter, I. xv. s.

'

(2) a vessel made of glass.
aqueer broken^/ajj Wilhinkinit;— . . . . Gisb. 8^.
In her right hand she bore a crystal ^/ajj, . . . Triumph, 35^.
(3) a mirror.

Over the Present's dusky^/ajj; Pr. Questions, 4.
isshadowedon thepast Asona^/ara Hellas, S06.
I saw as in a ^toj The hearts of others . . . . Hope, Fear 10
Desire presented her [false] ^/ajj, Love, Hope, le,.

the abode Of that power.which is the ^/ajj . . . Ode to Heaven, 21.
Like the shadow in the ^/ajj Peter, Prol. 14.
Art veils her^/ajj, or from the pageant starts . Polit.' Great. 6.
Beyond that twilight realm, as in &glass, . . . Prom. I. 662.
Regard like shapes in an enchanter's ^/ajj/ . . iv 213
'ke some great^/aw, Which did distort . . . St. Epips. 21.New figures on its false and fragile ^/ajj . . . Triumph, 247.
B. Fig. (1) the mind likened to a mirror.

Leaving no figure upon memory's c'/aj.r. . . . Hellas, \%\.
Remembrance borrows Fancy's ^-Sfj, . . . . St. Epips. isg.

(2) a glassful.

Give me a^/ajj of Maraschino punch (Edipus, 11. W. ^2.

Glassy, adj. (1) clear and still as glass,

spot 0(glassy quiet mid those battling tides . . Alastor, 393.
like a star In a sea oiglassy weather Bridal, I. 4.

,
Epithal. IS.

,1 ., ., ,.•••; (2)25.
And the dark rocks which bound the bright and

glassy ha.y Laon, III. xv. g.

some forest-bosomed lake, Glassy and dark.— Pr. Athan. II. ii. 51.
A chaos of light and motion Upon that g. ocean. Prol. Hellas, 72.

and from W^^xt glassy thrones Prom. ill. \\. 23.

Trampling the torrent streams and glassy lakes . III. iii. 156.

On to the margin of the ^/ajjy pool, Unf. Dr. 201.

(2) transparent.
A^^jjy vapour dancing on the pool, 235.

(^3) like molten glass.

And the long^/aj.fy heave of the rocking sea, . Vis. Sea, 125.

(4) of mental calm.
Beyond the^ilwjygulphs we flee Prom. II. v. loi.

(5) without expression, glazed.
And open eyes, whose fixed and glassy light . . Ginevra, 148.

''"Glaucous, adj. sea-coloured, greenish.
Calypso and the ^/awciww ocean Nymphs, , . . Cyd. 243.
Under the glaucous caverns of old Ocean . . . Prom. 1*1. i. 44.

*Glazed, v. tr. made expressionless or dead-looking.
And^/a^«rf her eyes Ginevra,^,

Glazed, adj. glassy, without expression.
Thy lover's eye, so glazed and cold, April, 1814, 7.
His sad meek face and eyes lustrous tL-oA^dased . Julian, 285.

*Gleam, v. intr. A. Lit. (1) sparide, glitter.

made the earth gleam With bright flowers, . . Alastor, 6^3.
The blooms of dewy spring shall ^&a«« beneath . April, 1814, 14.
far clouds of feathery purple^/^aw Dcemon, 1. 204.
islands That ^&a»« amid yon flood of purple light, I. 210.
Gleam above the sunlight woods Fug, Hills, 82.
Dew-stars ^/ea?« on earth, Prom. iv. 41.
gleam Like islands on a-dark blue sea ; , . . . Q. Mab, II. 17.
and crested heads Of cities and proud temples^. Witch, LVH. 7.

(2) send forth rays.
saw their lamp from Laian's turret gleam, . . Pr. Athan. II. ii. 26.
Too pure for these regions, togleam in the skies. Tear, 1. 7.

(3) shine feebly.

where irradiate dewy eyes Had shone,gleam stony
orbs :— , Alastor, 536.

(4) shine or show fitfully.

Howrestlessly they speed, andgleam, and quiver. Mutability, 2.
To tremble, ^/^a»z, and disappear. , . . , Ode toHeaven, $4,
Its limbs Weawi white, Prom.. IV. 222.
Gleam- like pale meteors through a watery night. iv. 516.

(5) of eyes, beam.
yet gleam With such deep meaning, Julian, 148.

(ti) flash.

Gleam with sharp desire to wet Mask, LXXVII. 2.

B. Fig. (1) appear temporarily.
Heaven smiles, and faiths and empires gleam, . Hellas, 1064.

(2) appear bright to the imagination.
Touched by departing hope, ikeygleam/ . . . Ch. 1st, iv. 25.
What Paradise islands of^glory^o>».' . . . . Hellas, 1052.

'^Gleam, n. A. Lit. Q.) a temporary light.
Lead us on, thou wandering Gleam, Faust, 11. 42,
Dank lurid meteors shoot a livid^&aOT/ . . . M. N. Ravail 2
And triumphant their ^f. on the dark Monk glar'd, St. Ir. (j) xvi! 4'.

(,2) rays of sunlight or moonlight.
How from their many isles in evening's ^ifea»« . Julian, 90.
while the^/eaw Of the unrisen moon Laon, I. sXit.. K.
in the ^/fia?» Of the pale moon I stood VIll. iii. 3.
But a dim and noonday^&a»e Ode to Heaven, is..
Numerous as gnats upon the evening ^/caw«, . . Triumph, 46.
With slanted ^/ea»z athwart the forest tops, . . Witch, xxxix. 2.

(3) a flash in the light, radiation.
Drew with itsgleam swift victory from heaven, . Hellas, 364.
Shine in the rushing torrent's restless ^&a»j, . . Mont B. 121.
and with Hereegleam To turn his hungry sword . Naples, 79.
the green and purple ^&aOT Of Syracusan waters, Virgil 4.

(4) burst of ifame.
a blood-red ^/«a»« Burst upwards ZaoK, xil. xvi. 3.

(5) lustre, brightness.
Where two fair apples with tVeir gleam. .... Faust, II. 329.
Over the^&am of the living grass; Sensit. Pi', i. ig.
B. Fig. (1) of expression, beam.

And Pleasure, blind with tears, led by the gleam
Ofher own dying smile Adoimis, xill. 6.

And when he ceased there lay the ^/«a>« . . . Peter, v. v. 4.

(2) a passing moment.
agleam of bliss, A shade of vanished days,— , . Laofz, V. xxiv. 6.

(.3) passing mental action.
a kindling^&a»z of hope Suffused Q.Mab,vl.2i,
And in the ^/eaw of forced and hollow joy . . . Posal. 8^.

:|:Gleamed, ti. intr. A. Lit. (1) darted, cast rays,
two lessening points . . . G. through the darkness, Alastor, 6??.
The lamps . . . Gleamed few and faint .... Ginevra 170And the moon dimly gleam'd through the tem-

'

pestedair; St. Ir. (fi) ill. 2.

o o a
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(2) shone.
Gleamed like a pile of crags Fr. ofDreanty 8.

And every golden i^a^tzgleamed therein— . . Laon^ i. ix. 2.

in the ray Of the obscure stars ^i&aw^rfy . . . VI. xxii. 8.

thegarments white Of Cythna^/sflTw^t/, . . . VI. xliv. 8.

Around me glearned many a bnght sepulchre . Naples^ 12.

(3) of expression, beamed.
(As thus the old man spake, his countenance G. . Laon^ IV. xvi. 3.

B. Fig. (1) of emotion, passion, &c.
Scattering contagious fire into the sky, Gleamed. Ode Lib. i. 5.

thou Whose dear love ^/efl?M£(/ O thou^ 2.

(2) of repntation or lustre, shone forth.

Athens diviner yet Gleamed with its crest . . . Ode Lib. V. la
Gleamed in the night Prom. I. 770.

'Nxleamingr, ^r. ///<?. A., Lit. (1) sparkling with light.

a well. Dark, g.^ and of most translucent wave, . Alastor. 458.
And the vapours cloven z.n6.gleaming .... Eug. HillSy 86.
Whose bri^t print is gleaming yet ; 298.
Gleaming in yon flood of light .._.... ^. Mab^ li. 23.
If gold, Gleaming around, and numerous viands III. 47.
Dim mirrors of ruin ha.ng gleaming sibout; . . Vis. Sea^ 17.

(2) emitting light.

Only the glow-worm is ^/(ftz»«i«^.* Rosal. 135.
which ^iIsa»*/«^ o'er the darksome scene . . . Star^ i.

B. Fig. radiating.
Whose is the love that, gleam, through the world, Q. Mob, Ded. i,

*61eanLS, v. intr. A, Lit. (1) sparkles.
while ocean gleams below Adofi. Cane. 26.

Over the stany deep thatgleams helaw .... Loon, I. xxiii. 8.

in the blaze Of sun-rise^^»2^ xi. xxiii. 4.
For thro' its grey rohegleams the golden dew . Prom. II. i. 130.
Gleams faintly tlirough the gloom Q. Mob, IV. 37.

(2) darts, casts rays, shines.

the sunken vaeteor gleoTns. Laon, Xll. xxi. 9.

it gleams again As the waves fade, Prom. 11. i. 21.

It gleams upon the ivied bower, St. Ir. {4) iv. 3.

Ineffectual gleatns on the snow-covered plain, . T^ear^ III. 2.

on a sluggish stream, Gkams dimly, The Coldy ill. 4.

. (3) shines, glitters.

Mont Blanc yet^. on high :—the power is there, , Mont B. 127.

(4) flashes.

as lightning in a cloud Gleams^ Alastor^ 419.
For from the serpents ^/sfl^zM a brazen glare . . Medusa^ v. 2.

B. Fig. (1) is seen, shows itself,

that shy bird That ^/<aj«« i' the Indian air— , . Gisb. 23^.

(2) radiates mentally.
For Love, Mortal,^, thro' the gloom of my sway. Death, Dial. 25.

Itgleams betrayedand to betray : Eug. Hills, 260.

Waich^^9»j out on the darkness of our prison, Q. Mab, VI. 194.

*G-leams, n. (1) rays of light.

Which slopes to the western ^^flwj.' Arethusa, \. \2.

and sunbeams with their convex^ifeaww, . . . Cloud, 79.
beneath thegleams Of the silver stars ; ... Laon, vi. i. 4.

Travelledo'er by dyinff^/^a»w; /Vw«. I. 679.
Odours and^^a»w and murmurs, Woodman, 61.

(2) flashes of fire.

Mingling fierce thunders and sulphureous ^&ai?w, Hellas^ 627.

(3 J glimpses.
Some say that gleams of a remoter world . . . Mont B. 49.

Oleau, V. tr. Fig. to gather.

1 will essay toglean A warning for the future, . Q. Mob, III. 7.

^Gleanings, n. sparse gatherings.

The^/«ff«i«^Jof precarious charity . . . . Mother^ Son, ni. 6.

*Gletoe, n. soil, ground.
compels the stubborn ^/e^e to yield Q. Mab,in. iii.

*Glee, n. (1) mirth, gaiety.

why is the Father of Hell in such^^^, .... Devil, xxili. i.

sucn glee was ours Julian^ 30.

laughed with the^f/ee Of light Rosal. 88.

They laughed aloud in frantic P'Zfftf, 234.

Repaid their hate with cheerful ^/se ^o.
Or they would kill him in their jpifetf, 849.

Thy mingled look of love anAglee W. Shel. (2) 5.

(2) wild excitement.

long, and frantic laugh oiglee, Loon, Vi. xlviii. 7.

(3) used towards natural objects,

by the panic oigleeJ Prom. iv. 44.

*Glen, n. A. Lit. a narrow valley or thickly-wooded spot.

Onedarkest^. Sends from its wqods of musk-rose, Alastor, 451.

from the ^/ew Drew the fat spoils Ifom. Merc. xxi. 3.

Which from the inmost depths of its green glen . xxxi. 4.

between Two woody mountains in a neighbouring^., xxxil. 7.

By the sea-shore in a deep mountain ^/Sr«/ . . . Loon, I. xxxvi. 3.

Even to the gorge of the first mountain ^/i?« . . v. liv. 3.

in that green jf/£«, Like stifled torrents, . . . vi. xii. 4.

like Proserpine, in E,nna!*s glen, Matilda, 48.

From what Hyrcanian p/i^m or frozen hill, . . . Ode Lib. vill. i..

On moor, and^/^«, and rocky lake, L^ter, V. vii. |.

till the path ofLaian's^/^w Was grass-grown— Pr. Athan. II. 1. 21.

Within yon forest is a gloomy^/«k— Q. Mab, IV. 68.

In a merrier ^/^« to hoot and play, Kosal. 140.

Creep hand in hand from yon obscurest ^/e«. . . Summer-Evg. 6.

B. Fig. applied to life.

Untouched by suffering, through the rugged ^/Isw. Hope, Fear, 9.

*01ens, n. pi. of Glen.
That blooms in mossy banks and darksome ^/(?«j, DeefHon^ II. 264.

u n n I, 1, ;, Q- Moby IX. 169.
And from ^^glens beyond, in sullen stram, , , Gisb. 125.
In the wildglens rouffh shepherds will deplore Horn. Merc. XLVIII. 6-

In lonelyjgWTW, amia the roar of rivers, . . . . XiM«, I. xlvi. i.

from remotestjf. two warring winds Involve in fire, II. xlvi. 2.

Fills your dim p-^wj and liquid wildernesses: . . Prom. I. 129.
gloomyWe«J Of Greenland's sunless clime, , . Q. Mab^ll. 2\%.
That lurk in'the j^&kj of a twilight grove, . . . vil. 27a
Through tangled^, and wood-embosomed meads, - — ix. 51.

Glide, V. intr. A. Lit. move smoothly along.
We^//i& in Like snails J9izwj/, II. 174.
two glittering lights were seen to glide , , . . La4m^ I. Ivi. i.

Glide o'er its dim and gloomy strand, .... 11. viL 4.

the Tyrant's gem-wrought chariot ^/zi& .... xil. ii. 5.

as her bark Old thro' the waters ^AVik, .... xii. xx. 6.

I sat and saw the vessels j^/z^ls . , Lerici,xi.
And green worlds that PWisfe along; OdetoHeaven^ 14,

On swift still wings ^/z(& down the atmosphere? . Prom. I. 7155.

And bow their bummg crests, ^^6. glide in fire . II. it 81.

And around them the soft stream did glide , . Sensit. PI. l. 47.
Which like a sea o'er the warm earth ^/z'dfe, , . i. 91.
As if a spectre . . . ShonAAglide and glow, . . . TowerofFa^. 19.

partly to ^/z'^fe along The air Triumph, yj\.
m the hours of sleep, To ^/zVifeadown old Nilus, . H^//c>^, LVII. 2.

B. Fig. pass gently.

felt ^'QTvdsrglide Into their brain, Laon, Xll. iv. j.
glide in peace down death's mysterious stream. . xil. xxvIl 6.

Regrets which glide through the spirit's gloom, . Past, II. 4.

4:Glided, v. intr. passed smoothly along.
o'er the lagune We glided, Julian, ^.
Where never mortalpinnace^/z'flfef/, Prom. Ii. v. 93.
Glided along the river, Triumph, 363.

Glided, pp. Fig. passed.
now they have^/z'^rf Under the grave; .... Epitaph.^.

Glides, V. intr. (See Glide. A. Lit?)

the moon, G. glimmering o'er my fleece-like floor Cloudy ^j.
it ^/zi&j like tender colours spreading; .... Faust, II. 104.
Which througb the columns of a temple ^/z'l&j? . Orpheus^ .^7.

how it^/jyjRyUnder the leaves! Prom. III. iv^ i,

*Glidest, V. intr. passest gently along.
Glidesi beneath the green and purple gleam , . Virgil^ 4.

:!:Glidin0, n. smooth motion.
Through the grass with sMexAgliding. .... Fr. Serp. 9.

Olidinff , pr. pple. passing gently along.
And^/zVz«^ and springing She went, .... Arethusa, I. 13.

Gliding o'er ocean, smooth, serene, Prom, IV. 386.

Gliding*, ppl. adj. gently or smoothly moving.
grew c^m beneath a.\s gliding heAuty. . . . (Edipus, li. i. 70.

Amid the gliding waves and shadows dun ; . . Triumph^ 342.

Glinuuer, v. intr. are seen fitfully.

O'er evening hills they ^/zwzOT^ry 33.

Glimmer, n. uncertain, fitful light.

cradled in the ^//ot»«?- Of sunset; C4. i^/, IV. 23.

Stalk through the night in the horizon's glimmer^ Hellas, 626.

^Glinuuered, v. intr. shone fitfully.

The abhorred cross glifnTneredhehind^ .... 501.
yet the ray Which faintly ^/z«s«per«/ . . , Mother 4- Son^i.^
Glimmered among the moonlight dew : ... Rosal. 416.
And starry river-buds ^/a'wwwrerf by, .... Sensit. PL I. 46.

"^'Glimmered, pp. shone with faint gleam.
the closet-window oft which the rainbow had ^/e>«. Ch. 1st, u. 437.

QfJajnin.exija.gfpr.pple. emitting or reflecting an uncertainlight,
glim-mering o'er my fleece-like floor, .... Cloudy 4.7.

the flower Glim,mering at my feet ; Eug. HiUs^ 305.

Glimmering, ppl. adj. (1) imperfectly developed.
Splendours and Glooms, Sindglimnt. Incarnations Adonais^ Xlll. 3.

(2) fitfully or dimly shining.

Under the dark rocks to the^/z/«»wrz«^ moon . Cenci, IV. iv. 85.
One glimmering lamp was expiring and low ; , St. Ir. (i) I. 2.

(3 J glittering or sparkling with light.

Skirted the mid-night Ocean's glimmering flow, Laon, v. i. 5.

Beside the dimness of the ^/i»«»«rm^ sea, . . VI. i. i.

On the grey margin of the gUmfnering maini . Vll. xxxiii. 5.

as clouds olglimmering dew Ode Lib. xvi. ib.

(4) imperfectly seen.

As o'er their^//7«««rz«^ forms Laon, vi. xxi. 9.

Glimmering', vbl. n, fitful light.

WhBX glintfnering^ spurting, stinking, burning, . Faust, li. 213,

K glimmering o'er the forms on every side, . . Laon, l. U. 8.

Glimmers, v, intr. (1) shines or sparkles dimly.
In the dust Glim.mers a kingless diadem, . . . Hellas., 835.
G//7W?«frj, for ever sought, for ever lost ; . . . TriuTnph^ ^-^u

(2) dimly shows.
Yon dark gray turret glimmers white, . . . . St. Ir. (4) iii. i.

Glimpse, n. Fig. dim perception.

given him a ^/i'w«^5£ of Heaven's light . . . .Faustyi.^^.
Glimpses, n. A. Lit. dim lights or shadows.

for evening. And the power it's glimpses bring . Rosal. 202.

B. Fig. dim perceptions.

A dim and feeble joy, whose g. oft Were quenched Laon^ III. xxxiii. t.

^Glisten, v, intr. sparkle.

As dew-stars ^//j/tfK Prom. \u i. iG&,
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'^Glitter, V. tr, (1) sparkle with reflected light.

and the lashed deeps Glitter and boil beneath : . Laon^ I. tii. 4.

(2) brighten with expression.
and make My wan eytsglitter for her sake, . . Rosal. 341.

Ollttexing-, pr. pple. (1) brightly darting.
Clothing her form in garments ^^V/erz«^ far, . Horn. Moon^ 11.

(2) of refracted or reflected light, shining.
And of the gold and jewels ^/jV/^m'w^ there . . Ginevra^ 17.
She saw his white hairs ^/?'//tfri«^ .... Pr.Athan.l\.\.^-i,.
One amaranth glittering on the path of frost, . II. ii. 2.

(3) darting expression.
And his keen eyes, glittering through mine, . , Rosal. 1 134.

(4) of mental action.
Now dark

—

novf glitter.—now reflecting gloom— Motti B. 3.

GlitterlufiT, ppl. adj. (1) sparkling or flashing emitted light.

Then first, two ^////^r/«^ lights were seen . . . Loon. I. Ivi. i.

star That gems the glittering coronet of mom, . Q. Mab^ I. 99.
wheeled round Its glittering -^ovixt^ Rosal. 1304.

(2) sparkling or flashing with refracted light.

clouds of aery gold That slept inglitter. billows Dmnton^ I. 233.
he took The ^/«&?'/«^ key, IIbjM.Merc.xi.1.4..
And gave him in return the WiWtfr^w^ lash, . . lxxxv. i.

When I walked forth upon the ^f/zV^^r/w^ grass, . Z.aon, Ded. III. 5.
"whos^ crlittering swords were bare, .... ill. vi. 8.

close they drew Th&xr glittering files, .... vi. xiv. <?.

gloomy cowls Bxid glittering spears— .... xii. ii. 6.

One vast and glittering lake XII, xxxiv. 9.
Those golden clouds That rolled in^/?V/er. billows Q. Mab, 11.44.
their white a.n<\. glittering spires IV. 11.

Upborne by her wild a.nSglittering hair, . . . 7}a)o Spirits, 46.

Globe, 71. (1) the earth.

Their elements, wide scattered o'er the globe^ . DcetHon^ II. 223,

„ ,, „ „ ,, „ . Q.Mab^ IX. 131.

fold the wandering ^/o5e In liquid sleep .... Epips. ^56.
And round the desolated globe Paisehood, 23.
then o'er the globe With secret signs JLaon, X. vii. 3.

iia.ppy globe of land and air, , Front, iv. 326.

(2) the firmament.
till the blue ^/(?3fi Wrapt deluge round it . . . IV. 314.

(3) the sphere of the moon.
the Moon's globe And the pure stars in their

eternal bowers Apollo, IV. 2.

(4) water in spherical shape.
What is heaven ? Zi. globe of dew, Ode to Heaven, 46.

(5) the emblem of royalty.
His the sceptre, crown, and globe, Mask^ XX. 3.

^Olo'bdd, ppl. adj. wreathed in circles.

hurling fiercely from the ground The^. smoke,— Laon, Xll. xvi. 5.

G-lobes, n. (1) heavenly bodies.
The Tm^ty globes that rolled Dcemon^ II. 312.
Living g. which ever thron? Thy deep chasms Ode to Heaven^ 12,

The vast and ^ery globes that rolled .... 0. Mab, IX. 220.

(2l) said of things spherically formed.
Whene'er he found those globes of deep-red gold Marengki^ xill. 4.
and bright golden ^/(?^&s Of fruit, /Vvw. iii. iii. 139.

*Glode, V. intr. pa. t. of Glide, moved smoothly.
And we g. fast o'er a pellucid plain Of waters, . Laon^ I. xlviii. 5.
gaze Of the great Image as o'er Heaven it glode^ V. Ii. 7.

thro' forests, deep like night, -vjeglode, .... xii. xxxv. 5.

^Oloout, n. A. Lit. obscurity, partial darkness.
evenm^gloom Now deepening the dark shades, . Alastor, 485.
robed m the lustrous g. Of leaden-coloured even, 556-
where the^^(7W of the long polar night .... Drnmon^w. 115.

„ „ „ „ ,,.... Q.Mab, VIII. 14.5.

That mock the dungeon's unavailing ^/i?o/«/ . . Z?cs?non, II. 197.

n n » „ „ » • • Q.Mab, IX. u8.
Through the dazzlinggloom Faust, li. 78.
In fiery j^&o?« to dwefi eternally ; .... Hom. Merc. XLIII. ^.
palaces were seen Huddled in ^^i7»«;— - . . Julian, it^^.

their retiring steps in the dense g. were drowned, Laon^ III. xiv. 9.
When from that stonygloom a voice arose, . . III. xxviii, 6.

And sitting by the waters, in th&gloom Of eve, . iv. vii. 7,
the twilight's ^:&o»f Lay like a charnel's mist . v. xxii. S.

night's gloom Meanwhile had fallen on earth . . ix. xxxv. 8.

Night came, a starless and a moonless gloom. . x. xliii. i.

when Earth is wrapt in ^/tfiTOT/ XI. xxiii. 4,
But darker is the lowering ^/(?y«2 M.N. Melody, ^j.
Now dark—now glittering—now reflecting^.— . MontB.%.
an endless spring oigloom., Orpheus, 12.
He will watch from dawn to gloom Prom., i. 743.
And the gloom divine is all around II. ii. 22.
Northe^/i?i3?« to Earth given, II. iii. 78.
and rays oigloom Dart round, ll. iv. 3.
Even to the adamantine central gloom .... • 11 1. iii. 86.
Boreto thy honour thro' the divine ^/ffow . . . in. iii. 169.
o'er the gioont That shrouds the boUing surge; . Q. Mab^ IV. 29.
snow Gleams faintly through the ^/(?OOT, . . , IV. 37.
Deserts not virtue in the dungeon°s^/o(7«f, . . v. 217.
Re-images the eastern gloom, VI. 8.
Gloom, and the trance of Nature now : ... Rosal. 131.
In morning's light, in evening's ^/o<?w, .... 229.
As he sought the chapel'sg^om : St. Ir. (3) xi. 3.
adunandfaintaEtherial^/(j(7»« Triumph, {^2.
And thou, when thegloom is deep and stark, , . Two Spirits, 29.
and a pleasure hid In melancholy ^/(7£?ot, . , . Witch^xxxvili.s.

"B. Fig. (1) depression of mind, dejection.

Two starry eyes, hune in thegloom of thought : Alastor, 490.
I bear a darker deadlier P-. Than the earth's shade, Cenci^ ir.i. 189.

Death is a gate of dreanness and gloom. . , . Dcemon, 11. 256.

, „ , „ ... Q. Mab, IX. 161.

For Love, Mortal, gleams thro' the^. ofmy sway, Death, Dial. 25.

That fret their little hour in gloom, Devil, xill. 3.

Vanquishing dissonance anagloom ? Epips. 60.

as if^/tfow Had past out of men's minds . . . Ginevra, 1^2.

Cast on the dayhg-ht of this earth Suchgloom,— Int. Beauty,ll. 11.

If it indeed may cleave its naXaS.gloom, .... Laon^ Ded. I. 7.

The wildering^/(?OOT of her immeasurable wings. IV. xxiv. g.
He walks in lonely^, beneath the noonday sun. V, xlii. 9.

Regrets which glide through the spirit's gloom, . Past, II. 4.

the radiance or thegloont Of mortal thought, . Prol. Hellas, 10.

And Demogorgon, a tremendous gloom- ; . . . Prom.. I. 207.
Unfold the brooding pinion oi thygloom, . . . Q. Mab^ Vlll. 4.
'Mid dissonance ana gloom—a star St. Eptps. 73.
mournfully within the ^/o(JW Triumph, 58.

(2) dread or horror,
dips His pencil in ihe gloom of earthquake , . Laon, v. xxiii. 9.

^Gloomier, adj. Fig. more depressing.
Brings but a ^/ooOT/ernight, Moonbeam, u. g.
how much more changed, How^. is the contrast Q. Mab, II. 174.

^Oloozniest, adj. A. Zit. most forlorn looking.
The gloomiest of the drear Symplegades. . . . Laon, Vll. ix, 5.

B. Fig. most dejected,
where its inmost depths were gloomiest— . . Pr. Athan. II. ii. ^^.

*G-looxas, V. tr. darkens pr obscures.
And on yon rock, whose dark foran^f. the sky, , Death Vang. 29.

*G-looms, n. A. Lit, obscurity, shades,
but *mtd the gloofns Pierced with my charmed eye Matilda, 34.
B. Fig. mental shades or obscurity.

Splendours, and G., and glimmering Incarnations Adonais, xill. 3.
such ^/(7(7?«j immerse That incommunicable sight, Laon, 1.1.7.

Gloomy, adj. A. Lit. dreary or lowering to the vision.
Day-light shone At length upon thatjP-.river'sflow; Alastor, 371.
Like agloomy stain On the emerald main . . . Arethusa, III. 13.
cast Upon the ^/o(7?My blast, Calderon^ ll. /^o.

O sleep, nursling oigloomy night, Cyci. 605.
Till he pass the gloomy shore, Eug. Hills, 137.
then, still as gloomy night, Hom. Merc. LX. 4.
Among the glootny cowls Laon, xii. ii. 6.

the^/(7o»2jy pines of a Norwegian vale. .... xii. vi. 9.
a bright blot Upon this gloomy scene, .... Lift not, 13.
Somegloomy chamber's window panes . . . Peter, V. xiv. 4-
Gloomy or bright as the thrones they fill. , . . Prol. Hellas, 70.
^/oowjJ glens Of Greenland's sunless clime, . . ^. -Afo^, ll. 218.
C^/ffOTW)" troops Of centinels III. 24.
Within yon forest is B.gloomy glen— .... iv. 68.
Along the brink of the ^/o£?»yj seas, Rosal. 6^$.
B. Fig. mentally dreary and depressing.

A^/ooOTjj smile Of desperate hope Alastor, 2go.
Gazing in dreams over the ^/tf(7«y grave, . . . 473,
Tear thou that gloojny shroud,— Dcenton, ll. 33.

^ n n 1, ,, Q. Mab, VIII. 9.
On this cold andgloomy earth : Eug. Hills, 264.
Thrice has a^/oowy vision hunted me . . , . HelUis, 12^.
This p-/i?o?«jjj crag of time to which I cling, . . . 926.
the ghosts which . . . Glide o'er its dim a.ndgloomy

strandj Laon, 11. vii. 4.
Its light within thy ^/<3f7»y breast Magnet. Lady.lY.6.
the gloomy path Which this lone spirit travelled, O thou, 2.

Casts on the gloomy world it leaves behind. . . Otho, V. 6.
Hath then thegloofny Power Whose reign is . . ^. Mab^ i. 9.
Spare nothing but z.gloomy theme, i. 21.
The pestilence that stalks In gloonty triumph . , rv. 189.
Awhile thou stoodst Baffled and gi)om.y ; . . . vi. 94.

II >i n n )i ... Superstition, 23.

^Gloomy-wiug'ed, c. adj. depressing.
the ^axd^avi&ghomy-wingedOi one ahyss^ . . Fr. Silence, 2.

Glories, n. (1) of things beautiful in appearance.
Have spread Uxexr glories to the gaze of noon. . Alastor, 468.
Absorbed theglories of the burnmg skies, . . . Laon, xi. v. 4.New changes and nev/glorieSy rolled on high, . xil.xxx^ii.4.

(2) of noble deeds or memories.
Uvist let her glories he \ Hellas, 107.
and sits amid their glories overthrown, .... Marsnghi, ix. 5.
Will make thy best ^/or/ej seem Ode toHeaven, 54..
Oh

!
Fame, all thy glories I'd yield for a tear . Tear, v. 6.

Glorlons, adj. (1) magnificent, fair to behold, grand.
And while with glorious festival and song, . . Calderon, i. 6.
Mow glorious I See those thronging chanots . . Ch. ist, 1. 136.
These are the lilies glorious as Solomon, . . . i. 155.
Imperishable as this glorious scene, Dmm.on, i. 187.
It saw 2l glorious Lady throned aloft; .... Dante Conv. 16.
theglorious shape which I had dreamed, . . . Epips. 278.
thisglorious One Floated into the cavern . . '. 336.
a vast hall, -whose glorious roofWas diamond, . Laon, i. Iii. i.K glorious pageant, more magnificent .... v. xiv. 6.
^^ow glorious Athens in her splendour fell, . . ix. xiv. 3.
Like the swift moon ^\s glorious earth around, xii. xii. s".And with ^/or/ozw triumph, Mask xii. i.'
has)^ed glorious in the open smiles Ode Lib. iv.'a.
girt by the exhalation Of its o-wn glorious light, . *

xi.* lo
lost Paradise of this divine And glorious world 1 - xiv 10
G/o/-w«« shapes have life in thee, Ode to Heaven, 10.
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'Rovf glorious art thou, Earth ! Prom, II. in. 12.

And sees that it is ^/orziww, —;— 11. iv. 103.

And overhead p-iljrwwj, but dreadful to see , . Vis,Sea^i26.

(2) marvellous, wonderful, memorable,
*TYl\sglorious fabric of the universe Calderon^ I. 40.

consider That ^/orzoMj fabric man,— .... I- I79*

Whether the^. power you now show forth . Horn. Merc. Lxxiv. 7.

Science of arts so ^/orz'oMJ, Lxxvill.2.

And Tasaxyglorious gifts in joy will give thee, _ lxxviii. 7.

The Son of Saturn with this glorious Power . . Horn. Moon^ 20.

her father, . . . gsLve glorious giftSf Ifom. Venus, 27.

Keep with thy glorious train firm state .... Int. Beauty, iv.^.

Diminish, till at length, hyglorious steps, . . . (Edipus, II. i. 15.

(3) illustrious, noble, great.

f
raves, from which a.glor. Phantom may Burst, . Bngl. 1819, 13.

Ts first, and the more glorious yet to come ! . , Hellas, 424.

Shone like mountains m the morn G. states ;— . 680.

And whilst the might oiglorious Vulcan . , Horn. Merc. xix. 5.

Latona's ^/o^«i?«j Son began :— xxxil. i.

I sing tiio. glorious Power with azure eyes, . . . Hofn. Min. i.

Ofglorious parents, thou aspiring Child. . . . Laon, Ded.xu.2.
too long, Sons of the ^ii7rw!M dead, -— II. xiii. 2.

Till from thsit glorious intercourse, at last, . . II. xx. 3.

Of those immortal hopes, slglorious theme ! . . V. iv. 3.

From glorious phantasies of hope departed : . . VII. xxx. 2.

Glorious, and great, and calm ! xi. xviii. 3.

from a jg'«rii7«j Mother's breast, xi, xxii. 4.

And near him stood, glorious beyond measure, . Love, Hope, 3.

that band Of free zxvSglorious brothers .... Marenghi, vi. z.

A^/orwMJ people vibrated again Ode Lib. 1. \.

Most^/or/ozw among spirits, From. in. Hi. 1..

(4) honourable, noble, exalted.

Theattempt was still more ^/o>'/(3««', Calderon, l. 10^.

light and glorious as a wreath Of heaven's beams CA. ist, II, 491.

TLom glorious prize of blindly-working will ! . . Damon, II. 5.

Spirit, behold Thy glorious destmy! iJcsmon, II. 34.

fills the Universe with glorious beams, .... Epips. 167.

As glorious as a fiery mart3Tdom ; 215.

Ana other gloriotis actions to achieve Horn,. Merc. II. 8.

th& glorious doom Ofthose who sternly struggle Laon, iv. yii. 4.

sncn glorious madness found A path ix. iv. 4.

A calm inheritance, a ^/£>?'«oz«' doom, .... ix. xxix, 8.

Shall be the kingdom's hmT,—a, glorious meed ! . x. xli._7.

The glorious constitution of these styes Subsists, (Edipus, II. i. 3.

The. glorious constitution of the Pigs ! . . , . il. ii. 33.

Morez-^rzi^aw far than that which thou surveyest PrOTft. I. i6.

th& gwrious privilege Of virtue and of wisdom. . Q. Mab, II. 53.

(5) memorable.
hellandpowerWere glutted in that ^/(j?-ziMW hour Falsehood, 67.

Hore glorious than the day which it usurped ! . Hellas, 260.

many a ^^rit72M' feat Of demigods, Horn. Moon, 2-7.

and the fame Oigloriotis deeds Horn. Venus, 12.

(6) delightful, beautiful, pleasure-giving.

This glorious clime, this firmament, Ch. 1st, IV. 37.

All shapes \o6\s. glorious which thou gazest on! . Epips. 32.

And I, still gazing on that glorious child, . . . Laon, ii.xxxvii. i,

from thought aXXglQrious forms shall cull, . . . V.Son^,$.i2.

The glorious joy of thy name—Liberty ! , . . ix. in. 7.

Yiowglorious it will be to see her Majesty . . CEdipus, ll. i. 95.

glorious consolation find In others' joy, , . . /V. Athan. i. 24.

(7) brilliant, sublime.

She knew her^^fwz« change, Q. Mab, l. 192.

Spirit, behold Thy ^/(?>-zi7MJ destiny ! —^ viil. 10.

Is not so much more ^&rz*(3MJ than it was, . . . Triumph, 2^$.

And change eternal-death into a night Oiglorious
dreams— Witch, xvii. 4.

(8) exalted, pre-eminent.

lest we Should fall as from z. glorious pinnacle . Ch. 1st, li. 134.

andseat him onhis'^ibr/(?«jseat, Witch, i.xxiv. 2.

:;:01orionsly, adv. (1) spiritedly.

See how^/(7r/ozwi^ The mettled horses .... Ch. 1st, i. 143.

(2) delightfully.

Gloriously as a. grave covered with virgin flowers. 11. 406.

(3) in a wondrous manner.
and^/(7rw«j/y Emulating the thunder . . . . Cycl. $11.

^/(7yw«j-fv illuminate His palace Faust, ll. 114..

Oloriously-wrouglit, r. adj. skilfully carved,

I swear by these most gloriously-w. portals— Hom. Merc. lxv. i.

Olory, n. (1) greatness, grandeur, renown.

the glory and the interest Of the high throne

Be fills, Cenci, l. \. 10.

commits Its glory on this earth III. i. 182.

glory by shame, Waste by lame famine, . . . Ch, 1st, i. 162.

Yet will! die with ^/orj*/— Q'^^'/^^V
the hopes that from his glory fled Death Nap. 40.

Triumphs amid the bud of^/ory blown ^°'^?, ^^^J- 35-

Its jf/crj; the meed of the slain Devil, xi. 6.

When a king in ^/iir^ rides ........ . Eug. Hills, 5%.

Like its ^/(7^j» long ago 213.

Is worthy oiglory, and worthy of honour ! . . Faust, II. 159.

The winged ^/o?-v On Philippi half-alighted, . . Hellas, 56.

Through clouds its shafts oiglory rain .... 74.

Share her Woo". ^r ^ grave 93-

Lest they, being first in peril as mglory^ . . - 126.

and weave The garment of the ^. which it wears, 418.

Who shall not come, men say, iij clouds and^., 599-

Inheritor oiglory, Hellas, S49.
Wailing for ^/(7>-v never to return.

—

S69-
first in glory and. in might Hom. Venus, 36.
Like abrief dream of unremaining^/isr)', . . . Laon, I. i. 2.

Feeble historians of its shame and glory, . . . II. iii. 3.
until itsglory burst , , vil. xxxv. 9.
That gold should lose its power, and thrones their

glory; vin. xvi. 2.

Wouldst thou the glory of its dawn behold ? . . ix. xxvi. 3.
An epitaph oiglory for the tomb xi. xxiii. 5.

O foster-nurse of man's abandoned ^/(jyy, . , . Marenghi, VII. i.

by ^/(7rj' Pursued into forgetfulness, xi. 3,
Give \3iS glory, and blood, and gold Mask, xvi. 4.
Men of England, heirs of Glory, xxxvii. i.

Blotting the glowing footsteps of old ^/o^p;, . . Naples, 143.
Where, for more g., let the ceremony Take place CEdipus, I. 408.
though thy memory claim From Brutus his own

glory— Otho, 1. 3.

Men oiglory in the wars,— Peter. III. ix, 5.
Not his the thirst ioTglory or command . . . Pr.Atkan. l. 9,
And when the winter of its glory came, .... Prol. Hellas, 39.
Glory and science and security, .—. j^^.
who share Theglory and the strength .... Prom. ill. i, 2.

This, like thy glory. Titan, is to be Good, great
and joyous, rv. $^6.

in the blushing face of day Exposed its shameful^. Q. Mab, 11. 140.
dig each other's graves, And call thesad work^., VI. 181.

And did I then say, for the altar oiglory, . . . Tear. v. i.

But if we sink in ^/(?^'J night Tremble Kings, 6,
hastening to his task Oiglory Triurnph, 2.

Through every paradise and through all glory, . 473.

(2) lustre, brilliancy, beauty.
and from the ^/(3?'^ of my ray Apollo, in. 4..

The ^/(3^ of the moon is dead ;
...,'... Coleridge, 27.

Draw that strange car oiglory, Dmrnon, 1. 65.
diffused An ever vaiying^/<3rj; 1.165.
robed in such exceeding ^/iw^, Epips. 199.
By the^/(3>T;of the^ky; Eug. Hilts, 314..

What Paradise islands oiglory gleam ! . . . . Hellas, 1052.
Far light is scattered—boundless glory springs, . Hom^. Moon, 5.

His countenance with radiant ^il7ry bright, . . Horn.. Sun, ife.

Glances of soul-dissolving ^/tfy'jr, shone :— ... Laon, i. be. 7.
But Nature had a robe ^glory on, m. iii, 2.

Before the east has given itsglory birth— . , . vii.xxxv.3.
hneiglory \vhich dark Heaven inherits .... ix. v. 3.
its chasms that flood oiglory drank, xi. iii. 3.
like a cloud Oiglory, arise Prom,, i. 158.
Grew radiant with ^eglory of that form , . , 11, i. 64.
the sight. Passing all human glory, Q. Mab, i. 86.
And countless spneres^dififusedAn ever-varying^. j, 255.
The burthen or the^/or>i of the earth ; . , . . vill. 141.
Shall on its stainless ^/(7r)' set, St. Dejection,w.%.
It fills the world with P-/(?rjf—and is gone. . , .St. Epips. 149,
as he amid the blaze Of his own glory, . , . , Triumph, 350.
zetherial glory clad The wilderness 442.
Like a cloud oiglory hiest, W. Godiuin, 4.
The rainbow's glory is shed When the lamp, 1. 4.
Flinging a glory, like the golden glow .... Witch, XLlv. 4.

(3) intellectual lustre or brilliancy.

they borrow not Glory from those Adonais, XLVIII. 6.
The^. they transfuse with fitting truth to speak. lii. 9.
When will return ^^e^lory ofyour prime? . . Lament. 1. 4.
to swell the glory of thy train Laon, v. Song, 1. 15.

(4) honour.
For hunger, notghry, the prey Must perish. . . Bigotry, 11. 7,
the ^/orjr Of not to be subdued, . Calderon,i\. 126.
be mine the jf^ry giving it— Hofn. Merc l.xxxi, ^.
This glory and power thou dost from Jove inherit, -— Lxxxviii. 3.
the radiance undefiled Of its departingglory ; . Laon, Ded. xii. 6.
And gold and^/orji shall be his.— x. xi. i.

the glory be thine own xii. xii. g.
And thine, lov'dglory of thy sex ! M.N. Ravail, 55,
Glory, glory, glory. Ode, Arise, 22.

There is a nobler ^/or^', Q.Mab,v.2\\.
And walked with mwardjf/o/'j' crowned— , , St. Dejection, ill. 5,

(5) delight, pleasure, freshness.
What is the glory far above Calderon, lii. 24.
That the ^/orjf far above All else m- 33-
'Tis joy, 'tis ^/ory. 111.130.
Veiled Glory of this lampless Universe ! ... Epips. 26.

The^^ry of her being, . . . , 01.
trace The epitaph oiglory fled,— ,.,... Jane, Recoil. 6.
Those hopes had lost the glory of their youth, . Laon, i, xliv. 8,
To the inchanted waves that child oiglory sung. 11. xxviii. 9.
Glory and joy and peace, had come and gone. , iv. xxxi. 2.

And all her children here Knglory meet .... V.iS'o»^,3.i4.
They knew the ^/ory of their altered lot, . . . Viii.xxix.7.
to be Nothing, was all his glory, Peter, VI. xxii, 5.

^OloBsy, adj. lustrous, shining.

Th^ glossy darkness of her streaming hair . , . Laon, xii. xxiii. 7.

Glove, n. a covering for the hand.
He drew on z. glove to "hide his claw, Devil li. 2.

Olow, V. intr. A. Lit. (1) sparkle or gleam.
a bright Star did^^ipw Before my steps— . . . iMon, 1. xlvi. 8.
The City's moon-lit spires . . . Like stars in a sub-

lunar sky did ^/ow, y i
-

like living emeralds ^/<wy, xi. xxv x
While yet the unrisen sun vn^Aeglow, . . . Marenghi xxii 2
Should glide and /^Arew, Tower ofFam.'i^^
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(2) flush.

With golden-sandalled feet, that ^4nef . . . . /V-iwm. I. 319.
Sees her unfaded cheek Glow mantlingr . . . , Q. Mab^ VIII. 37.
and as they^/«u, Like moths by light attracted Triumph, 152.

(3) throb or vibrate.

Within whose bosom and whose brain ncevi glow Fiordispina, 22.
Make the delighted spirit^/ozB, Guiiar Jatie, 6.
Yet did the aged woman's bosom ^/ijw. . . . Mother ^ Son^V. $.

(4) be instinct with life or spirit.

A portion of the Eternal, which Tox&^glofw , Adonaz's, XXXVIII. 7.

(5) brighten with animation.
The oracular mind that made his features fflow, , Laon, I. lix. 7.

(6) rage or burn.
In their green eyes a strange disease did .^/ow, . x. xiv. 8.

(7) flourish.

Which die the while t\\&yglow. . ....'., Lovers Rose, I. 7.

(8) burn with passion or desire.
Suckon, suckon, I,f/ira;, I^/iKw/ M. N. Raziail, 81^.

B. Jng. shine with gloiy.
her hoary ruins glow Like orient mountains . . Hellas, 84.

Glow, n. (1) light, brightness, brilliancy of sun, moon, and
stars.

Such varying ^/ow, as summer evening casts . . DcBtnon, II. 38.
Basked in the moonlight's ineffectual ghw, . . II. 118.
'Tis the noon of autumn's ^/(Tzy, Eug. Hills, 2&6.
And all was interfused beneath With an Elysian

glow, Jane, Recoil. 74.
when, the glow Of Heaven descends Julian, 55.
That in an April sunbeam's fleeting^Ak« . . , Q. Mao, VI. 175.
Basks in the moonlight's ineffectual ^/tm', . , . VIII. 148.
Caught the first ^/(Ttw of the unrisen sun, , . . Rosal. lyn.
Under the evening's ever-changing ^/(Tzw.' . , Two Fr. Love, 1. ^.
the golden ^/(Kw In which spring clothes . . . Witch, XLIV. 4.
To be consumed within the purestghw .... Wood-man, 27.

(2) of artificial light or flame.
Up yonder in the Wow and whirling smoke, . . Faust, II. 235.
and the p-/(7zw Of blazing roofs shone far . . . . Loon, in. -xi. 8.
the fearful glow Of bombs flares overhead— . . vi. iv. 7.

(3) reflection.

In the blue ^/(Kw of hyaline /^ol. Hellas, sg.
(4) freshness;

and in her beauty's glow I stood, Epips. 340.

(5) ardour, earnestness.
Flash, lightning-like, with unaccustomed ^/(KeJ/ . 34
(6) blush.

Smothering the giow of shame, ..,,,.. Q. Mob, ill. 43.
(7) warmth of temperament.

Fell, and were melted by the youthful ^iiTa* . . Triumph, s^-^-

(8) sparkle.
princes couched under the glow Ofsunlike gems ; Witch, Lxiv. i.

(9) flush, excitement.
Childhoodandyouth, friendshipandlove'sfirst^., Wordsworth, 3.

(10) joy, pleasure, luxury.
And the castle's heartless ^/iTzzr, Mexican, u. ^.

Glow-worm, n. a beetle {J^ampyris noctiluca).
To a ^/(Mz^ze/orw'J lamp have dwindled: . . . ProfK. l. ^^-j.
Only the ^/ow-worm is gleaming: Rosal. i^K.
To roof the ^/oa;-ze;(?r?« from the evening dew. . Sensit.Pl. i. 57.
Like a.glow-worm golden Skylark, 46.

Glow-worms, re. pi. of Glow-worm.
Glffwworms went out on the river's brim, . . Serchio, 22.
From folded lilies in -vi^Miiglow-worms dwell, Witch, xxxix. 5.

j:01owed, V. intr. (1). shone or sparkled.
through white columns^. The . . , Ocean-flood, Naples, 9.
Thine eyes ^/(Tzyci^ in the glare The Cold, lu. 1.
the well that ^/(KBerf Like gold, Triumph, 7,^6.
Its emerald crags ^/oaierf in her beauty's glance; Witch, xxvill. 3.

(2) burned passionately.
Pallid with feelings which intensely ^&a/. Within, Loon, 11. xxxi. 7.

(3) reminded, recalled memories.
Which^/oze/tfi/of thee and only thee! Violet, l.^.

Gi\avn3i.g, pr. pple. (1) beaming.
Arcturus through yon pines- is ^/3a;?«^, . . . Pr. Athan.\l.\\.-i,2.

(2) shining, sparkling.
the fruits are ^/i3a<2'«*- Beneath the stars, . . Laon.v.Sone^ K i

(3) flushing.

The other ^^Kci'w^ like the vital morn Dcemon, I. e^.

Around her cheeks and utmost ^%zysglowing . Epips. 97.
Glowing at once with love and loveliness, . . . 475.

GtlOMiins, ppl. adj, A. Lit. (1) redolent of life, warm.
Her^/(ra;ZK^limbsbeneath the sinuous veil . . Alastor, i-id.
She flings her ^/oa/TO^ arm Fiordispina, s±.And Cythna'srfraijV arms .iiWB, VI. xxxiii. 2.
clasped me to her^/ow«M^ frame; xi vi 1
Although her ^/(Wj-Kf limbs are motionless, . .Q.Mab, 1.^2.
Which unveiled the depth of hexglowing breast, Sensit. PI. I. 30.From her ^/oaiOT^ fingers through all their frame. ~— 11 ,2

(2') emitting light.
'

'

Lining it with a Soft yetglowing light : . . . . Prom. III. iii. 72.
Agreenand^-/oa,jVngIit,

, JFifc/i, xxxix. 4.
(3) refracting light,

the ^/oik/k^ steps and the ciystklline throne. . . Laon, I. Ivi. 9.

B. Fig. inspiring.

Blotting the ^/iKW»»^ footsteps of old glory, . , Naples, H3.
Glows, V. intr. A. Lit. (1) shines brightly.

th' intense atom ^^/ozfj A moment, Adonais, y.:s., 8.

The lampless ^-itglows round her golden crown. Hom.. Moon, 7.

Glows in the stream of the uplifting wind. . . . Hom. Sun, 20.

(2) sparkles or shines.

while the sea Yet glows with fading sun-li_ght ; . Dcemon, I. 170.

How Mammon ^£z&.r among the mountains. . . Faust, 11. qo.
watery mist ff^wj like solid amethyst , . . . /Vow. IV. 489.

(3) shows richly.

Glows in the fruits, and mantles on the stream : . Danton, 11. 60.

(4) seems instinct with life.

the breathing marble ^/(n</.f above II. 218.

„ ,, „ ,, Q. Mab, IX. no.
B. Fig. bums.

Red^/ozyjthetyrant'sstamp-mark on itsbloom, IV. 230.
Glows, re. reflections, varying lights.

The various periods painted changing^/owj . . VI. 4.
Glozed, V. tr. commented on, explained.
tomes Ofreasoned wrong, ^A^s-fiif on by ignorance, From. III. iv. 167.

fGlue, re. Fig. viscous matter.
Werechanged to a blight of frozen ^/«e. . . . Sensit. PI. in. 85.

Glued, V. tr. Fig. joined closely.
And^/zMff her burning lips to mine, Z^ww, VI. xlviii. 6.

Glues, V. tr. Fig. fastens, sticks.
itjf/ww My fingers and my limbs C^««', ill. i. ig.

:|:Glut, V. 1. tr. Fig. cloy, satiate,

the sacrifice Of millions to ^/m^ the grave; . . . Death VaJtq. 12.
6^/m/ thee with living and dead ! Peter, vi.xxxvi.y.
a protracted death, To ^/»< their grandeur; . . Q. Mab, III. i\6.
to^/«^Thy misery-thirsting soul, VI. 125.

II. reji.

Blood-hounds, not men. ^/«/ yourselves . . . Cenci, V. ii. 167.
Gluts, V. tr. Fig. (l) overloads.
Who ^/«/j, and grimes his lazy wing, . . . Peter, IV. -xviu 4.

(2) satiates.

Whomhe^/«/j with groans and blood, . . , . /Vow/. I. 332.
:J:Glutted, V. reJl. cloyed or sated.
That ^/a^&aT themselves in her dearest gore, . . Devil, ^11. 2.

Glutted, pp. (1) overgorged with food.
And were ^/«//£i^ like Jews Vis. Sea, ^T.

(2) sated or cloyed.
G/w^^tfrf with which thou mayst repose Alastor,62i.
hell and power Were^&/Win that glorious hour Falsehood, 67.

Glutted, ppl. adj. gorged with food.
Between the glutted beasts and mangled dead ! . Laon, X. xii. 2.

Glutton, re. one who eats food to excess.
Be they called tyrant, beast, foo\,glutton, . . CEdipus, I. 369.

Gluttony, n. Fig. rapacity, excess.
were gorging deep IhArgluttony of death ; . . Laon, VI. vii. 3.

*Gnasli, V. tr. (1) bite.
You may chop it, and tear it, a.nAgnash it for fun, Cycl. 347.
(2) strike together.

Anignash, . . . Your foodless teeth Prom. I. 34?
*aras,']aias, ppl. adj. striking together.
And wrenched his^»iwAz«^ teeth asunder; . . Peter,\.TL. i.

Gnats, re. small flying insects.
Numerous as ^»(i!!j upon the evening gleam, . . Triumph 46
Orlikesmall^«a/.f and flies, as thick as mist . '508.
Like clouds ot^waii with perfect lineaments. . . UnJ. Dr. 27.8

Gnaw, V. tr. A. Lit. nibble or bite at.
and he iiignaw By fits, ... a human heart . . Damon, I. 274.
B. Fig. (1) consume or waste.

And felt the poisonous tooth oihungergnaw My
,_y'',a'^'

• • ioOK, III. xxviii. 3.
(2; harass or distress,

he cherisheth The snakes that ^aw his heart ; . Q. Mab, ill. 201.
^Gnawed, v. tr. scraped with the teeth.
I^»ai(/erfmy brazen chain Laon, ill. -xXn. 1.

Gnawing, pr. pple. A. Lit. nibbling or biting at.
G»aze;!K^ his kidneys half a year Peter, l. \\\. s.B. Fig. harassing, vexing.
.fT2aa<z«,f the core Of my bitter heart Rosal.Ti6.

Gnawing, ///. adj. A. Lit. nibbling or biting.
And all killing insects and ^Kaa/z»^ worms, . Sensit. PI. 11, 41.
B. Fig. wasting, consuming.

in my cheek And.lips a flush oignawing fire . . ILaon, IV. xxix 7Gnaws, v. tr. scrapes with the teeth.
And minces their flesh and^waa;i their bone . . Cycl. 359.

*Gnome, re. a subterranean dwarf.
This quicksilver no ^»ow«« has drunk— .... Gisb. (A

"Gnomes, re. pi. of Gnome.
that dew which \\iegnomes drink eg.

Go, V. intr. (1) travel or proceed to a place or in a direction
Or^o to Rome, which is the sepulchre . . . Adonais XLVIll i'Go thou to Rome,

—

' xu^ j
'

That shadows follow them where'er they^o. * Allegorv II 8
'

And I will ^0 with thee '. Cal3eron,lu.[82
<^'°"'« • Even. Pisa,lii. s.
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Go straight on, in the Devil's name Fai^i^ ii. 32.

lift Their frowning foreheads as we go II. 48.

Now to the Brocken the witches ^i?/ 11. 147.
lest he Should not know the way to eo^— . . . Fr. Serp. 2.

Go^ Where Thermae and Asopus swafiowed Persia, Hellas^ 688.
but if you would like to go Julian^ 19c).

Over the sea with that fierce Serpent go} . . Laon^ I. xxii. 4.

A vast and dim expanse, as o'er tne waves we go. I. xxiii. 9.

We know not where we^ff, VI. xxix. i.

o'er the waves we go Rejoicing, ix. ii. 7.

(2) depart, proceed with special purpose.
Go^ and enjoy the festival ; Calderon, I. 13.

Now^i?/ and as I said, return forme .... i. 38.

Go^ Bid her come hither, Cena\ IV. i. 28.

Go tell my father that .1 see the gulph .... IV. i. 98.
Go thou quick, Lucretia, iv. i. 100.

Go, bid her come, IV. i. 158.

I will ^(7 First to belie thee IV. i. i8o.
Let us go down . . iv. ii. 17.

I will go back and kill him IV. iii. 34.
Go search the castle round ; sound the alarm ; . IV. iv. 53.
Enough, enough ! Go desire Lady Jane . . . CA. ist, II. 45^.
Let us^f» try These airs from Italy; 11.476.
I'll go hve under the ivy V. i.

Igo towards the shore to drive my ship .... Cycl. 711.

Go, happy one, and give that bosom joy . . . Desman, II. 302.

„ „ „ „ ,, ... Q. Mad, IX. 209.

Go/ bid them pay themselves With Christian
blood ! Hellas, 241.

Go/ bid them kill, 247.
But first, go slay the rebels— Loon, X. is. i.

Go and try else,—j^st like this Feter^ Prol. 26.

Go, thou Vicegerent of my will, Prol. Hellas, 142,

Go, borne over the cities ofmankind Jh^otn. ill. iii. 76.

(3) leave or depart.
Go in peace ! , Calder&n, I. 207.

Let us ^<?. III. i. 85.

I do entreat you, go not, noble guests ; . . . . Cenci^ I. iii. 99.
GOy sirrah, and repent of your offence .... Ck. \sty II. 108.

Go! But what needs tliis serious haste, . . (^cl. 75.
Tell me, shall we go or stay ? Faust, II. 86.

yet stay O stay ! Go not so soon— Julian^ 393.
and I cried, Go I go! in mockery Q. Mab, vil. 179.

1^0, he cried. But thou shalt wander .... vii. 181.

(4) move about or along.
Gathered around their chariots as they^o/ . . Hellas, 206.

Through fen, flood, and mire, We.go! -w&go! (Bdipus, ll. ii. 134.

(5) live, be, continue.
let him go free ; until the worth Laon^ v. xxxiii. 8.

ye would^o Proclaiming to the nations .... xi. xviii. 5.

Tis hard I should go darkling, . . . . Prom. III. iv. go.

(6) pass one's time or life.

The dreariest and the longest journey ^ij. . . . Epips. 159.

(7) travel in thought.
nor follow where \go; Jane, Invitn, 42.

(8) have effect or meaning.
refutation-tight As far as words j^i? Julian^ 195.

(9) proceed to, proceed.
ashamed To show his bilious face, ^(7 purge himself, (Bdipus, I. 106.

I will go And spell some scheme ... . . I. 279.
I go to put in readiness the feast -^^ I. 400.

(10) pursue a story.

Well, go on ; we long To hear II. i. $T.

(11) apply, set.

if thou art he, we'll go to work together ! . . . Iawh^ VI. xhx. 9.

(12) become.
If I try to speak I shallot? mad Cenct\ui.i.S6.
X^t me not ^1:7 mad! V. iv. 56.

(13) pass.

men Go to their graves like flowers or creeping
worms Alastor, 622.

So young to^oUnder the obscure,cold, . . . ground ! Cenci, V. iv. 49.
age tnB.ygo To the dark erave unhonoured. . . Faust, II. 278.

I come Thence whither thou must ^(9/ . . , , Hellas, %62.

And I will ^(7 to slumber in her grave ; . . . M. N. Fragmt. 24.

when you and I Ma'am, G^a Peter, Vl. jcvW. ^.

Thus do the generationsoftheearthG^utothe grave, Q. Mad, v. 2,

But, unredeemed, go to the gaping grave. . . . Vll. 145.

and whither thou mustgo, Ye hasten^ 7.

(14) pass from my possession.

The third of my possessions—let \tgo! . . . , Cenci, I. i. 15.

(15) frequent.

That yet you ^^ there? Calderofi, I. z^^.

(16) retire.

And supperless never will^0 to bed; . . . ^ Devil, x.$.

(17) with about, range, walk.
I generally jf(7

about In strict incognito ; , . . Faust, II. 261.

go about from fire to fire ; II. 269.

(18) coupled with comej cease, pass by, alternate.

like ghosts they^i? and com^ April, i^i/^, 11.

such dreams of baseless good Oft come and^0 . Julian^ 579.
like awful ghosts which come and^o, .... L,aon^ VI. xxvii. 4.

come and go. Like music o'er wide waves, . . . Xll.xxxvii.4*

You might see his colour come 2XiA.go, .... Rosal. 1020.

Oft to their bright destruction come and go, . . Triumph, 154.

(19) withfori^. a. set out, start.

To ^^ forth with a single purpose both, . . Hotn. Merc. i:xvi\. 2.

When I go forth alone, bearing the lamp . . . Laon^ 11. xliv. 2.

Go forth, and waste and kill !— x. ix. 7.

And gold and glory shall be his.

—

Go forth ! . . x. xi. i.

b. are published or decreed.
The stern decrees^0 forth, ........ Prol. Hellas^ 46.

c. leave or depart out of.

SawyouA jnaxygo forth frommy apartment now ? Calderon, in. 157.

(20) with in, enter.

VXigom. C%. w/, II. 459.
Go in, Before our father shall perceive the noise. Cycl. 601.

(21) with toofar, exceed what is right or just.

People assert their rights ; they go too far ; . : Faust, 11. 280.

(22) with wrong, do, act.

Hesays that you ^i7 wrong 11*348.

(23) as Fig. apostrop/ie.

Weak Verses, go, kneel at your Sovereign's feet, Epips. 592.

G-oad, V. I. tr. irritate or harass.

They dream that tyrants goad them there - . . Falsehood, 79.
With endless tortures ^fidu/ their guilty shades. . M. N. Ravail, 61.

II. intr. vex or annoy.
Where no longer the scorpions of Perfidy goad; . Death, Dial. 16.

Goad, n. a pointed instrument.
And as a jade urged by the whip and goad . . . Julian, 301.

Goaded, v. tr. driven.

Which goaded him in his distress Rosal. 737.

*Goadin?, pr. pple. driving.

And^oafif?«^ him, like fiends, Pr. Athan. I. $.

Goal, n. (1) destination.

As they approached their ^i^a/, ....... Dceftton, i. 148-

u „ „ Q. Mab, 1. 23S.

O'er its wild surface to an unknown goal:— . . Witch, Lxiii. 5.

(2) ultimate end or object.

Bicker and bum to gain their destined ^(7a/.* . . Dmfnon, II. 247.

„ ., „» ".".», " • . Q.Mab,\^.\^.
O human Spirit! spur thee to the ^oa/ .... viii. 53.

(3) point, moment.
To this far^oa/ ofTime /Vot«. ill. iii, 174.
Dull life's extremest ^(Ua/. Solitary, ill, b.

Goat, n. the animal Capra hircus.

Bring out some cheeses now, or a youn^ goat. . Cyd. 154.

*Goat's-s!blu, c. n.

An hairy ^)7fl/'j-j>6z« contains the whole. . . . 348.

*Goat-sbins, c. n.

In these wretched ^(7fl/-jA/»j clad, 71.

Goats, n. pi. of Goat.
here are sheep, and here are goats, Ulysses, . . 166.

mossy tracks made by the goats and aeer . . . Epips. 435.
And thwart Silenus find Mxsgoats undrawn, . . />»»*, 11. ii. 90.
Begin, and, whilst the goats are browzing now . Virgil, 7.

Goblet, n. a drinking vessel.

Here^ Andrea, Fill up iSAs goblei-miSi Greek wine. Cenci, i. iii. 169.
Unramgled mantles to the ^tf^^^J brim, . . . Q. Mab, Vlll. 1^2.

Go'bliUp n. an elf or phantom.
A mad-brained goblin for a guide— Peter, vi. xx. 5.

God, n. (1) The Supreme Being.
Struck by the envious wrath of man or God, . . Adonais, V. 6.

when first God dawned on Chaos ; xix. 5.

O, that God, Profuse of poisons, would concede
the chalice Alastor, 675.

In which he defines God. Calderon, i. 54.
Can find no Gorfwith whom these marks . . . I. 55.
who is the G^?;/ Ofwhom he speaks I. 112.

God is one supreme goodness, I. 115.

The G'tjrf defined by Plinius
;

1. iig.

Such awe is due to the hieh name of God . . . • 1. 130.
Evil in God is inconceivable ; ....... 1. 145.
audyet that Gi7rf should not i- 153.
If God Be all sight,— 1. 156.
God, who had beheld the truth, 1. 157.
Thus 6^(7^ might easily, 1.172.

a mighty G^orf Of supreme goodness ..... 1. 191.

My defence Consists in God. ' III. 134.
But since thou thus findest defence in God, . . m. 136.
had not God Shielded my humble innocence . . in. 173.
Even in the temple of the highest God .... in. 178.

Thine is the cause, great God! iii. 186.

Marry Ruin, thou Tyrant ! and Godh^ thy guide Castl. Adm. v. 4^
with thine own heart And with thy God, . . . Cenci, I. i. 37.
I thank my God^^t I believe you not i, i. 120c
Farewell ; and I will pray Almig;hty God . . . i. i. 125.
I pray thee, God, send some quick death . . . i. i. 135.
Great God! that such a father should be mine J . —— i. it 54.
Great God! How horrible 1 1. iii. 34,
God! I thank thee I .* . . , i. iii. 40.
Had it been true, there is a God in Heaven, . . i. iii. 52.
Aye as the word of God ; whom here I call . . i. iii, 55.
For God's sake Let me dismiss the guests I . . i. iii. 92.
And lifted up to God, the father of all i. iii. ng.
Oh, God! That I were buried with my brothers ! i. iii. 137,
Bow thy white head before offended God, . i . i. iii. 157.
O, GW Almighty, do thou look upon us, ... -— n. i. 4.
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II. 1. 144.
II. i. 148.

II. ii. id,
III. i. 12.

III. i. 24.

III. i. 38.

III. i. 100.

III. i. 124.

III. i. 120.

III. i. 180.

Thou, ffreat God^ Whose image upon earth a
father is, Cenci^ II. i. 16.

Almighty God^ how merciful thou art ! ... . 11. i. 22.
Till Ooaxn. pity call for him or me. ..... Ii. i. 83.
Oh, that the earth would ffape! Hideme^oh Corf/ li. i. iii.
Whom in one night merciful G^tfrf cut off: . . . il. i. 135.
Seeing we had no other judge but ff(7(/, ....
So help me God^
A priest who has forsworn the God he serves ; .

My Godi The beautiful blue heaven
My GodI I never knew what the mad felt Before ;

O, God! What thing am I ?

a God above Who sees and permits evil, . , .

which <?(?(/ has strewed upon the path ....
I pray thee, God, I_^t jne not be bewildered . .

Ifthe lightninff Of G^orfhas e'er descended . . .

Oh, God} If, for the very reasons
I have prayed To God^
Great Godi Weigh you the danger ....
God can understand and pardon,
Such was God's scourge for disobedient sons.
Mark, how wisest God . .

farewell ! Let piety to God^
arrayed In God's immortal likeness . . .

Might plead that argument with God} . . .

If God^ to punish his enormous crimes, .

more depends on God than me
Vile palterer with the sacred truth of G^t/, . .

A rebel to her father and her God^
Her spirit shall approach the throne of God
with a father's curse doth God . . . . ,

God! Hear me ! ,

As thou the common G^orfand Father art . .

Earth, in the name of God^
When h^h God grants he punishes such prayers.
Quick Nature ! I adjure thee by thy God^
as a man believing In God^
Which G^tff/ extinguish ! . ,

My God! If he be now a cold stiff corpse . .

God! hear, O, hear, A father's curse T ...
Stop, for Gods sake !

Thou wert a weapon in the hand of God . . .

my God! it sounds Like the last trump. . .

Before the throne of unappealable Goa . . .

was A sword in the right hand of justest God.
God therefore scruples to avenge
Aye, I even knew . . . for God is wise and just,

God is there As here,
like Gods angel ministered upon By fiends

;

My God! I dhd not kill him
;

As merciful God spares even the damned. . .

As that most perfect image of Gods love . .

So mayst thou answer God with less dismay : .

Over the trampled laws of God and man, . .

Hear me, great God! I swear, most innocent,
O, (9tf^Jr/ How shall I tell? . . .

after death, God is our judge,
Or wilt thou rather tax highjudg^ing God .

Father ! God! Canst thou forgive
The (?!?</ who knew nay wrong, . . .

O God, not so ! ... ;

May God in heaven be less inexorable
Oh, My God! Can it bepossible . . .

If there should be No God, no Heaven,
Trust in Gods sweet love,
No difference has been made by God or man, .

Vou do well telling me to trust in God, . .

and unforbidden By God or man ;— ....
If God be good, wherefore should this be evil ?

A man who thus twice crucifies his God .

by special ordinance of God forbidden . .

Goals my witness that this weight of power,
the office of a God To all the under world ; . .

to his God Alone he must deliver up his trust,

Which play the part of God
when our ^reat Redeemer, when our God^ . . .

God will give Victory ; ...
A public scorner of the word of God, .....
our God Pattern of all I should avoid to do ; . .

Were I an enemy of my God and King ....
Wrest man's free worship, from the GTwho loves, iv. 33.
In love and worship blends itself with God. . . Epips. 129.
But ye, pure Children of God^ rausi, I. 105.
Civil enough is this same Ci?(^ Almighty, . . . i. 112.
the quick Wit of that man of God, St. Dominic, . Gisb. 25.
And in despite of ^(7(3? and of the devil, .... 318.
The spirit of God with might unfurled .... Hellas, 47.
less accessible Than thou or God! 165.A power from the unknown God^ 211.
O, faith in God! O, power on earth ! 261.
One God is G^0(/—Mahomet is his prophet. . . . 274.
We have one God, one King, one Hope, . . . 333.
God, and man, and hope abandon me ; . . . . 390.
bestriding The tempest of the Omnipotence of G., 449.

.
Serve not the unknown God in vain, 735.
Thou dost not own that art, device, or God, , . 7*^8.

Thou art as God^ whom thou contemplatest. . 761.
Concerning God, freewill and destiny : . . . . Julian, 42.
Nature, or God, or Love, or Pleasure, .... Laon,\.Song,2,Q.
that torf thus builds for man in solitude? . . . viii iv o
What then is 6^orf:^ {rep^) VIii. v. iT*
And that men say, God\^ appointed Death .'

. vill'. v'i. 8.

III. 1. 219.

III. i. 280.

III. i. 296.
III. i. ^16.

III. i. 343-
III. 1. 387.
III. ii. 23.

in. 11.53.

IV. 1. ^o.

IV. i.43.

IV. I. 73.
IV. i. 90.—

-

IV. i. 93.
IV. i. 104.
IV. i, 114.

IV. i. 126.
—

—

IV. i. 128.

IV. i. 138.

IV. i. 142.

IV. ii. II.

IV. ii. 34.
IV. iii. 4.

IV. iii. 18.

IV. iii. 34.
IV. iii. 54.
IV. iii. 57.

IV. iv. 23.

rv. iv. 126.

IV. iv. 129.

IV. iv. 134.
IV. iv. 160.

V. i. 43.
V. n. 5.

V. ii. 46.
V. ii. 68.

V. ii. 118.

V. ii. 136.

V. ii. 153.

V. iii. 13.

V. iii. 56.

V. iii. 78.

V. iii. 104.
V. iii. 113.

V. iv. 28.

V. iv. 45.
• V. iv. 48.

V. iv. 58.

V. iv. 75.
V. iv. 82.

V. iv. 87.
Cti. \st, I. 17.

I. 21.

I. 100.

II. 42.
II. 137.
II. 141.

II. 142.
II. 240.
II. 247.

"• 337-
III. 12,

• III. 16.

III. 18.

Men say they have seen God^ Loon, Vin. vii. i.

And it IS said, that GodwiW punish wrong; . . Vlll. viii. i.

For it is said God rules both liigh and low, , , Vlll. xiii. 3.

some said I was the child of God, ix. viii. 7.

To their God did they For Earthquake, .... ix. xiii. 8.

By God, and Nature, and Necessity. ix. xiv. 6.

in the heart of man Is Goditself; ix. xviii. 4.
Almighty God his hell on earth has spread I . . x. xxii. 9.
to the high fane Of their Almighty G^0(/, , . . x, xxvi. 7.

O God! they cried, we know our secret pride . X. xxvii. i.

G^o/^ Almighty ! thou alone hast power! . . X. xxviii. i.

Our God alone is God! x, xxxi. 7.

To wreak his fear of G. in vengeance on mankind. x. xxxii. 9.
and the sacrifice Of God to God's own wrath,— . X. xxxiv. o.
For fear of God did in his bosom breed .... X. xxxiv. 8.

and all shall surely know Whose God is God^ . X. xxxv. 3.
And thrones, which rest on faith in God, .... x. xxxv, 9.
That (^£7(af will lull the pestilence? x. xxxvi, 2.

Our God may then lull Pestilence to sleep :— . , x. xxxviii. i,

the withering ire Of God may be appeased. . . X. xxxix. 4.
With storms and shadows girt, sate God, alone, . x. xl. 5.
Come they yet? God^ <?(7fi^ thine hour is near! x. xliv. g.
they said their God was waiting x. xlv. 3.
brought their atheist kindred to appease G. wrath, x. xlv. 9.
tread the threshold of God's throne, x. xlvii. 6.
Ye turn to God for aid xi. xvi. i.

Swear by your dreadful God.— xi. xxv. 7.
All thought it was Gods Angel xil. ix. i.

God has sent his other victim here xii. xi. g.
stand up before Gods golden throne, xil. xii. 6.
Oh d?tf/ my wife, my children— M.N.Post.Fr.w.
To thee, then, mighty G^orf, I lift my moan, . . 17.
God hears my prayer—we meet, we meet again. . 20.
Who has rushed uncalled to the throne of his G.^ M.N.Spec. Mors. 20.
1 am God^ and King, and Law ! Mask, IX. 4.
Thou art God, and Law, and King xv. 4.
Whispering—Thou art Law and God.— .... xvil. 4,
Thou art King, and God, and Lord ; xvili. 2.
Dream that (5fl(^ will damn for ever .... LViii. 2.

that ye Are, as God\iZ& made ye, free— , . . Lxxill. 4,
Pleadest before God'^s love ! Naples, 71.
Freighted with truth even from the throne of God: 99.
6^(7(Z prosper, speed, and save, Nat. Ant. I. i.

God raise from England's grave i. 2.

God save the Queen !
- h. a.

Even thy name is as a god, Ode to Heaven, 19.
Beware! for GoaTj sake, beware !— CEdipus, \. ^•]^.
For Gods sake stop the grunting ii.'ii. 40.
By the Godw\\Q made thee such, ~ . n. ii. 86.
The grace of God in every word Peter^ i. ii. 4.
The one God made to rhyme with hell ; .

though no adept In Gods right reason
And raved of God, and sin, and death,
'Tis a lie to say, ' God damns !

' . , ,

God's sweet love in burning coals. . .

Damned—but God alone knows why—

•

A dew rained down from God above; .

Adultery ! God defend me ! ....
From Gods own voice in a review.
From Gods displeasure.

.4.
, I. vu. 4.
. I. ix. I.

. III. xvi. I.

, III. xvii. 5,
. III. XX. 2.

. V. iv. 5.

VI. ix. 4.
VI. xi. 5.

, ^ , Pr. Atiian. i. 94.
the sons of G^tfrfWait in the roofless senate-housfe, Prol. Hellas, i.
The shadow of God^
Haste, sons of God ... for ye beheld, . .

assemble, sons of God,
[arrayed] In tempest of the omnipotence of God .

Wake, thou Word Of God, ......
Divides and multiplies the most high God. .

5-

implored The poor man's God Q. Mab II.
the God Of nature and benevolence hath given
As God surpasses mari
God, Hell, and Heaven.

48.
103.

175-

79-
144-

Converging, thou didst bend and called it God!
The merciful, and the avenging God! . .

one God would not suflfice For senile puerility
Unlike the God of human error, .....
for that mari Has said, There is no God,
The name of God Has fenced about ail crime
Seeva, Buddh, Foh, Jehovah, God, or Lord, ,

And priests dare babble of a God of peace,
Is there a God?
Is there a God!—aye, an almighty God,
From an eternity of idleness I, God, awoke

;

(Which you, to men, call justice) of their God.
God omnipotent. Is there no mercy ? . . .

God! repent and save
As vessels to the honor of their God, . ,

1 have seen Gods worshippers unsheathe . .

and misery, Which flows from God's own faith,

One curse alone was spared—the name of God.
And priests first traded with the name of God.
Nor searing reason with the brand of God. .

But the youth, for Gods most holy grace,
Oh 6^oar.' Wherefore do I live?— . . . .

And he pray'd to God to dissolve the spell,

The Monk call'd on God his soul to save, .

Was as God is to the starry scheme. . .

May lift itself in homage ol the God. . . .

Why there is first the God in heaven above,
A God that broods o'er chaos in commotion
would to God they were Who taunt me . .

And would to God I were,
that God in mercy gave That stroke. . . .

n- 155-

III. 225.
IV. 210.
VI. 102.

VI. 104.
VI. 123.

VI. 199,
VU. 13.

VII. 26.
VII. 30.
VII. 44.
VII. S3.

VII. 84.
VII. 107,
VII. 126.

VII. 128.

VII. 134,
VII. 141.
VII. 225.
VII. 237.
VIII. 165.
VIII. 186.
IX. 48.

Rosal. 165.
206.

SL Tr. (3) VII. 4.
(3) XIII. 4.

Sensit. PI. 11, 4.
Sonn. Byron, 14.
St. Epips. 30.

i55.

122.

125.
SuTtset, 27.
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And why God made irreconcilable .... Triuntj>h^ 230.

like shadows between man and God; , . . . 289.

Corfofheaven! Unf.Dr.9&.
rained down From God on their wilderness. . . Vis. Sea^ 58.

(2") a supernatural being.
Had been an eleipental God. Atastdr^ 351.
By love, or dream, or god^ or mightier Death, . 428.
like a God throned on a winged planet, .... Epips. 226.

where many a groan, As King, and Lord, and G., I^on, 1. xxviii. 9.

(3) creative deity.

There is no God/ Nature confirms Q. Mad, vii. 13.

(4) ruler or director.

spirit it contains Is nature's only God; .... VII. 24.

(5) an object of admiration or adoration.
Wealth, my good fellow, is the wise man's God, . Cycl. 301.
This is a God'^ha never injures men 531.
For gold was as a 6^f?i/ . . ^ Zoow, ix. xviii. i.

and Avarice died before the ^oflf it made. . . . x. xviii. g.
As each of his own G. the wondrous works did tell. x. xxx. 9.
Gold is a living ^orf, . . Q, Mad, V. 62.
"Whose god was m her heart and brain : . . . . Rosal. 107S.
a God Which makes in mortal hearts . ... St Epips. 134.

(6) the chief ruler.

Under heaven's high cope Fortune is God— . . Circumst. 7.

(7) master = man.
The little ^oaf o' the world keeps Faust, I. 42.

(8) of the persona^^es of ancient mythology.
The one-eyed children of the Ocean God, . . . Cycl. 24.
Maron, the son of the God^ gave it me 134,
Did not the rascals know I am a God, .... 210.
to what other Gt!?(^ but to myself 318.
Otherwise be considered as no God/ 342.
Child of the Ocean God, 407.
Within the fanes of your beloved God? .... 427.
May I, as in libations to a God, 469.
What sort of God is Bacchus then accounted ? 528.
How doe^ the Gorflike living in a skin? . . 532.
who cares not either For God or mortal ; . . . 610.
Where the immortal oxen of the G. Are pastured Horn. Merc.xil.^.
the gfreat GodmaAt them move XVI I. 7.A mighty pile of wood the Godth&x heaped, xvili. i.

such might was in the God. ... .... xix. 8.

the C^oasoon made disappear, ^. <. .... xxiii. 2.

neither man norjfwrf Had met him, ... . xxiv. 4.
but though he was 2. god, xxvi. 2.
Unless you can delude the God again, .... xxvii. 4.
So the C^orf wraps a purple atmosphere .... xxxvi. 4.
What mean you to do With me, you unkind G.? lit. i.

And as each God -was born or had begun . . Lxxiil.5.
Or whether mortal taught or God inspired, . . lxxv. i.

which the ffffrf of Day Perceiving, said:— . . . Lxxxvii.7.
There was no God orlaaxv whom he loved more. lxxxix.8.
Betray the counsels of Jove's inmost will To any

God— xci. 8.
Teazing the Godto sin? them something new ; , Wiicfi, Viil. 6.

How the god Apis really was a bull, lxxiii. 3.

(9) used with altogether peculiar significations in Pro-
metheus.

From thine unenvled thronCj O, Mighty God/ . Prom., i. 17,
thou art more than God, Beinff wise and kind : . i. 144.
But thou, who art the God and lord : . . . i, 282.
Whom the frowning 6^7// represses .... i, 328.
How fearfully Go(fs thunder howls behind ! , . i. 434.
I am a God and cannot find it there, i. 640.
Of fate, and chance, and God, and Chaos old, . ir. ii. 92.Who made the living world ? God. II. iv. g.
God: Almighty God. il. iv. 11.
Merciful God. il. iv. 18.
Man looks on his creation like a God , , . , 11. iv. 102.
Whom called'st thou God? 11, iv. 112.
It makes the reptile equal to the God: .... n, v. 43.
God/ Spare me ! I sustain not the quick flames, m. i, 38,
And those foul shapes, abhorred hygod z.t\A man, iii. iv. 180.
some God, Whose throne was in a comet, . . iv. 316.

"'God-abandoned, c. adj.

And when this God-abandoned cook of hell . . Cycl. 388.
*aod-Iiated, c. adj.

Descend unmixed on this God-hated beast, . . 606.
*God-send, c. n. an unlooked-for acquisition.
A useful^(3iAftf«(/are you to me now, . . . Horn. Merc. V. i.

Goddess^ n. (1) a female heathen deity.

O Pallas, mistress, Goddess, sprung from Jove, . Cycl. 336.
Th^ goddess, his fair mother, unbeguiled . . Horn. Merc. xxvi. 3.
Sacred Goddess, Mother Earth, Proserp. i. i.

(2) applied to famine as an irresistible power.
Thou supreme Goddess / by whose power divine CEdipus, I. i.

Kept to the honour of oxxrgoddess Famine, . , i, 407.
Goddess bare, and gaunt, and pale, - — n. ji, i.

Goddess of fasts and feasts II. jj, g.

Godliead, n. divine personality.
Veiling his horrible Godhead in the shape . . . Q. Mab, Vll. 164.

^Godless, adj. impious, without true sense of a God.
Religion Christless, Godless—Siho^ sealed; . Engl. 1819, n.

Godlike, adj. (1) divine, possessing some attributes of God.
A godlike mind soars forth Adonais, xxix. 6.
exempt from mortal care, Godlike, . ... Prom. II, iv. 79.

(2) irresponsible, all powerful.
A smile oigodlike malice reillumined

Godly, adj. pious (satir.).

Some heartless scraps olgodly prayer.

Gods, n. (1) the deities of ancient mythology.
I do not recognize among the Gods .... "
masked with the names of Gods
the Gods would always will That which is best,

fails among the Gods Without their union,
to impugn the unity Of the high Gods; , .

'Twas the Gods' work

—

Gods should not have their body in a skin.

Ye Gods, what a delicious gulp
'

'an oftthe Gods.And the clear congregation
Mother of Gods,
In the deep night, unseen by Gods or Men,
Who 'mongst the Gods was soon about to thieve,

assigned to each a ration Of the twelve Gods,
A pretty torment both (orgods and men . .

And live among the Gods,
Except among the Gods there can be nought .

The astounded Gods would laugh at you, . .

And this among the Gods shall oe your gift, .

A most important subject, trifler, this To lay
before the Gods/

Addressed the Supreme Lord of G. and Men :

—

with no band Of Gods to bear him witness, .

I reverence the divine Sun and the Gods, . .

Of the bright Gods, and the dark desert Earth

;

The Olympian Goas and mortal men among

;

twist The purpose of the Gods with idle words,
Hermes with Gods and men
wonder strange possessed The everlasting Gods
Among the Gods, whose lives eternal are. , .

Of mortal men and the eternal gods
nor mortal men, nor gods
Could bring at will to the assembled ^<9<^ . .

Arrayed against the ever-living Gods? . . .

Gods and Men, we are all deluded thus ! . .

Gods, and men, and beasts have birth, . . .

Men from the Gods might win that happy age
and what she did to sprites And Gods, . . .

(2) supernatural oeings.
Where gods and fiends in worship bend, . .

In verse, such as malignant ^(7iij pronounce, .

likegods who give them all they have, . . .

Twin Genii, equal Gods—
(3) objects of adoration or belief.

New^0(^ new laws receive, , .

Were goe^ to the distempered playfulness . ,

things that walk, swim, creep, or fly. Weregods

Q. Mab, VII. 180.

Falsehood, g6.

Calderon, I. 1 18-

I. 126.

I. 133.
I. 146.
I. 177.

Cycl. 26>
534-
574.
588.

Horn. Earth, 25.

Horn. Merc. I. 7.

II. 7.

XXI. 7.

XXVII. 6.

XXIX. 2.

XLII. 3.

XLVI. 2.

XLIZ. 1.

LVI. 2.

• LXI. 8.

I-XII. 6.

LXIV. 6.

LXXII. 8.

LXXV. 4.
xciii. 4.
XCVII. 3.

Horn. Min. 7.

Horn. Moon, 23.

Hom.^un, 12.

Horn. Venus, 33.
50.

Naples, 128.

Pan, III. 8.

Proserp. I. 3.

Witch, XVIII. 4.
LXXVIII. 3.

DcBinon, I. 97.
1. 260.

Fr. Peo. Eng. 6.

iMon, I. XXV. 8.

. Hellas, 208.

. Q. Mab, VI. 74.
, Superstition, 3.

Q. Mab, VI. 78.

J) J I 11 .» n II
Superstition, 7.

Agamst \\ve\Tgods keen blasphemy, Rosal. 862.

(4) objects of supreme interest.

Their unremaining^ofl^ and they . ... Ode to Heaven, 25.

(5) world rulers or influencers.

The senate of the Gods is met, Prol. Hellas, 73.

(6) see God (9).
Monarch of Gods and Daemons, Prom. I. i.

and tho' the GodsYie'ax not this voice, .... I. 143.
all the gods Are there, i. 204.
Hades or T3rphon, or what mightier Gods . . I. 212.
Foul Tyrant both of G^ocfo ana Human-kind, . . 1.264.
If thou might'st dwell among the Gods the while i. 425.
The soul of joy, ye ever-living Gods, ill. i' 31.
Ye kings of suns and stars, Dsemons and Gods, • iv. 529.

(7) used as an interjection.

Gods/ what an if! but there is my grey Rat : . (Edipus, I. 177.
Gods/ what would ye be at ? 11. i. 124.

*Godwin, n. William Godwin, b. 1756, d. 1836.
You will see That which was Godwin,— . . . Gisb. 197.

Goes, V. intr. (1) walks or passes along.
There goes the apostate Strafford

;
.... Ch. \st, I. 53.

(2) proceeds, sets out.
he goes To call his brother Cyclops^ .... Cycl. 442.

(3) walks or moves.
And ever as she goes the palsied woman . , . Fiordispina, 59.

(4) progresses, fares.

how the world ^(!7W there Ch. ist, 11. no.
How £^oes it with you there below ? Faust, i. 31.

(5) is moved.
drags the chain. That lengthens as it goes . . . Q. Mab, V. 52.

(6) with comes, a. passes away.
A power which comes andgoes like dream, . . Peter, V, v. i.

0. vibrates, sparkles.
Which comes ^ndgoes within its sculptured rim Prom. II. iv. 158.

(7) as auxiliary.

The naked soul^omwandering here and there . Fiordispina, 80.
the Bible Before it^OM to play . , . . (Edipus, I. 218.

Goest, V. intr. passest, proceedest.
Whence comest thou ? and whither goest thou ?

How did thy course begin? Triumph, 2^^,
Going*, pr. pple. (1) wandering.
going far astray Through the dun night. . Horn. Merc, xcvil. 5.
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(2) moving towards.
*Tis Fenici's seat Where you axe^otng-? , . , Rosal. 75.

(3) progressing^ onwards.
impeded suddenly My jfoi'w^ on. ..... . Matilda^ 2Z.

Oolng', vbL n. departure.
That the coming and^om^ of the wind .... Sensit PL II. 23.

*G-oingrB-ont, c, vbl. n. Fig. movements or actions.
Watches ^ygoings-out^ and comings-in, . . . Fr. Conseq. 2.

Gold, «. A. Lit, (1) the precious metal, coined or un-
coined.

their starry domes Of diamond and olgoM
ampler majesty Than g;ems ox gold^ ....
Or found a mine oigold in El dorado

;

I will pile up my silver andmy gofd,' ....
Here, take this gold^ and hasten to your homes.
You clothed me in a robe of woven gold . . .

But how TJiMchgold will you engage to give ? .

I bring no gold^ but Bacchic juice!
And in addition I will give yon go .

Let goid alone ! only unlock the cask.

162.

Dmtnon^ I. 264..

Epips. 160.

Bug. Hills, 1 13.

Fr. Unf. Tale^ 3.

Ginevray 17.

Hellas^ 230.
248.

2$7-
,Si9-

578.
Horn,. Merc. XLI. 7.

xc. 3.

Horn. Sun, 23.
Julian, 74.
L.aon^ IV. xiv. 8.

V. xxviii. 3.

Vir. xiii. 3.

vni. xiv. I.

the chain Of woven gold which girt the neck of
Paris,

human bones, barbaric gold^
True Love in this differs from gold and clay,
As to pierce the dome oigold
Like empty cups of wrought and dsedal gold.
And of the gold and jewels glittering there ,

,

MoTe^gold 7 our ancestors bought jf. with victory,
Blooa is the seed oigold.
Hunger for gold, which fills not.—
Or bears the sword, or grasps the key oigold^
with ten camel loads Of Indian^0/^ . . .

heaps of silver and ofgold Were piled within—
A perfect three-leaved rod of^o/t? unbroken, .

And the fleet car with yoke oigold, ....
a wondrous hue Brighter than Durning^tf/i/, .

And gold grows vile even to the wealwiy crone,
even from p-o/rf the dreadful strength was gone,
and sand Like spangling gold, . . .

Man seeks forgold in mines,
Thatgold should lose its power, and thrones their

glory ; . .

or brinff ye steel and gold^
And gold was scattered thro' the streets,
For^o/(f was as a God ...
And^o/iaf and glory shall be his.— .....
so that the meanest food was weighed With gold,
his gold The miser brought,
Like boiling ^o/tjT on Ocean, . .

Ye find it not in luxury nor in gold.
Purple, and j^(7/(f, and steel!

And heaps of fraud-accumulated gold, . .

In Pisa's church a cup of sculptured gold
Canopied seats oigold

;

in proud array Oigold and purple,
coin paper, TWXgoldhs: at a discount,
on his tlirone Ofbuming^o/flf. . .

A sceptre of pale gold .... ...
To cling" like burning^o/c?
Where blood with go^ is bought and sold

;

Iron axid^old, the slaves and signs of power,
Infinite mine of adamant a,nd gold,
ligold. Gleaming around, and numerous viands
Upon a shining ore, and called it gold.- .

Made me accept a purse oigold, .... ^^^,
Then his fair cross oigold he dash'd on the floor, Si. Jr. Xs) iv. 1,

Free love has this, different from gold and clay, 6*^. Epips. 17.
You should not take my jf£>/(af and serve me not. Tasso,

"

For bread, and gold, ana blood : . . . .

and veins Of^o/oT and stone,

(2) wealtti, money, property, treasure,
Bought perilous impunity with yowx gold ; .

or gold, the old man's sword,
My friend, that palace-walking devil Gold
Could but despise danger and gold and all

Think of the offender's gold, ....
Should mock with goUl, ......
and say, I ask not gold

;

Which ye would sell for gold and for revenge
He looks elate, drunken with blood and gold

^

And borrow gold of many,
If loyal hearts could turn their blood to gold.
That will lend power, and power bring ^o/i/.
Gold must give power, or
Or seek some slave of power and gold, . .

In terror and blood and gold,
Gold, Monarchy, and Murder, given

; . .

curses, groans, and gold, the fruit of death .

"Not gold, not blood, their altar dowers, . .

Than kingly slaves arrayed in gold and blood,
Over its unregardedgoM to keep
the City of Gold Yon Cape alone
That perfidy and aistoni, gold and prayer, ,

Thy thirst for tears—thy hunger aftergold-
Give us glory, and blood, and gold. . . .

'Tis to let the Ghost of Gold
Thou art Justice—ne'er for ^ff/rf ....
With a price of blood and gold— ....
Anarchs and priests who feed on gold , .

Alastor, gi.

g6.
Cenci, I. lii. 74.

IV. i. 50.
iV. iii. 48.
V. ii. 27.

Cycl. 131.

132.

152.

VIII. xvi. 2.

VIII. xviii. 2.

IX. xvii. I.

IX. xviii. I.

X. xi, I,

X. xviii. 9.
X. xix. 4.
XI. ii. 6.

XI. xvii. 2.

XI. xviii. K.

Ld. Ch. II. 3.

Marenghi, iv. i.

Nat. Ant. v. 5.

CEdipus, I. 3.

I. 105.
Prom. I. 20Q.

1-235.
I- 2gi.

I- 531-
II. IV. og.
IV. 280.

Q. Mab, III. 46.
^- 55-

Rosal. 533.

TowerofFain. 7.

Unf. Dr. 23.

Cenci, i. i. 6.

I. i. 128.

II. ii. 68.
II. ii. 130.

III. i. 162.- III. i. 185.

III. i. 289.
IV. iii. 27.

Ck. \si, I. 60.
II. 167.

II. 297.
11.340.
II. 342.

Critic, III. I.

Death Nap. 35.
Falsehood, 40.
Hellas, 935.

iog4.
L,aon, V. XIV. 7.

V. XXvi. 5.

VIII. i. 4.

IX. xiii. 3.

Ld. Ch. XII. 2.

Mask, XVI. 4.
XLIV. I.

LVII. I.

LXXII. 4.

Ode Lib. in. 13.

Ode Lib. vii. 10.

xiii. 9.

Peter, iv. xix. 4.

Q. Mab, IV. 190.

IV. 195.
IV. 199.
V. 62.

And jg-o/i/ profaned thy capitolian throne, , .

Her chains are threads ofgold, ......
He proudly thought that \\\sgold''s might .

Thev cajole with^i?/*/, And promises of fame,
his doom Is sealed in gold and blood ! . . .

And, right or wrong, will vindicate for gold.

Gold is a living god, and rules in scorn . . .

The groveling nope of interest andgold, .... • v. 91,

^Oifijf or fame will surely reach The price . . . v. 169.

gold to pay the pangs Of outraged conscience ; . V. 197.

nexxkver gold. Nor sordid fame V. 223.

Or he was changed with Christians for Xhexx gold, Vlll. 177.

He was a man Hard, selfish, loving only gold, . Rosal. 249.
Pale with the quenchless thirst oigold, .... 424.
Unlocked the hearts qf those who keep Gold, . 654.
Because they bring them, land axxdpoid. . . . 682.

Conquered that heart by love, which g., or pain, Triumph, 258.
the plague oigold and blood abroad : ... 287.
the Earth-consuming rage Ofjftf/rf and blood— . JVilch, xviU. j.

B. Fig. (1) the colour or appearance of gold.
a tender interfusion of violet andgold .... Ch. ist, II. 446.
braided webs ofgold That without motion hang . Dcemon, I. 194.
Those clouds of aery gold That slept i. 232,
Quivering through zJhrysXgold, Eug. Hills, 143.
when the beams are fled Which steeped its skirts

in gold} Z^(7«, IV. xxxi.4.
The city's myriad spires ofgold, v. xxxix. 7.

the broad sunrise, filled witn deepening^(7/i^, . . xii.xxxiv.3.
Whene'er he found those globes of deep-red gold Marenghi, xiil. 4.
Orange and azure deepening into gotd: . . . . Prom. \. 761.
Its wheels are solid clouds, azure andgold, . , iv. 214.
green, andgold. And crystalline, iv. 432.
the lines Of purple ^o/rf, that motionless Hung . Q. Mab, II. 7.

those far clouds of feathery ^o/rf, .... 11. 16.
With sunset's burnished ^o/a. vi. 10.

And flowers a^ure, black, and streaked Wxihgold, Question, ill. 7.

And clothed with light of aerygold . . . . Serchio, 15.
but lines oigold Hun? on the ashen clouds, . . Sunset, 12.

the well that glowed XJ^egold, Triumph, 347.
like vapours oigold. Are consuming in sunrise. . Vis. Sea, 127.
And clove dun Chaos with his wings oigold, . . Witch, xxxii. 3,

(2) happiness.
Draw the last spirit of the age ofgold, . , . , Epips. 428.

*Oold-fed, c. adj. nourished by wealth.
To add one mite to goldfed luxury : . . . . Mother^ Son, l. 9.

*Oold-iiiwoven, c. adj. woven with gold threads.
this fellow wore Agold-inwoven robe, .... Cenci, IV. iv. 84.
And the gold-inwoven robe Mask, xx. 4.

Golden, adj. A. Lit. made of gold.
And bubbles gaily in this ^o/iilsK bowl . . . . Cenci, l. iii. j^.
Like ^o/cfe» sand scattered upon the darkness ; . Faust, ii. iii.
Thegolden circle from her finger took, .... Ginevra, 73.
Another proudly clad In golden arms . . , Hellas, 838)
Each golden cup and polished brazen pan, . Horn.. Merc. xxx. 6.
Hermes must love Him of the Golden Quiver, . Lxxxvi. 8.
in warlike armour drest. Golden, all radiant ! . Horn. Min. 6.
Upon the footstool oihixsgolden throne, . . . Laon, v. xx. 8.^

He touched a golden chain— vii. x. g.
array Of guards in golden arms xii. ii. 2.
before God's ^(?/.:ife« throne, . -. XII. xii. 6.
Wert like a golden chalice to bright wine . . . Prom. I. 810.
Like swords of azure fire, or golden spears . . iv. 271.
upon agolden throne, Even like an earthly king; Q. Mab, VI. io6.
Like golden boats on a sunny sea, Sensit. PL I. 83.
B. Fig, (1) of the colour of gold.

And the green lizard, and ^e golden snake, . . Adonais, XVIII. 8.
Might I not drag her by the ^o/^ff hair? . . . Cenci,w.\.6.
Like a swarm ^golden bees, Cloud, 54.
Her jf(7/^ffw tresses shade The bosom's .... Datnon I 44

. Q. Mab, I. 41,

. DiShare with the green andgolden basilisk ^cBmon, II. 91.

,1), .. » .1 „ . . . . Q. Mab,vni.&6.
feed thee from its urn Oigolden fire ; Epips. 376.
And the red and golden vines, Eug. Hills, 299.
illumined dust of jpw^few flowers ; Faust, n. 103.
And the worms be alive in her golden hair, . . Ginevra, 216.
Andfrom myfancy wings of^. hue Sprangforth— Laon, ii. xx. 7.
As they retired, thegqlden moon upsprung, . iii. xxv. 6.
Some shrouded in t^iejr long and^(7^« hair, . x. xxiii. 7.
golden sand Of a clear pool, xii. xviii. 5.
andhright golden globes Of fruit, Prom. iii. iii. 139.
Up from the lake a shape oigolden dew . . . Triumph, 379.
On my golden plumes where'er they move ; . Two Spirits, 14.
Until the goldett eye of the bright flower, . . . UnJ^. Dr. 168.
in the^. flame Of his own volumes intervolved;— Witch, vi. 3.
and vials which shone In their own gold, beams— xx.'6.
O'erflowed with j^o/cfew colours ; . . .

'''

(2) bright, sunlit, brilliant, beautiful,
and follows wild and drear The golden Day,
eclipse The armies oi the golden stars, . .

Even as a vapour fed with golden beams
which the dawn Robes in its golden beams,
the p^olden sun That kindles them to harmony.

Zufxa, IX. 5.

Adonais, xxill. 3.
Aden. Cane. 37.
Alastor, C^x,

688.
Ch. ist, II. 146.

In tLe light of its j^(j/(^w wings. , Cloud, ^8.
To the golden Aphrodite Will I lift,

Yet not the golden islands That gleam .

from the Elysian, clear, andgolden air .

Looking towards the golden Eastern air.

Starred with drops ofgolden rain, . . ,

.' Cycl ^.
. Dmmo7i, I. 209.
. Epips. 427.
• — 516.
. Eug. Hills, 81-.
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Leaves midnight to th&p-olden stars, or wan . . Gisb. 259.

Than birds rejoicing in tne golden day, .... Hellas^ 29S.

And shook HeaveiTs roof of^. morning clouds, . 491.

My golden rain For the Grecian slain .... ^^-
The lampless air glows round hez golden crown. Horn. Moon^ 7.

Beneath his ^o/l&M helmet, Hotn.Sun^i^.
And saw ^ikvt. golden dawn break forth, .... Laon^ I. i. 6.

Oigolden clouds which shook the atmosphere ; . I. xlii. 4.

when with many a golden beam t- xlix. y.

shall throng around The G^(7/rffi« City ll.xxxviii.7.

when the fourth morn Burst o'er the ^tf/rflsw isles— ill. xxii. 2.

The tyrants of the C(7/(/fi» City tremble . . . . IV. xiv. i.

As I approached, the morning's ^<7/<&« mist, . . v. xliii. 4.

Where morning dyes hergolden tresses, . . . v.Song^6.io.

Beneath th&golden stars VI. xxx. 9.

v/hos&golden plume Floats moveless XI. xxiii. 2.

the sunset's sea of beams, Whose golden waves . Xli. xxi. 7.

^.golden mist did quiver xil. xl. 3.'

The summer dewdrops in the golden dawn ; . , Marenghi^ xxl. ?.

If the ^(7/(ilff« sun shone forth on high Mar. Or. ill. 6.

And ere ihe golden morning's birth Moonbeam^ II. 3.

Sinks headlong through the aerial ^o/(^« light . Ode Lib. xi^. S'

Paradise of^o7dfe« lights ! OdetoHeaven^^.
Shadowing its eyes with green z.tA.golden wings, Pr. Athan. il. iii- 3.

Golden worlds revolve and shine Prol. Hellas^ 60.

The innumerable worlds oigolden light .... 126.

For thro' its grey robe gleams ^t golden dew . Prom., ll, i, 130.

It scatters drops oigolden Hght, II. ii- 20.

Under the green z:aA.golden atmosphere . . . ll. ii; 75*

An azure fire within its ^o/<2!^?z locks ! .... 11. iii. 52.

Purple and azure, white, and green, sxAgolden^ iv. 242.

the ^(7/(fe« islands Gleaming Q.Mabyl\.22.
Its fertile ^(^Zi&w islands H- 34*

Those ^. clouds That rolled in glittering billows II. 43.

Reared high to heaven its thousand ^tf/c/. domes, II. 138.

the^o/dfew fields Of fertile England 11.220.

cast no shade Upon the jfw/c&w floor ; .... VI I- 72.

and the mom When ^e golden mists are born. . Rarely^ V. 6.

wrinkling into golden waves, Rosal. 542.

WxXki golden stars, like heaven, was bright . . 1095.

W'xih. golden and green light, slanting through . Sensit. PI. I. 43.

In the ^(7/(3fc« lightning; Skylark^ 11.

in thegolden dawn, Half-hidden, St. iz.pips. 107.

some light cloud bourid from thegolden dawn . Un/. Dr. 217.

Unimpeded, \ie&a.^ golden^ and crystalline, . . Vis. Sea^ 118.

the azure sea Of serene and golden Italy, . . . W. Shel. VI. 4.

and made z!i\.golden The chamber ofgrey rock . Witch^ II. 6.

Tempered like golden evening, xxxix. 3.

cataracts which shiver Their snow-like waters into

golden air, XLII. 2.

the^(7/(fe« glow In which spring clothes . . . . XLiv. 4.

Of those high clouds, white, golthn and vermilion, lii. 2.

from the ^(7^fe« close Of evening, . . ... Woodman.^ 12.

(3) delightful, glorious, choice or piecious as gold,

valued.
When like Apollo, from \\\b golden bow, . . Adonais^ XXVIII..6.

The^golden gates of Sleep unbar, . . . . Bridal^ I. i.

,j „ „ Epithal. 12.

My royal lord would turn to golden deeds. . . Ch. isi, II. 28.

and the ^(?/if£« love Of loyal gentlemen . . . —— II. 287.

A shadow of some ^tf/(fe« dream; Spips. 116.

In the clear ^(?^fe« prime ofmy youth's dawn, . 192.

Their green and golden immortality. ..... 469.
Confused in passion's ^tf/fifc« purity, . . . . 571-

That was indeed \hs.golden age on earth. . . . Faust. II. 284.

I have unlocked th^ golden melodies ... . Fr. A Soul^ 8.

Wailed for the golden years Hellas, 238.

Thegolden years return, 1061.

sing'the deeds ofgolden Aphrodite, Ifont. Venus, i.

peopling with golden dreams Imoh, ix. xxxii. 7.

in the world'sgolden dawn Prol. Hellas, 33.

cldthing v/'xthgolden clouds The desart of our life. Prom. II. i. 11.

(4) sheeny, sparkling.

And everygolden feather gleamed therein— . . Loon, I. ix. 2.

In dream, thegolden pinioned Genii came, . . *

—

' i. xxxii. 2.

With heaps o\ golden shells we two did play,— 1 Vll. xxi. 8.

Like a glow-worm ^o/c/fM -.
' . . Skylark, ^d.

(5) nch, wealtHy, magnificent.

Yes, I will tread Pride's ^(7/(fe« palaces, .... Laotf., \\. xlii. 1.

the high palaces Of^i?/flk« Byzantium ; .... (EdipuS, I. 225.

(6) valuable, gold worth.
The vines and orchards, Autumn's golden store, Laon, X. xviii. 7.

Thegolden harvests spring; ..;.'.',,. Q. Mab, III. 193.

(7; in favour ol wealth.
Golden and sanguine laws which tempt and slay ; Engl. 1819, 10.

*OoIden-sanda,lled, c. adj. bound; with gold.

With golden-sandalled ieet, that glow .... Prom. 1. 319.

^Qoiden-shafted, c. adj. bearing golden arrows.

l)ia.nsi,golden-sAajifed queen, Horn. Venus, 13.

*d-oldeix-wa2ided, c. adj. bearing a wand of gold.

Then, golde?t-wanded hrother, ask me not . . Horn. Merc. xcii. i.

^tiold^n-wing^d, c. adj. having wings of gold.
A ^o/i5fe«-n'z«^^(/ Angel stood Fr. Satan, >.,

Gondola, n. a covered boat, used in Venice.
Were waiting for us with the gondola.— . . . Julian, 62.

€t\e gondola Conveyed me to my lodgings , . . 139.
Servants announced the ^fii«fl!bMi, 212.

0-ondolas, n. pi. of Gondola.
one may write Or read in gond. by day or night, Julian, 552.

tOondoUeri, n. men who work the Gondolas.
And bade the ^(?W(/i3//fir? cease to row 95-

Gone,//. (1) departed, left.

I must begone; good night : Cenci, ill. ii. 90.

Once having gone, in vain Ye come again. . . Far,Jaraway^ I. 7.

where art thou ^owe ^ Ini. Beauty, W.^.
but thou art gone, Thy work is finished .... Julian, 396.
from the caves of da^-light wandering ^(?«fi. . . Laon, xil. viii. 9.

But soon, the guardian angel gone, Lerici, 27.

And so thy thoughts, when thou Bxtgone . . Music, ivhen soft, 7.

And these fastidious pigs are gone, (Bdipus, ll. ii. 29.

Ha ! they a.regone/ Prom. IV. 180.

Art thou come axiAgone— Remembr. I. 4.

Now he is dead SiXidgone away . RosaL 456.

the soul is gone Si. Epips. 60.

He is gone, and my peace is turned to strife, . - UnJ. Dr. 3.

(2) departed tor a special purpose expressed,

Bernardo even now is ^(?«^ to implore . . . . Cenci, v.'w.tii.

The clouds were ^i7»^ to play, Jane, Recoil. \s^.

whilst Mffj are ^i7Me To glide in peace . . . . /^i?K, xil.xxvii.5.

(3) departed or passed to a place indicated.

For he is gone, where all things wise and fair

Descend :— Adonais, III. 6.

and the lizards eaxAi^one To his dwelling ; . . . Autumn, II. 4.

Whether the moon, mto her chamber jfO»^, . . G^/j*. 258.

and like fire is gone To famous Pylos, . . Horn. Merc, xxxvi. 5.

I am ^(7we into the fields Jane, In'uitn,%\.

the sea-birds, that vjexegone Into their caves . . Laon, I. iii. 7.

or when gone far awaj^ fo the lone shores . . . II. xv. 7.

When they are gone into the senseless damp Of
ffraves ;— IV. viii. 4.

Haahegone and boldly shown Peter, II. viii. 5.

(4) of periods of time or season, passed by, over.

Winter is come and ^(?»e, Adonais, xvill. i.

Eig;ht years are gone, Ck. 1st, i, 6.

Old winter was gone Ginevra, ig6.

from ages longgone by, Had made a landmark ; Laon, iii. xii. 4.

two days were ^(?we Since she had food :— . . . vi. xlii. 9.

Until life's sunny day is quite gone down, . . . viii. xii. 4.

years have come ana gone Since, ...... VIII. xxv. 4.

ere night was gone, He broke our linked rest ? . x. i. 2.

Two years of speechless bliss aregOTze, .... M. N. Melody, 28.

It moans for days that are gone by 33.

(For years gone by leave each a deepening shade), Marenghi, xxv. 3.

I will not call the ghost of ages ^(3»£ ^. Jl/«z6, vlll. 42.

when day-light's gone, RosaL 976.
When winter haa^i5«e and spring came back .Sensit. PL ill. 114.

when this sweet day is gone, ... .... St. Dejection, v. 2.

That moment \%gone for ever, W^e meet, ll. i.

(5) absolutely passed away, become extinct, vanished,

dead.
Thespirit thoulamentest is not^.?«£/ . . . . Adonais, xl.1. 4.

Nor, when those hues Are gone, .... . A/astor, 704.
The lovely, the ,beloved is gone— Bion. Adon. 26.

'Tis gone ; and yet its burthen remains here . . Cenci, III. i. 30.
they all axe gone! Death, (2) i. 5.

thy hopes are gone, thy hair is hoary ; .... (2) 11. 6.

had g. from the world's scene. And left it vacant— Laon, iv. xxx. 5.
Glory and joy and peace, had come B-mAgone. . iv. xxxi. 2.

even from gold the dreadful strength was gone, . v. xx\'iti. 3.
all he builds below, When he is ^(?«e Vl.xxvii. o.

the very life wasgone Out of my heart— , . . vii.xxiii.6.

whose will has power when all beside is gone. . - viii. xvi. 9.
when our thougnts and actions once aregone, . Vlll.xxii.4.
The T3Tant knew his power was ^tf«e IX. xiii. i.

my stem resolve was almost gone. xi. vii. 5.

In torment and in fire'have Atheists ^o«fi/ - . . xii.xxix. 4.

Art thou indeed for evexgone, M. N. Melody, i.

Oh haste—hark! hark!—they're ^o«^. .... M. N. Ravail,'j^.
Weeds that peep, and then axegonej .... Mexican, II. 8.

Their food and their retreat for evex gone, . . . Mont B. 116.

Till all its life of life was gone Peter, VI. xxx. 5.

It fills the world with glory—and is gone. . , . St. Epips. 149.
That flits round our steps till their strength is^. Xhere is nowork, 6.
When light rode liigh, and the dew wasgone, . To Night, III. 3.

the light wasgone Out of her eyes T-wo Fr. Love,li. \.
And \Xsgofie, when I should be^. too, Mary. Two Fr. Mary, ll. 6.
The odour from the flower is gone Violet, i. 1.

The feeling and the sound are fled and gone, . . Witch, xiv. 7.

(6) disappeared.
Tells them that dreams and that the moon is^. . Apollo, I. 6.

Is he ^(?wtf so quickly r Oilderon, ill. 1^2.
the waters of the deluge axe gone, Ch. 1st, II. 417.
from Heaven is gone Under the sea, Hont. Moon, 8.
My children knew their sire was ^owtf Rosal. 2-^2.

'tis now almost ^o««, Vis. Sea, 15S.

(7) with before^ by and «/, passed on.
Thy hopes axe gone before : Adonais^ mi. 2.
Up the windless heaven is gone,— Fr. Insecurity, 5.
the wintry clouds are ail ^tfwe by, /V. ^/>4a». 11.ii.31]

(8) consumed, eaten.

With his cursfed teeth, till all be ^o«e Cvc/. 360.

(9) destroyed.
Once^<7«^ You cannot now recall C^««, in. ii. 5*.
Oh ! Peace, soft peace, art thou for ever ^one, . M. N, 'post. Fr.'ds.
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Gtsb. 284.
L,aofi^ XII. XXV. 5.

V. xiii. ^.
V. xxvii. 6.

-V.5(7«^,6.4.

(10) sent or consigned.
That he was^owc to the wrong place :— ... Peier^ I. xi. 4.

(11) traversed, walked.
he could have^£>«e along the sands .... Horn. Merc. LVIII. 7.

(12) travelled, journeyed.
As famished mariners thro' strange sGas£-one . Z,aon^ V. xliv. 5.

(13) become.
Are you £-one mad ? If not, pray speak to me. . Cenci\ 11. i. 33.
and ne Is now^(?«emad,— ...... . /u/mn, igS."

(14) abandoned ourselves.
when we had £one Into a wide and wild oblivion . Laan^ VI. xxxv. 4.

(15) penetrated, entered.
So deeply is the arrow gone E. Williams^ III. 7.

(16) departed or altered in spirit.

My dearest Mary, wherefore hast thou gone^ 7\vo Fr. Mary, i. i.

But thou art fled, gone down the dreaiy road, . 1. 4.

(17) with abroad, published, set about.
An evil word is gone abroad of me ; Cenci, I. iii. 6.

(18) with astray, wandered.
a fixed star ^i7«£ astray
far astray My mind v/asgone^

(19) viiihforth, a. salljed out, started,

brothers on a journey wide Gone forth, . . .

And neither ha.d gone forth for food,— . . .

d. got into circulation or vogue.
Thoughts have gone forth whose powers can sleep

no more ! . , , ,

c. begun.
andslaughter now Would have ^<9«e forth, . . x. xxxi. 8.

Oonzalo, n. a character in Shakespeare's Tempest.
A commonwealth like Gonsalo^s in tlie play, . . Ch. 1st, li. 365.

Good, n. (1) that which is right and conducive to happiness.
roam about inspiring ^oorf or evil, Catderon, I. i6q.
Evil BJidgoadj reproach and fame; 11, 183.
confusions strange OfjfooaT and ill; Ck»a, III. i. 53.
AH ^(7orf shall droop and sicken IV. i. 187.
yet recking not ofjfoorf or ill IV. ii. 11.

By some such plot of mingled ^0(7(1^ and ill . . . v. i. 8a
'Twixt^(?(7i^or evil, as regarded me V. iv. 84.
Its medicine is tears,—its e\il good. ... . E. Witliams^ 11. 8.

Evil {rom good; misery from happiness ; . . . Epips. 175.
and Gtfffrfand Evil stake Their empire .... Hellas, 443.
On various purposes of^Otfrf or ill . . . Hofn. Merc.\yiSi\v . t,.

Such hope, as in the sick despair oigood, . . . Hope^ Eear, i.

such dreams of baseless good Oft come and go . Julian, 578.
loathed and loathing, wild. And \i^\n^good~ . L,aon^ i. xxvii. 7.
And the great Spirit of Good did creep among . I. xxviii. 4.
for none Knew good from evil, I. xxviii. 7.

soon the Spirit of Good, , i. xxxi. 2.

Like a strong spirit ministrant oigood: .... iv. v. 6.

and my share Qigood, was o'er the world . . . IV. xvi. 9.
ill has become their ^0(?rf, IV. xxvi. 5.
what secret fight Evil z.^Q,good, in woven passions

mailed, Waged — v. ii. 8.

And now the Power of Goodhe^d victory, . . . v. iii. i.

Linked by a jealous interchange oigoodi . . . V. xiv. 5.

To give to all an equal share oigoody . . . . vii|. xi. 6.

Evil with evil, good -with good tnast wind . . . IX. xxvii. 7.

or weigh In balance-just th^good a.^d evil there? x. xlvi. 6.

And good and ill like vines entangled are, . . Marenghi^ x. 3.

Good or ill, between ye stand ,
' Mask, Lxxxi. 2.

To good or evil as may come ; . . . . . Peter, Prol. 33.
that loved j^ooif more for itself alone ; Pr. Atkan. i. 17.

Ill deeds, then be thou damned, beholding ^ooa^/ Prom. i. 293.
Evil minds Change ^o^i? to their own nature. . . I. 381.
They dare not devise good for man's estate, . . i. 623.
and shadows idle Of unreal ^oo(/, ll. iv. 57.
loves and hatreds ; these beget Evil and goofl : , Q. Mad, iv. 147.
hopelessness ofgood, and self-contempt, ; . . IV. 185.
That bar thee from all sympathies ofgood. . . ~— iv. 258.
Where pain and pleasure, good and evil jom, . . VI. 233.
his task Of glory and ofgood, Trium-pk, 2,

Goodzjxd the means ofgood; 231.

(2) happiness, pleasure.
At length I find one moment's ^oofi? Jane, Invitn, 44.
as men study some stubborn art For their own g.^ Julian, 572.
He who is evil can receive nogood; . . . , , p^ofn. I. 3S9.
(I think such hearts yet never came togood) . . ^oodntan, 2.

(3) benefit or advantage.
VAisLtgood Is there in making short Paust, II. 5.

No good ca.n come of it— II. 384.
Private injustice may be general ^(7(7(/. . . . . Fr. Peo, Eng.ix.
X^tgood to these, and ill to those be wrought ffom. Merc. xcil. ^.

ye toil for your own good— J L,aon, VIII. iv. 6.
What would do You ^(?£?rf when suffering . . Magnet. Lady, Y.^.

(4) virtue, well-doing,
he who leads Invincibly a life of resolute ^(7(3i/, . Q. Mab, III. 153.
Stifling with rudest grasp all mtwraX good. . , . iv. 120.
How withered all the buds of natural ^o(J^/ . . iv. 125.
The consciousness ofgood, V. 223.
a life of resolute good. Unalterable will V. 225.

G-ood, adj. (1) perfect, without taint.

even Jupiter Is not supremely jfoo^/ Calderon, I. 121.
were they supremely ^0(?rf. , , I- i34-
If God hegood, wherefore should this be evil? . CA. ist, l. 21.

(2) excellent, worthy of admiration, without defect,

and all of great. Or good, or lovely, . ... Alastor, 73.

If one be good is not the other evil ? Calderon, I. 144.
Others, Osgood, Only want a wife Cat, IV. 5.

this devil . . . was meant To aught ^ooi/ use ; . . Cenci, IV, i. 121.

more bright and ^(30c/ Than all who fell, .... Hellas, 1091.
blotting all things fair And wise a.ndgood . . . Julian, 481.
And what may else \iQgood and irresistible. , Laon, Vli. xxxvi. 9,

its dominionj^(3(?i/ and great, XII. xxxi. 4.
The grave hides all things beautiful z.nd good : . Prom, I, 639.
Shutliim from all that's jfWiJflf or dear on earth, ^ "' --'

(3) virtuous, upright, worthy.
Good minds and open actions take new might,
Wherein I gazed, and grew happy a.ndgood, .

And ofgood men, as ye are ;— ... . .

And so she left that i^cot/ man Menelaus. . .

Thou art sincere B.ndgood;
a.goodma.n, even in his darkest longings, . ,

So to become mostgood, and great and free.

That friend so mild a,nd good,
Gentle and good and mild thou art, ....

. Q. Mad, III. Q2.

. Apo/lo, III. 5.

. Cenci, V. iv. 131.

. Ch. ist, III. 19.

. Cycl. 163.

. Dcemon, II. 293.
. Faust, I. 89.
. Laon, II. xl. 5.

. VI. XV. 4.

,
. . M.W.G.w. I.

Like this same Lady, goodmxd fair. ... . Mar. Dr. xix. 6.

So ^i7£;<5f and bad, sane and mad, Peter, ill. xxiL i.

Nor jg-(7i?«i', nor bad—nor knave nor fool, .... vi. xviii. 4.
in one so good and great, Pr. Atkan. 1. 107.
Subtle thou art and jfi7i7ff, Protn. l. \±7,.

Wise art thou, firm and good, .... . . i. 360.
is tearing up the heart Of the good Titan, . . i. ,1580.

When good a.nd kind, free andsincere like thee,) lii. iv. 48.
Good, great and joyous, beautiful and free ; . . IV. 577.
And one, the good xnan^e heart Q. Mab, V. 237.
the ^oorf man, who lifts, with virtuous pride, . . vi. 205.
Thou art sincere and good; ix. 200.

(4) worthy, honourable.
would be disgraced in ^o^;^ company Ch. ist, il. 59.
And such society As is quiet, wise and good; . . Rarely, vil. 3.

(5) kind, friendly.

To those g. words which, were lie King of France, Ch. 1st, li. 27.
a cold world's ^(?oi5? word,—viler still ! . . . . Q. Mad, v. 213.
a commerce ofgood words and works ; . . . . v. 253.

(6) deliehttul, pleasant.
thcjfoof/old times I praise; Faust, ii. 2^1.
Goodmght} ah! no; the hour is ill . . . . Good Night, i. 1.

Then it will be ^0(7-^ night. ... .... 1.4.
How can I call the lone n\ghtgood, ... . 11. i.

The night \Bgood; because, my love, . m, 3.

(7) trusty, reliable.

made sharp with this ^(?o(^ sword CycL^f^fi.
the harbours are not safe and ^00^, . . . . Epips^ ^2^.
agdod stout ram to ride ; . . Faust, ii. 2.

(8) favourable.
But the rainbow was agood^\gx\, Archy : . . . Ch. 1st, ii. 416.
Some ^(50(3? change Is working in the elements, . Prom. II. v. 18.

(9) plentilul, rich.

Ah, ha! thought Satan, the pasture is good, . . Devil, x. 1.

(10) complete, satisiaciory.
and then Retreating in jo'ooijr order, CEdipus, I. o,iy.

(11) obliging, complaisant.
Pray be so good as light us up this way. . . . Faust, li. 27.

(12) abundant.
And lose the chance of a ^00i^penn3Tvorth. . ri. 298.
(13) serious, earnest.

If to the bulls and cows we take^f. heed ;— Horn. Merc, lxxxiv. =;.

(14) honourable, unblemisned.
You have a ^(?(7</ repute for gentleness . . . , Cew^r/, v. ii. 37.
(15) desirable, advisable.

but I think it might be jfooi^ To ill. i. 197.
(16) Iriendly, pleasant.

I take care to keep on good terms with him. . . Faust, I. m
(17) suitable.

And married her to the gallows. A good match ! (Edipus, I. 204.

(18) jovial, pleasant.
Liyia, I come; ^£7£?(^ sport, Livia, Calderon, i. ^^.

(19) luxurious, plentiful.

Venison, turtlp, hock . . . Good che&r— .... Peter, iv. xviii. 4.

(20) merciful.
Hell-fire Is twenty times toogood for you. . . . vi. v. 5.

(21) beneficent, well-disposed.
have employed Qenii, ^(7(7(/ or evil,— Calderon, i. i6-j.

(22) used simply to give force to a word.
depart Tfvith what ^oorf speed ye may ; . . Cycl. 16^.
It is a friend beside thee—take ^oi'a cheer, . . Laon, in. xxxii. 6.
I have taken good care That shall not be. . . . CBdiptis, 1. 147.

(23) as a lorm of address, a. of reverence or invocation.
Good Lord ! rain it down upon him ! . . . Ch. 1st, i. 65.

b. of respect. . . .

You, wygood L>ord Orsino, heard those words. . Cenci, 11. ii. 41.
This is a perilous liquor ;—^oo(af my Lords.— . . (Edipus, i. 377.

c. of polite familiarity.

I hope my ^ffO(/ friends here Cenci, I. iii. 129.
d. of jest or condescension.

Coorf folks, I must faithfully tell ye, . .- . . . Cat, I. 3.
Wealth, my jfWdT fellow, is the wise man's God, . Cycl. 361.
pray make way, good people Faust, II. 219.
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Cat close and deep, ^17^^/ Moses CBdiptis^ I. "^g.

Alas, ffoodir'v&TvA^ what profit can you see . . . Reviewer^ i.

(24) a parting salutation (differ, sense to (6) ).

G(7o^ night, farewell ; . Cenci^ i.ni. 162.

I must be gone
;
^(30(/ night : III. ii. 90.

because, m^ love, They never say piooi/ night. GoodNighty III. 4.

We are quite merry now : Gooamght Rosal.85.
bade the Springgood morn ; £/«/! Dr. 71.

(25) aa/. absol. those who act rightly.

The dauntless and the good, Dmrn-on^ 11. 23.
And the ^(7(7(f cease to tremble at Tyranny's nod ; Death^ Dial. 4.
Nought waits for the^(3(?rf, but a spirit of Love, , 23.
When Poverty can blight the just and goody . Laon^ Ded, Vlll. 6.

Peace and Love,^ among the ^Oflrf and free! . . Y.Songy2.i$.
the ^oarf will ever find; —'— ix.xxvii.a.
Thsigood axvd mighty of departed ages .... ix.xxviii.i.

as thsgood a.nd great of yore 1 . . xil.xxviii.i.

but which the wise, and great, and^oorf . . . Mont S. 82.

The ^oorf want power, but to weep barren tears. Prom. i. 625.
the envied boon, That waits the ^. and the sincere

; Q. Ma&, I. 124.
To swallow all the dauntless and the good . . . Vll. 89.

Good, as adv. as well.
And it were as good Some people had such food, Ca^, V. 4.

Good, interj.

Well and ^(70^. Faust^\.qQ.
Good Lord ! they'd rip each other's bellies up, . CEdipus^ l. 305.

Oood-morrow, c. n. a form of salutation.

Comes to bid a sweet good-ntorrow Jane^ InviiUy 4.

Oood-Trill, c. n. heartiness.
where ^(7(7rf-««7/ outweighed The frugal luxury . Gzsb. 151.

Good-will, c. adj. attr. favourable, friendly.

And I will give thee as a. good-will token^ . . . Horn. Merc. xc. i.

Goodly, adj. absol, people of esteem.
the wise and ^i3(?<f/V slit each other's noses and ears Ch. ist, II. 60.

Goodness, ». (1) perfection.

God is one supieme goodness, Calderon^ I. 115.

if he must Be supreme ^(70^«tfjj, I. 120.
Can supreme ^tfOisfffftyjoe consistent with . . . i. 124.
But supreme ^otft/w^yj fails I. 146.
Of supreme ^tfO^Kfijj and of highest grace, . 1.192.

(2) that which is right, amiable or good.
Which seeks a 'soul oigoodness^ in things ill, Julian^ 204.

(3) amiability, benevolence, worth.
The powerful^oooT. want: worse need for them. . Prom. 1.626.
Unspeakable pleasure, olg^oodness the dower, . St, Ir. (5) 11. 7.

But, fear not, parting spirit ; thy good, is saving, (0) III. 7.

Goods, n. property.
I would not suffer them To steal your goods. . , Cycl. 209.

Gordian, adj. Fig. intricate, complicated.
cut the snaky knots of this foul gordian word, . Ode L.ib. xv. 8,

Gore, n. A. Lit, blood.
That glutted themselves in her dearest ^orff, . . Devil, xil. 2.

Red with mankind's unheeded ^tfy^, Falsehood^ ?>,

And streams of fertilizing^ ^<3re 27.

and all the^tf^-^ Pursed in the bowels ; . . . . Horn. Merc.^K. 6.

foTgore Or poison nohe this festal did pollute, . Laon, V. Ivi. i.

the sixth sblWgore Stream thro' the city ; . . . x. xi. 7.

Thine was the daring at a tyrant's gore, . . , M. N. Ravail^ 53.
Nor a yelling vampire reekmg with gore; . M. N. Spec. Hors. 13.

See them drenched, in sacred ^or^,— Mexican, I. 8.

So those pale fingers play not with ^y gore. . . Prom. i. 602.
bought by crimes of treachery a.nd ^^ore, , . . Q, Mad, IV. 171.

On showers ofgore from the upflashing steel . . vil. 231.

Whose iron thongs are red witn hvLtnan gore ? . ix. 18S.

With which they draff from mines ofgore . . . Rosal, 711,

Where patriotism red with his guiIt-reeking^isr^ Tear, II. 4.

B. JFig. the colour of blood.
For they thrive well whose garb ofgore, . . . Devil, XX. 1.

Oorffe, V. I. tr, A. Lit. eat greedily.

G. from a stranger's hand, and rend their master. Hellas, 469.
B. Fig. swallow, consume,

when it doth repine Top-orge such bitter prey, . Laon, vlll, xxi. 6.

Does Florence, gorge the sated tyrants' prey? . Marenghi, vi. 6.

IL intr. feed grossly.

Who ^tf^« before they reel to bed . , . . . Peter, lu. v'li. ^.

Qoxge, n. (1) the throat or gullet.

Thy^<7^^ ever cramming, , . VI. xxxvi.6.

't'(2) transf. sense, a deep narrow space between hills.

Shoots from the lowest ^(?^e Faust, 11. ^q.
Even to th& gorge of the first mountain glen . . Laon, V. liv. 3.

GoT^ed, pp. A. Lit, (1) eaten.

Of stags and lions I have ^ijr^^dT enough, , . . Cycl. 227.

(2) satiated.

The prey-birds and the wolves btggorged . . . Hellas, 255.

B. Fig. (1) wasted, destroyed.
Death and Fire hudgorged the spoil Laon, vi. xlv. 9.

(2) swallowed, consumed,
terror sun'ives The ruin it h^sgorged: .... Prom. i. 619.

GorsreouB, adj, (1) beautifully coloured.
Or ^o?-ftf«w insect floating motionless Alastor, \€i6,

(2) magnificent, stately.

burnished ocean waves Paving ^2X gorge, dome, Dcemon, l. 214.

.1) n. '1 y, n <i Q. Mab,\l. TJ.
which now might seem Agorge&us grave : . . Laon, v. xxvi. 2.

^gorgeous gate, which stood Piercing the clouds Mar.Dr. xvin.2.
And like a supplianC in some gorgeous fane, . . Prom. I. 377.
And pointed to the ^fl^yaOTW dome, Q.Mab,\\,z6.
Behold B.e^orgeotis palace, . III. 22-

Stretchedon thegorgeous couch ; Hi- 58.
thegorgeous throne Shall stand unnoticed . , . iil 134-
Theseslaves built temples. .. Gorgeous aixid vast: vii. 98.

(3) luxurious, splendid.
So, near the throne, amid ihe. gorgeous feast, . . Laon, x, xxv. i,

(4) showy, glittering.

Vexing the sense with gorgeous undelight. . . . Ginevra, 20.

*Gorgreonsly, adv. richly, magnificently.
Sculptured and wrought so gorgeously, .... Mar. Dr. ix. 6.

iGor^ng, pr. pple. satiating.

Unarmed and unaware, y/exe. gorging deep . . Laon, VI. vii. 2.

Gordon, n. a monster of Greek mythology.
Geryon arise! and (?., Chimaera, and thou Sphinx, Prom. I. 346-

*Gordon-headed, c. adj. carved with the head of a gorgon.
hsydgorgon^keadedtzxg^ IV. 291.

*GorffO]:d.aii, adj. fearful, of a gorgon.
Peeps idly into those Gorgonian.itye%\ .... Medusa, iv. 2.

*Gorse, n. the furze or whin.
Though brake, gorse, and briar, CEdipus, IL ii. 132.

Gory, adj. bloody, sanguinary.
You desolation's gory throng Death Vang. 44,
Where ruin ploughs hexgory "waj, ....... Devil, xi, 3,

With wreaths 01 gory laurel crowned : . . . . xxvi. 2.

See ! gorjf Ruin yokes his blood-stain'd car, . . M.N, Post. Fr.^^
from their red feet the streams niTigory/ . . . Naples, 148.

Tho' with millions of blood-reeking victims 'twas ^., Tear, V. 3.

Gossamer, n. slender cobweb-like threads.

like gossar?ter. On the swift breath of mom, . iMon, xil. xxxii. 6.

A pale mist, like aerial gossamer, , ... Orpheus, 20,

Let even the tqb^gjssgossamer Sleep ... Q. Mab, i. 120.

Gossip, n. an appellation for an old woman.
Gossip, you know little of these times Faust, ii. 310.

Gossips, V. tr. Fig. discourses.

it gossips something wrong— . . . Horn. Merc. Lxxxiil. 3.

.

Gossips, n. (1) idle tattlers.

With y'^csX. gossips a stale mouthed story ; . . Cenci, III. i. 159.

Like babbling^ojjz^j safe, Gisb. 165.

(2) old women.
Such as our country ^(?mz]^5 sing and spin, . . Cenci, V. iii. 126.

innocent as a new-born child, As gossips say ; Horn. Merc. XXVI. 2.

Got, V, L tr. received, became possessed of.

Where, sweet mountain beast. Got you that
speckled shell? V. 5.

II. intr, became.
He^i?/ so subtle, , . Peter, vi.-xsxi. \,

Got, //. (1) made myself.
Having got clear from that obscure recess, . . Cyd. 480.

(2) settled, arranged.
I in my subtle brain a scheme hzsegot, , . Hom. Merc, xxvill. 4.

fGourd, n. a melon-like fruit {cucurbiia pepo).
green as a. gourdm June, Unf. Dr. 161.

*GoTird-like, adj. shaped like a gourd.
and the long axxd gourd-like fruit Witdi, xxxiil. 2.

Gout, n. a disease.

fout, rheumatism, and stone, and asthma, . . . Ch. 1st, II. 381.

feel the ^£>«^ flying about my stomach— . . . CEdipus, II. ii.31.

Govern, v. tr. (1) regulate or influence.

Govern my sphere of being, night and day ! . . Epips. 361.

(2) rule or have the mastery over.
Between two parties who -viWSi govern you . . . CEdipus, I. 345,

Government, n. direction of public affairs.

Shall frame a settled state ofgovernment. . . Ch. ist, u. 293.

Governor, n. a deputed ruler.

The other son o' the Governor, Calderon, I. 234.

Governs, v. tr, (1) rules or commands.
And one frail mortal's mandate ^(W^rwj all. . M. N. Post. Fr. 50.

(2) influences or sways.
The secret strength of things Which g. thought, . Mont B. 14a

Gown, n. the official dress of lawyers.
For every goivn, and every wig;, .,..,. Vevil, xxi, 3.

he had on, Like Eldon, an ermined^OTc/wy . . Mash, IV. 2,

Grace, v. tr. (1) set off, add dignity to.

And task their love to grace his merriment, r Cenci, I. iii. 32.

Hastening to grace their mighty sister's joy. . , P*rom. III. ii.' 48.
1:\\atgrace the proud and noisy pomp . . , . Q. Mab, V. 78.

(2) make charming, add zest to.

and would ^^-acc With passionate talk . . . . Sonn. Dante, \i.

Grace, n. (1) the influence of the spirit of God.
Of supreme goodness and of highest jfrtK^, , . Calderon, l. 102,
And whether I Was urged hygrau (Evine, . , . CEdipus, I. 120.

'

'^he grace of God in every word .,..,, Peter, l. ii. 4.
the few On whom my^race descends,

, . , , Q. Mab will i±o.
when grace descended, Confirming all ... .

'

vii. 226^

(2) charm, beauty, ineffable influence.
world affords Ofgrace, or majesty, or mystery ;— Alastor, 483.
all the^ra«and beauty that endued Its motions, . 59^'

The child ofgratx and genius. ....... 690.
In thy grace thou shinest Cycl. 520.
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And Autumn proudly bears her matron ^race^ . Dm-mon^ 11. 65.

„ „ „ „ ,, „ . Q. Mab^ VIII. I2Q,

Like aught that for \^grace may be Dear, . . Int. Beauty^ I. 11.

Gives ^T-ac? and truth to life's unquiet dream. . iii. 12.

was turned on mine with speechless ^rac^, . . . Laon^ II. xxxi. 8.

She mourned \hsX grace and power were thrown II. xxxvi. 7.

and still the grace Which her mind's shadow cast, IV. xxx. 8.

Clothing its clouds with grace^ ... ... vi. xxx. 7.

rob thee of ^\^ grace thou wearest, . . . . —^ ix. xx. 3.
Felt awe from ..fracc or loveliness, xil. x. 5.
After the touchy whose power had braided Such ^., Mar, Dr. xx. 6.

The grace of his own power and freedom grew. . Marenghi^ viil. 4.
Yet It is less the horror than \\v^ grace . . . Medusa, II. i.

and this power SLndgrace be thine ; . . . CBdipus^ i. 361.
fearing to spoil their ^xA^-nya. grace

;

Orpheus, 30.
Instinct with inexpressible beauty and ^^ac^, . . ^. .Afa^, 1.134.
An awful jfrace to his all-speaking brow. . . . Vll! 82.

Which meek-eyed courage decked with freshest
grace; IX. 71.

The^frflce and gentleness from whence they came. Rosal. 1286.
The action and the shape without the^. df life. . Triumph, 522.
and ever she Added some^f. to the wrought poesy. Witch, xxvi. 8.

yet all \}i& grace of both,

—

xxxvi. 3.

(3) favour.
But the youth, for God's most Voly grace, . . . Rosal. 165.

(4) a person of beauty and. charm.
An Eve in this Eden ; a ruling grace Sensit. PL II. 2.

(5) thanksgiving.
Grace after meat? Peter, VI. v, 3.

(6) a title accorded to kings, archbishops, dukes, &cl
Yes, pray your Grace look : . Ch. \st, II. 36.
His Grace of Canterbury must take order . . II. 69.
With your Grace's leave, II. loi.

We must begin first where your Gracel^zcv^^ off. II. 341.
His Grace ofCanterbury expects to enter the New

Jerusalem .... II. 453.
Did you inform his Grace Tasso, 3.

Graceful, adj. (1) displaying grace or beauty in form or
action.

More jf?-ace/w/ than her own Atastor,io6.
Graceyui -withoiLt design Julian, 146.
who led before him Kgraceful dance : . . . . Loon, v. xxi. 2.

More graceful than the Sylph of symmetry, .M.N. Ravail, 34.
'ihes,^ graceful limbs are clothed m proud array CBdipus, I. 2.

(2) becoming, playful.
with a quaint and graceful license— . . . . Ch. 1st, II. 99.

(3) elegant, beautiful.

With ^^<2cg/M/ flowers tastefully placed about ; . Gisb. 21^.
with a graceful spire and stirring life, .... Orpheus, 27.

(4) well-turned, tasteful.

whom his g. praise Clothes for our grandsons— . Witch, Ded. v. 2.

(5) flowing gracefully.
Beneath his ^racc/^/ locks far shines around, . Horn. Sun, 17.

Graceful, as adv. with graceful manner-
leaning ^rac^;^/ from the etherial car, . . . Q. Mob, I. 6$.

'^'Gracefully, adv. (1) with charming or pleasing action.
Swiftly, yet gracefully, begins her walk, . , Orpheus, 96.

(2) charmingly, delight&Uy.
Swayed to her o\x^\nQ^ gracefully Q. Mob, I. 104.
Which bend the bright grass gracefully, . . , Rosal. yg6.

Graces, n. the three sister Goddesses.
Now if the Graces tempted me to kiss .... Cycl. 5S9.

Gracious, adf beneficent, merciful.
The king is just and ^/-a«o«^, C^. ij/, I. 124.

*Gradiiaa, adj. coming about slowly and by gradations.
A gradual chsLnge was here. Yet ghastly. . , . Alastor, 532.
his being notes The jf^'flifwa/ renovation, . . Dcemon, ii. 113,

.» )' I) M M . Q- Mab, viii. 143.
The jj-ran/wa/ paths of an aspiring change : . . Damon, II. 240.

i> n 1, It n ... Q. Mab, IX. 148.
Of linked and gradual being has confirmed ? . . DcsTnon, ii. 278.

„ „ „ . „ „ „ - • Q- ^<^b, IX. 181.

*Gradual, as fz^^*. — gradually, by degrees.
Yet slow and gradual dawned the mom of love ; ix. 38.

Grain, n. (1) cereals, com of any kind.
Where the peasant heaps \i\^grain Eug. Hills, 218.

(2) a single seed of corn.
the harvest to the sicklemen Is as a grain to each. Hellas, 250.

(3) the smallest divisible part.
"E^yery grain Is sentient both in unity and part, . Q. Mab, IV. 143.

(4) a purple dye so called.
So their plumes of purple^ram Eug. Hills, 80.
on wing;s whose g. Was as the light of sunny rain. Mask, xxvill. 3.
On their sustainmg wings of skiey grain, . , Projn. l. 760.

fGraius, n. spent malt.
Hog-wash or grains, or ruta baga, CEdipus, I. 47.
Seditious hunks ! to whine for want oigrains. . i. 82.

' Grand, adj. (1) chief.

Bid him attend me in the ^rawaf saloon. . . Cenci, I. i. 123.

(2) noble, worthy ot respect,
that aged man ^o grand and mild, Tended me, Laon, iii. xxxiii. 6.

C3) magnificent, sublime.
all the shapes of this ^j'flTzrf scenery shifted . . v xviii 7.
When every sight of lovely, wild and grand . Q. Mab. i. 70.

(4) an affix to titles of nobility.

And we'll have fires out of the G. Duke's wood, Gisb. 308.

^Grandchildren, n. children's children.

And then my YiUXqgrandchildren, the gibbets, . CEdipus, 1.212.

^Grandeur, n. (1) pride, power, exalted position.

Tremble, ye proud, whose ^/"awi/. mocks the woe, Death Vanq. ^y.
To the meal Of silence, grandeur, and excess, . Q. Mab, iii. 45.
To glut their grandeur

;

. , III. 116.

as kings Are Tittle in then grandeur ; . . . III, 152.

Thinkest thou h\s grandeur had not overcome . III. 187.
Whosegrandeur D\s debasement. . - . IV. 82,'

(2) commanding position.

Usurped the royal ensign's ^:raMrf(;Mr, . . IX. 100.

(3) magnificence, beauty.
And mocks all human ^^awi/^a?'/ .... II. 58.
Behold! where ^/'a«(;feMr- frowned : . . . il. iii.

the moon's unclouded ^rawis^^w?- rolls, . . . iv. 6.

a monument stands OTiadQd grandeur, . . W. few, (2) 6.

Grandfather, n. a fathers father.
It was the mantle which my grandfather . . . Cenci, IV. iii. 51.

Grandmother, n.. a mother's mother.
And Pasiphae, \onz^s grandmother,— . , . . (Edipus, li. 1,71.

Grandsire, n. grandfather.
the gexitXegrandsireh&nt, Loon, ill. ^yua.S.

^Grandsons, n. children's children.
whom his graceful praise Clothes forour^r««ff.— Witch, Ded. v. 3.

^Granite, c. adj. attr. unstratified rock.
It interpenetrates mygranite mass, ..... Front. IV. 370.

^Granny, n. familiar for Grandmother,
Helen and Henry knew that Granny .... Fr. Ghst. Sty. 4.

Grant, v. tr. confer, concede or bestow as a favour.
Will ^raw/ for their sake that I long enjoy . Cenci, I. i. 30.
That ne would jfraw/ a wish for his two sons, . I, iii. 27.
M}x%t grant a parent's prayer against his child . iv. i. 107.
They^raw/me these brief moments. , . . > v. i. 66.
to implore The Pope to grant our pardon. . . . v. iv. 92.
You grant your guest a fair reward, O Cyclops. Cycl. 559.
Grant that which is thine own ! Cried one, . . Hellas, 388.
We grant your lives 388.We grant thy boon.— Laon, xi. xxv, 6.
Grant me your patience, Gentlemen and Boars, CEdipus, li. i. i.

Grant a little respite now

:

. Prom. I. 566.

Granted, pp. conceded, allowed.
Child, perhaps It will be granted. Cenci, V. iv. 93.
If his prayer Be ^raM/£df, Hellas, ij6.
Retracted whilst it's^raw/erf.- Love's Rose, u. 2.

Grants, v, tr. concedes, complies with.
When high God grants he punishes such prayers. Cenci, IV. i. 138.

Grapes, n. A. Lit. the fruit of the vine.
the Bacchic dew Of joy-inspiringjg^?-a/ej. . . Cycl. 170.
With the dew which sweet ^ro^fii- weep, . . . 496.
and bright grapes ere yet Accursed fire , . . Laon, v. Ivi. 6.

B. Fig. results, consequences.
So that their ^. may oft be plucked together ;— Marenghi, x. 4.

^Grappled, v. intr. Fig. locked together.
were grappled in the embrace of war, .... Hellas, 4S7.

*Grasniere, n. the neighbourhood of Wordsworth's home.
The woods and crags of Grasmere vale. . . . Peter, i. xii. 5.

Grasp, V. I. tr. seize with the hand.
to grasp in fear His Asian shield and bow, . . Laon, x. vi. 3.

II. intr. Fig. struggle after.

for nought we see or dream. Possess, or lose, or
grasp at Hellas, 922.

Grasp, n. A. Lit. clasp, clutch.
Like serpents struggling in a vulture's j^raj^. . Alastor, 32^.
would the Snake Relax his suffocating grasp, . Laon, i. xiii. 3.
whose grasp crushed, as it were In dream, . . v. xlix. 7.
the jo-raj/ of bloody hands I felt, vi. xviii, 8.
And from the warrior's ,^rtj/ wrest the ensan-

*
j^'?'^^""^"^ M. N.Post.Fr.62.

And in his jfraj^ a sceptre shone; Mask,ix..2.
B. J^ig. moral power, tenacity or influence.

For in vain from the grasp of the Bigot I flee ; . Bigotry, iv. 5.
Under the cruel ^oj^ of one impious man. . . Cyc/. 335.
The tranquil spirit fails beneath Its ^>-aj^, . . . Damon, ii. 178.
that his^rasp Had torn Devil, xil. 4.
tangled m the grasp Of its last spasms. . . . Hellas, 892.
Indented by time's unrelaxing^roj/, .... Q. Mab, 11. igo.
The meteor-happiness, that shuns his grasp, . . IV. loi.
Stifling with rudest i^^oj;* all natural good, . , iv. 120.
The tranquil spirit failed beneath its ^yoj/, . . • ix. 58.
Whose grasp had left the giant world so weak, . Triumph, 226.

Grasped, v. tr. A. Lit. held, clasped.
Shook the weak hand that grasped it ; . . , Adonais, xxxiii. 7.
and his beloved tortoise still 'Aegrasped . . Horn. Merc. XL. 6*.

(2) clutched, caught.
tie grasped th^m in his hands.— . . . . Cycl. 373.
Andgrasped s^ fourth by the throat Laon, iii. x. 8.
As thus she spake, she grasped m^ yi. li. i."

(3) embraced.
His hand ^^(W^firf mine a moment

—

vi. x. 7.
B. Fig. seized mentally.

graspt and snapped the threads of my device , Cenci, v. i. 82.
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Grasped, pp. grappled, seized.

As an esigle£'rasp. In folds of the green serpent, Alas/or^ 227.

*Oxaspiii0, pr. pple. A. Lit. seizing, laying hold of.

A.^^grasping it in his delighted hold, .... Horn, Merc. VI. 7.

Kn^grasping a small kniie, Laon^ III. vii. 5.

B. Fig, holding.
Grasping an iron sceptre, Q. Mab^ III. 90.

^'Oxaspin^, ppl. adj. twining, binding.
clenched with /yaj^z«jf* roots The unwilling soil, Alastor^ 531.

Grasps, v. tr. A. Lit, clutches or seizes.

For he ^ras^j me now by the hair

!

AretAusa, 111. ^.

a beast which grasps And loosens not : . . . . Cenci^ iv. iv. 17S.

Which he who grasps can hold not

;

Epips. 401.
she ^rtzj/Sj it impetuously, Vis. Sea^ 160.

B. Fig.
Or bears the swor^ or grasps the key of gold, . Hellks^ 319.
point to the hand That grasps its term ! . , . Q> Mab^ vil. 19,

Graspt. (See Grasped.)

Grass, n. the herbage or verdant covering of the earth.

A light of laughing flowers along the ^. is spread. Adonats, XLIX. 9.

Of starrer ice the graygrass ana bare bougns ; . Alastor^ la
The motion of the leaves, \h^gra^s that sprung 475.
I trod on grass made green by summer's rain, . Ch. isty I. 8.

the grey rain was tempered along thegrass and
leaves . -. II. 445*

The grass may grow in winter weather .... Critic^ I. 3.

Here the grass is soft and sweet, Cycl. 49.
Bringing forth jD'yTi^j, 317.
The fresh meadow^rojj of spring 511.

closely carpeted With flowers ana grass. . . . 549-
The dun and bladed s^rass no less, Eug. HillSy 302.

There is no dew on tne Arygrass to-night, . . Even. Pisa^ II. i.

The same old song i' \}sMe grass Faust^ I. 51.

Through the deep grass of the meadow ! . . . Fr. Serp. 4.

Through the^r(Wj with silent gliding 9-

Lifting it from the grass on which it fed, . . . Horn.. Merc. VI. 6.

Down green Onchestus heaped like beds with g. ' xiv. 7.

Phcebus on the grass Him threw, !-• '
O lift me from Die^yasj/ Ind.Ser. in. i.

lie thee down On the fresh grass newly mown, . Jnv. Mis. v. 2.

As the slow shadows of the pointed ^roj-y . . - Julian^ 416.

M''hen I walked forth upon the glittering ^frajj, Laon, Ded. ill. 5.

Upon a couch oigrass andoak^eaves interlaced. IV. ii. g.

As one whom winds waft o'er the bending ^roJJ, IV. xxxiii. 2.

chase the shadows Over i\v^ grass; Xli. xxxvi. 4.

which the autumnal blast Shakes into the tall^./ Mare?igki,xyiiw.z.

Blood is on the^ojj like dew Mask XLVII. 5.

throMgh grass that grew Upon its bank, . . . Matilda, 26.

As . . . grass out of a watery rock, Medusa, III. 2.

Allow me to remind you, grass is green— . . . (Fdipus^ il. i. 78.

All flesh is grass /^no bacon but is flesh— . H- i. 79*

And the lizards below in the pt-ojj, Pan, I. 10.

The grass in the warm sun did start .... Pr.Atkan. II. iii. 10.

And the white dew on the new bladed grass, . . Prom. ll. i-^148.

the rou^h walls are clothed with long softgrass ; III- jii. 21.

Didst hide in grass under the hollow rock. . . III. iii- 68.

The splendour drops in flakes upon the ^rojj/ . III. iv. 5.

as they roll Over the grass, and flowers, . . IV. 234.

The music of the living^rajj and air, .... IV. 257.

the fragile blade ofgrass, Q- Mab, II. 227.

the trees, The grass, the clouds, the mountains, . VI. 76.

,, ,, „ „ „ „ • Superstition, 5.

a blade ofgrass to spring, Q. Mab, vill. 72.

andgrass was green Upon my mother's grave,— Rosat. 338.

Which bend the hT\ght grass gracefully, . , • 79^-
'

"

. .
^jj^ ^^^ rare. . , . —- 823.

St. Ir.

Sensit.

1Jk.egrass in tombs grew wild and rare. .

And the sunk grass SiA sigh

Over the gleam of the Mwinggrass ; . * -

Her step seemed to pity the grass it prest

;

The dark grass, and the flowers among the grass^
Among the flowers and grass, which screen it

from the view

:

On the twinkling ^rajj,
the dry church-tower^rojj Knows not their gen-

tle motions
and on the points Of the far level grass . .

The green grass was not seen,

the grass, which methought hung so wide . .

in its calm sweep Bent the soft ,^iWJ, . . .

And still before me on the dusky ^^(Mj, . . .

And when he awakes on the fragrant ^rajj .

Of the sweet flowers and svmny grass, . . .

A rapid shadow from a slope ofgrass, . . .

and o'er the grass and flowers

and in the ,^ft?j fresh-shewn,

^Girass-ffrowu, t. adj. covered with grass.

till the path of Laian's glen Was erass-grown^ Pr. Athan. II. i. 22.

krouna yon grass-grown ruin's height, . . . . Q. Mab, l. 119.

Grasses, n. different kinds of grass.

All overgrown with reeds and long mnk grasses, Marenghi, xiv. 3.

In a basket, ofgrasses and wild flowers full, . . Sensit. PI. 11. 45.

:tGrassliopper, n. a field insect {Gryllus).

Where the Grasshopper doth sing Merrily— . Inv. Mis. v. 3.

The chirping of the grasshop. Fills every pause. Rosal. 125.

Grasshoppers, n. pi. of Grasshopper.
like one of those XongAeggeA grass^pPers, . . Faust, 1. 49.
Ot grass-hoppers that live on noon-day dew, . , CEdipus, i. 41.

(3) XL 4-
'.>/. I. 85.

II. 21.

III. 13.

Skylark, 50.

57-

Sutnmer-Evg, 11.

Sunset, 14.

The Cold. 11. 2.

Triumph, 185.

316.

^—:; 356-
Two Spirits, 47.
W. Shel. (3) II. 7.

Witch, XLiii. 7.

Zucca, I. 7.

v. 6.

4^Grassy, adj. covered with herbage.
Beside the >p;. shore Of the small stream he went ; Alastor, 514.
Cyllenian Hermes from the grassy place, . . . Hotn. Merc. LI. 4.
Like meteors on a riyex'^ grassy shore, . . . Loon, I. Ivi. 4.
It gained the shelter of a ^>-(Wjji hill, .... VI. ix. 7.
as shadows on a ^rayjjf hill /V. ^Ma«. ll, ii. 13.

Our altar the ^rffjjjv earth outspread, . . . .PosaI.85$.
And the grassy meadows bright and green, . 950.
Her trailing hair from the ^rajjv sod . . . . Sensit. PL 11. 26.
told Ofgrassy paths and wood-fawns .... Triumph, 70.

The grassy vesture of the desart, 449,
Upon the sunny streams B.ndi grassy shelves ; . —— 492.

Grate, n. a barred partition of metal.
Presses upon me like a dungeon's ^T^tz/e, . . . Ch. ist, IV. ^.
the grate of brass Thro' which they thrust me, . JJxon^ III. xiv, 2.

The grate., as they departed to repass, .... III. xiv. y,
the grate did then unclose, III. xxviii. 8.

fGrated, adj. barred.
Till by the jf^fl/«/ casement's ledge It fades, . Tasso, Song, ill. 5.

Grateftil, adj. pleasant, acceptable.
And sea-green olives with their^raii?^/ fruit, . Orpheus^ 107.

Grating, ppl. adj. discordant.
The harsh B.nd grat. strife of tyrants and of foes. Laon, Ded. III. 9.

*Gratiu^s, n. barred partitions of metal.
and gratings of strong iron, There rust .... Dcewton, II. 198.

„ . . . . Q. Mab, IS.. 119.

Gratitude, n. recognition of benefits, thankfulness.
He can feel hate, fear, shaliie ; notgratitude : . Front. \. 391.
the vile ^rff^zV«^ of heartless kings, Q. Mab, V. 212.

Reason may claim out gratitude, Vll. 245.

Grave, n. A. Lit. a place of brniai.

Kerave among the eternal.

—

Adonais^ Vll. 4.

Where every shade which the iovXgrave exhales Alastor, 217.

heaped over its carcase, like a^j'flz'tf, .... Calderon^ \i. jo.

And that the flowers . . . Were fading on ^ny g. 1 Cenci^ I. iiL 139.

bade him bear his wrongs to his ovin grave . IV. iii. 15.

It soon will be as soft as any grave V. iii. 50.
Gloriously as a^yaw^ covered with virgin flowers. Ch. 1st, II. 406.
Shalt never be my dungeoh. or mygravel . . . IV. 2.

Misery Sits near an open grave Death, (2) I. z.

I come, care-worn tenant of life, from the grave, Death^ Dial. 2.

drag Thy body to 2^ grave in the abyss. . . . Faust, II. 124.

Imprisoned, ... In a body like b. grave ;— . . GuitarJane, 39.
Is the grave not calmer still ? Hellas, 535.
Thou wouldst cite one out of the ^raz/^ . . . 810.
quick and dark The grave is yawning . . . Julian^ 506.
To the corruption of a cXosed grave i .... Leum, II. xliii. 3.

Be as Sigrave which gives not up its dead . . , V. xii. 2.

which now might seem A gorgeous grave : . . V. xxvi. 2.

Such as sick fancies in a new made^^az'^ . . . V. xxvii. 3.

whom the murderer laid In bloody ^raz**, . . VI II. x. 8.

I scarce had risen from the grave IX. idii. 2.

its bloody, dark, and secret ^r«v^/ xi. xx. 3.

on thy grave This curse should be a blessing. , L^. Ch. xvi. 3.

And I will s;o to slumber in hevgra-ue; . . . M.N.Frag7nt.2^
The birds that were his grave Fell dead . . Marenghi, xvii. 5.

Trace your ^«j«/£, and build your tomb, . Men ofEng. VIIL 2.

Their bones in ^Axe grave will start Ode, Arise, 12.

Death grew pale within the grave^ Ode Lib. xi. 7.

whatsoever Can be between the cradle and the^, ——- xvil. 2.

Each like a corpse wilhin its grave, .... Ode W. Wind, l. 8.

Over his faXhefs grave. Peter, vii. xxii.5.

Which finds Sigrave or cradle in my bosom, . . Profn. IV. 34S.
the vessel finds a ^rflCtf Beneath its jagged gulph. Q. Mab, IV. 32.

When the grave Has swallowed up thy memory IV. 260.
Extinguished in the dampness of tne^yaz'tf, . . VI. 151.

and erass was green Upon my mother's ^raw^,— Rosal. 339.
Should be my grave; .... 546.
Whilst the ^rawe'J clammy dew 5/. /r. (3) x. 4.
O'er the new-made ^yaz/^, (3) XIII. x.

To shed on the^T-az'^ of a heart so sincere. . . Tear, V. 7.

and thegrave Of such, Witch^ LXIX. s«

B. Fig. (1) death, a future state.

Gazing in dreams over the gloomy ^rawe, . , . Alastor, 473.
yet, not like him, ForgetfuTof the^frawtf, . . , 520.
Birth and the grave, that are not as they were. . 720.

Thou in the grave shalt rest

—

. April, 1814, 21.

they pave Thy path to the grave Castl.Adm. III. 5.

Few dare to stand between their^^awe and me. Cenci, 11. i. 157.

His daughter's dowry were a ^aet grave . . . II. ii. 127.

By a dark secret, surer than thegrave; . . . ll. ii. 149.
His ^fl&^ is ready IIL i. 347.
Each hour may stumble o'er a ^vAdea. grave, . IV. i. 18.

a worse Hell than that beyond the ,^yflz/e.' . . , iv. i. 48.
to a dishonoured ^yaz'^ IV. i. 157.
thegrave Were some strange joy for us. ... v. iv. 114.

the sacrifice Of millions to Sut tne P^raz/tf/ . . Death Vanq. 12.

though the grave between Yawned like a gulf , Epips. 230.
it builds beyond the P-raz/tf 598.
now they have glided Under thegrave; . . . Epitaph, 3.

To the haven ofthe^raz'tf. Eug. Hills, 26.
Ere gapes \\\e gravels unclosing deep, .... Falsehood, 98.
age may go To the dzx)s. grave unhonoured. . . Faust, II. 279.
You are hastening to a marriage-bed: I to the ^..' Fiordispina, 6^,
And nurse them from the cradle to the grave . Fr. Peo. Eng. 7.
Seen through the caverns of the shadowy grave, Fr. Satire. 4.
if the grave which hides The victim Ginevra, 04.
Share her glory, or a.grave , , Hellas, 93.
loves thee as the ffz-azfe Loves Pestilence, . , , 312.
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, Heaas, 862.

900.
, Int. Beauty^ iv.ii.

Inv. Mis. IX. 2.

, Jane, Inviin, 37.

Julian^ 369.
386...

, I^aon^ I. xxxii. 9.

, II. iii. 8.

II. xlviii. 5.

, vii.xxviii.9.

, VII. xxxi. 7.

. xri. ix. 2.

. MenofEng. II. 2.

Mexican^ I. 7.

Ode to Heaven^ 32.

Peter^ ProL 24.

, Pr.Athan. i. 14.

Prom. I. 197.

1.638.
1.630.
I. 686.

III. iii. 172.

IV. 551.

Q. Mab^ III. 161.

V. 2.

VI. 61.

VI. 140.

VII. 145.
VII. 183.

VII. 202.

Rosal. 445.

Z^Z-
Si. Ir. (3} XVII. 5.-—- CS) n- I-

St. Eptps. 152.

t\\^ grave is fitter To take the living .

They bow themselves unto \}a& grave:
Depart not—lest ^^-Si grave should be,

Underneath y^c grave 'tis spread : . .

I will pay you in the^?*fl»«,— . . . . _

Heap on me soon O grave^ thy welcome dust
at \}i\^ grave's call I naste, , , . .

spreaa forth beyond the shadowy _^raz'^.

A throne ofjudgment in ^'^ grave:— . .

Nor doth ^^ grave— I fear 'tis passionless

—

while yet it mocks the all-devouring grave.
Necessity, and love, and life, the ^raw^,
The lingering guilty to their ^&ry grave; .

From the cradle to the grave,
Unextinguished in the grave,— . . .

But the portal of the p-rawtf,

O'er the grave been forced to pass . . .

Nor what religion fables of the grave , .

but the other Is underneath the grave^ . .

Thou subtle tyrant ! Peace is in the grave.
The grave hides all things beautifufand good
Float thro' all above the grave/ . . .

Into the grave, across the night of life, . .

A traveller from the cradle to the grave
Yes ! the grave Hath quenched that eye, .

Go to the grave^ and issue from the womb.
How terrorless the triumph of the grave.f .

Thou art descending to the darksome grave,
But, unredeemed, go to the ga.p\ng grave. .

The dampness of the grave Bathed my . .

That barred my passage to the peaceful ^raz/is
The withering knowledge of the grave ; .

Friend^ he was sheltered by the grave, .

Thegrave yawns,—we meet there. . .

when shall day dawn on the night of the ^raz'^,
to the grave As to an ocean
The secret things of ihe grave are there, . There isnowork, 19.
Ye hasten to the^rawe/ What seek ye there, . Ye hasten, i.

what thing do you Hope to inherit in the ^. below? 14.

(2) used in various figurative senses.
The grave, the city, and the wilderness

;
. Adonais, XLix. 2.

make hexgrave ^ee-a. with tear on tear. . . . Autumn, ii. ii.

When the sun seeks its grave Calderon, I. 15,
Like a sexton by hergrave; .... . Dirgefor Year, IV. 2.

A violet-shrouded ^raz/^ of Woe?— ... . JBpips. 69.
Frost the Anatomy Into his summer ^rawc. . . 123.
each in the eTz.%^grave Which was its cradle, . 352.
and the past Out ot itsgrave, ... ... 522.
Is lost over the grave of day, Bug. Hills, 259.
should'st dance and revel on the ^raz'tf Of Liberty. Fall ofBonap. 3.
thoug-h her eternal ray Must shine upon our g, . Falsehood, 32.
In this cold grave beneath my feet, . . . . "47.

Soitestgrave of a thousand fears, Fr. Mus. i. 3.
turned into a ^raz/i Of dead despondence . . dr/j^. 293.
Thought is its cradle a'nd \\s grave, . Hellas, 782.
Each from his voiceless ^raz/a . Int. Beauty, vi. 5.
t\\e grave in which his living hopes are laid. . . Laon, II. xxxiii. 9.
Thymother Autumn, iovwhosegrave thou bearest

Fresh flowers IX. xxii. 7.
gazed beyond the wormygrave despair : . . . ix. xxxii. 4.
God raise from England's ^raz/^ JVat. Ant. i. 2.

When the night has its grave and the morning
its birth, . . Prom. i. 496.

and is tottering to the grave : Q. Mab, v. 250.
and the ^^'flZ'fi of nature yawned . . ... vii. 88.
On the brink of its own ^^'flz'a and mine. . . . Rosal. ^y2.
was the cradle, and is now the grave . , . Tower ofFam. 2.

(3) chasm.
O, that the earthquake's ^?-az'£ Would gape, . . I^aon, a. xx. 4.

(4) used for memory.
Many a sacred VoeVs grave, Eug. Hills, 187.
Smiled on the flowery^nzz/e in which were lain . Xa(7«,Vii.xxxiii.7.
On the hv'mggrave I bear Remembr. III. 5.

(5) the chiysalis state.

And every silver moth fresh from the grave, . . Woodman, 24.

Grave, adj. (1") ?erious.
If the Pope's resolution be as grave, Cenci, v. ii. 193.

(2) sedate, solemn.
And grave and hoary men were bribed .... Laon, ix. xiv. i.

Or, cried he, a,grave look collecting, .... Peter, VI. x. i.

Then grave and hoary-headed hypocrites, . Q. Mab, iv. 203.

(3) of sound, deep.
now ^raz'£ and now acute, Wood7nan,62.

^arave-clotbes, c. n, A. Lit. shroud, winding-sheet.
Shaking ^\m grave-clothes in the wind Peter, VI. xxxi. 5.

B. Fig. the clothes covering c'ead persons,
the dog-fish their grave-clothes unbound, . . . Vis. Sea, 56.

G-xavel, n. (1) a conglomerate of yellow loam and flint

pebbles.
With sifted ^«iz/e/ neatly laid,— i'^/fi?', Vll. viii. 3.

(2) a concretion formed in the urine.
Some swore it was the jfTflZ'^/. I. iii. 5.

*Graveii, pp. carved or incised.
the lineaments of that dead face Are graven, , Medusa, II. 4.

^Graven, ppl. adj. carved in relief.
Beneath a dome fretted W\th graven flowers, , . Prom. III. iv. ri6.

Graver, adj. more serious.

Or oft in graver mood, when he will look . . . Gish. 223.

Graves, n. A. Lit. places of burial.

these ^raz/fij are all too young as yet .... Adonais, JA. i,

perhaps love thee in their graves. Cenci, V, iv. 154.

That lurks in graves and fattens on the dead . Damon, l. 184.

„ „ „ ,, ,, ,, . . Q. Mab, I. 273.

Thronging round human graves, Dmmon, \. 258.

And keep their state from palaces to graves, . Laon, I. xxx. 3.

When they are gone into the senseless damp Of
graves

;

— IV. viii. 5.

The unregarded prey of calm and hz.'opy graves. VIII. xxiv. 9.

Are in ^e\r graves, the innocent and free, . . . ix. xxviii.2.

unknown graves Of the dead kings of Melody. . N'aples, 38.

Over palaces, temples, and graves, ... . CBdipus, 11. ii, 57.
Of Baptisms, Sunday-schools, and Graves, . . Peter, vi. xxxii. 2.

they there may dig each other's ^raz'fj, . . Q.Mab,vi. 180.
like some enquiring child Sporting on graves, . Summer-Evg.2%.
they pass To \}n.e\rgraves in the deep .... Vis. Sea, 9.
With all its dark and hxixxgrygraves, .... W. Shel. v. 7.

And the dead lulled within their dreamless^raz/ffj. W^itch, LXiv. 8.

B. Fig. (1) death.
men Go to their ^. like flowers or creeping worms, Alasior, 622.
As fathers make over their children's ^row^j. . Cenci, i. iii. 125.

(2) past memories.
the g. Where her own standard desolately waves Laon, IV. xxiv. 4.
the grief of msiuy graves, ix, xxiii. 5.

(ii) as a symbol of something foul or dreadful.

g., from which a glorious Phantom may Burst, . Engl. 1819, 13.
the hyena lust, who, a.mong graves, Laon, II. xxxvi. 8.
TotrackthestepsofFreedomtho'thro'^.Shepass, VIII. xi. 7.
Answer from their living graves ... . . Mask, Lii. 2.

:^Gravest, adj. most serious.
Must answer charges of the gravest import, . . Cenci, iv. iv. 12.

Gravity, n. seriousness, solemnity.
Until some leech, diverted with \m gravity, . . Faust, ll. 369.

Gray, adj. (1) of natural ana inanimate objects, betwixt
white and black, sombre, dusky. (See also Grey.)

Kx^Agray walls moulder round, Adonais, l. \.

Of starry ice the gray grass and bare boughs ; . Alastor, 10.
flow around Thegray trunks, 441.
Gray rocks did peep from the spare moss, . . . 527.
Yet tk\egray precipice and solemn pine .... 571.
But when the roar Of ocean's g. abyss resounds, Moschus^ 5.

Yon dark j^rajf turret glimmers white, . . . . ^S/. //-. (4)111. 1,

(2) of hair whitened by age.
thy hairs are hoz.Tygray ; Cenci, iv. i. 19.
Shake thexrgray hairs in the insulting wind, . . Triumph, 166.

*Greased, pp. made greasy.
Greased with the pounded bacon ; QSdipus, i. 337.

Greasy, adj. smeared with grease.
We fight for this rag ofgreasy rug, 1, 53,

Great, adj. (1) supremely powerful, mighty, almighty.
a proud temple to jp-r^a/ Jupiter, ...... Calderon,i.S.
Thine is the cause, great God ! m. igfi.
Lifts from this earth to thegreat father of all . Cenci, i. iii. 23.
Thou,

ff. God, Whose image upon earth a father is, 11. i. 16.
To our jf?-fiz^ father, who in pity and love, . . . V. ii. 129.
Hear me, great God ! I swear, most innocent, . - v. iu i«.
The patience of the ^r«fl/ avenger's ear. . . . Ch. 1st, 1, 14.'

Great Father, you know clearly beforehand . jfom. Merc. Lx'ii. i.
And the gr^eat Spirit of God did creep among . Laon, i. xxviii. 4.
Which OMTgreat Father then did arbitrate . . ProL Hellas, 131."

I come, by the great Father's will driven down, . Prom-. 1. 354*.
When the great King betrays them to our will. , i, 457.
Great Spmtvjhova the sea of boundless thought TwoFr.Invoc.l. i.

(2) glorious, renowned, powerful, illustrious.
So high and so heroically ^rea/, Calderon, ii. 100.
Great Bacchus calls me forth to dance ! ... Cycl. 149.
But, O^r^a^ offspring of the ocean-king, . . . "266.
we have upreared Temples to thy great father, , 271.
Some say that this is he whom the great prophet Hellas 140.
O, word Of the great prophet, '

262",

And flower-paven plains, great Hermes past ; Horn. Merc. XVI. -x.

the great God made them move , xvil' 7
thus did greet Great Hermes:— xlii! 7!
Son Ofgreat Latona what a speech is this I . xliv. 2.
Although mine enemy be great and strong, . lxv. 7

'

Within the heart of^/va/ Apollo— . . . . . utxii. i.
To my great shrine xcii 8
and ^r«fl/ Hyperion's son Horn. Min. 15.
the tamed sister fair Ofgreat Hyperion, . . . Hom. Sun, 6.
great France sprang forth. And seized, .... Laon, I. xxxix. 2.
who had uplifted The light of a^rea;^ spirit, . . V. xviii. 6.
Of one so ^yfifl/ and terrible of yore, v! xxviii. 7.
served at the great King's second table. . . . CBdipus, Ii. ii. 24!
with thy name. Though thou and he-were great^ Otho, I. 7.
Great Otho died Like thee— n. 2.
the imperial tent of their ^^.?a/ Queen . . . Witch, LIII. 1.
courtiers crawled to kiss the feet Of their great

Emperor, .... LXXrv. 7.

(3) adorable, revered.
when our great Redeemer, when our God, . . Ch. 1st ii, 247.
(4) illustrious by genius.

the idle mask Of author, p-r^a/ or mean, . . E. Williams IV 6To ^rtfa/ Laplace, from Saunderson and Sims, . Gisb. qk
'

With hue like that when some great painter . . Laon v xxiii 8
Q q
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great sages bound in madness, Prom.. I. 768.

All that IS mortal oigreat Plato Triumph^ 254.
See the great bards of elder time, 274-

(5) grand, glorious, wondrous.
From ^& great morning of the world . . . Adonais^ xix. 4.

If oi\yTgreat Mother has imbued my soul . . . Alastor^ 2.

I wait thy breath. Great Parent, that my strain 45.
The careful weight, of this ^r^a/ monarchy. . Ch. 1st, II. 18.

In the great morning of the world, Hellas, 46.

Progenitors of all that yet \s great, 421*

The world's ^7'ea^ age begins anew, 1060.

Great Earth, I sing of thee ; Horn. Earth, 3.

Felt that we all were sons of one^r^a^ mother; . Laon^ II. xvii. 7.

to great Nature's sacred power He bent, . . . VII, v. 2,

The Monarch saith, that hisgreat Empire's worth x. xli. ^.
may thy fame be made, Great People : , . . . xi, xxiii. 7.

its dominion, good and great, Xii. xxxi.4.

Since Athens, its^rea/ mother, sunk in splendour; Marenghi^VW. s.

Thou shalt be^T'^a^—All hail ! Naples, go.
Great Spirit, deepest Love !

—t~ 149.
Checks the great mother stooping to caress her, Ode Lib. xvil. 11.

Of the^rtfa^ voice which did its flight sustain, . XIX. 13.

Pardon, great Sister! but my wings were faint . Prom.. II. i. 35.
Oxyrgreat Republic hears, we are blest, and bless. IV. 533.
a link In the ^r^fl^ chain of nature Q. Mab, II. 108.

and the immortality Of this jfrea/ world, . . St. Epi'ps. 164.
All that \B great a.Tv6. all that is strange . . There is nowork^ 23.

Where the quick heart of the g, world doth pant, Witch, IX. 6.

(6) powerful, irresistible.

Till ^^great winter lay the form Xriu?nph^ 126.

(7) large in size or bulk.
the melancholy form Of a^r-ea/ship, .... Calderon^ II. 43.
the ship's Great form is in a watery eclipse . 11. 06.

In this great ship, II. 147.
And their ^rea/ pines groan aghast; Cloud, 14.
With this ^?'efl/ iron r^e, Cycl, 38.
a great faggot of wood-;- . 222.
And thisgreat belly, first of deities, 319.
peeled his tiesh with a. great cooking-knife . 395.
Turns by its handle a.great auger round, . . 401.
the brand is a great brand to hold 472.
Agreat oak stump now is lying .... 617.
lend a hand to i\\& great stalce Within— . . 634.
Great screws, and cones, and wheels, .... Gisb. 52.
Wrapt the^. pile with glare and roaring sound, IIo?n.Merc.Xl7i.6.
Like 3^great ship in the sun's sinking sphere . . L,aon, I. vi. 8.

Around the base oi^zX. great Altar flow, . . v. xli. 2.

To the ^rea/ Pyramid I came : ... . v. xliii. i.

the steadfast gaze Of the great Image .... v. li. 7.

Near the great fountain in the public square, . . x. xxiii. 2.

A great black Anchor rising there ; Mar. Dr. IV. 4.
Many a drear month in 2.great ship— , Pr. Athan. II. i. 12.

On a.great ship lightning-split, Prom. l. 719.
like some great glass^ V^hich did distort . . St. Epips. 21.

Gather about ^jTsa/ fires, and yet feel cold : . . Summer, 17.

The great ship seems splitting ! . . ... Vis. Sea, 20.

(8j large m extent or area,
and opened three^. hollow Recesses in the rock— Hojn.Merc.^w.^.
And from the folded depths of the ^^^a^ Hill, LV. i.

I might sit In Maddalo's^r^a/ palace, .... Julian, 559.
unassailed Therefore she walks thro' the^. City, Loon, iv. xix. 5.

between the misty mountains Andthe^r^a^ C^ity, v.xxxviii.4.

As the ^r^fl/ Nile feeds Egypt; VI. xli. 8.

I walked thro' the ^r^fl^ City then, ix. vi. i.

troubled they past From the great Temple ;— . x. xxx. 5.

ioxixgreat cataracts from four vales, xii. xl. 7.

Well, my path lately lay thro' 3l great c\ty . . Prom. HI. iv. 51.

Whence Xkve.great sea, even as a child is fed, . IV. 285.

Like the great flood to Egypt, ever be Sonn. Nile, 14.

till within the shade Of the jf->-£a^ mountain . . 7'rium.ph, ^$2.
within the brazen doors Of the great Labyrinth . Witch, LVIII. 7.

(9) glorious or grand looking.

his last sight Was the great moon, Alastor, 646.

Lo ! the great Sun under the ocean's bed . . . Horn. Merc. xii. i.

great Moon, white-armed Divinity, ... . Horn. Moon, 24.

Thou hast a voice, great Mountain, Mont B. 80.

(10) important.
That for ^o great an enterprise, Ch. ist^ il. 267.

that all may share In the^^^a/ enterprise, . . , Cycl.b-i^.

Make th&great whole for which we toil; . . . Falsehood, 102.

The issue of the earth's ^rea/ business, . . . Gisb. 163.

yet this is a great gift. . . . _ Horn. Merc. XCVI. 8.

dreadful hope, to mygreat task was due, . . . Eaon, V. xix. 5.

Which from the linfe of thegreat chain of things, Prom.. II. iv. 20.

the^/'^fl^endFor which it hath its being, . . . Q. Maby l. iS^.

(11) noble, honourable, worthy.

and all ofgreat. Or good, or lovely, Alastor, y2.

Thoughts ofgreat deeds were mine, dear Friend, JLaon^ Ded. III. 1.

Then, had no great aim recompensed my sorrow, H. xix. i.

excellently ^/-tfa/ Seemed to me then my purpose, li. xxix. 2.

So to become most good, and ^/-tffl^ and free, . li. xl. 5.

the earnest of the hope Which made them great^ ix. xxvii. 2.

Glorious, a.nd great^ and calm ! xi. xviii. 3.

thou shalt be great as they ! Mother <S- Son, v. 1 2.

in one so good a.TiA.great, Pf- Athan. 1. 107.

Good, great and joyous, beautiful and free ; . Prom. IV. 577.

Thou knowest haw great is man, Q- Mab, III. 16.

The virtuous man. Who, ^rtffl^ in his humility, . III. 151,

one fading trace Of what was great and free

does keep W. Shel. Cane. I. 3.

(12) considerable, weighty, extreme.
in things ofgreat importance Calderon, I. 177.

I have endured a wrong ^o great and strange, , Cenci, HI. i. 139.

although my wrongs axe great

;

HI- ii* 3°*

I gulpt him down with v&rygreat delight Cycl. 530.
though I know that they a.Te great, . . . . Gisb. 227.

in great wrath. To my abode, Hont. Merc. LXII. 6.

great \s the strength Of words— Loon, IV. xviii. 3.

And with great power it forth led me .... Mask, i. 3.

And with ^yra/ solemnity Lxxill. 2.

And has ^y^fl^ influence in both Houses ;— . . CEdipus, l. 208.

till some ^rea/^ truth Is loosened, /V£>?«. II. iii. 40.

Sets no great value on his hireling faith : . . . Q- Mab, V. 199.

I knew not of so great a change, . ... Rosal. 1225.

(13) principal, chief.

You torch-bearers, advance to the ^^^o/ gate, . Ch. ist, i. 114.

came even to the City's wall And the jfr^o/ gate, Loon, VI. ii. 2.

that ^rea/ spring of all The patronage CEdipus, II. i. 12.

(14) general, whole.
Let the ^r«j^ world rage! Faust, ir. 240.

Their own small world in the^^sa/ world of all. . iL 243.

the great sea of human right and wrong, . . . St. Wealth, 2.

(15) notorious, continuous.
In the great war between the old and young . . Cenci, II. ii. 38.

For the ,^^^0;/ sins which have drawn down . . Ch. ist, I. 81.

(16) sumptuoujii.

Share the ^r^a/ feast— Laon, VI. Hi. 3.

(17) eventful.

the eve ofthatgreat day v.xxxvii. i.

(18) exctedmg, overpowering.
embodied Ray Of the great Brightness ; . . St. Epips. 39.

(19) unusual, much.
There is^r^a^ talk of revolution— Peter, III. vi. i.

(20) considerable.
And Tigreat chance of despotism— ill. vi. 2.

(21) considerable in value, or amount. .

Cauldrons and tripods of^. worth no doubt, . Horn. Merc. XXX. 5.

Though ofgreat wealth and lineage high, . . . Rosal. 614.
That L.\one\. great wealth had left 1228.

(22) large in numbers.
1 never was attached to that.^&z^ sect, .... Epips. 149.
what need for thatgreat throng might be, . . . Ilaon, v. xix. 8.

Even tho' that multitude was passing ^r^o/, . . V. xx. 2.

Let a.great Assembly be Mask, Lxv. i.

and a great stream Of people Triumph, 44.
Of t^iaX.great crowd sent forth incessantly . . . 527.

(23) ardent, extreme.
Great as my haste to see the festival Calderon, I. 19.

that you Are ajg'rsa/ student;— 1.86.

(24) to an important degree.
great and little robbers— Peter, lll.-ix. 3.

(25) extraordinary, surprising.
for life's great cheat ; . Ginevra, 36.

(26) solemn, weighty.
I swear a.great oath, by my father's head, Horn. Merc. XLVii. i.

And swore in his soul a.great oath then, , . Peter, V. xvii. 2.

(27) remarkable, long.
Rushed with g, leaps up to the mountain's head, Horn. Merc. xi. 4.

(28) unwieldy, overwhelming.
In London, ihaXgreat sea, Gisb. 193.

(29) first in authority.
Under the jfr<ea^ seal of the realm, Cft. u/, li. 196.

(30) used satirically = illustrious,

Their^nsa/ original can tell Devil, JiVW.^
Yet know, great boars, (For such CEdipus, ll. i. 165.
He was a man, too great to scan ;— Peter, VI. xxxiv. i.

(31) adj. absol. illustrious people.
Great and mean Meet massed in death, . . . Adonais, XXI. 5.

The Great, who had departed from mankind, . Laon, 1. liv. 2.

as the good a.nAgreat of yore xii.xxviii.i.

but which the wise, and great, and good . . . Mont B. 82.

Yon sun. Lights it the great alone? . . . . Q. Mab, ill. 204.
Before whose image bow the v^x\gax great, . , . V. 56.
The wise. The great, the unforgotten,— , , . . Triumph, 209.

Oreatr as expletive or interj.

Great God ! that such a father should be mine ! Cenci, I. ii. 54.
Great God ! How horrible ! I. iii. 34.
Great God ! Weigh you the danger III. i. 280.

*Oreat-coat, c. n. over-coat.
To cram in great-coat pockets, Serchio, 79.

Greater, adj. (1) more illustrious, grander.
greater none than he Though fallen— . , , Gisb. 197.
The sense that he -was greater than his kind . . Julian, 50.
Aye, -v/iseT, greater, gentler, even than they . . L.aon, 11. xii. 2.

greater than that which ye shall have won. . . Ode, Arise, 25.

(2) more severe or serious.

as if to stem A ^tfflfer loss Adonais, xi.S.
but I fear some greater ill Calderon, III. 169.

(3) more important or principal.

I must give up the greater point, Cenci, iv. i. 44.

(4) more.
Wisely attired with greater decency. Faust, il. 245.

Qreatest, adj. (1; most itiigbty.

Greatest and best, be merciful again ! , . . . Laon, x. xxviii. 5.
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(2) the most famous.
The greatest among men for joy of life Cycl. 529.

(3) most serious or grievou?.
thy late suffering, and thy ^r^a/fij/ sorrow . . Co/fi&rtfw, II. 83.

Greatly, adv. grievously.
To those who have ^^a/Zy suffered and done ! . Ode^ Artse^ 23.

GreatueBS, n. (1) that which is noble and grand.
To the corpse oigreatness cling, .... . Bug, Hills^ 148.
She drew tne -aim;:- o{greatness

^

Ode Z.ib. vil. 3.
True p-/-ea/w£^j asks not space, Prol. Hellas^ 166.
lost all that it did contain Oigreatness^ . . . Triumph^ 2 ig.

(2) grandeur of character.
Racks which degraded woman's ^^'^a/k^jj tell, Laon^ vii. xxxvi. 8.

Grecian, adj. (1) referring to the Greece of antiquity.
I see a Gre(^an vessel on the coast, ^ . . . . Cycl. 76.
for you inhabit The skirts of Grecian land, . . 281.
As was your wont among the Grecian Nymphs . 426.
in the flame Of GrecianlOT^^ W. Snel. VI. 10.

(2) of modem Greece.
Are there no Grecian virgins Hellas, 243.
One haif the Grecian army made a bridge . . 371.
The Grecian fleet Bore down at day-break , 477.
My golden rain For the Grecian slain .... 606.

Greece, ;?. the country of the Greeks.
sailed ye not From Greece to Phrygia .... Cycl. 264.
For in the depths of Greece 270.
whatever Within wide G. our enterprise has kept 278.
Priam's wide land has widowed Greece enough ; 288.
what drink the vines of Greece produce, . . . 408.
To what of Greece remaineth now Returns ; . . Hellas, 83.
Greece did thy cradle strew ;

—— 95.
Greece did thy shroud bedew!..,..., 97.
But Greece and her foundations are 096.
But Greece was as a hermit child, 996.
If Greece must be A wreck, ioc2.
And Greece, which was dead, is arisen ! ... 1059.
Then Greece arose, and to its bards and sages, . Laon, i. xxxii. i.

and dividuous waves Of Greece, Ode L.ib. iv. 3.

Had spared in Greece— Pr.Atkan, ii. i. 7.

which heaped on Greece Ruin and degradation . ProL Hellas, 46.
By Gi'eece and all she cannot cease to be, . . 96.
so shall Greece— 119,
whether Greece again becomeThe fountain in the

desart .... 137.
Greece might again be free ! 190.
Socrates, the Jesus Christ of Greece, , ... St. Epips. 33.
Or Greece, the Mother of the free ; . . W. Shel, vi. 5.

Gree^, adj. eager after.

Nor is it halfsogreedy of men's bodies . . . C4. ist, i. no.
Greek, n. (1) the Greek people.

the Greek has paid Brief victory with swift loss . Hellas, 287.
The Greek has reaped The costly harvest . 574.

(2) a native ot Greece.
Kill ! crush ! despoil ! Let not a Greek escape ! . 1022.

(3) the language of Greece.
Translating hieroglyphics into Greek, .... Witch, LXXlii. 2.

Greek, c. adj. attr. (1) produced in Greece.
Here, Andrea, Fill up this goblet with G. wine. . Cenci^ I. iii. i6g.

(2) in the Greek language.
We will have books, Spanish, Italian, Greek; . Gisb. 298.

(3) in sympathy with Greece.
Your heart is Greek, Hassan Hellas, 455.

^4) composed of Greeks.
Crowned the Greek legions in the Hippodrome, . 531.

(5) taught by the Greeks.
the difficult lore Of Greek and Frank philosophy ; 742.

Greeks, ?i. the people or soldiers of Greece.
So were the lost Greeks on the Danube's day ! . 294.
The Greeks expect a Saviour from the west, . . 598.
The Greeks Are as a brood of lions in the net . 931,
Impale the remnant of the Greeks/ despoil ! . . 950.
fitter for slaves and poisoners Than Greeks. . . 972.

Green, n. (1) verdure.
feed the unraown meads with ever-during^rie«. Adon. Cane. 9.

Her steps paved with^^5e» The downward ravine Arethusa^ I. 10.

the pine its garland weaves Of sapless green . . Jane, Jnvitn, 53.
Within, abovt around its bowers of sta.rry green, Naples, 28.

the forest tips began to burn With kindling ^re^w. Triumph, 310.

(2) of a green colour.
And bulrushes, and reeds of such deep green . . Questiotu IV. 7.

Through their pavilions of tender^ee«/ . . . Sensit. PL I. 24.

(3) a grassy place,
fleet as shadows on the ^?-fi««, Triumph^ ij,g.

Green, adj, A. Lit. (1) applied to grass and foliage,

verdant.
Or amorous birds perched on the young ^. spray, Adonais, xv. 4.
As long as skies are blue, and fields ax& green, . xxi. 7.

Thy footsteps to a slope oigreen access . . •=>— XLix. 7.

And ih^ green Paradise which western waves . Adon. Cane. 10.

the varymg roof of heaven And the green earth , Alastor, 97.
and leave A little space oigreen expanse, . . . ——- 405.
through many b.green ravme Beneath the forest

flowed 495.
he did impress On the g. moss his tremulous step, —~ 516.
the beautiful shade Of the green groves, . . . 538.

And did embower with leaves for (tw&c green, . Alastor, 5S0.

When on the threshold of the ^r££W recess . , 025.

I^eaves \i^e. green earth to my embraces bare. . Apollo, li. 6.

Are ^s green as the forest's night :— Arethusa, iv. 12.

make her grave ^r^tfw with tear on tear, , . Autumn, il. 11.

Of all the avenues ^uA green paths . ... Calderon, \. 73.

No more, with^^^£« embraces, vine, .... III. 61.

grass vasAe. green by summer's rain, ... . Ch. ist, I. 8.

whose tears Keep jfr^tfw The pavement , . . IV, 39.
And whiten the green plains under, . . . . Cloud, 10,

Whilstgreen woods overcanopy the wave, . . Dce-mon, II. 109.

With \\v^green ivy and the red wall-flower, . . . II. 190.

Lighting \)[\^ green wood with its sunny smile. . II, 265.
TheiT green and golden immortality, . . . Bpips. 469.
blue waves, and forests ^?'ffi7z, ... ... 481.

"With green sea-flowers overgrown Bug. liills, 130.

When trees \oo\i green Faust, I. 71.

The stubble is yellow, the corn isgreen^ . . II. 146.

With thegreen earth harmonize, Pr. Insecurity^ 2.

The silk-worm in the 6.zx)s. green mulberry leaves Gtsb. 3.

I see a chaos oigreen leaves and fruit , . . 274.
that bee-pasturing isle, (Jrcew Erebinthus, . . Hellas, 171.

Downjf. Onchestus heaped like beds with grass. Hotn. Merc. XIV. 7.

the

Which from the inmost depths oV\t^ green glen
On the same spot m green Onchestus then
Tell, ancient hedger of Onchestus ^rtfew,
As a. green bank with flowers— ....
On this ^r'f£ff mountain slope . . .

the shadows green Of the wild woods, .

And through the dark ^^'^tfw wood . .

Of that fair forest green. ... ...
The forests ever green,
with little to rec^I Regrets for the green country.
Water-falls leap among wild islands ^r££«,
a Fane Stood in the midst, girt hygreen isles

the soft winds as they blow Wake the^. world-
And the^r^^w light which shifting overhead,
which are suspended Over \ts green expanse,
From the green earth lightly I did arise, .

Th^green lands cradled in the roar .

in ^z.tgreen glen. Like stifled torrents,

fragrant weed^rom \ikie green ruin plucked,
the courser's bed In z. green mossy nook, .

Hung high in ^egreen dome, ....
from that jfr^fiw And lone recess, . . .

the birds wi the^rc^K woods perished; . .

Strip its green crown of leaves,
around ^retfw islands lay
Like z. green isle 'mid ^Ethiopian sand,'
'^h^ green earth on which ye tread, . . .

whose thick green living woof Tempered
young; dav

I wound Up the ereen slope,

And green worlds that glide along ; . . .

Allow me to remind you, erass is green— .

sad genius Of the Green Isle has faxed, . .

While it flows musically through ^r^^w banks,
And the wide earth's \iosony green,—
Making ^2X green which late was grey,
in the caverns of the forest ^t-c^tz, . . .

The hoary grove Waxed j^r^^M— . . .

The winged leaves amid the copses ^rcew
That green and azure sphere, ....__
On Freedom hang like fruit on the green tree,

Within dim bowers oigreen and purple moss,
Of the green laurel, blown anew ;

Under the green and golden atmosphere . .

Wildernesses calm and green,
Of fruit, suspended in their ov/ti green heaven,
And up ^G green ravine, across the vale, . .

Or tljro' the green waste wilderness, as now, .

An hindrance to my walks o'er the green world
Seen in a wave under green leaves ; . . .

As the haxe green hill . .

Who all OMT green and azure universe . . . ,

I know Green stalks burst forth, and Isright

flowers grow, ...
Green and azure sphere which shinest . . .

Whilst^reew wooas overcanopy the wave.
With tn&green ivy and the red wall-flower,
Lighting th^ green wood with its sunny smile.
Its green arms round the bosom of the stream, ,

Green cowbind and the moonlight-coloured May,
O'er thB.tgreen wilderness did fling .....
and grass was green Upon my mother's grave,

—

Under the bright^r^awDuds of May, . .

And the grassy meadows bright Bna green.
The fresh green leaves of the hedge-row briar,

On a^r^ew and sea-girt promontory, ....
Cleave with their dark green cones the silent skies,

Under the leaves which their ^. garments make.
As she rapidly hastes to the green grove of myrtle
With golden and^re^w light, slanting through
' ' ' • inder thegreen hill side.

XXXI. 4.

XXXI. 6.

XXXII. 2.

L.XIII. 4.

LXXXIV.2.
HoTn. Venus, 14.

Jane, Recoil. 66.

72.

86.

Julian, 558.
Laon^ Ded. ii. 6.

I. xlviii. 8.

I. Ice 6-

II. i. 4.
11. V. 3.__
IV. xxviii.7,

V. Song, 6,7.

VI, xii. 4.
VI. xxvi. 5.
VI. xxvij 9.
VI. xxxii. 5,

VI.xxxvi 1,3.

X. XV. 2.
' X. xvii. 2,

Xll.xxxiv.9.

Marenghi, VI. 3.
Mask, LXVI. 2.

Matilda, 2.

And made their home una
Like a wide lake oigreen fertility,

in those green harbours Farmers called gaps,
In its own green leaves,
With green and purple seaweeds strown ; . .

The ^reew grass was not seen, ....
the steep Of a^r££72 Apennine:
Of this^r^fiM earth with them for ever low;

—

Under the green pavilion which the willow

Ode to Heaven, 14.
CBdipus, II. i. 78.

II. ii. 79.
Orpheus^ 62.
Peter, v. viii. 2.

v. xiv. 2.

Pr. Athan. 11. ii. ig.

II, iii. 9.

II, iii, 15.

Prol. Hellas. 20,

=„ '5*-
Prom. II. 1. 45.

II. ii. i I.

II. ii. 75-
H. V. 107.
III. iii. 140.
III. iii. 158.
III. iv. 14.

III. iv. 39.
III. iv. 64.
IV. 181.

IV. 339.

IV. 364.
• IV. 459-
Q. Mab, VIII. 104.

IX. 117.

IX. 170.

Question^ I. 7.

III. 3.

Rosal. 100.

338-
678.

• 950-
960.
1050.

I

12+7.

"54-
St. Ir. (6) I. 6.

Sensit, PL I. 43.
Serchio, 38.

42.

8i.
Skylark^ 52.
St. Dejection^ 11. 2.

The Cold II, 2.

Triumph^ 26.

127.

Unf. Dr. 63.

Q q 2
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green as a gourci in June,
And to a green and dewy embryo-fruit
Peeped from their hrighi Preen masks
shaking a. green stick Oiiilies,

Unf. Dr. i6i.

178.

208.

Wtich, VIII. I.

XXV. 8.

XXXIII. I.

LXIX. 7.

LXXI. 3.

Woodman^ 43.

5S-

V. liii. 6.

Vll. X. 3.

Prom. III. ii. 44.

Of the white streams and of the forest green.
The plant grew strong B.rvA green. ....
"Was as 3.green and overarching bower . .

Like one asleep in 2^green hermitage, . .

and kept e\&cgreen The pavement and the roof
Make a green space among the silent bowers,

(2) applied to the sea.

Made white with foam the ^r^^« and purple sea,— Cycl. 20.

Beneath is spread like 2lgreen sea ^ug. Hills^ go.
\J^^ green waves on the sea, Jane^ Recoil, yn.
and the oc^d^n green^ Beneath that opening spot . Laon^ I. iv. 4.
Thro' the green shadows of the waves that meet

Near to the shore, I. xix. 8.

and ^Ggreen And glancing shadows of the sea . I. xx. (j.

Which sKirts the hoary caves of the green deep, . II. xviii. i*.

make Those green depths beautiful when skies
are blue,

thro' the ^rtf^« silence of the main,
Behold the Nereids under ih^ green sea, . . .

Till I came to the brink of the ocean green^ , . Rosal. 520.
Like a sunny storm o'er the dark green deep. . Sensit. PL 11. 28,
as she lies in he.v p-reen cove, Serchio^ 46.
Glidest beneath ^% green and purple gleam . . Virgil^ 4.

• Who drives her white waves over ^^ green sea, Wiich^ x. 3.

Through the green splendour of the water deep . XXVIII. 4.

(3) applied to animals.
And the green lizard, and the golden snake, . . Adonais^ xviii. 8.

As an eagle grasped In folds oi\ki& green serpent, Alasfor, 228.
Share with ^cgreen and golden basilisk . . . Dtzmon^ ll. 91.
In theirgreen eyes a strange disease did glow, . Z.aon, x. xiv. 8.

The poison bag of that Green Spider huge, . . (Edipus^ i. 347.
Jealousy's eyes are ^?'<efM, II. i. 74.
Scorpions zxeffreen^ and water-snakes, and efts, ii. i. 'j^.

•withgreen and golden wings, Pr. Athan. 11. iii. 3.

Where the shrilfchirp of \}a^ green lizard's love . Q. Mab, vill. 73.
With the^r^fiK and golden basilisk Vlll. 86.

(4) applied to various natural objects.

and became A cauldron oigreen mist .... Laon^ x. xxi. 3.

A light, like z. green star, Prom. III. iv. 3.

Ten thousand orbs, . . . Purple and azure, white,

z.vl6. green.^ and golden, iv. 242.

A half unfrozen dew-globe, ^r^^w, and gold, . iv. 432.
the vermilion And^r^^w and azure plumes . Triumph^ 440.
and others white, green^ grey and black, . Witch^ xv. 7.

Kgreen and glowing light, . xxxix. 4.

(5) the colour of a made article.

Be thou called The green bag; ; . . . . . CBdipus^ l. 361.
Believe that the contents of u^e green bag i. 388.
Oh! nogreen hsigsW II. i. 74.
(Which IS notgreen, but only bacon colour) 11. i. 81.

churches, and cant, and jo-rsew bags, li.ii. 45.

B. J^zg. {!) inexperienced, untried.

Hawgreen is this grey world ! . . ... CA. isf, i. 33.
Into the core o( mygreen heart, Epips. 263^
With such swift fKetIife's^?v£« and pleasant path, Yenasien^ 10.

(2) pleasant, refreshing.

Many 2^ green isle needs must be ^^g- Hills^ i.

Her memory aye, like ^ green home appears, . L,aon, vii. xix. 5.

in life's^r£C« grove Sport like tame beasts, . . Prom., iv. 404.

(3) nourisliiog, living.

and took From life'sgreen tree his Uranian lute ; Fr. Milton^ 2

.

(4) new, fresh.

Green strength, azure hope, and eternity: . . . Ode., Arise^ 33.

(5) pallid, sickly-looking.

One was 2. green and wrinkled eunuch, .... Laon^ vii. viii. 3.

4:Oreeuer, adj. newer, more virile.

The autumn of a^recM^r faith is come, . . . . Hellas, ^"ji.

^Oreeulaud, 7i. an arctic region or island.

the most gloomy glens Of Greenl. sunless clime, Q. Mab^ 11. 219.

Greet, v. 1. tr. A. Lit. salute or welcome.
First let me j^r^e/ the elder.— Cycl.q^.

thus did ^?'«/ Great Hermes :— . ... Ifo9n.Merc.XL,n.6.
Tojfr^e/ the ghastly paramour, . yulzan, $88.

How they win gree^ nim when his toils are o'er, . Laon. vill. iv. 4.

And songs of triumph greet the joyous day . . M.M Ravail^ 40.

They will hardly dare to ^ree/ Their acquaintance Mask, Lxxxvii.3.

When the loaves . . . roll about, We will^. thee— (Edipus, li. ii. 50.

And wake, and find the shadow Pain, as he vvhom
now w^ greet. ^

Prom. I- ;?79'

As when to greet some conqueror's advance

B. Fig. welcome or gladden.

Whence she will greet thee with a gift of peace,

Whilst still no land to greet the wanderer

Triumph^ 112.

Ch. ist, II. 130.

. Dtxmon, 11. 96.

. Q. Mab, VIII. c)i.

. Xai?^, II. xxxvii.5.equal man and woma.n greet Domestic peace

;

II. intr. show welcome.
What, if there no friends will ^^'^Z/ Eug. /fills, 2j.

Greeting', J>pl adj. friendly, welcoming.
Still dost thou hope thaXgreeting hands, . . . Coleridge, 17.

Greetings, n. salutations.

And ^r^£//K^j of delighted wonder, /Vow. Iii. iv. 72,

Oxegory, n. Roman Pontiff, 590-604.
Gregory and John, and men divine, . . . . Trium-fh^ 288.

Grew, V. intr. A. Lit, (1) of plants, flourished, lived.

a forest ^r«£; Of poplars.and dark oaks, . . . Loon, IX. i. 6.

through grass th^tgrew Upon its bank, . , . Matilda, 26.

Which;frez£/by the brink of a silver lake; . , Music, /pant, ill. 3.

And each dark tree that evergrew, Prom. II. ii. 3.

"Xheregrew pied wind-flowers and violets, . . . Question, II. i.

And in the warm hedge^r^w lush eglantme, . . III. i.

There^rew broad flag-flowers, iv. 2.

A Sensitive Plant in a garden grew Sensit. PI. l. i.

Grew in that garden in perfect prime l. 40.
its folded leaves which together^r^w . . . III. 84.
path where flowers n&vergrew,— Triump/i, 65.
The plantgrew fresh andthick, Unf. Dr. 162.

\tgrew ; And went out of the lattice 194.
Then it dilated, and \tgrew until 210.

And with his wings fanning it as \tgrew. . . . WitcA, xxxii. 8.

The pla.ntgrezv strong and green, xxxill. i.

and from itgrew Strong leaves and tendrils, . . Zucca, ix. 2.

(2) of persons, advanced in age and stature.

And so they grew together like two flowers . . Fiordispina, 15,

gathering beauty as she grew, l^aon, ll. xxiii.- 7.

And Helen's hoygrew with her, Rosal. 1287.

(3) adhered.
Which to the drops of the thaw-rain grew; , . Sensit. PI. ill. 109.

B. Fig. (1) appeared to grow-
Round whose rude shaft dark ivy tresses ^^/tctc/ Adonais, xxxiii. 4.
In which the lovely forestsgrew Jane, Recoil. 61.

(2) existed, lived.

whogrew. Like a pale flower Adonais, vi. 2,

within its shadow ^r^zf One fair as— . . Fr. Moon, (2) 5.

The calm that round us grew. Jane, Recoil. 40.

(3) became, waxed.
the Poet's blood .. .^;'£iK' feebler still: . . . . A/astor, 6^$.
And Igrew tired ;— Cenci, l. i. 106.

His lips grew white only to see him pass. . . ill. ii. 69.
until Itgrew familiar to desire V. i. 24.

Wherein I gazed, andgrew happy and good, . v. iv. 131.

The eastern wave ^r^ze/ pale . Dcemon, I. 121.

My heart grew warm. . . . Death Nap. 32.

That its joy jfTfitw his, Eug. /fills, 180.

And suddentythe lamps ^^fizy pale— Fr. Satan, 13.

when lamp-like Spain, . . .g. dim with Empire :— Gisb. 34.
And even Olympian Jove Grew weak, , . . /fellas, 234.
The band, . . . Grem weak and few.— .... 385.
Till the black night divine, . . . grew grey, . . /font. Merc. xvi. 5.

Our talk ^razw somewhat serious, . . . . Julian, :3^6.

Till hegrew v:i\A— 249.
to meet my love when thine grew less ; . . . . 462.

my heart grew calm, and I was meek and bold. . Laon, Ded. iv. g.

That spot^r^a; more serene ; I. v. 3.

a shape, approachingjfr«w, Like a great ship I. vi. 7.

her lips grew pale, Parted, and quivered

;

. I. xviii. 2.

and switter^?'£zy the vessel's motion, i. xlviii. i.

my mien grew calm and meek, ....... III. vii. 4.
until aloft The stars of night ^ycTu pallid, . .

Which led us forth, until the stars grew dim :

but when his zone ^y^o' dim in mist . . .

and then the combat^r«» Unequal . . .

And like the rest I ^^^w desperate . .

The ni^tgrew damp and dim,
The lightning now ^r^zu pallid— . . .

My eye and voice ^/-«w firm, ....
the book through which I grew Wise . .

thus Igrew Familiar with the shock . . .

As day by day their altars lonelier ^j'^zt/, . .

the worldgrew dim and pale,— ...
My brain grew dark in death,
The Lady grew sick with a weight of fear,

still lovelier grew Those marble forms — . .

the flood Grew tranquil as a woodland river .

Till his mind grew like that it contemplated. .

Prophesyings which grew articulate— . . .

Grew savage yet, to human use unreconciled

;

"Death grew pale within the grave, ...
And the enamoured sea ^j'ffo/ calm
And Peter Bell, . . . Grew serious— . .

But Peter nowgrew old,

His thoughts ^rez« weak, drowsy, and lame .

Hegrew Awll, harsh, sly, unrefinedj ....
His eyeBgrew like two stars for bliss : . . .

Month after month the thing jp-r-wf worse, . .

With adamantine nerves, ^r«« tired;— .

Yawned in him, till itgrew a pest— .

His servant-maids and dogs ^yica* dull; . . .

All jfrew dull as Peter's self.

And thus Zonoras, . . .grew like wisest men
;

III.XXX111.4.

v. iv. 4.

V. Iviii. 6.

VI. xiv. 5.

VI. XV. g.
VI. xxxii. 2.

VI. liii. 4.
VII. XXX. 6.
VII. xxxi. I.

Vll.xxxiv. 6.

IX. xviii. 5.

XII. XV. 8.

XII. XXX. 7.

Mar. Dr. VI. i.

XX. I.

XXI. 2.

Marencfht, xxiiK 6.

Napus, ^o.

Ode Li6. IV. 8.

XI. 7.

(Edipus, II. I. 69.
Peter, i. i. 3.

I. iii. I.

VI. xxi. 4.
VI. XXV. 4.

VII. vii. 2.

VII. X. ^.

VII. XVI. 3.

VII. xvii. 2.

VII. xviii. 1.

-—
• VII. xviii. 5.

Pr. Athan. II, i. 17.

with fierce dread Grew pale . Prom. l. 162,

Grew radiant with the glory of that form
Till it became his life, and hisgrew mine,
for the Eastern stargrew pale, ....
till marble ^rtfzw divine;
Death ^;^£Z£r like sleep

My vision then grew clear.

II. i. 64.
II. i. 81.

II. i. 107,
II. iv. 82.

II. iv. 86.
III. iv. 104.

andg Fairer and nobler with each passing year. Q. Mab, ix. 136.
we ^grew pale : Rosal. 271.
we ^r^TO quite poor, .... 319.
When she ^rctti calm, 419.
For public hope grew pale and dim 692.
His words^rcw subtile fire, 793.
while mine ^ri^w sick with fear: S13.
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and my heart ^^tfw full RosaL%iy.
Like graas in tombs ^kcth wild and rare. . , . 82^.
Whose hardened eyes ^r««/ moist the while, . . 911.
Grew merciful, like a parent's sway 035,
Yet day by day he^r^ztf more weak, —— 1006.
Grew faint, as the rose-like hues 1010.
every strain G'f'ezw fainter but more sweet, . . 1169.
And the stars methought^rezw unlike ours, . . 1202,
Grew dark the nigfht ; Si. Ir.{7) ix. i.

x\OTffrew wild, Butyear by year lived on— . . Sunsei^'aS.
The throng j^tfw wilder Triumph^ '^$,
The grove Grew dense with shadows .... 4^11.
And some grew weary of the ghastly dance, . . Ji40'
as the ^^y grew hot, methoughtl saw .... Unf. Dr. 234.
the ciivegrezv warm Witch, iv. *8.

And every beast,of beating heart^«jw bold, . . vi. 7.
'

and now she ^rea; Pale as that moon, .... Liv. 6.

(4) changed into.

and time's printless torrent^. A scroll of crystal, Fr. Keais, 5.
which still ^tfw ... into a wondrous hue . . . Julian, ^2.
Itgrew-a. Shape arrayed in mail Mask, xxvill. 1,

till fear j^rezy hope and faith RosaL looi.
Then slowly changed, till itgrew a heap . . . Sensii. PL III. 20.
Should be absorbed, till they to uiscchl^ grew. Tower ofFant. 22.
an old root whichgrew To strange distortion . Triumph^ 182.

(5) came to be.

So this ^rezw a proverb: * don't get old ' . . . Rosai. 686.

(6) nourished.
In sacred dedication overgrew.' Tersa Rima, 6.
wherelong that flower of Heaven^T-tfzw not, . . Triumph, 25J.

(7) prospered.

'

Who^r^a; beneath his smile— CA. isf, III. 59.

(8) increased, arose.
One passion in twin-hearts, which grows and^., . Epips. ^j^.
there g. The adamantine armour of their power, Loon, u. xx. 5.
As o'er that speechless calm delight and wonder^. v. liii. 9.
Then ^rete;, hke sweet reality vii. xvi. 8.
The grace of his own power and freedom ^r«zw. Marenghi, Viil. 4.
where the bud-blighted flowers ofhappiness^rew. /V(?«z. iv. 122.
population which the earth ^^^a/ over .... iv. 297.
O'er his pale forehead ^r^zw/ . . . ... St. Ir. (3) x. 5.
a strange trance over my ia.VLcy grew , . . Triumph, 29.

Grey. (See also Gray.)

Orey, adj, A. Lit. (1) of natural and inanimate objects,

betwixt white and black, sombre, dusky.
Is a mighty mountain dim and^ir^y, Apenn. 8.

Put on white, black, and^rey/ Autumn, ii. 7.
dim ^rfijj clouds on the horizon, Calderon^ 1. 16.
where tne^e-. rain was tempered along the grass Ch. ij/, ii. 445.
Under th^. grey beak of some promontory . . . Epips. ig8.
Throuffh the grey earth and branches bare . . 326.
O'er ttt^grey rocks, • 481.
Where a few grey rushes stand, Eug. ffiils, 51.
they [rooks] soar Like grey shades, . . 76.
By the skirts of that grey cloud 214.
Is spreading the locks of her hrightgrey hair. . Fr. Songy 4.
Then scoopmg with a chisel ofgrey steel, . . Horn,. Merc. VII. 1.

And the red tower looked ^?'fij', Julian, 135.
Waked in those ruins ^r^j; its everlasting wail ! . L,aon, ii. x. 9.
amid those ruins ^rey I watched, li. xv. 2.

Did Laon and his friend on one grey plinth, . 11. xviii. 3.
Watching thy dim sail skirt the ocean ^rey/ . . 11. xlv. 3.
Within the walls of Xkva.tgrey tower, .... iv. i. 8.

The grey sea shore, v. Song, 4. 2.

th&jr foreknew the storm, and the ^. ruin shook. . VI. xxxviii.9.
and the mountain grey Soon echoed Vi. liii. 6.

On ^^grey margm of the glimmering main, . . vii. xxxiii. 5.
The winds of eve dispersed those ashes ^r^y, . . x. xlvi. 2.

In its own grey and shrunken ashes lying ; . . xii. xxvi. 3
Thy voice, and suddenly grow ^fr^y with fear, Ode W. Wind, ill. 13.
and the cold ^?'«y scalps Of the mountains, . CEdipus, i. 221.
Making that green which late \izsgrey, . . . Peter, v. xiv. 2.

G. mountains.and old woods,and haunted springs, /V(7»«. I. 251,
Let us sit on that ^r^jv stone, Rosai. ^f^.

From that^^-igy stone where first we met . . . 544.
Is seen when it folds its grey wings again . . . 1043.
the leaves, brown, yellow, axidgrey, and red, . Sensit. Pl'.iii. 34.
Tell me, moon, thou pale and grey Pilgrim . . Wanderers^ II. i.

The chamber ofgrey rock in which she lay— . Witch, II. 7.
And Ocean with the brine on his^risj; locks, , . x. 4.
and others white, green, grey and black, , . . xv. 7.

Hemmed in with rifts and precipices ^ray, . . . XLlx. 7.

(2) of hair whitened by age.
A heart grown cold, a head grown grey in vain ; Adonais, XL. 7.
His thin ^rey hair, Cenci, IV. iii. 10.

Masked m grey hairs and wrinkles V. iv. 65.
grey fathers wail Their childless age ;— . . Cycl. 291.
Had stamped the seal ofgrey deformity . . . Dosm-on^ 11. 189.
as hair grown grey O'er a young brow Epips. 264..

That withered woman, g. and white and brown— Ftordispina, 56.
Stands the .^^y tyrant father, Fugitives, IV.^8.
When he shall fall upon whose ripe^^y hairs . Hellas, 904.
old ag;e with \\sgrey hair, Laon, 11. xxxiii. i.

my thin hair Was prematurely grey^ iv. xxix. 4.
the Captain with grey locks, Vlli. xxvi. 8.
Andgrey Priests triumph, ix. xxiv. 8,
thankful falsehood, like a courtier ^r^y, . . , x. xxiv. 6.
since ye are old and jgwvv xi xxi. 2
Be both, on thy ^rcy head, a leaden cowl . . . Ld. Ch. IV. 3.'

they Whose reverend hea.ds with age a.re grey, . Mask, LXXXII. 2.

I wonder that^>-fiy wizards Like you CEdipus, l. 340.
?uite weak and^r^y before his time ; Pr.Athan. i. 2.

lad stamped the seal ofgrey deformity , Q. Mab, ix. 6%,

I saw the stream of his thin grey hair, . . . Rosal. 294.
And there, a woman with ^rey hairs, .... 530.

For such a charm when Tithon became ^r^j'j' . Witch, LXVII. z.

(3) of the colour of animals.
Be it enough that the mouse was not grey. . . Faust, II. 375.
Grey wolffor bear, or lion of the deli, . Horn.. Merc, xxxvil, 4,
The wolf, and the hyaena p-r^jJj Laon, x. iii. 7.

Gods ! what an if I but there is mygrey Rat : . QSdipus, I. 177.

(4) of light, dusky, indistinct.

Waken me when their Mother, the. grey Dawn, . Apollo, l. 5.

And the ^r^y light of morn D(xm.on, i. 139.
The bats are flitting faist in the grey air ; . . . Even. Pisa, \. 2.

Drives through the^. and bearaless atmosphere. Fr. Fitjul, 4.
which favouring fell Around his steps, grew^rcy, Horn.Mere.xvi.;;.
Clasping ytsgrey rents with a verdurous woof, . Laon, VI. xxvii, 8.

were flymg Grey mists xi. ii. 3.

For thro' its^r^y robe gleams the golden dew . Prom. II, i. 130.
We wandered, underneath the young ^^'^ji dawn, li. i. 144.
Throujgh the^r^y, void abysm, 11, iii. 72.
Huddled xngrey annihilation, . . . . . iv, 301.
As a^rey an(i watery mist Glows iv. 488.
And th^ grey light of morn Q. Mab, i. 228.
The grey morn Dawns on the mournful scene; . iv. 58.
And the ^rey shades of evening Rosa/, gt).

Andgrey shades gather in the woods : . . . . 138.
Dayfighton its lastpurple cloudWas lingering^., H04.
Wrap thy form in a mantle ^^'ey, To Night, 11. i.

The earth was ^?Tfy with phantoms, ... . Triumph, ^^82.

B. Fig. (1) venerable, aged.
January^revishere, Dirge for Year, w.i.
More time than might make^. the infant world, Laon, ill. ii. 2.
My father Time is weak and jfr<?v Mask,xxiu.i.
The past Hours weak and^r^y, .... . Prom. iv. ^i.
contempt is mocking thy^^r^y hairs

; Q. Mab, vi. 139.
Grey Power was seated Safely on her ancestral

throne
; Rosal. 699.

(2) sad, worn, tinsympathetic.
The wide, grey, lampless, deep, unpeopled world ! Cenci, v. iv. 59.How green in this grey world ! Ch. ist, i. 33.
should teach Time, in his own grey style, . . Epips. 55.'
Be it dim, and dank, andgrey, Prom., i. 677.
Though my soul with grief isgrey and old. . . Rosal. 591.A refuge in the cavern of^^'cy death ? . . Ve hasten, 12.

G-reyliouuds, n. dogs specially bred for swiftness.
Your steps as swift as greyhounds, . . . CEdipus, II. ii. 122,

*Gridiafir, ///. adj. jarring or grating.
the thunder of the fiery wheels Grid, the winds? Prom. III. i. 48.

*GTidiron, n. a grated framework.
On his red^r/.^z«7« of brass /fe/«!r, vii. xiv. 5.

Grief, n. (1) sadness, sorrow, pain of mind.
Griejtoo sad for song ; A Dirge, 2.
Another in her wilful £^rieJ-wonld break Her bow Adonais, xi. 6.
And feeds her ^r/e/with his remembered lay, . xv. 2.
Griejma.de the young Spring wild, xvi. i.
But ^rz'^/'returns with the revolving year; . , xviii.'2
But for onxgriej, as if it had not been, . . . xxi 2
And^W^/itself be mortal! XXi 3And love taught ^r/*/"to fall like music from his

tongue ... XXX. 9.
fear Sindgrief Con\'ulse us xxxix 7^Tgriefthat I depart they weep and frown : . Apollo, V. 4.
Hide not in proud impenetrable i^r/^ . . . Cfenci, ill i. 1015.
and the lofty ^^'e/Ot her stern brow .... in. i. 351.
changed to you, through your exceeding ^^'Z^;^ . v. ii. 55.
vV ith heaviness of watching and slow griej. . v. iii.' 122.
^egriejis hot even now— Dante Conv. 20.
Say, victim ofgriej, wilt thou slumber with me ? Death, Dial. 6.
thine IS no commongriej— Eleg. Bion. 12.
And lull fond ^r«/asleep? Eptps.6y.
The Vision I had sought through griejand shame. 332.
Looking in idle grieJon her white hands, . . Ginevra, 39.Awe in the place ofgrieJwxXKxn him wrought. . 178.Who hid, perhaps, her face for griefs reversed ; . Hellas, 6^y.
and^/-Zf/^Smiled in their motions Julian, 281.
then his speech Was lost ingrief, . . . . 291,
And not to speak my ^r/«/^ '.

. 304.
So let Oblivion hide this ^^z'e/" 508.
it were agriej\nde&d If he had changed . . 537.
For the wild language of h\s griej-was high, . . 541.
Move my faint heart with grtej, Lament. Ii. 4.Know then, that when this^. had been subdued, Laon^ i. xlv. 2.
As to awake '\ngrieJfTom some delightful dream. ii. xvii. 9.
and in rage ano^r/'c/^and scorn I wept ! . . vi, iii. 9.
a tenderness Of questioning ^rz'e/^ vii. xix. 2.
Lo, Winter comes !—the^r/e/'of many graves, IX. xxiii. v.

when I sate pale With ^r/e/ X. ii. 5.
T^hou strike the lyre ot mind ! O^. and shame ! Ld. Ch. VII. 4.By all the p-r/fi/^ the madness, and the guilt . , xi. 2.
Wilder did^rze/athwart my bosom glare ; . M. N. Fragntt. 15.
the cage Of fettered ^rz>/that dares not groan, . M. W. G. 11. 4.My head is wild with weeping for agrief . . My head is wild i.
What other ^ri'i?/"were it just to pay ? . . . . Ode, Arise ^.

'

By the sharp fangs of an insatiate ^r/c/J , . . Orpheus, f^u
Of his eternal ever-moving ^r/fi/" «[_
the tempestuous torrent ofmsgriej . gj'^
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Dark is the realm q{grief

:

Otko^ iv. i.

and laboured for his kind in griefs . ... Pr. Aihan. I. 26.

What was \^\\Bgr£ef, . —— I. 75.
He knew not of the^r;(s/"within that burned, . . I. 79.
others said that such mysterious grief .... I- 93.

^yitf/'did sit Upon his being ; I. 120.

niSj?W(!/"reraamed—let it remain—untold. . . 1. 124.

And as the lady looked with faithful ^?'/e/'

.

ll- i- 25.

oppressed with grief^nA madness, .... ll. ii. 40.
I speak in grief Not exultation, Prom. i. 56.

for my wan breast was dry With grief; .
—^ I. 177.

GriefioT awhile is blind, and so was mine. . . l. 304.
those groans are.;fy-/ls/"enough I. 593-
Tho' JTshould dream I could even sleep with grief I. 014.
blue bells Of Hyacinth tell Apollo's wTxtte.n grief II. i. 140.

t\\\ griefcstst Eclipse upon the soul ii. v. 30.

to an isle Of \ov^\ygrief IV. 201.

Labour, and pain, and grief • iv. 404.
Even the sighs of^?'/(f/^Reproach thee, .... Rarely^ III. 4.

mine own strange^rzVBut seldom stoops . Rosai. ^j.
quelled The passion of ih^xTgrief . . . . 204.
had undergone Of^raiy^ana shame, .... 406.
my tale grows olaVJ'xuv grief 469.
I thought that ^r/^hacTsevered me . . , 573.
Thouj^ my soul -with grief\s grey and old. . . 591.

That friendless caution pierced me sore With g. ; 598.
and with deep jf^rfcc/"and awe 1294.
As he bends m still ^n'^o'er the hallowed bier, , St. Ir. (5) I. 2.

Dissolve away in wisdom-working ^/^;Ie/'/— . . Sunset, 36.

May weep in mute ^r/c/"o'er thy low-laid shrine. Tear^ IV. 7.

if my ^ri^should still be dearer to me .... Unf Dr. 2%.

Let joys and ^zig/"perish, 50.

thy funeral shrine Is thy mother's^rw/" , . . W. Skel. (3) I. 9,

(2) tisedfiguratively.
The flowers are withered up ^'xXSi grief .... Bion. Adon. 32.

March with grief^o^ howl and rave, . . DirgeforYear^ iv. 4.

Griefs, n. troubles, trials, sorrows.

G. that should sleep, and'hopes that cannot die : E. Williams^ III. 4.

"^ygriefs which thy stem nature never crost ; . Ld. Ch. v. 4.

And triumph 'mid the^r/<;^ M. N. Ravail, ^g.
could the restless ^rz«^ unravel Pr. Athan. I. ^.

Grieve, v. intr. (1) deplore, regret.

I grieve thus to distress you, Cenci. IV. iv. 11.

Deserting these, thou leavest me to grieve^ . . Wordsworth^ 13.

(2) mourn.
That thou mayst have less bitter cause Xogrieve? fulian^ 495.
To grieve is wise, ... ... . . Laon^ i. xxi. 5.

I czjmot grieve or fear. . ix. xix. 3.

When first her soul began indeed to ^r/£7/£ .* Mother f^Son^ iv. 4.

But regret is an insnlt

—

togrieve is m vain : . . 7ear^ ill. 5.

And wny should -vi^grieve that a spirit so fair . — iii. 6.

Grieved, v. intr. lamented.
And much I ^r/^/i!^ to think , , Triufitph^ 2^.

Qrievedfpp. (1) distressed.

Yet a lingering friend might be^r/isPA^ atmy fall, Death^ Dial. 36.

(2) deplored.
Have e.\'eTgrieved that man should be the spoil . Otko^ III. 3.

Grieves, v. I. tr. vexes, annoys.

It grieves me that thy mild and gentle mind . , Cavalc. 3.

IX. intr. sorrows, mourns.
Whatever moves, or toils, or grieves^ .... April^ 1814, 20.

Grievous, adj. (1) severe, hard to be borne.

though felt as a most grievous scourge , . Ch. ist, II. 275.

(2) infamous, cruel.

The memory of thy grievous wrong Will fade W. Shel. Cane. II. 2.

Griff, n. Fig. grasp or grip.

And snapped them off with his rigid^f^^ . . . Sensit.Pl. III. 113.

Grim, adj. (1) stem, fierce.

the very winds, Danger's ^r^Vw playmates, . . Alastor, 608.

Very smooth he looked, ye^tgrim; . . . . Mask, ll. 3.

Thou shalt quell this horseman ^r/w, .... Prom. I. 787.

(2) ghastly, horrible.

Followed hygrim. disease, glory by shame, . . Ch. ist, I. 162.

(3) forbidding, liard.

Dares dispute with ^.silence the empire of Death. Deaths Dial. 10.

Ever grows more ^f-r'/« and rich /%f/£r, III. iii. 5.

thegrim Feature (of my thought aware). . Triumph, 190,

(4) fierce, ferocious.

while near his feet^r/7« lions couch, . . . Orpheus, 118.

The prison blood-hounds, huge and grifn^ . . Rosal. 924.

*Grimace, n. facial distortion.

Thou wilt tell, With the ^r;>wfl«! of hate . . fulian^\6i.

Grimes, v. tr. J'ig. soils or befouls.

Who gluts, 3j\d grimes his lazy wing, .... Peter, IV. xvii. 4.

('Grin, n. sardonic look.

Called, from their dress andgrin, the royal apes, CBdipus, I. 313.

Grind, v. ir. (1) Lit. grate or strike harshly.

Fled, and with his hoofs ^\d grind Mask, xxxiii. 4.

(2) Fig. work.
and grind The gentle spirit of our meek reviews GisO. 109.

Grinding-, ppl. adj. oppressive, harsh.

Shall they who by the stress oigrinding toil, . Laon^ V. xxxii. 5.

Grinds, v. tr. (1) lashes.

Grinds the bright brook into an azure mist . . Prom. iv. 254.

(2) oppresses.
the power That grinds them to the dust ofmisery. Q. Mab, \. 60.-

*Orinned, v. tr. smiled sardonically.
Bowed andgrinned to every one, Mask^ xix. ^.

Grinning, pr. pple. sardonically smiling.
Grinn. applause, he just showed them his claws. Devil, VI. 3.

Grinning, ppl. adj. Fig. hideously distorted.
Be the masks of agrinning mockery Rosal. 377.

Grins, v. intr. laughs sardonically.
As h&grins from ear to ear? .... . . Devily xxill. -x.

*Grip, 11. grasp, firm hold.
The de^epgrip of their claws . . . ... Vis. Sea, 44.

fGripe, n. clutch or seizure.

Where thegripe of the tiger has wounded . . . 143.

Grisly, adj. grim, horrible.
And their grisly wings, as th^ floated along, . St. Ir. (3) xv. 3.

*Gristles, n. cartilaginous nesh.
or make brawn out oi our gristles, CEdipus, I. 63.

Groan, v. intr. A. Lit. utter a sound of pain, moan.
I have not heard him groan. ... ... Cenci, IV. iii. 2.

He will not^rtfflM . . . iv. iiL 2.

Groan for pain, and weep for cold— . . . Mask, LXVIII. 4.

B. Fig. (1) sigh, grieve,

1 6\dgroan To think that a most unambitious slave, FallofBonap. i

.

As iA never went aside to groan, .... fulian, 307.
that man should weep, and Dleed, and groan ; . Daon, Vlll. xxii. 5.

does shegroan To see her sons contend ? . . X. i. 7.
Yes, the despair .which bids a fathergroan, . . Ld. Ch. xv, i.

If with a human sadness he ^\d groan, .... Pr. Athan. I. 21.

From all beside who weep and groan ; ... Rosal. 574.

(2) express horror or grief.

the cage Of fettered grief that dares notgroan, . M. W. G. II. 4.

for thou didst ^rv(Z», not weep . Ode Lid. Vlll. 12,

(3) suffer, exist in suffering.

When nations ^^^fZTz, that kingsmay bask in bliss. Death Vanq.'j.
People of England, ye who toil o^id groan, . . Fr. Peo. Eng. i.

o'erlooks the isles thatjf. Under the Briton's frown, Hellas, 621.
Regions which groan beneath the Antarctic stars, Laon,V.Song,6.6.
For those -whogroan, and toil, and wail . . . Mask, Lxxi. 3.

and wealth from those who toil andgroan . . OdeLib. xvii. 14.
when thousands^n7a« But for those morsels . . Q. Mab, ill. 37..
He rends from those -whogroan and toil,

(4) make a sound like groaning.
And their great pines ^ro<2« aghast; . .

The roots creak, and stretch, and groan ;
Groan, n. A. Lit. (1) an agonized utterance.
Out of those nerves and sinews, groan hy groan. Cenci, v. ii. 195.
her stifled groan Was heard— Laon, xii. vi. 7.

Thou wilt not scorn a suppliant's anguish'd groan. M. N.I^st.Fr. 18.

(2) a deep moan or sigh.

Without agroan, almost without a fear,

. Rosal. 465.

Cloud, 14.

Faust, II. 130.

. Dtsmon, li. 179.

. Q. Mab,ix. 59.

. Death, Dial. 9.

. Death Vanq, 36.
. Laon, I. xvii^^p.

Not agroan of regret, not a sigh, not a breath, .

As I in this cold bed, and faint expiringgroan I .

And after every groan looked up over the sea.
where many agroan. As King, and Lord, and God, I. xxviif 8.

or see, with helpless groan, . ... x. xxxiii. 8.
Hark to thatgroan, M. N. Post.Fr. 7.

And with a parting groan his spirit fled. . 22.

Racks and chains without a groanj Mexican, II. 4.
Stripe on stripe, with groan on groan. , . . Peter, III. xviiil 5.
cloven by many a rending groan. . ^ . . . Pr&m. i. 85.
Hark, sister ! what a low yet dreadful groan . I. 578.
the shriek, the groan, the shout, Q. Mab, IV. 43.
Famine's faint groan, and penury's silent tear, ix. 95.
I dared not feign agroan ; ... . . . Rosal. 449.
A deep groan was answer'd from hell. . . . St. Ir. (3) xvill. 5.

B. Lig. a sound like a groan,
and gave groan for groan. . . . . . Sensit. PI. III. 16.

Groaned, v. intr. A. Lit. (See Groan (1).)
she watching aye . . . groa?ted hea\i\y, . . . Laon, r. x\'ii. 8.

And yet he groaned. Q. Mad, vii. 176.

B. Fig. seemed tb groan,
"the air Groan, with the burthen of a new despair ; Laon, X. xvii. 5.

The bosom of their violated nurse Groaned, . . Ode Lib. II. 14.

Groaning^ ppl. adj. Fig. (1) labouring.
Which from the ^r(7a«/w^ earth Leap'st, . . Naples, 67.

(2) suffering,

load With cowardice and crime the groaji. land, Q. Mab, iv. 244.

Groans, v. I. tr. utters murmuringly.
Yet still shegroans^ . . . One only hope

:

Mother^ Son, in. 11.

II. intr. Fig. (l) creaks,

the hoardgroans with the flesh of men ; . . . . Hellas, 937.

(2) suffers.

"Earth groans beneath religion's iron age, . Q. Mab, vil. 43.

Groans, n. (1) deep moans or sighs.

not sobs or groans. The passionate tumult , . Alas/or, 716.
and heard his children's p^roawj, Cenci, 1. 1. 107.
My secretgroans must be unheard by thee, . . fulian, 341.
With blood and groans, salt-cake, and fat, , . (Edifus, I. 21.
and with \\\e. groans of pining slaves Prom. I. 128.
Groa7is half heard, and blooa untasted ; ... i. 529.
Blood thou canst see, and fire; and canst hesirg.; i. 616.
Tracking their path no more by blood and groans^ in. ii. 29.
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the £'roans Of those who have no friend? . . . Q, Mad, in. 28.

A sacred hymn to mingle with the groans/ . . Vll. 36.

(2) J^'zjf, miseries.

They sup on the groans of the dying and dead, . Devil, X. 4.
To hear a famished nation's ^roawj, Falsehood, 2.

ye whose daily food Are curses, groans and gold, Hellas, 93^.
from groans of crowds made pale By famine, . Loon, il. ix. 4.
Whom he gluts with ^r^a/w and blood, . . . Prom. I. 332.
those ^rtfowj are grief enough I. 593.

*OxooT6d, adj. cliannellea out or pierced.
and cones, and wheels, and grooved blocks, . . Gisb. 52.

:|:OTope, V, intr. Fig. leel the way blindly.

she shall g, through a bewildering mist Of horror : Cenci^ II. i. 184.

XGroping', pr. pple. feeling blindly.

Gy'tf/zK^my way adown the steep ravine. . . . Cycl.']i6.

Gross, adj. A. Lit thick, dense.
I saw a. gross vapour hovering in a stinking ditch CA. isl, U. 450.
Snuffed the^rojj air, Q. Mab, IX. 2^0.

B. Fig. {\) coarse, brutal.
the^(3W blessings ofa patriot mob, v. 211.
Which gross and sensual self did not pollute. . Vll. 96,

(2) shameful.
Sigross falsehood in his proper person, .... Calderon, 1. 173.

(3) whole, entire.

tki^ gross sum of the imposts; Ck. \st, II. 274.
Grosser, adj. less refined.

And leave to^rojj^r mortals?— Fiordispina, 75.

^Grosvenor-sqnare, n. a fashionable London square.
In a square like Grosvenor-square, . . . Peler, II. xi. 2.

Lo, Peter in Hell's Grosvenor-square^ .... iv. i. i.

Gronnd, v. tr. splintered, bruised.
And his hooSs ground \h& rocks iMon, VI. xxii. i.

Ground, n. A. Lit. (1) the earth.
Wet with the tears which should adorn the^ri7w«(/, Adonais, XIV. 5.

And lowers on the corpses, that rot on the^riSMKflf. Bigotry, III. 9.
the obscure, cold, rotting, vjovmy ground/
No flower upon the. ground,
and then he strewed Upon the. ground,
He threw himself upon th&ground . . .

Placing your mighty sides upon the ground.
see, sparks spring out oi the ground^ . . .

and we strike on the ^T-OMKa," ...
or on the ground divine Live, Horn. Earth, 5.
He gathered in a delve upon ^e ground—- . Horn. Merc. xix. 2.

He paced on first over the sa.ndy ground. .
- Liil.8.

No mark . . . the ha.rd ground g3.ve

:

— .... lix. 6.

poured their warm drops on the sunnyground^ Laon, Ded. iv. 3.

Darkness . . . was poured upon t)ci.e. ground. . .

and ^e ground lA.\de the last altar's . . . dust, .

bn the ground Tears of repenting joy, ....
Of hail in spring, pattering along the ground^ .

who war but on their native ground . . ,

The ground in many a little dell . . .

he threw His dagger on the ground, . ,

hurling fiercely irom the ^rowKtjf
I fell in a^ony on the senseless ^roawi^, . . .

Knotted m clumps under the spongy ground.
With their trampling shook ^e ground.
On some spot of English ground . .

some sows upon theground Have given
And underneath is the mossyground;
deeper yet Under theground . . ,

These mournful verses on theground,
,

And he stamp'd on the^rw««c;^,— . .

And in fervent pray'r he knelt on the ground.
And, in horror, sank on ik\.e ground. ....
That in long vibrations shutider'd ^e ground

j

Arose from the ^r(?««rf with warm ram wet, .

Started like mist from the wet ground cold ; . .

Thyskilltopoetwere, thouscomerofthe^7-(?w«i^.' Skylark, 100.

(2) with affix rising., spot, place.
Gain this xxsxn^ ground, .... .... Faust, II. 403.

(3) estate or property.
sent his architect to view i^ae ground, .... Cenci, I. i. 17.

B. Fig. position or standing place.
and keep ovix ground. Faust, II. 288.

*Group, n. (^ij an assemblage of people.
so I reclined Amidst z.group^ ... . . Laon, v. Ivii. 8.

(2) a cluster.

A scattered group of ruined dwellings now. . . Marenghi, ir. 2.

There stands a.group of cypresses ; . . Orpheus, 26.

*Groaped, pp. intermingled.
grouped With its sculptures rare; Laon, v. xliii. 3.

^Grouping*, pr. pple. arranging.
He mocked the stars hygrouping on each weed Marenghi, xxi. i.

*GronpS| n. assemblies of people.
In ^/-om/j around the fires, Laon, v. liv. 2.

Grove, n. A. Lit. embowering trees, poetical term for a
wood.

on a placid stream. Beneath a woven ^. it sails, . Alastor, 401.
an antique ^roz/c Shadowed the cavern . . . Horn. Merc. I. 5.
The myrtle Dlossoms starring the d\va.gr(yue, . . Laon, lli.xxxiv.6.
as in the sacred jfrowa Which shades . . . . VI. xl. 5.
flee from every stream and ^r(7z/£. , . ix' vil k
The hoary.^£>z'£ Waxed green— . . . : . Pr.Athak.\\.\L%.

Cenci, v. iv. 50.
. Ch. 1st, V. 15.

, Cycl-n?,,

403-

7r~ 551-
Faust, 11. no.

II. 2()8.

I. n. 9.

II. xiii. 7.

V. v. 7.

V. xxix. 4,

VI. xiii. 3.

VI. xvi. 4.
XI, XX. 8.

. XII. xvi. 4.

. XII. XXV. 3.

Marenghi, xxiv. fe.

. Mask, XI. 2.

LXV. 3.

CBdipus, I. 320.
. Prom. II. ii. 2^.

IV. 205.
. Rosal. 762.
. St. Ir. (3) V. 4.

• (3)Vin. I.

(3) XIII. 5.

. (3)xvin. 3.

. Sensit. Pi. i. 14.

III. 63.

The happy birds their dwelling' in \\ie grove, . . Q. Mab, IV. 93.

That lurli in the glens of a twilight ^£W<s, . , . VII. 270.

To the twilight ^?'<M/c, Q.ofmyHeart,l.2.
To the sea orTihe grove VI. 2.

As she rapidly hastes to the greeny, of myrtle; . St. Ir. (6) I. 6,

Not the swart Pariah in some \ndXa.x\. grove, . . Solitary, II. i.

and filled thegrove With sounds, Triumph, 317.

The grove Grew dense with shadows . ... 480.

AH things revive in field or ^yi?^^, . . Whenpassion's,111.'^.

B. Fzg.
the homeless Future's v/'mtry grove ; Laon, ix. xx. 5.

in life's green grove Sport hk'e tame beasts, , . Prom. iv. 404.

GroTel, V. intr. Fig. lie prone,
Grm^el on the earth : Bug. Hills, 283.
To gj'ovel on the dunghill of his fears, . Q. Mab, iv. iwj.

tGrorelin^, adj. base.

The-groveling hope of interest and gold, . . . V. 91.

Groves, n. pi. ot Grove. A. Lit.
the beautiful shade Of the ^een groves, .... Alastor^ 538.
Which from the unseen lyres of dells and groves Dcenton, I. 54.
To murmur through the neaven-breathing groves II. 79.

11 » n n n .1 Q- Mab, VIII. 68.
breathes in the balmy g'rozies, vi. 158.

Grow, V. intr. A. Lit. {1) are rooted, flourish.

and high above there grovt), Cenci, III. i. 260.
Such still within my garden grow. . . ... Faust, II. 334.
Few flowers ^r(?z£' upon thy wintry way ; . . . Fr. Is not, 5.

Fair clinging weeds with ivy pale did grow, . Laon, VI. xxvii. 7.
Where humble wild flowers ^roec .^ Moonbeam, I. 5.
those trees thatgrow Close to the little river. . Rosal. 76.

(2) thrive with increase.
The grass jnay ^r(7Z(/ in winter weather .... Critic, I. 3.
who still grow beneath her care, . . . Dtzmon, II. ^$.

„ „ „ „ ^. j1/ad, vill.'iio.
And as bad weeds quickly^riMi', Devil, v. 2.

All things unstinted round them ^T-OTW . . Hom. Earth, 13.
Seemed only not to move and ^r^JW Naples, ig.

Green stalks burst forth, and bright flowers ^r^'a', Prom. iv. 364.
All loathliest weeds began to grow, . . . Sensit. PI. ill. 51.

B. Fig. (1) thrive and increase.
where evil thoughts Shallgrow like weeds . . Cenci, IV. i. 54.
Grow, making love an immortality. . , . Gisb. 14,

(2) increase by aggregation.
Till as clouds ^rtTZt; on the blast, Mask,xscv\i.i.
(^?'oze/ with the growing populace of swine, . . . CEdipus, ii. \. ^.
they roll And move andgrow ... . , Prom. IV. 218.
whose fame or infamy m\^.^t gr<m} ... . . Triutnph, 125.

(3) become, wax.
Aye, we must allgrmv old— ... . Cenci, I. i. 99.
To which I ^rtjzc half reconciled. . . 11. ii. iiS.
Grow, day by day, more wicked . . . iv. i. i^i.
mine eyesgrow weary dim . . .... iv. i. 175.

. Both nowgrow barren : Ch. ist, li. 298.
And I jf?-oa' hungry for the flesh of men. . . . Cycl. 228.
I grow bolder and still more bold. . . . Death Nap. 26.
Anemones grow paler for the loss . . . Eleg. Bion. 9.
And the earth grow young again. . . . Eug. Hills, 373.
They would ^r«c as earthly soon Exhortation, 2-^.

Methinks even you mnstgrow a little older: , . Ho7n.Merc.J.Y.^.
We mortals let an ox ^r<?7y old, xxi. 1.

When you ^?-(?w strong and tall.— LXix. 7.
^reTW Drunk with divine enthusiasm, . . . . . xcv. i.'

for I grow weary to behold The selfish .... Laon, Ded. iv. 6.
made their own neaxtsgrow mild, . ... v. xvii. 7.
The flames ^riK£/ silent— xil. xvii. 3.A light that made the earth grow red ; . . . . Mar. Dr. xii.'2.

*

Fear not, but gaze,—for freemen mightier ^^rozy, . Naples, 8y.
Thy voice, and s\xddexi\ygrow grey with lear, OdeW.Wind, ill. 13.
The troopSjf-rOTE/ mutinous—the revenue fails— . OSdipus, I. g^.
Those who consume these fruits thro' thee^. fat, 11, ii. ir.
Those who produce these fruits thro' thee^. lean, 11. ii.

12'

Methinks I grow like what I contemplate, . . Prom. i. 4:^0.
As buds jg'rOTw red when the snow-storms flee, . I- 791.
swift shapes and sounds, which ^rtTa; More fair lir. iii*. 60
Till they grow, in scent and hue Proserp. 11. \.
Riper in truth and virtuous darxnggrow} . Q. Mab Ded. 6.My cheekgrow cold, and hear the sea . . St. Dejection, iv 8.
I grow Frail as a cloud Two Fr. Love, 1. 1.
Well might the }^\a.ntgrow beautiful and strong, Zticca, x. i.

(4) issues or springs.
And from its head as from one hodygrow, . . Medusa, iii. i.

(5) with together, a. advance in age companionably.
those Whogrow together cannot choose but love, Laon, vi. xl. 2.

b. become united.
all things together ^^(?a» . Witch, xxxv. 3.

(StrovrtskS, pr. pple. A. Lit. thriving.
like weeds on a wrecked palace growing, . . Julian, 224.
B. Fig. congregating.

Growing and moving upwards in a crowd, . . Even. Pisa, iv. 4.
Growing,///, adj. Fig. (1) increasing in numbers.

deliberate will Inspired our ^ro«£;;"w^ troop, . . Laon, VI. ix, 6.
Grow with the growing ^o^xHaee of swine, . CEdipus, II. i. c.

(2) increasing in ardour.
The growing longings of its dawning love, . Q. Mab ix. 8?.
(3) expanding.

And watch the growing soul beneath .... Rosal. 382.
and will mould Thy growing sYtvcxt w. Shel. VI. q.
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(4) gradually enlarging.
Of some high tale upon her growing- woof, . . Wiich^ xxvi. 5.

Orown, pp. A. Lit. issued, sprung,
then ^riTZfw Out of the mountains, Bpi^s.^gs.

B. Fig. (1) become, waxed.
A heart ^r(7ze/K cold, a head grown grey in vain ; Adonais^ XL. 7.

Like friends once parted Grown single-hearted, . Arethusa^ V. 5.

Kxe.grown crimes capital Cenci^ V. iv. 24.
Indifference, . . . now is grown Itself indifferent, , E. WilHants^ II. 2.

as hair^rOTfw grey O'er a young brow, .... Bpips. 26^.
men who ha.d grown hoary In shame and scorn, Laon^ li. ix. 3.

That heart which had g. old, but had corrupted not. IV. vii. 9.

ffrown pale by seeing The shade of thee :

—

. V. Song, 2. 6.

ner waning eyes •wec&grown Weary .... VII. xxii. i.

and evil faith, grown hoary With crime, . . Vlil. xvi. 4.

have your hearts in gaWe:grown old ? . . . viii. xviii. 7.

thou artgrown old, .... Vlil.xxvii.i.

the tender maid, grown bold x. xix. 5.

the world \sgrown too void and cold, .... —r- xil. xxx. i.

The servile arts in which thou \vBstgrown old— . Ld. Ch. xii. 4.

For its very name \s3i.%grown Mask, xxxix. 3.

For fangless Power, grown tame and mild Ode, Arise, 40.
Hadgrown quite weak and grey ... . Pr. Athan. I. 2.

As they \iZ.A grown to thine: .... . . Prom. II. i. 43.
Mother, I z.ui grown wiser, though a child . . . ill. iv. 33.

my lost heart, too soon grown ofd, St. Dejection, v. 3.

all those who had^rtfaw old in power .... Triumph, 120.

(2) changed from one thing to another.

frown From human shape into an instrument . Laon, VII. viii. 3.

earts \i^ grown Like two shadows into one ; . Inv. Mis. x. i.

(3) fixed as though rooted.
till the characters h^grown Into itself, . . . Medusa, 11. 4.

(4) gained strength.
This mood \ia&grown upon me, Cenci, I. i. 86.

Grown, ///. adj. arrived at maturity.
A child would talk as \\^s grown parents do. . . Gisb. 186.

May it not leap and play asgrown cats do, . . Witch, Ded. I. 6.

drows, V. inir. Fig. (1) becomes, waxes.
the hzxTgrows thin And white, .... . . Alastor, 534.
the occasion whence AeB\x& grows bold, . . . Calderon, ill. 86.

Parricide ^ftTzx/j so rife Cenci, V. iv. 20.

Grows pale and blue with altered hue— . . . Constant, i. 3.

^xAgrows Fairer and nobler Dcemon, II. 228.

that^rowj bright. Gazin? on many truths ; . . Epips. 162.

His brow grows darker—breathe not—move not ! Hellas, 1 10.

And go\6. grows vile even to the wealthy crone, . iMon, IV, xiv. 8.

'E.vcTgrows more grim and rich Peter^ III. iii. 5.

Grows cruel, courteous, smooth, ill. x. 4.

As Jove rules you when 'K€\Xgrows mutinous. . Prom.. I. 4^4.
It grows more faint And distant. . . ... II.

J;.
188.

my brain Grows dizzy; . li. iii. 50.

More fair and soft as man^rtTzyj wise and kind, III. iii. 61.

Grows like what it looks upon, ... . . IV. 484.
Until its \v\xe.grows like what it beholds, . . . IV. 487.
loud, and more loud The AXscaii. grows ; . Q. Mab, IV. 46.

grows old With grief, and staggers : Rosal. 468.

In those eyes, grows pale with pleasure, ^ . . Sophia^ III. 2,

(2) increases in intensity.

Onepassionintwin-hearts, whichjfriTZi/jandgrew, Epips. SJ^.
Nursed by fear's dew of poison, grows thereon, . Laon, VIII. vi. 7.

(3) increases in size.

And as shegrows, her beams more bright . . . Horn. Moon, 17.

(4) of sound, increases in volume.
List how the music Grows on the enchanted air! Ch. 1st, I. 132.

To savage music, wilder as it grows, . . . - Triumph, 142.

Growth, n. A. Lit. (1) produce, increase,

a^rffwM Of starlike flowers and herbs .... Orpheus, w^.

foisonous weeds Draining ihexrgrowth, . . . Prom. I. 176.

t feeds the quick growth of the serpent vine, . III. iii. 135.

With a spirit ofgrowth had been animated I . . Sensit. Pi. iil. 65.

Watching its growth and wondering ; . . . Unf, Dr. 233,

(2) advance towards maturity.

By all the happy see in children's ^rtJwM— . . Ld. Ch. Vlll. i.

A sexless thing it was, and in itsgrowth . . . Witch, xxxvi. i.

B. Fig. (1) expansion.

And fed with love, like air and dew, Itsgrowth— Constant. 11. 6.

(2) increment.

is multiplied With s\\ent growth .... Horn. Merc. LXViii. 5.

(3 ) maturity, stature.

were built To woman's g., by dreams so mild, . Hellas, 998.

(4) advance towards maturity.

Thy growth is swift as morn Laon, XI. xxiii. 8.

Its birth is darkness, and itsgrowth desire ; . .St. Epips. 146.

^.Orn'b, V. tr. dig or root up.

You^rwfi those stumps? Horn. Merc. nv.^.

grub With filthy snouts my red potatoes up . . CEdtpus, l. 23.

Gmd^e, v. tr. (1) be unwilling to give.

I bid ye grudge me not The only earthly favour Ch. ist. III. 23.

Grudge me nut half the profit.— .... Horn. Merc. LXXXIV. 7.

(2) with infin. as odj.

hndgrudge to sing those wise and lovely songs^ Prom. II. ii. 91.

ifGxiiel, n. a preparation of oatmeal or other grain.

The nurse, who with some waXer gruel .... Peter, i. vi. 2.

*Gm2itiiig', vbl. n. snorting noise.
stop the grunting of those pigs ! CBdiPus, Ii. ii. 40.

*Gruntinfir, JSn ///^. snorting.
swine C^r««/2«^ about the temple II. ii. 68.

*Grtintingf , ///. adj. Fig. pigj^ish.

With confidence upon ik\^ grunting nation, , II. i. 161.

fGrunts, n. snorting noises.
let me hear Their eveTlsLstinggrunts .... i. 95.

Guard, V. tr. to keep watch upon.
their comrades just withdrew To guard some

other victim— Laon, III. a. 5.

Guarded,///, adj. (l^t watched, defended.
Pale victims on the guarded scaffold smile . . . ix. xxiv, 3,

(2) re.-trained with judgment.
gave it strength to pierce the guarded -wit, . . Adonais, Xll. 3.

Guardian, n. one who has charge.
The ^«a?7fofl» of heaven's palace gate Falsehood, 108.

Guardian, c. adj. attr. protecting.

Your ^Mfl?'(/zfl« spirit, Ariel GuitarJane, 13,

But soon, the guardian angel gone, Lerici, 27.

Guardians, ». (1) keepers or janitors.

Three brethren named, the guar, gloomy-winged Fr. Silence, 2.

(2) protectors.

we Gentle guides and guardians be Prom. I. 673.

Guards, n. (1) officers of justice.

but \^\e guards are waiting At his own gate, . Cenci, V. i, 74.
C^zioriip, there. Lead forth the prisoners ! . . . V. ii.20.

Guards, lead him not away. V. ii. 36.

Guards^ lead him nearer the Lady Beatrice, . . v. i|. 113.

Guards do your duty. v. iii. 94.

(2) soldiers.

The tyTBjat^sguards resistance yet maintain : . Laon^ IV, xxvi. i.

He and hisguards and Priests; x. xxiv. 3.

array Ofguards in golden arms, xii. ii. 2.

Ho! there, myguards/ (Edipus, I, 68.

Guards, garbed in blood-red livery, Q. Mab, iv. 173.

Guards, v. tr. protects.

Each tree which guards its darkness from the day, rv. 69.

*Guatiniozin, n. last Emperor of Mexico, 1522.
'Twould have made Gtiati-mozin doze .... Peter, Vll. xiv. 4.

Guess, V. I. tr. conjecture, conclude with probability.

You would not ezsAyguess All the modes . . Cat, II. i.

Yet what, I dare not jfM&sj C(?w«', III. i. 104.

guess what may be done Epithal. (2) 14.

or widely g. The issue ofthe earth's great business, Gisb.- 162.

Whether tliat lady's gentle mind, . . . Found sad-

ness, ... I dare x\ot guess; Sensit PI. IV. 9,
why I sho\i\A guess That she was dreaming . . Serchio, 48.

If 1 can guess a boat's emotions ; 63.

or let them^. How Diotima, the wise prophetess, ^S"^. Epips. loi.

And how . . . methinks even thou maystguess;— Triumph, 302.

which wouldest guess Whence thou didst come. Ye hasten, 6.

II. intr. (IJ conjecture.

he, as I guess. Had gazed on Nature's naked
loveliness, Adonais^ xxxi. 4.

So I should ^«Ayj from what Camillo said. . . Cenci, ll. ii. 67.

For it is such, as I but faintly ^«^jj, III. i. 199.
What? Canst thow guess? IV. i. 84.

Pleading as I co\x\d guess, the devilish wrong , V. iv. 16.

as we could^^jj From his nice habits .... Julian, 535.
There was a change, but spare to jfM&SJ, . . . Rosal. 11^1.

some guess right, St. Epips. 56.

(2) suppose, believe easily.

and you uiay guess He well knew this . . . Horn. Merc. LXIII. 5.

you mayguess A stranger could do little more . Julian, 256.

you might guess It was despair made them so
uniform : 205.

he went Alone, as you mayguess, to banishment. Marenghi^ Xll. 6.

Guessed, v. tr. divined, knew.
how much more Might be his woe, we g. not— . Julian^ 534.

Guessed, pp. conjectured.

And which is the best I leave to be guessed, . . Cat, III. s-

^Guessing", pr, pple. conjecturing.

both self-misunderstood And Aax^y guessing, . Cenci, ill. i. 358.

Guest, n. A. Lit. a visitor, one who is entertained.

Some tedious^«j^ is coming IV. iii. 58.

A sweet draught after a sweet meal, dear guest. Cyd. 413.
You grant your guest a fair reward, O Cyclops. . 559.
Guest, take it ;— 575.

Of him who feeds upon his ^«M^, 614.

The eye of the beast, Who feeds on his guest. . 663.

You must come home with me and be myguest/ Horn. Merc. V. 6.

a dire gu^est Even to his friends was he, . . . . Laon^ x. xxxii. 4.
baulk Some wishing guest of knife or fork, . . Peter, V. vi. 4.
Lingering like an unToved^M«/, To Night, ill. 6.

Like the world's rejected guest^ . . World's Wanderers, III. 2.

B. Fig. (1) visitor.

the angel soul that was its earthly ^«&y^/ . . . Adonais, xvil. 9.

I am the friendless ^msj/ Calderon, 11. 171.
come and be myjguest, ... for I am Love's. . . Epips. 604.
a fleeting guest Of our lone mountains— . . . Laon, I. xxxvii. 7.

Where that or thou art no unbidden guest^ . . Mont B. 43.
Philosophy's accepted ^?/^j/. Pr. Athan. I. 15,
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(2) a hope so called.

'twas a. £^uesi Which followed where I fled, . . I,aon, II. xv. 8.

Guests, n. A. Lit. persons entertained at a feast.
For God's sake Let me dismiss the ^fij^j/ . . Cenci\ i. ill. 93.
I do entreat you, go not, nohle ^^ues^s ; .... i. iii. 99.
I spy the boisterous ,,p^ej^j already Faust^ 11. ii-j.

And in the lighted hall th^. guests are met ; . Ginevra^ 107.
A silence fell upon the ^«ej/j 135,
sate upright Among the ^T/tfj^i', /.aow, x. xxv. 8.

Among the jf«ej/j who often staid Peter^Y.\.\.
B. Fig.

Those mute guests at festivals, Bug. Hills^ 237.
with her pale feet, Towards her bloodless guests ; Laon^ VI. hi. 5.

*Ouidancef n. direction or management.
The^^aVfowiSS of that wonder-wingfed team ; . Triumph^ 95.

Guide, V. tr, (1) direct.

Oh, save me! Oh, ^wzV/is me! Arethusa^ lU. \.

To follow where the kiss should ^mz'i;^ it, , . . Helena^ 5.
her plumes the bark did jfMz'rftf Zaow, xi'i. xx. 9.We have bound thee, v/q guide thee, Prom. II. iii. 90.
Run, wayward, And^T««flfi this company . . . III. iii. 153.

(2) manage, rule.

and ^Mz'rfle By everlasting laws, Epif^s. 349.
as eclipse Darkens the sphere v guide; .... Front. III. ii. 37.

(3) influence or turn.
Duty and dereliction ^wi'cfe thee ^/r//, 1814, 8.
who shall j^zV/fi Hearts free as his, CA. u/, iv. 13.
Guide us far, far away, Hellas^ 1042.
religion's labyrinth caves Guide us, . . . . Laon^ viii. xi. 5.A spirit W^-to guidcy but mighty to obey, . . . Prom. IV. 408.

Gxii.de, n. one who leads or directs.

Marry Ruin, thou Tyrant ! and God be thyguide Cast/. Adm. V. 4.A mad-brained goblin for a guide— .... Feter^ VI. xx. 5.
Dost thou behold, Said my jg^z'isfe, Triumph^ 2^$.

Guided, z/, tr. directed.
Guided ray steps the cavern-paths along, , . . Laon.^ Iii. xiii. 6.

Guided, pp. (1) managed, regulated.
So ill was the carguided-^ Triumph^ 105.

(2) influenced.
fTMzn^rf by my spirit blind Gz/fifero«, ill. 19.
Be^^z'rfe^now Dy me, Faust^ ii. 246.

(3) directed, turned.
The boat ofmy desire is guided: Prom.. ll. v. 94.

Guides, V. tr. regulates, directs, rules.

Though Justice jgT^zVtfj the stroke Ch. ist, U.S.
Strike at the eye that ^Mzi/M them ; ii. 149.
While the sptnt th?itguides the sun, Ginevra^aiy.
Ariel^zV/sj you o'er the sea Of life Guitar Jane^ 2g.
Guides the sphere which is its prison, .... Frol. Hellas, 207.
the young spirit That guides it Prom. II. iv. 160.
It is the'dehcate spirit Thut^ides the earth . iii. iv. 7.

Whoguides the frozen and inconstant moon . ill. iv. 87.
g. Its footsteps througfh that labyrinth of crime ; . Q. Mad, v. 218.
Guides the fierce whirlwind, . VI. 157.
The universal Spirit guides

;

vi. 177.

Guides, n. regulators, rulers.

we Gentle guides and guardians be Prom. I. 673.
QuiOXngj pr. pp/e. regulating, ruling, directing.

that, still tPa/irfz'M^ its irresistible career . . . A/astor^ 612.
This pilot is ^^z'i^z'm^ me, Ctoud, 22.

Guiding,///, adj. directing.
Aguiding pav/e^r directs the chariot's prow . . Prom. IV. 232.

*Guido, n. G. Cavalcanti, circa 1250-1300.
Guido, I would that Lappo, thou, and I, . . Sann, Dante, 1.

Guile, n. (1) craft, cunning, duplicity.
And vindicate that right with force or guile, . . Cenci, I. i. 70.
But as the mantle of some selfish guile;.... II. ii. 79.
Art thou not void oiguile^ Epips. ^6.
into a smile which ^wzVe portended, . , . . . iMon, V. xxxvi. 8.
have your hearts inguile grown old? vin.xviii.7.
in his breast Did hate and ^wzVe lie watchful, . . x. xxxii. 6.

Yet full of^wzVtf/ Rosal. 2$o.
axG. younot void oiguile ? ..,,.,. . St. Epips. &-j,

(2) concealment.
With sullen guile of ill-dissembled hate .... JLaon, v. xxv. 5.

(3) pretence,
with guile Of thankful falsehood, X. xxiv. 5.

^Guileless, adj. innocent, open.
Cradled in the \>^\^ olguileless looks, . , , Cenci, v. ii. 149.
Snares for that ^wz7tf/?jj heart Zflo«, ll. xviii. 9.

^^Guilelessness, n. innocence, openness.
When written on a brow ofguilelessness : . . . Cenciy IV. iv. 183.

Guilt, 7z. crime, breach of law, criminality.
making it a daily mart ofguilt I. i. 12.

Did never, in the drunkenness ofguilt, . . . I. i. 118.
Guilty! Who dares talk ofjfwzV// IV. iv. in.
transmutes All things to g. which is its nutriment. iv. iv. 180.
from which You would infer ray guilt. . . . v. ii. 7.
Between the sly, fierce, wild regard ofguilt, . v. ii. 15c;.

That thou shouldst wear the mask ofguilt . . v. iii. 25.
Pale Loyalty, hi&guilt steeled brow, Devil, XXVI. i".

Far from passion, pain, anA guilt, Eug. Hills, 345.
She knew not pain or guilt; Hellas, ago.

"

Out of that Ocean's wrecks had Guilt and Woe Laon, li. vii. i.

By all the grief, the madness, and tha guilt . . Ld. Ch. XI 2.

Seeks murder and guilt when virtue sleeps, . M. N. Spec. Hors. 7.

Turn innocence to guilt, CEdipus, I. 363.
Are the true test m ^uilt or innocence I. 389.
To manifest deformity Vik^n. guilt. I. 391.
Shielding from the ^z7/ of schism Peter, Frol. w.
To l>ully one another's ^Mz7/. . .- iv. vi. 5.

no, yet free from guilt or pain, . , Front. III. iv. 198.

pain, linked to ^«rV!C, Tower ofFam. f,

*Guilt-reeking, c. adj. imbued with crime.
Where patriotism red with his guilt-reeking govQ Tear, il. 4.

*Guilt-stained, c. adj. defiled by crime.
Totters the fabric of thy guilt-stained throne— . M. N. Post Fr.82.

^Guiltiest, ad/, ads. the most guilty person.
which makes The ^«i7/;£j/ tremble? C£««', III. i. 187.

Guiltless, adj. innocent.
Till her guiltless phantasy Calderon, ill. g.
Or overbear it with sxxchguiltless pride, . . . Cenci, iv. iv. 45.
I would pledge my soul That she is guiltless. . . V. ii. 63,
I swear . . , TTiat I am guiltless ; Horn. Merc. Lxv. 6.

their hands are red v/i'Si guiltless blood, . , . Q. Mab, vil. i^^.

Guilty, adj. (1) answerable for crime.
O, not to Rome I Indeed we are not guilty. . . Cenci, tv. iv. no.
Guilty/ Who dares talk of guilt? iv. iv. in.
false That I zxa guilty of foul parricide; . . . iv. iv. 146-
are you innocent, or p'Mz7j?3'j' v. ii. 2.

I am ^guilty miserable wretch ; v. ii. 91.
endured what never any Guilty or innocent

endured before : . , v. ii, 141.
'Tis I alone Am guilty v. ii. 160.
Have they said That they -were guilty .^ . . . v. iii. 24.
For pity's sake say thou art guilty now. v. iii. 54.
Art thou not guilty of thy father's death ? . . v. iii. 77.
a jury of children, who found him guilty . . . CA. ist, II. 392.
a verdict of ^ffuilty, death,' by famine, . . 11. 396.
if she h^guiUy^ 'twill transform her .... CEdipus, i. 390.
That she \s guilty

;

n. i, 40.
A woman ^«z7/ji of—we all know what— . . . 11. i. 83.

(2) vile, base, criminal.
Or any thing but their weak, guilty selves. . . Cenci, v. i. 27.
In this h\2t.c& guilty world, v. iii. 102.
Guilty though it may be ! . . Ck. ist, ii. 356.
Or guilty fraud, or base compliances, .... Fr. Peo. Eng. 13.
With endless tortures goad their ^wz'/jfy shades. . M. iV. Ravail, 61.
It was not a ghost of the guilty dead, . . . M. N. Spec. Hors. 12.

Then the tombless ghosts of the ^Mz7ifj) dead . . 56.

(3) filled with a sense of guilt.

And . . . hovers o''er thy guilty sleep, Fr. Conseq. 3.
Their den is in \\i^ guilty mind, Hellas, j^i.
from hisguilty breast, .... M. N. Ravail, 52.

(4) adj. absol. guilty persons, criminals, offenders.
when on the ,^z7/y thou dost shower Laon, x. xxviii. 3.
The lingering guilty to their fiery grave ; . . . xii. ix. 2.

eloquence, that rolled But to appal the jf«z7/y. . Q. Mab, ill. 161.

*Guinea, n. a gold coin, value 21s.

For half a guinea or a crown, Peter, vi. xi. 3.

Guise, n. (1) manner.
in the jfwz'je Of earth-awakening mom . . . . Adon. Cane. 2\^

(2) semblance.
^

who in iki^ guise Ofmadness came, Laon, xii. xxii. 7.

*Guitar, n. a musical stringed instrument.
The artist wrought this loved G^wzVa?', .... GuitarJane, ^^
The ^«z7ar was tinkling, . . Jane, I. 4.

Gules, n. the heraldic emblem for red.
Their arms are seven bulls in a ^^Agules, . . CEdipus, 1. 144

Gulf. (See Gulph.)

*Gullet, n. the throat.

For your gaping gulph, and your ^%^e; wide . . Cyd. 343.
my crop Is laden to the.gullefs top, . . . 510.

*Gulp, n. a large mouthful of liquid.
Ye Gods, what a delicious ^w^.' 57^.

Gulph, n. A. Lit. (1) an abyss or chasm.
Over a. gulpA, Cenci, lu. i. 250.
Where crystal battlements o'erhang theguipA . Vcemon, I. 226.
though the grave between Yawned like a-gu/J . Epips. 231.
Aye, there is famine in the'gulpA of hell, . . . jLaon, x.'xxxvii. i.

Checks its dark chariot by the crag^gy gu/pA. . From. ii. iv. 143.
the vessel finds a grave Beneath its jagged ^«//A. Q. Mab, iv. 33.
Hell, a red^«^A of everlasting fire, IV. '214.

These in a jfM^A of anguish and of flame . . . vil. 14S.

(2) a whirlpool or eddy.
that resistless ^zii^A embosom it ? A/astor, -^^6.

B. Fig. {!) said of things mentally abysmal, or insatiable.
he went, unterrified, Into the ^w^of death ; . . Adonais, IV. 8.

I see the, gulph Of hell between us two, . . . Cenci, iv. i. 98.
Aguiph of obscure hatred. . iv. iv. 100.
Even to this gulph ? v. i. 52.
Other spirits float and flee O'er that^fz*^^ .• . . Eug. Hills^ 338.
The clouds which hide the^^^of mortal woe : . Z-flow, I. xxxviii.4.
a dark gulph before, The realm of a stem Ruler, 11. vi. 6.

Which hid in one dim ^zi^/i .... . ill. i. 5.
Agulp/i, a void, a sense of senselessness— , . m. xxii. 6.
Sunk in ^gulpti of scorn from which none . . . v. xxxi. 9.
From its dark ^zii^^ of chains, ix. xxv. 9.
dri\'en Towards one gulph— . ix. xxxv. 6.

R T
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or ^eul-^h of hollow death Prol. Hellas^ 140.
on tne i^^Ki\xS.gulph to glare, Rent wide beneath

his footsteps ? Q. Mab^ iv. 102.

(2) the mouth.
For your gaping ^^(/^A, and your gullet wide . Cycl. 343.

(3) chaos, nothingness.
Or sink into the original jf«/^A of things : . . . Prom. I. 818.

*aulph-dream, c» n. sensation" of drowning or falling.

The transient ^^^^^y'fiaw of a startling sleep. . DceTnotiy II. 270.

Q- ^a^ IX. 175.

*Chilphed, pp. enclosed or engulfed.
a little sky Gulphed in a world below ; . . . . Jane^ Recoil. $€i.

Gtilplis, n. A. Lit. (1) eddies or whirlpools.
Thy dazzling waves, thy loud and hollow^^^j, Atastor^ 506.

(2) chasms or abysms.
Mid toppling stones, black g. and yawning caves, 548.
From the xz&gulphs that gird his secret throne, . Mont B. 17.

To the rents, B.nagulphs^ and chasms, , . . . Protn. II. i. 202.

(3) environment.
in its sinking^»/^^ my sickening spirit tost. . Laon^ III. xxvi. 9.

B. Fig. anything mentally abysmal.
It rapt us from red gulphs of war Prom. I. 527.

Beyond the ^ZiS&ygulphs we flee II. v. loi.

*QTilpt, V. tr. swallowed.
T gulpt him down with very great delight. . . . Cycl. 530.

Gums, n. resinous material.
and on the heap Pour venomous ^7<?«J, .... Z-aow, x. xxxviii.4.

rare gums and cinnamon ; ... ... Witcn^ xxvii. 2.

Gun, n. (1) a cannon.
the signal^7<» Roared—hark, ....

(2) a fowling piece.

Like a f * 'Like a flock of rooks at a farmer*sgun .

Laon^ XII. vii. 3.

Serchio^ 26.

fGnsh, n. A. Lit. outflow, source.
The fountain . . . ^Aiosie.gush Cannot be seen, . Orpheus.^ 9.

B. Fig. a spasm or' sudden access.
with 2. gush of sickening pain Laon^ VII. xxiv. 4.

*Gu8]ied, V. intr. (1) spurted.
and the blood Gushed round its point : . . . . V. ix. 3.

(2) darted, rushed out.

Its waves ^«j^*i/ forth like fire, xi. iii. 4.

(3) flowed quickly.
From whom fast tears then ^«jA^i/ and fell : . . Rosal. 916.
Bitter tears, from his eyes, ^?«AV silent and fast ; St. Ir. (3) ill. 4.

*Guslies, V. intr. Fig. of mental emotion, rushes.

It gushes to ray heart Like the warm blood. . . Cenci^ V. iv. 95.

^Gushing, ppl. adj. bursting, opening.
Amid the gushing day beamless and pallid hung, Laon^ ill. xiii. 9.

Gust, n. A. Lit, a blast of wind.
even like a thunder ^2M/ Caught by some forest, rv. xx, 7.

turbulence, as of a whirlwind's gust VI. xxii. 3.

once again Came to me on ih&gust^ .... VI. xliv. 9.

B. Fig. said of moral force.

shall scatter in its^. The thrones of the oppressor, II. xiii. 6.

Gusts, n. blasts of wind.
With fierce^Tw^J and precipitating force, . . . Alasior^ 321.

jGusty, adj. fitful, squally, stormy.
So long have mingled with ^^gusty wind . . . Dcemon^ II. 99.

„ „ „ „ „ ... Q. Mab, VIII. 94.
And all the while the loud ajiAgusty storm . . Julian^ 2c>^.

Look how ihs.gusty sea of mist is breaking . . ProTn. Ii. iii. 43.
And \\i^ gusty winds waked the winged seeds, . Sensit. Pi. III. 38.

^Gynsecocoenic, adj. free in respect of women.
GyncBcoccenic and pantisocratic Ch. isty II. 366.

H
Ha, interj. fl) expressive of surprise or anger.

.ffiz/ they will bind us to the rack Owrz, IV, iv. 170.

hal hear I not 'Ei/ tout&> i'ikij. Allah, Illah, Allah ! Hellas^ 828.

^a / what are ye, CEdtpus, I. 17.

(2) to represent the noise of a fly.

With a ^a/ and ahum! I. 22S.

(3) intended to express langhter.

.^«, Afl .' your worship thinks . . ... . 7^fl«j/, II. 31.

^Habitable, adj. fit for habitation.

The /w&V<j4& earth is full of bliss
J

Danum, II. 6g.

„ „ „ „ Q. Mab, VIII. 58.

'Habitant, «. a dweller.

A Form most like the imagined habitant . . . Laon^ V. xliv. 1.

*HabitantE, n. dwellers.

No loneer now the winged habitants. .... DteTnon^ II. 161.

,. „ „ „ ,. - • Q- ^"^ ™'- "9-

Habitation, n. Piff. place of residence or abode.

I offer a calm habitation to thee Death., Dial. 5.

Habits, n. manners of life.

as we could guess From his nice habits .... Julian. 536.

Whose habits and enjoyments were his own : . . Q. Mob, VIII. 155.

^Hackney coacbes, c. n. coaches let on hire.

3i s\iahhy stz.n& 0{ Hackney coaches— .... Gisb, 266.

Had, V. tr. (1) owned as property.

he had no cash or land Remaining,— .... Julian, 249.

She had a Boat, which some say Vulcan wrought Witch, xxxl. 1.

(2) owned as pertaining or belonging.

i;5arfabrother once, butheisdead!— . . . . iaOK, V. xlvii. j.

She had no companion of mortal race, .... Sensit. PI. II. 13.

(^3) was endowed with.

He had as much imagination As a pint-pot ;— . Peter, IV. viii. I.

He had a gentle yet aspiring mind ; Pr. Athan. I. 22.

(4) was not without, lacked not.

he Aarf no claim. As the world says— . . . . Julian, 262.

Of lakes he /Surf intelligence, Peter, V. :a. i.

(5) exercised.

What thoughts h. sway over my sister's slumber Laon, III. i. i.

If then my words had power, Prom. I. 69.

(6) received, was recipient of.

She had no vision, and she heard no voice. . . Cenci, IV. i. 71.

Now when the joy of Jove had its fulfilling;, . . Horn. Merc. II. i.

the sun h. homage, and the moon Her worshipper. Q. Mab, VI. 78.

(7) carried with it, involved.

The very name of wife had conjugal rights ; . . (Edipus, I. 288.

(8) procured to be.

a parcel, which he had Safely to Peter's house

conveyed •P^''"'. VI. vn. 2.

(9) held.

the powers . . . Had life and place in the cor-

mpt belief Q- Mab, VI. 86.

(10) were provided with, held in hand, wore.

And some h. lyres whose strings were intertwined Laon, I. liv. 7.

He Aarfamask likeCastlereagh— Mask, u. 2.

(11) produced, brought forth.

He [Time] has had child after child, Mask, XXIV. i.

(12) with ^«>-Ao/j= might have.

He perhaps had found them there Had he gone . Peter, II. viii. 4.

(13) as auxiliary, a. signifying the past.

WTieneariy youth Aarf past, Alastor,'jS-

the nephew of the Pope Had sent his architect . Cenci, 1. 1._ 17.

who to me So late had been restored l^aon, VI. i. 4.

This silent spot tradition old Had peopled . , . Rosal. 147.

b. subj. eliding if.

Then, had no great aim recompensed my sorrow, Laon, II. xix. i.

*Hades, n. the Greek name for Pluto.

Hades or Typhon, or what mightier Gods . . . Prom. I. 212.

Hadst, auxiliary v.

thy scarf hadst thrown O'er the . . . Earth . . . Adonais, XLI. 7.

and be As thou hadst never been!..,... CeTici, III. ii. 15.

j-Hag'eraxd, adj. wan, worn-looking.
with hoary hair and Aa^^ar^ eye— . . . . DeatkAi) I. ^.
Struggling in thine Afi^f^arrf eye : . . . . Mary, who died, 1.2.

„ „ „ „ Moonbeam, III. 2.

Hail, w. tr. welcome.
That will hail their blest advent to regions above. Death, Dial. 24.

With which the legioned rooks did hail . . Eu£^. Hills, 72.

thy irresistible children rise To hail thee, . . Laon, v. Song; 1. 14.

Hail, n. (1) frozen rain drops.

I wield the flail of the lashing hail, Cloud, g.

The white hail is dashing, Fugitives, I. 2.

boltsof death Mixedwith^//, specked their path II. 9.

Lightning, and hail, and darkness eddying by. . Laon, I. iii. 6.

like the rush of showers Of kail in spring, . . . v. xxix. 4.

Poison, Earthquake, Hail, and Snow, .... VIII. v. 7.

Black rain, and fire, and iftai/ will burst: . OdeW.Wind,li.\i.
Through rain, hail, and snow, CEdipus, II. ii. 131.

A cloud, with lightning, wind and hail; .... Peter, I. xii. 2.

and afflict me with keen hail. . Prom. I. 43.

Lightning, and cutting hail, and legioned forms I. 270.

whiletheponderousA.Beatsonhisstrugglingform, III. ii. 15.

Hail, and lightning, and stormy rain ; .... Two Spirits, 18.

The clash ofthe hail sweeps over the plain, . . 23.

And the incessant Aai7 with ston); clash . . . .Witch,l^7,.

(2) trans/, s. applied to things falling thickly.

First through the hail of our artillery .... Hellas, 484.
To catch the coming hail of comfits in CEdipus, I. 403.

Hail, interj. an expression of welcome or salutation.

Hail, fleet herald Of tempest ! Ch. \st, IV. 12.

Hail thou, O, Stranger ! tell thy country . . . Cycl. 93.

Child of the A^gis-bearer, hail to thee, .... Horn. Min. 19.

Hail Queen, great Moon Horn. Moon, 24.
Hail, hail, all haill Naples, 65.

Thou plenteous Ceres Of their Eleusis, haill . . CEdipus, I. 17.

Hailflona. the divine, I. 273.
Empress of the world, all Aa/// 'II. li. 2.

Then AfliV to thee, //aj/ to thee. Famine ! . . . 11. ii. 52.
Hail to thee. Empress of Eartn ! 11. ii. 53.
Hail to thee, blithe spirit ! Skylark, i.
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Hailed, v, tr. welcomed, saluted.
/fa(/?rf me their lord and king;, Ca/cfero«, II. 133.
England's prophets hailed thee as their queen, . Ode Lib. x. 10.

'

Hair, n. A. Lit, • (1) the fine threadlike tissue issuing from
the skin.

his scattered hair Sered Alastor^ 248.
To deck with their bright hues his withered hair^ 413.
through the reflected lines Of his thin hair^ . . 471.
the hair grows thin And white, S34-
Aphrodite With hair unbound is wandering . . Bion. Acton. 17.

Which wrinkles up the skin even to the hair. . Cenci^ I. iii. 38.
Stand sheltered by a father's hoary ;4a«>-? . . I. iii.'ioi.

How comes this hair undone ? ill. i. 6.

hales From hall to hall by the entangled hair; . III. i. 45.
one with white hair^ and imperious brow, . . . ill. i. 71.

Might I not drag her by the golden hair? . . . IV. i. 6.

lest I should dra^ her by the hair. . . . . IV. i. 30.
His thin grey hair,' iv. iii. 10.

His hairy too, was her colour, V. ii. 66.
so that our ^a^V should sweep The footsteps . . V. iii. 35.
and hoary hair Are grown crimes capital. . . . V. iv. 23.
and bind up this hair In any simple knot ; , . . V. iv. 160.
and on thy hair^ like odour it is yet, .... Con. Sing: I. 6.

Shaking wide thy yellow hair, .... . . Cyc/. 66.
With the strings of yellow hair^ , ... 501.
A Youth with noary hair Death^ (2) i. 3.

thy hopes are gone, thy hair is hoary
j

. . . . (2) 11. 6.

from her light dress And her loose hair; . . . Epips. 106.
as ^aaV grown grey O'er a young brow, . . . . 264,
And odours warm and fresh fell from her hair . 333.
Beware of her fair hair, Faust, 11. 318.
the diamonds in her hair'W^rc mirrored . . Ginevra^ 23.

and a sense that lifts the hair 152.

And the worms be dlive in her golden hair, . . 216.
his hair and beard Are whiter than . . . snow ; . Hellas, 140.
and did sway His ^czV, , Julian, 21'j.

and the band Of her dark hair had fall'n, . . . Loon, i. xvi. 6,

loosening her star-bright robe and shadowy hair 1. xviii. 6.

A youth with hoary hair— ^— i. xxxvii. 7.

whose white hair shone Like mountain snow, i. liv. 3.

Beneath the darkness of hisoutspread hair 1. Ix. i.

thro' the shadowy stream Of her loose hair— 11. xxix. 2.

old age with its grey hair, ii.xxxiii. i.

Hung them on high by the entangled hair: . . iii. xxv. 4.
the shrill sea-wind, .whose breath idly stirred My

hair;— III. xxx. 4.
my thin AizzVWas prematurely grey, .... iv. xxix, 3.
which he mocked had caught him by the hair. . v. xxv. 9.
my old preserver's hoary hair . Vi. xv. 6.

her dark hair\jzs dispread VI. xxi. 5.
and the thick ties Of her soft hair . . . . vi. xxxiii^. 3.

and in my hair the winds did play vil.xxxix.8.
Clung to their hoary hair, IX. xvi. 4.
and others rent Their matted hair, x. xxii. 8.

Some shrouded in their long and golden hair, . x. xxiii. 7.

the wind had blown Her hair apart, xi. i. 9.
her flowing hair like strings of flame .... xi. iii. 9.
clung To tneir wild hair, xi. xii. g.
her streaming hair Fell o'er that snowy child, . xii. xxiii. 7,

Like the bright hair uplifted Ode W. Wind, ii. 6.

He oiled his hair, . Peter, i. ii. 3.

old man, with hair of silver white, Pr. Athan. 11. i. 2.

Her >4azy was brown Fr.\.
The crystal-winged snow cling round my hair: . Prom. I. 385.
Locked then, as now, behind my dark, moist h.y ii. i.*47.

Its rude hair Roughens the wind that lifts it, . . 11. i. 127.

The wind that lifts them disentwines my hair; . ii. iii. 48.
'Their white arms lifted o'er their streaming hair -^— lii. ii. 46.
Strew, oh, strew Hair, not yew

!

IV. 16.

Its hair\^ white, IV. 224.
On its own folded wings, and wavy hair, . . . IV. 264.
Shaken from a bathing wood-nymph's limbs and

hair. iv. 509.
Thy loose hair in the light wind flying, .... RosaL 7.

Of woven hair^ which thou wilt not disown, . . 37.
For the roots ofthe speaker's hair felt cold \ . 148.
The ghost of a youth with hoary hair^ .... 151.
I saw the stream ofhis thin grey hair^ .... 294.
And soon his deep and sunny hair, 821.
The ancient steward, with hair all hoar, , . , 993.
And han^ long locks of ^iiz'r, ^^7'
Her traihng; hair from the grassy sod .... Sensit. PI. II. 26.
How it whistles, Dominid'slong black hair! . Serchio, 58.
What is the colour of yoiir eyes and hair} . St. Bpips. 50.
which bound Milton's immortal hair ; .... Tersa Rima, 10.
it yellowed the strings of thy raven hair, . . . The Cold, III. 5.
a mirror Of all theirtieauty, and their h. and hue. Towerq/Pam. 20.
Bathed in the same cold dew my brow and hair, Triumph, 35.
loose their streaming hair; .... ... 14.7.

was but his thin discoloured hair. 186.
Her fair hair swept the bosom of the stream . . 365.
On fairest bosomS and the sunniest hair^ . . , 512.
Upborne by her wild aiid glittering ^azV, . . . Two Spirits, ^6.
Those hpSj and that hair, Vis. Sea, 87.
her hair Dark— Witch, V. 4.
where the Naiades bedew Their shining hair, . xxill. 3.
The lady's radiant hair streamed to and fro ; . XLVI. ^.

Old age with snow-bright ^AzV arid folded pahn. -—• LXi. 8)

(2) of quadrupeds. ' "

He burned the hoofs and horns and head and h.. Horn. Merc, xxi 11. 4.
White bones, and locks of dun and yellow hatr, Marenghi^ xvi. 5.

Sleeking their silken hair, . ... . . (Bdipus, II. i. 64.

hair^ ears, limbs, and eyne, Vis. Sea, 93.

B. Fig, applied to personifications, natural objects,

beams of light, tranches of trees, &c.
Morning . . . her hair unbound, Adonais, xiv. 4.
The beard and the hair Of the River-god . . . Arethusa, il. 13.

For he grasps me now by the hair! III. 3.

whose tangled hair Is matted Cenci, ill. i. 2€i2.

So we take fleet occasion by the hair. .... V. i. 38.
Is spreading the locks of her bright grey hair. Fr. Songy 4.

In the mountain-cedar's hair^ Hellas, 79.
fa meteor] its blue hair quivering bent, .... L.aon, vi. xxxii. 7.

Beneath a bright acacia's shadowy hair, . . . Vlll. xxx. 3.

As stars from Night's loose hair are shaken, . Mask, xxxi. 2.

The torch of discord with its fiery ^azV/ . . . GEdipus, l. 2%5.

Shook its portentous h. beneath Heaven's frown ; Front. I. 168.

Stream like a comet's flashing hair: II. iv. 139.
Are twined with its fair hair! III. iv. 4.
The tangled locks of the nightshade's hair, . . Rosal. 208.
And pallid evening; twines its beaming hair . . SuTUiner-Evg. 3.

Blind with thine nair the eyes of Day ; . . . , To Night, II. 3. *

unbinding its star-braided hair, Vis. Sea^ €yj.

*Hair-siispendecL, c. adj. hanging by a hair.

Like the Sicilian's hair-suspended swoid, . . . Front. 1. 398.

Hairs, n. (1) (See Hair (1).)
Thro' those snow white and venerable hairs/— . Cenci^ I. i. 39.
I, who have white hairs and a tottering body, . ^— 11. ii. 39.
and when my hairs are white, III. ii. 25.
thy hairs are hoary gray

:

- . iv. i. 19.
"

' '

"

' ' '
'

v. iv, ^.
. Hellas, 904.
Fr. Athan. ii. i.33.

. Q. Mab, VI. 139,

. Rosal. 530.

. Triumph^ 166.

. Medusa, III. 3.

Cycl. 348.

. Jane, Invitn, 9.

. Epips. 412,

. Prom. III. iv. 80.

Far,far away, I. 2.

Masked in grey hairs and wrinkles, ....
When he shall fall upon whose ripe grey hairs
She saw his white hairs glittering . ...
contempt is mocking thy grey hairs; . . .

And there, a woman with grey hairs, . . .

Shake their gray hairs in the insulting wind, .

(2) bristles.

Why skin and bones, and some few h. for mortar. CEdipus, I. 36.

(3) Fig. in the place of hairs.
Hairs which are vipers, ... ...

Hairy, adj. covered with hair.

An hairy goat's-skin contains the whole. . .

Halcyon, c. adj. attr. calm, peaceful.
the halcyon Mom To hoar February born ; .

fHalcyons, n. A. Lit. kingfishers.
The halcyons brood around the foamless isles

;

I saw two azure halcyons clinging downward .

B. Fig. peaceful times.
Far, far away, O ye Halcyons of memory, . .

Hales, V. tr. drags.
her father sometimes hales From hall to hall . , Cenci^ III. i. 44.
As some dark Priest hales the reluctant victim . Prom. I. 49.

Half, n, A. Lit. one of two parts, the moiety of.

One half^^ Grecian army made a bridge . , . Hellas, 371.
Grudge me not ^^the profit.— . . . Horn,. Merc. Lxxxiv. 7.,

i^a^of the earnings she nad kept Rosal. 534.
One halfiay floating on the fountain wave, . . UnJ. Dr. 211.

B. Fig. (1) a great part.
Already half is done In the imagination ofan act. Calderon, III. H2,
and Afl^the sky,Was roofed with clouds . . Julian, 70.
In which the ^a^of humankind were mewed . Laon^ ii. xxxvi. 5.
Snatch'd from life's course ere half his race was

run! M.N.Post.Fr.26.
halfthe. spoil He rends . Rosal. 464.
Changed halfthe. Heht to fragrance UnJ. Dr. 177.
Proserpina Had haQ^{o\i ! why not all?) the debt

forgiven ...-... Witch, LXVII. 5.

(2) in two parts.

Bach by lightning riven in half: .,,,,. Prom, I. 714.

Half, adj. (1) imperfect.
you may Conceive such Aa^conjectures , . , Cenci, lii. i. 350. .

(2) making one of two equal paits.
Full halfzxv hour, to-day, I tried my lot . . E. Williafns^ v. i,.

Halfthe crimson light she brings Eug. Hills, 325.
He has not ^o^an inch of wholesome fat . . . (Eaipus, i. ^5.
Gnawing his kidneys half a. year Peter^ I. vii. 5,

(3) some measure of.

Teach me ^^the gladness . . Skylark, loi.

Half, adv. (1) partly.
A mighty Phantasm, ^a^concealed In darkness Adon. Cane. 29.
Like vaporous shapes halfseen ; . . .

-•

' •

Broad, red, radiant, j^a^/reclined . .

And where his curved lips ^^open lay,

and Afl^unclosing Her tremulous lips, . .

which spring but AaZ/'uncloses
fell like dew On flowers halfdea.d

; . . .

And hal^in hope, and halfin fright, . .

As hal/ in joy, and /talfa.ghast, ....
Of waters,—with a sound but ^a^its own.
HalfsMnk, a shattered visage lies.

But some half-idiot and ^z^knave, . .

^a^resting on the sea ?

as a spirit halfaxisen Shatters its charnel,
Leave Hell's secrets Aa//^unchanted . . .

Like a child, halfin tenderness and mirth—
.ffa^interrupted by calm sighs

R

. Alastor, 457.

. Eug. Hills, loi.
. Loon, I. lix. 8.

. VI. xxv. 4.
Vl.xxxiii.g.

. M. W. G. IV. 3.

. Mar. Dr, li. 5.

XI. 6.
. Mont B. 6.

. Osym. 4.

. Peter, Vii. xxii. 2.

Pr. Athan. ii. ii. 59.
. Prol. Hellas^ 210.
. Prom,. I. 513,
. Question^ ii. 6.

. Rosal. 384.
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Of her dead husband, .^a^consupied, . . . . Rosal. ^c&.
Kept their swift pinions >^fl^outspread, . . . 749.
a thrilling sound Ha/fsense^ Afl^thought, . . Sunimer-Evg. 21.

Halfto myself I said— Triuinph^ 177.
erases halfy and Aiz//"Leaves legible Unf. Dr. 153.
lattice which I left .^^open for it, - 190.

(2> greatly, in great degree.
^a^bewildered by new forms, Epips. 252.
Mine eyes were of their madness ^a^beguiled, . Laon^ III. xxix. 3.

(3) nearly.
Nor is it halfso greedy of men's bodies . . . Ck. is£, I. jio.
he is Aa^aware of his own folly, ... , . Faust^ I. 64.
The lamps which ^a{/^extinguished Ginevra^ 169.
Or Aa//["asleep, hear my sweet mother sing, . Horn.. Merc. xlv. 6.

The whispering waves were Atz^asleep, .... Jane^ Recoil. 13.

Untied them—read them—went ^a^mad. . . . Peter^ vi. vii. 5.

He Aa^believed White Obi. vi. xix. 5.
Like stars Aa^quenched in mists of silver dew. . Prom. Ii. i. 29.
And mix with the sea-birds, ^a^asleep. . , . iv. 88.
A ^a^unfrozen dew-globe, IV. 432.
-fla^/Tainting in the affliction Triumph^ fci.

I ^//^disdained mine eyes' desire to fill . . . . 232.
the &^st wave had more than AaZ/'erased . . 406.

(4) to a considerable extent or det^ree.

you give out that you have Aa^reformed me, . Cenci^ I. i. 74.
To which I grow A/z/?^reconciled II. ii. 118.
Till weak imagination halJF possesses ,The self-

created shadow . . II. ii. 142.
.^o^scorched under a hen-coop lay ; .... Peter, i. xv. 4.
Which ^a^suspects its own base he. ... . Rosal. 522.
for all, though Aa//"deceived, ^17.
^fl(/"compensate a hell of waking sorrow. . . . Unf. iJr. 244,

(5) imperfectly, uncertainly.
imagination just possesses The h. created shadow. Fr. Unsat. 7.

Long lost, late won, and yet but AaZ/'regained ! Naples^ 58.
Aa//seen In any mirror— Pr. Aihan. Ii. iii. 13.
Groans ^z^heard, and blood untasted

;

. . Prom. I. 529.
fields of moist snow ^^depend Sonn. Ntle^ $.

^Ealf-a^crown, c. n. two shillings and sixpence.
had bought Peter for ^/z^a-crQW» ; Peler^l.yiVf.2.

*Half a guinea, c. n. ten shillings and sixpence.
For halfaguinea or a crown, VI. xi. 3.

*Half a mind, n. phr. a great disposition.
Vve halfa tnind to ^ght a. duel VI. ix. 5.

*Half-ali^hted, c. v. intr. Fig. almost settled.

The winged glory On Philippi half-alighted^ . Hellas^ 57.

*Hal&biixnt, c. adj. partly burnt.
A halfburnt match, an ivory block, three books, Gisb. 93.

*Hal£.devonred, c. adj. Fig. partially consumed.
Render thou up thy half-devoured\i2^Gs^— . . Dce-mon^ 11. 29.

„ „ „ ,, ,, n • • Q- Mab, VIII. 5.

Half drunk, c. adj. Fig saturated.
From flowers halfdrunk with evening dew, . . Rosal. 807.

*Half-eaten, c. adj. partially destroyed.
In her half-eaten eyeballs two pale flames appeared, St. Ir. (3) xvi. 3.

*Half-eztingtiished, c. adj. (1) partially suppressed.
And half-extinguished -words^ . Laon^ ix. vi. 9.

(2) partially burnt out.
^ehX^f:^ ^TiA half-extinguished '^yr^ . . , XII. xxvi. 2.

That rotted on the half-extinguished pile. . . Q, Mab^ vil. 224.

(3) nearly overpowered.
A light of heaven, whose half-extinguishedh&B.Tii Triumph^ 429,

^Half-hidden, c. adj. not fully developed.
Half-hidden^ and yet beautiful St. Epips. 108.

*Balf-idiot, c. n. a person nearly demented.
But some halfidiot and half knave, Peter^ Vil. xxii. 2.

Half-moons, c. n. crescents.

And pantaloons are like half-moons Devtl^ xv. 4.

*Half-remembered, c. v. tr. called to mind indistinctly.

I half-rementbered my forgotten dream. . . . Unf Dr. 160.

*Half-seen, c. ^i;^'. indistinctly seen.

Half-seen shadows did fall, , St. Ir. (3) Xli. 5.

*Half-shattered, c. adj. partly dispersed.
Like sulphurous clouds, half-shat, by t(ie storm, Hellas^ 302.

Halfway, c. adv. (1) a moiety of the distance.
But he is more than halfway there.— .... Qalderon^ l. 48.

(2) in the middle.
Let not the will stop half-way III. 115.

Hall, n. A. Lit. (1) a place ofassembly or capacious building.
Yet likest evening's vault that faery ^fl//, . . . ZJ^cw^ow, 1. 221.

„ „ ,, „ „ ... a Mab, II. 30.

And in the lighted hall the guests are met ; . . Ginevra^ 107.

That I will lead thee to the Olympian H^ Horn. Merc. Lxxvill. 5.

thus in his ^fl//She sits Horn. Venus^ 27.

"We came to a vast hall^ Eaon, I. Hi. i,

soon as the Woman came Into that hall^ . . . I. Iv. 5.

The echoes of the hall^ which circling broke . . v. xxii. ^.
Within that ruin, . . . a. h. stood ; o'er whose roof VI. xxvii. 6.

Entered the /fa// of Spells : Q. Maby il. 42.
Shall stand unnoticed in the regal hall^ .... —— iii. 135.

(2) a room.
hales From hall to hall hy the entangled hair ; . Cenci, III. i. 45.
B. Ftg. (1) a mansion or dwelling-place.

For she must perish in the Tyrant's hall— . . Laon; VIii. xxvi. i.

Left Plagfue her banquet in the ^thiop's hall^ . Laou, ix. xvii, 5.

within her hospitable hall Pr. Athan. II. i. 32.

(2) the guests in a hall.

so Gberardi'S:^a// Laughed in the mirth . . . Ginevra, i^i.

Halloo, inter;, a cry to call attention.
Halloo, my friend ! . , Faust, II. 24.
who Reply to them in lava—cry halloo / ... Gisb. 61.
Halloo / old fellow with the crooked shoulder ! Horn. Merc. XV. ii.

Hallow, V. tr. Fig. sanctify or consecrate.
Hallow so thy watery bier . Eug. Hills, 120.

But genius is Omnipotent To hallow . . . . W. Shel. Cane. II. 5.

Hallowed, ppl. adj. revered, reverenced as holy.
As he bends in still grief o'er the hallowed bier, . St. Ir. (5) I. 2.

Halls, n. A. Lit. (1) large caves or covered spaces.
Numberless and immeasurable halls, Alastor^ 92.
and halls Built round with ivy, Epips. 441.
illume with dewy gems The lampless halls, . . 503.

(2) spacious ajiartments.
Filled the mysterious halls with floating shades . Alastor, 124.

through the deserted halls And corridors . . . Ginevra, 184.

(3 > houses, mansions.
Laughed mournfully in those polluted halls; . Laon, Vli. iv. 3.

sitting desolately In slave-deserted halls^ . . . ix. x. 6.

Those prison halls of wealth and fashion . . Mask, Lxxi. i.

In halls ye deck another dwells. . . - . . Men ofEng. Vll. 2.

Thrill through those roofless halls; ,',... Naples, 5.

And by old altars and in halls^ Rosal. 714.

B. Fig. (1) a dwelling-place.
You brought young Bacchus to Althaea's halls ? Cyd. 44.
Amphitrite's destined halls . Eug. Hills, 97.

(2) places of teaching or learning.
In thine halls the lamp of learning, 256.

(3) the firmament or dome of heaven.
Athwart the EEtherial halls Calderon, II. z$.

*Halo, n. a ring of refracted light.

Spread a purpureal kalo round the scene, , , . Q. Mab^ I. 102.

Halter, n, a. rope with a noose.
The halter found and used it Circutnst. 4.

HaltinsT* pr, pple. Fig. stopping.
Halting beside me on the public way— .... fulian, 372.

^Hamadryades, n. nymphs of the woods.
The Ocean-nymphs and Hatnadryades, .... Witch, xxii. ».

'j'Hamlet, 11. a small village.

From city to hamlet thy dawning is cast,— . . Liberty, IV. 4.

fHamlets, n. pi. of Hamlet.
And o'er the land, in hamlets and in towns . - Zmou^ IV. xxiii. 6.

't'Hammocks, n. swinging beds formed of canvas.
With their hatntnocks for coffins Vis. Sea^ 53.

*Hampdeu, n. Politician, b. 1594, d. 1643.
Hazlerig, Hampden, Pym, young Harry Vane, . Ch. ist, II. 361.

Hand, n. A. Lit. the human organ of prehension.
Shook the weak hand that grasped it

;

Adonais, XXXIII. 7.

with a sudden hand Made bare xxxiv. 7.

Whose master's hand is cold, whose silver lyre
unstrung. xxxvi. g.

would partate From his innocuous hand . . Alastor, 101.

his listless hand Hung • 250.

would press his pallid hand At parting, .... 269.
place His pale lean handvcaon the rugged trunk 633.
even when his feeble h. Shakes in its last decay, 6S4.
'Tis nearer now ; his hand is on the door; . . Cenci^ il. i. 14.-

I am resolved, although this very hand .... iii. ii. 59-
give me your firm hand, V. iii. \\j^

To turn the cheek even to the smiter's hand: Ch. ist, II. 246.
While this hand holds a pen . . . . • III. 35.
And taking my hand, braised me :

—

. . Cycl. 412.
that with his hand Will urge down . . 483.
cannot move hand or foot 641.
but his right h. Was charged with bloody coin, . Deenton, i. 273,
Which no beloved hand has closed, Faust, II. 391.
Which the same ^flwrf will gather— Fiordispina, \%.

and there went Up from beneath his hand . . Hom^. Merc ix. 4.
With his left hand about his knees— .... xxv. 7.

And in his hand he held a polished stick : . . . xxxv.5.
His left hand held the lyre, LXXI. 4.

Up from beneath his hand LXXI. 6.

each delicate haHd Lay crossed upon her bosom, Ltion, i. xvi. 4.
My hand thou feel'st is not a ghost's, , . I. xxxv. 3.

a hand supported me, . . I. Iviii. 2.

And held his hand-^ ^-^ l. Ix. 4.

And warm and Hg^ht I felt her clasping hand . . II. xxvi. i.

and now unite Thme /iawrfwith mme, .... V. xlviii. 8.

His ,ftfl«rf grasped mine a moment

—

VI. x. ^.

engraven With mystic legends by no mortal /ww*/, vil. xiii. 4.

would hunt thera, and with Outspread hand^ . . vii. xx. 6.

beneath my ^awa Defenceless lay X. x. 2.

a soft and tremulbus hand Wakened me . . . Xli. xviii. i.

As if her gentle ^a«(/, even now, Lerici, 17,

My hand\% on thy brow, Magnet. Lady, I. 2.

And that a hand which was not mine, .... 11. 6.

That withered Adwrfand ashy cheek, . . Mary,'wlwdied^ III. 6.
Hand to hand, atid foot to foot, Mask, Lxxxi. 3.
The Affwrf that mocked them Osym.S.
?rest That cold lean hand:— Pr. Athan. 11. ii. 56.
lis veined hand doth hold Prom. I. 237.

Stretching on high from his right hand .... i. 323.
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Come, sweet Panthea, link thy Aand in mine, . Front. II. i. 207.
in its hand It sways a quivering moon-beam, , . iv. 230.
Withered the //flwrf outstretched but to relieve; . O. il/ai, ni. 159.
imprisoned children of the Hours Within my A.,— Question^ v. 6.
I saw his lean and lifted kand^ Rosal. 295.
The left Aa«d? held the head, the right— . . . . 1061.
An unskilled hand^ yet one informed With genius, 1066.
But it was Lioners own hand — 1074.
In her right hand^ a shadowy shroud she was

holding, 5"/. /r. (i) IV. 3.

And her lank kand lav on his shuddering brain ;
• 0?) xvii. 1.

With a bottle in one nand^
, Serckio^ 84.

which with one ^flwrf did fling Triumph^ ^52.
In her right hand she bore 35S.
A soft hand issued from the veil of fire Un/. Dr. 145.

- With her left Aawt/ she grasps it Vis.Sea^xbo.
her bright hand^ and her head, 164.
for in her Aa«rf She held a woof W^/ZiJ^, XXVII. 7.

B. Fig. (I') power, rule.

Falls from my withered handy Cenci^ I. i. 129.
the sacred Atfwrf Which crushed us to the earth, I. iii. m.
to check Your father's cruel Aawf^/ .... n. ii. 31.
Will dash the sceptre from the Monarch's Aawt/, M. N. Post. Fr. 61.
And if, with infirm hand^ Eternity, Prom. iv. ^1^$.

point to the hand That g^asps its term ! . . . . Q. Mab^ Vll. iS.
The very A(Z»af That barred my passage * . , ^— vil. 201.

(2) influence, control.
alternates with changeful hand^ Caideron, II. i8a.
Thine is the hand -whoBe. piety would soothe . . Dcemon^ il. 286.

.11 n » M n n • Q- Mab^ IX. 193,
Which he inflicts not in whose hand we are . . Hellas^ 647.
With blood-red fiand the sceptre of the world. . Q. Mab^ v. 176.

(3) action or agency.
Thou wert a weapon in the handoi God . . . Cenci^ IV. iii. 54.
Worse than a bloody hand is a hard heart. . . v. ii, 134.
Because thy hand a.t length did rescue her; . . v. ii. 143.
The wrathful Church's lacerating^ Aawiaf. .... Ch. u/, li. 359.
Yet unsubdued by man's reclaimmg hand. . . Dmmon^ \i. 237.

„ „ „ „ ,, ... Q. Mab, IX. 145.
Fear not then, Spirit, death's disrobing hand^ . Dcemon^ 11. 266.

« ti II .1 II „ . Q. Mab^ IX, 171.
a Temple, such as mortal hand Has never built, Loan, I. xlix. i.

The frozen handoi death shall set its seal, .
'

. . Q. Mab^ IV. 164.
But poverty and wealth with equal hand , . v. 46.
from power's avenging hand^ he takes .... v. 221.
Which nature soon, with recreating hand^ . . . vi. 56.
and, whilst one handwzs red With murder, . . vii. 239.
And the cold Aflwa? of death j 6/. /r. (3) 11. i.

(4) person.
nor could be foufid One human h, to harm her— Laon^ IV. xix. 4.
The fair hand that wounded it . Love^ Hope. 50.
What hand would crush the silken-winged fly, . Witch^ JJea.\i. 1.

(5) provision, bounty.
Gorge from a stranger's h.,and rend their master. Hellas., 469.
(6) physical power.

yet though weak of hand Speak cheerfully, . . Cycl. 655.
Whilst the cold Aawrf gathers its scanty fniit, . . Ireland] c).

some sorrow which this heart Or :^fl«a may share Julian^ 378.

(7) side, direction.

At my right hand or left ? Cycl. 690.
What eagle-winged victory sits At her right AfflWf/^ Hellas^ ji6.
And on the right hand ofthe sunlike throne . IVilch, LXXIV. 3.

(8) help, aid.

and lend a hand to the great stake Within— , . Cycl. 634.
(9) management.

The wine is well accustomed to my hand. . . . 576.
For language was in Peter's hand, Peter, v. xv. j,

(10) with at= close by.
the Cyclops is at hand! Cycl. 171.

(11) preceded by rz^-^/= special direct action.
was A sword in the.right >5a«<5f of justest God. . Cenct^ IV, iv. 126.
In the right hand of bold bad mighty kings . . Ch. 1st, 11. 30a
(12) handwriting.

It should be Orsino's hand! Cenct\ IV. iv. 97.

Hand in hand, advbl. phr. Fig. unitedly.
With virtue love, and pleasure, hand in hand. . Q. Mab, ix. 75.
Creep hand in hand from yon obscurest glen. . Summer-Evg. 6.

Handkerchief, n. a piece of textile fabric.
Reach me that handfterchief!— Cenci, iii. i. 1.

Handle, v. tr. to deal with.^

been used to handle All sorts of poisons. . . . CEdipus, 1. 380.

Handle, n. that part of a tool by which it is grasped.
Turns by its ^a«£//fe a great auger round, . . . Cycl.Affiu

Handmaiden, n. Fig. attendant, devotee.
[Love] only Lord, lo here Thy handmaiden^ . . Dante Conv. 51.

Hands, n. • A. Lit. (See Hand. A. Lit.)
And one with trembling h. clasps his cold head, . Adonai's, x. i.
her fair ^awi^ Were bare alonfe, Alastor. 165.
Unlock those pallid hands '. Cenci, in. i. 83.
His veined ^awiij crossed on his heaving breast, iv iii

11'

Be his hands ......._ Ch. ist, lu.'^K.'And h., which now write only their own shame, . m an
Still dost thou hope that greeting hands, . . . Coleridge, 17.He grasped them m his hands.— Cycl vfx
their armed ^«K(& where the pure Spirit, . . . Desman' I2Z5

on the hands Which little children stretch . .

And the mother is clapping her hands.— . .

Devil's blood Stained nis ddSnty hands and feet

Looking in idle grief on her white hands^ . .

With open eyes and folded hands .....
its answers will Flatter hands ofperfect skill,

And gathered in a lump, hands, feet, and head,
and with hands lifted towards his face . . .

Neither upon his feet nor on his hands ; . . .

and from beneath hjs hands
their steep flight his hands divine arrest, . ,

I shrieked, and clasped mv hands ....
The clap of torturea han'dsy

And then I clasped my h. and looked around-
And wept and clasped her hands,
and clasped my hands aloft in ecstasy. . . .

a mystic robe was thrown, By viewless hands^
his soft hands placed Upon a couch of grass .

fairest hands bound them on many a head,
the grasp of bloody hands I felt

Your own hands have built an home, . . .

I smiled, and both their hands in mine I took,
'^an to throw Aloft his armed hands, . . .

his hands are bound Behind
Fumbling with his palsied hands!
All horrible, and wrought by human hands, .

And human !iands first mimicked
They sate With linked hands^
They clapped their hands and leaped about.
She lifted their heads with her tender hands, .

The freshest her gentle hands could pull . . .

Her ^a«a!^ were thin, and through their wander-
ing veins

but on her knee Heir hands were clasped, . .

and hands crost on his chain ?—
chattering like restless apes On vulgar hands.
Not to touch those sweet hands ?
The twinkling of thine infant Aflwrfj, ....
B. Fig, (1) power, authority,

and their own wrongs Into the hands of men
;

give The lion England tamed into our hands.
By those mostimpious^fl«i/jwhich dared remove
Lift not your hands in the banded war, . .

play A losing game into each other's hands, .

(2) ways, actions,

thy youthful hands Were pure of human blood.

Even whilst their hands are red . . .

(3) deeds, practice, personalty,
with weak hands though mighty heart
all sight, all hands. . . . .

and being AH hands, ....
all hands, all truth, infallible, . . .

Join then your hands and hearts,
your hands in slaughter's sanguine hue Stained

freshly ?

(4) handiwork, craftmanship.
No human hands with pious reverence reared, . Alastor, (;i.

And a fair Shape out of her liands did flow— . . Witch, xxxv. 5.

(5) persons.
I will not trust to hireling hands Cenci, iii. ii. 89.
That other hands have sent my father's soul . iv. iv. 148.
For those fair hands now free JLaon, iv. xxi. 4.

*

(6) charge, care.

resign Into the hands of him who wielded it ; . . Cenci, iv. i. 64.
(7) at one's hands = by medium or agency.

Or I think worth acceptance at your hands,— . Ch. ist, in. 2%.
to pTcLxsG you. a.t your hands ? Cycl. 5$y.
(8) to lay hands on= took possession of, interfered with.

taken Troy and laid your hands on Helen ? . . 158,
When I am drunk none shall lay hands on me. 542.
Or lay his hands on what to him was due, Horn. Merc. LXXXix. 5.

Hangf, V. I. tr. A. Lit. suspend.
And hang long locks of hair, Rosal. 1307.
B. Fig. record in inscriptions.

H. their mute thoughts on the mute walls around, Alastor, 120.
II. intr. A. Lit. (1) be fixed, suspended,

we'll decide where that Correggio Shall hang— . C!i. 1st, 11. 479.
(2) depend, hang down.

About their necks Hang empty vessels, .... Cycl 79.
on every tree .^flWP- ripe and large, Horn. Earth, g.
There thou art, and dost hang, a writhing shade, From., i. 203.
Hang downward, raining forth a doubtful light : in. iii. 17,

(3) remain suspended, hover.

Dcsm.on, II. 164.

Q. Mab, vni, 222.

Faust, II. 174.
Fr. Satan, 4.
Ginevra, 39,

104.

Guitar Jane, 88.
Horn. Merc. XL. 4.

LI. 6.

Lvin. 8.

Lxxxv. 5.

Horn,. Sun, 22.

Int. Beauty, V. 12.

Julian. 215.
Laon, bed. IV. 1.

I. XX. 2,

1, xxxvi. 9.

I.xlvi. 8.

IV. ii. 8-

V. xvi. 8,

VI. xviii. 8. (

vin. iv. I.

vni. XXX. 8.

X. xxxi. 6.

XII. iii. I.

Mask, XXIII. 4.
From. I. 588.

II. iv. 80.
Rosal. 205.

235.
Sensit. Ft. 11. 37.

II. 46.

Sunset, 40.
Tasso, 22.

Trium.ph, 216.

494-
Vis. Sea, 86.
W. Shel. (2) 3.

Cenci, in. i. 183.
Ch. ist, n. 339.
£.d. Ch. XIV. 3.

Ode, Arise, 20.

Q. Mab, III. 173.

VI, 87.
Superstition, 16.

Q. Mab, VII. 45.

Adonais, xxvil. 3.
Calderon, i. 116.

I. 184.

^ \: ^93.
L.aon, v. XII. I.

-vin.xviii. 6.

Sunbeam-proof, I hangyC&s. a roof. Cloud, 65.
without motion hang Over the sinking sphere ; . Dmnton, i.

j&a«^ tangled in inextricable fight, Hellas, yy^.
195.

whose light did hang Amon& the mountains
Dim mirrors of ruin hang gleaming about

;

over pallid flowers Hang, like moist clouds :

—

(4) overhang, look down upon.
hang and frown Ov.er the starry deep . . .

(5) bend or stoop over.
seems To Jiang in hope over a dying child,

(6) droop over.

The ash and the acacia floating hang . . .

Mar. Dr. xi. 3.
. Vis. Sea, 17.

. Woodman, 54.

- Laon, I. xxiii. 7.

III. xxxiii. 8

.

. Alastor, 437,
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B. Fig. (1) impend mentally.
and hang like night On Heaven above me. . . Hellas^ 7S8.
Hang round my throne on the abyss, .... 867.

(2) depend on.
Councils and counsellors hang on one another, . Ck. \st^ l. 128.

(3) remain, pervade.
on their innocent lips Must hang like poison . . Ld. Ch. X. 2.

force And falsehood A, even o'er the cradled babe, Q. Mab^ IV. 1 19.

(4) dwell mentally.
I seem to hang upon thy tone M.N. Melody^ 41.

(5) play or move.
heavenly smiles would i^a«^ and blend . , . . Pr.Aihan.Vi.i.'i.

(6) depend, proceed Irom.
When Power and Pleasure, ... On Freedom

hang^ like fruit ProL Hellas^ 158.

III. refi. strangle by suspension.
A man who was about to ^aw^ himself, .... Circumst. i.

Hangfedy v, tr. strangled by suspension.
and hanged\\\m. without benefit of clergy. . . Ch. u/, II. 393.

Han^eth, v. intr. Cl) is suspended or exposed.
WhosebannerA. o'er the time-worn tower So idly, Q. Mab^ IV. 13.

(2) remains suspended.
drop of rain, That hangeih in its thinnest cloud, . li. 214.

Hanging, vbL n. strangling by suspension.
The young playing at hanging^ Qidipus^ I. 214.

Haugring, pr. pple. A. Lit. (1) suspended.
.^^K^z«^ beneath the window of his chamber, . Cenci^ iv. iv. 73.
her aerie hanging In the mountain cedar's hair, Hellas^ 78.

(2) hovering, remaining suspended.
O'er the spiral cypress hanging Fr. Roman's, 1. 4.

One clear and mighty planet hanging o'er . . JLaan, i. Ivi. 7.

the moon was h. low (jver the Asian mountains, V. i. 2.

A cloud was ^o«^'«^ o'er the western mountains ; XI. ii. i.

To see that Anchor ever hanging^ Mar. Dr. vi. 2.

A blue shark is ^a?^2Wjf -within the blue ocean, . Vis.Sea^\^<^.
'

(3) lolling, depending downwards, drooping.
Flaccid and foamy, like a mad dog's hanging; . Laon, vi. xvii, i.

The birds are silent, ^aK^/w^ down their heads, . Orpheus, 121.

(4) poised.
Hanging upon the peaked wave afar, - , . Pr. Athan. ir. ii. 25.

B, Fig. impending.
A cloud of sorrow AaM^/«^, Ginevra, 172.

Till that eclipse, still hanging over heaven, . . Triumph, 290.

Hanginif , ^/. adj^ (1) drooping, arching.
A hanging dome of leaves, Laon, vi. xxvii. g.

Which hanging branches overcanopy, . , , . Prom. iv. 195.

(2) overhanging, beetling.

Hemmed in with rifts . . . And hanging crags, . Witch, XLIX. 8.

Hangs, V. I. tr. A. Lit. deposits.

Hangs each a pearl in the pale flowers .... Prom. II. ii. 10.

B. Fig. places.
Which virtue hangs upon its votary's tomb \ . . Q. Mab, ill. 164.

II. intr. A. Lit. (1) is suspended, is fixed.

for which he hangs Withering in destined pain : . Prom. 11. iv. 99.
Even where he ^ngs, seared oy my long revenge, lii. i. 6&.

(2) depends by, growth.
the twine Of direst weeds hangs garlanded— . . Marengki, IX. 2.

(3) remains without support, hovers.
immovably Belted Orion ^aw^j— Pr.Athan.\i.\\.'i\.
Hangs o'er the sea, a fleece of fire and amethyst. Prom* IV. 436.
On the mist of the tempest which hangs o'er the

fountain, 3*/. /r. (2) IV. 3.

(4) bends over, stoops.

and Venus >5(Z«/y in agony there Bion. Adon.Z.
B. Fig. (1) moves slowly.

And hangs upon the wave Serchio, 95.

(2) depends.
on him, As on a keystone, hangs the arch of life, Ch. \st^ II. 156.

(3) haunts, hovers.

Beside thee like thy shadow hangs, Coleridge, 32.

a cloud. Dark as the frown of Hell, h. over it— . CEdipus^ I. 97.-

(4) lowers.

the sunless sky, Bigwith clouds, ^rt«^jheavily, . Eug. Hills, 10.

(5) presses.

Most heavily remorse hangs at my heart! . . . Prom. 1. 436.

Hapless, adj. unfortunate, unhappy.
but which made Between that hapless child . . Cenci, IV. iv, 99.

those hapless slaves Whose life has been . . Q. Mab. IV. 216.

Rest awhile, hapless victim, St. Ir. (5) 11. 3.

Haply, adv. perchance, peradventure.

or Aa^/v, if I sought, to find

;

My headis wild, /^.

And haply, I would dream, ....,,.. Kosal. 378.

Happen, v. intr, come to pass.

'Tis true that this did happen, Cenci, IV. iv. 136.

Happened, v. intr. came to pass.

she told me how All happened^- Julian, 617.

Happened, pp. come to pass.

all that had h. new Between the earth and moon, Wiich^ LIV. 4.

Happens, v. intr. (1) comes it about.
How happens it, although you can maintain . . Calderon, I. 41.

(2) chances.
It Aff^^^Kj fortunately, dear Sir, Peter,vii. \w. 1.

Happier, adj. (1") more fortunate, more to be envied.
And happier they their happiness who knew, .. . Adonais, v. 3.
I am happier far than thou, Inv. Mis. II. 3.
haste to the warm home of happier destiny ! . . Laon, viii, i. 9.
Happier swine were they than we, CBdipus, \. 55.
but those who feel it most Are happier still, . , Prom. ll. v. 46.
And happier too ;

happier and wiser both. , , m, iv. 35.

(2) more content or satisfied.

True, I was happier than I am, Cenci, I. i. 96.
Now, in humbler, happier lot, .- GuitarJane, 35.

(3) more pleasing, more satisfactory.

To happier shapes are moulded, Dcemon, 11. 224.
Moods like the memories oi happier ^zx^, . . Fr. Calm., 2.

To Wve in happier form Affsin : GuitarJane, 56.
Which had adorned his life in happier hours, . . Julian, 255.
All part, in happier plight to meet again. . . . CBdipus, I. 414,
To happier shapes were moulded, Q. Mab, IX. 132.

Happiest, adj. (1) most blessed, most contented.
Are haunts c^ happiest dwellers ;

—

Laon^v.Song,^.^.
When I was happiest in that strange retreat, . , Vll. xxi. 7.

The happiest is most wretched! Q. Mab, vi. 51.

(2) most to be desired.

We meet again, the happiest change of all. . . Prom. III. iv. 8^5.

Happiness, n. -a state of pleasure without alloy, perfect

content.
And happier they their happiness who knew.
Because my happiness is lost

A world of happiness and misery ; . .

happiness And science dawn
All tend to perfect happiness^ ...
A well of sealed and secret happiness, . . .

Evil from good ; misery from happiness; . .

Do not disturb your hour of happiness . . .

From life to life, must still pursue Your happ.;-
The beautiful wand of wealth and happiness ;
our life and love. Our happiness,
Ye seek for happiness—
Throbs for thy happiness alone
That ' happiness is wrong '

;

Nor happiness, nor majesty, nor fame, . . .

Where the bud-blighted flowers of happin. grew.
virtue Is peace, and happiness and harmony

;

and looks abroad For happiness and sympathy.
The harmony and happiness of man . .

quenchless desire Of universal happiness, . .

that happiness denied To aught but virtue ! .

Of life and death, of happiness and woe, . .

in the sight oi happiness. That springs . . .

sees The chosen of his soul in happiness, . .

happiness And science dawn though late . ,

Poisoned the springs of happiness and life

;

Is the stern voice offate that bids happiness flee

A well of sealed and secret happiness; ...
their fit! Of happin. in marriage warm and kind. _

,

Seeking, alike from happifzess and woe, A refuge Ye hasten^ 1 1.

Happy, adj. (1) fortunate, to he envied.

Happy those made odorous With the dew . .

Go, happy one, and give that bosom joy . .

Happy are they whom thy mild favours nourish,

Too happy they, whose pleasure sought . . .

O Love r and happv souls
Sit watching your dance, ye happy Hours

!

" '
' globe of land and air,

Adonais, V. 3.

Calderon, II. 91.
II. 106.

Dcemon, 11. 169.
II. 244.

Q. Mab, IX. 151.

Epips. 58.

;;— '75- ^
Faust, II. 370.
GuitarJane, 15.

Horn. Merc. xc. a.

La07i, IX. xxx. 2.

XI. xvii. I.

M, N. Melody, 27.

Peter, VI. xxiii. 5.

Polit. Great, i.

Prom. IV. 122.

Q. Mab, III. 130.
IV. 123.

79-
V. 227.

V. 238.
VI. 191.
VI. 206.
VIII. 33.
VIII. 227.
IX. 88.

St. Ir. (6) II. S.
St. Fpips. 89.

Witch, LXXVII..4.

• 0"^- 495-
. Dcemofi, il. 302.
Horn. Earth, 12.

, Lerici, 49.
Pr. Athan. 11. iv. 2.

. Prom,. IV. 104.

. IV. 326.
Wander happy paramours, _ , _ ,

happy Soul, Ascend the car with me

!

Go, happy one, and give that bosom joy

(2) fortunate, satisfactory.

he has heard some hi^py news Cenci, I. ii. 48.
sad preparation For happy news. . . . v. iv. 30;

Just heard the ^a^;^tidmgs ^^"\ ^'^- ''- ^-

Things being in this ^fl^^b" state.

(3) pleasant, cheerful, blissful.

Poor lady ! She expects some happy cliange .

I ask not happy years
;

. rv. 428.
. Q. Mab, I. i86.

IX. 209.

CEdipus,u.'u 31.

Cenci, i. ii. 6a
III. i. 290.

___, , .
Ch.\st,\.\z.

Will serve our Bacchus all our happy lives. . . Cycl. 718.

O Happy Earth ! reality of Heaven ! .... Dcemon^ li. 1.

„ „ „ ,, „ ... Q. Mab, IX. I.

And happy regions of eternal hope Dcemon, 11. 25S.
With bloom-inwoven dance and ^//ji song,

'"'" " '

Yet, father, tis a happy si^ht to see,
~ chus

She spends a hapPy time
Withm whose happpy silence, thus embraced
Even in our happy youth,

did die With h^ppy smiles,

a look more sweet Than happy lovCj . , .

By those infantine smiles oi happy light,

. Horn. Earth, 21.
Julian, 168.

Laon, II. xlviii. 3,
IX. xxix. 2.

X. xlviii. 9.
: XII. xxii. 4.

Ld. Ch. VI. I.

Tb a neat and happy home. ...,..,. Mask, liv. 4.
Wilt thou forget the happy hours Past, I. i.

flowers, and fruits, and happy sounds, . . , , Prom. 1. 188.
Catching the winds that fan that happy heaven. . 11. v. 87.
And men and beasts in happy dreams snail gather m. iii, 103.
Inspiring calm and Ao^^jf thoughts, ..... III. iii. 146.
So with my thoughts full of these happy changes, iii, iv. 84.
gave The happy mvAs their dwelling . , . , . O. Mab, IV. 93.
where the vows of happy love Are registered', . Vi. 216.
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And //a;*^j; regions of eternal hope Q. Mad, IX. 16^.
Swifter far than ha-bpy night, Remembr. I. 3.

how every day Will pass in happy work and play, Rosa/, 455.
the A. age When truth and love shall dwell below 605.
Day after day of happy hours 956.
Of thy Aa^/'jp strain ? Skylark,j2.
For who that in some happy place W. Shel. Cane. 1. 7.

Men from the Gods might wjn that happy age . Witch^ XVIII. 4.

(4) content, well-pleased, enjoying life.

Xxiok not so calm and happy, Cenci\ V, iii. 15.

Wherein I gazed, and grew Ao^^jV an.d good, , . v. iv. 131.
Near /m^/jV friends a mitigated pain B. Wi'ih'ams^ I. 8.

Happy yourself, you feel another's woe Vll. 8.

one of those happy souls Which are the salt of
the earth, Gisb. 209.

Come, be ^./—sit by me, Shadow-vested Misery: . Jnv. Mis. I. 1.

all We dream oi happy, high, majestical. . . . Julian, 173.
a free and hapPy orphan child, Laon, I. xxxvi. 2.

This vital worlds this home ai happy spirits, . . II. vi. t.

If she should lead a kappy female train .... 11. xxxviii. 4.
Happy as then but wiser far, Vii. xxxiii. a
And happy Maidens did encompass me

;
. IX. vi. 3.

We are not happy, sweet ! M. W. G. V. i.

l.earn to make others happy . Q. Mab, II. 64.
the dweller there Caniiot be free and happy'; . .

-—
• iii. 27.

then that king Is happy

;

HI, 53.
the k. spirit contemplates Its well-spent pilgrimage III. 167.
The singing of that ^ajJ/jj nightingale . . . . Woodmait, 11.

(5) prosperous, long enduring.
A happy life for this brief melody, Horn. Earth, 27,

(6) peaceful, blessed.
The unregarded prey of calm and hapPy graves. Laon, viii. xxiv. 9.

the free and ^flApj' dead, xii. xxxi. 8.

Thou, Earth, calm empire of a happy soul, . . Prom. IV. 519.
Ye happy dead, whom beams of brightest verse . IV. 534.
A ^j^/j" and auspicious bird of calm, . . . . Si. Epips.bj,.
Could medicine the sick soul to happy sleep, . . Witch, xvii. 2.

And happy thoughts of hope, too sweet to last. lvi. 8.

Too happy Earth ! over thy face shall creep . . Zucca, ii. 5.

(7) apt, felicitous.

a Paradise Oi happy truth Adon. Cane. 23.

And where the ambrosial nymph with h. will Horn. Mere, xxxviii.5.
Earth's children did a woof of h. converse frame. Laon, V. liv. 9.
have spoken With happy sounds, and motions, x. ii. 7.

And the happy forms of its death and birth . . Prom., iv. 173.
Then steadily the happy ferment worked ; . . . Q. Mab, IX. 49.

(8) adj. absoL happy persons.
By all the happy see in children's gro\vth— . . Ld. Ch. VIII. i.

Happy, a//z;. = happily, blissfully.

We may live so happy there, Bug. Hills, 352.

*Barang'ue, n. declamatory discourse.
and made a long Harangue (all words) .... CEdipus, I. 327,

Harbour, n. a port or haven for ships.

A ship is floating in the harbour ... . . Epips. 408.

Harbour, t. adj. attr. pertaining to or forming part of a
harbour.

As seen from Lido thro' the harbour piles - . Julian, 78.
billows leaping on the harbour 'hz.T, Laon, III. xxx. 2.

Harbours, n. (1) refuges, places of shelter.

in those green harbours Farmers called gaps, . Serchio^ 8i.

(2) ports or havens for ships,

the harbours are not safe and good, ..... Epips. 424.

Hard, adj. A. Lit,.
\ (I) firm, solid.

Or sweeping the ^a?'*^ floor, Cjvc/. 34.
And through the tortoise's hard stony skin . Horn. Merc. viii. i.

Too tender for the roads so hard and rough :— . XLVI. 7.
No mark . . . The ^ori^ ground gave ;— . . . lix. 6.
A wrinkled clod as ^flr^ as bricTt; .... . Summer, i^.

(2) overmuch boiled.
Hard eggs and radishes and rolls at Eton, . . Serehio, 80,

B. Mg. (1) stem, obdurate, insensible to feeling.

Make thine hard, brother Cenci, HI. i. 390.
Worse than a bloody hand is a hard heart. . . v, ii. 134.
and hard, cold men, SmiUng and slow, .... v. iv. 112.
crawl Back to her cold hard hosom Ch. ist, i. 161.
Hard hearts and cold, like weights of icy stone . Laon, Ded. vi. 7.
Fearless, and fierce, and hard as beasts of blood, iv. xxvi. 2.

so hard and cold a creed Had seared . . . xri. x. 6.
The old Peter—the hard, old Potter Peter, VI. xxv. 2.

Jammed in the hard, black deep ; Prom.. IV. 302.
In the hard bosom of the selfish man ; . . . , Q. Mabf l. 175.
lifeless warriors, whose hard lineaments . . . iv. 64.
but I Sate with a hard and tearless eye, . . . Rosal, 241.
He was a man Hard, selfish, loving only gold, . 249,
Subdued to Duty's ^flrafcontroul, St. Brack. ^.
This heart, hardsis iron, is stranger to fear; . . ^SV. Ir. (i) iii, 4.
to make hard hearts Dissolve away Sunset, 35.

(2) cruel, unjust, unfair.
Nay, there is reason in your plea; 'twere hard. . Cenci, II. ii. 17.
Though your peculiar case is hard, ir, ii. 27.
how secure a flight From your hard servitude, . Cycl. 439.
and care Even tor this hard accuser— . . , Horn. Merc. LXiv. 7.
'Tis Aa*-(f I should go darkling; Prom. \u. w. q6
how ^ar<ar it were T^ kill my babe Rosal. ^yi.

(3) vehement, violent.
Her deep y^ari/ sobs and heavy sighs 417.

(4) difficult of endurance.
'Tis hard for a firm man to bear : Cenci, II. ii. 18.

For to tread life's dismaying wilderness . . . Is^,— Laon., II. xix,_7.

It was more hard to turn my unpractised cheek II. xxxix. 7.

(6) difficult, troublesome.
Silence is a Aar.^ task to him who drinks. . . . Cyel. gjS.

For wine is strong and hard to struggle with, . 687.

'Tia hard to tell: Prom. II. ii. 69.

(6) intricate, difficult to be understood.
Of such Aarf/ matter dost thou entertain. . , . Dante Conv. 54.

Hard, adv. closely.

And so they followed hard— Pr. Ghst. Sly. 6.

*Hard-featured, c. adj. of stem, rugged features.

HardJeaturedmeiVf or with proud, angry looks. Prom. III. iv. 41.

*Hardeu, v. tr. make obdurate.
If God, . . . Harden his dying heart! Cenci, IV. i. 37.

:{:Hardened, //. Fig. ^1) obdurate in wickedness.
I am what your theologians call Hardened;— . I. 1. 94.
Unblushing, hardened^^eivswzX, and vile ; . . . Q. Mab, V. 32, -

Bhnd and hardened, they, Who hope for peace . V. 239.

(2) determined on a course.
No, I am hardened. Cenci, III. ii. 46,

{^) stealed against.
Hardened to hope, insensible to fear, Q. Mab, V. 75.

Hardened, ppl. adj. I'ig. (1) callous, unfeeling.
With hardened sneer he turned away : . . . . Peter^ vi. xxvii. 5.

(2) inured to violence.

'

Until, with hardened ieet, their conquering troops Q. Mab, VII. 118.

(3) accustomed, habituated.
Whose hardenedcyes grew moist the while, . . Rosal. 911.

:|:Harde8t, adj. Mg. most unfeeling or obdurate.
And all things that make tender hardest hearts . Cenci, iii. i. 389.

Hardest, adj. = Hardiest.
the ^arf&j/ herb that braves the frost, .... Dcejnon, 11, 117.

^Hardiest, adj. most capable of endurance.
the hardiest herb that braves the frost . . . . Q. Mab, VIII. 147.

Hardly, adv, (1) scarcely, barely.
I hardly dare to fear Cenci, V. iv. 43.Why this would hardly be a mouthful for me. . Cycl. 139.We hardly spoke, ... Julian, 139.
They will ^(waf/jf dare to greet Mask,\Ji^v\l. z-
I saw all that sin does. Which lamps hardly see . CEdipus, I. 2^3.
And which the straining eye can hardly seize . Q. Mad, i. g6.
Under a copse, and hardly dared to fling . . Question, I. 6.
Until we hardly see, we feel that it is there. . Skylark, 2^.
A lean mark, hardly fit to fling a rhyme at ; . . Wtleh, Ded. VI. 4.
They hardly knew whether they loved or not, . LXXVI. 2.

(_2J not quite.
And found their track and his, yet hardly cold, Horn. Merc, xxxvi. 7

Hare, n. a rodent animal [Lepus timidus).
Seeking, like a panting hare, Love, Hope, 51.
When through thy streets, instead ofA. with dogs, CEdipus^ i.'ii4.

Hares, n. J^ig. timid people.
These /iar^j, these wolves, these any thing . . ll.ii. 119.

Hark I inter/.

and, h. / The ghastly torrent mingles its far roar, Alastor, 401.
Hark! No, it cannot be a servant's step ; . . . Cenci, ill. i. 269
Hush! Hark! What noise is that? .... iv. ii. 38."

Hark! whence that rushing sound? . . . Dcemon, i. 48.

^_ H , , n, ii » , „ Q. Mab, 1. 45.
Hark! how the tempest crashes Faust, II. 126.
.^ar>^ ./ tlie owlet flaps his wings Fr. Hark \.

Hark, v. intr. imp: of To hearken.
Hark to that groan, an anguish'd hero dies, . .M.N. Post. Fy. 7.Hark! to those notes, how sweet, M.N. Ravail 60'
Hark to that roar, Q, Mab, IV. 38.

Harm, v, 1. tr. injure,

no ill mav harm Thy Cythna ever— Laon, II. xliv. 6.
nor could be found One human hand to Ii. her— ' jv. xix. 4.'

II. intr. commit injury or damage.
Where thou darest not pursue, and canst not A., Hellas, 394.
Defiance at his impotence to harfn Q. Mab vii. 200,
kiss The sweet lips of the flowers, and harm not, Sensit. 'Pl. i\. 51.'

Harm, n. (1) wrongdoing.
NowwhatAarwi If Cenci should be murdered?— Cenci, ll. ii. 12a.
I should not see Much harm Julian, 162.

(2j injury.

Heaven's thunder to our harm.

;

Ch. \st, in. 38.
and kept secure from /mrm Horn. Merc. xlv. 8.

(3) damage.
A spot or two on me would do no harm^ . , , CEdipus, ll. ii. 77.

Harmless, adj. (1) inoffensive.
W^ho dares not ask some harmless passenger . Cenci, 11. ii. 94.

(^2) innocuous.
His teeth are harmless, . Q. Mab, viii. 127.

Harmless, flflfef. = harmlessly, innocuously.
would o'er the heads of men Pass harmless, . . Laon vill. xx. o

*Harmonies, n. (1) melodious variations of sound.
For it had learnt all ^arwiOTzwj Of the plains . GuitarJane 6?
Tlie tumult of thy mighty AoT-OTOwzfii' . . . Ode TV, Wind W-i
Ye all-triumphant harmonics arise Prom, in i

28*
Weave harmonies divine, yet ever new, . . .

'

jn' j';; ,'0

Sphere of divinest shapes and A«r»zowzVj, . . . IV Mo '
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(2) blending of tune and intellect.

And harmonies of wisdom and of song*, . . . Prol. Hellas^ 36.

(3) blending of sweet sights and sounds.
Like hues and harmonies of evening,— . . . Int. Beauty. I. 8.

To harmonies and hues beneath, Jane^ Recoil. 27.

Stars of all night— her harmonies and forms, . Prol. Hellas^ 98.

Hanuonious, adj. (1) melodious.
To echo all harmonious thought, GuitarJane^ 44.
With loud and flerce, but most harmonious roar, Orpheus^ 78.

Were dead to their hartnonious strife. . . . Pcter^ Vli. xix. 5.

Such harmonious madness Skylark^ 103.

And mystic snatches of harmonious sound . . Wztch^ LVI. 6.

(2) perfectly regulated.
and the harmonious mind Prom. II. iv, 75.
Man, one harm.onious soul of many a soul, . , IV. 400.
Harmonious as the sacred stars above ; . . . Witch^ XVIII. S.

(3) symmetrical.
Lie heaped in their harm, disarray Of figures,— Gish. 96.

(4) agreeable.
like some harmonious thought, Julian^ Cane. 7.

(5) Fig. productive of melody.
A fragile lute, on whose harmonious strings . . Alastor^ 667.

*Haniioiiize, v. I. tr. adjusts or adapts.
and did that utterance harmonise. Laon, Vll. xxxii. 9.
Which humanize and harm.onise^Q strain. . . Medusa^ 11. 8.

II. intr. accord.
With the green earth harmonise^ Fr. Insecurity^ 2.

*Harm.oiiizes, v. tr. brings into accord.
Nature's art Harmmiises heart to heart. . . Jane^ Invitn^ 28.

^HamLonizln^, pr. pple. (1) bringing into accord.
^a^7M(?KzVz*«^silence without a sound Epips.^^\.
^flfWiOK/^z'w^ this earth with what we feel above. Prom. II. v. 97.

(2) being in concord with.
Harmonising with solitude, Julian^ 26.

^Kanuoniziiig, ppl. adj. causing agreement.
with thine harm,, ardours fill And raise thy sons, Naples^ 165.

Haxmony, «. (1) a just adaptation of parts to each other.
formed A wilderness of Aayw£7«y, Dcemmty 1. 2^(^.

,, ,, „ „ . ... Q. Mab, II. 79.
Necessity's unchanging harmony Odtnon^ i. 291.
Which rules with Daedal harmony Prom.. IV. 416.
and all around Nature's unchanging harmony. . Q, Mab^ II. 257.
To thy unvarying harmony: . . . . . vi. 203.

(2) a symmetrically arranged whole.
Thou Harmony of Nature's art ! Epips. 30.
Her Spirit was tHe harmony of truth.— . . . '216.

there is a harmony In autumn, . Int. Beauty^ VII. 2.

is beauty, love, calm, hartnony : Prom. IV. 527.

(3J agreement, concord.

And with sweetest har.^ Let ... all things move Calderon^ III. 11.

That kindles them to harmony^ Ch. ist, II. 147.
In the ^arwjOKjf divine Of an ever-lengthening line Pr. Pleas. 11.

virtue Is peace, and happiness and harmony ; . Q. Mab^ III. 130.

all things speak Peace, harjnony^ and love. . . III. 196.
The harmony and happiness ofman V. 79.
Through which the harmony of love can pass ; . XVitch^ xxxv. 4.

(4) melodious sound.
with hollow harmony Dark and profound. . . Alastor^ 497.
All harmony of instrument or verse, . . . . Apollo^ VI. 3.

Be it love, light, harmony^ Eug. Hills^ 315.
And teach it all the harmony GuitarJane^ 4.

And with the wind a storm oi harmony .... Hellas^ ijg.

The demons and the n3rmphs repeatThe^arTWiTKji. 709.
and hartnony of choral strains, Laon^ V. Iviii. 2.

an old and solemn harmony ; Mont B. 24.
The solemn harmony Paused, . Ode Lib. XVIII.15.

On the bosom of their own harmony I .... Prom. iv. 29.

To an ocean of splendour and harmony/ . . . IV. 134.
Rushes, with loud and whirlwind harmony^ . . IV. 237.

'Tis only mocking the orb's harm.ony. .... IV. 269.
Which, like two strains oi harmony Rosal. 982.
harmony became love In every soul but one. . . Woodjnan^ 38.

(5) mingling of discordant sounds.
protracting the horrible harmony Bigotry^ \. 9.

(6) poetic feeling.

Stirred such harmony in Peter, Peter, v. x. ^.

Harp, n. (1) a stringed musical instrument.

sweepingfrom some strange A. Strange symphony, Alastor, 166.

Methought he rashly cast away his harp . , . Orpheus^ 44.

And the lady's harp would kindle there . . . Rosal. 1097.

His mother's ^ar^ stood near, 11 14.

And first, I felt my fingers sweep The harp, . . 1 142.

When it hears thy harp's wild measure, . . . Sophia^ ill, 4.

(2) Fig.
o'er the wires Of the soul's giant harp— . . .St. Epips. 138.

fHarping, pr. pple. striking the harp.

Close to his side stood harping fearlessly . Horn. Merc. LXXii. 3.

*Harpiiigs, n. performances on the harp.

Thy harpings and thy song are soft as love. . . LXXVII. 8.

^Harriet, n. Shelley's first wife.

Harriet! on thine :—thou wert my purer mind ; Q. Mab, Ded. 9.

^Harrowing*, ppl. xtdj. terrifying.

But vocal to the sea-bird's harrowing shriek, . Dmnton^ II. 102.

• Q- Mab, VIII. 97.

Harry, n, a christian name.
Hazlerig, Hampden, Pym, young Harry Vane, . Ch, \st, Ii. 361.

Harsh, adj. (1) rough, rude.
muttering with hoarse, harsh voice : Cenci, v. iv. 9.
With light like a harsh voice, Ginevra^ 52.

(2) unfavourable, severe.
had taught My children her harsh thoughts, . . Cenci, III. i. 327.
Softening_A. words with friendship's gentle tone, Fr. Satire^ 46.
or a hellLike this harsh world Triumph, 334.

^3) morose, peevish.
Err not in harsh despshx^ Cenci, V. iv. 144.
He grew dull, harsh, sly, unrefined, Peter, VI. xxv. 4.
the harsh rich use To blind the world .... Pr. Athan. I. 37.
make All harsh and crooked purposes more vain Witch, utxii. 3.

(4) jarring, discordant.
The h. and grating strife of tyrants and of foes. Loon, Ded. III. g.

Harvest, n, A. Lit, (l) that which is gathered of earth's

produce.
Its load of harvest, Hotn. Earthy 15.

^Si) the grain harvest specially,
the gfolden fields Of fertile England spread Their

harvest Q. Mah^ II. 222.

B. I'ig. result gained,
the harvest to the sicklemen Is as a grain to each. Hellas, 249.
The costly harvest his' own blood matured, 575.
reap A harvest sown with other hopes Laon^ vi. vii. 6.
when it reaps The haT^est of its excellence, . . Q. Mab^ II. 94.
Yielding its harvest to destruction's scythe. . . IV. 22S.

Harvesv home, n. Fig. time of gathering.
To destruction's harvest hom^e : Eug. Hills^ 230.

^Harvest-Shining, c. adj. shining with grainready to harvest,
'Mid the harvest-shining plain, 217.

Harvests, n. the produce ot the earth.
Who reap the harvests which are not your own, Fr. Pea. Eng. 2.

overthrown The vineyards and the harvests, . Laon^ III. xi. 8.

to yield Its unshared :Aarz'^/j / Q. Mab^ ill. 112.

The golden harvests spring ;
^-^ Hi. 193.

Has, V. tr. (1) is endued or furnished with.
The cavern has recesses numberless ; .... Cycl. 175.
The beast Has a loud trumpet like the Scarabee, CEdipus, I. 157.
He has eleven feet with which he crawls, . . . —— I. 164.

{%) enjoys.
But my heart has a music which Echo's lips, . . Unf. Dr. 8.

(_3) exercises.
And has great influence in both Houses ;— , . CEdipus^ I. 208.

(,4) as auxiliary verb.
He has outsoared the shadow of our night: . . AdonaiSy XL. i.

What . , has given Thy songs such power r— Horn: Merc. Lxxvi. 2,

Hast, V. tr. \^L) possessest, art not without.
Thou hast a home, Beautiful bird ; Alastor, 280.

t^a) art endued with.
Thou hast a voice, great Mountain, Mont B. 80.

(3) takest, feelest.

in those tears thou ^aj/ delight. Epips.i^i.

(4) as auxiliary.
Thou ^oj/ beheld His empire, Dcemon^ ll. 35.

*Hassan, n. a character in Hellas.
Look, Hassatty on yon crescent moon, .... Hellas^ 337.
Your heart is Greek, Hassan 455.

Haste, V. intr. speed, hurry forwards, act quickly.
HastBy while the vault of blue Italian day . . . Adonais, Vll. 5.
Haste, swift Hour, Bridal, i. 10.

Frown not on me ! Haste^ hide thyself, . . . Cenci^ i. iii. 152.

Haste^ fare thee well ! V. t 72.

What, ho ! assistance, comrades, has^ .... CycL 183.
Nay, haste, and place in order quickly .... 220.

Then haste Over the hearts of men, Epips. 599.
at the grave's call I haste, Julian^ 387.
haste to the warm home of happier destiny ! . . iMon^ Vlll. i. 9.
haste/ fly ! drae him swiftly here ! XI. xxv. 5.

Oh haste to the tower where roses are spread, . M. N. Ravail, '71.

Oh haste—hark ! hark ! they're gone. .... 73.
Haste, sons of God, for ye beheld, .... Prol. Hellas^ 44.
Haste thou and fill the wanmg crescent .... 109.
Haste, oh, haste/ Prom. w. 21.

Haste, n. (1) hurry, urgency.

Great as my haste to see the festival Calderon^ i. ig.

what needs this serious haste^ O father ? . . . Cyd. 75.

stumbling in my weakness and my haste^ . . . Ebips. 251,

half extinguished in their //(w/tf Gin€vra,\(^.
Like one in earnest haste to get away, .... Horn. Merc. LI. ^.

he past To Pylos, with the cows, in fiery haste. . lix. S.

(2) quickly, with speed.

and sought in haste If any yet survived . . . Loon, VI. xlvii. 8.

Hasten, v. tr. (1) of persons, go or move quickly.
'Tis Adonais calls ! oh, hasten thither, .... Adonais^ liii. 8.
Here, take this gfold, and hasten to your homes. Cenci, iv, iii. 48.
Hasten to the bridal bed— Inv. Mis. IX. i.

(2) are quickly passing.

hasten now With steps, ah, too unequal \ ,, . . St. Epips, 94-
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(3) of things, pass quickly.
AU mortal things must hasten thus Cenci^ IV. ii. 16.

Ye hasten to the grave! what seelt ye there, . Ye hasten^ 1.

Oh, whither hasten ye, that thus ye press, . . . 9.

(4) make speed, lose no time.
Hasten and thrust. Cyci. 660.
want demand, Ana natural kindness k. tosupply Q, Mab^ V. 41.

^Hastened, v. intr. moved quickly towards.
Hastened to Pylos and the pastures wide . Horn. Merc, lxviii. 2.

I hastened to the spot whence I had corae, . . . Question^ V. 7.

jHastening", pr. pple. (1) hurrying, speeding.
To the village Aoj^ewi'Wj^ thus, ..... . Qi;:/. 497.
We saw the dog-fish hastening to their feast. . . Hellas., 522.
Like a man hastening on some distant way, . Horn., mere. xiv. 4.
And he comes hastening- Medusa^ IV. 6.

Hastening to g'race their mighty sister's joy. . . Prom-. III. ii. 48.
Swift as a spirit Aiau^^wj'w^ to his task .... Triumph^ i.

All hastening onwajd, yet none seemed to know ^— 47.

(2) passing quickly in the course of things.
You are ^oj&wm^ to a marriage-bed: . , . . Fiordis^ina^6^.
Mighty events are hastening to their doom ! . CEdipuSy II. ii. 66.

Hasteninff, ppL adj. quickly moving.
the thorns pierce Her hastening i^et Bion. Adon. 19.

Hastes, v. intr. speeds or hurries.
He hastes along the burning soil of hell. . . . M. JV. Ravail^ 65.
As she rapidly h. to the green ^rove of myrtle ; . St. Ir. (6) I. 6.

:j:Hatcliiiiff, pr, pple. Fig. bnnging to maturity.
Sate i4fljfC(42«jf their bare broods ...... Triumph, 501.

Kate, -v. I. tr. detest, scorn, or have aversion for.

The scourges of the bleeding Church, I hate. . . Ch. ist, II. 301.
I hate thy want of truth and love— Critic, IV. 3.

How should I then hate thee ? IV. 4.

I hate the skin, hut love the wine within. . . Cyci. 536.
In being all they hate in others' shame, .... J^r. Satire, 39.
And I have spoken words I fear and hate ; . . Hellas, 457.
Disguise it not—ye blush for what ye hate, . . L.aon, Vlll. xx. i.

Nor hate another's crime, nor loathe thine own. . vili. xxii. 2.

I curse thee—though I hate thee not—O slave ! . Ld. Ch. XVI. i.

Those who hate you, hate us ; CEdipus, II. i. 148.
For in as much as each might hate the lover, . . Pan, Echo, 9.

for I hate no more, As then Prom. I. 57.
Whom thy slaves hate for being like to thee, . . I, 006.

II. refi.'

Alas! I pity thee, and Afl^c myself i- 3S6.

Hate, n. (1) as a personification or character.
if Despair And Hate, the rapid bloodhounds . . Pr. Satire^ 7.

Scorn, and Hate, Revenge and Selfishness are
desolate— Laon,Y.Song^2.i2.

how ugly and how fell, O Hate/ thou art, . . . vi. xvi. 3.

O War r Qihate and pain Thou loathed slave. . VI. xvii. 5.

lust, falsehood, hate, and pride, and folly ; . . vili. x. 3.

And Hate is throned on high with Fear .... Viii. xiii. 5.

Yes, it is Hate, that shapeless fiendly thing . . VIII. xxi. i.

in his breast Did hate and guile lie watchful, . .
—— x. xxxii. 6.

To build the thrones of ^a/<2j x. xlii. 5.

and Hate must be The nurse XI. xv. 8.

(2) extreme dislike, .aversion, detestation,

the thorny road. Which leads, through toil and h., Adonais, V. 9.

Whose prelude held all envy, hate, and wrong, . xxxvi. 6.-

Envy and calumny and hate and pain XL. 2.

No mockery of myself to fear at hate: . . . Asiola, i. 9.

he mocks His inward hate. Cenci, i. ii. 51.

What, although tyranny and impious hate . . I. iii. 100.

Thy milky, meek face makes me sick with hate I II. i. 122.

His outraged love perhaps awakened hate, . II. ii. 36.

the offender's gold, his dreaded hate^ . . . ill. i. 162.

which I thought hidden from thy hate, .... III. i. 294.
Tortured between just hate and vain remorse ; . III. ii. 27.

Marzio'sAa/e Matches Olimpio's III. ii. 70.

Mocks thee in visions of successful ^a^« . . . III. ii. iij.

To mock my hate from with prosperity ? . . . IV. i. 25.

if there be skill in hate, IV. i. 49.
Until its hate be all inflicted. IV. i. 68.

It shall repay her care and pain with hate, . . IV. i. 154.

'tis my hate and the deferred desire iv. ii. 23.

Such outrages as to awaken Unfilial hate? . . iv. iv. 103.

Not hate, 'twas more than hate: ^^:}^- '°3'

so my hate Became the only worship - V. ii. 127.

As soon as hate in me Critic, I. 4.

Thy love will move that bigot cold Sooner than
me thy hate . . III. 4.

,
From hate and awe thy heart is free ; .... Dcemon, I. 91.
Hast thou loved ?—Then depart from these regions

of hate, . Death, Dial. 27.

Love for hate and tears for blood Hellas, 737.

cease ! must hate axid death return ? , . . . 1096.
crimes and evil men, Misery and hate/ .... Hope^ Fear^ 8.

To bear scorn, fea.r,* and hate, 14.

such a scope For love and hate, Int. Beauty^ II. 12.

Alas no scorn or pain or hate could be ... . Julian, 310.
In scorn or hate a medicine for the mind . 355.
Which scorn or hate have wounded— .... 356,
hate, scorn, remorse, despair: . . 441.
With the grimace oihate 461.
1 give thee tears for scorn and love for hate : . 496.
Strange fellowship through mutual hate had tied, Laon, ii. iv. 7.

Victims of lust and hate, the slaves of slaves, . . 11. xxxvi. 6.

With sullen guile of ill-dissembled hate .... v. xxv. 5.

and worse Necessity Of^a/* and ill, Z-aow, VIII. v. 9.

for love and hatCy Virtue and vice, they say, . viIl- viiL 6.

did in his bosom breed A jealous >4fl/e of man, . x. xxxiv. 9.

Void of all hate or terror, XI. xiv. 6.

wrought Out of the fears and ^fl/fi Xl. xyi. 9.

scorn or hate has made him bold ; XII. iii. 5.

In pain, and fear, and hate, XII. xi. 2.

By thy complicity with lust and hate— .... Ld. Ch. xil. i.

By all the hate which checks a father's love— . XIV. r.

Or, with most sullen and regardless hate, . , . Orpheus, 16.

though with fell And mortal ^a/£ Pr. Athan. l. 52.

And hate and terror, and the poisoned rain . ProL Hellas, a6.

who am thy foe, eyeless in hate^ ... . . Prom- I. 9.

although no memory be Of what is hate . . . I. 72.

With tne contagion of a mother's hate .... I. 178.

And looks of firm defiance, and calm hate, . . I. 259.
The utmost torture of thy hate; I. 279.
Unnatural love, and more unnatural hate : . 1. 349.
He can feel hate, fear, shame ; not gratitude : , I. 391.
And disappointment, and mistrust, and hate^ . . • I. 453.
Pain is my element, as hate is thine ; I. 477.
More than ye can be with hate I. ^ij}.

Abandoned hope, and love that turns to hate ; 11. iv. 24.
None fawned, none trampled ; h., disdain, or fear, ill. iv, 133.
which fear was hate, . . iii. iv. 188.

Cradled in visions of hate and care, iv. 62.
Were stamped by thy strong hate IV. 349.
Till hate, and fear, and pain, iv. 381.
pain or pleasure, sympathy or hate, Q. Mab, IV. 149.
his hate Is quenchless as his wrongs

;
... v. 121.

No love, no hate thou cherishest ; vi. 212.
There is no sport in hate Reviewer^ 3.
by some faint sympathy of hate. . . ... 7.

Repaid their hate with cheerful glee Rosal. 690.
From the fierce savage, nursed in hate ? . 869.
The fierce despair and hate which kept . . , 930.
Hate, and pride, and fear ; . Skylark 92.
Lone, lean, and hunted by his brother's hate, . Solitary, 11. 2.

All pleasure and all pain, all hate and love, . . Priufnph, 319.
The words oihate and'awe;..,,... —^ 475.

Hated, v. I. tr. (1) detested, scorned.
they say he hated Old Cenci so, Cenci, ill. ii. 67.
I hated t\\e.e., fallen tyrant ! I did groan To think Fall ofBomap. 1.

But more he loathed and hatedth^ clear light . Laon, x. xxxiii. i.

his weak foes He neither spumed nor hated^ . . Pr. Athan. i. 51.
So the priests hatedhixa, Rosal. 689.

(2) with infin. as obj. dislike extremely.
Hated to hear, under the stars or moon, . . Woodman^ 3.

II. intr. entertained the feeling of hate.
hated, suffered, did and died, . . .... Triumph, 200.

Hated, /^. detested, scorned.
Each loving, so was hated.— , Pan, Echo, 10.

Hated, ppl. adj. detested, scorned.
Are slaves to his hated control Bigotry, IV. 7.
W^ill soon the cause, the hated cause remove, M. H. Post. Fr, 87.

Hateful, adj. worthy of detestation.
And ne'er to these hateful sons of heaven, . . . Falsehood^ 39.
And for its hateful sake their will has wove . Loan, IV. xxvi. 6.
Shall be as hateful and unprofitable ..... ^. Mab, lii. 137.

*Hateless, adj. destitute of hate.
In hating such a hateless thing as me ? . . , . Reviewer, 2.

Hater, n. a scomer, a detester.
A Hater he came and sat by a ditch, Hate, i.

Haters, n. pi. of Hater.
Lovers, haters, worst and best ; Peter, III. xxii. 5.

Hates, V. tr. detests.

.

That haies thee, for thou lovest me Ch. ist, II. 206.
fears The name of Freedom, even as she A. thine. Hellas, 311.

Hath, aux. v.

He hath awakened from the dream of life— . Adonais, xxxix. j.

Hating", pr. pple. detesting,
loathed and loathing, wild, And hating good— . Laon, i. xxvti. 7.
Yet fear the cure, though hating the disease. . Q. Mab, IV. 165.
In hating such a hateless thing as me ? . -. , . Reviewer, 2.
To pine into a sound with Aa^zw^ me 13.

Hatred, n. detes.tation, abhorrence.
may tempt thee not To hatred, Cena, iv. i. 23.A gulph of obscure hatred. iv. iv. 100.
Haired, despair, and fear and vain belief, . . . Dcemon, ii. 159.
Of Aa/re*/ 1 amj)roud,—with scorn content ; . E. Williams, \\. \.

Fear, Hatred, Faith, and Tyranny, . . . . Laon^ i. xxbc 8.
Leave the hatred^ as in ashes Prom. I. 506.
Hatred, despair, and loathing in his mind, . Q. Mab VIII. 217.
All but the priests, whose hatred fell Rosal. 675.
Folly can season Wisdom, .^a/r£(^ Love. . . . St. Bpips. ii-j.

like a heart which hatreds eye Can blast not, . Zucca, vi. 6.

Hatreds, n. pi. of Hatred,
a thick hell oi hatreds, and hopes, and fears ; . Prom. iv. 119.A world of loves and hatreds ; Q. Mab^ iv. 146.

Haug'hty, adj. A. Lit. arrogantly proud, disdainful.
He checked his haughty will and did not eat, Horn. Merc. xxil. 3.
Dark Priests and haughty Warriors .... Laon^ xi. xiv. i.
a despot's haughty soul, M. N. Ravail, 56.
Let the will kneel within thy haughty heart : . Prom., I. 378.
B. Ing. high, lofty.

There once old Salem's haughty fane . . . , Q, Mab, II. 137.
S s



3U HAUL—HEAD.

tHaxil, V, tr. drag,
that I Shall haul you into dismal Tartarus, . Horn. Merc. XLIII. 3.

Hauncli, n. buttock.
Upon each brawny haunch. . , Devil^ XV. 5.

Haunt, V. I. tr. (1) frequent.
The widowed dove must cease to haunt a bower E, Willia-ms^ i. 4.

and such shapes as haunt Wet clefts,— . . Witch^ XI. 6.

(2) hover, hang about.
clouds that ^<a!«?^^Theg;ap ofsome cleft mountain, Allegory^ 1.5.
still ^a««/ the echdes of the hill; .* Leria\ 14..

nor Aa««/ the Druid's sleep Ode Z,td. Vill. 10.

Of shapes that haunt thought's wildernesses. . . Profn. I. 742.
And beatings haunt the desolated heart, . . . 11. i. 4.

II, intr. dwell, make resort.
We haunt within the least frequented caves . . II. ii. ^d.

Haunt, «. place of resort.

He sought in Nature's dearest haunf^ .... Alastor^ 429.
Tis the ^a««/ Of every gentle wind, ... . 586.
Yet once it was the busiest haunt^ Q. Mab^ II. igg.
returned to her unfrozen haunt^ Unf. Dr. 70.

Haunted, v. tr. possessed, was ever present in.

Aye as I went, that maiden . . . Haunted my
thoughts.

—

Laon^ IV. xxxiv. 4.

Haunted, pp. (1) frequented by supernatural beings.
and is the ^(?W(^ still ^«M/tf</^ ^a/w/, II. 355.

(2) hovered over, frequented.
as in spots forever AaMM/«c/By the choicest winds Laon^ VI. xxiii. 4.
And haunt, by sweet airs and sounds, which flow Front. \. 830.
My nights were once haunted by dreams offlame, Rosal. 2S1.

Haunted, ppl. adj. supematurally frequented.
from haunted tower to tower Pr. Athan. I. 6g.
Grey mountains, and old woods, and h. springs, Prom. I. 251.

Haunting, pr. pple. hovering about.
.ffa«K//«^ the human heart, i7(SW0«, il. 14.

•) )> n « Q- Mab, IX. 14.

Haunts, Z'. tr. hovers or hangs about.
Although I am resolved, haunts me like fear. . Cenci^ ill. 1. 341.
Nature with all her children, haunts the hill. . . Epips. 528.
as the charmed bird that ^a»«/j the serpent's den. Laon^ 11. xlvi. 9.

Haunts, n. places of resort.
- To make their snM^. haunts the depository . . . Alastor^ 594.
Thro' peopled haunts^ the City and the Camp, . Laon^ iv. viii. 7.
Are haunts of happiest dwellers ;

—

V.6i7«^,4.3.
had nurst us in the haunts Where knowledge, . vi. xli. 4.
From the ^i2M«/j of daily life Jl/aj^, Lxix. i.

And that, among the haunts of humankind, . . Prom. ill. iv. 40.
Among; the haunts and dwellings of mankind, . ill. iv. 127.
Past through the peopled h. of human kind, . . W^itch^ lx. 3.

who emel Love's gentle Dryads from the haunts
of life, Woodman^ 69.

Have, V. tr. (1) possess.
.ffawe they the Bromian drink Cycl. 116.

Ifyou have understanding—understand. . . . Ilofn. Merc. XV. 8.

(2) with now = on one's person.
Have you it now ?—or is it in the ship ? . . . . Cycl. 137.

(3) enjoy, participate in.

Who made man Must have^ methinks, the advan-
tage of the others Calderon^ i. 181.

Floro and Lelio mig-ht ^at/^ equal share, . . . iii. 94.
and in which You nave a common care, . . . Cycl. 280.
We shall have rare fun Faust^ ll. 326.

(4) receive.

Kings . . . have the worship of the world, . . . Hellas^ 194.

(5) feel, experience.
They weary m& and I have need of rest. . . . 195.

(6) know, desire.

Have you no more to say? Faust^ I. 53.

(7) as auxiliary.
Many have bought too dear their evil joys. . . Cycl. 297.
If I nave erred, there was no joy in error, , . . Julian^ 326.

Haven, n. Fig. a place of refuge, a retreat.

To the haven of the grave Bug, Hills^ 26.
The charmed boat . . . there its haven found. . . Laon^ xil. xli. 9.
Have reached thy haven of perpetual peace, . . Q, Mab^ IX. 20.
would build herself a windless haven Out of the

clouds Witch^ XLVIII. 5.
A haven beneath whose translucent floor . . , — xlix. i.

this h. Was as a gem to copy Heaven engraven. ^— l. 7.

HavinsT, v. tr. (1) pr. pple. using, enjoying.
Having )iS\'& little brazen lamp alight, .... Julian^ ^%%.

(2) as auxiliary.
having soon conceived the mystery Of Are, . Horn.. Merc. XVIII. 2.

Having s2iA These words we called the keeper, . Julian^ 270.

Havock, n. (1) as a personification.

a young maiden Has baffled Havock of the prey Laon^ iv. xxiii. -i.

(2) devastation, destruction.
And Wealth crying Havock / within ? . . . . Castl. Adm. IV. 3.

Hawks, n. birds of prey, falcons.
li hawks chase doves through the jetherial way, Gisb. 188.
of ^azi;^j, and cats, and geese H^z'/^A, Lxxiii. 7.

Hay, n. grass dried for fodder.
And, couched on stolen hg.y Serchio^ 81.

^Haymaking, c. adj. attr. early summer.
to catch woodcocks in haymaking time . . . Ch. u/, il. 39,

Hazard, n. risk.

With Aa^-affsf of the inestimable loss II. 251.

*Hazleriff, n. Sir A. Hazlerig, b. 1612, d. 1660.
Haslerig^ Hampden, Pym, young Harry Vane, , II. 361.

JLe^pers.pron. (1) denoting God pre-eminently.
All rose to do the fcaisk He set to each, , , - . Serchio^ 30.

(2) denoting a person who is the subject of the whole
discourse.

He lives, he wakes,-^'tis Death is dead, not he; . Adonais^ xli. i.

(3) the one, the Special person.
Some say that this is he whom the great prophet Hellas^ 149,

(4) expressing a person understood though not previously
named.

O, Mother ! He must never wake again. . . . Cenci^ IV. ii. 5.

(5) referring to some one just mentioned.
but^ coined A brief yet specious tale, . . . . III. i. 31S.

Head, n. A. Lit. (1) the human cranium.
the frost which binds so dear a j^ffa^// . . . Adonais,i. 3.
And one with trembling hands clasps his cold h., x. i.

Oyer his living Afflfif like Heaven is bent, . . . xxx. 4.
His head was bound with pansiea overblown, . xxxill. i.

A heart grown cold, a head erown grey in vain j - xr.. 7.
Upon an ivied stone Reclined his languid head, . Alastor^ 635.
shall float around thine ^^arf/ April, \%\^^ \^.
Bow thy white head before offended God, . . . Cenci^ i. iii. 157.
And if I strike my damp and dtray head . . . 11. ii. 137.
put your gentle head Upon my lap, v. iii. 119.
trample Upon my prostrate head, v. iv. 38,
Has his bald headoToken with stripes. .... Cycl. 205.
Who laid his fist upon your head) 207.
Shall thy head be wreathing 525.
she can carry Her headvinaeT her arm .... Faust^ ll. 401.
Aye ! strike the foremost shorter by a f^adl . . He/las, 193.
he bowed his head, and his heart burst ., 302.
And gathered in a lump, hands, feet, and head, Horn. Merc. XL. 4.
I swear a great oath by my father's head, . . . XLVII. i.

from his awful headWhom Jove brought forth, . Horn. Min. 4.
And by her mighty father's head she swore . . Horn. Venus, 23.
And thy tears upon my head Burn Inv. Mis. viii; 4.
His head was leaning on a music book, .... Julian, 278.
then with prostrate head Sinks in the dust . . . 413.
a stroke On my raised arm and naked head, . . Loon, lii. xi. 2.
the pillow For my light head was hollowed . . m. xxxi.' 4,
fairest hands bound them on many a head, , . v. xvi. 8.
Shrouding his head, which now that infant fair . v. xxxv. 4.
Her headon my unquiet heart reposing, . vi. xxv. 2.*

Is set on Laon and Laone's head: — x. xli. 4.
which roast the eyes in the head, x. xlvii. 2.
Upon my languid heart her dearest head; . , . xi. vi. 5.

'

His head^.vA feet are bare, xii. iii. i.
Above her head those plumes - xii.xxxii

"4

Be both, on thy grey head, a leaden cowl . . . Z^. Ch, iv. 3.
I laid mine hot head on the surge-beaten mould, M. N. Ravail 16
Pause, as in fear, to strike his head. .... M.N.Spec.Hors. ±a
What cure your ,^Aa^ and side ? Magnet. Lady v. ^And from its head as from one body grow, . . Medusa ill.' i.

My head is heavy, my limbs are weary, . . . My head is heavy i
His soul may stream over the tyrant's head; , . Ode Lib. Xiv. 3.
Hiss round a drowner's head in their tempestuous

uplifted from the ^ai^ Ofsome fierce Msnad, Ode W. Wind, il o.
Purganay, OflF with her head! CEdipus, X. 294.
That you, Lord General, bring the ^a^and body, 1, 300.
By pouring on her head this mystic water. . . . ij. {Jm,
Another—Let him shave his head! Peter, vi. iv. i.

'

This undeclining^ head Prom. I. 281.
Like a pillow ot thorns for thy slumberless head. i. 563.
how on its ^flfi? there bums A light, lii. iv! 4.
Roses for a matron's head— Rementbr. lii.

'2.

The left hand held the head, the right— .... Rosal. 1061.
pillowing his head with it 1267!
Whilst a wreath of dark vapour encircles his h. . St. Ir. (2) iv. 4.
Like the head and the skin of a dying man. . . Sensit. PL in, 29.
on thy dear head Its frozen dew , The Cold, IV. 3.
and Heaven above my head, Triuntph 28.
And o'er what seemed the head *

qi\
and did bend her Head under the dark boughs, . 364.
her bright hand, and her head, Vi^. Sea, 164.
(2) the head of animals.

He burned the hoofs and horns and h. and hair, Horn. Merc, xxill.4
Sustained a crested ^flrf, Laon i. ix. 8. "

And casting back its eager ^fod^ i. x"6'
His head is on her heart, . j| j^jj* g
As 'twere a scourge over the courser's head^ . . VL xxi. 2
Bent his thin head to seek the brazen rein, . , , VL xliii. 4.
B. Fig. (1) the mind or understanding.

Had filled his empty head and heart, Devil xvi 2My ^iJarf is wild with weeping for a grief . . My head is wild 1
a thought is in my Atfm/— A/cr, vi. xxviii'. 4!

(2) a personality or being.
Light on his ^tfodfwho pierced thy innocent breast, Adonais xvii 8Nor ambition with fame crown the murderer's h. Bip^otry 11 o

'

^f^'^^^^^^'^^^VO^^^rhead . ...... C^««; IV. i. 130.
Well, be her purity on your head, my Lord, . . y ii 71
hiding his mortal -^ae// Laon,j'xiik.6.
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and on my head The burthen of their sins . . . I^aon^ IX. viii. 8.

on my head the burthen lay Of her just torments : xii. xii. 4.

And o'er thy head did beat its wings for fame, . Wiich^ Ded. Hi. 3.

(3) the crown, pinnacle or top.
Rushed with g^reat leaps iip to the mountain's A., Horn.. Merc. XI. 4.
the snowy Atfarf Of white Olympus, . . . . Lxxxvi.3.
each Atfarf Within its cloudy wings, . . . Ode Lib. V. 7.

whose snowy head 'Mid the azure air Rosai. 538.

(4) said of flowers.

Lifts its bold head into the world's frore air, , . St. Epips. 67.

(5) applied to the moon.
From her immortal head in Heaven shot forth, . Horn. Mootty 4.

(6) leader or superior.

And late the German head oi Taasiy bodies, . . Ch. isfy II. 183.

(7) power.
lifts her heel To bruise his head. Naples^ 1 13.

(8) progress, headway.
The sails are full, the boat makes head . . . Serchi'o, 92.

(9) with, over= in a higher position.
And call out to the cities o'er their head,— . . Gi'sd. 62.

Headless, adj. decapitated.
And headless patriots, and pale youths .... Protn. I. 769.

Headlong, adj. violently rushing, furious.

With the Aea(//o«if storm Calderon^ \i. ^%.

you ride so fast on the headlon^hXzst Fausty li. 167.

They ride on them, and rein their AeaiZ/ow^ speed, Front. II. ii. 80.

Headlong, adv. precipitately.
he fell Headlong^ or with stiff eyeballs sate . . JLaon. x. xxv. 7.

Sinks ^0(f/(7«^ through the aerial golden light . Ode Jizb. xix.. 5.

Heads, «. A. ZzV. (1) pi. of Head. A. Lit (1).
As if he trod upon the heads of men Ch. u/, I. 59.
dust on their dishonoured heads. i. 79.
With bosoms bare, and bowed headSy .... Damon^ i. 278.

Their h. with flour snowed over white and new, Horn. Merc. xciv. 3.

O'er the heads of men—so fast Mask^ xxx. 2.

they Whose reverend heads with age are grey, . LXXXII. 2.

to see her Majesty Flying above our heads^ . . CEdipus^ II. i. 96.
Throwbacktheir A. and loose their streaming hair; Triumph^ 147.
and round their heads did soar ; 507.

(2) see Head. A. Lit. (2).
The birds are silent, hanging down their heads^ , Orpheus^ 121.

B. Fig. (1) said of flowers.

She lifted their heads with her tender hands, . . Sensit. PI. II. 37.

(2) personages, individualities.

bows the proudest heads under the meanest feet. Ch, u/, Ii. 425.
Over the heads of men, Hellas^ 908.
o'er the heads of men Pass harmless, Laon. viII. xx. 8.

Which doubly visits on the tyrants' heads . . . Q. Mab^ VIII. 181.

(3) roofs or pinnacles..

and crested h. Of cities and proud temples gleam Witch^ LVII. 6.

(4) the obverse side of a coin.
And cry out,

—

heads or tails ? where'er we be. . Gtsb. 91.

:{:Headsnian, n. the executioner.
That is the headsman's business Cenci, v. iii. 95.

Healed,//. A. Lit. restored to health.
When I was healed^ he led me forth Laon, iv. v. 7.

B. Fig. (1) reconciled, accommodated.
our country's wounds May yet be healed— . , Ch. ist^ l. 124.

(2) made happy or peaceable.
And so, his mind Was healed^ Rosal. 813.

Healing, ///. adj. (1) curative.

A soft ana healing.\>o\.{QTi. to my lips Laon, ill. xxxji. i.

My soul weeps ^£i2/;'w^ rain, Magfiet.LadyyW,2.
the might of healing springs is poured ; . . . . Prom. IV. 390.

(2) restorative, soothing.
sleep, that healing A^-^ of heaven, Cenci^ IV. i. 178.

Envying us, may even entice To our h. paradise Eug. Hills^ 355.
Ana folds over the world its Afo/m^ wings. . , From. IV. 501.

Heals, V. tr. Fig. (i) reconciles, accommodates.
And the love which heals all strife Eug. HillSy 366.
The dagger heals not but may rend again . . . Jmian^ 357.

(2) restores, refreshes,

wind which heals the brow at noon, Unf. Dr. 37.

.

Health, n. (1) freedomfrombodilyillness.soundnessof body.
Here is health Followed by grim disease, . . . Ch. ist, i. 161.

Health floats amid the gentle atmosphere, . . . DcETnon, II. 59.
health renovates the frame ; . . . , . II. 171.

Embleming love- and A^a//A, . . E. Viviam\ $.
Health like a heap of embers soon to fade. - . 14.
In hue too beautiful for healthy Julian^ 281.

That the poor sufferer's health began to fail . 507,
Forget lost Afifl/M, . Magnet. Lady^iw. 6.
had the hue Of health upon his cheeks— . . . Feter. vii. ix. 4.
blooming there, In proud and vigorous health; . Q. Mab^ iv. 50.
Strengthens in health, and poisons in disease ; . vi. 159.
Love, freedom, health, had given -=— Vlii. 15.
mantling in first luxury oi health, ...... --— VIll. 37.
/Tfifl/M floats amid the gentle atmosphere, , . . Vlll. 114.
health renovates the frame ;

—— vill. 229.
For ever now his health declined, Rosal. 814.
I have nor hope nor healthy St. Dejection, III. i.

Health, hope, and youth, and brief prosperity ; . St. Epips. 69.
(2) welfare, -well-being.

The health of life's own life. .,..,... Fr, Love, 5.

(3) a toast or pledge in drinking.

And we have pledged a health or two together, . Cenci, I. iii. 10.

*Healtli-drops, c. n. Fig. remedies for evil.

Until pure health-drops, from the cup of joy, Fall Q. Mab, VI. 52.

Healthful, adj. wholesome.
And liquors clear and sweet, ^N\iO^^ health, might Witch, xvil.,i.

Healthy, adj. hale, sound.
drained By innocent and healthy lips ; . . . . Faust, II. 306.

Heap, V. I. tr. A, Lit. pile together.

and heap upon the hearth, ... a great faggot Cycl. 221.

heap the sand thereon Fr. Thejierce, 4.

Heap on me soon O grave, thy welcome dust ! . Julian, 369.
and ^a^ the snow Mont B. 135.

waves tumultuous heap Confusion to the clouds, Q. Mab, VI. 165.

B, Fig. accumulate.
And hec^ the houseless wanderer's store, . . . Devil, xx. 5.

when years heap Their withered hours, .... Epips. 536.
did I with earnest thought Heap knowledge . . Laon, Ded. V. 2.

^(Tfl^ on thy soul^by virtue ofthis Curse, lU deeds. Prom. I. 292.
but heap Thousandfold torment on themselves . I. 595.
who heap Toil and unvanquishable penury . . . Q. Mab, III. 119.

Heap luxuries to their sensualism, . .... V. 65.

II. intr. accumulate.
Find wealth,—let no impostor ^a^ / . . . . Men ofEng.Vl.2.

III, refl. huddle up.
Or heap himself in such a horrid mass .... Gisb. 48.

Heap, n. A. Lit. (1) a mass, pile, or accumulation.
Health like a heap of embers soon to fade. . . E. Viviani, 14.
Lies a solitary heap, Eug. Hills, 48.
Burying his nose in every heap of dung Faust, I. 52.
A heap of rosin, Gisb. 84.

(2) a ruinous building.
It was a crumbling heap, whose portal dark . Laon, IV. i. 3.

A heap of hearthless walls ;— VI. xlvi. 4.
amid that hideous heap to see ... ... X. xxiii. 6.

and on the heap Pour venomous gums x. xxxviii. 3.
The hope . . . smells like a heap Of corpses, . . FVont. r. 339.
A heap of crumbling ruins stood, Q. Mab, IX. (^6.

till it grew a heap To make men tremble . . . Sensit. PI, III. 20.

(3^ a building.
Encircling that vast Fane's aerial heap : . . . Laon^ I. li. 5.

B. Fig. a mass of confusion morally.
And made thy world an undistinguishable heap. Ode Lib, Vlll. 15.

Heaped, v. tr, A. Lit. piled together.
A mighty pile ofwood the God then heaped, . Horn. Merc. XVIII. i.

and I heaped "^V the courser's bed Laon, VI, xxvl. 8.

and Famme stjll Heaped corpse on corpse, . . . ——- X. xliv. 3.

B. Fig. (1) poured forth.

who heaped abuse On Feter Peter, vi. xxxiii, i.

(2) accumulated.
which heaped <m Greece Ruin and degradation . Prol. Hellas, 46.
wantonly Heaped ruin, vice, and slavery ; , ., Q. Mab^ iv. 99.

Heaped, //. A. Lit. (1) piled up.
Heaped upon the creaking wain, Eug. Hills, 222.
Down green Onchestus h. like beds with grass. Horn. Merc. xiv. 7,
heapedixam. ever-shifting sand, Julian, 4,
So be the tari heaped over our remains , , , . Laon^ ix. xxix, i.

And hillocks heaped of moss-inwoven turf, . , Marenghi^ xiv. 4.
By the wild waves heaped tumultuously .... Mar. Dr. xiv, 4.
how hideously Its shapes are heaped around ! . . Mont B. 70.
Rose leaves, when the rose is dead. Are heap. Music, when sojt, 6.

heaped For many seasons there, Q. Mab, v. 6.

him whose pride had /i£fl/^(3f them there. . . . ix, 30.
Were heaped in the recesses of her bower ; . . Witchy xx, 4.

(2) tumbled together,
for all his limbs lay heapedAnd effortless ; . . Cenci, iv, iv. 75. ,

Heaped in undistinguished ruin : Fr. RoTJte, 2.

Lie h. in their harmonious disarray Of figures,— Gisb. 96.

B. Fig. (1) of water, superincumbent,
heaped over its carcase, like a grave Calderon, li, 70.

(2) accumulated.
Under the penury heaped on me by thee, . . Cenci, III. i. 295.
And weapon-winged murder ^fia/^rf together . . Cyc/. 289.
disease and woe Heaped on the wretched parent Q. Mab, IV. 129,

Heaped, ppL adj. throvra up by wind.
The ^tfo^tff/ waves behold The deep calm . . . Vis. Sea, \2K

Heaping, pr. pple. Fig, accumulating.
H. over their corpses cold Blossoms and leaves, Past, I. 3.

Heaps, V. tr. A. Lit. accumulates, stores.

Where the peasant ^<i^^ his grain Eug. Hills, 21S.

B. Fig. accumulates,
bootless rage heaps torments for the brave, . . Q. Mab, Vll. 249.

Heaps, n. A. Lit. piles or accumulations.
Over heaps of unvalued stones : Arethusa, iv. 6.

And mighty heaps 'of silver and of gold . . . Horn.. Merc. XLl. 7.

I moved—I lived—as o'er the Aeti^j of dead, , . Laon, vi. viii. 3.

Hadpiled three Aca/j of loaves, ' VI. li. 7,

With heaps of golden shells we two did play,— . vil. xxi. 8.

Upon fresh heaps of dead ; . . x. xx. 9,
or within heaps of dust Prom. IV. 306,
There rusted amid heaps of broken stone • . . Q. Mab, IX. 120.
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B. Fig.
Those thrones, high built upon the h. Of bones . Falsehbod^ 5.

And heaps of fraud-accumulated gold, .... Ld. Ch. II. 3.

Bear, v. I. tr. (1) perceive by the organ of hearing,

is all the woodmen hear. Adonais^ XV. 9.

Do you not hear the Aziola cry? Asiola^ i. i.

will now Depart, for I hear steps Calderon^ I. 205.

I now hear the clash of swords I. 228.

I think they cannot hear me at that door ; . . . Cenci^ I. \\}%^-
And start if thou but hear a human step : . . . I. in- i^S-

I hearA busy stjr of men about the streets ; . . II- i; I74'

You hear but see not an impetuous torrent . . ill- i- 25S.

That step we Atfar approach ill. i. 272.

Is that my name I hear proclaimed abroad ? . . V. i. 84.

hear no more Blithe voice of living thing ; . . V. iv. 52.

Which only the angels hear^ Cloudy 50.
while I ask and hear Whence coming, .... Oscl. 85.

Doth Henry hear her regular pulses throb, . . Dee%
Hark the earthquake's crash I hear^ . .

I hear them tune their instruments— . . .

and to hear the while Sweet music, , . .

Not a bee shall hear him creeping, . » .

Until the sounds I hear become my soul, .

Shuddered to hear through the deserted halls
who hear the wilt Of winds, and sigh, . .

ffear ye the blast, Whose Orphic thunder .

I hear/ The hiss as of a rushmg wind, . .

I hear/ The crash as of an empire falling, .

And one sweet laUgh, most horrible to hear,
ha! hear! not 'Ki^ toutw yiKij. Allah, IHah, Allah
such as you may If. among revellers on a holiday.
And cared at ail to hear my mother scold, ,

.

Or half asleep, hear my sweet mother sing,
Yet did I never hear except from thee, . . .

From all we hear and all we see,

If you hear not a deep and heavy bell. . . .

We could just hear its hoarse and iron tongue

:

Those who may cross the water, hear that bell

now we hear the din Of madmen^
and their fierce roar to hear Amid the calm : .

And h. his breath its own swift easpings smother
I seemed to hear Sounds gathering upwards ! .

I joyed as those a hiim'an tone to hear, . .

Soon I could hear the leaves sigh, ...
a tone Such as sick fancies . . . Might hear. ,

To hear one sound of many made,
To hear the restless multitudes forever . . .

And, neither did I hear the acclamations, . .

to hear the wind our screams of torment waft,
they hear The tramp of hoofs
Hark ! I hear music on the zephyr's wing, . .

I hear their fulsome clamours ecnoed loud ; .

It is thy work ! I hear a voice repeat, . . .

The startled passenger shudders to hear,
did hear The sound as of a dim low clanging,
To hear the fire roar and hiss . . ...
and their mighty swinging To hear— ....
Hear ye the march as of the Earth-bom Forms
I hear the pennons of her car Self-moving,
let me ^a?' Their everlasting grunts ....
Ha! what do I hear}
I hear a crackling of the giant bones . . .

I only hear the lean and mutinous swine . .

I /tear a sound of voices : Prom. I.

for I would hear that curse again . i.

and tho' the Gods Hear not this voice, .... I.

Sister, I hear the thunder of new wings I.

And beasts hear the sea moan in inland caves.

Some—^fa>- 1 not the multitude laugh loud?— .

Blood thou canst see, and fire ; and canst h. groans ;

hear I not The ^olian music
I could hear His voice, whose accents lingered .

Yet never meet them, tho' we hear them oft : .

{Hear ye the jhunder of the fiery wheels . .

I A^ar The small, clear, silver lute

tune,Which, insomedearscenewehavelovedtoA., Q. Mab, li. 171

thou didst laugh to hear the mother's shriek . . —— vl. 119.

Is it a dream, or do I see And hear frail Helen? . Rosal. 41.

I cannot bear The murmur of this lake to fiear. . 62.
' and hear its breath, 383-

You might hear the beatings of his heart, . . . 1026.

You might hearhj the heaving of her breast, . . Sensit. PI. II. 22.

Thou art unseen, but yet I hear thy shrill delight, Skylar/i^ 20.

and hear the sea . .- St. Dejection, iv. 8.

No longer will live to hear or to see . . . There is no worli^ 22.

I see the light, and I hear the sound ;
Two Spirits, 25.

Such as we hear in youth . Witch, Xiv. 5.

And laughed to hear the fire-balls roar behind. . • LV. 8.

Hated to hear, . , . One nightingale Woodman, 3.

(2) listen or attend to.

Strangers have wept to ^^ar his passionate notes, Alastor, 61.

Has brought us hither : let us hear it, Count. . . Cenci, I. lii, 20.

You hear me not, I tell you they are dead : . . I. iii; 4,^.

of all words . . . Which wouldst thou hear) , . l". 1. 113-

O, let me hear You speak I
-7— V. iv. 140.

Hear me, Wentworth Ch. ist, II. 204.

Will you hear Merfin's prophecy, ' II- 370-

in spite of the Church, They will hear homilies . —— n. 376.

Hear, Cyclops, a plain tale Cyct. 232.

I'll hear no more ! too long We gaze on danger . Hellas^ 640.

Argos, Corinth, Crete Hear, . . . The harmony . 708.

^i^mon, I. 34.
Devil^ XXVII. I.

Faust, II. 248.

Fr. Poetry, 2.

Fr. Serp. 5-

Fr. Silence, 5.

Ginevra^ 184.

Gisb. 165.
Hellas, 703.

719.

723-
825.

! 828.

Horn.. Merc. IX. 8.

XXVIII. 3.

XLV. 0.

LXXV. 7.

Int. Beauty^ III. 6.

Julian, 97.
104.

109.
266.

Laon, I. XV. ^.

II. xvh. 4.
in.iv.j;
III. XXXU. 8.

III. xxxiv. 5.

V. xxvii. 4.

V. xxxix. 3,

V. xli, I.

V. xlv. 1.

VI. xi. 9.
XII. viii. 3.

M. N. Despair, lo.

M.N.Post.Fr.56.
79-

M. N. Spec. Hors. 45.
Mar. Dr. VI. 3.

'

XVII. 5.

Mont B. 24.

Naples, 127.

Ode Lib. XVIII. 4.

CEdipus, I. 94.
I. 218.

. II. ii. 61.

II. ii. 67.
112.

131-

I. 144.
I. 521.

I. S8i-
I. 611.

I. 616.

II. i. 25.

II. i. 87.

II. ii. 68.

III. i. 47-
III. II. 37.

JLaughed heartily to /;. the subtle-witted Infant Horn. Merc. LXVI. 4.

Hear but my reasons Julian, 394.
All shall relent Who hear me— Laon, II. xli. 7.

arise, and make Her sex the law of truth and
freedom hear, IV. xviii. 7.

He hears me not—ah ! no—kings cannot hear, M. N. Post. Fr. 15.

to come, that I may hear Thy song : Matilda, 47.
Or hear their names with ears that tingle not , CBdipics, I. ^75.
a few natural friends, would hear him ; . . . . Peter, VII. xii. 2.

Speak the words which I would hear, .... Prom. I. 24S.

When all remains untold which ye would hear} ill. iv. 123.

And reproach thou wilt not hear. Rarely, III. 6.

All present who those crimes did hear, .... Rosal. 518.

But wilt thou >itfa?', -since last we parted . . . 580.

Till Lionel's 'banquet in heir yon Aeo?-, . . . -— 687.

And hear his words of kind farewell, 913.

And I hear, . . . Stay thy_ boat on the lake,— . . St. Ir. (6) I. 7.

hear them mumble Their litany of curses— . . St. Epips. 55.

and I think I hear That thou yet lovest me ; . . Yet look, 6.

(3) give heed to.

So bitter is the life I live, That, hear me. Hell ! . Calderon, II. 16.

GoA\ Hearme.\ C2M«, IV. i. 115.

God ! A«a>-, O hear, A father's curse ! .... IV. iii. 18.

Hear me, great God ! I swear, most innocent, . V. ii. 153.

Hear the discourse which is within my heart, . . Dante Conv. 2.

.1 pray that ye will hear me when, I cry, .... S.

To hear a famished nation's groans, Falsehood, 2.

Will hear no reason and endure no rule. . . . Faust, II. 354.

The inchanted heart could hear, . ... Lerici, 12.

(4) learn by report.

To hear the death of my accursed sons ! ... Cenci, I. iii. 80.

the accusing Angel waits to hear If God, . . . IV._ i. 35.

To hear I have no sister ; V. iv. 135.

His best friends hear no more of him ? . . . . Gisb. 237.

To ^i?a?' but of the oppression of the strong, . Julian, 2^^.

and could moan For woes which others hear not, 445.

And the tumultuous world stood mute to hear it, Laon,Ded.^lu.s,
Tho' thou may'st hear that earth is now become I. xxxiv. 3.

to h. That faith and tyrannywere trampled down ; .x. xxxiii. 5.

To hear what she can possibly have done. . . (Edifus, II. i. 58.

'tis to be Reviewed, I hear, in the next Quarterly ; St. Epips. 32.

(5) said of inanimate objects and subjects.

that shalt not hear What now I think ! . . . Cenci, I. i. 141.

did hear A savage conqueror stained in kindred
blood. Hymning his victory, Dce-nion, II. 84.

The fanes of Fear and Falsehood hear no more
The voice 11.209.

the Earth starts to hear the mighty warning Laon, V. Song, I. 6.

when our charmed name he hear, o. 13.

Didst thou not start to h. Spain's thrilling paean Naples, 102.

eternal Italy Starts to hear thine ! 105.

hear the voices of those they love, Ode, Arise, 13.

that tone Thou didst delay to hear, . ... Ode Lib. Vll. 15.

Which vibrated to hear me, Prom. I. 63.

Rejoice to hear what yet ye cannot speak. . . I. 253.

The world can hear not the sweet notes . . Triumph, 478.

II. intr. (1) perceive by the organ of hearing.

Dost thou not hear? Faust, II. 140.

I hear.' I heart . Hellas, 710.

Seeing, see not—and hearing, hear not— . . Hom. Merc. XV. 7.

To hear, to see, to live Laon, V. xlii. I.

lest Heaven's fell King Should ,4ea»-, . . . Prom. 1. ni.
No, thou canst not hear : ... . . . —,— 1. 149!-

I hear, I feel ; !" ". 84.

(2) listen.

Wilt thou fear; Speak Calderon, n. lo^.

for those who hear may choose From three, Hom. Merc. LXXVI. 3.

A heaven of sacred silence, hushed to hear.— . Julian, 261.

Speak not to me, but hearl Laon, I. xxv. i.

let those stand forth who hear. And tremble not. V. xxxiv. 3.

How canst thou hear Who knowest not . . . Prom. I. 137.

I hear. " i- 172-

I ^isar." I am as a drop of dew that dies. . . . IV. 523.

I fear." I am a leafshaken by thee! IV. 528.

'Wa hear: thy Words "waken Oblivion IV.J43.
Hear how it sings into the air. Serchio, 60.

(3) give heed.
Destroyer and preserver ; fea!>^0,fea»>/ . .OdeW.Wind,\.\l^
and fire, and hail will burst : O, hearl . . .

II. 14-

Heard, v. I. tr. (1) perceived audibly.

He fearafThe motion of the leaves, Alastor, Sf^^.

till I killed a foe. And feara? his groans, . , . Ce7ici,\.\.\Qn.

Until she fearrf you talk of her dead brothers. . II. i. 161.

You, my good Lord Orsino, heard those words. II. ii. 41.

in that trance she heard a voice IV. i. 33.

and she fearrf no voice IV. i. 71.

I heard The Legate's followers whisper . . . IV. iv. 26.

I heard the rats squeak behind the wainscots : . Ch. 1st, 11. 440.

I heard'. . . fragments of most touching melody, Julian, 220.

I heard, alone, 'What made its music .... Laon, I. xix. 2.

What next I ^rd, Were billows III. xxx. 1.

Which'whosofeara^ was mute, V. lii. 8.

thescreaufsofTfos I'J''"''^ ^PP™^'^''' • • • •
VI. iv. 5.

loud cries o'f scorn which whoso Aeara .... VI. viii. 6.

And heard her musical pants, VI. xx. 7.

Each only heard, or saw, or felt the other ; . . VI. xxiv. 3.

Soon as she heard my steps VI. xlviii. 5.

The Tyrant heard her singing to her lute . . . VII. iv. 6.

And heard loose rocks rushing tumultuously . VII. xxxix. 3.
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but when they Awrrf My voice, Laon, vn. xli. 6.

they Aeard the startling cry, IX. iii, 4.
The glorious joy of thy name Liberty I—They A. / ix. iii. 8.

She saw me not— she heard me not— . . . . xi. i. i.

She heardvQR as I fled— XI. vii. 2.

they heard the roar of Hell's sulphureous surge. xi. ix. 9.
Desolation heard your trumpet's blast, .... xi. xv. 3.
I heard the mighty sound . . . . , . . xil. xvi. «;.

I heard a yell . . . M. N. Ravail, \o.
But still the Lady heard that clang Mar. Dr. xi. i.

And /searafthe autumnal leaves like light footfalls Naples^ 2.

and heard Thci Mountain's slumberous voice . . 3.
I Afftt?-i:^ it strike The woods ... . , . /fe/er, l. xii. 4.
Now Peter, when he Atfarrf such talk, .... v. vi. i.

No human ear J^ieari/ this lament

;

. . . /V. ^Maw. II.ii.47.
for ye all heard me speak. . . . Prom. I. 73.
aye, I A^a^ofThy curse, . ..... . . I- i79'
I heard the thunder hoarsely laugh

; i. 715.
thy name Among; the many sounds alone I ^tfa?-*^ 11.1,90.
Heard not the night-wind's rush, Q. Mab, I. 89.
Heard not an earthly sound, » . . , .

—— \. 90.
.ffirarrfbut the heavenly strains 1.92.
A murderer heard His voice in Egypt, .... vii. 100.
Which never yet I Aear^i? elsewhere Rosal. 61

26?,.

273.
. -—- 296.
. 642.

. 684.

. 1201.

Triumph^ 67.

97.
. Witch^ XXX. 4.

. Adon. Cane. 15.

. Cenct^ I. i. 16.

. Cyd. 14.

• ;— 449-...
. L,aon^ II. ni. i.

. II. ix. I.

. XII. i. 6.

. Peier^ I. xi. 5.

VI. vi'ii. 4,

. VII. vii. I.

Pr. Athan. II. i. 18.

Witch, Liv. 4.

if they heard or thought they h,. . . His footstep,
If it thought it heard \ts father near

;

And heard his words.—and live ! . . .

hope and peace On all who heard him '.

.

He made tales which whoso heard or read
Then 1 heard strange tongues, . . .

Heard not the fountains,
I heard alone on the air's soft stream . .

the serpent heard it flicker In sleep, . .

(,2) learned, knew of by report.
^earfi? His h3Tnns,
Aye, I once ^^ar^^the nephew of the Pope .

For when 1 AearaT that Juno had devised
1 heard of old that thou wert wise. . . .

I heard, as all have heard^ the various story
I heardas all have heard^ life's various story,
Just heard the happy tidings, . .

I heard all this from tTie ola woman,
By men of whom they never heard^
When Peter heard of his promotion,
he heard t\\G prash of nations
She sate, and heard all that had happened new
(3) said concerning inanimate or abstract things.

The loud Ocean heard. Arethusa, ill. 4.And the pale nations Atfar^f it, 'Misery!' . Prom. I. iii.
Earth ^tfarii^ the name

; ^. ^o5, vi. in.
the violets pale Heard her ^ithin their slumbers. Woodman, i6.

IL intr,

for I heard And can forget not . . Julian, 433.
I felt but ^^fl^^ not:-** -"Napiell
Axia heard, and cried, 'Ah, woe is me ! ' . . . Prom,, i. 97.
I saw not, heard not, moved not, ... . n. i. 70.

Heard, pp. (1) perceived or known by hearing.
The beating of her heart was heard Alastor 169.
not a star Shonej not a sound was heard; . . .

' 607
i^ffa^'a? in its ragmg ebb and flow Apenn. k
^any an eventide Thy music I had heard . . . Asiola, ii. 2.
Which I have keardXivm pray for on his knees ; . Cenci, i. ii. 52.
There shall be lamentation -^tfa^df in Heaven . iv. i. i8c
I have not heard\nni groan . iv. iii. 2
Of planetary music heard in trance .' Epips. 86
I have heard

. . . this joyous truth averred : . . 126.
Nor is heard on^ voice of wail Eup- Hills kt..
Like the rushing of wings was heard axQnr\d

; . Fr. Satan' 12.
of women and of men Was heard approaching

; . Ginevra, q8.
with hearts that might be heard to throb . . £82.
Afar the Contadino's song is heard, . . . Gisd 286
no more Is heard than has been felt before, . . Guitar fane 84
Andprophesyings... Are ^. among the crowd: Hellas, io-i.
Was ^^a?'rf abroad flapping among the tents; .

'

614.
Such mmstrelsies as I have ^ear/even now. Horn. Merc, lxxiv 4thro the summer is not ^flraT or seen, . . Int.Beautv vu X
never Wfi^ My voice, Julian, ^io.And told as she had heardthe mournful tale. . cn6
not a sound Was heard; Laon i. ii. 7.

I. XXII. 2.

II. xxviii. I.

IV. ix. 9.

IV. xiv. 2.

V. xxii. 2.

of some loved voice heard long ago
And, in the murmur of her dreams was heard '.

High truths from gifted lips had ^.and understood;
At voices which are heard about the streets, . .

clasped his feet When human steps were heard:—
as when far is ^earrfin some lone dell . . .

Then was Afiar^i^He whojudged let him . .

thro' the air Sobs were then heard, .....
might be h. the murmur of the motion Of waters,*
One moment these were heard and seen— . .

but his sobs were Afi«?-af by all, ......
I have ^tfara?friendly sounds from many a tongue •

was heard one stifled prayer For life, . ...
'Was heard on high the reptiles' hiss and crawl—
of which alone One word was heard, ...
the measured breath Was now heard there ;— . -

I might have heardhex voice, . . .
'

.

if the tramp ofa far steed was heard,
her stifled groan Was heard— ....
there is heard The music

,

'Tis not heardhy the ear, but is felt iA the soill. M.N, Spec.mrs[2%

V. XXXI. 2.

V. xxxii. I.

- V. XXXV. 6.

VI. xxiii, 3.

VI. xxiv. I.

VIII. xxvi.3.
X. ii. I.

X. xxiii. 4,

X, xliii. 6.

X. xlviii. 6.

XI. V. 2.

XI. vi. 6.

XI. X. 6.

XII. vi. 8.

xii. x\-ii. 3.

Mary, 6.

Mask, xxxiv. 3.
-> LXXXIX. 4.

xc. 4.

(Bdipus, I, 37.
Feter, I. ii. 3.

VI. xxxii. 4.

Prom. I. ^29.
II. i. 159.
II. 11, 36.
II. ii. 70.

II. iv. 14.

III. iii. 18.

III. iv. 54.
IV. 6"?.

Q. Mab, vn. 86.
Rosal. 123.

St. Ir. "(2) I. I.

Skylark, 63.

Triumph, 37. ^

Two Spirits^ 43.
Witch^ V. 7.

Calderon, iii. 84.
Cenci, l. ii. 48.

I. iii. 9.
Ch. 1st, II. 433.
Gisb. 235.

Voice the sweetest ever heard/ . . .

Was :^tfari/ and felt—ai^d at its close . , .

A volcano heard afar. . .

Heard again—again—again—
I have ^sarfl? your Laureate sing,

there might be heard
To have heard him, like a male Molly, . . .

Groans half heard, and blood untasted ; . .

Were heard: Oh, follow, follow, follow me ! .

When there is heard thro' the dim air . .

I have heard those more skilled in spirits say,

the voice Of one beloved heardm youth alone.

And there is heardVoR ever-moving air, . .

When there was heard a sound, so loud, , .

We have heard the lute of Hope in sleep

;

Once his voice Was heard on earth : . . . .

The fitful wind is i^^ar*:/ to stir

And men have heard the prisoners say, . .

Ghosts of the dead ! have I not h. your yelling

I have never heard Praise of love or wine . .

and heard zs there The birds,

Sweet whispers are heardhy the travellers,

And her low voice was Asa?*-*/ like love, . . .

t^2j learned by report, been informed of.

has ever heard of him again ?—
he has ^tftt^i;/ some happy news
And heard the pious cause for which 'tis given.

So, as I had ^carc? treasures were found . .

have you not heard When a man marries, . .

Have heard a word of the whole business : . Horn. Merc. XLIV. 6.

I could not tell more than you now have neai'd. ' XLiv. 8.

For I have only heard the name.— XLVII. 5.

I should have ever heard \^^ name of one— . , Lii. 7.

'

had in any manner heard Of my lost cows, . . lxi. 3.

Nor, had I heard the story of their deeds ; . . L,aon^ II. xi. 2.

of whose high deeds The Hermit in his pilgrimage
had heard, . . rv. xxxiv. 3,

have seen God, and heard ixom God, .... VIII. vii. i.

Ye the oracle have heard: Ode Lib. xv. 6.

We feel what thou hast h. and seen : yet speak. , Prom. ill. iv. 97.

C3) given heed to.

when these were not heardl have still borne,— . Cenci^ I. iii. 119.
I was not heard—\ saw them not— Int. Beauty, v. 6.
They have been keard^ and men aspire to more . Laon, iv. xii. 8.

(4) expressed, made evident.
there is heard His voice in all her music, . . Adonais, XLII. i.

Heard in the calm of thought ; . . . . . Alastor^ 154.
gentle thoughts be heard still there Laon^ VI. xxix. 7.

(5) said of inanimate things.

though they have k. and^een What might make Cenci, II. i. 171.
Have its deaf waves not heard my agony ? . . Prom.. I. 29.

Heardst, v. tr. perceivedst audibly.
even when Thou heardst the step of fate ;— . . Q. Mab^ vi. I3t.
Zfea>-i5^/ thou not sweet words . . 1 . . , Kosal. 1121.
Heardst thou not, that those who die . . . 1123.

Hearer, n. one who is listening.

which drew The colour from the hearer^s cheeks, Ginevra, 140.
How sadly I returned—might move the h. ruth : Laon, I. xliv. 9,

Hearers, n. pi. of Hearer.
which made The air his Atfar^rj breathed delight: Rosal. 794.

*Hearest, v. I, tr. perceivest, notest, art conscious ot.

Hearest thou the festal din Of Death, . . . Castl. Adm. IV. 1.

Hear'st thou not steps along the corridor? . . Cenci, v. i. 73.
And thou h. The loud flames ascend, andfearest: Eu^. Hills^ 281.
What hearest thou ? Hellas^ 813.
heardst thou not the tread Laon, XI xi. 9,
Hear'st thou not sounds i' the air' Prom. II. v. 35'

hearest thou not The curses of the fatherless, . . Q. Mab, ili. 27.

II. intr. heedest.
Hear'st thou, Hell ! dost thou reject it ? . . . . Calderon, 11. 21.
And see'st thou, and hear'st thou ? ... Fugitii^es, III. 2.

Hearing, pr, pple. listening to, having knowledge of, per-
ceiving by the ear.

Make me think, in Zwarm^ thee Calderon, in. ^2.
Seeing, see not—and hearing; hear not— . , . Horn.. Merc. xv. 7.
ApoUo hearing- this, past quickly on— .... xxxvi. i.

and smiled ^^arzM^ sweet sounds.— . . . Julian, 22^.
Hearing the tempestuous cry Mask, xiv. 3.

Hearkeu, v. intr. give attention, listen.
earnestly hearken now . . Prom. I. 145.

Hears, v. I. tr. (1) perceives by the sense of hearing.
mimics all he sees and hears Ck. ist, li. 98.
As some lone man who in a desart hears . . . Laon, Jjed.xill.^.
Who hears its fatal roar : vi. vi. 3.
The enthusiast hears at evening: Q. Mab, I. 49.Who ever hears his famished ott'spring's scream, v. 116.
When the low wind, its playmate^s voice, it hears. Question, 11. 8.'

When it hears thy harp's wild measure, . . . Sophia^ in, 4.
With sounds, which whoso h. must needs forget Triumph, 318.
(2} listens to.

'

And sees nor hears not any Julian, 270.He hears me not—ah ! no—kings cannot hear, M. N. Post. Fr. i^.God //earj my prayer—we meet, we meet again. . .
'

20'
when he Aearj The tale of horror, .... O Mn.h itt *^r»

(3) learns by report.
Like one who hears some strange absurdity. Horn. Merc, xlvii. 8.
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II. inir. said of inanimate things.
Our great Republic kears^ we are blest, and bless. Profn. IV. 533.

Bearse, n. a carriage on which a corpse is carried.

like plumes upon a Afizr^d /— Calderon^l. ly.

Followed his hoarse along the town:—.,.. Peter^ VII. vi. 4.

Heart, n. A. Lit. the central organ of the circulation of the

blood.
And pass into the panting heart beneaCh . . . Adonais^ xil. 4.

Vibrated, as the ever-beating heart Shook the
weak hand

The heavy heart heaving without a moan ?

The beatmg of her heart was heard ....
the pulse yet lingered in his heart. ....
Kven to my mouth and hearty that I may suck
I felt the blood Rush to my hearty ....
makes my heart Sicken and pant ; ....
My heart is beating with an expectation . .

It gushes to my heart Like the warDi blood. .

Soon the hearfs blood of all I love ....
the spirit of life throned in the hearty— , . .

My heart is quivering like a flame ; . . . .

a human heart Concealed beneath his robe ; .

How ! is not thy quick heart cold ? , . . .

"When they snatched the Patriot's heart. . .

Break like a bursting hearty and die in foam,
and that my heart beat fast

the fitifling olood Rushing upon her hearty . .

The rats in her heart Will have made . . .

My heart beats loud and fast ;—
With beating heart and streaming eyes, . .

my heart beat loud and fast—
when Cythna sate . . . her heart vibrating,
thou vital flood, Until my heart be dry, . . .

light, which made my heart beat fast, . . ,

So with a beating heart I went,
and fall Around my heart like Are ; . . . .

seemed To beat beside my hearty
lovely shape, which near my heart had lain. ,

and on my heart did feast ; . . . ...
He sheathed a dagger in his heart
So that the Lady^s heart beat fast, . ,. . .

cannot view Without a beating hearty . . .

as the wife Sheathied in her husband's heart .

And the sound of her heart that ever beat,
My lips turned white, and my heart beat fast

;

a living pulse then beat Beneath my heaft . .

Or mark my own hearfs restless beat . . .

About my frozen hearty did pW, ....
You might hear the beatings pfhis hearty .

From mine own heart through every vein, .

Into its side-convulsing heart.
And his heart loud did beat,

As blood to a heart that will beat no more.
throb like an anxious heart,
And mocks the heart which yet is warm, .

Near thy sweet mother's anxious heart.
And every beast of beating heart grew bold,

XXXIII. 6.

XXXV. 5.

Alastor, 169.

658.

Bion. A4on. 46.

Cencfy II. i. 41.
II. ii, i3g.

IV. i. 166.

V. iv. 95.
V, iv. 126.

Ch. isi, II. 151.

Con- Sin£^. III. 9.

Damon, I. 275.
Death Nap. 9.

. Devil, XII. 4.

E. Wt'litams, vi. 5.

Pr. Pris. 2.

Gtnevra, 57.
214.

Ind. Ser. ill. 6.

Int. Beauty^ VI. 3.

Laon^ II. xii. 6.

II. xxix. 6.

V. ix. 6.

V. xxiv. 5.

V. xlii. 6.

' vi.xxxiv.5.
. VII. xvii. 5.

VII. xvii. 9.

VII. XXV. 4.

XII. XXX. 6.

Mar. Dr. xi. 5.

Q. Mab, I. 14.
-— VII. 313.

Rosat. 212.

280.

349'
380.

399-
1026.

1034-
1065.

St. Ir. (3) X. 2.

Sensii. PI. III. 89.

Unf. Dr. 134.
Violet, II. 3.

W. Shel. III. 3.

Witch, VI. 7.

B. Fig. (1) the bosom or locality of the heart.

His head is on her heart, ......... JLaon, I- xxii. 5.

Thou fearest not then the Serpent on thy heart) I. xlvii. i.

did strain My arm upon her tremulous heart, Il.xxxviii.8.

Her head on my unquiet heart reposing, . . . Vi. xxy. 2.

When lips and heart refuse to part again, . . . VI. xliii. 7.

have laid Upon my languid heart '

.
xi. vi. 5.

(2) used figuratively for the mind, soul, spirit, affections

and feelings of man.
and let thy loud heart keep Like his, .... Adonais, III. 4.

and slake, in thy h. core, A wound more fierce .

even while the heart may break
The silence of that hearfs accepted sacrifice.

XXII. 3.

XXXII. 9.

XXXV. 9.

XL. 7.

XLIV. 6.

XLVII. 8.

LIII. I.

Alastor^ 22.

49.

A heart grown cold, a head grown grey in vain

When lofty thought Lifts a young heart . . .

keep thy heart light lest it make thee sink . . .

Why linger, why turn back, why shrink, my BT. ?

Ana my heart ever gazes on the depth ....
Of night and day, and the deep heart of man.
Sent to his heart its choicest impulses =—^ 70.

lost in his heart its claims To love and wonder ; . 97.

As if her ^a?-/ impatiently endured -^ 173.

His strong heart sunk and sickened . . . . . 181.

This doubt with sudden tide flowed on his hearty 220.

But on his heart \ta solitude returned, . , . . 414.

as the human heart, Gazine; in dreams .... 472.

The unheeded tribute of a broken heart. . . . 624.

My heart, . . . Did companion thee Arabic, Imit. i. 7.

The h. which tender thought clothes like a dove II.3.

A deeper Venus bears upon her heart. .... Bion. Adon. 14.

Livia IS she who has surprised my heaf!t; . . . Calderon, i. 47.

Upon that idol of my heart— : i. 205.

Thus to afflict my ^ar/; • • • in. 38.

from my heart doth overflow m. 43-

Nor teach my beating heart to fear, ill. 71.

pronounced to my own listening heart, . . . ill. 88.

which afflicts my heart and soul m. i lO-

'Twill soothe thy heart to softest peace. . . . m. 129.

My heart was torn in fragments ;
HI- 1?^'

Though the heart triumphs with itself in words. . Cena\ I. i.^HO-

In truth, my Lord, you seem too light of hearty . I. iii. 14.

If when a parep^ from a parent's hearf t , . . l- "» 22.

Rejoice with me—my heart is wondrous glad. . Cenci, I. iii. 50.
But now my heart is heavy, II. ii. 99.
Once more take courage my faint heart; . . II. ii. 152.

upon this weary heart? III. i. 31.

the secret Which cankers my heart's core ; . . III. i. 157.

and my heart knew repose in. i. 300.
O, heart. I ask no more Tostification ! , . . . III. i. 37?.
Harden his dying heart! IV. i. 37.
That fierce desire had faded in my heart. . . . IV. iv. 132.

Which is in every heartI O, misery ! iv. iv. 175.

I thought the h. was frozen Which is their fountain. V. ii. 61.

Worse than a bloody hand is a hard h&irt. . .
—— v. ii. 134.

My heart will break v. iii. 17.

My pangs are of the mind, and of the heart, . . v. iii. 65.

You had a manly ^«z^. V. iii. 118.

With a light and a heavy heart. v. iiL 145.

Whatever comes niy heart shall sink no more. v. iv. 78.

And yet my heart is cold . v. iv. 89.

Even till the heart is vacant and despairs, . . v. iv. 122.

Here is the pride that breaks the desolate heart. Ch. 1st, I. 154.

A gentle heart enjoys what it confers, .... II. o.

My young heart sTiared a portion of the burthen, II. 17.

Take my hearfs thanks : II. 20.

Be—as thou art within my heart and mind— . . Ji. 200.

Stamped on the heart by never-erring love ; . . II. 483.
Such IS my heart—roses are fair, Constant. II. 1.

that the torn heart can bleed, but not forget ! . Con. Sin^. i. g.

To be thy dear hearfs raate^ Critic, in. 2.

cannot view Without a beatmg heart, .... Dcemon, i. 14.

On which the lightest heart might moralize ? . . l. 22.

From hate and awe thy heart is free ; . . . , I. 91.

Haunting the human heart, n. 14-

uproot The, eerms of misery from the human h. . ll- 2S5.

„ „ .. " " >' Q: ^'^^^ ^^- '92-

Hear the discourse which is within my heart, . . Dante Conv. 2.

And tell of mine own heart this novelty

;

. . 9,

the life within This heavy heart, 14-

with such fierce stress. That my heart trembles— 21.

Had filled his empty head and heart, .... DeviL XVI. 2.

Where nty weak h. and all its throbs will cease. B. Williattts, vi. 8.

thus relieved His ^ar^ with words,— . . . vn. 4.

In my hearfs temple I suspend to thee .... Epips. 3.

Or, that the name my heart lent to another . . 46.

I have heard By mine t5wn.A«ir^ 127.

on the fountain of my heart i39-

Narrow The Iieart that loves, ... . . 170.

Into the core of my green heart, 263.

dart Magnetic might into its central heart; . . 348.

Who drew the heart of this frail Universe . . . 369.

upon the heart are piled Their offerings,— . . . 3S1.

ITie limbs in chains, the heart in agony, . . . 406.

Say my hearfs sister, wilt thou sail with me ? . 415.

W^ith thrilling tone into the voiceless heart, . . 563.

What, if there no heart wiU meet Bug', ffilts, 28.

A quenchless lamp by which the heart Sees things

unearthly;— 202.

Yet knew I not that heart v/as broken , . P. Godwin, 2.

The ice that clings to a priestly heart, .... Falsehood, 100.

To my hearfs winter bring, Far̂faraway, I. 6.

Unless my heart deceives me, Fiordispina, 66.

With the sweet dance your h. must keep to-night. 72.

And of one selfish heart, Fr. A gentle, 3.

for such to thee Has been my heart— . . . Fr. Dead, 2.

Until the heart be naked, . , . . ... Fr. Satire, 27.

Imperious inquisition to tne heart Ginevra, 07.

Your heart is Greek, Hassan Hellas, 455.
But the free heart, the impassive soul .... 680.

Leaves in his flight from ravaged heart to heart 907.

Can break the heart where it abides 979.

Within the heart of great Apollo— . . . Horn. Merc. Lxxil. i,

A thing extremely pleasing to my heart. . Lxxxix. 2.

In mine own heart V saw as in a glass .... Hope, Fear, 10.

Innocent is the hearfs devotion With which I

worship thine Ifear thy hisses, II. 3,

It dies upon her heart;— • Ind. Ser. n. 6.

Each human heart ana countenance ; . . . . Int. Beaufy, i. 7.

Keep . . . firm state within his heart. rv. 5.

till in our eyes This hearfs Hell seem Paradise. . Inv. Mis. IV. 5.

While my burning Aftzr/ lies sleeping? .... vn. 5.

Nature's art Harmonizes heart to heart. . . . fane, Invitn, 28.

Round the rent heart fulian, 126.

As one who wrought from his own fervid heart , 283.

and thought His words might move some heart . 287.

and what may tame My heart, ........ 360.

some sorrow which this heartOrh&nd may share 377.

Butme—whose heart a stranger's tear mightwear 442.

Not even in secret,—not to my own heart—r . . — 474.

as despair Upon my heart— 510.

And studied all the beatings of his h. With zeal, wo.
Why, her heart must have been tough : . , . , 606.

Move my faint heart with grief, Lament, n. 4.

And I return to thee, mine own hearfs home
; . Laon, Ded. l. 2.

But beside thee, where still my h. has ever been. n. 9.

my heart grew calm, and I was meek and bold. iv. 9.

Friend, whose presence on my wintry heart Fell, -^— vn.i.
for a space Left the torn human heart, .... • Xlli.g.

when tliat majestic theme Shrined in her heart , i. xxiv. 6.

when deep My heart was pierced with sympathy, i. xxxv. 7.

A woman's heart beat in my virgin breast, . . i. xxxvii. 2.

poured upon my h., a soft and thrilling sadness. i. xxxix. 9.
But as I moved, over my heart did creep . . . — i. xliii. 5.

that Spirit's tongue Seemed whispering m my h., i. xliii. 9.
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a darkness had descended On every heart: . . Laon^ li, v. 8.

And in no careless heart transcribed the tale ; . H. ix. 2.

brows anxious and pale With the h, warfare ;
. ll. ix. 8.

And oft I thought to clasp my own h. brother. . II. xvii. 2.

Snares for that guileless heari which for hia own II. xviii. 9.
round my h, there grew The adamantine armour fl. xx. 5,

A patient warfare tliy youn^ heari did waee, . li. xxii. 5.

by a bitter wound my trustmg heari was cleft. . ll. xxiv. 9.
hojaes which there her heart had learned to trace. II. xxxi. 9.
which thou hast Icindled in my hearty .... lI. xliv. 3.

Might not my heari its cravings ever slake ? . . -— iv. iv. 7.

like mine own k,. OfCythna would he question me, IV. vi. 3.

to that friend's heart I told my thought— . . . IV. vii. 8.

That heart which had grown old, out had cor-
rupted not

can scarce dissemble The lies of their own heart;
the mariner in fear Feels silence sink upon his h.—
Strengthened in h.. yet sad, that agfed man I left, —

—

but Misery feed with her own broken heart/ .

And if his heart could have been innocent . . .

made my heari refrain From seeking; her . . . -^^
Lo ! thou dost re-ascend the human heart, . .

the last living heart whose beatings bound thee :

causes The baffled heart to speak
Which leads the heari that dizzy steep ....
with pain Of hearty so deep and dread, . . ,

Mine eyes and my heart ached,
Her full heari seemed a deeper joy to taste . .

Like broken memories of many a heart . . .

had made its prey Of my poor hearty ... .

a strange load my heart did bear, ... .

might make the heari repine,— ... ...
Yet smote my lonesome heart
the very life was gone Out of ray heart— . .

thou wert there to fill My heart with joy, . . .

and give A human h. to what ye cannot know : .

Dis^ise it not—we have one human heart— . .

Which, when the heart it's snaky folds intwine .

which there the poor heart loves to keep, . . .

Even with the heart it wasted,
A heart which not the serpent Custom's tooth

May violate? . . .,

Whose heart is now at rest ;

the mail of tried affections wove For many a h.^

which in the heart of man Is God
a mighty calmness creep Over my hearty , . .

the grace thou wearest, To hide thy hearty
turn thine eyes On thine own heart— ....
would bid the heart That gazed
and a deep sickening dread Within each heart .

far and near Did many a heart in Europe . . .

He might man's deep and searchless heart display,
Which only^ clothes the heart in solitude, .

mingling with her hearfs deep ecstasies, . . .

her eager tone Sunk on niy hearty
on each unwilling heart Unusual awe did fall— .

his heart seems reconciled
the seams Of his rent heari
my ^tfar/ is now too well requited ! - ^..,

The inchanted heari could hear, Lerici^ 12.
reassumed his throne In my.faint.^£<zr/. . . . 29,
he sought, For hia lost heart was tender, things

to love, Lift not, %.
the four elements that frame the heart, , . . . Love, Hope 10.
thou wert A wretched thing, poor heart! . . . ' 29.
The poor heart woke to her assurance 42.
Pleasure lures the ^ar/ to follow— 48.
O weak heart of little wit ! ,

—.— 40.
this heart can feel no more ; , M. N. Frqgfnt. 29.
Upon my ^ar/ thy accents sweet Of peace . . M. W. G.iv.t.
or turn thine heart K^z.y from me, » . . . . vi. 3.My pity on thy ^^ar^, poor friend i .... Magnet,Lady, \.\.my heart bleeds For thine . h. g.
It might the stoutest ^ar/ appal Mar. Dr. xvn.4!
then make Thy ^.rejoice for dead Marenghi's sake. Marenghi, x. 6.'

There must have lived within Marenghi's heart . x\aii. i.

Ifmy heart enshrined a treasure .... Mary, who died, ill, 7.
Felt his ^sar^ with terror sicken it/iwi, xiv. 2.
As if her heari had cried aloud : , xxxvr. 4.
Which sows the human heart with tares— . . . LXix. 4.
Ringing thro' each heart and brain, xc. 3.
To bear true witness of the heart within, . . . Matilda^ 44.My heart in its thirst is a dying flower ; . . . Music, Ipant, i. 2.
bound Upon my heart to stifle it ; H. 4.
Passes into my heart b.vlA. brain — u. 6.
Liberty From heart to hearty Ode Lib. I. 3.

'

each heart -^zs as a hell of storms II. \s.

The tender ^^ar/ of every boar acquits .... (Edipus,\\.\. -11^%.

The worship the heart\d\s above ,...,. One word^ li. 3.
The hand that mocked them and the h. that fed : Osym. 8.
Memories that make the heari a tomb, .... Past, 11. 3.
Cheating his own ^^arif of quiet Peter, \\\.-sC\.^.
With mind, and heart, and fancy muddled. . . iv. xvi. 5,And on the ^tfa?'/ of man-— V. vii. 5.
Peter, too proud of heart, I fear, . . . ^ . . V. xvj. 4.
he came Home to his hearty , , VI. xxi. 2.
The storm in Peter's ^fiar/ and mind . .... vi* xxxi 2
nought of ill his heari could understand, . . , Pr. Athan. i. 7none a purer heari than he could have, .... i 16
and frank of hearty

. { .5*

Nor did hisheart or mind its portal close '.
*

'
t,' td

Between hia Afiar/ and mind,— [ «__ j^ gg

IV. vii. 9.

IV. xiv. 4.
iV.xxvii. 7.

IV. xxxii. 1.

V. xi. 6.

V. xxxvi. 5.

V. Ivii. 6.

v.Son£,2.4.
V. 3.6.

VI. xxxi. 2.

VI. xxxvi. 7.

VI. xliii. 6.

VI. lii. 6.

VI. liv. 5.

VII. iii. 2.

VII. xiv. 2.

VII. xvi. 4.

VII. xviii. 7.

VII. xxii, 9.

VII.xxiii.7.

VII.xxxiii.4.

VI II. v. 2.

vni.xix. I.

VIII, xxi. 4.

vril.xxiii.5.

Vlll.xxiv.a.

VIII.XXvii. 7.

IX. i. 5.
IX. vii, 8.

IX. xviii. 3.

IX. xtx. 8.

IX. XX. 4,
IX. xxvi. 5.

IX. xxxii. 3.

X. xvi, 2-
X, xxxiii. 5.

X, xlvi, 7.

XI, i. 5.

XI. v. 5.

XI. vii. 3.

XI. xiv. 8.

XII. iii. 8.

XII. X. 6.

XII. xxii, 9.

tears up My heart; Protn. i. 36.
Let the will kneel within thy haughty ^^a?'^.' . . 1-378.

Most heavily remorse hangs at my heart/ . . . —— I. 436.
And foul desire round thine astonished heart, . • I. 489.
Quite unsuppressed is tearing up the heart . . I. 579.
Some hunted by foul lies from their hearfs home, i, got.
In each human heart terror survives i. 618.
Woundless though in heart or limb i, 788!.

This quiet morning weighs upon my heart; . . i. 813.
And beatings haunt the desolated Mart, , . ^ —— II. i, 4,
my heart was sictwith hope, ll^ i. 33,
Both love and woe familiar to my heari . • . II. i. 42.
Even now my heart adoreth : Ii. iii. 17,
Which bears the wine of life, the human /peart; . 11. iv. 6$,
and my heart gave The response 11. iv. 121.
and music, Itself the echo oT the ^£ar/, .... III. iii, 47.
whilst thy pain Made my heart mad, iii. iii. 126.
When false or frowning made me sick at heart . III. iv, 49.
Till her heart thaw like flakes of April snow . . iii. iv. 89.
None, with firm sneer, trod out in his own heari iii. iv. 144.
Which makes the heari deny \S\&yes it breathes, m. iv, 150.
throne of patient power In the wise keart, . . . iv. 558.
Each floweret gathered in my heart ... . Q. Mab, Ded. 15.
On which the lightest heart might morklize ? .. 1. 22.
Or thawed the cold heart of a conqueror. . . i, 36.
a sullen joy Pervades his bloodless heart . .

-^—
- m. 37,

Vain man I that palace is the virtuous heart, . . in. 74.
he eherisheth The snakes that gnaw his heart ; . m, 201.
throbs Alike in every human heari. in, 216.
Empt}^ and vain as nis own corcless heart/ . . iv. 233.
The fairest feehngs of the opening, heari, . . . v. 17.
With heart impassive by more noble powers . . v, 34.
the pulse That fancy^ kindles in the beating heart v. 88.
confines The struggling nature of his human h., . v, 107.
Stifling the speechless longings of his heart, . . v. 138.
Yet" every heart contains perfection's germ : . . v. 147,
Those duties which his heart of human love . . v. 184.
lendsHisarmtomurderousdeeds, aftdsteelshis>5., v. 207.
the heari That beats with it in unison, v. 227.*
And one, the good man's heart. v 257"
the corrupt belief Of thy blind ^^ar^.' .... vi. ^7!
-.-. 'J ,

" " , " i» .... Supersiiiion, 16.
His death-pang rent my heart/ Q. Mab, vil. 10.
May sate the lusts I planted in their heart. . . . vii. 116.
their seal On this heari of many wounds, . . . vil. 162.'

his heart, Insensible to courage, viii, iijo.
Haunting the human heari, jx. i±
Whose stingingsTiade Thy heart look further still, ix. 182
O'er thy face, my hearfs throned queen ! . Q. ofmy Heart, III. 6.
and part Beats and trembles in the heart} . . . Questions, 8.
Make once more ray heart thy home Rarely, vill. 6.
As the Afiflr/ when joy is dead, Remembr. i. 7My heart each day desires the morrow ; . . . h. c.
not even contempt lurks to beguile Your heart, . Reviewer 7. '

*

'

Weighs on the heart like that remorse . . . Rosal. 28.'

But it might break any one's keart to see . . . go.
Though with a self-accusing heart. 228.
And with a heart which would deny 242.*

whose arrows search the heart, .......
2<J7'you must beheve This heart is stone : . . . . - 314.

Which, since the Agar/ within my breast . . , aasr"

but said. Each in its heart, Jm'
and pour thy woe Into this heari, —^ e^i.*
I fear 'twill shake Thy gentle heari with tears. . 594'.
But each man found in his hearfs brother . . 716. -

In his own keart 'twas merciless, . •je-i

did approve AH nature to my heart, 770
gnawing the core Of my bitter heart, .... 777'
Sprangforth from his rent heari anew. . . . . 802.
and my keart grew full 817JOn each hearfs wound, wide torn and bleeding, 033"
Whose god was in her heart and brain : ... 1078
My heart ^2sik. within me— St. Ir. (i) lii ^
This /teart, hard as iron, is stranger to fear ; . .

'

(1) m" 4'

The keart which opens to its blast : \a\ vt* T
Pourest thy full Aear/ Skylark\
Of the weak my heart is weakest Sopkia in 6
Is my /teart when thine is near it ' rv 6
did any heart now share in my emotion. . , St. Dejection n omy lost heart, too soon grown old, y ?
formy heartcB.n drink The dregs ofsuch despair, Tasso, Song, 11.2
Strucfctothe Arar/ by this sad pageantry, . . . Triumph 176
I was overcome By my own /leari alone, . . . 241
Conquered that /leart by love, - 258.
aiid my keart sick of one sad thought— . . . . 299.
Within my ^ar/ is the lamp of love Two Spirits, 11,
Make answer the while my ^tfar/ shall break! . Unf.Dr.7.
But my heart has a music which Echo's lips, . . 8.
Peace, perturbed /leari/ . ae.
a voice which on my keart Sleeps loi.
and like a poet's Atfar^ Changing . 175,'

Thy k. care With willing steps pursues another . Virgil, 24.
Faster is her Agar/'J decay ; W.Jew,6.'
Sweet lips, could my heart nzx^ hidden .... We -meet, iv. i.
The death which a heart so true iv! 4'.

The A^ar/'j echoes render When the lamp, li.^.
many a saint Whose heart adores the shrine . . Witch^ xv. 6.
Or on blind Homer's heart a wingM thought,— . . xxxiv. 7Which drew the heart out of Pygmalion. . . . . xxxv 8*
They had aroused from that full heari and brain. . xL. 8
Past with an eye serene and heart unladen. . , LXVIH 8A woodman wliose rough Iteart was out of tune . Woodman i
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O thou quick heart which pantest . .

hearty and mind, and thoughts,
thy voice is as the tone Of my heart's echo,

bare as the wave-worn sand Of ray lorn hearty
like a heart which liatred's eye Can blast not,

Had Ibosed the heart of hira who sat and wept
Had loosed his hearty and shook the leaves .

(3) inmost or secret feelings.

reconcile thyself with thine own heart , . .

1 may speak Alike to you and my owli con-

scious heart—
3peak to his heart as now you speak to me

;

I pity the Count Cenci from my heart; ... . _

l&y heart denies itselfTo think what you demand
I nave talked with my own hearty
should my owh hearfs contempt Trouble me ?

Which sleeps within the core of the hearfi hearty
t folds Of the heart''s inmost cell. . .

Ye hasten^ 4.

13.

Yetlooky 6.

Zucca^ I. 7.

VI. 6.
^— X.S.

Cenciy I. i. 36.

1.1.73.
I. I. 119.
n.Ji.35.

, II. n. 87.

III. i. 219.
V. i. g6.

V. ii. 126.

td tear theTolds Of the heart''s inmost cell. . "l V. ii. 163.

a spirit who has dwfelt Within his heart of hearts, Fr. A soul^ 2.

(4) used to indicate a person.
and mourn their lot Round the cold hearty . . AdonaiSy ix. 8.

High, spirit-winged Heart1 Epips. 13.

Each heart was there a shield, Laon^ IV. x. 6.

tnight my h'eart be dead, Vll. xxix. i.

'Vnile that far dearer kea\

Tear, V. 7.

. Zucai^ III. 3.

. AdonaiSy XXVII. 3.

Cenciy ill. i. 54.'

V. ii. 41.

. Ch. ist, III. 14.

While that far dearer heart could move and be ?

To shed on the grave of a heart so sincere.

As human heart to human heart may be ;—
(5) will, disposition, courage.

with weak hands though mighty heart . .

Than ever there was found a heart to do. .

Sufiffcrings which might shake the sternest hea^i
Impious in heart and in tyrannic act,

f6) life.

he bowed his head, and his heart burst. .... Hellas^ 392.
Upon his enemy's ^fifly/a mortal wound to wreak. Laon^ I. x. 9.

clasps The failing heart in languishment, , . . Vl.xxxvi,2.

(7) being, existence.
From every living heart which it possesses, . . Gznevra^ 128.

(8) existence,, well-being.
Who bent the curse against his country's hearty , Hellas^ 246.

(9) workingSj central power.
Thou echo of the hollow heart Of inonarchy, . . 954.

(10) used to express the being or existence of the earth or

of nature. or nations, &c-
A quickening life from the Earth's heart has burst Adonais. XIX. 2.

My heartp:ew warm Death Nap. 32,

Bums in the heart of this delicious isle, .... Epips. 478.
I felt that Earth out, of her deep heart spoke— . Naples^ 8.

Naples ! thou Heart of men whibb ever pantest . 52.

Nor let thy high heart fail, 73.

Gather thy blood into ^y heart; Ode Lib. XIV. 14.

Drops which Nature's mighty heart .... Ode to Heaven^ 44.
The. Earth's rent heart, shall answer ye Prow,, I. 309.
Make bare the se(!r^ts of the earth's deep heart; iv. 279.
A spirit from my heart bursts forth, IV. 3^9.
Where the quick h- of the great world doth pant, Witch^ ix. a
(11) the interior or centre.

in the heart Of Earth having assumed its form,
which Earth did in her heart CTea.te. , . .

the thunder fell To the heart of Earth, . . .

(12) innermost cores or centres of plants,

from its heart of hearts that plant puts forth . .

Is cankered in its hearty the tree must fall, . .

And in the knarlfed heart of stubbbm oaks, . .

The unbeheld pulsations of its heart. . . . . , Zucca^ IX. 8.

(IS) applied to a plant as a sensient being.

It loves, even like Love, its deep heart is full, . Sensit. PL I. 76.

(14) working power.
To breathe a soul into the iron heart . .

(15) moving force, spirit.

sickens The solid heart of enterprise ; .

(16) movement, go.
We'll put a soul into her and a heart

(17 J as an affectionate appellation.

or even as near it As you, dear heart, . . . .St. Epips. 126.

IjlHeart-tireaking, c. adj. distressing, harrowing.
the heart-br. scene Of thousands like himself;— . Q, Mab, v. 119.

*Heart-cure, c. n, solace, comfort.

In which its heart-cure lies

:

E, Williams^ 1. 3.

*Beart-enrooted, c. adj. firmly established.

The heart-enrooted {aith, Peter, VI. xxiii. $.

*Heart-flre, c. n. excitement.

The heart-fire of pleasure has kindled its eye ; . Vis. Sea^ 75.

Heart-strlngrs, c. n. deep feelings of the mind.

with direst pangs mine heart-strings swell, . M. N. Despair 34.

that tore A tyrant's heart-strings M.N. Ravait, 52.

*Heart-witlieriu?, c. adj. spirit wasting, crushing.

Free from ^ear^-iM//M^?'/«^ custom's cold control, Deetnotty 11.294.

Hearth, n. A. Lit. the floor of a fireplace, a place for the

fire.

and heap upon the hearth^ Cycl. 221.

Jle murders the strangers That sit on his hearth, 353.

he cast on the broad hearth 375-

. Epips. ^g^.

. Laon, VII. xiii. 9.

, Prol. Hellas^ 203.

Epips. 3S5.
, Rosal. 1293,
Witch. XXII. 6.

. Gisb. 18.

. Prol Hellas,

. SerehiOy 71.

VII. V. 9.

Q. Mab, V. 212.

VII. 113.

Falsehood, 96.

From the hearth^s obscurest nook, Fr. Ghst. Sty. 2.

Scatter, as from an unextinguished hearth .
' . OdeW. Wind, V. 10.

While oh her hearth lay blazing many a piece . Witch^ xxvii. i.

B. Fig. (1) the home, fireside, dwelling-place.
Pour bitter tears on its desolated hearth; . . . April, 1814, 10.

When it lit not many a hearth Eug. Hills, 263.
Then send the priests to every hearth and home . Fr. Satire, 13.

And was to thee the flame upon thy hearth, . . Julian, 451.^
steep not its hearth in tears

;
Laon^ I. xxxiv. 2.

I saw, and started from my cottage hearth / . I. xxxix. 5.

by many a ruined hearth She led, vi. Ii. 2.

Which were a fire within a stranger's hearth, , . Ld. Ch. VI. 2.

(2) used of abstract things.

thy cold embers choke the sordid h. of shame. Adonais, xxxviii. g.

What spark is alive on thy hearth?..... Death Nap. 10.

Thou sittest on the hearth of pale despair, . . . Fr. Mary, i. 6.

relumes her fire On Freedom's heartn, .... Gisb. 34.

from the frozen hearth Of a cold age, .... Peter, v. xiii. a.

*Heartliless, adj. not affording a home or refuge.

Perish—let there only be Floating o'er thy h. sea Eug. Hills, 168.

A heap oihearthless walls ;

—

Laon, vi. xlvi. 4.

*Heartier, adj. more abundant.
none a heartier eater. Peter, vii. ix. 5.

Heartily, adv. (1) cordially, with goodwill,
I ^car^?7v accept This token Ch.ist,il.i.

(2) freely, vigorously-
Laughed h. to hear the subtle-witted Infant . Horn. Merc. Lxvi, 4.

Heartless, adj. (1) distressed to heart-breaking.

And m my heartless breast and burning brain . Adonais^ xxvr. 3.

(2) imfeeling.
Heartless thing-s Are done and said i' the world, . Alastor, 690.
and friends had now become Heartless and false, Laon^ ll. xxi. 8.

The multitude ofmoving^^a/'/Zsa-j things, . . x. v. 2.

(3) without conscience, ruthless, cruel,

and becaitie A king, a heartless beast, . . .

the vile gratitude of heartless kings, ....
Even like a heartless conqueror of the earthj .

(4) meaningless, formal.
Some heartless scraps of godly prayer,- . .

And the castle's heartless glow, Mexican^ li. 5.

the spirit-sinking noise Of heartless mirth . Mother^ Son, vil. 7.

Hearts, n. A. Lit. pi. of Heart. A. Lit.

with hearts that might be heard to throb . . . Ginevra, 1S2.

Or who the life from both their hearts can wring, Laon, x. xli. 6.

hearts that beat both loud and fast xii. vii. 8.

He tossed them human hearts to chew . . . Mask, iii. 4.

blood . . . Sucked from men's hearts; .... (Edipus^ I. 189.

Verse echoes not one beating of their hearts^ . . Polit. Great. 4.

the hearts That beat with anxious life .... 0. Mab, IV. 50.

B. Fig. minds, dispositions, souls, feelings,

rough with stone, and steel. And human hearts, . Adonais^ xxiv. 3.

Fold their beams round the h. of those that love, Alastor, 443.
Their fathers' hearts to madness and despair, . Cenci, ll. ii. 33.
Its empire and its prey of other j^ear^ .... ii. ii. 160.

And an things that make tender hardest hearts . III. i. 389.
rock to rest Your baby ^^ar/j. ...
Ignoble hearts /
as void As their own hearts ?
When their full hearts break thus, thus ! .

If loyal hearts could turn their blood to gold,

whose poise is now felt in the lightest hearts,
,

shall guide Hearts free as his, ...
With purest blood of noblest hearts; . .

foul shame. Which human hearts must feel, .

The rugged hearts of those who prisoned thee,

the rocks on which high hearts are wreckt.
Thou of hearts the weakest,

from its heart oi hearts that plant puts forth .

Then haste Over the ^ar^j of men, ....
For their two hearts in life were single-hearted. . _^.

a Spirit who has dwelt Within his heart of hearts, Fr. A Soul, 2.

Reflected from a thousand ^ear/j and CTes . . Ginevra, no.
On frozen hearts the fiery rain of wine Falls, . . 114.

as when beauty awes All hearts with its approach, 137.

the company With heavy hearts and looks, . . 163.

Which in those h. which must remember me Grow, Gisb. 13,

and which found An echo in our hearts, . . 183.

To hearts which near each other move .... GoodNighty III. i

To Hell shall her high hearts bend Hellas, 105.

And shake the souls throned on their stony hearts, 415.
Dried with its beams the strength in Moslem j^^a/'/j, 503.

1 saw as in a glass The hairts of others . . . Hope, Fear, 11.

Clasp me till our hearts be grown Inv. Mis. X. i.

and sent Into our hearts afinal merriment. . . Julian, 27.
- By placing on your hearts the secret load . . . 346.

so that ne^r Our hearts had for a moment mingled 427.
for they see The work of their own hearts . .

Hard hearts and cold, like weights of icy stone

Steeping their hearts in the divinest flame, . .

round pure hearts, a host of hopes assemble, .

with clinging charm Sinking upon their hearts
In human hearts its calm ,and noly i

IV. II. 40.
V. iii. 27.

V. iii. 40U
V. iii. 106.

Ch. 1st, II. 297.
II. 425.

. Deemon, I. 281.
. Epips. 7.

, 148.

232.

""
iS:— 600.

, Epitaph, 4.

f seat

;

Hearts beat as mine now beats,

But custom maketh blind . . . The loftiest hearts,

The hearts of those who watched it did unlock,

did with ruth so take All hearts^ . , .

and ^eflr^J long parted now unite, . . .

she paves Her path with human hearts, . . .

483.
Laon, Ded. vi. 7.

I. xxxii. 4.
I. xxxiii. 8.

I. Ivii. 8.—— II. xxxvii. 7.

II. xli. 8.

IV. bt. 2.

iv.xi. 3.

IV. xix. 1.

IV. xxi. g.

IV. xxiv. 8.
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has wove The chains which eat their hearts— . . Laon^ iv. pcxvi. 7.

How many hearts impenetrably veiled, Beat . . V. ii. 6.

The gentle hearts whose power their lives . . . V. vi. O.

smiles to steep Your hearts in balm, V. x. 6.

Join then your hands and hearts., . V. xii._ i.

made their own hearts grow mild, V. xvii. 7.

beauty, which makes hearts that feed thereon . V. xxiii._4.

in the hearts of all Like wonder stirred, . . v. xxviii. 8.

if your Aea/-/j are tried In the true love . . . . v. xxxiii. 3.

may all the comfort wither From both the hearts V. xlviii. 9.

To rapture like her own all listening h. to reach. v. lii. 9.

To thy voice their hearts have trembled .... v. Song., i
.
10.

ioys that lie In blended hearts^ V. 4.12.

As if reproach from their own hearts withheld . vi. v. 7.

And desperation's hope in many hearts recurred. VI. viii. 9.

a shout of joyance sent Even from our hearts VI. xiii. 5.

Few were the living ^ear^jwhich could unite . . Vl.xxxix. 4.

inchants Young hearts with the fresh music . . VI. xli. 6.

arm their hearts with tenfold steel VIII. vii. 9.

O Love I who to the hearts of wandering men vili. xi. i.

from your hearts I feel an echo ; VIII. xvii. i-

The discord of your hearts., I in your.looks behold. Vlll. xvii. 9.

have your hearts in guile grown old ? . . . . Viil. xviii. 7.

if they scorned to make their Afiar/j his den. . . viir. xx. 9.

found, A path thro' human hearts ix. iv. 5.

sympathy In human AtfaWj .' . ix. ix. 2.

Leagued with me in their hearts;— . . ix. ix. 6.

in their hollow hearts dared still abide ; . . . . ix. xvi. 5.

And bind ail human hearts in it's repose abhorred. ix. xxiii. 9.

In their own hearts the earnest of the hope . . ix. xxvii. i.

Fell, ... on their own Aea^/j.* x. xxvi. 4.

and laid Those hearts in dust .... x. xxviii. 9.

Worshipped their own hearts' image, . ... . x. xxx, 2.

When those detested hearts their iron fangs have
rent! x.xxxvii. 9.

ye your hearts have sold . XI. xvii._5.

Ion? embrace which did their hearts unite. . . . xil. xxiii. 9.

Built in our hearts alone— Nat. Ant. V. 2.

O'er our hearts' Queen v. 7.

For to those hearts with which they never blend, Otho, V. 3.

the poor Damn their broken hearts Peter., III. xviii. 4.

the A*ar/J The strong have broken— . . . . Pr.Athan.\\.iv.i-j.

And toil, and hecatombs of broken hearts^ . . Prom. I. 7.

And some appeared the work of human hearts^ . —^ I. 589.
The tender hopes which in their hearts the best . i. 775-

And in their desert hearts fierce wants he sent, . Ii- ly. 55.

and hearts broken by long hope HI. iv. 185.

High hearts are calm, anobrightest eyes are dull ; IV. 452.

their cold hearts blend Deceit with sternness, . Q. Mai>, iv. 182.

in the temple of their hireling hearts V. 61.

eloquence that lives After the ruin of their heartSf V. 95.
Unlocked the hearts of those who keep Gold, . Rosal. 653.
but gall Within their hearts., 722.

Between our hearts their strict community : . . Sonn. Dante^ 8.

Which makes in mortal hearts its brief abode, . St. Epips. 135.

to make hard hearts Dissolve away Sunset^ 35.

And that for gentle hearts another name . . . Unf. Dr. 43.

When hearts\a.\& once mingled .... When the lamp^ III. i.

(I think such hearts yet never came to good) . . Woodman^ 2.

Hearty, adj. cordial, earnest.

Accept my ^ear^ thanks Ch. ist^ II, 9.

Heat, n, liigli temperature.
the sky became Stagnate with heat^ Laon^ x. xiii. 6.

Where Frost and .^a^ in strange embraces blend Sonn. Nile., 4.

Heated,///, adj. excited.

can the heated mind engender shapes Calderon^ III. 153.

Heath, n. (1) an open uncultivated tract of country.

Which that house and heath and garden . . . April., 1814, 22.

Wizard-swarms cover the heath alt over. . . . Faust., II. 210.

See ! on yon heath what countless victims lie, . M. N. Post. Fr. 3.

Then speeding- swiftly o'er the ensanguin'd heathy —

—

71.

Awakens and floats on the mist of the heath. . M. N. Spec. Hors. 18.

He knew something oi heath, and fell Peier^ V. xi. 5.

When woe fades away like the mist of the heath. St. Ir. {5) 11. 8.

Have riven on the desolate heath ; W. Jew., (2) 8.

(2) a low-growing shrub {genus Erica).
Through the heath and through the moss ; . . . Faust., II. 82.

they have piled the heathy and gums, and wood. . Laon, x. xiii. 9.

*Heatlienisli, cuij. belonging to heathen times.

has permitted that most heathenish custom . . Ch. ist, i. 97.

Heather, n. a mountain shrub {Calluna vulgaris^.

when o'er the mountain heather They wandered . Rosal. 1277.

Heathy, adj. grown about with heather.

Those heathy paths, that inland stream, .... 24.

Heave, v. I. tr. (1) distend, expand.
When departure might heave virtue's breast with

a sign Death., Dial. 38.

(2) throw or cast by force.

Heave the tower Into the gap— Hellas^ 120.

Ay, heave the ballast overtioard, Serchio^ 73.

II. intr. swell or rise and fall.

will ^eflz/s, unstained ,with blood, Prom. ill. W. ig.

Heave, n. swelling movement.
And the long glassy heave of the rocking sea, . Vis. Sea., 125.

Heaved, v. intr. (1) swelled, rose and fell.

when the dim ocean H, underneath the heaven, Marenghi^ xxili. 2,

,
AdonaiSf xix. 6.

XXIX. 7.

xxx. 4.

L. 8.

Cane. 26.

(2) broke, lifted.

tender bluebells, at whose birth The sod scarce ^/ Question, U. g.

Heaven, n. (1) the firmament, the scope of our upward

view, the free air.

The lamps oiHeaven flash with a softer light

;

Making earth bare and veiling heaven^ . . .

Over his living head like Heaven is bent, . .

Have pitched in H. smile their camp of death

upon the brow Of star-deserted heaven^ ...
the varying roof of heaven Alastor, 90.

The hues of heaven that canopied his bower . . i97-

As ocean's moon looks on the moon in heaven. . 202.

and heaven That echoes not my thoughts ? . . 289.

But when heaven remained Utterly black, . . . 659.

The breath oi heaven did wander— —- 668-

Then I arise, and climbing ^<rflM»'J blue dome, Apollo, II. i.

Whatever lamps on Earth or Heaven may shine, IV. 5.

I stand at noon upon the peak of ^^flw^w, - . . V. i.

And profoundest midnight shroud the serene

lights of heaven April 181 4., 4..

And Heaven smiled above her, Arethusa, I. 17.

and fire eclipses heaven Calderon^ II. 32.

the crystallme heaven has reassumed . . . H. 96-

call them the stars of /^az'ew— "* '^Z'
With inauspicious thunderings shook Heaven, . II- 138.

are the orbs of Heaven Written II- 102.

Heaven itself, whose beautiful bright stars . . . —— .'' ^^7*

if there be a sun in heaven Cenci, II. 1. 185.

The beautiful blue heaven is flecked with blood ! III. i. 13-

never menace heaven until Scourged Ch. 1st, II. 219.

congregated lightning pieced by the masonry of
heaven— H' 422-

Under heaven's high cope Fortune is God— . . Circumst. 0.

bask in heaven^s blue smile, Cloud, 29.

From the depth of heaven above 42-

The pavilion oi heaven is bare ^8.

The cope oi heaven seems rent and cloven . . . Con. Sing. II. 5.

Emulating the thunder of high heaven Cycl. 312.

Studded heaven's dark blue vault ; . . . - Damon, I. 120.

suspended In the black concave of heaven . . . i. i52'

hung In the dark dome of heaven, I- 168.

As heaven low resting on the wave . . . i. 222.

With sightless holes gazing on blinder heaven, . I. 266.

No storms deform the beaming brow oi heaven, . 11. 61.

The steep descent oi Heaven^s untrodden way. . — II. 310.

,, „ „ „ n . Q.Mab, VS.. 21%.

Speeded like thought upon the light oiHeaven. . Dmtnon, II. 323.

Embodied in the windless Heaven of June . . . Epips. 80.

the Queen oi Heaven's bright isles, . . . 281.

which from the towers Of Heaven look forth . . 356.

like Heaven's free breath, .... . . 400.
'twixt Heaven, Air, Earth, and Sea, 457.
till the eastern heaven Bursts, Eug. Hills, 76.

To the point of heavetCs profound, 292.

Amid the rival spheres oiHeaven, ... . Faust, I. 2.

Beneath the vault of Heaven is blown ! . . . . II. 54.
To catch your skirt and mount to Heaven^— . . II. 193.
As Heaven and Earth were overturning. . . . -^— II. 214.
Sparkling beneath the heaven which embowers— Fiordispina, 10.

Up the windless heaven is gone,— Fr. Insecurity^ 5.

Bright wanderer^ fair coquette of heaven^ . . . Fr. Moon, i.

Like moonlight in the heaven of spreading day : Fr. Thoughts, 3.

Ere the sun through heaven once more has rolled, Ginevra, 213.
blue heaven smiles over the pale seas Gisb. 71.

above One chasm oi heaven smiles, ... . 127.
unpavilioned heaven Is fair 257.
From which, beneath Heaven's fairest star, . . GuitarJane .^ 57.
Be his, as Heaven seems, Clear, and bright, . Hellas, 10.

blazoned as on heaven^s immortal noon ....
Heaven's light is quenched in slaughter : . . .

And shook H. roof of golden morning clouds,
With the bright image of that Queen of Heaven .

and hang hke night On Heaven above me. . . .

When heaven and earth are light, . . ...
Beneath ^tfaz/fiw'J cope, ^^.
thou wife of starry Heaven, Farewell ! . . . . Hont. Earth, 25.
And Heaven's tenth moon chronicled her relief, . Horn. Merc. 11. 2.

whilst the sacred stars round Heaven are rolled . xxvill. 5.

from Heaven is gone Under the sea, ... . HoTn. Moon, 8.

Are poured from Heaven, 18.

the child of star-clad H. and Earth Euryphaessa, Hom. Sun, 3.

Sends from bright heaven 24.
O'er the faint cold starlight oi heaven Is thrown, Jane, il. 2.

Bending from Heaven, in azure mirth, . . . Jane, Invitn, 11.

A frown is on the Heaven's brow. . . ... Jar^, Recoil. 8.

The smile of Heaven lay ; 16.

every azure breath. That under heaven is blown, 26.
when the glow Of Heaven descends Julian, 56.
Like fabncs of enchantment piled to Heaven. . 92.

The orange hues of heaven sunk silently. . . . 138.
Twin mirrors of Italian Heaven, 148.
And infinite tranquillity oi heaven Cane. 11.

See ! the lightnings yawn Deluging H. with fire. Loon, I. iii. 3.
the white moon, amid that /peaven so blue, . . . i. vi, 5.

On all the winds of h. approaching; ever Floated, i. vii. 7.

and Heaven was breathless with delight. . . . i. xlv. g.
'Twas Hkest Heaven, ere yet day's purple stream
With their own radiance than the Heaven of Day ;

The cloudless Heaven of Spring, .... .

in the northern Heaven, Among the clouds
Aught human thing beneath ^eaz'5«'5 mightydome II. xxi74.

T t

223.
• 432.

— 636.— 789.— 965.

J053.

. xlix. 4.
. liii. 4.
. lix. 4.

II. X. 4.
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Nor yon cold vacant Heaven

:

— Laon-y II. xlviii. 6.

And from the frieze to the four winds oS Heaven
The moon had left Heaven desert now, . . .

morning; beam Crept slowly over Heaven^ . .

beneath Heaven spread In purest light above us
the warning Of Earth, to Heaven ....
Her looks were sweet as Heaven's
gaae Of the great Image as o'er Heaven it glode,

O Spirit vast and deep as Night and Heaven I
For the carrion fowls of Heaven
For ever while the sun was climbing Heaven
While the sun clomb Heaven^s eastern steep-
haunted By the choicest winds of Heaven^ . .

In the eastern beams of Heaven . . .

shone the emerald beams oi heaven^ ....
In the blue heaven so beautiful and fair,

where breath of Heaven Descended not, . . ,

the broad Heaven shone Around,
Like the brief glory which dark Heaven inherits
the steady towers in Heaven did shine . . .

like light and Heaven. Surround the world.— .

Earth and Heaven^ The Ocean and the Sun, .

And Heaven above seemed cloven, ....
tossed restlessly In the red Heaven^ ....
beneath the dome Of a new Heaven ; . . . .

With loud acclaim, the living shook H. cope, .

All light in Heaven or EJarth

as twmkling beams, had, under Heaven^ . .

the progeny Of a divtner Heaven
The azure path of Heaven^s steep,

The winds of Heaven mix for ever
See the mountains kiss high Heaven ....
And o'er the vast cope of oending heaven . .

hung its night On the stained cope of h. light. .

More joyous than the heaven^s majestic cope .

the dim ocean Heaved underneath the heaven^
Striding across the orange-coloured heaven^—
Gazing in death on heaven from those wet rocks.
Blue as the overhanging heaven^
and to the infinite dome Of heaven is as a law.
Art thou pale for weariness Of climbing heaven^
every star Spoke peace from heaven.— . .

heaven stript bare Its depths over Elysium,
pantest Naked, beneath the lidless eye of heaven
The serene Heaven which wraps our Eden wide
Who spreadest heaven around it, ...
Bid thy bright Heaven above,

Lerici. 3.
'

* PhLove's Phil. I. 3.—— II. I.

Mar. Dr. in. 3.

XV. 6.

Marenghi^ xviii. 4.

xxni. 2.

xxvii. 6.

Medusa^ V. 8,

Mont B. 6^.
141.

Moon^ I. 2.

. 'Mother Ss' Son^ IV. 2.

Naples^ 41.

53-

135.

^ , . -— 161.

were hurled Into the depths oi heaven Ode Lib. II. %.
ii :i r\c c :._: z. . — .the open smiles Of favouring heaven :

One sun illumines heaven ; . . .

to pave heaven^s everlasting dome.
When like heaven's sun girt by the exhalation
darkening the sacred bowers Of serene heaven.

IV. 4.
VI, 13.

IX. 15.

XI. 9.

XII. 13.

XIII. 8.

XVI. II.

ye lamps of ^flz/CM suspended o'er us
From a white lake blot ^az/^w'j blue portraiture.
Even thy name is as a God, Heaven / . . . . OdetoHeaven^ 20.

What is heaven ? and what are ye 39.
What is heaven ? a globe of dew, 46.
Shook from the tangled boug;hs of.^. and Ocean, Ode W. Wind^ II. 3.

The comrade of thy wandermgs over heaven^ . , iv. '7.

Pierce the pure heaven of your native vale, . . Orpheus^ 28.

There rose to Heaven a sound of angry song. 72.

and the high dome Of serene Heaven 94,
with bold triiunph till Heaven be rent. . . . Peter^ VI. xxxviii. 3.

conceals the . . . oi heaven Which gave it birth, . I^ol. Hellas^ 12.

I ask yon Heaven^ Front, i. 26.
Heaven's ever-changfing Shadow, spread below, . I. 28.
Heaven^s winged hound, .... .... i. 34,
thro' the wide Heaven I I, 54.
By such dread words from Earth to Heaven i. 99.
the hollow Heaven replied, ' Misery !

' .... I. 108.
My sphered light wane in wide Heaven / . . . 1. i6(j.

Shook its portentous hair beneath H. frown ; . . i. 16&.
the Heaven Darkens above . i. 256.
The heaven around, the earth below I. 586.
Thine eyes are like the deep, blue, boundless h. . 11. i. 114.
And on each herb, from which H. dew had fallen, II. i. 154.
Is curtained out from Heaven''s wide blue ; . . 11. ii. 4.
The radiance oi Heaven

^

11. iii, 77.
Like the wide heaven^ the all-sustaining air, . . 11. v. 42.
The terrors of his eye illumined heaven . . . iii. ii. 4.

Which meet from all the points of ^^a&^TZ, , . . in. iii. 41.

That guides the earth thro' heaven ill. iv. 7.

Looking in wonder up to Heaven^ in. iv. 60.

As the free heaven which rains fresh light and dew III. iv. 154.

The loftiest star of nnascended AffaweM, . . . in. i v. 203.

Trembling, by day, from heaven^s blue waste. . IV. 23.

Bright clouds float in heaven^ IV. 40.
Pierce with song heaven^s silent light, . . rv. 70.

over all his kind as the sun's heaven iv. 385.

struggling fierce towards heaven^s free wilderness. IV. 390.
AetzT/^w'j utmost deep Gives up her stars, . . iv. 418.
^flz/^M, hast thou secrets ? IV. 423.
From my path in heaven at last, ...... iv. 425.
Of thine own joy, and heaven's smile divine ; . . iv. 439.
divinest Among all the lamps oi Heaven . . . IV. 461.
Beyond Heaven's constellated wilderness : . . . IV. 532.

from .^az/ew'j star-fretted domes IV. 541.
countless stars Studded h. dark blue vault,— . Q. Mab^ I. 209.
The smallest light that twinkles in the heaven ; . I. 251.

As .^az/£«, low resting on the wave, it spread . H- 31.

Looked o'er the immense of .^^az'^w 11.39.

Reared high to Afflzp^w its thousand golden domes, Q. Mob., II. 13S.

Whose changeless paths thro' H. deep silence lie ; Hi. 229
Heaven''s ebon vault. Studded with stars ... '" *

whence yon glare That fires the arch of heaven }
the pure winds Of heavsn^
than the beams Of heaven's pure orb, ....
specks of tinsel, fixed in heaven
the very light of Afiaz/aw Is venal;
Revivify this withered limb of Heaven ? . . .

the smoke Of his revenge ascendied up to heaven,
H. lightnings scorch the uprooted ocean-fords, .

Let heaven and earth, let man's revolving race,

ascend to heaven In honour of his name ; . .

which heaven^s fierce flame Had scathed . .

No storms deform the beaming brow of heaven^

Unfurled their pinions to the winds oi heaven.
To the hues of yon fair heaven. ......
Among Heaven's winds my spirit once did move,
With golden stars, like heaven, was bright . .

How swiftly through heaven's wide expanse ,

When Heaven^s bnthe winds had unfolded them,
Shone smiling to Heaven,
Andwhen evening descended from heaven above,
That from heaven, or near it, ....
Like a star of heaven^
rains out her beams, and heaven is overflowed.
Clothing in hues of h. thy dim and distant spire,

If I look on Spring's soft heaven^— ....
and Heaven atbove my head,
the least Of heaven's living eyes—
A light of heaven, whose half-extinguished beam
waked like heaven's glance The sleepers . .

a veil in which I walk through Heaven . . .

as the loveliness of h. Soothes the unquiet sea :-

Methought a star came dowji from heaven, .

from the heaven Above the clouds ; . . .

sleep was a veil uplift from heaven— ....
As if heaven dawned upon the world of . . ,

like a. deluge from heaven, ... ...
And bend, as if heaven was ruining in, . . .

thunder-balls which are raining from heaven .

awoman more fair Than heaven^
Between ocean and heaven, like an ocean, past,

based on the sea and to heaven upcurIe(L . .

The deep calm of blue heaven dilating above,
paved with heaven's azure smile, .....
their wide branches blot the spheres Of heaven,
could dye In hues outshining Heaven— . . .

a noon-wandering meteor flung to Heaven ; .

this haven Was as agem to copy Heaven engraven,
theabyssOf^aaw^^ with all its planets ;

.- . . Woodman, 17.

Pilgrim of heaven's homeless way, , . . Worlds Wanderers, ll. 2.

From heaven and earth, and all that in them are, Zucca, in. 7.

ByHeaven and Earth, from all whose shapes thou
flowest, rv. i.

The winter beams which out oi Heaven slairted . Vlll. 3.

Tears pure as Heaven\s rain, x. 4.

(2) Godj Divine power.
I Appeal to -fftfaw^M against thee ; .... Calderon, in. i±a.

229.
IV. 4.
IV. 34.
IV. 131.

IV. 152-

V. 145-
V. 177.
VI. 22.

VI. 112.

VI. 167.

VII. IS-

VII. 41.
VII. 259.
VIII. 116.

IX. 231.

Rosal. 10.

767-
1095-

St. Ir. (4) r. 1.

Sensit. PL i. S2.
1. 64.
1. 98.

Skylark, 3.

18.

Summer-Evg^. x6.

TtMHorroWy II. 3.

Triuntph, 28.

392-
429,
538.

Unf. Dr. 24.

105.

In thy just favour. Heaven I

Which shews that Heaven has special .care of me,
And drag them from the very throne of Heaven,
With which Heaven mocks our weakness

!

Heaven, rain upon her head ......
Believe that Heaven is merciful and just, . .

a deed where mercy insults heaven ....
Both Ear£h and Heaven, consenting arbiters,

when h. doth interpose to do What ye neglect,

No other hope in Heaven
the small justice shewn by Heaven and Earth
Sweet .ffiflwew, forgive weak thoughts 1 . . .

thank the mercy ofinsulted Heaven ....
Which turns Heaven"s milk of mercy
sins which have drawn down from Heaven
Heaven's thunder to our harm ;

Did all the ministers of Heaven's revenge . .

Which from heaven like dew doth fall, . . .

a light sent From h., which none shall quench,
Against the course of Heaven and doom.
It Heaven should resume thee, ....
To Heaven shall her spirit ascend ; ....
Drew with its gleam swift victory from heaven,
Heaven smiles, and faiths and empires gleam,
All earth can take or Heaven can give. . . .

many a rite which Earth and Heaven abhors.
Heaven will not smile upon the work of hell

;

Ah I no, for heaven cannot smile on me ; . .

Oh ! heaven is witness I did love,

And heaven does know I love thee still, . .

Forgive me Heaven, my brain is warp'd by woe.
the murmurs tell That heaven,
O'er him the fierce bolts of avenging heaven M.
Rained down from heaven above,— ....
Heaven will save The spirit, that faded away .

And these, Heaven knows, at best are very few

,

take as from heaven Hues which are not our own,
(O Heaven, have mercy on such wretchedness !)

the spark with which Heaven lit my spirit . .

(3) the abode of God and the blessed.

may the Devil Respite their souls from Heaven.
Had it been true, there is a God in Heavfn, .

Of his decree enregistered in heaven ? . . .

Cenci, I. m. 65.
I. iii. 86.
III. ii. 39.

• • IV. i. 130.
IV. ii. 13.

IV. iii. 30.
iV. iv, 24.

IV. iv. 119.

IV. iv. 138.
V. iii. 72.

V. iv. 57.
Ck. ist, I. 12.

1. 64.
1. 81.

in. 38.
Ill, 42.

JSag-. Hills, 317.
Pr. A £rentle, 10.

Hellas, fyj.

102.

103.

364-
1064.
loSc).

Laon, x. vii. g.

M. N. Fragmt. 7.

M. N. Melody, 12.

13-

M. N. Post. Fr. 34.

N. Spec. Hors. 39.
Hat. Ant. ill. 5.

Si. Jr. {5) 11.^.

St. Bpips. 82.

130.
Triumph, 181.

201.

Cenci, i. i. 27.— I. iii. 52.

II. i. 147.
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Till in your season you be called to heaven.
Naked before Hea-uetCs judgment seat ! . .

Before my words are chronicled in heaven.
There shall be lamentation heard in Heaven
To drag from Heaven an unrepentant soul

.

That day and night, and heaven and earth,

If thou hopest Mercy in heaven^ . .

May God in heaven be less inexorable
no Heaven^ no Earth in the void world

;

And Hell to Heaven
too much out of love with heaven. ....
born the King of heaven and earthj

a wreath Of n. beams for his dear innocent brow.
Until Heaven's- kingdom shall descend on earth,
a shadow in the light Of heaven absorbed

—

given To thee the robe I stole from heaven^
And ne'er to these hateful sons oi heaven^ . .

The guardian of heaven^s palace gate. . . ,

given him a glimpse of Heaven^slight . .

For he demands from Heaven its fairest star,

That burn continually" in heaven
or like Heaven on death
Like a bright ghost from Heaven that shout
Seemed sent from Earth to Heaven in sign
be merciful, O king of Heaven I
Never more to part, in heaven. , . . Mary, whodied^ IL 8.

As she flies up to heaven CEdtpus^ II. i. 88.

that earth is heaven^ And heaven is earth ? . . O thou^ 9.
Where was Heaven's Attorney General . . Peter^ III. xvi. 2.

Their hopes of Heaven vii. xiii. 4.
God, Hell, and Heaven Q. Mab^ iv. 210.
And Heaven, a meed for those who dare belie , iv. 218.
hell with men, And heaven with slaves! . . vi. 71.
High in heaven's realm, upon a eolden throne, VI. 106.
Hell's freedom to the servitude ^heaven. . . . vri. ig").

Had deserted heaven -whiiei the stars were awake, Sensit Pi. 11. i§.

Why there is first the God in heaven above, . S£. Epips. 30.
I'll pawn My hopes of Heaven— 1091
Seeks Heaven to mix with its own kindred there? Tear^ in. 7.

Where hell and heaven shall leave thee free There is no work, \\.

God of heaven / .. Unf. Dr. 88.

(4) the gods of heathendom and their dwelling.
Cycl. 210.
Horn. Merc. I. 5.

Lvir. I.

LXVIII. I.

i,xxvi.4.
LXXIX. 7.

Cenci, ill. i. 120.

III. ii. 24.
-—

. IV. i. 159.
IV. i. 185.

V. i. 16.

V. ii. 53-—- V. ii. 133.

V. iv. 45-
V. iv. 58.

Ch. ij/, I. S-

ir. 312.

II. 480.
II. 492.
III. 28.

III. 30.

Falsehood, 34.

39-
108.

Faust, I. 45.
1.65.

Fr. Satan, ig.

Hellas, io,"j7.

Laon, V. vii. 7.

V. vii. 9.

X. xxvii.

sprung from the race of heaven ? _ .

modest May Bore Heaven's dread Supreme

—

either in heaven Or upon earth
These lovely children o{Heaven's highest Lord
the choicest gifts of Heaven^
highest in heaven among the sons of Jove, . .

Fearfully Heaven was shaken,
From her immortal head in Heaven shot forth,
taming the eternal kings Of Heaven, . . .

And of Heaven—zjyiX the giant wars, , . .

(5) the mythological heaven peculiar to Prometheus.
lest Heaven^s fell KingShould hear, Pram. i. 140.
To whom all things of Earth and Heaven do bow 1. 284.
He bursts Heaven's bounds .

Who ministered to Thebes HeavetCs poisoned wine,
for a season. Heaven seems Hell,
Which may transfer the sceptre of wide Heaven,
Behold ! Heaven lowers under thy Father's frown,
Pity the self-despising slaves oi Heaven^ . . .

See where the child oi Heaven, with winged feet,

Champion of Heaven's slaves !

Suddenly fierce confusion fell from heaven . . ,

Earth can console. Heaven can torment no more.
From all the blasts oiheaven thou hast descended

:

There was the Heaven and Earth at first . .

Clothed him with the dominion of wide Heaven.

.

And Science struck the thrones of earth and h., .

while yet his frown shook heaven,
Shall wrap in lasting ox'^theaven''s kingless throne.
Apollo Is held in heaven by wonder ; . . . .

and illumined earth and heaven
Ye congregated powers of heaven^
Yet bums towards heaven with fierce reproach, .

Pour forth heaven's wine, Idasan Ganymede, . .

The hrranny of heaven none may retam, . , ,

We, Beyond heaven, are driven along : . . .

And a heaven where yet heaven could never be. .

Embleming heaven and earth united now, . . .

At the Earth-bom's spell yawns for H. despotism,

(6) the immaterial, something beyond this world7 the
supernatural, the ideal.

who like thee could scale Heaven, Adonazs, xvii. 4.
From trees and beasts and men into the H. light. . xuil. g.
.^fffl&ew'jli^ht forever shines, Earth's shadows fly; lii. 2.
Whilst burnmg through the inmost veil ofHeaven, lv. 7.
With one consent to Heaven cry . .... Calderon, iii. 33.
sleep, that healing dew of heaven Cenci, IV. i. 178.

"

Which range through heaven and earth, . . Ch. ist^ iv. 59.
Like eaglets floating in the heaven of time, . . iv. 1:6.

when heaven and hell Confounded burst . . . Dcemon, i. 361,
Seraph of Heaven! too gentle to be human, . . Epips. 21.
Between the Heaven andEarth of my calm mind, 289.
Oh, float into our azure heaven again ! . . . 472,
From the soil of Heaven did rise, Fr. Pleasure 3the names of Demon, Ghost, Sind Heaven, . . . Int. Beauty, III. 2.

V<.» ^.^"' " heaven! And thou, dread Nature, . Laon, V. xi. 6.
Fill Heaven and darken Earth, . . . vill vi %
and every throne Of Earth or .S^az/^w, . . \ viii be" 5

. Horn. Min. 10.

. Hofn. Moon, 4.

. Horn. Venus, 4.

. Pan, III. 3.

r- 334-
1.348.
I- .?58.

I- 373-
1.409.
I. 429.
I- 437-
I. 443-
I. 652.
I. 820.
II. i. I.

II. iv. 32.

II. iv. 46.
II. iv. 74.
II. iv. 106.
II. iv. 149.
II. V. II.

II. V. 28.

III. i. I.

III. i. 6.

III. i. 25.

HI. i 57.
IV. 161.

IV. 16^.
rv. 273.

who bow To thrones on Heaven or Earth, . . . Laon, VIII. xii. 9.

Sweet the rose which lives in heaven, . . . . Lovers Rose, II, 3.

Till from its station in the heaven of fame . . Ode Lib. i. 10.

Heaven's light on earth— Peter, V. v. 3.

Staining that Heaven with obscene imagery . . Polii. Great. 8,

Of nouffht in heaven or earth was he the slave. . Pr. Athan. I. i. 18.

And life, where long that flower of Heaven , Triumph, 2^1-

for Heaven and Earth conspire to foil . . Witch, Ded. iv. 7.

(7) a state of ideal perfection.

O happy Earth! Tt,2X\ty ofHeaven I ... . Damon, 11. 1.

„ „ „ „ „ Q. Mab, IX. I,

Which point to Heaven and cannot pass away : . Epips. 583.
One Heaven^ one Hell, one immortality, . . . 580.

of love's heaven, that over all was spread. . . Laon, V. xvi. 9.

To lift them to the height of heaven M. N. Melody^ 6.

Yet being now, made earth like heaven; . . . Prom,. III. iv. 160.

A heaven of serene and mighty motion. . . . IV. 98,
One aspires to Heaven, Q. Mab, l. 148.
the human soul Requires no other heaven. . . —— HI. 13.

lifts His nature to the heaven of its pride, . . . V. 81.

Till from its native heaven they rolled away : . ix. 40.
swift Plato's spirit, Ascending heaven . . Sp. Plato, 5.

'

still hanging over heaven, .- Triumph, 290.

\B>) 2^xrj condition, state, or place reckoned specially

happy.
Silent alone amid an Heaven of Song. . . Adonais, XLVI. 8.

to leave the heaven serene and pure ... . Ginevra, ^^.A heaven of sacred silence, . . . Julian^ 201.
Seeks in death its native heaven I . . . Mexican, IV. 7.
Thou heaven of earth ! ... Ode Lib. xil. i.

To make this ugly Hell a Heaven ; . ... Peter, III. xx. 4.
might have turned Hell into Heaven— . v. iii. 2.

A Heaven unto himself have earned ; . . . . v. iii. 3.
Catchine the winds that fan that happy heaven. . Front. II. v. 87.
though heaven to all beside : . Rosal. 1206.
And the meteors of that sublunar heaven, . Sensit. PI. II. 10.
The heaven which I imagine, .... . Triumph, 333.
Or how much, Venus, of thy silver Heaven . . Witch, LXVii. 3.
The heaven where it would perish !— Woodm,an^ 32.

(9) roof, covering.
The emerald heaven of trees . Laon, xil. xviii. 7.
Of fruit, suspended in their own green heaven^ . Prom. ill. iii. 140.
Their Ajdz/ew of many a tangled hue, . . . . Sensit. PI. \. ^^.
Under a Atfaz'^w of cedar boughs ; Two Fr. Love, u. ^.

(10) of a person expected to confer great happiness.
from thine own worshipped heaven Thou drawest

down smiles— Tasso, 24.

(11) the reiiection of the sky.
divided The Asflj7e« beneath the water .... Unf. Dr. 2^1.

(12) the Heaven of Venus.
Ye who intelligent the third heaven move, . . . Dante Conv. 1.

The H. whose course follows your power and art, 4.

*Heaven-"born, c. adj. of divine origin.
That Envy lights, at heaven-born Virtue's beam— Death Vang. 24.
Refuses stem her heaven-born embrace. . . Orpheus, 17.

*Eeaveii-breatMng', c, adj. affording heavenlike happiness.
To murmur through th& heaven-breathing-groves Daemon, 11. 79.

V J ,. " r , n » " M Q- ^^^i VIII. 68.
i.a&\i\iQ.d\T\g 01 UiQ heaven-breathing- tr&es, . VI. 97.

11 »i n n )i n SuperstHion, 26.

*Heaven-collectedy c, adj. formed by dew.
Its mother's face with ^awew-flj/Zisc/ci/ tears, . . Question, ll. "j.

^Heaven-coloured, c, adj. coloured by the glow of heaven.
And it unfurled its heaven-coloured ^imotis, . . Witch, XLIV. i.

*HeavezL-defying', c. adj. freely thinking, careless of
authority.

in heaven-defying mmds Prom. ll. iii. 39.
*Heaven-deligliting', c. adj. high growing, aspiring to

heaven.
Has parched some heaven-delighting ostk, . . Rosal. 788.

*i£eaven-iUnnxined, c. adj. divinely lighted or inspired.
Hung in a heaven-illumined tower, Julian, 124.

"^Heaven-obscuzing-, c. adj. storm-raising.
With mighty Saturn's heaven-obscuring Child, . Horn. Castor, 3.

'^'Keavexi-oppressed, c. adj. the sport of fate.
Of heapen-oppressed moTX.2L\\ty

\ iVowt. i. 674.
*Beaveu-refl.ecting>, c. adj. reflecting as a mirror.
Henceforth the fields of Heaven-reflecting sea . ill. ii. 18,

*HeaTen-resouuding', c. adj. sounding through space.
among That ^faz/eM->'tfj(jzm^zw^ minstrelsy ? . RosaL 1122.

*Heavea-sustaixiiug, c. adj. appearing to support the
firmament.

an heaven-sustaining bulwark reared .... Julian, 69.
*Heaven-taught, c. adj. divinely inspired.

the nightingaleWas pausing in her jSfiawtfw-/. tale: Rosal. 1117.

Heavenly, adj. (1) divine, not ot this world.
Thy earthly even as thy heavenly King .... Ch. \sf, II. 264.
a heavenly band Strew'd flowers of bliss , . . M. N. Ravail vj.
You cannot fail of being A heavenly an^el. . CEdipus II. i. isCNor sordid fame, nor hope of heavenlyx^Sss. . . Q Ma^ v 224.

(,2) blessed, delightful. ' ' ^'

I must shake the heavenly dew of rest .... Cenci V iii 7But a heavenly sleep That did . . . steep In balm M. N. Ravail, 18.

T t 2
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(3) more beautiful than belongs to earth.
fairy lands g;irt by some heavenly sea : . . . . DoB-mon^ i. 205.
Leave nothing of this heavenly sight Q' Mab^ I. 19.

(4) inspired.
A poet's free and heavenly mind : Exhortation^ 20.

(5) of divine or supernatural race.
till to their heavenly Sire Came both his children Hoin.Merc.lSi\.2.

(6) exquisite, delightful.
What heavenly notes burst on my ravisb'd ears, M, N. Ravail^ 28.

And heavenly gestures suit sethereal melody. . 32.

The Afazf^n/y offspring of ambrosial food. . . . Orpheus^ ^.
Heard but the heavenly strains Q. Mabf I. 92.

(7) soft, benign.
that dreadful sleep His heaven, smiles dispersed, Ltum^ III. xxvii. 9.

And lipswhere .^Azsr^n/y smiles . Pr. Athan.w.K.-^.

(8) belonging to heaven, supernatural.
borne by heavenly steeds his race doth run . . Horn. Sun^ 10.

The Prophet's virgin bride, a heavenly ghost :— Laon^ ix. viii. 3.

He gently sang ofhigh and heavenly themes. . Or^heus^ 58.

Heavenly, adv. exquisitely, supremely.
Was less heavenly fair— Ginevra^ 22.

Like music of some minstrel heavenly gifted, . Laon^ V. xlvi. i.

Heavens, n. (^See Heaven (1).) (1) pi. and sing, used inter-

changeably.
ye heavens for ever pure, Calderon^ II. 33.

The heavens and earth appear to whirl about . ^cl. 586.
The smallest light that twinkles in the heavens^ . Dcemon^ T. 161.

Which moves not in the moving Heavens^ . . . Bpips. 01.

where the blue heavens bend . 544,
the blue heavens were bare, Julian^ 23.

when the breathle.ss heavens in beauty smiled, . Laon^ I. xxxvi, 7,

The Earth an altar, and the Heavens a fane, . . x. xxviii. 7.

Above, the Heavens were spread ;— . . . XI. i. 7.

and when the heavens are blue Pr. Athan. ll. iv. 7.

as the H. and the Earth arrayed Their presence Prol. Hellas^ 1 14.

By the swift Heavens that cannot stay, .... Prom. II. ii. 19.

Which points into the heavens dreaming delight, iv. 445.
Througn the heavens wide and hollow, .... iv. 478.
Which moves not 'mid the moving heav. alone— St. Epips. 74.
The Heavens had wept upon it Zucca^ vil. i.

(2) as distinctive pi. the sky and its reflection.

suspended Between two heavens^ Laon^ xil. xl. 6.

A plane of light between two /fezz'c«j of azure : . Naples^ 11.

(3) wonders, delights.

its two eyes are heavens Of liquid darkness, . . Prom. IV. 225.

(4) the supernatural or immaterial.
And the Heavens reject not, One word^ 11. 4.

Heaves, v. intr. rises and falls, swells.

Under which the bright sea AeazfAy/ Eug: Hills^ ^61.

it lifts and heaves^— _
. . Laon^ xil. xix. 7.

Heavier, adj, A. Lit. of greater material weight.

A deeper prison and heavier chains did find, . . rrz— II. vi. 5.

E. Fig. (1) more severe.

Live ! fear no heavier chastisement from me, Adonais^ xxxvil. x.

(2) greater, more grievous.
There rest no heavier sin than what they suffer . Cenci^ I, ii. 81.

and your own neglect No heavier sum : ... IV. iv. 153.

Scorn heavier far than toil or anguish, .... Loon, II. xliii. 5.

Heaviest, adj. Fig. (1) most grievous,

has been taught to bear The tyrant's h. yoke, IV. xviii. 6.

(2) most serious or flagrant.

The heaviest sin on this side of the Alps ! . . . (Edipus, 1. 371.

Heavily, adv. A. Lit. without buoyancy, ponderously.
some settling heavily^ Sunk; Hellas^ 511.

Heavily borne away on the exhausted blast. . . Laon^ I. xiv. 9.

B. Fig. (1) gloomily.
Big with clouds, hangs heavily^ Bug. Hills^ 10.

Most heavily remorse hangs at my heart ! . . . Prom. i. 436.

All things are still : alas ! how heavily .... I. 812.

Sway and drag heavily^ II. iv. 22.

(2) deeply, sonorously.

She watching aye The foam wreaths . . . groaned
heavily^ . . Laon^ I. xvii, 8.

Heaviness, adj. (1) drowsiness.

With unaccustomed heaviness of sleep. . . . Cenciy IV. i. 176.

(2) oppression, burden.
With heaviness of watching and slow grief. . . V. iii. 122.

(3) dulness, sorrow.

Of dull constraint and bittier heaviness^— . . . Ld. Ch. ix. x.

Heaving, n. respiration.

You might hear by the heaving of her breast, . Sensit. PI. 11. 22.

Heaving, /r. pple. swelling with emotion.

The heavy heart heaving without a moan ? , Adonais^ xxxv. 5.

Beavlng, ///. adj. (1) rising and falling by respiration.

His veinfed hands crossea on his heavinghxesst^ Cenci^ IV. iii. 11.

(2) swelling and rolling.

it sank Under the billows of the heaving sea ; . Laon^ i. xJi. 3.

like two stars amid the heaving mzhn ... Q. Mab, Vlll. 39.

Heavy, adj. A. Lit. (1) weighty, ponderous.
Oi heavy chains has gangrened his sweet limbs, . Cenci^ II. i. 71-

then we threw Vx^ heavy corpse i' the garden . IV. iii. 46.

was weighing that heavy one Ch. \st^ II. 424.

which like a heavy chain I,.engthens behind . . Julian^ 302.

are bound Behind with heavy chains Laon^ XII. iii. *.

And heavy lilies which he bore ; Virgil^ 22.

The heavy dead bulk On the living sea rolls . . Vis. Sea^ 31.

(2) weighted, filled.

Heavy with the joy divine, Qjrc?, 506.
The clouds that are heavy with love's sweet rain. Prom. IV. 179.
And out of the cups of the heavy flowere . . . Sensit. PI. II. 35.
Shook the boughs thus laden, and heavy axidstiS^ III. 112.

(3) full, richly grown.
and where some heavy tress Epips. 106.

(4) clammy, overcharged.
languid as with pain Of its own heavy moisture, . Fr. Fitful^ 3.

The weary sound and the heavy breath, . . . Sensit. PI. ill. 9.

(5) ponderous in movement.
And the steps of the bearers, heavy and slow, . —^ ill. 7.

B. Fig. (1) sad, dismal.
The heavy heart heaving without a moan ? . . Adonais^ XXXV. 5.

But now my heart is heavy^ Cenci, II. ii. 99.
With a light and a i^eaz/j? heart v. iii. 145.

the life within This heavy heart, Dante Conv. 14.

the company With heavy hearts and looks, . . Ginevra^ 163.

Chasing the heavy shadows of dismay. . . Horn.. Merc. Lxxxil. 8.

Her deep hard sobs and heavy sighs .... Rosal. 417.

(2) severe, extreme.
Between the heavy vengeance of the Church . . Ch. ist, II. 214.

Oh, heavy stroke, Sweet brother ofmy soul ! . . Laon^ II. xlvii. 2.

(3) furious.

it seems As if its heavy wrath . . . . Calderon^ II. 98.

(4) oppressive.
'tis substantial, heavy^ thick Cenci^ ill. L 18.

(5) drowsy, tired.

Mine eyelids are heavy^ my soul seeks repose, . Death. Dial. 13.

My head is heavy, my limbs are weary, . . . My headis heavy, i.

(6) burdensome, hard to endure.
The cares we waste upon our heavy crown . . . Ch. tst, II. 490.
could be So heavy as that falsehood is to me— . Julian^ 311.

A heavy weight of hours has chained . . Ode TF. Wind^ IV. 13.

These heavy chains of life with a light spirit, . . St. Epips. 124.

(7) fragrant to excess, laden.
Is heavy with the scent of lemon-flowers, . . . Epips. 447.

(8) dense, close.

lifting the heavy veil Of battle-smoke— . . . Hellas, 497.

(9) sonorous, loud, resonant.
If you hear not a deep and heavy bell. . . Julian, 97.

(10) momentous, important.
The heavy ftagments of the powerwhich fell . . Hellas^ 865.

(11) sound, deep.
and lay down, and slept A heavy sleep, . . . Julian^ 514.

(12) stupid, soulless.

He was that heavy, dull, cold thing, . . . Peter^ TV. xvii. 1.

(13) abundant, plentiful.

The heavy tears gather and flow : . . . . . Rosal. 413.

(14) powerful, weighty in action.

By the heavy axe of the blast were hewn ; . . . Sensit. PI. III. 87.

(15) dull in appearance.
the pale And heavy hue Witch^ XLili. 5.

Heavy, adv. fully, oppressively.
And noon lay heavy on flower and tree, .... To Nighty III. 4.

^Heavy-hearted, c. adj. sad.

My bosom is heavy-hearted, We meet, I. 3.

*Heavy sounding, c. adj. dull-sounding.
On the heavy sounding" plain, Ode Lib. xix. 6.

*Heavy-winged, c. adj. burdened with fragrance.
Makes faint . . . these heavy-winged thieves : . . Skylark, 55.

^Hebrides, n. the western isles of Scotland.
from my cavalry in the Hebrides ? (EdipuSy I. 26.

^Hecatombs, n. Fig. any great number.
And toil, and hecatombs of broken hearts, . . . Prom. I. 7.

^Hectic, n. fever.

Yet does a fleeting hectic flush his cheek, . . .M.N. Post. Fr. 9.

Hectic, adj. feverish.

Yellow, and black, and pale, and hectic red, . Ode W. Wind, i. 4.

Hedge, n. a row or fence of bushes.
And in the warm hedge grew lush eglantine, . . Question, in. i.

Which lit the oak that overhung the hedge . . iv. 5.

The wintry hedge was black, ....... The Cold, li. i.

*Hedge-row, c. adj. aitr. fence-bush.

The fresh green leaves of the hedge-raw briar, . Rosal. 960.

*Bedger, n. one who plants or trims hedges.
Tell, ancient hedger of Onchestus green, . Horn. Merc xxxii. 3.

A mortal hedger saw him as he past .... —— Lix. 7.

Hedges, n. bushy fences.

Over cornfields, gates, and hedges Z^^^**! VI. xx. 6.

Hedging, pr. pple. fencing in.

Who was employed A*£^. his vineyard there. . Horn. Merc. xxxi.S.

Heed, V. I. tr. (1) beware.
Heed what thou dost Cenci, rv, i. 16.

(2) notice, care about.

I heed him more than them— Gisb. 116.

worth your friendship heed the war Of worms ? . 129.

to A«ffrf thy gentle flame Horn. Venus, 12.
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(3) pay attention to.

And none will heed me ? Loon. II. xli. i.

now ^tf££/ my praying, RosaL s6i.

II. mtr. care or take notice of.

Nor heed nor see, what things they he ; . . . . Prom. I. 746.
Heed, n. care, attention.

If to the bulls and cows we take good A. /— ffom. Merc. Lxxxiv. J.

:i:Heeded, v. I. tr. regarded.
To sympathy with hopes and fears it heeded not : Skylark^ 40.

II. intr. regarded, took notice.
acme heart that heeded not [ulian^ 2S7.

^Heeding', pr. pple. regarding, considering.
and I departed Heed, not the words then spoken. F. Godwin^ 4.

Heedless, adj. (1) careless, not minding.
heedless of a broken pate Peter^ V. vi. 2.

(2) tiionghtless, innocent.
To lure the heedless victim to the toils ... Q. Mab^ IV. 235.

Heedlessly, adv. carelessly.

Where wandering heedlessly^ I met pale Pain • Julian^ 324.
Heeds, v. tr. pays attention to.

Tell their own tale to him who wisely heeds The
language Laon. it. xi. 5.

that man .S?£(& not the shriek of penury ; . . .Q.Mdb^ul.^.
he little heeds The rhetoric of tyranny ; . . . v. 120.

Heel, n. (1) the hinder part of the foot.
Our innocence is as an armed ^££/ Cew«, IV. iv. i«i0.

(2) Fig.
Man's free-bom soul beneath the oppressor's heel^ Laon. Vlil. vii. 6.

lifts heroes/ To bruise his head Naples^ 112.

To set thine arpied keel on this reluctant worm. . Ode Lib. xy. 15.

*Heel-taps, c. n. partly filled glasses.
No heel-taps—darken day-lights !

—

CEdipus^ II. ii. 35.

Heels, n. (1) Fig. hoofs or feet.

And the tramp of horses' heels. . Mask^ Lxxvi. 4.

(2) to be dragged at heel = behind.
these bodies to be dragged At horses' heels^ . , Cencz, V. iii. 35.

(3) to tread heels= to follow closely.

Treading each other's heels, unheededly. . . . Epips. 421.

(4) to pursue one's heels= to follow closely.
shadows which pursued His heels^ Laon^ vii. x. 8.

fHeft, n. handle.
With my own name engraven on the heft^ . Cenci, V. ii. 100.

*Heifer-steaIing', c. adj.

You he£fer-^tealtng-Bc\i&m.&c, . . . Hotn. Merc. Lxxiv. 2.

Heifers, n. young cows.
Hermes dragged forth two h^ifers^ lowipg loud, —.— xix. 7.

All heifers with crooked horng ? . . . , xxxii. 4.
Has stolen the fatted heiferjs every one, . . . xxxiii. 2.

declare Of my Illustrious heifers^ where they are ! —t- xlii. 8.

To my abode, seeking his heifers there, . . LXii. 7.
where he had hidden The mighty heifers.— . Lxvil. 6.

Could two prodigious heifers ever flay ? . . , LXix. 4.

Heifflio, interj, expressive of sadness or weariness.
Farewell! Heiffho! Cenct\ v. in. 134.
Heigkho I thelark and the owl

!

. , . Ch. isl, V. 6.

'Heigflit, n. (1) top or summit.
o'er its height to fly Scarcely the cloud, . Laon^ ill. xii. 5.
That column's dizzy ^i^^/ .• ill. xiv. 2.

Around yon ffrass-grown ruin's height, . . . . Q. Mad, I. 119.
For oft nave I stood on the dark height of Jura, St. Jr. (2) ii. 1.

Around whose lessening and invisible height . SuTnmer-Evg. 17.
Still like the scathed pine tree's height, . . . W". few^ (2) 2.

(2) altitude.

with its height It overtops the woods ; . . - Epips. 486.
to know its height the morning mists forbid ! . . Laon, v. xl. 9.
how high beyond all height . . . ... V^^oodtnan, 31.

(3) a hill or mountain.
Seems to level plain and ^«^,A/ / Eug. Hills, 20^.
With willing steps climbing that rugged height, Rosal. 1306.

(4) meridian, extreme point.
Like stars to their appointed height tljey climb . Adonais^ XLlv. 3.
he has gained This height of noon— . . . . . Ch. 1st, i. 50.
to that ^«^^/ of power Where now they sit, . . —;— Ii.'i79.

the height of love's rare Universe, . . ... Epips. 589.
Thaws in the height of noorj, , Iwould^ 7.
To lift them to the height of heaven, . . . . M. N. Melody, 6.

verge Of the horizon to the zenith's height . Ode W. Wind, 11. 8.

(5) pinnacle of power.
Poised by the flood, e'en on the h. thou holdest, . Hellas, 847.

(6) extremity.
Give me, thy child, dominion Over all height and

depth ? . Ode Lib. xvii. 13.

Heights, n. pre-eminence in genius.
To soar above the heights where others climb, . Sonn. Byron, 9.

Heir, n. (1) inheritor of a property or position.
Shall be the kingdom's heir, Laon, x. xli. 7.

(2) inheritor of qualities.

Is heir to all his incapacities
; . .' Cenci, II. ii. 11.

Heirs, n. (1) inheritors by right or law.
His decent heirs enjoyed his pelf, I^ter, vil. vi. 2.

(2) Fig. successors to.

Pollux . . . And steed-subduing Castor, k. of fame. Horn. Castor, 6.

Men of England, ^«yj of Glory, ..... . Mask, xxxvu. i.

the heirs Of Caesar's crime, Triumph^ 383.

Held, V. tr. A. Lit. (1) grasped, kept forcibly.

Held his belovfed tortoise-lyre tight Horn. Merc. xxv. 8.

And in his hand he held a polished stick : . . . xxxv. 5.

He grasped, and held under his shoulder-blade. . xL. 6.

•His left hand held the lyre, Lxxi. 4.

Which skilfully he held^vA played thereon. . . LXXXVll. 2,

And held his hand— Laon, I. Ix. 4.

She held a woof that dimmed the burning brand. Witch, xxvil. 8.

(2) supported.
The left hand ^/i^the head, the right— .... Rosal. 1061.

(3) contained, preserved.
and lead him to the caves that heldth.^ treasure Triumph, 272.

(4) kept together.
the fiery band which held Their natures, snaps— 157.

(5) retained, kept back.
Then held his breath, and, after a brief spasm, . Hellas, 396.

B. Fig. (1) restrained, kept in check.
Whqse prelude held all envy, hate, and wrong, Adonais, XXXVI. 6.

held His inmost sense suspended Alastor^ 155.
Held back the base hyenas of the battle .... Hellas, 403.

(2) pursued, followed.
In joy and exultation held his way ; Alasior, 144.

C3) had command of.

Who ^tf/(/ the keys with power ....... C*^. u/, II. 227.
take all I held, but as in trust For thee, .... 11. 304.
I held what I inherited in thee, . ... . iv. 3.

(4) retained.

heldyy^s in chains Of sweet captivity, . ... Laon, v. Iviii. 4.

(5) regarded as, accounted.
If I were one whom the loud world held wise, . . ^S"^. Epips. 27.

(6) carried on.

for speech assuming. Held commune with him, . Alastor, 487.
You remember where we h. That conversation ;— Cenci, I. ii. 2.

The devils held -within the dales of Hell . . . fulian, 41.
while pride and fear held deep debate, .... Laon, V. xxv. 4.
such debate Men heldviith one another; . . Pr.Athan. i. 112.

(7) had possession of.

While day-light held'Yh'e. sky, Alastor, 222.
And now the Power of Good ^e/rf victory, , . . Laon, v. iii. i.

Held, pp. Fig. (1) restrained, kept,
whom their sister's song; Had ^e/</ in holy silence, Adonais, xxu. 7.
beneath thy sway Is ^Jw/ '.

. Ham. Earth, 11.
faiths which long have held th& world in awe, . Laon, TV. xv. 4.

(2) bound, expected.
I am Held no less than yourselves Calderon, I. 250.

(3) detained, kept.
Apollq Is held in heaven by wonder ; IVom. ll. v. 11.

Helen, n. (1) the wife of Menelaus.
taken Troy and laid your hands on Helen ? . . Cycl. 158.
Of the false Helen, near Scamander's stream? . 261.

^2) a character in the Fr. of a Ghost Story.
Helen and Henty knew that Granny .... Fr. Ghst. Sty. 4.
But Helen clung to her brother's arm .... 7.

(3) a character in Rosalind and Helen.
do I see And hear frail Helen ? Rosal. 41.
To link me with the infamy Of one so lost as H. ~ 55.
Duly at evening Helen came . 167.
With her fair child would Helen come . . . 173.
and Helen smiled Thro' tears of awe . . . 186.
For many months had Helen known . . . iq6!
for unrepelled "Raid Helen taken Rosalind's. . 206'.

Did the voice of .fffi/ew, sad and sweet, . . 211.
OZfc/^M, none can ever tell The joy . , . i^gg'
'tis Helenas home, and clean and white, .... 125K
Till Helen led her where her child yet slept, . 1264!
So Rosalind and Helen lived together . . . i2jT.
And Helen's boy grew with her, . . . la^j.
as seen from ^e/^w'j home, .... ... 1^04!
/ffi/s«, whose spirit was of softer mould, . .

." 1312.'
Are blest, as now ^£/tf« and Rosalind 13 ig'.

Helena, n. a name.
Kissing Helena, together With my kiss, .... Helena, ».

*Heliad, n. the daughter of the sun.
The Heliad doth not know its value yet. . . . Witch, Lxvil. 8.

j:Helicou, n. a mountain sacred to the Muses,
From ^//ctf« or Himeros

; Gisb. ^ij.

Hell, n. (1) the place of torment of Christian mythology.
That, hear me, Hell/ Calderon, n. 16.
Hear st thou, Helll dost thou reject it? ... n 21
Abyss of .Sir/// I call on thee, ill. i.'

respited from ^// An erring soul Cenci, i.{ g
Respited me from Hell/ .... . . i.

;.'

26.
/^//'j most abandoned fiend 1. i, n^
And pledge with thee the mighty Devil in Hell, . \. \\\ gV
save thyself from death and hell, ly. i. 20.
I see the gulph Of Hell between us two, . . , —-_ jy,"

{[ gg'
Which sprung from me as from a hell, .... ~ ly' {] j2o
O, multitudinous .ffi!//^ IV. i!i8^"
Will but dislodge a spirit of deep Ac// .... iv. il 7
Darkness and hell Have swallowed up the vapour iv iii ioAnd Hell to Heaven . . . , Ch. ist I k

'
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lie sleeping As on HelVs threshold ; . . . . Ch. isiy i. 29.

And tears and terror, and the pity of Ae//, . . . II. 330,
Heli is the pattern of all commonwealths : . . . II. 308.
To the Aeli dogs that conch beneath his throne . Dcsmon^ 1. 11.

when heaven and Atf// Confounded burst . . . I. 261.

Where Ifeli is the Victor's prey, Dem7, xi. 5.

Hides the safe thrift of ^tf/? within XXI. 4.

why is the Father of.^// in such glee, .... XXIII. i.

Heirs adamantine limits bum -—
' xxvill. 4.

One Heaven, one Hell^ one immortality, . . . Epips. 586.
Famine, murder, hell and power Falsehood^ 66.

OS well take your course on to Hell^ Fattsi^ II. 166,

of fiery HelVs tempestuous wave, 1 . Fr. Satire^ 3.

If jy«/ should entomb thee, ....... ^ Hellas^,\Q^.
To -flc// shall her high hearts bend 105.

within the dales of ^^// Julian^ ^t.

from the kell^ His reign and dwelling L.aony i. xxx, 7.

Custom, and Hell^ and mortal Mekneho^y^ . v. Son^^ i. 5.

And his red ^is/^j undying snakes among . . . vill. viii. 3.
For thus we migjit avoid the hell hereafter. . . ix. xvi. i.

Hell and Awe, which in the heart of man Is God
itself; —i— IX. xviii.. 3.

Almighty God his hell on earth has spread t . . X. xxii. 9.
from thme hell of fiends and flame, X. xxix. 6.

Aye, there is famine in the jgulph of hell^ . . . x. xxxvii. i.

a blast that burst the portafOf fabled -4ff/// . . X. xl. 2.

the fear Of Hell beeame a panic, x. xliv. 7.

the snakes of hell had need Of human souls : — . x. xlv. 5.

even the Fear Of Hell: xi. viia. 5.

the roar of HelVs sulphureous surge XI. ix. 9.

From fabled hell as by a charm withdrawn, . . Xll. xxix. a.

By thy most impious Hell^ and all its terror: . Ld, Ch. xi. i.

Heaven will not smile upon the work of hell ; . M. N. Fragmt. 7.

Then o^er this^ mined soul let spirits oi kell^ . M. N. Despair^ 32.

Or dash them to the depths of hell? M. N. Melody^ 7.

He never triumph'd in the work of hel^— . - M., N.. Post Fr. 36.
Has left the frightful work to hell and death. . . 72.

That thy work, Monarch, is the work of Hell. . — 78.

indignant at the work of hell^ 86.
He hastes along the burning soil of Hell. . . . M. N. Ravail^ 6^.
It was not a fiend from the regions of hell . M. N. Spec. Hors. 10.

Of a man who has sold his soul to hell. .... -—

-

26.
Into the hell from which it first was hurled, . . Ode Lib. xvi. 4.

a cloud. Dark as the frown of H.y hangs over it— CEdipuSj i. 97.
With this enchanted rodr and ^// lay bare! . . 1.149.
And thou, dull beetle,, get thee back to hell/ . . i. 270.
Be silent ! get to hell/ or I will call I. 277.
When Swefifoot wishes that she were in heU/ , I. 282.
And over it the Primate of all -ffe// l- 359-
Damned eternally to Hell— Peler, Prol. 39.
The one God made to rhyme with hell; .... I. v. 4.

drag it with him down to hell. I. ix. 5.

Was bowled to Hell in the DeviPs chaise; . . . li. xfv: 5.

,^// is a eity much like London— . . . . III. i. i.

And this is ^//—and in this smother .... ill. xv. i.

To make this ugly Hellz. Heaven ; III. xx. 4.

Lo, Peter in HelVs Grosvenor-square. .... IV. i. i.

Though to be sure this place was Hell; .... • IV. xxii. i.

might have turned Hell into Heaven— .... V. iii. 2.

Flit up from hell with pure intent ! VI. xxxvii.3.

the ^// that bk;ots-frame ., ^. il/tzd, lii. 79^
God, Hell. an(fHeaven IV. 210.

Hell^ aredgulph of everlasting fire, IV. 214.
War with its million horrors, and fierce ftell . . v. 256*
Who peoplest earth with demons, ^^//with men, VI. 70.

whose dread work, Hell^ g^es for ever . . . vi. 108.

had long learned to prefer HelVs freedom . . . vn. 195.
Till Lionel's 'banquet in hell' you hear, , . . Rosal. 6%j.
In helVs red lakes immortally, 8^4.
And the horrors of hell Were delights . . . .St. Ir. (3) vil. 2.

Which dripp'd with the chill dew of hell, . . (3) xvi. 2.

A deep groan was answer'd from hell. .... (3)xvill. 5.

Where hell And heaven shall leave thee free Xhereisnowor/i^ 11.

him who from the lowest depths of Ae//, . . . . Trtwmph^ ^"ja.

so that their roots to hell Might pierce, .... IVitch^ Ded. IV. 4.
Scorched by HelVs hyperequatorial climate . . vi, 2.

(2) the infernal regions of the ancients.

this God-abandoned cook of hell Cycl. 3S8.
Returning from drear Hell, OrpAeus^ 67.

(3) a place of wretchedness, like hell.

and saw that home was hell. Cenci^ in. i. 330.
And to that ^tf//will I return no more . . . in. i. 331,
will find Life a worse Hell IV. i. 48.
Makes this cold common hell^ our life Efiips. 214.
and make this .^//appear A heaven Jufian^ 200.

where now he dwelt, a penal hell; . . ... /"r. Athan. i. 92.
Earth was no longer hell; Q. Mab^ vill. 14.

which was to me Drear Afi//, liosal. 1206.

OT a hell Like this harsh world Triumph^ 333.

(4) torment, misery, confusion.

A dark continuance of the J%// within him, . . Cenci, iv. ii. 33.
Which is, I know, a hell of angry dreams, . . . iv. iv. 8.

^//, Sin, and Slavery came, Hellas^ 2ii.

till in our eyes This heart's Hell seem Paradise. . Inv. Mis. IV. 5.

that the full Hell Within me would infect . . . Julian^ 351.
to make that love the fuel Of the mind's <4^/// . 441.
a dying seer of dark oppression's hell. .... Laon^ X. xxv. 9.
the earth-consuming^ Ofwhich thou art a daemon, L,d. Ch.xvi. 2.

Hell and destruction mark his mad career, . .M.N. Post. Fr. 75.
each heart was as a ^// of storms Ode Lib. n. i^.

Though silence is a hell to us Ptotk. I. 106.

When I awoke ^fi// burned within my brain, . . Q- Maby VII. 1S6.

a hell Which in pure spirits should not dwell. . . Rosal. 2^6.

(5) an impassable gulf.

yawns like a .Sk// between Our will and it :— . . Cenci, III. i. 133.
Girt by its hell of power, Zai?«,vii.xxxvi.4.
Gape like a hell within ! Proffi. I. $6.
And spread beneath a Afi// of death i- 7i7'
a thick ^«// of hatredsj and hopes, and fears ; . . iv. 119.
Half compensate a hell of waking sorrow. . . . Unf. Dr. 244.

(6) the antithesis of the heaven of ' Promethen& unbound.'
take cheer. Hounds Of .^//.' iVow. I. 342.
for a season, Heaven seems Hell, .^ i. 358.
The powers who scheme slow agonfes in Hell. . — i. 367.
Phantasms so foul thro' monster-teeming Hell . I. 447.
As Jove rules you when Hell stows mutinous. . I. 494.
Leave iSfeZ/'j secrets half unchanted . . . . I. 513.

We are steaming up from Hell's wide gate i. 518.

He yet defies the deepest power of HeU. . . I. 538.
And Hell, or the sharp fear of Hell? . , . . . II. iv. 28.

On eldest faith, and helVs coeval, fear; .... • ill. i. 10.

Let hell unlock Its mounded oceans iii. i. 74.
No more inscribed, as o'er the gate of hell, . . ill. iv. 135.

Hell-bXack, c. ad;', utterly black.

when, on a hell-buick horse, An Angel .... Laon, x. x. 3.

Hell-fire, c. n. the fire supposed to rage in hell.

With fresh-imported Hell-fire warmed, . . . Peter, I. i. 2.

Hellfire Is twenty times too good VI. v. 4.

Hell-lLouuds, c. n. agents of hell.

The hellhounds^ Murder, Want and Woe, . . Devil, xxvi. 3.

But hark, the hell-hounds clamour : fear delay : Prom. i. 408.

^Hell-torch, c. n. hre of pimishment.
So welcome when the bigot's hell-torch flares ; . Deetnon, II. 268.

So welcome when the bigot's hell-torch burns ; . Q. Mab, ix. 173.

^Hdlas, n. Greece.
A brighter Hellas rears its mountains .... Hellas, 1066.

O sacred Hellas/ Pr. Athan. 11. i. 20.

KellislL, adj. (1) horrible, fiendish.

come And wind me in his hellish arras, .... Cenci, v. iv, ^.
burned them both with hellish mockery. . . . Daon, x. xlvii. 9.

That a hellish shape at midnight led Rosal. 150.

(2) suited to hell.

Hum low a hellish song Devil, six. 6-

Of centipedes and worms, earth's h. progeny \ . Daon^ x.xxxviil. g.

Helm, n, A. Lit. the rudder or afterpart of a vessel.

the Poet sate Holding the steady helm. .... Alastor, 333.
the shape Of hint who ruled the helm^ .... Loon, \\\. xxxi. 3.

at the helm, we took our seat, . . .... —— xii.xxxiL3.
Shadowy Aornos darkened o'er the helm The

horizontal Kther; Naples, 40.
The helm sways idly, hither and thither; . . . Serchio, 3.

Sit at the helm—fasten this sheet— 87.
At the helm, sits a woman . Vis. Sea, 66.

B. Fig. (1) means of guidance.
Sits beside the hel^n a^in Fug: Hills, 334.
Beside a hel^n conducting it, ... , ... Prom. ll. v. 76.
whose helm Love rules, —- iv. 409.

(2) headgear, helmet.
On its helm, seen far away, Mask, xxix. i. ^

Helmet, n. used Fig. of the sun.
Beneath his golden helmet, . Horn. Sun, 14.

Helms, n. military headgear.
quivers, hehns, and spears, Prom. rv. 290.
Mitres and helms and crowns, Triumph, 210.

^Helmsman, n. one who steeis a boat.
And the helmsntan is pale ;— Fugitives, II. z.

Then must the lonely h. cry aloud Ahasuerus ! . Hellas, 173.

Help, V. tr. ^1) strengthen, support.
So kelp me God, I never thought the things . . Cenci, ll. i. 148.

(2) aid or assist.

we will help you all we can . . Cycl. 12^.

Not to say help us in destroying her CEdipus, I. 306.
Help, n. aid, support.
This knotted staff is help enough for me, . . . Faust, 11. 4.

Helpless, adj. powerless.
Destitute, helpless, and I . . . Father! God! . Cenci, V. iii. 104.
and in their helpless misery blind, Laon, il. vi. 4.
That gentle Hermit, in my helpless woe, . . . jv. v. 4.
upon the others face In helpless agony gazing ; -— x. xv. 6.
or see, with helpless groan x. xxxiii. 8.

^Helplessness, n. need for succour.
the cries of female helplessness, ... . . Q. Mab, vii. 39.

IfKem, n. the edge or border.
He touched the hem of-Nature's shift, . . . Peter^ iv. xi. 3.

^Hemisphere, n. the half of a sphere or globe.
or\&\io'Aow hemisphere/ ioowyi. Iii. 9.

Hemlock, n. a poisonous plant {Conium m.aculatum).
And the dock, and the henbane, and hem. dank, Sensit. PI. iii. 55.

Hemmed, v. tr. enclosed, shut in.

Hemnted them around !—and then revenge . . Laon, v. viii. 6.
the array Of fresh troops henifnedyxs in— . . vi. xviii. 6.
Hemmed in with rifts and precipices grey, . . . Witch, xux. 7.

^HemmiugTr pf' pple. enclosing.
Hemming the horisou round, Laon, I. xlvii. 8.
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Hems, V. tr. encloses or shuts in.

that black wall of mountains That hetns us in , Faust^ II. 113.

*Henis, n. Emesa, a town of Syria.
Damascus, Henis^ Aleppo Tremble ;— . . . Heltas.^ 580.

*Hen-coop, n. a cage or framework.
Half scorched under a hen-cooP lay ; Peter^ i. xv. 4.

*Heut}aue, n. a poisonous plant i^Hyoscyamus).
And the dock, and the hen.^ and hemlock dank, Sensit. PI. ill, 55.

Hence, interj. away, pass.
Hencey swift hour ! and thy loved flight Oft renew. Bpithal. 7.

Hence, adv. (1) for the future, from now.
And A., the subject world to woman's will must bow, Laon. IX. xvi. g.
Here I command thee hence to lead them on, . Q. Mab^ Vll. 117.

(2) this place, here.
Not far from hence. Ot'Pkeus^ i.

Hence, interj. away, depart.
Hence, coy hour ! and quentfh thy light, .... Eptthal. 5.

Henceforth, adv. from this time forward.
Henceforth no witness—not the lamp—shall see Cenci, I. i. 21.

One thing-, I pray you, recollect henceforih, . . i. i. ^S9-

I henceforth Will ne'er reijent in. li. 39.
Turn The rack henceforth into a spinning wheel I v. iii. 62.
And let us two henceforth together feed . Horn. Merc. Lxxxiv. i.

Henceforth^ if an example for the same They seek Julian^ 457.
For this wilt thou not henceforth pardon me ? . L.aon, v. xlviii. 1

.

and henceforth ever shalt be^ free, Naples, 63.
Henceforth the sun of this rejoicing world : . . Pront. II, iv. 127.
Rejoice ! henceforth I am omnipotent III. i. 3.

and we must dwell together Hencef. in darkness. ill. i, 56.
Henceforth the fields of Heaven-reflecting sea ill. ii, 18.

Henceforth we will not part . iii. iii, ro.

Henceforth the many children fair III, iii. go.
and henceforth Can cherish thee unenvied : . . - ill. iv. 30,
Where ^h&yhenceforth will live exempt from toil III. iv. 109.
I never, henceforth, may breathe agam ; . . . St. Ir. (3) xvii. 3.

Shall be my paths henceforth, and so—farewell ! Witch, xxiv. 8.

Henceforward, adv. for the future.
Who henceforward must be reckoned .... Peier. Pral. 18.

^Henrietta, n. Queen of Charles I, b. 1609, d. 1069.
Sharpen their tongues on Henrietta's fame ? . . Ch. 1st, II. 328.
Deax Henrietta / ii.'4g3.

Henry, n. (1) the lover of lanthe.
Doth Henry hear her regular pulses throb, . . D^mon, L 34.
and beheld Henry, who kneeled in silence , . . n. 329.

11 (» V " " • • Q' Malt, IX. 2^y.
When to the moonl^ht walk by Henry led, . . ix. 183.

(2) a character m the Fr. of a Ghost Story.
Helen and Henry knew that Granny .... Fr. Ghst. Sty. 4.

(3) Henry Revely, son of Mrs. Gisbome.
Henry will know The thing I mean Gisb. 76.
I'm conjecturing How to make ^.understand ; . 102.

murmuring To ^«ry, some unutterable thing. . 273.

(4) the child of Helen.
Go home, Henry, and play with Lilla till I come. Rosal. 83.

(5) a character in St. Irvyne.
Stay thy boat on the lake,^dearest .fffiwr;)' I come. St. Ir. (6) i. 8.

I come, dearest Henry, and wait but for thee. . -— (6) ll. 4.

Her, poss. pron. (1)
And spread j^ffr matting for his couch, .... Alastor, 131.
she knew the King Had praised h. dance of yore, Laon, V. xxi. 6.

(2) used objectively.
thoughts that worshipped her : Epips. 245.
breathlessly did look On her and me, . . . Laon, vili. xxx. 7.

Herald, n. A. Lit. (1) messenger or forerunner.
'Tis Jove's world-wandering herald, Mercttry. . Prom. l. 325.
Darest thou delay, O ,Sfera^/ .... . . I- 341.

(2) a publisher or proclaimer.
and bid the herald stick The same Witch^ lxxiii. 4.
B. Fig. said of signs indicative of the future.

Hail, fleet ^^rd/i:/ Of tempest ! Ch. ist, iv. 12.

I would flee A tempestuous herald of victory ! . Hellas, 664.
Thou voice which art The herald of the ill . . . 9(^3,

Dotb, as the herald odts coming, Triumph, 83.

^Herald-baby, c. n. the babe Mercury,
This herald-baby, bom but yesterday ?

—

. . Horn. Merc. LV. 8.

*Herald-child, c. n. (See above.)
The Herald-child, King of Arcadia. 1.2.

Heralds, v. tr. announces.
Which like a dawn heralds the day Unf. Dr. 53.

Heralds, n. Fig. (1) indications or foretellings.

O'er heralds so divine of truth's arising day.

(2) playing the part of heralds.
Such sacred heralds in their state . . . .

Herb| n. grass or small plants.
In darkness and in light, from herb and stone,
Reflecting every herbzxA drooping bud . .

the hardest herb that braves the frost

, Laon, II. xxxiv. g,

, Mask, Lxxxili.

Adonais, XLII. 5.

Alastor, 501.

Damon, ii. 117.

11 )i M „ ,,.... Q.Mab.Mlil.i^-j.
The wounded deer must seek the herb no more . B. Williams, 1. 2.

Let every tender kerb and plant Eleg. Bion. 4.
Without herb. Insect, or beast, Prom^ I. 21.
And Famine ; and black blight on herb and tree ; I. 173.

And on each hsrb^ from which Heaven's dew had
fallen, Prom. ll. I 154,

And each flower and h. on Earth's dark breast . Sensit. PI. i, 7.

*HerT3age, n. pasture for cattle.

The flowery herbage was depasturing, .... Horn. Merc. iv. 5.

Lotus and all sweet herbage, xvii. o.

*HerblesB, n. destitute of vegetable growth.

Fell, like bright Spriftgupon some kerbless-^XaXn \ Laon, Ded.yw. 2.

so that the nerbless stone, m. iii. 4*

Like a herbless plain, for the gentle rain, . . Music, Ipant, l. 5.

Follow the herbless banks of that strange brook Orpheus, 7.

Blackened with lichens, on a herbless plain. . . 69.

his throne Of rock upon a desert herbless plain, 104.

Like snow on herbless peaks, fall flake by flake. Prom. in. i. la.

Herbs, n. (1) small plants other than grass.

Fragrant with perfumed herbs Alastor, /^^o.

wake Under the wave, in flowers and herbs . . Laon, V. liii. 5.

starlike flowers and ^«r*j of odour sweet, . . . Orpheus, 116.

But now invested with fair flowers and herbs^ . Prom. I. S29.

(2) plants of medicinal qualities. 1

did close My wound with balmiest herbs, . - . La&n, V. xii. 9.

He told the hidden power of herbs and springs, . Prom. II. iv. %$.

Herd, n. a flock of larger cattle.

Drove fifty from the herd, lowing aloud. . . . Horn. Merc, xii, 8.

Stolen from the Aer(3f in high Pieria, xixil. 5.

Here are the footsteps of the horned herd . . , xxxvil. i,

could fare Out of his home after a savage herd. . XLVI. 5.

Whilst Hermes drove the herd LXVIII. 5.

The Aeyi/ went wandering Lxxxvi.j.
*Herd-abandoned, c. adj. left by its fellows.

A kerdaban, deer struck by the hunter's dart. . Adonais^JtHSiiLCi.

*Herded, //. assembled together.
The headed -wohrGS, bold only to pursue ; . . xxvill. i.

Herds, n. (1) pi. of Herd.
fattens my flocks and herds, Oycl. 317,
the same evening did he steal away Apollo's h. / Horn. Merc. in. 4.
But out to seek Apollo's herds would creep, . . —— in. 8.

having sought His herds in every comer, . . ,
-^— xlii- 6.

By this omen I shall trace My noble herds^ . . Ll. 3.

in which I feed my many herds,— LVIII. 4.
This driving of the herds is none of mine ; . . . LXlv. 3.
The herds in litigation— Lixxiv.3.
Feeding his herds among the mossy fountains . Horn. Venus, 56.
the scattered flocks and herds Laon, x. xv. 3.

The flocks and herds had perished ; . . - . x. xviii, a.

like lean herds pursued By gad-flies, , . x. xlii. 8.

(2) men collectively, crowds.
Drove the astonished herds of men Ode Lib. III. 15.
those herds whom tyranny makes tame ; . . . Polit. Greats 3.

(3) said of collections of inanimate things.
and ye untameable herds. Meteors and mists, . Pront. IV. 546.

'4^Herdsnian, n. one who has charge of cattle.

Or herdsman's horn, or bell at closing day ; . . Adonais, XV. 5.
Installing him as herds?nan ;— Horn. Merc, lxxxv. ».

Herdsmen, n. pi. of Herdsman.
And the wandering herdsfnen know Prom. i. 794.
The herdsman and the mountain maidess came, Witch, XJ. i.

Here, adv. (1) in this place, at this spot.
Here pause : these graves are all too young . . Adonais^ Ll. I.

^ Here lieth One whose name was writ on water.' Fr. Keats, i.

And here like some weird Archimage sit I, . . Gisb. ioi5.
' All hope abandon ye who enter herej '

. . Prom. III. iv. 136.
and said: Sit here/ Witch, xxxvil. 6.

(2) in this world.
from all things here They have departed ; . . . Adonais, Llll. 2.

The frailty ofall things here, When the lamp, iri. 6,

(3) in what we see exemplified before us.
Here is the pomp that strips the houseless orphan, Ch. jst, I. 153.
Here is the surfeit which to them who earn . . ^'—~ i. 158,
Nor wanted here the just similitude Ofa triumphal

pageant, Triumph, 117.
And why—I would have added—is all h. amiss ? . 179.

(4) present, before you.
Yet has thy faith prevailed, and I am here. . . Hellas, 864.
(5) now, at this moment, once for all.

Here 1 cast away All human passions fulian, 501.
Here, interj. of command.
Here, my lord, take the warrant, Ch. 1st, II. 387.

Herea.fter, adv. (1) in a future time.
Its witnesses with men who must hereafter be. . Laon, v. xxxix 9.
The one is man that shall hereafter be ; . . . Q. Mab, IV. 166.

(2) in a future state of existence.
For thus we might avoid the hell hereafter. . . Laon, ix. xvi. i.

Heresy, n. dissent from established opinion.
The intenser wrath of Heresy Ch. \st, II. 337.

Heretic, n. a dissenter from established opinion.
To convince Atheist, Turk or Heroic, .... Gisb. 26.

tHeretofore, adv. in foregoing times.
which had blest Me heretofore

:

Laon, vii. xxv. 8.

Heritage, n. inheritance, possession by right.
Pants for its sempiternal heritage^ Q, Mab, I. 140.

*Hemiaphrodite, n, a being of mixed sex.
ot}\t,vs sweBT yoxi'Te. 2l Hermaphrodite ; . , . . St. Bpips ^7
Its stOTm-o\xtsp&&\mg-winga,thQ Hermaphrodite; Witch, xjjvii. 6.
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Hermaphroditus, n. a son of Hermes and Aphrodite,
S\iii cbW&A. "• Hermaphroditus / ^— . , , . . . W^/VtrA, XLIII. 4.

itHermes, n. the Greek name of the god Mercury.
So saying", Hermes roused the oxen vast ; . . Horn. Merc. xvi. i.

And flowenpaven plains, great Hermes past ; . xvi. 3.

Hermes dragged forth two heifers, lowing loud, . —t~ XIX. 7.

But joyous-minded ^rwMa- xxi. 3.

Replied sly Hermes^ Wherefore scold and bother ? xxvii. 8.

thus did greet Great Hermes :— XLII. 7.

To wholn thus Hermes slily answered :— ... XLIV. i.

Cyllenian Hermes from the grassy place, . , . LI. 4.
And Hermes tried with lies and roguery . . . LIII.5.

While Hermes and Apollo reverent stood . . . LV. 2.

and Hermes then Addressed the Supreme Lord . • LXI. 8.

HermeSy nothing loth, Obeyed the JEgis-bearer's
will

—

LXVII.6.
Whilst Hermes drove the herd .... . LXVIII. 5.

while Hermes sought some hole or pit, .... ^— LXX. 6.
Hermes must love Him of the Golden Quiver, . lxxxvi. 8.

now, Hermes^ if you dare, . -—Lxxxvilt.7.
Hermes with Gods and men xcvii. 3.

Hermit, n. (1) one who lives in solitary Seclusion.
As they were loosened by that Hermit old, . . Laon^ III. xxix. 2.

That gentle Hertnit^ in my helpless woe, . . . rv. v. 4.

Thro' the inchantments of that Hermit old ; . . iv. vii. 3.

But to . . . my native land, the Hennitcame: . iv, x. 5.

of whose high deeds The Ifermit in his pilgrimage
had heard. IV.xxxiv.3.

(2) an anchorite.

a Aermifs vest Concealed his face ; .... xi. xiv. 2.

Kexmit, c. adj. attr. solitary.

But Greece was as a herm.it child, Hellas^ 996.

IJlHexmitagfe, n. a solitary dwelling-place.
Like one asleep in a green hermitage^ .... Witck^ Lxxi. 3.

Hero, n. a brave warrior.
an anguish'd hero dies, M. N. Post. Fr. 7.

lifts His baby-sword even in a hero's mood. . . Q. Mab^ iv. 1 10.

Heroes, n. men distinguished for noble actions.
Heroes^ and Poets, and prevailing Sages, . . . Leton. ix. xxviii. 3.

Heroes of unwritten story, * . . , Mask^ xxxvii. 2.

heroes, men, and beasts ; Profit. \. 207.

To call upon those heroes old W. Shit. vi. 7.

Heroic, adj. (1) brave, intrepid.

heroic^ just, sublime, Thou wert among the false— Marenghi^ Vlll. 5.

(2) noble, grand,
became Slaves to my holy and heroic verse, . . Laon^ II. xxx. 7.

I should describe you in heroic style, .... St. Epips. S6.

^Heroically, adv. nobly.
So high and so heroically great, Calderon^ II. J09.

Herself, pers. pron. (1; in her own person.
Knowledge and truth and virtue were her theme,

. . . Herself2k poet. Alastor^ 161.

(2) used reflexively.

She drags herself-aoYi forward with slow steps, Faust^ II. 380.

*Hesitate, v. intr. stop or pause in action.

Or hesitate in dining upon you :— Cycl. 327.

*Hesper, n. the evening star.

seek in Hesperus setting sphere Epips. 222.

^Hesperian, adj. western.
rent the Hesperian gate Of mountains, . . . Laon^ Vll. xiii. 6.

:{:Sesperus, n. the evening star.

some did shed A clear mild beam like Hesperus^ Dcemon^ I. 169.
Hesperus flies from awakening night, .... Hellas, 1038.
Like Hesperus o'er the western sea ;

.

. Q. Mab^ I. 259.
having died, thou art as Hesperus^ . ... Stella^ 3.

Hew, V. I. tr. hack or cut.

Hew down babes and women, Peter^\l.-x:xx\\\\.2.

IL intr.

Slash, and stab, and maim, and heWy— .... Mask^ Lxxxiv. 3.

tHewed, v. tr. hacked, cut down.
The horseman hewed omx unarmed myriads . . Laon^ vi. xi. £.

Hewn, pp. (1) hacked or cut.

And ever still our comrades were hewn down, . VI. ix. 8.

(2) Fig. destroyed or broken.
By the heavy axe of the blast were hewn / . . . Sensit. PI. ill. 87.

Heyj interj. a cry of triumph or surprise.

Hey over stock ! and hey over stone ! Fausiy 11. 1^1.

Hey^ for a whipper-in ! CEdipuS^ 11. li. 120.

Hid, 1). I. tr. A. Lit. (1) concealed from sight.

clouds unveiled or hid Her boundless light, . . Hellas^ 624.
Who hid, perhaps, her face for grief, reversed ; . 637.

its still shadow hid Far ships : Laon^ V. xl. 8.

But as they ^/'rf his splendour Unf. Dr. iii.

(2) buried or plunged.
And hid mine eyes in dust, ....... Laon^ XII. xxv. 4.

B. Fig. (1) enveloped, enclosed.

Which A/flf in one dim gulph III. i. 5.

Which its lustre faintly hid^ W. Shel. (3) I. 4.

(2) overpowered.
She hid me, as the Moon may hide the night . . Epips. 287.

(3) obscured, concealed.
they AzV/ its unblown prime With ruins .... 265.

France . . . Hid^ but quenched it not ; . . . . Hellas, 73.
I tore the veil that ^/a Nature, iMon^ IX. vii. 1.

II, rejl. concealed,
like a hunted beast, He hid himself, .... Marenghi, xiii. 2.

I ^zV/ myself Within a fountain iV(?w. ill. iv. 61.

Hid, pp. A. Lit. (1) concealed.
Hid among dim grey clouds Calderon, I. \6.

Hid in his cavern from the peering day. . . . Horn. Merc. Lx. 8.

Sometimes the living by the dead were hid. . . Laon, x, xxiii. i.

with summits kid In lines of cloud Mar. Dr. vill. i.

Hid in the deepest night of ivy-leaves, . . . Unf, Dr. 73.

(2) obscured.
hid by a rayless night Orpheus^ lo-

and a pleasure hialn melancholy gloom, . , Witch, xxxviii. 4.

(3) concealed partially.

And in my arms she hidh&T beating breast. . Loony II. xlvii. 6.

And so her face was hid; Tasso, 21,

B. Fig. (1) Fig. concealed.
He had adorned and h. the coming bujk of death. Adonais, II. g.

The herald of the ill in splendour hid! .... Hellas, 953.
In darkness may our love be hidy Inv. Mis. ix. 3.

(2) lying dormant, unrevealed.
Not the strong impulse h. In those flushed cheeks, Alastor, 415.

Hidden, pp. A. Lit. (1) concealed from sight.

Hidden from their early birth Exhortation, 12.

and showwhere he had h. The mighty heifers,— Hom^. Merc. LXVII. 5,

a dewy splendour hidden Took shape and motion : Witch, IV. 6,

(2) buried from sight and knowledge.
Hidden beneath the mountains and the waves, . Prom.. II. iv. 71.

(3) obscured by a greater light.

veiled by the ardour of day Thou art hidden . . Hellas, 1044.

B. Fig. . (1) concealed from knowledge.
For they are hidden in Jove's mind, .... Hom. Merc. xci. 5.

Sweet lips, could my heart have hidden . . We -meet, iv. i.

Neither to be contamed, delayed, nor hidden, . Zucca, iv. 2.

(2) concealed, preserved.
which I thought hidden from thy hate, .... Cenci, III. i. 294.

(3) obscured, wrapped.
Like a poet hidden In the light of thought, . . Skylark, 36.

Hidden, ppl. adj. A. Lit. undiscovered or concealed.
As mine-lamps enkindle a hidden gem, .... Sensit. PL I. 63.

B. Fig. (1) undeveloped, unrevealed.
He told the hidden power of herbs and springs, . Front. Ii. iv. 85.

For hiddeti thoughts, each lovelier than the last, III. iii. 35.

A thing wherein we feel there is some hid. want. Skylark, 70.

(2) unknown, unexplained.
It is a hidden truth Which I must fathom. . . . Calderon, i. 56.

(3) secret.

make me blush to see My hidden thoughts.— . Cenci, i. ii. 87.

hopes which sprang from many a hidden lair, . Loony ix. xii. 5.

(4) enigmatic, inmost.
should questionmost impetuously Its h. soul, Hom. Merc. LXXXIII. 3.

(5) undeveloped, dormant.
when feeble dreams Visit the hidden buds, . . . Mont B. 89.

(6) obscured.
has darted Its lustre on all hidden things, . . . Loan, vil. xxx. 8.

Hide, V. I. tr. A. Lit. (1) conceal from sight, cover over.

Nay, hide not your face, 'tis fair ; Cenct, ll. i. 105.

He drew on a boot to hide his hoof, Devil, ii. i.

He drew on a glov^ to hide his claw, .... 11. 2.

Hide the last altar's unregarded dust, . . . Loon, il. xiii. 8.

The blackness of the faith it seems to Azafe / . . xil. ii. 4.
/fzcfe the blood-stains now Ode, Arise, xi.

Nay, it might ^idfe the bloody (Bdipus, M.'w. "jZ.

That they might ^/rfls with thm and rainbow wings Prom. II. iv. 62.

Thro' the vest which seems to hide them ; . . ii. v. 55.
and which thou Didst hide in grass . . . iii. iii*. 68.

May I then hide my eyes in thy soft arms, . . in. iv, 26.
the holes he vainly sought to hide, ... . Triumph, 187.
Which the dark shadows hide We meet, 11. 5.

(2) cover, protect.

And bid the deep hide me, Arethuso^ III. 2.

Oh, that the earth would gape ! H me, oh God ! CeTici, II. i. iii.

Like a fond mother hide me in thy bosomj , . v. iv. 117.

as the Moon may hide the night From its own
darkness, . . Epips. 2S7.

B. Fig. (1) dissemble or mask.
Which you scarce hide from men's revolted eyes. Cenci, I. i. 14.

soug-ht to hide That which I came to tell you— . 11. i. 109.
Fina the disguise to hide me from myself; . . . v. i. 103.
to hide Thine awful and serenest countenance . v. iii. 25.
l>y no thin name Will hide that love, Epips. 44.
I do but hide Under these words like embers, . Julian, 503.
the grace thou wearestj To hide thy heart, . . . jLaon, IX. xx. 4,
I sigh'd beneath its wave to hide my woes, . M. N. Fr^mt. 11.

To hide the love thou feel'st for me M. W. G.Vl.6.
to hide the shame they feel, Q. Mab, vi. iS*;.

most serious names To hide its ignorance. . . . vn. 26.
death did hide from human sight Sweet secrets, . Summer-Evg. 28.

(2) conceal, shelter from observation.
hide In the dust thy purple.pride! Eug. Hills, 283.
to hide us from the sun Of this familiar life, . . Gisb. 155.
So let Oblivion hide this grief Juliany 508.
The clouds which hide the gulf of mortal woe : . Laon, I. xxxviii. 4.
To hide the orb of truth— . viu. ix. 4.
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What can kids man from mutability? .... Protn. III. iii. 25.

Hide that fair being whom we spirits call man ; . ill. iv. 45.

Are clouds to Htde^ not colours to pourtra^, . . IV. 535.
When day shall hide within her twilight pinions, Witch^ Did. II. 6.

(3) keep secret.

shalt never find what I can hide Calderon^ I. 58.

Hide not in proud impenetrable grief Cenci^ III. i. 105.

I ^zV/^r them not III. i. 106.

All thou wouldst hide iv. iv. 40.

II. rejl. Lit. withdraw from cognizancCj from sight.

Aye hide thyself Where never eye can look . . I. iii. 146.

Frown not on me ! Haste, hide thyself, .... I. iii. 152.

Hide thee from my abhorrence; IV. i. 13.

fly, hide yourselves ! iv. iii. 60.

Hide yourselves quick within that hollow rock. . Cycl. 173.

Where he might hide himself and not be caught. Horn. Merc.ixx..^.
Where may they hide themselves? Prom. II. ii. 69.

hide themselves between the Earth and Mars. . Wiich, III. 8.

Hideous, adj. A. Lit. dreadful to the eye, ghastly, grievous.

May it be A hideous likeness of herself, .... Cenci, IV. i. 146.

Flow from her bosom's hideous rent, Falsehood^ 28.

To fade in hideous ruin ; . . . . .... Laon^ IX. xxxii, 6.

They sank in hideous spasm, X. xiv. 9.

amid that hideous heap to see X. xxiii. 6.

Out of the cave this hideous light had cleft, . . Medusa^ IV. 5.

He sees fair things in many hideous shapes, . . CBdipus, I. 161.

Makes her so hideous, .
-— II. i- 84.

But why more hideous than your loathfed selves . Prom. l. 461.
As of some hideous engine . . Vis. Sea, 145.

B. Fig, (1) shocking to the ear.

A hideous AxscotA— Cycl. ^21.
A most hideous discord humming. 488.
Howled hideous praises to their Demon-God ; . Q. Mab^ 11. 150.

and hideous pasans rung Through all vii. 99.

(2) mentally odious, hateful.
As manifold and hideous as the deeds .... Cenci^ I. i. 13.

this hideous feast Given at my brothers' deaths. i. iii. 121.

Whilst I, then dead, and all this hideous coil . . li. i. 86.

What hideous thought was that I had even now ? lii. i. 29.

wrapt In hideous hints III. i. i66.

and that in peril of such hideous torments . . . v. ii. 45.
like some suppressed and hideous thought . . . Julian, 429.
Infecting all with his own hideous ill ; .... Prom. in. iv. 148.

:}:Hideousl7, adv. (1) revoltingly.
How hideously look deeds of lust and blood . . Cenci, I. i. 38.

(2) to a dreadful degree.
shapes like mine own sel^ hideously multiplied. . Loon, iii. xxiii. 9.

(3 ) awfully, in terrific manner.
how hideously Its shapes are heaped around 1 . Mont B. 69.

Bides, V. tr. (1) secretes or puts away.
a"nd the yellow Jew Hides his hoard Hellas^ 327.

(2) conceals or obscures effectually,

whose texture fine Scarce A/i^iM the dark blue orbs Damon, i. 41.

» , II 1, V " " ^- ^''*' ^' 39-

f3) shelters or conceals.
Hides its dead eye from the detested day, . . . Alastor, 218.

Hides the safe thrift of Hell within Devil, xxi. 4.

Which scarce hides thy visage wan ;— .... Eug^. Hills. 173.

if the grave which Aiiafej The victim Ginevra,t>\.

(4) engulphs or swallows up.
The grave hides all things beautiful and good : . Pram. l. 639.

Bides, n. the skins of large quadrupeds.
He stretched their hides over a craggy stone. . Horn. Merc. xx. 8.

The hides of those the little babe had slain, . . LXVlli. 7.

Bidlug*, pr. pple. A. Lit. covering from view.
Pale Rosalind the while, Hiding her face, . . . Rosal. 94.
B. Fig. (1) withholding from knowledge, concealing.

Hiding the loathsome . .
. , Ch. 1st, I. 129.

Veil after veil, each hiding some delight, . . . Epips. 472.
hiding his mortal head ; L,aon, I. xxix. 6.

Hiding from many a careless eye M. Vy. G. II. 5.

(2) suppressing.
Hiding the promise of a lovely birth ; . . . . Ld. Ch. VI. 4.

*EidiiL^-3ioles, c. n. places of refuge.
low cabins And rotten hiding-holes^ Ch. 1st, I. 171.

*Bied, V. intr. went quickly, hasted.
home the Devil kied^— Peter^ Vll. v. 2.

*Bierarch, n. a high ecclesiastical dignitary.
Peace, proud Az'erorcj^/ C^. ij/, III. 66.

*Eierajchs, n. pi. of Hierarch.
Hierarchs and kings Who from yon thrones . . Prol. Hellas^ 7,

*Bierogl7plLics, n. symbolic characters.
Translating hieroglyphics into Greek Witch, Lxxiii. 2.

Bies, V. intr. hurries, hastes.
like a moth that hies After a taper ; Medusa, IV. 6.

*Biest, V. intr. goest.
Like a cloud of glory kiest^ ........ W^ Godwin, 4.

Bigh, adj. A. Lit. (1) distant, high above earth.
Under heaven's high cope Fortune is God— . . Circuntsi. 6.
See the mountains kiss high Heaven Lover's Phil. II. 1.

the high dome Of serene Heaven Orpheus, 93.
the clouds that swim Round the high moon . Triumph^ 455.
the boilow turrets Of those high clouds, , . . Witch^ LII. 2.

how high beyond all height Woodman, 31.

or, where high brancheslkiss, .'?4'

(2) lofty, tall.

within the sight Of the high towers Calderon,i. 72.

The walls are high, the ffates are strong, . . . Epips. 396.

Lifting itself in caverns fight and high .*.... 497.

from the high towers And terraces, . . . , 508.

now Upon the steps of the high portico ; . . . Fiordisptna^ 52.

Which kept their marble watch on that h. shrine. Loon, V, xlvi. 6.

an hupaithric temple wide and ^z^:^, . . . . Vll. xii. 7.

.^2^^ temples fade like vapour— vill. xvi.8,

to the high fane Of their Almighty God, . . . x. xxvi. 6.

On those high domes her look she cast Mar. Dr. XI. 7.

with quivering tongue Licked its high domes, . xii. 4.

rude, bare, and high, Mont B. 70.

From her high lattice o'er the rugged path, . Pr. Aihan. II. i. 26.

From the temples ^z;fA Prom, iv.iw.
Wax'd faint on the mountain ^z^A/ . . . . S"^. /r. (3) IX. 3.

And forms, dark and high, (3) xil. i.

into a cavern, ^2^A and deep : Triumph, ^i^.

through chambers high and deep She past,

(3) mountainous or hilly.

Stolen from the herd in high Pieria, . . .

Sought high Cyllene's forest-cinctured hill,

B. Fig. (1) exalted, supreme.
Such awe is due to the high name of God . .

to impugn the unity Of the ^i^/i Gods; . . .

His high Providence commits Its glory .

When high God grants . .

Emulating the thunder of high heaven. .

boys of Bacchus, children of high race, . . .

And to high justice make her chosen sacrifice.

Whilst the high Arbiter Beholds the strife.

Divides and multiplies the most high God.

(2) dignified.

The chair of the most high Professorship, . .

the high throne he fills,

. Witch, LX. 7."

Horn. Merc, xxxii. 5.

xxxviil. 3.

. Calderon, l. 130.

' ^ ?' 'Z7-
. Cenci, III. 1. 181.

IV. i. 138.

. Cycl. 312.

- 594-
. Laony V. xxxii. 9.

. Prol. Hellas, 28.

179.

beg The ofi&ce of hisjudgefrom this.^z^A Court,-
Oiyour high office, as man-milliner ....
(3) noble, elevated.

Obedient to high thoughts,
Did he resign his high and holy soul . .

Let not high verse, mourning the memory . ,

Ye know it is a high and holy deed ? ,

High, spirit-winged Heart !

the rocks on which high hearts are wreckt. .

In the words Of antique verse and high romance,
high spirits callThe future from its cradle, . .

To Heh shall her high hearts bend
accept In your high ministrations, us, your sons—

-• ' ' tall
* ' ' ....

Calderon^ i. 101,

Cenciy 1. 1. 11.

Ch. 1st, III. 60.

CEdipus, I. 412.

Alastor, 107.
628.

^—: 797-
Cenciy IV. n. 35.
Epips. 13.

J48.
210.

520.
Hellas^ 105.

. '^ 4-^3-

Int. Beauty, V. t,

Julian^ 173.

rZvi]

Hopes of high talk with the departed dead.
all We dream of happy, high, majesticaL .

For the wild language of his eriefwas high.
Although I trod the paths of high intent, . Laon, Ded. viri. 2.

on high Freedom's desart land A tower . . . —— ii. xiv. 8.

High truths from gifted lips had heard and
understood ; IV. ix. 9.

of whose high deeds The Hermit in his pilgrimage
had heard, . iv. xxxiv. 2.

Made the high virtue of the patriots fail

:

. v. viii. 7.

Shall soon partake our ^(>A emotions : . . . V.Song,t.\\.
for to each other Had hi^ and solemn hopes, . VI. xxxix. 7.

Dungeons wherein the hieh resolve is found, . . VII. xxxvi. 7.

In the high name of truth and liberty, . . . ix. xii, 3.
the wisdom of a high despair, . xii. xxviii. 8.

It was some high and holy deed, Marenghi, xi. 3,

Nor let thy high heart fail, Naples, 73.
For the high prize lost on Philippi's shore :— . . 124.
Be man's high hope and unextinct desire, . . . 168.
If on his own high will a willing slave, . . . Ode Lib. xvii. 4.
He gently sang of high and heavenly themes. . Orpheus, 58.
but would I echo his high song, 99.
From man's high minc^ even to the central stone Protn. IV. 540.
formed for dee^ Of ^z^A resolve, Q. Mab,iv. 15$.
that high being, of cloudless brain, . . . v. 1^4.
the pictured poesy Of some high tale . . Witch, XXVI.' 5.

(4) famous, renowned.
To that high Capital, Adonais, vii. i.

Who, since high Athens fell, Laon, XI. xxii. 5.

(5) splendid.
In his high palace roofed with brio;htest gems . Calderon, ll. 116.
From Morocco and Fez, and the high peaces CBdipus, I. 224.

(6) extreme, extraordinary.
my high respect towards your person . . . Calderon, i. 237,
that won by my ^z^fA merit A king— . . ii. iia.

But the high praise Stung me II. 1 18
Are centuries oi high splendour laid in dust? . . Cenci, v. iii. xo.

This is thine high reward :— Q. Mab^ II. 65.

(7) noble, aristocratic.
but I Have a dear wife, a lady oi high birth, . Cenci, II. ii. 19.
she is some bride, Or daughter oi high birth— . Laon, viii. ii. 9.
A high connection, Purganax . CEdipus, I. 205.
Though of great wealth and lineage Az^:^, . . .Rosal. 61^.

(8) great, full.

which mygrandfatherWore in his Az^A prosperity, Cenci, IV. iii. 52.

(9) important, deep.
coheritors In your high interest Ch. 1st, II. 178.

U u
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(10) grandiose, magniloqurait.
if I do not talk In the high style Faust^ i. 37.

(11) full, complete.
and pass each day In high communion, . , Hont. Merc. xxix. 3.

(12) abstruse or deep.
the divinations ^z^fA Which thou requirest, . XCL i.

(13) sacred, eternal.
Delays to execute her higk commands, .... Ld. CH. III. 3.

which dared remove Nature's high bounds— . . xiv. 4.

(14) exalted, anxioils.

IT. hearts are calm, and brightest eyes are dull ; Prom., iv. ^'^2.

(15) at the zenith.
*

The moon was high^ And Clouds, Laon^ VI. xxxvii. 7.

(16) adj. absol. people of high position.
For it is said God rules both high and low, , . vill. xiii. 3.
Shield's! alike the kzgh and low Mask^ LVII. 4.

K^h, adv. (1) at a great altitude.
High over the immeasurable main Alasior., 279,
High 'mid the shifting domes of sheeted spray . 335.
lifted high Into the whirlwinds Allegory^ \. 6.

and high above there grow, . i Cend^ III. i. 260.
Scooped high on the Malean promontory, , . , Cycl. 274.
High between the clouds and sun ; Eug. Hills^ 309.
the sea swelled high In purple billows, .... Horn. Min. 13.

when lifeless, . . . Hung A^A that mighty Serpent, Laon^ i. xiv. 6.

Hung high in the green dome, VI. xxxii. 5.
Pile high the pyre of expiation now ! x. xxxviii. 2.

high above, was spread The emerald heaven . , Xll. x\'iii. 6.

led By livinfi: wings high overhead Frol. Hellas^ (&.
Reared Ai^A to heaven its thousand golden domes, Q.Mab^w. 138.
seemed to stand High on an isolated pinnacle ; . II. 253.
When Nero, High over flaming Rom^ .... lii. 181.
Built high over her wind-winged pavilion, . . .. Triumph^ 441.

(2) upwards.
and high Hurling their armed hands Dcsmon^ I. 284.
and high And far, the neck receding Laon^ I. ix. 6.

and lifted high Her mad looks . . ... vi. Hi. i.

wave high the banner! . . Ode^ Arise^ 15.

(3) to or at such a degree.
that I could lift my hope So high^ ...... Calderon^ I. 275.
In my attributes I stood So high II. 109.

(4) at full, brightly.
L,ike fire in the flowers till the sun rides high^ . Seviszi. PL I. 87.
When light rode high^ and the dew was gone, , To Nighty iii. 3.

(5) violently.

Whikt throbs the tempest of my breast so high ? M. N. DeSfair^ 6.

High swell'd in her bosom the throb of affection, St. Jr. (6) II. i.

its Dosom beats high^ Vis. Sea, 74.

(6) far.

High in the Future's towers, . Far,far away, 11. 2.

(7) in full force.

High raised above the unhappy land Falsehood, 12.

The lamp of our dominion still rides high; . . Hellas, 273,

(8^ vainly or proudly.
High trotting over nine-inch bridges, . . . Piter, vJ. xx. 1.

(9) in pride or power.
Those thrones, ^z]^A built upon the heaps Of bones Falsehood, 5.

sits High in heaven's realm, upon a golden throne, Q. Mab, vi. 106.

(10) to a pitch of power.
Our fortunes would spring high in him Ch. 1st, 11. 489.

(11) loudly, clearly.

the ceaseless cries ... As on she trod, ascended h. Falsehood, 61.

(12) violently, boisterously.

did sigh To the wind, bleak and high, . . . . St. Ir. (3) xi. 5.

(13) grandly in thought.
Spirit ! who hast soared so highj .... . Q. Mab, I. 158.

(14) perfectly, unerringly.

Or wilt thou rather tax Az^A judging God . . Cenci, V. iii. yS.

Higrh, as n. (1) up above, literally and metaphorically,
fallen through me on high, Cloud, 57.

Of a bright seraph sitting; crowned on hi^h, . . Dante Conv. 27.

on h. Suddenly forth the Duming vapour leapt, Horn. Merc, xvill. 4.

whose necks on high Curve back, , Horn,. Moon^ 13.

I heard on high, TTien, Julian, 220.

on high, between Earth and the upper air, . . . Laon, I. iv. 7.

Between the whirlwinds and the rack on high, . I. v. 2.

sometimes on high concealing Its lessening orbs, I. x. 3.

reared on high His red and burning crest . . . I. xii. 8.

Mountains of ice, like sapphire, piled on high . I. xlvii. 7.

Hung them on hi^'h by the entangled hair: . . III. xxv. 4.

now looked on ^z^:A, To mark if yet III. xxxii. 2.

aye, thou didst rear That lamp of hope on high, iv. xvl. 7.

Afar, the city walls were throng;ed on high, . . v. xv. i.

But piled on high, an overflowing; store .... V. Ivi. 3.

and saw on vi«^^ the glare of falhng brands : . . VI. xviii. 9.

when the red moon on high Pause ere .... Vll. xxii. 6.

And Hate is throned on high with Fear .... Vlll. xiii. 5.

Amid the afirial minarets on high, X. xvl. 1.

and fix on high A net of iron. x. xxxvili 6.

Was heard on high the reptiles' hiss and crawl— x. xliii. 6.

The anxious Tyrant sit, enthroned on high, . . xil. v. j.

did curl Homed on high, xii. xxi, 4.

new glories, rolled on high, Xll.xxxviii.4.

.If the golden sun shone forth on high Mar. Dr. ill. 6.

The Anchor was seen no more on high Vll. 6.

I look on high ; Mont B. 52.
Mont Blanc yetgleams on h. ,•—the power is there, 127.
See, she comes throned on high Nat. Ant. II. i.

while thou must reign on hi^. . Front. I. 281.
Trampling the slant winds on Az^A I. 318-
Stretching on high from his right hand . . . I, 323.
Beams fall from h^h those depths upon . . . II. ii. 17.

then lifts on hi^h The wings of the weak melody, II. ii. 32.
And far on high the keen sky-cleaving mountains II. iii. 28.

Its worn and withered arms on high Q. Mab, Vll. 265.
One solitary leaf on high ; Rosal. jz/l.

Where rags of loose flesh yet tremble on high, . Sensit PI. ill. 68.
Mymoon-Tikeflightthouthenmay'stmarkCJn^., Two Spirits, 32.

As the storms rock the ravens on high : . When the lamp, IV. 2.

on high Over the stream, a narrow rift of sky. . Witch, xxxix. 7,

Highborn, adj. of noble birth.

Been trained in no highborn necessities .... Cenci, ll. ii. 8.

Like a high-born maiden Skylark, 41.'

^High-Commission Conrtf c. n. an ecclesiastical court, insti-

tuted 1559, abolished 1664.
oi i^ie, High-Cotnmission Court, marshal them. . Ch. 1st, II. 67.

^Higli Commissioners, c. H. members of the H. C. Court.
Sent to the High Commissioners in Scotland. . II. 230.

tHigh-wroTight, c. adj. rough, stormy.
Through the fast-falling rain and high^wr. sea . Julian, 213.

Higher, adj. Fig. (1) sounder, better.

There is a higher reason for the act Cenci, III. i. 363.

(2) greater, more perfect.

A keener pain has wrung a higher truth . , . V. ii. 165.

no ^z^fAsr law Than love; Pr. Athan. 1. ^^.

(3) more strident.

louder, higher. The yells of victory ..... Laon, VI. iv. 3.

Higher, adv. (1) to a greater altitude.

Higher and high, still Their fierce necks writhed Alastor, 323.
Higher B\}^zxiA Higher Skylark, 6.

(2) at a greater price.

The deed he saw could not have rated higher . Cenci, I, i. 24.

Highest, as n. the most exalted personage.
with Fear his mother, Above the Highest— . . Imoh, vill. xiii. 6,

Highest, adj. A. Lit. (1) topmost.
When the sun's highest -^doA. Peers like a star . Dcemon, I. 202.

When the sun's highest point Peeps like a star . Q. Mab, 11. 14.

(2) of greatest altitude.

Which highest shoals of mountain shipwreck not, Witch, LIV. 3.

B. Fig. (1) supreme.
in the temple of the Az^g'^cs'/ God Calderon, ill. vf^.
These lovely children of Heaven's h. Lord Horn. Merc. LXVIII. i.

highest in heaven among .the sons of Jove, . . Lxxix. 7.

(2) most full and abundant.
Of supreme goodness and of highest grace, . . Calderon, 1. 192.

(3) most perfect and complete.
And from the earth the highest joy it bears, . . Faiest, 1. 66.

It keeps its highest, bojiest tone GuitarJane, 89.

(4) most noble.
the holiest dreams of highest spirits Prol. Hellas, 1 1 1

.

^Highlands, n. mountains.
From the forests and highlands We come, . . /b«, I. i.

Highness, n. a title of honour.
Your Sublime Highness Is straneely moved. . . Hellas, 123,

Your Sublime Highness, That Christian hound, 527.
Your Sublime Highness, The Jew, who— . , . 038.

Highway, n. Fig. the ordinary course.

the highway of the life Which we all tread, . . Allegory, l. z.

By the broad highway of the world, Epips. 157.

HiU, n. an elevated ground, a small or large mountain.
Through wood and stream and field and hill and

Ocean Adofiais, xix. i.

In the cave of the shelving A?'/// Arethusa,v.^
Whence coming, they arrive the ^tnean hill. . Cyd. 86.

Nature with allfaer children, haunts the ^2'//^ . . Epips. ^2%,

Round the solitary hill. Eug. liills, 89.
Which wakens Az// and wood and rill, . . . . Faust, 11. 61.

the hill Looks hoary Gisb. 123.

Sought high Cyllene's forest-cinctured hill, Horn. Merc, xxxvill. 3.

Ana from the folded depths of the great Hill, — -- LV. i.

meanwhile had sunk behind the htll, Julian, 133.

and like a sulphurous hill, Loon, li. xiv. 2.

They bore me to a cavern in the hill III. xiii. i.

Over the utmost A/7/ at length I sped, .... V. i. i.

It gained the shelter of a grassy ««7/, vi. ix. 7.

For on one side alone the A?'// gave shelteri . . vi. xii. i.

Within a cave upon the Az7/ were found .... vi. xiii. 1.

A rocky ^(7/ which overhung the Ocean : . . . vi. xxiii. i.

we sate calmly, though that rocky hill, .... vi.xxxviii.7.

still Haunt the echoes of the hill; JLerid, 14.
Can the fierce night-fiends rest on yonder hill, . M. N. Despair, 7.

A shapeless shadow that sleeps on the Az7/ . . M. N.Spec. Hors.iy,
Over the piny eastern hill. Mar. Dr. v. 6.
The sacred «z7/ obscures the morning air. . . . Matilda, 12.

that hill Which was thine earliest throne . , . Ode Lib. V. 14.
From what Hyrcanian glen or frozen hill, , . . viil. i.

With living hues and odours plain and hill: . Ode W. Wind, 1, 12.

From yonder pointed hill, < Orph^us^ 1.
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On one side of this jagged and shapeless hill . Orpheus., 18.^

as shadows on a erassy hill Pr. Athan. 11. ii. 13.

Of yon forked and snowy hill Pront. i. 317.

As the bare green hill ....,,,... iv. 181.

And the pale moon-beam slept on the hill. . . .Si. Ir. (3) VI. 5.

And, from the black hill., (3) IX. 4.
The crickets wer6 still in the meadow and hill: . Serchio^ 95.

It was that hilly whose intervening brow . . . 39.
From the white pinnacles of that cold h0, • Wiich^ xxix. 3.

Bill, c. adj. attr. on or forming part of a hill.

from the dew Of the hill pastures, at his coming,
flew. . Horn. Merc. yiSiyiViu.^.

^Hillside, c. n. declivity.

And along the loose hillside^ Pausi, II. 72.

And made their home under the green hill side. . Serchio^ 38.

To strange distortion out of the ^?'// «y^, . , . 7V/«««/A, 183.

*Hill-tops, c. n. summits.
On hill-tops when the moon is in a fit: , . . . Wiich^ III. 6.

*BlILockB, ». little hills or undulations.
a bare strand Of hillocks^ ......... Julian^ 4.

And hillocks heaped of moss-inwoven turf, . . . Marenghi^ XIV. 4.

HiUs, n. pi. of Hill.
in her desert hills Conceals Alastor^ 1 15.

the clear and garish" hill^^ 194.
fiery hills Mingling their flames with twilight, . 557.
Now upon the jagged hills It rests 649.
Over the rills, ana the crdgs; and the hills^ . . Cloud. 2^.

Yet amid yon Az?/j doth laum, .... . Eug.HillSy20\.
In a dell 'mid lawny hillSy 346.
The clearest echoes of the hills Guitar Jane^ 69.
Our hills and seas and streams Hellas^ 235.
Over the hills of Anatolia, 329.
From the surrounding hiils^ the batteries blazed, 380.
king of Arcadia And all its pastoral hills^ . . . Ham. Merc. 1. 3.

Among the many folded hiUs: Julian^ 76.
the;^ were Those famous Euganean hills^ . . . 77.
While the eternal hills, Laon^ V. xxxix. 5.

and the hills and streams fled fast, VI. xxi. 8.

So from that cry over the boundless hills, . . . ix. iv. i,

did pour Their clouds on the utmost hills. . . . X. xi. 6.

Till thro' a chasm of A27& they roll, .... xil. xix. S.

Pour from thy cloud-form'd h. the thunder's roar ; M. N". Despair^ 24.
Winding; through hills in solitude ; Mar. Vr. xxi. 3.

Rising all bright behind the eastern hills. . . . Orpheus, 97.
The tongTieless Caverns of the craggy hills . . Prom. I. 107,
ye who shake hills with the scream of your mirth, i. 4^8.
And the blue sea and shadowy hills were seen. . II. iv. 97.
Into the woody hills surrounding it : . . . . III. iv. 52.
and the hills anJ woods Distincuy seen .... iv. 211.
Yon gentle hills. Robed in a garment of un-

trodden snow ; Q. Ma&^v. 8.

He had torn the cataracts from the hills , . . Sensit. PI. iii. 92.
a veil of light is drawn- O'er evening Az7/s- . . . Triumph, ^^.
From the far hills where rise the springs . . Un/. Dr. 123.

Him, as n. the great one.
Hermes must love H. of the Golden Quiver, Horn. Merc. Lxxxvi. 8.

Hitn whom we all adore,— Laon, x. xxxv. 7.

mailed in the omnipotence Of Him. who sends
thee forth Prol. Hellas, 135.

Trampling in scorn, like Htm and Socrates. . , 155.

'B^XQ.jpers, pron. obj. (1) the person previously named.
the vacant woods Spread round ^zw* Alastor,\^6.
would call him. with false names Brother, . . . 268.
that I might strike him. dumb with shame, . . Cenci, III. i. 317.

(2) reflexively= himself.
And in despair had cast him dowii to die ; . . . Zucca, vi. 4,

*HiuLalali, n. the Himalayan mountains.
Keeping flocks on ^//wfl/oy/ Iwould, 11.

The water of the springs olHimalah Unf. Dr. 150.

*Bimera, n. a city of Sicily.

At their known island-homes in Hitnera, . . . Prom. III. iii. 43.
*HimeroS| n, a river in Sicily.

From Helicon or Himeros; ... .... Gisb. 317.

Biznself, pers. pron. (1) his own person.
He ever communes with hifftselfd^gBXn, .... Julian, 269.

(2) in his own person.
talk so freely with the Devil hinpself. . . . Faust, I. 1 13,

(3) reflexively.

When he who gave, accepted, and retained, Himr
jfi^in propitiation of our sins, CA. w/, II. 249.

Hind, n. (1) the female of the red deer.
It panted for thee like the hind at noou .... Arabic, Im.it. 1. 3.

can the fast-fleeting hind Repose trust Bigotry, I. 3.

As hooded ounces cling to the driven hind; . . pirom. I. 609^

(2) a peasant or rustic labourer.
Bum ana blind The ^tnean AzMC?/ Cycl. 665.
the starved hind For them compels the stubborn

glebe Q. Mab, III. no.
^Hindoo, n. an Indian.
When a man marries, dies, or turns Hindoo, . . Gisb. 236.

^Hindrance, n. an obstacle or impediment.
An hindrance to my walks o'er the green world : Prom,. III. iv. 39.

Hint, V. intr. (1) allude indirectly to.
Did you not hintsXth^ alternative Cenci, ill. \. 337.

(2) suggest.
Hint that, though not mywife, you are a woman, St. Bpips, 49.

Hint, n. suggestive appearance.

yet perceive no hint Of change Ch. 1st, 1. 34.

.^Hinted, v. inir. (1) alluded to indirectly.

Hinted at in his charge to the Theban clergy— . CEdipus, 1. 78.

(2) suggested indirectly.

Why, it is hinted^ that a certain bull— . . .
II. i. 59-

Hints, n. indirect allusions or suggestions.

wrapt In hideous ^^W^p Cenci, ui.'i. 166.

talked together With obscure hints,' lir._ i- 357-

with hints and questions made me look .... V. 1. 22.

Training me on with hints, and signs, and smiles, v. i. 51.

but TheW were ^?Wjdropt, CBdipus, ll. i. ^6.

*Hippodrome, n. a place appropriated to chariot races.

Crowned the Greek legions iu the Hippodrome, Hellas, 531.

Hips, n. the hinder parts or haunches.
With the trump of my lips, and the sting at my^, (Bdipus, i. 241.

Hire, v. tr. engage for payment.
This failing. How just it were to hire assassins, . Cenci, II. i. 141

.

Hire, n. payment, money consideration.

even the slaves who kill For hire, are men ; . . Z^aon, V. xi. 4.

Thathe'llbeworthy of hisA/TT. Peier,Yll.'vr. $.

Hired, pp. (1) took over for a stipulated sum temporarily.

He ^jreoT a house, bought plate, . .... VII. viii. i.

(2) bribed.
Even the Reviewers who were hired .... Vll. xvi, i,

"SireCij ppl. adj. paid.
surrounded by the steel Of hired assassins, . . Zmoh, X. viii. 3.

The hired murderers, who did sing^ Mas^ XV. 3.

The lawyer's jest, the hired assassin's trade, . . Q. Mob, IV. 169,

the h. bravos who defend The tyrant's throne— IV. 178.

*Hirelinsr, n. one who is paid for services.

By all the days under an hireling's care, . . . Ld. Ch. IX. iv

*Hirelingr, c. adj. attr. mercenary.
I will not trust to hireling hands Cenci, ill. ii. 8g.
in the temple of their hireling hearts . . . . Q, Mab, v. 61.

the slavish priest Sets no great value on his hire-
ling faith : V. 199.

Hires, v. tr. Fig. engages.
Hires not the pale drudge Luxury, Epips. ^2^^

His, poss. pr. of He. (1) before a noun.
Sent to his heart its choicest impulses Alastor, 70.
The imperious inquisition ol his looks .... Cenci, ill. i. 275.

(2) absol. without noun.
thy love deplore. If a bird- can feel his so, . . . Calderon, ill. 54.
Not his the thirst for glory or command . , . Pr. Athan. I. 9.

Hiss, V. intr. make a sibilant sound.
The airs hiss and howl— . Faust, II. 137.
Round whose worn base the wild waves hiss and

leap, .... Loon, 11. xviii. 4.
To hear the fire roar and hiss Mar. Dr. XVII. 5.
Hiss round a drowner's head in their tempestuous

play . Ode Lib. xix. 15.

Hiss, n. a sibilant sound.
The thunder and the hiss of homeless streams . Alastor, 566.
The hiss as of a rushing wind, ... . Hellas, 720.
The hiss of inextinguishable fire, 816.
Was heard on high the reptiles' hiss and crawl— Loon, x, xliii. 6.
With hiss, and clash, aind hollow hum, .... Peter, i. xiii. 4.

IjlHissed, v. inir. (See Hiss, v. inlr.)

the loud and gusty storm Hiss, thro' the window, Julian, 296.
'j-Hissing, vbl. n. sibilation.'

What whispering, babbling, hissing, bustling ; . Faust, il. 212.

Hissinff, ppl. adj. burnmg with sibilating noise.
From the A?jj(w^ frankincense, ...... Rosal. ic^i.

Hissingfs, vbl. n. pi. of Hissing.
the screams And hissings crawl fast Vis. Sea, 147.

*Historians, n. chroniclers.
Feeble historians of its shame and glpry, . . . JLaon, 11. iii. 3.

History, n. (1) the chronicle of human events.
Thus the dark tale which history doth unfold, . i, xxxviii. 1.

^w/tfry is but the shadow of their shame, . . . PoUt. Great. 5.

(2) story of a life.

Of his sad history I know but this, ... . Julian, 231.

(3) mental workings. •

Which did the Spirit's history display ; . . . . Laon, l. liii. 7.

Hither, adv. to this place.
Has brought us hither j let us hear it Count. . Cenci, I. iii. 20.

As to what broxight me A«VAfiy .- in. i. 276.
But if This Gadfly should drive lona Either? . . CEdipus, I. 176.
Hither the sound has borne us— Prom. 11. iii. \.

Come hither, my sweet Rosalind. . . . Rosal. i.

Hither and thither, advbl. phr. = to and fro.

The helm sways idly, hither and thither/ . . . Serchio, 3.

Hitherward, adv. in this direction.
tending the flocks Ai'Merzwa?-*/. Oyc/. 41.
lightning hitherward.*,... Faust, II. 100.

Ho, interj. expressing a summons, surprise or triumph,
ho/ ho! How they snort,' Faust, 11. 49.
Ho/ there, my guards! (Bdiptts, I. 68.
tallyho! ho/ ho/ II. ii. 116.

Hoa, interj.

Hoa/ hoa/ tallyho \ , ii.ii. n6.
u u a
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Boar, adj. (1) grayish white or white.
Kissing^ the sifted sands, and caverns hoar; . . Epips. 432.
Where some old cavern hoar seems yet . . . 553.
Gathering round with wings all hoar^ .... Eug. Hittsy 74,
the Affar pines already feefher breath : . . . Faust, II. 12.

back to the mountains hoar, . Ginevra, 197.
the hoar And aeiy Alps Julian, 07.
nor did he beat The hoar spray idly then, . . . Zjion, I. xix 7.
the rocks of echoing ocean hoar, . . . . Pr. Aihan. II. ii. 20.

Between the trunks of the hoar trees Prom.. II. ii. 9.
Into the hoar deep to colonize

:

IV. 143.
The ancient steward, with hair all hoar^ . . . Rosal. ^93.
And where the agfed forest's limbs look hoar, . ^v53*
Which to the easl a hoar wood shadowed o'er, . Suns^xo.
for "ever flies Round those hoar branches, . . . Two Spirits, 39.
Its fall down the hoar precipice of spray, , . . Witch, XLII. 7.

And around which the solid vapours hoar. . . . XLlx. 3.

(2) Fig.
the halcyon Mom To /war February born ; , . Jane^ Invitn^ lo.

Fresh spring, and summer,"and winter hoar^ . . Lament. II. 3.

*Hoar-frost, c. n. frozen dew.
Where the meltings hoar-frosi wets Jane, Invitn., 57.
And, ere the hoar-frost vanished Marengki, XXI. 3.

breaks the ^ar/roj^ of the mom Prom. I. ^Z-
*Hoar-Spxay, c. n. whitish foam.
The hoar-spray is dancing—Away

!

Fugitives, I. 4.

Board, n. A. Lit. a store of treasure.

Hides his hoard deeper in the faithless earth. . . Hellas, 327.

B. Fig. said of immaterial things.
only one hoard Of peace Cenci, III. i. 293.

Hoarded,///, adj. Fig. stored up, unexpended.
Scatter their hoarded incense, Ginevra, 126.

Hoards, n. stored up treasures.
whilst I among my other h. His gifts deposit. Hom. Merc. XCIII. 6.

*Hoariuess, n. white appearance.
that mocks The unprevailing hoariness of age, . Damon, II. 149.

„ „ ,, „ „ „ . Q. Mab, VIII. 208.

Hoarse, adj. grating, rough, discordant.
muttering with A(7ay»e, harsh voice : Cew«, V. iv. 9.

the shuddering voice of hearse despair .... Dcenton, II. 205.

„ „ ,j „ ,, ... Q. Mab, IX. 126.

We could just hear its hoarse and iron tongue : . Julian, 104.
Only its voice was hollow and hoarse— .... Peter, II. vi. 3.

a loud, long, hoarse cry Vis, Sea, 94.

j:Hoarsel7, adv. roughly, discordantly.
I heard the thunder hoarsely laugh : Prom, I. 715.

:;:Hoary, adj. A. tit. (,1) white or gray with age.
Stand sheltered by a father's (ftfla^jj hair? . . , Cenci, I. lu. 101.

thy hairs are ^tfarj* gray

;

XV, i. 19.

and hoary hair Are grown crimes capital. . . . V. iv. 23.

A youth with hoarybaxx .... . . Death, (2) I. 3.

thy hair is hoary

;

(2) lI. 6.

No hoary priests after that Patriarch .... Hellas, 245.
A youth with hoary hair— Loon, I. xxxvii. 7.

men who had grown hoary In shame and scorn, . II. ix. 3.

That hoary man had spent his livelong age . . IV. viii. i.

my old preserver's hoary hair VI. xy. 6.

And grave and hoary men were bribed .... IX. xiv. i,

laughter clung to their hoary hair ix. xvi. 4.

The ghost of a youth with Aoar^ hair Rosal. i^t..

And hoary anarchs, demagogues, and sage— . T^rium^ph, 237.

(2) whitish or grayish in colour.

Which her hoary sire now paves Eug, Hills, 98.

Pointing from this hoary tower 303.

the hill Looks h. through the white electric rain, Gisb. 124.

her hoary ruins glow Hellas, 84.

The hoary mountains and the wrinkled ocean . 139.

Whose caveraed base with thevext surge was A./ Loon, 1. 1.
5_.__

Which skirts the hoary caves of the green deep, . ir. xviii. £.

The fields they tread look black and hoary . . Naples, 147.
" The hoary grove Waxed green— . . . Pr. Athan. II. iii. 8.

Beside the hoary western sea, Rosal. 990.
And the old dandelion's hoary beard, .... Sunset, 15.

beneath the hoary stem Triumph, 24.

a sea, which wrath makes hoary, 477.

and old hoary stones Unf. Dr. 200.

(3) while with ash.

like slow fire upon a hoary brand

;

Adonais, L. 2.

B. Fig. of things esteemed old.

Thou ^OTO' giant Time Dxmon, Il.aS.

hoary Crime would come Behind, Laon, II. xlni. 8.

and evil faith, grown hoary With crime, . . VIII. xvi. 4.

Even Time . . . That hoary giant, Q, Mab, IX. 24.

:[:Haary-headed, c, adj, A. Lit. white haired.

To kill an old and Adarv-^iMferf father. . . . . (^nci. v. i. 11.

Then grave and hoary-headed hypocrites, . . . Q. Mab, IV. 203.

B. Fig.
Ao3>-j/->l«adfc<^selfishness has felt Its death-blow, . V. 249.

fHobby, n. favourite object.

Lashing and spurring his tame hobby; .... Peter, VI. xix. 2.

*Hobiiobbers, n. associates, cronies.

Lawyers—judges—old hobnobbers m. ix. 1.

*Hoclc, n. a German wine.
Venison, turtle, hock, and claret,— IV. xviii. 3.

*Hoe, n. an agricultural implement.
With plough and spade, and hoe and loom, . Men ofEng. VIII. I.

Hog, n, a gelded boar-pig.
Zephaniah, cut That fat y^^'j throat, CEdipus, 1. ^l.

*Hoer-bntcIier, c. n. one who kills hogs.
and Zephaniah The hog-butcher, I. 71.

"'Hog-wash, c. n. kitchen refuse mixed with water.
Who swill the hog.^wash soup my cooks digest . I. 27.

Hog^vash or grains, or ruta baga, I. 47.
You ought to give us hog<vash and clean straw, I. 65.
Instead of hog-wash, has been fed on straw . . II. i. 22.

pigs, who swul Rich hog-wash, .... . . II. i. 39.
Seel^s to obtain that ^d^-^ctzj.^, II. i. 41.

Hog-wash has been ta'en away

:

11. i. 137.

Hogg, «. T. J. Hogg, one of Shelley's earliest friends.

You will see Hogg,— Gisb. 226.

Oh ! that Hunt, Hogg, Peacock and Smith were
there 296.

'"Hoggish, adj. swinish.
Her innocence, into their hoggish arms ; . . . (Edipus, II. i. 163.

Hogs, n. pi. of Hog.^
A Consort Queen shall hunt a King with hogs, . I. 115.

Queen shall hunt a King with hogs, II. i. 15$,

Hold, V. I. tr. A. Lit. (1) grasp and retain.

the brand is a great brand to hold. O*^^' '^^^'

Which he who grasps can ^^ not

;

Epips. ^\.
and some will hold the flaps Of one another's ears (Edipus, I. 401.
His veined hand doth hold, Prom, I. 237.

(2) press with the hands.
and hold their sides and laugh Gisb. 6$.

B. Fig. {!) possess, have.
Two Powers o'er mortal things dominion hold . Laon, I. xxv. 5.

And from Pleasure still they hold All it circles, . Love, Hope, 45.
that forgery Of the title deeds, which ye Hold . Mask, XLV. 3.

And to nold no strong controul .... . . XLVL 2.

Let the oppressor hold Canopied seats .... Nal. Ant. V. 4.

(2) maintain, keep up, carry on.
Thou didst ^itsTcommune, and rejoice . . . Coleridge, 10.

With which our pallid race ^o/rf ghastly talk . . Prom. I. 244.
the fountains and the ocean Atf/fZSweet talk . . Triufnph, 38.

(3) pursue, persevere in.

Yet, human Spirit, bravely hold thy course, . . Daemon, II. 238.

,
., • Q- Mab, IX. 146.

(4) celebrate or solemnize.
Decreed to hold a sacred Festival, Laon, V. xxxvii. 4.

Which in your royal bosom ^/i^ their revels, . . (Edipus, I. 58.

(5) to bridle or restrain.

the elder learning How to hold radicals. . . . 1. 215.

(6) esteem or reckon.
On the strange creeds priests hold so dear, . . Rosal. 6S1.

(7J keep, persist in.

Nay, hold your peace, Cycl. 629.

(8) keep command of.

The tyranny of heaven none may . . . hold, suc-

ceeding thee Prom. III. i. 58.

(9) believe.

She . . . doth hold in secret that the Christian
creed Is false, Rosal. 500.

(10) vi'Cafrom, keep back, withhold.
Nor did he hold from any man his dues, . . . Pr. Athan. I. 39.

(,11) hold their jaw= keep silence.

la tazks&exa hold theirjaw! Cat,\.6,

II. intr. Fig. (1) continue, remain steady.

Does the wind hold} Ch. ist, IV. 7.

(a) refrain, stay.

Hold, hold/ He cried,— Rosal. 297.

III. re/l. keep.
O man ! hold thee on in courage of soul . . There is no work, 7.

Hold, n. A. Lit. a grasp, a grip.

Take Ao/(/ on me, or we shall be divided :— . . Faust,\\. 21^.

Take hold on me, doctor, II. 220.

And grasping it in his delighted hold, .... Hom, Merc VI. 7.

clenched him if he stirred with deadlier hold;— . Pr. Athan, 1. 123.

B. Fig. (1) authority, power,
and shake From the Celtic Anarch's hold . . . Eug, Hills, 152.

(2) the lowest part of a ship's interior.

Throw you as ballast into the ship's Itold, . . . Cycl. 217.

from the hold. One deck is burst up, ... Vis. Sea, 34.

their chains in the hold

;

41.

*Holdest, V. tr. Fig. (1) occupiest.

Poised by the flood, e'en on the height thou h., . Hellas, 847.

(2) hast.

the miserable interest Thou holdst in their pro-

traction ? Q, Mai, IV. 260.

Holding, pr. pple, A. Lit. grasping, having hold of.

the Poet sate Holding the steady helm. . . . Alastor, 333.
In her right hand, a shadowy shroud she was A,, St. Ir. (i) IV. 3.

Holding a cup like a magnolia flower, .... Unf. Dr. 146.

B. }<ig. (1) occupying.
By holding a poor office in the state Cend, ill. i. 303..

[2) restraining, withholding.

And holding\i\s breath, died.
^

V. ii. 184.

(3) keeping up, maintaining.

Holding an unremitting interchange Mont B, 39.
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Holds^ V. I. ir. A. Lit. grasps.
While this hand holds a pen Ch- i*/, Hi- 35-

B. Fig. (1) causes to remain.
Holds now my sword suspended, Calderon^ I. 338.

(2) possesses, has.
.£^/<!/f dominion o^er the will, 11.4.
In blended hearts, now holds dominion ; . Laon^ V. Song^ 4. 12.

(3) has power over.
or dreamless sleep Holds every future leaf and

flower ;~ '

. Mont B. 90.

(4) esteems or reckons.
He holds it of most dangerous example .... Cenct, II. ii. 54.

(5) keeps possession of defensively.
Holds Attica with seven thousand rebelSj . . . Bell^s^ 564,

(6) keeps in check.
Holds our besieging army like a spell .... 5^9.

(,7) keeps, maintains.
This pest of dulness holds its sway ; . . . . Peier^ Vll. xxiv, 2.

(8; contains.
Yon desart wide and deep holds no recess, . . Laon^ H, xlviii. ,£.

and aught The wide world holds. Rosal. 812.

Holdst. (See Holdest.)
Hole, n. aperture or secret place.
And every little corner, nook and hole .... CencL 11. i. 179.
He peeped in each Ao/e, Devu.Yl.i.
while Hermes sought some hole or pit, . . . Horn. Merc. lxx. 6.
crawl in and out OFany narrow chink and 61thy>6., CEdipJ4S^ I. 179.

Holes, n. {\) apertures, vacant places.
skulls With sightless h. gazing on blinder heaven, Deefnon, I. 266.
the holes he vainly sought to hide, Triutnph^ 187.

(2) perforations.
At proper distances small holes he made, . . Hom.Merc. Vlll. 2.

(3) wretched dwellings.
Shrink to your cellars, holes^ and cells ; . . . Men ofEng. VII. i.

Holiday, n. time of relaxation and enjoyment.
such you may Hear among revellers on a holiday Horn.. Merc. IX. 8.

Of viUage-towers, on sunshine holiday ; . . . (Bdipus^ ii. ii. 124.
and my oabes made holiday : Rosal. 437.

Holidays, n. pi. of Holiday.
the last day of the holidays. Ch. isl, 11. 399.

Holier,' adjf. {!) more sacred or just.

Would be a mockery to my holier plea.. . . . Cenci^ III, i. 212.
there is a holier judge than me, III. i. 364.
Truth's own sway Holier than was Amphjon's ? Laon^ Ded. X. 7.

(2) more pure and chaste.
the moonlight poured a holier day, xn. xxxiv. 8.

*Holiest, adj. (1) most pure and sacred.
Darkness, weep thy holiest dew,-" Bridal^ I. 6.

,, ,t „ „ .... Bpithal. (2) 2.

Darkness shed its holiest dew ! 2.

Holiest powers, permit no wrong ! 24.

Which thy breath kindled. Power of ^o/z'ej/ name! Laon^ I. xxxii. 5.
To be the Priestess of this ^i?/2"i?j^ rite .... V. xlviii. 4,
every deepest look and h. mind Fed on her form, V. Ivii. 2.

the Ao/mj/ dreams of hi|fhest spirits Prol. Hellas^ 111.
the shrine which holiest is. Even Love's :— . , Witch^ xv. 6.

(2) finest, most perfect,

keeps its highest, Ai tone For our beloved Jane . GuitarJane^ 89.
Bolily, adv. in a pure and sacred manner.
And thus I love you still, but holily^ Cenci^ I. ii. 24.

Holiness, n. (1) a sacred or supernatural character.
Has fenced about all crime with holiness^ . . . Q. Mab^ vii. 27.

(2) a title accorded to the Pope.
If you consent to yield his .^/z'^jj . . . . C(S««, I. i. 2.

Has whispered silence to his Holiness: . , 11. ii. 69.
Lady, my duty to his Holi?iess Be my excuse . iv. iv. i.

in the name Of the Pone's Holiness. . . . iv. iv. 109.
His Holiness Enjoined us to pursue V. ii. 72.

Hollow, adj. A. Lzl. (1) caved, scooped out.
Beneath the hollow rocks a natural bower, . . Alastor^ 147.
Hide yourselves quick within that hollow rock, . Cycl. 173.
and opened three great k. Recesses in the rock— Hom.Merc.XL.1.4..
Didst hide in grass under the hollow rock. . . Prom. III. iii. 68.
the caverns of my hollow mountains, ... . iv. 332.
Under the earth, and in the hollow rocks, . . . Witch^ xxii. 4.

(2) concave.
in many a hollow dome and spire Laon^ xil. xxvi. 5.
a sphere Hunjg in one hollow sky xii. xlL 5.
Through the heavens wide and hollow^ .... Prom. IV. 478.

(3) unoccupied, spacious.
Fills the void, hollow^ universal air— .... Gisb. 256.
one A(3//iK£/ hemisphere ! . . Z.aon, i. Hi. 9.
the hollow Heaven replied, ' Misery !

' .... Pront. I. loS.
the Ao//«£' turrets Of those high clouds, .... Witch^ lii. i.

(.4; depressed as a whirlpool.
Thy dazzling waves, thy loud and hollow gulphs, Alastor^ 506.

;^5) vacant in the centre.
formed in hollow square With rough and stead-

fjist front. Hellas^ 374.
who, m a Aff//(7Z£; square Enclosed her, . . . . (Edipus^ l. ?,i^.

(6) enipty, void.
We'll load the hollow depth of our black ship, . Cycl. 467.
While the flood was fllling those hollow vales. . Mar. Dr. xvi. 6.

Tlje holloa shore its thousand echoes cast Into

the night, Z.*?«, VIII. xxviii, 3.
j..7t.... /...j.\ Pront. II. i. 175.Thro' the caven}s hollow^ i^ep)

(7) sunken, cadaverous.
Your eyes Ipok pale, hallow and overworq,
the white anti h. cheek I drew To my dry lips-
Yet in my hollow looks and withered mien

1,8) grooved,
A hollow screw with cogg.—

(9) having an empty interior space.

in his sacred crib deposited The hollow lyre, .

one curved shell of hollorw pearl,

Stretched but its long and hollow shank, . ,

B.J^ig. (1) deep, low.
If autumn's hollow sighs in the sere wood, . .

with hollow harmony l)ark and profound.
This voice is low, cold, hollocw^ and chill, . .

S^'ith hiss, and clash, and hollow hum, . . .

nly its voice wa^ ^o//<^ and hoarse— . . .

A voice hollosu and horrible murmur'd around— . ^, _,.

(2) false, insincere. •
for the bare word Is hollow mockery Cenci^ iil. i. 343.
Voice which art the response Of hollow weakness ! Hellas^ 917.
Thou echo of the hollow heart Ofmonarchy, , . 954.
pride Which in their hollow hearts Laon^ IX. xvi. 5.

To brief alliance, hollow truce.— ... . CEdipus, II. ii. 102.
From hollow leagues, from Tyranny Prol. Hellas^ 105.
Or cold, staid gait, or false and hollow smiles, . Prom. III. iv. 42.
None talked that common, false, cold, h. talk
And in the gleam of forced and hollow joy
Were warped in spasms by hollow sneets

;

(3) comfortless, empty of joy.
to it's home so cold and hollow. ....
(4) insatiable, that cannot be- filled.

or a gulph of fallow death />»/. Hellas, 140.
And «^//(7w underneath, like death Prom.t. 442. '

And Ai7//(KW Riiin yawned behind: : 1,708.

^Hollowed, //. formed, arranged.
the pillow For my light head was h. in his lap, . luion, lU. xxxi. 4.

Hollowness, n. sunken appearance.
Within her ghastly hollowness of eye : . . . Mother8f Son^ III. 9.

Holy, adj. ^l) a title accorded to the Pope.
the Holy Father Has sent back your petition .

Will use my interest with the Holy Father.

(2) supematurally sacred.
They scorn the litur^gy of the holy Church, , .

But of the oflSce which shoul^ make it holy, .

(3) hallowed, sacred,
whom their sister's song Had held in h. silence, ,

Is shielded by a father's holy name, ' , . . .

Words are but holy as the deeds they cover : .

Ye know it is a hig;h and holy deed r

Cencif V. ill. 121.

L^on, HI. xxvi. 3.

IV. XXX. 2.

Gisb. 76.

Horn. Merc. xi. 3.

Laon^ XII. xxi. I.

Sensit. PI. iii. 56.

Alastor^ 8.

497-
M.N.SpecHors.22.

Peter^ I. xiii. 4.
n. vi. 3,

St. Jr. (3) VIII. 4.

III. IV. 149.
. Rosal. 87.

'

. 427.

, 260.

Cenci, 11. i. 24.
V. ii. 1S9.

Ch. isi, II. 223.

: in. SI.

, Adonais., xxil. 7,

. Cenci^ 11, ii. 73.^- II. ii. 75.

V, - . IV. IL 35.
O keep holy This jubilee of unrevenged blood— Hellas^ 1020.
and blest With wild but holy talk iMon, i. xxxviL 5.
Which was afield of Afj/y warfare then, .... " i. xUv. 2.

became Slaves to my holy and heroic verse, . 11. xxx. 7.
a sign which maketh holy All power— . . . vill. x. i.

The last of those who mocked thy holy name, . x. xxix. 8.
to break Our A(?/v oath ?

—

xil. xii, 2.

more holy ne'er of old ... Marenght, iv. 3.
Be thy name made holy now ! Mask, xviii. 4.
Most loud in the holy combat above. . . . Ode, Arise^ 14.

(4) pure, untainted.
Did he resign his high and holy soul , . . . Alastor, 628.
Holy stars, permit no wrong ! Bridal, ii. 2.

, . », y, J) .H , Epithai: (2) 10.
L,ivea ever holy and unstained Cenci^ v. iv. 149.
In human hearts its calm and holy seat ; . . . Lmou, 11. xxxvii. 7.
the mighty warning Of thy voice subUme and h. ; v. Song^ i. 7.
It was some high and ^(7^ deed, Marenghi^ xi. $.
Not to be mirrored in a holy song— Witch, utii. 2.
But holy Dian could not chaster lie . lxviii. 3.

(5) pious, professedly religious.
His holy friends then came about, Peter, I. iv. *.

But the youth, for God's most fioly grace, . . . Ros(U. 165.

Homage, n. A. Lit. service of fealty.
Who denies homage^ claims investiture . . . Hellas, 584.
B. I'ig. (1) worship.

the sun had h., and the moon Her worshipper. . Q. Mab, VI. 78.

t» i| 1) ,1 „ „ , Superstition, 7.
May lift Itself in homage of the God Sonn. Byron, 14.

(2) respect, reverence.
Homage to his unnoticed chair Peter^ IV. xxi. 5.

Hoine, n. A. Lit. residence, dwelling-place.
His cold fireside and alienated home Alasior, 76.
to her cold hoTne Wildered, and wan, and panting, 138.
Away, away! to thy sad and silent aowm / . . April, 1814, 9.
Nor win I leave this horne of misery . . . . Ccw«", I. ii. 16.
may return To a dull hojne, i. ji. 78."

I looked, and saw that home was hell. . . . m. ;. mq^
like her sister who has found a home iv. i. 24.

'

Bright as the path to a beloved home, .... Ch. ist, IV. "21.

Leaving this abandoned home — Cycl. 627.
have found a human ^ff?^, - Damon 'u. 24.2.When I return to my cold .^OOTtf, . . . . E. Williams, tv.i.
Ihe blue .^gean girds this chosen home, . . . Epips 430
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Be this our home in life, Epips. %%<S.

Dear Aofne, thou scene of earliest hopes and joys, Fr. Home^ i.

And who waits for thee in that cheerless home . Fr. Is not^ 6.

Then send the priests to every hearth and hom-e Fr. Satire^ 13.

Sighing to think of an unhappy hofne.*.... Ginevra^ 33.
could fare Out of his home after a savage herd. IfofK.Merc.xt.VI.5.
To fill our hoTne with smiles, Laon, Ded. ix. 0.

in a desart hears The music of his home :— , . Xlii. 5.

when to thy hom^ Thou dost return, . . , . , I. xxxiv. i.

in their ^(?77Z£ Among their babes, , II. xliii. 6.

We moved towards our home: Ji. xjix. 8.

Even to the threshold of that lonely home ; , . iv. iii. 6.

Then to a home for his repose assjgijed, , . , - v. xxxvi. i.

As to our home we went vi. liv. 4.

We reached our hotne ere morning . , . . . • vi. liv. 8.

Your own hands have built an home^ . . . viil. iv. i.

The outcast of a-desolated hotne^ viil- xv. 3.

to his home each one returning, xil. xxix. 6.

That thus at midnight thou dost quit thine home ? M.N.Fragm,ta2,
To a neat and happy home Mask, LIV. 4.

Horses, oxen, have z^home. . . xcii, i.

Find a ho?He within warm doors xcil. 4.
And talk of our abandoned A(7?«^. Hosal. iS.

When evening fell upon our common home, . . ^^ 33.
Duly each evening from her hofne, 172.

Till we came to the home of Lionel, 988.
'tis Helen's hatne, and clean and wnite, . . . i2«.
As in an English A^m^, 1201.
as seen from Helen's hotne, 1304.
She must quit at deep midnight her pitiless home. Si. Ir. (6) I. 4.
And made their hom£ under the green hill side. , Serchio^ 38.
At firstshe lived alone in this wild home, . . . Witch, xxi. i.

B. Fig. (1) an abiding-place, a place of existence, refuge.

making the wild his home^ Alastor, 90.
Thou hast a horne. Beautiful bird

;

280.

thou voyagest to thine hopte, . . .... 281.

They past to their Dorian home. Arethusa^ iv. 18.

The crane o'er seas and forests seeks her home; E. Willtatns, VI. i.

The tempest in its ^(3»ze. Jane, Recoil. 12.

Earth, our bright h., its mountains and its waters, Laon, 11. v. i.

This vital world, this ^(?«M of happy spirits, . . ll.vi. i.

the female mind ... a sacred hofne did find: . . —— II. xxxv. 3.

And homeless orphans find a home near her, . . —=- iv. xxii. i.

To ra^e tilis Earth, our ^iw«#, more beautifuj, . V.Song^^.i^.

h^st&tothe warm home of happier destiijy ! . . Vlll. i. 9.

there is built a A(?»« For Freedom XI. xxiv. i.

To welcome to their h. the friends I love so well. M. N. Ravail, 68.

All things have a home but one

—

Mask, L. 3.

Its Af7»« The voiceless lightning MontB. 136.

to the home Of earth audits deep woods, . . . Moschus, 7.

With divine wand traced on our earthly home . Ode Lib. ix. 14.

Presencfrchamber, temple, home, Ode to Heaven, 7.

To what sublime and star-y-paven home . . . Sp. Plato, 2.

That is our home / W. Shel. Cane. i. 4.

(2) final destination.

Who travel to their home among the dead . . Epips. 156.

and foUow His soul to it's home I^os'al. 260.

(3) of thoughts, ideas, emotions, &c.
They pe'er will gather strength, or find a ^. again, ^donais, IX. q.

Liviqg in the same lone hom^ Many years— . . Inv. Mis. in. 3.

And 1 return to thee^ mine own heart's hom^; . Laon, Ded. i. 2.

to be the ^(7w«c of thmgs immortal, VI. xxyii.3.

aye, like a green home appears, Vii. xix. 5.

Some hunted by foul li^ from their heart's kojne. Prom. I. 607.

An early-chosen, late-lamented home / - • - i- 60S.

Before the naked soul has found its honts, . . Q. Mab^ ix. 150.

Make once more my heart thy hom£. .... Rarely, VIII. 6.

For your cradle, your home and your bier ? When the lamp, in. 8.

and thine eagle home Leave thee naked , . . IV. 6.

(4) to one's own soul.

if thou retumest hom^, Adonais, LI. 6.

but snmpion kom^ My sister Hope

—

Gisb. 138.

(5) source or place of origin.

Genius beholds it rise, his native home, . .

All mortal thoughts confess a common home :

Home, c. adj. attr. domestic.
blood-puddings, And such home manufactures,

Home, adv, (1) to one's home or dwelling-place.

How I ran h. through last year's thunder-storm, Gisb. 148.

You must come hotne with me and be my guest ; Horn. Merc. V. 6.

which drew me h. When I might wander forth ; . Laon^ li. xxi. 2.

When I came home, one in the blood did lie . . Vl. xlix. 3.

home the Devil hied,— • Peler, vii. v. 2.

The loud deep calls me home even now to feed it Prom. ill. 11. 41.

Then when it wanders home with rosy smile, . IV. 391.

Go home, Henry, and play with Lilla .... Rosal. 82.

Bright h. with youThat sweet strange lady-friend 90.

(a) back.
he came ^(TOTff to his heart, Peter, \i. xsX. 2.

(3) with at, in or about one's residence or dwelling.

The Cyclops now—where is he ? "ifiot 2X home ? . Cycl. 122

But he is wise, who drunk, remains at home. .

if a corpse knocks, I am not at home. . . .

The child in the cradle lies strangled at home.
No quiet at ho^ne, and no peace abroad ! . .

At home, the cloven foot is honourable.
But every one is best content at home. . . .

Better to be at hofne than out of door ;— . .

Laon, I. 1. 3.

VIII. xix. 2.

CBdipus, II. i. 20.

Faust, I. 82.

II. 173.

II. 201.

11.265.
11.274.

Hom> Merc. VI. i.

(4) with^i3»2, absent from one's house.
That Cenci is from horns } ........ Cenci, III. i. 279.

*Hoxiie-slieltered, c. adj. domestic.
r^ox home-sheltered \oy^\ . iii. i. 291.

^Homeless, adj. A. Lit. destitute of shelter or dwelling.
Famished and homeless, loathed and loathing, . Laon, I. xxvii. 6.

And homeless orphans find a home near her, . . IV. xxii. i.

They raged like homeless beasts x. xl. 9.
Hom,eless she past like a cloud on the blast, . CBdipus, I. 246;
Alas then for tne homeless beggar old ! . . . . Sum.mer, 18.

B. Fig. (1) fugitive, passing, unresting.

The thunder and the hiss of homeless streams . Alastor, 566.
Driven like a homeless cloud from steep to steep Mont B. 58.

(2) without resting-place.

Like ocean, homeless, boundless, unconfined. Fr. Wandering, 4.

(3) affording.no shelter.

By wandering long over the homeless sea, . . . Cycl. 709.
Pilgrim of heaven's homeless way, - World^s Wanderers^ II. 2.

(4) wandering, restless.

Hunts through the world the home, steps of Brror, Fr. Satire, 8.

Framed a dark dwelling for their h. thought, . Leion, II. vii. 2,

Like homeless odours floated . IX. xii. 8.

(5) uncertain, erratic.

Within the homeless Future's wintry grove j . ~-— IX. xx. 5.

*Homer, n. the Greek Epic poet.
As the ghost ofHoTner clings ..,..,. S^g' Hills, 194.

Or on blipd Homer's heart a winged thought— . XVitch, xxxiv. 7.

Homes, n. A. Lit, (1) houses or dwelling-places.

Here, take this gold, and hasten to your homes. , Cenci, IV. iii. 48.

Temples to thy great father, which are all His
homes. Cycl. 272.

The homes of lovely women, Hom. Earth, 18.

Tyrants dwelt side by side, And stabled in our h., Laon^ II. Jv. 3.

gfague, or aught more fell Among our homes, . V. xxxi. 6.

o to their homes, to dream or wake All went . V. xxxvii. 6.

Gathering from all those homes now desolate, , VI. li. 6.

Drive from their wasted homes : xi. xxiv. 6.

By the red light of their own burning homes. . . From- 1. 615.

Their statues, Atf»/cj and fanes; IV. 300,

It is built Upon some prison homeSy . . - . TowerofFam.. 6.

(2) nests.

And build their mossy homes in field and brere ; Adonais, XVIII. 7.

B. Fig. (1) graves, burial-places.

The homes of the departed, Laon, xii. xxxv. 8-

(2) places of existence.

Whose h. are the dim caves of human thought, . Prom. l. 659.
Ye elemental Genii, who have homes . . ^ . -. iv. 539.
Spirits, whose homes are flesh : . , ? IV. 544.

Hom.ewaTd, adv. towards home,
till we came Homeward, Julian, 33.

and by the star-light steep Went homeward— . Laon, II. xlix. 5.

The multitudes went hom-eward, to their rest, . V. Iviii. 8.

iHomilies, n. sermons.
homilies of whatever length Or form they please. Ch. u/, II. 376.

Honest, adj. (1) sincere, true.

If honest anger Have moved you, Cenci, V. i. 59.
whose souls No honest indignation ever urged . Q. Mab, Vll. 94.

(2) just, upright.
When lawyers mask 'tis time for hottest men . . Ch. 1st, i. 75.

Let all the honest men r 11. 65.

like a steward in honest dealings tried . . . Pr. Athan. I. 40.

Honesty, n. (1) probity, integrity.

Void of wit, ^Wfty/j", and temperance ; . . Ch.\st,\\\. \%.

(2) industrious labour.

Didearn for her amealof i^OMtfj/y, . . . Mother^ Son,v\.%.

Honey, n. a product of blossoms.
Honey from silkworms who can gather, .... Critic, i. i.

They, having eaten the fresh honey, .... Horn. Merc. xcv. i.

keep your wax—give us the honey, Peter, III. v. 3.

Honey, adj. Fig. (1) the sweetest or most delightful.

and I fed on honey sweets : Cenci, I, i. 104.

(2) sweet, pleasant.
I am drunk with the honey wine Fr. Wine, i.

:{:Honey-dew, c. n. a sweet sticky substance found on plants

in very hot weather.
a hyaciijth full Of honey^ew, ... . , . . Epips. 84.

pierced like honey-dew Into the core .... 202.

The withering honey dew, Rosal. 677.

^Honeycombs, n. a wax framework formed by bees for honey
storage.

They sit apart and feed on honeycombs. . . Horn. Merc. xciv. 8.

^Honeyed, adj. Fig. sweet, pleasant.

but AfWtfy*^/words betray: Epips. 2^0.

Honour, n. (1) as a personification.

/?i7«(7Mr sits smiling at the sale of truth. . . . Q. Mab, iv. 202.

(2) glory, distinction, exaltation.

Kept to the honour of our goddess Famine, . . CBdipus, I. ^07.
there the emulous youths Bore to thy honour . Prom. in. iii. 169.

ascend to heaven In honour of his name ; . . . Q. Mab, Vll. 42.
Theraceof men Chosen to my Ao«o«r, . . . . Vll. 115.

As vessels to the honor of their God, vii. 141.
My AffKff?', and the justice of their doom. . , , vii. 152.
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(3) reverence, respect.
Wouldst thou have honour and obedience . . . Cenci^ I. iii. 148.
Old mother Baubo, honour to you ! Faust^ II. 157.
Is worthy of glory, and worthy of ^o«(?«^/ , . n. 159.

(4) reputation, good fame.
that etern&l ^(Jwomt' which should live Sunlikej . Cenciy v. iii. 31.
decked in wealth, Bbnour and power, . . . . Q. Mab^ iv. 187.

(5) glory, pride.
Two lives, the A<j«i?«r of their country ? . . . . Ca/isfercM, i. 236.

(6) probity, rectitude, high feeling.
two men of ^fjwowr take the field, * . . . . i. 241.
the limits Of AoMOMr and of infamy, I. 251.
false quicksands of the sea of honour.^ .... -—• i, 254.

(7) good name for chastity or purity.
thus beforehand To slur her AoMOMr.? .... 1.279.

(8) a pledge of one's reputation.
my word of ^owowr To leave you 1.258.
And honour as I am a gentleman Ch. u/, II. 199.

Honour, v. tr, (1) exalt, glorify.
All that is in my power to honour you Horn.. Merc. v. 8.

(2) esteem, respect.
Honour'^^x^ to whom honour is due, .... Fdust^ II. 156.
I honou^t\i^Q^ and would be what thou art . * Hellas^ 751.

(3) acknowledge, give credit to.

Then honour me thus far—for I am he Cenci^ 1. iii. 33.

Honourable, adj. (1) actuated by principles of honour.
Thou perfect just and Ai7«i3«rd!$/e man ! . . . , C4. ij/, li. 314.

(2) worthy, of respect.
but here At home, the cloven foot is honourdbU. Faust^ II. 265.

(3) satir, a title of respect.
Honourable swine. In piggish souls can .... CEdt^us^ II. i. 76.

Honourably, adv. as becomes a man of honour.
that thou mightst honourably live Cenci^ I. i. 35.

Honoured, v. tr. treated with distinction or reverence.
Taught, soothed, loved, hon. the departed one ; . Adonais^ xxxv. 7.

Honoured, pp. dignified, exalted.
Keep it yourself, and be more hofwured so. ^ , Cycl. 539.
Such ^(?«(?Mre(^ dwell in cities fair and free, . . Horn. Earthy 17.

Honour, and mighty, with thy mother dear, Horn. Merc. Lxxvill. 6.

Honoured, ppl. adj. respected, esteemed.
And, honoured Lady, while I speak, Cenci. in. i. 207.
their honoured chief. Who fell in Byzant, . . Pr. Athan. II. i. 23.
In honoured poverty thy voice did weave . ^ . Wbrdsworih^ 1 1.

Honours, v. tr. gives grace or credit to.

Whose presence A^(W<rj oujfcfestivity. ^ . . . Cenci, I. iii. 3.

Honours, 7i. (1) distinctions, dignities.
To change the honours of abandoned Rome. , V. i. gi.
By vile participation of their honours . . Ch. tsl, I. 73.
Our joys, our toils, our honors meet Falsehood^ 93.
Support the system whence their honours flow . Q. Mab^ IV. 207.

(2) praises, esteems.
her honours first arise From men— Horn. Venus, 29.
fiend. Whose name usurps thy honors^ . . . . Q. Mab^ vi. 223.

(3; rewards.
Where its honourshXoyN Lovis Rose^ i. 5.

Hood, n. a cowl or head covering.
a dusky hood and double cape, . . * . , . Triumph^ 89.

Hooded, adj. A. Lit. blindfolded.
As hooded ounces cling to the driven hind ; . - Prom. I. 609.
B. Fig, blindfolded.

A hooded eagle among blinking owls— , . . , Gisb. 208.

Hood-winked, c. adj. blindfolded.
The h.-w. Angel of the blind and dead, Custom, . Laon^ IV. xxiv. 3,

Hoof, n. the supposed foot of the devil.
He drew on a boot to hide his Aoo/J . . * . . Devtl^ II. i.

Has neither hoo/, nor tail, nor sting ; Peter, 11. i. 2.

Hoofs, n. (1) the feet of horses, &c.
Thy barb whose h. outsneed the tempest's flight . Arabic, Imit. i. 5.
The clash of wheels, and clang of armed ^OiT^, , Hellas^ 820.
Beneath the hoofs of that tremendous steed, . . Loon, vi. xix. 5.
And his ^0(7^ ground the rocks vi. xxii. i.

Soon echoed to his hoofs, vi. liii. 7.
The tramp of ^(?(j/& like earthquake, , . . - . xii. viii. 4.
Fled, and with his hoofs did gjind Mask, xxxiii. 4.
From the celestial hoofs The atmosphere . , , Q. Mab^ I. 213.

(2) the cloven feet of beasts.
He burned the h. and horns and head and hair, Horn. Merc, xxill. 4.

Hook, n. (1) an instrument of torture.
and pincers, and the hook. And scorpions ; . , . Laon^ x. viii. 8.

(2) a reaping-hook or sickle.
Under the hook of the swart sickleman, .... Hellas, 383,

Hooks, n. bits of curved metal.
Near that a dusty paint-box, some odd hooks, . Gisb. 92.

Hoot, V. intr. make a whooping noise.
In a merrier glen to hoot and play Rosal. 140.

Hope, V. I. tr. (1) expect with desire.
But I do hope that you, my noble friends, . . . Cenci, I. iii. 7.
I hope my good friends here I. iii. 129.
You did not hope to stir some enemies .... 11 i im
For we cannot h. That aid, . . . Will arise thence, in. i. 203.
Tis true I did believe, and hope^ and pray, * . jv. iv. 133.

Still dost thoa hope that greeting hands, ^ . . Coleridgi, 17;

All we hope and all we love Faust, II. sa.

and Ao^fi before my last step 11.364.

you ^nU see him, and will Rke him too, I hope, . Gtsb. 238.

I hope to prove the induction otherwise, . . . Julian^ 202.

What does the rascal mean or hope, Piter, vi. iv. 3,

Who hope for peace amid the storms of care, . . Q. Mab, V. 240.
they h. that quiet to enjoy Which virtue pictures, V. 244.
what thing do you^. to inherit in the grave below? Ve hasten, 14.

(2) believe.

I hope I do trust in him Cena\ V. iv. 88.

1 hope I need require No pledge Peter, VIi. iv. 2.

(3) suppose it possible.

nor did I hope to pass Untouched Hope, Fear^ 8.

Here could I hope, that death did hide from
human sight SWeet secrets, Sumnur-Evg. 27.

II. intr. have expectation.
To breathe, to be, to hope, or to despair * . . . Laon, ill. xx. i.

Why do wefearor>5o/«-? Ode Lib. xw.^
I feel desire, but hope aot Rosal. 773.

Hope, n. (1) tis a personification or mythological personage.
Hope and despair The torturers, slept ; . . . . Alastor^ 639.
or Sorrow by swift Hope, ....... . Epips. 74.
those sisters wild Called Hope and Fear— . . . 381.
but summon home My sister Hope— Gisb. 139.
Hope may vanish, but can die not ; . . . . Hellds, 3^.
where Hope lay coffined with Despair ; . . . 39.

Hope its iria of delight, —^^ 43,
and where is HoPe J . . 272.
one Kingf, one Hope, one Law :

-=-— 333.
Gpd, and man, and hope abandori riie

J
. . 39b.

Love, Hope and Self-esteem, . . .... Iltt. BedUty, rv. i.

Hope in pity mock not Woe ... .... fane, Invitn, 41.
like Love by Hope left desolate Laon, i. xvi. 9.
So that when Hope's deep source in fullest flow, . i.xxxviii.7.
They pour fresh fight from Hope's immortal urn ; i. Iviii. 8.
All that despair from murdered hope inherits . . 11. vi, ^,

^o^tf is strong, II. xii i! 3.
relume The lamp of H. o'er man's bewildered lot, iv. vii. o.
And cast the vote of love in hope's abandoned um. iv. xxii, 9,
Ah, H its sickness feeds With whatso'er it finds, iv.xxxiv.4.
And Hope, and Justice, and Laone's name, . v. liv. 8. '

But Hope will make thee young, viii. xxvii, 2.
for Hope and Youth Are children of one motho-, VIII. xxvii. 2.
Virtue, and Hope, and Love, ix. xxiii. i.

where Hope, near imagined chasms, .... x. xlvi. 9.
behind, lurk Fear And -^^e, twin destinies; , . Lift not, 5.
Love, Hope, Desire, and Fear, . , ... Love, Hope^ 8.
Then Hope approached, -'

37.
Love, Desire, Hope, and Fear, Ever will be near. -— 53.
And her name was Hope, she said : Mask, xxii. 3,

Hope, that maiden most serene, ... . . xxxii. 3.
If Hope, and Truth, and Justice can avail, . . . Naples, 64.
If Hope and Truth and Justice may avail, . . 89.
As then Hope, Truth, and Justice did avail, . 125.
Freedom! Hope! Death! Victory! Prom.l.'joi.
has the dove-like eyes of hope ,• n, iv. 160.
We have heard the lute oiHope in sleep ; . . . iv. d^.
To suffer woes which Hopi thinks infinite ; . . . iv. 570.
to hope till Hope creates From its own wreck . rv. 573.
Hope was seen beaming through the mists . . . Q. Mab, VIII. 13.

(2) an anxious desire, expectation or aspiration.
Thy extreme hope, the loveliest and the last; . . Adonais, VI. 6.
The insatiate hope which it awakened, .... Alastor, 221.
smile Of desperate h. wrinkled his quivering lips. 291.
The passionate tumult of a clinging hope; . . . 717.Am so convulsed with ^^e and fear, Calderon, ii. 1^.
One supplication, one desire, one hope, .... Cenci, i. iii. 26.

"

And sucfdenly beyond his dearest fwpe, .... i. iii, 29."

that hope poured forth in prayer, . . . . v. iv. 121.
Thou consummation of all mortal hope I . . Dcemon, II. 4.
I went forth, with hope and fear Epips. 246.
One hope within two wills, . . cgi.
in commune with the hope Thus deeply fed, . . Laon, 11. xv. i.
upon me lay The burthen of this hope, . u. xv. «;.'

seems To hang in ^o^e over a dying child, - * ~— iii.xxxiii.8
thei4f7/e which wildered it has lent Meanwhile, rv. xi. 8.
And sympathy, fountains of Ao/c and fear; . VIi. xxxi. 8.
did shme Like a fiends hope xii. xi V
And let a daughter's hopeh^ on thy tomb ; . . Ld, Ch. IV. 2.
One only ^?/e.- Mother ^ Son, ni. 12.
Oh consummation of the fondest ^j^i? . . . v. 8.
Be man's high ^/e and unextinct aesire, . . . Naples, 1^.
H, love, doubt, desire, which consume him for ever. Front, i. 545.
and hearts broken by long hope, . . ... in, iv. 185.
Without a hope, a passion, or a love, Q. Mab, iv. 204.

'

The groveling *c7/a of interest and gold, .... V. 91.
Nor sordid fame, nor hope of heavenly bliss, ., . v. 224^
Thou consummation of ail mortal hopeJ . , . -— ix. 4.
First, crime triumphant o'er all hope careered , ix. 41.
Waste one hope, one fear for me. ..... Reniembr. in. 8.
Nor let that moment's ^(7^£ be told . , « . . Rosal. 1182.
in its ^/tf destroyed ; Triumph, 21Q,

(3) confidence in the future.
And there was ^o/e ... . Calderon, n. i^i.
and there may still be hope, , jj j'^j^
Your own extinguished years of yonth a.ndhope; Cenci, in. ii. kk'
and make his youth The sepulchr-e of hope, . .

' iv. i. 'ea
each poisoning youth's sweet hope; y ii 12^
Touched by departing hope, they gleam ! . . . CA. \st iv 25.
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So is Hope Changed for Despair— Ciraimst. 4.
the sense Of hope thro' her fine texture . . . Dcemon^ II. 37.
And happy regions of eternal hope. 11. 258.

' n „ ,, „ „ Q- -^a^...ix. 163.
Or turn regret to A<3^£/ Fr. Satire., 22.

For love and hate, despondency and hope ? . . Int. Beauty^ 11. 12.

Or hope can paint or suffering may achieve, . . Julian^ 45.
truth Had overlived kopecs momentary youth, 331.
I would fain Reply in hope— Loon., Ded. x. 8.

Look not so, Laon—say farewell in hope^ . . . III. ix. 1,

A warmer zeal, a nobler hope ilow find ; . . . . iv. xiii. 7.

Ewfe^ thou didst rear That lamp of ^^fi on high, . iv. xvi. 7.

thbse seeds of ^(?/« might yet DC sown, . . . VI. xHi. 6.

When from all mortal hope she did depart, . . Vll. iii. j?.

And hope^ I know not whence or wherefore, . . Vll.xxviii. 2.

For hope whose fountain can be thus profound, . VII. xxxvi. 2.

Spring, of ^^tf, and love ix. xxii. i.

Ernest of the hope Which made them great, . . ix. xxvii. i.

All hope^ or love, or truth, or liberty, .... ix. xxviii. 7.

Of,youthful hope returning suddenly, IX. xxx. 8.
Whose wand of power is hope, -— IX. xxxii. 3.

Dearer than life and ho^e. ix. xxxiv. 9.
and ih hope Closed their faint eyes ; xil. i. 6.

Since hope and peace, and joy, for aye are fled, . M. JV. Despair^ 30.
That fire, more warm and bnght than life or A., Marenghi, XVIII. 2.

Green strength, azure h^pe, and eternity : . . . Ode. Arise, 33.
To swallow all delight, all life, all hope, . . . Prol Hellas, 141.
We meditate In secret joy and hope Prom. 1. 185.
Who bear the untransmitted torch of ^(T^fi . . . III. in. 171.

The sparks of love and hope -^ III. iv. 145.
Ihcapable of judgment, hoPe, or love ? . . . '. Q. Mab^ IV. 256.
And full of wonder, full oihope as he ^ ix. 61.
And many days ofbeaming hope ix. 207.
With him lay dead both fwpe and pride. . . Rosal. 600.
Alas ! all hope is buried now. 601.
And hope, and courage mute in death : . . . . 621.
hope and peace On aUwho heard him did abide, . 641.
Whose hope was like the life ofyouth Within him, 734.
And wing;ed hope, on which upborne 798.
How sad^ when dear h, every sorrow is soothing, St. Ir. (6) II. 5.
1 have nor A?^* nor health, Si. Dejection, \\\. \.

and in those eyes where once hope shone.
And happy thoughts of hope^ too sweet to last.

(4) expectation, confidence.
No other hope in Heaven .......
Worse than the bitterness of death, is hope : .

Ah ! wherefore didst thou build thine hope . .

Renew and strengthen all thy failing hope. . .

still from hope to hope the bliss pursuing, , . .

And full of wonder, full of hope as he.
With all the fear and all the hope they bring. .

And many days of beaming hope shall bless .

draw The unenvied light of^0^^/
A short-lived hope, unceasing care, . . .

What hope of refuge, or retreat, or aid ? . . .

But the unborn hour, Cradled in fear and hope,
Like hope and terror,— _

Such hofie^ as is the sick despair of good, . .

Unlinked with hope that thou wouldst free . .

Thus power and hope were strengthened . .

la hifpe on their own powers began to look,
And power shall then abound, and hope arise

once more
a trance which awes The thoughts ofmen with h.—
the fearful overthrow Of public hope ....
From glorious phantasies of hope departed : .

A pause of hope and awe the City bound, . ,

dimmed hope s newly kindled flame
And fame, in human hope which sculptured was,
Since hope pursues immortal destiny ....
And half in hope, and half in fright,

Triumph^ 524.
Witch. LVI. 8.

Cenci, IV. iv. 138.

V. iv. 98.
Coleridge^ 19.

Dcemon, II. 51,

II. 144.
II. 182.

II. 234.
II. 300.

E^iPs. 185.

Juzlsehooa, 95.
Hellas, 387.

982.

Hope, Pear, i.

Int. Beauty^ VI. 9.

iMon, Ded. V. 7.

I. xxxi. 8.

II. xlii. Q.

IV. xxvii. 4.

VI. xxx. 3.

VII. xxx. 2.

IX. xi. 5.

IX. xvii. 9.

IX. xxxi. 8.

XII. xxx. 2.

o .
Mar. Dr. Ii. 5.

One hope is too like despair One word, I. 5.

'Twas the hope, the prophecy_, Prom. I. 706.
still from hope to hope the bliss pursuing, . . . Q. Mab. Vlll. 203.
how could false hope rend a bosom so fair? . . St. Ir. (6) lii. 4.

Health, hope, and youth, and brief prosperity ; . St. Epips. 69.

(5) confident trust that a thing may be possible.

is the lady impossible to hope . . . . Calderon, I. 268.

that I could lift my hope So high I. 274,
And in that hope have saved your life three times. Cenci, I. i. 56.

So, daughter, our last hoPe has failed ; . . . . II. i. 28.

To feed nis hope with cold encouragement : . . II, ii. 106.

nor is there hope But from the Briton : . . . . HellaSy 556.
Through the sunset of A3/tf, 1050.

When the last hope of trampled France had failed Laon, I. i. i.

And baffled hope like ice still clung to me, . . , II. xxi. 6.

From one faint hope whose flower a dropping
poison shed

Why was this ^(?^£ not torture?
but to subdue Such dreadful hope,
with which that child like h. with fear was blended.
And desperation's hope in many hearts recurred,

made free,—a hope which we have nurst ....
this hope must ever rise

Why became cheeks . . . Paler from hope? , . .

The hope which I had cherished went away
;

From eyes of quenchless hope ....
the ^Oj^e of what will be?
with brief And blighting hope, /V. Aihan. Ii. i. 28.
With fear and selfcontempt and barren hope. . . Prom. I. 8.

The hope of torturing him smells like a heap . i. 339.

III. XX. 9.

IV. xxxiv. 8.

V. xix. 5.

V. xxxvi. 9.

VI. viii. 9.

VII. XXXV. 8.

VIi.xxxvii.9.
XI. xi. 2.

XII. XXV. 2.

. Naples. 119.

. Ode Lib. xviii. 10.

*till fear grew hope and faith, .... ... Rosal. looi.

A hope which is tiow forever p^st, ..... Timelongpast^ 1. 4.

(6) the prospect of amelioration.
When hope has kindled hdpe, Adonais, XLVii. 9.

No hope/ No refuge! O, weak, wicked tongue , Cenci, v. iii. 97.
In thanks or hope for their dark lot ... . . . Julian, 1 12.

thy strong geniils, Laon, which for^aw This hope, Laon, iv. xv. 8.

And never dreamed of ^?^^ or refuge until now. . Vlll. xxiii. 9.
but still there clung One hope, XI, viii. 9,

Each of that multitude alone, . . . one h. yet knew ; xi. x. 2.

No change, no pause, no hope! Yet I endure. . Prom., i. 24.
Most vain all mpe but love ; and thou art far, . i. 808.
I said all hope was vain but love : thou lovest. . I. 824.
my heart was sick with hope, li. i. 33.
Abandoned hope, and love that turns to hate ; . li. iv. 24,

'All hope abandon ye who enter here;'.... III, iv. 136.

Hardened to hope, insensible to fear, Q. Mab, V. j$.
Is there no ^i?/e in store ? VI. 16.

And see too ;4<^c for them ? vi, 20.

gleam ofhope Suffused' the Spirit's lineaments. * vi. 24.
Renew and strengthen all thy failing ^fl^^. . . . vill,52.
With all the fear and all the hope they bring. . , ix. 142,

For public hope grew pale and dim Rosal. 692.
Love, hope, though hope was now despair— . . 727.
When no blissful hope on his bosom is beaming, . St. Ir. (5) I. 6.

(7) an object that is desired.

Staking his very life on some dark hope, . . . Alastor, 32.
Each with the ghost of some lost hope or friend . Julian, 490.
The veiy hope of death's dear rest ^ Rosal. 334.
On any hope within the circling skies, .... Wtich, xil. 7.

(8) one in whom we place trust or confidence.
Our love, our hope, our sorrow, is not dead ; . . Adonais^ X. 3.

the eyes and hope of Antioch, Calderon^ I. 232.
Who clings to me, as to her only hope .*— . . . Cenci, I. iL 88.

*Hope-cozLsiuuing', c. adj. destructive of hope.
Baffled with blast of hope-consuming shame ; - Pr. Athan. I. 10.

Hoped^ V. I. tr. desired with expectation.
I hoped that I ^uite was forgotten by all, . . . Death, Dial. 35.
In which he vainly hoped the soul to bind . . . Pr. F^is. 9.
All men believed and hoped, is torn aside ; . . Prom. III. iv. 192.

II. intr. had confidence in the future.

None now hoped more Rosal. 699.
Hoped,//. (1) trusted, believed.
Yet I have ever hoped yow. would amend, . . Cenci, 1. 1. 55.

(2) anxiously desired.
And all the things hoped for or done therein . . v. ii. 54.

Hopeless, adj. (1) without hope or chance.
hopeless so to foil His adversary, .V ... Laon, I. xit. 7.

(2) careless, uninterested.
To gaze on this fair world with hope, unconcern 1 11. vii. 9.

(3) nnexpectant, pessimistic.
a hopeless wanderer, through mankind ?— ... Pr. Athan. I. 20.

^Hopelessness, n. disbelief, despair.
^(7/f/fj.ffffj.f of good, and self-contempt, . . Q. Mab, iv. 185.

Hopes, V. tr. earnestly wishes or trusts.

one who hopes That his day's path may end as
he began it, Triumph, 417.

Hopes, n. (1) expectations, aspirations.

glimmering Incarnations Of hopes and fears, . . Adonais, xiii. 4.
cold h. swarm like worms within our living clay, xxxix. 9.
Thy hopes are gone before : . Llll, 2.

hopes that never yet Had flushed his cheek. . . Alastor, 150.
And lofty hopes of divine liberty, 159.
From the unravelled hopes of Giacomo .... Cenci, 11. iL 145.
Blasting the hopes of men, Dcemon, I. 261.
have there entwined Those rooted hopes, . . . 11. 15.

Are there not hopes within thee, ii. 277.
Hopes that not vainly thou, 11. 279.
then Our hopes and then our fears— ... . Death, III. 2.

And now thy hopes are gone, ....... (2) II. 6.

the hopes that from his glory fled. Death Nap. 40.
and hopes that cannot die : E. Williams, III. 4.
Will our hopes, our fears, and our labours, meet. Falsehood, 48,
Withered hopes on hopes are spread, . Far,Jar away, II. 3.
thou scene of earliest hopes and joys, . . Fr. Home, i.

Be those hopes and fears on thee. Fr. Italy, 6.

And multiply upon our shattered hopes .... Hellas, 642.
hopes that sate themselves on dust and die !

—

885.
Hopes of hiffh talk with the departed dead. . Int. Beauty, v. 4.
round pure hearts, a host of hopes assemble. . . Laon, I. xxxiii. 8.

Those hopes had lost the glory of their youtn, i. xliv. 8.
False disputants on all its hopes and fears, , . 11. iii. 4.
These ^. found words thro' which my Spirit sought li. xvi. i.

Watching the hopes which there her heart had
learned to trace n. xxxi. 9.

Lraughs o'er the grave in which his living hopes
are laid ILxxxiii.9.

Our memory, and whose hopes its light retain . n. xlviii. 8.

In victory or in death our h. and fears must blend, m. ix. 9.
And all its h. and fears, and ail its joy and ruth ? iv. iv. 9.
young Laon's name Rallied their secret hopes, . iv. x. 8.
create Out of the hopes of thine aspirings bold, . iv. xii. 4.
and mighty hopeSj and gentle deeos Abound, . iv. xv. i.

and the Ao^ej which inly dwell, rv. xvii. 4.
Andquicklycoromon Atf/tfi-made freemen under-

stood V. iii. 9.
and talked with him Of those immortal hopes, . v. iv. 3.
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In whom its eaiiiest hopes my spirit found ; . . Laon^ v. v. 2.

with Ao/m that make The flood recede .... v.xxxvii,8.

I drank those hopes which make the spirit quail ; y.xxKviii.2.

Like infants without hopes or fears, V.Song^^.\o.
A harvest sown with other hopes VI. vii. 6.

their hopes and fears, VI. xxxi. 5.

Had high and sofemn hopes\ vi. xxxix.7.
and shew The hopes^ and fears, and thoughts . Vlll. v. 5.

the hopes and fears From every human soul, . . ix. vi. 5.

By hopes which I had armed to overnumber . . ix. ix, 8.

By hopes which sprang from many a hidden lair, ix. xii. 5.

Marred with wild ^o^fff the peace of slavery, . . ix. xiv. 8.

exempt alone from mortal hopes and fears. . . —'— xil. ii. 9.

By hopes long cherished and too lately lost, . . Ld. Ch. V. 2.

Source of the sweetest hopes and saddest fears— Vlil. 4.

HopeSy that swell in youtnful breasts, .... Lovers Rose^ I. i.

Yet human h. and cares and faiths and errors, Marenghi^ xxvi. t.

Art thou of all these hopes.—O hail ! Naples^ 115.

Trampling to silence their loud hopes and fears, Ode Lib. xi. 3.

and with earnest mind Fed h. of its redemption, Otho^ III. 5.
And leaves, the hopes that yet remain Past^ I. 6.

Their hopes of Heaven Peter, VII. xiii. 4.
quelling the anarchy Of hopes and fears, . . . PoUi. Great. 14.
The tender hopes which in their hearts the best . Prom. I. 775.
Prometheus saw, and waked the legioned hopes II. iv. 59.
a thick hell of hatreds, and hopes, and fears ; . . iv. 1 19.
The weight that drags to earth his towering

hopes. Q. Maby V. 83.

Even whilst its hopes were dreaming .... vii. 214.
Those rooted hopes of some sweet place of bliss IX. 15.

Are there not hopes within thee, ix. 180.
my hopes were once like fire : Rosal. 764.
To sympathy with hopes and fears it heeded not : Skylark^ 40.
Its dew is poison and the hopes that quicken . . T^ersa Ritna, 11.

Of hopes which thou and I beguiled ..... That ti-me,^. 6.

the memory Of Ao/^j and fears, ...... il, 6.

Or uniteth the hopes of what shall be . . There is no work, 29.

(2) objects of solicitude and expectation.
The wandering hopes of one abandoned mother, Bpips. 304.
.fftf^^j of her, and one another ; Jl/oj^, xxxvii. 4.

(3) prospects, chances.
I'll pawn My hopes of Heaven— St. Epips. 109,

Hopest, V. tr. desirest with expectation.
If thou hopest Mercy in heaven, Cenci, V. ii. 132.

Hopixl^, pr. pple. wishing expectantly.
HopingtQ still these obstinate questionings . . Alastor^ 26.

J^oping some accident might cut them off; . . Cenci, I, i. 133.

Horace Smitli, b. 1780, d. 1849.
^ Are all combined in Horace Smith.— . . . Gisb. 250.

iHorizonj n. the line where sky and earth seem to meet.
Hung o'er the low horizon like a cloud ; . . . Alastor, 241.
on the verge Of the remote horizon, 559.
poured A sea of lustre on the horison^s verge 603.
dim grey clouds on the horizon, .... Calderon^ I. 16.

, As from the horizon round, ... .... 11. 28.

This vaporous horizon, Ch. \st,\Y. 41.
far From the curved horison^s bound . . . Eug. Hills, 291.
Shrinks on the horison's edge^ Hellas, 343.
Stalk through the niffht in the horizon''s glimmer, 626.
Over the horizon of the mountains ;— . . . Julian, 54.
Hemming the horizon round, JLaon, i. xlvii. 8.

Among the clouds near the horizon driven, . ii. x. 5.

as o'er the prone ^(7ri>(?« Thy lamp feeds . . . Naples^ i66.
from the dim verge Of the horizon . . . Ode fV. Wind, ii. 8.

Look! where round the wide horizon . . . Prom. I, 550.
of the silver clouds From the horizon— . . . Summer, 5.

whose car has rolled Over the horizon's wave, . Zucca, viii. 7.

'^'Horizoutalf adj. parallel to the horizon.
Shadowy Aornos darkened o'er the helm The

horizontal asther; Naples, 41.

Horn, n. A. Lit, (1) the horn of an animal used as a
trumpet.

Or herdsman's horn^ or bell at closing day ; . . Adonais, xv. 5.

(2) a trampet of metal.
Hark, 'tis the castle horn ; Cenci, iv. iii. 57.'

B. Fig. (1) said of the hum of a beetle.

The beetle forgot to wind his horn, Serchio, 24.

(2) extremity, point.
her mighty horn suspended, Alastor^ 647.
the Moon will veil her horn In thy last smiles ; . Epips. 376.
The young moon has fed Her exhausted horn, . Hellas, 1032.
Its upper norn arrayed in mists, Laon^ l. v. 8.

When the cold moon sharpens her silver horn
Under the sea, IV. xxxi. 8.

Horned, pp. curved upward hornwise.
Some were horned, . . Dcemon^ i. 166.
did curl Homed on high, Laon^ xii. xxi. 4.
some Were homedVi^^ the crescent moon \ . , Q. Mab^ I. 257.

Horned, ppl. adj. (1) having horns.
Get along, you ^orw^if thing, Cycl. ^y.
Here are the footsteps of the horned herd . Horn. Merc, xxxvil. i.

(2) seeming to have curved projections.
The dim and horned moon hung low, . . . Alastoi^, 602.
One pale as yonder wan and Aor«e(^ moon, . . Damon, \. 3,.

And >iorw£a moons, and meteors strange and fair, Laon, i. Iii. 8.

Horns, n. (1) defensive weapons growing from the heads

of many quadrupeds.
He burned the hoofs and h. and head and hair, Horn. Merc, xxiii. 4.

All heifers with crooked ^(7r«5? xxxil.4.

And ringfed horns which buffaloes did wear— . Marenghi, xvi. 6-

But bul^ with horns and dewlaps CBdipus, i. 275.

(2) supposed to be an attribute of the devil,

His horns were concealed by a Bras Chapeau^ Devil, II. 3.

(3) the points of the waxing or waning moon.
her mighty horns to wet, Pr. Aihan. II. ii. 58.

*Horny, adj. Fig. dull, lustreless.

what radiance did inform Those horny eyes ? . Laon, III. xxvi. 5.

stare With horny eyes upon each other's face, . VI. xlvii. 3.

Unwonted tears throng to the horny eyes, . . . Prom. II. i. 3.

*Horrent, adj. (1) bristling.

Latmos, and Mycale, roughen With hor. arms ; . Hellas, 283.

(2) dreadful.
the shrill horrent shrieks Of parents Q. Mab, VI. 132.

Horrible, adj, (1) mentally dreadful.

Great God! Uo^ horrible/ Cenci,

Oh, horrible/ I will depart.—
And yet I tied it fast—O, horrible/ ... . •

Horrible things have been in this wild world, .

you conjecture thing's too horrible To speak.
Horrible thoug;ht ! . . . . . .

O, horrible, 'tis all discovered !

.

I. HI. 34.
I. ni. 70.

. • III. i. 8.

. III. i. 51.

. III. i. 383.

. IV. i. 140.
. IV. iv. 34.
. V. iv. 120.

. Hellas, 592.
Julian, 461.

. Laon^ I. ii. 7.

III.xxvii.6.

. VI. xvi. 7.

. — VI. xiii. 5. :

. XI. viii. 2.

. Prom. I. 603.

. Q. Mab, IV." 254.
VII. 164.
VII. 257.

. C>c/.368.
. /Laaon, VI. xiv. 6.

Oh, horrible/ That tears, that looks, . .

And prophes3'ings horrible and new Are hear
how horrible It Wasto meet my love . . ,

one horrible repose did keep The forests .

a silence lone and drear More h. than famine
The combatants with rage most horrible .

Of the late ruin, swift and horrible, . . .

Want and Pest Were fiorrible,

O, horrible/ Thy name I will not spea-k, .

Drear, comfortless, and horrible? ....
Veiling his horHble Godhead in the shape .

Mockmg my powerless tyrant's horrible curse

(2) shocking' to sight.

I saw within the cave Horrible things ; . . .

the combat grew Unequal but most horrible ;
Horrible forms, What and who are ye ? . , . . Prom. I, 445.
All horrible, and wrought by human hands, . 1. 588.

(3) terrible to hear.
Protracting the horrible harmony Bigotry, I. 9.
And one sweet laugh, most horrible to hear, . . Hellas, 825.
A voice hollow and horrible munnur'd around— St. Jr. (3) VIII. 4»

(4) abominable, hateful.

the slave, Whose horrible lusts spread misery Q. Mab, VI. 204.

(6) terrible to the memory,
dark lower'd the clouds on that horrible eve, . St. Jr. (6) III. i.

(6) extreme, excessive.

That with such horrible need For deepest silence, Cenci, V. ii. 102.

Horribly, adv. (1) with terrific grandeur.
More horribly the multitildinous streams . . . Alastor, 341.

(2) hideously, fearfully.

they did rage horribly, Breathing . . . fierce blas-
phemies Dce^mon, i, 282.

(3) brutally, disgustingly.
And horribly devours its mangled flesh, . . . II. 154.'

,.
J, ,, ,, „ . Q, Mab, viii. 21^.

youtn, and mfancy, Horribly massacred, . . . vii. 41.

Horrid, adj. (1) dreadful to think of.

Sought, with a ^orrzl:/ sympathy, . ... Laon, X. xxii. 6.

Ana yet a strange and horrid curse . . Peter, VII. x. 1.

(2) terrible to behold.
A ^oyrz't/ conclave, .... . . Calderon^ w. ^.
(3) terrific to hear.

With ^orrzV/ clangour fell, Zao«, III. xiv. S.

And casts itself with horrid roar and din Orpheus, 75.

(4) wicked, unnatural.
an expectation Oi horrid ^oy Cenci, IV. i. 167.

(5) fearful to undergo.
It was that ^7?^z'(/ torture forced the truth. v. ii. 89.

(6) disgusting, shocking.
and eat The dead in horrid truce : . ... Laon, a. iii. 8.

(7) tangled, disagreeable.
Or heap himself in such a Acrrz't;? mass . . . Gisb. ^%.

Horror, n. (1) mingled terror and disgust.

,
Alastor, 578.
Calderon, II. 170.

. Cenci, II. i. i8s-

. III. i. 356;
. Julian, 428.
Laon, VII. vi. 5.

to smile Even in thelap o^ horror.
with a horror Thrilling and strange ? ...
grope throug;h a bewildering mist Oi horror :

Bewildered m our horror, ... . .

mingled there To disunite in horror— . . .

All torture, fear, or horror made seem light . . j-«t/^*, » n. vi. ^.,.

How long- will horror nei;ve this frame ofclay ? . M. N. Fragmt. 3.

Can shriek in /torrorto the tempest's roar. . . 31,
In horror pause on the fitful gale M. N. Spec. Hors. 57.
A life of A. from the blighting bane Ofcommerce

; Q. Mab, V. 193,

(2) look of disgust and terror.

Was fixed in eager horror then : Laon^ X. xix. 4.
Its horror and its beauty are divine Medusa^ i. 4.
Yet it is less the horror than the grace . . . n. i.

I see a shade of doubt and iiorror fleet . . . . Q, Mab., IV. 72.

X X
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(3) terror and alarm.
The murderer's brow Quivered with horror. . . Q. Mab^ Vii. liS.

the murderer's cheek Was blanched with horror^ VII. 158.

But for me is fate, horror^ and fear. St. Ir. {^ IV. 5.

And, in horror, sank on.the ground xiil. 5.

Stand rigid with ^?m?r/ Vis.Sea^<^\.

(4) moral hideousness, dreadful nature.
Whose ^y^i^r might make sharp an appetite . Cenci^ l.\. loi.

their AorrijrmakesthemdimTothemind'seye.— 11. ii. 86.

folded up In its own formless horror: .... III. i. m.
And the strange horror of the accuser's tale, . ill. i. 163.
when he hears The tale oi horror^ Q. Mab. III. 41.
Feeling the ^r?'or of the tyrant's deeds, . . . V. 124.

(5) a dreadful occurrence.
seems quite overcome with this strange horror . Cenc}^ IV. iv. 64.
It speaks of that strange horror IV. iv. 97.

Horrors, n. things or subjects dreadful to contemplate.
The wanton horrors of her bloody play \ . . • Q. Mab^ V. 24.

Amid the horrors of a limb-strewn field, . . . v. loi.

War with its million horrors^ V. 256.
And the horrors of hell Were delights . . . .St. Ir. (3) vii. 2.

Borse, n. (1) Lit. the quadruped Equus caballus.
my poor horse at last, Calderon, i. 62.

O er many a horse and toil-enduring mule, . Horn. Merc. xcvi. 2.

A black Tartarian horse of giant frame .... Laon^ Vi. xix. 3.

the Tartar horse Paused, vi. xx. 5.

and spring Upon his horse VI. xxv. 9.
when, on a hell-black horse^ An Angel .... x. x. 3.

On a white hor^se^ splashed with blood ; . . . . Mask., Vlll. 2.

Which spurred him, like an outspent horse^ , . Prom. Iii. iv. 141.

(2) Pig.
The Z^rjfi of Death tameless as wind . . . , ^aj^, xxxiii. 3.

:iSorse-leech, c. n. Fig, a proverb for anything insatiable.

a horse-leech^ whose deep maw CEdipK^^ l. 190.

Horsed, pp. mounted, riding.

/^rjet/ upon stumbling jades, , . C^. u/, i. i6g.

BorsemaUy n. (1) a cavalier, a rider.

Where she once saw that horseman toil, , . Pr. Athan. ll. i. 27.

(2) Fig. death.
Thou shalt quell this horseman grim Prom. i. 787.

(3) used collectively= s.r\.y number of horse soldiers.

The horseman hewed our unarmed myriads . . iMon, VI. xi. 2.

Horsemen, n. cavalry or horse soldiers.

And now the horsetnen come— VI. v. i.

the loose array Oi horsemen ^— VI. vii. 4.
the horsemen shook the earth : X. xi. 3.

Let the horsemen's scymitars Wheel and flash, . Mask, Lxxvill. i.

Horses, n. pi. of Horse.
there is a tramp Oi horses in the court : . . . Cenci, IV. iii. 60.
these bodies to be dragged At horses^ heels, . v. iii. 35.
The mettled horses in the torchlight stir . . . Ch. ist, i. 144.
Right before the horses^ feet, .... . . Mask, xxv. 2.

And the tramp of horses' heels Lxxvi. 4.
Horses, oxen nave a home, xcii. i.

*Horticiiltaral, adj. gardening.
And like a.n horticultural Sidt^pt, W^Vc-^, xxxil. 4.

Hospitable, adj. (1) kindly, liberal.

And are they just to strangers ?

—

hospitable} , . Cycl. 118.

look, hospHaole Jove, Upon this outrage . . , 340,

(2) bestowed out of kindness.
Pood, clothes, and fire, and hospitable gifts ; . . 285.

These are my hospitable gifts ;— 329.

(3) where charity or hospitality is practised.

within her hospitable hall /y*. Athan. II. i, 32.

:|HospitaI, n. a public asylum for sick persons.
from the reeking hospitaly Alastor^ 615.

Hospitality, n. friendship, generosity.
received the ^j^zVa//,fji Of this rude place, , , Calderon^ II. 173.
But do not thou wrong hospitality Cycl. 252.

Host, n. (1) an army, a multitude.
Before a host, and gave them space ; Hellas^ 379.
The signs of that innumerable host^ Laon, V. xxxix. 2.

would to our resolute host Bring victory, . . . vi. xiv. 3.

Girt by the chieftains of the host

;

xii. v. 4.

such silence through the host, ^— xii. vi. i.

like the standard Of some astherial host; . . . Naples^ 46.
Or like the banner of a conquering host, . , . CEaipus, li. i. 99.

(2) a variety, a diversity.

round pure hearts, a host of hopes assemble, . . iMon, i. xxxiii. 8.

Love's rose a host of thorns invests;...., L.ove's Rose, i. 3.

(3) assortment, quantity.

and an endless host Of syllabubs and jellies and
mince-pies Gisb. 304.

Hostile, adj. inimical, unfriendly.

Through many an hostile Anarchy ! Hellas, 990.

Hosts, n. (1) armies, armed bands.
And saw two hosts conflicting in the air, , . . 608.
they overbear The patriot hosts— Laon, V. vii. 5.

But swifter still, our hosts encompassed .... V. viii. 3.

the A?j/j recede And fly, • VI. xix. 7.

Like hosts of ghastly shadows hovering there ; . Vii. xv. 5.
Had tracked the hosts in festival array, .... x. xiv. 5.

So on those strange and congregated hosts . . X. xvii. 3.

And thro' the hosts contention wild befell, . . . Laon, X. xxx. S.

Has led two hosts of dupes to battle-field, . . . Q. Mab, VI- 179.

(2) multitudes of people.
those hosts of many a nation Stood round . , . Laon, x. xliii. 2.

His hosts of blind and unresisting dupes . . , Q. Mab, V. 69.
whether hosts Stain his death-blushing .... VII. 33.

(3) numerous varieties.

Those hosts of meaner cares, . , Laon, IX. ix. 9.

"Rot, adj. K. Lit. (1) of burning or scorching temperature,
and made red hot The points of spits, .... Cycl. 384.
it is delightfully red hot. 635.
From the furnace, white and hot, Prom.. I. 532.
A solid cloud to rain hot thunder-stones, . , . iv. 341.
Hot bullets burn In the breast of the tiger, . . , Vis. Sea, 155.

(2) stifling, extremely warm.
in the hot silence of the air ; Laon, X. xxiii. 5.

When the hot noon has drained its dewy cup, Music, Ipant, iii. 3.

as the day grew hot, methought I saw .... Unf. Dr. 234.

(3) feverish, burning.
My hot palm scorches it : Cenci, ll. ii. 138.

I laid mme hot head on the surge-beaten mould, M, N. Ravail, 16.

(4) heated with excitement.
bathe His feet and robe with hot and bitter tears ? Cenci, v, iv. 34.
and makes its tears First like hot gall, .... Rosal. 481.
And the hum of the hot blood Vis. Sea, 142.

(5) used equivocally.
Whose house was as hot as his own Devil, IX. 2.

B. Fi^. (1) intense.

Hot Shame shall burn upon thy secret brow, , Adonais, xxxvil. 8.

the grief is hot even now— Dante Conv. 29.
the hot atmosphere Of his blind agony, .... Laon, XI, viii. 5.

will speak In hot blushes on their cheek. . . . Mask, Lxxxvi. 4.
They shall drink the hot speed of desire ! . . . Prom. 11. v. 5.

(2) severe, close.

the pursuit was hot Marenghi, xvil. 4.

Honiid, n. A- Lit. (1) a dog nsed for the chase.
As the fawn draws the hound, Prom: 11. iii. 6s.

(2) any dog.
And like a beaten hound tremble thou shalt— Adonais, xxxvil. 9.

B. Fig. (1) a vulture."

Heaven's winged hound, Prom. I. 34.

(2) a term of contempt.
That Christian hound, the Muscovite Ambassador Hellas, 528.

Hounds, n. A. Lit» dogs used for the chase or dogs
generally.

Pursued, like raging hounds, their father , . . Adonais, XXXI. g.
Her corpse shallbe abandoned to the hounds / . Cenci, IV. i. 91.
but, like hounds of a base breed, Hellas, 468.
the cruel Itounds press on With deafening yell, . Orpheus, 48,
B. Fig, (1) pursuers,

cheering the hounds Of conscience to their prey ! Cenci, v. i. 8.

could wake the slumbering hounds Of Conscience, Fr. Satire, 17.

The winged hounds. Famine and Pestilence, . . Prol. Hellas, 144.
Once the hungry Hours were hounds .... Pront. IV. 73.

(2) followers or friends.
devoured by their own hounds Naples, 8z.

(3) the furies.

These are Jove's tempest-walking hounds, . . . Prom. I. 331.
take cheer, Hounds Of Hell : i. 341.

*Hounslow Heath, n. formerly a large open space 10 miles
S.W. of London.

Oi HounsloivHeath, Tyburn, and the New Drop, CEdipus, I. 207.

Hour, n. A. Lit. (1) a space of time of sixty minutes
duration.

Even as a wretched soul ife7«?- after A9«r, . . . Cs««', III. i. 252.
Appointed for the deed an hour too soon. . . . III. ii. 34.
to belie thee with an ^7M/- of rest, iv. i. 181.
Full half an hour, to-day, I tried niy lot ... B. Williams, v. i.

I have been tripping this many an hour: . . . Faust, li. 199.
So thou might'st wni one hour of quiet sleep. . . Hellas, 26.
and hour by hour Their earth-convulsing wheels 323.
Though the moon sleep a full hour later, . . . Jane, III. 2.

The toil which stole from thee so many an hour , Laon, Ded. 11. i.

as if ^£77^7- by ^(3«r The past had come again ; . v. xxviii. 5.
hour by hour, a vision drear, xi. xi. 5.
When tor one fiour we parted,— Rosal. 34,
And hour by hour, day after day 3^6.
^And hour \yy hour, when the air was still, . . . Sensit. PI, iii. 74.
It fades within an hour, W. Jew, 3.
fell upon it .^«r after hour

;

Zucm, x.5.

(2) a special time indicated by a timepiece.
at what hour 'twere secure To visit you again? . Cenci, II. i. 26.
Pass onward to to-morrow's midnight hour . . iii. ii. 75.
at the noontide hour, , . . Bpij>s. 552.
and ever at this hour Juuan, 108.
Moan and yell loud at the lone h. of midnight, M. N. Spec. Hors. 49.
This is the season, this the day, the hour; , . . Prom. II. i. 13.

B. Fig. any particular moment or period of time.
And thou, sad Hour, selected from all years , . Adonais, I. 4.
The weight of the superincumbent hour; . . , xxxii. 4.
Haste, swift Hour, and thy flight Oft renew. . . Bridal, l. 10.
AH in the self-same hour of the same night ; . . Cenci, I. iii. 64.
Until this hour thus have you ever stood . . . 11. i, 4^
from this day and ho^r Never again, I think, , 11. i. 115.
Whose dowry in ill hour I lent my father . . . 11. ii. 20.
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Each hour may stumble o'er a sudden grave.
O, that the hour when present
sharp and narrow hour Tottering beneath us.
Keep the fierce spirit of the hour at bay,
the angel that distributes the coming Atfw*' .

approaching in ill hour
Tis but the voyage of a darksome hour^
When in his Aowr of pomp.and power . .

That fret their little hour in gloom, . . .

Fled in the April hour.

Cenci^ IV. i. i8.

V. i.5.

V. IV. 100.

Ch. isty II. 169.

II. 424.
Cyc/. 82.

Desmon^ 11. 269.
Death Vang. 9.
Devil, XIII. 3.

E. Wtlltams^l. 6.

Epips. 313.

^rr, 394-
EpUhal. 5.

The Planet of that hour^ was quenched, .

The hour is come
:

Hence, coy hour! and quench thy light, . .

Hence, swift h. / and thy loved flight Oft renew. 7.
hell and power Were glutted in that glorious hour Falsehood^ 67.
Do not disturb your «(3Mr of happiness . .

"
.
— ^

to keep An hour of quiet and rest : . . .

At this late hour;-~^.vA then all is still— .

Goodnight? ah! no ; the Aom^ is ill . . . .

Thence at the hour and place and circumstance
the omnipotent hour to which are yoked
For thy sake cursed be the hour^
but the unborn hour Cradled in fear and hope,
Ask the cold pale Hour^

,

As they were to whom once this present hour^
The brightest hour of unborn Spring,
To take what this sweet AoMr yields

\
— .

It seemed as if the hour were one . . ,

'Tis the last ^owrof day
the hiur which burst My spirit's sleep : . . .

And from that hour did I with earnest thought
Now has descended a serener hour. . .

And ever from that hour upon me lay .

one, as since that hour 1 knew, ...._.
at the hour When he was snatched from death,
Come they yet ? God, God, thine hour is near
the same /tour in which thy lips divine .

to long ages shall this hour be known ; . .

Even when in most unwary hour ....
Seal thee from thine hour of woe ; . . ,

and o'er each waking hour, ......
let the hour Come,
Enduring thus, the retributive hour . . .

With new endurance, till the hour arrives .

When shall the destined hour a.TTive} . .

Who waits but till the destined hour arrive, . ,

Thou most desired Hour, more loved and lovely
and it came Each leisure hour
from the last giddy hour Of dead endurance.
Learnt in soft childhood's unsuspecting hour,,
to know That hour as blest
'Tis but the voyage of a darksome hour^ ,

That led us forth at this lone hour ....
That from that hour, throughout one day, .

Brouglit in that hour my lovely boy
; . . .

And they sing of the hour ,

But that hour is past ;

And that hour was the last Of peace to the dark
monk's brain. . ,

The hour, when man must cease to be ? . . . .

Soothing her love-laden Soul in secret hour . .

Nor fame, that shadow of the unborn hour . ^
Lighting the Ao«r of sacred love: Star, 5.
and whose hour Was drained to its last sand . . 7riumph, 122.
The child of a fierce hour/ . 217.
had known before that hour of rest ; .... 320!
This ^7«/- will in thy memory ....... W.Shel.vl.i.

Hourly, adj. constant, continual.
I feed it with the breath of fear For hourly pain. . Cenci, I. i. 117.
Their hourly occupations were possest .... Loon, IX. ix. 7.

Hours, n. A. Lit. pi. of Hour. A. Lit. (1).
The few surviving hours of the day, Calderon, I. 82.
Eight years are gone. And they seem hours, . . Ch. 1st, I. 7.
In the waste of years and ^OM^-j, Eup: Hills. 16/L.
What! from a cannonade of three short >5i3Mrj^ Hellas^ 11 1^.We met night three hours to the west of Patmos, 526.
Two hours, whose mighty circle did embrace . . Laon, ill. ii. i.

Beyond three days, whose hours were told, , . Rosal. 488.
Whilst the lagging hours of the day went by . . Sensit. PI. i. 96.
And how we ought, two hours before Serchio, 64.
And others say, that, when but three hours old, . Witch^ xxxii. i.

B. Fig. (1) indefinite spaces or periods of time.
In lone and silent hours, Alastor, 29.
Day after day, a wear^ waste of hours^ .... 245.
Will I not nurse this life of feverous hours: . . Cenci, li. ii) 144.
The hours crawl on ; . . . m. ii. 25.
The ^oM^-j when we should act ? iii. ii. :j7.

when years heap Their withered hours, . . , Epips. 537.
Whose sunny hours from morning until noon . Fiordispina. 2.
Of this unfathomable flood of hours, 9.
And unprophetic of the coming Ao«ri-, . . . Gtnevra, 124.
and how in hours of youth renewed . ... Hellas, 91 1.

I call the phantoms of a thousand hours . . . Int. Beauty, VI. 4.we must live some Hours or ages yet to come. . Inv, Mis. ill. 5,
Charged with light memories of remembered h., ^ "
Which had adorned his life in happier hours, . .

in life's young hours These sights and sounds ,

so when sad hours were come,
the wingjfed hours which speechless memory . .

Waste the triumphal hours in festival and song

!

as thought and feeling Number delightful hours—

Fausi, 11. 376.
Ginevra, 103.

Gisb. 290.
Good Night, I.I.

Hellas, 182.

189.
264.

752.
902.

025.

Jane, Invitn, 7.

32-

Jane^ Recoil. 17.

Julian, Cane. 2.

Laon^ Ded. ill. 3.

V. I.

IX. I.

II. XV. 4.

III. xxiv. 3.

X. vii. 2.

X. xliv. 9.

XII. xxiv. 5.

XII. xxix. '7.

Lovers Rose, iii. 3.

Magnet. Lady^ I. '7.

Pr. Athan. i. d^.

Prom. I. 297.
1.406.
1.644.
II. IV. 128.

III. i. 20.

HI. iii. 69.
in. iv. 17.

IV. 558.
Q. Mab, IV. 113.

IV. 16^.—- IX. 174.
Rosal. 15.

929.

1217.

St. Ir. 3j 11. 7.

(3)ni.2.
(4) V. 2.

Skylark, 44,
Sonn. Byron^ 10.

Julian, 31.

Laon, II.

II. xxi. 5.

VI. xxxi. 9.
X. xii. 9.

Xli.xxxviii. 2.

And the coolness of the hours Of dew, .... Lerici, 42.

Oh ! lagging hours how slow you fly 1 . . . .M.N. Melody, 34,
Whilst yet the calm ^«rj creep, Mutability, {2)111.$.

The eager hours and unreluctant years .... Ode Lib. xi. i.

Rests with those dead, but unforgotten Ao«rj, . XII. 14.

A heavy weight oihours has chained .... OdeW^. Wind^ IV.13.

Wilt thou forget the happy hours Past, l. i.

Three thousand years of sleep-unsheltered hourSy Prom. l. 12.

The wingless, crawling hours, I. 48-

my waking; hours Too full of care and pain. . . II. i. 54,
Mother ofmany acts and hourSy —— IV. 560.
Whose hours extinguished, . . * Rosal, 332.
Day after day of happy ^«?*j 956.
as the hours content tnem by, St Eptps. 15^.
Agitates the light flame of their hours^ .... TowerofFam,. 8.

in the hours of sleep, To glide adown old Nilus, . Witch^ LVII. i.

Waked by the darkest ofUecember's hours . . Zucca, xi. 3.

(2) as mythological personifications.
• The sleepless Hours who watch me as I lie, . . Apollo^ 1. 1.

Orphan hours, the year is dead, DirgeJor Year, 1. 1.

Merry hours, smile instead, 1. 3.

Solemn hours/ Wail aloud ........ II. 5.

be calm and mild. Trembling hours, .... III. 5.
And April weeps—but, 0, ye hours, .... IV- 5.

Ye faint-eyed cnildren of the . . . Hours, . . . Fiordispina, 32.
What ! do not the silent hours Beckon thee . . Ginevra^ 6y.
Warn the obscure inevitable hours, ..... Gisb. 321.
These are the immortal Hours^ Prom. II. iv. 140.
Spectres we Of the dead Hours be, IV. 13.

Spread on the corpse of the King ol Hours I . .
— IV. 26.

The past Hours weak and grey, IV. 31.
Once the hungry Hours were hounds .... IV. 73.
Let the H, and the spirits of might and pleasure, IV. 79.
Sit watching your dance ye happy Hours I . . iv. 104.
Fairest children of the hours, Proserp. II. 4.
Kept these imprisoned children of the Hours . . Question^ v. 5.
Pale for the falsehood of the flattering Hours. . Zucca, I. 8.

House, n. (1) a building used as a dwelling.
Which that house and heath and garden . . , Aprils 1814, 22.
the books you brought out of the house .... Calderon, I. 4.
see them safe out of the house iii. 183.
He was accustomed to frequent my house ; . . Cenci. l. i. 62.
Whose house was as hot as his own Devil^ ix. 2.

This isle and house are mine, Epips. 513.
a brick house or wall Fencing some lonely court, Gisb. 266.
I'll have My h. by that time turned into a grave . 293.
and their house with wealth is filled Horn. Earth, 16.
you will bore Many a rich man's house, . . Horn. Merc. XLVIII. 3.
Of the Imperial House, now desolate, .... Laon^ V. xx, 5.
from house to house replying xil. i. 7.

Whose^aje is some lone bark, whose toil the sea, Moschus, 10.
That in the house that storm had caught , . . Peter, I. xiv. 4,
Safely to Peter's house conveyed. vi. vii. 3.
He hired a house, bought plate . . vil. viii. i.

Near Peter's house took wing. vii. xx. 5.

(2) applied to a family or race.
Favour me, Sir ; it much imports your house . , Cenci, iv. iv. 77,
stain not a noble house With vague surmises . . iv. iv. 150;
Towards our ancient house, and stainless fame ! . ^— v. ii. 147.
The written fortunes of thy house and faith. . . Hellas^ B09.

(3) an assembly or gathering.
I must exert ray authority in the house. .... Faust^ II. 218.

(4) the business, the affair.

I see you Eire the master of the house / . . . , 11. 34.
a house once given over to sin ^^ n. 176.

^House-break, c. v. intr. commit burglaries.
those Who swindle, house-break, sheep-steal, and

shop-lift ;— Horn. Merc. XLIX. 3.

*House-dogr, c. n, (1) a guard or watch dog.
The housedog moa.ns, and the beams crack : . . Cenci, ill. ii. 79.
Nor house-dog had barked at him on his road ; Horn. Merc. xxiv. 6,

(2) Fig. one who acts the part of watch dog.
The house-dog of the throne ; Laon, x. xxiv. 7.

*House-tops, c. n. roofs of houses. *

Upon your fields, your gardens, and your house-t. Hellas, 436.
Housed, V. refl. made himself a dwelling.
He Aoawecf himself. Marenghi, XV. i.

Household, n. retinue, attendants.
once more among thy hotisehold. Faust, l. 34.

Household, c. adj. attr. domestic, belonging to a house.
her household stuff and statCj HoTn. Merc. x. 6.
Household dogs, when the wind roars, .... Mask., xcil. 3.

Houseless^ adj. destitute of home shelter.
Here is the pomp that strips the houseless orphan, Ck. 1st, I. 153.
And heap the houseless wanderer's store, . . . Devil, xx. 5.*

And houseless Want in frozen ways Rosal. 476.*

Houses, n. buildings used as dwellings.
CyclooSj who live in caverns, not in fwuses. . . Cyd. m.
Who build warm houses Fr, Peo. Eng. 5.

Houses, n. Houses of Parliament.
And has great influence in both Houses ;— . . CBdiPus^ 1. 208.
A man of interest in both houses, ...... Peter, Vll. i. 4.

Hovel, n. a wretched dwelling.
And the hoveVs vice and woe, Mexican 11. 6.

Hover, v. intr. A. Lit. (1) flutters or poises on the wing.
Above and round him wheel and hover. .... Rosal. 122.

X X a
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(2) of wind, blow with uncertainty,

round some thymy.cape will lag and hover^ . . Laon^ VII. xl. 2.

B. Fig. remain in suspense or uncertainty.

did rest and hover Like shadows o'er my brain ; I. xl. 2.

sleep no more around us dared to hover .... IX. i. 2.

and War shall hover Above, Prol. Hellas^ 147.

*Hovered, v. inir.

Hovered in the purple night, Lerici^ 6.

jHoveriug, pr'.pple. A. Lit. (1) poising.

The Eagle, hovering^ wheeled to left and right, . Laon^ i. viii. ^.

The Eagle, hovering 9\^ his pr^y vii. xxvii. 4.

(2) shimmering.
Aoz/^rzWjf ere it vanish, Alasior^ ^ig.

As lightning tingles, hovering ere it strike. . . Prom. I. 134.

(3) gently breathing.
A wind is hovering o'er the mountain's brow ; . Epips. 409.

(4) floating.

I saw a jgross vapour hovering in a stinking ditch Ch. \st. 11. 450.
where she is hovering then, ' Horn. Moon^ 18.

Like hosts of ghastly'shadows hovering i\vtxQi\ . Loon, vll. xv. 5.

B. jFig. ' {!) lingering, poising.
Her voice is hovering o'er my soul—it lingers . Con. Sing. III. i.

^oz'er/w^ within those spirit-soothing eyes— . . Z/aoK, iv.xxviii.5.

Hffveri-ng in verse o'er its accustomed prey ; . . Ode Lib. I. 9.

What unaccustomed sounds Are hovering . . Prom. I. 243.

(2) sparkling.
His soul seemed hovering in his eyes, .... Rosal, 799.

(3) pervading.
To his pillow hovering came, Prom. I. 727.

Hovering", /jS/.at^'. lingering.

The ^z'erwjg' powers of life Alastor^ 6-3,^.

Hovers, v. tntr. A. l-it. flutters suspended in the air.

as when there hovers A flock of vampire-bats . Triumph., 483.

B, Fig. (1) -lingers.

who hovers now Upon that shattered prow, . . Calderon^ II. 50.
and on whose edge Devouring darkness hovers/ Cenci^ III. ii. 11.

And . . . hovers o'er thy guilty sleep, Fr. Conseq. 3.

the planet that hovers upon the shore .... Ginevra^ 199.
Hovers above its fall, and with keen beams, . . Hellas^ 345.
Upon whose edge hovers the tender light, . . . Orpheus^ 13.

the swift decree Yet hovers^ PToL Helios^ 15.

(2) remains ready to pounce.
Russia still hovers^ as an eagle might .... Hellas^ 307.

How, adv. (1) in what way or manner.
Thou wilt admire how I could e'er address . . . Julian^ 463.
How did thy course beem ? I said Trium-ph^ 297.
h, they should forego Their inborn thirst of death ; Witch^ Vli. 2.

wondering how the enwombed rocks, .... x. 6.

(2) reJlecHvefy, {very yxndtTSiood).

How hideously look deeds of lust and blood . . Cenci, l. i. 38.

How young art thou in this old age of time ! . . Ch. isi, i. 32.

How strangely does a single blood-red line, . . Faust^ II. 398.
How beautiful and calm and free thou wert . . Loon. Ded. VII. 3.

Men scarcely know how beautiful fire is— . . . Witch., xxvil. 3,

(3) calling attention as a matter of remark or wonder.
See how gloriously The mettled horses .... Ch. isi, i. 143.

Look how the gusty sea of mist is breaking . . Prom. il. iit. 43.

how it glides Under the leaves! ill. jv. i.

how, as it moves, The splendour drops .... III. iv. 4.

How it whistles, Dominic's long black hair! . . Serchio, 58.

Hear how it sings into the air 00.

(4) to the etfect that, saying that.

And how we ought, two hours before, . . .
^^ 64.

How the god Apis really was a bull, Witch., Lxxill. 3.

(5) giving torce or stress to a statement.

And whose wings rain contagion ;

—

h. they fled, Adonais, xxviil. 5.

How they snort, and how they blow ! Faust., Ii. 50.

How The children of the wind rage in the air ! . 11. 117.

Hark ! how the tempest crashes II. 126.

(6) in what state.

^(Tzw feel you now? Magnet. L.ady.y.i.

(7) =what.
How sa^ you now? Fausty 11. 252.

(8) followed by much= what amount.
Or how much, Venus, of thy silver Heaven . . . Witch^ LXVII. 3.

How, interj. of surprise.

Horv^ my dear Mary, are you critic-bitten, . . . Ded. i. i.

Howl, V. I. tr. utter in mournful tones.

Which seemed to howl his knell, Cenci^ lii. ii. 38.

and each did howl ' Our God alone is God !

' . . Laon^ x. xxxi. 6.

II. intr. A. Lit. {X) make a wailing noise.

pursued Each by his fiery torture howl and rave, X. xx. 7.

the laughter of fiends when they howl o'er the

corpse . '. M.N. Spec. Hors. 25.

Howl., Spirits of the living and the dead, , . . Prom. i. 310.

on their beds of torment, where they howl^ . , . Q. Mal>, Vll. 151.

(2) of the wailing of the wind.
March with grief doth howl and rave, . , Dirgefor Year, iv. 4.

The airs hiss and ^.(7zy/— Faust, ll. i^y.

And the whirlwinds k. in the caves of Inisfallen, M.N.Spec.Hors.^$.
Wail, howl aXo\xd, Land and Sea, ..."... Prom. I. 308.

B. Fig.
Revenge does not howl'm the dead, Bigotry, 11. 8.

And ^ozc/ upon their limits ; . • , Hellas, ^15.

Howl, n. a dismal mournful sound, a roar.
with the howl The thunder and the hisg .... Alastor, 565.
a ^(?zy/ Of cataracts Prom. 11. iii.33'

Howled, V. I. tr. sang dismally.
Howled hideous praises to their Demon-God ; . . Q. Mab, 11. 150.

II. intr. A. Lit. made a dismal noise.
howled to the lashing winds Prom. i. no.
B. Fig.

And Desolation howled to the destrtwer. Save! . Ode Ltb. xi. 8.

Howllngr, pr. pple. A. Lit. of wind and storm, wailing

angrily.

Howling, like a slaughtered town, Eug. Hills, 57.

Howling through the darkened sky 277.

howling throng The genii of the storm, .... Prom. I. 41.

'Twas then that I started ! the wild storm was /i., St. Ir. (i) ll. i.

whilst the winds of the mountain are howling, . (2) III. i.

B. Fig.
But what was howling in one breast alone, . Adonais, xxxvi. 7.

When cities sink howlingm ruin ; and ye . . . Prom. I. 499.
And sick of prey, yet howling on for more, . , Time, 6.

Howling^, ppl. adj, roaring, raging.

A pilot asleep on the howling sea Prom,. I. 95.

Howling*, n. a dismal wailing noise.

Still'd was the unearthly howlin^^ M.N. FragnU. 16.

Pain, whose unheeded and familiar speech Is h., . Prom.. II. iv. 27.

Howliuffs, fu dismal wailing noises.

Fierce yells and howlings and lamentings keen, . Julian, 216.

shouts and howlings through the desert rang, . Q. Mab, Vlil. 81.

Howls, V. tr. A. Lit. makes a dismal noise or roar.

It struggles and h&wls at fits : Cloud, 20.

The interrupted thunder ^OTw/j/ Gisb. 126.

And howls m the pause of the eddying storm. M. N. Spec. Hors. 21.

And howls in the midst of the leafless wood. . 33.

And his rider howls in the thunder's roar. . . 38.

How fearfully God's thunder howls behind ! . . Prom. I. 434.

B. Fig,
Vomits its wrecks, and stiU howls on for more. . Gisb. 195.
like winter, howls to strip The foliage Hellas^ 872.

Mowls, and leaps, and glares in chorus : . . . . Ode Lib. xill. 7.

Howls, n. Fig. execrations.

liberty's dear peean fell 'Mid murderous howls. . Rosal. 613.

IfHuddled, pp. (1) piled together closely.

Like mountain over mountain huddled— . . . Even. Pisa^ rv. 3.

(2) confused together.

ships and palaces were seen Huddled in gloom ;— [ulian, 137.

prodigious shapes ^M(f£^/(gif in grey annihilation, . Prom. IV. 301.

(3) crowded.
A merry club is huddled altogether : Faust, II. 232.

(4) put together anyhow.
just huddled Out of the dross and scum .... Peter, iv. xvi, 2.

Hue, n. A. Lit. colour, tint.

From shape, and h., and odour, and sweet sound, Adonais, XIV. 2.

Is that their natural hue ? -. . . Cenci, IV. ii. 22.

Grows pale and blue with altered hue— . . Constant. I. 3.

Would they ever change their hue .' Exhortation, 6.

violets, Which yet join not scent to /zmij, . . . Jane^ Invitn^ 60,
More perfect both m shape and hue Jf^ne, Recoil. 63.
into a wondrous hue Brighter than burning gold, Julian, 73.

In hue too beautiful for health, 2S1.

For indeed nature nor in form nor hue .... 465.
The edges of that cloud fade Into a hue^ . . . Cane. 7.

the hite Of the white moon, Loon, I. vi. 4.

And from my fancy wings of golden hue Sprang
forth

—

II. XX. 7.

Nor changed his hue, nor raised his looks . . . V. xxii. 3.

With hue like that when some great painter . . v. xxiii. 8.

are your hands in slaughter's sanguine h. Stained vill. xviii. 6.

Changing their hue lik.G IJHes newly blown, . . vill.xxx.2.
those plumes of dazzling hue xil.xxxii.4.

Nor age, to blanch thy vermeil hue, . . . Love, 6.

Can never boast so bright an hue Mary, who died, I. 6.

Water of purest hue On earth, Matilda, 28.

Thy skin is of a brimstone hue; Peter, I. v, 2.

To Peter's view, all seemed one hue; .... VI. xxii. i.

had the hue Of health upon his cheeks— . . . vil. ix. 3.

as the aerial hue Of fountain-gazing roses . . . Prom. II. v. 12.

And that with little change ot shape or hue: . . III. iv. 76.

Until its hue grows like what it beholds, . . . IV. 487.
Till the3r grow, in scent and hue, Proserp. Ii. 3.

Is beaming with many a mingled hue^ .... Rosal. 116.

Their heaven ofmany a tangled ^«ff, . . . Sensit. PI. \, i^^.

And Indian plants, of scent and ^«(? 1 11. 30.
Scattering unbeholdeu Its aerial htie Skylark, 49.
Of all their beauty, and their hair and hue, . Tower ofFam. 20.

and it seemed In >4«ff and form Unf. Dr. 2ig.

In shape a Scaramouch, in hue Othello. . . , Witch^ Ded.w. 5.

the pale And heavy hue . XLIII. 5.

'

B. Fi^. (1) tinge of feeling or character.

subdued even to the //«« Of that Cen^i, in. {. iy6.

and the hue Of his own mind did there endure . Mar. Dr. xx. 3.

Were stript of their thin masks and various hue Ode Lib. xvi. 12.

(2) expression.

'Tis the melodious /i«e of beauty Medusa, 11. 6.

Hues, n. A. Lit. colours or tints.

Of many-coloured woof and shifting hues. . . . Alastor^ 157.
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The hues of heaven that canopied his bower . . Alastor^ 197.

Shedding the mockery of its vital A«fiJ .... 238.

The beams of sunset hung their rainbow hues . 334.

To deck with their bright Hues his withered hair, 413.

Nor, lA'hen those hues Are gone, — 703.

With interchange ai hues mock the broad moon, Dcsm-on^ I. 36.

Robed in its human hues it did ascend, .... i. m.
Like hues and harmonies of evening,^- .... Int. Beauty^ i. 8.

To harmonies and hues beneath, Jane^ Recoil. 27.

The orange hues of heaven sunk silently. . . . Julian^ 138,

The light hues of the tender, pure, serene, . . . Cane. 10.

o'er every shape did weave Intenser hues, . . . Laon, III. iii-_f^-

her own human hues and living charms ; . . . xrr. xxiji. 3.

where all hues did spread and quiver, . . . xii.xxxiv.4.

Which now with hues of sunrise burned, . . . Mar. Dr. IV. 3.

Its radiant hues discloses, Moonbeam., II. 4.

With A«sj which sweet nature has made divine; Ode, Arise, 32.

and fill . . . With living hues and odours . . Ode XV. Wind, 1. 13.

Which the sun clothes in hues of Iris light. . . Orpheus, 80.

In the death :A«fij of agony /fe/^r, vi. xxvi. i.

Shall suck unwithering hues in their repose : . Prom. HI. iii. 102.

Mingling convulsivel}^ its purple hues . . . . Q. Mab, VI. 9.

That the same h., which in their natural bowers Question, V. 3.

To the hues of yon fair heaven Jiosal. 10.

While the hues of day were pale ; 175.

The earth takes hues obscure and strange, . . 730.
Grew faint, as'the rose-like hu^s which flow . 1010.

Of the flowers whose hues they bear afar ; . . . Sensii. PL I. 81.

Clothing in h. of heaven thy dim and distant spire, Summer-Evg. 1 6.

Of all the hues and forms around it Unf. Dr. 220.

Into their hues and scents may pass A portion— W. Shel. {3) li. 8.

could dye In hues outshining Heaven— . . . Witch, xxvi. 7.

B. Fig. (1) applied to mental impressions.
had painted Their ruin in the hues of our success Hellas, 453.
dost consecrate With thine own hues .... Tnt, Beauty, II. 2.

In h. which, when thro' memory's waste they flow, L.aon, ill. xxiv. 8.

borrow Its hues from chance or change, . . . ix. xix. g.

Hues which are not our own, . . . . , , St. Epips. 131.

(2) of the effect given by words.
I know well To dye in hues of language, . . . Laon, iv. xvii. 3.

the lore of truth in hues of flame Arrayed, . . . ix. xii. 6.

and the hues Of her quick lips, xii. xiv. 7.

Huff, "0. tr. Fig. embrace closely.

and hug The scorpion that consumes him ? Q. Mab, Hi. 87.

Huffe, adj. enormous, very large.

huge caves. Scooped in the dark base of their

aery rocks , , Alastor, 423.
a cavern huge and gaunt ; - . Allegory, i. 3.

round its wreck the huge sea-monsters sit, . . Calderon, i\. 68.

Huge as despair, Cenci, HI. i. 256.
thelirazen rivets Of the ^M^e cauldron, .... Cyc/. 392.
Not so, if whelming you with this huge stone . 713.
the wind And the huge billow Horn. Castor, 14.

And where the huge and speckled aloe made, . Marenghi, xiv. 5.

The poison bag of that Green Spider huge, . . OEdipus, I. 347.
As their Aw^fi boughs or lighter dress permit, . Orpheus, 113.

Has-cloven to the rootsyon A. snow-loaded cedar; Prom. 1. 433,
The prison blood-hounds, huge and grim, . . . Rosal. 924.
And at its outlet flags huge as stakes .... Sensii. PI. Iii. 72.

mighty wakes Of those huge forms— Wiich^ LVlii. 6.

Hugged, V. tr. Fig. grasped, held closely.

And A«^ei/ the wealth wrung from the woe . . Falsehood, 3.

Huffffed, pp. Fig. met closely and willingly.

Who have hugged ViaxigeT in wars .... Mask, Lxxxvill. 2.

Hulk, n. a. ship bereft of sailing gear.

The heavy dead hulk On the living sea rolls . . Vis. Sea, 31.

Hum, V. tr. drone out.

Hum. low a hellish song Devil, xix. 6.

Hum, n. a confused buzzing sound.
With a ha ! and a hum ! (Edipus, I. 228.

With hiss, and clash, and hollow hum. Peter, i. xiii. 4.

And the ^M»« of the hot blood Vis.Sea,\^2.

Hum, interj. an inarticulate drone.
Hum! Hum.! Hum! (Edipus, I. 220.

Human, adj. of or pertaining to man, having the qualities

or appearance of a man.
roueh with stone, andsteel. And hum.an hearts, Adonais, xxiv. 3,

No «M?Mflw hands with pious reverence reared, . Alastor, 51.

The spirit of sweet human love . . .... 203.

Who ministered with human charity ... . 255.

His huTnan wants, , 256.

As if that frail and wasted human form, . . . . 350.
And faster still, beyond all human speed, . . . 361.

as the human neart. Gazing in dreams . . . 472.

One step. One hufnan step alone, .... 589.

And led the loveliest among hum.an forms . . 593.
Nature's vast frame, the web oi human things, . 719.
How elate I felt to know that it was nothing //,, Asiola, I. 8.

far above All else in human life? Calderon, HI. 25.

And start if thou but hear a human step : . . Cenci, i. iii. 155.

Out of a. human form iv. ii. 8.

What! -will hufnan \a.yvs, IV. iv. 116.
That natural scenes or human smiles .... Coleridge, 23.
Turn then to converse under human laws, . . . Cycl. 283.
Hu-man eye hath ne'er beheld D(Bm.on, I. 70.
Robed in its human hues it did'ascend I. iii.

all that humati thought Can frame I. 217.
Thronging round hum.an graves, .... I. 258.

liuman bones, barbaric gold, . . . .

a human heart Concealed beneath his robe
;

foul shame, Which human hearts must feel,

while human tongues Tremble to speak, .

Throng through the human universe, . .

Haunting the human heart.

and human blood For sacrifice, ....
Flowed o'er the Spirit's human sympathies.

The wonders of the human world to keep—

Of kindliest human impulses respond :

Here now the hum-an being stands

the exhaustless lore of human weal

Waste in the human frame, .....
fifts With choicest boons herhuman worshippers,

'hus hutnan things are perfected, ....
Yet, human Spirit, bravely hold thy course,

have found a human home, .

uproot The germs ofmiseryfrom the human heart.

They dine on news of huTnan blood, ....
'Twas human woe and human blood ! . . .

Seraph of Heaven ! too gentle to be human, .

from the depths of human phantasy, . . .

a wreck of /5ww2flw art,

human forms. Like pollution-nourished worms
Is the news that I bring of human woe. . . .

Fed with human fat, polluted the air ; . . .

Than anythine; which once could have been hum.
shook All Ii. tilings built in contempt of man,

—

Wit and sense. Virtue and human Knowledge

;

Evil, doubtless : like all human sounds. . .

Darts through the tumult of a human breast ,

Mercury first found out for human weal
To the unnumbered tribes oihuman kind,

no more from human union free, . ...
Each human heart and countenance; . . .

Of human thought or form,—
Thou—that to human thought art nourishment,
and love all hum.an kind
as we never see But in the human countenance
O not to dare To give a human voice . .

Here I cast away All human passions, . . .

must have lacked a touch Oi human nature .

for a space Left the torn human heart, . . .

an hufnan form, Like that thou wearest

—

but warm With fium.an blood.-

did uplift the stagnant ocean Of A. thoughts -

then 1 loved : but not a hum.an lover ! . .

A tale ofhuman power— , . .

the various story Of human Hfe,

Amid the snares and scoffs oi human kind, .

Aught h. thing beneath Heaven's mighty dome
despair Of /;. things, had made so dark and bare,

now she was all I nad To love in human life, . ,

Left in the human world few mysteries

:

Never will peace and human nature meet .

In human nearts its calm and holy seat

;

I joyed as those a human tone to hear, . .

Doctrines oi human power my words have told,

nor could be found One human hand to harm her.

Gathering the sweetest fruit in human reach
she paves Her path with human hearts, . .

the multitude Surrounding them, with words of
human love,

Dcemon, I. 264.
1. 275,
I. 281.

I. 281.

II. 3-

Q. Mab, IX. 3.

Dmmon, 11. 14.

Q. Mab, IX. 14.

Dmm.on, 11. 18.

II. 4.'i-

II. 49.
0. Mab, I. 168.

Dcemon, II. 105.

Q. Mab, VIII. 100.

Dcemon, 11. 139.
Q.Mab,vn\.\(^.
DiBmon, II, 145.

Q. Mab, VIII. 204.
Damon, 11. 184.— II. \^.— II. 220.— II. 238. '

Q. Mab, IK. 146.
Destnon, II. 243.

II. 285.

Q. Mab, IX. 192.

Devil, X. 3.

XXVI. 6.

Epips. 21.

165.

493-
Eug. Hilts, 146.
Falsehood, 16.—- 58.
Fiordtsptna, 58.
Fr. Milton, 4.
Gisb. 248.
Hellas, 186.

Horn,. Merc, Vll, 4.

XVI II. 7.

xcii. 4.
Hom. Venus, 44.
Int. Beauty, i. 7.

IV. 8.

VII. 12.

Julian, 150.

305-
502.

519-
Laon, Ded.xni.g.

I. XXXV, I.

I. XXXV. 4.—- I. xxxviii.9.

•^'•..7-
I. Iviu. 9.
II. iii. 2.

II. xix. 6.

II. xxi. 4.
II. xxiv. 5.
II. XXV. 2.

II. xxxii. 4.
Il.xxxvii. 4.

II. xxxvii. 7.

III. xxxii. 8.

IV. xiL 7.

IV. xix. 4.
IV. xxi. 3.

IV. xxiv. 8.

Oh, what a might Of human thought was cradled
in that night!

clasped his feet When hutnan steps were heard :-

until the worth Oi hujnan nature win . . .

from human power the reverend veil Was torn,
With human joy made mute society . .

A human babe and a young basilisk ; . . .

Lo ! thou dost re-ascend the hum,an heart,
Treasures from all the cells of human thought.
For oft we still must weep, since we are human.
Stain with its venomous stream a human feast,

with their own kind Our human brethren mix,
in tears of human weakness fail

its gathered flood feeds human wants . .

from a likeness of aught human Into a fiend,

frown From human shape into an instrument
t was a human thing which to my bosom
yearned With more than hunuin love,— . .

It gave me human strength, .... . .

grew Wise in all human wisdom,
make human throngs gather and rise .

It cannot be—she is a human Maid— . .

Ye all are human—
or in a human mood, Dream ye
give A human heart to what ye cannot know

:

Uiis h. state Tyrants with lies thus desolate.
And human love, is as the name well known .

from pouring huTnan blood Forth on the earth ?

Disguise it not—we have one human heart— .

But that no human bosom can withstand Thee,
found A path thro' human hearts . . . , ,

IV. xxvi. 8.

V. ii.^.

V. Xxil. 2.

V. xxxii i. 9.
V. xxxviii. 7.

V. xxxix. 8.— v.1.3.
V.^ong,2.^.
V. 3.4.

V. 4.6.

V. 5.5.

VI. XV. 2.

VI. xxiv. 9.

VI. xii. 7.

VI. xlviii. 3.

VII. viii. 4.
VII. xix. 9.
VII. xxiv. g.
Vli.xxviii.i.

VII. xxxi. 2.

VII.xxxiv.4,

VIII. ii. 7.

VIII. iii. 6.

VIII. iv. 8.

VIII. V. 2.

VIII. viii. 8.

VIII. X. 6.

VIII. xviii.i.

VIII. xix. 1.

VlII.xxiv,4.

IX. iv.5.
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the hopes and fears From every human soul, . Laon^ ix. vi. 6.

Who had stolen huinan shape, IX. yiii. 5.

But soon my human words ix. jx, i.

found sympathy In human hearts : . ... ix. ix. 2.

tho' hutnan love should make me weep, . . . ix. xix. 5.

And bind all human hearts ix. xxiii. 9.

A shade of selfish care o'er human looks is cast. ix. xxiv. 9.

And fame, in Awwiizw hope which sculptured was, IX. xxxi. 8.

too swift and strong for one lone human breast. IX. xxxiii.9.

Was there a hurnan spirit in the steed, .... X. \. i.

from many a tongue, Which was not huntan-^ . X. ii. 2.

even human flesh, was sold ; X. xix. 2.

secure in human power we have defied .... x. xxvii. 3.

the snakes of hell had need Of human souls :— . x. xlv. 6.

Shone in a hundred human eyes— xi. xxv. 4.

Than her own hutnan hues xil. xxiii. 3.

Where human art could never be Mar. Dr. ix. 7,

Like nothin? A., but the fairest Ofwingfed shapes, xix. 3.

Yet j&«ma« hopes and cares and faiths and errors, Marenghi^xxvLi.
He tossed them human hearts to chew .... Mask^ III. 4.
Which sows the human heart with tares— . . LXIX. 4.
The source oi human thought its tribute brings . Mont B. 5.

My own, my human mind, 37.

If to the hu^tan mind^s imagining^ 143.
Lingering to human life-scenes ; Mother if Son^ II. 3.

If A«««fl«, thou mightst then have learned . . . iii-S.

This human living multitude Was savage, . . Ode Lib. III. 6.

to human use unreconciled ; IV. 8.

Whilst from the human spirit's deepest deep . ix. 11.

Till human thoughts might kneel alone . . . xvi. 6.

to a ghastly caricature C5f what was human I— . CEdipus^ I. 373.
Unlike all human works, It never slackens, . . Orpheus^ 83.

but hutnan things Those may not know , . . Otho^ iv. i.

And a fixed smile that was not human .... Peter^ I. xi. 2.

All human patience far beyond ; VII. xiii. 3.

If with a human sadness he did groan, .... Pr. Aihan. I. 21.

Like one who labours with a hutnan woe . . , 1. 113.

No human ear Heard this lament : II. ii. 46.
Was peopled with, thick shapes oi hutnan death, Prom. I. 587.
All horriole, and wrought by hutnan hands, . . i. 580.
And some appeared the work of hutnan hearts, . i. 589.
In each hutnan heart terror survives I. 018.

Whose homes are the dim caves of hum, thought, I. 659.
The atmosphere of hutnan thought : I. 076.
Which bears the wine of life, the huTnan heait ; . ii. iv. ^^.

And human, hands first mimicked II. iv. 80.

The hu^uin form, till marble grew divine

;

. ii. iv. 82.

Like human babes in their brief innocence ; . . III. iii. 33.

The echoes of the hutttan world, III. iii. 44.
And birds, and beasts, and fish, and h. shapes, . iii. iii. 93.
Those ugly human shapes and visages .... —— III. iv. 65.

Self-love or self-contempt, on hutnan brows, . . III. iv. 134.

See, where the Spirits of the human mind . , , iv. 8i.

We come from the mind Of human kind . . . iv. 94.
beyond our eyes, The human love lies .... iv. 127.

Was mortal, out not hutnan ; iv. 298.

the sight. Passing -aMhuman glory Q. Mob, l. 86.

And mocks all hutnan grandeur; 11. 58.

And in one h. brain Causes the faintest thought, li. 106.

The earthquakes of the AM»«a» race ; 11.123-

How gloomier is the contrast Oi h. nature there! 11. 175.

But flowed in hutnan veins :
—^ II. 215.

How strange is hu^mn pride ! II. 225.

the human soul Requires no other heaven. . . ill. 12.

and, of the h. frame, A mechanized automaton. . iii. 179.

overcome The force of huinan kindness ? . . . in. 188.

throbs Alike in every human heart in. 216.

which surpasseth The shew of hutnan justice, . in. 224.

Surpassing Spirit !—wert thou hutnan else? . iv. 71.

priests, and statesmen, blast the hutnan flower . iv. 104.

those who dare belie Their huttmn nature, . . IV. 219.

all that hutnan art or nature yield;..... V. 39.

To all that shares the lot of hu-man life, . . . V. 50.

Since tyrants, by the sale of hutnan life. . . . V. 64.

confines The struggling nature of his h. heart, v. 107.

Those duties whicii his heart oi huinan love . . V. 184.

filled All human life with hydra-headed woes. . V. 196.

solacing All human care, V. 216.

One scale contains the sum oi hutnan y/ttzX^ . V. 236.

A brighter morn awaits the hutnan day, . . . v. 251.

thy youthful hands Were pure oi hutnan blood, . vi. 88.

Who, prototype ofhuman misrule, , , . VI. 105.

Unlike the God of A«7MaM error, VI. 199.
Because thou hast not AM»za« sense, vi. 218.

Because thou art not human mind VI. 219.

but human pride Is skilful to invent vii. 24.

the y4«»Mw dupes who build his shrines, . . . . vii. 31.

The wonders of the A«««t« world to keep, . . . vil. 01.

Oi human error's dense and purblind faith, . . vil. d^.

the costly altars smoked With human blood, . Vll. 99.

Or lit with human reason's earthly ray? . . . Vll. 155.

and pityless zeal Froze every hum-an feeling, Vll. 212.

portraiture Of wandering ^MWflw thought. . . . Vll. 275.

And o'er the Spirit's hutnan sympathies . , . Vlli. 29.

O human Spirit ! spur thee to the goal .... Vlll. 53.

the ebb and flow of A««fa« things Vlll. 55.

Makes hutnan will an article of trade ; , . . . Vlll. 176.

had withstood the tide Of :Aw»«a« things, . . . ix. 28.

languor and disease Died in the human frame, . IX. 63.

The kindred sympathies oi hutnan souls, , . . IX, 78.

Thus hutnan things were perfected, IX. 134.

Whose iron thongs are red with human gore ? ix. 188.

'Mid the passions wild oihum^n kind .... Rosal. 634.
The wailing tribes of A«»2fl« kind ... . 706.
That they were hutnan^ 922.
From hutnan looks the infection caught, . . . 925.
for hutnan things Change I27g.
Why may not hwman minds unveil St. Ir. (4) V. 3.
noonday smoke Of fresh human carrion :— . . Similes^ I. 5.

Ifyou are hutnan^ St. EpiPs. 43.
the great sea of hutnan right and wrong, . . . St, Wealthy 2.

death did hide from human sight Sweet secrets, Sumtner-Evg. 28.
thy youthful hands Were pure oihuman blood. Superstition^ 17.

Are"brackish with the salt oihuman tears ! . . Time^ 3.

Whose throne is in the depth oi h. thought, . TwoFr. tnvoc. 11. 2.

That which I seek, some hutnan sympathy . , Unf. Dr. 31.

Past through the peopled haunts ofhuman kind, Witch^ lx. 3.

She, all those human figures breathing there, . LXVI. i.

Unconscious, as some hutnan lovers are, . . Woodman^ 30.

As hutnan heart to human heart may be ;— , Zucca^ III. 3.

Of animals, and voices which are Awwfaw, . , , v. 3.

Humanity, ti. (1) huinan beings.

consistent with The passions of A«»WK//y ^ . . Calderon^ i. 125.

(2) kindly, humane feeling,

prefer Pious humanity to wicked will : . . . . Cyd. 296.
His soul asserts not its Am«w^?/V j5 Q. Mab^ ill. g$.

^Humanize, v. tr. gives huinan effect to.

Which humanise and harmonize the strain. . . Medusa^ II. 8.

^Humankind, n. the human race.

Which on the chains must prey that fetter hum.. . Fr. Pris. 10.

In which the half ofhumankind were mewed . Laon^ II. xxxvi. 5.

the woes Oi hutnankind i}a&\T prey— . . . vil.xxviii.o.

must become Thine, and all humankind^s. . . VIII. xix. 6.

Foul Tyrant both of Gods and Hutnan^kind^ . Prom. i. 264.
And that, among the haunts oi hutnankind, . in. iv. 40.

Humble, adj. A. Lit. (1) of low or moderate estate.

Shielded my Am»?5/<? innocence Calderofi^ III. 174.

(2) retiring, unassuming.
Others more Humble^ like falcons, sate , . . Xriutnph^ 506.

B. Fig. ordinary, simple.
Where hutnble wild flowers grow ? Moonbeam^ l. 5.

Humbled, v. rejl. abased or humiliated.
Never one ^MwS&rf himself before, Julian^ 411.'

Humbler, adj. more lowly.
Now, in humbler^ happier lot, Guitar Jane^ 35.

Humbly, adv. respectfully, dutifully.

We humbly take our leaves, , Ch. ist^ II. 31.

Hutnbly remind your Majesty that the care . . CEdipus^ I. 41 1.

Since the Incarnate came : hutnbly he came, . Q. Mad^ Vll. 163.

Hume, n. Earl of Home, d. 1666 (?).

Lindsay, /Tmw^ and false Argyll, Ch. isty U . 218.

*Humid, adj. wet, moist.
With quivering lips and humid eyes ;— .... Laon^ V. xiii. 2.

Blue Proteus and his humid nymphs .... I^otn. in, ii. 24.

Humility, n. freedom from pride.

The virtuous man, Who, great in his humility^ . Q. Mab^ ill. 151.

*Humm.ed, v. tr. cajoled or deceived,
I have hummed her and drummed her .... (Edipus^ I. 258.

Humming, pr. pple. droning forth.

A most hideous discord humming. Cyd. 488.

Hum.our, n. fancy.

But others, by more curious humour led . , . Allegory^ il. 5.

Hum.ouxed, ^/. adj. pampered, spoiled.

Ones ioT'it^\\K&2i humoured hoy, i?cz/?7, xiv. 4.

^Humourist, n. a wit, a wag.
but a hutnourist in his way— " Julian^ 244.

Humours, n. (I) manners, fashions.

Disgusted with the ^«?W(3Mrj of the time. . . . Faust^ li. 230.

(2) diseases, morbid qualities.

like as hutnours Of the distempered body . . Ch. ist, II. 149.
Kindled all putrid hutnours in his frame, . . Q. Mab^ vill. 215.

Hums, V. tr. drones.
Counts his sure gains, and hums a song ; . . . Devil^ xix. 4.

Humum, n. the ground or mould.
Go, as we shall do, subter humutn^ .... Peter^ vi. xvii. 4.

Huucbred, adj» (1) five score.

An hundred servants, and six palaces, .... Cenciy II. ii. 15.

I would lift an hundred waggon-loads, . . . Cyd. 473.
L three ^Mwafr^rf years have striven . . . . . Faust^ ll. n)2.

Four hundred thousand Moslems from the limits

Of utmost Asia, Hellas^ 275.
three hundred furnaces Soon blazed thro' the

wide City, , . - Laon^ x. xlv. 6.

Thrice three hundred thousand years .... Front, i. 74,
An >(««</rtf(/ ages we had been kept iv. 61.

(2) a very considerable but uncertain number.
Where a AwMrfrtfdT cities lie Eug. Ifills, ig^.
Through the far valley with a hundred veins ; . Faust^ 11. 107.
An //MMrf>vrf bonfires bum in rows, 11.254.
Poised on an hundred azMve. mountain-isles. . . Hellas^ 492.
a mountain chain which rears Its hundred crests Laon^ iv. xxxii. 5.
thro' the City's hundred gdXes Were poured, . v. xvi. 1.

A hundred nations swear that there snail be . . v.lS'£7«^,2.I4.

wine Flowed at a hundred ieSiSts ix. xvii. 2.

Shone m ^ hundred hwrnan eyes— xi. xxv. 4.
An hundred are shuddering and tottering ; . . Liberty^ n. 4.

-
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Though from their hundred gates the leagued
C5ppressors. Naples^ 74.

An hundred trioes nourished on strange religions • 139.

*Biindred-for3cdd, adj. Fig, manifold or many-pointed.
the ^MK^^'tfc/^r^ec^ snake Insatiate Superstition Prol. Hellas^ 145.

Hundreds, «. Fig. a very considerable but uncertain number.
Hundreds wiU bring, like rae, Their fortunes, . Ch. \st^ II. 309.
overthrown By hundreds leaping on them :— . Laon^ VI. xi. 5.

Hnu^, V. I. tr, (1) suspended.
Hung them on high by the entangled hair ; . . in. xxv. 4.

(2) displayed.
The beams of sunset hung their rainbow hues . Alastor^ 334.
hung its night On the stained cope of heaven's

light Mar. Dr. XV. 5.

(3) with out^ exposed, hung forth.

And hung out to the tempest, Vis. Sea^ 65.

II. inir. A, Lit. (l) was suspended, depended.
an open tower where hungA bell, Julian, 102.

^ww^high that mighty Serpent, Laon, I. xiv. 6.

drooping briony, pearled With dew . . . Hung,
where we sate in. ii. 9.

Over the shapeless depth in which those corpses h. ••— in. xxv. 9.
The dwelling ofthe many-coloured worm.^. there, in. xxvi. 3.

^«w^ And filled with frozen light Pr. Athan. il. iii. 29.
the grass, which methought Amw^ Triumph, 185.

From its smooth shoulders hungt^'O rapid wings, Witch, xxxvii. i.

cressets from the serene Hung there, .... Llll. 6.

(2) remained motionless, hovered.
The dim and hornfed moon hung low, .... Alastor, 602.

The rainbow hung over the city Ch. is/, Ii. 420.
Hung like a mist of light Dcemon, i. 74.
And, like the moon's argentine crescent hung . I. 167.

like the sea's suspended spray Hung gathered : . Laon, I. xi. 5.

Httng high in the green cfome, VI. xxxii. 5.

The pitchy smoke . . . Still h. in many a hollow . xii. xxvi. 5,

It ^«w^ before her in the skies Mar. Dr. IV. 6.

Hungm its cloud of all-sustaining air : . . . . Ode Lib. Ii, 5.

that motionless .^mw^ o'er the sinking sphere : . Q. Mab, II. 8.

O'er this fair fountain ^««^ the sky, Rosal. 112.

Hung in dense flocks beneath the dome, . , . i093-

(3) remained hovering.
And ^«M^ with lingering wings over the flood, . Laon, I. viii. 8.

(4) depended, dangled.
Hung\Tk& dead bone within its withered skin ; . Alastor, 251.

(5) lingered, remained.
The warm tears . . . ^m»^ gathered there, . . . Laon, xii. xiv. 3.

the white dew on the new bladed grass, . . . hung
silently

:

Prom. II. i. 149.

(6) stooped, leaned.
And I hung o'er him in his sleep, Rosal. 836.

B. Fig. (1) appeared as if overhanging.
Hung o'er the low horizon like a cloud ; . . . Alastor, 241,

(2) lingered motionless.
the savage winds hung mute around ; . . . . Epips. 332.
the stainless air around ^mw^ silent and serene— Laon, xii. xvi. 3.

Our bark hung there, XII. xl. 5,

Hung mute and moveless o'eryon hushed abyss. Prom. i. 6-].

(3) fixed.

Two starry eyes, hung in the gloom of thought, Alastor, 489.

(4) depended.
it «««^ Upon his life, 417.

(5) impended.
That some strange sudden death ^«7Z^ over him. Cenci, IV. iv. 135.
like the silence of a tempest's birth, . . . Hung

terrible, Laon, ix. xi. 9.
over a waste of waves Hung Tyranny ; ... Ode Lib. in. 10,

(^6) were seen stationary,

and hung Ks multitudinous on the ocean line, . Hellas^ 478.

(7) remained.
The fight hung balanced, there arose a storm . 611.

(8) appeared, looked.
until the torch's fiery tongue . . . beamless and

pallid hung. Laon, in. xiii. 9.

(9) lingered, remained.
For in the tears. . . its lustre hung: I. xvii. 6.

When, like twin \'ultures, they hung feeding , , Rosal. 932,
but lines of gold Hung on the ashen clouds, . . Sunset, 13.

(10) followed closely.

ghastly shapes, which hung Upon my flight ; Laon, in. v. 6.

(11) depended mentally.
Had on his eloquent accents fed and hung , . xi. xix. 5.

(12) with about^ pervaded.
the Elysian air Which ever hung about that lady

bright, iVitch, XLV. 2.

Hnng*, f'p. A. Lit. (1) suspended.
Hung in his gilded prison from the window , Ch. ist, II. 103.
For round the walls are hung dread engines, . Gisb. 22.

And coronals of bay from ribbons hung, . , , 215.
Bright pennons on the idle winds were hung / . Laon^ V. xv. 4.
and ^w«^ not here Nailed to this wall , . , . /Vow. i. 19.

(2) killed by hanging.
And if you had A««^her With canting .... CEdipus, I. 253,

(3) arrayed.
Has hung upon his wiry limbs a dress .... Witch, Ded, V, 7.

(4) placed high up.
Would ne'er have ^««^ her dizzy nest, . . . . Mar. Dr. ix.. 3.

(5) poised, fixed.

hung there to screen Its blinding splendour— , Laon, I. Iii. 4.

a sphere -iVww^ in one hollow sky xil. xii. 5.

(6) adorned.
Hung with its precipices proud, .... . Rosal. 543.

B. Fig. (IJ pervaded, impregnated.
with loathliest vapours ^««^, Alastor, 216.

(2) placed, situated.

Cradled, and hung in clear tranquillity ; . . . Epips. 458.
the soul Hung'vx a heaven-illummed tower, . . Julian, 124.

their names were hung In mockery o'er the fane Laon, I. xxviii. 7.

Huugrer, v. intr. crave.

they hunger for the spawn Of Satan X. xxxvii. 5.
'Tis to hunger for such diet Mask, XLiii. i.

Kung'er, n, A. Lit. craving for food, want of food.

For hunger, not glory, the prey Must perish. . Bigotry, lI. 7.

But meat is a sweet remedy for hunger. . . . Cycl. 128. •
the uprest Of the third sun brought hunger— . Lxwn, III. xxi. 6.

And felt the poisonous tooth of^M«^*r gnaw My
vitals, in. xxviii. 3.

the lonely man's despair Hunger then overcame, V. xxx. 8.

the tender maid, grown bold Thro' hunger, . . x. xix. 6.

It was not hunger now, but thirst X. xxi. i.

which did kill Like hunger ox disease, . . . x. xliv. 8.

h-i toil, and cold. Month after month endured ; . Marenghi, Xlll. 2.

B. Fig. (1) eager desire.

Hunger ioT gold, which fills not.

—

Hellas, 257.
Thy thirst for tears—thy hunger after gold— . Ld. Ch. xil. ^.

(2) death.
The eternal ^M«^i?r sits, Adonais,Vlll.6,

*Kiiugeriiiff, pr. pple. Fig, craving.
For ever hungering flocked around ; . . . . Devil, xxvi. 4.
It is the unpastured sea hungering for calm. . Prom., in. ii, 49.
tamelp.ss tigers hungering mx blood. . ' • Q- Mab, iv. 213.
hungering to fold Its corruption around it. . . vis. Sea, 33.

Hung'ers, v. intr. needs food.
At last the tyrant cried. She hungers, slave, . Laon, V. xxvii. i.

^Hun^rily, adv. Fig. readily, eagerly.
The insatiate fire devoured them hungrily;— Hojn. MercxxiiL^.

Hungry, adj. A. Lit. (1) famished, needing food, craving.
fills Their hungry rest with bitterness Cenci, ill. ii. 85.
Who had survived the wild beasts' h. chace . . Laon, X. xv. 4.
makes the stare Of hungry snakes like living

emeralds glow, xi. xxv. 3.
Scjuabblinff makes pig-herds ^ww.^^, .... CEdipus, ll. i. 135.
Mixed with a certam hungry wish Peter^ vi. xxvi. 5.
That poor and hungry men should break . . . Rosal. 669.

(2) longing for, desirous of.

And I grow hungry for the flesh of men. . . . Cycl. 228.

B. Fig. (1) insatiate, devouring.
The bloodhound of religion's hungry zeal. . . Damon, II. 138.

11 I) 1] )) ,) ... Q. Mab, VIII. 197.A finer feast for thy hungry ear Falsehood, 15.
leaves now scattering fed The hungry storm ; , Laon, VI. xlvi. 3.
To turn his hungry sword upon the wearer ; . . Naples^ 80.
Once the hungry Hours were hounds .... Prom. iv. 73.
Might sate thine hungry ear Q. Mab, VI. 137.
Like AMWjfrv and unresting flame Curls . . . vi. 237.
Which hungry wolves with praise and spoil, , . Rosal. ^6^.
With all its dark and hungry graves, . . . , W. Shel. V. 7.

(2) empty, void.
the warm embrace Of thy soul from hung, space. Prom.. IV. 48a
Satiate the hungry dark with melody ;— ... Woodman, 5.

(3) barren, poor.
From the hungry clime Hellas, 1026.

*Huuks, n. rascals, scoundrels.
Seditious hunks/ to whine for want of grains. . CEdipus, 1. 82.

Hunt, V. tr. A, Lit. pursue, chase.
A Consort Queen shall h. a King with hogs, {^rep^ I. 115.
let us :Aww/ these ugly badgers down, .... n. ii. 117.

B. Fig. (1) drive with ignominy.
My brothers' ghosts should h. thee from thy seat ! Cenci, I. iii. 153.
So he may A. Tier through the clamorous scoffs . iv. i. 156.
Who /m«/ us o'er these sheltering waves. , . . W.S/iel.Y.a.
(2) follow.

What ruin WiU hunt thee undefended .... Prom. i. 54.

(3) look after, follow.
Her looks would h^mt them, Laon, Vll. xx. 6.

Hunt, n. J. H. Leigh Hunt, b. 1784, d. 1859.
You will see Hunt— Gisb. 209.
Oh ! that Hunt, Hogg, Peacock and Smith were

there, 296.

Hunted, pp. (1) driven about, harassed.
Hunted, stript, exposed, molested ; .... (Edipus, li. i. 140.
Lone, lean, and huntedhy his brother's hate, . Solitary^ 11. 2.

(2) forced, driven.
Thrice has a gloomy vision hunted rae .... Hellas^ 128.
Some huntedhy foul lies from their heart's home, Prom. i. 607,
Error and Trutn, had hunted ixom the Earth , Witch, I. 3.

(3) with ai?7y« = secured, captured,
till you have /4«w/^(f down your game, . . , CEdipus 11. ii. 114.
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Hunted, ppl. adj. pursued, chased.

as a hunted deer that could not flee BJ>ips, 272.

like a ^KKferf beast, He hid himself, . . . Marenghi^Tm.. 1.

As a poor hunted stag Orpheus, 46.

Hunter, «. one who follows the chase.

A herd-abandoned deer struck by the h. dart. . Adanais, XXXIII. 9.

Your image, as the hunter some struck deer,

Follows me Cenci, I. ii. 12.

The tiger leagues not . . . Against the hunter. . Hellas, 538.

Save when the eagle brings some hunter's bone, Mont B. 68._

I am a famous hunter. And can leap . . . CEdipus, II. ii. 109.

Hunters, n. Fig. followers of the chase.

Round which the kingly hunters of the earth . Hellas, 933.

Hunting, pr. pple. following the chase.

Absent on jEtna, hunting with his dogs. . . Cyd. 123.

:!:Huntress, n. Fig. Liberty so called.

Thou Aw«^?Tejj swifter than the Moon ! . . . Ode Ltl>. ^. 1..

Hunts, V. tr. pursues.
H. through the world the homeless steps of Error, Fr. Satire, 8.

Huntsmen, n. followers of the chase.

Hunts, the innocent deer, and beasts their prey, Gisb. 189.

*HupaitIiilc, adj. open to the air, unroofed.
Like an hupaiihric temple wide and high, . . Laon, VII. xii. 7.

Hurl, V. tr. A. Lit. throw with great force.

Or he would ^«r/ me down the dark abyss. . Horn. Merc.JJX.lll. i.

B. Fig. (1) throw verbally or mentally.
who dare to A«r/ Defiance at his throne, . . Dcemon, II. 23.

That dared to hurl defiance at his throne, . Q. Mab, Vll. 90.

and to hurl Defiance at his impotence . . . VII. 199.

(2) with down= to destroy.

Men make them arms to hurl down tyranny, . Laon, IV. xxiii. 4.

Hurled, ». tr. with down, destroyed.

With one stem blow, Awr/<?rf not the tyrant down, Q. Mab, III. 189.

Hurled,//. A. Lit. thrown, cast.

that were hurled By everlasting snow-storms . . Dcenum, II. 70.

,, „ . „ „ „ „ . Q- Mab, VIII. 59.

The burning stars of the abyss were ^Mf/etf . . Ode Lib. 11. 2.

Or like sulphur-flakes /;«f-^i^ from a mine . . Vis. Sea, 21.

B. Fig. sent forth, launched, dashed.
now have ^M/-/W Death, fate, and ruin, . . . . M. N. Post. Fr.i.
Thert to desolation hurled, Mexican, iv. 8.

Into the hell from which it first was hurled, . . Ode Lib. xyi. 4.

Whence the oracular vapour is hurled up . . Prom. II. iii. 4.

Hurllusr, /^.///«. (1) stretching forth.

and high Hurling their armed hands . . . Dcemon, I. 285.

(2 ) throwing aloft.

Hurling the damned into the murky air, . . . Fr. Satire, 5.^

hurling fiercely from the ground Laon, xil. xvi. 4.

And hurling sucking pigs into the air, .... CEdipus, I. 339.

(3) Fig , .

Hurling up insurrection, which might make . Projn. III. 1. 8.

'Hurricane, n. a violent storm.
Like a torn cloud before the hurricane. . . . Alastor, 315.

this earthquaking hurricane is still, Calderon, II. 95.

With hurricane, fire, and snow, Cloud, 68.

Wilt thou fetter the lightning and AMmiawe/' . Hellas, 6ii.
Then seemed it that a tameless ^wyrzbzwe Arose, Laon, III. xxvii. i.

Earthquake, and fiery flood, and hurricane, . Mont B. 87.

The red swift clouds of the hurricaju . . . Two Spirits, 21.

Hurried on by the might of the ^«rr/«iK^.- . . Vis. Sea, ^.
The hurricane came from the west, and past on 100.

Hurried, //. made to move hastily.

Are hurried in eternal motion Faust, I. 16.

Hurried on by the might of the hurricane : . . Vis. Sea, 99.

Hurried,///, adj. urged, hastened.

the leagued Oppressors, With h. legions move ! Naples, 75.

Hurries, v. I. tr. (1) impels, urg:es.

Hurries them fast from these air-feeding notes ; Orpheus, 40.

(2) urges or drives.

Whither the conqueror hurries me, Triumph, 304.

II. inir. Fig. rushes, speeds.

Hurries on with lightning feet, Eug. Hills, 12.

when the black storm hurries round at night, Marenghi, xxv. 5.

Hurry, w. intr. A. Lit. hasten.

do not hurry on Bo fast Faust, 11. 297.

I must hurry, whirl and follow Prom. IV. 477.

B. Fig. speed, rush.

Stream and streamlet hurry down— .... Faust, II. .;2.

Which may not pause, but ever^K?-*^ on, . . Orpheus, <^.

Hurrying', pr. pple. A. Lit. hastening, passing rapidly.

And death's dark chasm hurrying to and fro, . Hellas, 203.

Hither and thither hurrying with pale cheeks, . Laon, VI. li. 8.

a great stream Of people there.was h. to and fro. Triumph, 45.

B. Fig. (1) rushing along.

Foaming and hurrying o'er its rugged path, . Al-astor, 568.

The storm of sound . . . Sucked up and hurry. : Prom. II. li. do.

(2) swiftly passing.
Destiny, is ^«ro''M^ by !

Hellas, "^12.

""Hurrying, ///. adj. fleeing.

He tracks the rapid step of hurrying Fear ; . M. N. Post. Fr. 76.

Hurt, V. tr. Fig. wounded mentally.
Indifference, that ortce hurt me E. Williams, II. 2.

Hurt, //. Fig. injured, distressed, troubled.
My brain is hurt; Cenci, III. i. 1.

far more sadly—he seemed hurt, Julian, 237.

And many there were hurt by that strong boy, . Love, Hope, I.

Husband, n. (1) a spouse.
For you may, likeyour sister, find some husband, Cenci, II. \. 84.
Talk not to me, dear lady, of a husband. . . . II. i. 88.

Oh, husband/ Pray forgive poor Beatrice, . . II. i. 129.

Oh, H-usliatid! I pray IV. i. 15.

She sent me to thee, husband. IV. i. 31-

In silent anguish, on her husband^s bier I . . M. N. Post. Fr. 28.

Oh ! He makes the fondest h. ; nay, too fond,— CEdipus, I. 209.

Her memory has received a husbands— . . . '^ I. 291.

as the wife Sheathed in her Awjiowi/'.? heart . Q. Mab, W\. 2\-i,.

My husbands unlamented tomb Rosal. 231.

To another husband's bed 325.

on the pyre Of her dead husband, 508.

(2) a lover.

her Assyrian boy. Her love, her husband calls— Bion. Adon. 22.

JrHusbaudless, adj. without a husband.
and wives are husbandlcss, .... . . Cycl. 290.

Husbandry, n. thrift, economy.
I must use Close husbandry, Cenci, I. i. 128.

Husbands, n. pi. Of Husband (IV
Of other wives and husbands than their own— . CEdipus, 1. 370.

fHush, n. quietude, stillness.

The waves, the fountains, and the hush of night— Laon, I. xlv. 6.

Its awful hush is felt inaudibly. Summer-Evg. 24.

Hush, interj. = be quiet.

Zfi!M,4/ Hark! What noise is that? Cenci,w.\\. i%.

with whispers drear As ^..^ hark! Come they yet? Laon, x.xliv. 9.

Hushed, pp. (1) fallen into silence.

What softer voice is hushed over the dead ? . . Adofiais, xxxv. I.

A heaven of sacred silence, hushed to hear.— . Julian, 261.

Nature Sinks to sleep. And all is hushed, . . . Star, 8.

(2) soothed, quieted.

And h. and kissed and kept secure from harm. Horn. Merc. XLV. 8.

(3) made silent.

The babe at my bosom was hushed ^\\^ fear . Rosal. 272.

(4) with up, suppressed, kept secret.

That matterof the murder is ^Kj^(/ up . . . Cenci, \.\. i.

Hushed, ///. adj. still, silent.

o'er yon hushed abyss, Prom. I. 6^.

whose marble smiles Fill the ^«j^£if air . . . III. tii. 166.

Was raving round the chamberhush, and warm ; Zucca, XI. 4.

(2) attentive, listening.

And now to the ^wj.^tf(/ ear it floats Rosal. tiog.

'"Hut, n. a mean miserable dwelling.

at length We came to a lone hut, Laon, VI. li. 4.

From every hut, village and town ... . Mask, LXVII. 3.

""Huts, n. pi. of Hut.
In towers and huts are many like to me. . . . Laon, 11. xl. 7.

Thro' Penury's roofless huts and squalid cells . II. xlii. 2.

In squalid huts, and in its palaces Sits Lust
alone, -— IV. xxii. 5.

And in the roofless huts of vast morasses, . . Marenghi, xiv. i.

The mean and miserable huts, Q. Mob, 11. 164.

The peasants in their huts, Witch, Lxiv. 6.

""Hyacinth, n. a youth beloved by Apollo.

To Phoebus was not Hyacinth so dear .... Adonais, XVI. 5.

""Hyacinth, n. a bulbous plant.

O hyacinth, Utter thy legend now— Eleg. Bion. 10.

a hyacinth full Of honey-dew, Epips. 83.

Which fairies catch in hyacinth bowls :— ... Fr, Wine, 3.

as the blue bells Of .Hyacm/A Prom.\\.'\.\/^a.

And the hyacinth purple, and white, and blue, . Sensit. PI. I. 25,

JHysBua, n. A. Lit. a vrild beast.

The wolf, and the AjyiFwo grey, /^Mw, X. iii. 7.

B. Fig. applied to anything fierce and ruthless.

were thrown as food To the hyena lust, .... II. xxxvi. 8.

Hyaenas, ». (1) pi. of Hyana. A. Lit.

the lean hycenas their sad case X. xv. 7.

(2) Fig. men ruthless as hysenas.

Held back the base hyenas of the battle . . . Hellas, 403.

""Hyaline, n. a glassy sea.

Frozen by his steadfast word to hyaline . . . Prol. Hellas, 4.

In the blue glow of hyaline 59.
That on the day when the clear hyaline .... Prom. II. v. 21.

""Eydaspes, n. a river of India, now the Jhelum.
Even as a tiger on Hydaspes' banks Witch, Ll, 3.

""Hydatids, ». tumours resulting from the embryo of a tape-

worm.
We shall find pints of ^^i/a//<^in's liver, . . . (Edipus, I. Z\.

Hydra, «. a fabled many-headed monster.

As in a hydra's swarming lair, Laon, XI. viii. 3.

Hydra, c. adj. atir. (1) many-headed.
Justice and truth, with Custom's hydra brood, . I. xxxiii. 5.

(2) resembling the head; of the hydra.
And who are those with hydra tresses . . , , ProiK. I.-326.

]:Hydra-headed, c. adj. many-headed,
filled AH human life with hydra-Ji^ded^'fXs. . Q. Mab, v. 196.
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*H3rdriote, as adj. of Hydrea, near Corinth.
The agile H. barks with press of sail Dashed :— Hellas^ 485.

^Hydrog'eiie, n. a monomatic metallic element.
As full of blood as that of ^Vi/ro^fiMtf, .... CEdipus^ 1. 1%%.

HTiuen, n. the God of marriage.
Oh, Hymen^ clothed in yellow jealousy, . . . 1. 283.

*Hynieu9dal, adj. pertaining to marriage.
Chorus Hymenceal^ Skylark^ 66.

"SLyw-n, n. a solemn song.
To the bright Sun, thy hymn of music pour; . . Hgrn. Sun^ t.

As silver sounding tongues breathed an atrial
hymn Laon^ v. xM. 9.

Breathe out the choral hymn Nat. Ant. VI. 2.

A sacred hymn to mingle with the groans ; • 2* ^^^K VII. 36.
Afld more did follow, with exulting ^yzwM, . . . Trittm-phs i^^6.

^Rymning', pr. ppie. singing triumphantly.
A savage conqueror . . . Hym-ning his victory, . Dmrn-on^ II. 86.

Hymns, «. (1) triumphal songs.
and woven hymns Of night and day, Alastor^ 48.
And j^ywMj of blood or mockery, . . . . , . Z-aow, li. viii. 7.
/^w««J which my soul had woven to Freedpnj, . ll.^^\n\,6.
BungHymns oftriumphant joy our scattered tribes

among IV. x. 9.
Of:A)'OT«j to truth and freedom— vn.xxxvi,5.
Singing their bloody hym.ns^ xii. ii. 3,
Singing hymns unbidden, Skylark^ 38.

(3) Fig. verse, poetry.
heard His kym.ns^ Adon. Cane. 16.

"'Hypereg.natorlal, adj. hotter than that of the Equator.
Scorched by Heirs /y_^ff?w«a/or/a/ climate . . Witch, Ded.vi.a.

Hjrperion, n. son of Coelus and Terra.

and great Hyperion's son Horn,. Min. 1$.

the famed sister fair, Ofgreat Hyperion^ . . . Horn. Sun, 6.

Hypocrisy, n. (1) dissimulation, pretence to virtue.

*Tis bold hypocrisy, Cenci, i. ii. 51.

Yet question that unmeant hypocrisy , . , . Prom. III. iv. 151.

unredeemed, Even by hypocrisy Q. Mab, V. 93.

(2) as a mythological personification.

Like Sidmouth, next. Hypocrisy Mask, VI. 3.

Hypocrisy and custom make their minds . . . Prom. I. 621.

Hypocrite, n. a pretender to virtue.

With the false anger of the hypocrite} .... Loon, v. xxxiv. 6.

Hypocrite, adj. insincere.

Hypocrite Pride stirs up in us Peter^ IV. vi. 4.

Hypocrites, n. pi. of Hypocrite.
So spake the hypocrites, who cursed Laon^ IX. xvi. 2,

Or hypocrites who, from assuming virtue, . . . CBdipus, i. 133. .

Then grave and hoary-headed hypocrites, . . . Q, Mab, IV. 203.

^Hypocritical, adj. (1) pretending to religion.

A cowled and hypocritical raon^ 11, 180.

(2) false, insincere.

to some ready-made face Of hypocritical assent . iii. 42.

^Hypothesis, n. assumed proposition or principle.

On impossible And false hypothesis Calderon, I. i8g.

Byrcaniau, adj. of Hyrcania, a countiy of Asia.
From what Hyrcanian glen or frozen hill, . . Ode Lib. viii. x.

I, pron. (ly
So shall ye live when /am there ^pips. 599.
/wish /had a good stout ram . . .... Faust, 11. 2.

Come sit by me. /see thee stand Posai. 5.

(2) followed by noun by way of explanation or emphasis.
From an eternity of idleness /, God, awoke ; . . Q. Mab, Vll. 106.

*Iaocliic, adj. in h.onour of Bacchus.
An lacchic melody Cycl. 59.

lanthe, n. the heroine of Queen Mab.
lanthe doth not sleep D<xm.on, i. 31.
A gentle start convulsed lanthe's frame : . n. 325.
Will lanthe wake again, Q. Mab^ I. 27.
Soul of lanthe! thou. Judged alone worthy . i. 122.

Soul of lanthe / Awake! arise! I. 128.
Sudden arose /<2»/<^*.; Soul

;

^' ^3^-
Fell from /anthers spirit

;

I. 189.
A gentle start convmsed /anthers frame : . . . ix. 233,

Il3raliiin, n. Pasha of Egypt, b. 1789, d. 1848.
Ibrahim^s scymitar Drew with its gleam . . . Hellas^ 363.

*Icariaxi, adj. islands in the i^gean Sea so called.
The caves of the Jcarian isles 471,

Ice, n. A. Lit. water congealed by low temperature.
pure snow and crowns Of starry ice Alastor, 10.

Its fields of snow and pinnacles of ice .... 84.
Mountains of ice, like sapphire, Laon, I. xlvii. 7.

And baffled hope like ice still clung to me, . . 11. xxi. 6.

StajTiate like ice at Faith, ix. xxiii. 8.

Within each heart, like ice, did sink and dwell, . x. xvi. 7.A voice came forth, which pierced like ice thro'
every soul x. xxxi. 9.

Pile around it, ice and rock

;

Mont B. 63.
And wall impregnable of beaming ice 106.
From the keen ice shielding our |inke4 sleep. . . Prom. II. i. 60.
as ice wounds unsandalled feet^ III. i. 15.
and the a.eua.lfce clings over it in, ii. 17.
They raised a pyramid of lasting (V^ff, Posai. i2Qg.
the fishes lie Stiffen.ed in the translucent k», . . Summer, 13.
From caves of.ice and fields of snow, The Cold, i. 4.
O'er piles of snow and chasms of ibs Two Spirits, ^5.
like the ice when the thaw^breezes blow .... Vis, Sea, 36.
B. Fig. (1). insensibility, want of sympathy.

fell Into a death of (Ctf, immovable;— . . . £pips. 316.
The ice that clings to a priestly heart, .... Falsehood, 100.
Had seared with bhstering ice— ...... Laon, xil. x. 7.
And the ;« of despair Stlr.(^w.\.
(2) as liable to dissolution as ice.

'Tis built on ice which fortune's sun Thaws . . I would, 6.

Ice, c. adj. attr. of ice.

From the ice gulphs that gird his secret throne, . Mont B. 17.

*Ice-cliff, c. n. a frozen mass of ice.

Itisthe roar oftherentzc^-c/z^ Cane. 7,.

'''Ice-cold, c. adj. cold as ice.

And every Naiad's /ce-co/rf urn, Ode Lib. vni. 6.

*Icedrop, c. n. Fig.
And dissolve the chill ice-drop of woe M.N. Ravail, 81.
Might dissolve the dim icedrop, might bid it arise. Tear, I. 6,

*Ice-girt, c. adj. covered with ice.
And from the desart's ice-girt pinnacles . . . Ssmi. Nile, 3.

*Ice-Iiearted, c. adj. Fig, unfeeling, unsympathetic.
Oh, ice-hearted zo\xi\sq\\ot \ Cefici, HI. i. 153.

*Ice-rock8, c. n. masses of ice.

the ice-rocks are shaken round Winter's throne, . Liberty, I. 4.

Icicles, n. water frozen in the act of falling.
Yon darksome rocks, whence icicles depend, . . Q. Mab^ IV. 10,

Icy, adj. A. Lit. (1) frozen, frigid, icelike, of ice.
Indus and Oxi^ from their icy caves, . . . Alastor, 143.
Of Caucasus, whose icy summits shone .... 353.
Hard hearts and cold, like weights of icy stone . Laon, Ded. vi. 7.
fair as one flower adorning An icy wilderness— . i. xvi. 4.
And icy moons most cold and bright, . . . Ode to Heaven, i6.
Ye icy Spring;s, stagnant with wrinkling frost, . Prom.. \. 62.
From im sjiires of sun-like radiance fling . . . 11, iii, 29.
Before the icy wind ^low rolls away, Q. Mat, iv. 60.
intenser than the noon. But ity cold, Triumph, 78.
star-surrounded pyramid Of zty crag l^;Vt^, XXXVIII.7.
(2) destitute of life or warmth.

the damp death Quenched its caress upon his icy
lips; Adonais, xii. 6.

And tnro' my withered, old, and icy frame . . Prom. ill. iii. 88.
B. Fig. (1) unsympathetic, unfriendly.

That wandering shrine of soft yet icy flame . . Epips. 2S3.
Is thine icy bosom leaping Inv. Mis. vii. 4.
old age with its grey hair, . . . And icy sneers, is

nought: /aow, H.xxxiii. 3.
The icy chams of custom, Q. Mab, l. 127.

(2) expressionless.
A smell of clay, a pale and /cy glare Ginevra, 151.

(3) without enthusiasm or mental fire.

We have past Age's icy caves Prom, 11. v. 98.

(4) distinct, pure.
Clear, silver, icy, keen awakening tones, . . . iv. 190.

*Ida, n. a mountain in Troas.
wide /(/a'J many-folded mountains, Horn. Venus, 57.

*Id0Baii, adj. of or from Mount Ida.
Pour forth heaven's wine, Idcean Ganymede, . . Prom. ill. i. 25.

Idea, n. thought, mental image.
O'er each idea then to steal, Love, 17.

*Ideal, adj. fanciful, not real.
And all this, though quite ideal,— Peter, ll. xii. i.

*Idealisitt, n. notion.
A rude idealism of a paper boat :— Gisb, 75,

*Identity, n. distinctiveness from any other.
the same Marks of identity were there ; . , . . Q. Mab, 1. 147.

Ideot, n, (See Idiot.)

Ideot, adj. childish, contemptible.
with ideot fear Cower in their kingly dens— . . Hellas, 357.

Idiot, n. a person of weak mental capacity, a fool.
the shadow of an idiot in lawn sleeves .... Ch. \st 11. 38A baby's or an ideot's brow, Triumph, 499.

*Idiot^ike, c. adj. in the manner of an idiot.
See how idiot-like he stands, . , Mask xxili, a.

Idle, adj. (1") vain, ineffectual.
and the blot Upon my fame vanish in i. thought, Calderon III \a.6
Looking in idle griefon Jier white hands, . . . Ginevra, 39

Y y
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2i//e shadows Of thought's eternal flight— . . . Hellas, 'j%i.
Which frowns above the idle foam otTime. . . 1007.
And burst around their walls, like idle foam, . , Ode Lib. ix. 10.

and shadows idle Of unreal good, Prom. 11. iv, 56.

C2) empty, unoccupied.
Has formed in the i'if/i? air ? Calderon^ui.ioS-
Of her stem brow bent on the idle air, . . Cena\ III. i. 352.

(3) trifling, absurd, foolish.

Nay this is /rf^.-—We should know each other. . i. i. 67.
To catch the idle buzzers of the day— .... Gisb. g,
twist The purpose of the Gods with idle words, Hont. Merc. XCIIi. 4.
'twas perhaps an idle thought— Julian^ 567.
busy purposes Of the idle Drain, ...... Ye hasten^ 3.

(4) useless, foolish.

the z£^/i£ mask Of author, B. Williams^ iV. 5.

He sits amid his idle pomp aghast Laon^ rv. xxv. 7.

(6) gentle, indolent.
With an inconstant and an idle sound, .... Gisb. 115.
Bright pennons on the idle winds were hung; . . L,a<m^ V. xv. 4.

(6) careless.

Weaving his idle words, Serchio^ 69.

(7) ^j. absol. those who do no work.
Weave robes,—let not the idle wear ; .... Men ofEng. VI. 3.

Idleness, n. indolence, sloth, inaction.
And children may inherit idleness^ Fr. Peo. Eng. 9.
From an eternity of idleness I, God, awoke \ . . Q. Mab^ Vll, 106.
That she was dreaming of our idleness^ .... Serchio^ 49.

*Idlers, n. triflers, unoccupied persons.
idlers find The jierfect shadows Ch. \si^ 11. 469.

Idly, adv. (1) carelessly, thoughtlessly.
But thy false care did idlyy/osx Its withered leaves Constant. II. 3.

mimic all we would believe With colours idly
spread,

—

Lift not, 4.

So spake they : idly of another's state .... /V. Athan. 1. 109.
Which mimicked, as with colours idly spread, . Prom. III. iv. 191.

(2) uselessly, ineffectually.

nor did he beat The hoar spray idly then, . . , Laon, I. xix. 7.

Yet idly reasoned what it saw ; Prom. III. iv, 22.

(3) gently, lightly.

theshriUsea-wind, whose breath /. stirredMyhair;

—

Laon, III. xxx. 3.

powerless as the wind That passeth idly by. . . Q. Maby III. 222.

(4) aimlessly.
Peeps idly into those Gorgonian eyes ; . . . . Medusa^ IV, 2.

The helm sways idly, hither and thither ; . , . Serchio, 3.

(5) without motion.
hangeth o'er the time-worn tower So idly, . . . Q. Mab^ rv. 14.

Idol, n. Fig. (1) object of belief or adoration.
Whose / has so long betrayed your impious trust. Laon^ 11. xiii. 9.

that its idoVs fee May be his very blood
j . . . vill. xiv. 7.

To his own Idol lifts his supplications vam. . x. xxvi. 9.

Even where his Idol stood ; x. xxxiii. 4.

with those who did despise His cradled Idol^ . . x. xxxiv. 5.

for a vain idol wrought Out of the fears .... XI. xvi. 8.

To their corrupt and glaring z'isfo/ fame, . . . Q.Mab.v.<^%.

(2) an object of deep affection.

should look Upon that idol Calderon^ i. 265.

The shadow of that idol of my thought B^ips. 268.

The very idol of its portraiture Fiordispina, 24.

(3) any treasured or valued thing.

The artist who this zV/t?/ wrought, GuitarJane, 43.

(4) figure, representation.

it is an inchanted phantom, A lifeless idol; . . Faust, II. 386.

:J:ldolatrons, adj. given to image worship.
To that idolatrous and adulterous torturer . . Ch. \st, I. 85.

Profane, idolatrous, popish, superstitious, . . . III. 13.

Idolatry, n. (1) worship.
if sin there be In love, when it becomes idolatry. Witch, Ded. VI. 8.

f2) Fig. overweening affection.

Vain idolatryI—\ saw, Calderon, II. y.

It is the dark idolatry of self, Laon, Vlll. xxii. 3.

Idols, n. Fig. (1) worships, faiths.

Darkened the thrones and idols of the West, . . Hellas^ 263.

(2) objects of belief and adoration.

The sons of earth to their foul idols pray, . . . Loon, ix. xxiv. 7.

^duxuea, n. a country between Syria and Arabia.

The Arctic Anarch sent, and Idumea's sand, . . x. v. 9.

*Ierue, n. Ireland.

from her wilds lerne sent The sweetest lyrist . . AdonaiSy xxx. 7,

If, hypothetical conj. ("l) in case that, in the event that.

IfOUT great Mother has imbued my soul . . . Alastor, 2.

His fancy on that spring would float, If some
invisible breeze might stir It's marble calm : Posa/. 185.

or ^eyes needs must weep, Couldmake their tears Witch, xvii. 4.

(2) on condition that.

That matter of the murder is hushed up Ifyou
consent Cenci, I. i. 2.

(3) supposing that.

T^he now lived he would be just her age ; . . . V. ii. 65.

To-morrow, 7/^thy kind feelings should not cease, Rosal. 71.

(4) with negative^ were it not that, unless.

Love were lust—7/"Liberty Lent not life its soul

. of light Hellas^ 41-

(5) with iteration as alternative= whether.
And ?/"I waked, or z/'I slept,- . ,.- Rosal. 1220.

(6) though.
Washed his lijght limbs as w^embalming them ; . Adonais, xi. ^.

Alas ! that all we loved of him should be, But for
our grief, as ifit had not been, xxi. z.

*I?nis-fatunB, n. a marsh-meteor.
I'll call an Ignis-fatuus to our aid : Faust, II. 22.

Ig-noble, a<^. base, despicable.
Ignoble hearts I Cenci^ v. iii. 27.

ISTnomiuy, n. disgrace, dishonour.
turning False pleasure to true ignominy. . . . Calderon^ III. 143.

Ignorance, n. (1) want of knowledge.
Puffed up with your own doting ignorance, . . i. 36.

And such is ignorance! l. 77.
we the more discover Our ignorance l. 99-
Or the dull sneer of self-loved ignorance, . . . Prom. ill. iv. 43.
unchanging laws Reproached thine ignorance. . Q- Mab, VI. 93.

„ „ „ „ „ „ . Sjiperstition, 22.

most serious names To hide its ignorance. . . Q. Mab, VII. 26.

this life Of error, ignorance, and strife, .... Sensit. PI. IV. 10.

What love of thine own kind ! What i. of pain ? . Skylark, 75.

(2) folly, stupidity.

Languor, disease, and ignorance dare not come ; Dcemon, 11. 10.

„ „ „ „ „ Q. Mab, IX. 10.

Of reasoned wrong, glozed on by ignorance, . . Prom. HI. iv. 167.

Deceit with sternness, ignorance with pride, . . Q. Mab, IV. 183.

scare All, save the brood of ignorance : ... v. 30.

Ignorant, adj. destitute of knowledge.
I know enough Not to be wholly ignorant. . . Calderon, I. 89.

*Ilex, €. adj. attr. composed of Ilex trees.

Shadowed by pine and ilex forests wide, . . . Marenghi, xv. 4.

''"Ilexes, n. evergreen oaks.
For the evergreen and knotted ilexes, .... Orpheus, 105.

Ilion, n. the citadel of Troy.
From Hion, and from the Trojan toils Cyd. 100.

Ill, n. (1) evil, wickedness.
All men who do or even imagine ill Fly me, . Apollo, III. 3.

That z7/ should never be imputed Calderon^ \. \y..

But z7/ must come of z"//.

—

Cenci, 1. va.. \$\.

She meant not any ill. II. i. 130.

Innocent lambs! They thought not any ill. II. i. 136.

And thus he is exasperated to ill. . . . . II. ii. 37.

Not who becomes the instrument of ill, . . . 11. ii. 158.

confusions strange Of good and ill/ . . III. i. 53.

yet recking not of good or r'//. iv. ii. 11.

The root crt all this ill is prelacy. Ch. ist, I. 102.

Suffering rbakes suffering, ill must follow ill. . . Fr. Satire, 36.

On various purposes of good or ill.... Horn. Merc, xxxiv. 3.

Let good to these, and ill to those be wrought xcil. 5.

That thus enchains us to permitted ill— . . . Julian, 171.

But man's own wilful ill. 211.

I think, speak, act no ill; ... . . . . 503.
no illmBy harm Thy Cythna ever— . ... Loon, II. mv. 6.

ill has become their gdod, iv. xxvi. 5. ••

O wherefore should ill ever flow from ill, . . V. sd. i.

Even as to thee have these done ill, v. xi. p.
Of anger turned to love from z7/ beguiled, . . . v. xvu. 4.
and worse Necessity Of hate and ill, VIII. v, 9.
Strange natures made a brotherhood of ill. . . -^— x. vi. 2.

Each one the other thus from ill to ill did lure. . X. vi. 9.

Or think that ill for HI should be repaid, . . . Marenghi, i. 2.

And good and ill like vines entangled are, . . . x. 3.

Good or ill, between ye fetand Mask, LXXXI. 2.

nought of ill his heart could understand, . . . Pr. Athan. l. 7.

And all best things are thus confused to ill. . . Prom.. I. 628.

Infecting all with his own hideous ill; . . III, iv. 148.

(2) calamity, misfortune.
forgetful of all r//. Adonais, vu. g.

but I fear some greater ill. Calderon, III. 169.

Some dreadful i. Must have befallen my brothers. Cenci, I. iii. 34.
the only ill which can find place v. iv. 99.
if earthly violence or «7/, Ginevra, 58.

The herald of the ill in splendour hid ! . . . . Hellas, 953.
And we agreed his was some dreadful ill . . . Julian, 525.

that «7/ might none betide him Or her;— . . . L,aon, V. xxx. 3.

In secret thought has wished another's ill}— . . V. xxxiv. 2.

and tameless scorn of i7/, IX. vii. 8.

Could doom her children to this ///, Rosal. 483.

(3) trouble, difficulty.

You are insane, Some z7/will come of this. . Cenci, i. iii. 94.

all z7/ is surely past . IV. iii. 65.

Such fear, as is the certainty of ill, . . . . Hope, Fear, 2,

Is it not wise to make the best of ill.>) .... Julian, 47.

May it be no ill to thee Prom. I. 227.

(4) harm, wrong.
whose intent, Although they did ill, was innocent. Sensit. PI. II. 48.

And then the Witch would let them take no ill: Witch, lxxvii. x.

(5) disease, malady.
An ill no doctor could unravel ; i Peter, I. iii. ;(.

Whether his »// were death or sin Rosal. 47,^.

Ill, adj. (1) evil, wicked.
that light by which ill spirits Cenci, in. it. 44.
///things Shall with a spirit of unnatural life Stir iv. i. 1S7.

in this ill world where none are true, v. iii. 6.8.
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Like its z7/ angel or its damned soul Hellas^ $20.

Wliicli seelcs a ' soul of goodness ' in things ill^ . Julian^ 204.
grown From human shape into an instrument Of

all things ill— Laon^ VH. viii. 5.

?arent still of an «// progeny. — xi. xv. g.

//joy, or doubt, or fear; xil. iv. 2.

the shame Of thine a?/ tyranny, Protit. I. 19.

///deeds, then be thou damned, beholding good ;
I. 293.

with which ('//thoughts Hide that fair being . . III. iv. 44.

r2) unfortunate, unlucky.
Whose dowry in ///hour I lent my father . . . Cenci^ II. ii. 20.

approaching m ill hour Cycl. 02.

Good night? ah ! no ; the hour is ill .... Good Nighty I. i.

(3) unpleasant, unhappy.
I returned With this ?// news, Cis««', ill. i. 310.

(^4) bad, unfavorable.
She faints : an ill appearance this IV. iv. 176.

(5) harsh, malicious.
/// tongues shall wound me V. iv. 150.

(6) unkindly.
tookest not my visits in ill part, Fhusl, I. 33.

(7) noxious, dangerous.
Snakes and ///worms— Marengki, xvi. 3.

and boughs That bore z7/ berries Prom. ill. iv. 38.

(8) disgraceful.

Nor jealousy, nor envy, nor ///shame III. iv. 161.

(9) of little use or value.
A spirit /// to guide, but mighty to obey, . , . IV. 408.

Ill, adv. (1) "with difficulty, barely.
Look on such pangs as terror ///conceals, . . Cenci^ l. i. no.
but one refuge from ills /// endured ; III. i. 202.

(2) wrongly.
I should have done /// to have burned down Troy Cycl. 703.

(3) poorly.
Will be but /// requited Rosal. 16.

(4) badly, incompetently.
So ill was the car guided— Triumph^ 105.

"^Ill-apportioned, c. adj. imperfectly ordered.
To judge with solemn truth, life's ill-appor. lot ? Ode Lib. xviii. 8.

*Ill-dissembled, c. adj. badly disguised.
With sullen guile of ill-dissefnbled hate .... Laon^ V. xxv. 5.

*111-omened, c. adj. unlucky, inauspicious.
And frantic priests waved the ill-omened cross . Q. Mab^ Vll. 229.

^inimitable, adj. without bounds.
Has seen above the illimitable plain, Dcsmon^ II. 94.

„ „ „ „ „ Q. Mab^ VIII. 89.

Ills, n. misfortuneSj troubles.
but one refuge from ills ill endured ; Cenci^ III. i. 202.
They jeer me in my ills CVr/. 096.
Blighting his being with unnumbered ///j, . . . iJcsmon, ii. 130.
But sternly she refused the ills of Love, . . . Horn.. Venus^ 22,

well might thej^ turn Even to the ills again . . Laon^ II. vii. 7.

We might survive all ills in one caress : . ii. xlviii. 4.
More need of words that ills abate ;— . . . . M. W. G. v. 3.

But such ills they never knew Mask, Li. 4.
Bliffhting his being with unnumbered ills, . , , Q. Mab, viii. 189.
if uls can find no cure from thee, Priutnph^ 328.
And all the ///p that wait on those Unf. Dr. 11%.

JIUume, V. I. tr, make bright, light up.
illume with dewy gems The lampless halls, . . Epips. 502.
The lake-reflected sun illume The yellow bees . Bro-m, I. 744.

II. intr. to light up, to brighten mentally.
To burn, to kindle, to illume Hellas, 69.

Illumed, V. tr. made cheerful.
never joy illumed my brow Unlinked with hope . Int. Beauty^ VI. 8.

^Illuminate, v. tr. light up.
illuminate His palace for this festival— . . Faust, ll. 114.

*IllTuniue, v. tr. ennoble, give grace to.

they illumine death And mock the merry worm Adonais^ xx. 4.
Was kindled to illumine this dark world

:

. Cenci^ iv. i. 122,

may Burst, to illumine our tempestuous day. . Engl. 18 19, 14.

Jllluminedj v. tr. (1) lit up, made brilliant.

The terrors of his eye illumined heaven . . . Prom. III. ii. 4.

(2) Fig. made glorious.
and illu?nined earth and heaven II. v. 28.

Illumined, pp. Fig. enlightened.
Whilst a thousand isles are illumined around, . Liberty^ II. 2.

lUnmined, ppl. adj. sparkling, glittering.

Or the ///«?«/««(/ dust of golden flowers ; . . . Faust, II. 103.
Pile on the floor of the illutnined sea. .... Prom. IV. 216.

Illumines, v. I. tr. lights up, makes bright,
swift as sun-rise, far illumines space, . . . Laony. Song, 4. 14.
One sun illumines heaven

; Ode Lib. VI. 13.

II. intr. gives light.

And warms not but illumines Epips. 285.
*Illumiug, pr. pple. giving light to.

illuming t\iQ abodes Of mortal men ffom. Sun, 11.
Will yon vast suns roll on Interminably, still il-

luming The night Q. Mab, VI. 18.

^Illumining, pr, pple. Fig. making pleasant or cheerful.
with her downward face ///««2/w/«!^my slumbers, Epips. 293.
which the waterfalls Illumining, with sound that

never fails 4^3.

Illusions, n. false appearances.
like those illusions clear and bright, Laon^ vii, xxii. g.

^Illustrated, v. tr. made clear or plain.

As brightly it illustrated her woe ; I. xvii. 4.

*Illustratinfir, ^r. ///.?. describing, setting forth.

illustrating the birth Of the bright Gods, . . Horn. Merc, lxxii. 7.

Illustrious, adj. (1) famous, noble.

A scheme devised the illustrious Argiphont. . XLix. 8,

(2) of extraordinary breed,

declare Of my illustr. b?ifers, where they are !
' XLii. 8.

'^'Ilseustein, n. the name of a mountain.
Which way comest thou ? Over Ilsenstein f . . Faust, ll. 162.'

flmagre, v. tr. (1) are like to, resemble.
on those eyes That image sleep in death, . . . Alastor.yoi.

Im-age the trembling calm of summer seas. . . Fr. A Soul, 7.

(2) picture, show.
nor aught Of earth may image forth its majesty. Dmm^n, I. 220.

image one who may have been long lost in death. Laon, V. xlvii. 9.

(3) reflect, give reflection of
7»ra^fi all their roof of leaves, Jane, Invitn, $1.

Image, n. (1) statue or figure.

And bears his image in loud jubilee Calderon, I. 9.

The third Image was drest In white wings . . . Laon, V. 1. 5.

Beside that Image then I sate, —— V. Ii. i.

the sun retumedthe steadfast j^aze Of the great 7. V. li. f.
the giant bones Of the dread image, CEdipus, II. ii. 62.

Andin the shrine an itnage sate, Rosal. 1056.
Lionel's own hand Had wrought the itnage. . -.— 1075.

(2) counterpart, likeness.

Kindle their image like a star Bridal, I. 3.

„ n „ ,
Epithal. {2) 2S.

freat God, Whose image upon earth a father is, Cenci^ 11. i. 17.

hou too, loathed image of thy cursed mother, . —^ II. i. 121.

Her image mixed with what she most abhors, . IV. i. 148.
to improve the image of his Maker Ch. 1st, I. 92.
Kindles their itnage like a star Epithal. 14.

Met his own image walking in the garden. . . I^otn. 1. 193.

(3) appearance, form.
the murky shades involved An image, .... Alasior, 661.
A mist, a light, ^xi image rose, Mask, xxvi. 2.

whose veil Robes some unsculptured image ; . . Mont B. 27.

Tremendous Image, as thou art must be , . . Pr-om. i. 246.
Seemed like the fleeting image of a shade : . . Vf^itch, xii. 3,

A living Image, XXXV. 6.

the Itnage lay With folded wings ...... xL. i.

(4) pictured representation.
With the bright itnage of the Queen of Heaven ; Hellas, 636. *

(5) remembered form or likeness.

Your image, as the hunter some struck deer, , . Cenct, I. ii. 12.

Blots one dear image out Jane, Recoil. 84.
Thine itttage with her memory dear— .... Laon, xil. xxiv. 8.

Her cursed itnage ate, drank, slept with me, . . CEdipus, i. 289.
Thy itnage ever dwelt on me ; Rosal. 1222.

(6) reflection, mirrored counterpart.
As the Moon's itnage in a summer sea Epips. 297.
The wrinkled image of the city lay, Even. Pisa, in. 2.

Paved with the image of the sky Julian, 67.
her bright itttage floated on the river ... . Laon, xi. iii. 6.
Its wrinkled image lies, as then it lay .... Ode Lib. vi. 2.

The itnage of a temple, built above, ... . Prom. in. iii. i6i.
vesper's itnage on the western main Q. Mab, iv. 24.
Till, like an itn. in the lake Which rains disturb, Rosal. 837.
And the sun's image radiantly intense .... Triutnpk, 345.
Circling the /?«a^e of a shootmg star, . . . .Witch,iA.2.
(7) an idea or conception of the mind.

some image of thy phantasy Calderon, III. 164.
can feign no itnage in my mind Cetzci, III. i. 108.
To nurse the itnage of unfelt caresses .... Fr. Unsat. 5.
Into one thought—one itnage—yes, for ever ! . . Laon, i. xli. 6.
Worshipped their own heart's itnage, x. xxx. 2.
Some phantom, some fairft itnage; Mont B. 47.
Is throned an Itnage, so intensely fair .... Ode Lib. Cane. 2.
Before whose itnage bow the vulgar great, . . . Q. Mab, v. 56.

(8) embodiment, representation, realisation.
As that most perfect image of God's love . . . Cenci, v. il. 68.
You speak the itnage of my thought Ch. ist, 11. 193.
An /mOjfc of some bright Eternity; . . . . Epips. 11$.
Making her but an image of the thought, . . Ginevra, 88.
Alas for thee ! Ittrnge of the Above Hellas, 987.
An awful itnage of calm power Prom. I. 296.
Thetis, bright /»*a^tf of eternity ! III. i. 36.
Its express image ; Rosal. 576.
I am the image of swift Plato's spirit, .... Sp. Plato, 4.

*Imaffed, v. tr. conceived, imagined.
But never fancy z'wo^erf such a deed Ctfw«', iii. i. 55.
Like omniscient power which he /. 'mid mortality ; EUg. Hills, 199.

*J.in.3.^Gdi, pp. (^1) reflected, mirrored.
Were /wia^e^/ by the water's love Jane, Recoil, yi.
But thine own fairest shadow imaged there ? . . Prom. ii. i. 112.
Those lovely forms imaged as in a sky ; ... in. jv. 83.
thine own features, imaged there ; Yet look, 9.

\^) moulded, formed.
Those imaged to the pride of kings and priests, . Prom. in. iv. 173.

*Xmageless, adj. inexpressible.
the deep truth is itnageless; h, j^, ng_

Y y 2
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;{;lxaaffery, n. (1) sculptured figures.

And populoiis most with living tmag^ery, . . . Prom. III. iii. 164.

(2) painting, sculpture, handicraft.

the antique and learned imagery Epips. 49S.

With imagery beautiful as oreara Loon. v. xxvi. 3.

Fit imagery to pave heaven's everlasting dome. , Ode Ldb. IX. 15.

(3) imitation, representation.
speak in feeble imagery^ Their own cold powers. . Alastor^ 709.
Staining that Heaven with obscene imagery . . Polit. Great. 8.

(4) tanciful forms.
As in the imagery of summer clouds, .... Ck. \st^ II. 468.

(5) phantasms of the brain.

Foul as in dream's most fearful itnagery . . . Laon^ vii. vi. 3.

Like a dream's dim imagery

:

Mask^ Lii. 4.

(6) dumb show, objective language.
By intercourse of mutual imagery Laon^ Vii. xxix. 7,

(7) show, appearance.
the wondrous »Mea^«rV Of this dim spot, , . . Unf.Dr.\%.
the woven imagery Cjf second childnood's swad-

dling bands, Witch^ Lxx. 5.

i-Ziiia^es, V. tr. mirrors, reflects.

Images all the woven boughs above, Alastor^ 459.

Zmacres, n. (1) sculptured forms, statues.

wild i»«o^M Of more than man, 117.

(2) reflections, mirrored counterparts.
her light fair feet Erased these images. .... Ginevra^ 27.

A thousand images of loveliness St. Epips. 26.

(3) memories, imaginations.
To 2«zOjf«s of the majestic past, Aiastor,62g.

(4) remembered forms.
sees In vacant chairs, your absent images, . . Gisb. 133.

(5) imaginations, phantasms.
multiply upon our shattered hopes The i. of ruin. Hellas, 643.

*I]nag'est, v. tr, representest figuratively.

Thou itnagest my life Alastor, ^05.

Xma^nation, «. (1) the mental creative faculty.

choke Ifnagination's Hight; ... .... Calderon, II. 37.

May sweep z'ffw^2'«a/z'(7« in its storm ; .... ——• III. iii.

and we trust Imagination with such phantasies . Cenci, II. ii. 84.
Till weak imagination half possesses The self-

created shadow II. ii. 142.

Then has thy rapt imagination soared .... Dmmon, i. 206.
That limits swift imaginaiion's flight, .... I. 243,
'tis like thy light, Ifnagination ! , Epips. 164.

Till dim imagination just possesses The half

created shadow Fr. Unsat. 6.

Will, Passion, Reason, ImaginaHofi, cannot die ; Hellas^ 797.
as much imagination As a pint-pot ;— .... Peter^ IV. viii. i.

thong'ht, passion, reason, willj Imaginatidn ? . . Prom. 11. iv. 11.

Thatbounds i'magination^s flight, ...... ^. Mab, li. 72.

(2) conception or plan.

In the imagination of an act Calderon^ ill. 113.

Xmag^e, v. tr. (1) conceive, think of.

All men who do or even i?nagifie ill Fly me, . . Apollo, III. 3.

All that vain men imagine or believe Julian, 44.
Even all that we im,agine^ a^e on age, .... Protn. I. 418.

Canst thou z/wtt^/wawhet-e those spirits live . . 11. ii. 64.

(2) suppose.
Though you may imagine That I know little . . Calderon, I. 246.

Woum imagine not they were Sepulchres, . . . Eug. Hills, 145.

Do not imagine this wifl get you off, Hotn. Merc. L. 6.

Dost /. We will but laugh into thy lidless eyes ? . Prom. I. j.78.

The heaven which I imagine^ Triumph, 333.

Ixuagined, v. tr. (1) conceived the idea.

in my sick dreams, That I imagined Cenci, in. i. 50.

(2) thought.
But I imagined that if day by day I watched him, Julian, 568.

Imagined, ppl, adj. imaginary, not real.

on an imagined ^ore^ Epips. 197.

A Form most like the iinagined\\2^\ta.nt , . . Laon^ v. xliv. i.

where Hope, near iVwo^/werf chasms, —— x. xlvi. g.

^Imaging, pr.pple. representing pictorially.

Imaging forth such perfect purity Witch, xxxvi. 8.

:J:littaginiiig, pr. pple. dreaming or thinking of.

Bitter to taste, sweet in imagining. Ginevra, 37.

^Imaginings, n. (1) visions, mental phantasies.

Strange as a dreamer's mad imaginings, . . . 8.

Dreams and the light ima^'nings of men, . . . Prom. l. 200.

And pale imaginings oi visiotied wrong ; . . . Witch, LXii. 4.

(2) thoughts, contemplaiions.

If to the human mind's imaginings Mont B. 143.

^Imans, n. a. large mountain in Scythia.

Like vultures frighted from Imaus Hellas, 50.

*Iml>ecile, adj. weak, feeble.

His stunted stature and imbecile frame Q. Mab, vili. 152.

:{:Im1ieGiUt7, n. folly, weakness.
Thou knowest his (V«(5^«7iVj''' ill. 17.

*ImT>iie, &. tr. give effect or tone to.

imbue Its desarts and its mountains, .... Pr. Athan. II. iv. 9.

imljned, //. Fig. steeped, permeated.
If our great Mother has imbued ray soul . . . Alastor^ 2,

*Xmbiies, V. tr. Fig. impresses.
Imbues his lineaments with dauntlessness, , . . Q. Mab, V. 220.

Imitate, v. tr. follow as pattern.
Him, every slave . . , Might imitate and equal. . V. 166.

^Imitating, pr. pple. aping, copying.
No longer imitating Pope, Peter^ VI. iv. 4.

*Immeasural)Ie, adj. A. Lit. (1) absolutely limitless.

Communed with the immeasurable world ; . Marengki, xxilf. 4.
Deep, imTneasurable, vast, Ode to Heaven, 3.

Islanded in the immeasurable air. ...... Serchio^ 45.
Sheets of immeasurable fire Unf. Dr. 22.

(2) practically boundless.
High over the immeasurable main. Alastor, iyg.

Feu into that imnteasurable void ...... 569.
To the shore of the immeasurable sea, .... Dcem.on, I. 190.

Those deserts oi immeasurable sand, . . . . Q. Mab^ VIII. 70.

(3) of time, that cannot be reckoned.

The secrets of the twweajwrn^^ pagt, .... I. 169.

(4) unrestrained, unqualified.

Shrieked, till they caught imm^easuraUe mirth— Laon^ I. xxxix. 7.

B. Ftg. (1) of vast extent.

Numberless and immeasurable halls, .... Alastor, 92.

(2) mentally limitless.

The wildering gloom of her immeasurable wings. Loon, IV. xxiv. 9.

^Immeasuralily, adv. beyond reckoning.
CxvcVxng intmeasurably iast, ... .... Alastor, 381.

ImmecUate, adj. absolute, direct.

Is scorned in his im.m^diate ministry, .... Ch. ist, II, 250.

"^Immedicable, ad/. {1) incurable.

a thousand wounds, and each Immedicable; . CEdipus, I. i6d.

(2) irremediable.
BvW, the ii9tmedicable plB.gae, ,-.... . /V-(7»«. II. iv. loi.

^Immemorial, adj. time beyond mind.
which has been Your immemorial right, . . (Edipus, II. L 42.

^Immense, n. immeasurable space.

Looked o'er the immense of Heaven. . . . Q. Mab^ 11. 39.

^Immense, adj. (1) huge, big.

The oak, Expanding its imm. and knotty arms, . Alastor, 432.

(2) of great space.
Through the abyss of an imtnense concave, . . Damon, i. 143.

Lay Uirough the midst of an immense concave, . Q. Mab, I. 232.

(3) of great amount.
If you should promise an immense reward, . Horn. Merc, xi.iv. 7.

(4) of inordinate size.

those vestiges immense., LIX. z.

(5) innumerable.
And earth's immense and trampled multitude, . Laon^ i. xxxi. 7.

*Immensity, n. vastnes5>

at whose involved immensity Dtstnon, I. 177,

at whose /^WOTCwjiXv Even soaring fancy staggers, Q. Mab, l. 260.

*Immerse, v. tr. envelope, pervade.
such glooms immerse That incommunicable sight, Laon, I, 1. 7.

*ImmerBed, //. (1) enveloped.
in its stream immers. The lamps of Heaven flash Adonais, xix. 5.

(2^ swallowed up, lost.

But Doth, tho' not distincter, were immersed . . Laon, ill. xxiv. 7.

flmmortEil, n. one not subject to death.

His state was like fhat of the immortal .... Peter, Vll. xii. 4.

That the Eternal, the Immortal, ... . Prom. Ii. iii. 95.

Immortal, adj. (1) ever-enduring, eternal.

And the immortal stars awake again ; . . . . Adonais, XXIX. 4.

arrayed In God's z?M/«(7r^o/ likeness . ... Cenci, ill. \i. 2^.

blazoned as on heaven's i'w««<9?'/a/ noon . . , Hellas., 22-^.

With all its cressets of zwwior/a/ fire, .... —— 773.

From her immortal head in Heaven shot forth, . Hom. Moon, 4.

yoked to her im. car The beam-invested steeds, . 12.

and the immortal Sun, . . - Horn, Sun, 9.

Man were immortal, and omnipotent, . . . Int. Beauty, IV. 3.

/»*»«??'/«/, all pervading, manifold, Z^ww, i. xxv. 7.

They pour fresh liffht from Hope's immortalvLrn ; l. Iviii. 8.

Thro' the lone paths of our immortal land. . . II. xxyi. 3.

has some immortal pov,'er Such purposes? . . . viii. iv. 7.

who scorn his will to wreak imfnortal -wrdth. . . viil. vi. 9.

Saw gape beneath the chasms of fire immortal, . x. xl. 3.

love and joy, for they imntortal seem. . . . xi, xvii. 9.

Since hope pursues tmntortal destiny — xii. xxx. 2.

Before the immortal Senate, xil. xxxi. 2.

A quenchless atom of immortal light, .... Prol. Hellas^ 109.

The warmth of an in^mOrtalyonth shoots down . Prom. III. iii. iJg.

Through the dim night of this immortal day

:

IV. 553.

Thou from whose iWrfwo^/a/ bosom, . . . . Proserp. \. 2.

and stood /wmor/a/ amid min ^.^05,1.138.
What is immortal thtre} Nothing— II. 115.

is among The things which are immortal, . . St. Wealth, 5.

O thou «»«?«cf/a/ deity 4 . 4 .. .... T^woFr.Invoc.i\.\.

(2 ) everliving, not subject to death, endowed with
immortality.

From her imm-ortal limbs he leaped full soon, . Hom. Merc. ill. 6.

Where the immor. oxen of the God Are pastured xii. 4.
the roasted meat Tempted him though immortal. xxii. 2.

Fell at the feet of the immortal child, .... ijcx. 3.

Pallas from her iww^or/a/ shoulders threw . . . Hom. Min. 17.

Thou art immortal, and this tongue is known . Protn. 1. 150.
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Prometheus ! Immortal Titan ! Front, i. 443.
the overpowering- light Of that (wwtjy/fl/ shape . ll. i.'tz.

Thou art imniortafy and this tongue is Icnown III. iii. \\\.
Where in bright bowers immortal forms abide . Wi'tcA, Lxril, 7.

(8) imperishable, destined to live in memory.
He died, Who was the Sire of an t'mmortal stra\n^ Adonais, IV. 3.
Shall itiake tmmartal miLny a glorious feat . . J/om. Moon, 27.
The shelter, from thy Sire, of an immortal name. Loon, Ded. xil. 9.
Like the bright shade of some imtnortal dream . 11. xxiii. 8.

to be the home of things immortal, vi. xxvii. 3,
Which make intmortal t\i& disastrous fame . . vilT. xvii.7.
Temples and cities and immortaliotms . . . Fi'oL Hellas. 35.
the progeny (W»M?r/fl/ Of Painting, Profn. ill. m. $^.
which bound Milton's /?ww2iJA-/a/ hair; .... Teraa Rima^xQ.
(4) of everla-sting succession, never ceasing.

And man, . . . stands Immortal upon earth : . . Dcemon, 11. 152.

11 ., n n » n • • Q- Mab.VlU. ill.

But they are still i?nmortal .... . . Hellas^ 201.
These are the immortal "^oxix^, Protn. II. iv. 140.

(8) never to be forsaken or given up.
and talked with him Of those immortal \\o^^ . Laon^ V. iv. 3.
Her quenchless words, sparks of immorial tnxthy Prol. Hellas, 97.

(6) never changing.
And hating good—for his immortal too^ . . . Laon, i. xxvii, 7.

And bind their souls by an immortal vow : , . x. xxix. 4.
Whom Britons own to be Immortal Queen . . . Nat. Ant. I. 7.

Immortality, n. (1) unending existence, future life.

May well infer our immortality. Calderon^ I. 171.
the path Which leads to immortality. .... Cenci^ ill. i, 125.
For in the fields of immortality Epips. 133.
one im-ntortality, And one annihilation. . . . 586.
Mocked with the curse of immortality. . . . Hellas, 151.

(2) perpetuity.
ever renew Their green and golden immortality. Epips. 469.
and the immortality Of this great world, . . .St. Epips. 163.
No death divide thy immortality Zticca, Ii. 8.

(3) exemption from oblivion.
robed in dazzling immortality. Adonais, XLVI. 4.
Grow, making love an imTnortality Gisb. 14.
that mock the eternal dead In marble immortal.^ Ode Lib. v. 14.

(4) something more than mortal.
Of light, and love, and /?«?«i3r^d//i?y/ . . , . Epips. 2^.
Nurslings of immortality/ Prom., i. 749.
(5) a period of inexpressible duration.

making moments be As mine seem—each an i.l Julian, 419.

^Immortalizing, ppl, adj. endowing with endless fame.
Death, the immortalising winter, ... . . Fr. Keats, 4.

:]:Immortally, adv. everlastingly.

As the garment of thy sky Clothes the world im.., Eug. Hills, 170.
Immortally must live, and burn Laon, IX. xxx. 3.
In hell's red lakes immortally, Rosal. 864.

*Inimortals, n. beings exempt from death.
Was filled with the sweet food immor. swallow, Hom.Merc. xli. 6.

the indestructible /?«?«i7r/a/j rushed . . , . LV. 4.
the Im.mortals Pass and repass forever, . . . LXV.3.
And how to the Immortals every one .... LXXiiI. i.

^Immovable, adj. (1) firm, rocklike.
with shield im,movable, . Cycl. 179.
and the immovable abyss Prol. Julias, 3.

{2) stagnated, insensible,

fell Into a death of ice, im.movable;— .... Epips. 316.

(,3) steadfast, resolute,
tears ceased to break From her immovable eyes ; Eaon, I. xviii. 4.

(4) incapable of movement, lifeless.

Sculptures like life and thought ; im., deep-eyed. 1. li. g.

^Immovably, adv. (1) fixedly, without motion.
Imntovably we stood—in joy I found, .... vi. x. i.

immovably Belted Orion hangs— . ... Pr.Athan. il. ii. 33.

(2) without altering its position or place.
The wrinkled image of the city lay, Im. unquiet, Even. Pisa, III. 3.
Its wrinkled image lies, . , . Intmovably unquiet ; Ode Lib. vi. 3.
Which rocked beneath, immovably; . . . Prom. i. 709.

Immured, pp. Fig. enclosed, shut in.

j?M?«M>TS(/ Within the prison of itself, Q. Mab,\\.^u
immured Within a splendid prison, III. 90.

^Immurement, n, environment, limitation.
The cha.ins of ea.rth^s imtnurement . . . ' I. 188.

*Immutable, adj. unchangeable.
Immutable, resistless, strong to save, . . . Laon, vil. xxviii. 8.

^Immutably, adv. without deviation, inalterably.
Immutably fulfilling Eternal Nature's law. . . Da:mon, I. 245.
Yet still fulfilled zw?«a^a$/y Eternal nature's law. Q. Mab, II. 75.

Imp, n. (1) a small demon.
With a favourite imp he began to chat, .... Devil, ill. 3.
With Flibbertigibbet, imp of pride, Peter, vi. xx. 7,.

(2) a term of scorn for a young man.
Nor that young imp, whom you have taught . Cenci, II. i. 131.

(3) a mischievous person.
ThatzOT^ofmaliceandmockeryshallbepunished. Ch. ist, 11.389.

Impale, v. tr. transfix perpendicularly.
No infidel children to impale on spears? . . . Hellas 244.
Impale the remnant of the Greeks ? despoil ! . . gjd

ilmpaled,//. See Impale.
who had bound Her meek calm frame, ere it was

yet impaled, Laon, iv. xix. 2.

Impaled in lingnring ^Tc : Prom. i. 612.

impalpable, adj. incapable of being felt.

the impalpable thin air III. iv. 100.

^Impanel, v. tr. summon, bring together.

But I must first impanelA jury CEdipus, I. 294.

4:lm.pa.nnelled, pp. summoned.
all impannelled against poor Archy Ch. \st, 11, 39S.

*Imparadise, v. tr. make perfectly happy.
All savage natures did im.paradise. Witch, vil. 8.

Impart, v. tr. communicate.
could her own faith impart. Laon, Vll. iii. 4.

Blush not for what may to thyself impart Stains VIIL xix. 3.

Whate'er he knew or felt he would impart^ . . /V. Athan. I. 48.

^ilmparted, v, tr. gave, afforded.
time z'?«^(a;?-/e</ Such power to me, Za£?M, vii. xxx. 4.

Impartial, adj. unbiassed, ^
Nature, impartial \j\ munificence, Q. Mab, V. 132.

Regardst them all with an impartial eye, , . . vi. 216.

imparting', pr. pple. giving, affording.
when the power of »w^ar/z'«^ joy iii. 11.

^Impassioned, adj. animated, expressive of passion.
Not music's most impassioned note Eyes^ 6.

the vast theme Of those impassioned songs, . . Laon, il. xxix. 4.
Weaving swift language froni impassion, themes, vi. i. 2.

^Impassive, adj. (1) calm, unbending.
But the free heart, the impassive soul . . . Hellas^ 680.
vainly strove To bind the impassive spirit ;— . . Q. Mab, III. 157,
With heart impassive by more noble powers . . v. 34,

(_2J moveless, quiet.

the smallest particle Of the impass. atmosphere, 11. 233.

Impatient, adj. (1) quick, restless.

Caught the impatient wandering; of his gaze. . . Alastor^ 300.
no heart will meet His with love s impat. beat ; , Eug. Hills, 29.

(2) eager, ready.
I am impatientHo undergo the test .... CEdipus^ II. iL 82.

Impatiently, adv. (1) restlessly, unwillingly.
As if her heart zVw/a/rew/A' endured Alastor, iix.

(.2) fretfully.

Impatiently said Melchior, Serchio, 62.

Impeacli, v. tr. hinder, detract from.
can impeach Our love, . . Ginevra, 63.

^Impede, v. tr. stay, obstruct.
Who shall impede her flight ? Hellas, 946.

*Impeded, v. tr. hindered, stayed.
zw/^cfei/suddenly My goingon. Matilda, 2-].

*Impel, V. tr. to urge onwards.
You think to impel, . Faust, 11. 31^.

^Impelled, pp. urged onwards, driven.
and are yourself impelled. n, 315.
Till like two clouds into one vale impelled . . Triumph, 155.

*Impels, V. tr. urges forward.
in its ebb and flow Impels the g-enerations . . Prol. Hellas, 26.
Soft emotion Attracts, impels them : Prom. 11. ii. 51.

*Impendin^, ppl. adj. tlireatening, imminent.
Rich in reversion of ijnpending death, .... Hellas^ 903.

^Impenetrable, adj. A. Lit, that cannot be pierced, im-
pervious.

Impenetrable by the noonday beam, Calderon, I. 218.
Massed into one impenetrable mask ; , . . Unf. Dr. 21.
B. Fig, (1) not susceptible of reason.

Hide not in proud im-Penetrable gnef . . . Cenci, in. i. 105.
(2) irrefragable.

clothed in armour of impenetrable scale ! . . . Naples, 68.
impenetrably, adv. so as to defy knowledge, closely.
How many hearts impenetrably veiled, Beat

underneath its shade Laon^ V. ii. 6.

Imperial, d!,^'. (1) royal.
draw with mighty will The ?OT/e?'zfl/shade hither, Hellas, 861.
but say. Imperial shadow of the thing I am, 900.
I would not climb the ;?»/tf?'/a/ throne

;
. . I would, $.

Of the Imperial Honse, now desolate, . . Laon, v. xx. fj.

Be thou like the imperial Basilisk . . . Naples, 83.
they are all imperial pigs, CEdipus, i. ^04.
By this imperial crown of agony, Prof.Hellas., 89.
the imperial tent of their great Queen . . Witch^ Liii. \.

(2) majestic, grand.
the aspect bore Of some imperial metropolis, . Fr. ofDream, 6.
The sound As ofthe assault of an imperial city, Hellas, 815.
And ye who attend her itnperial carj .... Ode, Arise, ig.
Man, the imperial sha.^^, then multiplied . . Ode Lib. in. i.

My imperii mountains crowned witn cloud, . Prom. iv. 346.
Imperial Rome poured forth her living sea . . Triumph, 1 13.
and man's imperial \<iW\

\ Witch, xix. s.

(3) noble.
Her citizens, imperial %^\t\X%, Hellas, 700.
Lady, whose im,p. brow Is endiademed with woe. Inv. Mis. II. 4.

Imperious, adj. commanding, haughty,
let your echoes talk Of my imperious step . . Cenci, l. i. 144.
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one with white hair, and imperiotis brow, . . Cenciy III. i. 71.

The zwi^grzoiM- inquisition of his looks .... in. i. 275.

the eyes that dart Imperious inquisition . . Ginevra^ 67.

Her mien had been i-mperious^ Julian^ 600.

*Imperislia'ble, adj. (1) enduring, not liable to decay.
Imperishable as this glorious scene, DcBfnon^ I. 187.

Spirit of Nature ! thou ! I-mperish. as this scene, Q. Mad, i. 270.

Bathed my itnperishable front Vll. 184.

Establishing the zw/er'/jAflJ/e throne Of truth, . Vll. 346.

(2) untiring, never ceasing.
Hath soul's intperishdble energy MotherSfSon^ i. 7.

(3) ever-renewing, recrudescent.
Surviving still the intperishdbU change . . , Q. Mah^ V. 3.

*Imperisliat)le, as n. that which is unchanging.
To the intense, the deep, the imperishable^ . . Epips. 391.

*Impertmexice, n. (1) useless, absurd.
'tis impertinence To write what none will read, . Faust, II. 290.

(2) rudeness, ill manners.
That for his damned impertinence, . . . . Peter.^ V. xvii. 3,

Impertinent, adj. irrelevant.

Some senseless and impertinent x^'^y. . . IIafn.Merc.L.xxxill.4.

Impetuous, adj. (1) violent, not to be withstood.
Now like the ... of impetuous fire, Adon. Cane. 3.

You hear but see not an impetuous torrent . . Cenci, III. i. 258.

And now relaxing its im.petuous flight, .... Loon, I. viii. 5.

Be thou me, impetuous one ! Ode W. Wind, V. 6.

Like reeds which auiver in impetuous floods ; . Pr. Athan. I. 64.
Breasting the whirlwind with impetuous flight, . Witch^ XLV. 6.

Beneath, the billows . . . Indignant and i-mpetuous^ XLVI. 7.

(2) vehement or violent in feeling.

Passion's divinest stream had made impei. way. Loon, I. lix. 9.

Such pride as from impetuous love may spring, . Otho, II. 7.

^Impetuously, adv. (1) swiftly, in blind haste,

rush ifnpetuously To meet the evil ones ; • • • Paust, II. 236.

Phoebus im.petuQusly Sought high Cyllene's
forest-cinctured hill, Horn.. Merc, xxxvill. 2.

impetuously Rush from the crest . . . . Horn. Min. 8.

A western Crescent, borne im.petuously. . . Horn. Moon, 15.

(^2) eagerly, ardently,
should question most im.petuously Its hidden

soul, Horn. Merc. Lxxxiii. z.

(3) passionately.
her whole frame im.petuously possest Loon, II. xlvii. 9.

(4) blindly, eagerly.

she grasps it impetuously, Vis. Sea, 160.

Impious, adj. (1) profane, unholy,
that thy false, impious words Tempt .... Cenci, I. i. 125,

nor impious rites Wrest man's free worship, . . Ch. ist, IV- 32.

sanguine thrones and impious altars quaked, . Pr. Milton, 5.

Whose Idol has so Jong betrayed your imp. trust. Laon, 11. xiii. g.

because an ijupious race had spurned . . . x. xxxv. 6.

Were it not ifnpious, said the King, Xli. xii. i.

Impious to keep it, say! xil. xii. 2,

By thy most im.pious Hell, and all its terror ; . Ld. Ch. xi. i.

(2) wicked, infamous.
What, although tyrantiy and impious hate . . Cenci, I. lii. 100.

Retire thou impious man ! I. iii. 146-

After that impious feast the other night . , . • II. ii. 29.

Curses upon him, The impious tyrant ! . . . Ch. \st, I. 94.

Ifnpious in heart and in tyrannic act, , . . HI. 14.

Some impious and abominable meal .... Cycl. 35.

And place no ifnpious food within thy jaws. . 269.
Under the cruel gfrasp of one impious man. . 335.
sawest thou the impious Polypheme 370.
and leave for ever The impious Cyclops. . . . 436.
Proud umpire of the i-mptous game, Hellas, 447.
Imposture s impious toils round each discordant

shrine Laon, II. viii. 9,

Well didst thou loosen on this impious City . . x. xxix. 1.

By those most im-p. hands which dared remove . Ld. Ch. xiv. 3.

disenchanted Of many imp. faiths—wise, just— . Marenghi^ VI. 5.

Strip every impious gawd, Naples, 93.

O, that the free would stamp the intpious name Ods L.ib. XV. i.

A scoff of impious pride from fiends impure ; . xvi. 5.

Those ifnpious pigs, Who, by frequent squeaks, (Edipus, 11. 1. 25.

^Implanted, //. (1) fixed, set out.

far tents im.pianted Upon the plain, ...... Laon, vi. xxiii. 7.

(2) Fig. inculcated, instilled.

Leave the self-contempt implanted Prom., i, 510.

^Implants, v. tr. Fig, sows or sets.

2>»/&»/<s' a deadlier thorn Moonbeam, 11. g.

the sting Which retributive memory implants . Q, Mab, I. 174.

Implements, n. arms.
mixed with my cheeses lie Their implem-ents; . Cycl. 204.

^Implicated, ppl. adj. entangled, mingled together.

The meeting boughs and implicated \e2.ves . Alastor, 426.

He taught the 2'»«^//c(z/ei/orhits woven . . . . Prom. li.'w.Zj.

Implore, v. tr. (1) beg, entreat.

Bernardo even now is eone to ifnplore The Pope Cenci, v. iv. ^i.

That which from thee they should ifnplore:— Pr.Athan.\\.\v,\6.

(2) Fig. hope for or expect.
Most vainly must my weary brain implore . . Rosal. •j'ji^.

Implored, v. tr. begged, prayed.
/««^/i3>V(/The poor man's God Q. Mab,u. i^Z'

Implorest, v. tr. beggest, entreatest.

and aye ;'?«//ci?-&y^ That Pr. Athan. ll,\\. 15.

Import, n. (1) meaning.
The words of mystic ??«^(7r/ Calderon, i. S3'

(2) consequence, importance.
Must answer charges of the gravest import^ . , Cenci, IV. iv. 12,

Importance, fi. moment, consequence.
upon business Of some importance, Calderon, I. 6y.

in things of great importance .... . . I. 177.

Important, adj. momentous, weighty.
A most important BvAii&ct, trifler, this . . . Hofn. Merc. L.VI. 1.

Imported, v. tr. signified.

The will Imported, that if e'er again Rosal. 485.

Imports, V. tr. concerns, is of interest to.

Favour me, Sir ; it much imports your house . Cenci, IV. iv. 77.

Importunate, adj. tiresome, troublesome.
What sound of the («?^tfr/«wfl^£ earth , . , . Hellas, gi^.

Importune, v. tr. press, solicit pertinaciously.

Importune him with prayers Cenci, V. iv. 35.

Imposed, v. tr. put as a duty.
Took as his own, and then imposed on them : . Triumph^ 20.

^Impossibility, n. hopelessness.
th' impossibility Of compromise ; Calderon^ i. 261.

Impossible, adj. (1) that cannot be sustained.

On impossible And false hypothesis ... . I. 188.

(2) impracticable, impervious.
is the lady Ifnpossible to hope i. 268.

(3) out of the question.
I saw him. 'Tis ifnpossible; ill. 160.

Impostor, M. (1) one who assumes a false character.

To tyrant or impostor bids them rise, . . Laon, I. xxx. 6.

(2) a deceiver.
Offspring of May, impostor Mercury ! . . Horn. Merc. Lxxv. 8.

Find wealth,— let no impostor heap ; ... Men ofEng. VI. 2.

(3) Fig. a falsehood, a pretence.
Which thinks thee an impostor. ...... Cend, IV. i. 180.

Impostors, ft. (1) deceivers, pretenders.
conquerors and ifnpostors false and bold, . , Laon, Vlll. xvii. 8.

(^2) humbugs, pretenders.
The excellent impostors of this earth .... Julian^ 242.

Thou art not, as impostors say, Mask, Llil. i.

^Imposts, n. taxes, duties.

the gross sum of the ifnposis ; Ch. 1st, II. 274.
It is enough to expect from these lean imposts . 11. 283.

"^Imposture, n. falsity, false teaching.
Im. impious toils round each discordant shrine. . Laon^ II. viii. 9.
ifnposticre Recites till terror credits, . . Q. Mab, II. 159.

^Impostures, n. frauds, cheats.
Of thine impostures, which must be their error— Ld. Ch. xi. 3.

:{:Impotence, n. (1) weakness, imbecility.
Where care and sorrow, impotence and crime, . Dismon, 11. 9.

,, „ „ „ „ ., . Q. Mab, IX. 9.

Whose ifftpotence an easy pardon gains, . . . Dmrnon, 11. 288.

„ „ „ „ „ . . Q. Mab, IX. 195.

(2) feebleness, incapacity.
the ifnpotence that binds Her childhood now, . Laon, II. xlvi. 7.

And I lay struggling in the impotence Of sleep, . III. vi. i.

Even throned Evil's splendid impotence, , . . Vii. xxxvi.3.
with impotence of will They whe^, .... Trium.ph, 170.

(3) inability, incompetence.
Defiance at his ifnpotence to harm .... Q. Mab, Vll. 300.

Impotent, adj. (1) helpless.

And impotent their tongues they lolled .... Laon, VI. xvi. 9.

And whatso'er, when force is impotent, . . . ix. xiii. 4.
Vain his loud threat, and impotent his frown ! Q. Mab, VI. 63.

(2) feeble, weak.
They mock weak matter's ifnpoteni control, . M. N. Ravail, 44.

(8) absurd, childish, useless.

Adds im.potent eternities to pain, Q. Mab, Vll. 250.

^Impoverish, v. tr. make poor, strip of property.
As to im,poverish those who most adorn . . Ch. isi, II. 318. .

^Imprecate, v. I. tr. call down, pray for.

Did imprecate quick ruin, and it came Cenci, iv. i. m.
On me and mine I imprecate The utmost torture Prom.. \. 278.

II. intr, pray, beg.
one blessing which thou ne'er Didst im.prec. for, Julian, 438.

*Imprecating', pr. pple. calling down, praying for.

imprecating OVL his prostrate slaves Rapine, . Calderon, 11. 140.

^Imprecation, n. curse, malediction.
Axid my 6&e.-^ imprecation/ C?«c/, iv. i. 145.

Impregnable, adj. (1) not to be upset or altered.

\( \t yv&ce. impregnable hy cova^osxtxon— . . . CA. u/, 11. 397.

(2) not to be surmounted.
And walW«(/«!^w^& of beaming ice Mont B. 106.

*Impregnably, adv. (1) Lit. in an unconquerable manner.
Who outwall, bastioned ifnpregnably . . . Hellas, 774.

(2) Fig. indestructibly.

And build themselves again impregnably . . . 1004.
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Impress, v. tr. (1^ stamp or mark.
he did int. On the green moss his tremulous step, Aiastor^ 515.
Who with unwearied feet could e'er impress The

sand Horn, Merc, xxxvil. 7.

(2) Fig.
impress us from a seal, Ode Lib. xiii. 14.
the they ever impress The light sand which

paves it, consciousness
; Sensii. PL I. 104,

Impress, «. memory, influence.
The impress of thy being kept ; Rosal. 1219.

Impressed, v. tr, bestowed, set.

and on my lips impressed a lingering kiss, , . Laon^ I. xlii. 9.

Impressed, pp. (1) stamped, set a mark.
He has impressed wherever he did range. . Horn. Merc. LVII. 8.

(2) Fig. affected mentally.
its traces has impressed not Calderon^ ill. 27,
I think I never was iWjSrejjef/ so much ; . . . Julian

^
^i-j.

Impression, n. mental effect.

And when I knew the impression he had made, Cenci^ in. i. 322.
such impression his words made Julian^ 299,'
Made for long years impression on my mind. . 581.

Imprinted, pp. Fig. impressed, fixed.
All things have been ??«i^?-/«/e(^ there, .... Q. Mab^ wi. $^.

Imprisoned, pp. A. Lit secured in a gaol.
both imprisoned for my sake Caideron, III. 95.And be imprisoned within Lancaster Castle . . Ch. \st^ HI. 5.

B. Fig. confined, not free.
the poor sprite is Imprisoned^ for some fault GuitarJane^ 38.
in wnich the wave Imprisoned^ boiled .... Laon^ vil, xii. 4.

Imprisoned, ppl. adj. Fig. clasped or held in the hand.
Kept these im.prisoned children of the Hours . Question^ V. 5.

Imprisonment, n. confinement in a gaol.
To death, im.prisonment^ and confiscation, . . Ch. isi, II. 231.
Scorn, mutilation, and imprisontHent. .... in. 26.

j:lmprove, v. tr. satir. to make more beautiful.
thinks to improve the image of his Maker . .

Improves, v. tr. makes more happy or better.
and all That tempers or im-pro-ues man's life, . Prom.. III. iii. 48.

Imps, n. small inferior demons.
Many imps in attendance were there on the wing, Devil^ IX. 3.

Xmpndence, n. assurance, inordinate boldness.
which they must be in impudence^ . .

'

. . . Cenci., I. i. 94.
"UvAi^zxA oi impudence I Faust^ ii. 351.
clothed in your I'w/Mt/eMce ^ Hom.Merc.ixvi.T

.

Impudent, adj. Fig. immodest.
The impudent lamps ! for they blushed not red,

Impugn, V. tr. call in question or doubt.
to im-pugn the unity Of the high Gods ; . .

How can I impugn So clear a consequence ? .

Who, by frequent squeaks, have dared impugn
impulse, n. (1) sudden influence.
Rolled back its impulse on hisvacant brain. . . Alastor^ 191,
some impulse made my heart refrain From

seeking her

(2) inclination, mental force.
A strong ifnp. urged His steps to the sea-shore.
A restless impulse urged him to embark . ,

Not the strong imp. hid In those flushed cheeks,
for I Yield to the impulse of an infancy , .

scarcely drew One irnpulse of her being— .

where some sudden impulse calls Following.

(3) momentary determination,
and with one impulse^ suddenly , . . .

(4) forward force or movement.
In the suspended impulse of its lightness,
which soon will lend An impulse swift .

availed to drive With quickening impulse^
and then his impulse did arrest. . , .

and share The 2'm^«/je of thy strength, . „. „
The im.pulse of an altered wind, Rosal. 816.
twelve rowers with the impulse of thought . . Vis. Sea. 153.
And every impulse sent to every part .... Zucca^ ix. 7.

'^'Impulses, n. active thoughts, inclinations, aspirations.
Sent to his heart its choicest im.pulses, .... Alastor. 70.
Surrendering to their final zw^m/jsj 638.
Of kindliest human z»2^«^'^j respond : . . . . Ltcemon, u. 105.

Blest from his birth with all hlandi impulses^

Ministrant to all blissful intpulses: .

(Bdipus, I. 235.

Calderon^ i. 176.
1. 200.

CEdipus^ II. i. 26.

,
Laon^ V. Ivii. 6.

, Alastor^ 274.
. 304-

415-
. . Gisb. 73.

. Laon. II. xxiii. 3.

. Rosal. 179.

, . Laon^ III. X. 6.

. , Epips. 76.

. . Laon^ I. xxxiv. 9.

. . VI. vi.^.
. VI. xxii. 9.

OdeW. TVind,iv.4.

. Q- Mad,' viii. 100.

. Vcem-on, 11. 141.

. Q. Mab, VIII. 200.
. Vcsmon^ II. 225.

^» , M It n Q. Mab, IX. 133.
Such zm-pulses withm my mortal frame Arose, . Laon^ 11. ii. 2.
all resigned To pleasurable impulses^ . . . . Q. Mad 11 61

mp. pre
of sublunary things,

prepare A life of horror , V. 192.
VI. 154.
VII. 227.

VIII. 175.
IX. 80.

youth's corrupted ifn-

feels The impulses of ^ ,„.
Confirming all unnatural impulses,
Which all internal impulses destroying, . . .

Those delicate and timid impulses
*Impunity, n, freedom from consequences.
he said that you Bought perilous impunity . . Cenci I. i. 6.
with impunity May sate the lusts Q, Mad, Vll. 115.

Impure, as n. (1) imperfect.
the impure And frail, from what is clear . . . Epips. 176.

(2) evil, vile.

those slaves impure, Each one the other thus . Laon, x, vi. 8.

A scoff of impious pride from fiends im.pure ; , Ode Lib. xvi, 5.

(3) clouded, dirty.

Water of purest hue On earth, would appear
turbid and im,pure Matilda, 29.

^Imputed, pp, ascribed or attributed.
That ill should never be imputed. Calderon, I. 131.

tn, prep. (1) denoting manner.
And the yeai^ . . . /» a shroud of leaves dead. Is

lying. AututHn, i. 4.
He bound them in a lump with withy twigs. . Horn.. Merc. Xlll. 8.

(2) signifying personal state, condition or enjoyment.
But vainly wouldst stand forth alone in strife . Prom. l. 361.
/« the sweet depth of woven caresses, . . . . Rosal. io-i,\.

As /« that trance of wondrous thought Hay, . . Triumphy \v.

(3) denoting concomitant condition.
The mettled horses in the torchlight stir . . . Ck. ist, l. 144.
All night he worked in the serene moonshine— ffofn.Mercxxiv.i.
(4) denoting how.

She went, ever singing. In murmurs as soft as
sleep ; Arethusa, I, 15,

I thought never to speak again, Not even in
secret,— Julian, 474,

To me that cup has been dealt in another
measure. St. Dejection, III. g.

(5) under the influence of.

Andhalfiw hope, and half /« fright, Mar. Dr. 11.^.
hopes and fears, which fade and flee In the light

of life's dim morning. That time, II. "j,

(6) denoting locality,
I have made my bed In chamels and on cofllns, Alastor, 24,
/« the bowers of mossy lonelinesses Rosal. 1029.A Sensitive Plant in a garden grew, Sensit. Pf.i. 1.

(7) denoting locality of a person.
1 could have almost wept To think I was in Paris, Ck. ist, 11. 15.
You are now In London, . . . .... Gisb. 193.
As I lay asleep in Italy Mask, i. i.

(8) by way of.

And gave him m return the glittering lash, Horn. Merc. Lxxxv. 1.

(9) denoting division or participation.
How sweet! did any heart now share in my

emotion St. Dejection, w.q.
(10) =to.

^
. y

But laid in sleep, my wakeful pain Rosal. 358.
(11) with or amongst.

It needed all my interest in the conclave . . . Cenci^ i. i. 4.
(12) denoting time= at or during.

All in the self-same hour of the same night ; , . i. iii. 64.
(13) through or by.

Was stabbed /w-error by a jealous man, . . . i. iii. 63.
(14) denoting design, tendency or purpose.

But I delight in nothing else i. j. 81.
In, adv. (1) =over.
Would the dust Were covered in uponmy body now ! Julian, 316.
(2) signifying restraint = back.

These the Queen of spells drew in, . . . . Q. Mab, l. 63.

(3) signifying interference.
Tyrants rushed in, and did divide the spoil. . . Prom. I. 654.
(4) with out. a. hither and thither.

in and out, As the thistle-beard on a whirlwind
sails— Mar. Dr. xvi. 4.

o. into and out of a place.
And the strange crowd that out and in Passed, . Rosal. 903.

Inaccessi'ble, adj. A. Lit. not to be reached or attained.
Whose aery dome is inaccessible, Laon, VII. xii. 8.m its tranquillity Remote, serene, and inaccess. : Mont B. 97.
Bursting their inaccessible abodes Of crags . . Naples, 130Or utmost islet inaccessible, Ode Lib. vili. 3.
B. Fig. uninfluenced by.

inaccessible To avarice or pride, Alastor, 89.
^Inaccessibly, adv. in a manner that cannot be reached.
O stream! Whose source is («ac(afjji'd/v profound, Alastor, kox.
Serene and inaccessibly secure, Deemon i. 286.
Spread far around Biiia inaccessibly Its circles? . Mont B\ $6.
tnacces. Hemmed in with rifts and precipices grey. Witch, xlix. 6.

'''Inane, n. void space.
Pinnacled dim in the intense inane Prom.. Ill, iv. 204.

*Inane, adj. meaningless.
in some inane and vacant smile. Cenci, lii. i. 277

"^Inanimate, adj. (1) soft, gentle.
The ?"«a«z'7«a/e winds enamoured of thee? . . Profn.w.y a?

(2) lifeless.
^''

On the living sea rolls an inanimate bulk, . Vis. Sea, 32.
*Inarime, n. the island of Ischia.
From that Typheean mount, Inarime .... Naples, 44.

^Inarticulate, adj. (1) indistinct, broken.
Then it was I ^Nhose. inarticulate words . . . Cenci, 11. i. 112
(2) dumb, without speech.

And the inarticulate people of the dead, . . . Prom., x. 183
*Inarticulately, adv. indistinctly, imperfectly.
when inarticulately A child would talk . . . Gisb. 185.
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*Inaudi1)l7, adv. without being heard.
Its awful hush is felt inaudibly Summer-Evg.i^.

:|:InaTi8piol<nis, adj. ill-omened.
With inauspicious thunderings Calderon, II. 138.

'Inborn, attj, natural, inherent.
Their inborn thirst of death ;

Witch, VII. 3.

*Inbred, culj. native, born of itself.

By inbred monsters outraged Loon, XI. xxii. 7.

:|:inca,ntatiou, n. (1) Lit. a magical formula.

,

X know a famous Orphic incantation .... Cyct. 650.

(2) Fig.
And, by the 2«(ra»/a//<?« of this verse, . . . Ode W. JVtnd^v.g.

Incapable, adj. {!) powerless.
Bewildered, and incapah/e, Ginevra^ 4.

(2) unable.
incapable To add one mite to gold-fed luxury : Mother ^ Son, I. 8.

(3) without mental capacity for.

Incapable ofjudgment, hope, or love "i . , . . Q. Mab, IV. 256.

*Incapacities, n. uselessness, incompetency.
Is heir to all his mca^flwVz^i-/ Cencz\ ll.u. ii.

'{^Incarnate, as n. the Deity in form of man.
Since the Incarnate came : humbly he came, . Q. Mab, VII, 163.

Incarnate, a^". embodied.
Lone as incarnate death ! .... ... Alasto^, 681.

A Vision like incarnate April, Bpips. 121.

*Incarnation, n, embociiment in human form.
Soft as an Incarnation pf the Sun, , . . . 335.
like an Incarnation Of the To-come ; .... Hellas. 853.
and the fiery incarnation Is yet withheld, . . . Prol. Hellas^ 15.

Waiting the incarnation^ which ascends, . . . Prom. III. i. 46.

^Incarnations, n. Fig. embodiments.
Splendours, and Glooms, and glimmering /wcarw. Adonais^ xiii. 3.

Like incarnations of the stars xx. 3,

Incense, n. Fig. fragrance.
the dewy lawn, Offering sweet i. to the sun-rise, . Dcenton, li. 89.

„ „ „ „ „ . Q. Mab, VIII. 83.
Will worship thee with incense of calm breath . E^ips. 378.
Scatter their hoarded incense Ginevra, 126.

Where boughs of/, droop over the emerald wells. L,aon^ ll. xxv. 9.

With orient incense lit by the new ray .... Triumph^ 12.

*Incense-bearin^, c. adj. fragrant breathed.
With incense-bearing forests, Laon, xii. xix. £.

*Incense-blossoms, c. n. sweet smelling blooms.
Round western isles, with incense-blos. bright, . Con. Sing. iv. 10.

Incessant, adj. continuous, unceasing.
Flashing incessant meteors Damon, l. 147.

„ ,, „ ,,
Q. Mab^ I. 230.

And the incessant hail with stony clash . . . WiUh^ L. 3.

Incessantly, adv. (1) without stopping.

the Eagle sailed Incessantly—- . . . -. - . Loon, i. x. 3.

(2) continually, repeatedly.

Incessantly renewing their blithe .quest, . . . Matilda., 15.

(3) without intermission.

Of that great crowd sent forth incessantly . - Xriumph, 527.

Incest, n. sexual intercourse of very near relatives.

One more, Is incest not enough ? Peter^ VI. v. i.

Incestnous, adj. Fig. guilty of incest.

That incestuous pair, Bug. Hills^ 252.

Incestuous Change bore to her father Time, . . Witch, i. 2,

Inch, n. (1) Ltt. the 12th part of a foot measurement.
A desperate opposition inch by inch .... Ch. 1st, ll. 272.

He has not half an inch of wholesome fat . . CEdipus, I. 85.

(2) Fig. by slow degrees.

Crawling inch by inch on them, ...... Vis. Sea, 93.

Incbant, v tr Fig. to charm, to delight.

to iKc/ifl«/ The faiths of men : Z-auw, V. xliv. 3.

Inchant. (See also Enchant, Enchanted, &c.)

Incbanted, v. intr. Fig. charmed, pleased.

Of looks and words which ne'er /»c^fl«/^i/ yet ; . Ginevra, 121.

Inchanted, pp. (1) under the influence of magic.

this mountain Is all inchanted^ Faust^ II. 37.

(2) Fig. influenced, turned.

which are inchanted To music Laony Vi. xxiii. 5.

Inchanted, ppl. adj. (1) under the influence of magic.

h is an inchanted pnsLTitom, Faust, ti. ^S^;.

Prom 'Brospero^s inchanted ceW, GuitarJantyi'j.

Earning bright spoils for her inchanted dome ; . Laon, Ded. l. 4.

Rearedin the cities of ^MC-^a«/^^flf land: .... I. xlix. 3.

To some inchanted music they would dance— . Marenghi, xx. 5.

Pour forth the sound like inmanted wine, . . Music, 1pant, i. 3.

{2") Fig. charmed, delighted.

To the inchanted waves that child of glory sung. Laon, II. xxviii. 9.

The *W<^fl«/e-af heart could hear, Lerici, 12.

*Inchanter, n. Fig. a magician, a wonder worker.

Stagnate like ice at Faith, the inchanter's word, Laon, IX. xxiii. 8.

inchanters, n. pi. of Inchanter.

And Sense and Reason those inchanters fair, . IX. xxxii. 2.

*lnchantest, v. tr. Fig. charmest, delightest.

inchaniest The mutinous air and sea : . . , . Naples, 54.

Inchantment, n. overpowering influence.

rent and cloven By the iwc>^fl«//»tf«^ of thy strain. Con. Sing. 11. 6.

Inchantments, n. Fig. (1) skilful ministrations.
Thro' the inchantrnents of that Hermit old ;- , . Laon, IV. vii. 3.

(2) charms, delights.

That by her own inchanttnents overtaken, . Horn. Venus, 43.

Indhants, v. tr. Fig. charms or delights.
from its secret source inchants Young hearts . . Laon^ VI. xli. 5.

^Inclement, adj. harsh, cold.
Be journeying on in this inclement air Ch. ist, I. 42.
And for your own take the inclement air ; . . . Fr, Peo, Eng. 4.

Inclined, pp. well-disposed.
You are inclined then to this business ? . . . . Cenci^ IV. ii. 25.

Inclines, v. tr. (1) tends towards, favours.

Compelling thee to that which it inclines . . . Calderon, ill. 123.

(2) disposes, influences.

That you urge, dear Strafford, Inclines me rather Ch. ist, 11. 320.

Inclosed, pp. contained, centred. (See also Enclosed.)
what genius . . . was in. within one simple child ! Laon, II. xxxii. 9.

Include, v. tr. to comprise.
To include religion, morals, peace, and plenty, . CBdipus, II. i. 8.

*Incoffnito, n. privacy.

I generally go about In strict incognito; . . . Faust, ll. 262.

^Incommunicable, adj. (1) that cannot be told or described.

Enough from incojn-municable dream, .... Alastor, 39.
suchglooms immerse That 2'«a77?z?»»»z'i:a£& sight, Laon, i. \. 8.

(2) too great to be explained.
to know Thy lost friend's incommwnicable woe. . Julian, 343.

*Incomninnicabl7, adv. inexpressibly.

Wild, sweet, but incofnmunicaUy strange, . . Con, Sing. II. 3.

incompatible, adj. impossible to harmonize, incongruous.
(Falsehood is incompatible with deity) .... Calderon, J. 154.

^Incomplete, adj. imperfect, inarticulate.

Sounds gathering upwards !—accents incomplete, Laon, iii. iv. 6.

^Incomprehensible, adj. diflicult to understand.
His steps were most incomprehensible— . Horn. Merc. LVIII.5.

inconceivable, adj. impossible to be explained.
Evil in God is inconceivable; Calderon, i. 145.

lucon^mons, adj. out of harmony with.
As if incongruous with thy parted sway ? . : M. N. Post. Fr. 66.

of any act incongruous With native piggishness, (Bdipus, II. i. 159.

Inconstancy, n. fickleness.

On the false earth's inconstancy ? Coleridge, 20.

Inconstant, adj. (1) unsteady, wavering, ever moving.
some /wcwwj/fliw/ star BetweeniDne foliaged lattice Alastor, 463.
Pointing with inconstant motion Eug. Hills, 108.

With an inconstant ^sv^ an idle sound, .... Gisb. 115.

Vexed the inconstant waves Laon, VII. xxiii. 9.

Vexed the zKCOwj/aw/ waves vil. xxv. 9.

Shrank as the i. torch upon her countenance shone. viil. xxviii.9.

His breath was like inconstant flame, . . . Rosal. 834.
And on the stream whose inconstant bosom . . Sensit. Pi. I. 41.

Flung to the cavern-roof inconstant spheres , . Witch, xxv. 4.

(2) varying, intermittent.

to each incon. blast Yielding one only response, Alastor, 563.
And in the incofistant motion of the breeee . . Even. Pisa, U. 4.

with as inconstant wing As summer winds . . . Int. Beauty, I. 3.

It visits with inconstant glance I. 0.

and with inconstant glance Flash from the spirit St. Bpips. 132.

The youngest of inconstant Aprils minions, . . Witch, Ded. II. a.

(3) changing.
Never smiled the inconstant moon Bridal, I. 7.

V .
" " EpiihaL{2)7,.

When ever smiled the inconstant moon .... 3

And with inconstant fortune, friends return ; . . Laon, Ded. IX. ,2.

Who guides the frozen and inconstant moon . . Prom. III. iv. 87.

^Inconstantly, adv. at intervals, uncertainly.

In the cope of the lightning inconstantly shine, . Vis. Sea^ 24.

"Inconsumable, adj. indestriictible.

ever still Burning, yet ever zwco«j«»Ki5&.* . . . Bfiips. 57<).

*Inconsiimably, adv. with extinction or consumption.
Burned slow and inconsumably^ Triumph^ 13.

tlncorrect, adj, faulty, unbecoming.
How incorrect his public conduct is Fr. Satire^ 47.

Increase, v. intr. (1) to become more powerful.

When they struggle to increase, . ... Prom. I. 797.

(2) grow in amoimt.
/«»-£fljtf with piggishness itself ; CBdifius, ll. i. 11.

(3) bring forth or generate.

encrease And multiply, .... ... Cenci, IV. i. 143.

Increase, «. produce, progeny.
and their cattle yield Large increase, . . . Horn. Earth, 16.

Increased, v. intr. brought forth or generated.
Increased and multiplied like summer worms . . Prom. IV. 313.

*IncnT}l, n. lascivious supernatural beings.

'Twixt witches and incubi, what shall be done ? . Faust, II. 152.

"Inculcated, fp. taught, instilled into the mind.
the genuflexions Inculcated by the arch-priest, . (Edipus, II. i. 29.

Incurred, pp. to take on oneself.

The sin incurred, the pleasure then remains ; . Calderon, III. 1 14.

Indeed, adv. (1) certainly, assuredly.

It is !«(/«(/ a most desired event Cenci,l.\\\. 2\.
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it were a grief indeed If he had changed .... Julian^ 537-

My Witch indeed is not so sweet a creature , . Tf7^c^, Ded. V. i.

(2J
verily, absolutely.

As if thou wert indeed va:^ children's blood . . . Cenci^ i. iii. 176.

Perchance were death indeed!— Con. Sing. I. 2.

(3) after all, as matter of fact.

Which is indeed but the reflected ray ..... Yet look^ 3.

(4) expressing a doubt = possibly, perchance.
If it indeed may cleave its natal gloom, .... Laon^ Ded. I. 7.

(5) by way of begging, imploring or assurance.
Indeed^ indeed^ I cannot do it. ...... . Cenci^ iv. iii. 13.

It were not well ; indeed it were not well. . . IV. iv. 9.

Indent, v. tr. to ridge with force of waves.
the billows to indent The sea-deserted sand— . Witch^ IV. 3.

Indented, pp. worn or fretted.

/Kife«/£i/ by time's unrelaxing grasp Q. Mab^ii. iqo.

^Indestructible, adj. immortal, everliving.

the indestructible Immortals rushed Horn. Merc. LV. 3.

India, n. the great Asian peninsula.
Whilst India's rocks to his death-yells reply, , . Bigotry^ I. 8.

and then crept Shuddering thro' Twia^za / , . . Front, l. 6j\..

hills where rise the springs oi India Unf. Dr. 123.

And rested 'mid the plants of /wisfm, . . .
—-" laS.

Indian, n. native of India.
And the Celt knew the Indian Prom. 11. iv. 94.
the Indian on the pyre Of her dead husband, . . Rosal. 507.

Indian, adj. in, of or pertaining to India.
the azure depths Of Indian seas

;
Ch. ist, i. 140.

that shy bird That gleams i' the Indian air— . . Gisb. 235.
By the Indian billow Hellas^ 4.

with ten camel loads Of Indian gold 578.
millions whom the wings Oi Indian breezes lull, . Laon^ x. v. 8.

To the Indian waves we bore Prom. I. 94.
And Asia waits in that far Indian vale . I. 826.

Some Indian vale II. iii. 22.

From the Indian deep, iv. 87.

She bore in a basket of Indian woof, . . . Sensit. PI. II. 43.
And Indian plants, of scent and hue ill. 30.

Not the swart Pariah in some Indian grove, . . Solitary^ ii. i.

Stranee night upon some Indian isle ;— . . . Triumph^ 4S6.
as a tuberose Peoples some Indian dell with scents Woodman^ 9.

^Indifference, n. apathy, coldness of demeanour.
Indifference^ that once hurt me, E. Williams^ II. 2.

Indifferent, adj. of no moment or interest.

Indifference, . . . now is grown Itself indifferent. II. 3*
And motions which o'er things indifferent shed . Rosal. 1285.

Indifferently, adv. without distinction.

Must indifferently sicken; . *. Peter, in. xxi. 3.

*Indignant, adj. (1) justly angry or scornful.

Let the sword speak what the indignant tongue Cenci, V. 1. $$.
The indignant spirit cast its mortal garment . . Hellas, ^(^j.

indignant at the work of hell, M.N. Post. Fr. 86.

As if their own indignant Earth Mask, xxxv. 1.

(2) with mingled rage and scorn.

oh that indignant fuss Peter, iv. vi. 3.

Indignant and impetuous, roared to feel . . . Witch, XLVI. 7.

''"Indignantly, adv. with just scorn and anger.

Indignantly I summed The massacres . . . Q. Mab, vil. 176.

a wound my spirit bore Indignantly^ ... . Rosal. 599.
Indig'nation, n. just scorn and anger.
Indignation Answered Pity from her cave ; . . Ode Lib. XI. 5.

With blood oi indignation, rage, and shame!— . CEdipus^ i. 376.
whose souls No honest indignation ever urged . Q, Mab, VI f. 94.

^Indispensable, adj. inevitable, of necessity.

Is fixed and indispensable As the majestic laws . ir. 241.

^Indisputalble, adj. beyond question.
Is it not indisputable That two contending wills Calderon, l. 141.

"'Indistinctly, adv. confusedly, imperfectly.
I see but indistinctly Cenci, in. i. 3.

^Individual, adj. pertaining to one person only,
to individual sense Of outward shews, .... Dmmon, 11. 250.
Yet his was individual nxind, Peter, iv. ix. i.

Induction, n. the inference to be deduced.
I hope to prove the induction otherwise, . . . Julian, 202.

Indue, V. tr. (1) furnish, decorate.
when stars indue Its transitory robe. . . . Dce^non, I. 62.

(2) assume or put on.
Indue the colours of this change, Rosal. 728.

Indued,- v. tr. learned.
Or how I, wisest lady ! then indued The language Gisb. 175.

Indued, pp. furnished, invested.
a mortal shape induedV^'vi}[i love and life . . . Epips. 112.

indued My purpose with a wider sympathy ; . . Laon, li. xxxvi. 2.

*Indul£red, v. tr. yielded to.

He well knew this when he indulged^h& whim Hom.Merc. LXiii. 6.
*Indulgfently, adv. kindly, forbearingly.
And as indulgently at other times Faust^ i. 32.

*Indus, M. one of the great rivers of India.
mountains which pour down Indus and Oxus . . Alastor, 143.
And beyond Indus and its tribute rivers, . . . Prom. III. iii. 155.

inebriate, adj. Fig. intoxicated.
the rush of men Inebriate with rage :— Q. Mab, IV. 45.

*Ineffable, adj. unutterable.

The eloquent blood told an ineffable tale. . . . Alastor, 168.

Ineffectual, adj. mild, without force.

Basked in the moonlight's ineffectual gXo'W, . . Damon, II. n8.

*IneffectuAl, adv. powerlessly.

Ineffectual glesims on the snow-covered plain, . Tear, III. .£.

ineradicable, adj. that cannot be destroyed.

Teem&d ineradicable -poisonous weeds . . . * Prom. i. 17$.

inessential, adj. immaterial, without substance.

they burst the womb of inessential Nought. . . Laon, I. xxv, 9.

His m^jj^w/iW figure cast no shade Q. Mab,v\\.']i.

Inestimable, adj. not to be reckoned.
With hazard of the 2«&s//»wz5/<e loss C^, u^, 11. 251.

Inevitable, adj. (1) not to be escaped from.

Warn the obscure ZM^wVa^/tf hours, .... Gisb. ^21.

(2) unavoidable,
impart Stains of m«^/V(z5ik crime

:

Z,(M«, vill. xix.4.

Inexorable, adj. (1) unyielding.
^

be less inexorable To the Pope's prayers, . . . Cenci, V. iv. 45.

(2) Fig. implacable.
and, urge The strokes of the inexorable scourge . Fr. Satire, 26.

inexperienced, adj. (1) unskilled, little practised.

Is it, that now my inexperienced fingers . . . Laon, Ded, x. i.

(2) without knowledge gained by use.

a weak zxAinexperiencedhoy^ Q. Mab, V. 151.

^Inexplicable, adj. not to be understood or explained.
the voice Of these inexplicable things .... Coleridge, 9.

Near those a most inexplicable thing, . . . Gisb. 100.

inexplicable frame Of this wrong world :— . . 159.
sand was never stirred By man or woman thus!

Inexplicable I IIo?n. Merc, xxxvii. 6.

inexpressible, adj. that cannot be described.

Instinct with inexpressible beauty and grace, . Q, Mab, l. 134.
And inexpressible woe, VI I. 80.

inexpressive, adj. confused, not clear.

the pauses Of inexpressive speech

:

Laon, vi. xxxj. 4.

inextingnisbable, adj. (1) that cannot be quenched.
The \\\ss oi inextinguishable ^ve, Hellas, 816.

an inextinguishable well Of crimson fire . . . Witch, xxix. 6.

(2) that cannot be stayed.
Laughwithavastand/«^*'/2«^«/jAa5/e laughter. Prom. XV. 334.

inextinguisliably, adv. unquenchably.
the Moon Burns, inextinguishably beautiful : . Epips. 82.

Inextricable, adj. (1) that cannot be parted.
Hang tangled in inextricable fight Hellas^ 309.
Inextricable but by death or victory 488.
Drop, twisted in inextricable fight, Prom. III. i. 73.

(2) that cannot be explained or solved.
Kindled by that inextricable error, Medusa, V. 3.

inextricably, adv. (1) insolvably.
Many a riddle there is tied anfew Inextricably. . Faust, li. 240.

(2) that cannot be loosed.
Inextricably tight, and fast as fate, . . . Horn. Merc, xxvil. 3.
Feather and scale inextricably blended. . . Laon, i. ix. 3.

lufalUble, adj. incapable of error.

all hands, all truth, infallible Calderon, I. 193.
In£a,mies, n. disgraceful horrors.
Thro' infamies unheard of among men : . . . Cenci, IV. i. 8i.

Infamy, n. (1) baseness, vileness.
Live thou, whose in/amy is not thy fame! . Adonais, xxxvil. i.

and he Left in the nakedness of infamy. . . Fr. Peo. Eng. 16.

The leprous scars of callous infaTny ; .... Fr. Satire, 19.
And steeped in bitter infamy to the lips. . .- Unf. Dr. 1 13.

(2) disgrace, dishonour.
the limits Of honour and of infamy, .... Calderon, I. 251.
Who will betray thy name to infamy, .... in. 140.
Would punish us with death and infamy . . . Cenci, in. i. 230.
to strip Its wearer bare as infamy iv. i. 62.
What tis to blot with infafny and blood . . . v. ii. 151.
Infamy, blood, terror, despair? v. iii. 45.
add the brand of infamy. Add mutilation : . . Ch, 1st, ll. 233.
The patriot's meed, toil, death, and infamy. . . Marenghi, xi. 6.
Bv infamy and solitude and death, Prol. Hellas, 90.
The fear oi infamy, disease and woe Q. Mab, V. 255.
To link me with the infamy Rosal. 54.
'Tis Crime, and Fear, and Infamy, . . . 47'!.

All those whose fame or infaTny must grow . . Triumph, 125.
Nor tears, nor infamy, nor now the tomb . . 242.

(3) as a personification.
When /«/^»y dares mock the innocent, . . . Laon, Ded. Vin. 7.

Infancy, n. (1) the state or period of childhood.
His infancy was nurtured Alastor, 68.

And had we any other friend but you In infancy, Cenci, ii. i. 92.
And that the child may from its infancy . IV. i. 150,
She is as pure as speechless infant^! .... v. ii. 70.
Treading their still path back to infancy, . . . Ch. \st, II. 12.

How sweet the smiles of taintless infancy. . . . Dcemon, ii. 192.
the impulse of an z'«/^«c>» Outlasting manhood— Gisb. 73.
Carnage and ruin have been made their food

From infancy—

•

Laon, iv. xxvi. 5.
a wretch from infancy JV^ade dumb by poison ; . vil. viii, 6.
Of shadow-peopled Infancy, Prom, ii. v. 102.
the distempered plajffulness Of thy untutored i. : Q. Mab, VI. 75.

n II )i '
11'

1) M Superstition, 4.
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the glee Of light and unsuspecting infan<^.^ . . Rosal. 89.
Like field smells known in injancy^ mo.
which serene infancy Perceives not, Si. Efips. 154.
Here lay two sister twins in infant^; .... Witch^ LXI. 3.

(2) young people, children.
old age and irCfamy Promiscuous perished \ . . Q. Mab^ II. 152.

Unarmed old age, and youth, and infancy^ , . vii. 40.
Old age and youth, manhood and injancy . . . Triumph^ 52.

Infant, n. a very young child.
Where, like an infants smile Adonais^ XLix. 8.

the infant would conceal His troubled visage . Aletstor^ 262.

As of a joyous,My^«/waked . Hellas^ 826.
Thus having spoken, the quaint infant bore, . . Horn. Merc. vi. 5.

But an old man perceived the infant pass . . . XIV. 6.

There, like an infant who had, sucked his fill . . XL, i,

that a new-born infant forth could fare .... XLVI. 4.

The subtle infant in his swaddling clothes, . . XLlx. 6.

Laughed heartily to hear the subtfe-witted Infant LXVI. 5.

bound Stlflf withy bands the in. wrists around. LXIX. 8.

unnatural watch beside an infanfs sX&ep. . . . Laon^ I. xxxv. 9.
his head, which now that infant fair Clasped . • V. xxxv. 4.
And bade her infant suck, X. xix. 9.

Like the man's thought dark in the ZM/ww/'j brain, Ode Lib. w. 10.

Within it sits a winged infant. Prom. rv. 219.
I was an infant when my mother went ....(?. Mab^ VII. i.

The flowers (as an infants awakening eyes . . Sensii. PL I. 59.
Will it rock thee not, infant? Vis. Sea^ 81.

With her right she sustains her fair infant. . . —- 161.
Bends in d£U-k tether from her infants chair,— . Triumph^ 85.

Infant, c. adj. attr. (1) pertaining to infants or infancy.
On the pure smiles of infant playfulness : . . . Desmon^ II. 204.

„ „ p „ ,, ... Q. Mab, IX. 125.
And I will teach thme infant tongTie W. Shel. VI. 6.

The twinkling of thine infant hands, (2) 3.

(2) Fig. of anything immature or incipient.
Think what it is to strangle infant pity, . . . Cenci^ V. ii. 14S.
That cradled in their foltfe the infant dawn. . . Damon. I. 141.
the leaves unsodden Where the i. frost has trodden Eu^. Hills^ 296.
And smoke which strangled every infant wind . Hellas^ 628.
More time than might make ^ey the inf. world, Loon. III. ii. 2.

blackthorn bushes with their infant race . . . Orpheus^ 1 10.

Rebuked the z'w/&«/ spirit of melody St. Bpips. \o^.
Of every infant flower and star ofmoss .... Unf. Dr. 226.
And infant Winter laughed upon the land . . Zucca^ I. 2.

*Infant-ami, c. n. arm of an infant*
This infant-arm becomes the bloodiest scourge . Q. Mab^ iv. iii.

*Infla>nta, n. a Spanish princess of royal blood.
I think his son has married the Infanta^ . . Cenci, I. iii. 73.

*Infantine, adf. (1) of very tender age.
A child most infantine^ Laon^ II. xxiL ».

(2) childish, of an infant.
By those infantine smiles of happy light, . . . Z^. Qh. VI. 1.

(3) crescent.

Leading the infantine moon, Bug. Hills^ 322.

^In&ntry, n. foot soldiers.
The infantry^ file after file did pour Laon^ X. xi. 5.

Zi^ants, n. A. Lit. very young children.
as gamesome in. eyes, With gentle meanings, . Alasior^A4.i.
Like infants without hopes or fears, . . . Laon,^.Son£r,^.\o.
Like starving- infants wailed

;

X. xv. 8.

Who sobbed like 2'w/^7z/j then

:

Rosal. gi8.
If the flowers had been her own infants .... Sensit. PL 11. 39.
B. Fig. (1) opening buds.

Spring indeed Came to unswathe her infants^ . Unf. Dr. 207.

(2) behaving like children.
Both infants^ weaving wings Laon^ Vll. xxi. 9.

Infect, V. I. tr. taint or contaminate.
would infect the untainted breast fulian^ 352.

II. intr.

A power to jw/ferf and to infest. A&r, VII. xvii. 5.

Infected, pp. tainted or contaminated.
Thick, infected^ jo^-dispelling : . ... iii. xxiii. a.

Of those who are infected with it

—

Triumph^ 278.

itlnfectln^, /r. ///(?. (1) vitiating, corrupting.
Infecting zXl with his own hideous ill ; ... , Prom. ill. iv. 148.

(2) tainting.

Infecting the winds that wander by Sensit. PL ill. 69.

Infection, n. influence.

From human looks the infection caught, . . . RosaL 925.

Infections, adj. having an influence.

They did become infectious

:

808.

Infects, V. tr, affects banefully.

Whose sight z»/^f^j and poisons me

;

CiS««, iv. i. 119.

Infer, v. tr. draw the conclusion of.

May well ?'«/^r our immortality Calderon^ I. 171.
Say, what do you infer From this ? I. 190.
from which You would infer my guilt Cenci^ v. ii. 7.

and thence you infer Perhaps Ch. ist^ II. 278.

Infernal, adf. pertaining to hell, hellish.

But this in^malhrood Will hear no reason . . Faust^ ir. 353.
Let all baptized by thy infernal dew .... CEdipus^ I. 365.

j^Infest, V, intr. harass or annoy,
A power to infect and to infest. Peter^ VIl. xvii. 5.

Infidel, n unbeliever.
Among Christ's flock a perilous infidel^ . . .

Blaspheming like an infidel;

Infidel, adf. (1) not of the creed of Islam
No infidel children to impale on spears ? . .

(2) of a diiferent creed to the adversaries.
Feasting like fiends upon the infidel dead, .

Infidels, n. unbelievers.
He dared not kill the infidels with fire . .

from the massacre Of unoffending infidels^

Infinite, n. space, the heavens.
From eveiy point of the Infinite^ ....

Infinite, <mf. (1) varying without end.
tinged With shades of infinite colour, . .

Julian^ 116.

Peter. I. ix. 2.

HellaSy 244.

Laon^ X. xlvii. 4.

• X. xxziv. I.

Q. Mabf VII. 209.

ProL Hellas, 62.

Dismon^ I. 145.
^. ^ad, I. 234.

(2) without limit, beyond thought.
Whose flashing spokes, instinct with infinite life, Dcemon, II. 246.

^ » i> .. It II H .. Q' Mab, IX. 153.

(3) unspeakable.
And 2>;;f:«;'/£ tranquillity of heaven fulian, Cane. 11.

solid bones crashed by the infinite stress . . . Vis. Sea, 140.

(4) innumerable.
floated o'er the infinite throng; Laon. V. Iii. 2.

Throughout these infinite orbs of mingling light, Q. Mab, VL 146.

(5) limitless in space or quantity.
Far, far above, piercing the infinite sky, . . . Mont B. 60-
and to the infinite dome Of heaven is as a law, 140.
Both infinite as is the universe, Prom-. I. 294.
Infinite mine of adamant and gold, ... . iv. 2S0.
Infinite depths of unknown elements Unf. Dr. 20.

(6) unending.
To suffer woes which Hope thinks infinite; . . Prom. IV. 570.

*Infiniteness, n. boundlessness.
thoughts that rise In time-destroying /w/J'ff/i&w^jj, Dcemon^ II. 147.

„ „ ,, „ „ „ Q. Mab^ VIII. 206.

^Infinitude, n. boundless number.
Yet dim from their infinitude n. 251.

infinity, n. (1) quality of limitlessness.
Till thine Infinity shall be Prom.. 1. 288.

(2) boundless space.
Those mighty spheres that gem infinity . .

(3) endlessness.
ir^nity within, Infinity without, belie creation

;

Infirm, adj. wavering, vacillating.
reached the port without one fear infirm, , .

And if, with infirm hand. Eternity, . . .

Infirmity, n. (1) weakness of body.
Sit Care, and Sorrow, and Infirmity— .

She long had struggled with infirtnity, .

(2) weakness of mind or purpose.
And find—alas ! mine own infirmity Epips. 71.

Infiame, v. tr. light up.
the torches Inflame the night to the eastward^ . Ch. ist, I. 119.
The burning wheels infiame The steep descent . Dcemon^ ii. 309.

» 11 » n 11 >i - Q.Mab^ IX. 217.

Inflict, V. I. tr. impose, lay on.
What cruel sufferings more . . . Canst thou z?*/??^.^ Cenci, IV. i. 78.
I Could suffer what 1 would i«;?i<rf. Ch. \st, \\\. ±\.
Smile to /«/&(?/ upon their brothers

;

/fe/^r, ill. xxiiy4.
All that thou canst infiict I bid thee do ; ... Prom,, i. 263.

II. intr. afflict, harass.
Woe both to those that suffer and infiict; . , , Hellas, 898.
Those who inflict must suffer, fulian, 482.
I to /w;?/c/And thou to suffer

!

Prom. i. 4.10.

inflicted, v. tr. imposed.
Never inflicted on the meanest slave Cenci, li. ii. 50.
To bear what they Jw^zcCffrfJustice doomed them ; Pan, Ecfio, 8.

inflicted, pp. put in force.

Until its hate be all inflicted, Cenci. iv. i. 68.
All was inflicted here that earth's revenge „ , , Q. Mab, Vlll. 163.

Inflicts, V. tr. imposes.
exempt itself From aught that it inflicts; . . . Cenci, V. iv, 4.
Even as it suffers that which it inflicts, .... Ch. ist, II. 7.
Which he inflicts not in whose hand we are. . . Hellas, 647.

Influence, «. (1) ascendant power, guiding force.
And from whose influence and existence . . . Calderon, 1. 170.
Darting his altered influence Ch. ist, t. 49.
my lips feel pale With influence strange , . . Laon, VI. xxiv. 7.
And has great influence in both Houses ;— . . (Edipus, i. 208.
their in^^ence darts Like subtle poison * . . Q, Mab^ iv. 105.

(2) effect, guidance.
Spreads the infl. of soul-chiUing terror around, . Bigotry, in. 8.
Nothing of sucn an influence do I feel Faust, 11. 14.
a soft influence mild, Prom. in. iii. 120.
Breathe thine influence most divine Proserp. I. 5.
slide Tremulous with soft /«/?Mewce/ Vis. Sea, 1^2.

(3) Fig. a reference to astrological belief.
whose lights Dart mitigated influence .... Ck. 1st, iv. 38.
their many-mingled «w^«tfwce blend, Bpips! ^^i.
Stars ! your balmiest influence shed ! , , , . Q, Mab, I.114.

influenced, pp, affected,

thus influenged by his voice. Calderon^ 1. 165.

Q, Mab, V. 144.

, Laon^ VII. iii. 9.
. Prom. IV. 565.

. Hellas, 905.
Mother^ Son, 11. 2.
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Influences, n. effects.

The mitigated ;«/?«tfM«j of air ^Mcaz, IX. i.

*Influenciners, n. impressions, guidances.
Now renders and receives fast influendngSy . . Mont B. 38.

*Influxes, n. intromissions, accessions.
the influxes of sense, And his own being . . . Alasior^ 641.

Infold, V. tr. embrace, clasp.
he did infold His giant arms around me, . . . Laon^ in. xxix. 4.

'Infolded, v. tr. mvolved or surrounded.
an atmosphere Of vital warmth infolded it anew, Zucca^ IX. 6.

Infolds, V. tr. Fig. envelopes, overshadows.
whilst thine ebon wing /K/o/iii my shuddering son!. Death Vanq. \.

Inform, v. tr. (1) enlighten or give lite to.
with softest light inform The shadowy dome, . Laon^ I. Ivii. 5.

(2) animate.
what radiance did inform Those horny eyes ? . III. xxvi. 4.
Although no thought inform thine empty voice. ProtH. I. 249.

(3) acquaint, tell.

Did you inform his Grace t ^ Tasso^ 3.

Information, n. knowledge, intelligeniie.

Sought not revenge, but only infortMUtM, . Htnti. Merc. Liii. 4.
Informed,^/, animated, inspired,
yet one 2»/orWf(f With genius RosHl. 1066.

Informs, v. tr. (1) animates.
Why scorns the spirit which informs ye, . . Prom. I. 124.

(2) acquaints, tells.

Wordsworth infbrvns us he was nineteen years . Wiich^ Ded. iv. I.

^Infrluerers, n. transgressors.
Could wreak on the infringers of her law \ . . Q. Mab^ VIII. 164.

*Ingloriously, adv. ignominiously.
Chained liked thee, ingloriously^ Eug. Hills^ 155.

Ing'redlents, n. component parts.
The price and pains which its ingredients cost, . CEdipus^ II. ii. 25.

*Inirnlphed, v. tr. swallowed up.
Ingulphed the nishing sea Alasior, 365.

Inhabit, v. I. tr. live or dwell in, abide in.
inhabit^ On this wild shore, their solitary caves, Cycl. zej.

What land is this, and who ywAaizV it?— . . , 106.
for you inhabit The skirts of Grecian land, . . 280.
who inhabit A village upon .^tna 443.
And who inhabit^ as birds wing the wind, . . . Prom. I. 660.

II. intr. exist, abide.
the gate Within which they inhabit;— .... Gisb. 229.
where do inhabit The shadows of all forms . Prom. I. 197.

Inhabitants, n. dwellers in any place.
their ZB^W/izKi'i beheld My sphered light . . . I. 164.
And all the inhabitants leapt suddenly .... m, iv. 58.
Each action of this earth's inhabitants Q. Mah^ II. 90.
Whose sad inhabitants each year would come, . Rosal. 1305.

:j:Inlial)ited, pp. occupied.
Its portals are z«^a^2'&(^By thunder-zoned winds, Ode Lib. v. 6.

*Inhabitest, v. tr. occupiest.
thou who inhabitest the thrones Of the bright stars, Cycl. 339.

Inhabits, v. tr. (1) dwells in.

the snake Inhabits its wrecked palaces ;— ... Marenghi^ ix. 3.

(2) Fig. haunts, exists in.

cannot question well -The spirit that inhabits it • Guitar fane., 81.
The_ secret strength of things . . . inhabits thee ! . Mont B. 141.
Which one vexed ghost inhabits., night and day. Sunset^ 43.

^Inhale, v. tr. Fig. breathe, drink in.

The balmy breathings of the wind i. Her virtues, DtEmon^ II. 57.

,1^ M ,1 „ „ I, O. Afai, VIII. 112.
and those who did inhale it Became mad too, . Prom. in. iii. 126.

*Inhalingr, pr.Jiple. breathmg.
and the sweet sighs Inhaling, Witch, XL. 7.

'Inharmonious, adj. discordant.
Let me not vex, with inharmonious sighs . . . Adonais, xxxv. 8.

{Inherent, adj. innate, natural.
that by the inherent virtue Of these things, . . (Edipus, I. 303.

Inherit, v. tr. (1) possess, enjoy.
My soul, for ever to inherit, Calderon, 11. 18.
Those ample virtues which it did inherit . . . Cavalc. 4.
what are ye Who its brief expanse zM^er//^ . Ode to Heaven, io.
Athens doth inherit His corpse below St. Plato, 5.
which all things must inherit, St. Bfips. 164.
Corruption would not now thus much inherit . Triumph, 203.
what thing do you Hope to i. in the grave below ? Ye hasten, 14.

(2) succeed to.

Folds all thy memory doth inherit Dcemon, I. 80.
And children may inherit idleness, Fr. Peo. Eng. 9.And must m^>-z^ all he builds below, . . . . iao», VI. xxviiTc
They should inherit nought

: Rosal. 489.
(3) derive from a progenitor.

And children, who inherit her fine senses, . . . Cenci, II. ii. 22
This glory and power thou dost from Jove t., Hom.Merc.lJLXli.v\l\.i.

Inheritance, n. (1) a possession transmitted from an
ancestor,

an inheritance to strip Its wearer bare .... Cenci. IV. i. 6l.
but as m trust For thee, of mine inheritance : . Ch. ist, II. 305.

(,2) a quality right, faculty or responsibility handed down.
(Who IS exempt from this !M.4erjVBKa;) . . . Calderon, i.6i.

As pawn for that inheritance of freedom . . . Ch. ist, IV. 4.
has bought A calm inheritance, Laon, rx, xxix. 8.

Ofthe!»^«Va«a of Earth AfafA, XLV. 4.

Inherited, v. tr. possessed by right or succession.

I held what I inherited in thee, Ch. 1st, IV. 3.

Inheritor, n. (1) heir.

Inheritor of glory. Conceived in darkness, . . Hellas, 849.

(2) possessor.
Inheritor of more than earth can give, .... Sunset, 4.15.

Inheritors, n. possessors.
The inheritors of unfulfilled renown Adonais, XLV. r.

And the inheritors of the earth Hellas, 356.

Inherits, v. tr. (1) possesses.
On all this world of men inherits Theirseal is set. 702.
all that it inherits Are motes of a sick eye, . . 780.

(2) has in succession or as consequence.
All that despair from murdered hope inherits

They sought, Laon, II. vi. 3.

dark Heaven inherits From the false dawn, . IX. v. 3. |

that man /«Aer(/j vice and misery, Q.Mab,lV,li%.
j:Inhospitable, adj. (1) unkindly, unfriendly.
The inhospitable roof of Polypheme, Cycl. 83.

(2) Fig. harsh, friendless.
wrecked on its inhospitable shore ,. Ginevra, 160.
Vomitest thy wrecks on its inhospitable shore ; '. Time, 7.

Inhuman, adj. (1) unfeeling.
courteous, smooth, inhutnan, Peter, III. x. 4.
Others with a . . . more inhuman St. Epips. 48.

(2) barbarous, cruel.
an inhuman and uncultured race Q. Mab, II. 149.

""Inlsfallen, «. an island in Killamey Lake.
And the whirlwinds howl in the caves oilnis., M. N. Spec. Hors. 35.

Injured, adj. absol. those who have been wronged.
The innocent, the i«yMr£(/ and the weak ; . . , Ctf««*, IV. iv. 162.

Injured,//. (1) harmed.
If no bright bird, ... I consciously have injured, Alasior, 14.

(2) wronged morally.
And what is he who has thus injured yon} . . Cenci, III. i. 143.
Ye were injured, and that means memory. . . Ode, Arise, 35.

Injured, ppl. adj. unjustly or cruelly treated.
when thine injured isle Sees summer .... Ireland, i.

jllnjurer, n. one who wrongs another.
our !«/«>-«>- triumphs? C«»«, III. i. 191.

Injures, v. tr. harms.
This is a God who never injures men Cycl. 531.

Injury, n. wrong or harm.
Of deadlier outrage or worse ZK/a>-ji^ . . . . C«k<:/, in. i. 80.

Injustice, n. unfairness, cruel treatment.
I Have met with much injustice in this world ; . • V. iv. Si.
Private 2'«/Mj/;ce may be general good Fr. Peo. Eng. \\.

Ink, n. writing fluid.

Far better than to make innocent ink— . . Fr. Satire, 49.
a queer broken glass With ink in it ;— . . . . Gisb. 85.

Inky, adj. the colour of ink.
Fragment of inky thunder-smoke— Witch, L. 7.

Jinlaid, pp. (1) diversified on a substratum.
An ivory shell j»/a2(/ with crimson fire, . . . . /Vo»/. II. iv. 157.

(|2) variegated,
thin and open ivory rWaz'tf With crimson silk— . Witch, LIII. 4.

Inland, adj. far from the sea.
And beasts hear the sea moan in inland caves. . Prom. I. 581.
As inland boats are driven to Ocean .... 11. ii. 46.
Those heathy paths, that inland stream, . . . Rosal. 24.
Around their inland islets Witch, XXXVIII. 2.

Inly, adv. secretly, in the heart.
he inly weets, Tho' he says nothing, I^aon, IV. xiv. 5.
and the hopes which inly dwell, iv. xvii. 4.
did inly sneer and frown With hue like . . . . v. xxiii. 7.
whose wounds do only bleed Inly for self, . . . xil. x. 9.

'"Inmate, n. Fig. occupant.
Strange inrnate of a living breast ! . . . . Rosal. 404.

Inmost, adj. (1) most secret.
through the inmost veil of Heaven, Adonais, LV. 7.Thou past unveiled thy inmost sanctuary, . . . Alastor, 38.
held His inmost sense suspended '\k6.
Is as the inmost cave of our own mind . . . . Cenci, II. ii. 89.
Thesubtle, pure, and mmoj^ spirit of life! . . . in. i. 23.
to tear the folds Of the heart's inmost cell. . v. ii. 1^3.
And of the soul ; aye, of the inmost soul, . . . v. iii. 66.
boil under our being's inmost cells Epips. 569.
and known The in-most converse of his soul, . . Fr. A soul, 4.
Struck from the intno^ fountains of my brain, . Gisb. 169.
But never did my inmost soul rejoice . . Hont. Merc. Lxxvil. ij.

_ Betray the counsels "of JoVe's /ktmoj^ win . . xci. 7.And to my inmost soal his soothing looks he sent. Laon, in. xxxi. g.
Poured forth her /k»*oj/ soul : v. Hi. 6.
And in the in-most bowers of sense and thought, vill. xii. 3.
thro' my iMweoj/ frame Like sweetest sound, . . vin.xvii.a'
Fjom Nature's inmost shrine Naples 92.'

with the stain their inmost souls are dyed, . . . Ode Lib. in, 14
lead out of the in-most cave Of man's deep spirit, " xv'lll i
those inmost thoughts to tell

; Pr. Athan. I
40

'

where its inmost depths were gloomiest— . . .
*

i{ jj X'
And stands before the spirit's inmost throne, . St. Epips. 144.
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The inmost lore of Love— Witch, xix. 7.

To the fulfilment of their zw»20j/ thought ; . . . LXXVI. 4.

(2) farthest, most hidden.
Which from the inmost depths of its g^reen glen Horn.. Merc. xxxi. 4.
And sought those inmost labyrinths, . . . , . Matilda^ 6.

dense with shadows to its inmost covers, . . , Triumph, 481.
Which to the inmost mountain upward tend— . Witch, xuil. 3.

(3) deepest, most ardent or profound.
rains The invnost shower of it's white fire— . . Gisb. 70.

The ('kwoj/ purple spirit of light Julian^B^.
beyond their inmost depth I see a shade, . . . Prom. II. i. 119.
But on her form, and in her inmost eyes. . . . Witch, Xll. 8.

Inn, n. Fig. lodging or habitation.
I shall have found My inn of lasting rest; . . . Ch. 1st, I. 41.

*Inn^doors, c. n. doors of inns or hotels.
All inn-doors and windows CEdi^us^ I. 230.

*Inuer, adj. (1) obscure, esoteric.
Therefore from nature's inner shrine, .... Damon, I. g6.

(2) spiritual, mental.
Bv which thy inner nature was apprised . . . Q. Mob, Vli. 50.
Sne saw the inner form most bright and fair— , Witch, LXVI. 5.

Innocence, n. (1) purity, gailelessness.
the snowy bed Of 2««ocaKte, Aiastor,6iy.
Shielded my humble innocence . Calderon, III. 174.
The pea.ce of innocence ; Cenci, III. i. iig.
and a false innocence Upon my face, . ... V. i. 86.
O, white innocence, V. iii. 24.
That perfect mirror of pure innocence . . . _ V. iv. 130.
Where Innoc. sleeps 'neath the peace-giving sod, Death, Dial. 3.

Who met in innocence and died in sorrow, . . . Fr. A gentle, 2.

The Serpent and the Dove, Wisdom and Innoc. . Laon, IV. xix, 9.
Might share in peace and innocence^ V. Ivi. i.

Her innocence his child from fear did save ; . . xil. ix. 4.
tears from earth peace, innocence, and love. . M. N. Post. Fr. 88.
Like human babes in their "hxieiinnocence ; . . Prom. in. iii. 33.
Its innocence and tenderness. . Rosal. 755.

(2) guiltlessness, freedom from crime.
Our 2««(7c??zceis as an armedheel Cenci,\v.\\. \^.
She sees not yet triumphant Innocence .... iv. iv. 184.
I pray thee. Cardinal, that thou assert My innoc. —^ v. ii. 60.
All that which shews like innocence, . , . ^-^ V. ii. 152.

(3) blamelessness, integrity.

Turn innocence to guilt, (Edipus, I. 363.
Are the true test of guijt or innocence. .... I. 389.
her cause, her life, her all. Her innocence, , . . 11. i. 163.

(4) simplicity.

And Mercury with innocence and truth . . Horn-. Merc. Lxvii. 4.

Innocent, n. Fig. a helpless, unprotected person.
Have bound the fearless innocent, Falsehood, 26.

Innocent, adj, (1) pure, blameless.
Light on his head who pierced thy innoc. breast, Adonais, xvil. 8.

With my most innocent love, until strange tears Alastor^ 34.
the regular breath Of innocent dreams arose :— 137.

With gentle meanings, and most innocent wiles, 442.
Innocent lambs ! They thought not any ill. . . Cenci, il. i. 136.

My innocent sister and my only brother . , . ll. ii. 46.
Am I not innocent} III. i. 70.

the breath Of accusation kills an innocent name, • IV. iv. 143.
Who was most pure and innocent on earth ; . . v. ii. 139.

the one thing innocent and pure , . .... V. iii. 101.

the reward of innocent lives ; v, iv. 1 10.

a mark stamped on thine innocent brow . , . V. iv. 151.

for his dear zK»oasw# brow Ch. ist, II. 492.
Weaving gay chaplets for their z'k«(7£»k/ brows . Deemon, li. 195.

,, „ J, „ „ „ . Q. Mad, IX. 116.

secure sleep may kill thine innocent lights ; . . E^ips. 557.
drained By innocent a.nd healthy lips ; . . . . Paust, II. 306.
There he lay innocent as a new-oom child, . Horn.. Merc. xxvi. i.

Innocent is the heart's devotion ,.,... Ifear thy kisses, II. 3.

This lovely child, blithe, innocent and free, . Julian, 167.

Yet wandering far beyond that innocent age . . Loon, II. xxii. 2.

Among the silent millions who did lie In i. sleep, —- V. iii. 4.

Whilst he was innocent, and I deluded ; . . . V. v. o.

And if his heart could have been innocent . . . V. xxxvi. 5.

By the false cant which on their innocent lips . Ld. Ch. X. i.

Just, innocent, with varied learning fed, . . . Pr. Athan. I. 23.

Whilst in. babes writhed on thy stubborn spear, Q. Mab, vi. 118.

Tore limb from limb their innocent child, . . . Rosal. 163.

He was a simple innocent boy . Unf. Dr. 85.

More need was there I should be innocent, . . 114.

(2) harmless.
when the dim air Has drank this innocent flame, Cenci, ill. ii. 43.
to Bernardo. He is so innocent, IV. i. 51.

Far better than to make innocent ink— . , . Fr. Satire, 4p,
And 'twere an innocent dream Uion, Vlil. vi. 6.

Although they did ill, was innocent. ... * Sensit. PI. 11. 48.

(3) inoffensive, peaceful.

And the calm innocent sleep in which he lay, . Cenci, IV. iii. 12.

Beautiful, innocent, and unforbidden .... Ch. 1st, i. 16,

let loose against the innocent sleep —;— Ii. 241.
Simple and spirited ; innocent and bold. ... E^ips. 429.
Huntsmen the innoc. deer, and beasts their prey, Gisb. 189.

from innocent blood Poured on the earth, . . . Laon, II. ix. 6.

Amid her in. rest by turns she smiled and wept. II. xxvii. 9.

Upraised to shed a brother's innocent blood. . * Q. Mab, IV. i j6.

In sudden wonder from his innocent sleep. , . Rosal. 1274.

. n. 2.

V. ii. 141.

. V. ii. 153.

. V. ii. 160.

. V. ii. 166.

. V. ii. 1S8.

Horn. Merc. Lxrv. 8.

. CBdipus, I. 392.
II. i. 32.

. II. i- 35.
II. 1. 71.- II. i. 73-

II. i. 86.

II. i. 92.

II. i. 172.

(4) guiltless, free from a special crime.
I am more innocent of parricide Than is a child Cenci, iv. iv. 112.

are you z'wwocBw/, or guilty? -- ;; -

endured what never any Guilty or innocent
endured before :

Hear me, great God ! I swear, most innocent, .

those whom I did accuse Are innocent. ....
She is most innocent/
Of these most innocent and noble persona .

I am as innocent as they or you
If innocent, she will become transfigured .

She is innocent! most innocent!
the Queen lona being Most innocent, . . , .

but she is innocent/
Most innoixnt!
If innocent, she will turn into an angel
I know that she is innocent/
Innoc. Queens o'er white-hot plough-shares tread

(6) adj\ absol. a. persons free from a special crime.
with his shadow ever clothes The innocent, , . Cenci, IV. iv. 162.
To kill the innocent? . v. ii. 81.

the innocent are proud ! CEdipus^ II. i. 167.
The innocent Are safest there where trials . , II. L 170.

b. persons of blameless lives.

to cheer the innocent? Fr. A gentle, 10.

When Infamy dares mock the innocent, . , Loan, Ded. vill. 7.

Are in their graves, the innocent and free, . . . IX. xxviii. 2.

^Innocently, adv. (1) in simplicity of heart.
With woodland spoil most innocently laiden ; . ix. ii. 3.

(2) harmlessly.
Its home The voiceless lightning . . . Keeps innoc.^ Mont B. 138.

(3) without sin or guilt.

Within, two lovers linked innocently .... Witch, LXI. 5.

Innocents, n. ioolish harmless people.
One would think that the innocents fair, . . - Devil, VII. x.

*Innocnoas, adj. harmless, producing no evil.

would partake From his innocuous hand . . . Alastor, loi,
wintry winds shook that innocuous liquor . . . Witch^ xxx. 2,

Innovation, n. change in things established.
and innovation drags us with it Faust, II. 313.

Innovations, n. changes.
into the innovations They breed, ^— II. 312.

tlunumerable, adj. beyond counting or reckoning.
the extremest generation Of men innumerable, Ch. \si, li. 254.
innunt. stars Studded heaven's dark blue vault ; Dosnum, I. iig.
Innumerable systems widely rolled, i. 163.
they Who throng around them seem innumer. : Faust^ il. 255.
with her maternal ministry Nourish innumer., . Hom. Venus, 7.
The signs of that innumerable host, , ... Loon, v. xxxix. 2.

The innum.erable worlds of golden light . . . Prol. Hellas, 126.
Yet my innumerable seas and streams, . . . Prom. I. 181.

Innumer. systems rolled, And countless spheres Q. Mab, I. 253.

*Inniinierous, adj. in any quantity.
And fine dry logs and roots innumerous . . Horn. Merc. xix. i,

^Inoreranic, adj. without the ordinary organs.
Speak, Spirit! from thine inorganic yQ\c& . . . Prom,. I. 135.

^Inqniring', adj. searching, questioning.
Bending a stem and an inquiring brow

Inquisition, n. search, question.
The imperious inquisition of his looks . .

the eyes that dart Imperious inquisition .

:|:lnsane, adj. (1) mentally deranged, mad.
You are insane. Some ill will come of this. . . Cenci, I. iii. 93.
My friends, I do lament this insane girl . . i. iii. 160.

(2) unhealthy, disordered. •

led by the insane And feeble wanderings . . Waning Moon, 3.

(3) raging, furious.
And not alone the insane elements Calderon, II. 53.

(4) adj. absol. foolish, tiresome people.
For all those exiles from the dull insane . . .St. Epips. 171.

^Insatiably, adv. that cannot be satisfied.

Sucked from men's hearts ; insatiably he sucks (Edipus, I. 189.

Insatiate, adj. that cannot be satisfied, quenched or appeased.
The insatiate hope which it awakened, .... Alastor, 221.
The insatiate fire devoured them hungfrily ;— Honi.Mercxxiii.g.
fed Looks ofinsatiate love ; Loon, Xll, xv. 6.

By the sharp fangs of an insatiate grief, . . . Orpheus, 51.
the hundrecfforked snake Insatiate Superstition . Prol. Hellas, 146.
GazingTj an insatiate bride, On thy form "

To their wide-wasting and insatiate pride,

:i:Insoribed, //. engraved, written.

No more inscribed, as o'er the gate of hell,

^Inscrutable, adj. not to be comprehended.
By ways inscrutable, the thing I sought,

^Insect, n. animals of the Insecta tribe and creatures akin to
them.

He sets, and each ephemeral insect then
If no bright bird, insect, or gentle beast .

Or gorgeous insect floating motionless, .

As a brief insect dies with dying day.
Insect, or beast, or shape or sound of life.

*Insect, c. adj. attr. of insects.

Like insect tribes before the northern gale

Cenci, 11. i. loS.

III. 1. 275.
Ginevra, 67.

Prom. IV. 471.
Q. Mab, V. 66.

, Prom. III. iv. 135.

Cenci, I. iii. 42.

. Adonais, xxix. 2.

. Alastor, 13.

466.
. Ode Lib. XIX, 10.

. Prom. I. 22.

Z^aon, V. viii. a.
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The insect race Was withered up ; X. xv. 2.

winds Of heaven, that renovate the ?«jtfc/ tribes, Q. Mab^ IV. 131.

*lxiseots, n. pi. of Insect.

The dwelhn^-place Od'nsecfs, beasts, and birds, Mont B. 115.
Like weak insects in a cave, Ode to Heaven^ 30.
The insects, and each creeping thing, . . . "'^ — -

Lures wingfed insects thro' the lampTess air. .

And creeping forms, and in. rain-bow winged,
The plumed insects swift and free,

And the beasts, and the birds, and the insects

Peter^ Vll. xx. 2.

Prom. II, iv. 162.

III. iii, 92.

Sensit. PL i. 82.

I. 102.

II. 41.

II. 47.

And all killinff insects and gnawing worms,
For the poor Banished ittsects^ whose intent,

^Insecure, adj. in danger of destruction
which might make Our antique empire insecure^ Prow.. III. i. 9.

^Insecurity, n. want of confidence or safety.
T-» 1.^ •- _._. -_,__f.i

,

^ . Hellas^ ^(^1.

Q. Mab, VII. 10.

VII. 239.

V. 75.
VIII. 151.

Epips. 540.

Cenciy II. i. 107.

Ch. 1st, III. 34.

Doubt, insecurity, astonishment.

^Insensate, adj. destitute of reason.
the insensate mob Uttered a cry of triumph, .

beguile The insensate mob,

Insensible, adj. having no sense of.

Hardened to hope, insensible to fear, . . ,

his heart. Insensible to courage, truth, or love,

Inseparable, adj. not to be parted.
Let us become . . . Conscious, inseparable, one,

Insolence, n. contempt, impudence.
you dared to look With disobedient insolence
And be his tongue slit for his insolence. , .

Insolent, adj. (1) insulting, contemptuous.
Retire to your chamber, ?«j£7&«# girl ! , . . . Cenci, l. iii. 14.3.

To order that this inso/ent fellow CA. ist, II. 95.
From usurpation by the z'«jtf/i!«/ commons . . 11. 162.
the insolent stare With which law loves . Mother ^ tSow, Vll. 4.

(2) Fig. bold, irritating.

Is penetrated with the insolent \\^\\. Cenci, II. i. 180.
Conscience! Oh, thou most zmjis^m/ of lies ! . , iv. i. 177.
One star with z»jo/sw/ and victorious light . . Hellas, 344.

(3) adj. absol. an impudent or rude person.
InsolentI You shall have your coat turned . . Ch. 1st, II. 53.

^Inspecting", /r. pple. looking carefully at.

Sets those who stand her face inspecting., . . . Peter^ VI. x. 3.

*Insphered, //. enclosed within a globe or sphere.
where I have lived insphered 'From the beginning, Vnf. Dr. 16.

Inspiration, n. influence on the mind trom without, in-

voluntary force.

Flashed like strong inspiration, Alasior, 127.
Shall steam up like inspiration, Mask, Lxxxix. 2.

Thou wert the inspiration of my song ; . , . Q. Mab, Ded. 10.

Inspire, v, tr. ^1) communicate, awaken into being.
Own the delight thy strains inspire— .... Cavalc. 10.
some counterfeiting The rage they did inspire^ . Laon^ x. xlv. 2.

Yes, 'twas his soul that did inspire Sounds, . . Rosal. 1139.
They who inspire it most are fortunate, . . . Prom. ll. v. 44.

(2) enter or breathe into.

and silver dreams did aye inspire My liquid sleep : Rosal. 768.
Inspired, v. tr. (1) awoke, aroused into being.
one voice Alone inspired its echoes ;— .... Alastor^ 591.

(2) kindled, awakened.
Or whether mortal taught or God inspired Horn. Merc. lxxv. i.

(3) animated.
deliberate will Inspired our growing troop, , . Laon., VI. ix. 6.

Inspired, pp. the mouthpiece of supernatural utterance.
And whether I was dead drunk or inspired, . . (Bdipus, I. 1 10.

Inspired, ppl. adj. (1) excited, sanguine.
Like an inspired and desperate alch3Tnist , A/astor, 31.

(.2) of a more than earthly spirit.

The inspired soul supplies ........ Bu£'. Hills, 364.
Of music, when the inspired voicQ and lute . . Prom. 1. 803.

Inspires, v. tr. animates, awakens.
AH that inspires thy voice of love, Dcemon, I. 102.
the flame Of consentaneous love inspires all life : 11. 53.
which inspires Love, only love St. Epips. 136.

^Inspiring", pr. pple. awakening, arousing.
Who roam about i«i-_^zW»^ good or evil, . . . Calderon, l. i6q.
Inspiring calm and nappy thoughts, .... Prom. ill. iii. 146.

*Inspirin^, ppl. adj. animating,
sea and sky Drank its inspiring radiance, . . Alastor^ 309.

*Insta'bility, n. inconstancy, mutability.
The ?«j/a5z///j» of all but weeping ; Zzicca^n.i.

'^'Installingr, pr. pple. appointing.
Installing him as herdsman;— .... Hom. Merc. Lxxxv. 2.

Instant, n. (1) a moment of time.
Was in an instant on the wing Devil, xxv. 4.

(2) with in M^ = momentarily.
were all Treasured i' the instant; Ginevra, 131.

Instant, adj. immediate.
They had a warrant for his instant death. . . . Cenci. IV. iv. 28
I have all prepared For ««j^a«^ flight v. i. 37.

instantaneous, as adv, in a moment or instant.
And kindled them—and instantaneous . . Horn. Merc. xix. 3.

Instantly, adv. on the spot, immediately.
Instantly gave the Devil warning. Peter, v. xvi, 5.

Instead, adv. (1) in the place of.

And fed with true love tears, instead of dew ; . Adonais, VI. 4.

what think you that I found instead of a mitre ? . Ch. ist, II. 447,
'Tis all the same. He'll serve in. of riot money, . (Edipus, I. 87.

/wj^tf/zrfof hoff-wash, has been fed on straw . . —— II. i. 22.

Blossoms ancfleaves, z«j/^arf of mould? . . .Pastel. \.

(2) rather, preferably.

Merry hours, smile instead, Dirgefor Year, I. 3.

(3) as a substitute.

Flowers, which in winter serve instead. . . . Peter, III. v. 5.

Instinct, n. impulse, natural desire.

controuled By instinct blind as love, Laon^ X. xix. 8.

With the instinct of that spirit Ode to Heaven^ 42.
But, by the instinct of sweet music driven ; . . Prom. 11. v. 90,
To mingle with a loftiet instinct there, . . . Q. Mab, VIII. 137.

flnstinct, adj. animated, filled.

Is less instinct with thee,— Dcetnon, I. 182.

„ ,j ,, Q. Mab, 1. 271.
Whose flashmg spokes, instinctwi^ infinite life, Damon, 11. 246.

I. M i- .) n M Q- ^ab, IX. 153.
Those spheres instinct wiui it become the same, Epips. sjy.
the fibres of a cloud instincfWith light, . . , Hellas, 143.
Instinct with inexpressible beauty and grace, . Q. Mab, I. 134.

instinctive, a^, prompted by instmct.
the instinctive worm on which we tread Turns, Julian, 412.

j:iustinctivel7, adv. by natural impulse.
Should urge him to perform instinctively, . . . Q. Mab, v. 185.

instituted, v. tr. arranged, settled.

Which vanity and valour instituted, Calderon, I. 24S.
Instruct, V. tr. teach.
Thou needest not instruct me ; i. 221.
any man You would instruct may profit . . Horn-. Merc. xcv. 8.

Instructed, v. tr. taught.
How Diotima, . . . Instructed the instructor, . . St. Epips. 103.

Instructed, pp. directed, set on.
zwji'r«f:/^(/ no doubt By Loudon, Ch. \st, 11. 21^.

Instructions, n. orders, directions.
Let ampler powers and new instructions . . . 11, 229.

instructor, n. the teacher.
How Diotima, . . . Instructed the instructor, . . St. Epips. 103.

Instrument, n. (1) a tool or implement.
the instrument Of those who war Laon, vi. xiii. 2.
could not come From touch of mortal instrumt.. Mar. Dr. x. 5.

(2) a mechanical contrivance for affording musical souiiids.
All harmony of instrument or verse, .... Apollo, VI. 3.
When he had wrought the lovely instrument, . Hom. Merc. ix. i.

Thro' strings of some still instrument, . . . Int. Beauty, ill. 10.
like the voice and the instrument. Sensit. PI. i. 16.

(3) agent (applied to persons).
Not who becomes the instrument of ill, . . . Cenci, 11. ii. 158.
For I have been thy passive instrume7tt— . . I,aon, iv. xvi. i.

into an z«j^M7Me»/ Of all things ill— .... VII. viii. 4.
To be the scorned instrument . .... Rosal. 710.

(4) means, mode.
The instrument to work thy will divine ! . . Naples, 169.

(5) witness, article of evidence,
I should have left this two-edged instrument . Cenci, v. il 98.

^^Instrumental, adj. belonging to a musical instrument.
Teach witchcraft to the instrumental strings, . Con. Sing. in. 4.

Instruments, n. (1) means, modes.
Forging the instruments of his destruction . . Calderon, 11. 77.
i?istruments Oi muTder, Dcemon, 1. 26^.
(2) agents.

Are but thy passive instruments, Q. Mab, VI. 215.

(3) articles, objects conducing to an end.
and all Those instruments

. . Epips. 520.
(4) see Instrument (2).

I hear them tune their instruments— .... Faust, li. 24S.
And instruntents of music— , Juliati, 256.
(5) mechanical apparatus or contrivance.

Then comes a range ofmathematical Instrum., Gisb. 83.
insufiferame, adj. that cannot be borne.
When thou didst cry, Insufferable might 1 . . . Prom. in. i. 37.

insufficient, adj. inadequate for a purpose.
Was z"«jM^«fi«/ to support the pair ; , . . Mother ^Son,Yii. 2.

Insult, V. I. tr. mock, deride,
felt my wife i. with silent scorn My ardent truth, Cenci, ill. i. 323.
Insult with careless tread, our undivided tomb, Laon, ix. xxix. 9.

II. intr. offer insults.

Shall they insult and kill. If such they be ? . . v. xxxiv. 4.
Insult, n, an indignity,

there was no joy in error. But pain and insult . Julian, 327.
But regret is an insult—to grieve is in vain : . . Tear, ill. 5.

JInsulted, ppl. adj. outraged.
thank the mercy of /«jm//£(/ Heaven Ch.ist, I. 12.

Insulting*, ppl. adj. careless, having no respect.
Shake their gray hairs in the insulting wind, . Triumph, 166.

Insults, V. tr. outrages, treats slightingly.
a deed where mercy insults heaven .... Cenci iv. iii 30
Insults with this untimely moan

; St. Dejection, v. '4.

Insupportable, adj. too surpassingly excellent.
All that is insupportable in thee Epips. 23.
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^Insnrffent, adj. rebellious.

Chased by the wind, flies the insurgent banner. Hellas^ 461.

Insurrection, n. revolt from authority, sedition.

But many-headed Insurrection stands .... ,^34.

Hurling up insurrection^ which might make, . Prom. III. i. 8.

Xntegrrity, n. rectitude, honour.
And leave thee to thy true integrity Cavalc. 14.

a forest springs Of youth, inieg,^ and loveliness, Q. Mab^ V. 14.

ZuteUect, n. understanding^, capacity of mind.
My intellect Can find no God ... ... Calderon^ I. 54.
Did mine intellect range again M. N. Ravail^ 23.

Xntellectnal, adj. mental.
Unfathomedby our zff/£/&f/«a/ beam. . . . Calderon^ i. i^g.
The Spirit's intellectual &y& Q. Mab^ II. 98.

Intelliffeuce, n. (1) intellectual power.
Deafening the lost z»/£//zy£»£e within. . . . Ginevra, 12.

and lame Of their iniellie^ence . . Peter^ VI. xxi. 5.

A whetstone for their dull intelligence . . . St. Epips. 100.
Intelligence^ and unity, and power Superstition^ 32.

(2) information, news.
And dark intelligence

;

Laon^ X. iii. 3.

since they had brought The last intelligence— . Witcky LIV. 6.

(3) knowledge, understanding.
Of lakes he had intelligence . . I^ter^ v. xi. 4.

Intelligfent, adj, with understanding or wisdom.
Ye who intelligent the third heaven move, . . Dante Conv. 1.

*Intelli^ble, adj. clear, perspicuous.
The woof of such intelligible thought, .... Laon^ 11. xxxiv. 5.

Intelligible words and music wild Protn. iv. 252.

'j'Intemperance, n. intoxication.

The slumber of intemperance subsides, . . . . Q. Mab^ ill. 60.

Intend, v. tr. purpose or project.

Intend to sail with the next favouring wind . . Ch. isty II. 363.
Who intend deeds too dreadful for a name . . Julian^ 458.

^Intense, adj. (1) red hot, incandescent.
th^ intense atom glows A moment, ... . Adonais^ xx. 8.

The intense thunder-balls which are raining . . Vis. Sea^ 29.

(2) extreme, excessive.

his regard Was raised by intense pensiveness, . Alastor^ 489.
And, too intense, is turned to pain ; . . . . Guitar JanCy 8.

its intense yet self-conflicting speed, . . Prom. IV. 259.

(3) ardent.

and the pure Intense irradiation of a mind, . . Gisb. 204.
For I loved all things with intense devotion ; . . L.aony i. xxxviii.6.

An apprehension, clear, intensey Peter^ iv. x. 2.

(4J concentrated,

one intense Diffusion, Bpips. 94.

(5) perfect, unflawed.
Or fragments of the day's intense serene ;— . 506.
Pinnacled dim in the intense inane Prom. III. iv. 204.

With its life intense and mild, . . . W. SheL (3) II. 3.

(6) of extreme heat.

and crimson air 7«^e»j£, yet soft, Prom. in. ii'i. 134.

{7) pure, cltar.

Of music so delicate, soft, and intense, . . . Sensit. PI. I. 27.

(8) of extreme brightne&s.

Wliose intense lamp narrows Skylark, 23.

And the sun's image radiantly intense , . . Xriutnpk, 345.

(9) adj. absoL
To the intense, the deep, the imperishable, . . Epips. 391.

*Intensely, (uiv. (l) surpassingly.

At once intensely radiant and obscure ! . . . . Calderon, II. 24.

overhangs the founts intensely brightning . . . Hellas, 002.

Is throned an Image, so intensely fair .... Ode L,ib. Cane. 2.

(2) ardently.

Pallid with feelings which in. glowed Within, . Laon, II. xxxi. 7.

(3) with uninterrupted purpose.
Intensely, slowly, solemnly roll on, Prom. IV. 250.

*Intenser, adj. (1) more extreme or violent.

The inienser wrath of Heresy. ...... Ch. ist, 11. 337.

(2) more ardent.

communion with this purest being Kindled i. zeal, loon, 11. xxxii. 2.

(3) more distinct and positive.

o'er every shape did weave /«&«j^f hues, . . in. iii. 4.

Which flows intensery keener Prom. iv. 204.

(4) more brilliant.

Quivering within the wave's z«/tf«j£/' day, . Ode lV.Wind,ui.6.
intenser than the noon, Triumph, 77.

*Intensest, adj. exceeding expression, most extreme.

Masses itself into z«/e«JM/ splendour Faust, 11. 1U9.

Atoms of intensest light Ode to Heaven, i8,

faint With the soft burthen of intensest bliss
;

Witch, XV. 4.

And moonlight splendour of intensest rime, . . XLiv. 7.

Intent, n. purpose, intention.

But not of my ?«/««/ J'— Ctfww, I. i. 145.

Although I trod the paths of high z«/««A - • • Laon,Ded.yin.2.
with such z«/£«^ As renovates the world ; . . . 11. xli. 8.

has lent ... to me the power of a sublime intent. iv. xi. 9.

And was proceeding with intent ...... Mask, xxi. 3.

Flit up from hell with pure intent/ Peter,\l.-xxyiv'n.^.

Devil, dining with pure intent. VI.xxxviii.6.

For the poor banished insects, whose z«/^«^, . . Sensit. PI. il. 4.7.

. Faust, II. 90.

. Prom. I. 376.

. Cenciy III. i. 307.

. Ode Lib. xvii. 9.

Intercept, v. tr. (1) stop on its way.
O, cruel I, to intercept it ! Helena, 6.

(2) obstruct or hinder.
Trees and masses intercept The sight, .

Intercession, n. (1) supplication.
clasp his throne In intercession / . .

(2) interposition, interference.

When Cenci's intercession, as I found, .

^Intercessor, n. a mediator.
O, what if Art, an ardent intercessory ,

Intercessors, n. mediators.
I^astof the Intercessors/ IVapieSy6g.

Interchange, v. ir, exchange mutually.
shall take And interchange sweet nutriment ; . Prom,. III. iii. 96.

Interchang'e, n. (1) variation.

With interchange of hues mock the broad moon, Dmmon^ 1. 36.

(2) mutual exchange.
with interchange QiXowis and tears, And llngef-

inff speech, Laon, IV. xxxii. £.

Linked by a jealous interchange of good
; . V. xiv. 5.

the venal interchange Of all that human art . . Q. Mab, V. 38.

(3) communion.
Holding an unremitting interchange .... Mont B. 39.

4:lnterclianffed, ppl. adj. mutually exchanged.
in the communion Of /«/(erCiftfl«^«i/ vows, . . * jC«7k,vi. xxxix. 2,

^Intercourse, n. {\) intercnange of thought and teeling.

of all words. That minister to mortal intercourse, Cenci, III. i. 112.
'"" " .1

. . ' . . , . X*K7M, II. XX. 3,

Rosal. 30.

Laon, VII. xxix. 7.

Till from that glorious intercoursCy at last,

(2) companionship, friendship.

I seek No more our youthful intercourse.

(3) exchange.
By intercourse of mutual imagery . .

(4) association.
To deeds of charitable ZM&rcoMrjj . . . . . Q. Mab, V. 10^.

No jealous intercourse ofwretched gain, . v. 233.

't'Interest, v. refl. trouble or concern.
To interest thyself in our affairs— Faust, I. 30.

Interest, n. (^1) influence.

It needed all my interest in the conclave . . . Cenci, i. i. 4.

My earnest prayers, and urgent interest; . . . II. ii. 61.

Will use my interest with the Holy Father. . . -^ v. ii. 189.

A ms-noi interest \nhot\ih0Mse3, /V/e>', VII. i. 4.
The groveling hope of interest and gold, , . . Q. Mab^ V. 91.

(2) benefit, advantage.
the glory and the in. Of the high throne he fills, Cenciy I. i. 10.

Who had an interest in his death ? iv. iv. 6j.
the miserable i. Thou holdst in their protraction ? Q. Mab, IV. 259.
Lulling the slaves of interest to repose . . Star, 12.

(.3) concern, stake.

coheritors In your high in. in the subject earth,

(4) consideration.
Who thought to pay some interest for the debt

Interests, n. benefits, advantages.
The passions, prejudices, interestSy That sway .

*Interflaons, adj. thickly growing.
One nightingale in an interfluous wood

^Interfused, //. spread, diffused.

A spirit interfused around,
And all was interfusedhe.ne:a.th . .

Was interfused upon the silentness
;

^Interfusion, n. mingling.
a tender interfusion of violet and gold . .

And lastly light, whose inteffusion dawns
*Interknit, pp. twisted together.
The i^-y and the wild-vine interknit ....
The withy bands, though starkly interkniiy

:|:Interlaced, //. twisted together.
shapes as rude As serpents inUrlacedy . .

Upon a couch of grass and oak-leaves interlaced. Laon, iv.

Interlaced, ppl. adj. twisted together.
With z'w/tf?-/ocfirf branches mix and meet, . . Ded. Ii. 4.

*Xnterlacest, v. tr. clingest about.
To the trunk thou interlacest Calderony in. 58.

^Interlope, v. intr. come between.
And the' some envious shade may interlope . . Laon, IX. xxvii. 3.

*Interlunar, adj. at the change of the moon.
deadlier gloom Than the earth's shade, or in. air, Cenciy 11. i. 19a
the silent Moon, In her ««^tfr/««flr swoon, . . . GuitarJaney 2^.
Gazes not on the /«^£r/««a>- sea : />(?»«. II. iv. 91.
With sphered fires the interlunar air ? . . . . m. iv. 94.
When she upsprings from interlunar dreams, . iv. 209.
Or in the noon of interlunar night, Witch, XLVII. 2.

^Interminable, adj, (1) uncountable.
In this interminable wilderness Of worlds, . . Dcsnton, i. 176.

M I, 1. i> M . . Q.Mab, I. 265.
Life oi interminable multitudes; ni, 227.

(2) boundless.
of time. Nor the interminable flood, vi. 228.

(3) never-ending.

Girt as with an interminable zone, Woodman, 35.
^Interminably, adv. to all time.

Will yon vast suns roll on Interminably, . . . Q. Maby vi. 18.

Ch. 1st, II. 178.

Gisb. 28.

Q. Mab, II. 103.

. Woodman, 4.

JanCy Recoil, 45.

Woodmany 14.

. Ch. \st, II. 446.
. UnfDr.26.

Epips. 500.
Horn. Merc. Lxx. 2.

. Jane, Reajll. 24.
".9.
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Intermingle, v. intr. become joined.
Where we seek to intermingle^ Fr^ Invit. 3.

*Internilng'led, //. mixed, confused.
orbs In mazy motion intermingled^ Q. Mad, 11. 74-

"'Inteimlngllng', ppl. adj. Fig. mixed, interwoven.
Now swells the intermingling din ; IV. 41.

^Intermitted, pfl. adj. suspended from time to time.
fits Of intemtiiied song Alastor, 172.

Intermitting, ///. a(^'. (1) occasional, fitful.

And the breath, with intermitting flow, . . . Rosal. 1024.

(2) gusty, uncertain.
The wind is intermitting, dry, and light ; . . . Even. Pisa, II. 3.

Then flags with intermitting course, .... Serchio, 94.
j:lntermiz, v. intr. mingle together.
Our breath shall intermix, Epips. 565.

*Intermiztnre, n. blending.
Of unentangled intermixture, 93.

internal, adj. (1) self-contained.
Which, with its own internal lightning blind, . . Gisb. 205.
His spirit basked in its !»/«-«a? flame,— . . . Marenghi,'SXV.^.

(2) domestic, not foreign.
Its second ruin through internal strife III. z.

(3) individual.
Which all !«ife>'»3/ impulses destroying, . . . Q. Mab,vul.i'jS-

Internally, adv. (1) in the soul or mind.
A lamp of vestal fire burning jWer»a//y. . . . Laon, Ded. yil. g.

(2) really at heart.
That which thou art internally. Prom. I. 299.

interpenetrate, w. intr. mingle and pass into one another.
They encounter, but interpenetrate Vis. Sea, 120.

interpenetrated, fp. permeated.
Interpenetrated lie By the glory of the sky : . Eug. Hills, 313.
For each one was interpenetrated Sensit, PI. 1. 66.

interpenetrates, v. tr. permeates.
It interpenetrates my granite mass Prom. IV. 370.

interpenetrating', pr. pple. permeating.
Which interpenetrating all the Prol. Hellas, 23.

Interpose, a. intr. (1) interfere.

Cardinal, Do you not think the Pope would inter. Cenci, ir. ii. 25.
when heaven doth inter, to do What ye neglect, Iv. iv. 119.

(2) intervene.
If faith or custom do not zw/£r/(7je, .... . Z^o«, VI. xl. 3.
precedent and custom interpose Q. Mab, III. 98.

(3) intervene physically.
though ghastly shadows interpose Triumph, 171.

(4) happen in the meantime.
some accident might interpose .... . . Cenci, III. i. 375.

interposed,/^. (1) interfered.
Your Majesty has ever interposed, Ck. isi, II. 212.

(2) intervened.
But these fair shadows ?'w^er/i7j£t/.* Rosal. j^io.

Interposition, n. interference.
no clamour lifts Its proud interposition. . . . Ch. 1st, II. 21.

Interpret, w. tr. (1) understand.
wouldz«A:r^^e^half the woe That wasted, him, . Alastor, 26j.
which the wise, and great, and good Interpret^ . Mont B. 83.

(2) explain, expound.
would interpret, being dumb. Heaven's thunder Ck. ist. III. 37.
Interpret thou their voice ! Hellas, 476.
Time may interpret to his silent years iMOn, Bed. xi. 2.

Interpretation, n. translation, explanation.
Ion, which, by interpretation. Is John ; . . . . QSdipus, II. ii. 107.

Interpreted, v. ir. explained, translated.
Interpreted those scrolls of mortal mystery. . . Loon, II. xi. 9.

Interpreted, pp. explained.
And means—being interpreted— ... . Peter, III. v. 2.

Interpreter, n. expositor, diviner.

That thou art no interpreter of dreams

;

. Hellas, 757.
Interpreters, n. pi. of Interpreter.

his tribe Dream, and are wise inter, of dreams. 136.

interrogate, v. I. tr. Fig. question, demand answer.
Knowing thou canst interrogate it well. . . Hom. Merc. LXXXIII. 8.

II. intr.

those endowed With art and wisdom who in. LXXXII. 4.
Interrupted, v. tr. stopped, broke in upon.
She interrupted us, and with a look Cenci, in. i. 360.

Interrupted,//, broken in upon, stopped.
as may be Talk interrupted Julian, 37.
his melody Is interrupted— . . . , . 266.
Ha.\i interrupted hycsdm sighs, Rosal. ^Z^.

Interrupted, ///. adj. occasional, not consecutive.
The interrupted thundex howls Gisb. 126.
listened to some 2«/tfr. flow Of visionary rhyme,— 167.

interruptedly, adii. from time to time.
Which dim tradition interruptedly Teaches . . Q. Mab, II. 248.

intersecting, ///. adj. crossing each other.
With intersecting trunks Cenci, HI. i. 261.

Interspersed,//. (1) diversified.
«Kfcr;S«>-j«rf With undivided fields jCiw»,vii.xxxv.6.

(2) disposed here and there.

where interpersed. When winds blow loud, . . Moschua, 8.

Of grassy paths and wood-iawns interspersed . Triumph, 70.

interstellar, adj. among the stars.

that gem The sapphire floods ot interstellar a.ir, . Hellas yji.

The sapphire space of interstellar air Prol. Hellas, 19.

In the dark space of interstellar air. Unf. Dr. 27.

interstices, n. Fig. narrow void spaces.

Filling their bare and void interstices.— . . . Epips. 482.

intertangled, //. inextricably mixed.
And, in legions intertangled, Faust, II. 83.

intertangled, ///. adj. inextricably confused or mixed to-

gether.
In terrible and /«/e»-Ai;«^/?i/ fall ; II. 135.

And !»fe?-^a»^/«flf lines of light :— W//ir/i,-xxv. 5.

Intertexture, n. Fig. woven woof and warp.
pavilion Of the intertexture of the atmosphere . LII. 7.

Inter-transpicuous, c. adj. that may be seen through and
between.

unimaginable shapes . , . Yet each inter-transpic. Prom. IV. 246.

intertwine, v. ir. Fig. weave together.
did intertwine Imposture's impious toils . . . Laon, II. viii. 8.

intertwined,//. (11 united, mingled.
breath, and being zw/tf^'Aw/w^rfThus treacherously? Atastor, 208.
Did hate and guile lie watchful, intertwined, . . L.aon, x. xxxii. 6.

(2) intertwisted. »
intertwined With pale and clinging flames, . I. liv. 7.

(3) embraced or held closely.
And the blood in our fingers intertwined . . . Rosal. 940.
And our faint limbs were intertwined, . . . 1032.
With equal steps and fingers intertwined : . . 1244.

Intertwining, ///. adj. (1) embracing, clasping.
Quivered between our intertwining arms. . . Prom. II. i. 106.

(2) Fig. wandering in and out.
Whose 2w/e/-/wi'«z«^ fingers ever there, . . . Laon,vl.Jixvui.8.

interval, «. (1) intermitted space of time.
While each breathless interval Eug. Hills, 362.
beating of our veins one interval Made still ; . . Laon, VI. xxxiv. 2.

(2) intervening space of time.
Something within that interval . -i Julian, 609.
There was an interval of man^ a day. .... Laon, VII. xiv. 3.
Of the swift pest with fearful interval, .... x. xliii, 8.

intervals, n. (1) intervening spaces of times.
intervals Of their unequal revolutions j . . . . Calderon, II. 181;.

(2) intermissions.
the vacant intervals Of his wild words .... Ch. ist, 11. 466.
(3) from place to place.

In lines of cloTidsii. intervals, Mar. Dr.vill. 2.

(4) with at, from time to time.
and at intervals Shuddered to hear Ginevra, 183.
to my lips At intervals he raised— . . . Laon, III. xxxii. 2.
at intervals The red artillery's bolt vi. iv. 8.
Floating at intervals the garments white . . vi. xliv. 7.
That at intervals shadow the star-studded night. Moonbeam, I. 10.
The Mountain's slumberous voice at intervals . Naples, 4.
lifting at intervals His broad blue eyes on her ; . Rosal. 177.
which at intervals Sighs in the ear Star, 10.

intervene, v. intr. happen.
'mid their new calm would intervene...... Rosal. 1283.

intervening, ///. adj. that comes between, that is inter-
posed.

That shades the intervening dale M.N. Melody, 38.
It was that hill, whose intervening brow . . . Serchio, 39.How didst thou pass the !W«ri/e»/»^ sea? . . Unf. Dr. 12^

intervolved, //. wound round.
in the golden flame Of his own volumes inter.

)

— Witch, VI. 4.
interwoven, //. (\) joined in sexual intercourse.
whom in sweet love Having been interwoven, . Hom. Merc. I. 4.
That love, when limbs are 2«/£?-a/ozi«(, , . . . Rosal. 1125.
(2) interlaced, intermingled.

Fretted with many a fair cloud interwoven . . Laon I. iv. 3.
All interwoven with fine feathery snow . . . Witch, XLIV. 6.

(3) of emotions, mingled.
Sweetness and sadness interwoven both, . . . Ld. Ch. VIII. 3.

interwoven,///, adj. intermixed, mingled.
The inter, clouds which make its wisdom blind. Laon, II. xix. 9.
Eternal shades, whose interwoven looms . . . Matilda, 32.
Can pierce its interwoven bowers Prom-. 11, ii. 6.
One soul of interwoven flame Rosal. 979.

Inthrall, v. tr. have power over.
To one whom fiends inthrall, this voice to me ; . Laon, V. xlvi. 2.

Into, prep. (1) denoting entrance of persons.
We climbed the oozy stairs Into an old courtyard. Julian, 22a
(2) denoting reception or penetration.

and throws a sword into the left-hand scale, . . Ch. ist 11 48
Plunging into the vale Mont B. Cane 4.
It sweeps into the affrighted sea ; Serchio 100
(3) before or in front of, facing.

Into the Royal presence Qf^^ j^^ i. 116
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(4) denoting change or variation from one thing to

another.
which still grew . . . into a wondrous hue Brighter

than burning gold, Julian^ 74.
as if the Barth ana Sea had been Dissolved into

one lake of fire, 81.

The ed^es of that cloud fade Into a hue, . . . Cane. 7.

Torturing all its quiet light Into columns fierce

and bright Serchio^ 104.

(5) among, through.
Into the whirlwinds of the upper sky Allegory^ I. 7.

Hear how it sings into the air Serchio^ 60.

(6) of mental entrance.
sent Into our hearts aerial merriment Julian, 27.

which bums the brain And eats into it ... . 480.
Passes into my heart and brain Music^ Ipani, II. 6.

(7) denoting arrangement, settlement or action.

Should not be put into effect, now speak. . . . Ch. ist^ in. 8.

(8) against.
along the sunny air Into our faces ; Julian, 23.

(9) denoting introduction to a thing.
Most wretched men Are cradled into poetry by

wrong, 545-

(10) denoting distinction or division,

although The Deity may. . . Be well distinguished
into persons Calderon^ I. 161.

Intolerable, adj. that cannot be borne by the eye.
mountain clouds, Edged with zw/oZsya^/tf radiancy, Dcenton, I. 19S.

billowy clouds Edged with intolerable radiancy, Q, Mab, II. 10.

^Intoxication, n. Fig. delirium, enthusiasm.
Drunk as with inioxica. Of the wine of desolation. Mask, xii. 3.

Faint with intoxication of keen joy : Front. II. i. (>T.

That maddening wine of life, whose dregs they
drain To deep intoxication; II. iii. 8.

I^Intrenched, pp. A, Lit. fortified.

The jEthiop has intrenched himself in Sennaar, . Hellas, 582.

B, Fig. surrounded.
The band, intrench, in mounds of,Turkish dead, 384.

*Intrepid, adj. fearless, daring.
How lovely the z»/?Te/i'(/ front of youth ! . . , Deemon, n. iq\.

„ „ „ ,, „ ... Q. Mat, IX. 70.

:|:Intricate, adj. A. Lit. entangled, thickly grown.
This intricate wild wilderness of trees .... Calderon, 1. 2.

Then, thro' the intricate wild wood, Rosal. 128.

B, Fig. mysterious, puzzling.
her dark and intricate eyes Laon, xi. v. 2.

^Introduces, v. tr. Fig. brings or ushers in.

Which after thy night introduces the day ; . . . Death, Dial. 32.

*IntTodncing, pr. pple. bringing into the company.
In introducing us, do you assume Fq,ust, II. 259.

Intruded, v. intr. force its way.
Tears of repenting joy, which fast intruded, . . Laon, V. v. 8.

Intrudes, v. tr. interposes, obtrudes.

Not even the nightingale zWrw-fM a note In rivalry, Orpheus^ 123.

Intrusion, n. Fig. unwelcome appearance or entry.

Who feared the pale intrusion of remorse . . . Cenci, iil. ii. 47.

*Intwine, v. tr. Fig. pervade, envelope.

when the heart it's snaky folds intwine .... Laon^ Vlll. xxi. 4.

intwiningr, /^. //^^. L^^g- arranging, putting together.

the mists of night 2«^z«/«^ Their dim woof, V, Iii. 1.

Inundation, n. an overflow of waters.

Lightning and Inundation vexed the plains ; . . Prom. 1. 169.

*Invader, n. Fig. one who encroaches.

I Were an invader of the royal power, .... Ch. ist. III. 11.

Invasion, n. A. Lit. attack.

Repelling invasion from the sacred towers, . . IV. 43.

B. Fig. infringement of rights.

It is a dangerous invasion When poets criticise ; Peter, VI. xii. 3.

Invent, v. tr. contrive, think of.

Is skilful to invent most serious names . . . . Q. Mab, Vll. 25.

Invented,//, devised, excogitated.

ere crime Had been invented, ^^t^' 4^9*

He has invented lying words and modes, . . . Q. Mab, IV. 232.

Invention, n. the power of thinking out something fresh.

and now Invention palls :— Cenci, i. i. 99.

inverse, adj. opposing, facing another.

Or whether clouds sail o'er the zwz'^rj^ deep, . . Gisb. 261.

Invest, V. tr. (1) put them into words.

The verse that would invest them melts away . Fr. Thoughts, 2.

(2) hem in or surround.

which the foes on every side invest. ..... Laon, VI. xiii. 9.

like homeless beasts whom burning woods invest. X. xl. 9.

(3) embody, put into form.

can invest That shape to mortal sense— . . . 1. 1. 6.

Invested,//. (1) arrayed (verbally).

thoughts invested with the light Of language : . 11. xvi. 6.

(2) embraced,
my faint arms her languid frame invested: . . VI. xxv. 3.

(3) covered, bestrewn.
But now invested with fair flowers and herbs, . Prom. I. 829.

'''Investest, v. /r. pervadest, overshadowest.
where ocean rolls Investest it ; /V. Athan. II. iv. 7.

investigate, v. tr. to examine into,

advise His Majesty to investigate their truth ;— , CEdipus^ II. i. 48.

investiture, n. (1) appointment to a dignity.

Who denies homage, claims investiture . . . Hellas, 584.

(2) covering or decoration.

The blosmy springes star-bright investiture, . . Laon, IV. xxxii..8.

Invests, V. ir. (I) covers, envelopes.

The shade which is our form invests us round, . Prom. i. 471.

(2) encloses mentally.
Love's rose a host of thorns invests

;

Love's Rose, i. 3.

Invincible, n. an unconquerable person.

Which must bend the Invincible, Prom. I. 536.

InvinciMe, adj. not to be subdued.
It is invincible; Calderon, III. 126.

invincible By mortal fear Pr. Athan. i. 96.

invincibly, adv. strictly, unalterably.

he who leads Invincibly a life of resolute good, . Q. Mab, Hi. 153.

Inviolable, adj. (1) unconquerable.
[Girdled] by its inviolable waters— Ch. ist, 11. 188,

(2) undisturbed, unbroken.
The inviolable quietness ; Jane, Recoil. 37.

inviolably, adv. securely, safely.

That Right should fence xt&fM inviolably . , . Ch. \si, il. 160.

islands inviolably Prankt on the sapphire sea. . Hellas, 1048.

inviolate, adj. unpolluted, unprofaned.
The sacred bay of Taenarus Remains inviolate, . Cycl. 273.

luviolated, adj. unfrequented, solitary.

smooth and even space Of its inviolated floor, . Alastor, 582.

Invisible, adj. A. Lit. (1) that is imperceptible to the

vision.

at the door Invisible Corruption waits .... Adonais, Vlil. 4-
wounded the invisible Palms of her tender feet , xxiv. 4.

light breathings of the invisible wind, .... Calderon, il. 148.

Scourged by the winds invisible tyranny . . . Ch. 1st, ii. 220.

Like lightning, with invisible violence .... Epips. 399.
keep their state ... In all resorts of men

—

invis., Laon, I. xxx. 4.

From the unburied dead, invisible and fast. . . X. xiii. 9.

the fragrance and the invisible flame .... xi. vi. 3.

Into the wind's invisible stream XII. xxxii. 5.

like spokes of some invisible wheel I^om. IV. 274.
Fulfills its destined, though invisible work, . . Q. Mab, VI. 176.

If some invisible breeze might stir Rosal. 185.

(2) obscured by darkness.
And the black bell became invisible, Julian, 134.
the prow Made the invisible water white as snow ;

Naples, 43.

(3) out of sight, hidden.
Thy searchless fountain, and invisible course . Alastor, 507.
the beams of the invisible moon, . . . Laon, Vii. xx. 3.

B. Fig. (1) indistinct.

Beneath its light invisible, Rosal. 1042.
Around whose lessening and invisible height . . Sutnmer-Evg. 17.

And the invisible rain did ever sing . Triumph, 354.

(2) not perceptible mentally.
The viewless and invisible Consequence . . Fr. Conseq, 1.

'Tis difficult to know the invisible Thoughts, Hom. Merc, xxxiv. 5.

invisibly, adv. imperceptibly.
Beside him moves the Babylonian woman Invis., Ch. 1st, l. 62.

Bending within each other's atmosphere, Kindle «'.— Triumph, 152.

Invite, V. I. tr. solicit the company of.

It was his fancy to invite ... Peter, IV. xix. i.

II. intr. attract, allure.

to invite To some more lovely mystery Alastor, 453.
Invited, pp. bidden, asked.
invited to thy wedding-ball ... .... Julian, 387.
Invited to attend the least of Famine, . . . CBdipus, II. i. loS.

Invites, v. I. tr. attracts, allures.

Tis just—tasting zKZ/zy^j the purchaser Cyd. 143.

II. intr.

Invites to love with her kiss divine Music, Ipant, IV. 4.

invoked, v. tr. called on.
My countrymen invoked to death or liberty ! . . Laon, III. x. 9.

Invoked, pp^ prayed for.

The breath whose might I have invokedm song . Adonais, LV. 1.

Invokes, v. tr. calls upon, summons.
A mighty voice invokes thee Alastor, 618.
He whom some dreadful voice invokes is here, . Prom. I. 444.

involutions, n. twists, turns.

And with unending involutions shew .... Medusa, III. 5,

involve, V. tr. enwrap, envelope,
two warring winds Involve in fire, Laon, II. xlvi. 3.

involved, v. tr. (1) enwrapped or enveloped.
night /wwo/z/^df and swallowed up the vision ; . . Alastor, 189.
the murky shades involved An image 660.

(2) joined in.

Around me they involved a. giddy dance; . . . Laon, in. xxiii. 3.

involved,//. (1) enwrapped or enfolded.
Below the smoke of roofs ««i/o/wrf in flame . . ill. xvi. 6.
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(2) encircled.

Ten thousand orbs involving and involved^ . . Prom. iv. 241.

involved, ///. adj. complex, complicated.
at whose t'nvoived immensity Vcsmon, i. 177.

^Involvluff, pr. pple. encircling.

Ten thousand orbs involving z-n^ involved, . . Prom. iv. 241.

Invnlnerable, adj* (1) too unsubstantial to be capable of

injury,

strike with our spirit's knife Invulner. nothings. Adonais^ xxxix. 6.

(2) proof against injury.

an invulnerable charm Upon her children's brow, Laon^ II. xliv. 8.

Inward, adj, (1) secret, hidden,
he mocks His mzyarrf hate C0««* i. ii. 51.

(2) mental.
and with an inward fire possest, .... . Laon. x. xl. 8.

And, worse than all, that inward stain .... Rosat. 4^8.
And walked with inward glory crowned

—

St. Dejection^ III. 5.

(3) interior.

as with an inward ^^inA'^ . . Prom. iv. 218.

(4) self-evolved.

began To turn the light and dew by /wwar^/power Witch^ xxxill. 3.

Inwards, n. interior parts.

salt-cake, and fat, and inwards CEdipus^ i. 21.

inweavingf, pr. pple. joining in sexual intercourse.

his deathless limbs inweaving^ Horn. Venus, 38.

*Inwoven, pp. Fig. closely mingled or mixed.
Shot thro' the lines of many waves inwoven^ . . Laon, vii. xi. 6.

Like clouds inwoven in the silent sky, . , . IX. xii. i.

Orb within orb, and line thro' line inwoven. . . Prom. II. i. 117.

Inwoven, ppl. adj. closely mingled or mixed.
Withwhose dun beams zwa/oz/ew darkness seemed

To mingle Alastor, 648.
the inwoven charm Of converse and caresses . . Laon, vri. i. 5.

*Inwrapt, v. tr. clothed or infolded.
inwrapt Less in the beauty of its tender light . Prol. Hellas^ 20.

*Inwrougflit, adj. worked or woven,
/wzfn^w^A/ with emblems of barbaric pride ? . . Naples^ 133.

Jlo, n. daughter of InachuSi beloved by Jupiter.

whichJuno sent To agitate lo, CEdipus^ I. 153.

And the ox-headed lo— I. 272.

*Ion, n. a play on the name of John,
I am called Ion, which, by interpretation, . . . II. ii. 107.

*Iona, n. Queen Caroline.
This lona—^Well—you know what the chaste

Fasiphae did i. i3S-

If Queen lona— 1. 147.
Has tracked lona from the Theban limits, . . . -— i. 166.

But if This Gadfly should drive lona hither? . . I. 176.

This For Queen /<3«a'might suflSce and less ; . . I. 193.

Hail ! lona the divine, I. 273.

/oM(Z for ever !—No SwellfootI I. 291.

Hark ! How the swine cry lona Taurina ; . . I. 292.

bring the head and body, . . . hither Of Queen /. i. 311.

Long live lona / down with Swellfoot ! . . . . I. 323.

To keep lona and the swine apart I. 343.
in this happy state, the Queen Tona— li. i. 32.

the Queen lona being Most innocent, II. i. 34.

if it could be suspected That Queen lona— . . Ii. i. 57.

And Fasiphae, iowa'j grandmother,— . . . II. i. 71.

I vote Swellfoot and lona Try II. i. 127.

*Ione) n. a character in Prometheus Unbound.
Our young Zone's soft and milky arms .... Prom. II. i. 46.
lone wakened then, and said to me : II. i. ^3.
thou lone, shalt chaunt fragments of sea-music, . III. iii. 27.

lone^ Give her that curved shell, ill. iii. 64.

:!:lonian, adj. (1) Greek.
It is an isle under Ionian skies Epips. 422.
Under the roof of blue Ionian weather, .... 542,
Palatinus sighed Faint echoes of Ionian song ; . Ode Lib. Vll, 14.

(2) =Johnian. (See Ion.)

Riding on the Ionian Minotaur CEdipus, I. 116.

I am the Ionian Minotaur, ll.ii.103.

from my ancestors having been Ionian, .... li.ii.ioo.

Ire, n. anger, wrath.
the withering ire Of God may be appeased. , . Laon, x. xxxix. 3.

and be thine ire. Lightning, and cutting hail, . . Prom. I. 269.
Even as the Almighty's ire arrested them, . , . Q. Mab^ VII. 189.

Ireland, n. England's disgrace.

You, Wentworth, shall be myself in Ireland^ . . Ch. \st, 11. 71.

Another self, here and in Ireland: il. 201.

Iris, n. (1) the goddess of the rainbow.
Iris her many-coloured scarf had drawn : . . . "Triumph, 357.
And green and azure plumes of Iris .... 440.

(2) Fig. prism or rainbow.
Hope its zWj of delight, Hellas, ^^.

Iris, c. adj. attr. prismatic.
Which the sun clothes in hues of Iris light. . . Orpheus, 80.

*Iris-flowers, c. n. flags.

And the coarse bulbs of iris-flowers he found Marenghi, xxiv. 5.

Irish, adj. composed of Irishmen.
until I can bring over The Irish regiments : . . Ch. ist, II. 350.

Iron, n. A. Lit. a malleable mineral.
With red-hot iron on the cheek and forehead, . iii. 4.

and gratings of strong iron. There rust .... D(rmon, II. 198.

mass Of tin and iron not to be understood ; . . Gisb. 49. _

with knees Like iron clasped her feet, .... Laon, Vll. ix. 8.

and fix on high A net of z'row, X. xxxvui.7.

the net of iron Was spread above, X. xlu. i.

like iron Quivering in crimson fire Marenghi^ XXII. ^.

Back to your towers of iron, Prom. I. .^.44'

Iron and gold, the slaves and signs of power, . II. iv. 69.

The ponderous chains, and gratings of strong /., Q. Mab, IX. 1 ig.

This heart, hard as iron, is stranger to fear ; . .St. Ir.Ki) III- 4-

like whirlpools of fire-flowing zr£7« Vis. Sea, 19.

Of gold and stone, and adamantine iron. . . . Unf. Dr. 23.

B. Fig. anything stem or unyielding.

Where slavery wields her scourge of iron, . . . Falsehood, 7.

Iron, c. adj. attr. A. Lit. composed of iron.

It is the iron gate. Which ye left open, . . . Cenci, IV. ii. 40.

With this great iron rake, ^^- 3^-

To breathe a soul into the iron heart ..... Gisb. 18.

Kneading; them down with fire and iron rain : . Hellas, 381.

And with his zVow mace Directs the torrent . . 839.

We could just hear its hoarse and iron tongue : . Julian, 104.

And iron wings that climb the wind ProTn. I. 327.

B. Fig. (1) as hard as iron.

twisted around The iron crags, IV. 306.

Had crushed the iron crags ; IV, 308.

(2) as symbol of anything hard, stem or inflexible.

Custom, with iron mace points to the graves . . Laon, IV. xxiv. 4.

his iron pen Dipped in scorn's fiery poison, . . viii. xx. 6.

those detested hearts their iron fangs have rent ! x. xxxvii. 9.

Heaven . . . With iron light is dyed; . ... Naples, 136.

Grasping an iron sceptre, Q- Mao, III. 90.

From virtue, trampled by its iron tread, . . . v. 99.
The iron rod of penury V. 127.

Earth groans beneath relig-ion's iron age, . . . VII. 43.
Whose iron thongs are red with human gore ? . ix. 188.

*Iron-sceptred, c. adj. invested with unbending power.
Hath then the iron-sceptred Skeleton, .... Dtxmon, I. 9.

Ironmonger, n. one who deals with iron.

Loud as the clank of an ironmonger; .... CEdipus, l. 238.

^Irradiate, adj. brilliant or bright.

where irradiate dewy eyes Had shone Alastor, 535.

^Irradiation, n. intellectual brilliancy.

and the pure Intense irradiation of a mind, . . Gisb. 204.

*Irrefrag-aT>ly, adv. unbreakably, Immoveably.
yet can bind Into a mass, irrefragably firm, . . Ode Lib. XV. 10.

^Irreconcilable, adj. inconsistent, incompatible.
And why God made irreconcilable Triumph, 230.

*Irresistible, adj. (1) sweeping all before it.

For, where the irresistible storm had cloven . . Laon, i. iv. i.

drifted on some cataract By irresistible streams, VI. vi. 2.

(2) that cannot be repressed.
Then, yielding to the irresistible '}oy^ .... Alastor, 185.

(3) not to be withstood.
that still Guiding its irresistible career .... 612.

Wisdom ! thy irresistible children rise . . . Laon,Y. Song, 1. 13.

And what may else be good and irresistible. . . Vil. xxx\'i. 9.
Apportioning with irresistible law Q. Mab, VI. 163.

*Irresistib]7, adv. beyond control, overwhelmingly.
Bursting and eddying irresistibly Alastor^ 356.
i. Throng, like full clouds at the Scirocco's cry ; . Hellas, 276.

*Irretrievable, adj. beyond remedy.
Nor stands uncaused, and irretrievable. . . . Q. Mab, IV. 75.

irreverent, adj. disrespectful.

Irreverent mockery of the genuflexions .... (Edipus, II. i. 28.

*Irreversible, adj. that cannot be annulled, iiTevocable.
Brief, rapid, irreversible^ Cenci, lii. i. 90.

Irrevocable, adj. unalterable, not to be recalled.
Repentance of the irrevocable deed :— .... Calderon, ii. 125.
two Destinies Filled each their irrevocable urns ; ProL Hellas, 83.
send forth Fate, Thy irrevocable child: .... loi.

*Irvyne, n. a name.
But not alone on Irvyne's tower, , St. Ir. (4) iv. i.

Is, aux. V. (1) expressive of present state, fact, or existence.
There is no lament for him, Eug. Hills^ 62.

Till all is bright, and clear, and still, 88.
That zj the breast which Margaret yielded to me— Faust, 11.392.
Where solitude is like despair, I went.— . . . Laon^ Dea.vui. 4.
My name is Ozymandias, king of kings : . . . Osym. 10.

There is no agony and no solace left ; . . . Prom. l. 819.

(2) exists, has being.
Which seems, but is not Cenci, IV. iv. 116.
And the love which is, Ch. ist, 11. 296.
Nought is but that which feels itself to be. . . . Hellas, 785.
to that Which is—the absent to the present. . .

—- yg^.
Where nothing is, but all things seem, .... Sensit. Pi. iv. 1 1.

Isabel, n. a woman's name.
Is it not strange, Isabel, said the youth, .... Sunset, 21.

*Islani, n. the faith of followers of Mahomet.
When the Orient moon of/j/aw* rolled in triumph Hellas, 266.
That it is written how the sins of Islam .... 596.
Islam must fall, but we will reign together . . 887.
poor faint smile Of dying Islam / 916.
that Islam's creed Might crush for him .... Laon, x. xxxiv. 6.
When the orient moon q{ Islam rode in triumph . iVo/. Hellas, 172.
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^Islamite, n. a. follower of Mahomet.
And every Islamite who made his dogs Fat . . Hellas^ 549.
sends The keys of ocean to the Islamite.— . . . 1017.

^Islamites, n, pi. of Islamite.
And in that ghastly breach the Islamites^ . . . 832.

Island, n. (1) a piece of land surrounded by water.
or shall this island he— CA. ist^ 11. 187.

Who made our land an island of the blest, . . Gisb. 32.

A building on an island; Julian^ gg.
Sailed to tne zj/aW where the madhouse stands. 214.
To see like some vast island from the Ocean, , L.aon. V. xl. i.

A fertile island \xi the barren sea, ... . Pr. Atkan. II. i. 10.

^sympathy In this mysterious island. Unf. Dr. 32.

(2) used figuratively for anything isolated.

That island in the ocean of the world, .... Ode Lib. \\. 4.

Thou 25/aw(/ of eternity ! XIV. 11.

*Islaiid-lioines, c. n. situated on an island.

At their known island-hontes in Himera, . . . Ff09n. ill. iii. 43.

*Jslaxid-people, c. n. dwellers on an island.
None of the rustic island-people know : . . . . Epips. 485.

*Islaud-tliroue, c. n. consisting of an island.
hound upon her island-throne^ Hellas^ 304.

*Islanded, pp, A. Lit. placed on an island.

from the fort Islanded in the Danube, .... 362.

B. Fig. (1^ dotted or interspersed.
Islanded by cities fair ; Eug. Hills^ 93.

(2) isolated, made to look like an island.

In the south dimly islanded; 307.
*Mid the azure air is islanded^ Rosal. 539.
Islanded in the immeasurable air Serchio^ 45.

(3) isolated from their fellows.

Islanded By victor myriads, Hellas^ 373.

^Islanded, ppl. adj. interspersed with islands.

Islanded seas, blue mountains, mighty streams, . Alasior^ 555.

^Islanding', pr, pple, causing to appear like an island.

and islanding- The peak whereon we stand, . . From. 11. iii. 23.

Islands, n. A) Lit. pi. of Island (1).
the golden islands That gleam D<Emon^ I. 20g.
islands inviolably Prankt on the sapphire sea. . Hellas^ 104S.
What Paradise islands of glory gleam ! . . . 1052.
Water-falls leap among wild islands §;reen, . . Laon^ Ded. 11. 6-

Winding among the lawny islands fair, .... i. li. i,

The islands and the mountains in the day . . . III. xv. 6.

Elystan islands bright and fortunate, , . . xii. xxxi. 7.

around green z'i"/a«Ay lay Xli.xxxiv. g.
From the river-girt islatids^ Pan^ I. 3.

gleam Like islands on a dark blue sea

;

. . Q. Mab^ 11. 18.

the golden islands Gleaming li. 22.

Its fertile golden islands II. 34.

B. Fig. mental resting places or refuges.

Aye, many flowering islands lie Eug. Hills^ (^.

Isle, «. A. Lit. (1) poetic form of Island (1).

With which I soothe them from the western isle ? Aj>ollo^ V. 6.

It is an isle under Ionian skies, Epips. 422.

The light clear element which the isle wears . . 446.
It is an isle^ 'twixt Heaven, Air, Earth, and Sea, 457.
leave azure chasms of calm Over this isle., . . . 467.
Till the isle's beauty, like a naked bride . 474.
Bums in the heart of this delicious zj/<e, .... 478.
This isle and house are mine, 513.

The living soul of this El;^sian isle^ 530.

had borne To that silent isle, 5'm^. Huts, 328.

And from ij/s, tower and rock Fugitives, II. 11.

And when the pines of that bee-pasturing isle, . ffellas, 170.

when thine injured isle Sees summer . ... Ireland, i.

earthquakes light many a volcano isle, . . . Laon, vi. vii. 9.

Whose nest was built in that untrodden isle, . . vii. xiv. 5.

like the dwellers of an isle ix. ii. 8.

each distant isle Is dark xii, v. 7.

I saw each radiant isle, Xll. xii. 3.

every jEolian isle From Pithecusa to Pelorus . . Ode Lib.-xni: 5.

Beside a pumice isle in Baiae's bay, . . . Ode W. Wind, in. 4.

From isle to isle, from city unto city, .... (Edipus, I. 167.

To fabulous SGl3mia, and the jEtnean Isle, , . i. i6g.

sad genius Of the Green /j/i? has fixed, .... 11.ii.79.

Round foodless men wrecked on some oozy isle. From. II. iii. 46.
Under an Atlantic isle Similes, III. 2.

Sheds on a lonely and sea-girt z'j/is, .... There is nowork, -j,.

continent, Isle, ocean, and all things Triumph, 16.

Strange night upon some Indian isle;— .... 486.

round*mountain and isle, Vis. 'Sea, 133.

(2) a green spot, an oasis.

Like a green isle 'mid ^Ethiopian sand, .... Marenghi, vi. 3.

B. F'ig. a mental oasis.

Many a green isle needs must be
-^"f-

Hills, i.

. Seemed an Elysian isle of peace and joy . . . Hellas, 927.

to an isle Of lovely grief, Prom, IV. 200.

*Isle-fcetted, c. adj. diversified with islands.

And we together sate by that isle-fretted flood. . Loon, iv. v. 9.

*Isle-surrounding, c. adj. that gird islands.

Prophetic caves, and isle-surrounding streams, . Prom. i. 252.

*Isle-sustaining, c. adj. that appears to support or bear

islands.

glowed The isle-sustaining Ocean-flood, . , . Naples, 10.

Isles, n. A. Lit. pi. of Isle (1).
Oh light us to the isles of the evening land ! * . Ch. 1st, IV. 22.

Round western isles, with incense-blossoms bright, Con. Sing. IV. lO.

And fragrant zephy^ there from spicy isles . . Dmmon, li. 75.

„ „ „ „ „ „ . . a -fl/a*. VIII. 64.

That leads to azure isles and beaming skies . . Damon, 11. 257.

„ „ „ . . Q' ^a^, IX. 162.

The halcyons brood around the foamless isles; . Epips. 412.
An envy of the isles, 4pi.
O^er thine isles depopulate, ^^S- Hills, 127.

Cornwall and the storm-encompassed isles, . . Gisb. 37.

Ocean sleeps around those foamless isles, . . . Hellas, 167.

The caves of the Icarian 2j/<?j 471.
overlooks the isles that groan Under the Briton's

frown, —— 621.

a clump of peaked isles— Julian, 79.

How from their many isles in evening's gleam . 90.

he wandered then About yon lonely tsles . . . 248.

isles which lay On the blue sunny deep, .... Loon, I. adviii. 8.

when the fourth mom Burst o'er tne golden /j/&r— lll.xxii, 2.

when sunset's blaze Burned o'er the /j/sj/ . . . V. li. 9.

which from their isles And continents, .... V. Iv. 7.

That flow among the isles, v. Iviii. 4.
the fires that flare In storm-encompassed isles, . vil.xxxvii.2.

Whilst a thousand islss are illumined around, . Liberty, II. 2.

the peaks unshaken Of mountains and blue isles Marenghi, xxil. 4.

The nodding promontories, and blue isles, . . . Ode Lib. IV. i.

Float by my feet, like sea-uprooted isles, . . - Front. \. 613.

Among the jEgean isles, ll. y. 2$.

and round Fortunate isles; Hi- ii- 23.

borne the summer night, Through i. for ever calm ; IV. 498.
And dragged to distant isles, Q- Mab, Vlll. 178.

Blue isles and snowy mountains wear . ... St. Dejection, i. 3.

golden dawn To fairy zj/gj of evening, .... Unf.Dr.2\t.
B, Fig, (,1) the heavenly bodies,

the Queen of Heaven's bright isles, . . . Epips. 281.

Space, and the w/£.s of life or light . .-. . . . Hellas, tjo.

The fairest of those wandering zj/ej . . . . Frol. Hellas, 1%.

(2) oases or detached places.

Upon the fairy wZsj of sunny lawn, Epips. i^-^.

(3) mental oases.

Other flowering isles must be Eug. Hills, 335.

From the azure isles, Prom. IV. 108.

(4) transf. sense, -isolated, island-like.

Oh, bear me to those isles of jaggfed cloud . . . Hellas, 957.
And fishes which were isles of living scale, . . . From. IV. 304.

wandering isles of aery dew, Witck, LIV. 2.

*Islet, n. a small island.

As on some mountain «j/e^ burst Laon, V. xii. 3.

Or utmost islet inaccessible, Ode Lib. vui. 3.

From some Atlantic zj/?/ scattered up, ... I^om.. il. iii. 31.

There was a little lawny islet The Isle, i.

Over that islet paved with flowers Unf. Dr. 66.

From such an zjife/,-such a river-spring . . . ! . . 89.

*Islets, n. pi. of Islet. (1) see Islet.

On black bare pointed islets ever beat .... Alasior, 86.

O'er the still sea and jagged islets darted . . . Loon, II. x. 3.

We past the islets, borne oy wind and stream, . VIII. iii. i.

Till through Elysian garden islets . ... Prom. Ii. v, 91.

Around their inland islets, Witch, XXXVIII. 2.

(2) Fig. mental oases.

And the zj/e/j were few Pront.w. 121.

"^Isolate, V. rejl.. to separate oneself from the world.
to isolate oneself in scorn, Faust, II. 229.

^Isolated, ppl. adj. solitary, separated.

Stood on an isolated pinnacle, Deemon, I. 287.

This pinnacle of isolated crag Faust, II. 94.
to stand High on an zjd?/a^«d pinnacle \ . . . . Q. Mab, II. 253.

To live alone, an isolated ^vs^^i Solitary, l. 2.

Issue, V. intr. come forth.

Go to the grave, and issue from the womb, . . Q. Mob, V. 2.

Issue, n. the result.

The issue of the war against the Scots Ch. isf, II. 351.
or widely guess The z. of the earth's great business, Gisb. 163.

Issued, V. intr. {1) proceeded, came forth.

on the sound Which issued Xhonco, ... . Laon, xil. xii. 7.

(2) was thrust out.

A soft hand issued from the veil of fire, . . . Unf. Dr. 145.

XBSXixn.^, pr. pple. proceeding, flowing.

zjj«z»^ thence, Stains the dead, blank, cold air . Epips. 91.

It, neuter pron.
Rest the blood that must ensue, And it will not

rest on you Mask, LXXXIII. 4.

The passing wind . . . cannot linger where zVsoothes Unf. Dr. 39.
As if zV were a lamp of earthlylight, Woodman, 2^,

Italian, adj. (1) of, or pertaining to Italy,

the vault of blue Italian day Adonais, VII. 5.

Under the roof of blue Italian weather ; . Gisb. 147.

Twin mirrors oi Italian Heaven, .... . Julian, 14S.

within the Italian shore ; Naples, 151.

Alas ! Italian winds are mild, Rosal. 5S6.

the tempest-proofPavilions of the dark Italian air, TowerofFa^, 14.

(^2) in the Italian language.
We will have books, Spanish, Italian, Greek ; . Gisb. 298.

XtaJy, n. one of the great divisions of Europe.
And every petty lord of //fl/jv, Ch.\st,\\.\%^.
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the music Mari received last week from Italy^ . Ch. isi, II. 458.
let us go try These airs from Ita/y ; II. 477.
Everlasting /jte/y, Fr. Italy^ 5.
Now Italy or London, which you will I . . . . Gisb. 291.
Fleshed with the chase, come up from Itaty^ . . Hellas^ 314.
Thou Paradise of exiles, //aAt/ Julian^ ^j.
Than the sky Of this azure Italy Mary, g.
As I lay asleep in Italy Mash, I. I.

eternal Italy Starts to hear thine ! Naples, 105.
Arose in sacred Italy Ode Lib. IX. 6.

O Italy, Gather thy blood into thy heart ; . . . XIV. 13.
Remember, this is Italy, Rosal. 19.
And even within 'twas scarce like Italy. . . . 1259.
the azure sea Of serene and golden Italy, . . . W. Shel'vi. 4.

Itcli, n. a disease caused by a parasite {Acarus Scabiei).
The murrain and the mange, the scab and itch ; . (Edipus, I. 44.

Ithacan, adj. of Ithaca.
The Ithacan Ulysses and the king Of Cephalonia. Cycl. 95.
Our race is Ithacan— 257.

Its, neut. pass. pron. (1).
If Liberty Lent not life its soul of light Hellas, 42.
To my own soul its self-consuming treasure. . . Rosal. 779.
o'erz.gentlecountenancedidplayThebusydreams, Witch, XL. 3.

(2) sometimes used with an apostrophe.
And stabbed and trampled on its mother ; . . Rosal. 164.
some invisible breeze might stir /^'j marble calm: 186.

Itself, c. pron. (1) its own nature or being.
Though the heart triumphs with itselfm words. . Cenci, I. i. 140.
until slumber seems A mockery of itself . . . Ginevra, 46.

(2) used reflexively.
May lift itselfin homage of the God Sonn. Byron, 14.

(3) giving stress or emphasis to the preceding noun,
or joy rVja^Without the touch of sorrow ? . . . Ch. 1st, I. 177.

)-Ivied, adj. covered with ivy.

Upon an ivied stou& Reclined his languid head, . Alastor, 634.
It gleams upon the ivied bower, St. Ir. (4) IV. 3.

Ivory, n. elepliant tusk.
Like rose-ensanguined ivory, . Prom. 1. 321.
A dome of thin and open ivory Witch, Llll. 4.

Ivory, c, adj. attr. A. Lit. made of ivory.
A half-burnt niatch, an ivory block, three books, Gisb. 93.

an ivory stair Its fretwork in the crystal sea . . Laon, I. li.
^.^

a female Shape upon an ivory throne V. xliii. 9.

Three shapes around her ivory throne appear ; . V. xlix. 5.

An ivory shell inlaid with crimson fire Front. II. iv. 157.

B. Mg. white like ivory.

That ivory dome, whose azure night Rosal. 1094.

Ivy, n. a climbing plant {Hedera helix).

Ivy clasjped The fissured stones Alastor, 578.

By the dark ivy^'s twine Cenci, III. i. 264.

under the ivy tnat overgrows the terrace, . . . Ch. 1st, V. I.

With the green ivy and the red wall-flower, . . Dcenton, II. 196.

„ ,, „ „ „ . . Q. Mab, IX. 117.

halls Built round with ivy Bpips. 442.
The ivy and the wild-vine interknit 500.
The ring-dove, in the embowering ivy, . . 529.
sapless green and ivy dun Jane, Invitn,^,^,
Fair clinging weeds with ivy pale did grow, . . Laon, VI. xxvii. 7.

The wreaths of stony myrtle, ivy and pine, . . Naples, 17.

With crownals of violet, zz/jf, and pine: .... Ode, Arise, ya.
And the dark link&d ivy tangling wild, .... From. III. iii. 136. ^And wild roses, and ivy serpentme Question, III. 5.

Under a pine with ivy overgrown Unf. Dr. 204.
did creep Like ivy from one stem ;— .... Witch, LXI. 7.

*Ivy, c. adj. attr. formed of ivy.

Round whose rude shaft dark ivy tresses grew Adonais, XXXIII. 4.
and bound it With ivy wreaths ; . . ... Cycl. 383.
In loved zz/jv wreaths attired; 020.
With blooming ivy trails was overgrown ; . . Laon, IV. i. 4.
Out of her zVjyDower, . . X. ii. 4.
In the ivy bower disconsolate ; . , . . . . Mary, 5.

^Ivy-bloom, c. n. blossom of the ivy.
The yellow bees in the ivy-blootn, From. I. 745.

*Ivy-l>ougflis, c. n. branches of ivy.
And thro' the windless ivy-boughs, . ... II. ii. 27.

^Ivy-flngrered, c. adj. Fig. gently rustling through ivy.

but soothing notes Of zVVp^^Mj^tfre^/ winds . . . Damon, II. 2xyj.

11 11 11 „ „ ... Q. Mab, IX. 128.

*Ivy-leaves, c. n. thickly grown ivy.
Hid in the deepest night o\ ivy-leaves, . , . Unf. Dr. 73.

*Ixion, ». a fabled king of Thessaly.
for Jove to clutch Ixion or the Titan :— ... Gisb. 24.

*Ja1>1>eTl]i^, pr. pple. chattering, talking incoherently.
.^afi^tfWw^, making love. And cooking, . . . . Faust, w. i^d.

jaok-a-lantern, n. phr. a marsh meteor.
\iJack-Orlantern Shows you his way, II. 37.

*Jack-ass, n. a male ass.

^ojack-ass brayed
j Feter, VII. xxi. 3.

^Jack-daw, as adj. Fig. black, evil.

a Cloven foot s.ziAjack-daw feather. (Edipus, 11. i. 126.

*Jackal, n. Fig. a subservient tool.

Thejfzt^d/of ambition's lion-rage, . . ... Dmmon,\l. 137.

„ ,, ,1 „ . . 4 . ^. A/a^, VIII. 196.
Jade, n, a sorry -nag.

And as a.jade urged by the whip and goad . Julian, 301.
Jades, «. pi. of Jade.
Horsed upon stumblingjw^ay, . . ... Ch. 1st, I. 169.

"•Jag, n. a ragged or broken place.
From cloud and from crag. With many 2L.jag, . Arethusa, I. 5.
As on the_7a^ of a mountain crag, Cloud, 35.
with tooth and spike KnAjag, ... ... Gisb. 35.
thro' many a new and fsaxfaijag Laon,'viI. xli. 3.

*Jagg£d, adj. (1) broken, rough, ragged.
The crags closed round with black and/ arms, . Alastor, 359.Now upon the^o^^df hills It rests, .... 649.
It stumbles on a /a^f^erf rock,— ._ Calderon,\\.(xi.
Oh, bear me to those isles ofyi!,fy«rf cloud . . . Hellas, 9^7.
O'er the still sea and^ir^ifaf islets darted . . . Laon, 11. -x.. ^,
from the depths whoseya.^^1:/ caverns .... xil. xix, 6.
On one side of thisjfa^eo! and shapeless hill . Orp/ieus, li.
as a storm is poured K-om_7o,^e(rcIouds, . . . Prom-. IX. 22^.

(2) with serrated teeth.
and over these Thejagged alligator, IV. 309.
(3) said of the appearance of waves.

the vessel finds a grave Beneath itsjw^^fij'rfgulph. Q. Mab, IV. 33.

(4) serrated or pointed shadows.
the sunlight of the blue serene With/ leaves,— . Woodman, 46.

"'Jaggid-javSd, c. adj. with serrated teeth.
O'erjagged-jawedWons, Horn. Merc. XCVL^.

Jailor, n. the custodian of a prison.
to be the.jailor had been taught Laon, VII. xiv. 6As leaning on \.h&jailor's arm Rosal. 910.

Jailors, n. pi. of Jailor.
Because th&irjailprs' rule, they thought, . . . 934"•Jammed,^/, crushed, squeezed.
Jammed in the hard, black deep

; From. iv. 302.
Jane, «. wife of Shelley's friend E. Williams.
For our beloved /««« alone Guitar Jane, go.

fair moon was rising among them. Dear Jane! . Jane, I. 3.
What would cure, that would kill me, Jane: . Magnet. Lady, V. 6.

Jangling, ppl. adj. harshly clanging or tinkling.
And through the sunny air, -wMhjangling tone, . Ginevra, 41.
Wake all the dewy woods \j\\\vjangling music . (Edipus, II. ii. 125.

'*Janizars, n. soldiers of the Sultan's body-guard.
They"a«z>arjClamour for pay Hellas, 2^^^.

January, n. the first month of the year.
/aKMB>-^ grey is here, DirgeforYear,lv.i.

Jannary, c. adj. attr. such as blow in January.
the breath of May pierces like ?l January blast. . Ch. 1st, 11. 412.
And January winds, after a day Of butchering, . (Edipus, 1. 8g.

"^Jauus-visaged, c. adj. having two faces.
A Janus-visaged Shadow did assume .... Triumph, 94.

Jar, n. (1) a crash or conflict.
Sprung: from the depth of its tempestuous/jr.- . Laon, I. xxvi. 4.
It breaks on the pause of the elements' _;a;'. . . St, Ir. {,i) li\. ±.
the >ir-, and the rattle Of solid bones crushed . Vis. Sea iio.

(2) vibration.
the/ Frequent and frightful of the bursting bomb; Q. Mab, IV. 41

*Jarred, ppl. adj. discordant.
But that from one.jarred accent you might guess Julian, 293.

3&riciTa.g,ppl.adj. (1) discordant, harsh.
Rung in her brain still with 3.jarring din, . . . Ginevra, 11.

(2) inconsistent, unsympathetic.
The/i?-r/Kf and inexplicable frame Gisb. isg.

Jars, V. Ir. Fig. causes to vibrate.
And shrieks ofwomen whose ihriAjars the blood, Hellas, 824.

*Jasmine, n. a sweet scented climbing plant.
Sends from its woods of musk-rose, twined witli/, Alastor, 452.

'*Jasper, c. adj. attr. a species of marble.
Orjasper tomb, or mutilated sphynx, .... 114.
And on the/, walls around, there lay Paiiitings, . Laon, I. liii. 5.

ItJavelin, n. a light spear.
And let this cornel /iw/z'/j, keen and tall, . Horn. Merc. LXXVIII. 3.
Shaking a.javelin keen, , , Horn. Min. 8.

Jaw, n. (1) that part of the head in which are fixed the
teeth.

and saw The solid air with many a ragged/izei. . Medusa, III. 8.
Between his upper ;iiw and under Peter, I. x. K

(2) Fig. = ta.\^.

To m&ke them hold theirjaw/ Cat,v.6.
iJaw-boue, c. n.
And the Cyclopian/!Z»-*o»«, man-destroying? . Cycl. 84.
Forego the lust of your/az£/-d(jw^/ 295.
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3^4 JAWS—JOVE.

Jaws, n. A. Lit. pi. of Jaw (1\
And place no impious food within ^yjaws. . . Cycl. 269.

so fill your belly and your^aa/j 287.

Are in ikvtxxjwms

I

Laon^ X. xxxvii. 5.

B. Fig. (a) edges.
and with thejawj Of axes ... Cyd. 386.

(2) sides, opposing walls,
Lo ! where the pass expands Its stony^aa;j, . . Alastor^ 551.

Jay, n. a bird {Garrulus glandarius).
Are the screech, the lapwing, and thejwj;, . , . Faust^ II. 67.

and tails Of cows, and^ay feathers, (Bdifius^ l. yi\.

Jays, n. Fig. noisy critics.

the shriek of the world's carrion yayj, .... GzsB. 130.

Jealous, adj. (1) having suspicion of another, envious.

Cristofano Was stabbed in error by z.jeal. man, Cenct^ I. iii. 62.

With one chained friend, perhaps k jealous foe, . Epips. 158.

Which free-bom pigs regard -wx^ jealous eyes, . CBdipus^ II. i. 14.

No _7lea/(7zw intercourse of wretched gain, , . . ^. Jtfisd, V. 233.

With one sad friend, and many a.jealous foe, . . St. Epips. 15.

(2) vigilant against infringement.
For thsijealous laws Would punish us ... Cencz, III. i. 229.

Th&jealous key of truth's eternal doors, . . Triumph, 26S.

(3) officious, earnest, zealous.

Linked by 3^jealous interchange of good ; . . . Loon, v. xiv. 5.

did in his bosom breed Kjealous hate of man, . x. xxxiv. 9.

Jealousies, n. feelings of rivalry.

feed ^\ihjealousies Opposing factions,— . . . Ch. isi, II. 165.

Jealousy, n. apprehensive rivalry.

Should excite Floro's_/ai/o«jy, Calderon, I. 270.

Between my love z.nA.jealousy

^

II. 12.

Oh, Hjrmen, clothed in yeWovijealousy^ .... (Edipus, I. 283.

Jealousy's eyes are green, Scorpions are green, 11. i. 74.

Nor_7ea/o««3', nor envy, nor ill shame, . . . . Prom. in. iv. 161.

:I:Jeer, v. tr. scoff or mock at.

YovLJeer me ; where I ask is Nobody ? . . . . Cyd. 683.

Theyjif^r" me in my ills * • - 696.

*JehoTali, n. the god of the Hebrews.
Seeva, Buddh, Fob, fihovak^ God, or Lord, . , Q, Mab, Vll. 30.

These were yMowaA'J words. ........ Vli. 105.

jellied, ppl. adj. Fig. stagnated, coagulated.

and the jelliedhlood Runs freely thro' my veins. Cenci, IV. iii. 43.

Jellies, n. sugar and fruit boiled to a consistency.

an endless host Ofsyllabubs and/, and mince-pies, Gisb. 305.

j:Jeopardy, n. danger, risk.

But 'twere unjust to leave mjeopardy .... Cyd. 481.

Jerusalem, n. the capital of Palestine.

the waste Where stood y^/'Wi'o&w, Alasior, 110.

of Athens or Jerusalem^ Xriuniph. 134.

Jessamine, n. 2l. climbing plant with sweet scented blooms.

And Mhtjessamine faint, and the sweet tuberose, Sensit. PL I. 37.

Jest, n. a pleasantry or joke.

No stay ! I do believe it is %oms.jest; .... Cenct, I. iii. 71.

the priest's delight. The lawyer's>£J^, . . . . Q. Mab, IV. 169.

Jesus Christ, n. the founder of Christianity.

They owed to Jesus Christ for their salvation, . Gisb. 29.

Jesus, the son of Joseph, for his mockery , , . Hellas, 150.

Socrates, the Jesus Christ of Greece, . ... St. Epips. 33.

Jesus Christ himsejf did never cease 34.

Jet, n. black lignite.

Towering like rocks oi iet Deemon, i. 199.

,, „ „ Q. Mab, II. II.

Jew, n. (1) a particular man of the Hebrew race.

Thou didst say thou knewest A. Jew, Hellas, 133.

The_/isa/of whom I spakeis old,— 137.

I would talk With this old y<?zi/. 162.

TheJew appears 184.

This Jew wnom thou hast summoned— .... 188.

Your Sublime Highness, The Jew, who— . . . 639.

Vexed by the wise mad talk of the old Jew^ . . 9 19.

(2) those of Hebrew race generically understood.

and the yellow Jew Hides his hoard deeper . . —— 326.

Jewel, «. a trinket of precious stones.

noy., The price of an abandoned maiden's shame ; Faust, II. 306.

Jewels, n. precious stones.

And of the gold andjewels glittering there . . Ginevra, 17.

Jewry, n. tlie country of the Jews.
When Moloch in /^zfrji, /'tf^er, vi. xxxviii. 4.

Jews, K. (1) certain Hebrews.
Call in the Jews, Solomon the court porkman, . CEdipus, I. 69.

(2) the Israelites in the wilderness.

And were glutted like yirwj with this manna . . V^s.Sea,^^,

Jezeliel, n. Fig. a type of a wicked woman.
The CansiSimtish fesebel / Ch. ist, I. 68.

Job, n. the hero of the Book of Job.
OthatmineenemyhadwrittenAbook!—cried/..* Peter, VI. i. 2.

Jocund, adj. pleasant, cheerful.

Their/biMwrf dreams are full of mirth P^' Wine, 9.

John, adj. a name applied to typical Englishmen.
Ion, which, by interpretation, Is John ; . . . CEdipus, 11. ii. 108.

My name's y^^« Bull; II. ii. 109.

Jolin, n. used as a generic name for Popes.
Gregory and yij/^w, and men divine, Triumph, 2S8.

Join, V. I. tr. (1) unite or connect.
what Death canjoiri together. Adonais, LIII. 9.

Join then your hands and hearts, Loon, v. xii. i.

(2) unite with, foregather with.
Our suite -w^Joifi yours in the court below. . . Cenci^ iv. iv. 188.

Oh, let m&join your flocks ! Eaust, ll. igi-

V^&join the thron^^ Prom. IV. S3.

(3) take part in.

Nor dream that I WiWjoin the vulgar cry, . . . Julian, 362.
forbear Tojoin the dance, ........ Triutnph, 189.
win the spirits there To let \\&tjoin their chorus. Witchy LVI. 4.

(4) add.
violets, Which y&tjoin not scent to hue, . . . Jane, Inviin^ 60.

II. intr. (1) -take part in,

join in a procession to Bedlam, Ch. 1st, 11. 62.

(2) combine or league together,

6idjoin To rear the fabric of the fane, .... DcBfnon^ I. 218.

Where pain and pleasure, good and ts'^join, . Q. Mab, VI. 233.

Joined, v. tr. took part in.

Joined that strange dance Loon, xi. xiii. 2.

Joined,//, united.

Mitred adulterer! he is_7l7/««flrin sin, Ch. 1st, 1.6^.

Joints, n. the junctions of the structure.

its ha\\ joints Swayed with the undulations . . Alastor, 302.

*Jokingr, /r. ///(?. jesting.

Where's Dr. Willis?—Or is h&joking? .... Peier, VI. iv. 2.

*Jollily, adv. merrily, briskly.

I see one yonder burning ^o/Z/'/v Faust, II. 23.

"'Jonquil, n. {Narcissusjonquilla.)
&jonquil -when evening breezes fan it, ... Triumph, 420.

*Jonquils, n. pi. of Jonquil.
from the moss violets BnAjonquils peep, . . . Epips. 450.

:{:Joseph, n. the reputed father of Christ,

Jesus, the son ofJoseph, for his mockery . . . Hellas^ 150.

fJournal, n. a newspaper.
Court Journal or legitimate Review !— .... CEdipus, 1. 368.

Journey, v. intr. Fig. to pass from one point to another.

Hojourney from the misty east began Witch, LI. 8.

Journey, n. A. Lit, travel.

Myjourney to the city Calderon, I. 207.

Make speediest preparation for ^^journey 1 . . Cejzci, II. i. 173.

with the joyous lyre Soothing their/barw^y / Horn. Merc. Lxxxvi. 5.

brothers on ajourney wide Gone forth, .... Loon, v. xiii. 3.

B. Fig. the passage through life.

The dreariest and the \Qu%^&tjourney go, . , . Epips. 159.

*Journeyed, v. intr. Fig. lived.

No more alone , . . \journeyed now : Loon, Ded. vill. 3.

And elevated will, ^zX.journeyed on Q. Mab^ ix. 73.

tJourneying, pr. pple. Fig. living.

Be^i7«?'MejJz'w^ on in this inclement air. .... CA. u/, I. 42.

Jove, n. (1) a name for Jupiter,
"By Jove it is not, Cyd. 12.

By Jo-ue, no ! but I smell it 147.

I laugh to scorn Jove^s thunderbolt, 305.

Pallas, mistress, Goddess, sprung from Jove, . 336.

look, hospitable J(yve, Upon this outrage . , . 340.
1 see the throne oiJove 587.

By JoveyovL are ; 1 bore you off from Dardanus. 593.
such As Vulcan never wrought for Jove .... Gisb. 23.

And even Olympian yop^ Hellas^ 233.
Ye wild-eyed'^Muses, sing the Twins oiJove, . . Horn. Castor, i.

Call on the Twins oiJove ' 11.

Sing, Muse, the son of Maia and oijove, . , Horn. Merc. 1. 1.

Now, when the joy oiJove had its fulfilling, . 11. i.

Joves profitable son Eyeing him laug^hed, . . rv. 7.

He sung how Jove and May of the bnght sandal x. i.

You little swaddled child oi Jo-ve and May ! . LI. i.

the child oiJove Followed behind, LIV. i.

reverent stood Before J<yve's throne, .... -— LV. 3.

As now I wonder at thee, son oiJove; . . . Lxxvil. 7.

highest in heaven among the sons oijove^ . . lxxix. 7.

This glory and power thou dost from Jove inherit, LXXXVlll.3.
And whatsoever by Jove^s voice is spoken
For they are hidden in Jove's mind, ....
Betray the counsels oijove^s inmost will , ,

und Jove covered them with love and joy.

OiJove and Maia sprung,—
from his awful head Whom Jove brought forth.

Rush from the crest of jEgis-bearing Jove ;
wise J<yve rejoiced to view.
Daughters oijove, whose voice is melody,
Offspring oi Jove, Calli"

Minerva, child oiJove,
Calliope,Offspring

Minerva,
Such was the will of gegis-bearing Jove, .

In Venus Jove did soft desire awaken, . . ,

A wretched lot Jove has assigned to swine,

(2) the Jupiter of Prometheus.
Beneath the fierce omnipotence oi Jove, . . .

That Jove at length should vanquish thee. . .

'Tis Jove's worl(fwandering herald, Mercury.
These are Jove^s tempest-walking hounds, . .

Thou knowest not the period oijov^s power?
They last while Jove must reign :

From the all-miscreative brain oiJove; . . .

As Jove rules you when Hell grows mutinous.

xc. 5.

xci. 5.

XCI. 7.

XCVIf . 2.

xcvii. 7.

Hom. Min. 5.= ?8.

Horn.. Moon^ I.

Hom, Sun^ i.

Horn. Venus^ lo.

21.

42.
QSdipus^ II. i. 134.

Prom. I. 115.

1.307.

1-325.
I- 331-
1. 412.
I- 415-
1.448.
1.494.



JOVE—JOY. 365

And Jove now reigned
\ Prom. \i. W, ^g.

^ot Jove: ll.iv. 106.
ForyoT/tf IS the supreme of living; things. . . . 11. iv. 113.
And faithless faith, such as Jove kept with thee ; . m. iii. 130.
Before yJT&tf reigned It loved our sister .... III. iv. 15.

Jovial, n. mirthful, pleasant.
his power that made That^oz/w/ scene— . . . Peter^ iv. xxi. 4.

Joy, n. (1) delight, pleasure, happiness.
The beauty and the Joy of their renewed might. . Adonais, xix. 9.
the sepulchre O, not of him, but of omxjoy : . . XLVIII. 2.
In_/(7y and exultation held his way; , . . . Alasior^ 14^.
Then, yielding to the irresistible _;(3j), 185,
The /oy, the exultation? 20b.
Bright in the lustre of their own iondjoy. . . . 284.
Ohjoy/ oh fear! what will be done Bridal^ 11. 5.

» 11 ti )) It ^>ttkal, g,
Tis_70)) 'tis glory Calderon. ill. ij/o.
I love The sight of agony, and the sense of_7oy, . Cfewcz", i. 1. 82.
In which we all demand a common ycyj, .... I. iii. ig.
I have drunken deep of /cy, j, iii, 88.
once in . . . How the delighted spirit pants (orjoy) 11, i. 128.
And make a bonfire in myjoy^ IV. i. 50.
an expectation Of horridJoy, IV. i. 167.
shake Thine arches with the laughter of theirJoy/ iv. i. 184.
the grave Were some strange ji?y for us. . . v. iv. 115.
andXondon to aplace Of peace and_;i7Vv* . . . 04. ij/, i. 5.
or 7i?jj itself Without the touch of sorrow? . . . i- i77-
I have wept (orJoy A thousand times ll. 486.
O, Joy 'Tis long smce these dry lips were wet . . Cycl. 132.
^j'/_7'(?j(/ Did it flow sweetly 150.
He claps his wings and crows in dotingJoy. . . 421.
I am mad withjiTy at your device 4)55.
The greatest among men for 7o_v of life 520.
If he gives^ly, what is his skm to you? .... —r— 535.
Go, happy one, and give that hosom.Joy , . . DcEtnon, II. 302.
"Would find but little cause for_;l7y Devil, xxix'4.
That its>jj» grew his, Eu£r. mils, 180.
And from the earth the highest^/bjf it bears, . . Fatist, i. 06.
With whsXjoy would we fly ....... . n. i8i.
Joy to thee, Fiordispina and thy Cosimo, . . . Fiordtsfina, 6.
where life, and truth, z.ndJoy Are swallowed up— Fr. Silence, 3.
The3f gibber their joy in sleep : Fr, Wine, 10.
Making theJoy which should have been another's Ginevra, 31.

'

inJoy and pain Struck from the inmost fountains Gisb. 168.
Tilljoy denies itself again, Guitar Jane, 7.
All myJoy should be Dead, Hellas, 24.
Joy waked the voiceless people of the sea, . . . 523.
Efysian isle of peace and/ Never to be attained. 927'.

Nor mix with Laian rage the^iyj . . . . 1080
Brought forth in ^jj, Horn. Castor, K.
Now, when the_;V7j; of Jove had its fulfilling, . . Horn. Merc. ii. i.
You will give^oy to me, . V. 7.'

And many glonous ^ifts in7(3y will give thee, . . Lxxviil.7.
the Olympians sat WithJoy astounded, .... LXXXVIL5!
and Jove covered them with love a.ndjoy. . , . xcvii.'a!
They know that nev&rJoy illumed vay brow , . Int. Beauty, vi.* s!
If I have erred, there was no^^ in error, . . . Julian, 326.
with no ^Tondjoy To do or sufifer aught, . , . 970,
ThenJoy and sleep Together fled, Laon, i. *xliii. 2.AJoy less soft, but more profound and strong . i. xliii.* 6.
Wonder a.ndJoy a passing faintness threw . , . i. Iviii. i.'

Shall leap in Joy, as the benumbing cramp . . n, xUv. 'k.A dim and feeble ^/ciy, iii.xxxiii.i.
And all its hopes and fears, and all its_/". and ruth ? rv. iv. g.And in such faith, some steadfast _7bjf to know, , iv. ix. 5.'

sung Hymns of triumphant Joy our scattered
tribes among. ly^ x, o

Glory 3.ndJoy and jjeace had come and gone. . iv.* xxxi. ^.
Tears of repentingJwv, which fast intruded, . v v 8 *

Flow thus !—I cried mjoy^ thou vital flood, . v. ix. 5.And I among; them, went mjoy— V. xiv \
preserver of the free! The parent of this _7(7y/ . . v! xviii 4With human _7bj' made mute society v. xxxix. 8.
was on that morn Lethean^iy/ v! xlii. 2.
whose pulse in _7o_v now beat together. .... v! xlviii q
all stood inJoy and deep amaze, v! li. g
in^bjv I found. Beside me then, vi x i

with Joy did quail And felt her strength .... vi. xxiv. 8,
a deep And speechless swoon oijoy, vi.xxxiv.7.
And the sweet peace o{Joy did ^most fill . . • vi.xxxviii.^'
Andj'in' was ours to meet

: vi. liv. i.
seemed a deepery^ to taste Than e'er .... . vi. liv' ^
eyes were grown Weaiy with _/i7)», Vii. xxii*2
thou wert there to fill My heart with^iy, . . . vil. xxxiij

4'

Justice, or truth, orJoy/ , ym xi 3joy can make the foulest breast A paradise of
flowers, ...... viii.xxii.8.

thus night past over In mutual _7bj;,-— , . . . ix i 6
Theglorious_/ciy of thy name— ix iii 7many wept, with tears Qijoy and awe, .... ix' vi 8
survived a /iy that knows no sorrow, IX xix 6obscure and rotting eyes to steep In>^/- . . ix!xxxii.g.But smiles ofwondermg^oj) his face would fill, . x vi 7or whate er has birth From common /iw ,-

. . . , xi iv 6
fed My soul with their ownJoy.~ . . . , xi vi 8love and>u for they immortal seem xi! xi^ii.'g.Ihelight of such ajoi) xi xxv 2The starveling waked, and died in>v/ !*.*.*

xii i a
'

lU^ov, ordoulit, orfear; ....... xii iv 2have known Another moment'syojf/ xn*. xi'i. g.

With smiles of tenderyov Laon, xn. xiii. g.
A scene of_7£y; and wonder to behold . . , . xii.xxxiv. j.

in Joy and pride we smiled xil. xxxix. g.

Since hope and peace, and Joy, for aye are fled, M.M Despair. 30.
With maddeningycyr mine anguish'd senses swell M. N, Ravail, 67.
Stay ye days of contentment andjoy, .... 74.
Aslialfin_;Vyf, and half aghast, Mar. Dr. xi. 6.

These words o(Joy and fear arose Mask, xxxiv. 4,
With perfect^ffjf received the early day, , . . . Matilda, 16-

So much of life and _;bjv is lost Mont B. iiy.

Till Power, as envying her this only^iy, . . . Mother^ Son, VI. 1 1.

It is the same !—For, oe itjoy or sorrow, . . . Mutability. 13,

But we, though soon they fafi, Survive thexrjoy, . (2) il. 6.
A winged sound ofjoy, and love, QdeLib. VI. g.
reflecting the deepyojAnd tender love . . . . Orp/ieus,6^.
ThatJoy, once lost, is pain Past, II. 6.
With marvellous pride andJoy Peter, II. ix. 5,
In others' Joy^ when all their own is dead : . . . Pr. Atfian. \. 25.
and no beam OfJoy may rise, i, 103,
The unremembered ^(3)1 of a revenge, . , . . . Prol. Hellas, g-^.

Joy ran, as blood within a living frame, .... Prom. l. i «?o. 1
a spirit of keenjoy/ i, 158.
We meditate In secret7>v and hope i, 185.
Lapped in voluptuous _/(?)' ,^ ........ 1.426.
Sit chattering with _7(33' on the foodless wreck; . 1.502.
Joy. joy, joy? 1.560.
I felt thy torture, son, with such mixedyoy . . . i. 6'56.
Scattering the liquid Mf of life 1.766,
Dream visions of^aeriaf/i7jv, and call the monster.

Love, I, 778.
Like genius, or \ikejoy which riseth up . . n. i. 10,
Faint with intoxication of keenjoy .- ... . 11. j, 67.
So sweet, that^i?^ is almost pain ji. ij, 40.
And call truth, virtue, love, genius, orJoy, . . . 11. iii, 6.
As the caiinJoy of flowers and living leaves 11. iv. 36.
The soul ofJoy, ye ever-living Gods, . . . m. j, 31.
Hastening: to grace their mighty sister'sjoy. . in. ii 48
'tis life, 'tis>v, III. iii. 87.
Strength for the coming day, and all its Joy.- lll.iii. 104,
After thy looks have made them tired ofJoy? . ~ in. iv. 27.

'

I cannot tell myjoy, when o'er a lake .... m. iv. 78*

Thejoy, the triumph, the delight, the madness! IV. 310.
Of thine own_^l3j', and heaven's smile divine

; iv. 43g.
Murmuring victorious _7tf)' ly' 4^5
Charming the tiger 7iy.. ...-..- iv! 501.'
1 his is alone Life, Joy, Empire, and Victory. . iv. 578.And give that faithful bosom _7<?y Q. Mah i. 28.'

when the power of imparting_/ov ... . . .
'
lii. /i.

a suilen_;i7;' Pervades his bloodless heart m. 36.
with savage ^iTV Lowered like a fiend, . . m'. i8'i
all fulfil the works of love and_7i7u— . . . ~ iii. igS,
pure health-drops, from the cup ofjoy, .... vi ^2Whosejoy or pain thy nature cannot feel, . . vi! 217
Joy to the Spirit came. yijj_ (j^
Joy to the Spirit came,— , viii 31

*

Snchjoy as when a lover sees The chosen .
' viii 32'

the cup ofyiy Unmin^led mantles . . . . Viii! 131
Go, happy one, and give that hosomjoy . . ix 200As the heart when>j) is dead, Remembr.'i.T.'We only cried withjoy to see each other

;

. Rosal. 84.And in the gleam of forced and hoWowjoy . , 87.
And in all gentle sports tookjoy

;

igj
The secret yoj' it could not quel^ . . ... 243".
Thejoy it was to weep once more ! . . .

',
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I could not bear thejoy which gave . 447"
'Mid its new^isy of anewcare: .... 818
burned with radiance Of spirit-piercingyby iic6
faded from his face That awfuiyiTjr.- 7 . . . 1173'
but far more peace andjoy '.

.
* 1210'

some visitings Of>iy 'mid their new calm .
'.

'. 128^
And laugh'd: in^oy, the fiendish throng, . . . St Ir (3) XV i
Shared>j; in the light of the gentle sun

; ... Sensii.Pl I '6kFor the Sensitive Plant sweetyoy to bear, . . . i ne
I know not how thyJ. we ever should come near.' Skylark oc,'
hke^oj-m memory yet. St,Defe^on,v.g.

what is that_70jr which serene infancy . . . ie7
The sweetness of thejoy which made his breath'

Fail. ••••:•., Sunset, <.
Rich and poor through ;<?)» and sorrow To-ntof^ow, i. 3.Thou wovest dreams of>oy and fear To Nipht l k
Expiates the 7iy. and woe Triumph, 255.thejoy which waked like heaven's glance ca8
'Mid the cold relics of abandonedjwy. . Unf. Dr 84 '

Which thou with /(Ty Shalt fill, W. S/iel. ni. a.
1 he cup of Its _/oy was mingled We ?neet ni \She, in that dream of^iTy, dissolved away. .

.' .' Witch ii. 8.
Would rise out of their rest, and take sweetyijy, ' Lxxvi. 3.

(2) that which causes happiness or joy.
The exultation and theJoy ofBacchus Cycl 4og
Heavy with the 7i?y divine, cog

'

Ajoy was erewfiile Pr. Mary, 11. 4.A^oy by night or day-- Horn. Merc, l^xxjin. ^,Out of the day and night Ajoy has taken flight ; Lament 11 2
His errors prove it—knew myjoy Peter, iv. xiii. 4.Like an unbodied^oy whgse race is just begun. . Skylark^ 15.

(3) as a mythological impersonation.
While Truth and /^y enthroned Laon,V.Son^,6.iK.To sit and smile with Joy, . „,,, *'- j'

Sister ofyoy, thou art the child '.

ixIxSi.'l'



366 JOY—JTJlSrCTION.

Joy, V. intr. rejoice.

Oh ! dost thou notjoy at this ? M.N. Ravail^ loo.

^Joy-dispellin?, c. adj. damping the spirits.

Thick, mkctcA^ joy-dtspelling^

:

Peier^ III. xxiii. 2.

^Joy-inspiring, c. adj. stimulating, making merry.
the Bacchic dew Oijoy-inspiring gprapes. . , . Cyd. 170.

*Joyance, n. gladness, enjoyment.
and a^joyance free. Solemn, serene and lofty, . . Laon^ in. viii. 2.

As we approached a shout oljoyance sprung . . v. xv. 5.

a shout of ^JTyaffCff sent Even from our hearts . Vl. xiii. 4.
smiles B.ndi(^fance quickly died, Rosal. 6gi.
With thy clear keen _;(7ya«c» Skylark^ l6.

Joyed, V. intr. rejoiced, was pleased.
Like me h^joyed ^t the stifled moan Falsehood, 72.

\j(^edBS those a human tone to hear, .... Laon^ ill.xxxii. 8.

Joyfully, adv. gladly, with goodwill.
Why does he doff his clothes ^(Tjj/m/Zv, .... Devil^ XXIII. 3.

*Joyingr, pr. pple. delighting.
In the flesh of strangersjiTjizK^/ Cycl.^d'S.

Joyless, adj. (1) sad, dispirited.
The/JTyZftyj thralls of like captivity

;

Z-(Z(J«, VIII. xiv. 5.
And ever changing, like 3^joyless eye .... Moon^ l. 5.

(2) saddening.
Apprised him ever of t)i&j<^iess length . . . . Q. Mab, vill. 15S.

Josrless, as adv. in a dispirited, sad manner.
looks forth Jfyyless upon the sapphire lake . . . Hellas^ 572.

Joyous, adj. (1) cheerful, glad.
The airs and streams renew their_7ityoMj tone ; . Adonais, XVIII. 3.
In vesper low orjoyous orison, Alastor, 694.
there followed loud and free His/(TyiJWJ voice ; IIoTn.Merc.'LXXil.6.
and wake Thyjoyous pleasure Lxxxi. 5.
then laughed a.joyous flash Lxxxv. 3.
I was so calm a.ndjoyous.— . . Z,aon, v. xlvi. 4.
Aadjoyous was our feast ; V. Iviii. i.

So we aatejoyous as the morning ray . . . Vll. i. i.

The statues gave &joyous scream, Mar. Dr. xxii. 5.
Good, great zs\Ajoyous^ beautiful and free

;
. Front, iv. sjy.

Joyous he was ; and hope and peace .... Rosal. 641.
JoyouSy and clear, and fresh, thy music .... Skylark^ 60.

C2) happy, gleefhl.

As oisLJtnous infant waked Hellas, 826.
unpremeditated -vAtJoy. and wild and wanton— Horn. Merc. ix. 7.

onejoyous thing In a world of sorrowine; ! . . . Inv. Mis. V. 4.
T\ie.joyous marmers, and each free maiden, . . Laon^ IX. ii. i.

(3) cheering, imparting gladness.
I have heard . , . i\\\%Joyous truth averred: . . Epips. 127.
with i}Sie.joyous lyre Soothin? their journey ; Hofn.Merc.\xssM\.i^.
And songs of triumjph greet Vcs&joyous day . . M. N. Ravail, 40.
yiore-joyoics than the heaven '.s majestic cope . Marenghi^ xvill. 4.
Injoyous expectation lay the boat. .... Witch^ xxxiv. 8.

(4) bright, inspiring gladness.
}ih^joyous stars which smile on it's despair ! . . Adonais, XLI. g.

To see it rise thasjoyous from its dreams, . . Fr. Athan. il. iii. 7.

(5 J exciting, animating, merry.
Roused by %ora<tj<^ous madness from the couch

Of fever, Alastor. 518.
Should mar our joyous voyage ; Sonn. Dante^ 6.

(6) adj. absol, those who are cheerful and glad.
With ^ejoyous and the free Rarely, II. 3.

*Joyons-nunded, c. adj. light-hearted.
Bt\Aj<yyous-minded Hermes Horn. Merc. xxi. 3.

*Joyonsly, adv. with cheerful gleesome spirit.

ajiAjt^ously Mock the fierce peal ... . . JLaofi, vi. xlv. 6.

Nor noticed I '^\ax^joyously Rosal. 525.
Let us drain right^iyofWi^ The cup 1129.

Joys, n. delights, pleasures.

who giveth^Vyj With his own gift CA. ij"/, I. 30.
Many have bought too dear their evil^Vyj. . Cyd. 2gy.
thoughts and j'tTj'j which sleep, Epips. 523.
Ourjoys, our toils, our honors meet .... Falsehood, 93.
D^ngjiyyj choked by the dead, Far^araway, il. 4.

thou scene of earliest hopes andytTyj, Pr. Home^ i.

He will renew Xostjoys, and

—

Hellas, 012.

aware Of all ^^joys which in religion are. . . Hom.Merc.^xl.^.
have I known Joys which no tongue can tell ; . Laon^ i. xlvi. 3.

And minister to lust itsjiyj forlorn li. xxxv. 8.

to taste ih^joys which Nature gave III. ii. 9.

those joy$ which silence weU requite Forbid
reply ;— v. xlviii. 2.

And miose beams 3.rej<^s V.Song.^.ii.

Was coldness to th&joys I knew, M.N. Melody^ 20.

Seem in my breast h^xtJoys MoonbeatH, III. g.

Blossoms which were i!bRJoys that fell, .... Fast, i. 5.

Nor cvWjoys which fire the vulgar breast . . . Fr. Athan. i. 11.

Theyoyj which mingled sense and spirit yield. . Q. Mat, iv. 158.

bribed by short-lived jriTyj to lend Force .... IV. 225.

Nor the vile_7l7yj of tainting luxury, V. 173.

And the mind the mild /. of affection is proving, St. Jr. (6) 11. 7.

Let_/oj»j and griefperish, UnJ. Dr. 50.

*Jnl>ilee, n. testival, triumph.
And bears his image in lovidjubilee Calderon, i, 9.

Shout in the^jubilee of death ! Hellas, 931.
O keep holy Thisjubilee of unrevengfed blood— 1021.

such seemed the7Mdz&£ Triumph, 1 11.

Judas, n. the betrayer Of Christ,
and, \iJudas Had been as brazen Ch. 1st, i. 55.

Jnd^e, V. I, tr. (1) condemn, pass opinion upon.
1judge thee not Cenci, IV. iv. 140.

(2) to pass sentence on.
It walks upon the earth tojudge his foes, . . . Loon, x. xxxvi. 5.

(3) to discern, to distinguish.
To/, with solemn truth, life's ill-apportioned lot ? Ode Lib. xvili. 8;

II. intr. decide, come to a conclusion.
Let me not be bewildered while Ijudge. . . , Cenci, III. u 127.
Tojudge what need for that great throng . . . Loon, V. xix. 8.

Jnd^e, n. (1) Almighty God.
Rush not before thy _/ii«^^, Ceww, v. ii. 137.

(2) a legal officer appointed to decide causes.
h.judge who makes Truth weep at his decree ; . 11. ii. 77.
wilt thou be he, Who art my/«/^e^ v. ii. 175.
Accuser, witness, judge, Wnati all in one ? . . v. ii. 175.
The sentence ofmyjuag'e. • CA. isi, I. gi.

beg The office of his judge from this High Court,— III. 60.

^judges frown, a courtier's smile, Falsehood, 101.

He sung a song his Judge loved long ago, . . Loon, li. xli. 5.

the trembliug_/«(3^^, Who, clothed in venal power, Q. Mab, III. 155.

(3) an arbiter, one who decides a cause or question.
Seeing we had no o^^tjudge but God, .... Cenci, 11. i. 144.
Onlyy«4p»/ Rightfullest arbiter! 111.1.178.

There is a hoX\eTjudge than me, III. i. 364.
You are ^he.judge and executioner IV. iv. 141.

Kjudge and an accuser of the wrong .... IV. iv. 186.

after death, God is owxjudge, v. iii. 56.
sate God, alone. Their King and Judge— . . . iMon, x. xl. 6.

That thou wouldst make mme enemy-myjudge. From. III. i. 6$.

Thou art th&judge beneath whose nod . , . . Q. Mab, III. 219.

Judg'ed, V. intr. (1) supposed, thought
You /«c(f£i/ that men were bolder than they are ; Cenci, il. i. 156.
Might, as hejudged, confirm his failing sway. . I„aon, ix. xiii. 6.

(2) gave judgment.
He -whojudged let him be brought To judgment ! v. xxxii. i.

Jndg'ed, pp. deemed.
Soul oflanthe! thou, yaz^^^^ alone worthy . . Q. Mab,l. 123.

Judges, V. intr. forms an opinion.
Which^M^r"^ hy what seems Cenci, V. i. 88.

Judges, n. those who hll the office of Judge.
Lawyers—^«(^tfj—old hobnobbers Feter, ill. ix. i.

Jndgest, V. tr. (1) deemest, thinkest.

Do what thonjudgesi well, ... . . Ch. ist, II. 202.

{2) thinkest thus of
No ! thou who judgest them art but one. . . . ll. 311.

IJudging*, ///. adj. (1) censuring.
or the sneers Of erringjudging men Hellas, 978.

(2) justly determining.
Or wilt thou rather tax ^\^\judging God . . Cend, V. iii. 78.

Judgment, n. (1) the last judgment of the world.
Of death and^w^fw^w/ with strange confidence iv. ii. 9.
the Day 0{Judgment comes, . Loon, x. xxxv 2.

(2) the administration of justice.

To sit in licensedjudgtnent on his life, . . Ch. 1st, II. 281.

Of delicacy, mercy,Jui^ment, law, . ' . . . . (Sdipus, I. 328.

(3) condemnation or acquittal, a final award.
Kjudgment in the cause wherein they strove. Horn. Merc. Liv. 5.

But he remitted y«i^/MC«/ at present

—

. Lxvi. 7.

A throne oijudgTnent in the grave :— .... iMon, II. iii. 8.

He whojudged let him be brought Tojudgment! V. xxxii. 2.

(4) execution of judgment.
the cries Of victims to their ^eryjudgment led, x. xii. 4.

(5) view of the matter.

Toyjudgnteni will not bend To your opinion, . Julian, 192.

(6) prudence, sagacity, opmion.
but what hisyi«^f»««/ bade Would do, . . E. IVilliants, Vll. 4.
When reason's_/w(i^ff*«2/ vainly strove . M.N. Melody, 15.

Incapable oijudgrnetit, hope, or love? . . . . Q. Mab, IV. 256.
A.ndjudgment cease to wage unnatural war . . v. 20.

Judgment Bay, c. n. the event of the last judgment of the

world.
at the Judgment Day Will I stand up ... . Laon, xil. xii. 5.

*Judgment-seat, c. n. tribunal or place ofjudgment.
Naked before Yiea.yeri'sjudgment seat/ . . . Cenci, III. ii. 24.

Stand at thejudgment-seat of mortal man, . . iv. iv. 185.
stood Before the Eternal Judgment-seat : . . . Fr. Satan, 2.

*Jndgment-seats, c. n. pi. of Judgment-seat.
Murderers are pale upon thejudgtnent seats, . . Z.acn, iv. xiv. 7.

Thrones, altars, judgment-^ais, and prisons ; . From. iii. iv. 164.

'^'Judgement-throne, c. n. Fig. tribunal.

'EAchhe^orel^ejudgement-throne Ode Lib.'SMi.'j.

Juice, n. liquor.

I bring no gold, but BacchicyuAa; Cyd. 132.
Accurs&d fire their m\\djui<x could transmute . Laon, v. Ivi. 7.

*Juliaji, n, a name representing Shelley.
Look Julian on the west Julian, 96.

July, €. adj. attr. in the month of July.
And some of songs in July bowers, . ... Guitar Jane, 52.

Jumps, V. intr. leaps or skips.

Who flits andjumps about, Faust, i. 50.
^Junction, n. a combination.
have made ajunction Between two parties . . CEdipus^ i. 344.



JUITE—JUSTLY. 367

J^ne, n. the sixth month of the year.
the windless Heaven oijune Epips. 80.
The season was the childhood of sweet _/««£, , . Fiordzspina^ I.

Not be remembered till it snows in June; . . . 70.
Liliey«»«'j warm breath, athwart thee fly, . . Love, \6.
Itwas an eve of _>[«««, Mother e,Son,lV.\.
It was the azure time oijune, Rosal. 957.
Towards the end of the sunny month QiJune, . Summer, 2.

as the woods ofJune Triumph, 75.
gjeen as a gourd in _/«««, -. . . Unf.Dr.i6i.

Juno, n. the wife of Jupiter.
the strange madness Juno sent upon thee ; . . Cycl. 5.
Juno had devised A tedious voyage for you . . 14.
And white-armed Juno slumbered sweetly then. Ham. Merc. I. 8.
The gadfly was the same which Juno sent . . . CEdipus, I. 152.

Jupiter, «. the supreme Deity of the Romans= Zeus of the
Greeks.

a proud temple to great /K^zfer, Calderon, I. S.
even Jupiter Is not supremely good ; .... I. 120.
I npw gape at y«/!V£r himself, Qic/. 191.
The wise man's only /isc^zVo- ie this, 321.
JupiterI I saw withm the cave 367.

Byy»*j/«»-/ yousaidthat I amfair 564..
1 am the Ganymede cXJupiter. ... . (502.

And yi^^ifer according to his wont, .... Hom.Merc.\x.vl.i.
And they by mighty /M/z/e?- were bidden . . .

these most beautiful Sons aiJupiter .

. Cycl. iig.

. Fr. Satire, 10.

. Loon, Ded. IV. 5.
Marenghi, VI. 5.

VIII. 5.
. CEdipus, II. i. 94.
. Pr. Athan. I. 23.
. Prom. 1. 629.

III. i. 68.
. III. iv. 197.

LXVII. I.

To speak the fates by _/»/!&>- designed ; . . . xcll. 2.

Jnpiter, n. a power imagined by Shelley for his Prom. Unb.
Thine own ghost, or the |;host oi Jupiter, . . Prom. I. zii.
Phantasm ofy«^z'/fi^, arise, appear I . , . l. 221.
Thou knowest ifya#zV<!>- be such orno. . . . 11. iv. iii.
Gave wisdom, which is strength, to /M^z/e^, . . 11. iv. 44.Were ya/zfer, the tyrant of tlie world; . . . iii. iv. 183.

*Jura, n. mountains between France and Switzerland.
For oft have I stood on the dark height oiJura, St. Ir. (2) 11. i.

Jury, n. a number of persons sworn to decide a question.
accused by the confectioner beforea/ of children, Ch. ist, 11. 391.
must first impanel Ajury oi the pigs CEdipus, I. '295.

Just, ad;'. (1) faithful, upright, honourable.
Be bold As thou art fust. . Cenci, IV. iv. 36.
Thou perfectyaj/ and honourable man ! . . . . C4. ij/ 11. 314And are theyyzty/ to strangers?— . ... ^ . ..

To make men wise a.ndjust;
I will be wise, Andjust, and free, and mild,
disenchanted Of many impious faiths^wise, /
heroic, /, sublime, Thou wert among the faU
Excellent, y«j/, and noble Purganax.
Just, innocent, with varied learning fed.
Many are strongand rich, and would he/ust.
Gentle, and j'ust, and dreadless, . .

/ust, gentle, wise : but man Passionless
; .

(2) impartial, equitable.
In thyjust favour. Heaven ! Calderon, ill. 185
Believe that Heaven is merciful and j'ust^ . - Ct^ri tv ;: ,.,

for God is wise and ;«j/, ... ....
as grave. Pious, &nd j'ttst as once
The king isJust and gracious, ....
'Twere politic 3.ndjusilhat Williams taste .

I know my sentence, and I own itjust. .

Mercy becomes the powerful—be butjust: .

and all The dead man's cantionjust did call ; ,

(3) reasonable, right, fair, proper,
by this mediation To theJust point. . .

it \yere Withoutyzzj/ cause,
This failing, HowJust it were to hire assassins," .

if that deed Bejust which was most necessary. ,

Tortured betweenJusthnte and vain remorse
; .

the pale intrusion of remorse In ayzzj/ deed? . .

a weapon in the hand of God To a.Jicst use. . .

for someJust cause no doubt,
thou bringst other news than 2.Just pardon. . ,

'twere /. the grave Were sotoe strange joy for us,
^Tisjust—tasting invites the purchaser. ....___
Who dare confide in right or a.Just claim ? . ifaust, ll! 27c
findit's recompense In that /z<j^ expectation.— . GziA. 247.What other grief were itjust to pay ? . . . Ode, Arise, s.
Such IS the tyrant's recompense ; \isJust: . . Prom 1. 388
(4) deserved.

Draws to one point the threads otajast doom, . Cenci, ill. i. 344.Of her>ZM/ torments:— ZaOTz, xii. xii. 5.

(5) exact, equal, true.
His sweeter voice ayzzjj" accordance kept. . Hom.Merc.^xlxv.i.
or weigh In baUncejust the good and evil there ? Lam, x. xlvi. 6.
unfoldedlnyaj/ perspective to the view: . . . Q. Mai, n. 250.
JnJust and equal measure all is weighed, . . v. 235.TooJust a response to mine own Jiosal. 448.
the7z<.t< similitude Of a triumphal pageant, . . Triumph, wj.
(6) adj. aisol. persons who are just.

When Poverty can blight theJust and good, . Laon, Ded. Vlll. 6.the wise, the mild, the lofty, and theJust, . . . Prom. I. 605.
Just, adv. (1) exactly, precisely.

dancing_7«j< like men and women Eaust n x-tg
This, trust a priest, isjust the sort of thing . . CEdipus I. m7.
GoandtryeIse,_;iMnikethis.

. . . . . Peter, Prol. 26.
deservesjust seven months' wages ... . - yi. xiv. 4.

Cenci, IV. ii. 13."
. IV. iv. 134.

V. ii. 194.
Ch. 1st, I. 124.

"i-.W-—— III. 67.
Q. Mad, VII. 133.
Rosal. 49S.

Calderon, I. 175.
I. 271.

Cenci, II. i. 141.
III. ii. 8.

III. ii. 27.

III. ii. 48.
IV. iii. 55.
V. iv. 21.

V. iv. 44.
.. V. iv. 114.
. Cycl. 143.

'Tiajust one year— Pr. Athan. 11. ii. 60.
thinks, feels, acts and lives y. as his father did ; . Q. Mab, III. 97.

(2) at the moment.
I wasJust thinking 'Twere better not .... Cenci, II. i. 5^.
I was/ dreaming That we were all in Paradise. v. iii. 9.

werejust doing nothing at all, Devil, VII, 3.

Into her watch-tower ;mj/ began to climb. . . . Ho?n.Merc.XVl.Q.
their comrades -_/««/ withdrew To guard some

other victim

—

Laon, III. x. 4.
But the Earth hasJust whispered a warning . . Prom. II. v. 3.

(3) merely, only, barely, not fully.

y«j^ saying some three or four Calderon, I. 21.

Grinning applause, hey showed them his claws. Devil, VI. 3.

Till dim imagination Just possesses The half
created shadow Fr. Unsat. 6.

We could 7«j/ hear its hoarse and iron tongue : . Julian, 104.

y«j^ heard the happy tidings, Laon, y.\l.i. 6,
Asyz«^ keeps life from day to day Mask,xi^2.
just huddled Out of the dross and scum . . , . Peter, IV. xvi. 2.

Just piercing the dark earth, hung silently ; . . Prom. II. L 149. %
Just o'er the eastern wave Q. Mab, I. 210.

(4) quite recently or newly.
And wejust now Have become lame ; . . . Cyd. 641.
whereon A vulture has _/zzj/ feasted Ginevra,i^\.
the rough YeATJust awake Jane, Inviin, 5,
just made A fortune Peter, II. x. 3.
For we hadyz«/ then read— Pr. Athan. II. XLCtT^.

for whenJust now We kissed, Prom. II. i. loz.
*

Like an unbodied joy whose race isJust begun. Skylark, 15.

(5) near about as to time or place.
If he now lived he would bejust her age ; , . . Cenci, V. ii, 65.
yz«j/ there shines a peculiar"kind of light— . . Faust, 11. 22^.
and then Just where we had dismounted . . . Julian, 61.

(8) as a slight service or favour.
Just wipe them for me Cenci, III. i. x.

*Juster, adj. more impartial or equitable.
I swear that he is just, far Than Rhadamanthus— Cycl. 253-

jlJustest, adj. (1) most righteous.
was A sword in the right hand oijustest God. . Cenci, iv. iv. 126.

(2) most worthy or reasonable.
Although I must rejoice, ioxjustest cause, . . . IV. iv. 147.

Justice, n. (1) administration of the law.
The ministers oijustice wait below : v. i. 65.
Justice sold. Truth trampled, Ld. Ch. n. i.
Blind Love, and equal yzMtfce, O^iz*. XVIII. g.

(2) righteous dealing, equity, rightfulness.
Brotherly love, yjzj^z'cff and clemency, .... Cenci, 111. i. 388.
shewjustice upon earth ; v. ii. 133.
the smalljustice shewn by Heaven and Earth . v. iii. 72.
Though Justice guides the stroke Ch. ist, 11. 8.
I did devote toJustice and to love My nature, . Julian, 381.
Justice and truth, with Custom's hydra brood, . Laan, I. xxxiii. s.
/kj/. and Truth their winged child havefound— 11. xiii. 4.Of wisdom and oiJustice when he spoke— . . iv. vi. 6.
Thus she doth equal laws and Justice teach To

woman jy_ j^^j^ j_
W^hat call ye /z^j/z'ce^ is there one who ne'er - v. xxxiv.'i.
sees thatJustice is the light Of love, .... v. xxxiv. 8.And Hope, and Justice, and Laone's name, . . v. liv. 8
Justice, and truth, and time, - vil ixxi g
y«J/za, or truth, or joy! VIII. xi. sfThou art yz^j^cB—ne'er for gold Mask,\.\il.i.
If Hope, and Truth, and Justice can avail, (r«*.) Naples, 64.
AsthenHope, Truth, and yajfta did avail, . . _l_i2t
To bear what they inflicted yzwA doomed them ; Pan, Echo, 8.
Small/aj^ae shown, and still less pity. . . . Peter, III i c
her dower Is love andJustice, Pr. Athan. l. 32.¥oy Justice, when triumphant, will weep down . Prom. I. 403.
Wisdom, Justice, Love, and Peace, i 71*
which surpasseth The shew of humanyzw/za, . Q. Mab ill 224.
to snare The feet oiJustice in the toils of law, . rv 107With flimsy veil oijustice and of right, . . . v 28
revenge (Which you, to meiL call yz«;z£K) . . . vri 126My honor, and the_/ajtf« of their doom. . . vll 152'
he taught themJustice, truth, and peace, . . . vil! i68!

(3) merited reward or punishment.
And to high Justice make her chosen sacrifice. . Zjzon, V. xxxii. 9.

*Justioiary, n. administrator of justice.
Camillo, thou art chiefjusticiary, Cend, I. iii. 128.

jrjustiflcation, n. assurance of being or doing right.
O, heart, lasknomoreyzw/zjfea/zo*/ . . . . III. i. 373.

Justifies, V. tr. affords good reason for.
Upon such evidence asJustifies Torture. . . . v. ii. 77.

*Justina, n. a character in the ' Magico Prodigioso.'
to wage enmity Against Justina's soul Calderon, I. 213how wilt thou then Resist, Justina } m. i|j.

Justly, adv. (1) properly, truly.
And taught it_/zM//ji to reply, Guitar Jane, v\.
rustly to proportion to the fault The punishment Q. Mab, ill 84

(2) faithfully, truthfully.
Justly to speak of everything I see : . . . Horn. Merc XXXIV 2

(3) rightfully.

Uostjustly have we suffered Xmi„^ j^ j^jvii. 7.
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K
Kant, n. Immanuel Kant, b. 1724, d. 1804.
For Bora's translation oiltanfs book, ; . . . . Peier^ VI. xiii. 2.

Xeel, n. the lowest mid-timber of a boat or vessel, but used
. to express a ship or boat.
No keel has ever ploughed that path before ; . . Epi^s, 41 1.

Were cut by its keen keel, tho' ^antingly ; . . . Laon^ III. xxxiv.4.
sparkled under Its rapid heel— xil. xx. 4.
Its ^^/ has struck the sands xii. xxii. i.

Urge on the keen keel^ Vis, Sea^ 154.
The swift and steady motion of the keel. .... Witch^ XLVI. 8.

Keen, adj> (1) sharp pointed or sharp edged.
And let this cornel javelin, keen and taU, . Horn. Merc. Lxxviil. 3,

Shaking a javelin keen^ Horn. Mm. 8.

a keen sword on starting threads uphung : . . . Laon^ xi. viii. 9.

(2) cutting, thin edged.
Were cut by its iJ^ew keel, the' slantingly ; . . iii.xxxiv,4.
Urge on the keen keel, Vts. Sea^ 154.

(3) pointed, with sharp skyline.
And one keen pyramid with wedge sublime, . . Adonais^ L. 3.

And far on hig^ i^€keen sky-cleaving mountains Prom. II. iii. 28.

(4) of bodily sensation, severe, sharp, cutting.
From the keen breath of the serenest north. , . Cenci^ V, ii. 115.
will warp Your limbs with such keen tortures . . v. iii. 61.
as calm and keen as is the engine V. iv. 2.

a whirlwind keen as frost Laon^ III. xxvi. 8.

The keen attacks of pain and poverty ; . . , Mother^ Son^ VI. 10.

And moments aye divided by keen pangs . . . Prom. i. 13.

and afflict me with keen hail. I. 43.
From the keen ice shielding our linked sleep. . II. i. 60.
the kee7z frost-wind of the waning year . . . . Q. Mab^ V. 5.

(5) mentally acute, sharp or bitter.

As its keen sting is mortal to avenge ! . . . Cenci^ V. i- 4.
be the keen verse dipped in flame

;

Fr. Satire^ 24.
Or all would sink in this keen agony— . . . Julian^ 361.
The stings of a known sorrow, keen and cold : . L,aon^ III. xvii. 6.

legal torture mocked his keen desire

:

... x. xxxiv. 3.

luen to wound as sharpened swords Mask, lxxiv. 2.

feel keen sorrow's keenest sting; . , . Mother^ Son, II. 10.

A planet lost in truth's keen rays :

—

Peter, VI. xxxiv. 2.

With beams as keen as those which pierced . Prol. Hellas^ 170.
a spirit of keen joy

!

Prom. I. 158.
Kindness to such is keen reproach, .... i. 393.
Faint with intoxication of keenjoy : . . . . ii. i. 67.
Whose keen sensations thrill within his breast . Q. Mob, Vlll. 136.
Against their gods keen blasphemy, RosaL 862.
with thy clear keen joyance Skylarkj. 76.
Keen thoughts and bright of linked lore, . . . Tasso^ Son^^ I. 5.

(6) bright, clear.

With Moon-light patches, or star atoms keen, . Bpips. SOS-
Which the keen evening- star is shining through. , Even. Pisa, iv. 6.

and with keen beams. Like arrows Hellas, 345.
And yet I see no shapes but the keen stars : . . Prom. II. iv. 134.
the keen sun's All-piercing bow, III. iii. ii8.

Keen as are the arrows OF that silver sphere, . . Skylark, 21.

The keen stars were twinkling, Xo Jane, I. i.

Unimpeded, luen^ golden, and crystalline, . . Vis. Sea, 118.

(7) penetrating in regard or looks.
But were the Devil's sight as ^«» Devil, sxiJi. 1.

A glance as keen as is the lightning's stroke , . Laon^ iv. vi. 8.

from the keen looks which thro' his bosom ran. V. xxix. 9.
and the mild command Of thy keen eyes :— . , vili. xxiv.6.
And passion-parted lips, and keen, faint eyes, . . Prom. 11. i. 74.
And his keen eyes, glittering through mine, . . RosaL 1 134.

(8) quick, discriminating as to scent.

let your noses be as ^etf« as beagles CEdipus,\l.\\.i2i.

(9) of sound, high, distinct.

Fierce yells and bowlings and lamentings keen, . Julian, 216.
and keen shrieks,^ day after day; Prom. II. iv. 27.

Clear, silver, icy, keen awakening tones, . . . iv. 190.

(10) fierce, eager.

Thrice theirA^^« wedge of battle pierced our lines. Hellas^ 377.

(11) fresh, invigorating.

Of wild .^Eolian sound and mountain-odour ^etf«/ Naples, 25.

(12) perfect, clear, distinct.

Tempering their loveliness too Juen, Rosal. 804.

Keen, as adv. eagerly.

Looking keen as one for food Mask^ Lxxvii. 4.

*Xeen-jndgiu^, c, adj, quickly, unkindly,
are no shield For this keen-judging -worXA^ . . Cenci, IV. iv. 115.

*Keener, adj. (1) more acute.

A keener pain has wrung a higher truth . . . v. ii. 165.

(2) of mental suffenng.
And pain still keener pain forever breed ? . . . Laon, v. xi. a.

(3) more penetrating.
But keener\\iy gaze than the lightning's glare, . Liberty, in. 1.

Keener far thy lightnings are Prol. Hellas, 182.

r4) of sound, more thrilling.

Which flows intenser, keener, Prom. iv. 204.

Keenest, adj. most mentally acute, sharp or bitter.
For the :^ee«M^ throb of sadness, Moonbeam., \l\.%.
feel keen sorrow's ^^Kfij/ sting

;

Mother^ Son, u. 10.
Till bit to dust by virtue's keenest file Ode Lib. Xlli. 11.
to turn The keeviest pangs to peacefulness, , . . Q. Mab^ IV. 157.
keenest disappointment racks his breast .... vii. 251.

:{;Eeenuess, n. (1) delicacy, fineness.

Blunting the keenness of his spiritual sense . . v. 162.

(2) asperity.

The keenness of the world hath torn St. Ir. (4) vi. 1

.

Keep, V. I. tr. (1) retain possession of.

As adders cast their skins And keep their venom, Ch. ist, I. 127.
Keep it yourself, and be more honoured so. . . C^cl. 1539.

let Uie t3nrant keep His chains and tears, , . Fr^ Pris. 5.
That which thou canst not keep. Hellas, 542.
to keep The empire of the world; Laon, II. xxxiv. i.

keep your wax—give us the honey, Peter, III. v. 3.

Unlocked the hearts of those who keep Gold, . . Rosal. 653.
one fading trace Of what was great and free

does keep, W. Shel. Cane. 1. 3.

(2) maintain, continue.
thy loud heart keep Like his, a mute and uncom-

plaining sleep

;

^donais^ in. 4.
keep With phantoms an unprofitable strife, . . XXXIX.3.
twin-sisters, keep Their noonday watch, . . . Alastor, 455.
virtue shall keep Thy footsteps in the path . . . D<smon, li.' 298.
and thought did keep In dream, unnatural watch Laon^ I. xxxv. 8.

k. Their watch in some dim chamel's loneliness, in. xxii. 7.
those whom love did set his watch to keep . . . v. x. 7.
Over its unregarded gold to k. Their silent watch. v. xxvi. 5.
a watch of light and warmth doth keep Prom. iv. 449.
That loveliest dreams perpetual watch did keep. Summer-Evg. 30.

(3) preserve or hold in a condition or state.

And keep thy heart light lest it make thee sink Adonais^ XLVII. 8.

Therefore strong vanity will keep you silent . . Cenci^ I. i. 75,
and keep These limbs, ... As a foul den . . . in. i. 128.
Keep her sleepless till her brain Be overworn? . rv. i. 7-
whose tears lUeP green The pavement .... Ch. ist, tv. 39.
And keep your lips quite close

;

Cycl. 630.
to keep its waters pure and bright Bpips. 140.
and one did keep Its watchful eyes in doubt . . Laon, v. xlix. 8.

and swear to keep each spirit Undarkened . . . Marengki, v. 2.

Let your Majesty Keep the boars quiet, .... CEdipus, I. 80.
To keep lona and the swine apart i. 343.

(4) preserve, store up.
within them keep A record of the wrongs . , . Adon. Cane. 13.
seems yet to keep The moonlight Epips. 553.
which there the poor heart loves to keep, . . . Laon, Vlll. xxiii.5.

She in her crystal vials did closely keep* .• . . . Witcn, xvil. 6.

(5) hold or maintain.
who dost keep From everiasting thy foundations Ho7n. Earth, 1.

And keep their state from palaces to graves, . . Laon, I. xxx. 3.
Keep with thy glorious train firm state within his

heart Int. Beauty, iv. 5.
did ever k. The tenour of her contemplations calm. Witch, xxvill. o.

(6) adhere to, hold to.

and it forbade to keep The path of the sea-shore : Laon^ I. xliii. 7.
mild as those who keep Thy vales more deep. . . Prom. iv. 429.
she thus did keep The tenor of her tale : . . . . Rosal. 419.
The scene of woods and waters seemed to keep., . Triumph^ 336.
So did that shape its obscure tenour keep . . . 432.

(7) guard, protect, tend.
Fairies, sprites, and angels ^tf^ her

!

Bridal, n. i,

I) 11 ,1 ,, „ Epithal. 2^.
We keep this lawless giant s wandering flocks. . Cycl. 30.
The wonders of the human world to keep— . . Dcemon, li. 49.

V '» " " • - Q- Mab, I. 168.
virtue shall keep Thy footsteps ix. 205.

(8) fix, fasten.

on another Lady bids me keep Mine eyes, . . . Dante Conv. 22.

(9) maintain, keep up.
did k. A glimmering o'er the forms on every side, Laon, I. li. 7.

ships from Propontis keeP A killing rain of fire :— VI. vii. 7.
dotn keep Its withering beam upon bis slaves, . xi. ix. 7.

(10) hold ready or vacant.
The Anarchs . . . keep A throne for thee, . . . Hellas, 879.

(11) pervade, hold possession of.

one horrible repose did keep The forests.... Laon, i. ii. 7.

(12) celebrate, observe.
O keep holy This jubilee of unrevengfed blood— . Hellas, 1020.

(13) withdraw or hold off.

Far from you I k. with care, this body of Ulysses. Cycl. 699.

(14) enjoy, undergo.
With the sweet dance your heart must k. to-night. Fiordispina, 72.Who now keep That calm sleep Hellas, 18.
whilst all wild feelings k. Some mortal slumber, Whenpassion"*s 1. 3,

(15) reserve, keep closely.

Resting at eve, a lofty converse keep: .... Laon, ll. xviii. 5.
keep, . . .To my own soul its self-consuming trea-

sure
'

Rosal. 777.
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(16) share, join;

if thou dost dare With me. . . companionship to ^. Laon, I. xxi. 9.

(17) observe, not violate.

compel To -4«/ his word with me Calderon^ 11. i$2.
Will keep at least blameless neutrality Cenci^ ri. ii. 40.
Impious to keef it, say 1 Laon^ Xll. xii. 2.

Made us keep silence—thus—and thus— .... Prom. i. 105.

(18) spend or pass.
to keep An hour of quiet and rest : Ginevra^ 102.

(19) maintain, hold.
and keep our ground Fausi^ 11. 288.

(20) keep at bay, hold off.

Keep the fierce spirit of the hour at bay, , . . Ck. ist^ II. 169.
II. intr. (1) remain, abide.

Nor long could in the sacred cradle keep^ . . . Horn. Merc. III. 7.
Serenest smiles were wont to keepy Rosal. 745.

(2) continue.
I take care to keep on good terms with him. . . Faust^ i. in.

Keeper, w. (1) the superintendent, or master.
Having said These words we called the keeper^ . Julian^ 271.

(2) the confidant, the repository.
His tomb the keeper o^z. secret Cenci^ V. ii. 105.

(3) the Keeper of the Great Seal.
Lord Essex, and Lord Keeper Coventry, . . . Ch. \st^ I. 71.

(4) keeper of the King's conscience, the Lord Chan-
cellor.

I, as the keeper of your sacred conscience, . . . CEdipus^ I. 410.
Keeping, vbk n. the preservation, custody.
To me the keeping of its secrets gave— .... Laon^ vii. xxxi. 4.

Keepiuff, pr. pple. tending.
Keeping- ^Qt^^ on Himalayl Iwould^ 11.

Keeps, V. tr, (1) retains or holds possession of.

The wealth ye find, another keeps; Men ofEng. V. 2.

(2) maintains.
He keeps firm silence ;..... Cenci^ IV. iv. 88.
god o' the world keeps the same stamp, .... Faust^ i. 42.
As just keeps life from day to day Mask^ XL. 2.

(3) preserves, cares for.

Keeps record of the trophies won from thee, . . Alastor^ 25.
Which divine Pallas keeps unprofaned for ever, . Cycl. 276.

'

their odours keeps 'Mid the cold relics . . . Unf. Vr. 83.

(4) holds, keeps up.
Keeps his pale court in beauty and decay, . . . Adonais, vir. 2.

(5) holds.
And keeps the Egyptian rebel well employed, . Hellas^ 583.

(6) shares.
As when she keeps the company of rebels, . . . Ck. ist^ II. 132.

(7) reserves.

It keeps its highest,- holiest tone Guitar Jane^ 89.

(8) remains quiet in.

Its home The voiceless lightning .. .K. innocently Moni B. 138.

(,9) with up, persists in, continues.
Keeps up her love-lament, Epips. 530.

^Keg", n, a small cask.
Would not this ^^be best a little lowered? . . Serchio^ 75.

Ken, V. tr. descry, perceive.
a spirit's eye Might ken that rolling orb ; . , , Q. Mad, 11. 86.

Ken, n. (1) knowledge, cognizance.
Earth bares her general bosom to thy ken, Laon, V. Song, 3. 13.

(2) sight, view.
to whose passive ken Those mighty spheres . Q. Mab, v. 143.

Kept, V, I. tr. (1) retained.
Came to my lips, and there I kepi it,— .... Helena, 3.

(2) held or retained hold on.
kept most relentlessly Its precious charge, , . . Alastor, 292.

(3) with i?z'^?'= persisted in keeping.
and kept for ever wet The stems Triumph, 316.
and kept ever green The pavement and the roof . Woodman, 43.

(4) maintained or persisted iun

And I keptsNatch. over her slumbers there, . , . Loon, II. xxvii. 7.
Which k. their marble watch on that high shrine, v. xlvi. 6.

(5) sustained, held.
the Poet kept mute conference Alasior, 223.

(6) held, kept up.
the red plague j4ff// state within that palace . . Ch.ist,i.Q.
Where he kept his darkest revels, Fr. Rotnatrs, II.2.

(7) of modulation of sound, maintained.
His sweeter voice a just accordance kept. . Horn.. Merc, lxxxv. 8.
Kept a low burden to their roundelay, .... Matilda^ 18.
In the sound his breathing kepi

;

ProTn. I. 739.

(8) observed, preserved inviolate.
And faithless faith, such as Jove kept with thee

;
. iii. iii. 130.

(9) observed.
Kept these imprisoned children of the Hours . . Question, V. 5.

(10) held or maintained in position.
A'e^^ their swift pinions half outspread, .... Rosal. 'jaq.
and so he ever kept One arm in sleep, .... 1266.

(11) filled, occupied.
The fierce despair and hate which kept Their

trampled bosoms 030.

(12) retained in memory.
The impress of thy being. ^^^A' Rosal. i2ig.

(13) marked.
Kept time Among the snowy water-lily buds. . . Unf. Dr. 213.

(14) stored or kept apart.

ever-blooming Eden-trees she kept, Witch, xvi. z.

II. intr. (1) remained, sojourned,

the chamber where the women kept;— .... Ginevra, 188.

(2) persisted in, continued.
kept Gnawing his kidneys half a year. .... Peter, I. vii. 4.

and/fetf^/Wateringit all the summer Witch, X3.%ii. 6.

Kept, pp. (1) maintained (in a certain condition).
With food of saddest memory kept alive, . . . Adonais^ xxvi. 5.

(2) preserved.
our enterprise has k. From Phrygian contumely; C^cl. 278.

And hushed and kissed and k. secure from harm. Horn. MercxLV.S.

(3) observed or kept inviolate.

have I not kepi the vow ? /nt. Beauty, vi. 2.

(4) maintained or kept up. •
The watch of love is >5tf/^.* Z^tTW, IV. xxvii. 3.

(5) celebrated..

Kept to the honour of our goddess Famine, . . CEdipus, 1. 407.

(6) denoting persistence in action or condition.
Wehadbeen^. Cradled in visions ofhate and care, Prow,. IV. 61.

Had kept as wakeful as the stars Triumph^ 22.

(7) saved, retained possession of.

Half of the earnings she had kept . . . Rosal. 534.

(8) held.
and still had kept The jealous key Triumph, 267.

Key, n. A. Lit. an instrument which turns the bolts of a lock.
he took The glittering >&e>i, Hom.Merc.XL.1.^.

B. Fig. the means of unloosing or disclosing.

each word would be The key of staunchless tears. Epips. 320.
Silver key of the fountain of tears, Fr. Mus. l. i.

Or bears the sword, or grasps the key of gold, . Hellas, 319.
The key of truths which once were dimly taught . L,aon, vil. xxxii,5.

The jealous key of truth's eternal doors, . . . Triumph, 268.

^Key-hole, c. n. the aperture by which a key enters a lock.
Now he obliquely through the key-hole past, . Horn. Merc. xxiv. 7.

Keys, n. A. Lit. pi. of Key. A. Lit.
I have alone the keys of those apartments. . . . Cenci, rv. iv, 61.

B, Fig. (L) spiritual authority.
Who held the keys with power Ch. ist, u. 227.

(2) the means of maintaining sway.
All the keys of dungeons cold, Fug. Hills, 153.

(3) warships.
sends The keys of ocean to the Islamite.— . . . Hellas, 1017.

*Keystone, n. Fig. the stone on which the stability of an arch
depends.

on him, As on a. keystone, Ch. 1st, il. 156.
Kicked, v. tr. Fig. spumed or gibed at.

That every pigmy j^zV^erf it as it lay ; . .... Triumph, 22^.
Kickshaw, n. a delicacy, light food.-
A simple kickshaw by your Persian cook, . . . (Edipus, ll. ii. 23.

*Kid, n. the young of a goat.
sporting in the sun Beside the dreadless kid; . . Q. Mab, vill. 126.

^Kidnapped, pp. seized and removed forcibly.
the Pirates who had kidnapped Bacchus. . . . Cycl. 105.

fKidneys, n. the organs which secrete the urine.
Gnawing his kidneys half a year. Peter, I. vii. 5.

fKlds, n. the young of goats.
And kids, fearless from love, creep near his lair. . Orpheus, iig.

Kill, V. I. tr. A. Lit. (1) deprive of life directly.
I rarely kill th& body, . , Cenci, i. i. 114.
speak that wicked he again rU i6z7/ you. . . 11. i. 151.
To kill a serpent which nad stung my child, . . iv. ii. 27,We dare not kill an old and sleeping man j . . iv. iii. 9.And could not kill him iv. iii. 22.
if ye dare not kill a sleeping man, iv. iii, 23.
I will go back and kill him rv. iii. 34.
To kill an old and hoary-headed father. . . . v. i. n.
I did not kill him ; I know nothing ; v. ii. 5.
To kill your father v. ii. 26.
To kill the innocent? . . . , v. ii. 81.
that it may be Some evil, will ye killns} . . . V. ii. i8o.
the bolt would kill Some shepherd JLaon, X. vi. 5.
we will ^z7/with fire and torments slow, The last x. xxix. 7.
He dared not kill the infidels with fire .... x. xxxiv. i.

Stop, I am he ! Kill me ! x. xlvii, 9.
Us wretched swine to kill, (Edipus, I. 34.
Kill them out of the way, i. 93.
Or they would kill him in their glee, Rosal. 849.

(2) cause death indirectly.

Let not her wrongs kill thee ! Cenci, v. iii. 47.
Kill not thy child! v. iii. 47.
What would cure, that would kill me, Jane : . Magnet. Lady, v. 6.
how hard it were To kill my babe Rosal. 372.
B. Fig. (1) make temporarily like death.

secure sleep may A?'// thine innocent lights ; . . Epips. 557.
(2) affect deeply.

He whom . . . regards must kill Dante Conv 36
3 B
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(3) destroy or make an end of.

my shafts, with which I ki/l Deceit, Apollo^ III. i.

might A?// the fiend within you Cg««', i. i. 45-
And if thy curses, ... Could >Sz7/ her soul . . . iv. i. 169.

O, ^z7/ these bitter thoughts CA. u/, I. 25.

Dissonant threats ^///Silence far away, .... Naples., 134.
If I esteemed you less, Envy would kill Pleasure, Sonn. Byron^ i

.

II. intr. cause death.
For, when they cannot kill^ they whine and weep. Ch. \st^ I. log.

bid them kill. Blood is the seed of gold. . . . Hellas, 247.
Then a shout of ' kill/ kill/ kilW 727.
Kill! plunder ! burn ! let none remain 972.
Kill/ crush ! despoil ! Let not a Greek escape ! . 1022.

Gease ! must men kill and die ? 10^7.
even the slaves who kill For hire, are men ; . . Loon., V. xi. 3.
Shalt they insult and kill. If such they be ? . , . V. xxxiv. 4.

all betray and bow, Command, or kill^ .... Vlll. ix. 9.

Go forth, and waste and kill/— x. ix. 7.

which did kill Like hunger or disease, .... X. xliv. 7.

Bid the Earth's plenty kill/ Naples, 160.
When from its sea ofdeath to kill2xA burn, . . Ode Lib. vlll. 13.

And vapours arose which have strength to kill: . Sensit. PL III. 75.
(For vipers kill., though dead,) Witch., Ded. i. 2.

^Killarney, «. a town in the South of Ireland.
Walked from Killamey to the Giant's Causeway, CEdipus, II. i. 175.

Killed, V. tr, A. Lit, (1) put to death directly,
yet, till I killed SlJoq, And heard his groans, . . Cenci, I. i. 106.
And killed them in a kind of measured manner ; Cycl. 390.
Had met him since he killed Apollo's kine, . Horn. Merc. xxiv. 5.

(2) caused the death of.

I with my words killed her and all her kin. . . Cenci, v. ii. 144.

B. Fig. destroyed, exterminated,
fear killed in every breast All natural pity then, . Laon^ x. xl. 6.

XiUed,//. A. Lit. (11 put to death directly.
ifhe Had killed me, he had done a kinder deed. . Cenci, II. i. 3.

To have killedMy father first, V. iii. 99.
their old father Killed in his sleep ? . . . . v. iv, 11.

(2) caused to die.

For men were slowly >6z7/(fcf by frowns and smiles; Prom. I. 590.
B. Fig. (1) destroyed.

Misery has -5z7/(?(^ its father

:

Ceww, III. i. 37.

(2) disgusted, horrified.

As would have /fez7/i?.^ a Della-Cruscan Serchio, 67.
Killing, /n///^. (1) causing the death of.

Killing the sleepy worms, if aught bide there. . Orpheus, 24.

(2) cutting down.
returned ... At evening close from killing the

tall treen, Woodman, 41.

(3) destroying.
Killing the sense with passion ; ^pips. 85.
Killing ihe. azure silence, . . . ^ Ginevra, 43.
Killing its flowers and leaving its thorns bare ! Hellas, 677.
Killing thy foe with unapparent wounds ! . , . Naples, 84.

Killing, fpl. adj. (1) baneful, affecting injuriously.
The ^///rw^ sun smiles brightly: Adonais,x.%xll.^.
A killing air, which pierced like honey-dew . . Epips. 262.
By thy most killing sneer, and by thy smile^ . Ed. Ch. xili. 1.

For in that j^z'/ZzTZP- lie 'twas said— . , . . Rosal. 4^.
the killing tears Of slow, dull care, Wiich, Ded. IV, 3.

(2) overpowering, overwhelming.
for killing Truth had glared on them ; . . . . Hellas, 234.
But treatfe with killiftg footstep, Prom. i. 'jy^.A killing withering weight Solitary, li. 6.

(3) destructive.
A ^z7/z«^ rain of fire : L^on, VI. vii. 8.
And all ^z7/z«^ insects and gnawing worms, . . Sensit. PI. 11. 41.

Kills, V. I. tr. Fig. (1) affects mortally or injuriously,
the breath Of accusation kills an innocent name, Cenci, IV. iv. 143.
hatred's eye Can blast not, but which pity kills ; Zucca, vi. 7.

(2) dissipates, does away with.
and kills Error, the worm, Epips. 167,
Which kills the sluggish clouds, Hellas, 292.

(3) makes null and void.
By all the scorn which kills a father's care— . , Ld. Ch. xiv. 2.

II. intr. A. Lit. inflicts or causes death.
as the sealed commission of a king That kills, . Cenci, l. iii. 98.
the engine Which tortures and which kills, . . v. iv, 3.

B. Fig. ruins, destroys.

Thechain which binds and ^z7/j. Marenghi, lu. 4.
Kin, n. (1) persons related by consanguinity.
And all our kin, the Cenci, will be there, . . . Cenci, I. ii. 56.
T with my words killed her and all her kin. . . v. ii. 144,
Since kin were cold, Laon, 11. xxi. 7.
After the funeral all our kin Assembled, . . , Rosal. 457.
(2) persons or things of like nature.

See how kindred murder kin : Prom. i. 573.

Kind, n. (1) race, generic kindred.
To the unnumbered tribes of human kind. . . How. Merc. xcil. 4.
and love all human kind. Int. Beauty, vii. 12.
And those who suffer with their suffering kind . Julian, 190.
Was as a dungeon to my blasted kind. .... Laon, 11. vi. 2.
Amid the snares and scoffs of human kind, . 11. xix. 6.
If as ourselves we cease to love our kind/— . . v. xlix. 3.
as with the crowds of her own /lind She mixed ; . v. Ivii. 5.

with their own kind Our human brethren mix, . Laon, VI. xv. i.

and laboured for his kind in grief, Pr. Athan. I. 26.
We come from the mind Of human kind . . . Prom., iv. 94.
Which over all his kind as the sun's heaven . . iv. 385.
'Mid the passions wild of human hind .... Rosal. 634.
The wailmg tribes of human kind 706.
none of mortal ^z'w^ Are blest,

'i'7-A Lady, the wonder of her kind., Sensit. PI. 11. $.
Past through the peopled haunts of human kind. Witch, LX. 3*

(2) fellows, associates.

And when I went among my kind, • Hope, Fear^ 12.

The sense that he was greater than his kind , . Julian, 50.
The thought of his own ^/wi^who made the soul J!wr<?«^A2',xxviIi.i.

(3) class, genus.
The emerald heaven of trees of unknown kind^ . Laon, xii. xviii. 7.

What love of thine own kind} what ^orance
of pain ? Skylark, 75.

(4) sort, description.
This cell seems like a kind of Fa.ra.6is& .... Cenci, V. iii. ii.

And killed them in a kind of measured manner ; Cycl. 390.
Nothing of that kind; my device is subtle. , . 448.
Just there shines a peculiar kindoi lijght— . . Faust, II. 223.
he wrought a ^zwisf of raft Of tamarisk, . . . Hom.Merc.x\ii.6.
To see the double kind of footsteps strange . , LVII. 7.

To be a kind of moral eunuch, Peter, iv. xi. 2.

Now he was ciuite the kindolwight ..... IV. xviii. 1.

The eldest, with-a kind of shame Rosal. 439.
In commendation of this kind of love :—

' . . . St. Epips. 29.
were a ^z«<:^ of madness, Sunset,^.
Into a kind of a sulphureous yellow : Witch, Ded. vl. 3.
And odours in a kind of aviary ....... -*— XVI. i.

(5) special or particular sort.

Fear Revenue andWrong brinjg forth their kind, Hellas, 729.
They must bring forth their k^ndj Laon, IX. xxvii* 9.

Kind, adj. (1) beneficent.
To cheat kind nature of the placid death . . . Cenci, v. i. 14.

(2) gracious, friendly.
once more art ^zwt/ enough ..... ... Faust, I. 29.
Nay, this was kind of you— Julian, 262.
In compliment of your kind love and car^ . . CBdipus, li. i. 169.
thou art more than God Being wise and kind: . Prom. i. 145.
More fair and soft as man grows wise and kind, in. iii. 61.
To-morrow, If thy ^/wrffeelingsshould notecase, Rosal. 72.
And hear his words of ^z'W farewell, 913.
To call my friends all who are wise and kind^— . St. Epips. 81.

(3) tender, affectionate.

Though thou art ever fair and kind, Jane, Recoil. 85.
with patience and kind care, . Julian, 229.
To answer those kind looks— Laon, III. xxix, 4.
Kind thoughts, and mighty hopes, iv. xv. i.

One soft reproach that was most thrilling kind, . xil. xv. 3.
When good and kind, free and sincere like thee,) Pront. III. iv. 48.
And women, too, frank, beautiful, and kind . . III. iv. 153.
that I should be most true and kind, UnJ. Dr. 115.
their fill Of happiness in marriage warm and ^/«if. Witch, LXXVII. 4.
Art kindvfh&xi. I am sick, and pity me. . . . Yet look, 12.

Kinder, adj. more humane or gracious.
if he Had killed me, he had done a kinder deed. Cenci^ II. i. 3.

Kindle, v. I. tr. A. Lit. set fire to.

heap upon the hearth. And kindle it, Cycl. 222.
Kindle a fire, and bid the snow whirl on. . . . 315.
B. Fig. (1) bring into being.

Dimmed the aerial eyes that kindle day; . . . Ado?tais, xrv. 6.
Long lines of light, such as the dawn may kindle Wit^, xiii. 3.

(2) give life to, engender.
Kindle their image like a star Bridal, i. 3^.

n n n I) Epitkal. (2.) 25.

(3) provoke, arouse.
Will never, thought they, kindle smiles £^ia. . Ginevra, 16S.
Which hopelessness of good, . . . Alone might k. ; Q. Mob, IV. 186.
And the lady's harp would kindle there .... Rosal. 1097.

(4) engender, bring forth.
from their bright minds would kindle Such lamps Ode Lid. xvi. 1.

II. intr. Fig. (1) come into being.
and their speed makes night kindle ; Prom. 11. iv. 169.

(2) become animated or excited.
Maidens and youths . . . Kindle invisibly— . . Triumph, 152.

(3) arouse, awake.
To bum, to kindle, to illume Hellas, 69.

Kindled, v. tr. A. Lit. set fire to.

And kindled them—and instantaneous . . . Ho7n. Merc. xix. 3.

B. Fig. (1) awakened, gave rise to.

kindled through all her frame A permeatinjg fire : Alasior, 162.
the divinest flame. Which thy breath kindled, . Laon, \. xxxii. fj.

thro' all these veins Kindled ^. thought in sense, i. xxxix.'2.
communion with this purest being Kindled in-

tenser zeal, ... II. xxxii. 2,
Kindled a clinging dream xil. xxiv! 6.'

Wailing for the faith he kindled: Prom., I. ^55;.
On eyes from which he kindled \t anew .... in. ui. 150.
AiW/tffl? all putrid humours in his frame, . . . O. ^ai, viii. 215.
his gestures kindled^e^w power, Rosal. 1160.

(2) engendered or gave being to.
the life that A7Wf//(f(/ mine: Cenci in. ii. i6.

II. intr. became excited, lighted up.
since thine eye kindledWith soft fire under mine, Julian, 468.
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Kindled, pp, A. Lit. set on fire.

The pinnacles of that black wall ... are kindled. Fausi^ II. 113*

B. Fig, (.1) awakened, aroused, lighted up.

When hope has kindled hope, Adonais^ XLVIX.g.

What subtle pain is kindled now Calderon^^ III. 42.

what power, was kindled and arose Laon^ I. xi. i.

bearing the lamp Aloft which thou hast kindled . 11. xliy;.3*

Lest, k. once, its beams might pierce the night, . X. xxxiu. 3.

2uenched even when kindled^ in untimely nignt, Ld. Ch. VI. 3.

nd so were kindled powers and thoughts . . Marenghi^ xxv. i.

Kindled by that inextricable erfor, Medusa^ V. 3.

The spirit of the beasts was kindled there, . . . Ode Lib. II. 9.

Then was ^/«i//c(^within him a thirst which outran Prom,. 1.543-
' Which had k. long ago Pity, eloquence, and woe ; I- 729-

(2) brought into being.

Was kindled to illumine this dark world ; . . . Cenci^ IV. i. 122.

(3) begun or entered upon.
towards Nauplia when the battle Was kindled. . Hellas^ 483.

(4) lighted up, brightened.

Day had ^^zMi/Zfa the dewy woods, Serchio^ 11.

The heart-fire of pleasure nas kindled its eye ; . Vis. Sea^ 75.

Kindled, ppl. adj. awakened.
dimmed hope's newly kindled f\.zxQ& Laon^ IX. xvii. 9.

Kindles, v. I. tr. (1) enlivens, gives life to.

Sustains it from beneath, and kindles it above. . Adonais^ XLII. 9.

Already Spring kindles the birchen spray, . . . Faust., Ii. 11.

Before the Power that wields and kindles them. Prol. Hellas., 165.

(2) animates, excites.

That Light whose smile kindles the Universe, . Adonais^ liv. i.

That kindles them to harmony Ch. ist^ II. 147.

(3) awakes, arouses.
Kindles the voices of the morning birds ; . . . Hellas^ 296.
Which noon-tide kindles thro' the woven leaves ; Prom. 11. ii. 'jd.

the pulse That fancy kindles in the beating heart Q. Mab^ V. 88.

II. intr. awakes to being.

Kindles their image like a star Bpitkal. 14.

*Kindliest, adj. (1) sympathetic, benevolent.

Of Aiw(f/zej^ human impulses respond : . . - . DcBmon^i\.\o%.

,, „ » . „ n .... Q. Mab^ VIII. 100.

(2) most nourishing, most favourable.

To feed with kindliest dews its favorite flower, . Dcemon^ II. 263.

„ „ „ „ „ . Q. Mab, IX. 168.

Kindling, pr. pple. A. Lit, lighting.

Kindling- a fire Cycl. 375.

B. Fig. (1) provoking, arousing.
Kinditnga, flush on the fair cheek of Spring, . Dcenion., ll. 66.

„ ,, „ „ . Q. Mab^ VIII. lai.

and kindling in his mind Hatred, Deemon^ ll. 158.

(2) creating, bringing into being.
^/wi/Z/w^ a momentary Paradise Ginevra^ iii.

Kindling within the strings of the waved air,

^ohan modulations Prom. IV. 187.

K. with mingled sounds, . . . Intelligible words . iv. 251.

(3) moving, darting.

nor, though the Sun Its shafts of agony kindling Laon^ III. xx. 3.

Kindling,///, adj. (1) imaginative, creative.

Wander no more, from kindling brain to brain, Adonais^ IX. 6.

(2) swelling, opening.
and she threw down Her kindling buds, . . . XVI. 2.

began to burn With kindling green, .... Triumph^ 310.

(3) animating, exciting.

those eyes a kindling beam Of love divine . . Laon^ i. xxiv. 7.

And bent his eyes of kindling tenderness . . . I. xlii. 8.

And as thy chariot cleaves the kindling zxt^ . . Prom.. III. iii. 79.

(4) increasing.

and kindling murmurs flew Laon^ V. liii. 8.

(5) awakening, newly-bom.
a kindling ^t,^xi\ of hope Suffused Q. Mab.^ vi. 24.

Kindly, adj. (1) benevolent, humane.
All kindly passions and all pure desires. . . . D(^mon^ 11. 143.

„ n ,, „ ,, ... Q.Mab,vui.202.
did prepare All kindly succour— Laon, v. xx. 4.

(2) natural, spontaneous.
W^ith more kindly blossoming. Fug. Hills^ 166.

(3) sympathetic, cheering.
And very few, but kindly words he said, . . . Laon, IV. ii. 3.

Kindly, adv. graciously, pleasantly.
kindly she. And with a manner beyond courtesy, Julian., 592.

Kindness, n. tender heartedness, benevolence.
Kindness to such is keen reproach, Prom. I. 393.
overcome The force of human ^«W«ej5^ . . . Q. Mab.,\l\. 1%%.
And natural kindness hasten to supply .... v. 41.
But stiirtwas some spirit of ifemc/Mejj descending Tear., iv. i.

Kindred, w. (1) relations by blood or marriage.
add the ruin of the kindred Of the offender, . . Ch. isty II. 232.
My kindred false to their deserted selves. . . Cew«, v. iii. 69.
They are the names of kindred. Death (2) I. 4.
to dread Even in their dearest kindred., .... Laon. x. xii. 6.
The mouldering relics of my kindred lay, . . . Q. Mab, VII. 188.
She died among her kindred, being old. . . . /iosal. 1^15.

(2) fellow-men, companions.
brought their atheist k. to appease God's wrath, Laon.x.. xlv. 8.

To the dust where your K«rf?-^a^ repose, . . . Ode Arise, 11.

See how kindred murder kin :
Prom. I. 573-

(3) fellow creatures of earth.

And cherished these my kindred; then forgive . Alastor, 15.

(4) affinity, a common nature.

with the dust we claim Kindred; Laon. x. xxvii. 6.

a soul that claims Its kindred^vih. eternity. . Q. Mab, II. 210.

(5) of a like sort or kind.

Seeks Heaven to mix with its own ki7id. there? . Tear, III. 7.

Kindred, adj. (1) of a like sort or kmd.
Leave to its kind, lamps the spirit's awful night. AdonaiSs XXIX. 9.

Must perish with its kindred cioy. Death Vang. ig.

Congenial minds will seek their kindred soul, . M. N. Ravazl, 42.

Its AzWrtf^ beings recognized Q. Mab, ll. <)Q.

The kindred sympathies of human souls, . . . IX. 78.

(2) that which belongs or forms part o£
But its own kindred leaves clasps ...... Laon, VI. xl. 9. ^

(3) fellow creatures.

A savag-e conqueror stained in kindred hlooA^ . Datnon, 11. 85.

» „ „ M » n Q- ^^^^ '^"^- ^^'

Kinds, n. varieties, sorts.

shall all the kinds Of evil, Laon, II. xlvi. 4.

have nipt all weaker ^mc/j, Pr.Athan.ll.\\.%.

*Kiue, n. pi. of Cow.
Had met him since he killed Apollo's kine., . Horn. Merc. xxiv. 5.

Whether a drove of ^z«£ has past this way, . , xxxii.3.

To famous Pylos, seeking his >5««e there, . . . xxxvi.o.
for his kine, Apollo Looked sharp ; . . . . XLI. 2.

Am I like a strong fellow who steals ^««e.^ . . Lxrv. i.

King, n. A. Lit. (1) a monarch, a ruler.

A king— . . . Named me his counsellor .... Calderon^ 11. 113.

Hailed me their lord and king, II. 133*

my revenge Is as the sealed commission of a king
Thatlcills, Cenci, I. iii. 97.

The king is just and gracious, Ch. 1st, l. 124.

Room for the King/ I- 135.

To those good words which, were heK of Fi'ance, II. 27.

The lightest favour of their lawful king .... II. 30.

between king and subjects II. 44-
For a king bears the office of a God II. 141.

Thy earthly even as thy heavenly King . , . II. 204.

bom the King of heaven and earth, 11. 480.
T'hat he pay five thousand Pounds to the king, . in. 3.

Were I an enemy of my God and King.... IIL 18.

Ulysses and the king Of Cephalonia Cycl. 95.
Vulcan, ^tnean king! 603.
The likeness of a throned king came by, ... Dmtnon, I. 276,

Oh ! not the King, around whose dazzhng throne Death Vang. 33.

Satan saw next a brainless King, Devil, ix. i.

The watchful demons sought their King, , . . xxv. 2.

To celebrate their King''s return, ...... XXVIII. -i.

An old, mad, blind, despised, and dying ^/m^,— Engl. 1819, i.

When a king in glory ndes Btte. Hills, 58.
one King, one Hope, one Law ; Hellas, 333.
Ah king! wilt thou chain The rack and the rain? 071.
king ofArcadia And all its pastoral hills, . Horn. Merc. I. ^.

I would not be a king— I would, 1.

Then farewell, king, yet were I one 8.

where many a groan. As K, and Lord, and God, Laon, i. xxviii. 9.

she knew the King Had praised her dance . . V. xxi. 5^

the King with gathered brow, and lips Wreathed V. xxiii. 6.

as I stood before the King In bonds -— VI. xxv. 6.

and became A king, a heartless beast, .... ^^^—- Vll. v. 9.

The King felt pale upon his noonday throne : » Vli. viii. i.

Aye, now I feet I am a Az'w^in truta! .... x. viii. 6.

king, forgive My speech, -. x. ix. 7.
Parleying with me, thou wretch ? the k. replied ; x. x. 6.

Famine had spared the palace of the King:— . x. xxiv. i.

The Princess shall espouse, and reign an equal K. x. xli. 9.
Stood up before the King, xil. vi. 6.

Were it not impious, said the King, -r^-— xii. xii. i.

Not whilst some K, in cold ambition's dreams, M. N. Post. Fr.^f,
Wing'd with the power of some ruthless king, M. l^- Spec. Hors. 8.

1 am God, and King, and Law ! Mask, ix. 4.
Thou art God, and Law, and King. . . . . -.— xv. 4.

Thou art King, and God, and Lord ; .... "—— xviii. 2.

Whilst they curse a villain king, ...... Mexican, iii. 8, '

stamp the impious name OiKang into the dust ! Ode Lib. xv. 2.

A Consort Queen shall hunt a King/^'xy^ hogs, . (Edipus, i. 115.
Wife to that most religious King of Crete, . I. 137.
The plethoric King Swellfoot could not fill, . . •»-—• I. 191.
served at the great King^s second table. . • • XI. ii. 24.
My name is Ozymandias, king of kings : . . . Osym. 10.

There is a Chancery Court ; a King; . . . Peter, ill. iv. i.

Shall drag thee, cruel King, Prom. I. 50.
lest Heaven's fell Kijig Should hea^, .... I. 140.
When the great King betrays them to our will. . i. 457.
This is defeat, fierce ^i?^, not victory. . . . i. 042. _

The King, the wearer ot a gilded chain , . . . Q. Mab, III, 30.
tlien that king Is happy ; iii. 52.
rises not in war Against a king's employ? . . iii. 95.
interpose Between a king and virtue iii. 99.A pomp-fed king. w. 245.
upon a golden throne, Even like an earthly king; vi. 107.
a king would mourn no more The crown . . , Triufnph, 323.
The >r/?2^ would dress an ape up in his crown . Witch, Lxxiv. i.

much, I wis. To the annoyance oi king AtasiSxs, Lxxv. 8.

3 B 2
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(2) a title by which God is addressed.
be merciful, O King of Heaven ! Laon^ X. xxvii. 6.

sate God, alone, Tneir King and Judge— . . . x. xl. 6.

(3) as title of respect or honour.
And so we sought you, ^z*«jf. Cycl. 21.

Thus King Apollo loved the child of May . . ffom. Merc, xcvii. i.

B. Fig. (1) ruler, master.
Art >6«w^ of this frail world, Alastor, 614.
Crowned him the King of Life Ode Lib. xvil. 3.

their rude king Hurries them fast from these air-

feeding notes.; Orpheus^ 39.
Yet am I king over myself, and rule Prom. i. 492.
I wandered o er^ till thou, O King of sadness, I. 7^0.
the king Over himself; III. iv. ip6.

Time was the king of earth : Q. Mab^ ix. 34.

(2) the foremost person.
King of the dance, companion of the feast, . . Horn. Merc. v. 2.

I, Who am the kit^g of robbers, can but try. . . xxix. 8.

(3) the foremost, the leader.

Spread on the corpse of the King of Hours ! , . Front. IV. 20.

Xing £ear, n. one of Shakespeare's characters.
a dress Like King Lear''s ' looped and windowed

raggedness.' ' Witck^ Ded. V. 8.

*Kinsr-delTLded, c. adj. deceived or befooled by kings.
King-deluded Germany, Od£ Lib. XIV. 6.

Kingdom, n. A. Lit. any territory governed by a king.
Shall be the kingdonCs heir, Laon^ x. xli. 7.

B. Fig. (1) applied to any dominion, lordship or rule.

Until Heaven's kingdom shall descend on earth, Ch. isf, ill. 28.

(2) applied to a man's body.
to dispeople your unquiet kingdom ofman ? . . — II. 385.

^Eingless, adj. (1) without ruler or master,
yon kingless sphere has long Swung blind . . . Adonais^ XLVI. 6.

(2) empty, unused.
In the dust Glimmers a kingless diadem, . , . Hellas^ 835.
and the state Oi kingless thrones, Laon^ vii. xiii. 9.

Shall wrap in lasting night heaven's k. throne. . Front, ir. iy. 149.
And behold, thrones were kingless^ III. iv. 131.

(3) untroubled by kings.
Between Kingless continents sinless as Exien, . Hellas^ 1047.

*Xingliest, adj. Fig., most excellent or beautiful.

as in derision Oikingliest masonry : Ode Lib. V. 4.

King-ly, adj. (1) royal, befitting a king.
except my kingly word Ck. \st^ li. 198.
Andhe worea^Mj^/v'crown; ^^m^, IX. i.

If 'twere your kingly will (Bdipus^ i. 33.

(2) dwelt in by kings.
with ideot fear Cower in their kingly dens— . . Hellas^ 358.

(3) holding the office of king.
Hound which the kingly hunters of the earth , . 933.

(4) belonging to a king.
Than kingly slaves arrayed in gold and blood, . Laon^ V. xiv. 7.

and this kingly paunch Swells like a sail . . . (EdipuSy l. 3.

(5) such as kings wear (comma misplaced ?).

With kingly^ ermine snow From. IV. 2S7.

the ermined capes Of kingly mantles ; - . , . -Triumph^ 496.

(6) that is associated with royalty.

kingly glare Will lose its power to dazzle ; . . Q. Mab, III. 132.

(7) composed of kings.

Kingly conclaves stern and cold, Front. I. 530.
- (8) Fig. absolutely ruling.

where kingly Death Keeps his pale court , , . Adonais^ Vll. i.

King's, n. A. Lit. pi. of King (1).

where the desolated tombs Of Parthian kings . Alastor^ 243.

, whom I may call the king of j6/w^j, Calderon^w. wj^.

so kings often change ; Ck. ist^ i. 127,

How did your brother kings^ ll. 177.

(Ji kings can have a frienn, I call thee so), . . II. 194.
In the right hand of bold bad mighty kings . . II. 300.

If fear were made for k.^ the Fool mocks wisely ; II. 386.

have never Propitiated the savage fear of kings . IV. 27.

When nations groan, that k. njay bask in bliss. Death Vang. 7.

Kings turn pale, and Conquerors start, . , . Devil^ xxvii. 2.

Kings are luce stars—rthey rise and setj . . . Hellas., 195.

Stalks through the capitals of armed km^s, . . 352.

strike To dust the citadels of sanguine Az?z^j, . 414.
when Priests and Kings dissemble Laon^ I. xxxiii. 6.

desolately waves Over the dust of Prophets and
of Kings. IV. xxiv. 6.

Ai«^f shall turn pale ! v.6"o«^,6.i2.

Priests and Kings. Custom, domestic sway, . . viii. vii. 4.

That Kings may dupe and slay the multitude? . viii.xviii.3.

so bent The armies of the leagufed kings . . . --— x. iv. 6.

their many kif^s Led them, x. v. 5.

the power Of Kings and Priests, x. vii. 6.

when kings and soldiers fear A woman ? . . xii. xi. 8.

He hears me not—ah ! no—kings ca.nnothea.T, . M- 1^. Fosi. Fr. i^.

What then are Kings?— $$•
Kings are but dust— 59.
I ponder'd on the ceaseless rage oi Kin^s ; . . M. N". Ravail^ 6.

For he knew the Palaces Of our Kings were
nightly his; Mask, xx. 2.

. Strip them, as kings are, bare ;
Nat Ant. iv. 6.

Of A/«^J, and priests, and slaves . Ode Lib. ix.^.

Whose ghosts scare victor kings Ode Lib. xil. 15.

Thou to whom Kings and laurelled Emperors, . QSdipus^ 1. 11.

To sting the ghosts of Babylonian kings. . . . I. 271.

And waving o*er the couch of wedded kings , . I. 2S4.
Through thee, for emperors^ kings., and priests , II. ii. 7.

My name is Ozymandias, kmg of kings : . . . Osynt. 10.

Hierarchs and kings Who from yon mrones . . ProL Hellas., 7.

Those imaged to the pride of kings and priests, , From. ill. iv. 173.

Whence, thinkest thou, kings andparasites arose? Q. Mab, III. 118.

as kings Are little in their grandeur ; . . . . III. 151.

whom kings Call to their mind and tremble ; . . in. 165.

for kings And subjects, mutual foes, in. 171.

on the cottage thatch, Than on the dome oikings ? ill. 206.

kings who rule, and cowards who crouch, , . . IV. 77.

From k., and priests, and statesmen, war arose, . iv. 80.

Nature !—no ! Kings, priests, and statesmen, IV. 104.

The mob of peasants, nobles, priests, and kings, V. 58.

the vile gratitude of heartless kings^ V. 212.
,

Where k. first leagued a£;ainst the rights of men, Vlii. 185.

Tremble ^zw^j despised of man ! Tremble Kings, \.

And the rud? kings of pastoral Garamant— . . Witch, xi, 2.

B. Fig. (1) powers, rulers.

taming the eternal kings Of Heaven, Hom. Venus^ 3.

Ye kings of suns and stars, Dasmons and Gods, . Front, iv. 529.

(2) leaders.

And he is gathered to the kings of thought . Adonais^ xlviii. 7.

So taught those kings oi old philosophy , , . Julian, 188.

unknown graves Of the dead kings oi Melody. . /Naples, 39.

Kinsman, n. a relation by consanguinity or marriage.
Oh! Prince Colonna, thou art our near <6/»j/wa», CiS«c/, I. iii. 126,

Kinsmen, n. pi. of Kinsman.
Welcome, my friends and kinsmen; . . . . , l. iii. i.

And call his friends and kinsmen to a feast, . . I. iii. 31.

until I meet you here, Princes and kinsmen, . I. iii. 121.

*Kirtle, n. a gown or petticoat.

And I hear, as she wraps round her figure the k., St. Ir. (6) i. 7.

Kiss, v. I. tr. A. Lit. (1) caress by pressure of the lips.

Kiss me, so long but as a kiss may live ; . . , Adonais^ XXVI. 2,

That I may kiss thee now for the fast time— . Bion. Aden. 43.
He might return : yet kiss me ; Cenci^ III. i. 385.
Let me Kiss those warm lips V. iv. 138.

Kissms.\—oh ! thy lips are cold : Inv. Mis.V\\\.\.
You kiss me not Ever, Julian, 403.
If thou kiss not me ? , . Lovers FhiL 11. 8.

Oh ! yes I will kiss thine eyes so fair, .... M. N. Ravail., 91.

And I will kiss the rose on thy cheek, .... 97.
each motion Seemed a Lord's shoe to kiss. . . Feter, Vll. vii. 5.

Kiss me, and be gay, Dear boy : Rosal. 78.

Kiss her until she be wearied out, To Nighty il. 4.

Uian could not chaster be Before she stooped to

kiss Endymion, Witch^ LXVIII. 4.
courtiers crawled to kiss the feet Of their great

Emperor - Lxxrv. 6.

And kissed—alas, how many kiss the seime ! . . Lxxrv, 8.

(2) with_^i7/w, remove or wipe away with the lips.

To kiss salt tears from the worn cheek .... Loon., viii. xii. 6.

to kiss the blood From these pale feet, . . . '. Prom. l. 50.

B. Fig. (1) come in contact with.

stems that never kiss the sun ; Jane, Invitn, 54.
See the mountains kiss high Heaven Zjyue's Fhil. ii. i.

And the moonbeams kiss the sea : II. 6.

(2) enjoy,

soft moths that kiss The sweet lips of the flowers, Sensit. PI. 11. 50.

II. intr. A. Lit. indulge in kissing.

Now if the Graces tempted me to kiss .... Cycl. 589.
New married people should not kiss in public ; . CEdipus, i. 210.

B. Fig. to come in contact.

or, where high branches kiss, IVoodman, 54.

Kiss, n. A. Lit. a salutation given by the lips.

Kiss me, so long but as a kiss may live ; . . . Adonais, XXVI. 2.

That word, that k. shall all thoughts else survive, xxvi. 4.
That kiss is dead, which Venus gathers yet. . . Bion. Adon. 12.

But for as long as one short kiss may live— . . 44.
And not betray thee with a traitor's kiss^ . . . Ch. \st, 11. 131.

Kissing Helena, together With my kiss., .... Helena, 2.

To follow where the kiss should guide it, . . 5.

and on my lips impressed a lingering kiss, . . Laon^ I. xlii. 9,

even as with a father's kiss I pressed V. xxiv. 8.

Yes, yes—thy kiss is sw^et, IX. xxxiv. i.

like the kiss of love when life is young, .... Xll. xvii. 5.

Now give me one more billing kiss, M, H. Ravail, 87.

Invites to love with her kiss divine .... Music, Ipant^ IV. 4.

And kissed him with a sister's kiss, Feter, iv. xii. 2.

Can return not the kiss by his now forgot ; . . UnJ. Dr. 11.

B. Fig. (1) pressure, treatment,

with lips yet white fropi the rack's kiss .... Cenci, V. ii. 8.

(2) near approach or contact.

cheeks wan with the kiss of death, Laon, xi. xi. i.

Their trembling eyelids to the Am-j of day, . . . Triumph, 10.

Kissed, v. I. tr. A. Lit. caressed by pressure of the lips.

Sobs were then heard, and many kissed my feet , Laon., V. xxxv. 6.

And that some hist their marble feet, ... . x. xlviii. 7.

and kissed his moonfed brow xil. xiiL 6.

And kissed him with a sister's kiss, Peter, iv. xii. 2.

Who meek and sober kissed the sportive child, . Q. Mab, jx. 55.
And kissed—zXzs, how many feiss the same ! . . Witch, LXXiv. 8.
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B. Fig. (1) bowed before,

and jS/jjfic/the sacred hand Which crushed us . Cenci^ i. iii. iii.

(2) came in contact with.
It kissed the forehead of the Earth, Jane., Inviin, 12.

the wonder-stricken breezes >6ij/ Laon^ V. xliii. 5.
But kissed it and then fled, Question. I. 8.

feet which kissed The dancing foam ; Triumph^ 370.
He kissed her witli his beams, Wiick^ 11. 6.

(3) \f\i\ifrom, did away.
Told, whilst the morn k. the sleep from her eyes . Sensit. Pi. II. 15.

II. intr. saluted by pressure of lips.

for when just now We kissed, Prom. n. i. 103.
Kissed, pp. A. Lit, caressed by pressure of tiie lips.

And hushed and k, and kept secure from harm. Horn. Merc. XLV, 8.

All lips which I have kissed must surely wither, . Laon, vi. xlix. 8.

Those whom these lips have kissed^ alone. . . , vi. 1. g.
B. Fig. bowed or bent before.

Thou art Love—the rich have kist Thy feet, . . Mask, LXI. i.

Kisses, n. A. Lit. salutations, lip caresses.
Of the sweet kisses that had lulled them , . . Epips. 204,
Whose drops quench kisses till they burn again. 559.
Is it with thy kisses or thy tears ? E. Viv'iant, 6.
Where kisses were lately fed Fr. The rude wind, 4.A thing on mother's milk and kisses fed, . . Horn. Merc. LXix. 3.
I fear thy ^z'jjgj, gentle maiden, Ifear thy kisses,!. \.

Let thy love in kisses rain Ind. Ser. ill. 3.
What are kisses whose fire clasps JLaon.'Vi. xxxvi. i.

Endless kisses steal my breath, , , M.lv. Ravail, 80.
And thou shalt give kisses to me og.
Which like thy kisses breathed on me ; . . . . Violet, i. 3.

B. Fig
Her first sweet kisses, have been dear to me ; . . Alastor^ 12.

Uniting with those breathless kisses, ^— 35,
To meet the kisses of the flowrets there. . . . Dmnton, ll. iii.

„ n ,, „ „ .... O. il/ad, VIII. 106.
the quick, famt kisses of the sea Epips. 547.
The Plague's blue kisses— Laon, VI. xlviii. 9.
But feeds on the aerial kisses P^om. I. 741.
And closed them beneath the kisses of night. . . Sensit. Pi. I. 4.

Kissing-, pr. pple, A. Lit. saluting with pressure of lips.
It was this stranger AijjzK^me Cyct. k6i.
JCissin£- Helena., together With my kiss, . . . Helena.^ i.

And kissing her fair eyes, said, Laon^ VI. xxvi. 7.

B. Fig. enjoying, touching.
For kissing the coy wine that loves you not. . . Cycl. 563.
Kissing the sifted sands, and caverns hoar ; . . Epips. 433.

Kist. (,See Kissed.)

*Kit, n. collection or lot.

I'll sell you in a lump The whole kit of them. . (Bdipus, I. 92.
Kitchen, n. a room appropriated to cooking.
or I will call The cat out of the kitchen. . , . i. 378.

Kite, n. a bird of prey {Milvus ictinus).
near which a kite and crane Hang tangled . . . Hellas, 308.

Kites, n. Fig. people ravenous as kites.

Far from these carrion k. that scream below
; Adonais, xxxviii. a.

IKitten, n. a young cat.

His kitten late a sportive elf, Peter.rw\\. xviii. 2.
What, though no mice are caught by a young /&., Witm, Ded. I. 5.

Knacks, n. odd things.
More knacks and quips there be than I am able . Gisb. $$.

^Knarldd, cidj. knotted, twisted.
laved With alternating dash the knarledroots . Alastor, 383.
And nought but knaried roots of ancient pines . ^— 530.
And in the knarledhe^rt of stubborn oaks, . Witch, xxii. 6.

Knave, n. (1) a scoundrel or cheat.
nor knave nor fool,

, Peter., VI. xviii. 4.
But some half-idiot and haXi knave, Vli. xxii. 2.

(2) fam. a rascal that one tolerates.
The knave was ever the least tedious to me. . . Faust, I. no.

(3) a little sly boy.
^

and the knave Lay playing with the covering of
the bed ILom. Merc. xxv. 5.

Knavery, n. rascality.

for knavery or craft :— , LVII. 2.

Knaves, n. pi. of Knave (1).
while the knaves are whipping the fools , . . . Ch. 1st, II. 56.
Let the knaves whip the tools, — u. ;jg.
and the knaves, to marshal them, II. '62.

:|:Kuead, v. tr. pound or smash together.
splinter and knead Ao'wn my children's bones, . Prom. IV. 342.

:|;Kneaded, v. tr. worked or mixed.
Then by strange art she kneaded fire and snow

Together, Witch, xxxv. 1.

Kneaded, pp. Fig. pounded or crushed.
Whose sons are kneaded doy^n in common blood Prom. l. 614.
Seem kneaded into one agrial mass IV. 260.

Kneading, pr.pple. smashing or crushing.
Kneading them down with fire and iron rain : . Hellas, 381.

Knee, n. the joint between the thigh and leg bones.
I have no ribbon at my ^Wffs; Faust, ii. 26^,
compels Her wretched slave to bow the knee . . Q. Mab v 128And my two wild boys would near my knee Cling, Rosal. 274.
Than a baby s rocked on its nurse's knee, . . 34.7

, Prom. 1. 6.

Cenci, 1. iii, 158.

X. XXIX, 3.

X. xxxvi. I,

but on her knee Her hands were clasped, . . . Tasso. 21.

a bright child on her upgathered knee, . . . Vis. Sea^ 6g.

*Knee-worship, c. n. bending the knees.

Requitest for knee-worship, prayer, and praise,

Kneel, v. intr. A. Lit. rest on the knees.
And we will ^««e/ around,
To their God didthey . . . kneel \n the public way, Laon, IX. xiii. g.

preys on all Who throng to kneel for iood : . . ix. xvii. 8.

rhy worshippers abased, here kneeliox pity, . .

Think ye, because ye weep, and kneel, and pray,

B. Fig. (X) humble themselves.
the weak Alone ^«^5/ to thee, Pr.Athan.\i.\v.\'j.

(2) said of immaterial things.
Weak Verses, go, kneel at your Sovereign's feet, Epips. 593.
Till human thoughts might kneel alone .... Ude Lib. xvi. 6.

and as they kneel and tremble ; Cane. 4.
Let the.will kneel within thy haughty heart : . . Protn. I. 378.

Kneeled, v. intr. rested on his knees. (See also Knelt.)
who kneeled in silence by her couch, DeeTnon, II. 329. _

t> » M » >i Q' ^ab, IX. 237.

Kneelingr* pr. ppie. on the knees.
For Rocco Was kneeling 2X the mass, .... Cenct, I. iii. 59.
Kneeling, with many tears and prayers, . , . Rosal. 532.

Kneels, v. intr. A. Lit. goes on her knees,
the rose which the pale priestess kneels To gather Prom.. I. 467.
B. Fig. seems to kneel.

Her bright form kneels beside me at the altar, . Cenci, 11. ii. 133.

Knees, n. (1) pi. of Knee.
Which I have heard him pray for on his >fe»£gj.' . I. ii. 53.
And smile, years hence, with children round your

knees,' ij. i. S5.
With his left hand about his" ^M^^i"— .... Horn. Merc. xxv. y,
and with knees Like iron clasped her feet, . . . Laon, vil. ix. 7.
knelt round on quivering knees. x, xlv. 9.
Worship thee with bended knees. Ode to Heaven, 24.
Came to my knees with silent breath, .... Rosal. 440.
(2) Fig.

ne'er Clasp the relentless knees of Dread the mur-
derer! iao», IV. xxvii. 9.

Knell, n. (1) a funeral bell.

my knell Will mix it's music with Ginevra. 76.
The mountain repeats The echoing sound of the k.; St. Ir. (3) I. i.

(2) Jng. a sign or sound announcing tlie end or death.
an expiring storm Whose thunder is its knell; . Adonais, xxxl. 4.
Which seemed to howl his kTzell. ...... Cenct. III. it 38.
All my sons when their knell is knoUed, .... Death Nap. 22.
And my solemn thunder knell Hellas. 668.
it was not the knell, M. N. Rmiail. la
To drink the floatings of a despot's >fe«fi//. . . . 112.
To ring the ^we// of youth. Unf. Dr. ^\.
That nng the dead seaman's ^«£//. . . . .W}ienihelantpyl\.Z.
a knell Of sobbing voices came Witch, xxv. 5.

^Enelling, fr. pfle. Fig. resounding.
The thunder is knelling AutuTnn. II. 2.

Knells, V. intr. Fig. resounds mournfully.
when sullen cloud Knells all the night long \ . . A Dirge. 4.

Knelt, v. intr. rested on the knees in supplication or abase-
ment.

A multitudinous throng, around him knelt.
And he knelt down upon the dust, . .

kn£lt round on quivering knees. . .

Kjielt for his mercy whom they served
Man's early race once kTielt beneath .

Then he ^wfi// in his cell:—
And in fervent pray'r he knelt on the ground,

Knelt, pp. remained on the knees.
I have k. down through the long sleepless nights C«k«, I. iii. ny.

Knew, V. I. tr. (1) was or were aware of, perceived.
And happier they their happiness who knew. . . Adonais V a
\knem not aught that Beatrice designed ; . . . Cmci. 11. i. i?gKnew all that he had done being abroad : . Horn. Merc xxvi 4and you may guess He well knew this . . . Lxill 6
For gold was as a God ... the Priests its down-

fall knew. La^n, ix. xviii. 4.
they knew the truth, xj ^ix 6
could know That which he *««B not, . .

.' '. Pr.Athan.l'ii%.We knew not that : Sisters, rejoice, rejoice ! . . Prom. I. 463.
She^K^K- her glorious change, Q. Mab. I. 102.
And well he knew the same Rosal. 484.
Which when the lady knew. Witch, xill. i.

(2) tmderstood.
and all of great, Or good, ... he felt And knaa. Alastor, 75.saw and knew the mortal wound Of her Adonis— Bion. Adon. 36.
Inever Ak«b what the mad felt Before ; . . . . CeK«, in. i. 24.And when I knew the impression he had made, . lli. i. 322.
The God who ^w^w my wrong, V. iii. 113.
and it knew^ That seldom-heard mysterious sound. GuitarJane. 74.
in expectation Of what I knew not, I remained :— Laon, I. vi. 4,
That pleasure I well i^wew <^dipus, 1. -iii.
And Bums, a Scottish ^peasant boy—His errors ' '

'

prove it—knew myjoy More, Peter. IV. xiii. 4,He k?iew something of heath, and fell. . . . . y. xi. 5.The Devil now knew his proper cue.— .... vil. i iWhat none yet ever kjzew or can be known. . . Serchio 33.*

(3) were or was acquainted with.
A man you ^»«ZB spoke ofmy wife and daughter— Cenci I. i. 61.

. Daemon. I. 277.

. Laon. x. xxxix. 7.

. X. xlv. 9.

. XII. ix. 6.

. Rosal. 110.

. St. Ir. (3) VII. I.

. (3) VIII. I.
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I knew Olimpio ; Cenci^ III. ii. 67.

T knew one like you Who to this city came . . Julian. 195.
For all who knew and loved him Pr. Aihan. i, ^^,

I knew one who had lifted it— Lift not, 7.

(4) came to the knowledge of.

And the Celt knew the Indian iVow?. II. iv. 94.

(5) felt, experienced.
if another ever knew Aught like to it, . , . . Cenci, Hi. i. 114.

and my heart knew repose . . III. i. 300.
She knew not pain or guilt ; Hellas^ 999.
my soul communion knew; Laon, II. xx, 2.

So that I knew not my own misery : III. xv. 5.

Then knew the burthen of his change, .... V. xxix. 7.

They knew the glory of their altered lot, . . . Vlll. xxix. 7.

Eacn of that multitude . . , one hope yet knew; . xi. x. 2.

Was coldness to the joys I >6K£a», M. N. Melody, 20.

Another scene ere wise Etruria k. Its second ruin Marenghi, III. i.

That they knew the presence there, .... Mask, xxx, 3.

But such ills they never knew LI. 4.
Thou lovest ; but ne'er knew love's sad satiety. . Skylark, 80.
Eirst kne^v the unreserve of mingled being, . . Sunset^ 8.

loy and woe his master knew not ; Triu-mph, 255.

(6) had knowledge of, heard of.

Riddles of death Thebes never knew. .... Hellas, 1083.
Yet nothing that my tyrants knew or taiight . . Laon, Dea.V. 3.

the dark tale which history doth unfold, iknew, l. xxxviii. 2.

she was nameless, and her birth none knew : . -^— V. xix. 2.

Knew nought beyond those walls, ... . . V. xxvii. 9.
who nought knew or meant But to obey : . . . VII. viii. 7.

If you knew as much Of oracles as I do— . . . (Edipus, I. 125.

The Devil knew not his name and lot ; ... . Peter, li- vii. i.

Whate'er he knew or felt he would impart, . . Pr. Athan. I. 48.
the wild woods knew His sufferings, Virgil, 10.

(7) felt the infltience of.

marble knew The sculptor's fearless soul— . . Marengki, viii. 2.

(8) recognised.
Phoebus the lovely mountain-goddess knew, . . Horn.. Merc. XL. 7.

then I knew The death mark on my breast, . . Laon, XII. xxv. 8.

when he returned, None knew him : , . , . Rosal. 741.
So knew I in that light's severe excess . . Triumph, 424.
we knew Pan the Arcadian Virgil, 22.

(9) knew to be.

Of old I knew ye thus by nature ; . . . . . Cycl. 6^^.

(10) distinguished.
for none Knew good from evil, , ..... Loon, I. xxviii. 7.

(11) had in memory.
Once I knew them. Now I forget them .... Cenci, V. iv. 31.

But I, an old diviner, who k. well Every false verse Gisb. 140.

II. intr. (1) was or were conscious.
She knew not *twas her own ; Adonais, X. S.

well knew that gentle band Who in another's fate
now wept his own ; xxxrv. 2.

For sleep, he knew, kept most relentlessly . . . Alastor, 292.
For welfhe knew that mightj^ Shadow loves . . 306.
he knew that death Was on him. ... , . 626.

Knew i not what delight was else on earth, . . Cenci^ I. i. 108.

I knew it was the ghost Of my dead father . . iv. lii. 20.

if it knew Whither 'twas fled, Bpips. 2-yj.

Yet knew I not that heart was broken . . . F. Godwin^2.
Helen and Henry knew that Granny Fr. Ghst. Sty. 4.

The Father and the. Son Knew that strife was
now begun Fr. Satan, 6.

They knew that Satan had broken his chain, , . 7.

I knew that there were crimes and evil men, . Mope^ Fear, 7.

And wept, I knew not why ; L,aon, Ded. III. 6.

I knew not who had framed these wonders then, . II. xi, i.

Knew I what solace for that loss was left, . . . 11, xxiv. 8.

Then, suddenly, I knew it was the youth . . . v. v. i.

she knew the King Had praised her dance . . v. xxi. 5.

none knew whence or why, VI. ii. 2.

Again I ^tfa/- the day and night fast fleeing, . . Vll. xvi. 1.

They knew not whence it came, ix. iv. 7.

The Tyrant knew his power was gone ix. xiii. i.

they knew his cause their own, x. vii. 7.

For he knew the Palaces Of our Kings were
niehtly his; Mask, XX. i.

Peter knew not that he was Bell ; Peter, II. vii. 2.

Yet knew not whence the thoughts were fed, . . v. ix. 4.
He knew not Pr. Athan. i. 58.
he knew not—none could know ; i, 76.
He knew not of the grief within that burned, . , i. 79.
And I knew it was tBe same From., i. 728.

I always knew what I desired before, II. i. 95.
For whence it sprung it knew not, nor do I, . . iii. iv. 23.

none knew how gentle they could be ! . . . iv. 405.
I knew What to the evil world is due, .... Rosal, 51.

My children knew their sire was gone, .... 232.

ere I knew yet That these 375.
Whether his ill were death or sin None knew, . 434,
And none ^Mfizw how

;

651.
I looked, and <&«£«' that he was dead, . . . 1183.

I knew not of so great a change, .... . 1225.

I knew That I had felt the freshness Triumph, 33.

yet no one knew What plant it was ;..... l/iif. Dr. 162.

her spirit free Knew what love was, Witch, LXVIII. 2.

(2) felt assured.
Aye, I even knew . . . for God is wise and just, . Cenci, IV. iv. 134.
I knew it was the Vision veiled from me ... . Bpips. 343.

I knew that ship bore Cythna o'er the plain Of
waters, Ijwn, \\\. xvii. 7.

and knew That coraine night VI. xiv. 2,

yet knew that I was thine XII. xxiv. 4.
she walked about as one who knew That sleep

has sights Mar. Dr. xxiii. 5.
I knew it could not be My own dull blood : . . Rosal. 351.
Until I knew it was a child, _ 359.
They hardly knew whether they loved or not, . Witch, LXXVI. 2.

(3) learned.
one, as since that hour I knew, Laon, III. xxiv. 3.
I turned, and knew ,

.

. That what I thought . . Triumph^ 180.

(4) understood how.
He knew his soothing words to weave with skill . Laon., IV. vi. 1.

Enewest, v, fr. wart acquainted with.
Thou didst say thou knewestA Jew, Helhs^ 132-

Enife, n, (1) a sharp cutting instrument.
My tongue should like a knife tear out .... Cenci, III. i. 156.
And now my knife Touched IV. iii. i6.

this man, this bloody knife v. ii. 99.
Not broader than the sharp edge of a knife, . . Faust, II. 399,
And grasping a small knife, Laon, III. vii. 5.

so I Sre.vj My k., and with one impulse, suddenly III. x. 6.

Yes Francis ! thine was the dear knife . . . . M. N. Ravail, 51.

Out with your knife, old Moses, Oedipus, I. 72.

baulk Some wishing guest of knife or fork, . . Peter, V. vi. 4.

(2) Fig. used to express keenness,
strike with our spirit's k. Invulnerable nothings. Adonais,'XX3iiS..^.
his fine wit Makes such a wound, the knife is lost

in it ; Gisb. 241.

Knight, n. Fig. a champion, a hero.
As to his Queen some victor Knight of Faery, , Laon^ Ded. i. 3.

Kuig-htUood, n. the rank of a knight.
those who claim exemption From knighthood: . Ch. 1st, li. Si.

Knit, z/, tr. Fig. held together, made up.
Freshness and vigor knit his manly frame \ . . Q. Mab, Vll. 77.

Knit, pp. Fig. held together.
What are numbers knit By force or custom ? . Polit. Great. 9.

Knit,^/. adj. Fig. strained, vexed.
What the knit soul that pleading and pale . . Rosal. 870.

Knives, n. pi. of Knife (1).
place in order quickly The cooking knives, . . Cycl. 221.

Knock, V. intr. Fig. apply, make enquiry.
Knock and it shall be opened—look and, lo ! . Hellas, 804.

Knocked, v. tr. with out^ dashed from a place or position.
and knocked out his brains CycL 393.

Knocked, pp. with out. (See above.)
And with not wishing all my teeth knocked out, . 648.
Had their brains knocked out by them. .... Mask, V. 4.

Knocks, V. intr. Fig. applies, calls.
if a corpse knocks, I am not at home Faust, I. 82.

Knolled, pp. A. Lit. rung or resounded.
then was knolled The bell of death, Ginevra, 190.

B. Ing.
How is not his death-knell knolled? Death Nap. 11.

All my sons when their knell is knolled^ . . 22.

Knot, n. (1) an interlaced fold.
bind up this hair In any single knot / . . . . Cenci^ V. iv. i6i.

(2) Fig. a cluster or group,
and thou wilt preside Over a ^. of . . . censurers, Ch. 1st, II. 322.

Knots, n. A. Lit. hard knarled lumps.
When it doth rive the k. of some ancestral oak. . Laon, rv. vi. g.

B. Fig. (^1) entanglements.
And cut the snaky k. of this foul gordian word, . Ode Lib. xv. 8.

(2) perplexities.

Unbind the knots of her friend's despair, . . . Rosal. 214.
^Knotted, pp. A. Lit. {!) grown together, matted.
Knotted in clumps under the spongy ground. Marenghi, XXIV- 6.

(2) intertwined.
Dammed it up with roots k. like water-snakes. . Sensit. PI. III. 73.

Knotted,///, adj. (1) iaving Imnps or protuberances.
This knotted staff is help enough for me, . - . Faust, II. 4.
For the evergreen and knotted \\Gxes, .... Orpheus, 105.
The vast z.x\A knotted trees around . . . . Rosal. 103.

(2) twisted.
By many a swollen and knotted fold, .... Laon, I. ix. 6.

B. J'ig, mentally twisted and intricate,

darkest crest Of that foul, k., many-headed worm Ld. Ch. I. ^.

Knotty, adj. having large knots and knarls.

The oak, Expanding its immense and A«(?//y arms, Alastor, 432.
Upheld by knotty roots and fallen rocks, . . , 574,
The knotty limbs of an enormous oak, .... Cycl. 376.

Know, V. I. tr. (1) perceive or understand clearly.
Does my destroyer know his danger ? . . . . Cenci, III. i. 282.
On all we know and all we fear, Death, il. 3.
Thus much I ^Wffw, Hom.Merc.v. i,

and men who Awtfzw and do the right Horn. Venus 18.
not, methinks, as others k.. For they weep not ; Laon, l. xxxviii. 2*.

The seasons, and mankind their changes know, . vi. xxxv. 8!
reason cannot know What sense can neither feel, ix. xxxiii! 1!

I know but this, that it must come Prom., i. 413.
As if none felt : they know not what they do. . i. 631.
he did espy What poets know and prophesy ; . , Rosal. 889.
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This world is the nurse of all we know^ . , There is no work^ 13.

When all that we know^ or feel, or see
^

17.

(2) have knowledge of, am acquainted with.

I know enoueh Not to be wholly ignorant. , . Calderon^ i. 88.

That I kn(m}X\ViS& of the laws of duel, , . , . I. 247.

such as men like you would start to know. . . Cenci, I. i. 89.

I know a charm snail make thee meek and tame, i. iii. 167.

Of Marzio I know nothing. ill. ii. 70.

I did not kill him ; I know nothin? ; V. ii. 5-

Speak now The thing you surely Mnow, .... — V. ii. 47.
I nave said all I know; v. ii. 92.

I am cut off from the only world I knoWy , , . ™- V. iv. 85.

You seem to know the vulnerable place .... Ck. isi^ I. lOS-

Nothing know I to say of suns and worlds ; , . Fausiy i. 40.
Gossip, you know little of these times. .... II. 3 10.

lest he Should not know the way to go,— . . . Fr. Serp. 2.

I know the past alone— Gzsb. 138.

and yet I k. none else that sings so sweet as it . 289.

Which others fear and know not Hellas^ 161.

'Tis difficult to know the invisible Thoughts, Ho7n. Merc, xxxiv. 5.

One of your secrets I would gladly know. , . LXXIV. 6.

utter VVith earnest willingness the truth they k. / xcv. 3.

Of his sad history I know but this, Julian^ 232.

This shalt thou know, and more, Laon^ I. xxi. 7.

One Power of many shapes which none may k.^ . I. xxvii. 2.

to know The secrets of this wondrous world, . . I. xxxv. 5.

All that we are or know, ix. xxxv. 5.

I know all that ye would tell Prom. I. 534.
did it know That which I ask 11. iv. 125.

The elements of all that thou didst know ; . , . Q. Mab^ VI. 95.

„ „ „ „ „ ... Superstition., 34.

(3) understand, be conversant with.
Thou canst no longer know or love the shapes . A/astor, 696.
to know the limits Of honour Calderon^ i. 250.

Nay this is idle :—We should kumv each other. . Cenci, 1. 1. 67.
You know me too well, Lady Beatrice, . . . V. ii. 23.

Y&know the close device— Cycl. 476.
now I know ye better.'— 654.
we know thus much of death,— Ginevra, 158.

will know The thing I mean and laugh at me,— . Gisb. 76.

Muses, who know and rule all minstrelsy ! . . . Horn,. Moon, 2.

See thee, feel thee, know thee now,—.... Laon^ v. Song., i. 9.

Bive A human heart to what ye cannot know : . viii. v. 2.

loes know the fruitless siclt'ning thrill, . . M. N. Melody., 14.

I know the secrets of the air, Mar. Dr. I. 3.

things Those may not know who cannot weep
for them Otho, IV. z.

I know The past, and thence I will essay . . . Q. Mab., III. 6.

Stranger yet, To those who know not nature, . ill. 100.

They have three words :—^well tyrants know
their use, IV. 208.

thou canst not know My agony Rosal. 223.
None may know The sweetness of the joy . . . Sunset, 4.

well we k. The storm at which thou tremolest so, W. Shel. V. 5.

(4) am or are acquainted personally wiUi.
I know two dull, fierce outlaws, Cenct, III. i. 233.
you know Olimpio, the castellan of Petrella , . ill. ii. 61.

I dare not rouse him ; I know none who dare . IV. iv. 14.

I know thee ! How ? where ? when ? V. ii. 24.

From those who know thee not ! . . . . . v. iii. 27.

Oh ! I know the man, Cycl, 96.
are all You and I know in London Gisb. 253.

(5) aware of, acquainted with.
You k. My zeal for all you wish, sweet Beatrice ; Cenci^ I. ii. 39.
I know my sentence, and I own it just Ch. ist. III. 67.
I dread To speak wh£it you may know too well : E, Williams^ v. 7.

to know Thy lost friend's incommunicable woe. . Julian, 342.
to know its height the morning mists forbid ! . . Laon, v. xl. g.

(6) experience.
can never know repose Calderon^ II. 86.

For thou the wonders of the depth canst know . Fiordispina^ 8.

And in such faith, some steadfast joy to know, . Laon, IV. ix. 5.

Than e'er the prosperous know

;

VI. liv. 6.

nor those who bow To thrones . . . such destiny
raSuj knffw VIII. xii. 9.

fierce torments, such as demons know, . . . M. N. Despair, 17.

Which mortals, frail mortals, can know, . . . M N". Ravail, 79.
Of all hemight orfeel or jfewiKW/ Feter\ IV. \n. 3.

That few may know the cares and woe of sloth. . Q. Mab^ III. 117.

he that can know More misery, VIII. 134.
Teach me half the gladness That thy brain must

know^ Skylark^ 102.

Not for thee, soft compassion, celestials did k.^ . Tlear^ IV. 5.

(7) know by sight or memory.
you k. That savage rock, the Castle of Petrella : Cenct, 11. i. 167.

I ^w^TTe/ a famous Orphic incantation Cyd.os^.

(8) recognise.

'Tis my brother's voice ! You know me not ? . . Cenci, III. i. 380.
Know you this paper, Lady? v. ii. 172.

she yet seemed to-fe. . . . her antient playfellow, . Julian, 153.

The sea-blooms and the oozy woods . . . know
Thy voice, Ode W. Wind, III. 12.

Know ye not me, The Titan ? Prom. i. 1 17.

I know ye ; and these lakes and echoes know . I. 459.
to know That hour as blest Q. Mab., iv. 162.

(9) be versed in, have knowledge of.

What science may you Amok*.̂— Calderon^ i. go.
that you Know many without study I, 94.
respecting That which you know the best, . . i. 106.

(Id indicating intimate acquaintance.

And know them as thou knowest every comer . Calderon, 11. 165.

For Peter did not know the town, Peter, VI. xi i.

And closest coverts, and we know these wilds, . Prom. II. u. 07.

(11) discover, find out.

as to know their cause I leapt
h'i^'^^ Y}'

"*' ®'

if she might know Was it aught else, .... Mar. Dr.yi. 5.

Ask what thou wouldstA«<3zw ^r^w. Il.iv, 7.

all that never yet was known wouldst know . . Ye hasten, 8.

(12) acknowledge.
To know nor faith, nor love, nor law ; . .

(13) have, intend.

Which knffw no aim beyond the archer's wit,

II. intr. (1) have certain knowledge, feel sure.

Nought we know, dies Adonais, xx. 6.

except to >l«i7wThat shadows follow them . . . Allegory, 11. 7.

Know not the opinion you maintain, Calderon, I. 107.

To understand and ifewiTo/ who is the God . .
t ,,„

well I knffW That in the field

I know the Pope Will ne'er absolve me . . .

I k. The Pope will not divert the course of law.

We know that death alone can make us free
;

I shall know That then thou hast consented .

You knmv that what I speak is true

that they know not what and who My master is,

I know not : we will help you all we can. . .

our- ancles Are sprained ... I know not how. .

there is dust ... in our eyes, I kncxw not whence. „_ ,.

To know in dissolution'a void Death Vang. 16.

we kTUJwnot. How much, . . . Of pleasure may be
gained, Epips. 181.

None of the rustic island-people know ...... 485.

Great Father, you kn&w clearly beforehand . Horn.. Merc. LXII. i.

who must knffw I am as innocent LXiv. 7.

They AwOTf that never joy illumed Int. Beauty, v\.%.
what, we know not till we try ; Julian, 180.

And what art thou? I know, but dare notspeak : Laon, Ded. xi. 1.

who can know How soon he may devour . . . l. xxii. 5.

What thoughts had sway. . -That night, I ^ not; III. i. 2.

What followed then, I know not— III. xi. i.^

why men have chosen me ... I scarcely know, . v. xlviii. 5.

We know not where we go, VI. xxix. i.

I know not VI. xxxvi. i.

hope, I know not whence or wherefore, rose, . . vil.xxviii. 2.

we know not whence we live, ix. xxxiii. 4.
and all shall surely know Whose God is God, . x. xxxv. 2.

And heaven does know I love thee still, .... M. N. Melody, 13.

Spirits ! how know ye this shall be ? .... Prom. I. 789.
And the wandering nerdsmen know i. 794.
may k. How soonest to accomplish the great end Q, Mab, I. 182.

He died : I know not how : Rosal. 421.
but Lionel We know is rich and nobly bom. . 672.

What thou art we i^wozu not, Skylark,^!,

(2) be aware, understand, be conscious.

How elate I felt to k. that it was nothing human, Asiola,

Prom. II. iv. 47,

Ch. ist^ II. 106.

I. 112.

I. 221.•
Cencif i. ii. 63.

II. ii. 27.

III. i. 78.

111.1.385.
V. ii. 30.

Cycl. 81.

125.

643.
645.

Chastised, I k. The depth to which ambition falls

you know I mean you well.

Do you k. I thought I was that wretched Beatrice
My sweet child, know you
I know not . . . but I think it might be good To
Know you then That Cenci is from home ?

This old Francesco Cenci, as you know,
She fell, as thou dost know, into a trance ; . .

Ye know it is a high and holy deed ? . . , .

To fear that others know what thou hast done,,

She cannot know how well the supine slaves .

You know 'twas I Whom you did urge . , .

And yet, I know not why, yourwords strike chill

Know you not, mother— .

Sister, know you not ?

May know how majesty can wear at will . .

Know you not That, in distraining ....
Did not the rascals know I am a God. . . .

I know not that his strength is more than- mine.
I well know The wise man's only Jupiter . .

I know Too late, . . . That virtue owns a more
eternal foe

Our course, you know, is generally zig-zag.

though I know that they are great, . . .

Whatever things cows are, I do not know,
I do not even know What things cows are.
I know not how I can describe in words
I know that every Apollonian limb .....
For what ? they know not, till the night of death
I know not what I say—
And that his power hath past away, doth know-
well ye know What Woman is,

I could not know How anxiously they sought
Well—you know what the chaste Pasmhae did,

You know they still Call themselves Bulls,

A woman guilty of—we all kn{yw what— . .

I, most content of all. Know that my foes . .

And some few, like we know who, ....
What was this grief— ... he knew not—none

could know /

could know That which he knew not, . , ,

I only know that thou art moving near . . ,

Submission, thou dost know I cannot try :

And yet they know not that they do not dare.

Calderon.^ II. 122.

Cenci, 1. 1. 48.
III. i. 42.
III. i. 59.
III. 1. 197.
III. i. 278.

III. i. 299.
IV. i. 32.

IV. ii.'35.

IV. IV. 37,—^ IV. iv. 181.

V. ii. 24.
V. iv. 79.
V. iv. 90.
V. iv. 90.

Ch. 1st, II. 83.—- III. 45.
Cycl. 209.- 306.

320.

Fall ofBonap. 10.

Faust, II. 30.
Gisb. 227.

"

Horn,. Merc. XLVII. 4.

Lll. 4.
LVIII. 6.

LXIII. 2.

Julian., 127.

393.
Laon, IV. xxv. 8.

VIII. XV. 6.
M. W. G. I. 4.
CBdipuSy I. 136.

I. 140.
II. i. 83.
II. i. 191,

Peter, III. xx. i.

Pr. Athan. i. 76.
I. 117.

Prom. I. 136.
I- 395-
I. 624.
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until man shall knffw That they alone can give
the bliss Q. Mab, II. 207.

Yes : I A«(?zy.' I was bewildered Rosal.'^y.

I do not know : 79.
I know not how, but we were free

:

936.
Alas, we know not what we do 1 194.
I k. not how thy joy we ever should come near. Skylark^ 95.
there may be Some more, for what I knoWy . . Si. Bpips. 80.
you knmv what they are worth

—

109.
The Lady Leonora cannot know Tasso^ 5.

seemed to know Whither he went, Triumph^ 47.
Whence I am, I partly seem to knoWy .... 300.
Men scarcely know how beautiful fire is— . . . WUchy XXVII, 3.

The Heliad doth not kn(m} its value yet. . . Lxvii. 8.

^3) feel certain, am assured.
I know not what I feel

!

Calderon^ Hi. 90.
I know not where to find him now, .... Hi. 99.
I'd do,—I know not what Cenciy 1. 1. 102.
I know you are my friend, and all I dare . . , 11. ii. (^^.

something' must be done ; What, yet I know not ill, i. 87.
When i know what, I shall be stiU and calm, . III. 1. 93,
Which is, I knoWy a hell ofangry dreams, . . iv. iv. 8.

I know not what to say . . . my father^s dead. . IV. iv. 55.
I know not what to think. . IV- iv. 66.
knoWy that what I just proposed v. i. 60.
I knoWy Happy yourself, you feel another's woe. E. WtlltatnSyVll.j.
I know That Love makes all things equal : . . B^ips. 125.
I know you will sing sweetly when you're dead. . Horn. Merc. VI. 4.
We know That we have power over ourselves . Julian^ 184.
I know That to myself I do not wholly owe . . 320.
but of the first I know not yet, ... . , lAion^ III. xxiv. 6.

I know not whether months or years ; . . . . vil. xxvi. i.

We know not what will come— . . . ix. xx. i.

and we did know^ That virtue, Xll.xxxvii.7.
I know that she is innocent

;

CEdipus^ il. i. 92.
I know not ; something sweety since it is sweet . Prom. II. i. 98.
I feel, I know it : who? ...... . 11. iv. 31.
And knoWy though time may change . . . . Q. Mad, Dea. 14.
I know thou wiltj and canst forgive Rosal. 565.
And know, that if love die not in the dead . . 1316-
in which I wake to weep, I know not Triurnpky 335.My brain is diz2y, and I scarce know .... Unf. Dr. 34,
I loved, I know not what— . , Zucca, l\l. 4.

(4) leam, be informed.
Know that since we met . Cend, III. i. 347.
know that I only fly Your looks, E. Williants, III. 2.

Yet knoWy proud vice, had I not given .... Falsehood, 33.
And knoWy that had I disdained to toil, . - . 37.
It remains to know, I then rejoined Juliany 179.
Know then, that from the depth of ages old, . . L,aon, l. xxv. 4.K then, that when this grief had been subdued, . i. xlv. 2.

know thou alone, ... . i. xlvi. 4.
Nor should we seek to know, vi. xxix. 6.

And thou shalt know of things unknown, . . . Mar. Dr. ll. i.

Yet -^wjtzw, great boars, (For such CEdipus, ll. \. 165.
We may know more than he Peter, vi. xvii. 5'.

For AwOTW there are two worlds of life and death : Prom. i. 195.
and sought to know With looks Witch, vii. 4.
thou hast wej)t to jfe«(Kw That things depart . . Wordsworm, t..

(5) have intelligence.

Rulers who neither see, nor feel, nor know, . . Engl. 1819, 4.
Who covet power they know not how to use, . Q. Mat, V. 241.

(6) acknowledge.
we know our secret pride Has scorned thee, . . Laon, jl. xxvii. 1.

(7) am able, know how.
I envy thee no thing I know to teach . . Horn.. Merc. LXXix. 3.
the woof of wisdom I know well To dye in hues

of language, Loon, IV. xvii. 2.

(8) am acquainted with.
and that I know Of no one else, , . , Hoin. Merc. XLVII. a.

(9) be told or informed.
but the cold world shall not know. Juliany 617.
it were fair The world should know— . . .St. Bpips. 52.

(10) awake to consciousness that.
Gazing on thee I feel, Tknow Green stalks burst

forth, Prom. iv. 363.

(11) colloquial=-^qvl should or ought to be aware.
(I think with you In some respects you know) . Julian, 241,
For, You knoWy my lord, the Minotaur— . . . CEdipus, I. 276.
is a fact which is—^you know— . .... 11. i. 23,

III. rejl. feel, understand.
But be thyself, and know th3;self to be I . , Adonais, xxxvii. 4.
and know thyself and him aright. ... . . XLvii. 2.

And make me ^«£wmyself, Julian, 561.
Know yourselves thus f ye shall be pure as dew, Laon, viii. xviii. 8.
Reproach not thine own soul, but know thyself, . viii. xxii. i.

Taught them not this, to know themselves
; , , Triumph, 212.

Xnowest, v. I. Ir. (1) art conversant with.
Thou knowest more of science Calderon, i. 240.
as thou knowest ev^ry comer 11. 165.
Who knowest not the language of the dead ? . . Prom. i. 138.

(2) hast knowledge concerning,
the rest thou knowest—return, dear friend ! . . Laon, in. ix. 6.
The rest thou ^«o?i;as^— ix. xix. i.

Thou knowest not the period of Jove's power? . Prom. i. 412.
Thou knowest how great is man. Thou knowest

his imbecility

:

Q. Mab, III. 17,
Thou knowest not, thou canst not know . . . Rosal. 223.

(3) hast experience of.

worst desire of fame Thou knowest not : . . . Q. Maby VI. 2 14.

(4) acknowledgest.
Know''st thou not them my portion ? Prol. Hellas, 129.

(5) art acquainted with.
Knowest thou Faust ? Faust, I. 59.

(6) recognizest.
Knowest thou this writing, Lady ? Cenciy iv. iv. 95.
Knowest thou it ? Protn. in. iv. 6.

II. intr. (1) art aware.
Unnatural man, thou knowest that it is false. . Cenciy I. ilL 54.
Know'St thou what thou must do (^d. 124.
thou, Laon, knowest How a young child . . . Ilaony 11. xl. i.

thou knowest a curse would wear The shape of
woman

—

11, xliii. 7.

Thou knowest if Jupiter be such or no. . . . Prom. II. iv. in.
Thou knowest that toads, and snakes, .... in. iv. 36.

Thou knowest how great is man. Thou knowest
his imbecility

:

Q. Mab, ill. 16.

Thou knowest what a thing is Poverty .... Rosal. 4.73.

And well thou knowest a mother never could . .
— 482.

and well thou knowest That soul-sustaining airs , Sonn. Nihy 10.

Thou knowest 'tis its doom to die, Witchy Dea. 11. 5.

(2) thou shouldst or oughtest to know.
Thou k. This cell seems like a kind of Paradise . C^tci, v. iii. 10.

Knowing*, pr. ppk. (1) being aware or conscious.
Not knowing that a shadowy . , . Tracks every

traveller Allegory, II. 2.

^Wiwe/zlw^what must be thought, and may be done, Cenciyll.Kx. 112.

well knowing that the wine Would wound him . Cyd. 415.

(2) feeling assured.
Knowing thou canst interrogate it welL . Hom. Merc. LXXXIII. 8.

Knowledge, n. (1) indubitable apprehension, clear per-

ception.
And deems their ^«(?ze;/(S(:;5?'^ light, xcill, 5.
Dost thou boast the clear knowledge thou

waken'dst for man ? Prom. i. 543,
The birthright of their being, knowledge, power, 11. iv. 39.

(2) acquired intelligence or information.
Knowledge and truth and virtue were her theme, Alasior, 158.
Even in the sight Of knowledge, ...... Calderon, I. 78.
Wit and sense. Virtue and human knowledge; . Gisb. 248.
Heap knowledge from forbidden mines of lore, . Laon, Ded. v. 2.

the knowledge and the power Which says : , . ix. 3.
and made me wise In knowledge, n. xxxii, 3.
Deep thirst for knowledge had his footsteps led, . iv. viii. &
in the haunts Where know., from its secret source VI. xli. 5.
felt All knowledge of the past revived ; . . . Q. Maby li. 246.
Beware O Man—for knowledge must to thee . . Sonn. Nile, 13.
If thirst of knowledge shall not then abate, . . Xriumphy 194.

(3) tmderstanding.
The son of Bacchus, for your clearer knowledge. Cycl. 136.
a knowledge, which below All thoughts, . . . Laon, VI. xxx. 5.
Whose wonders, mocked the know, of thy pride : Q. Maby vi. 91.

It tt i> M ti 11 SuperstitioUy 20.

(4) information concerning a thing.
The withering knowledge of the grave ; ... Rosal. 445.

Kuo^Km, pp. (1) be conscious of, been conscious of.
He is a presence to be felt and known .... AdonaiSy XLII. 4.
I have known No thought ;— Laon, viii. xxv. 5,We have known the voice of Love in dreams, . Prom. iv. 66.
Which they had known before Triumph, 32a
(2) understood perfectly, understood.

the sciences Require no learning,—they are k. . Calderony I. 96.
But to the Snake those accents sweet were known Loony I. xix. 5.
None shall dare vouch, tho' it be truly known ; . ix. xxxi. 5.
how vain, is known too well

;

Rosal. 611.
What none yet ever knew or can be known. . . SerchiOy 33.
all that never yet was known wouldst know— . Ye hasten, 8.

(3) been conversant or acquainted with.
Who has known me of old, replied Earth, . . . Death Nap. 17,
and known The inmost converse of his soul, . . Fr. A soul, 3.
Misery! we have known each other, Inv. Mis. III. i.

For many months had Helen known This scene ; Rosal. 196.

(4) perceived, observed.
winds which are not known To breathe, . . . Laon, l. xxiii. 4.
she was known To be thus fair, i. Ix. 4.

(5) of recognition.
known To one another by a voiceless tone "i . . St. Bpips. 173.

(6) denoting knowledge of a matter.
I asked, but it was known of none. Laon, V. xviii. 9.
Or known from others who have k. such things, vill. vii. 2.
then is a secret known To thee, Prom. l. 371.A naked Seraph ? None hath ever known, . . .St. Bpips. 145.

(7) learned, found out.
There the Pope's further pleasure will be known. Cenci, IV. iv. it;6.

Or known from others who have k. such things, . Laon, vill. vii.' 2.

Thus much is known:—the milk-white bulls . . CEdipus, II. i. 60.

(8) revealed, published.
make ^woww The crime of my destroyer . . . Cenci,l\i i \^a
Thy will is even now Made known to him, . . . Hellas, \6x
he inly weets, . . . that the truth is known; . . Laony iv xiv 6
I trembled, for the truth was j6»(?2ew, .... V.'xxvli

"4

(9) experienced, enjoyed.
What cruel sufferings more than she has known Cenciy iv. i, 77.
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To have k. their power stood me in little stead, . Dante Conv. 37.
grow paler for the loss Their dells have known ; Ele^. Bion. 10.

Paradise on Earth is known^ Fausi^ 11. 57.
A pleasure which you had not known before. . . 11. u6.
have I known Joys which no tonjrue can tell ; . Laon^ I. xlvi. 2.

have known Another moment's joy! xil. xii, 8.

and told her All it had known or seen Prom. ill. iv. 21.

Like field smells known in infancy, Rosa/. 11 10.

Ere its outward form had known decay, . . , Sensit. PL IV. 3. ,

(10) remembered.
And to long ages shall this hour be known ; . . Laon^ xil. xxix. 7.

(11) identified or distinguished.
And their place is not known Mont B. 120.
as by their strain May well be known : , . . TriuTnph, 276.

(12) familiar.

this tongue is known Only to those who die. . . Prom, I. ijiO.

this tongue is A. But to the uncommunicating dead. ill. iii. i\\.

Known, ppl. adj\ (1) understood, acknowledged.
At this known sign, a welcome sight, .... Devil^ XXV. i.

the known mark Of those who in the wide deep . Laon^ III. xxx. 6.

(2) remembered.
The stings of a known sorrow, keen and cold ; ill. xvii. 6.

At their known island-homes in Himera, . . . Prom. III. iii. 43,

(3) with wellj familiar,
as the name well known Of a dear mother, . . Laon^ Vlll. x. 6.

Knows, V. I. tr, (1) is aware of.

She knows the penalty Of her delay : Cenci^ IV. i. 2.

That knows and dreads his enmity. ... . Q. Mab^ V. 126.

(2) is conscious of.

Which the soul dreams or knows^ Laon. vii. vi. 6.

he knows His wretchedness too late Q. Mab^ iv. 192.
Distinctions which ... It feels and knows^ , . , ^t. B^ips. 16S.

(3) understands.
She knows not yet the uses of the world. . . . Cenci^ IV. iv. i7'7,

(4) has knowledge concerning, has learnt.

All this it knows^ but will not tell GuitarJane, 79.

(6) has, possesses.

Its deep foundation no firm purpose knows . . Laon^ vil.xxviii.7.

(6) experiences, feels.

unresting ocean ^«(?wj/ ^^y//, 1814, 10.

survived a joy that knows no sorrow, .... L,aon, ix. xix, 6.

That knows no term, cessation, or decay ; . . . Q. Mab, VI. 149.

Knows not their gentle motions as they pass. . Sum.m.er-Evg. 12.

(7) distinguishes.

None knows a pigeon from a crow,— .... Peter^ lit. xxi. 5.

TI. zntr, (1) is conscious.

Shall that alone which knows Be as a sword . . Adonais, XX. 6.

And these, Heaven knows^ at best are very few ; St. Epips. 82.

(2) perceives.

full well the gardener knows That fruits . . . Faust, l. 71.

(3) is able to decide or declare. '

Who knows whether the loving game is played, . Fiordispina, 78.

a spirit in my feet Hath led me—who knows how ! Ind. Ser. i. y.

lost His wits, or sold them, none knows which ; . Peier^ HI. iii. 2.

Damned—but God alone knows why— . . Hi. xx. 2.

she only knows How justly to proportion . . . Q. Mab, HI. S3.

who kfwws the dead feel nought? Rosal. 545.
Who knows^ if one were buried there, .... 555.
To have been the devil knows where Serckio^ 65.

III. re^. recognises.
Beholds itself and knows itself divine ; . . . . Apollo.^ VI. 2.

*Koran, n. the sacred books of Islam.
A Dervise, learned in the Koran^ preaches . . Hellas^ 595.

Labour, ». (1) toil.

From his daily labour come Mask, LIV. 3.

Labour, and pain, and grief, Prom. iv. 404.
they feed On the mechanic's labour: . . . Q. Mab, Hi. no.
Drags out in labour a protracted death, . . . HI. 115.

(2) trouble, occupation.
Each with never-ceasing labour, ... . Peter, III. xi. 3,

Laboured, v. intr. worked, toiled.

and laboured ioT his kind in grief, Pr. Athan. I. 26.

Labourer, n. one who works or labours.
like a toil-worn labourer leaps to shore, . , . DtsTnon, II. no.

„ „ „ ,, „ ... Q.Mab, Vlll. 10$.

For the labourer thou art bread, Mask, LIV. i.

Labouring, pr. pple. Fig. travailing.

Was labouring \VL that mighty birth Rosal. 603.
/fldtfwWM^ With some unutterable thing: . . , ii47-

Labourinfif, ppL adj, A. Lit. working, toiling.

and rest Upon the labouring hTa.m . . . L.aon, 1. 1. 9.

B. Fig. troubled, burthened.
And from her /iz^iTMr/w^ bosom now, Rosal. 216.

Labours, v. intr. struggles, travails.

Like one who labours with a human woe . . . Pr. Athan. 1. 113.

Labours, n. (1) endeavours, pain^.

Will our hopes, our fears, and our labours, meet. Falsehood, 48.

(2) exertions, active work.
We shall rest from long labours at noon : . . . Prom. 11. iv. 173.

^Labrador, n. an immense tract of British North America.
The track of deer on desert Labrador; .... IViumpk, 407.

Labyrintb, n, A. Lit. an intricately arranged building.

within the brazen doors Of the great Labyrinth Witch, LVIII. 7.

laby. mined With many a . . . subterranean street LX. ^.
Yes, oft beside the ruined labyrinth Laon, II. xviii. i.

B. Fig. (1) a maze of streets or buildings.

A peopled labyrinth of walls, Eug. Hills, 96.
So, thro' the labyrinth of many a tent, . . . Laon, V. iii. 2.

(2) a complication.
guides Its footsteps through that laby. of crime

;
Q. Mab, V. 219.

Labyrinth, c. adj. attr. mentally complicated.
From slavery and religion's labyrinth caves . . Laon, VIH. xi. 4.

^Labyrinthine, adj. (1) winding and intricate.

Rolled through the /oiyrzw/^me dell ; . . . . Alastor,^dt\.
wound far away The long and labyrinth, aisles— Laon, i. liii. 3.

a long and labyrinthine maze XH.xxxiii.9.

And blood within thy labyrinthine veins . . . Prom, I. 490.

(2) mentally complicated.
Darkening Life's labyrinthine way Fr. Love, 4.
Which thro' the deep and labyrinthine soul, . Prom. i. 805.

Labyrinths, n. intricate ways.
To creep along the labyrinths of the vales, . Faust, II. 7.
And cast a light on those dim labyrinths^ . . . Laon, x. xlvi. 8.

And sought those inmost labyrinths, Matilda, 6.

The labyrinths of some many-winding vale, . . Witch, XLHI. x.

Lace, n. reticulated threadwork.
giving their sows Some tawdry lace, (Edipus^ i. 299.

*Laceratiu9, ppl. adj. Fig. wounding, cruel.

The wrathful Church's /acara/zw^ hand. . . . Ck. ist, H. 359.

Lacked, pp. been destitute of.

must have lacked a touch Of human nature Julian, 518.

Ladder, n. Fig. steps, gradations.
The steepest ladder of the crudded rack . . . Witch, Lv. 2.

Laden,//. A. Lit. (1) burdened.
With woodland spoil most innocently laden ; . . Laon^ IX. ii. 3.

(2) piled up, filled.

my crop Is laden to the gullet's top. ... . Cycl. 510.

B. Fig. (1) charged.
That orbed maiden with white fire laden, . . . Cloud, 45.
floats like mist laden with unseen showers . . Epips. 448.
Laden with light and odour, Sensit. PI. I. 84.
Shook the boughs thus laden, and heavy and stiff, ill. 1 12.

(2) charged mentally.
our song is laden With the soul of slumber; . . Hellas, 14.

(3) burdened or oppressed mentally.
My spirit is too deeply laden Jfearihy kisses, I. 3.

my soul was deeply laden, Laon, I. xliii. 3.

Deep with sorrow laden, ... . . . W^. Jew, 7.

Ladies, n. (1) a courtesy title for women.
IJiohle. ladies) Cenci,TV.\\. 2S.
to tell the ladies That I request their presence. . iv. iv. 78.

and ladies, Erin's laureate sings it, CEdipus, 11. i. 173.
over ladies To lean, and flirt, Peter, III. x. i.

Amid a company of ladies fair Tower oJFain. 18.

Veils, in which those sweet ladies oft array Their
delicate limbs, Witch, Lxv. 3.

(2) female attendants.
Amid her ladies walks the papist queen, . . . Ch. isf, I. 66.

(3) a title given to women of ramt.
The ladies Beatrice and Lucretia Tempted me . Cenci, V. ii. 16.

(4) Fig. virtues and qualities characterized as women.
Four Ladies who possess all empery In earth . Love, Hope, 4.

Lady, n. (1) see Ladies (1).
for the same lady is Beloved Calderon, I. 262.

is the /flrfy Impossible to hope ... . . I. 268.

'^o,La^. ., —;- IH. 159.
Whilst ray poor Bernard, and that gentle lady . Cenci, i. ii. 17.

Poor lady I She expects some happy change . I. ii. 60.

Dear lady, pray look up I. iii. 51.

Talk not to me, dear lady, of a husband. , . . II. i. 88.

but I Have a dear wife, a lady of high birth, . . H. ii. 19.

And, honoured Lady, while 1 speak, Hi. i. 207.

Lad% my duty to his Holiness Be my excuse . . IV. iv. r.

Lady, my moments here Are counted IV. iv. 17.

Knowest thou this writing. Lady } IV. iv. 95.
Is it true, Lady, that thy father did Such outrages iv. iv. lor,

I dare not. Lady. .... —- IV. iv. 154,
Cheer up, dear Lady, lean On me ; iv. iv. 163.
Know you this paper, Lady?....... v. ji. 172.

O, dearest Lacfy, put your gentle head .... v. iii. 119,
It saw a glorious Lady throned aloft ; . . . . Dante Conv. 16.

And on another Lady bids me keep Mine eyes, . 22.

Let him but look upon that lady's eyes, . , . 24.

3,5
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if such a lady saw they never, Dante Conv. 33.
For that fair lady^ whom thou dost regret, . . . 42.
Lady mine, Scorn not these flowers ofthought, . Epips. 383.
Or how I, wisest /fl^/ then indued Gtsb. iy$.

A iady came with him from France, Julian^ 246,
The /ady who had left him, came again 599.
I played As I remember with the lady's shawl— . 604.
can withstand Thee, wondrous Lady^ .... iMon^ VIII. xxiv. 5,

A pale dream came to a Lady fair, Mar. Dr. i. i.

The Lady closed her eyes so bright II. 6.

And the Lady ever looked to spy in. 5.

And wherever the Lady turned her eyes, . . . IV. 5.

The Lady grew sick with a weight of fear, . . . —— VI. i.

But still the Z-a^/y heard that clang xi, i.

So that the Lady^s heart beat fast xi. 5.

came Where that fair Lady sate, xiv- 2.

The plank whereon that Lady sate xvi. i.

Like this same Lady^ good and fair xix. 6.

Lifted the Lady from the stream xxil. 7.

Waked the fair Lady from her sleep, .... XXIII.2.
Bright lady., who, if looks had ever power . . . Matilda., 43.
And as the lady looked with faithful erief . , Pr. Athan. Ii. i. 25.
to see You and the lady cry so bitterly Rosal. 81.

When the fiend would change to a lady fair ! . . 154.
That lady did, in this lone fane, 1076.
And the lady's harp would kindle there .... i097'
That the same lady^ bright and wise, 1211.

A Lady^ the wonder of her kind, Sensit. PL II. 5.

Whether that lady''s gentle mind, IV. 5.

That garden sweet, that /flisfy fair, IV. 17.

Why, if you were a lady^ St, Epips. 51.
When, with the Lady of his love, Sunset^ 7.

That night the youth and lady mingled lay . . 24.
The /tMfti found her lover dead and cold. , . . 26.

The lacfy died not, nor grew wild 38.

Faint with love, the Z^c/y of the South . . . Two Fr. Love.^\\.\.
And like a dying lady^ lean and pale, .... 'WaningMootty 1.

A lovely lady garmented in light Witch., V. i.

Till in tnis cave they found the lady lone, . . . Vlll. 7.

And felt that wondrous lady all alone,— . . . ix. 7.

Which when the lady knew, xiil. i.

AH day the wizard lady sate aloof, xxvi. i.

This lady never slept, xxvill. i.

And when the wizard lady would ascend . . . XLIii. i.

Elysian air Which ever hung about that /. bright, XLV. 2.

The lady's radiant hair streamed to and fro : . . xlvi. 5.

On which that lady played her many pranks, . . LI. i.

Than now this lady—like a sexless bee .... Lxviii. 5.

(2) mistress.

I have vowed Thee to be lady of the solitude. . . Epips. 514.

(3) see Ladies (3).
The lady Beatrice Cenci^ IV. t. g6.
You know me too well, i^(M?v Beatrice V. ii. 23.

You, my Lord Giacomo, Lady Lucretia, . . , v. ii. 29.

Guards, lead him nearer the Xof/y Beatrice, . . V. ii. 113.

O, Lady Beatrice ! V. iv. 157.

Enough, enouffh ! Go desire Lady Jane . . . Ch. 1st, 11. 456.
and some ditch-water, On Lady P.— (Edipus., II. ii. 74.
The Lady Leonora cannot know . .... Tasso^ 5.

(4) Fig. a personification.

Z.., whose imperial brow Is endiademed with woe Inv. Mis. il. 4.

*Xiady-frieud, c. n. a female friend.

Bring home with you That sweet strange lady-

friend. Rosal. 91.

tady-like, c. adj. affected by ladies.

And other such lady-like luxuries,— Gisb. 306.

*£ady-pig-s, c. n. female pigs.

Gentlemen swine, and gentle lady-pigs, .... (Edipus^ II. i. 157.

*£ad7-witch, c. n. a witch of high birth.

A lady-witch there lived on Atlas' mountain . . Witch, I. 7.

The lady-w. in visions could not chain Her spirit ; XLVII. 3.

£ag, V. intr. move lazily.

round some thymy cape will lag and hover, . . Laon.^ VII. xl. £.

Ka^grin^, ppl, adj. slowly passing, or moving.
Oh I lagging hours how slow you fly ! . . . .M.N. Melody, 34.

and outstrips the lagging blast, Pr. Athan. II. iii. 17.

Scorn track thy /flf^/w^ fall thro' boundless space Prom., i. 301.

Whilst the lagging hours of the day went by . . Sensit. Pi. I. 96.

iMAgBt V. inlr. passes slowly.

Lags leaden-footed time ! Cend, IV. ii. 3.

*£agTuiar n. a sheet of water,

like a stagnant laguna. Peter, IV. xiv. 5.

*£affune. (See Laguna.)
so, o'er the lagune We glided, Julian, 87.

*Laiau, n. the name of a place.

till the path of Z^zaw'j glen Was grass-grown— Pr. Athan. II. i. 21.

unremembered tears Were dry in Laian . . . II. i. 23.

saw their lamp from Laian^s turret gleam, . . 11. ii. 20.

*Iiaiau, c. adj. attr. like that of Laius, father of CEdipus.
- Nor mix with Laian rage the joy Which dawns

upon the free : ... Hellas, 1080.

laid, V. I. tr, pa. t. (1) struck.

Who laid his fist upon your head? Cycl, 207.

(2) placed, deposited.

And then, she said, he laidmz in a cave . . . Laon^ vii. xii. 1.

(3) let fall, rested.

upon the earth It laid its fingers, Laon, Vll. xviii. 4.
I laid mine hot head on the surge-beaten mould, M. N. Ravail, 16.

(4) buried.
whom the murderer laid In bloody grave, . . Laon, VIII. x. 7.

(5) reposed, soothed.
But laid in sleep, my wakeful pain, Rosal. 358.

IL rejl. reposed themselves.
they laid them down, . ... .... Laon^ x. xlviii. 4.

lasAAi pp. (1) placed or superposed,
and X saw the stone Laid over him Rosal. 221.

(2) rested, reposed.
laid Upon my languid heart her dearest head ; . Laon.^ XI. vi. 4.

(3) laid to rest or in dust= killed, put to death.
Doubt not but he will soon be laid to rest. "

. Cenci, III. ii. 49.
and laid Those hearts in dust Laon^ X. xxviii. 8.

^4) laid asleep= ended.
When my life is /flZi/ asleep ? - Ce««* V. iii. 131.

(5) reposed.
a corpse in which some fiend Were laid to sleep. iv, iv. 17.

And I was laid asleep, spirit and limb, . . . Epips. 295.
The Spirit of the Earth is laid asleep, . , . ProTn. IV. 265.
I was /az'rf asleep Under a mountain, Triumph, -i^w.

(6) Fig.
when laid In their noon-day dreams Cloud, 3.

which bum Between thy lips, are laid to sleep; , Con. Sing. I. 5.
Is laid asleep in flowers Fr, Mus. I. 5.

now they were 2a/c/ asleep Triumph, 23.

(7) dissipated, wasted. ^

Are centuries of high splendour laid in dust ? , . Cenci, V. iii. 30.
Laughs o'er the grave in which his living hopes

2Lre.laid. Z^oflw, II. xxxiii.9.

(8) laid on the shelf= disused.
one laid upon the shelf. We take the other. . . Circutnst. 5.

(9) laid hands on=took possession of.

taken Troy and laid your hands on Helen ? . . Cycl. 15S.

(10) spread or prepared.
is the dinner fitly cooked and laid? . . . 193.

(11) imposed, imputed.
The burthen of their sins would frightfully be laid, Zmou^ IX. viii. 9.

(12) established, formed.
(Kor with less toil were their foundations /azii',) . (Edipus^l.Z.

(13) paved, arranged.
With sifted gravel neatly laid,— Peter, Vll. viii. 3.

(14) stripped.

the abyss shouts from her depth /a/i:/ bare, . . . Prom. IV. 422.

Imb/Lto., pp. (1) remained.
Nine weeks the tall vessel had lain Vis. Sea, 45.

(2) continued dormant.
and thy dead memory Has lain from childhood, Fr. Dead, 3.

have ye lain bound In darkness and in ruin.— . Laon, II. xiii. 2.

(3) placed, deposited, buried.
In trance had lain me thus within a fiendish bark. iii. xxx. 9.
the flowery grave in which were lain Fear, . . VII.xxxiii.7.

(4) rested, reposed.
lovely shape, which near my heart had lain. . . VII. xvii. 9.

*Laix, «. A. Lil. hiding-place^ dwelling, habitation.
The lion to rouse from his skull-covered lair? . Bigotry, i. 2.

like brooks which to the rocky lair Laon, V. xvi. 2.

As if some living thing had made its lair . . . vii. xvi. 5.

As in a hydra's swarming /azV, XI. viii. 3.
Refuge in the lynx's lair, Love, Hope^ 52.
Beasts find fare, in woody lair Mask, XLlx. 3.
And kids, fearless from love, creep near his lair. Orpheus, 119.
We make there our liquid lair, Prom.. I. 687.
and bow the sun Changes his lair, 11. iv. 89.
B. Fig. (1) dwelling-place, abiding-place.

Lifts a young heart above its mortal lair, . . > Adonais^ XLiv. 6.

had made a lair For her soothed senses, , . . Laon, II. xxvii. 5,
in my memory Had made its lair, vil. xxv. 4.
sprang from many a hidden lair^ ix. xii. 5.

A lair of rest beneath thy spirit pure, .... Pr. Athan, 1. 106.
So ruining the lair wherein they raged. .... Prom. ll. iv. 58.
He past out of his everlasting lair Witch, ix. 5.

("2) a stronghold or hiding-place.
wakes Power lulled in her savage lair: .... Hellas^ 905.
A beast of subtler venom now &\ih make Its lair, Marenghi, ix. 5.

*Iiairs, n. Fig. habitations, hiding-places.

as dark lairs for its monster brood ; Laon, vii. x. 5.

^ake, n. A. Lit. a large sheet of water.
And pendent mountains seen in the calm lake, . Alasior, 214.
A shade and shelter to the lake Fr. Pleas. 8.

To the mountain peak and rocky lake, .... Fr. Song, 7.
looks forth Joyless upon the sapphire lake . , . Hellas^ 572.
Upon a lake whose waters wove their play . . . Laon, rv. iii. 5.
And I was on the margin of a lake, iv. iv. 2.

A lonely lake, amid the forests vast iv. iv. 3.
And looked upon the depth of that reposing lake. IV. xxviii. g.
to the rocky lair Of some deep lake, v. xvi. 3.
sweeps The withered leaves of Autumn to the /., v. liii. 2.

One vast and glittering lake Xli.xxxiv.9.
its wild surges with the lake were blended : . . • xii. xl. 4.
that windless waveless/a^^/ xii. xl. o.
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Motionless resting on the lake awhile, .... Laon. xii. xli. i.

When the blasts on the wild lake sleep, .... M. Jw. Ravail^ ii.

When the clear moonlight sleeps on tne waveless
lake M. N. Spec. Hors. 30.

On the blast that sweeps the breast of the lake^ . 61.

Which grew by the brink of a silver lake; . . Must'c, I^anl, III. 2.

From a white lake blot heaven's blue portraiture, Ode Lib. xvi. 11.

Into the lake of Windermere— Peter^ I. vii. 2.

On moor, and glen, and rocky lak£^ V. vii. 4.
upon some forest-bosomed lajte^ Pr. Aihan. II. ii. 50.
Thro' wood and /. some struck and sobbing fawn, Prom. i. 455.
Is it the lake ? Is it the waterfall ? I. oyo.
the darker lake Reflects it : U, i. 20.
As a lake^ paving; in the morning sky, .... II. iii. 20.
I cannot tell my joy, when o'er a lake .... '

III. iv. 78.
The stainless mirror of the lake Q. Mab. VI. 7.

By this lone lake., in this far land Rosal. 6.

I cannot bear The murmur of this lake to hear. . 62.

Till, like an image in the /. Which rains disturb, 837.
and towards the nood Of the blue /a/5e, .... 1243.
The liquid marble of the windless /fl!>$e/ . . . . 1252.
Stay thy boat on the /.,—dearest Henry, I come. St. Ir. (6) I. 8.

Which shrouds the day-beam from the waveless /., Star^ 4.
pave A lakers blue chasm The Isle^ ii.

Up from the la^ a shape of golden dew .... Triumph., 379.
lay the Austral lake— Wilch^ XLVill. 4.
the outer /.beneath the lash Of the wind's scourge, l. 1.

B. J*zg: (1) an expanse.
Dissolved into one lake of fire, Julian., 81.
Likea wide /aAe of green fertility, . . . , . Serchio^ ^2.

(2) human life.

We, the weak mariners of that wide lake . . . Witch, LXiri. x.

*Lake-reflected, c. adj\ shadowed in a lake.
The lake-refiecied sun illume Prom. i. 744.

*Iiake-snrrounded, c. adj. being in the midst of a lake.
Like many a lake-surrounded flute il. ji. 38.

Iiakes, n. (1) large sheets of water.
bitumen lakes On black bare pointed islets . . Alasior. %<.
Over the lakes and the plains Cloud, 26.'

Till the calm rivers, laj&s, and seas, 56.
On undulating clouds and deepening lakes. . . DcEjnon ii. 39.Which dwell m lakes, when the red moon . . . Laon, vii. xxn. 6.
The fields, the lakes^ the forests, and the streams, Mont B 84.
From the /fl^j of the Alps, (Bdipus i 221
Beside Clitumnus and the crystal lakes . . . .

' n. i. 61.
Of /a^j he had intelligence, . . Peter V. xi. 4!
The woods and lakes, so beautiful, '

vii. xvi'ii 3.
I know ye

;
and these lakes and echoes know . . Prom. I. icg.

By the forests, lakes, and fountains .... n. i. 200.
The oozy bottom of clear lakes and pools, . . . nl ii. 7,/
Tramphng the torrent streams and glassy lakes . iii. iii. "156.
Even the mud and slime of the warm la^s . . Summer 14
O'er lily-paven lakes 'mid silver mist, Triumph 368
blow O'er the /a^j of the desart! Kzj Sea 37By Moeris and the Mareotid lakes, Witch, LVIII. i.

(2) expanses of fire.

In hell's red lakes immortally, Rosal. 864.
'''I^ama, [Llama?] n. a Peruvian animal of the Camel tribe.
Daresthe/lzwa, most fleet of the sons of the wind, Bigotry i i
Though weak, as the lama, that bounds on the

mountains, jjj ^^

Lamb, «. A. ZzV. the young of the sheep.
made His nature as the nature oiBilamb. . . . Q. Mab viii 128He slays the lamb that looks him in the face, .

'

viii. 212!
B. Fig. a term of endearment.

sweet lamb, would you not learn Fiordispina, 76.
=^Lambeut, adj. quickly playing as with a tongue.

underlaid With lambent lightning-fire, .... Witch, LIII. 3.
^Ijambently, adv, in tonguelike manner.
Lambently flashing from a fish, Peter, vi xxvi 2

*Xiambetli, n. a parish of South London.
in the meadows beyond Lambeth Ch. 1st 11 447Lambeth Palace, n. the residence of the Archbishop 'of

Canterbury.
and Lambeth Palace look as dark II. 431.

LambMus, n. Fig. satir. innocent little creatures.
VooT lambkins I were just doing nothing at all, . Devil vii 3Lambs, n. A. Lit. see Lamb. A. Lit.
How are my young lambs in the cavern ? . . . Cycl. 186.
I see my young lam-bs coupled two by two . . 202.
And carried out the /fl:?«5j

—

. 213'
gave us in exchange These lambs for wine, .

.* 236
And sacrifice with snow-white /aw2^j, Hom Castor \%A tigress sating with the flesh oi lambs, . . . . Q. Mab, vni.''jg.'

B, Fig. (1) those who belong to the flock of faithful
Christians.

A wolf for the meek /fl»?5j— Julian 117
(2) jfl^zV.= worthless rascals.

*
'

Innocent /a»25j/ They thought not any ill. . . Cenci ii i 136Lame, adj. A. Lit. crippled, unable to walk.
And we just now Have become lame; . . Cycl. 64.1
B. Ftg, (1) incomplete, imperfect.

^^A}n^^\''l^—\^^^'^'^^^ ^^^ P"""" I'f^
• •

<^'^««. IV. iv. 144.and /«/«£ Of their mtelligence Peter, wi.-syix. 17

(2) slow-moving.
Waste by lame famine Ch. ist, l. 163.

Lameness, n. a crippled condition.
warp those fine limbs To loathed lameness/ . . Cenci, iv. i. 134.

Lament, w. I. tr. A. Lit. (1) mourn,
who must /awcw/ The death of those .... jCimw, Xll. xxviii. 5.

(2) grieve over.
Yet I lament what has long ceased to be . . . Calderon, 11. 92.

and that I must lament For ever II. 107.

Adore thee present or lament thee lost Zucca, V. 8.

B. Fig. utter lamentation over.
Didst thou lament the ruin of thy reign, . . . Ode Lib. Vlll. 4.

II. intr. (1) mourn, utter lamentation.
Lament anew, Urania !— Adonais, IV, 2.

Dead, dead Adonis—and the Loves lament.— . Bion. Adon. 2.

Ye Dorian woods and waves lament aloud,— . Eleg. Bion. i.

Some might /aw^K/ that I were cold, St. Dejection,v.\.
They mi^t lament— , . . V, 5,

(2) regret extremely. ^
My friends, I do lament this insane girl .... Cenci, i. iii. 160.
and those most Who most lament that such a

deed is done ; iv. iv. 69.
'Tis weaker to /aMzew^, once being done ; . . . v. iii. n 2.

Lament, n. (1) complaint, expression of grief.

There is no lam.ent for him, ^i^g- tLi/is, 62.
voices Of strange / soothe my supreme repose, Hellas, 868.
No human ear Heard this /awfrwi?/ , , , . Pr.Aihan.\l.\\.^y.
This lament, The memory of thy grievous wrong W. Shel. Cane. 11. i.

(2) complaint of love.
Or the soft note in which his dear lament . . Triumph, 421.

Lamentation, n. expression of grief or sorrow.
There shall be lamentation heard in Heaven . . Cenci, iv. i. 185.
with fierce reproach, and doubt, And lamentation. Prom. ill. i. 7.

Lamented, v. tr. Fig. mourned for.

and odour, and sweet sound. Lamented Adonais. Adonais, xiv. 3.

Lamentest, v, tr. Fig. moumest for.

The spirit thou lamentest is not gone; .... XLI. 4.

Lamenting", pr. pple. grieving.
Thou didst delay to hear, lamenting to disown. . Ode Lib. vil. 15.
And thus I went lantenting, Zucca^ Vi. i.

Lamenting, ppl. adj. grieving.
How the lamenting s^ixxxX. moans in it, ... Dante Conv. 10.

iLamentings, n. audibly expressed grief or complaint.
Fierce yells and bowlings and lameniings keen, Julian, 216.

Lamp, n. A. Lit. an artificial light.
It is a dying lamp, a falling shower, Adonais, xxxil. =;.

Henceforth no witness—not the /a»z^—shall see . Cenci, I. i. 21.
O, ThouunrepIenished/a?«^/ iir. ii. 9.
See, the lamp is out. m. ii, 41.
But light the la?np

/

m. ii. cq.
As if it were a /iZTW^ of earthly flame.— . . . Bpips. 224..
Yet, like a buried latnp, 477.And like a mighty lajnp whose oil is spent , . Hellas, 342.
Having the little Dra^en/awz/ alight Julian^f^^^.And the fisher with his lam.p Lerici, 45.
saw their lamp from Laian's turret gleam, . Pr. Aihan. ii. ii. 26.
And the laTnp was burning red Prom. i. 724.
One glimmering lamp was expiring and low ; . .St. Ir. (i) i. 2.
From the lamp s death to the morning ray. . . Serchio, 29.When the lamp is shattered When thelamp, 1. 1.
Survive not the lamp and the lute, .... n. 2.
As if it were a lamp of earthly light, Woodman, 20.
B. Fig. (1) the sun.

^

thou envious eastern lamp Epithal. (2) 17.
Until the lamp of day was almost spent .... Loon, I. xiv. 4.'

and fiercely shone A /a»z^ of Autumn, .... X. xiii. 4.
the sun's bright lamp To thine is a fen-fire damp. Liberty, iii. 4.
(2) the morning star.

Whose intense lamp narrows Skylark, 23.

(3) natural phosphoric light.
To a glow-worm's lamp have dwindled : . . . Prom. i. 557.
(4) the human body as holding the light of life.

That broken lamp of flesh Cenci, lii. ii. 18.

(5) addressed to a person as affording light.
Sweet iaw// my moth-like Muse has burnt its

^
wings

; Epips. 53.

(6) the soul or spirit.

That fades not when the lamp of earthly life, . . Q. Mab, vi. 150.

(7) an intellectual light.
A quenchless lamp by which the heart . . . Bug. Hills, 202.
In thine halls the lamp of learning, . . . 256.A lamp of vestal fire burning internally. . . . Laon, Ded. xi. 9.
bearing; the lamp Aloft which thou hast kindled . ii. xliv. 2.
his spirit thus became a lam.p Of splendour, . iv. viii. 5.

(8) applied to freedom, hope, love.
Thou beacon of love ! thou /aw/ of the free ! . . Hellas, 1041.
to relume The lam.p of Hope o'er man's be-

wildered lot, Laon, rv. vii. 6.
aye, thou didst rear That lantp of hope on high, . iv. xvi. 7.
as o'er the prone horizon Thy la^np feeds . . Naples, 167.
Within my heart is the /aw/ of love, . . . . Two Spirits 11.

(9) likened to power or force.
The lam.p of our dominion still rides high ; . . Hellas, 273.

3 C 2
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(10) applied emblematically.
Z^OT^of Earth I where'er thou movest . . . . /Vow. Ii. v. 66.

Who let his lamp out in old time III. iii. 149.
The lamp which was thine emblem ;

III. iii. 170.

Nay, mother, while my sister trims her lam,p . . III. iv. 95.

*Iiaiup-light, c, n. the light afforded by a lamp.
in this golden bowl Under the lam.p-li^ht^ . . . Cenci, I. iii. 79.
The lamp-light thro' the rafters cheerly spread, . L.aon^ II. i. 7.

*£anip-like, c. adj. (1) bright, sparkling.
Fire will bum his lamP-like eyes (hcl. 615.
Spangles the wind with lampdike water-drops. . J^om^. II. iii. 32.

(2) affording intellectual light.

"When lamp-like Spain, who now relumes her fire Gish. 33.

*]Lampless, adj. (1) dark.
illume with dewy gems The lampless halls, . . Epips. 503.
The lampless air glows round her golden crown. Horn. Moon, 7.

Lures wmged insects thro' the lampless air. . . Prom. II. iv. 162.

Such as ghosts dream dwell in the lampless deep, iv. 245.
Lighting it far upon its lampless way Witch, XLII. 8.

(^2) cheerless, dull.

The wide, grey, lampless, deep, unpeopled world ! Cenci, V. iv. 59.
Veiled Glory of this lampUss Universe ! . . . . Epips. 26.

my soul -wa-s a.s a. latnpiess sea., ^-^ 311.

Out of the /ampless caves of unimagined being : . Prom. IV. 378.

Kamps^ n. A. Lit, see Lamp. A. Lit.
And suddenly the lamps grew pale— Fr. Saian^ 13.

The lam.ps^ before the Archangels seven, . . . 14.

The latnps which half extinguished Ginevra, i6g.

To-morrow and to-morrow are as lamps . . . Hellas^ 644.
Like lamps into the world's tempestuous night,— Loon, Ded. xiv. 6.

The City s moon-lit spires and myriad lamps, . v. i. 6.

Which iam,ps hardly see CEdipus, I. 233.

The impudent latnps / for they blushed not red, . I. 235.
Like lamps which a student forgets to trim : . Serchio, 23.

Carved lamps and chalices, Witch, xx. 5.

and shook The light out of the funeral lantps, . Lxx. 3.

B. Fig. (1) the sun, moon, and stars.

The lamps of Heaven flash with a softer light ; . Adonais, xix. 6.

Whatever lamps on Earth or Heaven may shine, Apollo, IV. 5.

The spherfed /aw^j of day and night, . . . . Zaow, xil. xxxviii.3.

Sun, Moon, and moonlike lamps, xii. xxxviii. 5.

ye /hzot/j of heaven suspended o'er us Ode Lib. Xlll. ^.

as yon clear lamps That measure Prom-. I. 362.

divinest Among all the lamPs of Heaven . . . IV. 461.
Like the lamps of the air when night walks forth, Sensit. PI. il. 1 1.

Treads out the lam.ps of night, Triumph, 390.
ere their /. could dwindle In the belated moon, . Witch, xiii. 5.

(2) meteors.
When weary meteor lamps repose, Rosal. 551.

(3) intellectual light.

Leave to its kindred lam.psiht. spirit's awful night. Adonais, xxix. 9.

Science, Poetry and Thought Are thy lam.ps ; . Mask, LXlli. 2.

kindle Such lamps within the dome ... . Ode Lib. xvi. 2.

Lancaster, n. capital of Lancashire.
And be imprisoned within Lancaster Castle . . Ch. \st. III. 5.

^ance, n. (1) a spear-like weapon.
Were as a /. to quell the mailed crest of wrong. . Laon, IV. xvii. 9.

(2) Fig.
Wave thy lightning lance in mirth Naples, 72.

Like lightning, from his leaden lance Reflected, Ode Lib. x. 7.

Iiances, n. (See Lance (1).)
the far flashing of their starry lances Hellas, 331.

£aud, n. A. Lit. (1) a country, district or region.

As in the accents of an unknown land, . . Adonais, xxxiv. 4.

The memorable torturers of this land, . . . Cenci, II. ii. 48.

a most grievous scourge Upon the land, . . . Ch. ist, II. 276.

Oh light us to the isles of the evening hnd! .
—— iv. 22.

What land is this, and who inhabit it ?—
And who possess the land} ...
they live in an ungracious land. ....
Have driven us on thy land, O Polypheme.
for you inhabit The skirts of Grecian land,

Priam's wide land has widowed Greece . ,

To mine own land, o'er the Sicilian wave.
Calm as a voyager to some distant land, .

The war-fiend riots o'er a peaceful land.

This land would have remained a solitude

Might adorn this sunny land, . . ,

High raised above the unhappy land. . .

Who made our land an island of the blest.

The language of a land which now is free, . .

to stana Among the spirits of our age and land,

All this is beautiful in every land.

and lit from land to land Florence, ....
Of the old saviours of the land we rule . . .

To the Evening land/
upon a land like thee. Thou Paradise of exiles,

TTie /awfi? in which I lived,

Thro' the lone paths of our immortal land.

Amid the dwelfers of this lonely /. I shall remain

But to the /. on which the victor's flame Had fed.

But to ... my native land, the Hermit came :

while o'er the land is borne Her voice, , .

And o'er the land, in hamlets and in towns
Over the land is felt a sudden pause, . . .

meeting did befall In a strange land, . .

A mighty crowd, such as the wide land pours

Cycl. 106.
no.
117.

259.
281.

288.

712.

Dcemon, ll. i8i.

Death Vanq. 43.
EPips. 425.
Eug. Hills, 157.
Falsehood, 12.

Gisb. 32.

176.

199.
264.

Hellas, 62.

407.—7 1030.
Julian, 56.

Laon, II. iv. i.

II. xxvi. 3.
• II. xlv. 4.

IV. X. 4.

IV. X. 5.

IV. xxii. 6.—- IV. xxiii. 6.

IV. xxvii. I.

V. xiii. 5.

V. xxix. I.

in light descending O'er the wide land . . . Laon, V. Song, 3. 9.

from their wonted loves and native landAre reft, VIII. xxiv. 7.

Led them, thus erring, from their native land; . x. v. 6.

Over the death-polluted land— X. xiii. 2.

A /a«rf beyond the Oceans xi. xxii. 2.

That land ia like an Eagle, XI. xxiii. i.

Over English /awrf he past, Mask, X. 2.

l,et the laws of your own /and, Lxxxi. i.

Every woman in the landWiU. point at them . . Lxxxvil. 1.

From,/a«rf to /awif re-echoed solemnly Naples, 103.
And through the fortunate Satumian hind, . . (Bdipus, I. 174.
All the lands produce will be merged in taxes, . II. i. 16.

I met a traveller from an antique land .... Osym. i.

goading him, like fiends, from land to land. . . Pr.Aihan. i, 5.

Which desolates the discord-wasted ^nd. . . . Q. Mab, IV. 79.
In glooray triumph through some eastern land . IV. 189.

load With cowardice ana crime the groaning /., . IV. 244.
rung through the land

;

VI. 117.

make my name be dreaded through the ^nd. . vii. 120.

And blood-red rainbows canopiea the land. . . vil. 234.
Calm as a voyager to some distant land, . . . ix. 60.

By this lone lake, in this far land. Rosal. 6.

Of that our land, whose wilds and floods, . . > 21.

But in our native land, 65.

When my father came from a distant land, . . —— 291.
Three years he left his native land, 739-
Like one which tyrants spare on our own land , i^«)6-

O'er Egypt's land of Memory floods are level . Sonn. Nile, 9.

In a lone land, That time, ll. 4.

(2) land as distinguished from water.
will I Pass to the land Calderon, II. 63.

Whilst still no land to greet the wanderer . . . UcETnon, II. 96.
where the land Teemed with all earthquake, . . II. 124.

Boundaries of the sea and land: Eug. Hills, $2.

From land to sea, from sea to land/ Faust, 1. 18.

If the land, and the air, and the sea, ... . Ginevra, 202.

Upon the bank of /iz»rf which breaks the flow . Julian, 2.

From the land came fresh and light, Lerici, 40.
The treacherous marsh divides it from the land, Marenghi, xv, 3.

that plain of land and sea,— xxil. 5.

sweep The azure sea, I love the land no more ; . Moschus, 2.

Of old or new—of sea or land— Peter, v. ii. 4.
the Ocean's purple waves. Climbing the laTid, . Front. I. no.
Wail, howl aloud. Land and Sea, l. 308.
the notes of a spirit from land and from sea ; . . IV. 52-

Happy globe of land and air, IV. 326.
They fertilize the land they long deformed. . . Q. Mab, V. 12.

Whilst still no land to greet the wanderer .spread VIII. 91.
where the /i2«irf Teemed with all earthquake, . VIII. 170.

Then wander o'er city, and sea, and land, . . . To Night, II. 5,

laughed upon the /. All cloudlessly and cold ;— . Zucca, I. 2.

(b) the soil, the surface.
Loading with loathsome rottenness the land, . Q. Mab, V. 8.

(4) property, possessions.
he had no cash or land Remaining,— . . . Julian, 249.
Because they bring them land and gold. . . . Rosal. 682.

B. Fig. (1) the people of a country.
And he made songs for all the land, Peter, V. xv. 3.

(2) place of origin.

They welcome virtue to its native land, .... M. N. Ravail, 39.

(3) some imaginary place.
Reared in the cities of inchanted hind : ... Laon, l. xlix. 3.

Of travellers, or of faiiy land,— Rosal. 266.

(4) a vantage-ground.
on high Freedom's desart landA tower .... Laon, II. xiv. 8.

*£audiuark, n. a distinguishing natural object.

from ages long gone by, Had made a landmark ; III. xii. 5.

^^andmarks, n. Fig. duties, obligations, &c. arising naturally.
Nature's landmarks overthrown, Ld. Ch. II. 2.

Iiands, n. (1) countries, climes.
To seek strange truths in undiscovered lands. . Alastor, 77.
chaunting their thunder-psalra To other lands, . Epips. 400.
some heart that heeded not If sent to distant A .* Julian, 288.

The green /. cradled in the roar Of western waves, Laon,V.Song,6.'j.
For whose support in distant lands I bleed, . M. N. Post. Fr. 13.

The breath ana blood of distant lands, .... Mont B. 124.

In distant lands, and been deceived Rosal. 758.
And which in distant lands will be W. Shel. Iii. 7.

(2) expanses of country.
Below, far lands are seen tremblingly ; . . . . Medusa, I. 3.

(3) used to express a fanciful place.

fairy lands girt by some heavenly sea : . . . . Damon, 1. 205.

"'^ang'dale Pike, n. a mountain range in Westmoreland.
Then there came down from Langdale Pike . . Peter, i. xii. i.

^anffua^e, n. (1) the tongue of any particular people.
then indued The /. of a land which now is free, . Gisb. 176.

She spake in language whose strange melody . Laon, I. xix. i.

To call upon those heroes old In their own lang., W. Shel. VI. 8,

(2) speech, mode of expression.

Their language is at least sincere Cenci, IV. iv. 89.
For the wild language of his grief was high, . . Julian, 541.
and light, and thougjlit, and language dwell ; . . Laon, I. xxx. a.

thoughts invested with the light Of language : . II. xvi. 7.

I know well To dye in hues q{ language, , . . iv. xvii. 3.

Weaving swift lang. from impassioned themes, . VI. i. 2.

Language is a perpetual orphic song, .... Protn. iv. 415.
There is a mood wnich language faints beneath ; St. Epips. 13*9.
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(3) expression of thought in writing.
For language was in Peter's hand, Peier^ V. xv. i.

(4) matter for speech.
Have I collected language to unfold Truth . . Laon^ IV. xii. 5.

(5) said of musical sounds.
In /aMjr«a^e gentle as thine own

;

Guitar Jane^ 61.

(6) conveyance of ideas.
Or sculpture's marble language can invest . . La^n^ 1. I. 6.
who wisely heeds The lang. which they speak ; . 11. xi. 6.A subtler language within language wrought ; . vil. xxxii. 4.
Who knowest not the language ofthe dead ? . . Prom. I. 138.

*Lanffuld, adj. (1) relating to persons, wearied, tired,

feeble.

he stretched His languid limbs Alasior^ 149.
Upon an ivied stone Reclined his /aw^zrfhead, . 635.
my faint arms her languid frame invested : . . L<wn^ vi. xxv. 3.
have laid Upon my languid heart xi. vi. 5.
But I my /. limbs will ffing Beneath the plane, . Moschus^ 12.
Winnowin? the lightsome air with lang. plumes, Prom. iii. iv. 107.
I saw his thin BXidlanguid form Rosal. 909.My languid fingers drew and flung 11^.
(2) of plants, drooping.

Like flowers, which . . . close Their /am^^m? leaves 976.

(3) gentle, soft.

Diffuse its /aTZ^wii^ love: Eleg.Bion.%,
It throbbed in sweet and /a«^«?'^ beatings . . Q.Mab^vlu. 2\.

(4) exhausted, worn.
Sleep, the fresh dew of languid love, Epips, 558.

(5) flagging, heartless.

To deck the triumph of their languid zeal, . . Q. Mad, V. 203.

(6) dull, exhausted.
When the chill wind, languid as -with pain . . Pr. Pitful, 2.
And languid storms their pinions close : . . . Rosal. 552.
And that the languid storm pursuing .... Two Spirits^ 37.

(7) of sound, gently ceasing.
Watching to catch the languid close Protn. II. ii. 31.

(8) ot failing light.

In duskier braids around the /aw^pT^zrfeyes of day: Summer-Evg. 4.

*]Laufiruidl7, adv. A. Lit, feebly, weariedly.
and near the sea Languidly fluttered, .... Laon^ \. xii. 7.

B. Fig.
And languidly at length recline ...... Rosal. 471,

^ausraish, v. intr. (1) long.
And duty forbids, tho' I languish to die, . . . Deaths Dial. 37.

(2) flag, cease gradually,
when the inspired voice and lute Languish^ . . Prom. I. 804.

I^an^nislied, z/. zntr. failed, ceased gradually.
it languished there iao«. III. xxvii. 4.
each cloud and blast Z^w^azj^^i/ and died,— . x. xiii. 7.

I^Lauguislied, pp. pined, existed wearily.
Who in cells deep and lone have languished . ill. xxxii. 9.

It^angnishment, n. amatory languor or longing.
clasps The failing heart in languishment, . . ^— vi. xxxvi. 2.

^^angnor, n. weariness, listlessness.

Languor^ disease, and ignorance dare not come : Dcenton^ 11. 10.

)) )) n I) I) ,1 Q. Mab^ IX. TO.
The deadly germs of languor and disease . . IJcemoti, 11. 183.

». n M M M ... Q. Mab, IX. 62.
All those steep paths which languor and despair Laon, 11. xxiv. 4.
With thy clear keen joyance Languor cannot be: Skylark^ 77.

Xank, adj. lean, shrunken.
A woman's shape, now lank and cold and blue, . Laon^ III. xxvi. i.

I see the lank and ghastly spectres sweep . . . M. N. Ravail^ 62.
And her lank hand/^lay on his shuddering brain

; St. Ir. (3) xvii. i.

laoctonos, n. the Duke of Wellington, b. 1769, d. 1852.
where's General Laoctonos? (Edipus, I. 308.
Laoctonos is fishing for a compliment — u. ii. 37.

*Iiaon, n. the hero of the poem of Laon and Cythna.
Amid the rocking earthquake steadfast still, But

Laon} Laon^ U. xiv. 8.
Did Laon and his friend on one grey plinth, . . 11. xviii. 3.A minister of truth, these plumes young L, oore, 11. xx. 9.
was heard Sometimes the name 01 Laon:— . . n, xxvni. 2.
It shall be mine, This task, mine, Laon/ . . . il.xxxviii.2.
L>aon^ I am not weak, II. xxxix. 2.
thou, Laon, knowest How a young child . . . 11. xl. i,

L., I must dare nor tremble To meet those looks 11. xlvii. i.

Look not so, Laon—say farewell in hope, . . . iir. ix. i.

young Laon^s name Rallied their secret hopes, iv. x. 7.
the sway Of thy strong genius, Laon, IV. xv. 7.
But Laon''s name to the tumultuous throng . . jv. xvii. 6.
like night—when ' Laon I ' one did cry : ... v. vii. 6.
Mount with me, Laon. now— .... . . vi. xx. 9.
And where was Laon ? , . . vii. xxix. i.

yet Laon., dearest, Cythna shall he ix. xx. i.

Let Laon and Laone on that pyre, x. xxxix. i.

Is set on LcLon and Laone's head: x. xii. 4.
1 come to say That Laon— ' . . XI, xix. '2.

I am Laon's friend,
, , xi! xxi! 6*.

to you this night Z,aoM will! betray. . . '. '. Xl! xxiv. 9.
Where, where Is Laon?— . xi xxv k'
r the midst appears Zao«,- *

*
, xi'l. ii. g.

*

the while 1, L,aon, led by mutes, . . ... • xii v. 6
Pleading for Laon^s life

—

.' *

xii! vi. 7.

*Laoue, n. a second name given to Cythna.
Laone was the name hpr love had chosen, . . . Laon, V. xix, i.

Where was Laone now ?

—

V, xix. ^.

did recal Laone to my thoughts V. xxxvii. 8.

At first Laone spoke most tremulously : . V. xlvii, i

.

Laone^s voice was felt, V. Ii, 11.

And Hope, and Justice, and Laone's name, . . V. liv. 8.

Z,a£7«tf had descended from the shrine, , . . V. Ivii, i.

Let Laon and Z-a^M^ on that pyre, x, xxxix. i.

Is set on Laon and Laone's head

:

x. xii, 4.

Lap, n. A. Lit, the front part of the human body from the

hips to the knees when in a sitting posture.

put j^our gentle head Upon my lap, Cenci, V, iii. 120.

the pillow For my light head was hollowed in his/., Laon, ill. xxxi. 4.
infant fair Clasped on her lap in silence ;— . . V. xxxv, 5.

rise and shake Into a beggar's lap

^

— .... Witch, lxxii, 7.

B. Fig. the midst.
seemed to smile Even in the lap of horror, . . . Alastor, 578,
Smile in the lap of Chaos, Dcsmon, II. 36.
to fill The lap of Pain, and Toil, CEdipus, ll. li. 98. <

spread Earth's lap with plenty Q. Mab, IV, 91.

Laplace, n. French astronomer, b. 1749, d. 1827.
To great Laplace, from Saunderson and Sims, . Gisb. 95.

*Laplaud roses, c. n. probably the same as Alpine roses or

Rhododendrons.
A flower which fresh as Lapland roses are, . St. Epips. 66.

"^Lapped, 7f. tr. licked up.
when last He lapped the blood his master shed . Cenci, v. iii. 64.

*Ziapped, V. tr. Fig. involved, folded.
ever in soft dreams . . . lapt Our willing fancies, . Laon, VI. i. 6.

In dreams of frenzy lapped his eyes
j - • x. xxv. 6.

tZiapped,//. immersed, invplved.
now sleeps Z(z/^e// in bad pleasures, . . . . Cenci, \\\.\\.%6.
where lapt in peace did lie Laon, Vi. xxxvii. 4.
Z,a//e//m voluptuous joy ? Protn. 1.4^26.

*Lappo, n. a man's name.
Guido, I would that Lappo, thou, and I, . . . Sonn. Dante, i.

Lapse, n. (1) course, passage.
O Fairy ! in the lapse of years, Q. Mab, VI, 15.

(2) an interval.

after a lapse of lingering pain Laon, vii. xvii, 8.

Lapses, n. undulating movements.
To track along the lapses ofthe air Fr. Silence, 7.

Lapt. (See Lapped.)
Lapwing", n. the peewit {Vanellus cristatui).
the screechy the lapwing, and the jay, .... Faust, il. 67.

Larg-e, adj. (1) big in size.

on every tree Hang ripe and large, . . . Horn.. Earth, 9.

(2) great in quantity.
and their cattle yield Large increase, . . . 16.

(3) widely extending, comprehensive.
Large codes of fraud, and woe

;
Mont B. 81.

(4) full, ample.
Beyond the large commission which belongs . . Ch. 1st, 11. 195,
Gives thee large power in his unquiet realm. . . ii, 265.

*LaTg'e-e7ed, c. adj.
Euryphaessa, large-eyed nymph, brought forth ; . Horn. Sun, 4.

Larger, adj. (1) fuller, more ample.
The stream, that with a larger volume now . . Alastor, 540.
(2) bigger in bulk.

And the firm foliage of the larger trees. . . . Summer, 10.

Lark, n. a song bird^ the skylark {Alauda arvensis).
Heighho ! the lark and the owl

!

Ch. 1st, v, 6.
The lark and the thrush and the swallow free, . Serchio, 18.

Lasix, V. intr. Fig. scourge.
would not exclaim, Lash on

!

Fr. Satire, 24.
Lash, n. A. Lit. (1) a thong or whip.
And gave him in return the glittering lash, Horn. Merc. Lxxxv. i.

(2) a stroke or blow.
the outer lake beneath the /.Ofthe wind's scourge, Witch l 1

B. Fig.
He will not ask it of me till the lash Be broken . Cenci, iv. i. 66.

:I:Lashed, ppl. adj. struck by force of wind.
the lashed Qce2s\., Like mountains in motion, . Fugitives, lii, 11.
and the lashed deeps Glitter and boil beneatli : . Laon, i. iii. 3.

*Lashes, n. the hairs which fringe the eyelids.
underneath Their long, fine /twAtfj/ Pront. 11. \. 116.
From jagged clouds, out of their arrowy lashes, iv. 228.
and so his opening lashes shone With tears . Rosal. 1272.
Through the dark lashes of those vein4d lids, . . Unf. Dr. 169.

*Lashing, /n ///^, (1) striking.
Lashing with melodious wave ^ug. Hills, 186.

(2) Fig. driving, working at.

Lashing and spurring his tame hobby ; . . . Peter, VI. xix. 2.

^LashiiL^, ppl. adj. beating, concussive.
I wield the flail ofthe lashinghaW, .... Cloud, 9.
howled to the lashing v/'mds, Prom. i. no.
Mixed with the clash of the lashing rain, . . , Vis. Sea, q%.

^Lassitude, n. languor, weariness.
Disease, disgust, and lassitude,

, Q, Mab V, 247
Last, adj, (^1) final, closing, ultimate.

his last sight Was the great moon, Alastor 64^;
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even when his feeble hand Shakes in its /. decay, Alastor^ 685.
Rapid clouds have drank the /. pale beam ofeven : Aprils 1814, 2.

Tempt not with one last tear 6.

That I may kiss thee now for the last time— . . Bion. Adon. 43.
and its last and sole resort Calderon^ II. 46.
The tapers . . . Are their last cost Cenciy I. lii. 48.
So, daughter, our last hope has failed ; . . . . II. i. 28.

it sounds Like the last trump IV. iii. 58.
has wrung a higher truth From my last breath. . V. ii. 166.

Like the last thoughts of some day sweetly spent V. iii. 2.

the last day of the holidays Ck, 1st, II. 399.
Which, when ye wake from the last sleep, . . . III. 21.

Draw the last spirit of the age of gold, .... Bpips. 428.
I find the people ripe for the last day, .... Faust^ II. 293.
Before my last step in the living dance .... 11. 365.
tangled in the grasp Of its /flj/ spasms /fellas, Sg^.
But now if you would not your last sleep doze ; Ifom. Merc. XLIX.4.
'Tis the last hour of day Julian, Cane. 2.

On whose last steps I climb .
' Lament. 1. 2.

When the^^ hope of trampled France had failed L,aon^ I. i. i.

As if by the last wreck its frame were overtaken. I. L g.

the last echo of those terrible cries XI. xiii. 4.

the last Bursts on that awful silence ; xil. vii. 6.

like the /(W/beam Of dying flames, xil. xvi. i.

the last eventful day Will level all M.N. Post. Fr. 59.
Than the fell tjTant's last expiring yell ? . M. N. Ravail, 1 10.

The last thing as he went to oed Peter, VI. iii. 5.

Seeking in vain his /oj^ embrace^ Vl.xxvii.3.
the languid close Of the Aw^stram, /V(W«. ll. ii. 32.

Like the /flj/ glare of day's red agony, .... in, ii. 7,

And death shall be the last embrace of her . — III. iii. 105.

And emblems of its last captivity, III. iv. 177.
the tortuous strength of their last pangs . . . IV. 307.
on the sun's last ray Hangs o'er the sea, . . . IV. 435.
from the last giddy hour Of dead endurance, . . IV. 558.
sweetest, last and noblest title—death ; . . , ' Q. Mab, V. 222.

Scarce satiable by fate's last death-draught
The last, when it nad sunk

;

VII. 217.

. Rosal. 1502.
St. Dejection, IV. 9.

. Witch, Lxx. 7.

o'er rny d3nng brain its last monotony. . .

took The coran, its last cradle, from its niche,

(2) latest, youngest, the most recent.

Thy extreme hope, the loveliest and the last^ . . Adonais, VI. 6.

Be broken in its last and deepest wound ; . . . Cenci, IV. i. 67.

The last of the flock of the starry fold ? . . . . Death Nap, 5.

veil her horn In thy la^i smiles ; Bpips. 377.
The last news from the camp is, _. Hellas, 016.

Now the last day of many days Jane, Recoil, i.

The loveliest and the last, is dead, 3.

the last living heartwhose beatings bound thee : Laon, v. Song, 3. 6.

Undarkened oy their country's last eclipse. . . Marenghi, V. 3.

JJisi of the Intercessors ! Naples, 69.

By that /oj/ look of yours we think Peter,y\.-v\. \.

The last look Love remembers, Prom. Ii. iii. 85.

since they had brought The last intelligence— . Witch, LIV. 6.

(3) all that remains of number or quantity.

companionless As the /. cloud ofan expiring storm Adonais, xxxi. 3.

Consuming the last clouds of cold mortality. . . LIV. 9.

I'll feast on you the last of your companions. . . Cyd. 558.
Hide the la^t altar's unregarded dust, .... L,aon, 11. xiii. 8.

till the pallid beams Of the last watchfire fell, . VI. i. 8-

The last of those who mocked thy holy name, . x. xxix. 8.

Maintain you in to the last drop of^ . . . CBdipus, II. i. 43.
Daylight on its /.m^ purple cloud Rosal. 1103.

drained to its last sand m weal or woe, .... Triumph, 123.

Desire, like a lioness bereft Of her last cub, . . 526.

(4) after all others, ending a series.

He came the last, neglected and apart ; . . . Adonais, xxxill. 8.

Quite a new piece, the last of seven, Faust, il. 407.
The best, loveliest and last Of his name ! . . . Fugitives, iv. 14.

Whom Neptune and Apollo wooed the last, . . Horn. Venus, 20.

Z^aj/came Anarchy : he rode Mask, vill. i.

and thou couldst not be, Last of the Romans, . Otho, I. 2.

And the ^iw/ is Peter BelL . , Peter, ProL^.
Which /(M/ is a scheme of paper money, . . . iii. v. i.

the last whom superstition s blight Pr. Athan. 11. i. 6.

And that hour was the last Of peace to the dark
monk's brain St. Ir.i^ III. 2.

(5) next before the present or that which is to come.
Even as he did after the feast last night. . . . Cenci, II. i. 21.

That Beatrice disturbed the feast last night ? . . II. 1. 152.

deprived last yQ^r Of a reward of blood .... III. ii. 65.

After such torments as she bore last night, . . V. iii. 4.

the music Mari received /as/ week from Italy, . Ch. 1st, II. 45S.

How I ran home through /. year's thunder-storm Gisb. 148.

Was roused /oj/ night by the alarm of battle, . Hellas^ 607.

Stolen they were last night at set of sun, . Hont. Merc, xxxill. 4.

The words you spoke last night Julian, 159.

As came on you last night— . . 17a
One mood or modulation like the last. .... Mutability, 8.

For hidden thoughts, each lovelier than the last. Prom. in. iii. 35.

And each seems uglier than the last. Tasso, Song, 11. 7.

(6) highest, most extreme.

My last delight ; Dante Conv. 59.

(7) smallest, most minute.
To the last fibre of the loftiest tree Prom. I. 154.

Xast, adv. (1) the end.
From first to last, Clarin, Calderon, l. 29.

(2) as a final consideration, lastly,

and last From this ; Cenci, iii, i. 354.

And last of death Ch. 1st, 11. 153.
or, last and worst, Earth groans Q. Mab, VII. 42.

(3) the last time or occasion.
since /(W/ we met, Cenci, ill. i, 138.
When did you see him hzsi} v. ii. 22.
he may tell when last He lapped the blood . . . V. iii. t%.
Since I last came up to the wizard mountain ; . Faust, II. 294.
they last On Death's bare ribs had cast. . . . Hellas, 209.
But wilt thou hear, since last we parted .... Rosal. 580.

(4) with aty finally.

and my poor horse at last. Quite overcome, , , Calderon, i. ^2.
Twere wise to die : it ends in that at last. . . . Cenci, il. i. 57.
will tear the truth Even from thee at /aj/, . . . V. iii.* 53.
At last he will sit down in some foul puddle ; . . Faust, il. 367.
Have awakened him at /oj/. ....... . Hellas, n't,.

Which clove his own at last? . 247.
O might it die or rest at la^tl iioi.
Where it will break at last. Ind. Ser. III. 8.

Till from that glorious intercourse, at last, . . Laon, II, xx. 3.
at last, he bent O'er me his agfed face, .... ill, xxxi, 6.
We came at last To a small chamber, .... iv. ii. 6.

At last, when daylight 'gan to fill the air, . . . v. iv. 8,

At last the. tyrant cried, She hungers, slave, . . v. xxvii. i.

And I became at last even as a shade, .... vil.xxvi. 4.
At last her plank an eddy crost, Mar. Dr. xvil. i,

till at last I have dumbed her, CBdipus, i. 259.
and at last desert me too Peter, vi. xxix. 5.
From my path in heaven at last, Prom,. IV. 425.
At last, 1 told them what is death : Rosal. 438.
Sinks the wretch in death at last. St. Ir. (4) vi, 4.
and at last must awaken it,) Sensit. PL I. 61,
A father watches, till at /(W/ Timslongpast^ ill. ^.
Fell into the same track at last, Triumph, 459.

ILast, V. intr. endure, continue,
and make the present last Bpips. 522,
They last whileJove must reign : Protn. I. 415.
No cessation ! Oh ! must this last for ever ! . . Q. Mab, iii. 65.
A love so sweet it could not last, Tifne longpast, i. 5.
Which made us wish it yet might /aj/— . . . , 11.5,
If tenderness and truth could last Or live, . . W^henpassions, i. 2.

And happy thoughts of hope, too sweet to last. . Witch, LVI. 8.

ILasting, adj. (1) ever-enduring, perpetual.
Survives all mortal change in lasting loveliness. Laon, xii. xxxvii. 9,
Shall wrap in lasting -night Prom. II. iv. 149.

(2) final, perpetual.
My inn of /(W//7Z^ rest

;

Ch.ist,l.^i.

(3) long continuing, serious, grievous.
No solace can my lasting sorrows find Calderon, II. 90.
Linked with each lasting circumstance of life, . Cenci, ill. i. 62.
that he may weave A lasting chain Laon, Viii. xiv. 2.

(4) durable.
They raised a pyramid of lasting ice Rosal. 1299,

Lastly, adv. in the last place, finally.

And lastly thou ! Hellas, 6g2.
Lastly from the palaces . MasA,LXX. 1.

waves, and clouds. And lastly light, UnJ. Dr. 26.

Ziasts, V. intr. endures.
fade away. In the sleep that lasts alway. . . . Inv. Mis. X. 5.

Late, adj. (1) that is now past.

thy late suffering, and thy greatest sorrow , . . Calderon, li. 83.

(2) recent.
his late outrage to Beatrice: Cenci, ill. i. 198,
until our talk befell Of the /fl^e ruin, Laon, Wl. -^W. $.

(3) far advanced into day or night.
It must be late ; Cenci, IV. i. 175.
At this late hour ;—and then all is still— . , Gisb. 290.
How late thou art ! Prom. il. i. 32.
Late into the lone night, UnJ. Dr. 180.

(4) tardy.
till the car Of the /a/e moon, Witch, lA.y.

Late, adv. (1) recently, lately.

so late her dear delight Adonais, xxv. 5.
And late the German head of many bodies, . . Ch. 1st, 11. 183.
nor truth availed TiU late to arrest its progress, . Desmon, II. 132.
the despair Of him whom late they cursed, . . Laon, v. xxxv. 8.

who to me So late had been restored vi. i. 4.
so late which gave ObHvion to the dead, . . . x. xx. 3.

Making that green which late was grey, .... Peter, V. xiv, 2.

As pipkins late to mountain Cotter. v. xv. 5.
nor truth till late Availed to arrest its progress, Q. Mab, vili, 190.

(2) tardily.

happiness And science dawn though late upon the
earth ; Damon, il. 170.

,. » 1, M n M Q-^ab, VIII. 22S.
too /a/tf Belovfed ! O too soon adored, . . . Bpips. 1^1.

Long lost, late won, and yet but half regained ! . Naples, 58.

(3) with too, alter the due time.

That wish Now comes a day too late Cetici, V. i. 72.
1 know Too late, since thou and France are in the

dust, FallqfBonap. 11.
he knows His wretchedness too hite, Q. Mab, iv. 193.
Soon, but too late, in penitence Rosal. 907.

(4) formerly, at one time.

Furious he rode, where late he ran, Peter, vi. xix, i.

His kitten /fl/« a sportive elf, vil. xviii.2.
Which was late so dusk, ana obscene, and blind, Prom. iv. 95.
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which /aA? It painted with its own deliffht? . .Hosal.Syi.
There /ate was One within whose subtle being, . Sunset, i.

(5) with 0/= latterly.

the Fool of la/e Has lost his careless mirth, . . CA, isf, II. 460.
and of /ate Very few strangers hare approached . Cyc/. 230.

*£ate-lainented, c. adj. long grieved for.

An early-chosen, late-laTHented home ; . , . . Prom. 1. 608.
Iiately, ad^i. recently, just now.
Where kisses were lately fed Fr. The rude wind, 4.
for lately did a maiden fair, . . . arise, Laon, IV. xviii, 4.
Those bloody bands so lately reconciled, . . . v. xvii. 2.
By hopes long cherished and too lately lost, . . Ld. Ch. v. 2.
As waves which lately paved his watery way . . Ode Lib. XIX. 14.
Well, my path lately lay thro' a great city . . . Prom III. iv. 51.

later, adj. (1) to come hereafter.

,

for the promise of a later birth Bpips. 188.

(2) another, a second.
A later Empire nods in its decay ; Hellas, 870.
Fraught witn a later prize

; 1073.
jiliater, adv. to a time more advanced than usual.
Though the moon sleep a full hour later, _ . . Jane, ill. -i.

Latest, adj. (1) utter, most profound.
To dank extinction and to latest night Ch. 1st, I. 52.

(2) most recent.
Mourn its latest nursling fled ? Eitg: Hills, 188.
thine earliest throne and to«j/ oracle o£ I.i6.v. !•;.

(3) last, the last remaining.
ere morning could unbind Night's latest veil, . . Laon, vi. liv. 9.
and strew Their /. leafupon the mountains wide ; Witch, xxill. 5.

(4) most extreme.
He shudders in death's latest agonies ; . . , .M.N. Post. Fr. 8.

*Iiatiuos, n. a mountain of Asia Minor.
Latmos, and Mycale, roughen With horrent arms; Hellas, 282.
L., and Ampelos, and Fhan£e, saw The wreck— 470.

*latona, n. the mother of Apollo and Diana.
And, if Za^oKfl'J son should find me out, . . Horn. Merc, yisix. 1.
LaUyna^s glorious Son began :

—

xxxil. i.

Latona^s offspring, after having sought His herds xlii! 5!
Son Of great Latona, what a speech is this ! . . XLIV. 2.

*Iiato]iiau, n. Apollo.
Subdued the strong I^atonian Lxxi. 2.

latter, adj. (1) the second named of two.
wrought the latter much annoy, xcvil. 4.

(2) present, lately passing.
Which shake these latter days ; Laon, Ded. xil. 8.

lattice, n. a cross-barred or diamond-paned window.
Between one foliaged lattice twinkling fair, , . Alastor, 464.
From her high lattice o'er the rugged path, . Pr. Athan. 11. i. 26.
when I came to that beside the lattice Unf. Dr. 157.
It grew ; And went out of the lattice 195.

^latticed, adj. having a lattice window.
breathe Through some dim latticed cha.mher. . Alastor, 632.

lattices, n. (See Lattice.)
The moon was darting through the lattices . . Laon, iv. iii. i.

laud, n. W. Laud, Archbp. of Canterbury, b. 1573, d. 1641.
Are these the marks with which Laud thinks . Ch. 1st, I. 92.
and that little urchin Laud— .... , . u, 396.

*landannm, n. Fig. a soothing or sleeping draught.
And they shall never more sip laudanum, . . . Gisb. 316.

laugh, n. an audible expression of feeling,
be our laugh His despair—her epitaph ! ... Fr. Incant. I. 4.And one sweet laugh, most horrible to hear, . . Hellas, 825.
loud, long, and frantic laugh of glee Laon, vi. xlviii. 7.
Then with a /aaM both long and wild . . . . Posal. lod..
As enanguish'd he turns from the /. of the scomer, St. Ir. (5) i. 3.

laugh, V. I. intr. A. Lit. (1) express amusement, pleasure,
or scorn, facially or vocally.

My pathos certainly would make you laugh too, Faust, I. 38.
Laugh^ioT ambushed in the day, Fr. Insecurity, 6.
and hold their sides and /aw^.^ Gisb. 6k.
Let us laugh, and make our mirth Inv. Mis. XII. i.
She would mark one, and lauffh, Laon, vil. xx. s!We feel, conceive or reason, laugh or weep ; . . Mutability, li.
And laugh with bold triumph Peter, vi. xxxviii. 3.And laugh and stare in loathsome sympathy. . Prom. I. ±e,\.

We will but /aa^A into thy lidless eyes ? . . . I-479-
Some—Hear I not the multitude /aa^/i loud ?— . I. 611.
And thou didst laugh to hear the mother's shriek Q. Mab, vi. i ig.
Would laugh till he were almost dead Rosal. 685.

(2) with at, deride, treat scornfully, ridicule.
and all the fools laugh at it Ch. 1st, 11. 60.
I laugh at those weak rebels II. 227.
will know The thin? I mean and laugh at me,— Gisb. 77.
The astounded Gods would laugh at you, . . Hom. Merc. XLVI. 2.
To laugh Sit sorrow in secure (^spair, . . . . M. N, Ravail, 57At which I laughed, or seemed to laugh ; . . . Rosal. 560.
B. jpig.

And laugh as I pass in thunder Cloud, 12.
And I laugh to see them whirl and flee, . . . S3
I silently laugh at my own cenotaph 81
What, Mother, dp you laugh now he is dead? . Death Nap. 16.
I heard the thunder hoarsely /aMP*^ .-

. . Prom \ niK
Laugh with a vast andinextinguishable laughter.'

'

I'v. 334.

II. tr. laugh to scorn= treat with derision.

laugh to scorn What every nerve of you now
trembles at ? Ceiici, II. i. 154.

I laugh to scorn Jove's thunderbolt Q*^^- .^°S-

I laugh your power, ... To lowest scorn, . . . Prom. I. 473.
Dost thou faint, mighty Titan? "^a laugh thee to

scorn I. 541-

III. rejl.

And then you will laugh yourselfyoung again. . Rosal. 688.

ILau^hed, v. I. tr. gave utterance to.

then laughed a joyous flash Hom. Merc. LXXXV. 3.

and /flM^,Afi(^ aloud A thrilling peal ..... U'nf.Dr.i^'&.

TI. intr. A. Lit. (1) see Laugh, v. I. intr. (1).
And Mary saw my soul, And laughed^ .... Ast'ola, I, 11.

And then he laughed. Cencz\ iv. iii. 20.
Eying him lauenedy and laughing thus begun :— Hom. Merc. IV. 8.

Laugh, heartily to hear the subtle-wittea Infant LXVI, 4.
Listened with all his soul, and/fl«^A. for pleasure, LXXII.2.
it seemed that Cythna's ghost L. m those looks, Laon^ III. xxvi. 7.
and the conquerors Yaw^^tfc/ In pride VI. xi. 8.

and laughed With a loud, long, vi. xlviii. 6.
Z,fl«^^frf mournfully in those polluted halls ; . . vil. iv. 3.

And laughed^ and ciied ; . . . x. xlvii. 3.

She laughed ik^i^ while, . . . , Peter. IV. xii. i'.

laughed>N\\^ the glee Of light / Rosal 88.
They laughed aloud in frantic glee, 234.
They laughed^ for he was dead : 240.
At which I laughed^ or seemed to laugh : . . . 560.
And laugh'd^ iA joy, the fiendish throng, . . .St. Ir. (3) xv. i.

and laughed from their dead eyes Triutnph^ 502.
and now she ^M^:^£(^ outright Witch^ LIV." 8.
And laughed toTiear the fire-balls roar behind. . lv. 8.

B. Fig.
And the lightning of scorn laughed forth . . . Death Nap. 20.
Whilst monarchs laughed upon their thrones . . Falsehood^ i.

Lauffhed in the mirth of its lord's festival, . . . Ginevra^ 132.
By the low shore on which the loud sea laugh.^ Hom. Merc. lvii. 4.
And /fl«^A«rf in light and music : Z-aow, i. xxxix. 8.
Tameless resolve which laughed oX misery . , . iii. xix, 7.
Round which death laughed, Prom., iv. 294.
L.aughed round her footsteps up from the Earth ! Se?iszt. PI. 11. 12.
laugh, upon the land All cloudlessly and cold ;— Zucca^ l. 2.

tauffliing, ^r. ///i?. A. Lit. see Laugh, v. I. intr. (1).
Had you not long since given over laughing. . Faust, i. 39.
Eying him laughed, B^na laughing thus begun :— Hom. Merc. iv. 8.
In triumph, /aw^Az'w^ wildly, mockitspain; . , M.N. Despair, ^^,
I shuddered, and then laughing said— .... Rosal. Sto.
B. Fig.

like childhood /a«.^.4z'M^ as it went

:

Alastor, ^gg.
While the moist earth was laughing below. . . Cloud, 72.
Over his loathed meal, laughing in agony, raves. Laon, II. xxxvi. g.

laughing', ppl. adj. A. Lit. see Laugh, v. 1. intr. (1).
And /aw^A. babes rush from the well-known door! VIII. iv. 5.

B. Fig. cheerful, pleasant.
Alight of &M^A;»^ flowers Adonais, -aja.. g.
Comes the laughing morning wind ;— , , , . Serchio, 91.

laughs, V. I. intr. (1) see Laugh, v- I. intr. B. Fig.
Laughs o'er the grave in which his living hopes

are laid Loan, 11. xxxiii. 9.
The Sea . . . laughs In light and music ; . . . . Naples, 107.
Laughs with a thousand drops of sunny water . Prom. IV. 183.

(2) with at. (See Laugh (.2).)
Death feeds on his mute voice, and laughs at our

despair Adonais, III. 9.
It laughs at the lightning, Vis. Sea, 70.

II. tr. (See Laugh, II. ir.)

he laughs to scorn The vain and bitter mockery Q. Mab, V. 122.

laughter, ». A. ZzV. (1) shouts ofexultation or merriment,
shake Thine arches with the laugh, of theirjoy ! Cend, IV. i. 184.
the swift thought. Winging itsell with laughter, . Julian, 29.
And /a«.^A/e>-where complaint had merrier been, 217.
And /. fills the Fane, and curses shake the Throne. Laon, IV. xiv. 9.And with loud laughter for their tyrant reap . vi. vii. 5.
tears and laughter Clung to their hoary hair, . ix.' xvi 3".

/aa^A/cj' .J the shout, the scream, xi. xii. i.
Or the laughter of fiends when they howl o'er the

corpse M.N. Spec. Hors.2S.
Laugh with a vast and inextinguishable laughter. Prom. iv. 334.
Our sincerest laughter Skylark, 88.

(2) an expression of mockery.
I fear that wicked laughter round his eye, . . . Cenci, I. iii. 37.
B. Fig. scorn.

the loud laughter With which Heaven mocks . ill. ii. 38.
Leave thee naked to laughter, When the lamp, iv. 7.

"'laughter-loving, c. adj. cheerful, devoted to merriment.
The laughter-loving Venus Horn.. Venus, ^j.

*laureate, n. A. Lit. an absurd court official.

I have heard your Laureate sing, CEdipus, I. 37.
B. Fig. an honoured poet.

and ladies, Erin's laureate sings it, . 11. i. 173.
laurel, n. A. Lit. an evergreen shrub {Cerasus laurocerasus).
from two smooth /. branches stript The bark, Hom. Merc, xvill, 3.
Of the green /aare/, blown anew ; .^i^(7?«. II. ii. 11."

B. Fig. honour, distinction.
With wreaths of gory laurel crowned : . . , . Devil xxvi, 2
Ah, friend, 'tis the false laurel that I wear ; , . Tersa Rima 8.
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t^anrelled, adj. Fig. crowned with laurels or hononrs.

Thou to whom Kings and /a««&rf Emperors, . CEdipus, I. 1 1,

laurels, n. A. Lit. (See Laurel. A. Lit^
The laurels and the myrtle-copses dim Virgil^ 17.

B. Fig. hononrs, fame.
Mingling with freedom's fadeless laurels . . . Darmn, II. 275.

„ „ , Q. Mai, IX. 17^.

Watering his laurels with the killing tears . . Wi/cA, Ded. IV. 3.

*]java, n. the molten matter ejected from a volcano.

who Reply to them in lava—cry halloo I . . . Gisb. 61.

£ave, V. tr. Fig. bathe or wash.
Wilt thou our lowly beds with tears of pity /awfi^ M-N-Fragmtai.

*£aved, V. tr. washed, splashed against.

laved With alternating dash the knarled roots . Alaslor, 381.

*Iiaves, V. tr. (1) washes, dashes against.

the flood its own bright margin laves, .... Laon, xil. xix. 4.

(2) Fig. appears to dip or bathe.

in the liquid mirror laves Its portraiture, . . , Alastor, 462.

*lavintr, pr. pile, bathing, washing over.

Thy love's pallid corse the wild surges are laving, St. Jr. (6) III. 5.

Ttovr, n. (l) inalterable decree or rule.

darkness, and the law Of change Adonais, VIII. 8.

were the true law Of this so lovely world ! . . . Alastor, 685.

I will, reversing nature's law Cenci, III. i. 334.

to wield Under his law, Ch. ist, II. 139.

Eternal Nature's law. Damon, I. 246.

„ Q. Mab, II. 76.

the eternal law By which those live Epips. 185.

and the pure law Of mild equality and peace, . . Laon, IV. xv. 2.

make Her sex the law of truth and freedom hear, IV. xviii. 7.

Their spirits to the love of freedom's equal law. . V. xvii. 9.

A law to which mankind has been betrayed j . . VIII. x. >;.

All things by a law divine Lovers Phil. I. 6.

by a master-spirit's law Peter, IV. ix. 5.

By Demogorgon's mighty law, ....'... ProTn. II. 11. 43.

And with this /oif alone, 'Let man be free,' . . 11. iv. 45.

nature can chastise Those who transgress her/.,— Q.Mat, III. ^.
Apportioning with irresistible law VI. 163.

Could wreak on the infringers of her law; . . . Vlll. 164.

still avenging nature's broKen /aw —— VIII. 214.

by nature's gentle law Was each a wood-nymph. Woodman, 42.

Like one who loved beyond his Nature's law, . Zucca, vi. 3.

(2) collectively, state ordinances and regulations.

Bare must be the provision which strict /. Awards, Cend, II. u. 4.

And stretch authority beyond the law} .... II. ii. 26.

The Pope will not divert the course of law. . . II. u. 28.

Death ! our /flw and our religion call thee . . . ill. i. 117.

There is no vindication and no law III. i. 135-

and let the law Avenge thee m. 152-

Should mock with gold, opinion, /aio and power? 111.1.185.

This is not faith or /ozo, Z,aoK, vm. xu. 8.

where /aa< is made the slave of wrong, .... IX. xiv. 2.

The men of faith and law then XI. xix. 8.

the ready slaves of ruthless law, xil. iv. 7.

I am God, and King, and Law! Mask, IX. 4.

Thou art God, and Law, and King xv. 4.

Whispering,—Thou art Law and God,— . . xvil. 4.

rather than would bear The law's stern slavery. Mother f; Son, Vll. 4.

law loves to rend the poor man's soul— . . . _—— VII. 5.

And styes well thatched ; besides it is the lawt . CEdipus, I. 66.

Of delicacy, mercy,judgment, /«» „~7r. '-328.

By morals, law, and custom, Q- Mab, IV. 130.

Needed no fetters of tyrannic law : . ... IX. 79.

The rulers or the slaves of /aiw, Rosalgm.
Or the slaves of the law may rend thee away. . IV. Shet. I. 8.

(3) decrees of state with regard to particular matters.

There is an obsolete and doubtful /««/ . . . Cenci, u.\\. \.

A rite a law, a custom : not a man V. iv. 5.

A. lawt A flaw! (Edipus, 11. 1. 113.

(4) legal procedure.

that I sue not in some form Of scrupulous law, . Cenci, I. 111. 136.

By the severest forms of /iiw/ V. n. 74.

Courts of /<zw-committees—calls ^«/«>^ III. xiv. 3.

to snare The feet of justice in the toils of law, . Q. Mab, IV. 197.

The ready lies of /aw bereft RosaL 1130.

(5) rule of life and conduct.

Thy lightest thought is my eternal law. . . . . Ch. ist, II. 208.

one King, one Hope one iaw; Hellas,^.

If our own will as others' law we bind, .... Uion, V. xlix. i.

And that his wiU is all our /aw, VIII. vii. 3.

a rule and /aw to ages that survive. ..... —- IX. xxvni. 9.

and to the infinite dome Of heaven is as a law, .
MontB. 141.

no higher /aw Than love; ^. Athan, I. 95.

To kSow nor faith, nor love, nor law ; ... Pj'om. II. iv. iq.

She left the moral world without a law Sr^?''' 'f;
*?

And all the code of custom's lawless law . . . Witcli, LXII. 5.

re) chance or opportunity of escape.

Give them no /ow (Edtpus, 11.^1.126.

lawftil, adj. (1) legitimate, by divme nght.

The lightest favour of their lawful king . . . . Ch. ist, 11. 30.

(2) just, right, correct.

Yet were one /ao/»/ and the other true, . . Eplps. ^g.

Iiawless, adj. (.1) dwelling without laws.

this lawless giant's wandering flocks Cycl. 30.

(2) free, unrestrained,

borrow From /. love a solace for their sorrow ; Laon, V. Song, 4. 5.

(3) contrary to nature's law.
strange religions And lawless slaveries,— . . . Naples, 140.

And all the code of custom's lawless law . . . Witch, LXII. 5.

£awn, c. adj. attr. a fine textile fabric of linen.

an idiot in lawn sleeves and a rochet Ch. 1st, II. 38.

'f-^awn, n. an open grassy glade or expanse.
the dewy/., Offering sweet incense to the sun-rise, Dtsmon, II. 88.

Upon the fairy isles of sunny lawn^ . . . . Epips. 193.
There lay the glade and neighbouring lawn, . . fane. Recoil. 6s.
as on spots of /aw» Its delicate brieftouch . . Marenphi, XXI. 4.
Till from the breathing lawn a forest springs . . Q. Mab, V. 13.

Sloping and smooth the daisy-spangled /aw», . VIII. 82.

And the sinuous paths of /aw» and of moss, . . Sensit. PI. 1. 4^<).

upon that slope of /iiw« Triumph, ^6.

A silver music on the mossy lawn ; 3.55.

Along the garden and across the /aw», .... Unf. Dr. \qfj.

Where in a /aw» of flowering asphodel .... Witch, xxiz. 4.

*&awiis, ». (See Lawn, «.)

Soft mossy lawns Beneatli these canopies . . . Alastor, 448.
Where the lawns and pastures be, Jane, Invitn, 55.

Oh, rock-embosomed /., and snow-fed streams, . Prom. I. \2Q.

Methought among the /. together We wandered, —— II. i. 143.

O'er woods and lawns;— Witch, XXX. 4.

"Iiawny, adj. having open grassy spaces.

nor on the dew Of the lawny uplands feeding ? . Cycl. 54.
In a dell 'mid lawny hills, Eug. Hills, 346.
Winding among the lawny islands fair, .... Laon, I. li. i.

Thro' forests wide and old, and lawny dells, . . II. xxy. 8.

sloped many a lawny mountain XII. xix. i.

To a deep lawny defl they came, Rosal. 105.

There was a little lawny islet The Isle, i.

I^aws, n. (1) see Law (1).

To teach the laws of death's untrodden realm ? . Cenci, V. iv. 73.

guide By everlasting /awj, each wind and tide . Epips. 350.

Thus she doth equal/, and justice teach To woman, Laon, IV. xxi. 1.

ye feel the truth of love's benignant laws. . . . V. ix. 9.

And scorned the sacred laws thy prophets did

proclaim x. xxix. 9.

the laws Ruling their moral state ; Q. Mab, II. 236.

the majestic laws That rule yon rolUng orbs. . . II. 242.

Their everlasting and unchanging laws .... VI. 92.

„ „ „ „ »)•••• Superstition, 21.

(2) see Law (2).
For the jealous laws Would punish us ... . Cenci, III. i. 229.

What ! will human /awj, ... Bar all access . . iv.iv. 116.

Over the trampled laws of God and man, . . . V. ii. 136.

Turn then to converse under human laws, . . . Cycl. 283.

Who complicate with laws the life of man, . . 324.

Golden and sanguine /aws which tempt and slay; Engl. 1819, 10.

New gods, new laws receive, Hellas, 208.

ne'er for gold May thy righteous laws be sold . Mask, LVII. 2.

sold As laws are m England— LVII. 3.

Let the laws of your own land, LXXXI. I.

The old laws of England— Lxxxil. i.

And equal laws be thine Naples, 97.

the poor pittance which the laws allow Of liberty, Q. Mab, V. 1S2.

The laws which wreak them toil and scorn, . . Rosal. 670.

The very laws themselves do make : 1236.

(3) restraints, mental bonds.
(Tho' I may never own such leaden laws) . . Julian, 163.

the common laws Of decency and prejudice, . . Q. Mab, V. 105.

(4) regulations, agreed rules.

That I know little of the laws of duel Calderon, I. 247.

lawyer, n. one who follows the profession of the law.

the dark windings [of a] pregnant lawyer's brain, Ch. ist,inj.
Satan saw a lawyer, a viper slay, Devil XVIIL i.

The /awjier'J jest, the hired assassin's trade, . . O. Mab, IV. 169.

A sallow lawyer, cruel and cold, Rosal. 491.

lawyers, n. pi. of Lawyer.
When lawyers mask 'tis time for honest men . . Ch. ist, I. 75.

The Lawyers thrive, tho' they are thin ;

.

. Devil, xxl. 2.

Like Bishops, lawyers, peers or spies. . . . Mask, vll. 4.

Lawyers and priests, a motley crowd xvil. 1.

Lawyers—judges—old hobnobbers Peter, III. ix. _i.

lawyers damn their souls m. xvii. 2.

Ot lawyers, statesmen, priest and theorist;— . . Triumph, 510.

l^ay, V. tr. (1) impose, impute.

to the stake Bind her, and on my head the burthen

Igy Laon, XII. xii. 4.

(2) make.
And lay me bare, and make me blush .... Cenci, I. ii. 86.

aye, /aji all bare IIL 1. 157.

(3) lay low = oppress or destroy.

wherefore plough For the lords who lay ye low ? . Men ofEng. L 2.

Till the great winter lay the form ... for ever low ; Triumph, 126.

(4) set forth, explain.

A most important subject, trifler, this To lay

before the Gods I Horn. Merc. LVI. 2.

(5) impose with authority.

Uiy my command upon the Courts below . . . Ch. 1st, II. 85.

should you think it necessary to lay an embargo 11. 383.

(6) lay hands on, touch, interfere with.

When I am drunk none shall lay hands on me.— Cycl. 542.

Or lay his hands on what to him was due, . Horn. Merc. LXXXIX. 5.

that none a finger dare to lay on it (Bdipus, II. i. 146.
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Cenci^ IV. ni. 12.

IV. iv. 75.
Bpips. s^g,

337-
Sti^. HzUs, 47.
Gznevra^ 104.
J^om. Merc. i. 6.

XXV. 6.

XXVI. I.

XL. 5.

XLI. I.

LX. 7.

Julian^ 513.

• 9.
III. i. 8.

in. V. 3.

III. vi. I.

V. xii. 6.

V. 1. S.

VI. xviii. 7,

VII. vi. 8.

(7) establish or set.

and your array Of thieves will lay their siege Horn, Merc. XLVIII. 4.

lay, V, intr. pa. t. of To lie. (1) 01 persons and personi-

fications, reposed, rested, were recumbent, were placed.
Where wert thou migrhty Mother, when he /ay, . Adonais^ II. i.

When thy Son /ay, pierced by the shaft .... ii. 2.

He lies, as if in dewy sleep he /ay, VII. 7.
Even to the mournful place where Adonais lay. .

—^ XXIII.9.
and thus he lay. Alasior^ 637.
till be lay breathing there At peace,
And the calm innocent sleep m which he /fly, . .

for all his limbs lay heaped And effortless ; . .

And there I /av, within a chaste cold bed : . . .

Floated into the cavern where I lay^

As once the wretch there lay to sleep, ....
With open eyes and folded hands she lay^ . . .

Shadowed the cavern where the lovers ^y . . .

jCay playing with the covering of the bed . . .

There he lay innocent as a new-born child, . . .

And gathered in a lump, hands, feet and head,
He /ay,

who jLay swathed in his sly wiles
No eagle coulji have seen nim as he lay ....
Went to a sofa, and /ajj down, and slept . .

each delicate hand I^ay crossed upon her bosom, 'i.aon, i.'xvi. 5.
and, coiled in rest in her embrace it lay. . . .

And I lay struggling as its whirlwinds past, . .

And Cythna in m^ sheltering bosom lay, . . .

And I lay struggjmg in the impotence Of sleep, ,

When I awoke, I lay 'mid friends and foes, . .

represt Zay Faith, an obscene worm, ....
and now I lay Vanquished and faint,

in fleshly chains she lay Struggling,
like sister twins lay down vil. xxii. 3.
beneath my hand Defenceless lay, x. x. 3.
he lay As in a q^uiet. dream— Xir. vii. 4.
As I lay asleep in Italy Mask, i. i.

Then she lay down in the street, ...... -—• xxv. i.

Z.av dead earth upon the earth ; xxxill. a.

Like one who sees a strange phantasm He lay,— Peter,- 1. x. 4.
Half-scorched under a hen-coop lay ; I. xv. 4.
and lovely as she lay, vi.xxvii.2.
Where I lay like the reflex of the moon . . . Prom. ill. iv. 63.
Upon the couch the body lay Q. Mad, I. 139.
where millions /. Quenching the serpent's famine, iv. 85.
And long lay tranced upon the charmed soil. . . vii. 185.
And the oright boy beside her feet Now lay, . . Rosal. 177.
And a loosening warmth, as each one lay . . . 397.
Seven days within my chamber lay That corse, . 436.
We lay, till new emotions came, 977.
And her lank hand lay on his shuddering brain ; ^SV. Ir. (3) xvil. 1.

mingled lay In love and sleep— Sunset, 24.
As in that trance of wondrous thought I lay, . . Xriuntph, 41.
That every pigmy kicked it as it lay ; .... 227.
the Lady or the South Lay in the paradise of

Lebanon T^wo Pr. L,ove, II. 2.

she lay enfolden In the warm shadow of her love-
liness;— . PFiVcA, II. 4.

The chamber of grey rock in which she lay— . 11. 7.
And there lay Visions swift, ...... . xv. i.

This lady never slept, but lay in trance . . . xxviii. i.

Within the which she lay when the fierce war . . xxx. i.

Here lay two sister twins in infancy ; . . . . lxi. 3.
and there /ay calm Old age lxi. 7.
And all the forms in which those spirits lay . . Lxv. i.

But these and all now/aj; with sleep upon them, . LXv. 7.
And there the body lay, age after age, .... Lxxi. i.

(2) of inanimate objects and appearances, stretched out,
ejmosed to view, appeared, was or were seen.

Pale Ocean in unquiet slumber lay, .... Adonais, XIV. 8.
Tremendous ocean lay Dcemon, 1. 135.

n t> 11 (X Mab^ I. 224,
Below lay stretched the boundless universe ! . . DcETnon, I. 241.
The wrinkled image of the city /ajv, Even. Pisa, ui, 2.
there lay All gems that make the earth's dark

bosom gay Fiordispina, 45.
Lay like a chaos of unwelcome light, Gtnevra, 19.
lay Sleeping in beauty on their mangled prey, . Gist. 41.
Some ships lay feeding The ravening fire, . , . Hellas, 509.
earth and all her realms pavilioned lay .... 944,
The smile of Heaven layj Jane, Recoil. 16.
Now all the tree-tops lay asleep, an.
purple light, Which in the dark earth lay, . . . 58.
There lay the glade and neighbouring lawn, . . 6<j.

Amid reflected stars that in the waters lay. , . Laon, i. xxii. 9'.

in silence lay On the still waters— i. xlvii. 8.
isles which /a;V On the blue sunny deep, . . . . I. xlviii. 8.
And on thejasper walls around, there /.Paintings, i. liii. ij.

The mountains lay beneath one planet pale ; . . n. x. 6.
The town among the woods below that lay, , . m. xv. 8.
Its shadow lay beyond— m. xvii. 4.
the moonlight lay Upon a lake whose waters . . iv. iii. 4.
the twilight's gloom Lay like a chamel's mist v. xxii. 9.
and within her e^e Lay beauty, V. xxiii. 4.One vast and glittering lake around green islands
„„.''??'•, •- ,• •, ', • - xii.xxxiv.9.
Which else in shapeless chaos sleeping /ajjj, . M. N. Post. Fr. 32.A planet, like the Morning's, lay

;

Mask xxix 2
And the violet lay dead wliile the odour flew . Music, Ipant\\\. <.
The blue Mediterranean, where he lay, . . Ode W. Wind, in. 2.
And all dark Tempe lay In Pelion's shadow, . . Pan, li. 2.

And yellow death lay on his face ; Peter, i. xi. i.

And when he ceased there lay the gleam . . V. v. 4.

in his eyes a cloud and burthen lay, Pr. Aihan. l. (x).

and in the deep there lay Those lovely forms . . Prom. ill. iv. 82.

Below /fljv stretched the universe ! Q.Mab,\\.^o.
Broad water lilies /ay tremulously, Sensit.Pl.l.^^.
And the thin white moon /ajy withering there, . . Serchio, 8.

lay On the brown massy woods— Sunset, 16.

There the meteor lay, Panting forth light . , . Ihtf. Dr. 130.
there its fruit lay like a sleeping lizard .... 205.
One half /aj) floating on the fountain wave, . . 211.

And thus it lay in the Elysian calm — 228.

On the verge of the wave where it lay . , . Vis. Sea, 136.
While on her hearth lay blazing many a piece . Witch, xxvil. i.

In joyous expectation lay the boat xxxiv. 8.

lay on high Over the stream, . . xxxix. 7.
the Image /a_y With folded wings XL. 1.

/ay the Austral lake— —— XLVIII. 4.

(3) of passions, emotions, &c.
a iParadise Of happy truth upon his forehead 4

' low Lay, . . . Adon. Cane. 24.
where Hope lay coffined with Despair ; . . . . Hellas, 39.
upon me lay The burthen of this hope, . , . Laon, li. xv. 4.
which cradled lay In her smile-peopled rest, . . 11. xxxiv. 6.
And so his Soul . . . lay Wouncied and wasting, . Peter, VI. xxx. ,3.

With him lay dead both hope and pride. . . . Rosal. 600.
On him, . . . now misery lay : 752.

(4) was or were deposited.
and lay Upon its leaves

; Ei>ips. 263.
The mouldering relics ofmy kindred lay, . . Q. Mad, vil. 188.
the dew Lay on its spotted leaves £ucca, vi. 8.

(5) existed, continued, remained.
Art's deathless dreams lay veiled Ode Lib. IV. 12.
as then it /ay Immovably unquiet, VI. 2.
the trance In which,' as in a tomb, the nations /. / x. 9.'

Long lay the clouds of darkness o'er the scene, . Q. Mab, ix. 39.-
whose lustre bright . . . lay undulating there. . . Rosal. 833.Who in their rotting dungeons lay, ... . . . 028.'

And noon lay heavy on flower and tree, . . . To J^ight, in. 4.
(6") were set.

erief Smiled in their motions as they lay apart— Julian, 282.
And where his curved lips half open lay, . . . Laon, 1. lii. 8.

(7) was exposed, seen.
With this enchanted rod, and Hell /fljjj bare! . , CEdipus 1.149
the soul of her beauty and love lay bare : . . . Sensit Pi i 32
to her eyes The naked beauty of the soul /. bare, Witcli Lxvi. 3.'

(8) led, had coiirse.
'

Well, my path lately lay thro' a great city . . . Prom. Ill iv «?i
charidt's way Lay through the midst Q, Mab I 232

*

(9) was interposed. '. * ^
•

Which lay between the city and the shore . . . Julian t6
(10) was situated.

'

bank of turf, which lay Under a copse, .... Question I 1
(11) used for * lie.'

'

Which between the earth and the sky doth lay; Apenn. 9.
Lay, n. (1) a poem of any kind.
And feeds her grief with his remembered lay, . . Adonais xv 2Not the rapt poet's frenzied lay ^y^s 2A wild, and sad, and spirit-thrilling lay, . . ". Laon vli iv 7As he lists to the fearful lay st T^ ii\-i\ \
(2) the song of birds.

^/. /r. (3) n. 3.

the birds tempered their matin lay. ... . Triumph 8.
^Layers, n. strata or coatings.
Lie satisfied with /ajye^j of fat

; (Edipus l. 6.
Lays, V. refl, reposes, casts,
both when he lays him down to sleep, .... Cena, I. iii. 24.

Lazy, adj. (1) that moves without haste, steady

lea, n. a grassy plain.
As lightly her form bounded over the lea, . . .St. Ir. (6) ll. x.

lead, V. I. tr. (1) guide, conduct,
till the Spirit of the spot shall lead Thy footsteps Adonais, XLIX. 6.Follow, and I will &arf thee

. CalderoA^m.-Lox.
1 will soon lead him forth to the clear day. . . Faust I. 70.
1 o lead him softly on my path j, ne
Seize him and lead him on thy downward path ;

'

i! 87
/.fiarf us on, thou wandering Gleam, .... 11 42
icarf us onward, far and fast, ' II «
ril&arf you Among them; liXla.
Then, lead them to the rivers of fresh death. . . Hellas 2?8
That I will /W thee to the Olympian Hall, .ffbOT.Afere.Lxxvill r;

If she shouldW a happy female train . . . ZaoK, 11. xxxviii i'Anarchs of the fforth lead forth their legions . . Naples 157Thou lead them not upon the paths of blood . . CEdipus II ii 01
for then they /^flflf The wingless, crawling hours, . ProTn 1*47'

'

And my commission is to 7«3<!r them here, . . . I ?68
Wherever we fly we lead along . . . The clouds iv 177Here I command thee hence to lead them on, . O Mai vii ti»
and those Who /«arf it-

'

Yy^m'thxi^^'To wake, and lead him to the caves that held . . 1,?"

(2) show, indicate.
' ' '

and you shall lead the way.— . fTn-m M
with innocence and tratt \o lead the way, .' ." .' -_ "

l^vn'i
3 U
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(3) conduct in charge or custody.
Lead forth the prisoners ! Cenci^ V. ii. 21.

Guards, lead him not away v. |i. 36.

For pity's sake lead me away to death v. ii. 1 12.

Guards, leadhim nearer the L.ady Beatrice, . v. ii. 113.

He who but one yet living here can iead^ . , . Laon^ x. xli. 5.

(,4) bring,
^iz^ out of the inmost cave Of roan's deep spirit,

. . . Wisdom Ode Lib. XVIII. 1.

(5 ) perform, keep up.
iea(/a rapid masque of death Eug. Hills^ 140.

11. intr. (1) have direction towards, conduct one.

I^ad only to a black and watery depth, . . . Alastor^ 215.

can never leadTo the same end ? Calderon, I. 142.

[2,) go foremost, precede.
Well, lead on— Faust, II. 226.

Where I am sent to /tffli// Z.ao«, xir.xxxi.g.
Thou lead, my sweet, And I will follow. . . . Rosal. 73.

Ijead, n. (1) Lit. a soft metal.
With ^a(/ in the middle— Gisb. 101.

Bum like points of frozen &a^. Inv. Mis. Vlll.^.

even to the central stone Of sullen lead; . . . Prom. IV. 541.

(2) Fig. heaviness, hindrance, like lead.
Are chains of /^^if around its flight of fire. . . . Epips. 590.

*Iiead-coloured, c. adj. Fig. dull, sombre.
Till a lead-coloured fog gathered up from the deep Vis. Sea, 49.

'^'J^ea.ded, pp. fastened down in lead.
The Devil's corpse was leaded dawn ; .... Peler, Vll. .vi. 1.

S^iOadeu, adj. Fig. (1) dull, stupid.

(Tho' I may never own such leaden laws) . . . Julian^ 163.

Q2) oppressive, heavy.
Be both, on thy grey head, a leaden cowl . . . Ld. Ch. iv. 3.

iZ) lifeless, spiritless.

Like lightning, from his leaden lance Reflected, Ode Lib. X. 7.

*]^eadeu-coloiured, c. adj. Fig. dull, sombre,
robed in the lustrous gloom Oi leaden-col. even, . Alastor, 557.
climbs The leaden-coloured east ; Prom. i. 47.

*]^eadeu-footed, c. adj. slowly moving.
Lags leaden-footed time ! Cenci^ IV, H. 3.

*:Leaden-witted, c. adj. duU-souled.
A leaden-witiedth\&i— Peter^ IV. xvi. 2.

ILeader, n. one who takes precedence or command.
But to destroy, replied the /?(Kfer.*— ...... Trium.ph, 2^^.

]«eaders, n. (1) chiefs of a party.

Gather these chosen /tfaflkrj of the rebels, . . . CA u^, II. 353.

(2) superiors.

When man unsullied by his leaders' crime, . M. N. Post. Fr. 40.

Ijeadinsr, pr. ppie. Fig. (1) introducing, bringing on.

Z.^a</z'«!^ the infantine moon, Eug. Hills^ X22.

Leading the Day and outspeeding the Night, . Protn. IV. 107.

(2) tollowing a course.
Swiftly leading to those awful limits O thou, 4.

^eads, V. I. tr. (1) attracts, draws.
The cross leads generations on Hellas, 224.

(2) holds first place in.

Which leads the rear of the departing day ; . . 339.

(a) induces, influences,

the strong controul Which leads the heart . . Laon, VI. xxxvi. 7.

(4) passes, spends.
he who leads Invincibly a life of resolute good, . Q. Mab, III. 152.

(,5) viiihforth or out, brings, causes to come,
which dreary Winter /. Out of his Sc3^hian cave, Laon, ix. xxi. 3.

And Freedom leads it forth, her mate ; . . . Prom., i. 570.

11. irttr. (1) has a direction towards, physically.

not one but leads^ As to its centre, ... . Calderon, I. 74.

It leads behind those trees Rosal. 76.

leads through the dread chasm Serchio, 107.

(2) has a direction towards, mentally.
the thorny road, Which leads, through toil . Adonais, V. 9.

the path Which leads to immortality. .... Cenct, III. i. 125.

That leads to azure isles and beammg skies . . Dcemon, 11. 257.

,1 M n M »i V *
Q-^^^^'^^-'^^'

That leads to Sorrow's most obscure abode . . Fr. Mary, I. 5.

Love sometimes ^a<& astray to misery. . . .fulian,-^i\.^.

Which leads To Death or Victory Tremble Kings, 9.

Leaf, n. (1) that part of a tree or plant which forms the

foliage.

The dry /i?a/"rustles in the brake Alastor, 104.

And each depending leaf 460.

He shrinks from her regard like autumn's leaf . Cenci, V. ii. 114.

There was no leafupon the forest bare CA. tst, v. 14.

Yet not the lightest leafThaX quivers Damon, i. 180.

„ „ „ „ „ Q- ^^^^ I- 269.

whose flight Is as a dead leaf's ^ Bpips. 221,

And that /ffo/"tinted lightly which assumes . . . Fiordispina^ 48.

No /tffl/will'be shaken /««£, m. 4.

Its every ^a/'and lineament feme, Recoil. 79.
or dreamless sleep Holds every future leaf and

flower ;— Mont B. 90.
If I were a dead leafthan mightest bear ; . Ode W. Wind, IV. i.

Oh ! lift me as a wave, a leaf, a cloud ! . . . . IV. 1 1.

But on each leafv/as stamped, Prom. II, i. 139,

I hear ; I am a &(2/"shaken by thee ! IV, 528.

Z-eo/"and blade, and bud and blossom, .... Proserp. I. 4.

As a lizard with the shade Of a trembling leaf . Rarely^ III. 2.

One solitary /fio/'on high ; Rosal. 12^.
Oft in a dry leafiox a boat, 182.

Of the love which it felt from the leafto the root, Sensit. PL I. 71.

ere the first /^o/'looked brown—she died ! . . . li. 60.

LeafzSXjtx leaf, day after day, III. 32.
forbade Shadow to fall from /so/'and stone ; , . Trium,ph, 445.
star of moss And veined leaf Unf. Dr. 227.
and strew Their latest leaf upon the mountains

wide ; Witch, xxiii. 5.

like a leaf's veined fan— xxxiii. 6.

(2) two pages, blank or printed, of paper or other

material.

A torn leafOMt of an old book Ch. 1st, II. 428.
" His lips were pressed against a folded leaf . . . fulian, 280.

On this unfeeling /ea/which bums the brain . . ——• 479.

*Leaf-entangled, c. adj. mingled with the foliage.

The emerald light oi leaf-entangled h&dims . . Prom. IV. 258.

^Leafless, adj. (1) destitute of foliage.

The leafess bough among the leaves alone, . . Laon, III. iii. 5.

And howls in the midst ot the leafless wood. M, N. Spec. FTors, 33.
And the leafless net-work of parasite bowers . . Sensit. PI. III. 48.

The Sensitive Plant was a leafless wreck : . . HI. 115.

The birds were shivering in their lea/less bowers, Zi*cca, XI. 5.

(_2) when trees have no leaves, wintry.
Outlast the leafless time j

Gisb. 320.

The changing seasons, winter's leafless reign, . Q. Mab, VI. 96-

,, „ ,, „ „ „ . . Superstition, 25.

*Iieaflets, n, little leaves.

Are like sapless leaflets now Bug. Hills, 43.

Iiea^, adj. well furnished with leaves.
Filling its leafy coverts with a horror . . , Calderon, II.- 170.

Leafy vine, unwreathe thy bower, III. 75.
And the fair oak, whose leafy dome affords . Q. Mab, VI. 209.

^eagfued, v. intr. joined together, agreed.
Leagued with me in their hearts ;— Laon, ix. ix. 6.

when all Leagued to quench thy flame in Gaul. . Mask, Lix. 4.

Where kings first /. against the rights of men, . Q. Mab, Vlll. 185.

'S»^2i,'SXLh^ippl. adj. (1) associated.
so bent The armies of the leagued kings . . . Z>aon^ x. iv. 6.

Though from their hundred gates the leagued
Oppressors, . . . . ... Naples, 74.

(2) Fig.
whose marble walls the leag. storms withstand ! . Laon, il. xiv. 9.

leagues, v. intr. joins, agrees.

The tiger leagues not with the stag at bay . . . Hellas, 537.

^ea^nes, n. compacts, associations.
From hollow leagues, Prol. Hellas, 105.

]Leau, V. intr, (1) -^ii^D.forth ^
project themselves.

Others, with burning eyes, lean forth, .... PrOTn. II. iv. 135.

(2) with (?«, take support.
Cheer up, dear Lady, lean On me ; Cenci, IV. iv. 163.
the stafifon which they lean Q. Mab^ IV. 172.'

(3) with over
J to bend, to incline.

over ladies To lean, and flirt, Peter, iii. a. a.

iLean, adj. A. Lit. bearing little flesh, thin, wasted.
And now his limbs were /i?/z»/ Alastor, 2^&.
He did place His pale lean hand ...... 633.
On whose lean sheep sit the prophetic crows. . . Ck. 1st, i. 152.
lean outcasts, Horsed upon stumbling jades, . . i. 168.
Lighted the cheek oilean captivity Dmmon, II. 202.

„ ,, „ ,, Q. Mab, IX. 123.
And cormorants are sin-like lean, Devil, xxii. 3.

And he was muttering, and his lean limbs shook
;
fulian, 279.

A diver lean and strong Laon^ VII. viii. 9.
lean hyaenas their sad case Like starving infants

wailed
;

x. xv. 7.
like lean herds pursued By gad-flies, x. xlii. 8.

when lean enough To crawl through such chinks CBdipus, I. 183.
And the lean sows and boars collect about her, . 11. i. 3^.
Or must share it with the lean pigs ! II. i. 116.
Those who produce these fruits thro' thee grow /., -—— 11. ii. 12.

I only hear the lean and mutinous swine . . . II. ii. 67.
prest That cold lean hand :— Pr.Athan. II. ii.56.

and as lean dogs pursue Thro' wood and lake . Front. I. 454.
I saw his lean and lifted hand, Rosal. 295!
Lone, lean, and hunted by his brother's hate, . . Solitary, 11. 2.

And like a dying lady, lean and pale, .... Waning Moon, 1.

B. Fig. (1) hungry.
To bafile the lean passions of their prey, . . . Death Vanq. 31.

(2) meagre, paltry.

A lean mark, hardly fit to fling a rh3Tne at ; . Witch, Ded. vi. 4.

(3) poor, yielding little.

It is enough to expect from these lean imposts . Ch. ist, II. 283.

*Lean-pig, c. adj. Fig. referring to poverty-stricken people.
The /<sa«>z^ rates Grow (Bdipus, ll. '1. 4..

thus, the lean-pig faction Seeks to obtain . . . 11. 1. 4,0.

leaned, v. intr. (1) rested, reposed.
Leant on the table, and at intervals Shuddered . GiTievra, 183.
one whose spear had pierced me, leaned beside . Laon, v. xiii. i.

on the throne She leaned;— v. xxiii. 6.

as she /£a»£^ in passion's silence xil. xxiii. 4.
Upon their passive swell the Spirit leaned, . . . Q. Mab, 11. 51.
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(2) inclined the body.
from that funereal bark I leaned^ Julian^ 89.
He ceased, and overcome /?a«^ back awhile, . , 511.

^Xieaner, adj. more wasted.
Z,tfflw^>- than fleshless misery, Q. Mab^\\\,\\i,

Leaniugr, pr. pple. (1) hanging over.
And leaning^ makes more dark Cenci^ lil. i. 254.

(2) bending forward.
The Dsemon leaning from the etherlal car . . . Dcemon, i. 68,
leaning that I might eat, Laon, ill. xxv. g.

leaning g;raceful from the etherial car, . . . . Q. Mab, i. 6^.

(3) bending to,

Z^a»?»^ upon their oars, Cyd. ig.

(4) reclining or resting.

His head was leaning on a music book, .... Julian, 278.
The Duke was leaning, . Tasso, 18.

(5) supported.
Leaning upon my friend, Laon, v. xlv. 8,

As leaning on the jailor's arm, Rosal. 910,
£eaus, V. intr. (1) hangs over,
yet clinging, leans; . Cenci, III. i. 253.

(2) bends.
What form leans sadly o'er the white death-bed, Adonais, xxxv. 3.

(3) supports himself.
fond wretch ! He leans upon his crutch, . . . Hellas, 9x0.

Xeaut. (See Leaned.)
£eap, V. I. intr. A. Lit. (1) start up.
from his throne in dread did leap,— Laon, xii. ix. 3.
as he did leap In sudden wonder Rosal. 1273.

(2) spring, dance, jump.
Leap round them sporting— Hotn. Earth, 23.
Shall leap in joy, as the benumbing cramp— . , Z^on, 11. xliv. 5.
As the flying-fish leap Prom. iv. 86.
The tigers ^ap up when they feel the slow brine . Vis. Sea, 92.
May it not leap and play as grown cats do, . . Witch, Ded. \. 6.

B. Fig. (1) of the motion of water, roll, agitate.
At sunrise they leap From their cradles steep . Arethusa, v. 7.

Water-falls leap among wild islands green, . . Laon, Ded. II. 6.

Round whose worn base the wild waves hiss and /., 11. xviii. 4.
like waves on wrinkled sands that leap, .... xii. xvii. 9.
Where waterfalls around it leap for ever, . . . Mont B. 9.
As the billows leap in the momine beams I . . . Prom. iv. 68.
How they toss and roar and leap? .... O. ofmy Heart, iv. 6.

(2) fly off.

bright scales did leap, Laon, i. xi. 6.

(3) start or spring mentally.
And from thy touch like fire doth leap Con. Sing. i. 7.
That my heart trembles—ye may see it leap— . Dante Conv. 21,

Did mauy a heart in Europe leap to hear . . . Laon, x. xxxiii. 5.

(4) of eyes, brighten or sparkle.
which ever leap Under the lightnings Epips, 88.

(5) emerge suddenly.
Two disunited spirits when they leap In union . Laon, VI. xxxiv. 8.

(6) pass rapidly.
leap on the beams of morning's birth : , . . ix. iii. 9.

(7) become free, awake.
from that detested trance they /tffl// Mont B. gi.
We have felt the wand of Power, and leap— . , Projn. iv. 6^.

II. tr. jump over.
And can leap any gate in all Bceotla, .... (Edipus, II. ii. 1 10.

£eap, n. Fig. venture, risk.

at the leap To which the Future, . . . did urge
Their steps ; Laon, xi. ix. 5.

leaped, v. intr. A. Lit. (1) sprang or jumped.
the wanderer Leaped in the boat, Alastor, 312.
I leapt On the gate's turret, Laon, VI. iii. 8.

Soon as she heard my steps she leaped on me, . vi. xlviii. 5.

She leaped\i.^cm a pile, VI. Iii. i.

The Parson from the casement leapt Peter, I. vii. i.

Leaped \3ip from the deck in agony, Prom. i. 96.
They clapped their hands and leaped about, . . Rosal. 235.
The first-born Love out of his cradle leapt^ . . Witch, xxxil. 2.

(2) started.

And all the inhabitants /tfiz^/ suddenly .... Prom. ill. iv. 58.

"B. Fig. (1) of the motion of water.
She leapt down the rocks, Arethusa, I. 7.

boiled and /ea^ec/ perpetually, Zmou, vii. xii. 4.

(2) of fire, flared up.
Suddenly forth the burning vapour leapt, . . Horn. Merc, xviii. 5.

(3) was born, came forth.

From her immortal limbs he leaped full soon, ill. 6.

(4) stirred.

His spirit leaped within his aged frame, .... Laon, IV. x. 2.

*leapest, v. intr. Fig. startest.

What ! leapest thou forth as of old Death Nap. 3.
Which from the groaning earth Leap'st, . . . Naples, 68.

l^eapiug*, pr. pple. A. Lit. springing.
overthrown By hundreds leaping on them :— . . Laon, VI. xi. 5.

B. Fig. (1) of the motion of water.
billows /isa^;«^ on the harbour bar, Laon, ill, lixx. 2.

The billows on the beach are leaping around it, . W. Shel. I. i.

(2) excited.

Is thine icy bosom leaping Inv. Mis. Vll. 4.

(3) awaking, arousing,

until thou, leaping From unremembered dreams, Zucca, 11. 6.

:Leaping, ///. adj. Fig. (1) of running water.

And leaping x'\s\i\&t, and evening gloom . . . Alastor, 485.

(2) eager with desire.

pined for the Satyr leaping; Pan, Echo, ^.

£eapB, V. intr. Fig. (1) sparkles,

thou bright wine whose purple splendour leaps . Cenci, i. iii. 'j'j.

(2) comes suddenly.
/.ai/j on the back of my sailing rack Cloudy -2,^.

(3) of the motion of water.
like a toil-worn labourer ifea/j to shore, .... Damon, 11. no.

„ „ „ „ ,,
. . . . Q.Mab.Vlii.ios.

and a fountain Leaps in the midst Prom. in. iii. 14.

(4) rejoices, joys.
As the world leaps before an earthquake's dawn, Ginevra, 123.

Howls, and /ff«/j, and glares in chorus : . . . Ode Lib. xiii. j.

Xi^aps, n. springs or bounds.
Rushed with great /. up to the mountain's head, Horn. Merc. xi. 4.

'
Leapt, V. intr. (See Leaped.)

la^^-^X, pp. Fig. (1) darted.
ere yet the lightnings have /<sa/^ forth Laon,V/i. y\. g.

(2) of mental action.

If Bacon's eagle spirit had not leapt . . . . Triumph, 269.

Lear, n. the hero of Shakespeare's drama.
a dress Like King Learns ' looped and windowed

raggedness.' Witch, Ded. V. 8.

Learn, v. I. tr. (1) find out, discover.
And they learn little there, except to know . . Allegory, II. 7.
would you not learn the sweetAnd subtle mystery Fiordispina, 76.
They learn in suffering what they teach in song. Julian, 546.
Men shall learn truth, Laon, xi. xxi. 5.

(2) acquire knowledge of.

nothing that my tyrants knew or taught I cared
to learn Ded. V. 4.

but hear! much shalt thou ^a?-w, i. xxv. i.

what thou wouldst be taught I then may learn
From thee, Xriumpk, 307.

(3) know, be informed of.

Yet learn thou what he is ; Q. Mab, in, 18.
/. the lofty destiny Which restless time prepares . iii. 19.
Now, Spirit, /gar» The secrets of the future.— . Vlll. 2.

II. intr. (I) be acquainted or informed.
Thou mayst now learn Hellas, 848.
despair not—list zxiAleaml Laon, l. Iviii. g.

(2) be taught.
well might they learn To gaze on this fair world ii. vii. 8.
The million rose to learn, and one to teach , . Serchio, 32.

(3) know how.
Learn to make others happy. Q. Mat, II. 64.

Learned, v. tr. (1) became acquainted with.
I learntit in Egyptian bondages, sir Ch. 1st, I. 106.

(2) found out, discovered.
none ever /gflrwei^ The cause Pr. Athan. i. 81.

Learned, pp.
Thy lore is learned. Dcemon, 11. 233.

11. II n Q- Mab, IX. 141.
For it had learnt all harmonies GuitarJane, 6^.
from these I have learned true Vaticinations . Horn. Merc. xciv. 5.
Watching the hopes which there her heart had

learned to trace Laon, ii. xxxi. 9.
they had /. to breathe the atmosphere of scorn. 11. xxxv. 9,
or feel such lore As I have learnt from them, . ii. xl. 9.
from our childhood have we learned to steep . . VIIi. xxiii. 7.
thou mightst then have learned to feel. . . . Mother .§- Son, III. 5.
(This was learnt from Aldric's themes) . . . Peter, Prol. la
Which should have /car;// repose : Prom. ii. i. 5.
Learnt in soft childhood's unsuspecting hour, . Q.. Mab, iv. 113.
had long /eflr«C(/ to prefer Hell's freedom . . . vii. 194.

Learned, adj. (1) well-instructed, deeply-versed.
I never Met a more /eorweV person Calderon, l. 21$,A Dervise, learned in the Koran, preaches . . Hellas, 595.
(2) abstruse.

the antique and learned imagery . . ... Epips. 498.A strain too learned for a shallow age, . . Gisb. 242.

(3) wise, prudent.
Or any thing, as the learned Boar observed. . . (Edipus, II. i. 105.
More, learned friend, than you Peter, iv. xiii e;

(4) skilful, skilled.
^

. o-

worth The pains of putting into /^ar«e(/ rhyme, . Witch,\.6.
(5) adj. absol. learned persons.

spirits called so by the learned, Calderon, 1. 168.
The gifts of the most learned Gisb. 217.

Learning*, n. knowledge acquired by study, erudition.
Poetical or philosophic /earwm,^.-— . . , . Calderon 1.1*7.
In thine halls the lamp o{ learning, Eug. Hiils 2^b!Men of science, wit, and learning, Peter, iv. xix!

2*

And men oi learning, science, wit, . . . . ly' xx.'i
Just, innocent, with varied learning fed, , . Pr. Athan. i. «.

Learning", /r.///^. studying.
the sciences Require no learning,— Calderon I 06
the eider learning How to hold radicals. . . . CBdipus., I. 214'
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Keamt. (See Learned.)

^easlies, n. Fig. restraining bands.
In leasheSf like starbeams, soft yet strong, . . Prom. iv. 178.

Yeasty adj. (1) the slightest, of the least moment.
Among my misadventures This shipwreck is the /. Calderon^ II. 103.

can ever makeThe /.division between thee and me, II. 189.
And in the lightest and the least^ Ch. \st^ II. 473.
The least of which wronged Memory ever makes Frag. Hofne^ 2.

To do on men his ha^t command ; Rosal. 750.

(2) the least important.
the least of them . . . which thou wouldst redeem

from me? Prol. Hellas^ I2'j.

(3) the smallest.
the /?aj/ Of heaven's living eyes— Triumph^ ^<^i.

Iieast, adv. (1) to the smallest degree.
Who seekest most when /fioj/ pursuing,— , . . Calderon^iil.SJ'

(2) in a less degree than others.
Me&oj/ofall Ce««, II. 1. 120.

The knave was ever the least tedious to me. , , Faust, I. 99.
We haunt within the least frequented caves . . Profn. II. ii. (>€>.

And least of strength and beauty did abide. . . Triumph, 543.

(3) with at, in any case, at all events.
Will keep at /fiffj/ blameless neutrality. . . . Cenci, ti. ii. 40.
Their language is at least sincere IV. iv. 89.
which are at least As mortal as the limbs . . . V. iii. 2S.
Who yet at least, can think of nothing wrong :— Horn. Merc. XLV. 3.
And then these thoughts would at the /. be fled; . Julian, 318.
At least while we remain thy priests, CEdipus, II. ii. 15.

At /gaj^ till you have hunted down your game, . II. it. 114.

^Leather, n. the tanned skin of any beast.
And with a piece of /eaM^r overlaid .... Horn.. Mercviw. 4.

£eave, v. tr, (1) depart from or abandon a person.
Leave me not wild and drear and comfortless, . Adonais, xxv. 6.

L^ave me not ! cried Urania : xxv. 8.

Leave me ; the books you brought Calderon^ l. 4.
to leave you, Sir, without Just saying I. 20.
I give you my word of honour To /£a»e you. .. . 1.259.
Indeed I would not leaveyon in this wretchedness, Cenci^ II. i. 99.
Oh, never think that I will leave you, Mother ! . II. i. 103.
and leave for ever The impious Cyclops. . . . Cycl. 435.
and leave behind My comrades in the cave : . . 478.
I would not leave this Ganymede. 591.
My shadow, which will leave me not again— . . Julian^ 325.
And thee, O dearest friend, to /. and murmur not. Laon^ II. xxxix. 9.
Folding her child, says, Leave me not again. . . Prom-, iii. iii. 107.
Speak to me. Leave me not , . . Rosal. 32.

(2) depart from or abandon a place or condition.
Nor will I leave this home of misery Cenci^ I. ii. 16.

Spirit leave for mine and me Dmm.on, i. 106.

to /. the heaven serene and pure Of parents' smiles Ginevra, 35.
But we will leave this shadow-peopled cave . . Horn. Merc. xxix. i.

Never to leave sweet Venice,— .... . Julian^ 549.
Who leave the vesture of thfeir majesty .... Laon, ix. xxvHi. 4.
Moonbeam, leave the shadowy vale, Moonbeam, I. i.

To leave the gentle lips on which it slept, . . . Zucca, X. 7.

(3) abandon or give up a feeling or idea.

such perish, but they leave All hope, Loon, ix. xxviii. 7.

(4J depart from a course or line of action.
Why didst thou leave the troddeo paths of men . Adonais, xxvil. 2.

Nor leave the broad and plain and beaten road, . Ch. ist, l. 44.
And leave the troop which errs, ....... Epips. 603.

(5) spare, exempt.
and leaveA little space of green expanse, . . . Alastor^ 404.
leave me but This unprovided body Ch. ist, il. 305.

^6) let remain.
Yet so to leave undone What I most seek ! . . Cenci, iv. t. 9.

which 'twere a deadly crime To leave undone. . IV. iii. 38.

Now leave as free : IV. iv. 150.
will leave The churches and the theatres as void . —— V. iii. 38.
Leave aught of this pure spectacle Dcemon, i. 19.

and /eaz/fi the scorner unrelieved B.Wil/zams,vll.5.
I'll leave, . . . This secret in the pregnant womb

of time Gis6. 103.

pass away and leave our state, . . . vacant and
desolate? Int. Beauty, il. ^.

must leave the understanding free, Julian, 360.
Leave nothing of this heavenly sight But loath-

someness Q. Mab, I. 19.

(7) leave behind, bequeathe, let remain.
and ^az/fiOfmy possessions nothing but my name; Cenci, IV. i. 59.
And leave . . . what memory of our having been ? V. iii. 44.
and leave no wreck of what opposes His will . . C/i. uA HI- 3^-

But 'twere unjust to leave in jeopardy .... Cycl. 481.
leave not a dreg. 579.
If you leave aught, Bacchus will dry you up. . . 584.
These ruins soon teave not a wreck behind : . . Dcemon, 11. 222.

leave azure chasms of calm Over this isle, . . . Bpips. 466.
And leave to grosser mortals ?— Fiordispinay 75.

Let Yr&sAomleavc— ... A Desart, or a Paradise : Hellas, go.
I would leave The spirits of eve A shroud . . . 653.
And /.,... All earth can take or Heaven can give. 1088.

I leave this notice on my door ... ... Jane, Invitn, 29.
And leave no trace— Julian^ 580.
deathless minds which leave ... A path of light, . Laon, II. xx. i,

the dead, who leave the stamp Of ever-burning
thoughts ' IV. viii. 2.

(For years gone by leave each a deepening shade), Marenghi, xxv. 3.

Leave the bed, low, cold, and red, Prom. 1. 504.
Leave the hatred, as in ashes • I. S^o-
Leave the self-contempt implanted I. 510.
L^ave Hell's secrets half unchanted .... I. S'S*
And the regret they leave remains alone. . . . Witch^ XIV. 8.

(8) let, permit.
Leave us to finish what we have begun .... Calderon, 1. 245.
Leave us to fight, i. 200.

Leave the millions who follow to mould .... Death Nap. 37.

Where hell and heaven shall leave thee free . Tkereisnowork^ 11.

and leave despair To ring the knell UnJ. Dr. 50.

(9) give up, abandon, relinquish to another.

Leave to its kindred lamps the spint's awful night. Adonais^ xxix. 9.

now leave it bare Even to the joyous stars . . . XLI. 8.

I have to be guessed, Cat^ III. 5.

And leave thee to thy true integrity Cavalc. 14.

And leave me the reward Cenci, IV. iii. 16.

Leave us the wreck we have. IV. iv. 154.

and leave them to their task Front. I. 370.

Leave Man, who was a many sided mirror, . . IV. 382.

Leave Man, even as a leprous child is left, . . . IV. 388.

and leave to Wonder and Despair Sonn. Byron, 2.

/,i?(Zz/£ the wind to its echo Vis. Sea^ ii.

Leave thee naked to laughter, When the lamp^ IV. 7.

(10) with off, cease.

Then leave off teasing us so Faust, II. 359.

Leave, n. permission.
With your Grace's leave^ Ch. 1st, 11. 101.

leaves, v. tr. [the various senses are attempted under

Leave, v. tr.]

As silent lightning leaves the starless night ! . . AdonaiSy xxv. 7.

leaves Those who remain behind, Alastor, 715.

Leaves the green earth to my embraces bare. . Apollo, li. 6.

and leaves her Only one duty, Cenci^ III. i. 200.

And leaves for lame acquittal the poor life . . . IV. iv. 144.
scarce leaves The tithe that will support them . Ch. ist, I. 159.

We must begin first where your Grace leaves off. II. 341.

Leaves midnight to the golden stars, or wan . . Gisb. 259.

and leaves a flock Of wild swans struggling' . . Hellas, 292.

Leaves in his flight fronvavaged heart to heart . 907.
A new Ulysses leaves once more Calypso . . . lO?^-

Tho' suffering Zsaz/fij the knowledge and the power Laon, Dea.\'X..%.

as the benumbing cramp Of ages /. their limbs— II. xliv. o.

such as suffering /eaz'-ej behind, Not age;— . . iv. xxix. 5.

Of the regret that pleasure leaves, Lerici, 51.

Casts on the gloomy world it leaves behind. . Otho, V. 6.

And leaves this peopled earth a solitude . . . Prom. II. iv. 17.

Leaves nothing but the sordid lust of self, . . . Q. Mab^ V. 90.

that remorse Which altered friendship leaves. . Rosal. 2g.

the light which leaves them still Farther behind . Triutnph, 168.

Leaves his stamp visibly upon the shore, . . . 409.
erases half, and naif Zr^az'&y legible. UnJ. Dr. 154.

Love first leaves the well-built nest, . . . When the lamp^ III. 2.

Leaves, n. to take leave= to bid adieu.

We humbly take our /e/zz'fij, . . ... C%. u/, II. 31.

Leaves, n. (1) see Leaf (1).

as if she Autumn were, Or they dead leaves ; . . Adonais, xvi. 3.

Fresh leaves and flowers deck XVIII. 5.

a pyramid Of mouldering leaves Alastor, 54.
The meeting boughs anci implicated leaves . . 426.
the woven leaves Mate net-work 445.
The motion of the leaves, the grass that sprung . 475.
And did embower with leaves for ever green, . . 580.
those bright leaves, whose decay, 5S4.
And to the damp leaves and blue cavern mould, 598.
The leaves of wasted autumn woods Aprils 1814, 13.

in a shroud of leaves dead, Autumn, i. 4.

Let birds, and flowers, and leaves, . . Calderon^ III. 13.

If leaves can mourn without a tear, III. 72.

the grey rain was tempered along the grass and /. Ch. ist, II. 445.
I bear light shade for the leaves when laid . . . Cloudy 3.

His couch of pine /eaz/flj/ Cycl. ^jg.
As trembling leaves in a continuous air ? . Bpips. 146.
withered hours, like leaves^ on our decay, . . . 537.
the leaves unsodden Where the infant frost . . Eug. Hills, 295.
and leaves Under which the bright sea heaves ; . 361.

The silk-worm in the dark green mulberry leaves Gisb. 3.

I see a chaos of green leaves and fruit . . . 274.
The trail of whose wide /. might not betray Horn. Merc. XIV. 2.

Image all their roof of /^az/tfj, Jane, Invitn, ^\.
Countless and swift as leaves Laon, I. iv. g.

Numerous as leaves that strew the autumnal gale ; I. xxix. 4.

The leafless bough among the leaves alone, . . III. iii. 5.

and as cold As dew to drooping leaves;— . . III. xxix. 8.

Soon I could hear the /rfowtfj sigh, lll.xxxiv.5.

Like autumn's myriad leaves in one swoln moun-
tain brook IV. xiii. 9.

sweeps The withered /. of Autumn to the lake, . v. Uii. 2.

as dead leaves wake Under the wave, .... v. liii. ^.
A hanging dome oHeaves, vi. xxvii.9.

Anaturafcouch of /i?afej in that recess, . . , Vi.xxviii.2.

the wintry loneliness Of those dead leaves, . . Vi.xxviii.6.

strangest sounds the moving /fiaz'ej among ; . , vl.xxxii.B.
The Meteor shewed the leaves on which we sate, vi.xxxiii.i.

But its own kindred leaves clasps vi. xl, 9.
Whose bloom-inwoven leaves now scattering fed VI. xlvi. 2.

the leaves which are her winding-sheet ix. xxii. 9.
Strip its green crown of leaves. x. xvii. 2.

The frosts of many a wind with dead leaves fill X. xliv. 4.
The likeness of the wood's remembered leaves. . Marenghi, xxi. 6.
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/^(zwwtremblinfflywere All bent towards that part Matilda^ 10.

Singing within the glancing /tfav^j, 17*

And heard the autumnal leaves like light footfalls Naples^ 2.

Like winter leaves overgrown by moulded snow, 18.

Thou, from whose unseen presence the leaves Ode W. Wind^ X. 2,

Loose clouds like earth's decaying /. are shed, . n. 2.

Like withered leaves to quicken a new birth ! . . V. 8.

Ha ! what are ye, Who, crowned with leaves . . (Edipus^ 1. 18.

Blossoms and leaves^ instead of mould ? . . . . Past^ I. 4.

And /(Cawj, the hopes that yet remain L o. __

The wingfed leaves among the copses green ;— /V, Athan. II. in. 15.

from thy vine the leaves of autumn fall, .... H- jv. 3.

Clothing with leaves its branches ' H- iv. 14.

Whose thin leaves trembled in the frozen air, . . Prom. I. i,')5.

Which noon-tide kindles thro' the woven leaves; ll. »- 70-

As the calm joy of flowers and living leaves . . H. iv. 36.

Which curtam out the day with /. and flowers, . ill- '}}} 12.

With ever-living leaves^ and fruits, and flowers. III. iji- 123.

And thro' their veined leaves and amber stems . III. Hi- 14*-

how it glides Under the /eawsj/ III. iv. 3.

Seen in a wave under green leaves; .... m. iv. 64.

Into the utmost leaves and delicatest flowers ; . iv. 372.

ye living leaves and buds ; IV. 545.

even as the leaves Which the keen frost-wind . . Q. Mab^ V. 4.

and the leaves Of the old thorn, ix. 98.

With its dark buds and leaves^ wandering astray : Question^ ill. 6.

The fresh Earth in new leaves drest Rarely^ V. 3.

As the wood when leaves are shed, Reme-mbr. I. 5.

By my window bowered round with leaves^ . . Rosal. 365.

among the fresh leaves^ Soft music, .... —^ 588.

The next spring shews leaves paXe and rare, . . 789.

The fresh green leaves of the hedge-row briar, . 960.

beneath the leaves now wind 1243.

Under the leaves which their green garments make, 1254.

And it opened its fan-like leaves to the light, . . Sensii. PL I. 3.

And the leaves^ brown, yellow, and grey, and red, Hi. 34.

Whose coarse leaves were splashed , III. 52.

its folded leaves which together grew — Hi. 84.

For the leaves soon fell, III. 86.

In its own green leaves^ Skylark^ 52.

The willow leaves that glanced in the light breeze. Summer^ 9.

And its roof was flowers and leaves Tke Ishy 4.

While the dead leaves pass, To-morrow^ II, z.

million leaves of summer's bier ; Xriumpk^ 51.

the ceaseless song 0( leaves, and winds, . . . 376.

the dead leaves blown In autumn evening . . . 528.

light among the leaves and flowers, Onf. Dr. 131.

I saw two little dark-green leaves .... . 158.

Its leaves were delicate, 172.

as April rain On silent leaves. 183.

and the roof Of bouehs and leaves, _ 224.

whilst the goats are browzinff now The soft leaves, Virgil^ 8.

The love of living leaves and weeds, . . . , W. Shel. (3) II. 4.

When leaves falfand cold winds come. . When the lamp, iv. 8.

with dewy leaves and flowers ;
Wtlch, Ded. IV. 6.

over me Your leaves shaft glance— XXIV. 7.

the windless snow descended thicker Than autumn
leaves, xxx. 7.

the sunlight of the blue serene With jagged /.,— Woodman^ 46.

the loveliness Of fan-like leaves, —— 53-

Wakening the leaves and waves, 04.

In flowers and /., and in the grass fresh-shewn, . Zucca, V. 6.

Its leaves which had outlived the frost, .... VI. 5.

Lay on its spotted leaves like tears too true. . . vi. 8.

Upon its leaves and flowers ; Vlll. 5.

and from it grew Strong leaves and tendrils, . . • ix. 3.

shook the leaves and flowers On which he wept, , xi. i.

(2) petals of flowers.

While yet its leaves with nightly dews are wet, Laon^ Vll. xxxvii. 5.

Rose/., when the rose is dead, Are heaped Music^ when soft voices, 5.

Some eyed flower whose young leaves waken Ode toHeaven, 48.
Like flowers, which on each other close Their

languid leaves Rosal. 976.
The rose leaves, like flakes of crimson snow, . . Sensit. PI. III. 26.

While the musk-rose /cawfij, like flakes .... Unf.Dr.6j.

(3) used in different figurative senses.

before their crimson leaves Are blighted . . . Cenci^ v. iv. 138.

Its withered leaves in a faithless bosom ; . . - Constant. II. 4.
and lay Upon its leaves ; Epips. 264.
and the frost Is on its leaves, tieUas, S76.

And blighted are the leaves that cast its shade ; . Ireland, 8.

While by earth's slaves the leaves are riven . . Love''s Rose, II. 6.

What if my leaves are falling like its own ! Ode W. "Wind, V. 2.

Sunny leaves from any bough Refnem.br. II'. 8.

Touch not those leaves Tersa Rima^ 4.

j^ZieaTest, v. ir.

Deserting these, thou /eaz'^j/ me to grieve, . . . Wordsworth,!^.

^eaviuff , pr. pple.
Now leaving far behind the bursting mass . . . Alastor, 348.
Leaving my robe upon the ocean foam ; . . . Apollo, II. 3.

First /eawzM^ my reward, Cycl. i6g.
Leaving this abandoned home— 627.
a Splendour Leaving the third sphere pilotless

; . Epips. 1 17.
Apd leaving as swift lightning in its flight . . . Ginevra^ 156.
Leaving- -no figure upon memory's glass. . . . Hellas, 131.'

Killing its flowers and leaving its thorns bare ! . ^77.
WithsIowsoftsteps/^az/zK^themountain'ssteep, Matilda, k.

and leaving one like her, l/nf. Dr^^.
Have fled like sweet dreams, /. thee to mourn. . Wordsworth, 4.
And leaving noblest things vacant and chidden, Zucca, iv. 6.

Epips. 291.

Laon, IV. v. ^.

V. xxvi. I.

VI. xxvi. 6.

Rosal. 150.
288.
1 102.

1264.

Witch, vll. I.

XXXVII. 5.

. Cenci, V. i. 62.

. Question, i. 3.

. Loon, V. xxi. 1.

, • X. xxvi. 5.

X. XXXji. 2.

, Q. Mab, VII. 167.

Rosal. 13 13.

^Lebanon, n. a mountain range of Syria and N. Palestine.

The Christian tribes Of /:«5fl«tf« .Hellas, pg.
Lay in the paradise of i:e5fl«<3w Two Fr. Love,n.

I.ed, V. I. tr. A. Lit. (1) conducted.

She led me to a cave in that wild place, . . .

he led me forth to shew The wonders ....
I led him forth from that which now might seem

But I to a stone seat that Maiden led. . . .

a hellish shape at midnight led The ghost . .

ray gentle mother Led me to the shnne, . .

One eve he led me to this fane ;

Till Helen led her where her child yet slept, .

The brinded lioness led forth her young, . .

She led her creature to the boiling springs . .

(2) guided or directed as leader.

Led the ten thousand from the limits of the morn Hellas, 989.

their many kings Led them, Z,flO«, X. v. 6.

B. J^ig-. (1) induced to go or come.
At night the passion came. . . . and led him forth Alastor, 226.

weak and vain which ledthe.e here from sleep : . Laon, I. xxi. 6.

Which led us forth, until the stars grew dim :

.

V. iv. 4.

with the speechless feeling That led\i&v there . . —- XI. iv. 7.

That /fit/ us forth at this lone hour ...... Rosal. 15.

(2) indicating inducement to action.

And led the loveliest among human forms . . . Alastor, 593.

And with great power it forth led me Mask, l. 3.

(3) drew.
Thankless affection led me to this point,

And gentle odours led my steps astray, . .

(4) performed, executed,

who led before him A graceful dance : . .

(5) influenced, guided, conducted,
'twas the blind who led the blind ! . . . .

A zealous man, who led the legioned west .

He led The crowd ; he taught them justice,

Helen, . . . death slowlier led lata the peace . . --. -j.-,.

Z,firf me and my companions, Triumph, ig2.

Ofhim who . . . throughall glory. Love &(/serene, 474.

II. mlr. (1) formed the way,
the doors Which led to this apartment .... Calderon, III. 161.

Which led from the cathedral to the street ; . . Ginevra 25.

Which led through the garden along and across, Sensit. PI. I. 50.

(2) conducted.
and he ledTo an apartment Julian, 271.

by many a ruined hearth She led, . . ... Laon, VI. 11. 3.

^ed, //. A. Lit. (1) conducted.
Having said this let me be led to death Cenci, v. ii. 34.
while she Was led2.xaSA the admiring company . Ginevra, 99.
As he was led to death.— Laon, 11. xfi. 6.

the cries Of victims to their fiery judgment led, . x. xiL 4.

I, Laon, ledhy mutes, ascend my bier .... xii. v. 6.

At length his mortal frame was led to death. . . Q. Mab, vil. 173.

Or he was led to legal butchery, viil. 183.

When to the moonlight walk by Henry hd, . . ix. 183.

(2) guided or directed as leader.

Has /fof two hosts of dupes to battle-field, . . . VI. 179.

(3) brought.
Are they now led, from the thin dead Profa. I. 335.

B. Fzg: (1) guided or influenced morally.
And Pleasure, . . . led by the gleam Of her own

dying smile Adonais, xiii. 6.

led By love, or dream, or god, or mightier Death, Alastor, 427.
But others, by more curious humour led . . Allegory, ii. 5.

If solitude hath ever led thy steps ... . Deemon, i. 189.

„ „ ,, ,, Q. Mab, II. I.

Led into light, life, peace. ... .... Epips. h$.

To such a one this morn was led, Eug. Huls, 68.

a spirit in my feet Hath /. me—who knows how ! Ina. Ser. I. 7.

How, to that vast and peopled city led, .... Laon, I. xliv. i.

Deep thirst for knowledge nad his footsteps led, . iv. viii. 8.

And in their pavilioned chariots led Prol. Hellas, 67.
Zrfrf by some strong enchantment, Sonn. Dante, 2.

led by the insane And feeble wanderings . . . WaningMoon^ 3.

(2) passed, spent.

Hath so transformed the life which thou hast led, Dante Conv. 43.
He his wayward life had led; Peter, v. ix. 3.

(3) navigated, brought along.
We should have led her by this time of day.

—

Iieda, n. mother of Castor and Pollux.
Whom the fair-ancled Leda mixed in love .

*]Led^e, n. edging or moulding.
Till by the grated casement's ledge It fades,

*Lee, n. the side sheltered from the wind.
The red cannon flashed fast From the lee. .

^^eech^ n. an aquatic worm used to extract blood.

Until some leech, diverted with his gravity, , . Faust, II. 369.
I chose a Leech, a Gadfly, and a Rat (Edipus, l. 151.

But my Leech—^ leech Fit to suck blood, . . I. 184.
Is mingled with the vomit of the X^ech, .... i. 353.

*^eec3i-like, c. adv. after the manner of a leech.

But leech-like to their fainting country cling, . . Engl. 1S19, 5.

*Leeds, n. a city of Yorkshire.
Glasgow, Leeds and Chester; Peter, vi. xxxvii,

£eers, v. intr. looks slyly or impudently.
As he sidles, and leers, and twirls his sting, . . Devil, xxiii. 5.

, Serchio^ 51.

. Hont. Castor, 2.

Tasso, Song, ill. 5.

Fugitives, 11. 15.
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*Xieeward, adj. the side away from the wind,
it topples, the leeward ports dip ; Vis. Sea^ gi.

Left, V, tr. pa. t. (1) parted with or departed (from a

person).
run ! for where we left My master, Calderon^ I. 227,
yet I left her even now Vanquished and faint. . Cenci^ IV. i. i.

And yet you left him not ? V. iv. 15.

And so she left that good man Menelaus. . . C^cl. 163.

And left her at her own request Ginevra^ 102.

and when She /e/jf him and returned, _/«//«», 247.
but after all She left him 606.
that aged man I left, with interchange of looks . Laon^ IV. xxxii. 2.

She leftm^ at the silent time Lerici, i.

She left me, and I staid alone 9.

(2) departed from (a place).
he left His cold fireside and alienated home . . Alastor, y$.
I left his seat of empire. Calderon, II. 136.
And ravening Famine left his ocean cave . . . Hellas^ 524.
urged by my affairs I /(Sebright Venice. . . . fulian^^%%.
I wonder not—for One then uft this earth . . . L,aon^ Dea. Xll. 3.

Left Plague her banquet in the ^tbiop's hall, . ix. xvii. 5.
Three years he left his native land, Rosal. 739.

(3) vacated or abandoned.
If I abandon her who filled the place She left, . Cenci^ II. i, 97.
for a space Left the torn human heart, . . . Laon^ Ded. xiii. 9.

(4) ceased.
And soon the others left their play, Rosal. 442.

(5) expressing non-interference, abandonment, remaining
over, &c.

Andily^it, as I must, without a name Cenci, III. i. 116.

and leftm^ so In poverty, .... .... III. i. 301.
It is the iron gate, Which ye leftapcn, .... IV. ii. 41.
Whose falsehood left thee broken-hearted ; . . CoUridge^ 26.

And left me in this dreary world alone ! . . . Fr. Mary, I. 2.

One sung- ofthee who left the tale untold, . . , Fr. Unf. Tale, i.

Left in uie human world few mysteries : . . . iMon^ II. xxxii. 4.
And dyinff left a silence lone and drear, . . . 11 r. xxvii. 5.

and still the grace . . . left there a lingering trace. iv. xxx. 9.

left the shades ... to keep Their silent watch. . V. xxvi. 4.
Left fear and time unfelt VI. xxxv. 9.
then left it unretumed VII. xxiv. 9.

their victorious arms Left not a soul to tireathe. Q. Mab^ II. 154.
She left the moral world without a law, .... ix. 46.
These ruins soon left not a wreck behind ; . . . ix. 130.
Which, like fierce fever, left him weak ; . . . . Rosal. 425.
past by And left the tenderness of tears, . . . 985.
Broujght pleasure there and left passion behind. . Senst't. PI. Ii. 24.
She left clinging round the smooth and dark . . II. 55.
Found sadness, where it left delight IV. 8.

its light il?/? them dim ; . Triumph, ^^2.
and left The action and the shape —— 521.

and went, and left me what I am Unf. Dr. 60.

Left all its treasured beauty. . . .... 179.
the lattice which I left Halt open . . . . 195.
And left us nothing to believe in, . . . . Witch, I. 5.

Left, pp. (1) departed from, abandoned.
And it has left these faint and weary limbs, . . Fr, Silence^ 6.

the Muscovite Ambassador Has left the city.— . Hellas, 529.
The lady who had left him, came again. . . . fulian, 599.
Or as they Whom we have left, we change and

pass away Prom. IV. 538.
Wherefore hast thou left me now .... Rarely, i. 3.

I,/?/? like her, and leaving one Unf. Dr. j^.
Had left the earth bare as the wave-worn sand . Zucca, 1. 6.

(2) let remain in departing.
Had /?/? the Earth a corpse Adonais, xxill. 5.

I am le/il alone !— ,
. . fulian, 397.

like Love by Hope ^ly7 desolate Z^mm, I. xvi. 9.
I was not left^ like others, cold and dead ; . . . 1. xlv. 3.

had gone from the world's scene, And /. it vacant— iv. xxx. 6.

The moon had left Heaven desert now, .... v. iii. 5,

He with this child had thus been left alone, , , v. xxvii, 5.

Till they were left alone within the fane ; . . • ix. xviii. 6.

Has it left thee broken hearted Mary, whodied, li. 3.
' '

'

'

Remen$br. 1. 8.

Rosal. i4fj.

S»i-
Triumph^ 226.

I am left lone, alone.

for her false mate Has fled and left her desolate.

All that has left me broken hearted ? . . . .

Whose grasp had left the giant world so weak,

(3) spared, allowed to remain, not taken away or dis-

turbed.
I' the midst was left, ... A pool Alasior, 384.
mid those battling tides Is left, 304.
And we are left, as scorpions ringed with fire. . Cenci, 11. li. 70.
but what is /e/? undone : iv. iii. 6.

I should have /«/? this two-edged instrument . V. ii. 98.
But the four dogs and the black bull are /. .•— Horn. Merc, xxxiii. 3.

Knew I what solace for that loss was left, . . . Laon, li. xxiv. 8.

but the crust Which had been /c/i^, III. xxi. 7.

L. there, when thronging to the moon's command, Vll. xiii. 5.

Of dew, and sweet warmth lefthy day, .... Lerici, 43.
No solace left for thee and me M, W. 0.^.6.
Love's work was /(?/? unwrought— Peter, Wli. xx., ^.

Had left within his soul their dark unrest : , . . Pr. Athan, I. 13.

Fire is /?/^ for future burning : Prom. l. 307.
There is no agony, and no solace left/ .... I. 819.
Leave Man, even as a leprous child is left, . . . IV. 388.
Have left a record there To testify Q, Mab, Vll. 58.
Had left on the sweet waters mighty wakes . . Witch, LVIII. 5.

(4) remaining.
And it has no thorn left to wound thy bosom. . Epips. 12.
and he Left in the nakedness of infamy. . . . Fr. Peo. Eng. 16.
Of one friend left, adorned that frozen tomb. . . Rosal. 1311.

(5) bequeathed.
That Lionel great wealth had left By will to me, 1228.

(6) given over.
Has left the frightful work to hell and death. . M. N. Post. Fr. 72.

(7) with behind^ forgotten, parted from.
When the night is left behind fane, Invitn, 62.

(8) with out, omitted from.
If it be ii?/? out of his reckoning, Faust, ll. ^4.^.
No name left out which orthodoxy loves, . , CSdipuSt i. 367.

Left, n. the side opposed to the right.

They creep about you on your left. Cycl. 695.
The Eagle, hovering, wheeled to lefi and right, . Laon, I. viii. 7.

Bending towards the ife/if through grass . . . . Matilda^ 26.

Left, adj. not the right.

At my right hand or ^fe/jfj? Cycl. 6^.
With his left hand about his knees— .... /fom. Merc. xxv. 7.
His left hand held the lyre, Lxxi. 4.
The left hand held the head, the right— .... Rosal. 1061.
With her ^s/if hand she grasps it Vis, Sea, 1^.

Left-hand, c. adj. that on side opposed to the right.

and throws a sword into the left-hand scdXe, . . Ch. \st, II, 49.
of a cloud through its left-hand Xxp, 11. 430.

Le^, n. a supporting stick or column.
That crawled up the leg of his table, . . . . Devil, XVIII, 2.

*Le^al, adj, according to form of law.
old Custom, legal Crime, And bloody Faith . . FallofBonap. y
the slow agonies Of le^al torture Laon, x. xxxiv. 3.
Wake in this scene o\ legal misery. . , . Mother <5- Son, Vll. 8.

Or he was led to legal butchery, Q. Mob, viii. 183.

Legate, n. a special delegate of the Pope.
conductyoutheLordZ.. to Your father's chamber. Cenci, IV. iv, 20.
I heard The Legate's followers whisper .... iv. iv. 27.

*Legrend, n. ^1) a tale or story.
hyacinth. Utter thy /£^£w£? now— Eleg. Bion. 11.

ere Dark time had there its evil legend v/royx^t Laon, vill.xxix.4.

(2) writing.
Like a child's legend on the tideless sand, . . . Unf. Dr. 152.

^Legends, n. {X) narratives, histories.

as in legends old Which make immortal . . . Laon, Vlll. xvii. 6.

(2) memories.
And wrinkled legends of unworthy things. And

icy sneers, is nought : ii. xxxiii. 2.

(3) writings, signs.
engraven With mystic legends by no mortal hand, Vll. xiii. 4.

^Legible, adj. (1) that may be read.
erases half, and half Leaves /e^/5/tf. Unf Dr. 1^'

(2) plain, evident to the mind.
Were legible within his beamless eye : . , . . , Q. Mab, VII. 75.

Leffion, n. Fig. an indefinitely large number.
The /f^'(3M of witches is coming behind Fattst, li. 160.
My name m Legion I Gisb. i8o.
The Fiend, whose name was Legion; . . . Laon^ i. xxix. *.

One legion of wild thoughts, . Mont B. 41.

*Le^oned, adj. Fig. innumerable, in large flocks.
With which the legioned rooks did hail . . , Bug. Hills^ 72.
We met the vultures legionedio. the air .... Hellas^ 515,A zealous man, who led the legtoned west . . . Laon, x. xxxii. 2.

Lightning, and cutting hail, and legioned forms . Prom. l. 270.
A legioned band of linked brothers i. 571.
Prometheus saw, and waked the legioned ho^es . 11. iv. 59.

Lemons, «. (1) troops, soldiers.
Crowned the Greek legions in the Hippodrome, Hellas, 531.
the leagued Oppressors, With hurried /. move ! . Naples, 75.
Anarchs of the North lead forth their legions . , • 137.

(2) immense numbers, innumeraole quantities.
And, in legions intertangled, Faust, 11. 83.
Legions of foul and ghastly shapes, Laon, ill. v. 6.
Legions seemed gathering from the misty levels iii. xxiii. 4,
whose legions range Throughout the sleep . . . Mar. Dr. xix, 4.
Gather ye up in legions from the deep ? . . . . Prom. 1. 462.
In mighty legions, million after million, .... Witch^ Lll. 4.

Legitimate, adj, (1) correct or lawful.
Dallied in love not quite legitimate / Hom.. Merc. x. 2.

(2) orthodox, authorised.
Court Journal or legitimate Review I— .... CEdipus^ 1. 368.

Legs, n. the lower limbs of the body.
Whilst I feel fresh upon my legs Faust, li. 5.
with long legs and belly wide, 11. 69.
tying some bits Of ribbon round their legs— . CBdipus, I. 298.
Two vast and trunkless legs of stone Osym. 2.

as well As her old legs could climb them— . . Peter, i. vi. 4.

*Leigliton, Alex. Leighton, a puritan writer, b. 1568, d. 1643.
1 was Leighton : what I aw thou seest Ch. 1st, i. 87.

'*'Lelpslc, n. a German city, the publishing centre.
The Devil then sent to Leipsic fair, Peter, vi. xiii. 1.

Leisure, n. (1) freedom from labour, spare time.
Have ye &?jMy«, comfort, calm, MenofEng.w.i.
that fierce spirit, whose unholy leisure .... Triumph^ 145.
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(2) freedom from trouble.

Nor my vext soul had leisure yet Rosal. 515.
nor power, nor love, nor leisure Si. Dejection^ III. 6<

(3) with at^ slowly, quietly.

The beast before the portal at his leisure , . . Ifom. Merc. iv. 4.

')-Leisure, c. adj. attr, free, unoccupied.
and it came Each leisure hour Protn. iii. iv. 17.

'''LeliOf n. a character in the Magico Prodigioso.
JLeliOy—Floro, Be it enough Calderon, 1. 22^.

Floro and Lelio did I not reject? III. ^i.

Floro and JLelio might have equal share, . , . III. 94.

Lexnan, n. mistress, concubine.
Of thy voluptuous leman fair, Cycl. 502.

^Lemou-'blooxttS, c. n. the flower of the lemon tree.

rods of myrtle-buds and lemon-blooms^ .... Fiordispina^ 47.

*Ziexuou-flowers, c, w. (See above.)
Is heavy with the scent of letnon-Jlowers^ . , . Epips. 447,
Of blooming mjrrtle and faint /£«*i7W:^<7Z(/tfrj, . . Rosal. 1250.

Zieud, V. I. tr. impart or aiford.

That will /tf«£^ power, and power bring gold. . . Ch. \sl^ 11.340.
New modes of passion to its frame may lend; . . DcEtnon^ 11. 252.

„ „ ,, ,, „ ,) • . Q' Mab, IX. 157.
which soon will lend An impulse swift .... Laon^ i. xxxiv. S.

Who came to /ew^each other Hg"ht

;

Peler^ iv. xix. 3.

to /. Force to the weakness of his trembling arm. Q. Mab^ iv. 225.

II. intr, (1) make temporary advance of money.
for those who lend'^SW serve thee Ch. isl, II. 167.

(2) impart.
For such as he can lend^—they borrow not . Adonais^ XLVIII. 5.

(3) lend an ear= give credence.
before they lend an ear To this wild girl. . . . Cenci^ I. iii. 131.

(4) lend a hand = give assistance.

and lend a hand to the great stake Within— . . Cycl. 634.

Lendiugr^^r. ppls- imparting, affording.

Now /is«i^splendour, where from secret springs . Mont B. 4.

Lending their power to pleasure and to pain, . Q. Mab^ vill, 138.

Lends, v. tr. (1) imparts, affords.

Meet massed in death, who lends what life must
borrow Adonais^ xxi. 6.

Which lends it to the worlds thou callest thine. . Prol. Hellas^ 168.
lends Its force to the omnipotence of mind, . . Q. Mab^ Vlii. 235.

(2) gives up for a time.
the slave-soldier /. His arm to murderous deeds, V. 206.

Length, n. (1) full extent from end to end.
Along the burning length of yon arcades ; . . M. N. Ravail^ 63.

The serpent that would clasp her with his length; Prom. iv. 567.

(2) duration of time.
and pride, and lust, and length of days .... Cenci^ i. i. 31.

homilies of whatever length Ox form they please. Ch. ist, II. 376.
Apprised Him ever of the joyless /<sw^/<^ .... Q; Mab, viil. 158.

(3) with at, ultimately, at last.

At length upon the lone Chorasmian shore . . Alastor^ 272.
Day-lightshoneAt/tfw^M upon thatgloomyriver's

flow; 371.
I might at length Wipe out the blot Caldej-on^ II. 73.

have at /fw^/-^ determined what is right. . . Cenci^ III. i. 221.

Because thy hand aX. length did rescue her
;

. v. ii. 143.

And thus at length find rest B. Williams, vi. 6.

At lengthy into the obscure Forest came . . Epips. 321.

At length the battle slept, liellas, 630.
At length they wept aloud, and cried, ' the Sea !

' —^— 991.
At length I find one moment's good y«W£, Invitn, 44.
the event Of that portentous fight appeared at /. . Laon^ i. xiv. 3.

if thou at length Wouldst rise, . iv. xviii. 1.

Over the utmost hill at length I sped, .... V. i. i.

And when at length one brought reply, . . . v. xix. 6.

Disgorged at length the dead and the alive . . VI. vi. 7.

At length she looked on me, ... .... VI. xxv. 4.

at length We came to a lone hut, .... . vi. li. 5.

I resumed my ancient powers at length; . . . Vii. xxvui. 3,

but be at length our sins forgiven, x, xxvii. 8.

And at length when ye complain Mask, XLVII. i.

Diminish, till at length, by glorious steps, . . , CBdipus, 11. i. 15.

At length replies ; from his mean front, . . . Peter, VII. iii. 3.

That jove at length should vanquish thee. . . . Prom.. I. 307.
which sinks at length Prone, . III. ii. 16.

At length his mortal frame was led to death. . . Q. Mab, Vli. 173.

And languidly at /fiw^M recline . . .... Rosal. ^"ji.

At length shall meet its destiny . . . Tremble Kings, 4.
At length I rose, and went, i/w/^ Dr. 154.

at length are drained and dried

;

Vviich, xxiii. 3.

Iiengthen'd, ppl. adj. Fig. long extending.
I see a dark and lengthen'd v2l\&^ M.N. Melody, 35.

^Lengthens, v. intr. grows longer.
lengthensh^hm^ with many a link of pain !— . Julian, 303.
the chain. That lengthens as it goes Q. Mab, V. 52.

*Xieuieut, adj. mild, merciful.
Yet more lenient, more gentle than they ; . , . Bigotry, II. 6.

lenity, n. clemency, mercy.
In /tf«z/jv towards your native soil, ... . C-^. u/, il. 213.

Iisnt, V. tr. (1) gave as loan to.

Whose dowry in ill hour I /e«^ my father . . Cenci, II. ii. 20.

(2J gave temporarily.
Or, that the name my heart lent to another . . Epips. 46.

(S") imparted, afforded.

If Liberty Lent not life its soul of light, .... iJellas, 4.2.

As in repayment of the warmth it lent? .... Julian, 400.
some memorial lent Which strungme to my toil-" Loon, II. xxvi. 4.
linked remembrance lent To that such power, . ill. xix. 8.

to which it lentA faint and pallid lustre ; . . , VI. xxxii. 5.

Shot o'er the vales, or lustre lent Mar, Dr. X. 6,

Serene as thine, which lent it life awhile. . , . Witch, Ded. II. 8.

Lent, pp. given, imparted, afforded.

for some uncertain moments lent .... . Int. Beauty, IV. 2.

had lent To the dark water's breast, Jane, Recoil. 77.

controul Over their will b^ their own weakness /., Laon, II. viii. 4.

the hope which wildered it has lent Meanwhile, . IV. xi. 8.

thou hast /cw^Tome, to all, the power to advance iv. xvi. 3.

but lent From eastern mom the first faint lustre . V. iii. 5.

Some likeness of his antient state was lent^ . , v. xxxvi. 4.
To fraud the scepter of the world has lent, . . . ix. xiii. 5.

but then is lent To man xii. xxviii. 7.

^Leonora, n. the Princess Leonora d'Este.
The Lady Leonora cannot know Tasso, 5. %
like thee, O Leonora, Song^ III. 3.

l^eopards, n. beasts of prey {Felis pardus).
Then clouds from sunbeams, antelopes from /., . Naples, 170.

Leopold, n. Emperor, b. 1747, d, 1792.
Catherine, and Leopold, And hoary anarchs, . . Triumph^ 236.

Leper, n. a person suffering with leprosy.

Like the base patchwork of a ^/er'J rags. . . Ch. tst, i. 130.

Leprous, adj. A. Lit. (1) affected with leprosy.
Leave Man, even as a leprous child is left, . , Prom. IV. 388.

(2) resulting from leprosy.
encrusted round With leprous stains ! . . . Cenci, IV. 1. 130.

B. Fig. (1) moral loathsomeness.
The leprous scars of callous infamy; . ... Fr. Satire, 19.

(2) loathsome.
The leprous corpse touched by this spirit tender Adonais, xx. i.

Spawn, weeds, and filth, a leprous scum, . . . Sensit. Pi. iii. 711.

^Lesbian, adj. from the isle of Lesbos.
urged by grace divine, Or Lesbian liquor . . . CBdipus^ i. 121.

Less, n. a less quantity.

And less methinks is found by the road. . - . Faust, li. 202.
might not aspire to /. Than ye conceive of power, Laon, XI. xvi. 3.

Squeeze less than they before possessed. . . . Peter, lii. xix. 5.

Less, adj. not so great, smaller.
Midst others of less note, came one frail Form, . Adonais, xxxi. 1.

And so we shall converse with less restraint. . , Cenci, i. i. 60.
My wrongs were then less in. i, 340.
So roayst thou answer God withi^jj dismay : . v. ii. 118.
Should we be less in deed than in desire ? . . . Julian, 176.
to meet my love when thine grew less ; . . . ' 462.
And little fear, and less surprise Mask^ Lxxxv. 3.

' (Nor with less toil were their foundations laid,) . CBdipus, i. 8.

Small justice shown, and still less pity Peter, iii. i. 5.
Nor ^* Wonder, but far more peace and joy . Rosal. 1215.
Whose sufferings too were &SJ, ^— 13 13-

Less, adv, in smaller degree, to smaller extent, in slighter

manner.
I am Held no less than yourselves to know . . Calderon, I. 250.
I were a fool, not less than if a panther . . , Cenci, i. ii. 89.

Jet far less [horriblte] than the truth. . ... iii. i. 384.
e less inexorable To the Pope's prayers, . . . v. iv. 45.

That quivers to the passing breeze Is less instinct

with thee,-' Dcsmoti, I. 182.

^ M , n, » ,, " , »' " Q.Mab, I. 371,
Less shares thy eternal breath Damon, I. 185.
blood would less bitter be, . ... . Epips. 19.
A ^^.y drear ruin then than now, . . . . Eug. Hills, 121.
The dun and bladed grass no less, 302.
were it /. firm and clear Than oursmust ever be ;— Gisb. 153.
Nor at thy bidding less exultingly Hellas, 297.
nor less The future and the past are idle shadows 782.
yet less, perhaps, than that Thou calPst reality. . 843.
Less changed than she was Julian, 155.A stranger could do little more or less .... 257.
That thou mayst have less bitter cause to grieve? 495.
And that thy lot may be less desolate .... 497.
less marvellously fair . Laon, xii. xxiii. 2.
not less Survives all mortal change .... xil.xxxvii.8.
which made His solitude less dark Marenghi, xxv. 2.

onl^ less free Than thou, Ode W. W^ind, iv. 4.
This For Queen lona might suffice, and less; . CEdipus, i. 193.
Corpses less corrupt than they Peter, iii. ii. 5.
inwrapt Less in the beauty of its tender light . Prol. Hellas, 21.
no less Than of the Father's

; 142.
Less shares thy eternal breath Q. Mab, i. 274.
Sleep they less sweetly on the cottage thatch, . ill. 205.
Is less destroying iv. 190.
nor less. When merciless ambition, or mad zeal, • vi. 177,
Nor ever did I love thee less, Rosal. 49.
In this alone less beautiful, 822.
And delight, tho' less bright, Sensit. PI. 1. 100.
That her dreams were /. dumber than Paradise

:

11. 16.
The sun averted less his oblique beam, . . Vnf. Dr. 193.
Less cruel than the savage slaves VV. Shel. v. 8.
those who were less beautiful, Witch, Lxxii. .e..

Lessened, v. intr. became apparently smaller.
Z^jj£w<?if by slow degrees, Damon, II. 314.

« )> n Q. Mab^ IX. 222.
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^^esseniusff pr, pple. Fig. becoming apparently smaller.
And to each spire far lessening- in the sky, , . Laon^ v. xv. 3.

Around whose lessening and invisible height , Summer-Evg. 17.

*£esseniu^, ///. adj. Fig. becoming less distinct.

And when two lessening points of light alone . Alastor, 654.
sometimes on high concealing Its lessening orbs, Laon^ I. x. 4.
And spurn'd the 7tfj««zK^realms ofearthly night. M. N.Ravaily 27.

Xiesson, n. instruction, precept.
might teach them soon The /ejji?M to obey. . . . Ch. \sL il. 345.
and taughtA lesson not to be unlearned. . . . Q. Mtw^ ill. o.

Iiest, conj. for fear that, in order that not.

And keep thy heart light lesi it make thee sink Adonais^ XLVII. 8.

/. he, As my thoughts arCj should be—a murderer. Cena\ II. ii. 95.
and the dread lest death itself ill. i. 149.
And lesi I be reserved, day after day, . . . iii. i. 216.
lest I should drag her by the hair. IV. i. 30.
Lesi death outspeed my purpose, , .... iv. i. 69.
This do, Arj/ we Should fall 06. u/, 11. 133.
L^st eyes see their own delight ! .... , Epithal. 6.

Lsst thy dead should, from their sleep .... Bug. Hills, 138.
lest he Should not know the way to go,— . . . Fr-. Serp. i.

Lest they, being first in peril as in gloiy, . . . Hellas, 126.
Lest thou shouldst steal my lyre and crooked

bow ; Horn. Merc. Lxxxviii. 2.

lest it should not find An echo Jane, Invitn, 25.
lest her steps should fail .... .... Laon^ VI. liv. 3.
lest some tongiie Be faithless X. xii. 6.

and more dia fear, Lest^ kindled once, .... x. xxxiii. 3.
lest there be No solace left for thee and me. . . M. W. G. V. 5.

lesi it should sprinkle you, CEdipus, II. ii. 76.
Z^stnev/s Russ, Dutch, or Alemannic . . . Peter, III. xiii. 4.
but lest thou shouldst faint, ... . . . ProL Hellas, 143.
Lest I be proud, suffering the same Rosal. 1238.

let, V. tr, (1) allow, permit, suffer to.

Why do you let that fair girl pass from you, . . Faust, 11. 371.
We mortals let an ox grow old, Ho-nt, Merc. xxi. 1.

'Tis to /e/ the Ghost of Gold Mask,XLlv.\.
content To let his wife play any pranks .... (Edipus, II. i. 50,
win the spirits there To let her join their chorus. . Witch, lvi. 4.
And then the Witch would let them take no ill : . Lxxvil. i.

(2") give vent to.

and Z*/ blood from her weasand,— (Edipus, l. 266.

(3) intper. a. used by way of exhortation, advice, or
suggestion.

and lei thy loud heart keep Like his, Adonais, III. 4.
let no tear Be shed—not even in thought. . . . Alastor^ 702.
X^tyovLT light sisters play— .... ... Autumn, 11. 8.

Let the knaves whip the fools, Ch. ist, II. 59.
[Z^/ the] wise and goodly 11. *6o.

Lei all the honest men 11. 65.
Let ampler powers and new instructions .... 11, 229.
Such peace as Canaan found, let Scotland now : . il. 255.
Z-e/ your Majesty look at it 11.407.
Come, UtM&tQxt Faust, II. 326.
Let it be—pass on— II, 383.
let his page Which charms the chosen spirits . . Gisb. 243.
Yet lefs be merry : 303.
Z-e/ us now visit him ; Julian, 26%.
Let us not fear such pain can vex the dead. . . 3 19.
lefs sit Beside him— 373.
L^i scorn be not repaid with scorn Laon, Ded. ix, 4.
Let our first triumph trample the despair . . , m. ix. 7,

let deeds not words express Thine exceeding love-
liness k . . . Mask, LXiv. 3.

Ztf/ a great Assembly be Lxv. i.

L.et the blue sky overhead, . Lxvi. i.

Let a vast assembly be, , . lxxiii. i.

And wide as targes let them be, LXXiv. 3.

Let the tyrants pour around Lxxv. i.

Let the cnai^ed artillery drive ... ... LXxvi. i.

Z<?/ the fixedTbayonet .... Lxxvil. i.

And /«/ Panic, who outspeeds ' lxxx. i.

Let them ride among you there, Lxxxiv. 2.

L^t your Majesty Keep the boars quiet, .... CEdipus, i. 79.
let us not wake him yet. Rosal. 1269.
let the profane Tremble to ask Witch, xix. 7.

b. prayer, entreaty, desire, aspiration.

L^t rae not vex, with inharmonious sighs . . . Adonais, xxxv. 8.

Zrf/ her then wish for night; C£««' II. i. 187.
Nor /«/ your Majesty Doubt C-^. ij/, li, 175.
let us go try These airs from Italy : II. 476.
/^/ there only be Floating o'er thy hearthless sea Eug. Hills, 167.

Ztf^ the great world rage ! Faust, n. 240.
Thus let thy power, Ini. Beauty^ vil. 6.

let me not that name degrade Julian, 345.
So /tf/ Oblivion hide this grief 508.
^/ death upon despair! 510,
but /?/ the silent years Be closed 613.

O let a father's curse be on thy soul, ... . Ld. Ch. IV. i.

Let me drink of the spirit of that sweet sound, Music, Ipant, 11. i.

Oh let be This city of thy worship ever free ! . . Naples, 175.

let that thorn-wounded brow Prom. i. 598.
And let them be my epitaph Rosal 562.
Nor /^/ that moment's hope be told 1182.

But let me think not of the scorn, 1232.

Let me not say scorn rs my fate, '237.
Let them pass, I cried, Triumph, 243.
O, let me not belieye That any thing of mine is

fit to live I Witch^Ded.lW.-j.

c, permission, concession.
The third ofmy possessions^-/!;/ it go ! , . . . Cenci, I. i. 15-

d. command.
let there be No seal on it, ........ , Ch. isi, II. 197-
let the clerk Recite his sentence III. i-

Ztf/ all be free and equal !— Zfl(3»,VIll. xvii. i.

let none survive But those within the walls— . . x. ix. 4.
let me hear Their everlasting grunts ... no more ! (Edipus^ I. 94.
Where, for more glory, /. the ceremonyTake place I. 40S.
Let there be an end of shams, Peter, III. xvi. 4.
And with this law alone, ''Lst man be free,' . . Prom. II. iv. 45.
And let it fill the Daedal cups like fire, .... III. i. 26.

Let, pp. (1) with down, dropped, put.

The drawbridge is let down ; Cenciy iv. iii. 59.

(2) with uiosey freed from restraint.

Should be /i?/ loose Ch. isi, u. 241.

Even as a storm let loose beneath the ray . . Laon, 11. xii. 7.

Lethe, n. one of the rivers of hell.

conceived of Zrf/Atf'J sullen water. x. xvii. 9.

^Lethean, adj. causing oblivion like Lethe.
was on that mom Lethean joy ! v. xlii. 2,

and almost burst The seal of tbat Lethean spring ; Rosal. 409.
not that falling stream's Lethean song ; . . . . Triumph, 463.

Letter, n. Ftg. the fulness, entirety, literally.

Till, to the Utter, it be all fulfilled Cenciy V. iv. 27.

Letters, n. epistles or written communications.
Here are the letters brought from Salamanca ; . I. iii. 39.
Aye, read the letters ifyou doubt my oath, . . I. iii, 69,
Were found these scandalous and seditious letters Ch. ist^ III, 48.
By pastoral letters to each diocese Witch, LXXlll. 8,

*LeTee, c. adj. attr. appointed for levees.

When strained upon a levee day, Devily XV. 2.

*LeTees, n. morning receptions.
And all these meet at levees;— Peter^ III. xii. 1.

Level, V. tr. A. Lit. to reduce to an even appearance.
Seems to /«^<?/ plain and height; Eug: Hills, 2fX).

B. F'ig. reduce to equality.

the last eventful day Will /fiptf/ all M.N.Post.Fr.6o.
Level, n. (1) the surface.

feeding The ravening fire, even to the water's /. / Hellas^ 510,

(2) the equilibrium.
for the level Of the State slopes, (Edipus^ I, 99.

Level, adj. (1) horizontal.
On the /cz/fi/ quivering line . . . .... Eug: Hills, 102.

(2) flat, even-surfaced.
A narrow space of level sand Julian, 12.

For whose path the Atlantic's level powers . Ode W. Wind^ III. 9.
The lone and level sands stretch far away. . . . Osynt. 14.

floods are level And they are thine O Nile— . . Sonn. Nile^ 9,
and on the points Of the far level^z^ .... Sunset, 14.
Melt on the surface of the /ez'e/.flame. . , . Witch, xxx, 8.

Based on the /fz'f/ waters, . . xlix. 4.

(3) Fig. equal, straight.

Till all be made level again ! CEdipus, II. ii. 60.

Level, adv. the same height.
And iSsffc/ with the living winds, Epips. ^ij.
Upon a platform level v/'\th. the pile, Laon, xil. v. 2.

Lie level with the earth to moulder there, . . . Q. Moby V. 1 1.

*Levelliiig,/r. ///(?. taking aim with a gun.
At the stem Three marksmen stand levelling. Vis. Sea, 155.

Levels, n. plains.

Legions seemed gathering from the misty levels . Laon^ in. xxiii. 4.
Levied, v. tr. raised or began.
which ^ztfrf mutual war, /Vtww. 11. iv. 57.

Levied, pp. begun, raised.

when tempest's war Is /tfv/isrf . . Pr. Athan. I. yi.

Lewd, adj. vicious, profligate.

That lezvd a.n6. papist drunkards may profane . Ch. ist, I. 95,
Lewis of France, Lewis XIII, b. 1601, d. 1643.
adulterous torturer Lewis ofFrance,— .... i. 86.
this Lewis ofFrance^ n. 182.

Liar, n. an untruthful person.
Blaspheming liarl You are damned for this ! . Cenci, II. i. 162.
Thou art no liar ? No v. i. 52.
Be called adulterer, drunkard, liar, wretch ! . . CEdipus, I. 366.
Miscreant and Liarl Peter, vi. v. 3.
And therefore dared to be a liarl Rosal. 506.

Liars, n, pi. of Liar,
Like liars who tell the truth to serve their ends, CEdipus, 1. 132.

^Libations, n. sacrifices in liquid form.
May I, as in libations to a God, Cycl. 469.

*Libeccio, n. the S.W. or Libyan wind,
Libeccio rushes round . . - Gisb, 1 14.

Liberal, adj. (1) generous, openhearted.
Liberal he was of soul, Pr. Aihan. I. 46.
(2) free-thinking.

The gaolers sent those of the liberal schism Free Witch, Lxxv. 6.

*Liberticide, n. (1) a slayer of liberty.

The priest, the slave and the liberiicide, . . . Adonais IV, 5.
Was Florence the /?^tfr^(«Vlk.> Mareng^i vi. i.

(2) the act of destroying liberty.

An army, which liberiicide and prey Engl. 1819. 8.
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Iilbertlne, n. a person of loose life.

Who, like a penitent libertine^ shall start, . . Q. Mad, v. 258.

Liberty, n. (1) as a personification.
O Liberty! forgive the base endeavour. . . Laon^ lii. xix. 3.

The glorious joy of thy n^m^—Liberty 1 . . . IX. iii. 7.

they called aloud On Liberty^ ix. iv. 9.
hid Nature, and Truth, and Liberty^ and Love,— ix. vii. 2.

It availed, Oh, Liberty! Mask, LX. 3.
must be Thine own ecno—Z-z'^^nfji/ Lxxxii. 5.
The steps of /.r^tfrifiJ Nat. Ant. \.^.

Qy Liberty! If such cquld be thy name , . . OdeLib.xvill.ii,
Virtue and wisdom, truth and liberty^ Fled, . . Q. Mab, II. 206.

(.2) Ireedom or political liberty, exemption irom restraint.
And lofty hopes of divine liberty^ Alastor^ 159.
Z.«d£7-/v, smitten to death Cast!. Adtn.iJ. 5.
Like thought-winged Liberty, £'m^. HiUs, 207.
shouldst dance andrevel on the grave Oi Liberty. FeuiofBondp. 4.
If Z,?^£r/)i Lent not life its soul of light, . . . Helias, ^\.
Let there be light ! said Liberty^ 682.
Alas! {qx Liberty! . 973.
How I braved death for Hberty and truth, . . Laon, I. xliv. 6.

My pountrymen invoked to death or //^ir^jy/ . iii, x. 9.
That one in Argolis did undergo Torture for /., iv. ix. 8.

My name with /-e'l^tfrifv commingling, V. xviii. 2.

^i Liberty, And Hope, and Justice, . . . v. liv. 7.
from that dreamy mood By Liberty's uprise, . . vil. ii. 3.
In the high name of truth and liberty^ .... ix. xii. 3.
All hope, or love, or truth, or iiberty, .... ix. xxviii. 7.
One word was heard, and that was Liberty; . x. xlviii. 6.

Murmuring Liberty or death !
' Mexican, i. 10.

Liberty From heart to heart, Ode Lib. I. 2.

And cried aloud. Liberty! XI. 5.

As-with one voice. Truth, Hberty, and love ! . Prom. i. 651.
all iiberty and love And peace is torn ... , Q. Mab^ IV. 135.
the poor pittance which the laws allow 0{liberty, v. 183*.

When lioerty''s dear paean fell Rosa!. 612.
Thy thrilling light, O /z'dtfr/y / 616.
Plants liberty's flag on the slave-peopled shore, . Tear, 11. 5.
Songs consecrate to truth and liberty,— . . Wordsworth, 12.

(bj permission, leave.
the liberty Thus to afiflict my heart ? Calderon, lii. 37.

(^4) freedom from impiisonment or bonds.
Poor victim, thou.art now at liberty! .... Laon, in. xxxii. 7.

,
rejoiced with new-born liberty, viii.xxviii.5.
And feel , . . liberty, . Marenghi^ xxii. 6.
Like a captive in dreams of liberty, Rosal. 1035.

Xiicensei n, (1) authority, permission.
take amplest license, . Ch. ist, u. 202.

{2) more than ordinary fieedom of expression.
with a quaint and graceful license— .... 11. 99.

licensed, v. tr. gave permission to.

t\i^y licensed 2X1 to sp&s^L lVitck,L.Z3iiii.6.

^Iiiceused, ppl. adj, authorised.
To sit in licensed\\xA^msxit on his life, .... Ck. ist, II. 281.

"^HcheiLS, n. vegetable growths of fungoid nature.
More like a trunk' by lichens overgrown . . . Fiordispina, 57.
Blackened with lichens, on a herbless plain. . . Orpheus, 69.
of trees o'ergrown With simple lichenSy .... UnJ". Dr. 200.

Iiick, V. tr. A. Lit. to caress with the tongue.
That comes to lick his feet, . . . . Dcemon, 11. 92. •

„ ^ „ , .1 - - • • Q' Mab, VIII. 87.

B. Fig. with up^ destroy or clear away.
They may lick up that scum of schismatics. . . Ch. \st, II. 236.

j:]^icked, V. tr. A. Lit. passed the tongue over.

and licked \\i^ brazen rast' Laon, III. xxi. 9.

B. Fig. passed over like a tongue.
with quivering tongue Licked its high domes, . . Mar. Dr. xil. 4.

*Xickiii9, pr. pple. passing over.
Came licking yNiXki blue tongues his veined feet; . Marenghi, xx. 2.

Lid, n. Mg. covering;
the tears within each //i/Of its folded leaves . . Sensit. PI. in. 83.

*Lidless, adj. Fig.\ (1)^ n'nc.oyered, unresting, open.
tho' sleeping there With lidless eyes Laon, X. xvii. 8.

We will but laugh into.thy Udless eyes ? ... Protn. i. 479.
and Philosophy did strain Her lid. eyes for thee ; OdeLib. iv. 15.

(2) unclouded.
Naked, beneath the Udless eye of heaven 1 . . . Naples, 53.

*]Iiido, 7t. an island near Venice.
As seen from Lido thrb' the harbour piles . Julian, 78.

liids, n. the moveable membranes covering the eyeballs.

The eyes beneath their /z'lS^j are lustreless, . . . Bion. Adon. 10.

urge down the burning brand'Through the lids, . Cycl. 485.
Have charmed their, nurse coy Silence near her /. Dcemon, l. 24.
On their translucent, lids, .whose texture fine . . i. 40.
But like the balls, their lids were stiff and stark ; Laon, III. xviii. 7.

The veiny lids^ whose fringe.is thrown .... Mar. Dr. II. 3.

Her dewy eyes are closed, And on their lids, . . Q. Mab, I. 38.
A veil to those from whose faint lids . . . Friumph, '^ i ^.

the dark lashes of those veined lids, .... Unf. Dr. 169'

ImIbj v. intr. (1) of bodily position.
The sleepless Hours who watch me as I lie, . Apollo, \. i.

Brother, lie down with me upon the rack, . . Cenci, v. iii. 48.
lie down ! So, that will do. '

. . . ... v. iii. 127.
in which "ilie supine, . . . Cycl. 309.
Lie down beside me now, =550.

There let him lie, Faust, i. 51.

I would /?W Beside him-in -my shroud Fiordisptna,66.

if it be death. To lie without motion Ginevra, 1^6.

lie thee down On the fresh grass newly mown, . Inv. Mis. V. i.

but I beside your feet Will lie Julian, 391.

Asyon mute marble where their corpses lie. . . 615.

Tilll beheld, where bound, that dearest child did /. Laon, HI. yii, 9,

th6 silent millions who did /i'<s In innocent sleep, . V. iii. 3.

lapt in peace did lie Oiir linked frames ;
... VI. xxxvii. 4.

and around die lie Women VI, xlvi, 8.

one in the blood did lie Of three death-wounds— VI. xlix, 3.

See ! on yon heath what countless victims lie, , M. N. Post. Fr. 3.

And here we may /y« an endless night, . . . M. N. Ravail^ loi.

Casts to the fat dogs that lie Mask, XLIII. 3.

I could lie down like a tired child, .... St. Dejection, IV. 3.

thou didst lie Where the bitter breath .... The Cold, IV. 4.

that lie burying; each other, . Vis. Sea, 38.

And they /z£ black as mummies 62.

(2) ot inanimate objects, lie about, scattered.

mixed with my cheeses lie Their implements ; . ^cl. 203. <

Lie there ; sleep awhile in your own dew, . . Fiordispina, 31.

Next Lie bills and calculations much perplext, . Gisb. 79.
Z,.heapedintheirharmoniousdisarrayOfngures,— 96.

Baron de Tott's Memoirs beside them lie, . . 98.

ten thousand cannon Lie ranged upon the beach, Hellas, 323.

see, they lie. Their monstrous works, Front. IV. 298.
Lie level with the earth Q. Mab, v. 11.

(3) expressive ot state or condition.
religions there Lie buried in the ravage . . Adonais, XL.VIII. 4.
honest men who lie pinched up C!i. 1st, II. 65.

In charmed sleep doth ever lie Dcemon, I. loi.

Where millions lie lulled to their portioned sleep II. 31.

Till those bright plumes ofthought, ...L. shattered ; Bpips. 17.

And the beams of morn lie dead Eug. Hills, 211.

Interpenetrated /?£ By the glory of the sky : . ^13.
and as the vapours lie Brignt in the out-spread . Laon, ii. xvi. 4.
Can the directors of the storm in powerless si-

lence lie? . . • ... M.N. Despair, g.
or do I lie In dream, Mont B. 54.

,
The winged seeds, where they lie cold and low, . Ode W. Wind, 1. 7.

thesemostsacrednether promontories^, satisfied CBdipus, I. 6.

millions lie lulled to their portioned sleep . . . Q. Mab, VIII. 7.-

and the fishes lie Stiffened in the translucent ice, Summer, 12.

and corruption veils them as they lie, . . . Triurnph, 174.

(4) are situated or placed.
Like spirits that He In the azure sky Arethusa, v. 16.

Aye, many flowering islands lie . . ..." Eug. Hills, 66.
lie In the unfathomable sky, . , 78.

Where a hundred cities lie 154.
And the plains that silent lie Underneath, . . . 294.
in which lie The treasures of victorious Solyman. Hellas, 251.
And the deep cavern where dark shadows L^ Horn. Merc, xxxvill.4.
the pools that lie Under the forest bough, . . . Jane, Recoil. 53.
which seemed to lie Far, deep, and motionless ; . Laon, J. v. ^.
when the shades ofevening /. On Earth and Ocean, ill. xii. 7.

lie Faith, and Plao^ie, and Slaughter, . . . x, xvii. 8.

seems to lie Loveliness like a shadow, . . . Medusa, i. 5.

Of liffhtning thro' the tempest ;—thou dost lie, . Mont B. 19.

whicn lie Like fire in the flowers .... . Sensit. PI. I. 86.
which lie Islanded in the immeasurable air. . . Serchio, 44.
The shadows of the massy temples lie, .... Witch, Lix. 2.

scents which lie Like clouds above the flower . Woodman, 9.
I saw A plant upon the river's margin lie^ . . . Zucca, VI. 2.

(5) be, have existence.

what beyond these things may lie Peter^ v. viii. 4.

(6) 01 feelings, emotions, passions, &c.
Fear, And open-eyed Conspiracy lie sleeping . . Ch. ist, i. 28.

In thy dark eyes a power like light doth lie^ , . Con. Sing. 1. 3.

'

joys that lie In blended hearts, Laon,V.Song,i^. ii.

Did hate and guile lie watchful, intertwined, . . x. xxxii. 6.

(,7) have passage or direction.

Whose changeless paths thro' Heaven's deep
silence lie; Q. Mab, III. 329.

I^ie, V. intr. ^1) speak falsely.

You lie! I swear that he is juster far Cyd. 253.

(,2) used equivocally^ speak falsely or are subject to.

You lie—under a mistake— Calderon^ i. 32.

lie, n. (^1) falsehood, mitruth.
the most civil sort q{ lie I. 33.
If you dare speak that wicked lie again .... Cenci, il. i. 150.

Be thy soul choked with that blaspheming lie! . IV. i. 74.
this keen-judging world, this two-edged he, . . IV. iv. 115.

Thou art a lie ! Traitor and Murderer ! . . . . V. i- S3-
They must have told some weak and wicked lie . V. iii. 22.

Yet were truth a sacred lie, Hellas, 40.
And every word a lie. Horn-. Merc. LXVI. 6.

'Tis a lie to say, ',God ^amns !
' Peter, lii. xvi. i.

Which smiled the /. h}s tongue disdained to speak ; Prom. ill. iv. 143.
For in that killing lie 'twas said— . ... Rosal. 499.
Which half suspects Its own base /i'c. . . 522.

(^2) give- the lie = contradict, belie.

Would give the lie to his flushing cheek : . . 253.

^JEiie-consuUiiug', c. adj. that aosurbs lies.

If thou canst veil thy lie-consuming mirror . Hellas, 985.

Iiied, V. intr. spoke talsely.

So spake the hypocrites, who cursed and lied; . Laon, ix. xvL 3.

lA^^tpp. Fig. looked, talsely.

That your eyes jie'er had lied love in my face— . Julian, 423.

3 ^
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Xdege, n. sovereign, lord.

O my dear liege^ Ch. w/, ii. 303.

XileSf V. intr, (1) of bodily position.

He lieSy as if in dewy sleep he lay ; Adonais^ vil. 7.

The lovely one lies wounded in the mountains, . Bion. Aaon. 6.

Lies a solitary heap, ^ug. HillSy 48.

The child in the cradle lies strangled at home, . Fausi^ 11. 173.

Let him crawl which yet lies sleeping .... Fr. Serp. 3.

(2) of inanimate objects.

The broken lily /zej—the storm is overpast. . . Adonais^ VI. 9.

there lies A tear some Dream has loosened . . X. 5.

within The walnut bowl it lies, veined and thin, . Gisd. 67.

As among fire-brands lies a burning spark
Covered Newt. Merc, xxxix. 7.

Half sunk, a shattered visage lieSy Osym. 4.

as she lies in her green cove, .... ... Serchio, 46.
It lies on my abandoned breast, Violet^ 11. 2.

(3) expressive of state or condition.
And the sickle to the sword Lies unchanged, . . Eug. Hills^ 226.

But their spark lies dead in thee, 267.

Lies sepulchred in monumental thought;— . . Hellas^ 420.
While my burning heart lies sleeping ? .... Inv. Mis. Vll. 5.

For whose support this fainting frame lies low ; . M. N. Post. Fr. 12.

Your refuge, your defence lies fallen Prom. I. 311.

beneath Their pityless tread lies torn Q. Mab, iv. 201.

Lies subjected and plastic at his feet, .... V. 135.

The light in the dust lies dead— .... When ike latnp^ 1. 2.

(4) of situation, place, or position.

Your fief that lies beyond the Pincian gate.— . . Cenci^ I. i. 3.

whose beam lies on the wide Atlantic, .... Ch. \st^ IV. 19.

Ocean's nursling, Venice lies., Fug, Hills., 95.
which lies 'Mid remembered agonies, 329.
thine empire lies Boundless and mute ; . . . . Hellas^ 880.

fhantoms of one star that lies O'er a dim well, . Laon, Vl.xxxiii.5.

ts wrinkled image Hes^ as then it lay .... Ode Lib. vi. 2.

There lies an antique region, . Prol. Hellas^ 32.

Where ever /z'«, on unerasing waves, .... Prom. III. iii. 160.

(5) consists.

In which its heart-cure /zVj .- E. Wtlliaffts^ I. z-

(6} exists.

ifin me /zVj Such power, Laon, Ded. iv. S-

the love that lies Hovering within those spirit-

soothing eyes

—

IV. xxviii. 4.

beyond our eyes, The human love lies .... I^09n. IV. 127.

lAeSj n. falsehoods, untruths.

Conscience! Oh, thou most insolent oi lies/ . . Cenci, iv. i. 177.

wallow In slime as they in simony and lies . . CA. isi, i. 112.

if there be any truth in lies.— II. 420.

calumnies, and lies Of atheist priests! . . . . IV. 17.

with lies and roguery To cheat Apollo.— . . Hotn. Merc. Lill. 5.

like other men could weep Tears which are lieSs . Laon, II. xviii. 8.

can scarce dissemble The lies of their own heart ; IV. xiv. 4.

with lies thus desolate Vlir. viii. 9.

Fertile in prodigies and lies;— x. vi. i.

that foul Tyrant robe His countenance in lies,— x. vii. 2.

some mad mdeed With their own /('ej; .... X. xlv. 3.

should fear the lies Which thou, xi. xvi. 4.
" Some hunted by foul lies from their heart's home, Prom. l. 607.

a life of luxury and lies, Q. Mab, iv. 205.

With tongues whose lies are venomous, .... VII. 238.

The ready /z'ej of law bereft Rosal. 12^0.

thy lying scribe Would his own lies betray . . Witch, LXXii. 8.

Jtieth, V, intr, (1) remaineth, restetb.

It lieth, gazing on the midnight sky, , , , . , Medusa^ 1. 1,

(2) is inteiTed.

'Here lieth One whose name was writ on water.' Fr. Keats, 1.

Life, n. (1) being, existence, vital force.

A quickening /. from the Earth's heart has burst Adonais, XIX. 2.

All baser thmgs pant with lifers sacred thirst ; . XIX. 7.

Meet massed in death, who lends what life must
borrow XXI. 6.

and life's pale light Flashed through those limbs, xxv. 4.

on a cheek The life can bum in blood, .... xxxil. 9.

And love and life contend in it, XLIV. 7.

No more let Life divide what Death can join

together. LIU- 9-

Life, and the lustre that consumed it, .... Alastor, 252.

The novering powers of /z/^ 039.

Rakinffthecindersof acrucibleFor/. and power, 684.

lif^s breath, soon possessed not Calderon, III. 29.

The subtle, pure, and inmost spirit oilifel . . Cenci, iii. i. 23.

O, world! O, life/ O, day! O, misery I .... Hi. i. 32.

the restless /y^ Tortured within them .... — III. 1. 84.

That neither life nor death can give me rest . . III. 1. 140.

Clings to the mass of /?>9/ 111.1.253.

as he gave life to me iH- >; 333*

the /?)% that kindled mine: ........ III. n. 16.

why should we quail When Cenci's life, .... HI. 11. 44-

with a spirit of unnatural /. Stir and be quickened IV. 1. 188.

executioner Of that which is the life of life: . . IV. iv. 142.

Till it wind out your /?>^ and soul ? V. 11. 11.

On the giddy verge Of life and death, .... v. 11. 117.

First turned the moments of awakening life . . v. 11. 122.

From light, and life, and love, V. iv. 86.

To death as to /(>b'j sleep ;
V. iv. 114.

O, life/ O, world ! Cover me !
V. iv. 128,

the spirit of life throned in the heart,—. .... Ch. ist, II. 151.

The blood and life within those snowy fingers , Con. Sing. ill. 3.

I have no life, Constantia, now, but thee, . , . Con. Sing. IV. i.

consentaneous love inspires all life : Desmon, II. 53.

„ „ „ 11 1, Q: ^o-^y VIII. 108.
For birth and life and death, VfBmon, 11. 341.

„ ,, ., Q. Mab, IX. 149-
Whose flashing spokes, instinct with infinite life, Deenum, 11. 246.

II II 11 It II n Q- Mab, IX. 153.
Light, life and rapture from thy smile Desmon, II. 304.

,, „ „ y ,,.... Q. Mab, IT.. 211.
which was once the life within This heavy heart, Dante Conv. 13.

I come, care-worn tenant of life, from the grave, Death, Dial. 2.

Led into light, life, peace Epips. 75.
a mortal shape indued With love and ///9 . . . 113.

from her presence life was radiated - — 325.

The fountains of our deepest life, 570.
Who once clothed with life and thought . . . Eug. Hills, 64,
Circling, like the breath of /^, 367.

puff your flickering /2>^ out Faust, ll.^%.

the touch Whose warmth . . . checked their life; Fiordispina, 38.

where life, and truth, and joy Are swallowedup— Fr. Silence, 3.

the crimson life upon her cheek, Ginevra, 85.

Life may change, but it may fly not ; Hellas, 34,
Yet were life a chamel 38.

from his eye looks forth A life of unconsumed
thought 147-

Space, and the isles of life or light 770.
Like us, shalt rule the ghosts of murdered life, . 882.

The life of mortal men Horn, Earth, 10.

He bored the life and soul out of the beast— . Horn.. Merc. vii. 2.

Like life and fear, a dark reality. . . . . Int. Beauty, iv. 12.

A thrilling silent life Jane, Recoil. 46.

That the life ceased to toil within my brow ! . , Julian, 317.

Oh, world! oh, life I oh, time! L^msnt. I. i.

What life, what power, was kindled ..... iMon, I. xi. i.

when l^e and thought Sprang forth, I. xxv. 8.

The darkness ... Was Evil's breath and /?)^.' . i. acxviii. 2.

Sculptures like life and thought ; I. li. 9.

Eartn, sea and sky, the planets, life and fame , H. xxx. 8.

ten thousand years outnumber Of waking life, . III. i. 4.

while outward /2>^ had burst its bound III. vi. 2.

in life and truth, Might not my heart its cravings

ever slake ? • — IV. iv. 6.

till life seemed melting thro' their look, .... iv. xiii. 6.

Thelight of /z>%, the loveliness of bein^, . . . . V.Song,2.3.

from the utmost Ocean Of universal Itfe, . . . vi. xxix. 9.

quick dying gasps Of the /z>9 meeting, .... vi.xxxvi.4.

the life had fled From all those corpses .... ' VI. xlvi. 5.

Even in the fountains of my Itfe :— Vll. xvi. 6.

the very Itfe was gone Out of my heart— . . . Vll. xxiii. 6.

Necessity, and love, and hfe, the grave, . . . vil. xxxi. 7.

the dread bound Of/$>^ and death Vll.xxxvi.6.

As if the cause of Itfe could think and live ! . . vill. v. 3.

our life and love, . . . Immortally must live, . . ix. xxx. i.

Dearer than life and hope, if unenjoyed with thee. ix. xjcxiv. 9.

some, ere Itfe was spent, X. xxii. 5.

Or who the life from both their hearts can wring, x xli, 6.

Not Itfe—it was despair to be !— XI. ix. 2.

without Itfe or motion Before his throne, . ^ . . xil. xvi. 8,

Destroying Itfe alone, not peace ! Lerici, 52,

Since thou eternal Itfe canst give Love, 3.

Destroy this life or let earth's fabric be no more. M. N. Despair, 27.

And seek of endless life the eternal scene. . . .M.N. Ravail, 45.
lifers lingering control, 58.

from my fingers flow The powers of life, . . Magnet. Lady, I. 6.

As death to life, Marenghi, IIL 4.

things whose nature is at war with life— . . , xvi. 2.

That fire, more warm and bright than /. or hope, XVIII. 2.

And felt his life beyond his limbs dilated, . . . xxill. 5.

As just keeps life from day to day Mask, XL. 2.

The veil of /zj^ and death? MontB.e^^.
So much of /?;/% and joy is lost 117.

And many sounds, and much of/?>^ and death. . 129.

it is not life that makes me move My /lead is heavy, 2.

With life and love makes chaos ever new, . , . Ode Lib. vi. 14.

Glorious shapes have life in thee, Ode to Heaven^ 10.

Ghastly mother-in-law of /z/f/ CBdipi4s,ll.\\.%$.

Whose breath destroys all /i>^— Orphetis,2\.
Till all its life of life was gone Peter. VI. xxx. 5.

memories of an antenatal life Pr. Athan. I. 91.

Pressed out the life of life, I. 122.

Insect, or beast, or shape or sound of life. . . . Prom. I. 22.

For know there are two worlds oilife and death : I. 195.

Like animal life, and tho' we can obscure not . I. 484.
Scattering the liquidJoy of Z;^ I. 766.

Till it became his /i>S, and his grew mine, . , . II. i. 81.

That maddening wine of life, II. iii. 7.

OfDeathandoTZ,i/^y 11. iii. 58.

Must unloose through /?/e'J portal 11. iii. 96.
that vine Which bears the wme of life, .... 11. iv. 65.

as life directs the hmbs, II. iv. 92.

Life of Life/ thy lips enkindle li. v. 48.

It climb the crags ot life, step after step, . , . m. i. 14.

'tis life, 'tis joy III. iii. 87.

of her Who takes the life she gave m. iii. 106.

It wakes a life in the forgotten dead, iv. 374.
Darting from starry depths radiance and l^fe, . iv. 387.
shower On thee a hght, a life, iv. 441.
This is alone Life, Joy, Empire, and Victory. . iv. 578.
to catch Light, life and rapture from her smile? Q. Mab, I. 30.

Yet animal life was there, i. 142.

They prey like scorpions on the springs of life, , iii. 78.

the hearts That beat with anxious life .... iv. 51,
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/. smallest chord Strang to unchanging unison, Q. Mab^ iv. 91.

It is bound Ere it has Rfe: IV. 134.

Like that which gave it life^ to spring and die. , v. 15.

AU objects of our /(>5r, even /i>9 itseir .... v. 181.

That fades not when the lamp of earthly life^ . . vi. 150.
eternal spring Ollife and death, VI. ii)i.

And life^ in multitudinous shapes, VI. 235.
Not more endowed with actual life VII. 273.
Poisoned the springs of happiness and life j . , — ix. 88.

Thou art love d.ndlife/ O corae, Rarely^ Vlll. 5.

For love and life in him were twins, Rosal. 622.

in every other First /. then love its course begins, 624.
I loved, and I believed that life was love. . . . 765.
A hye in life, a second birth 980.
For the spirit of life o'er every limb Lingered, . 1013.
Falls when life deserts her brain, '^^5*

Whilst animal itfe many long years 1208.

I loved—Alas ! our /;>^ is love ; Tasso, Son^"^ 1. 1.

Is the flame of life so fickle and wan .... There is no work, 5.

And life, where long that flower of Heaven . . Triumph, 257.
whether life had been before that sleep .... 332.
The action and the shape without the grace Of/. 523.
Then, what is life ? I cried.— 544.
Alas ! what is life, what is death, Vis. Sea, 82.

which move. And form all others, /. and love. When passion's, ill. 5.

as ifsome controul, Mightier than /., were in them ; iVUch, LXIX. 5.

To live within the life which thou bestowest ; . . Zztcca, IV. 5.

(2) the period of a man's existence on earth, the time of

living,

could crown Lifers early cup with such a draught .

of woe? v4d53«a;j, XXXVI. 3.

He hath awakened from the dream of life—
Staking his very life on some dark hope, .

Bearing within his life the brooding care .

it hun^ Upon his life,

Thou imagest my life.

XXXIX. 2.

Alastor, 32.

246.
418.

U^S-
Allegoryy^ I. 2.

Cenci, 1. 1. 25,

III. i. 236.
III. ii. 52.

III. ii. 60.—^ IV. ii. 20.

IV. iv. 144.- V. i. 18.

V. i. 71.

V. ii. 51.
V. ii. 106.

V. ii. 135.

V. iii. 131.- V. iv. 62.

Ch. \st, II. 200.
CycL 658.
DcE7non,li. 301.
Dante Conv. 31.

the highway of the life Which we all tread,
Than his most worthless life :—
The meanest or the noblest life
I cannot thus relume My father's life : . , ,

Must quench the life that animated it. ....
For an old murderer's life ,

the poor life Which is a mask without it. . .

A /^ of burning crimes
"Would that my life could purchase thine ! , .

Who was the loadstar of your life : ....
What is his poor /z/g.^

made thy li/e^s path Over the trampled laws .

When my life is laid asleep ?

The atmosphere and breath of my dead Izfe/ .

How weak, how short, is life to pay ....
This will I do with peril of my life^ ....
Thy spotless life of^sweet and sacred love.

That piteous thought which did my life console 1 ,

The Ufe that wears, . . . One object, Epips. 171.

Be this our home in life, 536.
For their two hearts in life were single-hearted. , Epitaph, 4,
The health of lifers own life Fr. JLove, (2) 5.

Than the unborn dream of our life Ginevra, 159.
Ariel guides you o'er the sea OHife Guitar fane, 30.
Gives grace and truth to life's unquiet dream. Int. Beattty, iii. 12.

When musing deeply on the lot Ot life, .... v. 8.

to my onward life supply Its calm— Vil. 8.

urged by the whip ana goad To drag life on, . fulian, 302.
Most fortunate beneath life's beaming mom ; . Z>aon, IJed. IX. 7.

Whose life was like a setting planet mild, . . . xii. 4.
in life's young hours These sights and sounds
Well might men loathe t\\^\T tife,

now she was all I had To love in human life, , .

To burst the chains which life for ever flings . .

That gentlest sleep seemed from my life to sever,
Until life's sunny day is quite gone down, . . .

like the kiss of love when life is young, ....
the painted veil which those who live Call Life : ^^j « .^v^, *.

Sad was his life who bore thee in his breast, . . L.ove^ Hope, 30.
Snatch'dfrom /. course ere half his race was run ! M.N: Post. Fr.2t.
When endless bliss the woes of fleeting /. repay. M. N. Ravail^ 41.
No /z/e can equal such a death 90.
Forget thy /z/ff and love ; Magnet. Lady, iii.-^.

To curse the life which is the cage M.W. G.ll. 3.
Utterly poisoned lifers unmingled bowl, . . Mother i^Son, VI. 4.
Has thrown herself, her cause, her life, her all, CBdipus, II. i. 162.

Though his life, day after day .
" - • -

Pressed out the life of life,

Who mark the extremes of/, discordant span,
Asia, thou light of life,

and all That tempers or improves man's life^ .

Death is the veil which those who live call life :

Into the grave, across the night of life, . . .

The painted veil, by those who were, called life.
Each day-dream of her mortal life
and poisoning The choicest days ot life, ....
that wastes A sunless /. in the unwholesome mine,
Whose life has been a penance for its crimes.
A life too void of solace to confirm . , .

All objects of our life, even life itself, . .

His li/e a feverish dream of stagnant woe, .

Life IS its state of action,
Thy spotless Izfe of sweet and sacred love. . .

That, from eariiest life, Q, ofmy Heart, V. 5.
And sleep, when the night of Ufe is cloven, . . Rosal. 1126.

II. vii. 6.

II. XXV. 2.

II. xxxiii.4.

IV. xxxiii, 8.

VIII. xii. 4.

XII. xvii.5.

Lift not, 2.

Pr. Athan. I. 58.
I. 122.

II. ii. 18.

Prom. III. iii. 6.

III. iii, 48.
Ill, iii. 113,

III. iii. 172.

III. iv. 190.

Q. Mab, I. 195,
II. 147.
III. 114.

IV. 217.

V. 130.

V. 181.

vm. 156.
IX. 15S.

IX. 20S.

but in this /y^ Of error,

He came like a dream m the dawn oHife, .

To be after life what we have been before ?

And yet I wear out life in watching thee ; .

(3) as a personification or entity.

Spread thy couch in the chamber oiLife!
at her silver voice came Death and Life, ,

and took From /. green tree his Uranian lute

But a voice answered

—

Life I

For in the battle Life and they did wage, .

(4) human affairs, daily life.

The monsters of lifers waste had fled . . ,

Lifey like a dome of many-coloured glass, .

far above AH else in human life ? . . , .

the glory far above All else in life is—Love I .

Linked with each lasting circumstance of life,

And all the fit restraints of daily life, , , ,

As tempers lifers worst bitterness ; ...
will find Lzfe a worse Hell ......
as should make The peace of life

To blacken the sweet light of ^^. . . . .

Thee, light of life . . . dead, dark ! . . , ,

new strength to tread the thorns of lzfe. . .

the arch of life, Whose safety is its strength.
Who complicate with laws the life of man,
Would make life sweeter for a longer time.
The greatest among men for joy oflife.
Life is its state of action,
Which lurk beneath the tide Of /. unquiet stream,
Of acting a forced part in life''s dull scene,

—

She met me, Stranger, upon life's rough way.
Under whose motions life's dull billows move
this world of life Is as a garden ravaged, .

Into the dreary cone of our life's shade

;

Into the wintry forest of our lzfe / . . . ,

In the sea of life and agon)^ :

Darkening Life's labynnthine way. . . .

for life's great cheat ;

And look upon his day of life

But life''s familiar veil was now withdrawn,
to hide us from the sun Of this familiar life^

If Liberty Lent not life its soul of light,

Alas ! this is not what I thought li^ was. .

Which had adorned his life in happier hours,
the various story Of human life

,

I heard as all have heard, life's various story,
For to tread life's dismaying wilderness
the wave of life's dark stream
while the stream Of life, our bark . . .

and life is poisoned in its wells, . . .

ye twine the rings of life''s perpetual coiL
which lifers strong wings encumber, ....
Who might have made this /. envenomed dream
these myriads from life's crowded stage :

From the haunts of daily life ....
Of what makes /. foul, cankerous, and abhorred
Crowned him the King of Life. . . .

if Life can breed New wants,
To judge with solemn truth /. ill-apportioned lot
I fail upon the thorns oi life/ "
For those who crown life''s cup with poison
any whom life's sphere May comprehend . .

Pass triumphing over the thorns of /z>Qr, . . .

The desart of our li/e
in lifers green grove Sport like tame besists, .

Forcing 7z/^'J wildest shores to own ....
To all that shares the lot of human life, . .

filled All human life with hydra-headed woes.
How calm and sweet the victories of life^ . .

Through life's phantasmal scene in fearlessness.
Walking beneath the night of /^,
Dull life's extremest goal
and call life pleasure ;—
Which rides o'er life's ever tumultuous Ocean

;

wear These heavy chains of life with a light spirii

And through our restless life,
It floats with rainbow pinions o'er the stream Of

lif\
To death on lifers dark river
In the light of life's dim morning
That Nature masks in life several copies .

The tasks of ruin in the world of life. . .

Which stirs the liquid surface ofman's life.
beyond the rage Of death or life /
who expel Love's gentle Dryads from the haunts

of Izfey

With such swift feet /. green and pleasant path,

(5) mode or manner of living.
So bitter is the life I live,

And my life is not life

One wants society, . . . Others a tranquil life;
And live a free Iz/e as to wine or women, , .

Will I not nurse this life of feverous hours : .

And a new life, fashioned on old desires, . .

all the wretched life Which I have lived, , .

and tongues Are busy of its life :

Even ofthe life whicn now I live— .....
Hath so transformed the lzfe which thou hast led.
Makes this cold common hell, our life, . . .

Our simple life wants little,

one life, one death, One Heaven,

3 E 2

. Sensit. PI. W- 9.

. Unf Dr. I.

. Vis. Sea, 85,

. Yet boh, 10.

, Castl.Adm.V.i.
, Epips. 301.

. Fr. Milton, 2.

, Triumph, 180,

239.

Adonais, xxvii. 9.

Lii. 3.

Calderon, III. 2%.

^ —r V^34-
Cenct, III, i. 62.

III. i. 210.

III. i. 313,
IV, i. 48.
IV. i. 125.

' IV. iii, 42. {

V. iv. 134.
Ch. istj I. 20.

II. 156.
Cycl. 324.

453.
-=—529'
Dcenton, II. 253.
Death Vanq. 2j.

E. Williams, IV. 4.
Epips. 72.

119.
186,

228.

249,
Eug. Hills, 336.
Fr. Love, 4.
Ginevra, 36.

53-
122.

Gisb. 156.
Hellas, 42.
Hope, Fear, 6.

fulian, 25^.
Laon, II. iii. 2.

II. ix. I.^— II. xix. 4.
II. xxiii. 9.- • VI. xxix. 4.

• Vlll.xiii. 9.
VIII. xix. 9.
IX, ix. 9,

XII, xxvii. 8.

M. N. Post. Fr. 6.
Mash LXIX, I,

Ode Lib. xv. 13.
- XVII. 3.
- XVII, 13.
- XVIII, 8.

Ode W. Wind, iv. 12.

CEdipus, II. ii, 93.
Pr. Athan. i. 55.
Prol. Hellas, 153.
ProTn.u. i. 12.

IV. 404.
IV. 411.

Q. Mab, V. 50.
V. 196.
VI. 60.

„—: IX- 74.
Rosal. 331.
Solitary, m. 6.

St. Dejection, iiii 8.

St. Epips. 64.
124.

130.

151.

That time, i. 7.

II. 7.

Unf. Dr. 93.
119.

Witch, LXii. 8.

LXXI. 6.

Woodman, 69.
Ye hasten, 10.

Calderon, 11. 15.

II. 94.
Cat, IV. 3,

Cenci, i. ii. 76.
II. ii. 144.

• V. i, 90.
V. iii. 70.

DcEmon.ii. 220,
Dante Conv. 7.

T^j. -1
— ^^3-

Epips. 214.

525-
5S5.
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He his wayward life had led ; . . . . . Peter^ V. ix. 3.

A ghastly l^e without a sound ; Vll. xxiv. 3.

he who leads Invincibly a life of resolute good, . Q. Mab^ III, 153.

Who, through ^life of luxury and lies, . . IV. 205.

But the poor man, Whose life is misery, . V. 114.

his sad lifey Pining with famine, V. 160.

youth's corrupted impulses prepare A /. of horror V. 193.

but a life of resolute good, V. 225,

and tongues Are busy of its /y^ .• ix. 112.

And I fell on a /y^ which was sick with fear . . Rosal. 1047.

And weep away the life of care . . . S'^. Dejection^ IV. 4.

As the first ofa life of pain We meet^ in. 2.

(6) animation,- ener^, inspiration.

And saw by the warm- light of their own life . . Alastor^ 175.

Two only bosoms with their own life trembled, . Laon^ V. xlii. 4.

The very life and soul of Peter— Peter^ Vll. ix. 2.

To swallow all delight, all life^ all hope. . Prol. Hellas^ 141.

With Asia, drinking life from her loved eyes ; . Pront. i. 123.

the unfailing sun Sheds light and life ; ... Q, Mab^ III, 194.

A spirit of activity and /?^ VI. 148.

Beneath whose shade all life is withered up, . . VI. 208.

Catching new life from transitory death,— . . viil. 22.

A maze of Itfe and light and motion Is woven. . Rosal. 129.

Of natural life was dispossesL 336.
Which once gave life to my despair,— . . . 343.
Whose hope was like the life of youth . . 734.
Beat, not like animal life^ ... 825.

When life had failed, and all its pains : ... 827.

Alas I the unquiet life did tingle .... 1033.

As the life witnin them dances Sophia^ I. 6.

The life of their sweet eyes TowerofFam. 21.

(7) continued existence.

And in that hope have saved your life three times. Cenci^ I. i. 56.

To whom I owe 7.j and these virtuous thoughts, . I. ii. 18.

To sit in licensed judgment on bis Itfe^ . . Ch. isi, II. 281.

one stifled prayer For life, Loon, x. xxiii. 5.

Pleading for Laon's life— xil. vi. 7.

declaredA price upon, his /z/^, Marenghi^-s\\. a.

(8) a time of existence or duration.

A happy life for this brief melody, Ham. Earth, 27.

how fell, O Hate ! thou art, even when thy life

thou shed'st. Loon, vi. xvi. 3.

The buds foreknow their life— vil.xxxvii.g.

Fades in the dying flame whose life it cherished, > Viii.xxiv.3.

the crystal silence of the air Weighed on their /. / Naples, 21.

the springs. Which lived within it a quick life, . Peter, vii. xix. a.

the lampsofheaven.Towhom/.and light is given; Prom. IV. 462,

The dwelling of whose /z>% Is one faint April sun-

jgleam
;

Q' Mab, III. 231.

HadVC/^andplacejn the corrupt belief . . . vi. 86.

,,--.„- ti 11 .... Superstition, 15.

which feed Upon the withering life within, . . . Rosal. 431.

like a worm whose life may share . . . . Sonn. Byron, 4.

made the pulse Of its bright life throb . . Unf. Dr. 134.

With its /?/e intense and mild, W. Shel. iz) ll- %•

That its life was crushed by you, We meet, iv. 2.

Serene as thine, which lent it life awhile. . 'Witch, Ded. II. 8.

(93 a state of activity.

Wnere butterflies drearo of the life to come, . Sensit. PL II. 54.

(10) a living being or beings.

I dare not speak like Irfe, Prom. I. 140.

Hal Iscent^y^.' . - 1-338.

That peace, which in the end all life will share. . Q. Mab, I. 185.

Since tyrants, by the sale of human life, . . V. 64,

like a dawn heralds the day of /C/ff/ Unf.Dr.^h-

(11) the cause of life, the animating principle.

thou Life of interminable multitudes ; . . > Q- Mab, III. 227.

(12) movement.
with a graceful spire and stirring life^ .... Orpheus, 27,

(13) one who cheers or animates another.

She is my life,~~\ am but aS the shade Of her, . Laon, VIII. xxv. 8.

He was my breath and life and light, .... Rosal. 285.

(14) one state of existence to another.

Ariel, who, From life to life, must still pursue Guitar fane, 14.

(15) lifelike appearance.
had the marble warmed With that pathetic life. . Rosal. 1068.

Ufe-blood, c. n. (1) blood essential to life.

On the sand flows his life-blood away : . . Bigotry I. 7.

saw the life blood flow From his fair thigh, . . Bion. Aden. 37.

and the warmth Of the life-bloody . . . . Prom. 11. i. 105.

Freedom's /$>^-5/fforf streamed upon thy shrine; . Death Vanq.\^.

Life-breathing, c. adj. Fig. redolent of life.

Her life breathing [limbs] did flow Fr. Pleas. 10.

The folded depth of her life-breathing bosom : . Prom. 11. i. 49.

*Llfe-dartinff, c. adf\ Fig. full of life, fire or spirit.

Strike in thine envy those life-darling ey&s . . Cenci, iv. i. 135.

*Iiife*deserting, c. adj. Fig. that shuns life or pleasure.

Life-deserting Misery, Inv. Mis. xi. 4.

*Ufe-dissolvlng-,r. adj. Fig. entrancing, affecting the brain.

Circles of /{>^-i/wJi7/w'w^ sound, . . . . Rosal. 1166.

*Ufe-lEiudling', c. adj. awaking to life.

And t\\e: life-kindling shaSta of the keen sun's . Prom. III. iii. 118.

*]^ife-scenes, c. n. dnily occupations of life.

Lingering to human life-scenes ; . . . Mother^ Son^ li. 3,

Xiife-striugrs, c. n. inmost emotions.
Concordant with the life-strings of the soul ; . . Q. Mab, vill. 20.

*Z(ife-siistainixisr, c. adj. that provides sustenance.
For them, endures the life^sustaining field . . Hom^. Earthy 14.

liifelesB, adj. (l) de^d, that has lost life.

when lifeless, stark, and rent Laon, I. xiv. 5.

by thy strong hate into a lifeless mire. . . . Prom. IV. 349.
scattered arms. And lifeless warriors, . . . . Q. Mab, iv. 64.

A shrivelled, lifeless^ vacant form Violet, II. i.

(2) devoid of life, inanimate.
it is an inchanted phantom, A lifeless idol ; . . Faust, II. 386.

and calm on lifeless things Laon, IX. xxi. 9.

stamped on these lifeless things, ... . . Osytn. 7.

(3) Still, without motion.
that filled with love The lifeless atmosphere. . . fane. Recoil. 52.

(4) dull, heavy, spiritless.

Aught but a lifeless clog, until revived by thee. . Laon, Ded. vi. 9.

(5) barren, desolate, deserted.

The snow upon my lifeless mountains .... From. IV. 356.

Lift, V. tr. A.. Lit. (1) raise from the ground.
I would lift an hundred waggon-loads Cycl. 473.

lift me from the grass ! Ind. Ser. III. i.

(2) exhibit, set up.
Millions there lift at Freedom's thrilling call . Laon, IV. xxv. 3.

B. Fig. (1) show prominently,
rocks bend and liffYh^xx frowning foreheads . Faust, II. 47.

(2) employ, bring to bear.

or Ocean lift its stifling wave ! . , JJum, X. xx. 5.

Lift not your hands in the banded war, .... Ode, Arise, 20.

Lift the victory-flashing sword, . ... Ode Lib. XV. 7.

Lift thy lightnings not Prom. III. i. 56.

(3) of elevation of spirit or mind.
that I could /2>^ my hope So high, Calderon,\. 2y^.

the only worship I could lift To our great father, CeTici, V. ii. 128.

And //^ its billows and its mists, . . ... Epips.^x^.
To lift them to the height of heaven, M.N. Melody, 6.

to lift Her soul above this sphere of earthliness
; Q. Mab, IV. 16,

May /(?^ itself in homage of the God. . . . Sonn. Byron^ 1^.

(4) address.
An lacchic melody .

.'. Will I lift, Cycl. 61.

To thee, then, mighty God, I lift my moan. . M. N. Post. Fr. 17.

(5) glorify, celebrate.

And with their gains to lift my name . . Falsehood, 83.

(6) inspire or inspirit.

Oh ! lift me as a wave, a leaf, a cloud ! . Ode W. Wind, iv. 11.

(7) turn upwards, elevate.

Lift not the painted veil Lift not, 1.

Lift up thine eyes, And let me read thy dream. . Prom. 11. i. 55-
Whose shadow thou Bxt—lift thine eyes on me. . II. i. 70.

Oh, lift Thine eyes, that I may read II. i. 109.

1 lift them tho' they droop beneath the load . . Ii. i. 1 11

.

Xiifted, V. tr. A, Lit. raised or held up.
Lifted the Lady from the stream Mar. Dr. xxil. 7.

Their white arms lifted o'er their streaming hair Prom. ill. ii. 46.
round the cup Which Agave liftedwp .... IV. 474.
She lifted their heads with her tender hands, . . Se?isit. PL il. 37.

B. Fig. (1) displayed, shewed.
Lifted their black and barren pinnacles . . . Alastor, 545.
lifted high Into the whirlwinds of the upper sky. Allegory, I. 6.

And the wand-like lily, which lifted \xp, .... Sensit. PL 1. 33.
to the sky Lifted their dreadful crags, . . . Witch, XLlx. 5.

(2) ot elevation of soul or mind.
And lifted up to God, the father of all, . Cenci, I. iii. 1 18.

(3) shouted or sang.
My name with Liberty commingling, lifted, , . Laon, V. xviii. -£.

(4) turned upwards, raised.

He lifted his wan eyes upon the bride, . . . Ginevra, 49.
and //)%^ high Her mad looks ... ... Laon, vi. Iii. i.

lift thine eyes on me. I lifted ^^nv. .... Prom. II. i. 71.

The boy Lifted a sudden look upon his mother, . Rosal. 86.
Which liftediroux her limbs the veil of stone. . St. Eptps. 61.

Xiifted, pp. (1) Lit. raised up, elevated,
and with hands lifted towards his face .... Horn, Merc. LI. 6.

Her white arms lifted thro' the shadowy stream Laon, Ii. xxix. i,

Methought that gate was lifted^ . . . III. xxv. i.

(2) agitated or stirred.

And lifted hoiD its depths, the sea swelled high . Hom. Min. 13.

the sea Was lifted by strange tempest, .... Prom. i. 166.

as by the movmg wind The waves are lifted, . . Rosal. \ 162.

B. Fig. (1) inspired, invigorated mentally,
where am I lifted} Epips. 124.

Was lifted by the thing that dreamed below . 33^.
And music lifted m.^ the listening spirit . . . Prom. 11. iv. 77.

(2) raised from the dead.
Had /y?tff/ in its anger wandering by ;— . . . Hellas, 4.QS.

(3) removed,, dissipated.

I knew one who had lifted it— Lift not, 7.

They sleep, and it is /i/^flf/.* /Vtw?. in. iii. 114.

(4) sounded.
Like earth's own voice /zy?«(/ unconquerably , . Laon, ix. iii. 5.

lifted,///, adj. (1) raised.

I saw his lean and /^^rfhand, ... ^ ... , Rosal. 295.
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(2) Fig. agitated.
as lifted Ocean's dazzling spray, Prom. ii. iii. 30.

Iiiftest, V, tr. exhibitesL, showest.
When thou /?//'«/ thy skeleton form ffirfz^Mj, II.ii.48.

Iilftetli, V. tr. Fig. raiseth, openeth.
Who lifteth the veil of what is to come ? , There is no work^ 26.

jMiftins, pr. ppie. A. Lit. (1) raising.
Lifting it from the grass on which it fed, . . . Horn. Merc. VI. 6.
did bound, As lifting me, it fell ! Laon^ III. xxx. i.

(2) pushing upwards.
Lifting \.)]& light mould at their birth, . . . Unf. Dr. 159.
B. Fig. (1) displaying, showing.

Lifting itself in caverns light and high

;

. . Epips. 497.
(2) dissipating, clearing away.

/(/?i«^theheavy veil Of battle-smoke— . . . Hellas, 497.

(3) causing to resound.
Lifting the thunder of their acclamation, . . . Laon, V. xiv. l.

(4) raising, turning upwards.
Rifling at intervals His broad blue eyes on her ; . Rosal. 177.

liifts, V. tr. A. Lit. (1) raises.

lifts His baby-sword even in a hero's mood. . . Q. Mab^ IV. 109.

(2) thrusts upwards.
Like rocks which fire lifts out of the flat deep. Ode Lib. JX. 5.

(3) agitates.

Which, from the depths ... it lifts and heaves,— Laon, Xll. xix. 7.
Its rude hair Roughens the wind that lifts it, . . Prom. Ii. i. 128.

The wind that lifts them disentwines my hair ; . • ii. iii. 48.

(4) pushes forth.

Lifts its bold head into the world's frore air, . St. Epips. 67.

B. Fig. (1) elevates morally, inspires.
When lofty thought Lifts a young heart . . . Adonais, xuv. 6.

The spirit that lifts the slave before his lord . . Hellas, 351.
lifts His nature to the heaven of its pride, . . . Q. Mab, v. 80.

(2) exercises, moves.
Meanwhile thy spirit lifts its pinions Prom. 11. v. 85.

(3) sounds, Causes to sound.
then lifts on high The wings of the weak melody, ij. ii. 32.

(4) asserts.

or joyous orison, Lifts still its solemn voice :— . Alastor, 695.
no clamour lifts Its proud interposition. . . . Ch. ist, n. 20.

(5) exalts.

the ffood man, who lifts, with -virtuous pride, His
teing, Q. Mab, VI. 205.

(e) utters, ejaculates.

Lifts from this earth to the great father of all

A prayer ..'..' Cencz\ I. iii. 23.
To his own Idol lifts his supplications vain, . . Laon, x. xxvi. 9.
The worship the heart lifts above One word, li. 3.

(7) affects with fear or horror.
and a sense that lifts the hair Ginevra^ 152.

(8) exerts,

lifts her heel To bruise his head. . . . Naples, 112.

(9) turns upwards.
See, how he lifts his mighty looks, , . . Prom., i. 256.

]Li^ltt, V. intr. fall, settle, come.
the curse of Cain Light on his head Adonais, xvil. 8.

War and Earthquake, never li^ht Upon its moun-
tain peaks ; . . , . . Epips. 462.

Uffht, V. tr A. Lit. (1) illuminate, show, afford light to.

The tapers that did light ^^m the dark way . Cenci, i. iii. 47.
be so good as Irghtus up this way Faust, il. 27.
To light the midnights of his native town ! . . Q. Mab, v. 146.
that tiames might lightThy funeral scene, . . vi. 131.
the pile that burned To light their children . vi. 134.

(2) direct as a guiding star.

Oh light us to the isles of the evening land ! . . Ch. ist, iv. 22.

Light it into the Winter of the tomb, Epips. 366,
Set in our path to li^hi us to the edge '. . . Hellas, 645.
And the stars we miss this mom will light . . . Serchio, 56.

(3) ignite.

But light the lamp ; Cenci, iii. ii. 50.
As sudden earthquakes //^A^ many a volcano isle, Laon, vi. vii. 9.

B. ^z]f..brighten or make cheerful.
Their soft smiles light the air like a star's fire. . Prom.. I. 762.

Xaght, n. A. Lit. (1) daylight or moonlight as opposed
to darkness, ofditiary light.

In darkness and in light, irom herb and stone, . Adonais, XL.11, 5.

And move like winds of /. on dark and stormy air. XLIv, 9.
The cold white light of morning, .... . Alasior, 193.
Make net-work of the dark blue light of day, . 446.
In the light of evening^, 546.
The Apennine in the Tight of day ... . . Apenn. 7.

Weave a net-work of coloured light

;

. . . Arethusa, IV. 9.
that the light of day should look Calderon, I. 264.
if the light of day Should excite Floro's jealousy, I. 269.
the liffht of daj' Trembles to gaze on her. . . . i. 271.
Is penetrated with the insolent light. . . . Cenci, ii. i. 180.
I am as universal as the light; iv. iv. 48.
Sings like the fool through darkness and light. , Ch. 1st, V. 9.
In thy dark eyes a power like li£-ht doth lie, . . Con. Sing. i. 3.
Andthegrey/. of morn Tinging those fleecy clouds Damon, i. 139.

M n n 1* M .) Q' Mab, 1. 228.
whose flight Is as a dead leafs in the owlet light, Epips. 221,
music from her respiration spread Like light,— ^30.

Epips. 336.
Epithal. 5,

When light is changed to love, . , .

Hence, coy hour! and quench thy light.

Till the universal light Eug. Hills, 208.
Camelions feed on light 2.nA. air: Exhortation, i.

As the light camelions do, . , 7.

Where //^^/ is camelions change: 14.
Pale in the /jif:^/ of the declining day Ginevra, 105.
And amid the /z^-^/ of morning . Godwin, %.

From evening; close to morning light, , . . Good Night, III. 2.

Which the orient planet animates with light; . Hellas, 217,
Reverberates the dying light of day. . . , . 332.
Heaven's light is quenched in slaughter : . . . 432.
or the angry sun look down With poisoned light 439,
Stand in the /z^A^ of sunrise 834,
But when the light of day was spread abroad Hom. Merc. xxiv. 2.

bearing light to men xxxi. 2,

You shall be cast out from the light of day, XLlll. 7.

and before light Had thrown the ashes .... LX, 2.

shot forth afar, clear beams of light; . . . . Hom. Sun, 15.
A firmament of purple /z^A/, fane, Pecoll. 5J.
And walked as free as li^ht the clouds among, . Laon, Ded. vil. 6.
and light, and thought, and language dwell

;

And the ffreen /z^A/ which shifting overhead, . .

darted The light of moonrise
;

the /. of morn was poured around Our dwelling-
Its yellow light, warm as the beams of day-
Heaven spread In purest light above us all, .

and the sea lost In wavering light, . . .

drest In earliest lig'ht by vintagers, , . . ,

Whose stony eyes glared in the morning light, /

like /z^^^ beyond the atmosphere,
ever flinging Light on the woven boughs . .

stooping from the plain Of morning l^ht, , .

whose smile Like light and rest
When thro' the fading li^^ht I could discover ,

yon broad moon gives li^ht To millions . ,

be free to fill The work!, like light; , , . .

like light and Heaven: Surround the world.

—

defying The power of /z^A/in vain, , .

All light in Heaven or Earth
Balanced on her wings of light, , . .

In the van of the morning lig-ht.

hung its night On the stained cope of heaven's /.A plane of light between two Heavens of azure
The Sea . . . laughs In li£-ht and music ; . .

Whilst light and darkness bound it, ... .

As light may pierce the clouds
girt by the exhalation Of its own glorious light.
Sinks headlong through the aerial golden light
Upon whose edge hovers the tender light, . .

Which the sun clothes in hues of Iris ^ght.
outgrowing The light of the dying day, . .

With a broad light like day
warm li£^ht is flowing From the young moon .

Filling the sky like light/
filled with frozen li^ht the chasm below.
Less in the beauty of its tender light . .

Light and music are radiated, . . . .A chaos of light and motion
Or could the morning shafts of purest light .

their inhabitants beheld My sphered light . .

sits peace serene, As light in the sun, throned

:

Deep in the orange light of widening mom
as light from the meridian sun
And Light and Love ;

Which pierces this dim universe like light.
Common as light is love,
Will look on thy more warm and equal light

.

As the free heaven which rains fresh /. and dew
Pierce with song heaven's silent light.
And Earth, Air, and Light, .

With the powers of a world of perfect light. '.

Of elemental subtlety like /z;^A?- . , . . .

The emerald light of leaf-entangled beams
Which wraps me, like an atmosphere of light,
love Burst in like light on caves .

shower On thee a light, a life,

a watch of light and warmth doth keep. '
.'

,

With a light which is divinest
To whom lifb and light is given

;

Falls on me like thy clear and tender light
Those lines of rainbow /z;^^^
Its rays of rapid light Parted around . ',

.

Eclipsed all other light. . .

Gleaming in yon flood of light,
the unfailing sun Sheds light and life •

The untaintmg light of day . . . . .

the very light of heaven Is venal ; .
'

Even the minutest molecule of /z;^^/, . . . .

That floats before our eyes in wavering light,
though he has wings, And like light can flee, .A maze of life and light and motion Is woven.
In morning's /z^A/, in evening's gloom, .

The sense of light, and the warm air, . .

And light and sound ebbed from the earth.
Beneath its light invisible,
Filled the frore air with unaccustomed light:
And it opened its fan-like leaves to the light.
With golden and green light, slanting through
Shared joy in the light ol the gentle sun ; , i fi^And clothed with /z^A^ of aery gold Serchio i^.'
Whose coming is as light and music are . . . St. Epips 72
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Into the /z^:A/ of morning, Si. Epifis. 1^2.
Lights sound, and motion own the potent sway, Suntmer-Evg. g.
As light and wind within some delicate cloud . Sunset, 2.

might be seen Day's ruddy light , 42.

the glare Of the moon's dying lighi

;

The Cold, III. 2.

Ere the dawning of morn*s undoubted light. There is no work, 4.
When light to& high, and the dew'was gone, . To Night, iii. 3.
and at the birth Of lighf^ Triumph^ 7.

a veil oi light \% drawn O'er evening hills . . . 32.

And the moon will smile with ffentfe light . . . Two Spirits, 13.
waves, and clouds, And lastly rt^A/, IMf, Dr. 26.
Panting forth light among the leaves .... 131.
Brighter than morning light, 149.
Gazed like a star into the morning light. . . . 171.

Changed half the li^ht to fragrance 177.
Banded armies of Ajf^^ and of air ; Vis. Sea, iig.
and three Long lines of /«>^2?, IVitch, xiu. ^.
And intertangled lines of?/>»/.•— XXV. 5.
began To turn the light and dew by inward power XXXIII. 3.
A green and glowing light, xxxix. 4.
The mitigated influences of air And light . . . Zucca, ix. 2.

(2) other light than ordinary daylight, bright or dnll,

brilliancy, glowing or sparkling light.
The lamps of Heaven flash with a softer light; . Adonais, XIX. 6.

Pavilioned in its tent o( light— Adon. Cane. 38.
Of shadowy silver or enshrining /z^A/, . . . . Alasfor, 4^%i.

two lessenmg points of light alone Gleamed . . 054.
As hefollowedthe/z^A^Of the fleet nymph'sflight Arethusa, 11, 16.
with brightest ^ems Of living light— Calderon, il. 117.
In the /r^j^/ of Its golden wings Cloud, -t^.

Makes it wan with her borrowed A;^^/. .... Constant. \. €>.

Floating on waves of music and of light . . . Dcemon, I. 56.
reins at lighi Check their unearthly speed ; . . I. 6$.
Hung like a mist of /z>A/. I- 74.
Whose rays of rapid light I. 154.
Bedimmed all other light 1. 174.
aniidyon flood of purple li^ht^ , . i. 2x0.
it spread Its floors of flashmg lights I. 223.
With borrowed /z^A^pursuea their narrower way. II. 317.

„ „ ., „ y „ Q. Mab, IX. 225.
Speeded like thought upon the light of Heaven. Dcemon, li. 323.
Send the stars light, but send not love to me, . E. Viviani, 12.

Whose waters like blithe light and music are, . Epips. 59.
made By Love, of light and motion : '94.

With ever-changing sound and light and foam, . 431.
And before that chasm of light, Eug. Hills, 104.
Mingling /z^^/ and fragrance, 290.
Half the crimson light she brings —— 325.
And gives so bad a light, Faust, II, 20.
A melancholy lighi, fike the red dawn, .... II. 98.
Here the light bums soft as the enkindled air, , 11. 102.
now it winds, one torrent of broad light, . . . il. 106.

Just there shines a peculiar kind of Ught— . . II. 223.
La^ like a chaos of unwelcome light^ .... Ginevra, 19.
With light like a harsh voice, 52.
like the wake of/?^:^^ that stains The Tuscan deep, Gisb. 68.
like the fibres of a cloud instinct With light, . . Hellas, 144.
One star with insolent and victorious light . . —— 344.
A light and a destruction —— 366.
the Iierce light Made all the shadows of our sails

blood-red, 507.
clouds unveiled or hid Her boundless light, . . 625.
Space, and the isles of life or light 770.
And pants in its beauty and speed with light . .

-^^ 1039.
The sound of their oceans, the light of their sky, 1055.
Far light is scattered—boundless glory springs, Horn. Moon, 5.

Then is made full the circle of her light, . . . 16.

A light of Paradise. Jane, Recoil. 20.

The inmost purple spirit of light, Julian^ 84.
The deep bliss Of that unutterable light . . . Cane. 5.
what light is in the sky Imou-, I. iii. 9.
blue /z^A^ did pierce The woofofthose white clouds, '

I. v. 3.

So, from that chasm of light a winged Foml . . I. vii. 6.

A shaft of light upon its wings descended, . . . I. ix. i.

It stood like light on a careering stream . . . i. xlii. 3.
Ten thousand columns in that quivering light . i. liii. i.

filled that dome of woven light, I. Iv. 7.

And those who sate tending the beacon's light, . V. ii. 2.

Like light amid the shadows of the sea .... V. li. 3.

Beneath whose spires, which swayed in the red
light, V. liv. 6.

And its red light made morning pallid now, . . • vi. iv. 2.

A wondrous light, the sound VI. xxxii.g.
floated on the river Of liquid light, xi. iii. 7.
A shadow, which was light, xii.xviii.9,

did wear Light, as from starry beams ; . . . . Xll. xx. 8.

the light divine Of her within ; Xll. xxi. 2.

Whicn floated 'mid a strange and brilliant light; M. N, Ravail, 25.

Enthron'd in roseate light, 37.
And still the mist whose light did hang .... Mar. Dr. xi. 3.

Sudden, from out that city sprung A light, . . xii. 2.

And dreary light did widely shed XV. 3.

which bound Its aery arch with light like blood ; xviii. 4.

A mist, a light, an image rose, Mask, xxvi. 2.

Wasas the /(^A/ of sunny rain xxviii. 4.
And those plumes its light rained thro' .... xxix. 3.

A rushing light of clouds and splendour, . , . xxxiv. i.

Out of the cave this hideous light had cleft, , . Medusa, iv. 5.
a light more dread than obscurity IV. 8.

And the clouds are li^ht, Moonbeam, i, 9.
Atoms of intensest light. Ode to Heaven, 18.

glittering in the light Of the wood fire, . . . Pr. Athan. II. i. 33.
Dark amid thrones of /z^j^/. Prol. Hellas, $?>.

The innumerable worlds of golden light . . . 126.
Wraps thee as a star Is wrapt in light. ..... 186.
By the red light of their own burning homes. . , Prom. I. 615.
It scatters drops of golden /z^^/, II. ii. 20.
With azure waves v^ich burst in silver light, . II. iii. 21.

as light Lures winged insects II. iv. 161,
Oh Spirit ! pause, and tell whence is the light . —— II. v. 8.

and the light Which fills this vapour, li. v. ii.

illumined neaven With sanguine light, .... III. ii. 5.
but by the light Of wave-reflected flowers, , . , iii. ii. 31.
Hang downward, raining forth a doubtful light: lii. iii. ly.

Lining it with a soft yet glowing light: .... lii. iii. 72.

With a serener li^ht and crimson air iii. iii. 133.
Which star the winds with points ofcoloured light, III. iii. 138.
how on its head there bums A light^ ..... III. iv. 3.

Of music, and dance, and shapes of /i^^^, . . , IV. 78.
the brightness of white lighi iv. 224.
Flow, as through empty space, music and light: rv. 240.
A bath of azure light^ among* dark rocks, . . . iv. 504,
And stop obedient to the reins ol light: , . . Q. Mab, I. 62.
Sheds not a l^ht so mild, so powerful i. 100.
it spread Its floors of flashing light, 11. 32.
these infinite orbs of mingling light, VI. 146.
Than the stars' soft light, Q. ofmyHeart, ll. 5.
When the light from the wood-fire's dying brand Rosal. 267.
Like the light of an unmeasured star, .... ^137*
Laden with light and odour, Sensit. Pi. I. 84.
Which scattered love, as stars do light. .... iv. 7.

which endure No /., being themselves obscure. . iv. 24.
Torturing all its quiet light Serchio, ipg.
Like light dissolved in star-showers, thrown : . St. Dejection, II. 4.
Spanglet of light on evening's shadowy veil, . . Star, 3.
Efre thy fair light had fled :— Stella, 2.

obscured with blinding light Triumph, 78.
aetherial gloom Tempering the light. 93,

Like moths by light attracted 153,
Seeking to reach the light 168.
and crowns, or wreaths oi light, 210.

Of light diviner than the common sun .... 338.
A Shape all light, which with one band did fling 352.
waned in the coming light, 412.
whose light is like the scent Of a jonquil . . . 419,
So knew I in that lighfs severe excess .... 424.
the crew Seemed in that light, 446.
its light left them dim : 41J2.
the clime Of that cold li^ht, 468.
The sphere whose light is melody to lovers— . 479,
Like a meteor of light o'er the waters ! . . . . Vis. Sea, 105.
The light in the dust lies dead— When the lamp, 1. 2.

A lovely lady garmented in light Witch, V. i.

Out of whose depth a fire-fly shakes his light . xx. 7.

as a precious stone Dissolved in ever-moving /., . xxvil. 5.
sailed forth under the lighi Of shooting stars, . xlvii. 4.
and shook The light out of the funeral lamps, . • lxx. 3.
As if it were a lamp of earthly light, Woodman, 29.
Tell me, thou star, whose wings ol light World's Wanderers, 1. 1.

Over the horizon's wave, with looks oi light . . Zucca, viil. 7.

(3) a star or stars.

The smallest light that twinkles in the heavens, . D/smon, I. 161.

It It } ) It It Q. Mab, 1. 251.
The populous constellations call that light . . . Rrom. iii. iv. 8.

a little light That twinkled in the misty distance : Q. Mab, 11. 83.
A light of heaven, whose half-extinguished beam Triumph, 429.

B. Fig. (1) mental light, knowledge, genius.
the third among the sons of light. Adonais, IV. 9.
the swarms that dimmed or shared its light . , xxix. 8.
into the Heaven's light. —— xliii. 9.
As from a centre, dart thy spirit's light .... —— XLVII.4,
Heaven's light forever shines, lii. 2.

That JLight whose smile kindles the Universe, . liv. i.

In darkness of his own exceeding light, .... Adon. Cane. 30.
Obedient to the light That shone within his soul, Alastor, 492.
Whose light adorned the world aroimd it, . . . 715.
and gaze upon the light of truth, Ch. ist, iv. 53.
clothed In light of somt sublimest mind, . . . Dmmon, I. 17.
And light ot thoughts that pass away. .... i. 83.
A hving light, to cheer it long, 1. 94.
'tis like thy light. Imagination ! Bpips. 163.
Fills Avon and the world with light Eug. Hills, 197.
Now new fires from antique light 265.
beholdest now Light around thee, 281.
given him a glimpse of Heaven's light .... Faust, l. 45.
In the brief dust and light Hellas, 205.
Let there be lightI said Liberty, 682.
Thy light alone—like mist o'er mountains . . . Int. Beauty, iii. 8.

By gazing on its own exceeding light. .... Julian, 52.
But in the light of all-beholding truth, .... 531.

thou Child of love and light. Loon, Ded. l. 9.
from year to year with unextinguished light. . . — xiv.9.
the /. which shews its worth, Must among gentle • 11. v. 8.
leave where they have past A path of A^^^, . , II. xx. a.
o'er their depths its fleeting light had wrought. . 11. xxii. 9.
ere yet endowed With music and with light, . . 11. xxxi. 5.
that mighty shape did wear The light ot genius ; v. xl. 8.

the floods of light Which flow over the world, . v. xlviii. c.

The/i^^/of lite, the loveliness of being, . . . , \.Song2.'z.
thou in light descending O'er the wide land . . v. ^%.^,

Shall clothe in light the fields and cities . . . v. rfjc*

Her madness was a beam of /z^^/, vil. vii. *i.
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wherewith they would eclipse The light of other

minds
;

Zao», X. xxx. jj..

But more he loathed and hated the clear light . x. xxxiii. i.

And cast a li^ht on those dim labyrinths, . . . X. xlvi. 8.

Its light withm thy gloomy breast Magnet, Lady, IV. 6.

And sheds its loveliest light on you. .... Mary, ivho died^ I. 8.

With iron light is dyed, NaUes, 136.

Dyed all thy liquid light v^\^ blood and tears, . Ode Lib. xil. 4.

and the light Penetrates their dreamlike frame, . Cane. 5.

Who came to lend each other light; Peter, IV. xix. 3.

Heaven's light on earth

—

V. v. ^.

Then Plato^ words oi light Pr. Atkan. II. li. 61.

For this I felt—by Platans sacred lighty .... Prol. Hellas, 94.

A quenchless atom of immortal light, .... 199*

His footsteps paved the world with /z^A// . . . Prain.\.l^T'
Shunning the tight, and owning not its name, . Q. Mob. V, 26.

Thy thriUing light, O liberty ! Rosal. 616.

In the light of thought, Skylark, 37.

a beloved light, St. Epips. 76.

Shall sleep m the light of a wondrous day, There is no work, 10.

I see the tight, and I hear the sound ; .... Two Spirits, 25.

With the calm within and the light around . . 27.

Thou wert as a lone star, whose light did shine . Wordsworth, 7.

(2) expressiorij animation.
To remember their strange light in many a dream Alastor, 265.

to the light Of those belovfea eyes^ 331.

His eyes beheld Their own wan hght 470.

the AjfA/ of one sweet smile .^^rz'/, 18 14, 24.

Flows through those wells of light, Dcemon, I. 27.

And, by th& light of her poison eye Falsehood, 55.

And open eyes, whose fixed and glassy light . . Ginevra, 148.

Shot forth the light of a soft starlight smUe, . . Horn. Venus, 48.

And in the light thine ample forehead wears, . . Laon, Ded. xi. 4.

thoughts invested with the light Of language : . II. xvi. 6.

From Cythna's eyes a light of exultation brake. 11. xxxvii. 9.

on me shed The light of questioning looks, . . V, xii. 8.

One moment's lights which made my heart . . V. xxiv. S-

by the light Of tnose divinest lineaments—alone —^ V. xliv. 6.

from the eyes whose deepest /z^fAi Of love . . . vi. xxiv. 5.

with /z^A^ of mutual love have shone— .... vill. xxv. 7.

a /z>A/of deep revealing, xi. iv. 8.

a light Of liquid tenderness XI. v. 6.

The light of such a joy xi. xxv. 2.

whose light did shine Like a fiend's hope . . . Xll. xi. 4.

whose light would come and go, xn.xxxvii.4.

Pressed mto /z>A^ by silent misery Mother ff Son, \. 6.

The /?;p-A/ of his frank eyes, Pr. Athan. I. -j^.

and eyes whose arrowy light II. 1.4.

there came The light from them,
^
Fr. 5.

arrayed In the soft light of his own smiles, , . Prom. il. i, 121.

to drink, the liquid /2>A^ Out of her eyes, . . . ill. iv. 17.

Amid the changing light of their own smiles, . . iv. 267.

again arrayed His countenance in ten^^T light : . Rosal. 792.

And the /. which flashed through his waxen cheek loog.

but there was seen the /z^A^ Of smiles, .... 1057.

the /i^A^ was gone Out of her eyes Two Fr. Love^ ll. ^
(3) beauty, whiteness, or brightness of any body or

substance.
And saw by the warm light of their own life . . Alastor^ 175.

with softest light inform The shadowy dome, . . Laon, I. Ivii. 5.

A Shape of /z^A^ is sitting by his side, .... xil. ii. 7.

the overpowering light Of that immortal shape . Prom. Ii. i. 71.

Child of Light/ thy limbs are burning .... il. v. 54.
With moonlight beams of their own watery /z]fA// Question, iv. 6.

In the /z^f:^/ of his own loveliness

;

Posal. iig.

That the light of its tremulous bells is seen . . Sensit. PI. I. 23.

With the light and the odour its neijghfaour shed, I. 07.

And with the light and odour of its bloom, . . St. Epips. 70.

they Move in the light of their own beauty thus. Witch^ ucv. 6.

(4) a model, an example, a source of mental light.

An echo and a light unto eternity

!

Adonais, I. 9.

A light is past from the revolving year, .... LIU. 4.

that /z^:^/ by which inspirits Cenci, ni. u. 44.
a beloved light? Epips. 63.

a light to save. Like Paradise spread forth , . Laon, I. xxxii. 8.

who had uplifted The /z>-A^ of a great spirit, , . v. xviii. 6.

sees that justice is the light Of love v. xxxiv. 8.

(5) joy, delight, pleasure, happiness.
A light of laughing flowers Adonais, XLlx. 9.

My faint spirit was sitting in the /. Of thy looks, Arabic, Imit, 1. 1.

To blacken the sweet /«^^^ of life Cenct, IV. iii. 42.

From light, and life, and love, v. iv. 86.

Thee, l&ht of life . . . dead, dark

!

V. iv. 134.

Light, life and rapture from thy smile Damon, II. 304.

,, „ ,, II ,,.... Q. Mab, IX. 2U.
In the ft^A^ of thy morning mirth, Death Nap. \.

Of li^ht, and love, and immortality I Epips. 24.

Led into light, life, peace 75-
With love and life and light and deity, .... 113.

draw The unenvied /z^A/ of hope ; ...... — 185.

Was penetrating me with living A^A^.* .... 342.
Twin Spheres w light who rule —^ 345.
Thou, not eclipsing a remoter light; 363.
Be it love, light, harmony^ Eug. Hills, 315.
And the light and smell aivine , , 350.
a light such As sleepers wear, . , Fiordispina, 38.
that love is a light sent From heaven, .... Fr. A gentle,'g.
If Liberty Lent not life its soul of light^ . . , Hellas, 42.
And laughed in light and music

:

Laon, 1. xxxbc. 8.

its depths with %A^ did cover, Which past ; , . i. xl. 5.

They pour fresh light from Hope's immortal urn ; Laon, i. Iv'ui. 8.

filled the A>A/ Of the calm smile ...... in.vin.j.

As if the /. of youth were not withdrawn for ever. IV. xxxiii.9.

yet it made A /zlfAif around my steps . .... —- IV,xxxiv.9.

By those infantine smiles of happy light, . . . IM. CH. VI. i.

how Divine it was—a light—& love— Peter, v, iv, 2.

the //P-A^ Of thy first smile, O Father, . . . . Prol. Hellas^ 115.

Asia, thou light of life, Prom. III. iii. 6.

In the /z>A/ which is undying. . . . . •„• •
—— 1^.438.

to catch Light, life and rapture from her smile? . Q. Mab, I. 30.

He was my breath and life and light, .... Rosal. 285.

like the /?^A/ Of early love, ........ .S84-

Would gather in the /i^A^ serene Of smiles, . . 831.

whose /z^A/, Like the moon struggling . . . . —— 1156.

in the light Of her sweet presence— iVttch, xxil, 7.

(6) vital force.

and life's pale light Flashed through those limbs, Adonais, xxv. 4.

(7) inspiration.

All light of art or nature ;— Apollo, VI. 5.

Clothed with the Bible, as with light, . . . Mask, VI. i.

(8) the moving spirit or cause. '

Thronging round thee, the /. of their deliverance. Laon, II, xlv. 9.

(9) glory, grandeur.
a shadow in the light Of heaven absorbed— . . Ch. ist, ill. 29.

Clothe in the light of his loud melodies ;— . Hom. Merc. LXXlil. 4.

Yet. nor in painting's light, or mightier verse, . Laon, 1. 1. ^.

veiled in the /z^:A^ Of the desire Prom.\\\.\.y^

(10) aspect, point of view.
looked lovelier in the A^^/ Of love Ginevra, 108.

make the Christian cause look pale In its own /. Hellas, 555.

Clothed in the light of dreams, Laon, x. xlviii. 3.

In the A^A^ of life's dim morning That time, U.j.

(11) power, influence.

Dare not to prey beneath the crescent's light. . Hellas, 949.
Our memory, and whose hopes its light retain . Laon, II. xlviii. 8.

(12) gave to light or called into light = gave birth or

called into being.
She gave to light a babe all babes excelling, . . Hom. Merc. II. 3.

You, or aught else so wretched, into light. . . . Prom. I. 482.

^iffht, adj, (1) clear, bright.

Loud, light, suspicious, full of eyes and ears, . . Cenci, jl. i. 178.

The lignt clear, element which the isle wears . . Epips. 446.
Lifting itself in caverns light and high : . . . . 497.
Like flames too pure and A^A^ . ... . 581.

When heaven and earth are light, Hellas, 96S-
The light hues of the tender, pure, serene, . . . Julian, Cane. 10.

(2) delicate, frail.

Washed his light limbs as if embalming them ; . Adonais, XI. -j.

W"ere less aetherially light: Epips. 77.

And warm and hght I felt her clasping hand
When twined in mine: Laon, II. xrvi. i.

(3) thin, slightly made, slight.

And a light spear topped with a cypress cone, Adonais, xxxill. 3.

seems to fall from her light dress Epips. 105.

Ajid on his feet he tied these sandals light, . Hom, Merc. xiv. 1.

And the light vest with which his limbs are bound Horn-. Sun, iS.

woven tracery ran Oi light firm texture, . . . Witch, xxxiii. 5.

Where the light boat was moored, xxxvil. 6.

In her /r^A/ boat; Li- 5*

(4) not heavy or ponderous.
on flakes of surge, like feathers light, .... Calderon, II. 38.

light and glorious as a wreath Of heaven's beams Ch. 1st, 11. 491.
These chains are light, Hellas, 971.
Lifting the light mould at their birth, .... Unf. Dr. 159.

(5) slight compared with the oak.
Embraces the light beech Alastor, 433.

(6) elastic of tread, airy.

be your steps like mine, light, quick and bold. , Cenci, IV. ii. 43.
whose tremulous floor Paved her light steps ; . . Epips. 197.
And ever as she went her light fair feet .... Ginevra, 26.

He went with soft light feet

—

Horn. Merc. xxv. 2.

And heard the autumnal leaves like/z^f^/footfalls Naples, 2.

her light feet Past Witch, Lx. 2.

(7) slight, delicate.

I bear li^kt shade for the leaves when laid . . , Cloud, 3.

Erased its light vestige, with shadowy sweep, . Sensit. PI. II. 27.

The breath of the moist earth is light, .... Si. Dejection, i. 5.

Agitates the light flame of their hours, .... TowerofFam. 8.

might give To some /z^A/ cloud Unf.Dr,2ij,

(8) gentle, having little force.

The wind is intermitting, dry, and light; . . . Even. Pisa, II. 3.

For the light breezes, • • •

,

Er. Thefierce, 3.

light airs did play Among the dewy weeds, , . Laon, vil. i. 3.

the wind . . . From the land came fresh and light, Lerici, 40.
as a serpent's path, which the light air Erases, . Ode Lib. XV. 4.
By the light airs of spring— Orpheus, 60.
The /z^A/and crimson mists, Q. Mab, II. 47.
Thy loose hair in the /(^A; wind flying, . . . . Rosal, y.

The /i^A/ winds which from unsustaining wings . Sensit. PI. l. jZ.
The willow leaves that glanced in the /z^A/ breeze, SumtTter, 9.

(9) intangible, impalpable.
/z^A^ breathings of the invisible wind Cfl/:^n?«, li. 148.

(10) cheerful, hopeful.

And keep thy heart light lest it make thee sink . Adonais, XLVII.8.
Let your /z^A/ sisters play— Autumn, 11. Z.

In truth, my Lord, you seem too light oih^ast, . Cenci, l. iii. 14.
With a light and a heavy heart v. iii. 14 f^.
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, Cenci, V. iii. 40.

. Bug. Hills, 271.

. Ch. isi, II. 347.

. Look, VII. vi. 5.

. Q. Mai, III. 141.

. Prom. I. 200.

I- 394-
. Sensit. PI I. 105.

. Hellas, 442.

Charged with /. memories of remembered hours, Julian, 31.

the glee Of A^A/ and unsuspecting; infancy, . . Rosal.&q.
wear These heavy chains oflife with a lighi spirit. Si. Epips. 124.

(11) careless, thoughtless.
Shall the light multitude Fling, ...
(12) small, insignificant.

One light flame among the brakes,

(13) simple, easy.

The birth of one light breath ? . . ,

(14) not grievous or serious.

All torture, fear, or horror made seem light

(15) hardly perceptible,
the faintest sound From time's light footfall,

(16) intangible, quick, slight.

Dreams and the light imaginings of men, .

With bitter stings the light sleep of Revenge.
The light sand which paves it, consciousness

(17) woithless, unstable.

Time has found ye light as foam. . .

(18) wondering, confused.
the pillow For my /. head was hollowed in his lap, Laon, III. xxxi. 4.

(19) easy or delicate in style.

Light the vest of flowing metre She wears
;

. . Witch, Ded. V. 5.

(20) of little moment, unimportant.
And deems their knowledge light, Horn. Merc. XCIII. 5.

The weight of his exterminating curse. How /. / Q. Mad, VI. 66.

these light words must be Tokens St. Epips. 40.

(21) military term, suited for rapid movement in war.

The //^A/Wallachians, The Arnaut, Servian, . . Hellas, 367.

£igbt, adv. gently, regularly.

How light and soft her breathing comes. . . . Cenci, V. iii. 5.

*U.?Iit-inchanted, c. adj. under the influence ot light.

Light-inchanted sunflower, Calderon, III. 66.

*Iilglit-iiivested, c. adj. Fig. clothed in light or glory.

The light-invested angel Poesy Marenghi, VII. 5.

*£iglit-la.den, c. adj. filled with light.

The floating bark of the light-laden moon . . . Prom. III. ii. 26.

*U^lit-vanquislied, c. adj. overcome by light.

light-vanguzshed shadows, fleeing, IV. 381.

:i:]biglit-wtiiged, c. adj. softly or imperceptibly approaching.

That his light-winged footstep pressed to dust : . Q. Mah, IX. 33.

U^hted, V. tr. gave cheertnl expression to.

XiW&i/the cheek of lean captivity . . Damon, u. 202.

„ „ ,, I.
... Q. Mab, IX. 123.

]ji0hted up, pp. made to sparkle.

Lighted up\iy si.ziztAi.tzs; Ode to Heaven,ii.

lig-lited, ///. adj. (1) illuminated.

And in the lighted hs.\\ the guests are met

;

(2) ignited, blazing,

one bare A lighted torch,

(3) glaring.

Remit the anguish of that lighted stare \

T^TiAea, v. tr. make less grievous.

fitying thoughts light, for thee Thy sorrow's load. Cenci, v. iv. 143

bear alone what nothini
:n-- /.--i..— r>_ jji.— ,,::.,

Why would you lighten

Iiigliten, V. tr. cheer or enlighten.

That your look may lighten a waste of years, . Eyes, 10.

^Usrlitened, v. intr. brightened, looked pleasantly.

Which lightened o'er her face, Rosal. 88.

*Iiigliteiied, pp. delivered, relieved.

till that sweet load Was lightened. .... 388.

lightens, v. intr. Fig. flashes intelligence, beams.

Ginevra, 107.

Laon, III. xiii. 5.

Prom. I. 5Q7.

bWalonewhat nothing may avail To lighten— Pr.Athan. ll.ii.46.

ighten it ? • . . Unf. Dr. 30.

The truth of day lightens upon my dream

I^ierliter, adj. less cumbrous.
As their huge boughs or lighter dress permit,

Ughter, aiit). more easily.

My breath Comes, methinks, lighter, . . . .

Idghtest, adj. (I'l most fragile or delicate.

Yet not the /z^A/«jif leaf That quivers . .

Hellas, 122.

Orpheus, 113.

Cenci, IV. iii. 43.

Dcsmon, I. 180.

Q. Mab, I. 269.

(2) slightest, mOst insignificant.

The lightest favour pf their lawful king . .

Thy lightest thought is my eternal law. . .

And in the lightest and the least, . .

(3) most cheerful or innocent,

whose poise is now felt'in the lightest hearts.

On wh&h the lightest heart might moralize ?

,, ,1 I) M II l<

(4) most gentle, softest,

the blue heavens bend With lightest winds, . Epips. s^5-

The /z^>S/«j/ wind was in its nest, Jane, Recoil, u.

Witch, XXXI. 7.

. Ch. 1st, II. 30.
. II. 208.

• "WS-

II. 42.5.

. Damon, I. 22.

. Q. Mab, I. 22.

(5) most buoyant.
Changed to the fairest and the lightest boat

(6) finest, most friable,

in a vase full of the lightest mould ; . .

*U.glitliouse, n. tig. a beacon.

A lighthouse o'er the wild of dreary waves.

*l^e^ti.ae, pr. pple. A.. Lit. (1) illuminaling.

Z,z>^/?K^ the hour of sacred love ; . . . •
§S?.*^>.5-

Lighting it far upon its lampless way.

Zucca, VIII. 2.

Q. Mab, VIII. 57.

Witch, XLII. 8.

(2) guiding as a beacon,
a faint meteor will arise L. him over Marmora, . Hellas, 177.

B. Fig. cheering, enlivening.
Lighting the green wood with its sunny smile. . Damon, II. 265.

, , „ „ „ Q. Mab, IX. 170.

loghtl;, adv. (1) faintly, delicately.

And that leaf tinted lightly which assumes . . Fiordispina, 48.

(2) nimbly.
From the ffreen earth lightly I did arise, . . . Laon, IV. xxviii. 7.

As lightly h&T form Ijoundea over the lea, . . .Si. Ir. (6) II. 2.

(3) gently.

And lightly shook the reins : Laon, VI. xxi. 3.

Lightly trembled on my brow ; Lerici, iS.

(4) carelessly, recklessly.

that happy age Too lightly lost, Witch, xvill. 5.

(5) easily, gracefully.

The bosom swelled lightly with its full youth, . xxxvi. 5.

UghtnesB, K. A. Lit. (1) ease or grace of molion.

In the suspended impulse of its /2^.^/«tf.yj, . . . Epips. '1^.

and swift, with rapid lightness Faust, 1. 9.

in her lightness Most like some radiant cloud . Loan, II. xxiii. 3.

(2) want of stability.

try To overcome the /aJf^^w^J-p ofmy nature; . , Faust, 11.29.

(3) quickness, rapidity.

Thou didst desert, with spirit-winged A^^/wMj, . Ode Lib. Vll. 11.

Walk upon the winds with lightness, . . . Prom. II. v. 69.

B. tig. cheerful happiness.

Were in youth's natural lightness gay, .... Rosal. 264.

Uglitning, pr. pple. showing light.

A melancholy light, . . . Shoots . . . /. hitherward : Faust, II. 100.

Ughtning, n. A. Lit. the flash which accompanies thunder.

With lightning and with music : ... Adonais, XII. 5.

By sightless lightning} xx. 8.

As silent lightningleaves the starless night ! . . xxv. 7.

as lightning in acloud Gleams, Alastor, 418.

The lightning^s arrow and the thunder-balls . . Calderon, II. 26.

Shooting forth poisonous lightning, . . . . II. 137.

If the lightning Of God has e'er descended . . Cenci, III. i. 180.

The shaft of mercy-winged lightning . . . III. ii. 4.

Blind lightning, or the deaf sea V. iv. 107.

like a bridge of congregated /2^.4/«z'k^ .... Ch. tst, II. 422.

Lightning my pilot sits, Cloud, 18.

Was traced a line of lightning. Damon, I. 128.

Like lightning, with invisible violence .... Epips. 399.

Clothing his wings with lightning. Fr. A soul, 12.

as swift lightning in its flight Ginevra, 156.

And felt the transverse lightning linger warm . Gisb. 149.

Wilt thou fetter the lightning and hurricane ? . Hellas, 673.

mid The momentary oceans of the /z^^»iB.f, 959.

Lightning, and hail, and darkness eddying by. . Laoit, I. iii. 6.

which had drank the lightn. sheen In darkness, . I. Iii. 2.

A glance as keen as is the lightning's stroke . IV. vi. 8.

Turned on the lightning's cleft exultingly ; . . VI. xlv. 3.

the wide sky Flooded with lightning .... VI. xlvi. 7.

lifted high Her mad looks to the lightning, . . VI. Hi. 2.

The/l^.?/«2».^now jgrewpallid— VI. liii. 4.

From a single cloudthe lightning flashes, . . Liberty, II. i.

But keener thy gaze than the lightning's glare, . III. i.

Dart the red lightning, M.N. Despair, 23.

like the flame Of lightning thro' the tempest ;— Mont B. 19.

lightning and rain, Earthquake, and fiery flood, 86.

The voiceless lightning in these solitudes 137.

Lightning that mocks the night, . Mutability, (2) 1. 6.

a blinding brand Of A^A/KJK*'.' Nafles, z;ig.

Like lightning, from his leaden lance Reflected, Ode Lib. X. 7.

Angels of rain and /z/.4/»M^.- OdeW.Wind,ln.
A cloud, with lightning, wind and hail ; . . . Peter, I. xii. 2.

it tingles thro' the frame As lightning tingles, . Prom. 1. 134.

Ligntning and Ifiundatidn vexed the plains ; . . I. 169.

and be thine ire. Lightning, and cutting hail, . I. 270.

Each by lightning riven in half

:

... I. 714.

As the lightning the vapour, . . II. iii. t^.

Like veiled lightning asleep 11. iii. 83.

My coursers are fed with the lightning, . . II. iy. 163.

now blinded By the white A;fA/«!K^i III. ii. 15.

The /z^fA^wiMj?" is his slave
;

IV. 418.

Lightning and wind ; ... . IV. <i46.

Was traced a line of lightning. . . Q. Mab, I. 217.

as when the lightnings blast Rosal. 787.

save the lightning, which danc'd in the sky ; . .St. Ir. (i) II. 2.

Whose path is the lightning's, . ... Sensit. PI. II. 50.

\n<Ct\z%o\A<!.n lightning . . Skylark, 11.

Like lightning out of darkness— Triumph, 270.

Hail, and lightning, and stormy rain
;

. Xiao Spirits, 18.

And when ^^/«>K^ is loosed, . Vis. Sea, ^.

In the cope of the lightning inconstantly shine, . 24.

It laughs at the lightning, 70.

Like/2i'>S/«»Kf'that flashed and died, . . . We meet, w 2.

the roused cormorant in the lightning flash . . Witch, L. 5.

Following the serpent lightning's winding track, LV. 6.

B. Fig. (1) swift destructive force.

In the dread lightning which avenges it ; . . Cenci, III. i. 89.

They bear destroying lightning, Hellas, 279.

(2) mental power or withering force.

And the /i^fA/n/w^ of scorn laughed forth . . . Death Nap. 2a.

Of its reverberated lightning. Epips 169.
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^3) angry glance.
Whose lightning once was death,

—

Laon^ IX. x. 8.

(4) speed, swiftness.
For sandals of lightning are on your feet, , . . Protn. rv. 90.

(5) the life or soul.
And the mortal Hghining\% veiled again. . . . Rosal. 1186.

(6) sparkling or glancing light.
The lightning of the noon-tide ocean ... St. Dejection^ II. 6.

(7) brilliancy of genius.
Which, with its own internal lightning hMnd^ . Gist. 205.

(8) flash of power.
Weak /2>^/«m^ before darkness I Bel/as^ 015.
The lightning of the nations : Ode Lib. I. 2.

Iiiglitniiiff, c. adj. aitr. Fig. (1) brilliant, wild-looking.
With lightning ey^s^ and eager breath, . . AlastoVy 260.

(2) swift as light.

Hurries on with /2^A^«z'm^ feet, Bug. Hills, 12.

As Desire's lightning feet

:

. . Protn. I. 734.

(3) piercing, irresistible.

Wave thy lightning lance in mirth Naples, ya.

^Liffhtning-blasted, c, adj. withered by lightning'.
Burst on yon lightning-blasted aXmonA-ire.^, . . Prom. ii. i. 135.

*]Ug-htniiig-braided, c. adj. Fig. plumed with lightning,
on lightning-braided pinions, I. 765.

Lightning-fire, c. n. flashes of lightning.
underlaid With lambent lightning-fire^ .... Witch, Llll. 3.

*liightning-like, c. adv. phr. rapidly, swiftly.
Flash, lightning-like, with unaccustomed glow ; E^i^s. 34.

*liightning-split, c. adj. shattered by lightning.
On a. great ship lightning-split, Prom.l.yig.

Lightnings, n. A. Lit (See Lightning. A. Lit.)
The lightnings are glancing;, Fugitives^ i. 3.
See ! the light, yawn Deluging Heaven with fire, Laon, i. iii. 2.

fierce blasts, and lightnings swift and warm. . i. vii. 9.
Or when free thou^ts, like lightnings are alive ; i. xxxni. 3.
ere yet the lightnings have leapt forth '— ix. xi. g.

'

like withering- lightnings shed x. xvi. 9.
And glare with lightnings as they fly, .... Mask^ XXVII. 3.
the pityless fiend. With all his winds and light., Q. Mab^ iv. 31.
Heaven's light, scorch the uprooted ocean-fords, VI. 167.
'Twere sweet 'Mid stars and lightnings to abide, Rosal. 548.
Would they were parching lightnings .... Tizsso, 26.
The shapes which drew it m thick /. Were lost :— Triumph, 96.
shake the mountains when their lightningsvxxn.^^ 156.
Tipt with the speed oiY\^\A lightnings^ . . IVitch, xxxvn. 3.

B. Fig. (1) flashes of light.

The silver /2>^/«zM^j Of the evening star, . . . Ch. ist, iv. 8.

Filling the abyss with sun-like lightnings, . . . Prom. iv. 276.

(2) bright or penetrating glances.
Under the /;^>4/«/m^j of thine unfamiliar eyes. .. Ode Lib. XI. 15,

(3) influences, powers.
Keener far thy lightnings are Prol. Hellas, 182.

(4) mental brilliancy, inspirations.
veiling all the lightnings of his song In sorrow ; Adonais, xxx. 6.
Under the lightnings of,the soul

—

Epips. 89.
in the nSike^lightnings Of truth Hellas, 88.
To feel thy lightnings thro' them burning ; . Laon,Y. Song, 2. 8.

(5) supernatural powers.
Lift thy lightnings not . . Prom. iii. i. 56.

Lights, V. tr. affords its light to.

Yon sun, Lights it the great alone ? . . . . Q. Mab, III. 204.

(2) kindles.
That Envy lights at heaven-bom Virtue's beam— Death Vang. 24.

Lights, n. (1) incandescent objects.
Then first, two glittering lights were seen . . . Laon, I. Ivi. i.

Like lights andsounds, ... . . Pr. Athan. i. 6g.

(2) the sun, moon and stars.

Andprofoundest midnight shroud the serene lights
of heaven Aprils 1814,4.

whose lights Dart mitigated influence .... Ch. 1st, IV. 37.
And, as those married lights, ... . Bpips. ?,={$.

Paradise of golden lights / . . . . . Ode to Heaven, 2.

^3) gleams of brightness,
with incense of calm breath And /. and shadows ; Epzps. 379.

(4) glittering ripples.

lights which might that fountain pave Laon, Vll. xx. 7.

(5) the eyes.
like sacred dew From the twin lights .... Epips. 38.
In her mild lights the starry spirits dance, . . . 87.
secure sleep may kill thine innocent lights; . . 557.

(6) of mental illumination.
To weep a loss that turns their lights to shade. . Alastor, 712.

*Lightsonie, adj. (1) bright, clear.
For the uniform and lightsome evening sky. . . 526.
With lightsome clouds and shining seas between, Damon, 11. 107.

" >i n „ ,, ,, Q. Mab, Mill. \02.

(2) thin, rarefied.

Winnowing the /i^^^jowe air with languid plumes. Prom. III. iv 107.
Like, V. tr. (1) wish to have, desire.
Would you not like a broomstick? . . . . Faust, II. 1.

(2) have affection or liking for.
you Will see him and will like him too, I hope, . Gisb. 238.

(3) choose, please.

What they like, that let them do Mask, Lxxxiv. 4.

(4) enjoy, desire.

How does the God like living in a skin ? . . . Cycl. 532.

I like to play A little with the mouse Faust, I. 83.

but if you would like to go Julian, 199.

Like, n, (l) an equal or fellow.

I never saw his like Horn. Merc. lvii. i,

(2) the same action.

She never can commit the like again CEdipus, II. i. 85.

(3) the same thing.

The like was stamped, as with a withering fire, . Prom. II. i. 155.

Like, adj. (1) similar, the same in kind or look.

in the hearts of all Like wonder stirred Laon, V. xxviii. 9.

Thejoyless thralls of like captivity ; . . . Vill. xiv. 5.

the ii'^f return ye prove not Pan, Echo, 12.

the like array Kept these imprisoned children . Questiofi, V. 4.

The like sweet fancies had pursued

;

Rosal. 191.

(2) likely, inclined to, apt.

I would that thine were like to be more mild . . Julian, 485.

(3) with to. a. a similar thing.

Sweet sleep, were death like to thee, Cencp^ V. iii. 138.

b. having resemblance to.

On which, like to an Angel, robed in white, . . Laon, VI. xix. 6.

As like as violet to violet, Vnf. Dr. 82.

(4) similar.

And he be like to them Laon, viii. v. 6,

and we Are like to them—such perish, .... ix. xxviii. 6.

I met a maniac like he was to me, M. N. Fragtnt. 19.
Whom thy slaves hate for being like to thee, . . Prom. I. 606.

Like, prep. (1) resembling, having resemblance to.

crimes like yours if once or twice compounded . Cenci, I. i. 7.

such as men like you would start to know, . . i. x. 89.
To rapture /. her own all listening hearts to reach. Laon, v. Iii. o.

coral, and pearl, and sand Like spangling gold, . vil. xiii. 3.
Columns, and shapes like statues, .... . vii. xiii. 8.

Her memory, aye, like a green home appears, . VII. xix. 5.
it came Out of the east Ime fire, x. xiii. 3.

the waves rolled /z'>&c mountains XII. xxxix. i.

chained and bowed One too like thee ; . OdeW. Wind, iv. 14.
One hope is too like despair One word, i. 5.
With a oroad light like day. . . . . . Peter, v. xiv. 5.
A light, /z'Ac a green star, Prom.wi.'w.'i,.
Dammed it up with roots knotted like water-

snakes Sensit. PI. iii. 73.

(2) having personal resemblance to.

It was like thee, dear love, . Laon, vil. xviii. 2.
Methinks I grow //,^tf what I contemplate, . . . Prom. I. 450.

Lionel, like thee Is our sweet child. , . Rosal. 1223.

(3) such as.

1 wonder that grey wizards Like you .... (Edipus, r. 341.
if a thing divine Like thee can die W. Shel. (3) i. 8.

(4) in the same manner as.

who like thee could scale Heaven, Adonais, xvii. 3.A man who walks like thee Thro' crimes . . Cenci, iv. i. 16.
Hundreds will bring like me. Their fortunes, . Ch. ist, II. 309.
for thy subjects thou, Like us, shalt rule . . . Hellas, 882.
And like the rest I grew desperate Laon, VI. xv. 9.
When one, like them, but mightier far than they, Ode Lib. xii. 9.
ffreat Otho died Like thee— Otho, II. 3.
L,ike to a child o'erwearied with sweet toil, . Prom. iv. 263.
I, left like her, and leaving one like her, . . Unf. Dr. 75.
Thou hast like to a rock-built refuge stood . . Wordsworth, 9.

Like, conj. (1) just as, the same as.

men Go to their graves like flowers or creeping
worms Alastor, 622.

you may, like your sister, find some husband, . Cenci, II. i. 84.
like as humours Of the distempered body . . . Ch. ist, II. 149.
Bequeath, like sunset to the skies, The splendour

of its prime
; Hellas, 1086.

that he like other men could weep Tears which
are lies, Laon, u. xviii. 8.

And baffled hope like ice still clung to me, . . . 11. xxi. 6.
Within each heart, like ice, did sink and dwell, x. xvi. 7.
And good and ill like vines entangled are, . . . Marengki, X. 3.
Next came Fraud, and he had on, Like Eldon, an

ermined gown
; Mask, iv. 2.

And wit, /z'>^e ocean, rose and fell ?— /fe/cr, IV. xxii. 4.

(2) in the same way or manner as.

I have too long lived li^ an anchorite, .... Cenci, i. iii. 4.
but bear yourselves like men. ... . Cycl. 599.
and swore Like wolves and serpents, Laon, x. vH. 8.
Sparkled like stars upon the sunny river, . . xii. xxxiv. 7.
And like vapour broods Over the snow Mont B. 138.
her petticoats Streaming I.—like—like—Any thing. (Edipus, ii. i. 97.
Ascends to flow like meteors thro' the night, . . Prom. 11. ii. 79.
Which pierces this dim universe like light, . . n. iv. 41.
Which, /z'^£ a sleeping swan, doth float . . . II. v. 73.
Sport like tame beasts, . iv. 405.
Think, feel, and live like man

; Q, Mab, ii. 234.
Who, like a penitent libertine, shall start, , . . v. 258.*

Which within its boughs like a spirit sat . . . Sensit. PI. iv. 2.
Gazed like a star into the morning light . . . Unf. Dr. 171.

Likeness, n, (1) simiUtude, like quality.
Torturing th' unwiUJng dross ... To it's own like., Adonais, XLIII 7

3 ^
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(2) mental image or resemblance.
Sees its own treacherous likeness there Alasior^ 474.
His likeness in the world's vast mirror shewn ; . Laon^ Vlll. vi. 5.

with obscene imagery Of their own likeness. . . Polit. Great, g.

(3) outward similarity or resemblance.
arrayed in God's immortal likeness Cenci^ ill. ii. 23.

May it be A hideous likeness of herself, .... iv. i. 146.

. The likeness of a shape for which was braided . Laon^ IV, xxx. 3.

Some likeness of his antient state was lent ; . . V. xxxvi. 4.

That likeness of the features which endears . vi. 3cxxi. 7.

and she Was withered from a likeness .... VI. xlviii. 3.

To millions who the self-same likeness wear, . , —^— vill. iii. 7.

(4') form, appearance.
The likeness of a throned king; came by, . . . Deenton^ I. 270.

The likeness of a clump of peaked isles— . . . Julian^ 79.
Tho' in the likeness of a loathsome worm, . . . Laon^ I. xxxi. 3.

(5) under a form or embodiment.
Where Power in /z'yfe^wMj of the Arve comes down Mont B. 16.

Its [grief's] likeness upon earth to be, . , . Rosal. 575.

(6) figured or carved representation.
The likeness of the wood's remembered leaves. . Marengki^x\l.6.
The likeness of those winged steeds will mock . Prom. III. iv. 120.

Ufcer, adj. (1) more perfect in resemblance.
Liker than any Vandyke ever made, Ch. ist, 11. 484.

(2) more strongly resembling in nature.
like Heaven's free breath, . . . liker Death, . . Epips. 401.

Ziikes, V. intr. takes pleasure.

yet one likes To wear one's orders Faust^ II. 262.

Xikest, adj. most closely resembling.
Yet likest evening's vault that faery hall, . . . Damon, i. 221.

» „ „ „ ... a Mab, II. 30.

'Twas likest Heaven, ere yet day's purple stream Laon^ I. xlix. 4.

Allies, «. (1) used for various flowers of the genus Lilium.
Changing their hue like lilies newly blown, . . viil. xxx. 2.

Nursed among lilies near a brimmmg stream. . Prom. III. iii. 99.
Lilies for a bridal bed— Remembr, III. i.

As rose-o'ershadowed lilies are : Rosal. 820.

The lilies were drooping, and white, and wan, . Sensit. PI. III. 28.

and the lilies Peeped from their bright .... Unf. Dr. 207.

And heavy lilies which he bore : Virgil., 22.

shaking a green stick 0( lilies, Witc^t vm. 2.

From folded lilies in which glow-worms dwell, . xxxix. 5.

(2) Figr.

These are the Uh'es glorious as Solomon, . . . Cn. u/, I. 155.

*£ilies-of-tlie-valle7, c. n. the genus Convallaria.
And lilies-of-ihe-valUy yet unbom, .... Unf. Dr. 203.

*liUth, n. a legendary personage.
X<7z'M, the first wife ofAdam Fausi, it. 317.

*Id]la, «. a girl's name.
As now in the gay niffht-dress Z,i7/a wrought. . . Fiordisfina^ 68.

and play with l^tUa till I come. . ... RosaU'Vt^.

lily, n. (1) see Lilies.

And the wand-like lily^ which lifted up, ... . Sensit. PI. I. 33.

And as a shut lily stricken by the wand .... Triumph, 401.

(2) Pig.
The broken lily lies—the storm is overpast. . . Adonais, VI. 9.

*Iiily of the vale, c. n. (See Lilies-of-the-valley.)

And the Naiad-like /zTy ^^As z/afe, Sensit. PL I. 21.

*iaiy-paven, c. adj. interspersed with water-lily blooms.
O'er lily-paven lakes 'mid silver mist, .... Triumph^ 368.

Unit), n. A. Lit, either of the extremities of the body.
To show each feature, every lirnb, ... . . Devil^ xxiv. 3.

I was laid asleep, spirit and limby Epips. 295.

I know that eveiy Apollonian limb . . . Horn. Merc. LXlll. 2.

or limb Twined withm limb ? Laon, vi. xxxvi. 2.

A toad-like lump of limb and feature, . . . Peter, IV. xvi. 4.

Wpundle-ss though in heart or limb Prom, I. 788.

neither limb. Nor form, nor outline; .... * II. iv. 5.

Tore limb from lim.b their innocent child, . , Rosal. 163.

For the spirit of life o'er every limb Lingered, 1013.

From every firmest lim.b and fairest face . . . Triumph, 520.

B, Fig. member.
Revivify this withered limb of Heaven ? . . . . Q. Mab, vi. 22.

*Iiljnl)-strewn, c. adj. Fig. strewed with dismembered bodies.

Amid the horrors of a /iOT^^rtfTOw field, . . . V. loi.

l^imbs, n. A. Lit. (1) in the pi. usually expressive of the

whole body.
Washed his light limbs as if embalming them ; . Adonais, xi. 2.

It flushed through his pale A'ot^j xil. 9.

and life's pale hght Flashed through those lim.hs, XXV. 5.

he stretched His languid litnbs. Alastor, 149.

Her gibwing limbs beneath the sinuous veil . . 176.

He reared his shuddering limis 182.

Were limbs and breath, and being intertwined . 208.

And now his lim,bs were lean ;
248.

my bloodless /. shall waste V the passing wind ! . 513.

caught Strong shuddering from his burning li-mbs. 51 7.

his /)!>«ij did rest. Diffused and motionless, . . ^ 035.

The dark blood wanders o'er his snowy limbs, . Bion. Adon.g,
What, if 'tis he who clothed us in these limbs . . Cenci, l. iii. 102.

Of heavy chains has gangrened his sweet limbs, . ll. i. 71.

it glues My fingers and my limbs I"- j. 20.

I am dead! These putrefying limbs III- >• 26.

and keep These limbs, ... As a foul den . . . —•— ill. i. 129.

warp those fine litnbs To loathed lameness ; • . — iv. i. 133.

Death Nap. 7.

Death Vanq.y^.
Epips. 79.

406.
Faust, II. 13.—- II. 393.
Fr. Pleas. 10.

Fr. Silence, 6.

Ginevra, 147.
Hellas, 142.

= *4t.

997.
Hojn. Merc. III. 6.

III. VI. 9.

III. xiv. 6.

III. xxix. 6.

III. xxxi. ().

VI. ix. g.
Vl.xxxviii.2.

VII. XV. 7.

. XII. XIV, 5.

. Mar. Dr. xxi. 5.

Marenghi, xxill. 5.

The spirit which doth reign within these limbs . Cenci^ IV. iii. 63.

for all his lim-bs lay heaped And effortless ; . . ' rv. ly. 75.

As mortal as the bmbs through which they pass, —— V. iii. 29,

will warp Your limbs with such keen tortures . V. iii. 61.

ere these Umhs were overworn with age, . . . Cyd. 2.

Nor fixing upon oxen-piercing spits Our limhs^ . — --
-' 287.

The limos of the strangers are cooked .... 34^.
The other's lim.bs He chopped into the cauldron 390.

lest he claw Your litnbs near his maw. ...
Are not the lim-bs still when the ghost is fled,

To stretch these pale limbs, when the soul is fled

trembles through Her litnbs,

and make free The limbs in chains, ....
Shall she not work alsO within our limbs) . .

the lovely lim.bs which I enioyed ! . . . .

Her life breathing [limbs'] aid flow . . < .

And it has left these faint and weary limbs, .

and limbs cold, stiff, and white, . . . . .

His cold pale limbs and pulseless arteries . .

the reeking remnants cast Of these dead limbs,-

Thy touch has stamped these limbs with crime,

Whose fairest thougnts and hmbs were built .

From her immortaXlimbs he leaped full soon.

With mortal limbs his deathless limbA inweaving, /lorn. Venus, 38.

I had nursed Her fine and feeble limbs, , . . . Julian, 152.

And he was muttering, and his lean limbs shook ; —— 279.

as its roof shall cover My limbs with dust, . . . 50^.

The radiance of whose limbs rose-like and warm Loon, I. Ivii. 4.

whose degraded litnbs the tyrant's garb did wear.
With brazen links, my naked litnbs they bbund

:

my scorched limbs he wound In linen mbist and
balmy,

And my bare limbs his tnantle did enwrap, . .

And their defehceless litnbs beneath . . - . .

Her fairest limbs with the night wind . . .

who bore Thy mangled limbs for food !— ...
Thus they with trembling limbs and pallid lips

her faint limbs did refuse To climb the pyre,

And their fair limbs to float in motion, . .

And felt his life beyond his litnbs dilated, .

In your limbs, as in a cell Mask, XL- 3.

But I my languid /. will fling Beneath the plane, . Moschus, 12.

My head is heavy, my limbs are weary, . ^ . My head is heavy, i

.

These graceful litnbs are clothed in proud array CEdipus, I. 2.

But in the other his pale wound-worn litnbs . . Prom. II. i. 62.

which, from his soft and flowing litnbs, .... II. i. 73.

With moulded limbs more lovdy than its own, . II. iv. 81.

as life directs the litnbs, ii- iv. 92.

Child of Light ! thy //?«^j are burning . . . 11. v. 54.

The dreadful might of ever-living /z'wfc . . . ill. i. 22.

Their wavering J. borne on the Wind-like stream, III. ii. 45.

Its limbs gleam white, IV. 222.

Shaken from a bathing wood-nymph's /. and hair. IV. 509.

Although her glowing limbs are ttibtionless, . Q. Mob, I. 32.

The thirsty fire crept round his manly litnbs; . , VII. 8.

and bore His chained litnbs to a dreary tower, . Rosal. 859.

And our faint litnbs were intertwined, . . . 1032.

On my faint eyes and litnbs 1039.

That love, when litnbs are interwoven, .... 1 125.

like spirit his words went Through all my limbs . "33-
,And his limbs they were palsied with dread ; . .St. Ir. (3) x. 3.

Ah! faint are her /z/wdj, and her footstep is weary, (cO I. i-

Those soft limbs, of thine, Sophia^ I. 4.

M'^hich lifted from her litnbs the veil of stone. . . St. Epzps. 61-

Stretched my faint limbs beneath the hoary stem Triumph, 24.

And follow in the dance, with limbs decayed, . — " 167.
• the dead limbs of their comrades Vis. Sea, 54.

In gentleness and strength its /iVw^jwere decked; Witch, xxxvi. 4.

sweet ladies oft array Tneir delicate litnbs, . . l^v. 4.

(2) expressive of the legs of animals,
hair, ears, /., and eyne, Stand rigid with horror

;

(3) the branches of trees or plants.

The knotty litnbs of an enormous oak. . .

And where the aged forest's litnbs look hoar, .

And loosened all its limbs,

(4) of the sun and moon,
bathing her bright limbs in Ocean's tide, . .

the light vest with which his litnbs are bound .

B. Fis^.

as the benumbing cramp Of ages leaves their /.-

, Vis. Sea, 93.

. OC/.376.

. Rosal. 1253.

Unf. Dr. 192.

. ffofn. Moon, 10.

. Hotn. Sun, 18.

- Laon, II. xliv. 6.

. Witm, Ded, V. 7.Has hung upon nis wiry litnbs a dress

t^ime, n. a tree (genus Tilia).

The cicale above in the litne, Pan, i. 9.

Iiimit, n. degree, extent.

Even to the utmost litnii of thy way I^ol. Hellas, 176.

Limits, n. (1) physical boundaries.

Whose litniis, from neglect, have been o'ergrown Ch. 1st, Ii. 78.

Moslems from the /(>»»/J Of utmost Asia, . . , Hellas, 2y^.

And howl upon their /imiVj / —— 315.

Led the ten thousand from the litnitsoi the morn 989.

have overthrown The limits Mont B. 113,

Has tracked lona from the Theban limits, . . (Edtpus, i. 166.

(2) moral boundaries.

Clasp you within the limits of its love ; . . . . Faust, i. 107.
The/«>»(Vjof the sphere of dream, 11.40.

Whose limits yet were never memory's theme : . Laon, III. 1. 7.

(3) boundaries of time.

encroaches On the limits of wintry night ;— . . Gitievra, 201.
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thoseawrul//m//.;Whichniarktheboundsoftiine, O thoUy 4.

Claspest the limits of mortality ! , . . . , Titne^ 5.

(4) verge, or boundary line.

When on the sunlit Untits of the night .... Triumph^ 80,

(5) contained space.
Hell's adamantine Untits burn. . Devil^ xxviii. 4.

(6) controlling rules.

to Know the /iotzVj Of honour . , Calderotiy i, 2$Q.

(7) farthest powers.
let it reach The limits of my feeble speech, . . Rosal. 470.

Iiimits, V. tr. sets bounds to.

the remotest line That/, swift imagination's flight, Damon^ 1-243.

:|:£iinped, v, intr. halted.

And it limped z.'oA stumbled with many wounds . Prom. IV. 75.

Iiincoln, n. (1) the diocese of Lincoln.
Bring up The Lord Bishop oi Linwln.— . . . CA. ij/, ill. 45.

(2J capital of Lincolnshire.
Upon his books and furniture at Lincoln, , . . m. 47.

lIlLiucolnshire, n. sJi English county.
In the fens oi Lincolnshire

;

Peter^ II. vHi. 3,

*Liiidsay, E. of Crawford, b. 1596, d. 1678.
Lindsay^ Hume, and false Argyll, Ch, \st, II. 218.

^ine, n, A. Lit. (1) a streak or thin mark.
Was traced a //«« of lightning , Dmmon^ \. 12%.

I, „ „ „ Q. Mah, I. 217,
How strangely does a single blood-red line, • . Faust, li. 398,
ip many a purple line Fade fast, Laon, xii, xxi. 7.
as on a line suspended ....,,.,.. xii. xl, 5.

Orb within orb, and line thro' line inwoven. . , Prom. II. i. 117.
floating on the line Which, like a film . . . Unjf. Dr. 229.

(2) outline, visible boundary.
And the dim low line before E^^g- Hills, ig.

the line Of the olive-sandalled Apennine . . 305.

(3) the horizon.
which o'er the western line Of the wide world . Alastor^ 646.
Seemed restinff on the fiery line of ocean, . Dcemon^ I. 193,
There, far as the remotest line , , i, 342.

» 1, J, „ . g. Uab, II. 71,
On the level quivermg line Eug: Hills, 102.

When the moon over the ocean's line .... Fr. Sang, 3.

and hung As multitudinous on the ocean line, . Hellas, 479.

(4) a series flying in succession.
From their long liTte of brethren in the sky, . , Laon, X. Tvi. 3.

(5) a rank or row.
did now present A line which povered . . . ~^-^ vi. xiii. 8.

(6) a space or district engaged.
now the line Of war extended, vi. x. 7,

(7) ray of light.

Moved not the moonlight's line : Q. Ma6, i. 83.

B. J^z^. (1) lineage, connected series of persons.
Whence that unnatural line of drones, . . . iii. 119.

Had foundefi many a sceptre-bearing line, . . . Trifipipk, 286.

(2) a series of sounds (?),

the harmony divine Of an ever-lengthening line . Fr, Pleas. 12.

*Iaxieag'e, n. race or descent.

Jn /r«^iz^£ so supreme, Calderon,il. no.
Though of great wealth and lineage high, . . . Rosal. 614.

Xiineanteut, n. outline, distinguishing mark.
Its every leaf and lineament Jane, Recoil. 79.
But every living lineam.eut was clear . . Naples, 15.

Idjieameuts, n, (1) features.

and those divinest lineaments, .... . , Alastor, 704.
On all the mingling lineaments of'time Dcemon^ ll. igo.

,j „ „ ,, „ .... Q. Mad, IX. 69.
the hght Of those divinest lineaments—alone . Laon, v. xliv. 7.

Whereon the linea. of that dead face Are graven, Medusa, 11. 3.
The self-same lineaments,

^ . , Q. Mab. I. 146,
lifeless warriors, whose hard lineaments . . . iv. 64.
Imbues his lineaments with dauntlessness, . . —^ v. 22q.
gleam of hope Suffused the Spirit's lineaments. . VI. 25.
reillumined His fading /z'«efl?w£»^.— .... vii. 181.
Like clouds of gnats with perfect lineaments. . Unf. Dr. 238.

(2) characteristics.

Its unattractive lineaments^ that scare All, , . Q. Maby v. 29.
Even the unshapeliest lineaments vii. 56.

Xiined, //. furrowed, creased.
my face was /««5iS? With channels, Z,ai7«, iv. xxix. 4.
Not age, had lined\v\% narrow brow, . ... Ilosal. 429.

Xdneu, n. (1) flax.

Corn, wool, linen^ flesh, and root^^- (Edipus, 11. ii. 10.

(2) a textile fabric of flax.

In /z«ew moist and balmy, Z-ao?/, III. xxix. 7.

Lines, «. (1) threadrlike shadows.
through the reflected /m^j Of his thin hair, . . Alastor, 470.

(2) streaks.
Until their complicating lines did steep .... Laon, I. ii. 5.
with summits hid In lines of cloud Mar. Dr. VIII. a.
the lines Of purple gold, that motionless Hung . Q. Mab, 11. 6.
but lines of gold Hung on the ashen clouds, . . Sunset, 12.

(3) TOWS.
Piercing with their trellised Ifnes Eug. Hills, -koo,
vmes Are trembling wide in all tkeir trellised /.— Gtsb. 121.

(4) words written across a page.
but these lines found on him May speak. . . , Cenci, IV. iv. 88.

(5) ranks of soldiers.

Thrice their keen wedge ofbattle pierced our /2«tfJ, Hellas, ^yy,

(6) separate forms following one another.

That climb up the ravine in scattered lines. . . Prom. I. 6^.

(7) glimpses.
by the few /. alone Which thro' her floating locks L>aon, 1. Ix. 5.

(8) ripple marks.
Shot thro' the /««tfj of many waves inwoven, . . Vll. xi, 6.

(9) drops falling in close succession.
Like lines of rain that ne'er unite : Prom. II. ii. 21.

(10) rays.

As the radiant /?wej of morning 11. v. 56.
Those lines of rainbow light Q. Mab, I. 54.
ere round their rapid lines IV. 152.

and three Long lines of lieht » . . Witch^ XIII. 3.

And intertangled lines of Tight :— xxv. 5.

(11) expression. -
None wrought his lips in truth-entangling lines . Ph^om. III. iv. 142,

Linger, v. intr. (,1) tarry, remain.
he would linger long In lonesome vales, . . . Alastor^ 98,
And what am I that 1 should linger here, . . . 28^.
You, young Lord, Linger not here ! Cenci, V. iii. 93.
Oh ! linger long thou envious eastern lamp , . Bpithal. (2) 17.

and he live on and tinger\vex^. .... Laon, xil. xxviii. 9.

(2) remain in hesitation.

WTiy do you linger? . - f Cenci, II. i. 172.

(3) loiter.

Or linger, where the pebble-paven shore, . . . Epips.^sfi.
And linger upon the steep, ... . . Q. oj"my Hearty IV. 3.

(4) hesitate.

Why /., why turn back, why shrink, my Heart? . Adonais, Llli. 1.

death (who even would linger long in awe . . . Q. Mab, V. 156.

(5) remain, hang about.
the transverse lightning /. warm Upon ray cheeks- Gisb. 149.
When storm and earthquake Aw^cr there. . . Rosal. 731.
And dread shadows, linger around ^S"^. Ir. (3) xill. 3.
Will linger, though enjoyed, Si. Dejection,vlq.
The meteors will linger xownA. my flight, . . . Two SpiritSy 15.
Yet cannot linger wnere it soothes the most, . , Unf. Dr. 39.
Or long soothe could it linger. . . f . —-— 40.
by the nurslings that /zw^er there? 65.

lingered, v. intr. Q.) see Linger (1).
He lingered^ poring on memorials Alastor^ 121.
then we lingered not, /ulian, 510,
With that dear friend I lingered, . , , . . Laon, vi. i. 3.

(2) see Linger (5).
the pulse yet lingered in his heart Alastor, 658.
it lingered there, and could not understand. . . Laon, VII. xx. 9.
That lingered on his lips x. xxv. 4.
Zz«^e7-ff(^ like moonlight Pr. Athan.\\.\\.(i2.
His voice, whose accents lingered ^re. they died . Prom. Ii. i. 88.
For the spirit of life o'er every limb Lingered^ . liosal. 1014.
When the sun lingered o'er his ocean floor, . . Triumph^ 325.

(3) moved slowly.
As she //w^er^fif towards the deep Arethzisa, l. i^.

(4) tarried.

and the swift thought, . . . lingered not, . . . Julian, 29.

lingered, //, loitered, remained.
And thou hast /2'«^tf/-tf£/ there Diem.on, i, igi.

^ n » ... M • Q' Mab, II. 3.

^lingerest, v. tntr. remainest, hesitatest to depart.
I trample thee ! thou lingerest? Prom. III. i. 63.

"^liugereth, v. intr. stays awhile.
While yet the day-light lingereth in the skies . . Laon, I. xxi. 3.

lingering, pr, pple. (1) tarrying, delaying.
Lingering X\\ic an unloved guest, To Night, iii. 6.

(2j moving slowly.
'^GSN lingering on the pools Witch, XLI. 3.

(3) hovering, hanging about.
Linger., suspends my soul in its voluptuous flight. Con. Sing. iv. 1 1.

The darkness lingering o'er the dawn of things, Laon^ I. xxviii. i.

of night and storm Now lingering on the winds ; vii. i. 3.
Lingering as they pursued their unimpeded way. vli. xxxix. 9,
whilst we seemed lingering there ; . . , . xii. xxxii. 9.
then lingering in the west Pr. Athan. II. ii. 57.
Daylight on its last purple cloud Was ling, grey, Rosal. 1 104.
As if yet around her he lingering \jex&, . . . Sensit. PL 11. 19.

(4) clinging, unwilling to leave.
Lingering to human life-scene-s ; Mother fj,- Son, 11. %.

lingering, ppl. adj. (1) still remaining.
Yet a. linger, friend might be grieved at my fall, Death, Dial. 36.
The lingering gmXty to their fiery grave

; , Laon, xii. ix.2.

(2) hovering, delaying.
And hung with lingering wings over the flood, i. viii. 8.

As if to angering winds they did belong, . . v. Iii. ^.
Like the pine's locks upon the lingering hla^st; . —:- vi. xxi. 6.

(3) prolonged, not willingly ended. 5

and on my lips impressed a lingering liiss, . . —r~ i. xljj. g.
with interchange oflooks and tears, And /. speech, iv. xxxii. ^.

(4) long continuing.
after a lapse of lingering paia, vii. xvii. 8.
Some— . . . Impaled in lingering Bre : .... Prom. l. 612.

3 F 2
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(5) not easily dissipated.

the grace Which her mind's shadow cast, left

ttiere a lingering trace Laon^ iv. xxx. 9.

(6) slowly passing.
with anxious eyes flxed on the //«jffir««^ day, . VI. liii. 9.

To mock, with smiles, life's lingering control, . M. N. Ravail^ 58.

Reflect unmoved the lingering beam of day ; . Q. Mab^ IV. 23.

(7) passing.
The shadow of the /?«^a««^ waves Z^om, xii. xx. 7.

*XdiigerlxLcfly, adv. slowly, by slow degrees.

faint, far, and lingeringly xi, vii. g.

The broad and burning moon lingeringly rose . Sunset^ 18.

^ins^ers, v, intr. (X) continnes, remains.
Her voice is hovering o'er my soul—it lingers . Con. Sing. III. i.

(2) hesitates, remains in suspense.

Or, must the lyre on which my spirit /. Soon pause L>aon^ Ded. x. 3.

(3) loiters, moves slowly.
I'm dead, and lingers yet my soul behind. . , M.N. Fragmt. 4.

it flies Along the stream, or lingers on the clefts, Orpheus, 23.

Kininff, pr, pple. covering on the inside.

Lining it with a soft yet glowing light : . . . . Prom.. III. iii. 72.

finite, V. tr. (1) to join or connect.

to link it with her own, Laon, xi. vii. 4.

, Is to link the proposition, Peter, Prol. 8.

To /. me with the infamy Of one so lost as Helen. Rosal. 54.

(2"j fasten.

and link me to some wheel of pain Prom., i. 141.

(3) clasp or entwine.
Come, sweet Panthea, link thy hand in mine, . 11. i. 207.

Unk, n. Fig.
Lengthens behind with many a link of pain !— . Julian^ 303.

becomes a link In the great chain of nature. . . Q. Mab, Ii. 107.

3jinked, v. tr. united in heart.

now linked a sister and a brother. Loon, VI. xxxix. 9.

Linked,//. (1) joined, connected.
thus we forever Were linked, VI. xli. 4.

(2) clasped.
And we sate linked in the inwoven charm . . . VII. i. 5.

(3) connected or associated.

Linked -TiVCti each lasting circumstance of life, . Cenci, ill. i. 62.

(4) united for a common purpose.
Linkedhy a jealous interchange of good ; . . iMon, v. xiv. 5.

(5) bound together.

Linked tight with burning brass, x. xxxix. 2.

Some linked to corpses in unwholesome cells ; . Prom. I. 610.

(6) bound, irianacled.

linkedm the morning sun. Among those reptiles, Laon, xil. vii. i.

(7) added to, joined with,

pain, //w^ci/ to guilt, Tower ofFant.y.
(8) bound round, wrapped.

two lovers linked innocently In their loose locks Witch, LXI. 5.

KiukSd, ppl. adj. (1) intertwisted.

Dissolve in sudden shock those linked rings, . . L-aon, I. xiii. 8.

And the dark linked ivy tangling wild, .... Prom. III. iii. 136.

(2) clasped, commingled.
lapt in peace did lie Our linked framM ; , . . . Laon,v\. xxxvii. 5.

From the keen ice shielding our linked sleep. . Prom. II. i. 60.

They sate With linked hands, Posal. 205.

(3) impenetrable, impervious.
Wrought linked armour for my soul, Z^on, Ded. v. 5.

Keen thoughts and bright of linked lore, . . . Tasso, Song, I. 5.

(4) connected, succeeding.

Of linked and gradual being has confirmed ? . . D<Bmon, II. 278.

„ „ ,7 „ n Q.Mab,i:s..i%i.

linkedTememhTance lent To that such power, . Zflo«, HI. xix. 8.

Tho' /2«As-5? years had bound it there

;

. . vi. xxx. 4.

a chain of //w^V thought, Prom. IV. $94..

(5) associated.

A legioned band of //WiS^isf brothers i- 57'-

Iiiuks, V. tr. binds, holds.

Yes I every tie that links me here is dead ; , M.N. Despair, 28.

the chain That /mAj it to the whole, . . . . . Q. Mab,vu. iZ.

Unks, n. A. Lit. separate pieces composing a chain.

With brazen links, my naked limbs they bound : Laon, III. xiv. 6.

and sought to sever Its adamantine links^ . . . ill. xix 2.

B. Ftg.
but Spain's were links- oi steel, ....... Ode Lib. Xlll. 10.

Which from the links of the great chain of things, Prom. 11. iv. 20.

Uou, n. A. Lit. a carnivorous animal {Felis leo).

The Lion to rouse from his skull-covered lair? . Bigotry, i. 2.

or lion of the dell, Or manfed Centaur— . ffom. Merc, xxxvii. 4.

The lion now forgets to thirst for blood : , . . Q. Mab, viii. 124.

B. Fig emblem of ferocity or boldness.

these have talons. And the /«o« That wears them Ch. ist, ll. 116.

give The lion England tamed into our hands. . 11. 339.

*Uon-rafire, c. n. unappeasable rapacity.

The iackal of ambition's /ww-Tfl^^, Dcemon, 11. 137.

,, „ „ „ ^.il/aii, VIII. 196.

ILionel, n. a name in ' Rosalind and Helen,' and in 'The Boat

on the Serchio ' representing Shelley himself.

And, though I dwelt with Lionel, Rosal. 596.

To Z.w»^^ Though of great wealth 613.

but Lionel'^e know is rich and nobly born.
yet all men loved Young Lionel^ . . .

Till Lionels 'banquet in hell ' you hear,
it then befell To many, most to Lionel, , ,

and turned Into aught unlike Lionel. . .

Seized upon Lionel,
And Z./o«ff/ sate alone with me,
Till we came to the home of Lionel, . .

and saw that there was death On Lionel:
Dragged Lionel's mother, weak and pale, .

But It was LioneVs own hand

. Rosal. 671.
. 674.
. 687.

. — nji-

• — ^4.5-
. — 858.

937-
. 988.

. 1000.

. 1071.

. 1074.
1 1 18.

1168.

1213.

1223.

1228.

1265.

Serchio, 36.

52-
- 68.
- 86.

, Triufn^h, 525.
Witch, VII. I.

. Cenciy l. i. iii,

II. i. iiS.

. Cycl.5-^1,

. JUi'uliany 409.
467-

' Now drain the cup,' said Z,Z(?«£^

in some mood Of wordless thought Lionel stoo^d

in Eiery rings they bound My Lwnel^
The mother of my Lionel,

O Lionel, like thee Is our sweet child

That Lionel grea.t wealth had left By will to me,
And said. Observe, that brow was LioneVs, . .

Melchior and Lionel were not among those

;

* Never mind ' said Lionel.^

So, Xz'(7«e/ according to his art .......
L. stood—when Melchior brought him steady:

—

3Liouess, n. a female lion.

Desire, like a lioness bereft Of her last cub,

The brinded lioness led forth her young,

Iilons, n. pi. of Lion.
Of stags and lions I have gorged enough, . . Cycl. 227.

The Greeks Are as a brood oi lions in the net . Hellas^ 932. .

O'er jagged-jawed lions, . .
'Horn. Merc, xcvi.^.

Rise like Lions after slumber Mask, xxxvill. i.

while near his feet grim lions couch, Orpheus, 118.

lip, n. (1) the bordering of the mouth.
The dry i^ed eyeball ; the pale quivering lip^

And that lip made for tenderness or scorn,

my lip is clean and all my beard. . . .

My lip is tortured with the wrongs . , .

for since thy lip Met mine first

my pale /. quivers When^thought revisits them :— Jiaon, l. xlvi. 3.

There are no sneers upon his lip . . . . Xll. iii. 4.

whose frowUj And wnnkled lip, Osynt. 5.

And his strait lip and bloated cheek ... . Rosal. 426.

(2) Fig.
Has fixed its seal upon the lip of truth ! . . . . Q. Mab, VI. 49.
One choppy finger was on his Up : Sensit. PI. iii. 91.

Lips, n. A. Lit. (1) pi. of Lip (1).

the damp death Qu€fnched its caress upon his icy/./ Adonais, xil. 6.

and the breath Revisited those lips.^

Fled not his thirsting lips,

faze upon his lips Parted in slumber,

er parted lips Outstretched, and pale, . . .

smile Of desperate hope wrinkled nis quivering /.

those pallid lips So sweet even in their silence, .

The rose has fled from his wan lips, . ...
and mix my lips with thine—
Then it was I whose inarticulate words Fell from

my lips, Cenci, ii. i,

His lips grew white only to see him pass.

parch up Those love-enkindled lips, . . . iv. i. 133.

my dead father speaking through his lips, . IV. iii. 21.

with lips'yet white from the rack's kiss .... v. ii. 8.

Kiss those warm lips before their crimson leaves V. iv. 13S.

Voice, looks, or lips, may answer thy demands ? Coleridge^ 18.

the sounds which were thy voice, which bum Be-
"

'
'

"

. Con. Sing, l, 5.

. Cycl. 133.

• 630.
. Dcemon, I. 4.
. Q. Mab, I. 4.
. Epips. S3.

. 203.

309-

XXV. 4.
Alasior, 72.

135-

179.
291.

699.
Bion. Adon. 1 1.

41.

Cenci, 11. i. 113.

III. ii. 6^.

iSi.

. Fausi, II. 306.
are

. Fr. Unf. Tale, 4.

tween thy lips,

since these dry lips were wet with wine.

And keep your lii>s quite close
;

With lips of lurid blue,

And from her lips, as from a hyacinth
like lips murmuring in their sleep ....
that Moon, whose pale and waning lips . .

our lips With other eloquence than words, .

Round the tortured lips and brow, . . .

and sprung From his lips like music flung .

drained By innocent and healthy lips/ . .

Which mock the lips with air, when they
thirsting.

A thing from which sweet lips were wont to drink Gisb. 87.

Came to my lips, and there I kept it,— .... Helena, 3.

Emd from his lips he sent A strain of unpremedi-
tated wit

On my lips and eyelids pale

oh ! thy lips are cold :

His lips were pressed against a folded leaf

.

Such curses are from lips once eloquent

But from my lips the unwilling accents start,

her lips grew pale, Parted, and quivered ; .

And ere her /i^i- could move, ....
and on my liPs impressed a lingering kiss.

And where his curved lips half openlay,
the white and hollow cheek I drew To my tliy I-—
A . . . potion to my lips At intervals he raised

—

in my cheek And lips a flush of gnawing fire

With quivering lips and humid eyes ;

—

were frozen Within my lips with fear ; . . . .

Her lips and cheeks seemed very pale and wan, .

gathered brow, and lips Wreathed by long scorn,

O'er that child's parted lips—
To his averted UPs the child did bear, ....
but his straight lips were bent, Men said, .

566.
Ifills, 42.

Hom. Merc. ix. 5.
Itid. Ser. III. 4.

Inv. Mis. VIII. I.

Julian, 280.

454.
475;..

Laon, I. xviu. 2,

I. xxiv. 9.
I. xlii. 9.

I. lix. 8.

III. xxvi. 4.

III. xxxii. I.

IV. xxix. 7.

V. xiii. 2.

V. xix, 4.
V. xxHi. 2.

V. xxiii. 6.

V. xxiv. 6.

V. xxx. 5.

V. xxxvi. 7.
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with pure streams their thirsting lips they wet,

love and sadness made my lips feel pale

and half unclosing Her tremulous //]p,y, .

with pure And rose-like lips^

and eager lips^ like roses,

Cythna^a sweet lips seenjed lurid . . .

When lips and heart refuse to part again,

And glued her burning lips to mine, ".
.

All lips which I have kissed .....
Those whom these lips have kissed, alone,

its eyes were thine, Its brow, its lips.^ . .

I felt her lips and breath approve,— . .

something sweet Her lips would frame,

—

her cheeks and lips most fair, . .

their strait lips^ thin, blue and wide, . .

Her lips shall rob thee
These eyes, these lips, this blood, . . .

thy kiss is sweet, thy lips are warm

—

Made pale their voiceless lips ....
That lingered on his lips,

with trembling limbs and pallid Ups . .

Her lips were parted,
Those warm and odorous lips
their lips are wreathed with fear.— . . .

Like a fiend's hope upon his lips ....
and the hues Of her quick lips, ...
the same hour in which thy lips divine . .

And breathed upon my lips,

By the false cant which on their innocent lips

Let your lips now repeat the bliss.

And the tremulous Itps dare not speak . .

thy lips did meet Mine tremblingly ; . . .

And their lips moved ; one seemed to speak.
And reconciling factions wet their lips . .

So much of water with him as might wet His hps.
He was pale even to the Ups, . . .

Upon its lips and eyelids seems to lie

Z^^s touched by seraphim ......_
"With the trump of my /., and the sting at my hips,

though his lips did seem Like reeds ....
And tips where heavenly smiles woUld hang .

polluting from thy lips His beak in poison . .

My lips, or those of aught resembling me. . .

"What unaccustomed sounds Are hovering on my /.

Close those wan lips;
On a poet's Ups I slept

And passion-parted lips, and keen, faint eyes,

I felt within thy parted lips The sweet air

and drink With eager lips

Life of Life ! thy ups enkindle
Thy lips are on me,
None wrought his lips in truth-entangling lines

And you can see its little lips are moving, . .

When soul meets soul on lovers' /(^J, . .

And silent those sweet lips, Q. Mad, l. 33.

and his quivering lips Scarce faintly uttered-

And courts the thirsty lips it fled before.

as with tremulous lips he told . . . . Rosal. 149.
the suspended word Died on my /z^j . .... 271.

My lips turned white, and my heart beat fast : 280.

And with close lips and anxious brow . . . ^gf^.

On his sweet lips and liquid eyes, . . . . • 74^.
Made his pale lips quiver and part 1025.

He paused, and to my lips he bent His own : . 1131.

Burst from my /?';^j in symphony : . . , ii4.^-

made My faint lips tremble, . . . . . 1150.

and on his /z]^j mine fed . ... . . 1177.

Those lips were his, .... .... 1266.

From my UPs would flow, . . .... . Skylark, 104.

melody on Agathon's sweet lips, ^S"^. Bpips. 105.

Her /. and cheeks were like things dead—so pale ; Sunset, 39.
His finger on his brow, his Hps unclosed. . . . Tasso, 19.

The moon made thy lips pale, beloved— . . The Cold, IV. 1.

Touched with faint lips the cup she raised, . Triumph, 404,
the drought Of love was on her lips ; .... TwoFr. Love, ll. 4.

Sweet lips! he who hath . . . . , . Unf. Dr. 12.

Those lips, and that hair, Vis. Sea, 87.

Sweet lips, could my heart have hidden .... We meet, IV. i.

When the lips have spoken, When the lamp, i. 7.

hue which slumber could extend Over its lips

and eyes, Witch, XLiii. 6,

Which, murmured on mute /z^jwith tender tone, Lxvi. 7.

To leave the gentle lips on which it slept, . . . Zucca, x. 7.

(2) the mouth as distinguished Irom the heart.

The vows to which her lips had sworn assent . . Ginevra^ 10.

B. Fig, (1) enjoyment, possession,

and who among us dares To dash it from his lips ? Hellas, 272.

(2) expressive of the whole being.

And steeped in bitter infamy to the Ups. , . . Unf. Dr. 113.

(3) speech, mode of speaking, voice, words.
Since she can mimic not his lips, Adonais^ xv. 6.

ere thy lips had painted Their ruin Hellas, 452.
with lovely lips, so well .... Horn, Moon, 28.

whose lips shall bless Our memory, L.aon, II. xlviii. 7.

And ere with rapid lips and gathered brow . . III. vii. i.

had ceased to make me start. From his familiar
lips— IV. vi. 5.

High truths from gifted lips had heard and un-
derstood ; . , . . IV. ix. Q.

Laon, V. Ivi. 9.^— VI. xxiv. 6.

VI. XXV. 5.

VI. xxvi. 4.

Vl.xxxiii.8.

Vl.xxxviii.i.

VI. xliii. 7.

VI. xlviii. 6.

VI. xlix. 8.

-— VI. 1. g.

VJl.xviii. 3.

VII. xix. 8.

VII. xxi. 3.

VIII. XXX. I.

IX. xvi. 7.

. IX. XX. ^.

IX. xxxii. 5.

IX. xxxiv. I.

X. xii. 5.

X. XXV. 4.

X. XXX. I.

XI. V. I.

XI. vi. 2.

XI. xi. 7.

XII. xi. 5.

XII. xiv. 8.

XII. xxiv. 5.

XII. XXV. 7.

Ld. Ch. X. I.

M. N. Ravail, 88.

107.

M. W. G. IV. 3.

Mar. Dr. XXII. i.

Marenghi, V. i.

. XII. 5.

Mask, VIII. 3.

Medusa, I. 5.

Nat. Ant. VI. i.

CEdipus, I. 241.
Pr. Athan. 1. 63.

11. i. 3.

Prom,. I. 34.
I. 220.

1-243.
1.598.
I. 737-
II. i. 74.

• II. 1. 103.
II. iv. 136.
II. V. 4^.
III. iii. 85.

III. iv. 142.
IV. 266.
IV. 451-

. Laon, V. vi. i.

. Q. Mab, VI. 35.

VII. 158.

VIII. 133.

Thus, while with rapid lips and earnest eyes

The truths of their pure lips, that never die,

(4) said of inanimate objects,

the wonder-stricken breezes kist With their cold/., Laon, V. xliii. 6.

And with the falsehood of their poisonous Hps . —— IX. xv. i.

Be through ray lips to unawakened earth . . Ode W. Wind, V. 1 2.

kiss The sweet lips of the flowers, and harm not, Sensit. PL II. 51.

But my heart has a music which Echo's lips, . . Unf. Dr. 8.

liquid, adj, A. Lit. not solid, fluid.

Nor aught else in the liquid toSttox laves . . . Alastor, 462.

So when I wake my blood seems liquid ^x^ \ . Cenci, II. ii. 136.

Shed dews oiliqutd soxxo'w^ Eleg. Bion. 6.

Z,/?«/c^ Peneus was flowing, Pan,u. i

in their dark and liquid moistaxe swam, ^*' '^''^"^

The liquid marble of the windless lake
;

B. Fig. (1) impalpable, intangible.

Fills your dim glens ana //ywz'fif wildernesses

Silent, liquid, and serene ;
.

We make there our /z^MZs lair,

And open to the bright and liquid sky. . .

Liquid mists of splendour quiver Rosal. 646.

The very breath we did respire A liquid element, 963.

Tint with the speed of /z'^mz'^/ lightnings, ... Witch, XXXVII.

Wnich stirs the liquid surface of man s life. LXII. 8.

(2) of eyes, bright or clear.

its two eyes are heavens Of liquid darkness, - . Prom. IV. 226.

On his sweet lips and liquid eyes, Rosal. 748.

they are two wells Of liquid love : . . . . 1269.

(3) of sleep, soft, delightful.

he takes his fill Of deep and liquid rest, . . . Adonais, VII. 9
In liquid sleep and splendour, as a robe ; . . . Bpips. 357.

silver dreams did aye inspire My liquid sleep : . Rosal. 769.

(4) of light.

floated on the river Ol liquid Xx^t, Laon, XL iii. 7.
" ' '

, Prom.. II. v. 03.

Pr. Athan. Fr. 2.

. Rosal. 1252.

, Prom.. I. 120.

1.682.
1.687.
III. iv. 118.

From the sight, that /zffz^z'i:/ splendour,

to drink the liquid light Out of her eyes, . .

(5) of mental light. '

Dyed a.U thy liquid light with blood and tears,

(6) of sound, flowing.

And from her Ups, ... a liquid xayxxrtxwx drops, . EPips.%4.
Upon the liquid wav^ of thy sweet singing, . . Fr. Sing. 2.

the liquid voice Of pipes Horn. Merc. Lxxvil. 3,

The /z^«zV/ responses Of their aSrial tongues . . Prom. ii. i. 171.

With the wine of her bright and liquid sox\% ! . . Rosal. 1120.

(7) of emotions, delightful, flowing.

Swam in our mute and liquid ecstasies, .

a light Of liquid tenderness
overflows in notes of /z'yz^z'ifl? gladness.

Scattering the liquid)oy of life

Sparkle through liquid bliss. _
'twas like a thought Of /z'j'Zizc? love Rosal. ^5^.

tempering the repugnant mass With /z'^z/z'rf love— Witch, xxxv. 3.

*Liquid-voiced, c. adj. Fig. pleasant, sweet-voiced.

make Thy liquid-v. comrade talk with thee,— Horn. Merc. Lixxi. 7.

£icLUor, n. fluid, drinkable or otherwise.

Should I not share this liquor with my brothers ? (^cl. 538.

to drink The liquor doctors rail at— ...
urged by grace divine Or Lesbian liquor
This is a perilous liquor ;—good my Lords.

—

break The seal, and touch tne fatal liquor—

III. IV. 17.

Ode Lib. XII. 4.

. Z.a(?w, VI. xxxiii. 7.

. XI. V. 7.

Pr. Athan. U.W.z^.
. Prom. I. 766.
Q. Mab, VIII. 40.

Gisb. 88.
CEdipus, I. 121.

I- 377-

1. 379-
II. i. 82.
II. i. 130.

Witch. XXX. 2.

Is filled with liquor, which if sprinkled

Both should try the magic liquor. . . .

wintry winds shook that innocuous liquor

liquors, n. fluids.

And liquors clear and sweet, .... xvii. i.

*£isauder, n. a man's name.
Lisanderl father! lord! Livia!— ... . Calderon, III. 155.

]Lisp, z/. Ir. speak imperfectly.

The child. Ere he can /. his mother's sacred name, Q. Mab, IV. loS.

laist, V. intr. desire, choose.
Seeing I please my senses as I list, ... . Cenci, i. i. 69.

Ust, V. intr. hearken, listen.

ListI 'tis the tread of feet IV. iii. 3.

List how the music Grows on the enchanted air ! Ch. ist, i. 131.

List, stranger list, mine is an human form, . . Laon, I. xxxv.
despair not

—

list and learn I

What fine clear sounds ! 0,list/ . . . .

List! the strain floats nearer now. , . .

inanimate winds enamoured of thee ? List!
List! Spirits speak
but list, I hear The small, clear, silver lute

An universal sound like words : Oh, list! .

And list to the flow

Iviii. g.

Prom. II. i. 165.
.

• II. i. 189.
II. V. 37.
II. V. 47.
III. n, 37.
IV. 518".

Q. ofmy Heart, I v. 4.

List my dear fellow ; . . Serdiio^ 59.
Z-zj// We sing not to the dead: Virgil, g.

IiistexL, V. intr. hearken, give attention.

Listen, listen, Mary mine, . . . . Apenn. 1.

Nay, listen : All is contrived ; Cenci, iii. i. 378.
Listen : you know Olimpio, ....... III. ii, 6i.
Listen! What sound is that? . . . . ill. ii. 78.
Listen to the passing bell I v, iii. 143.
Listen then what a punishment I have . . . CycL 437.
Listen! listen! he is coming, 487.
Listen, O Cyclops, for I am well skilled . 526.
Death will listen to your stave. ...... fane^Invitn, 38.
and listen well If you hear not . t ... fulian, 96.
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And thronged around to listen ;— Laon^ Viii. iii. 3.

Listen! And the' your echoes must be mute, . Prom,. I. 2^50.

Echoes we: /zj/^w/ . . 11. 1. 166.

Listen; look ! in. iv. 96.

Listen too, How every pause iv. 188,

Listen! bespeaks! on! mark that frenzied eye— Q- Mdb^ III. t^.

The world should /. then, as I am listening^ now- . Skylark^ 105.

Listen, O embodied Ray Of the great Brightness ; St. Epips. 38. ^

Now listen

:

—In the April prime, Triumph, 308.

listened, v. intr. (See Listen.)
or how You listened Xo some interrupted flow . Gisb. 167.

he Listened -^'x^ all his soul, Horn. Merc. LXXII. 2.

I //j/e»erf through the night when sound was none. Prom. II. i. 92.

Or if they listened to some tale Rosed. 265.

And as they listened round, shed tears i loi

.

Listener, n. one who hearkens or listen?,

Thou must a listener be This day— Laon^ i. Ivjii. 5.

When I could feel the listener's senses swim, . il. xyij. 3.

Sounds overflow the listener's brain Prom.. II. ii. 39.

Listening", pr, pple. A. Lit, hearkening.
Listening sits, a bough beyond. . .... Calderon, HI. 50.

I stood listening to the psean, . , Eup: Hills,Jji.

Lisfning-\i& pauses on the embattled TJ^ain, . .M. N. Post. Pr. 70.

With her bright eyes sat listening by his side, . Orpheus, 57.
Listening to my sweet pipings , . Pan, I. 5.

Listening supinely to a bigot's creed, . . . . Q. Mab, ix. 186.

The world should listen thea, as I am listen, now. Skylark, 105.

B. Fig.
The blood is listening in my frame, . ... Con. Sing. III. 6.

Xdsteniuir, ppU adj. Fig, attentive, watchful.
'Mid listening Echoes, in her Paradise She sate, Adonais, II. 5.

pronounced to my own listening hczxt., .... Calderon^ III. 88.

and sped Thro' many a listening chamber, . . Int. Beauty, v. 2.

To future like her own all /. hearts to reach. . Laon^ V. iii. 9.

that filled the listening air vi. xxviii. 9.

down her fair and listening t^it^ —— Vll. ii. 6.

shook The listening soul in my suspended blood ; Naples^ 7.

Satiates the /zj/e«z'«^ wind, ,,.,..., Prom. Ii. iii. 35.
And music lifted up the /z'.;/^ffi2'»f spirit . . II. iv. 77.

Listens, v. intr. (See Listen.)
but all entranced she listens Orpheus, J24.

*LiBtetIi, V. intr. chooseth, willeth.

doth blow As it listeth . Peter, V. iv. 4.

Listless, adj. careless, heedless.
For passion's voice has dull'd their listless ear. M. N. Post. Fr. 16.

*ListlessneBS, n. indifference, languor.
Days of unsatisfying listlessness ? . . . Q. Mab, IV. 248.

Lists, V. intr. listens, hearkens.
As he lists to the fearful lay St. Jr. (3) 11. 3.

:|:Lit, V. tr. Fig. (1) illumined mentally.
When it lit not many a hearth , . Eu^. ffills, 263.

and lit from land to land Florence, . . , . , Hellas, 62.

but he lit within their souls The quenchless flame? Q. Mab, Vll. 169.

the spark with which Heaven lit my spirit . - . xriumphy 30i.

(2) guided, beaconed.
he Lit you o'er the trackless sea, GuitarJane, 20.

(3) brightened by contrast.

Which lit the oak that overhung the hedge . Question, IV. 5.

(4) gave birth to.

and lit A living spirit within all its frame, . Witch^ xxxiv. 1.

Lit,//. Fig. (1) visible.

In dusk, ere stars were lit, or candles brought ; . Asiola, i. 4.

(2) brightened, made cheerful.

Z,ithy downward-gazing flowers, Prom.. IJ. v. 105.

bower Lit by the gems of many a starry flower. . Witck, LXix. 8.

(3) illumined mentally.
Or lit with human reason's earthly ray ? . . Q. Mab, vii. 155.

(4) restored to life, revivified.

orient incense lit by the new ray Triumph, 12.

Lit, ppl. adj. (1) illumed by lightning.
thus we sped O'er the lit plain , Laon, VI. xlv. 8.

(2) sparkling, glittering.

sunset may breathe, from the lit sea beneath, . Cloudy 39.
O'er the lit waves every ^olian isle . . . Ode Lib. Xlll. 5.

*Htany, n. a supplicatory prayer.
hear them mumble Their Htany of curses— , . ^S"^. Epips. 56.

Lithe, adj. flexible, pliant.

the neck receding lithe and thjn, Laon, i. ix. 7.

^Litigation, n. dispute, judicial contest.

The herds in litigation— Horn. Merc. Lxxxiv. 3.

Litter, n. straw, hay, &c., used for cattle bedding.
Asses, swine, have /zi?/!f^ spread Mask,ui.

Litter, n. a brood of young.
I could almost eat my litter. CEdipus, i, go.

Littered, ppl. adj. scattered with refuse, untidy.

And now I must scrape up the littered floor . Cyel. 37.

Little, n. (1) not much.
And they learn little there, except to know . . Allegory, ll. 7.

That I know //^//tf of the laws ot duel, . . . Calderon^l. 2\'j.

Gossip, you know little of these times Faust., II. 310.
with little to recall Rejgrets for the green country. Julian, 557.
Where there is //i«/i? oftranscendant worth, . . 591.

(2) few things, few words.
Our simple life wants little, Epips. 525.
cheeringly. Though he said little^ did he speak . iMon^ in. xxxii. 5.

(3) a small quantity.
that Purganax rub a little of that stuff . . . CEdipus, II. i. 123.

Little, adj. (1) small in size, or stature.

A little shallop floating near the shore .... Alasior^ 299.
The little boat Still flea before the storm ; . . . 344.
The little boat was driven. . . ... 363,

'Tis nothing but a little downy owl Astola^ I. 12.

To stuff out its own little belly Cat, i. 6.

But this poor /zV^/tf cat -— v. i.

To stuff out its own little maw ; V. 3.

And every little comer, nook and hole . . . Cenci, 11. i. 179.

Every little living nerve , , , , Eug. Hills, 40.

but each one Under the dark trees seems a /. sun, Gisb. 2S3.

Each seemed as 'twere a little sky Jane, Recoil. 55.

Having the little brazen lamp alight, Julian., 553.

And the swift boat the litth waves which bore, . Laon, ill. xxxiv. 3.

And on a little plank Mar. Dr. XIV. 5.

When, lo ! a stream whose little waves went by, Matilda, 25.

which make His little body like a red balloon, . CEdipus, i. 187.

As in a brook, fretted with little waves, .... Orpheus, 59.

no little cur Cocked up hia ears ;— Peter, Vll. xxi. 3.

And you can see its little lips are moving, . . . Pront. IV. 266.

a little light That twinkled m the misty distance ; Q. Mab, li.

Our /z'//& sleeping boat is dreaming of? . .

^

—

'"'- "
I saw two little (^rk-^een leaves ....
And on it little quaint and filmy shapes.

Thy little footsteps on the sands . . , . ,

And every little circlet where they fell . . ,

(2) of tender age.

That you did poison Your little nephew ; . .

My wife ! my little ones!.......
Which little children stretch in friendly sport .

Serchio, 47.
. UnJ. Dr. 158.

236-
'W. Shel. (2) I.

. Witck, XXV. 3.

. Cenci, V. ii. 50.
. V. iii. 103.
. Denton, ll. 165.

. Q. Mab, VIII. 323.

Horn. Merc.xi.11.7.
XLV. 2.

XLVIII.2.
LI. I.

LVI. 5.

LXIII. 7.

LXVIII.7.
LXIX. 2.

LXXIV. 5-

Little cradled rogue
And I am but a tittle new-born thing, . .

You cunning little rascal,

You little swaddled child of Jove and May
I found this little boy in a recess . . .

Of bullying a poor little new-born thing .

The hides of those the little babe had slain.

That you, a little child, born yesterday, .

little contriving wight,

I had a little sister, Laon, 11. xxi. x.

The little child stood up when we came nigh ; . v. xxiii. i.

And the /zV^Zs children, who Round his feet played Mask, V. i.

Oft, when my little ones at play, Rosal. 263.

(3) of small extent comparatively.
and leave A. little space of green expanse, . . . Alastor, 405.
The ground in many a little dell Laon, vi. xvi. 4.

it leads behind those trees that grow Close to the
little river Rosal. 77.

And where a /zy/& terrace from its bowers, . ^ 1249.

There was a little lawny islet . . Tits Isle, i.

(4) not much, slight in degree.
And I have no remorse and little fear, . . Cenci, I. i. 84.

I'll do As little mischief as I can j II. ii. 119.

/. motion in the air Except the mill-wheers sound. Ch. 1st, V. 16.

To have known their power stood me in /. stead, Dante Conv. 37.
Would find but little cause for joy. Devil, xxix. 4,
Then 'twill wreak him little woe . . Eug. Hills, 34.
With as little toil as they, Exhortation, 5.

Which come arrayed in thoughts o{ little worth, . Fr. Calm, 3.

With /z///c skill perhaps ;— Gisb. lyo.

wrought the latter much annoy, An^ /. profit, Horn. Merc, xcvil. 5.

She spends a happy time with little care . , . Julian, 16S.

O weak heart o( little wit ! Dove, Hope, 49.
And little fear, and less surprise Mask, Lxxxv. 2.

Now, with a little common sense, my Lords, . . CEdipus, i. 383.
And there is little or no fun done ; Peter, ill. i. 4.
And that with little change of shape or hue : . . Prom. III. iv. 76.
little profit brings Speed m the van ... . Triutnp/i, 100.

Methmks too /zV/^ cost We meet, v. 1.

(5) not much in quantity.
Though we eat little flesh and drink no wine, . Gisb. 303.

a littk drop for all ; Prom. IV. 352.

(0) insignificant, unimportant.
It was one word. Mother, one little word ; . . . Cenci, ji. i. (53.

Even with such little people as sit there .... Faust, ll. 253.
And as my /zV^& cask runs turbid -— i*- 295.
great and little robbers^ Peter, ill. \%, 3.'"'

'
'

. . . Q. Mab, III, i^2.as kings Are little ip their grandeur

(7) of short duration.

To eat and drink during his little day, .

That fret their little hour In gloom, .

After a little conversation,

Grant a little respite now :

A little passing pomp, some servile souls.

My father lived a little while, . . .

To love you till your little race is run ; .

(8) used in ridicule or endearment,
and that little urchin Laud— , .

My darling /zV//e Cyclops, _^,.. _,._.

The little god o' the world keeps Faust, i. 42.
And then my little grandchildren, the gibbets, . CEdipus, i. 212.

Cycl 322.

Devil, XIII. ^.
I^ter, II. xiii. \.

Prom. J. 566.

g. Mab, v. 200.
Kosal. 315,
Witch, 3UCIV. 5.

. Ch. 1st, II. 395.

. Cycl. 246.
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Ziittle, adv. (1) in a small degree, not much.
ItttU consist With making it a daily mart . . . Cenciy I. i. Ii.
I liiiie thought he should outwit me so ! ... i. 1. 20.
Which now delights me liitle I. i. 109.
Little cares for a smile or a tear, V. lii. 132.
he is a little there beyoud you Cycl. 697.
It little boots : Falsehood, 105.A little better would he live, Paust, I. 44.
Methinks even you must grow a little older : . . Bom. Merc. XV. 4.A stranger could do little more Julian, 257.
Its dress too was a little neater Peter, II. vi, 5.
he little heeds The rhetoric of tyrahny ; . . . Q. Mab, V. 120.
Would not this ke^ be best a httle lowered ? . . Serckio, 7^.
And little did the sight disturb her soul.— . . . Witch^ LXIII. 1.

And little thought a Witch was looking on them. lxv. 8.

(2) for a short time.
he knew that death Was on him. Yet a little, ere

it fled Alastor, 627.
to play A little with the mouse Faust, i. S4.

*Hturgy, n. a ritual form of public worship.
They scorn the litur^ of the holy Church, . . Ch. u/, II. 223.

Idve, V. I. tr, pass daily existence in, carry on.
So bitter is the life I li-ue Calderon, II. 15.
And live a free life as to wine or women, . . . Cenci, \. li. 76,
Even of the life which now I live— Dante Conv. 7.

II. intr. (1) to exist, to be.
And some yet live^ treading the thorny road, . . Adonais, V. 6.
Ldve thou, whose mfamy is not thy fame ! . . . xxxvil. i.

Lizf^/ fear nb heavier cliastiseraent from me, . —-~ xxxvil. 2.

many worms And beasts and men live on, . . Alastor, 692.
When they love but live no more. . ... Aretkustt, v. 18.
Till they almost forget they live.*....,. Cenci, v. lii. 127.
Where matter dared nor vegetate nor live, . . Damon, il. 72.
And creep, and live the while. Devil, xiii. 4.
till to love and live Be one : Epips. 551.
As long As he shall live upon the earth, . . . Faust, \.j6.
When you live again on earth, GuitarJane, 37.
I would live to weep, < . . Hellas, 25.
that spirit In which all live and are 601.
and they Who live and die there, ...... 694.
Do I wake and live? 917.
Live, move, and there are nourished— .... Horn.. Earthy 6.
But something nobler than to live and die— . . Julian, 187.
But live and move, 306.
I live to shew How much men bear and die not ! 459.A rite to attest the equality of all Who live. . Laon, v. xxxvii. 6.
To hear, to see, to live, V. xlii. i.

the cause of life could think and live/ .... viii. v. 3.
In fear and restless care that he may /zVe , . . vin.xiv.3.
Even with thy breath and blood to /. and move, ix. xx. 7.
we know not whence we live, . , . . ix.xxxiii.4.
millions yet live, x. ix. 2.

the painted veil which those who live Call Life ; Lijt not, i.

Where those who live and suffer Mask, Lxvil. 4.
Of those who wake and live.— ....... Mont B. 52.
All thinjgs which live and are, Naples, 151.
In which faith they live and die Peter, iii. xx. 5.
Lives in the Spirit of all things that live, . , . /Vi?/. Hellas, 167.
All else who live and suffer take from thee . . Front, i. 187.
The shadows of all forms that think and live . , i. 198.
We track all things that weep, and bleed, and /., i. 456.
Thou think'st we will live thro' thee, one by one, i. 4S3.
And other sights too foul to speak and live . . I. 501.
The shadow of that soul by which I live, . . . 11."^

1. 31.
Death is the veil which those who live call life : . in. iii. 113.
Think, feel, and live like man ; Q. Mad, ll. 234.
millions shall live and die. Who ne'er .... vii. 143.
Where matter dared not vegetate or live, . . . viii. 61.
Those who live Still fear the living, Rosal. 461.
Or live, or drop in the deep sea of Love ; . . . Sunset, 49.
No longer will live to hear or to see . . . There is nowork, 22.
till men should live and move Witch, xvill. 7.
So they mi|jht live for ever in the light , , . , xxil. 7.

(2) continue to exist, go on living.

,

He would not live to boast of such a boon. , . Cenci, l. iii. 53.
If I must /z'z'fi day after day . in. i. 128.
Should the offender live? in, i. 172.
And that both she and it may live until .... iv. i. 153.
Z.K/a long and thrive

!

IV. 111,55.
Would that he yet might live/ .... . . iv, iv. 26.
We may all then live To make these woes . . . v. iv. 93.
whilst our murderers //z'ff, V. iv. 112.
Live ^e, who /(W, subject to one another . . . v. iv. 119.
if I live. The praise which I have gained will yet

remain Cycl. 181.
Live/ Olive/ outlive Me and this sinking empire. Hellas, 458.
he may live some six months yet Julian, 374Do I not /. That thou mayst have less bitter cause 494.
and he live on and linger here Laon, XII. xxviii. q.
Nor can I live if thou appear Aught but thyself, M. W. G. VI. 2.
Long live lona

! down with Sweflfoot ! . . . . CEdipus, I. 323.
scarce allowed A bird to live, Q. Mab, Vlll. 72.An4 heard his words,—and live/ Rosal. 206.
Oh God! Wherefore do I /(Ve;— 297.
For I would live to share thy woe 1192.
drinkThe dregs ofsuch despair, and /., And loVe ; Tasso, Song; II. 3.

(3) continue, retain existence, live in memory.
the dead live there And move like winds . . . Adonais, XLIV. 8.
shall live alone In the frail pauses Alastor joK,
that eternal honour which should live Sunlike, . Cenci v iii

'31

Does not his spirit live in all that breathe, . . . CeHCt^ V. iv. 70.

and it die In words, to live again in looks, . . Epips^ 562.

So shall ye live when I am there. ,<.... 599.
To /zVe in happier form again : . GuitarJane, $6.
And leave, if nought so bright may liz/e, . . . Bellas, 1088.

did live and move Within the heart of great
Apollo— - Horn. Merc. LXXI. 8.

we must live some Hours or ages yet to come. . /nv. Mis. ill. 4.
Immortally must live, and burn and move, . . Laon, ix. xxx, 3.

Why is it said thou canst not live Love, i.

Live they this, the waste of time ? . . ^ . . . Lovers Rose, I. 2.

Odours, when sweet violets sicken, L. Music, when softvoices, 4.
blaze, and live, and roll afar, Pr.Athan. 1. 08.
Which pierce the sense, and live within the soul. Prom. iv. 191,
Shall hve but in the memory of time, . . Q. Mab, V. 357.
shalt thou live Unchangeable ! . .... - "" vi. 225.
Whilst in this erring world to live ...... Rosal. 566.
With those who live in deathless fame ——

• 1239.
If tenderness and truth could last Or live, . When passion''s, I. 3.

That any thing of mine is fit to live/ .... Witch, Ded. III. 8.

To live within the life which thou bestowest ; . . ^ucca, IV. 5.

(4) of manner of life, carry on daily existence.
that thou mightst honourably live Cenci, l_ i. 35.
Men, by St. Thomas ! cannot live like bees, . . i. i. 105.
I Who loved him once, and now must /. with him 11. i, 82.
should make me free to live In some blithe place, 11. i. 100.
Live ye, who live, subject to one another . . —*— v. iv. 119,
How live they? Cycl. 114.
the eternal law By which those live, ..... ^ips. 186.
We may live so happy there, . Eug: Hills, 353.
A little oetter would he live, , . _

To live more beastlily than any beast. . .

A virgin she would live 'mid deities Divine

;

Who live secure in their unseen abodes.
We lived a day as we were wont to live,

To live, as if to love and live were one,—
For seven years did this poor woman livi .

To teach the other nations how to live?) . . .

"Would live with marvellous content, ..... Peter, VII. xxii, 4.
But live among their suffering fellow-men
If such live thus, have others other lives,

Smiling they live^ and call life pleasure ;

—

(5) make abode, inhabit.
I'll go live under the ivy
Cyclops, who live in caverns, .....
Ah ! no ; they live in an ungracious land. .

And live among the Gods
Canst thou imagine where those spirits live . .

Where they henceforth will live exempt from toil in. ivr7o9.

, Faust^ I. 44.
. 1. 47.

. . Horn. Venus, 2^.

. . Laon, in. lu. 1,

. . VIII. xii. 7.

. Mother Sf Son, In. i.

(Edipus, n.

. Front. I, 630.

. 11. ii. 83.
St. Dejection, ill. S.

. Ch. 1st, V. I.

. Cycl. 111.

. 117.

Hom. Merc. xxix. 2.

. Prom. II, ii. 64.

. Adonais, xxvi. 2.

. Bion. Adon. 44.

. Cenci, i. i. 9.

. Laon, VII. xxx. 1.

To live alone, an isolated thing ?

(6) endure, last.

Kiss me, so long but as a kiss may live ; . .

But for as long as one short kiss may live— ,

(7) be saved, have future existence.
An erring soul which might repent and live :—
(8) dwell mentally.

We live in our own world, . . . .

(9) to enjoy life.

And now I cease to live again

(10) subsist.

Or grass-hoppers that live on noon-day dew,
ILive, adj. burning, glowing.

broiling warm from the live coals, . . .

*Iiive-stocb, c. n. Fig.
His promising live-stock to view ; . . .

Ijived, V. I. tr. Fig. kept up.
the springs. Which /k'*^^ within it a quick life,

II. intr. (1) had being or existence.
For Venus whilst Adonis livedvfas fair— . .

If he now lived he would be just her age ; . .

Clung to him while he lived:
I lived: a living pulse then beat . ,

As if it lived, and was outworn

(2) passed life.

Sidney, as he fought And ... as he /. and loved Adonais, xlv. t
He lived, he died, he sung, in solitude Alastor 60.
that I, . . . Lived ever holy and unstained. . . Cenci, V iv. 149
The land in which I lived, Laon, 11. iv. 1.We lived a day as we were wont to live, . . .

' in. iii. i.

Saintly Camillus lived, and firm Atilius died. . Ode Lib. Vll. 8.
And so I lived till that sweet load Was lightened. Rosal. 387.
And /zz/tfcf thenceforward as if some controul, . Witch, Lxix. 4.

(3) continued to exist.

My father livedo, little while Rosal. 315.
yet day by day He /fWif, looi.
I lived and saw, and the gathering soul , . . 1045.
But year by year lived on— SunSet, 29.
but /zz/ffrf to tend Her aged father, 31,

. M.N. Melody, 24.

. CEdipus, I. 41.

. Cycl. 224.

. Devil, VI. 2.

. Peter, vll. xix. 2.

. Bion. Adon. 28.

. Cenci, V. ii. 65.

. Laon, VIII. viii. 6.

. Rosal.J^S.
. Unf. Dr. 132.

but I yet lived to weep

(4) dwelt or inhabited.
Where Cicero and Antoninus lived, ....
So Rosalind and Helen lived together . . .

thou in whom Some bright spirit lived, . . .

A lady-witch there lived on Atlas' mountain .

At first she lived alone in this wild home, . .

(5) survived.
from man to man, It [freedom] lived; , , .

. Zuccd, II. I.

. O. Mab, II. 179.

. Rosal. ^2^K.
. W. Shelllii I. ^.

. Witch, I. 7.

. XXI. I.

. Hellas,, 62.
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. Laon^ VI. viii, 3.

. IX. iv. 9.

. Lerict^ 23.

, Cenci^ V. ii. 120.

I. iii. 4.

V. iii. 71.

Marenghi^ XVIII. 6.

. Jane, Inviin, 43.

. M. N. Melody, 22.

; Marenghi,x.vu.^.
. Unf. Dr. 16.

Loon, IV. viii. i.

. (Bdifus, I. 84.

, Witch, LXXI. 7.

(6) acted, was active.

I saw the sight—I moved—I l^ed— . .

(7) was heard continually,

that name lived on the sunny Hood. . . .

(8) was concerned or interested.

I lived alone In the time which is our own ;

Uved, pp. (1) existed, had being.

Have lived but on this earth a few sad years

(2) passed life, endured.
I have too long; lived like an anchorite, . .

the wretched life Which I have lived, . .

(3) survived.

Or he could ne'er have /. years, day by day.

(4) been sustained.

Long having lived on thy sweet food, . .

(5) enjoyed life.

Oh ! I had never liv^d before, . . .

(6) dwelt or inhabited.

An outlawed murderer had /. seven days there

My mansion is ;
where I have lived insphered

(7) of emotions, existed.

There must have lived ^\'Ctim Marenghi's heart Marenghi, XVIII. i.

Uvelong, adj. entire, whole.
That hoary man had spent his livelong age

Uver, n. an internal organ of the body.
We shall find pints of hydatids in's liver, .

liveries, n. rig. aspects.

while they were still arraying In /. ever new,

Uvery, n. A. Lit. dress or uniform.
Is Satan's choicest livery. Devil, XX. 2.

waiting some few days For a new livery— . . Peter, 11. xiv. 3.

Guards, garbed in blood-red livery, Q. Mab, IV. 173.

B. Fig. (1) outward appearance or aspect,

assumes The livery of unremembered snow— . Fiordispina, 49.

(2) ordinary look or aspect.

which the world's livery wear? Ye hasten, 3.

U.ves, V. intr. (1) has existence or being.

He lives, he wakes—'tis Death is dead, not he ; . Adonais, XIJ. i.

If all that tfi/cj must love or die, . . . . Calderoti, ni. io.

And such is Cenci : and while Cenci lives . . . Cenci, II. ii. 126.

Chain one who/., and breathesthisboundless air Laon, II. xliiL 2.

And all that lives, or is, to be hath given, .

And love on all that lives,

Nothing that lives from their award is free.

Sweet the rose which lives in heaven, . .

(2) passes his daily life,

such who ever lives among you finds you,

feels, acts and lives Just as nis father did

;

(3) continue in existence, survives.

And, see, he lives.'.... . .

Careless who lives or dies

(4) is sustained.

Man lives far more in love's desire . . ,

(5) remains.
what still i!i'M of the dying day, —- I- "•

If love lives when pleasure dies. We will love, Inv. Mts. IV. 3.

The wordy eloquence that lives Q. Mab, V. 94.

(6) dwells, exists. ,
The devil was rebuked that lives in him. . . . Cenci, II. i. 45.

He /zVw in his own world

;

C^. i^/, 11. 102.

His dead spirit lives in thee 9.''', „,?" V
true excellence Lives in the Spirit of all thmgs . Prol. Hellas, 167.

(7) is active, works.
Let that which ever operates and lives_ .

that form Which lives unchanged within, .

(8) Fig. endures, has place.

That lives beneath the overhanging rock

Iiives, «. fl) being, existence.

And bored their lives out. ......
Among the Gods, whose lives eternal are. .

(2) the period from birth to death.

Will serve our Bacchus all our happy lives.

in the woods their sweet lives sing away, .

xi. 8.

, —-— IX. xxi. 9.

. Love, Hope, 6.

. Lovers Rose, II. 3.

. CEdipus, II. i. 166.

. Q. Mab, III. 96.

. Cenci,y. ii. 108.

M. N. Post. Fr. S3.

Calderon, III. 28.

. Faust, I. 106.

. Prom. II. i. 65.

. Orphetis, 11.

. Horn. Merc. xx. 3.

. Hovt. Moon, 23.

. . Cycl 718.

. . Dcemon, II. 162.

. . Q. Mab, VIII. 220.

Horn. Merc, xxvill. 8.wjtltout gifts or food. To spend our lives

(3) continued existence.

We grant your lives. Hellas, 388.

whose power their AVm had sought to spare. . . Laon,-v.v\.g.

We pawn Our /iVM that none CEdipus, II. \. n^6.

(4) course or mode of living.

the reward of innocent A»<j; . - . • , -.j- , • ^'^fuY-
'^- "°-

Thesearetwofriendswhosetofifwereundivided; h.pitaph, i.

If such live thus, have others other lives, . . Prom. II. n. 83.

Their valueless and miserable lives (J. Mab, V. 248.

(5) persons.
Two lives, the honour of their country? .... Calderon, I. 236.

(6) existences.

What are a thousand /!»«j; C«i", V. n. 107.

To nourish their bright lives with baser prey, . Jipips. 5S2.

Uvest, V. intr. (1) hast being, existest.

And livest thou still. Mother Earth ? . . . Death Nap. 12.

(2) makest a livelihood.

Thou devil which livest on damning ; .... CEdipus, II. li. 44.

Uvia, n. a name in ' Magico prodigiosc'
So would I fly to Livia Calderon, I. 46.

Livia is she who has surprised my heart ; . . . I. 47*

Livia, I come
;
good sport, Livia, . . . . I. 49*

Lisander! father! lord! Livia!— 111.150.

Livia, quick, bring my cloak, ... . . HI. i?"-

*£ivid, adj. dull, leaden.

Dank lurid meteors shoot a livid gleam ; . . . M. N. Ravail 2.

I see two livid flames CEdipus, II. ii. 63.

Livid, and starred with a lurid dew Sensit. PI. III. 61.

JAving, n. Fig. a livelihood.

Some a living require Cat, III. i.

lA-viag, pr. pple. A.. Lit. (1) being alive.

He who but one yet living here can lead, . . . Laon, x. xli. 5.

(2) dwelling.
How does the God like living in a skin ? . . . Cycl. 532.

(3) gaining a livelihood.

A swindler, living as he can ; Peter, II. ii. 5.

B. Fig. (1) existing, having existence.

They are now living in unmeaning dreams : . . Cenci. III. ii. 6.

Z!»OT.f in what it sought; Serchio, log.

I. in its dreams beyond the rage Of death or life ; Witch, LXXI. 5.

(2) having place.

The reverence /. in the minds of men Towards our Cenci, V. ii. 146.

(3) dwelling.
Living in the same lone home, Many years— . Inv. Mis. III. 3.

Iiivlug-, ppl. adj. (1) alive, not dead, (of animal or

vegetable life).

So is it in the world of /iW«^ men: Adonais, Z^YX.. e,.

And cold hopes swarm like worms within our
living c\B.y XXXIX.9.

And voice oi tivinghe\ngs, and woven hymns . Alastor, 48.

Which but one living man has drained, . . . ;- 677.

Cover thy face from every living eye Cenci, I. iii_. 154.

or bruised A living, flower III. i- 368.

chosen forth Out of the multitude of living men V. ii. 80.

Sad funeral flowers to deck a living corpse, . V. iii. 42.

hear no more Blithe voice of living thing ; . V. iv. 53.

A living light, to cheer it long, Dcemon, I. 94.

Skins torn from living men, ........ I. 265.

And so with living motion all are fed, .... Death Nap. 23.

from her living cheeks and bosom flew .... Epips. 261.

And of living things each one ; Sug. Hills, 310.

From every living heart which it possesses, . . Ginevra, 128.

even to the root Of the /. stems that feed them— Gisb. 276.

and all the living things That fleet along the air, Horn. Venus, 4.

the only living tiling Of all the crowd, .... Laon, V. xxi. 2.

the last living heart whose beatings bound thee : V.Song,i.6.

Few were the living hearts which could unite . VI.xxxLx.4.

That /zVzM^ tree, wTiich, if the arrowy dove . VI. xl. 7.

No living thing was there ....... VI. xlviii. I.

As if some living thing had made its lair . . Vll. xvi. 5.

All living things a common nature own, . . . x. i. 4.

Answer from their living graves Mask, LII. 2.

whose thick green living woof Tempered the

young day . ... Matilda, 2.

Ocean, and all the living things . . . . Mont B. 85.

The limits of the dead and /2»2K^ world, . . . 113.

This human living multitude Was savage, . Ode Lib. III. 6.

Than e'er was made by living creature . . Peter, vi. xxxv. 4.

Which Thou and I alone of living things . . . Prom. I. 3.

Thou art a /JOTK^ spirit : speak as they. . . 1.139-

Joy ran, as blood within a living frame, . I. 156.

I wish no living thitig to suffer pain. . . . I. 305.

To thee, and to none else of living things, . . I. 372.

Forms more real than living man I. 748.
Who made the //z/zw^ world ? II. iv.'g.

As the calm joy of flowers and living leaves . 11. iv. 36.

For Jove is the supreme of /zW«^ things. . II. iv. 113.

the sun's fire filling the living world, . . 11. v. 27.

The music of the living grass and air ; . . . iv. 257.

And fishes which were isles of /*7/2W^ scale, . . IV. 304.
And living shapes upon my bosom move : . . IV. 365.

ye living iea.ves and buds ; . . .... IV. 545.
But once was /2W»^ man ; Q. Mab, II. 212.

I tell that those living things II. 226.

Which restless time prepares For every /iWk^souI. III. 21.

Scarce living puUies of a dead machine, . , , v. 76.

All living things that walk, swim, creep or fly, . VI. 77.

,, J, ,, „ 1) n Superstition, 6.

a living pulse then beat Beneath my heart . . Rosal. 348.

Strange inmate of a living breast I 404.

for when the A'wB^stem Is cankered in its heart, 1202.

Over the gleam ot the living grass ; Sensit. PI. I. 85.

To urge all living t.hm%s to love each other, . . St. Epips. 35.

Breathed from their wormy beds all living things

around, Summer-Evg.22.
The love of living leaves and weeds, W. Shel. (3) 11. 4.

with the living form Of this embodied Power, . Witch, IV. 7.

and drew AH /. things towards this wonder new. V. 8.

And through those living spirits, . . ix. 4.

(2) active, quick, mobile,

whom near the living streams Of his young spirit

he fed Adonais, IX. 3.

Shamed hy the presence of that living Might . XXV. 2.

as the universe Tell where these /.thoughts reside, Alastor, 512.

and /zVzw^ fires Of mind, Dcsmon, II. 279.

Was penetrating me with living light : . . . . Epips. 342.
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The /iW«^ Sun will feed thee from its urn . . . Epips.^j$.
And level with the //ww^ winds 517.
Like waves above the A»m^ waves below. . . 518.
The living- soul of this Elysian isle 539.
If/)»iK^winds the rapid clouds pursue, . . . Gisb. iSj.
for the winds drove The living spray .... Julian^ 22.
When first the living blood thro' all these veins Laon, I. xxxix
Laughs o'er the grave in which his living hopes

are laid. . u. jonciii. 9But of the hmng blood that ran within my frame
did partake Such living change,
her own human hues and living charms

; . .

the remotest sphere of living flarae . . . .

and fill . . . With living hues and odours . .

until they faint With living fragrance, . . .

Than in an atmosphere of living spirit .

led By living wings high overhead . . .

till every sphere Shall be one living Spirit, .A living spark of Night,
yet we feel it is A living Spirit
a mountain's weight Is active, living spirit. .

Gold is a living god, and rules in scorn . .

touched the world with living flame, . , .

No thought of living spirit could abide, . . .

and lit A living spirit within all its frame, . .

(3) ever living, yet surviving, immortal.
Over his /z»!'«^ head like Heaven is bent, . .

Memory may clothe in wings my living name
their living melody Tempers its own contagion
(4) specially endowed with life.

Thou living Form Among the Dead ! . . . . Epips. 27.

(5) sparkling, brilliant,
brightest gems O^ living light-
Like a living meteor." ....
It was a stream of living beams,

-^— III. xvi. g.- V. liii. 8.

xri. xxiii.3.

Ode Lib. I. 12.

OdeW.Wind,\.\i.
(Edipus, II. i. 66.
Prot. Hellas. 22.

68.- itg.

200.

Prom. II. iv. 7.

Q. Mabj IV. 143.
V. 62.

Triumph^ 130.
Witch, XII. 4.

XXXIV. 2.

Adonais, xxx. 4.

Gisb. II.

XriuTnph, 276.

. Prol. Hellas, 215.

. Remembr. III. 5.

. Prom. IV. 357.
Triumph', 466.

. Serchio, 89.
Vis. Sea, 32.

. Calderon, 11. 117.

. Guitar Jane, 22.

ri ""j". -""'-'"" "•
i*.'*'*^

u^axua, .... . Laon, XI. iii. i.
like living emeralds glow, xi. xxv. 3/Jvingg\ohes which ever throngThy deep chasms Ode toHeaven, 12.
the least Of heaven's living eyes— Triumph, 392.
(6) having existence without power of will or action,

what wonder if they die Some living death ? . Julian, 2 10No
:
wears a Awzw^ death of agonies ! .

Consuming all its torms ai living death.
On the living grave I bear ...
(7) active.

Then the weeds which were forms of living death Sensit. iV. ill. 98.
(8) moving, in action or movement.

Is loosened into living fountains
The thickest billows of that living storm
The /!z;;'k^ breath is fresh behind; . . . .

On the living sea rolls an inanimate bulk,

1,9) opening, awakening.
The crimson pulse of living morning quiver,)
(10) natural, undetached.

grown Out of the mountains, from the /. stone,

(11) animated.
Beauteous and calm, like shapes of living stone Loon, x. xlviii 2Ahvinglm^ge WitcA,-s.xxv. 6.
=ne, all those human figures breathing there. Be-

held as living spirits—
(12) sensitive.

Every little /jwKf nerve

(13) expressive of life.

But every living lineament was clear . . .

And populous most with living imagery, . .

(14) live, of living persons.
and the Georgians Refuse their living tribute.
Imperial Rome poured forth her living sea .

(15) quick, lively.

Before my last step in the living dance . . .

(16) adj. dbsol. those who are alive.
That feed upon the dead and fly the living .

To take the living than give up the dead ; . .

nets which snare the living and the dead. . .

And there the living in the blood did welter .

the living bleed Beneath the hoofs ....
Sometimes the living by the dead were hid.
Proclaiming- thro' the living and the dead, .

the living shook Heaven's cope, . ...
doth divide the living and the dead . '.

. xil xv 7Glut thee with Aot»^ and dead! Peter,v\.'r.m.'^.
Howl, Spirits of the /w/kp- and the dead, . .Prom.lxyo
Those wlio live Still fear the living, ... . Rosal 462 '

if love die not in the dead As in the living, . . 7,17Thou wert the morning star among the /zw/»f, . Stella 1
Ihe&i/zK^were not envied of the dead IVitch, xvil. S.

Idzard, n. the popular name for the Lacertidae.

Where t£'tt"fPt^'^' ^j!"'^ ^°'''™
^"''^^l -Adonais, XVIII.8.

A= f/,v„ ^ ! l';'L"T
^°f.""^ ^''=^° lizard's iove Q. Mab, VlII. 7,.

ttierettffnfin"' !f "''^f^
Of a trembling leaf, . Rarely III. i,

"
there Its Iruit lav like a sJppnino- //.^^^v TT..^r^.. „„

. Epips. loo.

496.

LXVI. 2.

. Eug. Hills, 40.

. Naples, 15.

. Prom. III. iii. 164.

. Hellas, 587.
Triumph, 113.

. Faust, II. 365.

. Hellas, 404.
863.

. Laon, I. xxix. 9.

. VI. xii. 3.
. VI. xix. 4.
. X. xxiii. I.

X. xli. 2.

. XII. i. 8.

XII. XV. 7.

A.^^ "Z r • V ...
""i^^e \ji a tremoili

there its fruit lay like a sleeping lisard
Idzards, n. pi. of Lizard.
and t\iUisards each gone To his dwelling

;as earthly soon As their brother lizards Ire.And the lizards below in the grass,
Lo 1 interj. see, behold.
and lol the etherial cliffs Of Caucasus, .

. Unf. Dr. 205.

. Autumn, 11. 4.

. Exhortation, 24.

. Pan, I. 10.

. Alas/or, 352.

and, /o/ she stands Looking in idle grief . . . Ginevra, 2,%.

Lot a boat Advances ; Vis. Sea, 152.

Load, V. tr. (1) fill or occupy.
With sparkless ashes load an unlamented urn. , Adonais, XL. 9.

(2) fill up.
We'll load the hollow de^th of our black ship, . Cycl. 467.

(3) burden or provide overmuch.
those sows. That load the earth with pigs ; . . . CEdipus, I. 73.

(4) lade, fill, burden.
Month after month, he cried, to bear this load . Julian, 300.
By placing on your hearts the secret load . , 346.
they load the blast Which bears one sound . . Laon, IV. xxv. 4.
then he bore Again his load of slavery, .... vil. v. 8.

a strange load my heart did bear, .... vil. xvi. 4.
clouds which load the weary wind VII. xxx. 9.
The scornfed load of agony . . M. W. G. 11. 6.

Not his the load of any secret crime, Pr. Athan. 1.6.
I bear alone ... a strange /(?arf/— II. ii.46.

beneath the load Of that they would express : . . Prom. II. i. ill.

and each one reels Under the load .... II. iv. 23. 4

He bears a /oae^ which nothing can remove, . . Solitary, 11. 5.
To share in the load of mortality's woe Tear, IV. 2.

(5) oppress, overburden.
To /ofli^ with crimes an overburthened soul, , . Cenci,in.{.2i'j.
thou dost /tfarf With cowardice and crime . . . Q. Mab, IV. 2^^.

Iioad, n. (1) produce, quantity.
For them, endures the . . . field Its /. of harvest, Horn. Earth, 15.

(2) said of an unborn child.
till that sweet load Was lightened Rosal. 387.

(3) moral weight, or responsibility, grief or trouble,
lighten for thee Thy sorrow's load. . . . Cenci. V. iv. 144.
It longs in thy cells to deposit its load, .... Death, Dial. 15.
Charged with the load that makes thee faint and

mourn ? Fr.Isnoi,S.
(4) share, portion.

Each with its load of pleasure, slow yet sweet ; . Fiordispina, 4.
"'DLoaded, ppl. adj. burdened.

heart of many wounds, and /ofli/^i/ brain, . . . Q. Mab, \ll. \62.
XltOASiag, pr. pj)le. (1) impregnating, lading.
with sweet breath Loading the morning winds . CEdipus, 11. i. 6^.

(2) burdening.
leading with loathsome rottenness the land, . . Q. Mab, V. 8.

Loads, n. the quantity that an animal can (:^Tiy.
with ten camel loads Of Indian gold Hellas, 577.

:|:Loadstar, n. Fig. that on which one's hopes are fixed.
Time, That loadstar of the ages Calderon, 11. 184.
Who was ,the loadstar of your life : . . . . Cenci, V. ii. 51.
towards the loadstar of my one desire, .... Epips. 219.

loadstars, n. Fig. like guiding stars, objects of attraction.
whose fair eyes Were loadstars of delight, . . Laon, 11. xxi. 2.

Loan, n. (1) fact of borrowing.
And then denied the loan ; Cenci, III. i. 301.
(2) a sum borrowed.

a forced loa7i from the refractory city, . . . Ch. 1st, IL 286.

(3) borrowed thoughts or ideas.
Well pay them for the loan, Q. Mab, IV. 209.

Loath, adj. filled with aversion.
And plants, at whose names the verse feels loath, Sensit. PI. Ill, 58.

Loathe, v. tr. feel aversion or distaste for.
Once thou didst loathe the multitude Cavalc. 5Well might men loathe their life, Laon, 11. vii. 6.
Nor hate another's crime, nor loathe thine own. vni. xxii. 2.

Loathed, v. tr. hated, felt distaste for.
and slaves who /oa^/5erf their state . . . . 11. iii, 6.
He loathed all faith beside his own x. xxxii. 8.
But more he loaihed and hated the clear light . x". xxxiil. i.

Loathed,^/, hateful, disgusting.
Famished and homeless, loathed and loathing, . i. xxvii. 6.

Loathed, ///. adj. hateful, disgusting.
Trampled and mocked with many a loathed rite Adonais, IV. 6.
Thou too, loathed image of thy cursed mother, . Cenci, II. i. 121.
Ihou /<7aM^af wretch ! IV. i. 12
warp those fine limbs To loathed lameness !

'. ' IV i 134But loathed scorn and outrage unrelenting, . . Julian, 3^1.
1 he deep pollution of my /oaMerf embrace— . . 422.
Over his loathed mts.1, laughing in agony, raves. Laon, 11. xxxvi. 9.O war! of hate and pain Thou /o/i/,4^rf slave. . . VI. xvii. 6.
But why more hideous than your loathed selves . Prom. I. 461.Low muttering o'er his loathed name

; . . . Rosal. 244.
Loathes, v. tr. Fig. dislikes, feels disgust.
Comes Plague, a winged wolf, who loathes alway Laon, a. xxiv. 8.

Loathing', n. disgust, abhorrence.
Hatred, despair, and /oaMjK,^ in his mind, . Q. Mab,vm.2iy.

Loathing, pr. pple. feeling disgust or abhorrence.
Famished and homeless, loathed and loathing, . Laon, I. xxvii 6Loathing, ppl. adj. that feels disgust or abhorrence.
to entrap Her /raM/w.^ will) Ce«a iv i 87force the loathing sense To overcome satiety,— O Mab ill a8
that e'er Crawled on the loathing earth ? . . . ' „' Jf,
old age Shivers in selfish beauty's loathing arms, v. 191;

*Loathliest, adj. most abhorrent, or disgusting.
with ifea/A/ze.y/ vapours hung, Alastor 216
while the /oa//;&j/ ward Ot this wide prison, '. .Ch ij/'ivis

3 G
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All loathliesi things, even human flesh, .... Laon, x. xix. 2.

All loathliesi weeds began to grow Sensit. PL in. 51.

IioatUy, adj. abhorrent, disgusting.
Thou knowest that toads, and snakes, and

loathly worms, Prom. III. iv. 36.

l^oathsome, adj. disgusting, abominable.
Hiding the /oaMjoOTi?, CA. u/, I. 129.

A loathsome exhalation from his maw CycL 404.
But sate in my loathsome cave the while, . . . Falsehood^ 38.

Tho' in the likeness of a loathsome worm, . . . L,aon^ I. xxxi. 3.

She told me what a loathsome agony Vll. vi. i.

And laugh and stare in loathsome sympathy. . . Profn. I. 451.
The loathsome mask has fallen, .... . in. iv. 193.

From vice, black loathsome vice

;

Q. Mab^ III. 122.

Leading with loathsome rottenness the land, . . V. 8.

t^oathsomeuess, n. that which is disgusting.
But loathsomeness and ruin?

—

Dcemon^ I. 20.

:|:Loaves, n. portions of bread as they come from the oven.
Had piled three heaps o( loaves^ Laon^ VI. li. 7.

she spumed the loaves with her pale feet, . . . VI. lii. 4.

When the loaves and the skulls roll about, . . CBdipus^ ll. ii.4g.

^ock, V. tr. Fig. (1) make fast or secure.

tempt one captive now to lock another's chain. . L.aon^ ix. x. 9.

(2) intertwine.

And their long tangles in each other lock^ . . . Medusa^ ill. 4.

Locked, V. tr. Fig. intertwined.
Lacked in stiff rings his adamantine coil, . . . Z.aon^ i. xii. 4.

Iiocked, pp. A. Lit. (1) secured with lock or key.
the doors Which led to this apartment were all /. Calderon^ III. 161.

(2) with upj secured within.
For he was locked up in my room III. 163.

B. Fig. clasped, interlaced.

Lacked th&n, as now, behind my dark, moist hair, Prom. II. i. 47.

*Locker, n. a. cupboard in a ship or boat.
And stow the eatables in the aft locker. .... Serchio^ 74.

ILocks, V. tr. Fig. (1) confines, keeps.
Locks its mute music in her rugged cell. . . . Alastor^ 66.

(2) shuts.

Because he locks^ then barricades the gate . . . Gisb. 228.

3^ocks, n. fastenings.

through the doors and /(?iri6j ? Calderon^ ill, lo^.

Ziocks, n. (1) tufts or tresses.

White bones, and locks of dun and yellow hair, . Marenghi^ XVI.5.
And hang long locks of hair, Rosal. 1307.

(2) used to denote hair generally.
Another dipt her profuse locks. Adonais^ XI. 3.

Her dark locks floating in the breath of night, . Alastor, 178.

she excels All women in the magic of her locks ; . Faust., II. 319.
And darkened her dark locks^ ... . Ginevra^ 16.

Long tangled locks flung wildly forth, .... Julian^, 225.

Which thro' her floating /. and gathered cloke, . Laon^ l. Ix. 6.

and she tore Her locks m agony, . - . Vii. v. 6.

the Captain with grey /o£vfej, VIii.xxvi.8.

Their bright/. Stream like a comet's flashing hair: Prom. II. iv. 138.

With silver locks and (juick brown eyes, . . . Rosal. 1212.

Oreads and Naiads, with long weedy locks^ . , Wiich^ xxii. 2.

two lovers linked innocently In their Xoo^^locks . LXI. 6.

(3) used figur. of imaginary beings or personifications.

the tears rained through thy shattered locks . . Ode Lib. VIII. 11.

And Ocean with the brine on his grey locks., Witch^ x. 4.

(4) serpents in place of hair.

A woman's countenance, with serpent locks^ . . Medusa^ V. 7.

(5) used figur. of natural effects of light, &c.
Entwined in duskier wreaths her braided locks . Alastor^ 338.

With her rainbow locks Arethusa, I. 8.

Is spreading the locks of her bright grey hair. . Fr. Song., 4.

Beneath his graceful locks f^T shmes around, . . I/om. Sun, 17.

The locks of the ajjproaching storm. . . Ode W. Wind, 11. 9.

An azure fire within its golden locks/ . . . Prom. II. iii. 52.

(6) hair-like foliage or growth.
Like the pine's locks upon the lingering blast ; . Laon, VI. xxi. 6.

The tangled locks of the nightshade's hair , , . Rosal. 208.

ILodgln^s, n. temporary abode.

the gondola Conveyed me to my lodgings . . . Julian, 140.

*toftier, adj. (1) grander, more important.

A loftier Argo cleaves the main, Hellas, 1072.

(2) fuller, greater.

More daring crime requires a loftier meed . . , Q. Mab, V. 205.

(3) better, nobler.

To mingle with a loftier instinct there, .... Vlil. 137.

(4) more aspiring.

But strike the prelude of a loftier strain ? . . . Laon, Ded. x. ^.

*Loftier, adv. more loudly or piercingly.

Now—now it /ty^/er swells— M. N. Despair, 1$.

Loftiest, adj. (1) of the greatest height.

^tna, the loftiest peak in Sicily Cycl. 107.

Eddied above the mountain's loftiest peak . . . Damon, I. 127.

II »i
... Q- Mab, I. 216.

And'two th^loftiest oi ouv ships of war, . . . Hellas, 635.

To the last fibre of the loftiest tree Prom. I. 154-

(2) the most distant.

The /o/i?2Wj^ star of unascended heaven ill. iv. 203.

(3) the noblest, grandest.
But custom maketh blind . . . The loft^est^^GBXt^ : Laon, IV. ix. 2.

musing alway On /(?;?i&s/ enterprise, Vll. iv. 5.

didst transcnbe all taught By loft, meditations ; Marenght, Vlll. 2.

(4) adj. absol. the most exalted persons.
the loftiest fear All that they would disdain . . Prom. l. 619.

Makmg divine the loftiest and the lowest, . . . Zucca, rv. 3.

Lofty, adj. A. Lit, (i;) of great height, very tall or high.

and lofty ships even now, Like vapours anchored Hellas.^ 283.

On Taygetus, that lofty mountain wild, .... Horn,. Castor., 4.

Gathered in fear upon the lofty prow, . . . I2.

As from the lofty steed she did alight, . . . Laon^ VI. xxiv. 4.

(2) high-roofed, high.

Out of the lofty cavern wandering Horn.. Merc. IV. i.

They came unwearied to the lofty stall . . . XVII. 3.

But soon within the lofty portalled stall .... xxil. 7.

And /(?/?>' stalls by the Alphean ford LXVIII.3,

B. Fig. (1) high in authority or position.

The lofty Thunderer in a careless mood .... LV. 6.

(2) dignified, noble, aspiring.

When lofty thought Lifts a young heart .... Adonais, XLIV. 5.

And /(y^ hopes of divine liberty, Alastor, 159.

I loved tny lofty songs Cavalc. 7.

and the lofty grief Other stern brow . . . Cenci, III. i. 351.

Of passion lofty., pure and unsubdued. . . . Dcemon, II. 295.

., „ „ M „ . . . . Q.Mab,\s.. 202.

Restmg at eve, a lofty converse keep : . . . . Laon., Ii. xt^ii. 5.

and a joyance free, Solemn, serene and lofty., . III. viii. 3.

Yet learn the lofty destiny Which restless time . Q. Mab, III. 19.

(3) adj. absol. dignified, noble persons.
The wise, the mild, the lofty, and the just, . . . Protn. l. 605.

*Lo^aritIiius, n. a system of calculation,

M^here conic sections, spherics, logarithms, . . Gisb. 94.

Logs, n. lumps of wood.
And fine dry logs and roots innumerous . . Ho9n. Merc. xix. i.

4:Loitering', pr. pple. delaying, lingering about.
spurring on your mules, or loitering . . . Cenci, III. i. 267.

Lolled, V. tr. hung out of the mouth.
their tongues they lolled into the air, Laon, VI. xvi. g.

+Lombardy, n. a province of Northern Italy.

The waveless plain oi Lombardy, . . . . Eug. Hills, 91.

Londou, n. the capital of England.
and London to a place Of peace and joy ? . . Ch. ist, i. 4.

London will be soon his Rome

:

I. 58.

He sate him down, in London town, ... . Devil, ill. i.

You are now In iJondon, . . Gisb. 193.
are all You and I know in London. . . . 253.
Now Italy or London, which you will ! . . . . 291.

But I had friends in London too : . ... fulian, 564.
Till they came to London town. . . ... Mask, xill. 4.

Hell is a city much like London— Peter, ill. i. i.

:|:Lone, adj. (1) companionless, single, unaccompanied.
Lone counsel from a night of sleepless care. . . Cenci, II. ii. 100.

And Truth, who wanderest lone and unbefriended, Hellas, 984.
Which the lone fisher, when his nets are dried, . Julian, 8.

Which framed for my lone boat a lone retreat . Laon, Ded. II. 7.

As some lone man wno in a desart hears . . , XIII.4.

Doth the cloud perish, ... or dark and lone.

Doth it not IV. xxri. 4.
Cast gentle looks where the lone man was lying . v. xxxv. 3.

the lone Nightingale Has answered me . . . x. ii. 2.

Nor was his state so lone as you might think. . Marenghi, xix. i.

Lone sitting on the bare and shuddering rock, . Q. Mcm, vi. 169.

L^ne, lean, and hunted by his brother's hate, . . Solitary, ll. 2.

Till in this cave they found the lady lone.^ . . . Witch, VIII. 7.

There, a lone youth who in his dreams did weep ; LXI. 4.

Thou wert as a lone star, whose light did shine . Wordsworth, 7.

(2) dreary, lonesome, miserable, friendless.

by forcing some &«« ghost Thy messenger, . Alastor, 27.

In lone and silent hours, ... 29.

The lone couch of his everlasting sleep :— ... e^-j.

And meet lone Death on the drear ocean's waste ; 305.
/^we as incarnate death ! 6S1.

The frail bark of this /<3«e being,) Eug. Hills, %j^\.

Who in cells deep and lone have languished . . Laon, III. xxxii. g.

and there was silence wide and lone vii.xxxix.5.

too swift and strong for one lone human breast. . ix.xxxiii.9.

Moan and yell loud at the /. hour of midnight, M. N. SPec.Hors. 49.
Singing love to its lone mate Mary, 4.

We have waited, weak and lone Ma^, xvi. 1.

A Loud, lone sound no other sound can tame ; . Mont B. 31.

Which this lone spirit travelled, O thou, 3.

I am left lone, alone. . : Remembr. 1. 8.

So deadly, so lone, and so fell, . . .St. Ir. (3) xvill. 2.

In a /o«e land, That tim^, 11. /[..

Where all the long and lone daylight, ... To Night, I. 4.
Late into the lone night, Unf. Dr. 186.

(3) poor, wretched, sparse.

The few lone ears of corn

;

Laon, x. xiii. 5.

(4) deserted, unfrequented, solitary.

At length upon the lone Chorasmian shore . . . Alastor, 272.

/. regions. Where power's poor dupes and victims Ch. ist, iv. 25.

These lone rocks are bare of men Cycl, 109.
Peopling the /f7Mg universe . Eug. Htlls, ^ig.

until it rests Among lone mountains . . . . Fr. Silence, 9.

How can I call the lone night good, Good Night, il. 1.
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might Devise in the lone season of dun night. . . Horn.. Merc. XI. 7.

Living in the same lone home, Many years— . . Inv. Mis. III. 3.

It was delight to ride by the lone sea ; . . . . Julian^ 550.
a fleeting guest Of our lone mountains— . . . Laon^ I. xxxvii. 8.

when gone far away To the lone shores and
mountains, 11. xv. 8.

Thro' the /owff paths of our immortal land. . . . 11. xxvi. 3.

a silence lone and drear, More horrible than
famine:— . iii. xxvii.5.

as when far is heard in some lone dell .... V. xxxi. 2.

from that green And lone recess, Vl.xxxvii.4.

Among the daughters of those mountains lone^ . Vlii. xxv. 2.

In the wild woods, among the mountains lone^ . Mont B. 8.

In the lone glare of day, 131.

The lone and level sands stretch far away. . . . Osynt. 14.

through the lone cathedral's roofless aisles . . . Q. Mat, ix. 103.

By this lone lake, in this far land, Rosal. 6.

That led us forth at this lone hour .... . 15.

Helen came To this lone^ silent spot, 168.

Among the mountains wild and ^«^, . . . 989.

(5) isolated.

Is a lone dwelling, built ... Epips. 4S4.
He came to the lone column on the rock, . , Laon^ IV. xi. i.

From that lone ruin .... vi. xxiii. 2.

this ruin made a watch-tower lone^ ... . vi. xlii. 8.

at length We came to a lone hut, VI. li. 4.

Whose house is some /oM£ bark, whose toil the sea, Moschus^ 10.

That lady did, in this lone fane, Rosal, 1076.
We sate within that temple /(3«e, . .... 11 12.

*^oiieUer, adj. more deserted.
As day by day their altars lonelier gtQW^ . . . Laon^ IX. xviii. 5.

^Iioneliest, adj. most secluded.
far within Its loneliest dell, Alastor, 146.

loneliness, n. (1) solitude.
In melancholy loneliness^ .... .... Dcenton^ ii. 100.

,, „ „ Q. Mab, VIII. 95.
keep Their watch in some dim charners/i7M£//wej'j, L.aon^ III. xxii. 8.

the loneliness Of the circumfluous waters,— . . Woodman^ 18.

(2) isolation, solitariness.

A sense of loneliness^ a thirst with which I pined. LaoJt, Ded. v. 9.

(3) dreariness.

the wintry loneliness Of those dead leaves, . . . vi. xxviii. 5.

lonelinesses, n. solitary places.
In the bowers of mossy lonelinesses ... . Rosal. 1029.

lonely, adj. (1) solitary, single.

the Sire of an immortal strain. Blind, old, and /., Adonais^ IV. 4.

and took his lonely seat, Alastor^ 313,
Oft hast thou turned from men thy lonely feet. . Coleridge^ 6.

Then must the /. helmsman cry aloud Ahasuerus ! Hellas^ 173.
bereft Of friends, and overcome by lonely care . Laon^ II. xxiv. 7.

In lonely pGdiC^ he could no more abide, .... IV. x. 3.

there fed his lonely being :— Pr. Atkan. ii. 1. 14.

Which /. men drink wandering in their youth, . Prom. II. iii, 5.

My lonely and unending pilgrimage, . . . , Q. Mab. VII. 197.
From one lonely cloud . . Skylark^ 29.

(2) isolated.

Cenci will take us to that lonely rock, . . . Cenci^ lii. 1. 239.
that sweeps Around a lonely ruin Damon^ I. 50.
Even to the threshold of that lonely home : . . L,aon^ IV. iii. 6.

A lonely lake, amid the forests vast IV. iv. 3.
Sitting with tnee upon this lonely steep . . IX. xix. 4.
He chose a lonely seat of unhewn stone, .... Orpheus^ 68.
Apart from men, as in a lonely tower, .... Pr. Athan. i. 33.
the wondrous strain That round a /. ruin swells, Q. Mab^ I. 47.
the heavenly strains That filled the Ipnely dwelling. I. 93.
Thence to a lonely dwelling, Rosal. 1245.

(3) unfrequented.
Those lonely realms bright garden-isIes begem, . Dcenton^ 11. 106.

,, „ ,, „ ,, „ . Q. Mab, VIII. loi.
Fencing some lonely court, white with the scrawl Gisb. 267.
he wandered then About yon lonely isles . . Julian^ 248.
In lonely glens, amid the roar of rivers, .... Laon^ i. xlvi. i.

Amid the dwellers of this /. land I shall remain . ii. xlv. 4.
When sitting by the lonely stream, Love, 20.

The long and lonely colonnades, Q. Mab, ii. 168.
Sheds on a lonely and sea-girt isle, .... Inhere is no work, 3-
the sands Of a remote and lonely shore ;

.

W. Shel. (2) 2.

(4) friendless.

that lonely man Then knew the burthen .... L-aon, v. xxix. 6.

the lonely man's despair Hunger then overcame, v. xxx. 7.

cease to dread This one ^oox lonely man

—

v, xxxiii. 5.

Pour the fierce tide afound tliis lonely form, . M. N. DespatJ', ix.

(5) dreary, dismal.
He walks in /. gloom beneath the noonday sun. . Laon, v. xlii. 9.
I^ow mingling on the lonely S^^A of fame, . Q. Mab, v. 209.
That hoary giant, who, in lonely pride, .... ix. 24.
Wakening a lonely echo ; ^ . . ix. 98.
As he sits in his lonely cell St. Ir. (3) i. 6.

*3^ouesome, adj. (1) unfrequented.
he would linger long In lonesome vales, .... Alasior, 99.
benighted In lonesome woods : L,aon, xii. xxii. 9.

(2) desolate, sad.
Yet smote my lonesome heart Vii. xxii. 9.
She swiftly advanced to my lonesome abode. . . St. Ir. (i) iv. 4.

Iiong', V. intr. desire eagerly.
O, I long to dance and revel Cyd. 624.
Well, go on

;
we long To hear .... , CEdipus, II. i. 57.

Long", adj. (1) of measure, unusual or considerable length.

with long legs and belly wide, Faust, \\. 69.

Long tangled locks flung wildly forth Julian, 225.

Wound his long&xva% around her, Laon, Vll. ix. 7.

Some shrouded in their long and golden hair, . x. xxin. 7.

All overgrown with reeds and long rank grasses, Marenghi, xiv. 3.

And their /owi>- tangles in each other lock, . . . Medusa, ill, 4.

underneath Their long, fine lashes ; . . . . Prom. II. \}^\
Like snow, or silver, or long diamond spires, . . III. iii, 16.

And the rough walls are clothed with /. soft grass ; III, iii. 21.

With quick long beaks, l". iv. 82.

And hang /(?M^ locks of hair, . 1 Rosal. 1307.

Stretched out its long and hollow shank, . . . Sensit.^ PL ill. ^o.

Dominic's /o«^ black hair! Serchio,^^.

Oreads and Naiads, with /(JMP' weedy locks, . . Witch,J.i^ll.2.

and the /oM^ and gourd-like fruit xxxill. ^.

(2) far-extending.

she is driven on Thro' the long vales ; . . • Bion. Adon. 21.

Long trains of tremulous mist began to creep, . Laon, I. ii- 4-

wound far away The /. and labyrinthine aisles— I. Hii. 3.

From their /ow^ line of brethren in the sky, . . x. xvi. 3, i
the longaxTB.y Of guards in golden arms, . . . xil, ii. i.

Like echoes thro' long caverns, wind and roll. . Prom. I. 806.

And long blue meteors cleansing the dull night, lii. iii. 117.

The /o«^ and lonely colonnades, Q. Mab, li. 16%.

And the long glassy heave of the rocking sea, l^is. Sea, 125.

and three Long lines of light Witch, Xlii. 3.

(3) of distance.

The way is wide, the way is long, . .... Faust, II. 170.

On his ?0MP- wandering, Horn. Merc. xxiv. 4.

a /oM^ and labyrinthine maze.

(4) of long duration,
where the gloom of the hng polar night

Laon, xn, xxxiii. 9.

Dmm^n, 11, 115.

Q. Mab, VIII. 145.
Fiordispina, 5.

Hellas, 288.

1090.

Like the long years of blest Eternity . . .

gaid Brief victory with swift loss and /. despair,

aturn and Love their long repose Shall burst,

and where have you abode All the long night, Horn. Merc, xxvi, 7,

long time Checked his swift steeds, Hotn. Min. 15.

Wemay dream, in that ^w^ sleep, . . . Inv. Mis. xi. i.

one moment's good After /ow^ pain— .... Jane, Invitn, 45,
Quells his long madness— . Laon, ix. xxx. 9.

There was the silence of a long despair, . xi. xiii. 3.

We shall rest from long labours at noon : . . . Pro?n. Ii. iv. 173,
Are happier still, after long sufferings, .... ii. v. 46.
Even when he hangs, seared by my long revenge, ill. i. 06.

and hearts broken oy long hope, III, iv. 185.
will long ages roll away, And see no term ? Q. Mab, vii. 130.

(5) protracted but of no great duration.
Cut it up after long consideration,— .... Horn.. Merc. xxi. 2.

With a loud, long, and frantic laugh of glee, . . Laon, vi.xlviii. 7.

a /oM^ And wondrous vision wrought . . . vil. xvi. 6.

The tond and /o«^ embrace xii,xxiii.9.

And after /ow^and vain endurance Z^ve, Hope, 41.
and made a long Harangue (all words) .... CEdipus, i. 326.
And with long preachirtg and persuasion, . . Peter, I. iv. 2.

With a /(7w^, slow, and drear ennui, .... vii. xii:. 2.

A long, long sound, as it would never end : . . Prom.. Iii. iv. $].

No balancings of prudence, cold and long; . Q. Mab, v. 234.
Then with a laugh both long and wild .... Rosal. 304.
and a /(3«^ quivering cry 1142.
That in long vibrations shudder'd the ground ; St. Ir, (3) xvill. 3.
a loud, long, hoarse cry Vis. Sea, 94.

(6) seemingly protracted by pain or pleasure.
through the long burning day Alastor, 122.
two /f7w^ years are past . Cenci, i. ii. 4.
knelt down through the long sleepless nights . . i. iii, 117.

and felt the dawn of my long night Epips. 341.
A long, long night of bliss M.N, Ravail, 102.
May I then play beside thee the long noons, . . Prom. IH. iv. 28.
ere night's long rack is o'er, . Q. Mab, iv. 249.
And sit through the long day ... . Rosal. 776.
So thro' the lon^ long streets we past . . . 944.
Whilst animal life man^ longyears 1208.
Brings relief to /(3K^ visions ofsoul-racking pain ; Tear, 111.4.
Where all the long and lone daylight, . . .To Night, I. 4.

(7) many.
After long years and many trials , Julian, 472.
Made for long years impression on my mind. . 581.
After /(?M^ years, some sweet and moving scene . Ljion^ ix. xxx. 7.

who made /ow^ years of pain .... . Prom. ill. iii, 8.

For long, /o«f- years These frozen eyes .... Rosal. 360.

(8) much used or accustomed.
gathered brow, and lips Wreathed by /ow^ scorn, Laon, v. xxiii. 7.

(9) distant, far-extending in time.
to long ages shall this hour be known

;
. xii. xxix. 7.

%xm.%, adv. (1) for a great extent of time, a considerable
period,

yon kingless sphere has long Swung blind . . Adonais, xlvi. 6.
he would linger long In lonesome vales,

its music /.,... held His inmost sense suspended
It had been long abandoned,
Sleep and death Shall not divide us long! .

And return to wake the sleeper, Dawn,—ere it

he long! ....
has long disturbed my mind .

lament what has long ceased

3 G 2

Alastor, 98.

154.
301.

369.

Bridal, ll. 4.
EpithaL 26.

Calderon, I. 51.
- \2.
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Will grant for their sake that I long enjoy Cenci^ i. i. 30.
I have too long lived like an anchorite, . . . i. iii. 4.
ye shall outlive hira long! IV. iii. 33.
Live long and thrive ! IV. iii. ^^.
Yet it may not long Rest on our wills Ch. isl^ II. 268.

'Tis /o«^ since these dry lips were wet with wine. Cycl. 133.

By wandering /o«^ over the homeless sea. . . . 709.
A living light, to'cheer it long Dcsmon^ I. 94.
So long have mingled with the gusty wind . . , II. 99.
man was long the train-bearer of slaves, . . . II. 135.
Oh ! linger long^ thou envious eastern lamp . . Epithal. (2) 17.

Like its glory /oK^ ago Eug. Bills, 211.
And my spirit which so long 311.

How long have I been sweeping out this rubbish Fausi^ II. 350.
too /. We gaze on danger through the mist of fear, Hellas, 640.
Nor long could in the sacred cradle keep, . . . Horn. Merc. III. 7.

L^ng having lived on thy sweet food, .... Jane^ Invitn., 43.
from the woes which had begirt it long. . . L,aon^ Ded. vii. g.

too long. Sons of the glorious dead, —^ 11. xili. i.

Whose Idol has so /. betrayed your impious trust. il. xiii. g.

succeeds To faiths which /(?«^have held the world
in awe, rv. xv. 4.

My manners note that I did A7«^ repel ; . . . . iv. xvii. 5.

To woman, outraged and polluted long; . . . iv. xxi. 2.

and hearts /ijmp' parted now unite IV. xxi. 9.

To meet thee, lon^ most dear ; V. xlviii. 7.

and long in vain Isought vil. xxix.o.

By hopes lonp- cherished and too lately lost, . . Z.d. Ck. V. 2.

How long will horror nerve this frame of clay ? .M.N. Fragntt. 3.

She long had struggled with infirmity, . . . Mother^ Son, II. 2.

Long lost, late won, and yet but half regained ! . Naples, 58.

JLong\xvQ lona! down with Swellfoot ! . . . CEdipus, I. 323.
The so long predestined raiment Peter, Prol. 5.

Evil or tumult cannot long endure. ... . Pr. Athan. I. 108.

who can please long The Omnipotent ? . . . . Prom. i. 343,
hng have taught And long must teach I. 364.
Too long desired, too long delaying, come ! . li. i-

_fS.
Are sweeter even than freedom long desired . . III. iii. 5.

^7^ desired And /o«^ delayed III. iii. 6.

Long did she gaze, and silently, .... Q. Mab^ i. 66.

Of gardens /(7K^ run wild, II- igS-
all the chains are foreed Long ere its being : . . IV. 135.

though longtkvey choke, . . . All germs ofpromise. v. 7.

They fertilize the land they long deformed, . . V. 12.

linger long in awe Within his noble presence, . v. 156.

That long has lowered above the ruined world. . VI. 145.

And long lay tranced upon the charmed soil. . vii. 185.

had /(7»^ learned to prefer Hell's freedom . . Vll. 194.

So long have mingled with the gusty wind . . . • viii. 94.

There man was /3«^ the train-bearer of slaves, . vin.194.

So long had ruled the world, ix. 25.

Long fay the clouds of darkness o'er the scene, ix. 39.

Z,OM^ sanctified all deeds of vice and woe, , . ix. 44.

through distant ages, lone^ in pride . . . ix. 93.

'Tis /o«^ since thou and I have met ; Rosal. 2.

The voice of a long pent sorrow came. . . 218.

For long departed memories ! 386-

Come, long sought ! To Night 11. 7.

And life, where long that flower of Heaven . Triumph, 257.

The other long outlived . . 266.

me, sweetest flowers delayed not long; . . . 401-

Or long soothe could it ling;er Unf. Dr. 40.

Have so /(7»^ called my child, Vis. Sea, ?i^.

Be a dream of days forgotten long, W. SheL VI. 2.

(2) at a time far distant—past or future.

And if this meant a vision long since fled— . E. William-s, v. 4.

And since that time, aye, long before Eug. Hills, 250.

long since, given over laughing Faust, I. 39.

From Paradise came long ago : - H- 332-

Have we not long since proved to demonstration li. 330.

for since thy lip Met mine first, years long^ast, Julian, 468.

of some loved voice heard long ago Laon, I. xxii. 2.

He sung a song his Judge loved long ago, . . . H. xh. 5.

from ages long gone by. Had made a landmark ; ill. xii. 4.

image one who may have been long lost in death. V. xlvii. 9.

Which had kindled ^«^ ago Prom.l.f2g.

I^ng on the mind, ... had brought : Q. Mab, vill. 161.

Is Time /oM^ past. Wep.l Time longpast, 1.2.

and long before the day Was old, Triumph, 537.

(3) throughout, during.

when sullen cloud Knells all the night long; . . A Dirge, 4.

and fling The cradle-clothes about me all day
long— Horn. Merc. XLV. 5.

For one wept o'er it all the winter long .... Zucca^ X. 3.

(4) with as^ so, and thus^ for such time.

As long as skies are blue, and fields are green, . Adonais, xxi. 7.

Kiss me, so long but as a kiss may live ; . . . xxvi. 2.

So long as fire outlives the parent spark, . . ^J^^^^'
^'

But for as long as one short kiss may live— . . Bion. Adon. 44.

As long lis he shall live upon the earth, .... Faust, I. 75.

so long Is nothing unto thee forbidden— . . .
I- 7p-

Thus ^M^, but unprevailing:— /.flo«, I. xiv. 2.

^Loug-drawn, c. adj. far-extending.

rung Through all the long-drawn aisles. . , , Q. Mab, Vll. 100.

]LozLg- drawn out, adj. phrase^ protracted.

Let them be Subtle and long drawn out, . . . Cenci, V. u, 162.

:|:^onsr-leg'ged, c. adj. having long legs.

like one of those /ow^'/^j^^^i/ grasshoppers, . . Faust, I. 49.

*3^onR-pxotraoted, c. adj. enduring for a long time.

The A7«^-/r(7^y(K/fi(/fulness of their woe; . . . Q, Mah,\l\\.\%2.

^Aonsr-saffering, c. adj. patiently enduring.
To wisdom, courage, and long-suffering love, . Prom. m. iii- 2.

^ongred, V. intr. desired much.
The Poet longed To deck with their bright hues

his withered hair, Alastor, 412.

^ougper, adj. of greater duration.
Would make life sweeter for a longer time. . . Cyd. 453.
Whose date should have been long, than a day. Witch, Ded. III. 2.

Xonffer, adv. after this time, as a continuance.
Thou canst no longer know or love the shapes . Alastor, 6t:^6.

I will not make you longer Spectators .... Cenci, I. iii. 162.

Yet much longer Will Inot nurse this life . , . II. ii. 143.
The sea no longer was distinguished ; . . . . Dcemon, I. 150.

„ „ „ n » • • - Q- -^'^i I- 240.

The magic car no longer moved ; Dcemon, I. 229,

,, „ „ Q. Mab, II. 40.

no longer now He slays the beast Dt^mon, II. 152.

No longer now the winged habitants II. 161.

Where no longer the scorpions of Perfidy goad ; Deatk^ Dial. 16.

When we shall be as we no longer are— . . . Gisb. 164.

No longer where the woods to frame a bower . Laon, Ded. n. 3.

My writings to their babes, no /o«!^e^ blind ; . . iv. xjii. 2.

Since then I have no longer been a mother, . VI. xlix. 5.

and was no longer passionless ; Vll. v. 3.

I was no longer mad. vii.xxiv. i.

which can no longer borrow Its hues ix. xix. 8.

And cry—my children are no longer mine— . . Ld. Ch. XV. 2.

We win be no longer swine, CEdipus, i. 274.

No longer imitating Pope, Peter^ VI. iv. 4.

compeUed His energies, no longer tameless then, Q. Mab., V. 141.

no longer point To the red and baleful sun . . VI. 44.
Earth was no longer hell ; Vlll. 14.

No longer fettering passion's fearless wing, . . ix. 47.

No longer trembling^ at the broken rod. . . . ix. ^6.

No longer prostitution's venomed bane .... ix. 87.

No longer with the form combined Sensit. PI. IV. 6.

No longer will live to hear or to see . . . There is no work^ 22.

when the ship sinks we no /(7»^£r may be? . . Vis.Sea^S^.

Longest, adj. seemingly long because tiresome.

The dreariest and ihe^-longest ]oiiTne.y go. .

" '

'

Longring*, pr. pple. desiring strongly.

Longing with ^vided will,

Longings, n. earnest desires.

a good man, even in his darkest longings,
light of day May visit not its longings. . . .

Stifling the speechless longings of his heart, .

The growing longings of its dawning love,

Longs, V. intr. desires earnestly.

It longs in thy cells to embosom its woes, . .

It longs in thy cells to deposit its load, . . .

Which still it longs, yet fears to disenthrall. .

Yet, yet he longs—although He fears—to die

;

Look, V. I. tr. express or manifest by looks.

You look what I suspected— Cenci, 11. ii. 92.

He dares not look the thing he speaks, .... V. ii. 86.

he will /. Things wiser than were ever read in book, Gisb. 223.

II. intr. A. subjectively. (1) gaze upon, regard with the

eye.

Look on such pangs as terror ill conceals, . . Cenci, I. i. no.
you look on me As you were not my friend.

It is not true !—Dear lady, pray look up. . .

Dare no one look on me ? None answer ? . .

Where never eye can look upon thee more

!

He has made me look On my beloved Bernardo,
Look up ! Why, yesternight you dared to look

She shall not dare to look upon its beams;
Look upon this man ;

Let her not look on me !

Who made all lovely thou didst look upon .

Yes, pray your Grace look :

Let your Majesty look at it,

Looa up, not downwards when I speak to you.
Let him but look upon that lady's eyes, . .

Look forth, you cannot see the end of it— .

Look here, Gentlemen ;

And /ooift upon his day of life

and bid you look upon the night. . .

Look, Hassan, on yon crescent moon, . .

Knock and it shall be opened—&oA and, lo

!

Look Julian on the west| .......
Z^ok on the west, how beautiful it is . . .

yet dared not look upon the shape ....
and breathlessly did look On her and me, .

that his soul on its revenge might look. . .

I . . . ascend my bier Of fire, and look around
We look behind ; ...... . .

Look upon them as they slay . . .

I look on high
;

Those spirit-beaming eyes, and look on me.
Look on my works, ye Mighty,
Let me but look into his eyes ! . . . .

O, sister, /ofl>fe.' White fire .

Look/ where round the wide horizon . . .

luQok again, the flames almost
Look, sister, where a troop of spirits gather,

And then I said : Panthea, look on me. . .

I^ok, sister, ere the vapour dim thy brain

:

. Epips. 159.

Eug. Hills, 22.

. Fausty I. 89.

Q. Mab, IV. 133.
. V. 138.

. IX. S3.

. Death, Dial. 14.

. Q. Mab, V. 37.
, Solitary, ill. 4.

11. 30.
I. iii. 51.

I. iii. 132.

I. iii. 147.
II. i. 69.
II. i. 106.

II. i. 186.

V. ii. 21.

V. ii. 91.
V. iv. 133.

Ch. 1st, II. 36.

II. 407-
Cycl. 190.
Dante Conv. 24.

Faust, II. 253.
II. 296.

Ginevra, 53.
Gisb. 254.
Hellas, 337.

804.
Julian, 96.

Cane. 3.

Laon, III. xxxi. 2.

VIII. XXX. 6.

X. viii. 9.

XII. V. 7.

XII. xl. 3.

Mask, Lxxxv. 3.

Mont B. 52.
O thou, 7.

Osym. II.

Prom. 1. 338.

1.432.
i-55o.
I- 556-
I. 664.
II. i. 160.

• II. iii. 18.
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Look how the gusty sea of mist is breaking: • Prom. 11. iii. 43.
Some look behind, aa fiends pursued them there, 11. iv. 133.
I dare not look on thee ; II. v. 16.

Will look on thy more warm and equal light . . in. iv. 88.
Listen; look! Hi. iv. 96.
Look on yonder earth : Q, Mad, in. 192.
need but look upon That dying statue, , . . . Mosal. 1086.
Oh, I would look In thy dear Beam . ... Slar, 13.
thou shalt look on it with me Sunset^ 33.
If I /<?(9A on Spring's soft heaven,—- To-morrow, i\. ^,
Look from thy dull earth, slumber-bound, . . Two Spirits, 30.
Not to look on those eyes, Vis. Sea, 86.
Yet look on me—take not thine eyes away, . . Yet look, i.

(2) used of inanimate objects or personifications.
Night, with all thy stars look down,— .... Bridal, I. 5.
that the light of day should look Upon that idol . Calderon, i. 264.
which from the towers Of Heaven look forth . Epips. 356.
Night, with all thine eyes look down ! .... EpiihaT. i.

Or the dews fall, or the an^ry sun look down . . Hellas, 438.
Fiercely look forth his awe-mspiring eyes, . . . Horn. Sun, 13,
Which, from their unworn obelisks, look forth . Prom., ill. iv. 170.

(3) consider, think of.

made me look Upon the monster of my thought, Cenci, V. i. 22.

And with thy memory look on thy friend's mind, Ch. ist, I. 89.
But look on that which cannot change— . . . Hellas, 768.
Sweet friend ! can look from our tranquillity . . Laon, Ded. xiv. 5.

In hope on their own powers began to look, . i. xxxi. 8.'

Z.00i% on your mind— it is the book of fate— . viil. xx. 3.

shall start, Look back, and shudder Q. Mab, v. 259.
Whose stingings bade thy heart /(7(7A further still, ix. 182.

We look before and after, Skylark^ 86.
We look on the past ... That time, i. 3.

(4) have regard to.

O, God Alraiffhty, do thou look upon us, . Cenci, 11. i. 4.
look, hospitable Jove, Upon this outrage . . . Cycl. 340.

(5) sometimes with that or tOy take heed.
Look that those merchants draw not Ck. ist, II. 74.
Look ye obey the masters of the craft Cycl. 477.
Look to thyself, priest, conqueror, or prince ! . . Q. Mab, IV. 237.
Look to thy wretched self! . .... , iv. 245.

(6) with tOj watch, guard,
L^k to the gates that none escape ! Cenci, IV. iv. 54.

B. objectively. (1) (of appearance), seem, appear.
And their mothers look pale— Castl. Adm. I. 4.
How hideously look deeds of lust and blood . . Cenci^ i. i. 38.
Ah me ! How pale you look

;

. 11. i. 29.
and look averse and cold, . in. i. 324.
Your eyes look pale, hollow and overworn, . . . v. iii. 121.

look as dark as a rock before the other. . . . . Ch. \st, II. 431.
All shapes /ot^A glorious which thou gazest on ! . Epips. 32.
When trees look green Eaust^ J. yi.

And ye, weak conquerors ! Giants who look pale Hellas, 425.
In deeds which make the Christian cause /. pale 554.
And where the aged forest's limbs look hoar, . . Rosal. 1253.

(2) of an assumed air or mien.
Look not so dreadfully ! Cenci, II. i. 158.
Look not so calm and happy, V. iii. 15.

Love, look thus again,— . . Eyes, 9.

Look not so, Laon—say farewell in hope, . . , Laon, in. ix. i.

£ook, n. (1) glance or regard.
It was one word. Mother, . . . One look, one smile. Cenci, 11. i. 64.
a snake whose look transmutes AH things . . IV. iv. 179.
That your look raa^ lighten a waste of years, . . Eyes, 10.

from the look Of Mercury then laughed . . Horn. Merc. Lxxxv. 2.

armed wrong Trembles before her look, tho ' it be
strong; Laon, IV. xxi. 5.

every deepest /. and holiest mind Fed on her form, v. Ivii. 2.

With a mild look of courage answered mine, . . vi. x. «^.

The depth of her unfathomable look / . . . . Vl.xxxviii.6.

Some smile, some look, some gesture VII. xxv. 7.

a look more sweet Than happy love, xn. xxii. 3.

It dared not speak, even in look or motion, . Love, Hope, 26.

On those high domes her look she cast Mar. Dr. XI. 7.

asked forbearance with a mournful look ; . . Pr. Athan. i. 80.
The last look Love remembers Prom. II. iii. 85.

The boy Lifted a sudden look upon his mother, . Rosal. 86.

A farewell look of love he turned, 883.
No word, no look, no motion ! . . . ... i iSo.

Thy mingled /(3(7-l of love and glee W.Shel.{2)^.

(2) expression, cast of countenance.
What look is more delightful than the smile . . Apollo, V. 5,

Have given you that cold melancholy look, . . Cenci, II. i. 51.

She interrupted us, and with a look • in. i. 360.
That stern yet piteous look, V. ii. no.
with its numbing /., It freezes up the blood ofman ; Faust, II. 386.
but she with patient look Ginevra, 72.

till life seemed melting thro' their look, .... Laon, IV. xiii. 6.

there was thrown Over her look xi. i. 4.
Or, cried he, a grave look collecting, Peter, VI. x. i.

with look serene He was soon drawn . . . . Rosal. 1173.

(3) mental appearance, seeming.
It had a queerish look of course— Peter^ II. vi. 4.

l^ooked, V. I. tr. expressed by a look.
He said, he looked, he did j—nothing at all . . Cenci, II. i. 76.
My Lord, 'twas what she looked; IV. i. 97.

II. intr. A. subjectively. (1) gazed, directed the eye.
Startled by his own thoug;hts he ^o^e-/around. . Alastor, 296.
Andevery one /(7oAerf in his neighbour's face . . Cewa, II. i. 38.

I looked, and saw that home was hell. . . . Cenci, in. i. 330.

She looked 2LXQyxxiA in wonder and beheld Henry, Dcsmon, II. 328.

from the eye That looked on them— Fiordispina, 37.

I looked, and saw between us and the sun , , . Julian, 98.

I looked on him, "8,
and /oo^e^/ forth and smiled . 227.

And then I clasped my hands and look, around - Laon, Ded. IV. i.

And after every groan looked up over the sea. . I. xvii. 9.

I looked, and we were sailing pleasantly, . . . I. xlvii 4.

Looked mto mine, like moonlight, soothingly; . I. lyiii. 4.

I looked, and lo ! one stood forth eloquently, . . I. Hx. i.

Of the calm smile with which she looked oi\ me : . in. viii. 4.

I /i7(7*6i?<3f abroad, and saw astar in. xxx. 4.

now looked on high, ni. xxxii. 2.

And looked upon the depth of that reposing lake. iv.xxviii.9.

He looked on me, and cried in wonder— . . . v. iv. 9.

My own sweet sister looked, VI. xxiv. 8.

At length she looked on me, VI. xxv. 4.

They looked around, and lo ! they became free ! . IX. x. 4.
Looked {vom their meal, ... .... x. xlvii. 5.

She looked upon the sea, xi. iv. 2.

And the Lady ever looked to spy Mar. Dr. ill. 5.

And /0(7/feerf abroad if she might know .... VI. 5.

she /(?(5<^i^ behind And saw xni. 2,

She looked on that gate of marble clear, . . . XVIII. 5.

And as she looked, still lovelier grew Those marble
forms;— xx. I.

She looked, \ihe flames were dim, . .... xxi. i.

And looked,—a.nA all was empty air. Mask, xxx. 4.

And the prostrate multitude looked— . . xxxil. 2.

I looked on them nine several days, Peter, VI. xv. i.

So in his Country's dyingj face He looked— . . vi. xxvii. 2.

And as the lady looked v/\th faithful grief . . Pr. Athan. Ii. i. 25.

Alas ! I looked iox^ twice, but will no more. . . Prom.. I. 583.
I looked, and all the blossoms were blown down ;

—^ 11. i. 138.

but soon I looked. And behold, in. iv. 130.

She looked around in wonder and beheld Henry, Q. Mab, IX. 230.
All looked on me, Rosal. 306.
My mother looked at me, 321.
And we looked upon each other's face ; . . 939.
When I looked, and saw that there was death . 999,
I looked, and knew that he was dead, .... 1183.
as I looked, the bright omnipresence Of morning Triumph, 343.

(2) afforded a view.
Looked o'er the immense of Heaven Q. Mab, n. 39.

(3) ^fnth.for, searched, looked about.
for his kine, Apollo looked sharp ; .... Horn. Merc. XLI. 3.

B. objectively^ having such and such an appearance, air

or mien.
He looked as calm and keen . . Cenci^ v. iv. ^.

kissing me because I looked so beautiful. . . . Cycl. 562.
The beautiful looked lovelier in the light Of love, Ginevra^ 108.
And the red tower looked grey, . , . Julian, 135.
but she now /.ooAtff/ meek— . . 601.

and columns riven Looked vsjst in twilight, . . Laon, II. x. 8.

But Cythna's eyes /(7i7<fec(/ faint, ... . . vi. xlii. 9.
And the sea-eagle looked a. fiend, . . . vii. xv. 6.

Very smooth he looked, yet grim ; . . . . Mask, ii. 3.

But she looked more like Despair, xxil. 3.

He looked, as he no doubt felt, queer, . . . Peter, iv. xv. 4.
ere the first leaf /(7£7^ei^ brown—she died! . . . Sensit. PI. il. 60.
Though the noonday sun looked cle&T and bright, in. 24.
Looked like the wreck of some wind-wandering

Fragment ... Witch, L. 6.

looked, p^. gazed on, seen.

Those eyes have looked on mcj and I am dead. . Dante Conv. 38.
had looked w^on That uniraaFinable fight, . . Laon, I. xvii. i.

Those who had looked upon tbe sight, Q. Mab, I. 85.

Lookedst, v. intr. didst glance or gaze.
for thou on me lookedst so, and so— Julian, 458.

^ookest, V. intr. (1) used subj. Fig. regardest, takest

notice of.

Thou taintest all thou lookest upon !— . • ' Q- ^^, vi. 72.

,, ,, „ „ „ .... Superstition, i.

(2) used obj. wearest the appearance.
Why /oo^ej^ thou as if a spirit past ? P^otn. u. i. iiZ.

Xiooking, V. intr. A. used subj. (1) gazing or glancing.
Looking towards the golden Eastern air, . . . Epips. 516.
Looking" in idle grief on her white hands, . . . Ginevra, 39.
we stood Looking upon the evening Julian, ^$,
But /oo^/k^ up saw not the singer there

—

. 222.

and so she sate Looking upon the waves ; . . I.Mon, i. xvi. 7.

By /i?(7^««^ forth : Prom. l. 50(3,

Looking m wonder up to Heaven, in. iv. 60.
And little thought a Witch was looking on them. Witch, Lxv. 8.

(2) to express or indicate.

He turned to me then, looking deprecation, . . Cenci, v. iv. 13.

And you fair njmphs looking the love we feel ; . Prom. 111. iv. 114.

Z^oking cniotxoTis once they feared to feel, . . in. iv. 158.

(3) with over, inspecting, examining.
In looking over his farm, I wist Devil, V. 3.

B. used obj. seeming, appearing.
ZhjoAzk^ keen as one for food il/oJ^, LXXVII. 4.

:;:Lookinff askance, n. phr. glancing slily aside.

Looking askance and winking fast as thought, Horn. Merc. LXX. 7.

£ooks, V. I. tr. A. subjectively. (1) glances, gazes at.

He slays the lamb that looks him in the face, . . Q. Mab, viii. 212.
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(2) expresses by looks.
Which sometimes dares not speak the thing it /., Cenci^ V. ii. 85.

II. intr, (1) glances or gazes.
looks forth Joyless upon the sapphire lake . . . Hellas, 571.
Grows like what it looks upon, Protn. iv, 484.
it peeps From its new tenement, and looks abroad Q. Mab, IV. 122.

(2) is expressed.
from his eye /. forth A life of unconsumed thought Hellas^ 146.

(3) considers, regards.
Man looks on his creation like a God Protn. II. iv. 102.

(4) faces or is opposite to.

As ocean's moon looks on the moon in heaven. . Alastor^ 202.

a shattered portal Looks to the eastern stars, . Laon, VI. xxvii. 2.

B. objectively. (1) appears, seems, wears the appearance of.

how looks the world this morning? Ch. isl, II. 405.
the hill £,. hoary through the white electric rain, Glsb. 124.

She looks to every one like his first love. . . . Faust, II. 395.
Or Danger, when Security looks pale ? . . . . Hellas, 360.

The future looks as black as death, .... CBdipus^ I. 96.

the air around them Looks radiant Prom. i. 693.
Deeply in truth ; but the eastern star looks white, l. 825.

Looks it not like lulled music sleeping there ? . . III. iii. 73.

The sea looks black, W. Shel. I. 3.

(2) has or assumes an air or mien.
He looks elate, drunken with blood and gold ;— . Ch. \si, I. 60.

Cruel he looks, but calm and strong, ... . Prom. I. 238.

The Titan looks as ever, firm, not proud. . . . I. 337.

ILooks, n. (1) expression of features, glances, regards.

one of sweet and earnest looks Adon. Cane. 18.

Have I mixed awful talk and asking looks . . . Alastor, 33.

Lured by the gentle meaning of his looks, . . 102.

in the light Otthy looks^ my love ; Arabic, Imit. I. 2.

But that you fear to read upon their looks . Cencz, l. i. 41.

Methinks her sweet looks, . I. i. 44.
lest with avenging looks My brothers' ghosts . . I. iii. 152.

In infancy, with gentle words and looks, . • II. i. 92.

The imperious inquisition of his looks . . . III. i. 275.

While I consider all your words and looks, . . v. 1. 47.
Cradled in the belief of guileless looks, . . . v. ii. 149.

O, there are words and looks V. iv. 30.

That tears, that looks, . . . Should all be vain ! . v. iv. 121.

Voice, looks, or lips, may answer thy demands? . Coleridge, 18.

and false looks Of true submission, Dcemon, i. 278.

Watching her sleep with looks of speechless love, II. 330.

to live again in looks, ... . Epips. 562.

His looks were wild, Fr. Satan, 3.

Or wildered looks, or words, ... ... Ginevra, 62.

power and wit Of /oo^j and words 121.

the company With heavy hearts and looks, . 165.

In all but its sweet looks and mien divine ; . . . Laon, Ii. xxii. 3.

Would rest, with looks entreating to abide, . ii. xxvi. 8.

it seemed that Cythha's ghost Laughed in those /., • III. xxvi. 7.

To answer those kind looks— III. xxix. 4.

And to my inmost soul his soothing looks he sent. ill. xxxi. 9,

M''hen mid soft looks of pity, there would dart . IV. vi. 7.

on me shed The light of questioning looks, . . V. xii. 8.

the sweet awe Of such mild looks V. xvii. 7.

Cast gentle looks where the lone man was lying . V. xxxv. 3.

victims brought—soft looks and speeches meet. . -— V. xxxv. 9.

Her looks were sweet as Heaven's ... . V. 1. 4.

By voice, and looks, and eloquent despair, . . . vi. v. 6.

Retreating with stern looks beneath the shade vi. ix. 3.

Even from our own cold looks, vi. xxxv. 4.

lifted high Her mad looks to the lightning, VI. lij. 2.

did, with absent /ooAy defeat Despair, VI. Iii. 7.

And mightier looks availed not ; .... vil. v. 7.

and words it gave Gestures and looks, . . VII. vii. 3.

Methought her looks began to talk with me; . . VII. xxi. i.

The discord ofyour hearts, I in your looks behold. viii. xvii. 9.

A shade of selfish care o'er human looks is cast. . ix. xxiv. 9.

Burst from her looks and gestures ;— xi. v. 6.

fed Looks of insatiate love ;
xil. xv. 6.

and looks which areWeapons of an unvanquished
war, Mask, LXXix. 3.

Bright lady, who, if looks had ever power . . . Malilda, 43.

ana gentlest looks To savage, foul, CBdipus, I. 363.

And looks of firm defiance, and calm hate, . . . Prom. I. 259.

With patient looks nailed to a crucifix. . . . I. S^f^-

And we will search, with looks and words of love, III, iii. 34.

Hard-featured men, or with proud, angry looks, . lii. iv. 41.

Watching her sleep with looks of speechless love, Q. Mab, ix. 238.

And in their artless looks I saw, Rosal. 450.

Yet o'er his talk, and looks, and mien, .... 803.

From human looks the infection caught, . . 925.

A lovely child she was, of looks serene, . . , 1 284.

With looks so sweet and gentle St. Epips. 59.

beasts her gentle looks made tame Witch, vi. 5.

With hoks whose motions spoke without a tongue vil. 5.

(2) sight, gaze, eyes.

know that I only fly Your looks, . . . . E. Williams, in. 3.

Out of her looks into my vitals came, . . . E^ips. 260.

I cannot turn My looks Faust^ II. 337.

and she bent Her looks on mine ;
Laon, I. xxiv. 7.

the sweet looks Of women, the fair breast from
which I fed, II. i- i...

nor tremble To meet those /ooAj no more! . . . II. xlvii. 2.

with interchange of looks and tears. And lingering

speech IV. xxxii. 2,

nor raised his looks to meet The gaze V. xxii. 3.

Laon, V. xxix. 9.

vil.xviii.9.

VII. XX. 6.

M. W. G. I. 3-

1.4.
Prom. I. 250-

II. V. 52.

III. iv. 27.

Q. Mab, Ded. 5.

Rosal. 811.

St. Brack, i.

Witch, XII. 5.

Laon, IV. XXX, 2.

II. iv. 16.

Zucca, VIII. 7.

. Mask, XLI. 2,

Men ofEng. Vlll. i

from the keen looks which thro' his bosom ran.
did uplift Her looks on mine,
Her looks would hunt them, . . . .

My baffled looks did fear
did fear yet dread To meet thy looks— .

See, how he lifts his mighty looks,

then screen them In those looks, . . .

After thy looks have made them tired of joy ? .

Beneath whose looks did my reviving soul .

Almost from our own looks

Thy dewy looks sink in my breast ; . . .

Which to her looks had ever been betrayed,

(3) appearance.
Yet in my hollow looks and withered mien .

The radiant looks of unbewailing flowers, .

(4) beams.
Over the horizon's wave, with looks of light

*Looin, n. a weaving machine.
Loom, and plough, and sword, and spade, .

With plough and spade, and hoe and loom,

^Looms, n. Fig. network of branches compared to a loom
filled with warp.

Eternal shades, whose interwoven looms . . . Matilda, 32.

Ilaooped, ppl. adj. torn in loops.

a dress Like King Lear's * looped and windowed
raggedness,' Witch, Ded. v. 8.

Iioose, v. tr. A. Lit. (1) released from bands.
/tf(?j£ their streaming hair

;

. 7rium.ph, 147.

(2) untie or unravel.
which cuts the bond it cannot loose Faust, II. 308.

(3) open or unfasten.
loose The bars of that black dungeon— . . . Ho9n. Merc. XLIII. 5.

B. Fig. (1) absolve or set free from,
by assuming vows no Pope will loose. .... Cenci, l. ii. 23.

(2) to absolve from sin.

with power to loose and bind, Ch. 1st, 11. 227.

Iioose, adj. (1) soft, lying in folds,

my knife Touched the loose wrinkled throat,

wrinkled and loose And withered, . -

(2) unbound, straggling freely,

from her light dress And her loose hair ; . .

thro' the shadowy stream Of her loose hair

—

As stars from Night's loose hair are shaken,
Where lovers catch ye by your loose tresses

;

Thy loose hair in the light wind flying . .

two lovers linked innocently In their loose locks .

(3) open, unenclosed.
And along' the loose hill-side, . .

In the void's loose field Prom. IV. 154,

(4) detached from the mass.
like a child asleep On a loose rock, Laon, v. xlix. 7.

And heard loose rocks rushing tumultuously . . vii.xxxix,3,

L. clouds like earth's decaying leaves are sued, Ode W. Wind, 11, 2.

Where rags of loose flesh yet tremble on high, . Sensit. PL III. 68.

(5) not crowded or compact together,
the loose array Of horsemen ....
(6) easy, insincere.

And all the while, with loose fat smile,- . .

(7) in motion.
And the winds are loose, we must not stay,

(8) Fig. with letf have full freedom given.
Should be let loose Ch. \st, 11. 241,

Even as a storm let loose beneath the ray . . Laon, li, xii. 7.

I^oosed, V. tr. set at liberty.

And loosed her bloodhounds from the den . . Falsehood, 53.

Loosed,//. (1") allowed freedom.
And how he shall be loosed, . . ... Prom. II. ii. 94,
When loosed and missioned, Witch, XVI, 7.

(2) unfastened.
The chain is loosed, the sails are spread, . . . Serchio, 88.

(3) discharged.
Fell, like a shaft laosedhy the bowman's error, . Laon, x. xxvi. 3.

(4) put in action.

And when lightning is loosed, ... ... Vis. Sea, 4.

(5) consoled, treed from sorrow.
Had loosed the heart of him who sat and wept. . Zucai, x. 8.

Had /oojfi^ his heart, and shook the leaves , xi. i.

Iioosely, adv. (1) lightly, in disarray,

her dark tresses were all loosely strewn . . . Z.a(7«,vi.xxxviii.3.

loosely driven The lady's radiant hair .... Witch, xlvi. 4.

(2) in ease or comfort.
or loosely dight To luxury, Imoh, x. xxv. x.

:[:LoosezL. V. tr. Fig. (1) let go, give license or freedom.
Well didst thou loosen on this impious City . . X. xxix. 1.

(2) give forth, sound.
Loosen the notes in a silver shower ; . . . . Music, IpatU, I. 4.

^Loosened, v. tr. A. Lit. unbound,
the torturer . . . Loosened\iZV weeping then ; . . Laon, iv. xix. 3.

B. Fig.
Loosened th^ springs of pity in all eyes, . . Ginevra, 166.

And loosened all its limbs Unf. Dr. 192.

Cenci, IV. iii. i;

. Fr. A Face, i.

. Epips. 106.

. Laon, II. xxix,

. Mask, XXXI. 2.

. Prom. IV. 107.

. Rosal. 7.

Witch, LXI. 6.

. Faust, II. 72.

Laon, VI. vii. 3.

, Peter, IV. xxL 1.

W. Shel. I. 7.
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*£oosexied,^/. A. Lit. untied.
Loosened by some device of his quick wit. . . Horn,. Merc. LXX. 4.

As they were ioosenedhy that Hermit old, . . . Laon^ III. xxix. 2.

B. Pig. (1) set free, disengaged.
A tear some Dream has loosened {totr. his brain. Adonais^ x. 6.

as with a master-key, And hosened thtm . . . Fr. A Soul, 10.

till some great truth Is loosened^ Prom. 11. lii. 41.
Is loosened into living fountains, IV. 357.

(2) relaxed.
the warrior's might Was loosened^ Laon^ X. xxv. 5.

^Loosened, ppl. adj. unpent, opened.
which not the /(7(7j£Mtf(/ fountain Ofbroadest floods II. xlvi. 3.

*^ooseuinfir, «• the act of setting free or unpent.
Like the loosening' of a sea Mask^ LXXV. 3.

*]^ooseniug', pr. ppie. (1) untying or unbinding.
Loosening- her star-bright robe and shadowy hair Laon^ i. xviii. 6.

(2) bringing into play or action.
Loosening its mighty music ; Front, iii. iii. 81.

^Loosening', ppl, adj. relieving, comforting.
And a loosening warmth, as each one lay . . . Rosal. 397.

lioosens, v. I. /;-. Fig. (1\ dispatches, sends forth.
He loosens to their dark and blasting ministries. Laon^ I. xxx. 9.

(2) gives relief from.
It loosens the serpent which care has bound . Music, ipant^ll. 3.

II. intr. relaxes its hold.
a beast which grasps And loosens not : . . . . Cenci^ IV. iv. 179.

luord, n. (1) as an alternative name of God or the Supreme
Being.

Good Lord! rain it down upon him ! .... Ch. isl, i. 65.
Have in the very temple of the Lord ... , 11. 221.
But thy servants, Lord^ revere Faust, i. 23.
As thou, O Lord^ once more I. 29.
No, Lord! I find all there, as ever, .... i. k^^.

The secret wrath of Nature and her Lord. . . . Hellas, 605.
O Lord, to thee did I betray Laon, xii. xii. 7.

That the Z,ori/ whistled for out of the mountains . CEdipus, I. 154.
Good Lord! they'd rip each other's bellies up, i. 305.
Seeva, Buddh, Foh, Jehovah, God, or Lord^ . . Q. Mad, vii. 30.
Made stingless by the spirits of the Lord, . . vii, 233.

(2) a master, ruler or governor.
Hailed me their lord and king, Calderon, 11. 133.
Thou art sole lord and possessor Castl. Adm. iii. 3.
And every petty lord of Italy, Ch. 1st, II. 184.
If Satan were my lord, as theirs— iii. 16.

[Love] only Lordy lo here Thy handmaiden, . . Dante Conv. 50.
though maay a lord. Like a weed whose shade is

poison Eztg. Hills, 226.
Laughed in the mirth of its lord's festival, . . Ginevra, 132.
Nor preyed, until their Lord had taken flight ; . Hellas, 220.
The spirit that lifts the slave before his lord . . 351.
the lord of those Who swindle, Horn. Merc. xlix. 2.

Addressed the Supreme Z.(?y(/ofGods and Men :— lxi. 8.

These lovely children of Heaven's highest Lord . Lxvill. i.

where many a groan. As King, and Z., and God, Laon, I. xxviii. 9.
For the service of their Lora^ Mask, xi. 4.
Thou art King, and God, and LA>rd; . . xviii. 2.

They stand before their Lord, Ode Lib. xvi. 15.
But thou, who art the God and Lord: .... Prom. i. 282.

(3) a title of nobility or used towards persons in authority.
My Lord, a gentleman from Salamanca
In truth, my Lord, you seem too ligbt of heart, .

You, my good Lord Orsino, heard those words. .

My Zoris^ 'twas what she looked ;

conduct you the Lord Legate to Your father's
chamber.

My Lord, I pray excuse us ;

My Lord, we found this ruffian and another
My Lord, your words are bold and rash. , .

My Lord, I am more innocent of parricide
My Lord, As soon as you have taken . . . .

My Lord, She knows not yet the uses of the world.
Prepare yourseU^ my Lord; .... . .

You, my Lordf^xzs^ovao, Lady Lucretia, .

Well, be her purity on your head, Tuy Lord, .

You, young Lord, Linger not here ! . . . .

My dear Lord Cardinal
My Lord, We are quite ready
Lord Essex, and Lord Keeper Coventry,
My Lard Archbishop,
like my Lord Essex's there
My Z^>-(/ Weston, Look that those merchants
My Lord of Coventry, Lay my command
And doubt not this, my Lord of Coventry,
My Lord of Canterbury
My Lord, Pray overlook these papers. .

My lord, what say Those papers ....
My Lord Archbishop, Do what thou wilt .

the expedients of my Lord of Strafford .

Here, my lord, take the warrant, . .

Forbear, my lord!
Bring up The Lord Bishop of Lincoln!—
Mark too, my lord,

But you my Lord Archbishop, ..."
For. You know, my lord, the Minotaur-
Well, Lord Mammon, This is a pretty business. .

That you, /-or*^General, bring the head and body
Who is the Devil's Lord High Chancellor ,

Cenci, 1. \. 121.

I. iii. 14.

II. ii. 41,
iv.i. 97.

IV. iv. 2d.

IV. iv. 62.

IV. iv. 80.

IV. iv. 107.

IV. iv. III.

IV. iv. 164.
IV. iv. 170.
IV. iv. 187.

V. ii. 29.
V. ii. 71.

V. iii, 92.
V. iv. 159.
V. iv. 164.

Cfi. ist, I. 71.

11.33.

11.49-

11.73.
II. 84.
II. 91.

11.93.
II. 114.

II. 211.

II, 262.
II. 331.

11.387.
111.36.

III. 45.
nr. S3.
111.57.

?, I. 276.
I. 278,

I- 309.
I. 358.

II, ii. 82.

. Peter, VII. i. 3.

VII. vii, 5.

, Calderon, iir. 155.

, C!i. ist, II. 28.

II. 117.

II. 459.

Lord Purganaxj I do commit myself (Edifus, II. i. 180.

Take care, my Lord, They do not smoke^ou first. ir. i. 187.

My Lord, I am ready—nay, I am impatient . .

To his friend Lord Mac Murderchouse's, . .

each motion Seemed a Lord^s shoe to kiss. .

(4) a title of respect.
Lisander! father! lord! Livia!—

(5) used of a husband.
My royal /(3r</ would turn to golden deeds.
My dearest lord. . .

My beloved lord,

l^ord Hig-h Chancellor, n.phr. the title ofa legal functionary.
Who is the Devil's Lord High Chancellor, . CEdipus, 1. 358.

Lords, n. (1) see Lord (2).
Whom the proud lords of man, Laon, xi. xxiv. 5.
wherefore plough For the lords who lay ye Idw ? Men. ofEng. I. 2.

for emperors, kmgs, and priests and lords, . . (Ediptis, II. ii. 7.

(2) see Lord (3).
My Lords, Having said this Cenci, v. 11. 33.
What shall we think, my Lords ? V. ii. 6a.
My Lords, if by my nature I had been So stem, . v. ii. 94.
What say ye now, my Lords? v, ii. 169.
Thus, my lords Ch. ist, lii. 10.
This is a perilous liquor;—good my Lords.— . . CEdipus, I. 377.
Now, with a little common sense, my Lords, . . i. 383.

Lordship, n. an impersonal mode of address or mention.
With reverence to your itfrifoAz]^ ... . Faust, I. 48.
His lordship stands and racks Peter, vil. ii. 5.

*Lore, n. knowledge, learning, infonnation.
the exhaustless /ore of human weal . ... Dmnton, 11. 145.

i> ,. ,, „ Q. Mab,viii. 2.0^,
My task is done : Thy lore is learned. . . . ucBtnon, 11. 233.

M ,, ,, ,, ,
Q.Mab,l3i. 14*1.

to borrow The lore of truth from such a tale ? . . Fr. A gentle, c.

the difficult lore Of Greek and Frank philosophy ; Hellas,j^i.
knowledge from forbidden mines of lore, .

'

It had been nurtured in divinest lore : . .

and this lore did sway My spirit like a storm.
New lore was this—old age with its grey hair,
or feel such lore As I have learnt from them, . .

reason's mighty lore,

and many a tome Whose lore had made that sage
And from the lore of bards and sages old, . . .

the lore of truth in hues of flame Arrayed,
To gentlest lore, such as the wisest teach— .

subfimest lore which man had dared unlearn ?

sweet debates Of ancient lore, . .

soul-sustaining songs of ancient lore ....
To unfold the frightful secrets of its lore ;
Keen thoughts and bright of linked lore, . .

their lore Taught them not this, . ...
in the flame Of Grecian lore^ . . . .

The inmost lore of Love—
*Iiorxi, adj. forsaken, bereft, forlorn.
where was lorn Urania When Adonais died ? .

Thy spirit's sister, the lorn nightingale . . .

no lorn bard Breathed o'er his dark fate
and when I asked Of the lorn maniac, - . .

in that lorn solitude I caught
bare as the wave-worn sand Ofmy lorn heart,

Lose, V. I. tr. (1) are deprived of by death.
Welcoming him we lose with scarce extinguished

breath Adonais, L. 9.

(2) be deprived of.

That he . . . lose both his ears, Ch. ist, iii. 3.
Porkers, we shall /i?je our wash, CEdipus, li.i'iiK.

(3) not to gain or win.
And Sin cursed to lose the wager, .... Eug. Hills, 241.
(4) cease to possess.

So that the vjorXd lose all discrimination . . . Cenci, v. ii. 154.
That gold should lose its power, and thrones their

glory; . Laon,\iu.-xm.2.
and make them lose their sway ; M.N. Post. Fr. 60.
let them not lose it now

! ProTn. i. 72,
kingly glare Will lose its power to dazzle ; . . . Q. Mab, in. 133.

(5) miss or wander from.
you could lose Your way Calderon, i. 72.
And Bigotry's bloodhounds /. scent of their prey ; Death, Dial, 18.

(6) forego, let slip.

And lose the chance of a good pennyworth. . . Faust, 11. 298.
nought we see or dream. Possess, or/., or grasp at, Hellas, 922.

II. intr. are worsted or overcome.
The battle's loss may profit those who lose, . . Calderon, l. 151.
And if I lose, then 'tis your turn to crow ; . . . Faust, i. 92.

Losers, n. those who lose or forfeit.

Should make some losers, and some winners ;— . Peter, in. xiii, 5.

Losiusr, pr. pple. in course of being worsted.
Friend, thy bands were losing The battle, . . . Laon, VI. xxv. 5.

Losiuff, ppl. adj. in which loss is imminent.
play A /ffjzw^game into each other's hands, . . Q. Mab, in. 173.

Loss, n. (1) a bereavement, a loss by death.
sad Hour, selected from all years To mourn our /., Adonais, I. k;.

as if to stem A greater loss xi' 8.
To weep a loss that turns their lights to shade. . Alastor, 712.
Anemones ^row paler for the loss . . , Eleg. Biott. 9.
as a man with mighty loss dismayed, . , . Epips. 229.

Laon, Ded. V. 2.

I. xxxvii. 3.
I. xxxvii. 8.

II. xxxiii. I.

II. xl. 8.

II. xlii. 8.

IV. iii. 9.
. IV. xii. 2.

. IX. xii. 6.

. Ld. Ch. VII. 3.
Ode Lib. viif. 8.

Pr.Athan.w.x. 14.
II. ii. 8.

?. Mab, VIII. 43.
'asso. Song, 1. 5.

. Triumph, 211.

. W. Shel. VI. 10.

. Witch, XIX. 7.

. Adonais, II. 3.

XVII. I.

. Alastor, 58.
. Julian, 595.
. /.a(3«,Vii.xxxii. 7.
Zucca, I. 7.
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(2) deprivation.
Some thought the loss of fortune Julian^ 235.
Knew I what solace for that loss was left, . . . Laon^ II. xxiv. 8.

Surmount the loss^ the terror, and the sorrow. . Love^ Ho^e^ 36.
One loss is mine Which thou too feel'st, . . . Wordsworin^ 5.

(3) diminution of amount,
draw not without loss Their bullion .... Ch. isl, II. 74.

(4) failure.

The battlers loss may profit those who lose, . . Calderon^ I. 151.
paid Brief victory with swift loss and long despair. Hellas^ 288.

(5) disgrace, disparagement.
doubly shall I triumph in thy loss^ Calderon^ ill. 141.

(6) ruin, dissolution.
loss Of all the truth and discipline . Ch. isi, II. 251.

(7) waste, expenditure.
the life-blood, for loss of which I faint ProjK. II. i. 105.

Iiosti V. I. Ir. {!) became destitute or deprived of
I lost all sense or care, ... . . ... Laon^ VI. xv. 8.

and lost all that it did contain . Triumph^ 218.
And find in friendship what they lost in love. . . Unf. Dr, q6.

(2) mistook or wandered from.
and lost My way Calderon, I. 6g.

(3) was taken or parted from.
when She /oj/ the spring", and Ceres her more dear. Matilda^ 51.

II. intr. failed in the attempt.
and though I lost^ . . Calderon, I. 102.

J^ost, pp. (1) forfeited, become past, foregone, become
destitute of, declined from.

Nor had that scene . . . lost in his heart its claims Alastor, 97.
Because my happiness is lost. Calderon^ II. 91.A world of happmess . . . This I have lost^ . . . ii. 107.
Those ample virtues which it did inherit Has lost. Cavalc. 5,
the fool of late Has lost his careless mirth, . . Ch. ist, li. 461.
man has lost His desolating privilege, . . Desmon^ II. 167.
Who feelest already all that thou hast tost . . . Julian, 487.
These were now last 537.
Those hopes had lost the glory of their youth, . Laon, I. xliv. 8.

Than they have ever gained or ever lost of yore. . iv. xii. 9.
By hopes long cherished and too lately lost, . Ld. Ch. V. 2.

your sacred Majest^r has lost The appetite . . . CEdipus^ 11. ii. 20.
That joy, once lost, is pain . . Rist^ 11. 6.
There is a t * *, who has lost His wits, . . . Peter, ill. iii. i.

man has lost His terrible prerogative, ... Q. Mab, viil. 225,
My muse has lost her wings, St. Epips. 84.

(2) become imperceptible, confused or invisible.
Till they are lost, and in that Beauty furled . . Epips. 102.
Is lost over the grave of dayj ^^g- Hills, 259,
Like Orient mountains lostm day

;

... Hellas, 85.
and the sea lost In wavering light, iMon, v. xxxix. 5.
they are lost for ever : Mutability, 4.A planet lost in truth's keen ra3rs :— Peter, VI, xxxiv. 2.
'Tis lost! and thro' yon peaks of cloudUke snow Protn. II. i. 24.
birds within the noon-day eether lost, ... . Triumph^ 64.
in thick lightnings Were lost:— 97,
Glimmers, for ever sought, for ever lost; . . . 431.
some like eaglets on the wing Were lost in the

white day; 400.
is lost In the skirts of the thunder-cloud : . . . Vis. Sea, 12.
Pale as that moon, lost in the watery night— . IVitch, LIV. 7.

(3) past away, dissolved, gone.
Lost^ lost, for ever lost^ Alastor, 2og.
ima^e one who may have been long lost in death. L,aon., v. xlvii. 9.
All IS not lostl there is some recompense . vii.xxxvi.i.
For ever, ever lost to me ? . . . . M. N. Melody, 2.

that happy age Too lightly /oj/ IVitch, xvill. 5.
Adore thee present or lament thee lost, .... Zucca, V. 8.

(4) not perceptible, not noticeable, forgotten,
his fine wit Makes such a wound, the knife is lost

in't; • . • G?j3. 241.
hearts in balm, but they are lost in woe ; . . . Laon, V. x. 6.

is lost in freedom's fame— xi. xviiL 9.
And things are lost in the glare of day, .... Mar, Dr. i, 4.
soon lost in total night Rosal. ^85.
Some lost among bowers of blossoming trees, . Senstf. PI. I. ^2.

(5) morally ruined, disgraced or made imhappy.
until: thou mayest become Utterly lost; . . . Cenct, in. i. 176.
My sister, my lost sister ! Lost indeed ! . . m. i. 381.
familiar thoughts sad, yet thus lost— . . . v. iv. 54.
Might have been /f?^/ like thee ; .... Magnet. Lady, \\.^.
As 1 feel now, lost {ox ever! Prom, 11. v. 65.'

Dizzy, lost^ yet unbewailing! .... . 11. v. 71.
Of one so lost as Helen . . Rosal. 55.
And that a mother, lost like her, .... . 192.
How am I lost! . . 766.

(6) deeply engaged or occupied.
'Tis we, who ^j/ in stormy visions, .... .^^£?«fl/j, xxxix.3.

(7) inaudible, overwhelmed.
then his speech Was lost in grief, Julian, 291.
Would be /(7j/ in our terrible shout ! CBdiptts,\\.\\.e^\.

(8) been beaten.
Falsehood ! I tell thee thou hadst lostl— . . . Falsehood, 44.
(9) wandered or strayed from.

Even from this morning I have lost my way . Calderon, I. 61.

(10) wandering at hazard.
I am as one lost in a midnight wood, . . , . Cenci, 11. ii. 93.

Cll"^ in immediate danger of death.
We are all lostl . . Calderon, 11. 62.

(12) been parted from.
lostlo sense of outward things Laon, xi. x. i.

When he had lost Eurydice Orpheus^ 45.

(13) rapt as in a trance.
Thus to be lostzxsA. thus to sink and die, . . . Const. Sing. I. 1.

(14) forgotten, disregarded.
From fountains pure, nigh overgrown and lost, Pr. Athan. il. ii. 6.

(15) forfeited by failure in contest.

the Palatinate is lost . Ch. tst, i. 86.

And, this game won—which if lost, all is lost— . 11. 352.
For the high prize lost on Philippi's shore ;— . Naples, 124.

(16) wasted or destroyed.

So much of life and joy is /ft?/. MontB.wj.
Metropohs of a ruined Paradise Long /flj/, . . Naples, 58.
Till it sink, dizzy, blind, lost, shelterless^ . . . Pront. I. 421.
For a moment so found, so lost! We meet, v. 2.

Itonttppl. adj. (1) that has been, of past times, that has
ceased to be what it was.

He will renew hstyny^. and— Hellas^ 912.
to know Thy lost mend's incommunicable woe. . Julian, 343.
Each with the ghost of some lost hope or friend . 490.
A lost and dear possession, Laon, v. xlii. 8.

o'er his lost empire reigns ! V.Song,6.\$.
Forget lost health, Magnet. Lady, III. 6.

&j/ Paradise of this divine And glorious world ! . Ode Lib. xiv. g.
I may recover my lost appetite,— .... . CBdipus, ll. ii. 30.
And for a world bestowed, or a friend lost^ , . Prom. l. 390.
memory Seeks yet its lost repose in thee. . . . Rosal. 45.
my weary brain implore Its long /. flattery now ; 775.

(2) unfortunate, unhappy, wretched.
Lost Anjgel of a ruined Paradise ! . . . , , Adonais, X. 7.
Lost Echo sits amid the voiceless mountains, . . xv. i.

Oh, my lost child, ... Cenci, iii. i, 104.
My sister, my lost sister ! iii. i. 381.
Some said I was a maniac wild and lost; . . . Laon, ix. viii. i.

he sought. For his lost heart was tender, things to
love, Lift not. 8.

I ponder'd on the woes of ^j/ mankind, . . . M. N. JKavail, 5.
Your lost country bought and sold Mask, lxxii. 3.
In my lost soul's abandoned night, Rosal. 392.
my lost heart, too soon grown old, St. Dejection, V. 3.
Is all, lost child, that now remains of thee ! . . Sunset, 44.
(3) confused, dazed.

Deafening the /(7J/ intelligence within Ginevra, 12.

(4) beaten, defeated.
So were the lost Greeks on the Danube's day ! . Hellas, 294.

(5) that have strayed, or disappeared.
Ofmy lost cows, whatever things cows be ; , Ho9n. Merc. LXI. 4.

(6) used of one who is dead.
My /3J^ William, W, Shel. {^ \. \.

£ot, n. (1) fortune or fate assigned without choice,
and mourn their lot Round the cold heart, . . . Adonais, ix. 7.
And so my lot was ordered, Cenci, v! ii. 121

.

Or any power moulding my wretched lot, . . v. iv. 83.
Such is our rude mortal lot— . Death, iv. 3.
Now, in humbler, happier lot, Guitar Ja?ie, 35.
nor shall our /t?^ Be as you counsel, . , . Hom.Merc.xxviii.6.
But be it mine to tell their various lot . . xcil. 3.
When musing deeply on the lot Of life, . . Int. Beauty, v. 7.
'Tis an evil lot, Jnv. Mis. IV. i.

In thanks or hope for their dark lot , . . Julian, 112.
And that thy lot may be less desolate . . .

'

407.
"Ruling the world with a divided lot, Laon, i, xxv. 6.
to relume The lamp of Hope o'er man's be-

wildered lot, . , IV. vii. 6.
To feel the peace of self-contentment's lot, . . vm. xH.'i.
They knew the glory of their altered lot, . . vili. xxix. 7.
and that strange lot, Whate'er it be, . ix. xxix. 2."

And ye have chosen your lot— !. xi. xxi. 3.

'

makes my lot As full of flowers as thine of weeds, Magnet Lady 11*3

they make the lot Of the dwellers in a cot . . . Mask LXiii;'2.
Tojudge with solemn truth,life's ill-apportioned/. ?^ Ode Lib.x.vni.%A wretched ^/ Jove has assigned to swine, . . (Edipus.u.i 134To all that shares the lot of human life, . . Q. Mab, v. tjo.

As soothed her own dark lot Rosal. 171.
'

I could have borne my wayward lot: . ... St. Brack. 6.
several copies Of the same lot, . , . Unf. Dr, 94!
Its mute and uncomplaining lot . . , . . Violet III. 3!

(2) condition or state of life.

an evil /<?^ Has chosen.

—

. Moschus 11.
The Devil knew not his name and lot; .... Peter 11. 'vii i
Men oftentimes prepare ^.lot ' jy jj ',

'

(3) chance in casting lots.

I tried my lot With various flowers ^, Williants V iand when He had by lot assigned to each a ration Hom,Merc.xxi.6.
Loth, adj. unwilling.

I should be /oM to think Ch, 1st li a6z
Hermes, nothing loth, Obeyed the ^gis-bearer's ' ' ' ^ i-

*''^~ Horn. Merc, lxvii. 6
lotteries, n. (See Lottery.)
Tumults—/(7//erzej—rage—delusion—. . . peter iii vi

Lottery, w. a distribution of prizes drawn at hazard,
to dream Of a particular number in the Lottery^ (Edipus, i. 128



LOTTERY-WHEEL—LOVE. 4'7

^ZiOttery-wlieel, c, n. the machine used for drawing lotteries.

As in a iottery-wheel are shook Peier^ VI. xiii. 5.

*3^otus, «. Bird's-foot trefoil.

Lotus and all sweet herbage, Horn. Merc. xvii. 6.

^Lotus-grass^ c. n. (See Lotus.)
Of /o/Mj-^ajj and blossoming asphodel, . . . CEdipus^\\.\. 6$.

*]40tns-paven, c. adj. covered with the Lotus water-lily.
Through lotus-Paven canals, Witch^ LIX. 5.

Loud, adj. A. Lit. (1) strong in sound, noisy.
the /o«rf laughter With which Heaven mocks . . Cenci^ in. ii. 38.
With your panting /<3Mrf and fast, , , . . Hellas^ 112.
and a whistle loud gave he Horn. Merc. XLVII. 7.
Clothe in the light of his loud melodies \— . . lxxiii. 4.
and with loud cry My countrymen invoked . . Laon^ ill. x. 8.
And they, and all, in one loud symphony . . v. xviii. i.

our loud entrance woke The echoes of the hall, . v, xxii. 4.
.And.with /o«(^ laughter for their tyrant reap . . -— vi. vii. 5.
But with /o«rf cries of scorn Vi. viii. 6.
With a loud^ long, and frantic laugh . , . . vi. xlviii. 7.
replying With loud acclaim, '

. . . xil. i. 8.
Hark ! what /owfi^shrieks ascend thro' yonder sky, M. N. Post. Fr. 4.
Like a bad prayer not over loud. Mask^ xvil. 3.
The beast Has a /owii trumpet like the Scarabee, (Edipus^ i. 157.
Loud as the clank of an ironmonger; .... i. 2*38.

With loud and fierce, but most harmonious roar, Orpheus, 78.
Until, still sweet, but loud a.nd strong, .... Prom. ii. ii. 58.When there was heard a sound, so loud, . . m. iv. 154.
loud, and more loud The discord grows ; . . . Q. Mad, iv. 45.
Vain his /cfMfif threat, and impotent his frown! . VI. 63.
And with a /iiMa? and fearful cry. . . . . Rosal. 202.
Which ne'er was loud, became more low ; . . 1008.
now loud. Climbing in circles the windless sky, . 1105.
a loud, long, hoarse cry Vis. Sea, 94.
(2) of noisy acclamation or confused sounds.

And bears his image in loudjubilee Calderon, I. 9.Then bear it boldly to the revel loud^ . . Horn. Merc, lxxxii. i.
Loudyfjas the roar Of their career: . Laon, x. xi. 2.
Beside it, like a vain /owaT multitude . ... Prom, i. 486.
the /oM(f million Fiercely extolled Triumph, ^^j.
(3) of the noise of water, rushing or roaring.

Thy dazzling waves, thy loud And hollow gulphs, Alastor, 506.
gave ten thousand various tongues To the loud

stream ^m
The'&MflT Ocean heard, '

. Arethusa, ui. ^.
the/(7«rfroanngsof the tempest-waves . , . . Dcsmon 11. q8
By the low shore on which the louds&z. laughed, Horn. Merc. lvii. 4.
Sucked into the loud sea., Laon, xii. ix. 8.A loud, lone sound no other sound can tame

; . Mont B. 31.
Rolls its /(3«£^ waters to the ocean waves, . . . 125.
Where loud-wscwes are dumb pan I. 4.
The loud deep calls me home even now to feed it Prom. in. ii, 41.Where the loud roarings of the tempest-waves . Q. Mab, viii. 93.
(4) of movement of air, boisterous, rough.

from the breezes whether low or loud, .... Bpips. 206.
And all the while the loud and gusty storm . Julian, 295.
/oMdTwinds were gathering overhead Zdow, vi.xxxvii 9As waves arise W'hen /owrf winds call, .... Mask, xxxi. 3.
Rushes, with loud and whirlwind harmony, . . Profn. iv. 237.
(5) of tire, roaring.

and thou hearest The loud flames ascend, and
^

*"^arest
: Eug. Hills, 282.

(6; full of sounds, disturbing.
Loud, light, suspicious, full of eyes and ears, . . Cenci, 11. i. 178.
That ocean which at once is deaf and l(md; . . Fr. ofDream %
whose ebb and flow At once is deaf and loud, . Gisb. 194.
While from their /(?Mi^ abysses /Vow. i. 41.

(7) talkative, free-spoken.
the clamorous scofifs Of the /ow^?world .... Cenci, iv. i. 157
If I were one whom the loud world held wise, . St. Epips. 27.

B. Fig. (1) powerful, earnest.
had but as loud a voice to warn Cenci v. i. 3.
Told each to the other in /£j«rf mockery . . . Jfellas, 4.72
the wingM cloud Of a tempest swift and loud/ . 649
Most /(TMdf in the holy combat above Ode, Arise 14
their loud hopes and fears, Ode Lib. xi. Z
reason's voice, LoudB^t\i& voice of nature, . . Q. Mab, in 127
(2) troubled, filled with emotion.

and let thy loud heart keep Like his, Adonais, in. 4.
(3) filled.

All the earth and air With thy voice is loud, . . Skylark, 27.

Loud, adv. A. Lil, audibly or noisily, with great sound or
voice.

Rough wind, that moanest loud Grief too sad
for song;

. . A Dirge, u
wailing loud. She clasped him and cried . . . Pion. Adon. %•&.

All singing /o«rf/ Fpips. 506.
and some were weeping loud. GinevrZ 144.and now more /owt/The mingled battle-cry, . . Hellas, 827.

Jh^. f n""^' ^T/"^/''"?. -T Hom.jkerc.xix.'j.
there followed loud and free His joyous voice • . lxxii kPlead, loud as thunder, at Destrucrion's throne. Ld. Ch, n. 4.
I hear their fulsome clamours echoed loud; . . M.N. Post. Fr ^6.Moan and yell/o«fi^at the lone hour of midnight, M.N.Spec.Hors.lq.When winds blowWpmes make sweet melody. Moschus, 9.Breathe out

. . Loudas that trumpet's clang . Nat. Antfvi. K.Clanging loud, an endless crowd— . . .

^ Prom i 3^0

Some—Hear I not the multitude laugh loud? . Prom. I. 611.

Like Maenads who cry loud, Evoe ! Evoe I . . n. iil, 9.

We whirl, singing loud, iv. 169.

cries Of thine apostles, loud commingling there, Q. Mab, VI. 136.

B. Fig. so violently as to seem loud.

My heart beats loud&nd fast ;— Ind. Ser. III. 6.

my heart beat loud and fast— Laon, ll. xii. 6.

hearts that beat both /i3M(/ and fast, .... xil. vii. 8.

And his heart loud did beat, St.Ir.(3)x. 2.

Louder, adj. A. Lit. with greater volume of sound.
As thunder, louder than your own, Prom^. l. 68.

B. Fig. more pressing or urgent.
But the fever of care was louder within. . . . Rosal. 906.

Louder, adv. more audibly, with greater sound or noise.
and flew Z^«(fo?'and swifter round the company ; Ginevra, 141.

louder, higher, The yells of victory ... I neard
approach, Laon, VI. iv. 3.

be heard still there Louder and louder from the
utmost Ocean vi.xxix. 8.

Louder it floats along the unruflled sky : . . M. N. Despair^ 1 1.

Hark ! louder swells the music of the spneres, . M. N. Ravail, 30.
Louder and louder, gathering round Naples, 48.
And louder peal'd the thunder St. Ir.i^ xrv. 6.

Loudest, adj. Fig. the most troublesome or most pressing.
Fee with coin The loudest murmurers ; . . . . Ch. \st, II. 165.

Loudon, n. Earl of Loudoun, b. about 1600, d. 1663.
By Loudon, Lindsay, Hume, and false Argyll, . 11. 218.

Lounging", pr. pple. Fig. reclining lazily.

Lounging and dining under it, Peter, IV. xx. 4.

Lours, V. intr. Fig, threatens or looks gloomy.
The pestilence expectant lours ... . . Falsehood, 91.

Love, n. (1) the passion of love, a feeling of affection,

sympathy and devotion between the sexes.
and spend in /. delight, The beauty and the joy , Adonais, XIX. 8.
And wasted for fond love of his wild eyes. . . . Alastor, 63.
not daring for deep awe To speak her l<yue :— . 134.
sickened with excess Of Iffve. ... . . 182.
The spirit of sweet human Uyve 203.
'Vision and Z^oz/fi/' The Poet cried aloud, . . 366.
Between my love and jealousy, Calderon, II, 12.
Even from his love and from nis wisdom
all things move To love
signs oi Love's soft victories

;

sounds of Xi?i/£'J sweet sorrow, . .

All else in human life? Love/ love/ ....
the fire Of love its traces has impressed not.
Than lives far more in love's desire . . .

far above All else in life is

—

Love/
overflow Into my senses ?

—

Love,
what poisonous power Ye use against me

—

Love
You are a Priest, Speak to me not of love. .

As I have said, speak to me not oi love;
All the love that once I felt for you, ....
And with this outwaid show of love ....
and life, and love, in youth's sweet prime. . .

Stamped on the heart by never-erring love; .

And fed with love, like air and dew, Its growth-
Thy spotless life of sweet and sacred love. . . .

Watching her sleep with looks of speechless love.
Of light, and /.wfi, and immortality! . .

by no thin name Will hide that love, . . .

whom love has taught to play ....
made By Z^ove, of light and motion : . . . .

a mortal shape indued With love and life . .

Reflection of the eternal Moon of Z,(W£ . . .

True Love in this differs from gold and clay, .

Love is like understanding, that grows bright,
If you divide pleasure and love and thought, .

as soft as thoughts of budding love; . .

When light is changed to love,

This world of /(Tz;^, this wf/
Be there lovers foldine;-star at thy return ; . .

true love never yet Was thus constrained : . .

more strength has Z-os/tf than he
Glowing at once with love and loveliness, . .

Sleep, the fresh dew of languid love, ....
the height of lovers rare Universe,
Lovers very pain is sweet,
May the purple mist of love
His with lovers impatient beat ; . . . .

In friendship's smile, in lovers caress? . .

Which relenting love would fold ; . . .

As the /o&fi from Petrarch's urn, . . . .

On which lovers warmest fervours float . , .

that love is a light sent From heaven, , . .

No, Music, thou art not the 'food oi Love,' .

Unless Love feeds upon its own sweet self, . .

can impeach Our love, .... ...
looked lovelier in the light Of love, ....
Where love's own doubts disturb the solitude

; .

Since Ferdinand and you begun Your course of /.

And some of sonps in July bowers. And all oilove
Soft as love, ana calm as death, . . .

Zoz'^repulsed,—but it returneth!
Love were lust—If Liberty Lent not life its soul ^..
and sweet as Love Hom. Merc. LXXI. 7,
Delight, and love, and sleep,— LXXVI. 5.Thy harpings and thy song are soft as love. . LXXVIl! §!

3 H

II. 78.
HI. i^.

III. 15.

III. 17.

HI. 25.
III. 27.

III. 28.

HI. 34.- III. 44.- III. 78.
Cenci, i. ii. 9.

I. ii. 14.

I. ii. 20.
1. ii. so.
V. iv. 86.

Ch. ist, II. 483.
Constant. II. 5.

DcBtnon, Ii. 301.
II. 330.

Epzps. 24.

6s-

94-
113-

ilS.

160.

162.

180.

328.

336-
34-6-

374-

397-
404.
475-
558.
5^9-

596-
Epiihal. (2) 27.

Eug. HiUs^ 29.

33-

37-
200.

Eyes^ 7.

Fr, A Gentle^ 9.
Fr. Mus. II. I.

II. 2.

Ginevra^ 64.
109.

113.
Guitar Jane, 33.

Hellas, 12.

37-

41-



4i8 LOVE.

- 464.
471-
496.

527-
Laon^ Dea. i. 9.

IV. xiii. 6.

and the love clung; Like wasting fire Hotn. Venus^ 58.
Let thy love in kisses rain Ind. Ser. III. 3.
For then,

—

\ilove and tenderness and truth . . Julian^ 330.
Met love excited by far other seeming; .... 334.
Zrfwe sometimes leads astray to misery. . . . 349.
Did not thy love awaken mine? 402,
That your eyes ne'er had lied love in my face— . 423.
lips once eloquent With l&ve^s too partial praise— 455.
to meet my love when thine grew less ; . . . 462.
how I could e'er address Such features to love's

work
But as love changes what it loveth not . .

I give thee tears Tor scorn and love for hate
;

some deadly change in love
thou Child of ^z/£ and light

Alas, that love should be a blight and snare
That if I loved before, now love was agony. . _

And marriageable maidens, who have pined With
love^

And cast the vote of love in hope's abandoned urn. iv. xxii. 9.^L l-.i ;j- !-;_ 7-_. . _^ !__ ^
V. v. 4.
V. xix. I.

VI. i. 6.

VI. xxiv, 6.

VI. xxix. 7.

VI. xxxix. 8.

VI. xli. 4.

Vii.xxxii.7.

VIII. XXV. 7.

IX. XX, 2.

IX. XXX. I.

X. xix. 8.

XI- iv. 3-.

XI. v. 7.

XII. xi. 3.

XII. XV. 6.

XII. XV. q.

XII. xvii. 5.

XII. xxii. 4.
XII. xxvi. I.

- XII. xxxvii. 2.

thoughtless pride his love in snence bound,
Laone was the name her love had chosen, . .

and ever in soft dreams Of future love . . .

eyes whose deepest light Of love and sadness
the devotion Of love and gentle thoughts . ,

the gentle might Of earliest love,

for love had nurst us in the haunts
and sweet melodies Of love,

with light of mutual love have shone— . . ,

Cythna shall be the prophetess oi L,ove, . .

our life and love. Our happiness, ....
controuled By instinct bHnd as love, . .

Rapture, axvalove, and admiration . . . ,

liquid tenderness like love, ....
In love and beauty—no divinity.— . . .

fed Looks of insatiate lovej
beside our love did fail.— ,

,

like the kiss of love when life is young, . . ,

a look more sweet Than happy love, . . . .

It was the calm of love— . .

our minds were full Of love
The day-star dawns of lovef Lmie,
Lovers rose a host of thorns invests ; . . . . Z^oves Rose, I. 3.
Ae;e cannot L^ve destroy III. i.

Ah !_^'wh^ was love to mortals given, . . . . M. N. Melody, 5.

. M. N. Ravail, 75.
. . 80.
. . M,W.G. VI. 6.

. Magnet. Lady, in. 3.

. . Mary, 4.

. . Matilda, 45.
. Men ofEng: rv. 2.

Whilst love every care is erasing,
Let love shed on the bosom a tear,

To hide the love thou feel'st for me.
Forget thy life and love ; .

Singmg love to its lone mate . . .

Dost bask under the beams of love.

Shelter, food, /(we'j gentle balm ? . . . .^

Invites to Im^e with her kiss divine Music, Ipant, iv. 4.
. JJyve itself shall slumber on Mtisic^ when softvoices, 8.

I can give not what men call love, One word, 11. i.

And tender love that fed those sweetest notes, . Orpkezis, 6$.
O thou Whose dear love gleamed O thou, 2.

and so love consumed them.— /few, Echo, 6.

Unhappy Iffve, had made, thro' use and pity, . . Prom, li. i. 41.
Both love and woe familiar to my heart .... II. i. 42.
dissolved Into the sense with which love talks, . 11. i. 53.
was shadowed o'er By love

;

li. i. 73.
Sick with sweet love, droops d3nnig away . . 11. ii. 28.
And mothers, gazing, drank the Bve men see . . II. iv. 83.
Whose is the /Tthat, gleaming through the world, Q, Mab, Ded. i.

press into thy breast this pledge of love

;

. .

Which love and admiration cannot view . .

to quench the flame Of natural love in sensualism.
Without a hope, a passion, or a love,

Even love is sold ;

where the vows of happy Uyve Are registered, . .

whilst its hopes were dreaming of her love ;
The growing longings of its dawning love, . .

Woman and man, in confidence zxiKlove^ . . .

Thy spotless life of sweet and sacred love. . . .

Watching her sleep with looks of speechless love,
1:1. _ j.i._ iT—ut r\c 1.. 7

13-

I. 13.

IV. 162,

IV. 204.
V. 189.
VI. 210.

VII. 214.
IX. 83.
IX. 89.
IX. 208.
IX, 238.

like the light Of early /(3»tf, Rosal. 583.
he had remge sought In love . . 757.
I loved, and I believed that life was love. . . 765.
I love, but I believe in -love no more 772.
but ^ve Seemed now its sullen springs to move, 823.

A farewell look of /owe he turned, 883.
Enclosing there a mighty space QUove; . . . 953.
they are two wells Of liquid. /iwfi/ 1269.
And know, that \i love die. not in the dead . . . 1316.
Like a doe in the noon-tide with /oz'^'J sweet want, Sensit. Pi. I. 11.

Like young lovers whom youth and /. make dear i. 68.
It loves, even like Love, its deep heart is full, . . i. 76.
With music sweet as/., which overflows her bower : Skylark, 45.
Praise of love or wine 64.

Thou lovest ; but ne'er knew lovers sad satiety. . 80.

nor power, nor /(jz/fi, nor leisure St. Dejection, ill. d.

Lighting the hour of sacred love/ Star, 5.

all, save the voice of Love, 8.

Free love has this, different from gold and clay, . St. Epips. 17.

In commendation of this kind oilove:— . . . 29.

Folly can season Wisdom, Hatred Love. . . . 117.

Who taunt me with your love! 123.

which inspires Love, only love— 137.
When, with the Lady of his love, Sunset, 7.

mingled lay In love and sleep— 25.

Or liv^ or drop in the deepsea of Z(pz/ff/ . . . 49.

alas!- our life is /iwey Tasso, Song^l.i.
I do suppose love ceases too I. 3.

In which the warm current oilove never freezes, . Xear, I, 3.
A /oz'c so sweet it could not last, . . . Time lon^rpast, i.$.

I faint, I perish with my love/ TwoFr. Love^ 1. 1.

Faint with /(Wtf, the Lady of the South .... II. i.

the drought Of love was on her lips ; . . . ll. 4.
Within my heart is the lamp oilove, Two Spirits, 11.

This word of love is fit for all the world, .... Unf. Dr. 42.
Whose love had made my sorrows dear .... 78.

as my sorrow made his love to me ! 79.
And find in friendship what they lost in love. . . 96.
I would send tales of forgotten love 185.
which move, And form all others, life and /. Whenpassion''s,\\l. 5.
Z^ve first leaves the well-built nest, . . . When the lamp. III. 2.

if sin there be In love, Witch, Ded. VI. 8.

And her low voice was heard'like love, .... v. 7.

The inmost lore of Love— xix. 7.

her spirit free Knew what love was, Lxvill. 2.

Childhood and youth, friendship and /. first glow, Wordsworth, 3.
Which feed upon the love within mine own, . , Yet look^ 2.

(2) sympathy with nature and one's fellow men, tenderness
of heart, benevolence.

The love which was its music, Adonais, IX. 5.
And love taught grief to fall like music from his

tongue XXX. 9.
Which wields the world with never wearied love, XLii. 8.

And love and life contend in it, XLlv. 7.
that sustaining L. Which through the web ofbeing liv. 4.
natural piety to feel Your love Alastor, 4.
With my most innocent love, 34.
its claims To love and wonder ; 98.

By love, or dream, or god, or mightier Death, . 428.
Cast, like a worthless noon, thy love away. . . Coleridge, 12.

Did thine own mind afford no scope Of love, . . 22.

Which love and admiration carniot view .... Dmmon, l. 13.

All that inspires thy voice of love^ i. 102.
the flame Of consentaneous love mspires all life ; 11. 53.

1, J. » n 11 .» Q.Mab,\in.\c&.
Love's brightest roses on the scaff'old bloom, . . Dcenton, ll. 274,

„ „ „ „ „ ,, • • Q- Mab, IX. 177.
That everything, but Love, destroyed ... . Death Vanq. i8.
I know That Z^fi makes all things equal : . . Epips. 126.
In love and worship, blends itself with God. . . 129.
That love or reason cannot change Eu£: Hills, 234.
Be it love, light, harmony, . 315.
And the love which heals all strife 3^6.
Poets' food is love and fame : Exhortation, 2.

Where love is not, poets do : . . . . 15.
Fame is love disguised : . 16.

Clasp you within the limits of its love; . . . Faust^ I. 107.
Sweet notes of love, .... ... . 11. 55.
Love is the universe to-day— . Fr. Love^ 2.

like the eye of Love On the unquiet world ;— . . Gisb. 127.

Love its power to give and bear. Hellas, 45.
Xoz/e for hate and tears for blood 737.
if Love, whose smile makes this obscure world

splendid, 980.
A\bs (or Love/ . . 983.
And follow Love's folding star 1029.
Thou beacon of /<3z/e / thou lamp of the free ! . . 1041.
such a scope For love and hate Int. Seauty, 11. 12.
Love, Hope, and Self-esteem, iv. 1.

bowers Of studious zeal or lovers delight . . . - - vi. 6.
that filled with love The lifeless atmosphere. . Jane, Recoil. 51.
Where is the love, beauty and truth we seek . . Julian, 174.
I did devote to justice and to hve My nature, . 381.
The pity and the love of every tone ; . . . . Laon, i. xix. 4.
those eyes a kindline beam Of love divine . . . i. xxiv. 8.
But from its beams deep love my spirit drank, i. xli. 4.
With love that scorned return, sought to unbind . 11. xix. 8.
for fearless /., and the pure law Of mild equality iv. xv. 2.
the multitude Surrounding them, with words of

human love, . . iv. xxvi. 8.
The watch of love is kept : iv. xxvii, 3.
the love that lies Hovering within those spirit-

soothing eyes— iv.3cxviii.4.
ye feel the truth of love's benignant laws. . . v. ix. 9.
those whom love did set his watch to keep . , . v. x. 7.
a nation Made free by ^ve;— v. xiv. 4.
Those angels of lovers heaven, that over all . . v. xvi. 9.
by the contrition Of anger turned to love . . . V. xvii. 4.
is the light Of love, ana not revenge, v. xxxiv. 9.
Nature, or God, or Love, or Pleasure, .... v. Song^,2. 9.
Pit^ and Peace and L., among the good and free ! v. • 2. 15.
Wisdom and Love are but the slaves of thee, . . v. 3. 2.

even when thy life thou shed'st For ^ve. . , . vi. xvi. 4.
Necessity, and love, and life, the grave, .... vii. xxxi. 7.
for love and hate. Virtue and vice, they say, . . viii. viii. 6.
And human love, is as the name well known . . Vlll. x. 6.
those fountain-cells, Whence love yet flowed . . VIII. xiii. 7.
That love^ which none may bind — .- vill. xvi. 3.
And love and joy can make the foulest breast , Vlll. xxii. 8.
hid Nature, and Truth, and Liberty, a.ndLove,— ix. vii. 2.
tho' human love should make me weep, .... ix. xix. 5.
And love on all that lives, jx. xxi. g.O Spring, of hope, and /., and youth, and gladness ix. xxii. i.
Virtue, and Hope, and Love jx. xxiii. 1.

All hope, or love, or truth, or liberty, .... ix.xxviii.7.
with moan Like /o»*, and died, , x. xlviii. 8.*

lotK and joy, for they immortal seem xi. xvii. 9!
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bold with love^ alone Stood up Laon^ xii, vi. 5.

And love and concord hast thou swept away, . M. N. Post. Fr. 6*).

Which tears from earth peace, innocence, and /.

.

8ii.

And love and freedom blossom but to wither ; . Marenffhi^ X. 2.

Lave shall burst the captive's prison Mexican^ Ii. 10.
Ere the daystar dawn of love, iv. i.

Widowed fove may watch thy bier IV. g.A winded sound of joy, and hve, Ode Lib. VI. 9.
With fife and love ma"kes chaos ever new, . . . VI. 14.

By thy sweet love was sanctified ; Vll. 6.

Strange melody with /(3z'£ and awe ix. 11.

her dower Is /owi? and justice, Pr.Athan.l.^s.
no higher law Than love; love calm, I. 96.
And love, thoug^h fleeting ; Prom. I. 189,
And all that faith creates or love desires, ' —
Unnatural love^ and more unnatural hate ; . . .

Hope, /,, doubt, desire,which consume him for ever.
The wise want love; and those who love want

wisdom ;

As with one voice. Truth, liberty, and love / . ,

Was moving; 'twas the soul of love:
Mingled with love and then dissolved in sound. ,

Most vain all hope but love ; and thou art far, .

I said all hope was vain but love: thou lovest.
And call truth, virtue, love^ genius, or joy, . . .

Death, despair ; love, sorrow
;

Self-empire, and the majesty of love ;
To know nor faith, nor love, nor law ; ....
love, like the atmosphere Of the sun's fire . . .

which speak the love Of all articulate beings ? .

yet all love is sweet
Common as light is love,

Realms where the air we breathe is love, . . .

To wisdom, cotirage, and long-suffering /oz'^, . .

the mediators Of that best worship love, .
"

. .

kindled it anew With love
Fill the hushed air with everlasting love. . . .

As if the sense of love dissolved in them . . .

And you fair nymphs looking the love we feel ; .

The sparks of love and hope
Spoilt the sweet taste of the nepenthe, love. . .

And your eyes are as love whicli is veiled not ? .

beyond our eyes, The human love lies ....
made calm by love, not fear. ... ...
that are heavy with lovers sweet rain. . .

With love, and odour, and deep melody . . .

love Burst in like light . .

'Tis love^ all love /

This true fairworld of things, a sea reflecting love ;
Of love and might to be divided not, . . . .

Familiar acts are beautiful through /oz/e/ . .

all things speak Peace, harmony, and love,

all fulfiFthe works of love and joy,

—

. .

With spirit, thought, and love^
all liberty and love And peace is torn
Incapable ofjudgment, hope, or /oz/fj* . . .

Shall spring all virtue, all delight, all love, . . .

Dead to aXXlove but of its abjectness,
From the full fountain of its boundless love, .

unimbued With pure desire, and universal love^

earth's unsparing; gifts of love,

Those duties which his heart of human love . .

Babble of love and mercy, whilst their deeds . .

Love, freedom, health, had given . ...
Reflects its tint and blushes into love. . .

Insensible to courage, truth, or love, ....
Yet slow and gradual dawned the morn of love; .

With virtue, love, and pleasure, hand in hand.
When truth and love shall dwell below ....
And filled him, not with love, but faith, . .

For love and life jn him were twins
First life then /oz/e' its course begins, ....
Love, hope, though hope was now despair— .

Like the Spirit (^ Love felt every where ; . . .

And the Earth was all rest, and the air was all /.,

Which scattered love, as stars do light.

For love, and beauty, and delight.

What love of thine own kina ? what ignorance
of pain? ......._.

But love, though misdirected,
Conquered that heart by love.

All pleasure and all pain, all Kate and love.

Her love subdued their wonder and their mirth.
A shadow for the splendour of her love. . . .

tempering the repugnant mass With liquid love-
Through which the narmony of love can pass

;

harmony became love la every soul but one. .

(3) goodwill, friendship, devotion.
And task their love to grace his merriment.
Madam, the love of Englishmen can make . .

and the golden love Ofloyal gentlemen . .

And the love which is,

Thy love will move that bigot cold . ...
I hate thy want of truth and love— ....
A spirit of gentle love beside me said

;

. .

Love itself would, did they not. . ...
Embleming love and health,
Send the stars light, but send not love to me, .

In whom love ever made Health
But, not to speak of /oz/^, B.lV£lliams,ll.±.
Grow^ making love ail immortality Gtsb. 14.
and did move Apollo to unutterable love. . Horn. Merc. LXXin.8.

2QI.

I. 349-
I- 545-

I. 627.
I. 651.
I- 705-
I- 757-

I. 808.

I. 824.
II. iii. 6.

II. iii. 68.

II. iv. 42.
II. iv. 47.
II. v. 20.

n- V. 35.
II. V. 39.
II. V. 40.
II. V. p5.
III. 111. 2.

III. iii. 59.
III. iii. 151.

III. iii. 166.

III. iv. 102.

III. iv. 114.

III. iv. 145.
III. iv. 163.
IV. 92.

IV. 127.

IV. 171.

IV. 179.
IV. 330.
IV. 354-
IV. 369.
IV. 384.
IV. 395.
IV. 403.

Q. Mab, III. ig6.

III. igS.

IV. 97.
IV. 135-

IV. 256.

V. 19.

V. 33.
V. 42.
V. 153.

V. 178.

V. 184.
VII. 242.
VIII. 15.

viir. 123.

viii. 151.

IX. 38.

IX. 75-

Rosal 606.
620.
622.

624.

727-
Sensit. PI. I. 6.

I. 99.
IV. 7.

IV. 21.

Skylark, 75.
Si. Wealth, 4.

Triumph, 258.

319-
Witch, X. 8.

XIII. 8.

,
XXXV. 3.

XXXV. 4.

Woodman, 38.

Cenci, I. iii. 32,

Ch. isl, 11. 29.

II. 287.
II. 296.

Critic, III. 3.

IV. 3.

Dante Conv. 41.
Death, iv. 4.

E. Viviani, 3.

and Jove covered them with love and joy. . . Horn. Merc, xcvil. 2.

As myriads flocked in Iffve and brotherhood . . Laon, VI. x. g.

yearned With more than human love.— .... vil. xxiv. 9,

as men in whom new iijz'fi had stirred .... vir, xli. 8.

Foeman and friend in love and peace ! . . . . Ode, Arise, -i^j.

In compliment of your kind love and care, . . . CEdipus, lI. l 109.

Such pride as from impetuous love may spring, . Otho, II. 7.

And said :—For money or for love, Peter, Vll. i. 5.

Abandoned hope, and love that turns to hate ; . Prom. II. iv. 24.

Sweet to remember, thro' your love and care: . HI. iii. 9-

And we will search, with looks and words of /oz/^, ill. iii.34-

(4) as an entity or personification.

A Love in desolation masked ;— Adonais, xxxii. 2.

\Love\ only Lord, lo here Thy handmaiden, . . Dante Conv. 50.

Young Love should teach Time, Epifs. 55.

And come and be my guest, ... for I am Love's, • oOij..

But thou art Love itself— Fiordispina, 27.

Apollo, Pan, and Love, Hellas, 232.

Saturn and Love their long repose Shall burst, . 1090.

both his children—beautiful as Love, .... Hom.Merc.ulV.-^,
And Death and Lovs are yet contending for their

prey . . . Laon, Ded. x. 9.

like Love by Hope left desolate I. xvi. ^.

O Love! who to the hearts of wandering men . VIII. xi. i.

Are children of one mother, even Love— . . . viii. xxvii. 3.

Yes, Love when Wisdom fails makes Cythna wise : ix. xxxiv. 7.

Love, Hope, Desire, and Fear, Love, Hope, 8.

Till Love even from fierce Desire it bought, . . 32.

L&ve, Desire, Hope, and Fear, Ever willbe near. 53.

Thou art Love—the rich have kist Thy feet, - . Mask, Lxi. 1.

Love, how it sells poof bliss For proud despair ! MutabilityX^W."^.
even As sleep round Love, are driven ! . . . . Naples, 50.
offers up unstained To L., the flower-enchained! 61.

Great Spirit, deepest Love/ . . . . . 149.
Blind Z-oz/^, and equal Justice, Ode Lib. xvill. g.

And Love, and Death, and Birth,— Pan, ill. 4.
Which we buried in Lovers sweet bowers, , . . Past, I. 2.

Love J and happy souls, />-. Athan. II. iv. 2,

Echoes and shadows of what Love adores In thee, Prol. Hellas^ 99.
Whom Love calls children— Prom. i. 572.
Hast thou beheld the form of Love? ..... i. 763.
visions of aerial joy, and call the monster, Love, . i. 778.
Tho' Ruin now Lovers shadow be, ... i. 780.
Wisdom, Justice, Love, and Peace, i. 796.
And Love, and the chained Titan's woful doom, 11. ii. 93.
The last look Love remembers, . . . . 11. iii. 85.
And Light and Love; 11. iv. 33.
and Lovehfi sent to bind . . 11. iv. 63.
All things are subject but eternal Love 11. iv. 12a
Of the low voice of love, almost unheard, . . . iii. iii. 45.
and love Dragged to his altars soiled iii. iv. 185.
We have known the voice of Love in dreams, . iv. 66.
And Love, Thought, and Breath, , . iv. 150.
whose helm Love rules, iv. 4^0.
Love, from its awful throne of patient power . rv. 557.
a canopy which love had spread Q. Mab, TV.y.
1 love Love—though he has wings Rarely, VIII. i.

A lute which those whom Love has taught to play St. Epips. 90.
There is a Power, a L^rve, a Joy, ... . 134.
Love led serene, and who returned to tell . . XriufHph^ 474.
How all things are transfigured except Love ; . 476.
like passions made still by the presence of Love, Vis. Sea, 130. .

Death, Fear, Love, Beauty, . . . . 162.
O Lovel who bewailest Whenihelamp, 111.5.
the shrine which holiest is. Even Love's:— Witch, xv. 7.
The first-born Love out of his cradle leapt, . . . xxxii. 2.

Of which Love scooped this boat— .... xxxiii. 7.
Woodmen who expel Lovers gentle Dryads . . Woodman, 69.

(5) the object of affection and devotion.
Our love, our hope, our sorrow, is not dead; . . Adonais, x. 3.
in the light Of thy looks, my love; Arabic, Imit. i. 2.

like the hind at noon For the brooks, my love. . 1, 4.
Nor claim one smile for all the comfort, love^ . 11.-7.

Her love, her husband calls— Bion. Adon. 22.
tenderly thy love deplore, Calderon, ill. 53.A widow bird sate mourning for her love . . . Ch. ist, v. 10.

'

Love, look thus again,— Eyes, 9.
She looks to every one like his first love. . . . Faust, 11. 395.
And if my love were dead, Fiordispina, 65.
because, my love. They never say good night. . Good Night, III.' 3.
Alas, lovel Y^^x me not Julian, 492.
It was like thee, dear love, . . .... Laon, vii, xviii. 2.

even at this breast, sweet love, .... . . vii. xix. 6.
dearest lovel we shall be dead . . ix. xxvi. i.

1 do not blame thee love; ah no ! M. N. Melody, 25.
Than the enthusiast's fancied love more fair, . M. N. Ravail, 35.
But I think, love, thou feelest me warm. . 94.
As thou, sweet love, requited me M.W. G, III. 4.
She is thine own deep liyve . . . . Nat. Ant. ill. 4.
how Divine it was—a light—a love— Peter, v. iv. 2.

Shall we roam, my love
'

Q. ofmy Heart, 1. 1.

What is it with thee, love? I said : . ... Rosal. 11 79.
Did they not, love, demand too much, .... 1188.
Thy lovers pallid corse the wild surges are laving, St. Ir. (6) III. 5.
Vanna and Bice and my gentle love, Sonn. Dante, 10.
And a silver shape like his early love doth pass . Two Spirits, 45.

(6) a spirit of divine care and tenderness.
If nursed by thy selectest dew of love .... Cenci, IV. i. 123.
As that most perfect image of God's love . . v. ii. 68.'

To our great father, who in pity and love, . » . v. ii. 129,
Trust in God's sweet love, y. iv. 7^.'

3 H 2
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To the poor worm who envies us his love! . . . Ch. isi, iv. 34.
Nought waits for the good, but a spirit of Z^ve, . Death^ Dial. 23.

ForZfW^, Mortal, gleams thro' the gloom of my
sway 25.

Pleadest before God's foz/e/ Naples, yi.

God's sweet love in burning coals Peier^ III, xvii. 5.

as they gather The spirit of thy love Prol. Hellas^ 117.

(7) of affection between near relatives.

First love^ then reverence in a child's prone mind, Cenciy I. Hi. 109.

by patience, l<^e and tears To soften him, . . . I- iii. 115.

with more, even, than a mother's lovel .... II. j. 97.
His outraged /(TZ'tf perhaps awakened hate, . . II. ii. 36.

nor home-sheltered l<yve; .... .... III. i. 201.

Brotherly hwe, justice and clemency -— III. i. 388.
TurningTier mother's love to misery : IV. i. 152.

Whose l&ve was as a bond to all our loves . . . V. iv. 136.

be constant to the love Thou bearest us ;
... V. iv. 146.

as a child beneath its mother's l(we^ Dcemon^ il. 227.

Who loves thee in the fulness of his love. , Horn. Merc. Lxxrx. 8.

'Mid her sad task of unregarded love^ . . . L^aon^ V. xxi. 8.

I curse thee by a parent's outraged Itwe, . . . Ld. Ch. V. i.

By all the hate which checks a Other's love— . xiv. i.

One only son's Aw« had supported her. . . . Mother^Son^w.x.
When thou canst feel such l(yve^ V. 12.

the frantic wail of widowed Iffve Q. Mab^ iv. 55.
Even as a child beneath its mother's love^ . , . ix. 135.
tender care, And love and smiles ; Rosal. 375.
Thy mingled look of love and glee W. SheL (2) 5.

(8) courtship.
jabbering, making love^ And cooking, .... Faust^ ll. 256.

(9) amorous desires or acts.

than what they suffer From the devices of my /.— Cenciy I. iL 82.

from the catalogue of sins Nature had rased their

love— Fiordispina^ 13.

He faints, dissolved into a sea of hwe / . . . . 25.
when unworthy love possessed Your Gallus ? . . Virgil, 13.

(10) sexual intercourse.

the fair-ancled Leda mixed in l(yve Hotn. Castor^ 2.

whom in sweet il:^^ Having been interwoven, . . Hotn. Merc. i. 3.

Dallied in love not quite legitimate ; X. 2.

Mingled in Ityve and sleep

—

. Hotn. Moon^ 21.

But sternly she refused the ills of Z,ove, .... Horn,. Venus, 22.

borrow From lawless /. a solace for their sorrow ; Loon, v.Son^,^..^.
when selfishness mocks lov^s delight, .... VII. vi. 2.

And love made free,— vii. xxxv.8.
Yes! than /iTT'a'j sweetest blisses 'tis more dear . M.N.Ravail,\\\.
I^yve^s work was left unwrought— Peter, vii. xx. 4.
Faint, like one mingled in entwining love ; . . Pro-m.. I. 148.
That l&ve^ when limbs are interwoven, .... Rosal. 1125.

(11) delight, pleasure.
And kids, fearless from love^ creep near his lair. Orpheus, iig.

Were silent with Jl7z/a, as you now, Apollo, . . Pan, 11. 11.

With their love the breath between them ; . . . Prom. 11. v. 49.
is beauty, love, calm, harmony : IV. 527.
Where the shrill chirp of the green lizard's love . Q- Mab, viii. 73.
Thou art love and life ! O come, .• ... Rarely, viil. 5.

'twas like a thought Of liquid love, Rosal. 353.

(12) an interest in, or liking and desire for any art or

occupation.
A love of magic art.) . . Calderon^ II. 158.
too much out of /(W£ with heaven, Ch. ist, 11. 312.
Their spirits to the love of freedom's equal law. . Loon, v. xvii. g.
are tried In the true love of freedom, v.xxxiii.4.
all free and generous /. Of enterprize and daring, Q. Mab, v. 86.

(13) partiality for one or another thing or person.
No Iffve, no hate thou cherishest; VI. 212.
With the fears and the love for that which we

see ? There is no work, 30.

(14) used figuratively or mythologically.
Lured by the love of the genii that move . . . Cloud, 23.

Its ardours of rest and oflove, 40.
Reflects its tint and blushes into love. .... Dcemon, II. 68.

With new love within her eyes DirgeforYear^ III. 6.

Let every tender herb . . . Diffuse its languid /./ Eleg. Bion, 8.

li love lives when pleasure dies, We -wWllove, . Inv. Mis. iv. 3.

flutter With a love thou darest not utter Vll. 2.

In darkness may our love be hid, ix. 3,

with all your love. This you never told me of. . Janey Invitn, 45.
imaged by the water's A Of that fair forest green. Recoil. 71'.

for r[nature] not coy. Yield love for love^ . . . Peter, iv. xiii, 2,

'twixt love and fear, iv. xv. 3.

of thy /(Wtf, Orb most beautiful. Full, Profn, IV. 455."

overladen With the pleasure of her love, . . . iv. 4^.
The love which paves thy path along the skies : . iv. 522.

the soul of her beauty and love lay bare : . . . Sensit. PI. i. 32.

Of the love which it felt from the leaf to the root, i. 71.

The love of living leaves and weeds IV. SheL (3) 11. 4.

Love, V. I, tr, (1) to have an affection or passion for one of

the opposite sex.

And thus I love you still, but holily, Cenci, I. ii. 24.

Emily, I Iffve thee ;
Bpips. 43.

But not as now : . . . I Imfe thee ; 138.
About the form of one we l&ve . Fr. Love, 2.

I fear you do not love me now— Julian, 404.
And heaven does know I love thee still, .... M. N. Melody, 13.

sleep on ! I Uwe thee not ; Magnet. Lady, II. \.

1 love you !—Listen, O embodied Ray .... ^V. Epips. 38.

(2) of affection between near relatives.
whom he is bound To love and shelter? . . . Cenci, I. iii. 106.

though I love you as my own, ... . . IL i. 6.

the heart's blood of all I iwc on earth .... v. iv. 126.

who perhaps It^e thee in their graves V. iv. 154.
If I speak false may those whom most I love^ . Cycl. 248.
I reverence the divine Sun and the Gods, and I

love you, Horn. Merc. LXiv. 6.

IJermes must love Him of the Golden Quiver, . lxxxvlS,
now she was all I had To love in human life, . . Loon, II, xxv. 2.

to save All that they lm>e from famine : . . . . Q. Mab, ili. 40.

(3) hav^ regard or esteem for.

I beg those friends who love me, Cenci, I. iii. 66.
bid tnem love each other and be blest : . . . . Epips. 602.
Where for me, and those I love^ Eug. Hills, 343.
Thieves Iffve and worship thee— . . . Horn. Merc. Lxxxviii. 5.

hear the voices of those they ^iwfi Ode^ Arise, v^.

In darkness over those I love : . . . ... Prom. \. 277.
Nor ever did I love thee less, .

and weep that thou Should'st love me still,

(4) take delight or pleasure in.

I hyue The sight of agony, ...
Who would love May flowers ....
I hate the skid, but love the wine within.
All things that we love and cherish.
All we hope and all we l(yve

. Rosal. 49.
. 58-

. Cenciy i, i. 81.

. Ch. \st^ I. 175.

. Cycl.-K^6.

. Death, TV. 1.

. Faust. II. 59.
Fioraispina^ 39.lulled by the voice they love, ...

I love all waste And solitary places ; Julian, 14.

I love To ride as then I rode ;— 20.
Like formswhich sculptors carve^ then /. to agony. Loon, X. xxiii. 9.

To welcome to their home the fnends I /, so well. M. N. Ravail^ 68.

sweep The azure sea, I love the land no more ; . Moschus^ 2.

Which tyrants on their victims love to wreak, Mother Sf Son. v. 2.

And sweetest music, such as spirits l(yve. . . Prom. III. ii. 34.
musing; solitude might love to lift Her soul . . Q. Mab, iv. 16.

How I love to gaze Q. ofmy Heart, III. 4.
I l&ve all that thou lovest, Spirit of Delight ! . . Rarely, V. i.

I love snow, and all the forms Of the radiant frost ; vi. i.

I love waves, and winds, and storms, vi. 3.
I love tranquil solitude, Vll. i.

The things I seek, not lave them less. . . vii. 6.

I love Love—though he has wings, VIII. i.

But above all other things. Spirit, I Uwe thee— viii. 4.
The wave that died the death which lovers love^ . Serchio, 108.
thou, coy Poesy, Art the Adonis whom I l<rae, . Tasso^ 1 1.

(5) have sympathy with or affection for.

Thou canst no longer know or love the shapes . Alastor, 696.
The Earth seemed to love her, . . ... Arethusa, \. 16.

and /fw^ all human kind. Int. Beauty^ Vil. 12.

If as ourselves we cease to love our kind !— . . Loon, v. xlix. 3.
he sought. For his lost heart was tender, things

to love, ... Lift not, 8
though none be near to love, Pr. Athan. II. iii. 12.

I am one Whom men love not,— St. Dejection, V. 6.
To urge all living things to love each other, . . St. Epips. 35.
Oh, a^ not me To love you Witch, xxiv. 5.

(6 ) used figuratively or mythologically.
teach The wilds to love tranquillity Alastor, 588.
did Spring love to dress . . . the wintry loneliness Loon, vi. xxviii. 4.
But the poor souls love one another so ! . . OSdipus, I. 211.
I love you well—but, if you please, . ... Peter^ IV. xii. 4.
I love thee, gentlest being-, Prom. in. iv. 30.
Till her heart thaw . . . And love thee ill. iv. 90.

II. intr. (1) have passion or affection for one of the
opposite sex.

till to love and live Be one : Epips. 551.
This fair day smiles to see All those who love— . Fiordispina, 20.

___
,

rt T .

^ Ginevra^ 64.

, . Iivould, 2.

. Julian, 208.— 440-

. Loon, VI. xl. 2.

. M. N. Melody, 12.

M. N. Ravail^ 104.
Fan, Echo, 10.

can impeach Our love,—we love not : .

enough Of woe it is to l&ve; ....
To love and be beloved with gentleness

;

most cruel If such can love,

Who grow together cannot choose but love.
Oh ! heaven is witness I did love^ ....
Say what it is to Iffve, . .

Ye that love not Be warned— ,

That when ye love—the like return ye prove not.
And still I love and still I think Tasso^ Song^ ll. i.

and live, And love; n. 4.
Loved ! Oh, I l&ve . . Unf. Dr. 41.
I love^ and when I love no more . 49.

(2) have sympathy, feel with others.
Fold, their beams round the hearts of those that /. Alastor^ 443.
If all that lives must love or die, Calderon^ in. 30.
To livCj as if to love and live were one,— . . . Laon^ Vili. xii. 7.
The wise want love ; and those who /. want

wisdom
;

Prom. i. 627.
Cease they to /., and move, and breathe, and speak, in. hi. 109.
To love^ and bear ; iv. 573.
As that poor wretch who cannot, cannot love: . Solitary, 11. 4.

(3) used figuratively or mythologically.
When they /wtf but live no more Arethusa^v. 1%.
He starts—he shudders—ye that /(W£ not, . . . Hellas, iii.
We will love, till in our eyes Inv. Mis. iv. 4.
that thou art moving near And love Protn. I. 137.

*£ove-adept, c. n. one skilled or versed in love.
Dreaming like a love-adept . . . . . . i. 738,

*Love-cliild, c. n. born out of wedlock, illegitimate.
Bore the Saturnian^s love-child. Mercury— Horn. Merc, xxxviii. 6.
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*£ove-devoted, c. adj. given up to or absorbed by love.

That iove-devoied youth is our's— Julian^ 373.
*Love-dreams, c. n. amatory imaginings.
As a youth lulled in iove-dreants faintly sighing, Prom. IV. 447.

'^Love-enkindled, c. adj. Fig. eloquent for love.
parch up Those love-enkindled lips, Cenci^ iv. i. 133.

^Love-laden, c. adj. overflowing with love.
Soothing her love-laden Soul in secret hour . . Skylark^ 43.

*Love-lEinient, c. n. amorous cooing.
Keeps up her love-lament^ Epips. 530.

Love-sick, c. adj. oppressed with love.
a love-sick Fairy Had woven Witch^ xvi. 3.

^Love-wakening, c. adj. productive of amorous thoughts.
Love-wakening dance, Horn. Merc. Lxxxil. 2.

Loved, V. I. tr, (1) felt a passion or affection for.

You said you loved mt then Cenci^ I. ii. 8.

Whilst she he loved was sleeping with his rival ; . i. iii. 63.
I Who /. him once, and now must live with him . 11. i. 82.

Oh, fair Beatrice! Would that I /o&tfi/thee not, . II. ji. 129.
Whom Venus saw, and loved^ .... . Horn. Venus^ 58.
In truth I loved even to ray overthrow Her, . Julian, 405.
and but that she Who loved me, Laon^ Vi. Hi. 7.

And how I /(K/ffrf the Queen !— CEdipus, I. ^^2.
Pan /(Wfirf his neighbour Echo— Pan^Ecko^i.
the Satyr /(K/^rf. .. The bright nymph Lyda,— . 3.

As Fan loved Echo, Echo mved the Satyr, . . 5,
I loved another Rosal. 276.

(2) esteemed or felt affection for.

Alas ! that all we loved of him should be, . . . Adonais, xxi. i.

Taught, soothed, /., honoured the departed one ; . xxxv. 7.

I then loved thee— Cavalc. 6.

Stripped those he &z/tfrffor fear of those he scorns; Ch. 1st, II. 316.
From countenances which I loved in youth . . 11. 358.
nor they Who Umed the dead went weeping . , Ginevra, 1^4.
Each on the weltering carcase that we loved^ . . Hellas^ 519.
There was no God or man whom he /. more. Horn.. Merc. Lxxxix. 8.

Thus King Apollo loved the child of May . xcvii. \.

The old man whom I loved— . Eaon, vi. x. 4.
all /oweaf him well— Pr. Athan. i. /^y.

For all who knew and loved him . ... i. 86.
none but those who /oz'^i/ him best 1.117.
yet all men loved Young Lionel, Rosal. 673.
I loved him well, but not as he desired ; . . . . UnJ". Dr. 86.

(3) felt sympathy with and benevolence towards.
Who loved a.Tid pitied ail things, Julian^ 444.
For I loved all tnings with intense devotion ; . . Laon, I. xxxviii. 6.

The Spiritwhom I /. m solitude Sustained his child :
I. xlv. 4.

that loved good more for itself alone ; . . Pr. Athan. i. 17.
He loved, and laboured for his kind . . . i. 26-
And loved mankind the more ? . • Q- Mob. Ded. 8.

But he l<^ed all things ever. Rosal. 628.

(4) took an interest in, was fond of, admired.
Sad Aziola! from that moment I Loved thee . . Asiola, li. 9.
I loved thy lofty songs Cavalc. 7.

For, before QytYmB. loved \t, had my song . . Laon^ ii. xxx. i.

He sung a song his Judge /ozwrf long ago, . . ii. xli. 5.
I loved~-0 no, I mean not one of ye, ... . Zucca, ill. i.

I loved, I know not what— III, 4.

(5 ) used figuratively or mythologically.
As if the thing they loved fled on before. . . . Prom. II. iv. 137.
Before Jove reigned It laved our sister Asia, . m. iv. 16.

II. intr. (1) felt affection or passion,
and who e'er laved like thee, Fiordispina ? . Fiordispina, 20.
That if I /owerf before, now love was agony. , . Loan, ill. iii. 9.
I loved, and I believed that life was love. . . Rosal. 765.
And so we loved, and did unite . .... 844.
I /(Sz/c^—alas! our life is love; Tasso,Sonj^,\.i.
But you said You also loved? Lovedl Oh, I love. Unf. Dr. 41.
I loved, I love, and when I love no more . . 49,
They hardly knew whether they loved ot not, . . Witch, Lxxvi. 2.

(2) felt kindly and sympathetically.
And as he fell and as he lived and loved.... Adonais, xlv. 6.
then I loved; but not a human lover! .... Laon, i. xl. 7.
I feared, loved, hated, suffered, did and died, Triu^nph, 200.
Like one who loved heyOT16. his Nature's law, . Zucca, vi. 3.

(3) used figuratively of inanimate things.
Heceived more than all, it loved more than ever, Sensit. PL i. 72.
Or that it loved^ and passion made Unf. Dr. 133.

Loved, pp. (1) had affection or passion for.
Whom have I ever loved} Calderon, in. 79.
I have loved. And thou lovest not ? . ... Unf. Dr. 45.

(2) of parental affection.

She has loved it many a day— Fr. Incant. II. 4.

(3) felt sympathy and benevolence.
but still lovedAnd cherished these my kindred ; . Alastor, 14.
for I have /oz/firf Thee ever, and thee only ; . . . 19.
Hast thou loved?~Then depart from these regions

ofl'ate, Death Dial, 21.

(,4) taken interest in or cared for.
All he had loved, and moulded into thought, . . Adonais xiv. 1.

(5) been pleased or delighted. .

in some dear scene we have loved to hear, , . , Q. Mab, 11, 171.
Loved, ppl. adj, (1) held in passionate regard.
And thine, /tfz/Vglosy of thy sex; M. N. Ravail, 55.

(2) regarded with affection or friendship.

Feasting upon your /(3z/^(/ companions now? . . Cycl. ^ji.

more lovea aMd\ove\y Than all thy sisters, . . Prom. III. iii. 69.

(3) of things that afford delight or pleasure.

and thy loved fii^hi Oft renew Epithal. 7.
^^

of some loved voice heard long ago Laon^ I. xxii. £.

With Asia, drinking life from her loved eyes ; . . Prom. I. 123,

Loved accents are soon forgot When the lamp, I. 8.

(4) that one has a liking for.

In loved ivy wreaths attired; . ^cl. 626
The artist wrought this /ow^a Guitar Guitarfane, 58.

Loved, adj. absol. the object beloved.
The most tenderly loved oi my soul Bigotr^y IV. 6.

One boat-cloak did cover The /. and the lover— . Fugitives, in. 7.

:i:Loveless, adj. (1) incapable of love.
and he, A loveless man, Gtnevra, 176.

(2) without love bestowed or felt.

Be borne, a loveless victim Laon^ Vll. v. 5.

Lovelier, adj. (1) of objects, more beautiful.

looked lovelier in the light Of love, Ginevra, 108.

A lovelier toy sweet Nature never made, . fuHan, 144.
And held his hand—far lovelier— Laojz, l. Ix. 4.

still lovelier grew Those marble forms ;— ... Mar. Dr. sx. i.

The shadow of some spirit lovelier stxW., .... Prom. II. iii. 13.

(2 ) of ideas, more pleasant.
For hidden thoughts, each lovelier than the last, III. iii. 35.

^Loveliest, adj. (1) the choicest and most loveable.
Thy extreme hope, the loveliest and the last, . . Adonais, VI. 6.

(2) most beautiful in form or general aspect.
And led the loveliest among human forma . . . Alastor. 593.
I mourn Adonis dead

—

loveliest Adonis— . . Bion. Adon. i.

I would not, for the loveliest of them all . Cyd. 590.
adorning This /oi/tf/z'iw^ earth ucem^n^ l\. 140.

n » „ .... Q. Mab, Vlil. 199.
The Dest, loveliest and last Of his name! . Fugitives^ IV. 14.
A race of loveliest children ; . Horn, Sun. j-
the loveliest Among the free, . Laon, v. xUii, :£.

sweet as Heaven's when /. In Autumn eves.

—

V. L 4.
The loveliest of the planets ; Prom. III. iv. 9.
The seasons' loveliest flowers were strewn . . Rosal. 1079.
That the earliest, the /. of flowers I'd entwine, . Tear^ V. 2.

(3) most sweet in remembrance.
The loveliest and the last, is dead, fane. Recoil. 3.
That loveliest dreams perpetual watch did keep. Sum,mer-Evg. 30.

(4) most pleasing or brilliant.

And sheds its loveliest light on you. . . . Mary, who died, i. 8.

Loveliness, n. that which is delightful and beautiful in

nature or mind or the human form.
Had gazed on Nature's naked loveliness^ .

He is a portion of the /. Which once he made
Alas her loveliness is dead with him. . . .

Men wondered how such loveliness . .

if her bright loveliness Was kindled .

And dim forebodings of thy loveliness . . .

Thou wilt behold decked with such loveliness.
Scarce visible from extreme loveliness. .

Glowing at once with love and loveliness,
The floating phantoms of its loveliness. .

its cycles Of desolation and of loveliness, .

And, like loveliness panting with wild desire .

That thou—O awful Loveliness,
The light of life, the loveliness of being,"

'
'

' '
" le^ni

Adonais, xxxi. 5.

XLIII. I.

Bion. Adon. 29.
Cejici, III. i. 370.

IV. i. 121.

DcejTion, II. 13.

Q. Mab, IX. 13.

Dante Conv. 49.
Epips. 104.

475-
Fattst, I. 109.
Hellas, 747.

1036.
Int. Beauty, vi. 11.

Laon,v, Song-, 2. 3.

VII. V. I.

XII. x. 5.

XII. xxxvii.9.

Mask, LXiv. 4.
Medusa, i. 6.

V. 1.

Ode Lib. xiv. 12.

Even when he saw her wondrous loveUness^
Felt awe from grace or loveliness,
Survives all mortal change in \^s,\xn% loveliness,
express Thine exceeding loveliness.
seems to lie Loveliness like a shadow, .

'Tfs the tempestuous loveliness of terror

;

Where desolation clothed with /(K/fi/zwej-j, . . ,

whose footsteps pave the world With loveliness— Prom., ii. i. 69.
uncultivated loveliness'01 v^xde-os long run wild, Q. Mab^ ii. 194.
in loveliness Surpassing fabled Eden iv. 88.
a forest springs Ofyouth, integrity, and &z;fi/z?«jj, v. 14.
In the light of his own /'?z'«/m«JJ/ . - . . Rosal. iig.
Tempering their loveliness too keen, 804.
Till they die of their own dear loveliness ; . . Sensit. PI. I. 20.A thousand images of loveliness St. Epips. 26.
Calming me as the loveliness of heaven .... Unf. ifr. 105.
enfolden In the warm shadow of her loveliness

;

— Witch, n, 5.
into the loveliness Of fan-like leaves, .... Woodman, 52.

Lovely, adj. (l) of objects beautiful to look upon,
A lovely yo\3i\h.,-

The lovely one lies wounded in the mountains,
How lovely the intrepid front of youth ! .

A lovely soul formed^to be blest and bless ?

Those are the lovely limbs which I enjoyed ! .

Adorn her lovely neck !

The homes of /oz/e/y women,
Phoebus the lovely mountain-goddess knew, .

These lovely children of Heaven's highest Lord
See This lovely child,

They say that thou wert lovely from thy birth,
I saw that lovely shape,
that lovely thing. Oaring with rosy feet . .

The path thro' which that lovely twain . . .

Most terrible, but lovely, .... ...

Alastor, 55.
Bion. Adon. 6.

Dcetnon, 11. 191.
Epips. 57.
Faust, II. 393.

II. 400.
Horn. Earth, 18.
Horn.. Merc. XL. 7.

LXVIII. I.

fulian^6y.
Laon, Ded. xii. i.

VII. xvii. 9.
VII. xxvii. I.

Prom. II. ii. i.

II. iv. 6"^.
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. Q. Mab^ IV. 95.
. Sensii. PL II. 6.

. St. Epips. 88.

94-

. Horn. Moon. 28.

With moulded limbs more lovely than its own, . Prom. 11. iv. 81.

And lovely apparitions, dim at first, III. jii. 49.
seemed mild and lovely forms III. iv. 69.
there lay Those lovely forms . III. iv. 83.

To multiply your lovely selves, ill. iv. 93.

That /. outline, which is fair As breathing marble, Q. Mab., i. 16.

shorn of their lovely shapes, ... .... V. 10.

Thrills with her lovely eyes, VIII. 38.

How lovely the intrepid front of youth ! . . . . ix. 70.

Brought in that hour my lovely boy ; Rosal. 1217.

A lovely child she was, of looks serene, .... 1284.

Which at first was lovely as if in sleep, .... Senstt. PI. in. 19.

Was as the lovely star when mom has broke . . St. Epips. 106.

Thy form is here indeed—a lovely one— . . XwoFr. Mary^ 1. 3.

A Iffvely lady ffarmented in light Witch^ V. i.

(2) enjoyaole, delightful.

were the true law Of this so lovely world ! . . Alastor^ 686.
Who made all lovely thou didst look upon . . , Cenci^ V. iv. 133.

In which the lovely forests erew . . . . Jane^ Recoil. 01.

some most serene And lovely spot L,aon^ ix. xxx. 6.

When every sight o{ lovely^ wild and grand . , Q. Mab^ I. 70.
As terrible and lovely as a tempest ; . . . . Unf. Dr. 59.

(3) of mental or imaginative beauty.
the loveliness Which once he made more Uyvely: Adonais, XLIII. 2.

making wisdom lovely^ Cane. 24.

By the bright shadow of that lovely dream, . . Alastor^ 233.
to invite "Yo some more lovely mystery. . . 454.
Such lovely ministers to meet .... . . Coleriiige^ 5.

I had once a lovely dream Faust^ II. 327.
Like swift and /tTz/f/)) dreams Z.ai77z, xil. xxxvi. 9.

Hiding the promise of a lovely birth ; L,d. Ck. VI. 4.
Which bound thy lovely soul to bliss ? . . Mary^ who died^ II. 2.

And gnidg'e to sing those wise and lovely songs . Prom. 11. ii. 91.

more love^ and lovely Than all thy sisters, . . ill. iii. 69.
to an isle Of /iW£(^ grief,

The lovely silence of the utifathomed main.
Whose form was upborne by a lovely mind
A lovely soul, formed to be blest and bless

:

All loving and all lovely^ hasten now . . ,

(4) skilfully tuneful,

with lovely lips, so well ... ...
(5) valuable, delightful.

Lovely in all your nature ! Horn. Merc. V. 3.

When he had wrought the lovely instrument, , IX. i.

(6) adj. absol.

and all of great. Or good, or lovely^ . . . . Alastor. 73.

The lovely^ the beloved is gone— . . ... Bion. Adon. 26.

Can frame oilovely or sublime, Dcenton^ i. 218.

lovely, adv. beautifully or attractively.

and Uyuely as she lay, Peter^ VI. xxvii. 2.

Kover, n. (1) a man who entertains a passion for a woman.
Thy lover's eye, so glazed and cold, ... . April, 1814, 7.

the names of kindred, friend, and lover^ . . . Death, (2) i. 4.

I'll be the pimp, and you shall be the lover. . Faust, 11. 270.

When a lover clasps his fairest, . .... Fr. Incant. I. i.

Wait for thine Eetherial lover; Fr. Roman's, i. 2.

One boat-cloak did cover The loved and the /.— Fugitives, III. 7.

Ginevra saw her lover, . Ginevra, 55.

Whose lover was of the number ... . . Hellas, 17.

then I loved ; but not a human loverI .... Loon, I. xl. 7.

It shades the couch of some unresting iWtf;', . . ix. i. 4.

as near one lover^s tomb Two gentle sisters X. xliii. 3.

start and wake Like a lover, . Peter^ v. vii. 2.

As a lover or a cameleon ^^^- }^- 483-

Such joy as when a lover sees The chosen .

~ . - -

Whether to you I am a friend or lover, . .

The lady found her lover dead and cold. .

(2) used of either sex.

lover Of other wives and husbands , . .

For in as much as each might hate the lover,

(3) an admirer or friend.

Secure of an unchanging lover. . . .

(4) Piff, like that of a lover.

That you would bandy lover's talk with it .

Covers, n. (1) pi. of Lover, indicating the two sexes.

A gentle story of two lovers young, . . . . Fr. A penile, i.

Shadowed the cavern where the lovers lay . . Horn. Merc. i. 6.

That wax and wane in lovers' eyes— Int. Beauty, IV. 7.

Lovers renew the vows which they did plight . . Laon, IV. xxi. 8.

beeches, to lovers dear, And weeping willow trees ; Orpheus, 1 1 1.

The beauty of delight makes lovers glad, . . . Prom.. I. 465.

When soul meets soul on lovers'" lips, .... iv. 451.

Magnet-like of ^«rj' eyes ; Iv. 466.

Where friends and lovers meet to part no more. Q. Mab, ix. 16.

Like young /. whom youth and love make dear . Senstt. PL l. 68.

The wave tliat died the death which lovers love, Serchio, 108.

The sphere whose light is melody to lovers-- . Triumph, 479.

Within, two lovers Dnkfed innocently Witch, LXi. 5.

And timid /ozicrj who had been so coy, . . . . Lxxvi. i.

Of many thousand schemes which lovers find, . lxxvii. 2.

Unconscious, as some human lovers are, . . . Woodman, 30.

(2) pi. of Lover, indicating only the male sex.

Where lovers catch ye by your loose tresses ; . Protn. iv. 107.

(3) friends.

Lovers, haters, worst and best ; Peter, ill. xxii. 5.

:LoveB, V. 1. tr. A. Lit. (1) has a passion or affection for.

Some one loves thee, rarest, CycL 518.

. Q. Mab, VIII. 32.

. SL Epips. 98.
. Sunset, 26.

(Edipus, I. 369.
. Pan, Echo, 9.

. Devil, XXIV. 4.

Cenci, V. ii. lo.

Narrow The heart that loves, . . . One object, . Epips. 170.

She loves me

—

loves me not. E: Williams, V. 3.

a Spirit l<^es thee, mortal maiden, Laon^ I. xliii, 1.

(2) has parental affection for.

Who Ifwes thee in the fulness of his love. . Hom^. Merc. Lxxix. 8.

(3) cares for or has liking for.

He is a fool, who drinking, loves not mirth. . , CycL 544.
who loves too well Fierce war . Horn. Venus, loi

Like one who talks of what he loves in dream. . Prom., iv. 268.

(4) prefers, desires.

which there the poor heart loves to keep, . . Laon, Vlll, xxiii. 5.

Loves then the shade of his own soul, . . . Pr. Athan. II. iii. 13.

(5) has sympathy with.
stamp with fury blind On his pure name who loves

them,— - . . . . Laon^Ded.^\V.\.

B. Fig. (1) has an affinity or liking for.

that mighty Shadow hwes The slimy caverns . Alastor, 306.

Deceit, that loves the night and fears the day ; . Apollo, lii. 2,

The Spirit he loves remains ; . . . . ... Cloud, 28.

loves thee as the Grave Loves Pestilence, . . . Hellas, 313.

No name left out which orthodoxy loves, . . . CEdipUs, l. 367.

(2) is wholesome or beneficial to.

For kissing the coy wine that loves you not. . . CycL $6^.

(3) is given or accustomed.
law l(^es to rend the poor man's soul— . . . Mother ^ Son,\l\. 5.

(4) used mythologically.
What ; as Asia loves Prometheus ? Prom. Ill, iv. 90.

II. intr. (1) of divine beneficence.

Wrest man's free worship, from the God who /., Ch. ist, iv. 33.

(2) of passion or affection.

And loves, and weeps, and dies Hellas, 1075.

Aspiring like one who loves too fair, too far, . Wbod»mn, 26.

(3) used figuratively.

It loves, even like Love, its deep heart is full, . Sensit. PL l. 76.

^oves, n. (1) feelings of affection.

Whose love was as a bond to all our loves . . . Cenci, v. iv. 136.

A world of loves and hatreds ; Q. Mab, iv. 146.

(2) objects of attachment.
from their wonted loves and native land Are reft, Laon,wiil. xxiv. 7.

let us pursue The melancholy loves of Gallus. . Virgil, 9.

(3) genii or spirits of love.

Dead, dead Adonis—and the Loves lament.— . Bton. Adon. 2.

Alas for Cytherea—the Zot/as mourn— . . . . 25.

ZiOTest, V. I. tr. (1) of passion or affection,

and I think I hear That thou yet lovest me ; . . Yet look, 7.

(2) has strong friendship or devotion for.

Only because thou lovest that and me Ch. ist, 11. 140.

That hates thee, for thou lovest me. 11. 206.

Thou lovest me no more ! li. 329.

(3) used figuratively or mythologically.
Make me think on what thou lovest,— .... Calderon, III. 62.

And the souls of whom thou lovest Prom., ii. v. 68.

I love all that thou lovest. Spirit of Delight ! . . Rarely, v. i,

II. intr. art possessed by passion or affection.

I said all hope was vain but love : thou lovest. . Prom. I. 824.

Thou lovest; but ne'er knew love's sad satiety . Skylark, 80.

And thou lovest not ? Unf. Dr. 45.

^ovetli, V. tr. hath passion or devotion towards.

But as love changes what it loveth not .... Julian, 471.

Moving, pr. pple. (1) feeling passionate devotion.

or loving thee Could but despise danger . Cenci, li. ii. 129.

Each loving, so was hated.— Pan, Echo, 10.

All loving and all lovely, hasten now . ... St. Epips. 94.

(2) having a liking or taste or care for.

and I speak it not As hving parliaments, . . . Ch. 1st, \i. 299.

He was a man Hard, selfish, loving only gold, . Rosal. 249.

Loving,///, adj. (1) amorous.
Who knows whether the loving game is played, Fiordispina, 78.

(2) devoted, affectionate.

like a loving soul to thee will speak, Horn. Merc. xc. 7.

Low, adj. (1) of little height or upward extent.

A low dark roof, a damp and narrow wall. . . Ch. 1st, IV. 45.
Climbing upon the thatcli of their low styes, CBdipus, I. 399.

(2) mean, miserable.

from cellars and law cabins Ch. 1st, i. 170.

Leave the bed, low, cold, and dead, Prom. i. 504.

(3) dead.
a Paradise Of happy truth upon his forehead /.Lay, Adon. Cane. 27^.

(4) "Subdued, simple, gentle.

talking in low solemn tones, ... ... Alastor, 152.

In vesper low or joyous orison, ^4"
I will sing you some low, sleepy tune, .... Cenci, v. iii. 123.

You the plainings faint and low, Death Vang. 39.
in accents sweet and low He sung a song . . . Laon, II. xh. 4.

a feeble shriek, faint, far and low, Arrested me— III. vii. 3.

Her low voice makes you weep— viii. ii. 8.

And sung a low sweet song, x. xlviii. 5.

That poured its low moan on the stillness of

night : M.N. Spec. Hors. 11.

This voice is low, cold, hoUbw, and chill, . . 22.

The sound as of a dim low clanging, Mar. Dr. VI. 4.
Kept a low burden to their roundelay, .... Matilda, i8.

In voice faint and /iTW Freedom calls . . . , (Edipus,u.u.iQO.
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. TV. SAel (3) lU 6,

Woodmany 31.

. Helios^ 749.
. Zucca., III. 4..

Hark, sister! what a lowy^'L dreadful groan . Prom. I. 578.

Z,., sweet, faint sounds, like the farewell of ghosts, II. i. 158.

But thy voice sounds low and tender ... , II. v- 61.

Of the Imv voice of love, almost unheard, . . . III. iii. 45.

Which n'er was loud, became more low ; . . . Rosal. 1008.

To Iffw soft notes now changed and dwindled, . 1163.

And loWy chilling murmurs, the blast wafted by. St. Ir. (1) II. 4.

But conscience in /ctw, noiseless whispering spoke. (i) in. 5.

And the sobs of the mourners deep and low ; . . SensiL PL III. 8.

murmuring Z,ow, unintelligible melodies, , . . Unf' D^- 142-

And her low voice was heard like love, .... Witchy V. 7.

(5) moderate, not strong or high.
the l<yw wind whispers near; Adonais^ Llll. 7.

from the breezes whether low or loud, .... Ef>ips. 206.

Solemn and sweet as when low winds attune . . Laon^ Iii.xxviii.7.

When the low wind, its playmate's voice, it hears. Questions^ II. 8.

, (6) modest in aim, not grand.
His song, though very sweet, was low and faint, Aden. Cane. 27.

(7) unaspiring, dull-thoughted.
It over-soared this low and worldly shade, . . . E^ips. 16.

{S) near to us, that obscures immediate vision.

And death is a low mist which cannot blot . . AdonalSy XLIV. 4.

(9) distant, appearing low.
Hung o'er the low horizon like a cloud; , . . Alastor^ 241.
And the dim low line before Eug. Hills^ 19.

(10) insignificant, little considered.
Let me think that through l&w seeds ....
Itself how low^ how high beyond all height

(11) insignificant by comparison.
The monarch and the slave of this lorn sphere,

but this low sphere And all that it contams, .

(12) flat, even, little elevated.
By the low shore on which the loud sea laughed, Horn. Merc. LVII. 4.

And spear about the low rocks damp .... Lericiy 46.

(13) feeble.

One glimmering lamp was expiring and low ; . . St. Ir. (i) I. z.

(14) adj. (wsol. persons in low estate.

For it is said God rules both high and low^ . . JLaon, viil. xiii. 3.

Shield'st alike the high and low Mask, LVII. 4.

£ow, adv. (1) softly.

What is this whispers low ? Cencz\ v. iii. 135.

Hum low a hellish song Devil, xix, 6.

They murmur proud pleasure Soft and low;— . Fugitives^ III. 10.

Breathe /.,/. The spell of the mig;hty mistress now ! Hellas, 27.

Breath low—low The words which, like secret fire. 31.

Through the veins of the frozen earth -low, low/ 33.
When the winds are breathing low^ Ind. Ser. I. 3.

iLow through the lone cathedral's roofless aisles . Q. Mab, ix. 103.

(2) feebly.

Low mingling on the lonely field of fame, . V. 209.
L,ow muttering o'er his loathed name

; . . . . Rosal. 244.

(3) to a humble frame of mind.
perhaps remorse had brought her low. .... Julian, 601.

I^ow, advblly. (1) in a degraded condition,

the proud feet that spurn them lying low. . . Adonais, xxvill. 9.

(2) vilely, basely.

shall stoop as Iffw As that which drags it down. . Cenci, iv. i. 11.

(3) near the horizon.
the blue moon Low in the west Alastor, 194.
The dim and homed moon hung low, . . . 602.
As heaven low resting on the wave . . . Dcetnon, i. 222.

,, ,, ,, „ Q.Mab, II. 31.

the moon was hanging /. Over the Asian mountains, Laon, V. i. 2.

(4) in neglected state.

The winged seeds, where they lie cold and low. Ode W. Wind, I. 7.

(5) to lay low= ruin or destroy.
For whose support this fainting frame lies low ; M, N. Post. Fr. 12.

wherefore plough For the lords who lay ye low} Men ofBng. I. 2.

lay the form ... Of this green earth with them for,

^vQxlow;— Trium-Phy 127.

*^ow-1>reatliing', c. adv.
To the sound of air low-b. Through jEolian pines, Fr. Pleas. 6.

'''J^ow-kneeliug, c. adv.
Low-kneeling at the feet of Destiny Prol. Hellas, 79.

^ow-laid, c. adj. ruined.

May weep in mute grief o'er thy low-laid shrine. Tear, iv. 7.

*£ow-tlioug'lited, c. adj. sordid, mean.
a grave Of dead despondence and low-tk. care, . Gisb. 294.
And Faith, and Custom, and low-th. cares, . Laon'^Ded.yilll. 7.

*Low-tide, c. n. Fig. shallowness of ideas.

a Low-tide in soul, Peter, IV. xiv. 5.

*]^ow-trailiu^, c. adj. sweeping the sea's surface.

Through the low-trailing tbl-c^/l of the tempest, . Vis. Sea, 12.

Xiower, V. intr. Fig. look gloomy or threatening.
no clouds of fate o'er the sweet prospect lower, . St. Ir. (5) 11. 6.

liower, adv. from a higher position.
Bright lady, — come lower Towards this bank. Matilda, 45.

Ziowered, v. intr. (1) looked gloomily.
with savage joy LoweredVik.^ a fiend, . . . . Q. Mab, in. 182.

(2) Fig. presented a gloomy appearance.
iijze/fir^^ o'er the snow-clad rocks and frozen soil, Dcsmon, II. n6.
the Andes, whose dark brow ^. o'er the silver sea. Q. Mab, i. 221.
dark lowered the clouds on that horrible eve, . St. Ir. (6) III. i.

:t;i^owefed, pp. Fig. hung gloomily.

That long has lowered above, the ruined world. . Q. Mab^ VI. 145.

Lowered,^/, put in a lower position.

Would not this keg be best a little lowered} . . Serchio, 75.

*Lowering', ppl. adj. threatening.

But darker is the lowering gloom M.N. Melody, 37.

Lowers, v. intr. (1) glooms.
Behold! Heaven /ow^ry under thy Father's frown. Prom. I. 409.

(2) looks gloomily.
And /(TWfiyj on the corpses, that rot on the ground. Bigotry, III. 9.

Lowers o'er the snow-clad rocks and frozen soil, Q. Mab, VIII. 146.

Lowest, adj. (1) farthest from the point of view.

Shoots from the lowest gorge Faust., II. 99.

(2) nearest to the ground.
Perched on the /(jwej/ branches of the trees; . . Orpkeus^ 122.

(3) most extreme, utmost.

I laugh your power, ... To lowest scorn . . . From. I. 474.

(4) most profound.
^

him who from the lowest depths of hell Triumph^ 472.

(5) adj. absoL the lowest or slightest thing.

Making divine the loftiest and the lowest^ . . . ZUcca, IV. 3.

Lowing-, pr. pple. bellowing.
Drove fifty from the herd, lowing aloud. . . Horn. Merc. xil. 8.

two heifers, lowing loud XIX. 7.

Lowly, adj. (Ij innocent, pure, simple.
This lowly thought, which once would talk with me Dante Conv. 26.

(2) humble.
Wilt thou our /. beds with tears of pity lave ? . M.N. Fragmt. 27.

Lowly, adv. accidentally, lightly.

By the fire thus lowly bom : . ...... Bug. Hills, 274.

*Lowly-built, c. adj. humble, unpretentious.
Who over thy lowly-built sepulchre bending . . Xear, iv. 3.

Loyal, adj. humble, obedient, duteous.
Of /oya/ gentlemen and noble friends Ch. 1st, il. 288.

If loyal hearts could turn their blood to gold.

.

il. 257.
whipt Into a loyal axid an orthodox whine. , . CEdipus, li. i. 30.

Smoke your bits of glass, Ye loyal %-^'\ts&, . . . li. i. 186.

my loyal pigs. Now let your noses II. ii- 120.

Loyalty, n. faithfulness, obedience.
Pale Loyalty, his guilt steeled brow, Devil, xxvi. i.

*Lubricous, adj. smooth, slippery,

a leech Fit to suck blood, with tub. round rings, (Edipus^ I. 185.

*LxLcau, n. Latin poet, b. a.d. 38, d. about a.d. 68.
and Lucan^ by his death approved : Adonais, XLV. S.

*Lucca, n. a city of Italy on the Serchio.
Screens Lucca from the Pisan's envious eye, . . Serchio, 40.

Luce, n. light.

Fire, which ex luce prasbensfuntum Peter, VI. xvii. 1.

*Luceut, adj. shining, _resplendent, brilliant.

The which they breathed within those /. domes, . Prom. II. ii. 78.
The lucent eyes, ... Witch, Ded. II. 7.

*Lucid, adj. clear, bright.
One from a lucid urn of starry dew Adonais, xi. i.

When he floats on that dark and Iztcid flood . . Rosal. 1 18.

Lucifer, n. (1) Satan.
Lucifer was the first republican Ch. tst, li. 36^"

(2) a name for the planet Venus as morning star. ^
Bright as that wandering Eden Lucifer, . . . Epips. 459.
silent splendour drops From Lucifer^ .... Triumph,, 414.

Luckless, adj. unfortunate.
or the luckless wight, Peter^ 11. iii. 4,

Lucretia, n. the wife of Cenci.
Thou art Lucretia ; I am Beatrice Ce7ici, III. 1. 65.
To talk with Beatrice and Lucretia. ..... iii. iL 73.
Go thou quick, Lucretia, iv. i. 100.
Lucretia and the murderer are in prison. . . . v. i. 34.
The ladies Beatrice and Lticretia Tempted me . v. ii. 16.
You, my Lord Giacomo, Lady Lucretia^ . . . v. ii. 29.

fLucy, n. a girl's name.
not so sweet a creature As Ruth or Lucy, . . . Witch^ Ded. v. :£.

^Ludicrous, adj. absurd, laughable.
How ludicrous the priest's dogmatic roar \ . . Q. Mab, VI. 64.

Lull, V. tr. (1) compose or quiet.
And lull fond grief asleep ? Epips. 67.
the same beams and showers Lull ov awaken . Fiordispina, 17.
shall lull Us to slumber, deep and dull. . . . Inv. Mis. VI. 4.
millions whom the wings Of Indian breezes lull, Laon, x. v. 8.
Our God may then /m/? Pestilence to sleep:— . x.xxrviii.i.
Can first lull, and at last must awaken it,) . . Sensit. PI. l. 61.

(2) calm, assuage or mitigate.
And lull its storms, Epips. 352.
And lull thG blasts in mute tranquillity, . . . Horn. Castor^ :8.
That God will lull the pestilence ? . .... Laon, x. xxxvi. 2.

Lullaby, n. a soothing sound.
With the lullaby Of winds that die Prom. IV. 27.

Lulled, V. tr. calmed or composed.
the Power divine Which then lulled all things, . Naples, 22.

Lulled, pp. (1) soothed, quieted.
millions lie lulled to their portioned sleep . . . Dcenton 11. 31.

kisses which had /«//?(;? them there, Epips, 204
/«//erf by the voice they love Fiordispina, %(^.
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wakes Power lulled in her savage lair : . . . . Hellas^ qgS-
was /»//4?^ to sleep awhile: Z,a<?«, Vll. xiv. 2.

Lulled by the coil of his ciystalline streams, Ode W. Wind^ III. 3.

/aZ/ec^ by thee, delightful nightingale! . . . Pr. Athan.w.n. ^\.

As a youth lulled in love-dreams faintly sighing, Prom. IV. 447.
if /. for a while, soon he starts from his dreaming, St. Jr. (5) i. 7.

£,ulledhy the motion and murmurings, .... Vis. Sea, 124.

And the dead /. within their dreamless graves. _ WtlcA, LXIV. 8.

And every bird lulled on its mossy bough, . . . Woodman^ 23.

And on the Earth lulled \n her wmter sleep . Zucca^ li. 3.

(2) assuaged, mitigated.
The madness which these rites had lulled^ . . , Laon, X. xlvi. 3.

XiuUed, ppl. adj. calmed, quieted, soothed.
the /k/W delight Of sweet desire Horn.. Venus, 2.

Looks it not like lulled music sleeping there? . Prom. III. iii. 73.
his words could bind Like music the lulled crowd, Rosal. 637.

XitiUiug, pr. pple. soothing.
LiuUingiki^ slaves of interest to repose .... Star, 12.

:{:ZitilUncr> ppl. adj\ soothing, quieting.
O'ershadowing it with soft and /«//z«^wings, . Con. Stng^, III. 2.

A lulling murmur weave ?— ........ Damon, I. 30.
And when the pauses of the lulling air .... JLaon, II. xxvii. 4.
And thro' their /«//('«^ plumes arise, . . . Prom. l. 225.
And winds and lulling snows, . . . Rosal. 549,

]bnlls, V. Ir. soothes or calms.
One flies the morning, and one lulls the night :— Ch. ist, V. 7.

But it lulls in oblivion the fiends of despair, . . Death, Dial. 8.

When Conscience lulls her sated snake, .- . . Hellas, 29.

*IiTiiuinoiis, adj. shining, emitting light.

Or the waves of Baiae, ere lutninous Sensit. PI. III. 3.

XiUBxp, n. A. Ztt. (1) a bundle.
And bound them in a lump with withy twigs, Hofn.Merc. xiii. 8.

(2) a huddled heap.
And gathered in a lum-p, XL, 4.

A toad-like lump of limb and feature, . , . . Peter, IV. xvi, 4.

B. Fig. (1) an undistinguishable mass.
Body and soul a monstrous lump of ruin. . . Cenci, iv. i. 95.

(2) separate articles in one lot.

I'll sell you in a lump The whole kit of them. . CEdipus, \. 91.

Ijumps, n. Fig. creatures looking like lumps or masses.
and lumps neither alive nor dead, Witch, xi. 7.

*XiTLUclies, n. intermediate morning meals.
Lunches and snacks so aldermanic Peter, III. xiii. 1.

ImXITISs, n. the organs of respiration.
And her skeleton lungs did utter the sound, . . St. Ir, (3) xvill. i.

:t:Xiiire, n. Fig. anything enticing or inviting.

Faithless perhaps as sleep, a shadowy lure, . . Alastor, 294,
fewer Have fluttered tamer to the lure . . Peter, Vll, ii. 4.

jLure, V. tr. entice or attract.

Feelings that lure thee to betray, Dcem,on, I. 82.
what can ever lure Maidens to leave Gtnevra, 34.
Each one the other thus from ill to ill did lure. . Loon, x, vi. 9.
To lure the heedless victim to the toils . . . Q. Mab, IV. 235,

ILured, v. tr. attracted, enticed.

And lured me towards sweet Death ; Epips. 73,

^Tured,//. attracted, enticed.
When hope has kindled hope, and lured thee to

the brink Adonais, XLVII. 9,

Has lured his fearless steps ; Alastor, 79.
Lured by the gentle meaning of his looks, . 102,

Lured by the love of the genii that move . . Cloud, 23,

whom the scent of blood Had lured^ Loon, x. xiv. 4.
and lured'Y:\i& erring nations round Pront. ill. iii. 128,

ZiTires, V. tr. (See Lure v. tr.)

When, as summer lures the swallow, .... Z.ove, Hope, 47.
Pleasure lures the heart to follow— . . . 48.
as light Lures winged insects Prom. 11. iv. 162.

*£nrid, adj. (1) wan, imwholesome-looking.
With lips of /wr/i/ blue, Damon,!. \.

,
Q. Mab, I. 4.

seemed lurid \n the moon, .£(W», vi.xxxviii.i.

Spotted with nameless scars and lurid hla.ins, , x. xxi. 8.

Tneir lurid eyes are on us ! x. xxxvii. 3.

(2) unwholesome, deleterious.

Livid, and starred with a lurid dew Sensit. PI. in. 61.

(3) wan, sickly, dismal.

In Death's damp vault the lurid fires decay, . . Death Vang. 23.

A lurid earth-star, Laon, xi, xii. y.

Dank lurid meteors shoot a livid gleam ; . . . M. Iv. Ravail, 2.

from which shine. Fiery and lurici, . , , . Medusa, I. 7.

as may the lurid sm^oke Prom. 11. iv. 151.

^iMxingipr. pple. attracting, enticing.

luring to faint bowers . Epips. 353.

Lurk, V. intr. (1) lie hidden or unknown.
things That lurk in the abysses of the deep, . . Q. Mab, V. 180.

That lurk in the glens of a twilight grove, .
_

. vil. 270.

{^2) of immaterial things, remain unnoticed, or unheeded.
Which/, beneath the tide Of life's unquiet stream. Death Vang. 26.

behind, lurk Fear And Hope, twin destinies ; . Lift not, 4.

*XiiiTkest, V. intr. Fig. hidest.

wherefore /, With danger, death, and solitude ; . Q. Mab, ill. 69.

IVarUu^, pr. pple. hiding, concealing himself.
Lurking aimoTig the TQc\is

\
Cenci, w.'xv.^i.

Lurks, V. intr. (1) dwells or inhabits furtively.

That lurks in graves and fattens on the dead . Damon, I, 184.

„ ,. » » M ' „ • Q- ^^^^ I- 273.

(2) Fig. remains, is left.

not even contempt lurks to beguile Your heart, . Reviewer, 6.

Iiusli, adj. luxuriant in growth.
And in the warm hedge grew lush eglantine, , , Question, III. i.

Lust, n. (1) sexual desire unrelieved by love.

many a loathed rite Of lust and blood ; . . . . Adonais, IV. 7.

Strength, wealth, and pride, and lust. . . . Cenci, I, i, 31.

How hideously look deeds of lust and blood . . i. i. 38.

While lust was sweeter than revenge ; . . . . I. i. 98,

Treason and Slavery, Rapine, Fear and Lust, . FallofBonap. 9,

Love were lust— Hellas, 41,

To avarice or misanthropy or lust Julian, 368.

fear with lust. Strange fellowship , . . had tied, . La^n, 11. iv. 6.

And minister to lust its joys forlorn, II. xxxv. 8.

Victims of /mj/ and hate, the slaves of slaves, . . II, xxxvL 6,

were thrown as food To the hyena lust .... II. xxxvi, 8.

Orthecaressesof his sated /.They congregate:— IV. xx.4.

and in its palaces Sits Lust alone IV. xxii. 6.

the thralls Of the cold Tyrant's cruel /mj^.' . . Vll. iv. 2.

lust, falsehood, hate, and pride, and folly; . . . Vill. x. 3.

And calls lust, luxury. Peter, rv. xvii. 5,

from lust. Revenge, and murder Q. Mab, III. 125.

(2) Fig. of the destruction of the beautiful in art, &c.
Their dull and savage lu^t Naples, 145.

(3) satisfaction, pleasure, desire of possession.

Forego the lust of your jaw-bone ; Cycl. 295.

the /wj/ofblood Which made our warriors drunk,

is quenched in death ; . Hellas, 551.

By thy complicity with lust and hate— . . . Ld. Ck. xil. r.

Leaves nothing but the sordid lust of self, Q. Mab, V, 90.

mean lust Has bound its chains so tight .... V. 166.

Falsehood, mistake, and lust; VI. 30.

Lustre, n. (1) brilliancy, brightness,

poured A sea g{ lustre on the horizon's verge . Alastor, 603,
diffuse Their /«j/^fi through its adamantine gates, Datnon, 1,228.

and a lustre in its sky, Int. Beauty, Vll. 3.

For in the tears , . . its lustre hung : Laon, I, xvii. 6.

And tho' their lustre now was spent and faded, . IV. xxx. i.

the first faint lustre shewed An armed youth— v. iii. 6.

• with sunny gems, in its own lustre shone. , . V. xx. g.

it lent A faint and pallid /«5^tf / VI. xxxii. 6.

has darted Its lustre on all hidden things, . . , vil. xxx. 8.

Shot o'er the vales, or lustre lent Mar. Dr. x. 6.

Wore the shade, its lustre made. . .... Prom. I. 732.

(2) cheerfulness.

whose lustre bright and soft Beneath . ... Rosal. 832.

(3) ardour, vehemence of spirit.

Life, and the lustre that consumed it, . . . . Alastor, 252.

Bright in the lustre of their own fond joy. . . . 2^4.

he who sits obscure In the exceeding lustre, . . Gisb. 203.

all bosoms made reply On which its /. streamed, . Laon, 11. xvi. 8.

Or cast a lustre on them

—

. , . VII, xxx. 4.
Which its lustre faintly hid, W. Shel. (3) I. 4,

fLustre, adj. glittering, showy.
Some tawdry lace, and bits of lustre glass, . . CBdipus, I. 299.

*Lustreless, adj. without brilliancy or fire.

His eyes beneath their lids are lustreless, . . . Bion. Adon. 10.

Her eyes were black and lustreless and wan : . Sunset, 37.
Whilst its mother's is lustreless. . , . Vis. Sea, 76.

Lustrous, adj. luminous, having a diffused glow.
robed in the lust, gloom Of leaden-coloured even, Alastor, 556.
His sad meek face and eyes lustrous and glazed Julian, 285.

Lusts, n. (1) sensual desires.

simony and lies And close lusts of the flesh. . . Ck. \st, I. 113.

(2) fancied wants or desires.

thy lu^ts Deep wallow in the earnings of the poor, Q. Mab, iv. 238.

the slave, Whose horrible lusts spread misery . vi. 204.
May sate the lusts I planted in their heart. . . vii. 116.

Lusty, adj. strong, healthy.
He was the shadow of the li^ty child .... Mother^ Son, VI. 6.

Lute, n, (1) a musical instalment of the guitar order.

A fragile lute, on whose harmonious strings . . Alastor, 667.
Such Eis nor voice, nor lute, nor wind, nor oird, . Aziola, II. 5.

She place my lute, together with the music . . Ck. xst, 11. 457.
And he took an old cracked lute: . . . . Hate. 2.

The Tyrant heard her singing to her lute . . . Laon, vil. iv. 6.

Of music, when the inspired voice and lute . . . Prom. i. 803.
The small, clear, silver lute of the young Spirit . iii. ii. 38.
When the lute is broken, When the latnp, 1. 5.

Survive not the lamp and the lute, ... . 11. 2.

(2) used figuratively.

A Lute, which those whom love has taught to play Epips. 65.
From life's green tree his Uranian lute ; . , . Pr. Milton, 2.

We have heard the lute of Hope in sleep ; . . . Prom. IV. 6=;.

which the lute Of the blind pilot-spirit of the blast Woodman, 61.

Lutes, n. pi. of Lute (1).

and like lutes Touched by the skill Prom., iii, iii. 36.

*Luther, «. Martin Luther, b. 1483, d. 1546.
Luther caught thy wakening glance, Qde Lib. x. 6.

Luxuries, n. (1) edible delicacies.

And other such lady-like luxuries,— .... Gisb. 306.
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(2) any kind of needless indulgence.
Heap luxuries to their sensualism, Q, Mab^ V. 65.

(3) all that contributes to comfort or enjoyment.
Wrest from the unwilling earth his luxuries^ . Laon^ v. xxxii. 6.

luxurious, adj. attended with voluptuous effeminacy.
From their luxurious dungeons, from the dust

Of meaner thralls, IV, xx. z.

j:Xnxnrlously, adv. lavishly, plenteously.
She sits and feeds luxuriously, . Horn. Venus^ 28.

Iiuxnry, n, (1) indulgence of fleshly appetites.
AU men delight in sensual luxury^ Cenci, 1. 1. 77.
There in luxury without end Cycl. 500.
or looselv dight To luxury^ Z^w, x. %xv. 3.

(2) plenteous and extravagant living, self-indulgence.
On the rank pile of luxury Devil^ XX. 6.
true taste Hires not the pale drudge Luxury^ . Epips. 526.
Ye find it not in luxury Laon^ xi. xvii. 2.

To add one mite to gofd-fed /«;t:Mry .• . . . MolAer^ Son, I. g.
Whoj nursed in ease and luxury, Q. Mad, lii. 210.
a life of luxury and lies, ......... iv. 205.
Pininff with famine, swoln with luxury, .... ~— v. 161.
Nor tne vile joys of tainting /«a:Mrjv V. 173.
the work Of all-pollutina; mxury and wealth, . viii. 180.
And might drink from the depths oi luxury. , . Rosal. 658.

(3) gratification of evil passions.
and they will sleep with luxury spent, .... Loon, x. xxxvii. 8.

(4) pleasurable enjoyment.
The frugal luxury of our country cheer, , . . Gisb. 152.
And calls lust, luxury. Peter, iv. xvii. 5.
mantling in first luxury of health Q. Mob, Vlll. 37.

*XiyT3iaii, adj, of Libya, a country of Africa.
Where L,ybian monsters yell, II. 217.

^Xiycsens, n. a mountain of Arcadia.
The cold crags of I^ycceus, weep for him ; , . , Virgil, 19.

"'Ziyda, n. a name.
The bright nymph Lyda,— Pan, Echo, 4.
Echo loved the Satyr, The Satyr Lyda— . . . 6.

Kying', pr,pple. of To lie = indication of situation or position.
They fawn on the proud feet that spurn them

lying \<m. AdQnais,xs.v\ii. g.
the ^ear ... in a shroud of leaves dead. Is lying. Autumn, i. 5.
Lying unsheathed amid a world of foes, . . . Cenci, V. ii. loi.
A great oak stump now is lying Cycl. 617.
Rome has fallen, ye see it lying Fr. Rome, i.

A ship was lying on the sunny main, Loon, ill. xvii. 2.

Cast gentle Iooks where the lone man was lying v. xxxv. 3.
its beams were lying Like boiling gold .... xi. ii. $.

Among the corpsea in stark agony lyin^, . . , Laon, xii. 1. 5,

In its own grey and shrunken ashes lytn^/ . , xu, xxvl, 3,
thou art lying In the light which is undymg . . Prom.. IV. 437.
Under the shadow of his beauty /v/m^, iv. 448.
When he was in the church-yard lying Among

the worms, Rosal. 318.

Xiylng*, pr.pple. telling falsehoods.
Drinking, tying, swearing, play. Peter, IV. v. 5.

Xryin^, ppL adj. false, untruthful.
Those whom nor power, nor lying faith, nor toil, Otho, III. i.

He has invented lying words andmodes, . . . , _

that I thought Its lying' forms were worthy aught Rosal. 568.
the lying scribe Would his own lies betray "'" '

'

. Q. Mab, IV. 232.
t Rosal. 568.
. Witch, Lxxii. 7.

^mplL, n. Fig. water.
Chaos and Death, and slow Oblivion's lym.pk, . Prol. Hellas, 85.

*Lynx, n. an animal of the feline tribe {^Felis lynx).
A lynx crouched watchfully Calderon, II. 144.
Refuge in the lynxes lair, Love, Hope, 52.

*Iiyre, n. A. Ztt. stringed instrument of the harp kind.
And moveless, as a long-forgotten lyre .... Alastor, 42.
the music of an Asian ^re Cycl. 440.
He began playing on the lyre at noon, . . , . Ilom.. Merc. III. 2.

in his sacred crib deposited The hollow lyre, . . xi. 3.
His left hand held the lyre, , .

and to the measure Of the sweet lyre, . . .

come take The lyre—
with the joyous lyre Soothing their journey ; .

To whom he gave the lyre that sweetly sounded,
Lest thou shouldst steal my /. and crooked bow

;

Make me thy lyre, even as the forest is

:

It is the wandering voice of Orpheus' lyre, .

Msenad-like waved his lyre in the bright air,

B. Fig.
Whose master's hand is cold, whose silver lyre

unstrung Adonais, xxxvi. 9.
ever as he went he swept a lyre Cane. t.
Or must the lyre on which my spirit lingers Soon

pause Laon, Ded. x. 3.
7«<3« strike the /jyr^ of mind! O grief and shame ! Ld. Ch.vii. ^
notes Of that strange lyre whose strings . . . Q. Mab, I. 53.

*lyres, n. (1) pi. of Lyre. A. Lit.
Arid some had lyres Laon, i. liv. 7.
Or like forgotten lyres, whose dissonant strings . Mutability, 5.

- LXXI. 4.
- LXXII. 5.
- LXXXI. 3.
- LXXXVI. 4.
- LXXXVII.I.
-LXXXVIII.2.

OdeW.Wind,M.x.
. Orpheus, 38.
. 52.

(2) Fig.
Vhich

"
Which from the unseen lyres of dells and groves DcBtnon, I. S4-

*3tyrist, n. one who writes Lyric poetry.
The sweetest lyrist of her saddest wrong, , . . Adonais, xxx. 8,

M
Ua'am, n. abbrev. for Madam.
when I and you MeCam^o, Peter, VI. xvii. 3.

Mab, n. the Queen of Fairies.
I am the Fairy Mab: Q. Mab, I. 167.
As Mab''s etherial palace could afford —— 11. 29,

Uace, n. A. Lit. instrument used in war.
and with his iron m.ace Directs the torrent . , . Hellas, 839.
B. Fig. of something stern and unbending.

Custom, with iron ???ace points to the graves , . Laon, iv. xxiv. 4.

SCacedon, n. Fig. the subjugation of Greece by Macedon.
Discord, Macedon, and Rome. ....... Hellas, 691.

UacMaTel, n. Machiavelli, b. 1469, d. 1527.
whispered aphorisms From Machzavelsjx'^ Bacon : Ch. ist, I. 55.

IfMacliine, n. (1) a mechanical contrivance.
the iron heart Of some machine portentous, . , Gisb. ig,
like an. useless and worn-out machine, ., . . » Q. Mab, i. 155.

(2) anything which works by fixed laws.
Scarce living pullies of a dead machine, . . . *— v. 76.
The place each spring of its machine shall fill; . ^—- vi. 164.

^Machinery, n. Fig. the working parts of a machine.
to frown had been the trick Of his machinery, , Cenci, v. iv. 7.
With steam-boats, frigates, and machinery quaint Gisb. 80.

*]K[acBIurdercliouse, n. an imaginary character.
To his friend Lord MacMurderchouse^s, , . . Peter, vii. i. 3.

Mad, adj. A. Lit. (1) insane, bereft of reason.
Are you gone mad) If not, pray speak to me. . Cenci, 11. i. 33.
You see I am not m^; I speak to you. . . . li. i. 34.
for I am mad beyond all doubt I ...... ill. i. 25.
If I try to speak I shall go m4id. , iii. i. %^.
Let me not go madI . , V, iv. 56.

^"j*t?^' ^"^^t blind, despised, and dying king,— Engl. 1819, i.

and he Is now gone mad',— Julian, 198.
Alas, what drove him mad} 245.
I am mad, I fear, ^qa
Flaccid and foamy, like a OTflrf dog's hanging': ! Laon, VI, xvii. i.
lifted high Her »«flflf looks to the lightning, . . vi. lii. 2.
I was no longer mad, ...... vil xxiv i
or raving mad, did tell Strange truths ;'.','.[ x xxv s"

some mad indeed With their own lies ; - , . . Laon, x. xlv. 2.
His torments almost drove him fnad;— . . . Peter, I. iii. 3.
So ^ood and bad, sane and mad ...... iir. xxii. i.
Untied them—read them—went half m.ad. . . . vi. vii. 5.
Some said that he was mad, ........ Pr. Athan. l. 90.
and those who did inhale it Became mad too, . Prom. ill. iii. 127.
or religion Drives his wife raving wafif. .... Q. Mdb,V.\\^.

that I once again were ?«aff,' Rosal, iigo.

(2) adj. absol. mad people collectively.
1 never knew what the mad felt Before ; . , . Cend, III. i. 24.

B. Fig. (1) frantic, furious.
And war's wa^/ fiends the scene environ, . . Falsehood, g.And died as m.ad as the wild waves be Prom., r. g%.
whilst thy pain Made my heart mad, '

\\\ iii 126
the 7«a(/ fiend Thy wickedness had pictured, . Q. Mab, vi. 126."
merciless ambition, or moi^ zeal, -^ . vi. 178.
^'^"*£g'l*''ig with whirlwinds of m,ad agony, . . . vii. 255.

(2) wild, extravagant, foolish.
And in mad tmnce, strike with our spirit's knife Adonais, xxxix. 5.
too mad Was the attempt, Calderon, ll. 123.
more mad -were now Repentance n. 124.
Dream not to chase ;—the Tnad endeavour . . . Coleridge, 33.
I am OTflrf with joy at your device Cyc/. 465.
Strange as a dreamer's Wflc/ imaginings, . . . Ginevra,%.
VexedTby the wise mad talk of the oldjew, . . Hellas, 919.
has flitted with a »m(/ surprise . Medusa, iv. 4.
Appeared such m.ad tirades.— Peter, vi. iii. 2.
And mad disquietudes, Prom. Ii. iv. 56.

(3) infatuated, excited.
Swell'd with command and mad with dizzying

„ sway: ..... M.N.Posi.Fr.si.
rlell and destruction mark his madca.veeT, . , —-* «
(4) frolicsome.

They are too fnad for people of my sort , . . Faust, li. 222.

(5) dazed.
But to gaze mad and pallid, Laon, xi. ix. 5.

(6) of noise or disturbance of the elements.
To his voice the wa^/weather Seems,tame ; . , Fugitives IV o
the wjac? blast Of trumpets, H^las 822. '

31
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Uad-'brained, c. ad}, extravagantly frolicsome.
A mad-brained goblin for a g^ide— Peter^ VI. xx, 5.

SSadam, n. a ceremonial term of address.
idadam^ the love of Englishmen can make . , Ck. isf, II. 29.

*Maddalo, n. (1) a, name under v^hich Lord Byron is repre-

sented.

X rode one evening ,with Count Maddalo . . . Julian^ i.

We are even Now at the point I meant, said J/-, 94.
the madhouse and its belfry tower, Said Maddalo^ 108.
You talk as in years past said ^o^(/a/(7. . . . 114.
Ere Maddalo arose, I called on him, 142,
said Afoi/i/a/o; You talk Utopia 178.
My dear friend, Said Maddalo^ 192.
I know but this, said Maddalo^ 232.
went to dine At Jl/oc/i/a/o'j/ 522.
I remember one remark which then M. made. . 544.
I might sit In Maddal&s great palace, .... 559.
But Maddalo was fraVelling; far away .... 5S0.

(2) a character in * Scene from Tasso.'
That the Count Maddalo v/ou\A speak with him? Tasso^ 2.

*Madden'd, ///. adj. Fig. uncontrolled, furious.
Wild flew the meteors o'er the madden^dma.\iiy . M.N.Fragmi.i^.
whilst raves the madden'd storm, 25.

Maddening", j5//, adj. Fig. exciting, infuriating.
With maddenzng\oy mine anguish'd senses swell M. N. Ravail, 67.
Tides of maddening passion roll, 85.
T^z-t maddening -mo&oiVii^^ /*ir£7/w. II. iii. 7.

*Maddens, v. intr. grows extravagantly wild.
The wild dance m.addens in the van Triumph^ 13S.

-Uaddiug*, ppl. adj. =^ maddening, irritating, tiresome.
the multitude Of bfind and madding men— . , Cavalc. 6.

Made, v. I. tr, '

(1) created, caused to exist.
Who ?nade man Must have, methinks Calderon^ I. 180.
A pretty torment . . . Your father Tnade when he

m^ide you

!

Horn. Merc, xxvil. 7,A lovelier toy sweet Nature never made^ . , . Julian^ 144.
and Avarice died before the god it made. , . . Aaon, X. xviii. 9.
Cursing the power that ne'er made au^ht in vain. M. iV". Despair^ 36.
The thought of his own kind who mac^ the soul Marenghi^ xxvill. i.

It matters not: for the same power made all, . CEMpus^ I. 123.
The one God made to rhyme with hell ; . . . . Peter^ I. v. 4.
Who m-ade the living world? . Prom.. Ii. iv. g.
Who made all That it contains? --— 11. iv. 9.
Who vtade that sense li. iv. 12.

And who made terror^ madness, crime, remorse, ll. iv. 19.
Which were, for fiis will made or suflFered them, . ill. iv. 199,
in seven days' toil made earth From nothing ; . Q. Mab^ vil. 107.
Oh ! wherefore bast thou awai^e In mockery . . Vll. 131.

(2) formed, constituted, arranged.
Made contrast with the universe Alastor^ 561.
At proper distances small holes he Tnade., . . Horn. Merc. viil. 2,

as if spell-bound, had nmde A natural couch . . Laon^ VI. xxviii. i.

and made A genteel drive up to his door, , . . Peter^ vii. viii. i.

I made a nosegay, bound in such a way . . Question. V. 2.

and others made Circles around it Triumph^ 453.
Some made a cradle of the ermined capes . . . 495.

(3) produced, was the cause of.

made Such magic as compels the charmed night Alasior^ 3^.
but which THade Between that hapless child . . Cenci^ IV. iv. 98.
Liker than any Vandyke ever made^ Ck. ij/, II. 484.
mossy tracks made by the goats and deer . . . Bpips. 439.
She had divided such fair shapes . . .m.K feeling Fiordi^ma^ 43.
Sleeps on the wrecks it made^ breathless and still. Hellas^ 594.
He tried the chords, and made division meet , . Hotn. Merc. IX. 2.

such impression his words made. Julian^ 299.
Made for long years impression on my mind. . . 5S1.
Like stifled torrents, made a plashy fen .... iMon^ VI. xii. 5.

And its path made a solitude.— VI. xx. i.

Made music wild and soft VI. xxviii. g.

And where the huge and speckled aloe made^ . Marengki^ xiv. 5.

his power that m.ade That jovial scene— , . . Peter^ iv. xxi. 3.

Wore the shade its lustre made Prom. I. 732.
tnade a third Mightier than either, III. i. 43,
whose tramplingS fierce il/atfe wounds .... iv. 502.

(4) caused to be, or to become.
Grief tnade the youn? Spring wild, Adonais^ xvi. i.

Made bare his branded and ensanguined brow, . xxxiv. 8.

loveliness Which once he made more lovely : . . XLlll, 2.

when red morn Made paler the pale moon, . . Aiasior^ 138.

«Wi/<? dear to thee erewhile, .^rz7, 181^, 22.

Sinful indeed, for Adam made all so, Cenci^ J. iii. 12.

J/adfe it unutterable, V. iii. 81.

Who made all lovely thou didst look upon . . v. iv. 133.

Made white with foam the green and purple sea,— Cycl. 20.

and ?wa^ red hot The points of spits, .... 384.
It cannot be that no one made you blind. . . . 682.

In whom love ever tnade Health £. Viviani^ 13.

Which made the paleness of her cheek more pale, Ginevra^ 14.

Made all the shadows of our sails blood-red, . . Hellas., 508.
And every Islamite who m.ade his dogs Fat . . 549.
the lust of blood Which m,ade our warriors drunk, 552.
the busy woodpecker Made stiller by her sound . Jane., Recoil. 36,
With its soft motion m.ade not less The calm . . 39.
and tnade Their very peaks transparent. . . . Julian^ 84.
Who reignedj before Religion made men blind ; . 189.
It was despair made them bo uniform : . , . . 294.
till daylig;ht tnade stars dim ; 524.
Her commg tnade him better 602.

tnade the air eloquent. . Loon, I. xxiv. 9.

this made him strong To soar aloft .... - I- xxviii. 2.

Made all its many names omnipotent ; . . . . II. viii. ^.
and tnade me wise In knowledge, II. xxxii. 2.

but deemed that fate Which m.a^ them abject, . IV. ix. 4.

And the few sounds . . . Made silence more pro-
found

—

V. ii. 4.
And quickly common hopes tnade freemen under-

stood. / V. iii. 5.
Which once tnade all things subject to its power— v. xxviii, 4.
And its red light tnad$ morning paUid now, . . vi. iv. 2.

one interval ^fldfe still ; vi. xxxiv. 3.

one moment mute The evil thoue:hts it tnade^ . vii. iv. ^
And sympathy made eacb attendant slave . . . vil. vii. y.

the earnest of the hope Which tnade them great, ix- xxvii. 2.

Made pale their voiceless lips x. xii. ^.

those tnat waiile this world so fair, xii. xxviii. 6.

he Who made and makes my lot Magnet. Lady^ 11. 3.

From theTilind crowd he made secure and free . Marenghi^ xi. 5.

which »wi/£ His solitude less dark. xxv. i,

the prow Made the invisible water white as snow ; Naples.^ 43.
KnA tnade thy world an undistinguishable heap. O^ Lib. Vlll. 15.

Its thunder made the cataracts (Rimb ; ... Peter^ l. xiii. ^.

Now tnade his verses dark and queer : . . . , vi. xxxi. 3.

What sadness tnade that vernal spirit sere ? . . /V. Athan. I. 57.
Made this, where now he dwelt i. 92.

ere misery tnade me wise Prom-. I. 58.
Ever «Mflff!su§ mute with wonder. .r-n— 1.90.

when the strife was ended which t1^ade dim . . — - iii. ii. 2.

who made long years of pain Sweet . . , , , iii. iii. 8.

which Proteus old Made Asia's nuptial boon, . iii. iii. t>6.

whilst thy pain Made my heart mad, ..... iii. iii. 126.

Whenjalse or frowning made, ipe sicjc at heart, . 111. iv. 49.
Yet being now, tnade earth like heaven: - . . iii.iv. 160.

which tn. The air his hearers breathed delight : . Rosal. 703.
Their whistling noise made the birds aghast. . . Setisit. PI. III. 37.
Made the runnmg rivulet thick and dumb . . . III. 71.

The moon made thy lips pale, beloved— . . . The Cold^ IV. i.

The wind tnade thy bosom chill— rv. 2.

as my sorrow tnade his love to me ! Unf, Dr. 79.
is what then tnade them bold ; Vis. Sea^ 42.
and made all golden The chamber ofgrey rock . Witch^ II. 6.

beasts her gentle looks made tame vi. 5.

her beauty tnade The bright world dim, . . . xil. i.

(5) constituted.
from those who made the world their prey ; . Adonais^ XLVIII. 6.

and tnade Our speedy act the angel of his wrath, Cenci^ v. iii. 113.

Who tnade our land an island of the blest, . . Gisb. 32.
and m.ade the tomb Thy bridal bed Julian^ 389.
And m.ade them slaves to soothe his vile unrest, Laon, 11. xxxv. 7.

yet it OTtfc/fi Alig'hfafouhd my steps iv.xxxiv.'S.
tnade^ Although unarmed, a steadfast front, . . vi. ix. i.

Soon made our ghastly ramparts ; vi. xi. 6.

this ruin tttade a watch-tower lon^ vi. xlii. 8.

where on the earth Which tnade its floor, . . , vi. li, 5.

Strange natures ttzade a brotherhood of ill. . . x. vi. 2.

Where conpses tnade a crumbling pyramid . . x. xxiii. 3.

and tnade The Earth an altar, . x. xxviii. 6.

He who tnade his agony The barrier Protn. I. 118.

why He tnade one of the multitude, .... Triumph^ 49.
And why God ttiade irreconcilable 330,
Who tnade this earth their chameL 505.
tnade my world A paradise Unf, Dr. 54,

(6) caused to.

Which wheresoe'er it fell t^ade the earth gleam . Alasior^ 673.
tnade the blood stream down My pallid cheeks. . Cetici^ II. 1. 6$.
And tnade me shrink from what I cannot shun, . 11. ii. u6.
By that which ttiade me tremble, wear thou this ! iv. iii. 50.
tnade me look Upon the monster ofmy thought, v. i. 22.

what earthquakes ttiade it gape and split, . . . Bpips. 317.
And her own spasm tnade her shake Pr. G/ist. Siy. 8.

Their whispers tnade the solemn silence seem . Ginevra^ 179.
I have tnade to float Gisb. 74.
(For Mercury first made the tortoise sing) . . . Ifotn. Merc. IV. 3.
the great God tnade them move xvil. 7.
the God soon made disappear, xxiii. 2.

but pride M. my companion take the darker side. Julian., 49.
What tnade its music more melodious be, . . . Laan^ i. xix. 3.

that silence made me start— i. xlvii. 3.
The oracular mind that tnade his features glow, . i. lix. 7.

And warfe them melt in tears of penitence. . . IV. xi. 4.
il/izt/fi the high virtue of the patriots fail: . . . V. viii. 7.

tnade their own hearts grow mild, v. xvii. 7.
One moment's light, which made my heart . .

—— v. xxiv. 5,
some impulse made my heart refrain Prom

seeking her v. Ivii. 6.

His strong sides ttu^ the torrents rise in spray, vi. xxii. 2.

love and sadness tnade my lips feel pale . . . vi. xxiv. 6.
All torture, fear, or horror tnade seem light . , vn. vi. 5.
Which tnade the earth seem fire, yii. xv. 3.

but when he spake, his tone, . . . tnade them start ; xi. xiv. 6.

Made the air sweep in whirlwinds ...... xil. xxxix. 5.A light that tnade the earth grow red ; . . . . Mar. Dr. xii. 2.

WhUe yet the unrisen sun rtuide glow, . . . Marenghi^ xxii. 2.

Which made all seem as it was not ; Peter., II, vii. 4.
Made him beyond the bottom see vi. xvii. 2.
ttiade rock The orbfed world

!

Protn. i. 68.
Made us keep silence—thus—and thus— . . . i. 105.
And said, with voice that tnade them shiver . . Rosal. 890.
till strong shame M. them again become the same. 923.
trtade Sweet smiles, yet sad, arise and fade . . 1021,
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Made his pale lips quiver and part Rosal. 1025.
made My faint hps tremble, i*49-
Made me believe that I had died, 1204.
The sweetness of the joy which nt. his breath Fail, Sunset^ 5.
Which made us wish it yet might last— . . Time longpast^ II. 5.
»«rt(& the pulse Of its bright life throb . . . . Unf.Dr. \^^.
As made the blood tingle in my warm feet : , . 140.

(7) compelled to.

Made me accept a purse of gold Rosal. 533.
(8) acquired, gained.

just made A fortune Peier^ II. x. 3.

(9> uttered, gave expreasioti to.
I remember one remark which then Maddalo fn. Julian^ 544.
all bosoms m.. reply On which its lustre streamed, Laon^ II. xvi. 7.
nor change of seasons made Its note, —— Vll. xxvi. 2.

A Youth OTflrf* reply, -— viii. xxiii. i.

a murmur strange Made as I past ;
—— ix. vi. 7.

and niad£ a long Harangue (all words) .... (Edipus^ i. 326.
and with her It made its childish confidence, . . Prom. III. iv. 20.
This was the only moan she ever fjtade. . . . Sunset^ 51.

(10) accomplished, arrived at.

perhaps have done, And made an end .... Cenci. ill. ii. 78.

(11) directed.
9nade thy life's path Over the trampled laws . . V. ii. 135.
And »rfli& a charge with those battalions bold, . CBdipus. l. 7,12.

(12) established.
With human joy m^de mute society . . , . . Laon^ V. xxxix. 8.
As friend with friend Tnade common cause . . . ^—

• ix. ix. 3.
So he made truce x. xxxiv. 4.
but ye have ntade a junction CBdipus^ \. 344.
and my babes m.(ide holiday : Rosal. 437.
And m.ade their home under the green hill side. . Serchio^ 38-

(13) composed, wrote.
And he fnade songs for all the land, . , . . . Peter, V. xv. 3.
For he made verses wild and queer Rosal. 680.
He made tales which whoso heard or read . . . 684.

(14) forced.

Where'er the Eagle's talons made their way, . . Laon^ I. xi. 7.

(15) arranged, put.
the Devil nmde Up in a parcel, Peier, VI. vii. i.

and made Their nests in it Triu-mpky 499.
(16) provided.

and how we often m,ade Feasts for each other, . Gisb. 150.

(17) came in sight of.

we must pass, who m. The promise of its birth,— Laon^ ix. xxv. 4.

II. intr, created.
Have still destroyed evert as the other made} . Calderon^ l. 185.

Made,//. (1) created.
If fear were «s. for kings,, the Fool mocks wisely ; Ch. \sf^ li. 386.
And has m.ade pride for those Hellas^ ^64..

(2) formed.
And that Kp made for tenderness or scorn, . . . Cenci, II. i. x 18.
made By Love, of light and motion : Epips. 93.
Such as sick fancies m a new made grave . . . Laon^ v.'xxvii. 3.
and mine was m.ade From glorious phantasies . vii. xxx.' 1.
there was made A slough of blood and brains . CBdipus, I. 335I

(3) produced or caused.
knew the impression he bad made, Cenci, lii. i. 322.
Let the tyrants rule the desart they have made; Hellas, 1008.
had mcuu a lair For her soothed senseis, . . . Laon^ 11. xxvii. 5.The pattern whence all fraud and wrong is m,ade, viii. x. 4.
by the cloud's cleft was ?«ai3!e/ ....... xi. iii. 2.
the ruin which youi^elVes h^ve Tnade^ .... xi. xv. 2.
a vacancy was Made .... xii. xxvi. 8.
had never m.ade erasure : Naples, 14.
Than e'er was fnade by living creature .... Peter, vi. xxxv. 4.
Which the frost had made between The Cold, 11. 6.

(4) caused to be or to become.
the sea has made a dustless ruin Calderon, 11. 140.
The sufferings we all share have m.ade me wild ; . Cenci, li. i. 74,
importsyour house That all should be made clear ; iv. iv. 78.
grass madeej^^TY bv summer's rain, Ch. 1st, i. 8.
this ... cook of hell Had »zfli/e all ready, . . . Cyc/. 389.
Whose point having made sharp ——. 45^.
Happy those m-ade odorous 495.
to see Youth's vision thus made perfect Epips. 42.
made perfect by thy sunny eyes, 386.
Made sacred to his sister and his spouse .... 492.
The strong fantasy Had made her accents weaker Ginevra, 84.
Rude, but made sweet by distance— Gisb. 287.
The will is even now Made known to him, . . . Hellas, 163.
Then is made full the circle of her light, .... Horn. Moon, 16.
I watched, till by the sun waflk p^le, it sank . . Laon^ i. xli.'a.
from groans of crowds wad&pafe By famine, . . II. ix, 4.
despair Ofhuman things, had ?«. so dark and bare, 11. xxiv. 5.and many a tome Whose lore had m. that sage . iv. iii o
a nation Made free by love ;— . y xiv 4
A J*

'"^^"^y Made dumb by poison ; vii viii 7And voice made deep with passion— vil. xxxiv 6Kehgion s pomp made desolate fey the scorn . . vii. xxxv. a*And love made free',- . . . yjj y^^ gA cauldron of green Mist wu-afife visible ', '. *. '. x ]cxi ^
' '

suffered for thy fame Jl/arfe dim, . . . x xxvJi S
I whom ye have awo^ Your foe .

*

xi xv sGemus is »Ki£fe strong to rear . .

"

xt v^iv ^
scorn or hate has waafe him bold • '

'

xii iS c

have m.ade this life's envenomed dream .... Laon, xii. xxvii. 8.

Her presence had m,ade weak and tame , . . Lerici, 22.

Till all be made level again ! CEdipus, II. ii. 60.

had m.ade alive The things it wrought on ; . . . Peter, IV. x.
j^.

Made vocal by some wind, Pr. Athan, II. it. 44.
this Earth Made raultitudmous with thy slaves, . Protn. l. 5.

Unhappy love, had made, thro' use and pity, . . II. i. 41.
since I am fnade the wind 11. i. 50.

Down streams ^ade strong with mountain-thaw: II, ii. 47.
After thy looks have i:Made them tired of joy ? , ill. iv. 27.

From its chaos »tade calm by love, —— IV. 171.

man as vice has m,ade him now Q. Mab, IV. 167.
and all crime Mq,de stingless by the spirits . . Vll. 233.
has -made His nature as the nature ofa lamb. . viii, 127.

had made my sorrows dear to him, Unf. Dr. 78.
the thunders tnade silent arpund Vis. Sea, lo,

like passions made still by the presence of Love, 130.
They have made them unfit for thee;,,... IV. Shel. II. 2.

(5) caused to.

has m^e The edges of that cloud fade .... Julian, Cane. 5.
'Twould have m.ade Guatiraozin doze .... Peter, vil, xiv. 4.
Hast thou m.ade reign and triumph Prom. i. 10. •

1,6) given to be.
Which thou hast wa^fe my daughter ; , . . . Cenci^iv.'x. \\6.

(7) constituted, ordained.
Ko difference has been made by God or man, . V. iv. 83.
a reward Shall thus be m.ade a punishment, . . Ch. 1st, II. 82.
so she was fnade My sole associate, Laon, il. xxv. 3.
and is made the careless slave of that dark power II. xxxjif'. 6.
from ages long gone by, Had m.ade a landmark : ill. xii. 5.
Carnage and ruin have been Tnade their- food

From infancy— , . . . , iv. xxvi. 4.
To hear one sound of many made, v. xxxix. 3,
which had ?M<z<afe its prey Of my poor heart, . vil. xiv. i.

And man is m.ade the captive of his brother, . VIII. xiii. 4.
where law is made the slave of wrong ix. xiv. 2.

Which everlasting spring has m.ade its own, . . ix. xxvi. 6.
may thy fame be rAade, Grfeat People : . . xi. xxiii. 6.
Be thy name 7«flirfls holy now ! Mask,xw\\l. ^
So that ye for them' are wa^ife XLI. 1.

that ye Are, as God has made\&, free— . . . LXXIII. 4.
With hues which sweet nature has Tnade divine : . Ode, Arise, 32.
By the God who made thee such (Edipus, II. 11. 86.

(8) become..
He is TTmde one with Nature : Adonais, XLII. i.
Thou scofnest it, so worthless art thott made. , Dante Conv. 44.
(9) accomplished.

But there is mighty preparation made, .... Cenci, I. ii. 5^.
Is there waafe Ravage of thee ? III. i. 371.
Passion's divinest stream had m. impetuous way. Laon, i. lix. 9.
on that arm The wortb has made his ifieal. . . Q. Mab, III. 150.
(10) arranged, placed.

I have made my bed In charnels and on coffins, . Alastor, 23.
in her heart Will have made their nest, . . . Ginevra, 215.

. As if some living thing had made its lair , . , Laon, vii. xvi. 5.
in my memory Had Tnade its lair vii. xxv. 4,Have made their path of melody, Prom. iv. 198.'

(11) raised to the rank ot.
Her to be made Vice-Emperor, Eug. Hills, 244.

(^12) composed.
The matter of which dreams are made ,...<?. Mab, vil. 272.
(13) obliged to. ^

'

'

He has made me look On my beloved Bernardo, Cenci. ll. i. 60.
(14) caused to be carried out.

And had all such examinations Tua^ . . , . . iv. iv. 166.
(15) constructed.

One half the Grecian army Tnade a bridge . , . Hellas, 371.
tSKadeira^ n. a wine grown in the island of Madeira.
And best East Indian ?«a</^zya / Peter, 1M. icrvA.. %y
MadHouse, n. a place for the confinement of the insane.
Shall be the madhouse and its belfry tower, . . Julian. 107.
Sailed to the island-where the madhot^e stands. 214.

*Madliouse, c. adj. attr. belonging to a madhouse.
She is the madhouse nUise who tends on me, . . Cenci III i 41

Madly, adv. (1) profusely.
Ten thousand victims madly bleed. Falsehood, 78.

(2) with extreme folly. ;

f^adh rushing through all violent crime, . . . Q. Mab, v. 164.
Madly they frustrate still their own designs ; . . v. 243.Madman, n. an insane person.
Of how I might be dungeoned as a madman; . Cenci, ll. i. 13S.

Madmen, n. pi. of Madman.
to entreat the madmen to omit Ch. 1st, II. 63.
and pray as 7Marf?«£« do For what ? Julian, 126.
which charm the weight From madmen's chains, 260.
now we hear the din Of madmen^ ...... 267.

Madness, n. (1) . insanity.
the strange tnadness Juno sent upon thee ; . . Cycl. 5.
Wretch! Suppress the. glare of wioaTwij.? . . . Moonbeam, ut.i,
and Blight, and Want and Madness pale, . , . Laon, i. xxix. 2.
soon, sweet fnadness Was poured upon my heart, i. xxxix. 8.
The peace of wjai^wtfj.? fled, Iii.xvii.i."
Mine eyes were of their madftess half beguiled, m.' xxix. 3.Thus Tuadness came again,—a milder madness, iv. v. i.
to weave with skill From all my wiorfwi-j^ told; . IV. vi 2
Such as self-torturing thought from ?«. breeds? . ly. xxxiv 7.

312
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To feed disease and fear and madness, .... La&n, V.Son£^,5.S.

she grasped mc v/itii the strength Of Tttadness, . VI. li. 2.

And vainly having with her madness striven . . VI. liii. 1.

I told her of my sufferings and my madness, . . vii. ii_._ i.

Her madness was a beam of light, vii. vii. i.

The fiend of madness, which had made its prey . VII. xiv. i.

till madness misery brought VII. xiv. 9.

The misery oi a. madness slow and creeping, . . VII. xv. I.

Quells his long madness— IX. xxx. 9.

It was not thirst but madness/ x. xxii. i.

Madness, and Fear, and Plague, and Famine still X. xliv. 2.

The madness which these rites had lulled, . . X. xlvi. 3.

from his dull madness The starveling waked, . XII. i. 3.

who in the guise Of «ffl!rfM^jj came xll.xxii. 8.

and damned himself to »2a^M£.f.r. Peier,v. iii.^^.

oppressed with grief and wa^^wayj, .... Pr. Athan. ll/li. ^.
great sages bound in madness, Prom, I. 768.
Madness and misery are there ! Q. Mab, VI. 50.

The truth flashed o'er me like quick Tnadness . Rosal. 998.
Madness came on me, 1 197.
were a kind of Tnadness, Sunset, 32.

If madness 'tis to be unlike the world 33.

(2) frenzy.

Roused by some joyous Tnadness from the couch
Of fever, Alastor, $\f.

Their fathers' hearts to madness and despair, . Cenci, 11. ii. 33.

From rapine, madness, treachery, and wrong ; . Q. Mah, III. 123.

(3) infatuation.

and many kissed ray feet In pity's madness, . . Laon, V. xxxv. 7.

The Satyr loved with wasting madness wild . . Pan, Echo, 3.

Gaze the wisest into madness Sophia, II. 2.

What madness is this, Gallus ? Vtrgil, 24.

(4) foolish conduct.
In any madness which the world calls gain, . . Julian, 365.
By all the grief, the madness, and the guilt . . Ld. Ch. XI. 2.

(5) Strong imagination.
which my madruss Has formed Calderon, III. 104.

(6) exaltation, delight.

such glorious madness found A path .... Laon, IX. iv. 4.

The joy, the triumph, the delight, the madness 1 Prom. iv. 319.

Such harmonious madness Skylark, 103.

Uadoima, n. Italian form of ' Lady mine.'

Madonna, wherefore hast thou sent to me . . . E. Viviani, I.

*lIsBnad, n. a priestess of Bacchus.
Like a wolf-cub from a Cadmsean Mcsnad, . . Ode Lib. VII. 2.

uplifted from the head Of some fierce Micnad, Ode W. Wind, II. 7.

On thy form from every side Like a Manad, . Prom. IV. 473.
As a Mcenad, its moonlightK:oloured cup, . . . Sensit. PI. I. 34.

*Mssnad-liannted, c.mj. frequented by priestesses ofBacchus.

Of Bacchic Nysa, Manadhaimted mountain, . Prom. III. iii. 154.

*]ICsnad-like, c. adv. frenziedly, in the maimer of a priestess

of Bacchus.
MaTtad-like waved his lyre in the bright air, , . Orpheus, 52,

*Msenads, n. priestesses of Bacchus.
Seeking her and her delight With the Mcenads, Cycl. 63.

Like Mcenads who cry loud, Evoe I Evoe ! . . Prom. II. iii. 9.

*MsiialTis, n. a range of mountains in Arcadia, sacred to

Pan.
The pine-encircled mountain, Mienaltts, . . . Virgil, 18.

Ua^c, n. (1) supernatural power.
Whose magic will thy footsteps ever bless ; . . Hom. Merc. XC. 4.

(2) enchantment.
Such magic as compels the charmed night . . Alastor, 36.

she exceS All women in the magic of her locks ; Faust, II. 319.

It is all magic, poor deluded fool ! II. 394"
By the magic of thy touch CEdipus, II. ii. 87.

poured the magic of her gaze Q. Mab, 1. 77.

And as the car of magic they ascended, . . . J. 201,

Ua^c, adj. (1) spellbound.

A magic circle traced,— Jane, Recoil. 44.

I felt the centre of The magic circle there, . . . 50.

(2) worked by supernatural means.
The jKo^j'e car moved on

; (ref^ Oilman, l.iiS.

..J Q; ^"''^
\-

'°7-

The magic car no longer moved ; Utsm^n, I. 229.

„ I, Q. Mab, II. 40.

mig^t ascend A magic ship Sonn. Dante, 3.

(3) ghostly, phantasmal.

Their garlands sere, their magic mantles rent ; . Adonais, xxx. 2.

(4) exercising an extraordinary or preternatural influence.

It felt, yet could escape the »2a/ic tone . . . . —— xxxvi. 5.

in a OToWc snare entwined, O«/rfe»-0», III. 20.

The »M^c notes, like spark on spark, . . . . .Ri«J/, II. 186.

Whose touch was magic strength : ^"""i ' I""- 3-

Was filled with w^a^c sounds Tnumph, ^o.
The magic circle of her voice and eyes .... Wtich, VII. 7.

(5) enchanted.
Asfromamineofwaofjcstore, . ..... . iffOK, II. xx. 4.

what seemed so fair Within that magiemmor, . Lorn, Jfope, iS.

Try the magic test together; CEdipus, u. 1. 128.

Both should try the »2aw liquor. ,,^r~7 "-i-'SO.

Were stored with magic treasures— Witch, XIV. 2.

(6) occult, supernatural.
AloveofOTa^zcart.) Calderon, 1\. 158.

That you alive defend from magic power, . . . Hom. Merc. VI. 3.

*Via,gi!aal, adj. Fig. mysterious.
dread A/a^/ca/forms the brick floor overspread— Gish. 44.

Ua^cian, n. sorcerer.

dream Of dark magician in his visioned cave, . Alastor, 682.

^UaETuanlmlty, ». greatness of sonl.

This magnanifniiy in your sacred Majesty . . (Edipus, II. i. 183.

'''Mag'iiet-lilEe, c. adj. attractive as if magnetic.
Magnet-like oi\a9exs^ e^es; iVo»». IV. 466.

'''Ilaefnetic, adj. Fig. powerfully attractive.

and dart Magnetic might into its central heart j Epips. 348.

{Btaeruificence, n. grandeur.
whose brown magnif. A narrow vale embosoms. Alastor, 422.

Magrnificent, adj. splendid.

more magnijicent Than kinriy slaves .... Laon, V. xiv. 6.

From its own shapes mugntficent. Mar. Dr. x. 7.

Magnificent, interj. splendid.

Fit throne for sach a. Fov/erl Magnificent/ . . Prom. II. iii. ii.

*Uasnolla, n. the name of a coniferous shrub.

Holding a cup like a magnolia flower, .... Unf. Dr. 146.

*Vtajgaa, n. magian, sage.

The Magus Zoroaster, my dead child Prom. 1. 192.

*Maluund, n. Sultan of Turkey, 1808-1839.
And I am Mahmud still Hellas, 123.

the thunder-bearing banner Of Jl/a^Ma</; . . . 408.

jlSIahomet, n. the founder of Islam, b. A.D. 570, d. A.D. 632.

The moon ofMahomet Arose, Hellas, 221.

One God is God

—

Mahom.et is his prophet. . . 274.

And Oromaze, and Christ, and Mahovnet, . . . Laon, X. xxxi. i.

Satan, Christ, and M. Start from their places I . Prol. Hellas, 76.

Mahomet, n. Sultan of the Turks, A.D. 1451-1481.
Did not Mahomet the Second Win Stamboul ? . Hellas, 807.

And seems—he is

—

Matwmet/ 841.

*Maia, n. the daughter of Atlas, and mother of Hermes or

Mercury.
Sing, Muse, the son of jl/a?'(z and of Jove, . . . Hom. Merc. I. 1.

than Maia's son All that he did devise .... vil. 7.

Malays child Perceived that he came angry, . . xxxix. 2.

But chief Mnemosyne did Malays son .... Lxxlll. 3.

Take these and the fierce oxen, Malays child— . xcvi. i.

Of Jove and Afaza sprung,— xcvil. 7.

whatif theSon ofil/azasoon Prom. 1.^2.

Maid, ». A. Lit. girl, damsel.

He dreamed a veiled maid Sate near him, . . . Alastor, 151.

Gazed on the slumbering maid. DaTnon, I. 6g.

It cannot be—she is a human Maid— .... Laon, VIII. n. 7.

the eyes of one dear ii/. On mine ... have shone— VIII.xxv.6.

the tender maid, grown bold x. xix. 5.

A man there came, fair as a maid. Peter, V. i. 3.

Long did she g;aze, and silently. Upon the slum-
bering ?»azrf. Q. Mab, 1.67.

Than ever yet was coldest Tnaid or boy . . . . Reviewer, 10.

This may not be, the wizard »zaz(/ replied; . . Witcli, 'X^III. \.

B. Fig. (1) a personiHcation of religion.

Thy daughter, that relentless maid, Falsehood, S6.

(2) personification of liberty.

Where was that Maid? I asked Laon, V. xviii. 9.

(3) personification of hope.

When one fled past, a maniac maid, Mask, XXII. i.

(4) goddess.
Tritogenia, town-preserving maid, Hom. Min. 3,

Pandeia, a bright »|m/i^ of beauty rare . . , . Hom. Moon, 22.

Maiden, n. A. Lit. girl, damsel,

a pale flower by some sad TKaiden cherished, . , Adonais, VI. 3.

no mourning WZflzV^. deckedWith weeping flowers, Alastor, 53.

Meanwhile an Arab maiden brought his food, . 129.

What dares a friendless »?azif. matched with thee? Cenci, II. ii. 153.

As that which o'er the maiden^s charmed sleep . Doemon, I. 72.

Maiden, the world's supremest spirit -— I. 78.

The price of an abandoned maiden^s shame ; . Faust, II. 307.

It was sung by a Samian maiden, Hellas, 16.

I fear thy Kisses, gentle wazV&w, .... IJear thy kisses,I. l.

a Spirit loves thee, mortal maiden, Laon, I. xliii. i.

a m. fair. Who from her childhood has been taught IV. xviii. 4.

the spell Of that young maiden's speech, . . . IV. xx. 9.

a young m(iz'rf«« Has baffled Havock of the prey IV. xxiii. i.

that »K. who had reared The torch ofTruth alar, iv.xxxiv.l.

But I to a stone seat that Maiden led, .... VI. xxvi. 6.

The joyous mariners, and each free »w«(ij«, . . IX. ii. i.

il/ij<a«», quench the glare of sorrow . . . . Mary, who died,l.\.

I pursued a maiden and clasped a reed : . . . Pan, III. 7.

her gaze Upon the maiden's sleep Q. Mab, I. 78.

Violets for a maiden dead— Remembr. III. 3.

Like a high-bom maiden Skylark, 41.

Paler is yon maiden ; W. Jew, 5.

This, said the wizard maiden, is the strife . . . Witch, LXII. 7.

And when next day the maiden and the boy Met Lxxvi. 5.

B. Fig. (1) personification of the moon.
That orbed maiden with white fire laden, . , . Cloud, 45.

I, a most enamoured maiden Prom. IV. 467.

(2) personification of hope.

Hope, that maiden most serene Mask, xxxii. 3.

(3) goddess.

as that fair maiden when She lost the spring, . Matilda, 50.
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Maidens, n, (1) girls, damsels.
youthful maidens^ taught By nature, .... Alasior^ 266.

what can ever lure Maidens to leave Ginevra^ %^.
marriageable waicfewj, who have pined With love, Laon^ IV. xiii. 5.

happy Maidens did encompass me ; IX. vi. 3.

Ana, one by one, that night, young; maid, came, —~ x. xlviu. 1.

Maidens and youths fling their wild arms , . . Triumph^ 149.
The herdsmen and the mountain maidens came, Witqhy xl. 1,

(2) female attendants.
and her maidens soon Changed her attire . . . Ginevra^ 100.

UaidSy n. (1) girls, damsels.
His mother's cave and servant maids .... Horn.. Merc. x. 5.

Of maids deserted in the olden time, Unf. Dr. 187.

Hail, ». A. Lit. armour.
And crash of brazen ?«ai7 Hellas^%ii.
It gjew—a Shape arrayed in fnail il/ojA, xxviil. i.

With azure mail and streaks of woven silver ; . Unf. L)r. 165.

B. Fig. protection.
Wisdom, the 7«3// of tried affections Loon. IX. vii. 7.

Arrayed in Wisdom's mail^ Naples^ 71.

'j'SIall, n. postal despatch.
By that night's Carlisle inail, Peter^ VI. xvi. 4.

Mailed,//. Fig. protected.
'Gainst scorn, and death and pain thus trebly »«., Ldon^ iv. xix. 7.

Evil and good, in woven passions mailed^ . , . V. ii. 8.

mailed in the omnipotence Of Him who sends
thee forth, Prol. Hellas^ 134.

Mailed, ppl. adj. A. Lit. protected with scales.

The Serpent's mailed ^XiA many-coloured skin . Laon^ I. ix, 4.

shew Their waiVe^f radiance, Medusa^ III. 6.

B; Fig. as if fortified with armour.
Were as a lance to quell the m. crest of wrong. . Laon^ IV. xvii. g.

Maim, v. intr. wound.
Slash, and stab, and ^naim^ and hew,

—

.... Mask^ Lxxxiv. 3
Main, n. sea, ocean.
Deep caves and dreary main^ . . . . . A Dirge^ 7.

High over the immeasurable -main. ... . Alastor^ 279.
Like a gloomy stain On the emerald main . . Arethusa. ill. 14.

Should mingle in tears with the bloody main, . Hellas, 66y.
A loftier Argo cleaves the main, 1072.

A ship was lying on the sunny main, .... Loon, lii. xvii. 2.

A festal watch-fire burned beside the dusky main. V. Ivii, 9.

thro' the green silence of the ?Mflz'TO, VII. x. ^.

On the grey margin of the glimmering main^ . vil.xxxiii.5.

Wild flew the meteors o'er the raadden'd main, M. N. Fragmt.i^.
o'er the ^gean main Athens arose : Ode Lib. IV. 15.

Or piny promontory of the Arctic main, . . . VIII. 2.

vesper*s image on the western main Q. Mad, iv. 24.

The lovely sUence of the unfathomed m,ain, . . iv. 95.
like two stars amid the heaving main .... Vlll. 39.

Maintain, v. tr. (1) assert, defend.
although I Know not the opinion you maintain, Calderon, 1. 107.

(2) support, provide for.

Expect I should maintain them in their coffins. Cenci^ I. iii. 49.

(3) uphold.
can maintain The folly of enjoying festivals, . . Calderon, 1. 41.

(4) continue to offer.

The tyrant's guards resistance yet tnainfain: . Laon, IV. xxvi. i.

(5) vindicate, protect.

will Maintain you in to the last drop of— . , . CEdipus, II. i. 43.

Maintained, pp, supported.
Might have maintained some dozen families , , 11. ii. 26.

Majestic, adj\ ' (1) august, venerable.
To images of the majestic past, . Alastor, 629.
the majestic laws That rule yon rolling orbs. . . Q. Mab, II. 242.

(2) princely, dignified.

Majestic spirit, be it thine Dcemon, i. p8.
He sate Majestic, yet most mild— Laon, i. Ivii. 9.
On her majestic state ! Nat. Ant. II. 6.

(3) sublime, grand.- •

that majestic tongue Which Calderon over the
desart flung Gisb. 180.

that tnajestic theme Shrined in her heart found
utterance, ,..,...;,.,.,. Laon, I. xxiv. 5.

(4) splendid, magnificent.
More joyous than the heaven's majestic cope . Marenghi, xviii. 4.
and one majestic River, Mont B. 123.

Yet it stands majestic even in death, ..... W. Jew, (2) 9.

Majestical, adj. (1) splendid.
The sun's uprise majestical; Eug. Hills, 73.

(2) sublime.
We dream of happy, high, Jwa/kj^i'caA , . , , Julian, ly^.
Yet calm and gentle and majestical. .... /V". Aihan. II. i.36.

IfMajestically, adv. with state and dignity.
it past With solemn speed m.ajestically on. . , . Triumph, io6.

Majesty, n.
^
(1) grandeur, splendour.

Swung blind in unascended majesty, Adonais, XLVI. 7.
ampler majesty Than gems or gold, Alastor, 95.
The mystery and the majesty of Earth 199.
world affords Ofgrace, or majesty, or mystery :— -— 483.
render up its majesty, egg.
may image forth its majesty * Dmmon, I. 220.
Past on, in slow and moving majesty} .... Laon I. v. 7.
in tower-crowned majesty; Qd^ z,;-^. ix.'B.

(2) kingship, sovereignty.

how maj. can wear at will The rugged mood.— Ch. 1st, II. 83.

perceive thy might and majesty— Horn. Merc. Lxxx, 8.

Self-empire, and the majesty of love ; Prom. il. iv. 42.

(3) sublimity, dignity.

Rewarding its own ?!Mfl/^j/V, Damon. I. ^j.

Yet courteous, in her majesty she is Dante Conv. 46-

And winged with thoughts of truth and majesty, Gisb. 177. _
_

Who leave the vesture of their majesty .... Laon, ix. xxvni. 4,

Beauty, majesty, and might, Prom.W. 482.

Nor happiness, nor majesty, nor fame Polit. Great, i.

(4) the title of a soverei^.
I crave permission of your Majesty Ch. 1st, II. 94.
Nor let your iJ/o/^jifj' Doubt U. i75'

Your Majesty has ever interposed, II. 212-

His Majesty might wisely take that course. . . II. 282.

So please your Majesty to sign this order . . . II. 378.

If your Majesty were tormented night and day . ll. 380.

'

Let your Majesty look at it, H- 407-

But I shall not tell your Majesty what I found . li. 430.

this expression strikes His Majesty^ —- m. 54-

His sulphurous Majesty I ween, Devil, xxix. 3.

Now if your Majesty would have our bristles . . CEdipus, i. 61-

Your sacred Majesty I. 68.

Let your Majesty Keep the boars quiet, . . . I. 79-

Your sacred Majesty^ he has the dropsy ;— , . I. 83.

Why, your il/o/ej^fy. I could not give— .... 1.92.

His dread Majesty Only desires to see the colour I. 381.

We must entice Her Majesty from the stye, . . I. 387.
Humbly remind your il^cj/V that the care . . I. 411.

became them to advise His Majesty II. i. 48.
to convert her sacred Majesty Into an angel, . . —— ll. i- 89.

to see her Majesty Flying above our heads, . . 11. i. 95-
That her most sacred Majesty should be Invited il.i.107.

This magnanimity in your sacred Majesty . . . ii.i.183.

I fear your sacred Majesty has lost il. ii. 20.

We ought to put her il/a/cj'ii?)', the Queen, . . . n.ii.70.

Your Majesty In such a filthy business .... II. ii.74.

if your Jlif<2_7tf.y/j' will deign to mount me, . . . ll.ii.113.

Major, n. the first proposition in a regular logical syllogism,

I deny your major. Calderon, i. 147.

Make, v. I. tr. (1) create, ordain.

The very laws themselves do make: Rosal. 1236.

(2) cause to exist, bring about.
can ever m.ake The least division Calderon, II. 188.
what a world we makCy The oppressor and the

oppressed Cenci^ V. iii. 74.

(3) form.
the woven leaves Make net-work Alastor, 446.
Make the great whole for which we toil : . . . Falsehood, 102,
their throng? did make Behind the steed, , , , Eaon., x. iii. 8.

and make Strange combinations Prom. III. iii. 31.
Under the leaves which their green garments m., Rosal. 1254.
clouds whose moving turrets m^ake The bastions

of the storm, Witch, XLYVil. 6.
Make a green space among the silent bowers, . Woodman^ 55.

(4) produce.
as can make Those sweetest sounds, .'.... Epips. 144.
did not ?nake More figures, or more strange ; . Gisb. 45.
The which I make, and call it melody Julian, Cane. 15.
When winds blow loud, pines make sweet melody. Moschus, 9.
or make brawn out of our gristles, CEdipus, i. 63.
many stings, Each able to m. a thousand wounds, i. 159.
Which m.ake such delicate music in the woods ? . Prom. Ii. ii. 65.
Make music on to cheer the roughest day, . , . St. Eptps. 91.

(5) cause to be or become.
To jnake their wild haunts the depository . , . Alastor, 594.
make her grave green with tear on tear. "... Autumn, IJ. ir.

No counsel nor respect can make them friends . Calderon, 1. 242.
Make thee a victim of my baffled rage ill. 138.
which make all things else Beauteous and glad, . Cenci, I. i. 44.
Whose horror might make sharp an appetite . . ^— i. i. 101.
I will not make you longer spectators .... i. iii. 162.
1 know a charm shall ?wa/4tf thee meek and tame, I. iii. 167.
Even though the Pope should make me free . 11. i. 100.
as must fnake Me bold, her fearful.— .... 11. i. 123.
We know that death alone can m.ake us free ; . iii. i. 78.
which shall m.ake The thing that I have suffered

but a shadow lli. i. 87.
If I could find a word that might Tnake known . in. i. 154.
and make, by use. His crime, . . . Thine element ; ill. i. 173.
which should make Redress most swift .... in. i. 190.
If there were any way to wa-^e all sure, . . . ill. i. ig6.
And all things that make tender hardest hearts . ill. i. 389.
Make thine hard, brother. in. i. 390.
and ntake his youth The sepulchre of hope, . , iv. i. 52.
I will m,. Body and soul a monstrous lump of ruin. IV. i. 94.
and ww/te jpale Cities in their prosperity? . . . iv. i. 105.
Make ye the victims who demanded it Culprits? iv. iv. 122.
that they may make our calamity Their worship v. iii. 37.
To m.ake these woes a tale for distant years : . , v. iv. 94.
thoughts which make the present Dark .... Ch. ist, i. 25.
And others who make base their English breed . j. 72,
Will make Rebellion pale in our excess. , . . . . n. 291,
Would make it light and glorious as a wreath . —— n. 401'
But of the office which should make it holy, . . m. ei."

Would make life sweeter for a longer time. , . Cycl. 453.
and make your spirit glad eyj,

thy mind may make its own, Dcemon, i. 86.
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Which will make them fat as their brothers. . . Devil^ x. 6.

and fnake free The limbs in chains, Epips. 405.
in a moment will make rich Men Fausi, II. 302.

All gems that make the earth's dark bosom gay. Fiordispina^ 46.
To»«aife«men wise and jftst; Fr. Satire, 10.

Make this dull world a business of delight, . . Gzsb. 249.
And ask one week, to wiojfee' another week . . . 299.
Man the Seraglio-guard ! f»a^ fast the gate. . Hellas^ 114.

Can make the future present—let it come! . . . —— 759.
Violate ! make their flesh cheaper than dust ? . 951.
And mere astonishment would make you daft Horn. Merc. LVii. 6.

All things which mak& ths. spirit most elate, .
• Lxxxil. 6.

Shall make immortal many a glorious feat . . Horn.. Moon, 27.

As those which make me what I am Julian, 367.
to make that love the fuel Of the mind's hell ; . 440.
The interwoven clouds which w?. its wisdom blind. Laon, 11. xix. 9.
More time than might m. grey the infant world, —— m. ii. 2.

Make their divided streams more bright and rapid
now. III. xxiv. 9.

and ntake the wide night not forlorn IV. xxxi. 9.
which make Those green depths beautiful . . , V. liii. 5.

To make this Earth, our home, more beautiful, . v.Son£;^.i^.
whose fate it is to make the woes ,.,.., vil.xxviii.5.

as in legends old Which make immortal . . . Vlli.xvii.7.

if they scorned to tnake their hearts his den. . . Vlil. xx. 9.

can wz. the foulest breast A paradise of flowers, . vlll.xxiLS.
But Hope will fnake thee young, -— viii.xxvii.2.

The garoage . . . that strangers tnake her prey. . X. xxiv. 9.
To jMake^ our souls their spoil. ....... x. xxxvii. 7.

All that others -make of ye Mask, xi.VI. 4.
they *w. the lot Of the dwellers in a cot So serene, Lxiil. 2.

As must make their brethren pale— LXXi. 4.
Interpret, or ntake felt, or deeply feel Mont B. 83.

Make ^lad the day

;

MuiabilUy, (2) III. 4.
Be their tomb who planned To make it ours . . Naples, 164.
the words which make the thoughts obscure . . Ode Ldb. xvi. 9.
which ma^ His little body like a red balloon, . (Edipus, I. 186.

And spell some scheme to majte it ugly then.— . I. 280.
Memories that make the heart a tonrti, .... Pasty II. 3.

Should fnake some losers, and some winners;— . Peter, ill. xiii. 5.

To make this ugly Hell a Heaven

;

III. xx. ^.
*Twould ?nake George Colman melancholy, . . VI. xxxii.3.

fnake The space within miy plumes more black . Prom. I. 523.
and -make the earth One brotherhood : . . . . II. ii. 94.

. Jlff^i^ the cold air fire > II. v. 51.
which mig;ht make Our antique empire insecure, . III. i. 8.

deeds which make My mind obscure with sorrow, —— iii. ii. 35.
Make bare the secrets of the earth's deep heart ; . IV. 279.
nta^ men The playthings of their babyhood, . . Q. Mab, III. 2 10.

Which every fiend can make his prey at will. . . vi. 14,

to make each mortal frame One soul Rosal. 978.
Like young lovers whom youth and love m,. dear Sensit. PI. l. 68.

Which fnake thee terrible and dear,— .... 7(7 Nip-At, I. 6.

Which fnake night day

;

Two Spirits, 44.
Could make their tears all wonder and delight, . Witch, XVII. 5.

fnake All harsh and crooked purposes more vain • Lxxil. 2.

(6) constitute.

Speak : I will fnake my Fool my conscience. . . Ch. ist^ II. 438.
of that aznre sea a silent refuge fnake. . . . L.aon, XII. xl. g.

Make me thy lyre, even as the forest is : . . Ode W. Wind, v. i.

Hypocrisy and custom fn. their minds The fanes Prom. i. 621.

That thou wouldst fnake mine enemy my judge, . III. i. 6^.
Make once more my heart thy home Rarely, VIII. 6.

and thought to fnake A paradise of earth . .
_ . Rosal. 770.

to make The very breath we did respire A liquid

element,
_
961.

Make thy gentle soul their pillow. ...... Sophia, II. 6.

(7) cause to.

And keep thy heart light lest it fnake thee sink . Adonais, XLVII. 8.

Attracts to crush, repels to make thee wither. . Llll. 6.

Make me think, in hearing thee Calderon^ III. $2.

Make me think on what thou lovest,— .... III. 02.

To fnake th&va. holdtheirJaw / Caty^^.6,

fnake me blush to see My hidden thoughts.— . . Cenci, I. ii. 86.

What might fnake dumb things speak.— . . . II. i. 172.

the love of Englishmen can fn. The lightest favour Ch. xst, 11. 29.

To fnake the brand stick of its own accord . . Cyc/.65i.

Could fnake his pantaloon seams start Devil, xvi. 4.

and fftake the present last ^ips. 522.

My pathos certainly would ffmke you laugh too, Faust, I. 38.

With feelings which fnake rapture pain resemble, Fr. I^is. 3.

Far better than to make innocent ink— .... Fr. Satire^ 49.

I'm conjecturing How to fn. Henry understand ; Gisb. 102.

We'll -make our friendly philosophic revel Outlast 319.

iJ/a>^ the delighted spirit glowj GuitarJane, 6.

In deedswhich make the Christian cause look pale Hellas, 554.

m. Thy liquid-voi'cfed comrade talk with thee, Hom. Merc. LXXXI. 6.

To fnake all mortal business ebb and flow . . Lxxxvill. 6.

and fftake this Hell appear A heaven Julian, 260.

And fftake me know myself, S^i-

and make me wonder at my stay

:

—— 563-

That thrilling name had ceased to make me sta.rt, Laon^ IV. vi. 4.

and m. Her sex the law of truth and freedom hear, IV. xviii. 6.

thoughts which make the moist eyes overbrim : . V. iv. 7.

with hopes that »2«>&e The flood recede .... V. xxxvii. 8.

I drank those hopes which ma^ the spirit quail ; V. xxxviii. 2.

To make men weep exulting tears,
_
. V. xxxviii. 6.

ages, such as make the moon and sun, . . . their

changes know, VI. xxxy. 7.

might fnake the heart repine,

—

• vil. xviii. 7.

They would make human throngs gather . . . VIi.xxxiv.4.

the stings Of death will fnake the wise .... Loon, vill. vii. 8.

tho' human lave should fnake me weep, .... IX. xix. 5.

and fftake them lose their sway

;

M.N. Post. Fr. 60.

Which I can ntake the sleeping see, Mar. Dr. I. 5.

then fnake Thy heart rejoice for dead Marenghi*s
sake Marenghi, x. 5.

as a mirror To make their blind slaves see, . . Naples, 79.
Will make thy best glories seem . . . - Ode to Heaven, 34.
will fnake them relisn carrion (Edipus^ I. 90.

and make the pigs Believe that the contents . . I. 387.
Wishing to make her think that we believe . . II. i. 37.
Nor he who dared make the foul t3rrant quail . . Otho, I, 5.

And fnake appear the melancholy ruins .... Profn. IV. 288.

Can fnake him minister tp tyranny Q. Mab, V. 204.

m^ke my name be dreaded through the land. , vii. 120.

and make My wan eyes glitter for her sake, , . Rosal. 340.
But these things might oiir spirits fnake^ . . . $5,6.

though they must fftake Me weep 592.
did she Make her attendant .angels be Seftsii. PI. II. 52.

To fftake men tremble who never weep. .... III. 21.

to make hard hearts Dissolve away Sunset, 35.
Could make that spirit mingle with her own. . , Witch, LXVI. S.

(8) form.
I never fnake acquaintance with the dead. . , . Faust, i. 80.

(9) cause or arrange.
If it could f^ike the present not to be, .... Fr. Satire^ 20.

thou dost fnake That he treads upon a snake. . Mask, LVi. 3.

Of which Priests ««aj^ such ado LVI II. 4.

(10) furnish, supply.
to fftake Fourfold provision for my cursed sons ; . Cenciy I. i. 130.

as should fftake The peace of life, IV. L 124.

tears will make the brine ; for the Fool sees . . Ch. ist, II. 51.

which fnake A shade and shelter to the lake . . Fr. Pleas. 7.

And they will fnake one blessing Julian, 437.
Should fnake us food and sport

—

Profn. l. 343.

(11) direct, pursu.e.

saw the wounded Serpent fftake His path . . . L,aon, I. xviii. i.

Our course unpiloted and starless fnake .... Witch, I.XIII. 4.

(12) compose.
In a wild measure songs to fnake Peter^ V. vii. 3.

Do you not ^ink that we might make A poem vi.xxviiLa.

(13) execute or perform.
Make music on, to soothe the roughest day . . Epips. d^.

Where a man but a single spring will fftake. . . Fausi^ li. 179.

(14) reflder.

you might Make such 3. system refutation-tight . Julian, 194.
Learn to fnake others happy. Q. Mab, II. 64.

(16) indulge in.

As fathers fnake over their children's graves. . . Cenci, I. iii. 125.

Let us laugh, and fnake our mirth, Ifiv. Mis. xil. i.

or to fnake Irreverent mockery - (Edipus, II. i. 2^.

(16) place, arrange.

A beast of subtler venom now doth fftake Its lair, Marenghi, IX. 4.
We fftake there our liquid lair, Profn. 1. 687.

(17) imprint.
And on the sand would I fftake signs Lao»,VJi. xxxii. i.

(18) find.

can fnake In human hearts its calm and holy seat ; II. xxxvii. 6.

The foam of streams that cannot fnake abode. . vil. xli. 5.

flieth forth and cannot make abode, . ... XII. xxxv. 4.

(19) return.

Make answer the while my heart shall break ! , Unf. Dr. 7.

(20) address.
Make them a solemn speech to this effect : . . . {Edipus, 1. 405.

(21) invent.

fftake some excuse For sfjurring on your mules, . Cenci, iii. i. 266.
Make some excuse for being here, . .... iii. i. 271.

(22) carry out, complete.
Make speediest preparation for the journey! . . il. i. 173.

(23) carry on.
and fftake War for thy belov&d sake Mask, Lxii. i.

(24) offer.

And to high justice fftake her chosen sacrifice. . Lwm, v. xxxii. 9.

(25) excogitate or indulge in.

Old parsons fnake in burying-grounds Peter, V, xii. 5.

(26) yield, give.

pray ««a^ way, good people Faust, i\. 2\^.

(27) specialphrases, a. be content or satisfied with.

and yet Let us ftta^ the best of it

;

Inv. Mis. IV. 2.

Is it not wise to malu the best of ill ?) .... Julian, 47.

b. to make a better thing= to profit more by.

To make a better thing of metre Peter, VI. xxxv. 3.

€. to make short work= act promptly.
let me fnake Short work and sure Cend, IV. i. 70.

d. to make poor work = profit little.

To-night I shall fnake poor work of it, .... Faust, II. 363.

II. rejl. forge, fabricate.

Men make them arms to hurl down tyranny, . . Laon, IV. xxiii. 4.

III. inir. make merry= enjoy ourselves.

My dearest Soul, will then fftake merry, , , . Peter, VI. xxix. 3.

9£aker, n. creator.

My fnaker, I have done this Cenci, v. ii. 137.
to improve the image of his .JV/fl^r CA. u/, I. 92.
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To their stern maker^ Julian, 113.

The Elements respect their Maker^s seal ! . . . IV. Jew., (2) i.

Slakes, v. I. tr, (1) causes to be, or to become.
'Tis the bacchanal triumph which m. Truth dumb, Castl. Adm. iv. 4.

my captious fancy makes The picture of its wish, Cenci, I. i. 87.

Thy ipilky, meelc {zx:&nta,kes rae sick, with hate ! 11. i. 122.

their Jiorror makes them dim To the mind's eye.— ii, ii. 86.

such , . , As makes remorse dishonour, , , . , III. i. 200.

fttakes more dark the dread abyss ^— III. 1. 254.
Makes you thus rash and sudden with a friend, . v. i. 58.

Makes the rack cruel. ; V. iii. 51.

all that makes the age of reasoning man More
memorable Ch. ist, II. 158.

Makes it wan with her borrowed light Consiant. I. 6.

Makes as a two-edged sword to all En^l. 1819, 9.

I know That Love makes all things equal : . . Bpips, 126.

Makes this cold common hell, our life, .... — 214.
Who makes all beautiful on which she smiles, . 282.

wronged Memoiy ever makes Bitterer .... Fr. Home, 2.

fnakes pale The Christian merchant;..... Hellas, 325.
whose smile ?wtt^£j'this obscure world splendid, 980.
which always makes the spirit tame Julian, 33.

As m.. the slumberer's cheek with wonder pale ! L.aon, I. xxiv. 3.

beauty, which makes hearts that feed thereon . v. xxiii. 4.
makes his fame Enduring there, VIII. xx, 7.

Love when Wisdom fails makes Cythna wise : . ix. xxxiv. 7.

and makes she bare Her breast, , .... ^— x. i. 8.

thy stare Makes blind the volcanoes ; .... Liberty, in. 4.
m. my lot As full of flowers as thine of weeds, Magnet. Lady^ il. 3.

Which to the martyr makes his dungeon . . Marenghi, xvill, 3.

With life and love makes chaos ever new, . . . Ode Lib. VI. 14.

'tis the sperm Of what makes life foul, .... xv. 13.

Makes her so hideoiis,' .' CBdipus, II. i. 84.
Squabbling makes pig-herds hungry, - . . . . • II. i. 135.

Nor custom, Queen of many slaves, makes blind, Otho, in. 2.

those herds whom tyranny makes tame ; . . . Polit. Great. 3.

The beauty of delight makes lovers glad, . . . Prom.. I. 465.
Like music which makesgiddy the dim brain, . li. 1. 66.

It makes the reptile equaito the God : . . . . II. v. 43.
Of the desire which makes thee one with me, . . in. i. 35.
Which makes all it gazes on Paradise IV. 128.

Makes human will an "article of trade : . . . . Q, Mab, vin. 176.

and makes its tears First like hot gall Rosal. 480.
Makes wan the quivering cheek, 871.
Whom youth makes so fair and passion so pale, Sensit. PI. l. 22.

Makes faint with too much sweet these heavy-
winged thieves

:

Skylark, 55.
which makes Even themudand slime .... Summer, 13.

a sea, which wrath tnakes hoary Xriumph, 477.
Which makes night -day : Two Spirits, 28.

yVhat now m.akes them tame Vis, Sea, 42.

(2) causes to.

sorrow makes me seem Sterner than else . . . Cenci, i. ii. 34.
A judge who makes Truth weep at his decree ; . n. ii. 77.

snakes my heart Sicken and pant

;

II. ii. 139.

which makes The guiltiest tremble ? —- in. 1. 186.

A fearful pleasure fhakes it prick and tiijgle : . —- IV. i. 164.
That fitakes its eyes and veins o'erflow,— . . . J^alsehood^ 4.
Charged with the load that makes thee faint and

mourn ? Fr. Is not, 8.

Sudden, as when the moonrise makes appear . Laon, V. xl. ^.

Her low voice makes you weep

—

viii. ii. 8.

makes the stare Of hungry snakes • XI. xxv. 2.

Charms every sense, ana makes all thought take
wing, Matilda, 39.

Which m. a thrilling vapour of the air Become a— Medusa, V. 4.

it is not life that makes me move My headisheavy^ 2.

which?«.Unwontedtearsthrong^tothehomyeyes, Prom.. II. i. 2.

and their speed makes night kmdle

;

— 11. iv. 169.
Which makes the heart (fcny thejy^j it breathes, in. iv. 150.
Or what is that that makes us seem Questions, 3.

in which Passion fnakes Echo taunt unj. Dr. 184.

^3) produces.
When night m. a weird sound of its own stillness, Alasior, 30.
The sun makes music as of old Faust, I. 1.

Suffering makes suffering, ill must follow ill. . . Fr. Satire, 36.
his fine wit Makes such a wound, the knife is lost

in it; Gisb. z^\.

the tide makes A narrow space ....... Julian, 11.

(4) forms, becomes.
each ripletjwa^fijA many-sided mirror for the sun, Orpheus, 60.
and each one makes A mirror of the moon— . Si.. Bpips. 20.

(5) forms, constitutes.

that »ft5!ifeffj Its empire andits prey of other hearts Cenci, 11. ii. 159.
Or makes its chariot of a foggy cloud, .... Prom., in. iv. \u
and makes Of earth this thorny wilderness ; . , Q. Mab, III. 124.
Makes slaves of men, and, of the human frame, HI. 179.

{Q) formulates.
Wny, no one Makes a»y positive accusation ;— . (Edipus, II. i. 45.

(7) is, shews himself to be.
Oh ! He -makes the fondest husband ; nay, too

fond,— . 1. 2og.

(8) directs, forces.

and makes his way Through temple, Bpips. 402.
(9) takes up.

Which makes in mortal hearts its brief abode, . ^S"^. Epips. 135.

II. intr. specialphrasef makes head= advances.
The sails are full, the boat makes head .... Serchio, 92.

Makest, v. tr. causest to.

See now, thou mak'stra^ weep : Cenci, V. iii. 17,

MahetH, v. ir. causeth to be, or to become.
But custom maketh blind and obdurate . . . Laon, iv. ix, i.

a sign which wfl^fefi/^ holy All power— . . . . -— viir. x. i.

maketh vain The unprevailing malice . . , . Q. Mab, VII, 247.

Making*, pr. pple. (1) causing to be, or to become.

Making earth bare and veiling heaven, .... Adonais, XXIX, 7,

making wisdom lovely Cane. 24.

wflAm^it a daily ijiart of guilt Cenci, l. i. 12.

in maMng short a pleasant way ? Faust^ 11, 6.

isfa^/w^thejoy which should have been another's Ginevra, 31.

Making her but an image of the thought, . , . ; ^.
Grow, making love an immortality Gisb. 14,

The moonlight making pale the blooming weeds, Laon, II, xi, 7.

Making that greicn which late was grey, . . . Peter, v. xiv, 2.

Making the earth a slaughter-house ! . . . . Q. Mab, vil. 48.

like day she came, Making the night a dream ;
. Triuntph, 393.

Making divine the loftiegt and the lowest, . . ^«cca, IV, 3.

(2 ) causing to.

Making my true suspicion seem your wrong. . Cenct^ I. ii. 33.

Making the wintry world appear Jane, Invitn, 19.

making raoments be As mine seem— .... Julian, 418.

7»fl:>4m^ shiver Thought's stagnant chaos, . . . Prom.iw.^jg.

(.3) causing.
making a dearth Among the dead

—

Laon, VI. U. 7.

(4) constituting.
making the wild his home, Alastor, 99.
making wings of winds, To stir sweet thoughts . W^itch, xvi. 7.

(5) shewing, offering.

jabbering, making love, And cooking Faust, II. 256.

BSakingr, vbl. n. constituting, rendering.
as the making- His tomb the keeper Cenci^ V, ii. 104.

ISale, adj. of the masculiue gender.
might cure a Male prude, , Peter^ IV. xiv. 4.
hke a male Molly, vi. xxxii. 4.
To other friends, one female and one male,— . Si. Epips. 3.

*nialea, n. a promontory in the Peloponnesus.
We were sailing Near Malea, Cycl. 22.

^SSalean, adj. of or belonging to Malea.
Scooped high on the Malean promontory, . . —- 274.

SSalice, n. malevolence.
That imp of m. and mockery shall be punished. Ch. 1st, 11. 389.
In ecstacies of malice smiled : . . . . . . Falsehood, 75.
Partial in causeless malicx, Q. Mab, IV. 98.
procure Wherewith to sate its malice. .... — vii. 112.

A smile of godhke malice reillumined .... —— vil. 180.
The unprevailing malice of my foe, —— vn. 248.

Malicious, adj. \1) inspired by malevolence,
and the world with fine malicious mischief— . . Faust, II. 303.

(2) noxious, evil.

And venomous and malicious beasts, .... Prom. III. iv. 37.
Kalig-nant, adj. (1) unpropitious.
In verse, such as malignant gods pronounce, . Dcemon, i. 260.

(2) revengeful, evilly disposed.
Let thy 9?taltgnant spirit move Prom. I. 276.
Of truth and freedom his »wa/«^a«/ soul. . . . Q, Mab^wii. 172.

*Malpifflio, M, a character in * Scene from Tasso.'
O trust to me, Signor Malpiglio, Tasso^ 13.

^Slaiunia, n. mother.
This isnot the way, J)/a»a?wa:/ Rosal. 76.

^Mammon, n. (1) the god of riches.
How Mammon glows among the mountains. . Faust., II. 96.
Does not Sir Jl/flww«?« gloriously illuminate . 11. 114.

(,2) a character in (Sidipus Tyrannus.
Well, Lord MamTnon^ This is a pretty business. (Bdipus^ I. 378.

Man, V. tr. call out, summon to their posts.
Man the Seraglio-guard ! make fast the gate. . Hellas, 1 14.

Uan, n. (1) geneiically. a. mankind, the human race.
Struck by the envious wrath of m.an or God, . Adonais, V. 6.
By man and beast and earth and air and sea, . Liv. 6.
Of night and day, and the deep heart of m,an. . Alastor, 49.
The attributes of Nature and of^a«/ . . . . Calderon^ i. lay.
consider That glorious fabric man,— .... l. 179.
Who made man Must have, methinks, .... i. 180.
Man lives far more in love's desire ..... in. 28.
Who think man'^s spirit as a worm's Cenci, in. i. 234.
Feel with a worm like Tnan? 111. ii. 3,
Stand at the judgment-seat of mortal man, . . IV. iv. 185.
Over the trampled laws of God and man, . . . V. ii. 136.
No difference has been made by God or man, V, iv. 82.
and unforbidden by God or man;— .... Ch. 1st, I. 17.
Stamped on the face of 9nan? i. 93.
makes the age of reasoning ?Maw More memorable 11. 158.
to dispeople 3^Qur unquiet kingdom of man ? . . 11. 385.
nor impious rites Wrest tnans free worship, . . iv. 33.
Who complicate with laws the life of man, . . Cycl. 324,
And melodize with man^s blest nature there. . Dcemon, ll. 80.
Man chief perceives the change, — n. ua,
Man, where the gloom of the long polar night . n. 115.
Was man a nobler being

;

h. z.26.

,1 n 11 Q' Mab, vin. 172.
afforded wa« A seeming shelter, Dmmon.ll 128.

I) *i n » Q.Mab,\i\\.\%7,
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z»a« was long the train-bearer of slaves, . . . Dtsfnon^ ii. 135,

And man^ once fleeting o'er the transient scene Deemon^ n. 150.

ti ji ti n ». 11 Q: ^^^y Viri- 209.
Flee from the form of man ; Dcemon^ 11. 163.

„ „ O. Mab^vwi. 22\,

Man has lost His desolating privilege, .... Dcefnon, II. 167.

Yet unsubdued by man^s reclaiming hand. . . —— II. 237.

„ „ . . a Mab, IX. 145.

I am sorry for fnaws days of sorrow ; . . . . Faust^ I. 57.

JlfaK Must err till he has ceased to struggle, . . I. 77.

The active spirit of man soon sleeps, I. 100.

It freezes up the blood of man ;
—_ ir. 387.

shook All human things built in contemptof?».,— Fr. Milton^ 4.

Bird, beast, man andworm Fuffitives^ I. 13.

In years outstretched beyond the date of man^ , Hellas^ 158.

God, and Tnan, and hope abandon me ; ... 390.
And when ntan was not, — 748.
and how man became The monarch 748.
neither man nor god Had met him, .... ffom. Merc. xxiV. 4.
why man has such a scope Int. Beauty^ II. 11.

Man were immortal, and omnipotent, .... IV. 3.

if man be The passive thing you say^ .... Julian^ 160.

this is not destiny But matPs own wilful ill. . . ^^^..
For the new race of man went to and fro, . . . Laon^ I. xxvii. 5.

To a dire Snake, with m, and beast unreconciled. I. xxvii. 9.

Such man has been, and such may yet become ! II. xii. i.

tnan^ who still betrayed. Laughs o*er the grave . II. xxxiii. 8.

A changeling of m,an^s art, nursed amid Nature's
brood IV. i. 9.

to relume The lamp of Hope o'er marCs be-
wildered lot IV. vii. 6.

abandoned now By 7»(ZK,. VI. xxvii. 3.

that God thus builds for tnan in solitude? , . . viii. iv. 9.
'Twere as if fnan^s own works should feel, . . . Vlll. v. 4.

all that brings Man^s free-bom soul VIII. vii. 6.

Man seeks for gold in mines, -^^ Vlll. xiv. i.

Man alone Remains, —^ viil, xvi. 8.

Demands that man should weep, '— Vlll. xxii. 5.

which in the heart of »«a« Is God itself ; . . ix. xviii. 3.

thus man shall remember thee IX. xxx. 9.

that avail Like ntan's own speech ; x. ii. 8.

Then fell blue Plague upon the race of /waK. . . x. xx. i.

He might tn. deep and searchless heart display, X. xlvi. 7.

to rear The monuments of man XI. xxiv. 3.

Whom the proud lords of Tnan^ •^— XI. xxiv. 5.

or the speedier thought of m.an, ....... xii.xxxv.3.

is lent To ?nan the wisdom xii.xxviii.S.

When man unsullied by his leaders' crime, . M. N. Post. Fr. 40.

When fell and wild misrule to man stem sorrow
brings M. N. Ravatl^ 9.

O foster-nurse of tnan's abandoned gloiy, , . . MarengHi. Vll. i.

So solemn, so serene, that man may be... . Mont B. 78.

The works and ways of man^ 92.

The race Of ?«a«, flies far in dread: 118.

Man^s yesterday may ne'er be like his morrow ; Mutability^ 15,

Be Tnan's high hope- and unextinct desire, . . . Naples^ 108,

Man^ the imperial shape, then multiplied . . . Ode Lib. III. i.

on the will Of ntan^ as on a mount of diamond, . V. 11.

that sublimest lore which ?n. had dared unlearn ? Vlll. 8.

He who taught Tnan to vanquish ...... xvil. i.

out of the inmost cave Of Tnan's deep spirit, . . xviii.2.

Within a cavern of man's trackless spirit . . . Cane. i.

Wherein Tnan his nature sees Ode to Heaven^ 22.

let not Tnan or beast Behold their face .... CEdipus^ I. 373.
Have ever grieved that man should be the spoil Otho^ ill. 3.

And on the heart of man^- Peter^ V. vii. 5.

When Plague had fallen on man^ and beast, and
worm, Prom. I. 172.

Dost thou boast the clear knowledge thou
waken'dst for jnan ? ,- • • ^" S^^*

Deep wrongs for Tnan^ and scorn, and chains, . I. 595.
They dare not devise good for Tnan's estate, . . 1. 023.

As the thoughts of man's own mind — I. 685.

Forms more real than living Tnan^ ..... I. 74B.

Man and beast, and foul and fair, — 1. 785.

The saviour and the strength of suffering waw, . 1.817.

To every thought within the mind of m.an . . . • II. iv. 21.

And with this Taw alone, ' Let Tnan be free,' . . II. iv. 45.

for on the race ofman First famine II. iv. 49.
?layed beneath The frown of man ; II. iv. 68.

ie gave tnan speech, —— ll. iv. 72.

Prometheus gave to wmw, II. iv. 99.

Man looks on his creation like a God .... li. iy. 102.

alone The soul of fnan^ like unextinguished Are, iii. i._^.

What can hide ?«a« from mutability? .... ill. iii. 25.

and all That tempers or improves m.an's life, . ill. iii. 48.

and the shadows these Of all that man becomes, ill. iii. 58.

More fair and soft as Tnan grows wise and kind, in. iii. 61.

Hide that fair being whom we spirits call man ; . in. iv. 45.

And those foul shapes, abhorrea by god and ««., in. iv. 180.

The loathsome mask has fallen, the m. remains in. iv. 193.

but man Equal, unclassed, tribeless, ni. iv. 194.

just, gentle, wise : but ?«fl« Passionless ; . . . iii. iv. 197.

Of .A^»'J ear and eye, IV. 112.

From the new world of man, IV. 157.

I^ave Man^ who was a many sided mirror, . . IV. 382.

Leave Man, even as a leprous child is left, . . IV. 388.

Man, oh, not men ! IV. 394.
Man^ one harmonious soul of many a soul, . . —^ IV. 40a
^an unveils me : I have none — IV. 423.

From man's high mind, even to the central stone IV. 540.

Man, who wert once a despot and a slave ; , . Prom^. IV. 549.
But wealth, that curse of man, Q' Mab, 11. 204.

Fled, to return not, until Tnan shall know . . . II- 207.

Think, feel, and live like Tnan

;

' ll. 234.
so that man May profit by his errors, .... " - in. 0.

Thou knowest how great is m.an^ in. j6.

that fnan Heeds not the shriek ofpenury ; . . , 111. 33.

That man^s mild nature rises not m war . . , lir. 94.
When man's maturer nature shall disdain . . . III. 131.

All but the outcast Tnan ni. 199.

Man*s brief and frail authority in. 220.

As God surpasses ntan. — III. 225.

Man, like these passive things, Thy will un-

consciously fulfiileth : III. 233.

Man's evil nature, that apology —
• IV. 70.

Whose safety is Tnan's deep unbettered woe, . . — IV. 81.

on Man alone, Partial in causeless malic^ . . IV. 97.

ce.ase to proclaim that Tnan Inherits vice . . . IV. 117.

Man is of soul and body, iv. 154.

The one is man that shall hereafter be ; . . , - rv. 160.

The other, man as vice has made him now. . . IV. 167.

The harmony and happiness of man V. 79.
Has Hfted fnan with all-subduing will V. 133.

the fellowship of «w«, V. 183.

fnan, with changeless nature coalescing, . . . VI. 42.

the caprice Of »M«'j weak will belongs . . . . vi. 201.

Let heaven and earth, let fnan^s revolving race, vii. 15.

rested, and created man : Vll. 108.

Andmelodizewith««a»'jblest nature there. . . Vlil. 69.

But chief, ambiguous ?«a», ........ VIII.134.

Man, where the gloom of the long polar night , • Vlll. 145.

man has lost His terrible prerogative viil. 225.

Untainted by Tnan's misery. Rarely, VI. 6.

Man's early race once knelt beneath Rosal. no.
The hour wnen tnan must cease to be ? . . . , St. Ir. (4) V. 2.

Beware O Man—iov knowledge must to thee . Sonn. Nile, 13.

But if angels can weep, sure man may repine, . Tear, IV. 6.

OTflw / nold thee on in courage of soul . There is no work, 7.

Tremble Kings despised of ?waw / Tremble Kings, 1.

like shadows oetween m.an and God : . . . . Triumph, 289.
By all that m^in may be ; by all that ne is not. Two Fr. Invoc. 11. 4.

Mild thoughts of man's ungentle race . . ^ W. Shel. Cafic. I. 5.

and ntarCs imperial will ; Witch, xix. 5.

wheresoever fhe works of Tnan pierced that
serenest sky LIX. 6.

Which stirs the liquid surface of man's life. . , LXII. 8.

h. a. human being, an individual.

That can be given to a Tnan's face. ..... Calderon, I. 34.
What a T»an would feel for me , III. 55,
So to revile a Tnat^s peculiar taste Cenci^ I, i. 95.
or gold, the old Tnans sword, ....... I. i. 128,

A Tnan may stab his enemy, or his vassal, . . . I. ii. 75.
'Tis hard for a firm Tnan to bear ; 11. ii. 18.

1 fear a man whose blows outspeed his words ; . 11. ii, 125.

But T/mn to Tnan / in. i. 284.
Why should I speak with TTUin .> in. i. 297.
A Tnan who walks like thee Thro' crimes, . . . IV. i. 16.

I do not feel as if I were a man^ rv. i. 160.

as a man believing In God, . . IV. ii. 10.

A rite, a law, a custom : not a Tnan v. iv. 5.

or the deaf sea, not with Tnan I V. iv. 107.

Cruel, cold, formal tnan ; v. iv. 108.

A Tnan who thus twice crucifies his God . . . Ch. ist, I. 100.

Now, if a man should call his dearest enemies . II. 280.
What ! do they eat Tnan's flesh ? Cycl. 120.

Wealth, my good fellow, is the wise ntan's God, 301.

The wise Tnan's only Jupiter is this, 321.
as when a Tnan Turns by its handle 46a
A drunken Tnan is better within doors 543.
as a man with mighty loss dismayed, .... 3pips. 229.
a good tnan, even in his darkest longings, . . . Faust, I. 89.
a man but a single spring will make II. 179.
she winds them round ayoung Tnan's neck, . . ll. 320.
When a fnan marries, dies, or turns Hindoo, . . Gisb. 236.
from man to man, It lived ; Hellas, 61.

ship to ship, cannon to cannon, man To tnan , 486.
Like a tnan hastening on some distant way, . Horn. Merc. xiv. 4.
you will bore Many a rich tnan^s house, . - . — XLVlii. 3.

There was no God or Tnan whom he loved more. — Lxxxix. 8.

any man You would instruct may profit . . .
—— xcv. 7.

Even as a man with his peculiar wrong, . , . Julian, 238.
The man who were not, must have lacked . . . 518.
And ntan is made the captive of his brother, . . L,aon, viii. xiii. 4.
Nor Famine from the ricn man's portal came, . ix, xvii. 6.

As the rich Tnan in his riot Mask, XLiii. 2.

law loves to rend the poor man's soul— . . Mother^Sim,vu. 5.
Stand like a man asleep, Peter, v. vi. ^.
no Tnan could bear him. , , , Vll. xii. 5.

no ?nan would stir . , Vll. xxi. 4.
A Tnan would bear upon his face, — vii. xxiii. 3.

Nor did he hold from any tnan his dues, . . , /!r. Athan. i. 39.
In the hard bosom of the selfish Tnan / .... 0. Mab, I. 175.
implored The poor tnan^s God —— . 11. 144,
The virtuous man. Who, great in his humility, . in. 150.
The ?«a« Of virtuous soul commands not, . . , in. 174.
The man of ease, who, by his warm fire-side, . , v. 103.
But the poor man. Whose life is misery, . . . v. 1 13.

the proud rich man^s eye Flashing command, . v. 1 18.

all within it but the virtuous fnan Is venal : . . v. 168.

And one, the good Tnan's heart. v. 237.
the good Tnan, who lifts, with virtuous pride, . . vi. 205.
Veiling his horrible Godhead in the shape Of m., Vll. 105.
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But each man found in his heart's brother . . . RosaL 716.
Like the head and skin of a dying fnan. . . . Sensit, IH. Iii. 29.

c. the male portion of the human race.
A Hght is past from the revolving year, And man^

and woman ; AdonaU^ Llll. 5.

sand was never stirred By m., orwoman thus ! Horn. Merc. XXXVII. 6.

Till free and equal ?«aw and woman greet Do-
mestic peace ; Laon^ II. xxxvii. 5.

Can man be free if woman be a slave? .... li. xliii. i.

man and woman, Their common bondage burst, V.Song^i^.-^.

that afffed »ifl«, so grand and mild, Tended me,
The old man took the oars, and soon

VIII. xni. 9.

Q. Mab, IX. 89.

II. 212,

III. 170.

II. 151.

III. 91.

III. 150.

HI. 157.

III. 158.

Cenci. I. i. 61.

I. i. ^6.
I. iii. 15.

I. iii. 54-
I. iii. 62.

I. iii. 146.
III. i. 144.
IV. iii. 9.

IV. iii. 17.

IV. iii. 23.

IV. iv. 6.

IV. iv. 72.

V. ii. 21.

Woman, as the bond-slave, dwells Of Tnan.,

Woman and man^ in confidence and love, .

d. humanity, human nature.
But once was living man ;
Nature rejects the monarch, not the man ; .

e. human shape.
wild images Of more than man^ Alastor^ \ 18.

(2) specifically, a. a human being of the male gender.
Which but one living; man has drained, . . . 677.
A fnan comes forth m safety, . . .... Caldeyon^ 11. 6^.

througfh whose forests I seek a wza», ...
To thmk that such a man^ ... . .

Did not a m,an but now Stand here . .

Saw you A fmin go forth
A m.an here !

A m. you knew spoke ofmy wife and daughter-
Thou execrable man^ beware !—
Too sprightly and companionable a man. . .

Unnatural m.an^ thouffcnowest that it is false.

Cristofano Weis stabbed in error by a jealous m..

Retire thou impious man I
The tnan they call my father :

We dare notltill an old and sleeping man/
when the old man Stirred in his sleep, . . .

if ye dare not kill a sleeping man^
He is a wicked and a wrathful ?nan ; ...
I found the old man^s body in the moonlight .

Look upon this man ;
What evidence ? This mean's ?
this Tnan^ this bloody knife
Thou perfect just and honourable man ! . .

A man who was about to hang himself, . . .

Oh ! I know the man^
Old 97za», this skin contains it,

And so she left that good ^tan Menelaus. . .

Old man we perish ! whither can we fly ? . .

If I should fly one man
Under the cruel grasp of one impious man.
Unhappy man /
to fly This uncompanionable m.an^ . .

with you, my friends, and the old ^nan, . .

This Tnan within is folded up in sleep,
To perish by this tnan^
That I, a tnan, stood amid many more . , .

and he, A loveless tnan^
the quick Wit of that m.an of God, St. Dominic,
trembled like one man Before a host, . . .

Or if there burned within the dying m.an , .

Thou art a man thou sayest even as we. . ,

But an old man perceived the infant pass .

The old m.an stood dressing his sunny vine : .

Now tell me, man bom ere the world begun, .

To whom the man of overhanging brows: . .

he came To Venice a dejected man^ ....
For all that such a Tnan might else adorn, . .

If I had been an unconnected m.an . . .

As some lone Tnan who in a desart hears , .

in the deep The shape ofan old Tn. did then appear,

V. ii. 78.

V. ii. 99.
Ch. \st^ ir. 314.
Circuntsi. i.

Cycl. 96.— 163.— 172.— 178.

335-

373-

• • 460.— S5-oog.
Fr. ofDreain^ 4.
Qinevra^ 176.

Gisb. 2f^.

Horn,. Merc. xiv. 6.

XV. I.

XXXIII. 6.

XXXI II, 8.

Julian:^ 233.

539-

Laon^Ded. XIII.4.
'

III. xxvii. 7.

III. xxxiii.o.

IV. i. I.

IV. ii. I.

IV. iii. 4.
IV. viii. I.

IV. XL 6.

When the old Tnan his boat had anchorM,
The old Tnan opened them ;

That hoaiy man had spent his livelong age
Since this, the old m. said, seven years are spent
(As thus the old Tnan spake, his countenance

Gleamed iv. xvi. z.

that agfed Tnan I left, with interchange of looks
and tears,

that lonely fnan Then knew the burthen . . ,

the lonely tnan's despair Hunger then overcame,
cease to dread This one poor lonely man— . .

Cast gentle looks where the lone man was lying
The old man whom I loved—
A zealous man^ who led the legioned west .

It is not the shade of a murdered Tnan^ , ,

Of a fnan who has sold his soul to hell. . .

shed more blood than any tnan in Thebes. . . . (Edi'^tts, II. ii. 39.
Kach Tnan be he sound or no Peter, ill. xxi 1
Tl,,* „ . =-. ..__.

_
'

jy_ J ^
• V. i. 3.

. V. iii. r.

. VI. xix. 4.

. Vl.xxxiv. I.

. VII. i. 4.

. Pr.Athan. 11. i. 2.

IV. xxxii. I.

V. xxix. 6.

V. XXX. 7.

V. xxxiii. 5,

V. XXXV. 3.

VI. X. 4.
. X. xxxii. 2.

M. N. Spec. Hors, 19.

26.

That every man in service there . . ,A Tnan there came, fair as a maid, . .

This was a tnan who might have turned
A solemn and unsexual Tnan^— ....
He was a maw, too great to scan ;— . .A man of interest in both houses, . . .

An old, old man^ with hair of silver white,
An old wow toiling up, U \ ,j
Strange truths andnewto that experienced '?«««! -

' "'
'

And that divine old man Beheld
VBAnman / that palace is the virtuous heart,

'

The deathless memory of that TTtan^ .

II. ii. 16.

Il.ii.51.

Q. Mab^ III. 74.
HI. 165.

for that man Has said, There is no God. . . . Q. Mab, vii. 12.

He was a man Hard, selfish, loving only gold, . RosaL 248.

and all The dead mane's caution just did call ; . 498-

And the old man's sobs did waken me ... . • 996,

a ?wflw of blood and peril, Unf. Dr. 112.

And so this Tnan returned with axe and saw . . Woodman^ 40.

b. adult.

Like the mean's thought dark in the infant's brain, Ode Lib. IV. 10.

c. a humanJDeing with the characteristics of manliness.

Start into a man^ and brave Mexican^ II, 3.

Man who Tnan would be, Polit. Great. 10.

*Man-biill, c, n. the Minotaur or ' John Bull.*

I am the old traditional Tnan-bull; .... CEdipus^ II. ii. 105.

^Man-destroying, c. adj. cannibal.
The m.an-desiroying Cyclopses Cycl. 25.

And the Cyciopian jaw-bone, man-destroying} . 84.

=^Man-milliner, c. n. a male maker of millinery.

Of your high office, as Tnan-ntilliner CBdipus^ i. 412.

Uauacles, Tt. handcuffs.
And they clanked at his girdle like manacles; . Sensit. PI. ill. 93.

Manage, v. ir. direct, administer.
and manage the state of England Ck. isty II. 64.

*Maucliester, n. a city of Lancashire.
Qlzsh th^m. sX Manchester^ /fe/£^,VI. xxxvii. 4.

mandate, n. command.
Mysterious fate thy mandate I obey, .... M. N. Despair^ 29.
And one frail mortal's Tnandate governs all. . .M N. Post. P'r. 50.

Q. Mab^ III. 144.
III. 147.

Solanaceez

Stem is the tyrant's Tnandate^
That mandate is a thunder-peal ....

Uandralces, n. a weed belonging to gen.

{Mandragora officinalis^.

But the mandrakes^ and toadstools, and docks,

aCane, n. the long hair on an horse's neck.
The Tartar steed, who, from his ebon tnane^ .

Or like a meteor, or a war-steed's tnane^ . .

Maned, adj. having a mane.
or lion of the dell, Or maned Centaur— . . Hoth. Merc, xxxvil. 5.

*Manffe, n. a skin disease occurring in animals.
we catch The murrain and the Tnange, .... (Bdipus^ 1. 44.

Mang'led, ppl. adj. (1) mutilated.
And horribly devours its wmw^/iji/ flesh, . . .

Sleeping in beauty on their mangled prey, . .

who bore Thy Tnangled limbs for food !— . .

Between the glutted beasts and mangled dead !

Let who will bury This mangled corpse

!

And horribly devours his mangled flesh,

(2) Upheaved.
or in the ni. soil Branchless and shattered stand ; Mont B. no.

jKangling, pr. pple. mutilating.
The red artillery's bolt Tnang. among them falls. Laon^ VI. iv. 9.

Manliood, n. (1) period of mature life (as distinguished
from infancy, youth, or old age).

I marked Your desperate remorseless manhood; Cenci^ I. i. 52.
while yet M. remained to act the thing I thought ; i. i. 97.
and Tnankood's purpose stern, i. iii. 174.
the impulse of an infancy Outlasting Tnanhood— Gisb. 74.
And Manhood's dark and tossing waves,. , . . Prom. ii. v. 99.
the sophisms with which manhood dims . . . . Q. Mab, iv. 1 14.
Tnanhood tamely does His bidding, iv. 224.
Thy Tnanhood hiighted with unripe disease? . iv. 2^2.
Then tnanhood gave Its strength and ardour .

"^

.Sensit. PI. III. 116.

. Laon^ VI. xliii. 2.

. CEdipus^ II. i. 102.

, DcEmon^ II. 154.
, Gisb. 42,
, Laon^ VII. XV. 7.

X. xii, 2.

. Peter^ VI. xxix. 2.

. Q. Mab^ VIII. 213.

. Superstition^ 17.

. g. Mab^ VI. 122.

. JriuTnph^ 52.

Religion ! thou wert then in manhood's prime

:

Old age and youth, manhood and infancy . ,

(2) virility.

The nerves oi m,ankoodhy their bleeding root . Julian^ 425.
(3) fulness.

Their ripeness to the Tnanhood Qi\x.s prime, . . Q. Mab^ vill. 16.

*Maniac, n. a lunatic, mad person.
From the deep tenderness that Twaw/acwrought . Julian^ 1566.
and when I asked Of the lorn maniac^ .... 595.
Some said I was a maniac wild and lost ; . . . Laon^ ix. viii. i.

as some . . . lovely spot to a poor maniac''seye, . ix. xxx. 6.
I met a maniac^ like he was to me .... M. N. Fragmt. 19.

'^'Maniac, c. adj. attr. (1) frenzied.
Had torn from its widow's maniac ^•asp^ . . . Devil, xii. c.

so, she scourged forth the waw/ac multitude . , Laon, x. xlii. 6.
When one fled past, a maniac maid, Mask, xxii. i.

the mother's shriek Of Tnaniac gladness, . . . Q. Mab, VI. 120.
and ?«a«zflc dance Raging around— Triutnpk, wq,.

(2) crazy.
That, like some maniac monk, Julian, 424.
To the Tnaniac dreamer ; . . Prom. I. 514.

*U[aniac-like, c. adv. acting without reason.
Maniac-like around thee move Gazing, , . . iv. 470.

^maniacs, n. madmen.
Which calls the maniacs each one from his cell . Julian, no.
a crowd oimaniacs stark iMon, xi. xii. 4.

manifest, adj. evident.
A manifest and most apparent thief, .... Hom^ Merc. i,vi. 7.
To w«a«i/^j^ deformity like guilt CBdipuSy I. xq\.

Manifold, adj. (1) numerous and various.
As Tnanijold and hideous as the deeds .... Cenci, I. i. 13.

3 K
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Bigotry^ II. 5.

Cenci, II. i. ng.
Falsehood^ 8.

Julian, 264.
JL,aon, Ded. v. 6.

XIV. I.

I. xxviii. 5.

I. xxxiii. I.

I. liv. 2.

II. XXX. 6.

IV. viii. 9.

IV. ix. 3.

VI. XXXV. 8.

VII.xxxiii.8.

VIII. X. 5.

IX. xiv. 5.

IX. XV. 5.

X. xvi. 4.

X. xxvi. 2.

X. xxxii. g.

XI. x\-iii. 8.

XII. iii. 8.

M. N. Post. Fr. 23.

M. N. Ravml, 5.

Ode Lib. xv. 11.

OdeW. Wind, V. 11.

Otho, V. 2.

Prom. I. 275.

1-397- ^
III. lii. 76.
III. iv. 127.

Q. Mab, Ded. 8.

III. 128.

Rosal. 610.

I^Z:^M, LXXI. 8.

L.aon^ II. XV. 7.

iV. Athan. I. 20.

ZTow*. Merc. LXiii. 3.

(2) comprehensive.
Immortal, all pervading, tnanifold, Laon, I. xxv. 7.

Mankind, w. (1) the human race.
And demands^ like fuan., his brother for food

;

Shalt thou strike dumb the meanest q{mankind
Red with mankind's unheeded gore, ....
Which I on all mankind were las he . . .

It might walk forth to war among mankind

j

Trutlvs deathless voice pauses among mankind.
did creep among The nations of m.ankind,
when mankindAo\;}a. strive "With its oppressors
The Great, who had departed from mankind,
that unutterable curse Which clings upon m. :—
And all the ways of men among man. he read.
he had beheld the woe In which m. was bound,
and Tnankind t\\&ir changes know, ....
and Tnankind wjsls free, Equal, and pure . ,

A law to which mankind has been betrayed

;

among Mankind, the many to the few belong,
strength and wrong against mankind, . . .

Startling the concourse of mankind— . . .

That monstrous faith wherewith they ruled m.,
To wreak his fear of God in vengeance on man.
And that mankind is free,

Smile on mankind—
Oppressors of 7«aK,6z'w(^ to jFtJM we owe . . .

I pondered on the woes of lost m.ankind, . .

The axes and the rods which awe mankind; .

Scatter, . . . my wotds among mankind! . .

The shadows of my soul upon mankind, . .

To blast mankind, from yon aetherial tower. .

The death-seal of mankind's captivity, . .

Go, borne over the cities of rnankina , . .

Among the haunts and dwellings of ntankind.
And loved mankind the more ?
and mankind perceive that vice Is discord,
Among ?«fl«Ai«j:^ what thence befell . . . . _

the rapid, blind And fleeting generations of man.
(a) human society.

Among mankind or when gone far away .

(3) the world.
a hopeless wanderer, through mankind?—

^Manliness, n. bodily perfection.
Is clothed with speed and might and fnan..

Manly, adj. (1) undaunted, brave.
You had a manly heart Cenci, V. iii. 118.

(^2) strong, powerful.
The thirsty fire crept round his m.anly limbs ; . , Q. Mab, vil. 8.

Freshness and vigor knit his m.anly frame ; . . vil. 77.

jiManua, n. Fig. supernatural food.
with this manna rained down Vis. Sea, 57.

Manner, n. (1) mode, way.
in what manner Can supreme goodness . , . Calderon, I. 123.
Even in the manner of tneir deaths Cenci, I. iii. 58.
From the dread manner of her wish achieved : . li. ii. 151.
were consulting on tU^manner of her death. . . C^. isi, II. 442.
And killed them in a kioo^ measured manner ; Cycl. 300.
Nor even had in any m. heard Ofmy lost cows, Horn.. Merc. LXI. 3.

In a new manner, " "" '

(2) deportment, bearing.
And with a manner beyond courtesy, . .

(3) form,
to endow With manner, being, and reality

;

Manners, n. bearing, conduct.
My fnanners note that I did long repel ; .

Mansion, n. [1) abode.
My mansion'is damp, cold silence is there,
Whose mansion is the smallest particle . .

centre of the earth My Tnansion ia ; . . .

(2) large house.
That he had a mansion planned Peter, 11. xi. i.

Mansions, n. places of residence.

And, in the eternal mansions of the sky, . . . M. N. Despair, 8.

In those aerial mansions cease to act ; . , . . Q. Mab, 11, g2.

Mantle, n. A. Lit. cloak, garment.
Athwart what brow is that dark mantle thrown ? Adonais, xxxv. 2.

It was the mantle which my grandfather . . . Cenci, iv. iii. 51.
And my bare limbs his fnantle did enwrap, . , Laon, lii. xxx'i. 5.

B. Fig. (1) screen, covering for concealment.
But as the mantle of some selfish guile; . . . Cenci, li. ii, 79.
had cast off The mantle of its mystery V. i. o.

that takes the mantle now Of thin remorse. , V. i. 31.

(2) covering.
Wrap thy form in a »2a«^/ff grey, To Night,\\. \.

When earth over her face night's mantle wraps ; Witcn, xxxix. 6.

Mantles, n, (1) cloaks, garments.
the ermined capes Of kingly mantles; . . .

(2) Fig. celebrity, iame.
Their garlands sere, their magic mantles rent

Mantles, v. intr. diffuses itself, spreads.
Glows in the fruits, and mantles on the stream

Peter, iv. ix. 3.

Julian, 593.

Q. Mab, VII. 63.

Laon, IV. xvii. 5.

. Death, Dial. 7." Mab. II. 23
tj. Dr. 16.

. Q. Mab. II. 232.

- . Unr " '

. Triumph, 496.

. Adonais, xxx. 2.

Unmingled tnantles to the goblet's brim,

Dcsmon, 11. 60.
Q.MabyVni. 115.

VIII. 132.

Mantling-, pr. pple. (1) sparkling.
Stand ever mantling with atrial dew Prom.. III. Hi. 143.

Mantling with bright Nepenthe ; Triumph, 359.

(2) flushing.

cheek Glow mantlingm first luxury of health, . Q. Mab, Viil. 37.

^Manufactures, n. productions.
blood-puddings. And such home manujactures, (Edipus, II. i. 20.

^Manufacturing, adj. of people engaged in manufacture.
A Tnanufacturing mob ; . . . Peter, III. iv. 2.

Many, n. (1) a large number.
And -many more, whose names on Earth are dark Adonais^ XLVI. 1

.

And many pass it by with careless tread, . . Allegory, II. i.

And borrow gold oifnany, Ch. 1st, II. 167.

Did this vile world show many such as thee, . . II. 313.

stood amid manyvtyor^ By a wayside .... Fr. ofDream, 4.
than One who rose. Than many unsubdued : . . Hellas, 1093.

In towers and huts are fnany like to me, , . . Laon, II. xl. 7.

Many yet stand in her array— IV. xxiv. 7.

many saw Their own lean image X. xxii. i.

many there were hurt by that strong boy. . . . Love, Hope, i.

Would m.any wish, and surely fewer dare. . . Mother^ Son, II. 5.

Many are strong and rich, and would be just, . Prom. I. 629.
Many are called, but few will I elect Q. Mab, Vll. 156.

And many rose Serchio, 34.
And Kissed—alas how Tnany Kiss the same ! . . Witch^ LXXIV. 8.

(2) the mass of mankind.
The One remains, the m^ny change and pass ; . Adonais, LIi. i.

the Tnany to the few belong, Laon, ix. xiv. 5.

Through the unheeding many he did move, •
. . Lijt not, 1 1.

Many, adj. (1) distributively, more than one, not few.
tripping this many an hour : . . Faust, II. igg.

solve Many a riddle that torments me ! . . . . II. 238.

So, thro' the lab3Tinth of m.any a tent, . , . . Laon, V. iii. 2.

Between, with mJiny a captive cloud, Prom. I. 712.

It was its work to bear to many a saint . . Witch, xv. 5.

(2) collectively, numerous.
How fnany hearts impenetrably veiled, .... Laon, V. ii. 6.

their tnany kings Led them, x. v. 5.

The night of so »2flwjy wretched souls, . . . , Q. Mab^w. i<^.

(3) varied, different.

One Shape of m,any names : Laon, I. xxvii. 3.

Made all its many names omnipotent ; . . . II. viii. 5.

To feed my many thoughts : II. ix. 9.

One shape of many names : . . . . ... ^-^ Vlll. ix. 6.

Of Tnany names, all evil, some divine, .... viii. xxi. 2.

On which that lady played her many pranks, . Witch, LI. i.

(4) adj. absol.

And, animated, strong, and many, Faust, II. 75.
Ye are wawji—they are few Mask, XXXVIII. 5.

*Many-l>eanung', c. adj. directing numerous rays.

Where'er she spreads her many^eaming-vim%^ . Horn. Moon, 6.

Many-coloured, c. adj. A. Lit. variously tinted, variegated.
Life, like a dome oi many-a}loured ^2iS&, . . . Adonais, Lli. 3.

Of «?aMy-a7/(3M^£(/woof and shiftingTiues. . . . Alastor, 157.

The many-coloured ^^:^^\& and the chain . , . Cyd. 161.

The nutny-coloured mice, Faust, li. 79.
See yonder, round a jnany-coloured Ha-TCi^ . , . II. 231.
The Serpent's mailed a.nd Tnany-coloured skin . Laon, I. ix. 4.

The dwelling of the many-colouredworm . III. xxvi. 2.

Thou many<oloured, many-voiced vale, . . Mont B. 13.

Iris her many-coloured scarf had drawn : . . . Triumph, 357.
B. Fig. variegated, diversified.

sleep, as many-cohuned as the snake That girds
eternity ? Laon, IV. iv. 5.

*Mauy-douLdd, c. adj. po^essing numerous domes.
Many^omed Fadua proud Stands, . . . . Bug. Hills, 215.

*Many-folded, c. adj. (1) having numerous heights or

steeps.

wide Ida's T^zaffjv^/^/isk^ mountains Horn. Venus, 57.
Thro' the fnanyjolded-ayQ\yxAzx\i&

;
Prom. II. i. 201.

(2) involuted.
Thou breathe into the many-folded shell, . . . III. iii. 80.

lIlMany-headedj c. adj. (1) ficklis, democratic.
Which spurs to rage the many-headedh^zsX.. . Ch. ist, 11. 120.

But »tany-headedlnsiXTTectioQ stands .... Hellas, 334.

(2) of wide organization.
darkest crest Of that foul, knotted, many-headed

worm Ld. Ch. 1. 2.

*Many-ining-led, c. adj. variously composed.
all their many-mingled influence blend, . . , Epips. 358.

^Many-mingling', c, adj. interblending.

Now to the sweet and many^ningling sounds . Dcetnon, 11. 104.

„ „ „ „ „ „ . Q.Mab, VIII, 99.
the ceaseless, cries Of the many-ming. miseries, . Falsehood^ 60.

*Many-peopled, c. adj. thickly inhabited.
mystreamswill flow Round »ia»y-^f0. continents, Prom. ill. ii. 22.

*Many-slded, c. adj. (1) presenting numerous surfaces.
eachripletmakesAwfawy^iVilfft^mirrorforthesun, Orpheus, 61.

{2) ^ijf. having' many aspects.
Leave Man, who was a manysided vmrTor, , . Prom., iv. 382.

*Many-voicdd, c. adj. uttering various sounds.
a bright stream Once fed with 9nany-voic. waves Alastor, 669.
And the many^oiced fountains ; Guitar June, 68,
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Thou manjr-colcured, many-voiced va,\Q. . . . Mont B. i^
Ye mountains, Whose many-voiced 'Ecnots^ , . Prom. I, ^o.

^Stony-wandexiugrf c. adj. erratic.

Piloted by the OTflBjv-waKflferz'w^ blast, .... Gisb.262.
*MaxLy-windiug, c, adj. having numerous turnings.
winging Its way adown some many-^wind. river. Fr. Sing. 5.

Upon that many-winding river, Prom.. Ii. v. 79.
The labyrinths of some ?«a«jj)-^*'«^«'«^ vale, . . Witch^ yaau. 2.

Uar, V. tr. spoil, ruin.
I ?Mar The force of his expressions Julian^ 131.
Or common slavery mar what else Laon.yi. xl. 4.
and war. In self-important childishness, . . . Q. Mad, in. 211.
Should mar our joyous voyage

;

Sonn. Dante^ 6.

^Maraschino, c. adj. attr. a liqueur distilled from cherries.
Give me a glass of Maraschino punch (Edi^us^ 11. ii, 32.

^Marathon, n. the scene of Miltiades' victory over the
Persians, B. c. 490.

Thermopylae and Marathon Caught, Hellas^ 54.

Marble, n. A. Lit. (1) hard limestone.
Like flame transformed to »ziiri5/c/ Adonais, 1" 6.

Whose outline is as fair as marble Dts7non^ I. 16.

And columns framed of Wflr5/e white, . . . .Mar.Dr.x.i.
She looked on that gate of marble clear, . , . xviil. 5.
m.arble knew The sculptor's fearless soul— . Marenghi^ viii. 2.

till w/ar^/fi grew divine
;

/Vow. II. iv. 82.
Planks turned to fnarble

;

IV. 290.
Oi marble and of colour his dreams pass; . . . iv. 413.
Should be absorbed, till they to m,arble grew. Tdwer ofFam. 22.

(2) sculpture.
the breathing marble glows above Dcem.on^ II. 218.

n I) 11 ), .... Q. Mab, \yi. wo.
As yon mute marble where their corpses lie, . . Julian, 615.
fair As breathing marble. Q. Mab, i. 17.
had the marble warmed With that pathetic life. . Rosal, 1067.
B. Fig. smoothness as of polished marble.

The liquid marble of the windless lake ; . . . 1252.

Marble, c, adj. attr. A. Lit. (1) carved or made of marble.
where »«ar^/g deemons watch Alastor^wZ.
Around a marble column Damon, I. 47.
From the marble shrines did rise, -^w^- Hills, H2.
Were mirrored in the polished marble stair . Ginevra, 24.
Or sculpture's marble language can invest . . Laon, 1. 1. 6.

whose mar. walls the leagued storms withstand ! II. xiv. 9.
a marble pyramid Distinct with steps : . . , . v. xl, 6.
Which kept their m,, watch on that nigh shrine, . v. xlvi. 6.
whose crest Crowned with a marble ruin, . . . vi. xxii. 7.
stiil lovelier grew Those marble forms ;— . , . Mar, Dr. XX. 2.

Those marbh shapes then seemed to quiver, . . xxi. 4.
on Pisa's marble walls the twine Of direst weeds Marengki, ix. i,

whose -marble smiles Fill the hushed air ... Prom., in. iii. 165.
Around a marble Column Q. Mab^ i. 44.
On the marble floor beneath her feet, .... Rosal. 1080.
Between the marble barriers Serchio, 106.
Like that sweet marble monster of both sexes, . 6^. Epips. 58.

(2) derived from marble.
and vast caves Oi marble radiance Laon, xii. xix. 3.

(3) sculptured.
that mock the eternal dead In 7n. injmortality, . Ode Lib. V. 14.

B. Fig. (1) unimpressionable,
a marble form, A rite, a law, Cenci, v. iv. 4,

f2) smooth, serene.
Her marble brow, and eae;er lips, Laon^ VI. xxxiii,8.

The marble brow of youth was cleft Triumph, 523.

(3) white and beautiful as marble.
And that some kist their marble feet Laon, x. xlviii. 7.
And I will recline on thy tnarble neck . . . M. N. Ravail, 95.

(4) hard like marble.
clanged along the mountain's m.arble brow, . Pr. Aihan. II. iii. 28.

(5) frozen, Insensible.
Along these Tnarble nerves

;

. Prom. Hi. iii. 87.

(6) immovable.
might stir It's marble calm : Rosal. 186.

*Marble-ribbdd, c. adj. groined in marble.
each marble-ribbed root, TowerofFam. w.

March, n. Fig. tramp.
Hear ye the m.arch as of the Earth-bom Forms . Naples^ 127.

March, v, intr. Fig. advance.
The triumphal arch through which I march . Cloud, 6y.

March, n. the third month of the year.
March with grief doth howl and rave, . . Dirgefor Year^ iv. 4,

*Marenuua, n. a tract*of country in Italy exhaling malaria.
The blistering drops of the MaremmM''s dew, . Cenci, iv. i. 131.

"'MarezLgrhi, n. a Florentine patriot and exile.
unlearn Such bitter faith beside MarengkVs urn. Marenghi, l. 6.
for dead MarenghVs sake X. 6.
There must have lived within Marenghfs heart . xviii. i.
Slept m Marenghi still

;

xxvi. 3.

*Mareotid, adj. the name of a lake near Alexandria.
By Mcens and the Mareotidlak&s, Witch, LVIII. 1.

Marg-aret, n. the name of the heroine in Faust.

S'ifV-'^^J^u^^P°°r.-^''T'"'«'- Faust, II. 1%'^.
Ihat is the breast which J/ar^(jrff/ yielded tome— n. 392,

*Margre, n. edge, shore.

I saw its m.arge of snow-bright mountains . . . Laon, xii. xli. z.

^MargriUf n. edge, border.

On the margin of the stones, Bug. Hills, 50.

which for ever fleet Around its margin, . . . Fr. Thefierce^ 4.

And I was on the margin of a lake, Laon, IV. iv. 2.

On the grey margin of the glimmering main, . vil.xxxiii.5.

the flood its own bright margin laves, .... Xll. xix. 4.

On to the margin of the glassy poo) Unf. Dr. 201.

And overflowing all the w«a/yx« trim. . . . Wttch, XXIX. 8.

A plant upon the river's margin lie, Zucca, VI. 2.

*JUtari, n. a person named in Charles I.

with the music M, received last week from Italy, Ch. ist, II. 458.

Marina, n. Mary Shelley.

Marina, Vanna, Primus, and the rest, .... Epips. 601.-

Mariner, n. A. Lit. sailor.

the m.. in fear Feels silence sink upon his heart— Laon^ iv.xxvii.6.

One m.ariner'^\vQ has survived his mates . , Pr. Aihan. II. i. 11.

Whilst, to the eye of shipwrecked mariner, . . Q. Mab^ vi. 168.

B. Fig. voyager through life.

Or the m-ariner^ worn and wan, Eug. Hills, 3. *

Mariners, n. sailors.

The merry mariners are bold and free : . . . Epips. 4I4._

As famished mariners thro' strange seas gone . Laon, v. xliv. 5.

the mariners in dread Cast anchor ..... VII. xl- 8.

The Mariners obeyed

—

Vlil. ii. i.

the M. came nearAnd thronged around to listen ; viii. iii. 2.

The joyous mariners, and each free maiden, . IX. ii. i.

those toil-worn Mariners And happy maidens , ix. vi. 2.

Sailing towards wrecked mariners, .... Rosal. 394.
One after one The mariners died

;
Vis. Sea, 59.

We, the weak mariners of that wide lake . Witch, LXIII. 2.

Mark, n. (1)- distinguishing sign, or token.
Bp as a tnark stamped on thine innocent brow . Cenci. V. iv. 151.
Death has set his mark and seal Death, II. i.

No mark or track denoting where they trod . Horn. Merc. Lix. 5.
the known mark Of those who in the wide deep Laon, in. xxx. 0.

Have each their mark and sign

—

vi. xvii. 4.
On his brow this mark I saw— .... . Masky ix. 3.

Commerce has set the mark of selfishness, . Q. Mab, v. 53.
His port and mien bore mark of many years, . vii. 73.
Yet his cheek bore the mark of youth ; . . . , vii, 76.

(2) butt.

A lean tnark, hardly fit to fling a rh3ane at ; . . Witch, Ded. vi. 4.

Mark, v. I. tr. (1) designate, denote,
they mark The day a feast upon their calendars. Cenci, i. iii. 66.
shadows ofthepointed grass ila.theeternal periods, Julian, 417.
Which ?«(i?'A the bounds of time, O thou, Z-Who m. the extremes of life's discordant span. Pr. Athan. n.ii. iS.
Like tombs to mark the memory That time^ 11. 5.

(2) characterize.
Hell and destruction m.ark his mad career, . M. N". Post. Fr. 75.
m. the dreadful path Of the outsallying victors : Q. Mab, TV. 65.

(3) remark, take notice of.

1 prithee mark His countenance

:

Cenci, v. ii. 83.
Mark you what spirit sits in St. John's eyes? . Ch. 1st, li. 34,
Jl/a?'^ too that flock of fleecy-winged clouds . iv.ii.
Or tnark her delicate cheek Dtsttion, i. 3«j.

Mark her well. It is Lilith Faust, ii. 316.
She would mark one, and laugh, .... . Laon^ VII. xx. 8.

- Mark that outcry of despair ! . . . Prom. l. 553.
oh ! mark that frenzied eye— ... . Q. Mab, ill. 63.
Oh ! mark that deadly visage. ... . . iii. 64.
Or mark my own heart's restless beat . . . Rosal. 380.

(4) observe, consider.
J!/ari^ the consequence Ch. 1st, il. 21$.

(5) discern, follow with the eye.
and I could tnark Its path no more ! . . . . Laon, III. xviij. 5.
shall tnark The shadow of fair ships, , . . Prom. iii. ii. 24.
My moon-like flight thou then may'st OTtzrA . . Two Spirits, ^\.

II. intr. observe, take notice.
Mark, how wisest God Cenci^ ill. i. 343.
And, m.ark, If thou hast crimes, repent: . . • iv. iii. 55.
Mark too, my lord, that this expression . . Ch. ist, ill. 53.
and could mark How from their many isles Julian, 89.
To mark it yet the starry giant dips Laon, ill. xxxii. 3.
Whose waves never mark, tho' they ever impress Sensit. PI. i. 104.
But mark how chained to the triumphal chair . Trizimph, 252.

Marked, v, tr. (1) observed, noted.
I m.. Your desperate and remorseless manhood ; Cenci, I. i. 51.
I rose And marked its coming

:

. . Laon, vi. xx. 2.

(2) denoted.
Marked him for some abortion of the earth, , Q. Mab, viii. 153.

Marked,//. (1) observed, noted.
must have marked the braided webs of gpld . . Daemon, i. 194.
Thou must have m. the billowy mountain clouds, i. 107.
Thou must have marked^'^ Imes Of purple gold, Q. Mab, 11. t.

Thou must have tnarked the billowy clouds . . 11. 9.
I've tnarked\v\s slaves With tongues whose lies . vil. 237.

(2) designated.
those who are marked As vessels . . ... vil. 140.

(3) characterized.
their deeds Are m.arked yi\\\\ all the narrowness vii. 24^.

Market, n. demand.
The failure of a foreign market for Sausages, . (Edipus, II. i, 18.
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Market, c, adj. attr. current, ordinary.
A thousand crowns excellent market •qt\q& . . Cenci^ IV. ii. 19.

Uarket-pXace, c. n. open space of public sale.

Beside the fountain in the market-place .... Laon^ VI. xlvii. ».

in the wide market-place All loathliest things, . X. xix. i.

A priest saved to burn in the market-place. . . Rosal. i66>

Marketable, adj. saleable, to be purchased.
This mood Is marketable here in Rome. . . . Cenci^ III. i. 237.

Markingr, ^r. ///^. (1) observing.
Thence marking the dark shore Laon^ VI. xxiii. 9.

(2) indicating.
Marking \\s path with shrieks, .... . . jl. xliii. 9.

Marks, v. tr. (1) designates.
~ Has baffled Havock of the prey which he Marks

as his own, IV. xxiii. 3.

Which Time thus marks for the devouring tomb, Vlll. xix. 7.

(2) characterizes.
when the ruin That marks their shock is past. . Q. Mab^ II. 125.

(3) observes.
Marks your creations rise as fast and fair . . . Sonn. Byron^ 6.

Marks, n. distinguishing tokens.
with whom these tnarks and signs Fitly agree. Calderon^ I. 55.
There were clear marks of violence Cenci^ rv. iv. 71.

Are these the marks with which Laud thinks . Ck. ij/, I. 91.
the same Marks of identity were there : . , . Q. Mad, I. 147.

I^Marksmen, n. persons who shoot.
At the stem Three ntarksmen stand levelling. . Vis. Sea, 155.

^Marmora, n. the Propontine Sea between the Hellespont
and the Thracian Bosphorus.

meteor will arise Lighting him over il/arffwra, . Hellas^ 177.

*Maniioreal, adj, (1) beauteous like marble.
did play O'er its -marmoreal depth : L,aony 1. xx. 7.

(2) placid, smooth.
Paving with fire the sky and the marm. floods. I. xlix. 9.

*Marou, n. the hero of sweet wine, and grandson of Dionysus
and Ariadne.

Maron, the son of the God, gave it me. . . Cycl. 134.
I filled The cup of Maron, 406.
Come, Maron, come ! . oig.

Marred, v. tr. disturbed, interfered with.
marred their pensive task, Alastor, 409.
no mortal pain or fear MarredMi^ repose, . 641.
Marred ^x^ih wild hopes the peace of slavery, . Lao-n, ix. xiv. 8.

Marred,//, disturbed.
At first my peace was «2arr«(^by this strange stir, III. viii. 8.

Marriasre, n. wedlock.
eive her to some friend In marriage.'.... Ce-nci^ IV, i. 22.

Bheir fill Of happiness in -m-arr. warm and kind. Witck^ LXXVII. 4,

Marriage, c. adj. attr. (1) wedding.
The music of the merry marriage bells, , Giftevra^ 42.

The -mxirriage feast and its solemnity .... 161.

(2) bridal.

We toll a corpse out of the marriage bed ? . 79.

Marria^e-lied, c, n. bridal-bed.
You are hastening to a marriage-bed; .... Fiordispina^ 64.

*MarriasreaT>le, adj. fit to become brides.

And marriageable maidens, who have pined With
love, . Loon, IV, xiii. 5.

Married,//. (1) wedded.
I think his son has m.arried\}ci^ Infanta, . . Cenci^ I. iii. 73.

(2) given in marriage.
And married her to the gallows. . . ... (Bdipus^ i. 204.

Married, ///. adj. A. Lit. wedded.
New married '^^Q^^ should not kiss in public ; . i. 210,

B. Fig. actmg in harmony.
And as those married lights, Bpips. 355.

Marries, v. intr. weds.
When a man -marries^ dies, or turns Hindoo, . Gisb. 236.

Marring, pr. pple. spoiling.

without a flaw Marring its perfect symmetry. . Q. Mab, III. 240.

Marry, v. I. tr. A. Lit. wed-
Would you for your Part, wwrrj' her ? . . . . Calderon^ \. 2T^.
And if you both Would marry her I. 2-jt,

B. Fig. associate with, become one with.

Aye, marry thy ghastly wife

!

Casil, Adm. v. i.

Marry Rum, thou Tyrant ! and God be thy guide V, 4.

II. i-ntr. wed.
The dispensation of the Pope to -marry. . . . Cenci, I. ii. 10,

And it IS well perhaps we shall not marry. . . I. ii. 27,
•

Mars, n. one of the superior planets.

between the Earth and Mars Witck^ III. 8.

:]:Marsli, n, swamp.
The treacherous marsh divides it from the land, Marenghi, XV. 3.

Of tangled marsh and woods of stunted pine, . Serckio, 117.

^Marsh-meteors, c. n. Will o' the wisps.

And the marsh-meteors^ like tame beasts, . . Marenghi, xx. i.

Marshal, n. the title of an official director of the ceremonies.
Place, forthe JI/arjAa/of the Mask! .... Ch. ist, l. i.

And then attend the Marshal of the Mask . . i. 115.

Give place To the Marshal of the Mask ! . . I. 135.

Marshal, v. tr. organize, direct.
and the knaves, to ?»a^j^/them, Ch. \st^ II. 62.

of the High-Commission Court, tnarshal ihsxa.. . ll. 67.

Marshes, n. swamps.
a wide and melancholy waste Of putrid marshes. Alasior^ 274.
And fields and marshes wide, .... . . Asiola^ II. 4.
With streams and fields and tnarshes bare, . . SerchiOy 43.
as thick as mist On evening -marshes, .... Triumph^ 509.

Mart, n, (1) market, place of sale.

Are bought and sold as in a public mart . , . Q. Mab, v, 186,

(2) fiig.

making it a daily ?war/ of guilt

.

. . . . Cenct, i. i. \2.

Marts, n. market-places.
Temples and towers, Citadels and m.arts, . . . Hellas, 693.

Martyr, n. an heroic sufferer for an adopted cause.

Which to the fwar/yr makes his dungeon . . Marene'hi,xv\ll.ji.
And smile to die a ww^/yr Mary, who diedy ill. ^.

^Martyrdom, n. suffering of death for one's faith.

As glorious as a fiery TKar-Zyrifow/ Epips. 21$.

JHartyred, ///. adj. persecuted.
the martyred saints in Rochefort Have been

abandoned Ch. ij/, 1. 83.

Martyrs, n. Fig. sufferers.

the entire army Of those fat martyrs .... (Edipus, I, 14.

Marvel, n. wonder.
But the chief marvel of the wilderness . . . Epips. 483.

Marvellous, adj. excessive, great, wondrous.
With marvellous pride and joy. . . . Peter, II. ix. 5.

Would live with marvellous content, .... VII. xxii. 4.

Marvellously, adv. excessively, wonderfully.
It reminded him most marvellously, Devil, XVIII,_^?,

less marvellously fair Than her own Loon, xii. xxiii. 2.

Mary, n. (1) Shelley's second wife.

Listen, listen, Mary mine, Apenn. i.

Methinks she must be nigh, Said Mary^ . . . Asiola, I. 3.

And Mary saw my soul, And laughed, .... I. 10.

What Mary is when she a little smiles .... Fr. VitaNuova, i.

So now my summer-task is ended, Mary, . , . Laon, Ded. I. i.

Mary dear, that you were here .... . Mary, \.

My dearest Mary, wherefore hast thou gone, TwoFr, Mary, I. i.

weary Of wandering on without thee, Mary; ii. 3.

How, my dear Mary, are you critic-bitten, . , Witch, Ded. I. i.

(2) the Mother of Christ.

At the Ave Mary
Marzio, n. one of the assassins in the Cenci
And Marsio, That desperate wretch, . . .

01 Marsio I know nothing
And, Marzio, because thou wast only awed . ,

Orsino ? Marsio ? All present

;

,

I am Marzio, Thy father's vassal. . . ,

Marzio^s dead
Mask, V. I, tr. (1) clothe with a disguise.

I will m-ask a spirit in thy form . , . .

(2) disguise.

let me mask Mine own
II. reji. to put on a disguise.

I could not, if I would, mask myself here. . .

III. intr. act a,masque or pageant.
When lawyers mask 'tis time for honest men .

Mask, n. A. Lit. (1) a dramatic pageant,
Place, for the Marshal of the Mask/ . .

this quaint tnask which turns, ....
And then attend the Marshal of the Mask
Give place To the Marshal of the Mask /
your gay mask Was performed gallantly.

(2 J a cover for the face.

He had a mask like Castlereagh— . .

Mask, after mask fell from the countenance

B. Fig. (1) pretence, sham,
the poor life Which is a t?task without it.

(2) guise, assumed appearance.
That thou shouldst wear the mask of guilt
the idle tnask Of author,
And wear this inask of falsehood . . .

or stoop to wear The -mask of scorn, . .

The loathsome mask has fallen, . .

(3) veil.

and the mask Of darkness fell . .

Massed into one impenetrable tnask;

Masked, v. tr. Fig. invested.

masked with the names of Gods Calderon, I, 126.

Masked, //. (1) concealed.
A Love in desolation masked;— Adonais^ xxxil. 2.

In which she might have masked hersoM , . . Epips. 255.
sun JMaj^rf in portentous clouds

; ifttf. Dr. 108.

(2) arrayed.
Masked in grey hairs and wrinkles, . . . Cenci, v. iv. 65.
^oji^rf like twin babes, ^Pips- ?PZ-

Masked, ///. adj. disguised.

Masked Resurrection of a buried Form ! . . . Z^. Ch. i. 4.

Maskers, n. actors in a masque.
A seasonable time for tnaskers this ! . . . . Ch. \st, 1. 77.

Cenci, li. i. 27.

III. ii. 64.
III. ii. 70.
IV. iii. 49.
IV, iv. 172.

V. ii. 81.

V. ii. 180.

Calderon, III. 139,

Cenci, III, i. 276.

Faust, II. 268.

Ch. ist, I. 75.

I. 1.

1. 2.

1. 115.

I- 135.
II. 2.

Mask, II, 2.

Triumph, 536.

Cetici, rv. iv. 145.

V. iii. 25,
E. Williatns, IV. 5.

, Julian, ^08,
, M. W. <^. VI. 5.

. Protn. III. iv. 193.

. Triumph, 3.

. Unf. Dr. 21,
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Uaslcs, n. (1) disguises.

And these must be the masks of that within, . . Cenci. V. i. Q2.
Were stript of their thin w/aj^j Ode Lib. xvi. 12.

Or other such foul fnasks^ Front. III. iv. 44.
Be the masks of a grinning mockery Rosal. 377.

(3) sheaths.
Peeped from their bright green masks .... Unf. Dr. 208.

MaskSf V. tr. arrays.

That Nature taasks in life several copies . . . 93.

{Masonry, n. constructive stone work.
congregated lightning pieced by the Tnasonry of

heaven— Ch. ist, II. 422.
As in derision of kingliest masonry : Ode Lib. v. 4.

Masque, «. masquerade or drama. (See also Mask.")
Lead a rapid waj^MC of death Eug. Hills^ \\o.

'^Masquerade, n. Fig. dramatic procession.
In this ghastly masquerade^ Mask, vil. 2.

^Masquerades, n. Lit, entertainments where the guests are

masked,
Q.\i\rcch&s~masguerades—2in6. tombs Peter^ III. xiv. 5.

Mass, n. the Eucharistic sacrifice.

For Rocco Was kneeling at the thoss, .... Cenciy l. iii. 59.

Mass, n, (1) lump, aggregation.
Or heap himself in such a horrid mass .... Gisb. 48.
Soon o er the putrid tnass he threats on every side. Laon^ vill. xxi. 9,
The sun-awakened avalanche ! whose mass, . Prom. 11. iii. 37.
to one void m.ass battering and blending, . . . iv. 343.
Cloud upon cloud, in dark and deepening mass, Q. Mab, IV. 26.

to sustam with their terrible m-ass ... . Vis. Sea, 7.

A white and shapeless'»zajj. ., WaningMoon^6.
tempering the repugnant m.ass With liquid love— Wiich, xxjcv. 2.

(2) cumulation.
one vast ?Maj.y Of mingling shade, Alastor, 431.
To bear scorn, fear, and hate, a woful fnassf . Hope, Fear, 14.

(3) the general bulk, or body.
Clings to the ^tass of life

;

... Cenci^ III. i. 253.
Through the cold m.ass Of marble From. iv. 412'.

the -mass Of the great sea of human right and
wrong, Si. Wealth, 1.

(4) entirety.

As to its ponderous and suspended ma^s, . . . Laon, III, xiv. 4.
yet through all its mass Flow, .... . . Prom. iv. 239.
It interpenetrates my granite mass, .... iv. 370.

(5) assemblage, concourse.
the dead and the alive In one dread mass, . . . Laon, vi. vi. 8.

(6) amplitude.
as she moved under the 9nass Of the deep cavern, Triumph, 360.

(7) unity.

yet can bind Into a mass^ irrefragably firm, . Ode Lib. xv. 10,
Seem kneaded into one aerial mass . ... Prom., iv. 260.

(8) deluge.
the bursting Tna^s That fell, convulsing ocean. . Alastor, 348.
the m^ss Filled with one whirlpool all that . . 378.

(9) individuality, personality.
To its own likeness, as each mass may bear ; . Adonais, XLIII. 7.

If this most specious /WiWJ of flesh, Cenci, IV. i. 115-

(10) weight, burden.
When I arose from rest, a woeful mass . . . Laon, IV. xxxiii. 7,

Massacre, n. (1) carnage.
Massacre, For this I prayed, would on thy sleep FallofBonap. 7,

(2) slaughter. .

when they turned but from the massacre . . . Q. Mab, Vll. 208,

^Massacred, pp. slaughtered.
youth, and infancy, Horribly nutssacred, . . . vil. 41.

Massacres, n. butcheries.

The massacres and miseries which his name vii. 177.

*Massed, pp. lumped together.
Great and mean Meet massed va. death, . . Adonais, xxi. 6.

Were tnassedxTAo the common clay, Sensit. PL iii. 33.
And the leafless network . . . Massedrnto ruin ; . in, 49.
jl/(WJff(/ into one impenetrable mask; . . Unf. Dr. 21.

^Masses, v. refl. concentrates.
Masses itself into Jntensest splendour. . . Faust, II. 109.

Masses, n. (1) lumps.
They are masses of senseless clay

—

Castl. Adm. 11. 2.

(2) rocks.
Trees and masses intercept The sight, .... Faust, II. 90.

*Massive, adj. ponderous.
A stunning clang of zwAJj/z/e bolts . . . . /.aow, vil. xi. 1.

Massy, adj. (1) ponderous, of large bulk or thickness.
The massy earth and sphered skies are riven ! . Adonais, LV. 5.

(2) of massive structure.
Within the massy prison's mouldering courts, . Dcemon, II. 193,

'> 11 n n I) » Q.Mab,\x.\i^.A Tnassy tower yet overhangs the town, . . . Marenghi, II. i.
Whose chains and massy walls We feel, . . . Q. Mab, VI. 105.
As if thro' that black and massy pile, .... Fosal 885.
The shadows of the ?«(wjj; temples lie, , . . . Witch, L.1K, 2.

(3) thickly grown.
The massy forest shadowed o'er Rosal. 902.
lay On the brown /Wffjjy woods— Sunset 17.

Mast, n. a beam supporting the rigging of a ship.

he spread his cloak aloft On the bare mast, . . Alastor, 313.

And fixed the naked mast, Cycl. 18.

Over the ynast and sails, Laon, IX. ii. 5.

Dominic, the boat-man, has brought the w.ast^ . Serchio, 4.

Have shattered its mast, Vis. Sea, 30.

Master, n. (1) creator, inventor.

Whose master's hand is cold, . ... Adonais, xxxvi. 9.

(2) tutor, teacher.

My master's in the right

;

Calderon, I. 26.

run ! for where I left My m^aster, I. 228.

The pupil and the waj^tfr shared; Pr.Athan.w.W.w.
joy and woe his master knew not

;

TriuTn-ph, 255.

(3) employer, superior.

My master''s in the right Calderon, III. 168.

My master bids mc say, the Holy Father . . . Cenci, II. i. 24.
My absent master and his evening sheep . . . Cycl. 39.
they know not what and who My tnaster is, . . 82.

That will I do, despising any tnaster. . . . 155.
Nay, master, something new is very pleasant. . 229.
my dear sweet master, 245.
Standing behind his master's chair. . . . . Peter, v. i. 5,
Or drop and break his master's plate V, vi. 5.
wept to see His tnaster changed so fearfully ; . Rosal. 995.

(4) owner.
when last He lapped the blood his master shed Cenci, V, iii. 64.
Gorge from a stranger's hand, and rend their m. Hellas, 469.
Beneath a vulgar master, to perform . . . Q. Mab, v. 73.

(5) controller, director.

too narrow for the soul That owns no master; . Ch. 1st, iv. 48.
When fenced by power and master of the world, Dcemon, II. 292.
I see you are the master of the house

;

. . Faust, ii. 34.
Declare Who is his master? , Prom. II. iv. 109.
Who is the ?Maj/er of the slave ? ii. iv. 114.
When fenced by power and master of the world. Q. Mab, ix. 199.

(6) lord, teacher.
I take with patience, as my Master did, . . Ch. 1st, II. 113.
Even as my Master did, in. 27.
the poor, With whom thy -master was :— . . . Q. Mab, IV. 240.

*Master-key, c. n. Fig. a key commanding many locks.
as with a fnaster-key, And loosened them . . . Fr. A soul, 9.

*Master-spirit, c. n. a ruling and directing spirit.

by a master-spirifs law Peter, iv. ix. 5.

Masters, n. (1) officers.

Look ye obey the tnasters of the craft Cycl. ^"jy.

(2) Fig, ruling passions, the powers which rule.
We are the masters of thy slave

;

Epips. 593.

fMatch, n. (1) a strip of wood prepared for ignition.
A half-burnt match, an ivory block, three books. Gisb. q^.

(2) fuse.
. «

Stand to the OTa/£v5

/

... . . . Hellas, \iZ,

Hatch, n. (1) equal, peer.
for the cunning one his match had found

—

Horn. Merc, LIll. 7.

(2) matrimonial alliance.
And married her to the gallows. A. good fftalcA / (Bdipus, 1.. 2QJ^.

Uatclied,
pf. (1) united in marriage.

Matched with this cameleopard— Gist. 240.
(2) compared.

Matched with thine would be all Skylark, 68.

(3) pitted against.
What dares a friendless maiden m. with thee ? . Cenci, 11. ii. 153.

Uatches, v. tr. equals, is on a par with.
Marzio's hate Matches Ohmpio's . ... Cenci, ill. ii. 71,
but she ma^cAot Peter, Witch, Ded.\. %.

fMatclies, n. pi. of Match.
Tinder-box, matches, fire-irons, Horn. Merc. XVIII. 8.

Mate, n. (1) one of a pair of birds.
Mourns not her mate with such melodious pain • Adonais, xvil. 2.
thy sweet Tnate will twine her downy neck With
.„ ,'.''"'=1 Alastor, 282.
lo his »«Bi(e, who rapt and fond, Calderon, \l\. ^.i:).

Like that from which its mate with feigned sighs B. Williams, I. 5.
Sinking love to its lone jnate Mary, 4.
On Its »za/fV music-panting bosom

; Prom, l\.\\. 20.
for her false mate Has fled and left her desolate. Rosal. 144.
(2) companion, intimate.

To be thy dear heart's mate, Critic, ill. a.
O Thou, my spirit's fnate Julian, 3^7.
among such as these my youth should seek its m. Laon, 11. iii. 9.
To build the thrones of Hatt her mate and foe, . x. xlii. 5.And Freedom leads it forth, her m^te ; .... From. 1. 570.
Seeks his mate yet is alone Rosal. 947.
(3) counterpart.

Like sweetest sound, seeking its mate, it darts . Laon, vill. xvii. 3.

Maternal, adj. motherly.
Or earth with her maternal ministry Horn. Venus, 6.
But else, from the wide earth's »fti/fir«a/ breast, Laon, II. xxxv. 4.
Maternal earth, who doth her sweet smiles shed v. xxxiii. 7.From her 7n. bosom tore the unhappy boy. Mother ff Son, VI. la.
Earth herself Has sent from her «w3/£/^a/ breast Orpheus iitj.

Mates, n. likes, equals, associates.
Can they whose mates are beasts, condemned to

bear .^o«, II. xliii. 4.
One manner who has survived his w«a/M . . Pr.Athan.ll.i. 11.
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*Matlieniatical, adj, nsed for the science of mathematics.
Then comes a range of 7naihematical\R.stx\xrR<txi.t% Gisb. 82.

tUatiu, adj. morning.
The 7K. winds from the expanded flowers, Scatter Ginevra^ 125.

the birds tempered their tnatin lay Triumph^ 8.

^SEatin-bell, c. n. bell calling to matins.
And the -matin-bell and the mountain bee

:

. Serckio^ 20.

Matron, n. a married woman.
Roses for a vtairon's head— ... ... RBfnembr. III. z.

like a sick matr-on wan, ... . ... Vi^itch^ LI. 7.

Matron, c. adj. attr. mature.
And Autumn proudly bears her matron grace, . Dmmon^ II. 6$.

„ „ ,, „ ,, „ . Q.Afab,vui.i2o.
Matrons, n. pi. 01 Matron.
And matrons with their babes, a stately throng! Laon^ IV. xxi. 7.

Matted, pp. interwoven or tangled.
Is »w//e<f in one solid roof ofshade Cfi««, III. i. 263.
Matted Yf\\h thistles and amphibious weeds, . . Julian^ 5.

Matted, ppl. adj. {V) thickly tangled.
and others rent Their matted hair, Laon^ a. xxii. 8,

(2 \ of interwoven growth.
And far beneath the matted roots of trees, . . Witch^ xxii. 5.

Matter, n. (1) affair, question.
That matter of the murder is hushed up ... Cencz^ I. i. i.

It is a public 9»a^/£r, I. i. 71.
To the full understanding of this matter^ . . . iv. iv. 168.

f2) subject, theme, question.
Of such hard matter dost thou entertain. . . Dante Conv. 54.
Too vast a matter for so weak a rhyme. . . Gisb. J05.
Fit for the matter of their conference . . . Hellas^ 183.
Ere yet the matter did their thoughts arrest, . . Laon^ xi. xiv. 4.

(3) perceptible substance.
Space, matter^ time and mind— Dcetnon^ II. 50.

1, „ „ „ Q. Mab, VIII. ^o.
They mock weak matter's impotent control, . .M.N. Ravail^^,
But *«a^/<sr, space and time Q. Mab^w.^^i.
Matter^ with all its transitory shapes v, 134.
Whilst every shape and mode of fnatter . . vill. 235.

(4) materials.
The matter of which dreams are made . . . vil. 272.

(5) organic substance.
Where matter dared nor vegetate nor live, . . Dcemon^ ll. 72.

» M ]i n 11 n • Q- Mab, VIII. 61.

(6) consequence, importance.
Would that—no matter. Hellas^ 132.

(7) cause for complaint, difficulty.

Why what's the matter^ my dear fellow, now ? . CEdipus. l. 102.
And thus to each—which was a woeful matter— Pan^ Bcho^ 7.

Matters, v. inir. signifies, is of importance.
It matters notl— Hellas, gm.
It matters not : for the same power made all, . CEdipus, I. 123.

Matting,' n. a texture of grass or other substance.
And spread her matting iox his couch, .... Alastor^ 131.

Matured, v. tr. developed.
The costly han-est his own blood matured^ . . Hellas, 57$-

Matnrer, adj. more advanced.
When man's m,aturer nature shall disdain , . Q. Mab, ill. 131.

Maturing, pr. pple. hastening towards full development.
ageofendIesspeace,Whichtimeisfast*wa/My2»^, III. 236.

;{:Matnrity, n. ripeness.
From Spring to Autumn's sere tnaturity, . , . Bpips. 365.

fMandlin, adj. irresolute, foolish.
Fat as that Prince's zwaatZ/zw brain, . . . . ZJ-cz/iV, xiv. 1.

Maw, n. (1) stomach of lower animals.
To stuff out its own little maw; . . . Cat, v. 3.
a horse-leech, whose deep m-aw , (Edipus, 1. 190.

(2) applied to a man contemptuously.
A loathsome exhalation from his maw. . . . Cyd. 404.
Moistening your thirsty zw(2w, 583.
And soon will vomit flesh from his fell waa^/ . 596.
lest he claw Your limbs near his rna-w 668.

May, aux. v. (1) denoting permission.
Reflection, you may come to-morrow, .... Jane, Tnvitn, ^3.

(2) denoting ability or possibility,

our country's wounds May yet be healed— . , Ch. ist, I. 124.
disentangle them who ntay Gisb. 97.
If it indeed may cleave its natal gloom, .... Laon^ Ded. I. 7.
Let us do whate'er we wajy, CEdipus, \\.\.\^\.

(3) as prayer or imprecation.
May it be A hideous likeness of herself, .... Cend, iv. i. 145.

(4) denoting chance, probability or likelihood.
Oj fear not What may be done, , IV. iii. 6.
Time may interpret to his silent years Laon, Ded. xi. 2.

(5) before well^ expressing extreme likelihood.
iJ/fljF well ... his brother.— Ch. \st, l. loi.

(6) with that expressed or understood = possibly, perhaps.
It m,, be That Nature masks in life several copies Unf. Dr. 92.

May, n. (1) the fifth month of the year.
Whose sacred blood, like the young tears oiMay, Adonais, xxiv. 8.
From November to May, Autumn^ i. 7.
the breath of May pierces like a January blast. . Ch. ist, ll. 412.

Jane. Invttn, 17.

Mask, XXXI. I.

Rosal. 363.
-— eji.

Horn. Merc. I. 4.
III. 5.

X. I.

LI. 1.

LXIX. 6.

LXXV.8.
Lxxxvir.8.

XCIII. 7.

XCVII. I.

, . Ch. 1st, I. 175.

, Magnet. Ladyyiv. i.

, . Matilda, 36.

. Laon, Ded. ill. 4.

Ch. \st, I. 99.
, Faust^ II. 228.

. Prom. TV. 398.

. Rosal. 129.
. Triumph, 347.

. Prom. II. v. 53.

. Deemon, i. 244.

O, ye hours. Follow with May's fairest flowers. DirgeJorYear^ IV. 6,

if sweet May Had not brought forth this morn . Fiordispina, 29.

And like a prophetess of Jl^jV
As flowers beneath May^s footstep waken, .

When April has wept itself to May : . .

Under the bright green buds of May, . .

(2) Maia, the mother of Mercury,
modest May Bore Heaven's dread Supreme-
On which him bore the venerable May, . .

He sung how Jove and May of the bright sandal
Yon little swaddled child of Jove and May I
offspring of Cyllenian May^ ... . .

Offspring of May, impostor Mercury !

I fear thee Son of .^jjf/—
Yet, O son ofMay
loved the child oiMay In truth, , . .

(3) the hawthorn.
Green cowbind and the moonlight-coloured May^ Question^ III. a.

May, €. adj. attr. of the season of May.
Who would love May flowers ....
Like a cloud big witn a May shower, . .

The mighty multitude of fresh May blooms
May-dawn, c. n. May-moming.
a fresh May-dawn it was,

May-day, c. n. the first day of May.
a pole dressed up with wreaths On May-day. .

Into the Brocken upon May-day night, ...
*May-fly, n. a winged insect {Ephemera "vulgata).
Not a mayjly shall awaken ........ Fr. Serp. 6.

Mayest, aux. v. as a prayer or aspiration.
So mayest thou die as I do ; Cenci, V. iv. 155,

Ma^st, aux. v. abbr. of Mayest, denoting ability or per-
mission.

Thou mayst behold How cities, on which Empire
sleeps enthroned, . , Hellas, 844.

Thou mayst now learn how the full tide .... 848.
Maze, n. (1) meandering or sinuous way,
a long and labyrinthine 7nase Laon, Xll. xxxiii. 9.

(2) intricacy.
unquiet republic of the m-ase Of planets, . .

A ^nase of life and light and motion Is woven.
and threaded all the forest's m.ase . .

Mazes, n. bewildering allurements.
Faints, entangled in their m,ases. . .

Mazy, adj. intricate.

Unending orbs mingled in 7«(Z£r_ji motion, . . . -, --, .. .,,,,.

that bind The ni. volume of commingling things, M. N. Ravail, 8.
orbs In jnasy motion intermingled, Q. Ma^^ 11. 74.

Me, pers. pron.
But fne—^whose heart a stranger's tear might wear Julian, 442.
Come gentle friend c wilt sit oy ?««.^ Rosal. 11.
Tell me, thou star, whose wings of light Worlds Wanderers^l, i.

Mead, n. meadow.
The herd went wandering o'er the divine m-., Ham. Mercisz-TSMl. 1,

Meadow, n. grass-land.
By wood and stream, meadow and mountain side, Asiola, 11. 3.
Through the deep grass of the meadow! . . . Fr. Serp. 4.
that asphodel Meadow, in which I feed my

many herds,— Mom. Merc.\.vi\\.

^

The crickets were still in the fneadow and hill : . Serchio, 25.
like a meadow which no scythe has shaven, . . Wiich, XLVIII. k.

Meadow, c. adj. attr. grown in a meadow.
The fresh TM^a^JTo; grass of spring Cyd. ^11.
or within the bells Oi meadow Ho^/v^ts^ . . . Prom. 11. ii. 85.

Meadow-grass, c. n. grass grown in a meadow.
On the soft flowers the meadow-grass among, . Ho7n. Earth, 22.
And in the corn, and vines, and nuadow-grass, . Front, i. 174.

Meadows, n. fields.

And the ?w5flrfl7zi;i' of Asphodel

;

. . . . Arethusa, v. 12.
in the meadows beyond JLambeth Ch. 1st, II. 446.
And wander in the meadows, Epips. 'J43.
Are pastured in the flowering unmown meadows^ Horn. Merc. Xli. 5.
between the wide and flowering meadows, . . . Z,(W«,xii.xxxvi.i.
And the grassy meadows bright and green, , . Rosal. 950.

Meads, n. meadows, fields.

Through tangled glens and wood-embosomed «*., ^. Ma6, ix. 51.
Meagre, adj. slight, sparse.
Whose meagre wants but scantily fulfilled, . . viii. 157.

Meal, n. repast.
Some impious and abominable tneal ... . Cycl. 35.A sweet draught after a sweet OTtfo/, 413.
his morning's THeal. Dcemon, 11. ga.
Over his loathe nual, laughing in agony, raves. Laon, ii.xxxvi. o.
Looked from their nual, x. xlvii '5

*

Did earn for her a meal of honesty, .... Mother^ Son, vi 8.
to the w^a/ Of silence, grandeur, and excess, . . Q. Mab. ill. 44.
Tastes not a sweeter Tneal. , m] ^7."

on that arm The worm has made his meal. . . m'. icq.
Sharing his morning's meal vii'i. 85!

Meals, n. repasts.
their meals, their slumber, Laon IX. ix. 6.

Mean, v. tr. (1) denote, import, indicate.
Whatcanitwffa«; . CA. iji 11. 463.
What may this ?«faw .> Faust, n. ^6.
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(2) intend.
you know I mean yoii Well Cenct, I. i. 48.
What mean you to do With me, you unkind God ? J^om. Merc. LI. 8.

What but mockery can they mean, . . . Jnv. Mis. XIII. 4.
The earth did never mean her foison CEdipus, II. ii. 92.
What does the rascal mean or hope, Peter. VI. iv. 3.

(3) refer to.

will know The thing I mean and laugh at me,— Gisb. 77.
(I mean those more substantial pigs, . ... CEdipus, II. i. 38.
I WMdM not one ofye, Zucca, in. i.

mean, n. middle.
As the mean of two extremes— . .... Peier, Prol. 9.

mean, adj. (1) insignificant.
the idle mask Of author, great or nuan^ . . B. WilliaTns, IV. 6.

At length replies ; from his mean front, . . . Peter, VII. iii. 3.

(2) wretolied, poor.
The mean and miserable huts Q. Mab, II. 164.

(3) vile, shameful.
His will, with all mean passions, bad delights, . Prom. IV. 406.
royal murderers, whose mean thrones Are bought Q. Mab, IV. 170.
All that is mean and villainous, JV. 184.
Bat OTea» lust Has bound its chains V. 166.

(4) adj. absol. persons of low rank or character.
Great and mean Meet massed in death, . . . Adonais, xxi. 5.

Meaner, adj. (X) more Insignificant.
The Fathomless nas care for ?«eaK£r things . . Hellas, 16^.

(2) baser, less wealthy.
from the dust Of jneaner thralls, Laon, IV. xx. 3.

(3) slighter, less important.
Those hosts of meaner cares IX. ix. 9.

meanest, adj. (1) most contemptible, basest, most in-

significant.

Shalt thou strike dumb the »«<jk«j/ of mankind ; Cenci, II. i. 119.
Never inflicted on the meanest slave II. ii. 50.
The meanest or the noblest life III. i. 236.
the proudest heads under the meanest feet. . Ch. ist, 11. 426.
Yet not the meanest worm, Dcemon, I. 183.

)i ,, ,, Q.Mab,l.3y2.
mterests. That sway the meanest being, . . 11. 104.
the meanest worm that crawls in dust .... iv. 96.

(2) commonest, coarsest.
so that the meanest food was weighed .... Loon, X. xviii. 8.

(3) adj. absol. lowest, poorest persons.
Which from the meanest I have borne Rosal. 1233.

Ueanest, v. tr. impliest, signifiest.
What meanest thou ? Hellas, 786.
What meanest thou ? Prom. II. iv. 150.

meaning', «. (1) the gist of things.
tillweaKzw^on his vacant mind Flashed . . . Alastor, 126.

(.2) significance, import.
Lured by the gentle ?«eaKZK^ of his looks, , . 102.
Thouffh node its meaning fathom may :

—

. Faust, I. 6.
yet gleam With such deep meaning, Julian, 149.

meaning, pr. pple. intending.
Meaning to build a villa on my vines .... Cenci, I. i. 18.
And meaning if I could to starve them there. . i. i. 134.

Meaning', adj. significant.
But stopt, and beckoned with a meaning smile, Rosal. 92.

'*'Meaning'less, adj. without significance.
it could not be That it was meaningless; . . . Laon, VII. xxi. 4.
Of fanatic rage and meaningless revenge— . CBdipus, II. ii. 94.
Its features were fixed and meaningless, . . . Q. Mab, I. 141.

Meanings, n. (1) expressiveness.
With gentle meanings, and most innocent wiles, Alastor, 442.
(2) imports, significations.

Evasive meanings, nothings of much sound, . . Q. Mab, iv. 234.
Meanness, n. vileness, baseness.
Earth's pride and m. could not vanquish thee, . Dcem^n, ll. 296.

17 " . ,. j" ,.",", " !• Q- Mab, IX. 203.
Vanquished earth s pnde and meanness, . i. 126.

Means, v. tr. (1) signifies, implies.
What »«iZKj this change of cheer? . '.

. . . C«K«, I. iii. 44.What W(!fl«j this scrawl? V. ii. 178.Cry peace, and that means death when monarchs
speak. Hellas,o6g.

Ye were injured, and that »2c<i«i memory. . . Ode, Arise, -iZ.
And means—being interpreted— Peter III v 2

(2) intends.
Who flies not to-night, when means he to fly ? . Faust, II. 207.

Means, ». (1) instrumentalities, possibilities.
These responses are means towards some end . Calderon I. 148
irreconcilable Good and the jKeaKj of good; . . Triunith 2\i
(2) methods, plans of action.

Orsmo, Whatarethe»zcaKj.J Cenci.iw.i. 2%.%
stick not even at questionable means Ch. ist, II. 20^!.And by what means} . . , ,„i
not «ea».r for being blest,-. .:::;: ; A;«r, lll.'xix.'2.
(3) accidents, circumstances.

All was prepared by unforbidden »2iaKi . . . Cc«« iv iv 29
(4) with by= certainly, of a surety.

By no means.— q ,

By all means he must be blinded,
.'.'' _ ^?|"

Meant, v. tr. (1) implied, intended, had in mind,
an inquiring brow On what I Tneant; .... Cenci, II. i. 109.

She meant not any ill II. i. 130.

(2) indicated.

And if this meant a vision long since fled— . E. Williams, V. 4.

If it meant fortune, fame, or peace of thought— v. 5.

If it meant,—^m.1 1 dread To speak v. 6.

which only meant That she could die Rosal. 322.

(3) referred to.

We are even Now at the point I meant, . . . Julian, 94.

(4) purposed.
on the port by which they meant to dispeople . Ch. ist, II. 384.
who nought knew or meant But to obey : . . . Laon, VII. viii. 7.

'meant The second Peter ; Peter, Prol. 6.

Meant, pp. intended.
was /M«a«/ To aught good use ; ... . . Cenci, w. \. \20.

Beams that were never Tneant for thine, . . . Coleridge, 14.
Meant to express some feelings of their own ; . Zucca, v. 4.

Meanwliile, adv. in the meantime.
Meanwhile an Arab maiden brought his food, . Alastor, 129.
Meanwhile Conduct these culprits each to sepa-

rate cells; Cenci, V. ii. 190.
il/ficMzcAz/eWe must begin first where your Grace Ch. 1st, 11.340.
Meanwhile We two will rise, Epips. 540.
Meanwhile the day sinks fast, Ginevra, 106.
Meanwhile the sun paused Julian, 53.
The broad star Of day meanwhile had sunk . . 133,
the hope which wildered it has lent Meanwhile, . Laon, iv. xi. 9.
meanwhile The Tyrant peoples dungeons . . . ix. xxiv. i.

And Calumny jneanwhile snail feea on us, ix. xxxi. i.

night's gloom Meanwhile had fallen on earth . ix. xxxv. 9.
Upon the floor Meanwhile sat Peter Bell, . . . Peter, I. viii. 4.
Meanwhile \hy spirit lifts its pinions . . . Protn. II. v. 85.
and wwffWzyAi/^ In mild variety III. iii. 114.
Meanwhile, from the hold, One deck is burst up Vis. Sea, 34.

Measure, v. tr. (1) mark the length of.

That Tneasure and divide the weary years . . . Prom. I. 363.

(2) exhaustively explore.
I measure The world of fancies . Epips. 69.

Measure, n. (1) limit, degree.
Exceed all nieasure of belief? Cenci, in. i. 189.-
And near him stood, glorious beyond measure, . Love, Hope, 3.

(2) act, proceeding.
You think by some measure to dispatch him, . Cycl. 446.

(3) time, pace, cadence.
Their blood beats one measure Fugitives ill. 8.
Moving his feet in a deliberate Tw^Aywr^ . . Hom.Merc.lv.6.
and to the measure Of the sweet lyre, , Lxxll. 4.
When it hears thy harp's wild measure, . . . Sophia, in. 4.

(4) rhythm.
Such as in measure were called poetry, . . . Julian, 542.
In a wild measure songs to make Peter, V. vii. 3.
Let me set my mournful ditty To a merry meas.. Rarely, IV. 2.'

(5) means of estimating.
Which is the measure of the universe ; . . . Prom. 11. iv. 73.

(6) dance.
But now, oh weave the mystic measure .... iv. 77weave the web of the mystic w!eMM>-«; . . . . IV. 120.
Mix with each other in tempestuous measure . Triumph, 141.
moved in a m.easure new Yet sweet 377,

(7) proportion.
In just and equal ?«tffl.y«r^ all is weighed, . . ^. jl/ad, v. 235.

(8) form, manner.
has been dealt in another measure. . ... St. Dejection, in. 9.

Measured, pp. regularly marked off.
measured by the pants of their calm sleep. . Epips. 535.

Measured, ppl. adj. (1) deliberate.
And killed them in a kind of measured manner ; Cycl. 390.
(2) rhythmical.

It can talk measured masin eloquently. Horn. Merc Lxxxi 8
(3) regulated, regularly recurring.

the »z«aj«»-«rf breath Was now heard there ;— . Laon, xi. v. i.
Arises from Its »!eas!(>-«rf motion St. Dejection 1\ i
(4) well-considered.

Declare with »Keasa«<f words AfBj.4, Lxxlll. 3
(5) moderated.

with a calm and measured voice Pr. Athan. II. ii. 54.
Measureless, adj. immeasurable.
And measureless ocean may declare as soon . . Alastor ma
Oibiis measureless. lixefmUA Ode to Heaven Ki.
dark, far, measureless, Orb within orb, .... Prom. 11. i. 116.

Measures, n. choruses, melodies,
are your Sicinnian measures Even now the same, Cycl. 42
Better than all measures Of delightful sound, . Skylark, 96.

*Measurest, v. tr. gaugest.
and thou measurest the stars

; Hellas 74^
Meat, n. (1) flesh of animals used as food.
Here is not anything, as I said, but meat. . . . Cycl 127But wztfo:/ is a sweet remedy for hunger 128
There is boiled nteat, and roast jneat, .

'

,.5
Seized with a sudden fancy for fresh meat, . '. '. Horn Merc. XI. ..
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For the sweet savour of the roasted wsa/ . . Hom. Merc^xii.i.
And meat^ and beer, and tea, . . ... Peter^ III. vii. 2.

(2) food generally.
And the fool's 7nea£ and drink Faust, I. 62,

Grace after meat? Peter^ VI. v. 3.

meat and drink enough,— Vll. v. 4.

Uecliauic, n. one engaged in mechanical labour.

they feed On the ?«tfc^«iVJ labour ; Q.Mab^m.iio.
Mechanic, adj. practical.

apprentice me To some tnechanic trade? . . . Cenci, II. li. 7.

*S[echanist, n. one skilled in mechanics.
Would think I were a mighty mechanist, . . Gtsb. 16.

^BCechaiiized, pj>l. adj. worked mechanically.
of the human frame, A meckanized 2M.tomaXon. Q. Mab^ ill. 180.

Medea, n. a celebrated sorceress, daughter of .^etes, king of

Colchis.
O, for Medea's wondrous alchemy, . . . Alastor^ 672.

*Media, n. a name in Fiordispina.
Under the withered arm oi Media Fiordispina^ 53.
Poor Media! you tire yourself with talk. . . . 61.

Mediation, n. use of intermediate agencies.

by this Tnediation To the just point. ... . Calderon, I. 174.

*Mediative, adj. intervening.

needs No mediatise signs of selfishness, . . Q. Mab, V. 232.

^Mediators, n. channels.
the mediators Of that best worship love, . . . Prom.. III. iii. 58.

Medicine, n. (1) art of healing.
All prophecy, all medicine are mine, Apollo, VI. 4.

(2) remedy, palliative.

Its tnedicine is tears,— its evil good B. Williams, II, 8.

think to find In scorn or bate a m. for the mind . Julian, 355.

Medicine, v. tr. Fig. cure, heal,

to medicine Such sweet and bitter pain .... Lerici, 37.
Could medicine the sick soul to happy sleep, . . Witch^ XVII. ^.

Medicines, v. tr. Fig. cures, heals.

From that sweet sleep which medicines all pain. Julian^ 499.

Medina, n. the sacred city of Arabia where Mohammed
was buried.

the Arab menaces Medina, Hellas, 581.

Meditate, v. intr. ponder, reflect.

We meditate In secret joy and hope Prom.. 1. 184.

Meditation, n. reflection.

Wrapped in some fi^ed and fearful meditation, . Cenci, 11. i. 30,
To those, who meditation slighting, Peter, iv. iv. 4.

The sage in meditation found, St. Dejection, ill. 4.

Meditations, n. reflections.

didst transcribe all taught By loftiest meditat. ; Marenghi^ vil. 2.

Mediterranean, n. the Mediterranean Sea.
The blue Mediterranean, where he lay, . . . Ode W. Wind, ill. 2.

*Medusa, n. a Gorgon, daughter of Phorcus, and mother of
Pegasus,

Like those who saw Medusa. . .... Fausi^ II. 389.

Meed, n. reward.
Its glory the Tneed of the slain Devil, XI. 6.

Theirs is the toil, but mine the meed— .... Falsehood, ^7,
Shall be the kingdom's heir, a glorious meed! . Laon, x. xli. 7.

Let his friend's welfare be the warrior's meed. M. N. Post. Fr. 14.

The patriot's meed, toil, death, and infamy. . . Marenghi, xi. 6.

This is the OTc^f/ of virtue; Q.Mab,J,i86.
But, were it virtue's only meed, II. 59.
And Heaven, a meed for those who dare belie . iv. 218.

More daring crime requires a loftier meed: . V. 205.

Meek, adj. (1) gentle, mild.
But tender-hearted, foeek and pitiful Cenci, I. iii. 13.

Thy milky, m.eek face makes me sick with hate! li. i. 122.

And see how meek, how pitiful, how staid, . , . Dante Conv. 45.
While the meek blest sit smiling ; Fr. Satire, 6.

A wolf for the »M^A Iambs

—

Julian, 117.

soon he raised His sad m.eek face 285.

my heart grew calm, and I was m.eek and bold. . Laon^ Ded.iv. 9
my mien grew calm and meek, .... . . III. vii. 4.

For benefits and meek submission tame .... Prom. i. 379.

Who meek and sober kissed the sportive child, . Q. Mab, ix. 55.

(2) submissive.

I know a charm shall make thee meek and tame, Cenci, I. iii. 167.

but she now Looked m.eek— Julian, 601.

the torturer who had bound Her m,. calm frame, Laon, IV. xix. £,

(3) used satirically.

grind The gentle spirit of our meek reviews , . Gisb. no.

^Meek-eyed, c. adj. unaffected.

Which meek-eyed courage decked with freshest

grace ; Q- Mab, IX. 71.

jMeekly, adv. (ironically), humbly.
In one of which he meekly said ; Peter, VI. xxxvi. 2.

Meekness, n. gentleness.

Such strength is in meekness Prom. II. iii. 94.

Meet, V. I, ir. (1) receive.

spread his arras to m.eet Her panting bosom ; . Alastor^ 183.

To meet the kisses of the flowrets there. . . Dcemon, II. iii.

„ „ „ „ . . . . Q. Mab,y\\\.\o&,
how horrible It was to meet my love Julian, 462,

To meet thee over the rejoicing plain, Laon^ II. XKxviii.5.

For with pomp to meet him came, Masky XV. i.

To meet the quiet ofa summer's noon Q. Mab, VII. 266.

(2) incur.
And meet lone Death on the drear ocean's waste \Alastor, 305.
At length shall mset its destiny Frem-ble Kings^ 4.

(3) confront, encounter.
Let nothing meet her eyes Calderon, III. 14.
Let nothing «?£«/ her ear ill. 16.

Where is Orsino? Let his eye meet mine, , . . Cenci, V. ii. 177.

rush impetuously To meet tne evil ones ; ... Faust^ \i. 237.
Who meet its ghastly stare are turned to stone, . 11. 388.

I must dare nor tremble To meet those looks . . Laon^ II. xlvii. 2.

nor raised his looks to meet The gaze .... V. xxii. 3.

that sight to meet. Mine eyes and my heart ached, vi. Hi. 5.

her touch would meet Mine, vii. xxi. 4.

did fear yet dread To ft^et thy looks— . . . M. W. G. \. 4.

thy lips did meet Mine tremblmgly ; . . . . iv. 3.

To meet his mute and faded smile, Rosal. 912.

(4) come face to face with, fall in with.

until I meet you. here. Princes and kinsmen, . . Cenci^ l. iii. 120.

Such lovely ministers to m.eet Coleridge, 5.

until ye m^et Marina, Vanna, Primus Epips. 600,

What, if there no heart will m.eei His Bug. Hills, 28.

it is not well To m^t it— Faust^ 11. 385.
such as it has been my doom To nuet with few, . JulianyKq/a.
and my spirit sprung To meet thee Z-aon^ Dea. Vll. g.

To meet thee, long most dear ; . .... v. xlviii. 7,

Dream thou'lt meet thy dear one, Mary, who died., II. 7.

To meet his pensioned Parliament Mask, xxi. 4.

Yet never fneet them, tho' we hear them oft : . . Prom. II. ii. 68.

We part from friends we m.eet with here ? . . . Questions, 2.

(5) satisfy, gratify.

Which I could nuet not by my daily toil. . . . Cena\ II. ii. 9,

(6) be equivalent to, make up.
Will scarcely fneet the arrears Ch. ist^ II. 332.

(7) find, come upon.
Seemed now to meet reality. Q. Mab, I. 198.

(8) answer.
I will evoke-, to meet thy questioning. .... Vll. 66.

II. intr. (1) come together.

Great and mean Meet massed in death, .

ere thou and peace may fneet. . . .

we cannot Tueet As we were wont. . . .

When next we meet—may all be done

!

And the river-eddies meet
How many meet, who never yet have met,

I demand if ever we Shall meet . . .

there we shall meet again
Where the earth and ocean meet, . . .

With interlaced branches mbc and fneet, . .

shadows of the waves that nt. Near to the shore,

Wandered with mine where earth and ocean nteet,

Never will peace and human nature fneet . .

We part to meet ag'ain-

we f?uet again Within the minds of men.
And all her children here in glory meet .

And joy was ours to ?«£^^."

then fneet The vulture, and the wild-dog,

we parted then, never again to meet/
Never but once to fneet on Bartfa again

!

again We meet;

. Adanazs, XXI. 6.

. April, 1814, 16-

. Cavaic. II.

Cenci., III. ii. 91.
. Cycl.so.
. Ginevra, 118.

. Gisb. 130.

. Hellas, 395.

. Jane^ fnviin, 67.

. Laon, Bed. II. 4.
I. xix. 8.

II. XXV. 5.
Ii.xxxvii.4,

II. xlviii. I.

II. xlviii. 6.

V.^<!7«f,3,i4.
VI. hv, I.

. X. ui. 5.

. XI. vi. 9.
. XI. vii. I.

„^ _ , . XII. xxiv. 9.

In one spirit meei^^A mingle Love's Phil. I. 7.

God hears my prayer—we fneet, we m.eet again. M. N. Post. Fr. 20.

All part, in happier plight to »«£^ again. . . . CEdipus, I. 4.14..

And all these fneet a.t levees
;

— Peter, III. xii. i.

Say not those smiles that we shall ?neet again . Prom. II. 1. 124.

Behind, its gathering billows fneet .... 11. ii. 61.

Which «wfi^from all the points of heaven, . . . in. iii. 41.

We fneet again, the happiest change of all. . . III. iv. 85.
that they may fneet in smiles, IV. 199.
Where friends and lovers meet to part no more. . Q. Mab, IX. i6.

recurs, Even here where now we nuet. . . Rosal. 66.

they fleet Diinded, till in death they meet .• . , . 627.

And oft in evening did we fneet, 781.

Which wrapt us soon, wh.en we might ffuet, . . 810.

That death and he could never fneet^ 842.

The grave yawns,—we fneet there St. Ir. (3) XVII. 5.

may we nuet In one El3reium St. Epips. 95.
We meet not as we parted, We fneet., I. i.

(2) unite.

When strength and beauty fneet together, . . . Epithal. 13.

Will our hopes, our fears, and our labours, nuet. Falsehood, 48.

Our joys, our toils, our honors nuet 93.

the sweet And subtle mystery by which spirits m. ? Fiordispina, 77.

to fneet below Round the rent heart Julian, 125.

And Poverty and Shame may fneet and say— . 371.

in tumult welling il/tftf/ in the vale, Mofit B. 123.

(3) join battle.

The Snake and Eagle fneet— Laon, i. xxxiii. 9.

Meet, adj. suitable, fitting.

He tried the chords and made division meet . . Horn. Merc. ix. 2.

victims brought—soft looks and speeches meet. . Laon, v. xxxv, 9.

Meeting, pr. pple. coming together, uniting.

dying gasps Of the life meeting, vi. xxxvi. 4,
winds from distant regions tneeting there, . . . ix. xii. 2.

Meeting in this fair solitude : Rosal. 158.
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Ueetlng*, ///. adj. which touch or approach.
the cove Is closed by meeting h2iXiV.'&^ Alastor^ 406.
The meeting \>Q\^.^^% and implicated leaves . . 426.

Meeting, n. coming together.
Sweet meeting by sad parting to renew ;— . . Gisb. 322.
whom now strange wfte/iMjf did befall . . . . Laon^'v. xiii. 4.

Meetings, n. [1) festive gatherings.
And in my absence from your merry meetings , Cena\ I. iii. 5.

(2) business assemblies.
because he Attended public meetings, .... (Edipus^ i. 197.

Meets, V. I. tr. (1) comes upon.
Autumn's evening m.eeis me soon, Eug. Hills, 321.

(2) finds, encounters.
but when one meets Another at the shrine, . . . Laon, IV. xiv. 4.

(3) joins.

When soul m^ets soul on lovers' lips, Prom. IV. 451.

(4) incurs.

spreads death around—Then, shuddering, meets
his own. . . . Q, Mah^ II. 178.

(5) receives.

by the blazing faggot meets again III. f^^.

(6) contronts.
Whom their pale mother's . . . gaze For ever «*., V. 118.

31. intr, joins.

Scarce -meets across his princely paunch, . . . Devil, xv. 3.

Melanclioly, n. (1) depression of spirits.

Such melancholy as thou feedest Calderon, ill. 165.

(2) sadness personified.
Custom, and Hell, and mortal Melancholy— . . Laon,v. Song, i. 5.

Melanclioly, adj. {!) sad.
Wake, melancholy Mother, wake and weep! , . Adonais, III. 2.

strange webs of OT^/flwc^o/v mirth April, 1^14, 12.

Thou melancholy thought Cfalderon, III. 35.
I have a weight o{ -melancholy thoughts, . . . Cenci, I. ii. 36.
Have given you that cold melancholy look, II. i, 51.
if you Have any word of melancholy comfort . . • v. i. 67.
In -melancholy loneliness, Dismon^ li. 100.

„ „ ,, Q. Mah, vin. 95.
seize with sweet and -melancholy thoughts . . . Faust^ r. 108.

Then rising, with a melancholy smile Julian, 512.
'Twould make George Colman melancholy^ . /'eter, vi. xxxii. 3.

it stands to tell A melancholy tale, Q. Mad, II. 117,
let us pursue The melancholy loves of Gallus, . Virgil, 9.

(2) gloomy, sombre.
Afar the -melancholy thunder ilioaned, .... Adonais, xiv. 7.

a wide and melancholy waste Alastor, 273.
And nearer see the melaficholy form ... . Calderon, il. 42.
The -melancholy tnountain yawns Cend, III. i. 257.
A melancholy light, like the red dawn, . , . Faust, 11. 98.
The »/fi/aMt«(?/v moon is dead: 11.185.
the melancholy ruins Of cancelled cycles ; . . . Prom., iv. 288.

and a pleasure hid In melancholy gloom, . , . Witch, xxxvill. 5.

(3) mournful.
the death dirge of the melancholy wind : ... Dixmon, II. 212.

with breath Of melancholy sweetness on the wind Eleg. Bion. 7.

And what art thou, O, melaficholy Voice? , . . Prom., i. 152.

The melancholy winds a death-dirge sung : . . Q. Mad, ix. 104.

Her melancholy shriekings roll St. Ir. {4) iii. 4.

fMelaucIioly, adv. gloomily.
But see how melancholy rises now, Faust, II. 17.

*Melcliior, n. Shelley's friend Edw. Williams.
Melchior and Lionel were not among those ; . . Serchio, 36.
Impatiently said Melchior, .... . . 62.

Weaving his idle words, Melchior said : ... 69.

when Melchior brought him steady :— ... 86.

*Melite, n. the island of Malta.
Ortygia, Melite, and Calypso's Rock CEdipus, I. 170.

Melodies, n. A. Lit. sweet tuneful sounds.
Rekindled all thfi fading melodies, Adonais, II. 7.

With its own deep melodies, .... Bug. Hills, 365.
Wrapt in sweet wild melodies— Fr. Pleas. 4.
The ?^tf/(7ii'/i2j of birds and bees, GuitarJane, yi.

Clothe in the light of his loud melodies;— . Ho-m.. Merc. LXXiii. 4.

and sweet m.elodies Of love Z,aow,viI. xxxii. 6.

Low, unintelligible melodies, .... ... UnJ, Dr. 142.

Soft -melodies, as sweet as April rain 182.

the mute Persuasion of unkindled -melodies, . . Woodman, 60.

Mixed with the stringfed melodies that won it . . Zucca, X. 6.

B. Fig. harmonies.
I have unlocked the golden melodies Fr. A Soul, 8.

Melodious, adj. (1) tuneful, sweetly sounding.
Mourns not her mate with such -melodious pain ; . Adonais, xvil. a.

Breathed o'er his dark fate one -melodious sigh : . Alastor, 59.
Lashing with -melodious wave Eug. Hills, 186.
What made its music more melodious be, . . . Laon, i. xix. 3.

the unintelligible strain Of her melodious voice . I. xx. 4.

m.elodious falls did burst and shiver XII. xxxiv. 5.

But more melodious than the murmuring wind . Orpheus, 36.
• the fountains, whose melodious dew . . . Triu-mpli, 67.
Melodious Arethusa, o'er my verse Shed thou . Virgil, i.

(2) harmonious.
'Tis the melodious hue of beauty Medusa, II. 6.

^Melodiously, adv. tunefully.
walk upon the sea, and chaunt?wc/(?rfiow3'/3'/ . . Prom. n. v. no.

^Melodize, v. intr. harmonize.
And melodise with man's blest nature there. . . Dcemon, 11. 80.

„ „ n ,. n • • Q.Mab,vni.69.

Melody, n. (1) tunefulness.

thy song Flows on, and fills all things with /«.— Con. Sing. IV. 3.

Have made their path oi melody, . . . . Prom. IV. 198.

Satiate the hungry dark with melody;— . . Woodman, 5.

(2) tuneful music.
sweet dance and fnelody, Cycl. 29.

Floated to strains of thrilling melody Dcemon, I. 237.

Were they not deaf to all sweet melody / . . . Epips. 8.

whose voice was venomed melody —— 2$€).

This wandering -melody until it rests Among lone

mountains P^- Silence, 8.

Daughters of Jove, whose voice is -melody, . . . Horn.. Moon, i.

Whilst the dews of your melody scatter Delight. . Jane, III. 5.

fragments of roost touching -melody, . . . Julian, 221.

his melody Is interrupted— • 265.

The which I make, and call it melody. . . . Cane. 1$.

Arises with the awakening melody M.N. Despair, \o.

And heavenly jgestures suit eethereal melody. . . M. N. Ravail, 32.

When windsDlow loud, pines make sweet melody. Moschus, 9.

Prophetic echoes flung dim -melody. . ... Ode Lib. iv. 5.

a sound Of deep and fearful -melody. . . . Orpheus, 55.
Like footsteps of weak -melody: Prom. II. i. 89.

Whilst all the winds with -melody 2uX^ ringing. . . —— II. v. 77.

With love, and odour, and deep melody . . , iv. 330.
Floating to strains of thrilling melody . . . . Q. Mab, II. 48.

As from thy presence showers a rain oimelody. . Skylark, 35.

Rebuked the infant spirit of melody . . . St. Epips. 104.

The sphere whose light is -melody to lovers— . . Xrium.ph^ 479.
Its shape was such as summer melody .... Unf. Dr. 21$.

(3) air, tune.

An lacchic melody Cycl. 59.
there seemed to creep A melody, Haon, xil. xvii. 9.

The wings of the weak -melody, .... . Prom. II. ii. 33.
The melody of an old air . Rosal. 1098.
woven into one Oblivious melody, . . . . Triumph, 341.
Sleeps like a tnelody of early days. . .... Unf. Dr. 102.

(4) sweet sound.
whose strange fnelody Might not belong to earth. Loon, l. xix. 1.

With her sweet accents

—

2l -wWd melody / . . . ii.xxviii. 5,

(5) applied to pleasing consonant thought.
until thought's melody Become too sweet . . . Epips. 560.
Strange melody with love and awe Ode Lib. ix. 12.

(6) verse, poetry.
A happy life for this brief melody, Hom.. Earthy 27.

unknown graves Of the dead kings oi Melody. . Naples, 39.
their living -melody Tempers its own contagion . Triumph^ 276.

*Melon-seeds, c. n. seeds of a melon.
something in the mould hke Tnelon-seeds, . . . VhJ. Dr. 143.

''"Melons, n. an edible fruit {Cucumis vield).

Melons, and dates, and figs, Imoh, v. Ivi. 5.

Melt, V. I. tr. A. Lit. consume.
And m.eli it out with fire—... . . Cycl. 460.

B. Fig. dissipate.

At night they were darkness no star could fnelt, . Sensit. PI. III. 77.

II. intr. A. Lit. (1) sink down,
like fiery dews that -melt Into the bosom . . Epips. 1 10.

(2) liquefy, dissolve,

may waste and -melt In the white furnace ; . . . Laon, ix. xi. 3.

shall burn, and rnelt, and flow, x. xxxviii, 5.
Melt on the surface of the level flame Witch, xxx. 8.

B. Fig. (1) become softened.

Yet melt in tenderness ! Laon, II. xxxii. 8.

And made them tnelt in tears of penitence. . IV. xi. 4.

(2) blend.
seemed to m.elt., Like cloud to cloud, Peter, IV. iii. 4.

(3) disappear.
We melt away, . . ... . . . . Prom. rv. 24.

Melted, v. intr. Fig. (1) were moved or softened.
some wept, . . . Some melted into tears . . Ginevra, r8i.

(2) passed.

The chains of earth like mist «M//tf^ away, . . . iizow, V.xxxvii. 3.

Melted,//, dissolved.
Fell, and were meltedhy the youthful glow . . Triumph, 513.
seemed melted into emerald fire .... . . Unf. Dr. 136.

Melting, /r. ///(?. Fig. (1) ebbing.
till life seemed melting thro' their look, . . . Laon, IV. xiii. 6.

(2) blending.
When tneltingiato eastern twilight's shadow, , Q. Mab. i. 97.

Melting,///, adj. A. Lit. dissolving, liquefying.

Where the melting hoar-frost wets Jane, Invitn, ^y.

B. Fig. affecting, moving.
With Tnelting rapture, or sweet awe, . . . Prom. il. ii. 44.

Melts, V. intr. (1) vanishes.
The verse that would invest them -melts away . . Fr. Thoughts, 2.

(2) gathers.
Melts around thy flight ; . . . . . . . Skylark, 17.

'^'Memoirs, n. biographical history.

Baron de Tott's Me-moirs beside them lie, . . . Gisb. 98.

Memorable, adj. (1) notable, well-remembered.
The mcTnorable torturers of this land, .... Cenci, II. ii. 48.

3 L
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(2) worthy, distinguished.
More ^temorabh than a beast's, . . . Ch. isty II. 159.

Uemorial, n. reminiscence.
some mefnorialX^nt Which Strang me to my toil— Laon^ II. xxvi. 4.

Memorials, n. monuments, mementoes.
poring on memorials Ofthe world's youth, . . Alastor^ 121.

Memories, n. recollections.

nor wewzo^'/ej Of tranquil childhood; . . . . CV««, III. i. 290.

Twining memories of old time ^^f[- Hills^ 158.

Moods like the fnentories of happier earth, . . Fr. Calm^ 2.

Charged with light jnem.. of remembered hours, . Julian^ 31.

Memories which found a tongue, Laon^ I. Ix. p.

Cast off their memories of the past outworn ; . , V. xlii. 3-

il/<?OT(7rzei', like awful ghosts Vl.xxyii. 4.

Like broken ««tf»«7r/ej of many a heart . . . , vil. iii. 2.

Memories that make the heart a tomb, .... Past^ II. 3.

TWfiTTwrz'tfJof an antenatallife Pr. Aihan. l. gi.

For long departed meTnories! Rosal. 386.

^Memorize, v. tr. render memorable.
May memorise their flight with death :<... Cenci^ III. ii. 76.

Memory, n. ^1) as a personification or mythological

character.
Swift as a Thought hy the snake Memory stung, Adonais, xxii. 8.

Oh, memory/ permit it not Calderon^ ll. i.

Memor;^ may clothe in wings my living name . Gish. 11.

the quaint witch Memory sees ... ... 132.

Leaving no figure upon memory's glass. . . . Hellas^ 131.

Rise, Memory^ and write its praise! . yaw^, Recoil. 4.

Memory gave me all of her . Lerici^ 20.

Which the veiled eye of Tnemory Pr. Athan. i. 99.

(2) recollection.

With food of saddest memory kept alive, . . . Adonais^ xxvi. 5.

and be the memory Of thy late suffering, . . Calderon^ II. 82.

The object of desire or mefnory^ . . . . —;— _il- 93-
a secret written On a thief's memory ? . . . . Cenci, V. ii. 106.

And with thy memory look on thy friend's mind, Ch. ist^ I. 89.

Folds all thy memory doth inherit . . . DeBmon, i. 80.

O ye Halcyons o{ memory, Far,faraway, i. 2.

The least of which wronged Memory ever makes Fr. Home, 2.

Like memory of music fled,— .... . Int. Beauty^ I. la
severeth Our memory from itself, ... . Julian^ 129.

she her ^temory tasked 595-
Whose limits yet were never memory's theme : . Laon, ill. 1. ^.

In hues which, when thro' fnem. waste they flow, ill. xxiy, 8.

winged hours which speechless mem-ory cl^ms, . VI. xxxi. 9.

in my memory Had made its lair, ... . vil. xxv. 3.

To blot thee from my memory / . . . .M.N. Melody, 16.

When memory came ; • • ^^^enghi, XXV. 2.

Music, when soft "voices die, Vibrates in the
memory— Music, ivken softvoices^ 2.

Ye were injured, and that means memory. . . . Ode-, Arise, 35.
CBdipus, I. 291.

. Peter. V. xi. 2.

. Pr. Athan. II. ii. 63.

Prom. I. 71.

II. i. 8.

Q. Mab, I. 174.
II. 113-

Rosal. 44.
283.

563-
1 195.
122 1.

1261.

1310.

. Sonn. Nile, g.

. St. Dejection, v. 9.

. Triumph, 199.

330-
W.Shel.vi.j.

. Cane. II, 2.

Adonais, L. 5.

oft Her -memory has received a husband's
without a sense Of memory, . .

thy memory Is faithful now— . . .

although no memory be Of what is hate,

Thou comest as the -msmory of a dream,
the sting Which retributive memory implants

' the memory Of senselessness and shame— . .

And my o'erburthened memory Seeks yet .

the shadow cast By the mewtory of the same

!

Thy memory for a term may be My monument,
No memory more Is in my mind . . .

No doubt, though jnemory faithless be, . .

dim tnemory Disturbed poor Rosalind : . .

Such flowers, as in the wintry memory bloom
O'er Egypt's land of Memory floods are level

like joy in memory yet . .

Before thy memory, I feared, . .

Nor other music blot from memory.
This hour will in thy memory
The mem.ory of thy grievous wrong Will fade

^3) monumental record, memorial,
who planned This refuge for his memory, . . ,...._
And leave . . . what memory of our having been ? Cenci, V. iii. 44.

Sculpturing records for each mem-ory In verse, . Dcemon, i. 259.

(4) remembrance,
mourning tlie mem.ory Of tliat which is no more, Alastor, joy.

What name, what place, what m. shall be mine? Cenci, III. i. ys.

I will bequeath The memory of these deeds, . iv. i. 52.

To decorate its m,emory, Damon, 11. 219.

These votive wreaths of withered memory. . . . F^ips. 4.

So let their memory be Efitaph, 2.

and thy dead memory Has lain from childhood, . Fr. Dead, 2.

And searedst my memory o'er them,— .... Julian, 433.

wilt thou bend No thought on my dead memory? 492.

and cered over their memory 614.

dear to memory. Like tokens of the dead :— . . Laon, li. ii. 3,

whose lips sliallbiess Our ?««zw(?0'i • •
• " "'" "

Her m.emory, aye, like a green home . . . .

the enduring wifwz^rjv Of sages ... ...
Thine image with her memory dear— . .

And slowly shall its memory, .......
though thy memory claim From Brutus his own

glory— Otho, i. 2.

In metnory of the tidings it has borne ; . . Prom. lii. iv. 115.

The deathless mem.o7'y of that man, ... . Q- Mab, ill. 165.

the grave Has swallowed up thy memory . . IV. 261.

Shall live but in the memory of time, . . . V. 257.

Have faded from the memory of Time, , . VIii. 46.

II. xlviii. 8.

VII. xix. 5.

IX. XV. 2.

xii.xxiv.8.
xil.xxix. 8.

glows above To decorate its Tnemory, . . . Q. Maby IX. iii.

Turn, as 'twere but the memory of me, . Rosal. 38.

And on his memory cling, . 259.
Like tombs to mark the memory 7%at timey II. 5.

When memory, the ghost, their odours keeps . Unf. Dr. 83.

:I:Mempliis, n. a city of Egypt.
Memphis and Thebes, and whatsoe'er of strange Alastor, 1 12.

Free through the streets of Memphis^ .... W^tch^ Lxxv. 7.

Men, n. (1) human beings, mankind.
Wh^ didst thou leave the trodden paths of ^nen . Adonais, xxvii. 2.

So is it in the world of living men : . . . xxix. 5.

A phantom among nun ; companionless . —— xxxi. 2.

From trees and beasts and m^n XLIII. 9.

m^n Go to their graves like flowers or creeping
worms, Alastor^ 621.

and many worms And beasts and men live on, . 692.
All men delight in sensual luxury, Cenci^ \. i. 77.

All men enjoy revenge ; i. i. 78.

Men, by St, Thomas ! cannot live like bees,* . I. i-__io5.

And follows me to the resort ofmen, .... II. ij- 134-

stir up ^nen^s minds To black suggestions ; . II. ii- 150.

and tneirown wrongs Into the hands of men/ . III. i. 1S3.

Thro' infamies unheard of among »f^«.- , . . IV. i. 81.

A thousand daily acts disgracing men ; . . . . IV. iii. 29.

chosen forth Out of the multitude of living m,en . V. ii. 80.

the extreinest generation 0(men innumerable, . Ch. 1st, II. 254.
Whose reign is men's salvation 11. 481.
Much more such mercy among men would be, lil. 4'-

Oft hast thou turned from THen thy lonely feet. . Coleridge^ 6.

These lone rocks are bare of men. ... . Cycl. 109.

And I grow hungry for the flesh of men. . . 228.

The greatest among men for joy of life. . 529.
This is a god who never injures men. . 531.
Blasting me hopes oimen, . . . Damon, I. 261.

Have shone upon the paths of »«^«— .... II. 2S1.
'

Then haste Over the hearts of 9nen, . . R^ips. 600.
Men must reap the things they sow, Sug. Hills^ 231.

I observe only how men plague themselves ;— . Faust^ I. 41.
Jl/«« have ever built Their own small world . . II. 242.

Men and the world with fine malicious . , . II. 303.
a billow in the crowd Of common men, . Fr. ofDream, 2.

To make tnen wise and just ; Fr. Satire^ 10.

anatomize The purposes and thoughts ofmen . Gisb. 161.

stake Their empire o'er the unborn world of nun Hellas, 444.
that sea of men Sleeps on the wrecks it made, . 593.
On all this world of men inherits Their seal is set. 702.
But raised above thy fellow men By thought, as

I by power - 739.
and men, and beasts, and flowers, 777.
Directs the torrent of that tide of men, . . . • 840.
Over the heads of men, . 90S.
Cease! must ?nen kill and die? , . . . io97-

The life of mortal men . Hom^. Earth, 10.

In the deep night, unseen by Gods or Men, . Horn. Merc. I. 7.

A pretty torment both for gods and men . —— XXVII. 6.

bearing light to men
fierce dogs watched there, unanimous as men.
To rule the ghosts of men, unblest as they.

Addressed the Supreme Lord of Gods and M. :—

- XXXI. 2.

- XXXII. 8.

- XLIII. 8.
- LXI. 8.

The Ol3mipian Gods and mortal men among

;

LXXV. 4.
with Gods and men even from that day Mingled, xcvil. 3.

A wonder and a sign to mortal men. . . . Horn. Moon, 19.

Of mortal m,en and the eternal gods. .... Horn. Sun, 12.

taming the eternal kings Of Heaven, and men, . Horn. Venus^ 4-

arise From m^n—the eldest of Divinities. . . , 30,
nor mortal men, nor gods .... . . . 33.
Away, away, from m^n and towns, ... . Jane, Invitn^ 21.

'Tis strange men change not Julian, 115.

Who reigned, before Religion made fnen blind ; ifo.

I live to shew How much jnen bear and die not ! 460.
Most wretched men Are cradled into poetry by

wrong, 544*
charm the minds of men to Truth's own sway . Laon, Ded. x. 6.

If men must rise and stamp with fury blind . . xrv. 3.

In all resorts of men—invisible, . . i. xxx. 4.
since far from men I dwelt, i. xxxvi. i.

to abide That blasting curse ?wfi« had no shame— ll. iv. 5.

on the paths of men their mingling poison thrust. II. iv. 9.

Well might nun loathe their life, . . II. vii. 6.

and thrtf the paths of 7M£« Will pass, . , . 11. xlvi. 8.

we meet again Within the minds of nun, . . . • II. xlviii. 7.

and 7M. aspire to more Than they have ever gained IV. xii. 8.

a trance which awes The thoughts of nun with
hope

—

IV. xxvii. 4,
Its witnesses with men who must hereafter be. V. xxxix. 9.

to inchant The faiths of m^n : V. xliv. 4.
To m. astonished eyes most clear and crystalline. V. xlvi. 9.
Comest upon the paths of nun!— V.6'i?w^,3.i2.

And that men say, God has appointed Death vill. vi. 8.

Love ! who to the hearts of wandering nun . vill. xi. i.

o'er the heads of men Pass harmless, . , . vill. xx. 8.

Me?i shall learn truth, , xi. xxi. 5.

and nun Expect the second ; . . . . xil. vi. 3,
O'er the heads of men—so fast Mask, xxx. 2.

that a chief Among; nun^s spirits should be cold My headiswUd,^^
Drove the astonished herds of jnen Ode Lib. iii. 15.

Men started, staggering with a glad surprise, . xi. 14.
Sucked from met^s hearts ; CBdipus, I 189.
1 can give not what men call love, . . . . One ivord, II. 1.

a deed it was to bring Tears from all nun— . Otho, II. 6.

Gods and men, we are all deluded thus ! . . . Pun, ill. 8.
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Men oftentimes prepare a lot ^^^^^), ^^' "' 3'

Apart from tnen. as in a lonely tower, .... Pr. Athan. I. 33.
though men might start, i. 44.
thou eA-er soarest Among the towers of men^ . , 11. iv. 12.

Thou floatest among men ; . . . . . 11, iv. 15.

and men shall gather ashes. ... . Prol. Hellas^ 159.
That apparition, sole of w««, he saw Prom. i. 194.
Dreams and the light imaginings of »««, . i. 200.
heroes, men^ and beasts ; I. 206.
For men were slowly killed by frowns and smiles : I. 590.
drank the love men see Reflected in their race, . 11. iv. S3.

And men and beasts in happy dreams . . . lii.iii. 103.
And the wretch crept a vampire among nien^ III. iv. 147.
by wretched m,en were borne lir. iv. 165.

And slain among Tnen^s unreclaiming tears, . . III. iv. 187.

All men believed and hoped, is torn aside; . . iii.iv. 192.

"Whilst each to tnen^ and beasts, IV. 526.
Gods, and tnen^ and beasts have birth, .... Proserp. I. 3.

In the unfailing consciences of men^ Q. Mao, I. 170.

Makes slaves of fnen, and, of the human frame, -. III. 179.
make fnen The playthings of their babyhood, . lii. 210.

that peace Whicn men alone appreciate ? . . . in. 213.

The race of men Chosen to my honour, .... vil. 114.
revenge (Which you, to men^ call justice) . . vil. 126.

Where kings first leagued against tne rights of »?., Vlll. 1S5.

And then men ownea they were the same. . . . RosaL 435.
But then men dreamed the aged earth . . 602.
Among the works and ways of men / . . . 607.
Then He past amid the strife of men^ . . . 629.
yet all m.en loved Young Lionel, 673.
and -men Were trampled and deceived again, 703.
desires and thoughts, that claim Men^s care— . 726.
To do on men his least command

; 750.
By nten to bind but once provided, 847.
I am one Whom vten love not,— - . St. Dejection, V. 6.

Silence and twilight, unbeloved of men, . . Summer-Evg. 5.

Of all that men had thought before, Tasso, Song, I. 6.

Throned in the thoughts of wr^w, .... . Triumph^ 267.
If men could drink of those clear vials, . . . Wi'tcA, xvil. 7.

Men from the Gods might win that happy age . xviii. 4.

till fnen should live and move ' XVIII. 7.

the pranks she played among the cities Of mortal
men . . LXXVIII.2.

(2) people generally, some people.
And that unrest which 9nen miscall dclighL . . Adonais, XL. 3.

Which you scarce hide from mcn^s revolted eyes. Cenci, I. i. 14.

as men Watch meteors, but it vanished not— . I. i. 50.

As to my character for what men call crime I. i. 68.

Who, if a father's curses, as men say^ . . I. iii. 84.
that wretched Beatrice Men speak, of, ... . III. i. 44.
Men wondered how such loveliness . . . . III. i. 370.
Be he who asks even what -men call me. . . iv. i. 108.

and men Envied his state : IV. iii. 52.

Men cast the blame of their unprosperous acts . v. i. 25.

As men wear daggers not for self-offence. . V. i. loi.

The reverence living in the minds of m.en . v. ii. 146.
Which is or is not what men call a crime, . , v. iii, 84.
For men to point at as they i^ass, . . . V. iv. 152.

Men take a sullen and a stupid pride .... /^r. Satire, 38.

And what men think of it, 'twere not amiss. 48,

Had past out of men^s minds into the air. . . Ginevra, 173.

Who shall not come, m. say, in clouds and glorj', Hellas, 599.
or the sneers Of erring judging men ... . 978.

his straight lips werelientj Jli^w said, . . . . iL^o«, V. xxxvi. 8.

To make fnen weep exulting tears, V.xxxviii.6.

why m.en have chosen me To be the Priestess V. xlviii. 3.

Men say they have seen God, .... . VIII. vii. i.

such debate Men held with one another; . . . Pr. Athan. 1. 112.

Or walks thro' fields or cities while men sleep, . Prom: III. iv. 12.

and m.en walked One with the other .... in. iv. 131.

To doubt the things m,en say, or deem . . RosaL 516.
Men wondered, and some sneered to see 6^$.
And in thestreets men met each other, . . 713.

a trial, I think men call it . 867.

And men have heard the prisoners say^ . . . 927.
Men scarcely know how beautiful fire is— Witch, xxvil. 3.

(3) persons (collectively).

from savage men. His rest and food Alasior, 80.

dead m.en Hang their mute thoughts . . . 119.

All men who do or even imagine ill Fly me, . Apollo^ III. 3.

the multitude Of blind and madding men— . . Cavalc. 6.

Which are, I think, the checks of other m.en. . . Cenci, i. i. 85.

But such as 7Hen like you would start to know, . I. i. 8g.
Old m.en are testy and will have their way ; . . • I. ii. 74.
The sense of many best and wisest fnen? . . . I. iii. 134.
Men, like my father, have been dark and bloody, II. i. 55.
So men sit shivering on the dewy bank, , . . li. i. 126.

You judged that Tnen were bolder than they are ; II. i. 156.

For m.en shall there be none but those who dare II. i. 165.

I hear A busy stir of men about the streets ; . II. i. 175.
and hard, cold men. Smiling and slow, . . v. iv. 112.

a solemn dream From which men wake Ch. 1st, I. 19.
As if he trod upon the heads of /«e« 1-59-
When lawyers mask 'tis time for honest men . I. 75.
Nor is it half so greedy of ?«£«'J bodies . I. no.
I^t all the honest men . . 11. 6$.
And of good ynen, as ye are ;— ... . in. 19.
Hate men who cant, and men who pray, . . Critic, il. i.

Skins torn from livfng men, . Vcemon, l. 265.
For jnen of power provides thus well, .... Devil, xvii. 2.'

They started from dreams of slaughtered men, . Falsehood^ 54.

Laon, I. xuv. 4.
II. ix. 3.

II. xi. 3.

II. xvin. 7.

IV. viii. 9.

IV. xiii. 3.

IV. xxiii.' 4.
IV. xxviii.4.

V. xi. 4,

VI. xlvi. 9.

VII. xli. 8,

IX. xiv. I.

IX. xiv. 9.
IX. xvi. 8.

X. v. 3.

X. xiv. 8.

X, xlvii. 3.

XI. xix. 8.

dancing just like w^w and women Faust,M.%^%.
What men gain fairly,—that they should possess, Fr. Feo. Eng. 8.

The compound voice of women and of 7M<j« . . Ginevra, <yj.

and men who know and do the right. . . . Horn. Venus, 18.

I knew that there were crimes and evil -men, . . Hope, Fear, 7,

All that vain m.en imagine or believe . . . Julian, 44.

as msn study some stm)born art ....
And shared m fearless deeds with evil msn.
But, from the sneers of m.. who had grown hoary
But dwellings of a race of mightier men, . . .

like other men could weep Tears which are lies,

And all the ways of m. among mankind he read.

And young men gather when their tyrants sleep,

Men make them arms to hurl down tyranny, . .

Pour on those evil »ten the love that lies . . .

even the slaves who kill For hire, are men ;

babes, and men, slaughtered confusedly. . . .

And moved as fnen in whom new love ....
And grave and hoary men were bribed . .

old times and ?nen had quelled . . .

the rule of men was over now,
heartless things Whom slaves call men: . . .

with speed. Men brought their atheist kindred
and that unholy fnen,
The fnen of faith and law then
By thy false tears—those millstones braining m.— Ld. Ch. xiIi. 4.

Men of England, heirs of Glory, . ... Mash, XXXVII. i.

This is Slavery—savage men, Li. i.

Men of England, wherefore plough Men ofEng. i. r.

Mirth which women, men, and boys Wake Mother <^ Son, VII. 7.

Naples ! thou Heart oifnefi which ever pantest . Naples, 52.

And men on men, ... Ode Lib. Ii. 15.

Men of elory in the wars,— ... . . Peter, in. ix. 5.

Did all that men of their own trim . . . iv. v, 3.

Men of science, wit, and leamin^f, . IV. xix. 2.

And men of learning, science, wit, . . . iv. xx. i.

By men of whom they never heard, -. . VI. viii. 4.

grew like wisest »«£M / Pr. Athan. \\.\. 17.

Oft, as men convulsed with fears, . . . Profn. \, 76.

Vexing the self-content of wisest Tnen : . . . j. 4.87.

Which lonely fJt. drink wandering in their youth, II. iii. 5.

Round foodless men wrecked on some oozy isle. ii. iii. 46.
Hard-featured men, or with proud, angry looks, in. iv. 41.

the rush of men Inebriate with rage :
- . . . Q. Mab, IV. 44.

Of all the fnen Whom day's departing beam iv. 48.
the dread eloquence of dying men, . . V. 208.

Men, women, children, slunt away, . . . Rosal. 520-
That poor and hungry men should break 069.
And when fnen drove me forth .... 881.

To make men tremble who never weep Sensit. PL in. 21.

They from the throng r^me7t had stepped aside, Serchio, 37.
comfortable fnen Gather about great fn^es,

Old men and women foully disarrayed^ .

Gregory and John, and fnen divine, .

sate upon the fist Of common nten,

the seamen aghast Like dead fnen

(4) persons (specifically).

I hear steps of fnen approaching, . . ,

two men of honour take the fieH,

I have sent these men,
Those m,en, because I would not suffer

He roasts the fnen before they are cold, .

thinks you have to deal With men. . . .

Our squadron, convoying ten thousand fnen, .

the cottage crowded found With armed ffzen.

These bloody fnen are but the slaves . .

So vast that phalanx of unconquered fnen,

. Summer, 16.

. Triufnph, \6%.
2^8.

507-
Vis. Sea, 54.

. Calderon, I. 205.
1.241.

Cenci, ill. ii. 71.

Cycl. 208.

356-
Faust, II. 32.
Hellas, 481.
JLaon, III. vi. 8.

III. ix. 2.

VI. xii. 2.

(5) persons endowed vrith manly qualities, braveiy, &c.
but bear yourselves like men , . Cycl. 599.
these wolves, these any thing but men. . . (Mdipus, ii. ii. iig.
hell with fnen. And heaven with slaves

!

Q. Mab, VI. 70.

(6) human beings.
the board groans with the flesh of men ; . . Hellas, 937.

(7) companions, crew.
I can crush you and all your men together ; . . Cycl. 714.

(8) members of the human race regarded separately.
Man, oh, not fnen! .... Prom. iv. 394.
(9) servants.

the Count's fnen Were waiting for us . . Julian, 61.

Menace, v. tr. threaten.
never menace heaven until Scourged . . . Ch. ist, II. 219.

Menaces, ft. threats.

Whom you did urge with meftaces and bribes . Cenci, V. ii. 25.

Menaces, v. tr. tnreatens.
the Arab menaces Medina, . . ... Hellas, 581.

*Menalus, n. a mountain range in Arcadia, sacred to Pan.
Singing how down the vale o{ Mefialus .... Pan, in. 6.

Mend, v. tr, (1) ameliorate, remedy.
the which I sought to »«e«(af Ce««, in. i. 302.

t2) improve.
Will I throw to 7«£Wfi? your breeding ;— . . . Cycl. ^6^

Menelaus, ft. son of Atreus, and husband of Helen.
And so she left that good man Menelaus. . . . 163.

Mental, adj. of the heart or affections.

When fate has spared to rend some mental tie, Mot/ier^ Son, 11. 4.
Mention, v. tr. speak of by name.
whom it were not right To mention;— . . , Peter, 11. iii. 4.

31-2
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Uentions, v. tr. speaks of by name.
and which Ezechiel mentions (Bdipus, I. 153.

MeTchandize, n. commodities.
Strangers, and ships, and ««>rAfl«rf2>tf." . . . Q. Mab^ i\. 2a\.

Uercliaut, n. a trader.
Lilce a merchants vessel freighted Cyd, 508.
maltes pale The Christian merchant; . . . Hellas^ 326.

merchant, c. adj. attr. trading.
Our winged-castles from their merchant ships ! . 462.

Merchants, n. A. Lit. traders.
Look that those merchants draw not . , . Ck. 1st, II. 74.

B. Fi^.
Ruins the merchants of such thriftless trade, . Marenght^ I. 4.

Uercifnl, adj, compassionate, pitiful, benevolent.
Almighty God, how merayul thou art

!

. . Cena\ 11. i. 22.

Whom in one night mercijul God cut off : . . II. i. 135.
Believe that Heaven is merctfiil and just, . IV. iL 13.

As merciful God spares even the damned. . V. ii. 46.
be merciful. O King of Heaven! Loon, x. xxvii. 6.

Greatest and best, be merciful again ! . . x. xxviii. 5.

Merciful God Prom.. 11. iv. 18.

The we^rcz/a/, and the avenging God I . . . Q. Ma&, vi. 104.
Grew merciful^ like a parent's sway Rosal. 935.

+Mercifiilly, adv. compassionately.
And for thine own, mercifully to me ! . . . . Calderon^ III. 187.

Uerciless, adj. pitiless, stern.

No refuge in this merciless wide world ? . . Cenci, I. iii. 107.
When merciless ambition, or mad zeal, . . Q. Mab^ VI. 178.

but a corse Is tnerdless^ .... . . . Rosal. 463.
In his own heart 'twas merciless^ 753.

Uercnry, n. the Latin name for Hermes, the son of Zeus and
Maia.

(For Mercury first made the tortoise sing) . . Horn.. Merc. IV. 3.

Mercury first found out for human weal . xviil. 7.

Bore the Satumian's love-child, Mercury— . xxx\'ni. 6.

you unkind God?—said Mercury: .... Lll. i.

Thus Phoebus and the vagrant Mercury liii. i.

And Mercury with innocence and truth . • LXVII. 4.
Offspring of May, impostor Mercury / . . . LXXV. 8.

To whom thus Mercury with prudent speech :— LXXix. i.

from the look Of Jl^r£rM^_y then laughed . Lxxxv. 3,

Then Mercury sware by the Stygian dew, . . Lxxxix. 3.

'Tis Jove's world-wandering herald, Mercury. . Prom. I. 325.

Uercy, n. clemency, pity.

a deed where -men^ insults heaven . . . Cenci^ IV. iii. 30.
To ask the mercy he denied to me. . . IV. jv. 149.
If thou hopest Mercy in heaven, . V. ii. 133.

He will have mercy on us. , V. iii. sj.
And remorse waken mercy ? V. iv. 40.
And thank the mercy of insulted Heaven . Ch. 1st, l. 12.

turns Heaven's milk of mercy to revenge. . . I. 64.

And banish weak-eyed Mercy to the weak, . . il. 129.

Much more such *mercy'' among men would be, III. 41.

His -mercy soothed it to a dark repose : . . . Laoriy x. XDCxvi. 4.

Knelt for his mercy whom they served . . . xii. ix. 6.

Of delicacy, m^rcy^ judgment, law, (Bdifius, I. 328.

Whose mercy is a nickname Q. Mab, IV. 212.

Will blot in mercy from the book of earth. . . vi. 57.

God omnipotent. Is there no mercfi? VII. 129.

Mercy becomes the powerful—be but just

:

, VII. 133.

Babble of love and ?«fi?'cj', whilst their deeds . . Vll. 242.

that God in mercy gave That stroke Sunset, tj.

(O Heaven, have mercy on such wretchedness !) . TriuTnpk, 181.

Uercy, interj. a cry for pity.

Mercy! merc^!—How they thrili ! . . . . Hellas, 126.

Oh, mercy I viercy! We die with our desire: . Prom. I. 350.

Mercy! tnercyl • m. i. 63.

*Mercy-winged, c. adj. executing mercy.
the shaft Of ?»tf/'0'-H'2«^ei!^ lightning . . . Cenci^ Ul. ii. 4..

fKere, «. lake.

They pitched upon the plain of the calm mere. . WitcJi, Lii. 8.

Mere, adj. simple.

And mere astonishment would make you daft Hom. Merc. LVll. 6.

Mere wheels of work and articles of trade, , . Q. Mab, V. 77.

*Mergre, v. tr. overwhelm.
Would merge her in its depths, Mother^ Son, I. 12.

*XILeTged, pp. Pig. swallowed up.

AH the land's produce will be merged in taxes, . (Bdipus, 11. i. 16.

tUeridian, c. adj. attr. noonday.
as light from the m.eridian sun, .... , . Prom,. 11. iv. 4.

Merit, n. (1) desert.

that won by my high merit A king— Calderon, II. 112.

(2) prerogative.

it is thy merit To make all mortal business ebb
and flow Hom. Merc. Lxxxviii. 5.

Merit, v. tr. deserve.

I should merit Your fearful state Ck. 1st, ill. 19.

Merits, v. tr. deserves.
proportion to the fault The punishment it merits. Q. Mab, III. 85.

Merits, n. (1) essential circumstances.
You may refer the merits of the case ; . . . Calderon, i. 255.

(2) virtues, excellent deeds.
each troop emblazoning its m. On meteor flags; W^itch, Lii. 5.

Merlin, n. an enchanter of the Arthurian legend.
Will you hear Merlin's prophecy, Ch. ist, II. 370.

*Merrler, adj. (1) more pleasing.
where complaint had wzerrziff?' been fulian^2i'j.

(2) gayer, more cheerful.

In a »?£*-r/4?r glen to hoot and play, Rosal. 1^0.

Merrily, adv. (1) cheerfully.

Where the Grasshopper doth sing Merrily— . . /«©. Mis. V. 4.

(2) briskly.

The white clouds are driving merrily, .... Serchio, 5$.

Merriment, n. A. Lit. gaiety, mirth.

And task their love to grace his merriment, . . Cenci, I. iii, 32-

birds And merriment ax^ resonant around. . . Desnton^ II. 207.

and sent Into our hearts aerial merrintent. . . Julian^ 27.

gladsome birds And m,. were resonant around. . Q. Mab, IX. 129.

A thrilling peal of such sweet m€rrim,ent . . . Ifnf. Dr. 139.

B. ironically^ mirth.
Ye may soon share such merriment again . . Cenci, i. iii. 124.

Merry, adj, (1) festively employed, active.

And mock the merry worm that wakes beneath ; Adonais, XX. 5.

(2) gay, mirthful.
And in my absence from your merry meetings . Cenci, I. iii. 5.

Merry hours, smile instead, Dirgefor Year, l. 3.

The merry mariners are bold and free : . . . Spips. 414.
A merry club is huddled altogether: . ... Faust, II. 232.

Yet let's be merry: Gisb. 303.
Let me set my mournful ditty To a m.. measure. Rarely, IV. 2.

We are quite rnerry now : Good night. . . . Rosal. 85.

With many a prank and merry shout. .... 237.

(3) provocative of joy.
The music of the merry marriage bells, . . . Ginevra, 42.
Will mix it's music with that rnerry bell, . . . "jj.

(4) to make merry= to give oneself up to happiness.

My dearest Soul, will then make merry, . . Peter, VI. xxix. 3.

"^Meseezns, impers. v. it seems to me.
And gaily now meseems serene earth wears . . Z^aon^ TV. xxxii. 7.

:I:Mesopotaniian, adj. situated in Mesopotamia.
to torment Mesopotamian Babylon CEdipus, I. 156.

Messeug'er, n. (1) news- bearer.

by forcing some lone ghost Thy -messenger, . . Alastor, 28.

Chiding the tardy tnessenger of news .... Cenci, III. ii. 28.

How said the ^messenger—who, from the fort . . Hellas, 361.

(2) emissary.
'Tis a messenger Come to arrest the culprit . . Cenci, rv. iv. 21.

(3) communicator.
Thou messenger of sympathies, Int. Beauty, IV. 6.

Messengers,- ». (1) appointed instruments.

As if those dreadful arbitrating messengers . . Ch. 1st, II. 239.

(2) harbingers, forerunners.
Spring's -messengers descending from the skies, Laon^ Vll. xxxvii. 8.

Met, V. I. tr. (1) received.

Death rose and smiled, and -met her vain caress. Adonais, xxv. 9.

for since thy lip Met mine first, . . fulian, 468.

(2) fell In with, encountered.
I never Met a more learned person. ... . Calderon, I. 215.
She m-et me. Stranger, upon life's rough way, . Bpips. 72.

There was a Being whom my spirit oft Met . 191.

She m^t me, robed in such ecceeding glory, . 199.
We met the vultures legioned in the air .... Hellas, 515.
We m.et night three hours to the west of Patmos, 526.
Met with their cattle, Horn.. Merc, xlviii. 8.

I -met pale Pain My shadow, fulian, 324.
Met love excited by far other seeming .... '334.

the Snake then met his mortal foe. . . . . JLaon, I. xlvi. 9.

whose glance Met mine in restless awe

—

Vlll. xxvi. 9.
I met a. maniac, like he was to me, . . . M. IV. Fragtnt. 19.

What beauteous spirits met my dazzled eye ! . . M. N. Ravail, 29.
I met Murder on tlie way— . . Mask, li. i.

I met a traveller from an antique land .... Ozym. i.

Met his own image walking in the garden. . . . Prom. i. 193.
And in the streets men met each other, .... Rosal. 713.
when next day the maiden and the boy Met one

another, Witch, ijcxvi. 6.

II. intr. came together, joined company.
since last we -met, Cenci, III. i. 13S.

Know that since we -met ill. 1. 347.
Who met in innocence and died in sorrow, . . . Fr. A gentle, 2.

if ever we Shall meet as then we ?net;—•. . . Gisb. 136.

Met in triumphant death; ... Hellas, 401.
They met—they parted— .... ... fulian, 608.

, why they parted, how they met: 610.

strange names, which never fnet Before Laon, x. xxxj. 3.

When once we met, xii. xxiv. 4.

From that grey stone where first we nut . . . Rosal. 544.
Thou well rememberest when we met no more, . 595.

Met,//. (1) joined in union.
Where Strength and Beauty met together, . . . Bridal, i. 2.

When Stren^h and Beauty, tnet together . . Bpithal. (2) 24.

(2) experienced.
I Have -met with much injustice Cenci, V. iv. 81.

(3) assembled.
And in the lighted hall the guests are met; . . Ginevra, 107.
Or those in pTiilanthropic council -m^t, . Gisb. 27.

The senate of the Gods is wz^^, Prol. Hellas, "jt,.

The dark-robed priests were met around the pile
; Q. Mab, Vll. 3.
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(4) come together.

How many meet, who never yet have tnei^ . . . Ginevra^ ii8.

'Tis long since thou and I have fnet; Rosal. 2.

(5) encountered.
Had mei him, since he killed Apollo's kine, . Ifom. Merc. xxiv. 5.

in fear has mei Spring's messengers .... Laon^ Vll. xxxvii. 7.

Uetal, n. reined mineral ore.

The fnetal before it be cold ; Death Nap. 38.
Proteus transformed to metal Gisb. 45.

Uetaphor, n. (l) analogical illustration.

A Metaphor of Spring and Youth Epips. 120.

(2) empty representation.
A crownless metaphor of empire : Hellas^ 567.

(3) index, sign.

rapt fancy deemeth it A metaphor of peace ;— . Q. Mab^ iv. 15.

Ueteox, n. A. Lit. a luminous body or appearance.
And, as a dying -meteor stains a wreath .... Adonazs, xil. 7.

And like a sudden meteor. Or«c. 34.
Like a meteor^ whose wild way ^ug. HUlSy 258.

A cloud-encircled m,eteoroi\ki& air, . . . . Gisb. 207.

A -meteor tamed
;

284.
Like a living meteor. Guitar jane, 22.

a faint meteor ^N\\\ arise Lighting him .... Hellas^ 176.

A wandering Meteor by some wud wind sent, . Laon^ VI. xxxii. 4.

The il/fi^tf(7r shewed the leaves VI. xxxiii. i.

The vteteor to its far morass returned: . . . VI. xxxiv. i.

Or like a Tneteor^ or a war-steed's mane, . . CEdipus, li. i. 102.

And as the m.eteor''s midnight flame, Rosal. 017.
There the ftteteor lay, Panting forth light . . Uhf. Dr. 130.

Like a meteor of light o'er the waters! . . Vis. Sea, 165.

And then into a meteor, Witch, III. 5.

a noon-wandering meteor flung to Heaven ; . . XLVI. ^.

B. Fig. (1) tbe moon.
as the divided frame Of the vast meteor sunk, . Aiasior, 651.

(2) the sun.
the sunken meteor gleams. . . . . . Laon, xil. xxi. 9.

Meteor, c. adj. attr. A. Lit. astroidal, meteoric.
When weary meteor lamps repose, Rosal. 551.
Which the meteor beam of a starless night , There is no work, 2.

each troop emblazoning its merits On th. flags ; . IVitch, Lll. 6.

B. Fig. brilliant, dazzling.
The sanguine sunrise, with his meteor eyes, . . Cloud, 31.

^Meteor-Hireathizig', c. adj. fire-ejecting.

Like a volcano's meteor-breathing ^zsva., . , Prom. 11. iii. 3.

*Meteor-happiness, c. n. happiness brilliant but transient.

placed afar The meteor-happiness, Q. Mab, iv. 101.

Meteors, n. A. Lit. pi. of Meteor.- A. Lit,
as men Watch meteors, but it vanished not—. . Cenci, i. i. 51,

Flashing incessant me'eors. . . Deemon, i. 147.
Till like two meteors of expanding flame, . . . Epips. 576.
O'er the wide wild abyss two m-eteors shone, . . Laon^ i. xxvi. 3.

And horned moons, and meteors strange and fair, I. Hi. 8.

Like meteors on a river's grassy shore, .... i. Ivi. 4,
Wild flew the m.eteors o'er the madden'd main M. N. Fragm,t. 14.

Dank lurid -meteors shoot a livid gleam ; . . . M. N. Ravail, 2.

The meteors of midnight recoil from his figure, M. N.Spec. Hors.^x.
Ascends to flow like meteors thro' the night, . . Prom., il. ii. 79.
And long blue meteors cleansing the dullnight, . III. iii. 117.

Gleam like pale meteors through a watery night. IV. 516.
and ye untameable herds Meteors and mists, . . iv. 547.
semicircled with a belt Flashing incessant fn. . . Q. Mad, i. 236.
Girt there with blasts andywe/fiorifTempestdwells Sonn. Nile, 6.

The meteors will linger round my flight, . . . Two Spirits, 15.

the radiance of fear Is outshining the meteors / . Vis. Sea, 74.

B. JFig. (1) bright flowers.

And the meteors of that sublunar heaven, . . . Sensit. PL ll. 10.

(2) blight-drops.
And unctuous meteors from spray to spray ^— III. 78.

MetMnks, impers. v. I think, it seems to me.
Meihinks she must be nigh, Said Mary, . . . Asiola, l. 2.

Must have, methinks, the advantage Calderon, I. 181.

Meihinks her sweet looks, Cenci, l. i. 44.
My breath Comes, methinks, lighter, .... IV. iii. 43.
Methinks that 1 shall never sleep again. . . v. iii. 6.

Methinks it is too saucy for this presence. . . . Ch. ist, il. 35.
Methinks they scarcely can deserve our fear. il, 302.

And less m-ethinks is found by the road. . . . Faust, II. 202.

Methinks even you must grow a little older : . . Horn.. Merc. XV.4.
Had struck, rnethinks, his eagle spirit blind . Julian, 51.

Methinks there were A cure of these 228.

not, methinks, as othersknow, For theyweep not; Laon, I. xxxvlii. 2.

Methinks, it is a power which thou bestowest, . II. xl. 3.

Methinks I grow like what I contemplate, . . Prom. I. 450.
And yet methinks it were unkind .... . Rosal. 3.

TM^/Ami^j even thou mayst guess;

—

Triumph, ^02.
Methinks This word of love is fit . . . . Unf. Dr. 41.
Methinks too little cost We tneet^ V. 1.

Method, n. manner, way.
a cheap or easy method Of dealing . . . . Ch. 1st, li. 89.

Methodism, n. a term of ridicule for religious profession.
Gin—suicide—and m.ethodism, Pete7- III. vi. 5.

Methouffht, impers. v. I thought, it seemed to me.
Methought I saw a crown figured upon one tip, . Ch. 1st. II. 4^2.
Methought I was a billow in the crowd .... Fr. ofDream, i.

at night, methought in dream Laon, i. xlii. i.

Even then, meih., with the world's tyrant rage II. xxii. 4.

Methought, upon the threshold of a cave . . ill. ii. 6.

Jl/<!Mow^^/ that gate was lifted, III. xxv. i.

Yet stiir?«£/^i?M^:^/ we sailed, until aloft . . . III. xxxiii. 3,

One who, m.., had gone from the world's scene, iv. xxx. 5.

all the while, methought, his voice did swim, . V. iv. 5.

Methought I was about to be a mother— . . . VIl. xvii. i.

Methought, after a lapse of lingering pain, . . VII. xvii. 8.

ilf«M(7M^>&/ I felt her lips and breath ... . vil, xix. 8.

Methought her looks began to talk with me ; . Vll. xxi_. r.

Ere night, methought, her waning eyes .... Vll. xxii. i.

and yet methought My breasts were swoln Vll. xxiv. i.

Methought enthron'd upon a silvery cloud, . . M. N. Ravail, 24.

Methought he rashly cast away his harp . . Orpheus, 44.
Methought As we sat here, Prom. II. i. 133.

Meth. among the lawns together We wandered, II. i. 143.
Methought that of these visionary flowers . . Question, V. i.

Till they met/tought felt still and cold : . . . Rosal. 1178.

And the stars fnetkou^ht gi^vj unlike ours, . . 1202.

Methought I sate beside a public way .... Triumph, 43.
methought that in the way The throng grew wilder, 74.
And that the grass, which ?«tfMo«^A/hung so wide 185.

Methought a star came down from heaven, . Unf. Dr. 127.

methought I saw A glassy vapour 234.

Metre, n. rhythm, verse.

Wrapt in weeds of the same fnetre, , . . . Peter, Prol. 4.
In poetic metre. V. x. 5.

To make a better thing of metre ... . . VI. xxxv. 3.

Light the vest of flowing m,etre She wears ; . . Witch^ Ded. v. 5.

^Metropolis, n. chief city, capital.

the aspect bore Of some imperial Metropolis, . Fr. ofDream., 6.

Metropolis of a ruined Paradise ... . . Naples, 5J.
Metropolis of the western continent: Q. Mab, II. 188.

Like a vast fane in a m.etropolis l^oodman, 56.

Mettled, adj. spirited.

The mettled horses in the torchlight stir .... Ch. 1st, i. 144.

Mewed,^, enthralled.
In which the half of humankind were m-ewed . . Laon, li. xxxvi. 5.

'I'Mewin^, pr. pple. Fig. prattling affectedly.

There are mincing women, mewing, Peter, III. viii. i.

Mice, n. pi. of Mouse, smaller species of genus Mus.
it seemed to me that the very 7n. were consulting Ch. 1st, II. 441.
The many-coloured mice, Faust, II. 7^.
What, though no m. are caught by a young kitten, Witch, Ded. I. 5.

Mid, prep, contraction of amidst, amongst.
mzV/ those battling tides Is left, Alastor, 393.
When m.id soft looks of pity, there would dart A

fiance _ . . . Z.flo«, IV. vl. 7.

her sad task of unregarded love, . . v. xxi. 8.

'Afz't/ the misery and confusion Peter, II. x. 2.

Were neither «w/<f the mighty captives seen, Trium.ph, 135.
Nor mid^e ribald crowd that followed them, . 136.
And rested ''mid the plants of India, Unf. Dr. 128.

Middle, n. (1) midst, mid-course.
A red mouse in the middle of her singing . . Faust, 11. 373.

(2) centre.

With lead in the middle— . Gisb. loi.

Midnight, n. (1) 12 o'clock at night.
no, at midniff-ht a.nA alone Cenci, i. i. 147.
'Tis midnight, and Or^ino comes not yet. . . iii. ii, i.

'Tis scarce midnight. . iv. ii. i.

That a heUish shape at m.idnighi led Rosal. 150.

(2) dead of the night, late in the night.
And solemn midnighfs tingling silentness

; . . Alastor, 7.

At 7«zV«2^^/ The moon arose; 351.
Ere midnighfs frown and morning's smile, . . April, 1814, 16.
The cloud shadows of m.idnight possess . . 17,
Since, on an April midnight, . Cenci, I. ii. 5.
Leaves midnight to the golden stars, or wan Gisb. 259.
'Twas midnight, and around, a shoreless stream, L.aon, i. xxiv. 4.
^Tv/as fnidnight j\avj .... v.xxxvii.i.
that moonless tnidnight— xi. viii. i.

That thus at m.id, thou dost quit thine home ? M. N. Fragmt. 22.
Will sweep at midnight o^er the wilder'd wave

;
26.

'Tis midnight now—athwart the murky air, . M. N. Ravail, 1.

The meteors oitnid. recoil from his figure, . MN.Spec.Hors.^i.
Moan and yell loud at the lone hour oim.idnight, 49.
At dreaming midnight o'er the western wave, . Ode Lib. xi. 13.
a transient flash On which the midnight closed, Q. Mab, ill. 149.
Startling pale niid?iight on her starry throne ! . IV. 40.
To alight on midnights dusky plain, . . Rosal. 1044.
In the sky of midnight dark and deep : . . . 1138.
She must quit at deep wzaTMz^^/ her pitiless home. St. Ir. (6) I. 4.

(3) Fig. darkness.
And profoundest midnight shroud the serene

lights of heaven . Aprils 1814, 4.
But mine is the midnight of Death Moonbeam., II. 6.

Midnight, c. adj. attr. (1) i 2 o'clock at night.

Pass onward to to-morrow's midnight hour . . Cenci, lii. ii. 75.

(2) enveloped in the darkness of midnight, having the
look of midnight.

I am as one lost in a midnight wood, .... n. ii. ^3.
Or moonlight on a midnight stream, . . . Int. Beauty, ill. n.
as when low winds attune The midnight pines ; . Zaw«,iii.xxviii.8.
The plain, . . Skirted the midnight Ocean s glim-

mering flow, . . .
"^ V. i. =;.
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I sought the cold brink of the midnight surge, M. N. Fragmt, lo.

It lietri, gazing on the midnight sky, Medusa^ l. i.

and the midnight sky Flares, .
^

IV. 7.

as clouds that veil the tnidnigki moon ; ... Mutability^ i.

(3'( occurring in the middle of the night.

By the midnight breezes strewn ; . . . . Cloudy 48.

Northe wolf in his fttidnight ^iVO'fjX. . . . . Faust^ II. 139,

The midnight conflict of the wintry storm, . Q. Mab^ Vll. 263.

And as the meteor's fnidnighi flame ... . Rosal. 017.

And the wild midnight storm St. Ir. (s) xi. i.

On some frail bark in winter's m,idnight roar : . Wordsworth^ 8.

Uidnig'lits, n. Fig. periods of darkness.
To light the midnights of his native town ! . . Q. Mab^ V. 146.

Midst, prep, contraction of amidst = amongst.
Midst others of less note, came one frail Form, . AdonaiSy sxxi. 1.

Uidst, n. centre, middle.
I' the midst was left, Reflecting, Alastor^ 384.
here place it in the midst. . Cycl. 554.
Where in the midst of all existing things . . Dtxtnon^ I. 207.

a Fane Stood in the midsi^ girt^by green isles . Laon^ l. xlviii. 8.

One seat was vacant in the midst^ . . . 1. 1v. i.

rear Its pile i' the midst ; ... ... V. xl. 5.

in the midst I paused, and saw . .... vi. xvi. i.

I' the midst appears Laon,

—

. . . . xil. ii. 8.

And in the miast^ afar, xii. xli. 4.

And howls in the m.idst of the leafless wood. M. N. Spec. Hors. 33.

and a fountain Leaps in the midst Prom. III. iii. 14.

way Lay through the tn. of an immense concave, Q. Mab^ I. 232.

In the midst ofa city vast and wide. . . . . Rosal. 860.

in the midst of which appeared A spirit .... Unf. Dr. 137.

Uidway, adv. halfway.
The peak whereon we stand, midway^ around, . Prom. II. iii. 24.

*ICien, n. appearance, manner, demeanour.
sad Urania scanned The Stranger's m.ien^ . . Adonais^ xxxiv. 6.

I fear thy w/^w, thy tones, thy motion, . . Ifearthykisses^ll.i.
Her ntien had been imperious, Julian^ 600.

her melodious voice and elo(^uent mien; . . iMOn^ I. xx. 4.

its sweet looks and mien divme

;

... . II. xxii, 3.

my mien grew calm and meek, lii. vii. 4.

Yet in my nollow looks and withered m.ien IV. xxx. 2.

Was walking with a quiet mien : Mask^ xxxii. 4.

Beyond whose night he saw, with a dejected m. Ode L.ib.'K. 15.

from his dress and Tnien . Peter^ i. i. 3.

his wan visage and his withered mien . . Pr. Aihan. II. i. 35.

as the culprit passed with dauntless mien, . . . Q. Mab., vii. 5.

His port and "m-ien bore mark of many years, . VII. 73.

Till slowly from his mien there passed . . . Rosal. 785.

Yet o'er his talk, and looks, and mien^ . 803.

his m.ien Sunk with the sound relaxedly ; . . . 1169.

Which, dilating, had moulded her m.. and motion Sensii. PI. II. 7.

Miffht, n. (1) power.
The beauty and the joy of their renewed m.ight. . Adonais, xix. g.

Shamed by the presence of that living Might . . xxv. 2.

until its spacious ^ight Satiate XLVli. 5.

The breath whose might I have invoked in song LV. i.

Good minds and open actions take new ntighty . Apollo^ III. 5.

not disdaining even a borrowed might; . . . Epips. 362.

As divinest Shakespeare's might Fills Avon . . Bug. Hills^ 196.

Spring beneath the wide world's might; . . 2^6.

The spirit of God with might unfurled . . . Hellas, 47.

by the miffht Of winning music, Hom^ Merc. LXXI. 2.

perceive tny might and majesty— ... . lxxx. 8.

Beneath the m,ight of the Cemlean-eyed ; . . . Horn.. Min. 11.

first in glory and in might. . Horn. Venus, 36.

the gentle might Of earliest love, Laon, VI. xxxix. 7.

To prove her dreadful might . . . . Love, Hope, 13.

its pinions disarrayed of might, . Ode Lib. xix. 11.

He proudly thought that his gold's might . . Peter^ IV. xix. 4.

Witli the strange m,iffht of unimagined pains . . Prom.. I. 366.

tho' under my wrath s Tnight It climb the crags

of life, III. i. 13-

When thou didst cry, Insufferable might/ . III- i. 37.

Put forth thy might. in. i- 61.

Let the Hours, and the spirits of m. and pleasure, iv. 79.

Come, swift Spirits of might and of pleasure, . IV. 131.

And the Spirit oiMight, iv. 148.

the m,ight Of earth-convulsing; behemoth, . . . IV. 309.

the might of healing spring;s is poured ; . . . IV. 390.

Of love and might to be divided not iv. 395.
Beauty, majesty, and m^ight, ... . iv. 482.

their might 'Exce.^ds our organs Sensit. PI. iv. 22.

The purple noon's transparent tnight, . . . , St. Dejection, I. 4.

their might Could not repress the mystery . Triumph, 212.

(2) strength.

And bursting in its beauty and its might . . . Adonais, XLIII. 8.

His name, that shadow of his withered Tnight^ . Hellas, 568.

And British skill directing Othman m-ight, . • . 1019.

And whilst the might of glorious Vulcan . . Hom.Merc.xlx. 5.

such vtight was in the God .* • • ^^^- ^
Is clothed with speed and might and manliness, LXiii. 3.

felt in his veins the might Of virtuous shame . . Laon, VI. viii. 7.

I saw the shape its might v/Kich swayed, . . . vi. xx. 6.

the warrior's might Was loosened, . . . . X. xxv. 4.

we have defied Thy fearful zw/W/// . . x. xxvii. 4.

The dreadful might of ever-living limbs .... Prom. III. i. 22.

(3) force.

By the m.ight of evil dreams . Eug. Hills, 177.

(It is, you will allow, an oath of might) . . Horn. Merc. LXV. 2.

Oh, what a m. Of human thought was cradled . Laon, v. ii. 4.

as thro' their ranks with awful might, .... Zmok^ vi. xix. 8.

the tumult of their might Borne on all winds. . vr. xliv. 5.

Vaulted with all thy congregated might . Ode W. Wind, II. 12.

Shall flee, like mist from a tempest's m.ight. . . Prom. IV. 146.
And whilst the sleeping tempest gathers might . Triumph, 82.
Hurried on by the might of the hurricane : . . Vis. Sea, gg.

(4) invigorating qualities.

And liquors clear and sweet, whose healthful m. Witch, XVII. i.

might, aux.v. subj. ofMay, denoting probabilityor possibility.
tho' mine eyes might speak A subtle mind and

strong Laon, iv. xxix. 8.

'twas her brother's face—It might resemble her— iv. xxx. 7.

A vision which aught sad from sadness m.. allure. -—- iv. xxxii- 9.

UEig'lLtier, adj. (1) more powerful.
By love, or dream, or god, or m.ightier Death, . Alastor^ 428.
But a far mightier wisdom Calderon, ill. 121,

Mightier toils than Troy Are these:— . . . Cycl. 337.
and a mightier brood Crouch round Hellas^ 317.
Subdued the . . , Latonian, ... to his tn. will ; Horn.. Merc. LXXI. 3,

nor in painting's light, or mightier verse, . . . Laon, i. I. 5.

But dwellings of a race of mightier men, . . . li. xi. 3.

and does the mightier world of sleep .... Mont 3, 55.
Fear not, but gaze—for freemen mightier grow, Naples, 87.
When one, like them, but fntghtier far than they, Ode Lib. xil. 9.
Hades or Typhon, or what mightier Gods . . Prom. i. 212.

made a third Mightier than either, III. i. 44.
Mightier than thee

:

ill. i. 55.
as if some controul, Mightier than life, were in

them

;

. . Witch, LXix. 5.

(2) more commanding.
And mightier looks availed not

;

. Zmok, vil. v. 7,

(3) more huge.
And among mightier ^^.diavs which pursued . vil. x. 7.

SSightiest, adj. (1) most powerful.
The temple of th^ tnightiest Daemon stands. . . D<Bmon, I. 208.
Paintings, the poesy of mightiest thought, . . . Laon, i. liii. 6.

the 'm.ightiestKii2X\ Europe's taurine progeny— CEdipus, II. ii. 103.
the third, Fiercest and m,ightiest, mingled both, Prol. Hellas, 84.
How powerless were the m. monarch's arm^ . . Q. Mab, VI. 62.

(2) most violent.

His blow the mightiest murders gave, .... Death Vanq. 10.

(3) adj. absol. persons of highest power.
tame The fiercest and the mightiest. . . . . Prom. I. 380.

Uig'litily, adv. very greatly.
if I am not mightily deceived, . . . Faust, II. 405.

Mighty, adj. (1) powerful.
Where wert thou, mighty Mother, when he lay, . Adonais, II. i.

that mighty Shadow loves The slimy caverns . Alastor^ 306.
That there must be a mighty God .... . Calderon, i. 191.
That with their mighty breath in. 5.
And pledge with thee the mighty Devil in Hell, . Cenci, I. iii. B^.
Mighty death ! Thou double-visaged shadow ! . iii. i. 177.
In the right hand of bold bad mighty kings . Ch. ist, u. 300.
The mighty Troy would be indeed disgraced , . Cycl. 177.
By mighty Triton and by Nereus old, . . 242.
The 7Wi!^^/y ministers Unfurled . . . D<Em.on, i. 116^
Whose mighty streams might else . . . . n. 249.
Till by the spirit of the tnigkty dead Death Nap. 31.
so thou art Mighty spirit

—

Fug. Hil/s, 204.
Under the ntighty Austrian 248.
The spell of the mighty mistress now ! . . . , Hellas, 28.
Nor thou, nor I, nor any Mighty or wise. . . 755.
draw with mighty will The imperial shade hither. S60.
With Tnighty Saturn's heaven-obscuring Child, . Horn. Castor, 3.
And they by mighty Jupiter were bidden . Horn. Merc. LXVII. i.

Honoured and mighty^ with thy mother dear, lxxviii. 6.
which the mighty Mother mild Nourishes . . xcvi. 5,
town-preserving; maid, Revered and mighty; . , Horn. Min. 4.
And by her tnighty father's head she swore . . Horn. Venus, 23.
A mighty Senate ;—some, whose white hair shone Laon, i. liv. 3.
a People mighty in its youth, xi. xxii. i.

To thee, then, mighty God, I lift my moan, M. N. Post. Fr. 17,
For thy coming, Mighty One

!

. Mask, xvi. 2.

pride thee On thy TMz^Ai^y sway, . ... Mother i^ Son, w. 11.

a mighty Enchantress filling up, . . . Music, Ipant, iv. 3.
Under your tnighty ancestors, ... . . (Bdipus, l. 39.
Mighty Empress ! Death's white wife ! . . . . li. ii. 84.
From thine unenvied throne, O, Mighty God! . Prom. i. 17.
Dost thou faint, mighty Titan ? . . .... i. 541.
Flows from thy mighty sister. . . . 11. v. 14,
even then Two mighty spirits . iii. i. 43.
Hastening to ^race their m-ighty sister's Joy. . . iii. ii. 48.
A dark yet m^ighty faith, iii. iv. 174.
A heaven of serene and mighty motion. . . iv. 98.
Less mighty, but as mild rv. 429.
peace ! A mighty Power, which is as darkness, . iv. 510.
Were neither mid the mighty captives seen, . . Triumph, 135.
The m.ighty phantoms ofan elder day •,.... 253.
such power her mighty Sire Had girt them with. Witch, xxi. 6.

(^2) strong, vigorous.
nourish in the sun's domain Her mighty yo\yt\i . Adonais, xvil. 5.
Each night, that mighty steed bore me abroad, . Laon, x. iii. i.

(3) tearless.

with weak hands though ntighty heart .... Adonais^ xxvii.3.

(4) huge, immense, vast.

A mighty^ Phantasm, .... . Cane. 29.
the knarled roots Of w/^A/j' trees, Alastor, $83.
I.slanded seas, blue mountams, mighty streams, . c^i^-i.
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her mighty horn suspended,
and mt^hty Earth From sea and mountain,
Is a mighty mountain dim and grey, . . .

In tnighty torrents the electric lountains ;

—

Over the Tuighty fabric of the world, . . .

in its depth uiere is a ntighty rock, . . .

Beyond the mighty moons that wane . ,

Placing- your mighty sides upon the ground.
If you drink, much after a mighty feast,

The mighty globes that rolled
And its mignty trunks are torn
The mighty multitude here may be seen . .

Where m.. shapes—pyramid, dome, and tower-
And like a mighty lamp whose oil is spent
A ntighty pile of wood the God then heaped,
And mighty heaps of silver and of gold . .

rushed in mighty multitude ;.,..--
where he had hidden The mighty heifers,

Alasior^ 647.—'— 692.
Apenn. 8.

CalderoHy II. 30,
II. 142.

Cenci^ III. i. 247.
Con. Sing. II. 9.

Cyd. 551.

582.
DcBtnon^ II. 312.
Bug. Hills^ 273.
Faust, II, 148.

- Fr. ofDream^ 7.

. Hellas^ 342.
Horn. Merc, xviii. i.

XLI. 7."

LV. 4.

LXVII. 6.

One m. stream, whirlwind and waves upthrown, L^on^ I. lit. 5.
stark, and rent, Hung high that mighty Serpent,
One clear and m.ighty planet hangmg o'er . . .

Aught human thing beneath Heaven s m. dome
A -mighty congregation,. which were strong
Upon that rock a mighty zoiyxxcm stood, , .

A mighty crowd, such as the wide land pours
that mighty shape did wear The light of genius

;

And among mighty shapes which ned . .

like the renuence of a mighty wave . .

radiance to that mighty fountain
; . , . .

His realm around one mighty Fane . .

that mighty stream dark, calm,
Between the walls o^ mighty mountains . . .

each mighty rock Stood on its basis steadfastly
Two mighty cities shone,
Among those m. towers and fanes Dropped fire,

Through the domes of those m-ighiy palaces. .

And a mighty troop around,
The m.i^hty multitude of fresh May blooms .

And mighty suns beyond the night, ....
a »2?^A^ cataract that parts Two sister rocks . _.^
her mighty horns to wet, Pr. Aihan.

I. xiv. 6.

I. Ivi, 7.

II. xxi. 4.

II. XXX. 3.

III. xii. I.

V. xxix. I.

V. xl. 7.

VII. X. 6.

XII. ix. 7.

XII. xix. 3.

Xll.xxxi. 6.

xii.xxxiii.i.

XII. XXXV. 6.

Mar. Dr. vii. 4.

viii. 5.

XII. 5.

XVII. 6.

Mask^ XI. I.

Matilda^ 36.
OdetoHeaven^ 17.

Orpheus^ 73.'•
.li.ii.sS.

Prom. I. 612.

I. 716.
II. iii. 2.

Q. Mab^ III 228.

V. 144.
Triumph^ 53.
Witch^ Lii. 4,

LVIII. 5.

(5) morally, intellectually or imaginatively great, grand
or glorious.

The -mighty tide of.thought Desmon^ II. 46.
as a man with mighty loss dismayed, . , , . Epips. 229.
O m.ighty mind, in whose deep stream .... Fr. Byron^ x.

the tales Of TMz^A/)' poets . . - Fr. Poetry 2.
Would think I were a mighty mechanist, . . . Gisb. 16.
As the mighty verses tell, GuitarJane^ 18.
ApoUo darted from his ntighty mind Horn.. Merc. L. 4.
And, as she willed, his mighty mind deceiving, . Horn. Venus, 37.
One voice came forth from many a mighty spirit, Laon, Ded. xiii.i.

II. xxxii. 9.

and mighty realms Float by my feet, .

Mighty fleets were strewn like chaff
and the mighty portal,

Soul of those tnighty spheres
Those mighty spheres that gem infinity .

Mixed in one mighty torrent
In mighty legions, million after million, . .

Had left on the sweet waters mighty wakes

V. XIV. 4.
IX. xxviii 8.

XII. XV. 6.

two -mighty Spirits now return,

what genius wild Yet mighty,
reason's fnighty lore, 11. xlii~ 8.'

And with his sweet and -mighty eloquence . . . iv. xi. 2.

Kind thoughts, and m. hopes, and gentle deeds . iv. xv. i.

a mighty brotherhood Linked by a jealous
their m.ighty spirits could conceive , . .

the mighty veil Which doth divide ^^^. ^.. „,
Thou snadowest forth that mighty shape in story, Marenghi, vil. 3,
Nurslings of one -mighty Mother, Mask, xxxvii. 3.
Moulding the mighty whole,— Nat. Ant. III. 2.
and the spirit of that m.ighty singing Ode L,ib. xix. i.

Drops which Nature's wzz^A^ji heart .... Ode to Heaven, ^^.
The tumult of thy w/z^Aify harmonies . . . . OdeW'.Wind.^r.l.
and the power divine Of wz^i^^ poesy . . . . Orpheus, %6.
He was a ntighty poet— Peter, v. ii. i.

Was labouring in that mighty birth, Rosai. 603.
They stand on the brink of that mighty river, , 896.
Enclosing there a mighty space Of love : . , . 91^2.

The wreath to mighty poets only due, .... Tersa iiima, 2.
Mighty eagle ! thou that soarest W, Godwin, i.

'

(6) commanding;, imperious.
A fnighiy voice invokes thee . Alastor, 618.
See^how he lifts his -mighty looks, Prom. i. 256.
By Demogorgon's mighty law, .... , n. li. 43.

(7) impetuously emulous.
I rose in mz^AifjV competition, Calderoit, li. 120.

(8) important, momentous.
For thou hast earned a mighty boon,
mighty change which suddenly befell. .

Mighty events are hastening to their doom
Such mighty change as I had felt within ,

Urging those waters to their mighty end.
(9) tremendoug, spirit-stirring.

O'er a mighty thunder-fit Chastening terror :— . Bug. Hills, 182.
a tumult sweet Of mz^>J/j. sounds, Horn. Merc. ix. <.
a crash Of mighty sounds rushed up, . . .

. lxxxv 6.By sacred Styx a mighty oath to swear . .
'

Lxxxviii" 8
until the »Z24^>4«^ sound Of your career . . . . Laon,ii^Ai
the OT.wammgOfthy voice sublime and holy; . v.Songi.e.

. Dm-mon, I. 84.
, Laon, XII. xxx. 9.

. CBdipus^l\.\\.6t.

. Prom. III. iv. 129.

. Sonn. Nile, 8.

Prom. II, IV. 2.

III. iii. 81.

IV. 253.

, Hellas, 914.
. £.aon, IX. xix. 7.

. Triumph, 108.

. Prom. IV, 408.

. Laon, III. ii, i.

Cenci, I. ii. 55.

. . Hellas, 60.
. Naples, 110.

. . Adonais, xlv, 7.

. . Cenci, V. iv. 143.
Dirge/or Year, III. 4.
. . Bug, Hills, 369.

. Hellas, 219.

098.

the mighty sound Of its uprise Laon, XII. xvi. 5.

and their ?«^.^<i' swinging To hear . . .

»^— j n _.

I see a mignty darkness . ....
Loosening its mighty music ;

With mighty whirl the multitudinous orb .

(10) deep, profound.
has broken My -mighty trance?
a mighty calmness creep Over my heart, .

so mighty was the trance, ....
(11) swift,

A spirit ill to guide, but mighty to obey,

(12) tedious, seemingly long.
Two hours, whose mighty circle did embrace
(13) extraordinary, wonderful.

But there is mighty preparation made, . .

(14) adj. absol illustrious, powerful ones.
The good and -mighty of departed ages . . . Laon, ix. xxviii, i.

the mighty and the wise . . xi. xvi. 2.

Look on my works, ye Mighty, . . . . Ozym. 11.

the vain-glorious mighty of the earth , . . . Q. Mab, III. 139.

migrhty, as odv. exceedingly.
He weis mighty thick with every Saint, .... Devil, IV. 3.

*Migiionette, n. a fragrant flower {Reseda odorata).
Sweet basil and -mignonette? E. Viviani, 2.

Milan, n. a city ot North Italy.
The quenchless ashes of Milan. . , .

fair Milan, Within whose veins long ran
Mild, adj. (1 ) gentle.
Sublimely mild^ a Spirit without spot,
And let mild, pitying thoughts lighten
be calm and mild, Irembhng hours, .

With its own mild brotherhood

:

Like blood-hounds mild z.ndi tame, . .

To woman's growth, by dreams so mild, „.
?K?7£^ Pollux void of blame, Horn. Castor, 5.
Happy are they whom thy wzi'/i:/ favours nourish, Hom. Earth, 12.
I would that thine were like to be more mild . Julian, 485.
I will be wise, And just, and free, and mild^ . . Laon, Ded. IV. 5.
He changed from starry shape, beauteous and m., i. xxvii. 8.
He sate Majestic, yet most ntild— . . i, Ivji. 9.
what a spirit strong and m.ild, ji, xxxii. 6.
that aged man, so grand and mild. Tended me, lll.xxxiii.6.
such mild looks made their own hearts grow fit..

That friend so mildsind good,
And dwellings of wzz/iaf people interspersed . .

and the ?nild command Of^thy keen eyes :— .

with its caresses mild^
Gentle and good and ?«;7i/ thou art, .

before its mother bright and mild, . . .

a soft influence m,ila,

seemed -mild and lovely forms
Less mighty, but as mild as those who keep
Thou the fearless, thou the mild, ....
That man's -m,ild rxzxxyx^ rises not in war
Mild thoughts of man's ungentle race . .

With its life intense and mild^ . .

(2) tender.
It grieves me that thy mildscnA gentle mind
More beautiful and m.ild as they draw nearer
(3) calm, placid.

Whose life was like a setting planet mild, .

With a mild\oo)s. of courage answered mine,
or faith so mild.

. ^„„,„ ^.
philosophic wisdom, clear and mild. .... Pr, Athan. 11. ii. 9.And the mind the m. joys of affection is proving, St. Ir. (6) II. 7.
Yet now despair itself is mild, . , . St. Dejection, rv. i.

(4) pleasant.
In ?wz7<i' variety the seasons -mild Prom, ill. iii. 115
But now—'twas the season fair and mild . . . Posal. 362.
(5) soft, tranquil,

some did shed A clear mild heam like Hesperus, Dcenton, i. i6q.

- V. xvn, 7.
. VI. XV. 4.

VII.XXXV.6.
Vlii.xxiv.5,

XII. xiv. 9.
. M. W. G. VI. 1.

Pr. Athan. II. iii. 4.
Prom,. III. iii. 120.

III. iv. 69.
IV. 429.

Q. Mab, I. 159.
III. 94.

W. Shel. Canc.l. 5.

(3) ". 3-

Cavalc. 3.

Ch. 1st, II. 13-

, Laon, Ded.xu.j\..
VI. x. 5.

Mont B. 77.

In her Tnild hghts the starry spirits dance,
their mild^y^ can they fill With the false
his eyes are mild And calm
He spoke with mild y^t unaverted eyes

;

Sheds not a light so mild, so powerful.
Some shed a mild and silver beam . .

His mild eye beams benevolence no more

;

With that Tnild, pitying gaze 1 ^^„,
Which then reflects its eyes and forehead mild;

'

s'tEpips. 24.
(6) moderate, not violent.

Whose «!z7(/ winds shake the elder brake, .

And music soft, and mild, free, gentle voices,
With we//fifand gentle motion calmly flowed. .

Alas ! Italian winds are mild, ... . ,

;7) nnappalUng.
Mild is the slow necessity of death : . .

'Tis his 7M27c/ and gentle ghost ....
Mild was the slow necessity of death : . .

Thus solemnized and softened, death is mild .

(,8) grateiul, pleasant to taste.

The vine, the com, the olive mild, . .

(9) innocuous.
Accursed fire their mild jxnce could transmute
For fangless power grown tame and mild . .

(10) serene.
Like mountain snow, mild, beautiful, and blind. Laon, i. Uv. 4.

Bpips. 87.
. Laon, V. xxxiv. 5.

XII. iii. 6.

. Pr. Athan. I. 45,

. Q, Mab, 1. 100.

1. 258.
III. 158.

Star, 13.

. Prom. I. 793.
III- ii. 33-

. Q. Mab, VIII. 30.

. Rosal. 5S6.

. D^mon, II, 177.
. Prom. I. 554.
. Q. Mab, *ix. 57.
Summer-Evg. 25,

. Ode Lib. IV. 7,

. Laon, V. Ivi. 7,

. Ode, Arise, 40.
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(11) beneficent.

which the mie-hty Mother mild Nourishes . . Horn Merc. XCVI. 5.

and the pure law Of mild equality and peace, . Laon^ IV. xv. 3.

(12) adj. absol. persons of gentle nature.

The wise, the mild^ the lofty, and the just, . . . Prom. I. 605.

Uilder, adj. (1) less savage.
or the milder snake . Dcem.on^ II. 86.

(2) -warmer, more temperate.
Even where the milder zont afforded man . . . n. 128-

„ „ „ „ „ ... Q.Mab,vm.i&7.

(3) calmer.
a milder madness, Which darkened nought . . Laon^ IV. v, i.

whence in a milder day . . . .... xi. xxi. 4.

(4) smoother.
Smugger, m-ilder^ softer, neater, Peter^ Prol. 28.

Mildest, adj. calmest.
never in his mildest dreams Felt awe . . . Laon^ xil. x. 4.

fUildew, n. blight.

And agarics, and fungi, with m.ildew and mould Sensif, PI. 111.62.

BEilduess, n. placidity.

whose mildness would defy Its fiercest rage, . DcBfnon^ II. 290,

. Q.Mab, IX. ig7.

Mile, n. Fig. a measure of distance.

but many a -mile Comes Plague, Z,aon, X. xxiv. y.

J/i'/tf after »«& we sailed Xll.xxxvi.2.

Miles, n. pi. of Mile.
Two miles on this side of the fort, Cenci, III. i. 344-

Seven miles above—below—around— . . . Peter^ VII. xxiv. i.

And of the m.iles of watery way Serckio, 50.

Milk, n. A. Lit. natural food secretion of mammals.
On milk and cheese, and on the flesh of sheep. . Cycl. 115.

Cow's tnilk there is, and store of curdled cheese. 129.

unsparing cheeses of pressed milk : 167,

Are the bowls full of ?nilk besides ? , . . . . 195.

Is it ewe's milk or cow's m-ilky or both mixed?— 197.

And drinking pans oimilk^ 311.

And pouring forth the white milk^ ... . . 380.

A thing on mother's tnilk and kisses fed, . . Hotk. Merc. LXIX. 3.

I^uck, but no milk will come from the dug. . . (Edipus^ I. 51.

Sucking the sullen milk away Rosal. 398.

B. hig, (1) gentleness, graciousness.
turns Heaven's milk of mercy to revenge. . Ch. isl, I. 64.

(2) knowledge, cognizance.
It draws the 7«zZ6 of Power JLaon, xi. xx\i. g.

She drew the 7»//A of greatness, Ode Lib.v\\.%.

Milkmaid, n. a woman who milks cows.
And the wz'/^WflzVfJ song and the mower's scythe, Serchio^ 19,

^Milk-pans, c. n. vessels for milk.
Milk-pans and pails ; . Peter^ v. xii. 3.

Milk-wliite, c. adj. wbite like milk.
And the milk-^hite oxen slow Euff. Hills^ 220.

In the milk^wkzte and wormy winding-sheet : . . Falsehood^ 94.
With the m,ilk-white Snowdonian Antelope . Gisb. 239.
the milk-white bulls that feed Beside Clitumnus CEdipus^ II. i. 60.

jMilked, v. tr. drew milk from.
and he milked the cows Cycl. 379.

Milking, pr. pple. sucking milk from.
^i7>6z'm^ Their dams or playing by their sides ? . 186.

Milky, adj. Fig. (1) wbite.
,

Thy milky^ meek face makes me sick with hate ! Cenci^ li. i. 122.

Our young lone's soft and milky arms .... I^om. 11. i. 46.

(2) containing wbite, milk-like juice.

The wz/Av pine-nuts Marengki^xxw. 2,

*Milky way, c. n. an appearance formed by innumerable stars.

From the silver regions of the milky way;— . . Gisb. 285.

Mill, n. grinding machine.
As he went round the wheel in his old mill, . . Faust, II. 347.

*MilleuniTiius, n. periods of a thousand years.

Pyramids, That for m.illenniunts ...... Q. Mab, ix. 27.

MiUion, n. Fig. (1) the masses, tbe majority of the people.

The wild million Strike Ck. 1st, 11. 14S.

Where the blind m.illton rush impetuously . . . Faust, il. 230.

The million rose to learn, and one to teach . . Serchio, 32.

The million with fierce song Triumph, 1 10.

the loud million Fiercely extolled 437.

(2) large number of persons.

Temple and prison, to many a swarming vtillion, Ode Lib. iii. 4.

In mighty legions, million after million, . , Witch, lAi. 4.

Million, adj. Fig. innumerable.
Radiant with m,illion constellations, Damon, i. 144.

J, „ „ „ „ O. Mab, I. 233.

Then, see those m.. worlds which burn and roll . Prom.. I. 163.

War with its million horrors, Q. Mab, v. 256.

One of the ?«///ztf« leaves Triumph, s^,

*Million-coloured, c. adj. very variously tinted.

Is the m-illion-coloured bow ; Cloud, 70.

^Million-peopled, c. adj. exceedingly populous.

Many a m-illion-peopled city Prom.. I. 551.

Of the million-peopled City vast ; Rosal. 945.

Millions, ?z. IHg. (1) vast numbers of persons, myriads.
Where millions lie lulled to their portioned sleep Damon, II. 31.

„ ,. ,. H » Q- -^«*j VIII. 7-

Leave the millions who folJow to mould . . . Death Nap. 37.

the sacrifice Of ntillions to glut the grave ; . . Death Vang. 12.

And with millions of daemons in his train, . . . Fr. Satan, 8.

Millions of slaves from many a dungeon damp . Loon, II. xHv. 4.
its millions shall advance, Thronging round thee, II. xlv. 8.

Millions there lift at Freedom's thrilling call . IV. xxv. 3.

the silent millions who did lie In innocent sleep, V. iii. 3.

a work, which the devotion Of millions . . . V. xl. 4.
millions start To feel thy lightnings V. Song, 2. 7.

those millions sw^ept Like waves . . . ^ . . VI. iii. 6.

soon millions shall pledge the draught ! ... vi. xlviii. 9.

To Tnillions who the selfsame likeness wear, . VIII. iii. 7.

Around the City m^illions gathered were, . . ix. xii. 4.
and m. whom the wings Ot Indian breezes lull, X. v, 7.
millions were on their way ; . . . X. viii. i,

millions yet live, x. ix. 2.

Millions on m.illions, whom the scent of blood . X. xlv. 3.

far away Millions, . — XII. vii. 8.

Millions on millions wait .... . Nat. Ant. 11. 4.

Amplest millions at their need Ode Lib. xvil, 7.

Proud o'er prostrate millions trod— Q. Mab, II. 122.

millions lay Quenching the serpent's famine, . iv. S$.

?«////i7MJ, butchered in sweet confidence . . . . • VI. 114.

Viillions shall live and die. Who ne'er , . . vil. 143.

As to oblivion their blind m-ilUons fleet, . . . Polit. Great. 7.

Tho' with millions of blood-reeking victims 'twas
gory, Tear, v. 3.

(2 J sums of 3^1,000,000.
Had cost ten tnillions to the nation Mask, XIX. 4.

(3) ten hundred thousands.
With ten millions gathered there Ode toHeaven, 53.

Mill-Stone, c. n. a stone used for grinding grain.

And every tear turned to a Tnill-stone, .... CEdipus, I. 334.

Mill-Stones, c. n. pi. of Millstone.
By thy false tears—those tnill. braining men— . Z^. Ch. Xlll. 4.

Turned to millstones as they fell Ma.sk, IV. 4.

round and round The millstones rolled, . . . (Edipus, l. 33S.

:J:Mill-wheel, c. ft. water-wheel which impels mill machinery.
Except the millwheeVs sound. Ch. 1st, V. 17.

Milton, n. (1) English poet, b. 1608, d. 1674.
I dreamed that Milton's spirit rose Fr. Milton, i.

Before the spirit-sighted countenance Of Milton . Od^ Lib. X. 14.

As that which bound Milton's immortal hair ; . Tersa Ritna, 10.

(2) person gifted like Milton.
How many a rustic Milton has past by, . . Q. Mab, V. 137.

'I'Mixnic, V. tr. imitate.
Since she can mi?nic not his lips, Adonais, ZV. 6.

And it but mimic all we would believe .... Lift not, 3.

Is it to tnitnic me ? . Moonbeam, I. 6.

jMlmic, n. mocker, buffoon.
The mimic of surrounding misery, . . . . Damon, II. 136.

„ „ „ „ ^. Jl/a*, VIII. 195.

fMimic, c. adj. attr. imitation, something resembling another.
In many a mimic moon and bearded star . Witch, xxx. 3.

A mim^ic day within that deathy nook ; , lxx. 4.

^Mimicked, v. tr. imitated.
And human hands first tni^m.. and then mocked, Prom. II. iv. 80.

^Mimicked, pp. imitated.
M^hich mimicked, as with colours idly spread, . iii. iv. 191.

^Mimicry, n. counterfeit of reality.

Earth's unsubstantial mitnicry/ Damon, 1. 107.

'j'Mimics, v. tr. imitates, jests upon.
He mocks and -mimics all he sees and hears, . Ch. \st, ll. 98.

*Minarets, n. lofty slender turrets.

Amid the aerial tninarets on high, L,aon, X. xvi. i.

*Mince-pies, n. a confecture of currants, raisins, candied
peel, suet, &c., baked in pastry.

an endless host Of syllabubs and jellies and mintx-
pies, . Gisb. 305.

Minces, v. tr. chews small.

And tninces their flesh and gnaws their bone . . Cycl. 359.
Minciugf, adj. affected.

There are ?mz««'h!^ women, mewing, Peter, \l\. \\\\. \,

Mind, V. intr, heed, care.

Never mind, said Lionel, Serchio, 52.

Mind, n. (1) soul, intellect, intelligence.

A godlike «?!«(/ soars forth, Adonais,xxix,€i.
till meaning; on his vacant ?»2»(/ Flashed . . . Alastor, 126.

soon the solemn mood Of her pure mind . . . 162.

Or sound of awe but in his own deep tnind. 298.
has long disturbed my mind With doubt, . . Calderon, i. 51.
and my mind is racked with doubt i. in.
Revolve this doubt again with careful tnind. .

—— i. 216.

Let her chaste «*i»awith fancies —— iii. 7.

can the heated wim^f engender shapes . . iii. 153.
It grieves me that thy mild and gentle mind . . Cavalc. 3.

Her subtle mind, her awe-inspinng gaze, . . . Cenci, l. ii. 84.
First love, then reverence in a chilcfs prone mind, I. iii. 109.
their horror makes them dim To the m. eye.— . 11. ii. 87.
Is as the inmost cave of our own tnind .... n. ii. 89.
can feign no image in my mind m. i. lois.

Even whilst That doubt is passing through your
mind, . iv. iii. 39.

My pangs are of the mind, ... . . v. iii. 65.
look on thy friend's mind, Ch. \st, I. 89.'

Blasphemes with a bird's mind:— . u. 105.
And a z«('«f/ dedicated to no care ...... ^— il 307.
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Did thine own mt'nd a.fford no scope Of love, . . Coleridge^ 21.

clothed In light of some sublimest nitnd^ . . . Dcemoti^ I. 17.

thy mind may make its own, . . . . . , i. 86.
Space, matter, time and mind— 11. 50.

.1 „ „ „ Q. Mab, VIII. 50.
Each movement of its progress on his mind. . . Deemon, II. 114.

It n )) n II 11 - • O. Afa;5, VIII, 144.
with taintless body and mind; Damon^ 11. 140.

„ ,, ,, ,, Q.Mab^vni.K^t).
Draws on the virtuous mind^ ummon^ II. 146.

n ,, „ O. ^fl^, VIII. 205.
and kindling in his mind Hatred, Damon^ II. 158.
Peace cheers the ntind^ 11. 171.

n „ „ ^. ^fl5, VIII. 229.
Whilst wma unfettered o'er the earth extends . Dcstnon^ li. 174.
For birth but wakes the universal mind . . . • II. 248.
and living fires Of m.ind^ rr. 280.
of resolute ?«i'«c/, 11,293.

„ _ ,, Q. Mah^ IX. 200.
The miserable one Turns the mind^s poison into

food,— E. Williams, II. 7.
Mind from its object differs most in this : . . . Epips. 174.
Between the Heavpn and Earth ofmy calm mind, 289.
Or the wz«rf which feeds this verse Eug. Hills, 318.
A poet's free and heavenly mind: Exhortation^ 2a

mighty mind, in whose deep stream .... Er. Byron, 1.

Untilhis Twmrf'j eye paint thereon— Fr. Satire, 7,2.

Through the dim wildernesses of the mind; . Fr. Wandering^ 2.

The self-impelling steam-wheels of the mind . Gisb. 108.
and the pure Intense irradiation of a wiWf^ . . 204.
Their den is in the ^ilty mind, Hellas, 731.
Revolving in his mzwrfsome subtle feat .... Horn.. Merc. xi. 5.
his 9nindhec3ime aware xxi. 7.
Apollo darted from his mighty mind l. 4.
Soothing the wiwif with sweet familiar play, . . LXxxii.7.
For they are hidden in Jove's mind, xci. 5.
And, as she willed, his mighty wzz'wa deceiving, . Horn. Venus, 37.
An echo in another's ntind^ Jane, Invitn, 20.
Which from the -mind's too faithful eye .... Jane^ Recoil. 83.
Less oft is peace in Shelley's mind^ 87.
But in our mind? Julian^ 175.
In scorn or hate a medicine for the mind . . . • 355.
1 must remove A veil from my pent mind. . . 383.
but can find No rest within a pure and gentle fn. 431,
to make that love the fuel Of the ^MZWi/j hell; . 441.
Nor changed in mind or body, 470.
had fixed a blot Of falsehood on his mind . . . 530.
The colours of his mind seemed yet unworn ; . 540.
find An entrance to the caverns of his mind^ . . — 573.
Made for long years impression,on my mind. . 581.
there came upon my mindA sense of loneliness, Laon, Ded. V. 8.

All thoughts within his «!e«i? waged mutual war, =—?- I. xxvi. 7.
did shoot and quiver Thro' my benighted mind—^ —— i. xli. 9.
Some, female forms, whose gestures beamed wi^h

mind; i. liv. 5.
The oracular »«zKif that made his features glow, i. lix. 7.
some monument Vital with mind: II. xxvi. 6.
which in her's mine own mind seeing, .... ii. xxxii. 3.
the female mind Untainted by the poison clouds 11. xxxv. i.

the troubled stream Of *»/«(// ill. 1. 6.

tho' mine eyes might speak A subtle mind and
strong IV. xxix. 9.

and still the grace Which her mind's shadow cast, iv. xxx. 9.
where to soothe his rankling mind, v. xxxvi. 3.
a voice flowed o'er my troubled mind. .... V. xlv. 9.
The dawn oimind, ... . Y.Song,\.i-3^.
Like ntind whilG yet it mocks vii.xxviii.9.
calm was ray fnind. And piercing, .... vil. xxx. 6.

My TMZKff became the book through which . . . vil. xxxi. i.

One wz"«£^, the type of all, vii.xxxi.5.
Look on your mind—it is the book of fate— . . vrii. xx. 3,
Yet its swell pauses on my sickening mind; . . Af. N. Fragmt. 2.

and the hue Of his own ?nind did there endure . Ma-r. Dr. xx. 4.
Till his mind grew like that it contemplated. Marenghi, xxiii. 6.

Weakness, and doubt, had withered in his mind. xxvi. 4,
Flows through the Tnind, and rolls its rapid waves, Mont B. 2.

My own, my human mind. 37.
Teach the adverting; mind. 100.
If to the human mind's imaginings . ... 143.
Tempt my unquiet mind.— Moschus, 4,
agrief Which is the shadow of a gentle mind. My headis wild, 2.

Thou art but the -mind's first chamber, .... OdeioHeaven, 28.

and with earnest 9n. Fed hopes of its redemption, Otho, ill. 4.
Thoughts are but shadows which the flashing m. —r- v. 4.

Mining like moles, through mind, Peter, III. -xxiii. 4.
He had a ?«z«rf which was somehow iv. vii. i.

Of his tnind's work, iv, x. ^.

With mind, and heart, and fancy muddled. . . iv. xvi. 5.
his own mind—which was a mist V. ii. 5.

Was bom anew within his mind; VI. xxv. 3.
The storm in Peter's heart and Tnind .... VI. xxxi. 2.

He had a gentle yet aspiring tnind; Pr. Athan. I. 22.
Nor did his heart or m-ind its portal close . . . I. (,4.

Between his heart and mind,— i. 88.
galled and bit His weary wzwrf, 1. 119.
The OTzwrfbecbmes that which it contemplates, . II. i. nj.
Fiend, I defy thee ! with a calm, fixed mind, . . Prom. L 262.
and the reluctant mind Flags wearily .... I. 419.
Not me, within whose mind sits peace serene, . i. 430.
Thy works within my woe-illumed mind, . . . i. 637.
As the thoughts of man's own OTzW 1.685.
It passes now into my mind. . ^- jj. ;. jaa.

To every thought withinthe mind of man . . Prom. 11, iv. ai.

and the harmonious mind —- n. iv. 75.

deeds which make My ?«z'w</obscure with sorrow, —— III. ii. 36.

Then radiant, as the mind, arising bright . . III. iiL 50.

See, where the Spirits of the human mind . . . IV. 81.

We come from the mind Of human kind . . . IV. 93.

From man's'high mind, even to-the central stone IV. 540.

thou wert my purer mind; ^- Mad, Ded. 9.

Thy mind, Is it not morbid as thy nerveless frame, —— IV. 254,

No working-of the tyrant's moody tnind, . . . VI. 183.

Because thou art not human mind. Vi. 219.

Long on the mind, . . . had brought : .... vill. loi.

Hatred, despair, and loathing in his mind, . . VIII. 217.

lends Its force to the omnipotence of m-ind, . , Vlll. 230.

stricken deep With some disease of mind, . . . Rosa/. 742.

And so, his 7«/«i^ Was healed, 812.

For he, they said, from his w/«^ had bent . . . 861.

Ran like the thoughts of a single »?/«//, . . - 941.
Then a dead sleep fell on my mind, 1207.

Whose mind is where his body cannot be, . . . 1263.

until each mind Like springs which mingle . . 1288.

And the m.. the mild joys ofaffection is proving, St. Jr. (6) II. 7.

Whose form was upborne by a lovely mind . . Sensit. PI. II. 6.

Whether that lady's gentle mind, IV. 5.

the thoughts that fill The mind Sonn. Byron^ 4.

my m-ind can compass not ; T^iumph^ 303.
And all the gazer's wzKflT was strewn. . . . ,. 386.
In which thou sittest sole, as in ray tnind, , . TwoFr. Invoc. 1. 3.

To work whatever purposes might come Into her
mind; Wiich^ xxi. 6.

Thou vainly curious mind Ye hasten^ 6.

heart, and mind, and thoughts, 13,

(2) heart, feeling.

one fountain of a mourning tnind^ Adonais^ LI. 4.
and my wjz'wif misgives xne Ch. ist, II. 266.
every deepest look and holiest »i. Fed on her form, Laon, V. Ivii. 2.

torn apart, a wide wound, fnind from mind/ . . Witch, LXXVII. 6.

(3) intellectual capacity.
Thou strike thelyre ofrtnind/ Ogriefandshame! Ld. Ch. Vll. 4.
Yet his was individual tnind, Peter, iv. ix. i.

(4) inclination, disposition.

1 cannot bring my tnind, Calderon, I. 18.

I've half a »«z«(3f to fight a duel Peter, vlxtl.^.
'tis my mind To call my friends St. Epips. 80.

(5) thoughts, sentiments.
I did confess to you my secret mind. Cenci, l. ii. 7.

And I am of my sister s mitid. II. i. 98.
Be—as thou art within my heart and tnind— . . Ch. ist, li. 200.

far astray My mind was gone, I^on, XII. xxv. 5.

(6) spirit, courage.
your firm »zzK(/Hasbeen,our only refuge . . . Cenci, u. A. ^S.

(7) opinion.
In my tnind, friend. The root of all this ill . . . Ch. ist, I. loi.

(8) remembrance.
I cannot even tell or call to fnind, . ... Fr. VitaNuffva, 2.

but they Cling to her tnind, Julian, 407.
Claret, somehow. Puts me in ffzz»^ of blood, . . CEdipus,\\.\\. %(i.

whom kings Call to their mind and tremble ; . Q. Mab, ill. 166.
Is in my tnind of that sea shore Rosal. 1.196.

And arose in her mind every clear recollection ; St. Ir. (6) n. 3.

minded, pp. heeded, observed.
If my council be but minded. Cyd. 494.

i^Miudfal, adj. heedful.
But, being ever tnittdful of his craft, .... Horn. Merc. Xlll. 2.

Blinds, n. (1) souls, intellects, understandings.
Good tninds and open actions take new might, . Apollo^ III. 5.

one will beneath Two overshadowing mint^, . Epips. 585.
charm the mifids of men to Truth's own sway . iJaon, Ded. X. 6.

Of tn. whom neither time nor change can tame, . ii. ii. 7.

With deathless minds which leave xi. xx. i.

catch from our uniting minds The spark . . . ii. xlvi. 5.

the surprise And war of earthly tnitlds, .... Vii. xxxiv. 8.

The light of other minds; x. xxx. 4.
Congenial mitids will seek their kindred soul, . M. N. Ravai/^ 42.
O, that the wise from their bright tninds . . Ode Lib. xvi. i.

To believe their minds are given ... . . Peter, iii. xx. 3.

which ne'er in other minds A. mirror found,— . Pr. Athan. i. 75.
like the reflex of a thousand minds. ii. 1. 5.

Evil tninds Change good to their own jiature. . Prom,. I. 380.
Hypocrisy and custom make their tninds . . i. 621.
in heaven-defying minds ... II. iii. 39.
Why may not human minds unveil Si. Ir. (4) V. 3.

To stir sweet thoughts or sad, in destined minds. Witch^ XVI. 8.

(2) thoughts, feelings, imaginations.
To analyse their own and other minds. . . . Cenci^ li. ii. 109.
stir up men's minds To black suggestions ; . . II. ii. 156.
The reverence living in the m-ituQ of men . . . V. ii. 146.
our minds piece the vacant intervals Ch. u/, 11. 466.
Had past out of men's minds into the air. . . . Ginevra, 173.

Thoughts, which in all those many tn. maybe:— Hom.Merc.JiKsiV.6.
we meet again Within the tninds of men, . . . Laon, II. xlviii. 7.

Seek from their own decay their stubborn tninds
to move. — IV. xxvi. 9.

felt Their m.inds outsoar the bonds . . . ix. xi. 2.

our fninds were full Of love and wisdom, . . , xii. xxxvii. 1.

Mine, pass. pr. of or belonging to me.
both their hands in mine I took, . . ... vill, xxx. 8.
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And cry—ray children are no longer mine— . JLd. Ch, xv. 2.

Youth says, The purple flowers are mine^ . . . Lovers Rose^ I. 6.

Uine, n. A. Lit. (1) a subterranean excavation.
A sunless life in the unwholesome ntine^ . . . Q. Mab^ III. 114.

(2) an accumulated store or mass.
Or found a wz/we.of gold in El dorado ; . . . . Cenci^ i. iii. 74.
its cave, Which like a Tnine I rifled Laon^ Vll. xxxi. 3.

(3) a concealed store.

hurled from a mine of pale fire Vis. Sea^ 21,

B. Fig. a storehouse, an amassed quantity.
which seemed a mine exhaustless? Ch. isi, II. 296.
As from a mine of magic store Loon, il. xx. 4.

Infinite mine of adamant and gold, Prom. iv. 280.
from its dark mine drags the gem of truth . . . Q. Mab^ vill. 237.

^Mine-lamps, c. n. lamps used in mines.
As mine-lamps enkindle a hidden gem, . . . Sensii. PI. I. 63.

*Ul]ied, pp. excavated.
»?mcrfWithmanya dark and subterranean street Witck^ LX. 5.

Uineral, n. Fig. matter.
They are mines of poisonous mineral. .... Peter^ III. xvi. 5.

ISiuerva, n. Artemis, the goddess of wisdom.
Minerva^ child of Jove, .... ... Horn.. Venus, 10.

Mines, ». A. Lit. subterranean excavations.
Man seeks for gold in ?wz«M, Z.atf«, viri. xiv. 1.

Through shattered «««&? and caverns . . . . Pr. Aihan. i. loi.

On the dark wealth of 77Z2»ej, Pro?n. u. iii. 8y.

B. Fiff.
knowledge from forbidden mines of lore, . . . Z^on, Ded. v. 2.

They are mines of poisonous mineral Peter, III. xvi. 5.

changed to mines of sunless crystal now, . . Pr. Athan. II. iii. 26.

With which they drag from mines of gore . . . Rosal. 711.

Miu{^e, V. I. tr. unite.

And mingle their yells with the blast : . . . . St, Ir. (3) xil. 3.

II. intr. mix, become interfused.

With whose dun beams inwoven darkne,ss seemed
To minele. Alastor^ 649.

Disease anti pleasure cease to mingle here, . , Dcemon^ 11. 172.

,, „ ,j ,, ,, •
fi-

^^^^ "^^^l' 230.
Whose flowing outhnes mingle in their flowing . Bpips. 96.
Touch, TningTe, are transfigured ; 57S.

Where busy thought and blmd sensation mingle^ Fr. Unsat. 4.

Should mingle in tears with the bloody main, . Hellas, 66y.
burned Within her frame, m.ingle with mine, . . Laon, VI. xxxiv. 4.

The Fountains mingle with the River .... Loves Phil. I. i.

In one spirit meet and m,ingle I. 7.

Till I ^tingle into thee M. N. Ravail, 96.
Trembling to mingle with its paramour,— . . . Orpheus, 14.

His presence flow and mingle thro' my blood . Prom. II. i. 80.

To mingle with sensation, Q. Mab^ V. 89.
A sacred hymn to mingle with the groans ; . . VII. 36.

To mingle with a loftier instinct there, .... • VIII. 137.
That mingle in the silent sky Rosal. 983.
and win me so to m.ingle '93*^'

Like springs which mingle in one flood became, 1209.
Let it ilyj taintless spirit, to mingle with thee. . Tear^ ii. 7.

when their lightnings single And die in rain— . Triumph^ 156.

Could make that spirit mingle with her own. Witch, LXVI. 8.

Mingled, v. I. tr. (1) combined, joined together.

mingled both, and added Chaos and Death, , . Prol. Hellas^ 84.

(2) associated with.
Etrurians fningled -whh the shades forlorn . . . Marenghi, IV. 4.

II. intr. (1) intermixed.
Unending orbs mingled \n mazy motion, . . . Dmmon, I. 244.
armies mingled in obscure array, Ode I^ib. xii. 11.

That m.ingTed s\<3Vi\y with their native earth : Q. Mab, ix. 121.

Floated and mingled far away, Rosal. 966.

(2) associated.
with Gods and men even from^that day J/., Horn. Merc, xcvil. 4.

(3) joined sexually.

with this glorious Power M. in love and sleep— . Horn. Moon^ 21.

Minted,//. (1) intermixed, combined.
So long have m.ingled^\^ the gusty wind . . Dcenwn, 11. 99.

Is ?w/«^/fi/^ with the vomit of the Leech, . . &dipus, I. $$^.
There -was m-ingled ma.T\y a. cry— J^09n.l.yoo.
Mingled with love and then dissolved in sound. . i. 7^«;7.

As thunder mingledwith clear echoes : . . . . III. hi. 82.

The wisdom of old age was mingled there . . , Q. Mab, vil. 78.

in their natural bowers Were vningledor opposed, Question, V. 4.

And, «?/«^/tf^ with the shades of twilight, . . .Sunset, \6.

(2) united mentally.

so that ne'er Our hearts had for a moment mingled Julian, 427.

And mingled it with thine : Prom. II. i. 102.

When hearts have once mingled .... When the lamp, in. i.

(3) associated, joined.

If It were mingled noi with thine. Farewell ! , Prom. I. 833.

(4) entwined or clasped.

One tiger is mingled in ghastly affray .... Vis. Sea^ 137,

(5) united sexually.

like one mingled in entwining love ; Prom. I. 148.

?M?»^/tfi^lay In love and sleep

—

Sunset, 2^.

(6) compounded, mixed.
The cup of its joy was mingled We meet^ III. 3.

flLi-D.^B6L, ppl. adj. (1) combined, mixed.
Could I believe thou wert their mingled blood, . Cenci^ i. iii. 81.

By some such plot of mingled goodfand ill . . V. i. 2o.

but he In mingled pride and awe cowered . . . Laon, V. xxvii. 7.

winds arose With many a mingled close . . . Naples^ 24.

and the mingled\oice Of slavery and command; Prom. III. ii. 30.

The joys which mingled sense and spirit yield. . Q. Mab, IV. 158.

Fast as the shapes of mingled shade and mist, . vlI. 269.

Is beaming with many a mingled hue Rosal. 116.

A m.ingled pain and tenderness 1059.

Thy mingled look of love and glee W. Shel. (2) 5.

(2) confused.
and now more loud The mingled hdXi\ercry^ . . Hellas, 828.

Kindling with mingled sounds, and many tones, Prom., iv. 251.

(3) induced by mixed feelings.

Yet not devoid of rapture's »«z«^i^i/ tear: . . Mother 4r Son, iv.S.

(4) united.

o'er its peace our tningled spirits brooded. . . Laon, v. v. 9.

First knew the unreserve of mingled being, . . Sunset^ 8.

Mingrles, v. I. tr. joins.

The ghastly torrent mingles its far roar, . . . Alastor^ 402.

And mingles its swell with the moonlight air. M. N. Spec. Hors. 62.

II, intr. mixes.
it mingles with thy tears ! Prom. i. 599.

Ming-ling, pr. pple. (l) blending, intermixing.

fiery hills Mingling their flames with twilight, . Alasior, 558.

Mingling its solemn song, 5^7-

Now -mingling slowly with their native earth : . Dcemon, II. 200.

Mingling light and fragrance, ^Mg. Hills^ 290.

il/z'M^/i'w^fierce thunders and sulphureous gleams, Hellas^ 627.

mingling with her heart's deep ecstasies, . . . Laon, XI. v. 5.

together dwell, Mingling in sweet accord.- . . Orpheus, 87.

eloquence of dying men, Low ?Mr'»^//«i?' . . . Q.Mab,v. 2og.

Mingling convaXsYvely its purple hues .... VI. 9.

And mingling with the still night and mute sky Summer-Evg. 23.

(2) combining.
Mingling wi'Cn freedom's fadeless laurels . . . Deemon, il. 275.

,, „ „ „ „ ... Q. Mab, IX, 178.

Mingling -with shrieks a drunken roar, .... Falsehood, 10.

Two mighty spirits, mingling^ made a third . . Prom.. III. i. 43-

(3) coming together.

^z'm^/z'«^ their beams in combat— ... . Laon, I. xxvi. 6.

(4) meeting, exchanging glances.

Her eyes mingling with mine, XI. vi. 7.

Mingling-, ppl. adj. (1) blending.

one vast mass Of ?«z*«^/2»^ shade, Alastor, ^22.

a broad belt of mingung cloud and flame, . Dmmon, 11. J2i.

n n n )' «t Q' ^°-^i Vm- '67.

On all the TWiW/zW lineaments of time. . . Deemon, II. igo.

„ 7, „ „ ... Q- Mab, IX. ^.
Whilst suns their mingling beamings darted , —— H. 36.

these infinite orbs of ?MZM^/i'Kjf light, VI. 146.

(2) mixed.
Fierce war and ^z«^/z«^ combat, Horn. Venus, 11.

Which on the paths of men their m. poison thrust. Laon, il. i v. 9.

(3) iinited.

when in these mingling veins The blood is still, IX. xxix. 3.

^Miniature, n. diminutive reproduction.
A cradled miniature of yourself asleep, , , . Ch. ist, II. 4S2.

*'SILiniiif[, pr. pp/e. Fig. penetrating.

Jl/2W?«^ like moles, through mind /J?/£r, III. xxiij. 4.

Mimon, n. Fig. a favorite.

singled out for her thunder-bearing minion/ . Triumph, 265.

Minions, n. Fig. favorite attendants.

or the spring's young minions, Pr. At/tan. II. iii. 14..

The youngest of inconstant April's minions^ . . Witch, Ded. II. 2.

her emerald-wingfed minions, XLIV. 5.

Minister, v, I. tr, supply, afford.

The very comfort that they minister. . , . B. Williams, III. 5.

Almost seems to minister Half the crimson light Fug. Hills, 324.

And minister to lust its joys forlorn, .... Laon, li. xxxv. 8.

II. intr. (1) render service.

of all words, That w/ww^ef to mortalintercourse, Cenci, III. i. 112.

To the one-eyed Cyclops, we, . . . Minister . . C^fcl. 70.

Minister like a slave Prom. III. iii. 4.

(2) assist, take part with.
Can make him minister to tyranny Q. Mab^ V. 204.

Minister, n. (1) instrument.
Once strip that minister of naked wrath, . . Ch. ist^ II. 260.

And stifled thee, their minister. ...... FallofBonap. 10.

that he should deign To curb his ghastlj; minister, Laon, x. xxxvi, 7.

And her own thoughts were eacTi a minister, . Witch, xxi. 2.

(2) ambassador, upholder.
A fn. of truth, these plumes young Laon bore. . Laon, 11. xx. 9.

Now I am calm as truth—its chosen Tninister. . III. viii. 9.

(3) chosen representative.

and stir Me whom they cheer to be their m.inister. Otho^ III. 8.

'''Minister-slaves, c, n. sycophantic instruments.
We will rush as thy wmw/er-j/de'fty, <Bdipus^\\.\\.^.

Ministered, v. I. tr. supplied.

Who. m. with human charity His human wants, . Alasior, 255.
Who m. to Thebes Heaven s poisoned wine, . . Prom. I. 348.

II. intr. (1) attended.

golden beams That ministered on sunlight, . . Alastor^ 664..
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(2) rendered succour.
I saw all shapes ofdeath And w«2M/j/e?'ffi:/to many, Laon^ VI. xvU. 7.

BCinlstered, pp, {V\ attended.
like God's angel fHtm'siered u.'poa By fiends; . . Cenci^ V. 1. 43,
(2) administered,

they were w/mzj/er«£^ One after one, those curses. Julian^ 434.
^Ministering', pr, pple. (1) supplying,

or tnin. Some impious and abominable meal . - Cycl. 34,

(2) rendering service.
Stood near the Cyclops, ?«z>;/j/eri'w_^ to him; . 390.
Thus moved through the garden -ministering . Sensit. PI. 11. 58.

(3) attending.
That ministering oxi the solar power .... DesTnon^ II. 316.

Ministerinff
, ///. adj. tending, serving.

Each and all like ministering angels were . . Sensit. PL i. 94.
The armies of her ministering spirits— , . . Witch^ Lii. 3.

Ministers, n. (1) sources, agencies.
The passion-wingfed il/zw£j/erj of thought, . . . Adonais^ ix. a.

(2) attendants.
With sunset and its gorgeous ministers^ . . , Aiastor, 6.
Such lovely ministers to meet . . , . . . Coleridge^ 5.
The mighty ministers Unfurled Dcemon^ i. 116.
The Daemon called its wingfed ministers. . . . 11. 305.
Our ministers, along the boundless Sea, . . . Epips. 420.

(3) guides.
As if their genii were the 7«;«zj/firj Aiastor^ ^$0.

(4) helpers.
who have to thee Been purest fninisters, --''

. 698.

(5) representatives, delegates.
Rather will ye who are their ministers, .... Cenci, IV. iv. 117.
The -ministers of justice wait below: V. i. 65.
The ministers of death Are waiting V. iv. 123.
Done outrage to his chosen -ministers Ch. ist^ II. 222.
Did all the -m,i-nisters of Heaven's revenge . *. . iil. 42.
By his thought-executing m,inisters Prom. I. 387.

(6) abettors, agents, instruments.
Yet flattering power had given its -ministers . . Loon, II. iii. 7.
The ministers of fraud can scarce dissemble . . iv. xiv. 3.
Are his strong ministers, viii. vii.'7.

We are the -ministers of pain, and fear, .... I^om. l. 452.
when from afar The ministers of misrule sent, . Rosal. 857,

*Ministrant, adj. assistant, aiding.
Ministrant to all blissful impulses : Dcemon^ ll. 225.

_ „ ,, ,, „ ,, Q, Mat, IX. 133.
Like a strong spirit ministrant of good : . . L.aon^ IV. v. 6.

i^Ministration, n. the supplying.
The ministration of the thoughts Sonn. Byron, 3.

Ministrations, n. services, works.
accept In your high wx/wzj/j-fl/zowj, us, your sons— Hellas, 423.
For ministrations strange and far ; L,erici, 35!

*Ministries, n. purposes, deeds.
He loosens to their dark and blasting Twz'wzj/rzVj. Laon, I. xxx. 9,
To do their sweet and subtile ministries^ . . . VII. xxxiv. 2.

^Ministry, w. (1) work, mission.
Had yet performed its ministry .- Alastor, 417.

(2) agents, representatives.
Is scorned in his immediate ministry^ .... Ch. 1st, Ii. 250.

(3) succour^ solicitude.

Or earth with her maternal ministry Ho-m. Venus, 6.

4:Minotaur, ti. a monster, half bull, half human.
Riding on the Ionian Minotaur. CBdipus, I. n6.
boast their descent From the free Minotaur. . . i, 140,
Forj You know, my lord, the Minotaur— . . . i. 276.
Ridmg upon the Ionian Minotaur. II. i.156.
I am the Ionian Minotaur, . . .... li. ii. 103.

*Minster, n. abbey-church.
The minster bells ringing—Come away ! . . . Fugitives, I. 9.

Minstrel, n. a musician or singer.

Like music of some minstrel he.B.we.vly gifted, . Loon, v. xlvi. i.

Minstrels, n. (1) bards.
Which minstrels, servants of the muses, tell. . . Horn. Moon, 29.

(2) Mg. musicians.
Ye unseen minstrels of the aerial song, . . . M. JV. Despair, 20.

Minstrelsies, -n. songs.
Such -minstrelsies as I have heard even now. Ho-m. Merc. LXXiv. 4.

Minstrelsy, -n, (1) practice of music and song.
Muses, who know and rule all minstrelsy / . . Ho-m.. Moon, 2.

(2) applied to the song of a bird.

among That heaven-resounding Tninsirelsy? . Rosal. 1122.

Mint, n. the place wliere money is coined.
Does money fail ?—come to my »z/«^—goin paper, Oedipus, I. 104.

Minute, n. A. Lit. a division of time, -^th of an hour.
Nearer, minute after minute; Peter, l. xiii. :£.

B. 2ng. a very short time.
we shall slip down there in a minute. .... Faust. II. 225;

*Minate, adj. very small.
and eyed with blooms Minute yet beautiful. . . Alastor, 451.

Minutes, n. pi. of Minute.
The minutes pass Cenci IV ii %.
Ten minutes m the rain

:

'.
'. Ch ist ii 1*09

^Minutest, adj. smallest possible. • • •
1

• y-

till the w/wm/^j/ ray Was quenched, Alastor, 6S7-

Even in the wzwM/tfj/ circumstance Calderon, i. 162.

'Not the. minutest dro^ oi TB-in^ ^,^3^,11.213.
Arvd \i\v& minutest throb 11,238.

the minutest yiz.\^ That swells the flood of ages, III. 141.

And the -minutest atom comprehends .... IV. 145.

Even the minutest molecule of light -— VI, 174.

Miracle, n. (1) a supernatural event.

But that sad ship is as a miracle Calderon, II. 55.

(2) a marvel.
It is a ^nirachy so new, so rare Fr. Vita Nuova^ 3,

Miranda, n. a fanciful name for Jane Williams.
Ariel to Miranda.— GuitarJane, i.

Mire, n. (1) swamp.
Trampling to a m-ire of blood Mask^ x. 3.

Through ten, flood, and m.ire, CBdipus, II. ii. 133.

(2) indistinguishable mass.
by thy strong hate into a lifeless m.ire Prom., iv. 349.

Mirror, n. A. Lit. a looking-glass or reflecting surface.
that as From a distorting mirror, she may see . Cenci, IV. i. 147. •
thy shield is as a mdrror Naples, 78.
and each one makes A mirror of the moon— . St. Epips. 21,

Like one before a mirror, Yet look, 8.

B. Mg. (1) the reflecting surface of water compared to a
mirror.

Nor aught else in the liquid fnirror laves . . . Alastor, 462.
Its broad and silent wtzyrwr gave to view . . . D^vton, i. 136.
Gazes in vain, and finds no M.irror \h&r^. . . , Orpheus, 6.

each riplet makes A many-sided -m^ir. for the sun, 61.

The wzrroT- of its stillness shewed Q. Mad, I. 22$.
The stainless -m.irror of the lake vi. 7.

broke not the mirror of its billow T^riumph, 362.

(2) reflection.

The OTiVrf^r of my darkest thoughts ; . . . , Cenci, V.'x. 21.

it once had been The mirror of ner thoughts, . Laon, IV. xxx, 8.

ever-shifting mirror Of all the beauty .... Medusa^ V. 5.

which ne'er in other minds A ?«z"mj^ found,— . Pr. Athan. i. 76.
till it became a ?M2>-rtf?- Of all their beauty, . .Towero/Fam. 19.

(3) exemplar.
That perfect mirror of pure innocence .... Cenci, v. iv. 130.

(4) used in various figurative senses.
Thou M. In whom, . , . All shapes look glorious . Epips. 30.
And from the mirror of Truth s sunlike shield, . Fr. Satire, 29.
Cast on the mirror of the night. ...... Hellas, 610.
If thou canst veil thy lie-consuming m-irror . . 985.
But, when in ebon mirror. Nightmare fell . . . Laon, i. xxx. 5.
His likeness in the world's vast mirror shewn ; . vill. vi. 5.
what seemed so fair Within that magic mirror, . Love, Hope, 18.

half seen In any mirror— Pr. Athan. II. iii. 14.
Leave Man, who was a many sided mirror^ . . Prom. iv. 382.
a mirror Of all the hues and forms Unf. Dr. 2i().

^Mirrored, pp. (1) reflected.
Were mirrored in the polished marble stair . . Ginevra, 24.

(2) described, reproduced.
Not to be mirrored \n a holy song— Witch, Lxil. 2.

*Mirrored, ppl. adj. Fig. shining like a mirror.
Wisdom the TMzrrorerf shield, or scorn the spear? -£4^«a/j,xxvil: 6.

^Mirrors, v. tr. reflects.

Joyless upon the sapi>hire lake that -mirrors . . Hellas, 572.
Mirrors, n. A. Lit. reflectors.
from a thousand prisms and mirrors, .... Epips. 166.
which seem Twin tnirrors of Italian Heaven, . Julian, 148.

B, Fig. mental reflectors.

as each are mir. of The fire for which all thirst ; . Adonais, Liv. 7.
all are mirrors of the same ; /.oom, viii. xx. 5.
Dim mirrors of ruin hang gleaming about ; . . Vis. Sea^ 17.

Mirth, n. (1) joyousness, gaiety, meny-making.
strange webs of melancholy mirth April, 1814, 12.
and turn your back On all this wzzWA/' . . . Calderon. I. 26,
Has spoilt the mirth of our festivity Cenci, I, iii. 161.
a world of mzrM Out of the wreck of ours. . . Ch. ist, ll. iii.
the fool of late Has lost his careless ?w/rM, , . 11.461.
But village w/r/A breeds contests, CycL^^i.
He is a fool, who drinking, loves not m.irth. . . 544.
Their jocund dreams are full of mirth, .... Fr. Wine, 9.
Laughed in the mirth of its lord's festival, . Ginevra, 132.
Let us laugh, and make our mirth, Inv. Mis. ill. i.

beneath the veil Of food and mirth, Laon, I. xxix. 6.
she in her ghastly mirth Gathering vi. li. 5.
the unbounded mirtJi, ix. iii. 6.

or m-irth. Or speech, or gesture, xi. iv. 4.
the spirit-sinking noise Of heartless mirth . . Mother^ Son,vu. 7.
Fill the dance and the music of mirth, ... Prom. IV. 132.
Change to the music of our sweet -mirth. . , . IV. 174.
Like a child, half in tenderness and mirth— . . Question, II. 6.
Her love subdued their wonder and their -mirth. Witch, x. 8.

(ii) consciousness ot power, vigorous enjoyment.
In the' light of thy morning ^nirth, Death Nap. 4.
Fuller of speed, and splendour, and mirth, . . 28.
Wave thy lightning lance in -mirth .... Naples, 72.
In the pnde of thy ghastly ?M/rM CEdipus,\\.\\.^(i,
it has rent, In' the rapture of its wz/r/A, .... Prol. Hellas, 212.
Oh, ye who shake hills with the scream of your -m.. Prom.. I. 498.

(,b) Fig. joyousness, delight.
Bending from Heaven, in azure mirth, .... Jane, Invitn, 11.
Shrieked, till they caught immeasurable mirth— Laon, l. xxxix. 7!
They dance in their iinrlh, Prom, IV. 46,

3 M 2
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Misadventure, n. ill fortune.

if by misadventure chance should bring Thee . Dante Conv. 55.

Uisadveutnres, n. unlucky accidents.

Among my misadventures Calderon^ 11. 102.

^Misantliropy, n. hatred of mankind.
To avarice or misanthropy or lust Julian^ 368.

4:Misl)econLe, v. tr. suit ill.

Nor will'he so much misbecome his throne . . . Gk. 1st, 11. 317.

Uiscall, V. if!, wrongly name.
And that unrestwElieh men ot/jct// delight, . . Adonais, XL. 3.

SEischief, n. (1^ evildoing.
To touch such mischief2s I now conceive : . . Cenci^ II. i. 125.

and the world with 6ne malicious mischief— . . Faust^ II. 303.
soothed by tnischiefsmcQ the world begun, . . Triumph, 146.

(2) harm,
I'll do As little fnischiefas I can; Cenci, II. ii. 119.

He fears not I should do more mischief.— . . , Gisb. 78.

(3) evil fortune.

These signs the coming mischief6\A foretell :— , Laon, X. xvi. 5.

Hischiefs, n. evils, uls.

Be thy swift mischiefs sent To blast mankind, . Prom,, i. 274.

Miscreant, n. a. scoundrel.
Miscreant and Liar ! Peter, VI. v. 3.

*Miscreeds, n. pernicious beliefs.

from Tyranny which arms Adverse tniscreeds . ProL Hellas, 106.

Misdeed, n. an evil action.

Triumph inhis m-isdeed? Cenci, ill. i. 173.

this -two-edged instrument Of my m,isdeed; . . V. ii. gg.
and to avenge m.isdeed On the misdoer, .... Laon^ V. xi. 4.

He but requites me for his own misdeed. . . . Prom. I. 392.

Misdeeds, n. evil actions.

none else is conscious, but myself, Oi toy misdeeds, Cenci, V. i. <^6.

^Misdeemin^ , ///. adj. judging wrongly..
thro' the m.isdeem.ing crowd V. i. 87.

Misdeems, v. tr. wrongly judges.

but he Tnisdeems That he is wise, Laon, xii. x. 7.

'''Misdirected, pp. wrongly directed.

But love, though ?wzji//*s«:^tf^ Si. Wealth, ^
*Misdoer, n. wrongdoer.
and to avenge misdeed On the misdoer, .... Z.aon, V'. xi. 5.

Miser, n. A. Lit, a sordid hoarder of wealth.
his gold The ««2Jtf>- brought, X. xix. 5.

an(C like a miser, keep, Rosal. 777.

The miser in such dreams would rise Witch, LXXii. 6.

B. Fig. hoarder.
that neither fortune, . . . That careful miser, . . Calderon, II. 181.

Miserable, adj. (1) wretched, unhappy.
Cyprian is absent, O me miserable! III. 89.

Art thou not Most miserable } Cenci, I. i. 92.

Why, miserable}—No.— i. i. 92.

I am a guilty 7w?',s'tfra^& wretch
;

V. ii. 92.

The m. one Turns the mind's poison into food,— E. Williams, II.6.

The vainly rich, the miserable proud, Q. Mab, V. 57.

It is a wild and wzM^ra^/e world ! VI. 12.

(2) contemptible, despicable.

Miserable slaves ! Cenci, IV. iii. 22.

Shall finely cookydur miserable flesh Cycl. 331.

to have repelled That miserable flight— .... Laon, VI. v. 5.

After the miserable interest Thou holdst . . . Q. Mab, IV. 259.

Despising; its own miserable being, V. 30.

Their vameless and miserable lives V. 248.

(3) unfortunate, to be pitied.

Olmiserable strangers ! Whence come they, . . Cycl. 80.

And besides miserable 676.

A miserable state is that of pigs (Bdifus, II. i. 131.

(4) poor, ruinous.

The mean and ««rJ5«z^/tf huts Q. Mab,\\.i(>i^.

(5) deplorable, disgraceful.

O miserable dawn, after a night More glorious . Hellas, 259.

:|:MiBeral)l7, adv. pitiably.

Drives miserablyi Calderon, 11. 44.

Miserd, Latin adv. piteously.

(Like cats, who amant m,isere\) Peter, III. viii. 2.

Miseries, n. woes, wretchedness.

the ceaseless cries Of the many-mingling »*Wtfr/tfj, Falsehood, 60.

Wrungfrom a nation's 7«/j£r(fej/ —'— 73.

The baleful streams from whence these »*. flow ; M. N. Post. Fr. 24.

The massacres and ww-e?'/«y which his name . . Q. Mab,vu. i^-j.

Misery, «. (1) as a mythological personification.

Wake thou, cried Misery^ childless Mother, . . Adonais, xxii. 2.

'tis Misery calls,—for he is dead Bion. Adon. 5.

jl//j£7'j' has killed its father: Gpw«, in. i. 37.

Misery Sits near an open grave Death,
(2J

I. i.

il/zj«ry, my sweetest friend— (2)11.1.

From misery's tortured soul that flow, .... Death Vanq. 40.

Misery—Q M., This worid is all too wide for thee. F. Godwin, 5.

sit by me, Shadow-vested ^/jtfry - Inv. Mis. 1.2.

A/zj£ry/ we have known each other, III. i.

Life-deserting Misery, xi> 4-

but Misery feed With her own broken heart ! . Laon, V. xi. 5.

Whilst, from misery^s ashes risen, ...... Mexican, II. 9.

(2) sorrow, wretchedness, unhappiness.
A.world of happiness and w/j£rv/ Calderon, II. 106.

The shame and misery you have written there, . Cenci, l. i. 42.

Nor will I leave this home oVmisery I. ii. 16.

O, world! O, life! O, day! O, misery I . . . III. j. 32.

there is none to tell My m-isery: III, i. 114.
Turning her mother's love to misery: .... IV. i. 152.

Which IS in every heart ! O, misery/ .... iv. iv. 175.

bring up the rear Of painted pomp with misery/ Ch. 1st, l. 173.

But changed to a foul fiend through fniserj^. . . Coleridge, 30.

To the one-eyed Cyclops, we, . . . JMinister in ?«., Cycl. 70.

The mimic of surrounding misery, utsm^on, 11. 136.

„ „ „ g. Jl/a5, VIII. 195.

The germs of ntisery, death, disease, and crime. . Desmon, 11. 160.

M ,, ti It tt ti • Q. Mab, viii. 2iS.

uproot The germs ofwe/jery from the human heart. Deemon, 11. 285.

„ ,1 11 }i It 11 0. ^a^, IX. 192.

Evil from good ; m.isery from happiness ; . . . Epips. 175.

In the deep wide sea of misery, Eug Hills, 2.

Have done the work of ntisery, Falsehood, 104.

crimes and evil men, Misery and hate ; . , . . Hope, Fear, 8.

More misery, disappointment and mistrust . . fulian, 314.

Love sometimes leads aStray to m.isery. . . . 34^.
and in their helpless m.zsery blind, Laon, 11. vi. 4.

This misery was but coldly felt, II. xxxvi. i.

So that I knew not my own misery: III- xv. 5.

Tameless resolve which laughed at misery . . . lli. ^ix. 7.

Into a fiend, by some strange misery : . . . . VI. xlviii. 4.

till madness zww^ry brought Vll, xiv. 9.

The wzijcry of a madness slow and creeping, . . Vli. xv. i.

smote my lonesome heart more than all misery. vii. xxii. g.

even as m-isery dreams ofmom Vli. xxxv. 2.

dark with many a blazoned name Of misery— . Vlli. xx. 5.

thou readest well the ntisery viil.xxiii.3.

nought on earth but toil and m-isery ix. xv. 9.

Over every one but me

—

^Misery, oh, Misery/ ' Mask, xxiv. 4.

moan For others' misery or their own, .... Lxvil. 5.

Pressed into light by silent misery, .... Mother Sf Son, I. 6.

Wake in this scene of legal misery vil. 8.

'Mid the misery and corausion Peter, II. x. 2.

to thy scora O'er mine own misery Prom. I. 11.

Ere misery made me wise. I. 58.

CrieiA, ^Misery / * then; I. loS.

the hollow Heaven replied, ^Misery/'.... I. 109.

And the pale nations neard it, ''Misery/'* . . . I. m.
Misery, Oh misery to me, I. 306.

Misery's yet unkindled fuel : I. 512.

Shine on a misery, dire to be borne i. 540.
It yet remains supreme o'er misery, III. i. 16.

Leaner than fleshless zwzj£^, Q. Mab,\\\. i\^.

From all that genders «rz.?£*;5i, ill. 124.

perceive that vice Is discord, war, and misery; . III. 129.

Whose stakes are vice and misery III. 174.

This is no unconnected misery, ....... rv. 74.

that man Inherits vice and misery, IV. 118.

Eternal misery to those hapless slaves . . . IV. 216.

»z/j'£^-weighing nothing in the scale .... rv. 242,

That grinds them to the dust of fnisery. .... V. 60.

the poor man, Whose life is misery, V. 114.

Yes I crime and misery are in yonder earth, . . vi. 29.

Madness and misery are there f vi. 50.

horrible lusts spread misery o'er the world, . . vi. 204.
All misery to my fame Vll. 114.

Has crushed the earth to misery, vii. 203.

Has passed unstained by crime and misery, . . vil. 236.'

can know More m., and dream more joy than all ; Vlll. 135.

IFntainted by man*s Tnisery. Rarely, VI. 6.

On him, . . . now misery lay : Rosal. 752,

grown old in power Or ?»zjcry,— "Friumph, 121.

And so my words have seeds of fmsery— . . . -— 280.

^Misery-thixsting*, c. adj. delighting to cause wretchedness.

to glut Thy m.isery-thirsting soul, Q. Mab, vi. 126.

Misfortune, n. (1) unhappiness, misery.
from the prosperous, weak misfortune takes; . Cenci, III. ii. 57.

(2) disaster.

Oh, misfortune on misfortune / Cycl. 692.

Misgives, v. refl. makes apprehensive, troubles.

and my mind misgives me Ch. 1st, II. 266.

:|:Misgiviug, n. teeling of doubt or hesitation.

Nor one misgiving of the slaves who boast . . Q. Mab, VI. 184.

Misfifivings, n. apprehensions, doubts.

And do we waste in blind misgivings .... Cenci, ill. ii. 36.

rtMisinterpret, v. intr. misconstrue or misconceive.

if I misinterpret not Ch.ist, III. 54;

*Misjudgi3i?, ppl. adj. wrong judging.

And the misjudging 'wad^ would swear . , . Peter, IV. i. 3.

^Misrule, n. bad government.
wild misrule of thine own anarchy I Calderon, III. 2.

Famine, than whom Misrule no deadlier daughter Laon, X. xvii. 6.

When fell and wild misrule to man stfcm sorrow
brings M.N. Ravail, g.

God! Who, prototype of human ?MiVrM/«, . , . Q. Mab, VI. 105.

when from afar The ministers of misrule sent, . Rosal. 857.

Miss, V. tr. (1) mistake, fail to find.

you cannot tntss your road Calderon, I. 76.
though you should miss your own Faust, 11. 38.

(2) notice the absence of.

the wild oxen which it seems you ntiss ? , , , Hofn^ Merc. XLIV. 4.
And the stars we miss this morn will light , . . Serchio, 56.
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Missed, pp, failed to find.

he shall have missed His road— Horn. Merc, xcill. 5.

^JUissioned, pp, sent for a specific purpose.
When loosed and missioned^ Witch^ XVI. 7.

Mist, n. A. Lit, moist haze.
the moving pomp might seem Like pageantry of «^. Adonais^ xiil. 9.
like an atmosphere Of stormy mist; xxill. 8.

Yellow mist Filled the unboundeid atriiGsphere, . Alastor-, 604.A cline;ing, black, contaminating'm«j/ .... Cenci^ ill. i. 17.
HungTike a mist of light I^<^fkon^ i. 74.
Which floats like m.isi laden -with unseen showers' ^z^&j. 448.
Thro' the dewy tnist they soar ^ug. Hilts^ 75.'

Thro' the broken w/j/ they sail, 85.
From the sea a mist has spread, -—- 2*10.

When a soft and purple m.ist 287,
a tempest Of dazzling w/ej^ within-my brain-^ , Hellas^ 787.
The sulphurous tnist is raised—thou seest— . . 830.
Like a thin mist^ or an autumnal blast. . . Horn,. Merc, xxiv; 8.

like W2ZJ/ o'er mountain driven Int. Beauty^ III; 8.
towards the North appeared Thro' mist, . . . Julian^ ^.
Long trains of tremulous;-tm/j/ began to creep, . Laon^ I. ii. 4.
like mist on breezes curled, HI, ii. 4.
like a chamel's -m-ist within the radiant dome. > . v. xxii. o.
The chains of earth like wzj/ melted away, . . —^ v.xx3eviK3.
As I approached, the morning's golden -mist^ . . V. xliii. 4.'

in ?nist Which clothes the OceaiTs bosom, . . . v. Iviii. 6.
and over all A viist was spread, VI. xxxiv. 6.A cauldron of green »izj/ made visible .... x. xxi. 3.
like 9Hist the topmost pines among -—- xi. xii. p.
Wreathed in the silver »2(j/ . Xll.xxxix.g.
a golden mist did quiver xii. xl. 3.
Awakens and floats on the mist of the heath. M. N. Spec. Hors. 18.
There was a mist in the sunless air, Mar. Dr. VII. i.

Through the red mist their domes did quivef. . vill. 6.
And still the mist whose light did hang .... -=^^^ xi: 3.A m.ist^ a light, an image rose Ma^k. XXVI. 2.

And ^nist there was none its thirst to- slake—^ . Music-^ Iparity in,- 4.A pale mist^ like aerial gossamer, Orpheus^ 20.
thro' the mist Of cataracts, . . ... . , , . Prom., i. 60.
like thin mist Unrolled on the moraing.wind. . I; 116.
thro' a chasm Of wind-divided mist II. i. 20.
Beneath is a wide plain of billowy Tnist, .... II. iii. 19.
And wind-enchanted shapes of wandering mist; • ii. iii. 27.
Look how the gusty sea of fnist is breaking . . ii. iii. 43.
I see thm shapes within the ?rzist ii. iii. 50.
Shall flee, like 7mst from a tempest's might. . . iv. 146.
Grinds the bright brook into an azure tnist . . iv. 254.
till it becomes a winged fKist IV. 4*33.

Asagreyandwatery OT.Glowslikesolidamethyst iv. 48S.
Fast as the shapes of mingled shade and Tjzist, . Q. Mad, Vll. 269.
Through the fnist of a burning tear RosaL 195.
On the m.istoi the tempest which hangs o'er the

fountain, . . 6y. /n (2) IV. 3.
When woe fades away like the mist of the heath. (5) 11. 8.

And frost in the m.ist of the morning rode, . . . Sensit. PI. III. 23.
Started like fnist from the wet ground cold ; . . ill. 63.
O'er lily-paven lakes 'mid silver mist^ .... Triumph, 368.
as thick as mist On evening marshes, .... 508.
I die like TMii"/ upon the gale, Two Fr. Love, I. ^.
And twined three threads of fleecy mist, . . . Witch, xiii. 2.

A tapestry of fleece-like mist Llll. 7.

B. Fig, (1) a mental obscuration.
And death is a low ?««j^ which cannot blot . . Adonais, XLiv.4.
shall grope through a bewildering m.. Of horror : Cenci^ II, i. 184.
this undistinguishable m.ist Df thoughts, . . iii. i. 170.
through the distant ?MzJ/ of years Ch:\st,\v.2\.
We gaze on danger throue;hthe m.ist Of ffear; . . Heilas, 641.
a mist of sense and thought . . Rosai. 1014.

(2) a hazy muddle.
his own mind—^which was a ?nist. Peter, V. ii, 5;

(3) bewilderment, confusion.
May the purple TKist of love Epithal, (2) 27.
As m a tender m.ist our spirits are Wrapt . . Fr. Lovers Atm-os. 3.
Thro' tears of a wide mist L,aon^ VI. xxxvi. 5.

*Mist-coveredy c. adj. hidden in obscurity.
What awaits on Futurity's mist-covered shore ? . Death, Dial. 20.

Mistake, v, I. tr. misunderstand.
Mistake me not ! All is contained in each. . . . Hellas, 792.

Hi intr. are in error.

he only sleeps
;
you mistake^ brothen .... Cenci, IV. iv, 56.

^Mistake, n. misapprehension, error.

You lie—^under a mistake— . Calderon, I. 32.
Falsehood, mistake, and lust-; Q, Mad, vi. 30.

Mistaken, pp. (1) erroneously adopted.
The sbeep have 9nist. the wolf for their shepherd, Ch, 1st, II. 414:;

(2) in error.
But if I am mistaken, . Cenci, V. i, 102-.

Mistress, n. (1) the correlative of master or teacher.
O Pallas, mistress, Goddess, sprung from' Jove; Cycl. 336.
(2) a woman beloved beyond ordinary friendship.

Out of the crowd a mistress or a friend, . . Epips. 151.
And as to friend or mistress, 'tis a form

; . . .St. Epips. 45.
(3) an appellation of Freedom personified, as commanding
devotion.

The spell of the mighty mistress now ! . . . . Hellas 28.

(4) owner, a female having authority.
the slaves wha bear Their mistress to her'task— Laon^ III. ix. ^.

Mistrust, n. suspicion, want of confidence.

More misery, disappointment arid mtstHist . Julian., 314.

And disappointment, and mistrust, and hate, . Prom', i. 453.

Mists, n. A. Lit, moist hazes.

While slight arid odorous m.ists Floated . . . Damon; I, 236.
blue mists through the unmoving atmosphere . II, 122.

And hft its billows and its mists, Epips. 349.
Its upper horu' arrayed in'»«ij/j; . . . ., . . Loon, i. v. 8.

to know its height the morning- m-ists forbid ! . . v. xl, 9.

the ?«?Ji^j of night intwining Their dim woof, . . V. Iii. i.

Grey m. poured forth from the unresting fountains XI, ii. 3.

attended By mists, aye feed ; xii. xl. 8.

More thin they are than the m.. of the mountain, M.N.Spec.Hors.2g.
Like stars half quenched in mists of silver dew. . Prom.. Ii. i. 29.
The mountain mists, condensing at our voice , ii, i. .';8.

and ye untameable herds. Meteors and mists, IV. 547.
If with 7«?j/j of evening dew . Proserp. 11. i.

The light and crimson mists, Q: Mab, li. 47.
"W^^here blue m.. through the unmoving'atmosphere vill. 168.

and the morn When the golden mists ate bont. . Rarely, V. 6.
^

Liquid mists of splendour quiver RosAf.6/^-6.

The mists in their Eastern caves uprolled. . . . Serchio, 16.

B. Fig. (1) mental obscurations,
was seen beaming through the mists of fear : . . Q. Mab, Vlll. 13.

Between the JMZwj of fear and awe, Rosa/. 4.51.

sweet And subtile Mists of sense and thought : &>9.

(2) obscurities.

The dim mists of futurity ? . . . . . . St. Ir. (4) V. 4.

Misty, adj. (1) enveloped in haze or mist, of hazy look.
Now beckoning thee out of thy misty throne Fr. Unrisen Splen. 3.
Legions seemed gathering from the m.isty levels Loon, in. xxiii. 4.
Bounded by misty mountains, wide and vast, . ——• iv. xx\', 2.

As to the plain«between the misty mountains . . v.xxxviii.3.
far glancing in the Tnistymorrim^, v. xxxix. i.

a little light That twinkled^n the -misty distance : Q. Mab, li. 84.
Out of the m.isty eastern cave, To Night, I. 3.
thou that soarest O'er the ?nisty mountain forestj W. Godwin, 2.

To journey from the misty east began. . . . Witch^ LI. 8.

(2) sethereal, undefined.
Her thin and 'm.isty form Q". Mab^ i. 109.
a troop Qi misty shapes Rosal. 1198.

tMite, n. (1) a minute atom.
To add one Tnite to gold-fed luxury : . , . . Mother^ Son^ 1. 9.

(2) the smallest coin.

the spare mite of avarice could bribe Q. Mab, v. 202.

Mitigated,///, adj. (1) tempered, moderated,
whose lights Dart mzVz^fizW influence . . . Ch. ist,iv. 2,8.

The TWzVz^fa^fii:^ influences of air Zucca, ix. i,

(2^ assuaged, lessened.

Near happy friends a »«zVz^(z/ear pain. . . . . E.Willia7ns^l.%.
Mitigation, n. excuse, extenuation.

If you have aught to plead in mitigation' S^ak. Ch. ist, in. 9.

'''Mitre, n. an episcopal headgear.
and a m.itre on the others . , . . - 11. 433.
what think you that I found instead of a jnitre-? ~— 11, 448.
What Anarch wears a -crown or Tnitre, . . . Hellas, 318.

*Mitred, adj. Fig, (1) holding an office which entitles to
wear a mitre.

il/iVrigf/ adulterer ! he is joined in' sin,' .... Ch. 1st, 1.63.

(2) unduly honoured, pampered.
and Folly's -mitred brood

! Ode Lib. xii. 8.

*Mitres, n. episcopal headgear.
Mitres, and crowns and brazen chariots . . . Dcemon, I. 267.
m.. and swords and snares. Trampling in scorn, . /Vo/. Hellas, i (,4.

Mitres and helms and crowns," . . . . Triumph, 216.
Mix, V, I. tr, (1) join, unite.
and juix my lips -with' thine— Bion. Adon. 41.

(2) mingle.
Will m.ix it's music with that merry bell, . . , Gi?ievra, 77.
One spark may mix in reconciling ruin .... Hellas, 119.
Nor mix with Laian rage th&joy ... . . ^— loSo.
Mix them up Like self-destroying poisons. . . Julian, 435.
and to mix Hard e|^gs and radishes .... SercHio, 79.
I mix the present with the past, Tdbso, Song, 11:6.

II. intr, (1) join, unite.
Seeks Heaven to mix with its own kindred there ? Tear, ill. 7.
where the woods to frame a bower With interlaced

branches m.ix and meet, ... ... Laon, Ded. ll. 4.
Our human brethren Tnix^ vi, xv. 2.

(2) mingle.
The winds of Heaven m.ix for ever . . . Lovers Phil. I, 3,
And mix with the sea-birds, half asleep. , . . Prom., iv. 88.
Mix with each other in tempestuous measure Triu-mph, 141.

Mixed, V. I. tr, (1) mingled.
I mixed an opiate with his drink : Cencz, IV. ii. 30.

(3) confused together,
the villagers Mixt their religion up with her's, . Rosal. 1100.

II. intr. (1) mingled,
as with the crowds of her own kind She mixed; Laon, v. Ivif. 6.
I fnixed with slaves Rosal. 1235.

(2) united in embrace.
We m,ixed, and on his lips mine fed .... 1177.

Mixed, //. (1) united, joined.

Have I vtixed z.wi\3X talk and asking looks.- , . Alastor^ 33:
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whose curse Mixed w/iiAv the watchraan*s, . . . Gzsb, 270.
they rose and fell, Mixed with mine own . . . Laon^ VI. xlii. 3.

That voice is tnixed -with the swell of the storm M.N.SpecMors.15.
Mix^d with ghosts of the mouldering dead : . St Jr. {%) xv. 2.

And their breath was yntxed with fresh odour, . Sensit.PL I. 15.

"Were m. with the dreams of the Sensitive Plant. I. 109.

(2) mingled, compounded.
Is it ewe's milk or cow's milk, or both mixed}— CycL 197.
How is it mixed} let me observe 506.
Love, Beauty, are mixedm the atmosphere \ . Vis. Sea, 162.

(3) become one with.
Her image mixed with what she most abhors, . Cenci, IV. i. 148.

(4) joined sexually.
Whom the fair-ancled Leda mixed 'm love . ffo9n. Castor^ 2.

(5) interspersed,
m,ixed with my cheeses lie Their implements ; . CycL 203.

(6) combined.
TlZ/jrerf with hail, specked their path Fu^itives^ ll. ^.
but sorrow mixed -wi^ sad surprise Gmevra^ 165.
Mixed-^'iih a certain hungry wish Peter^ VI. xxvi. 5.

Mixed with a quiet smile, shone calmly . . . Q. Maby Vll. 7,

'

Mixed w'\x.\x a sound of waters murmuring . . , Question. 1. 4.
Mixid in one mighty torrent Triwmph^ <;3.

Mixed with the clash of the lashing rain, . . Vis. Sea^ 9^.
Mixed v/'ith the stringed melodies that won it . 2^ucca^ X. 6.

mixed, ppl. adj. (1) mititjated, partial.

I felt thy torture, son, with such -mixedyoy . . Prom. i. 656.

(2) mingled, united together.
it mocks the mixed thunder . . Vis. Sea^ 70.

Mixt. (See Mixed.)
MixtiLres, n. compounds.

Prodigious mixtures^ and confusions strange . Cenci^ ill. i. 52.

*UnemosyzLe, «. daughter of Ccelus and Terra, and niother

of the Muses.
But chx&f Mnemosyne did Maia's son . Horn. Merc. Lxxiii. 3.

Uo, n. archaic for more.
I'll leave, as Spenser says, with many ?wo, . . Gisb. 103.

Moan, V. tr. (1) lament,
and could moan For woes which others hear not, Julian^ 444.
and moan In secret, . . Laon^ XII. xxix. 5.

mean For others' misery or their own, .... Mask^ LXVII. 4.

(2) produce a low prolonged sound like a moan.
And beasts hear the sea moan in inland caves. . Prom. I. 581.

(3) in fig. or poetic sense.
Ye caverns and ye forests, cease to moan/ . . AdonaiSy XLI. 5.

Sloan, n. (1) lamentation.
and at his partial moan Smiled through their tears ; xxxiv. 1

.

Like me he joyed at the stifled moan . . . Falsehood^ 72.

the inconstant waves with my perpetual moan. . Laon., vii. xxiii. 9.

„ „ „ „ „ VII. XXV. 9.

(2^ groan or plaintive cry.
The hea\'y heart heaving without a moan } . Adonais^ xxxv. 5.

with fnoan Like love, and died, Laon^ x. xlviii. 7.

And at the orphan's sigh, the widow's m.oan^ . M. N. Post. Fr. 8i.

It is the Benshie's m-oan on the storm, . , . M. N. Spec. Hors. 5^

That poured its low tn. on the stillness of night: 11.

Moan and yell loud at the lone hour of midnight, 49.
the faint moan With which some soul , . . . Q. Mab^ IV. 56.

(3) complaint.
To thee, then, mighty God, I lift my moan^ . M. N. Post. Fr. 17.

Insults with this untimely moan; ... St. Dejection^ v. 4.
This was the only moan she ever made Sunset^ 51.

(4) dull prolonged sound, like a moan.
from the wziJaw Of thunder, Adonais^ '^\M. z.

Moaned, v. intr. (1) rumbled long and low.
Afar the melancholy thunder Tnoaned^ .... xiv. 7.

(2) grieved piteously.

But moaned within him ; Peter^ VI. xxx. z.

*Moane8t, v. tr. producest plaintive dull sounds.
Rough wind, that moanestXovA A Dirge, i.

*Moaninff, pr. pple. plaintively crying out in pain.

Died moaning^ each upon the other's face . . . Laon, x. xv. 5.

like a fawn Jl:fi7fl«/«^ within a cave, P^/er, VI. xxx. 3.

Moans, v. intr. (1) utters plaintive sounds.
The house-dog moans^ and the beams crack : . Cenci^ ill. ii. 79.

(2) complains.
How the lamenting spirit vnoans in it, . . Dante Conv. 10.

(3) laments.
It moans for pleasures that are past, M.N. Melody, 32.

It moans for days that are gone by 33.

Moans, n. A. Lit, plaintive cries.

Moans, shrieks, and curses, ........ Julian^ 218.

B. Fig. dull prolonged sounds, like moans.
Mocking its moans, respond and roar for ever. . Alasior^ 425.

Moat, n. a trench filled with water.
Am I not now within Petrella's moat} .... Cenci^ iv. i. 4.

:|:Moated, adj. entrenched.
'Tis safely walled and moated round about : . . II. i. 169.

Mob, n. (1) rabble.

A manufacturing. w^tfdy Peier^ ill. iv. 2.

Can turn the worship of the servile mob . . . . Q. Mob., V. 97.
the gross blessings of a patriot mob^ V. 211.

the insensate moo Uttered a cry of triumph, . . VII. 10.

beguile The insensate m^ob^ Vll. 239.

(2) medley.
The m.ob of peasants, nobles, priests, and kings, V. 58.

Mock, V. tr. (1) defy, ignore.
And -mock the merry worm that wakes beneath ; AdonaiSy XX. 5.

what thou abhorrest May tnock thee, .... Cenci^ III. i. 131.

Should mock with gold iii. i. 185.

To m-ock my hate from with prosperity? . . . IV. i. 25.

That mock the dungeon's unavailing gloom ; , . Daemon, 11. 197.

„ ,, „ ,, „ ,, . . Q.Mab.iJ..\\%
They fHock weak matter's impotent control, . . M. N, Ravail^ 44.

(2) delude, disappoint.

Which mock the lips with air, when they are
thirsting Fr. Unf. Tale^ 4.

ye »zf7i:>fe yourselves, and give , . Z,fl(?M, Vlli. v. i.

Bright reason will m.oCk thee When thelamp, iv. 3.

(33 deride, ridicule.

His countless courtiers m.ock the words they say, Death Vanq. 34.
Hope in pity m.ock not Woe Jane, Invitn^ 41.

But none was near to mock my streaming eyes, . iMOn^ Ded. IV. 2.

When Infamy dares m^ck the innocent, . . . vill. 7.

And cans't thou mock mine agony, M. N. Despair., i.

In triumph, laughing wildly, mock its pain ; . . 33.

To mock, with smiles, life's lingering control, . M. N. Ravail, 58.

as it were to tnock The torture . . . . Medusa^ III. 6.

(4) imitate.

With interchange of hues m4)ck the broad moon, Dcemon, I. 36.
JMock the fierce peal with neighings ;— .... Laon, vi. xIv. 7.

Peopled with forms that Tnock the eternal dead . Ode L.ib. V. 13.

(5) set at nought, render futile.

The likeness of those winged steeds will mock . Prom. III. iv. 120.

(6) re-echo.

m^ck our voices As they were spirit-tongued. . . II. i. 163.

(7) deride by contradistinction.

like' flowers that ^nock the corse beneath, . . . Adonais, II. 8.

as to m^ck The calm and spangled sky. . . . Alasior, 343-

(8) seem to address in mockery.
The storms mock the mountains Prom. iv. 53.

Mock, n. (1) subject for scorn and derision.

A m-ock, a bye-word, an astonishment :— . . Cenci^ in. i. i6o.

(2) futile garb, a mockery.
Wrapped in the mock of mourning weed, . . . Rosal. 239.

Mock-bird, c. n. mocking-bird.
Would place a gaudy mock-bird Witch, Lxxiv. 4.

Mocked, V. I. tr. (1) scorned, derided.

Trampled and mocked with many a loathed rite . Adonais, IV. 6.

The cUrses which he mocked had caught him . . L,aon, V. xxv. 9.

The last of those who mocked ^^y holy name, . X. xxix. 8.

zraocy^eaf the knowledge of thy pride

:

Q.Mab,Yl.^\.
„ M )i n n • - Superstition, 20.

That m.ocked his fury and prepared his fall. . . Q. Mab^ IX. 37.

(2) punished scornfully.

Mocked^'x^h. the curse of immortality Hellas, 151.

(3) derisively ignored.

the slow agonies Of legal torture m.ocked his keen
desire : Laon, x. xxxiv. 3.

(4) distinguished, marked.
He THOcked the stars by grouping on each weed . Marenghi, xxi. 1.

(5) imitated, copied.
The hand that ntocked them Osytn. 8.

(6) made to look poor in comparison.
And human hands first mimicked and then ?»., . Prom. II. iv. 80.

II. intr. scoffed.

Aftfc^et/ at the speculation they had owned, , Ginevra, 149.

Mocked, pp. treated with scorn, derided.
Ah ! I am mocked! (^cl. 696.
The palace of the monarch-slave had rnocked . . Q. Mao, ix. 94.

Mockeries, n. empty pretensions.
cringe Before the mockeries of earthly power. . iv. 220.

Mockery, n. (1) scornful imitation.
In wzoc^ry of monumental stone, Adonais,xxxv,^.
Shedding the niockery of its vital hues .... Alastor^ 238.

(2) echoing.
Told each to the other in loud mod^ry^ . . Hellas, 472.

(3) counterfeit resemblance.
No mockery of myself to fear or hate : . . . Asiola, I. 9.

until slumber seems A fnockery of itself . . . Ginevra., 46.
or is but quaint mockery Of all we would believe, Gisb. 157.

(4) a sophism.
Would be a mockery to my holier plea, .... Cenci^ ill. i. 212.

(5) subject of scorn.

Changed to a fnockery and a bye-word ? . . . v. iii. 33.

(6) derision, scorn.

for the bare word Is hollow fnockery iii. i. 343.
That imp of malice and mock, shall be punished. Ch. ist^ li, 389.
Jesus, the son of Joseph, for his fnockery . . . Hellas, 150.

what but mockery can they mean Inv. Mis. Xlll. 4.
Thou mockery which art sitting by my side, . Julian, 385.
their names were hung In m.ockery o'er the fane L-aon, l. xxviii. 8.

And hymns of blood or fnockery^ n. viii. 7,

ere the ?Koc*%crji' yet had ceasecf , . x. xxv. 3,
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burned them both with hellish mockery. . . . Laon^ x. xlvii. 9.
Irreverent OTOC^tfry of the genuflexions .... CEdt'^us^ u. i. 38.
The vain and bitter tnockery o( words, . . . . Q. Mab^ v, 13.^.

made In mockery and wrath this evil earth? . . — vil. 123.
and I cried, Go ! go! in mockery Vll. 179.
Whilst the red cross, in mockery of peace, . . . vil. 219.
Be the masks of a grinning mockery Rosal. 377.
Like all the rest, a m.ockery SensiLPL IV. 16.

(7) delusive appearance.
He smiles—'tis sorrow's deadliest mockery; . . Solidary, iii. i.

*lkIoclsery-kinff, c. n. pretended king.
Thou tnockery-king-^ crowned with a wreath of

thorns? ProL Hellas^ 123.

Moctingf , pr. pple, (1) de:[;iding.

With doubtful smile m. its own strange charms. Alasior^ 205.
tho' faith ! 'Tis tnock. us somewhat too solemnly. Cenci^ i. iii.' 72.
Mocking our poverty, and telling us III. i. 315.
Mocking yowx untimely weeping Dirgefor Year, I. 6.
Mocking and mowing by his sicfe

—

Peter^ VI. xx. 4.
people of the realm of dream, Mocking me : , . Prom. i. 38.
contempt is mocking thy grey hairs ; Q. Mab^ vi. 139.
Mocking my powerless tyrant's horrible curse , vil. 257.
Mocking the spoil of the secret night Sensit. PI. III. 25.

(2) echoing.
Mocking its moans, respond and roar for ever. . Alasior, 425.
'Tis only mocking the orb's harmony Prom,. IV. 269.

Uocks, V. I. tr. (1) conceals, masks.
he mocks His inward hate Cenci., I. ii. 50.
(2) derides.

With which Heaven mocks our weakness ! . . . iii. ii. 39.
and triumphantly Mocks thee in. ii. '87.

he mocks the sacred character, Ck. 1st, ii. 96.
He mocks and mimics all he sees and hears, . . 11. 98.
that wiocAjThe unprevailing hoariness of age, . Desnton^ 11. 148.

n >i n It 11 )) • Q- Mab, viil. 207.
Tremble, ye proud, whose grandeur m. the woe. Death Vanq. 37.
with such raillery As m-ocks itself, Julian, 39.
while yet it mocks the all-devouring grave. . . Daon,v\l.xxvW\.<),
And mocks the heart which yet is warm, . . . Violet^ ii. 3.

(3) makes nought of, treats lightly.
As that which 7«i7i:<fes concealing, Mary, who died, i.'j.

Lightning that mocks the night Mutability, (2) i. 6.
And such despair as mocks itself with smiles, . , Prom. i. 260.

(4) echoes.
Mocks thy gently falling feet,

(5) imitates, personifies,
when selfishness mocks love's delight, . .

it mocks the mixed thunder ....
(6) puts to shame, surpasses.

And mocks all human grandeur ; > •

II. intr. jests in derision.
the Fool mocks wisely ; But in this case.

Uode, n. (1) method, plan.
some other stranger mode Of moving on ; .

(2) sort, kind.
Whilst every shape and -mode of matter . .

Uodern, cuij. present, of our own times.
though it is in the code Of modern morals,

Modes, n. (1) kinds, sorts.

AH the ?«0(/5j of distress Ca^, ii. 2.

New modes of passion to its frame may lend ; . Dmmon, w. 252.

n »i ,1 n II n • Q. Mab, IX. I57.

(2) methods, manners.
He has invented lying words and modes, . . iv. 232.

Modest, ae/J. (1) bashful.
modest May Bore Heaven's dread Supreme— . Hom. Merc. l. 4.

(2) unpretentious.
It is a modest creed, Sensit. PI. IV. 13.

Modesty, n. purity.

And such is Nature's modesty, . . .... Laon, VI. xl. i.

In nature's primal OTO^^j/jj arose, Q. Mab, ix. 81

*Modiilate, z/. tntr. vary, accommodate itself.

May modulate with murmurs of the air, . . . Alastor, 46.

*Modiilatiou, n. melody.
One mood or modulation like the last Mutability, 8.

'^^Modulations, n, melodies.
Kindling . . . ^olian modulations Prom. IV. 188.

*Moeris, n. an Egyptian lake.
By Jl/iK?'/j and the Mareotid lakes, Witch, \sv\ll. 1.

Moilinfir, //-. ///tf . labouring:.
Thrusting, toiling, wailing, m.oiling, Peter, III. xi. i.

Moist, adj. (1) damp, humid, wet.
The pavement of this moist all-feeding earth ; . Ck. 1st, IV. 40.
Whilst the woi'j/ earth was laughing below. . . Cloztd 72.To the edp of the 7K02J/ river-lawns, Pan, 11 8.
Locked then, as now behind my dark, m. hair, . Prom. 11. i. 47.

^t t T'f.u"°'^^.^'^'^^P^"'^ Sonn.Mle,/.The breath of the mozst earth is light, . . , . St Defection l KThe air which roughened the moist amethyst, . Triumph, nW.

TartearfuT^" "^ "^"'^^ clouds:-^
. Woodman,lt

«T^^*f '^5'*^'' ^^"^^ ""^^ '^^"^ ®yes overbrim : . Laon, v. iv 7Whose hardened eyes grew wozjnhe while, . . RosaV^ii, '

—- II. i. 186.

Laon, VII. vi. 2.

Vis. Sea, 70.

Q. Mab, II. sS.

Ch. 1st, ,11. 386.

I/bm. Merc. Lix. i.

. Q. Mab, VIII. 235.

. Epips. 154.

(3) cool, fresh.

In linen moist and balmy, Laon^ iii. xxix. 7.

(4) cold, fresh looking.

when from the moist moon rains Gisb. 6g,

Moisten, v. tr. make damp, wet-
'Twill w(J2j/fi« her! and thou shalt see . , . . ZMon,\l.\. ^.

*Moisteniner, pr. pple. making wet.
M^oistening your thirsty maw, Cycl. 583.

Moistnre, n. humidity.
languid as with pain Of its own heavy m^oisture, Fr. Fitful^ 3.

the thirsting air did claim All moisture, . . . Laon, x, xiii. 8.

in their darlt and liquid moisture swam, . . . Pr. Athan. Fr. 2.

*MoldaTian, adj. of Moldavia.
The false Moldavian serfs fled fast and far, . . Hellas, 289.

^Molecule, n. the smallest existent particle.

Even the minutest molecule of light, Q. Mab, vi. 174.

Moles, n. small burrowing quadrupeds {genus I'alpd).

The bats, the dormice, and the moles .... Fr. IVine, 4.
Mining like tnoles, through mind, Peter, III. xxiij. 4.^
The THoles and the dormice died for want : . . , Sensit. PL III. 103.

*Molested, pp. interfered with.
Hunted, stript, exposed, molested; .... CEdipus^il.X. 140.

*Moll7, n. a nickname for women.
like a male Molly, Peter, VI. xxxii. 4.

*Moloch, n. an Ammonitish god.
When Jl/(3/(3rA in Jewry, vi.xxxviii. 4.

Molten, adj. fused to a liquid.
steeped in molten steel the unconquerable will. , Laon, ix. vii. 9.

*Moly, n. a fabulous magic plant.
Nepenthe, Moly, Amaranth, fadeless blooms, . Prom-. II. iv. 61.

Moment, n. (1) instant of time, Xi%tA figuratively for a
short space of time.

th' intense atom glows A moment, Adonais^ xx. 9.
In the death chamber for a moment xxv. i.

One ?«(JZMe«/ in your chamber.

—

Cenci, II. i. 61.
Repentance is an easy mom.enfs work .... iv. i. 42.
if for one moment That fierce desire ... . iv. iv. 131.
stay a moment; v. iv. 25*.

An eagle alit one OTOwe«/ may sit Cloud, 2,7-
And yet there is a moment Dmmon, i. 201.

M n M Q. Mab, II. 13.
The chariot paused a moment

;

Dcsmon, ii. 319.
Nothing that in a moment will make rich Men . Faust, ii. 302.
At length I find one moment's good Jane, Invitn, 44.
Or seek a moment's shelter from my pain . . . Julian^ 364.
so that ne'er Our hearts had for a mom., mingled 427.
one mom.ent seen, Laon, i. xx. 7.
smile, like Cythna's, cast One m^menfs light, v. xxiv. 5.
one moTnent quelled By voice, vi. v. 5.
His hand grasped mine a moment— vi. x. 7.
One -mom-ent these were heard and seen— . . . vi. xxiv. i.
Was it one moment that confounded thus . . vi. xxxv. i.

one moment mute The evil thoughts it made, . vil. iv. 8.
One moment to great Nature's sacred power . vii. v. 2.
Down which, one ?wt7?«£w/ resting, .... vil. xii. 5.
The blood stood still one moment, . . . vii. xxiv. 3.
One moTnent yet I gazed

—

xi. vi. 8.
have known Another momenfs joy I .... xii. xii. g.
I did wake From torture for that moment's sake. M. W. G. iii. 6.A moment shudders on the fearful brink . . . OrpJieus, 47.
Not one moment Of dreamless sleep ! . , Q. Mab, ill. ^.
The chariot paused a moment there ; . ... ' ix. 227.
Nor let that mom^rw^'j hope be told Jiosal. 1x82.
Have found a moment's paradise in sleep . . . UnJ. Dr. 243.
One m^m^nt has bound the free We meet i. 5.
That ?«ow?ew/ is gone for ever, ... . .

' ii. i.
That moment from time was singled ... . m. i.
For a moment so found, so lost I v. 2.

'

When for a moment thou art not forbidden . . Zucm, IV. 4.

(2) point of time.
Sad Aziola

!
from that mojtient I Loved thee . Asiola, 11. 8.

From the moment That I pronounced .... Calderon ill. 87.
Will the ?Mow«rwif ever come? Cyc/. 628.'
I, from this moment, should have fonned . . . Julian, 548.

Momentary, adj. lasting for a moment, transitory.
Kindling a WKJiwew^flr;}' Paradise Ginevra. in.
mid The momentary oceans of the lightning, . . Hellas, 959.To wo»2£K/ary_peaceitbound Jane, Recoil. ^7.
truth Had overlived hope's momentary youth, . Julian, 331.

*Momently, adv. every moment.
JI/oOTtf«//v raging more and more? . . . . Calderon, lU.^i.

Moments, n. instants of time.
The moments which even now Pass onward . . Cenci, iii. ii. 74.
Lady, my moments here Are counted iv. iv. 17.
They grant me these brief moments v. i. 66.
First turned the 7«(7»i<?K/5 of awakening life . v. ii. 122.
for some uncertain m-oments lent, . . . Int. Beauty iv. 2.
making moments be As mine seem— , . Julian, 418*.
And moments aye divided hy keen pangs . . . Prom.. l. 13.How like death-worms the wingless mom. crawl ! —^ 11. ?. 16,
Those moments to forget Rosal. 4.

*
*

Mouarcli, n. a sovereign ruler.
A bubble fashioned by the monarches mouth, . Ch. ist, 11. 346The monarch and the slave of this low sphere, . Hellas 749The Monarch saith, that his great Empire's worth Laon, x. xii 3
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Monarch thou. For whose support this fainting

frame. M-N.Po^LFr.M.
But April's sunshine is a Monarches smile^- . . 58.

Will dash the sceptre from the Monarch''s hand, —~ 61.

That thy work, Monarchy is the work of Hell. . 78.

il/o«arcA of Gods and Daemons, .... , Protn.\.\.^
is he not The 7«(5Ka^cA of the world ? III. i. 6g.

the fool Whom courtiers nickname monarchy . Q. Mad, III, 32.

Nature rejects.the 'monarchy not the man ; . . III. 170.

How powerless were the mightiest mon. arm, . VI. (i2.

Yon -monarchy in his solita^ pomp, ix. 31.

^Monarch, c. adj. attr. Fig. (1) towering above others.

clothe earth's monarch mountain-tops .... Prom. IV. 286.

(2) larger or more powerful than others.

which once Were monarch beasts, : viv. 311.

*Uonarcli-slavef c. n, a ruler who is really but a slave.

The palace of the m^mar£h-sla've-\\.'aA mocked . Q. Mab^ ix. 94.

tUonarchize, v, intr. play the monarch.
Arrayed in which those worms did monarchise^ Trtum-ph^ 504.

Uouarchs, n. sovereign mlers.
Whilst ntonarchs laughed upon their thrones . Falsehood^ i.

Cry peace, and that means death when monarc/is
speak IfellaSyg6Q.

Mofiarchs of earth \ thine is the baleful deed, . M.JV.Pos^Pr.^y.
Monarchs and conquerors there Q.Mab^ ll. ,121.

Uonarciiy, n. (1) a kingdom or empire.
The careful weight of this great monardky. . Ck. is/, .11. ^18.

(2) kingship, personal rule.

Sole pattern of extinguished monarchy? . . . II. 190.

Gold, Monarchy, ana Murder, given ; . . . . Falsehood^ 40.

Thou echo of the hollow heart Oi monarchy^ . . Hellas^ 955.
So Monarchy succeeds to Freedom's foison. . . Marenghi^ ill. 6.

*Monembasia, «. a Peloponnesian city.

Navarin, Artas, Monembasia^ Hellas.^ 547.

Uoney, n. (1) funds.
But we want «MWzej>, . . Ch. \sty II. 266.

Money we have none : II. 330.
Does wwjwej' fail?—come to 4py raifit— . . . , CEdi^us^^. \o^

(2) payment.
like duns Thundering for money at a poet^s door ; Gzsb. 2ai.

He'll serve instead of riot money, (Edipus^ i. 87.

And said :—For money or for love, Peter^ vil, 1. 5.

(3) coinage, circulating medium.
Which last is a scheme of paper money., . , . ill. v. i.

SEoiik, n. a member of a monastic order.

That, like some msmiac monh, . Julian, 424.
A cowled and' hypocritical monk Q. Mab^ II. 180.

And the dark monk now Wraps the cowl round
his brow, St. Ir.U\l.^.

the last Of peace to the dark «wonA'J brain. . . (3)111.3.

Monk! thou art free to die (3) ix. 6.

The Monk call'd on God his soul to save, . . . (3) xill. 4.

And triumphant their gleam on the dark Monk
glar'd, '. (3)xyi..4.

3Ion!tey, n. a quadmmanous tailed mammal.
to repeat The chatterings of the mmikey.— , , ^iich, i-xxiv. 5.

^Monopolists, n. persons licensed for exclusive trade.

Monopolists., and stewards of this poor farm, . . -Ch. isi, I. 151.

^Uonotony, n. (1) a simple song.
Some outworn and unused monolony^ .... ^C^enci, V. iii. 125.

(2) uniform sound.
o'er my dying brain its last monolony. . Si. Dejection^ IV. 9.

Uonstex, n. A. Lit. (1) a hideous misformed man.
what a punishment I have For this fell monster, 4^ycl. 438.
but to burn out The monster's eye ;— .... 599.
TheshiningeyeofthisthyneJghbouring*«(j«j/!??'/ : 604.
or e'en wink, lest ye wake the anc^nster^ . . . -631.

(2) a being out of accord with nature.

Like that sweet marble ^nonster of both sexes, . St. Epips. 58.

(3) a huge wild animal.
The wzoMj^^^'transfixes'his prey, Bigotry.,!. 6.

The bellowinff monster, and the rushing storm, . Dce?non, II. 103.

,, ,, 1, » ., .. • Q- -^'^^i VIII. 98.

'B. Fig. (1) the sea so characterized.

I seek a refuge from the monster Calderon, II. 80.

Peace, monster} I come now Prom. III. ii. 50.

(2) some horrible mental conception.

made me look Upon the Tnonster ofmy ^bought, Cetici, v. i. 23.

(3) desolation.

Dream visions of aerial joy, an^ call the monster^
Love, Prom. I. 7?8.

(4) falsehood.

Until the »«i7Kj/tf*- sting itself to death Q. Mab,\l. 7,%.

Monster, c. adj. attr. strangely formed, abnormal.

as dark lairs for its monster brood ; Laon, vil. x. 5.

*Monster-teemincr, c. adj. full of horrible creatures.

Phantasms so foul thro' monster-teeming Hell . Prom. l. 447.

Monsters, n. A. Lit. wild animals.

Where Lybian monsters yeW, Q. Maby 11. 217.

B. Fig. (1) noxious persons.

The monsters of life's waste had fled .... Adonais, xxvii. g.

(2) evil influences and powers.
By inbred monsters outraged Laon., XI. xxii. 7.

Monstrous, adj. (1) extraordinary, uncertain,

fortune, The m. phantom which pursues success, Calderon^ ll. 180.

(2) preternatural.
Art thou a monstrous shadow III. 104.
and,^ftonstrpus births declare Hellas, 604..

Were like £hose tnonstrous and b.arbaric shapes, F^om. III. iv. 168.

Monstrous or vast, or beautifully wild, . . . . Q. Mob, VI. 81.

,, „ „ ,, ,, .... Superstition, 10.

(3) outrageous, unheard of.

they are unnatural, strange and monstrous.^ . . Cenci, in. i. 188,

Body and soul a.,monstrous lump of ruin. . . . iv. i. 95.

Enjoined us to pursae this ?»(?«.y^?'oz«' crime . . v. ii. 73.

(4) dreadful, hideous.
A sense of actual things those monstrous dreams

among Loon, in. v. 9.

T4iat man. faith wherewith they ruled mankind, . X. xxvi. 2.

Had solemnized a monstrous curse, Rosal. 157.

(6) extreme, marvellously great,

a fierce and monstrous gladpess Laon, xii. i. i.

(6) huge, enormous.
Their monstrous works, and uncouth skeletons, Prom. iv. 299.

Filled the place with a monstrous undergrowth, Sensit. Pi. in, 59.

(7) wonderful, unusual.

a monstrous i\^t\ _
Zotw, 1. viiL z.

*Mont-Blanc, n. a mountain in Savoy.
JI/(?M/-5ifflMC appears,—still, snowy, and serene— Mont 5. 61.

Mo;Ttt Blapc yet gleams on high :—the power is

there, I27-

Month, n. one of the twelve divisions. of the year.

Month follow month with woe, Adonais, xxi. 9.

Month after month, he cried, to bear .this,load . Julian., 300.

Month after ^tonth went by, and still .... Loon, vil. xvii. 2.

hunger, toil, and cold. Month 2SK&T .vt. endufefl ; Marengki, xiil. 3.

Then seriatim, month and qu9.rter, . . . . Peter, vi. iii. i.

Jl/tf«^A after »W7«M the .thing grew worse, . . . vii. x. 3.

Many a drear month in a great ship— . . . Pr. Athan. 11. i. 12.

Month after month the gathered rains descend . Sonn. Nile, i.

"Towards the end of the sunny month of June, . Summer, 2.

Months, n. pi. of Month.
Come, months, come away, Autumn, I. 6.

were enough For «ttw^^/ C^wcz, III. i. 330.

Less changed than she was by six months or so
; Julian^ 155.

Who to this city came some months ago, . . . 196.

he may live some six months yet 374.

the eternal flood, Slave to the mother of the m.^ Loon, IV. i. 7.

at this breast, sweet love. For many months. Vll. xtx. 7.

I know not whether months or years

;

. . vii. xxvi. i.

deserves just seven months' wages . ... Peter, VI. xiv. 4.

For fifteen W2tfw//w in any case, Vll.xxiii. 4.

In which the matter of the months is home . Prom. iv. 207.

For many tnonths had Helen known Rosal. 196.

Whep weeks and months and yesrs had past, 327.

And died some ntonths before 1215*

the Mother of the Months had bent Her bow . . Wztch^ iv. i.

Monument, n. memorial, enduring evidence.

An early but enduring monutnent, . . . . Adonais, xxx. $.

some monument WtaX-v/'xthmmd.: Z^tfw, ii. xxvi. 5.

to stand A monument of fadeless ruin . . . . Q. Mab, vii. 261.

Thy memory for a term may be My monument. Rosal. 564.

a monument stands Of faded grandeur, ... 1^ Jew, (2) 5,

Monnmental, adj, A. Lit. serving as a memorial or

monument.
In mockery of monumental stone, Adonais, xxxv. 4.

B. Fig. lasting, endurhag ,by way of a monument.
Lies sepulchred in monumental thought ;— . . Hellas, 420.

Monuments, .'?2. buildings, lasting records.

And »«(3«w?M^w/j of less ungentle creeds . . . iaww, 11. xi. 4.

.to rear The monuments of man xi. xxiv. 3.

Mood, ». (1) disposition, temper of mind.
Soon the solemn «K7(7rf Of her.pure mind . . . Alastor, 161.

thy friend's ungentle mood: ... ... April, 1814, 6.

thy lofty songs and that sweet mood Cavalc. 7.

This mood has grown upon mCj Cenci, I. i. 86.

This mood Is marketable here m Rome. . . . HI. i. 236.

and before my mood Be changed, IV. i. 29.

pan wear at wjll The rugged tnood-— Ch. ist, II. 84.

Entranced in some diviner tnood D<xinon, i. 88.

Or oft in graver mood, when he will look . . . Gisb. 223,

in a careless ?M00(/ To Phoebus said:— . . . . Hotn.Mcrc.\JV.6.

and the dread mood Of the diviner . . . . lxxx. 6.

babbling in delightful mood Lxxxii.5.

We moved towards our home ; where in this mood, Laon, 11. xlix, 8.

With words of sadness soothed his rugged mood. V. xxy. 3.

awakened from that dreamy mood -^— Vil. ii. 2.

or in a human fwtfff^;^Dream ye Vlil. iv. 8.

and in such »». The Form he saw and worshipped viii. vi. 3.

to suffer all in patient m.ood, Vlii. xi. 8.

in frenzy's unimagined mood, ... . . x. xx. 8.

the shadow of a ?Moorf xi. i. 4.

fled in terror's altered mood. xii. ix. g.
The frightful silence of that altered wwoi/, . . . xii. xxvu. i.

lifts His baby-sword even in a hero's mood. . . Q. Mab, IV. no.
in some mood Of wordless thought Lionel stood Rosal. 1150.

There is a mood which language faints beneath ; . St. Epips. 139.

(2) a phrase of music.

One 7nood or modulation like the last Mutability, S.
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Moods, «. reveries.

Moods like the memories of happier earth, . . . Fr. Calm^ 2.

SCoody, adj. sullen.

Between us and your fatherV moody wrath . . Cencu H- i- 47-
A moodv curse, and a frenzied sleep Falsehood, 97.

No working of the tyrant's moody mind, . . . Q. Mah^ VI. 183.

Moon, n. A. Lit. (1) the earth's satellite.

when the m.oon Filled the mysterious halls . . . Alastor^ \2j^

when red morn Made paler the pale moon,
the blue moon Low in the west, ...
At midnight The ntoon arose :

Or, painted bird, sleeping beneath the moon^ .

Beneath the wan stars and descending jnoon .

The dim and hornfed fnoon hung low
his last sight Was the great moon^

138.

193-

352-

465.

646.
Tells them that dreams and that the m. is gone. Apollo^ I. 6.

the Moon^s globe And the pure stars ... "

Away ! the moor is dark beneath the moon^
the moon is in the deep : . . . ...
Never smiled the inconstant moon . . .

IV. 2.

, Aprils 1814, I.

. Bridal, i. 7.

. Epiihal. (2) 3.

. Calderon, II. 85.

. Cenci, IV. iv. 85.

. Ch. islf I. 140.

II. 374.

nothing Beneath the circle of the moon^ . . .

Under the dark rocks to the glimmering fnoon
some like the new-bom m.oon:
And come back aeain when the m. is at full :

—

Whom mortals call the moon, Cloud, 46.

Are each paved with the moon 58.

And the moon^s with a girdle of pearl ; . . . . 60.

The glory of the wtfow is dead; Colerid^^e^ 2y.

In the gaze of the nightly moon / Constant. I. 4.

One pale as yonder wan and horned moon, . . Deemon^ I. 3.

With interchange of hues mock the broad moon, I. 36.

And like the moon''s argentine crescent hung . . I. 167.

Thou Moon beyond the clouds ! Epips. 2^.

the Moon Burns, inextinguishably beautiful : . . 81.

As is the Moon, whose changes ever run . . . 279.
The cold chaste Moon^ 281.

as the Moon may hide the night 287.
like the M. Waxing and wanmg o'er Endymion. 293.
As the Moon^s image in a summer sea, .... 297.
that Moon, whose pale and waning lips . . . 309.
The white Jl/oow smiling 318.
the Moon will veil her honi In thy last smiles ; . 376.
Which Sun or Moon or zephyr draw aside, . . 473.
When ever smiled the inconstant moon .... Epiihal. 3.

Leading the infantine moon, . . Eug: Htlls, 322.
and soon Every sprite beneath the moon . . 371.
Spirits from beyond the moon Exhortation, 26.

Tne blank unwelcome round of the red moon^ . Faust, II. 19.

The melancholy ntoon is dead ; II. 185.

For the pallid moon is waning, Fr. Roman's, I. 3.

And the moon no cloud is staining.
When the moon over the ocean's fine . . .

when from the moist moon rains
Whether the moon, into her chamber gone,
When you die, the silent Moon,
When the young moon is westering as now, .

Ix)ok, Hassan, on yon crescent m-oon, . . .

Even as that moon Renews itself— . . .

Then trembling in the splendour of the moon^
The young moon has fed Her exhausted horn,
' fou- ' --the fourth day of the ?noon
the Pallantean Moon sublime
Sing the wide-winged Moon
But when the Moon divine from Heaven is gone
great Moon, white-armed Divinity, . . .

The fair-haired Moon,
And the fair m^on was rising among them,
As the Tnoon's soft splendour
Though the jnoon sleep a full hour later,

The pallid semicircle of the moon Past on, .

a fascination Dwelt in that moon, and sky,
the white tnoon, amid that heaven so blue,
And that strange boat, like the moon's shade
Beneath the rismg m^on seen far away

;

the unrisen moon among the clouds Is gathering

—

let loose beneath the ray Of the still moon,
beneath the sphere Of the calm moon— . .

As they retired, the golden ?«(3flw.upsprung,
and those corpses, and the ntoon, ....
The m^on was darting through the lattices
When the cold m,oon sharpens her silver horn
the moon was hanging low Over the Asian

mountains,
The moon had left Heaven desert now, .

ages, such as make the moon and sun, .

The moon was high, and clouds, . . .

when thronging to the moon's command,
the beams of the invisible moon, . . .

when the red moon on high Pause ere
The sinking ??won is Hke a watch-tower ,

in the gleam Of the pale moon I stood, .

yon broad moon gives light To millions ....
opinion is more frail Than yon cUm cloud now

fading on the moon
Even now eclipses the descending moon'/—
like the young moon supine, . Z .

Sun, Moon, and moonlike lamps, \ .
'

Like the swift w«.om this glorious earth around.

Fr. Song^ 3.

.

Gisb. 69.

258.
GuitarJane^ 23.

Hellas, 168.

337-

347.
623.

103 1.

Horn. Merc. III. 4.
XVI. 7.

Horn. Moon, 3.

8.

24.
Hotn. Sun, 9.

Jane, i. 2.

II. I.

III. 2.

Laon^ I. V. 6.

I. vi. 2.

I. vi. 5.

I. xxii. 8.

- I. xlvii, 6.
- I. xlix. 6.
- II. xii. 8.

- III. iv. 3.
- III. XXV. 6.

- III. xxviii.2.
- IV. iii. I.

- IV. xxxi. 8.

- V. i. 2.

- V. iii.5.

- VI. XXXV. 7.
- VI. xxxvii. 7.
- VII. xiii. 5.
- VII. XX. 3.

- VII. xxii. 6.
- VIII. i. 3.

VIII, m,
VII I.

in. 4.
iii. o.

When the m. had ceased to climb The azure path' Lerici,

- VIII. IX. 2.

- VIII. xvi. 6.
- XII. xxi. 4.
-xii.xjcxviii.5.

XII. xli. 8.

And breathes to the pale moon a funeral sigh. M. N. Spec. Hors. 4.

As sunset to the sphered moon, Mary, 12.

The rays of tnoon or sunlight ne'er endure. . . Matilda, 33.

as clouds that veil the midnight moon; .... Mutability, i-

The Sun and the serenest Moon sprang forth : . Ode Lib. ir, i.

Thou huntress swifter than the il/(7(7»/ .... —;— X. i.

close to you, under the moon, CEdipus, i. 256.

and the fair moon Gazes in vain, Orpheus, 5.

the still moon Swiftly, yet gracefully, .... 95.

I talk of m., and wind, and stars, and not Of song ; 9a.

Or like the sudden moon, Peter, V. xiv, 3.

Is it my genius, like the moon VI. x. 2.

From the young m4)on into the sunset's chasm.— Pr. Atkan. II, ii. 35,

When the curved moon H- ii- ST^^

Like the dim orb of the eclipsed moon; .... Fr. 3.

Under the mmn, had spread their snowy flakes, Prom. II. i. 59.
Like radiance from the cloud-surrounded moon. II. i. 122.

Nor sun, nor moon, nor wind, nor rain, .... II. ii_. 5.

As Ocean at the enchantment of the moon . . . ll. iii. 45
, And the moon and stars are not, II. iii. 75.

The pale moon is transformed, ll. iv. 90. %
We encircle the earth and the moon: ll. iv. 172.

The floating bark of the light-laden moon . . . III. ii. 26.

Where I lay'like the reflex of the ?«ff(?K .... III. iv. 63.

Who guides the frozen and inconstant moon . . III. iv. 87.

Oh, gentle M., the voice of thy delight Falls on me IV. 495.
Oh, gentle Moon, thy crystal accents pierce . . IV. 499.
Thou, Moon, which gazrat on the nightly Earth . IV. 524.
pale as yonder waning TTWt'w Q.Mab,!.'^.
The broad and yellow wzoow Shone dimly , . . I- 79-
Saw not the yellow moon, i. 87-

homfed like the crescent moon; I. 257.
Through which the ?n. unclouded grandeur rolls, IV. o.

Tinge not the ?w(?ow'j pure beam ; iv. 12.

that dark red smoke Blotting the silver ntoon ? . iv. 35.
the sun had homage, and the nt. Her worshipper. vi. 78.

„ „ „ „ „ „ Superstition, 7.

The sun-rise, and the setting of the ntoon, . , , Q. Mab, VI. 99.

„ „ ,, ,j „ ... Superstition, 28.

When the moon is rising bright ; Q. ofmy Heart, i. 3.
For the moon is veiled and sleeping now, . . . Rosal. 141.
Droops in the smile of the waning moon, . . . 696.
Above the curve of the new bent moon 969.
As a frail cloud wandering o'er the moon, . 1041.

Each new moori That lady did, '075.
Like the Tnoon struggling through the night . . —— 1157-
And the moon dimly gleamed through the tem-

pested air ; St. Ir.i^lll. 2.

Like stars when the moon is awakened were, . , SeTisit, PI. ill. 2.

And the thin white moon lay withering there, . Serchio, 8.

"Wlien the moon is in a fit, Similes, II. 4.
The ntoon rains out her beams, and heaven is

overflowed Skylark, 30.
A mirror of the moon—like some great glass, . St. Epips. 21.
The broad and burning ntoon lingeringly rose . Sunset, 18.

like a forgotten moon thou wanest ? Xerza Rima^ 3.
Beneath tne sinking moon The Cold, i. 6.

the glare Of the moon's dying light ; iii. 2.

so the ntoon shone there, , . in. 4,
Like the young ntoon Triumph, 79.
Between two rocks, athwart the rising moon, . 380.
Round the high ntoon, in a bright sea of air; . . 455.
And the W200W will smile with gentle light . . Two Spirits, \^.
And I wander and wane like the weary moon. . Unf. Dr. 4-
seemed to be fire in the beams of the moon, . . Vis. Sea, 48.
The ?noon arose up in the murky east, .... WaningMoon, 5.
On hill-tops when the OT«7« is in a fit : .... Witch, ill. 6.

ere their famps could dwindle In the belated ?»., ~_— xill. 6.
while the ntoony&t slept ; . . -^— xvi. 4.
In many a mimic moon and bearded star . . . xxx. 3.
when the weary moon was in the wane, .... xlvii. 1.

till the car Of the late moon, ll 7.
Dyed in the beams of the ascending moon. . . liii. 8.
Between the earth and moon, liv. 5.
and now she grew Pale as that moon, .... liv. 7.
till the tenth ntoon shone; ... LXXVI. 8.
Hated to hear, under the stars or moon, . . . Woodman, 3.
Tell me, moon, thou pale and grey . . World's Wanderers, II.

(2) reflection of the moon.
As ocean's moon looks on the ntoon in heaven. . Alastor, 202.

(3) moonlight.
Cythna's sweet lips seemed lurid in the moon, Laon, vi. xxxviii. i.

The moon made thy lips pale, beloved— . . . The Cold, iv. i.

(4) the ensign of the crescent.
The moon of Mahomet Arose, Hellas, 221.
When the Orient moon of Islam rolled in triumph 266.
When the orient moon of Islam rode in triumph . Prol. Hellas, 172.

(5) as an emblem of varying fortime.
The »200» of wasting Science wanes .... Laon, IX. xxiv. 5,

(6) month.
And Heaven's tenth moon chronicled her relief, . Horn. Merc. II. i*.

B. Fig. (1) a mark like a crescent or moon.
She pressed the white moon on his front .... Laon, VI. xxvi. 3.

(2) as a figure of mental light.

a tender Reflection of the eternal ^(?o« of Love . Epips. 118.

^Moonbeam, n. a ray of moonlight, used also collectively for
moonlight generally.

A moonbeant in the shadow of a cloud .... Ginevra, 21.
Moonbeam^ leave the shadowy vale, Moonbeam, l. i.

3 N
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Moonheam^ why are thou so pale^- Mwnheanty v. 3'.

It sways a quivering »200»-'ica?w, /Vtcj?«. IV. 231.

When the pale moonbeam ....... Q. ofmy Hearty III. i.

And the pale •moon-beam slept on the hill. . . .St, Ir. (3) VI. 5.

The Tfwon-beant bright Wax'd faint (3) IX. 2.

How sweetly does the fKOonbeatn^s glance . . . (4) L 3.

The silver moonbeam, pours her ray ; . . . . ^ (4) IV. 2.

Uoon'beams, n. rays of the moon's light.

Like moonbeam^s that behind Int. Beauty. I. 5.

And the moonbeams kiss the sea: Love's Phil. 11. 6.

and the dew-mingled rain Ofthe calm »«?(7«5tfa«w, Prom. III. iii. 120.

Are like the moonbeams when they fall . . . . Q. Mab. I. 55.

how fair The moonbeams rest upon the trees ! . .5"/. Ir. (4) 11. 4-

*Moondd, adj. marked with a round white spot.

and kissed his 0»7f7«£(/ brow Laon^ xii. -xiii. 6.

*BSoou-freezin^, c. adj. becoming frozen in the moonlight.
with the spears Of their fnoon-freesing crystals, Prom. \. 32.

*Moon-g'lance, c. n. ray of moonlight.
Until they vanished at the first -moon-glance. . . Marenghi^ xx, 6.

*Moon-^li]iipse, c. n. gleam of moonlight.
save that in the faint moon-glimpse He saw, . . Hellas., 633.

^Uoon-illnmined, c. adj. lighted by the moonbeams.
the shades forlorujOf »200«-z?/««2/mc(/ forests. . Marenghi^ iv. 5.

Moonless, adj. not illumined by the moon.
When the dim-nights were moonless^ Eaon, I. xlvi. 2.

Night came, a starless and a moonless gloom. . x. xliii. r.

Woe! woe! that 7woo«/fiy* midnight— .... XI. viii. i.

And in th2«WOT«/Rrjnights, MarengAi^ xxiil. i.

In the calm darkness of the moonless nights, , . Mont B. 130.

like moonlight in the ?k(70k/mj east, . - . . Pr. AtAan. II. ii. 62.

UoonTi^ht, n. the light afforded by the moon.
and drank Wan vnoonligAt even, to fulness : . . ^/astor, 606.
From the broad Tnoonlight of the sky, .... Apollo, i.' 5,

I found the old man's body in the moonlight . . Cenci^ IV. iv. 72.

Basked in the moonlight's ineffectual glow, . . Dcemon^ II. 118.

bask in the fresh moon-light Before our gate, . . Epips. 533.
The moonlight of the expired night 554.
Like moonlight in the heaven ofspreading day : Fr. Thoughts^ 3.

And darkened her dark locks, as ?«0fl«/«^)5/ doth, Ginevra^ 16.

so the moonlight Fills the void, Gisb. 255.

Or wtt7(?«/z^v^^ on a midnight stream, , . . Int. Beauty, iii. 11,

Where music and WMfw/jj^A^ and feeling . . .Jane^iv.$.
Looked into mine, like ntoonlight, soothingly : . L,aon^ I. Iviii. 4.

The moonlight making pale the blooming; weeds, II. xi. 7.

Andon that reverend form the »«£?(?». did repose. lll.xxviii.9.

the moonlight lay Upon a lake IV. iii. 4.

the moonlight comes in flashes,— VI, 1. i._

the ntoonlzghi poured a holier day, Xll.xxxiv.8.

When the clear moonlight sleeps on the waveless
lake M. N. Spec. Hors. 30.

By »w?o«/z>':A^ spells ancestral epitaphs, .... Naples, 109.

like moonlight m the moonless east, .... Pr. Athan^ U. ii. 62.

it shook The towers amid the moonlight, . . . Prom. III. iv. 55.

Moved not the tnoonliffhts line ; Q. Mab, I. 83.

Basks in the moonlighfs inefifectual glow, . . , viil- 148.

When to the moonlight walk by Henry led, . . ix. 1S3.

Or as the moonlight fills the open sky .... Woodman, 7.

Koonli^t, c. adj. attr. A. Lit. made bright by the light

of the moon.
stains a wreath Of «aji3»/z]f^/ vapour, . . . . Adonais, XII. %.

underneath The m. ruins of mount Palatine, . . Cenci^ 1. ii. 6.

And moonlight seas, that are the voice .... Coleridge, 8.

Nor in her moonlignt chamber silently .... Dcemon, i. 33.

Filling the chamber and the m-oonlight sky. . I. 77.

With Moon-light patches, or star atoms keen, . ^ips. 505.

As does bay the moonlight clouds, Inv. Mis. Xll. 3.

clove the blue moonlight seas, iMon, Vll. ix. 2.

And mingles its swell with the moonlight air. M. JV. Spec. Hors. 62,

Glimmered among the moonlight dew : ... Rosal. 416.

And crept abroad into the moonlightzxc, . . . Unf. Dr. 191J

And moonlight splendour of intensestTime, . . Witch, xliv. 7.

B. Fig. {D bright as moonlight.
And fans him with her moonlight wings, . . . Adonais^ X. 2.-

With fnoonl. beams of their own watery light ; . Qt*estion, iv. 6.

(2) that loves moonlight.
Startling with careless step the moon-light snake, Alasior, 236.

^Moonllg'ht-colonred, c. adj. white.

Green cowbind and the moonlight-coloured May, Question, III. 2.

As a Maenad, its moonlight-coloured cm^, . . . Sensit. PI. i. 34.

^Moonlike, adj. (1) white.

Whose ?«tfO«//^e blooms Z,ao», xil.xviii.8.

(2) bright as the moon.
Sun, Moon, and moonlike lamps, xil xxxviii,5.

And where my moonlike car will stand withm . Prom, ill. iv. iii.

(3) fickle, capricious.

My »«tf£j«-/(v6fi flight thou then may'st mark . . Two Spirits, i\.

*Moon-lit, c. adj. brightened by the moon's light.

The City's moon-lit spires and myriad lamps, . Laon, V. i. 6.

*Uoon-madness, c. n. lunacy.
Want, and Maon-m., and the pest's swift Bane . VI. xvii. 2.

*Moon-proof, c. adj. impenetrable to the moon's beams.

dome of leaves, a canopy ?»<?(?«-^r(7i7/; .... vi. xxvii.g.

Moon rise, c. n. rise of the moon.
And. the wave where the nwon rise is born I . . Hellas, 652.

darted The light of wttwwr/jtf/ Xflow, II, x. 4.
Sudden, as wnen the moonrise makes appear . V. xl. 5.

Moons, n. (1) lunar systems.
Beyond the mighty moons that wane Con. Sing, II. g.

(2) planets.
And horned m.., and meteors strange and fair, , Laon, I. Iii. 8.

And icy moons most cold and bright, . . . Ode to Heaven, 16.

moonshine, n. moonlight.
The owl was awake in the white moonshine ; . Faust, II. 163.
Pale in the open moonshine, Gisb. 282.

AH night he worked in the serene moonshine— Hom.Merc.'S33M.\.

^Moonstone, n. a crystalline stone.

its own curved prow of thin moonstone^ .... Laon, I. ™ii. a.

whose roof of moonstone carved, . ... 1. 11. 7.

*Moon-stmck, c. adj. crazy.

Some moon-struck soplnst stood VIII. vi. 1.

*BIoon-nnfolded, c. adj. that opens in the moonlight.
the honey wine Of the moon-unfolded eglantine, Fr. Wine, •^.

*Hloony, adj. (1) moonlit.
or in the fnoony night Pront. I. 384.

(2) resembling moonlight.
The»pale, the cold, and the moony smile . There is no work., i.

Uoor, n. a common or waste coimtry.
Away ! the ^oor is dark beneath the moon, . . April^ 1814, i.

o'er many a dale and many a moor, .
'

. . . . Laon^ IV. xxxii. 6.

She rested on the moor. Mother^ Son, IV. 3.

On moory and glen, and rocky lake, Peter, V. vii. 4.

*Uooxed, V. tr. secured, fastened.

This boat she jwoiJr'^f/ upon her fount,' .... PJ^z'/i;:^, xxxiv. 1.

*M6ored, //. secured, fastened.
Where the light boat was moored^ xxxvii. 6.

Uoral, n. the practical lesson Inculcated.

to point the »ft7rfl/ Of this presentment, . . . Ch. \st, I. 171.

Moral, adj. (1) arising from considerations of reason and
expedience.

Moral restraint I see has no eflFect, . . . CEdipus, I. 74.
To be a kind of moral eunuch, Peter^ IV. xi. 2.

(2) mental, sensible, ethical.

There is a moral desart now : Q. Mab, II. 163.

the laws Ruling their moral state ; ii. 237.
She left the moral world without a lawj , . . ix. 46.

^Moralists, n. ethical philosophers.

So I, a thing whom moralists call worm, . , Gisb. 5.

Moralize, v. intr. philosophize, deduce practical lessons.

On which the lightest heart might -moralise } . Dcemon, i. 22.

„ . . Q. Mab, I. 22.

Morals, n: ethics, conduct, virtue.

though it is in the code Of modern m&rals, . . Epips. 154.
Morals^ and precedents, and purity Cadipus, I. 329.
To include religion, jnorals, peace, and plenty, . II. i. 8.

But then he fears the morals of the swine, . . ii. i. 52.

His morals thus were undermined :— .... Peter., vi. xxv. i.

By morals, law, and custom, Q. Mab, TV. 130.

*Morass, n. a fen or marsh.
where we-sate,.from the morass^ Laon, VI. xxxii. 3.

The meteor to its far morass returned : . . vi. xxxiv.i.

And the death-dews sleep on the morass, . . . 7wo Spirits, 42.

*Morasses, n. fens, marshes.
And in the roofless huts of vast morasses, . . . Marenghi, xiv. i.

*Morbid, adj. unhealthy, diseased.

Thy mind, Is it not m. as thy nerveless frame, . Q. Mab, TV. 255.

More, n. (1) something besides or beyond.
And many /»., whose names on Earth are dark Adonais, XLVI. i.

Child, is there no more} ... ... fulian, 608.

This shalt thou know, and more, Laon, I. xxi. 7,

More yet come, one by, one : the air around them Prom. 1. 692.
But m,ore, with motions which each other crost, . Triuntph, 62.

(2) a greater amount, value or quantity.

can be worth More than- it gives or teaches. . . Hellas, q2^.

And sick of prey, yet howling on for more, . . Time, 6.

and more Of fame and peace Triumph, 219.

More, adj. beyond the present, additional.

in nine years more The roots will be refreshed . Ch. 1st, I.' 10.

More, adv. (1) again, or on a future occasion.

He will awake no more, oh, never more! . , Adonais, xxil. 1.

And never any thing will moveme more. . , . Cenct, Ill,-i. 94.

the waters of the deluge are gone, and can return

no m4)re Ch.\st,l\. 417.

And now once more Faust, \\. 108.

once mere to see her son Mother 9f Son^ III. 12.

Once more descend The shadow&of my soul . . Otho, v. i.

(2) as sign of comparative.
barbfed tongue.s, and thoughts more sharp . . . Adonais, xxiv. 6.

the few sounds . . . Made silence m, profound— -. Laon, V. ii, 47

It grows OTortf faint And distant. Prom. la.x. \%%:

(3) longer, in continuity.

For the beloved Bion is no more. Eleg. Bion. 3.

They own no mare the thunder-bearing banner
OfMahmud; Hellas, ^6-j,

Sultan ! talk no more Of thee and me, the future

and the past ; 766.
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no ntore compaDtonless, Where solitude ia like
despair, I went.— Laon^ Ded-VWi.},,

It shall be thus no ntore/ II. xiii. i.

When time shall be no more^ O ihou^ 6.

The ghosts of a no ntore remembered fame, . Prom,. Hi. iv. 169.

(4) better, to a greater degree-
And loved mankind the wo?'^^ Q.Mah^Ded.%.

Moreover, adv. also, likewise,
and say, moreover^ That if she come not . . . Cenci^ iv. 1. lOtf.

Moreover thou disdainest us and. ours
;

Hellas^ 760.

Uorn, n. A. Lit. dawn, sunrise, the earlier part of

the day.
in the guise Of earth-awakening ?«(7?^ . . . , Adon. Cane. 2$.
If dewy ntorUy and odorous noon, and even, . . Alasior^ 5.

when red »8or« Made paler the pale moon, . . 137.
Rejoicing like a cloud of morn Con. Sing. IV. 7.

The other glowing like the vital ntorn^ .... Dcemon^ I. 5.

With the first smUe of morn I. 122.

„ „ „ ,, , . Q. Mab, I. 211.

And the grey light of w/orw .Z>CBmon, l. i$g.

,, „ „ 1, . Q. Ma&, ,j. 228.
Altho' they eat from night to mof^n \Devii^ xxii. 4.
Flashed from her motion splendour like the

Morn's Epips. 324.
adoring Even and Morn WiUjWorship thee . . 377.
To such a one this -morn was led, Eug. Hills^ 68.
And the beams of ?Mor« lie dead ... . 211.

And the soft dreams of the ?«or«, 327,
Restless they plan from night to morn: . . . 'Falsehood^ &]..

if sweet May Had not brought forth this morn . Fiordispina^ 30.
as on the m.orn When the exulting elements . . Gisb. 39,
I would scorn The smile of morn Hella^^ 651.
Shone like mountains in the m. Glorious states; 685.
Led the ten thousand from the limits of the morn 989.
the young Morn^ Horn. Sun^ 7.

the halcyon Mom To hoar February born ; . . Jane^ Inviin^ 9,
The following morn was rainy, Julian^ 141.
Morn fled, noon came, evening, then night

descended, . Z.aon^ III. iv. i.

in the light of morn was poured around Our
dwelling— lir. vi. 5.

when the fourth 7n. Burst o'er the golden isles— in. xxi'i. i.

and the beams Of morn descended on the ocean
streams, III. xxxiii.5.

but lent From eastern fnorn the first faint lustre v. iii. 6.

was on that ?M(?rw Lethean joy ! V. xlii. i.

and rest at morn and even is sought, .... vii. xiv. 8.

And piercing, like the ntorti^ Vli. xxx. 7.

even as misery dreams of ntorn Vii. xxxv.2.
Winter, and Spring, andJl/., and Noon, and Even, ix.xxxv.4.
and morn is drawmg near ; X. ix. 9.
'Twas THom—At noon the public crier went forth, x. xli. i.

Mom came,—among those sleepless multitudes, x. xliv. i.

swift as -ntorn^ when night must fade ; . . . . xi. xxiii. 8.

mom did ope Its pale eyes then : — xii. i. 9.
and like the morn about to break, xri. iii. 7,
On the swift breath of morn^ xii.xxxii.7,

thro' morn^ and noon, and even, xii.xxxiii.7.

Morn^ noon, and even, that boat of pearl . . xii.xxxv.i.
For here is no morn to flout our delight, . . . M.N. Ravail^ 99.
For the ray mom^s bloom revealing , , , Mary, -who died, i. 5.

And Nature's morn, Moonbeam, 11. 7.

breaks the hoar frost of the ntorn, . . . . Prom. I. 45.
The pale stars of the ntorn i. 539.
Deep in the orange light of widening morn . ii, i. 18.

rosy as the ntorn Q. Mab, 1. 5.

That gems the glittering coronet of morn^ . . i. 99.
That springeth in the m. And perisheth ere noon, 11. 228.
The grey morn Dawns on the mournful scepe ; . iv. 58.

. Rarely^ v. 5.

, Rosa/, ^2.

5S3.
Sensit. PI. 11.

1.5-Whom the vnorn wakens but to fruitless toil

Autumn evening, and the mom . . .

When mom did come,
Of their thin beams by that delusive morn
Tended the garden from mom to even :

Told, whilst the m. kissed the sleep from her eyes 11. 15.
At Tnorn they were seen, III. 76.
And the stars we miss this morn will light . . Serckio, 56.
when morn has broke The roof of darkness, . . Si. Epips. 106.
Ere the dawning of morn's undoubted light, There is no work, 4.
progress of the pageant since the morn; . . . Triumph^ 193.
And even and morn, . . . Vis. Sea^ 52.

B. Fig. (1) first beginning, glimmering.
Most fortunate beneath life's beaming ntorn / , Laon, Ded. ix. 7.

With the world's forgotten Tnorn, Love, Hope, 44.
Feelings which died in youth's brief morn: . J^agnet. Lady, lij. 7.
Yet slow and gradual dawned the mom of love ; Q. Mab, ix. 38.
And for the morn of truth they feigned, , . . Triumph^ 214.

(,2) a new era of things.
Before this morn majr on the world arise ; . . Laon^ ix. xxvi. 2.

A brighter morn awaits the human day, . , . Q. Mab, V. 251.

Uorn, to bid good morn, vbl. phrasCy a form of salutation.
bade the Spring good ?«£7rM ,' Unf.Dr.'ji.

*Morn-star, c. n. the planet Venus.
Than the expiring morn-star's paly fires. . . . Siar, 6.

Uorziiug', n. A. Lit. (1) the dawn, the sunrise.
Her mighty youth with morning, Adonais, xvii. 5.
The cold white light of morning, Alastor, 193.
Red morning dawned upon his flight, .... 237.

"Ere midnight's frown and morning's smile, .

Down one vale where the morning basks, . .

Like morning from the shadow of the night,

'A rainbow in the m. Is the shepherd's warning

;

One flies the morning, and one lulls the night :-

Will they, when ntorning^s beam . . . . _

.

Morning on night, and night on morning rise.

April, 1814, 16.

Areihusa^ v. 3.

Ch. 1st, I. 3.

II, 408,
V. 7.

Dmmon, 1. 26.

II. 95.
Q.Mab, VIII. go.

Epips. 100.

120.

Eug. Hills, 84,
Fiordispina, 2.

.Hellas, 76.

1057.
Hom. Merc. xvi. 5.

Laon, I. xvi. i.

II. xvi. 5.

III. XX. 6.

The crimson pulse of living morning ouiver,)

A.Metaphor of Spring andVouth and Morn.

;

On the mornings fitful gale ......
Whose sunny hours from morning XLUtW noon
As an eagle fed with morning . . ...
Burst, like ?«(?rKz«|f pn dream,
and morning fast Wakened the world to work,
There was a woman, beautiful as morning, .

Bright in the out-spread morning''s radianc^,

Or morning^ the wide universe was spread .

far glancing in the misty ntorning^ ....
As I approached, the ^worwz'w^'J golden mist,

That float among the blinding beams of ntorn.

;

And its red light made morning -^aXXxA now, .

ere morning could unbind Night's latest veil,

Until upon their path the morning broke ; . .

Then morning came—it shone even as of yore,

And brows as oright as spring or morning,
,

the wind which from the morning flew. . , .

leap on the beams of morning's birth : . . .

the morning fair Is changed
with an eternal morning.
But if the morning bright as evening shone,
A planet, like the Mornin^^s, lay ; . . .

And ere the golden rnorning^s birth ...
Filling in the ntorning i\e.yN Ode to Heaven, 47.
Where the night has its grave and the m. its birth, Prom. 1. 496.
This quiet TWfjrwiw^ weighs upon my heart

;

" "

The crags, this clear spring mornings . ,

And when the red morning is brightnin^ .

On the brink of the night and the morning
As the radiant lines ol morning ....
the breath of roseate morning
the bright beams of frosty morning dance .

When will the morning come ?

In ntoming's light, in evening's gloom, . .

Lo, where red morning thro' the woods
And frost in the mist of the morning roAe^
In morning's smile Its eddies coil . .

As dew beneath the wind of morning, .

Into th^ W^t of morning, - . ^
but when the morning came Sunset, 25.
When to others the wished-for arrival of^norning Tear, ill. 3.
the bright omnipresence Of morning Triumph, 344.
Of dewy morning's vital alchemy, 402.
from the air Of clear morning, Vis. Sea, 1 17.
And amid the light of morning W^. Godwin, 3.
when the morning caxas., Witch, lxxiV. 7.

(2) the earlier part of the day.
Even from this morning I have lost my way ,

how looks the world this morning? ....
Share with the . , . basilisk . . . his mom. meal. .

Once, early in the morning,
The following morninp- urged by my affairs

calls Of a *»oy«m^—clubs—book-stalls— .

Sharing his morning's meal Q. Mab, vili. 85.

(3) as a mythological personification.
Morning sought Her eastern watchtower, . . . Adonais, xiv. 3.
the oceans Where morn, dyes her golden tjresses, Laon,'V.Song,6. 10.

B. Fig. beginning, opening.
From the great morning of the world .... Adonais, xix. 4.
In the great morning ofthe world, Hellas, 46.
In the fight of life's aim morning. That time, II. 7,

Uorninff, c. adj. attr. A. Lit. belonging to early day or dawn,
as the floweret wanes at ntorning frost, . . . Calderon, III. 148.
As morning dew, that in the sunbeam dies, . . Con. Sing. iil. lo.
Before earth's »«oywz«^ ray, Devil, in. 2.

Or serene morning air ; Epips. 438.
As mountain-springs under the morning Sun. , 572.
From evening close to morning light, . . . GoodNight, iil.z.
Kindles the voices of the morning h\rAs; . . . Hellas, 296.
And shook Heaven's roof of ffolden niorti. clouds, 491.
Which shadowed them was like the worwe^p- sky, Laon, i. fix. ^.
Most like some radiant cloud of morning dew, " —""

I sate beside him while the momingh&Bm
to know its height the morning mists forbid !

Whose stony eyes glared in the Tnoming light,

So we sate joyous as the Tnoming ray . . .

stooping from the plain Of morntng light, . .

thoughts linked in the morning sun, ....
In the van of the Tnoming light

She saw aloft in the morning air,

The sacred hill obscures the morning air. . .

As a young eagle soars the morn, clouds among,
with sweet breath Loading the Tnoming winds
Or could the morning ^^t% of purest light .

like thin mist Unrolled on the Tnoming ^nA.
As the warm sether of the Tnoming sun . . .

But on the shadows of the Tnoming clouds, .

As a lake, paving in the THoming sky^ . . .

As the billows leap in the Tnoming beams ! .

Flee from the tnoming beam :

V. XXXIX. I.

V. xliii. 4.
W.Song,!.^^
VI, iv. 2, •
VI. liv. 8.

VII. ix. 5.

vn.xxiii.5.
VIII. xxix. 3.

IX. i. 9.

IX. iii. g.

XII. iv. 8.

XII. xxix. 9.
Marenghi, xi. 2.

Mask, XXIX. 2.

^eaTn, 11. 3.

I. 813.
II. i. 163.
II. iv. 1S5.
II. v. I.

II. V. 56.

Q. Mab, I. 25.

IV. 01.

IV. 250.
Rosal. 229.

1240.
Sensit. PL III. 23.
Serchio, 101.

Sophia, IV. I.

St. Epips. 152.

. Calderon, i. 61.

, Ck. 1st, II. 405,
, Dcemon, II. 92.
. Devil^ I. I,

. Julian, 582.
Peter, III. xiv. 4.

3 N

II. xxiil. 4.
V. iv. I,

V. xl. 9.
VI. viii. 4.
VII. i. 1.

VII. X. 2.

XII. vii. I.

Liberty^ IV. 6.

Mar. Dr. IV. a.

Matilda^ 12.

Ode Lib. I. &
(Bdipus^ II. i. 65.
Prol. Hellas, 189.
Prom. I. 117.

II. i. 77.
II. 1. 151.
II. til. 20.
IV. 68.

Q. Mob., VII. 271.
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Shone through their vine-leaves in the morn, sun, Rosal. 1258.

From the lamp's death to the fnofning ray. . . Serchio^ 29.
If inoming dreams are true, 48.
Comes the laughing 7«o^«?'«jf wind;— .... gi.

Or the faint W£?r«(«;^ beams that fell Triumph^ ^']%.

Brighter than mormng light, Unf. Dr. 149.
Gazed like a star into the morning light. . . . 171.

a swift eagle in the •morning glare Witck^ XLV. 5.

B, Fig. early, primal.
In the light of thy »«(7r«z*M;^ mirth, Death Nap. \.

^Uorniuff-star, c. n. A. Lit. the planet Venus, visible in

the morning.
When the »ft3;-wm^j/fl:r shines dead, . . . . Cloudy ^^.
Against the ntomingsiar. Hellas^ 1069.
A Dlood red Comet and the Morning Siar . . LaOH, I. xxvi. 5.

the Morti. Star Shone thro' the woodbine wreaths I. xl. 8.

his radiant brow did wear The Morning Star: . l. xlii. 6.

as the ntomingstar Beckons the Sun .... Ode Lib. xvill. 2.

That sits i' the ntomingstar. Front. III. ii. 39.
B. Fig, a herald, a forerunner.

Thou wert the morning star among the living, . Stella^ i.

^Uorniuff-winffdd, c. adj. [A gem of poetic diction that
admits of no definition-!

Withhxs morning-winged feisty Eug. Hills^ 2<yj.

Morocco, n. an empire of North Africa.
From Morocco and Fez, and the high palaces . . CEdipus^ I. 224.

Morrow, «. A, Lit. the day following.
Eveningmustushernight, night urge the ?«(?rr(7W, Adonais^ xxi. 8.

Man's yesterday may ne'er be like his morrow; Mutability^ 15.

Of the night for the morrow ^ . One word^ 11. 6.

I must ride it back ere morrow^ Prom-. I. 735.
My heart each day desires the tnorrow; . . . Remem.br. II. 5.

B. Fig. (1) future, change, hope.
In dreamless rest, in sleep that sees no morrow— Laon^ II. xix. 3.
A stormy night's serenest morrow^ V.Songy/^.'j.

(2) reflection, afterglow.
Of which my spirit was a burning morrow— . . Froi. Hellas^ 95.

Morsel, n. the least portion.
do not spare a morsel O^ all his flesh Cycl. 298.

Morsels, n. small, portions of food.
morsels sweet Down his most sacred throat, . ffom-. Merc. xxil. 5,
those m.orsels which his wantonness Wastes . . Q. Mab^ III. 38.

Mortal, n. a human being, one subject to death.
no mortal was in fault Cycl. 265.
who cares not either For God or mortal ; . . . 6ib.
Cease, cease, wayward Mortal/ Deaths Dial. 21.

For Love, M.^ gleams thro' thegloom ofmy sway, 25.

Or whether mortal taught or God inspired . tiom. Merc. Lxxv. 1.

Now Mortal, thou hast deeply quaffed .... Laon, VI. xlviii, 8.

And one frail mortars mandate jgoverns all. . M. N. Fost, Fr. 50.
no mortal^ But a few natural friends, .... Peter^ vil. xii. 1.

Mortal, c. adj. attr. (1) final, deathly.
o'er his sleep the rrwrtal curtain draw Adonais^ Vlll. 9.
thou seest the wor/fl/ throes Of that Hellas^ a^i.

(2) subject to extinction or death.
And grief itself be mortal/ Adonais^ xxi. 3.

Stand at the judgment-seat of mortal man, . . Cenci, TV. iv. 185.

The life of mortal men Horn. Eart/t^ 10.

The Olympian Gods and mortal men among ; Horn.. Merc. lxxv. 4.

A wonder and a sign to mortal men Horn. Moon^ 19.

Oi mortal Tn&Ts. and the eternal gods Horn. Sun, 12.

nor fnor/al men, nor gods Hotn. Venus, 33.
The wftsrWa/ tenants of earth's dark abodes, , . 51.

Was mortal, but not human
;

Prom. IV. 298.
At length his mortal ir^xa^ was led to death. . Q- Mab, Vli. 173.
All that is mortal of great Plato Triumph, 254.
pranks she played among the cities Of m. men, . Witch, LXXVili. 2.

(31 human, earthly.

Lifts a young heart above its tnortal lair, . . . Adonais^ xliv. 6.

thrones, built beyond ntortal thoughty .... xlv. 2.

no mortal pa-in or fear Marred his repose, , . . Alastor, 64a.
Tainted with «2(7r/fl/ weakness

; Calderon^ I. 123.

of all words, That minister to Wtfj'/a/ intercourse, Cenci, lii. i. 112.

In this wor/fl/world There is no vindication . . III. i. 134.
All mortal things must hasten thus IV. ii. 16.

Unless The crimes which mortal tongue dare
never name IV. iv. 128

above the reek of wo^'^a/ fame, V. iii. 32.

Thou consummation of all nwrtal hope ! . , . Dcemon, II. 4.

,, „ „ „ ,, ... Q- Mab, IX. 4.

Such is our rude Tnortal lot— Death, iv. 3.

a »*or/fl/ shape indued With love and life . . . Epips. 112.

In many mortalioTTxys I rashly sought . , , . 267.

When, once of »«i3^/a/ [vesture] disarrayed, . . Fiordispina, 79.
A wftJ^-Za/ shape to him Was like the vapour dim Hellas, 215.

cast its ?«(3?'/fl/ garment Among the slam— . . 397.
Stript of their wor^fl/ strength, 886.
A tnortal hedger saw him as he past .... Horn. Merc. Lix. 7.

To make all wz^r/fl/ business ebb and flow . . . lxxxviii.6.
With »2(7r/a:/ limbs his deathless limbs inweaving, Horn.. Venus, ^8.
And THortal offspring from a deathless stem . . 52.
it bound Our mortal ua.tMre's strife ;— .... jane, Recoil. 48.

A star among the stars of mortal ni^^ht, . . . Laon, Ded. i. 6.

Two Powers o'er m,ortal things dommion hold . I. xxv. e^.

The clouds which hide^the guff of ?M(?;'/fl/ woe : . l.xxxvin.4.

a Spirit loves thee, mortal maiden, Laon, I. xliii. i.

a Temple, such as wzorAz/hand Has never built, — I. xlix. i.

can invest That shape to wior/a;/ sense — . . . I. I. 7.

Such impulses within my W2(7?'/(z/ frame Arose, . II. ii- 2.

Interpreted those scrolls of tnortal mystery. . . II. xi. g.

all Tnortal eyes were drawn, v. xliv. 4.

When from all 7nortal\\ope.. she did depart, . . vil. iii. 7.

engraven With mystic legends by no W20^. hand, Vll. xiii. 4.
AIT m.ortal thoughts confess a common home : . Viii. xix. 2.

all mortal things are cold xi. xvii. 7.

exempt alone from mortalhop&s and fears. . . ^— xii, ii. 9.

exempted now from mortal fear or pain. . , , . , xil. xxiv. 9.

Survives all ?«o>'/a/ change in lasting loveliness. xiLxxxvii 9.

could not come From touch of mor. instrument, Mar. Dr. x. 5.-

Frost and the Sun in scorn of m-ortal powet . Mont B. 103.

the radiance or the gloom Of mortal thought, - Prol. Hellas, 1 1.

pent In a form of mortal birth, 209.

Nor seeks nor finds he mortal blisses, .... Protn. I. 740.
Until it walked, exempt from mortal care, . , li. iv. 78.

Where never OTO/'W pinnace glided, II. v. 93.
Saw not the mortal scene, Q. Mab, l. 88.

The veil of Twor/a/ frailty, I. 181.

Each day-dream of her mortal life, . . . I. 195.
Which seemed to make each mortal ixzxae . . Rosal. 978.
none of mortal kind Are blest, 1317-
She had no companion of m,orial race, .... Sensit. PI. II, 13.

Which makes in tnortal hearts its brief abode, . St. Epips. 135.

The form and character of wwr/a/ mould, . . . Triumph, xt-

In opposition rule our tnortal day, ~— 229.
the fightest boat Which ever upon mortal stream

did float Witch, xxxi. 8.

tnortalho^t In such a shallow rapid XLI. 7.

Among those tn. forms, the wizard-maiden Past . LXVIII. 7.

(4) deadly, fatal.

saw and knew the tnortal wound Of her Adonis— Bion. Adon. 36.
Some Twor/fl/ spell is wrought .... . , Calderon, ill. 172.

As its keen sting is mortalto avenge ! . . . . Cenci, v. i. 4.

But the wound was not mortal; . .... V. ii. 127.

Or if thou couldst mortal be, v. iii. 139,
From the dark chamber of a mortal fever, . . Ginevra, 3.

Upon his enemy's heart a tnortal -wound to wreak. Laon, I. x. p.
hiding his «Zi?r/a/ head; . I. xxix. 6.

the Snake then met his mortal foe i. xlvi. 9.
One pointed on his foe the ttwrtal spesx— , , V. viii. 8.

could transmute Into a m.ortal\iZ.ne, V. Ivi. 8.

and the stain Of blood, from waor^a/steel . . . VI. vi. 9.
And those thrice ?»(7>-/a/ barbs vil. i. y.
I had no tnortal fears ; vii. xix. 7.

Whom self-contenipt'arms with a tttortal sting ; . Vlli. xxi. 3.

But there is sent a tnortal vengeance now . . . x. xxxv. 5.

Who shook with tn. spells his undefended reig^ ? x. xxxvi. 9.
Snakes and ill worms—endure its tnortal de-w. Marengki, XVI. 3.

invincible By inortalfezx Pr. Aman. I. 97.
Struck body and soul as with a woriffl/ blight, . 11. i. 29.
And the mortal lightning is veiled again. . . . Rosal. 1186.

(5) perishable.
As mortal as the limbs through which they pass, Cenci, V. iii. 29.

(6) deathlike.
whilst all wild feelings keep Some m. slumber, Whenpassion''s, 1. 4.

(7) morally lethal, deadening.
when the m. chain Of Custom thou didst burst . Laon, Ded. vil. 4.
Custom, and Hell^ and tnortal Melancholy— . . V. Song, i. 5.
Whose fruit is Evil's tnortal poison ; VI. xlii. 7.
though with fell And mortal hate Pr. Athan. i. 52.

Mortality, n.
. (1) earthliness.

Consuming^ the last clouds of cold tnortality. . . Adonais, LIV. 9.
Imaged 'mid tnortality

;

Eug. Hills, 199.

(2) humanity.
For dark ayd cold mortality Dcemon^ I. 93.
Bum for a nursling of mortality. Horn. Venus, 45.
And such,—he cried, is our mortality, .... Julian, 120.
But not unfelt, o'er blind mortality, .... Laon, Vi. xxxvii. 2.

Of heaven-oppressed wo^'^a/i'i^y/ JVow. I. 674.
To share in the load of mortaliiy^s woe, . . Tear, iv. 2.

Claspest the limits of mortally I . .... Time, 5.

(3) frailty.

All of its much tnortality and wrong, .... Epips. 36.
To whatsoe'er of dull wor/a/zVy Is mine, . . . 389.

Mortals, n. human beings.
Waves too pure, too celestial, for weor/a/y to see ; Bigotry, iv. 2,

Whom mortals call the moon, Cloud, 46.
That tnortals baubles sunk decay Deat/i vanq. 17.
And leave to grosser mortals ?— . . ... Fiordispitta, 75.
the Powers who eartii-born tnortals save . , . Hotn. Castor, 7.

We tnortals let an ox grow old, .... Hotn. Merc. xxi. i.

Devising schemes for the affairs of mortals— . Lxv. 5.
Ah ! why was love to tnortals given, M. H. Melody, 5.
Which tnortals^ frail mortals, can know, . . . M. N. Ravatl, 79,
in which spirits weep When ntortals err, . . . Prol. Hellas, 81.
as tnortals see The floating bark Prom. ill. ii. 25.
Which mortals truth and reason deem, .... Rosal. 639.
Tiian we mortals dream, Skylark, 84.
Of this dim spot, which mortals call the world ; . Unf. Dr. 19.
M. found That on those days the sky was calm . Witch, LVI. 4,
She past, observing mortals in their sleep. , . . lx. 8.

jl/(?r/a/j subdued in all the shapes of sleep. . . —- lxi. 2.

Mortar, n, a mixture of lime and sand.
Why skin and bones, and some few hairs for tn. . CEdipus, I. 36.
ouroristles To bind your /«(?r^a?' with, .... 1.62."
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*Mosalo, n. symmetrical inlaid patterns.
Working mosaic on their Parian floors Epips. ^o^.
By anemone and violet, Like mosaic^ paven : . . The Isle^ 3.

*Moscon, n, a character in Calderon's ' Magico Prodigioso.'
I dare say it was Moscon Calderon^ III. 162.

*Moses, «. (1) the Hebrew prophet and lawgiver.
M.^ and Buddh, Zerdusht, and Brahm, and Foh, Laon. X. xxxi, 2.

Do thou ray bidding, Moses/ Q. Mab^ vii. 157.

(2) a satirical character in CEdipus Tyrannus.
Moses the sow-geldpr, CEdipus., I. 70.
Out with your knife, old Moses^ '^— I. 72.
Cut close and deep, good Moses. I, 79.

*niEosleiu, c. adj. attr. Muhammadan.
Of safe and slow retreat, with Moslem dead; . . Hellas^ 372.
pried with its beams the strength in M. hearts, , 503.
pierced by Moslem spears :— Pr. Athan. II. i. 24,

Moslems, n. Muhammadans.
Four hundred thousand Moslems from the limits

Of utmost Asia, Hellas^ zy^.

Uoss, n. spongy lichenons herbage {genus Musci).
Sometimes it fell Among the m.oss Alastor^ 497.
he did impress On the green moss his tremulous

step 516.
Gray rocks did peep from the spare ntoss^ . . . 527.
Nurses of rainbow flowers and branching woji-, . "599.
from the tuoss violets and jonquils peep, . . , Epips. 450.
Through the heath and through the moss; . , . Faust., II. 82.
All overgrown with azure tnoss and flowers . Ode W. Wind., ill. 7.
Within dim bowers of green and purple moss^ . Protn. 11. i. 45.
Between the close moss violet-inwoven, .... rv. 197.
And the sinuous paths of lawn and of tnoss^ , . Sensit. PL I. 49.
Paved the turf and the moss below III. 27.
Their moss rotted off them, flake by flake, . . m. ^.
paved with flowers and m.oss^ Unf. Dr. 66.
And down the slope of moss 198.
Of"every infant flower and star ointoss .... 226.

it^Moss-gTcwn, c. adj, grown over with moss.
a lone retreat Of moss-grown trees and weeds, . Laon^ Ded. 11. 8.

*Uoss-inwoven, c. ^J. mingled with moss.
And hillocks heaped of moss-inwo'uen turf, . . Marenghi., xiv. 4.

Uosses, n. growths of green lichen.
which with mosses rare Was tapestried, . . . Laon^ IV. ii. 7.

*Mossy, adj. (1) composed of moss.
And build their mossy homes in field and brere ; Adonais, xviil. 7.
Out of their mossy cells for ever burst ; . . . Triumph, 68,

(2) covered with moss,
between banks Of mossy slope, Alastor^ 400.
Soft mossy lawns Beneath these canopies . . 448.
The enamelled tapestry of this mossy mountain, Calderon^ I. 64.
By the mossy brink, Carlton^ i.

That blooms in mossy banks and darksome glens, Dcemon^ il, 264.
mossy tracks made by the goats and deer . . . Epips. 439.
ascend The mossy mountains, 544.
Through the mossy sods and stones, Faust., II. 51.
Feeding his herds among the mossy fountains . Horn.. Venzis, 56.
the courser's bed In a green mossy nook, . . L,aon, vi. xxvi. 9.
And underneath is the mossy ground ; . . . . Protn. ii. ii. 23.
and all around are mossy seats, ill. iii. 20.
There, now, the tnossy column-stone, Q, Mad, 11. 189.
That blooms in mossy banks and darksome glens, ix. i ^9.
In the bowers of mossy lonelinesses Rosal. 1029,A silver music on the mossy lawn ; Triumph, 355.
And every bird lulled on its mossy bough, . . Woodman, "23.

Host, adj. the largest number of.

Most wretched men Are cradled into poetry by
wrong, Julian, 544.

Most, adv. (1) in the greatest degree.
those who most adorn And best defend it. . . . Ch. ist, 11. 318.
Mind from its object differs ?nost in this : . . . Epips. 174.'

for thine the fnost Who feelest already . . . Julian, 486.
Through which I seek, by tnost resembling thee, Laon, 11. xl. 4.

(2) as sign of superlative.
Thoughts the m.ost6.^zx to him, and poesy, . . Alastor, 160.
It is indeed a most desired event. . . ... Cenci, i. iii. 21.
fragments of ?»(7j/ touching melody, Julian^ 221. '

&y those most impious hands which dared . . . L^, Ch. xiv. 3.
Hope, that maiden m,ost serene, Mask, xxxil. 3.
And populous most with living imagery, . , . P^om. Iii. iii. 164.
As thou hast borne it tnost triumphantly . . , m. iij. 173,

Motes, n. (1) particles of dust.
with fancies thick as motes Calderon, III. 7.

(2) Fig. insignificancies like motes.
Out of the motes and atoms of the day iil. 167.
all that it inherits Are fnotes of a sick eye, . . . Hellas, 781.

Motb, n. a nocturnal winged insect {^Meteroceraj a division of
Lepidoptera).

like a dizzy moth, whose flight Epips. 220.
like a moth that hies After a taper ; Medusa, iv, 6.
The desire of the moth for the star, . . . One word, II. 5.
As a weak 7M£?M the taper : /V-tjm. II. iii. 67.
And every silver moth fresh from the grave, . . Woodman, 24.

*Moth-Uke, c. adj. in manner of a moth.
Sweet Lamp ! my moth-like Muse has burnt its

wings
; Epips. 53.

Mother, n. A. Lit. a female parent.
conceal His troubled visage in his m.oiker's robe Aldstor, 263.

And he has bidden me and my pale Mother .

Beatrice read them to your mother, . . .

I am not your true mother.
more. Than ever mother -^21:5 to any child, . .

M., if I to thee have ever been A duteous child.

It was one word, Mother, one little word j . .

Did you not nurse me when my m-other died ?

my dead Mother plead against my soul . . .

with more, even, than a mother's love ! . . .

Oh, never think that I will leave you, Mother/
Thou too, loathed image of thy cursed mother,
Her ?M(?/>^?- scared and unexpostulating . .

Thou art not what thou seemest . . . Mother/
Mother, come near me :

Nor your dead mother;
Turning her mother's love to misery

:

O, Mother/ He must never wake again.
Mother, What is done wisely, is done well.

We will retire ; my m,other is not well : .

My mother, and my sister, and myself.
Dear Mother, Your gentleness ....
Why not to Rome, dear mother} .

Mot/ier/ will you come?
Who wert a mother to the parentless,

Murdered his TWt?^:^^r yester evening.
Know you not, Mother
No, Mot/ier, we must die ;

Like a fond motlier hide me in thy bosom,
and thou, Mot/ier, Whose love ....
Here, Mother, tie My girdle for me, . .

rocked to rest on their mother's breast,

.

To see a babe before his mot/ter's door, .

as a child beneath its mother's love, .

Cenci, I. ii. 58.

I. iii, 40.
Il.i. 7.

II, i. 8.

11. i. 15.- II. i. 6i.
ir. i. 89.
II. i. 95.
II. i. 97.
II. 1. 103.

II. i. 121.

II. ii. 1^0.

in. i, 5^.
III. i. 6y.
III. ii. 58.
IV. i. 152,

IV. ii. 5.

IV. iv. 34,
IV. iv. 63.

IV. iv. 70.

IV. iv. 113.*

IV. iv. 158.

IV. iv. 169.
V. iii. 46.
V. iv. 19.

V. iv. 90,
V. iv. 109.
V, iv. 117.

V. iv. 135.
V. iv. 159.

Cloud, 7.

D£B?non, II. 90.
Q. Mab, VIII. 84-
Dcemon, II. 227.

. . • ' Q- Mab, IX. 135.
mother/ Epips. 45.Would we two had been twins ofthe same > ^ -

-r.,-

The wandering hopes of one abandoned mother, 364.
And the mother is clapping her hands.— . . Faust, ii. 174.
When a mother clasps her child, Fr. Incant. II. i.

and playing With its dead mother's breast, . . Hellas, 827.
His mother''s cave and servant maids .... Horn. Merc. x. 5.
The' goddess, \i\% izXr mother, unbeguiled . . xxvi.'3.
'Dear wtfMer,' Replied sly Hermes, xxvii. "7.

And cared at all to hear my mother scold. . xxviii, 3.
Nor shall your father nor your »«7M£^ loose . . XLiii. 5.
Or half asleep, hear my sweet mother sing, . . xlv. 6.
A thing on mother's milk and kisses fed, . . LXix. 3.
Honoured and mighty, with thy mother dear, . —-— lxxviii. 6.
a mother''s desolate wail O'er her polluted child, iMon, ii. ix. 5.
Felt that we all were sons of one great mother

;

even as some sick mother seems
Since then I have no longer been a mother,
Methought I was about to be a mother— .

lay down On one fair mother's bosom :

—

as the name well known Of a dear mother.
And many a mother wept, . . .

The mother brought her eldest bom, .

a ?wo//itf?' dragged three children ....
For you how many a mother weeps her son.
And shuddering with a mot/ter's throe .

And cursed his father and his mother; .

Then drowned the mother in Ullswater,
To save a dying mother. .

Stands up before its mot/ier ... . .

Mot/ier, thy sons and thou Scorn him,
I am the Earth, Thy mother; ....
With the contagfion of a mother^s hate . .

Venerable ntother/ All else who live .

Mother, let not ai^ht
even as a mother Folding her child, says, .

Oh, mother/ wherefore speak the name of death
Mother, dear mother.
Mother, I am grown wiser, though a child .

Nay^ mot/ier, while my sister trims her lamp
and Its mother fears awhile It is a spirit, . .

tore from the mother's womb The unoom child
A mother only to those puling babes . .

Ere he can lisp his mot/ter^s sacred name,
their pale mother's uncomplaining gaze

106.

thou didst laugh to hear the mothePs shriek
I was an infant when my mother went . .

Weep not, child ! cried my mother, . . .

Its mother's face with heaven-collected tears,
The boy Lifted a sudden look upon his mat/ter.
And stabbed and trampled on it s mother

;

And that a m-other, lost like her, . . ,

On the fourth, my gentle mother . . . ,

Thy mother, boy, beneath the sod ....
My tnother looked at me,
and grass was green Upon my mother's gjave.
And well thou knowest a mother never . .

Who had my mother's servant been, . . .

Though they be children of one mother; .

Dragged Lionel's mother, weak and pale, .

His mot/ur's harp stood near, ...
The mother oiruy Lionel,
Smile on its mother, whose singing sweet .

A sleeping Tnother then would dream . .

Whilst its m^t/ier's is lustreless
Near thy sweet m.other's anxious heart,
Me and thy mother—
thy funeral shrine Is thy mother's grief . .

II. xvii. 7.

ill.xxxiii. 7.

VI. xlix. 5.
VII. xvii, I.

VII. xxii. 4.
VIII. X. 7.

X. XV. 9.
X. xix. 7.

X. xlvii. I.

M. N. Post. Fr. 25.
Mask, XXXV. 4.
Peter, i. viii. 5.

VI. iii. 4.
VII. xxi. 5.

Pr. Athan. ii. iii. 4.
ProTn. I. 113.

I. 153.
I. 178.- I. 186.

• I. 218.

III. iii.

III. iii. loa
III. iv. 24.
III. iv. 33.
III. iv. 95.
IV. 392.

Q, Mab, II. 151.

III. 209.
IV. 108.

V. 117.

VI. 119.
VII. I,

VII. 12.

Question, 11. 7.

Rosal. 86.

164.

192.— 287.— 299.— 321.
"— 339-

, 482.

S3I-

625.

1071.
1114.

1213.
Sensti. PI. I. 60.
Triumph^ 321.
Vis. Sea, •16.
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Her »«oM£^,was one of the Atlantides : . . . . K^zVcA, 11..1.

And sowed it in his mother's star, xxxii. 6.

B. Fig. (1) an appellation of Urania, the celestial Muse.
Where wert thou mighty Mother^ when he lay, . Adonais^ 11. i.

Wake, melancholy mother^ wake and weep ! . . III. 2,

Wake thou, cried Misery, childless Mother^ . . xxil. 2.

(2) an appellation of nature.
If our great Mother has imbued my soul . . Alastor^ 2.

Mother of this unfathomable world !..... 18.

pother and soul of all to which is given . . Laon^ V. Song.,2-,2.

Checks the great ffto/her stooping to caress her. Ode Lib. xvii.^i*.

(3) an appellation of the earth.

Beloved earth, dear mother^ ipalderon^ II. 79.

And livest thou still. Mother Earth ? Death Nap. 1 2.

y^\%z^.^ Mothery do you laugh now,he is dead ? . 16.

O upiversal nipther^ Horn. Earthy i.

.^tfMtf^ of gods, 25.

cattle which the mighty ««<3Mtf?-miId Nourishes Horn.. Merc. XCVI. 5.

Their feast wassucn as Earth, the general.^tf^A., Laon^ V. Iv. i.

Earth, their mutual mother^ .^^ x. i. j?.

And, thou, O Mother Earth !— Protfi. m. lii- 84.
Sacred Goddess, AftfMtfT- Earth, Proserp.l.i.
\b mother earth A step-dame Q. Mao, III. 206.
Oiir mother Earth wiu give ye.new .... Xremble King's, 7.

showers of aerial water drops Into their mother''

s

bosom, WQodm,an, 4q.

(4) an appellation of the old year.

wail aloud For your another in her shroud. . Dirgefor Year, 11. 6.

(5) an appellation of the moon.
the eternal flood. Slave to the m. of the months, Laon,iv. i. 7,

In which the another of the months is borne . . Prom. IV. ^37.

bear The ghost of its dead tnother^ Triumph, 84.

the Mother of the Months had' bent Her-bow . . 'Witch, IV. i.

(6) applied to a native country or city,

from a glorious A?i?/>4«^V breast, Z^^m, Xl. xxii. 4.

worm which rends our M. bosoip—Priestly Pest! Ld. Ch. i. 3.

Since Athens, its great mother, sunk in,splendour ; Marenghi, Vll. 2.

Nurslings of one mighty Mother, Mask, xxxvii. 3.

Or Greece, the Mother o( the free ; ,W. Shel. VI. 5.

(7) applied to the world.
This world is the m-other. of all we feel, . . There is no work, 14.

(8) applied to various passions, emotions, qualities.

Son and Mother, Death and Sin, Euff. Hills, 238.

But dreaded their mother's eye severe,— . . . Falsehood, 51.

Where their -mother. Care, like a drowsy child, . Fr. Mus. i. 4.

with Fear his mother. Above the Highest— , . Laon, VIII. xiii. 5.

Are children of one mother, even Love— . . . Vin.xxvii.3.

Necessity ! thou m,other of the world \ . . . . Q. Mab^ vi. 198.

(9) applied to times and seasons.

Waken me when their Mother, the grejr Dawn. . Apollo, I. 5.

the child who wearest Thy mother's dying smile, Laon^ ix. xxii. 6.

Thy »2(7/i^?' Autumn, ,ix. xxii. 7.

Else we are shapeless as our mother Night. . . Prom. I. 472.

Mother of many acts and hours IV. 566.

(10) a familiar term of address.

Old mother Ba^bo, hooour to you ! , . . . Faust, II. 157.

Mother-in-law, c. n. appellation of,Famine, as wife ofDeath.
Ghastly tnother-ittr-law of life

!

>(Edipus, II. ii. 85,

Uothexs, n. pi. of Mother.
And their,»«(7^A^r^ look pale

—

Casil. Adm.. \. <^.

With their m.others pine andpeak, Mask, XLII. 2.

And fnothers, gazing, drank the love men see . Prom.. 11. iv. 83.

Bright threads whence mothers weave . , . IV. 414.

*MotlLon, n. a Grecian city.

Nauplia, Tripolizza, Mothon^ Athens, .... Hellas, 546.

Uoths, n. pi. of Moth,
and soft moths that kiss Sensit. PI. II. 50.

Like moths by light attracted Triumpii^ 153.

Like splendour-wmged moths about a taper, . . Witch, in. 3.

Motion, n. (1) movement.
As it has ever done, with change and m^oHon, . Adonais, xix. 3.

And, lo ! with gentle motion, Alastor, 399.

The wave Of the boat's motion 4t>g.

He heard The fnotion of the leaves, 475.

No sense, no ^notion, no divinity— 600.

And little OT(7//(W in the air Ch. ist^v. i6.

Over earth and ocean, with gentle motion, . . . Cloud, 21.

without motion hang Over the sinking sphere : . Dcem.on, I. 195.

Unending orbs mingled in mazy motion^ . . -r— I. 244.

the sweet stream ofthought that with wild mo. . II. 44.
And so with living -motion all are fed Deqth Nap. 23.

made By Love, of light and motion .-,.... Bpips. 94.

And OT. which may change but cannot dje ; . . ,114.

every motion^ odour, beam and tone, . . . , iSS-

Pointing with inconstant -motion Eug. Hills, 108.

And in the inconstant motion of the breeze . . Eve.n. Pisa, II. 4,

Are hurried in eternal -motion Faust, I. 16.

speed with thy gentle motion ! Fr. Come thou^ 3.

wreck-strewn and in motion: Fugitives, I. 12.

the lashed Ocean, Like mountains in ntotion^ . III. 12.

To lie without motion, or pulse, or breath, . . . Ginevra, 146.

With its soft motion made not less The calm . . Jane, Recoil.j^g.
And swift and swifter grew the vessel's -motion^ . L,aon, I. xlviii. i.

the murmur of the 7«i9«(7« Of waters, .... VI. xxiii.a.

without life or m-oHon Before his throne, . , . xii, xvi. 8.

even in look or motion, ... Love^ Hope, 26.

And their fair limbs to float in motion Mar. Dr. xxi. 5.

'Its sails and ropes all tense and without m.., . Marenghi^ xxvii. 4.
Thou art pervaded with that ceaseless station, . Mont B. 32.

To whose frail frame no second motion brings . Mutability, 7,

the Baian ocean Welters with airlike fnotion, . Naples, 27.

A chaos of light and motion Prol. Hellas, 71.

And the music-stirring »?.ofits soft and busyfeet, Prom.. I. 777.
A heaven of serene and mighty Tnotion. . '.

. . IV. 98.
Yet with an undulating ^notion, Q. Mab, I. 103.
unending orbs In mazy motion intermingled, . . II. 74.
diffuses The slightest, faintest motipn, . . , II. 340.
A maze of life and light and motion Is woven. . Rosal. 129.

Np word, no look, no ««(?/z'(3w / 1180.

A?i^ith a motion of sweet sound and radiance. . . Sensit. PI. I. 48.
Arises from its measured motion, St. Dejection, II. 8.

Light, sound, and motion own the potent sway, . Summer-Evg. 9.

Wliich moved upon its ntotion— Triumph, 465.
With dizzy tnotion, wheel and rise Unf. Dr. 237.

-Lulled by the motion and murmurings Vis. Sea^ 124,

a dewy splendour h idden Took shape and motion : Witch, Iv. 7.

and with soft motion Piloted it xxxiii. 7.

The swift and steady motion of the keel. . . XLVI. 8.

With motion like the spirit of that wind . . . Lx. i.

(2) manner of moving.
Flashed from he.v ^notion splendour , . . . . Epips.jfl^.
I fear-thy mien, thy tones, thy motion, . . Ifear thy Kisses, II. i.

each motion Seemed a Lord's shoe to kiss. '.
. Peter, Vll. vii. 4.

Which, dilating, had mouldedher mien and ^10. Sensit. PL II. 7.

(,3) emotion.
—ruling the tnotion Of his subjected spirjt : . . Fiordispina, 27.

With mild and gentle motion calmly flowed. . . Q. Mab., viii. 30.

whose motion Ever falls and shifts and,glance^ . Sophia^ I. 4.

^Motion-proof, c. adj. immovable, fixed.

piotion-proofKgzxvist }ih& z!\x, . ... . . . Matilda, 6.

itMotiouless, adj. without movement.
Or gorgeous insect floatme ^Kotionless, .... Alastor, 466.
his Rmbs did rest, Diffused and tnotionless, . 636.
An image, silent, cold, and motionless, .... 661.

And standing calm and tnotionless, Cenci, III. i. 11.

which seemed to lie Far, deep, aira tnotionless; . Laon, I. v. 5.

Motionless resting on the lake awhile, .... XII. xli. i.

Although her glowing limbs are motionless, . . Q. Mab, I. 32.

Motionless, as adv. perfectly still.

that motionless Hung o'er the sinking sphere : . II. 7.

Motions, n. (1) movements.
And .motions of the forests and the sea, .... Alastor, 47.
their odorous winds And musical tnotions, . . 539.
Under whose -motions life's dull billows move ; . Epips. 119.

In troops each other's tnotions cross, Faust, II. 81.

whirl Over each other with a thousand tnotiptts. Prom. IV. 247.
And the silent tnotions of passing death) ,• • • Sensit. PI. ill. 10.

Of us and of our lazy motions, Serchio^ 61.

Knows not their gentle tnotiatts as they pass. . Sutmtter-Evg. 12.

with motions which each other crost, Triumph, 02.

With looks whose ?wt?/z<3WJ spoke without a tongue Witch, vii. 5.

(2) manner of moving.
all the grace and beauty that endued Its tnotions, Alastor^ 596.
and grief Smiled in their tnotions fulian, 2S2.

have spoken With happy sounds, and -motions, . Loon, x. ii. 7.

His tnotions^ like the winds, were free, .... Rosal. 795.
And motions which o'er things indifferent she4 . 1285.
In the.soft tnotions, and rare smile of woman, . Zucca, v. 5.

(3) actions, mode of proceeding.
Whilst I had watched the tnotions of the crew . Loon, ill. x. 2.

Motley, adj. various, heterogeneous.
and tnotley shapes, A.multitudjnous throng, • Dcetnon, i. 276.

Lawyers and priests, a ttwtley crowd, .... Mask, xvil. i.

^Mottled, adj. spotted or variegated.
emerald snakes, tnottled a.nd diamonded . . . Unf. Dr. 164.

Mould, n. (1) earth.

I laid mine hot head on the surge-beaten mould, M. N. Ravail^ 16.

Blossoms and leaves, instead ottttould? . . . -^^^ I. 4.

something in the mould like melon-seeds, . , . Unf Dr. 143,
Lifting the light mould zX. their birth, .... 159.

Stole a strange seed, and wrapt it up in tnould, . Witch, xxxii. 5.

in a vase full of the lightest tnould; . . . Zucca, Vlll. 2.

(2) a fungoid growth.
And to the damp leaves and blue cavern tnould. Alastor, ^<^^.

And agarics, and fungi, with mildew,and tnould Settsit. PI. III. 62.

(3) character, kind.
Helen, whose spirit was of softer tnould. . . . Rosal. 1312.

The form and character of mortal tnould, . . Triumph, 17.

Mould, n. matrix, form.
stamps in the same mould Unf Dr. 80.

Mould, V. tr. (1) shape, form.
To mould a pin, or fabricate a nail ! . , . . Q. Mab, V. 142.

(^2) Fig. give shape to, fashion.

Leave the millions who follow to tn. The metal , Death Nap. 37.

and will mould Thy growing spirit W. Shel. VI.' 8.

Moulded, v. tr. Fig. formed, shaped.
It is the form that ?m(Jm/(^(/ mine Cie«a, iii. ii. 20.

Moulded,^/. Fig. shaped, formed.
All he had loved, and moulded into thought, . . Adonais, XIV. i.

To happier shapes are tnoulded, Dcsmon, 11. 224.

Were tnoulded m a different frame Peter, IV. iv. 5.

To happier shapes were ?MO«/i:^rf, ..,.,. Q. Mab, iTi. i'^2.
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Which, dilating, had m. her mien and motion . Sensit. PI. IV. 7.

Obscure clouds, moulded by the casual air ; , . Triumph^ 532.

Moulded,///, adj. shaped, fashioned.

Like winter leaves overgrown by moidded %xi<y^^ Naples^ 18.

"With moulded limbs more lovely than-its'own,- . Prom. II. iv. 81.

*3Ioulder, v. intr. crumble with decay, perish.

And gray walls T^ow/irflSj' rounds AdonatSy l. i..

they fnoulder fledh and bone, Laoh. xil. xxvii. 7.

Lie level with the earth to s^w/cfer there, . . , Q. Mali, V. 11.

*]Uoulderinsr, pr. pple, decaying.
Murdered, and now m.ouldering: Eug. Hills, 149.
««OM/iffi/'/«^ round Those imaged Prom. III. iv. 172.

Frown, m. fast, o'er their abandoned shrines : . III. iv. 189.

And, mouldering as they sleep, Summer-Evg. 20.

*Moulderingr, ///. adj. decaying.
Built o'er his Tnouidering hones a pyramid . . Alastor, 53.

a pyramid Of mouldering leaves 54.

Within the massy prison'-s »«o«/£/er?'7z^ courts, . Dcemon, li. 193.

„ ^. ,, „ „- . Q.Mab, IX. 114.

The mouldering relics of my kinfdred lay; . . ^ Vllr 188.

Mix'd with ghosts of the mouldering dead : . . ^S"^: Jr. (3) xv. 2.

^moulders, v. intr. gradually wastes.
the while Youth springs, age moulders, . . . . Q. Mad, IV. 224.

*Mouldinff, pr. pple. Fig. shaping, fashioning.

Or any power ?«om/i:/z'«^ my wretched lot, . . . Ce««*, V. iv. 83.

^(7w/rfz'w^ the mighty whole,— JVat. Anl. ill. 2.

*3Counded, ppl. adj. fenced in.

Its mounded 0(xzxi% of tempestuous fire, . . . Prom. III. i. 75.-

^Mounds, n. heaps.
The band, intrenched in m-ounds of Turkish dead, Hellas, 384.

Mount, V. I. ir. to ride upon.
if your Majesty wili deign to mount uie., . . . CEdipus, II. ii. 113.

II. intr. (1) ascend.
To catch your skirt and mount to Heaven,— . . Faust, II. 193.

(2) get on horseback.
Mount with me Laon, now— Laon, VI. xx. 9,

Mount, n. (1) an eminence or mountain.
From that Typhasan m,ount, Inarime .... Naples, 44.

'

Nor where Parnassus' sacred mount, Virgil, 15.

(2) a raised seat or throne.

as on a mount of diamond, set; ...... Ode Lib. V. 11.

*Mount Palatine, c. n. a hill in Rome.
The moonlight ruins of mount Palatine, . . . Cenci, I. ii. 6.

Mountain, n. a very high hill.

The shattered wzoMW^azw overhung the sea, . . Alastor, 360.

Where the -m., riven, Exposed-those black depths 374.

the abrupt m.ouniain'hvezks;, . 5Si-

Even on the edge of that VEist Tnountain, . . . 573.

From sea and mountain^ city and wildernessf . 693.

clouds that haunt The gap ofsome cleft mount.y Allegory; 1. 6.

Is a mighty -mountain dim and grey, . . . . Apenn^ 8.

By wood and stream, meadow and mount, side, . Asiola, 11. 3.

The enamelled tapestry of this mossy mountain, Calderon, I. 64.

the discomfiture Sustamed upon the mountain, • Ii. 75.

Seeking ever a mountain, —— ii- 150.

The melancholy mountain yawns Cenci, ill. i. 257.

Wherever he dream, under mountain or stream. Cloud, 27.

Eddied above the m-ountain^s loftiest peak . . Ddtnon, i: 127.

A wind is hovering o'er the m.ountain's brow ; . Epips. 409.

Like mountain over m-ountain huddled— . . Even. Pisa, IV. 3.

this mountain Is all inchanted, Faust, II. 36.

And through the ruins of the shaken mountain . 11. 136.

Streams the whole mountain along II. 145.

Since I last came up to the wizard mountain; . 11. 294.

Like vapours anchored to a mountain's edge, . Hellas, 284.

On Taygetus, that lofty mountain wild, . . . Horn.. Castor, 4.

Rushed with great leaps up to the mount, head, Horn. Merc. XI. 4.

He from PJeria's m.ou7itazn bent his flight-; . . —=— XIV; 5.

O'er shadowy mountain and resounding dell, . —'— xvi. 2.

Then, like the forests of some pathless »zo«w/(Z2'w, Laon, ii. xlvi. i.

and distant far That mountain and its column, . ill. xxx. 6.

Winding above the mountain's snowy term . . VI. xviii. 3.

Gazed on a mountain which we neared, . . . • VI. acxii. 6.

and the ntountain grey Soon echoed .... VI. liii. 6.

As one who from some mountain's pyramid, . . IX. vii. 3.

o'er the wave, The forest, and the mount, came ;— ix. viii. 6.

as from a mountain, flings The future, , . . ix. xxv. 6.

Upon the -mountain s dizzy brink XI. i. 2.

sloped many a lawny -mountain- xii. xix. i.

From billow and tw.. . . . The sunlight is darted . Liberty, IV. 1.

More thin they are than the mists of the ?w.'. Mi N. Sp£C. Hors: 29.

With slow soft steps leaving the mountain's steepj Mhtilda, 5.

Thou hast a voice, great Mountain, ... . Mont B. 80.

the snows descend upon that Mountain; . . . 1321

The Mountain's slumberous voice at intervals . Naples, 4.

As on a dawn-illumined fnountain stood, . . . Ode Lib. XI. 2.

Unravelled on the blast from a white mountain: (Edipus, li.i. loi.

clanged along the W(7»M^azVj marble brow, . Pr. Athan.\iy\\\.-z%.

Nailed to this wall of eagl^-baffling mountain, . Prom. i. 20.

And to the fatal -mountain^^^^c 11. ii. 62;

From its curved roof the mountain's frozen tears III." iii. 15.

Of Bacchic Nysa, Maenad-haunted mountain, . III. iii. 154.
Athwart the western mountain it enfolds, . . . • iv. 490.'

Eddied above ^i^Tnountain's loftiest peak, . . Q. Mab, 1. 216.
The moveless pillar of a m-ouniain's weight . . iv. 142.
With their soft flakes .the ?«0Mw/az« wide, . . . Rosal 550.
Up the cold 7n. she waswoat to call Her tomb; ., i297»

whilst the winds-tDf the mountain are howlingj . St. Ir. {2) ill- i.

the whirlwind which roars o'er the m(?«w/«2'« .
.- (2^ IV. i;

The m. repeats The echoing sound of the knell ; (3) I. 2.

Wax'd faint on the mountain high ; (3) ix. 3.

Though the tempest is stem, and the m. is dreary, —~ (6) I. 3,

I was laid asleep Under a mountain, .... Triumph, 312.

till within the shade Of the great mountain . . —;- 452."

The pine-encircled mountain, Msenalus, . . Virgil, 18.

round mountain and isle Vis. Sea, 133.

A lady-witch there lived on Atlas' -mountain . . Witch, I. 7.

Which to the inmost mountain upward tend— XLiil. 3,

Which highest shoals of mountain shipwreck not, Liv. 3.

Mountain, £:. a(^". fl^/r, (1) livingonorcomingfromamountain.
a'ndthe' m-outiiain shepherds came, ..... Adonais, xxx. i.

I anl quite sick of the wild mountain game, . . Cycl. 226.

Englisn Peacock with his mountain fair . . . Gisb. 233.

Where, sweet -mountain beast. Got you that

speckled shell? Horn. Merc. V. \.

As pipkins late to mountain Cotter. . , . . . . Pei^r^ V. xv. 5.

The" herdsmen and the -mountain maidens came, Witch, xi.' i.

(2) of, or pertaining, or natural to, mountains.
through the rifts Of the mountain clifts .... Arethusa', IV. 17

As on the jag of a -mountain crag, Cl0ud, 35.

W^ith -mountain winds, and babbling springs, . Coleridge: ŷ.
Till all the mountain depths are spangled. . . Faust, II, 85;

Ruining mountain solitudes, Fr. Italy, 4.

To the mountain peak and the rocky lake, . . Fr. Song, 7.

screaming from their cloudy mountain peaks, . Hellas, 517.
and from their -mountain thrones The daemons . 708.

On this green Tnountain slope Ham. Merc. LXXXIV. 2.

behind some piny -mountain shower, . . . . Int. Beauty, I. 5.

Weaves rainbows o'er yon ?«o«M/a/« river, . . H-,/-

the remotest seat Of the white mountain-v/astei, Jane, RecoU. 42.
By, the sea-shore, in a deep mountain glen ; . . Laon, I. xjcxvi. 3.

whose white hair shone Like moufitain snow, - . I. liv. 4.

Like autumn's myriad leaves in one swoln'
-mountain brook IV. xiii. 9.

O'er many a -mountain chain . . . my spirit bears
My frame

;
IV. xjcxii. 4.

Her voice was as a mountain stream .... V. liii. i.

Even to the gorge of the first mountain glen . . v. liv. 3.

Among the -mountain vapours driven around, . -— vi. x. 3.

failed like a -mountain river VI. xiv. 8.

mossy nook, with -mountain flowers dispread. , VI. xxvi. 9.

Trod peacefully along the -mountain waste, . . VI. liv. 7.

Like' bee^ on wzoMM^awz flowers: XI. xix. 6.

UpoiT the cloudy mountain peak supine ; . . . . Medusa; I. 2.

The mountain mists, condensing at our voice . Prom. II.' i. 58.
Athwart the purple -mountain slope, was written II. i. 152;

Their shelterless, pale tribes to -mountain caves : II. iv. 54.
Or o'er the mountain tops, or down the rivers, , III. iv. 13.

From -mountain flowers, Rosal. 1016.
when o'er the Tnountain heather They wandered —'— . 1277.
And the matin-bell and the ?«0M»/az«-bee : . . S&hchio, 20.

Which fervid from its mountain source .... . 97.
The smokeless altars of the -mountain snows . . "Friu-m-Ph, 5.-

thou that soarest O'er the misty mountain forest^ W. Godwin, 2.'

(3) resembling mountains in size and shape.
the billowy m.ountain clouds, Dmmon, I. 197.

(4) consisting of, or formed by, mountains.
As on some mountain islet burst Laon, V. xli. 3.

(5) resembling a motmtain in size.

Stood inany a mountain pyramid ... . . Mar. Dr. VIII. 3.

(6) situated on a mountain.
with secret signs from many a Tnountain tower, Laon, x. vii. 4.

*Mountain-cedar, c. n. a cedar growing on a mountain.
In the mountaiiucedar's hair, Hellas, 79.

*Mountain-drift, c, n. Nature*s litter on mountains.
as the atoms of the mountain-drift To the win'-

ter-wsind :— ... . . . . , . . . . , . 145.

*Mountain-g'oddess, c. n. Maia, the daughter of Atlas aild

Pleione and mother of Mercury.
Phoebus the lovely ntountain-goddess knew, . . Horn. Merc. xV.'j.

^Mountain-isles, c. n. insidated mountain-peaks.
Poised on an hundred azure mountain-isles. . . Hellas, 492.

^Mountain-nymphs, c. n. nymphs dwelling on mountains.
The mountain-nymphs who nurst thee, .... Cycl. 4;

*MountBln-odour, c. n. the scent of mountain air.

OfwildjEoIiansound and w?(7«wAi/«W£7«r keen; Naples, 25.

*Mouutain-patlis, c. n. Fig. difficult courses.
together trod The m.ountain-'pafhs of virtue, . . Q. Mab, ix. 91.

*Mountain-peaks, c. n. tops of mountains.
never light Upon its mountain-peaks^ .... Epips. 463.
He sought his natal -mountain-peaks divine. . Hom: Merc. xxivi3.

^Mouutain-springps, c, n. streams rising on mountains.
As W2(?«w/flm-y^r/w^5 under'the morning Sun.' . Epips.$y2.

*Mountain-tliaw, c. n. snow melted on the mountains.
Down streams made strong with ?wt?Mw/am-/Aaw.' Prom.. ll. ii. 47.

*Moantain-tops, c. n. highest points of mountains.
are scattered among the mountain-tops, . . . Ch. ist, ii. 411.
a nest Of cradling peace built on the m, tops,— , IV. 50.
clothe earth's monarch mountain-tops .... Prom. iv. 286.
Of the battling clouds, on the m.-tops, broke;— . St. Ir. (i) iii. 2.

Of sun-rise, ere it tinge the Tnountain tops; . . Xriu-mph, 415.
*Mountain-twius, c. n. twin-mountains.
Crete and Cyprus, Like mountain-twins . , . Hellas, 588.
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*Monutain-wolves, c. n. wolves infesting mountains.
Were, as to mountain-wolves their ragged caves. Ode Lib, ill. 5.

Konutaineer, n. one who frequents the mountains.
The moun.^ Encountering on some dizzy precipice Alasior, 257.

^Uountainons, adj. (1) having waves high as mountains.
Of ocean^s -mountainous waste to mutual war . 342.

(2) steep as a mountain.
His borne down the mountain, vale of the wave, Vis. Sea^ 96.

(3) forming part of mountains.
its barriers of mountainous crag : 1 1 1 .

UoTiutains, n. pi. of Mountam.
Lost Echo sits amid the voiceless mountains, . Adonais, xv. i.

And where its wrecks like shattered mount, rise, XLIX. 3.

o'er the aerial mountains which pour down . , Alastor, 142.
And pendent mountains seen In the calm lake, . 214.
Islanded seas, blue mountains, mighty streams, 555;
That overflowed its mountains 604.
I walk over the mountains and the waves, . . Apollo, II. 2.

In the Acroceraunian mountains,— Arethusa, I. 3.

With his trident the mountains strook, .... —^ II. 3.

their fountains In Enna's mountains. . . . V. 2.

Though weak, as the lama, that bounds on the m., Bigotry, III. i.

The lovely one lies wounded in the mountains, . Bion. Adon. 6.

The oaks and mountains cry Ai ! ai ! Adonis ! . 30.
I sift the snow on the mountains below, . . . Cloud, 13.

The mountains its columns be 60.
All that the Cyclops feed upon their mountains. Cyd. 157.

To my brothers on the mountains, 513.
Its shadowy m,ountains on the sun-bright sea, . Dcemon, il. 97.
Amid the enchanted mountains, Epips. 194.
grown Out of the mountains, 496.
ascend The moss}^ mountains^ 544.
'Mid the mountains Euganean Eug. Hilts, 70.

How Mammon glows among the mountains. . Faust, II. 96.
lowest gorge of the abyss Of »«?M»^(Zz'«J, . . . ii. 100.

The pinnacles of that black wall cA mountains . II. 112.

until it rests Among lone -ntountains Fr. Silence, 9.

the lashed Ocean, Dike mountains in motion, . Fugitives, iii. 12.

back to the mountains hoar, Ginevra, 197.
the thunder-smoke Is gathering on the Tnountains, Gisb. 1 17.

Of the forests and the Tnountains^ GuitarJane, 67.

Caught, like mountains beacon-lighted, . . Hellas, 55.

Like Orient mountains lost in day : 85.

The hoary ntountains and the wnnkled ocean . 139,

fled to her old cover. Amid seas and mountains, 317.
upon your streams and mountains, 435*
Thou darest to speak—senseless are the mount. : 475.
Shone like mount, in the mom Glorious states ;— 085.

as of the wreck Of adamantine mountains— . . 822.

As of two mountaifts in the wall of Stamboul ; . 831.

Which float like mountains on the earthquake, . 958.
Around mountains and islands 104S.

A brighter Hellas rears its mountains .... 1066.

O'er the Pierian mountains clothed in shadows. Horn. Merc. xil. 3.

between Two woody m. in a neighbouring glen, . xxxil. 7.

Under Cyllene's tnountains far away— .... LVI. 6,

the swift pursuit Of beasts amon^ waste mount., Horn. Venus, 17^

wide Ida's many-folded mountains, 57-

like mist o'er mountainis driven, I^t. Beauty, III. 8.

And breathed upon the frozen mountains, . . . Jane, Invitn, 16.

the horizon of the mountains ;— Julian^ 54,
Thy mountains, seas and vineyards 58.

Those mountains towering as from waves of flame 82.

Among the mountains ofArmenra. 587;

which from a chasm of ntountains. Dark, vast, . Laon, I. vii. i.

the red commotion Of waves like «»tf««/(z/«* . . I. xv.^.
the mountains hang and frown 1. xxiii. 7.

a fleeting guest Of our lone mountains — . . . I. xxxyii. 8.

Mountains of ice, like sapphire, piled on high i. xlvii. 7.

jEtherial mountains shone around— i. xlviii, 7.

Earth, our bright home, its mount, and its waters, II. v. i.

The mountains lay beneath one planet p^e ; . . II. x. 6.

gone far away To the lone shores and ntountains, ii. xv. 8.

Beyond the aerial mountains whose vast cells . II. xxv. 6.

Like evening shades that o'er the ?W£7««^a2'»J creep, 11. xlix. 7.

The islands and the mountains in the day . . . III. xv. o.

amid the forests vast And snowy maintains :— IV. iv. 4.

Bounded by misty mountains, wide and vast, . IV. xxv. 2.

the moon was hanging low Over the Asian «K?M»/., V. i. ^.

TTirong from the mountains when the storms . V- xvi. 4.

As to the plain between the misty tnountains . v. xxxviii. 3.

The multitudes, the mountains, and the sea
; . . v. xlvi. 7.

t\i& ^\sL\ns and mountains, V.Son^^^.i.

rent the Hesperian gate Of mountains, .... Vll, xiii. 7.

like a watch-tower blazing Over the mount, yet ; vill. i. 4.

Among the daughters of those mountains lone, . Vlil. xxv. 2.

As o'er the mountains of the earth ... . ix. iii. 8.

Flowers on the Tnountains, - • IX. xxi. 7.

A cloud was hanging o'er the western »ttJ«w^fli«J/ XI. ii. i.

dim twilight tnountains darkwith pine, . . . Xll. xxi. 5.

a chasm of cedarn ?«o»«^ai«J riven, Xll.xxxiii.2.

Between the walls of mighty ?«(?w«/a/«J . . . xn.xxxv.6.

the waves rolled like OT(?M«^flr«J xii.xxxix. i.

I saw its marge of snow-bright tnountains . . —— xii. xli. 2.

The fiery mountaitis answer each other ; . . . Liberty, i. i.

See the mountains kiss high Heaven .... Love's Phil. 11. 1.

On two dread tnountains, from whose crest, . . Mar. Dr. ix. 1.

whose light did hang Ajnong the mountains
shook alway, xi. 4.

the peaks so desolate Ofthe drowning Twoww/fl/w-y, xvi. 4.

When suddenly the tnountains crackt, .... Mar. Dr. xxir. 2.

Amid the mountains^ like a hunted beast . . Marenghi, xiiI. i.

the peaks unshaken Oi mountains and blue isles xxii.4.
Through thy sister mountaitis ring, Mexican, III. 2.

In the wild woods, among the mountains lone, . Mont B. 8.

Bursting through these dark tn. like the flame . 18.

Its subject tnountains their unearthly forms . . — 62.
even these primaeval tnountains 99,
And cloud-like tnountains, Ode Lib. IV.

That thd Lord whistled for out of the tnountains (Edipus, I. 154.
the cold grey scalps Of the tnountains, I come,
the crystal lakes Of the Cisalpine tnountains^
It swept over the tnountains
O'er castled mountaitis borne,
those eagle-baffling tnountains
imbue Its desarts and its tnountaitis, . . .

I ask the Earth, have not the tnountains felt ?

Ye Mountaitis^ Whose many-voiced Echoes, .

We had soared beneath these tnountaitis . .

From earthquake-rifted tnountains ofbright snow
Mountains, and caves, and winds, ....
'Mid whirlwind-peopled tnountains ; ....
Earthquake, and fire, and mountaitis cloven

;

Grey tn., and old woods, and haunted springs,

These solid mountain^ quiver with the sound
Beyond the purple mountaitis :

Were wandering in thick flocks along the tnount.
Thro' the many-folded mountaitis

;

And far on high the keen sky-cleaving tnountaitis
a^ do the mountaitis now
Hidden beneath the mountains and the waves.
Between mountains, woods, abysses, . .

The storms mock the tnountains
We encircle the ocean and tnountaitis of earth,

the caverns of my hollow tnountains, . .

My imperial mountains crowned with cloud, .

The snow upon my lifeless tnountaitis . . .

In countless echoes through the tnountains ring,

The grass, the clouds, the tnount., and the sea.

Its shadowy mountaitis on the sun-bright sea.

And the blue tnountains^ shapes which seem .

Among the tnountaitis wild and lone, . . .

Along the wild m. ni^ht-ravens were yelling,

—

the toppling tnountaitis cling, ... . .

What fields, or waves, or tnountaitis? . . .

Blue isles and snowy tnountains wear . . .

The floating tnountaitis of the silver clouds .

The grass, the clouds, the mountains^ and the sea,

With which the clouds and mountains pave .

That shake the tnountaitis
'Mid Alpine mountains ;
I have wrought tnountaitis, seas, and waves, .

through the adamant Of the deep tnountaitis,
may kindle The clouds and waves and tn. with

;

and strew Their lates^leaf upon the tn. wide
;

the streams which clove those tnountaitis vast.

Between the severed tnountaitis lay on high
In tempest down the tnountaitis

;

and like a shore Of wintry tnountaitis, . .

Mounts, V. tr. steps up into.

Speechless with bliss the Spirit tnounts the car.

I. 222.

II. i. 62.
Peter, i. xii. 3.

Pr. Athan. I. 70.
II. iii. 23.

II. iv. lb.

Prom. I. 2'?.

li9-
1.86.
I. 167.

I. 182.

I. 204.
I. 232.
I. 251.
1. 522.

II.* i. 19.

II. i. 146.
II. i. 201.
II. iii. 28.

II, iii. 42.
II. iv. 71.

II. V. 80.

IV. S3.
IV. 172.

IV. 332.
IV. 346.
IV. 356.

Q. Mab, IV. 39.
VI. 76.
VIII. 92.

Rosal. 25.

St. Ir. ^'\. 4.
Serchio. no.
Skylark, 73.

St. Dejet^on^ 1. 5«
Sutnttier, 4.
Superstition, 5.

The Isle, 10.

Triutnpk, 156.

Two Spirits, 36.
Unf. Dr. 25.

Witch, II. '3.

xiii. 4.
xxiii. 5.

XXXVIII. I.

XXXIX 7.

XLVI. 4.
XLIX. O.

Dmmon, 11. 306.
Q. Mab, IX. 213.

Mourn, v. I. tr. bewail, lament.
sad Hour, selected from all years To tn. our loss, Adottais, I. 5.

arid mourn their lot Round the cold heart, . . ix. 7.

never tHourn A heart grown cold, ^— XL. 6.

I tnourn Adonis dead— Bion. Adon. i.

Moum\\s latest nursling fled ? Fug. Hills^ i8S.
Two gentle sisters mourn their desolation

;

. Laon, x. xliii. 4.

a king would tHoum no more The crown . . . Triumph, 323.

II. intr. sorrow, grieve.

Mourn norfor Adonais. . Adonais, XLI, 2.

Alas for Cytherea—the Loves mourn— . . . Bion. Adon. 25.
If leaves can tnourn without a tear, Caideron, ill. 72.

the load that makes thee faint and tnourn ? . . Fr. Is twt, 8.

Have fled like sweet dreams, leaving thee to tn. . Wordsworth, 4.

Mourned, v. I. ir. lamented, bewailed.
Cythna mourned with me the servitude . , . Laon, II. xxxvi. 4.
She mourned that grace and power were thrown H. xxxvi. 7,

II. intr. Fig. uttered a moaning sound.
and the dove tnourtied in the pine, UnJ. Dr. 68.

Mourned,//, bewailed, lamented.
The friend whose falsehood she had mourned, . Rosal. 199.
Beloved and sought and mourned of none ; . . 948.

Mourner, n. one who sorrows, or grieves.

How stem are the woes of the desolate 7«o«r«^r, St.Ir.(s)i. i.

Mourners, n. pi. of Mourner.
Most musical of mourners, weep again ! . .

Most musical of tnourners, weep anew ! . .

A thousand mourners deck the pomp of death

, Adonais, IV. i.

, Damon, II. 217,
Q. Mab, IX. 109.

, Sensit. H. in. 8.And the sobs of the tnourners deep and low
;

Moumftil, adj. sad, doleful.

Even to the tnournjPul place where Adonais lay. Adotiais, xxill. 9

.

There is many a 7«(7Mr«/^/ sound ; Eug. Hills, 61,
And told as she had heard the tnournjul tale. . Julian, 59(5.

What wondrous sound is that, tnourn. and faint, Orpheus, 35.
asked forbearance with a mojirnjul look ; . . /V. Athan. i. 80.



MOUBITFUL—MOVED. 4f5

The grey morn Dawns on the mournful sc&nei
\ Q. Mab^ IV. 59.

Let me set toy mournful d\tty Rarely^ iv. i*.

Till our mournjul \.a.^ be done Rosa/. 60.
These mournful verses on the ground, .... 762.
Upon it sits the ^0Mr7z/«/ owl

;

5/. /r. (4) III. 2.

From their sighs the wind caught a mourn, tone, Sensii. PI. III. 15.

Or the »Z(?Mrw/«/ surges .... . When the lam-p^ il. 7.

*Mouriifallest, adj. most sad.

With influence strange of moumfullest delight, Laon^ VI. xxiv. 7.

I^Mourufully, adv. in sadness, dolefully.
There the poor wretch was sitting mournJuHy . Julian^ 273,
Laughed mournfully in those polluted halls
Had mournfully sate watching him. . ,

And others mournfully within the gloom .

Uournluff, n, grief, sadness.
Over my tower of mournings . » .

In a sea of death and m.ourning. ....
Uoumiug, pr, pple. sorrowing, bewailing.
Let not high verse, mourning the memory

. Laon. VII. iv. 3.

. Rosal. 193.
Triumph, 58.

, Epips. 237.
, Mask, LXXVIII. 4.

. Alastor, 707.
A widow bird sate mourn. Upon a wintrybough. Ch. isi, V. 4.
A widow bird sate mourning for her love . . . V. 10.

Far in the West sits mourning that her sons . Hellas, 305.
Mourning in thy robe of pride, Inv. Mis. I. 4.
Though mourning o'er thy wickedness . . . Rosal. 50.

Mourning, ppl. adj. (1) indicative of grief.

Which like a mour'n.v&il thy scarf hadst thrown Adonais^ XLI. 7.
Wrapped in the mock of mourning v/e&d. . Rosal. 239,

(2) sorrowing.
one fountain of a mourning mind, Adonais, LI. 4,
no -mourn, maiden decked With weeping flowers, Alastor, 55.
And then the mourning women came Ginevra^ 195.

^Uourning'-ooaches, c. n. carriages used at funerals.
Mourning-coaches^ many a one . leter, VII. vi. 3.

Mourns, v. I. tr. laments.
Mourns not her mate with such melodious pain ; Adonais^ xvil. 2.

II. intr. laments.
Who mourns for Adonais? XLVII. 1.

and mourns as if each were A desolation. . . .St. Epips. 168.

House, n. a small quadruped {genus Mus).
to play A little with the mouse Faust, i. 84.
A red motise in the middle of her singing . . 11. 373.
Be it enough that the m-ouse was not grey. . . ii. 375.

ICouth, n. that part of the face adapted for the reception of
food and the utterance of speech.

Another Splendour on his mouth alit, .... Adonais^ xii. 1.

That mouth, whence it was wont to draw the breath xii. 2.

Even to my m.outh and heart, that I may suck . Bion. Adon. 46.
A bubble fashioned by the monarch's mouth, . . Ch. 1st, ii. 346.
The breath of her false mouth . Epips. 258.
Sprung from her mouth Faust^ ii. 374.
the faint crimson of her ?Mi3«M, Ginevra, 15.

For whispers past from m,outh to ear . . 139,
his mouth turned down

;

Peter, I. ii. i.

Moutli, V. tr. munch.
while the others mouth damp straw,) CEdipus, ll. 1. 39.

Uontlied, (See Stale mouthed.)
:|:iaontIiftil, n. as much as can be taken in the mouth at once.
Why this would hardly be a mouthful for me. Cycl. 139.

Uove, V. I. tr. A. Lit. (1) stir, change position of.

I will not TKOZ'* my foot to follow thee Calderon, ill. 120.
to ?no-ve Enonnoiis rocks, or found a vestibule. . Cycl. 218.
cannot Tnove hand or foot 641.
against thee I would not moveA finger in despite, fulian, 493.
(2) disturb, ruffle.

When winds that move not its calm surface . . Moschus, i.

B. Fig. (1) excite.

If music can thus move. fulian, 230;
and -thouffht His words might -move some heart . -^— 287.
How sadly I returned—might Tnove the hearer's

ruth i Laon, i; xHv. 9.
mar what else mig;ht move All gentlest thoughts ; vi. xl. 4.
Move one regret for his unhonoured name . . ., Sonn. Byron\ 12.

but two, which Tnove, And form all others, XVhenpassion's^ III; 4.

(2) affect, influence.

doth my fevered being move, Calderon, iii. 40.'

And never any thing will move me more. . . Cenci, ill. i. 94.
Thy love will move that bigot cold Critic, iii. 3.
Ye who intelligent the third heaven move, . Da7ite Conv. i.

and did move Apollo to unutterable love. . Horn,. Merc, lxxiii. 7,
Move my faint heart with grief, Lament. II. 4.
Seek from their own decay their stubborn minds

to mmie Laon^ rv. xxvi. 9.
to no smiles it mt?ht his speechless sadness move. V. xxi. 9.
Which Tulest and^dost move All things . . Naples, 150.
To 9nove the deep stagnation of his soul,— . . Q. Mad, V. 165.
but love Seemed now its sullen springs to move, Rosal. 826.
the sweet notes that move The sphere .... Triumph, 478.

(3) propose.
Gentlemen Boars, I move a resolution, . . . CEdipus, II. i. 106.

(4) use in speech.
dare not move Their poisonous tongues .... Ch. 1st, 11. 22.

II. intr. (X) have or excite vital action.
Spreading itself where'er that Power may move . Adonais, XLII. 6.
That Beauty in which all things work and move, LIV. 2.
Or through thy frame doth burn or move, . . , Damon, I. 104,

And canst thou 'move. Napoleon being dead ? . . Death Nap. 8.

Under whose motions life s dull billows move; . Epips. 119.

Live, move, and there are nourished— .... Horn.. Earthy 6.

the great God made them iwoz/^ ..... Hom.Merc.xwu.y.
did Rveand m. Within the heart of great Apollo— Lxxi.8.

But live and move, fulian, 306.

that far dearer heart could move and be ? . . . Laon, vii. xxix. 2.

Even with thy breath and blood to live and move, -— IX. xx. 7.

Immortally must live, and bum and move, . IX. xxx. 3.

All things that m.ove and breathe Mont B. 94.
Their bones in the grave will start and move^ . . Ode, Arise, 12.

in the warm sun did start and move, .... Pr. Athan. 11. iii, 10.'

The eiant Powers move, Prol. Hellas, 69.
Let thy maligTiant spirit move Prom.. I. 276.
Cease they to love, and move, and breathe, , , III. iii. 109.
To move, to breathe, to be

;
III. iv. 120.

they roll And move and grow —-^ IV. 218.

radiance and life, doth m,ove, IV. 387.
But when we cease to breathe and move . . . Tasso, Song, I. 2.

till men should live and m^aae Witch, XVIII. 7.

(2) excite, inspire.

and all things move To love, ... .... Calderon, III, 12.

Spirits ! when raptures m,ove, M. N. Ravail, 103.

(3) change position, stir, have motion.
And move like winds of light on dark and stormy

air. Adonais, XLIV. 9.-

from the couch Of fever, he did movej .... Alastor, 519.
Restless sunflower, cease to move,— . . . . Calderon, III. 76,;

They are trodden and move not away ;— ... Castl. Adm. II. 3.
Lured by the love of the genii that move . , . Cloud, 23.
Round tnem rise, and witli them m.ove, .... Epithal. (2) 28.
That ghosts move not on ordinary feet? .... Faust, II. 337,
His brow grows darker—breathe not—wtwcnot! Hellas, no.
and did move Beneath the might of the Cerulean-

eyed;,...,... Horn. Min. 10.
her dark . . . eyes, Which, as twin phantoms . . . «(., Laon, VI. xxxiii. 6.
Through the unheeding many he did m(yve, . . Lift not, 11.

it is not life that makes me m,ove Myheadis heavy, 2.

Seemed only not to move and grow Naples, 19.
And living shapes upon my bosom Tnove: . . . Prom,, iv. 365.
Maniac-like around thee move Gazing, . . . iv. 47b,
and ere she ceased To move, Triumph, 394.
On my golden pllimes where'er they »«;«/£/ , . Two Spirits, 14.
they Move in the light of their own beauty thus. Witch, LXV. 6.

(4) live, exist.

To hearts which near each other move .... GoodNight, ill. i.

Wherever she rest or move, Nat. Ant. III. 6.
Among Heaven's winds my spirit once did move. Rosal. 767.

(5) open for speech;
And ere her lips could move, . Laon, I. xxiv. g.

(6) pass.
the leagued Oppressors, With hurried legions m. / Naples, 75.

Uoved, V. I. tr. altered.
il/oz/ec^not the moonlight's line: Q. Mab,\.%i.

II. intr. (1) proceeded, passed on,
on the unfathomable stream The boat Tn. slowly. Alastor, 374.
It THoved towards the car, and took its seat . . DcBTnon, l. 1 13.
The magic car moved on ; i. ug.

t» . n I) Q. Mob, I. 207.
The magic car no longer ntovedj Dtsmon, 1. 229.

,. ji n » .1 ... Q. Mab, II. 40.'
dimly OTOwcrf Shadows, and skeletons, .... Desman, I. 256.
And seems as if she ntoved with shackled feet : . Faust, Ii. 381.
But as I moved, over my heart did creep . . . Laon, i. xBii. 5.We -moved towards our home

;

ji. xlix. 8.
then the bark Moved, m. xviii: 3.
It moved a speck upon the Oceandark : ... m. xviii! 4!
kindling thro' the air Moved oyer me, .... m. xx. 4.My spirit moved M^on the sea like wind .... vii. xL i.
Water . . . m. under the obscure Eternal shades, Matilda, 31.
Her thin and misty form M. vvith the'moviilg air, Q. Mab, I. no.
Thus ?«(7Z'erf through the garden ministering . . Sensit. PI. ii. 58.
Fell from her as she Tnhved jyiumph, 360.
Moved, as I moved along the wilderness, . . . 426.
Which moved upon its motion-^ 465!
The track in which we mobed. eig."

(2) turned, changed.
It niovedzs the sun moved, ... . . Ch. 1st, II. 429.

(3) acted, behaved, lived.
And so she WMwedT under the bridal veil, , . .Ginevra,!^.
Over the world in which 1 ntoved alone :— ... Laon, Ded. vi. 5.
She moved upon this earth a shape of brightnfessV ii. xxiii. i.

And moved as men in whom new love .... —— vii. xii. 8.

(4) stirred, gave sign of life.

he ?novednoT spoke, Nor changed his hue, . v. xxii. 2.
She spake not, breathed not, moved not— . . xi. i. 3.
And their lips moved; one seemed to speak, . . Mar. Dr. xxil. 1.
I moved not v«th my feet, Matilda, ^4.

(5) used vital action.
I saw the sight—I moved—\ lived

—

Laon, vi. viii. 3,
I saw not, heard not, moved not Prom.. 11, i. 79.

*

(6) kept measure to a cadence.
moved in a measure new Yet sweet, . ... Triumph 377.
the sweet tune To which they moved, .... '

383.'

Uoved,//. (1) lived.

Or should have movedhesi^^ it Epips 136

3 o



466 MOVED—MULTITXTDE.

(21 influenced, affected.

Have moved the affections Calderon^ i. 174.

^^^ZTf^ with pity, Would soothe its stingfs. . . . 11.88,

If honest anger Have ?woz/irf you Cs»«', V. i. 60.

The Pope is stern ; not to be moved or bent. . . V. iv. i.

Your Sublime Highness Is strangely moved. . . Hkllas, 124.

, Nature from all her boundaries is ?«. Against ye: 441.
The unpersuaded tyrant, never So moved before : Rosal. 649.

(3) worked.
or Art thou a puppet moved hy [enginery]? . . CA. IJ/, I. 37.

*UoTeless, aaj. motionless.
And fnoveless^ as a long-forgotten lyre .... Aiastor^ 42.

It ceased, and from the mute and moveless frame Dcenton^ Ii loS.

Moveless awhile the darlt blue orbs remained : . II. 327.

,, „ „ „ „ . Q. Mab, IK. 235.

The multitude so moveless did partake . . . -. Laon^ V. liii. f.
the moveless wave Whose calm reflects .... VII. xxxi. 5.-

Before its-blue and moveless'A^'p^ xi. ii. 2.

The crowd is mute and moveless— ..... Xh xi. Sj-

Floats moveless on the storm, XI. xxiii. 3.

weeds that blossomed there Were -movelesSt . . Mar. Dr. Vll. 4.

Hung mute and moveless o'er yon hushed abyss, Prom. I. 67.
gossamer Sleep on the 9»f7z'<?/i?.r.f air I Q.Mab^\.\2\.
the speaking quietude That wraps this m. scene. IV. 4.

The wftw^&jj pillar of a mountam-sweight . . IV. 142.

^tWovelessly, adv. withont motion.
Yet peacefully and wwTZ's/iffj.y/V it braves . . . , VII. 262.

'movement, ». alternation.

Bach movement of its progress on.his mind. . . Dcemon^ II. 1 14.

. ,, , „ ,, „ „ - • e.'il/a*, VIII. 144.
Yielded to every Tnovement of the will III 50.

Uoves, v. I. tr. (1) influences, affects.

where the brook's murmuring M. the calm spirit, Moschus^ 14.

These puppetsof his schemes he /«(W^j at will, . Q. Mab^w.'ji.

(2) stirs, aviralcens to life or motion.
which moves the unawakened forest, .... Pr. Aihan. II. iv. 13.

the weak touch That moves the finest nerve,- . . Qi Mab^ II. 105.

II. intr. (11 stirs, has motion.
Who »«o»«j/ What art thou?— Calderon, i\ s<).

Who jkoi'm; Who speaks? Eenci, I. m.qs.
What now »?(W<?J nor murmurs not'. Eug.Hillk^^$.

(21 works, has being.
And the shadow that moves in the souVs eclipse . Vnf. Dr. 10.

(3) has place.

Beside him m.. the Babylonian woman Invisibly, Ch. isl, I. 61.

(4) progresses.

how, as it moves, The splendour drops .... Prom. III. iv. 4.

(5) exists.

Whatever moves, or toils, or grieves April, 1814, 20.

Which moves not in the moving Heavens, alone? Epips. 61.

Vovest, V. intr. dost proceed or pass.

Lamp of Earth ! where'er thou movest . .
_

. ProTn. II. v. (A.

Voviag, pr. ^ple. (1) proceeding, passing on.

Growing and wftw/w.g^ upwards in a crowd, . , Even. Pisa, TV. ^.

some other stranger mode Of moving on : . . Hom. Merc. LIX. 2.

(2) ijeating in cadence.
Moving his feet in a deliberate measure . . . IV. 6.

(3) putting in motion.
Moving the sea-flowers in those purple caves . . Naples, 29.

(4) in motion.
Wild Spirit, which art »»oot'«^ everywhere ; . OdeW.Wind,\.\%.
I only know that thou art moving neax .... Prom. I. 136.

Was moving.; 'twas the soul of love ; . . . . I. 705.

And you can see its little lips are moving, . . . IV. 266.

(5) affecting.

When sympathy's swell the soft bosom is moving, St. Ir. (6) II. 6.

Moving', ppl. adj. (1) progressing, passing,

the moving poraf might seem Like pageantry . Adonais, XIII. 8.

its moving shade didcover The twilight deep ; . Loon, VII. xl. 7.

A moving arch of victory, . Triumph, 439.

clouds whose moving tMn^\s make The bastions

of the storm, Witch,xiN\il.6.

(2) unrestful, not stationary.

Which moves not in the moving Heavens, . . . Epips. 6i.

Her thin and misty form Moved with the m. air, Q. Mab; i. 1 10.

(3) affecting, pathetic.

Of love, or »wz'2»i' thoughts to thee? . . . . Coleridge, ii.

Past on, in slow and moving majesty ; . . . . Loon, I. v. 7.

some sweet and moving scene IX. xxx. 7.

(4) changing, alternating.

The woKi'K.f-billows of my being fell Epips. y.^.

(5) stirring, in motion.

strangest sounds the moving leaves among ; . . Laon, VI. xxxii. 8.

Whose calm reflects all »»OT!M.#- things . . . .
—- VII. xxxi. 6.

The shadow of thy mw/Kf wings imbue . . /y-...4Ma«. II.1V.9.

as by the moving wind The waves are lifted, . . Rosal. 1 161.

(6) living.

The multitude of WJWJW^ heartless things, . . . Z.ao», X. v. 2.

XtB.O'viex, n. one who mows.
And the milkmaid's son^ and the »»(KB«r'i scythe, Serchio, 19.

jruo-wlng', fr. ppk. grimacing.
Mbcking and mowing by his side^ Peter, VI. xx. 4.

aiowiner, ppl. adj. staring or grimacing.

To daily with the morning dead— Imm, VII. vi. 4.

*Mown, pp. scythed.
lie thee down On the fresh grass newly mown, . Inv. Mis. V. 2-

Mt., adj. contraction for Master or Mister,
And ^-r. , the bookseller, Peter, V. xvi. *-

*Mi8., adj. contraction for Mistress.
Peter seduced Mrs. Foy's daughter, VI. iii. 3.

and who Is Mrs. Foy ? VI. ix. 2.

Much, n. a great deal, a great quantity or amount.
But m.uch yet remains Cenci, I. i. .^3.

So Tnuch that thou mightst honourably live , . I. i._35.

Have excused »2«£-A, doubted

;

I. iii. 114.

So much has past between us as must make . . II. i. 123.

And all its narrow circles—it is fnuch— . . . Hellas, 750.

Much must remain unthought, and more untold, Laon, I. xxv. 2.

So OTMcA of life and joy is lost Mont B. iij.

Or how much, Venus, of thy silver Heaven . . Witch, LXVII. 3.

Mucli, adj. great in degree or amount.
In all this there is mttch exaggeration :— ... Cenci, I. ii. 73.

As »<acA skill as need to pray Julian, iil.

nothings of much sound, Q. Mab, IV. 234.

Is not so much more glorious than it was, . . . TriuTnph, 245.

when we Scarcely believe much more than we
can see / Witch, Lxxviii. 8.

Much, adv. greatly, in great degree.
Nor will he so much misbecome his throne . . Ch. ist, II. 317.

And much I grieved to think Triumph, 228.

All came, much wondering Witch, X. 6.

much, I wis. To the annoyance of king Amasis. lxxv. 7.

iMuck, n. filth.

I willsuckBloodor »»*«lS/ CBdipus, I. 262.

Mud, n. A. Lit. sodden or half-flnid earth.

Even the »i«rf and slime of the warm lakes . . Summer, 14..

B. Mg. something worthless and defiling.

fnud from a muddy spring,— Engl. 1819, 3.

"'Muddled, adj. contused.
With mind, and heart, and fancy muddled. . . Peter, IV. xvi. 5.

Mnddy, adj. A. Lit. growing in mud.
Through muddy weeds, the shallow sullen sea. . Marenghi, XV. 6,

B. Fig. foul, defiled.

mud from a muddy spring,— Engl. 1819, 3.

Muffle, V. tr. wrap, envelope.
Threatenedst to m, round with black destruction, Prom.. IV. 340.

Mulberry, c. adj. attr. ai the mulberry tree.

The silk-worm in the dark green rnulberry leaves Gisb. 3.

Mule, n. a hybrid of the horse and ass.

many a horse and toil-enduring mule, . . . Hom. Merc, xcvi. 2.

Mules, n. pi. of Mule.
For spurring on your mules, or loitering, . . _. Cenci, HI. i. 267.

Multiplied, v. I. tr. increased by reproduction.

then multiplied His generations Ode Lib. ill. 1.

II. intr.

Increased and multiplied like summer worms . Prom. IV. 313.

Multiplied, pp. (1) increased in number,
wisps onevery side Are puifed up and multiplied. Faust, II. 92.

shapes like mine own self, hideously multiplied. iMOn, III. xxiii. 9.

(2) increased in quantity.

Where wealth in the mute night is multiplied Hom.Merc.l.xvIU.4.

Multiplies, v. tr. introduces number into.

Divides and multiplies the most high God. . . P^ol. Hellas, 179.

:|:Multiply, V. I. tr. increase in number.
And multiply upon our shattered hopes .... Hellas, 642.
To /WM/Zzj^Zy your lovely selves, iV(M«. III. iv. 93.

II. intr. reproduce, generate.
encrease And multiply Cenci, TV. i. 144.

Multitude, «. (1) the generality of people, the mass of

mankind.
Once thou didst loathe the muUiiude .... Cavaic 5.

_

chosen forth Out of the multitude of living men . Cenci, V. ii. 80.

Shall the light multitude Fling, V. iii. 40.
nobler than The envious and admiring multitude. Ch. ist, I. 148.

The polluting multitude; Bug. Hills, 356.

And cherished friends turn with the multitude . Laon, Ded. VIII.8.

And earth's immense and trampled multitude, , I. xxxi. 7.

And in each bosom of the multitude I. xxxiii. 4.

I will arise and waken The multitude II. xiv. 2.

That Kings may dupe and slay the «»»/ftV«afe.' . Vlll.xviii.3.

This human living multitude Was savage, . . Ode Lib. III. 6.

Some—Hear I not the multitude laugh loud?— . Prom. I. 611.

Dar'st thou amid the varied multitude .... Solitary, I. I.

Above the blind and battling multitude : . . . Wordsworth, 10.

(2) a great assemblage of people, the populace.

The mighty multitude here may be seen . . . Faust, II. 148.

What is this cursed multitude about ? . . . . II. 335.

And that the multitude was gathering wide ; . . Laon, IV. x. 1.

the multitude Surrounding them, with words of
human love, IV. xxvi. 7.

And the few- sounds from that vast multitude . v. ii. 3.

Towards the City then the multitude, .... V. xiv. 2.

Even tho' that multitude was passing great, . . V. xx. 2.

else came no sound From the wide multitude: . V. xxix. 6.

The multitude so moveless did partake .... V. liii. 7.

a ghastly multitude x. xx. 9.

So, she scourged forth the maniac multitude . . X. xlii. 6.

Each of that multitude alone, . XI. x. I.
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the multitude With crushing panic Laon^ xil. ix. 8.

Till one uprose among the muliitudey .... xii.xxvii.3.

The adoring tnultiiude Mask^ x. 4.

And the prostrate multitude Looked— .... xxxii. 1,

For the tra.mpled multitude— LV. 2.

But 'tis the swinish multitude I fear, CBdipus^ I. 194.
when t^iou wake the multitude 11. ii. go.
The multitude was gazing silently; Q. Mab, vil, 4.
The m«/., Tracking them to the secret wood, . Rosal. 161.
Raged round the raging multitude^ 708.
He made one of the multitude^ Triumph^ 49.
a captive »ZM//(V«flfe Was driven ;— 119.
I among the m.ultitude Was swept— 460.

(3) the whole number, the general body.
rushed in mighty »*«//iV«rffi,* Horn. Merc. "LV.^.

Through which the mul. of the Immortals Pass lxv. 3.

The multitude of moving heartless things, . . , Laon^ X. v. 2.

(4) a vast quantity, a mass.
To feed my many thoughts : a tameless m.ul. I . il. ix. 9.

The mighty multitude of fresh May blooms . . Matilda^ 36.
The insects . . . Were now a silent multitude f . Peter^ Vll. xx. 3.

(5) numerousness.
When all the pulses in their multitude .... Fr, A Soul, 6.

Darkening each other with their »2«//iV«(il?, . . Ode Lib. Xl.^.
We trembled in our multitude Prom. I. 77.

(6) throng of people.
Beside it, like a vain loud multitude i. 486.

Unltltndes, n. (1) vast numbers of people in concourse.
The voice that once waked multitudes to war . Dcem-on, II. 210.
As in silent multitudes ^^g- HillSy 85.
The multitudes collect tumultuously, .... Laon^ IV. xxiii. 7.

Slowly the silence of the multitudes Past, . . . V. xxxi. x.

To hear the restless multitudes forever .... V. xli. i.

The mulHiudeSy the mountains, and the sea; . . V. xlvi. 7.

The multitudes went homeward, to their rest, V. Iviii. 8.

Disquiet on the multitudes did fall : VI. ii. 3.

but soon came pouring there New multitudes. . ^— VI. v. 9.
Mom came,—among those sleepless multitudes^ x. xliv. i.

Pestilence-stricken i»«w/i!'/^(fej .• OdeW.Wind^l.^.
strong the arm That scatters multitudes. . * . Q. Mab, III. 146.
Life of interminable «w«AiV«<afe.S'/ JII. 237.

(2) large numbers or quantities.
Pass o*er night in m.ulttiudes Inv. Mis. Xll. 5.

Thoughts after thoughts, unresting multitudes^ . Pr, Athan. I. (^.
And fnultiiudes of dense white fleecy clouds . . Prom.. II. i. 145.
And the vapours in their multitudes^ Serckio^ 13.

Clouds Driven by the wind in warring multit.^ . St. Epips. 127.

Unltitudiuons, adj. (1) innumerable.
More horribly the multitudinous streams . . . Alastor^ 341.
and hung As multitudinous on the ocean line, . Hellas, 479.
like multitudin. Puppets passing from a scene ; . Inv. Mis. xili. 2.

And the m.ultitudinous'BiWav/s murmur . . . Jane, Invitn, 65.

And, fKultitudinous as the desart sand .... L-aon, II. xlv. 7.

And life, in multitudinous shapes, Q. Mab, VI. 235.

(2) thickly peopled.
O, multitudinoits Hell, Cenci, rv. i. 183.

The m-ultitudinotcs Earth shall sleep Loon, xi. xxiii. 9.
Spread thro' the ntultiiudinous streets, .... xii. i. 2.

Made multitudinotcs with thy slaves, .... Prom. i. 5.

With mighty whirl the multitudinous orb . . . IV. 253.

(3) composing a multitude.
A multitudinous throng, around him knelt, . . Dcevton^ I. 277.

(4) continuous, endless.
That multitudinous anarchy did sweep, . , . Ode Lib. ix. 9.

^Mumble, v. tr. mutter.
hear them muntble Their litany of curses— , . St- Epips. 55.

Unmxnies, n. embalmed bodies.
And they lie black as mummies Vis. Sea, 62.

SCTUumy, n. Fig. an indistinguishable mass.
When the church fell and crushed him to a m., . Cenci, I. iii. 60.

Hunched, v. tr, devoured.
il/Mwc^</ children with fury, Peter^\.TXJiv\\\,^.

^Uunificence, n. bounty.
Nature, impartial in munifiuiiux, Q. Mab, V. 132.

murder, n. (1) premeditated homicide.
That matter of the m.urder is hushed up . . . Cenci, i. i. 1.

Murder! Murder! Murder! iv. iv. 52.

And weapon-winged murder Cycl. 289.

And not revenged the ^nurder of my comrades. . 704.
instruments Of murder, Desmon, l. 264.
Not when the tides of murder roll, Death Vanq. 6.

The hell-hounds, Murder, Want and Woe, . . Devil, xxvi. 3.

Goldj Monarchy, and Murder^ given ; . . . . Falsehood, 40.
Famme, murder^ hell and power 66.

Seeks ^nurder and guilt when virtue sleeps, . M. N. Spec. Hors.n.
from lust. Revenge, and murder Q. Mab^ ill. 120.

For murder, rapm& violence, and crime, . . . VI. 129.

and, whilst one hand was red With murder^ . . Vii. 240.

(2) as a personification.
I met Af«?-(:fer on the way— Mask^ ll.i.
Murder, Fraud and Anarchy XXV. 4.

BCurder, v. tr. kill with malicious premeditation.
To win our father not to »8«#'<3fer us ? . . . . C^mc^', II. i. 93.
That I did m-urder my own father ? ^^ v. ii. 88.
See how kindred'murder kin:.,,,,,, Prom. 1. 573.

Murdered, v. tr. (See Murder.)
She war^?'^^ her own father, Csww, IV. ni. 32.

IfitbetruehewM^(fe*-«(^Cenci, . . ... . lV.1v.12s.

I And my companion forthwith murdered him. . V. n. 'i».

.^«;-flfer£af his mother yester evening, . . . . V. iv. 19.

Yc murdered them, I think, as they did sleep ! , Loon, V. x. 2.

Slurdered, //. killed, put to death maliciously.

Now what'harm If Cenci should be murdered}— Cenci, iI. ii. 121,

Yet, if murdered^ Wherefore by me? .... 11. 11. 121.

Dead ; murdered. ,-;%'• ^^' ?^' ^•
He is not murdered though he may be dead j . IV. iv. 60.

Can you suspect who may have murdered him ? iv. iv. 6$.

Murdered, and now mouldering : Eu^r. Hills, 149.

when his son Is murdered by the tyrant, . , . Q. Mab^ V. 112.

Murdered, ppl. adj. A. Lit. maliciously killed.

It is not the shade of a murdered man, . M. N". Spec. Hors. ig.

My ?»«ri/frei^ children's mute and eyeless sculls Q. Mab, Vll. 191.

The ghost of the murder'd Victoria strode ; . .St. Ir. (i) IV. 2.

B. Fig. ruthlessly destroyed, wasted.

Like us, shalt rule the ghosts of murdered life, . Hellas, 882. «
All that despair from murdered \iO'^e inherits . Loon, 11. vi, 3.

for the tomb Of murdered Europe xi. xxiii. 0.

Her murdered Q}xe:&n !
Nat. Ant. l. 3.

Murderer, n. A. Lit. one who kills another maliciously.

Nor ambition with fame crown the m-urd. head. Bigotry, ll. 9.

Should afterwards espouse the OTwr^&r^r^ . . Calderon^l. 2Z1,

and none dare name the TKurderer. Cenci, I. lii. 98.

As my thoughts are, should be—a murderer. . II. ii;96.

For an old murderer's life ^ . . —~ IV. ii. 20.

Lucretia and the fnurderer are in prison. . , . V. i. 34.
Thou art a lie ! Traitor and w«*-i&/TW-/ . . . v. i.,53.

whom the murderer laid In bloody grave, . . Laon, Vlli. x. 7.

doomed for truth to share The gnurderer's cell, . x. xxxiii. 8.

An outlawed ^t. Had lived seven days there : . Marenghi, xvil. 3.

A m,urderer heard His voice in Egypt, . . , . Q. Mab, Vll. 100.

The wwr/^fir^r'j brow Quivered witn horror. . . vil, 127.

Even the m.urderer's cheek Was blanched . . vil. 157.

Till the thick stalk stuck like a m.urder. stake, . Sensit. PI. ill. 6^,

B. Fig. one who is the cause of the death of others.

oh ! What deaf and viperous m.ur. could crown . Adonais,TiXXV\.2.
ne'er Clasp the relentless knees of Dread the m. ! Laon, iv. xxvii. g.

the m^urderer Who slaked .his thirsting soul . . —^ V. qcxxi. 6.

Murderers, n. A. Lit, pi. of Murderer. A, Lit.

K's, murderers cannot feign Cenci, IV. iv.46.

But that they are the murderers of Count Cenci ; iv. iv. 82.

The murderers and corse of her only child ; . • Rosal. 877.

B. Fig. those who legally compass the death of others

unjustly.

whilst our murderers live, Cenci, V. iv. 112,

Murderers are pale upon the judgment seats, . Laon, IV. xiv. 7.

In sudden panic those false ^nur^rers fled, . . V. viii. i.

and their ^Mwytfertfrj will repent, xil.xxviii.2.

The hired murderers, who did sing Mask, xv. 3.

the murderers thronged behind xxxill. 5.

royal murderers, whose mean thrones . . , , Q. Mab, IV. 170.

Murdering, pr. pple. assassinating, killing.

horsemen o'er the wide fields murdering sweep, L-a,on, VI. vii. 4.
jV/wrf&rzKjp" the while, uprooting every germ . . Q. ilfizi, vil. 46.

Murderous, adj.^ (1) capable of or willing to murder.
For he who is our murderous persecutor . , . Cenci, 11. ii. 72.

(2) arising from committal of murder.
Swell with the thoughts of fnurderous fame, . . Falsehood, 82.
liberty's dear psan fell 'Mid murderous howls. . Rosal. 613.

(3) involving murder.
lends His arm to murderous deeds Q. Mab, v. 207.
whose force and m-urderous snares ...... Triumph, 285.

Murders, n. assassinations, acts of malicious slaughter.
If thou hast done murders, Cenci. V. ii. 135.
His blow the mightiest murders gave, .... Death Vanq. 10,

Murders, 1^. I. tr. (See Murder, v. tr^
He murders the strangers That sit on his hearth, Cycl. 352.

II. intr. commits mm-der.
He murders, for his chiefs delight in ruin ; , . Laon, vill. xiv. 6.

:{:Murkiest, adj. thickest, densest.
Or constellations quenched in m.urkiest cloud, . Cenci, il. i. 191.

:{:Murky, adj. dark, gloomy, dense.
the murky shades involved An image, .... Alastor, 660.
Hurling the damned into the murky air , . , . Fr. Satire, 5.

'Tis midnight now—athwart the murky air, . . M. N. Ravail, i.

And thro' the dense and murky air, Rosal. 887.
The moon arose up in the murky east, .... WaningMoon, 5.

Murmur, v. I. tr. utter in a low indistinct tone.
Thgr Tnurmur proud pleasure Soft and low ;— . Fugitives, III. 9.

II. intr. (1) sound indistinctly.

To 7««r«*«?' through the heaven-breathing groves Desmon, II. 79.

„ „ „ „ „ „ Q. Mab, VIII. 68.
Billows murm,ur at our feet, Ja.ne, Invitn, 66.

(2) complain.
to leave and murmur not Laon, 11. xxxix. g.

Murmur, n. (1) a low, indistinct sound.
a drear Murmur, between their songs Adonats, XV. g.A lulling murmur v/e^t.we'i-^ Dcem^n, i. 30.
a liquid murm.ur drops, Epips. 84.
The ?»Mr;««r of the awakening sea Gisb, 122.

And not a murmur from the plain, Love, 22.
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The *MMr»2«r of the unreposing brooks, . . . Laon^ II. i. 3.

And, in the tnurmur of her dreams was heard . 11. xxyiii. 1

.

the »«Mrw2Mr of the motion Of waters, . . . vi. xxiii. 3.

a murmur strange Made as I past ; . . . . ix. vi. 6.

One murmur on the wind, xi. x. 8.

There came a Tnurmur from the crowd, . . . Xll. xxx. 8.

I cannot bear The murtnur oi this lake to hear. Rosal. 62.

with busy tnurmur vain, Wttck^ XL. 7.

(2) complaint.
The nturm.ur of the people slowly dying, . . . L,aon^ V. xxxv. i.

With a mur-mur weak and vain Mask^ XLVil. 2.

Where the murmur of distress Echoes, . . . Lxx. 2.

UTLrmnred, v. I. tr. uttered indistinctly,

scanned The Stranger's mien, and murmured: Adonais^ xxxiv. 6.

And wewrwM^'tff/ names and spells . . . . Spips. 2y:).

. Jl/M*-?««re(/ this pious baptism :— CEdipus^ \. ^(sq.

II. intr. (1) made indistinct utterances.

and yet a speechless child. Verse m.urm.ured^ . Ode Lib. IV. 14.

A voice hoUowand horrible tnurmur''dzxayxxA— St. Ir. (3) vill. 4.

(2) hummed.-
. Murmured like a noon-tide bee, Zb Nighty IV. 4.

I^MTtrxunred, pp. uttered indistinctly or in low tone.

Which, m,urmured on mute lips with tender tone, Witch^ LXVI. 7.

Mtirmured, ppl. adj. indistinctly uttered.

And dove-eyed pity's m.urm.ured^zxny and music, Prom., m. iii. 46.

tMnrmurexs, n. grumblers.
Fee with coin The loudest murmurers; . . . Ch. isty 11. 165.

SEurmnrin^, pr. pple. (1) making a low soothing or

confused sound.
With the breeze murmur, in the musical woods. Alasior^ 403.
the flood Was murmuring in its caves ;— . . Laon^ xi. i. 8.

murmuring a gentle sadness, Pr. Athan. II. ii. 42.

Murmuring victorious joy Prom. IV. 446.
Mixed with a sound of waters fnurmuring . . Question^ I. 4.

(2) muttering or speaking lowly.
, like lips TKurtnuring in their sleep Epips. 203.

tnurmuring To Henry, some unutterable thing. Gisb. 273.

, Thou art murmuring— Inv. Mis. Vll. 3.

Murmuring ' Liberty or death !

' Mexican^ i. 10.

Murmuring^ where is Doria? . Naples^ 110.

"and murmuring Low, unintelligible melodies, . Unf. Dr. 141.

smiling, and playing, and murnturing; . . . Vis. Sea^ 166.

(3) complaining.
wove Its circles, aye weeping and ?nurmuring . Z^on, V. xxi. 7.

Muxmuriug', ppL adj. (1) rippling, indistinctly audible.

Of those far murm-uring streams ; Laon^ VI. xlii. 2.

But more melodious than the ?w«r?M«rz'»^wind, Orpheus^ 36.

(2) confused.
A murmuring tumult as they came arose,— Horn. Merc. Liv. 7.

(3) grumbling, discontented.
Our m-urm. troops bivouaque in Thebes' streets ; CEdipus^ I. 88.

(4) mentally confusing.
the deep m.urm.uring stream of passing things, . Dcemon^ II. 32.

. Q. Mab, viii. 8.

(5) effervescing.

Of foaming, and sparkling and murmur, wine. Music, Ipant, iv. 2.

fUnnniiring, n, a. low confused or soothing sound.
The Tnurfnuring of SMmmer seas, GuitarJane, 72.

where the brook^ m^urm. Moves the calm spirit, Moschus, 13.

Uurmurings, n. pi. of Murmuring.
Which shakes the forest with its murmuringSy . Adon. Cane. 4.

That fan it with new murmurings, Peter^ Vli. xix. 4.

From the murmurings Of the unsealed springs Prom. IV. 1 14.

Shed the music of many murtnurings / . , . Sensit. PL l. 79.

Whose broken murm-urings swell Star, g.

Lulled by the motion and tnurmurings, . . . Vis. Sea, 124.

Unrmnrs, v. intr, (1) complains.
And how a voice there muj'm^urs against her . Dante Conv. 11.

(2) gives audible evidence of life.

What now moves nor murwurs not ^^ff'^ Hills, (^S-

(3) suggests by inarticulate sound.
Till it becomes all Music murmurs of. . . Tkvo Fr. Music, 11. 3.

MnrmTixs, n. low confused or soothing sounds.

May modulate with jnurmurs of the air, . . . Alasior, 46.

ever singing. In murmurs as soft as sleep ; . . Arethusa, I. 15.

and kindlinff m-urmurs flew Laon^ V. liii, 8.

in distant air the murmurs die M.N. Despair, 13.

the murmurs tell That heaven M. N.Post. Fr. 85.

And my wild song then died away In Tnurmurs : Rosal. 1176.

Those dyins fnurmurs ?) 1109.

And low, chilling tnurmurs, the blast wafted by. St. Ir. (i\ 11. 4.

Whilst around me, I thought, echo'd m.. of death. (2) 11. 4.

Whistled in nturmurs dread (3) XV. 4,

Odours and gleams and m-urmurs, Woodman, 61.

Unrrain, n. a disease among cattle.
' we catch The murrain and the mange (Edipus, i. 44.

*Murrained, adj. suffering from disease.

Two crows perched on the murrained cattle, , Similes, IV. 4.

Huscovite, adj. Russian.
the Muscovite Ambassador Has left the city.— . Hellas, 528.

Muse, V. intr. ponder, meditate.
Shall muse in visioned Regency, Carlton, g.

tnuse not again Upon familiar thoughts, . . . Cenci, V. iv. 53.

And to the shore I went to muse and weep ; . . Laon, I. xliii. 4.

To muse on my own separate phantasy, . . . Mont B. 36.

Muse, n. (1) poetic inspiration.

Sweet Lamp ! my moth-like Muse has burnt its

wings; . Epips. 5^.

My tnuse has lost her wings, St. Eptps. 84-

(2) the inspiring goddess of poetry.
Sing, Muse, the son of Maia and of Jove, . . . Horn. Merc. I. 1.

What Muse, what skill, what unimagined use, . LXXVI. i

Muse, sing the deeds of golden Aphrodite, . . . Hotn. Venus, i.

*MuBeless, adj. illiterate.

Drunken, museless, awkward, yelling, .... Cycl. 489,

Muses, n. divine nymphs, inspirers of poetry.

Ye wild-eyed Muses, sing the Twins of Jove,
Whom the Olympian Muses ever follow

:

Muses, who know and rule all minstrelsy !

.

Which minstrels, servants of the muses, tell.

:{;Mushroom, n. Fig. upstart.

Was but the mushroom of a summer day, . . . Q. Mab, IX. 32.

Music, n. (1) melodious expression and harmony of sounds,

but used also to express any sounds grateful to the ear.

The love which was its music, Adotmis, ix. 5.

Horn.. Cantor, i.

Hom. Merc. LXXVI. 8.

. . Hotn. Moon, 2.

29.

Fr.

XII. s-With lightning and with «ZM«<;.* . .

And love taught grief to fall like tnusic from his

tongue •

there islieard His voice in all her tnusic, .

Flowers, ruins, statues, tnusic, words, . .

Locks its mute tnusic in her rugged cell. .

its music long Like woven sounds of streams
611 The pauses of her tHusic,

Scatter its tnusic on the unfeeling storm, .

Like winds that bear sweet music, . .

From the music of two voices
many an eventide Thy tnusic I had heard .

List how the tnusic Grows on the enchanted air

and serves as discords do In sweetest tnusic.

To the tnusic glance and fleet. ....
the tnusic of an Asian lyre

Floating on waves of tnusic and of light

from thy narrow 'cage, Pourset such tnusic.

Whose waters like blithe light and music .

Of planetary tnusic heard in trance. . . .

are we not formed, as notes of tnusic are, .

And tnusic from her respiration spread . .

With that deep tnusic is in unison : • • •

like tnusic flung O'er a mighty thunder-iQt .

Not tnusic^s most impassioned note . .

The sun makes tnusic as of old
Such fancies are a tnusic out of tune . .

and to hear the while Sweet music, . .

The dirge of the tnusic dead, ....
The ^iusic of the merry marriage bells, . .

Will mix it's tnusic with that merry bell, .

and the dew of tnusic more divine ....
Take This slave oi Music, .

To Amphionic tnusic on some Cape sublime,

The tnusic and fragrance their solitudes breathe
by the might Of winning music, .... '

in circling flight The gathering music rose—
soul-awakeuing tiiuszc, sweet and strong, .

It can talk measured tnusic eloquently. . .

whose tnusic shook The soul with sweetness,
by its tnusic sweet Shall make immortal .

To the bright Sun, thy hymn of music pour

;

Like memory of ?»«jrV: fled,— ...
Or tnusic by-the night wind sent, . .

Where tnusic and raoonliffht and feeling Are one. Jane, rv. 5.

And waked to tnusic all tlieir fountains, . . Jatie, Inviin, 15.

Where the soul need not repress Its tnusic . . . 25.

If tnusic can thus move . . Julian, 230.
And instruments of tnusic— 2^6.
in a desart hears The tnusic of his home :— . . Laon, Ded. xiii. 5.

What made its music more melodious be, . .

And laughed in light and tnusic:
Wild music woke me :

ere yet endowed With music and with light, .

There with the tnusic of thine own sweet spells

To fee] the dreamlike music,
Like tnusic of some minstrel heavenly gifted,

inchanted To tnusic, by the wand of Solitude,
Made music wild and soft

And tnusic on the waves and woods she flings,

The tnusic of a breath-suspending song, . . .

Like tnusic o'er wide waves,
I hear tnusic on the zephyr's wing, .... -«.*,, .^^^^,,, xyj.

Hark ! louder swells the tnusic of the spheres, . M. N. Ravail, 30.
To some inchanted tnusic they would dance— . Marenghi, xx. 5.

I pant for the »»zw/ff which is divine, .... Music,!Pant,\.\,
Music, when soft voices die, Vibrates . Music,whensoJt voices, 1.

re-echoed solemnly. Till silence became tnusic? , Naples, lo^j..

The sea . » . laughs In light and tnusic; . . .

In songs whose music cannot pass away, . .

Wake all the dewy woods with jangling tnusic.
Light and musicBXe radiated
And, hark ! is it the tnusic of the pines ? . .

like the omnipotence Of tnusic,

The jEolian music of her sea-g^een plumes
Which fails beneath the tnusic that I bear . .

Like music which makes giddy the dim brain,

xxx. 9.

XLII. 2.

LII. 8.

Alastor, ^€i.

154.

170.- mi-- 631.
April, 1814, 24.
Asiola, II. 2.

Ck. 1st, I. 131,

I- 175-

Cycl. 64.
-—440.
Dcetnon, I. 56.
Epips. 6.

59-
86.

142.

329.

454-
Eug. Hills, i8i.

Eyes, 6.

Faust, I. I.

Fiordispina, 71.

Fr. Poetry, 3.

Phe rude wirui, 2.

Ginevra, 42.

77-
115.

Guitar Jatie, ^.

Hellas, 1006.
1056.

Hotn. Merc. L.XXI. 3.

LXXI. 7!

LXXV. 6.

LXXXI. 8.

LXXXV. 6.

Hotn. Moon, 26.

Hom. Sun, 2.

JnL Beauty, 1. 10.

III. 9.

I. XIX. 3.

I. xxxix. 8.

I. xlviii. 3,

II. xxxi. 5.

II. xlii. 5.

V. xli. 6.

V. xlvi. I.

VI. xxiii. 6.

VI. xxviii. 9.
IX. xxi. 8.

XII. xvii. 4.

xil.xxxvii.s-

M. N. Despair, 10.

Ode Lib, x. 11.

CEdipus, II. ii. 125.
Prol Hellas, 66,
Prom. I. 669.

1.803.
II. i. 26.
II. i. 51.
II. i. 6^.
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it shook The clinging fnust'c from their boughs, . Prom. 11. 1. 157-

While our music, wild and sweet, ll-
V.

^°5*

Which make such delicate music in the woods i . ll. u. 65.

And music lifted up the listening spirit .... II. ^v. 77.

In music's most serene dominions ; II. v. 86.

But, by the instinct of sweet npusic driven ; . . ll. v. 90.

Like 7«w.s(c from Elysian winds lii. 1. 33-

And music soft, and mild, free, gentle voices, . . -— ni. ii. 33.

And sweetest music^ such as spirits love. . . . m.
}}; 34;

And dove-eyed pity'5 murmured pain, and music^ —- ill. in. ^o.

Looks it not like lulled ?»mj«c sleeping there? . HI- i»- 73-

Loosening its mighty music; m- '."• °'-

while yet The w«jic pealed along III. iv. 01.

Fresh music are flingmg, -— IV. 51.

Of 7»««c, and dance, and shapes of light, . . IV. 78.

Fill the dance and the -music of mirth, . . IV. 132.

Change to the Tmtsic of our sweet mirth, . . . iv. 174.

'Tis the deep OTMJzc of the roUing world . . . . IV. 186.

Flow, as through empty space, music and light ; IV. 240.

Intelligible words and m.usic wild IV. 252.

The m.usic of the living grass aijd air, , . . iv. 2^
Music is in the sea and air, -—- IV. 300.

Again the speechless music swelled, Q. Mab^ I. 202.

when soul-enfolding m-usic floats around, . . VI. 6.

Then dulcet ?»2w/£: swelled Concordant . . . vili. 19.

among the fresh leaves. Soft music, '

. . . . J^osal 589.

his words could bind Like music the lulled crowd, 637.

And clung like music in my brain, S91.

And the softest strain of music 1021.

Now dying fKusic: 1107.

and oft I had awakened m. soft Amid its wires: 1115.

And music, when one beloved is singing, . . . 1128.

Of ?»z«2c so delicate, soft, and intense, . . . .Sensil.FLl.2f.
Shed the music of many mimnurings ; . . . . — I. 79-

With music sweet as love, which overflows her
bower : ' Skylark, 45.

Joyous, and clear, and fresh, thy m. doth surpass : 60.

Whose coming is as light and music are . . St. Epips. 72.

hold Sweet talk in tnusic .... . - Trium.ph, 39.

m-usic of their ever-moving wings. . . 98.

To savage music^ wilder as it grows, . . . 142.

Nor other music blot from memory, . . . 330.

A silver music on the mossy lawn ; 3«)5.

To wondrous -m-usic, so this shape might seem . 309.

With solemn speed and stunning music, . . . 435.

No, Music, thou art not the ' food of Love,* Two Fr. Music^ il. i.

Till it becomes all Music murmurs of. ... II. 3^

Your breath is like soft music, Unf. Dr. 100.

As music and splendour V^hen the lamp, II. i.

whose fnusic was a storm Of sound, Wood-man, 36.

In music and the sweet unconscious tone . . . Zucca, y. 2.

(2) the score of a composition.
with the ^izwicMari received lastweek from Italy, Ch. \st, 11.457.

I have sent books and music there, . ... Bpips. 519.

(3) used to express harmonious feeling.

A Lute, which those . . . Make m-usic on . . . 66.

with the fresh music oi its springing, . . . . Laon, VI. xli. 6.

It breathes mute music on tliy sleep ; . . . Magnet. Lady, IV. 4.

But my heart has a /WMjzt which j^ho^s lips, . . Unf. Dr. 8.

UEusic, c. adj. attr. containing musical scores.

His head was leaning on a npusic book, , . . . Julian^ 278.

^music-flowing', c. adj. uttering music.
I Present thee with this tnusic-Jlffwing shell, Ho^. Merc. Lxxxill. 7.

*Uusic-pautin^, c. adj. heaving with the utterance of notes.

On its mate's -music-Panting \xo%Qm\ . . . From. II. ii. 29.

^SCusic-stixriu^, c, adj. producing musical sounds.
And the music-s. motion of its soft and busy feet, I. 777.

^UEusic-tongued, c. adj. sweetly sounding.
Of echoes, fnusic-tongued, which draw, .... II. ii. 42.

Uusical, adj. melodious.
Most wajz'ira/ of mourners, weep again! . . . Adonais, IV. i.

Most »*mjz'gi/ of mourners, weep anew! .... v. i.

With the breeze murmuring in the ?nusicalwoods. Alastory 403.
their odorous winds And musical motions. . 539.
In their whisperings musical Eug. HiUs, 363.
And heard her jmmj^'cs/ pants, Laon, VI. xx. 7.

borne by the musical air Xll. xx. 2.

*Musicall7, adv. melodiously.
While it flows musically through green banks, . Orpheus, 62.

Musing", /r. ///?. pondering.
When musing deeply on the lot Of life, .... Ini. Beauty, V. 7.

m-using aXv/ay On loftiest enterprise, .... Laon, Vll. iv. 4.

Uusingf, ppl. adj. meditative.
m-using solitude might love to lift Her soul . . Q. Mab, IV. 16.

Musing's, n. meditations.
and deep OTMj/w^j are not free Aprils \%\\, 2^.
hideous thought Which flits athwart our ?««ji«^j, Julian, 430.

*Muslk-rose, c. n. rose, scented with musk.
its woods oi m.usk-rose, twined with jasmine, . . Alastor, 452.

*Musk-rose, c. adj. attr. of the musk-rose tree.
While the -musk-rose leaves, like flakes . , . Unf. Dr. 67.

Must, aux. V. (1) denoting a necessity.
I come Thence whither thou must go I ... . Hellas, 862.
I TKUst dare nor tremble To meet those looks . Laon, 11. xivii. i.

That their flight must be swifter than fire : . . . Prom. II. v. 4.

(2) denoting a necessfiry consequence.

Divided in itself and soon must fall. ..... Hellas, 335.

How the sins of Islam Must raise up a destroyer —- 597-

Must hang like poison 01? an openipg bloom, . . Ld. Cft. X. 2.

(3) used conditionally.

If Greece must be A wreck,
r *r^°Pi„r «

If there must be no response to my cry— . . . Laon, Ded. xiV. 2.

If men ?M/«^ rise and stamp with fury bhnd . . xiv. 3.

Mutability, n. change, the law of change.

The stuff whence mutability can weave .... Hellas, 799.

Bow their towered crests to -mutability. .... 040-

Doubt, chance, and mutability Int. Beauty, in. 7-

Watching the beck of Jl/w/ffii/zyy h'V^T.}}}' ^.t

Nought may endure but Jl/«/adz7iXv- Mutability, 16.

What can hide man from mutability) .... Prom. ill. in. 25.

From chance, and death, and mutability^ . • - HI- iv. 201.

JMutaWe, adj. changeable.
mutable As shapes in the weird clouds Alastor, 447.

Mute, adj. silent.
i

a ?MM^e and uncomplaining sleep ;
Adonais, i\\. $.

geath feeds on his ?wWc voice IP' '^'

ocks its j^ute music in her rugged cell. . - . Alastor, 66.

Hang their vnute thoughts on the fn. walls around, 1 20.

the Poet kept mute conference With his stili soul. 223.

It ceased, and from the ?««/« and moveless frame Damon, i. loS-

the savage winds hung tr^ute around j .... Efips. 332,

Those WM/£ guests at festivals, Eug. Hills, 2^j.

. Hellas, 295.
881.

. . Ho-m. Castor, i8,

Horn. Merc. LXVlii. 4.
. Juliany6\^.
, Laon^Dedlxili.-^
. V- xxxix. 8.

. V. lii. 8.

. w. Song, 6.

2

. VI. xxxiii.

. VI. xliii. 9.
VII. iv. 8-

If night is nfute, yet the returning sun
thine empire lies Boundless and mute; . .

And lull the blasts in m-ule tranquillity, . .

Where wealth in the fn. night is multiplied

As yon m-ute marble where their corpses lie. .

the tumultuous world stood mute to hear it, .

With human joy made »««/i3 society ....
Which whoso heard, was mute,
and ye mute Constellations
Swarp in" our mute and liquid ecstasies, .

anguish of her mute and fearful tenderness, .

one moment mute The evil thoughts it made, .

And round me gathered with mute countenance, viii. xxvi. 6.

But one was 7«Wfi, vili.xxx. i.

or what -mute Power may give IX- xxxiii. 5.

swayed By some -mute tempest, . . .... xi. iii. 5.

The crowd is mute and moveless— ... . xi. xi. 8.

all were Tnute but one xii. vi. 4-

and in the Tnute caress— xii.xxxvii.6.

the soul's m. rage Which preys upon itself alone ; M, W. G. ii. i.

It breathes mute music on thy sleep ; . . . . Magnet. Lady, IV. 4.

Like a forest close and ?nuie, Mask, Lxxix. 2.

Hunff muie and moveless o'er yon hushed abyss, Prom. I. 67.

AndTiad run -mute, I- 80.

Ever made us ntute with wonder I. 90.
And tho' your echoes must be mute, I. 250.

Languish, ere yet the responses are muie, . . . I. 804.
and ail the woods are mute; . ... . . II. ii- 35.

Then am I mute and still, IV. 454.
My murdered children's mute and eyeless sculls Q. Mab, vil. 191.

But she is -mute; Rosal. 144.
And hojje, and courage mute in death ; . . . . 621.

And which the mute walls spoke again . . . 892.
To meet his mute and faded smile, . . . 912.
And he sate in m.ute agony still ; St. Ir. (3) vi. 3.

As aught -tnute yet deeply shaken, Sophia, iv. 4.
And mingling with the still nig;ht and -m-ute sky Summer-Bvg.2^
May weep in -m.ute grief o'er thy low-laid shrine. Tear, IV. 7.

Its -m-ute and uncomplaining lot ... . . Violet, III. 3.

render No song When the spirit is mute:— When the lamp, il. 4.
>yhiph, murmured on mute lips with tender tone, Witch, Lxvi. 7.

the body lay, age after age. Mute, ... . LXXI. 2.

And every wind of the -m^ute atmosphere, . . . Woodman, 21.

and the inuie Persuasion of unkindled melodies, 59.

Mutes, n. silent attendants at a ceremony.
I, Laon, led by mutes, ascend Laon, xil. v. 6.

upon the mutes she smiled ; . xil. xiv. 6.

^Mutilated, ppl. adj. defaced, rendered imperfect.
Or jasper tomb, or mutilated sphyra, .... Alastor, 114.

^Mutilation, n. maiming.
add the brand of infamy. Add mutilation : . . Ch. ist, 11. 234.
Scorn, ?«M/(7o/zo», and imprisonment 111.26.

itMutineers, n. rebels.
Silence those mutineers—that drunken crew, . Hellas, 191.

^Mutinied, pr, pple. rebelled.
Had -mutinied z.^va.st the golden sun .... Ch. \st, il. 146.

Mutinous, adj. A. Lit. rebellious.
The troops grow mutinous—the revenue fails— . CEdipus, I. 98.
I only hear the lean and -mutinous swine . . . II. ii. 67.
As Jove rules you when Hell grows mutinous. . From. I. 494.
B. Fig. [X) hard to be controlled.

And conquering penance of the mutinous flesh, Hellas, 156.
Mutinous passions, and conflicting fears, . . . ^4.
(2) incontrollable, free,

inchantest The -mutinous air and sea : . . . . Naples, 55.

Mutiny, v. intr. rebel.

Do the troops m,. ?—decimate some regiments ; . CEdipus, I. 103.

Mutiny, n. rebellion.
Obedience and Mutiny, Like giants Hellas, 532.
In prey to famine, pest, and mutiny; .... '

570.



470 MTTTTERrr-ITAKED,

Mutter, V. tr. speak in a suppressed indistinct manner.
they fnutfer All plausible delusions \-^ . .. . Horn. Merc. xcy. 4.
curses which the destitute Mutter in secret, , . Q. Mab^ ill. 36.

ItMuttered, v. tr. (See Mutter.)
' Aye, alive and still bold,' muttered Earth, . , Death Nap. 33.
And iHutter£d.sQYa& familiar name Julimt-^ 5.15.

Muttering, pr. pple. speaking in a suppressed tone.

muttering- with hoarse, harsh voice : Cencu v. iv. 9.

Muttering mysteries as she went Fr. Gkst, Sty, 3.

And he was •muttering^ and his lean limbs shook
;
Julian., 279.

Muttering the curs^ of his speechless pride, . . jLaon. x. xxxix, 8.

Low muttering o'er ifais loatihed name ; . . . . Rosat. 244.

itMntterincr, ppl. adj. fitful, uncertain.
one blast of »2»//tfrz'«^ thunder Burst in far peals Laon^ I. ii. I.

And our priest the muttering wipd RQsal. 854.

Mutters, v. intr. (1) speaks inarticulately.
Hark! yethe»«a//^>'j/ Q. Mah^\\\.^6.

(2) rumbles.
the deep roar^f distant thunder iHuUers awfully >;

-;— JV. 28.

Mutual, ctdj, (1) pertaining to each of two persons.
Strang'e fellowship throug;h 9»«/«a/ hate had tied, Laon^ II. iv. 7.

with light of 9Muiual love have shone— .... Vlll. xxv. 7.

Wrapped and filled by their mutual atmosphere. Sensit. PL I. 69.

(2) common, reciprocal.
to mutual-Tiar Rushed in dark tumult thundering, Alastor^ 342.
And all by mutual compact, Cjr/. 237.
All thoughts within his mind waged mutual ^^t^ ILaon^ i. xxvi. 7.

the sad tears turning To »2»/»a/ smiles, . . . V.Song^2.\\.
To mutual ruin armed by one behind .... vi. xv. 3.

By intercourse of «?«/««/ imagery . • • .• Vll.xxix, 7.

thus night past over In mutual ]oy

:

— .... -— ^x._ i. 6.

And Earth, their ntutuftl mother, . ,
—— X. i. 7.

to their THufual wars Strange truce, , . . . —r^ x, vii. ,8.

which levied 7««/Mfl/ war, iVow*. II. iy. 57.
The erring nations round to mutual wa.r, , . . III. iii. 129.

for kings And subjects, »«a^a/foes, Q. Mab, ill. 172.

And to forgive their mutual faults, St. Epips. 36.

l/Ly,poss.pr. of or belonging to me.
My bark by soft w^n^s piloted : - ^»^* ^tUs^ 09-
This ride was my delight. . .

' Julian, 14.

Ye few by whom my nature has been weighed . 344.

*MycaIe, n. a city and promontory 01 Asia Minor.
Latmos, and Mycale, roughen Withhorrent arms ; Hellas, 282.

^Myriad, n. an immense number of.

With a myriad tongues victoriously, Fug, Hills, 278.

^Myriad, c. adj. gttr. innumerable.
Like autumn^s fnyriad leaves in one swoln moun-

tain brook Laon^ IV. xiii. 9.

The City's moon-lit spires and myriad lamps, . v. i. 6.

The city's myriad spires of gold, V. xxxix. 7.

^Myriads, n. vast numbers.
The fertile bosom of the earth gives suck To ««., Dcemon, II. 55.

Islanded By victor myriads, Hellas^ 374.
Our myriads before their weak pirate l)ands ! . 463.
When myriads at thy call shaU ^throng around Laon, II. xxxviii. 6.

And m-yriads on each giddy turret clung, . . . w. xv. 2.

As myriads flocked inlove and brotherhood . . rrr-r~ vi. x. 9.

hewed our MJka,vm&d myriads down Safely, . . —:— VI. xi. 2.

Our m.yriadSy whom the swift bolt overthrew, . = vi. xiv. 7.

Myriads had come—millions were on their way ; -— x. viii. i.

Thither still the myriads came, x. xxi. 4.

Why watched those «yrifl.!fe xi. xi. 3.

tnyriads assemble there, xi. xxiv. 4.

tho' myriads throng around ; xii. iii. 3.

these myriads from life's crowded stage : . . , M. N. Post. Fr. 6.

Who sees unmov'd his tnyriads fade away. . . 52.

numbering o'er the myriads of thy slain, . , , Q. Mab, IV. 241.

bosom of the earth gives suck To m.yriads, . . Vlll. 1 10.

Myrtle, n. an aromatic shrub {Myrtus communis).
The wreaths of stony 'myrtle, ivy and pine, . . Naples, 17.

With tyrant-quelling myrtle overtwined, . . . Prom.. IV. 272.

Of bloomine MHir/fe and faint lemon-flowers, . . Rosal. 1250.

As sTie rapidly tastes to the green grove of n^. ; . St. Ir. (6) i. 6.

Myrtle, c. adj. attr. (1) of the myrtle-tree.

The ntyrtle blossoms starring the dim ?rove, . X-aon, III. xxxiv. 6.

Were oless'd as nighting'ales on f^yrt^ sprigs^ . CEdipuSy f. 40.

The birds on the myrtlehushes, ....... Pa,n, 1. ^.

(2) composed of myrtle-trees.
Amid a bloomless myrtle wood, Rosal. 1049.
Through the ?»yr//« copses

_ . . 1090.

*Myrtle-buds, c. n. buds of the myrtle-tree.
rods of myrtU-buds and lemon-blooms, .... Fiordispina, 47.

*Myrtle-copses, c. n. groves of the myrtle-tree.
The laurels and the myrtle-copses dim Virgil, 17.

Myself pron. (1) personally, individually.
I.could snyselfSi\ixios,t give up the pleasure . . Faust^ 1. 58.

(2) representative, alter ego.

You, WentwoTth, Shall be ntyself'm Ireland, . CA. ist, u. 71.

Mysteries, n. (1) things difficult of comprehension to the

human mind.
the depth Of thy deep mysteries. Alastor, 23.

Left in theJiuman world few w-ys^eries: . . . Laon, II. xxxii.4.

I could see Into the jnysteries of the universe ; . Front, ill. iv. 105.

(2) incantations.
Muttering m.ysieries as she went Fr. Ghst, Sty. 3,

(3) enigmas, secrets.

for fnysteries lip blind your slayes :— .... Laon., xi. xvi. 5.

^Mysterious, adj. (1) awful, awe-inspiring.

(Of some Tnystertous and deserted fane, .... Alastor, 44.
Filled the mysterious halls with floating shades . ^— 12^.

like such mysterious dream As makes .... Laon, I. xxiy. 2.

Mysterious fate thy mandate I obey, . . . . M.N. Despai^^ 29.
The wilderness has a mysterious tongue . . . Mont B. 76.

The opposing steep of that mysterious dell, . . Triumph, 470.
Giving a voice to its mysterious waves. . . . TwoFr. Jnvoc. 1. 4.

(2) wonderful, inexplicable.

That seldom-heard fnysterious soxunA, .... GuitarJane, 75.

others said that such mysterious grief .... Pr. Athan, i. 93.

(3) unknown, strange.

Conduct to thy fflEj'j/tfrz«3«j paradise, Alastor., 212.

Whither do thy mysterious waters tend ? . . . 504.
To that mysterious strand Death Vanq. 46.
down death's m.ysterious stream Laon^ xil. xxvii. 6.

Wild Bacchanal of truth's mysterious wine, . . Ode Lib. xiv. 5.

the world and its mysterious doom Triumph, 244.
some human sympathy In this inysterious island. UtyF- JJr. 32.

Then, into one of those ntysterious stars . . . Vvitch^ III. 7.

Mystery, n. (1) enigma.
The Zodiac's brazen «!)Eyj/£>^, Alastor, 119.

The Tnystery and the majesty of Earth, .... 199.

And having soon conceived the mystery Of fire Horn. Merc, xvill. 2.

the mf^ystery Of all .oracular fates,— .... Lxxx. 5.

Interpreted thope scrolls of mortal mystery, . . Laon, II. xi. 9.

(2) revelation.

to invite To some more lovely mystery Alastor, 454,

(3) an inexplicable marvel.
the sweeit Ajidsubtle m, by which spirits meet ? . Fiordispina, 77.

Shall pass like an unreal m.ystery There is no work., 18.

(4) wonder, inexplicability.

world affords Of grace, or majesty, or m.ystery ;— Alastor, 483.
had cast off The naantle of its mystery, . . Cenci, v. i. 6.

and yet dearer for its mystery Int. Beauty, 1. 12.

And the sweet, strange mystery Peter, v. viii. 3.

Responding to the charm with its own mystery. Sumnur-Evg. 10.

Could not repress the m.ystery within, .... Triumph, 213.

So beautiful in Tnystery and terror, UnJ. Dr. 104.

*Mystic, adj. (1) secret, unexplained,
beat in m. sympathy With nature's ebb and flow, Alastor, 652.

The words of »yjAc import Calderon, 1. 5^.
and scrolls of mystic wickedness, Deemon^ 1. 268.

(2) magical. .

And over me a fnysttc robe was thrown, . . . Laon^ I. xlvi. 7.

It tells the approach of a mystic form, . . M.N, Spec. Hors. 27.

By pouring on her head-this mystic water. . . . CEdipus, 11. i. 91.
this is the mystic shell ; Prom. in. iii. 70.

(3) occult, mysterious.
engraven With mystic legends by no mortal hand, Laon, vii. xtii. 4.
But now, oh weave the mystic measure .... Prom. TV. 77.

weave the web of the WMTj^V: measure ; .... IV. 129.

And mystic snatches of harmonious sound . . . Witch, lvi. 6.

(4) mystically minded.
Beheld his mystic friend's whole being shake, iV. Athan. 11. ii. 52,

N
XSsiaA, n. a water nymph.
And every Naiad's ice-cold urn Ode Lib. VIII. 6.

'Uraiad-lUce, c. adj. fair or white as a Naiad.

And the iVa/auf-/;',4< lily of the vale, Sensit. PI. I. 2\.

ITalades, n. pi. of Naiad.
The fountains where the Naiades bedew Their

shining hair, Witch, XXIII. a.

Valads, n. pi. of Naiad.
Younff Naiads, . . in what far woodlands wild . Virgil. \2.

Oreads and Naiads, with long weedy locks, . . Witch. XXII. 2.

Nail, n. a metal holdfast or pin.

To mould a pin, or fabricate a naill Q. Mab, V. 142.

rtSalled, //. fastened by means of nails.

To be nailed down into a narrow place ; . , . Cenci, V. iv. 51.

Nailed to this wall of eagle-baffling mountain, , Prom. I. ao.

With patient looks nailed to a crucifix i. 585.

Sails, «. the homy covering of the finger ends.
So that it tingled to my very nails Cycl. l$\.

ITaked, adj. A. Lit. (1) unclothed.
All beautiful in «o*«rf purity Damon, 1.110.

„ ,, „ „ Q. Mab, I. 132.

Till the isle s beauty, like a naked bride , . . Epips. 474.
we are 'nointed, stark naked are we ; .... Faitst, II. 182.

I see young witches naked there, 11. 244.
a stroke On my raised arm and naked head, , . Laon. III. xi. 2.
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With brazen links, my naked limhs they bound : Lnzon^ III. xiv, 6.

iv<z^(3f they were from torture, x. xxi, 7.

Till a wfl>6£rf child came wandering by Rosa/'. 153.

A naked Seraph ? St Epips. 145.
Where nakedxioy^ bridling tame water-snakes, . "^iich^ LVIII. 3.

(2) leafless.

And were caught in the branches nakedz.T\^ bare. Sensit. PI. III. 105.

(3) bare of rigging.

And fixed the wa^ci/ mast Cy'cl.\%'

B. Fig. (!) simple, undisguised, clear.

Had gazed on Nature^s naked loveliness, . . . Adonais^ xxxi. 5.

The near scene. In naked and' severe simplicity;- . Alastor^ 560.
And this^ the wa^rf countenance of earth, . . . Mont B. g8,

(2") without shelter or excuse,
stands Naked before Heaven's judgment' seat ! . Cenci^ Iir. li. 24.

(3) stem, pitiless.

Once strip that minister of wa^c^/ wrath, . . . Ch. ij/, II. 260.

wild swans struggling with the naked storm. , . Hellas., 293.

(4) uninvested with human form.
Before the naked powers . . . have found a human

home, Dmntofiy-'il. 242.
The naked soul goes wandering here and there . Fiordispina^ 80.

Before the naked so\x\ has found its home, . . . Q. Mab^ IX. 150.

to her eyes The nakedhea.uty of tKesoul lay bare, tV'i'tck^ LXVI. 3.

(5) laid bare, exposed.
Until the heart be naked, Fr. Satire, 27.

Leave thee naked to laughter, WAen the lamp, IV. 7,

(6) clear, piercing.
in the «a^«if lightnings Of truth l^ellas, 88.

(7) cheerless.

drear winter fills the naked skies, Loon, ix. xxvi. 7.

and clothe this Mflyfe^i? world;— . . .... ix.xxviii.5.

the bitter breath of the wa^firf sky ...... The Cold, w.^-

(8) cloudless, in clear sunlight.
Naked, beneath the lidless eye of heaven ! . . . Naples, 53.

Nakedness, adj. Fig. bareness, exposure.
The bones of 0es6latioii's ?ia^tfrf?iWj . . . A'dondi's^ XL,ts:. f^.

and he Left: in the nakedness of infamy. . . . Fr. Pea. Eng. 16.

Till in the nakedness of false and true . . . Ode Lib. xvi. 14.

Name, v. tr. (1) indicate by name, specify.
and none dare name the murderer Cenci, I. iii. 98.
Can you name any Who had an interest . . . IV. iv. 66.
Alas ! I can name none who had not, IV. iv-. 68.

(2) describe by the real designation.
The crimes which mortal tongTie dare never natHk ^— IV. iv. 128.

I cannot name All that I read of sorrow, . . . Ladn, vm. xvii. 4.

Name, n. (1) the designation by which a person is known.
Who will betray thy name to infamy, . . . Calderon, III, 140.
her very nafne. But spoken by a stranger, . . . Cenci, 11. ii. 138.

leave Of my possessions nothmg but my name;
Her nam^e shall be the terror of the earth ; . .

Is that my name I hear proclaimed abroad? .

For a new name and for a country new, . .

With my own name engraven on the heft, . .

Here is Orsino's ?uitne;-

our common name Be as a mark
My natne is Nobody
You proffer a new name
Whose empire is the nam£ thoit weepest on; .

Or, that the nam.e my heart lent to another .

' Here lieth One whose name was writ on water
blazoning the name Of Adonais
Memory may clothe in wings my living name
And naming his own noTne
And muttered some familiar name, ....
With thy beloved «., thou Child of love and light,

she shrieked the Spirit's name And fell

;

was heard Sometimes the nafne of Laon :

That thrilling name had ceased to make me start,

young Laon's name Rallied their secret hopes.
But Laon's name to the tumultuous throng .

My name with Liberty commingling, . . .

Laone was the name her love had chosen, . .

filled the air With her strange name and mine.
And Hope, and Justice, ana Laone's name,
as the name well known Of a dear mother,
and the name Of thee, and many a tongue . .

with thy name, Though thdu and he were great-
My Tiame is Ozymandias, king-of kings

:

Thy Mawtf is Peter Bell ; . . .

The DevQ knew not his name and -lot'; . , .

From your black najne will shrink ....
O, horrible ! Thy name I will not speak, . .

thy naTne Among the many sounds ....
Utter his name :

a world pining in pain Asks but his name:
and by the shores Which bear thy name: .

Demand no direr name
but once it bore Thy name, Prometheus ; .

forgotten. As is their builder's name J . .

scorned by the world, his name unheard, .

Low muttering o'er his loathed name; . ,

His name in my ear was ever ringing, . .

Yet if some strang-er breathed that na-mt, .

Move one regret tor his unhonoured name .

And they will curse my nam^ and thee . .

IV. i. 60.
IV. i. 92.

V. i. 84^
V. i. 89.—- V. ii. 100.

~— V. ii. 17,6.

V. iv. 150.
Cycl. 556-
^^~ 700.
Epips. 2.—— 46.
Fr. Keats: li

6.

Gisb. II.

Ham, Merc x. 4.
Julian, Ki^.

Laon, Ded. I. 9.
I. Iv.s.
II. xxviii. 2.

IV. vi. 4.

IV. X. 7.

IV. xvii. 6.

V. xviii. 2.—^— V. xix. I.

V. xlv. 3.

V. liv. 8.
-^=- VIII. X. 6.

IX. xii. 8.

Otho, I. 6.

Ozynii 10.

Peter^ i. v. i.

—^^^ II. vii. I,

VI. vi. 4.
Prom. I. 603.

II. i. 89.
II. iv. 29.
II. iv. 30.
II. V. 26.

III. i. 52.

III. iii. 168.

Q. Mab, II. 133.

_
VII. i'65.

Rosal. 244.
277-
279.'

Sonn. Byron, 12.

W. Shel. II. 7.

(2) a generic appellation or title. /

Such awe IS due to the hiVh »fl?«tf of God . . . Calderon, i. ij,o.

Is shielded by a father's holy name, Cenci, II. ii. 73.

Were the profaner for his sacred Ma»« II, ii. 81.

The fnan they call my father: a dread name, . ill. i. 144.

And with their gains to lift my name Falsehood, 83.

My name is Legion 1 Gisb. 180.

for she fears The name of Freedom Hellas, 311.

For I have only heard the name.— . . . Horn. Merc. Xl-Vll. 5.

t should have ever heard the name oi one— . Lll. 7.

let me not that name degrade Julian, 345.

the w. Of Venice, and it's aspect was the same; . 584.

The Fiend, whose wawe was Legion: . . . , /,«£?«, I. xxix. 1.

Which thy breath kindled. Power of holiest n.f . I. xxxii. 5.

when our charmed name he hear, V.Song,(i.i'i.

iyly name is Pestilence— VI. xlix. i.

The glorious joy of thy nam^.—Liberty ! ... ix. iii, 7.

that name lived on the sunny flood ix, iv, 9.

and thy worship, and" thy niime; x. xxvii. 2.

Nay, start not at the nam^—America ! . . . . xi. xxlv. 8.

His name, they said, was Pleasure, Love, Hope, 2. •
And her name was Hope, she said : Mask, xxil. 2.

For its verv nam.e has grown xxxix. 3.

Her sacred name to bear, Nat. Ant. iv. 5.

stamp the impious nan^ Of King into the dust ! Ode Lib. xv. i.

That the pale name of Priest'might shrink . . xvi. 3.

O, Liberty ! if such could be thy «a;^ . . . . xviii.ii.

Even thy name is as a god, Ode to Heaven, 19.

My rfam^s John Bull ; (Edipus, li. ii. 109.
To stamp, . . . Upon the name of Freedom ; . . Prol. Hellas, 108.

Oh ! many fearful natures in one name, .... Prom. i. 458.
Oh, mother! wherefore speak the WiZ/w^ of death ? ill. iii. 108.
Ere he can lisp his mother's sacred name, . . . Q. Mab, iv. 108.
Earth heard the nam.e; vi. iii.

One curse alone was spared—the name of God. . Viii. 165.
And priests first traded with the name of God. Vlll. 180.
for gentle Bfearts- another rmme Would speak . . Unf. Dr. 43.
all the bitterness of that sweet name 48.

by such nafne A patriot's birthright thou mayst
claim ! W. Shel. VI. 10.

(3) a reputation, a noted individuality.
Thou noteless blot on a remembered name! . Adonais, xxxvii. 3.
the breath Of accusation kills an innocent name, Cenci, IV. iv. 143.
And a name and a nation Hellas, 108.
His name, that shadow of his withered might, , 568.
With our ruin; our resistance, and our name! . loii.
The shelter, from thy Sire, of an immortal name. Laon, Ded. XII. 9.
and stamp with fury blind On his pure name . . xiv.4.
dark with many a blazoned name Of misery— . Vlil. xx. 4.
Be thy name made holy now ! Mask, xvill. 4.
Never nam£ in story Was greater Ode, Arise, 24.
His name and theirs are fading, Q. Mab, II. 158.
Shunning the light, and owning not its natne, . v. 26.
The name of God Has fenced about ail crime . -— vil. 26.
make my name be dreaded through the land. . vii. 120.
The WflTMfi of him whose pride ix. 30.
One of the crowd thou art without a nam£. . . Tersa Rima, 7.

^4) distinguishing appellation, characterization or epithet.
What name, what place, what memory shall be

mine? Cew«', iii. 1. 75.
And left it, as I must, without a name. .... iii. i. 116.
though the world by no thin nam^ Epips. 43.
Who intend deeds too dreadful for a name . . Julian, 456.
Though only now the Kawtf Of pig (Edipus, I. ^\.
No name left out which orthodoxy loves, , . . i. 367,
With such a self-mistrust as has no name. . . . Prom. iii. iv. 152.
Which, under many a nam£ and many a form . in. iv. i8i.
Converging thou didst giVe it name, and form, , Superstition, 31.
from the realm without a name, .... '^—

'

-*' —^
Pigmies, and Polyphemes, fay many a naiHe,

^5) authority or behalf,
inyour natne, and as at your request,
Earth, in the name of God,
I do arrest all present' in the nams ....
Go straight'onj in the Devil's name, ....
and'the stranger Comes to enslave us in his n. *

For in that nam^ they swore ! . . .

Ill- the high name of truth and liberty,
The last of those who mocked thy holy name,
wordy oaths Sworn in his dreadful name, .

fiend. Whose name usurps thy honors, . .

ascend to heaven In honour of his name; .

ne'er shall ttill upon their Saviour's nante,
and miseries which his name Had sanctioned

Triumph, 396.
. Witch, XI. 5.

. Cevtci, III. ii. 72,

. IV. i. 128.

. IV. iv. 108.

. Faust, II. ^2.
Laon, VI. iii. 4.

, VIii.xxviii.6.

. IX. xii. 3.

. X. xxix. 8.

. Q. Mab, VI. 1 17.
-— VI. 223.

VII. 42.
VIII 144.

. .- VII. 177.

(6) a mere designation without individuality.
A king, a heartless beast, a pageant and a na?ne. Laon, Vll. v. 9.A superstition, and a «fl»M Mask, lAll. ^i-
The very name of wife had conjugal rights ; . . CEdipus, I. 288.
Courage of soul, that dreaded not a name, . . Q. Mab, ix. -^2.

Till the great winter lay the form and nafne . Triumph^ 126.

(7) family or lineage.
The best, loveliest and last Of his name! . . . Fugitives; iv. 15.
Of an ancestral wawtf the orphan chief. . . . . Pr. At!ian. l'y>!

Named, v. tr. (1) called, designated.
My father named me so

; Cycl. 701.
(2) appointed.

iVa/werf me his counsellor Calderon- 11. n8
Named, pp. bearing the appellation of.
And -one of these «(f«p</Polypheme,. Cyd.21.
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Silence ! O well are Death and Sleep and Thou
Three brethren nafned^ Fr. Silence^ 2.

Discord and Slavery «fl;?«e(/, I^oL Helias^Si.

Nameless, adj. (1) anonymous, not revealing its name.
The nameless worm would now itself disowti : Adonais^ xxxvi. 4.

(2) too dreadful to be nanaed.
avenging such a natneless wrong Cenci^ V. 1. 44.

(3) indescribable.
blended With our repose a »ame/i?jj sense offear; Laon^ ill, iv. 4.
Spotted with nameless scars . X. xxi. 8.

(4) bearing no distinctive appellation.
she was nameless^ arid her birth none knew : . . V. xix. 2.

and all the powers of nameless worlds, .... Ptoin. I. 205.

Names, n, (1) distinctive appellations of persons.
whose names on Earth are dar}^ Adonais^ XLVI. i.

masked with the names of Gods Calderon. I. 126.

They are the names of kindred, friend and lover, Deaths m I. 4.

those vacant «a?w^j alone, . (2)1.0.
our very nantes^ And all the winged hours . Laon^ vi. xxxi. 8.

A tumult of strange names^ x. xxxi, 3.

Whose nanus and attributes and passions . . O. Mab^ Vll. 29,

names which the world thinks always old, . . Triumph^ 238.

(2") generic titles or appellations of things.
would call him with false n. Brotherj and friend, Alastor^ 268.
These names^ though dear, could pamt not, , . Epips. 50.
And murmured names and spells 239.
the names of Demon, Ghost, and Heaven-, . . Ini. Beauty^ III, 3.

I called on poisonous names V. 5.

One Shape of many navies

j

JLaon^ I. xxvii. 3.

their names were hung In mockery o'er the fane I. xxviii. 7,

Made all its many MflwzfJ omnipotent; . . . II, viii. 5.

One shape of many K(2?Mffj.* ^^ VIII. ix. 6.

Its names are each a sign which maketh holy . viii. x. i.

Of many names^ all evil, some divine, .... vill, xxi. 2.

Their nanus will I declare to thee, Love^ Hope^ 7.

Or hear their names with ears that tingle not . (Edipus^ I. 375.
Naikes are there. Nature's sacred watch-words, . I'Tom. i, 648.
whilst specious names, . Q. Mab^ IV. ri2.

Is skilful to invent most serious «a?«ej .... vii. 25.

And plants, at whoSe nanus the verse feels loath, Sensit PI. III. 58.

Naming', pr. pple. declaring.
And naming his own name Horn. Mire. x. 4.

Naples, n. (1) formerly the kingdom of S. Italy.

To the throne of iVa/ilw, GuitarJane^ 19.

(2) the principal city of S. Italy.

Naples I thou Heart of men which ever paritest . Naples., 52.

Napoleon, n. N. Bonaparte, b. 1769, d. 1821.
And canst thou move. Napoleon being dead ? , . Death Nap. 8.

Napoleon's fierce spirit rolled, . . . . . 34.
Fallen, as Napoleon fell.— Triumph^ 224.

*Nappingr, pr. pple. sleeping.

Till he saw Peter dead or tapping. ... . Peter.^ II. iv. 5.

fNarcissi, n, bulbous plants of the tribe Narcissece.

And narcissi^ the fairest among them all, . . . Sensit. PI. I. 18.

jNarcissus, n. (1) son of Cephisus and Liriope.

Nor to himself iVfl*'., as to both Thou Adonais : . Adonais^ XVI, 6.

(2) Vi^tAfiguratively.
Ofyour antipathy, If lam the iVizn:z>.?«J, . . . Reviewir^ 12.

Narrow, adj, A. Lit. (1) having little breadth.

whose brown magnificence A n. vale embosoms. Alasior^ 423.

I remember the road . . . 'tis rough and wan, Cenci^ III. i. 245.

whose narrow fire Is shaken by the wind, . . . Hi, ii. 9.

A low dark roof, a damp and narrow wall. . . Ck. 1st, IV. 45,

the tide makes A narrow space Julian, 12,

up a steep and dark and «flrritt« stair We wOurid, Loon, III. xiii. 7.

And in some deep and narrow bay V. liii. 3,

in and out Of any narrow chink and filthy hole, CEdipus^ I. 179.

a deep but narrow stream, Which the wind
ripples not, Orpheus, 4.

Not age, had lined his narrow brow, .... Rosal. 429,

a narrow rift of sky Witch, xxxix, 8.

(2) confined, close, small.

To be nailed down into a narrow place ; . . . Cenci, V. iv. 51.

too narrow for the soul That owns no master ; . Ch. 1st, IV. 47.

Poor captive bird ! who, from thy narrow cage, Bpips. 5.

once more within that narrow comer .... Faust, ll. 108.

And all its narrow circles— . . . . . Hellas^ 750.

Birds find rest, in narrow nest Mask, XLIX. 1.

B. Fig. (1) short, brief.

Upon the giddy, sharp and narrow hour . . Cenci^ V. iv. 100.

(2) slight.

He has wide wants, and narrow powers. . . . u. ii, 12.

And narrow verge of crag-like agony, .... Prom. iv. 560.

(3) mean, wanting in mental breadth.

Narrow The heart that loves ^^t^' '^9'

With narrow schemings and unworthy cares, . Q. Mab^ v. 163,

His chilled and narrow energies, VIii. 150.

Narrower, adj. more confined or restricted.

With borrowed light pursued their war^w*/- way. Damon, 11,317.

^Narrowness, n. meanness.
marked with all the narrowness and crime , . vii. 243,

'{-Narrows, v. intr. becomes less.

Whose intense lamp narrows . Skylark, 23.

*Nasal, adj. through the nose.
His accent caught a »0ja/ twang; Peter, i.\\.^.

^Nsttal, adj. pertaining to birth or origin.
fie sought his natal mountain-peaks divine. , Horn. Merc, xxiv, 3.

If it intfeed may cleave its natal gloom, .... Daon^ Ded. i. 7.

*Natblesse, adv. nevertheless.
Nathlesse He checked his haughty will . . . Horn. Merc XXII. 2.

«. I, Who am the king of robbers, can but try. xxix. 7.

Nation, n. a people living under common laws or a common
head.

To hear a famished natiotCs ^oans, .

Wrung- from a ^aA'(7«V miseries;
And a name and a nation
The cup is foaming with a nation^s blood, . .

a nation Made free by love ;—
From every nation of the earth they came,
those hosts of many a n. Stood round that pile.

From spirit to spirit, from nation to nation, . .

And, though a nation weeps, spares thine and thee,

A nation amid slaveries, ....
Had cost ten millions to the nation.
And that slaughter to the Nation .

from nation unto nation Like shadows
Alas ! the Pies are an unhappy nation / .

that fit Bceotta as a nation To teach
With confidence upon the grunting nation^
Strewed beneath a nation dead ; . . ...
See a disenchanted nation
the tales Of this barbarian nation,
from a nation's rage Secure the crown, , , .

The bitter poison of a nation's woe,

*Nationless, adj. without politic cohesion.
Equal, uiiclassed, tribeless, and nationless, . . Prom. III. iv. 195.

Nations, n. A. Zit. pi. of Nation.
When «a//(7«J groan, that kingsmay bask in bliss. Death Vanq.y.
From your dust new nations spring Fug. Hills, 165.

Of ages and oi nations; . . Gisb. 182.

did creep amon? The nations of mankind, . . . £.aon^ l. xxviii. 5.

chains Which bind in woe the nations of the earth. l. xxxix. 4.

Whereon the many nations at whose call . . . V. xxxvii. 2.

from all the nations Which we, they said, . . . V. xlv. 3.

A hundred nations swear that there shall be . . Y-Song^z. 14.

Victory to the prostrate nations/ . ... V. -6. 1.

Proclaiming to the nations XI. xviii, 6.

Sate like the Queen of Nations., XI. xxii. 6.

The lig;htnin^ of the nations : Ode Lib. I. 2.

In which, as in a tomb, the nations lay • . . . x. g.

To teach the other nations how to live ?) . . . (Edipus, II. i. la
he heard the crash of nations ... . . /V. Athan. ii. 1. 18.

The Aurora of the nations Prol. Hellas, 87.

'Mid the benighted nations, . 198.

And the pale «fl//(7wj heard it, ' Misery !
*

. . . Prom.\.\\\.
The nations thronged around, and cned aloud, . i. 6^0.
and the nations e(^o round, .... ... II. iii. 41.
and lured The erring Tiations III. iii, 129.

And which the nations, panic-stricken, . . III. iv. 184.
shall have waked The «(z/zo»j/ Q. Mob, in. 12S.

Yields to the wealth of nations / v. 80.

that nations fell Beneath his silent footstep. . , ix. 25.

B. Fig. people from remote nations.
Once remotest nations came Eug. Hills, 261.

Native, adj. (1) pertaining to birth, place of birth.

In lenity towards your native soil, Ch. \st^ II. 213.

But for some pastoral- people native there, . . . Epips. 426.
leaves once more Calypso for his native shore. . Hellas, 1077.
His native tongue and her's ; Laon, I, xix. 6.

But to . . . my native land, the Hermit came : . IV. x. 5.
who war but on their native ground VI. xiii. 3.

from their wonted loves and native land'Are reft, viii, xxiv, 7.

Led them, thus erring^ from their native land ; . x. v. 6.

Pierce the pure heaven of your native vale, . . Orpheus^ 28.

To light the midnights of his native town ! . . . Q. Mab^ v. 146.
Save oy the rabble of his native town, .... Vll. 166.
But in our native land, ... RosaL 65.

Three years he left his native land, . ... 739,

(2) of origin, original.

Now mingling slowly with their native earth : . Damon, II. 200.
Genius beholds it rise, his native home, . . . Laon, 1, 1. 3.

which had dispossest All native power, .... li. xxxv. 6.

They welcome virtue to its native land, .... M. N. Ravail, 39.
Seeks in death its native heaven ! Mexican, iv. 7.

Till from its native heaven they rolled away: . Q. Mab, ix. 40.
That mingled slowly with their native earth : . . ix. 121.

like eagles to their native noon, Triumph, 131.

(3) inborn.
of any act incongruous With native piggishness, CEdipus, II. i. i6o.

and did teach with native skill Pr. Athan. 11. ii. 15.

it reassumed Its native dignity, Q. Mob, I, 137.
redeeming native vice ; Witch, XVIII. 5.

Nativity, n. (1) circumstances of birth.

But by dissevering their nativity Fiordispina, 14.

(2) time of birth.

o'er the sea Of life from your nativity. .... GuitarJane, 30.

*Natty, adj. neat, spruce.

the Devil went forth as natty a Beau, . . . Devil, 11. 4.

Natural, adj. (1) as formed by nature.
Beneath the hollow rocks a natural bower, . Alastor, 147.

Falsehood, 2.

73.
Hellas, 108.

,— 938.
LjOon^ V. XIV. 3^

X. V. I.

X. xliii, *.

Liberty^ iv. 3.

Ld. Ch. III. 4.
Marenghi^ VI. 4.
Masky XIX. 4.

LXXXIX. 1.

Ode Lib. XI. II.

(Edipus^ I. 60.

II. i. 9.

II. i. 161.

Prom. I. 505.
1.567.

Q. Mai, II. 159.
IV. 175.

V. 96.
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A natural couch of leaves in that recess, . . . L.aon^ vi. xxviii. 2.

That the same hues, which in their nai. bowers . Question^ v. 3.

f2) such as should be, according to reason.
With aught of wa^ra/ piety to feel Alastor, 3.
fear killed in every breast All nahiral pity then, Laon, x, xl. 7.
Stifling with rudest grasp all natural good. . . Q. Mab^ IV. 120.
How withered all the buds of natural good ! . . iv. \2<^.

to quench the flame Of natural love in sensualism, IV. 182.
And wa/«ra/ kindness hasten to supply . . . . v. 41.
Were in youth's wa^ra/ lightness gay Rosal.2€iX.
Of natural life was dispossest, 336.

(3) accustomed, ordinary.
Is as my natural iood and rest debarred . . . Cencz\ I. i. 90.
Is that their natural hue ? IV. ii. 22.
That natural scenes or human smiles . . . Coleridge^ 23.
and time, and the world's wa/w^'a/ sphere. . . . /.oow, Vll. xxxi. 9.
had dispossest All wo^ra/ dreams: . . .

— .

But a few natural friends would bear him
; .

every organ yet performed Its Ma^wra/ functions
every transfer of earth's natural gifts . . .

(4) bestowed by nature originally,
war but on their native eround For nat. rights :

Had bowed her natural poy/eis to decay. . .

Nature, n. (1) the universe, all creation.
Had gazed .on Nature^s naked loveliness,
He is made one with Nature :

Nature's vast frame, the web of human things,
Upon the verge of nature^s utmost sphere,

XL IX. ^.
, Peter^ Vll. xii. 2.

Q.Mab^ I. 144.
V. 252.

. Laon, VI. xiii. 4.

Mother Sf Son^ 1. 3.

. Adonais^ xxxi. 5.

XLII. I.

. Alastor, 719.

. Con. Sing, II. 10.

. Death Vanq. 11.

. Fr. Rome^ 3.

Hellas^ 441.

257-
III. 197.
vn. 24.

RosaL 770.
Star, 7.

, St. Epips. 31.

Wordsworth^ i.

Mid nature's cries the sacrifice Of millions
Nature is alone undying.
Nature from all herooundaries is moved . .

, ^^..
the pole, Nature's remotest reign— Laon^ I. xlviii. 4.
But Nature had a robe of glory on, III. iii, 2.
In nature's chaos this will not decay— . . . . M, N. Ravail^ 47.
But for such faith with nature reconciled ; . . . Mont B. 79.
Nature's tired frame reposes, Moonbeam^ II. 2.
And Nature^s morn ^ U. y.
Drops which Nature's mighty heart Ode toHeaven 44.
Whether your nature is that universe .... Prom, iv. 530.
the God Of nature and benevolence hath given Q. Mab^ 11. 156.
Nature's unchanging harmony
The universe. In nature's silent eloquence,
spirit it contains Is nature's only God ; .

I woke, and did approve AH nature
When wearied Nature sinks to sleep,
Who wrote a book called Nature^ . .

Poet of Nature^ thou hast wept to know
(2) that which guides and rules the world, the personified
sum and order of cause and effect.

Nature's most secret steps
youthful maidens, taught By nature^ ^
He sought in Nature's dearest haunt, . . .

beat in mystic sympathy With n. ebb and flow,
All light of art or nature/—to my song,
The attributes of Nature and of Man

;

He has cast Nature off,

And Nature casts him off, which is her shame
I will, reversing nature's law . . . . -

and thou, Quick Nature/ I adjure thee .

To cheat kind nature of the placid death
Or war or pestilence or Nature^s self,

Therefore from nature^s inner shrine, .... .,„,

Spirit of iV!/ here In this interminable wilderness i, 175.
_ . !• ^ ,,tt , M M ,, „ Q. Mab. I. 204.
Spirit cA Nature I thou Imperishable VcBmon, i. 186.

, Q. Mab, I. 275.
, Dcemon^ i. 246.

II. 184.
. Devil, xvii. I.

. Epips. 30.

528.

Immutably fulfilling Eternal Nature's law.
and Nature gifts With choicest boons . .

The Devil (who sometimes is called nature^
Thou Harmony of Nature's art ! . . . .

Nature with all her children haunts the hill. . . ^^„.
fromthecatalogueofsinsiV.hadrasedtheirlove— Fiordispina, \x.

Alastor, 8i.

267.— 429-
.—r ^53-

Apollo, VI. 5.
Calderon^ i. 127.

Cenci^ III. i. 286.
Ill, i. 287.
III. i. 334.
IV. i.'i42.

V. i. 14.

Ck. 1st, II. 172.

DcEtnon, 1. 96.

Hellas, 605.
Int. Beauty, VII. 7.

Jane, Invitn, 27.
Julian^ 144,

The secret wrath of Nature and her Lord,
which like the truth Of «a/Mre ....
While the touch oi Nature's art . . .

A lovelier toy sweet Nature never made, . , . , „
would infect the untainted breast Of sacred nature 3^3.
For indeed nature nor in form ^'^tf,

where we sate to taste the joys which iVa/wr^ gave, haon. III. ii. 9.A changeling of man's art, nursed amid N. brood. iv. i.
g.

'

And thou, dread Nature, which to every deed . v. xi. 7.
Nature, or God, or Love, or Pleasure V.So'ng2.Q,
And such is iVa/«?'e'j ihodesty; VI. xl. i.
to great Nature's sacred power He bent, . . . vii. v. 2.
hidNature, and Truth, and Liberty, and Love,— ix. vii. 2.
By God, and Nature, and Necessity. . . . . ix. xiv. 6.
Nature's landmarks overthrown, Ld. Ch. 11. 2.
which dared remove Nature's high bounds— . . xiv. 4.
'Tis clear These towers are Nature's own, . . . Mar. Dr. xiii! 7.From Nature's inmost shrine, Naples 92.
With hues which sweet nature has made divine : Ode Arise 32
Driving on fiery wings to Nature's throne, . . Ode Lib. XVii. 10
Nature must lend me words ne'er used before, . Or-pheus, 100.He touched the hem of iVii^«r£'J shift, . . 1 . P^^r, iv. xi 3Out of the dross and scum of nature; . . iv xvi «Names are there, Nature's sacred watch-words. Prom. I. 648.'

J ,^ni-*^*^^^"^^.^^^^'^^^"''^w°"ld be unfulfilled. Q. Mab, 11.6%.
fulfilled immutably Eternal nature's law. . ij 78
a link In the great chain of wa/wre. . . . li loS
all-sufficing nature can chastise . .

'

jji 82
*

Stranger yet. To those who know not nature^
reason's voice, Loud as the voice of nature.

Nature rejects the monarch, not the man ;
._

submissive abjectness destroyed N. suggestions

Spirit of A'a/wrc/ no
Nature's soul. That formed this world . .

Nature/—no'. Kings, priests, and statesmen.

Nature, impartial in munificence, ....
Assails that nature, whose applause he sells

man, with changeless natt^'e coalescing,

Which nature soon, with recreating hand, .

That give a shape to nature's varied works,

Spirit of Va/wrtf/ all-sufficing Power, , .

N. confirms the faith his death-groan sealed :

and the grave of nature yawned ....
still avenging nature's broken law, . . .

In nature's primal modesty arose, . . .

Every thing almost Which is Nature's, . .

Gloom, and the trance of Nature now : . .

And all that nature shows, and more.
The Proteus shape of Nature as it slept . .

One curse of Nature stamps ....
It may be That Nature masks
The soul ofwhom by nature's gentle law .

Nature's pure tears which have no bitterness

;

(3) disposition, temper of mind.
Sterner than else n\y nature .might have been
That the atonement of what my nature . .

if by my itature I had been So stern, . . .

Of old I knew ye thus by nature^ ....
And melodize with man s blest nature there.

To overcome the lightness of my nature ; .

From the sweet fountains of our Nature
Lovely in all your nature / . , . . . . ,

Which break a teachless nature to the yoke

:

there are some by nature proud, ....
Ye few by whom my nature has been weighed
My nature, worthless now !

must have lacked a touch Of human nature
Never will peace and human nature meet .

until the worth Of human nature win . .

All living things a common nature own, . ,

By griefs which thy stem wa/wr^ never crost

;

things whose nature is at war with life

—

Wherein man his nature sees
within the belt Of his own nature, ....
Evil minds Change good to their own nature.
AH things had put their evil nature off : . .

Whose nature is its own divine controul, .

the contrast Of human wa/wr^ there ! . .

That man's mild nature rises not in war .

When man's maturer nature shall disdain .

Man's evil nature, that apology ....
those who dare belie Their human nature^ .

all that human art or nature yield ; . . .

lifts His nature to the heaven of its pride, .

confines The struggling n. of his human heart,
Whose joy or pain thy nature cannot feel, .

By which thy inner nature was apprised
And melodize with man's blest nature there,
made His nature as the nature of a lamb.
Like one who loved beyond his Nature's law,

(4) human life, vitality.

To that which nature doth indeed require ?— .

it bound Our mortal nature's strife ;— ...
(5) nature's handiwork or produce,

that fine piece of nature To rend and ruin.

Q. Mab, III. 100.

III. 127.

HI. 170.
-— III. 192.

III. 214.
IV. 89.

IV. 103.

v. 132.

V. 210,

VI. 42
VI. 56.
VI. 85.

Superstition, 14,

Q. Mab, VI. 197.
VII. 14.

VII. 88.

VIII.214.

IX. 81.

Rarely, vi. 5.

RosaL 131.

Tasso, &ong, l. 7^
Triumph, 271. "
Unf. Dr. 80.

93.
Woodman, 42.

50-

Cend, I. ii. 35,
IV. iv.90.

V. ii. 94.
Cycl 653.
Dcetnon, II. 80.
Faust, II. 29.
Fr. Satire, 42.
Horn. Merc. V. 3.

Julian, 164.
200.

344-
382.
519- „

Laon, II.XXXV11.4.

V. xxxiii. 9.

X. i. 4.
Ld. Ch. V. 4.
Marenghi, XVI. 2.

Ode to Heaven, 22,

Peter, iv. iii. 4.

Prom. I. 381.
III. iv. 77.
IV. 401.

Q. Mab, II. 175.
III. 94.
III. 131.

IV. 76.
IV. 219.

V. 39.
V. 81.

V. 107.
VI. 217.

VII. 50.
VIII. 69.
VIII. 128.

Zucca, VI. 3.

Cenci, 11. ii. 16.

Jane, Reixill. 48.

Cenci, v. ii. 168.
Natures, n. (1) dispositions, tempers, feelings.
Strange natures made a brotherhood of ill. , . Laon, x. vi. 2.
Oh ! many fearful natures in one name, . , . Prom. i. 45S.'
Our natures to its own repose Rosal. 973.
all savage natures did imparadise Witch, vil. 8.

(2) vital personalities.
the fiery band which held Their natures, snaps— Triumph, 158.
All those bright natures which adorned its prime. Witch, i. 4Nauplia, n. a city of the Morea.
Was stretching towards Nauplia when the battle Hellas 482
Nauplia, Tripolizza, Mothon, Athens, , . 546.

*M"autical, adj. pertaining to navigation.
for plans nautical and statical

; Gisb. 83.
*Iffautilus, n. a marine mollusc.
A Nautilus upon the fountain played, .... Laon, Vll. xxvi. 7,

*M"avarin, n. a seaport town in the Morea.
Navarin, Artas, Monembasia Hellas, 547.

travel, n. the centre of the abdomen.
stains her white navel novf Bion. Adon. 23.

Navies, n. fleets of ships.
the sea shook with their Navies' sound. . . . Laon, x iv 9*Naxos, n. a Greek island.
Bore down from Naxos to our aid, Hellas, 500.

Nay, adv. a form of denial.
Nay, mother, while my sister trims her lamp . . Prom. in. iv. 95.

TSte&Tj adj. (1) imminent, likely to happen soon.
Some terrible and strange Peril is near. , , , Calderon in ice
(2) hard by, close at hand. ' *

^*

near, nearer now The sound of song, Faust II 6c
Creeping like cold through all things near; " ' '- *

3 P
Peter, VII. xvii. 4.
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xii. xli.7.

. Vis. Sea, 72.

GoodNight, III. I.

, Hellas, 308.

Cenci, V. ii. 113.

Ch. \st^ II. 13.

Question^ iv. i.

Cycl. 40.

Gisb. 216.

,
Peler, Pral 28.

II. vi. 5.

VII. vm.3.

Cenci, in. ii. 8.

IV. iv. 167.

Kear, adv. close, not far.

the low wind whispers near

;

Adon&is, Llll. 7.

the Mariners came near And thronged around . Laon, viii, iii. 2.

drawn nearer and more near,
beckoning the tigers- to rise and come near, .

Vear, pr^. {!)' in sympathy with.
To hearts which near each other move . .

(2) close to.

w^a?" which a kite and crane Hang tangled .

Fled near me as for shelter ; Laon, vii. xxvii. 3.

The parson came not near his portal ; .... Peter, vii. xii. 3.

Near Peter's house took wing vii. xx. 5.

iViia^ the book where he had fed, /V(W». l. 725.
See, near the verge, another chariot stays

;

. ll. iv. 156.
Nursed among lifies near a brimming stream. , ill. iii. 99.

*Neared, v. I. tr, approached.
Gazed on a mountain which we jt&ared, .... Laon, VI. xxii. 6.

II. intr, came on.
It neared as if the Devil was in it Peter, i. xiii. 5.

ITearer^ adj. closer by.
'Tis nearer now ; his hand is on the door ; . , . Cenci, ll. i. 14.

wfiarernow The sound of song, Fai4^t, \l. d^.

Which-since we,spake is even nearer now. . . Protn. I. 407.

Nearer, adv. more closely.

And nearer see the melancholy form Calderon, ll. 42.
drawn nearer and more near, Laon, xil. xli. 7.

Nearer, minute after minute ; , . ... Peter, I. xiii. 2.

List ! the strain floats nearer vL<yN. Prom. II. i. 189.

Nearer, prep, closer to.

Guards, lead him nearer the Lady Beatrice,
as they drawwearc^-The quiet cradle. . .

And nearer to the river's trembling'edge .

Neat, adj. (1) tidy, orderly.
In a cave neat and clean
To a neat and happy home Mask^ LIV. 4.

(2> pleasing, satisfactory.

And brighter wreaths in neat disorder flung ; .

*Neater, adj. more tidy and trim.
Smugger, milder, softer, neater, . ...
Its dress too was a little neater, . .

^iNeatly, adv. tidily.

With sifted gravel neatly laid,— .....
Necessary, adj. needful, indispensable.

if that deed Be just which was most necessary.
as may be necessary To the full understanding
should, you think it necessary to lay an embargo Ch, 1st, II. 383.

Necessities, n. needs, wants.
Been trained in no highborn necessities .... Cenci, II. ii. 8.

Necessity, n. (1) that which must be, the order of nature.

Necessity's unchanging harmony. Dcemon, i. 291.

Mild is the slow necessity of death : II. 177.

Resigned in peace to the necessity, li. 180.

Necessity^ and love, and life, the grave, .... Laon, vii. xxxi. 7.

Disease, and Want, and worse N. Of hate and ill, Vlll. v. 8.

By God, and Nature, and Necessity. ix. xiv. 6.

one teacher, who, necessity Had armed, . IX. xv. 4.

Necessity, whose sightless strength forever . . ix. xxvii. 6.

all-sufficing Power, Necessity! Q. Mab, VI. 198.

To do the will of strong necessity, VI. 234.

(2) a thing inevitable.

And will not add our dread necessity .... Cenci, iv. ii. 14.

Mild was the slow necessity of death : , . . . Q. Mab, ix. 57.

(3) requirement.
Piety, faith, and state MtffKjjzVy, CEdipus, l. ^31.
I have accepted your protection . . . Not for n. . II. 1. 170.

Neck, n. that part of the body which connects the trunk with

the head.
will twine Her downy neck With thine, .... Alastor", 282.

Her bosom, and her neck before like snow. . Bion* Adon. 24.

woven gold which girt the neck of Paris, . . . QfcL 162.

With what fierce strokes they fall upon my n, ! . Faust, II. 119.

she winds them round a young man s neck, . . II. 320.

Adorn her lovely neck I 11. 400.

Round my neck thine arms enfold— Inv. Mis. vill. :;.

the neck recediiwj lithe and thinj Laon, I. ix. 7.

Sometimes the Snake around his enemy's neck I. xii. 3.

As in despair and with his sinewy neck, , . . , —— I. xiii. 7.

and wound Her own about my neck, ll.xxxviii.9.

with gathered weight My neck near hers, , . . Vl.xxxiii.d.

the brazen rein she flung Upon his neck, . . . xii. xiii. 0.

And I will recline on thy marble neck .... MIN. Ravail, 95.
When his foot is on the neck Of his victim; . . Mask, LVI. 2.

with my tresses ... he .. - would bind . . . His «; Rosat. 1030.

Necks, n. pi. of Neck.
Higher and higher still Their fierce Wtfc>ftj writhed Alastor, 324.

About their necks Hang empty vessels Cycl. 78.

whose necks on high Curve back, Horn. Moon, 13.

Nectar, n. the drink of the gods.
Drink ! be the nectar circling thro' your veins . Promt ill. i. 30,

Need, n. (1) time of trouole, emergency, necessity.

In the battle, in the darkness, in the fieed, . . Arabic, Imit. 11. 5.

Now I forget them at my dearest need. .... Cenci, v. iv. 32.

Amplest millions at their need Ode Lib. XVII. 7.

As thus with thee in prayer in my sore need. . Ode W. Wind, IV. 10.

(2) occasion, want, desire.
Might find them with less need, Cenci, III. i. 206.
Why, what need of this} III. ii. 46.
There is no «rtfi/ of that Iii. ii. 61.
That with such horrible need For deepest silence, V. ii. 102.
having no needoi any sense of discernment . . CA. ist, ll. 61.
what need have you of pot companions ? . . . . Cycl. 547.
They weary me, and I have need of rest. . . . Hellas, 194-
As much skill as K^arf to pray Julian,iii.
To judge what need for that great throng . . . Laon, v. xix. 8.

Yet need was none for rest or food to care, . . V. xx, i.

said, Thou hast «fi^^ Of rest, vi.xxvi. 7.

A jealous hate of man, an unreposing need. . . X. xxxiv. 9.

the snakes of hell had need Of human souls :— . x. xlv; 5.

More need of words that ills abate ;— . . . . M.W. G. V. 3.

and therefore is much need Rosal. 502.
More need-w3LS there I should be innocent, . . . Unf. Dr. 114.

More need^^t I should be most true .... nS-
more need that there should be found one . . . —— 116.

(3) lack, absence.
The powerful goodness want : worse n. for them. Prom. i. (i2^.

Need, v. I. tr. be in want of, require.
And they will need no food or raiment more : . Cenci, 1. iii. 46.

Madewounds which »e£t^ thy balm Prom. IV. 502.

thou hast forgot All but those who need thee not. Rarely, 11. 6.

II. znlr. (1) have occasion or obligation.
And yet I w«^ not speak Cenci, 1. i.i3g.

I scarcely need to counterfeit it now : .... IV. iii. 62.

which I need not teaze Your patience by des-
canting on, . Gisb. 251.

Where the soul need not repress Its music . . . jane, In-vitn, 24.
she 7Zf«^ but smile And they dissolve; .... OdeLib.xlll.g.
«^(^ but look upon That dying statue, . . . . Rosal. 10S6.

(2) must necessarily.
Perchance blood need not flow, if thou at length

Wouldst rise Laon, iv. xviii. i.

This need not be
;
^e might arise, viii. xvi. i.

I hope I ««(/ require No pledge Peter,vil.'v/. 2.

Needed, v. tr. required, demanded.
It needed all my interest in the conclave . Cenci, \. i- 4.
Needed no fetters of tyrannic law : Q. Mab, ix. 79.

Needed, pp. necessary, required.
Far other bark than our's were needed now . . Hellas, 349.

*Needest, v. intr. hast occasion or necessity.
Thou needest not instruct me ;

Calderon, I. 221.

Thou needest not fear mine ; I/ear thy kisses, 11. 2.

^Needeth, v. intr. is occasion for.

There needeth not the hell that bigots frame . . Q. Mab, III. 79.

fNeedle, n, mariner's compass.
A ship without needle or star ;— CEdipus, I. 245.

Needless, adj. useless, unnecessary.
but thou hast pitied it With needless tears ! . . Cenci, III. i. 369.

Needs, v. I. tr. makes necessary.
what needs this serious haste, O father ? . . . . Cycl. 75.
This commerce of sincerest virtue needs No me-

diative signs . . Q. Mab, V. 231.

II. intr. is required or necessary.
No preparation needs Cycl. 598.

Needs, adv. inevitably, necessarily.
if 1 wtffii^ must die, 180.
or I needs must thmk That Chance 610.
Many a green isle needs must be ^"^- Hills, x.

I cannot Dear more altered faces Than w. must be, Julian, 3 13.

which whoso hears must needs forget Triumph, 3 18.

or if eyes needs must weep, Witch, xvil. 4.

Ne'er, adv. abbreviation of Never, q. v.
and, though wa'^r yet Thou hast unveiled . . . Alastor, 37.
Man'syesterday may wtf'e^ be like his morrow; . Mutability, 15.

Neglect, n. carelessness, negligence.
Add to our sufferings and your own neglect . . Cenci, IV. iv. 152.
Whose limits, from neglect, have been o'ergrown Ch. 1st, II. 78.

Neg-lect, V, tr. (1) omit.
if they Kfi^/^c^To punish crime. , , C!w«, III. i. 183.

(2) disregard.
to do What ye neglect, arming familiar things , IV. iv. 120.

Neglected, pp. (1) disregarded, despised.
He came the last, neglected and apart'; . . . Adonais. xxxill. 8.

Despis'd, neglected, and forlorn, St, Ir. (4) vi. 3.

(2) passed over, overlooked.
I should have neglected So trivial a precaution, . Cenci, V. ii. 103.

Neglected, ppl. adj. uncared for.

like weeds on a neglected tomb. ."^
iv. i. 54.

*Necrro-shlp, c. n. a ship laden with African slaves.

For the negro-ship, Similes, ill. 3.

^Negropoxit, n. the largest Greek Island, now called Eubcea.
And has beat back the Pacha oiNegropont: . . Hellas, 565.

Neisrh, n. the ciy of a horse.

and the neigh of raging steeds 823.
whose calm by that proud neigh was broken. . Laon, X. ii. g.

Neigrhbour, n, (1) the person next one.
And every one looked in his neighbour's face . Cenci, II. i. 38.

(2) said of inanimate objects.

With the light and the odour its neighbour shed, Sensit. PL I. 67.
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(3) an associate or nigh dweller.
Pan loved liis neighbour Echo Pan^ EchOy \.

The produce of his neighbour's tillage, . . . Peter^ 11. ix. 4.

(4) a fellow man.
Whilst he thinks he cheats his neighbour^ . . , in. xi. 4.

ITeifflibourliood, n. vicinage.
Into the M«;^A^(7MrAoO(ar of your cave, . , . . Qfc/. 234.

Heighbonrlner. adj. (1) dwelling hard by.
The shining eye of this thy neighbour, monster ! 604.
And every neighbouring cottager Peier^ VII. xxi. i.

(2) adjacent.
between Two woody mountains in a n. glen, Horn. Merc, xxxll. 7.

There lay the glade and neighbouring lawn, . . Jane^ Recoil. 65.
Ifeighbonrs, «. people living hard by.
The gaping neighbours came next day— . . . Peter^ I. xv. 1.

*HeiirIiui?s, n. the cries of a horse.
Mock the fierce peal with neighings

;

— .... Laon^ VI. xlv. 7.

^ITepentlie, n. (1) a fabulous plant of magical properties.
Nepenthe, Moly, Amaranth, fadeless blooms, . . Prom. II. iv. 61.

(2) a sorrow-healing potion.
Spoilt the sweet taste of the nepenthe, love. . . lil. iv. 163.
Mantling with bright A'CjicB^.ie/ Triumph, 7,^g.

Nephew, n. a sister's or brother's son.
Aye, I once heard the nephew of the Pope . . . Cenci, I. i. 16.
that you did poisop Your little nephew; . . . v. ii. 50.
as soon have tortured mine own nephew . . . v. ii. 64.
You are my nephew, V. iv. 24.

Nephews, ». pi. of Nephew.
Pope Clement, And his most charitable nephews, i. i. 28.

ITeptnne, n. the god of the sea.
Cyclops, I swear by Neptune Cycl. 241.
Echoes the voice of iV«^fcK«,— Horn. Merc. USUI. z.Whom Neptune and Apollo wooed the last, . . Horn. Venus, 20.

:t:lirereids, n. sea nymphs.
The Nereids tell That on the day Prom. II. v. 20.
Behold the Nereids under the green sea, . . . iii. ii.' 44.

'''irerens, n. the father of the Nereids.
By mighty Triton and by Nereus old, .... Cycl. 242.

Nero, n. Roman Emperor, A. D. 54-68.
When Nero, High over flaming Rome, . . . . Q. Mab, III. 180.

Nerve, n. a fibre of the sensitive nerve system of the body.
Whose beams anatomize me nerve by nerve . . Cenci, I. ii. 85.
What every nerve of you now trembles at ? . . , II. i. i «.
Every little living Tterve Eug. Hills, 40.Me—who am as a nerve o'er which do creep . . Julian, 449.And nerve from nerve, working like fire within? Prom. I. 476.
the weak touch That moves the finest nerve, . . Q. Mab, II. 105.

fNerve, w. tr. give strength to.
How long will horror nerve this frame of clay ! .M.N. Fragntlt. 3.

*NerT'd, 71. tr. gave strength to.
Then despair »er^W his arm .SV. ./#-. (3) xiv. i.
But each power was nerv''d by fear.— . . . ,(3) xvii. 2.

*Nerveless, adj. Fig. weak, powerless.
Is it not morbid as thy nerveless frame Q. Mab, iv. 255.

Nerves, n. A. Lit. the £brous sensitive organs of the body.
I'll wring the truth Out of those n. and sinews, . Cenci, V. ii. ige.
I had torn out The nerves of manhood .... Julian, 425.You might see the nerves quivering within— . . Rosal. 1063.
B. I<ig. (1) nervous feelings.

as to nerves— . , Gisb. 312.

(2) powers of mind and body.
With adamantine nerves, g;rew tired ;— ... Peter, VII. xvi. 3To a brain unencompassed^with n. of steel ; There is no work, 16.

(3) structural fibres.

Along these marble nerves; Prom. III. iii. 87.
Nest, n. A. Lit. a breeding place.
Soaring and screaming round her empty nest, . Adonais, xvil 6
If like a wasp's nest I could scoop the eye out . Cycl. ^ja.
No bird so wild but has its quiet nest, . . . E. Williams VI. 2.
I saw her at rest in her downy nest, Faust, II. 1^4.
like a scorpion's nest Built in mine entrails : . . Loon, in. xxi. 2.
Whose nest was built in .that untrodden isle, , . vil. xiv. 5.Would ne'er have hung her dizzy nest, .... Mar. Dr. ix. 3.

'

Birds find rest, in narrow Tiest Mask, XLIX.' i.'
Come, as two doves to one belovfed nest, . . . Prom. I. 753.
B. Fig. a place of rest or abode.

aK. Ofcradling peacebuilt on the mountain tops,— Ch. ist, iv. 49.
I rest, on mine airy nest, Cloud, 43.
Stains with dear blood its unraatemal nest/ . . Epips. 18.'

whose nest Is a far Eden of the purple East ; . . 416.
Found a nest in thee

; Bug. Hills, 178.
beek some far calmer nest Far far away 1 3
in her heart Will have made their KM^, . . . . Ginevra, 215.
The lightest wind was in its Tiest, Jane, Recoil. 11
where peace might build her nest. Laon,vin. xxii. 9.Twin serpents in one deep and winding »«j^; . . x. xxxii. 7.

S^Mj t^^^S^heroceanKM^ Lerici,T.
Wild bird for that weak nest. Love, Hope, sr.
Love first leaves the well-built KM/, . . . Whenthelamp,ui.2.Irom thy M«j/ every rafter .... IV s
Hast thoii still some secret ««j/. . . 'lVorld'sWanderers,Ili.i.

»Ne3tle, V. mlr. Fig. lie closely as in a nest.
Shall I nestle near thy side ">..... \ ... To Night iv s

Nests, n. Fig. abiding places.

and made Their nests in it Triumph, 500.

Net, n. A. Lit. a fabric of cord or wire with interstices

secured by knots.

The Greeks Are as a brood.of lions mthenet . Hellas, 932.

and fix on high A net of iron Loan, x. xxxviii. 7.

the «^/ of iron Was spread above x. xlii. I.

Clipt in a floating net, Witch, XVI. 3.

B. Fig. (1) interweaving of phrases.

No net of words in garish colours wrought . , . Gisb. 8.

(2) a trap.

'Twere perilous to fly into the net. Cycl. 174.

(3) a snare, a mesh of trouble.
A net From which she shall escape not Cenci, r. ii. 82.

And turned it to a «is/ of ruin V. i. 83.

{-Net, adj. neat, smart.
With whole boots and net pantaloons Peter, 11. iii. 3.

Nether, adj. lower.
His reign and dwelling beneath nether skies, . . Loon, I. xxx. 8. •
And these most sacred nether promontories . . (Edipus, I. 5.

Nets, n. (1) snares for fish, pi. of Net. A. Lit.

the lone fisher, when his nets are dried, .... Julian, 8.

(2) Fig. moral snares or traps.

Those subtle nets which snare the living .... Loon. I. xxix. g.

Nettles, n. stinging weeds {IJrlica dio'ica and Urtica urens).
And thistles, and nettles, and darnels rank, . . Sensit. PI. III. 54.

*Network, n. Fig. (1) a reticulated shadow.
the woven leaves Make network Alastor, 446.
Weave a «ff/-ze/o^^ of coloured light

;

A-rethusa,lv.g.

(2) interweaving.
And the leafless «e/-a;(7n6 of parasite bowers . . Sensit. PI. in. ^.

*NeutraUty, ». freedom from partizanship.
Will keep at least .blameless w^M/ra/iVy. . . ^ Cenci, 11. ii. i^o.

Never, adv. at no time, on no occasion.
He will awake no more, oh, never more !— . . Adonais, VIII. i.

Whose sails were never to the tempest given ; . LV. 4.
hopes that never yet Had flushed his cheek. . . Alastor, 150.
what secret fight . . . Waged thro' that silent

throng
; a war that never failed ! . . . Laon, V. ii. 9.

^Never-ceasineT) c. adj. unintermitting.
Each with never-ceasing labour, ...... Peter, III. xi. 3.

^Never-erriner, c. adj. unmistaking.
Stamped on the heart by never-erring love ; . . Ch. ist, II. 483.

New, adj. (1) further, fresh, other, more.
He sung new sorrow ; Adonais, xxxiv. 5.
All «£tw successions to the forms they wear ; . , XLIir. 5.
Good minds an4 open actions take new might, . Apollo, in. 5.
I could reply And urge new difficulties, .... Calderon, I. 204.
assail With a Tiew war the soul of Cyprian, . . 11. 76.
the cause of this new power in. 39,
And draw new strength to tread the thorns of life. Ch. ist, I. 20.
With new love within her eyes DirgeforYear, in. 6,
half bewildered by new forms Epips. s^2.
Now new fires from antique light &tg. Hills, 265.
when darkness gave New weapons to thy foe, . Laon, 1. xxxii. 7.
but soon came pouring there New multitudes, . vi. v. g.
abovethemountain's^nowytermiV.bannersshone; —-- vl. xviii. 4.
when they saw new rpcks around them spread. . vu. xl. 9.
thro' many a new and fearful jag VII. xli. 3.
Groaned with the burthen of a Tiew despair ; . . x. xvii. <j.

and a Tiew and ghastlier night x. xxv. 5.
revealing New changes a.nS.new glories, . . . ^-T;-jll.xxxviii.4.
if Life can breed New wants, Ode Lib. xvil. 14.
Where a world of »ra/ delights Ode toHeaven,^.
Her shroud for a new sheet I'll take Peler,vl. xxviii. 5.
That fan it with new murmurings, . . . ^ . . = vil. xix. 4.On new pangs to be fed ? Prom. I. 336.To execute a doom of ««£' revenge 1.35c...
Sisten I hear the thunder of new wings i. 521.
Blood, like new wine, bubbles within : . . . . i. 575.
gird my soul With new endurance, i. 644".
lid songs with new gladness. iv. 49.

Catching new life from transitory death,— . . . Q. Mab, vill. 22
his gestures kindled Afeu power, Rosal 1161.
giving iVem splendour to the dead Stella, 4.New figures on its false and fragile glass . . . Triumph, 247.To set new cuttings in the empty urns, .... Unf. Dr. 156.

(2) newly imagined, hitherto tmkuown.
Nmi devil's politics Ch.\st,n. 367.Which cannot be declared, it seems so new; . Dante Conv. 3.With new virtues more sublime ; Eug. Hills, ito.
From your dust new nations spring — i^s
And prophesyings horrible and Kezu Are heard . Hellas, 592.
and cogitating some ««/ sleight Hom. Merc. Ui. 6.New lore was this—old age with its grey hair, . Laon, II. xxxiii. i.
and still new pulses seemed To beat . vil. xvii. 4.
as men in whom new love had stirred .... vil! xli 8
In a new manner, . . -. Peter IV. ix. 3.

S^i^^B^ truths and new to that experienced man ; Pr. Athan. 11. ii 16
Till some wezy strain of feeling bear Prom, li.ii 34From the tzew world of man jy j-^**
build a new earth and sea,

jv"_ ig^Even whilst we speak New notes arise iv' ige*New modes of passion to its frame may lend ; . Q Mab ix i?7
ere new creeds could faith obtain, Rosal I'oo

'

We lay, till new emotions came " q^'

3 p's
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yet enjoys The shapes of this n^s) world, . . ^ St. Epips. 157.

moved in a measure new Yet sweet, Triumph^ 377.

and drew All living things towards this wonder n. Witck^ V. 8.

Teazing the God to sing them something new; . Viii. 6.

(3) lately acquired or arrived.

Wait peacefully for their companion new^ . . . Allegory^ II. 4.

'mid their new calm would intervene : . . . . Rosal. 1283.

(4) just established or recently made.
in loud jubilee To its new shrine, Calderon, i. 10.

Let ampler powers and new instructions . . . Ch. \st II. 229.

The n. cheese pressed into the bull-rush baskets? CycL 188.

Quite a new piece Faust, II. 407.

Saint of new churches, and cant, (Edipus^ II. ii. 45.

Or double ditch about the new enclosures ; . . . II- ii. 112.

and refined Those new creations, Peier^ IV. ix. 4.

When Peter's next new book found vent, . , . VI. ii. i.

Here, my dear friend, is a new book for you ; . St. Epips. i.

(5) different to what has been before, fresh.

Ah ! No, 'tis nothing new Cend, II. i. 73.

Nay, master, something new is very pleasant . . Cycl. 229.
* To morrow to fresh woods and pastures new^ . Oisb. 323.

New shapes they still may weave, Hellas., 207.

New gods, new laws receive, . 208.

beneath the dome Of a new Heaven ; Laon^ xi. xxiv. 4.

new fire From earthquake-rifted mountains . . Prom. I. 166.

Figures ever new Rise on the bubble, .... Triumph^ 248.

so on my sight Burst a new vision, 411.

the ftew Vision, and the cold bright car, .... 434-

(6) unused hitherto, clean, fresh.

I bought new clothing for my ragged babes, . . Cenct. III. i. 305.

for few Of the fairies bear those bowls so new I . Fr. Wine., 1 1

.

Their heads with flour snowed over white and «., Horn. MercxciV.^.
In his own service—and new clothes. ... . Peter^ II. xiii. 5.

waiting some few days For a new livery— . . . II. xiv. 3.

(7) altered, changed from what has been.

Upon the painted scene of this «£a/ world, . . . C?««, v. i. 78.

For a new name and for a country new^ , . . -^-^ v. i. 89.

And a new life, fashioned on old desires, . . . V. i. 90.

You proffer a new name Cycl. 700.

New modes of passion to its frame may lend ; . Uisjnon, II. 252.

(8) not stale or become commonplace.
the very doubt endears My sadness ever new, . E. Vi'viam\ 10.

With life and love makes chaos ever new, . . . Ode Lib. vi. 14.

Weave harmonies divine, yet ever new., .... ProTn.. III. iii. 38.

giant toys Wrought by the busy . . . ever new } . St. Epips. 158.

while they were still arraying In liveries ever new., Witch., LXXI. 7.

(9) unaccustomed.
. It is a miracle, so new, so rare Fr. Vita Nuova, 3.

Is this «. feeling But a visioned ghost of slumber ? Q. Mat, I. 162.

New raptures opening round : . ... . l- 194-

'Mid its new joy of a new care : Rosal. 818.

Felt with a new surprise and awe 921.

(10) young, just beginning.
Crown the pale year weak and new ; Jan£, Inviin, 61.

For the new race of man went to and fro, . . Laon, I. xxvii. 5.

Filling in the morning nerw Ode toHeaven^ 47.

Dark with the rain new buds are dreaming of: . Prom. IV. 368.

when first it peeps From its new tenement, . . Q. Mob, IV. 122.

The fresh Earth in new leaves drest, Rarely, V. 3.

Above the curve of the new bent moon, . . . Rosal. 969.

orient incense lit by the new ray Triumpk, 12.

To gild his rival's new prosperity 326.

some upon the new Embroidery of flowers, . . 447.

(11) another, revived.

A new Peneus rolls his fountains Hellas, 1068.

A new Ulysses leaves once more Calypso for his

native shore 1076.

A new Actason's error Naples, 81.

Like withered leaves to quicken a new birth ! Ode W. Wind., v. 8.

Each new moon That lady did, Rosal. 1075.

(12) adj. adsol.

Of old or «««—of sea or land— Peter, V. ii. 4.

Our mother Earth will give ye new .... Tremble Kings, 7.

New, adv, (.1) freshly.

Their sons exult in youth's «. budding gladness, Horn. Earthy \g.

Such as sick fancies in a new made grave . . . Laon, v. xx\'ii. 3.

And new created all he saw Peter, iv. ix. 2.

And the white dew on the new bladed grass, . . Prom. II. i. 148.

A new created sense within his soul Q. Mab, III. 185.

(2) lately.

New married people should not kiss in public ; . CEdtpuSy I. 210.

all that had happened new Between the earth and
moon Witch, LIV. 4.

New-bom, c. adj. A. Lit. of recent birth.

There he lay innocent as a new-horn child, . Horn. Mere', xxvi. 1.

And I am but a little new-born thing,
- - -Ifan

XLV. 2.

XLVI.4.
LXIII. 7.

that a new-born infant forth could fare . . .

a poor little new-bom thing That slept, , . ,

B. Fig. (1) lately done.

Unveiling every new-born deed, Fr. Conseq. 4.

(2) that has just come into being.

I see the new-born courage in your eye .... Ch. 1st, II. 118.

rejoiced with 7z«£'-^(7r« liberty, Z-aow, vill. xxviii. 5.

^3) crescent-shaped,
some like the new-born moon ;

Ch. tst, I. 140.

i^Srew-fledg'ed, c. ad/, having just acquired plumage.
new-fledged Eagles, beautiful and young, . . JUion^ V. Song, i. 2.

New-made, c. adj. lately constructed or turned.
As he searched for the new-made tomb St. Ir. ip) ^^- ^•

O'er the new-ntade grave, . (3) XIII. z.

*New Drop, c. n. a gallows with a falling footboard.
Of Hounslow Heath, Tyburn, and the iV£Z£/Z??'(7^, CEdipus, I. 207.

*New Jerasalem, c. n. Heaven.
His Grace ofCanterbury expects to enter the New

Jerusalem. Ch. \st, 11. 454.

Newer, adj. later, of later time.

A field is spread, on which a newer band . . . AdonaiSy L. 7.

Newly, a(W. (1) lately.

And now was newly washed and put to bed, . . Horn. Merc. xL. £.

Like some bright spirit newly bom . ... Rosal. 800.

(2) freshly, just now.
Whose arms are like twin roses newly born, . . Horn. Sun, 8.

lie thee down On the fresh grass newly mown, . Inv. Mis. V. 2.

Changing their hue like lilies newly blown, . . Laon, Vlll. xxx. 2.

dimmed nope's newly kindled flame IX. xvii. 9.

Where pale as corpses newly risen, .... Mask, LXVIII. 2.

*Newly-woTen, c. adj. freshly-made.

And through my newly-woven bowers, .... Prom. rv. 427.

Newness, n. freshness, novelty.

the babe In the dim newness of its being . . Q. Mab, VI. 153.

News, n. tidings, intelligence.

he has heard some happy news Cenci, 1. ii. 48.

'Tis but to season some such news/ I. iii- 75*

'Tis but Orsino's servant.—Well, what news? . ll. i._ 23.

I returned with this ill news, HI- \- S'O-

Chiding the tardy messenger of wtfwj .... • III. ii. 28.

sad preparation For happy news V. iv. 30.

thou bnng'st other news than a just pardon. . . V. iv. 44,

To bring news how the world goes there . . CA. ist, II. no.
What news abroad ? H- 405-

Would be the K«(/j of Polypheme destroyed. . . Cycl. 44.1.

They dine on news of human blood, ... . Devil, X. 3.

Is the Tiews that I bring of human woe Falsehood, 16.

No news of your false spring Far, faraway, I. 5.

brought News of the terrors of the coming time. Ginevra, 90.

The last news from the camp is, Hellas, 616.

to bring News of birds and blossoming,— . . . Int. Beauty, v. 10.

Bear thou news of Freedom's rest !
Mexican, III. 10.

Lest news Russ, Dutch, or Alemannic .... Peter, III. xiii. 4.

the w^wj sent off To Peter Vii. v.i.

who with the ?zews of death Pr. Athan. II. 1. 28.

Newt, n. an amphibious reptile {genus Triton).

He had tamed every newt and snake and toad, Marenghi, xix. 2.

Newton, n. Sir Isaac Newton, b. 1642, d. 1727.

How many a Newton, to whose passive ken . . Q. Mab, V. 143.

Next, adj. the nearest in time or order.

The next time I compounded with his uncle : . . Cenci, i. i. ip.

So the next day his wife and daughter came . l- i._ 03.

On Wednesday next I shall set out : H- i- 167.

When Peter's next new book found vent . . . Peter, vi. ii. i.

And when next day the maiden and the boy Met Witch, Lxxvi. 5.

Next, adv. at the time or in the place succeeding.
^

When next we meet—may all be done ! . . . . Cenci, III. ii. gi.

What next I heard. Were billows Laon, lii. xxx. i.

Next came Fraud, and he had on, Mask, iv. i.

Nice, adj. (1) disdainful.

As if her niix feet scorned our English earth. . . Ch. ist, I. 67.

(2) dainty, refined.

as we could guess From his nice habits .... Julian, 536.

*Niche, n. position, resting place.

took The coffin, its last cradle, from its niche, . Witch, LXX. 7.

Nick. (.See Old Nick.)

Nick-name, n. a scornful or satirical appellation.

Whose mercy is a nick-natne for the rage . . Q. Mab, IV. 212.

Nickname, z>. tr. call, bestow upon the appellative of.

the fool Whom courtiers nickname monarch, . III- 32.

Niece, n. the daughter of a brother or sister.

Thy niece and thy daughter, Peter, VI. xxxvi. 4.

Ni^STS'^d, adj. scanty, grudging.
The niggard wages of the earth, Ch. ist, I. 159.

Nig'h, adj. near.
Methinks she must be nigh. Said Mary, . . . Asiola, I. 2.

start To being when thou art «2^A/ . . Q.ofmy Heart, \\.%.

Niffh, adv. (1) near.

Farewell ! farewell ! she said, as I drew nigh. . Laon, iii. viii, 7.

The little child stood up when we came nigh; V. xxiii. i.

fled fast as ours came nigh, ix. iii. 2.

(2) almost.
thrones, which rest on faith in God, n. overturned. X. xxxv. 9.

nigh overgrown and lost, P*r. Athan. 11. ii. 6.

Niffht, «. A. Lit. the time of darkness 'twixt sunset and
sunrise,

when sullen cloud Knells all the nighi\ow.z\ . . A Dirge, 4.

moonlight vapour, which the cold night cups, . Adonais, Xll. 8.

Evening must usher night, mghtnr^e the morrow, xxi. 8.

She rose like an autumnal Ntght, xxill. i.

As silent lightning leaves the starless night/ . , xxv. 7.

to the song of «i;fA/'j sweet bird; XLII. 3.

Even to a point within our day^ and night ; . XLVII. 7.

all strewn Over the chasps of blue night— , . Adon. Cane. 39.
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When «. makes a weird sound of its own stillness,

Such magic as compels the charmed night . .

and woven hymns Of night and day,
Her dark locks floating in the breath of nighty .

night Involved and swallowed up the vision
; . .

At night the passion came,
Throug-h w.andday, tempest, and calm,and cloud,
Beneath the cold Flare of the desolate nighty . .

/Tight followed, cTad with stars. -

ere the floods Of night close over it

And the nighfs noontide clearness,
Whose sightless speed divides this sullen night:
scarce did stir The stagnate night:— . . . .

which night and time have quenched for ever,
But when night comes, a chaos dread . . . .

Deceit, that loves the night and fears the day ; .

Until diminished by the reign of night, . . . .

And at night they sleep In the rocking deep
Nighty with all thy stars look down,— . . . .

return for me When night falls,

Until the night ^z\\ conquer it

This night my father gives a sumptuous feast. ,

In one n. didst thou perform, By ways inscrutable,
All in the self-same nour of the same night; . .

Good night, farewell ;

Bven aslie did after the feast last night. .

Whom in one night merciful God cut off : . .

That Beatrice disturbed the feast last night)
And wherefore should I wish for nighty . .

A'deed which shall confound both n. and day
Let her then wish for night;
After that impious feast the other night
Lone counsel from a night of sleepless care.

What you in one «z^^/ squander . .

I must be gone ; good night:
beware this n. That thou cross not my footsteps.

That day and night, and heaven and earth,
for this night If the Pope's resolution . .

Closing in night and dreams
After such torments as she bore last night,
ere night, Think we shall be in Paradise. .

Like morning from the shadow of the night.
The night to day, and London to a place .

the torches Inflame the night to the eastward,
Or day unchanffed by night; ....

. tormented night and day by fever, ....
One flies the morning, and one lulls the night.
And all the nighfW^ my pillow white, . . ,

Night^s ghosts and dreams have now departed
Now 'tis the breath of summer nighty
O sleep, nursling of gloomy nighty . .

Outwatching weary night,
When evening yields to night,
The night was fair, innumerable stars Studded
Athwart the »z^^/ with trains of bickering fire,

Morning on night, and night on morning rise,

and darkened with the night; ....
Aitho' they eat from night to mom. . .

lured me towards sweet Death ; as iV! by Day,
as the Moon may hide the night . . , ,

Govern my sphere of being, night and day
while Night And Day, and Storm, . . .

And, day and night, aloof,

and the slow, silent night Is measured . ,

moonlight of the expired wz]f^/ asleep, , .

A veil for our seclusion, close as JVighfs, .

Night, with all thine eyes look down ! . .

Day and night, and night and day, . . ,

Restless they plan from night to mom :

With deep and dreadful night;
With strange contortions through the night, .

A cloud thickens the night,
Darkening the nighty and outspeeding the wind-
Into the Brocken upon May-day nignt^ . . .

As the sunrise to the night,
which came Upon the breeze of night, , . .

encroaches On the limits of wintry night

;

— .

and bid you look upon the night.
Good night ? ah ! no ; the hour is ill . . . .

Then it will be good night.
How can I call the lone night good, ....
The night is good ; because, my love, . . .

because, my love, The^ never say good night.
Sweet as a summer night without a breath. .

O miserable dawn, after a night More glorious
If night is mute, yet the returning sun ....
We met night ttiree hours to the west of Patmos,
And with night, tempest—
Was roused last night by the alarm of battle,
Cast on the muror of the night. ,

Stalk through the night in the horizon's glimmer,
and hang like night On Heaven above me. .

But the night is not bom ;

Hesperus flies from awakening night, . . .

where the lovers lay In the deep night, . . .

might Devise in the lone season of dun night.
Tin the black night divine, ^
All night h& worked in the serene moonshine—
and where have you abode All the long night,
Stolen they were last night at set of sun, . ,

Alastor, 30.

36.

49-

224.

230.

334-
340.
420.

447.
610.

657.
670.

Apenn, 10.

Apollo, in. 2.

in. 6.

Arethusa, v. 13.

Bridal, i. 5.

Calderon^ i. 39.

Cenci^ 1. 11. 47.
I. iii. 41.
I. iii. 64.
I. iii. 102.
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II. i. 182.
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• II. ii. 29.
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IV. i. 172.
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V. iii. 3.

' V. iii. 4.
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Ch. isi, I. 3.

1.4.- I. 119.
I. 177.

II. 380.
V. 7.

Cloudy 15.

Coleridge^ 28.

Con. Sing. IV. 8.

Cycl. 605.
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I. 171.

II. 95.
Q. Mab^ VIII. go.
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Devil^ XXII. 4.
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361.
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Falsehood, 84.
Faust, I. 12.

11.73-
II. 125.
II. 161.

II. 228.
Fr. Italy, i.

Ginevra, i86.
201.

Gisb. 254.
Good Night, I. I.

1.4.
II. I.

III. 3.

III. 4.
Hellas, 13.

259-
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1038.

Ho?n. Merc. I. 7.

. XI. 7.

XVI. 4.

XXIV. I.

XXVI. 7.

XXXIII. 4.

f;

XLVIII.8.
LX. 4-
LXV. 4.

LXVIrI.4.
LXXXII,^.
XCVII. 0.

Ind, Ser. I. 2.

Int. Beauty, vi. 7.

Inv. Mis. xil.

SW^nt Bs night, \n night

;

Horn. Merc, xuviu.?,.

comrade of the M/]^////

then, still as gloomy night,
Pass and repass for ever, day and nighty .

Where wealth in the mute night is multiplied
A joy by night or day—
~omg far astray Through the dun night. . .

n the first sweet sleep of night,
Outwatched with me the envious night— . .

Pass o'er night in multitudes Inv. Mis. xil. 5.

When the night is left behind Jane, Invitn^ 02
More boundless than the depth oi night, . . Jane, Recoil. 59.
The words you spoke last night Julian, 159.
As came on you last night— 170.
Or read in gondolas by day or night, .... 552.

And subtle talk would cheer the winter night . —^ 560.
Out of the day and nieht Ajoy has taken flight ; Lwrnent. II. i.

then black despair, Toe shadow of a starless n., . Laon, Ded, VI. 4.
Darkness more dread than night was poured

upon the ground I. ii. p.
at night, methought in dream I. xlii. i.

The waves, the fountains, and the hush of «.— . I. xlv. 6.

One summer night, in commune with the hope . II. xv. i.

and night or day. In vision or in dream, . . , II, xv. e,.

day and night, we two were ne'er Parted, . . . II. xxvii. 2.

over mysister's slumber That night, I know not ; ill. i. 2.

evening, then night descended, ill. iv. i,

the smoke of roofs involved in flame Rested like
night,

That starry night, with its clear silence, . .

The sense of day and night,
until aloft The stars of night grew pallid, . .

As night and day, those ruthless bands around.
Doth It not thro' the paths of night unknown,
and make the wide night xvot forlorn,

III. xvi. 7.

III. xix. 6.

III. xxiv. I.

III.xxxiii.4.

IV. xxvii. 2.

IV. xxxi. 5.

IV. xxxi. 9.

IV. xxxiiL4,At «;>A^when I reposed, fair dreams did pass .

a might Of human thought was cradled in that
ni^ht!

confusion, then despair Descends like night—
the devotion Of millions in one n. created there,
the mists of night intwining Their dim woof, .

refrain From seeking her that night, ....
Spirit vast and deep as Night and Heaven

!

Bear witness Night,
and knew That coming night . . .

ere night the array Of fresh troops . .

and the wind that flows Thro' night, ....
Thro' the desart night v/g sped,
the two who stood beneath that night, . . .

The night grew damp and dim,
That night and still another day . . ...
limbs with the nig-ht wind were chill,

or celebrate a bndal night
That willing steed—the tempest and the night, .

ere morning could unbind Nighfs latest veil,

fed upon the wrecks of night and storm . . .

that night All torture, fear, or horror . . .

At night two slaves he to her chamber sent,. . .

1 knew the day and night fast fleeing, . . .

Ere night, methought, her waning eyes . .

from that night She fled ;— .......
It seemed that in the dreary night, . . . .

For da^, nor night, nor change of seasons . .

The night before we sailed, came to my bed .

beneath this very night. Their thoughts flow on .

its thousand echoes cast Into the night.
That night we anchored in a woody bay,
thus night past over
Upon the nighfs devoaring darkness shed : .

nighfs gloom Meanwhile had fallen on earth
ere night vj3.s gone, He broke our linked rest?
such was now the token Of waning night, . .

Each night, that mighty steed bore me abroad.
With smoke by day, and fire by nighty . ,

we fear The spirits of the night,
round the City All night, the lean hyenas . .

its beams might pierce the nighty . .

Ere night the pyre was piled,
Night came, a starless and a moonless gloom.
The deeds which night and fear brought forth,
And on that nighty
And, one by one, that night,
Sleepless a second night,

>

All night his aged Senate sate
swift as mom, when night must fade

;

to you this night Laon will I betray. . .

Above the towers like night; ....
thro' forests, deep like night, we glode, . . .

The sphered lamps of day and night, . . .

Hovered in the purple night, _^,
, „.

And tyrants and slaves are like shadows of night Liberty^ iv. 5.
as night when day Descends upon the orient ray, Love, Hope, 39.
Queen of silver wz;^^/; M.N, Despair, 2
'Tis night—-^yx^t laint and distant scream . . .M.N. Melody 30.And spurn'd the lessening realms ofearthly night. M. N Rauail 27!And here we may lye an endless nighty .... jojA long, long night of bliss. jq^]
That poured its low moan on the stillness of w. .- M.N.Spec.Hors \\
at night Came licking with blue tongues . . . Marenghi xx' i*
when the black storm hurries round at night, . f 'xxv ^Which sped that winged shape through night

and day,- xxvill. a.

V. 11. 5.

V. vii. 6.

V. xl. 4.
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And the shadows of the nighty Mask, vi. 2.

As stars from Nighfs loose hair are shaken, . . • xxxi. 2.

fresh May blooms That starred that night, . . Matilda, 37.

at intervals shadow the star-studded night. . Moonbeam, i. 10.

yet soon Night closes round, Mutability, a.

Lightning that mocks the nighty .... (2) l. 6.

Whilst eyes that change ere wz^A/, 7 (2)111.3-

As a far taper fades with fading night, .... Ode Lib. xix. 9.

And mighty suns beyond the night, OdetoHeaven, 17.

dying year, to which this closing night . . . Ode W. Wind, li. 10.

lliat burn in the night by the curtamed bed,— . CBdipus, I. 234.

Night and day, hum ! hum ! ha! I. 257.

The desire ... Of the night for the morrow, . One word, II. 6.

But, as Syrinx fled Pan, so night flies day, . . Orpheus, 15.

A thief, who cometh in the night, Peter, II. iii. i.

At «/;fA^ he oft would start V. vii. i.

By that nighfs Carlisle mail VI. xvi. 4.

Yet that same night he died Vll. v. 5.

Clung upon Peter, «2^A/ and day Vli. x. 2.

Like a thousand dawns on a single n^ht . . . prol. Hellas, 63.

Stars of all night—her harmonies ana forms, . 9°*

A living spark of Night, 200.

And yet to me welcome is day and night, . . , Front. I. 44.
So thy worn form pursues me night and day, . I. 359.
Years, ages, night and day ; . l- 383.

or in the moony night I. 384'

Else we are shapeless as our mother Night. . . -^-^ I. 472-

Where the night has its grave and the morning
its birth, I. 496*

The space within niy plumes more black than «. I. 524.

Gleamed in the ni^ht. i- 77°-

one who watches tnee The cold dark night, . . I. 822.

and the azure night Grew radiant with the glory li. i. 6$.

And tremulous as they, in the deep night . . . II. 1. 85.

I listened through the «, when sound was none. . H- j- 92.

odour-breathing sleep Of faint night flowers, . . ll. i- 183.

That climbs and wanders thro' steep night, . . ll. ii. 15-

Ascends to flow like meteors thro' the night, . . li. ii- 79-

and through the purple night II- iv. 129.

Blackening the night! II- iv. 155.

artd their speed makes night kindle ;
li. iv. 169.

On the brink of the night and the morning . . li- y. i-

And long blue meteors cleansing the dull night, III. iii- 117.

To check its flight ere the cave of night. . . iv. 72.

Death, Ch^os, and Night, IV. 144.

Leadinjg the Day and outspeeding the Night, IV. 167.

By ebbing night into her western cave, . IV. 20S.

I spin beneatb my pyramid of night, .... ; IV. 444.
borne the summer night, Through isles . . . iv. 497-

and from the sky Is showered like night, . . . IV. 512.

Gleam like pale meteors through a watery night. IV. 516.

To forgive wrongs darker than death or night,- iv. 571.

The night was fair Q- Mob, I. 208.

How beautiful this ;bz^A^/ iv. i.

Dost thou not cry, ere nighfs long rack is o'er, iv. 249.

The eternal orbs that beautify the night, . . VI. 98.

ti )i 1) >. )i
Steperstition, 27.

At «(;fA/ o'er their foaming crest, Q.ofntyHeart,\.Z'
Many a day and night? Rarely, I. 4.

Many a weary ni^ht and day I- 5-

And the starry night; V. 4.

Swifter far than happy night, Remembr. I. 3.

As the night when sleep is fled, l. o.

The owlet night resumes his reign H- 2.

We are quite merry now : Qooanight. .... Rosal. 85.

Day axia night, day and night, 284.

When it scatters through an April night . . 697.

But our church shall be the starry night, . . . 852.

and thro' the «?>>&^ The charioteers of Arctos . 1302,

'Twas dead of the «., when I sat in my dwelling; St. Ir. (i) I- i.

Grew dark the night; (3) IX. i.

Along the stillness of the night, (4) HI- 3-

And closed them beneath the kisses of night. . Sensit. M. i. 4.

Cradled within the embrace of night. . . . I- ii4'

Like the lamps of the air when night walks forth, II. 11.

Mocking the spoil of the secret wz^:^^. .... lii. 25.

At night they were darkness no star could melt. iil- 77.

Nighfs dreams and terrors, ... ... Serchio, 27.

Through the night to frighten it, ... . Similes, II. 3.

As, when night is bare, Skylark, 28.

Gather among the stars the clouds oi night . . Summer-Evg. 18.

And minglinjg with the still night and mute sky . 23.

death is milcTAnd terrorless as this serenest w. .•

.

26.

That night the youth and lady^ ming;led lay . . Sunset, 24.

Which one vexed ghogt inhabits, night and day, 43.

The breath of night like death did flow .... The Cold, l. 5.

That shook in the wind of night. III- 6.

The night did shed on thy dear head iv. 3-

Which the meteor beam of a starless night . There is nowork, 2.

There were sweet dreams in the night . . . Time longpast, II. i.

over the western wave, Spirit ol Night I . . . To Night, I. 2.

I ask of thee, beloved Night— v. 5.

the stars that gem The cone of «i;f^/, . . . . Triumph, 3^.

before me fletTThe night; 27.

When on the sunlit limits of the night .... 80.

Follow it thou even to the night, , . . . I95'

Treads out the lamps of «(^A?, 39"-

Making the night a dream ; 39.^-

A Shadow tracks thy flight of fire—iV. is coming ! Two Spirits, 4.

Night is coming !
8.

If I would cross the shade of night, 10.

And make night day. . . .... . 16.

Which makes night day : Two Spirits, 28.

He finds night day 48.
strike cold mto the breast at night, .... Unf. Dr. 38.

Late into the lone night 186.
And when night descends defiest W^. Godwin, 5.

Braving the temnests of the night W. Jew, (2) 3.

Two openings of unfathomable night . . . Witch, V. 3.

And change eternal death into a night .... XVII- 3.

Under a cypress in a starless night. . . . . xx. 8.

lay in trance All night within the fountain— . . • XXVIII. 2.

When earth over her face nighfs mantle wraps ; xxxix. 6.

Like a star up the torrent of the night, .... ^— XLV. 4.

Or in the noon of interlunar night, XLVII. 2.

Pale as that moon, lost in the watery night— . LIV. 7.

To wander in the shadow of the night. .... Lix. 8.

For on the night -vihATi they were buried, . . . LXX. i.

everyform That worshipped in the temple of the «. Woodman, 33.

In what cavern of the «z^>ft/ Worlds Wanderers,!.^.
In what depth of wzjf^/ or day 11.3.

Blank as the sun after the birth of night. , , . Zucca, IV. 8.

Smiled on it from the threshold of the night. . . Vlll. 8.

B. Fig. (1) darkness, obscurity.
Charioted on the night Of thunder-smoke, . Adon. Cane. 32.

Are as green as the forest's night:— Arethusa, IV. 12.

and at sunset blackest night. Cenci, III. i. 265.
the gloom of the long polar «z^:^ Dtsm.on,l\. \x^.

n J, n » .... Q- Mab, VIII. 145.
And every fiend of the Stygian mg^ix .... Devil, xxv. 3,

To bum Before him in the nighi of battle . . . Hellas, 365.
and only light In the thunder night/ 960.
Blotting it's sphered stars with supernatural Mz^A/,.^tf(7«, I. Iv. 9.

changed to a dim night xii. iv. 9.
the night Of wide and vaulted caves, .... xii.xxxvi.4.

hung its n. On the stained cope of heaven's light. Mar. Dr. XV. 5.

hid by a rayless «z^^/ Orpheus, 10.

Shall wrap in lasting night Prom. ii. iv. 149.
That ivory dome, whose azure night Rosal. 1094.
strugglingthroughthe«.Ofwhirlwind-riftedclouds, ii57-

bringing, ere evening, Strange night Triumph, 486.
Hid m the deepest night of ivy-leaves, . . . Unf. Dr. 73.

From the stark night of vapours Vis. Sea, 3.

(2) a period of depression, sadness, or gloom.
Whose tapers yet bum through that night of time Adonais, V. 4.

Leave to its kindred lamps the spirit's awful «. . xxix. 9.

He has outsoared the shadow of our night .
~— XL. i.

The niffht which closed on her ; Epips. 242.

and felt the dawn of my long night .... 341.

Then «?;fA/ fell ; Hellas, 64.

and as from night. Re-assuming fiery flight, > . 64.

A stormy nighfs serenest morrow, Laon^. Song, 1^.7,

Fill this dark night of things XII. xxix. 9.

Quenched even when kindled, in untimely night, Ld. Ch. vi. 3.

Brings but a gloomier night, . . . . . Moonbeam, II. 9.

And the nignt of despair, III- 8.

Beyond whose night he saw, with a dejected mien. Ode JLib. X. 15.

Into the grave, across the night of life ProTn. ill. iii. 172.

(_3) death.

To dank extinction and to latest night. . . . Ch. ist, i. 52.

Which after thy night introduces the day ; . . Death, Dial. 32.

they know not, till the «z^A/ of death . . . Julian, i^-j.

and a new and ghastlier wi^-A; Z,ao«, X. xxv. 5.

when shall day dawn on the night of the grave, . St. Ir. (5) 11. i.

(4) moral or mental darkness.

in our «(^A/ Of thought we know Gi?ie-ura, i^j.

Perch on the trembling pyramid oi night, . . . Hellas, 943.
can look from our tranquillity Like lamps into

the world's tempestuous night.— . . . Laon, Ded. xiv. 6.

Christian night rolled back upon the West . . Prol. Hellas, 171.

the dreadful night That long has lowered ... 0. Mab, vi. 144.

In my lost soufs abandoned wijfA/, Rosal. $g2.

soon lost in total night. . ^$.
But if we sink in fflory's night Tremble Kings, 6.

deep night Caught them ere evening.— . . . Triumph, 214,

(5) oblivion.

Even where they slept amid the night of ages, . Laon, I. xxxii. 3.

(6) human life.

Through the dim night of this immortal day: . Prom. iv. 552.
stillillumingThe«z>:A/ofsomanywretchedsouls, Q. Mab, vi. 19.

Walking beneath the night of life, Rosai. 331.

And sleep, when the night of life is cloven, . . 1 126.

(7^ The firmament of fame.

A star among the stars of mortal night, . . . Laon, Ded. l. 6.

Nisrht, c, adj. cUtr. belonging to the period of night.

Or music by the night wind sent, Int. Beauty, III. 9.

the night winds are flowing O'er the ripe com, . Laon,\. Song,5.2.

*Ifight-air, c. n. the air of the night season.

In the cool night-air, Q. ofmyHeart, 1. 5.

|Niglit-birdB, €. n. birds of noctnmal habits.

As two gibbering night-birds flit Similes, 11. i.

*Nlffht-black, c. adj. black as the darkness of night.

On night-black columns poised— Laon, I. lii. 9.

*irifflit-C03iteziding', c. adj. that blow in night-time.

levied by the night-contending -^'xy^A.^, .... Pr. Athan. I. 71.

I'Nig'lit-craclled, c. adj. wrapped in night.

the dull ear Of the «t>-AA<»'a</&tf earth ; . . . Woodman, 18.

*Nifflit-dress, c. n. a sleeping garment.
As now in the gay night-dress \J^\aL wrought. . Fiordispina, 68.
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*lirig*lit-fieiids, c. n. fiends that walk by night.

Can the fierce nighi-fiends rest on yonder hil], . M. N. Despair^ 7.

*Hight-folded, c. adj. that close at night.
night-folded ^o^^x% Shall suck Prom. III. iii. loi.

*Nigrlit-like, c. adj. black.
to his dark and night-like eyes Adon. Cane. 19.

tNlffht-raven, c. n. a bird that cries in the night.
Hark ! 'tis the night-raven sings' Fr. Hark^ 3.

Nigbt-ravens, c. n. pi. of Night-raven.
Along^ the wild mountains night-ravens were

yelling,— St. Ir. {i) I. ^.

*Ni?ht-rolling-, c. adj. that passes in the night.
Rise on the night-rolling breath of the blast, . . (2) i. 2.

*Ni8rht-Stars, c. n, stars visible at night.
Till the nights, shone through the cloudless air, (3) VI. 4.

*Ni^Iit-storm, c. n. storm at night.
In air whilst the tide of the night-storm is rolling, (2) III. 3.

*Nig*lit-tempest, c. n. tempest at night.
Oft have I brav'd the chill night-iempesfs fury, . (2) 11. 3.

*ZrigUt-watching*, c. adj. awake at night-time.
A night-watching^ and door-waylaying thief, . . Horn. Merc. ii. 6.

*Niir^t-wind, c. n. wind at night-time.
And then the wz)fA/-wz«f/ Steaming from the shore, Laon^ ill. xxxiv. i.

Heard not the night-wind's rush, Q. Mab^ I. 8g.

Kightin^ale, n. A. Lit. a song-bird {Daulias luscinid).
Thy spirit's sister, the lorn nightingale .... Adonais^ XVII. i.

'Tis that enamoured nightingale Calderon^ III. 45.
Be silent, Nightingale— ill. 51.
How eyes must weep ! O Nightingale^ .... iii. 73.
Only the nightingale^ poor fond soul, .... Ch. ist, v. 8.

and a bird Which cannot be the Nightingale^ . Gisb. 288.
The nightingale's complaint, Ind. Ser. il. 5.

the lone Nightingale Has answered me .... L.aon^ x. ii. 2,

Not even the k;>-A^/w^. intrudes a note In rivalry, Orpheus, 123.
lulled by thee, delightful nightingale! . . . Pr. Athan. II. li. 41.
The accustomed nightingale stillbroods . . liosal. 142.
and soon her strain The ?/z>A/z>z^fl/fi began ; . . H05.
the n. Was pausing in her heaven-taught tale : . -*— 1116.
Only over head the sweet nightingale . . . Sensit. PI. I. 106.
One nightingale in an internuous wood . . . Woodman^ 4.
The singing of that happy nightingale , . . 11.

B. Fig. a woman so addressed.
loy aAox&A Nightingale / Epips. 10.

Hifflitingales, n. pi. of Nightingale. A. Lit.
Accompany the noon-day nightingales; . . . 444.
Were bless'd as nightingales on myrtle sprigs, . (Edipus^ I. 40.
There the voluptuous nightingales, Prom. II. ii. 24.
To silence the unenvying nightingales. .... ii. ii. 97.
Only the owls and the nightingales Rosal. 136.
And. vex the nightingales in every dell, .... Woodfnan^ 70.

XTi^htly, adj. (1) enjoyed at night.
watched his nightly sleep, Sleepless herself, , . Alastor, 134.
Had pillowed to his nightly rest

!

Rosal. 223.

(2) that shines at uight.

In the gaze of the nightly moon
;

Constant. I. 4.

(3) that arise at night.
While yet its leaves with nightly dews are wet, . Z,a(7«,vil.xxxvii.5.

(4) at night-time.
Through the niffhtly dells of the desart year. . . Prom, iv, 76.
Thou, Moon, which gazest on the nightly Earth iv. 524.

Ifiglitly, adv. every night.
Of our kings were nightly his

;
Mask^ xx. 2.

iJlNi^htmare, n. oppressive sleep or incubus, an evil dream.
But, when in ebon mirror, Nightm.are fell . . Loon, i. xxx. 5.
For like an eyeless night^mare Pr. Athan. 1. 120.

Nig'htniares, n. pi. of Nightmare.
Then he shakes from his skeleton folds the

nightmares, M.N. Spec. Hors. 53.
UTights, n. pi. of Night.

knelt down through the long sleepless nights . Cenci, I. iit 117.
Oi nights and days unborn Ch. ist, ll. 171.
When the dim nights were moonless, .... Laon, I. xlvi. 2.

The boat fled visibly^three nights and days, . xii.xxxiii.6.
Three days and nights we sailed, xil.xxxviii.i.
And in the moonless wi>A/j, Marenghi,xx\i\. \.

In the calm darkness of the moonless nights^ . Mont B. 130.
Palace-roof of cloudless nights / Ode to Heaven, i.

For nights of thought, and days of toil ? . . . Peter, Vi. viii. 2.

autumn nights have nipt all weaker kinds, . Pr. Athan. II. ii. 3.
My n. were once haunted by dreams of flame, . Rosal. 281.
Some say when nights are dry and clear, . . . Two Spirits, 41.A tale more fit for the weird winter nights, . . ii^itch,L,xxvill.6.

*Nig'lit-sliade, c. n. a poisonous plant {genus Solanum).
Upon a drooping bough with night-shade tsv'mQdi, Prom. in. iv. 79.
the nightshade^s tempting bane Q. Mab, VIII. 129.
The tangled locks of the nightshade's hair, , . Rosal. 208.

^Nig-ht-sliade, c, adj. attr. formed of Nightshade.
under blue night-shade bowers

;

Epips, 257.
Nile, n. the great river of Egypt.
Your worm oiNile Betrays not Ch. ist, i. 107.
shades the springs of .Ethiopian Nile, .... Loon Vi xl 6
As the great Nile feeds Eg^t

;

VI. xli 8.
Beside the eternal N, The Pyramids have risen. Q. Mab, ii. 126!
Nile shall pursue his changeless way : . , . . n. 128.

Tempest dwells By Nile's aerial urn. . ... . . Sonn. Nile^ 7.

floods are level And they are thine O Nile . . . 10.

many a dark and subterranean street Under
the Nile, Witch, lx. 7.

ZTilus, n. the Latin name for the Nile.

in the hours of sleep. To glide adown old Nilus, LVII. z.

Nine, adj. a cardinal number.
in nine years more The roots will be refreshed . Ch. 1st, I. 10.

Upon a sow-swine, whose farrows were ntne^ . . Faust, ll. 154.

Nine thousand perished ! Hellas, 514.
From whom he steals w/w^ silver spoons. . . Peter^ II. iii. 5,

I looked on them nine several days, . . . .
—— VI. xv. 1.

Nine weeks the tall vessel had lam . . . . . Vis. Sea, 45.

*Nine-lncli, c. adj. of the breadth of nihe inches.

Higli trotting over nine-inch bridges, . . Peter, VI. xx. £.

fNinefold, adj. nine times as great.

on all beside It turns with ninefold rage, . . . Loon, Vlll. xxi. 7.

Nineteen, adj. ten and nine.

Wordsworth informs us he was nineteen years . Witch, Ded. IV. i.

Thoueh he took nineteen years, and she three
days In dressing. -^^ V. 4.

jNipped, //. Fig. lethally injured.

The bloom, whose petals «2j^/ before they blew . Adonais, VI. 7.

When the shoots of earth are nipped m. the bud, Devil, xi. 4.
autumn nights have nipt all weaker kinds, . Pr. Athan. ll. iL 3.

Nipt, pp. (See Nipped.)
Nipt, ppl. adj. lethally injured.

the niptviovui. is crawling, Autumn, II. 1.

*Nitliona, n.

More pale his cheek than the snows oiNithona M.N.Spec.Hbrs.^i.
No, adj. not any.

li no bright bird, insect, or gentle beast .... Alastor, 13.
No change, no pause, no hope ! Yet I endure. . Prom. L 24.
although no memory be Ofwhat is hate, . . . i, 71,
the weary years From which there is no refuge, . i. 364.

No, adv. (1) as negation or denial.
Disdain ! Ah no! \ pity thee i. 53.
I loved—O no, I mean not one of ye, Zucca, III. it

(2) as correcting a previous direction or statement.
This evening :

—

no, at midnight and alone, . . . Cenci^ I. i. 147,

(3) with more, no longer, never again, never.
they could endure no more The tortures . . v. Hi. 20.
O, write no more the tale of Troy, . . . Hellas, 1078.
for 1 hate no more, Prom., i. 57.

Nobility, n. privileged families.
And all the chief nobility of Rome Cenci, I. ii. 57.

Noble, adj. (1) of the titled and privileged class.
Oneofthe«£?5/£race of the Colalti, . . . . Calderon, I. zyK.
Noble ladies ! Cend, iv. ii. 28.
stain not a noble house With vag^ue surmises . . iv. iv. 150,
Of these most innocent and nobh persons . . . v. ii. 188.

(2) used as an address of courtesy or honour.
But I do hope that you, my noble friends, . . i; iii. 7.
Will none among this TZi?^^ company .... —— i. iii. gi.
I do entreat you, go not, noble guests

;

. i. iii. qq.
Of loyal gentlemen and «(?*& friends . . . . Oi. u/, II. 288.'

(3) morally admirable and excellent.
Which gently in his noble bosom wake . Dcsmcn, li. 142.

II n ti It ,, . . . Q. Mab,viii.20i.
Excellent, just, and «o^/e Purganax CEdipus,ll.\.(^.
With heart impassive by more noble powers . . Q. Mab, v. 34.
linger long in awe Within his noble presence, . . v. i$y.

(4) fine in form and bearing.
By this omen I shall trace my noble herds, . I^om. Merc. li. 3.

Nobleman, n. one of the nobility.
The eldest son of a rich nobleman Cenci, II. ii. 10.

Nobler, adj. (1) of grander race.
nobler than The envious and admiring multitude. Ch. ist, 1. 147.
(2) more morally excellent or admirable.

Was man a nobler being

;

Deemon, 11. 126.

„ ." J " r, '». , ; •. Q. Mab, win. i'72.
tairer and nobler ^iva. each passmg year. . , . Dcemon, 11. 229.

Ti. 'i X-" .L " «7 " " ... g. Affl*, IX. 137.
The baser from the nobler; Epips. 176.

(3) more exalted.
But something nobler than to live and die— . . fulian; 187.A warmer zeal, a nobler hope now find

; . . . Laon, iv. xiii. •j-.

There is a wo^/tfr glory, Q. Mab,v.ixjif.
Nobles, n. titled and privileged persons.

Nobles, and sons of nobles, patentees, .... Ch. ist, i. 150.
The mob of peasants, nobles, priests, and kings, Q. Mab, v. 58'.

Noblest, adj. (1) of most exalted aspirations.
The meanest or the Kod/fj/' life. C?m«', lii. i. 236
With purest blood of Mo^/fj/ hearts

;

Ch. 1st, IV.2S.
(2) most honourable.

sweetest, last and noblest title—death ; , . . . Q. Mab, V. 222.

(3) most admirable or beautiful.
And leaving noblest things vacant and chidden, . Zucca, iv. 6.

Nobly, adv. of a titled family.
but Lionel We know is rich and nobly bom. . . Rosal. 672.

Nobody, n, used as a name equivocally.
My name is Nobody Cycl. 556.
'Twas Nobody destroyed me .' 5^3*
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I say 'twas Nobody Who blinded me CycL 679.

where, I ask, is Nobody ? . . 683.

*Noctnrxial, adj. nightly, by night.

calls Her venomous brood to their noctur. task, Q. Mab^ ill. 62.

STod, n. Fig. indication of will.

And the good cease to tremble at Tyranny's n. / Deaths Dial. 4.

Thou art the judge beneath whose W(7i/ .... Q. Mab^ ill. 2ig.

Nodding, ppl adj. (1) quivering.

the far level grass and nodding flowers .... Sunset.^ 14.

(21 Fig. that project and seem to nod.
The nodding promontories, and blue isles, . . Ode Lib. iv. i.

IJTods, n. inclinations of the head.
Those n. and smiles were favours worth thezechin. Tasso, 14.

Nods, V. intr. Fig. totters.

A later Empire nods in its decay : Hellas^ 870.

'Nointed. (See Anointed.)

Noise, n. (^1) sound, audible movement.
What noise is that among the boughs ? . . . . Calderon^ I. 59.

Hush ! Hark ! What noise is that ? Cenci^ IV. ii. 38.

Before our father shall perceive the noise. . . . Cycl. 602.

and the blithe «owtf Of song Ifom. Merc. I.XXVII. 1.

the spirit-sinking noise Of heartless mirth . Mother Sf Son^ Vll. 6.

Their whistling noise made the birds aghast. . . Sensit PI. iii. 37.

(2) disluroance.

Seek far from Ttoise and day some western cave, Dcemon^ I. 28.

Noiseless, adj. inaudible.

But conscience in low, noiseless whispering spoke. St. Ir. (i) III. 5.

*Noisy, adj. obtrusive.

the proud and noisy pomp of wealth ! . . . . Q. Mab^ V. 78.

None, n. no one, not anyone.
None frowned, none trembled, n. with eaeer fear Prom. III. iv. 137.

Where 71. wanted but it, could belong to the giver, Sensit. PI. l. 73.

None, adj. no other.

To thee, and to none else of living things, . . . Prom. I. 372.

None, pron.
he had no claim, As the world says—iVJ3«ff— . . Julian, 263.

Nook, n. secluded spot or retreat.

one silent nook Was there Alastor^ 572.

And every little corner, nook and hole .... Cenci. ll. j. 179.

From the hearth's obscurest nook Fr. Ghst. Sty. 2.

where many a wff^A Was filled Horn. Merc. -siA. s.

In a green mossy nook, with mountain flowers . L,aon^ vi. xxvi. 9.

Even to a nook of unblown violets ... . . Unf. Dr. 202.

A mimic day within that deathy nook; . . . Witch, lxx. 4.

Noon, n. A. Lit. midday.
If dewy morn, and odorous noon^ and even, . . Alastor^ 5.

Have spread their glories to the gaze of noori. . 468.

I stand at noon upon the peak of Heaven, . . . Apollo, v. i.

It panted for thee like the hind at noon .... Arabic, Imit. 1.3.

Even though the noon be calm. . Ch. ist, I. 39.

In the pleasant air of Mi7f7«, Constant, l. 2.

And in the sun-warm noon 'Tis sweet to drink. . Cycl. S^,
Noon descends around me now : ^ug. Hills^ 285.

'Tis the noon of autumn's glow, 286.

Noon descends, and after noon _

——- _
yto.

Whose sunny hours from mornings until noon . . Fiordispina^ 2.

which chilled the burning noon with fear, . Ginevra, 87.

The dark arrow fled In the K(70» 212.

blazoned as on heaven's immortal noon . . Hellas, 223.

Bask in the deep blue noon divine ... . 657.

From waves on which weary noon IQ45*

He began playing on the lyre at noon^ .... Hont. Merc. III. 2.

Thaws in the "height of »oi?w, /would, 7.

more solemn and serene When noon is past— Int. Beauty,^ vii, 2.

And the blue noon is over us Jane, Invitn, 64.

like dew beneath the beams oi noon Laon^ I. v. 9.

the lulling air Of noon beside the sea, .... ll. xjcvii. $.

Mom fled, noon came, evening, III. iv. i.

The noon was calm and bright : iH- xv. i,

so bright, that noon did breed No shadow . . . III. xvi. 3.

Its safls were flagging in the breathless noon— . III. xvii. 3.

white clouds of woo« which oft were sleeping, . . vii. xv. 3.

Waved by the wind amid the sunnv «ooM, . . . Vlli.xxx.4.

Winter, and Spring, and Mom, and A^., and Even, IX. xxxv. 4.

at WiJow the public crier went forth, ... . x. xli. 1.

ere noon, the fear Of Hell became'a panic, . . . x. xliv. 6.

thro' mom, and Wi7(7«, and even xil.xxxiii.7.

Mom, noon, and even, that boat of pearl . . . xil. xxxv. i.

When the hot noon has drained its dewy cup, Music, Ipant, iii. 3.

Whose stars the noon has quenched not. . . . From. 11. i. 131.

We shall rest from long labours at wciJW.- . . . II. iv. 173.

The sun will rise not until noon II- v. 10.

Outlives the noon, ^TTr Y^'
^^^'

springeth in the morn And perisheth ere noon, . Q. Mab, II. 229.

To meet the quiet of a summer's noon vii. 266.

was coldest maid or boy In winter noon. . . . Reviewer, 11.

When the skies are deep in the stainless noon, . Rosal. 958.

at »tf(7w they were felt Sensit. PI. in. 76.

The purple noon's transparent might St. Dejection, i. 4.

That fades amid the blue noon's burning sky, . Sunset, 3.

And noon lay heavy on flower and tree, . ... To Night, III. 4.

And a cold glare, intenser than the noon, . . . .Triumph, 77.

like eagles to their native noon, —— 131-

wind which heals the brow at noon Unf. Dr. 37.

as, noon by noon. The sun averted ^
—— 19^'

cast no shadow at noon Vis. ^a, 47.

The silver »£7(?« into that winding dell, . . . . PFiVcA, XXXIX. i.

^ B. Fig. (1) fierce clear light,

shelterless In the broad noon Of public scorn, . , Cenci, IV. i. 82.

(2) full power.
he has gained This height of Mi3fl»— , . . . Ch.\st,\.^o.

(3) the centre or middle.
Darkness has dawned in the Bast On the noon

of time : Hellas, 1024.

Or in the noon of interlunar night, Witch, XLVii. 2.

(4) prime.
In the bright wisdom of youth's breathless noon, Laon,vlu. xxix. 8.

He fled like a shadow before its noon ; . . . . Unf. Dr. 2.

']:Noon-da7, c. n. midday.
At noon-day here 'Tis twilight, Cenci, Ill.i. 264,

Are awake thro' all the broad noon-day. . . . Protn. Ii. ii. 25.

Crept and flitted in broad noon-day Unseen ; . . Sensit. PL ill. 79.

fNoonday, c. adj. attr. pertaining to, or at, midday or noon.

Yet dripping with The forest's noonday dew, . Adonais, xxxiil. 5.

And twilight phantasms, anddeep w(?(7«i/. thought, Alastor, 40.

The noonday sun Now shone upon the forest, . . 420.

twin-sisters, keep Their noonday watch, .... 456.

Impenetrable by the Mtfowd&jv beam, ... . Caldeton, l. 2\%.

In their noon-day dreams Cloud, 4.

like a noon-day dawn, there shone Epips. 276.

Accompany the noon-day nightingales ; . . . . 444'

I have extinguished the noon-day son, .... Falsehood, 64.

Our noonday path over the sanguine foam . . . Hellas, 505.

Ominous signs Are blazoned ... on the n. sky : . ^^'..

He walks in lonely gloom beneath the noond. sun. Laon^ V. xlii. 9.

The King felt pale upon his noonday throne : . . -—
• Vll. viii. i.

Felt it in some wild noonday dream, . . . Love, ig.

But a dim and noonday gleam Ode to lieaven, 35.

Or grass-hoppers that live on noon-day dew, . . CEdipus, I. 41.

So bright that she will dim the noon-day sun ; . ^..?9S-

Like the soft waving wings of noonday dreams, , Prom. ill. iii. 145.

^would change, as the ?ioon-day sea Rosal. 1017.

Though the noonday sun looked clear and bright, Sensit. PL III. 24.

noonday smoke Of fresh human carrion :— ... Sijniles, 1. 4.

birds within the noon-day aether lost Triumph, 64.

drunk with the noonday dew : Witch, VIII. 4.

Noon-tide, c.'w. the time about noon, midday.
At noon-tide they flow Through the woods below Arethusa,y. 10.

Which noon-tide kindles thro the woven leaves ; Prom. II. ii. 76.

But, should we stay to speak, noont. would come, il. ii. 89.

In all that dwells at noontide here : Rosal. 127.

Like a doe in the noon-t. with love's sweet want, Sensit. PL I. 11.

The quivering vapours of dim noontide, ....
_
I. 90.

fNoontide, c. adj. attr. at or pertaining to noon or midday.

at the noontide hour, Epips. 552.

waters, azure with the noon-tide day Laon, l. xlviii. 6.

The noontide sun was darkened with that smoke, X. xlvi._i.

whose young gaze Feeds on the noontide beam, . xi. xxiii. 2.

As are the noon-tide-^lumes of summer winds . Prom. II. i. 37.

Thro' the noon-tide darkness deep II. i- 181.

By the woodland noon-tide dew ;
II. i. 199.

Creeps here his noontide thirst to slake, . . . Rosal. 1 15.

The fightning of the w^Jow-Z/d^ ocean . . . St. Dejection, 11.6.

Murmured like a noon-tide bee To Night, IV. 4.

(2) applied to night.

And the night's noontide clearness, . . . . . Alastor, 447.

*Noon-wandering, c. adj. a meteor passing at midday.
a noon-wandering meteor flung to Heaven ; . . Witch, XLVI. 2.

Noons, n. pi. of Noon. A. Lit.

May I then play beside thee the long noons, . . Pro^. ill. iv. 28.

Nor, conj. neither.

Nor had that scene lost in his heart its claims Alastor, g.s.

You cannot now recall your sister's peace ; . .

.

Nor your wife's bitter words : Cenct, III. ii. 56.

wor shall our lot Be as you counsel, . . . Hom.Merc.sxvill.6.
North, n. (1) the coldest part of the earth's surface.

From the keen breath of the serenest north. . . Cenci, V. ii. 115.

fountains Of darkness in the North .-—.... Laon, xi. ii. 4.

The unmaternal bosom of the North Prol. Hellas, 43.

(2) the northern point of the compass.
from north to south, Ch.ist,u. 421.

Bore down at day-break from the North, . . . Hellas, 478.

aery Alps towards the North appeared .... Julian, 68.

For to the North I saw the town on fire, . . . Laon, vi. iv. i.

(3) the northern part of England or Scotland.

An army must be sent into the norih / . . . . Ch. ist, 11. 333.

(4) the northern parts of Europe.
Anarchs of the North lead forth their legions . . Naples, 137.

(5) the north wind.
Stripped to their depths by the awakening north ; Julian, 24.

the north breathes steadily Beneath the stars, . Laon, Vlll. i. 6.

North, adj. that blows from the northern point ofthe compass.
Tell that the norih wind reigns in the upper air. . Ch. \st, rv. ro.

As the north wind to the clouds, Fr. Italy, 2.

till the fwrth wind Sprung from the sea, . . . Hellas, 496.
its white sails were fed "W^th the north wind— . Laon, VII. xl. 7.

And the clear norih wind was driving it. . . . RosaL 1200.

the general north wind breaks Into ten thousand
waves St. Epips, 19.

When the north wind congregates in crowds . . Summer, 3.

Northern, adj. (1) situated in high latitudes.

Or like the sea on a Northern shore, Apenn. 4.

On the beach of a northern sea Eug. Hills, 45.
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(2) in the region of the North star.

in the northern Heaven, Among the clouds . . Laon, II, x. 4.

(3) blowing from the North point of the compass.
Rose like the war-cry of the northern wind . . Hellas^ 291.

Like insect tribes before the northern gale : . . Laon^ V. viii. 2.

When winter rides on the northern blast, . . M. N. S^ec. Hors. 32.

And a northern whirlwind, wandering about . . Sensit. PL III. 1 10.

ITortliern, adj, Scottish.

This brood of northern vipers Ch. ist, 11. 216.

Norway, n. a dominion of northern Europe.
From the oaths broke in Genoa and in Norway ; Hellas^ 560.

Worway, c. adj. attr. Norwegian.
As the Norway woodman quells, Bug. Hills^ 269.

Norwe^an, adj. of Norway.
the gloomy pines of a Norwegian vale Laon^ xil. vi. 9.

Nose, n. the organ of smell.

Satan poked his red nose into crannies so small, Devil^ vii. i.

Burying his nose in every heap of dung. .... Faust^ I. 52.

Noseg'ay, n. a bunch of odorous flowers.

I made a nosegay^ bound in such a way . . . Question^ V. £.

Noses, n. pi. of Nose.
slit each other's noses and ears ....... Ch. \st^ II. 61.

Now let your noses be as keen as beagles, . . CBdipus^ II. ii. 121.

Nostrils, n. the cavities of the nose.

he would spread His nostrils to the blast, . . . Laon^ VI. xlv. 6.

Thou breathest on their nostrils., Prom. 11. v. 6.

Not, adv. expression of negation, denial, or absence.

Not all to that bright station dared to climb ; . . Adonais^ V. 2.

I ask not gold ; I ask not happy years ; . . . . Cenciy III. i. 289.

We look before and after, And pine for what is n. : Skylark^ 87.

Note, n. (1) renown, reputation.

Midst others of less note^ came one frail Form, . Adonais^ xxxi. 1

.

Cromwell, and other rebels of less noie^ . . Ch. ist, II. 362.

(2) an expression in sound.
Not music's most impassioned note Byes, 6.

Not even the nightingale intrudes a n. In rivalry, Orpheus. 123.

Or the soft note in which his dear lament . . . Triumph, 421.

(3) mark of time.

nor change of seasons made Its note, . . . . ; Laon^ VII. xxvi. 3.

(4) a voucher for a certain sum of money.
With five-pound note as compliment, Peter, vi. iL 4.

r5) a short letter.

With a brief note of compliment, vi. xvi. "3.

Note, V. tr. (1) show, make evident.

My manners note that I did long repel ; . . . . Laon, IV. xvii. 5.

Black ashes note where their proud city stood. . Q. Mab, iv. 67.

(2) remark, take notice of.

that I with fear did note His purpose, .... Laon vii. xxvii. 5.

Noted, V. tr. remarked, remembered.
And Peter noted -what he said .... Peter, v. i. 4.

Noted,//, remarked, noticed.

Have you not noted tha.t the Fool of late ., . . Ch. ist, II. 460.

^Noteless, ad/, unknown and unworthy of remembrance.
Thou noteless blot on a remembered name ! . Adonais, xxxvil. 3.

Notes, n. expressions in sound.
Strangers have wept to hear his passionate notes, Alastor, 61.

With voice far sweeter than thy dying notes, . . 286.

'Tis wilder than the unmeasured notes .... Dcemon^ I. 53.
but soothing notes Of ivy-fingered winds . , . II. 206.

n ji ») >» 11 ... g. Mab, IX. 127.

are we not formed, as notes of music are, . . Epips. 142.

Sweet notes of love. Faust, Ii. ^^.
The magic notes, like spark on spark, .... II. 186.

The softest Mo^^j of fallmg rills, GuitarJane, io.
The penetrating notes dicflive and move . . Horn. Merc. LXXI. 8.

the notes were not sweet till you sung them . . Jane, I. 5.

With ever changing notes it floats along, . . . L.aon^ xii, xvii. 7.

Like notes which die when born, Lerici, 13.

What heavenly notes burst on my ravish'd ears, . M. N. Ravail, 28.

Hark to those n., how sweet, how thrilling sweet 69.
Loosen the notes in a silver, shower ; . . . . Music, Ipant, i. 4.

Hurries them fast from these air-feeding «(7/^j/ . Orpheus, ^o.

And tender love that fed those sweetest ^wtes, . 65.
overflows in Mo/^j of liquid gladness, . . . Pr.Athan.i\.\{,7^%.
How the notes sink upon the ebbing wind ! . . . Front. II. i. 195.
Like the notes of a spirit ... iv. 52.

Even whilst we speak New notes arise IV. 185.

the unmeasured notes Of that strange lyre . . . Q.-Mab, 1. 51.

That sprung from these sweet notes^ VIII. 28.

suddenly 'Tis scattered in a thousand notes, . . Rosal. 1108.

As swift and swifter the «(3^£j came .... ii45'

To low soft notes now changed and dwindled, . 1163.

And as the stem notes floated around, ... .St. Ir. (3) xvill. 4.
Or how could thy notes flow Skylark, 85.

the sweet notes tnat move The sphere .... Triumph, 478.

Notes, V. tr. remarks, takes note of.

his being Mo^fij The gradual renovation, .... Dmmon, II. 112.

„ ,, „ ,,
„".... ^. ^fl^, VIII. 142.

*Not3iinff, n. (1) nought else to do.
There remains nothing But to apply the question Cenci, V. ii. 184.

(2) non-existent.
How fearful! to hs nothing/ Or to be . . . . v. iv. 55.

(3") nought.
Smashed glass—and nothing movfil Peter, i. xv. 5.

In nothing—y^t in everything Peter^ II. i. 5,

Where nothing \s, but all things seem, .... Sensit. PI. IV. 11.

(4) of little consideration.

that to be Nothing, was all his glory Peter, vi. xxii. 5.

*Notliinffuess, n. non-existence.

Of death, and nothingness, and rest, Rosal. 403.

NotMugs, n, (1) intangibilities.

strike with our spirit's knife Invulnerable noth. Adonais, xxxix. 6.

(2) nobodies.
But wretched nothings, think ye not to flee . . Cycl. 6y2.

(3) meaningless phrases.

Evasive meanings, M(?M(«jfJ of much sound, . . Q. Mab,lV. 2^^.

Notice, n (1) cognizance, attention.

the glimmering moon Betrayed them to our n. ; . Cenci, IV. iv. 86.

{2) intimation.

I leave this notice on my door Jane, Invitn, 29.

(3) instruction, direction.

And this short notice—' Pray abuse.' Peter, VI. ii. 5. ^
'^Noticed, v. tr. remarked, noted.

Nor noticed I where joyously Rosal. 525.

Noting, pr. ppie. remarking, observing.

And noting he replied not Julian, 166.

Nouglit, n. not anything, nothing.
Nought we know, dies Adonais, xx. 6.

nought but vagrant bird, or wanton wind, . . . Alastor, 410.
Ana nought hxit knarled roots of ancient pines . 530.
It matters not !—for nought we see or dream, . Hellas, 921.
who nought knew or meant But to obey : . . . Laon, vii. viii. 7.

Nought may endure but Mutability Mutability, 16.

nought That in the house that storm had caught Peter, i. xiv. 4.
They should inherit nought: Rosal. 489.
who knows the dead le^ nought? 545.

Noug-ht, adj. (1) of no moment.
'tis nought That ages, empires, and religions . Adonais, XLVIII. 2.

(2) no other thing.

daughter of high birth—she can be nought beside. Laon, Vlll. ii. 9.

Nourisby v. tr. support, sustain, keep up.
and could nourish in the sun's domain .... Adonais, XVII. 4.
To nourish their bright lives with baser prey, . Epips. ^2.
Happy are they whom thy mild favours nourish, Horn. Earth, 12.

with her maternal ministry Nour. innumerable, . Horn. Venus, 7.

To nourish some far desart : . . . , . Laon, ii. xxiii. 6.
Thou dost nourish these young flowers .... Froserp. II. 2.

Nourished, v. tr. gave birth and maintenance to.

And what city nourished ye ? Cycl. 256.

Nourished,//. A. Lit. supported and fed.

Live, move, and there are nourished— . . . Horn. Earth, 6.

B. J^tg. (1) instructed, taught.
An hundred tribes M^jwyzj^^i/ on strange religions Naples, 139.

(2) fed, brought up,
bom in blood, and nourishedWith tears and toil, Hellas, 850.

Nourishes, v. tr. supports and feeds.
^^hich the mighty Mother mild Nourishes . . Hotn. Merc. xcvi. 6.

iNourishing-, pr. pple. causing to flourish.

Nourishing each tender gem Epithal. (2) 29.
NouriBhiuent, n. (1) support,- maintenance.
To their defence and nourishment. .... Mask, XLI. 4.

(2) moral aid and support.
that to human thought art nourishment, . . . Int. Beauty, iv, 8.

Novelty, n. new or strange thing.
And tell of mine own heart this novelty / . . . Dante Conv. 9.

^November, n. the eleventh month of the year.
From November to May, Aututnn, I. 7.

Now, adv. (1) at this present time.
Still, dark, and dry, and unremembered now. . Alastor, 671.
And hands, which now write only their own shame. Ch. 1st, iii. 20

(2) by this time.
^

His child had now become A woman ; . . . Julian, 588.
Now-a-days, adv. in the present age.
Now-a-days People assert their rights : . , . . Faust, 11. 279.

Nowhere, adv. never, not anywhere.
Thou, whom seen nowhere, I feel everywhere. . Zucca, iii. 6.

Number, n. (1) a certain aggregate,
'tis The custom now to represent that number. . Faust, ll. 408.
(2) the persons included in a reference.

Whose lover was of the number Hellas, 17.
All unaware three of their number slew, . . . Laon, iii. x. 7.

(3) multitude, or quantity.
In unvanquishable number, Mask, xxxvill. 2.

(4) one or more numeral figures.
to dream Of a particular number in tlie Lottery, CBdipus, l. 128.

Number, v. tr. reckon.
Number delightful hours— Z^w«,xii.xxxviiiv2.

Numbered, pp. (1) to be reckoned or accounted.
or be numbered not Among the things that are ; ix xxix. c
(2) lived through.

and the years Which she had numbered . . . Mother& Son 1.2.

(3) reckoned, taken note of.

Perchance it has not numbered i\\& slow yeare . Front. I. 422.
her stars, . . . are numbered, and roll on f . . . jy. 420
If age be ww»?.$£reafby itsyears: Rosal. 422.
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Alastor^ 163.

, Con. Sing, II. 4.

*Nnmberest, v. tr. takest note of.

thou nufnberesi The flowers, Hellas^ 742.

lX\xia\iexin.z, ^. pple, reckoning up.
«M»«^fi?'z«^o'ertheinyriadSof thy slain, . . . Q. Mab^ W. 2^1.

la'tuuberless, adj. Fig. very numerous, difficult to count.
Numberless and immeasurable halls, .... Aldsior^ 92,
The cavern has recesses KMOTitfWlwj/ .... Cytl. 175.

SSTuinliers, n. (1) hosts or multitudes of people.
If numbers, wealth, or unfulfilling years, . . . Hellas^ay^.
What are numbers knit By force or custom ? , Polti. Great, g.

(2) musical verse or song.
wild numbers then She raised,
Thou breathest now in fast ascending numbers.

ZTumbers, v. tr. is able to reckon upon.
His hosts of blind and unresisting dupes The

despot numbers; Q. Mab, V. 70.

*NTinibiug', ppL adj. chilly, paralysing.
with its numbing lo6]f, .,

Faust^ ll. s^6,
*liriuneroiLS, ac^'. (1) great in number, many.
iV^ww^rtwwasleavesthatstrewtheautumnalgale; iMon, I. xxix. 4.
Is mother earth A step-dame to her numer. sons, Q. Mab, III. 207.
Numerous as gnats upon the evening gleam, . Trtumpk, 46.
These shadows, num. as the dead leaves blown 528.

(2) of great variety.

numerous viands culled From every clime, .

*Ntiniidiau, adj. of Numidia.
Like him whom the Numidian seps did thaw

liTTLii, n. a woman bound by monastic vows.
And her skeleton form the dead Niin rear'd, .

Hnptial, adj. pertaining to or used for marriage.
Ginevra from the nupHal altar went ; . . . . Gtnevra, 9.

For there is prepared thy «»2&2fza/ bed M. N. Ravail^ya^
which Proteus old Made Asia's nuptial boon, . Prom. III. iii. 66.

whose nuptial hciA. Is^earth's unpityinghosom, . Q. Mdb, lii. 104.

ZTurse, n. A. Lit. (1) one who tends a child.
Fiordispina and her n. are now Upon the steps Fiordispina, 51.
thou wert then to me As is a nurse— . . . Gtsb. 185.

Wins sleep from some fond nurse Loon. xii. xiv. 9.

Than a baby's rocked on its nurse's knee, . . Rosal. 347.

(2) one who tends a sick person.
She is the madhouse nurse who tends on me, . Cenci^ III. i. 41.
The nursey who with some water gruel .... Peter, I. vi. 2.

B. Fig.
Have charmed their n. coy Silence near her lids Dcemon. I. 24.

So White Winter, that rough nurse, . , . DirgeforYear^ II. 3.

but Fear, The nurse of Vengeance, Laon, ix. xiii. 2.

Hate must be The nurse and parent still . . ~ XI. xv. 9,
The bosom of their violated nurse Groaned, . . Ode Lib. 11. 13.

This world is the nurse of all we know, . There is nowork, 1^.

Kurse, v. tr. A. Lit. tend carefully.

Did you not nurse me when my mother died ? . Cenci, II. i. 89.

B. Fig. (1) help as a nurse might do.
And nurse them from the cradle to the grave

(2) encourage growth and increase.

Will I not nurse this life of feverous hours : .

To nurse the image of unfelt caresses
did nurse my spirit's folded powers Laon, II. i. 9.

Nursed, v. tr. A, Lit. tended in infancy.

, Q. Mab, III. 47.

, Prom. III. i. 40.

. St. Ir. (3) XVI. I.

. Fr. Pea. Eng. 7.

. Cenci, II. ii. 144.
. Fr. Unsat. 5.

The mountain-nymphs who nurst thee,
~ ~' 1 for

. Cycl 4.

. Unf. Dr. 180.

. Sensit. PI. II. 40.

B. Fig. cared for and tended,
Day by day I nursed the plant

Zrnxsed, pp. A. Lit. tended in infancy.

Could never have nursed them more tenderly.

B. Fig. (1) held like a nurse.
Whom I have nursed a baby in my arms. . .

I had nursed Her fine and feeble limbs . . .

(2) brought up from infancy.
From the fierce savage, nursed in hate ? . .

(3) maintained without exertion.

Who, nursedin ease and luxury, Q. Mab, ill. 210.

. Julian, 151.

. Rosal. 869.

(4) cherished.
If WMy-jfiif by thy selectest dew of love . . . . C<s«a*, IV. i. 123.

A changeling ofman's art, nursed ^xa\A Nature's
brood .... Loon, iv. i. 9.

for Ipve had nurst us in the haunts VI. xH. 4.

made free,—a hope which we have nurst . . . vii. xxxv. 8.

Nursedhy fear's dew of poison,- grows thereon, . vni. vi. 7.

Like the spark nursedin embers Prom. II. iii. 84.

Nursed 3i:motig lilies near a brimming stream. . — III. iii. 99.

ZTurses, n. A. Lit. pi. of Nurse, ». (1).

Such as the nurses frighten babes withal : . . . Q. Mab, vii. 147.

B. Fig. promoters, fosterers.

Nurses of rainbow flowers and branching moss, Alastor, 599.

Nursing, ppl. adj. suckling, feeding.

Smiling upon her from her nUrsifighreasL . . Cenci, IV. i. 149.

ITursling, n. Fig. (1) child, offspring.

The nursling of thy widowhood, Adonais, VI. 2.

Mourn its latest nursling fled ? Eug. Hills, 188.

.

And the nursling of the sky ; . Cloud, 74.
O sleep, «Mr;f/z»^ of gloomy night) Cycl. 60$.

Ocean's nursling, Venice lies, Bug. Hills, 95.

(2) used in the sense of a child = a person.

Bum for a K«r;s/2«^ of mortality Horn-. Venus, /^$.

And she a w«rj//«^ of captivity /.atf«, v. xxvii. 8.

Nursling", c. adj. attr. needing anurse's care.

And I am weak like a nursling fi^xXA, .... Rosal. 590.

*Nursling's, n. Fig. (1) children =people.
Her renovated nurslings yrey, ... ... Hellas, 87.

Nurslings of one mighty Mother, Mask, XXXVII. 3.

(2) young flowers or blooms.
The wandering wind her nurslings might caress ; Loon, vi. xxviii. 7.

by the nurslings that linger there ? Unf. Dr. 65.

(3) outcomes, offshoots.

Nurslings of immortality ! Profn. I. 749.
Twin nurslings of the all-sustaining air ... I. 754.

Nurst. (See Nursed.)

Nurtured,//, trained, educated.
By solemn" vision, . . . His infancy was nurtured. Alastor, 68.

It had been nurtured in divinest lore

:

. . Loon, I. xxxvii. 3.

Nurtures, v. tr. A. Lit. sustains, nourishes.
like the Pontic t3^ant,A'«?'/Mrffj himselfon poison, CEdipus, I. 356.

B. Fig. preserves or cherishes.

Nurtures within its unimagined caves, . . . Two Fr. Invoc. I. 2.

^ Nutriment, n. Fig. mental or moral aliment.
transmutes All things to guilt which is its nutri. Cenci, IV. iv. 180.

shaH take And interchange sweet nutriment; . Prom. ili. iii. 96.
Had been with purer nutrinunt supplied, . . . Triumph, 302.

Nuts, n. hard shelled fruit.

Have given the ape-guards apples, nuts, and gin, CEdipus, I. 321.

Nymph, n. female semi-deities of the ancients.
the light Of the fleet nympti's flight Arethusa, II. 17.

Like some nymph divinest, Cycl. 521.
And where the ambrosial n. with happy will Hom. Merc, xxxvill. 5,
Euryphaessa, large-eyed nymph, brought forth ; Hom. Sun, 4.
The bright nymph Lyda,— Pan, Echo, 4.
And the rose like a nymph to the bath addrest, . Sensit. PI. I. 29.
And eveiy nymph of stream and spreading tree, IVztch, x. i.

Nymphs, n. pi. of Nymph.
The Oread nymphs are weeping— Bion. Aden. 16.
Calj^so and the glaucous ocean Nymphs, . . . Cycl. 243.
As was your wont among the Grecian Nymphs . 426.
The daemons and the n. repeat The harmony. . Hellas, 709.
And the Nymphs of the woods and waves, . . Pan, II. 7.

Blue Proteus and his humid nymphs Prom, ill, ii. 24.
and ye, Fair sister nymphs, in. iii. 8.

And you fair nymphs looking the love we feel ; . in. iv. 114.
Of the NympJCs of earth or ocean

;
... Sophia, i. 2.

*Nysa, n. a mountain in India.
beyond the peak Of Bacchic Nysa Prom. in. iii. 154.

O
O. (1) interjection.

O, weep for Adonais t tfapugb our tears .... Adonais, i. 2.

Rome,, which is the Sepulchre O, not of him, . . XLVIII. 2.

I 'loved

—

O no, I mean not one of ye, Zucca^. in. i.

(2) interjection of address.
Thou too, O Comet beautiful and fierce .... Epij^s, 368.

Oak, n. a forest tree {genus Quercus).
The oak. Expanding its immense and knotty arms, Alastor, 431.
The knotty limbs of an enormous oak, .... Cycl. 376.
When itdoth rive the knots ofsome ancestral (7a^. Laon, iv. vi. 9.

It shews the bending oak, the roaring stream. . M. N. Ravail, 4.
And the fair oak, whose leafy dome affords . . Q. Mab, VI. 209.
as a eiant oak, which heaven's fierce flame . . Vll. 259.
Which lit the oak that overhung the hedge . . . Question, IV. 5.

Has parched some h'eaven-deligliting oak, . , . Rosal. 788.
As from an ancestral oak Similes, i. 1.

tOak, c. adj. attr. of an oak tree.

A great oak stump now is lying Cycl. 617.

*Oak-leaves, c. n. leaves of the oak tree.

Upon a couch of grass and oak-leaves interlaced. Loon, iv. ii. 9.

*Oak-splinter, c. n. a fragment of an oak tree.

An oak'^piititer pierced through his breast . . Vis. Sea, 64.

^Oak-toppinffs, n. cuttings from oak trees.

Seemed like the trail of oak-toppings :— . . Horn. Merc. Lix. 4.

Oaks, n. pi. of Oak, n.

The oaks and mountains cry Ai ! ai I Adonis ! . Bion. Adon. 30.
Of these wild OflAr and pines— Calderon,\\. Ynz,
Of poplars and dark <7a^j-, Z.00W, ix.'i. 7.
Crowned with a ring of (?a^ Orpheus 2.
And in the knarl^d heart of stubborn oaks, . Witch, xxil. 6.
The solid oaks forget their strength xxiii. 4

.
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Oar, «. an instrument for rowing.
Will spread his sail and seize his oar ^ttg. Hills., 136.
And she cried : Ply the oarI Fugitives^ II. 6.

jOared, pp. Fig. moved as by oars.
The pinnace, oaredhy those enchanted wings, . Wiichy XLV. 7.

"'Oaring, pr. pple. paddling in the manner of oars.
^aWw^ with rosy feet its silver boat, . . . , Z.a(7«, vil. xxvii.a.

Oars, n. pi. of Oar.
Leaning upon their oars^ Oyc/. 19.
Sails, o.y and stream, tending to one endeavour ; Laon^ i. vii. 5.
The old man took the oars^ and soon .... iv. i. i.

And the oars and the sails ; Serchio, 5.

Oath, n. a solemn asseveration or declaration.
Aye, read the letters if you doubt my oath. . . Cencz\ i. iii. 69.
I swear a great ooM, by my father's head, . Ifom. Merc. XLVil. i.

(It is, you will allow, an oaM of might) . . . lxv. 2.

By sacred %tjs. a mighty oath to swear . . . Lxxxvin. 8.
the oath was terrible XCI. 8.
she swore An oath not unperformed, Horn. Venus., 24.
and to our oath do thou Give sanction, .... Laon^ X. xxix. 5.
'to break Our holy oath?^— xil. xii. 2.

And swore in his soul a great oath then, . , , Peter, V. xvii. 2.

Oaths, n. (1) solemn pledges or declarations.
From the oaths broke in Genoa and in Norway ; Hellas^ 560.
wordy oaths Sworn in his dreadful name, . . . Q. Mab^ vi. n6.

(2) profane use of God's name.
Which pump up oaths from clergymen Gisb. 109.

Oats, n. an esculent grain {Avena sativd).
Who eat the oats Up, CBdipus^ 1. 25.

Obdurate, adj. unfeeling, inflexible.

But custom maketh blind and obdurate .... Loon, IV. ix. i.

Obdurate spirit ! Prol. Hellas, i6o.
Obedience, n. compliance, submission.
Wouldst thou have honour and obedience . . , Cenct, I. iii. 148.
Obedience and Mutiny, Like giants Hellas, 532.
obedience, Bane of all genius, virtue, freedom, . Q. Mab, III. 177.

Obedient, adj. (1) compliant, in accord with.
His wandering step Obedient to high thoughts, . Alastor^ 107.
O^tfrfi'cw/ to the sweep of odorous winds . . . . 317.
Obedient to the light That shone within his soul, 492.
Obedient to the sweep of aery song, Damon, i. 115.

(2) submissive.
And stop obedient to the reins of light : . . . . Q. Mab, l. 62.

^Obedienljy, adv. submissively.
Following me obediently^ with pain Of heart, . Loon, vi. xliii. 5.
Obediently they came, Like sheep x. v. 3.

^Obelisk, n, a slender shaft with pyramidal apex.
Sculptured on alabaster ofe/ij^, Alastor, 113.
Palace, and obelisk, and temple solemn, . . . Front, iv. 345.

*Obelisks, n. pi. of Obelisk.
Shine like obelisks of fire, Fug. Hills. 107.
Which, from their unworn obelisks^ look forth . F^offt. ill. iv. 170.

Obey, V. I. tr, (1) submit to, follow.
Refuse to obe^ her canons, Ch. 1st, II. 224.
Look ye obey the masters of the craft Cycl. 477.
the Serpent did obey Her voice Loon, I. xx. 8.

Mysterious fate thy mandate I obey M.N. Despair^ 29.
I must obey his words and thine : alas ! . . . . From. i. 435.
The elements obey me not III, i. 80.
Obey the spells of wisdom's wizard skill ; . . . Witch, xix. 3.

(2) accord with.
his gesture did obey The oracular mind .... Loon, 1. lix. 6.
their own swift wings and feet The sweet desires

within obey : Prom. II. ii. 56.
II. inir. (1) submit.

might teach them soon The lesson to obey. . . . Ch. u/, .11, 345.
thy strong genius, . . . compels all spirits to obey^ iMon., iv. xv. %.

(2) follow orders or directions.

who nought knew or meant But to obey : . . . vil. viii. 8.

children , . . tremble now, Because they must obey —^ vili. xiii. 2,

the slaves obey— xii. vii. 5.
A spirit ill to guide, but mighty to obey, .... Frotn. iv. 408.'

almighty one, I tremble and obey/ Q. Mab., vil. 160.

Obeyed, v. I. tr. submitted, complied vrith.

Hermes, nothing loth. Obeyed the JEgis-bearer's
will— Horn. Merc. Lxvii. 7.

II. intr. (1) complied.
1 rapidly obeyed. Loon, VI. xx. 9.

(2) followed orders given.
The Mariners obeyed— vili. ii. i.

They trembled, but replied not, nor ob^ed, . . Xll. xiii. i.

Obeyed, pp. followed out.

dark Terror has (75tfy£rf Your bidding— .... XI. xv. 4.

*Obeyest, v. tr. art m accord with.
Obeyest in silence their sweet solemn spells, . . Sumnter-Bvg.i^.

ObeyingT) pr. pple. being governed by.
Obeying whom ? Or is the state popular ? . , . Cycl. 112.

Obeys, v. I. tr. follows, is guided by.
As steel obeys the spirit of the stone, Prom. II. iii. 70.

II. intr. is subject.
Shepherds : no one obeys in aught (^cl. 113.
The man Of virtuous soul commands not, nor 0. Q, Mao, III. 175.

*Obi, n. a West Indian fetish.

He half believed White Obi. Peter, vi. xix. 5.

Object, n. (1) ultimate end or aim.
The object oi desire, or memory, Calderon, ll. 93.
presented to thy thought As ff^V*:^ of desire, . . n. 177.

the spirit that creates One object., Bpips. 172.

Mint! from its fj^tfrf differs most in this: . . . 174.

That finds no object worth its constancy ? . . . Moon, I. 6.

(2) visible thing.
no other object breaks The wast& Julian, 9.

On any object in the world so wide, 'Witch^ xil. 6.

(3) that towards which the mind is directed.

Seeking the object of another's fear ; Triu^mpk, $$.
Could temper to its object.— 243.

Objects, n, (1) aims, purposes.
A power, that from its objects scarcely drew . . Imoh^ II. xxiii. z.

All objects of our life, even life itself, Q. Mab^ v. 181.

(2) visible things.
till the familiar train Oi objects and of persons . Ginevra^ 7.
Over the sea-horizon, blotting out All objects— . Hellas, 633. *
By intercourse of mutual imagery Of ffiS/isr/:*, . . Z-^wk, vii. xxix. 8.

What objects are the fountains Skylark, 71.

Oblique, adj. slanting.
The sun averted less his oblique beam. , . . ZMf. Dr. 193.

*OblicLnely, adv. sideways, slantingly.
Now he obliquely through the key-hole past, . Horn. Merc, xxiv.7.

^Obliterated, pp. effaced.
Obliterated from the Ocean's pag^ Calderon, II. ^"j,

*Obliteratlngf, ppl. adj. destroying, effacing.
driven With dark (7$^jfera/2»jf course, jllastor, ^2g.

Oblivion, n. (1) as a mythological entity.
05/2W(3« as they rose shrank likeathingreproved. Adonais, XLV. 9.
Then call your sisters from Oblivion's cave, . . Bpips. 595.
and with the sound Startled oblivion ;— . . Gisb. i&j..

Chaos and Death, and slow Oblivion's lymph, . Frol. Hellas^ &$.We hear : thy words waken Oblivion Protn. IV. 543.
Obliv. will steal silentlyThe remnant of its fame. Q. Mab, 11. 119.

(2) forgetfulness.
In sweet (7^Awz'(3» of all thought, Calderon, l. 210.
Trojjhies ofmy oblivion and disdain, iii. 80.
But it lulls in oblivion the fiends of despair, . . Death, Dial. 8.
So let Oblivion hide this grief Julian, 508.
Oblivion wrapt Our spirits, ........ jLaon^ VI. xxx. i.

so late which gave Oolivion to the dead, . . . x. xx. 3.
A soft oblivion of all fears, Rosal. 986.
pity Weeps o'er the shipwrecks oioblivion^s wave, TowerofFavt^j 4.
shook forth the dull oblivion Out of their dreams ; Woodman^ 37.

(3) the state of being forgotten.
And all the rest, . . . commend To cold oblivion^ Bpips. 153.
which time has swept In fragments towards ob, . Fall ojBonap. 7.
And you to oblivion/— Hellas^ 451.
and are they now Ashes, wrecks, oblivion ? . . 687.
and the blank deep expects Oblivion on oblivion, S77.
Oblivion be our coverlid— Inv. Mis. ix 4.
a wide and wild oblivion Of tumult . , . . Laon^ vi. xxxv. 5.Who built their pride in its o^/;Wo«/ .... ix. xxxi. 7.
He bought oblivion or renown P^ter, VI. xi. 4.
As to oblivion their blind millions fleet, .... FoHt. Great. 7.
those antient fanes. Now crumbling to oblivion; Q. Mdb^ II. 107.
To the oblivion whither I and thou, St. Bpips. 93.

:i;ObliTious, adj. causing forgetfulness.
Sosweet and deep is the fl^/zwzowj spell; . . . Trium-ph., ^j^u
woven into one Oblivious melody, 341.
The sleepers in the oblivious valley, died ; . . . -^— 539.

Obscene, adj. (1) foul, disgusting.
The obscene ravens, clamorous o'.er.the dead ; Adonais, xxvill. -a.

The obscene birds tlie reeking remnants cast . . HeUas., 434.
Staining that Heaven with obscene imagery . . I^lit. Great. 8.
Which was late so dusk, and obscene, and blind, From. rv. 95.And things of obscene and unlovely forms, . . . Sensit. PL ii. 42.
who went before fierce and obscene Triumph., 137.

(2') odious, vile.

Faith, an obscene worm, who sought to rise, . . Laon, v. I. 8.

'^Obscener, c^J. more odious.
And yet obscener slaves with smoother brow, . . -^— ix. xvi. 6.

Obscure, adj. (1) mentally impenetrable, hidden.
And thou, sad Hour, . . . rouse thy ob. .compeers, Adonais, I. 5.
Come, obscure Death, . . Cenci, V. iv. 1 15.
Warn the obscure inevitable hours, Gisb. 321.
he is pursuing ... his own obscure undoing. . . Laon, VIII. xiv. g.
That leads to Sorrow's most obscure abode . Two Fr. Mary, I. 5.

(2) mysterious, inexplicable.
A gTilph of obscure hatred Cenci, rv. iv. 100.
make the thoughts ob. From which they spring, . Ode Lib. XVI. 9.

(3) dark, gloomy to the eye.
At once intensely radiant and obscure! .... Calderon., II. 24.
moved under the obscure Eternal shades, . . . Matilda., 31.
The earth takes hues obscure and strange, . . Rosal. 730.

(4) mentally gloomy, or dull.
whose smile makes this obscure world splendid, . HeUas^ 980.
To spend our lives in this obscure abode. . Hom. Merc ixviii. 8.
from this earth's obscure and fading sleep. . . Laon. VI. xxxiv. g!
In the dim whirlpools of this dream obscure, . . Fr. Athan. 1. 104!
which make My mind obscure with sorrow, . . From. in. ii. 36

3 Q 2
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(5) indistinctly expressed.
talked together With obscure hints ; . . . . Cenci^ III. i. 357.

(6 ) unknown, unrenowned.
he who sits obscure In the exceeding lustre, . . Gish. 202,

(7) dim, wanting in lustre.

in the ray Of the obscure stars gleamed ; . . . Laon^ vi. xxii._ 8.

Seems our obscure and rotting eyes to steep . . ix. xxxii. 8.

its obscure tenour keep Beside my path, . . . Triutfipky 432.

(8) mentally dim.
And these fl^-ycw^ie remembrances Peter^ V. x. i.

which endure No light, being themselves obscure. Sensit. PL IV. 24.

(.9) secret, unknown, dark.
Are to the obscure fountains whence they rise, . Adon. Cane. a.\.

Under the obscure^ cold, rotting, wormy ground ! Cenci, V. iv. 50.
Having got clear from that obscure recess, . . Cycl. 480.
And on the verge of that obscure abyss . . . Damon, I. 223.
At length, into the obscure F'orest came . . . Epips. 321,

(10) confused, uncertain.
Could thaw the clouds which wage an 0. war Fr. Unrisen Splen. 4.
armies mingled in obscure array, Ode Lib. xil. 11.

some distorted seemed to be Obscure clouds, . TriuTnph, 532.

(11) ignoble, unworthy.
Wlien some obscure and trembling slave . . . Cenci^ v. ii. 40.

Obscnxe, v. tr. (1) make mentally dim, dull.

That faith no agony shall obscure in me. . . . III. i. 102.

The ardours of a vision which ob. The very idol . Fiordispina^ 23.
and tho' we can obscure not The soul .... Prom. I. 484.

(2) fail to describe clearly.

Aye, even the dim words which obscure thee now Epips. 33.

Obscured, v. tr. (1) dimmed.
Each vapour that tf5.ycwr^(/ the sunset's ray; . . Sumvier-Evg. 2.

(2) made dim by comparison.
And a cold glare, . . . obscured with blinding light Triumph, 78.

Obscured, pp. Fig. overshadowed, hidden.
That virtue, tho' obscured on Earth, .... Loon, xir. xxxvii. 8.

Obscurely, adv. confusedly.
Obscurely thro' my brain, like shadows dim, . . Prom. I. 146.

Obscures, v. tr. obstructs, intercepts.

The sacred hill obscures the morning air. . , . Matilda, 12.

^Obscurest, adj. (1) most gloomy,
on the smooth brink Of that obscurest chasm ;— Alastor, 637.

(2) most retired.

From the hearth's obscurest nook, Fr. Ghst. Sty. 2.

Creep hand in hand from yon obscurest glen, . . Suni7ner-Evg. 6.

(3) most remote and inaccessible.

They breathe a spirit up from their obsc. bowers. Front, IV. 375.

JObscuring', /r. pple. hiding, disguising.
its precipice Obscuring the ravine, , ... Alastor^ 547.

Obscurity, n. darkness.
a light more dread than obscurity Medusa, IV. 8.

Observance, n. homage, respectful attention.

such flowers oi observance "Wi^ the sharp thorns Ck. 1st, II. 4.

Observe, v. I. tr. (1) watch, look at.

I observe This sportive band of Satyrs .... Cycl. 91.

(2j take notice.

I observe only how men plague themselves ;— . Faust, I. 41.
One may<7. with wonder . . . How Mammon glows 11. 95.
Darest thou observe how the fiends torture -him ? F^om. I. 582

.

II. intr. (1) take heed, learn.

How is it mixed ? let me observe Cycl. 566.

(2) notice, remark.
And said, Observe, that brow was Lionel's, . . Rosal. 1265.

Observed, v. intr, remarked verbally.

Or any thing, as the learned Boar observed. . , CEdipus, II. i. 105.

Observing^, pr. pple. taking note of.

She past, observing mortals in their sleep. , Witch, lx. 8.

*Obsolete, adj. disused.
There is an obsolete and doubtful law Cenci^ 11. ii. i.

Obstacles, n. moral difhculties.

o'erbounds Those oij/dc^, ofwhich an earthlysoul Q, Mab^ il. 95.

Obstinate, adj. persistent, difficult.

Hoping to still these obstinate questionings . . Alastor, 26.

Obtain, v. tr. (1) gain, acquire, get.

I may obtain The dispensation of the Pope , . Cenci, l. ii. g.

By which you might obtain a bare provision . , ii, ii. 2.

Seeks to obtain that ho^-wash, (Edipus^ II. i. 41.
ere new creeds could faith obtain, Rosal, 109.

(2) be favoured with.
Two armies shall o. the assurance of One victory. Calderon, i. 140.

Obtained, v. tr. gained, got.

And (7^/ff?wft/many votes, i. 102.

*Obvious, adj. evident, easily understood.
And, for some (75z/HWM reasons, . .

^
Ch. ist, 11. 197,

Occasion, n. (1) as a mythological personificalion.

So we take fleet occasion by the hair Cenci^ v. i. 38.
He is but Occasion's pupil Ch. jst, 11. 465.
Fate, Time, Occasion, Chance and Change? . . Prom. II. iv. 119.

(,2 J ground, excuse.
that this May be the occasion Calderon^ III. 86.

(3) emergency.
All Peter did on this occasion . , . Peter, VI. xii, 1.

(4) with upon = as need requires.
she can carry Her head under her arm upon oc. ; Faust, II. 401.

Occupations, n, transactions of life.

Their hourly occupations were possest .... Laon, ix. ix. 7.

Occupied, //. engaged, busied.
How ase the Duke and Duchess occupied} . . Tasso, 17.

'''Occurred, v. intr. happened.
The self-same accident occurred to me Cycl. 103.

Occurred, pp. happened.
The same thing has i^ccw^'^iffi/ to us,— .... 642.

Ocean, n. A. Lit. (1) the sea or portions of it.

Through wood and stream and field and hill and
Ocean Adonais, xix. i.

while ocean gleams below. Adon. Cane. 26.

Earth, ocean^ air, beloved brotherhood ! ... Alastor^ 1.

As ocean's moon looks on the moon in heaven. . 202.

And meet lone Death on the drear ocean's waste ; ^-^ 305,
Oi ocean*s mountainous waste to mutual war . 342.
the bursting mass That fell, convulsing ocean. . • 349.
And measureless ocean may declare as soon . . 509.
unresting 0£^a7z knows; . April, 1814, 19.

The loud Ocean heard, Arethusa, ill. 4.
Obliterated from the Ocean's page, Calderon, li. 67.

To wake a tumult on the sapphire ocean, . II, 72.

Over earth and ocean, with gentle motion, , . . Cloud, 21.

I pass through the pores of the ocean and shores; 75.

When throned on ocean's wave Dcem,on, i. 6.

Tremendous ocean lay. .... I. 135.

And fell like ocean's feathery spray I. 156.

resting on the fiery line of oceaM, ...... i- i93-
Peerslike a star o'er ocean's western edge, . . i. 203.
like Ocean's stream Again began to pour.— . . il. 47,
The sleepless billows on the ocean's breast . . E. Williams, vi. 4.
The treacherous Ocean has forsworn its wiles ; . Epips. 413.
the Earth and Ocean seem To sleep . . . . 509.
Ocean's nursling, Venice lies, Eug. Hills, 95.
From the altar of dark ocean 109.
thou hast been Ocean's child, and then his queen

;

1 16.

Like a rock of ocean's own, 131.

Ocean Welcomed him with such emotion . , . 178.

and rocks and ocean. Onward, Faust, l. 14.

When the moon over the ocean's line Fr. Song, 3.

which seem Like ocean, homeless, Fr. WanSering^ 4.
The Earth is like Ocean^ Fugitives, i. 11.

the lashed Ocean, Like mountains in motion, iii. 1 1,

Undulates like an ocean

;

— Gisb. 120.

We watched the ocean and the sky together, . • 146.
The hoary mountains and the wrinkled ocean . Hellas, 139.
where the stream Of Ocean sleeps 167.

while the Queen Of Ocean^ . 304.
The roar as of an ocean foaming, 721.

Earth and ocean. Space, • 769.
sends The keys of ocean to the Islamite.— . . . 1017.

And strew the waves on the white ocean's bed, . Hotn. Castor, 19.

Lo ! the great Sun under the ocean's bed . . Horn. Merc. xil. i.

arose out of the flood Of flowing Oixan, . . . xx:xi.2.
bathing her bright limbs in Oixan's tide, . . . Hom. Moon, la
Where the earth and ocean meet, Jane, Invitn, 6j.
the Pine Forest That skirts the Ocean's foam, . Jane, Recall. 10.

And such was this wide ocean, Julian, 18.

a wind that sweeps Earth and the ocean. , . . L^ion, I. iii. 2.

and theoceaw green, Beneath that opening spot . i. iv. 4.
so that ocean And earth and sky i. xv. i.

the caverns of the vale That opened to the ocean^ i, xviii. 8.

and around, a shoreless stream. Wide 0. rolled, . i. xxiv. 5.
did uplift the stagnant ocean Ofhuman thoughts— i. xxxviii. 8.

we had past the ocean Which girds the pole, . . i. xlviii. 3.

and those fair daughters, The clouds, of Sun and
Ocean, 11, v. 4.

Wandered with mine where earth and 0. meet, ii. xxv. 5,
Her spirit o'er the ocean's floating state . . . 11. xxix. 7.

Yet far beyond this Ocean's utmost roar . . . 11. xl. 6.
Watching thy dim sail skirt the ocean grey ; , . 11. xlv. 3.
shone far o'er the white Ocean's flow. . . . m. xi. 9.
when the shades of evening lie On Earth and C?., in. xii. 8.

It moved a speck upon the Ocean dark

:

. . ill. xviii. 4.
gathering from the misty levels Of Ocean, , . . in. xxiii. 5.
as whirlpools draw All wrecks of Ocean to their

chasm, rv. xv. 6.
Skirted the midnight Ocean's glimmering flow, v. i. 5.
To see like some vast island from the Ocean^ . v. xl. 1.

in mist Which clothes the Ocean's bosom, . . . v. Iviii. 7.

And from the Stars, and from the Ocean brought, 'V.Song,^.^.
A rocky hill which overhung the Ocean: . . vi. xxiii. i.

the dark shore of Ocean's curved flood. . . . vi. xxiii. 9.
Borne by those slaves across the Oixan's term, . vii. iii. 8.

sudden earthquake rent The depth o{ ocean vii.xxxviii.2.
for this ye plough The barren waves oi ocean, . viii. ix. 7,
Art as the calm to Ocean's weary waves ! . . . vill. xi. 2.

As calm decks the false Ocean :— vill. xv. 6.
And still before the ocean and the gale The ship

fled fast viii.xxvi.4.
The sun, the wind, the ocean, and the earth, . . ix. xi, 8.
The Ocea«andtheSur\, the clouds their daughters, ix. xxxv. 3.
or Oceaw lift its stifling wave! x. xx. 5.

"

Like boiling gold on Ocean, xi. ii. 6.
like a tempestuous ocsan ; xil. xvi. 6.
Over the ocean bright and wide, Lerici, 32.
Thou deafenest the rage of the oc^an / . . . . Liberty, III. %.

And the Rivers with the Ocean, , Love's Phil i. :£.
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and let ocean dash In fiercest tumult .... M. N". Despair^ 25.
Like weeds, unfolding- in the ocsdM Mar, Dr. yiyil.6.

As ocean ita wrecked fanes, severe yet tender :— Marenghi^ vri. 4.
when the dim 0. Heaved underneath the Jheaven, xxill. i.

A black ship walk over the crimson ocean^— . . xxvil. 2.

And O thou stem Ocean deep, Mexican^ III. 5.
0<xan^ and all the living things Moni B. 85.
But when the roar Ofocsaw'j gray abyss resounds, Moschus^ 5.
the Baian ocean Welters with airlike motion, . Naples^ 26.
Who sittest in thy star, o'er O. western floor, . 154.
One o, feeds the clouds, and streams, and dew; . Ode Lib. VI. 12.
Shook from the tangled boughs of Heaven and

Ocean, Ode W. Wind, II. 3.
The sapless foliage of the ocean,
over the mountams like An ocean— .

And wit, like ocean^ rose and fell ?— .

the rocks of echoing ocean hoar, . .

which where ocean rolls Investest it ; . . . .A chaos of light and motion Upon that glassy
And the Ocean's purple waves, ....--
As inland boats are driven to Ocean .

as lifted Ocean's dazzling spray, . . .

As Ocean at the enchantment of the moon
The tempest-wingfed chariots of the Ocean^
And the deep ocean and the sunless caves
Borne to the ocean, I float down, around.
It seems in truth the fairest shell of Ocean .

Waves assemble on ocean,
We encircle the ocean and mountains of earth,
Gliding o'er ocean, smooth, serene.
When throned on ocean^s wave . . .

Sleep, Ocean^ in the rocky bounds
Calm as a slumbering babe. Tremendous Ocean

lay
And fell, like ocean^s feathery spray . . .

To the wild ocean's echoing shore, ....
Peeps like a star o'er ocean's western edge,
o'er ocean''s waveless field

Till I came to the brink of the ocean green.
Change even like the ocean and the wind, .

Like a sea-flower unfolded beneath the ocean,
It rushes to the Ocean
Of the Nymphs of earth or ocean ; . . .

The lightning of the noon-tide oceaw .... „,,^^^^„.„„, ^

Like ocean, which the general north wind breaks Si. Epips. 19,
to the grave As to an oc£(zw . im
the Ocean's orison arose, Triumph 7."

Ill, 12.

Peter, i. xi!. 4.

. IV. xxii. 4.

Pr. Aihan. ii. ii. 20.

II. iv. 6.

0. Prol. Hellas^ 72.

Prom. I. 109.
II. ii. 46.
II. iii. 30.

' II. iii. 45.
II. iv. 93.
II. V. 29.
ii.v. 83.
III. iii. 74.
IV. 42.
IV. 172.- IV. ^m.

Q. Mab, I. 6.

I. 116.

I. 224.
I. 246,
II. 2.

II. 15.

IV. 20.

Rosal. (J29.

1280.

Sensit. PI. II. 8.

Serchio, 118.

Sophia^ I. 2.

St. Dejection, ii. 6.

16.

— 163.
Vis. Sea, 8.

106.—
'%l

, X. 2.

X.4.
XIX. 4.
xxiii. 6.

xxxiii. 8.

Witch,

continent, Isle, ocean, and all things
the fountains and the ocean hold .

foam after the ocean's wrath
As if ocean had sank from beneath them : . . .

Between ocean and heaveUj like an ocean, past, .A blue shark is hanging within the blue ocean^ .

The child and the ocean still smile on each other.
And every shepherdess of Ocean''s flocks, . . .

And Ocean with the bjine on his grey locks, . ,

the ocean and the wind. And all their shapes—
The boundless ocean like a drop of dew ....
Piloted it round the circumfluous ocean. . . .

(2) as a character or personification.
Pale Ocean in unquiet slumber lay, Adonais, XIV. 8.
Under the glaucous caverns of old Ocean . . Prom. II. i. 44
Child of Ocean / II. i. 170.
Then ascend with me, daughter of Ofxaw. . . . li! iv, 168.
B. J'z^. signifying great or immeasurable quantity.

What storms then shook the ocean of my sleep, . Epips. 308.
Come, thou awakener of the spirit's ocean, . . Pr. Come thou. 1.
That ocean which at once is deaf and loud

;
. Fr. ofDream. 3.

Ruffling the ocean of their self-content ;— . . . Qisb. 1 12.
Out of that Ocean^s wrecks had Guiit and Woe . Laon^ Ii. vii. i.
from the utmost Ocean Of universal life, . vi. xxix. 8.
That island in the (Toeaw of the world, .... Ode Lib. ii.^.
And Youth's smooth ocean, smiling to betray : . Prom- II. v. 100.Now 'tis an ocean Of clear emotion iv, 96.
To an ocean of splendour and harmony ! . . . iv. 134.
In an ocean of dreams without a sound ; ... Sensit. PI. 1. 103.
Which rides o'er life's ever tumultuous Ocean; . St. Epips. 64.
Ocean of Time, whose waters of deep woe . . . Time 2.

fOcean, c. adj. attr. of or pertaining to the ocean.

'

Leaving my robe upon the ocean foam
; . . . . Apollo, II. sUnder the bowers Where the Ocean Powers . . Arethusa, iv. 2.

Under the (7CKa?z foam, IV i«f
The one-eyed children of the Ocean God, . . \ Cycl. 24.
Cal3rpso and the glaucous ocean Nymphs, . . . 243.
What are my father's ocean promontories, . . ana'
Child of the Ofisflw God, . . 407.
Nor the burnished oc^an waves Damon, l. 213.

ihe desert of those ocean solitudes, Deemon, 11. loi.
,» ,>i . .» .. n Q. Afad, viil. q6.and hung As multitudinous on the ocean line, . Pellas, 470And ravening Famine left his ocean cave . . . 524

His sandals then he threw to the ocean spray, /lom. Merc. Xlll <
- as in the silent deep The ocean woods may be. . Jane, Recoil. «.and the beams Of mom descended on the ocean

P,/'^^^^^-.;.- Z3<?«, III. xxxiii.^.Ere she sought her ocean nest . . Lertci 7
Rolls Its loud waters to the ocean waves, *. .'

\ Mont B.'iz^Whose smoke, wool-white as ocean foam, . . Rosal. lo^l

W hen the sun lingered o'er his ocean floor, . . Tritimph, 325.

crawl fast o'er the smooth ocean streams, . . . Vis. Sea, 147.

Clothing themselves, or with the ocean foam, . . Witch, xxi. 3.

*Ocean-deep, c. n. the sea.

Ruffle the placid ocean-deep, Dcemon, 11. ^6.

„ „ „ ,
Q. Mab, VIII. 65.

^Ocean-flood, c. n. the sea.

glowed The isle-sustaining Ocean-flood, .... Naples^ 10.

'''Ooeau-floors, c. n. the surface of the sea.

the ocean-Jloors Pave it ; Ode Lib. v. 4.

*Oceau-fords, c. n. shallow places of the sea.

Heaven's lightnings scorch the uprooted ocean-f.^ Q. Mab, VI. 167.

*Ocean-klug', c. n. (1) Poseidon or Neptune.
O great offspring of the ocean-king^ CycL 266.

(2) a king dwelling by the sea.

Some wise and tender Ocean-King, Epips. 488.

*Ocean-like, c. adj. Fig. immeasurable and unfathomable.
float upon The ocean-like enchantment .... Prom. IV. 203.

^Ocean-nymphs, n. the Naiades.
The Ocean-nymphs and Hamadryades, . . Witch^ XXII. 1.

*Ocean-Bpray, c. n,

the Ocean-spray Quivered beneath my feet, . Laon, vil. xxxix. 6.

Oceans, n. A. Lit. sea^.

The sound of their oceans, the light of their sky, Hellas, 1055.
And continents, and winds, and oceans deep,- . . Laon, V. Iv. 8.

the ocfiflKj Where morning dyes her golden tresses, v.Song,6.g.
beyond the <7£ri2fl7W of the West, xi. xxii. 2.

The tempestuous oceans awake one another, . . Liberty, I. 3.

The oceans, and the desarts, and the abysses, . Prom-, iv. 335.
My solid oceans flow, and sing, and shine : . . iv. "358.

B. Fig. anything very plentiful or great in quantity.
Washed by the soft blue Oceans ofyoung air. . Epips. 460.
mid The momentary oceans of the lightning, . . Hellas, 959.
Its mounded oceans of tempestuous fire, . . . Prom,, III. i. 75.

*Octavo, adj. the size of a book, about 9 in. by 5^ in., but
properly referring to a book printed in gatherings of
eight leaves.

Five thousand crammed octavo pages .... Peter^ vi. xiv. 1.

Odd, adj. (1) of different sorts or sizes.

Near that a dusty paint-box, some o^Aaf hooks, . Gisb. 92,

(2) not in sets.

And some o^fi/ volumes of old chemistry. . . . 99,

^3) curious, funny.
and odd collections Of saws, and proverbs ; . . Peter, v. xii. 3.

Ode, n. lyric poem.
Soon as he read the ode, he drove vil. i. 2.

Odes, n. pi. of Ode.
Then Peter wrote odes to the Devil ;— .... vi.xxxvi.i.

Odorous, adj. (1) laden with sweet odours.
If dewy mom, and odorous noon, and even, . . Alastor, 5.
Obedient to the sweep of odorous winds . . . . 317,
the green groves, with all their odorous winds . 53S.
Sucn sounds as breathed around like 0. winds . Dcem-on^ i. 75.
While slight and odorous mists Floated . . . i. 236.
With rainbow-skirted showers, and odor, winds. Prom. ill. iri. 116.

Unf. Dr. 227.
. Witch, XIV. I.

. Alastor, 146.
. Caldero7i, i. 3.
.Cycl. 495.
Horn. Merc. LIV. 6.

Laon, VII. xxxvii.4.
XI. vi. 2.

. Prom.. III. iii. n.

. Sensit. PI. 11. 56.
Triumph, 14.

. Adonais, xiv. 2.

XVI. 9.

And veined leaf in the azure odorous air.

The deep recesses of her odorous dwelling . .

(2) sweetly smelling.
Its loneliest dell, where odorous plants entwine
and undergrowth of odorous plants,
Happy those made odorous . . .

O'er odorous Olympus and its snows
As in its sleep some odorous violet,
Those warm and odorous lips ....
All overerown with trailing odorous plants,
dark Edge of the odorous cedar bark. . .

and sent Their odorous sighs

Odour, n. perfume or firagrance.
From shape, and hue, and o., and sweet sound,
odour, to sighing ruth. .... ...
A soui-dissijving o(fo«r, Alastor, a^t,.
andonthyhair, hkeoi&Mritisyet, . . , . Con. SinS^i 6And in the soul a wild odour is felt, Epips im
dart their arrowy odour through the brain .

'

aXi'
every motion, odour, beaip,^ and tone .... 4C5'
Be it love, light, harmony. Odour, or the soul of all Eug. HtUs ^16And a delightful odour from the dew . . Horn. Merc, xxxviii 7to the wind Breathed divine (7flS!7Mr/ Z^o« xn xviii*6."
Its Of/owT- calms thy brain- Magnet. Lady, iv. ^i.And the violet lay dead while the orfo«^ flew . Music, Ipant ui e
starlike flowers and herbs of (7rfo«r sweet, . . . Orpheus 116
the wild odour of the forest flowers

; Prom. iv. 21:6'

With love, and odour, and deep melody . . . iv" aao'
Whose odour is so sweet and faint, Rosal. 1082
And their breath was mixed with fresh odour, . Sensit. PI. i
It was felt like an (7rf(7«y within the sense ; . . .

With the light and the odour its neighbour shed.
Radiance and odour are not its dower ; . ,

Laden with light and odour,
In which every sound, and odour, and beam, .

And with the light and odour of its bloom.
The odour from the flower is gone .

1.75-
1.84.
I- 92.

. Si, Epips. 70.
- . - . . Violet, I. I.

•'Odour-breatliingr, c. adj. Mg. giving forth sweetness.
By the odour-breathing sleep Prom ll i 182

'''Odour-faded, adj. that have lost their scent.
• •

02.

or orfoa>-:;M!rf blooms Which star the winds .
.'

iii. iii. 1,7,
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*Odour-scented, c. adj. sweetly smelling.
tells her tale To the odour-scented gale, .... Fr. Invit. 5.

Odonxsr n. pi. of Odour, q. v.

and the odours deep Of flowers, Epips. 202.

And odours warm and fresh fell from her hair . 333.
And the Champak's odours fail Ind. Ser. II. 3.

Sounds and odours sorrowful Inv. Mis. vi. 3.

Sent odours dying sweet across the sea, . . . Laon^ iii.xxxiv. 2.

Like homeless odours floated, IX. xli. 8.

weave their sounds and odours into one. . . . ix. xxvj. 9.

wild sounds and 0(&«rj driven, xn.xxxiii.5.
ever came To drink their odours^ Mont B, 23.

Odours^ when sweet violets sicken, Live Music^when st^i voices, 3.

and fill . . . With living hues and odours . . OdeW^. Wind^ 1. 12.

Or on their dying odours, when they die, . . . Prom,. II. ii. 86.

Of wave-reflected flowers, and floatmg odours, , III. ii. 32.

And gentle odours led my steps astray, .... Question, I. 3.

And there were odours then to make Rosal. 961.
When the summer wind faint odours brought . ioi5-
And rare Arabian odours came, . . . . 1089.
And all sweet shapes and odours there, .... Sensit PL IV. i?.

their odours keeps 'Mid the cold relics .... 'Unf. Dr. 83,
And tfrf(7tt*'j in a kind of aviary Wtteh,xvi.i.
whose shade cast Darkness and odours^ . . . xxxvill.4.
Odours and gleams and murmurs, ..... .. JVoodman^ 61.

*CEnoe, n. the name of a Greek village.
And in his olive bower at CEnoe ...... Pr. Atkan.il.'i. 8.

O'er, adv. sjudprep. contracted form of Over, q. v.

What form leans sadly o''er the white death-bed, Adonais, xxxv.3.
Overbear, v. tr. overpower, overwhelm.
and did those rallied bands o'erhear. Laon, VI. v. 9.

^O'exbouuds, V, tr. Fig. overcomes, surpasses.
o''erhounds Those obstacles, Q. Mab, il. 94.

*0'er-briiunLiiigr, pr. pple. more than full.'

G'er-brintTning; So you may drink a tunful . Cycl. 195.
Death from the tfVr-dri»a?«2'«^ deep; .... Eug. Hills^ 15.

*0'er-l)u'bbling', pr. pple. boiling over.
o'er-bubb. Shall finely cook your miserable flesh, Cycl. 330.

*0'exburthened, ppl. adj. repleted, overloaded.
And my o'erburihened memory Seeks yet . . . Rosal. ^44.

O'excast, v. tr. make dull.

If but a cloud the sky o'ercasi, 1019.

O'erflow, V. intr. Fig. become replete.

To spill the venom when thy fangs o^erflffvo : . Adqnais, XXXVII. 6.

That makes its eyes and veins d'erflow,— . . . Falsehood, 4.

+0'erflowed, pp, covered all over.
Cerjiomed with golden colours ; Zucca^ IX. 5.

+0'erflowinff, ppl. adj. superabimdantly filled.

feed from their overflowing bowls . . . Pr. Athan. Ii. iv. 4,

O'erffrown,^/. A. Lit. covered over by natural growth.
Like winter leaves d*er^rown by moulded snow, Naples, 18.

of trees d'ergrown With simple lichens, .... Unf. Dr. 199.

B. Fig. unduly covered.
have been d'ergr. With cottages and cornfields. . Ch. isi, Ii. 78.

^O'erlian^j v. tr. impend or jut over.
Where crystal battlements overhang the gulph . D^mon^ I. 226.

*0'erladeu,//. Fig. burdened beyond endurance.
whene'er with chains d'erl. Men make them arms Laon, IV. xxiii, 3.

*0'erlaid, pp. the surface being covered.
a throne d"erlaid ^\\ih. starlight, Wiich^ liv. i.

O'exlooked, //. examined.
Have you o''erlookedihe other articles? .... Ch. u/, II. 360.

O'erloofcs, v. tr. commands a view of.

overlooks the isles that groan Under the Briton's
frown; Hellas, 621.

*0'ersliadowiii^, pr. pple. Fig. covering, enveloping.
Overshadowing it with soft and lulling wings, . Con. Sing. dll. 2.

*0'ersliadowinff, ///. adj. (1) protecting, shading.
Thro' whose overshadow, woods I wandered once Front. I. i22i

(2) Fig. having influence or power, overpowering.
whose£jVrj^«(i(7Ze'/«^wiflgsDarkenedthethrones Hellas, 262.

O'exthrown, pp. destroyed.
Stand, not overthrown, but unregarded now. . . Prom. III. iv. 179.

*0'ertwlued, pp. enwreathed.
QVertwined With strange and star-bright flowers, Laon^ xil. xviii. 4.

*0*erweaxled, pp. exhausted.
Like to a child oVerwearied-<fi\\h sweet toil, . . Prop^. iv. 263.

*0'erwroufirht, adj. unduly excited.

My fancy is overwrought , , . thou are not here . Julian, 395.

Of, prep. (1) concerning, about.
speak not to me (?/"love ; Cenci, i. ii. 14.

And statesmen boast Q/"wealth ! Q. Mab, V. 94.
And dim forebodings fj/'thy loveliness .... ix. 13.

(2) formed from or consisting of.

Her chains are threads (j/"^old, Ode Lib. xiii. 9.
a troop Ofxrmty shapes did seem to sit . . . . Rosal. 1 198.
With a motion ^sweet sound and radiance. . . Sensit. PL i. 48.

(3) expressing a portion or one among many.
The brightest hour (7/"unborn Spring, .... Jane, Invitn, 7.

Upon the beetling edge o/"that dark rock . . . Orpheus^ 25.

(4) expressing source or origin.

Mother (?/this unfathomable world ! Alastor, iS.

The son oJBa.Qchu.s, for your clearer knowledge. Cycl. 136.

The shadow ojsome spirit lovelier still, .... Front. II. iii. 13.

But he was not ^them, nor they ojhitn, . . . Unf. Dr. no.

(5) expressing connection or pertinence.
The golden gates (j/Sleep unbar Bridal,!, i.

The tyrants ojthe Golden City tremble .... iMon, iv. xiv. i.

The desire o/^the moth for the star, , . . . One Word, II. 5.

athwart the steep Q/"a green Apennine : . . Triumph, 26.

(6) expressing attributes, qualities, conditions.

With lips oJlviTid blue ; Q. Mab, I. 4.

Ocean o/'Time, whose waters ^deep woe . . lime, 2.

That I had felt the freshness o/that dawn, . . Triumph, 34.

(7) used redundantly.
Would you first taste (t/*the unmingled wine? , Cycl. 142.

(8) from, away from.
Better to be at home than out ^door ;— . . . Hont. Merc. vi. i.

(9) to, by.
I asked, but it was known (j/'none iMon, v. xviii. 9.

(10) expressing superiority or power over.

the Queen ^Slaves, . . . Custom, iv. xxiv. 2.

(11) expressing manner of dealing.

a young maiden Has baffled Havock /T/'the prey iv. xxiii. z.

(12) expressing possession, belonging to.

Famine had spared the palace ^the King :— . a. xxiv. i.

(13) expressing the contents filling anything.
Give me a bowl ^wine! .... .... Cenct^ I. iii. 165.
Are the bowls full (2/"milk besides ? Cycl. ig$.

(14) above, over.

Must have, methinks, the advantage^the others. Calderon^ I. iSi.

(15) partitive use.

which ojthe two Will remain conqueror ? . . , i, 187.
each one OJthat great crowd sent forth . . . Triumph, 527.

(16) with adj. absol.

and all q/greaty Or good, or lovely, Alastor, 72.

(17) with adv.
England yet sleeps : was she not called ^old? . Ode Lib. xiil. i.

Off, adv. (1) denoting disjunction or separation.
He has cast Nature off^ Cenci, III. i. 286.
These once cast o^^As adders cast their skins . Ch. \st, l. 126.

Purganax, Qi^with her head ! (Edipus, I. 294.

(2) departure.
I set off^ and at the Tower— Ch. 1st, II. 435.
Put (2^^gaily from shore !

—

Fugitives^ II. 7.

(3) added to v. to denote completeness.
and at one draught drank it^ Cycl. /[ii.

Take it and drink it off; 579.
Expectation too, be (ml Jane, Invitn, 39.
And snapped them gy^with his rigid griff. . . . Sensit. PL iir. 1 13.

(4) freedom or release.

Do not imagine this will get you off, Horn. Merc. L. 6.

(5) denoting finality.

We must begin first where your Grace leaves off. Ch. 1st, 11. 341.

(6) away from one.

Wards (j^the poisonous arrow Q. Mab, Bed. 2.

(7) denoting death.

JHoping some accident might cut them off; . . Cenci, I. i, 133.

Off, prep, away from.
Their moss rotted oj^them, flake by flake, . . . Sensit. PL III. t€i.

Offence, n. (1) a crime or wicked act.

Or be condemned to death for some offence. . . Cenci, II. i. 139.
who were the participators In your offence} . . v. ii. 4.

(2) a misdeed or misdemeanour.
repent of your offence Ten minutes in the rain : . Ch. 1st, u. 108.
and a darlc yet sweet offence, Julian, 329.

(3) displeasure, anger.

Wliereat the Devil took offentx, Peter, v. xvii. i.

Offences, n. crimes, misdeeds.
The offences of soine unremembered world, . Cenci, IV. i. 162.
To the amount of his offences. iv. ii. 15.

Offended, ppl. adj. outraged, insulted.

with thy God, and with the offended world. . . l. i. 37.
Bow thy white head before offended Qod^ . . . —— X. iii. 157.

Offender, n. transgressor, criminal.

Think of the offenderVs gold, in. i. 162.

Should the offender live ? III. i. 172.
add the ruin of the kindred Of the offender, . . Ch. 1st, II. 233.

Offer, n. a proposal.
The offer gives me pleasure Calderon, i. 109.

Offer, V. tr. (1) proffer as a gift or benefit.

I Q^r thee the fruit Of years of toil 11.174.
I offer a calm habitation to thee, Death^DiaL 5.

I offer only That which I seek, Unf. Dr. 30.

(2) present as a sacrifice.

Nor ever more offer at thy dark shrine .... Alastor, 623.
and brandy-devils, Offer their secret vows ! . . (Edipus, I. \6.

Offered, v. I. tr. proffered.

and I (ji^rtfc/him To taste, Cycl. ^oS.
I took the food that woman offered me ; . . . Laon, VI. Iii. 9.

IL intr. proposed, expressed willingness.

Offered to do her bidding through the seas, . . Witch, xxii. 3.
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Offered, pp. (1) tendered as a sacrifice.

My soul is offered! Calderon, II. 22.

The very beasts that offered at her altar . . . CBdipus^ I. 20.

(2) proffered as a gift.

Nor could he tell, though offered a reward, . Horn.. Merc, Lxi. 5.

(3) proposed, suggested.
If they could tell the riddle offered here . . * . St. Epips. 1 11.

Offerinif , pr. pple. presenting as a sacrifice.

Offering sweet incense to the sun-rise, .... Desnton^ II. 89.

„ ,, ,, „ „ . . . . Q. Mah, vill. 83.

offering up the hearts The strong have broken— Pr.A^hanM^\.\^.
Offering, n. an oblation or sacrifice.

That will not be refused its offering. Oiho^ II. 8.

Offerings, n. oblations, things sacrificed.

upon the heart are piled Their offerings^— . . Epips. 382.

Offers, V. tr, presents as an act of worship,
sacrifice, Which armed Victory offers up unstained Naples^ 60.

Office, n. (1 ) the function, place of authority.

For a king bears the office of a God Ch. isi, 11. 141.

But of the o^ce which should make it Holy, . . —~ in. 51;

(2) position, duty.
It is a piteous offce Cencif III. i. 42.

That they perform the oj^ce of a scourge, . ,. . CA, u/, II. 284.
beg The q^ce of his judge from this High Court,— —^ III. 60.

(3) an eniplo3Tiient bearing emolument.
By holding^ a poor office in the state Cena\ III. i. 303.
Conferreti this offce on a wretch, III. i. 308.
Of your high o^ca, as man-milliner (Edipus., I. 412.

Officer, n, a functionary of justice.

Officer^ take the prisoner from the bar, .... Ch. isi. III. 33.^

Officers, n. pi. of Officer, g. v.

X doubt not officers are, whilst we speak, . . . Cenci^ V. i. 35.

Offspring, n. (1) a child or children, descendants.
O great offspring of the ocean-king, Cycl. 266.
Latona's offspr.. after having sought His herds Horn. Merc. XLII. 5.

offspring of Cyllenian May, lxix. 6.

Offspring of May, impostor Mercury ! . . . Lxxv. 8.

Offspring oi 'iowe^ Calliope, Horn. Sun^ i.

And mortal offspring from^ a deathless stem . . Horn. Venus, 52.

Who ever hears his famished offspring's scream, Q. Mab^ v. 116.

(2) outcome, consequence.
The heavenly offspring of ambrosial food. . . , OrpheUs^ 6^,

Oft, adv. poet, form of often, frequently.

many a time and oft Went up before our Father's
feet, Dante Conv. 14.

whose glimpses o;^ Were quenched in a relapse . Z-oisw, ill. xxxiii. i.

O/ty as men convulsed witn fears, Prom. i. 76.

Often, adv. frequently.
so kings often change; Ch. u/, I. 127.

she would o/^ten climb The steepest'laddef . . . Wiich^ lv. 1.

And o/ten through a rude and worn disguise . . LXVI. 4.

Oftentimes, adv. frequently.

Men oftentimes prepare a lot Peter^ iv. ii. 3.

Oh, interj.

Oh. horrible ! I will depart!— Cenciy 1. iii. 70.
And One was true—oA/ why not true to me? . Epips. 271.

Oil, n. A. Lit. an unctuous inflammable liquid.

And like a mighty lamp whose oil is spent . . . Hellas^ 342.

B. Fig. nutriment.
no power can fill with vital oil , . .

Consume their spirits' oil?
Until its vital oil is spent or spilt : .

Oiled, V. tr. put oil on.

He oiled his hair, Peter^ I. ii. 3.

Old, adj. (1) advanced in years, aged.
the Sire of an immortal strain. Blind, old^ and

lonely, Adonais^ iV. 4.'" '' Cat, III. 3.

Cenciy I. i. 99.

. Cenciy lii. ii. 17.

. Petery VI. viii. 5.

T'owerofFam. 9.

my

txiw^vy. .....I*.....
An old fellow out of the way ;

Aye, we must all grow old— ......
or gold, the old man's sword,' Falls from

withered hand.
Old men are testy and will have their way

;

This old Francesco Cenci, as you know^
In i7/i:f Colonna's time ;

they say he hated OlaCenci so, ...
And thou art old;
For an old murderer's life

We dare not kill an old and sleeping man
;

when the old man Stirred in his sleep, , .

I found the old man.'s body in the moonlight
To kill an old and hoary-headed father. . .

Which among; ye defended their old father .

There's old Sit Harry Vane,
Old ina.n, this skin contains it

Old man, we perish ! whither cau we fly ? .

and this o/rf fellow here
This old Silenus gave us in exchange . . .

By mighty Triton and by Nereus old, . .

with you, nry friends, and the old man, . .

An oldj mad, blind, despised, and dying king,
old ones Wisely attired with greater decency.
Old gentlewomen, what do you do out here?
There sit a girl and an oldwoman— . . .

The Jew ofwhom I spake is old.-—
so o/d He seems to have outlived a world's decay

;

i; i. 128.

I. ii. 74.
III. 1. 299.
III. ii. 63.

III. ii. 68.

IV. i. 19.

IV. ii. 20.

IV. iii. 9.

IV. iii. 17.

IV. iv. 72.

V. i. II.

V. iv. 10.

Ch. isty I. 70.
Cycl. 138.

172.

204.
~^— 235-

242.

466.
Engl. 1819, I.

Fausty II. 244,
II. 271.

II. 322.

Hellasy 1^7.

137.

I would talk With this (j/i/ Jew HellaSy 162.

Vexed by the wise mad talk of the old}GWy . . 919.

Bat an old man perceived the infant pass . . Horn. Merc. XIV. 6.

The old man stood dressing his sunny vine : . . XV. i.

Halloo ! old fellow with the crooked shoulder ! . XV. 2.

We mortals let an ox grow (?/tf, xxi. i.

That same o/rf animal, the vine dresser, .... xxxi. 7.

old age with its grey hair, Laon, il. xxxiii. 1.

in the deep The shape of an old man did then

appear, lll.xxyii.7.

Aa they were loosened by that Hermit old, . . III. xxix. 2.

The o/rfman took the oars IV. i. i.

When the (7/i/ man his boat had anchored, . . . IV. ii. i.

The old ina.n opened them'; . IV. iii, 4.

Thro' the inchantments of that Hermit old; . IV. vii. 3.

That heart which had grown old, iv. vii. 9.

Since this, the old man said, seven years are spent IV. xi. o.

And from the lore of bards and sajges oldy . . . IV. xii. 2.

(As thus the old man spake, his countenance
Gleamed IV. xvi, 2.

But I, alas! am both unknown and old^ . . . IV. xvii. i.

The old man whom I loved— VI. x. 4.

my o/(^ preserver's hoary hair VI. xv. 6.

thou art grown old, vill.xxvii.i.

since ye are old and grey, XI. xxi, 2.

The servile arts in which thou hast grown old— . Ld. Ch. xil. 4.
Between the ears of the old ones ; . . . . . (Edipus^ I. 302.

Were as silent as ever ff/i^Tmolus was, .... Pany i. ii,

ButPeter now grew oldy . . Petery I. iii, i.

as well As her old legs could climb them— . . . I. vi. 4.

I heard all this from the old woman I. xi. 5.

reflections Old parsons make in burying-grounds. V. xii. 5.

An oldy old man, with hair of silver white, . . . Pr. Athan. Ii. i. 2.

An tf/fi?man toiling up, II.i.31.

And that divine oHi man Beheld II. ii. 51.
which Proteus (7/<!/Made Asia's nuptial boon, . . Prom. III. iii. 05.
Peace, wanton, thou art yet not o/;/ enough. . . III. iv. 91.
oldSigQ and infancy Promiscuous perished; . . Q. Maby II. 152.

old age Shivers in selfish beauty's loathing arms, V. 190,
Unarmed old age, and youth, and infancy, . . Vli. 40.
The wisdom of o/a age was mingled there . . . vil. 78.
Thousands shall deem it an o/ia? woman's tale, . Vli. 146.
I am now weak, and pale, and old: Rosal, 301.
he was not tf/ia?, 421.
To refuge her when weak and old. 535.
So this grew a proverb : don't eet old . . . 686.
And the old man's sobs did waken me .... ^— 996.
She died amons; her kindred, being old. . , . 1315-
Alas then for the homeless beggar old/ .... Summer, 18.

Old age and youth Triumph, 52.
all those who had grown old\i\ power . . 120.
Oldxa&rx and women foully disarrayed, .... 165.
And oil:^ Silenus, shaking a green stick Of lilies, . Witch, Vlll. i.

Old age with snow-bright hair and folded palm. . LXI. 8.

(2) of long growth.
upon the rugged trunk Of the old pine Alastor, 634.
and court the tears shed on its old roots, . . . Ch. 1 J/, V." 2.

and the sound Of o/rf forests echoing round, . Eug. HillSy 349.
Thro' forests wide and old, and lawny dells, . . L,aon, 11. xxv. 8.

Grey mountains, and ola woods, and haunted
springs, Prom. i. 251.

and the leaves Of the old thorn, Q. Maby ix. 99.
Which an old chesnut flung athwart Triumphy 25.

(3) rugged, old-looking.
arrive Where some oldcavera hoar Epips. 553.
Cling tightly to the oldnhs of the crag Faust, if. 120.
His treasured prize into the cavern old. .... Hom. Merc^vi. 8.

That what I thought was an old root Triuntph, 182.
and old hoary stones, Unf Dr. 200.

(4) ancient, antiquated.
With three or four old books, Calderon, I. 2%.
an old book trampled in the dirt.— Ch. \st, ii. 42S.
o/rf Custom, legal Crime, And bloody Faith . . FallofBonap. 13.
And some odd volumes of old chemistry. , . . Gisb. 99.
And he took an old cracked lute ; ffatey 2.

Into an old court yard fuliany 220.
Traditions dark and oldy Laon, 11. ii. 8.
as in legends o/t^ Which make immortal . . . vill.xvii.6.
O willing slaves to Custom old, xi. xvii. 4.
And saw in sleep o/rf palaces and towers . . OdeW.W^indyXW.^.
And sung, old annals tell, as sweetly too, . . , (Edipus, I. 42.
All things he seemed to understand Of o. or new— Peter, v. ii, 4.
Thou hast discovered some enchantment old, , . Prom. II. 1. 100.
This silent spot tradition i7/i:^ . . . . . , Rosal. 146.

(5) of a past period.
The wisdom Of the o/c/ world masked . . . Calderon, I. 126.
Twining memories of 0/1/ time Eug. Hills, 158.
like the tale Of o/aT times, repeats again. . . . Fausty II. 64.
the good 0/(3? times I praise ; II. 281.
Of the old saviours ot the land we rule .... HellaSy 407.
So taught those kings of o/rf philosophy .... fulian, 188,
Know then, that from the depth of ages old, , . Laony I. xxv. 4.
almighty as thou werL In dreams of Poets old . V.Song,2.6.
old times and men had quelled ix. xiv.'g.
Where the old Earthquake-dasmon taught her

young; Ruin ? Mont B. 72.
Blotting the glowing footsteps of o/if glory, . . Naples^ 143.
What though Cretans old called thee CBdipics, li. ii. a.
Who let his lamp out in old time. Prom. III. iii. 149.
the events Of old and wondroua times, . . . , Q, Mab, 11, 247.
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names which the world thinks always old^ . . . Triumph., 238.

The old anatomies Sate hatching 500-

To call upon those heroes old W. Shel. VI. 7.

(6) former, long accustomed.
And a new life, fashioned on old desires, . . . Cenci^ V. i. 90.

Like my o/i/ paramour, the famous Snake. . . Faust^ I. 95.

As he went round the wheel in his old mill, . . H. 347-

fled to her old cover., Amid seas and mountains, . Hellas^ 310.

And by old altars and in halls, Rosal. 714.

(7) familiar, well-known.
some dull old thing, Cenci^ V. iii. 124.

sings for ever The same old song V the grass. . . Faust., I. 51.

'Tis an tf/rf custom 11. 242.

One of his old tricks— Horn. Merc. Lxxxvn.7,
Much harm in the religions and olds3.-ws . . . Julian^ 162.

an old and solemn harmony; ........ Mont B. 24.

O/c^ songs with new gladness, Prom. IV. 49.
The melody of an oldaXr^ Rosal. 1098.

(8) wom, long used.
Wrap thy old cloak about thy back ; Ch. isl, i. 43.

(9) well-known as distinguisned from the unknown.
These exiles from the old and sinful world

!

IV. 36.

(10) practised, skilled.

But I, an (?/(/ diviner, who knew well Gzs6. 140.

have your hearts in guile grown tf/c/j' Z.a(7M,vlll.xviii.7.

Lawyers—judges—tf«f hoBnobbers Peter, ill. ix. 1.

(11) used conventionally of things that have always been.

Thou wert warming thy fingers old Death Nap. 13.

C?/rf winter was gone Ginevra, 196.

Art thou eyeless like 0/1^ Destiny, Prol. Hellas, 121.

Under the glaucous caverns of old Ocean . . . Prom. li. i. 44.
Of fate, ana chance, and God, and Chaos old, II. ii. 92.

And thro' my withered, old, and icy frame . . . III. iii. 88.

(12) an existence of specified duration.

I might be six years old— Julian, 605.

this sister sweet. This child of twelve years old^~ Loon, II. xxv. 3.

Then three years old, Pr.A/han, ii.i.38.

And others say, that, when but three hours old, . Witch, xxxil. i.

(13) venerable, long established.

The oldldiws of England— Mask^ LXXXII. 1,

(14) long renowned.
once were dimly taught In old Crotona ;— . . . Laon, VII.xxxii.6.

From the temples divine of old Palestine, . . . CBdzpus, i. 226.

I am the ij/./ traditional man-bull; il.ii.ios.

o/j:/ Salem's haughty fane Reared high to heaven Q. Mab, il. 137.

in the hours of sleep, To glide adown old Nilus, . witch^ LVII. 2.

(15) long enduring.
and sees The birth of this o/<5? world Hellas, 746.

(16) mature, ripe.

And the old dandelion's hoary beard, .... Sunset^ 15.

(17) weak, worn out.

?-ows old With grief, and staggers : Rosal. 468.

hough my sourwith grief is grey and old. . . 591.

my lost heart, too soon grown old, St. Dejection, V.3.

(18) advanced, wom out.

How young art thou in this old age of time ! . . Ch. ist, I. 32.

(19) as a jocular familiar term.
thought Old Nick, that's a very stale trick, . . Devil, VIII. 5.

I visit the old fellovr. Faust, i. no.
Old Baubo rideth alone II. 155.

Old mother Baubo, li- 157.

An able sow, with old Baubo upon her, .... II. 158.

Out with your knife, old Moses, (Edipus, I. 72.

(20) nearly ended.
and long before the day Was old, Triumph, 53S.

(21) original, of old times.

The o/f^ Peter—the hard, (7/rf Potter Peter^vi. -xxv. ^.

(22) that which existed previously.

those who drew New figures ... As the old faded. Triumph, 248.

and pull The old cant <fown ; Witch, Lxxm. 6.

(23) with af=the same age.

As if I were like other babes as o/<f, . . . Hoin.Merc.'x:^w\i\.\.

(24) adj. absol. aged persons generally.

In the great war between the oldand young . . Cenci, II, ii. 38.

Women, children, young and old Mask, LXVIII. 3.

When young and old and strong and weak, . . To-morrow, i. 2.

Written upon the brows of old and young : . . Witch, LXII. 6.

Old, adv. formerly, anciently.

The awful ruins of the days of (7/c^.* Alastor, lOS.

I heard of o/rf that thou wert wise Oy^^. 449.
Of old I knew ye thus by nature ; 653.

What! leapest thou forth as of o/rf Death Nap. ^.

Ha! leapest thou forth as of tf/rf;' 6.

Who has known me of (7/ar, replied Earth, . . . 17.

Where Apollo spoke of oAr. . Bug. Hills, 1x4^

The sun makes music as of ff/rf Faust, \. \.

from Pleasure still they hold All It circles, as of 0. Love, Hoi>e, 46.

more holy ne'er oiold Marenghi, IV. 3.

In the tyrannies oiold. Masky XLIV. 4.

She sits enthroned of old O'er our hearts Queen . Nat. Ant. v. 6.

was she not called oiold? OdeLib, XIII. i.

the toil, which he of o/flT Took Triumph, ig.

Pursued their serious folly as of old. 73.

* Olden, adj. poet, form, long gone by.
Of maids deserted in the ff/i/ig» time,. Unf. Dr. iSj.

Older, adj. more aged.
Methinks even you must grow a little older: . . Horn. Merc. XV. 4.

Olimpio, n. one of the assassins of Cenci.
you know Olimpio, the castellan of Petrella . . Cenci, III. ii. 62.

I knew Olimpio; III. ij. 67,
Marzio's hate matches Olimpio's III. ii. Ji-

But I was bolder ; for I chid Olimpio, .... IV. iii. 14.

Olim-pio sold the robe to me v. ii. 6.

Olive, n. a tree {Olea Europ^d).
The vine, the corn, the olive mild,- Ode Lib. IV. 7.

Olive, c. adj. aitr. (1) of the olive tree.

There is a trunk oi olive wood within Cycl. 455.

(2) formed of olive trees.

And in his ff//wtf bower at CEnoe I^.Athan.\\.\.%.
blithe, as in the oHve copses thick Cicadae are, . Witch^ vxii. 3.

*Olive-cinctured, c. adj. bound with a wreath of olive leaves.

On Saxon Alfred's o/sfftf-flwc^rffi/ brow : . . . Ode Lib. m. i-

Olive-sandalled, c. adj. Fig. planted with olive trees about

the base.
the line Of the olive-sandalled Apennine . . . Bug. Hills, 306.

Oliver, n. the name of a government spy,

like Oliver, That he'll be worthy of his hire. . . Peter, vii. iv. 4.

Olives, n. olive trees.

And sea-green olives with their grateful fruit, . . Orpheus, 107.

^Olympian, adj. (1) dwelling on Mount Olympus.
And even Olympian Jove Hellas, 233.

The Olym-pzan Gods and mortal men among ; Horn. Merc. lxxv. 4.
that Apollo Whom the Olym. Muses ever follow : ^ Lxxvi. S.

(2) where the dwellers on Mount Olympus assembled.
That I will lead thee to the Olympian Hall, . . Lxxvill. 5.

Olympians, n. dwellers on Mount Olympus.
the Olympians sat with joy astounded, .... Lxxxvil. 5.

Olympus, n. (1) a mountain in Asia Minor.
Phrygian Olympus, Tmolus, and Latmos, . . . Hellas, 281.

(2) the fabled dwelling of the Gods.
O'er odorous Olym-pus and its snows . . . Horn.. Merc LIV. 6.

the snowy head Of white Olympus, .... Lxxxvi. 4.

thundering up Olytnpu^} Prom. ill. i. 51.

*Oman, n. the Gulf of Oman.
A diver lean and strong, of Oman''s coral sea. . Laon, Vll. viii. 9.

XOvcL&Ti, n. a prognostic, sign or portent.
Fair omen of the voyage ; Horn.. Castor, 20.

No winged omen could nave shown more clear Horn. Merc, xxxvi. a.

By this omen I shall trace My noble herds, . LI. 2.

Ominous, adj. presaging ill.

through whose threatening ominous veil . . . Ch. ist, I. 48.
Oyninous signs Are blazoned broadly on the noon-

day sky : Hellas, 601.
could pall thee then, In ominous eclipse? . . Ode Lib. xii. 2.

Omit, V. tr. leave out, forego.
take The profit, yet om.it the sin and peril . . . Cenci, II. ii. 123.
to entreat the madmen to omit their . . . contem-

plations, Ch. \st, II. 6%.

*Omnipoteuce, n. tmlimited power.
In thy devastatine ontnipotence, Alastor^ 613.
girt tno' it be With Death's omnipotence. . . . Dcetnon, ti. 25.
But if Freedom should awake In her i7»f?zz]^o/e7Z£», Bug Hills, 151.
bestriding The tempest of the Omnipot. of God, Hellas, 449.
Has some unknown omnipotence unfurled . . . Mont B. "jj.

[arrayed] In tempest of the omnipotence of God . Prol. Hellas, 103.
mailed in the omni. Of Him who sends thee fortii, 134.

^ Beneath the fierce omnipoten<x of Jove, . . . Prom. I. 115.
And thine Omnipotence a crown of pain, . . , i. 290.
i^\xor\ed \nhr\ei Omnipotence

:

1.402.
like the omnipotent^ (Jf music, i, Soa.
who did the work Of tyrannous omnipotence; . Q. Mab, VIL 93.
Accomplice of t7»e»z]^0/«»ce in crime, vii. 103.
lends Its force to the omnipotence of mind, , . vill. 236.

Omnipotent, n. with the^ One who is all powerful.
who can please lonig The Omnipotent ? . . . . Prom. i. 344.
alone in strife Agamst the (7?M«?^/e«// . , . I. '362.

Omnipotent, adj. (1) all powerful, irresistible.

was he not alone omnipotent On Earth, . . . Cena, v. iv. 68.
Man were immortal, and om.nipotent, .... Int. Beauty, iv. 3.

The victor Fiend Omnipotent of yore, now quails, Laon^ l. xxxiv. 7.

Made all its many names omnipotent ; . . . 11. viii. 5.
As renovates the world ; a will om-nipotent ! . . li. xli. 9.
Aye, do thy worst. Thou art omnipotent. . . Front. I. 272.
to be Ofnnipoteni but friendless . . ... 11. iv. 48.
Rejoice ! henceforth I am omnipotent. .... —— iii. i. 3.
To defy Power, which seems omnipotent; . . , iv. 572.
The self-sufficing, the omnip>otent, Q. Mab, VI. 103.
built temples for the omnipotent fiend, .... vil. 97.
God omnipotent. Is there no mercy ? vil. 128.

(2) having unlimited power in particular things.
the om.nipoient hour to which are yoked . . . Hellas, 189.
Omnipotent m wickedness: ....... ^ . Q. Mab., IV. 223.
But genius is 0OT«z;^(7/tfM/To hallow .... W. Shel. Canc.w. \,

^Omnipresence, n, a pervading influence.
one serene Omnipresence, Epips. 95.
But in the omnipresence of that spirit .... HeUas, 600.
the bright o?M«(/r&rtfKc^ Ofmommg Triumph, ^\-^.

^Omniscient, adj, all-knowing.
Like (7?ww/j«W«^ power which be Bug. Hills, if^.
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On, adv, (1) onwards, forwards.
The frozen wind crept (3« above, Ch. ist^v, 12.

Never thus could voyage on Eug. Hills^ 4,
The magic car moved on Q. Mab^ I. 249.

(2) denoting continuance.
urged by the whip and goad To drag life on. . . Julian^ 302.
Love itself shall slumber on Music^ when sojtvoices^ 8.

(3) upon, over.
Of reasoned wrong, glozed on by ignorance, . . Prom. Iii. iv. 167.

On, prep. (1) upon as a support.
As in silent multitudes On the morning's fitful gale Buff. Hills. 84.
His head was leaning on a music book .... Julian^ 278.

(2)^ upon, as moral burden.
Weighs on the heart like that remorse . . . Rosal. 28.

(3) denoting locality.

The mountaineer, Encountering on some dizzy
precipice ... Alaslor, 258.

On the beach of a northern sea JSug, Hills^ 45.
Lies a solitaryheap, ...O. the margin ofthe stones, 50.
One solitary leaf on high ; . Rosal. 124.

(4) denoting succession, after.

shriek on shriek again begin ; Julian^ 267.

(5) denoting claim.
Which I on all mankind were I as he . ... 264.

(6) along tbe course of.

Drifting on his dreary way, . . . . . Bug. Hzlls^ 6.

(7) towards, at.

Look on the west, how beautiful it is Julian^ Cane. 3.
Yet look on me—take not thine eyes away, . . Yet look^ i.

Once, adv. (1) on a single occasion only.
When I once see them safe ... . . Calderon^ ill. 183.
For this once do not as Prynne would, .... Ch. isf, JI. 100.
for never But once within its shadow J*r. Moon, 5.
Sacred peace ! Qh visit me but once, Q. Mad, III. 72.

(2) at a previous period, at one time, but no longer now.
a bright stream O. fed with many-voicfed waves— Alasior, 669.
Who once clothed with life and thought . . Bug, Hills, 64.
Flies, as once before it flew, . . . 126.
Once remotest nations came 261.
As they were to whom once this present hour, . Hellas, 925.
truths which owc^ were dimly taught . . . Z-(Zow,viI.xxxii.5.
Once the hungry Hours were hounds Prom. IV. 73.

(3) on a certain occasion.
Once, early in the morning, Devil, i. i.

As once the wretch there lay to sleep, ... . Bug. Hills, 47.
I had once a lovely dream Faust, 11. 327.

(4) that has been if only on one occasion.
a house oncegiven over to sin II, 176.
Why aught should fail and fade that once is shewn, Int. Beauty, II. 8.

(SJ followed by again^ for the last time,
speak to me once again ; Adonais, xxvi. i.

(6) preceded by <it = 2X one and the same time, simul-
taneously.

at once the Paradise, The grave, the city, . . . xlix. i,

when all Is reft at once, Alastor, 714.
At once circumference and centre ... . . Peter, IV. vii. a.

(7) followed by more =yet again, another time.
A new Ulysses leaves once more Calypso for his

native shore. . . . Hellas, 1076.

*Onchestus, n. a mountain in Bceotia.
Down green O. heaped like beds with erass. . Horn. Merc.xiv. 7.
On the same spot in green Onchestus then . xxxi. 6.

Tell, ancient hedger of Onchestus green, . . xxxii. 2,

One, n. (1) as cardinal number.
One 1 Two ! The hours crawl on ; Cenci, III. ii. 24.

(2) the first hour of morning or afternoon.
Till the abbey bell struck One : . . . .St. Ir. (3) viil. 2.

(3) a special entity.

the One, The unborn and the undying Hellas, 768.
than One who rose, Than many unsubdued : . . 1092.
From the conquest but One could foil. . . , Prom. iv. 34.

One, pron. (1) a person, an individual referred to.

As one that in a silver vision floats Alastor, 316.
I wonder not—for One then left this earth . . L,aon, Ded. xii. 3.
but there was One Who sate beside him . i. be. 2.

and one Sate there, V. xliii. 8.
Hast thou forgotten one who watches thee . . . Prom. i. 821.

(2) as impers. pron., a person.
that every step One stumbles . ... . Faust^ ii. 21,
one may write Or read in gondolas Julian, 551.
Who knows, if one were buried there, .... Rosal. 555.

One, adj. (1) numerically.
And in whatever persons, one or two, Calderon, I. 197.
Peter Bells, one, two and three, Peter, Prol. i.

One of the million leaves of summer's bier . . Triumph, 51.

(2) a certain.

Sent from one Osbaldistone, who is fled ? , . . Ch. 1st, lii. 49.

(3) a single.

but o«f dwarf tree. Julian, 10.
There is one road To peace and that is truth, . . 347.
<?«£ blast of muttering thunder Burst in far peals Zaon l. ii i

(4) used as emphasizing, a special or particular person,

tiling, or subject.

C, darkest glen Sends from itswoods ofmusk-rose, Alastor, 451.
some inconstant star Between one foliaged lattice 404.
one silent nook Was there. 572.

(5) the same, a common.
the two sides of one question Calderon, i. 37.
From one effect two vengeances I, 214.
Were celebrating now one feast for all ! . . . . Cenci, I. iii. 140.

(6) pre-eminent.
towards the loadstar ofmy one desire Bpips. 219.

(7) identical.

He is made one with Nature : Adonais, XLII.- 1,

Of the desire which makes thee one with me, . . Prom. III. i. 35.

One, adv. phr. singly and successively.
they were ministered One after one, those curses, Julian, 435.
And, one by one, that night, L,aon, x. xfviii. i.

For one by owe, and two by two, Mask, III. 3.

Thou think'st we will live thro' thee, one by one. Prom. I. 483. •
*One-eyed, c. adj. having an eye only in the centre of the

forehead.
The one-eyed children of the Ocean God, . . . Cyd. 24.
To the one-eyed Cyclops, we 68.
Into the skull of this o«c-ey«^ son of Earth. . . 652.

Ones, used as n. (1) children.
My wife! my little owtfi-/ Cenci.V. m. 10^.
Oft, when my little ones at play, Rosal. 26$.

(2) persons, entities.

rush impetuously To meet the evil ones/ . . . Faust, II. 237.
Ones, pron.

I see young witches naked there, and old ones . II. 244.
*Oneself, as n. any person.

to isolate oneself'm. scorn, — 11. 229.
Only, adj. single.

to be, Cythna, the only source of tears . . . Loon, 11. xxi. g.
till she Became my only friend, -^— ii, xxxvi. 2.
One £7w/v son's love had supported her. . . . Mother ^ Son, li.i.

Only, adv. {D singly, alone.
for I have loved Thee ever, and thee only: . . . Alastor, 20.
this tongue is known Only to those who die. . . Prom.i. 151.
she only knows How justly to proportion . . . O. Mab^ii. 83.
The wreath to mighty poets £)w/y due, .... Tersa Rinta,'2.

(2) except that.

only . . . when his regard Was raised Alastor, 488.
(3) merely, simply.

Lead o«/v to a black and watery depth, . 215.
OwA- because thou lovest that and me. . . . Ch. ist, ii. 140.
Only the nightingale, poor fond soul. Sings . . v. 8.

Onset, n. attack, rush.
That OMjtf^ turned the foes Laon, VI. xiv. t.

Onward, ac^'. future.
to my onward life supply Its cahn Int. Beauty, Vll. 8.

Onward, adv. (1) forward.
If my power drags thee onward? Calderon, iii. 133.
Sail onward far upon their fatal way : . . . . Epips. 464,
and rocks and ocean. Onward, Faust, i. kj.
Lead us o»z(/a?'rf, far and fast, n. 43,
Shall we onward? Come along ! u. 87.
Forward, onward, far away ! n. 89.
Come onward, away

! n. 203.
they all Sweep onward. Prom. II. iv. 140.
As enhorror'dhe OKwarvf passM St. Ir.{-^)xi\.6.
Each day a shadow onward cast . . . .Time longpast, it." 4.
All hastening onward, Triumph, 47.
and were Borne onward.— 460.

(2) of passage of time.
The moments which even now Pass onward . . Cendi, ill. ii. 75.

(3) of passage of thought.
my spirit onw. past Beneath truth's steady beams Laon, 11. xii. 8.

(4) of sound.
Gathering 'round me, onwardhom^, . . . Prom, i. 699.

Ooze, n. soft slimy mud.
from earth's embrace the salt oo^e breeds, . . . J'ulian, 6.
and the oose and wind Rushed through an open

casement 2^K.
JOozy, adj. (1) covered with slimy mud, muddy.
What tf(?^_jp cavern or what wandering cloud . . Alastor, ^lo.We climbed the oo^y stairs Julian, 2'ig.
The oosy bottom of clear lakes and pools, . . . Prom. II. ii. 73.'
Round foodless men wrecked on some oosy isle. . 11. iii. 46
(2) succulent, juicy.

The sea-blooms and the Offs-jV woods . . Oi^W.Wind,\\\.\\.
Ope, V. tr. poet, form, Fig. unclose.
mom did ope Its pale eyes then

; Haon, xii. i. g.
Open, V. intr, unclose.
Some open at once to the sun and the breez^' . . Sensit. PL i. 51.

Open, adj. A. Lit. (1) wide apart, unclosed.
It is the iron gate. Which ye left open, .... Cenci, iv, ii. 41.
the ooze and wmd Rushed through an o. casement, Julian, 276
Thro' which they thrust me, open stood the while. Laon iii xiv a
lattice which I left Half open for it Vnf. Dr. 196

(2) hollow, dug out, empty.
Misery Sits near an open grave Death (2) l 2

3 R
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(3) unclosed, not sbnt.

With open eyes and folded hands Ginevra^ 104.

And open eyes, whose fixed and glassy light . . 148.

And where nis curved lips half open lay, . . . Loon. i. lix. 8.

With open eyes, closed feet and foldea palm. . . Witch^ xxviil. 8.

(4) unencumbered) clear.

overlaid The open space and fixed the cubits in, Horn. Merc. VIII. 5.

the more open station Of a flat smooth space, xxi. 4.

(5) roofless, not covered in.

And on the top an open tower, .... . Julian^ 102,

And open to the bright and liquid sky Prom. III. iv. 118.

But to the west was open to the sky. . . . Sunset^ 11.

(6) accessible.
inn-doors and windows Were open to me ; . . CEdipus^ I. 231.

(_7) expansive, boundless.
Or as moonlight fills the open sky Woodman^ 7.

(8) fretted with carved work,
A dome of thin and open ivory Wtick^ LIII. 4.

B. Fig. (1) clear, full.

Pale in the open moonshine, . Gisb. 282.

(2) free, good, generous.
Good minds and open actions take new might, . Apollo^ III. 5.

I never saw such blithe and open cheer In any eye ! Cenci^ I. iii. 17.

(3) frank, sincere-looking, cbeerfnl.

How clear its open and unwrinkled brow ! . . Datnon^ II. 187.

„ ,, , ,, „ ... Q. Mab. IX. 60.

basked glorious in tne open smiles ....,, Ude L,ib. iv. 3.

j:Open-eyed, c. adj. vigilant, wary.
vigilant Fear, And open^yed Conspiracy . . . Ch. w/, I. 28.

Opened, v. I. tr. (1) forced, broke.
And opened a chasm In the rocks ;— AreiAusa, II. 4.
and o. three great hollow Recesses in the rock— Horn. Merc. XLI. 4.

(2) unclosed, set ajar.

The old man opened them ; Laon^ IV. iii. 4.

(3) expanded.
And it opened its fan-like leaves to the light, . . Sensit. PI. I. 3.

II. intr, gave upon, looked towards,
the caverns of the vale That opened to the ocean, Ltton^ I. xviii. 8.

Opened, pp. A. Lit. set ajar.

Speak what door is opened? Cycl. 504.

B. Mg. made clear or plain.

Knock and it shall be opened—look, and, lo ! . . Helios^ 804.

OpeningTi ^- a gap or clear space.
Where, through an opening of the rocky bank, . Alastor^ 391.
And from the other opening in the wood . . Prom. iv. 236.

Opening, pr. pple. (1) being unclosed.
The door is opening now ; I see his face ; . . . Cendy II. i. 19.

(2j becoming evident or apparent.
New raptures opening towjxA. : Q. Mab^ I. 194.

^3) with OHj having a view or exit towards.
To an apartment opening on the sea— .... Julian^ 272.

Opening*, ppl. adj. (1) becoming larger or wider.
Beneath that opening spot of blue serene, . Laon^ I. iv. 5.

(2) expanding.
Must hang like poison on an opening bloom, . . Ld. Ch. a. 2,

See yon opening flower Spreads its fragrance to
the blast ; . . . W. Jew^ 1.

(3) crescent, waking to life.

The fairest feelings of the opening htaxty . . Q. Mab, V. 17.

(4) unclosing.
and so his opening lashes shone Rosal. 1272.

Openingrs, n. (1) gaps, clear spaces.
where through two openings in the forest . . . Pram. IV. 194.

(2 ) rifts, vistas.

Two openings of unfathomable night . . . Witch^ V. 3.

Opens, V. intr. ' (1) comes into view.
Which frowns on the valley that opens beneath ; Si. Ir. (2) n. 2.

the stainless sky Opens)xyond them like eternity. Summer^ 6.

(2) is susceptible.

The heart which ope?is to its blast ; Si. Ir. (4) vi. ^.

Operates, v. intr. exercises power, works.
Let that which ever operates and lives .... Faust^ I. 106.

*Opiate, n. a narcotic or sleeping potion.

I mixed an opiate with his drink : Cenci^ IV. ii. 30.

*Opiate, c. adj. attr. Fig. inducive of sleep or unconsciousness.
We strew these opiate flowers Hellas^ i.

Touching all with thine opiate wand— . ... To Nighty II. 6.

*Opiates, n. pi. of Opiate, n.

As opiates^ were the same applied Peter^ vii, xv. 5.

Opinion, n. conviction, belief.

although I Know not the opinion you maintain, . Calderon^ i. 107.

Should mock with gold, opinion^ law and power? Cenciy ill. i. 185.

my judgement will not bend To your opinion^ . Julian, 193.

opinion is more frail Than yon dim cloud . . . Loon, Vlll. ix. i.

Opinions, n. pi. of Opinion.
to consecrate Those false opinions Pr. Athan. 1. 37.

Opportunity, n. occasion afforded.
unequal only Irf opportunity, Calderon, I. 187.
And Opportunity^ that empty wolf, Ch. xst^ II. 125.

Without the o^or/wMiyy which bore Triumph, 22\.

Oppose, V. tr. contend for, strive to attain.
so much arrogance as to oppose The chair . . . Calderon^ I. 100.

Opposed, V. tr. confronted, faced.
And with his face opposed the steps he trod. . Horn.. Merc. XXXV. 8.

Opposed, pp. (1) as antagonists.
stood C?^i7jcrf in bloodiest battle-^eld, . . . . ^. Jl/a^, Vll. 216-

(2) put iu contrast,

in their natural bowers Were mingled or opposed^ Question^ V. 4.

Opposes, V. tr. withstands, combats.
and leave no wreck of what opposes His will . . Ch. ist, ill. 31.

Opposingr, ppt. adj. (1) contending.
feed with jealousies C'/^^^/m^ factions,— . . . 11. 166.

(2) opposite.
The opposing steep of that mysterious dell, . . Triumphy 470.

(3) placed towards her companion.
Beside the rudder, with (jj(^£?j/«^ feet. . . . Witch, %7^v\\.%.

Opposite, adj. (1) of contrary nature, antagonistic.

And being opposite. If one be good .... Calderon, 1. 143.

(^2) over against.
sate opposite and gazed Pr. Athan. II. i. 38.

Opposition, n. (1) resistance.

risen In opposition to the work, Calderon, i. 183.

A desperate opposition inch by inch Ch. ist^ II. 272.

(2) contrast, antagonism.
power and will In opposition rule our mortal day, Triumph, 229.

Oppress, V. tr. (1) afflict or distress.

as one whom sobs oppress. She spoke : . . . . iMon, vil. xix. 3.

(2) to tyrannize over.

ready to oppress the weaker still ; . . , . Q. Moby IV. 198.

Oppressed, v. tr. weighed down.
when death oppressed the weary soul, . . . Witch, ucix. 6.

Oppressed, adj. absol. a person or persons^ ill-treated.
the oppressor to the oppressed; .... . Cenci, III. i. 284.
The oppressor and the oppressed V. iii. 75.
Woe to the oppressed, and woe to the oppressor ! Hellas, 897.
from the oppressed to the oppressors flow. . . . JLaon, Vlll. xv. 9.
The oppressor and the oppressed

;

Peter^ III. xxii. 2.

Oppressed, pp. (1) evil intreated.

By inbred monsters outraged and oppressed, . Laon, xi. xxii. 7.

(2) worn or harassed.
oppressed with grief and madness, . . . , Pr. Athan. II. ii. 40,

Oppression, n. tyranny, cruelty.

To hear but of the oppression of the strong, Julian, 239.
a dying seer of dark oppression's hell. . . . Laon, x. xxv. 9.

Like oppression's thundered doom Mask^ xc. 2.

Gaze on oppression^ till at that dread risk . . . Naples, 85.

Oppression shrinks aghast : OaeLdb. VI. 8.

Bred from the slime of deep oppression's den, . xil. 3.

He has enthroned the oppres. and the oppressor. xvil. 5.

Oppressions, n. cruel deeds, tyrannic acts.

The else unfelt oppressions of this earth, . . . Julian, 450.
When thou risest, uprooting offpressions ; . . (EdipuSy li. ii. 55.

^Oppressive, adj. imparting depression.
And the smell, cold, oppressive, and dank, . . Sensit. PI. III. 11.

Oppressor, n. a tyrant, one who rules cruelly.

Then trample and dance, thou Oppressor.^ . . CastLAdm. iii. i.

the oppressor to the oppressed
; Cenci, ill. i. 284.

The oppressor and the oppressed .- v. iii. 75.
Woe to the oppressed, and woe to the oppressor! HellaSy ^7.
shall scatterm its gust The thrones of the oppres., Loon, II. xiii. 7.

from the oppressor's wrath. Or the caresses of
his sated lust iv. xx. 3.

Man^s free-bom soul beneath the oppressor's heel, viii. vii. 6.

Their stem oppressor pleas'd appears awhile, . M. N. Post. Fr. 57.
than the heaven's majestic cope To his oppres.y Marenghi^ XVIII. 5.
Let the oppressor hold Nat. Ant. V. 4.
He has enthroned the oppression and the opPres. Ode Lib. XVII. 5.

The oppressor and the oppressed

;

... Petery in. xxii. 2.

Oppressors, n. pi. of Oppressor.
Who weave the clothes which your oppress, wear, Fr. Peo. Bng. 3.
but, like oppressors, still They crave the relic . Hellas, 428.
Be the fortune of our fierce oppressors weighed . 1010.

unwonted fears Fell on the oale oppressors . . Loon, Ded. xiil. 6.
when mankind doth strive With its oppressors . I. xxxiii. 2.

dare To trample their oppressors ? . . . II. xliii. 6.

from the oppressed to the oppressors flow. , . vill. xv. 9,

Oppressors of mankind to you we owe ... M. N. Post. Fr. 23.
Though from their hundred gates the leagued O., Naples, 74.

Or, con/. (1) after no or »(?/= neither, any.
If no bright bird, insect, or gentle beast . . . AlastoTy 13.

not a si^t Or sound 01 awe but in his own deep
mina 298.

(2) marking an alternative.

as led By love, 0. dream, o. god, 0. mightier Death, -— 428.

(3) introducing supplementary illustrations,

but some inconstant star . . . Or, painted bird. . .

Or gorgeous insect floating motionless, . . 465-6.

(4) with whether preceding.
whether she be In poet's tower, cellar, or bam, . Gisb. 2.

(5) after than with a comparative.
For none than he a purer heart could have. Or

that loved good more Pr. Athan. i. 17.
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(61 opening a new sentence following an assertion.
Or like forgotten lyres, whose dissonant strings MutabiUty^ 5.

(7) = either.

Which seeks a ' soul of goodness * in things ill, Or
in himself or others, . Julian^ 205.

Oracle, n. (1) a prophecy,
the ancient oracle is accomplished ; . . Cycl. 70'i.
Ye the oracle have heard

:

Ode Lth. xv. 6.
Oh, would that this were all ! The oracle// , . (Edipus^ I. 108.
Why it was I who spoke that oracle^ . ... l. 109.
nor, in truth, The tfror/f itself! 1. 112.
Now if the oracle had ne'er foretold i. 117.
Oracle^ wine, and me and you— I. 124.
The ortKr/fe is now about to be Fulfilled .... II. i. 151.

(2) a place whence divinations were given.
thine earliest throne and latest oracle. .... Ode L.ib. v. 15.

(3) something which acts prophetically or oracularly.
Still there was truth in the sad oracle. , . . E. Wt/liams, V. 8.

Every false verse of that sweet orc*r/s, . . . . Gz'sd. 141.
Each to itself must be the oracle. Profn. il. iv. 123.

Oracles, n. (1) words, speech, sayings.
Sweet flrac//sj of woods and dells, GuitarJane^67^.

(2) prophetic utterances.
If you knew as much Of oracles as I do — . . . CEdipus^ 1. 126.

^Oracular, adj. prophetic, wise, far-seeing.
responses Of their oracular statues

;

Calderon^ i. 139.
the mystery Of all oracular fates,— .... Horn. Merc. Lxxx. 6.

The oracular mind that made his features glow, L,aon^ i. lix. 7.

Shall steam up like inspiration, Eloquent, orac; Mask^ LXXXix. 3.

The oracular thunder penetrating snook . . . Naples^ 6.

wandered Over the oracularwoods and divine sea 49.
These prodigies are oracular, (Edipus^ II. ii. 64.
Whence the oracw&r vapour is hurled up . . Prom. II. iii. 4.
And spoke, and were oracular^ III. iii. 128.

Orange, adj. (1) a yellowish-red colour.
The orange hues of heaven sunk silently. . . . Julian^ 138.
Orange and azure deepening into gold: . Prom,. I. 761.
Deep m the orange light of widening mom . . —— Ii. i. 18.

(2) a name adopted by Irish protestants.
White boys and orange boys, and constables, . (Edipus, ll. i. 177.

^Oransre-coloured, c. adj. yellowish-red.
Striding across the orange-coloured \i^zs^^y— Marenghi^ xxvil. 6.

Orb, n. (1) a sphere, applied to the planets of the solar

system.
With the sun's cloudless orb. Dcemon, I. 153.
Earth's distant orb appeared i. 160.
Until the sun^s broad orb Seemed resting . . . i. 192.
Orb above orb, with starry shapes between, . . Eaon^ I. Hi. 7.

in the ray Of the sun's unseen orb— VI. xviii. 5.
were spread Under its orb,— Vl-xxxvii.g.
For thme orb is bright, Moonbeam, i. 8.

Like the dim orb of the eclipsed moon ; . . . Pr. Aihan. Fr. 3.
Within the circuit of this pendant orb . . , Prol. Hellas, 31.
which made dim The orb I rule, Protn. III. ii. 3.
With miehty whir! the multitudinous orb . . . iv. 253.
Within the orb itself, iv. 261.
*Tis only mocking the orb^s harmony. . . iv. 269.
Which whirl as the orb whirls, iv. 275.
of thy love, Orb most beautiful. Full, . . . iv. 455.
Beautiful orb/ gathering as thou dost roll

.

iv. 521.
The sun's unclouded orb Rolled . . . . Q. Mab, \. 242.
Earth's distant orb appeared —— i, 250.
the sun's broad orb Seemed resting . ... 11. 4.
Might ken that rolling orb

;

II. 86.
The orb of day. In southern climes, .... IV. 19.
than the beams Of heaven's pure orb^ .... rv. "152.

(2) the eyes.
Orb within orb, deeper than sleep Loon, xi. v. 3.
Orb within orb, and line thro' line inwoven. . . Prom. ii. i. 117.

(3) Fig. truth likened to a planet affording light.
avail To hide the orb of truth— . . .... JLaon^ vill. ix. 4.

OrliSd, adj. sphere-shaped.
That orbed maiden with white fire laden, . . . Cloud, 45.
made rock The £Jr5e«af world! /V-ff/«. 1.69.

*Orl)its, n. the paths of the planets.
Orbits measureless, are furled OdetoHeaven, 51.
He taught the implicated orbits woven . . . Prom. II. iv. 87.

*Orblike, adj. sphere-shaped.
O'er which is curved an orblike canopy .... iv. 210.

Orbs, n. (1) pi. of Orb (1).
Unending orbs mingled in mazy motion, . . . Datnon^ I. 244.
Strange things within their belted orbs appear. . i. 255.
Such tmy twraklers as the planet or^j .... 11-315.
Ten thousand orbs involving and involved, . . Front. IV. 241.
Countless and unending orbs Q. Mab^ II. 73.
the majestic laws That rule yon rolling orbs, . . ir. 243.
The eternal orbs that beautify the night, . . . vi. 98.

, It II „ „ ,, . . . Superstition, 37.
Throughout these infinite orbs of mingling light, Q. Mab, vi. 140.
Such tmy twinklers as the planet orbs .... ix. 22^.

(2) pi. of Orb (2).
The fire of those soft orbs has ceased to bum, . A/astor, 64.
where . . . dewy eyes Had shone^ gleam stony 0. :— 536.
are the ^r&? of Heaven Written Calderon,n. 162.
Scarce hides the dark blue orbs that bum below Deemon, i. 41.

Moveless awhile the dark blue orbs remained : . Deemon, II. 327.

;,
a Mab, IX. 235.

sometimes on high concealing Its lessening orbs^ Laon, I. x- 4.

Close their faint flf-3j in death : ix.xxxiv.5.

Fix, fix those tortured orbs in peace and death, . Prom.. \. 600.

Scarce hides the dark blue orbs beneath, . . . Q. Mab, I. 39.

Which in their orbs was burning far, Jiosal. 1 130.

Orchard, n. an inclosure of fruit trees.

He'd clomb the orchardwzMs to pillage . . . Feter^ 11. ix. 3.

Orchards, «, pi. of Orchard.
The vines and orchards^ Autumn's golden store, Laon, x. xviii. 7.

Order, n. (1) a command or direction.

But^esterdayTherecamean(7ri&?-from the Pope Cenct, l. u 130,

to sign this (7«fer For their detention Ch. ist, ll. ^yS.

(2) with ZK, signifying due and proper arrangement-
Nay, haste, and place in order quickly .... Cycl. 220.

their seats in order due they fill, ..... Horn.. Merc. L.V. 5.

He in their order due and fit degrees .... lxxiii. 6.

(3) to retreat in order= with regularity.

and then Retreating in good order, (Edipus, I. 317. <

(4) to take order = to make disposition.

His Grace of Canterbury must take order . . Ch. 1st, II. 69.

Order, v. intr. give directions.

To order that this insolent fellow II. ^5.
Order, interj. a claim or command for regular proceeding.
Order! order/ \^ not T2^\ CEdtpu^^il.x.wj.

Ordered, v. tr. arranged or settled.

the free spirit which first ordered them ; . . . . Calderon, I. 252.

Ordered,//, settled, fated.

And so my lot was ordered^ Cettci, V. ii. 121.

Orders, n. marks or badges of distinction.

To wear one's orders upon gala days. .... Faust^ il. 263.

Ordinance, n. a law or decree.
and by special ordinance of God forbidden . . C/i. 1st, II. 41.

Ordinary, adj. common, of the usual kind.
That ghosts move not on ordinary feet ? . . . Faust, II. 337.

Ore, n. a metallic substance.
Upon a shining ore, and called it gold : . . . . Q. Mab, V. 55.

*Oread, c. adj. attr. belonging to the Oreades.
The Oread nymphs are weeping— . . . Bion. Adon. 16.

*Oreads, n. mountain nymphs.
Oreads and Naiads, with long weedy locks, . . Witch, xxil. -^.

Or^au, n. natural part or instrument.
every organ yet performed Its natural functions : Q. Mab, i. 143.

*Orffanization, n. structural disposition.
From his organization sprung Peter^ VI. xxiii. 2.

Orgrans, n. natural instruments.
their might Exceeds our organs, Senstt. PI. IV. 23.

Orient, adj. (1) eastern, of or from the east.
They were stript from Orient bowers, . . Hellas, 3.
Like Orient mountains lost in day

;

85.
Which the orient planet animates with light; 217.
did steep The orient sun in shadow :— .... Laon, I. ii. 6.
when day Descends upon the orient ra-y, - - . Love, Hope, 40.
orient incense lit by tne new ray Triumph, 12.

through the orient cavem flowed, 344,
(2) crescent, rising.

When the Orient uioon oflslam rolled in triumph Hellas^ 266.
In the calm regions of the orient day ! . . . . Ode Lib. x. 5.
When the orient moon of Islam rode in triumph Prol. Hellas, 172.

(3) opening, beginning.
through birth's orient portal Hellas, 202.

Original, n. the beginning, cause or source.
Their great original can teU. Devil^ xvil. 4.

tOrigfinal, adj. primal.
Or sink into the original gaX^h of things : . . . Prom. I. 818.

*Orion, n. one of the fifteen ancient southern constellations.
I stare upon Orion and the stars Cycl. 192.
While far Orion o'er the waves did walk . . . Laon., V. Iviii. 3.
immovably Belted On'dTw hangs— . . . . Pr. Aihan. \\.\\.%\.

Orison, n. Fig. prayer or supplication.
In vesper low or joyous orison, Alastor^ 694.
the Ocean's orison arose, Triumph, 7.

Ornament, n. decoration.
to the stuffing-out and the ornament of a worm

of worms C4. u/, II. 453,
""Oromaze, n. [Ormuzd or Hormuzd] the principle of Good of

the Zoroastrians
And Oromase, and Christ, and Mahomet, . . Laon^ x. xxxi. 1.

Orphan, n. a child that has lost its parents.
sin and wrongs wound as an orphatCs cry, . . Ch. \si^ I. 13.
Here is the pomp that strips the houseless o^Aaw, I. 153.
With an orphan^s affection Hellas, 98.
And at the orphan's sigh, the widow's moan, M. N. Pjst. Fr. 81.
Oh ! many a widow, many an orphan cursed . Q. Mab,^\\. 141.

Orphan, c. adj. attr. Fig. in a condition of orphanage.
Orphan hours, the year is dead, . . . . Dirgefor Year 1. 1.
Sweet Spirit! Sister of that or^>fc<z« one, . . . Epips. i.

a free and happy orphan child, Laon. I. xxxvi. 2.
Of an ancestral name the orphan chief. .... Pr. Afhan. I. 30!

Orphans, n. pi. of Orphan, n.
And homeless orphans find a home near her, . Laon. iv. xxii, i,
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Sadder than orphans^ yet not fatherless ! . . . Ld. Ch. ix. 4.

Tho' around it the orphans^ the fatherless pine? Tlear^ V. 5.

OrpheTis, n. son of Oeagrus by Calliope.
Another Orpheus stngs again, Hellas.^ 1074.
It is the wandering voice of Orpheus^ lyre, . . Orpheus^ 38.

so Orpheus^ seizea and torn By the sharp fangs 50.

^Orphic, adj. of or relating to Orphans or Orphism.
I know a famous Orphic incantation .... Cycl. 650.
Hear ye the blast, Whose OrMc thunder . . Hellas^ 704.
Language is a perpetual orpkic song, .... Prom. iv. 415.

*Oxsino, n. a character in The Cenci.
Pervert not truth, Orsino CW«cz, i. ii. 2.

Alas, Orsino! All the love that once I felt . i. ii. 20.

my father gives a sumptuous feast, Orsino^ . . I. ii. 48.
'Tis but Orji'wo'j servant.—Well, what news? . li. i. 23.

You, my good Lord Orsino, heard those words. II. ii. 41.
But you, OrsinOy Have the petition : II. ii. 58.

Bndure ?

—

Orsino^ It seems your counsel is small
profit III. i. 167.

Peace, Orsino/ III. i. 200.

Art thou my friend Orsino? . . ill. i. 222.

Orsino, What are the means ? III. i. 232.

Shall I wait, Orsino. Till he return, ill, i. 373.
I see Orsino has talked with you, III. i. 382.
'Tis midnight, and Orsino comes not yet. . . , ill. ii. i.

'tis Orsino's step . . . Speak ! lii. ii. 31.

Thy devoted servant, Orsino IV. iv. 94.
It should be Orsino"s hand ! IV. iv. 97,
C?rj«TO7? Marzio? All present; IV. iv. 172.

I fear, Orsino^ While I consider all your words . V. i. 46.
the young prelate Orsino sent me to Petrella ; . V. ii. 15.

Here is Orszwo'J name ; V. ii. 176.

Where is Orsino} Let his eye meet mine. . . V. ii. 177.

^Orthodox, adj. conventional.
whipt Into a loyal and an orthodox whine. . . (Bdipus, II. i. 30.

*Orthodo3cal, adj. Orthodox.
T\it.orihodoxal%y\\.Q^%xa\ Peter, Prol. 12.

^Orthodoxy, n. correct opinion, conventionality.

No name left out which orthodoxy loves, . . . CEdipus, I. 367.

*Ort7ffia, n. an island in the Bay of Syracuse.
Ortygia, Melite, and Calypiso's Rock, .... I. 170.

Ortygfian, adj. of Ortygia.
Beneath the Ortygian shore ; — Arethusa, V. 15.

*Os1)aldistoue, n. a name in Charles I.

Sent from one Osbaldistone^ who is fled? . . . Ch. ist, III. 49.

*Osirian, adj. connected with the worship of Osiris.

Tired with the pomp of their Oi-/Wa» feast. . . Witch, JSVlll. 8.

Ostentations, adj. obtrusive, pretentious.

with an eye Of ostentatious trouble, Ginevra, 143.

Qthello, n. Fig, like Othello, black.

In shape a Scaramouch, in hue Othello. . . . Witch, Ded. vi. 5.

Otlier, adj. (1) distinct from the thing or person referred to.

Which are, I think, the checks o( other men. . . Cenci, i. i. 85.

And I will taste no other v/\n& to-night. . . . i. iii. 89.
and no other object breaks The waste, , . . Julian^ 9.

(2) of a different sort or kind.

Bedimmed all other light Daemon, I. 174.
Far other\iZx\L than our's were needed now . . Hellas, 349.

(3) signifying a previous time.

The other day when we conversed together? . . Cenci, in. i. 339.

(4) used reciprocally with each= another, one's neighbour,
that from each other's veins Catch the volcano-

fire, and earthquake spasm, Hellas, K^.
Misery ! we have known each other, In-v. Mis. III. i.

And vows of faith each to the other bind ; . . , Laon^ iv. xiii. 4.
Bach one the other thus from ill to ill did lure. x. vi. 9.

Otber, adv. otherwise, different in kind.

That they are other than they seem Rosal. 517.

Others, adj.'pron. different times, persons, or things.

At others, pens up naked in damp cells .... Cenci, III. i. 46.
She shall become, . . . All she appears to others ; ^— IV. i. 88.

. I saw as in a glass The hearts of others .... Hope, Fear^ 1 1.

could moan For woes which others bear not, . . Julian, 445.
Otherwise, adj. different.

We might be o.—we might be all We dream of . 172.

Otherwise, adv. in another manner.
I hope to prove the induction otherwise, . . 202.

Otherwise, conj. or else.

look, hospitable Jove, Upon this outrage of thy
deity. Otherwise be considered as no God ! . Cyd. 342.

Othman, adj. Turkish, Ottoman.
And British skill directing Othman might, , . Hellas, 1019.

Othman, n. the name of the Tyrant in Laon.
Shall Othman only unavenged despoil ? . . . Laon, V. xxxii. 4.

that ye should shed The blood of (7M?Ka«— . - ' v. xxxiii. 3.

Otho, n. Emperor of Rome, A. D. 69.
it will avail To thine own fame that Otno"s should

not fail Otho, I. 8.

great Otho died Like thee— n. 2.

*Otter, n. a Devonshire river.

As when he tramped beside the Otter. .... Peter, VI. xxv. 5.

IfOtters, n. an ichthyopophagous quadruped {Lutra vulgaris).
These stinking foxes, these devouring otters, . (Edipus^ II. ii. 118.

Ought, as aux. v. should, (implying obligation or duty).

You ought not to be too exact with him. . . . Faust, II. 39-
What we ought not, perhaps ; . . .... II. 286.

This cannot be, it ought not, evil still— .... Fr. Satire^ 35.

You ought to give us ho§^-wash and clean straw, (Bdipus^ I. o^.

We ought to put her Majesty, ... ... II. ii. 70.,

And how we ought, two hours beforcj .... SerchiOy 64.
Stain that which ought to have diadamed . . . "Triumph^ 205.

j-Ounces, n. Felis uncia, the Snow Leopard,
As hooded ounces cling to the driven hind ; . . Prom. I. 609.

Our, pass. pr. pertaining or belonging to us.

If our great Mother has imbued my soul . . Alastor^ 2.

And such,—he cried, is (?Mr mortality, . . . . Julian, tio.

When evening fell upon our common home, . . Rosal. 33.

Ours, absol. poss. pr: (1) pertaining to, or of us.

Of this quaint show oiours, my aged friend? . Ch. \st, I. 117.

He weaves about himself a world of mirth Out of

the wreck oiours ... ll- 112.

(2) gained by us.

Aye ! the day Was our's: but how ? . . . . Hellas, 367.

(3) without preceding noun, signifyinga privilege, duty, or

advantage.
it was ours To stand on thee, beholding it ; . . Julian, 59.

Ourselves, pron. us, not others.

That we have power over ourselves to do . . . 185.

If as ourselves we cease to love our kind !— . . Laon, v. xfix. 3.

Out, adv. (1) forth, from home, from house.
But out to seek Apollo's herds would creep. . . Horn.. Merc. in. 8.

And the strange crowd that out and in Passed, . Rosal. 903.

(2) signifying separation, away from.
A torn leaf out of an old book .... . Ch. ist, ll. 428.

He called the ghost out of the corse ;—.... Peter, II. vi. i.

shook forth the dull oblivion Out of their dreams ; Woodman^ 38.

(3) exposure or discovery,

tear o«^ the secret Which cankers my heart's core; Cenci, III. i. 156.

(4) signifying destruction or extinguishment.
Or I shall puffyour flickering life out. .... Faust, 11. 33.

And bored their lives out. Horn. Merc. xx. 3.

Like one who rubs out an account, ... . Peter, vii. iii. 4.

^5) of enquiry or selection.

Whilst they search out dooms, Horn. Merc. xciv. 7.

singled out for her thunder-bearing minion ; . TriuTnph, 265.

(6) with oJ= by means of, from.

out of the amplitude Of his profuse exhaustless
treasury ; . . Hotn. Merc. Lxxx. 2.

or make brawn out of our gristles CEdipus, l. 6$.

(7) forth, to the world.

When they first gave out such flams? .... Peter, III. xvi. 3.

(8) loudly.

Bitterly screaming out she is driven on . . Bion. Adon. 20.

What are you roaring out, Cyclops ? Cycl. 675.
He found a tortoise, and cried out— 'A treasure !

* Horn. Merc. IV. 2.

(9) of procession or origin.

Nothing went ever out, Peter, rv. vii. 4.

Outcast, n. a person or thing left friendless or helpless.

the outcast of the sea, Calderon, ii. 43.
The outcast of a desolated home, . . , . Laon, vill. xv. 3.

The outcast, the abandoned, the alone ? . . . Prom. il. iv. 105.

Outcast, c. adj. attr. uncared for.

All but the outcast man Q. Mab, III. 199.

Outcasts, n. pi. of Outcast, n.

lean outcasts^ Horsed upon stumbling jades, , Ch. ist, I. 168.

Outcry, «. a wail or shout.

Mark that (?M/cry of despair ! . ... . /V»7m. I. 553.

Outer, adj. more distant or exposed.
the outer lake beneath the lash Of the wind's

scourge, - Witch, L. 1

Outface, V. tr. brave impudently or fearlessly.

When they out/ace detection— Julian, 243.

*OutgTowiuir, pr. pple. encroaching on.

In Pelion's shadow, outgrowing The light of the

dying day, . . • - Pan, 11. 3.

jOutgfrown, pp. forgotten.

too young as yet To have outgrown the sorrow . Adonais, Ll. 2..

Outlast, V. tr. continue beyond.
Outlast the leafless time ; Gisb. 320.

Outlasting", pr. pple. continuing beyond.
the impulse of an infancy Outlasting manhood— 74.

^Outlawed, ppl. adj. declared beyond the pale of law.
An out. murderer Had lived seven days there : Marenghi, xvil. 3.

Outlaws, n. persons deprived of legal protection.

I know two dull, fierce outlaws, . . . . Cenci, in. i. 233.
Outlaws or thieves} Cycl. 201.

^Outlet, n. a place of egress.

L standing at the outlet, 673.
And at its outlet flags huge as stakes Sensit. PI. m. 72.

Outline, n. contour, line of form.
Whose outline is as fair as marble clothed . . . Deetnon, i. 16.

neither limb, Nor form, nor outline; ... . Prom.. 11. iv. 6.
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That lovely outline^ which is fair As breathing^

marble. Q. Mab, I. i6.

Swayed to her OM^/magracefully 1. 104.
'^'OutlliLes, n. pi. of Outline.
Whoae flowing outlines mingle in their flowing . Epips. 96.

Outlive, V. tr. survive.
But never dream ye shall outlive him long ! . . Cenci^ IV. iii. 33.

live ! outlive Me and this sinking empire. . Hellas^ 4.58.
that motherWhom to outlive^ and cheer, . . . Rosal. 349.

jOutlived, V. tr. Fig. lived after, survived.
His words outlivedhxra^ like swift poison . . . Prom. I. S48.
The other long outlived both woes and wars, . . Triumph^ 266.

Outlived, pp. survived, lived through.
He seems to have outlived a world's decay ; . . Hellas^ 138.
Its leaves which had outlived th& frost, . . . Zucca^ vi. 5.

Outlives, V. tr. survives.
So long as fire outlives the parent spark, . . . Adonais^ XLVI. 3.
A half unfrozen dew-globe, ... Ow/i^'z/fij the noon, /V-<3/m. IV. 435.

jOutliving, pr. pple. Fig. surviving.
What retrospects, outliving ttv&n despair? . . . Cenci^ ill. i. 76.

*Outuuniber, v, tr, exceed in number.
As if they did ten thousand years outnumber . . Laon^ III. i. 3.
its shapes the busy thoughts outnu-mber . . . Mont B. 51.

'

Outrage, n. A. Lit. (1) violence, abuse, personal injury.
Rapine, and death, and outrage. . . . . Calderon, li. 141.
Of deadlier f7«^ri2^£ or worse mjury ? . . Cenci^ III. i. 80.
his late outrage to Beatrice ; . . in. i. 198.
Cenci has done an outrage to his daughter. in. i. 348.
What outrage} That she speaks not, . in. i. 349.
Done outrage to his chosen ministers. . . Ch. ist^ li. 222.

(2) contempt, insult.

Upon this OM^riif* of thy deity, Ojfcl.$4.i.

But loathed scorn and outrage unrelenting, . . Julian^ 333.
B. Fig. insult, attack.

upon that form Yet safe from the worm's outrage^
let no tear Be shed Alastor^ 702.

fOutrage, v. t^. offend or do violence to.

To own all sympathies, and outrage none, . . . Laon^ VIII. xii. 2.

Outraged, pp. insulted, contemned.
To woman, outraged and polluted long

;

IV. xxi. 2.

By inbred monsters outraged . . .... xi. xxii. 7.

*Outrag'ed, ppi, adj. (1) abused, scorned, insulted.
His OM/ro^a^ love perhaps awakened hate, . . Cfiwcz' n. ii. 36.
1 curse thee by a parent's outraged iov&, . . Ld. Ch. v. i.

(2) violated, abused.
gold to pay the pangs Of aa^ra^ea? conscience; . Q. Mab^v. 198.

Outrag-es, n. brutal insults or injuries.

Such outrages as to awaken in thee Unfilial hate ? Cenci^ IV. iv. 102.

Outran, v. tr. Fig. (1) moved more swiftly than.
that boat of pearl outran The streams . . Laon^ xil. xxxv. i.

(2) exceeded.
Then was kindled within him a thirst which out. Prom. I. 543.

(3) surpassed in knowledge.
soon £>a2?ra« His teacher, ... . Pr. Athan.ii.'ii.i^.

Outright, adv. absolutely.
and now she laughed outright . . Witch, Liv. 8.

Outrun, V, tr. overpass.
Outrun the winds that chase them, . . . Pr. Athan. ii. ii. 14,

*Outsallying-, ppl, adj. breaking forth.
the dreadful path Of the outsallying victors \ . . Q. Afab, IV. 66.

tOutshiuing, pr. pple. Fig. surpassing in effect.

the radiance of fear Is outshining ^% meteors ; . Vis. Sea, 74.
could dye In hues outshining Heaven— . Witch, xxvi. 7,

^Outsoar, v. tr. Fig. surpass, exceed.
Their minds oM^oar the bonds . . . . Z,a£7«, ix. xi. ::.

*Outsoared, pp. Fig. passed beyond.
He has outsoaredih^ shadow of our night ; . . Adonais, XL. 1.

*Outspeed, v. tr. (1) go more swiftly than.
Thy barb whose hoofs out. the tempest's flight . Arabic, Im.it. i. 5.
Lest death outspeedmy purpose, Cenci, iv. i. 69.
OutsPeed th% sun around the orbed world

j
. Prom. ill. iii. 78.

and those Who lead it— . . . Out. the chariot, . Triumph, 140.

(2) precede.
I fear a man whose blows outspeed his words ; . Cenci, 11. ii. 125.

*Outspeeded, v. tr. went more swiftly than.
They oufspeeded the blast, Prom. iv. 36.
Others outspeeded it ; Trtum-ph, 453.

^Outspeedingr, pr. pple. surpassing in swiftness.
Outspeeding th^ shax^L^ Arethusa, IV. i^.

Darkening the night, and outspeeding the wind— Faust, II. 161.
Leading the Day and outspeeding the Niglit, . Prom. iv. 167.

*Outspeeds, v. tr. (1) excels in swittness.
a tiger on Hydaspes' banks Out. the antelopes . Witch, LI. 4.

(2) precedes.'
her destiny ouispeeds it Cenci, IV. i. 28.
Panic, who outspeeds The career of armed steeds Mask, lxxx. i.

*Outspent, pp. exhausted.
Even as a vulture and a snake outspent . Prom.. III. i. 72.

*Outspent, ///. adj. exhausted.
Which spurred him, like an outspent horse, III. iv. 141,

^Outspread, pp. (1) expanded.
(Canopied by Victory's eagle wings outspread) . Ch. \st, I. 142.

And his burning plumes outspread, Cloud, 32.

Kept their swift pinions half (7«/j^/'^adr, .... Rosal. j^f).

(2) stretching around,
and 0. The plain, the City, and the Camp below, Laon, v. i. 3.

Our altar the grassy earth outspread, .... Rosal. 853.

*Outspread, ppl. adj. (1) stretched out, extended.
her outspread SLXms now hzxe, Alastor, lyy.

would hunt them, and with outspread hand, . . Laon, vn. xx. 6.

(2) dishevelled, flowing.
Beneath the darkness of his outspread hair He

stood thus beautiful : I. Ix. i.

(3) full, all-embracing.
Bright in the o«/-j^^tfff(/ morning's radiancy, . . II. xvi. 5.

. (4) far-extending.
On outspread wings of its own wind upborne . . IV. xxxi. 6.

'^OutBprnug', V. intr. started forth.

Our bands otUsprung and .seized their arms— , V. vi. 5.

Outstretclied, //. (1) stiffened, distended.
her parted lips Outstretched, and pale, .... Alastor, 180.

(2) extended.
Withered the hand outstretched hat to relieve

; Q. Mab, in. 159.

(3) prolonged.
In years outstretched beyond the date of man, . Hellas, 158.

Outstrip, V. tr. exceed in swiftness.

when to outstrip thy skiey speed Ode W. Wind., IV. 8.

I fear : they outstrip the Typhoon ; Prom. n. iv. \ 70.

Outstrips, V. tr. exceeds in swiftness.
(7a^j/r/]^jThesplendour-wingfedchariotofthesun, Adon. Cane. 34.
and outstrips tne lagging blast, . . Pr. Athan. 11. iii. 17.

tOntwall, n. Fig. outermost part.

Whose outwall, bastioned impregnably .... Hdlas, 774

.

Outward, adj. (1) pretended, apparent.
And with this outward^aw of love ... . Cenci, I. ii. 50.

(2) bodily, material.

to individual sense Oi outward shews, .... Dcsnton, 11. 251.
while outward \{ie had burst its bound Laon, in. vi.'2.

lost To sense of outward things, xi. x. 2.

And so the out-ward world uniting . . Peter, IV. iv. i.

Bxpressed in tf«/z(;ayrf things ; .... . . /Vow*, in. iv. 130.
nature was apprised Oi outward ^ews, . . . . Q. Mab, vn. 51.
wakes the spirit to the sense Of outward shews, ix. 156.
Ere its outward form had known decay, . . . Sensit. PL iv. 3.

^Outwatclied, v. tr. watched through or longer than.
Outwatched with me the envious night— . . . Int. Beauty, VI, 7.

OutwatcMng", pr. pple. (See Outwatched.)
Outwatching weary night, Daemon, l. 37.

*Outweep, V. tr. exceed in pretence of tears.

And—for thou canst outweep the crocodile— . Ld. Ch. xni. 3.

Outweigh, V. tr. Fig. be of more worth.
make The lightest favour of their lawful king

Outweigh a despot's.— Ch. is/, li. 31.

^Outweig'Iied, v. tr. Fig. was of more moment.
where good-will (7«ft£'f?^^</ The frugal luxury . Gisb. 151.

*Outwept,j^. Fzg. spent or exhausted.
She faded, like a cloud which had outwept its rain. Adonais, x. 9.

*Outwit, V. tr. overreach or get the better of.

I little thought he should outwit me so ! . . Cenci, i. i. 20.

Outworn, //. Fig. (1) spent, exhausted, done with.
Her winter weeds outworn : Hellas, 1063.
Cast off their memories of the past outworn; . Laon, v. xHi. 3.
to bum the shrouds outworn and dead, .... ix. v. 7."

The fanes of many a worship, now outworn. , Prom. i. 622.
From the dust of creeds outworn, .... i. 697.

(2) wearied out, spent.
and was outworn with speed ; Un/. Dr. 132.

Outworn,///, adj. (1) oft-used, well-known.
Some outworn and unused monotony, . . Cend^ V. iii. 125.

(2) disused, neglected.
Round the walls of an outworn sepulchre, . . . Rosal. 210.

(3) discredited, past.

The outworn creet^ again believed, . . • 71S.

^Oration, n. triumph.
skulked in ovation through The streets of Thebes, CEdipus, i. 34S.

Oven, n. Fig. a fumace.
a spark sent up out of a burning oven. . . . Laon, vn. xi. 9.

Over, prep. (1) above, in a higher position.
a queen's bower over the public way, .... Ch, ist, il 104.
The rainbow hung over the city n. 420.
webs of gold That . . . hang O. the sinking sphere : Daemon, i. 196.
And the olue noon is ffver us, Jane, Invitn, 64.
And hung with lingering wings over the flood, . Laon, i. viii. 8.

Where boughs of incense droop over the emerald
wells II. XXV. 9.

her own standard desolately waves Over the dust
of Prophets and of Kings . iv. xxiv. 5.

and like vapour broods Over the snow. .... Mont B. 139.
lay on high Over the stream, a narrow rift of sky. Witch, xxxix. 8.

(2) denoting superposition.
Like mountain over mountain huddled— . . . Even. Pisa, iv. 3.
Heaping over their corpses cold Blossoms and

leaves, Past, i. 3.
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(3) denoting physical envelopment.
And over me a mystic robe was thrown, . . . Laon, I. xlvi. 7.

When earth aver her face night's mantle wraps ; IVitcA, Jtxxix. 6.

(4) around.
whose fame O. his living head lilte Heaven is bent, Adonais^ XXX. 4.

(5) denoting attention or engagement.
What softer voice is hushed over the dead ? . xxxv. I.

Where, lilte an infant's smile, over the dead, . XLIX. 8.

And I kept watch over her slumbers there, . . LMin, II. xxvii. 7.

Cfee*- his loathed meal, laughing in agony, raves. II. xxxvi. 9.

And over it the Primate of all Hell Murmured . CEdifus, I. 359.

(8) denoting superiority, or authority,

and thou wilt preside O, a knot of . . . censurers, Ck. ist^ 11. 322.

and victory i7T/cr Scotland give The lion England 11.338.^

(7) concerning, in respect of.

exult Ow^^ the tortures they can never feel— . . Ce««, 1. 1.79.

it sleeps over A thousand daily acts ... . IV. iii. 28.

Over whose sweet beauty I have wept for joy . Ch. isi, II. 486.

(8) beyond.
whose car has rolled Over the horizon's wave, . Zucca^ VIII. 7.

(9 ) across, or along.
Which way coraest thou ? C?wtfr Ilsenstein: . , Fausi^ II. \62.

Moving his feet in a deliberate measure O. the turf. Horn. Merc. IV. 7.

And alter every groan looked up over the sea. . JLaon, I. xvii. 9.

To meet thee over the rejoicing plain, .... II.xxxviu.5.

like a watch-tower blazing O. the mountains yet ; VIII. i. 4.

tfe'^^ its rocks ceaselessly bursts and raves. _. . Mont 3. 11.

Over whose pines, and crags, and caverns sail 14.

As over wide dominions I sped, ... . Prom.^ I. 763.

Swiftly walk over the western wave, To Nighty I. i.

Who drives her white waves over the green sea, . WUck^ x. 3.

Too happy Earth ! over thy face shall creep . Zueca^ II. 5.

(10) within, throughout.
a passion, raging over My tranquil soul, . . Loon., I. xl. 4.

(11) in excess of, beyond.
Which bars the pit over Destruction's strerigth ; Prom. IV. 564.

(12) denoting inspection or examination = through.

In looking over his farm, I wist Devil, V. 3.

(13) denoting moral or intellectual superiority,

controul O. their will by their own weakness lent, Loon, II. viii. 4.

Signs of thought's empire iwtfr thought— . . . TriuTfipk, 211.

(14) about.
Was ranging over the world again. . . . Fr. Saian, 9.

(15) denoting moral influence.

Owar the land is felt a sudden pause, . . . Z.aoK, IV. xxvii. 1.

And folds over the world its healing wings. . Prom. IV. 561.

Over, adv. (1) extremely, excessively.

As if one thought were iwcr strong for you : . . Cenct\ II. i. i^.

though somewhat (W«r fond of gain, . .Hom.Merc.l.K%xlv.6.
Like a bad prayer not over loud . . Mask, XVII. 3.

(2) at an end, past, finished.

laskifallisower; Cenci, w. Hi. 8.

Is the rain over, sirrah ? . . CA. ist, 11. 400.

But 'tis all over now :
II. 4P3.

Said, that the rule of men was over now, . . . Laon, IX. xvi. 8.

(3) as extension of the verb, denoting passage or transport,

until I can bring over The Irish regiments : . . Ch. \si, II. 349.

(4) above.
shall cover My limbs with dust and worms under

and over . . Julian, 507.

(5) by, away.
thus night past over In mutual joy :— .... Laon, ix. i. 5.

*Overact, v. tr. imagine.
This woful story So did I over, in my sick dreams, Cenci, III. i. 49.

*OvexarcMuK> pf- fple. meeting archwise.

The pyramids Of the tall cedar overarching, . Alastor, 434.

'Ovexaxching, ppl. adj. growing in manner of an arch.

With (TZ'^rarM/w^ elms and caverns cold, . . . Triumph, "jx.

Was as a green and overarching bower . . . Witch, LXIX. 7.

Ovexbeax, ». tr. (1) dominate or control.

(wr^'^^arThesenseof many best and wisest men? Cenci, I. iii. 133.

Though thou mayst overbear this company, . . I. iii. 150.

(2) brave out.

Or overbear it with such guiltless pride, . . IV. iv. 45.

(3) break through, overwhelm.
they overbear The patriot hosts— Laon, v. vii. 4.

Overblown,//, past their prime.

His head was bound with pansies overblown, . Adonais, xxxill. i.

Overboard, adv. out of a ship.

Ay, heave the ballast overboard, Serchio, 73.

tOverbold, adj. unwisely or foolishly bold.

Art thou not overbold? Death Nap. 2.

It is thou who art overbold. 19.

*Ovexlirim, v. intr. well with tears.

thoughts which make the moist eyes overbrim: . Laon, v. iv. 7.

Overburtliened, ///. adj. Fig. too fully charged or laden.

To load with crimes an 0»«>-4a»-M(!K«rf soul, . . C)s»z«', III. i. 217.

the labouring brain and overburthened breast. . Laon, 1. 1. 9.

*Over.busy, c. adj. needlessly busy.

The over-busy gardener's blundering toil. . . . Witch, Ded. IV. 8.

Overcame, v. tr, surmounted, got the better of.

the lonely man's despair Hunger then overcame, Laon, V. xxx. 8.

tOvexcanopies, v. tr. covers canopy- wise.
tfz/er«i«tf/z'4Sj Its fields of snow .....

'"Overcanopy, v. tr. (1) overhang.
Whilst green woods overcanopy the wave.

. Alastor, 83.

. Damon, II. 109.

. Q. Mab, VIII. 104.

(2) cover canopy-vrise.
Which hanging branches overcanopy, .... Front. IV. 195.

Overcast, v. tr. Fig. clouded, obscured.
a film then overcast My sense with dimness, . . Laon, V. xii. 3

*Overclond, v. tr. Fig. obscure.

Overcloud a sunlike soul ? ^^^S' HiUs, 193.

Overcome, v. tr. (1) disregard, master.
try To overcome the lightness Faust, II. 29.

force the loathing sense To overcome satiety,— . Q. Mab, III. 49.

(2) suppress, get rid of.

I cannot overcome the thought Faust, 11. 382.

Overcome, pp. (1) wearied, tired out.

my poor horse at last, Quite overcome, . . . Calderon, 1. 63.

(2) rendered senseless.

Or smother me when overcome by wine ? . . Cenci, II. i. 143

.

But he is weak and overcome with wine, . . . Cycl. 429.

(3) deeply affected.

She seems quite OT/^rOTme with this strange horror. Cenci, IV. iv. 64.

He ceased, and overcOTne leant back awhile, . . Julian, 511.

(4) depressed, subdued.
bereft Of friends, and overcome by lonely care . Laon, II. xxiv. 7.

I was overcome By my own heart ... . . Triumph, 240.

(5) overwhelmed, extinguished.

overcome The force of human kindness ? . . . Q. Mab, ill. 187.

Overfed, pp. too well fed.

cut That fat hog's throat, the brute seems o»^?;y^/ CBdipus, 1.81.

Overflow, n. superabundance.
velvet flower was fed To overjtoui, . . . Unf. Dr. 175.

Overflow, v. I. tr. Fig. suffuse.

Sounds overfiow the listener's brain . . . Prom. II. ii. 39.

11. intr. A. Lit. brim over,

through an opening of the rocky bank. The waters
overflow, Alastor, 392.

would engage To overflow with tears, .... Laon, II. xxii. 8.

B. Fig. overspread or suffuse like liquid.

doth iW£?:V*i3zw Into my senses?

—

Ca^^o«, 111.43.

which would iWey7?tfa'-In converse wild, . . . 2,(zo», xil.xxxvii. 2.

Overflowed, v. I. tr. enveloped, covered over.

A sea of lustre . . . That overjicrwed its mountains. Alastor, 604.

II. intr. A. Lit. of liquid, brimmed or poured over.

The element with which it overjiowed, .... UnJ. Dr. 148.

B. Fig. of mental or emotional expansion.

Asia ! who, when my being overflffwed, . . Prom. I. 8og.

Overflowed, pp. fiooded with light.

The moon rains out her beams, and heaven is 0. . Skylark, 30.

^Overflowing, pr. pple. (1) of fire, brimming over.

And overflowing all the margin trim Witch, xxix. 8.

(2) of intellectual or emotional expansion.
Full toow^/iTKra/iB^be! Calderon, 1\\. \o.

full though it be, Aye overflowing With its own : Rosal. 572.

'Overflowing, ppl. adj. (1) suffused with tears.

Fall on my overjlowing eyes ; Con. Sing. III. 8.

To combat with my overflowing eyes, . . . Laon, vil. xxxiv. 5.

(2) suffused with light.

Fills the overjlowing sky ; . Eug. Hills, 293.

(3) suffused with sound.
And filled with silver sounds the overflowing air. Laon, I. xviii. 9.

(4) abundant.
song and overflowing T^oesy ; .... Hom. Merc. LXXVII. 2.

an overflowing store Of pomegranates, . . . Laon, V. Ivi. 3.

(5) uncontrollable.
Then from the deep and overflowing spring . . Orpheus, 7a
The boundless, overflowing, bursting gladness, . Prom. IV. 320.

Overflows, v. I. ir. Fig. fills beyond containing.

With music sweet as love, which over, her bower : Skylark, 45,

II. intr. bursts forth.

overflows in notes of liquid gladness, . . . Pr. Athan. 11, ii. 38.

tOvexgorged, //. (V) fed to repletion.

your pensioners tame, Are overgorged; . . . Hellas, 428.

(2) applied to fire.

and by the flame Which shrank as overgorged, . Laon, x. ilviir. 4.

Overgrown, pp. A. Lit. enclosed or covered by vegetation.

With green sea-flowers overgrown ... . Bug. Hills, 130.

More Tike a trunk by lichens overgrown . . . Fiordispina, si.

With blooming ivy trails was overgrown ; . . Look, rv. i. 4.

All overgrown with reeds and long rank grasses Marenghi, XIV.3.

All overgrown with azure moss and flowers Ode W. Wind, III. 7.

All overgrown with trailing odorous plants, . . Prom. HI. iii. 11.

Under a pine with ivy overgrown Unf. Dr. 204.

B. Fig. forgotten, obscured.

nigh overgrown and lost, Pr. Athan. II. ii.-6.

Overgrown, ppl. adj. of undue growth or size.

and the overgrown schoolboy Cottington, . . . Ch. 1st, II. 395.

Overgrows, v. tr. A. Lit. covers with verdure.

under the ivy that overgrows the terrace, . . v. i.
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B. Fig. dominates or overshadows.
Overgrows this region's foison Eug. IlillSy 228.

jOverhang', v. tr. impends or juts over,

the abrupt mountain breaks, And seems, ... To
overhang the world : Alasior^ 553.

iJlOverhansrinff, pr. pple. impending or projecting,

which from a chasm ofmountains, Dark, vast, and
overhanging-^ Laon^ i. vii. 2.

Overhanffing:, pipl. adj. A. Lit. (1) impending or jutting.

Approached the overAanginghaXtlement. . . Damon, I. 240.

„ „ „ „ ,, ... Q. Mall, II. 69.
To whom the man of overhanging brows : Ho^n. Merc, xxxiil. 8.

and fearful jag Of overhanging rock, .... Laon, Vll. xli. 4.

That lives beneath the j3w^rAaM^«^ rock . . . Orpheus^ 11.

(2) overspreading.
The overhanging s^y and circling sea . .- . Laon^ III. xv. z.

Blue as the overhanging heaven Mont B. 6$.

B. Fig. dominating, ruling.
Let us become the over-hanging day, .... E^ips. 538.
beneath The oz'tfrAa«^«_^ <feity Rosal. in.

Overhang'Sr v. tr. (1) impends over.
overhangs the founts intensely brightning . . . Hellas, 962.

(2) dominates or commands by position.

And up a rock which overhangs the town, . . . Laon, ill. xi. 5.

A massy tower yet ovc^Aaw^j the town, . . . Marenghi, il. 1.

:}:OTer]ieadr adv. above, aloft, in the air.

And the green light which shifting overhead, . Loon, 11. 1. 4.

The fearful glow Of bombs flares overhead— . VI. iv. 8.

Far overhead, ships from Propontis keep . . vi, vii.
J[.

loud winds were gathering overhead. VI.xxxvii.9.
Flooded with lightning was ribbed overhead . . VI. xlvi. 7.

)3z/tfyAtfai^ Silent Arcturus shines— . .... XI. xi. 8.

and bright fruit overhead xii. xviii. 8.

The depths were cloudless over head, . . . Mar. Dr. V. 2.

and over head Among those mighty towers .
-— xii. 4.

Let the blue sky overhead, Mask, lxvi. i.

led By living wmgs high overhead Prol. Hellas, 68.
Only over head the sweet nightingale .... Sensit, PI. 1. 106.

While the faint stars were gathenng overhead.— Sunset, 20.

And over head glorious, but dreadful to see . . Vis. Sea, 126.

*Overliuxigr, v. tr. (1) impended or jutted over.
The shattered mountain overhung the sea, . . Alastor, 360.
A rocky hill which overhung the Ocean : , . . Laon, vi. xxiii, 1.

(2) drooped over.
Reflecting every herb . . . That overhung its

quietness.

—

. Alastor, 502.
Which lit the oak that overhung the hedge . . Question, iv. 5.

Overladen, pp. Fig. oppressed.
Whose weak brain is overladen Pront. iv. 468.

Overleaps, v. tr. (1) bounds across.
He overleaps the bounds Alastor, 207.

(2) Fig. exceeds or passes.
but true love never yet Was thus constrained : it

overleaps all fence

;

Epips. 398,
Overlaid, v. tr. covered.

overlaid The open space and fixed the cubits in, Horn. Merc. vill. 4.

^Overlived, //. survived, outlived.
truth Had overlived ho'p&''s momentary youth, . Julian, 331.

Overlook, v. tr, inspect, peruse.
Pray (Wtfr/iJoA these papers Ch. 1st, li. 115.

Overlooked, v. tr. commanded a view of.

It overlookedm its serenity The dark earth, . . Alastor, 575.
Overlooks, v. tr. commands a view of.

the swineherd's tower, Which overlooks the stye, CEdipus, I. 326.
*OvernTLiul3er, v. tr. overwhelm.

to overnumber Those hosts of meaner cares, . . Laon, ix. ix. 8.

jOverpast, //, ceased, gone by.
The broken lily lies—the storm is overpast. . Adonais. VI. 9.
"When -passion^s truace is overpast^ . . . . Whenpassion's,l. i.

Overpowering-, pr. pple. overcoming, making impossible.
Baffling belief, ^vA.overpowering s^^'s.k^ \ . . . Cenci, III. i. 164.

Overpowering,///, adj. insupportable.
I lifted them : the overpowering light Of that

immortal shape Prom. II. i. 71.

Overpowers, v. intr. overcomes, moves deeply.
Though the sound overpowers. Sing again, . . Jane, IV. 1.

Overrule, v. tr. disallow.
I overrule Further proceedings, Cenci, V. ii. 186.

*Oversated, pp. repleted.
With the young feast oversaied, Cycl. 507.

Overshadowing,///, adj. (1) mingling.
one will beneath Two overshadowing minds, . Epips. 585.
(2) influencing.

To soar aloft with overshadowing wings ; . . . Laon, l. xxviii. 3.

(3) protecting, sheltering.
thus arrayed As with the plumes of over, wings, ix. xxv. 8.

Oversoar, v. tr. go beyond or exceed in might.
The clogs of that which else might oversoar , . Prom. ill. iv. 202.

*Over-soared, v. tr. went beyond.
It oz'sr-i'Oflrtff/this low and worldly shade, . .Epips 16

Overspread, v. tr. litter, cover.
dread Magical forms the brick floor overspreads Gisb. 44.

:I:Overspread, //. covered.

With vegetable silver overspread; Prom. IV. 283.

Overtaken, //. A. Lit. come up with.

Yon declining sun have overtaken Two Spirits^ 22.

B. Fig. entrapped or caught.

That by her own inchantments overtaken, . . Horn. Venus, 43.

A5 if by the last wreck its frame were overtaken. Laon, I. i. 9.

Overthrew, v. tr. destroyed, vanquished.

whom the swift bolt overthrew., vi. xiv. 7.

Overthrow, n. (1) defeat, discomfiture.

and foreign overthrow Ch. \st, I. 82.

Why pause the victor swords to seal his overth. ? Laon^ iv. xxv. 9.

(2) ruin, destruction.

In truth I loved even to my overthrow .... Julian, 405.

the fearful overthrow Of public hope Laon^ vi. xxx, 2.

Overthrown, //. A, Lit. (1) broken down, levelled,

destroyed.
And ruinously overth.^ The trunks are crushed . Faust, il. 131.

overthrown The vineyards and the harvests, . . Laon, ill. xi. 7.

have overthrown The limits of the dead and
living world, Mont B. 112.

(2) defeated, scattered.

our growing troop, not overthrown . . Laon, vi. ix. 6.

those slaves were swiftly overthrown . . . VI. xi. 4.

B. Fig. destroyed, abolished.
Nature's landmarks overthrown, IaI. Ch. ll. 2.

and sits amid their glories overihrown, . . . Marenghi, IX. 5.

pride, and power they have overthrown : . . Ode, Arise, 27.

^Overtopped, v. tr. exceeded in height.
It overtopped the towers that did environ . Laon, x. xlii. 3.

Overtops, v. tr. rises above.
with its height It overtops the woods ; . . Epips. 487.

^Overturned, //. Fig. abolished.
thrones, which rest on faith in God, nigh overturn. Laon, X. xxxv. 9.

^Overturningr, pr. pple. clashing together, being destroyed.
As Heaven and Earth were overturning, . . . Faust, il. 214.

*Overtwined, //. enwreathed.
With tyrant-quelling myrtle overtwined^ . . . Front. IV. 272,

Overwearied, ppl. adj. exhausted.
Which she prepares for overwearied age ; . . Cenci, v. i. 15.

Overweening, ///. adj. presumptuous.
With all thine overweening hoast, Falsehood, 43.

Overwhelm, v. I. tr. swallow up, destroy.
Only to overwhelm, that vessel,— Calderon, II. 99.
Tooverwhelm in envy^and revenge The dauntless Damon, ii. 22.

whose swift pinnace of de\vy air No storm can (?./ Naples, 34.

II. intr. cause destruction.
and their step Wakes earthquake to consume

and overwhelm.,, . Hellas, 280.
through waves which dare not overwhelm, . . Prom. iv. 410.

^Overworn, //. (1) exhausted, worn out.
Keep her sleepless till her brain Be overworn } . Cenci, rv. 1. 8.
Your eyes look pale, hollow and overworn, . v. iii. 121.
ere these limbs were overworn with age, . . . Cycl. 2.

(2) worn out.
That you put off, as garments overworn, . . . Cenci, III. i. 208.

Overwrong-ht, adj. (IJ worked upon all over.
-all overw^>ugkt'^'\^ cunning workmanship Hom. Merc.xiAl. i.

and 0., And populous most with living imagery. . Prom. iii. iii. 163.
All overwrought with branch-like traceries . W'oodntan, 58.

(2) unduly excited.
Your brain x^ overwrought Ch, ist, il. 475.

Owe, V. tr. (1) am or are indebted for.

To whom I owe life, and these virtuous thoughts, Cenci, i. ii. 18.
Oppressors of mankind to you we owe The baleful

streams M. N.Posi.Fr.2^.
(2) to be responsible for.

I do not wholly ozwfi What now I suflFer, . . . . Julian, ^21.

Owed, V. tr. were indebted for.

Who owedyowT first promotion to his favour, . Ch. ist, iii. 58.
They owed to Jesus Christ for thei^ salvation, . Gisd, 29.

Owes, V. tr. is indebted to.

For which Aldobrandino owes you now .... Cenci, I. i. 57.
Owest, V. tr. art indebted to.

Thou ow^st me nothing yet.— . . ... Ch. ist, II. 210.
Owl, n. a bird of nocturnal habits.

'Tis nothing but a little downy owl. . . . Asiola, I. 12.

Heigho ! the lark and the owli Ch. ist, v. 6.
The owl was awake in the white mOon-shine ; . . Faust, 11, 163.
Upon it sits the mournful owl; St. Ir. (4) in. 2.
The owl and the bat fled drowsily Ser'chio, 10.

Owl-eyes, c. n. Fig. eyes that can see in obscure light.
Poor Archy, whose owl-eyes are tempered' . Ch. ist, 11. 40.

Owlet, n. a young owl.
Hark! the (Tm/^^ flaps his wings Fr. Hark, 1.

lOwlet, c. adj. attr. (1) suited to owls.
whose flight Is as a dead leafs in the owlet light; Epips. 221.

(2) cognate with darkness.
The owlet night resumes his reign— ... , Renumbr. 11 a

Owls, n. pi of Owl.
owls flit Round the evening tower, Epips. 530.
The owls fly out in strange affright;.,,.. Faust 11, 127.
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A hooded eagle among blinking- owls.—.... Gisb. 208.

Only the <m)Ts and the nightingales Rosal. 136.

Ana the awls have all flea far away _

——
_ 139.

_

Own, adj. impljdng personalty, ownership or individuality.

Her voice was like the voice of his own soul . . Alastor^ 153.

Subdued by its own pathos : 165.

And saw by the warm light of their own life . . 175.

charm the minds of men to Truth's own sway . . Laon^ Ded. X. 6.

Tell their own tale to him who wisely heeds . . li. 'C'-,^-

And hear his breath its o. swift gaspmgs smother II. xvii. 4.

and wound Her own about my neck, i , . . . ll.xxxviii.g.

There with the music of thine own sweet spells . II. xlii. 5.

Seek from their own decay their stubborn minds
to move IV. xxvi. g.

The blood within those veins may be mine own^ . Ld Ch. xv. 3.

the flow Of the blood in her own veins, .... Mar. Dr. VI. 7.

'Tis clear These towers are Nature's own^ . . . • Xlll. 7.

By the red light of their own burning homes. . . Prom., l. 615.
As the thoughts of man's mvn mind . . l. 685.
Weep not at thine own words, Rosal. 592.
On that which is indeed our own\ W. Shet in. 6.

Own, V. I. ir. (1) confess, declare, allow.
I dare not now . . . Own the delight thy strains"

inspire

—

Cavalc. 10.

You own That you desired his death ? . . , Cenci^ iv. iv. 129.

I know my sentence, and I own it just Ch. \st^ \\\. 67.

And bid them own that thou art beautiful. . . . Dante Conv. 60.

To otun me for their father . . . Julian^ %iCy.

To own that death itself must be, . Sensit. PI. iv. 15.

(2) have, possess.
I own No friend but thee, Ch. isf, II. 206.
To own all sympathies, and outrage none, . . . Laon^ Vlll, xii. 2.

All living thmgs a common nature own^ . . ~— X. i. 4.

(3) acknowledge obedience to.

They own no more the thunder-bearing banner . Ifellas, 467.
(Tho* I may neyer own such leaden laws) . . . Julian^ 103.

As King, and Ix)rd, and God, the conquering
Fiend did own^— Laon^ I. xxviii. 9.

Forcing life's wildest shores to own its . . . sway. Prom. IV. 411.

Light, sound, and motion own the potent sway, . Sum-mer-Evg. g.

(4) profess, pretend.
Thou dost not own that art, device, or God, . . Hellas^ 758.

II. intr. hold or acknowledge.
Whom Britons own to be Immortal Queen. . . Nat. Ant. I. 6.

Owned, v. tr. (1) acknowledged subjection to.

which owned no higher law Than love

;

. Pr. Athan. I. 95.

(2) confessed, allowed.
And then men owned they were the same. . . Rosal. 435.

Owned, pp. been possessed o£
Mocked at the speculation they had owned. . Gtnevra\ 149.

Owner, n. proprietor.
The owner^ coming to reclaim his pelf, .... Circumst. 3.

:|:Owiiiner, pr. pple, (1) confessing, allowing.
Only by not owning^ thyself subdued , Calderon^ ill. i35-

(2) acknowledging, recognizing.
Shunning the light, and owning not its name, . Q. Mab^ V. 26.

Owns, V. tr. (1) has, or possesses.
Whose sacred silent air owns yet no echo . . . Ch. \st^ IV. 31.

That virtue owns a more eternal foe Than force
or fraud: Fallo/Bonap. 12.

of gentiier thoughts than the world owns. . . . Unf. Dr. 44.

(2) acknowledges subjection to.

too nartow for the soul That owtis no master ; . Ch. ist^ IV. 48.

Ow'st. (See Owest.)

Ox, n. a horned quadruped (genus Bos).

We mortals let an ox grow old, .... Hont. Merc. xxi. i.

Ox, c. adj. attr. belonging to an Ox.
With art ox bladder and some ditch-water, . CBdipus^ ll. ii. 73.

*Ox-headed, c. adj. cuckolding.
And the ox-headed lo— I. 272.

*Oz-stealer, c. n. one who steals an ox.

An ox-stealer should be both tall and strong, Horn. Merc. XLV. i.

Oxen, n. pi. of Ox.
And the milk-white oxen slow Bug. Hills, 220.

Where the immortal 0. of the God Are pastured ffoTn. Merc. XII. 4.

So saying, Hermes roused the oxen vast ; . XVI. i,

all The broad-foreheaded oxen of the Sun ; . xvil, 2.

With the wild oxen which it seems you miss ? . XLIV. 4.

He might as well have bound the oxen wild ; . . LXX. i.

that fifty oxen should requite Such minstrelsies . LXXIV.3.

Take these and the fierce oxen^ Maia's child

—

XCVI.I.

Horses, oxen, have a home, Mask^ xcil. i.

*Oxen-piercin^, c. adj. used to pierce oxen for roasting.

Nor fixing upon oxen-piercing spits Our limbs, . Cyd. 286.

Oxlips, n. wild flowers {^Primula elatior).

Ymntoxlips; tender bluebells, Question^ II. 4.

*Oxus, n. a river of central Asia.
mountains which pour down Indus and Oxus . Alastor^ 143.

*Oyster shell, c, n. the shell of an oyster.

He is a pearl within an faster shelly ..... Gisb. 231.

*Ozier, c. adj. attr. willow shoot or twig.

And sustained them with rods' and osier bands ; Sensit. PI. II. 38.

^Ozymandias, n. a name found on the fragment which
suggested the Sonnet.

My name is Osymandias^ king of kings : . . Osym. 10.

P.—, Purganax=Castlereagh.
and some ditch-water. On Lady P.— . . . . CEdipus, II. ii. 74.

Face, n. step, gait.

With apace stately and fast, . . . . Mash, a. 1.

Paced, V. intr. walked, stepped.

W^ paced on first over the sandy ground. . . Horn. Merc. Llll. 8.

*Pacha, n. a Turkish Governor, a title of honour.
And has beat back the Pacha of Negropont : . . Hellas, 565.

Then said the Pacha^ Slaves, Render yourselves
—they have abandoned you— 385*

Pack, n. a bundle.
I have apack full of the choicest wares . . Faust, II. 299.

Pacfc, V. tr, arrange, select.

Pack them then CEdipus, I. 295.

Padua, n. a city of Italy.

Many-domed Padua proud Stands, Bug. Hills, 215.

Padua, thou within whose walls . .... ^— 236.

Padua^ now no more is burning ; . . . .
—— 257.

"'Psean, n. a song of joy or triumph.
What a sw&ttpcBan/ sing me that again ! . . . ^cl. 670.

I stood listening to the ^^aK, Bug Hills, 1\.

Echo to the battle /ipaw Of the free Hellas, 661.

Didst thou not start to hear Spain's thrilling/. . Naples, 102,

When liberty's d&axpcean fell Rosal. 6:2.

*'P8BanB, n. pi. of Fsean.

and h\6co\xs pceans rung Through all Q. Mab, Vll. 99.

fPag-e, n. Fig, (1) surface.

Obliterated from the Ocean's /a^tf, . . . Calderon, 11.67,

(2) writings.

let his page Which charms the chosen spirits of

the time, G/^*. 243.

(3) episode, history.

the stamp Ofever-burning thoughts on many a/., Laon, IV. viii. 3.

So that this blot upon the. page of fame .... Ode Lib. xv. 3.

Pageant, n, A. Lit. a spectacle or show,
their sounds, floating hither round the pageant, . Ch. ist^ I. 121.

Your <:\[x&.\x\t pageant Rose on me II. 10.

A glorious /(2^ea«/, more magnificent . . . . Z^£J», v. xiv. 6.

the slowpageant near the pile doth draw. . . . Laon, xii. iv. 5.

Past the Pageant swift and free Mask, xiii. 2.

^Twasnot an earthly /fl^ffo«/.' Q.Mab,\.%i^.
Saw but the i^xry pageant, I, 91.
similitude Of a triumphal pageant, . . . . Priumph, i iS.

progress of the pageant since the mom ; ... 193.

B. Fig. (1) a mere show, a thing evanescently glorious.

a heartless beast, 2lPageant and a name. . . . Laon, vii. v. 9.

(2) a mental spectacle.
Art veils her glass, or from ^i^'t. pageant starts , Polit. Greai. 6.

Over earth's slight pageant rolling, Q. Mab, vi. 229.

j:Pageantry, n. (IJ show, picturesque appearance.
the moving pomp might seem Like^^. of mist . Adonais, xiii. 9.

(2) spectacle.

nor the vision fair Of that bright /a^. beheld,— . Laon V. xlv. 6.

Struck to the heart by this sad pageantry, . . Priuntph, 176.

fpages, n. leaves of a book.
Five thousand crammed octavo Pages .... Peter, vi. xiv. i.

A printer's boy, folding ^oss. pages, Vll. xv. 1.

Fall, interj: expression of distress or disgust.

Pah/ I am choked! ... Cenci, iii. i. 16.

Paid, V. tr. (1) rewarded.
whom thus He paid for vilest service. . . III. i. 309.

(2) performed, rendered.
and that all jifliV/ Homage /%/sr, iv. xxi. 4.

(3) gave in discharge of debt.
For carriage, ten-pence Peter paid— vi. vii. 4.

Paid,^/. (1) rewarded for.

And must be paid for his reserve in blood. . . Hellas, 540.

(2) borne the cost of.

the Greek has paid Brief victory with swift loss . 287.

Pails, n. vessels for holding fluid.

Milk-pans a,nd Pails/ Peter, v. xii. 3.

Pain, n. (1) physical or mental suffering, grief or sorrow.
Mourns not her mate with such melodious pain / Adonais, xvii. 2.

Envy and calumny and hate and pain xL. 2.

no mortal pain or fear Marred his repose, . . . Alastor, 640.
his own bemg unalloyed by pain, . ., . . . 642.
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Flattering their secret peace with others' pain. . Cenci^ I. i. 80.
I feed it with the breath of fear For hourly /am. i. i. 117,
is turned to bitter pain I, ii. 21.
Her spirit apprehends the sense of ^flZM, . . . in. i. 34.A keener Pain has wrung a higher truth . . . v. ii. 165.
some brief spasms of/am, V. iii. 28.
I would close these eyes oipain ; V. iii. 140.
the same ruin, Scorn, pain^ despair? V. iv, 72.
fear and/ar'« Being subdued v. iv. 155.
This most familiar scene, mypain— Death. (2) I. 7.

'

Near happy friends a mitigated pain E. Wuliams, I. 8.
Which the pulse oipain did fill ; Bug. Hills^ 39.
And its ancient pilot, Pain . 333.
Far from passion, /am, and guilt, —^ 345.
langTiid as with /am Of its own heavy moisture, Fr, Fitful^ 2.

'

With feelings which make rapture pain resemble, Fr. Pris, 3.
And sought a respite from my gentle /am, , . Gisb. 143.
in joy and pain Struck from the inmost fountains — 168.
And, too intense, is turned to /am/ GmiarJane^%.
Died in sleep, and felt nopain^
She knew not pain or guilt

;

one moment's good After long pain— . .

Lengthens behind with many a link oipain/-
Alas no scorn orpain or hate could be . .

Let us not fear such pain can vex the dead.
I met pale Pain My shadow,
there was no joy in error. But pain and insult
Or seek a moment's shelter from raypain . .

From that sweet sleep which medicines all /am.
Since withering /azw no power possest, . .

Until the Eagle, faint with/azw and toil, .

Which death, or pain or peril could despise,
sometimes for pain aghast
^Gainst scorn and deaui and /. thus trebly mailed,
the slightest pain Which ye might suffer.

And pain still keener pain forever breed ? .

War ! of hate and pain Thou loathed slave,
with pain Of heart, so deep and dread, .

after a lapse of lingering /az«, . . .

with a gush of sickening Pain ....
add despair to crime, and pain to pain /
and woe. And fear, and pain— . . .

and died in silent /azw
free From pain and fear !

In pain^ and fear, and hate,
exempted now from mortal fear qx pain.
Such sweet and bitter pain as mine. . .

laughing wildly, mock its pain ; . . . _ .

Oh ! now I die—but still is death's fierce pain-
In balm my bosom's /azK,
Charming away its dream oipain. . .

sleep on ! forget thy pain /
Groan for/azw, and weep for cold— . .

the darkness and the glare of/am, . .

With your pain and with your fear ? . .

The keen attacks oipain and poverty ; ,

The lap of Pain^ and Toil, and Age !— .

That joy, once lost, i^pain
To stir his secret /azw without avail ;— .

and by the pain Oi pity
Ah me ! alas, pain, pain ever, for ever ! (^e/.)
and link me to some wheel oipain
And thine Omnipotence a crown oipain^
1 wish no living thing to suffer/am. . .

Thou canst not count thy years to come oipain ?
We are the ministers oipain, and fear, , ,

Pour forth the cup oipain
Pain is my element^ as hate is thine ; . .

Ah woe ! Alas ! pain, pain ever, for ever !

.

with such mixedjoy As pain and virtue give,
And wake, and find the shadow Pain, . .

my waking hours Too full of care and pain.
So sweet, that joy is almostpain
Pain^ whose unheeded and familiar speech ,

a world pining in Pain Asks but his name

:

for which he hangs Withering in destined Pain :

who made long years oipain Sweet to remember,
And dove-eyed pity's murmured pain, and music, _^_ ^_.
Which drew disease and pain from my wan bosom, lii. iii. 94.
whilst thy Pain Made my heart mad, III. iii. 125.
Of which I spoke as having wrought me pain, . in. iv. 66.
no, yet free from guilt or pain, . . .

'

. in. iv. 198.
hate, and fear, and/az«, iv. 381.
Labour, and pain, and grief, IV. 404.
all the ^erms Oipain or pleasure, Q. Mad, IV. 149.
Whose joy or pain thy nature cannot feel^ . . . vi. 217.
Where^az'M and pleasure, good and evil join, . vi. 233.
No pain assailed his unterrestrial sense ; , vil. 175.
Adds impotent eternities to/az"« vii.250.
Lending their power to pleasure and to pain^ . vill. 138.
Thou wilt scoff at/am . Rarefy, ll. 4.
Pain hy pain, Rosal.^^

55-
Hellas, 999.
Jane, InvHn, 45.
Julian, 303.

31b.

319-

324-
327.

• 364.

499-
L.ove, 5.

JLaon, 1,

II. xxxii. 7,

III. i. 9.

IV. xix. 7.

V. X. 3.

V. xi. 2.

VI. xvii. 5.

VI. xliii. 5.

VII. xvii. 8.

VII. xxiv. 4.
VIII. viii. 2.

IX. xxxiii. 4.

X. xix. 9.
XI. XV. 7.

XII. xi. 2.

XII. xxiv. 9.

Lerici, 38.
M. N. Despair, 33.

'— M. N. Post. Fr. 19.
M. N. Ra-vail, 20.

M. W. G. IV. 6.

Magnet. Lady, I. i.

Mask, LXVIII. 4.
Medusa, 11. 7.

Men oJEng, IV. 4.
Mother^ Son, vi. lo.

CBdipus, II. ii. qS.
Past, II. 6.

Pr. Athan. i. 85.
Prol. Hellas

y 91,
P^Ofn. I. 23.

1. 141.
I. 290.
1.305.
I. 414.
1.452.
1.474-
1.477.
1-635.
1.657.

1.779.
11.1.55.

II. 11. 40.
II. iv. 26.

II. iv. 29.

II. iv. 100.

in. iii. 8.

III. iii. 46.

But laid in sleep, my wakeful /am,
and Pain, And, worse than all,

stung The torturers with their victim's pain, . .

Since none in what I feel take pain or pleasure, .A mingled/am and tenderness
Were delights to his agoniz'd/azw,
Death now ends mine anguislrd/am.— ^. . ,

What love of thine own kind ? what ignorance
oipain?

. Skylark,
-js^

With some pain is fraught
;

—. 89

350-

477.
650.

778-

1059.
St, Ir. (3) VII. 3.

(3) XVII. 4.

- Who vex this pleasant world with pride and Pain, St. Epips. 172.

Bringsrelief to longvisionsof soui-racking/am/ Tear, 111.4.

pain, linked to guilt, TomerofFam. 7.

which gold, or /am, Or age, or sloth Triumph^ 2$^.

I Have sufferea what I wrote, or \\\<trpaini . . 279.

All pleasure and all /am, 3^9-

As the first of a life oipain, IVe meet, III. 2.

(2) a throb or throe.

where, after their swQQtpain, Adonais, IX. 8.

What subtle/am is kindled now Calderon, III. 42.

for pity of my strife and pain Epips. 275.

faint with that delicious paiii 452.

Love's v^ry pain is sweet, 596.

It was, as It is still, the/a/:^ of bliss Prom. III. iv. 125.

(3) trouble, solicitude, anxiety, labour.
It shall repay her care and /am with hate, . . Cenci, IV. i. 154.
Give yourseu no unnecessary pain^ V. iv. 158.

thy toil and pain. Without my aid, were more
than vain ; Falsehood, 105.

our toil and our pain are for ever in vain. . . . Faust, II. 183. ^
Quickly enough to recompense our/am, . Hotn. Merc. Lxxxiv. 4^

Painfully, adv, (1) with physical suffering.

How slow h.nd Painfully you seem to walk, . . Fiordispina, 60.

(2) carefiilly and solicitously.
And weaned it, oh ho^N painfullyl^ .... Rosal. 400.

Pains, n. (1)_ see Pain (1).
those cruel /amj.' Cenci, V. iii. 53.
No other/amj shall force another word. . . . V. iii. 89.
if the pains Of shame, . . Fr. Satire.^ 2.

QT pains severe and slow Laon, x. xiv. 9.
writhing in savage /a;«j X. xxi. 9.
With the strange might of nnimagined /amj . . Prom. I. 366.
This bleak ravine, these unrepentant pains. . . I. 427.
When life had failed, and all its pains: . . . Rosal. S27.

(2) trouble, care.

it will Be worth yoxxx pains. Calderon, I. 14.
Much /amj must we expend • i. gi.
theworldwillnotComecleanwithallmy/az'wj/— Faust, II. 3«)8.

Some trivial point for which he took the pains. M. N. Post. Pr. 54.
The price and pains which its ingredients cost, . QSdipus, II. ii. 25.
worth The/azMj of putting into learned rhyme, . Witch, I. 6.

fPaint, n. a colouring substance.
Traced over them in blue and yellow /azw/. . . Gisb. 81.

Faint, v, I. tr. Fig. mentally depict or imagine.
could paint not, as is due. How beyond refuge 1

am thine Epips. 50.
All that . . . hope can /. or suffering can achieve, JuCiany 45.
Figures ever new Rise on the bubble, paint them

as you may ; Triumph, 249.
II. intr. depict mentally.

Until his mind's eye paint thereon— Fr. Satire, 32.

*Faint-box, c. n. a box holding colours.
Near that a dusty /am/-5(7^, some odd hooks, . Gisb. ^2.

Fainted, v. tr. Fig. (1) gave colour to.

The varying periods painted changing glows, . . Q. Mab, VI. 4.

(2) caused to glow.
It/a/Wtfif with its own delight? Rosal. By2.

Painted, //. F'tg. (1) depicted verbally.
had paintedTheir ruin in the hues of our success. Hellas^ 452.
(2) decorated, beautified.

With which her way was painted and besprent. . Matilda, 42.
Painted,///, adj. Fig. (1) bright coloured.

Or, painted bird, sleeping beneath the moon, . . Alastor, 465.
RolRng, like painted clouds before the wind, . . Ch. \st^ I. 137.

(2) fair to the sight, beautiful.
Thou painted viper ! . Cenci, I. iii. 165.

(3) artificial, false, deceptive.
Upon the Painted scene of this new world, . . . v. i. 78.
bring up the rear Oipainted pomp with misery ! Ck. ist, I. 173.
Lift not the /am/erf veil Lift not, x.

The thin and /am/erf garment of the Earth . . F^ol. Hellas, 213.
The /am/aaT veil, by those who were, called life, Prom. III. iv. 19b.

Painter, n. artist.

when some great painter dips His pencil . . . Laon, v. xxiii. 8.

*Faintest, v. tr. dost reflect or show.
If, whatever face thou /am/£j/ Sophia, in. i.

*Painteth, v. tr. doth describe or depict.
Who painteth the shadows that are beneath There is no work, 27.

Fainting", n. the art of painting, delineative art.
OT painting''s woe Or sculpture, speak .... Alastor^ 708.
Yet, nor in painting's light, or mightier verse, . Laon, 1. 1. 5.
And thou in painting didst transcribe all taught Marenghi, VIII. i.
Oi Painting, Sculpture, and rapt Poesy, . . . Prom. III. iii; 55.

Painting's, n. pictures.
My costly robes, paintings and tapestries ; . . Ge^ci, IV. i. 57.
Paintings, the poesy of mightiest uioughti , . Laon, I. liii, 6.

Paints, 7). tr. Fig. decorates or arrays.
rime, With which frost/, the pines in winter time. Witch, XLIV. 8.

Pair, n. (1) a married couple.
On a pair so true Bridal, l; 8.
Upon a /az> so true? , Epithal.4.

(2) two persons.
Was insufficient to support th6pair; . Mother^ Son Vll. 3.

3 S
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(3) couple of equals.
That incestuous ^a/r, [Death and Sin] .... Bug, Hills^ 252.

Fair, v. intr. mate.
The amorous birds now pair in every brake, . . Adonais^ xviii. 6.

Palace, n. A. Lit. a grand maijsioii or dwelling house.
This is the Cenci Palace; Cenci^ III. i. 64.
within ^zX. palace Where now reiffns vanity— . Ch. \st^ i. 9.

be whipped out oi^t Palace for this —— 11. 54.
.and Lambeth Palace look, as dark • 11. 431.
Through temple, tower, and ^a/(W?, .... . Bpips, /^o^.

Back to the^a/fflcs,— Ginevra^ 100,
like weeds on a wrecked ^a/aM growing, . . . Julian^ 224.
I might sit In Maddalo's ereat^a/ace, .... 559.
Peace in the Tyrant's^a^ce, Laon. x. xii. 8.

^a/acc and pyramid. Temple and prison, . . . Ode Lib. III. ^.

the abandoned gate Of a fallen /a/atrf />(?»«. I. 218.

Palace^ and obelisk, and temple solemn, . . . IV, 34^5.

As Mab's etherial/a/actf could afiford ^.^3^,11.29.
Behold a gorgeous^o/ac«, ill. 22.

yet shun'st The palace I have built thee ? . . . ill. 71.
Vain man ! that ^a/actf is the virtuous heart, . . III. 74.
in the precincts ofth&palace. V. 218.
ThejJa/afifi of the monarch-slave had mocked . , ix. 94.
B. Fig. (1) the inhabitants of the palace.

Famine had spared th^ palace of the King :^ . Laorty X. xxiv. 1.

(2) the abode.

"

To sleep within ^& palace of the dead ! . . . . Death Vanq. 32.

(3) me heavens so called.

his hx^palace roofed with brightest ^ems . . . Calderon, ll. 116.

gloriously illuminate His^a/actf for this festival— Fdusi, il. 115.

to dwell In a celestial /a/oc?, Q. Mad, ll. 60.

Palace, c. adj. attr. palatial, like a palace.
Like a high-born maiden In ^palace tower, . . Skylark, 42.

^Palace-caverns, c. n. Fig. great schemes or projects.

^coa^ palace-caverns vzsty Peter, III. xxiii. 5.

*Falace-con]:t, c. n. the courtyard of a palace.
Through fane, and palace-court^ Witch, LX. 5.

Palace ?ate, c. n. the gate of a palace.
Save where many a ^fl/ace^fl/a Eu£r. Hills, 129.
The gTiardian ofneaven's /a/ace ^fl^e. .... Fahehood, 108.

rolled Around the Fairy's ^a/ac^^a;fe .... Q. Mab, \s.. 221.

*Palace-roof, c, n. grand or beautiful roof.

i'a&t^-WJ^of cloudless nights! Ode io Heaven, 1.

*Palace-walldn^, c. adj. Fig. that frequents palaces.

My friend, that palace-walking devil Gold . . _ . Cenci^ II. ii. 68.

Palaces, n. A. Lit. pi. of Palace. A. Lit,

An hundred servants, and six palaces, .... -— II. ii. 15.

If all turncoats were whipped out oi palaces. . . Ch. 1st, 11. 58.
Through palaces and temples thunder proof. . . IV. 58.

Its temples and it&palaces did seem Julian, 91.

The churches, ships and. palaces were seen , . . 136.

And keep their state from palaces to graves, . . Laon^ I. xxx, 3.

Yes, I will tread Pride's golden palaces, .... II. xlii. i.

In squalid huts, and in its palaces Sits Lust alone, iv. xxii. 5.

Dungeons ^vA palaces are transitory— .... vill. xvi. 7.

Through the domes of those mighty palaces. . . Mar. Dr. xvil. 6.

the snake Inhabits its wrecked ^a^ce.?/— . . . Marenghi, ix. 3.

For he knew the /te/acKj Mask,-^ii.\.
Lastly from the palaces lxx. i.

make their dens thy sacred palaces. . ... Ode Lib. xiv. 15.

And saw in sleep wApalaces and towers . . Ode W. Wind, III. 5.

From Morocco and Fez, and the high palaces . OSdipus, i. 224.

0\&T palaces, temples, and graves, .... II. ii. 57.

In triumph o er the palaces and tombs .... Prom. III. iv. 171,

Behold, the Fairy cried. Palmyra's mined/. !— . Q. Mab, li. no.
The yet more wretched palaces, II. 165.

On those who build their /a/<K^j, III. 121.

surround Their palaces IV. 174.

B. Fig, applied to forests and sea caverns.

The columns of the evergreen ^fl/acffj . . . . Faust, l\.\2%.

Whose caverns are crystal palaces; Prom. IV. loi.

*Palatiuate, n. an old territorial division of Germany.
the Palatinate is lost Ch. ist^ I. 86.

'fPalatlue, n. the name of a hill in Rome.
underneath The moonlight ruins of mount Palat.^ Cenci, I. ii. 6.

*Palatiuus, n. Mount Palatine.

Palatinus sighed Faint echoes of Ionian song ; . Ode Lib. vii. 13.

Pale, adj. A. Lit. colourless or of low tone of colour.

a pale flower by some sad maiden cherished, . . Adonais, VI. 3.

It flushed through \i\%pale limbs, xii. 9.

Pale Ocean in unquiet slumber lay, XIV. 8.

Chatterton Rose pale, xlv. 4.

when red mom Made paler the pale moon, . . Alastor, 138.

The ash and the acacia floating hang Tremulous
BXiApale. 438*

leaves, whose decay, Red, yellow, oretherially^., 585.

He did place His pale lean hand 033.
Rapidcloudshavedrank the last/, beam of even: April, 1814, 2.

the /«/£ flowers are dying, Autumn, 1.2.

the sun would turn as Pale As his weak sister . Calderon, II. 160.

And their mothers look pale— Castl. Adm. I. 4.

The dry fixed eyeball ; the ^a/i? quivering lip, . . Cenci, I. i. iii.

And he has bidden me and my pale Mother . , i. ii. 58.
Ah me ! How pale you look ; II. i. 29.

Speak, pale slave ! IV. i 96.

^ Your cheeks are pale IV. ii. 20.

Which you call^a/s. Cenci, IV. ii. 22.

How ^a/£ thou art
!

IV. iii. 36.
Who stands so pale^ and trembling, and amazed, iv. iv. 124.
To speak to your pale wife, V. i. 68,
Your eves look j^fl/s, hollow and overworn, . . V. iii. 121.
through their veil Oipale blue atmosphere ; . . Ch. 1st, IV- 39.
Grows pale and blue with altered hue— .... Constant, l. 3.
One pale as yonder wan and homed moon, . . Dcemon, I. 3.

The eastern wave ^ew pale — . i, 121.
gave to view The ^a/i? and waning stars, . . . I- i37-

With a pale and sickly glare, 11, 203.

„ „ ,, ,, Q. Mab, IX. 124.
FromDeath's^.frontfadesPride'sfastidious frown. Death Vanq. 22.

To stretch these pale limbs, when the soul is fled; 30.
Kings turn pale, and Conquerors start, .... Devil, XXVII. 2.

its petals Pale Are dead, indeed, Epips. 9.
Blotting that Moon, whose pale and waning lips . 309.
a^a/is. Fair girl, standing alone, ^a«j/, II. 378.
And suddenfy the lamps grew ^o/fi— Fr. Satan, 13.

And the helmsman is ^aie/— Fugitives, ll. 2.

Beside the pale portress, IV. 2.

Wild, pale, and wonder-stricken, Ginevra, i.

Which made the paleness of her cheek more pale, 14.

Antonio stood before her, pale as she 47.
reproach not to the end Tiie pale betrayer— . . ^— 94.
she lay, Pale in the light of the declining day. . . 105.

A smell of clay, a. pale and icy glare ^-^ 151.

bine heaven smiles over the^a^ seas Gisb. 71.

Pale in the open moonshine, 282.

I touch thy temples pale! Hellas^ 21.

His cold ^a/i? limbs and pulseless arteries . . . 142.

They sweep the pale jEgean, 303.
makes pale The Christian merchant ; .... 325.
And ye, weak conquerors ! giants who look pale . 425.
and tne glare strucK the sun ^a/ff,— ..... 506.

' On my lips and eyeVids pale . . Ind. Ser. lit. 4.
MxsPale fingers twined One with the other, . . . Julian^ 274.
Pale art thou, 'tis most true 390.
her lips grew pale. Parted, and quivered ; . . . Loon, I. xviii. 2.

As makes the slumberer's cheek with wonder p. I I. xxiv. 3.

I watched, till by the sun made^aZe, it sank , i, xii. 2.

my p. lip quivers When thought revisits them :— i. xlvi. 3.

intertwined With pale and clinging flames, . . . I. liv. 8.

from groans of crowds made^a&TSy famme, . —^^— 11. ix, 4.
brows anxious aji&pale With the heart's warfare ; li. ix, 7.

The mountains lay beneath one planet^a/e/ . . II. x. o.

The moonlight making /o/ff the blooming weeds, II. xi. j.

though my cheek might become pale the while, II. xxxix. 3.

speak nor weep, But p., were calm with passion— li. xlix. 6.

breathless, ^a/s, and unaware I rose, III. vi. 6.

Murderers are pale upon the judgment seats, .. , IV. xiv. 7.

my brow was pale, but in ray cheek And lips . . IV. xxix. 6.

An, ye axe pale,—ye weep,— V. ix. 8.

Her lips and cheeks seemed wery pale and wan, . v. xxiti. 2.

with a countenance ^a/e I went : V.xxxviii.4.

grown Pale by seeing The shade of thee :— . . Y.Song,2.o.
Kings shall turn ^(Z^./ V. 6.12,

Ana first, one pale and breathless past us by, . . VI. ii. 4.
Hither and thither hurrying with pale cheeks, . vi. ii. 8.

my lips feel pale With influence strange . . . VI. xxiv. 6.

weeds with ivy pale did grow, vi. xxvii. 7.

like roses, With their own fragrance ^a&, . . , vi.xxxiii.g.
loosely strewn O'er her pale bosom :— .... VI.xxxviii.4.
she spurned the loaves with her pale feet, , . . vi. Hi. 4.
she was most pale. Famished, . . . . . vi. Uv. r.

aghast and pale the Tyrant fled away. . . , vil. vi. g.
The King ieXtpale upon his noonday throne : . . VII. viii. i.

in the gleam Of the Pale moon I stood, .... VIII. iii. 4.
Or from the famished poor, pale, weak, and cold, vill.xviii.4.

the Pilot, worn and pale With toil, . . . . vill.xxvi.7.
Pale victims on the guarded scaffold smile , . . ix. xxiv. 3.
when I sate pale With grief, — x. ii. 4.

lAa.Aepale their voiceless lips x. xii. 5.

The Princes and the Priests were^. with terror; x. xxvi. i.

Many z.pale victim, doomed for truth .... x. xxxiii. 7.

in silence still. The pale survivors stood; . . . x. xliv. 6.
axsApale with fear, Sate silently— .... . xi. xx. 8.

mom did ope Its ^a/c eyes xil. ii. i.

his cheek Resolve has not turned Pale^— . . . xil. iii. 6.

she trembled like one aspen ^a/fl Xll. vL 8.

the world grew dim and/a/e,— xil. xv. 8.

And breathes to the/a/e moon a funeral sigh. M.N.Spec.Hors.^,
More Pale his cheek than the snows of Nithona 31.
A pale dream came to a Lady fair, Mar. Dr. I. i.

And on its wings the^a/s thin dream .... XXII. 6.

The dizzy flight of that phantom /fl/fi .... xxiii. i.

He v/a,s pale even to the lips, ... .... Mask, Vlll. 3.

To the earth their pale brows bowed ; . . . xvil. 2.

"Where pale as corpses newly risen, LXVIii. 2.

As must make their brethren /fl/fi— LXXI. 4.
Art thou /a/« for weariness Moon, l. 1.

Moonbeam, why art thou so pale, Moonbeam, I. 3.
be the Destroyer^o/e/ Naples, 96.
Yellow, and black, and pale, and hectic red, . Ode tV". Wind, i. 4.
Goddess bare, and gaunt, and pale (Bdipus, li. li. i.

Apalermst, like afirial gossamer, Orpheus, 20.
the pale dalesmen watch with eager ear ;— . . Pr. Atkan. i. 72.
or turned pale : So that his friends i. 83.
From these^a& feet, Prom-, l. ^1.
with fierce dread Grew ^^/e 1.162.
A sceptre of/«& gold 1.23?.
As from the rose which the pale priestess kneels . i. 487.
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The/iaie stars of the morn Prom. i. 539.
So those ^a/tf fingers play not with thy gore. . . I. 602.

and pale youths who perished, unupbraiding, . i. 769.

Of woven cloud unravel in pale air : II. i. 23.

But in the other his pah wound-worn limbs . . li. i. 62.

for the Eastern star grew pale ll. i. 107.

Hangs each a pearl in the pale flowers . . . II. ii. 10.

Sucks from thepale faint water-flowers .... li. li. 72.

Their shelterless, pale tribes to mountain caves : ll. iv. 54.

The pale moon is transformed, II. iv. 90.
Thou art pale ^l- y-..^^-

See the *fl/e azure fading into silver III. iii. 7i'

Gleam like Pale meteors through a watery night. IV. 516.

Pale as yonder waning moon Q. Madt I. 3.

shewed The #fl/e and waning stars, I. 226.

Startling pale midnight on her starry throne ! . iv. 40.

till *a/e death shuts the scene, IV. 46.

their /a/tf mother's uncomplaining gaze .... V. 117.

With SLpa/e and sickly glare, ix. 124.

When the pale moonbeam Q. ofmy Hearty ill. i.

Pale Rosalind the while. Hiding her face, . . . Rosal. 93.
The snake, The pale snake, that with eager breath 1 14.

While the hues of day were pale/ 175.

his pale eyes ran Witli tears, 250.

we all grew ^a/e .• -^^ 271.

I am now weak, and *a&, and old: 301.

Pale with the quenchless thirst of gold, .... 424.
and Power doth give To BVLchpale tyrants . . . 464.
The next spring shews leaves pale and rare, . . 789.
For his cheek became, not/a/e, but fair, . . . 819.
As a widow follows, pale and wild, 870.

Made his pale lips quiver and part 1025.

Dragged Lionel's mother, weak and/a/tf, . . . 1071.

Lionel stood So pale^ 1152.

Th&pale survivors followed her remains . . . 1295.

And the pale moon-beam slept on the hill. . . .St. Ir. ^) VI. 5.

O'er his pale forehead grew ; (3) x. 5.

In her half-eaten eyebaffls two /. flames appear'd, XVI. 3.

When floods of despair down his pale cheek are
streaming, (5) I. 5.

Whom youth makes so fair and passion sopale^ Sensil. PI. i. 22.

Pale^ fleshy, as if the decaying dead III.64.

The stars burnt out in the pale blue air, .... Serchio^ 7.

The pale purple even Melts around thy flight ; . Skylark^ 16.

In those eyes, gtavjs pale with pleasure, . . Sophia^ ill. 2.

Her lips and cheeks were like things dead—so p.; Sunset^ 39.
veined, BxiApale as snow, And quivering— . . Tojjo, 22.

At the spectres wailing, pale and ghast, .... Xhal Hine^ I. 5.

The moon made thy hps^a/<s, beloved— . . The Cold^ IV. i.

The^a/c, the cold, and tne moony smile . . There zs no worky 1.

hurled from a mine oipale fire Vis. Sea, 21.

This^a/.s bosom, thy cradle and bed, 80.

Its decay is pale—is fast PK _/ew, 4,

And like a dying lady, lean and pale, .... W^aningMoon, 1.

\.hepale And heavy hue Wiich^ xliii. 4.

and now she grew /Jz/s as that moon, .... Liv. 7.

The folded roses and the violets pale Woodman, 15.

pale and grey Pilgrim of heaven's homeless
way World^s Wanderers^ II. i.

B. Pig. (1) colourless, feeble, dim, mysterious.
Keeps hx^pale court in beauty and decay, . . . Adonais, VII. 2.

and life's pale light Flashed through those limbs, xxv. 4.
And thou, pale ghost, Hellas, 617.

Ask the coVdpale Hour, 902.
Crown the/fl/i2 year weak and new ; . ... Jane, Invttn, 6i.

(2) used of emotions, passions, &c., expressive either of

intensity or weakness.
but pity and awe Soothe her pale rage, .... Adonais, vill. 7.

But/a/c despair and cold tranquillity, .... Alastor, 718.

while Rebuke cowers pale and dumb. . . . Gisb. 261.

Or Danger, when Security looks /a/i?^ .... Hellas, 360.
look pale In its own H^^r 554-
Such doubt, as is^a/^ jSxpectation's food . . . Hope, Pear^ 3.

I met pale Pain My shadow, Julian, 324.
and Blight, and Want, and Madness ^aile, . . . L.aon, I. xxix. 2.

And Fear, the demon ^a&, I. xxxi. 9.

for Panic, the/a/e fiend who charms Strength . vi. iii. 5.

Pale Despair's most sickening sigh, Moonbeafn, III. 4.

Death grew ^a/e within the grave, Ode Lib.'sX.'j.

And the^a/tf nations heard it, ' Misery !

' ... Prom,, I. in.
For public hope grew pale and dim Rosal. 692.
What the knit soul that pleading and/a& . . . 870.

Thou sittest on the heartn oipale despair, . . Tkvo Pr. Mary, i. 6.

And pale imaginings of visioned wrong ; . . . Witck, Lxii. 4.

All that pale expectation feigneth fair! . . , . Ye hasten, 5.

Pale for the falsehood of the flattering Hours. . Zucm^ I. 8.

(3) expressive of contempt or scorn.

Who feared the /a/s intrusion of remorse . . . -Cenci, III. ii. 47.
that gives you this pale sickness Of penitence ; . v. i. 29.

/"a/tfLoyaltjf, his guilt steeled brow, Devil, :ls.vi. 1.

true taste Hires not the pale drudge Luxury, . . Epips. 526.
unwonted fears Fell on th^ pale oppressors . . Laon, Ded.xill.6.
That the pale name of Priest might shrink . . . Ode Lib. XVI. 3.

(4) weak, tremulous.
make pale Cities in their prosperity ? Cenci, IV. i. 105.

Pale, V. intr. Fig. succumb, grow weak, fade.
Will make Rebellion ^a/a in our excess Ch. \si, II. 291.
Frail as a cloud whose [splendours] pale . . Two Pr. Love, i. 2.

Paleness, n. absence of colour.
From her Gxed paleness^ * Cena\ ill. i. 351.

Which made the paleness of her cheek more pale, Ginevra, 14.

Yet in the paleness of thy thoughtful cheek, . . Laon, Ded. xi. 3.

Faler, adj. more colourless.

when red morn Made paler the pale moon, . . Alastor,^ 138.

Anemones grow ^a/tf^ for the loss . . . . . .EUg.Bton.g.

Why became cheeks . . . Paler ixam hope? . . L^% ^^- x'* 2.

Paler is yon maiden ;
W. Jew, 5.

*PaleBt, adj, slightest.

That catches but the palest tinge of day.... ^^f^y ^- 00.

That catches but the /a/rfj/ tinge of even, . . . ^. ^a^, I. 95-

Palestine, n. the ancient country of the Jews.

From the temples divine of old Palestine^ . . . (Bdipus, I. 220.

*Pallngs, n. fencing.

Even the ^a/z'«5gw of the royal park ll.u.iii.

jPalisades, n. fences.

And ^a/zj-aiitfj of tusks, sharp as a bayonet: . . ll.i. 144.

fPall, n. Fig. (1) a covering or shade.

And the crimson pall of eve may fall Cloud, 41.

(2) a mental covering' or environment. <

Than the tattered ;&a// of time, Bug. Hills, ip.

whilst over the earth the ^a// was spread, . . . ZaoM, VII.xxix.3.

Wet the dusty /a// with tears, not dew I . . * Prom. w. 17.

ifPall, V. tr, enshroud.
what spells could ^a// thee then, Ode Lib. Xll. 1.

*Pallantean, adj. of Aurora or the Dawn.
the Pa//a«/^a« Moon sublime Horn. Merc. XVI. 7^

Pallas, n. the Greek goddess of wisdom.
Which divine Pallas keeps unprofaned for ever, . Cycl. 276.

O Pallas^ mistress, Goddess, sprung from Jove, . 336.

Athenian Pallas/ tameless, chaste, and wise, . Horn. Min. 2.

Pallas from her immortal shoulders threw . . . i?*

JPalled, ppl. adj. satiated.

he drags His ^a//£<^ unwilling appetite Q. Mab, ill. ^6.

JPallid, adj. wan, with little colour.

would press his pallid hand At parting, .... Alastor, 269.

Upon those p. lips So sweet even in their silence, 699.

made the blood stream down My /a//?(/ cheeks. Cenci, II. i. 66.

Unlock those /a//2£^ hands ill. i. 83.

For the/a//zV/moon is waning. Fr. Roman'Syl. Z-

O. pallid as Death's dedicatee! bride, .... Julian, 384.

The j6a//zf/ semicircle of the moon Past on, . , Laon, I. v. 6.

her still and earnest face, /'aZ/zfaf with feelings . 11. xxxi. 7.

Amid the gushing day beamless and pallid aung. III. xiii. 9.

until aloft The stars of night grew pallid, . . . ill. xxxiii. 4.

till the /a/Zza!' beams Of the last watchfire fell, . VI. i. 7.

And its red light made morning pallid now, . . VI. iv. 2.

it lent A faint and /a//z"rf lustre ; VI. xxxii. 6.

The lightning now grew /aZ/zV/—rapidly, . . . ' VI. liii. 4.

Thus they with trembling limbs and /a/6*(^ lips . x. xxx. i.

But to gaze mad z.rv<i pallid, XI. ix. 5.

With -w^ich our pallid race hold ghastly talk . Prom. I. 244.
Thy love's pallidcots^ the wild surges are laving, St. Ir. (6) III. 5.

And ^a//ztf evening twines its beaming hair . . SuniTner-Evg. -^^

and over pallid flowers Hang like moist clouds :— Woodman, 53.

Palls, V, intr. becomes weak, fails.

and now Invention /a//j.'— Cenci, I. i. 99.

Palm, n. (1) the inner part of the hand.
My hot palm scorches it : 11. ii. 138.

With his broad ^a/:«»;— Peter, iv. xv. 3.

closed feet and folded^a/w Witch, xxviil. 8.

Old age with snow-bright hair and folded paint. —— LXI. 8.

(2) the sole of the foot.

Our feet now, every palm. Are sandalled with
calm, Prom. IV. 123.

*PalnL-like, c. adj. carved like palm leaves.

K-rA. paint-like capital, and over-wrought, . . . III. iii. 163.

*Palni Sunday, c. n. the Sunday before Easter.

to enter the New Jerusalem some Palm Sunday Ch. ist, II. 454.
Palms, n. (1) the inner part of the hands.
and rubbed them in his palms,— .... Horn. Merc. xvm. 4.

(2) the soles of the feet.

wounded the invisible Palms of her tender feet . Adonais, XXIV. 5-

with palms so tender, Their tread broke not the
mirror of its billow Triumph, 2,61.

^Palmyra, n. an ancient city of Syria (now Tadmor),
Behold, the Fairy cried, Paimyra^s ruined

palaces!

—

Q. Mab,ll. 110.

Palpable, adj. obvious, evident.
What ^a/^aJ/fi deceit!— VI. 68.

Palsied, pp. Fig. inactive, stiffened.

And his limbs thej were palsied with dread ; . .St. Ir. (3) X. ^.

Palsied, ///. adj. A. Lit. suffering with partial paralysis^

And ever as she goes the palsied woman . . . Fiordispina^ 59.
Fumbling with his palsied hands ! Mask, xxiii. 4.

B. Fig. trembling.
Now o'er the palsied earth stalks giant Fear, M. N. Post. Fr. 68.

*Paasyiiig', ppl. adj. depriving of power of action.

Touched with her^a/jyiw^ spear, Love, Hope, 23.

The viper's ^a/jyiw^ venom, Naples, 112.

*Palterer, n. one who trifles or equivocales.
Vile palierer with the sacred truth of God, , . Cenci, iv. i. 73.

*PaIterers, n. pi. of Palterer.

Bas&palterers/ Cowards and traitors! . . . Iv. iii, 25.

3 s a
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Paly, adj. dim, palish.

Than the expiring mom-star's paly fires. . . . Star^ 6.

^Pamphleteers, n. writers of tracts or pamphlets.
Rhymesters—^affli/A^/fieya^—stock-jobbers— . . Pefer^ in. ix. 4.

*Paxip n. the chief rural divinity of the Greeks.
Apollo, Pan^ and Love Hellas, 232.

But, as Syrinx fled Pan^ so night flies day, . . Orpheus. 15.

Pan loved his neighbour Echo— Pan, Bcho^ i.

As Pan loved Echo, _

—~ 5-

we knew Pan the Arcadian Virgil., 23.

And universal Pan^ 'tis said, was there, .... Witch^ ix. i.

*Pan, n. a vessel for holding fluids.

Perennial pot, trippet, and brazen pan^— . . . Horn. Merc. X. 7.

Each golden cup and polished brazen pan^ , . xxx. 6.

=^Panacea, n. remedy.
she gave Strangepanacea in a crystal bowl :-— . Wiich^ LXIX. 2.

Pandeia, n. ^See Smith's Diet. Empanda.)
to whom she bore, Pandeia^ Horn. Moon^ 22.

*Paues, n. the divisions of a window.
I see the bright sky through the window ^aK&r .• Cenci, II. i. 176.

Some gloomy chamber's window panes .... Peier^ V. xiv. 4.

Fell through the window ^fl«ej, ^wora, Vlll. 4.

Pang, n. a throe or agony of pain.
His death apang which famine, cold and toil . Q. Mab^ viii. 160.

Of the/a«^ that awaits us, ^ . Vis. Sea^ 78.

Pangs, n. throes or agonies, mental or physical.

Look on such panps as terror ill conceals, . Cenci^ I. i. 1 10.

My pangs are of the mind, ........ V. iii. 6$,

siich Pangs compel My answer v. iii. 75.

Woitld scourge'thee to severer /a^ji^j, . . . Coleridge^ 34.
his ^fl^^j pass Slow, ever-moving,— . . . . Julian, ^t"]^^

And though with dire^^. mine heart-strings swell, M. N. Despair, 34.
Seem in my breast but joys to the pangs^ that

wake there Moonbeam^ in. 9.
And moments aye divided by keen pangs . . . Prom. I. 13.

On new pangs to be fed ? I. 336.
the tortuous strength of their last pangs . . . IV. 307.
to turn The keenest pang's to peacefuiness, . . Q. Mab^ IV. 157.

fold to pay the ^flKjfj Cff outraged conscience ; . V. 197.

et tenfold pangs shall force them to avow, . . vil. 150.

*Panic, n. (Ij as a personihcatioa.
Famine and Pestilence, And P., shall wage war . Hellas^ 440._
In vain : for Panic^ the pale fiend Laon^ vi. iii, 5,

And let Panic^ who outspeeds Mask^ Lxxx. i,

(2) sudden terror or alarm.
If the rebel fleet Had anchored in the port, . . .

Panic were tamer.— Hellas, 532-

.

In sudden panic those false murderers fled, . . Laon, v. viii. i.

Strange ^(zwz'c first, —— x. xvi. 6.

the fear Of Hell became a. panic, X. xliv. 7,

the multitude With crushing j^dwzV:, -— xii, ix._ g.

Where reigns a Cretan-tongued ^a«2<?, . . . . /%^e*', ill. xiii. 3.

by the/awrVrof glee! /V-otm. IV. 44.

*Panic-stricken, c. adj. struck with fear or panic.

"^ere panic-stricken by the antelope's eye, . . Cenci, I. ii. 90.

And each dweller, panic-stricken^ M^sk, XIV. i.

And which the nations, panic-stricken^ . . . Prom. ill. iv. 184.

*Fanic-strike, v. tr. strike with fear or panic.
Panic-strike armed victory, • • •. Cenci^ IV. i. 105.

*Pans, n. vessels for holding fluid.

And drinking /flwj of milk, ^c/. 311.

^Pansies, n. pi. of Pansy.
His head was bound with pansies overblown, Adonais, xxxill. i.

Pansies let my flowers be : Remembr. III. 4.

Pansy, n. the heart' s-ease {Viola tricolor).

. But let not the pansy among them be ; . . . . Ode, Arise^ 34.

Pant, V, intr. A. Lit. breathe with difficulty.

makes my heart Sicken and pant; ... . Cenci, II. ii. 140.

I /a»^, I sink, I tremble, I expire I Epips. S9^-

B. Fig. [V) struggle, strive.

All baser things pant with life's sacred thirst ; . Adonais^ xix. 7.

(2) long.
\pant for the music which is divine, .... Music^ Ipanfy 1. 1.

(3) pulsate or tremble.

A wave to pant beneath thy power, .... Ode W. Wind, IV. 3.

Where the quick heart of the great world doth /,, Wiich^ ix. 6.

Pantaloon, c. adj. attr. belonging to pantaloons or trousers.

Could make h\s pantaloon seams start Devil^ xvi. 4.

Pantaloons, n. trousers.

And pantaloons are like half moons xv. 4.

With whole boots and net pantaloons^ .... Peter^ 11. iii. 2.

itPanted, v. intr. Fig. longed for.

It^ffKifec^for thee like the hind at noon . . . . Arabic, It^it.l.'^.

Panted, v. I. tr. breathed forth.

That ^aw/^<^ forth a flood of rapture so divine. . Skylark, 6$.

IL intr. A. Lit, gasped, breathed quickly.

when the steed that /a»ferf Paused Laon, VI. jaw, 2.

B. P'ig. languished.
But none ever trembled and ^a«&i:^ with bliss . Sensit. PI. I. 9.

the star which panted In evening for the Day, . Zucca, vill. 5.

Panted,//, gasped.
where my spiii^ Was panted ioxth in anguish . . Prom. ill. iii. 125.

*Pantest, v. intr. Pig. (1) vibTatest.
Naples! thou Heart of men which ever pantesi . Naples^ ^2.

(2) yearnest.

thou quick heart tha.t pantest to possess . . Ye hasten^ 4.

*Panthea, n. a character in Prometheus Unbound.
And then I said : Panthea^ look on me Prom. II. i. 160.

Come, sweet Panthea^ link thy hand in mine, , II. i. 207.

Panther, n. (1) a carnivorous quadruped {J^elis pardus).
1 were a fool, not less than if a panther .... Cenci. i. ii. 89.
Couched on the fountain like 2l panther ta-me^ . Witch^ xxxiv. 4.

(2) as adj. a thing untameable (?),

for they see The panther. Freedom, Hellas, 316.

*Panther-peopled, c.adj. inhabited by panthers.

axiA. zmx^'VoA panther-peopled ioxt^XB^ . . . Witch, "Kxxvill.^.

Panthers, n. pi. of Panther.
As /flK^^rj sleep ;

Gisb. 4.3.

Panting, n. Fig. singing, giving voice.

With your/i3;??ft'«^ loud and fast, Hellas, 112.

Panting", pr. pple. (1) breathless, breathing spasmodically.

Wildered, and wan, a.nd panting, she returned. . Alastor, 139.

Within voluptuous chambers /a;«^/«jf crawled : Pront. I. 171.

/few/zw^ forth light among the leaves .... Unf. Dr. 131. ,

(^2) longing, impatient.

And, like \ovfA\ness pantiffg -wit]! wild desire . Hellas, 1036.

(3) in mental distress.

Wounded and weak a.nA panting; Epips. 274.

Panting, ppl. adj. (Ii breathless, out of breath.

Seeking, like a /awA'Wj?" hare, Love, Hope, $1.

(2) dying, breathing spasmodically.

he threw The/aw^/w^ beasts Hom.Merc. xx.2.

(3) sensitive, quickly vibrating.

And pass into the panting heart beneath . . . Adonais^ xii. 4.

Clasp with thy pant, soufthe pendulous Earth ; . XLVII. 3.

spread his arms to meet Her panting bosom : . Alastor, 184.

the^a?z^z'«:^ soul Which would burst forth . . . Cenci, III. i. 27.

axii^y panting, wounded breast Epips. 17.

Ah ! no, the agonies that swell This pant, breast, M. N. Melody, 10.

Pantings, n. Fig. breathes, breakings forth.

If spring's voluptuous ^a«fe'«^jwhen she breathes Alastor, 11.

*Pantisocratic, adj. of universal equality.

Gj^aecocoenic and pantisocratic. Ch. ist, il. 366.

Pants, n. short quick breaths.

measured by the pants of their calm sleep. . . Epips. 535.
And heard her musical^a»/j, Laon, vi. xx. 7.

Pants, V. intr. (1) breathes sharply and quickly.

once in . . . How the delighted spirit p. for joy ! . Cenci, II. i. 128.

(2) longs.
Pants for its sempiternal heritage, Q. Mob, 1. 149.
Hepants to reach what yet he seems to fly, . Solitary, III. 5.

Hesperus . . . /. in its beauty and speed with light Hellas, 1039.

*Paolo, n. a name.
Paolo Santa Croce Murdered his mother . . . Cenci, V. iv. 18.

*Papai, a Greek interjection.

Papait the vine must be a sapient plant. . . . Cyd. 581.

*Papaiaz. (See Papai.)
Papaiaxl what a sweet smell it has ! .... 146.

Paper, n. Fig. (1) document or letter.

Know you this /o^fi*-. Lady ? C<s««', V. ii. 172.

(2) bank notes.

coin paper. Till gold be at a discount, .... CEdipus, i. 104.

Paper, c^. adj. attr. made of paper.
A rude idealism oi a.paper boat :— Gisb. 75.

*Paper coin, c. n. phr. bank notes.

/fe^sr coin—that forgery "... . il/ojA, XLV, 1.

*Paper money, c, n. bank notes.

Which last is a scheme oipaper money, . . . Peter, III. v. i.

*Paper-money-niillers, n. phr. those who issue bank notes.
Radical-butchers, Paper-money-ntHlers, . . . CEdipus, I. 12.

Papers, n. Fig. documents or writings.

Pray overlook these /a^firj Ch. isi,U. 115.

what say thosepapersr li. 211.

Waits with state /a^tfrj for his signature?. . . Tasso,^..

;t;Papist, adj. an adherent of the papal creed.

Amid her ladies walks t\)& papist queen, . . . Ch. ist, I. 66.

That lewd and papist drunkards may profane . -—- I. 95.

Papists, n. adherents of the papal creed.

With papists, atheists, tyrants, and apostates. . I. 74.

Paradise, n. (1) the future abode of good christians.

dreaming Jhat we were all in '/Izrflifwtf. . . . Cs««, V. iii. 10.

This cell seems like a kind of Paradise .... v. iii. 1 1.

Think we shall be in Paradise v. iv. 77.
Receive, thou young ... of Paradise, .... Ch. ist, IV. 35.
That Paradise on Earth is known, Faust, 11. 57.
A\\0it of Paradise Jane, Recou. 20.
a lignt to save, Like Paradise spread forth . . Laon, I. xxxii. g.
thisis Paradise And not a dream, xil. xxii. 5,
That her dreams wer? less slumber than I^ra. : . Sensit, PI. Ii. 16.

(2) the Garden of Eden.
The serpent is shut out from paradise E. Williams, 1. 1.

yj'xW be as of the trees of Paradise Epips. 387.
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Beautiful as a wreck of Paradise^ Epips. 433.
From Paradise came long; ag"o

:

Faust^ II. 332.
Back to the Paradise from which you sprung, . Fiordispiha^ 74.

(3) anyplace or condition ot happiness, peace, and beauty.
'Mid listening Echoes, in her Paradise She sate, Adonais^ 11. 5.
Lost Angel of a ruined /lirarfzjs/ x. 7.
Out of her secret /^rarf/jc she sped, xxiv. i.

at once the /lirac/wtf. The grave, the city, . . . XLIX. i.

And the g^reen Paradise wliich western waves . Adon. Cane. 10.

a Paradise Of happy truth 22.
Conduct to thy mysterious^a>'aiii'w, . . . » . Alastor^ 212.
From which men wake as from 2. paradise^ . , Ch. isf, I. 19.
To o\XT YieaMng paradise Bu^. I/i//s, ^55.
Kindling a momentary ^^'flt^^zJ^. Ginevra, in.
A Desart, or a Paradise: tiellas^ 91.
From one whose dreams are Paradise .... 226.
Let the free possess ^& paradise they claim ; , 1009.
This heart's Hell seem Paradise. ...... Inv. Jifis. iv. 5.
Thou Paradise of exiles, Italy 1 Julian^ sj.A paradise of flowers, Laon^ Vlll. xxii. 9.
it IS a Paradise Which everlasting spring . . . ix, xxvi. 5.
Metropolis of a ruined Paradise Naples^ 57.
lost Paradise of this divine And glorious world ! Ode LiS. XIV. 9.
Paradise of golden lights ! ........ Qde to Heaven^ 2.

entailed my estate, called the Food's Paradise, CEdipus^ I. 201.

"

Kparadise of wildernesses ! Prom. 11. v. 81.

A Varorfijfi of vaulted bowers, II. v. 104.
Which makes all it gazes on Paradise IV. 128.
Like the polar Paradise, IV. 465.
Spread round the valley of its paradise. , , . Q. Mab, iv. 236.
I placed him in diparadise, . . ... . . ,

' —'— vil. 109.
To decorate its paradise of peace -— vijl. 23S.
whom once ^t^NSiS paradise Even to behold, . • Rosal. 751.
A paradise of earth for one sweet sake. . . . 771.
And from this undefiled Paradise Sensit. PI. I. 58.
Who wander o'er the /araflijfi of fame, . . . . Tersa Pipta, 5.
Through every paradise and through all glory, . Triumph, 473.
Lay in the ^ay-flflfzjc of Lebanon ... ^ ,, v

made my world A^a^-affzj^.
Have found a moment's ^ararfije in sleep .

Paradise, c. adj. attr. delightful, pleasant.
What Paradise islands of glory gleam ! . . . . Hellas^ 1052.
Paradise fruits are sweetest when forbidden. . . St. Epips. i i0.

Paradox, n. a seeming contradiction or absurdity.
Into a walking //irii^jir/ Peter^ VI. xviii. 2.

^Parallelogframs, n. four-sided figures the opposite sides of
which are parallel to each other, two and two.

With cones Sixva paralleiogratns and curves . . Gisb. 313.
Paramour, n. (1) partner in intrigue, lover.'

To greet the ghastly paramour^ Julian, 388.

(2) a fellow, an equal, one of a pair.
the blue heavens bend to touch their^ara./ . Epips. 545.
Like my q\A paramour, the famous Snalte. . . Faust, i. 95.
Famine, my ^ara»z£j«/- Waits for us Zcww, vi. 1. 6.

Trembling to mingle with its /a^a»ft?«^,— . . Qrpheus, 14.
I, thy crystal paramour . . .

." Prom. iv. 4163.

Paramours, n. couples, lovers.
Wander \vz.^^yparamours, ^— iv. 428.

fParasite, n. Fig. probably meaning a climbing plant, not
really a parasite.

Twining like tendrils of the parasite Around a
marble column 1 , . Dcemon, i. 4^.

Curling like tendrils of \hsi parasite Q. Mah, I. 43.
fparasite, c. adj. atir. Fig, climbing or twining.
Parasite flowers illume with dewy gems . . . Epips. 502.
And the leafless net-work oiparasite bovvers . . Sensit. PL lii. 48.

•{"Parasites, n. Fig. (1) sycophants or flatterers.

Whence, thinkest thou, kings ajxa paras, arose? Q. Mab, III. 118.

(2) climbing plants.
^^e.parasites. Starred with ten thousand blossoms, Alastpr, 439.
but in the shade Of flowering parasites, .

' "

Parcel, n. a package.
the Devil made Up in a parcel, ...

jlParcli, V. tr. (i) wither or spoil.

Parch up Those love-enkindled lips, . . .

(2) burn or scorch.
And parch up to dust, The eye of the beagt,

Parclied,//. (1) burned or scorched.
my eye-sight is parched up to cinders. . .

Has parched some heaven-delighting oak, .

(2) dried up.
Thunder-bolts had parched our water, , . ,

Parched, ppl. adj. (1) arid, waterless.
The vast tract of the parched and sandy waste

(2_) dried, fevered.
My parched skin was split with piercing agonies. Loon, in. xviii. 9.
whether the Sun Split my ^ar^A^^ skin, . . . Prom. i. 384.

Parcliiugf, ppl. adj. scorching, destructive.
Would they were ^aroftjM^ lightnings , . . . Tasso,26.

Parchments, n. deeds, documents.
Viy parchments and all records of my wealth, . Cenci, iv. i.58.

Pard, n. a panther.
the /arrf unstrung His sinews at her feet, . . . Witch vil. 3.

*PardUke, adj. having the attributes of a leopard.
A/ari^/z>^ Spirit beautiful and swift— , . . , -4rfi7«azj, xxxii. i

.

Z.aoB,vi.xJsviii.4.

. Peter, vi. vii. z.

. Cenci, IV. i. 132.

. Cycl. 661.

, 660.
. Rosal. 788.

. Prom. I. 78.

. DcBmon, 11. 81.

Pardon, n. (1) forgiveness, remission of penalty due.

You come to ask their _^ffnfoK / C^««', V. iv. 25.

thou bringst other news than a just pardon. . . V, iv. 44,
to implore The Pope to grant our pardon, . . . V. iv. 92.

Whose impotence aii ^disy pardon gains, . . , Dmmon, 11. 288.

„ „ „ „ „ ... Q. Mab, IX. 195.

(2) as an exclamation claimmg consideration.
Pardon, great Sister! but my wings were faint . Prom. 11. i. 35.

Pardon, v. tr. (1) forgive a crime or error.

God can understand and /a«/(3«, Cls««, III. i. 296.
How canst thou pardon me ? v. i. 70.
the Pope will surely /a?-^» you v. iii. 59.

(2) excuse.
Pardon me, that I say farewell—farewell ! . . , 11. ii. loi.

• For this wilt thou not henceforth pardon me ? . Laon, V. xlviii. i.

Pardoned, v. tr. forgave.
innocent As those who /a«i(3«tfi/ him, .... v. xxxvi. 6,

Parent, n. A. Lit. a father or mother.
If when a/(zrfi«/ from a/ar^w^j heart . . . . Cenci, I. m. 22.

,

no more, as owc^, parent and child, iii. i. 283.
Must grant a parent's prayer against his child . IV. i. 107.
yi^'hich prompted your unnatural /a;r^«/'j death. V. iv. 17.
some p. fondly reconciles Her warring children, Laon, V, Iv. 4.
I curse thee by a. paretics outraged love, . . . Ld. Ch. v. i.

the wretched j&are;>z^ whence it sprung . . . . Q. Mab, IV. 129.
Grew mercifm, like a ptf-renCs sway Rosal. 935.
B. Fig, (i) a source or origin.

preserver of the free ! The parent of this joy ! . Laon, V. xviii. 4.
TThe nurse and parent still of an ill progeny. . . xi. xv. 9.

(2) applied to the earth.
I wait thy breath, Great Parent, that my strain . Alastor, 45.
Ayere these my words, O, Parent? Prom. I. 302.

Parent, c. adj. attr. originating.
So long as fire outlives the parent spark, . . , Adonais, XLVX. 3.

*Parentless, adj. absol. without a mother.
Who wert a mother to the parefitless, , . . Cenci, v. iii. 46.

Parents, n. A. Lit. pi. of Parent. A. Lit.
As parents only dare. , . m. i, 73,
the heaven serene an^ pure Qi parent^'' smiles . Ginevra, 36.
or the tyrannic will Oi^arents, 60.
A child would talk as it's ^ovm parents do. . . Gisb. 186.
The foul cubs like their /i2r£Ki!j are, Pfellas, y^o.
Oi g\ov\ovis parents, thou aspiring Child. . . , I^aon, Ded. xii. 2.
In se,cret chambers j*are,i|?i^ read, and weep, . . iv. xiii. i.
But children near their ^(zrtfi^/j tremble now, . viii. xiii. i.
Peter thought he h^idparents dear, Peter, 11, viii. 1.

shrieks Oipareffts dymg on the pile Q. Mab, vi. 133.And in their union sooi> their/arcT^^j saw . . . Rosal. 1290.
B. Fig, (1) the originators, the sources.

The parents of the Song I consecrate to thee. . Laon, Ded. ix. 9,

(2) -wixh.Jirst affixed=Adam and Eve.
Damned since our Urst parents fsll, Peter, Prol. 38.

*Pariah, n. a hindoo without caste.
Not the swart Parutk in some Indian grove, . . Solitary, 11. 1.

*Parian, adj. (1) made from marble of Paros.
Working njiosai^c on their Parian floors. . . . Epips. 507.
(2) of or from Paros.

ky veiled by many a vein Of Pariatp stone ; . . Ode Lib. IV. 13.
Pavilioned round with Par/aw stone: Rosal. 1113.

Paris, n. the capital of France.
in Paris, where these shows Are well devised— - Ch. \st, II. 15.
In Paris ribald censurers dare not move . . . u. 22.

Paris, n. son of Priam, king of Troy.
woven gold which girt the neck oi Paris, . . . Cycl. 162.

Parish, c, adj. attr. parochial, local.
Even as a parish demagogue Q, Mab, Vll. 167.

Park, n. an enclosure ol pasture or pleasure ground.'
Even the palings of the royal ;5a?'^, .... CEdipus,\l \\ \i\

'^'BB.tX&si-a.^, pr. ppie. talking, arguing,
post thou stand Parleying with me, Laon x. x. 6,

Parliament, n. a representative assembly.
the stubbornness 0{ Par. a cheap or easy m^ethod Ch. 1st, II. So.
the assembling of a ^aWiizwftew^. jj ^n
but assemble not A parliament. n'

™'
To ^Lparliament? Is this thy firmness ? . . . n. ^20
From the assembling oi a. Parliament. .... u.' 343,'
A^dcallthem, ifyou will, a;&ar/2a7«£;?^. . . n. sW-To meet his pensioned Parliament Mask, xxi. 4.

Parliaments, n. pi. of Parliament.
I speak it not As \o\\ng parliaments, . . . . Ch. 1st, n. 299;The engme oiparliaments Might be deferred . 11. 348.

T^ParnaSsus, n. a mountam' in Greece, the fabled abode of
the Muses.

Sit in a yale round which Parnassus flings . I{om. Merc xciv 4Nor wherp Parnassus'' sacred mount, .... Virgil, 15.
Parricidal, adj. of the nature of parricide.
'^oxaparri. plan At length shall meet its destiny. TrembleKings 3

Parricide, n. (1) lather murder.
taught by rote /*a^rz'«(3fe with his alphabet ? . . Ce«f?' ll i 1^2
yJiViA Parricide, ju j

,5"
That word pdrricidp, hi' { ^/q_
I am more mnocent oiparrfcide Than is a child iv'iv 112
false That I am guilty of {omS. parricide ; . ,' . , iv' iv ia6*As turns black ^rr?«ak to piety ; .... . y'i 45

'
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The prisoners stand accused oiparricide . . . Cenci, v. ii. 76.

Parricide grows so rife
'

. . V. iv. 20.

(2) a father murderer.
K parricide Had trampled them like dust ; . . V. ii. 107.

Am I, or am I not K parricide ? V. ii. 158.

Parrot, n. a bird of the order Psittacus.

like a j&arro/ Hung in his gilded prison .... Ch. \st., II. 102.

Parson, n. a clergyman.
The Parson from the casement leapt Peier^ I. vii. i.

The /arsow came not near his portal ; .... vil. xii. 3.

Parsons, n. pi. of Pai^on.
Old parsons make in burying-grounds V. xii. 5.

Part, n. (1) an integral portion.

as if it were a part Of thee, ray Adonais ! . . . Adonais, XXVI. 6.

I am not thine : I am a part of thee Epips. 52.

(2) a division or portion separated from the whole.
Each part exceeds the whole ;

181.

that spirit Of which ye are but a part ? , . . Ode to Heaven^ 43.

For he was neither pari nor whole, Peter vi. xviii. 3.

Let eMcry part depending on the chain . . . Q. Mab^ Vll. 17.

(3) a certain amount or measure.
tho' in part I may Julian^ 322.

I'll tell thee a /ar^ Q. ofmy Heart, \l. l.

/&r^ of which comes true, Questions, 'j.

(4) indicating direction.

leavestremblinglywereAlIbenttowardsthat^ar/ Matilda, 11.

And every impulse sent to every part .... Zucca, IX. 7.

(5) allotted office or duty.

he doth bear His part, Adonais, XLIII. 3.

Which play the /a^/ of God Ch. \st, \\. 2^0.

Of acting a forced part in life's dull scene,— . E. Williams, IV. 4.

(6) individual feeling or responsibility.

for my part, I feel Much sympathy Calderon, I. 86.

Would you for your Part, marrj' her ? . . . . I. 273.

(7) a share.
My presence bore A pari in that day's shame, . Hellas, 477.

(8) manner.
Thou tookest not my visits in ill part, Faust, I. 33.

Part, adv. individually.
Every grain Is sentient both in unity and^anf, . Q. Mab, IV. 144.

Part, V. intr, (1) separate from one another.

It says, thou and I must ^ay^, Om«, v. iii. 144.

Popart too soon, but never to forget Ginevra, 119.

yje.partf—0 Laon, I must dare nor tremble . Laon, II. xlvii. i.

We /a?'/ to meet again— Il.xlviii. i.

Never more to part, in heaven Mary, -who died, II. 8.

AJil part, in happier plight to meet again. . . . CEdipus, i. 414.

Till death unite them and they pari no more ; . Prom- I. 199.

Henceforth we will not part. m. lii. 10.

And never will vj^part, till thy chaste sister . m. iv. 86.

like sisters Who ^a?-/ with sighs IV. 199.

Where friends and lovers meet to Part no more. Q. Mab, IX. 16.

We part from friends we meet witn here ? . . . Questions, 2.

Sweet! we will not ^ar/ Henceforth, . . . * Rosal. 57J.

(2) go away, depart.

Cythna beheld mepart, as I bestrode .... I^on, vi. xliv. 1.

(3) renounce or give up a person or thing.

If I would never part with him RosaL 843.

(4) sunder, divide.

lips and heart refuse to part again iMon, VI. xliii. 7.

Made his pale lips quiver and /or^. RosaL 102^.

Partake, v. tr, share, enjoy commonly.
'woxAA. partake . . . his bloodless food^ .... Alastor, 100.

The multitude . . , did/ar/aAe Such livmg change, JJwn, V. liii. 7.

Shall soon partake our hieh emotions : . . . . \.Song,(i. 11.

Their own eternity partake } Rosal. 558.

Farted, v. intr. (1) became separated.

I parted from my company, Calderon, I. 69.

(2) left one another.
Her voice did quiver as ^'e parted, F. Godwin, 1.

Tliey met—they parted— . Julian, 6d&.

which bore The stamp of why they parted, . . 610.

we parted then, never again to meet! .... Laon, xi. vi, 9.

when He and thou Parted, to commingle now ; , Prom. II. i. 205.

When for one hour we parted,- RosaL 34.

But wilt thou hear, since last we parted . . . 580.

We meet not as we parted, We meet, i. 1.

(3) to open, to move asunder.

her lips grew pale, Parted, and quivered ; . . . Laon, 1. xviii. 3.

(4) disparted, spread.

rays... /izf/tfi/around the chariot's swifter course, Doemon, l. 1^5.

„ „ „ n .. Q.Mab,i.2^S'

T&rtedf pp. (1) separated.

Like friends once /fl?'/£<^ Grown single-hearted, . Arethusa, V. 4.

let not their bones be parted, Epitaph, 3.

day and night, we two were ne'er Parted, . . . Laon, il. xxvii. 3.

Swellfoot is wived! though ^ar^^rf by the sea, . CEdipus, \. 2%-].

(2) opened, apart.
to gaze upon his lips i^ri?^(/ in slumber, . . . , Alastor, 1^6.

Her lips were ^a^/tf^, Z,(W«, XI. v. i.

(3) estranged.
and hearts long parted now unite, IV. xxi. 9.

(4) disposed, massed together.
In one dread mass, were parted, Laon^ VI. vi. 8.

Parted,^//, adj. (1) opened, sundered.
her parted Wps, Outstretched, and pale, . . . Alastor, 179.
O'er that child's ^a^^^f lips— Laon, V. xxiv. 6.

I felt within thy parted lips The sweet air . . . Prom.. II. i. 103.

(2) departed, lost.

As if incongruous with thy Parted sway ? . . M. N. Post. Fr. 66.

*Parthenope, n. the ancient name of Naples.
thy shores, /5ir?Ac«tf^£, which now, alas ! are free! CEdipus, i. 173.

Parthian, adj. (l) of Parthia, a coimtry of Asia,

where the desolated tombs Oi Parthian kings . Alastor, 243.

(2) Fig. flying or parting thrust or shot.

From which his Parthian arrow Fr. Satire, 30.

Partial, adj. (1) sympathetic,
and at his^, moan Smiled through their tears ; Adonais, xxxiv. i.

(2) favourable.'
lips once eloquent With love's toopartial-praSse.— Julian, 4^$.
Whither has wandered now my Partial tongue . P^om. III. iv. 122.

Whose is the warm and partiafpTaise Q. Mab, Ded. 3.

(^3) with certain limits, not universal.

And such home manufactures, is but partial; . CEdipus, IL i. 20.

(4) unjust, not equal,
on Man alone, Partial in causeless malice, . . Q. Mab, IV. 98.

Participate, v. intr. share.

participate the crimes That force defends, . . . • IV. 174.

Participation, n. sharing.

By vile participation of their honours .... Ch. \st, 1. 73.

*Participato^s, n. partakers, sharers.

who were the/flr^/«;^a/(?^j In your offence? . . Cenci, V. u. $.

Particle, n. (1) a portion.
This particle of my di^'ided being ; rv. i. 117.

(2) an atom.
the smallest^fl^'AVr^ Of the impassive atmosphere, Q. Mab, II. 232.

Particular, ad/, special.

if you were to dream Oi a.particular number . CEdipus, l. 128.

Parties, n. opposing factions.

Between two parties who will govern you . . . 1. 345*

Parting*, n. the act of separating.
Sweet meeting by sad parting- to renew ;— . . Gisb. 322.

Parting, J>r. pple. the occasion of leaving.

would press his pallid hand At parting, . - . Alastor, 270.

Parting, ppl. adj. dying, passing away.
Yet does his parting breath essay to speak— M. N. Post. Fr, 10.

And with a parting groan his spirit fled. . . . 22,

But, fear not, parting spirit ; St.Ir.{6) III. 7.

Partly, adv. {!) in some measure or degree.
P. 'tis That our minds piece the vacant intervals . Ch. ist, II. 465.
And partly, that the terrors of the time . . . II. 471.
Whence I am, I partly seem to know, .... Triumph, 300.

(2) set in apposition= now and then.

Parth to tread the waves with feet which kissed
The dancing foam

; p. to glide along The air 370.

Partner, n. partaker, participator.

Mixed with the watchman's, pariner of her trade, Gisb. 270.

Partners, n. pi. of Partner.
Towards these dreadless partners of their play. Deenum, II. 166.

,, „ „ „ „ „ Q. Mab. vni. 224.
Or countless partners of his power divide . . . vil. 37.

Parts, V. ir. separates by intervening.

a mighty cataract X^2X parts Two sister rocks . Orpheus, 73.

^Pasiphae, n. the wife of Minos.
Well—you know what the chaste Pasiphae did, . CEdipus, 1. 136.
And Pasiphae, lona's grandmother,— .... 11. \. 70.

Pass, n. (1) a defile between mountains.
Lo ! where the pass expands Its stony jaws, . . Alastor, 550.

(2) state or condition of things.

been brought To this dread pass, Triumph, 302.

Pass, V. I. tr. (1) go past, over, along, through, beyond.
And many ^ajj it by with careless tread, . . . Allegory, II. i.

must never/ojj The bridge Cenci, in. i. 272.
and, as v<iepass The gallery, Ch. 1st, 11. 477.
Till he pass the gloomy shore, Eug. Hills, 137.

let not aught Of that which may be evil, pass
again My lips, /Vww. I. 219.

made me sick at heart To pass them, .... ill. iv. 50.
We'll pass the eyes Of the starry skies .... iv. 141.

How didst thou pass the intervening sea ? . . . UhJ, Dr. 124.

(2) overstep mbrally.
I see the gulph , . . which he may pass^ I will not. Cenci, IV. 1. 99.

(3) spend.
Next winter you must pass with me ; , . . . Gisb. 292.
and pass each day In high commuuion, . . . Horn. Merc xxix. 2.

(4) leave unharmed, except.

Famine can smile On him who brings jt food and
pass, . . . The house-dog of the throne ; . . Laon, x. xxiv. 5.

II. intr. (1) proceed, move along, go onwards, go by.
Pis£, till the Spirit of the spot shall lead . . Adonais, XLIX. 6.

will I Pass to the land Calderon, li. 63.
Did hepass this way? Cenci, II. i. 12.

His lips grew white only to see \i\xn.pass. . , . m. ii. 69,
'twere best to Pass Out at the postern, .... v. i. 68.
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Fling, . . . Upon us as we pass to pass away, . Cena\ v. iii. 43.
For men to point at as they ^ass, —— v. iv. 152.

And laugh as I pass in thunder Cloud, 12.

^pass through tne pores of the ocean and shores ; 75.
Will bar the way and catch you as yo\x pass. . . Cyc/. 674.
"Why do you let that fair girl ^ajj from you, . . Fausi, II. 371.
Let it be

—

pass on— 11. '^^83.

But an old man perceived the infant pass . . Horn. Mere. xiv. 6.
Apollo soon will pass within this gate . . . xxvir. i.

Have you seen any on^ pass with the cows ?— xxxiii. 7.
Many pass by my vineyard,— — xxxiv. 4.
the Immortals /hjj and repass for ever, . . Lxv. 4.
Pass o^er night in multitudes Inv. Mis. xil. 5.
-saw Their tranquil victim ^fljj, Zao«, xii. iv. 3'.

And let Panic, . . . Pass, a disregarded shade . . Mask, lxxx. 3.
Seeking among the shadows that pass by . . . Mont B. 41J,
forced to pass To the other side, Peter, Prol. 24.
i^jj triumphing over the thorns of life, . . . . Prol. Hellas^ i^'^,

and as they pierce and pass Prom. iv. 278.
They ^ajJ before his eye, are numbered, . . . iv. 420.
Or do we see the Future ^ajj Questions, 3.
which pass. Over the gleam of the living grass ; . Sensit. PL i. 84.
Were bright with tears as the crowd ^xapass ; . iii. 14.
Which did distort whatever form might pass^ , St. Epips. 22.
Knows not their gentle motions as they ^ajj. Summer-Bvg. 12.
While the dead leaves pass, To-morr<ru}, 11. 2.

And a silver shape like his early love doth pa^s . Two Spirits, 45.
Into the darkness of the stream did pass. . . . Witch^ XLIII. 8.

(2) of immaterial things, enter, pervade.
And pass into the panting heart beneath . . . Adonais, xil. 4.
Through tangled roots and trodden clay doth/., Prom. iv. 371.
Of marble and of colour his dx^z.va% pass ; . . . iv. 413.

(3) live, run a course.
and thro' the paths of men Will/ajj, .... Laon, II. xlvi. 9.
To track the steps of Freedom tho' thro' graves

She/fljj, VIII. xi. 8.

would o'er the heads of men Pass harmless, . . • viil. xx. 9.

(4) escape, elude.

But I will pass, wrapt in a vile disguise

;

. , Cenci, v. i. 85.
eager although to /A?j, . . Horn. Merc. J.. ^.
nor did I hope to pass Untouched Hope, Pear, 8.

(5) of time, elapse.
The moments which even now Pass onward . . Cenci, ill. ii. 75.
The minutes /ojj IV. ii. 3.
some few tumultuous years WiWpass, . . . Ck. ist, iii, 31.
And as slow years pass, Julian, 489.^

Perchance no thought can count them, yet they/. Prom. i. 424.
how every day "^mpass in happy work and play, Rosal. 455.

(6) be transferred, change.
When once from our possession they imist pass ; St. Wealth. 3.
Into their hues and scents may /ajj A portion— W. Shel. (3) ii. 8.

(7) circulate.

As mortal as the limbs through which they/ajj, Cenci. v. iii. 29.
Through which the harmony of love can pass; . Witch, xxxv. 4.

(8) die, cease to be, or to be remembered, vanish, often
vrith away.

And of the past are all that cannot /ajj away. Adonais^ XLVlll. 9.
The One remains, the many change z.xidpass ; . lii. i.

Never to change, never to Pass away Cenci, in. i. 63.
Fling, . . . Upon us as w^pass to pass away, . v. iii. 43.
And light of thoughts thatPass away Damon, i. 83.
point to Heaven and cannot pass away : . , Epips. ^^^.
And the soft dreams of the morn, . . . Pass, . . Euff. Mills, 332.
Our adversity a dream to /ojj away— .... H^las, 1014.
Why dost thou pass away Int. Beauty, ii. 4.
they Cling to her mind, and cannot /ajj away. . Julian, 407.
his pangs /ojj Slow, ever-moving,^ 417.
The clouds which wrap this world from youth did/. Laon, Ded. ill. 2,

and ere that voice did pass, vi. xxxii. i.

we must /., who made The promise of its birth,— ^— ix. xxv. 4.
let sense and thought Pass from our being, . . ix. xxix. 5.
That record shall remain, when they must/ajj . ix. xxxi. fe.

a shade, Which cannot pass so soon, . . . •
. . xi. xv. 8.

All power and faith must pass^ xii. xxix, 3.A shadow soon to pass away, .... . . Mask, liii. 2.

Aghast she pass from the Earth's disk : . . , Naples^ 86.
It trembles, but it cannot pass away ! . . . . Ode Lib. vi. 4.
In songs whose music cannot /ajj away, . . . x. ii.

Before the spirit-sighted countenance Of Milton
didst thou pass, X. 14.

Generations as they /rtjj Ode toHeaven,
2'i»How should it ever pass away ? Peter^ vil. xxiv. 5.

we change zxvdpass away Prom-. IV. 538.
Speak: thy strong words may never /ajj away. ^'^'hSZ-
its authority Will silently /twj by ; . . . Q, Mab, iii. 134.
Shall never /ajj away m. 169.
pass Unrecognized, or unforeseen by thee, . . . vi. 188.
Nothing so bright can /oji- away : Rosal. 1003.
I must/a.yj away Whfle you remain, St. Epips. 39.
Shall pass like an unreal mystery. . . . There is no work, 18.
to see the shadow /ajj away, Triumph, 22=;.
Pass not away upon the passing stream. . . . 399.
they pass To their graves in the deep Vis. Sea, 8.

(9) go unheeded.
Let them pass^ I cried, Triumph^ 2^3.

(10) occur, happen, seem to pass.
fair dreams did/iwj Before ray pillow ; . . . . Laon,lv.xxxiu.^.

Fassag-e, n. (1) act of passing, transfer.

That barred vay passage to the peaceful grave . Q. Mab, vii. 202,

(2) a paragraph or portion of text.

upona/fljja^tf Of Pliniua Calderon,\. no.
It is ^.passagey if I recollect it right, ... . I. 1 13.

(3) incident, occurrence.
In citing every passage o'er and o'er Of our com-

munion— Gisb. 144.

Passed, v. intr. (1) proceeded, moved onward.
He only struck and cursed me as )\c passed ; . . Cenci, II. i. 75.
I heard The Legate's followers whisper as they /. IV. i v. 27.

and as the chariot /ajje^i? Damon, I. 173.

„ „ „ Q. Mab, I. 262.

A statesman /ajj'^^—alone to him, Devil, xxiv. i.

as the c\i\^v\t passed -wxth. dauntless mien, . , . Q. Mab, vii. 5.

And the strange crowd that out and in Passed, . Rosal. 904.
even as it [the wind] /. His cheek would change, 1016.

As enhorror'd he onward /ajjV. .S*/. /n (3) xii. 6.

(2) escaped, became free.

/lwj«(/ from beneath that strong controul, . . . Rosal. \o^6,
'

(3) ceased to be, vanished.
did dwell That spirit as it passed^ 1040.

Passed,/^. (1) vanished.
Each stain of earthliness Had /ajj^c? away, . . Q. Mab, l. 136.
Till slowly from his mien there /ajjfirf .... Rosal. 785.

(2) elapsed.
And many years had /ajj^i/ Mother^ Son, II. 11.

no year . . . Has passed unstained by crime and
misery, Q. Mab, VII. 236.

(3) killed, slain.

Passed at the edge of the sword : Hellas, 551.
Passed. (See also Fast.)

Passenger, n. a passer by, a traveller.
Who dares not ask some harmless /ajj^w^^/- . Cenci, il. ii. 94.
The startled passenger shudders to hear, 1 M. N. Spec. Hors. 45.

Passes, V. intr. (1) proceeds, moves, goes.
Yet the wildered peasant that oft passes by, , 42.

(2) penetrates.
Passes into mj^ heart and brain Music, Ipant, ll. 6.
It passes now into my mind . . Prom., ii. i. 133.
And /ajjfij with the warmth of flame, .... iv. 329."

(3) dies, ceases to be.
Rots, perishes, and passes Q. Mab, i. 156.

(4) lives, goes on with existence.
He/ajj£jon: The King, ill. 29.

Passetli, V. intr. moveth onward.
powerless as the wind That passetk idly by. . . m. 222.

Passing, j5r. ///^. (1) moving.
Two tranquil stars, while clouds are passing by . Laon, Ded. xrv. 7.
footfalls Of spirits /ajji'w^ through the streets; . Naples, 3.
When warm spring showers are passing o'er : . Rosal. 3(^8.

(2) of mental action, flitting.

Even whilst That doubt is /. through your mind, Cenci, iv. iii. 39.
while that thought Was passing— Laon, vil. xxiv. 4.
(3) y^iXh forth., from and by = ceasing, expiring.

Corruption from the spirit passing forth, . . . Ginevra, 154.
like multitudinous Puppets /ajjzw^from a scene; Inv. Mis. xiii. 3.
Whose pride ispassinghy like thine, . , , Q. Mab, vi. 142.

(4) surpassing.
the sight. Passing all human glory, i. 86.

Passing", ///. adj. (1) moving by.
my bloodless limbs shall waste I' the pass, wind ! Alastor, 514.
Scattering its waters to the passing winds. . . 570.
That quivers to the /ajjzM^ breeze Dcemon,\. \?>-i.

n .11 n i» ' ' ' ' Q: ^^^\ I* 270.
from the rain of every passing cloud, .... Epips. 207.
An<i the silent motions oipassing death, . . . Sensit. PI. iii.
To Zephyr's /ajji'Kf^ wing? Solitary, i. 6.
Pass not away upon the passing stream. . . . Triutnpk, 399.
The/ajj?«jf wind which heals the brow . . . . Uh/.Dr.^T.

(2; ever occurring.
By the deep murmuring stream of/ajj/w^tbings, Dcemon, 11. ^^2.

n „. „ „ „ „ Q.Mab,Y\i\.^.
(3) elapsmg.

Fairer and nobler with each passing year, . . . Damon, ll. 229.
II n n II n ... Q. Mab, IX. 137.

(4) transitory.

a/ajj/«^faintness threw Over my brow— . . Laon, I. Iviii. i.

Fear not: 'tis but some /ajw'w^ spasm, .... /V-(Ww. i. 314.A httle passing pomp, some servile souls, . . . Q. Mab, V. 200.

(5) cursory.
to a. pass, view. Seemed like an anthill's citizens. 11. too.

(6) casual.
he sheds A passing tear perchance v. 109.

Passing", adv. extraordinarily.
Yet both so Passing strange and wonderful ! . . Damon, i. 8.
Even tho' that multitude was/ajww^ great, . . Laon, V. xx. 2.
Yet both so passing wonderful ! Q. Mab, i, 8.

*Passinff bell, c. n. a bell rung when death is imminent.
UtsX^xi to the^ passing belli C^ww, v. iii. 143.
Should ring to the world the /. bell Of tyranny ! Hellas, 669.

Passion, w. (1) love, ardent affection, amorous desire
Of/aJ5?0M and of constancy CaWero«, itl. 48.
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This agony O?/lassion CaZderon^ in. uo.
Killing; the sense with ^ajj?(3«/ Epips.%$.
Confused in ^fljjww'J golden purity, 571.
One ^ajjzow in twin-hearts, 575.
speak nor weep. But pale, were calm with^ojJ.— L,aon, II. xlix. 6,

K^assion deeper far than tears, XI. iv. 4.
Wnen passion's wildest ecstacy M.N. Melody. 19.

And if any soft passion be near, M. N. Ravail^ 78.
Tides of maddening' /oj-rztfM roll, 85.
"When passion's tear stands on the cheek, . . .

• 105.
y^hcix passion's trance is overpast Whenpassion^s^ 1. 1.

(2) emotion or excitement by which the mind is swayed
or affected.

At night the passion came, Alastor, 224.
An equaX passion to repay Critic^ II. 3.

A passion like the one I prove Cannot divided be ; iv. i.

New modes oipassion to its frame may lend ; . Dcemon^ n. 252.

„ ., ,, „ ,, „ . O. Mab^ IX. 157.
Oipassion lofty, pure and unsubdued . . , , Danton^ 11. 295.

,, ,, ,, ,, „ . . . . Q. Mab^ IX. 203.
every gentle /ajjWM sick to death, Epips. 2A.y.

Those deepest wells of/fljjz'ow or of thought . . Gis6\ iji.

Will, Passion^ Reason, Imagination, cannot die; Hellas^ 7g6.
The eloquence oipassion^ Julian^ 284.
The tempest oiz. passion, raffing over .... L,aon^ i. xl. 4.
"Pot Passion's voice has duU'd their listl6ss ear. M. N. Post. Fr, 16.
shook With spasms of silent passion ; .... Pr. Atkan. I. 83.
Withering all passion but of slavish fear, . . . Q. Mab^ v. 85.
and wild Xhawgh passion went IX. 50.
and passion made the pulse Of its bright life . . IMf. Dr. 1*33.

(3) unreasoning desires, violent agitation of the mind.
Reason B.n6. passion cease to combat there ; . . Dcemon^ II. 173.

„ ,, „ „ '„ „ . . Q.Mab.v\\\.2-^\.
Far from passion^ pain, and guilt, Eug. Hills^ 345.
thought, passion^ reason, will. Imagination? . , Prom. II. iv. 10.

the unwilling sport Of circumstance and passio^^ Q. Mab, I. 153.
unnatural war with pti^sion^s unsubduable array, • v. 21.

(4) ardour, enthusiasm, vehemence.
Dissolve with that strong faith and fervent/ojjzWz Hellas^ 8^7.
Pass, divinest stream had made iibpetuous way. L.aon^ l: lix. g.

or converse fraught With ^assion^ — 11. xxii. g.
strong The source oXpassion whence they rose, . —^ li. xxvili. 7.

Of far and pathless passion, —— VI. xxix. 3.

WTien v/Wdexinepassion swalloweth up . . . . vi. xxxi. 3.
And voice made deep with _^fljJZ(7»—

.

. . . Vll.xxxiv. 6.

as she leaned in passion^s silence xil. xxiii. 4.
Without a hope, a, passion, or a love, .... Q.-Mab^ iv. 204.
Untainted passion, elevated will, V. 155.

How bold the flight o(passion^s wandering wing, ^— vi. 58.
"Like pass, fruit, the nightshade's tempting bane — vill. 129.
No longer fettering passion^s fearless wing, . . ~— ix. 47.
in which Passion makes Echo taunt Unf. Dt. 184.

(5) anger, violence.
For toyour/ajjZ(?« I am far itiore coy . . . . Reviewer. <^.

Broughtpleasure there and left /aj.?Z(7« behind. . Sensii.PL ii; 2^.

(6) extremity.
quelled The ^ayj?'(7« of their grief. Posal. 204.

(7) J^ig- used of a flower.
Whom youth makes so fair and passion so pale, Sensii. PL T, 22.

*Fassion-partecl, c. adj. open by reason of excitement.
Aadpassion-pariedW^s^ and keen, faint eyes, . Prom. ll. i. 74.

*Passion-winffidy c. adj. plumed by ardour or enthusiasm.
tVtpassion-winged Wxm&t^x^ of thought, . . . Adonais^ ix. 2.

Passionate, adj. ardent, earnest, excited, vehement.
Strangers have wept to hear his passionate notes, Alastor, 61.

The ^fljJM«fl/e tumult of a clinging hope ; . . . 717.
Passionate prayers : Cenci, I. lii. 1 19.

Genius has seen thee in her passionate dreams, . DcsfHon^ II. 12.

Fear it ! she said, with brief and passionate cry, Laon, i. xlvii. 2.

A tale oipassionate change, divinely taught, . . i. liii. 8.

^passionate speech With wild and thrilling pauses —^ V. lii. 6.

Genius has seen thee in hsx Passionate dreams, . Q. Mab, IX. 12.

With passionate talk wherever we might roVe . Sonn. Dante, iz.

^Passionless, adj. without feeling or emotion.
Nor doth the grave—I fear 'tis passion/ess— . . Daon, II. xlviii. 5.

and was no longer passionless

;

vil. v. 3.

just, g;entle, wise : but man Passionless / . . , Prom. in. iv. 198.

^sstdnless calm and silence unreproved, , , , Sunset, 46.

Passions, n. feelings, emotions, desires, longings.

donsistent with The ^ajjzVwiii' of humanity ? . . Calderon^ l. 12$.

All \i.\nd\y passions and all pure desires. . . . Dcemon, 11. 143.

It u n »i " ... g. il/a*, VIII. 202.

To baffle the XzOin passions of their prey, . . . Death Vanq. 31.

Mutinous passions, and conflicting rears, . . . Hellas^ 884.

Here I cast away AH human _^fljj/.9«j, . . . . Julian, ^02.

what secret fight Evil and good, in ^QVQnpassions
mailed. Waged Laon^ v. ii. 8.

ye weep,—your ^ajj«o«j pause,— v. ix. 8.

had made weak and tame A\\ passtoits, .... Lerici, 23.

When other ^(MJ((7«J die? Love, 18.

those^ajJZ(?«j read Which yet survive, .... Osym. 6.

His will, with all ine£in passions, bad delights, . Prom. IV. 406.
Iho. passions, prejudices, interests, That sway . Q. Mab, II. 103.

does it rule An passions: VI. 182.

Than do the changeful passions of his breast . . VI. 202.

Whose names and attributes and fassions . . . Vll. 29.

All Gviip-ssions, and all vain behefi Viii. 216,
• The^flw?tf»,yhave waged in my breast, . , . Q.qfmyHeart,v.6.

*Mid the passions wild of human kind .... Rosal, 634.
who quelled The passions which they sung, . . Triumph, 275.
like passions made still by the presence of Love, Vis. Sea, 130.
Its ^ajjiij«j will rock thee Whenihela-mp^lV.i.

JPassive, adj. without will or desire, open to impressions.
That paused within his passive being now, . . . Alastor, 630.
who rule this ^ajjzVfi Earth Bpips. 345*.'

on my passive youth Descended, Int. Beauty, VII. 7.
if man be Th& passive thing you say, Julian, 161.
For I have been thy passive instrument— , , . Daon, IV. xvi. 1.

Till on my passive soul there seemed xii. xivii. 8.
Upon t\\GiTpassive swell the Spirit leaned, , . . Q. Mab^ 11. 51.
Man, like these passive things, iii. 233.
Withering and cankering d^ep its passive prime. iv. 231.
How many a Newton, to v/nosG passive ken . . V. 143.
Are but thy /fljj/z'tf instruments, VI. 215.

^Passively, adv. calmly, unresistingly.

My own, my human mind, which passively . . Mont B. 37.

*Passover, n. Christ's Last Supper.
To his disciples at the passo^er Ch. ist, IZ. 25S.

Past, V. I. tr. (1) went by or over.

We past the islets, borne by wind and' stream, . iMon, Vlii. iii, i.

Prince Athanase Pajif the white Alps— . . . iV.^^^a«. 1l.iii.23.

(2) spent.

the youthful years Which we together past, . . Laon^ VI. zxxL 5.

II. intr. (1) usually with.J>rep. or adv. moved, went.
aiid^aj/ tio its eclipse Adonais, xii. 9.

Ana virgins, as unknown h^past, have pined . . Alastor^ 62.

They^/w/ to their Dorian home Arethusa, iv. 18.

He ^AF/ by the spot Appointed Cenci, in. 11.33.

She dropt poison upon me as I ^ajA Paust, n. 16S.
And as she past, the diamonds m her hair . . . Ginevra, 23.

O'er shadowy mountain . . . great Trieimespast; Horn. Merc. xvi. 3.

Nowheobliquely through the key-hole /oj^, . . xxiv. 7.

Apollo past toward the sacred wood, xxxi. 3.

Apollo nearing this,j&aj/ quickly on— .... xxxvi. i.

saw him as he past To Pylos, Lix. 7.

Past on, in slow and moving majesty ; . . . . Laon, i. v. 7.

With clang of wings and scream the Eagle past, I. xiv. 8.

Cursed ana blasphemed him as he past: . . . l. xxviii. 6.

We disembarked, and thro' a portal wideWe p.— I. li. 7.

my spirit onward^. Beneath truth's steady beams II. xii. 8.

And I lay struggling asits whirlwinds ^oj/, , . —— iii. i. 8.

so I /(W/ quietfy Tin I beheld, III. vii. 8.

And as we past thro' the calm sunny air . . , v. xvi. 5.

Therefore to the gate Of the Imperial House . .

.

I past, ^ V. XX. 6.

those tones divine Were silent as she ^oj^/ . . v. Ivii, 4.
And first, one pale and breathless past us by, . . •— VI. ii. 4.
the steed's broad shadow past. ........ VI. xxi. q.

Thro' which, . . . the diver . . . Past like a spark . Vli. xi. g.
so to the ship we _;&flj/ without a word VII. xii. 9.
a murmur strange Made as Xpast; IX. vL 7.

The Tyrant ^aj^, surrounded oy the steel . . . X. viii. 2.

An Angel bright as day, waving a brand . . . past. x. x. ^.
a rotting vapour j&oj/ From the unburied dead, . —— x. xiii. 8.

troubled they past From' the great Temple ;— . x, xxx. 4.
the.wind /aj/Dy XI. vii. 8.

Over English land he past, Mask, X. 2.

O'er fields and towns, from sea to sea. Past the
Pageant swift and free, xiil. m.

With step as soft as wind it Past O'er the heads
of men

—

xxx. i.

Homeless she.past, like a cloud on the blast, . . CBdifnis, I. 246.
Theypast like aimless arrows from his ear— . . Pr. Atkan. 1. 53.
but as Ipast 'twas Jading, Prom. I. 767.
Why lookest thou as if a spintpast? II. i. 118.

ugly human shapes . . . Past floating thro' the air, III. iv. 67.
Andwomen, too, frank, beautiful, and kind. ..p.j III. iv. 155.
some God Whose throne was in a comet, . . .p., . • IV. 317.
In the court-yard through which I past; . . . Rosal. 527.
So thro' the long long streets we past .... 944.
And on eddying whirlwind the thunder-peal^aj/^ St. Ir. (2) I. 4.
Like troops of ghosts on the dry ^NxnApast; . . Sensit. Pi. III. 36.
but it /oj/ Witn solemn speed majestically on. . Triumph, 105.
The hurricane came from the west, and past on . Vis. Sea, 100.
Between ocean and heaven, like an ocean, past, . 106.
He past out of his everlasting lair Witch, ix. 5.
^htpast at dewfall to a space extended, . . . xxrx. 3.

Anddown the streams— the pinnace ^aj// . . XXXVIII. 5.
Wandered upon the earth where'er she^oj^, . . — LVI. 7.

her light feet I^i through the peopled haunts of
human kind, LX. 3.

through chambers high and deep She /oj^, . . . uc. 8.

Among those mortal forms, the wizard-maiden P. lxviii. S.

(2) was over or finished, vanished, ceased.
l\nd when it past I sat all wea^ and wild ; . . . Cenci, II. i. 42.
But She, . . . Pxst, like a God throned on a winged

planet, Epips. 226.
its depths with light did cover. Which past; . . L,aon, i. xl. 6.

as the tears ^flj/ Which wrapt it, v. xxiv. 7.
Slowly the silence of the multitudes Past, . . , v. xxxi. 2.

And I was thus absorbed, until it past, .... Prom. II. i. 83.
Which, like two strains of harmony . . . past by Rosal. 984.
Our shadows on it as it past away Triumph, 251.
from whose forms most shadows past, .... 542.

(3) had place, went through the mind.
the familiar train Of objects and of persons past . Ginevra, 7.
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(4) took place, were exchanged.
When the Count entered—salutations ^aj<; . .Julian, i^.

(6) was spent, went by, elapsed.
The day;^«/ thus: ioo«, I. xlii. i.
Two days thus /aj^— . HI. xxi. I.
One moment these were heard and seen—another

Pasl; VI. xxiv. 2.
1 ime fast, I know not whether months .... vil. xxvi. i.
thus nip;ht_^aj^ over In mutual joy :— .... IX. i. ^.

(6) lived, existed.
And half bewildered by new forms, I ^(W^ . , . Epips. 252.
Then He ^aj/ amid the strife of men Rosal. 62().

(7) came, emanated.
and those From whom they past seemed mild . Prom. III. iv. 69.
(8) were transferred.

For whispers ^a.s/ from mouth to ear Ginevra. \xq.
TaBt,pp. (i) gone,
a throned king came by, When these had pasf, . Damon, I. 271.
Whether a drove of kine has past this way, . Horn. Merc, xxxil. 3.
leave where they have^at/ A path of light, . . Loon, n. xx. i.
Have^iM/, by cedar, pme, and yew, Prom. 11. ii. 2.
Have they /aj<.J They have^aj/; IV. 35.
the chariot hath Past over them— Triumth 162
the whirlwind that stripped it of branches has p. . Vis. Sea, 28.

(2) gone beyond.
we had /aj^ the ocean Which girds the pole, . . Laon, I. xlviii. 3.
The rock-built barrier of the sea was /aj/,— . . IV. iv. i.

(3) of time or circumstance, gone by.
When early youth had /aj<, Alastor, yi.
Pause not! The time is /aj// ^r//, 1814, 5.
asks atonement ; both for what is past, . . . (fend. III. i. 21^.
all ill is surely ^aj/. IV, jij, ^5.
That what is past will never let me rest ! . . . v. i. 94.
^Tia pastI Whatever comes V. iv. 77.
the world's shadowy walls are ^aj<and disappear. Con. Sincr. u. 11.
what IS done, is ^aj/. Faust, u.^ii.
And dreaming, some of Autumn /asif, . . . . Guitar jane, ig.
When noon is ^aj^— Int. Beauty,vil.2.
You talk as in years /aj/, Julian, 114.
for since thy lip Met mine first, years long ^ai/, . 468.
Alas, their sway was /aj^, Za^w, ix. xvi. 3.Yes! allis/aj/—swift time has fled away, . .M.N.Fraemii
But that is /as/. Orpheus,%i.
When wmter and despondency are /aj/. . . /V-.^MaB. 11. iii. 21.We have/aj/ Age's icy caves Prom. 11 v. 08
forgotten when the ruin That marks their shock

ispast. . Q.Mab,ll.i2S.
Inepresent now is/aj/, Vlll 44Bnt that hour is /oj// 3'/. />-. (3) III! i7'
Is Time long /otA Time longpast, I. a.A hope which IS now forever /aj/, I j.
Was Time long/aJ/. j]g*
Of Time long ^as/." III 2I
That Time long past. n* g]
For Time long /aJ/. III.* 2!
From Time longpast. m' g]

(4) elapsed.
two long years are /ar/ C«k«, I. ii. 4.
So years had past, when sudden earthquake . Z,aonvn. xxxviii. i
ten thousand years Have scarcely /ar/ away, . Q. Mai, II. 183.
For three short years, which soon vrerepast. . . Rosal. 286.
When weeks and months and years hsidpast, . 327.
(5) occurred, happened.

So much has past between us as must make . . Cenci, II. i. 12?
a temple ere earthquake has /as/, Vis. Sea, 113.

(6) done with, out of use.
My spells are /ai/.- Daman, 11. 2iS.
.„ ji.

,
II

. , Q. Mad, IX. 14"«.
All bitterness ispast; VIII. 131.
(7) ceased to be, disappeared.

And that his power hath /ay/ away, doth know— ZMon, iv. xxv. 8.
from before its face some general wreck had /as/. V. xv a
As when eclipse hath /ay/,- V xlvi 8
of thronging tears: Which, having /as/, . . .' vil xix 3when all doubt and fear has past away, . . . ix. i. 2
It moans for pleasures that are /aj/, .... . M.N.Melo'dy 1.2
As It sate on the ruins of time that is /aj/.? . M. N.Spec.Hors 2
In truth have never /aj/ away: Senstt.Pl.rv.lQ
as ifthis spasm Had not yet /as/, Serchio, 110.
(8) overstepped, exceeded.

The bounds of true and false, are /as/. . . . . Faust 11 ±i
(9) changed. <

-t

ere ithas/as/To such brief unison Woodman 64
(10) spent.

Of life and death /aj/ fearlessly and well, . . . iao«,VII. xxxvi 6
(11) traversed safely.

that wide and raging river Is /aj/, XII xl a
(12) lived and died.

How many a rustic Milton has /ar/ by, . . . . Q. Mab,v. i^j.

(13) -with,from or out of, vanished, departed.
A light is/aj/from the revolving year, . . . . Adonais, lAll. A.Had /ay/ out of men's minds into the air. . . . Ginevra, inThe shadow of white death has /. From my path Prom. IV. 424.

Ba.st,ppl. adj. that which has been, of a former time
Rose on me like the figures of/as/ years, . . . Ch. 1st, 11. 11.
the wondrous fame Ofthe/aj/ world, . . . . Loon il. u. 6.

Past ages crowd on thee, but each one remembers, Prom. 1. 561.
Thepast Hours weak and grey, IV. 31.

no delight From thepast sweetness ? . . . . . iv. 181.

a thunder-peal that died In ages ^ast; . , . , Q. Mab, III. 148.
Past woe Its shadow backward threw, .... Rosal. 805.

Fast, n. a time or state of feeling or affairs that is gone by.
till the Future dares Forget the Past, .... Adonais, I. 8.

And of the past are all that cannot pass away. . XLVIII. 9,
which the sacred /. In truth or fable consecrates, Alas/or, 73.
To images of the majestic past, —— 629.
But as a shadow of the /as/,— Calderon, n. &^.
His empire, o'er the present and thepast: . . . Datnon, II. 26.
and the /aj/ Fades from our charmfed sight. . . II. 231.

,, ,. ,, „ „ „ . . Q. Mab, IX. 139.
the shattered present chokes thepast; .... Epips. 212.
and the/aj/ Out of its grave, ....... 521.
Or charm the dark /ay/ never to have been, . . Fr. Satire, 21.
Flash on his sight the spectres of the /ay/, . . . 31.
As if the future and the /as/ were all Treasured . Ginevra, 130.
I know the/aj/ alone— . . . .^ Gisb. 138.
Out of the forest of the pathless /a.y/ 191.
The present, and the past, and the to-come. . . Hellas, 148.
imperial spirits, 'Rule the present from the /ay/, . 701.
Thy spirit is present in the /as/, 745.
Of thee and me, the future and the/as// . . . 767.
The future and the /ay/ are idle shadows . . . 783.
The coming age is shadowed on the/ay/ . . . 805.
The Past Now stands before thee 8s2.
The future must become the past, 924.
The world is weary of the /ay/, iioo.
and let the /as/ Be as a grave Z.aon, v. xii. 1.

asif hour by hour The /aj/ had come again; . . v. xxviii. 6.
Cast off their memories of the past outworn ; . . v. xlii. 3.
Thepast is Death's, the future is thine own ; . . VIII. xxii. 7.
the future to the /ay/ will bind— IX. xxvii. 5.
weep not for the /aj/. XI. xviiL I."
The /aj/ and future were forgot, Lerici 2K.
Through the caverns of the^w// Ode llib.vl. "i.

He, by the /ay/ pursued, xil 13.
Of the present and the /ay/, Ode to Heaven. K.
Forget the dead, the /3J/^ Past 11. i.
¥innacled on the past Sway the reluctant present, ProL Hellas, 8.
hou seest but the Past in the To-come 161.

To the dark, to the /ay/, to the dead. . . . Prom-.rv.vi.
The secrets of the immeasurable /aj/, .... Q. Mab 1.160.
the /ay/ shall rise

;
'
li. 6^*

felt All knowledge of the /ay/ revived; , '. * 11.246.
I know The /as/, and thence I will essay . . iii. 7Thepresent and the /as/ thou hast beheld: . . viil i
I mix the present with the /ay/, . ..... . Tasso,Sonr,\i'.6.We look on the/as/ TAat time, 1. 3.

Past, firep. (1) superior to.
Rise /aj/ such troubles to that height . . . . Ch. 1st, 11. im
(2) beyond.

As/ay/thepebblybeach the boat did flee . . . Zao«,lll.xxxiv.7.
Past, adv. by, along.
the blast Which bears one sound ofmany voices/.. Loon, IV. xxv. 5.When one fled /ay/, a maniac maid, Mask, ^^11 i.
And/aj/in these performs what Triumph, ijs;.

JPastor, n. Fig. shepherd.
and the flocks of which you are thepastor . . . Ch. 1st, It. 41a

Pastoral, adj. (1) rustic, mral.
But for some ^a*/ora/ people native there, . . . Epips ^6

(2) affording pasture.
king of Arcadia And all its /ay/of-a/ hills, . . . Horn. Mercl 7,
p-een mountain slope and /ay/o^a/ plain, . . . ucxxrv 2We drag afar from /as/ora/ vales the fairest . . Laon, vill xxv' 1And the rude kings of/ay/ora/Garamant— . .WitcA,xl.2
(3) indicating a shepherd of Christ's flock.

until in rage He strike me with his /aj/ora/ cross, Cenci. v. vi n
(4) addressed to a flock.

''

By/aj/ora/letters to each diocese Witch LXXIII 8Pasture, n. Fig. and satir. food, nourishment.
Ah, ha! thought Satan, the /as/an; is good, . . Devil x i

^Pastured, fp. fed, nonrisHed.
Where'the immortal oxen ofthe God Are /ai'/ar. Ham. Merc xu uevery one Had /as/»>-crf been, ... xvil'?'

Pastures, «. A. Lit. grass-lands.
" '

Corn-fields a.iii pastures and white cottages
; . . Damon, ir. 83.

from"the dew Of the hiU pashtres"&t his coming,'
"^

'
""' ^ '

rr r^^'j / T^- , J ; Horn. Merc, xxxvill. 8.Hastened to Pylos and the pastures wide . LXVIII. 2.

^
B. Fig. subjects for mental food.

'To-morrow to fresh woods and /as/»>-£i new.' . Gjji. 323.
Pasturing, pr. pple. feeding on.
/iM/K>-/»^flowers of vegetable fire .Pro«». III. iv. 1 10.

Patch, V. tr. with up, piece together.
makes ns seem To patch up fragments of a dream, QuesHons, 6.

Patches, n. Fig. small spaces.
With Moon-light patches, or star atoms keen, . Epips. 505.

"Patchwork, n. fragments sewed together.
Like the base patchwork of a leper's rags. . . Ch. 1st i. 130

3 T
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Fate, n. head.
heedless of a broken pate^ Peter^ V. vi. 2.

*Patentees, n. persons holding a royal license for exclusive

trading.
Nobles, and sons of nobles, patentees, .... Ch. ist, I. 150.

^Paternal, adj. (1) fatherly.

Was perhaps some ^a/erwa/ chastisement ! . . Cenci^ I. iii. 113.

In aught to weaken the paternal power, . . . II. ii. 55.

(2) pertaining to one's father.

How touched you not at your /a/er«a/^shore? . Cycl. loi.

Path, n. A. Lit. way, line of progress, track.

the path Of his departure from their father's door. Alastor^ 270.
That canopied his path o'er the waste deep ; . . 336.
Wove twihght o'er the Poet's /a^^, —— 427.
Fretted 2^path through its descending curves . , 542.
Foaming and hurrying o'er its rugged path^ . . -::— 508-
The Path across the wilderness, lest he, .... Cenci, II. ii. 95.
Bright as the Path to a belovfed home, .... Ch. 1st, IV. 21.

Far, far below the chariot's stormy paihy . . . Dcetnon^ I. 133.

3^ path on the sea*s azure floor, Epips. 410.
No keel has ever ploughed.that ^a^A before ; . . ' 411.

O'erthe waters of his ^flM Eug. Hills, \i^\.

The flowers upon o^xx path were frost

.

. Eaust, II. 16.

specked the.iTpath O'er the sea Fugitives, II. 9.

Like a triumjmal/aM he trod Hellas^ 213.

Our noonday paih over the sanguine foam Was
beaconed, 505.

down the steep path I Wound To the sea-shore— Laon^ I. xv. 6.

saw the wounded Serpent make His path . . . I. xviii. 2.

and it forbade to keep The path of the sea-shore : I. xliii. 8.

By the steep path were bearing me : III. xi. 6.

and I couldf mark Its /(zM no more ! III. xviii. 6.

The wild-eyed women throng around her /fl^^.' . —— iv. xx. i.

And its path made a solitu<K VI. xx. i.

Which gave my/a^^ its safety VI. xliv. 3.

Until upon their /a/A the morning broke ; . . . VII. ix. 3.

On the slant sun s path o'er the waves . . , . ix, ii. 7.

Marking its Path with shrieks, ^^ x. xHii. 5.
across oar path would sweep, xil.xxxvi.S.
The azure ^fl/A of Heaven's steep, Lerict^%.
Thou art the path of that unresting sound— . . Mont B. 33.
vast pines are strewing; Its destinea ^a/A, . . . —— no.
as a serpent's path, which the light air Erases, . Ode Lib. XV. 4.
Its path athwart the thunder-smoke of dawn, . xix. 4.
Thou For whose p. the Atlantic's level powers Ode W. Wind, III. 9,
till the path of Laian's glen Was grass-grown— Pr. Athan. II. i. 21.

From her high lattice o'er the rugged path, , . 11. i. 26.

One amaranth glittering on the path of frost, . II. ii. 2.

paves for them Their ^a/A o'er the abyss, . . . Prol. Hellas, 118.

Thepath thro' which that lovely twain .... ProTn. II, ii. i.

Which drives them on their pathy li. ii. 54.
watch its path among the stars II. iv. 154.
Tracking \he\rpath no more by blood and groans, III. ii. 29.

Well, my i?ath lately lay thro^ a great city . , iii. iv. 51.

Have made their path of melody, iv. 198.
From my path in heaven at last, IV. 425.
The love which paves thy path along the skies : . iv. 522.

Far, far below the chariot's./a/A, Q. Mab, I. 222.

the dreadful path Of the outsallying victors : . . IV. 6^.-

Pursuing still the path that wound Rosal. 102.

Whose/a/A is the lightning's, Sensit. PI. II. 50^
Down one clear path of effluence crystalline, . . Serchio^ 1 13.

ihzxpath where flowers never grew,— .... Xriufnph, 6^.

One falls and then another in the/. Senseless— 159.
Beside my Path, as silent as a ghost ;

—— 433.

By the pat^ of the gate of the eastern sun, . . Vis. Sea, loi.

B. /*i^. of moral action, progress, course of life, &c.
I have beheld The path of thy departure. . . . Alastort 368.

they pave Thy path to the grave Castl. Aam. III. g.

^epath Which leads to immortality. .... Cenci^ HI. i. 124.

made thy life'^s path Over the trampled laws , . V. ii. 135.

Treading their still path back to infancy, . , . Ch. ist, II. 12.

in the path that thou hast trod, Dtstnon, II. 299.
One stood on my path who seemed .... Epips. 277.

To lead him softly on my/aM Eaust, I. 75.

lead him on thy downward path / . . , . . I. 87.

the true sport that seasons such a path II. 10.

Set in OUTpath to light us to the edge .... Hellas, 645.
The path to power is steep and rough, .... Iwould, 3.

leave where they have past A path of light, . . Z.aon, II. xx. 2.

she paves "Her Path with human hearts, .... IV. xxiv. 8.

found A. path thro' buman hearts ix. iv. 5.

The /a/A of its departure still is free : . . . , Mutability^ 1^.

the g\oomy path Which this lone spirit travelled, O thou, 2.

keep Thy footsteps in the path that thou hast

trod Q: Mab, IX. 206.

That his day's path may end as he began i% . . Trtufnph, 418.

On my desolate path Unf. Dr. 13.

by the same path to this Realm 98.

With such swift feet life's green and pleasant p.^ Ye hasten, 10.

*Pathetic, adj. (1) sympathetic.

pathetic talk. And wit, and harmony . . . I^on, v. Iviii. 1.

(2) expressive of passion or feeling.

had the marble warmed With that pathetic life. . Rosal. 1068.

Pathless, adj. A. Lit. without track or path.

In the/aM/^jj dell beneath; Er. Hark, 2.

Which wanders thro' the waste air's /a/A. blue, Laon, li. xxjji. 5.

Then, like the forests ofsome /a/A/^jj mountain, II. xlvi. i.

B. Fig.
In the -wide Pathless desert of dim sleep, , . . Alastor^ 210.

A pirate ambushed in its pathless sancfa, , . . Calderon, II. i43'

a. pathless wilderness remains Dcemon^ II. 230.

„ „ „ ,, g. Mab, IX. 144.
Out of the forest oi^e pathless past Gisb. 191.

Of far and ^aM/ffjj,passion iaow, VI. xxix. 3.

*Patlios, n. an appeal to the emotions of pity or sympathy.
Subdued by its owa^a^>%(3J .• Alastor, 165.

"Mypathos certainly would make you laugh , . Eaust, I. 38.

With the^aA^j of my own- eloquence, , . . , (Ediptes^ i. ^%^.

Paths, n. A. Lit. pi. of Path. A. Lit.

freen^a^>&j Of this wild wood Calderon, l.
i^.

'hro' the lone/a^>^j of our immortal land. . . Laon^ II. xxvi. 3.

From the blue _^aMj of the swift sun v. xxiv. 3.

Whose changeless paths thro' Heaven's deep
silence lie ; Q- ^<i^y I"- 229.

Those heathy /a/:Aj, that inland stream, ... . Rosal. 24.

And the sinlious paths of lawn and of moss, . . Sensit. PI. I. 49.

glassy paths and wood-lawns interspersed . . , Triumph, 70.

With ^\tL6\uzpaths of emerald fire : 348,

the streams m which ye dwell Shall oe my paths Witch, xxiv. 8.

B. Fig. pi. of Path. B. Fig,

Why didst thou leave the trodden paths of men AdonaiSy xxvii. 2.

For the violet ^a^>^ of pleasure C&. w^, l. 46.

The gradual paths of an aspiring change : . . . Dcsnton, II. 240.

,, „ „ „ „ ... g. Mab, IX. 148.

Have shone upon tne^aMj ofmen— Dezfnon,\i. 2%i.

Although I trod the paths of high intent, . . Laon, Ded. Vlll. 2.

Which on ^epaths of men their mingling poison
thrust n. iv. 9.

All those steep^aMj which languor and despair II. xxiv. 4.

and thro' the paths of men Will pass, .... II. xlvi. 8.

or dark and lone, Doth it not thro' the paths of

night unknown, . . rv. ixxi. 5.

Comest upon' the/aMj of men !— v.Song^^.i^.

Thou lead them not upon the/a/^ of blood . . ffii/fj^zw, ll. li. qi.

And watery /a/AJ that wind between . . . . /V^w. Ii. v. 106.

To light their children to thy /w^>6j, ^. ^ad, vi. 134.

That by the paths of an aspirmg change . . . IX. 19.

by what/a/^5 I have been brought ... . Triumph, 301.

Pathway, n. A. Lit. line or track.

He walked along the -bathway of a field . Sunset, 9.

Whose roots, beside the pathway track, . The Com, II.

E. Fig. course or mode of life.

Their/aMa/ay from the cradle to the tomb— . Ld. Ch. x. 4.

The hriWrnvtpathway to pursue ... . Tremble Kings, 8.

Patience, n. (1) quiet perseverance,

sought hy patience^ love and tearsTo soften him, Cenci, I. iii. 115.

vA^patience and kind care, Julian, 229.

and could hy patience find An entrance . . . 572,

Her gentleness a.'oA patience 2^v6. sad smiles, . . Sunset, 30.

(2) endurance.
Your gentleness a.nd patience are no shield Cenci, rv. iv. 114.

But tears and patience v. iv. 145.

I take ^\\h patience, as my Master did Ch. \st, II. 113.

Spirit, Patience, Gentleness, Mask, LXiv, i.

Ye, by -^haae patience under public burthens . (Edipus, li. i. 2.

All human patience far beyond
;

.... Peter, vil. xiii. 3.

(3) forbearance.
The patience of the great avenger's ear. . . . Ch. ist, I. 14.

which I need not teaze Your^. by descanting on, Gisb. 252.

Grant me your patience, Gentlemen and Boars, . CEdipus, ii. i. ».

Patient, n. a person under medical treatment.

Convinced the patient that, Peter, I. iv. 3.

Patient, adj. calm, composed, long-suffering, enduring.
but she with patient look . . Ginevra, 72.

Who patient in all else demand but this : . . Julian, 207.
A patient -warfare thy young heart did wage, . Laon, II. xxii. 5.

to suffer all in patient mood, vill. xi. 8.

Expecting, witn a^aA««^ eye, il/aj^, xxv. 3.

gazed In patient suence Pr. Athan. 11. i. 39.
With patient looks nailed to a crucifix Pron^. i. 585.
Love, from its awful throne oipatient power . . iv. 557.

*Patmos, n. a Greek island, now Palmosa.
We met night three hours to the west of Patntos. Hellas, 526.

*Patras, n. a fortified seaport in the Morea.
The garrison oiPatras Has store but for ten days, 555.

^Patriarch, n, the Greek Patriarch or Archbishop.
No Hoary priests after that Patriarch .... 245.

Patrimony, «. fraternal inheritance.

and he, To whom next came their patrimony, . Rosal. 490.

Patriot, «. one zealous for his country's good.
The /a/«(7/'J sacred couch Alastor, 616.

When they snatched the Patriots heart, . . . Devil, xil. 4.

The patriot's meed, tbilj death, and infamy. . . Marenghi, XI. 6,

When the patriot's spirit shriven Mexican, IV. 6.

K patriots birthright thou mayst claim \ . . . W. Shel. vi. 11.

*Patriot, c. adj. attr. (1) patriotic, home-defending.
they overbear The patriot hosts— Laon, V. vii. S-

(2) satir.

the gross blessings of a /a/ri'o/ mob, ^. ^a^, v. 211.

patriotism, n. patriots collectively.

Where /a/r^oA'.S'ff* red with his guilt-reeking gore Tear, 11. 4.
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Patriots, «. (1) pi. of Patriot (1).
Made the hig-h virtue of the ^fl^w/j fail: . . . Zaow, V. viii. 7.

And headless patriots, and pale youths .... Prom. i. 769.

(2) satir, self-seekers.

From which those patriots pure are fed, , . . Peter, III. vii. 3.

*Patron Saint, c. n. satir. a protector,
thy work, thou patron saint of queens 1 ... (Bdipus, I. 286.

Fatronacpe, n. power of bestowing benefits.
aUThe^fl;/»'(7Ma^e, and pensions, and Dy-payments, II. i. 13.

Patteringf, pr. pple. rattling.
Of hail in spring, pattering ^ong the ground, . Laon^ V. xxix. 4.

Pattering", ppl. adj. gently falling.
And /a;/erz*M^ rain, and breathing dew, . . . GuitarJane, "j^.

Pattern, n. (1) an example to be followed.
Solepattern of extin^fuished monarchy? , . . CA. ist, II. igo.

(2) a model or likeness.
Hell is the pattern of all commonwealths : . . II. 368.
^pattern to the unborn age of thee, II, 485.
The pattern whence all fraud and wrong is made, Laon, VIII. x. 4.

(3) an example or specimen.
Pattern of all I should avoid to do ; Ch. 1st, III. 17.

Patd, n. Emperor of Russia, b, 1754, d. 1801.
Voltaire, Frederick, and Paul^ Triufnph, 236.

Paunch, n, the abdomen.
Scarce meets across his princely^a««cA, . . . DeviL xv. 3.
and this kingly paunch Swells like a sail . . CBdipus, I. 3.

Pause, n. (1) a temporary cessation of sound, or action.
at each Pause In most familiar cadence, . . . Alastor, 564.
when the attention fails Fills the dim pause— . Fr. Poetry, 4.
s. pause Of expectation, as when beauty . . . Ginevra, 135.
There is a pause— Laon, I. «i. 7.
Over the land is felt a sudden /a«j£, iv. xxvii. i.

That floats on the p. of the summer gale's swell, M. N. Ravaii^ 12.
And howls in the ^awj^ of the eddying storm. M. N. Spec. Hors. 21.
How every pause is filled with under-notes, . . Prom. IV, 189.
That slumbers in the storm's portentous pause ; Q. Mab, IV. 54.
The chirping of the grasshopper Fills every /awjtf. Rosal.i2€>.
It breaks on \^^^pause of tne elements' jar. . . St. Ir. (2) in. 4.

(2) an interval.

A pause of hope and awe the City bound, . . . Laon, ix. xi. 5.
in that dr^did pause he lay xii. vii. 4.
No change, no pause, no hope ! Yet I endure. . Prom. i. 24.
Fill, pause hy pause, my own forgotten sleep . 11. i. 142.

Pause, v. intr. (1) stay awhile, linger.
Here/a2W£.' these graves are all too young . . Adonais, LI. ?.

Pause to examine,— these are very few, .... Allegory, ii. 6.
Pause not ! The time is past ! April, 1814, 5.
As those ^'\\Q pause on some delightful way . . Julian, 63.
^xApause beside her snowy feet. . . . , L.aon, i. xix. g.
They pause, they blush, they gaze,— xii. x. 1.

In horror/azw£ on the fitful gale M. N. Spec. Hors. SJ.
Until you Pause beside a darksome pond, . . . Orpheus, 8.
a rack of winged clouds, Which may -aot pause, 90.
Oh Spirit ! pause, and tell whence is the light . Prom. ii. v. 8.
Thy steeds will pause at even, till when farewell : ill. ii. 40.

(2) think, consider.
pause ere thou answerest me ; Cenci, V. ii. 1 17.
\e.t pause, and plunge Into Eternity, . . . Prom., i. 416.

(3) hesitate.

to pause and ponder— Fr. Unsai. 2.

Why^. the victor swords to seal his overthrow ? Laon, iv. xxv. 9.
thus bound, The conquerors pause, iv. xxvii. 8.
ye weep,—your passions ^awjfi,

—

v. ix. 8.
Recede not! pause not now ! Vlii.xxvii.i.
Pause, as in fear, to strike his head. . . . M. N. Spec. Hors. 40.
(4) stop, cease.

Soon pause in silence, ne'er to sound again, . . Loon, Ded. X. 4.

(5) rest.

did he pause in sleep, Rosal. 744.

(6) [a disputed and seemingly inexplicable word].
Pause ere it wakens tempest ;— Laon, vil. xxii. 7.

^Paused, v. intr. (1) stayed for a while,
upon the lone Chorasmian shore ^^ paused, , . Alastor, 273.

(2) stayed progress, ceased speed.
the boat /flMjffc/ shuddering.^ 394.
Awhile the %^\x\t paused in ecstasy D<zmon, \. 2^3.
The chariot /aMJtffif a moment ; —rr- 11. 319.
The windless boat ^awj^^ where an ivory stair . Laon, i. Ii. 3.
in the midst 1 paused, and saw VI. xvi. 2.

the Tartar horse Paused, vi. xx. 6.
when the steed that panted Paused, VI. xxiii. 3.
Ah no ! Awhile he paused.— Orplieus, 46.
The chariot paused a moment there \ ..... Q. Mab, ix. 227.
the deep content In which they paused; . , , Witch, XLI. 5.

(3) lingered.
, ,

That pausedyNWhm his passive bein? now, . . . Alastor, 630.
pulse yet lingered in his heart. It paused—it

fluttered 659.We /awjfirf amid the pines Jane, Recoil. 2\.We /azMtff/ beside the pools that He . . . 52
Meanwhile the sun paused Julian 53Where the swift sun y^i paused va. his descent . 75.When the curved moon . . . Paused'xn yon waves Pr. Athan. II. ii. 58.
(4) ceased temporarily.

in the tears which silently to flow Paused not, . Laon, i. xvii. 6.

The murmur of the people slowly dying. Paused Laon, v. xxxv. 2.

She _^a«Wf/, and pointed, upwards

—

v. xlix. 4.

The solemn harmony Paused, Ode Lib. xix. i.

The Fairy paused. Q. Mab, ll. 244.
Hepaused, and to my lips heljent His own; . . Rosal. 1131.

I paused but soon his gestures kindled .... 1160.

wearily He p. ; and ere he could resume, I cried ; Triufnph, 198.

^Paused, pp. stayed or ceased for a time.
that the Spirit of wind . . . had A In its career : . Alastor, 261.

The mighty tide of thought hz.^paused awhile, . Dcem^n, 11. 46.

^Pauseless, adj. without intermission.
Ceaseless 3s\A pauseless, ever clear and fresh, . Orpheus, 63.

*PauseB, V. intr, (1) waits expectantly.
Truth's deathless voice Pauses among mankind I Laon, Ded. xiv. i.

List'ning he pauses on the embattled plain, . M, N. Post. Fr. 70.

(2) rests, lingers.

Yet its swell pauses on my sickening mind ; . . M. N". Fragfnt. 2.

Pauses, n. (1) rhythm, cadences.
fill The _^a«j£j of her music, Alastor, lyo.
In the frail pauses of this simple strain, .... , 706. •
(2) intervals.

doth fill The eraot^'pauses of the blast ;— ... Gisb. 123.
With wild and tnniring^a;?^^^ woven among, . Laon, V. Hi. 7.

wildering passion swalloweth up ih^ pauses . . VI. xxxi. 3.

(3) intermittent breaths or strokes.
And when the ^o«j^j of the lulling air . . . II. xxvii. 4.
on waves below Falling in pauses, V. xii. 8.

pausing-,^. ///.?. (1) lingering.
Now pausing on the edge of the riven wave ; . Alastor, 347.

(2) resting, stopping for a while.
thenightingaleWas^. in her heaven-taught tale: Rosal. 1117.

(3) waiting, hesitating.
Pausing in breathless silence Laon, Xll. xiii. 2,

pausing", ppl. adj. intermittent.
Where woods and streams with soft and pausing

winds Danton, i. 29.
soft and sweet ^^pausing air did wake. . . . Laon, Vll. ii. 9.

*Pave, V. tr. Fig. (1) serve as pavement for.
the ocean-floors Pave it ; Ode Lib. V. 5.
to pave heaven's everlasting dome —— ix. 15.
To pave the temple that his poesy Has framed, . Orpheus, 117.
that pave The oozy bottom of clear lakes . . . Prom. II. ii. 72.
With which the clouds and mountains pave A

lake's blue chasm The Isle, 10.

(2) cover or overspread.
My footsteps pave the clouds with fire ; . . . Apollo, II. 4.
lights which might that fountain pave, .... Laon, vii. xx. 7.
Sister of her whose footsteps pave the world . Prom. 11. i. 68.

(3) prepare.
they ^az/e Thj path to the grave Castl. Adm. ill. 4.
Pave with swift victoiy The steps of Liberty, . . Nat. Ant. I. 4.

Paved, V. tr. Fig. covered, bespread.
Paved with eternal flowers that undeserving way. Adonais, xxiv. 9.
whose tremulous floor Paved her light steps ; . . Epips. 197.
As waves which lat^Xy paved \yL% watery way . . Ode Lib. xix, 14.
His footsteps paved tne world with light ; . . . Prom. I. 767.
Paved the turf and the moss below. . ... Sensit. PL ill. 27.

Paved,//. Fig.
Are each paved with the moon Cloud, 58.
So that her way was paved, Epips. 327.
Paz/^if with the image of the sky ..... . Julian, 6^.
of Thebes, when they were paved with dead : . . QLdipus, I. 349.
And/aw<3rf with veined emerald. /Vow. III. iuT 13.
Were a.\l paved -with daisies and delicate bells . Sensit. PI. i. 53.
^aD^rf with flashing rays, ... .... Triumph, %Ki.
paved with flowers and moss, ........ Unf, Dr. 66.
paved with heaven's azure smile, ...... Vis. Sea, 134.

Pavement, n. the ground, the footway.
Stones on ih^ pavement are dumb

; Castl. Adm. i. 2.
Thou, p., which I tread Towards her chamber,— Cenci, i. i. 142.
The /ai/^?«fi«^ sinks under my feet ! m i gTh&pavement of this moist all-feeding earth

; . Ck. tst. IV. 4a
And whirled about the pavement of the town— . Even. Pisa, II. 6.
The wheeled artillery's speed th&pavemejzttoTe.; Laon, x. xi. 4.
ploughing the /az/fiwzaw^ up, . ^ CEdipus, i. 3^8.
The youth upon the pavement fell : Rosal. 305.The pavement and the roof of the wild copse, . Woodman, 44.

*Paven, pp. Fig,
the fountain's brink was richly paven .... Laon, Vll. xiii. 1.% anemone and violet, J^ike mosaic, paven: . The Isle, 3.With the Antarctic constellations ^az/fw^ . . . Witch, xhvill. ^.

*Paves, V. tr. Fig-. (1) provides a pavement for.
Which her hoary sire now paves Eug. Hills, 98.The SesLWhich paves the desert streets of Venice Naples, 107.

(2) covers.
^e paves Her path with human hearts Laon, IV. xxiv. 7Which paves the void was from behind it flung, . Ode Lib. I. 13.
which paves for them Their path o'er the abyss, . Prol. Hellas, 117
The love which paves thy path along the skies : . Prom. iv. 522.
The light sand which /az/fj it, consciousness

; , Sensit. PI. 1. 105.
Pavilion, n. (1) a canopy or covering.
The pavilion of heaven is bare, Cloud 78
«"der th& pavilion Of.the Sun's throne : . . . Ode Lib. ill. 2Withm that bright ^awz/ztfM Prom. 11. i. 12^
Built high over her wind-winged ^Sas-z'/ww, . . . TriumpA,\^u

3 T 2
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Under the green pavilion which the willow . . Unf. Dr. 63.

and many a proud pavilion Vvitch^ lii. 6.

(2) a cave or dwelling place.
I have a close pavilion Under this rock, . . . Cycl. 308.

Farewell, foul ^aw/Zaow .' 361*

^ Pavilioned, pp. (1) covered in or protected.
i'oz'i'/KJKflt^ round with Parian stone

:

Rosal. 1113.

(2) Fig-.

Pavilioned in its tent of light— Adon. Cdnc. 38.

This firmament Pavilion^ upon chaos, .... Hellas^ 772.

earth and all her realms pavilioned lay .... 944-
Pavilionedon the radiance or the gloomOfmortal

thought, Prol. Hellas^ 10.

Pavilioned, ppl. adj. Fig,
And in their pavilioned chariots led 67-

^FavilioningTi pr.pple. covering grandly. ^

Pavilioning- the dust of him who planned . . . Adonais^ L. 4.

Pavilions, n. Fig, (1) canopies, coverings.
Are the pavilions where such dwell and float . Pront. 11. li. 74.
Through their pavilions of tender green ; . . . Sensit. PL I. 24.

the tempest-proof -Paw'/, of the dark Italian air, TowerofFant. 14.

(2) nsed of flov^er bells.

Fell into pavilions^ white, purple, and blue, , . Sensit. PI. 1. 56.

Pavilions, v. tr. Fig.
the evening sky ^aOT7/i?«j it

;

Ode Lib. v.^.

*Va,-vij[k^,pr. pple. Fig. covering.
bumishea ocean waves P. that gorgeous dome, . Dcetnon^ 1. 214.

Paww^wLth fire the sky and themarmorealfloods. Laon^ I. xlix. 9.

As a lake, paving in the morning sky, .... Prom.. II. Jii. 20.

Paving that gorgeous dome, Q. Mab^ li. 27.

Paw, V. tr. strike with the hoofs.

Celestial coursers paw the unyielding air ; . . . I. 60.

*Pawed, V. tr. (^See Paw^,)

The restless coursers /azwet/ the ungenial soil, , IX. 229.

Pawn, n. pledge or surety.

Aspawn for that inheritance of freedom . . . Ch. \st^ iv. 4.

Pawn, V. tr. Fig, pledge or give as surety.

We /flzyw Our lives that none (Edipus^\\.\. \^^.
I'll pawn My hopes of Heaven— St. Epips. 108.

Pawned, pp. (See Pawn, v. tr.)

Their hopes of heaven each would have Pawned^ Peter^ vii. xiii. 4.

Pay, n. payment or recompense for service.

The Janizars Clamour for ^ay ffellas^ 2^t.

'Tis to work and have such pay Mask^ XL. i.

Pay, V. I. tr. (1) hand over.

That he^pay five thousand Pounds to the king, . Ck. ist. III. 2.

Who rather than /ay any rent, Peter^ Vll. xxii. 3.

(2) give or return as requital.

How weak, how short, is life to pay CA. ist, il. 209.

Who thought to pay some interest for the debt . Gis6. 28.

Bat pay that broken shrine again, Love for hate Hellas.^jft.

I will pay you in the grave,— Jane^ Xnvitn^ 37.

What other grief were it just to pay ? .... Ode, Arise, 5.

Well pay them for the loan, Q. Mad. iv. 209.

gold to pay the pangs Of outraged conscience ; . V. 197.

debtforgivenWhich dear Adonishadbeendoomed
to pay, WztcA, LXVII. 6.

(3) suffer for.

Which we mvatpay so dearly, having done. . . Cenci\ XV, iv. 30.

That you should /aji thepenalty for this . . . Oycl. 708.

each fearfully shall pay The errors of his faith . I^aon^ X. xxxv. 3.

IL r^. compensate.
Go ! bidthem/. themselvesWith Christian blood ! Hellas^ 241,

jiPayest, v. tr. retumest the money borrowed of.

Will serve thee till thou payest them ; . . . . Ch. ist^ II. 168.

Payment, n. discharge of the tax,

and, on the payment Of shipmoney, II. 75.

Pays, V. tr. hand over, discharge.

the provision which strict law Awards, and ag&d,

sullen avarice /ayj C^««* 11. ii. 5.

Peace, n. (1) as an entity or personification.

Let Freedom and Peace flee far Hellas^ 1027.

Thou art ^a«—never by thee Mask^ LIX. i.

And^iK^defilethnot her snowy robes .... Q. Mai, ill. ^5,

Wisdom, Justice, Love, and Peace, Prom. I. 796.

(2) harmony, absence of strife or war, repose.

still prate of christian ^^3^2, Ch. 1st, 11. 2^^,

they ta\k ofpeace/ . . . . . . ... . • n. 254.

Such peace as Canaan found, let Scotland now : 11. 255,

to bring a sword, Not peace, upon the earth, . . 11. 257.

And it shall never sleep in peace again .... Ii. 261.

That Peace which first m bloodless victory . . . Damon, 11. 133.

„ „ ,1
. . . Q. Mad, VIII. 192.

/'^fl^ cheers'the mind, Damon, II. 171.

jj
Q.Mab,VUI.22g.

There '13 peace in Stamboul.— -fellas,ju-
gave Peace, wealth, and beauty, Ireland, 6.

Never will peace and human nature meet . . . Laon^ II. xxxvu. 4.

and the pure law Ofmild equality and ^., succeeds IV. xv. 3.

Pity and /*. and Love, among the good and free! w.Song^2,is.

where peace might build her nest vill. xxii. 9.

the world has seen A type oipeace; IX. xxx. 5.

that all in peace its drainless stores may share ? . X. 1. 9.

Which tears from earth^^oce, innocence, and love. M.N.Post Fr. 88.

Foeman and friend in love axkA. peace/ .... Ode, Arise, ^7.
To include religion, morals, peace, and plenty, . CBdipits^ II. i. 8.

"^QX peace, nor strength, nor skill m arms or arts, Polit. Great. 2.

Withering up truth, peace, and pity Prom. I. 549.
Once p. and freedom blest The cultivated plain : Q. Mab, II. 202.

virtue Is peace^ and happiness and harmony ; . . ill. 130.

that /gflCff Which men alone appreciate ? . . . 111.212.

his age of endless ^tfac?, III. 235.

rapt fancy deemeth it A metaphor oipeace;— . iv. ig.

And priests dare babble of a God oi peace, . . . vii. 44.
he taught them justice, truth, and peace^ . . , vii. 168.

Then preaching peace, as now they practise war, Vll. 207.

Whilst the red cross, in mockery oipeace, . . . vil. 219.

stretch the other out For brotherhood and peace ; vii. 241.

Where virtue fixes universal ^^flCff, VIIL 54.

To decorate its paradise oipeace viii. 238.

(3) rest, freedom from trouble, happiness, content of mind,
till he lay breathing there At /^aa?, Alastor, 64.5.

ere thou and peace may meet -^^^h '8i4i 16.

Go in peace/ Calderon, I. 207.

Remam in peace /— I- 208.

'Twill soothe thy heart to softest /^aa. .... III. 129.

Flattering their secret peace with others' pain. . Cenci, i. i. 8a
I could address a word so full of/£(KX .... n. ii. 103.

The ^fiace of innocence ;
III. _i. iig.

only one hoard Oipeace, HI- \_ 294.
You cannot now recall your sister's /eafiff/ . . in. ji- 54.

as should make The /fi<w» of life, IV. 1. 125.

that/^aceWhichsleepswithinthe core ofthe heart's

heart ;
— v. ii. 125.

and London to a place Oipeace and joy ? . , . Ck. 1st, i. 5.

Whence she will greet thee with a gift oiPeace, . II. 130.

a nest Ofcradling^, built on the mountain tops,— IV. 50.

Resigned m peace to the necessity, Dcetnon, II. 180.

I sought P. thus, and but in you I found it not. E. Williams, IV. 8.

If it meant fortune, fame, or peace of thought— . V. 5.

Doubtless there is a place oipeace VI. 7.

Led into light, life, peace Epips. 75.

No quiet at home, and no peace abroad ! . . . Faust, 11, 201.

The babe is aX peace within the womb, .... Fr. Peace^ 1.

Seemed an Elysian isle oipeace and joy . . . Hellas,jQ2j.

The breath oipeace we drew Jane, Recoil. 38.

To momentary peace it bound 47.

Less oft is peace in Shelley's mind, 87.

as one from dreaming Of sweetest ^eacB, I woke, Julian, 336.

There is one road To peace and that is truth, . . 348.

yet too tumultuously For^Azo?, Loon, I. xxxvi. 9.

And spumed at peace, and power, and fame ; . . I. xliv. 7.

Till free and equal man and woman greet Do-
mestic ^coce/ II. xxxvii.6.

At first vnypeace was marred by this strange stir, III. viii. 8.

The peace of madness fled, ni. xvii. i.

In lonely ^£(K» he could no more abide, . . . . rv. x. 3.

Glory and joy and peace had come and gone. . —— IV. xxxi. 2.

o'er its peace our mingled spirits brooded. . . . V. v. 9.

he might have ended His days in _^tf«za,* . . . v. xxxvi. 7.

Might share in peaex and innocence, V. Ivi. i.

OfTuture love and /£«£» sweet converse lapt . . VI. i. 6.
_

where lapt in peace did lie vi. xxxyii. 4.

And the sweet peace of joy —VI. xxxviii. 5.

Tofeel the ^aacB of self-contentment's lot . . . Vlll. xii. i.

the willof one was/ftiwff, ix. xv. 8.

Ve seek for peace, xi. xvit. 6.

glide in peace down death's m3rsterious stream. . - Xll. xxvii. 6.

Destroymg life alone, not ;*£»«/ Lerici, 52.

Since hope and peace, and joy, for aye are fled, M. N. Despair, 30.

Oh ! Peace, soit Peace, art thou for ever gone, M. N. Post. Fr. 63,

Seeking _^ea«, finding war;

—

CEdipus,l. 2^7.
Than tne peace he could not feel, Peter, ii. xii. 4.
Not me, within whose mind sits peace serene, . . Prom. I. 430.
Fix, fix those tortured orbs in peace and death, . i. 600.

Thou subtle tyrant ! Peace is in the grave. . . . i. 638.
ThaX peace, which in the end all life will share. , Q. Mab, I. 1^.
O dear and blessfed ^eace / , III. 67.

Sacred ;^^ace/ Oh visit me but once, .... —— in. 71.

He fabricates The sword which stabs his pecux; . Hi. 200.
And peace is torn from its defencelessness ; . . IV. 136.

upon the wreck Of earthly /eflcs, . . . ^. . . V. no.
Who hope for peace amid the storms of care, . . V. 240.
And witnesses her peace Whose woe .... viil. 34,
Have reached the haven of perpetual ^aacff, . . ix. 2u.

The ghost oipeace Will not desert this spot. . . Rosal. 70.

but mr more ^fiace and joy 1216,

The shadow of thepeace denied to them. . . . 1291.

Into the j^ia« of his dominion cold: i3H-
the last Oipeace to the dark monk's brain. . . St. Tr. (3) ill. 3.

Nor ^fiace within nor calm around, .... Si. Dejection, ill. 2,

Oh. that like thine, mine epitaph were

—

Peace/ . Sunset, 50.

and more Of fame and /«(WK Triumph, 220.

He is gone" and toy peace is turned to strife . . Unf. Dr. 3.

Is he who was the winter of my peace 121.

(4) quietude, gentleness.

And o'er it cast in peace his shadow .... Loon, vii. xxvii. 9.
thy accents sweet tXpeace and pity fell like dew M. iV. G. IV. 2.

every star Spoke^^ace from heaven.— . . . Mother ^ Son, rv. 2.

ail things speak Pea^, harmony, and love. . . Q. Mab, ill. ig6.

butchered in sweet confidence And unsuspecting
peace^ vi. 115.

To see the smiles oipeace around them play, . . vii. 252.

hope and /face On all who heard him . . . . Rosal. 6^1.
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(5) deadness, inactivity, solitude.
Marred with wild hopes the peace of slavery, . Laon^ IX. xiv. 8.
the dew Of slaughter became stiff ; and there was

peace anew

:

... x. xi. 9.
Peace in the desart fields and villages, .... x. xii. i.

Peace in the silent streets ! x. xii. %,
Peace in the Tyrant's palace, X. xii. S.

(6) to hold one's peaces to keep^silence.
Nay, hold your peace. , . . , Cycl 62Q.

Peace, inter/, be still, be quiet.
Peace^ peace / he is not dead, he doth not sleep— Adonais^xsiXiyi,i.
^ace, Orsino

! Cenct\ HI. i. 206.
Peace/ Peace! . , . unsay those dreadful words. iv. i. 136.
PeacCt peace! Thou ow'st me nothing yet.— . . C/i. is/, 11. 210.
Peace^ proud hierarch

!

in. 66.
Cry peace, and that means death when monarchs

speak ffei/as, 969.
Peace! Peace! he cried, Loon, x. xxxv. i.

Peace / the abyss is wreathed with scorn . . Ode to Heaven^ 37.
Peace, monster; I come now F^om. III. ii. 50.
i^oce, wanton, thou art yet not old enouffh. . . ni. iv. 91.
peace! A mighty Power, which is as darfeneas, iv. ^10.
Peace, perturbed heart ! Unf. Dr. 35.

*Feace-glviu^, c. adj. where peace is found.
Where Innocence sleeps 'neath the peace-g. sod. Death, Dial. 3.

Peaoefta, adj. (1) undisturbed by strife.

The war-fiend riots o'er a Peaceful land. , . . Death Vanq. 43.

(2) quiet, restftil.

That barred my passage to the peace/ul grave . Q. Mab, Vll. 202.

(3) calm, unexcited.
Yet pecuxful, and serene, and self-enshrined, , . vn. 256.

*Peaceftilly, adv. quietly, calmly.
Wait peacefully for their companion new ; . . , Allegory, 11. 4.
IrQApeoLefuUy along the mountain waste, . . Laon, vi. liv. 7.
I was wont to sleep Peacefully, Prom. ll. i. 39.
'Y^t peacefully and movelessly it braves , , , Q. Mab, Vll. 262.

*Feacefiiluess, n. content, tranquillity.
to turn The keenest pangs to Peacefulness, . . iv. i '17.

Peacock, T. L. Peacock, b. i^S5, d. 1866.
English Peacock with his mountain fair .... Gisb. 2^3.
Ohl that Hunt, Hogg, P. and Smith were there, 296,

Peak, V. intr, become miserable, dwindle.
With their mothers pine and /fiflii, Mask,x\Al.2.

fPeak, n. A. Lit. a narrowing top or projection of ^
mountain.

iEtna, the loftiest ^^a>6 in Sicily Q'^- 107.
Kddied above the mountain's loftiest ^eaA . . Deenwn, I. 127.
To the mountain pealt and rocky lake, .... Fr, Song, 7.
and scaled The/£a^ of an aerial promontory, . Laon, I. i. 4.
From peah to peak leap on the beams .... ix. iii. g.
Upon the cloudy mountain peak supine ; . . . Medusa, i. 2.

and islandinff thspeak whereon we stand, . . Pront. II. iii. 24.
beyond the^a>fe Of Bacchic Nysa, lii. iii. 153.
Eddied above the mountain's loftiest /ea^, . . Q. Mab, I. 216.
B. J^'ig. (1) the highest point.

I stand at noon upon the peak of Heaven, . . . Apollo, v. i.

(2) summit of worldly greatness,
bore Him on its eagle pinions to the /gfl^ . . , Triumph, 222.

*Peakdd, cuij, ending in a peak or point.
a clump oipeaked isles— Julian^ 79.
Hanging upon the peaked wave afar, . . . Pr. Athan. II. ii. 25.

Peaks, n. pi. of Peak, n. A. Lit.
screaming from their cloudy mountain ^^a^, . Hellas^ 517.
and made Their very^fia^ transparent. . . . fulian,%$.
snow-bright mountains rear Their ^ealts aloft, . Laon, xii. xii. 3.
the peaks so desolate Of the drowning mountains, Mar: Dr. xvi. 3.
the j6^(i^j unshaken Of mountains Marenghi, xxil.'3.
'Tis lost! and thro' yonpeaks of cloudlike snow Prom. II. i. 24.
Like snow on herbless /^a^, fall flake by flake, iii. i. 12.

Peal, n. a rapid succession of sounds.
'Mock the fierce _^£«/ with neighings;— . . . . Z,(ww, VI. xlv. 7.
Which flung from its bells a sweet^^a/ anew . . Sensit. PL I. 26.
A thrilling j&ea/ of such sweet merriment . . .Unf.Dr.ijf).

*Pealed, v. intr. rang or vibrated with successive sounds.
while yet The music ^^a/ec/ along . Prom. ill. iv. 61.
/%aW through the echoing vaults, Q. Mab. ix. 127.
And louder/^a/W the thunder. St. Ir, (2) xiv. 6.

Peals, pi. of Peal, «,
Burst in iax peals along the waveless deep, . . Laon, I. ii. 2.

whoseswift and deafning/eaZs Q,Mab,iy.j,2t.

*Peals, V. intr, (See Pealed.)
Peals through the echoing vaults, D{Bnton, II. 206.

Pearl, n. A. Lit. white opaque lustrous body found in
certain bivalves and accounted precious.

and clear shrines Oipearl, Alastor, 94.
Flecking the starry sky like woven pearl! . , Fr. Thouglits, 5.He IS a/ear/withm an oyster shell Gisb. 231.
coral, a.nd pearl, and sand Laon, vil. xiii. 2.
one curved/ shell of hollow /ea?-/, Xll. xxi. r.
that boat of_^5aW outran The streams .... xil.xxxv. i.
woof of aetherial ^ar/. /Voot. IV. 223.
B. Pig. {!) resembling the colour of pearl.

And the moon's with a girdle ofpearl,' .... Cloud, 60.

(2) said of dew drops.

Hangs each a. pearl in the pale flowers , , . , Prom.. 11, ii, 10.

*Pearled, pp. Fig. looking as though covered with pearls.

drooping briony, /tfar&rf With dew Z^ow, III. ii. 7.

*Pearl6d, ppl: adj. (1^ gemmed with pearls.

the Ocean Powers Sit on their ^^ar^rf thrones, . Arethusa^ IV. 3.

(2) white like pearls.

Daisies, tho8e^£arZ?£fArcturi of the earth, . . Question, 11. 2.

Pearls, n. pi. of Pearl. A. Lit.
an anadem, Which frozen tears instead o(pearls

begem
;

Adonais, XI. 5.

jPearly, adj. (1) begemmed with pearls.

Through the vast columns ofths pearly shrines. Dcsmon, I. 238.

(2) lustrous as pearls.

'Mid pearly gems of dew that shine so bright ? M. N. Despair, 4.
The pearly and pellucid car Q. Mab, I. 82.

And pearly battlements around 11. 38.

Peasant, n. a rustic labourer, the most useful and the worst
paid member of the community.

Where thQpeasant heaps his grain ^^i^' ^^tls, 21S.
Yet the wildered peasant that oft passes by, M. N. Spec. Hors. 42

.

And Bums, a Scottish peasant boy— .... Peter IV. xiii. 3.
the^faj-AK^ who fulfils His unforced task, . . . ^. ^a^, iii. 53.

Feasants, n. pi. of Feasant.
The mob oipeasants, nobles, priests, and kings, v. 58.
The/tfaja«/j in their huts, Witch,\:sx^,6.

*Pet>l>le-paven, c. adj. strewed with pebbles.
Or linger, where the pebble-Paven shore, . . . Epips. 546.

Peblsles, n. small stones.
9.11 besprent With sand and polished pebbles :— . Witch, XLl. 7.

*Petol>ly, adj. composed of small stones.
As past ^^ pebbly beach the boat did flee , . Laon, iii. xxxiv. 7.

Peculiar, adj. (1) special, particular, individual.
So to revile a man's /ficw/Zartaste Cenci, i. i. 95,
Though yoMt peculiar case is hard, 11. ti. 27,
And to attain my own peculiar ends . . . . v. i. 79.
Even as a man with his peculiar wrong, . . . Julian, 238.
And each one, with peculiar talk and play, . Marengni, xix,5.

(2) strange, uncommon.
Just there shines a peculiar kind of light— . . Faust, 11. 223.
Had a /ficw/zar aspect to him ; Peter, IV. iii. 2.

^Peda^o^ues, n. satir. self-constituted teachers.
That the presumptuous^eafa^Oj^z^as St. Epips. 110.

^Pedestal, n. A. Lit. the base or support of a statue or
column.

And on the pedestal these words appear : , . . Osy»t. 9.

B. Mg.
Although its dazzling pedestal be raised . . . Q. Mab, V. 100.

Pedlars, n. hawkers, travelling chapmen.
Oipedlars tramping on their rounds ; . . . . Peter, v. xii. £.

Peeled, v. tr. stript off.

Then peeled his flesh with a great cooking-knife Cyd. 395.
fPeep, n. appearance.
The babe was bom at the first peep of day ; . Ifom. Merc. in. 1.

Peep, V. intr. Fig. appear partially or gradually.
Gray rocks 6\Apeep from the spare moss,* . . Alastor, 527.
The stars peep behind her and peer ; Cloud, 52.
from the moss violets and jonquils peep, . . . Epips. 450.
the awakened day can never peep ; . . < 555.
Weeds that^^s^, and then are gone ; .... Mejv^ican, n. 8.
peep from between the plumes Orpheus, 92.

Peeped, v. intr. (1) spied or looked furtively.
"^^ peeped VR. each hole, Devil, vi. i.

(2) looked forth faintly or timorously.
/fe£^tf<f the first faint smile ofmom:— . . . . Q. Mab^\,2i\.
Peeped from their bright green masks .... Unf Dr. 20S.

Peeps, V. intr. (1) shows partially.
the sky P. through their winter-woof of tracery . Epips. 504.
Peeps \\V& a star o'er ocean's western edge, . . Q. MaS, li. 15.

(2) looks furtively.
Peepis idly into those Gorgonian eyes ; . . . . Medusa, iv. 2.

(3) Fig
when first it peeps From its new tenement, . . Q. Mab, IV. 121.

Peer, v. intr. (1) look forth.
The stars peep behind her a.udpeer; .... Cloud, 52.
On every side did perk and peer Peier, 11. iv. 4.

(2) Fig, pry.
Why do I peer Into the darkness Fr. Is not, i.

Peering', ppl. adj. Fig. inquisitive, prying.
It is a garish, broad, SiXidL peering da.y

\
. . Cenci, II. i. 177.

Hid in his cavern from the peering day. . , How.. Merc. LX. 8.
Peerless, adj. unequalled.
Must then iha-t peerless form Q. Mab, I. 12.

fPeers, v. intr. shows partially, begins to be visiiale.

Peers like a star o'er ocean's western edge, . . Dcsmon, I. 203.
And day peers forth with her blank eyes ; . . . Hellas, 228.
the wreck of the vessel ^fie>-j out of the sea. . . Vis. Sea, i$g.

Peers, n. members of the House of Lords.
Like Bishops, lawyers, peers or spies Mask, vii. 4.

Peevish, adj. irritable.

And with 3l peevish temper may return .... Cenci, I. ii. 77.
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Felf, n. property, wealth.
The owner, coming to reclaim his^5^ .... Circumsi. i.

His decent heirs enjoyed \\\spelf^ Peter^ VII. vi. s.

Feliou, ». a mountain of Thessaly.
And all dark Tempe lay In Peliot^s shadow, . . Pan^ II. 3.

*Pellucid, adj. transparent.
And we elode fast o'er &pellucid ^'\3.\n Of waters. Loon, I. xlvlii. 5.

Thepeany and/e//««rf car Q.Mabjl.%2.:
*Peloras, n. a Sicilian promontory, now Cape Faro.
every jEolian isle From Pithecusa to Jfe/(3/'«j - Ode Ltd. xni. 6.

Pembroke, n. Philip, Earl of Pembroke, b. 1584, d. 1650.
the Ea.Tl o! Pemdroke, '_ . Ch.isi,1.yi.

Pen, n. (1) a goose-qnill shaped for writing.
While this hand holds a /<K III.

S."!-

And from my /£« the words flow Julian, i^'j6.

his iron pen Dipped in scorn's fiery poison, . . Laon^ VIII. xx. 6.

*Peual, adj. cruel or painful.
where now he dwelt, a penal hell ; Pr. Athan. i. 92.

Penalty, n. punismnent or retribution.

She knows the penalty Of her delay : .... Cenci^ XV- »- 2.

That you should pay th&penally for this . . . Cycl. 708.
Kpenalty of blood on all who shared . . Maren^hi^ xjj. 3.

Penance, n. puiilshnient.

be it yaxitpenan<x To bring news ...... Ch. isl, II. 109.
And conquering ^cwflwcff of the mutinous flesh, . Hellas^ 156.
Whose life has been apenance for its crimes. '

. Q. Mab^ IV. 217.
The term of thy^^wawcK is done

!

wj^. /y. (3) VIII. 5.

Pencil, n. a fine brush used by artists.

dips His ^e«f2*/ in the gloom of earthquake . . Laon^ v. xxiii. 9.

Pendent, adj, hanging or overhanging.
And pendent mountains seen in the calm lake, . Alastor^ 214.
Within the circuit oi this pendant orh .... Prol, Hellas^ 31.

:{:Pendtaoas, adj. (1) hanging suspended.
Clasp with thy panting soul ih&pendulot^ Earth

; Adonais^ XLVII.3.

(2) ever-moving.
And tho"* my curses thro' ih& pendulates air, . . Front. III. i. 11.

^Penetrated, v. tr. Fig. comprehended, understood.
Which ^ewtf^rflfef/ with a glance the world . . C^lderon^w, iir.

^Penetrated, pp. (1) reached, entered.
Is penetrated with the insolent light. ... . Cenct, II. i. 180.

(,2) affected,

all other sounds were penetrated By the small . Epips. 330.

*Penetrates, v. tr. permeates, runs through.
Which penetrates and clasps and fills the world ; 103.

and the light Penetrates their dreamlike frame . Ode Lib. Cane. 6.

Which penetrates my frozen frame, ... . Prom. IV. 328.

^Penetrating, J>r, pple. permeating.
Was penetrating me with living light : . . . . Epip^. 342.
The oracular thunder ^ewtf/ra^z'M^ shook . . . Naples^ o.

^Penetrating, ppl. adj. (1) piercing.

The penetrating notes did live and move . . Horn.. Merc, LXXI. 8.

(2) permeating, pervading.
The penetrating' presence ; Prom. III. i. 39.

(3) Fig. understanding, perceiving.

as keen As Reason's penetrating eye, .... Devil^ xxix. 2.

*Penens, n. a river of Thessaly.
A new PenetLS rolls his fountains Hellas^ 1068.
Liquid Penetcs was flowing, .... ... Pan^ 11. i.

Penitence, n. sorrow for wrong done.
that gives you this pale sickness Oipenitence; . Cenci, v. i. 30.

I have not as some dOj bought p. With pleasure, Julian, 328.

And made them melt m tears oipenitence. . . L,aon, iv. xi, 4.
And death, zx\^ penitence, and danger, .... Love, Hope^ 21.

Soon, but too late, m penitence Or Tear, . , . Rosal. 907.

Penitent, n, one who confesses.

And finding death their /tfwzV^M^ had shrived, . Ginevra, 192.

Penitent, adj. repentant, remorseful.
Who, like a penitent libertine, shall start, . , Q, Mab, V. 258.

:|:Pennon, n. wing or pinion.

They flapped ^i}a.^pennon and twisted the sting, . Devil^ ix. 4.

Pennons, n. (1) pi. of Pennon.
Now Time his dusky pennons o'er the scene . . Dcsmon, 11. 230.

„ „ „ „ „ „ . Q. Mab, IX. 138.

I hear the pennons of her car Self-moving, . . Ode Lib. xvill. 4.
Their ^vny pennons at her word they furl, . . Q. Mab, \, 6i.

Unfurled their azure pennons^ I. 204.

f2) small flags. .

Bright^£«MOWJ on the idle winds were hung ; . Laon^ V. xv. 4.

Itspennons streaming on the blasts that fan it, MareMgAi,xxvn,^.
Pennywortli, n. Fig, a bargain.

And lose the chance of a good pennyworth. . . Faust, 11. 298.

Pens, V, tr. confines.
whom her father . . . pens up naked in damp cells Cenci, III. i. 46.

^Pensioned, ppl. adj. paid, bribed.

To meet his /tfM«(7«^rf Parliament Jl/aj^, xxi. 4.

Pensioners, n. creatures dependent on others.

The vultures and the dogs, yo\3xpensioners tAuv^, Hellas, 427.

Pensions, n. lixed allowances for past services.

The patronage, zjid pensions, and by-payments, CBdipus, II. i. 13.

Pensive, adj. Fig, thoughtful.
marred their pensive task, Alastor^ 409.

JPensiveness, n. melancholy musing.
his regard Was raised by \iA&xi.%tpensiveness, .

—'— 489.

Pent, pp. confined.
By the captives pent in the cave below. .... Apenn. 6.

Like an angelic spirit pent— Prol. Hellas, 208.

Pent, ppl. adj. closed or kept in check.
I must remove A veil from my pent mind. . . Julian, 383.
The voice of a long /e«^ sorrow came. . . . Rosal. 218.

Penury, «. extreme poverty.

Uflder the penury heaped on me by thee, . . . Cenci, iii. i. 295.
Have snatched the brejad oipenury^ Devil, xx. 4.

Thro' Penury's roofless huts and squalid cells . Laon, ll. xlii. 2.

that man Heeds not the shriek oipenury ; . . Q. Mab^ III, 34.
shroud thy vestal purity Inpenury and dungeons ? III. 69.

who heap Toil ana unvanquishable_^c««r)' . . ni. 120.

That famine, frenzy, woe and jJ^Kwrj* breathe. . IV. 177.

The iron rod qipenury still compels .... V, 127.

Famine's faint groan, and penury's silent tear, . ix. 95.

People, n. (1) persons, individuals, men and women.
Some people had such food, Cat, v. 5.

much dislike for people of your sort. . . . . Faust, i. 97.
pray make W3.y, %oo6. people. II. 219.

They are too mad for ^e«3^/? of my sort. . . . 11.222.

Even with such little /^i?^/(e as sit there . . . . H- 233,

Now-a-days People assert their rights: .... 11. 280.

To please the young and thoughtless people try. . 11. 292.

New married/co/^ should not kiss in public ; . (Edtpus^ I. 210.

Tithe-proctors, and excisepeople, . . ... II. 1. 178.

There are all sorts ofpeople undone, Peter, III. i. 3.

And the maxticalatepeople of the dead, , . . Prom. I. 183.

and a great stream Of/ei7//e . Triumph^ ^$.
sick ofthis perpetual flow Oipeople^ 299.

(2) the populace, the multitude.

The people shall not find Ch. 1st, 11. 88.

With women and ^t people 'tis the same, . . . Faust, 11. 277-
I find the People ripe for the last day, .... il. 293.
Pepple of Englan.d, ye who toil and groan, . . Fr. Peo. Eng. i.

The shrieks as of a people calling Mercy ! . . . Hellas, 725,

woe ! To the weak people tangled in the grasp . S92.

The murmur of the^aT^/e slowly dying, . . . Laon, V. xxxv. x.

(3) a nation.

Kp. starved and stabbed in the untilled field,— Engl. 1819, 7.

a People mighty in its youth, .... ... Laon, xi. xxii. i.

may thy fame be made. Great People : . ... xi. xxiii. 7.

A gXoTioviS people vibrated again . . . Ode Lib. l. 1.

the grave Of an extinguished ^e£?^&/ PowerofFam.. 3.

(4) inhabitants of a particular land or district.

But for some '^'d&X.oxaX People native there, . Epips. 426.
And dwellings of laWa people interspersed . . Laon, Vil. xxxv. 6.

(5) characters, figures.

The ghastly people of the realm of dream . . . Prom-. I. 37.

{^6J
wiXh.poss.pron. servants, followers.

depart hence with your /&?//^, Calderon, l. 2^.
(7) applied to fish= dwellers.

Joy waked the voiceless people of the sea, . . . Hellas, 523.

People, V. tr. inhabit.

or savage fiends People the abyss, Prom. I. 370.

Peopled, V. tr. furnished with characters.

The forms which /eo^/i?rf this terrific trance . . Laon^ III. xxiii. i.

Peopled,//. Fig.
\ (1) filled, stocked or furnished.

Be peopled from thy shadowy deep, ..... Calderon, III. 8.

all the place is Peopled with sweet airs
^

... Epips. 445.
/feo^WwitJi thoughts the boundless universe, , Laon, 11. xxx. 2.

Peopled with forms that mock the eternal dead . Ode Lib. V. 13.

UBid peopled with the spectral dead Rosal. 147.

(2) inhabited, furnished, filled,

A desart peopled by the storms ^lone, .... Mont B. 67.
"^Bs peopled -v/xth thick sl^apes of human death, Prorn. I. 587.
/fe(7^/g£^ by shapes too bright to see, .... 1 1.V 108.
Peopled with unimaginable shapes, .... IV. 244.
and the air Was peopled with dim forms, . . Triumph, 483.

Peopled, ppl. adj. thickly inhabited, crowded,
A peopled labyrinth of wall?, Eug, Hills, 96.
Many-domed Padua proud Stands, a^. solitude, 216.
And bursts the ^e(7^«i/ prisona Gisb. 179.
How, to that vast ^.nd heoplea c\ty led, . . . Laon, i. xliv. i.

Thro' peopled haunts, the City and the Camp, IV. \'iii. 7.

They stand a speck amid the peopled plain ; . . —— iv. xxvi. 3.
as if the vast And /^o^/tf^ Earth V. xv. 7.

and wildernesses Peopled and vast, ^v. Song, 6. g.
And leaves this ^w/Ztfaf earth a solitude . . . Prom. 11. iv. 17.

Amid the dwelhngs of the/££>//£(/ earth, . . . III. iv. 178.
The wide-winding caves of the^so/Zei^tomb? TJtere is no "work, 281
Past through the peopled haunts of human kind, Witch^ lx. 3.

*Peoples, V. tr. A. Lit. crowds, fills.

The lyi^ivt peoples dungeons with his prey, . . Laon, ix. xxiv. ^.

B. Fig. pervades, fills.

as a tuberose P. some Indian dell with scents . Woodman, 9.
*Peoplest, p. tr. Fig. fiUest.

prolific fiend, Who ^^c^/ar^ earth with demons, . Q. Mab, vi. 70.

*Peopling, pr. pple. Fig. filling.

Peopling the lone universe. . Eug. Hills, 319.
/'£c5^/«»^with golden dreams Z,ao«, ix, xxxiu 7.
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Perceive, v. tr. (1) mentally discern, understand, see.

And if I should perceive Calderon^ I. 256.
yet perceive n6 hint Of change Ck. i j/, i. 34.
perceive That thou art no interpreter of dreams ; Hellas, 756.
perceive thy might and majesty— .... Horn. Merc, lxxx, 8.

perceive that vice Is discord, war, and misery ; . Q. Mob, iii. 128.

(2) sensibly notice, become aware ot
Before our father shall ^tfyc^Vfi the noise. „ , , Cy^:/. 602.

Perceived, v. tr.
, (1) .mentally discerned.

Maia's child Perceived that he came angry, Horn. Merc, xxxix. 3.
Phcebus^ercezz'tfrf himself again beguiled, . Lxx. 5.

then^tfrceiVtfifThatttere was drawn . . . . Pr. AiAan. l. S6.

(2) ocularly noticed, observed.
But an old man perceived the infant pass . . Horn. Merc. XIV. 6.
I Perceived not where I entered any more,- . . Matilda^ 24.

Perceives, ». tr, mentally notices,
Man chief ^tf^c^zVsj the change, Dmmon^ II. 112.
He chief/tfrc^'z'^j the change, Q.Mab.v\\\.\\2.
which serene infancy Perceives not, . . . . .St. Epips. 155.

*Perceiving', pr. pple. noticing mentally.
And I /erc£:z/z'w^ that' it pleased" him, . . . . Cycl. 4.1^,
which the God oiTi^y Perceiving^ said :— Horn. Merc. Lxxxvii. 8.

Perch, V. intr. Fig,
Perch on the trembling pyramid of night, . . . Hellas^ 943.

Perchance, adv. perhaps, possibly, probably.
and many more, perchance shall be Caideron, II. 134.
Perchance were death indeed!— Cen. Sing. f. 2.

Brittle ^^rijAflMCff as straw Julian, 182.

Perchance blood need not flow, Loon, iv. xviiii i.

per. the very slaves would spare Their brethren. w. xviii. 2.

Perchance it has not numbered the slow years . Protn. I. 422.
1.424.

Q. Mab, IV. 128.

V. 109.

, Hellas^ 518.

, Adonais, XV. 4.

Matilda^ 14.

, Orpheus, 122.

, Si-miles^ iv. 4.

, Horn. Merc. x. 7.
Orpheus, 76.

. Cenci^ V. it. 68.
. V. iv. 130.
. Ch. xst^ 11. 314.
. Epips. 386.
. Fr. Pleas. 13.

. Guitar Jane^ 88.

Horn. Merc. xc. 3.—— xcii. 7.

. Jane, Recoil. 63.
. Orpheus, loi.

ro2.

. O. Mab, III. 240.

. Sensit. PL r. 40.

. Sonn. Byron, 7.

. UnJ. Dr. 238.

Perch, no thoug-ht can count them, yet they pass.
Poisoned, perchance, by the disease and woe . .

he sheds A passing tear ^firc^awce

^Perched, v. intr. settled.

and ^tf^'C^fif/ Each on the weltering carcase . ,

Perched, pp. settled or sitting.

Or amorous birds p. on the young' green spray, ,

But that the birds, perched on the utmost spray,
Perched on the lowest branches of the trees ; . .

Two CTOMvs perched on the murrained cattle, . ,

^Perennial, adj. perpetual, lasting.
Perennial ^at, trippet, and brazen pan,— . . .

from a perennial source It ever flows and falls,

Perfect, adj. . (1) faultless.

As that most /£?^c/imagfe of God's love ,

That perfect mirror of pure innocence . .

Thou perfect just and honourable man

!

Tna.de perfect by thy sunny eyes, . ,

Which enwrapt her perfect form ....
its answers will Flatter hands q{perfect skill,

A perfect three-leaved rod of gold unbroken.
By voice and wings ofPer/ect aUgury
More perfect both in shape and hue . . .

Or I must borrow from her perfect works.
To picture forth his Perfect attributes. . . ,

without a flaw Marring its perfect symmetry.
Grew in that garden in Perfect prime.
As perfect worlds at the Creator's will. . . ,

Like clouds of gnats with perfect lineaments.

(2) exact.
The /fiT^^cj? shadows of their teeming thoughts : . O. ijj^ ii. 470,
The perfect semblance of its bodily frame. .. . . Q. Mao, I. 133.

(3) complete, full, absolute.
All tend to ^^r/^^ happiness, Z^fiewzow, 11. 244.

11 <• „ n Q. Mdb^ IX. 151.
to see Youth's T^sion thus mzA^ perfect. . . . Epips. 42.
With perfect joy received the early day, . . . Matilda^ 16.
With the powers of a world oiperfect kght. . . Prom. iv. 168.
Imaging forth such perfect purity. .'.... Witch, xxxvi. 8.

Perfected, pp. made free from imperfection.
Thus human things zxe perfected, Dcemon^ ll. 226.
Thus human things were ^£;^rt'ff(/, Q. Mab, ix. 1^^.

Perfection, n, (1) supreme excellence, faultlessness.
Yet every heart tonlains per^cttdn's germ : . . v. 147.

(2) a faultless person.
And drops, to perfection's remembrance, a tear ; St. Ir. (5) i. 4.

Perfectuess, n. consummate excellence.
Rewarding her with their pure perfectness : . . Dcemon, 11. 56.

11 11 n M n n • • Q' Mab,V\ll. 111.
That framed the fabric oi vay perfectness. . . -=^~ ix. 22.

*Perfidy, n. faithlessness, treachery.
Where no longer the scorpions of Perfidy goad ; Death, Dial. 16.
lihat perfidy and custom, gold and prayer, . . Laon, ix. xiii* 3.
BMt per^dy can blast the flower, Love's Rose, in. 2.
Bvit perfidy can rend the shrine ill. 6.

Perform, v. I. tr. act, fulfil, carry out.
In one night didst thou ^fi?7^y-w^ Cenci, I. in. 41.
That they perform'ihe office of a scourge, . . Ch. 1st. II. 284.
all that he had designed He did perform— . . Bom. Merc. L. 3,
These shall ^^?;7^r»z your task Prom. I. 350.
Beneath a vulgar master, to perform A task . . Q. Mab, v. 7^.
Should urge him to perform instinctively, . . v. 1S5.

II. intr. play, act.

The actors Yihoperform are Dilettanti ;. . . . Faust^ u. 410.

Performed, v. tr. cswried on, acted.

every organ yet performedIts nsitural functions: Q. Mab, I. 143.

Performed, pp. (1) finished, completed, carried out.

Had yet performed its ministry : Alastor^ 417.

(2) acted.

yOur gay mask Was performed %i}Az.n'Ciy. . . Ch. ist^ 11. 3.

Perforins, v. tr. acts.

And past in theseperforms yfhdX . . . intfiose, . Triumph^ 175.

Perfumed, ppL adj. scented^
Soft mossy lawns . . . Fragrant with per. herbs, . Alastor, 450.
spread your /fi>7^7«^</ balm M.N. Despair,^.

Perhaps, adv. (1) possibly, may be.

And it is well perhaps we shall not marry. . . Cenci, l. ii. 27.
or perhaps Of their own throats— I. iii. 130.
Vane's wits perhaps. Ch. 1st, n. 449.
Who hid, perhaps^ her face for grief, reversed ; . Hellas, 637.
'twas/^rAfl/j an idle thought— Julian, ^07-
perhaps remorse had brought her low —— 601.

(2) satir.

Nor you perhaps ? Nor that young imp, . . Cenci, II. i. 130.

Peril, n. (1) danger, risk.

Some terrible and strange Peril is near. . , . Cdlderon, in. 155.
take The profit, yet omit the sin SLndperil . . . Cenci, ir. ii. 123.
it is the /^W/ In which you stand V. i. 28.

the /er?7 of the unseen event, Ch. 1st, II. 176.
I totter on the chasms of/^rz'//— Cyc/. 338.
This will I do with peril of my life, ..... 658.
Lest they, being first in /£rz7 as in glory, . . . /fellas, 126.
Which death, or pain or /firz/coula despise, . . Laon, 11. xxxii. 7. .

for assay Oipertly which had saved them . . , v. xiii. 7.

(2) with in and of— at the risk of.

And that in /^yz'/ of such hideous torments . . Cenciy V. ii. 45.

Peril, adjectivelyy perilous.
a man of blood and peril, , . Unf Dr. 112.

Perilous, adj. (1) full of risk,

'Twere perilous ; . . . you might as safely waken
a serpent ; - Cenci, iv. iv. 15.

Could you engage in such a ^erzVi7«j crime, . . v. i. 50.'

'T-weve perilous to fly into the net. Cycl. 174.
Thrfe is a /erz/oaj liquor ;—good my Lords.— . CBdipus, i. '^j'j.

(2) dangerous to be permitted.
he said that you Bought ^erz7(72<j impurlity . . Cenci, i.i. 6.

(3) grievous, dangerous.
Among Christ's flock a j^£rz7(32w infidel, . . . Julian^ 116.

Period, n. duration.
Thou knowest not the^^rzW of Jove's power? . Prom. I. 412.

Periods, n, recurring times.
shadows of the pointed grass Mark tie eternal^., Julian, Aiy.
The varying periods pamted changing glows, . . Q. Mab, VI. 4.

Perish, v. intr. (1) be destroyed.
must fly the pity of the port. Or perish, . . . Calderon, II. 4.6.

(2) be killed, die.

Dares fearless to perish defending her brood, . Bigotry, ii. 2.
For hunger, not glory, the prey Must /firz'.yA. . . 11.8.
0\d man. Vie perish I Cycl. i^^.
May you perish, wretch— 240.
My children, perish wretchedly ! 249.
If I speak false, then may my father _^^^/jA, . . 251.
To /^y?j^ by this man, 6og.
I perish I For you are wicked! 675.
Like ourselves must fade andperish Death, iv. 2.
Should quickly perish if it were witharawni . S. Williants, III. 8.
Perish for crime, while his foul bjood may boil, . Laon^ v. xxxii. 7.
woif:^ perish, but they leave All hope, ix. xxviii, 6.
Let Laon and Laone on that pyre, . . , perish! . x. xxxix. 2.
Theseperish as the good and great . . . Xli. xxviii. 1.
And they vfofild Serish . Mother^ Son, vii. 3.
which is fair As breathing marble, perish? , . Q. Mab, i. 17.
so that he Might eat and ^e?'/j^, yii iii
even all ^zWperish, to fulfil vil! 125!

(3) cease to exi^.
For what ttou art shall perish utterly, .... Dmmon, li. 271.
MxxMt perish with its kindred Clay Death Vang. ig.
Perish Ambition's crown, ^.
/fer«j/i her sceptered sway ; 21.'

Doth the cSoyxd perish, when the beams are fled' . Z^on, iv. xxxi. 3.
Letjoysandgnef^erM'^j Unf Dr. 50.
The neaven where It would /tfrzj^/— , . . . Woodman, 32.

(4) be lost, undone.
how Shall I descend, and perish not? .... Epips. 12^.
For she must perish in the Tyrant's hall— . . iflow, Vlli. xxvil i.
And mothers, gazing, drank the love men see Re-

flected in their race, behold, and perish. . . Prom.. II. iv. 84,
I faint, I ^e«j^ with my love ! T^o Fr.Love,\. 1.

(5) decay, come to nought.
linot, perish thou and they, . ... Eug. Hills. 160.
Perish—let there only be j^j.
Like the false dawnswhich /JfrzjA in the bursting: Fr. Unf, Tale 2And ye with them will perish, one by one ;— . . Witch^ xxiv. i.

Perished, v. intr. (1) died, were killed.
mne thousand perished! .' Hellas, ^ia
the birds In the green woods perished; .... Laon x. xv 2and pale youths -whoperished, un-upbraiding, . Prom I 760
old age and infancy Promiscuous perished; . . Q. Mabl li; 153.
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(2) was lost or nndone.
Th^n perish' d^ anA perish'd^V^m^ Bigotry^ IV. 4.

(3) decayed, came to nought.
that night of time In which suns perished; . . Adonais^ V. 5.

Perished,^/. (1) died.
But now, thy youngest, dearest one has perished^ VI. i.

The flocks and herds had perished; Laon^ X, xviii. 2.

as the good and great of yore Have /^rrj^flT, . xii. xxviii. 2.

(2) destroyed utterly.

I wish the race of cows were perished/^ . . Horn. Merc. LII. 3.

(3) been lost, remained unknown.
my secret should have /erw^i/ . ..... Za5«, Vlll.xxiv. i.

Perished, ppL adj. (1) decayed, lost.

Survive \h& Perished scrolls of unendnring brass. ^-^ ix. xxxi. 9.

(2) dead, destroyed.
Stalked like fell shades among their per. prey ; . a. xiv. 7.

*PeriBlies, v. infr. withers, comes to nought.
Rots, perishes^ and passes Q. Mah^ i. 156.

*Perislietli, v. intr. withereth.
springeth in the mom And perisheth ere noon, . IL 229.

Perishing*, pr. pple. liable to decay.
So sumptuous, yet withal so perishing/ . . , Dcenton^ II. 215.
So sumptuous, yet so/^rrj^zn^ withal 1 . . . Q. Mab^ l^. i&j.

Perishing*, ppl. adj. dwindling, lessening.

a thirst which outran Those perishing waters ; . Prom: I. 544.
*Perk, V. intr. look about.
On every side did perk and peer Peter^ 11. iv. 4.

^Permeating*, ppl. adj. penetrating generally.
through all her frame A^crw«i/z«^ fire: . . . Alastar^i^^.

Permission, n. allowance, leave.

I crave permission of your Majesty Ch. \st^ II. 94.
observe you give me full pemttssion Paust^ I. 74.
VJ'iih yOMXpermission^ II. zi.

For by /£r^z^fzii7» and command GuitarJane^ g.

Permit, v. I. tr. suffer or allow.
Holy stars, permit no wrong! Bridal^ II. 2.

Permit one question further : Calderon^ I. 267.
Oh, memory ! permit it not II. r.

Holiest powers, permit no wrong ! Bpiihal. 24.

II. intr. do not hinder or obstruct.

As their huge boughs or lighter dress /fir^wzV, . Orpheus^ 113.

Permits, v. tr. allows, suffers.

a God above Who sees and permits evil, . . . Cenci^ III. i. 101.

Permitted, v. tr. allowed, suffered to be.
That he permitted such an act V. iii. 79.

Permitted, pp. (1) allowed, suffered to happen.
enough To have permitted the defeat Calderon^ I. 156.
All scoflFs/erOTzV/ff(/ from above CA. u/, II. 114.
It is permitted thee Faust^ 1. 85.

(2) given permission for.

And has permitted that most heathenish custom Ch. ist, I. 97.
it is yet permitted me, to rend The veil . . , , Q. Mao^ i. 180.

Permitted, ppl. adj. allotted.

Unshorn of its permitted attributes Ch. isty II. 144.
That thus enchains us to permitted HI— . . . Julian^ 171.

*PermitteBt, v. tr. consentest to.

to the hue Of that which iho\x perm.ittest . . . Cenci^ III. i. 177.

itPerpendicnIar, adj. upright or vertical.

perpendicular nowy and now transverse, . . . Prom. IV. 277.

Perpetual, adj. (1) continuous.
vexing his brain With my perpetual cries, . . . Cenci^ V. iv. 36.
Vexed the inconstant waves with my per. moan. Laon^ Vll. xxiii. 9.
Vexed the inconstant waves with my per. moan; — vil. xxv. 9.
Mine eyes are sick ofthis/^r;^^A<fl/flow Ofpeople, Triumph^ 298.

(2) never-ceasing.
ye twine the rings of life's perpetual coil. . . Laon^ Vlll. xix. 9.
Language is a perpetual orphic song, .... Prom. iv. 415.
That loveliest dreams perpetual watch did keep. Sutnmer-Evg. 30.

(3) everlasting,

weaving wings for time's perpetual way. . , . Laon^ vil. xxi. 9.
Rolls its pe^etual stream ; Mont B. 109.
Have reached thy haven o(perpetual peace, . . Q. Mab^ ix. 20.
Into this valley of/tfr/i/«a/ dream, Triumph, ^gy.

FerpetnaUy, adv. unceasingly.
boiled and leaped perpetually, Laon, VII. xii. 4.

perplexes, v. tr, embarrasses, makes anxious.
The fear of which perplexes the Supreme : . . . Prom. i. 374.

Perplezt,//. confused.

Next Lie bills and calculations much perplext, . Gisb. "jg.

:J:Fersecatlon, n. (1) cruel treatment.
Through exile, persecution, and'despair, . . . Hellas, 992.

(2) satir.

^G. persecution Of stifling turtle^oup, .... CEdipuSy I. 14.

I^Persecntor, n. one who unjustly afflicts another.
For he who is our m\iTderou3 persecutor . . Cenci, II. ii. 73.

Persens, n. son of Jupiter and Danae.
/Ifrj^aj has cut it oflF for her Paust, 11. ^02.

;t:Fersia, n. a division or kingdom of Asia.
Persia, and the wild Carmanian waste. .... Alastor, 141.
Persia demands The cities on the Tigris, . . . Hellas, 585.
Where Thermje and Asopus swallowed Persia, . 689.

Persian, adj. from Persia.
A simple kickshaw by your Persian cook, . . (Edipus, II. ii. 23.

JPersist, v. intr. continue steadfast,
do you ^^^jw/ in your denial ? Cenci, V. Vi. i.

Do ihovL persist

:

Ch. 1st, n. 121.

Person, n. (1) man, human being.
I never Met a more leamhd person Calderon, I. 215.
I speak it not as touching this ^oarPerson; . Ch. 1st, ni. 50.
I am a most veracious person, Horn.. Merc. LXII. 3.

(2) bodily frame.
With care his sweet person adorning, .... Devil^ I. 3.

Placeyour most sacred j*^rji7« here. CBdipus,ii.\. i^S'

(3) character, individuality,

a gross falsehood in his pTOipcr person, .... Calderon, i. 173.
my high respect towards yoxtx person .... I. 237.

Persons, n. (1) individualities, entities.

Be well distinguished into persons, ^— I. 161.

And in whatever ^^rjowj, one or two, .... —^ i. 197.

(2) men or women.
Of these most innocent and nt^e. persons . . . Cenci, V. ii. 188.

(3) individual characters.

All sense of all distinction of all persons, . . . Ch. 1st, ill. 64.
till the familiar train Of objects and o[persons Ginevra, 7.

Perspective, ». a representation of objects according to

distance.
unfolded In yvist Perspective to the view: . . . Q. Mab, 11. 250.

Persuade, v. tr. prevail on by words.
But I will take you where you may p. The stones Cend, II. i. 163.
for he Is able topersuade all easily. . . . Hofn. Merc, ucvii. 8.

Persuaded, pp. prevailed on.
Yet be persuaded; ^^- ^9+-
and when They are persuaded, Edipus, l. 303.

Persuades, v. tr. (1) convinces.
What thou hast ^2xdpersuades me that our act . Cenci, iv. ii. 6.

(2) influences.

These spirits she /erjzftzaifts not, Hont. Venus, 31.

Persuasion, n, (1) influencing power.
and the persuasion df that sneer iMon, xil. xi. 6.
thy dark eyes threw Their soft per. on my brain, M. W, G. IV. 5.

the mate Persuasion of unkinoled melodies, . . Woodman, 60.

(2) argumentative talk.

And with long preaching anA. persuasion, . . . Peter, 1. iv. 2-

Persuasions, n. influences.

Winged Persuasions and veiled Destinies, . . Adonais, xiii. 2.

a winged band Of bright persuasions, .... Rosal. 747.
^Persuasive, adj. influencing.
Hbw concealed, how per., self-interest's breath, . Death, Dial. 33.

Perturbed,///, adj. agitated.
Peace, perturbed heart ! . , .

' Unf. Dr. 35.

*Pervade, v. tr. permeate, extend throughout.
disgust, and lassitude, pervade Their valueless

and miserable lives Q. Mab, v. 247.
^Pervaded, v. tr. overpowered.
But a heavenly sleep , . . Pervaded vay soul, . . M. N. Ravail, 21.

*Pervaded;, pp. imbued, overspread.
Thou art pervaded with that ceaseless motion, . Mont B. 32.

^Pervades, v. tr. permeates, spreads over.
a sullen joy Pervades his bloodless heart . . . Q, Mab, III. 37.

^Pervadest, v. tr. dost permeate or influence.
the unbounded frame, which thou pervadest, . . ill. 238.

^Pervading, adj. influencing, permeating.
Immortal, all pervading, manifold, Loon, i. xxv. 7.

^Pervading*, pr. pple. bearing influence.
Where there is owt pervading, one alone, . . . Prom. 11. iii. 79.

Perverse, adj. wilfully wrong.
By a perverse antipathy of fame Fr. Satire, 40.

*Perversest, adj. most untoward, evil.

shall start up. Even in perversest time : . . . . Q, Mab, VI. 34.
Pervert, v. tr. (1) distort.

Pervert not truth, Orsino. Cend, I. ii. 1.

(2) corrupt, lead astray.
Though wicked counsels no^ pervert^ix^ will: . Ch. ist, i. 125.

{Perverted, ppl. adj. wrongly thinking.
As some perverted beings think to find .... Julian, 354.

*Pest, n. (1) a plague, a deadly epidemic.
In prey to famine, ^st, and mutiny: Hellas, 570.
Moon-madness, and the/M/'j swift Bane . . . JLaon, vi. xvii. 2.

when the devastation Of the swift pest . . , x. xliii. 8.

Want and Pest Were horrible, ~—' xi. viii. i,

(2) a vile or hurtful person.
worm Which rends our Mother's bosom—Priestly

Pest/ Ld.Ch.\.^.
(3) a nuisance, a bore.

Yawned in him, till it grew a pest— Peter, Vll. xvii. 2.

This p>est of dulness holds its sway

;

— vil. xxiv. 2.

Pestilence, n. (1) virulent epidemic or contagious disease,
plead With famine or wind-walking Pestilence, . Cenci, v. iv. 106.
Or war or ^fij/?7e«ce or Nature's self, OJ. u/, ll. 172.
on this fairest world ^tizk.^ pestilence and war, . Dcefnon, 11. 17.
Scattered the seeds oipestitentx, n. 123.
Pestilence, War and Earthquake, never light . . Epips. 462.
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The /tfjftVfiWca expectant lours Falsehood^ t^i.

loves thee as the Grave Loves i%j^7i!«£:^, . . . Hellas^ •^x-i,.

Famineand/tejAVe??cff, And Panic, shall wage war 439.
My name is Pestilence—x^vi bosom dry, . . . Laon^ VI. xlix. I.,

But I am Pestilence; VI. xlix. 6.
That God will lull the ^«j/»7«»(re.' x. xxxvi. 2.
By the swift shafts oipestilence ere dawn, . . . . x. xxxvii. 4.
Our God may then lull Pestilence to sleep ;— . . x. xxxviii. i.

The Pestilence, the Tjjrant, and the throng ; . . xil. xvii. 2.
fear not nbw the Pej/z7e««, xil. xxix. i.

Here the earth's breath is ^tfjftTgwce Marettp-hi^yiVl.i.
The wineM hounds, Famine and Pestilence, . . Prol. Hellas, 144.
Power, like a desolating ^«,r^27«»irfi, Q. Mab, l\l. 116.
The^ej/?7ewcB that stalks In gloomy triumph iv. 188.
Scattered the seeds oi pestilence vill. 169.
Whose breath was quick pestilence

;

Vis. Sea, 50.

(2) indicating a special disease.
the p. that springs From unenjoying sensualism, Q. Mah, V. 194.

*Festilence-strlckeu, c. adj. phr. suffering from disease.
Pestilence-stricken multitudes : Ode W. Wind, 1. 5.

*Pestilential, adj. pestiferous, likely to produce disease.
Then, through the ^^jif;71?«^;fl:/ desarts wild . . Serckio, 116.

^Petals, n. ^Fig. the separate leaves of a blossom.
The bloom, whose petals nipt before they blew . Adonais, VI. 7;
its petals pale Are dead, indeed, ...... Epips. 9.

Peter, n. the reputed founder of the Papacy.
the Apostle Peter and the saints Cenci, I. i. 29.

Peter, n. (1) the hero of Wordsworth's poem.
meant The second P^/cr/ Peter, Prol. T.
but she matches Pe^e^,- . . ^ Wiick, Ded.v.%.
If you strip /%/«^, . VI. I.

(2 ) the hero of Reynolds' satire.

First, the antenatal Peter, Peter, Prol. 3.
The first Peter— . 13,

(3) the hero of Shelley's satire.

Peter was quite reformed
Which Peter said or sang. . ...
But Peter now grew old
Thy name is Peter Bell ; . . . .

Then Peter set up such a yell I— . .

sat Peter Bell, and swore,
had bought Peter for half-a-crown ; . .

Till he saw Peter dead or napping.
It was exceedingly like Peter,— ...
Peter knew not that he was Bell : .

/fe/ffy thought he had parents dear, ....
The Devil told Peter, if he chose, ...
And Peter bowed, quite pleased and proud,
Lo, Peter in Hell s Grosvenor.Square, .

But Peter, though now damned,
What Peter was before damnation. . .

All things that Peter saw and felt . . . .

from the first 'twas Peter's drift ...
Then Peter rubbed his eyes severe, . .

And Peter noted what he said,

Now Peter, when he heard such talk, . . .

Stirred such harmony in Peter, ...
But Peter's verse was clear, ...
For language was in Peter's hand, . .

Peter, too proud of heart, I fear, . .

The Devil to Peter wished no worse. .

When Peter's next new book found vent,
Peter seduced Mrs. Foy's daughter, . .

Safely to Peter's house conveyed
For carriage, ten-pence Peter paid— . .

For Peter did not know the town, ....
All Peter did on this occasion . . .

Now Peter ran to seed in soul . . .

To Peter^s view, all seemed one hue ; . . . .

The old Peter—Hca hard, old Potter .

Now Peter felt amused to see
The storm in Peter's heart and mind .

On Peter while he wrote for freedom, . .

As soon as he read that, cried Peter, . .

Then Peter wrote odes to the Devil ;— .

the news sent off To Peter,
When Peter heard of his promotion, . .

Peter was ever poor
The very life and soul of Peter— . . .

Clung upon Peter, night and day, . .

Peter was dull— '.

AU grew dull as Peter's self. .

Near Feter^s house took wing. . . .

To Peter's soul the spell is bound— ....
Peter Bell, n. (1) the satire by Reynolds.

/fe&r.fl^// the First was Peter ....
(2) Wordsworth's poem.

Then came Peter Bell the Second
The next Peter Bell was he
Considering and retouching Peter Bell; . .

(3) Shelley's satire.

And the last is Peter Bell, Peter, Prol. 37.

Peter Bells, «. the poems by Wordsworth, Reynolds and
Shelley.

Peter Bells, one, two and three, ...... 1.

Petition, n. a document containing a request or supplication.
Is the ^ie/iVwB yet prepared? C«»«', I. ii. 39.

•52.

M. S-
I. n. s.
I. 111. I.

I. V. r.

I. vi, r.

I. viii. 4.
I. xiv. 2.

II. iv. 5.

II. vi. 2.

II. vii. 2.

II. viii. I.

II. xiii. 2.

II. xiv. r.

IV. i. I. ,

IV. ii. I.

IV. ii. 2.

IV. iii. I.

IV. xi. I.

IV. XV. I.

V. i. 4.

V. Xlll. I.

V. XV. I.

V. xvi. 4.
VI. i. S.
VI. ii. I.

VI. iii. 3.

VI. vii. 3.

VI. vii. 4.
VI. xi. I.

VI. xii. I.

VI. xviii. r.

VI. xxii. I.

VI. XXV. 2.

VI. xxvi. 3.

VI. xxxi. 2.

VI. xxxiii. 2.

VI. XXXV. I.

VI. xxxvi. I.

VII. V. 2.

VII. vii. I.

VII. viii. 5.
VII. ix. 2.

VII. X. 2.

VII. xi. I.

VII. xviii. 5.
VII. XX. 5.

VII. xxiv. 4.

, Peter, Prol. 27.

17.

31.

Witch, Ded. IV. 1.

At supper I will give you the ^tf/i7/o« .' .... C^««', I. ii. 62.
Nor shall he read her eloquent ^£^//2(?«.' . , . I. ii. 68.
Has sent back yoM.rpetition thus unopened. . , II, i. 35.
But you, Orsino, Have the ^e/z'A'ow .* II. ii. 59.

'Petition, v. intr. (1) address a formal supplication.
Why, if they would ^e//A'(?« to the Pope . . , 11. ii.

j

(2) solicit, beg.
That he vio\A\ petition for Her to be made Vice-

Emperor, Bug. Hills, 243.
*Petits-3oupers, c. n.

Till the AcviVs petits-soupers, Peter. V. i. 2.

"Petra, n. a town in the ancient Sogdiana, now Hissar.
Till vast Aornos seen from Petra's steep . . . Alastor, 240.

JPetraroh, ». Italian poet, b. 1304, d. 1374.
As the love from Petrarch^s urn Eug. Hills, 200.

*Petrella, n. Count Cenci's castle.

youknowThatsavagerock,theCastleofP«/r«//3.- Cenci, II. i. 168.
Petrella, in the Apulian Apennines iii. i. 240.
And safe Within Petrella m. ii. 3,;.
castellan of Pe/j-a/Zd In old Colonna's time; . . ill. ii. 62.Am I not now within Petrella's moat ? . . . . iv. i. 4.
theyoungprelateOrsinosent me to /"«/«//«/ . V. ii. 15.

Petticoats, n. women's under-garments.
)ia petticoats Streaming like—like—like— . . (Edipus, II. i. 96.

Petty, adj. (1) infenor, minor.
And every ^««ji lord of Italy, CA. 1st, 11. 1^4.

(2) trifling, insignificant.
distraining For ewefy petty rate u, 271.
Phalanx, n. Fig. a compact body of men.
So vast that^^/uKarbfunconqueredmen, . . Laon vi xii 2A confident /;4a/a».a;, which the foes vi xiii gThro' yomphalanx undismayed Mask, Lxxx. 4.

'

'^Pnanaa, n. a promontory of Chios.
Latmos, and Ampelos, and P. saw The wreck- Hellas, 470.

Phantasies, n. mental images, imaginations,
and twihght Phantasies; And Sorrow, .... Adonais, xill. 4.and we trust Imagination with such /;4aK/aszki Cenci u ii 84i rom glorious phantasies of hope departed : . . Laon, VII. xxi 2.

Phantasm, n. a phantom, a deceptive appearance.A mighty Phantasm Aden. Cane. 29.Like one who sees a strange ^^aKifijjOT . . . Peter I x ^/%a/2/Mwof Jupiter, arise, appear! Prom. 1.221
''Phantasmal, adj. illusive, spectral,
know or love the shapes Of thisjS^M/d^Ka/scene, Alastor, ba-i
Of all that chequers the .;5A3»j'aj»»3/ scene ., . Q. Mab VI 102
Ihan this /;4awiMwja/ portraiture vil 274Through life's phantasmal scene in fearlessness, ix 74Phantasms, n. pi. of Phantasm.
And twilight ;i.4aK., and deep noonday thought, . Alastor 40Never yet there came Phantasms so foul . . Prom. I. 447.Phantasy, n, imagination, fancy.
Till her guiltless^AaB^o^ Full to overflowing be! Calderon lir osome unag:e of thy phantasy. . in ig.from the depths of human ^.SaKiTas)! Epips le^;
could see The absent with the glance ofii;i<2«/ajy, AiUan, 4I6.
I ho twas the death of briiinless^;4a»ifas3i, . . Z.ao« vii xxii 8lo muse on my own separate ^.4aK/ai)i, . . . Mont B. ^6.

''Phantom, n. (1) an apparition, a spectre.
itisaninchanted^&jK/OT«, Faust, n.^Si.Was not ai5yfai»/o^ofthe realms accurst, . . Laon, ill. ixn'. a.
a. Phantom of tb& Dead, . yuj j; T
like the M«»/<7»^ of the dawn, ...;.. . xil.'viii.S.Ihe dizzy flight of that /Aa»/om pale . . . Mar. Z)r xxlli iunvcn me, a. {Ta.il a.nd empty phantom, . . .Prom. 1.241

'

'

iherefore a wondrous ^AaK/ojK, from the dreams Q. Mab vil 64.not thei>Wo»« of that early form Triumph, ±64.'
(2) an illusion.

The monstrous phantom which pursues success, Calderon, 11. i8o
(3J an image of the brain, a phantasy.

l^}'^^''^%i'^'^«'^"'.f^'ai^lt delights . . . . Cenci, u. ii. 141.rhe phantom IS beside thee Ei>ii>s 2i.tSome ^.iijK^ojw, some faint unage; Mont B. 47.
(4) an extraordinary appearance, a phenomenon.'Aphantom among men : companionless . . . Adonais, xxxi. 2.trom which a glorious i%aM*m may Burst, . . Enrl. tZio i^

that £%<;«<<»« swift and bright; . . .\ . LaSn, vi.%^ g.Phantom, c. adj. attr. spectral, unreal.
Thephantom courser scours the waste, . . M.N. Spec. Hors 37Phantoms, n. (1) apparitions, spectres.
But he cried. Phantoms of the free, we come ! . Hellas, 412.W hicli swept thephantoms from among the stars. 612.
Vondoudof war, with its tempestuous //Sa«/o»M S59.
ihephantoms of the powers who rule thee now— . 883.
Vast, sceptred /Aa». / heroes men, and beasts ; Prom. 1. 206
1 he mighty ;>AizkZo»m of an elder day ; . . Triumph 2«
Ihe earth was grey with phantoms, .... .«,
thus were Phantoms diffused around ; .

Wrought all the hiisyphantoms ....
(2) illusory ideas, illusions,

keep Withj>.4a»Zo»M an unprofitable strife, . ^fltoKazj, xxxix 4Where the.^S/4a»*»M of Prejudice vanish away, . Death, Dial 17
lnefloating^AaK/(7»w of its loveliness. . . . Faust,l. loq.
(3) shadows, reproductions.

as twin/>Wo«r of one star iaoK, vi. xxxiii. .;;the forms Of which these are thephantoms, . Prom. III. iii 52
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(4) memories.
yet till the phantoms flee April,, 1814, 21.

I call t\vQ phantoms of a thousand hours . . . Int. Beauty, vi. 4.

Ophidian, adj. beautiful as those sculptured by Phidias.

gazed upon by Phidian forms Of thee, .... Prom. III. iv. 112.

^Philanthropic, adj. satir. benevolent.
Or those in philanthropic council met, .... Gisb. 27.

PMUp, n. king of Spain, b. 1527, d. 1598.
i%«V«;^ the second of Spain, Ch. \sty \l. i%2.

Philippl, n. a town of Macedonia.
The winged glory On Philippi half-aliehted, . . Hellas, 57.
For the nigh prize lost on Philippi's shore :— , Naples, 124.

^Philosophic, adj. (1) pertaining to philosophy.
Poetical or /A//(7j(7^A2C learning :— Calaeron, I. 1557.

A-ud philosophic wisdom, clear and mild. . . Pr. Athan. 11. ii. 9.

(2) frugal, temperate.
We'll make our friendly ^^y'/ojfl^Azc revel . . . GzjJ, 319.

^Philosophize, v. intr. talk like philosophers.
Feasting on which we -^V^ philosophise 1 . . . 307.

Philosophy, n. (1) the study of wisdom.
The fountains of divine ^A(7ayi:5*Ay Alastor^ 71.

the difficult lore Of Greek and Frank _^^/il3j£i^Aj'/ Hellas, 743.

(2) practical wisdom.
A sort of popular />^z'/(3J(3^^. Calderon^ \. i2'&.

Strike sometimes what ^\xaes philosophy.— . . Ch, 1st, 11. 107.
And in that Yi^Bt philosophy^ . .' Epips. 213.
So taught those kings of old philosophy . , Julian, 18S.

(3) as a personification or entity.

Philosophy, thou canst not even Compel . . Calderon, II. 33.

(4) as an impersonation or entity.

and Philosophy did strain Her Hdless eyes . . . Ode Lib. rv. 14.

Philosophy's accepted guest Pr. Athan. I. 15.

(5) reasoning, argumentation.
Babbling vain words and fond philosophy ; . . I. no.

*Phiz, n. face, physiognomy.
his Solemn phis in his own village ; . . . . Peter, II. ix. i,

Phoebus, n. Apollo.
To Phoebus was not Hyacinth so dear .... Adonais, xvi. 5.
the portion which my father gave To Phcebus, Horn. Merc. XXIX. 6.

Phmbus impetuously Sought high Cyllene's forest-

cinctured hill, XXXVIII,2.
And Phcebus stooped under the craggy roof . xxxix. i.

Phoebus the lovely mountain-goddess knew, . . XL. 7,

Phcebus did uplift The subtle mfant . . . XLIX. 5.
Phmbtts on the grass Him threw, l. 1.

Thus Phcebus and the vagrant Mercury .... Llll. i.

As for Phoebus, he Sought not revenge, .... Llll. 3.

in a careless mood To Phcebus said :— . . . LV. 7.

So speaking, /54i»5Mj sate; . , .... • lxi. 7.

At sunrise, Phmbus came, . . .... LXII. 5.

Phcebus spied The hides . , • uvill. 0.

How was it possible^ then Phcebus said, .... LXix.i.
Phcebus perceived himself again beguiled, . . . Lxx. 5.

Then Phcebus swore LXXXIX. 7.

Phry^ia, n, a country of Asia Minor.
sailed ye not From Greece to Phrygta . . . Cycl. 264.

Phrygian, adj. (1) of the Phrygians. .

our enterprise has kept From Phryg. contumely ; 279.

(2) situated in Phrygia,
Phrygian Olympus, Tmolus, and Latmos, . . Hellas^ 281.

Phry^ans, 7i. men of Phrygia.
Ten thousand Phrygians!— Cycl. 180.

Physic, n. Fig. something distasteful.

for presenting them bitter ^^jfjz'c C^. u/, II. 399.

Physician, n. Fig. one who prescribes remedies.
I am ^%. physician ofwhom Plato prophesied, . ll. 390.

*Piano, n. a musical instrument.
was sitting mournfully Near a piano, .... Julian^ 274.

Picfe, V. tr. Fig. take, gather.
Our flesh from off our bones to pick, Peter, VI. xxiv. 4.

Picking, pr. pple, gathering together.
Picking the scattered remnants of its wood. . Mother ^ Son, III.4.

Pickle, n. Fig. in preparation.
A rod in /zc>4^ for the Fool's back! C-4. u/, II. 50.

Picture, n. Fig. a plan or setting forth.

my captious fancy makes The picture of its wish, Cenci, I. i. 88.

Picture, v. tr. delineate, describe.

To picture forth his perfect attributes. .... Orpheus, 102.

:|:Pictnred, //. (1) delineated, shadowed.
Upon it //oftir^c/ by the sunny beams .... Unf. Dr. 221.

(2) delineated in imagination.
though unreal shapes be pictured there, . . . Lift not, 2.

the mad fiend Thy wickedness \idA pictured, . . Q. Mab, VI. 127.

Pictured, ppl. cuij, (1) stamped, figured.

he could read Its pictured {ootpnnta, .... Marenghi, xxi. 4.

(2) designed, drawn.
the pictured poesy Of some high tale Witch, xxvi. 4.

Pictures, n. paintings or drawings.
books are there, Pictures, and casts Julian, 555,

Pictures, v. tr. figures in the imagination.
that quiet to enjoy Which virtue pictures^ . , . Q. Mab, V. 245.

*Picturing', pr. pple. figuring in imagination.
flowers So sweet, the sense faints pict. them ! Ode W. Wind, III. 8.

dizzy with delight, Picturing her form ; . . . Witch, V. 0.

Piece, n. (1) a bit or fragment.
And with a //if« of leather overlaid .... Hotn. Mercvni. ^.
as if She does not always toast apiece of cheese CBdipms, l. 1S2.

lay blazing many a piece Of sandal wood, . , . Witch, xxvii. i.

(2) a person as a part of nature.
A piece of excellent beauty ; Calderon, i. 21 1-

that fine piece of Nature To rend and ruin.' . . Cenci, V. ii. 168.

(3) a play or drama.
Quite a new pie(x, Faust, 11. 407.

(4) an act, a contrivance.
While he conceived another piece of fun, Horn. Merc. Lxxxvil. 6.

Piece, V. tr. put together, make out.

our minds piece the vacant intervals Ch. ist, II. 466.

Pieced, pp. put together.

congregated lightning pieced by the masonry of
heaven— , . 11. 422.

Pieces, n. bits, fragments.
With pieces of smoked glass, to watch her . . . (Bdipus, i. 400.

Pied, adj. party-coloured, spotted.

And faded violets, white, and pied, and blue ; Adonais, xxxiii. 2.

Soon pied flowers, sweet-breathing, Cyc/. 524.
With garlands pied^nd. starry sea-flower crowns, P^om.. III. ii. 47.
There sre.v! pied wind-flowers and violets, . . . Question^ II. i.

Then the //e;^ wind-flowers and the tulip tall, . Sensit. PI. I. 17.

Fierce, v. I. tr. (1) penetrate, wound.
the thoms^zenx Her hastening feet Bion. Adon. iS.

and quench and pierce The Cyclops' eye . . . Cfd. 485.
To pierce the Stranger : Loon, xi. xx, 5.

The crawling glaciers ^asmg me Pront.l.y..

(2) break through.
V^pierce the Pythian temple-walls, though stout, Horn. Merc. xxx. 3.

(3) appear perpendicularly in.

P. like reposing flames the tremulous atmosphere. Loon, XIL v. 9.
Pierce the pure heaven of your native vale, . . Orpheus^ 28.

(4) shine through.
blue light did^. The woof of those white clouds, Loon, l. v. 3.

As light may pierce the clouds Ode Lib. x. 4.

As the sharp stzxs pierce winter's crystal air . . Prom. IV. 192.

Pierce the dark soil, IV. 278.

(5) go through, pass through.
As to^ie^-ca the dome ofgold Where Apollo spoke Bug. Hills, 113.

Can pierce its interwoven bowers, Prom. ii. ii. 6.

Pierce the pines and tallest trees, Xhe Isle^ 7.

(6) of sound, penetrate.

IHerce with song heaven's silent light^ .... Prom. rv. 70.
Which pierce the sense, and live withm the soul, iv. 191.

(7) penetrate mentally.

fave it strength to pierce the guarded wit, , . Adonais, Xll. 3.

Herix the shadows of its sadness, Fr. A gentle, 8.

the depths which thought can seldom pierce . . Loon, 1. 1. 2.

its [wisdom's] beams might pierix the ntg^ht, . . x. xxxiii. 3.
Whose sunlike shafts/z^rce tempest-winced Error, Ode Lib^ x. 3.
Oh, gentle Moon, thy crystal accents a&z^rce . . Front, iv. 499.
with oanded eyes could pierce the sphere . . . Xriumph, 103.

TI. intr. \X) penetrate,

so that their roots to hell Might _^(Vrcf, . . . . Witch, Ded. iv. 5.

(2) lead or pass through.
Pierce into glades, caverns, and bowers, . . Epips. 441.

(3) penetrate mentally.
my soul would pierce Into the height .... 588.

Pierced, v. I. tr. (1) wounded or penetrated mentally.
Light on his head who p. thy innocent breast, . Adonais, xviL 8.

v/hich pierced the shadow Of Christian night . . Prol. Hellas, 170.
That friendless caution p. me sore With grief; . RosaL 597.

(2) appeared perpendicularly in.

wheresoever The works of man pierced that se-
renest sky Witc/i, LIX. 6.

(3) broke through, disordered.
Thrice their keen wedge of battle p. our lines. . Hellas, 377.

(4) of sound, penetrated.
Waked faint yet thrilling sounds that pierced the

crystal air. . . Laon, I. liv. 9.
the wide b.\tpierced axiA rent, vi. xiii. 5.

II. intr, (1) penetrated.

An oak-splinter ^i£rcf^ through his breast . . Vis.Sea^6^.

(2) penetrated emotionally.
A killing air, which pierced like honey-dew . . Epips. 262.
which /«r«rf like ice thro' every souf, . . . , Zo^w*, X. xxxi. 9.

(3) penetrated visually.

but 'mid the glooms /i£r«rfwith my charm&d eye Matilda, 35.

Pierced,//. (1) wounded, penetrated.
When thy Son lay, pierced by the shaft .... Adonais, 11. 2.

one whose spear nad/«rcffrfine, leaned beside . Laon,v. xiii. j.

When the bolt has pierced its brain ; Ode Lib. xix. 7,
/«^a^ by Moslem spears :— Pr. Athan. li.'i. 2\.

(2) penetrated emotionally.
when deei) My heart -waspierced Wxth sympathy, Laon, I. xxxv. 7.
pierced with unnatural pity. x. xv. 9.

(3) comprehended, penetrated mentally.
I have pierced The flaming circles Calderon^ 11. 163.
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(4) perforated.
Was /w^wflT with one round cleft Z-aow, VII. xii. 9.

Pierces, v. I. tr, (1) divines, comprehends.
A life of unconsutn&d thought which pierces Tlje

present, and the past, Hellas^ 147.
Which _^iWrcfij this dim universe like light, . . Front. 11. iv. 41.

(2) injures morally.
the broken reed Which /iV^-cij thee ! Prol. Hellas^ 12^.

II. inir. of sensation, affects keenly.
the breath of May pierces like a January blast. . Ck. ist^ II. 412.

Fierciug-, pr. pple, (1) breaking through.
with invisible violence Piercing its continents ; . Bpips. 400.

(2) intersecting.

Piercing sKx^ their trellised lines The rough dark-
skirted wilderness .

' Eug. Hills, 300.

(3) showing through.
PiV^«'«^ the clouds of smoke il/ar. Z?*'. xvill. 3.

(4) shining through.
Piercing the chasms of ever rising clouds, . . . Pr. Athan. I. 62.

Piercing the stormy darkness like a star, . . . ll. ii. 27.

(5) projecting towards.
Far, far above, piercing the infinite sky, . . . Mont B. 60.
As piercing the sky from the floor of the sea. . Vis. Sea, 25.

(6) thrusting or growing through.
Just piercing the dark earth, hung silently : . . Prom. II. i. 149.

Fiercing*, ppl. adj. (^1) of sotmd, penetrating the ear,

And^z£^«M^ cries amid the swift pursuit . . . Horn. Venus, 16.

then with piercing cry A troop Laon, vi. ii. 5.

(2) spasmodically painful.

My parchfed skin was split with piercing agonies. III. xviii. 9.

Fiercing't adj. sharp, clear.

And piercing, like the mom, -^— vil. xxx. 7.

*Pieria, n. a tract of country in Thessaly.
He from PieriiCs mountain bent his flight ; . Horn. Merc. xiv. 5.

Stolen from the herd in high Pieria, xxxil. 5.

Pierian, adj. of Pieria.

O'er the Pierian mountains clothed in shadows, Xll. 3.

Piety, It, (1) reverence, duty, benevolence.
With aught of natural^ic/>i to feel . . . . Alastor^ ^.

farewell r Let /zWjv to God, Cewc/, III. i. 387.
Thine is the hand whose ^zWji would soothe . . Deetnon, II. 2S6.

„ „ „ „^ „ „ . . a Jl/fl5, IX. 193.
P/e;(5', faith, and state necessity, (BdipuSy i. ^^i.

(2) a holy act.

As turns black parricide to ^2fi/y; Cjwct, V. i. 45.

Piff, n. swine.
the name Of^z^ remains to me (Edipus, I. 32.

which Brained many a gaping pig, I- 335.

*Pig'-lierds, c. n. Fig. rulers of the populace.
Squabbling makes pig-herds hungry, .... —— II. i. 135.

Pigeon, n, a domestic bird, a dove.
None knows ^pigeon from a crow,— .... Peter, in. xxi. 5.

*Pig'grisli,'«i:^'. Fig. English.
\n piggish souls can prepossessions reign? . . (Edipus, II. i. 77.

*Pig'grishuess, n. Fig. national feeling.

The taxes, that true source oi Siggishness, . . II. i. 6.

Increase -Kithpiggishness itself; II. i. 11.

of anyact incongruous With na.tive piggishness, ll.i. 160.

^Pig^uies, n. a fabulous dwarf people.
Pigmies, and Polyphemes, by many a name, . Witch, xi. 5.

Pigmy, ft. Fig. an insignificant person.
That every pigmy kicked it as it lay ; . . . . Triumph, 227.

*Pigua, n. a name in ' Tasso.'
Did you inform his Grace that Signor Pigna . , Tetsso, 3.

Pigs, n. swine.
Thus ^£^j were never counted clean, Devil, xxii. i.

Which should be given to cleaner Pzgs than you ? CBdipus, i. 29.

we pigs Were blessed as nightingales .... I. 39.
My /i^j, 'tis in vain to tug. i- 49-
Alas ! the Pigs are an unhappy nation ! . . . . I. 60.

those sows. That load th^ earth with pigs ; . . i. 73.-

mustfirst impanel A jury of the _^?^j 1.295.
they are all imperial ^z^j, I. 304.
And hurling suckiner/i^j into the air, .... i. 339.
and make the/zjfj Believe that the contents ." . I. 387.
Which free-born pigs regard with jealous eyes, . li. i. 14.

And, that the population of the pigs, ^.
. . . II. i. 21.

Those impious ^(^j, Who, by frequent squeaks, II. i. 25.

(I mean those more substantial pigs, II. i. 38.

if, by that sufferance, he could please ^^pigs; • ' II. i. 51.
the rising generation Of sucking ^z^j, . . . II. i. 56.
Or must share it with the lea.n Jigs/ . ... li. i.ii6.

Was there ever such a scene, /%^j/ .... II. i.iiS.

Since I first began to wean^i^fJ II. i. 120.

A miserable state is that of^i^j, li.i.131.

in your sacred Majesty Must please the pigs. . —'- II. i. 184.
And these fastidious ^z]fJ are gone, II. ii. 29.
The glorious constitution of the iVgs / . . . II. ii. 33.
stop the gruntin? of those ;^i^jy II. ii. 40.
my loyal /z^j. Now let your noses Il.ii.i20.

fPike, n. a peak or mountain summit.
Then there came down from Langdale Pike . . Peier, I. xii. i.

Pikes, n. stakes pointed with iron.

A bundle of rude ^/*6^j, Zao«, vi. xiii. ;..

Pile, n. (1) a neap or mass.
A xtxx^ty pile of wood the God then heaped, . Horn. Merc, xviil. i.

Wrapt the great pile with glare and roaring sound, XIX. 6.

They raised me to the platform of the pile, . Laon, III. xiv. i.

She leaped upon a ^«V|0, and lifted higli .... VI. lii. i.

Stood round that/z7tf, as near one lover's tomb X. xliii. 3.

the slow pag;eant near the pile doth draw. . . Xll. iv. 5.

a platform level with the /i'/g, xil. v. 2.

shrieks Of parents dying on ihzpile that burned Q. Mab, VI. 133.

The dark-robed priests were met around the^, / Vll. 3.

That rotted on the half-extinguished ^i'/tf. . . vil. 224.

(2) a range or series.

Gleamed like a //'/« of crags Fr. ofDream, S.

(3) a huge building.

Awindowless, deformed and dreary ///e / . . . Julian, loi.

rear Its /2/ifi the midst; Z.fl(7«, V. xl. 3.

As if thro' that black and massy /z'/tf, . . . . Rosal.S&S-
Thou too, aerial I^lel whose pmnacles .... Summer-Evg. 13.

There stands the pile, Tower ofFam. 10.

(4) Fig, accumulated wealth.
On the rank ^z7rf of luxury. Devil, xx. 6.

Pile, V. tr. (1) heap together.
I will^(Vle up my silver and my gold ; . . . Cenci, IV. i. $6.
Pile high the pyre of expiation now ! Laon, x, xxxviii. 2.

Such as the genii . . . Pile on the floor of the il-

lumined sea Prom. IV. 216.

(2) range like piles or heaps.
Its subject mountains their unearthly forms P^le

around it, Mont B. 63.

Piled, V. tr. heaped together.
over him the fine and fragrant woof Of his am-

brosial swaddling clothes h&piUd— . Hotn. Merc, xxxix. 6.

Piled,//. A. Lit. (1) heaped together.
"Wqiq piled within—a wonder to behold ! . XLI. 8.

"Bxit piled Qu high, an overflowing store . . . Laon, v. Ivi. 3.

Had /zV(?(/ three heaps of loaves, . vi. li. 7.

Ere night the pyre -waspiled^ x. xlii. i.

they \x3.\tt piled the heath, and gums, and wood. X. xlii. g.
in score ot mortal power Hdcve. piled: .... Mont B. 104.
Ere the cloud ///laa on Atlas can dwindle . . . Prom. 11. iv. 171.

(2) built up, reared.
Like fabrics of enchantment piled to Heaven. . Julian, 92.
Mountains of ice, like sapphire, piled on high . Laon, I. xlvii. 7.

(3) ranged.
But^iVrdT around, with summits hid . . . . Mar. Dr.viw. i.

Ana giant fanes, dome over dome Piled, . . . x. 3.

B. Fig. accumulated.
upon the heart are //&rf Their offerings,— . . Bpips. 381.
Watch till dusty death has piled Fr. Incant. ii. 2.

Till in the azure East darkness again -^zs, piled. Laon, ill. xxxiii. 9.
And the dust of Death \% piled Mask, xxiv. 2.

As thought by thought m piled, Prom.. 11. iii. 40.

fPiles, n. (1) logs driven into the b^d of sea or river.

As seen from Lido thro' the harbour /zVlw . . . Julian, 78.,

(2) masses of rock.

'

crowned With Cyclopean piles, .... . Laon, xil. xxxv. 7.

(3) heaps or masses.
O^er piles of snow and chasms of ice Two Spirits, 35.

Pilgrim, n. (1) a wanderer or exile.

The Pilgrim, of Eternity, whose fame .... Adonais, xxx. 3.
stained with blood from many z^pilgrini's feet. Q. Mab, ix. 92.

(2 J Fig.
moon, thou pale and grey Pilgrim of heaven's

homeless way, World's Wanderers, II. 2.

Pilgrimage, n. (1) journey, jaunt.
The' bent on pleasant pilgrimage, .... Julian, 64.

(2) wanderings.
The Hermit in \i\s pilgrimage had heard, . . Laon, IV. xxxiv. 3.
My lonely and unending pi^rimage, . . . . Q. Mad, VII. 197.

{3) course of life.

contemplates Its •well-spent pilgrij^tage on earth, III. 168.

*Piliiig', pr. pple. placing, heaping.
the detested task Oi piling stone on stone, . II. 146.

Pillage, V. Ir. plunder.
to pillage The produce of his neighbour's tillage, Peter, II. ix. 3.

Pillar, n. support.
The moveless pillar of a mountain's weight . . Q. Mab, iv. 142.

^Pillared, adj. formed like pillars.

and on the pillared stems . . Unf. Dr. 224.

Pillars, n. A. Lit. columns.
there rise /Ijy/arj of smoke, . . . ... Faust, 11. loi.

B. Fig. supporters.
Princes and Cardinals, pillars of the church, . . Cenci, i. iii. 2.

Pillories, n. places of personal punishment.
pinched up at the prisons or the pilloi'ies, . . . Ch. 1st, II. 66.

Pillow, n. A. Lit. a resting place for the head.
The thorny ^;"//i?w of unhappy crime, .... Dcemon, II. 287.

n ), ), n » Q- Mab, IX. 194.
On thy restless pillow.^— . Hellas, 2.

O pillow cold and wet with tears ! . . . Ind. Ser. Cane. i.

And thine arm shall be my pillow ; . . Inv. Mis. vi. 2.

3 U 2
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the p. For my light head was hollowed in his lap, Laon^ in. xxxi. ^.

fair dreams did pass Before my pillow ; .... iv. xxxiii.5.

Like a pillow of thorns foi" thy slumberless head. Prom.. I. 563.
To \s\BPill<m} hovering came I. 727.
Thatwhispered with delight to be its ^z7/i?a'. , . Triumph^ 2>^€i.

B.Fig.
And all the night 'tis my pillow white, . . , . Cloudy 15.

Make thy gentle soul their ^z7/(?w Sophia, II. 6. '

*Pillowed, pp. A. Lit. served as a pillow.
whom this cold breast Had p. to his nightly rest ! Rosal. 222.

B. Fig. reposed, rested.
The baby Sleep is pillowed: . ... Damon^ I. 43.

,, ,, ., . . . . . . Q. Mab^ 1. 40.
i^7/(7zcgf/ upon its alabaster arms, Prom,. W. 2^2.

*PiU.owing", pr. pple. Fig. supporting as with a pillow.
pillowing his head with it Rosal. 1267.

Pilot, n. A. Lit. a helmsman, a steersman.
A holA pilot I trow, Who should follow us now, Fugitives, il. 3.

and whispering to the Pilot^ said, Laon^ Vlll. ii. 2.

The Pilot then replied, viil. ii, 6.

the Pilots worn and pale With toil, . . . Vlll.xxvi.7.

A ^z7(?/ asleep on the howling sea ... . . Pro-m. I. 95.

B. Fig. a guide, one who directs.

that rude /i7i?/ who shall guide ... . . Ck. ist, IV. 13.

Lightning my ^z7i?/ sits, . Cloud, 18.

This pilot is guiding me, . 22.

Pilot of the Fate Whose course has been . . . Epips. 130.
And its ancient pilot. Pain, Sits beside the helm

again E^g- Hills, 333.
That crowd about the pilot in the storm. . , . Hellas, 192.

With that white star, its sightless ^//ij^j crest, , Prom. III. ii. 27.

Pilot, V. tr. Fig. guide, direct.

to pilot it To some calm and blooming cove, . . Eug. Hills, 341.
pilot him Through the soft twilight Hellas, i8o.

or what sweet dream 'M.3:y pilot us . ... Laon, vr. xxix. 2.

*Pilot-spirit, c. n. a guiding mind.
pilot-spirit of the blast Stirs as it sails Woodfnan, 62.

*Piloted, //. Fig. guided.
My bark by soft -winds piloted :... ... Eug. Hills^ 69.
Pilotedhy the many-wandering blast, . . . Gisb. 262.
Piloted it round the circumfluous ocean. . Witch, XXXIII. 8.

*Pilotless, adj. Fig. without a guide.
a Splendour Leaving the third s'^heiQ pilotless ; . Epips. 117.

Pilots, n. Fig. guides.
By thee, most beautiful oipilots, . . . Prom. 11. v. 92.

*Piiiip, n. a. panderer.
I'll be the pifKp, and you shall be the lover. . Faust, II. 270.

Pin, H. a piece of fashioned wire.

To mould a pin, or fabricate a nail ! . . . . Q. Mab, V. 142.

Pin, V. tr. Fig. fix as with a pin.

They'd^2« you down with a three-cubit collar, . Cycl. 214.

*Pincers, n. an instrument of torture.

and fire, zxiA pincers, and the hook, Laon, X. viii. 8.

Pinched,//, confined.
honest men who Ug pinched ixp at the prisons Ch. ist, II. 65.

*Pincian, a^j. leading from Monte Pincio.
Your fief that lies beyond the Pincian gate.— . Cenci, l. \. 3.

My fief beyond the Pincian.— I. i. 58.

*Pindua, n. a chain of mountains in Greece.
Not where Pindus is up-piled, Virgil, 14.

Pine, V. intr. (1) languish, wear away.
To suffer punishment and//«£, Cald^'on, II. 19.

(2) despond.
still dost thou ^2«e ^ , . . . ... Coleridge, 16.

(3) fret, mope.
Let those who pine in jjride or in revenge, . . Marenghi, i. i.

To pine into a sound with hating me Reviewer, 13,

(4) starve, want food.

With their TRoth&rs pine and peak, Mask, xlii. a.

Tho' around it the orphans, the iduthexless pine ? Tear, v. 5.

(5) with^;^?-, long vainly.

And pine for what is not : Skylark, 87.

Pine, n. (1) a tree of the genus Pinus.
A pine. Rock-rooted, stretched athwart .... Alastor, 561.
Yet the gray precipice and solemn pine .... ^71.
upon the rugged trunk Of the did pine ^14.
Among the branches of a_^/«e.' Cenci, iV. iv. 74.
Where the ^2«c its garland weaves .... Jane, Invitii, ^2.
firm as a giant//«^ . . • Laon, VI. x. 2.

dispread Like the /zwe'j locks VI. xxi. 6.

Where one vast ^/wfi is frozen to ruin .... Two Spirits, %\.
Under a.pine with ivy overgrown Unf. Dr. 204.
Like the scath'd pine, which a monument stands Vv, Jew, (2) 5.

(2) used to signify forests or tracts of pine-trees.

dim twilight mountains dark sNx^pine, . . , Laon, xii. xxi. 5.

Have past, by cedar, pine, and yew, , . . , Prom. II. ii. 2.

tanffled marsh and woods of stunted /2*«fi, , . . Serchio, 117.

ancfthe dove mourned in \h&pine , UnJ. Dr. 68.

(3) branches or fragments of the pine-tree.
The wreaths of stony myrtle, ivy and pine, . . Naples. 17.

With crownals of violet, ivy, and //we.* . . , . Ode, Arise, %o.

Pine, €. adj. attr. (1) of the pine-tree.

His couch oipine leaves ; . ... . Cycl. 379.

Shadowed hy pine and ilex forests wide, . . . Marenghi, xv. 4-

The //»£ boughs are singing Prom-.IV.^S,

(2) of the genus Fmus.
Still like the scathed pine-t!:ee.*s height W. Jew^ (2) 2.

*Piue-forest, c. n. a forest of pine-trees.
a wind Will rush out of the s\^\t\^ pine-forest, . Hellas, 178.
We wandered to the Pine Forest ...... Jane, RetX)ll. 9.
The pineforest on bleak Chiassi's shore . . , Matilda, 20.

*Pine«nuts, c. n. the fruit of the pine-tree.

The milky/zwe-««/j Marenght,-x%\w . 2.

*Pine-encircled, c. adj. surrounded by pine-trees.

Thf:^ pine-endrcled Tao\x.n^\T\, Maenalus, . . . Virgil, 18.

Pined, v. intr. (1) languished.
A sense of loneliness, a thirst with which I pined. Laon, Ded. v. 9.

For they all pined in bondage : 11. viii. 1.

(2) longed, desired earnestly.

and pined To wreak his fear of God ... . X. xxxii. 8.

, (3) with CM/izy, wasted with longing.
for whose disdain she pined away Adonais^ xv. 7.

(4) wither, languished with desire.

that child . . . pined for the Satyr leaping ; . . , Pan, ^,

Pined,//, withyw;' and with^ longed, suffered.

have pinedAnd wasted for fond love Alastor, 62.

And marriageable maidens, who have pined
With love, Laon, TV. xiii. 5.

Pines, n. pi. of Pine, n. (1).

And nought but knarled roots of ancient//«^j . Alastor, 530.
Of these wild oaks and ^z«5j— Calderon, II. 172.

Cedars, and yews, and JS2^«£J / ... ... Cenci, \\l. x. 2^2.

And their great /«'«ej groan aghast; . ... Cloud, i^.

the hozx pines already feel her breath : . . . . Faust^ II. 12.

low-breathing Through ^olian pines, .... Fr. Pleas. 7.

And when the//«tfj of that bee-pasturing isle, . Hellas, 170.

Pierce the, Pines and tallest trees, , . . . Isle, 7.

We paused amid the pines Jane, Recoil. 21.

as wnen low winds attune The midnight pines ; .Laon, lll.xxviii.8.

Where ebonj^. a shade under the starlight wove. lll.xxxiv. 9.

like mist the topmost pines among xr. xii. 9,
the gloomy pines of a Norwegian vale. .... xii. vi. g.
Over -whose pines, and crags, and caverns sail . Mont B. 14.

Thy giant brood oipines around thee clinging, . •^— 20.

vast pines are strewing Its destined path, . . 109.
it is the blast Descending on the pines .... Cane. 5.

When winds blow loud, /2W&Smake sweet melody. Moschus, 9.
Arcturus through yon pines is glowing, . . Pr. Athan. II. ii. 32.
And, hark ! is it the music of the pines ? . . . Prom. I. 669.
Gathering again in drops upon the//w£j, . . , 11. i. 84.
A wind arose among the/?«&?/ ... . 11. i. 156.
And sate in Repines, . Sensit. PI. III. 16,
Amid a wood of pines and cedars blended, . Witch, xxix. 5.
frost paints thepines in winter time XLIV. 8.

Pining, pr. pple. languishing, suffering.

fond eyes are //«i'K^ till they come, Laon, Vlll. iv. 3.

a world pining in pain Asks but his name : . . Prom. Ii. iv. 29.
Pining yNith famine, swoln with luxury, . . . , Q. Mab, V- 161.

Pining, ///. adj. (1) suffering, languishing.
and with the groans ofpining s\a.\es Prom. I. 128.
And at thy voice hetpining sons uplifted . . . I. 159.
To /2'«z«^ famine and full-fed disease, . . . Q. Mab, V. 49.

(2) lamenting.
Pining regrets, and vain repentances, .... v. 246.

Pinion, n. Fig. a wing, signifying power or protection.
which upwards on a pinion Borne, .... LaonyW, Song,^. 13.
Tempest unfolds its pinion o'er the gloom . , . Q. Mab, IV. 29.
Unfold the brooding j(5/k/i3» of thy gloom, . . . - vill. 4.
The world was darkened beneath either/iW(?« . Triutnph, 26^.

Pinioned, adj. Fig. winged.
In dream, the golden pinioned Genii came, . . Laon, I. xxxii. z.

Pinions, n. A. Lit. wings.
And it unfurled its heaven-coloured /z«zo«j, . . Witch, xuy. i.

B. Fig.
Into the shadow of her^/Wflwj wide Ode Lib. ill. 12.

My song, its /iWoKj disarrayed of might, . . . xix. 11.

puts on the /•z«/owj Of fancy, /V.^Maw. II. iii. 16.

on lightning-braided /«»;'(3«J, . Prom. I. 765.
Meanwhile thy spirit lifts \tsi>inions ... . 11. v. 85.
Unfurled ^e\x pinions to winds of heaven. . . Q. Mab, ix. 231.
And lan^id storms ^ew pinions close

;

. . Rosal. 552.
Kept their swift/m/owj half outspread, .... ;749.
It floats with rainbow /^z'wwwj St. Epips. 150.
on its eiLgle pinions to the peak Triufnph, 222.

When day shall hide within her twilight pinions, Witch, Ded. il. 6.

Will thy pinions close now ? World^s Wanderers, 1. 4.

Pink, adj. roseate.

Under//«^ blossoms or within the bells . , . Prom.. II. ii. 84.
Pinnace, n. A. Lit. a boat.

Where never mortal//«Kace glided, — .. n. v. 93.
And down the streams . . . ^\e pinnace past ; . . Witch, xxxviH. 5.
like a cloud Upon a stream of wind, the/, went: XLI. 2.

The _^/"««acc, oared by those enchanted wings, , xlv 7
B. Fig.

whose swift pinnace of dewy air , Naples 33.

*Pinnacle, n. the highest point of a building or mountain.
Should fall as from a glorious /mwac/e .... Ch. 1st, II. 1^4.
Stood on an isolated /m?/ac/fi, ....... Damon, {. 2S7.
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This /i»«af/tf of isolated crag; i'awj/, ii. 94.
dome, pyramid, and ^innacle^ Mont B, 104.
to stand High on an isolated j>!'««ac/«/ , . . . Q. Mai, n. 2Si-

"'Pinnacled, /ip. Fig. set in the highest point or degree.
finnachd on the past Sway the reluctant present, Prol. Hellas, 8.
/%«M«c/gflf dim in the intense inane Proni.wl.'w.iQdf,

""Pinnacles, n. pi. of Pinnacle.
Its fields of snow and #JK«ac/«j of ice . . . . Alastor^S^.
Lifted their black and barren pinnacles . . . . 54r;.

Thepinnacles of that black wall of mountains . Faust, II. l'i2.
And from the desart's ice-girt /i«Mac/«i . . . Sonn. Nile, 3.
Thou too, aerial Pile! whose ^ZKfMc/ej . . . . Summer-Evr.i^.
From the white ^m»ac/Bj of that cold hill, . . Witc/i, XXIK. 2.

Pins, n. Fig. fastens.
To act the deeds that rumour/(«j on you. . . Cenci, I. iii. 16.

{Pint-pot, c. n. the measure of a pint.
as much imagination As ^pint-pot;— .... Peter, IV. viii. z.

Pints, n. Fig. great quantities.
We shall &j[iipints of hydatids in's liver, . . . CEdipus, I. 84.

*Piny, adj. grown with pine-trees.
In the depth ofpiny dells, Bug. Hills, 270.
behmd some piny mountain shower, Int. Beauty, I. B.

Over the piny eastern hill Mar. Dr. V. 6.
Or^zKjrpromontory of the Arctic main, . . . Ode Lib.vui. 1.

thefarsighingsofyon/zKjidale Pr.Athan.ll.VL.AX.
Pious, adj. (1) devout, respectful.
No human hands with pious reverence reared, . Alastor, 51.

(2) holy, praiseworthy.
And heard the/zV?«j cause for which 'tis given, . Cenci, I. iii. 9.
as grave. Pious, and just as once V. ii. 194.
prefer /4oa.s humanity to wicked will ; .... Qic/. 296.

(3) satir. serious, devout.
Murmured this //o«« baptism:— CEdipus, I. ^60.

Piped, V. intr. played on a reed or similar instrument.
'

He jSiJSirf the while Hom.Merc.\.:u.-xv\l.z.
Pipes, n. musical mouth instruments of wood.
the liquid voice Ofj>z>>M, LXXVII.4.

^Pipings, n. music.
Theechoofhis^jjijK^j/ ... . . LXXXVII.4.
Listening to ray sweet ^i^z«^j. , , . . /few, I. 5.
Reeded Dy my sweet ^^z^iWfj II. tj.

With envy of my sweet /i^zw^j. ... . II. 12.
And then I changed my /2]^/w_^j,—> . . . III. 5.
At the sorrow ofmy sweet /z^z"«^j III. 12.

*Pip]iins, n. small earthen cooking vessels.
As pipkins late to mountain Cotter Peter, V. xv. 5.

*Plciue, n. offence taken, irritation.
Not whilst for private ^z^KC the public fall, . . M.N.Post.Fr.\a.

Pirate, n. a sea robber.
A /ira/le ambushed in its pathless sands, . . . Calderon,n.liri.

Pirate, c. adj. attr. Fig. acting like pirates.
Our myriads before their weak pirate bands ! , Hellas, 463.

Pirates, n. pi. of Pirate, n.
Following the Pir. who had kidnapped Bacchus. Cycl. 105.

Pisa, n. a city of central Italy.
In Pisa's church a cup ofsculptured gold . . . Marenghi, IV. i.
on Pisa's marble walls the twine Of direst weeds ix. i.

*Plsan, coll. n. inhabitants of Pisa.
Screens Lucca fi-om the Pisan's envious eye, . . Serchio, 40.

Pit, «. A. Lit. a deep hole.
while Hermes sought some hole or pit, . . . Horn. Merc. LXX. 6.
B. Fig. a snare or trap.

So Cenci fell into the ^zV/ Ce«a, 11. ii. 114
towards the ;>z;f of death; /V-o»2. II. iv. 23.
Which bars thepit over Destruction's strength ; iv. 564.

Pitched, V. tr. fixed, settled.
They/zVo4erfupon the plain of the calm mere. . Witch,-l.u. Z.

Pitched,//. IHg. fixed, settled.
Have^zVc/t. in Heaven's smile their camp of death Adonais, L. 8.

Pitchy, adj. black, grimy.
The/zV^rAjf smoke of the departed fire . . . . Z,a(??z xil xxvi 4

Piteous, adj. (1) sad, miserable.
It is a. piteous ofRce C«m«; ill. i. 42.
since his most swift undpiteous death v. ii. 52.A piteous sight, that one so fair and young, . . Loan, XII. xiii. 7.

(2) to be deplored, unfortunate.
Itwasawickedthotight, a/z'/«o»jdeed, . . . Cenci,-v.\. 10.

(3) awaking pity.
That stern yet ^//ff(?«J look V. ii. no.
from her sneA piteous countenance Faust, 11. 397.

(4) tender, sad.
I'ia.i piteous thought which did my life console ! Dante Conv. ai

"'Plthecusa, n. the island of Ischia.
every jEolian isle From Pithecusa to Pelorus . Ode Lib. XIII. 6.

Pitied, ». tr. sympathised with.
Who loved and ^zV/crf all things, , Julian ±±4..

Pitied, pp. compassionated.
but thou hast /zVzc<i it With needless tears! . . Ce««, III i 368

Pities, V. tr. compassionates.
That gazes on thee tilHn thee it ;5zV!M . . . .Moon,l\.i.

*Pitlest, V. tr. compassionatest.
Thou/z%j/ them? I speak no more! . . . . Prom. 1.6^1,.

Pitiful, adj. compassionate, sympathetic.
But tender-hearted, meek and ^^zVz^w/. .... Cenci, I. iii. 13.

And see how meek, how pitiful, how staid, . . Dante Conv. 45.
Pitiless, adj. (1) wretched, miserable.
She must quit at deep midnight her pitiless home. St. Ir. (6) I. 4.

(2) unfeeling, heartless.
the pityless fiend. With all his winds Q. Mad, IV. 30.
the sweeping storms Of/zVy/tfjj power ! . . , . IV. 127.
beneath Their/z'/y/ejj tread lies torn iv. 201.
A vengeful, ^e/j)/ejj, and almighty fiend, . . . iv. 211.
and /z^/tfjj zeal Froze every human feeling, . . VII. 211.

Pits, n. (1) graves.
such as the dead breathe In charnel/zXr/ . . . Cenci, in. i. 16.

(2^ sockets.
and in the black ^zVj Which once were eyes, . , CBdipus, n.ii. 62.

:|:Pittauce, n. portion or measure.
the poor pittance which the laws allow Of liberty, Q. Mad, V. 182.

Pity, n. (1) as a personification or entity.
near the fane of Wisdom, Pity's altar stood : . . Hellas, 734.
Indignation Answered Pity from her cave ; . . . Ode Lib. XI. 6.
From city to city, abandoned oipity, .... CEdipus, I. 244.
Pity then will cut away Those cruel wings, . . . Rarely, IV. 5.
p. Weeps o'er the shipwrecks of oblivion's wave, . TowerofFam. 3,

(2) compassion, sympathy, merciful feeling.
but/zifji and awe Soothe her pale rage Adonais,vin. 6.
moved with pity. Would soothe its stings. . . . Calderon, 11. 88.
Till God in pity call for him or me Cenci, II. i. 83.
For^z^fy'j sake lead me away to death. . . . v. ii. 112.
To our great father, who in pity and love, . v. ii. 129.
Think what it is to strangle infant pifv, .... . v. ii. 148.
Fling, at their choice, curses or faded^z'/v, . v. iii. 41.
For jSz'/v'.y sake say thou art guilty now. . . . v iii 54And tears and terror, and the^z'^ of hell, . Ch. ist, II. 336.
/z^V alone Can break a spirit E.Williams,ll.A.
for^zjfy of my strife and pain Epips 27sThe childish pity that she felt for them, . . Fiordisiina 41
Loosened the springs oipity in all eyes, . . . Ginevra, j66.
Hope in /Z-/V mock not Woe Jane, Invitn. ±t.
1 he ^z/)i and the love of every tone; Loon, l. xix. a.
When mid soft looks oipity, there would dart . iv vi 7Pi^, not scorn I felt, tho' desolate The . . . v xxv 7andmany kissed my feet In /z'/yJ madness, . . V. xxxv.V.
^ and Peace and Love, anlong the good and free ! v. Song, 2. 1 k.
Whose showers are /z'/jf'j gentle tears, . . . v. ^4.8.
pierced with unnatural pity x. xv 9Thy worshippers abased, here kneel (or pity . . x xxix 3
fear killed in every breast All natural /zXji then x xl 7and thejOz/jiofsweet eyes Gave strength . . . Love, Hope, ii..
Wilt thou our lowly beds with tears of pity lave ? M. N. Frarnit. 2%
With soothing ^z'^V upon mine M.W.Cf.l 6
thy accents sweet Of peace and /zVji fell like dew iv 2My ^zVjj. on thy heart, poor friend

; . . . Magnet. Lady, 1. 4.That *zA. was a royal thing; aSdipus,l.i%.
I wish that /z^ would drive out the devils, . . I ?7
Till in ;>zJy and terror thou risest, 111146And *ziji from thee more dear One word. l. 7.

'

bmalljustice shown, and still less ^ZifV Peter ui i 5But^z^ and wild sorrow for the same;— . . . Pr. Athan \ Zand>ythepainpf^z6i
. .„. Prol. Hellks',02.

fc?',"^^.™"™ triumphant, will weep down Pity, . Prom. I. xok
Withering up truth, peace, and *z^. .... \cix,
Pity, eloquence, and woe

; { IV,'
Unhappy love, had made, thro' use and^zVjp, . . 11 i 41And dove-eyed/z'.fli'j murmured pain, and music, in iii 46Thou wilt never come for /z/r Rarely, w.x
hatred s eye Can blast not, but which /z/v kills ; Zucca vi 7
(3) mercy.

No*zVj/, no release, no respite! Oh, . . . Prom. \n. i. 6i.
(4; sad, grievous.

And yet if It were ^z/v ' ttt ^,
(55 protection '

'"• 93-

must fly the ^zVji of the port „ .„

Pity, V. tr. feel compassion for, sympathize with
it is Enough I pity him, .... _! , ,,Pray that^ejSzVji both ourselves and thee. ;

'. .' Cot«, 1. iii ito
I/z^jp the Count Cenci from my heart ; . . . __ ' „ ;; «
^«V thy daughter; ....'. .' . . iv i If"Poor wretch, IjSzifjr thee ; ... . v ii

«"
yet spare me, Spirit, ^z-<v me \\ '. Fr. Silence,^W ouldst *z<v me from tliy most gentle eyes . . Julian, 339.Disdain! Ah no ! I/zVjithee. ...... Promln
Alas I I pity thee, and hate myself . .

' / Sg
Alas! I wonder at, yet ^zVji thee l'

428'
Pity the self-despising slaves of Heaven, .

'
i' Zjq'And yet I/zTji those they torture not. . . . l" 631'

Her step seemed to pity the grass it prest ; . . . Sensit. PL ii 2 1.Art kind when I am sick, and /zVy me Yet look 12.
Vitying, pr. pple. (1) compassionating.
/i'^zM^ the tumult of their dark estate— . . . Pr Aihan \ ubut ;Sz>)iZK^ shed One drop of balm .... Q. Mab lii ^2
(2) Fig. having consideration for.

'

With pitying my own back Qycl. 647.
Pitying', ppl. adj. compassionate.
And let mild, *z-0.zK^ thoughts lighten . . . . Cc«a, v. iv liaI cannot shed the /SziSiZK^- tear, . . . MNFrnl^liii
With that mild, A^i/gaze!. . . . '.sia,-',^"^^^-
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Pityless. (See Pitiless.)

Place, n. (1) a spot, a locality, abode, dwelling.

Even to the mournful ^/arfi where Adonais lay. . AdonaiSy xxill. 9.

In the sweet solitude of this calm^/acff, . - . Calderon^ i. i.

lost my way In this wild ^/acB/ 1.62.

here is the ^/ace for deeds 1.220.

hospitality Of this rude//tKS, 11.174.

live In some blithe ^/oc^, like others ofmy age, . Cenci^ 11. i. loi.

To be nailed down into a rxaxTow place ; . . . V. iv. 51-

and London to a. place Of peace and joy ? . . . Ch. isty I. 4.

time and place for fit rebuke.— ii« 92-

Soon as we came into this craggy ^/acff, . . . Cycl. 374.
Indeed this plau is closely carpeted With flowers 548.
Doubtless there is a place of peace . . . . E. WiJliafns^ VI. 7.

A divine presence in a place divine : Epips. 135.

She led me to a cave in that wild pia^^ . . . 291.
all th& place is peopled with sweet airs ; . . . . 445.
It is a favoured ^/aflg 461.
far from the appointed place. Fausi^ II, 3.

Thence at the hour and place and circumstance . Hellas^ 1S2.

What has thought To do with time, or place^ . . —— 802.
Cyllenian Hermes from the grassy place, . . . Hont.Merc. LI.4.

as if they went towards The^/ace LVIII. 3.

it was a place of blood Laon. VI. xlvi. 3".

To the place from which they came, . ... Mask, Lxxxvi. 2.

and drummed her "From, place to place, .... CEdipus^ I. 259.
A slough of blood and brains upon ihc place, l. 330.
That he was gone to the wrong place :— . . . "Peief, I. xi. 4.

Though to be sure this place was Hell ; . . . . IV. xxii. i^

Such virtue has the cave andpiace around. . . Prom.. III. iii. 63.
And in no other ^/oce But that celestial dwelling, Q. Mab, II. 88;

Those rooted hopes of some sweet piatx of bliss IX. 15.

There was a Power in this s-^t&t place, .... Sensii. PL n. i.

Filled the place with a monstrous undergrowth, .
^-^ ill. 59.

and all the plac^ Was filled . Triumph, 339.
For who that in some happy pla(x .... W. Shel. Cane. I. 7.

(2) a spot in any given body or subject.

the vulnerable ^/a£K Of these same crocodiles. . Ch. \si, I. 105.

(3) the position or situation in life.

If I abandon her who filled ^^ place She left, . Cenci, 11. i. 96.
"Wliat name, what/,, whatmemory shall be mine? III. i. 75.

(4) occupation, official position.

Thou Dost this in virtue oi^y place; . . . V. iv. 12.

to be \n place and wear a star; Faust^ II. 283,

(5) way, passage, room.
Place, for the Marshal of the Mask ! . . Ch. 1st, I. J.

Give, place, ^v&^ace/ You torch-bearers, . . i. 113.

Give^/acfilo the Marshal of the Mask ! . l- i34-
Place, ^we: place I I. 179.
Plaix tor young Voland ! . . . . . Faust^ II. 219.

(6) rank, position.

Impels the generations To their appointed place, Prol. Hellas, 27.

The pla^ each spring of its machme shall bll ; . Q. Mab, vi. 164.

(7 J locality.

And their //ace is not known Mont B. 120.

(8) find place = have existence.

the only ill which can find //ace .... , Cenci, v. iv. 99.

(9) in place of= instead of.

in the //a«K of it The ivy Efips.^^g.
Awe in the //ace of grief within him wrought. . . Ginevra, J78.

You must accept in //(zoe of serenade— . . . Gisb. 2ji,

and in place of it A soft hand issued ..... Unf. Dr. 144.

(10) stead.

In thy//ace—ah ! well-a-day ! To-morrow^ i. 5.

(11) had place= a. was done or performed.
That rite haA place; Laon, V. li. 8.

b. to have being or position.

Had life and place in the corrupt belief . . . . Q. Mab, vi. 86.

„ „ ,, „ ,,.... Superstition, 15.

(12) take place= a. be acted or performed.
Where, for more glory, let the ceremony Take /. (Edipus^ I. 409.

b. occurs, happens.
Whatever change takes //acis, oh, stick to that ! 11. ii, 13.

Place, V, tr. (1) repose or rest.

He did place His pale lean hand upon the rugged
trunk Alasior, 632.

(2) set, establish.

and /&/flce my foot triumphantly . . . . Calderon, 11. \2\

,

(3) put in a special spot, dispose.

Sh& place my lute^ together with the music . . Ch, 1st, 11. 457.
And place no impious food within thy jaws. . . Cycl. 269.
here place it in the midst 554.
PlaceyoMT most sacred person here CEdipus, II. i. 145.
Would //flos a gaudy mock-bird M^//M, Lxxiv. 4.

(4) arrange.
Nay, haste, and place in order quickly The cook-

mg knives, Cycl. 220.

the bounteous wizard then would //ac» Vanna . Sonn. Dante, 9.

Placed, V. tr. fixed, settled or put.
then //acci/ upon the fire A brazen pot to boil, . Cycl. 383.
on spits of wood he placed the two, .^ Hofn. Merc. xx. 5.
He placed the fat and flesh and bones and all. . xxii. 8.

where me his soft hands/. Upon a couch of grass iMon, iv. ii. 8.

Iplaced him in a paradise, ... , . Q, Mab, VIZ. log.
/Mc^fl? something in the mould ........ Unf.Dr.Xi^^,

Placed,//. (1) arranged.
With graceful flowers tastefully //ace*/about ; . Gisb.21^.

(2) established in a position.
placed on a conspicuous throne of thorns, . . . Q. Mab, ill. 89.

(3; situated.

Hath Nature's soul, . . . placed afar The meteor-
happiness, IV 100.

Places, n. (1) localities.

I love all waste And solitary places

;

Julian, 15.

(2) positions occupied,
Satan, Christ, and Mahomet Start from their/. / /Vo/. Hellas, 77.

*Placid, adj. (1) calm, unruffled,

on a /. stream, Beneath a woven grove it sails, . Alastor, 400.
Ruffle the //izc2'^ocean.deep, Disnton, 11. -^6.

„ „ „ „ Q.Mab,\ni. 6s>

(2) peaceful, resigned.
To cheat kind nature of the placid death . . . Cenci, v. i. 14.

Placing^, pr. pple. (1) reposing, settling.

Placing your mighty sides upon the ground. . . Cyd. tjSi.

(2) inflicting.

By placing on your hearts the secret load . . . Julian, 346.

Plague, n. (1) any fell infectious disease.

For the red /&^«fi kept state CA. u/, I. 9.

But like a fiery plague breaks out anew . . . Hellas, 553.
At the third watch the spirit of the plague . . . 013.
who did dwell Like famine or the. plague, . , . I^ion, V. xxxi. 5,

deeply quaffed The Plagite's blue kisses— . . . VI. xlviii. 9.

Lo ! Plague is free To waste, Vlll. v. 6.

Which ifke a plague, a burthen, and a bane, . . viii. viii. 5.

For Farthquake, Plague, and Want^ .... ix. xiii. 9.

Left Plague her banquet in the j^thiop^s hall, . li. xvii. 5.

First Want, then Plague came on the beasts ; . x. xiv. 1.

lie Faith, axid Plague, and Slaughter, .... x. xvii. 8.

Then fell blue Plague upon the race of man. . . x. xx. i.

but Pla^e did flin^ One shadow upon all. . . x. xxiv. 3.

Comes Plague, a winged wolf, .... , . x. xxiv. 8.

The arrows of_the//a^e among them fell, . . x. xxx. 6.

Madness, and Fear, and P., and Famine still . x. xliv. 2.

That Want, and Plague, and Fear, xi. xviii, 7.

The Spectre of the Plague before me flew, . . . xii. xxv. 6.
When P. had fallen on man, and beast, and worm, Prom^. I. 172.

(2) a bodily evil.

Feeding a //a^Mfi that secretly consumed . . . Dcenton, II. 157.

(3) a trouble, a woe.
Kvil, the immedicEible//a,fiM£. Prom.. II. iv. loi.
And spread tbe//a,^7f« of gola and blood abroad: Triumph^ 287.

Plague, V. reji. trouble, vex.

I observe only how men plague themselves ;— . Faust, I. 41.

^Plag'ue-spotted,^. adj. Fig.
Plague-spotted ^A^ pay curses Cehci, IV. i. 94.

"''Plaffue-strickeu, c. adj. afBicted with disease.
tottering and slow, Plague-stricken, foodless, . Laon, X. xlii. 8.

as in a town, plague-stricken, Peter, III. xxi. i.

Plagues, n. afBictions, troubles.

that thou on me Shouldst rain these plagues . . Julian, 453.
Rain then thy plagues upon me here Prom. i. 266.

^iPlafniner, pr. pple. vexing, annoying.
the pleasure Qlplaguing the poor things. , . . Faust, I. 59.

Plain, n. A. Lit, (1) an expanse of country more or less

level.

through the plain in tranquil wanderings crept, . Alastor, 500.
Has seen above the illimitable plain Doemon^ ii. 94.
The waveless //az« of Lombardy, 'Eug. Hills, gi.
Seems to level plain and height ; 309.
'Mid the harvest-shining //flz«, 217,
Stretched on the precipice above the plain. Horn. Merc. LXVlli. 8.
green mountain slope and pastoral //«««, . . Lxxxiv. 2.
Fell, like bright Spring ujion some hertiless /. / , Laon, Ded. Vll, 2.
To meet thee over the rejoicing //a/w, .... II. xxxviii. 5.
When these dissevered bones are trodden in the/. li. xlviii. 9.
below, The//fl/« was filled with slaughter,— , iii. xi. 7,
There is 2, plain beneath the City's wall, . . iv. xxv. i.

They stand a speck amid the peopled plain ; . iv. xxvi. 3.
and outspread The/Za?w, the City, and the Camp

below, -— V. i. 4.
As to the plain between the misty mountains . v. xxxviii. 3.
Over the//a2« the throngs were scattered then . v. liv. i.

Amidst a group, where on the utmost//am , . v. Ivii, 8.

into the^&/k Disgorged at lenrth the dead . , vi. vi. 6.

And ministered to many, o'er the //azm . , . vi. xvii. 7.

like the vapour of the tempest fled Over the /. / . vi. xxi. 5.
far tents implanted Upon the plain, . ... vi. xxiii*. 8.
and soon I reached the^/fl/« vi. xliv. 9.
thus we sped O'er the lit//am, vi. xlv. 8.
fruits over the //am, . . . she flings, jx. xxi. 7.
They rushed into the //a/'w.— x. xi. 2.

And not a murmur from the plain^ Love, 22.
Ah ! when will come the time, when o'er the/. M, N. Post. Fr. 43.
Listening he pauses on the embattled //iww, , . , ^q^
And I see Satan stalk athwart the plain ; . . .M.N. Ravail 64!
And sweeps o'er the breast of the prostrate plain. M.N.SpeaHors.g.
With air-clad crags that//a/« ofland and sea,— Marenghi,xxil.K.
Like a herbless plain, for the gentle rain, . . Music, Ipant, I. 5.
On the heavy sounding //oi'w, Ode Lio. yiix.. 6.
fill . . . With living hues and odours/, and hill : Ode W. lVind,\.i2.
Blackened with lichens, on a herbless//am. . . Orpheus, 69.
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his throne Of rock upon a desert herb]ess//aj», Orpheus^ 104.
Once peace and freedom blest The cultivated p. : Q. Mab, II. 203.
And fell, as the eagle on the plain Falls . . . RosaL 1184,
Which the circumfluous piatn waving^, below, . Serchio^ 41.
Pours itself on the^/ozw, ji2.
What shapes of sky or plain } Skylark, 74.
Ineffectual gleams on the snow-covered plain^ . Tear^ III, 2.

The clash ot the hail sweeps over ^^ plain— . . ZVco Spirits^ 23,
until he spreads, . . . His waters on the plain : . Witch^ lvii. 6.

(2) applied to the sea or a lake.
And we glode fast o'er a pellucid//ai« Ofwaters, Laon^ I. xlviji. 5.

bore Cytnna o'er the -plain Ofwaters ill. xvii. 7.

Has seen above the illimitable _^/fl;2«, . , . . Q. Mab^ viii. 89.
On the windless expanse of the watery ^/a(«, . vis. Sea^ 46.
They pitched upon the^/ai» of the calm mere. . Witch^lAl.Z.

(3 1 applied to the expanse of atmosphere,
stooping from ^^ plain Of morning light, . . . Laon^ Vll. x. i.

Beneath is a wide^/azK of billowy mist, . . . Prom. 11. iii. 19.
To alight on midnight's dusk^^/flzK, . . . . /?tfJo/. 1044.
B. Fig. even course of life.

o'er the//flzw Of crystal youth ; Z^a0»,VIl.xxxiii.2.

Plain, adj. (1) clear, evident.
"Ti^ plain I have been favoured from above, . . Cenci^ IV. i. 39.

(2J well-known, ordinary,
the broad and plain and beaten road, .... Ch. isl, i. 44.

(3) simple, straightforward.
Hear, Cyclops, a plain tale Cycl. 232.

(4) not obscure, easily understood.
m plain Theban, that is to say, (Bdipus^ II. ii. 108.

(5) of simple ingredients, not rich.
so plain a dish Could scarcely disagree.— . , il. ii. 27.

Flainings, n. murmurs, complainings.
You the plainings faint and low, Death Vanq. 39.

Plainly, adv. (1) distinctly,

Purganax has plainly shown a Cloven foot . CEdipus^ II. i. 125.

(2) clearly. '

'TwELS very plainly to be seen ... ... Peter^ l. i. 4.

Plains, n. pi. of Plain, n. A. Lit, (1).
And whiten the green plains under, Cloud, 10.
Over the lakes and the ^/amj, 26.
And the plains that silent lie Bug, Hills, 294.
harmonies Of the plains and of the skies, . . GuitarJane, 66.
And flower-paven plains, great Hermes past ; Horn.. Merc. xvi. 3.
To the wild woods and the plains, Jane, Invitn, 49.
o'er the ^/i2z'«j The multitudes went homeward, . Laon, v. Iviii. 7.
the^A«"«j and mountains, .... ... v . Song ^.1,
rains Its sulphurous ruin on the plains Mar. Dr. Xll. 7.

Where the plains stretch wide around Mask, Lxv. 4.
Like gentle rains, on the dry plains, Peter, V. xiv. i.

Lightning and Inundation vexed theplains; . . Protn. I. i6g.
like plains of com Swayed by the summer air ; . iii. ii. 20.
the burning _^/flzwj Where Lybian monsters yell, Q. Mad, 11, 216.

*Plan, n. Fig, a project, mode of executing a project.
Altho' our ^Tstpian failed . , Cenci, in. ii. 48.
I will dissuade him from this plan, Cycl. 450.
But singing, he conceived a.nother plan. . . . Hofn. Merc. x. 8.
I'll countermine him by a deeper //fl«/ . . xxx. 2.

Sudden he changed his plan, LXXI. i.

should have formed some^^!« Julian, 548.
This plan might be tried too ;— CEdipus, I. 307.
We will take q\xtplan Prom. iv. 156.
Your parricidal^. At length shall meet its destiny PrembleKings,^.

*Plan, V. intr. project, scheme.
Restless they plan from night to morn : ... Falsehood, 84.

*Plane, n. a tree, genus Platanus.
But I my languid limbs will fling Beneath the^,, Moschus, 13,

*Plane, n. a smooth level surface.
Aplane of light between two Heavens of azure : Naples, 1 1

.

Planet, n. A. Lit. (1) a heavenly body.
like a God throned on a winged planet, . . . Epips. 226.
But thou art as a. planet sphered above ; ... Fiordispina, 26.
the//aw*/ that hovers upon the shore .... Ginevra, igg.
Which the orientplanet animates with light ; . Hellas, 217.
Whose life was like a setting planet mild, . . . L^ion, Ded. xii. 4.
Serene yet sorrowing like that planet fair, . . l. xxi. 2.

The mountains lay beneath one planet pale ; . . ll. x, 6.
And, when he saw beneath the sunset's ^/aw«;^ Marenghi, xxvil. 1.

K planet, like the Morning's, lay; Mask, xxix. 2.

Double the western plants serene flame. . . . Pr. Atkan. Fr. 6.
ere yon planet Has se^ Prom.. II. iv. 147.
And as the presence of that fairest ^/awe^, . . . Trium^ph, ^\6.

(2) the moon.
For the ^/oTze^ of frost, so cold and bright, . . Constant, l, ^.
B. Ptg. (1) used of an important person.

The Planet of that hour, was quenched, .... Epips. 313.
A^/ow^^ lost in truth's keen rays;— /fe/er, Vl."xxxiv.2.

(2) a brilliant object.
One clear and mighty planet hanging o'er . . . Laon, I. Ivi. 7.
beneath the ^/a«^^ sate a Form, .... i. lvii. 2.
Thy deep eyes, a double Planet, Sophia, ll. i.

Planet, c. adj. attr. planetary.
Such tiny twinklers as theplanet orbs .... Dcemon, li. 315.

II ti n It )!••• Q' Mab, IX. 223.
*Planet-crested, c. adj. star-crowned.
That //fl«tf/-crM/tf^ shape swept by Provt. 1.76^.

*Planet-strnck, c. adj. astounded by a meteor.

Like giants in contention ^/flwe^-j/rMCy^, . . . Hellas^ 533.

Planetary, adj. of or from the planets.

0{ planetary music heard in trance Epips. 86.

Symphonious with ^i^ planetary spheres ; . . . Q. Mab, VI, 41,

Symphonious to the _^ifl«tf/iz?0' spheres : . . . . Vlll. 18.

*Planetless, adj. where planets are not visible.

A shoreless sea, a sky sunless and pianeiless / . Laon, III. xxii, 9.

Planets, n. pi. of Planet; n. A. Lit. (1).

Earth, sea and sky, the planets, life and fame . II. xxx. 8.

The loveliest of the /-/awe/j/ /Vow, III. iv. 9.

unquiet republic of the maze Oiplanets, . . . IV. 399.
the abyss Of heaven with all its ^/aw^^j/ . . . Woodman, it.

Plan^, n. a broad piece of sawed timber.
Now from this plank Calderon, II. 62.

Riving sail, and cord, axAplank, Fug. Hills, 13.

Andonahttle^/aw/6, Mar. Dr.xw. S-
The //fl«<6 whereon that Lady sate ... . xvi. i.

At last hex plank an eddy crost, xvil. i.

His plank, then plunged aside to die. .... Prom. I. 722.

Sent through the pores of the coffin //a«A / . . Sensit. PL in. 12.

through the vihraiting plank . Kz'j. Sea, 44.
Planks, n. pi. of Plank.
Planks turned to marble ; Prom.. IV. 290.

^Planned, v. I. tr. (1) arranged, projected.
the dust of him who planned This refuge . . . Adonais, L. 4.

(2) described.
His mother's cave and servant maids he planned Horn,. Merc. X. 5.

II. intr. worked, schemed.
Be their tomb vAio planned To make it ours . . Naples, 163.

^Planned, pp. (1) projected, arranged.
So stem, as to have //aww^i^ the crime alleged, . Cenci, v. ii. g^.
how all things there ^^i^ planned, Rosal. 1260.

(2) laid out the design of.

That he had a mansion //fl««^r^ ... . . Peter, il. xi. 1.

And she that temple thence had planned; . . . Rosal. 1073.

^Planningf, pr. pple. scheming, devising.
All sorts of caitiff corpses planning Peter, III. ii, 3.

*Plans, n. designs, delineations.
ioxplans nautical and statical ; Gisb. S3.

*Plans, V. tr. arranges.
Plans for the field of death his plodding schemes ; M.N Post. Fr.^S.

Plant, n. an organised body possessed of life but not of
consciousness.

Papai ! the vine must be a sapient ^/aw^. . Cycl. 581.
Such fragrance drew From plant or flower— . . E. Viviani, 9.
Let every tender herb and plant and flower, . Eleg. Bion. 4.
from its heart of hearts that plant puts forth . . Epips. 385.
to each^/aw/, and star, and heast, Laon, ix."xxxiii.6.
A Sensitive P/flw^ in a garden .grew, Sensit. PL i. i.

As the companionless Sensitive Plant. .... i. 12.
But the Sensitive P. which could gfive small fruit i. 70.
For the Sensitive Plant has no bright flower ; . i, 74.
For the Sensitive Plant sweet joy to bear, . . i. 95.
Were mixed with the dreams of the Sensitive P. i. 109.
The Sensitive Plant -^zs the earliest i, no.
And on the fourth, the Sensitive P/aw/ .... iii, 5.
The Sensitive P/flw^ like one^ forbid Wept, . . . 111.82.
And under the roots of the Sensitive Plant . . iii. 102.
The Sensitive Plant was a leafless wreck ; . . . iii, 1 15.
Whether the Sensitive Plant, iv. i.

Theplant grew fresh and thick, Unf. Dr. 162.
yet no one Knew What^/a«^ it was; . . 163.
Day by day I nursed the plant, 180.
Upon the sleeping eyelids of the plant, . 189.
And the//««/ died not in the frost? . . . 194.
The^/a«/grew strong and green, . . Witch, xxxiii. i.A plant upon the river's margin lie, . . . Zucca, VI. 2.

air And light revived the plant, ix. 2.
Well might the plant grow beautiful and strong, x. 1.

the form Of every summer plant was dead . . xi. 7.

Plant, V. tr. set things in the ground for growth.
we will//a«/, while skies are sunny, Flowers, . Peter, III. v. 4.

^Plantations, n. colonies or settlements.
withthenext favouringwindForthe/*/a«^aAo«j. Ch. ist, 11.364.

Planted, v. tr. (1) set in the ground.
and there P/aw/fi(/ the tree of evil, Q. Mab,w\. \io.
and I //aw/^rf It in a vase .^MCi:a, vill. i.

(2) implanted, engendered.
May sate the lusts \planted in their heart. . . Q. Mab, Vll. 116.

Planted, ^^. i^?;^, (1) started, originated.
Although on earth \isplanted, Love's Rose, 11. 4.

(2) established, settled.
who had planted, ... A nation amid slaveries, . Marenghi, vi. z.

Plants, n. pi. of Plant, n.
Its loneliest dell, where odorous ^/i2«/j entwine . Alastor, 146.
and undergrowth of odorous //a«/j, Calderon, \. ^.
Shrank with the ^/a«^j, Deemon, 11. 119.

n n n O. Afa5, VIII. 149.
caresses of all duller ^/a«:fj Which bloom . . . Laon, vi, xli. 2.
All overgrown with trailing odorous ^/aw/j, . . ProTn. Iii. iii. 11.
B.\\plants, And creeping forms, m. ijj. gi."
And Indian _^/aw;!j, of scent and hue Sensit. PI. in. xo.
Andplants, at whose name the verse feels loath, m. eg.'

And rested 'mid the ^/ttw/j of India, . . ilnj. Dr. 12S.
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Plants, w. tr. Fig. establishes,

Z&w/j liberty's flag on the slave-peopled shore, . Tear^U.$.

i'Flasliy, adj. watery, oozy.
made a _^/ojAy fen Under the feet

—

Zoow, VI. xii. 5.

*Plastic, adj. (1) that forms, fashions or influences.

while the one S'piiiVs piastzc stress Adonais, XLIII.3.

(2) descriptive, that presents a likeness.

he planned all In plastic verse Horn. Merc. x. 6.

(3) pliable, easily moulded.
Lies subjected and p/asizc at his feet Q. Mab^ v. 135.

fPlate, n. (1) a platter of china or earthenware.

Or drop and break his master's _^/a^e Peter^ V. vi. 5^

(2) utensils of gold or silver.

He hired a house, bought ^/a/e, Vll. viii. 1.

Flatfonu, n. (1) the flat surface.

They raised me to ^^ platform of the pile, . . Laon^ III. xiv. i.

I could see Th^piaiforfK where we stood, . . V. xlvi. 5,

(2) a raised dais or elevated surface.

^platybrtn level with the pile, ^— Xll. v. 2,

Flatforms, n. Fig. level surfaces.

She ran upon the platforms of the wind, . . . Wiich^ LV. 7.

*Plato, n. a Greek philosopher, b. B.C. 429, d. B.C. 348.
I am the physician of whom Plato prophesied, . Ck. 1st, II. ^go.
Then P/ff/o'J words of lieht Pr.AtAan.ii.iu6t.
For this I felt—by Plates sacred light Prol. Hellas^ 94.
I am the image of swift Plato's spirit, .... Sp. Plato^ 4.

All that is mortal of great Plato Triumph^ 254.

*Platouic, adj. in the manner of Plato.

their sublime Platonic contemplations Ch. ist^ II. 64.

^Plaudits, n. acclamations.
the //a«rf;Vj of a servile crowd, Q. Mab^ v. 172.

4:Plausible, adj. specious, apparently reasonable.

^ve such 2^ plausible account, .... . Horn. Merc. Lxvi. 5.

tliey mutter All plausible delusions ;— ... xcv. 5.

Play, n. A. Lit. (1) sport, frolic.

Towards these dreadless partners of their //(zy. . Dcenton, 11. 166.

„ ,, ,, „ „ . g. jfl/a^, VIII. 224.

tired with pleasure and with ^/ajy. ^aw.?/, il. 323.

Soothing the mind with sweet familiar ///zy, Horn. Merc. Lxxxil. 7.

And each one, with peculiar talk and^/izy, . . . Marengki^ xix. 5,

Is Btpiay with Freedom's fearless child— . . . Ode^ Arise
^ 41.

Oft, when my little ones at //ajV, Posal. 263.

And soon the others left their play^ 442.
how every day Will pass in happy work and //ajv, 455.
Sate my two younger babes at ptay. 526.

(2) Shakespeare's 'Tempest,^ II. i. 148.

A commonwealth like Gonzalo's in the play, . . C^. ist, II. 365.

(3) gambling.
Drinking, lying, swearing, play. Peter, IV. v. 5.

B. Fig. (l) movement.
a lake whose waters wove their piay Z^on, iv. iii. 5.

Hiss round a drowner's head in their tempestuous
play Ode Lib. XIX. 15.

(2) manner of acting, practice.

The wanton horrors of her bloody play ; . . . Q. Mah, v. 24.

Play, V. I. tr. A. Lit. 1^1) act, assume.
Which //aj) the part of God Ch. ist, II. 240.

(2) commit, perform.
To let his vnSepiay any pranks she pleased, . . CEdipus, II. i. SO.

(3) perform on.

A Lute, which those whom love has taught to p. Epips. 65.

B. Fig. carry on.

mutual foes, for ever play A losing game . . . Q. Mab, III. 172.

II. intr. A. Lit. gambol, sport.

Fearless and free the ruddy children ^/izjV, . . . Dam-on, II. 194.

I like to play A little with the mouse Faust, l. 83.

With heaps of golden shells we two dsAplay,— . Laon, vil. xxt. 8.

the Bible Before it goes to play CEdipus^ I. 218.

May i iheTvplay beside thee the long noons, . . Protn. III. iv. 28-

axAplay with Lilla till I come Rosal. 83.

In a merrier glen to hoot and play, 140.

It would play with those eyes Vis. Sea, 73.

May it not leap z.uAplay as grown cats do, . . Witch, Ded. i. 6.

B. Fig.
Let your light sisters ^^/fljV

—

Autumn, \\.%.

The clouds were gone to //ajy, fane, Recoil. \/^.

did play O'er its marmoreal depth: Laon, I. xx. 6.

light airs did play Among the dewy weeds, . . Vll. i. ,^.

and in my hair the winds dS-dpiay vii.xxxix.8.

So those pale fingers play not with thy gore, . . Prom, i. 602.

There those enchanted eddies //izv II. ii. 41.

To see the smiles of peace around them //ay, • Q- Mab, Vll. 252.

About my frozen heart, did pla^. Rosal. 399.
o'er its gentle countenance did play The busy

dreams, Witch, XL. 3.

Played, v. I. tr. acted, performed.
On which that lady^/oye^;? her many pranks, . i-i. i.

and many quips and cranks ^he played .... Ll. 6.

the pranks she p. among the cities Of mortal men, Lxxvill. i.

II. intr. A. Lit. (1) sported, frolicked.

And whilst I waited with his child \ played; . fulian, 143.
for IplayedAs I remember with the lady's shawl— 603,
A Nautilus upon the fountain ^/aytff/, . . . . Z.0i3», Vii. xxvi, 7,

Round his feet ^1^5^ to and fro, Mask, V. 2.

And many more Destructions played Vll. i.

Fearless and free the ruddy children played, . . Q. Mab, IX. 1 15.

some upon the new Embroidery of flowers, , . .p. TViumpk, 449-
others played Under the crown 497.

(2) gambled.
Played at dice for Ezzelin, Eug. Hills, 239.

(3) performed.
Which skilfully he held and played thereon. Horn.. Merc, lxxxvii. 2.

and on the double flute /Viz^'^i^ to it Unf.Dr.\%\.
B. Fig.

fire which, . . . played beneath The frown ofman ; Prom.. 11. iv. 6t.

Played, pp. enacted, carried out.

One of thy games then to have played, .... Falsehood, 42.

Who knows whether the loving game is played, . Fiordispina, 78.

Playfellow, n. companion in recreation.

to know On second sight her ajitient playfellow, fulian, 154.

*Playfiil, adj. (X) fanciful, jocular.

Then 'twas a wild and /iizjjy^/ saying . . . . Rosal. ssg.

(2) sportive, gambolling.
Dashed into fragments by a.playful child, . . .St. Epips. 23..

*Playfally, adv. sportively.

When oft he //(jy/^/<Py would bind Rosal. 1028.

*Pla3rfaliiess, n. sportiveness.
On the pure smiles of infant playfulness

:

. Dcsmon, 11. 204.

„ „ „ • . Q- Mab, IX. 125.

distempered ^/ajf/w/. Of thy untutored infancy: . VI. 74.

,, „ ,, „ ,, „ . Superstition, 3.

Playing, pr. pple. (1) sporting, gambolling.
Milking their dams oxplaying by their sides ? . Cycl. 187.

andplaying With its dead mother's breast, . . Hellas, 826.

Lay ^/(zy/K^ with the covering of the bed . Horn.. Merc.xsv.6.
The young ^/oyz'TZ^ at hanging, . (Edipus, l. 2ii^.

her child Is yet smiling, and playing, . . . Vis. Sea^ 166.

(2) dallying.
Shall sitplaying on a bed !— Cycl. 503.

(3) performing.
He began playing on the lyre at noon, .... Horn. Merc. III. 2.

(4) moving nimbly.
With gentle smiles about its eyelids //oy/w^, . . Witch, LXXI. 4.

^Playmate, n. (1) associate in play or sport.
The dearest ^/ajr/«a/e unto thee W.Shel.l\l.%.

(2) Fig
When the low wind, its //aywwife'J voice, it hears. Question, U.S.

*Play]uates, n. pi. of Playmate (2).
the very winds. Danger's grim playmates, . . . Alastor, 608.

Plays, v. I. tr. makes music to.

as the [wind ?] plays the song of 'A widow bird ' . Ch. 1st, V. 3.

II. intr. Pig. moves freely.

Whose branches the air plays among, .... Orpheus, 29.

*PlaytMiig', n. a tbing whicb serves to amuse.
Welcome, you Excellent plaything/ Horn. Merc. v. 4.

*Flaytlun^s, n. Fig. the amusements.
disdain The playthings of its childhood:— . . Q. Mab, III. 132.

make raeu'the playthings of their babyhood, . ill. 211.

Plea, n. (1) a point urged, an argument.
Nay, there is reason in your plea; 'twere hard. . Cenci, II. ii. 17.

Would be a mockery to my hoMer plea. . . , —— iii. i. 212.

(2) a reason.

A. plea for sating the unnatural thirst Q. Mab, VI. 12S.

Plead, V. I. tr. allege, urge.
Might ^/tfof/ that argument with God? . . . . C?««, in. ii. 53.
If you liaveaught to plead in mitigation. Speak. Ch. ist, in. 9.

II. intr. speak urgently, argue earnestly.
my dead Mother j^/eorf against my soul .... Cenci, ii. i. gs.
Plead with the swift frost v. iv. loi.

Plead with awakening earthquake, ^^ v. iv. 103.
//earf With famine, or wind-walking Pestilence, . V. iv. 105.
Plead, loud as thunder, at Destruction's throne. . Ld. Ch. Ii. 4.

*Pleadest, v. intr. arguest earnestly.

Who, 'gainst the Crowned Transgressors Plead. . Naples, 71.

Pleading*, pr. pple. (1) putting forward, urging.
Pleading, as I could guess, the devilish wrong . Cenci, V. iv. 16.

(2) begging, imploring.
Pleading for Laon's life— .... ... Laon, Xll. vi. 7.

Pleading for a world of woe : . . . . . Rosal. 63 1

.

What the knit soul that pleading and pale . . 870.

Pleads, V. intr. speaks pleadingly.

To him who novf pleads in this royal presence.— Ch. ist, II. 228.

Pleasant, adj. agi-eeable, delightful.

In the //oM-an/ air of noon Constant, v. 2.

Nay, master, something new is wery pleasant . Cyd. 229.
in making short a //ff(wa«/ way? ... . . Faust,iu6.
Tho' bent on //«W(j«/ pilg^rimage, fulian, 64.
Pleasant if one considers it, Sensit. PL IV. 14.
Who vex this ^/tfojflw^ world St. Epips. 1^2,
With such swift feet life's green and^/tfflJo«^ path, Ye hasten, 10.

Ifpleasantly, adv. smoothly, agreeably.
and we were sa.i\mg pleasantly, Laon, 1. xlvii. 4.

Please, v. I. tr. (1) gratify, indulge.
Seeing I please my senses as I list, .... . Cenct, I. i. 69.
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I fitted up for him Those rooms ... to A his whim, Julian^ 253.
Are wont to do to piea^e their whim, ... . Peter^ IV.' v. 4.

(2) to afford i:)leasure to, to delight.
therefore will I To please the young Faust^ II. 292.

(3) satisfy, content.
If separate it would //tfajtf me better, .... CBd/pus, i. $10.
If, by that sufferance, Ae could ^/^oj^ the pigs; . 11. i. 51.
in your sacred Majesty Must p/ease the pigs. . . 11. i. 184.

(4) win the approval of
who can please long The Omnipotent ? ... Prom, I. 343.

(5) used impersonally^ let it seem good to.

^0 please your Majesty to sign this order . . . Ch. isl, II. 378.

II. intr. (1) choose, prefer.
homilies of whatever length Or form they please. 11. 377.

(2) be willing, think well.
I love you well—but, \{ you please^ Peler, IV. xii. 4.
That whensoever he should please^ . . . . v. x. 3.

Pleased, v. I. tr. delighted, gave pleasure to.
And I perceiving that it ;6/fiajerf him, . . . Cycl. 4.14..

II. tnlr. chose, liked.
To let his wife play any pranks she pleased^ . . (Edipus., II. i. 50.

Pleased, j5/. contented, satisfied.

Their stern oppressor pleased appears awhile, . M. N. Post. Fr. 57.
And Peter bowed, quite //sajfitf and proud, . . Peter^ 11. xiv. i.

Pleasing, pr. pple. (1) gratifying, satisfactory.
A thing extremely //leas2«^ to my heart. . Horn. Merc, lxxxix. ^.

(2) pleasant, agreeable.
'twas forlorn. Yet pleasing^ ... . . . Julian^ 40.

(3) giving pleasure.
And ye spirits that can never cease pleasing. , . M. N. Ravail^ 77.

*Pleasurable, adj. agreeable.
all resigned To //tfiWM?'a5/e impulses, .... Q. Mab^w.^i.

Pleasure, n. (1) as a personification.
And /'/i?flj«rtf, blind with tears Adonais^-Siiw.t.
Pleasure^ that divinest birth, ... ... Fr. Pleas, 2.

E'en as Pleasure dreams of thee, Inv. Mis. xi. 3.
Nature, or God, or Love, or Pleasure^ . . . Laon^ V. Song, 2. 9
His name, they said, was Pleasure, Love, Hope, 2.
And from Pleasure still they hold All it circles, 415.
Pleasure lures the heart to follow— 48.
when Power and Pleasure, Glory and Science . /Vo/. Hellas, 156.
Behold! where ^/sajwr^ smiled; Q. Mab, u. 112.
With virtue, love, ^.ud pleasure, hand in hand. . ix. 75,

(2) enjoyment, happiness.
The offer gives me pleasure Calderon, i. 109.
^^ pleasure then remains ; III. 114.
turning YsXs^ pleasure to true iefnominy. , . in. 143,
I thought of nothing else ^ut pleasure; . . Cenci, i. i. 104.
For the violet paths oipleasure Ch. 1st, i. 46.
Disease a.nd pleasure cease to mingle here, . . Dmmon, ii. 172.
young thoughts of wingless^/eajwr^.? .... Epips. 68.
If you divide ^/fiffjMr^ and love and thought, . . 180.
How much, . . . Oipleasure may be gained, . . 183.
buy A pound oipleasure with a dram of trouble. Faust, ii. 247.
tired -^x^ pleasure and with play n. 323.
Each with its load oipleasure, slow yet sweet ; . Fiordispina, 4.
They murmur proud pleasure Soft and low ;— . Fugitives, in. 9.
Listened with all his soul, and laughed for^. Horn. Merc, lxxii. 2.

and wake Thy joyous j5/ieizjM?'5 Lxxxi. 5.
If love lives ^htx\ pleasure dies, We will love, . Inv. Mis. iv. 3.
I have not as some do, bought penitence With p., Julian, 329.
Too happy they, -^hos^ pleasure sought . . . L.erici, 49.
Of the regret vsxdX pleasure leaves, 51.
Nor would I change for pleasure . . . Mary, who died, in. 5.
Yet ^tis not pleasure Prom. I. 149.
Let the Hours, and the spirits of might and/., . iv. 79.
Come, swift Spirits of might and oipleasure, . . iv. 131.
overladen With thepleasure of hnr love, . . —— iv. 469.
all the germs Ofpam orpleasure, Q. Mab, iv. 149.
unshared pleasure, sordid gain, or fame; . . . v. 35.
And sigh for pleasure they refuse to give,— . . v. 242.
Where pain a.nd pleasure, good and evil join, . \'i. 233.
Poisons no more the //^fljM^tf it bestows : . . . VII1.130.
Lending their power to pleasure and to pain, . viii. 138.
Disease and pleasure cease to mingle here, vill. 230.
Thou wilt come for pleasure Rarely, IV. 4.
Since none in what I feel take pain or pleasure, . Rosaf.'Ji%.
Brought pleasure there and left passion behind. . Sensii. PI. il. 24.
Envy would kill Pleasure, . Sonn. Byron, 2.

In those eyes, grows pale with pleasure, . . . Sophia, III. 2.

?Lnde2XS.\\ie pleasure;— St. Dejection, ui,%.
All//caj«re and all pain, Triumph, ^^ig.

The heart-fire oipleasure has kindled its eye ; . Vis. Sea, 75.

(3) a special delight or gratification.
Come where a //fiajwre waits thee Calderon, in. i2'&.

A fearful pleasure makes it prick and tingle : . Cenci, IV. i. 164.
almost give up the pleasure Of plaguing . . . Faust, i. 58.A pleasure which you had not known before. . 11.' 116.
where we taste Thepleastire of believing . . . Julian, 16.
"^Tik-e pleasure in his abjectness, Q, Mab, III. 87.
Unspeakable //tfaj«?'ff, of goodness the dower, . St. Ir. (5) 11. 7.
tortured by their agonizing; //fifljwrf, Xriumph, 143.
and 2l pleasure hid In melancholy gloom, . Witch, xxxvili. 4.A //tfaj«?-« sweet doubtless it was . . . . lxi. i.

(4) will or desire.
There the Pope's further pleasure will be known. Cenci, iv. iv. 156.

Let the Pope's pleasure then be done Cenci, v. ii. 190.
the sovereign's j>/£aj«?'tfAnd that which it regards, Ch. ist, II, 19.

During the ^/fiflf«yB of the Court III. 6.

Time, as \i h\s pleasure Were to spare Death, . Naples, 13.

It is my voysiX pleasure That you (Edipus^ I. 308.
'Yhz.t pleasure I well knew, . I. 311.

(5) goodwill, satisfaction.

Aye; dust shall he devour, and that with //isajwr^, Faust, I, 94.

*Pleasure-donie, c. n.

A pleasure-dome surmounted by a crescent, . . Unf. Dr. 91.

*Pleasure-house, c. n.
a. pleasure-house Made sacred Epips. 491.

Pleasures, n. (1) happiness, enjoyments, delights,
'^'\rst OUT pleasures ^\e— . Death, III. i.

companion cold Oi pleasures now departed ; . . Ginevra, 190.
These recollected //lsflja?'^jj' Gisb. 192.
It moans iox pleasures that are past, .... M. N. Melody, 32.
Stay ye pleasures that never can cloy, . . . .M.N. Ravail, 76.
They have ie^^ pleasures in the world beside

; , ,5"/. Epips. 114.
Than all the pleasures in the world beside, . . UnJ. Dr. 29.
These were tascve pleasures

;

Witch, LV. i.

(2) luxuries, gratifications, follies.

now sleeps Lapped in \i2.d pleasures, Cenci, III. ii. %(>.

These pleasures End in delusion.— Faust, II. 402.
^Plectrum, n. a little instrument of ivory, horn or quill.

Preluding with the plectru»z, Horn-. Merc. ix. 3.
The plectruTn struck the chords—unconquerable Lxxi. 5.
with the plectrum strook The chords, .... lxxxv. 4.

Pledgee, n. a token, an evidence.
Is not that ring

—

a. pledge, Ginevra, 71.
The pledge of vows to be absolved > 7c,
I hope I need require '^q pledge Peter, VII. iv. 3.
press into thy breast \h\sple(^e of love ; . . . Q. Mab, Ded. 13.

Pledge, V. tr. (1) plight or promise as a guarantee.
Pledge thy salvation ere I speak Cenci, in. i. 223.
I sNOvXd pledge my soul That she is guiltless. . . v. ii. 62.

(2) Mg. used in drinking healths or pledges.
And pledge with thee the mighty Devil in Hell, . i. iii. 8^.
soon millions shall ^/(Sdjf£ the draught! . . , . Zaow, VI. xlviii.9.

Pledged,//. (1) engaged.
Is pledged to bear thee unto Cyprian. . . . Calderon, in. 108.

(2) drunk.
And we have //g^^f/ a health or two together, Cenci, l. iii. 10,
Fledging, pr. pple. drinking with.
/%f<f/K^ the demons of the earthquake, . . Gisb. 60.

Plenteous, adj. bounteous, abundant.
Thou plenteous Ceres Of their Eleusis, hail ! . . (Edipus, I. 16.
The earth pours forth its //ew/aowj fruits, . . ii. ii, 9.

Plenty, n. (1) abundance of food,
when plenty Had filled his empty head .... Devil, xvi. l.

To include religion, morals, peace, and plenty, . (Edipus, il. i. 8.

(2) bounteous produce.
Bid the Earth's//£«/;v kill

! Naples, 160.
spread Earth's fap with plenty, Q. Mab, iv. 91.

*Plethoric, adj. overfed, of full habit.
The plethoric King Swellfoot could not fill, . . (Edipus, I. 191.

*Pletliory, n. a superabundance.
The disease of the state is o-plethory, , . . i. 263.

jPlied, V. tr. pressed on.
and I Plied him cup after cup, Cycl. 418.

Plight, n. state, condition,
and well they mig^ht Be in admirable ^/z^yj/, . . Mask, III. 2.
All part, in happier //n^^^ to meet again. . . . (Edipus, i. 414.

Plight, -v. tr. pledge, engage in.
Plight not the worst before the worst must come. Ch. 1st, ii. 325.
Lovers renew the vows which they did plight . Lavn, iv. xxi. 8.

*Plinins, Pliny the elder, b. A.D. 23, d. 79.
since first I read in Plinius Calderon, i. 52.
upon a passage Of jP/z'kzmj, i. iii.
The God defined by Plinius; . ... i J19

*Plintli, n. a block of stone.
Did Laon and his friend on one grey plinth, . . Laon, II. xviii. 3,

tPlodding, ppL adj. careful.
Plans for the field of death V\splodding schemes ; M. N. Post. Fr. 48.

Plot, n. a plan or scheme.
By some such plot of mingled good and ill . . Cenci, v. i. 80.

:}:Plottiug, pr. pple. contriving.
Plotting da.T^ spells, and devilish enginery, . . Gisb. 107.

iPlough, n. A. Lit. an agricultural implement.
Loom, BLud plough, and sword, and spade, . . Mask, xli. 2.
With jS/ott^^ and spade, and hoe and loom, . MenoJEng.yiii. 1.

B. Fig.
And selfish cares with barren plough, .... Rosal. 428.

Plough, V. intr. Fig. (1) labour,
wherefore ^/oMjf,4 For the lords who lay ye low? Men ofEng. i. i.

(2) sail through.
And plough the quiet sea in safe delight. . . . Horn. Castor 22.
ye^/£)M_^A The barren waves of ocean, . , . . Zaow, vili. ix. 6.'

^Ploughshares, n. the turning blades of ploughs,
o'er white-hot plough-shares tread Unsinged, . (Edipus, 11. i 172
Beating their swords to ploughshares

;

— . . . Witch Lxxv K
Ploughed, V. tr. Fig. cast or beat up.

'

hail with stony clash Ploughed u^ the waters, . j,. a
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Ploug-lied, jS/. Fig. passed through.
No keel has ever //(?a!^A^(:^ that path before ; . . Epips. ^w.

*PlouEfliing, pr.pple. Fig. tearing or forcing.

ploughing the pavement up, CBdipus, I. 338.

Floug-lis, z/. tr. Fig. forces through.
Where ruin //(?a^A5 her goryway, Devi/, xi. ^.

Pluck, ». tr. pnll or cast off.

I cannot //«cl it from me Cena\ ill. i. jg.

Plucked, V. I. tr. pulled off.

many a fragrant weed From the green ruin//., . Laon, VI. xxvi. 5.

II. intr. snatched.
and ever as we fled. They plucked at Cythna— . III. v. 8.

Plucked, pp. gathered.
So that their grapes may oft be pi. together \—>- . Marenghi, x. 4.

Plume, n, wing.
whose golden //«OTfi Floats moveless .... Laon, xi. xxiii. 2.

^Plume-uplifting, adj.phr. feather ruffling.

There steams a. plume-upnfling vi'm.d , , . . Protn. II. ii. 53.

Plumed,/^. Fig. winged.
Crime, whose wings are plunted with years, . . Hellas^ 906.
O thou, -who plutned -wmi strong desire .... Two Spirits, i.

Plumed, ppl. adj. winged.
the _^/«w2J^ Seraph came, Z-aoM, XII. xxiv. i.

The plumed insects swift and free, Senstt. PI. I. 82.

Plumes, n. A. Lit. (1) feathers.
like^/wmejupon ajhearse;— Calderon^i. I'j.

So their plumes of purple grain, Eug. Hills, 80. -

Shone thro' the^/M??zfij its coils were twined within Laon, I. ix. 5.

far away, Floated the shattered ^/«»zej ; . . . I. xi. fe.

The eager //M?«tfj subsided on his throat— . vii. xxvii. 7.

^& plumes of overshadowing wings, . . , . ix. xxv. 8.

And those plumes its light rained thro' , . . Mask, XXJX. 3.
And thro' their lulWns plumes arise, . ... Prom., i. 225.
in the fountain dip "Xhisw plufnes^ Rosal. 121.

(2) wings.
as one sandaUed sni^ plumes of fire, Epips. 218.
her plumes the bark did s;uide Laon, Xll. xx. 9.
those pluntes of dazzling hue . xii. xxxii. 4.
Under plumes of purple dye, Prom.. l. 320.
Dear sister, close ^y plumes over thine eyes . . I. 439.
The space within myplumes more black than night. I. 524.
When a Dream with plumes of flame, .... ^-^ i. 720.
Who, soothed to false repose by the fanning p.

above I. 776.
The ^olian music of her sea-green ^/«?«fij . . li. i. 26.

The printless air felt thy h&\a.ted plumes. . . II. i, 34.
Winnowing the lightsome air witli languid _^/,, . III. iv. 107.
Its plumes are as feathers of sunny frost, . . . iv. 221.

On my ^lA&ii plu9nes where'er they move ; . . Two Spirits, 14.
And in thy sight its fading //a?w^j display ; . Witch, Bed. ill. 4..

B.Fig. (1).
And his hximmg plum.es outspread, Cloud, 32.
Till those hn^t plutnes of thought, Eptps. 15.

huTnirtg pluTnes to tenfold swiftness fan it, . . 227.
Repulse, with plumes from conquest torn, . . . Hellas, 988.
A minister of truth, these pi. young Laon bore. . L,aon, II. xx. g.
And, in the rapid ^/«w?ej of song, OdeL,ib.l.6.
As are the noon-tide plufnes of summer winds . Prom. II. i. 37.

(2) clouds so called.

Twinkling and dim, peep from between the pi. . Orpheus, 92.

(3) applied to the rainbow.
And green and azure plumes of Iris Triumph, 440.

*Plum.pest, adj. fleshiest, best fed.

Selecting two, the ^/m7??^^j/ of the crowd, . . . Cycl.^'jz,

*Plunder, v. intr. despoil.
Kill! plunderI burn! let none remain Hellas, 972.

Plunge, V. intr. rush suddenly.
Yet pause, a-ndplunge Into Eternity, .... Prom. I. 416.

Plung'ed, V. intr. (1) dived.
clasped her feet, and plunged with her .... Laon, Vil. ix. 8.

He ^/«wp'£c/ thro' the green silence Vll. x. 3.
His planK, then plunged aside to die. , , . . Prom.. I. 722.

(2) rushed.
among The thickest billows of that living storm

Iplungedj Triumph, 467.
Plunges, V. tntr. rushes or jumps.
the arrows glance and wound,

—

'^q plunges in : . Orpheus, 50.

*Plunging, pr. pple. falling or rolling suddenly.
Plunging into tlie vale— Mont B. Cane. 4.

Ply, V. tr. (1) carry on, engage in.

They //y their watery tasks Arethusa,v.6.

(2) work.
And she cried : Ply the oar ! Fugitives, 11, 6.

JPo, n. one of the chief rivers of Italy.

Over all between the Po Eug. Hills, 246.

Pockets, n. bags in garments.
To cram in great coat ^o^i^^j, Serckio,']^.

^Poem, n. a metrical composition.
A poem on her when she's dead :— Peter, VI. xxviii. 3.

Poesy, n. (1) the art of poetry or poetry itself.

Thoughts the most dear to him, ^nd poesy, . . Alastor, 160.

Poesys unfailing River, Which thro' Albion winds
for ever Eug. Hills, 184.

song and overflowing ;fto^jy/ Horn. Merc. LXXVII. 2.

Paintings, the, poesy of mightiest thought, . . . Laon, l. liii. 6.

their fountains flowed In ^ofi^y 11. xxxi. 6.

And Science, and her sister ^ejry, V.Song,S-i4-
PoesyWas drawn from the dim world to welcome

thee Marenghi,^!!. S-
To walk in the visions of /?7?jy Mask,l./\..
in sweetest sounds and varying words Oipoesy. . Orpheus, 83.
and the power divine Of might5' poesy .... 86.

To pave the temple that his poesy Has framed, , — 117.

the pictured ^i7e.^ Of some high tale Witch, xs:v\. i^.

Added some grace to the wrought poesy, . . . xxvi. 8.

(2) as a personification.

In the still cave of the witch Poesy. Mont B. 44.
Of Painting, Sculpture, and rapt Poesy Prom., ill. iii. 55.
Roofed over Sculpture and Poesy; iv. 113.

thou, coy Poesy, Art the Adonis whom I love, . Tasso, 10.

Poet, n. (1) one who is inspired to write poetry, as distinct

from a verse maker.
There was a /b^^ whose untimely tomb .... Alastor, 50.
The Poet wandering on, through Arabie . . . 140.
the Poet kept mute conference 223.
the Poet sate Holding the steady helm. . 332.
Vision and Love ! The Poet cried aloud, . . . 367.
The Poet longed To deck with their bright hues

* his withered hair, 412.
Wove twilight o'er the Poefs path, 427.
Hither the Poet came 469.
the P. blood. That ever beat in mystic sympathy 051.
Many a sacred Poefs grave Eug. Hills, 187.
A poefs free and heavenly mind : Exhortation, 20.

Not the rapt poefs frenzied lay Eyes, 2.

To beat the poet and the deviltogether Faust, II. 366.
In poefs tower, cellar, or barn, or tree ; ... Gisb. 2.

like duns Thundering for money at a. poefs door \ 221.

The freedman of a western poet chief . .... Hellas, $6^-
To sage or poet these responses given— .... Int. Beauty, ill. 2.

A dying ^tf^/ gave me books, . Eaon, i. -xsxv'ii. 4.
He was a mighty poet— Peter, v. ii. 1.

Pure-minded Poet of these days vi.xxxiv.5.

A friend of ours—a poet— ... . . . Vll. ii. 3.

On a poefs lips I slept . Prom. l. 737.
not the visioiied poet in his dreams, Q. Mab, I. 68.
Which many a^(?e/and a sage Has aye foreseen— Rosal. 604.
Like z,poet hidden Skylark, 36.
Thy skill to poet were, thou scorner of the ground ! 100.
and like a, poefs heart Changing Unf. Dr. 175.
Poet of Nature, thou hast wept to know .... Wordsworth, 1.

(2) one endowed with poetic feeling, not necessarily a
writer of verse.

Herself a /oe^. Alastor, 161.

*Poet-'bird, c. n. the nightingale.
Which i}(ve poet-bird \iZ^ crowned so well . . . Rosal. iiig.

*Poetic, adj. suited to poetry.
In poetic metre Peter, V. x. 5.

Poetical, adj. imaginative, fanciful.

-P(?fiA'cB/ or philosophic learning :

—

Calderon, I. 137,

Poetry, n. imaginative, descriptive, or passionate language
expressed in metre.

Such as in measure were called poetry, .... Julian, 542.
Most wretched men Are cradled into p. by wrong, 545.
Which were twin-born with poetry, z^.
Science, Poetry and Thought Ajre thy lamps ; . . Mask, Lxiil. i.

He spoke olpoetry, , . Peter, V. iv. 1.

Poets, n. pi. of Poet (1).
The truths which wisest poets see Dimly, . . . Dcemon, I. 85.
Poets'' food is love and fame : Exhortation, 2.

Poets could but find the same 4.
Poets are on this cold earth, 10.
Where love is not, poets do : 15.

never think it strange That ^(7e/j range. . . . iS.
the tales Of mighty poets Fr. Poetry, 2.

Wrought fay vfise poets in the waste of years, . . Gisb. 172.
such as once, so poets tell, Julian, 40.
almighty as thou wert. In dreams of P?ets old . Z,aon,v.Song,2.6.
Heroes, and /'oc/j, and prevailing Sages, . . . ix. xxviii. 3.
Suppers of epic _^(7fi/j,*

—

Peter, in. xii. 3.
Do poets, but to be abhorred vi. viii. 3.
When poets criticize; VI. xii. 4.
he did espy What poets know and prophesy ; . . Rosal. 889.
The wreath to mi^ty poets only due Tersa Rima, £.

Point, n. (1) the thin end of any instrument or object.
Whose point having made sharp Cyd. 456.
I rushed before its point, and criedj Forbear, . Laon, V. viii. 9.
and the blood Gushed round its point: .... —— v. ix. 3.
to wet Its bright /o/«^ in English blood . . . Mask, lxxvii. 3.
That j6(?/«^, the emblem of a pointless nothing! . (Edipus, l. 10.
from -whose PointA guiding power directs . . . Prom. iv. 231.
Was forcing the ^i7/w/ of a barbed dart . . . . i?oja/. 1064.

(2) the uppermost edge.
When the sun's highest point Peers like a star . Dcemon, i. 202.
When the sun's highest ^«w/ Peeps like a star , Q. Mab, ll. 14.

(3) the centre, midmost spot.

Verge to one point and blend forever there : , Dcemon, 11. 7.

11 II »i n 1, n Q. Mab, IX. 7.

To th^pomt of heaven's profound, Eug, Hills, 292.
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(4) position, situation, locality, spot.

observe with wonder from this point, .... Faust, II. 95.
We are even Now at the point I meant, . . . Julian, 94.
From every ^(7«W of the Infinite Prol. Hellas, 62.

(5) a projection or eminence.
I stood upon a^om^ of shattered stone, , . . Laon,vll.xxxix.2,
wheelfedround Its glittering; ^om^, Rosal. iy>^.

(6) a narrow strip or peninsula.
There is a point of strand Near Vado's tower . Marenghi, XV. i

.

(7) the extremity of a place.
And at the utmost ^«'»<. .. stood there . . . xvii. i.

(8) ray.

The ^Qint of one white star ia quivering still . Prom.. II. i. 17.

(9) the smallest space possible.
then shrink Even to a/, within our day and night ; Adonais^niMli.T.

(10) a degree.
b^ this mediation To the just ^<3;W. . . . Calderon^\. v^^.

To stretch a point against the criminals. . , . Cenci^ V. ii. 75.

(11) aim, matter or object.
To bend him to this /«*«/.• —^ I. \.^,

I must ^ive up the greater^om^, , IV. 1. 44.
Some trivial point for which he took the pains. M. N. Post. Fr. 54.
It had beenbut a^tfzwif of policy_ CEdipuSy l. z^^'
(12) a moment, an indivisible part of time.

from this point of time, I am Cena,, III. i. 67.
Seems but a. pointy and the reluctant mind . . Prom. I. 419.

(13) end or conclusion.
Draws to one ^/7Z«/ the threads of a just doom, . Cenci, lU. i. $4.4..

all their causes, to an abstract ^i?z«/, Converging, Q. Mab^ vi. 101.

„ ,, „ „ ,, „ Superstition^ y>.

(14) condition, predicament.
Thankless affection led me to this pointy , , . Cena\ V. i. 62.

(15) article.

One single ^oz«/ in his belief Peter^ VI. xxiii. i.

Points V. I. tr. Fig. give force to.

to/(3ZK^the moral Of this presentment, .... Ck. isty I. 171.

II. intr. (1) are directed,
whose pinnacles Point from one shrine . . . Summer-B'ug^. 14.

(2) with at^ indicate, direct attention to with the finger.

For men to ^oz'wif at as they pass, . ... Cewcz', V. iv. 152.
Will point at them as they standi Mask, Lxxxvil. 2.

(3) are directed.
Which point to Heaven and cannot pass away : Epips. 583.

(4) incline towards.
poles no longer point To the red and baleful sun Q. Mab, vi. 44.

(5) indicate.

Point to the hand That grasps its term ! ... Vll. 18.

Pointed, v. I. tr. directed towards.
Otlq. pointed on his foe the mortal spear— . . . Laon, v. viii. 8.

II. intr. directed attention.

She paused and pointed upwards— V. xlix. 4.
Andi pointed to the gorgeous dome, .... Q. Mad, li. 56.
The FairyPointed to the earth II. 97.
Whilst the red cross, in mockery ofpeace, Pointed

to victory ! vii. 220.
And then he^ointed to a company, .... Triwmpk^ 282.

And pointed to the prow, Witch^ xxxvil. 7.

Pointed, adj. (1) cone-shaped.
On black bare pointed islets ever beat . . . Alastor^ 86.
From yonder pointed hill, . . . . . Orpheus, i,

(2) tapering.
As the slow shadows oi t^& pointed grass . . . Julian, 416.
a broad and pointed shade, Marenghi, xiv. 6.
a tear, "Hispointed eye-lashes between, .... Rosal. 830.
O'er the split cedar's pointed flame ; . . . . . 1096.

Pointing,/?-.///!?, being directed towards the heavens.
Pointing with inconstant motion From the altar

of dark ocean Eug. Hills^ 108.
Pointing from this hoary tower 303.

^Pointless, n. meaningless, senseless.

That point, the emblem oi 2^ pointless nothing! . CBdipus, l. 10.

Points, n. (1) ends or tips.

where the rainbow quenches its /. upon the earth, Ck. ist, ll. 434.
and made red hot The points of spits Q*^- ^^S-
Bum like /(7iWj of frozen lead . . /nv. Mis. vill. $.
and on the points Of the far level grass .... Sunset, 13.

(2) spots or specks.
And when two lessening/(32«/.y of hght alone . . Alastor, 654.
Which star the winds with/oz'w/j ofcoloured light. Prom. ill. jii. 138.

(3) tops or crests.

The p3rramid-billows with white points of brine . Vis. Sea, 23.

(4) parts, directions, points of the compass.
Which meet from all th^ points of heaven, . . Prom. iii. iii. 41.

Points, V. intr. A. Lit. directs the finger or other object
towards.

As one who , , . Points to the unrisen sun !— . . Laon. rx. vii. 4.

B. Fig.
And points^ where once you sat Gist. 134.
Custom,, with iron m^tx. points to the graves . . Laon, iv. xxiv. 4.
Which /ozWj into the heavens dreaming delight. Prom. iv. 445.
Kternity points in its amaranth bower ^S"^. Ir. (5) 11. 5.

Poise, n. weight.
that heavy one whose poise is now felt . . Ch. ist, 11. 424.

Poised,//. A. Lit. supported.
On nignt-black columns poised—one hollow

hemisphere! Laon, I. Iii. 9.

Poised on twelve columns of resplendent stone, . Prom. III. iv. 117.

And caverns on crystalline columns poised . . IV. 282.

B. Fig. balanced or suspended over.

Poised on an hundred azure mountain-isles. . . Hellas, 492.
Poisedhy the flood, e'en on the height thou boldest, 847.

Poisdd, ///. adj. hovering,
who on ^(jzWc/ wings Hung mute and moveless . Prom. I. 66.

Poison, n. A. Lit. a deadly substance or fluid.

the springs Of fire axi6. Poison, Aiasior, 8g.
feels her breast Bum with the poison, .... 229.
or Put sxiAden poison in my evening drink? . . Cenci, 11. 1. 142.
let her food be Poison IV. i- 129.
which like a stream O^Poison Dcemon, II. 156.
Her touch was as electric poison,— EPips. 259.
Like a weed whose shade is poison, Eug. Hills, 227. 4

She dropt ^i?/j(?« upon me Faust, 11. 168.
From wTiich consuming poison may be drained . II. 305.
Poison, a snake in flowers, Laon, I. xxix. 5.
Which on the paths of men their rnxn^xngpoison

thrust II. iv. 9.
for gore Oxpoison none this festal did pollute, . V. Ivi. 2.

from infancy Made dumb hy poison; .... vii. viii. 7.
Which raged like/, thro' their bursting veins; . x. xxi, 6.

Blight, Poison, Earthquake, Hail, and Snow, . viii. v, 7.
Must hang Vik& poison on an opening bloom, . . Ld. Ch. X. 2.

As winter to fair flowers (though some ^io. poison') Marenghi, ill. 5.
bid those showers be dews oipoison! .... Naples, 159.
The poison bag of that Green Spider huge, . (Bdipus, I. 347.
like the Pontic tyrant, Nurtures himselfon Poison, I. 356.
His words outlived him, like swift poison . . . Prom. i. 548.
Into a dew with poison, is dissolved, ill. i. 41.
Like subtle /(?zj(3« through the bloodless veins . Q. Mab, iv. 106.

B. Fig. anything baneful morally or physically.
Our Adonais has 6raxC^ poison— , . , Adonais, xxxvi. i.

And bitter /(7ZJ0W within thy tear CTe««, v. iii. 137.
Unseasonable /ozj(?« from the flowers .... Ch. 1st, i. 23.
Tums the mind's poison into food,— .... E. Williams, ll. 7.
Turned while she tastes to poison, ... . Hope, Fear, 4.
whose dim shade a stream oi poison feeds. . . Laon, 11. ii. 9.
^^ poison clouds which rest On the dark world, li. xxxv. 2.
From one faint hope whose flower a dropping

poison shed m. xx. g.
Whosefrait is Evil's mortal /ozj(7«.' . . . . vi. xlii. 7.
thrice mortal barbs in his own poison steep. . . Vli. i. 9.
Nursed by fear's dew ofpoison, grows thereon, . vill. vi. 7.
his iron pen Dipped in scorn's fiery poison, . . VIii. xx. 7.
Though bathed with his Poison dew, . . Love, 8.
A balm was in the /ozJOK of the sting. . . . Mother^ Son, iv.g.
The sound has poison in it, ... . . . Ode Lib. xv. 12.
life'scup with /oz'joK Of fanatic rage (Edipus, 11. n.g^.
His beak in poison not his own, Prom. i. 35.
Draining th^ poison of despair, iii. iii. 95,
Is bartered for the /£?z>o« of his soul; . . . Q. Mab,'V.%2.
can gild The bitter ^ozjow of a nation's woe, . . V. 96.
Thy gentle words st\T poison there ; . . . .St. Brack. 2.
Its dew is poison and the hopes that quicken . . Tersa Rima, 11.

Poison, V. tr. A. Lit. kill with a noxious drug.
Confess that you did Poison Your little nephew ; Cenci, V. ii. 49.
B. Fig. (1) injure or destroy morally.

To poison and corrupt her soul iv. i. 45.
Ana poison, with unprofitable toil, A life . . , Q. Mab, v. 129.

(2) spoil, make wretched.
A dream has power to poison sleep

; Mutability, 9.
Poison, adj. poisonous, hurtful.
And, by the Hght of her poison eye, Falsehood, 55.To blister with theirpoison spume The wanderer. Faust, 11. 77.

*Poison-breathing-, c, adj. Fig. banefuUy affecting.
Commerce! beneath whose poison-breath, shade Q. Mab, V. 44.

*Poison-tree, c. n. Fig.
Strike at the root, th^ poison-tree will fall ; . . iv. 83.
the /£jzj(?w-/ree, Beneath whose shade .... vi. 207.

Poisoned, v. tr. Fig. spoiled, made wretched.
Utterly poisoned life's unmingled bowl, . . Mother^Son, VI. 4.
Poisoned the springs of happiness and life ; . . Q. Mab, ix. 88.

Poisoned, //. A. Lit. killed.
The fish were poisoned in the streams ; . . . . iMon, x. xv. i.

B. Fig. made miserable and wretched.
and life is /ozjowet/ in its wells viii. xiii. g.
Poisoned, perchance, by the disease and woe . . Q. Mab, iv. 128.
Which poisoned body and soul, . . ... v. 51.

Poisoned, ppl. adj. A. Lit. deadly, life destroying.
which I wore Even as sl poisoned robe .... Laon, vii. xv. 9.
"B.Fig. unwholesome, baneful.

or the angrysunlook down With /(j/jf7w^c^light— Hellas, 439.And hate and terror, and the poisoned rain . . Prol. Hellas 86Who ministered to Thebes Heaven's /o/j. wine, Prom. 1. ^4^.
j^oisoners, n. murderers by poison.

fitter for slaves and poisoners Than Greeks. . . Hellas 971
iPoisonin^, pr. pple. Fig. spoiling, making vile,
/oijow. The subtle, pure, and inmost spirit of life! Cenci in i 22To drops, each poisoning youth's sweet hope ; . v, ii." 123,
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and^02j(3«(*«^ The choicest days of life, , . . Q. Mab^ ii. 146.

With putrid smoke poisoning the atmosphere, ._
VII. 223,

Foisonous, adj. A. Lit. noxious, having poisonous qualities.

a /f7Zj(7MOMi' eft Peeps idly Medusa^ IV. i.

Teemed inersLdicahle poisonous weeds . . Prom. I. 175.

"Where ^tfzjffwoa^ and undying worms . . . . Q. Mab^ IV. 215.

Like vipers on som^ poisonous weed Rosal. 432.

B. Fig. (1) baneful, deadly.

Shooting forth Poisonous lightning, Calderon^ II. 137.

what ^02JOT20«i' power Ye use agamst me . . III. 77.

With poisonous war to taint the air : Falsehood^ 80.

I called on poisonous names Int. Beauty^ V. 5.

And felt the p. tooth of hunger gnaw My vitals, Laon^ III. xxvjii. 3.

They are mines oipoisonous mineral Peter, III. xvi. 5.

Wards off the poisonous arrow of its scorn "i . . Q. Mab, Ded. 2.

(2) malevolent, scandalous,
dare not move Th&rr poisonous tongues . . . Ch. isty II. 23.

And with the falsehood of their poisonous lips . Loon, ix. xv. i.

FoisouSr n. A. Lit. pi. of Poison, H. A. Lit.

Like self-destroying ^(?iJO«j in one cup, . , . Julian^ 436.
been used to handle All sorts oipoisons. . . . CEdipus^ I. 381.

And gems and /«j(?«j, Prtf/«. II. iv. 70.

Earthquakes and wars, and poisons and disease, O. Mob, VI. 100.

). )i M n )i » Superstition, 29.

B. Fig. evils and evil things.

O, that God, Profuse of poisons^ would concede Alastor, 6^6.
Avenging poisons shall have ceased Laon, v.Son^,^.y.

And miits and^. spring where'er thou flowest. . Sonn. Nile, 12.

Poisons, V. tr. Fig. aflfects banefuUy.
Whose sight infects andpoisons me ; Cenci. IV. i. 119.

if wealth The spring it draws irom poisons not,— Q. Mab, iii. 50.

the bane \}i\2X poisons earth IV. 262.

Strengthens in health, and poisons in disease ; . VI. 159,

Poisons no more the pleasure it bestows : . . Viii. 130.

*Poked, V. tr. thrust furtively.

Satan poked his red nose into crannies so small, Devil, Vli. 1.

*Poking', pr. pple. Satir. studying.

In that barbarian Shakespeare ^(?A/'w^? . . . Peter^ VI. iv. 5.

*Polar, adj. (1) near the poles of the earth,

the gloom of the long ^o/fl?' night . .... Dcetnon^ II. 115.

,
Q.Mab,vni.i45.

(2,) irresistibly attractive.

Like the polar Paradise, Pront. IV. 465.

Pole, n. (1) the supposed axis of the earth.

That ere fate consume the Pole, Devil, xxx. 2.

the/o/^, Nature's remotest reign— Laon^ I. xlviii. 4.

(2) a tall staff of timber.

a pole dressed up with wreaths On May-day. . . Ch. \st, I. 98.

Poles, n. (1) pi. of Pole (1).

hurled By everlasting snow-storms round the /(7/?j, Damon, II. 71.

,, „ ,, „ „ „ Q. Mab, VIII. 6a
When its \mg&n\zX poles no longer point . , VI. 44.

(2) pi. of Pole v2).
On poles and on broomsticks we flutter along; . Faust, II. 197.

Police, n. government authorities.

the police had brought him here— Julian, 250.

Policy, n. expediency, prudence.
For some poor argument oipolicy Ch. 1st, Ii. 243.

In policy—ask else your royal Solons— .... CBdipus, I. 64.

It had been but a point oipolicy I. 342.

Polished, ///. adj. smooth, bright, glossy.

Now on the polished stones It danced ; . . . . Alastor, 498.
—A table near oipolished porphyry Fiordispina, 35.

Were mirrored in the /o/z'j^^a marble stair . . Ginevra, 24.

Each golden cup and polishEdhv2a.zn pan, . Horn. Merc. xxx. 6.

And in his hand hehefd a^o/r'j-^ei^stick: . . . xxxv. 5.

Whose ^o/M^^rf sides, ere day had yet begun, , Rosal. 1300.

all besprent With sand and /o/e'^y^^aT pebbles :— . Witch, xli. 7.

Politic, adj. advisable, prudent.

'Twere ^o/zV;'*; and just that Williams taste . . Ch. ist, 111.55.

^Political, adj. pertaining to public or state affairs.

Dinners convivial and ^o/zVz'ca/y— Peter, III. "xW. 2.

*Politics, n. mode and means of government.
New devil's ^(?/zVz« CA. i^-^, li. 367.

white with the scrawl Of our unhappy /o/?'^'c;r /— Gisb. 268.

*Pollonia, n. a girl's name.
Or yellow-haired Pollonia murmuring To Henry, 272.

^Pollute, V. tr. defile, taint.

for gore Or poison none this festal d\d pollute, . Laon, V. Ivi. 2.

thoughts it made, which did his breast pollute. . • Vll. iv. 9.

Whicii gross and sensual self did not pollute. . . Q. Mab, Vll. 96.

Polluted, V. tr. defiled.

Fed with human fat, polluted the air: .... Falsehood, 58.

Tho' the tears of the widow polluted its shrine, , Tear, V. 4.

Polluted, pp. dishonoured, contaminated.
To woman, outraged and ^o/Zw/^c/ long ; . . . Laon. IV. xxi. 2,

Soul is not more /(7//«/s(/ than the beams . . . Q, Mab, IV. 151.

Polluted, /j>/. (2^'. (1) defiled, disgraced,

poured forth on the /(7//m/«^ earth, .... Cenci, ill. i. 97.
Laughed mournfully in those polluted haUs ; . . Laon, vii. iv. 3.

(2) dishonoured.
a mother's desolate wail O'er her polluted child, II. ix. 6.

(3) corrupted, contaminated.
But—Tyrant—their /£?//m/^(/ souls are thine;— . Ld. Ch. xv. 4.

Pollutes, V. tr. defiles, taints.

One wanderinff thought /o//«/« the day; . . . Mutability, 10.

Power, . . . Polluies whate'er it touches ; . - . , Q. Mab^ III. 177.

Polluting, pr. pple. defiling.

polluting {rom thy lips His beak in poison , . Pront. l. 34-

Polluting, ///. adj. (1) interfering, troublesome.
The polluting multitude ; Bug. Hills, 356.

(2) degrading.
Their prostrate brows from the /o//m^z'«^ dust, . Pront. I. 160.

From sight and sense of the poUuting woe . . Q. Mab, vil. 193.

Pollution, n. (1) a state of being defiled,

and dissolves My flesh to a ^tf//w/w«, . . . , C£M<», III. i. 22.

(2) defilement, dishonour.
The dee'^ pollution of my loathed embrace— . . Julian, 422.

his crimes have deep pollution wrought ! , . . Laon, v. xxxii. 3.

*Pollution-nourished, c. adj. phr, fed on corruption.

human forms, JJike pollution-nourished y/ottrb . Bug. Hills^ 147.

*Po11uXt n. son of Jupiter by Leda.
mild Pollux void of blame, Horn. Castor, 5.

*Polyffaniic, adj. many-wived.
h.ndapolygainicVotter Peter, Prol. 2,6.

*Polyplieme, n. the one-eyed Cyclops.
And one of these, named Polyphetney .... Cycl. 27.

The inhospitable roof of Polyphetne, 83.

Have driven us on thy land, O Polypheme. . . 259.

sawest thou the impious Polypheme 370.

Would be the news o{ Polypheme destroyed. . . 441.
Polypheme, I am the Ganymede of Jupiter. , . 591.

*PolypUeni6s, n. Fig. one-eyed people.
Pigmies, and Polyphemes^ by many a name, . . Witch, xi. 5.

*Polypus-ante3in8B, c. n. like those of the Polypi.
They dart forth polypus-antennee, Faust, il. 76.

Pomegranates, n. a fruit {^Punica Granafunt).
Oi potnegranates^ and citrons, fairest fruit, . . L-aon^ V. Ivi. 4.

Pomp, n. (^1) processional state.

Came in ^ovipomp

;

—the moving/, might seem Adonais, Xlll. 8.

(2) ostentatious display.

Here is the /o««/ that strips the houseless orphan, Ch. ist, I. 153.
bring up the rear Of painted pomp with misery ! I. 173.

A thousand mourners deck ^epo-mp of death . DcBTnon, II. 217.

n » n » " » • 6- ^°-h I^- 109-

When in his hour oxpontp and power .... Death Vang. 9.

When a king in glory rides Through the pomp of
fratrici(fcs : Bug. Hills, 59.

thou didst prefer A frail and hloodypomp . . . FallojBonap. 6.

Was turned to funeral pomp Ginevra^ 162.

He sits amid his id\epomp aghast, Laon^ IV. xxv. 7.

Religion's pomp made desolate by the scorn . . vil. xxxv.4.
Despising wealth, ambition, pomp, and pride, M. N. Post. Fr. 41.
For with /(??«/ to meet him came, Mask, XV. i.

That grace the proud and noisypomp of wealth ! Q. Mab^ V. 78.

A little passing pomp^ some servile souls, . . . V. 200.

Yon monarch, in his solitary ^owi^, .... IX. 31.

Tired with thepomp of their Osinan feast. . Witch^ LVIII. 8.

*Pomp-fed, c. adj. Fig.
A. pomp-fed k.\ng Q.Mab,JV.2^^.

Pond, n. (1) a pool of still water.
many a fountain, rivulet, and pondy Bpips. 436.
Throngh, pond, ditch, and slough CBdipus, II. ii. 136.

Until you pause beside a darksome pond, . . . Orpheus^ 8.

(2) Fig.
and is the /owi/ still haunted? .Ffl«j^, il. 355.

iPonder, v. I. tr. think over, consider.

Again and yet again Ponder my words : . , . Cavalc. 13.

II. intr. to consider, to muse.
to pause and ponder— .... Fr. Unsat. 2.

*Ponder'd, 7/. intr. mused.
I ponder'''d on the woes of lost mankind, . , . M. N. Ravail, 5.

I pondered on the ceaseless rage of Kings ; . h.

Ponderous, adj. heavy, weighty.
The /0»^er0H.r chains, and gratings Deemon^ II. 19S.

„ „ „ ,, „ . . . . Q.Mab,\x.iig.
a treatise ofdeep sense Kxid ponderous volume ? Fausty II. 290.
i\\e ponderous cnains Which bind in woe . . . Z^aon, i. xxxix. 3.

As to \ts ponderous and suspended mass, . . . III. xiv. 4.

while the/ffff. hail Beats on his struggling form, Prom. III. ii. 15.

*Ponders, v. intr. muses.
And on his thriving cattle^M^yj, . . . . . Devil, xix. $.

JPontic, adj. referring to Mithridates, king of Pontus.
That very Rat, who, like the Pontic tyrant, . . CBdipus, I. 355.

*Ponti£fo, n. Popes or Bishops of Rome.
across the tiar Of^o«/!^ sate like vultures; . . Triumph, ^f^-j.

Pool, n. a piece of water.

A pool of treacherous and tremendous calm. . . Alastor, 386.
o'er all, by field or /(?(?/, Horn. Merc. xcvi. \.
and one did fill A vessel from the putrid ^0/; , Laon, III. xiii. 4.
golden sand Of a clear pool, xil. xviii. 4.
leside the windless and crys^Wme pool, . . . Prom., ill. iii. 159.

That shades the^£?(7/—an endless spring ofgloom, Orpheus^ 12.

On to the margin of the glassy j^oo/, UnJ. Dr. 201.

from the bright vibrations of the ^(7o/, .... 222.

A glassy vapour dancing on th^ pool, .... . 235.

Pools, n. pi. of Pool.

And the /(?£)/? where winter rains Jane, Invitny $0.
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the pools that lie Under the forest bough, , . . Jane^ Recoil. 53.
The oozy bottom of clear lakes and /(7(7/j, . . . Prom.ll.'u. y^.Now lingering; on the pools^ Witch^ XLI, 3.
The fish were frozen in the j6(7o/j, Zucca^ XI. 6.

Poop, 71. the hinder part of a ship.
Beside me, on a vessel's poop^ Rosal. 1 199.

Poor, adj. (1) indigent, needy.
for though she is extremely /oor, Calderon^ l. 3T^.He might bestow her on som& poor relation . . Cenci^ I. ii. 69.

'

For seven years did this /oor woman live . Mother^ Son, III. i.

law loves to rend the poor man's soul— . . vil. 5.
Peter was ever /son Peler, vil. v'm. 5.
implored The doorman's God Q. Mab^ II. 144.
But \}ci&poor man, Whose life is misery, . . . V. 113.
we grew quite^oor, Rosal. 319.
That poor and hungry men should break . . . 669.

(2) as an expression of pity or commiseration, unfortunate.
andmy^oor horse at last, Calderon, I. 62,
Attend Va&poor souls from their birth. . . . Cat, 11. 6.
But this ^00?' little cat . . v. i.

That^oor wretch Who stands so pale, . . . Cenct,\v.\\.\2x.
Poor wretch, I pity thee

: V. ii. 35.
the webs they catch /oi7r rogues withal. . . Ck. \st, i. 157.
I speak it not as touching this ^oor person ; , . III. 50.
Where power's poor dupes and victims yet have
_ never IV. 26.
To the poorworm who envies us his love ! . . . iv. 34.
Only the nightingale, poor fond soul, . . . v. 8.
Poor slaves with weary footsteps tread, .... Epips. 155.
Alas ! it is no use to say, ' I'm poorJ '

, . . Gisb. 222.
For the ^00^ thing had wandered thither, . . . Helena^ 4..

and so he answered m&^^Poor fellow ! . . . . Julian, igg.
he had worth, Poor fellow

! 244.
There th&poor wretch was sitting 273.
That the ^oor sufferer's health began to fail . ^507.'

/*£?(37- victim, thou art now at liberty ! . . . . ZaoM, iii. xxxii. 7.And those poor victims of the proud, no less, .
^

iv. xxii. 2.

'

cease to dread This one poor lonely man— . v. xxxlii. 5.
to a ^.7£7r maniac's eye, ix. xxx. 6.

'

What hast thou to do With me, poor wretch ?— xi. xx. 6.
Poor victim wherefore dost thou roam ? . . . . M.N.Fragmt. 20.
Must this /o(?r bosom beat alone, M. N. Melody %,'

But the poor souls love one another so I ... (Edipus, i. 211,

'

As a/oor hunted stag; Orpheus, ^d.
That this p. wretch should pride him in his woe ? Q. Mab, iii. 86.
For the /oo^ banished insects, whose intent, . . Sensii. PL ii. 47.

(3) as it term of endearment or sympathy mingled with
pity or commiseration.

Whilst my poor Bemardi and that gentle lady . Cenct, I. it. 17.
Poor lady ! She expects some happy change . i. ii. 60.
°" ^" ^"' "' '^"" ^^ '

' " II. i. n.
II. i. 129.
III. i. 33.
V. iv. 41.

Ch. isl, II. no.
my

• „ ".415-
. Epzps. 5.

. Faust II. 383.

. Fiordispina, 61.
Magnei. Lady, i. 4.
. Rosal, 1262.

Poor boy, what else couldst thou have done ?

Oh, husband! Pray forgive /oor Beatrice, .

What ails thee, my poor child ? . . . .

Alas ! poor boy !

Poor Archy ! He weaves about himself . .

have mistaken the wolf for their shepherd,
poor boy

;

Poor captive bird ! who, from thy narrow cage,
that she Is like /i7(j?' Margaret. . . .

Poor Media ! you tire yourself with talk.
My pity on thy heart, poor friend ; . .

dim memory Disturbed /tJo^ Rosalind :

(4) mean, trifling, unimportant.
Shew a poor figure to my own esteem, ,

For some poor argument of policy , .

To-night I shall make ^«7(3r work of it, . , . .^ **. o«3
the poor pitUnce which the laws allow Of liberty, Q. Mab, v. 182.

(5) of little emolument.
By holding a poor oflice in the state. ,

(6) of little value or moment.
And leaves for lame acquittal the poor life
What is his poor life ? . . . . ...

(7) unfortunate, ill-entreated.
Monopolists, and stewards of this /oo/- farm,

(8) as a term of humility or self-depreciation.
Call yoxirpoor Queen your debtor
/??(3^ Archy, whose owl-eyes are tempered . . .

poor Archy would be disgraced in good company.
all impannelled against ^/?(3>- Archy ,^,

Puf??- Ariel sends this silent token Guitar Jane, w
Of bullying a poor little new-bom thing . . Horn. Merc. IJcili. 7.Nor wilt thou at poor Cythna's pride repine, . Laon, 11. xxxviii. 3.
Upon that ^oo#- domain Love, Hope, 1^.

(9) troubled, distressed,
had made its prey Of my poor heart, . .

which there the poor heart loves to keep,
thou wert A wretched thing, poor heart !

my poor brain is wild,

(10) empty, blank.
can borrow For/, to-day, from rich to-morrow,
The/(?i7rheart woke to her assurance. . . .

(11) lightly considered.
Love, how it sells poor bliss For proud despair ! Mutability, {2)11.^.

(12) expressive of contempt.
It is all magic, poor deluded fool ! Faust ll 394
Victory

! poor slaves
! Hellas, 930:

. Cenci, 11. ii. 117.

. Ck, istf II. 243.

. Faust, II. 363."

Cenci, iii. i. 303.

IV. iv. 144.
V. ii. 106.

. CA. ist, I. 151.

II. 10.

II. 40.
II. 58.

II. 398-

. Laon, VII. xiv. 2.

. VIII. xxiii. 5.

. Love, Hope, 29.

. Rosal. 589.

Z^ve, Hope, 38.

42.

Andthattameserpent, that /f7tfr shadow, France, Hellas, 968.
As thaXpoor wretch who cannot, cannot love ; . Solitary, li. 4.

(13) weak, feeble.

/btf>- faint smile Of dying Islam! Hellas, gi^.

(14) used jocularly or half in jest.

Poor lambkins ! werejust doing nothing at all, . Devil, vii. 3.

the pleasure Of plagumg the^f7(7r thing's. . . . Faust, I. 59.
And now, alas! the/oor sprite is Imprisoned, . GuitarJane, 37,

(15 ) adj. absol. persons possessed of little.

And they thrive well, who from ikiepoor, . . . Devil, xx. 3,
And with the poor and trampled sit and weep, . Julian, 447-
Or from the famished ^oor, pale, weak, and cold, Laon,vul.xviii.4..
and the /(jorDamn their broken hearts .... Peter, ill. xviii. 3.
Sometimes the /(?(??' are damned indeed . , . ill. xix. 1.

the /oor and wise, Pr.Athan. I. 41.
the poor. With whom thy master was :— . . Q. Mab, iv. 239.
Rich zxApoor, through joy and sorrow, . . . T'o^morr(yw, i. 3.

Poorer, adj. possessed of less wealth.
Is England poorer Or feebler ? Ck. 1st, II. 185.

Pope, n. A. Lit. the Bishop of Rome.
Aye, I once heard the nephew of the Pope . . . Cenci, 1. i. 16.
No doubt Pope Clement, And his most charitable

nephews r, i. 27.
But yesterday There came an order from the Pope i. i. 130,
The dispensation of the /'(T^e to marry. . . i. ii. 10.
by assuming vows no Pope will loose. . . i. ii. 23.
So that the Pope attend to your complaint, . i. ii, 42.
I know the Po^e Will ne'er absolve me .... i, ii. 63.
The Pope, I think, will not Expect i. iii. 48,
Cardinal, thou art the Pope's chamberlain, . . i. iii. 127.
Even though the Pope should make me free . . 11, j, 100,
who stirredEnmity upag;ainst mewiththe P(?^£^ il. i. 134,
Cardinal, Do you not think the P. would interpose ii. ii. 21J.The Pope will not divert the course of law. , . u. ii, 28,
Why, if they would petition to the Pope . . . u, ii. 52,
have turned the Ibpe's displeasure n, ii. 6tj!

There the PoPe^sfarther pleasure will be known. iv. iv, 156.
in the name Of the Pope's Holiness iv. iv! 109.'
Let the Pope's pleasure then be done v. ii. 190,

"

If the /b^tf'^ resolution be as grave, v. ii. 193.'
then the Pope will surely parcftin you, .... v. iii. 59.The Pope is stern

; not to be moved or bent. . . v! iv! i,

'

To the Pope's prayers, than he has been to mine, v. iv. 46.
to implore The Pope to grant our pardon. . . . v. iv. 92,
B. Fig. one akin to the Pope.

Rather say the Po/Sa.- Ck. 1st, l. K-7.

Pope, Alex. Pope, poet, b. 1688, d. 1744.
No longer imitating Pope, Peter, VI. iv. 4.

:t:Fopish, adj. pertaining to the papal religion.
Profane, idolatrous, popisk, superstitious, . ." . Ck. 1st III 13

*Poplar, c. adj. attr. of the genus Populus.
In autumn evening from a poplar tree Triumph ^20

*Poplar tops, n. phr. the tops of poplar trees,
can bear it well About yon poplar tops / . . . Serchio, 54.

*Poplars, n. trees of the genus Populus.
a forest grew Oipoplars and dark oaks, . . . Laon ix i 7

*PopulaK:e, n. multitude, the common run.
'

Grow with the growing /tf/M/a£K of swine, . . (Edipus, 11. i. 5.
Popular, adj. (1) plain, suited to ordinary people.

'

A sort of^o^«/a^ philosophy. Calderon, \. 12%.
(2; 01 or among the commonalty.

SMch Popular forms Ck. 1st, l\. i%i.
(3; ordered by the people.

Or is thestate^£>/M&r^ Cycl. 112.
(4) in favour with the people.

And still how/oiia/a?- the tale is here; .... CEdi^us I i:^8
every thing relating to a bull ^popular . . —ll '

{, 143!
*PopiiIatiou, n, the people of a country.
And, that the ^o^M&/itf« of the pigs, . . ". „ :

/o^^M/a/iow which the earth grew over . . . Prom iv 207 '

Populous, adj. A. Lit. thickly inhabited, filled with people.The shmy caverns of th^ populous deep. Alastor Icxnm this Populous street I troH on grass^ . . ChiS'il'So in the /<7^«/(7aj City, a young maiden . . . Z,aow rv 'iiiii ,In trmmpl, bnght beneath the fop. battlement. — Txi? oAnd thus my prison was the populous earth— . vii xvvv »
trampling on some populous town, . . Vii^2
A^i^I /

^^''5"'''™^^.°^*'^'^^'
• • • ' '^OdeLib.'in:?:.A /o/m/(7mj and a smoky city ; .... p^er ill i 2

agorgeouspalace, that, amid Yon ^(7/«/o«j city! Q. I^ab in 2*
Crept ..O'er the *:.Wo«j vessel '] Pis. Sek, 52.

^'

B. Ftg. (1) filled. '
^

^'^^f-

populous with wild portents, . . Calderon, 11. ^4
(2) thickly crowded. ^^

h rom afar The populotis constellations . . . m, \^ g
*

fPore, n. aperture.
The sap shrank to the root through every pore . Sensit PI m ««

Pored, V. intr, looked closely.
/^/-fiaTon the trodden worms that crawled beneath, Triumi>k w

*Pores, n, (1) apertures of the skin.
'

^^{^^Ft^
^''^^^^^''^•^^^P' tears of blood,

. ProL Hellas, 88.

I pass through the pores of the ocean and shores
; Cloud, 75.
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which had been gathered up Into the pores of sun-

light: Prom. IV. 514.

Sent through iks&pores of the coffin plank; . . Sensit.Pl. III. 12.

iForixi?, pr. pple,. meditating, regarding closely.

paring on memorials Of the world's youth, . . Alastor^ 121.

*PorkerSj n. pigs or hogs.
/'tfrjfe^'j', we shaJl lose our wash, CEdipus^ il. \. 11$.

*Porkniau, n. one who traf&cs in pork or pigs.

Call in the Jews, Solomon the court porkman^ . i. 69.

*Porp3iyry, n. a very hard stone.

A table near of ^polished porphyry, Fiordispina^ 35,

Fort, n, a harbour, a place of embarcation or debarcation.

must fly the pity of the^or/, Or perish, . . . . Calderon,\\. i^^.

to lay an embargo on th&port Ch. is£, II. 384.
If the rebel fleet. Had anchored in the port^ . . Hellas, 530.
reached the /or^ without one fear infirm. . . . L,aon, VII. iii. 9.

We reached the /or^— ix. v. i.

in the^. The sailors she saw cradled on the waves, Wiick, LXIV. 6.

Fort, n. carriage, mien.
and one Of regal pari has cast himself .... Hellas, 836.
His port and mien bore mark of many years, . Q. Mab, Vll. 73.

Foxtal, n. A. Lit. (1) a doorway, an entrance way.
The beast before the portal at his leisure . . . Hotn. Merc. IV. 4.

We disembarked, and thro' a/, wide We past— Laon, i. li. 6.

whose portal dark With blooming ivy trails was
overgrown

;
IV. i. 3.

where a shattered ^or^a/ Looks VI. xxvii. 1.

(2) a house or dwelling-place.

Nor Famine from the rich man's portal came, . ^^ ix. xvii. 6.

The parson came not near his portal; . . Peter^ Vll. xii. 3.

B. Fig.
A /or/a/ as of shadowy adamant Allegory, I. 1.

through birth's orient portal Hellas, 202.

a blast that burst the portal Of fabled hell ; . . Laon, x. xl. i.

But the /(3?Y(z/ of the grave Ode to Heaven, ^2.

Nor did his heart or mind its portalc\os% . . . Pr. Athan. i. 54.

to the realm Of Demogorgon, and the mighty^.. Prom. II. iii. 2.

Must unloose through life s^orAz/ . . . . li. iii. 96.

tear A subterranean portal for the river, Witch, xlii. 5.

*Portalled, ^/. doored, entranced.

But soon within the lofty portalled stall . . . Horn. Merc, xxil.7.

Portals, n, (1) pi. of Portal (1).

I swear by these most gloriously-wrought j^or/.— LXV. i.

thro' portals sculptured deep With imagery . . Z,aon^ v. xxvi. 2.

(2) pi. of Portal (2).

Ws portals are inhabited By thunder-zoned winds. Ode Lib. V. 6.

*Portendecl, v. tr. foreshowed, foreshadowed.
into a smile which guile portended, lAton, V. xxxvi. 8.

Forteutons, adj. (1) monstrous, prodigious.

the iron heart Of some n\zji::Mm& portentotts, . . Gisb. ig.

(2) ommous, foreboding.
Of that portentous fight appeared at length : . Laon, I. xiv. 3.

Shook its portent, hair beneath Heaven's frown ; Prom. l. 168.

That slumbers in the storm's portentous pause
; Q. Mab, IV. 54.

sun masked in portentous clouds ; Unf. Dr. 108.

Fortents, n. omens, signs.

Are populous with wild /ffr/£«/j, Calderon^ ll. $\.

*Fortico, n. a covered way in front of a building.

now Upon the steps of the \{\^ portia> ; . . . Fiordispina^ 52.

Fortion, n. (1) a part.

A portion of the Eternal, which must glow . Adonais, xxxviii. 7.

He is 2^ portion of the loveliness XLIII. i.

mo portion of your wonted favour now ! . . . Alastor, 17.

shared a ^(W/z'(3« of the burthen, Ch. ist, ii. 17.

with Thsitportion of thyself which was .... Hellas, 855.
And that portion of the whole Peter, Prol. 20.

A ^o^A'ow of the unapproachable, . . ... Sonn. Byron, ^.

to Dear Their ^or/z'ow gf the toil, Xriumph, ig.

Into their hues and scents may pass h portion— W. Shel. (3) li. 9.

(2) a share or allotment.

Her daily portion^ from her father's tent, . . . Alastor, 130.

his deserved portion Of blood, Hellas, 542.
And from ^iki^portion which my father gave . Horn,. Merc. xxix. 5.

K portion was assigned of all tnat is : .... Lxxiii.2.
the only rest That was \\yt portion or despair ! . St. Brack. 4.

(3) fate, final state.

Know'st thou not them myportion? Prol. Hellas, 129.

Fortioned, v. tr. divided.

Drew the fat spoils . . . and portioned them ; . Horn. Merc. xxi. 5.

*Fortloned, ppl. adj, allotted.

millions lie lulled to their ^(7r/w«ci/ sleep . . . Dcemon, 11. ^i,

Fortions, n. coherent parts.

Aieportions of one power, which is mine. . . . Apollo, iv. 6.

tFortraltnre, n. Mg. (1) reflection, shadow.
in the liquid mirror laves \t& portraiture, . . Alastor, 463.
From a white lake blot heaven's blue portrait.. Ode Lib. xvi. 11.

(2) creature of the imagination.
The very idol of its portraiture FiordisPlna, 24.
Than this phantasmal ^(3?-/^«zV«rfi Q. Mao, \ii. 2-j\.

*FortreBS, n. a female custodian or door keeper.
Beside the ^a.\& portress^ Fugitives, IV. a.

Forts, n. embrasures in a ship's side.

the leeward ^o^/j dip ; Vis. Sea, 91.

fFose, V. intr. show off.

their station Is to delight, not pose Peter, VI. xii. 5,

Fositive, adj. direct, absolute.
Why, no one Makes any positive accusation ;— . (Edipus, II. i. 45'

Possess, V. tr. (1) own, have mastery over.
who, desiring What we /(7i'*ejj, C^ u/, II. 238.
What men gain fairly—that they should possess, Fr. Peo. Eng. 8.

Possess, or lose, or grasp at, Hellas, 022.
Four Ladies who /tfjjtfJiS all erapery Love, Hope, 4.
but thou dost possess The things I seek, . . . Rarely, Vll. 5.

(2) occupy, inhabit.

And who possess the land ? Cycl. 1 10.

who possess Glysian, windless, fortunate abodes Ih'om. iv. 530.

(3) enjoy, be endued with.
The cloud shadows of midnight possess their own

repose April, 1814, 17.

Let the free possess the paradise they claim ; . Hellas, 1009.

thou quick heart which pantest to possess . . Ye hasten, 4.

Possessed, v. tr. (1) had, owned.
Since withering pain no -^ovfer possest .... Z^ove, 5.

Squeeze less than they before possessed. . . . Peter, iii. xix. 5.

To endure what it once possesi. .... When the lamp, in. 4.

(2) pervaded, affected strongly, had mastery over.

wonder strsmge possessed1h& everlasting Gods . Horn. Min. 6.

while despairj^oj-yfty^ My thoughts, . . . _ . Laon, III. xxi. 4.
when unworthy love possessedYonr Gallus ? . . Virgil, 13.

Possessed, pp. {\) owned, held.

Than by life'« breath, soon /£;j,y«ffj£^ not. . . . Calderon, ill. 2q.

(2) pervaded, affected strongly.

Possessing and possest by all that is . ... Epips. 549.
her whole frame impetuously /ojj^j^. .... llaon, ii. xlvii. g.

and all its shapes possest By thoughts .... vil. xxv. 5.

Their hourly occupations were possest By hopes . ix. ix. j.
1 am possest With thoughts too swift and strong IX. xxxiii. 8.

and with an inward fire possest, x. xl. 8.

By mine thy being is to its deep Possest. . Magnet. Lady, rv. 9.

Possesses, v. tr. (1) owns, holds.
Till weak imagination half possesses The self-

created shadow. Cenci, II. 11. 142.
Till dim imagination just possesses The half

created shadow. Fr. Unsat. 6.

(2) pervades, permeates.
From every living heart which itpossesses, . . Ginevra, 128.

Possessing, ^. ///^. enjoying, having.
Possessing and possest by all that is Epips. 549.

Possession, n. (1) anything owned or belonging to one.
A lost and deax possession, . Laon, v. xlii. S.

(2) ownership.
When once from our ^(?jj^jj((?« they must pass; St. Wealth,'^.

Possessions, n. property, worldly belongings.
Tbe.^\xd.ofnrfpossessions—\sX\t^o\ .... Cena', I. i. 15.

The third of my possessions/ I must use Close
husbandry, i, i. 127.

leave Of tay possessions nothing but my name ; . IV. i. 60.
When thou nsest, dividing possessions ; . . (Edipus, il. ii. 54.

Possessor, n. one who possesses or owns.
Thou a.Tt Bole lord SLnd possessor Castl. Adift. in. 3.

Possest. (See Possessed.)

Possible, adj. able to be, capable of happening.
How is it possible that on a day , . . . Calderon, l. 22.
Can it be possible I have To die Cenci, v. iv. 48.
How was It possible, then Pho5bus said, . . Hont. Merc. lxix. i.

Possibly, adv. by any chance or possibility.

To hear what she can possibly have done. , . . (Edipus, II. i. 58.

Post, «. an office, a position of trust.

whom your father Degraded from his post ? . . Cenci, III. ii. 64.

Postern, n. a back doorway or private entrance.
Out at the postern, and avoid them so V. i. 69.

Posts, n. travellers, couriers.

how three posts In one brainless skull, . . . Ch. 1st, 11. 370.
Pot, «. (1) a cooking utensil.

placed upon the fire A brazen pot to boil, . . C^d. 384.
Perennial /<!/, trippet, and brazen pan,— . . . Horn. Mercs., f.

(2) an earthenware vase.
Visiting my flowers from pot to pot, Unf. Dr. 155.

Pot companions, n. phr. drinking associates.

w\iB.tnt&d\iaiwe.yow.ofpot companions? . . .Cycl. $^7.
Potatoes, n. the root of Solanum tuberosum.
grub With filthy snouts my T&dpotatoes up , . (Edipus, I. 24.

Potent, adj. powerful.
So /(?/««/ was the charm, Calderon, 11\.\t^.
Light, sound, and motion own the /0/f»/ sway, . Summer-Evg. 9.

Potion, n. a drink or draught.
A soft and heaXiog potion to my lips .... Laon, iii. xxxii. i.

jPotter, n. one who fashions earthenware.
And a polygamic Potter. f^ten, Prol. 36.
Like clay, while he was yet a potter ; . . . v. xv. 2.

The old Peter—the hard, old letter . . . . vi. xxv. a.

Found, n. Fig. a considerable quantity.
buy APound of pleasure with a dram of trouble. Faust^ 11. 247.

'''Founded, ppl, adj. bruised or ground together.
Greased with the ^owwcfeisf bacon

;

(Edipus, i.-^yj.
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Founds, n. English coins or values of account.
That he pay five thousand Pounds to the king, . Ch. \st^ in. 3.

in distraining for ten thousand ^owwfij .... in. 46.
Gave tvi&uty pounds for some ; Peter^ V. xvi. 2.

Pour, V, I. tr. A. Lit. (1) cause to flow,
youji&o«r out the wineforme Cycl. $^^.i^r forth heaven's wine, Idaean Ganymede, . Prom, III. i. 25.

(2) discharge, shed or supply.
mountains which pour down Indus and Oxus . Alasior, 142.
/bwr bitter tears on its desolated hearth

; . , . Aprils 1814, 10.
Pour rain upon the earth ? Laon^ IV. xxxi. 7.

and on the heap Pour venomous gums x.xxxviii.4.
whose rifts did ^owr Tumultuous floods . . . . xil.xxxix.z.

B. Fig.
To the bright Sun, thy hymn of music ^(7«r/ . .•Horn. Sun^ 2,

They ^(jwrfresh light from Hope's immortal urn ; Laofiy I. Iviii. 8.

will aww/' For the despairing, . . .reason's mighty
lore, II. xlii. 6.

Pour on those evil men the love that lies Hovering IV. xxviii.4.
P. forth her swarming sons to a fraternal doom : v.xxxviii.9.
who /(7Mr around thee Treasures V.iS'(?w^,3.4.

file after file did pour Their clouds ..... x. xi. k.

Pour the fierce tide around this lonely form, . M. N. Despair^ 21.
P. from thy cloud-form'd hills the thunder's roar

;

24.
Where their thin forms pour unearthly sounds M. N. Spec. Hors. 60.
Let the tyrants pour around . . . Troops . . . Mask^ lxxv. i.

P^ur forth the sound like inchanted wme, . , Music^ ipant, l. 3.

The first is Anarchy ; . . . Then pour it forth, . . Prol. Bellas^ 159,
Pour forth the cup of pain. , Prom. I, 474.
and^^ar thy woe Into this heart ....... Rosal. 570.
Dares fearless the dark-rolling battle to pour^ , Xear^ II. 2.

II. intr. (1) make to now, let flow.
P.: that the draught may fillip my remembrance. CycL 145.
Pour out, and only give me the cup full. . . , 565.
Ipour; only be silent. '(^77.

(2) rush.

—the torrents pour Moni B. Cane. 5.

(3) Fig. issue forth.

like Ocean's stream Again began to pour.— . . Dcsmon^ 11. 48.

Poured, v. tr. A, Lit. (1) caused to flow.
And /(7MrBrf upon the earth . , . The element . . Unf. Dr. 147.

(2; dropped, discharged as rain,

my streaming eyes, Which/, their warm drops . Laon^ Ded. IV. 3.

B. Fig. Q.) of light, emitted, sent forth.

pouredA sea of lustre on the horizon's verge . . Alastor^ 602.
and na^ poured '\t thro' the woof . . ... Z,aon, I. Hi. 3.
the moonlight/owyerfa holier day, xii.xxxiv.8.

(2) of sound, gave utterance.
Poured forth her voice ; I. xviii. 7.

That p. its low moan on the stillness of night : M.N. Spec. Hors. 1 1

.

(3) introduced.
Therefore he poured desire into her breast . . . How. Venus^ 54.

(4) of emotion, gave vent to.

Poured ioTth. her inmost soul : Laon^ v. Hi. 6.

/fe«r£rf itself forth in all-prophetic song; . . . Prom. II. iv. 76.

(5) spread about, diffused.

A wide contagion poured-r- Laon^ IX. iv. 8.

(6) cast or directed looks.
poured^& magic of her gaze . Q, Mab^ I. 77.

(7) sent out.

Imperial Rome poured forth her living sea . . Triutnph^ 1 13.

Poured, pp. A. Lit. (1) made to flow, spilt.

If, thou /(3«?'£^f forth on the polluted earth, . . Cenci^ III. i. 97.
from innocent blood Poured on the earth, , . . L,aon^ Ii. ix. 7.

That thv contents, on whomsoever /(7Mr5£^, . CEdipus^ i. 362.
the might of healing springs is poured; .... Prom. IV. 390.

(2) dropped, discharged.
as a storm is /ow^'^c? From jagged clouds, . . . iv. 227.

B, Fig. (1) of emotion, given vent to.

that hope /iJM?'^;/ forth in prayer, Cenci, V. iv. 121.

(2) expended, bestowed.
Yet poured forth gladlier, could it profit thee. . Epips. 20.
Was /0Mr«(/ forth, even as a flood? Mask, l,x. -.e.

(3) of light, emitted or showered.
Are ^£>«^fi(/ from Heaven, Horn. Moon, iS.
Even Hke the dayspring,/(?Myfi(/on vapours dank, Laon, I. xli. 7.
in the light ofmom was p. around Our dwelling— lii. vi. 5.

(4) diffused or overspread.
Darkness . . . was poured upon the ground. . . I. ii. 9.
sweet madness Was poured \y^ox\ my heart, . i. xxxix, 9.
poured ioTih. from the unresting fountains . . . xi. ii. 3.

(5) passed in continuous succession.
thro' the City's hundred gates Were poured^ . . v. xvi. z.

Ponrest, v. tr. Fig. (1) givest vent to.
from thy narrow cage, Pouresi such music, . . Epips. 6.
Pourest thy full heart Skylark^ 4.

(2) of light, showerest, emittest.
thou/o«r£j/ thine On mine, /VtJZM. IV. 442.

Pouring, pr. pple. A. Lit. causing to flow.
And/iJM^-zw^forth the white milk, Cyd. %%o.
By pouringou her head this mystic water. . CEdipus, il. i. gi.
B. Fig. (1) spilling, shedding.

frpm pouring human blood Forth on the earth ? Laon, Vlll. xviii. 1.

(2) casting, forth.

which the Deity Within s^&avs pouring, . . . Prom. IV. 227.

(3) appearing in quick succession.

but soon came A?M?'?'«^ there New multitudes, , Loon, vi. v. 8.

came _^tf«;'/«^The banded slaves x. iv. i.

Fours, V. I. tr, A. Lit. drops, sheds.

When he ^OMrj Rain from above, Cycl. jfiy.

when the Thracian -wundL pours down the snow, . 313.

B. Fig. (1) produces freely,

such as Earth, . . .Pours from her fairest bosom, Laon, V. Iv. 2.

. CEdipus,u.\\.g.

Pr. Athan. 11, ii, 28.

. Si. Ir. (4) IV. 2.

, Laon, V. xxix, 1.

. Serckio, 112.

III. 1. 315.
Mother ^ Son, l. i r.

VI. 10.

. Q. Mab, V. 46.
• „ V.254.
. Rosal. 473.

. Wordsworth, 11.

The &a.tth pours forth its plenteous fruits,

(2) of light, emits or sends forth.

Which p. beyond the sea one steadfast beam, .

The silver moonbeam pours her ray ; . , ,

II. intr. produces, brings together.
A mighty crowd, such as the wide land pours
III. rejl. disperses, diffuses.

Pours itself on the plain

*Pourtray, v. tr. Fig. depict or describe.
Are clouds to hide, not colours to pouriray, . . Prom.. IV, 535.

Poverty, n. (1) indigence or need.
and left me so \n poverty, Cenci, III. i. 302.
Mocking our poverty, and telling us . .

Thsit poverty, the crime of tainting stain,
The keen attacks of pain and poverty ; .

But poverty and wealth with equal hand
poverty and wealth, the thirst of fame, .

Thou knowest what a thing is Poverty

(2) absence of riches.

In honoured poverty thy voice did weave
(3) as a personification.

And Poverty and Shame may meet and say— . Julian, 371.
When Poverty can blight the just and good, . Laon, Ded. vill. 6.

*Powdery, adj. Fig. impalpable, perishable.
Into a _^oze»^rjf foam of salt abuse, Gisb. \\x.

Power, n. ^1) force, capacity for action, ability.
Raking the cmders of a crucible For life and p., Alastor, 684.
Are cinctured with mypower as with a robe ; . Apollo, IV. 4.
Are portions oioT\^ power, which is mine. . . . iv. 6.
If equalin their /(Tw^r, Calderon, i. 1S6.
as I Have power given me . ... . . i. 212.
ray/(72e'e?-couId well Bridle .... li. iij^.

But that no power can fill with vital oil ... . Cenci, iii. ii, 17."

Have I not t\y&power to fly My own reproaches? v. i, 97.
The chariot . . . Descends in sxlQut power : . . Desman, i, 58.
But no power to seek or shun, ^ug. Hills, 23.
as thou find'st/(Ke;fi?-, Seize him Eaust,i.S6.
All that is in mypower to honour you Horn. Merc. V. 8.
Whether the glorious power you now show forth Lxxiv.7.
Without t)i& power to wish it thine again ; . . . Julian, 488.
if in melies Such^£>z£;f?', L^n, Ded. TV. 6.
Thns power BL.ud hope were strengthened . . .

the knowledge and the /ozi/^r Which says:
What Hfe, what power, was kindled . . .

His spirit is their power, ... . .

A tale of human power—
Methinks, it is ajS^e/e?' which thou bestowest, ,

And power shall then abound, and hope arise
once more

Scarcely the cloud, the vulture, or the blast, Has^.
linked remembrance lent To that such power.
Doctrines of human power my words have told,
thou hast lent To me, to all, the p. to advance .

for now A power, a thirst, a knowledge, . . .

time imparted Such Power to me,
thou alone hs^tpowerl . .

It draws the milk of /l«wa^ ai. aau. u.
The grace of his own power and freedom grew. Marenghi viii 4
Bright lady, who, if looks had ^v^rpower . . . Matilda 42A dream has power to poison sleep ; Mutability qand this ^ozy^?- and grace be thine: CEdipus, i. 361
Believing 'twas his power Peter iv. xxi %
If, as ye dream, such power be not withheld, . . Prol. ^Hellas sowhen PiKi/er and Pleasure, Glory and science .

' jcg
Thegood want /tfzwer, but to weep barren tears. Prom.i.62K.
He told the hidden ^^^ozygr of herbs and springs, . 11 iv 8";
power of imparting joy Is equal to the will, . . Q. Mab, in." 1

1

kmgly glare Will lose its /£)we*' to dazzle; . . lii. ia«
Who covet ^(Twtfr they know not how to use, . . v. 241
Which on this world notpower but will . . . Rosal. 608.
his gestures kindled New /(Tzwtf?-, 1161.
But each ^(pzcer was nervd by fear.— , ... St. Ir. (3) xvii. 2.
But such IS my regard that nor your power . . Sonn. Byron 8.

'

Intelligence, and unity, and power. Superstition '

32.
Such gentleness and _^£>t£;er even to behold. . . Witch, vi.i]
Which had th&power all spirits of compelling, . xiv. i
such power her mighty Sire Had girt them with, xxi. 6.

(2) a moral force, an immaterial source of strength,

— V. 7.—
.

iJt.3.

I. X(. I.

I. XXX. I,

I. Iviii. 9.
II, xl, 3.

II. xlii. Q.
III. xii. 7.

III. xix. 9.

IV. xii. 7,

IV. xvi. 4.

VI. XXX. 5.

VII. XXX, 5.
X. xxviii. I.

XI. xxii. 9.

a P(ywer Girt round with weakness , ...
but there arose a Power Which graspt . . .

Or any power moulding my wretched lot, . .

Pi. power ivom the unknown God, . . , .

A power, that from its objects scarcely cb-ew .

which had dispossest All native /(jzwer, . , ,

and ere this power can make In human hearts .

has lent Meanwhile, to me the power of a sublime
intent. . ... . .

Adonais^ xxxii, 2.

Cenci, v. i. 81.

V. iv. 83.
Hellas, 2 1 J.

Laon, II. xxiii. 2,

II. XXXV. 6,

II.xxxvii,6.

IV. xi. Q.
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And now the Power of Good held victory, . . . Laon^ v. iii. i.

one Unutterable ^tfzf^?', which shielded us . . . vr. xxxv. 3.

a ^(?zfir Which dawned thro' the rent soul ; . . Vll. vii. i.

And with ^^zXpower it forth led me .... Mask^ i. 3.

A power which comes and g^oes like dream, . . Peter^ v. v. i.

A ^OT£/cr to infect and to infest vil. xvii. 5.

driven within him, by some secret j&oa/^y, . . . Pr.Athan. I. 67.

If then my words hzAPower^ Prom. I. 6^.
a power as wide As is the world it wasted, . . —— l^l- iv. 174.
There is a Power^ a Love, a Joy, St. Epips. 134.

(3) as a supernatural agency.
Spreading itself where'er that Power m^y move . Adonais^ XLII. 6.

One/oa/er, one will, Calderon^ I. 196.
His attributes may be distinguished, one Sovereign

Power. I. 199.
His will whose will \% Power. Ch. isty III. 32.

that the proud Power of Evil , . Dcenton, II. 15.

Like omniscient /^TZt/fT' which he Eug. Hills, 198.

O, faith in God ! O, power on earth ! . . . . Hellas^ 261.

rich Power^ revered Divinity. . . . Horn. Earthy 24.

the glorious Power with azure eyes, Hotn. Min. i.

The Son of Saturn with this glorious Power . . Horn. Moon., 20.

The awful shadow of some unseen Flower . . . Int. Beauty, l. 1.

What Power delights to torture us? Julian, 320.
One i^ra'^r' ofmany shapes which none may know, haon, i. xxvii. 2.

Which thy breath Kindled, P. of holiest name ! . I. xxxii. 5.

one Pffooer^ to which supreme controul .... ll. viii.^.

that dark power which brings Evil, ..... II. xxxin. 7.

has some immortal power Such purposes ? . . . vill. iy. 7.

or what mute Power may give ... ... IX. xxxiii. 5.

terrific ^ffzc^r, I come away, M.X/. Despair, ^i.

Cursing the power that ne'er made aught in vain. 36.

Is it then thme, Almighty Power, she cries, . M. JV. Post. Fr. 29.

as the Power divine Which then lulled all things, Naples, 21.

but power from worst producing worse, . . . Ode Lib. Ii. 8,

or of the power unknown ! . XVI. 8.

the abode Of that /(Wi/^r which is the glass . Odeio Heaven, 21.

It matters not : for the saxa& power made all, . CEdipus, i. 123.

Before the Power that wields and kindles them. . Prol. Hellas, 165.

Nor any power above or under Prom. I. 89.

Cruel was the ^OTCtf/' which called You, . . . . i. 481.
He yet defies the deepest power of Hell. . . i. 538.
Fit throne for such a Power! Magnificent ! . . II. iii- 11.

We have felt the wand of Pmjer^ and leap— . . IV. 67.

peace! A mighty Power, which is as darkness, . IV. 510.

Hath then the gloomy Power Q. Maby l. 9.

s\l-sa&.cvaffPower, Necessity! VI. 197.

the powerThs-t led us forth at this lone hour . . Rosal. 14.

(4) influence, capability of influencing, ability to control.

the cause of this new ^i7j£/«^ Calderon, Ml. ^g.
what poisonous^^fTzwc?' Ye use against me— . III. 77.

Thought is not in my ^(ra«r, ill. 119.

with such power Compelling thee . . . . 111,122.

It were not free if thou ^yzA^power . . ill. 127.

If my power drags thee onward ? III.133.

preserves, Like a strong prison, the soul within
my power, Cenci, I. i. 115.

Could steal th&powerto wind thee in their wiles. Coleridge, 24.

In thy dark eyes a. Power like light doth lie, . . Con. Sing. i. 3.

When vanquished by the Bacchic/., he sleeps, . Cycl. 454.
And things divine are subject to ^txpower. . . 012.

That ministering on the ^o\zx power Deenton, II. 3'i6.

The Heaven whose course follows your power
and art, Dante Conv. 4.

To have known their p. stood me in little stead, 37.

raging, weave a chain oipower, Faust, I. 19.

*«&«>- and wit Of looks and words Ginevra, 120.

L-ove its ^ozc^r to give and bear. . . . . Hellas, ^$.
Thy words i^\^ power on me ! I see— . . . 812.

That you alive defend from magic power^ . . . Horn. Merc. VI. 3.

The power of unpremeditated song ? . . . . . Lixv. 2.

has given Thy songs such /ffwar^ Lxxvi. 3.

This glory and powertkifs^x dost from Jove inherit, LXXXVlll.3.

Thus let thy ^OTCwr, Int. Beauty^vu. 6.

That work of subtlest power, divine and rare ; . Laon, l. lii. 6.

The adamantine armour of their /oti/£^, . . . II. xx. 6.

Unconscious o( thepower thTO^ which shewrought II. xxxiv. 4.

She mourned that grace a.nd power were thrown II. xxxvi. 7.

The tyrants send their armed slaves to quell Her
power;— IV. xx. 7.

whose/ow*r their lives had soug;ht to spare. . V. vi. g.

Which once made all things subject to its p.— . V. xxviii. 4.

thoughts which smother Cold Evil's power, . . vi. xxxix.g.

to great Nature's sacred power He bent, . . . vii. v. 2.

The power which has been mine to frame . . . vil.xxxiv.9.

That gold should lose its power, and thrones their

gfory ; Vlll. xvi. 2.

Whose wand ofpower is hope, ix. xxxii. 3.

After the touch, whose p. had braided Such grace, Mar. Dr. XX. 5.

The still and solemn Power of many sights, . . Mont B. 128.

Thou supreme Goddess ! by y/hos& power divine (Edipus, I. i.

and the /ow^^ divine Of mighty poesy .... Orpheus, %5.^

O, summer eve ! with /(TZCtfr divine, .... iV. -4M<2k. 11. ii. 36.

Which wrapt me in its all-dissolving /^w^r, . . Prom. il. i. 76.

A gtx\^\n^power directs the chariot's prow , IV. 232.

a/ozt/^r Which doth array thy sphere; . . , . iv. 441.

Borne beside thee by a power ^^ IV. 464.
Love, from its awftu throne of patient power . IV. 557.

The signet of its all-enslaving /(ni'^r Q. Mab,v. ^.
That there attendant on the so)a.rpower . . . IX. 224,

for evening, And the power it's glimpses bring . Rosal. 202.

nor power, nor love, nor leisure St. Dejection, III.6.

I do adjure thy /^mr^r and thee Two Fr.Invoc. ii.^.

To which the enchantment of her izXh&rspower Witch, xx. 2.

began To turn the light and dew by inwaxd pow. xxxill. 3.

(5) a person or body Invested with control or authority.
If the /fra/^r that raised thee here . ... . Eug. Hills, iig.

The heavy fragments of the power which fell . . Hellas, S65.
Till Power, as envying her this only joy, . Mothers^ Son, VI. 11.

a child of fortune ^nooipower, Pr. Athan. I. 29.
A bloodier /tfzwe?' than ruled thy ruins .... 11. i. 19.

there was a Power xn this sweet place, .... Sensit. PI. II. i.

with the living form Of this embodied Pjwer, . Witch, TV. 8.

(6) sway, authority, dominion.
In aught to weaken the paternal power, . . . Cenci, 11. ii. 55.

Should mock with gold, opinion law axid. power? \il.\. 185.

She fears that ^tfwcf- is as a beast iv.iv. 1^.
Authority, and power, and hoary hair .... V. iv. 23.

God is my witness that this weight olpower, . . Ch. 1st, 11. 137.

should fence itself inviolably ^^th power; . . . —— II. 161.

that height ofpower Where now they sit, . . . II. 179.

art. thou who wields herpowerTsantr than they? II. iS6.

and deny The a^ostoMc power ... ... II. 225.

with power to loose and bind, Jl. 227.

Gives thee Xzx^epower in his unquiet realm, . , II. 265.

With amplestpower to quench in fire and blood, li. 335.
That will lend power, and power bring gold . . ll. 340.
Gold must give power, or . . II. 342.
I Were an invader of the royal power, . . . - III. 11.

Power^s poor dupes and victims yet have never , IV. 26.

Or seek some slave ofpower ana gold, .... Critic, III- i.

Custom, and Faith, and Power thou spumest ; . Damon, \. 90.

When fenced by power and master of the world. 11. 292.

When in his hour of pomp and power .... Death Vanq. 9.

For men ofpower provides thus weU, .... Devil, xvil. 2.

Yet dare not stain with wealth oxpower . . Exhortation, 19.

Famine, murder, hell and power Falsehood, 66.

By thought, as I by power. Hellas, 740.
how the full tide ofpower Ebbs to its depths. . 848.
Wakes Power lulled in her savage lair : . . . , Qg$.

^y power both gives and takes away ! . . . . Horn. Earth, 11.

The path to power is steep and rough, .... I^vould, 3.

We know That we hzsepower over ourselves . Julian, 185.

And spurned at peace, andpower, and fame ; . Laon, i. xfiv. 7.

Yet flattering ^ffztfar had given its ministers . . 11. iii. 7,

Have stamped the sign 01 power— II. xii. 4.

And that his /(Tzwerhath past away, doth know— rv. xxv, 8.

from human power thg reverend veil Was torn, . v.xxxviii.7.

Thy throne ofpower, almighty as thou wert, . \.Song,2.^.
Girt by its hell of ^jower^ VIi.xxxvi.4.

Its names are each a sign which maketh holy All
power— VIII. X. 2.

aye, the ghost, the dream, the shade OfPower— • viii. x. 3.

whose will haspower when all beside is gone. . viii. xvi. 9.

The Tyrant knew his power was gone, . . ix. xiii. i.

the/^ra/er Of Kings and Priests, x vii. 5.

to less Than ye conceive ofpower, xi. xvi. 4.

All power and faith must pass, XII. xxix. 3.

That sand on which thy crumbling^, is built— . Ld. Ch. xi. 4.

Ambition, power, and avarice, . M. N. Post. Fr. i.

Wing'd with the power of some ruthless king, M.N. Spec. Hors. 8.

For his cursed^, unhallowed arms to wield— Mother^ Son, il. 7.

fride, and power they have overthrown : . . . Ode, Arise, 27.

'or fangless Power grown tame and mild . . . 40.

Those whom nor^^w^r, nor lying faith, nor toil, Otho, Hi. 1.

O'er all thin^^ but thyself I gave iSssx-power, . . Prom. \. 273.
Thou knowest not the period of Jove's /(Tztwyp . l. 412.
I laugh your power, and his who sent you here, . —- I. 473.
Filling the seat cS.power, il. iv. 3.

The birthright of their being, knowle(^e, power, li. iv. 39.
To defy Ptmer, which seems omnipotent ; . . . iv. 572.

the trembling judge. Who, clothed in venal ^otv., Q. Mob, ill. 156.

Power, like a desolating pestilence, . ... III. 176.

Thy throne ofpower unappealable : III. 218.

decked in wealth, Honour and power, .... IV. 187.

Have crept by flattery to the seats ofpower, . . IV. 200.

cringe Before the mockeries of earthly/int«r. . iv. 220.

the power That grinds them to the dust of misery. V. 59.
unrestrained but by the arm ofpower, .... V. 125.

from power's avenging hand, he takes .... - V. 221,

deadly power Has fixed its seal Vi. 48.
Or countless partners of his power divide . . . vil. 37.

his throne, Girt as it was 'wxth. power. .... VII, 91.

Had raised him to his eminence \n power, . . VH. 102.

Of weak, unstable and precarious /ozy^r-/ . . . vii. 206.

Or he was bartered for the fame ofpower, . . viii.174.

and Power doth give To such pale tyrants . . . Rosal. 463.
And stood at the throne of armed ^i7OT«r . . 630.

If he see\^s power, power is enthroned .... 661.

Those who would sit near power must toil ; . 664.
Grey Power was seated Safely . ... . 699.
When the stem fates had ^(7zi«r 51f. /r. (3) II. 8.

all those who had grown old in /ozwfir . . Triumph 120.

how^iTWrr and will In opposition . . ... 228.

Their power was given But to destroy, . . 292.
To re-assume the delegated power, 503.

(7) force, strength.

In bands of union, which no power may sever : . Laon, ix. xxvii. 8.

Secure in hnman power v/^ have defied .... x. xxvii. 3.

defying The ^(Tzt/cr of light in vain, xi. ii. 8.

Since withenng pain no power possest, .... Love, 5.

whence they Drew the power which is their prey. Mask, LXii. 4.
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. M. N. Fragnit. 5.

M.N.Post.Fr.y..

Q, Mab^ I. 100.

Where/bw^rinlikeness of the Arvecomes down Mont B. 16.

Power dwells apart in its tranquillity .... • 96.
Frost and the Sun in scorn of mortal power . . 103.
Mont Blanc yet gleams on high :—the p. is there, 127.
As ruling once hypower, so now by admiration, Naples^ 121.

Power in thought Be as the tree within the seed ? Ode Lib. XVII. 8.

A wave to pant beneath thy power^ , . , . Ode W, IVind, iv. 3.

An awful ima^e of calm /(Kfir /Vowe. i. 296.
Iron and goId7the slaves and signs ofpower, . 11. iv. 69.
the sweepmjf storms Of pityless/(7W£r/ . . . Q. Mab^ IV. 127.
Lending thmr power to pleasure and to pain, vill. 138.
"When fenced by power and master of the world. ix, 199.

Powerfal, adj. (1) wonder-working.
Or ever would employ Jiis powerjul art . . Hom. Merc. LXXXIX. 6.

(2) mighty, strong.
Oh I p&werjul {z.\jt, revoke thy deadly spell,

Is this the system which thyJ>owerful swiiy^

(3) intense.

Sheds not a light so ^i.ld, so powerful, . . ^ , _

(4) adj. aosol. those possessed of authority or power.
The /(7ZW. and the wise had sought Thy coming, . Laon,\.Song,^,'j.
The j&ffWin goodness want: worse need for them. Prom. I. 626.
Mercy becomes the powerful— ht. but just : . . Q. Mab, vii. 133.

I^Fowerless, adj. (1) without authority, impotent.
Can the directors of the storm in p. silence lie ? . M. N. Despair, 9.

Man's brief . . . authority Is powerless as the wind Q. Mab, III. 221.

iHavipowerless were the mightiest monarch'sarm, vi. 62.

Mocking my powerless tyrant's horrible curse . vil. 257.

C2) destitute of energy.
when the will Is Powerless Hope^ Fear, 5.

Powers, n. (^1) energies, forces, capacities for action,

mental and physical.
wasting these surpassing ^(Twerj In the deaf air, Alasior, 288.

The hovering powers oflife 639.

speak in feeble imagery Their own c.q\6. powers. 710.

He has wide wants, and x^zrvoyN powers. . . . Cenci, 11. ii. 12.

Dangerous secrets ; for it tempts our powers, . II. ii. iii.

those v&st\^ss Powers that ceaselessly .... Dmmon, li. 2.

Before the naked powers II. 242.

The phantoms of the powers who rule thee now— Hellas^ 883.

dedicate toy powers To thee and thine— . . Int. Beauty, VI. 1.

In hope on their av/Ti powers began to look, - , Laon^ i. xxxi. 8.

did nurse myspirit's ioXA&A powers II. i. 9.

My ^ozcfiT'j revived within me, and I went . . . iv.xxxiii.i.

Thoughts . , . whose^fwt'erj can sleep no morel . V.Song,6.\.
I resumed my ancient powers at length ; . . . vii.xxviii.3.

from my fingers flow The powers of life. . . Magnet. Ljidy, i. 6.

And so were kindled ^OTwerj and thoughts , . Marengki XJi^f. i.

Had bowed her natural /(Kc^rj to decay. . . Mother^ Son, l.o^.

The Anarch of thine own bewildered pow. Rose : Ode Lib. XII. 10.

For whose path the Atlantic's level powers Ode W. Wind^ ill. 9.

Where Thought's crowned ^OTweyj . . Prom. iv. 103.

Ihs.powers that quell Death IV. 151.

With the powers of a world of perfect light. . . iv. 1 68.

the unconquered/(?a/£/-j Of precedent and custom Q. Mab, III. 97.
the frame of clay Wrapt round its struggling/. . IV. 58.

With heart impassive by more nohlt: powers . . V. 34.

(2) rulers, divinities, supernatural agencies.

the bowers Where the Ocean powers .... Arethusa, IV. :£.

When the/(?ze;firjof the air Cloud, 6^.

Holiest powers, permit no wrong ! J^itkal. 24.

The Powers of earth and air Hellas, 23a
the Powers who earth-bom mortals save . . . Horn. Castor, 7.

Two Powers o'er mortal things dominion hold . Loon, i. xxv. 5.

The giant Powers move, Prol. Hellas, 69.

and all the/owerj of nameless worlds, . . . .Prom.i. 20s.
Why have the secret /iTwerjofthis strange world I. 240.

The powers who scheme slow agonies in Hell, . i. 367.

Ye' congregated /OTE'erj of heaven, lii. i. i-

the/. That give a shape to nature's varied works, Q. Mab, VI. 84.

ti M M )i " " Superstition^ 13.

(3) authority, control.

Let ampler powers and new instructions . . . Ck. ist, ll. 229.

Practicable, adj. capable of being stormed.

Cannot be practicable yet—who stirs ? . . Hellas, 1 17.

Practice, n, working, exercise.

Friends who, by/?-fl^A« of some envious skill, . PFirVc-^, Lxxvil. 5.

Practise, v. tr. conduct, carry on.

Then preaching peace, as now thty practise war, Q. Mab, Vll. 207.

*Frsel)ens, pr. ppU. giving or affording.

Fire, which ex luceprmbensfumum, .... Peter, VI. xvii. i.

Praise, n. laud, commendation.
Victory and praise in their own right belong. . Apollo, VI. 6.

But the high /raws Stung me Calderon,\\. iiS.

The praise which I have gained will yet remain. Q/cl. 182,

Their censure, or their wonder, or theirpraise ? Gisb. 131.

And I, who speak this /ra/jfi, Horn. Merc. yxs-Wl, y.

nor otners/rawe shall unremembered be. . . . Horn. Mzn. 20.

Rise, Memory, and write its praise I Jane, Recoil. 4.

lips once eloquent With love's too partial/.— . Julian, 455-

Requitest for knee-worship, prayer, a.uA praise, . Prom. 1-6.

Whose is the warm and partial /?-flwe, . . • .Q.Mab,ped.i.
Which hungry wolves with ^ya/jfi and spoil, . . Rosal. 663.

Praise of love or wine ^r^.^^T^w^
whom his graceful/. Clothes for our grandsons— Witch, Ved. V. 2.

Praise, v. I. tr. commend, extol.

You praise not what you feel but what he does ;— Calderon, I. 31.

5.

Taste, that you may not praise it in words only. Cycl. 148.

to praise you at your hands ? 557-

the good old times \ praise ; Faust, II. 281,

liaise him, for those who feed 'era Peter, VI. xxxiii.

II. inir. applaud.
What can this be to those who praise or rail ? . St. Epips. 5,

Praised, v. tr. thanked, commended.
And taking my hand, praised me :— .... Cycl. 412.

Praised,//, commended, applauded.
the King Had praised her dance of yore, . . . Laon, V. xxi. 6.

Praises, n. glorifications, laudations.

Howled hideous /ra/j&y to their Demon-God ; . Q. Mab, II, 150.

thou Requirest no -^r^yexB or praises ; .... VI. 200.

*Prauces, v. intr. capers about.
As he skips, 2xAprances, and flaps his wing, . Devil, xxill. 4.

Prank, n. a gambol.
With many a prank and merry shout. . . , Rosal. 237.

Pranks, n. odd or mischievous tricks.

To let his wife play 3.nypranks she pleased, . . CEdipus, II. i. 50.

On which that fady played her Tc\2.wy pranks, . Witch, ll i.

These were the //-flw^J she played Lxxvill. i.

Prankt,//. (1) set out, displayed.

islands inviolably Prankt on the sapphire sea. . Hellas, 1049,
The waning stars prankt in the waters blue, . . Laon, ix. i, 8.

(2) variegated, adorned.
broad flag-flowers, purple /ra«^2f with white, . Question, IV. 2.

Was prankt . . . With golden and green light, . Sensit. PI. I. 42.

Prate, v. intr. talk idly.

still />-a/£ of christian peace, C^. u/, Ii. 238.

Prating-, pr. pple. talking idly.

and would always Stand p. there of commerce, . CEdipus^ I. 198.

*Praxitelean, adj. after the manner of Praxiteles.

living imageryj Praxitelean shapes, . . . Prom. IIL iii. 165.

Pray, v. I. tr. (1") beseech, entreat, addressed to God.
Farewell ; "and I will /re;' Almighty God . . . Cenci, I. i. 124.

\pray thee, God, send some quick death . . . l i. 135.

\pray thee, God, Let me not be bewildered . . ill. i. 126.

I pray thee for my sake, .... ... iv. i. 125.

(2) used elliptically-

pray That the Apostle Peter and the saints . . r. i. 28,

Which I have heard him pray for on his knees : . i. ii, 53.
and fervently Pray that he pity both i. iii, 159,

(3) request, ask as a favour, beg earnestly.

Cardinal, One thing, I pray you, I. i. 59.
I pray you now excuse me. . , ir, ii. $t.
Ipray thee. Cardinal, that thou assert . . . v. ii. 59.
Yes, pray your Grace look : Ch. u/, li. 36.

Wepray thee and admonish thee with freedom, , Cycl. 267.

I pray thee that thou blot from this sad song . . Epips. 35.

the boon Ipray Is this,— Laon, XI. xxiv. 6.

And said, A boon, a boon, Ipray / Mar. Dr. i, 2,

(4) used elliptically. a. I request, beg or desire.

Pray, Sir, What science may you know?— , . Calderon, I. 89,

\pray That you depart hence i. 243.
Yet wake him not, I pray, spare me awhile, . . Cenci, IV, iv, 5.

My Lord, \pray excuse us ; rv, iv. 62.

I pray that you prepare yourselves for Rome : iv. iv, 155.

Pray overlook these papers. . . , . . . Ch. 1st, ii. 115.

Pray come here when it suits you ;
Faust, i, 96.

Pray be so good as light us up this way. . ii. 27,

/rajv make way, good peojale Ii. 219.

Attend, I pray^ to this advice of mine, . , , Horn. Merc, xv, 5.

I pray TeU, ancient hedger of Onchestus green, xxxii. "i.

And this short notice—' Pray abuse.' .... Peter., vi. ii, 5.

Pray find some cure or sinecure ; vii. ii, i,

h. I beg earnestly.

Are you gone mad ? If not, pray speak to me.
Oh, husband ! Pi^ay forgive poor Beatrice,

while I speak, I pray. That you put ofi^,

I /^'oy for thine own wretched sake , . .

But mine own words, I Pray^ deny me not.

speak, I pray : ...
c. satirically or jestingly.

an\ypray don't swallow me.
a. trust or hope.

Ipray that 3'e will hear me when I cry, , . .

II. intr. supplicate, utter prayers.

'Tis true I did believe, and hope, and /ray,
thus might /ray To the deaf sea
Hate men who cant, and men who /ray.
As much skill as need to pray . . ...
and /ray—as madmen do For what? , . ,

The sons of earth to their foul idols /ray,

Cenci, ii. i. 33.
. —— II. i. 129.——

• III. i. 207.
IV. i. 15.

. Prom-. I, i^.
III. IV. 31.

. CycL igS.

. Dante Conv. 8.

Cenci, IV. iv. 133.
. V. iv. 42.
. Critic, II. 1.

. Julian^ III.

126.

, Laon, IX. xxiv, 7.

Think ye, because ye weep, and kneel, and /ray, x. xxxvi. i.

then /ray That, with this sacrifice, x. xxxix. 2.

The Bible, whence he used to pray, , . . Peter, \. xv. 3.

Prayed, v. intr. (1) addressed invocations or prayers.

And he pray'd to God to dissolve the spell, . St. Ir. (3) vil. 4.

(2) earnestly desired.

Massacre, For this \ prayed, would in thy sleep . Fall ofBonap. 8,

(3) made earnest request.
And not my scorned self who prayed to thee. , . Rosal. 39.
And I prayed to share his dungeon floor . , , . 879,

3 Y
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Frayed, pp. addressed invocations.
I have j&yajV^rfTo God, Cenci^ rii. i. 218.

Prayer, n. (^1) a solemn petition to a Deity.
to the gjeat father of all A prayer^ i. iii- 24.

Must grant a parent's ^^ajV^?' against his child . IV.i. 107.

that hope poured forth in prayer^ V. iv, 121,

Some heartless scraps of godly prayer^ .... Falsehood^ 96.
Call on the Twins of Jove with prayer and vow, Horn. Castor

.^
1 1.

That perfidy and custom, gold zxiA. prayer^ . . Laon^ IX. xiii. 3.

God hears my prayer—we meet, we meet again. M. N. Post. Fr. 20.

Like a bad prayer not over loud, Mask^ xvil. 3.

(2) adoration, worship.
his slaves With blasphemy ior prayer^ .... Dcemon^ 11. 18.

at whose elbow the Devil during prayer^ . . . Devily Vlll. i.

Requitest for knee-worship, prayer^ and praise, . Front. I. 6.

bend thy soul in prayer^ I. 376.
And lamentation, and TQluctant prayer, . . III. i. 7.

And in fervent prayer he knelt on the ground, . St. Ir. (3) Vlll. i.

(3) an earnest request, petition or entreaty.
And divided at her grayer; AretAusa, ni. 6.

But neither ^rajj^^ nor verse Fptps. 24.1.

If his prayer Be granted, Hellas^ 175.
one stifled prayer For life, Laon^ x. xxiii. 4.

As thus with thee in prayer in my sore need. OdeW. Wmd,lV.io.
Prayers, n. (1) invocations or petitions to the Deity,

"Passionate prayers .' Cenci, 1. 111. 119.

When bi^h God grants he punishes such prayers. IV. i. 138.

Which might have quenched in reconciling pray. V. i. 17.

To the Pope's prayers, than he heis been to mine. V. iv. 46.
And coola my prayers avail, Hellas^ 23.

thou Requirest no prayers or praises ; . • • Q- Mab^ VI. 200.

(2) requests, entreaties.
"^ My eamest^rayc?'j, and urgent interest ; . . . Cenct, II. ii. 61.

Importune him with, prayers, V. iv. 35.

v/Yiomprayers or tears then could not tame, , . Bpips .225.

Kneehng, with many tears and prayers, . . . Rosal. 532.
What avail Are prayers and tears, 868.
With prayers which rarely have been spumed, . 880.

(3) oaths.
and blaspheming^rayarj Accosted us Julian, 218.

Praying, pr. pple. earnest beseeching.
now heed vaj praying, .- . . . Rosal. 561.

Prays, v. intr. sB.ys prayers.
A cowled . . . monk F^ays, curses and deceives. . Q. Mob, II. 181.

^Fre-adamlte, adj. existing before Adam.
others dream He was /r«-a(fa?«z/tf Hellas, \ZZ.

Preach, v. ir. proclaim, declare.
To preach the burning wrath which is to come, . Fr. Satire, 14.

:i:Preacliex, n. the author of The Book of Ecclesiastes.
and like the Preacher found it not Lift not, 14.

Preaches, v. intr. proclaims, teaches publicly.
A Dervise, learned in the Koran, preaches . . Hellas, 595.

JPreachiny,^. //^. (1) talking.
And with Xovi^ preaching and persuasion, . . . Peter, I. iv. 2.

Frowning, preaching—such a riot ! ill. xi. 2.

(2) proclaiming, declaring.
Then preaching peace, as now they practise war, Q. Mab, Vll. 207.

*PrecarioTiB, adj. uncertain.
The gleanings oiprecarious charity . . , Mother <5- Son, ill. 6.

Of weak, unstable andprecarious power ; . . Q. Mab, Vll. 206.

^Precaution, n. piece of foresignt.
I should have neglected So trivial a precaution, Cenci, V. ii. 104.

Precedent, n. previous or authoritative example.
Now, there were danger in the _^rccfff^«/ . . . (Bdipus,\. \\6.
the unconquered powers Oiprecedentand custom Q. Mab, III. g8.

Precedents, n. established usages.
Morals, and precedents, and purity, (Bdipus, I. 329.

4:Frecincts, n. limits or boundaries.
in the /reczW^j of the palace, Q.Mab,v. 21%.

Precious, adj. (1) of great esteem, inestimable.
kept most relentlessly Its precious charge, . . Alastor, 293.
unwise to give the Cyclopses This precious drink, Cycl. 452.

(2) of great price or value.
Each flame of it is as a.precious stone .... Witch, xxvii. 4.

^Precipice, n. a headlong steep or overhanging bank.
Encountering on some d\z7y precipice . . . . Alastor, 258.
its precipice Obscuring the ravine, • 546.
Yet the gray precipice and solemn pine .... "571.

Danger's grim playmates, on that precip. Slept, 608.
win(£ witn short turns down the precipice ; . . Cenci, ill. i. 246.
Or thrust him from the precipice. Cycl. 447.
Stretched on th& precipice above the plain. Hont. Merc. LXVIII. 8.

there, many a precipice, Mont 3. 102.

Or water-fall from a dizzy precipice CEdiptis, II. i. 103.
and on Chiavenna's^^'^w^^iV^ . Rosal. 1298.
Some say there is a precipice 7\vo Spirits, 33.
Its fall down the hoar ^r««]^/« of spray, . . . IVitch, xiAi. j.'

Precipices, n. pi. of Precipice.
Hung with its ^?'e«^;V:si' proud, Rosal. 543.
Hemmed in with rifts and /rtf«]^zV:»j grey, . . IVitch, XL.IX. y.

^Precipitate, v. refl. cast themselves down.
Precipitate themselves in waterfalls, Faust, II. 9.

^Precipitates, v. I. tr. urges or presses forward.
precipitates .... her blind flight Alastor, 22g.

II. re^. casts itself headlong.
the monster who Precipitates itself upon me. . . Calderon, 11. 8r,

iflPrecipitatingr, ppl. adj. headlong, overpowering.
With 6erce gusts and precipitating iotca, . . . Alastor, 321.

^Precipitous, adj. (1) steep.
Through tangled swamps and deep precip. dells, 235.

(2) high built.

Fall of vast bastions and precipitous towers, . Hellas, 818.

(3) headlong, rushing.
A covLxse precipitous, of dizzy speed, L.aon, I. viii. 1.

^Predestined, //. foredoomed.
He was predestined to damnation Peter, 1. iv. 5.

^Predestined, ppl. adj. appointed or settled previously.

On its ^r^f/fij/zw^^ circle rolled Faust, I. 3.

The so long predestined raiment Peter, Prol. 5.

*Predevote, adj. predestined.
Predevote, like you and me, 32.

Prefer, v. tr. choose in preference.

prefer Pious humanity to wicked will ; . . . . Cycl. 295.
thou d!\d%t prefer A frail and bloody pomp . . FallofBonap. 5.

To virtue ^OM\d prefer vice Peter, IV. i. 5.

had long learned to /r«!/9r Hell's freedom . . Q. Mab^vw. 194.

^Preference, n. esteem of one person above another.
Have put aside all worldly preference, .... Ch. ist, ill. 63.

Prefixed, pr. pple. settled already.
The price ^r^jr^f/ by selfishness, Q. Mab,v.\'lo.

Pregnant, adj. Fig. (1) fertile.

the darkwindings[of a]^«e^«a«/lawyer'sbrain, Ch. \st,\\.^'j.

(2) full, abounding.
This secret in the pregnant womb oftime, . . Gisb. 104.

Prejudice, n. unreasoning bias or prepossession.
Where the phantoms of Prejudice vanish away, . Death, Dial. 17.

the common laws Of decency and prejudice, . . Q. Mab, V. 106.

Prejudices, n. unreasoning likes or dislikes.

The passions, prejudices, interests. That sway . II. 103.

*Prelacy, n. church government by prelates.
The root of all this ill \s prelacy Ch. isi, I. 102.

Prelate, n. a dignitary of the church.
the yonng prelate Orsino sent me to Petrella ; . Cenci, v. ii. 14.

Prelates, n. the bishops.
If, \\)i.e.t\ie prelates, I Were an invader .... Ch. 1st, III. 10.

*Prelude, n. (1) an introduction.
That thought is but a. prelude to the deed :— . Calderon, III. 118.

(2) Fig. introductory strain.

"Whose prelude held all envy, hate, and wrong, Adonais, xxxvi. 6.
But strike the prelude of a loftier strain ? . . Loan, Ded. x. 2.

Preluding-,/?-. ///^. prefacing.
Preluding with the plectrum, Hotn. Merc. IX. 3.

Premature, adj. untimely.
The doors olpremature and violent death, . . Q. Mab, V. 48.

^Prematurely, adv. before the due time.
my thin hair Was prematurely grey, .... iMon, rv. xxix. 4.

Preparation, n. (1) arrangement, making ready.
But there is mighty preparation made, .... Cenci, I. ii. s$.
Make speediest preparation for the journey

!

il. i. 173.
No preparation needs, Cyd. 598.
(a) introduction, leading up to.

was but sa.dpreparation For happy news. . . Cenci, V. iv. 29.

Prepare, v. I. tr. (1) make ready or fit.

And 'tis a bitter feast that you prepare, . . . Cyd. 293.

(2) get ready, provide.
each one for the other did p. All kindly succour^ Loon, V. xx. 3.
a cruel sacrifice Ye now prepare, xi. xvi. 8.

(3) bring on, make preparation for.

that my foes even 'Caxysprepare their fall ! . (Bdipus, II. i. 191.
Men oftentimes /yg/ar^ a lot Peter, iv.\\.%.
youth'scoiTuptedimpulses/rtf/artfAiifeofhorror ^. Mab, V. 192,

II. rejl. make ready.
Ipray that yo\x Prepare yourselves for Rome: . Cenci, IV. iv. 155.
Frepare yourself, my Lord ; IV. iv. 1X7.

Prepared, v, tr. made preparation for.

That mocked his fury and prepared his fall. . . Q. Mab, ix. 37.
Prepared,^/. (1) provided.
A rare and regal prey He hath prepared^ . . . Alastor, 620.
All -was preparedhy unforbidden means , . . Cenci, iv. iv. 29.

(^2) made ready, arranged.
I have a\\ prepared For instant flight v. i, 36.
For there is prepared thy nuptial bed M. N. Ravail, 72.

(3) written out, completed.
Is the petition yet /rtf/fl*Vi3?^ C«»«', I. ii. 39.
(4) resolved, determined.

I am prepared: in truth with no proud joy , . Julian, 379.
and am prepared To stand the test, .... &dipus, II. i. 181.

Prepares, v. tr. provides.
Which she prepares for overwearied age; . , . Cenci, v. L 15.
Which restless tXmeprep. For every living soul. . Q. Mab, III. 20.

*Prepossessions, «. favourable prejudices or preconceived
opinions.

In piggish souls can prepossessions reign ? . . (Bdipus, li. i. 77.
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Freroffative, n. right or privilege.

man has lost His tQTT\h\Q prerogative^ . > . , Q. Mab^ viil. 226.

*Presag''d, v. tr, indicated, augured.
They ho6\ng\y presag'd destruction and woe. . St Ir. (i) i. 5.

jPresaginff, pr. pple. foreboding.
And presaging the truth of visioned bliss. . . . Dcenton^ II. 276.

n » M n „ ... Q> Mab, IX. 179.

Presence, n. (1) nearness, existence in the same place,

companionship, personality.
Shamed by \}a& presence of that living Might . . Adonais^ xxv. 2.

He is a presence to be felt and known .... XLli. 4.
Which clothed his z-^iwX presence unrevealed, . Adon. Cane. 31.

trembled even to feel An ^^x^.^.c.z^x&tou^z6.presence^ Alas/or^ 477.
the caves Are filled with my hn^^. presence^ . . Apollo^ ll. 5.

the awe Of \s.tx presence bound to terror! , . . Cfalderon^ 11. 10.

Whose /r.?J5«« honours our festivity Cenct^ I. iii. 3.

Like a protecting ji&y£j£«ce.' il. i. 48.
Fled from your presence, as you now from mine. II. i. 114.

At thy_^r<?wMce She fell, IV. i. 31,

to tell tlie ladies That I request ^e\r presence. , • iv. iv. 79.
a kind of Paradise After our father's presence. . V. iii. 12.

This fiend, whose ghastly presence ever . . . Coleridge^ 31.

His presence he would not abide Devil, Vlil. 4.
the Drightness~Of her divinest^r^JCMiTfi , . . Epips. 78.
A divine ^r^jfiMce in a place divine ; 135.
from her presence life was radiated 325.
My presence bore A part in that day's shame. . Hellas, 476.
Friend. \i\ia^t presence on my wintry heart Fell, Laon^ Ded. Vll. i.

Waked, with \ts presenex, in my tranced brain . in. xvii. 5.

shun Its presenex, nor seek refuge with the dead . in. xx. 8.

we bend in fear and shame Before thy presence / x. xxvii. 5.

¥Lcx presence had made weak and tame . . Lerici^ 22.

That they knew \\i^ presence there, Mask, xxx. 3.

tremble and wear The splendour of its presence. Ode Lib. Cane. 5.

Thou, from whose unseen presence theleaves Ode W. IVind, i. 2.

1 sufier the Tea.\ presence

;

CSdipus, I. 2g^.
and show Thepresence of the unseen Deity. . . 11. ii. 65.
arrayed Theirpresence in the beauty and the light Prol. /fellas, 1 15.

from the aether Of her tranaformm^ presence, . From. 1. 832.
His Presence flow and mingle thro my blood . ii. i, 80.
whiA suffer Thy presence tlms unveiled. . . . li. v. 20.

The penetrating /r^jtfwcB / III. i. 39.
Within his nobTe ^y'fi.s'fiKCK, Q. Mab^Y.i^'j.
his presence stung The torturers Rosal. 649.
As from thy presence showers a rain of melody. Skylark, 35.
Are by its ^?igjtf«« dimmed

—

Tffwer ofFam. \^.

And as tkve presence of that fairest planet, . . . Xriumph, 416.
The presence of that shape 425.
The shadow of his presence made Unf. Dr. 54.
like passions made still by the presence of Love, Vis. Sea, 130.
in the light Of her sv/eet presence— WiicA, xxii. 8.

Scattering sweet visions from her presence svit&tf lx. 4.

(2) the audience of royalty.

Into the VioyaX presence, Ch. isi, I. 116.
Methinks it is too saucy for this presence. . . ll. 35.
now pleads in this royal presence.— li. 228.

Presence-cixamber, c. n. Fig. a place of reception.
Presence-cka-mber^ temple, home, Ode to Heaven, 7.

Present, n. the time being or passing.
make ikiepresent Dark as the future !— ... Ch. isl, i. 25.

His empire, o'er the present and the past ; . . Dmmon, ii. 26.
the /^vjtfw/ now recurs . < . 11. 235.

,, „ ,, Q. Mab, IX. 143.
with the shattered present chokes the past ; . , Epips. 212.

and make thepresent last 522.
If it could make the present not to be, .... Fr. Satire, 20.

The present, and the past, and the to-come. . . Hellas, 148.
imperial spirits, Rule Represent from the past, . ^— 701.
C"an make the future present—let it come ! . 759.
to that Which is—the absent to ^e present. . 795.
Of the present and the past, Ode to Heaven, 5.
Sway tne reluctant present, Prol. Hellas, 9.
And the future i$ dark, and th.e present is spread From. I. 562.
Thou shalt behold the j&rffJfiMif/ . -. Q. Mab, ii. 6^.
nor deduce The futurefrom ^e present, . . , in. loi.
The present BlXvA. the past thou hast beheld : . . vili. i.

Thepresent now is. past Vlll. 44
Over the /y^j^w/'J dijsky glass ? Questions, 4.
I mix the.present with the past, 2asso, Song, 11. 6.

Present, adj. .(1) in a certain company or society.

I do arrest all^rMff«/ in the name CeM«, IV. iv, 108.
All /rtfj£»// all confronted ; iv. iv. 173.
All /rejew^ who those crimes did hear, . . . . Rosal. 518.

(2) in course of passing, now^ existing.

O, that the hour when present had cast off . . Cenci, V. i. 5.

To the -^oAdi present and the world to come . . Ch. \st, II. 189.
As they were to whom once this present hour, . Hellas, 925.
Adore fhee present or lament thee lost. . . . Zucca, V. 8.

(3) never absent, omnipresent.
was he not alone omnipotent On Earth, and ever

present? Cenci, v. iv. 69.
Thy spirit is/r^j^w/ in the past, Hellas, "ji^S.

(4) immediate, at the moment.
But soon they saw their present strength, . . . Laon, VI. xiv. 2.

(5) with fl^=just now.
But he remitted Judgment atpresent— . . Horn. Merc. LXVI. 7.

Present, v. tr. (1) endow.
I //'£jtf«/ thgejadlimiis music-flowing shell, . . Lxxxill. 7.

(2) give.

That I might there present it !—oh I to whom ? . Question, v. 8.

(3) hand in formally.

you, Orsino, Have ,the petition ; wherefore not

preseniifi Cenci, ll. \\. 5g.

(4) exhibit or display to view.

did now pres. A line which covered ... the rest, Laon, VI. xiii. 7.

Presented, v. tr. (1) proposed, suggested.

whate'er Thy wildest 6xe3.mpres. to thy thought Calderon, II. 176.

(2) displayed, offered.

Desire presented her [false] glass, Love^ HoPe^ 15.

(3) directed, opposed.
And wrinkled snouts //vjfi«^*^ to the foe, . . , (Edipus^\,%\%.

Presented,//, handed formally.
I have/rej««/tfafit, apdbacked it 0»«*, 11. ii. 60.

^Presenting, /r. ///(g. (1) handing in formally.
on the advocates Presenting the defences, . . . V. iv. 8.

(2) giving, proffering.

for preseniifig them bitter physic Ck. ist, II. 398.

Presentment, n. a representation, a pageant.
to point the moral Of this presentfnent, .... I. 172.

Preserve, v. tr. (1) keep, maintain.
I should preserve my senses for your sake. . . Cenci, II. i. 79.
that fate Which made them abject, ^No^x\Apreserve

them so
;

Laon^ rv. ix. 4.

(2) keep the memory of.

the inarticulate people of the dead. Preserve^ . ProTn. 1. 184.

Preserved, pp. kept safely.

Unchsjagm^y preserved 3JiA buried there. . . Fr. Dead, 4.

Preserver, n. one who protects from injury or destruction.
The friend and the preserver of the free ! . . . Laon, V. xviii. 3.

my old preserver's hoary hair vi. xv. 6.

Destroyer axid preserver; hear, O, hear ! . . Ode W. Windy 1. 14.

Preserves, v, tr. holds or keeps securely.

w\Cv:h preserves. Like a strong prison, the soul . Cenci, 1. 1. 114.

^Preside, v. intr. act as president or moderator.
and thou '^'Htpreside Over a knot of. . . censurers, Ch. ist, II. 321.

^Presides, v. intr. Fig. superintends or watches over.
presides.^ Apportioning with irresistible law . . Q. Mab^ vi. 162.

Press, V. I. tr. K.- Lit. embrace, clasp fondly.
\io\i\A press his pallid hand At parting, .... Alastor, 269.
Oh ! press it to thine own again, Ind. Ser. in. 7.
Then press into thy breast this pledge of love ; . Q. Mab, Dedi 13.

B. Fig. tread, pass over.
ye press, . . . life's green and pleasant path, . . Ye hasten, 9.

II. intr. witb on, hasten forwards.
the cruel hounds press on With deafening yell, . Orpheus^ 48.

*Press of sail, n. phr. as much sail as possible.
The agile Hydriote barks with press of sail

Dashed :— Hellas, 485.

Pressed, v. I, tr. (1) embraced, clasped.
and wildly^rw^ My bosom, Zaotz, 11. xlvii. 8.

I^?'ffj5ffa those softest eyes in trembling . . . V. xxiv. 9.
^iePressed the white moon on his front . . . VI. xxvL 3.
^r(M^ That cold lean hand :— /V.-4Ma«.ii. ii. 55.

(2) fell on, touched in passing.
Her step seemed to pity the grass it prest; . . Sensit. PI. 11. 21.

(3) crushed.
That his light-winged footstep pressed to dust ; . Q. Mab, ix. 33.

(,4) with out, eradicated, destroyed.
I^essed owt the life of life, Pr. Athan. 1. 122.

II. intr. thronged, was on every side,

the varied bliss that pressed around, .... Q. Mab^ ll. 52.

Pressed, pp. (1) clasped or embraced.
While my shut eyes and cheek ^erepress. within From. II. i. 48.

(2) fixed firmly.

His lips \^ere pressed z.g^mst a folded leaf . . . Julian, 280.

(3) forced, driven.
Pressed into light by silent misery, .... Mother^ Son, I. 6.

(4) packed or arranged.
The new cheese press, into the bull-rush baskets ? Cycl. 188.

Pressed, ppl. adj. compressed.
Here are unsparing cheeses of/r£j.sf^ milk ; , . 167.

Presses, v. intr. with tipon. Fig. depresses, weighs.
Presses upon me like a dungeon's grate, . . . Ch. 1st, IV. 44.

Viesains
J pr. pj>le. straining, striving.

Still pressing forward wliere no term can be, . Q. Mab, VI. 236.

Pressure, n. (1) squeeze, embrace.
And with a soft and equal pressure, .... /V. Athan. 11. ii. 55.

(2) dif&culty.
To suit tkaepressure of the clianging times, . , Q. Mab, VI. 67.

Prest. (See Pressed.)

Presumption, «.-unreasonable confidence.
you Have the presumption to assert Calderon, i. 93.
At 3^ur presum.ption, atom-bom ! Ode to Heaven, 38.

Presumptuous, adj. (1) over-confident, rash.
That the presumptuous pedagogues St. Epips. 1 10.

(2) adj. absol. one who is over confident or arrogant.
What art thou. Presumptuous, Tersa Rima 1
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Pretence, n. a deception or sham.
All other things are a j^re/cwcB and boast. , . . Cycl.'ifla.

Pretend, v, intr. (1) presume, veature.

For I cannot ^?'C^tf»(? to say Ca/, ill. 6.

(2) appear, seem.
And you pretend to rise out of its wave, . . . Prom. iv. 507.

Pretty, adj. (1) pleasing to the eye.

A/rss/Zy bowl of wood—not full of wine, . . . Gisb. sj.

(2) ironic, a. considerable, very great.

A pretty torment both for gods and men . Horn. Merc, xxvii. 6,

b. bad, unfortimate.
Well, Lord Mammon, This is a pretty business. . CEdipus^ i. 279.

Prevailed, pp. had effect.

Yet has thy faith prevailed^ and \ am here. . . Hellas^ 864.

Prevailing, ppl. adj. dominant, ruling.

Heroes, and Poets, and prevailing Sages, . . . Laon^ IX. xxviii. 3.

Prevails, v. intr. gets the mastery.
that when the io&prevails Hellas^ 118.

Prevent, v. intr. hinder, stay the event.

To speed or to prevent or to suspend, .... Prol. Hellas.^ 49.

Prey, n, A. Lit. (1) spoil, plunder,
liberticide and pre% Makes as a two-edged sword Engl. i8ig, 8.

profuse wealth and unexhausted prey / . . . Horn. Merc. xxix. 4.

Whence drive you this sweet ^ricy, , LV. 7.

Say not that I alone am fond oiprey. . . . LVI. 4.

(2) that which a creature seizes for food.
The monster transfixes his ^/-ey, Bigotry^ I. 6.

For hunger, not glory, the prey Must perish. . . II. 7.

To come between the tiger and his /ygy. . . . Gs««, IV. J. 174.

In silence and in darkness seize their /rey. . . Dcenton^ II. 221.

„ „ „ M 11 • • Q. Mab.^\^.\\%.
Huntsmen the innocent deer, and beasts their

prey^ Gish. 189.

How soon he may devour his feeble prey }— . , Loony i. xxii. 6.

hovering o'er "kixaprey did float
j

VII.xxvii.4.

like fell shades among; their perished prey . . . X. xiv. 7.

The glacierscreep Like snakesthatwatch theirj^., Mont 3. loi.

"Whose /r-tfj) the wandering fish, Moschus^ n.
Hovering in verse o'er its accustomed ^risy/ . . Ode Lib. i. 9.

B. Fig. (1) a victim, a person or thing seized on.

nor dares she to deface So fair z.prey^ .... Adonais^ vill. 8.

their father and their prey. xxxi. 9.

from those who made the world their/rey/ . . XLVIII. 6.

A rare and T^z^pr'ey He hath prepared, . . . Alastory 619.

Its empire and its prey of other hearts .... Cenciy II. ii. 160.

cheering the hounds Of conscience to their prey / v. i. 9.

And thus become the prey of one another, . . , Ck. ist^ II. 152.

Cast t^iat fair/r^y? Dmmon, i. 12.

And Bigotry's bloodhounds lose scent of their ^,/ Deaths Dial^ 18.

To bame the lean passions of their ^re_y, . . . Death Vanq. 31.

Where Hell is the Victor's /yssjr, Devil^Xl.$.
To nourish their bright lives with h^i&^T prey^ . . ^pips. 582.

And thou soon must be Mx^prey^ , ^^- Hills.^ 118.

Will serve your beaks for /ray Far,far away, 11. 5.

Cloudsand whirlwinds watch their _^r^y. . . . Pr. Insecurity^y.
Sleeping in beauty on their mangled ^rey, . . Gisb. ^2.

Who rob her of her /ro".' Hellas^ g^j.
Till then the dung-eon may demand its prey, . _. Julian, 370.

And Death and Cove are yet contending for their

prey Laon^ Ded. x. g.

Has baffled Havock of the prey which he Marks
as his own, IV. xxiii. 2.

the despot's blood-hounds with their /rey, . • - VI. vii. i.

had made \Xsprey Of my poor heart, . , , . . —— VII. xiv. i.

the woes Of humankind their ^rcy— • vil.xxviii.6.

when it doth repine To gorge such bitter prey, . viii. xxi. 6.

The unregarded ^f-£V ofcalm and happy graves. viil.xxiv.9.

The Tyrant peoples dungeons with his prey, . , ix. xxiv. 2.

that strangers make her ^rej' x. xxiv. 9.

Does Florence, gorge the sated tyrant's prey? . Marenghi, vi. 6.

whence they Drew the power which is their prey. Mask, LXll. 4.

With all his winds and hghtnings, tracks his j^/vy/ Q. Mab, IV. 31.

Which every fiend can make h.is prey at will. . . — VI. 14.

Fled from the brains which are tneir prey . . . Serckio^ 28.

And sick oiprey, yet howling on for more, . . Xpnte^ 6.

(2) prec. by /«= the condition of being preyed upon.

In prey to famine, pest, and mutiny ; Hellas, 570.

(3) predatory habits.

which, like some beast oiprey, Prom. II. iv. 66,

Prey, v. intr. Fig. (1) spoil, plunder, ravage.

Dare not to prey beneath the crescent's light. . Hellas, 949.

(2) waste or wear away.
Which on the chains must/, that fetter humankind. Fr. Pris. 10.

i:\i^y prey like scorpions on the springs of life. . Q. Mab^ ill. 78.

(3) feed, draw sustenance.

Her renovated nurslings prey^ Hellas, 87.

*Prey-'birds, c. n. carnivorous birds.

Th^ prey-birds and the wolves are gorged . . . 2$<,.

Preyed, v. intr. ravaged.
Nor /rijjffiar, until their Lord had taken flight; , 220.

Preyed, pp. done destruction.

a cloud on which the winds have preyed, , . . Loon, VII. xxvi. 5.

Preys, v. intr. Fig. (1) seizes as prey.
preys on all Who throng to kneel for food ; . . —— ix. xvii. 7.

(2) feeds.

mute rage Which preys upon itself alone ; . . . M.W, G. II. a.

Priam, n. king of Troy.
And utterly destroyed the race of Priam. . . . Cycl. 159.
Priam's wide land has widowed Greece , . . 28S.

:|:Prlapas, n. the god of gardens.
And quaint Priapus with his company, .... 'Witch, X. 5.

Price, n. (1) cost.

and bought, vA^price of purest breath, A grave Adonais, VII. 3.

The^r/ce of an abandoned maiden's shame ; . . Faust, il. 307.
Which taught the expiations at whose /rzise - . Witch, xvill. 3.

(2) value, payment.
excellent market priu For an old murderer's life. Cenci^ IV. ii. ig.

claims investiture As price of tardy aid. . . . Hellas^ 585.
declared K price upon his life, Marenghi, XI I. z.

With a price of blood and gold— Mask, LXXII. 4,
That shall h^ Price enough, CEdipus, I. 94.
Th& price and pains which its ingredients cost, . II. ii. 25.

The_^r/'c» prefixed by selfishness, Q.Mab,\. lyo.

sets On each its price, v. 188.

Prick, V. intr. vibrate, feel sensation.

A fearful pleasure makes \t prick and tingle : . . Cenci, IV. i. 164.

:{:PricUy, adj. having thorns or prickles.

Prickly, and pulpous, and blistering, and blue, . Sensit. PL III. 60.

Pride, n. (1) arrogance, haughtiness.
inaccessible To avarice or pride. ...... Alastor, po.

Strengfth, wealth, and/rzV/«, and lust Cenci, 1. 1. 31.

and with strong words Checked his unnatural p. ; —
\

— Jl. i. 44.
Or overbear it with such guiltless pride, . . . iv. iv. 45.
Here is the Pride that breaks the desolate heart. Ch. 1st, I. 154.

Where neither avarice, cunning;, pride, or care, . Dcemon, II- 188.

Earth's p. and meanness coula not vanquish thee, —— li. 296.
aye, hide In the dust thy purple pride / . . . . Eug. Hills, 284.
To compare, in thy twmxa pride, with me? . . . FcUsehood, 18.

With agony, with sorrow, and with pride, . . . Ginevra, 48.
and has made pride for those Hellas, 764.
Our survivors be the shadow of their ^y/'dfe, . . 1013.
But he, while pride and fear held deep debate, . Laon, V. xxv. 4.
but he In mingled pride and awe cowered . . . V. xxvii. 7.

and the conquerors laughed In pride VI. xi. 9.

lust, falsehood, hate, and pride, and folly ; . . . vill. x. 3.

withering the pride Which in their hollow hearts - IX. xvi. 4.
With words vmich faith and pride had steeped in

flame, x. xxxii. 3,

Muttering the curses of his speechless pride, . . X. xxxix. 8.

Despising wealth, ambition, pomp, a.nApriae, .M.N. Post. Fr.\\.
Inwrought with emblems of barbaric^Wc& /• . . Naples, 133.

pride, and power they have overthrown : . . . Ode, Arise, 27.

A scoff of impious pride from fiends impure ; . . Ode Lib. xvi. 5.

Pride is thy error and thy punishment. . . . Prol. Hellas, 162.

nor pride. Nor jealousy, nor envy, Prom. III. iv. 160.

Those ima^fed to ^e pride of kings and priests, . III. iv. 173.

Vanquishea e.^xt\i's pride and meanness, . . . Q. Mob, I. 126.

Swells with the unnatural pride of crime, . . . IV. 109.
mocked the knowledge of thy pride: .... • Vi. 91.
That hoar^' giant, who, in lonely ^rr'afe, .... ix. 24.

Where neither avarice, cunning, pride, or care, . ix. 67.

Earth's p. and meanness coula not vanquish thee, ix. 203.

But is revenge and fear zx^A pride. RosaJ. 640.
Who vex this pleasant world with ^rzVfe and pain, St. Epips. \'j2.

Whose wonders mocked the knowledge of thy p. : Superstition, 20.

(2) vanity, conceit, self-esteem.

Stung me with pride and envy, , . Calderon, II. i ig.

touches our own profit or gmt pride, Ck. 1st, II. 244.
From Death's pale front fades/*, fastidious frown. Death Vang. 22.

Men take a sullen and a stupid pride Fr. Satire, 38.
but pride Made my companion Julian, 48.
All human passions, all revenjge, all //-z'i^/ . . 502.
Who built uieiTpride in its oblivion ; Z^aon, ix. xxxi. 7.

our secret /^zVfe Has scorned thee, x. xxvii. i.

Hypocrite Pride stirs up in us Ibter, IV. vi. 4.
With Flibbertigibbet imp o{pride, VI. xx. 3.

the world they famish for their pride / . . . , Pr. Athan. I. 38.
How strange is human pride / Q. Mob, 11. 225.
Deceit with sternness, ignorance yi'xth pride, . . IV. 183.
To their wide-wasting and insatiate pride^ . . . V. 66.
but hutnan pride Is skilful to invent Vll. 24.
him whose pride had heaped them there. , . . ix. 30.
Whispering with self-contented ^r/V/iff, . . . . Rosal, 521.
Hate, and pride, and fear ; Skylark, 92.
M^hich, untainted by ^r^Vfe, unpolluted by care, . Tear, 1.5.

(3) joy, elation of heart.

Nor wilt thou at poor Cythna's pride repine, . . Laon, 11. xxxviii. 3.

And smiled in gentle /n'afe, xi. xxv. 9.

in joy and ^r/oSs we smiled Xll. xxxix.9.
though full of gentle ^nVfe, Otho,n.6.
Such ^r«ye as from impetuous love may spring, . li. 7.

With marvellous /riiilff andjoy. Peter, u. ix., c^.

The caverns of my pride''s deep univerae, . . , Prom., iv. 50b.
who lifts, with virtuous pride^ His being, . . . Q. Mab, vi. 205.

(4) glory, ornament
when his country's^nVilf, The priest, the slave, and

the liberticide, Trampled and mocked . , . Adonais, IV. 4.

(5) prime, fulness of power.
Rivals the pride of summer Alasior, 5S6.
all others tremble in their /r«Vils Calderon, u. 114.,

Nor scatter in the freshness of its Pride .... Deetnon, u. 62.

I. n t. n n .... Q. Mab, vm. 117.
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Mourning in tliy robe oi^ride., Inv. Mis, I. A.

In the fride of thy ffhastly mirth (Edipus^ H. ii. z^.
lifts His nature to the heaven of its pride^ . , , Q. Ma&, V. 8i.

Whose ^ridfe is passing by like thine VI, 142.

(6) that which one may reasonably be proud of.

is my delight and pride Only because . . . . CA. is/, 11. 139.

(7) fire, mettle.
Their gallant riders, while they checic their pride, 1. 145.

(8) beauty, perfection.
shade The bosom's stainless ^rzVfo, Dcemon^l. a^Z-

„ „ ,, „ Q. Mab, 1. 42.

(9) Stubborn diffidence.
thoughtless pride his love in silence bound, . . Laon, V. v. 4.
Let those who pine in pride or in revenue, . . . Marenghi, I. i.

With him lay dead both hope and pri(Q. . . . Rosal. 600.

(10) as a personification or entity.
Yes, I will tread Pride^s golden palaces, . . . Laon, II. xlii. j.

and /V/i/tf, and Fear, and Tyranny ^— VIII, v, 9.

(11) grand appearance.
through distant ages, long in ^ri(/^ .... 0. ,Afa5, ix. 93.

Pride, v. refl. self gratulate, plume himself.
Prince who dost ^r/rfc thee on thy mighty sway, Mother /^ Sony. 11.
That this poor wretch should,^, him m his woe? . Q. Mab, ill. 86.
Who pride themselves in senselessness and frost. IX. 86.

Priest, n. A. Lit. (1) one who takes up religion as a
profession.

when his country's pride, IV^priest, the slave, and
the liberticide, Trampledand mocked . . . Adonais, iv. 5.A Priest, at whose elbow the Devil ... . Devil, VIII. i.

He was a Christian Priest JLaon, X. xxxii. i.

thus thought that Christian Priest indeed, . . . XII. x. g.
Shrieked the exulting Priest— xil. xii. 3.
That the pale name of Priest might shrink . . Ode Lib. XVI. 3.
This, trust 2^ priest, is just the sort of thing . . (Edipus, l. 397.
As some dark Priest hales the reluctant victim . Prom. 1. 49.War is the statesman's game, the priest's delight, Q. Mab, iv. 168.
Look to thyself, priest, conqueror, or prince ! . • iv. 237.
the slavish priest Sets no great value .... v. 198.
How ludicrous the priest's dogmatic roar ! , . vi. 64.K priest saved to burn in the market-place. . , Rosal. 166.
Of lawyers, statesmen, /Srj'cj^ and theorist ;— . Triumph, 510.
nopriest nor primate Can shrive you of that sin,— Witch, Ded. vi. 6.

(2) one who is under priestly vows in the Roman Church.
You are a Priest^^ezk. to me not of love. . . Cenci, l. ii. 8.
Because I am a /V-z^j-/ do you believe . . , l. ii. 11.

A priest who has forsworn the God he serves ; . 11. ii. 76.
were a secret grave If a ^rz',?j^ wins her.— . . . 11. ii. 128.

B. Fig. celebrant of marriage.
And our priest the muttering wind Rosal. 854.

*Priest-led, c. adj. who fear priests.
Let ^raej^-Zf^ slaves cease to proclaim .... Q.Mab,w.i\'j.

^Priestess, n. Fig. a woman who officiates in a ceremony.
To be the Priestess of this holiest rite .... Zmou, v. xlviii. 4.
the rose which the pale priestess kneels To gather Prom. I. 467.

JPriestly, adj. sacerdotal, of or like priests.
Will ne'er absolve me from my priestly vow . . Cenci, I. ii. 64.
The ice that clings to a //-z'.?j//v heart Palsehaod, 100.
nor at the priestly call, Left Plague her banquet Laon, IX. xvii. 4.
each priestly slave Knelt for his mercy . . . xil. ix. 5.
worm Which rends our Mother's bosom—/". Pest ! Ld. Ch. I. 3.
Rome tears the priestly cope, Naples, 120.

Priests, n. (1) pi. of Priest (1).
calumnies, and lies Of atheist /«ffj^j/ , Ch. 1st, iv. iS.
with troops, and priests. And dances, .... Calderon, l. 28.
Then send the priests to every hearth and home . Fr. Satire, 13.
Priests and Kings dissemble In smiles or frowns Laon, I. xxxiii. 6.
Priests and Kings, Custom, domestic sway, . . vill. vii. 4.
the Priests he sent To curse the rebels.— . . . ix. xiii. 7.
the Priests its downfall knew, ix. xviii. 4.And grey Priests triumph, ix. xxiv. 8.
thepowerOf Kings and /V7£j/j, x. vii. 6.
He and his guards and Priests; x. xxiv. 3.
The Princes and the /Wej/j were pale with terror; x. xxvi. i.

The Priests his children drag for slaves .... x. xxxiii. 9.And Priests rushed thro' their ranks x. xlv. i.

Dark Priests and haughty Warriors xi. xiv. i.

and Priests beside. Singing their bloody hymns, . xll. ii. 2.

Lawyers and /rztfj/j, a motley crowd Mask,xv\l.i.
Of which Priests make such ado LVIII. 4.
Anarchs a:ac[ priests who feed on gold .... Ode Lib. in. 13.
Of kings, andpriests, and slaves, ix. 8.
fpr emperors, kings, and ^»-«j/j and lords, . . CEdipus, n. ii. 7.
At least while we remain thy /ri'tf.y/j II. ii. 15.
Those imaged to the pride of kings a-ndpriests, . Prom, III, iv, 173.From kings, and/., and statesmen, war arose, . Q. Mab, iv. 80,
Nature !—no

! Kings, priests, and statesmen, . iv. 104.
Ihe mob of peasants, nobles, j«r/Mto, and kings, v, 58.
Ihedark-robedjS^-iej^jweremetaroundthepile; vil. ».And #>-!«i/i dare babble of a God of peace, . . vil 44And frantic *>-!Mi;j waved the iU-omened cross . VII. 220.And priests first traded with the name of God. . vlll 186AH but the /Srz^jij, whose hatred fell Rosal. St;.On the strange creeds *«M/j hold so dear, . . 681So the /rz^j^j hated him, ... ggoOr the /?-jMifj of the bloody faith- bq?'
Or the />?-wAr of the evil faith

; .
.'.''.'.

'. fV. Shel.iv. 2.

She saw the /r/tfj/j asleep—all of one sort— . . Witch, hxiv. 4.

rhe/r/^j/j would write an explanation full, . . Lxxill. i.

(2) specifically of Roman or Greek clergy.

and soon the ^r/^j^J arrived, Ginevra, 191.

No \i03.xy priests after that Patriarch .... Hellas, 245.

"Primaeval, adj. (1) most ancient, coeval with creation.

even these primceval mountains Mont B. 99.

(2) original, fresh.

With youtli's^WwiSZ'a/dauntlessness; .... Q.Mab,\l\.7^.
Primal, adj. original, primary.
such the state Of the earth's ^rz'wa/ spirits . . Prom. 11. iv. ^S'
In nature's ^r?>Mfl/ modesty arose Q. Mab, ix. 81.

^Primate, ». (1) chief bishop.
as Prynne would, were he Primate of England. . Ch. 1st, II, lor.
no priest nor prim. Can shrive you of that sin,— Witch, Ded. VI, 6.

(2) superior mler.
And over it the Primate of all Hell (Edipus, I. 359.

Prime, ti. (1) highest glory or perfection.
Have sunk, extinct in their refulgent /r/w£/ . . Adonais, V. y. ^O Slavery! thou frost of the world's ^r/we, . . Hellas, 6^6.
The splendour of its /rzwe/ 1087.
When will return the glory of your /r«'?«e^ . .Lament. 1.4.
Withering and cankering deep its passive prime. Q. Mab, iv. 231.
Religion ! thou wert then in manhood's ^^^-//wc . . VI. 122.
Their ripeness to the manhood of ixspr^me, . . VIII. 16.
Grew in that garden in perfect /r/we Sensit. PI. l. 40.
Nowlisten:—-In the April //-zwje, Triumph, y>&.

(2) beginning, opening stage.
in youth's s^eet pritne Cenci, V. iv. 86.
In the clear golden prime of my youth's dawn, . Epips. 192.
they hid its unblown prime . 265.
in the world's young prime, 489.
Lull or awaken in their purple /«*»«£ Piordispina, ly.
withering up his >>-2»KC Pr. Athan. I. 4.
They have bound them slaves in youthly /;-;»ze, W. Shel. 11. 6.
AU those bright natures which adorned its prime. Witch, I. 4.

Primrose, n. a spring flower (Primula vulgaris).
Though storms may break the primrose . . Damon, II, 260,

„ I, „ „ „ ... Q. Mab, IX. 165.
*Primus, Edward Williams.
Marina, Vanna, Primus, and the rest, .... Epips. 601.

Prince, n. (1) a sovereign or ruler.
/VfecB who dost pride thee Mother^Son,v. 11.
Look to thyself, priest, conqueror, qx prince! Q. Mab, IV, 237.
(2) George, Prince of Wales.

With me the Prince shall sit and think ; . . Carlton, 2.
Fat as that Prince's maudlin brain, Devil, xiv. i.

Prince Atbanase, the hero of the poem so called.
Prince Athanase had one beloved Mend, . . . Pr.Athan. 11. i. i.
The spirit of Prince Athanase, ....... n. ii. y[
Zonoras and Prince Athanase were seen . . 11, 11,21,*

that Prince Athanase Past the white Alps— . . ll.iii,' 22'.

Prince Colouua, a name in the Cenci.
Prince Colonna, thou art our near kinsman, . . Cenci, 1. iii, 126,

Prince Ferdinand, a name adopted from Shakespeare's
' Tempest.'

command 01 thine ovm Prince Eerdinand, . . GuitarJane 10
Prince Beg'eut, George, Prince of Wales.
As the Prince^ Regent did with Sherry,— . . , Peter, VI. xxix. 4.

Princely, adj. pertaining to a prince.
Scarce meets across his j>>-zM«/v paunch, . . . Devil, kv. 7,.

Princes, n. (1) persons of high rank in Italy.
Princes and Cardinals pillars of the church, , Cenci I iii 2
until I meet you here, A-!»(Xj and kinsmen, . . i. iii 12,

(2) the sons of King George HI.
P^wosj, the dregs of their dull race, . . . .Engl.i%iq^

(3) a generic term for rulers.

J'"'.r'^""^'^^"?"'^I'"^'sw<=repalewith terror; Z.aoK, x, xxvi iYe /'>-zKaj of the earth ^l xv i
/S»-!»aj couched under the glow Of sunhke gems; Witch Lxiv i

Princess, n. a lady of high rank.
The Princess shall espouse Laon x xli oThe Princess sate within the window-seat, . . . Tasso, 20.

Print, n. mark or impression.
Whose bright *>-!•»;• is gleaming yet; Eug. Hills, 2g&.
before whose breath the universe Is as a p. of dew. Prol. Hellas, 7.
Printer, n. one who prints books, a typographer.
A^rmfer'j boy, folding those pages, . . . . Peter, Vll. -nv. i.

+Printless, adj. without mark or impression.
and time's printless torrent grew Er Keats s
Theprintfess air felt thy belated plumes. . . . Prom. n. 'i, 34.Prism, n. (1) a crystal which refracts and disperses light.
frommany a />-MWj within the cave . . . . Laon Vll xx ±
(2) Fig. *

Where the air is no /»-«»«, ..,,.., . Prom. 11. iii. ja.
*Prisms, «. pi. of Prism (1).

"
from a thousand prisms and mirrors Epips. 166.

*Prismy, adj. many-coloured.
Unfurled their/?-MW8y wings Dcemon I in

Prison, n. A. Lit. (1) a place of confinement. '

preserves. Like a strong prison, the soul within
my power, Cenci i i 1 1 c

Lucretia and the murderer arc in prison. .
'. ' ' y i' ^4
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Within the massy prison's mouldering courts, . Datnon^ li. 193,

Q.Mab, IX. 114.

Pr. rLike strength from slumber, from th&^rison^ . Pr. Pris. 8.

A deeper /r/JOK and heavier chains did find, . . Laon^ II. vi. 5.

And thus my prison was the populous earth— . Vll. xxxv. i.

From the wonthouse and theprison Mask^ LXVIII. i.

Love shall burst the q.z.^'Cw^b prison Mexican^ II. 10.

Temple BxAprisoH^ to many a swarming million, Ode Lib. III. 4.

Starvation, typhus-fever, war, wax prison— . . (Bdipus^ I. 76.

Guides the sphere which is its prison^ .... Prof. Hellas^ 207.

all Who thronged t\i&prison's stony hall, . . . Rosal. 919.

(2) a convent so called.

Wliich shall descend upon a vacant prison. . . Eptps. 395.

(3) used of a birdcage.
Hung in his gilded prison from the window . . Ch. u/, II. 03.

B. Fig.
the loathliest ward Of this wide p>rison^ England, IV. 49.
Through the walls of our^zjtf«/ Hellas^ io$%.

one truth their dreary prison has shaken,— . . Laon^ ix. x. 3.

like a storm bursting its cloudy^r/w« .... Protn. IV. 376.

immured Within \}s\t. prison of itself, Q. Mab^ II. 62.

immured Within a splendid /rzjflw III. 91.

gleams but on the darkness of our prison^ . . VI. 194.

Prison, c. adj. attr.

around Those prison halls of wealth and fashion Mask. LXXI. 1.

And when we came to th& prison door .... Rosal. 878.

I dwelt beside the prison grate, 902.

The prison blood-nounds, nuge aiid grim, . . . 924.
It is Duilt Upon some/r/j(7« nomes, XowerofFant.6.

I^Frisou-lioase, c. n. a place of constraint.

From ^y prison-house set free . Calderon^ III, 3.

:}:Frisonedp v. tr. placed in a convent.
The rugged hearts of those who prisoned thee, . Epips. 7.

Prisoned, ppl. adj. pent up.
Like the bursting oi a. prisoned ^am.^ .... Rosal. 217.

Prisoner, n. a. person under restraint.

Bring forth the prisoner Bastwick : . , .

Prisoner^ If you have aught to say . . .

Officer, take the Pfisojier from the bar.

Prisoners, n. pi. of Prisoner.

Lead forth the prisoners /
Theprisoners stand accused of parricide .

to apply the question to those prisoners^ .

That oail be not accepted for the prisoners
And men have heard theprisoners say.

Prisons, n. places of confinement,
pinched up at the Prisons or the pillories, .

Prisons and citadels

And bursts the peopled prisons^ ....
Even thus beneath the deep Titanian prisons
Thrones, altars, judgment-seats, anaprisoTis

;

Pritliee, v. tr. used -only in poetry and
* I pray thee.'

Oh, sister, siBtet.Prilhee^ speak to us ! . . . . Cenci^ II. i. 62.

\prithee mark His countenance : V. ii. 83-

Prithee For this once Ch. isl, II. 99.
I prithee comfort thy sweet self again, . . -, . Dante Conv. f^S.

for thine own saike 1 Prithee spare me ; . . . Laon^ IV. xviii. 9.

\J>rithee let me win This much of thee, .... Matilda., 46.
Prithee^ for this one time, Witch^ Ded. I. 7.

Private, adj. personal, of one person.
Private injustice may be general good. .... Fr. Peo. Eng. 11.

Not whilst for private pique the public fall, . M. N. Post. Fr. 49.

FrivUeirei « a special or peculiar right or benefit.

Ch. ist, III. I.

III. 6.

. III. 33.

. Cenci, V. ii. 2t.

. V. ii. 76.

. V. ii. 185.

. Ch. ist, II. 86.

. Rosal. 927.

, Ch. isi, II. 66.

. Fr. Milton, 6.

. Gisb. 179.

. Prom. III. i. 62.

. III. iv. 164.

the drama for

Disvton, II. 168.

. (Edipus^ II. ii. 41.

man has lost His desolating^^zW/iS^^, .

We dare not, Sire, 'tis Yaxn\iie^% privilege.

the ^OT'va\y& privilege Of virtue and of wisdom. . Q. Mab, II. 53.

Privy, n, private, secret.

and so the privy wizards Conceived (EdipniSy II. i. 46.

Prize, n. (1) a gain, advantage or reward.
, Dcemon, II. 5.

, Q. Mab^ IX. 5.

, Naples, 124.

Hellas, 1073.
Horn. Merc. vi. 8.

Thou glorious prise of blindly-working will

For the high prise lost on Philippi's shore

(2) a treasure seized or captured.

Fraught with a Xa-tex^rize ;

His treasured prise mto the cavern old.

Prize, V. tr. esteem, value.

nor did I /r/^-e Aught human thing Z-aow, ll. xxi, 3.

I fear nor/r(>c Aught that can now betide, . . ix. xxxiv. 5.

Proceed, v. intr. go on, continue speaking.

Proceed. He was a simple innocent boy. . . . Unf. Dr. 85.

Proceeded, v. intr. (1^ passed onwards.

The Fairy and the SomI proceeded

;

Q. Mab, i. 199.

(2) issued or came,
Oivihence those iorms proceeded Triumph, ^i-j.

Proceeding, pr, pple. going onwards.
And was /r(7«tf£?/«^ with intent Mask, ^:&.\. ^.

Proceeding, ppl. adj. active.

which in its /rofiBtf(i«'«^ change It feels . . . . St. Epips. 167.

Proceedings, n. procedure in criminal process.

I overrule ¥\XTther proceedings, Cend, V. ii. 187.

Procession, n. a train of things or persons following in order.

'tis like the hr\ght procession Of skiey visions . Ch. ist^ i. 17.

join in a procession to Bedlam, Ch. ist, ll. 63.
the armies wind In sad procession : Z.aon, x. xxvi. S.

Procession, c. adj. attr, devoted to a solemnity or procession,
more tiresome Than a procession day, .... Calderon^ 1. 28.

Proclaim, v. tr. declare, make known.
the sacred laws thy prophets did prodaint. , . Laon^ X. xxix. 9.

And /roc/azw thy fasts and feasts ! (EdipuSyl\.n.i6.
cease to proclaim that man Inherits vice . » , Q. Mab^ IV. 117.

Proclaimed, pp. shouted.
Is that my name I he3xproclaimed sibroaA'i . . Cend, V. i. 84.

*Proclaiminfir, pr. pple. (1) declaring aloud or publicly.

Prodaifning vengeancej public as my wrong, . Calderon, II. 139.

Proclaiming thro' the Iivmg and the dead, . . Laon, x. xli. 2.

(2) making known.
Proclaiming to the nations xi. xviii. 6.

Procnre, v. tr. obtain, have.

and my soul /rwc«y» Wherewith to sate . . . Q. Mab^ Vll. i\\.

Prodig-al, «. Fig. a lavish giver.

that neither fortune, . . . that iiee prodigal^ . . Calderon, 11. 181.

Prodigies, n. miracles, wonders.
Fertile in /ri7fi?/^«Vj and lies;— Z.m7«, X. vL i.

These prodigies are oracular, (Edipus, II, ii. 64.

Prodigious, adj. (1) monstrous.
Prodigious mixtures, and confusions strange . . Cend, III. i. 52.

prodigious shapes Huddled in grey annihilation. Prom. IV. 300.

(2) of great size.

Could t-^o prodigious heifers ever flay? . . Horn. Merc. Lxix. 4.

(3) out of the common, wonderful.
His virtue, z.->Ni\i\ ajid prodigious;— Peter, Vl.jcasiv.^.

Prodigy, n. a monster or monstrous appearance.
TietesteA prodigy/ Prom. ill. \. 61.

fProdnce, n. the outcome yielded.

The forced produce of your toil ? Men o/Eng. ill. 4.

All the Xzxvc^s, produce will be merged in taxes, . CEdipus, il. i. 16.

Theproduce of his neighbour's tillage Peter, ll. ix. 4.

Produce, v. tr. (1) yield.

what drink the vines of Greece produce^ . . . Cyd. 408.

(2) bring forth.

And mortal offspring . . . She coiAA produce . . Horn. Venus, 5$.

(3) cause, bring about.
effect It might //T£7£f«« upon the purity . . . CSd^iis, 11. i. 54..

their affections and antipathies, . . .p. the laws . Q. Mab, ll. 236.

(4) cultivate, work upon.
Those who^ri?. these fruits thro' thee grow lean, CEdipus, II. ii. I2.

Producing, /r;;>//f. generating.
but power from viovsX.produdng worse, . . , Ode Lib. Ii. 8.

*Product, n. the outcome.
The product of all action ; Q. Mab, ix. 18.

Profane, adj. irreverent.

Profane^ idolatrous, popish, sup^stltious, . . . Ch. \st. III. 13.

let the profane Tremble to ask Witch, XIX. 7,

Profane, v. tr. (1) desecrate,
drunkards may />-(y^«c The Sabbath . . . . CA. u/, I. 95.

(2) misuse, treat lightly.

One word is too often profaned For me to pro. it, One word^ I. a.

Profaned, v. tr, defiled, polluted.

And gold ^^(7;^«iSi/ thy capitolian throne, . . . Ode Eib. "Vll. 10.

Profaned, pp. misused.
One word is too often pro. For me to profane it. One word, i. i.

fProfaner, adj. viler, more impious.
Were the projaTier {or his sacred name. . . . Cend, II. ii. 81-

*Profanest, v. tr. desecratest.

who pro. The wreath to mighty poets only due, . Tersa Ritna^ 1.

^Professional, adj, for business purposes.
Breakfasts professional and critical ; .... Piter, III. xii. 5.

*ProfessorslLip, n. the office of a professor.
The chair of the most high Professorship^ . , . Calderon, I. loi.

Proffer, v. tr. offer, mention.
You proffer a new name Cyd. 700.

Proffered, v. tr. offered for acceptance.
The shell he proffered, and Apollo took. . Horn. Merc. Lxxxiv. 8.

^Proffering*, pr. pple. offering for acceptance.
proffering my own food to him, L^on, Vll. xxvii. 6.

Profit, n. (1) benefit, advantage.
it can draw no profit from it Calderon, I. 78.
take The profit, yet omit the sin and peril . . . Cenci, II. ii. 123.

It seems your counsel is small profit. . . , in. i. iot.

Which touches our own profit or our pride, . . Ch. ist, II. 244.
wrought the latter much annoy, And little J*., Horn. Merc, xcvil. 5.
Alas, good friend, what Profit can you see . . . Reviewer, i.

little/r^/ brings Speed in the van XriumpA, 100.

(2) material benefit, gain,

the office of a scoure;e, Without more profit. . . Ch. 1st, 11. 285.
Grudge me not hall the _^/T2/?/.— . . . . Horn. Merc. L.XXXIV. 7.

Profit, V. I. tr. benefit, or be of advantage to.

The battle's loss niay Prq^t those who lose, . . Calderon, I. 151.
Yet poured forth gladlier, could it profit thee. . Epips. 20.
Will /re/?/ you and me— Horn. Merc, xxviil. 6.

IL intr. derive benefit.

any man You would instruct may profit . xcv. 8.

so that man May ^r(?/ft by his errors, .... Q.Mab^in.g.
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Profitable, adj. gainful.

Jove's^rij/flfaWtf son Eying him laughed, . . . Horn, Merc. \V»T.

Profits* V. tr. benefits.

Since thus it ^r(2/SJ?:j him To study Calderon^ x. 20B.

^Profound, n. boundless space.
From the curved horizon's bound To the point of

heaven's /^(j/^iwrf, Bug. Hills^ 2^2.

Profound* adj. (1) deep sounding.
with hoUow harmony Dark zxvA. profound. . . Alastor^ 498.

(2) deep or d.istant.

stream ! Whose source is inaccessibly ^^-tf., . —— 503.

(,3) intense, heartfelt.

more/>-i5/»««rfandptrong-Than my sweet dream; Laon^ I. xliii. 6.
For hope whose fountain can be ^kiyx^profound^ Vll.xxxvi.2,

(4) perfect, unbroken.
Spread forth in sileritness ^^'tr^ww^f and solemn III. xv. 3.

And the few sounds from that vast multitude
Made silence more profound— v. li. 4.

(5) inexpressible, unfathomable.
1 float down, around, Into a sea profound^ . . Pro?n. II. v. 84,

j;ProfoiiudeBt, adj, most intense or complete.
And frof&undest midnight shroud the serene

lights of heaven -^P^h 1814, 4.

"'Profuse, adj, (1) abundant.
Another dipt \i^T profuse locks, Adonais, XI. 3.

profuse wealth and unexhausted prey ; . . . Hotn. Merc. xxix. 4.
(a) lavish.

O, that God, profuse of poisons, would concede
the chalice ... . .... Alasior^ 676.

(3) exuberant.
In ^r(7/^j<f strains of unpremeditated art. . . . Skylark^ 5.

(4) well-stored.
his profuse exhaustless treasury ; . . . . Horn. Merc. Lxxx. 3.

Frog'euitors, «. Fig. originators.
/V(7^e«;V(7yj of all that yet is great, Hellas^ \2\.

Progeny, n. (1) offspring.
Of centipedes and worms, earth's hellish ^n/ Laon^ x. xxx^-iii. 9.
mightiest Of all Europa's tz.^Tva& progeny— . CBdipus^ il. ii. 104.

(_2) Fig. outcome, result.

Hate must be The . . . parent still of an '-^progeny. Laon^ xi. xv. 9.
the progeny Of a diviner heaven, . xii.xxxviii.5.
the /rOjgTgwy immortal Of Painting, iVo?w. iii. iii. 54.

Progress, n. (1) \ moving onwards, advance.
^«ijr'ew of the pageant since the morn; . , . Triumph^ ig-^.

ta) mental advance or growth.
Each movement oi its progress on his mind. . . Destnony li. 114.

n )i n )) ti )) • • Q-Mad^viu.144..
nor truth availed Till late to arrest its progress, Desinon, li. 132.
nor truth till late Availed to arrest its progress, Q. Mab, VIII. 191.

Prolific, adj. Fig. productive, birth-giving.
Prolific fiend, Who peoplest earth with demons, . vi. 69.

Prolongr, V. tr. extend duration of.

In tones whose sweetness silence ^\6. prolong^ . Laon, v. lii. 4.
undying worms prolong Eternal misery . . . Q. Mab, iv. 215.

Prolonged, v. tr, protracted, pursued.
And we ^ro/(?K^ff(/ calm talk Laon,\\\.\v.2.

Prolonged, pp. kept up, protracted.
Closing in night and dreams, and so prolonged. Cenct, v. lii. 3.
Continuously /y(?/(7W^^i/, ana ending never, . . Epips. loi.

^Prolonging, pr. pple. protracting.
Prolonging it with deepened strain : Rosal. 893.

Promethean, adj. (1) life-bestowing.
A Promethean conqueror came ; Hellas^ 212.

(2) pertaining to Prometheus.
And our work shall be called the Promethean. . Prom. IV. 158.

:|:Prometheus, n. the hero of the poem of Prom. Unbound.
Prometheus! Immortal Titan ! .... . 1.442.
Prometheus^ the chained Titan I. 445.
Fell from Prometheus, and the azure night . . 11. i, 63.
Pro-m£tkeus, it is thine! depart not yetf . . 11. i. 123.
Then Prometheus Gave wisdom, II. iv. 43.
Prometheus saw, and waked the legioned hopes ii". iv. 59.
Prometheus gave to man, ^— 11. iv. 99.
Prometheus shall arise Henceforth the sun . , — 11. iv. 126.
but once it bore Thy name, Prometheus; . . . III. iii. 168.
What; as Asia loves Prometheus? III. iv. 90.

Promiscuous, oe/z/. promiscuously, indiscriminately.
old age and infancy Promiscuous perished

\ . . Q. Mab, II. 153.
Promise, n. (1) expectation, expectation raised or excited,
whose petals . . . Died on ^^prom.ise of the fruit, Adonais, VI. 8.
Tills for the/r. of a later birth The wilderness . Epips. 188.
Its doubtfulj&^T^pijtf thus I would unite . . Laon, Ded. I. 8.
who made The ^?-o»2zjc of its birth,— .... ix. xxv. 5.
Hiding the:promise of a lovely birth ; . . . . Ld. Ck. vi. 4.
All germs oipromise Q, Mab^ V. 9.

(2) an engagement to do something.
So shall thy /r(3«?zj£ fail Calderon,\\\. \oq.

Promise, v. tr. (1) engage to give.
Ifyou should ^rtjwzwe an immense reward, . Hom.Merc.xiAV.'j.
(2) engage to do.

Witness between us what I promise here,— . LXXVIII. 4.

Promised, v, tr. engaged, undertook.
But Death promised to assuage her, That he . . Bug. Hills, 242.

Promised, pp. assured, pledged.

It had he.zn promised to me, Cenci, ill. i. 304.

Promised, ppl. adj. that has been assured.

Wade on the prom, soil through woman's blood, Q. Mab, vil. 119.

Promises, n. assurances, pledges.
The tender promises of Christ : Cenci, V. i v, 76.

One scale is full oipromises, ....... Ch. tst, 11. 45.
Is empty even oipromises—nia own coin. . . . Hellas, 562.

They cajole with gold. And promises of fame, . Q, Mab, IV. 191.

Promising, adj. thriving, hopeful.
His promising live-stock to view ; Devil, VI. 2.

Promising children as you ever saw,— .... CEdipus, I. 213.

Promontories, n. (1) pi. of Promontory.
What are my father's ocean promontories^ . . Cycl. 303.

Th& xvodAmgpromontories, and blue isles, . . Ode Lib. IV. i.

(2) satir. the buttocks.
And these most sacred nether promontories . . (Bdipus^ I. 5.

Promontory, n. a high point of land projecting into the sea.

Scooped high on the Malean promontory, . . . ^cl. 274.
Under the grey beak of some profnontory . . . Epips. 198.
Like an eagle on a promontory HeUas^ 58.
He stood, he says, upon Chelooites' Promontory, 021.

Or to some to^^Ywig promontory proud . . , 960.
an 2&ri&\. promontory. Whose caverned base . . Laon, i. i. 4.
Yon ^ro»«(9«/i7rj' Even now eclipses VIII. xvi. 5,
Or pmy promontory oi the Arctic main, . . Ode Lib. vili. 2.

On a green and sea-girt promontory, .... Rosal. 1050.

Promotion, n. advancement in position.
Who owed your ^rst promotion to his favour, , Ch. 1st, III. 58.
When Peter heard oi\i\%promotion, .... Peter, vii. vii. i.

Prompt, adj. quick, ready.
Be cautious as ye may, \i\i.t prom-pt. Cenci^ in, i. 232.

Prompt, V. tr. suggest, instigate.

See the worst deeds they /^<37«//, m. ii. 45.
Prompted, v. tr. instigated, suggested.
Which /roTW^/^i:/ your unnatural parent's death. v. iv. 17.

Prone, adj. (1) willing, easily influenced.
First love, then reverence in a child's ^T-ijwa mind, r. iii. 109.
they sunk prone Slaves of one tyrant : . . . Ode Lib. VII. 12.

(2) sloping, inclined.

as o'er the prone horizon Thy lamp feeds . . . Naples, \^6.
And ever down th^ prone vale, . Witch, xli. 1.

(3) bent down, inclined downwards.
his struggling form, which sinks at length Prone, Prom, in. ii. 17.
the prone courtiers crawled to kiss the feet . . Witch, Lxxiv, 6.

*Prong, n. a fork.

Stick with ^^ prong, Faust, li. 172.
Some on a ram and some on a prong, . . n, 196.

Pronounce, v. tr. utter.

In verse, such as malignant %oA.s pronounce, . . Dcemon, i. 260.
Pronounced, v. tr. uttered, declared.
pronounced to my own listening heart, . . . Calderon, in. 88.

Proofs, n. evidences.
The/roo/a-of an unspeaking sorrow . . . . Mother^ Son, ill. B.

Proper, adj. (1) own.
a gross falsehood in his ^ytf^^r person, .... Calderon. 1. 17^.

(2) suitable.

At proper distances small holes he made, , . Horn, Merc. Vlll. 2.

(3) due, just.

He'd bring him to a proper sense, Peter, v. xvii. 4.
The Devil now knew his proper cue.— .... vil. i. 1.

Prophecies, n. predictions of future events.
"^or prophecies when once they get abroad, . . CEdipus, I. 131.

Prophecy, n. (1) knowledge of the future.
A^\. prophecy, all medicine are mine, .... Apollo, VI. 4.
the urn Of bitter /ro/AtfO' Hellas, loqg.
and pure and wise, in wisdom's ^r(?/^tfc)i. . Laon, vil. xxxiii. g.
(2) a prediction, a foretelling,

a fatal /«7/Atf(?v Of coming death, Calderon, ll. 4.0.
Will ^ou hear Merlin's ^rcy&Affcy, Ch. u^, 11. 370.
Andmthygentlespeech,a7irtf/Aecy Iswhispered, Laon, Ded.xi.6.
Be ... to unawakened earth The trumpet ofa ^. / Ode W. Wind,v. 13.
Thence we bear the prophecy .... . Prom. i. 690.
'Twas the hope, the prophecy, .

• i. 706.
the prophecy Which begins and ends in thee. . . I. 799.

Prophesied, v. intr. toretold.
I am the physician ofwhom Plato prophesied^ Ch. \st, 11. 390.
half-extinguished words, which proph. of change. Laon, ix, vi. 9.

Prophesy, v. tr. foretell.

he did espy What prophets know and prophesy; Rosal. 889.

Prophesyings, n. predictions, oracular sayings.
And prophesyings horrible and new Are heard , Hellas, 592.
Prophesyings which grew articulate— .... Naples^ 50.

Prophet, n, (1) one who prophesies or foretells future events,
the thought, Which, like a prophet or a shadow, Ginevra, 89.
Truth its prophefs robe to wear, Hellas. 44.
(2) a leader or interpreter.

Some say that this is he whom the great prophet 140.
O, word Of the great prophet, 262!
One God is God—Mahomet is his _^rc/yi«/. . . 274'
The iVtwi^^'.? virgin bride, .Z^ok, IX. viii. 3.
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Prophetess, n. a female prophet.
Andlikea/ro/^fejjof May Jane, Invitn, IJ.

Cythna shall be the prophetess of Love, . . Laon, IX. xx. 2.

How Diotima, the wise prophetess St. Epips. 102.

Sad prophetess of sorrows not her own, .... Unf. Ijr. 69.

Prophetic, adj. (1) presageful.

On whose lean sheep sit the prophetic crows. . . Ch. ist, I. 152.

Breathes in prophetic dreams of day's uprise. Loon, VII. xxxvii. 6.

(2) pertaining to piophecy.
Prophetic echoes flung; dim melody Ode Lib. IV. 5.

Prophetic caves, and isle-surrounding streams, . Prom. I. 252.

Prophets, n. pi, of Prophet (1).

desolately waves Over the dust of Prophets and
of KmP'S Loon, IV. xxiv. 6.

the sacred laws thy prophets did proclaim. . . x. xxix. 9.
England's ^^-o^^fi/j hailed thee as their queen, . Ode Lib. yi. 10.

*Fropitiate, v. tr. conciliate, reconcile.

^v&T propitiate her reluctant will

"'Propitiated, pp. conciliated, appeased.
have never Propitiated the savage fear of kings . Ch. ist, IV. 27.

"Propitiation, «. atonement.
Himself in propitiation of our sins, ..... II. 249.

"Propitious, adj. favourable.
Motherof gods, ... be thou /ro^?V('(7«j, . . . ffom. Earth, 26.

jlPropontis, n. the sea of Marmora.
ships from /V(7/(?«//j keep A killing rain . . ./.«(?«, vr. vii. 7.

Proportion, n. relative quantities.

with the vomit of the Leech, In Aaz proportion, (Edipus, I. 354.

Proportion, v. tr. adjust.

How justly to pro. to the fault The punishment . Q. Mab, III. 84.

"Proposal, n. a suggested plan.
Comparing them with your ^r(?^f7jfl/ now, . . . CenciyV.x. \%.

Now, my/n7^tfja/Is to convert her sacred Majesty (Edipus, II. i. 88.

Proposed, v. tr. suggested.

what I just proposed Was but to try you. . . . Cenci, V. i. 60.

Proposition, n. a term in logic.

Is tolink the^ro^omyiOK, Peter, ProUZ.
Props, V. tr. supports, keeps up.
Which props the column of unnatural state, . . Death Vang. 38.

Prose, n. language not expressed in metre.
Was, writing some sad stuff in prose. .... Peter, Vl. xii. 2.

But in his verse, and in his prose, . ^ . . . . VII. xiv. I.

Proserpine, n. the wife of Pluto.

like Proserpine, in Buna's glen, Matilda, 4S.

On thine own child, Proserpine Proserp. I. 6.

P. Had half (oh ! why not all ?) the debt forgiven Witch, LXVII. 4.

Prospect, n. expectation, anticipation.

Blighting all /«jj^«rf but of selfish gain, . . .Q.Mab,V.S4.
no clouds of fate o'er the sweet prospect lower, . St. Ir. (5) II. 6.

Prosper, v, tr. make flourish.

God/., speed, and save, . .. Her murdered Queen ! Nat. Ant, I. 1.

Prosperity, n. good fortune, thriving condition.

To mock my hate from with /r(7jr/£r;/ji.^ . . Ce««', IV. i. 25.

make pale Cities in ^€\x prosperity } .... IV. i. 106.

whichmygrandfatherWoreinhishigh/roj^^**/j!y, IV. iii. 52.

your fearful state and gilt /r£).?/e;'zXy, .... C^. ijjf. III. 20.

Blighted the bud of its /Sraj/er;/)!.- O. AfaS, II. 205.

Health, hope, and youth, and hficiprosperity; . St. Epips. 69.

To gild his rival's new /roJ;*«r2Vji Triumph, 3,26.

Prospero, n. a character in Shakespeare's ' Tempest.'
From Prosperous inchanted cell, GuitarJane, 17.

Prosperons, adj. (1) favourable.

an Sihered wind ThoMgh prosperous.- . . . , Posal. 8ij.

(2) adj. absol. persons in thriving state.

from Xh& prosperous, weak misfortune takes ; . Cenci, III. ii. 57.

a deeper joy to taste Than e'er the pros, know ; Loon, VI. hv. 0.

Prosperously, adv. happily, in thriving state.

The homes of lovely women, prosperously ; . . Horn. Earth, l8.

Prospers, v. intr. thrives.

and he_^. best Not who becomes the instrument . Cenci, II. ii. 157.

"Prostitution, n. venal sexual intercourse.

Nor /r(7.9///M/f'o«, nor our own example, . . . (Bdipjts, 1. 1$.

No longer /?'i3J/?VM//(7»'J venomed bane . . . Q. Mab, l^. Zy.

Prostrate, adj. Fig. (1) abased, humbled.
trample Upon my prostrate head, Cenci, v. iv. 38.

then with prostrate head Sinks in the dust . . Julian, 413.

(2) fearful, abject.

imprecating on his /raj^^a/e slaves Calderon, \\. \\o.

And the /raj/j-a/e multitude Looked— . . . . Mask, xxxu. I.

Iftheydisdainednot such a /»-o«/rafe slave. . . Prom. i. 52.

(3) conquered, subject.

Victory to the prostrate nations ! Laon, V. Song, 6. 1.

And sweeps o'er the breast of the prost. plain. M. N. Spec. Hors. 9.

upUfted Their ^raj/rafe brows Prom.l.xdo.

and trampled on my /rai'/>-<2^« sons ——1.214.
Proud o'er prostrate millions trod— Q. Mah, II. 122.

"Prostrated,//, cast.

my (a.<x'R3S prostrated nxl Ca&feroB, II. 88.

"Protecting, ppl. adj. shielding, covering.

Like a protecting presence : Cenci, II. i. 48.

Protection, «. shelter from evil or injury.

shall they have no /y(jAc^/(?« ^ —;" II. ii._5i.

I have accepted your protection only ... (Edipus, II. i. 168.

"Protestant, c. adj. attr. antagonistic to the Church of Rome.
and all the protesianl writers Ch.\st, II. 5S-

Protestants, n. a name commonly applied to Christians not
in communion with the Roman or the Greek Church.

When Englishmen and Protestants should sit . I. 78.

Protestations, n. asseverations, declarations.
and the other full of/ri7/tfj/a/iOKj.- II. 4.'j.

Proteus, n. Neptune's herdsman.
Proteus transformed to metal Gisb. 45.
Blue /Vv7^^».f and his humid nymphs JV(77», ill. ii. 24.

which Proteus old Made Asia's nuptial boon, . III. iii. 65.

Proteus, c. adj. attr. Proteus-like.

The Proteus shape of Nature as it slept .... Triumph, 271.

"Prototype, n. exemplar, original model.
God ! Who, prototype of human misrule, . . . Q. Mab, VI. 105.

"Protracted, ppl. adj. tediously delayed.
Drags out in labour a /rtf/rai^^^ death, . . . III. 115.

"Protracting, pr. pple. lengthening out.

Protracting the horrible harmony. Bigotry, I. 9,

"Protraction, n. continuance.
interest Thou holdst in their />-o^>-acftV;»^ . . . Q. Mab, IV. 260.

Proud, adj. (1) arrogant, presumptuous, haughty.
no clamour lifts Itsproud interposition. . , . Ch. 1st, II. 21.

Peace, proud hierarch ! . . m. ^.
that the />'02(rf Power of Evil Damon,ll.iS-
Yet know, ;>««</ Vice, had I not given . . . . Falsehood, ^j.

You say that I z.mproud— Julian, 408.

Whom the #('OMrf lords of man, i<jo«, XI. xxiv. 5.

Rode thro' England /roarf and gay, Mask, xil. 2.

tameless, and swift, and //'OMrf. .... OdeW.Wind,lv. n.
FetKT, too proud of heSLYt, I fear, Peter, V. xvi. 4.

To stay steps proud, o'er the slow cloud . . . Prom. I. 236.

And, prou^ sufferer, who art thou ? I. 245.

I see the curse on gestures proud and cold, . . I. 258.

The Titan looks as ever, firm, not /roarf. . . 1.337-

Like a conqueror, swift and^rowa, I. 711.

Hard-featured men, or with proud, angxy looks, III. iv. 41.

the/r(7«^andnoisy pomp of wealth! .... Q.Mab,w.i?t.
the /«jW rich man's eye Flashing command, . v. 118.

a weak and inexperienced boy. Proud, sensual, . v. 152.

Lest I be /rOM(/, suffering the same Rosal. 127^.

(2) conceited, vain.

And Peter bowed, quite pleased and proud, . . Peter, II. xiv. i.

he, ^roKrf as dandy with his stays Witch, Ded.\.6.

(3) scornfiil.

They fawn on the /roMrf feet Adonais,X3.vl\\.g.

Hide not in /ro«(? impenetrable grief .... Ce«^?, III. i. io.«>.

Love, how it sells poor bliss Voxproud despair ! Mutability, {.2) n. 4.

(4) justly satisfied, happy.
Of hatred I am proud,—with scorn content ; , E. Williams, II. I.

They murmnT proud pleasure Soft and low ;— . Fugitives, in. 9.

The archer Arejcide, elate and />-o»rf, . . . . Hom.Merc.xn.i.
with no /ri7Mf/joy To do or suffer aught, . . . Julian, ilg.

(5) noble, honourable.
feels No proud exemption in the blighting curse Alastor, 679.

Proud umpire of the impious game, Hellas, 447.

(6) spirited, mettlesome.
That thus with his /roMdT voice, Z^w«, x. i. 2.

whose calm by that proud neigh was broken. . x. ii. 9.

(7) reticent, diffident, self-respecting.

there are some by nature proud, Julian, 206.

But chained within itself its /r(7M£f devotion. . . Love, Hope, 2y.

the innocent are proud/ . . CSdipus, II. i. 167.

(8) good, perfect.

blooming there, In proud and vigorous health ; . Q. Mab, IV. 50,

(9) magniloquent.
P. words, when deeds come short, are seasonable : Hellas, 336.

(10) grand, magnificent.

aproud temple to great Jupiter, Calderon, I. 8.

Many-domed Padua /TOMrf Stands, Eug. Hills, 215.

These graceful limbs are clothed in ^rtw// array (Edipus, I. 2.

Black ashes note where their /rowfl city stood. . Q. Mab, IV. 67.

and many a /r^JMi^ pavilion Witch,hll.6.

and crested heads Of cities and/, temples gleam L.VII. 7.

(11) high, towering.

Or to some toppling promontory />-fl«rf . . . Hellas, 960.

Cyclopean piles, whose turrets iroarf, . . . Laon, xil. xxxv. 7.

Hung with Its precipices /rowrf, Posal. S43-

(12) adj. absol. arrogant persons.

Tremble, ye p., whose grandeur mocks the woe. Death Vang.^ 37.

And those poor victims of the/rowrf, no less, . Laon, IV. xxii. 2.

The vainly rich, the miserable />-o«rf, . . . .Q.Mab,V.Sj.

Proud, adv. arrogantly.

Proud o'er prostrate millions trod— II. 122.

Proudest, adj. most exalted.

bows t\ieproudest heads under the meanest feet. Ch. ist, II. 425.

Proudly, adv. (1) nobly, grandly.

And that I walk thus proudly crowned withal . Couplets, i.

And A.nt-amn proudly bears her matron grace, Dce-mon, 11. 6$.

„ 11 I, ,. II II • Q- Mab, VIII. 120.

Another/r»arf/v clad In golden arms . . . .fefliw, 837.
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(2) with self-gratiilation or conceit.

He /rtfMdV^' thought that his gold^s might . . . /fe/g?', iv. xlx. 4.

Prove, V. tr. (1) experience, feel.

A passion lilce the one I p. Cannot divided be ; . Critic, IV. i.

By eentle feelings thou could'st neves prove, . Ld. Ch. V. 3.

thelilieretumye/rowenot Pan, Echo, i2.

(2) show by argument, demonstrate.
'Tisnot worth while to ^»-ow«, as! could, . . . Fr. Satire, 41.
I hope to prove the induction otherwise, . . . Julian, 202.

(3) evince, show forth.
How wilt \^io^x prove thy worth ? Laon, I. xliii. 2.

To prove her dreadful might .... . . JJyve, Hope, 13.

I wish Only to^r(72/« herso (Edipus, w. \, tj-^.

Hiserrors^rfjz/^it—knew myjoy Feter, IV, jdiL ^.

Proved, ^^. shown, evinced.
Have we not long since proved to demonstration Faust, II. 336.
since you have been Proved not to exist !— . . 11. 353.

Proverb, n. a maxim, an apophthegm.
So this grew a proverb : don't get old ... . Nosat. 686.

Proverbs, n. pi. of Proverb.
collections Of saws, and ^roifflr^j/ Peter, V. xii. 4.

Provide, v, tr. furnish, supply.
ProvideMs food, of which we are in want. . Cyct. 126.
B.ndprovide Food, clothes, and fire - 284.

Provided, pp. arranged, settled.
By men to bind but once provided, Rosal. 847.

Providence, n. (1) divine superintendence.
They are the work oiprovidence, Calderon, I. 150.
whose most favouring Providence was shewn . Cenci, I. iii. 57.
His high Providence commits Its glory .... ill. i. "181.

(2) satir. an unknown superior power.
if you can't swim Beware of /Vtfz'/^(f«fis. . . . Julian, llZ.

Provides, ». intr. makes provision.
For men of power /rtJZ'ii/ej thus well Devil, KYll. 2.

Proving, pr. pple. experiencing.
And themindthemild joys of affection is prov., St. Jr. (6) II. 7.

Provision, n. (1) disposition of means
to make Foviriold provision for my cursed sons

; Cenci, I. i. 131.
(2') means of existence.

By which you might obtain a bare provision . 11. ii. 2.
Bare must be the ^rfjw. which strict law Awards, 11. ii. 4.

Provoke, v. tr. incite, stimulate.
Who ja&yprovoke him to some sort of work, . Faust, I. 103.

*Prow, n. (1) the stem or foremost part of a vessel.
Upon that shattered prow, Calderon, II. 51.
Like waves before an admiral's/rote'/ .... Ck. isi, 1. 1^\.
And I myself stood on the beaked ;&n7ze; . . . Cycl. ly.
Before a vessel's /riTty Dcemon, I. 158.
Flitting on, your />?-(?7£^ before, Guitar Jane, 21.
Of his gilt _^^o«; within the sapphire water, . . Hellas, 1^2.
Gathered in fear upon the lofty ^row, . . . . Hotn. Castor, 12.
no sail But its own curved prow Laon, I. xxiii. 2.
the stern and/^ow Were canopied ix. ii. 5.
the prow and stern did curl XII. xxi. ^.
Sitting beside the ^>-ojB .• xil. xxxii,'6.
the p. Made the invisible water white as snow ; . Naples, 42.
the boiling surge Before a vessel's ^^oze;. . Q.Mab,l.2ifi.
And pointed to the _^r(Kw, w^zVc-^, xxxvil. 7.

(2) used of a chariot's front.

directs the chariot's/. Over its wheeled clouds, Protn. IV. 232.

(3) the foremost part.
the /n?zw Of a noon-wandering meteor .... Witch, ji\N\. \,

Prowess, n. ability, skill.

may well hereafter dread Your /^(Kww.?, . Hom.Merc.'Lyi\x,6.
*Prowl, n. a stealthy walk or ramble.
Nor the wolf in his midnight /«Ke;/. Faust, l\. i^g.

Prowling', pr. pple. going stealthily.
prowling around the world ; Alastor, 620.

*Prude, n. one who is falsely modest.
might cure a. Male prude Peter, iv. \iv. i^.

Prudence, n. wise judgment.
One hope is too like despair For p. to smother, . One word, l. 6.
No balancings oiprudence, cold and long ; . . Q. Mad, V. 234.,

Prudent, adj. cautious, circumspect.
To whom thus Mercuirwith prud. speech :— Horn. Merc. Lxxix. i.

Prune, v. tr. trim, plume.
And/r»«etheirsunnyfeatherson the hands , . Dcemon, II. 164.

11 1. 1, „ ,, „ . Q. Mat, VIII. 222.
Prynne, n. W. Prynne, b. 1600, d. 1669.
For this once do not as Prynne would, .... Ch. 1st, 11. 100.

'*'PBycholoerics, n. the study of the human mind.
OiQ^XTD.-a.-a psychologies,— Peter,v\.-x\v.2.

"PsychologflBt, n. one who studies the human mind.
AsubtIe-souledj(Ssjii;;5o/o^M// V. ii. 2.

Public, n. the people generally.
Not whilst forprivate pique the /KWiC fall, . M.N. Post. Fr.l^g.

Public, adj. (1) open to general use, not restricted.
a queen shower over the jSmSAc way Ch. 1st, 11. lox.
Halting beside me on the/«i& way- . . . Julian, ^2.kneel in the ^S/zc way. .... Laon ix xiii o
thro' the /i. way Chokedwithhiscountry'sdead':

^'

x.
'viii 3Near the great fountain in the />kW,V: square . x xxiii 2

because he Attende'd/wW/c meetings, .... QSdipus, I. ityj.

Bore her in triumph to the /mW/c stye !• 319.

Within a fountain in the /m5/;£: square, . . . Prom. 111. iv. 62.

Are bought and sold as in a. public mart . . (X Mab, V. 186.

a public way Thick strewn Triumph, 43.

(2) as relating to the community.
How incorrect his /m^/zc conduct is, Fr. Satire, ^T.

(3) of the community.
at noon the public crier went forth Laon, x. xli. I.

Stand prating there of commerce, public faith, . fEdipus, I. 198.
Ye, by whose patience under /m5/zc burthens . 11.1.2.

An army ; and a /^^/zV: debt Peter, lll.'w. Z-

(4) notorious, open to the knowledge of all.

Proclaiming vengeance, public as my wrong, . . Calderon^ II. 139.
It is a public matter, Cenci, 1. 1. 71.
A /wwziT scorner of the word of God, . . Ch. 1st, 111. 12.

(,5) general, of the people.
shelterless in the broad noon Oipublic scorn, . Cenci, IV. i. 83.
who flow Through /w5//<c scorn,— En^l. i&ig, z'
the fearful overthrow O!public hope .... Laon, VI. xxx. 3. ,

Sneering at public virtue, Q. Mab, IV. 200.
For public hope grew pale and dim Rosal. 692.

(6) with m, open to view.
New married people should not kiss in public; . CBdipus, I. 210.

Puddle, n. a small muddy pool.
At last he will sit down in some ioM\ puddle; . Faust, II. 367.

*Puerility, n. folly, childish nonsense.
one God would not suffice For senile puerility ; Q. Mab, VI. 124..

Puff, Tj. tr. blow.
puffyam flickering life out Faust, II. 33.

Puffed a.-s,pp. Fig. (1) inflated.
Puffed up with your own doting ignorance, . . Calderon, I. 36.

(2) seemingly magnified.
wisps on every side Arc /zj^caT a/ and multiplied. Faust, II. 92.

Puling^, ppl. adj. miserable, contemptible.
A mother only to those^/z«^ babes .... ^. il/a5, ill. 209.

Pull, V. tr. (1) pluck.
The freshest her gentle hands could ;>«// . . . Sensit. PI. 11. ifi.

(2) with 07it, drag forth.
And/m// your vitals out Cycl. 21$.
(3) with down, Fig. abolish.

and^«//The old cant down; IKz'/oi, LXXIll.s..
*Pullies, n. Fig. springs of action.
Scarce living/K///«j of a dead machine, . . . Q. Mab,v. jS.

Pulls, V. I. tr. draws forth.
And from the cauldron pulls them whole, , . . Cycl. 358.

II. intr. draws or tugs.
insatiably he sucks And clings, smipulls— . . (Bdipus I. igo.

*Pulpous, adj. puffy, soft.
Prickly, anipulpous, and blistering, and blue, . Se7isit. PI. in. 60.

^Pulsations, n. the act of beating or pulsating.
The unbeheld^M/Mft'oar of its heart Zucca, 17i.%.

Pulse, n. (1) the motion of the blood.
&e pulse yet lingered in his heart Alastor, 658.
Which, as a dying /k/j« rises and falls, , . . C^jm; ill. ii. 12.
To lie without motion, or pulse, or breath, . . Ginevra, 146.
whose pulse in joy now beat together Laon, v. xlviii. 9.the/afeThat fancy kindles in the beating heart Q. Mab v. 87.
a living^&c then beat Beneath my heart . . . Rosal. 348.What was this /w/je so warm and free? . . , 350.

(2) y&zAfiguratively, and as plural.
The crimson /w/je of living morning quiver, . . Epips 100
Which the pulse of pain did fill

; Eug. Hills 39made the^K&e Of its bright life throb .... Unf.Dr.i-n.'
Whose ^/jtf, elapsed in unlike sympathies, . . 212'.

''Fulseless, adj. without life or movement.
His coldpalehmbsand/M/j«/asj arteries . . . Hellas, la^.

Pulses, n. (1) vibration of vital power.
Doth Henry hear her regular /«/«j throb, . . Damon 1 i,/l

When all the /a&«j in their multitude . . . . Fr. A soul 6.
and still new pulses seemed To beat Laon, vil xvii 4and our/«&«j calmly flow and beat vil xxi s
you almost saw The >m/«j Unf. Dr m
(2) Fig.

J Ii-

Ha
!
thy frozen pulses flutter Inv. Mis vil j

Feel the *M&M of the brave Mexican, 1. L
the well Where its pulses flow and beat, . . Prol Hellas, 204.And all Its/»&M beat Symphonious g. Jl/o*, vill. 17.

*Puniice, adj. formed of pumice stone.
Beside lupumice isle in Baias's bay, . . . Ode W. Wind, III. 4.fPump up, V. tr. Fig. icolloq.) draw or produce.
Which /«»;/ a;» oaths from clergymen, . . . Gisb. loq.

*Puncli, n. an intoxicating compound.
Give me a glass of Maraschino punch CEdipus II ii 32

Punish, V. tr. (1) inflict penalty on offenders.
For the jealous laws Would punish us ... . Cenci, in. i. 230.
the hell that bigots frame To pun. those who err : Q. Mab, in. 80.

'

(2) inflict penalty on account of offences.
if they neglect To /mwzj^ crime Cenci III. i. 184.
If God,_ to ^wwr'jA his enormous crimes, . . ' IV. i! 36.

*

Arid it is said, that God will^mzjA wrong; . . Zao«, viil.'viii. 1.
Punished, pp. visited with penalty.
That imp of malice and mockery shall be pun. . Ch. 1st, 11. 389.
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Fniiislies, v. ir. inflicts penalty on account of.

When high God grants he _^mm«>Am such prayers. Cenci, IV. i. 138.

Punishment, n. chastisement, correction.

To sM^&cpunishment znA pine, Calderon^ 11. 19.

^n^ punishment By which I suffer Cenci^ in. i. 98.

A ^M«/jA?«£K^ and a reward ...-...• iii. i. 118.

Death must be the ^M«ij^«M«/ Of crime, . . . III. i. 122.

Aye, death . . .TV^ punishment oioxxva^. . . . ill. j- 126.

the victims, hea.r -worse pum'sAment — III. i. 192.

Be it for its own punishment or theirs, .... IV. i. 65.

And England's sin by England's /»»2jA/»«»/. . Ch. ist^ I. 164.

a reward Shall thus be made a punish-ment^ . . ll. 82.

what a. punishfnent I have For this fell monster, C^ct. 437.
It were A cruel punishment for one Julian. iLzg.

Pride is thy error and thy punish?nent. . . . Prol. HeUas^ 162.

not punishment^ on her own wrongs, .... Prom. I. 404.
to proportion to the fault The punish, it merits. Q. Mab^ III. 85.

must ovapunishment Be endless ? vil. 129.

•|-Puns, n. play on words.
And there is he with his eternal puns^ .... Gisb. 219.

Fnpil, n. (1) scholar, disciple.

The pupil and the master shared ; Pr. Athan. II. ii. 1 1.

The tutor and his^«//7, Triufnph^ 261.

(2) Fig.
He is but Occasion's pupil. Ch. ist^ II. 465.

tPupil, n. the circular opening of the iris of the eye.

Turn round the brand and dry the pupil up. . Cycl. 464.

Puppet, n. a doll, a dummy.
or Art thou a/«//£/ moved by [enginery]? . . C4. u/, I. 37.

Puppets, n. pi. of Puppet.
like multitudinous Puppets passing from a scene ; Inv. Mis. xill. 3.

These puppets of his schemes he moves at will, . Q. Mab^ V. 71.

PnTbllnd, adj, dim-sighted.
Of human error^s dense and ^«r5/z«rf faith, . . Vll. 65.

Purchase, v. tr. (1) buy.
Which wealth should^«r^^aj^ not, .... V. 40.

which neither gold, Nor sordid fame . . . Can p. ; V. 225.

(2) redeem, be exchanged for.

Would that my life could /«?'i;A(W£ thine! . . . Cenci, V. i. yi.

^Purchaser, «. one who acquires by payment.
'Tisjust

—

tasting inv'itss thQ purchaser: . . . Cycl. 143.

Pure, adj. (1) without taint, perfect.

one ^«?-^ essence, One substance, ...... Calderon, i. 115.

The subtle. Pure, and inmost spirit of life ! . . . Cenci, III. i. 23.

their armed hands where the pure Spirit, , . . Dcemon^ i. 285.

as radiant and as pure as thou 11. 280.

She is thine own ^«>-tf soul Nat. Ant. III. 1.

(2) unsophisticated, simple.
but the pure spirit shall flow Adonais, xxxvill. 5.

I can scarce rise. What pure delight ! . . . . Cycl. 585.
All kindly passions and all pure desires. . . . Dmtnon^ II. 143.

,, „ „ „ ,,
... O. il/afi, VIII. 202.

to keep its waters pure and bright Spips. 140.

Like flames too _^Mre and light 581.

and the pure Intense irradiation of a mind, . . Gisb. 203.

can find No rest within a. pure and gentle mind . Julian^ 431.
and the pure law Of mild equality and peace,

succeeds Laon^ IV. xv. 2,

To i^iepure all things ax&pure/ .... . VI. xxx. i.

A lair of rest beneath thy spirit pure^ .... Pr. Athan. 1. 106.

and he filled From fountains ^«re, II. ii. 6.

The^are diffusion of thy essence Q. Mab, 111. 215.

Was the ^ars stream of feeling That sprung . . viil. 27.

(3) morally innocent, spotless, blameless.
Soon the solemn mood Of her pure mind . . . Alastor, 162.

She is aspure as speechless infancy ! .... Cenci\ V. ii. 70.

Who was most pure and innocent on earth ; . . V. ii. 139.

the one thing innocent acndpure V. iii. loi.

That perfect mirror ofpure innocence .... V. iv. 130.

Ardent and pure as day thou burnest, .... Dcemon., l. 92.

On the/«r£ smiles of infant playfulness : . . . II. 204.

,, „ ,, 11 „ • . Q' Mab^ IX. 125.

Of passion lofty, ^Mr£ and unsubdued. . . . D<snton, il. 295.

>i 11 n M 11 - • • • Q' -^ab, IX. 202.

But ye, pure Children of God, Paust, I. 104.

round pure hearts, a host of hopes assemble, . , Laon^ I. xxxiii. 8.

And Cyth.na.''spure and radiant self was shewn , III. iii. 7.

Are ye all pure ? let those stand forth .... v. xxxiv. 3.

Alas, such were not/«rfi—the chastened will . v. xxxiv. 7.

Equal, and pure and wise, in wisdom's prophecy. Vll. xxxiii. g.

Know yourselves thus ! ye shall be pure as dew, ^Vlll. xviii. 8.

unimbued With pure desire, and universal love, Q. Mab, V. 153.

The truths of their ^«re lips, -that never die, . . VI. 35.

Of purest spirits, a^M^'^ dwelling-place, . . . Vi. 40,

Equal and free andpure ix. 90.

a hell Which mpure spirits should not dwell. . Rosal. 247.

(4) beautiful, faultless.

Leave aught of this pure spectacle Dcem^on^ i. 19.

a bright sepulchre Ofwhose ^«?-« beauty, . _. , Naples^ \^.

(5) unpolluted, free from contamination.

Showing how ^wr^ they are: Adon. Cane. 22.

And winter robing with pure snow and crowns , Alastor, 9.

And the pure stars in their eternal bowers . . Apollo, IV. 3.

Waves too pure^ too celestial, for mortals to see ; Bigotry, IV. 2.

ye heavens for ever ^«r<?, . . ..'.... Calderon, 11.23.

to realms as _^«^£ as thee, Ch. isi,lV. i^.

Of purest spirits thou pure dwellinof-place ! . . D(smon, 11. 8.

., „ „ ,,
. . aMab,lX.S.

Rewarding her with their ^«^fi perfectness: . . Dismon, II. $6.

„ „ „ „ „ „ . . g. Mab, VIII. III.

the heaven serene and pure Of parents' smiles . Ginevra, 35.
The light hues of the tender, pure, serene, . . Julian, Cane. 10.

with^M^tf streams their thirsting lips they wet. . Zmou, v. Ivi. 9.

To the pure skies in accusation steaming. . . v.Song; 5. 6.

with pure And rose-like lips, vi. xxvi. 3.

Pierce the pure heaven of your native vale, . . Orpheus^ 28.

From custom's evil taint exempt axxdpure ; . . Prom. ill. iv. 156.

Tinge not the moon's^ye beam ; Q. Maby IV. 12.

Wiepure and spangling snow iv. 36.

ik\epure winds Of heaven, IV. 130.

than the beams Of heaven's/wre orb, .... IV. 152.

Pure health-drops, from the cup ofjoy, .... ^— VI. 52.

thy youthful hands Were ^«?ie of human blood. . VI. 88.

,. M 11 ji »i I) • Superstition, 17.

And all things strong and bright ^xApure^ . . Rosal. 553.

Oh ! take the/, gem to where southerly breezes, Tear, I. i.

Too pure for these regions, to gleam in the skies. I. 7.

For I found the pure gem, when the daybeam re-

turning, III. I.

Nature's pure tears which have no bitterness ;— Woodman, 50.

Tears pure as Heaven's rain, Zucca, x. 4.

(6) free from censure or imputation.
On \i\spure name who loves them,— .... Laon^ Ded.xlV.^.

(7) used ironically.

From which those patriots^rtf are fed, . . Peter, ill. vil. 3.

Flit up from hell with pure intent ! . . . . VI. xxxvii. 3.

Devil, dining with pure intent VI. xxxviii. o.

(8) adj. absol. simple pure-minded persons.

To th&pure all things axe^re/ Laon, vi. xxx. i.

*Pure-minded, c. n. sattr. unobjectionable, strait-laced.

Pure-minded Voet of these days Peter, vi. xxxiv. 5.

Purer, adj. (1) more clear and free from shadow.
And purer than the day— Jajte, Recoil. 60.

(2) more perfect or upright.

none than he a purer heart could have, .... Pr. Athan. I. 16.

(3) better, more wholesome.
thou wert ray Purer mind

j Q. Mab, Ded. 9.

Had been with purer nutriment supplied, . . . iViuntph, 202.

(4) more free from taint.

and purer than The water of the springs . . . Unf. Dr. 149.

Purest, adj. (1) most estimable, most valued,
and bought, with price ofpurest breath, , . . Adonais, Vll. 3.

who have to thee Been purest ministers, . . . Alastor, 698.
With purest blood of noblest hearts ; . . - Ch. 1st, iv. 28.

Ofpurest spirits thou pure dwelling-place ! . . Dcemon, II. 8.

In me, communion witti this/Mr&r/ being . . . Laon, il. xxxii. i.

the purest and the best ix. ix. 2.

(2) most perfect, most clear.

Heaven spread In _^«r^j^ light above us all, , . V. xxxiii. 6.

Or could the morning shafts ofpurest light . . Prol. Hellas, 189.

Which, like a film in purest space, ^^ ^^- *4°*
Because it cannot climb the/M^&r^ sky, . . . Witch, Ded.\\.%.
To be consumed within the purest glow . . . Woodman, 27.

(3) most free from taint or impurity.
Yet, yet will I draw from the /arsj^ of fountains, Bigotry, iii. 3.

Water ofpurest hue On earth, Matilda, 28.

(4) most innocent, free from guile.

They were earth's^«rf,r/children,young and fair, L,aon, Vlll. xxix. i.

Ofpurest spirits, a pure dwelling-place, . . . Q. Mab, VI. 40.
Of/«?'ftS'/ spirits thou pure dwelRng-place! . . ix. 8.

*Purganax, Lord Castlereagh, b. 1769, d. 1823.
A high connection, Purganax. .... . . (Bdipus, I. 205.
/%<^a«flj»r, Off with her head! I. 293.
You, Purganax, who have the gift o' the gab, . I. 404.
Excellent, just, and noble Purganax. ... Ii.i.94.
that Purganax rub a little of that stuff.... Ii.i.123.

Purganax has plainly shown a Cloven foot . . li.i.125.

Lord IH^rganax, I do commit myself . . . ll.i.i8o.

Pur^e, V. I. tr. (1) clear.

they^wr^e their dazzled eyes. ...... .Hellas,^.

(2; atone for.

and ^a?ye The universal crime ; Q. Mab, Vll. 13%.

IL rejl. Fig. cleanse.

ashamed To show his bilious face, go p. himself, CEdipus, I. 106.

Puritan, n. Fig. an extreme religionist.

Turned to a formal puritan, Peter, vi. xix. 3.

Purity, n. innocence.
Well, be her purity on your head, my Lord, . . Cend, v. ii. 71.

All beautiful in naked ^«r«V)). ...... . DcBmon,i.\\o.
,, „ n n Q' Mab, I. 132.

Confused in passions golden /«r*/)', Bpips.^yi,
Morals, and precedents, and purity, (Mdipus, I. 329.
It might produce upon the purity and Religion , 11. i, ^4.
the spirit Clothed in its changeless /wr/X)", . . Q. Mab, I. 182'

Why dost thou shroud thy vestalj>«nj^ . . . - m. 68.
their virtuous deeds, their thoughts Ofpurity, vii. 154.
f'W^VjiBlestwithallgiftsherearthlyworshippers. ix. 63.
maging forth such perfect /«ri'/v Witch, xxxvi. 8.

Purple, n. textile fabric of purple colour.
Purple^ and gold and steeM Laon, xi. xviii. s.
in proud array Of gold and purple, (Bdipus, i. 3.

*

Clothed in dark purple, star-inwoven Prom. i. 234.
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Purple, adj. (1) a colour compounded of various shades of

red and blue.
Sleep no more Venus, wrapt in purple woof— . Bton. Adon. 3.
the pur^ie blood From her struck thigh , . . 33.
thou bnght wine whose /«r^/(S splendour leaps . Cenci. I. iii. 77.
In the depths of the purple sea

;

Cloudy 24.
Made *hite with foam the green and/, sea,— . Cycl. 20.
far clouds of feathery /MnVe gleam Dcemon^ i. ao^^
amid yon flood of ^^^i^'/Zfi light i. 210.
a far Eden of the purple East

;

Epips. Stii-
So their plumes of^M**//e grain, Eug. Hills^?iO.
With the /Mr//e vmtage strain 221.
When a soft and purple mist 287.
Lull or awaken in ^^v[ purple prime, .... Fiordtsptna^ 17,
So the God wraps 3l Purple atmosphere . Horn. Merc, xxxvi. 4.
the sea swelled high In />wy;^/<E billows, . . . , Hofn. Min. \\.
A firmament of/wr/Zelight, Jane^ Recoil. 57.
Dark /?(?-//£ at the zenith, Jultan^j^.
The inmost /wr^/g spirit of light, 84.
into th^ purple sea The orange hues 137.
A^y'*sJ>urpie stream Ebbs o'er the western forest, Laon^ I. xlix. ^.
from its purple fountains I drank those hopes . v.xxxviii.i.
SlwA purple shells engraven With mystic legends Vll, xiii. 3.
in msLny a. purple line Fade fast, xil. xxi. 7.

Hovered in the purple night, Lerici^ 6.

Youth says, The purple flowers are mine, . . . Love's Rose, I. 6.

Moving the sea-flowers in those purple caves . Naples, 29.
Builds from the/«r^/lff crags and silver towers . Ode Lib. V. 2.

And the Ocean's /«r^/e waves, Pront.l. log.
Under plumes ofpurple dye, ....... i. 320.
Beyond the ^M^TWle mountains: II. i. ig.

Within dim bowers of green and purple laoss, . ii. i. 45.
Athwart the purple mountain slope, was written 11. i. 152.
and through th% purple night II. iv. 129.
The flowers vihose purple and translucid bowls . III. iii. 142.
Purple and azure, white, and green, IV. 242.
the lines OfPurple gold, that motionless Hung . Q. Mab^ II. 7.

Shaded with deepest _?&«r//?, ri. 17.

Mingling convulsively xts purple hues .... VI. 9.
broad flag-flowers, purple prankt with white, . Question, iv. 2.

Daylight on its last /wr^/e cloud Rosal. 1103.
And the hya.ciath purple, and white, and blue, . Sensit. PL i. 25.
Fell into pavilions, white, purple, and blue, . . i. 56.
The pale /wr^/tf even Skylark^ 16.
The. purple noon's transparent might, . ... St. Dejection^ 1. 4.
With green and/«r^/e seaweeds strown ; . . . II.2.

the purple velvet flower was fed Unf. Dr. 174.
the green and ^m?'//^ gleam OfSyracusan waters, Virgil, 4.
icy crag cleavmg the purple sky, Witch,x-Si3ivni.'j.

(2) Fig.
May the purple mist of love Epithal. (2) 27.
hide In the dust thy purple pride ! ^^g- ^Uls, 284.

Purpose, n. (1) object, aim or end.
But for a /Mr/ojfi thus subordinate . . . , Calderon, \. \66.
Towards my purpose.— Cenci, \l. i. 193.
If they serve no purpose, A word dissolves them. CA. ist, II. 347.
With adverse /«r^(7J^ Horn. Merc. lAii.j,.

excellently g^reat Seemed to me then my purpose, Laon, II. xxix. 3.

who had indued My p. with a wider sympathy; . 11. xxxvi. 3.
Its deep foundation no firm purpose knows . . vil.xxviii.7.

(2) determination
J
intention.

and manhood's /w?;j^(?j^ stem, Cenci, I. iii. 174.
Lest death outspeed my^M?7So.yfl, IV. i. 69.
words and looks To bend the sternest purpose i v. iv. 31.
Even to the disposition oi^y purpose, .... Ch. 1st, II. 127,
To go forth with a single purpose both, . . Hont. Merc. Lxvil. 2.

twist Thepurpose of the Gods with idle words, xcili. 4.
that I with fear did note His purpose, .... Laon, vil. xxvii. 6.

(3) effect, result.

blaze away there to no purpose? Faust, II. ^6.

(4) with on, designedly.
And, as on purpose, he walked wavering . , Ho-m. Merc. xxxv. 6.

Purposes, n. designs, intentions, objects.
It was essential to jny purposes Calderon, II. 71.
Into the depth of darkest /«r^£?jfj .• Cenci, \i. \\. i\%.
I must work out my own de.'ax purposes. . . . 11. ii. 146.
To strip the vizor from their purposes. .... C/t. 1st, i. 76.
anatomizeThe^Mr/oj^^and thoughts of men . Gisb. loi.
On various purposes of good or ili . . . Hofn. Merc, xxxiv. 3.
has some immortal power Such purposes ? . . Laon, vill. iv. 8.

whatever/Mr^i?j^j might come Into her mind; . Witcn,XYA.5.
make All harsh and crooked purposes more vain Lxxil. 3,
Ye restless thoughts and busy _^«^£)jsj . . . Ye hasten, 2.

Purpureal, adj, of a purple tinge.
Spread d. purpureal h^Xo round the scene, . . Q. Mab, 1. 102.

Purse, n, (1) a poucb or bag for money.
Made me accept a^«rjfi of gold, Rosal. 5^3.

(2) Pz^. money or treasure.
Finding a. purse, then threw away his rope ; . . Circumst, 2.

itPuraed, pp. stored, held.
and all the gorePursed in the bowels ; . , , . Ifom. Merc. XX. 7.

Purses, «, pi. of Purse.
Our purses are empty, our swords are cold, . . Mask, xvi. 3.

Pursue, V. I. tr. (1) chase, follow after.
If living winds the rapid clouds ;JMrjwe, , . , Gisb. i%7.
Pursue the ugly beasts ! Ullyho ! ho ! . . . (Edipus'ii. ii. 129.

as lean dogs p. .». some struck and sobbing fawn, Prom. i. 4^4,
II. 1. 188.

Calderon, i. 206.

Q. Mab, I. 206.

Laon, IX. li. 9.

Shall we pursue the sound ?

(2) continue, proceed with,

time that I should now pursue My journey
Bade them pursue their way
(3) travel over.

Doomed to pursue those waves that cannot cease
to smile

(4) persist in, carry on,

firmly to /M/-.S7/fi The gradual paths Dmnton, ii. 27f^.

„ „ „ Q. Mab, IX. 147.
while Night And Day, and Storm, and Calm, *

pursue their flight, EpiPs. 419.
Nile shall pursue his changeless way : . , . O. Mab, II. 128.

The brilliant pathway to /M?'j«fi . . . . TrembleKings, ^.

(5) enquire into, track out.
Enjoined us to pursue this monstrous crime . . Cenci, V. ii. 73.

(6) attend, accompany.
All delights ^M^'JKC thee, CxcL$2-if.

From life to life, must still/. Your happiness ;— GuitarJane, 14.

(7) consider, talk of.

let us pursue The melancholy loves of Gallus. . Virgil, 8.

II. intr. (1) hunt, harass.
The herded wolves, bold only to pursue; . . Adonais, xxviii. 1.

(2) follow.
Where thou darest not p., and canst not harm, . Hellas, 394.
and canst not harm, Should'st thou /«^-j«e/ . . 395.
As the song floats thou /m?-jm^, ProTn, ll. i. lyg.

Pursued, v. tr. (1) followed after.

the storm Pursued it with fierce blasts Laon, i. vii. 9.
while tears _^MrjM£rf Each other down .... VII. ii. 5.
shadows which pursued His heels, vii. x. 7,

I pursued a maiden and clasped a reed : . . . Pan, III. 7.
Some look behind, as Hends pursued them, there, Prom. 11. iv. 133.
/^rwj«£r<arorshunned theshadowsthecloudsthrew. Triumph, 63.

(2) followed the course of.

The boat pursued The windings of the cavern. . Alasior, 369.
Calm, he still pursued The stream, 539.
Pursued its wondrous way.

—

D<smon, i. 252.

,, „ „ „ g. Mab, II. 82.
With borrowed light/wrjz^fi^/their narrower way. Deemon, 11. 317.

. i« . n 11 ,1 n 1) Q' Mab, IX. 225.
Lingering as they pursued their unimpeded way. Xfl0«,vil.xxxix.9.

(3) harassed, worried.
P.^ like raging hounds, their father and their prey. Adonais, xxxi. 9.

(^4) watched.
His eyes pursued its flight Alastor, 280.

(5) continued, persisted in.

Pursued their serious folly as of old Triufnfh, 73.

Pursued, pp. (1) tracked, followed after,

alas ! I fear we are pursued By wicked ghosts : . Laon, viii. ii. 3.
like lean herds _^«?'j«e(^ By gad-flies, . . . x. xlii. 8.

(2) searched for or enquired after.

Nature's most secret steps He . . . has pursued, Alastor, 8i.

(3) accompanied or attended.
thousands^wy.SMffif Each by his fiery torture . . Laon, x. xx. 6.
by glory Pursued into forgetfulness, Marenghi, xi. 4.
He, by the past /wrj/wrf, Ode Lib. JA\. i-^^.

(4) mused on, followed in thought.
The like sweet fancies hsA pursued; Rosal. 191.

Pursuer, n. one who chases or follows.
and flee from the pursuer;
Have thou and I been borne he.yon6. pursuer.

Pursues, v. tr. (1) follows after, chases.
He eagerly^rjway . . . that fleeting shade ;'

.
, _„^.

He^M^-jMffjme, heblastsme! Bigotry, w.Z.
Salutes the risen sun, pursues the flying day? . Hellas, 941.

(2) attends, goes with.
The monstrous phantom vihiv^ pursues success, Calderon, ll. 180.
Since hope /wrjwe^ immortal destiny . . . . Z,(W«, xii. xxx. 2.
So thy worn form pursues me night and day, . Prom. i. 359.
With willing steps /wrjaw another there. . . . Virgil, 2$.

(3) follows upon, succeeds to.

as the eSect pursues the cause foregone, . . . CA. 1st, I. 165.

(4) follows out, keeps to.

Each^M^-jMCj what seems most fair, /fe/^r, in. xxiii. 3.

Pursuing-, pr. pple. (1) following the course or track of.
he went, pursuing The windings of the dell.— . Alastor, 493.
Purs^uing still the path that wound Rosal. 102.

(2) chasing, following.
As an eagle pursuing A dove to its ruin . . , Aretkusa, III. 16.
Who seekest most when least ^Mrjiizw^,^ . . Calderon., \ii. 57.
And that the languid storm pursuing .... Two Spirits, 37.
/ayjHzw^ the form Of an elephant Vis. Sea, 103.

(3) attending, accompanying.
still from hope to hope the hliss pursuing, , . Damon, H. 144.

^ >i .) M , n » • . ^. -^afi, VIII. 203,
lo frozen caves our m^t pursuing Profn. i. 104.
Pursuing Itself into forgetfulness Q. Mab, II. 160.

(4) following out mentally.
with fearful ste^s pursuing Ho^es of high talk . Int. Beauty, v. 3.

(5) furthering.

he iB pursuing O, blind and willing wretch ! . . Laon, ViiI. xiv. 8.

3 z 2

. Ch. 1st, II. 124.
, Laon, Vl.xxvi. i.

,
Alastor, 205.
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(6) persecuting, hunting.
pursuing' Their gentler sisters to that ruin, . . Peter^ III. viii. 3.

Poxsuit, «. following with a view to capture.
the swift pur. Of beasts among waste mountains, Horn. Venus, 16.

the pursuii was hot Maren^Ai\xvii.4..
*PuTsuits, n. occupations, studies.

I feel Much sympathy in such ^ayj«?'/j. . , . Calderon, i. Sy.

Pursuivants, n. legal officers.

th^pursuivants of the High-Commission Court, Ck. ist^ 11. 66.

Put, V, I. tr. (1) place, set, arrange.
Put on white, black, and grey ; Autumn, II. 7.

or /^/sudden poison in my evening drink? . . Cenci, II. i. 142.

Put up your weapon V. i;,56'

^«/ your gentle head Upon my lap, V. iii. 119.

And\^«/ him down to roast. Cyc/. 396.
What do you put the cup behind me for ? . . . 552.
Now put your elbow riglit ... 572.
He put on his Sunday clothes Deviiy I. 4.

to put such morsels sweet Down his most sacred
throat, Horn. Merc. xxii. 5.

I go to put in readiness the feast CEdipuSy I. 406.
toput ner Majesty, the Queen, Upon her trial . II. ii, 70.

(2) thrust, cast.

That you put oflF, . . . Forbearance and respect, . Cenciy III. i. 208.

Or those who /m/ aside the diadem Triumph, 132,

(3) repose, confide.
in her they^«/ their trust; Lcton, IV. xx. 5.

I^«/ no trust in ye, XI. xxv. 6.

Ifthey will put their trust in me Mar. Dr. I. 6.

(4) infuse.

"We'll /«^ a soulinto her, . . Serchio,fi.

(5) yfilh.fortkt exert.
Put forth thy might . . Prom. III. i. 61.

II. intr. (1) start, set out.

Iput to sea With all my children quaint . . . CycL 15.

Put oflf gaily from shore !

—

Fugitives, II. 7.

(2) set out.

Who shall /«/ forth on thee. Unfathomable Sea? Time^ 9,

Put, pp. (,X) consigned, settled, placed, cast.

Have/K^ aside all worldly preference Ch. ist^ III. 63.

He is content wherever he is put. Cyct. 533.
And now was newly washed and put to bed . . Horn. Merc. XL. 2,

AU things hzAput their evil nature off : . . . . Prom. III. iv. 77.

(2) carried.

Should not be put into effect, now speak. , . . Ch. ist, III. 8-

*Putrefection, n. the condition of decomposition.
Nor^^<e;^c/2b«'J breath Dcemon, I. 18.

lAustputre_faction^shreath Leave nothing . . Q. Mad, I. 18.

Putrefying, ad;'. Fig. decaying.
I am dead ! These putre/ying hmhs Cenci., iii. i. 26.

*Putrid, adj. (1) stagnant, unwholesome.
a wide and melancholywaste Of^m^^V marshes. Alastor, 274.

and one did fill A vessel from the putrid pool ; . Loon, III. xiii. 4.

(2) decomposing, rotten.

o'er the putrid mass he threats on every side. . Vlll. xxi. 9,

The dead and ^«/?^'rf fish . . . _.
X. xviii. 3.

(3) tainted with decomposition.
Bleaching unburied in the ^«/rz'rf blast, .... Q. Mab,lv.Zy.
With putrid smoke poisoning the atmosphere, . Vll. 223,

Have strength, their Putrid shrouds within, , . Rosal. 460,

(4) unwholesome.
Kindled allputrid humours in his frame, , . . Q. Mab^ Vlll. 215.

Puts fortli, V. tr. produces.
Which from its heart of hearts that plant ^«^5/ Epips. 385.

Puts in mind, v. tr. reminds.
Claret, somehow. Puts me in mindoihXoo^ . (Sdipu^^ 11. ii. 36.

Puts on, V. tr. Fig, assumes.
then ^«^j(?M the pinions Of fancy, . .... . Pr.Athan.\l.\\\.'i6.

Putting" into, pr. pple. investing with.
worth The pains oiputting into learned rhyme, Witch, I. 6.

Puzzle, V. tr. perplex, embarrass.
To pU23le Tubal Cain and all his brood : . . . Gisb. 51.

Pygmalion, n. a Cypriote sculptor.
Which drew the heart out of Pv;^?Ma//i3«. . . . PFz'/^A, xxxv. S.

*Pylos, n, now Navarino, a seaport of the Morea.
To famous I^los, seeking his kine there, . Horn.. Merc, xxxvi. 6.

he past To Pylos, with the cows, in fiery haste. Lix. 8.

Hastened to Pylos and the pastures wide . . Lxvill. 2.

*Pyin, John Pym, b. 1584, d. 1643.
Hazlerig, Hampden, t^nt, young Harry Vane, . Ck. \st, 11. 361.

Pyramid, n. A. Lit. (1) an erection with square base

tapering to a point.

And one keen /jJrawez'rf with wedge sublime, . . Adonais^ L. 3.

Where mighty shapes—^^n, dome, and tower— Fr. ofDream^ 7.

Reared on a pyramid like sculptured ilame, . . Laon^ I. Iv. 2.

a marble ^rawi/i^ Distinct with steps; .... v. jeI. 6.

To the great Pyramid I came ; V. xliii. i.

palace and pyramid^ Temple and prison, , , . Ode Lib. III. 3.

and these Bceotian cheeks, like Egypt's pyramid, CEdtpus, I. 7.

They raised at.pyrarnid 01 \ast\^% ice, .... Rosal. 1299.
But beneath this /j/ra/Mzfl? Thou art not— . . . W. Shel. (^ l. 6.

And many a vapour-belted pyramid. .... Witch, LVII. 8.

(2) anything of more or less pyramidal form.
a^jVT'axKz'^Of mouldering leaves Alastor, 53,^
As one who from some mountain's ^^razwz'a!', . . L^on, ix. vii. 3.^

Where corpses made a zrwic^Wxs.^ pyramid . . x. xxiii. 3.

To rear this ^ra7»/f^tottering and slow, . , x. xlii. 7.

Stood many a mountain pyramid .... . Mar. Dr. VIII. 3.

dome, pyramid, and pinnacle, Mont B. 104.

By many a star-surrounded pyramid Of icy crag Witch, xxxviil.6.

B. Fig.
Perch on the trembling pyraveid of night, . . . Hellas, 943.
Of solid tempest whose biac^x. Pyramid, Riven, . 901.
I spin beneath my pyramid of night, .... Prom.. IV. 444.

*Pyxauiid^1)iUows, c. n. in shape of pyramids.
Thepyramid-billows with white points of brine . Vis. Sea, 23.

Pyramids, k. (1) celebrated structures of ancient Egypt,
the etevrnX Pyramids, Memphis and Thebes, . . Alastor, lii.

The Pyramids have risen Q. Mab, 11. 127.

Those ^jinzTK/is^ shall fall; 11. 129.
Pyramids, That for millenniums ix. 26.

(2) pi. of Pyramid (2),
The Pyramids Of the tall cedar overarching, .

Point from one shrine \\k.e pyramids of fire, .

4t *Pyre, n. a. pile of combustible materials.
Pile high thepyre of expiation now! .

Let Laon and Laone on that Pyre,
Ere night the Pyre was piled, ....
did remse To climb the Pyre, . . .

the pyre has disappeared,
I saw the black and half-extinguished Pyre
In truth, the Indian on thepyre Rosal. 507.

Pythian, n. Fig. Apollo= Byron.
The Pythian of the age one arrow sped . . . Adonais, XXVIII. 7.

*Pytliian, adj. (1) pertaining to Apollo,
I'll jjierce the P^th. temple-walls, though stout, Hom. Merc. xxx. 3.

Against his Pythian fane Lxxxix.7.

(^2) mysterious.
A Pythian exhalation, which inspires Love . . St. Epips. 136.

*Python, n. Fig. a large serpent.
And Faith, the Python, undefeated, Rosal. 701.

. Alastor, 433.

. Summer-Evg. 14.

. Laon, x.xxxviii.2.

. X. xxxix. I.

X. xlii. I.

XII. xiv. 6.

. XII. xvii. I.

XII. xxvi. 2.

ifQuaff, V, tr. drink,

and then all £«(z^Another rouse, ...... Gisb. 64.

and which I Will ^wa^in spite ofthem— . , , 89.

Quaffed, //. Fig. partaken of.

thou hast deeply q. The Plague's blue kisses— , Laon, VI. xlviii. 8.

Quail, V. intr. (1) cower, shrink.

why should we guailWhen Cenci's life Cenci, III. ii. 43.
Nor he who dared make the foul tyrant guail . Otho, I. 5.

(2) feel faint or heartsick.

I drank those hopes which make the spirit quail; Laon, v. xxxviii. 2.

with joy did quail. And felt her strength . . . VI. xxiv. 8.

Quails, V. intr. (See Quail, (1).)

The victor Fiend Omnipotent of yore, now i7«a//j, l. xxxiv. 7.

Quaint, adj. (1) odd, curious, fanciful.

What thinkest thou of this y«fl/«/ mask . . . Ch. \st, l. 2.

What thinkest thou Of this quaintshoft . . . I. 117.

Your quaint pageant Rose on me ...... II. 10,

with a quaint and graceful license— —— H. 99.
With steam-boats, frigates, and machinery quaint Gisb. 80.

the y«a/«/ witch Memory sees 132.

or is but quaint mockery Of all we would believe, Gisb. 157.
In circles quaint, and ever changing dance, . . — 280.
In many entangled figures quaint and sweet . . Marenghi, xx. 4.

Woven in devices fine and quaint, Rosal. 1084.
trailing^ its quaint spires Along the garden . . Unf. Dr. 196.
on it httle quaint and filmy shapes, . . , . _ 236.
And quaint Priapus with his company, .... Witch, x. 5.

And there lay Visions swift, and sweet, and quaint, xv. i.

(2) crafty, subtle.

With all my children quaint in search of you, . Cyd. 16.

Thus having spoken, the quaint infant bore, , . Hotn. Merc. VI. 5.

Quake, V. intr. fear, tremble.

jttfl^, believe, and cringe . Q. Mab,w.2\i^,

Quaked, v. intr. Fig. shook.
sanguine thrones and impious altars quaked, , , Fr. Milton, 5.

Quarrel, n. a dispute or altercation.

or a quarrel between us Must rise,

O, let not e'er this quarrel be averred ! -

Quarrels, n. disputes, contentions.

Spectators of our dull domestic ^»arr<?/^. . . . C^n^/^ i. iii, 163.

. PTom.Merc.XLWl.u
XLVI. I.
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Quarry, n. Fi^. an object of pursuit.

They soar above their quarry . Ch, \si^ IV. 57.
Quarter, n. the fourth of the year.
Then seriatim^ month and quarter^ Peier^ VI. iii. i.

Quarterly, n. the Quarterly Review.
'tis to be Reviewed, I hear, in the next Qimrierly; Si, Epips. 32.
The Quarterly would bait yon if betrayed ; . . 53.

:I:QuarterB, k. an allotted residence.
and Walked out oiquarters in somnambulism ; Witch^ lxxv. 3.

Queen, n. (1) a female sovereign.
Amid her ladies walks the papist queen^ . . . Ch. ist, I. 66.
Call your poor Queen your debtor II. 10.

A Consort Queen shall hunt a King with hogs, . (Edipus^ i. \ 15.

If Queen lona— I, 147.
This For Queen lona might suffice and less ; . i. 193.
hither Of Queen lona , . . . I. 311.
And how I loved the J2«^'2W -'— l- 3.V*
Take place of the uglification of the Queen, . . I. 409.
in this happy state, the Queen lona— . II. i. 31.
the Queen lona being Most innocent, .... li. i. 34.
if it could be suspected That Queen lona— . II. i. 57.
The ^«effM will be an angel time enough. . . 11. i. 121.

Queen^ we entrench you with walls of brawn, . ll. i. 143.
heart of every boar acquits Their Queen^ . . II. i. 159,
We ought to put her Majesty, the Queen^ . . . II. ii. 70.
Remit, O Queen! thy accustomed rage! , . . 11. ii. 99.

(2) a woman, a lady.
Of a j'www'J bower over the public way, . . . Ch.ist^ii, 104.

(3) applied to heathen deities.

Wake violet-stoled queen, Bion. Adon. 4.
Diana, golden-shafted queen, ....... Horn. Venus^ 13.

(4) a ruler or dominator.
Sun-girt city, thou hast been Ocean's child, and

tnen his ^Mftfw/ ... .,,..,. Eup^.Hilis, 116.
while the Queen Of Ocean, Hellas^ 303.
the Queen of Slaves, . . . Custom, Laon, IV. xxiv. 2.

Sate like the ^«£rff» of Nations, xi. xxii. 6.

Nor custom, queen of many slaves, makes blind, Otho, III. 2.

(5) the moon.
the Queen of Heaven's bright isles, Epips. 281.
With the bright image of that Queen of Heaven . Hellas, 636.
Hail Queen, great Moon, Horn. Moon, 24.
Queen of silver night ? M. JV. Despair, 2.

(6) liberty.

Her murdered Queen! Nat. Ant. i. 3.

God save the Queen II. 3.

England's prophets hailed thee as their queen, . Ode Lib. x. 10.

(7) applied by a lover to his mistress.
As to his Queen some victor Knight of Faery, . Laon, Ded. I. 3.

O'er thy face, my heart's throned queen! . Q. ofmy Heart, III. 6.

(8) the fabled ruler of fairies.

Behold the chariot of the Fairy Queen! . . . Q. Mab, i. 59.
These the Queen of spells drew in, ... . . i. 63.
The Fairy Queen descended, I. 106.
the Queen Shaking the beamy reins I. 204.
And on the Queen ofspells Fixed her etherial eyes, III. 2,

in her triumph spoke the Fairy Queen: .... VIII. 41.

(9) the fecund bee and reputed ruler in a hive.

Yet like the bee returning to her queen, .... ix. 53,

(10) the heroine of * The Witch of Atlas."

the imperial tent of their great Queen .... Witch, Llli. i.

Queen of Hearts, n.phr. a satir. term for Henrietta Maria.
and the Twelfth-night Queen ofHearts, . . . Ch. ist, II. 394.

Queens, n. pi. of Queen (1).
thy work, thou patron saint oi queens! .... (Edipus, I. 286.
Innocent ^MfffiKjo'erwhite-hot plough-shares tread ^^ II. i. 172.

*Queer, adj. (1) odd fashioned.
a queer broken glass With ink in it ;— . . . . Gisb. 84.

(.2) uncomfortable.
He looked, as he no doubt felt, queer^ . . . Peter, iv. xv. 4.

(3) peculiar and inferior.

Now made his verses dark and queer: .... —^ vi. xxxi. 3,

(4) quaint, amusing.
For he made verses wild and queer Rosal. 680.

^Qneerish, adj. peculiar, odd.
It had a queerish look of course— Peter, II. vi, 4.

Quell, V. tr. (1) subdue, overcome.
Or fate, can quell the free ! Hellas, 075.
Three spirits canst thou not deceive or quell, . . Horn. Venus, 9.
Were as a lance to quell th& mailed crest ofwrong. Laon, IV. xvii. 9,
The tyrants send their armfed slaves to quell Her

power ;

—

IV. xx. 6.

To j-z^// the rebel Atheists ; , , x. xxxii. 4.
Thou shalt quell this horseman grim, .... Pront. I. 787.
The powers that quell Heath, ...,,., IV. 151.
The secret joy it could not quell, Rosal. 243.

(2) calm or allay.

The thought of which no other sleep will quell^ . Triumph, 329.

'''Quelled, v. tr. (1) overcome, put an end to.
Such popular storms Philip the Second . . . Q. . Ch. ist, II. 185.
then fear that wonder quelled; Ginevra, 138.

(2) restrained, stayed.
yw^/Z^f/ His gasping breath, Alastor^ 182.

Tvho quelled The: passions which they sung, , . Triumph, 274.

(3) overcame, disconcerted.

the calm innocent sleep in which he lay, Q. me. . Cenci, IV. iii. 13.

^Quelled, pp. (1) restrained, cowed.
one moment q. By voice, and looks, . . . they stood ; Laon, VI. v. 5.

Had, with one awful shadow, quelled . . . Rosal, 203.

(2) overcome, subdued.
With which old times and men had quelled the

vain and free . Laon, IX. xiv, 9,

*Quelllnfif , ^r. ///5. allaying, quieting.
quelling the anarchy Of hopes and fears, . . . Polit. Great. 13.

Quells, V. tr. (1) stops, ends.
and quells Their self-destroying rapine. . . , Ch. ist, II. 147.
Quells his long madness— . . Laon, ix. xxx, p.

(2) extinguishes, puts out.
As the Norway woodman y., . . . One light flame Eug Hills, 269.

Quenclx, v. tr. (1) suppress, repress.
Quench within their burning bed Thy fiery tears, A'donais, ill. 3.

tne eclipsing Curse Of birth can quench not. . . LIV. 4.
With amplest power to quench in fire and blood, Ch. ist, ii. 335.
Maiden, j'we«c>4 the glare of sorrow . . . Mary,whQ dim,\. \.

Leagued to quench thy flame in Gaul Mask, lix. 4,

(2) hide.

Clouds quench the sun, Calderon, II. 31.
quench the fiery shadow Of his gilt prow . . . Hellas, 171.
the beams that quench the sun Triumph, 102.

(3) allay, slake.
Whose drops quench kisses till they burn again. Epips. 559.
Seeking to quench the agony of the flame, . . . Laon, x. xxi. 5.
to quench Their thirst for ruin Q. Mab, VII. 209.
Arise and quench thy thirst, was her reply. . Triumph, 400.
And which might q, the Earth-consuming rage . Witch, xvill. 6.

(4) extinguish.
Quench the consuming fire Calderon, ill. i8r.
Must quench the life that animated it Cenci, III. ii. 60.

. Qfc/. 485.
. EpithaL^.

and quench and pierce The Cyclops' eye
Hence, coy hour! and ^«cwc« thy light, . . ^ ^_
a light sent From heaven, which none shall quench^ Pr. A gentle. 10.
fountain Of broadest floods might quench, . . . Laon. II. xlvi. 4.
If thou couIdst^McwcA the earth-consuming Hell Ld. Ch. x\n. 2.
And quench in speedy smoke its feeble flame, . Pr. Athan. i. 12.
to quench the flame Of natural love in sensualism, Q. Mab, iv. 161.

Quenched, v. tr. (Z) extinguished, ended.
the damp death Quenched its caress Adonais, xil. 6.
And quenched \\\e crimson life upon her cheek, . Ginevra, 8^.
France, with all her sanguine steams, Hid, but

quenched \t-ooX.\ Hellas, T^.He q. the coals and trampled the black dust, Horn. Merc, xxili. 7,

(2) overpassed in brightness.
For the true sun it quenched— . . ...

Quenclied, pp. (1) extinguished.
then is quenched in a most cold repose. . .

till the minutest ray Was quenched^ . . .

which night and time have quenched fox ever,
nor has study Quenched the free spirit . .

And yet once j'MiJzc^gc? I cannot thus relume . _ ,

Which might have quenched in reconciling prayers v. i. 17.
the lust ofblood ... is quenched in death ; . . . Hellas, 552.
and evil faith, ... be quenched and die.— . . . Laon, viii. xvi. 5.
Quenched even when kindled, in untimely night, Ld. Ch. VI. 3.
Fire-flies were quenched on the dewy com, . . Serchio^ 21.

(2) hidden, obscured.
Or constellations quenchedm murkiest cloud, . Cenci, 11. i. 191.
Heaven's light is ^Mfiwci^^fif in slaughter: . . . Hellas, /^^2.
whose glimpses oft Were quenched in a relapse Laon, iii. xxxiii. 2.
but it is ^zii^wc^e^^ and drowned Pr. Athan. I. 10^.
Like stars \ia\(quenched \rx mists of silver dew. . Prom. 11. i. 29.

. Triumph, 292.

. Adonais, xx. 9.

. Alastor., 658.
670,

, Calderon, i. 252.
Cenci, in. ii. 51.

. II. 1. 131.
. Q. Mab, IV. 35.

. Laon, V. X. 5.

. Q. Mab, III. 162.

. Ch, ist, II, 434.

Gisb. 174.
Q. Mad, IV. 86.

Whose stars the noon has qzeenched not.
The stars are quenched In darkness,

(3) of death.
The Planet of that hour, was quencfud, .

eyes to weep But ye have quenclied them-
Yes ! the gi-ave Hath quenched that eye,

Quenches, v. tr. dissolves or extinguishes,
where the rainbow q. its points upon the earth,

Quenching, pr. pple, allaying, mitigating,
Quenching a thirst ever to be renewed

!

millions lay Quenching the serpent's famine,

iQuenchless, adj. (1) inextinguishable,
Spread like a quenchless fire ; . . .

A quenchless famp by which the heart
From eyes of qtunchless hope ....
A quenchless atom of immortal light,
his hate Is quenchless as his wrongs ; .

quenchless desire Of universal happiness,
The quenchless flames of zeal, . . . ,

Spread like a quenchless fire ; . . . .

and would often seem A quenchless sun .

(2) immortal, ever memorable.
The quenchless ashes of Milan Hellas^ 60.
Her quenchless words, sparks of immortEil truth, I^ol. Hellas., 97

. D(Bnton, II. 131,

. Eug. Hills, 262.

. Naples, 119.

. Prol. Hellas, 199.
. Q. Maby v. 122.

. V. 226.

. VII. 170.
VIII. 100.

. Unf Dr. io8.

(3) insatiable,

'aiePale with the quenchless, thirst of gold, . , , . Rosal. 424.
Quest, n. (1) mental research.
Returning from its daily quest, .,..,., Cavalc- 1.
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(2) occupation.
"When weary of their winged guest i - . . Mask, XLIX. 2.

Incessantly renewing their bhthe quest, . Matilda^ 15.

Question, v. I. tr. (1) dispute.
not question that which I command. . . . . Cenci, II. 1. 166.

(2) doubt.
Yet question that unmeant hypocrisy . Proin, III. iv. 151.

(3) interrogate.
This is most true, yet wherefore question me? . Cenci, IV. iv. 104.
He who would q. him Must sail alone at sunset, . Hellas, 165.
like mine own heart. Of Cythna would he q. me, iMon^ IV. vi, 3.

But on whoe'er might question him ... . Pr. Athan. I. 77.

II. intr. handle or play on.
To all who question skilfully, GuitarJane, 60.
will not tell To those who cannot question well . 80.
Though they should q. most impetuously Hotn, Merc. LXXXIII. 2.

Question, «.. (1) a matter in dispute or doubt.
You always take the two sides ofone question. . Calderon, l. 37.
let me examine The question I. 51.

Examining the question with more care, . .
—— I. 132.

(2) an enquiry.
Permit one question further : 1. 267.

(3) examination, enquiry.
There is a deed demanding question done ; . . Cenci^ IV. iv. 105.

(4) torture, the rack.
to apply the question to those prisoners, . . . V. ii. 185.

ZtQuestionable, adj. of doubtful character, severe.
stick not even 2A. questionable means Ch. ist, II. 203.

Questioned, v. 1. Ir. A. Lit. (1) interrogated.
They came and questioned me, iMon, Vll. xH. 6.

(2) discussed.
Questioned and canvassed it with subtlest wit, . Pr. Atkan. 1. 1 16.

(3) disputed, denied.
if true Or false, I never questioned it : .... Rosal. 513,

B. Fig. enquired of.

I questioned e^ery tongueless wind ... . Epips. 236-

II. intr. (1) interrogated.

I urged and questtoned^^ Julian^ 616.

(2) discussed.
or to despair And die, I questioned not; .. . . L,aon, ill. xx. 2.

^Questioner, n. A. Lit, an interrogator.
Who art thou, questioner? Cenci^ III. i. 40.

B. Fig. a means of forcing answers.
Is it so soft a questioner, ... . . ^ v. ii. 9.

Questioning, n. enquiry.

I will evoke, to meet thy questioning. . . . . Q. Mab, vn. €i^.

jQuestioning",^.-/^/!?. challenging, engaging.
And the afflicted one . . . questioning Mine eyes, Dante Conv. 32.

Questioning, ppl. adj. enquiring, anxious.
on me shed The light of questioning looks, . . Laon^ v. xii. 8.

a tenderness Oi questioning ^ti, Vll. xix. 2.

Questionings, n. introspective reasonings.
Hoping to still these obstinate questionings . Alastor, 26.

Questions, n. enquiries, interrogatories.

with hints and questions made me look .... Cenci, V. i. 22.

Whose questions thence suggest their own reply : v. ii. 44.
Entrap me not with questions. V. ii. 173.

Quick, adj. (1) bright, brilliant.

The quick Dreams, The passion-winged Ministers Adonais, ix. 1.

(2) sudden.
send some quick death upon them ! . ... Cenci, 1. 1. 135.

Did imprecate y«rlci6 ruin, and it came iv. i. iii.

With a quick and startling sound, .... . Mask^ lxxv. 2.

The truth flashed o^er melike quick madness . Rosal. 998.
Whose breath was quick pestilence; Vis. Sea, 50.

(3) lively, eager, restless, apt.

Be thou the resolution oi quick youth . . Cenci^ l. iii. 173.

and thou, Quick Nature! I adjure thee .... iv. i. 142.

How ! is not thy quick heart cold ? . . . , Death Nap. 9.

Thought Alone, and its quick elements, . . . Hellas, 796.
Which lived within it a quick life, Peter, Vll. xix. 2.

its regard Is wild and yarcyS, /Vtow. 11. i. 129.
With silver locks and quick brown eyes, , . . Rosal. 1212.

Where the y. heart of the great world doth pant, Witch, ix. 6.

O thou quick heart which pantest Ye hasten, 4.

(4) rapidly moving.
be your steps like mine, light, quick and bold. , Cenci, IV. ii. 43.
Between the quick bats in their twilight dance ; . Bpips. 532.

With ff«?ci6 long beaks, ; Prom. ill. iv. 82.

And down my cneeks the quick tears ran . , . Rosal. 366.
that wandered like 7«Z(r>4 flame, "1146.

(5) repeated rapidly.

Under the yaziTyfe,, faint kisses of the sea . . . . Bpips. ^^y.
or the qui<^ dying gasps Laon, vi. xxxvi. 3.

And in quick smiles XII.xxxvii.4.

Quick, but not strong ; and with my tresses . . Rosal. 1027.

(6) prompt, ready.
or the quick Wit of that man ofGod, St. Dominic, Gisb. 24.

Loosened by some device of h\s quick wit. . . Horn. Merc. LXX. 4.
which did spread With the quick glance of eyes, . Laon, X. xvi. 9.
and the hues Of her yw/e^ lips, Xll. xiv. 8.

(7) bright, piercing.

God! Spare me! I sustain not the quick flames, Prom, III. i. 38.

(8) thriving-
It feeds the quick growth of the serpent vine, . . Prom., in. iii. 135.

(9) hasty.
It doth repent me : words are quick and vain \ . I. 303.

(10) aa/, absol. those who live.

And the quick spring like weeds out of the dead . Death Nap. 24.

Quick, adv. (1) at once, immediately.
Livia, quick, bring my cloak, Calderon, III. 176.

Go thou quick, Lucretia, Cenci, iv. i. 100.

Hide yourseU'es quick within that hollow rock, . Cycl. 173.
Then to his cradle he crept quick, .... Horn. Merc. xxv. 4.
And Dryope and Faunus followed quick^ . . . Witch, VIII. 5.

(2) rapidly.

my breath comes quick— Con. Sing. in. 5.

(3) soon.
quick and dark The grave is yawning .... Julian, 505.

*Quick-set, c. adj. hawthorn.
Many a ditch and 5'M/c^-je^ fence ; ..... . Peter, V.sx, z.

Quicken, v, I. tr. awaken or give life to.

Live within the sense they quicken. . . Music, when softvoices, 4.

Like withered leaves to quicken a new birth ! . Ode W. Wind^ V. 8.

II. intr. come into being.

Its dew is poison and the hopes that ^wzVAcw . . Tersa Rima,\\.
Quickened, pp. moved to action.

with a spirit of unnatural life Stir and be quicken. Cenci, iv. i. 189.

Quickening, ppl. adj. that excites or awakes to action.

A j'Mzb6e«i'«jg'Iifefrom the Earth's heart has burst Adonais, xix. 2.

availed to drive With quickening impulse, . . Laon, VI. vi. 5.

Quickens, v. tr. animates.
and to the soul that quickens them Hellas, 144.

Quickly, adv. (1) with swift movement
Apollo hearing this, past quickly on— . Horn. Merc, xxxvi. i.

(2) immediately, at once.
place in order quickly The cooking knives, . . Cycl. 220.

Speak quickly / Horn. Merc. XLill. i.

'Midst whom I quickly recognized Triumph^ 2S3.

(3) suddenly.
reassumed Its windless calm so quickly,, . . . Calderon, II. 97.
Is he gone so quickly? •• . III. 152.

Do evil deeds thus quickly come to end ? . . . Cenci^ V. i. i.

(4) rapidly, apace.
And as bad weeds quickly grow Devil, V. 2.

(5) soon.
Should quickly perish if it were withdrawn. . E. 'Williams, iii. 8.

And q. common hopes made freemen understood. L,aon, v. iii. g.

Were quickly dried? Ode Lib. vill. 12.

smiles and joyance quickly died Rosal. 691.

(6) in rapid succession.

they will breed ^Mzjfife/v enough Hofn. Merc.\xssiv. \.

(7) without delay-

Let us all quickly die ; Cenci, v. iii. 55.

Quicksands, n. Fig. intangible or unsubstantial questions.

the false ^M»v^a«£^ of the sea of honour, . . . Calderon, I. 254.

Quicksilver, n. mercury.
not full of wine, But quicksilver: Gisb. 58.

This quicksilver no gnome has drunk— . . 66.
And in this bowl of quicksilver— 72.

Quiet, n, (1) calm,
spot Of glassy quiet mid those batding tides . . Alastor, 393.

(2) tranquillity, peace.
He seeks unbroken quiet; Faust, I. loi.

No quiet at home, and no peace abroad ! . . . II. 201.

to keep An hour of quiet and rest : Ginevra, 103.
Cheatmg his own heart oi quiet. ... . . Peter, Hi. xi. 5.

that quzet to enjoy Which virtue pictures, . - Q. Mab, V. 244.
To meet the quiet of a summer's noon vil. 266.

Quiet, ad/. (1) peaceful.
as they draw nearer The quiet cradle. . . . Ch. ist, il. 14,

No bird so wild but has its quiet nest, . . . . E. Willia?ns^vi. 2.

We will stay here safe in the quiet dwellings. . . Paust, II. 241.
This quiet mornin? weighs upon my heart ; . . Profn. i. 813.
And such society As is quiet, wise and good ; . . Rarely, vir. 3.

(2) tranquil.

So thou might'st win one hour of quiei sleep. . . Hellas, 26.

he lay As in a quiet ^reajn— Laon, xii. vii. 5.

Was walking with a quiet mien : Mask, xxxil. 4.
Mixed with a quiet smile, shone calmly . . . . Q. Mab, vil. 7.

Torturing all its quiet light Serchio, 103.

(3) safe, in repose.

Is all Quiet? Cenci^ iv. ii. 30.

(4) simple, impretending.
And with these quiet words— for thine own sake

I prithee spare me ;

* Laon^ iv. xviii. 8.

(5) in peaceable condition.

Let your Majesty keep the boars quiet, else— . CEdipus, I. 80.

(6) calm.
And plough the quiet sea in safe delight. . . . Hotn. Castor, 22.

Quietly, adv. (1) gently, slowly.
Her veiny eyelids quietly unclosed ; Damon, 11. 326.

M 11 .) n M Q- Mab, IX. 234.

(2) noiselessly.

he quietly Had sacrificed some cows, Horn.. Merc. LX. i.

so I past quietly Tii\ I beheld Laon, iii. vii. 8.
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(8) peacefully.
not dead, but slumbering quietly Laotty x. xxiii, 8.

Quietness, n. stillness^ calm.
That overhung its quietness.— Aiasior, %02.
Made stiller by her sound The inviolable quietn. ; fane, Recoil. 37.

^Qnietude, n. stillness, calm.
Were discord to the speaking quietude . . , , Q. Mab^ iv. 3.

Quips, n. (1) odd things.
More knacks and quips there be than I am able Gish. 55.

(2) antics.

and many quips and cranks She played .... Witch^ Li. 5.

Quire, n. company.
like a quire of devils, Laon^ iii. xxiii. 2.

Quires, «. companies.
its stair With female quires was thronged : . . — V. xliii. £.

^Quirlteiug-, pr. pple. to quibble or use subterfuge.
had hung her With canting and quirking^ . . . CEdipus^ I. 254.

Quit, V. tr, depart from.
That thus at midnieht thou dost y«zV thine home? M.N.Fragntt. 22.
I would not quit This bleak ravine, Prom. i. 426.
She must ywz'/ at deep midnight her pitiless home. St. Ir. (6) I. 4.

Quit, pp. freed from.
And that I may be ^w?V of all demands, . . . . Cycl.ySi.

Quite, adv. (1) entirely, completely.
She seems^. overcome with this strange horror. . Cena\ IV. iv. 64.
My Lord, We are quite ready V. iv. 165.
I hoped that I quite was forgotten by all, . . Deaths Dial. 35,
a fashion quite his own

;
Fausi^ i. 61.

Quite a new piece, the last of seven . ... II. 407.
Although our argument was quite forgot, . . . Julian^ 520.
Until life's sunny day is quite eone down, . . . JLaon^ viii. xii. 4.
Which, when the heart it's snalcy folds intwine Is

wasted quite, Vlll. xxi. 5.
C^wiytf well, replied The sleeper.— Magnet. Lady^v. 2.

Peter was quite reformed Peter^ I. i. 5.
Quite unsuppressed is tearing up the heart . . . I^otn. I. 579.

(2) very.

quite weak and grey before his time ; .... Pr. Athan. I. 2.

:i:QuiTer, n. a sheath for arrows.
Hermes must love Him of the Golden Q., . Horn. Merc. Lxxxvi. 8.
thou bearer of the quiver^ . Ode Lib. x. 2.

Quiver, v. intr. A. Lit. (1) play tremulously.
The crimson pulse of living morning quiver, . . Epips. 100.
I saw the waters quiver^ Laon, vii. xxiii 3.
her floviing; hair like strings of flame did quiver. XI. iii. o.

where all hues did spread and ^-MzVer-, .... xil.xxxiv.4.
a golden mist did quiver xii. xl. 3.
How restlesslytheyspeed, and gleam, and yMz'we/-, Mutability^ 2.

Liquid mists of splendour y«2Vfi?'. Rosal. 6^6.

(2) sound tremulously.
Her voice did ywzWr as we parted, F. Godwin, 1.

(3) shake, tremble.
whilst with the speed its frame doth quiver, . . Laon, I. vii. 4.
The beams of that one Star did shoot and quiver I. xii. 8.

Those marble shapes then seemed to quiver, . , Mar. Dr. xxi. 4.
Like reeds which quiver in impetuous floods ; . Pr. Athan. I. 64.

(4) move tremulously.
Made his pale lips quiver and part Ros&l. 1025.

B. Fig. appear to shake.
Through the red mist their domes did quiver. . Mar, Dr. Via. 6.
These solid mountains quiver with the sound . Prom. l. 522.

Quivered, v. intr. (1) shimmered,
the ocean green, . . . Q, Ijke burning emerald ; . Laon, I. iv. 6.

^^yquivered\x\. the ray Of the sun's unseen orb— vi. xviii, 4.
the Ocean-spray Quivered beneath my feet, , . Vll. xxxix. 7.

(2) pulsated.
^w/v^y^f/ between our intertwining arms. , . . Prom,. II. i. 106.

(3) moved tremulously.
her lips grew pale. Parted, and quivered; . . . Laon, I. xviii. 3.

(4) to twitch.
The murderer's brow ^MiVsr^i^ with horror. . . Q. Mab,Vll, \2%.

Quivering, pr. pple. (1) trembling.
Outstretched, and pale, and ^MiWr/?/^ eagerly. . Alastor, 180.
veined, and pale as snow, And quivering— . . Tasso, 23.

(2) shimmering.
(2«z'^'tf/'z'w^ through aerial gold, Bug. Hills, 143,
its blue hair quiveringh^xit, Laon, VI. xxxii. 7.
like iron ^Mi««rzW' in crimson fire, . . . Marenghi, yiXll. ^.

Quivering v/\\.hm the wave's intenser day, . Ode IV. Wind, lil.o.

The point of one white star is quivering still . . Prom. II. i. 17.

(3) pulsating, beating, excited.
My heart is y«2»^rz'«^ like a flame ; Con. Sing. Vl\. ^.
Shewed that her soul was quivering ; . , . Laon.viu. xxx. 5.
You might see the nerves quivering within— . Rosal. 1063.

jQuivering, ppl. adj. (1) nervously agitated or excited,
smile Of desperate hope wrinkled his quiv. lips.-. Alastor, 291.
The dry fixed eyeball ; the pale quivering Yv^, . Cenci, i. i. 111.
With mine own quivering fingers, . ... Julian, 426.
With quivering lips and numid eyes ;— . . . Loan, v. xiii. 2.
knelt round on quivering \ixvt%s x. xlv. 9.
and his quivering lips Searce faintly uttered— . Q. Mab, vil. 158.
Makes wan the quivering cheek, Rosal. 871.

(2) pulsating.
To wrench the rivets from my ywzw^'/w^ wounds Prom,. I. 39.
From his white and quivering hvoy/ i. 565.

(3) tremulous-looking, shimmering.
On the \t.ve\ ^ivering\m& Eug. Hills, 102.
Over the quivering s\xt{z.c& of the stream, . . . Even. Pisa, I. 5.
Ten thousand columns in that quivering light . Laon, I. liii. i.

with quivering toii^^ Licked its high domes, . Mar. Dr. xil. 3.
It sways a quivering moon-beam, . . . , Prom. IV. 231.
The quivering vapours of dim noontide, . . . Setisit. PL I. 90.

(4) uncertain, broken.
The gathered sobs her quivering accents broke, Laon, II. xlvii. 5.

(5) tremulous.
and a long quivering cry Rosal. 1 142.

tQuivers, n. (1) arrow sheaths.
quivers, helms, and spears, Prom. IV 20Ol

(2) Mg.
^

Again into the jwivers of the Sun Be gathered— Prol. Hellas, iqo.

Quivers, v. intr. (1) shakes or trembles,
leaf That (?«zz«rj to the passing breeze .... Dcemon^ I. i8i,

1. >. i> >, „ . . . . Q. Mab, 1. 270.

(2) pulsates.
which thereQutzfers, (as in a fleece ofsnow-like air Epips. 99.
(3) is agitated.

mypalelip^«zz'£rjWhen thought revisitsthem:— Laon, I. xlvi. 3.

(4:1 shimmers.
The roseate sun-light ^?Vff>-j.* Prom. \l.\. 2$.

Quote, V. tr. adduce, cite.

I should disdain to quote authorities St. Epips. 28.

R
Babble, n. the people, the populace.
The rabble, instructed ho doubt By Loudon, . Ch. ist, II. 217.
Save by the ra^^/^ of his native town, .... Q. Mab, VII. 166.

*BaT]id, adj. angry, fierce.

Like rabia snakes, that sting some gentle child . Laon, V. vii. 1.

Race, K. (1) family, lineage.
One of the noble race of the Colaiti, Calderon, I. 233.
And utterly destroyed the »-ace of Priam. . . Cycl. im.
Princes, the dregs of their dull race, Etiffl. '1819, 2.
A race of loveliest children; Horn. Sun, y,

(2) descent, stock.
Where has he of race divine Wandered .... Cycl. 45.
O, Stranger ! tell thy country and thy race. . . 94.
sprung from the ?-a£r of heaven ? 210.
Our race is Ithacan— 257.
boys of Bacchus, children of high rattf, . . . . 594.
But dwellings of a race of mightier men, . . . Z-acw, 11. xi. 3.
The race of men Chosen to my honour ^. Jl/a5, VII. 114.

(3) offspring.

drank the love men see Reflected in their race, . Prom. II. iv. 84.

(4) nation, people.
The renovated genius of our ra^K Hellas, i^^.
because an impious race had spurned .... Laon, X. xxxv. 6.
an inhuman and uncultured race Q. Mab, II. 149.
(6) human family, mankind,

fears Fell on the pale oppressors of our race, . Laon, Ded. xiii. 6.

For the new race of man went to and fro, . . . Laon, l. xxvii. 5.
Then fell blue Plague upon the race of man. . . x. xx. 1.
The rao! Of man, flies far in dread; . . . . Mont B. liy.
Whilst my beloved race is trampled down . . . Prom. I. a86.
for on the race of man First famine, II. IV. 4(>.The earthquakes of the human race; Q. Mab, ii. 123.
Let heaven and earth, let man's revolving race, . vii. 15.
Man's early ?-aci? once knelt beneath . . . . Rosal. 110.
She had no companion of. mortal ra«, . . . Sensit. PI u 13.
Mild thoughts of man's ungentle race . . . W. Shel. Cane. 1. 5.

(6) genus.
the race of beasts ? Cycl. 110.
The sacred waves and all the race of fishes— . 244.
I wish the race of cows were perished !— . . Horn. Merc. Lii. 3.
the insect race Was withered up ; Laon, x. xv. 2.

(7) kind, species.
With which our pallid race hold ghastly talk . . Prom. i. 244.

(8) succession, family.
And blackthorn bushes with their infant race Of

blushing rose blooms Orpheus, wo,
(9) course, term.

his race doth run Unconquerably, Hoth. Sun 10.
Like an unbodied joy whose race is just begun. . Skylark, 15.

(10) the course of life.

ere thou Didst start for this brief race .... Hellas 856,
Snatch'd from life's course ere half his r. was run ! M. N, Post. Fr. 26
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ere yet her race were run, Mother^ Son, m. ii.

To love you till your little race is run ; . . . Witch, xxiv. 5.

Bacb, n. A. Lit, an apparatus for judicial torture.

Ha ! they will bind us to the rack^ . . . Cenci\ iv.jv. i?o.

with lips yet white from the rack's kiss .... V, ii. 8.

Ifyou forbid the rack V. ii. 72.

And the rack makes him utter, V, ii. g6.

Brother, He down with me upon the rack, . . . V. iii. 48.
makes the rack cruel V. iji. 52.

Turn The rack henceforth into aspinning wheel ! V. iii. 62.

E. J^t^. torment, endurance.
ere night's long rack is o'er, Q. Mab^ IV. 249.

Sack, n. cloud-drift.

Leaps on the back of my sailing rack, .... Cloud, 3.^.

Ah, king ! wilt thou cham The rack and the rain ? Hellas, 672.
Between the whirlwinds and the rack on high, . Laon, i. v. 2.

Driving along a rack of winged clouds, .... Orpheus, 89.
Through the low-trailing rack of the tempest, . Vis. Sea, 12.

The steepest ladder of the crudded rack .... Witch, lv. 2.

Back, V. tr. afflict with anguish, harass.
Which ne'er could rack an everlasting soul, . . Q. Mab, VI. 27.

Racked, pp. tormented, harassed.
and my mind is ra^ked'm.iki doubt Calderon, I. iii.

Backs, n. pi. of Rack. A. Lit.
And racks of subtle torture, Fr. Satire, 2.

Racks which degraded woman^s greatness tell, . /.flo«,vil.xxxvi.8.

brave Racks and chains without a groan ; . . Mexican, il. 4.

Backs, V. tr. (1) strains, worries.
stands and racks his Stupid brains, ...... Peter, vil. ii. 5.

(2) disturbs, vexes.

keenest disappointment racks his breast . . . Q. Mab^ vil. 251.

Badiauce, n. A. Lit. (1) light and brightness.

sea and sky Drank its inspiring radiance^ . . . Alastor, 309.
which in the radiance swayed and swung; . . . Julian, loj.

With theirown radiance than the Heaven ofDay ; Laon, l. liii. 4.

thus calm In cloudless radiance, M. N. Despair, 2.

Like radiance from the cloud-surrounded moon. Front. II. i. 122.

The radiance of Heaven, 11. iii. 77.

Darting from starry depths radiance and life, . IV. 387.
Through fleecy clouds of silvery radiance . . . Star, 2.

(2) glistening brightness.
what radiance did inform Those horny eyes ? . . Laon, m. xxvi. 4.
radiance to that mighty fountain; xii. xix. 3.

shew Their mailed radiance^ Medusa, III. 6.

From icy spires of sun-like radiance fling . . . Prom. 11. iii. 29.

Two visions of strange radiance float .... IV. 202.

With a motion of sweet sound and radiance, . . Sensit. PL I. 48.

Radiance and odour are not its dower ; . . . . I. 75.
the radiance of fear Is outshining the meteors ; . Vis. Sea, 73.

(3) dazzling fairness.

The radiance ofwhose limbs rose-like and warm Laon, i. Ivii. 4.

I scarce endure The radiance of thy beauty. . . Prom. 11. v, 18.

B. Fig. mental or imaginative brightness.

Stains the white radiance of Eternity, .... Adonais, lAl. 4.

the radiance undefiled Of its departmg glory ; . Laon, Ded. xil. 5.

Thou [Love] art the radiance which .... Pr. Athan. II. iv. 6.

Pavilioned on the radiance or the gloom Ofmortal
thought, Prol. Hellas, 10.

burned with radiance Of spririt-piercing joy, . . Rosal. 1 155.

*Badiancy, n. A. Lit. dazzling brightness,

mountain clouds, Edged with intolerable r. . . Dcenton^ I. 1^8.

Bright in the out-spread morning's radiancy., . . Laon, II. xvi. 5.

billowy clouds Edged with intolerable radiancy . Q. Mab^ 11. 10.

B. Fig. mental brightness.

Which clothed in undissolving radiancy, . . . ll- xxiv. 3.

Badiant, adj. A. Lit. brilliant, dazzling, bright, effulgent.

and thrones radiant with chrysolite Alastor, 94.

O'er the fair front and radiant eyes of day ; . . 339.

At once intensely radiant and obscure ! ... Calderon, II. 24.

A radiant spirit arose, Dcenton, I. 109.

Radiant "v/'xxh million constellations, i- 144.

„ „ „ „ g. Mab, I. 233.

A radiant death, a fiery sepulchre, Epips. 223.

Broad, red, ^flrfzaw/, half reclined Bug. Hills, \o\.

From the sunset's radiant springs : 326.

in warlike armour drest. Golden, all radiant! . Horn. Min. o.

His countenance with radiant glory bright, . . Hont. Sun^ 16.

Vaulted with radiant vapours ! Julian, Cane. 4.

his radiant brow did wear The Morning Star : . Laon, i. xHi;,^-

Most like some radiant cloud of morning dew, , II. xxiii. 4.

like a chamel's mist within the radiant dome. . v. xxii. 9.

Its radiant hues discloses, Moonbeam, II. 4.

Looks radiant as the air around a star. . . . Prom, i. 693.

Grew radiant with the glory of that form . . . ll. i. 64.

As the radiant lines of morning II. v. ^^6.

Then radiant, as the mind, arising bright . . . ill. 111. 50.

Tempering the cold and radiant air around, . . IV. 229.

all the forms Of the radT/aw/ frost; Rarely, vi. 2.

B. Fig. (1) beautiful, delightful to the eye.

Veiling beneath that radiant form of Woman . Epips. 22.

And Cythna's pure and roi/zflw^ self was shewn . Laon, III. iii. 7.

Her ?'fl<://aM^ shape upon its verge xi. iii. 8.

>-a,:/zow/, like the phantom of the dawn, .... Xll. viii. 8.

I saw each radiantxA^, XU- xli.^.

The fresh and ^arfww^ Earth Fr. Athan. l\.\\\.%.

gentle radiant forms, From custom's evil taint
exempt and pure ; Prom. III. iv. 155.

The lady's radiant hair streamed to and fro : . Witch, XLVI. 5.

(2) mentally brilliant and pleasurable.
as radiant and as pure as thou D(Em.on^ II. 280.
Swift as the radiant ^2^g& of sleep Hellas^ 225.

Radiant Sister of the Day, Jo-ne, Invitn, 47.
Truth its radiant stamp Has fixed, Laon, II. xliv. 7.

But for those radiant spirits, who are still . . . (Bdipus, II. ii. 95.
thoughts Of purity, with radiant genius bright, . Q. Mab^ vil. 154.

(3) joyous, elate, cheerful.

His red and burning crest, radiant -w\t\v victory. Laon, I. xii. 9.

which dim The radiant looks Prom.. 11, iv. 16.

''^Badiantly, adv. A. Lit, with extreme brightness.

Streaking the darkness radiantlyI— Muiabilip, 3.

And the sun's image radiantly intense , . , , Trium.ph, 345.

B. Fig. vigorously.

And blooms most radiantly when others die, . St. Epips. 68.

*Badiated, pp. emitted and diffused.

life was radiated Through the grey earth . . . ^ips. 325.

Light and music are radiated^ ....... Prol. Hellas^ 66.

*Badical-'biitcher8, c. n. slayers of radical politicians.

Radical-butchers, Paper-money-millera, .... (Edtpus, L 12.

*Badicals, n. political reformers.

the elder learning How to hold radicals. . . . I. 215.

Badislies, n. a salad vegetable {Raphanus scUivus).

Hard eggs and radishes and rolls at Eton, . . Serchio^ 80.

iBaft, n. a square platter.

he wrought a kind of rajt Of tamarisk, . . . Hom, Merc. XIII. 6.

*Bafter, n. Fig. a connecting link.

From thy nest everj' ^(z/'A?r When the lamp, IV. z.

*Bafters, n. pieces of wood which form the skeleton of a
roof.

The lamplight thro' the rafters cheerly spread, Laon, il. i. j.^

was ribbed overhead By the black rafters, . . VI. xlvi. 8.

Were thrown upon the rafters and the roof . . Unf. Dr. 223.

Bagr, n. (11 a tattered piece of textile fabric.

With a rag {or a sail Faust, 11. 206.

We fight for this rag of greasy rug, CEdipus, I. 53.

(2) shred, detached fragnaent.

the dense clouds in many a ruin and rag^ . . . Vis, Sea^ 112.

Bagfe, n. A. Lit. (1) insatiable desire.

but pity and awe Soothe her pale rage^ .... Adonais, VIII. 7.

Make thee a victim ofmy bamed rage. .... Calderon, lii. 138.

the Earth-consuming rage Of gold and blood— . Witch, xviil. o.

(2) anger, fury, violence.

in his silent rage His lips grew white Cenci^ III. H. 68.

until in rage He strike me v. iv. 36.

Which spurs to rage the many-headed beast. . . Ch. 1st, 11. 120.

whose mildness would defy Its fiercest ra£e, . . Dcem^on^ li. 291.

„ „ ,, „ „ „ . Q' ^ab, IX. 198.

The despot's rage, the slave's revenge Eug. Hills^ 235.

But their rage would be subdued 357.
let him weep With rage to see thee freshly risen, Fr. Pris. 7.

Nor mix with Laian rage the ioy Hellas, 1080.

with the world's tyrant rage A patient warfare . Laon^ il. xxji. 4.

did agony wreak Its whirlwind rage: .... III. vii. 8.

The combatants with ra^e most horrible , . . —'— vi, xvi. 7.

on all beside It turns with ninefold rage, . . . Viii. xxi. 7.

some counterfeiting The rage they did inspire, . x. xly.^ 2.

By his own re^e upon his burning bier .... XI. viii. 7.

proud lords ofman, in rage or fear, xi. xxiv. 5.

'tis sure the avenger's rage Has swept . . . . M. N, Post. Fr. 5.

I ponder'd on the ceaseless rage of Kings

;

.M.N. Ravail, 6.

Till their rage has died away Mask, Lxxxv. 4.

With blood of indignatiouj rage, and shame !— . (Bdipus, I. 376.
Of fanatic *-rt^c ana meaningless revenge— . . II.i1.94.

Remit, O Queen! thy accustomed ri^tf/ . . . II. 11.99.

Tumults—lotteries—^ap-c—delusion— .... Peter, III. vi, 4.

eloquence, That might have soothed a tiger's r., Q. Mab, I. 35.

the rush ofmen Inebriate with rage:—.... IV. 45.
from a nation's rage Secure the crown, .... IV. 175.

ffljftf Which hopelessness of good, rv. 184.

a nick-name for the rage Of tameless tigers . . IV. 212.

Whose bootless rage heaps torments Vll. 249.
when all the rage Is on one side : Reviewer, 3.

Swollen with rage, strength,, and efifort j . . . . Vis. Sea, 144.

(3) enthusiasm, vehemence.
Why dost thou curb not thine own sacred rage? Fr. Byron, 3.

(4) agony, passion.

and in rage and grief and scorn I wept ! . . . . Laon, VI. iii. 9.

the soul's mute r. Which preys upon itself alone ; M. W. G. II. i.

beyond the rage Of death or life ; Witch, lxxi. 5.

B. Fig. disturbance, tumult.

As in contempt of the elemental rage .... Calderon, II. 64.
Thou deafenest the ro^tf of the ocean ; . . . . Liberty, \\\.%.

urging the rage Of whirlwind, Prom. I. 42.

in their rage they tear A subterranean portal . . Witch, XLii. 4.

Bagre, V. intr. (1) move violently.

Rage and resound for ever.— Alastor, 357.
The children of the wind rage in the air! ... Faust, 11. 118,

(2) rave, storm,

they did rage horribly, Dcemon, l. 282.
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(3) act violently or tumultuously.
Let the great world rage! Fausi^ II. 240.
so wild They rage among the camp ;— .... Laon^ V. vii. 4.

Baffed, v. intr. (1) prevailed violently.

Thirst rag-ed ^N\t\\va. me, Laon^ in. xxi. 2.

Which r. like poison thro' their bursting veins ; . x. xxi, 6.

(2) continue^ furiously.
a fiercer combat raged, VI. xii. 8.

Fire and blood ^a^e<^round the raging multitude, Rosal. 708.

(3) tore about.
They ra^erf like homeless beasts Z,ao«, X. xl. 9.
So ruining the lair wherein they raged. .... Prom. Ii. iv. 58.

And he rag'd in terrific woe St. Jr. (3) V. 3.

Bashes, V. intr. (1) proceeds violently.
Around it rages an unceasing strife Allegory^ I. 4.

Around them it foams, and rages, and swells, . Rosal. Sgp.
Around them it foams and rages and swells ; . . W. Shel. IV. 6.

(2) to rush along tumultuously.
it rages on, One mighty stream, Laon^ I. iii. 4.

Ba^es, n. passions, ravings.

To wakeful frenzy's vigil rages, Peter, Vll. xv. 4.

Bag'gred, adj. (1) dressed in rags.

I bought new clothing for my raggedh^iki^ . . Cenct, III. i. 305.

(2) having jagged, broken edges.
and saw The solid air with many a ragged la.-v/. . Medusa, III. 8.

(3) unkempt, wild, untended.
as to mountain-wolves their ragged caves. . . . Ode Lib. III. 5.

(4) rough and uneven.
Had changed those ra,^«rfblocka ofsavage stone, Wtich, xx.. 3.

(5) wild, confused. '

through the thick ragged skirts Prom. in. ii. 5.

itBaffffedness, n. torn state of garments.
Like King Lear's ' looped and windowed r.' . . Wiich, Ded. V. 8.

Bagfin^, pr, pple. (1) agitating fiercely.

Momently raging more and more? Calderon, ill. 41.
raging ovtx My tranquil soul, Laon, I. xl. 4.
yo^i'w^ without truce or terms : , Ode L.ib. II. 12.

and maniac dance Raging ^xQ^x!x^— Triumph, m.
(2) of violent agitations of nature.

i?a^z'«!^ among the caverns, Cenci, III. i. 259.
Ana tempests . . . raging, weave a chain of power, Faust, i. 19.

tempests o'er the savage sea Are raging, . . . Horn. Castor, 10.

a burst ofwaters driven . . . raging and bubbling ; Laon, Vll. xi. 3.

When the tide was raging fearftuly, .... Rosal. 1070.

(3) rushing, gurgling.
a torrent Of his own blood ya^zw^ between us. . Cenci^ IV. i. 114.

Ba^ug*, vbL n. violent confused movement.
What thronging, dashing, raging, Faust, li. 211.

Bagiug, ///. (^'. (1) furious.

Pursued, like raging hounds, their father . . . Adonais, xxxi. 9.

The tempest of the raging fight convulsed . . . Hellas, 489.
and the neigh Qi raging st^^s, ...... 823.
each raging votary 'gan to throw Laon, x. xxxi. 5.

Raged round the raging multitude, Rosal. 708.

(2) wild, raving.

The torrent of a raging wizard song ...... Faust, II. 144,
^ (3) tumultuous.
Like birds of calm, from the world's raging se,a., Laon, 1. Iviii. 7.

(4) of the tumult of natural forces.

Heard in its raging f^h and flow Apenn. 5.

its last and sole resort Is its own ^-a^zK^ enemy. Cfalderon, 11. 47.
The torrent of that wide and raging x'w^t . . . Laon, xii. xl. i.

saw over the western steep A r. flood descend, . Mar. Dr. xiii. 4.

And now those ra^'w^ billows came xiv. i.

(5) overpowering.
with its tempestuous phantoms Of ^^aW^^ death; Hellas, 860.
They stand on the brink of that raging river, . W. Shel. iv. 3.

Basringr, adv. angrily, furiously.

Raging let him fix the doom, Cycl. 620.

Baffs, n. (1) tattered garments.
Rags on my back, and a false innocence . . . Cenci, V. i. 86.
Like the base patchwork of a leper's rags. . . Ch. 1st, i. 130.

(2) torn fragments, tatters.

some rotten rags, and broken dishes— . . , , il. 451.
From bones, and rags, and scraps of shoe-leather, CEdipus, I. 28.

And their young boars white and red rags, . , I. 300.
Thy throne is on blood, and thy robe is of rags; 11. ii. 43.
The rags of the sail Are flickering Vis. Sea, i.

(3) loose fragments.
Where rags of loose flesh yet tremble on high, . Sensit. PI. III. 68.

Bail, V. intr. abuse, scoff, scold.
And men who raz'/like thee Critic, II. a.

but do not rail upon me.— Cycl. 98.
to drink The liquor doctors rail at— Gisb. 88.
What can this be to those who praise or rail? . St. Epips. 5.

*Baillery, n. jesting, banter.
stay, stay! I see 'tis only raillery by his smile. . Cend, I. iii. 76.
with such raillery As mocks itself, Julian, 37.

Baiment, n. A. Lit. garments.
And they will need no food or raiment more : . Cenci, I. iii. 46.
B. Ptg. the language in which any ideas are indued.

The so long predestined raiment ... . Peter, Prol. 5.

Bain, n. A. Lit. water from the clouds.

She faded, like a cloud which had outwept its r. Adonais, x. 9.

The chill rain is falling Autumn, II. i.

will wipe it off As if 'twere only rain Cenci, V. iv. 128.

grass made green by summer's rain, . , , . Ch. ist, I. 8.

Ten minutes in the rain : II- 109.

Is the rain over, sirrah ? • II- 400-

the grey rain was tempered along the grass and
leaves -—

- H- 445*
And then again I dissolve it in rain, . .... Cloud, ii.

For after the rain when with never a stain, . . 77.

And out of the caverns of rflzM, 82,

When he pours Rain from above, Cyc/. 308,

For never rain or dew Such fragrance drew . . E. Viviani, 7.

from the rain of every passing cloud, .... E^ips. 207.

Starred with drops ofgolden rain, Eug. Hills, 81.

The fitful alternations of the rain, ...... Fr. Fitful, i.

The gentleness of rain was in the wind . . Fr. Thegentleness, 1.

the hill Looks hoary through the white electric r., Gisb. 124.

And pattering rain, and breathing dew, . , . Guitar Jane, 73.

My golden rain For the Grecian slain .... Hellas, 065,
An, king! wilt thou chain The rack and the ^-azM? 672.

and we Through the fast-falling rain Julian, 213.

Pour rain upon the earth ? .
' Laon, IV. xxxi, 7.

fell o'er the fields like rain VI. vi. g.

Far thro' the streaming rain .... . . VI. xliv. 6.

and when the rain Of winter . . .... Vll. xvii. 6.

next come the snows, and rain, ix. xxi. 2.

Was as the light of sunny rain, Mask, xxvili. 4.
lightning; and rain, Earthauake, and fiery flood, Mont B. 86.

Like a nerbless plain, for the gentle rain, . . Music, Ipant, l.g.

As summer clouds dissolve, unburthened of their

rain ; Ode Lib. xix. 8.

Angels of rain and lightning' : . . . . . Ode W. Wind, ll. 4.
Black rain, and fire, and hail will burst : . . . 11. 14.
Through rain, hail, and snow, (Edipus, ll.il. 131.

Nor sun, nor moon, nor wind, nor rain, . . , Prom. ii. ii. 5.

Like lines of rain that ne'er unite : il. ii. 21.

When some soft cloud vanishes into rain^ . . . iv. 182.

Sweet as a singing rain of silver dew iv. 235,
Dark with the rain new buds are dreaming of; . IV. 30S.
Nor the minutest drop of rain, . Q. Mab, ii. 213.
like slow rain Falling for ever, Rosal. 332.
They wandered in their youth, through sun and r. 1278.
Arose from the ground with warm rain wet, . . Sensit. PI. I. 14.
She emptied the rain of the thunder showers. . II. 36.
Then the rain came down, ill. 46.
First there came down a thawing rain . . . ill. io6^
lightnings mingle And die in rain— . . . Triumph, 157.
And the invisible rain did ever sing . ... 354.
Hail, and lightning, and stormy rain; .... Two Spirits, 18.

sweet as April rain On silent leaves Unf. Dr. 182.
the dim rain is driven, Vis, Sea, 3.
Mixed with the clash of the lashing rain, . 98.
Which rain could never bend Witch, XLVIII. z.

Tears pure as Heaven's rain, Zucca, X. 4.

B. Fig. (1) of various refreshing agents.
Sleep, . . . the rain Whose drops quench kisses . Epips. 558.
On frozen hearts the fiery rain of wine Falls, . Gine-ura, 114.
My soul weeps healing rain, Magnet. Lady, rv. 2.

(2) material things falling in manner of rain.

Kneading them down witli fire and iron rain : . Hellas, 381.
A killing rain of fire: Laon, VI. vii. 8.

(3) thought or things immaterial so called.
The shafts of thy revenge, A blistering rain } . x. xxviii. 4.
In wandering clouds ofsunny rain ProL Hellas, 42.
And hate and terror, and the poisoned rain . . 86.
the dew of our wings is a rain of balm ; ... Prom. rv. 125.
that are heavy with love's sweet rain iv. 179.

(4) light-rays compared to rain.

and the dew-mingled r. Of the calm moonbeams, ill. iii. iig.

(5) of sound.
As from thy presence showers a rain of melody. Skylark, 35.

Bain, v. I. tr. A. Lit. let fall.

Heaven, rain upon her head Cenci, iv. i. 130.A solid cloud to rain hot thunder-stones, . . . Prom. iv. 341.
B. Fig. (1) shower down.

And whose wings rain contagion ;— .... AdoTiais, xxvill. 5.
Good Lord ! rain it down upon him ! . . . . Ch. ist.l. 65.
And the winds whose wings rain balm .... Eug. Hills, 359.
that thou on me Shouldst rain these plagues . . Julian, 453.
And rain down blessings in the shape ofcomfits (Edipus, li. i. 87.
Rain then thy plagues upon me here, .... Prom. I. 266.

(2) pour forth like rain.

I'll beat some of you till you rain tears— . , . Cycl. 1S9.

II. intr, A. Lit. drop water from the clouds.
'twill rain again to-morrow :

.

.... Ch. 1st, II. 401.
As they rain thro' them, Prom. ill. iii. 139.
Which rain into the bosom of the earth, . . .St. Epips. 12S.

B. Fig. fall or spontaneously descend.
And rain on him like flakes of fiery snow. . . Fr. Satire, 34,
again Through clouds its shafts of glory rain . Hellas, 74.
Let thy love in kisses rain Ind. Ser. ill. ^.
they did not rain on thee Tasso, 35. '

*Bain-awakened, c. adj. brought forth by rain.

Rain-awakened Ho'x^Ts, Skylark^ SS.
*Bain-dxops, c. n. the separate particles of rain.
Like twinkling rain-drops from the eaves, . , Rosal. 367.

4 A
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Bain'bow, n. A. Lit. an arch of various colours caused by
the refraction of light through falling rain.

There's a rainbow m the sky CA. u/, II. 407.
*A y. in the morning Is the shepherd's warning ;

' II. 408.
But the rainbowwas a good stgn, Archy: . . . 11. 4(6.
The rainbfroi hung over the city II. 420.
But for the rainbow. ll. 429.
where the r. quenches its points upon the earth, II. 434.
the closet-window on which the r. had glimmered. li. 437.
But at the other end of the rainbow II. 444.
She stood beside him like a rainbow braided . . Laon^ V. xxiv. i.

Shades like a rainbow's rise and flee, .... Peter^ VI. xxvi. 4.
A rainbow^s arch stood on the sea, Front. I. 708.
Like a rainbow^ and I the fallen shower ? . . . Vis. Sea^ 90.
The rainbow's glory is shed When the lamp, I. 4.

B. Fig. the colours of the rainbow.
serpents, clothed In rainbow and in fire, . . . Alasior^ 439.

Sainbow, c. adj. attr. having the colours of the rainbow.
Does the bright arch of rainbow clouds, . . . 213.
The beams of sunset hung their rainbow hues . 334.
Nurses of rainbow flowers and branching moss, 599.
With her rainbow locks Arethusa^ I. 8.

That they might hide with thin and rain, wings . Prom. ll. iv. 62.

Those lines of rainbow light ... .... 6*. Mab^ i. 54.
From rainbow clouds there flow not Skylark^ 33.
It floats with rainbow pinions Si. Epips. 150.

*BaiiLl30w-drops, c. n. Fig. prismatic globules.
dream not that th^ worlds Are more than furnace-

sparks or rambow-drops Proi. Hellas, 164.

*Kainbow-skirted, c. adj. Fig. attended by rainbows.
With rainbow-skir. showers, and odorous winds, Prom. III. iii. 116.

*Sainbow-win^ed, c. adj. (1^ prxsmatically coloured.
The armies of the rainriow-winged showers ; . Epips. 354.

(2) with wings coloured like the rainbow.
I see cars drawn by rainbow-winged steeds . . Prom. II. iv. 130.
And creeping forms, and,insects rainbow-winged, III. iii. 9a.

Bainbows, n. pi. of Rainbow. A. Lit.

I feed .the clouds, the rainbows and the flowers . Apollo, iv. i.

Weaves rainbows o'er yon mountain river, . . Int. Beauty, II. 7.

Thine earthly rainbows Btretched across . . , Mont B. 25.

And blood-red rainbows canopied the land. . . Q. Mab, Vll. 234.
Bained, v. intr. Fig. fell like rain.

And those plumes its light ra/wie^/ thro' .... Mask, xxix. 3.

the tears ^flZMtfif through thy shattered locks . Ode Lib.vui. 11.

from whose faint lids they rained Xriumph, 515.

Bained, pp. A. Lit. poured down.
It has rainedhlood ; Hellas^ 604.

B. Fig. (1) bestowed freely as rain.

with this manna rained down Vis. Sea, 57.

(2) effused or showered down.
She is thine own deep love Rained down from

heaven above,

—

Nat. Ant. III. 5.

A dew rained down from God above Peter, V. iv. 5.

XB,%roxn.%, pr. pple. Fig, (1) falling like rain.

with the tears raining from my eyes, .... Cycl. 398.
Hanff downward, raining forth a doubtful light : Prom. III. iii. 17.

thunder-balls which are raining from heaven . Vis, Sea^ 29.

(2) proceeding.
Raining like dew from his sweet talk, .... Rosal. 643.

Bains, n. pi. of Rain, n. A. Lit.
Whilst he is dissolving in ^az'kj Cloudy %o.

the pools where winter rains Image all their roof Jane, fnviin, 50,
Like g;entle rains, on the dry plains, .... Peter, v. xiv. i.

Till, like an image in the lake Which r. disturb, Rosal. 838.
Beyond the region of dissolving rains, .... 1296.
Month after month the gathered rains descend . Sonn. Nile, i.

Bains, v. I. tr. Fig. scatters or shoots forth.

Dropped fire, as a volcano r. Its suphurous ruin Mar. Dr. xil. 6.

As the free heaven which r. fresh light and dew . Prom. III. iv. 154,
The moon rains out her beams, and heaven is

overflowed, Skylark, 30.

II. intr. A. Lit.
When it rains And the sun shines, Ch. ist, II. 400.
B.Fig. (1) falls like rain.

the hot blood that spouts and rains Vis. Sea, 142.

(2) sends out.

when the moist moon rains The inmost shower
of it's white fire

—

Gisb. 6g.
Bainy, adj. (H wet, showery.
The following morn was rainy, Julian, 141.

(2) impregnated with rain.

As rainy wind thro' theabandoned gate . . . Prom. i. 217.

Balse, V. tr. Fig. (1) elevate in spirit.

harmonizing ardours fill And raise thy sons, . . Naples, 166.

(2) awake or revive.

God raise from England's grave Nat. Ant. i. 2.

(3) shout forth or sing.

whilst Brahmins raise A sacred hymn . . . . Q. Mab, Vll. 35.

(4) with upy cause to arise or appear.
Must raise up a destroyer even now. Hellas, 597.

Baised, v. tr. (1) lifted.

They raised me^ to the platform of the pile, . . Loon, III. xiv. i.

to my lips At intervals he raised— III. xxxii. 2.

And one more daring raised his steel anew . . xi. xx. 4.

Touched with faint lips the cup she raised, . . Triumph, 404.

(2) built, formed.
If the power that ra/j^rf thee here Bug. Hills, iiq.
They raised a pyramid of lasting ice, .... Rosal. 1299.

(3) turned upwards.
soon he raised His sad meek face Julian, 284.
Nor changed his hue, nor raised\v\s looks . . . Loon, V. xxii. 3,

(4) sang.
wild numbers then She raised, Alastor, 164.

Baised, pp. A. Lit. (1) turned upwards.
his regard Was raisedhy intense pensiveness, . 489.
yet his countenance Raised upward, . ... Rosal. 1 155.

(2) dissipated or rolled off.

The sulphurous mist is raised—thou seest— . . Hellas, 830.

B. Mg. (1) placed in power, promoted.
High ra/j£^ above the unhappy land Falsehood, 12.

Had raised him to his eminence in power, . . , Q. Mab, Vll. 102.

(2) morally elevated.

But raised above thy fellow men By thought, . Hellas, 739.

(3) established.
Although its dazzling pedestal be raised . . Q. Mab, V. 100.

A shrine is raised to tnee, . VI. 226.

Baised,/^/. adj. uplifted.

a stroke On my raised arm and naked head, . . Laon, III. xi. 2.

*Baiseth, v. tr, with «/, elevateth, supporteth.
he raiseth up The tyrant, . . ^ Q. Mab, III. 201.

Baising, pr. pple. improving, dignifying.
Yet raising, sharpening, and refining each ; . . Vlll. 139.

fBake, n. an agricultural tool.

With this great iron rake, Cycl. 38.

:I:Baked, ». tr. Fig. collected, amassed.
With the spoil which their toil Raked together . P^otn. iv. 33.

^Baking*, pr. pple. Fig. examining, poring over.

R. the cinders of a crucible For life and power, . Alastor, 683.

*BaIlied, v. tr. Fig. reassured, revived.
young Laon's name Rallied their secret hopes, . Laon, IV. x. 8.

Rallied his trembling comrades— xii. xi. 7.

'^'Ballied, ppl. adj. that had been re-formed.
and did those ya/Zzerf bands o'erbear. . . , VI. v. 9.

^Ballying*, ppl adj. summoning, gathering.
rallying cxies of treason and of danger .... vi. iii. i.

to our rallying cry As myriads flocked .... vi. x. 8.

Bam, n, a. male entire sheep.
I wish I had a good stout ram to ride ; . . . . Faust, li. 2.

Some on a raTU and some on a prong, .... 11. 196.

*BanLbling, ppl, adj. unsettled, given to wander.
Wild, seditious, rambling/ Cycl. 58.

*Bamparts, n. Fig. defence works, bulwarks.
Soon made our ghastly ramparts; Laon, VI. xi. 6.

Ban, V. intr. A. Lit. (1) hastened with rapid steps.
How I r. home through last year's thunder-storm, Gisb. 148.
Furious he rode, where late he ran, . ... Peter, vi. xix. i.

She ran upon the platforms of the wind, . . Witch, lv. 7.

(2) circulated.

But of the living blood that ran within my frame. Laon, in. xvi. 9.
blood which ran within our frames, vi. xxxi. 6.
And the blood in our fineers intertwined R. like Rosal. 941,
His feverish blood ran chill at the sound : . . .St. Jr. (^ vill. 3.

(3) streamed, flowed.
And down my cheeks the quick tears ran , , . Rosal. 366.
B. Fig, (1) circulated,

fair Milan, Within whose veins long ran The
viper's palsying venom, ... . . Naples, iii.

she within whose stony veins, . . . Joy ran, . Prom. I. 156.

(2) passed quickly.
from the keen looks which thro' his bosom ran. , Laon, v. xxix. 9.
o'er the visage wan Of Athanase, ... a swift

shadow ran, ... . . . . Pr. Athan. ir. ii. 49.
(3) pursued.

the same round . . . Which the weary world yet
ever ran Rosal. 720.

(4) streamed,
when the streets ran With brothers' blood ! . . Laon, x. xx. 3.
his pale eyes ran With tears Rosal. 250.

(5) spread.
woven tracery ran , . . o'er The solid rind, . . Witch, xxziil. 4.

(6) grew, went.
Now Peter ran to seed in soul Peter, VI. xviii. i.

Bancour, n, malignity, spite.

whose rancour clung Like curses on them ; . . Fr.A gentle, 3.
^Bang*, V. intr. resounded.
shouts and bowlings through the desert rang, , Q. Mab, Vlll. 81,

Bang-e, n. a row, a series.

Thencomesay^an^£ofmathematicalInstruments, Gisb. 82.
Bange, v. I. ir, arrange or place in order.
make signs to range These woofs, Laon,vn. xxxii. i.

II. intr. (1) walk or wander about.
He has impressed wherever he did range. . . Hom. Merc. LVII. 8,
(2) roam or wander mentally.

Which range through heaven and earth, . . . Ch. \st rv. 52.
Did mine intellect ra^^ again M. NRavail 2-x,
whose legions range Throughout the sleep . . Mar. Dr. xix, 4!
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(3) alter or vary.
never think it strange That poets range. . . . Exhortaitofty i8.

(4) go about, were heard,
and many wept, . . . and wingfed thoughts did n, Laon^ ix. vi. 8.

Banged, pp. placed in order or ranl^s.

ten thousand cannon Lie ranged upon the beach, Hellas^ 323.
In dormitories ranged^ row after row, .... Witch^ LXIV. 3.

Raneriuff, pr. pple. wandering.
Was ranging over the world again Fr. Saian, g.

Bank, «. position, degree of dignity.
Each in his rank and station set ; . . , , . Fro/. Hellas^ 74.

Bank, adj. (1) luxuriant, free in growth.
All overgrown with reeds and long ra«^ grasses, Marengkt^XYV . 3.

And thistles, and nettles, and darnels rank^ . . Sensit PI. ill. 54.

(2) gross, coarse.
On the rank pile of luxury Devil^ xx. 6,

(3) utter.

This is sedition, and rank blasphemy ! . . . . (Bdifus^ I. 67.

*Banklinff, ppl. adj. malignant, fretful.

where to soothe his rankiing mind, Z.aon, v. xxxvi. 3.

Banks, n. (1) ordered assemblies or rows of soldiers.

our hosts encompassed Their shattered ranks, . V. viii, 4.
as each bolt did rive Their ranks VI. vi, 6.

as thro' their ranks with awful might, .... VI. xix. 8.

Bursts thro' their ranks; XII. viii. 6.

centinels, in stern and silent ranks, Q. Mad, III. 25.

(2 ) assemblies of people.
And Priests rushed thro' their ranks, .... Laon, a. xlv. i.

*Bapid, n. a rushing stream.
mortal boat In such a shallow rapid Witch, XLI, 8.

*Bapid, adj. (1) quickly-moving.
With ra^/a steps he went Aiasior, ^22.
R. clouds have drank the last pale beam ofeven : April, 1814, 2.

Whose ray^ of ra^/'rf light DcEnton, I. 154.
Lead a rapid masque of death Eug. Hills^ 140.
and swift, with rapid lightness, Faust, I. 9.

if Despair And Hate, the ^-a^zrf bloodhounds . . Fr. Satire, 7.

If living winds the ro^z'i:/ clouds pursue, . . Oisd. 187.
His rapid steeds soon bear him to the west ; . . Horn. Sun, 21.

And ere with rapidXr^s and gathered brow . . Z^aon, III. vii. i.

Make their divided streams more bright and
rapid now m. xxiv. 9.

Thus, while with rapid Hps and earnest eyes . . V. vi. i.

sparkled under Its ?'a/«ff keel— XII. xx. 4.
Securely fled, that rapid stress before xii.xxxix.7.
He tracks the rapid step of hurrying Fear ; . M. N, Post. Fr. 76.
with breath Rapid and strong, but silently ! . . Mont B. 136.
A shapeless, dark and ra^/'acrowd, Protn. i, 713.
Borne down the rapid sunset's ebbing sea

;

. III. ii. 28.
Ceaseless, and rapid, and fierce, ana free, . , . iv. 163.
Its rays of rapid light Parted around Q. Mab, I. 244.
ere round their rapid lines iv. 152.

with ^a/z'i^ spells Urging those waters .... Sonn. Nile, 7.'

Convulsed and on the ra/zic? whirlwinds spun . Trium.ph, 144.
From its smooth shoulders hung two ra^zrf wings, Witch, xxxvii. i.

Chasing the ro^z'f/ smiles XL. 5.

A ro^Zf/ shadow from a slope of grasp, .... XLlii. 7.

(2) swiitly passing by.

the r., blind And fleeting generations of mankind. Lxxi. 7.

(3) mentally quick.
Flows through the mind, and rolls its r. waves, . Mont B. 2.

Firm, ra^z'ia^and elate, . Nat. Ant. II. 5.
And, in the rapid plumes of song, Ode Lib, i, 6.

Sweep awful thoughts, rapid and thick. . . Prom. I. 147.

(4) sudden.
Brief rapid^ irreversible, Cenci, III. i. 90.
My death may be Rapid, IV. i. 28.

*Bapidl7, adv. (1) with swift motion.
rapidly Along the dark and ruffled waters . . Alastor, 318.
As she rap. hastes to the green grove of myrtle ; St. Ir. (6) i. 6.

(,2) without hesitation.
I rapidly obeyed Laon, VI. xx. 9.

(3) in short space of time.
The lightning now grew pallid

—

rapidly, , , . vi. liii. 4.
Fleets through its sad duration rapidly : . . . Q. Mab, i. 154.

Bapine, n. (1) spoliation, plunder.
Rapine, and death, and outrage Calderon, il, 141.
Treason and Slavery, Rapine. Fear, and Lust, . Fall ofBonap. 9.
From rapine, madness^ treacnery, and wrong; . Q, Mab, lii. 123.

For murder, rapine, violence, and crime, . . vi. 129.

(2) violence, force,

quells Their self-destroying rapine. .... Ck. 1st, ll. 148.
May Rapine and. Famme, Peter, VI. xxxvi.5.

Bapty V. ir. (1) snatched, carried off.

The Spirit's whirlwind rapt it, Ode Lib. i. 1 1.

(2) saved, delivered.
It rapt us from red gulphs of war. Prom. 1. 527.

(3_) absorbed, engrossed.
So struck, so roused, so rapt Urania ; . . . . Adonais, xxiii. 6.

Bapt,/>/. (1) absorbed, engrossed.
Raptm. bright dreams of dawning Royalty. . . Carlton, 4.
And every bosom thus is rapt and shook, . . . Laon, iv. xiii. S.

(2) entranced, delighted.
who ra/^ and fond, Listening sits, . . . ^ . . Calderon, \\\. \'^.

'B,3.-gt, ppl. adj. entranced, enraptured, transported.

Then has thy rapt imagination soared .... Damon, I. 206,

Not the rapt poet's frenzied lay Eyes, 2,

My rapt soul dwelt upon the ties that bind . . M. N. Ravail, 7.

Of Painting, Sculpture, and ^o^/ Poesy, . . . Front, iw.'m. 55.

rapt fancy deemeth it A metaphor of peace ;— . Q. Mab, IV. 14.

Bapture, n. (1) pleasurable exultation, delight.

Light, life and rapture from thy smile. .... Damon, II, 304.

Like them bids rapture rise EyeSy 8.

With feelings which make rapture pain resemble, Fr. I^is. 3.

Far away into the regions dim Of rapture— . . Fr. Sing. 4,

Sometimes for r. sick, sometimes for pain aghast. Laon^ III. 1. 9.

Rapture, and love, and admiration . ... xi. iv. 3,

And streams of rapture drown my soul. . . . M. N. Ravail, 86.

Yet not devoid of rapture^s mingled tear : . . Mother i^ Son, IV. 8.

it has rent. In the ;'a/ifMr5of its mirth, . . . . Prol. Hellas, 2\z.

With melting rapture, or sweet awe, .... Protn. II. ii. 44.
to catch Light, lite and rapture from her smile ? Q. Mab, I. 30.

Light, life and rapture from thy smile IX. 211.

^2) enthusiasm.
Amid the calm which rapture doth create . . . Laon, il. xxix. 5. '

To r. like her own all listening hearts to reach. . v. Hi. 9.

That panted forth a flood of rapture so divine. . Skylark, 65.

Baptures, n. ecstasies, delights.

Spirits ! when raptures move, M. N. Ravail, 103.

New raptures opening round : Q. Mab, I. 194.

*Bapturous, oiij. ecstatic.

I trod as one tranced in some rapturous vision : Laon, v. xvii. i.

Hast thou ne'er felt a rapturous thrill, .... Love, 15.

Bare, adj. (1) wondrous, matchless.
A rare and regal prey He hath prepared, . . . Alastor, 619.
the height of love's rare Universe, .... Epips. 589.
Rare, in faith ! Faust^ II. 113.

a bright maid of beauty rare Horn. Moon, 22.

A boat of rare device, Laon, i. xxiii. 1.

That work of subtlest power, divine and rare ; i. lii. 6.

(^2) beautiful, exquisite, precious.
a small chamber, which with mosses rare Was

tapestried, IV. ii. 7.

grouped with its sculptures rare ; v. xliii.3.

Decked with rare gems, and beauty rarer still, . (Edipus, Il.i. 174.
And rare Arabian odours came, Rosal. 1089.
And all rare blossoms from every clime . . . Sensit. PI. i. 39.
In the soft motions and rare smile of woman, . Zu^xa, V. 5.

(3) of uncommon occurrence.
It is a miracle, so new, so rare Fr. Vita Nuova, 3.

The sweetest flowers are ever frail and rare, . . Maren^hi. x. i.

Friendship how rare/ . . Mutability, (2)11. 2.

rare gums and cinnamon ; Witch, xxvil. 2.

(4; lew, sparsely scattered.
And the rare stars rush through them dim and

fast :— Gisb. 263.
Now spangled with rar^ stars . Rosal. 113.
The next spring shews leaves pale and rare, . . ySg.
Like grass in tombs grew wild and rare. . . . 823.

(5) highly wrought, wondrous.
From the fine threads of rare and subtle thought— Gisb. 7.

(6) excellent, capital.

We shall have ra7-e fun Faust, 11. 326.
Barely, adv. seldom.

I rarely kill the body, Cenci, 1. 1. 114,
Which bloom so rarely in this barren world? . . Ch. 1st, i. 24.
Where to the sky the rude sea rarely smiles . . Gisb. 38.
rarely undertook To stir his secret pain ... Pr. Athan. I. 84.
Rarely, rarely, comest thou. Spirit of Delight ! . Rarely, I. i.

With prayers which rarely have been spumed, . Rosal. 880.

Barer, adj. more exquisite.
Decked with rare gems, and beauty rarer still, (Edipus, II. i. 174,

Barest, as n. sweetest, dearest one.
Some one loves thee, rarej/, Qjc/. 518.

Barest, adj. , (1) most extreme or complete.
Then be our dread sport the rarest. Fr. Zncant. 1. 2.

(2) most choice and beautiful.
things best and r. Are stained and trampled :— . Laon, viii. xxv. 3.
For it was filled with sculptures rarest, .... Mar. Dr. XIX. i.

(3) of most uncommon occurrence.
And rare-y/ sea-shells, which the eternal flood, . Laon, IV. i. 6.

when the winds of spring In rar^j/ visitation, . Prom. II. iv. 13.

Bascal, n. a rogue (used half jestingly).
You cunning little rascal, Horn. Merc. XLVIII. 2.

What does the rascal mean or hope, . . . Peter^ vi. iv. 3.

Bascals, n. scoundrels, rogues.
Did not the rascals know I am a God, .... Cyd. 209.

Based, pp. Fig. obliterated, blotted.
from the catalogue of sins Nature had rased their

love

—

Fiordispina^ 13.

Bash, adj. hasty.
My Lord, your words are bold and rash. . . . Cenci, IV. iv. 107.
Makes you thus rash and sudden with a friend, , v. i. 58.
Order ! order ! be not rash / . . . ... (Edipus, II. i. 117.

Bashly, adv. with unwise haste.

In many mortal forms I rashly sought .... Epips. 267.
Methought he rashly cast away his narp . . . (jrpheus, 44.

Bashness, n. undue haste, inconsiderate action.
Weigh you the danger of this rashness ? . . . Cenci, in. i. 281.

4 A 2
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.177.
I- 355-

Ck. istf II. 440.

II. 271.

• » 354-

. Similes, IV. 3.

. V/s. Sea, 139.

. Adofiais,xt,viii.4..

Bat, n. A. Zzt a vermin quadruped (Mus ratfus)

Only wanted a rat, Cat, v.

B. Fig. a contemptible person.
I chose a Leech, a Gadfly, and a Rat. .... (Edipus, I. 151.

Gods ! what an z/"/ but there is my grey Rat '

That very Rat, who, like the Pontic tyrant,

*Bat-trapj c. n. a snare for rats.

I saw there a cat caught in a rat-trap. , . .

Bate, n. (1) tax or imposition.
distraining For every petty rate

(2) amount of trouble or difficulty.

I think to win thee at an easier rate Cenci, I. ii. 67.

Bate, V. tr. scold.

and rate his wife and children;...,... I. li. 78.

Bated, pp. been assessed.

The deed he saw could not have ^'a^rfrf higher . . — I. i. 24.

Bates, n. local taxes or assessments.
The lean-pig rates Grow CEdipus, II. i. 4.

Bather, a(w. (1) sooner, more willingly.

would perish ra/ySsr than would bear .... Mother^ Son^vii,^.
Who rather than pay any rent, Would live . .

.

Over his father s grave Peter, VII. xxii. 3.

(2) more properly speaking.
Or rather, this my bane and my disease, . . . Cenci, IV. i. 118.

Rather will ye who are their ministers, .... IV. iv. 117.

That is the Archbishop. Rather say the Pope : Ch. 1st, I. 57.

(3) in preference.
I the r. Look on such pangs as terror ill conceals, Cenci, I. i. 109.
That you urge, dear Strafford, Inclines me rather Ch. ist, li. 320.

*BatioiL, n. a proportionate allowance or share.

assigned to each a ration Of the twelve Gods, Horn. Merc. xxi. 6.

*Bations, n. allowance of provisions.

Of giving soldiers rations bad— Peter, 11. x. 5.

Bats, n. pi. of Rat. A. Lit.

I heard the rats squeak behind the wainscots: . Ch. ist, ii. 440.
The rats in her heart Will have made .... Ginevra, 214.

And bait the trap ? and rats, when lean enough . CEdipus, I. 183.

Batsbane, n. an arsenical poison for rats.

and black ratsbane, which That very Rat, . .

Battle, V. intr. quiver for food.
Two bloodless wolves whose dry throats r^ttle^

Battle, n. crackling.
the jar, and the rattle Of solid bones crushed .

*Bava£fe, n. (1) devastation, waste.
Lie buried in the ravage they have wrought ; .

(2) Fig. moral ruin, desolation,-

Is there made i?az/a^£ of thee ? C?k«* III. i. 372.

*Bavag-ed, ///. adj. (1) devastated, wasted.
this world of life Is as a garden ravaged, . . . Epips. 187.

(2) morally ruined or wasted.
Leaves in his flight from ravaged heart to heart . Hellas, 907.

Bave, V. intr. A. Lit. (1) talk wildly.

pursued Each by his fiery torture howl and rave, Laon, x. xx. 7.

(2) withy^r, demand excitedly.

whose dwellers r. For bread, and gold, and blood : TtywerofFam, 6.

B. Fig. roar.

March with grief doth howl and rawtf, . . DirgeforYear, IV. /^.

And the storm-fiends wild rave St. Ir. i^) xill. i.

:{Baved, V. I. intr. A. Lit. (1) behaved madly.
Two days thus past—I neither raved nor died— . Laon, III. xxi. 1.

(21 talked wildly.

And raved of God, and sin, and death, , , , . Peter, I. ix, 1.

B. Fig. howled, raged.

And the wild midnight storm Rav'd around his

tall form, .SVf. />'. (3) xi. 2.

IL tr. poured forth in speech.

For he now ^a2/£(/ enormous folly . /fe/er,VI. xxxii. 1.

Baved, pp. talked wildly.

I might have raved va. sympathy; Laon, vi. lii. 8.

Baveu, c. adj, attr. Fig. of the colour of a raven.

it yellowed the strings of thy raven hair, . . . The Cold, III, 5.

jIBaveiiing', ppL adj. devouring, destructive.

Some ships lay feeding The ravening ^xo., , . . Hellas, 510.

And ravening Famine left bis ocean cave . . . 524.

Bavens, n. A. Lit. birds of the crow tribe {Corvus corax).

Returned like ravens from a corpse Ginevra, 193.

Two empty ravens sound their clarion, .... Similes, I. 2.

As the storms rock the ravens on high : . . When the lamp, iv. 2.

B. Fig. men after the manner of ravens.

The obscene ravens, clamorous o'er the dead ; . Adonais,xx.vill.2.

Baves, v. intr. Fig. (1) howls.

Over his loathfed meal, laughing in agony, raves. Laon, II. xxxvi. 9.

(2) roars.

our ghosts, whilst raves the madden'd storm, . M. N'. Fragmt. 25.

Over its rocks ceaselessly bursts and /-aww. . . Mont B. 11.

And the storm that ra»«j Q.ofmyHeart,v.2.
'}-Bavin, n. spoil or prey.

The ravin is ready on every side, .._..•. Cycl, 344.

*Bavine, n. a narrow deep mountain gorge.

through many a green ravine Beneath the forest

flowed Alastor, 495.

Obscuring the ravine, disclosed above, .... Alastor, 547.
paved with green The downward ravine . . . Arethtisa, I. 11.

the road Crosses a deep ravine; Cenci, III. i. 245.
Groping soy way adown the steep ravine. . . . Cycl. 716,
as I rodie Down the rawwa of rocks, . . . , Zaow, VI. xliv. 4.
Within the vast ravine, xil. xxxix. 2.

Thus thou, Ravine of Arve—dark, deep Ravine— Mont B. 12.

Dizzy Ravine / and when I gaze on thee . . . 34.
I would not quit This bleak ravine, Front. I. 427.
That climb up the ravine in scattered lines. . . I. 068.
And desolate and frozen, like this ravine ; . . i. 82S.

And up the green ravine, across the vale, , . . ill. iii. 158.

*Baviiies, n. pi. of Ravine.
Of cataracts from their thaw-cloven ?'aOT«&s, . . Ii. iii. 34.

*Baviiig-, pr. pple. Fig. howling.
Yet when the fierce swell of the tempest is r.^ M. N. Spec. Hors.%/^.

O'er his form the fierce swell of the tempest is r. ; St. Tr. (6) III. 6.

Was rav. round the chamber hushed and warm ; Zucca, XI. 4.

*Baviug', ///. adj. deliriously or extravagantly.

or raving mad, did tell Strange truths ; . . . . Laon, X. xxv. 8.

or religion Drives his wife rflw'w^ mad Q.Mab,\. 113.

Bavish'd, ppl. adj. delighted, rapt.

What heavenly notes burst on ray ravished ears, M. N. Ravail, 28,

Bay, n. A. Lit. light or a beam of light.

till the minutest ray Was quenched, Alastor, 657.

and from the glory of my ray APollo, III. 4.

Before earth's morning ray, Ue-vil, ill. 2.

Suiting it to every ray Exhortation, 8.

let loose beneath the ray Of the still moon, . . Leton, II. xii. 7.

Within was seen in the dim wavering ray, . . . IV. iii-^^.

they quivered in the ray Of the sun's unseen orb— VI, xviu. 4.

in the ray Of the obscure stars gleamed ; . , . VI. xxii. 7.

So we satejoyous as the morning ray .... Vll. i. i.

when day Descends upon the orient ray, , . . Love, Hope, 40.

For the ray morn's bloom revealing .... Mary, who died, i. 5.

yet the ray Which faintly glimmered .... Mather^- Son, l. 4.

on the sun's last ray Hangs o'er the sea, . . . Prom-. IV. 435.

As the cold ray strays Q.ofmy Heart, in. 5.

Thesilver moonbeam pours hernzjv/ ^S"^. /?-. (4) IV. 2.

From the lamp's death to the morning ray. . . Serchio, 29.

Each vapour fliat obscured the sunset's ray; . . Summer-Evg. 2.

With orient incense lit by the new ray . . . Triumph, 12.

And of this stuff the car's creative ray .... 533.

B. Fig. (1) a pleasing or bright look.

the reflected ?'a)' Of thine own beauty . . . Yet look, ^.

(2) moral light of love, virtue, &c.
And the shades which surroundme fly fast at its ray. Death, Dial. 26.

oh ! sweet is the ray Which after thy night . . 31.

thouffh her eternal ray Must shine upon our grave. Falsehood, 31.

and tlie ray Of the remotest sphere ... . Ode Lib, I. 11.

manhood dims Bright reason's ray, Q. Mab, IV. 115.

Or lit with human reason's earthly ray} . . . VII. 155.

embodied Ray Of the great Brightness ; . . .St. Epips. 38.

*Bayless, adj. densely dark.
hid by a rayless night Orpheus, 10.

Bays, n. A. Lit. light or beams of light.

Whose *-(y* of rapid light Damon, I. 154.

The rays of moon or sunlight ne'er endure. . . Matilda, 33.

Its rays of rapid light Parted around Q. Mab, I. 244.
paved with flashing rays, Triumph, 351.

B. Fig. moral or intellectual light.

Whose rays, diffused throughout all space . . . Damon, II. 6.

A planet lost in truth's keen rays :— Peter, VI. xxxiv. 2,

and as the rays Of thought were slowly gathered, Prom. II. i. 86.

and rays of gloom Dart round, Ii. iv. 3.

The gathered re^s which are reality, . . . . III. iii. 53.
Whose rays, diffused throughout all space . . . Q. Mab, ix. 6.

Beacli, n. power of attainment.
Gathering the sweetest fruit in human reach . . Laon, IV. xxi. 3.

Beach, v. tr. (1) get, give, hand.
Reach me that handkerchief!— . Cenci, ill. i. i.

(2) arrive at, get to.

Will it be dark before you reach the tower ? . . III. i- 242.

Before you reach that bridge ill- i. 266.

1 cannot reach thee ! Laon, xi, vii. 6.

Seeking to reach the light Triumph, 168.

(3) attain to, come up to.

thou canst ^^aM All things Horn. Merc, us^ix. $.

To rapture like her own all listening hearts to r. Laon, V. lii. 9.

Secure the crown, which all the curses reach . . Q. Mab, IV. 176.

gold or fame will surely reach The price . . . V. 169.

He pants to reach what yet he seems to fly, . . Solitary, III. 5.

(4) extend to or go on to.

let it reach The limits of my feeble speech, . . . Rosal. 469.

(5) understand, apprehend.
some double sense That I reach not : Tasso, 16.

Beaclied, v. tr. arrived at.

and soon I reached the plain Laon, VI. xliv. g.

We r^a^Atfrf our home ere morning vi. liv. 8.

she reached the port without one fear infirm. . . vil. iii. g.

We r^ofrAarf the port— ix. v. i.

Beached, pp. (1) arrived at, touched.
Which now the flood had ^tfac*4e(/ almost; . . . Mar. Dr^nvil. %.

(2) attained to in point of time.

Which his short being's wretchedness had reach. ; Q, Mab, Viii. i5g.
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(3) attained to a condition.

Have reached thy haven of perpetual peace, . , Q. Mab^ IX. 20.

Bead, v. I. tr. (1) discern mentally.
But that you fear to read upon their looks . . . Cenci^ I. i. 41.
how well the supine slaves C5f blind authority read

the truth of things IV. iv. 182.
all that we Read in their smiles, Epips. 512.
And all the ways of men among; mankind he read. L,aon^ IV. viii. g.
All that I reaaoi sorrowj ... On your worn faces ; vlli. xvii. 5.

those passions read Which yet survive, .... Osym. 6.

that I may ^'^fli/ his written soul! Prom. \i. u WQ.
(2) learned by reading.

since first I read in Plinius The words .... Ca/deron, I. 52.

(3) peruse.
Nor shall he read her elotjuent petition : ... Cencz\ I. ii. 68.

Aye, read the letters if you doubt my oath. . . I. iii. 69.
'tis impertinence To wnte what none will read, . Fausi^ II. 291.
How sweet it is to sit and read the tales . . . Fr. Poetry^ i.

In secret chambers parents read^ and weep, My
writings Zoow, IV. xiii. i.

No one could read his looks— -^^^^^j "^^l^- ^"- ^
Let them ^'eac^ Shakespeare's sonnets, . . .St Epips. 99.

(4) perused.
Untied them

—

read^tm— Peter,vi.v\\. $.

He never read them ;— . VI. xv. 4.
As soon as he read that, vi. xxxv. i.

Soon as he read^^ ode, he drove . .^ . . . . vil. i. 2.

He made tales which whoso heard or read , . . Rosal. 684.
By all who raarfthem blotted too. . ... 763.

(5) utter aloud the meaning of.

Beatrice read them to your mother. ... . Cenci\ i. iii. 40.

(6) understand or decipher.
he could read Its pictured footprints, Marenffhi^ xxi. 3,

And readme blood-stained charter of all woe, . Q. Mao, vi. ^$.
For but to see her were to read the tale .... Sunset, 34.

(7) divine, explain.
And let me read^y dream . Prom. ll. i. 56.

II. intr. study, peruse books.
one may write Or read in gondolas Julian, 552.

Bead, /^. (1) perused.
Things wiser than were ever read in book, . . . Gisb, 224.
For we had just then rffae^ /V.^Mak. II. ii. 63.

(2) made public by reading.
and the will was read. Rosal. 458.
Aye watched me, as the will was read^ .... 492.

:t:Beadera, n. students, those who read.
But thought, as country readers do, . . . . Peter, VI. xi. 2.

i^Beadest, v. tr. discemest, understandest.
thou r. well the misery Told in these faded eyes, Laon,w\l. xxiii.3.

Beadiness, n. a state of completed preparation.
I go to put in readiness the feast (Edipus^ I. 406.

Beads, v. tr. utters aloud.
And r.sa(& a select chapter in the Bible .... I. 217.

Beady, adj. (1) prepared.
His grave is ready . . Cenct, III. i. 347.
We shall be ready. ... . ... IV. iv. 169.
And be the engines yeari^.' . ... v. ii. 192.
We are quite ready ... V. iv. 165.
All ready, if your throat is ready too. .... Cycl. 14.
The ravin is ready on every side, 344.
this . . . cook of hell Had made all ready, . . . 389.
All things are ready for you here ; . . . . 001.
fasten this sheet

—

^S\ ready I Serchio, 87.

(2) apt, willing.
Found in thy smooth and ready countenance . . Cenci^ V. i. 20.

Borne by the ready slaves Laon, xii. iv. 7.

My Lord, I am ready—nay, I am impatient . . CBdipus, \\. ii. 82.

Stand, ready to oppress the weaker still \ . . . Q. Mab, IV. 198.

(3) opportune, handy.
The ready frauds which ever on thee wait— . . Ld. Ch. Xll. 3.

and that of all The ready lies of law Rosal. 1230.

(4) at the point.

Ready at a breath to vanish,— Peter, II. xii. 2.

'''Beady-made, c, adj. Fig. carefully arranged beforehand.
to some ready-made face Of hypocritical assent . Q. Mab, lii. 41.

Beal, adj. (1) actual.

I suffer the real presence ; CBdipus, I. 293.

(2) genuine, true, faithful.

Forms more r^a/than living man, . .... Prom. I. 748,

*Beality, n. (1) the actual state or realization.

O happy earth ! reality of Heaven ! Damon, 11. i.

„ „ ,, „ ,, Q. Mab, IX. I.

Who dares not give reality to that Vlll. 47.

(2) that which actually and absolutely is.

all that we Read in their smiles, and call reality. Bpips. 512.
yet less, perhaps, than that Thou call'st reality. . Hellas, 844.
Then grew, like sweet reality Laon, Vll. xvi. 8.

The gathered rays which are reality, . ... Prom. Iii. iii, 53.
Seemed now to meet reality Q, Mab^ I. 198.

(3) matter of fact, no imagination.
Like life and fear, a dark reality Int. Beauty, IV. 12.

to endow With manner, being, and reality; . . Q, Mab^ Vll, 63.

tBeally, adv. in fact, in truth.

How the god Apis rtfa/Zv was a bull, Witch, \.x^\\l.i,

Bealm, n. A. Lit. a kingdom, a royal jurisdiction.

Under tTie great seal of the realm, Ch. 1st, II. 196.

Gives thee large power in his unquiet realm. . . 11. 205.

a dark gulph before. The realm of a stern Ruler, Laon, II. vi. 7.

B. /'ig. (1) any imaginary jurisdiction or sphere.

Floats o'er the Elysian realm, Naples, 31.

High in heaven's realm, upon a golden throne, . g. Mab, VI. 106.

Thou comest from tbe realm without a name, . rrium-Ph, 396.

(2) a mental domain, a sphere of power or influence.

To teach the laws of death's untrodden realm.? . Cenci, V. iv, 7.^5.

His realm, around one mighty Fane Laon, xil. xxxi. 6.

Dark is the rfffl/w* of grief

:

Otho^iv. 1.

it rolls from realm to realm And age to age, . , Prol. Hellas^ 24.

Each his apportioned rffa/wj' 133.

The ghastl}' people of the realm of dream, . , . Prom. \. 37.

My still realm, was never riven : i. 100.

they behold Beyond that twilight realm, . . . I. 662.

to the realm. Of Demogorgon II. iii. i. ,

Which are my realm., will heave III. ii. 19.

In the boundless realm of unending change. There is no work^ 24.

to this Realm of abandonment Unf. Dr. 99.

Bealms, n. Fig. imaginary dominions or spheres.

Beyond the realms of dream that fleeting shade ; Alastor^ 206.

Conduct, O Sleep, to thy delightful realms? . . 219.

to realms as pure as thee, Ch. ist, iv. 14.

Those lonely realms bright garden-isles begem, . Deemon, II, 106,

,, „ ^ „ „ ,, ,, Q. Mab,VlU. 101.

where the tropics bound the realm-s of day . . DcBTnon, II. 120.

, ,, ,) n - . Q. Mab, Vlll. \^.
earth and all her realms pavilioned lay .... Hellas, 944.
Was not a phantom of the realm-s accurst, . . , Laon, III, xxiv. 4.
from the utmost realms of earth, x. iv. i.

And spurn'd the lessening realms of earthly night. M. N. Ravail, 27.

and mighty realms Float by my feet, .... Prom. i. 612.

Realms where the air we breathe is love, . , , II. v. 95.

Beap, V. I. tr. A. Lit. cut down and gather.
Who reap the harvests which are not your own, . Fr. Pea. Eng. 2.

B. Fig. take the result or reward of.

Men must reap the things they sow, . . . Eug. Hills, 231.
reap A harvest sown with other hopes, .... Laon, VI. vii. 5.

One sow what he could never reap : . . . Rosal. 656.
Shall our contented exile reap ; W. Shel. Cane. i. 6.

II. intr. Fig. gather the benefit.

Sow seed,—but let no tyrant reap

;

MenofBng.VI. i.

Beaped, pp. Fig. gathered or got the benefit of.

The Greek has reaped The costly har\-est . . . Hellas, 574.

*Beappear, v. intr. come again.
The ants, the bees, the swallows reappear ; . . Adonais, XVIII. 4.
The woodland violets re-appear^ .... Whenpassion^s. III. 2.

*Be-appearetli, v. intr. cometh again into view or knowledge.
Re-appeareth, like thou, sublime! . . . Hellas, loi.

Beaps, V. tr. Fig. gets the benefit of.

The seed ye sow, another reaps ; ... . Men ofEng. v. i.

when it reaps The harvest of its excellence, , . Q. Mab, II. 93.

Bear, n. the hinder or latter part.

bring up the rear Of painted pomp with misery ! Ch. 1st, I, 172.

Which leads the rear of the departing day ; . . Hellas, 339,
Speed in the van and blindness in the rear, . . "Triumph, loi.

Bear, v. tr. A. Lit. to build or form.
did join To rear^e fabric of the fane, .... Dmmon, i. 219,
To rear this pyramid—tottering and slow, . . . Laon, x. xlii, 7.

to reflr The monuments of man xi. xxiv. 2.

B. Fig. (1) raise, elevate.

thou didst rear That lamp of hope on high, . . iv. xvi. 6.
gulph of scorn from which none may him rear I v. xxxi. 9.
but one more fell doth rear, . . , its crest . . . xi, viii. 2.

(2) of sound, elevate.

and my calm voice did rear

;

viii. iii, 5.
his voice then did the Stranger rear. ... . xi, xx. g'

(3) display or show.
To see . . . The Altar . . . r. Its pile i' the midst ; v. xl. 2.

snow-bright mountains rear Their peaks aloft, xii, xii, 2,

Beared, v. tr. (1) built or erected.
No human hands with pious reverence reared, . Alastor, 51.
Some wise and tender Ocean-King, , . . Reared it, Bpips. 490.

(2) lifted up, raised.

He reared his shuddering limbs ....... Alastor, 182.

reared on high His red and burning crest, . . . Laon, i, xii. 8.

And her skefeton form the dead Nun rear d, . . ^1^. Ir. (3) xvi. i.

(3) Fig. displayed, showed.
Rear, high to heaven its thousand golden domes, Q. Mab, II. 138.

Beared, pp. A. Lit. built or erected.

i?£flrfirf in the cities of inchanted land : .... Z-i30«, I. xlix. 3.

i?«ffr5i^ on a pyramid like sculptured flame, . . I. Iv. 2,

B. Fig. (1) made known.
that maiden who had r. The torch of Truth afar, rv. xxxiv. i.

(2) displayed, gave to view.

an heaven-sustaining bulwark reared Julian.^ 69.

Bears, v. tr. A. Lit. uplifts.

rears an arm To dash him from his throne ! . Q. Mab, iii. jo^.
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B. Fig. gives to view, displays.
A brighter Hellas rears its mountains .... Hellas^ 1066.
O'er many a mountain chain which rears Its hun-

_
dred crests aloft, Laon, IV. xxxii. 4.

amid Yon populous city, ^-^arj its thousand towers Q. Mat, in. 23.

And rears its wild form there W'. Jew^ (2) 10.

*Be-asceiid, v. tr. Fig. obtain mastery over.
Lo! thou dost re-fljfKWflT the human heart, . . Laon^V.Song^2.\.

Beason, n. (1) justice, fairness of view.
Nay, there is ^-^iwOM in your plea ; 'twere hard. . Cenci^ ll. \\. ly.

(2) the rational faculty, the power of thinking justly and
impartially.

Reason and passion cease to combat there ; . . Dcemon^ ri. 173.

„ „ ,, .1 n • • Q- Mab, VIII. 231.
That love or reason cannot change Bug. Hills^ 234.
Heaven's light Which he calls reason^ .... Faust, \. 46.
Will, Passion, Reason^ Imagination, cannot die ; Hellas^ 797.
r«ajo«'J mighty lore L.aony II. xlii. 8.

reason cannot know What sense can neither feel, ix. xxxiii. I.

When reason's judgment vainly strove .... M. N'. Melody^ 15.

thought, passion, reason^ will, Imagination? . . Prom. 11, iv. 10.'

manhood dims Bright reason's ra^, Q. Mab^ IV. 115.

from the stores of reason drew Science and truth, v. 149.
to change Reas. rich stores for its eternal weal. , v. 230.
Or lit with human reason's earthly ray? . . vil. 155.
Nor searing reason with the brand of God. . . IX. 48.'

Which mortals truth and reason deem, .... Rosal. 639.
Bright reason will mock thee, . . l^hen thela-mp^ IV. 3.

(8) fair argument.
Will hear no reason and endure no rule. . . . Faust^ II. 354.

(4) as an entity or mythological personification.
as keen As Reason's penetrating eye, .... Devil^ xxix. 2.

.

For the sons of i?fiaj(7» see, xxx. i.

She smothered ReasofCs babes in their birth ; . Falsehood, 50.
And Sense and Reason^ those inchanters fair, . Laon, ix. xxxii. 2.

when reason's voice. Loud as the voice of nature, Q. Mab^ ill. 126.

Sank reason's simple eloquence, ill. 160.

How swift the step of reason^s firmer tread, . . vi. 59.
Reason may claim our gratitude, .... . vil. 245.
Reason was free ; ix. 50.

(^6) the basis or ground for any opinion.
There is a higher reason for the act Cencz, ill. i. 363.
In God's right reason for it— Peier, I. vii. 4.

(6) intellect, power of arranging ideas.
So now my reason was restored to me, .... I,aon^ VII. xxv, 1.

Reason, v. intr. deduce consequences from premises.
We feel, conceive or reason, laugh or weep ; , . Mutability^ 11.

Seasoned, v. tr, ratiocinated.
Yet idly reasoned what it saw ; Prom. III. iv. 22.

Beasoned, ppl. adj. carefully considered, falsely concluded.
and tomes Of reasoned wrong, III. iv. 167.

Seasoning', n. process of ratiocination.

Who fitly shall conceive th^ reasoning . . . Dante Conv. 53.

Seasoning, ppl. adj. ratiocinating.

makes the age of r£ajtf»«'«^man More memorable Ch. ist, li. 158.

*BeasoninffS, n. arguments, points adduced.
what reasonings are these ? Calderon, III. 96.

Seasons, n. bases or grounds for opinion.
If, for the very reasons ... Cenct, lii. i. 190.

And, for some obvious reasons, Ch. ist, 11. 197.

Hear but my reasons ... Julian, 394.
Seasons, v. intr. argues, discourses.

Whilst we enjoy, he reasons of enjoyment ; . . Faust, il. 341.

*Re-assenil)le, v. intr. come together again.
yet shall its fragments r&-asse?nble, Hellas, 1003.

*Be-assame, v. tr. take again.

My thoughts their due array did re-assume . . Laon, iv. vii. 2.

The tyranny of heaven none may retain, Or reas.. Prom. III. i. 58.

the spells by which to re-assunte An empire . . IV. 568.

To re-assume the delegated power, .... Xriumph, 503.

^Seassumed, v. tr. took again.

The daemon reas. his throne In my faint heart. . Lerici, 28.

it reassumed Its native dignity Q. Mab^ I, 136.

*Beassnmed, pp. resumed.
has reassumed Its windless calm Calderon, 11. 96.

*Se-assnniin^, pr. pple. beginning anew.
Re-assuming fiery flight, Hellas, 65.

Sebel, n. one who revolts from authority.

A rebel to her father and her God, .... Cenci, IV. i. 90.

and, when the rebel falls, Hellas^ 354.
A rebels crime gilt with a rebels tongue ! . . . 454.
And keeps the Egyptian rebel w€W employed, . 583.

Belsel, adj. (1 ) insurgent.

To speak in thunder to the rebelworX^ 301.

If the rebel fleet Had anchored in the port, . . 529.

Thunder-strike y^^tf/ victory 1020,

(2) rebellious against thought, custom.

To quell the r^fitf/ Atheists ;
Laon, jl. xxxii. ^.

Bebel, 2f. intr. with /(?, = revolt against

and to their chiefs rebel. iv. xx. 9.

BelieUed, v. intr. revolted.
among all the Spirits who rebelled, Faust, l. 98.

Bebellion, n. open resistance to constituted authority.

Will make Rebellion pale in our excess. . . . Ch. 1st, II. 291.

SebeUions, adj. of mutinous, unruly disposition.
My disobedient and rebellious sons Are dead !— Cenci, I. iii. 43.
Will not the deaths of her rebellious brothers . IV. i. 109.

Sebels, n. those who revolt from authority.
As when she keeps the company of rebels, . . Ch. 1st, II. 132.
I laugh at those weak rebels II. 237.
Gather these chosen leaders of the rebels, . . II. 353.
Cromwell, and other rebels of less note, . . . II. ^62.
Holds Attica with seven thousand rebels^ . . . Hellas, 564.
the Priests he sent To curse the rebels.— . . . lAwn, IX. xiii. 8.

But first, go slay the rebels— x. ix. i.

Through rebels, smugglers, troops of yeomanry, (Bdipus^ II. i. 176.

Bebels, v, intr. turns, revolts.

When the crushed worm r. beneath your tread, . Hellas^ 426.
The Earth rebels ; ..*.....-... 443.

*Bebouuded, v. intr, resounded, reverberated.
far and wide r. The echo of his pipings ; Horn. Merc. Lxxxvii. 3.

*Bebonnding, pr. pple. echoing.
Rebounding, like thunder, from crag to cave, . Vis. Sea^ 97.

*BebTiiId, v. tr. Mg. re-establish or reconstitute.

and Fraud rebuild religion's tottering dome. . . Laon, II. xliii. 9.

Bebnke, n. (1) reproof, reprimand.
time and place for fit rebuke.— Ch. 1st, II. 92.

(2) as a personification.
while Rebuke cowers pale and dumb. . . . Oisb. 201.

Bebnke, v. tr. restrain, quell.

I must rebuke This drunkenness of triumph . Hellas^ 928.

Sebuked, v. tr. restrained, checked,
iJg^M^^f/ the infant spirit of melody St. Bpips. 10^.

Bebnked,//. checked, quelled.
The devil was rebuked that lives in him. . . Cenci^ II. i. 45.

Becall, V. tr. (1) restore or bring back.
You cannot now recall your sister's peace ; . . III. ii. 54.

(2) revive in memory, remember,
I recall My thoughts, ... Gisb. 253.

(3) revive.

I recall The sense of what he said, Julian, 130.

with little to recallKegrets for the green country. 557.

(4) bring back.
The sleepless silence did r. Laone to my thoughts, Laon, V. xxxvii. 7.

Cannot recall them now ; ^Xll. xxviii. 7.

(5) summon back again.
Thine angels of revenge : y^fa// them now ; . . x.xxix. z.

(6) revoke.
The curse Once breathed on thee I would recall. Prom, i, 59.

Becalls, V. tr. summons back.
till the breast From which they fled recalls them, Mont B. 48.

*Becede, v. intr. A. Lit. retire, retreat.

the hosts recede And fly, Laon, vi. xix. 7.

a cry of fear Has startled the triumphant ! theyr./ xii. viii. 2.

they recede, and now Bending within each
other's atmosphere Triumph^ 150.

B. Fig, (1) alter, vary.
I cannot now recede Cenci, V. i. 64.
Recede not ! pause not now ! Laon, Viil. xxvii. 1.

(2) are situated further back.
Where the embowering trees recede^ Alastor, 404.

(3) appear more distant.

with hopes that make The flood recede .... Laon, V. xxxvii. 9.

*Beceded, v. intr. Fig. became more distant.

Whose shores receded fast, xil. xxxii. 9.

*Secedes, v. intr. Fig. becomes more distant.
Still recedes^ as ever still . . Bug: Hills^ 21.

*Becedetli, v. intr. becometh more distant.

As our voice recedeth Prom. II. i. 174

*Becedlng',/r.///^. inclining backwards.
the neck receding lithe and thio Laon^ I. ix. 7.

Beceipt, n. the amount received.
in small stead As touches the receipt. , . Ch, 1st, il. 277.

BecelTe, v. tr. (1) welcome.
Receive, thou young ... of Paradise, These exiles iv. 35.
so to receive IVly absent master Cyd. 38.
Receive us shipwrecked suppliants, 284.
ere they receive the twain Who shook .... Laon, x. xxxvi. 8.

(2) obtain, be presehted with.
What favour now Shall I receive CVc/. 557.
each to receive its due Ode Lib.xvi, 15.

He who is evil can receive no good ; Prom. I. 389.

(3) have bestowed on them.
New gods, new laws receive, Hellas^ 20S.

(4) to have bestowed or inflicted.

And to receive upon her chaste white body Dews CEdipus^ ll. i. 109.

Seceivedt v. tr. (1) accepted.

He, . . . Rec. it, and at one draught drank it off, . Cycl, 411.

(2) welcomed.
Received her father's friend

; Julian, 594.
With perfect joy received ihe early day, . . . MatiMa^ 16.

(3) were the object of, suffered.

Enclosed her, and received the first attack . . CEdipus, I. 315.
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(4) was the recipient of.

the music Man received last week from Italy, . Ch. isi, II. 458.
But the Sensitive Plant . . . Receivedmoz^ than all, Sensil. PL 1. 72.

Received, pp. enjoyed, been the recipient or object of.
I have received the hospitality Of this rude place, Calderon, II. 173.
the boon Which thoii hast now received: . . . Damon, II. 298.

„ " ", M ,1 ,, ... O. Afa*, IX. 205.
Her memory has j-eajwoT a husband's— . . . OSdipus, I. mi.

Receives, v. tr. is the object of.
Now renders and receives fast influencings, . . Mont B. 38.

*Recess, «. A. Lit. a cave, cavity or nook.
When on the threshold of the green recess . . Alastor, 62$.
and each dim recess Scooped high Cycl. 273.
Having got clear from that obscure recess, . . 480.
Ifoundthislittleboy in a ;-««M . . . . Horn. Merc. Wl.s.A natural couch of leaves in that recess, . . Laon, VI. xxviii. 2.
from that green And lone recess, vi. xxxvii. 4.Who gaze on their eyes in the stream's recess, . Sensit. PI. I. 19.
This shape of autumn couched in their recess, . Unf. Dr. 209.
B. Fig. (l) a place separate and apart.

Yon desart wide and deep holds no recess, , . Loon, II. xlviii. 2.

(2) inmost depth or meaning.
Of earthly or divine from its recess, Horn. Merc. xc. 6.

Recesses, n. A. Lit. (1) caves or cavities.
three great hollow Recesses in the rock— . . . XLI. 5.

(2) nooks, corners.
The cavern has recesses numberless ; . ... Cycl. 175.

(3) the furthest parts.
Therest, in the ?-£«jjtfjof the cave, .... . 400.
circling broke The calm of its recesses,— . . . Laon, v. xxii. 6.

(4) most.retired parts.
The deep recesses of her odorous dwelling . Witch, XIV. i.

Were heaped in the recesses of her bower ; . . xx. 4.
B. Fig. (1) unfathomable depths.'

Bounds this with its recesses wide and deep. . Fr. The Desarts, 3.

(2) inmost secrets.

From the dim »-«MJM Of woven caresses, . . Prom, vv. \os.
^Recite, v. tr. read aloud.

let the clerk Recite his sentence Ch. ist. III. 2.

Recites, ». tr. sets forth, gives currency to.
the tales . . . which imposture S. till terror credits, Q. Mai, II. 160.

:|:Reckinir> »• intr. caring, heeding.
yet rccAi'Bf not of good or ill CeM«, IV. ii. 11.

Reckoned, pp. esteemed, considered.
Who henceforward must be reckoned .... Peter, Prol. 18.

Reckoning', n. calculation, computation.
If it be left out of his r^c^(3«ZM_^, i*'a«j/, 11. 343.

JReclaim, ». /r. (1) recover, get again.
The owner, coming to recto'jM his pelf, . . Circumst. >,.

(2) bring back.
I might reclaim him from this dark estate

:

. Julian, 574.
Reclaimed, pp. restored or replaced.
Vever to be reclaimed.

. . Mont B. 114.
*Reclaimin?, ppl. adj. improving.
Yet unsubdued by man's reclaiming hand. . . DisTnon, 11. 237.

^ ti IV . 11 „ „ . Q. Mab, IX. 145.
"Recline, v. mtr. (1) rest, repose.
That bade me >-a/2»« on the shore ; . . . M. N. Ravail, i<
And I will reclitte on thy marble neck . 95.
(2) Fig. rest, remain.

And languidly at length recline . . . . Rosal 471
Reclined, v. I. tr. reposed.
Upon an ivied stone Reclined his languid head, Alastor, 635.

II. intr. rested, lay down.
so I reclined Amidst a group, Laon, v Ivii 7We reached our home . . . and on our bridal couch

reclined. VI. liv. 9.
III. refl. lay down.

He spake, reclined him on death's bloody bed, M. N. Post. Fr. 21.
Reclined, pp. in recumbent position.

Broad, red, radiant, half reclined . ... Eug. Hills loi.
Cytlma sate reclined Beside me Laon, xll. xviii.'2.

•Reclining, /r.///e. recumbent.
Reclining as they ate V. liv. 7.

Recognize, v. tr. admit, acknowledge.
I do not recognise among the Gods The God . . Calderon, 1. 118.

Recognized, v. tr. knew, identified.
The Spirit's intellectual eye Its kindred beings r. Q. Mab, ri. 99.
'Midst whom I quickly recognised the heirs Of

Caesar's crime Triumph, 283.
Recoil, V. intr. Fig. start back.
The meteors of midnight recoil ho^a his figure, M.N.Spec. Hors.a,\.

^Recollect, v. tr. (11 call to mind, remember.
It is a passage, if I »-«OTac^ it right, Calderon, I. liA.
(2) keep in mind.

One thing, I pray you, recollect henceforth, . . Cenci, I. i. 59.
^Recollected, ^//. adj. remembered.
These recollecUdflesisaTesI Gisb. 102.
Turned by thy smile ... to recollected gladness. . Prom. I. 771.

Recollection, «. remembrance.
And arose in her mind every dear recollection i . St. fr. (6) II. 3.

Recollections, ». remembrances of things.

He ha.da.\so dim recollections Peter, v. xii. i.

Recommend, v. tr. call favourable attention to.

Allov/ me nov/ to recommend thia dish— ._ . (Edipus, 11. ii. 22

.

Recompense, n. a reward for something done or suffered,

requital.

Of yea.rs of toil in recompense^ Calderon, II. lys.

and find it's recom. In that just expectation.— Gisb. 240.
this must be Our chastisement or recompense— . Julian, 484.
there is some ^fffl3?«^tf«jrf For hope . . . Z,flo«, VII. xxxvi. ,.

Such is the tyrant's recompense : Prom. I. 388.

Recompense, v. tr. reward, requite.
Your love, and recoTnpense the boon with mine ; Alastor, 4.
Quickly enough to r^cow/^Mje our pain, . ILom.Merc.'l.yiXXlv.^.

Recompensed, //. compensated, requited.
Then, had no great aim recompensed my sorrov/, Laon, II. xix. i.

Reconcile, v. refl. justify.

reconcile thyself with thine own heart .... Cenci, I. i. 36.
Reconciled,//. (1) accustomed.
To which I grow half recoww'/tfrf. 11. ii. 118.
I roamed, to storm and darkness reconciled ; . Zmoh, I. xxxvi. 5.

(2) made friends.

fraternal bands were ;'tfC(7MCz'/eflr that day. . . . v. xiii. 9.
Those bloody bands so lately reconciled, , . v. xvii. 2.

(3) in accord.
his heart seems reconciled To all things and itself, XII. iii, 8.
But for such faith with nature ?'£co««&(ar/ . . . Mont B. ig.
The dove and the serpent reconciled! .... Ode, Arise, 42.

Reconciles, v. tr. restores to friendship and amity.
some parent fondly recon. Her warring children, Laon, v. Iv. 4.

Reconciling, pr. pple. conciliating, accommodating.
before the shame Of reconciling me with him . Calderon, 11. 128.

Reconciling, ppl. adj. (1) submissive.
Which might have quenched in reconcil. prayers Cenci, V. i. 17.

(2) mingling, confusing.
One spark may mix in rtfco««7£'«^ ruin . . , Hellas, 119.
And reconciling factions wet their lips . , . Marenghi, V. 1.

Record, n. (1) a memory or memorial.
keep A rfic(7rrf of the wrongs Adon. Cane. \\.
Keeps rtfcorf^ of the trophies won from thee, . . Alastor, 25.
That record shall remam Laon, ix. xxxi. 6
Have left a >-«OT»-rf there To testify . . Q. Mab, Vil.^S.
there stood In record of a sweet sad story, . . Rosal. 1052.

(2) a register or chronicle.
Written as in a record; Calderon, 11. 163.
No ^'^coraT of his crime remains in story, . . . Marenghi, XL. \.

Record, v. tr. chronicle, celebrate.
I will record the same . Ode Lib. I. 15.

Recorded, ppl. adj. chronicled.
Into Eternity, where recorded time, . . . Seems

but a pomt Prom. 1. 417.
Records, n. (1) written documents, chronicles.
My parchments and all records of my wealth, . Cenci, IV. i 58
Yes, from the records of my youthful state, . Laon, iv. xii. i.

(2) inscribed memorials.
Sculpturing records for each memory In verse, . Dcemon I 259

(3) memorials.
'

Remain the records of their vain endeavour. Int. Beauty III 4Recover, v. tr. regain.
'

perhaps I may recover my lost appetite,— . CBdipus, 11 ii. 10
Recreant, ailj. false, apostate.
recreant Austria loves thee as the Grave Loves

Pestilence, Hellas, 312.
'Recreated, pp. revived, formed anew.

All things are recreated, ...
. Damon, II. 52.

i— " .. " ^,,>' ,.-.. .... Q. Mab,v\n.vyj.
Recreating, ppl. adj. revising,
nature soon, with recreating hand, Will blot . . vi s,6

Recur, v. intr. (1) return mentally.
'

'

these recur Chastened by deathful victory now, . Otho ill e
(3) be heard again. • •

.t

One tone, which never can recur, has cast, . Woodman 66
''Recurred, v. mtr. was repeated.
And desperation's hope in many hearts recurred. Laon, vi. viii

Recurs, v. mtr. (1) comes back again.
'

the present now recurs Damon, 11. 235.

(2) resounds.
S- ^a*, ix. .43.

A sound from there, Rosalind dear, . . . recurs, . Rosal. 65Red, adj. A. Lit. a colour, used to express many shades
where'er The rerf volcano overcanopies . . . . Alastor Siwhen ^erf morn Made paler the pale moon, . . ' i„He fled. J?<!rfmorning dawned upon his flight, . 25,
leaves, whose decay, R., yellow, or etherially pale, Si.beside the j-erf fire-light, Cw/ ,78
Sliare in the blinding him with the red brand ? '. —— Am
It IS delightfully r-<rarhot g°-
With the green ivy and the r<r<ir wall-flower, .

' Damon 11 ,ofiSatan poked his ^^af nose into crannies so small, Devil vn\^Broad, »-«rf, radiant, half reclined .... ' Eu^ Hin\,^,And thenar and goiden vines, . . .

• '^"g- Hills, loi.

^«rf with mankind's unheeded gore. .
• p„,,__. '99-

Theblank unwelcome roundoff «rf moon,' ; fausf, n\g.
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A melancholy light, like the red dawn, . ,

A red mouse in the middle of her slneing
One saw a red cross stamped upon the sun

,

Ho, there ! bring torches, sharpen those r. stakes.

Ana the red tower looked grey, ....
reared on high His rerf ana burning crest, .

the ^tfi^ commotion Of waves like mountains
A blood red Comet and the Morning Star .

Beneath whose spires, which swayed in the red
light

And its red light made morning pallid now, .

his eyeballs wide and red Turned
when the red moon on high Pause ere
And his /iffi/ hell's undying snakes among . .

brings To the stall, r^a with blood
;

tossed restlessly Tn the red Heaven, , . .

Dart the rec^ lightning, . .

Through the redvcAs,\. their domes did quiver.
A light that made the earth grow red; . . .

The fisher basks beside his red firelight. . .

from their red feet the streams run gory ! . .

Yellow, and black, and pale, and hectic red^ .

grub With filthy snouts my ret/ potatoes up .

which make His little body like a r^iiif balloon,
The impudent lamps ! for they blushed not rm^
And their young boars white and red rags,

On his ^aa gridiron of brass. . *.

Leave the bed, low, cold, and red^ . . .

By the red light of their own burning homes.
And the lamp was burning red
As buds grow red when tne snow-storms flee, .

And when the red morning is brightning . .

Like the last glare of day's red agony, . . .

red the gaze That flashes desolation, ....
Crushed not the arm red-wiih her dearest blood,

that dark ^e^smoke Blotting the silver moon ?

Hell, a red gulph of everlasting fire, .

i?tf(f glows the tyrant's stamp-mark ....
the redsinA. baleful sun
their hands are red with guiltless blood, . .

Whilst the redcro'^j in mockery of peace,
and, whilst one hand was red With murder, .

With the green ivy and the r?ff wall-flower.

Whose iron thongs are red with human gore ?

In hell's red lakes immortally,
Lo, where red mominff thro' the woods
the leaves, brown, yellow, and gr^yi S-^d redy

Wrinkling their red gills the while— ....
Where patriotism red with his gpilt-reeking gore.
The rea swift clouds of the humcane . . .

Round the red west when the sun dies in it : .

Round the red anvils you might see them stand

B. J^i^. (1) bloody, sanguinary,
from the ret/ field Of slaughter, ....
who spread their feast on the red earth, . .

Or the red scaffold, as our country bends,
I beheld Their red swords flash

swift bolt overthrew, Or the red swords . .

(2) the fire from the cannon.
The red cannon flashed fast From the lee.

at intervals The red artillery's bolt .

It rapt us from red gulphs of war. . . .

(3) fierce, angry.
For the red plague kept state

For wrath's red^re. had withered in the eye,

as man-milliner To red Bellona, . . .

Sed-hot, adj. made red with heat.

With red-hot iron on the cheek and forehead,
and made red hot The points of spits, . .

Bedeexn, v. tr. win back, regam.
which thou wouldst redeem from me ? . . , . Prol. Hellas^ 128.

Bedeemed, pp. spared, saved.
My creed should have redeem., me from repenting, Julian^ 332.

Sedeemer, n. Jesns Christ.

when our great Redeemer^ when our God, . . . Ch. 1st, II. 247.

Bedeemin^, pr. pple. making amends for.

r«&ewi«^ native vice ; IVt'tch, xviii. 5.]

Redemption, n. (1) atonement.
Thrusts the redemption of its wickedness :— . . Z^on, IV. xxii. 4.

(2) ransom, release.

and with earnest mind Fed hopes of its redem,p., Otho^ III. 5.

*Bedesceud, v. intr. to come again.

To redescendf and trample out the spark. . . Prom. III. i, 24.

IJiBeduess, adj. the red colour.

we see the rerfwtfjj of the torches Inflame the night Ch. ist, i. n8.
*BedoTibliug, pr. pple. being shot back.
massive bolts redoubling Beneath the deep

—

Bedress, n. reparation, compensation.
There then is no redress for me, at least .

0\\, vaost zs&wxcA redress I

Redress most swift and sure
Think not But that there is redress . . .

To the redress of an unwonted crime, . .

*Bedresser, n. avenger.
For thy victim is no redresser / Casil. Adm. III. 2,

Bednce, v. tr. (1) bring back.
who would reduce a verdict of 'guilty, death,' . Ch, 1st, 11. 396.

Faust, II. 98.
II- 373.

Hellas, 603.

970.
Julian, I3^S-

iMon, I. xii. 9.

I. XV, %,.

I. XXVI. 5.

V. liv. 6.

VI. iv. 2.

vr. xlv. 2.

VII. xxii. 6.

VIII. viii. 3.

X. V. 5.

XI. ii. 9.

M. N. Despair, 23.

Mar. Dr. Vlll. 0.

XII. 2.

Marenghi, xxv. 6.

. Naples, 148.

Ode W. lVind,l.4.
(Edipus, I. 24.

1. 187.
I. 235.
1. 300.

Peter, Vll. xiv. 5.

Prom-. I. 504.
1.615.

1.724.
I. 791.

• II. iv. 165.

III. ii. 7.

Q. Mab, III. 144.
III. igo.

IV. 34.
IV. 214.
IV. 230.
VI. 45.
VII. 45-
VII. 219.

VII. 239.
IX. 117.

IX. 188.

Rosal. 864.
124.0,

Sensit. PL III. 34.
Similes, III. 5.

Tear, 11. 4,

Two Spirits, 21.

Witch, III. 4.
LXXV. 3.

. Alastor, 614.
, Hellas^ 256.
. Julian, 375.
. Loon, VI. V. 3.

. VI. xiv. 8.

. Fugitives, II. 14.

. L.aon, VI. iv. 9.

. Front. I. 527.

. Ch. ist, I. 9.

. Loon, IX. X. 7-

. (Edipus^ I. 413.

. Ch. \st. III. 4.

. Cycl. 384.

, Laon, VII. xi. 1.

Cenci, 11. ii. 43.
III. i. 166.

. III. i. 191.
III. i. 194.
IV. iv. 121.

^2) lower or bring down.
Who so fit to reduce it as I ? . . . , « , , . (Edipus, I. 264.

*Bedticed, pp. brought down.
If you, Cardinal Camillo, were reduced 2X once . Cenci II. ii. 13.

*Be-eclioed, //. Fig. reverberated.
From land to land re-echoed solemnly, .... Naples, 103.

Beed, n. A. Lit. a fragile hollow-stemmed plant {genus
arundd).

Shakes like a reed'va. the unheeding storm, . , Fr. Byron, 2.

I pursued a maiden and clasped a reedj , . . Pan, III. 7.

B. Fig. anything fragile or undependable.
If he had changjed one unsustaining reed . . . Julian, 5^8.
Whose sceptre is a reed, Prol. Hellas, 123.

the broken reed Which pierces thee!-..., 123.

Beeds, «. (1) pi. of Reed. A. Lit,

Beside a sluggish stream among the reeds. , . Alastor, 276.

And fastened the cut stems of reeds within, . Hom. Merc. Vlll. 3
All overgrown with reeds 2iXid long rank grasses, Marenghi,'S.\v,^.
The wind in the reeds and the rushes, .... Pan, I. 6.

Like reeds which quiver in impetuous floods ; . Pr. Atfuin. I. 64.
And bulrushes, and reeds of such deep green . . Question, IV. 7.

Move, as reeds in a single stream ; Sensit. PL I. 93.
The river, and the corn-fields, and the reeds ; . . Suntmer, 8.

(2) musical pipes.

would break Her bow and wingfed reeds, . . . Adonais, XI. 7.

Beek, n. vapour, exhalation.
above the reek of mortal fame, Cenci, V. iii. 32.

"SLeeyiXnZ, pr. pple. smoking, steaming.
Nor a yelling vampire reeking with gore ; . M. N. Spec. Hors. 13.

BeekizL^, ppl. adj. (1) steaming, emitting vapour.
the reeking remnants cast Of these dead limbs,— Hellas, 434.

(2) noisome.
from the rB£^/«f hospital, Alastor, 615.

Beel, V. intr. A. Lit. stagger, move unsteadily.
his footsteps reel On the fresh blood— . , . Laon, X. viii. 4.
Who gorge before they reel to bed . . . . Peter, III. vii. 4.

B. Fig. appear to move unsteadily.
and the stars reel and swim, Cloud, 61.

the constellations reel and dance Like fire-flies— Witch, xxvill. 5.

Beelinff , pr. pple. (1) staggering.
A wretched woman reeling by, Gisb. 269.

(2) moving unsteadily.
Seemed reeling through the storm Pr. Athan. II. ii. 30.

Beels, V. intr. Fig. (1) spins, goes on.
I Slide giddily as the world reels Cenci, III. i. 12.

(2) staggers.
and each one reels Under the load Prom. II. iv. 22.

(3) faints.

his fevered brain Reels dizzily awhile : , . . . Q. Mab, iil. 59.

Befer, v. tr. (1) leave.
Let us refer it to dispute Calderon, 1. 105.

(2) defer to another for determination.
You may refer the merits of the case ; . . I. 255.

Befined, v. tr. purified, improved.
and ^-^^Kft/Those new creations, Peter, IV. Jx. 3.

*Befininff, v. tr. purifying, improving.
Yet raising, sharpening, and refinittg each \ . • Q- Mab, Vlii. 139.

Beflect, V. tr. mirror.
the clouds of eve R. unmoved the lingering beam IV, 23,

*Beflected, pp, A. Zit. mirrored, imaged.
eyes, Reflected in the crystal calm Alastor, 408.
I saw my countenance refleeted xtoRxe

;
— ... ZMon, IV. xxix. 1.

B. Fig. (1) flashing, shining.
delight i?«^£i7/e(/ from a thousand hearts . . . Ginevra, no.
Like lightning, from his leaden lance Reflected, . Ode Lib. X. S.

(2) reproduced,
drank the love men see Reflected in their race, . Front, II, iv. 84.

*Beflected, ppi. adj. A. Lit. mirrored, imaged.
through the reflected lines Of his thin hair, . . . Alas^r, 470.
Amid reflected Bt^rs that in the waters lay. , . Laon, I. xxii. 9.

B. Fig. reproduced, returned.
Which is indeed but the reflected ray Yet look, 3.

J:Beflecting', pr. pple. A. Lit. mirroring.;

Reflecting, yet distorting every cloud, .... Alastor, 385.
Reflecting every herb and drooping bud . . 501.
Beneath the clear surface reflecting it . . . Vis. Sea, 131.

B. Fig. (1) representing mentally.
That face within their brain reflecting, .... Peter^ vi. x. 4.

(2) casting as a shadow.
Now dark—now glittering—now rejlect. gloom— Mont B. 3,

(3) showing, evidencing.

reflecting the deep joy And tender love .... Orpheus, 64.

(4) flashing forth as from a mirror.

a sea reflecting love ; . . .
^

Prom. IV. 384.
Beflection, n. Fig. (1) an image or appearance mirrored or

cast back.
It is the white reflexion of your own Cend, iv. ii. 21.

(2) reproduction.

a tender Reflection of the eternal Moon of Love . Epips. 118.

(3) afterthought, consideration.

Reaction, you may come to-morrow, .... Jane^ Invitn, 33,
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Reflections, n. (1) mirrored reproductions.
and reflections Of every infant flower .... Unf. Dr. 22$.

(2) meditations. .

reflections Old parsons make in burying-grounda. I^ter^ v. xii. 4.

Beflects, v. tr. A, Lit. mirrors.
the darker lake J?tf/?|S<:/j it

:

Proin. \\. \. 2\.

Which then reflects its eyes and forehead mild ; . St, Epips. 24.

B. Fig. (1) reproduces.
Reflects its tint and blushes into love DcBmon, 11. 68.

; >. „ ., „ „ . . . . Q. Mab,vin. 12^.

(2) mirrors mentally.
Whose calm reflects all moving things .... Laon^ vii. xxxi. 6.

Reflex, n. a reproduced idea or image.
like the rff^Ke:*: of a thousand minds Pr.Athan.\\.\.$.
Where I lay like the reflex of the moon . . . Prom. III. iv. 6^.

Beflexiou, (See Reflection.)

^Befluence, n. the backward flow,
like the refiuence of a mighty wave Laon^ Xll. ix, 7.

tBeforni, n. political improvement or amendment.
the state of England . . . Cries for reforin . . . CA. is^, 11. 163.
Boeotia, choose reform or civil war

!

(Bdipus, l. 113.

Thebes, choose reform or civil war-y ... . II. i. 153.

Beformed, pp, converted from ill ways.
you give out that you have half reforjned me, . Cenci, i. i. 74.
Peter was quite reformed. Peter., i. i. 5.

:t:Befra£tory, ^{^'.contumacious, obstinate.
a forced loan from the refr&ciory city, .... Ch. ist^ II. 286.

Befrain, v. intr. forbear,, abstain.
I refrain From that sweet sleep fiilian., 498.
made my heart refrain From seeking her . . jLaon^ V. Ivii. 6.

:I:Be£i:eslied, //. stimulated, invigorated.
The roots will be ?'e/>-fij^rf with civil blood; . . Ck. ist^ i. 11.

and awake refreshed and calm ... ... Prom. il. i. 39.

*Befreslimeut, n. bodily sustenance.
As soon as you have taken some refreshment^ . Cenci^ IV. iv. 165.

Beft, pp. taken away, carried off.

when all Is reft at once, A/astor, 714.
from their wonted loves and native land Are reft, Laon, viii, xxiv. 8.

Befu^e, n. A. Lit, (1) a place of asylum or retreat.

What hope of refuge, or retreat, or aid ? . . Hellas, 387.
of that azure sea a silent refuge make Laon, xil. xl. 9.
bears him on To his refuge and ruin Vis. Sea, 157.
Thou hast like to a rock-built refuge stood . Wordsworth, 9.

(2) shelter or protection for the body.
Seeking their food or refuge there Laon,V.Son^,$.ii.
Each one from fear unknown a sudden r. seeks— VI. ii. 9.

And never dreamed of hope, or refuge until now. -^— viii.xxiii.9.

Refuge in the lynx's lair, Love, Hope, 52.

B. Fig. a mental or moral asylum, protection or con-

solation.
who planned This refuge for his memory, . . . Adonais, l. 5.

in thy bosom I seek a refuge CalderoH, il. 80.

I find a refuge in thy favour II. 190.
seek ^£^^(g from these extremes ill. 177.

No refuge in this merciless wide world? . . Cenci, i, iii. 107.

your firm mind Has been our only refuge . . . li. i. 49.
le.st death itself Might be no r.?/^^(ff III. i. 150.

You, but one refuge from ills ill endured ; . III. 1. 202.

The jiiy^M^tf of dishonourable death v. ii. 58.

All ref€ge, all revenge, all consequence, . . . V. iii. 82.

No hope ! No refuge I O, weak, wicked tongue . v. iii. 97.
How beyond refuge I am thine Epips. 51.

A Solitude, a ^£/m^c, a Delight? 64.
To find refuge from distress ^'^g- Hills, 32.

A third exclaimed, There is a refuge, tyrant, . . Hellas, 393.
from which they sought Such refuge after death ! Laon^ ii. vii, 8."

Each from the other sought refuge in solitude. . II. xlix. g.

did I shun Its presence, nor seek r.sNith the dead ill. xx. 8.

Refuge from the keen looks which thro' his bosom V. xxix. 9.

they sought and they could find No refuge— . x. xxvi. 5.

death was no more refuge or rest; XI. ix. i.

Your refuge, your defence lies fallen Prom., i. 311.

From which there is no refuge, ....... I. 364.
"No refuge! no appeal

!

III. i. 70.

The gates of that dark refuge closed, .... Rosal. 407.
he had refuge sought In love 756.

Were it not a sweet refuge, Emily, . . . . Si. Epips. 170.

A refuge in the cavern of grey death ? . . . Ye hasten, 12.

Befu^e, V. tr. afford an asylum to.

The City that did refuge thee; Eug. Hills, 205.

Td refuge her when weak and old Rosal. 535.

^BefnlffexLce, n. brightness, splendour.
Who came on the refulgence of your sphere. . . Dante Conv. 12.

^Befulgfeut, adj. brilliant.

Have sunk, extinct in their refulgent prime ; . . Adonais, v. 7.

Befuse, n, worthless part.

The ytf/MJfi of society, . . . Q. Mab,\V.\%\.

Befuse, v. tr. decline to do, grant, or act.

That would refuse, but can no more. To bend, . Calderon^ II. 5.

I see not how he could refuse it—yet Cenci, II. ii. 53.

Refuse to obey her canons Ch. 1st, II. 224.

O, refuse the boon 1 .- ^ Exhortation, 27.

and the Georgians Refuse their living tribute. . Hellas, 587.
. lips and heart refuse to part again Laon, vi. xliii. 7.

did refuse To climb the pyre, Laon, xii. xiv. 5,

And sigh for pleasure they refuse to gfive,— . . Q. Mab, V. 242.

And therefore sternly did refuse To hnk me . . Rosal. 53.

Befused, v. tr. declined, forbore.

But sternly she refused the ills of Love, . . . Horn. Venus, 22.

but he refused 'l:\\e birthright of their being, . Prom. 11. iv. 38.

Befused, pp. denied.
And soon I could not have refused her— . . . Laon, II, xxvii. i.

That will not be ?'s/«^je(3r its offering. 0£ho,ll.S.

Befiises, v. tr. declines, forbears from.
Refuses stern her heaven-born embrace. . . . Orpheus, 17.

^Befatation-tiGrht, c. adj. impossible to be refuted.

you might Make such a system refutatioH-iight fulian, 194.

*Beffaiued, pp. won back.
Long lost, late won, and yet but half regained! Naples, 58,

Begral, adj. (1) royal.
Shall stand unnoticed in the regal hall Q. Mab, III. 135.

(2) kinglike, above his fellows.
and one Of regal port has cast himself .... Hellas, S36.

(3) grand, glorious.
A rare and regal -^r^y He hath prepared, . . . Alastor, 619-

Beg-ard, n. (1) look, glance,
when his r. Was raised by intense pensiveness, . Alastor, 488.
He shrinks from her regardWM.^ autumn's leaf . Cenci, V. li. 114.
Between the sly, fierce, wild regardof^Wt, . . v. ii. 155.,

her dearest self from my regard cor\c^B\\ng. . . Laon, xi. iv. 9.
its regard Is wild and quick, ........ Prom. 11. i. 128*

(2) respect, relation.
Even all that he demands in their regard— . . Cenci, I. iii. 28.

(3) admiration, esteem.
But such is my regard that nor your power . . Sonn. Byron^ 8.

Be^ard, v. tr. (1) consider, look upon.
Which free-born pigs regard vA\h jealous eyes, . CEdipus, II. i. 14.
regard this Earth Made multitudinous .... Prom. I. 4.
Re_gardX\]LQ. shapes in an enchanter's glass ; . . iv. 213.

(2) have relation to.

They are, what that which they regard appears, Hellas, 798.

Begfarded, v^ tr. (1) concerned, had relation to.

'Twixt good or evil, as regardedme Cenci, v. iv. 84.
(2) considered, wert mindful of.

Whilst thou alone, then not regarded, . . . . M. W. G. ill. 1.

*Beffardless, adj. heedless, careless.
Or, with most sullen and regardless hate, . . . Orpheus, 16.

Begards, n, looks.
He whom . . . regards must kill Dante Conv. 36.

Begards, v. tr. concerns, interests.
And what may follow now regards not me. . . Cenci, rv. iv. 47.
thesovereign'spleasureAnd that which it rtf^a^^, Ch. ist, 11.20.

*Begardst, v. tr. considerest.
thou Regardst them all with an impartial eye, . Q. Mab, VI. 216.

'^Begeucy, n. vice-royalty.
Shall muse in visioned Regency, Carlton, 3.

*Beg'eueratiozi, n. restoration to perfection.
Will undertake regeneration's work, . . . . Q. Mab, vi. 43.

Be^euts, n. rulers, those who influence.
So ye, bright regents, with alternate sway . . . Epips. 360.
they the regents are Of the four elements . . . Love, Hope, 9.

Be^imeuts, n. a military organization of men.
^ until I can bring oyer The Irish regiments : . . Ch. 1st, ii. 350.
Do the troops mutiny?—decimate some regim.; CEdipus^ I. 103.

Beglon, n. a district of country, larger or smaller.
Overgrows this region's foison, Bug. Hills, 228.
There lies an antique region, ProL Hellas, 32.
Beyond the region of dissolving rains, .... Rosal. 1296.
lone r.. Where power's poor dupes and victims . Ch. 1st, iv. 2^.

Batons, n. (1) indicating the whole universe.
Through all the regions which he shines upon. . Witch, xxi. 8.

(2) applied to this world generally.
Too pure for these regions, to gleam in the skies. Tear, i. 7.

(3) certain undefined tracts of this earth.
Regions^hXokv groan beneath the Antarctic stars, Laon,Y.Son^,6.6.
By winds from distant regions meeting there, . ix. xii. 2.

from regions far away, Had tracked ... . x. xiv. 4.
down the aerial regions Of the white Alps, . . Naples, 140.

(4) indicative of the upper air.

From the silver regions of the milky way;— . . Gisb. 285.
In the calm regions of the orient day ! . . . . Ode Lib. x. 5.

Bright are the regions of the air, ...... Xwo Spirits, 5.

(5) applied to the emotions, imagination, &c.
And happy j'fi^'ijKj of eternal hope Dmmon,\i.2^.

„ „ „ „ Q. Mab, IX. 163.
Hast thou loved?—Then depart from these regions

of hate, Death, Dial. 2T.
Far away into the regions dim Of rapture— . . Fr. Sing. 3.

(6) applied to another state of being.

It was not a fiend from the regions of hell . M. N. Spec. Hors. 10;

That will hail their blest ad\'ent to regions above. Death, Dial, 24.

Begistered, pp. Fig. recorded,

where the vows of happy love Are registered, . Q, Mab^ VI. an.

4 B
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*BegTet, n. (1) sorrow for a thing past.
Not a groan of regret^ not a sigh, not a breath, - Death, Dial. 9,

Or turn regret to hope ;
Fr. Satire^ 22.

and yet regret. Unlike this day St. Dejection, v. 6.

But regret is an insult—to grieve is in vain : . . I^ear, III. 5.

There IS ris^re/, almost remorse^ .... Time longpast^ \ll. i.

And the regret they leave remains alone. . . . Wiim, xiv. 8.

(2) dissatisfaction.

Of the regret that pleasure leaves, Lerici, 51.

(3) a sorrowful remembrance.
Move one regret lot his unhonoured name . . . Sonn. Byron, 12.

*BegTet, V. tr. (1) feel other than gratified at.

Do you rK^^tf^ My victory ? Calderon, i. 201.

I should not regret this despotism Of spirits, . . Faust, II. 361.

(2) lament.
For that fair lady, whom thou dost regret, . . Dante Conv. 42.

*Be^ets, «. feelings of sorrow or sadness for things past.

with little to recall Regrets for the ^een cpuntry. Julian, 558.
Regrets which glide through the spirit's gloom, . Past, II. 4.
bitterness of soul, Pining r.^ and vain repentances, Q. Mab, V. 246.

*Begrets, v. tr. feels vexation at.

Who but regrets a check In rivalry of wit? , . Calderon, I. 202.

itBe^iilar, adj. unvarying, even.
the ri^^iar breath Of innocent dreams arose : . Alastor, 136.
Doth Henry hear her regular pulses throb, . . D(sntcn^ I. 34.

Rehearsed, v. intr. repeated, recited.

Whether he talked, wrote, or rehearsed— . . . Peter, vil. xi. 3.

Behearsed, pp. practised experimentally.
I have rehearsed ^1^ entire scene CEdipus, II, ii. 72.

Beign, n. (1) period of supreme authority.
Has yet been ours since your reign begun. . . i. 48.

(2; mode or manner of rule.

Whose r^z^ff is men's salvation CA. u/, II. 481.

(3) sway, influence, dominion.
Whose reign is in the tainted sepulchres, . . . Dcsfnony I. 10.

\, „ „ „ ,, ... Q. Mab, I. 10.

Tho it might shake the Anarch Custom^s reign, Laon, Ded. x. 5.

Who shook with mortal spells his undefended r. ? x. xxxvi. 9.
Disputes her silent reign Lave, 24.
Didst thou lament the ruin of thy reign, . . , Ode Lib. Vlli. 4.
the stamp-mark of her r«^« ^. ^a^, V. 188.

(4) a period under a particular influence.
Until diminished by the reign of night. . . . ASollo^ III. 6.

The changing seasons, winter's leafless reign, . Q. Mab, vi. 96.

„ „ „ J, „ „ . Superstition, 25.
The owlet night resumes his reign— Reniembr. II. 2.

(5) domain or kingdom.
His reign and dwelling beneath nether skies, . . Laon, i. xxx. 8.

the pole, Nature's remotest reign— I, xlviii. 4.
The treasure of the secrets of its reign Xriumph, 273.

Bei^n, v. intr, (1) exercise sovereign authority.
The Princess shall espouse, and r. an equal King ! Laon^ x. xli. p.
Islam must fall, but we will reign together . . Hellas, 887.
while thou must reign on high Prom. I. 281.
They last while Jove must reign : I. 415,
to be Omnipotent but friendless is to reign; . . 11. iv. 49.

(2) have supreme influence or sway.
The spirit which doth reign within these limbs . Cenci, iv. ill. 63.
to consume and overwhelm. And reign in ruin. . Hellas, 281.
Hast thou made reign and triumph, Prom. i. 10.

(3) prevail.

And tempests reign above Iwould, 4,
No more shall death, and desolation reign ? , M. N". Post. Fr. 44.
In piggish souls can prepossessions reign ? . . CSdtpus, li. i. 77.

Beiffned, v. intr. (1) held supreme authority, ruled.
The ruins of the city where he reigned .... Hellas, 573.
And Jove now reigned; Front. I'l. iv. 49.
Before Jove reigned It loved our sister Asia, . . iii. iv. 15.

(2) had influence.

Who reigned, before Religion made men blind
;

Julian, 189.

'BLeigialTig, pr. pple. having sway or influence.
reigning o'er a world of woe, Laon^ i. xxvii. 4.

Bei^ns, v. I. tr. represses, keeps in subjection.
but who reigns down Evil Prom. II. iv. 100.

II. intr. (1) exercises supreme authority.
reconciling me with him who reigns Calderon, II. 128.
The falsehood and the force of him who reigns . Prom. I. 127.

He reigns. I feel, I know it : who ? He reigns. . 11. iv. 31,

(2) has sway or influence, prevails.

but his clear Sprite Yet reigns o'er earth ; . . . Adonais, iv. 9.
Where now reigns vanity— Ch. \st, I. 10.

The silver lightnings of the evening star . . . Tell
that the north wind reigns in the upper air. iv. 10.

Truth . . . o'er his lost empire reigns I . . . Laon, V. SQng.6.\^.
Where reigns a Cretan-tongued panic, .... Peter, III. xiii. 3.

*Be-illu]ue, v. tr. Fig. cause to be seen.

darkness re-il. . . . the least Of heaven's . . . eyes Triumph, 391.
*BeUliimed, //. Fig. revived, restored.
The vital fire Seemed reillum^d Mother^ Son^ V. 6.

*ifceillTunlned, v. tr. Fig. brightened, revived.
rff«7/«ffizwtf</ His fading lineaments.— .... Q. Mab, Vll. 180.

Be-ijuag-es, v. tr. reflects, mirrors.
Re-images the eastern gloom Q. Mab, vi. 8,

Laon, VI. xliii. 4.
XII. xiii. 5.

I. 205.

Beiu, n. bridle.
Bent his thin head to seek the brazen rein,
the brazen rein she flung Upon his neck,

Bein, v. tr. restrain, curb.
They ride on them, and r. their headlong speed, Prom. If. ii. 80.

iBeined, v. tr. restrained or guided.
As that which reined the coursers of the air, . . Q. Mab, I. 76.

*Beinless, adj. unrestrained.
lo ! with reinless speed Laon, vi. xix. x.

Beius, n. bridles or guiding strings.
reins of light Check their unearthly speed ; . . Deemon, i. 65.
And lightly shook the reins : Laon, vi. xxi. 3.
And stop obedient to the reins of light : . . , Q. Mab, i. 62.
the Queen Shaking the beamy reins

iBeject, V. tr. (1) refuse to receive, decline.
dost thou r^7££/it? My soul is offetEd! .... Calderon^ \l. 21.

The worship the heart lifts above And the Heavens
reject not, One word, 11. 4.

(2) decline the addresses of.

Floro and Lelio did I not r^/kc/^ Calderon, Ul. %i.

'^'Bejected, ppl. adj. (I) denied, renounced.
With vague surmises oi rejected cT\vaQ\ .... Cenci^ iv. iv. 151.

(2) disregarded, uncared for.

Like the world's rc/or/tf^ guest, . . , Worlds Wanderers,\ll.£.
Bejects, v. tr. has natural aversion to.

Nature rejects the monarch, not the man ; . . , Q. Mab, III. 170.

Bejoice, v. intr. feel glad or joyful.
he should then rejoice Cend, I. iii. 30.
Rejoice with me—my heart is wondrous glad. . i. iii, 50.
Although I must rejoice, for justest cause, . . . iv. iv. 147.
and rejoice When they did answer thee ; . . . Coleridge, 10.
If the land, . , , Re. not when spring approaches, . Ginevra, 203.
We did not rejoice in thee, Ginevra ! 204.
But never did my inmost soul rejoice . . . Horn. Merc. Lxxvil. 5.
then make Thy heart r. for dead Marenghi's sake. Marenghi, x. 6.
Rejoice to hear what yet ye cannot speak. . . . Prom. i. 2^.We knew not that : Sisters, rejoice, rejoice I . . I. 4^3.
Rejoice! henceforth I am omnipotent. . . .

Bejoiced, v. intr. (1) was glad or joyful.
wise Jove rejoiced to view
I rejoiced, as if the boon Of senseless death

(2) Fig. of inanimate things.
And earth, rejoiced with new-bom liberty, .

iJ^ozisffi^ in the sound of her ffentle feet ; . . . .^„™„. ^ ... ,..

Afi things rejoiced beneath the sun ;..... Summer, 7.

"Re^oidsig, pr. pple. (1) feeling happy or joyful.
Calm and rejoicing In the fearful war .... Alastor, 326.
Rejoicing like a cloud ofmom Con. Sing. IV. 7.
birds rejoicing in the golden day, Hellas, 298.
The saifors rest, rejoicing in the sight, .... Ho7n. Castor, 21.
Rejoicing in their wind-outspeeding wings, . Horn. Merc. xciv. 2.
o'er the waves we go Rejoicing, Laon, ix. ii. 8.

(2) Fig. appearing joyous or glad.
sprang forth R£Joicing in his splendour, . . . Triumph, 3.

S,e30ici3ig,ppl. adj. Fig. pleasant orjoyous-looking, gladsome.
To meet thee over the rejoicing plain, .... Laon, ii.xxxviii.5.
Henceforth the sun of this rejoicing worid ; . . Prom. 11. iv. 127.

*Bejoined, v. intr. answered in return.
It remains to know, I then rejoined, Julian, 180.

*Bekindle, v. tr. Fig. renew, begin again.
Or wouldst rekindle the . . . strife Prol. Hellas, 130.

^Bekindled, v. tr. Fig. renewed, revived.
^tf>6/«if&rf all the fading melodies, Adonais, II. y.

Belapse, n. (1) a reversion to a former state.
joy, whose glimpses oft Were quenched in a rel. Laon, iii. xxxiii.2.

(2) used in the sense of reprieve or pause.
Yet,—^yet—one brief relapse, xii. xvi. 1.

Belate, v. tr. tell, or describe.
I will relate the cause, Calderon, I. 260.
and relate The progress of the pageant .... Triumph, 192.

:{:Belatinff, pr. pple. having reierence.
And everything relating to a bull Is popular . . CEdipus, I. 142.

Belation, n. account of the matter.
should perceive in your relation Calderon, 1. 256.

fBelatlon, n. a person of the same family.
He might bestow her on some poor relation . . Cenci, I. ii. 69.

fBelations, n. family connections.
Friends and relations of the dead, Ginevra^ 175,

^Belaz, V. tr. loosen or let go.
would the Snake Relax his suffocating grasp, . Laon, I, xiii. 3.

*Belaxed, v. tr. slackened.
it relaxed its course As it approached me, . . . vi. xx. 2.

.4G3.
. III. 1.3.

. Horn. Min. 18.

. Laon^ iii.xxviii.4.

. Vlll.xxviii.5.

. Sensit. PI ii. 30.

^Belaxedly, adv. unstrung, in a feeble
his mien Sunk with the sound relaxedly ;

*B8laxinir, pr. pple. lessening.

And now relaxing its impetuous flight, .

Belease, n. freedom, liberation.

No pity, no release, no respite ! Oh, . .

Beleased, v. tr. set tree.

His foes released him thence : . . . .

Beleased, pp. freed.

From death and dark forgetfulness released.

maimer.
. Rosal. 1170.

. Laon, I. viii. 5.

. Prom. Ill, i. 64.

. Rosal. gd&.

Pr.Athan. II. W. 66.
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Relent, v. intr. yield, give way.
let none relent Who intend deeds . .... Julian^ 45.^.
All shall relent Who hear me— t-aon^ II. xli. 6.

Many will relent no more, Rosal. 917.
Belentlng, /r. ^//^. feeling softened in heart.
and her foes relenting turn, Laon, IV. xxii. S.

they relenting' weep : v, Iv. 6.

Relenting, ppl. aaj, forgiving, yielding.
Which relenting love would fold

;
Eug, Hills^ 37.

*Relentless, adj. Fig, unyielding, pitiless.

Thy daughter, that relentless maid, Falsehood^ 86.
ne'er Clasp the r. knees of Dread the murderer ! L.aon. iv. xxvii. 9.
and death^s relentless frost Withered that arm : Q. Mab^ in. 162.

'''Belentlessly, adv. unyieldingly.
kept most relentlessly Its precious charge, . . . Alastor^ 292.

Belie, n. what remains, the last bit.

still They crave the relic of Destruction's feast. . Hellas^ 429.
ReUcs, n. (1) material remains.
The relics of a weed-inwoven cot, Marenghi^ xvii. 2.

The mouldering relics of my kindred lay, . . . Q. Mab, Vll. 18S.

(2) the remains of sensation, emotions, &c.
Which, from sensation's relics^ fancy culls ; . . VI. 82.

1. 1, M ,, „ ,, . . Superstition^ 11.

'Mid the cold relics of abandoned joy Unf, Dr. 84.
Relief, n. (1) freedom or ease of mind, alleviation.

I walk into the air (but no reliefTq seek,— Fr. Mykeadiswild^ 3.
the chief Attraction here, was that I sought reliefJulian^ 565.
from such toil he never found relief; Pr. Athan. i. 28.
But seldom stoops to such relief: Basal. 48.
Brings reliefto long visions of soul-racking pain ; Tear^ III. 4.

(2) delivery of a child.
And Heaven's tenth moon chronicled her relief Horn. Merc. II. a.

(3) clearness, distinctness.

and it tolled In strong and black relief— . . . Julian^ 106.

Relieve, v. intr. to ease from distress or oppression.
the hand outstretched but to relieve; ... . Q. Mab^ in. 159.

Relieved, v. tr. changed.
Those who re/ze&fic;?watch found the sentinels dead. Hellas^ 615.

Relieved, pp. freed or unburdened.
have thus relieved His heart with words,— . E. Vf^illiams,Yll.s.
as those relieved By their own words .... Rosal. 760.

Religriou, n. (1) the feeling which man enteitains towards
the unknowable, formulated into a system.

The bloodhound of rg/z^/(7?;'j hungry zeal. . . Dmrn-on^ ll. 138.

» )» 11 n M ... O. Jl/fld, VIII. "197.
Religion Christless, Godless—a book sealed ; . Engh 1819, 1 1.

Who reiffned, before Religion made men blind
;

Jmian., 189.
Yet feel imeir faith, rtf/z^f^ow; 191.
and Fraud rebuild religion's tottering dome. . . Laon^ 11. xliii. 9.
Religion's pomp made desolate by the scorn . . vil.xxxv.4.
From slavery and religion's ]ab3T-inth caves . . viii. xi. 4.
To include reli^ion^ morals, peace, and plenty, . CEdipus^ II. i. 8.
purity and Religion of the rising generation . . 11. i. 55.
Nor what religion fables of the grave .... /V. Athan. I. 14.
Twin sister oireligion^ selfishness

!

Q. Mab^ V. 22.
or religion Drives his wife raving mad. . . . v. 112.
Karth groans beneath religion^s iron age, . , vil. 43.
(2) a particular creed.

Death ! Our law and our religion call thee . . Cenci. in. i. 117.
the villagers Mixt their religion up with hej-'s, . Rosal. 1 100.

(3)_ any rite or ceremony which is so esteemed.
The rites of a religion sweet, 1077.

(4) theological topics.
On religion^ and scandal, this and that, . , . Devil., in. 4.

(5) as an entity or mythological personification.
I brought my daughter. Religion., on earth ; . . Falsehood., 49.
Religion veils her eyes

;

Ode Lib. VI. 8.
but for thy aid, Religion / Q. Mab^ vi. 6g.
Religion / thou wert then in manhood's prime : . vi. 122.

(6) a feelin'g of awe or reverence.
In which there is religion— Woodman., 59.

(7) the worship of the gods.
aware Of all the joys that in religion are. , . Horn. Merc. xxi. 8.

Religrions, n. particular creeds.
That ages, empires, and religions there . . . Adonais., XLVIII. 3.
Much harm in the religions and old saws . . . fulian^ 162.
An hundred tribes nourished on strange religions Naples.^ 139.

Religious, adj. (1) a feeling respecting the unknown future.
but a religious B-we. Restrains me, Cenci. III. i, 148.

(2) orthodox.
He was the most sublime, n, Pure-minded Poet . Peier^ vi. xxxiv.4.

(3) satir. pretending to virtue and honour.
Wife to that most reli^ous King of Crete, . . CEdipus, I. 137.

ReUsli, V. tr. have a taste for.

will make them relish carrion I, go.
*Reluctaiit, adj. unwilling, slow to consent, disinclined.
To set thine armed heel on this reluctant worm. Ode Lib. XV. i^.
Ever propitiate her ?-<i?/Mc^a«^ will CBdipuSy \. 22]
Sway the reluctant present, Prol. Hellas^ 9.
Reluctant, or consenting, or astonished, . . . 45.As some dark Priest hates the reluctant victim . Prom. I. 49.
and the reluctant mind Flags wearily .... i. 410.
And lamentation, and reluctant prayer, . , , m. i. V

jRelume, v, tr. Fig. revive, restore.

I cannot thus relume My father's life : . . . . Cenci^ III. ii. 51.

those who sternly struggle to relume The lamp
of Hope Laon, IV. vn, 5.

Relumes, v. tr. Fig. revives, renews.

When lamp-like Spain, who now relumes her fire Gisb. 33.

jRelyingf, pr. pple. placing confidence in.

relying on such birds Aa chatter vainly, . . Hom. Merc, xcili. 2.

Remain, v. intr. (1) survive or are left after others are gone.

leaves Those who remain behind, Alasior., 716.

Two yet remain^ His wife remains and I, . . Cenci, I. lii. 122.

And all that yet retnain IV. i. 27.

But I remain to fill the watercasks, Cycl. 33.

These tombs alone remain Death., (2) I. 8.

But that the clouds depart and stars refnain, . Fr. Calm, 5.

While they rtf»«a/«, and ye, alas, depart! . . . 6.

Or he would sell what faith may yet remain . . Hellas, 559.
Kill ! plunder ! burn ! let none re-main 972.

Amid . . . this lonely land I shall remain alone . Laon, II. xlv. 5.

And leaves, the hopes that yet remain Past, I. 6.
^

Let some depart, and some remain Prom. IV. 160.

I must pass away While you remain^ .... St. Epips. 40.

(2) continue or endure in a particular state, form, or

condition.

which of the two Will remain conqueror? . . . Calderon, i. 188.

Rem.ain in peace !

—

i. 208.

Which must remain unaltered Cenci, V. i. 93-
Who yet rem-ain stubborn. v. ii. 186.

remain a vestal sister still ; . . ... Epips. 3^0.
Let us remain together still, Oood Nighty 1. 3.

But I to them, and to myself, remain Constant ;— Hellas, 391-
Much must rem-ain unthought, and more untold, L,aon, I. xxv. 2.

with such thoughts as must remain untold. . . III. xvii. 9.

At least while we r^TKfiz'w thy priests, .... CBdipus,\l.W..\^.
And yet remain unseen Peter, v. viii. 5.

his grief remained—let it remain—untold. . . Pr. Athan. 1. 124.

whom thoughts which must remain \\x\to\A . . Triumph, 21.

(3) continue or endure generally.
The praise which I have gained will yet remain. Cycl. 182.

Rem-ain the records of their vain endeavour, . Int. Beauty, III. 4.
That record shall rem-ain, . . .... JLaon, ix. xxxi. o.

Or in my birth-place did rem,ain Rosal. 487.
Which else must for ever rem-ain St. Ir. (3) VII. 5.

(4) .are left still to be told of, ,

Worse things unheard, unseen, retnain behind. . Prom. i. 617.

Remained, v. intr. (1) continued to be, still existed,
while yet Manhood r. to act the thin^ I thought ; Cenci, l. i. 97.
doubted ;

and when no doubt Retnazned, . . . l. iii. 115.

(2) continued in a state or condition.
But when heaven remained Utterly black, . , Alastor, 659.
Moveless awhile the dark blue orbs remained: . Drntnon^ li. 327,

)i -1 ji n 1) 11
Q-^ab,\ii.2^^.

in expectation Ofwhat I knew not, I remained:— Laon, I. vi. 4."

I renzained still foT tea.TS— . II. xlvii. 7.

his griei^ remainei^-lct it remain—untold. . . . Pr. Athan. 1. 124.
She rem.ained conqueror Triu-m.ph, 240.

(3) left from a quantity or number.
and now no drop remained/ Laon, III. xxi. 5.
till there remained Those bitter ashes, .... Prom. in. iv. 145.
But seven remained. Vis. Sea, 61.

Remained, pp. continued or endured in a state or condition
indicated.

better thou hadst still remained The slave of. . Ch. 1st, il. 122.
This land would have remained a solitude . . Epips. 425.
That for uncounted ages has remained . . . . Q. Mab, IV. 141.

*Remainest, v. intr. continuest.
Thovi remainesi s\ii.^\ aXyjd,y Odeto Heaven,2'j.

Remaineth, v. intr. is left.

To what of Greece remaineth now Returns ; . Hellas, 83.

Remaining-, pr. pple. left from a larger quantity.
he had no cash or land Remaining,— .... Julian, 250.

Remains, v. intr, (1) endures, continues always.
The One remains, the many change and pass ; . Adonais, Lil. 1.

The Spirit he loves rewzai'Mj

;

Cloud, 2%.
She remains,—it fades away Pr. Incant. iI. 5.
No record of his crime remains in story, . . . Marenghi, xi. 1.

It j'et remains supreme o'er misery, Prom. in. i. 16.

(2) stays, abides.
But he is wise, who drunk, remains at home. . Cycl. 545.

(3) is left (implying something departed).
the pleasure then remains

;

Calderon, III. 114.
But much yet re^nains Cenci., i. i. 33.
Two yet remain. His wife remains and I, . . . I. iii. 123.
and yet its burthen remains here III. i. 36.
Perhaps the only comfort which remains . . . Julian, Cane. 13.
Man alone Remains, J.M^n, VIII. xvi, g.
Nothing beside remains. . . Ozytn. 12.

Only a sense Remains of them Prom. i. 802.
What now remains .^— Q. Mab, 11. 1 13.
Is all, lost child, that now remains of thee ! . Sunset, 44.
And the regret they leave remains alone. . . . Witch, xiv, 8.

(4) continues in a certain state or condition.
The sacred bay of Taenarus Remains inviolate, . CycL 273.
a pathless wilderness remains Yet unsubdued . Dcsnton, 11. 236.

.. ». V , " " • • 0- -/l^a^ IX. 144-
while any yet rem-ains unshared, Epips. 182.
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When all remains untold which ye would hear? Prom. III. iv. 123.
the man re. Sceptreless, free, uncircumscribed, , III. iv. 193.
Much yet remains unscanned Q. Mab^ III. 15.

(5) left still for performance.
What remains^ but to curse him,— Bigotry^ IV. 9.

there yet remains 2l deed to act Cenci^ I. i. 100.

There remains nothing But to apply the question V. H. 184.
For thee, fair Spirit, one toil remains Prom-. III. iii. 04.
One way remains: I will beget a son, . . . , Q. Maby vii. 134.

(6) is reserved.
It remains to know, I then rejoined, .... Julian^ 179.
the name Of pig remains to me. CBdipus, I. 32.

Bemains, n. specific pi. a corpse or dead body.
So be tlie turf heaped over a\xr remains . . . Laon, ix. xxix. 1.

The pale survivors followed her re?nains . . . Rosa/. 1295.

*Seiiiark, n. an observation.
I remember one re. which then Maddalo made. . Julian^ 543.

Remedy, n. means of cure.
The r^»«i^ of our thirst? Oyc/. 88.
But meat is a sweet remedy for hunger. .... 128.

XCexneiuber, v. I. tr. call to mind, have in remembrance.
To rentefnber their strange light in many a dream Alastor^ 265.
Which in those hearts which must re. me Grow, Gisb. 13.

I yet remember what he said Distinctly : . . . Julian^ 298.
And I re. one remark which then Maddalo made. 543.
I do remem., well the hour which burst My spirit's Laon^ Ded. III. 3.

The forms which peopled this terrific trance I

well refne?nber-~ .... .... III. xxiii. 2.

thus man shall rementber thee IX. xxx. 9.
The curse which all remember. Prom. i. 210.
Then two dreams came. One, I rem^m,ber not. II. i. 61.

And there was more which I remember not : . . II. i. 150.
long years of pain Sweet to raw/effz^^r, .... III. iii. 9.^Ax. remember TXi&l I know thou wilt, .... Rosal. 56^^.

Tokens by which you may remember me. . . St. Epips, 41.

II. intr. recollect, call to mind.
You remem. where we held That conversation ;— Cenciy I. ii. 2.

But I rememberTv/o miles on this side . . . III. i. 243.
I played As I remember with the lady's shawl^ Julian^ 604.
I remembemoY/y How once, a slave £.aon, il. xli. 2.

Even to remember how it fled, VII. xviii, 6.

dead drunk or inspired, I cannot well remember: CBdipus^ I. iii.

Dost thou remember yet Pr. Athan. II. ii. 56.
Remember^ this is Italy, ... Rosal. 19,

Bexuenxbered, v. ir. recollected.
yet he remem.bered-^f^ Many a ditch .... Peter^ V. xi. £.

Bemembered, pp. (1) called to mind.
Not be remembered till it snows in June ; . . . Fiordispina, 70.

a well-known tune, . . . Remem. now in sadness. Q. Mab^ li. 172.

(2) borne in mind.
Shall be remem-bered only as a dream Cenci, II. i. 87.

This is all remernbered not ; . . . . . GuitarJane^ 36.
Sweet tones are remembered not ; . - , When the tamp^ I. 6.

Bexuexubered, ^//. adj. nnforgotten.
And feeds her grief with his remem.bered\z.yy . . Adonais, xv. 2.

Thou noteless blot on a remembered name ! . . xxxvi|. 3.

which lies 'Mid remembered agonies, .... P^ug. HillSy 330.
with a remem,bered friend I love To ride . . . Jmian^ 20.

Charged with light memories of r0?nemb. hours, 31.
with youth's remembered t&acrSy 012,

The likeness of the wood's renufnhered leaves. Marenghi^ xxi. 6.

With the delight of a re^mbered dxtz.vc\.y . . Prom. 11. i. 36.
The ghosts oia no more remembered fame, . . III. iv. 169.

*Bexiieniberest, v. tr. bearest in mind, recoUectest.

Thy curse, the which, if thou rememberest not, . I, 180.

Thou well Rejnemberest when we met no more, . Rosal. sg$.

Bemembers, v. 1. tr, recollects, calls to mind.
The last look Love retnentbers^ Prom.. 11. iii. 85.

II, intr. recollects.

Past ages crowd on thee, but each one retnembers^ i. 561.

Bemembrauce, n. (1) memory, recollection.

Thy remembrance^ and repentance, APril^ 1814, 23.

that the draught may fillip my remembrance. . Cycl. 145.
linkM remembrance lent To that such power, . Ilaan^ iii. xix. 8.

As if it drowned in rernembranu were .... v. iv. 6.

Remembrance borrows Fancy's glass, .... St. Spips. 159.
Beauty is like remembranix^ cast From Time

long past Timehng pasty III. $.

(2) that which is remembered, a memory.
One re?nembrancey more sublime Eupr. ffills^ 171.

Their dishonour a remembrance to abide ! . . Hellas^ 1015.

the remembrance With which the happy spirit

contemplates Q. Mab^ in. 166.

And drops, to perfection's remembrance^ a tear ; St, Ir. (5) i. 4.

Bemembrances, n. recollections or reminiscences.

And these obscure remem-brances Peter^ V. x. i.

*Bemiud, v. tr, call to the memory of.

Humbly remindy6\XT Majesty that the care . . (Edipus^ I. 411.
Allow me to remind yoviy grass is green— , . ll. i. 78.

*Bexuinded, v. tr. made him remember.
It remindedhxm most marvellously Devil^ xviii. 3.

'^'Bemlniseences, n, memories of past things.
And varied reminiscences have waked . . . . Q. Mad, vil. 52.

Bemit, v. tr. put aside, give up.
Remity O Queen ! thy accustomed rage! . . CBdipus^ II. ii. 99.
Remit the anguish of that lighted stare ; , . . Prom. I. 597.

*Bemitted, v. tr. (1) forewent, passed over.
But he remitted Judgment at present— , . , Horn. Merc. LXVI. 6.

(2) abated, lessened.
i?«»iiV/£// his strong flight, Z^tw, I. xii. 6.

Bexunaut, n. (ij the last remaining.
The yKwz«a«^ of the martyred saints CA. ij/, I, 83.
Impale the remnant of the Greeks 1 despoil ! . Hellas^ 950.

(2) the remainder.
Oblivion will steal silently The rem. of its fame. Q. Mab, ll. 120.

(3) part or fragment.
No remnant of the exterminated faith Survived . vil. 221.

BemnaxLts, n, fragments, remains.
the reeking y«M«aw^j cast Of these dead limbs,— Hellas^ 434.
Picking the scattered remnants of its wood. . Mother if Son^ III. 4.

Bexuorse, n. (1) mingled sorrow, regret and vexation for a
deed done.

ReTnorse and Self-contempt shall cling to thee ; Adonais, xxxvil. 7.

If no retnorse is ours Cenci, III. ii. 42.

Who feared the pale intmsion oiremorse . III. ii. 47.
O, that the vain remorse v. i. 2,

that takes the mantle now Of thin remorse. . . V. i. 32.

And remorse waken mercy ? V. iv. 40.
rem.orse that from their stem She had divided . Fiordispina^ 42.
Death, in retnorse for that fell slaughter, . . . Fr. Keais, 3.

hate, scorn, remorse, despair: Julian, 441.
perhaps remorse had brought her low 001.
Clasp thee, his torturer, like remorse ; . . . Prom. i. 287.

Most heavily remorse bangs at my heart ! . . . I. 436.
And who made terror, madness, crime, remorse, II. iv. 19.

Weighs on the heart like that remorse .... Rosal. 28.

Till from that self-contention came i2e»KJrj« . . 246.
Because they blush not with remorse .... 466.
There is regret, almost remorse, .... Time long'past^ III. i.

To share remorse ^ and scorn and solitude, . . Ufif. Dr. 117.

(2) pity, compassion, compunction.
And I have no remorse and little fear, .... Cenci^ I. i. 84.
For it is such, . . . As makes rernorse dishonour, III. i. 200.
Forbearance and respect, rernorse and fear, . . III. i. 209.
between just hate and vain remorse ; .... iil. ii. 27.
For we were slaying still without remorse, . . Laon^ x. x. i.

From me remorse then wrung that truth. . . . Rosal. 446.

Bemorseless, adj, pitiless.

T marked Your desperate and remor. manhood ; Cenci, l. i. 52.

Bemote, adj. far distant.

on the verge Of the remote horizon Alastor, 559.
And safely stalled in a remote abode— . . . Horn. Merc. Xll. 6.

in its tranquillity Remote^ serene, and inaccessible : Mont B. 97.
To fields remote by tyrants sent Rosal. 709.
the sands Of a remote and lonely shore ; . . . W. Shel. (2) 2.

*Bemoter, adj. (1) more distant.

she drives to a remoter sky . . . , . Mom. Moon, 14-
to run From a remoter station Naples, 123.

(2) later, future.

And to remoter time Bequeath, Hellas, 1085.
Some say that gleams of a reTnoier world . . Mont B. 49.

(3) less important or less powerful.
not eclipsing a remoter light ; Epips. 363.

*BexxLotest, adj. (1) the most distant.

There, far as the remotest line Damon, I. 242.

„ „ „ „ Q. Mob, II. 71.
Once rc«f(?/^j/ nations came Eug. Hills, 261.
There seemed from the remotestscat Of the white

mountain waste, ...,.,,,... Jane^ Recoil. 41.
the pole. Nature's remotest reign— Loon, I. xlviii. 4.
Which from remotest glens two warring winds . II. xlvi. 2.

Victory! Earth's rem.Qtest s\\ot&, ..,.,, 'V.Song,6.S.
whose thunder fills Remotest skies,— ix. iv. 4.
drawn down From yon /-c?«f7/&r/ waste, .... Mont B. 112.

Even to the steps of the remotest throne, . . . Prom. 11. iii. 61.

(2) in the most distant future.

true Vaticinations of remotest thmgs. . , . Horn. Merc, xciv, 6,

(3) most obscure.
driven Truth's deathless germs to thought's

remotest caves ? Loon, ix. xxiiL 4.
the reOT(7/!ff^/ sphere of living flame Ode Lib. i. 12.

*BexnoTal, n. change of abode.
and he would not bear Retnoval; Julian, 253.

Bexnove, v. tr. Fig. dissipate.

I must remove A veil from my pent mind. . . ^— 382.
impious hands which dared remove Nature's high

bounds Ld. Ch. XIV. 3.

the hated cause remove, M.N. Post.Fr. 87.
He bears a load which nothing can re?nove, . , Solitary, 11. 5.

Bexid, V. tr. A. Lit. (1) split, burst.

Did rewi/ in sunder The bars of the springs below Areihusa, II. Ji.

(2) destroy, mutilate, tear.

that fine piece of nature To renda.nd ruin. . . Cena\ v. ii. 169.
Gorge from a stranger's hand, and r.their master. Hellas, 469.
The dagger heals not but may rend again . , Julian, 357.
Thou thinkest we will r/nd thee bone from bone, Prom. i. 475.
Ye rend me now : I care not i. 47S.
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B. Fig. (1) destroy or make away with.
The flame to seize, the veil to rend^ .... DaifHon. I. 99,
thou didst burst and rtfwrf in twain, Laon^ Ded.vil. $.

Which I had sworn to rend? , Vll. xxix. 4.
But perfidy can ra«rf the shrine Love's Rose^ui. 6.
When fate has spared to rend som^ mental tie, Mother S{ Son^W. 4.
rend Error veil by veil

:

Naples^ 93.
to riswrf The veil of mortal frailty, O-Mctb.l. 180.

(3) take forcibly.

Or the slaves of the law may ^^wc/thee away. . W. Shel. I. 8.

Rend of thy gifts and hers a thousandfold for one. Ode Lib. x vii. 15.

(3) distract, disturb.
With which law loves to r. the poor man's soul Moiher^Son^ VII.5.
how could false hope rend a bosom so fair ? . .St. Ir. (6) Hi. 4.

Sender, v. tr. (1) surrender.
Render yourselves—they have abandoned you— Hellas^ 386.

(2) afford, produce.
The heart's echoes renderNo song . . . W/ien the lantp^ II. 3.

(3) with up. a. disclose.

to render up flie tale Of what we are. .... Atasior^ 28.
To render up thy charge : ... .... 37.

b. part with, give over.
render up its majesty, . — 596,
J?ffMafe?' thou up thy half-devoured babes,— . . Desman^ li. 2g.

1) )) n It I) • Q- Mab, VIII. 5.
Tomb of Arminius ! ?vw(ile?' up thy dead, . . Ode Lib. xiv . i.

Rendered, pp. made, performed.
Until mine enemy has rendered \xp Atonement, . Cenci^ HI. i. 332.

Senders, v. tr. gives.

Now renders and receives fast influencings, . , Mont. B. 38.

'Sending", /r. //Z?. Fig. dissipating, abolishing.
Rending the veil of space and time asunder 1 . . Ode Lib. VI. 1 1.

^Sending-, ppl. adj. Fig. distressing, spirit-moving.
cloven by many a rending^o^n Prom. I, 85.

Sends, v. tr. (1) takes unjustly or violently.
half the spoil He rends from those who groan

and toil, Rosal. 465.

(2) bursts or splits.

As a flood rends its barriers Vts. Sea^ iii.

(3) distracts, distresses.

many-headed worm Which rends our Mother's
bosom— Ld.Ch.L.z.

Benew, v. ir. (1) begin once more.
The airs and streams renew their joyous tone ; . Adonais^ xvill. 3.
and thy flight Oft ren^v Bridal^ I. n.
and thy loved flight Oft renew Epithal. 8.

Sweet meeting by sad parting to renew;— . . Gisb. 322.
He will renew lost joys, and— . . .... Hellas^ 912.

(2) make fresh, rejuvenate.
Renew and strengthen all thy failing hope. . . Deenton^ 11. 51.

M 1. ,. i> II . • Q- Mab, vili. 52.
ever renew Their green and golden immortality. Epips. 468.
As Athens doth the world with thy delight renew. Ode Lib, vi. 15.

(3) restore, renovate.
The earth doth like a snake r. Her winter weeds Hellas^ 1062.

(4) repeat again.
Although a subtler Sphinx r. Riddles of death . 1082.
Lovers renew the vows which they did plight . Laon^ IV. xxi. 8.

Benewed, v. tr. (1) began afresh.
/?e«ew£cf the unintelligible strain i. xx. 3.
with that Fiend of blood R. the doubtful war— . i. xxxi. 6.
iStfWiMferf the vigils of a sleepless sorrow. . . . Un/.Dr.y^.

(2) brought back, revived.
renewed each one Some smile, Laon^ VII. xxv. 6.

Renewed,/^. (1) revived.
Quenching a thirst ever to be renewed/ . . Gisb. 174.

(2) restored.
Shall we be not renewed/ Hellas^ 348.

Senewed, ppl. adj. revived, restored.
The beauty and thejoy of their renewed mi^t. . Adonais, xix. 9.
and how in hours of youth renewed Hellas, 911.

*Senewinff, pr. pple, (1) beginning afresh.
Incessantly renewing their blithe quest^ , . Matilda, 15.

(2) invigorating, restoring.
aye renewing Its aery fountains T^o Spirits^ 39.

Benews, v. refl. revives.
Even as that moon Renews itself— , , . . . Hellas, 348.

'''Senonnced, pp. foregone, forsworn.
for such gentle ties Renounced^ Horn. Venus, 27.

*Benovate, v. tr, give new life to.

winds Of heaven, that renovate the insect tribes, Q. Mab, IV. 131.

*Senovated, ppl. adj. restored to vigour and freshness.
The vast frame of the renovated •^ot\A .... Dmmon, II. 35.
Her renovated nurslings prey, Hellas, 87.
The renovated genius of our race, ,.,,., 446.

Senovates, v. tr, restores to vigour and freshness.
health renovates the frame

; , Dcetnon, II. 171.

II , . II ,11 n Q. Mab,v\i\.2iq.
with such mtent As renovates xxi^ world ; . . . Laon^ li. xli. 9.
the imperishable change That renov. the world Q. Mab, v. 4,

. Laon^ VI. xxxii. a.

. Falsehood, 28.

Q. Mab, VIII. 12.

*Senovatlon, n. restoration, re-invigoration.

his being: notes The gradual re«i7»a/(i3«, . . . Damon^ u. 113.

„ M M .. n • Q- Mab, VIII. 143.

Ruin and renovation cry Who but We? . . . Hellas, 718.

Senown, n. (1) celebrity for greatness or goodness.
The inheritors of unfulfilled renown Adonais, XLV. i,

(2) notoriety.

He bought oblivion or renown Peter, vi. xL 4.

Bent, n. a form of interest for money.
Who rather than pay any rent^ Peter, Vll, xxii. 3.

Bent, n. A. Lit. (1) a gap or open space.

I widen the rent in my wind-built tent Cloud, 55.
the y-^w^ Where the swift sun yet paused . . . Julian^ y^.

Which, from a rent among the fiery clouds, . . Prom. III. ii. 8.

(2) a broken opening or fissure,

thro' a rent Of the ruin where we sate, . . .

(3) a gash or torn opening.
Flow from her bosom's hideous rent, . . .

B. Fig. blank period.

Through the wide rent in Time's eternal veil, _
Bent, V. tr. A. Lit. (1) burst open or through.
The gathering waves rent tha Hesperian gate . Laon, vll. xiii. 6.

sudden earthquake r^w/The depth of ocean —Vll.xxxviii.i.

it rent them in twain, Vis. Sea, 1 10.

(2) tore or pulled out.

and others rent Their matted hair, Laon, X. xxii. 7.

B. Fig. (1) wounded, hurt.

Rent the soft Form they never could repel, . . Adonais, xxiv, 7.

(2) pierced, seemed to rend.
which rent The air from all its fanes, .... Laon, i\. viii. 8.
the wide air pierced and rent, . vi. xiii. 5.

(3) gave pain or anguish to.

His death-pang rent my heart

!

Q. Mab^ vil. 10.

Sent,//. A. Lit. (1) torn.
Their garlands sere, their magic mantles rent; . Adonais, xxx. x.

when fifeless, stark, and rent, Laon, l. xiv. 5.
When those detested hearts their iron fangs

have rent/ x. xxxvii. 9.

(2) pierced or burst through.
r. and cloven By the inchantment of thy strain. Con. Sing. 11. 5.

B. Fig. (1) distracted, divided.
and that was rent in twain

; Epips. 372.

(2) parted, opened, pierced.

the mighty veil . . . Was almost rent, .... Laon, xii. xv. 8.
with bold triumph till Heaven be rent. . . . Peter, vi. xxxviii. 3.
The curtain of the Universe Is rent .... Prol. Hellas, 53.
it has rent. In the rapture of its mirth, .... 211.
Rent wide beneath his footsteps ? Q. Mab, iv. 103.

Bent, ppl. adj. A. Lit. (1) bursting.
It is the roar Of the rent ice-cliff Mont B. Cane. 3.

(2) torn, broken.
On its r£w^ boughs,— ..,.,.,.,. Rosal. 791.
B. Fig, distracted, disturbed, vexed.

Round the rent heart Julian, 126.
Which dawned thro' the rent soul

;

Laon, Vll. vii. z.

the seams Of his rew^ heart xii. x. 6.
The Earth's rent heart shall answer ye. ... Protn. I. 309.
Sprang forth from his rent heart anew Rosal. S02.

Bents, n. (1) gaps or openings.
Clasping its grey rents with a verdurous woof, . Laofi, vi. xxvii. 8.

(2) fissures or gorges.
To the rents, and gulphs, and chasms, .

Bepaid, v. tr. requited.
Repaid their hate with cheerful glee.

Sepaid, pp. requited.
Let scorn be not repaid with scorn. . .

Or think that ill for ill should be repaid,
:t:Bepass, v. intr. pass again.
Pass and repass for ever, tmy and night, .

The grate, as they departed to repass, .

Bepay, v. tr. requite, pay back.
It shall repayh^T care and pain with hate.
Thou wilt repay me less than I deserve.
An equal passion to repay „....„,.-. ,.

Scarce can for this fame repay Aught thine own ? Bug. Hills, 190.
When endless bUss the woes of fleeting life repay. M. N. Ravail^ 41.

*Bepayment, n. requital, recompense.
As in repayment of the warmth it lent ?

Bepeal, v. tr. annul, end.
to repeal Large codes of fraud and woe ; ,

Bepeat, v. tr. (1) recite, speak, say.
Alas, repeat them not again ! . .

It is thy work ! I hear a voice repeat,
,

(2) re-echo.
The daemons and the nymphs re. The harmony.

(3) to imitate,
to repeat The chatterings of the monkey.— . . Witch, Lxxiv.
(4) act again.

Let your lips now repeat the bliss, M. N. Ravail f

Bepeats, v. tr. reverberates,

which Echo, like the tale Of old times, r, a^ain. Faust, 11. 64
The mountain r. The echoing sound of the knell ; St. Ir. (3) i. 2.

. Prom, II. i. 202.

. Rosal. 690.

. Laon, Ded. ix. 4.

. Marenghi, i. 2.

Hotn. Merc. Lxv. 4.
. Laon, III. xiv. 7.

. Cenci, IV. i. 154.

. Ch. ist, III. 68.
Critic, II. 3.

. Julian, 400.

, Mont B. 80.

. Cettci.ll. ii. 42.
M. N, Post. Pr. 79.

Hellas, 709.
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XVLeT?elj v. tr. (V) drive away, get rid of.

Rent the soft Form they never could repel, . . Adonais, xxiv. 7.

(2) resist

My manners note that I did long; repel ; . . . Laon, IV, xvii. 5.

*Sepelled, pp. (1) driven away.
thoughts that cannot die And cannot be repelled. Ch. \st^ W. 55.

(2) stopped, prevented.
to have repelled ThaX. miserable flight— . . . Laon, VI. v. 4.

(3) scared.
Like moths by light attracted and repelled, . . Triumph^ 153.

Bepelliixg, /r. ^^. driving back, resisting successfully.

Repelling invasion from the sacred towers, . . Ch. ist, IV. 43.

Kepels, V. I. tr. drives away.
repels them As Calpe the Atlantic clouds— . . Hellas, 775.

II. intr. the antithesis of attracts.

Attracts to crush, repels to make thee wither. . Adonais^ i-ill. 6.

Bepent, v. I. intr. (1) regret, be sorry.

Will ne'er repent of aught designed or done . . Cenci, III. ii. 40.
repent of your offence Ten minutes in the rain : Ch. \st. II. loS.

You shall repent For kissing the coy wine . . Cycl. 502.

and their murderers will repent^ . . . Laon, Xll. xxviii. 2.

(2) turn aside, flinch.

if my firm temfjer could r£^e«^, CW««, V. i. 63.

Would repent its envy vain, Eug. Hills, 372.
Neither to change, nor faulter, nor repent; . . Front. IV. 575.

(3) have mercy, relent.

O God ! repent and save Q. Mab^ vil. 134.

(4) used theologically, be penitent, live a new life.

An erring soul which might repent and live :— . Cenci, I. i.j^.

If thou hast crimes, r^/<j«/.- IV. ni. 56.

II. refl. make sorry.

It doth repent me : words are quick and vain ; . Prom., I. 303.

Repentance, «. (1) regret, sorrow, contrition.

Thy remembrance, and repentance, April, 1814, 23.

/?tf^£«/a«Cfi of the irrevocable deed :— . . . Calderon^ \\. 12^.

As Repentance follows Crime, Eug. Hills, 254.

he then with vain repentafu:e Would share, . . Ginevra, 94.
and cherishes Repentance for his ruin, . Q. Mab, IV. 194.

(2) flinching, weakness.
repent of aught designed or done But my repent. Cenci, III. ii. 41.

(3) theolog. penitence, amendment.
Repentance is an easy moment's work .... IV. i. 42.

Bepentances, n. regrets, lamentations.
Pining regrets, and vain repentances^ . . . . Q. Mab, V. 246.

BepeutlusT, pr. pple. regretting the past.

My creed should have redeemed me from repent., Julian, 332.

jBepenting, ///. adj. regretful, self-accusing.

Tears oi repenting yoy^ which fast intruded, . . Laon, V. v. 8.

tBepiue, v. intr. (I) complain, murmur.
And I fear, dear destroyer, I shall not repine. . Death, Dial. 40,

Nor wilt thou at poor Cythna's pride repine, . . ifltfK.ii.xxxviii. 3.

But if angels can weep, sure man may repine^ . Tear, IV. 6.

(2) grieve, be sorrowful.

might make the heart repine,— Laon, Vll. xviii. 7.

when it doth repine To gorge such bitter prey, . Vlil. xxi. 5.

Beplied, v. intr. made answer, responded.
And he replied: Paolo Santa Croce Cenci, V. iv. 18.

Who has known me of old, replied Earth, . . . Dealh Nap. 17.

R. sly Hermes, Wherefore scold and bother? Horn. Merc, xxvil. 8.

' To their stem maker,' I r£^/zf(/. Julian, 11^.

And noting he replied not, . . 166.

S\\& replied ftaxnestXy.—It shall be mine, . . . Z,m7«,il. xxxviii.i.

The Pilot then replied, VIII. ii. 6.

Parleying with me, thou wretch ? the king rep. ; . X. x. 6.

They trembled, but replied not, nor obeyed, . XII. xlii. i.

Quite well, rtf^/W The sleeper.— Magnet. Lady;^. 2,

the hollow Heaven replied, ' Misery !

' .... Prom. I. io8.

And I replied. No, not thee ! To Night, IV. 6.

But to destroy, replied the leader :— Triumph, 293.

This may not be, the wizard maid replied; . . Witch, xxill. 1.

Beplles, V. intr. makes answer, responds,

and she r. Veiling in awe her second-sighted eyes ; Gisb. 136.

At length replies ; from his mean front, . . . Peter, VII. iii. 3.

Beply, n. (1) an answer, verbal or written.

This reply will not satisfy me, Calderon, i. 129.

Who gives me the reply ; m. 46-

Whose questions thence suggest their own reply: Cenci, V. ii. 44.

Some senseless and impertinent reply. . . Horn. Merc. Lxxxill. 4.

And when at length one brought reply, .... Laon, v. xix. 6.

those joys which silence well requite Forbid r. ;— V. xlviii, 3.

A Youth made reply, viii.xxiii.i.

quench thy thirst, was her reply Triumph, 400.

(2} sympathetic response.

all bosoms made r. On which its lustre streamed, Laon, 11. xvi.
p;.

about my neck, till some reply she found. . . . n.xxxvhi.9.

by its rtf^/y are cloven in sunder : Ode Lib. ^lll, ^.

Beply, V. intr. (1) make answer.

I could reply And urge new difficulties, .... Calderon, I. 203.

now compels thee to reply To what I ask : . . . Cettct, V. ii. 156.

who Reply to them in lava—cry halloo ! , , . . Gisb. 61.

I would fain /?£^/V in hope— Laon, Ded. X. S.

(2) explain, give account.
None can reply—all seems eternal now. . . . Mo7tt B. 75.

Ask, and they must reply : Prom. I. 21^.
It would avail not to y»//v.- lll.iii. no.

(3) echo.
Whilst India's rocks to his death-yells reply, . . Bigotry, I. 8.

(4) respond sympathetically or to touch.
And will no more reply to winds or fountains, . Adonais, xv. 3.

And taught it justly to reply, ... . . GuitarJane, 59.

Beplyingf, pr. pple. (1) calling to one another.
from house to house replying Laon, xii. i. 7.

(2) reflecting, corresponding,
thine eyes reply. To the hues of yon fan- heaven. Rosal. 9.

Bepose, n. (1) rest, or sleep.

and stole From duties and repose Alastor, 132.

no mortal pain or fear Marred his repose, . . . 641.
To watch their own rtf^(?jF£^ Damon, I. 23.

when, suddenly was blended With our repose . . Laon, III. iv. 4.
with balmiest herbs, and soothed me to repose ; . v. xii. 9.

Shall suck unwithering hues in their repose: . . Prom. III. iii. 102.

The flight from which they find repose ill. iv. 121.

Lulling the slaves of interest to ^-tf^ijj^ . . .Star,\2.
Outspeed the chariot, and without repose . . . Triumph, 140.
Seekest thou y£/(?j^ now ? World''s Wanderers, ll.^.

(2) rest, the sleep of death,
then is quenched in a most cold repose Adonais. xx. 9.
Mine eyelids are heavy ; my soul seeks repose, . Death, Dial. 13,

voices Of strange lament soothe my supreme r., . Hellas, 868.

(3) dwelling, retirement.

Then to a home for his repose assigned, .... Laon, v. xxxvi. t,

(4) deadness, fixity.

bind all human hearts in its repose abhorred. . . ix. xxiii. 9.

(5) inactivity, cessation of vitality, stillness.

can never know repose. .... .... Calderon, II. 86.
Rocked in that repose divine GuitarJane, 47.
Saturn and Love their long repose Shall burst, . Hellas, 1090.
His mercy soothed it to a dark repose : ... Laon, X. xxy\'i. 4.
one horrible repose did keep The forests .... i. ii. 7.

(6) quiet, peace of mind, confidence.

and my heart knew repose Cenci, III. i. 306.
they have The worship of the world, but no r.?/!?^^. Hellas, 196.
not for my own repose— Julian, 309.
soothed to false re. by the fanning plumes above Prom. I. 776.
Which should have learnt repose: ii. i. 5.

memory Seeks yet its lost repose in thee, . . . Rosal. 45.
Waft repose to some bosom as faithful as fair, . Tear, 1. 2.

(7) quietude, stillness.

possess their own repose, April, 1814, 17.

And oft had my serene repose I^'ont. I. 84.
Our natures to its own repose . Rosal. 973.

Bepose, v. I. tr. place,

can the fast-fleeting hind R. trust in his footsteps Bigotry, 1. 4.

II, intr. (1) rest satisfied.

Glutted with which thou mayst repose, .... Alastor, 621.

(2) lie at rest in death.

To the dust where your kindred repose, .... Ode, Arise, 11.

(3) rest, fall.

And on that reverend form the moonlight did r, . Laon,in. xxviii. 9.

(4) cease to shine.

When weary meteor lamps repose, Rosal. 551.

*Beposed, v. intr. A. Lit. (1) rested, sat or lay.

Its shape reposed within : Dcemon, I. 59.

(2) slept.

At night when I reposed, fair dreams did pass . Laon, IV. xxxiii. 4.

B. Fig. (1) were seen.

The islands and the mountains in the day Like
clouds reposed a.(a.r

;

III. xv. 7.

(2) Vfith/rom, rested after.

Where the Earth reposed from spasms, .... Prom. II. i. 203.

Beposes, v. intr. (1) is fixed or immovable.
as twin phantoms . . . move, though the star r., . Laon,^!. xxxiii. 6.

(2) is still or quiet.

Nature's tired frame reposes, Moonbeam, If. 2.

BeposiucT* p^* pp^e. (1) resting, lying.

Her head on my unquiet heart reposing, . . . Laon, VI. xxv. 2.

(2) putting trust,

and she reposing With confidence upon the grunt-

ing nation, ... (Edipus, II. i. 160.

Beposiuff , ^//. tidj. (1) still, calm.
And looked upon the depth of that reposing lake. Z^ok,iv. xxviii. 9.
Pierce like reposing flames xii. v. 9.

(2) happy, confident, peaceful
two restless frames in one reposing soul ? . . . VI. xxxvi. 9.

(3) sleeping.

Like a r£/(?««^ child xii. iii. 9.

Bepresent, v. tr, (1) perform, act.

'tis The custom now to represent that number. . Faust, 11. 408.

(2) to act or speak on behalf of.

are sent Similar thieves to represent; .... Peter, III. iv. 4.

*Bepress, v. tr. restrain, keep down.
And every wish ... he did rff/rejj ; .... Hom.Mere.TiTiii.6.
the soul need not repress Its music J^ne, Invttn, 24.
Her voice, whose awful sweetness doth repress

All evil, Laon, IV. xxii. 7.
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repressThe beasts who make their dens thy sacred
palaces Ode Lib. XIV. 14.

their might Could not rtf/rtfjj the mysterywithin, Triumph^ 213.

^Represses, v. tr. restrains, keeps under.
Whom the frowning God represses Prom. I. 328.

*Seprest, pp. restrained, l<ept down.
represt Lay Faith, an obscene worm Laon^ V. 1. 7.

Beproach, n. blame, censure, upbraiding.
Evil and good, reproach and fame

;

Calderott, 11. 183.
still tyrannise Without reproach or check. . . Laon^ Ded. IV. 8.
As if reproach from their own hearts withheld . VI. v. 7.
One soft rtf/y-oaM that was- most thrilling kind . xii. xv. 3.
pursues me night and day, Smiling reproach. . . Prom. i. 360.
Kindness to such is keen reproach^ I. 393.
Yet bums towards heaven with fierce reproach^ III, i. 6.
And reproach thou wilt not hear. Rarely^ III. 6.

Beproach, v. tr. censure, upbraid.
And she and they reproach me not Cenci^ II. ii. 24.
Whose dying eyes reproach not to the end The

pale betrayer— Ginevra, 93.
Reproach not thine own soul, but know thyself, . Laon^ vlll. xxii. i.

Yet I do not reproach thee dear ! M. N. Melody^ 8.
Even the sighs of grief Reproach thee Rarely, III. 5.

*BepToached, v. tr. cast a slur upon.
unchanging laws Reproached thine ignorance. . Q. Mab., VI. 93,

II II 11 II ,1 ,1 . Superstition, 22.

Beproaches, ». pi. of Reproach, n.
the power to ily My own reproaches .^ .... Cena\ v. i. gS.

*Beproacliiii^, pr. pple. censuring, blaming.
then as one Reproach, deeds never to be undone Jutian, 289.

tBeprobatiou, n. condemnation, rejection.
Shall curse their reprobation endlessly Q. Mab, vii. 149.

Reprove, v. tr. Fig. rebuke.
which did reprove The childish pity Fiordispina, 40.

tBeproved, //. chidden.
shrank like a thing reproved. ... . . Adonais, XLV, 9.

Bepxoves, v. intr. rebukes.
the troop which errs, and which reproves, . . . Epips. 603.

*Beptile, n. Fig. the meanest creature.
It makes the reptile equal to the God : . . . . Prom. 11. v. 43.

*Beptiles, n. A. Lit. creeping creatures.
The sun comes^forth, and many reptites spawn

; . Adonais, XXIX. 1.
in damp cells Where scaly reptiles crawl, . . . Cenci, ill. i. 47'.

Was heard on high the reptiles' hiss and crawl— JLaon, x. xliii. 6.
What were his thoughts linked in the morning sun,

Among those reptiles, XII. vii. 2.

B. Fig. anything loathsome.
Fat—as the reptiles of the tomb Devil xlll. z.

*Bepubllc, «. Fig. where all are equal among many.
The unquiet republic of the maae Of planets, . . Prom. IV. 308.

. Our great Republic hears, we are blest, and bless. iv! 533.'

*Bepu1>lican, n. one who prefers a republican form of
government.

Lucifer was the first republican Ch. ist II. 360.
*BepabUcans, n. pi. of Republican.
How Atheists and Republicans can die— . . . Laon, xil. xxx. 4.

tBepu^nant, oil/, disinclined to cohesion.
tempering the »-«^M,^Ma«/ mass With liquid love— Witch, xxxv. 2.

Bepnlse, n. failure, defeat.

Death is awake ! Repulse is on the waters ! . . Hellas 466.
Repulse, with plumes from conquest torn, . .

'

gggf
iBepulsed, pp. rejected.
Love repulsed,—hMt it returneth I ,«

*Bepiilsiou, n. disgust, dislike.

Alternating attraction and repulsion Epips. 371.
Bepute, n. fame, character.
You have a good repute for gentleness .... Cenci v. ii. S7

BecLuest, «. wish, desire. .

'••;>
in your name, and as at your request, . . . Cenci, in. ii. 72And left her at her own request Ginevra

*

102
Beciuest, v. tr. (1) desire.

to tell the ladies That I request their presence. . iv iv 70
(2) ask or beg.

may I request that you Would favour us . . . Faust, II. 24.

Beqnire, v. tr. (1) need.
the sciences Require no learning,— Calderon 1. q6.
Some a living require, . Cat, in. i.

My friend it would require no common skill Horn, jilerc. xxxiv i
To that which nature doth indeed require )— . . Cenci, 11. ii. 16.

(2) demand.
And from his equal balance did r. A judgment Horn. Merc. Llv. 4.
I hope I need require No pledge Peter, VII. iv. 2.

Beqiiired, pp. wanted.
With you I feel that if required, Faust, 11. 3^3.

Begnlres, v. tr. (1) wishes or asks for.
the human soul Requires no other heaven. . . . Q. Mab, in. 13.

(2) demands, needs.
More daring crime requires a loftier meed : . v. 205.

^BecLQirest, v. tr. (1) askest, wishest for.
the divinations high Which thou requires!, . Horn. Merc. xci. 2.

(2) demandest, exactest,

thou Requirest no prayers or praises ; . . . . Q. Mab, VI. 200.

Beciulte, v. tr. (1) reward.

that fifty oxen should requite Such minstrelsies Horn. Merc. LXXIV. 3.

those joys which silence well r. Forbid reply ;— . Laon, V, xlviii, 2.

(2) repay.
requite him With such severity, Calderon, III. 82.

and I will ^^^M?'/^, ... His cruel threat— . . JIom.Merc.LXV.6.

BecLulted, v. tr. rewarded.
As thou, sweet love, requited me M. IV. G. III. 4.

Requited,//, rewarded or repaid.

my heart is now too well requited/ Loon, xil. xxii. 9.
Will be but ill requited . . Rosat. 16.

Requites, v. tr. punishes in return.
He but requites me for his own misdeed. . . . Prom-. I. 392.

*Bequitest, v. tr. rewardest.
Requitest for knee-worship, prayer, and praise, . I. 6.

*Bequiting, /n //&. rewarding.
,

Requiting years of care with contumely. . . . Cenci, II. ii. 34.
Rescue, n. deliverance.
Had rescue from a chasm of tears ; . . . . Rosal. 1209.

Rescue, v. tr. deliver.

To rescue him from what is now most sure ; . . in, i. 376.
Because thy hand at length did rescue her ; . . -— V. ii. 143.

Resemblance, n. likeness.

Upon the strength of the resemblance. . . . Faust, n. 350,
Resemble, v. tr. (1) bear likeness to.
'twas her brother's face—It might resemble her- iMon, iv. xxx. 7.
Thou dost resemble him alone

—

v. xlvii. 7.

(2) counterfeit, represent.
With feelings which make rapture pain resemble, Fr. Pris. 3.

(3) symbolize.
Those boiling waves , . . Resemble the strife . Q. ofmy Heart, V. 4.

Resembled, v. tr. was like to.

one, Who having much, covets yet more, resem. ; Loon, v. xlii. 7.
Resembling, pr. pple. (1) like in person to.

If I could find one form resembling hers, . . . Epips. 254.
(2) being like in qualities to.

Through which I seek, by most resembling thee, Laon, II, xl, 4.My lips, or those of aught resembling me. . . . Prom. I. 220.
^Resentment, n. anger, displeasure.
The terrible resentment of those eyes .... Cenci, v, ii. 31.

Reserve, n. (1) withholding, non-interference.
_iaia for his 7-&rf?-z'£ in blood.— . . Hei

(2) reticence.

And must be paid for his reserve in blood.- . Hellas, 540.

Reserve or censure come not near Our sacred
friendship M.W.G.V.^.

Reserved, pp. (1) kept with a special object.
And lest I be rejez-zierf, day after day, . . . . Cenci,m.\. 216.
Forgive me, if reserved for victory, Laon, III. xix. 4.
(2 J preserved when others are destroyed.

But such as are reservedSoT me alone.— . . . Cycl. 165.
Reside, v. intr. exist, abide.

Tell where these living thoughts reside, . . .

Resign, v. tr. (1) give up, breathe forth.
Did he resign his high and holy soul ....
My soul, . . . will I resign Into the hands of him
(2) part with, forget.

Thou hast given A boon which I will not resign,
{Resiemation, n. dignified submission.
woe, Chastened by fearless resignation, . .

Resigned,//. (1) reconciled.
Resigned in peace to the necessity,

(2) given up.
all resigned To pleasurable impulses,

(3) abandoned, given over entirely.
Had they resigned to one another Body and soul,

Resist, V. I. tr. (1) stand against, oppose
Who can ?-««iif thy will ?

(2) oppose.
Resist not the weakness

II. intr. offer resistance.
how wilt thou then Resist, Justina ?

^ff,*stance, n. active opposition, inimical action.
With our ruin, our resistance, and our name 1

The tyrant's guards resistance yet maintain : .

''Resiatless, adj. that cannot be withstood.
that resistless gulph embosom it ? . .

Immutable, resistless, strong to save, '.

. .

Resolute, adj. (1) firm, determined.
Thou art sincere and good ; of resolute mind,

would to our resolute host 'firing victory,
"

resolute and firm Around me fought
they were few, but resolute;— . .

Stand ye calm and resolute, . .

with resolute will Vanquished earth's pride'
he who leads Invincibly a life of resolute good'him of resolute and unchanging will •

'

resolute good, Unalterable will| 1
•

• • •

Alastor, 512.

628.
Ceiun, IV. i. 6j.

Q. Mab, III. 5.

VII. 81.

Dcemon, 1 1. 180.

Q. Mab, II. 60.

Rosal. 160,

successfully.

Laon, X. xxviii. 2.

Pront. II. iii. 93.

Calderon^ In. 125.

Hellas, loil.
Laon, IV. xxvi. i.

Alastor, 396.
Laon,vll. xxviii. 8.

Damon, II, 293.
Q. Mab, IX, 200.
Laon, VI, xiv. 3.

VI. xviii. I.

IX, ix. 4,
Mask, Lxxix. I.

Q. Mab, I. i2i;.

!" 153.
V. 171.

V. 225.
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V. 11. 193.
B. Wi'Ui'ams.vii. 2.

(2) Fig. having a determined look.
His resolute eyes were scorched to blindness . . Q. Mub^ Vll. g.

Kesolntioxif n. (1) fixed purpose, determination.
Be thou the resolution of quick youth .... Cencty i. lii. 173.

If the Pope's resolution be as gjave, ...
if she beheved That I had resolution. . . .

(2) a formal proposition.
Gentlemen Boars, I move a resolution, . .

Kesolve, n. a resolution or fixed purpose.
Upon the abettors of their own resolve; . ,

for, faint but in resolve^
I am ever still the same In creed as in resolve^
Beneath most calm resolve did agony wreak
Tameless Resolve which laughed at misery
my wan eyes in stem resolve I turned . .

Dungeons wherein the high resolve is found,
my stem resolve was almost gone. , . .

his cheek Resolve has not turned pale,

—

formed for deeds Of high resolve, ....
The chance ofmy resolve^

Besolve* v. tr, dissolve or transform.
To resolve Rosa's form to its cjay. ....

Sesolved, pp, (1) arranged or settled.

All must be suddenly resolved and done. .

(2) determined in purpose.
Although I am resolved^ haunts me like fear.

I am resolved, although this very hand . .

Are ye resolved}
But ye are resolved? . . . . . .

We are resolved. . .

Resolved to wage unweariable war . . .

Besolves, n. resolutions.
To the unswearing of thy best resolves^ . .

*Besonajit, adj. resoimding.
And fertile valties, resonant with bliss, . .

birds And merriment are resonant around.
birds And merriment were resonant aroimd.

Sesort, «. (1) refuge or resource.
and its last and sole resort

(2) haunts, gathering places.
And follows me to the resort of men, . . .

Besorts, n. pi. of Resort (2),

In all resorts of men—invisible

*Hesonnd, v. intr. reverberate.

Rage and resound for ever.—
/?&?(?«»(/ around, beneath, above

*BesoTiiided, v. intr, (1> reverberated.
Carth dreadfully resounded, far and wide, .

(2) were heard on all sides.

cries of treason and of danger Resounded: . . L.aon^ VI. iii. a.

*BesoTuidiii^, ppl. adj. reverberating, echoing.
O'er shadowy mountain and resounding dell, Hont. Merc. xvi. 2.

IJlBesonuds, v. intr. (1) reverberates.

Adonis is dead Echo resounds Bion. Adon. 34.

(2) makes a loud noise.
Bat when the roar Of ocean's gray abyss resounds, Moschus, 5.

*BesoTirce, n. an expedient, a last hope.
That aid, or retribution, or resource Cenci, in. i. 204.

Bespect, n. (1) feelings of esteem and honour.
my high respect towards your person Calderon, l. 237.

No counsel nor respect can make them friends . I. 242.

That you put off, . . . Forbearance and respect^ . Cenci, III. i. 209.

(2) relation, reference.

in which respect ^c state of England ... . Ch. ist, II. 161.

Bespect, v. ir. have regard to.

The Elements respect their Maker's seal ! . . . W. Jew^ (2) i.

*Bespecta1>le, adj. honourable, of good repute.

Is popular and respectable in Thebes CEdipus^ 1. 143.

Bespectiu^, pr. pple. with reference to.

respecting" That which you know the best, .

Bespects, n. points or particulars.

. <Bdipus^ II. i. 106.

. Cenct^ V. i. 26.

. Ch. 1st, II. 121.

. Julian, 359-

. Loon, III. vii. 7.

. III. xix. 7.

. VII. xxiv. 6.

. vil.xxxvi.7.

XI. vii. 5.

. XII. iii. 6.

. Q. Mab, IV. 155.
. Rosal. 497.

. St. Ir, (3) 11. 9.

. Cenci, in. i. 169.

. III. i. 341.

. 111.ii.s9.

. IV. ii. 29.

. IV. ii.34.

. IV, ii. 36.

. Q. Mab, VII. 198.

. Ch. 1st, II. 323.

. Deetnany li. 108.

. Q. Mad, VIII. 103.

. Damon, 11. 208.

. Q. Mab, IX. 129.

. Calderon, II. 46.

. Cenci, li. ii. 134.

. Loon, I. XXX. 4.

, Alastory 357.
, Faust, II." 58.

. Horn. Min. 12.

Calderon, I. 105.

He says that you go wrong in all respects, .

" ' ' ' ' ' iln -- -- 1-

. Faust, II. 348.

. Julian^ 241.(I think with you In some respects you know)

*Besplration, n. the act of breathing.

the alternate gasp Of his faint respiration . . . Alasior^ 656.

music from her respiration spread ^P^P^- 329.

*Bespire, v. I. tr. breathe.

The very breath we did respire Rosal. 962.

II. intr. take breath, breathe again.

My coursers are wont to respire ; Prom. 11. v. 2.

Bespite, n. a temporary reliefer cessation.

Some respite to its turbulence 4^''''^' ^^Hi ip*

And sought a respite from my gentle pain, . , Gisb. 143.

I must have sought dark respite from its stress . Imoh, 11. xix. x.

Grant a liule respite now : Prom. I. 566.
No pity, no release, no respite/ Oh, III. i. 64.

Bespite, v. tr. keep back or suspend.
may the Devil Respite their souls from Heaven. . Cenci, i, i. 27.

*Bespited, v. tr. reprieved.
r&y^i'iterf from hell An erring soul Cenci,l.\.S.
Respited m& ivom Hg\\.\ I. i. a6.

*Bespleudeut, adj. brilliant, lustrous.
Upon resplendent cXoVi'As, Alastor, 318.
That canopy the sun's resplend^t cowx^, . . . Dcenwn, i. 212.
On the blue sunny deep, resplendent iax away. . Laon^ I. xlviil g.
Sheathed in resplendent arms, _ x. xxv. 2.

Poised on twelve columns of resplendent stone, . Prom.. III. iv. 117.
Bright day's resplendent colours fade ! . . .St. Ir. (4) i. 2,

*Bespo2id, v. intr. (1) re-echo.
Mocking its moans, respond and roar for ever. . Alastor^ 425.
but now respondTo the death dirge Dcemon^ II. 211.

(2) accord, correspond.
Of kindliest human impulses respond: .... Ji. 105,

„ „ n „ „ .... Q. Mab., VIII. 100.

(3) reply as in sympathy.
When west winds sigh and evening waves respond Damon, i. 51.

*Bespoudinsr, pr. pple. corresponding to.

Responding to the charm with its own mysteiy. Summer-Evg. 10.

*Bespoiise, n. A. Lit. (1) answer or reply, expressed or felt.

Voice which art the response Ofhollow weakness ! Hellas, 916.
If there must be no response to my cry— . . . JLaon, Ded. xiv. 2.

some resp. to the thought Which ruled me now— —'— 11. xvL 3.

and my heart gave The response . . . . Prom. II. iv. 122.

Too just a response to mine own Rosal. 448.

(2) mutual accord.
and beat In response while we slept ;..... Laon, Vll. xxi. 6.

B. Fig.
to each inconstant blast Yielding one only resp., Alastor, 564.
Give various response to each varj'ing blast, . . Mutability^ 6.

^Bespouses, n. replies, answers.
Consider the ambiguous responses Calderon, I. 138.
These responses are means i. 14&
To sage or poet these responses given— . . . Int. Beauty^ III. 2.

Languish, ere yet the responses are mute, . . . Prom-. I. &hj..

The liquid ?vj^o«jtfj Of their aerial tongues . 11.1.171.

Best, n. (1) repose, sleep.
he takes his fill Of deep and liquid rest, .... Adonais, Vll. 9.
From her ambrosial rest the fading Splendour

sprung. XXII. 9.
shook him from his rest, Alastor, 226.
Is as ray natural food and rest debarred . , . Cenci, I. i. go.
fills Their hungry ray/ with bitterness, .... Iii. li. 85.
to belie thee with an hour of rest, iv. i. 181.
Let us retire to counterfeit deep rest; .... iv. iii. 61.
that thus unseasonably I break upon your rest. . —— iv. iv. 3.
I must shake the heavenly dew otrest .... V. iii. 7.

I saw her at rest in her downy nest, Faust, il. 164.
to keep An hour of quiet and rest: Ginevra, 103.
and. coiled in rest in her embrace it lay. . . . Laon, I. xx. 9.
In dreamless rest, in sleep that sees no morrow— 11. xix. 3.
Amid her innocent r. by turns she smiled and wept. ii. xxvii. 9.
which cradled lay In her smile-peopled resty . . —— II. xxxiv. 7.

When I arose from rest, a woeful mass .... iv. xxxiii. 7.

The multitudes went homeward, to their rest^ V. Iviii. 8.

said, 'Thou hast need Oi rest,"" vi. xxvi. 8-
whose smile Like light and rest ... . . vil. xiv. 8.
Birds find rest, in narrow nest Mask, XLIX, i.

my rest Was troubled and yet sweet ; . . . . Pront. ii. i. 53.
Can its rest be broken : 11. i. '193.

leapt suddenly Out of their rest^ m. iv. 59.
Which round his rest a watch . . . doth keep. . . iv. 449.
Had pillowed to his nightly rest! ...... Rosal. 222.
Rock it to its untroubled rest, 381.
Rose from the dreams of its wintry rest. . . . Sensit. PL i. 8^
Would rise out of their rest^ Witch, Lxxvi. 3.

(2) used equivocally.
Doubt not but he will soon be laid to rest. . , . Ce?ici, III. ii. 49.

(3) used of natural objects.
rocked to rest on their mother's breast Cloud, 7.

And the weary Day turned to his rest^ , ... To Night, III. 5.

(4) a place of repose, an abiding-place.
he has bought . . . from savage men. His r. and food Alastor^ 81,
can find No rest within a pure and gentle mind Julian, 431.
Yet need was*none for rest or food to care, . Laon, V. xx. i.

Bear thou news of Freedom's r&y// Mexiain, ill. 10.

(5) peace, tranquillity.
neither life nor death can give me rest. .... Cenci, III. i. 140.
rock to rest Yoiu" baby hearts iv. ii. 39.
There was no other rest for me on earth, . . . iv. iv. 137.
My inn of lasting rest: Ch. 1st, I. 41.
Its ardours of rest and of love Cloud, 40.
And thus at length find rest. E. tVilliams^ VI. 6,
There is no rest to-night for any one: . . . Faust, ii. 324.
The corpse is at rest within the tomb, .... Fr. Peace, 2.

They weary me, and I have need oirest. , , . Hellas^ 194,
O vacant expiation! hcatrest.— ... . , Lao?i,vin.^^i.6.
Whose heart is now at rest: ix. L 5.
death was no more refuge or rest; xi, ix* i.

A lair of rest beneath thy spirit pure, .... /V. Athan. 1. 106.
The very hope of death's dear rest; Rosal. 334.
Of death, and nothingness, and rest, 403.
And the Earth was allr., and the air was all love, Sefisit. PI. 1. 99.
Up-gathered into the bosom of rej// i. m.
the only rest That was the portion of despair ! , St. Brack. 3.
Whether the dead find, oh, not sleep ! but rest, . Sunset, 47.
had known before that hour of rest; ..... Xriuntpk^ 320.
With cold and silent rest. , Violet^ il 4.

Best, n. (1) the others, of a number of persons.
The rest escaped unhurt Cenci, i. iii. 61.
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The resi^ in the recesses of the cave, Q*^'- 4*^-
And all the rest^ though fair and wise, .... Epips. 152.
Marina, Vanna, Primus and the rest^ . . . 601.
To Shakespeare, Sidney, Spenser and the resi . Gis&. 31.
A line which covered and sustained the res/, . . Laon, VI. xiii. 8.
And like the resi I grew desperate VI. xv. 9.
the rest, Ere yet success the enterprise .... ix. ix. 4.
amon^ the resi Sate like the Queen .... xi. xxii. 5.
To smile in triumph, to contemn the rest; . . .M.N. Ravail, 54.
all the rtfi-/ rushed through the door, Peter^ i. viii. i.

all the rest, though fair and wise, St. Epips, g.

(2) the remainder of a quantity.
if you should roast the rest, Cycl. 202.
Yet were they not so shaken from the rest, . . Matilda, ij,.

Without which the /-^j^ would seem Peter, Pro'l. 21.

(3) other matters.
As to the rest I care not :— Cycl. 307,
Like all the rest^ a mockery Sensit. PL iv. 16.

(4) the other part of a subject.
the rest thou knowest—return, dear friend ! . . Zmoh, in. ix. 6.
The rest thou knowest— . . ...... ix. xix. i.

And dream the 7-ej^—and burn XVkenpassion's, 11. 3.

Best, V. I. inir. (1) repose, cease from action or labour,
his limbs did rest. Diffused and ftiotionless, . . Alastor, 635.
Thou in the grave shalt rest-

' -...-.
With wings folded I rest.

The sailors rest, rejoicing in the siglit,

followed where I fled, ana watched wnen I did

^^ilj 1814, 21.

. Cloudy 43.

. Horn. Castor, 21.

r. Laon, 11. xv. q.

. II. xxvi. 8.

. vn.xviii. 4.

. Mar. Dr. 11. 2.

. Mont B. 42.

. Mutability, g.

. Nat. Ant. III. 6.

, Prom. II. iv. 173.
. II. v. 109.
. Q. Mab, IX. 21.

The Cold, 11. 3.

. W. Shel. V. 1.

Would rest, with looks entreatin|^o abide,
as now rest on mine Thine own beloved :

—

If thou wilt let me r^j/ between The veiny lids,

Now float above thy darkness, and now rest
We rest.—A dream has power to poison sleep
Wherever she rest or move,
We shall rest from long labours at noon : .

And rest, having beheld ;

There restlroxa. the eternity of toil . . .

The birds did rest on the bare thorn's breast.
Rest, rest, and shriek not, thou gentle child !

(2) weigh, remain.
There rest no heavier sin than what they suffer . Cenci, I. ii. 81.
.did rest and hover Like shadows o'er my brain ; Laon, I. xl. 2.

and rest Upon the labouring brain and overbur-
thened breast I, l. g.

the poison clouds which rest On the dark world, 11. xxxv. 2.

(3) have peace or tranquillity.
That what is past will never let me rest/ , . . Cenci, v. i. 94.O might it die or ^£j/ at last! Hellas, iioi.
We may rest, and none forbid. . . ... Inv. Mis. ix. 5.
Ye cannot rest upon the dreary sea !— . . . Laon, viii. i. 8.
Can the fierce night-fiends rest on yonder hill, . M. jv. Despair, 7.

(4) remain the responsibility for.

On those . . . i?«^the blood that must ensue, . Mask, Lxxxni. 3.
And it will not rest on you. . . . , . . . Lxxxiil. 4.

(5) depend.
Yet it may not long Rest on our wills Ch. ist, 11. 269.

(6) have foundation or establishment.
And thrones, which rest on faith in God, . . . Laon, x. xxxv 9

(7) wait.
i?aj/ awhile, hapless victim, . ... , 6"/. /r. (5) il. 3.

(8) shine, show.
how fair The moonbeams rest upon the trees ! . (4) 11. 4.
IL reji. (1) repose or lie down.

But I can r^j/ me on thy chilling bier, . . . M.N.Fragnit.^o.
(2) keep.

Oh! yvsj/thee tranquil; chase those fearful doubts, Q. Mab, vi. 26.
Bested, v. intr. (1) reposed, lay.

for a space in my embrace she rested^ .... Laon, vi. xxv. i.

She rested on the moor . Mother^ Son, iv. 3.

(2) ceased from work.
God, . . . rested, and created man : Q. Mab, vii. 108.

(3) were fixed, established, settled.

which rested on Their own deep fire— .... Laon, i. Iv. 3.
The cloud wliich rested on that cone of flame . . i. Ivii. i.

the smoke of roofs involved in flame R. like night, ill. xvi. 7.
And rested 'mid the plants of India, .... Uny. Dr. 128.

Besting', pr. pple. (1) reposing.
Resting at eve, a lofty converse keep : . . . . Laon, 11. xviii. 5.

(2) staying.

Down which, one moment resting, Vll. xii. 5.

(3) lying motionless or seeming to rest.

Seemed resting on the fiery line of ocean, . . , Damon, I. 193.
As heaven low rBi'^/Tz^ on the wave . ... I. 222.

p ,, „ ,, „ Q. Mab, II. 31.
Motionless resting on the lake awhile, .... Laon, xil. xli. i.

How in those beams we walked, half resting on
the sea? iV. ^Ma«. II. ii. 59.

the sun's broad orb Seemed r. on the . . . wave, Q. Mab, II. 5.

Bestless, adj. (1) unquiet, disturbed, impatient.
A restless impulse urged him to embark . . . Alastor, 304,
'Tis the restless life Tortured within them.

.

In fear and restless care that he may live .

whose glance Met mine in restless awe— .

could the restless griefs unravel ....

Cenci, III. i. 84.
. Laon, VIII. xiv. 3.

. vni.xxvi.g.

. Pr. Athan. I. 3.

The restless coursers pawed the ungenial soil, . Q. Mab, ix. 229.

And through our restless life, St. Epips. 130.

(2) ever active,

those ?-tfj^/£jj powers that ceaselessly . . . . Da-mon, II. 2.

urge The ^'fjZ&jj wheels of being 11.245-

Restless they plan from night to morn ; . . . . Falsehood, 84.

Which blend two restless frames .... Laon, VI. xxxvi. 9.

To which those restless souls Q. Mab, ix. 2,

urge The restless wheels Of being on their way, . IX. 152.

Or mark my own heart's restless beat .... Rosal. 380.

Ye restless thoughts and busy purposes , ... Ye hasten, 2.

rs) ever moving.
Like restless serpents, clothed In rainbow . . . Alastor, 438.
Restless sunflower, cease to move,— Calderon, III. 76.

To hear the restless multitudes forever .... Laon, V. xH. i.

Shine in the rushing torrent's i-estless gleam, . . Mont B. 121.

To the restless sea, Q. qf-my Heart, IV. 2,

sate chattering like restless apes Triumph, 493.

(4) never hxed or stationary, ever changing.
like the restless clouds that haunt Allegory, I. ^.
Like restless clouds before the steadfast sun,— . Laon, V. xviii. 8.

Let even the restless gossamer Sleep Q. Mab, 1. 120.

Beneath the weltering of the restless tide. . . . Witch, LXIII. 8.

(5) ever varying.
the lofty destiny Which restless time prepares . Q. Mab, III. 20.

(6) where rest is not.
On thy restless pillow,— Hellas, 2.

*Bestlessly, adv. unceasingly.
And see, the torches Restlessly flashing, . . . Ch, 1st, I. 133.
tossed restlessly In the red Heaven, Laon, xi. ii. 8.

How r^j//£jj/ythe^ speed, and gleam, and quiver. Mutability, 2.

Bestore, v. tr. give back.
the amorous Deep Will yet r. him to the vital air ; Adonais, III. 8.

Restore it to the slumber of the scabbard : . . . Calderon, I. 239.
Bestored, v. tr. made good.
she Restored the embalmers' ruining, .... Witch, lxx. 2.

Bestored, />p, (1) given back
who to me So late had been restored, .... Laon, VI. i. 4.
So now my reason was restored to me, . . vii. xxv. i.

weeps on her child restored. Pront. IV. 393.
. Rosal. 128 1.

, Pront. III. iii. 147*

. Laon, IX. X. 6.

x. xxviii. £.

. ti. xiv. 6.

Her daughter was restored to Rosalind,

(2) revived.
Now thou art thus restored.

Bestrain, v. tr. repress, subdue.
Their many tyrants . . . could none restrain
who can restrain Thy wrath,

Beatrained, //. repressed.
it must, it w>H—It may not be restrained!—

Bestrains, v. tr. withholds, hinders.
but a religious awe RestratTis me, Cenci, ill. i. 149.

Bestraint, n. (1) mental restriction, reticence.
And so we shall converse with less restraint. . ^—' I. i. 60.

(2) self-command.
Moral restraint I see has no effect CEdipus^ I. 74.

Bestraints, «. reticence of thought or word.
And all the fit r^j^TiazK/j of daily life, . , . Cenci, III. \. 210.

Bests, V. intr. (1) reposes from labour.
feeds and rests at the same time Calderon, i. 65.

(2) reposes in death.
Even as the corpse that rests beneath their wall. Dcemon, 11. 216.
Rests with those dead, but unforgotten hours, . Ode Lib. xil. 14.
Even as the corpse that rests beneath its wall. . Q. Mab, IX. 108.
rests in her shroud so cold :

(3) lies motionless, seems to rest.

Now upon the jagged hills It rests, . . .

(4) depends, remains,
how this act Be warranted, it rests with you.
Rests the full splendour of his sacred fame

;

(5) has place.
How gently slumber rests upon her face, . . .

This wandering melody until it rests Among lone
mountains

tho' shadow, rests thereon, .

Besume, v. I. tr. reassume or take back.
If Heaven should rfJzi7W£ thee, .

II. intr. begin again.
He paused ; and ere he could regime, . .

iBesumed, ©. tr. regained.
But I resutnedmy ancient powers at length

;

Besumes, v. tr. begins again.
The owlet night resumes his reign— . . .

iBesurrectiou, n, (1) revived vitality,
And at thy resurrection Re-appeareth, . .

(2) reproduction.
Masked Resurrection of a buried Form I .

Betaiu, v. tr. (1) keep, preserve.
Our memory, and whose hopes its light retain
The tyranny of heaven none may retain,

(2) hold back3 restrain.

Us the enchantments of earth retain : .

Betained, v. rejl. held.
When he who gave, accepted, and ret.. Himself . Ch. \st 11 248

4 C

. Rosal. 300.

, Alastor, 650.

. Cenci^ iv. ii.

. Otho, I. 4.

Cenci. v. iii.

37.

Er. Silence, 8.

. Laon, VIII. ix. 5.

, Hellas, 102.

. Triumph, 19S.

. Z,a(7«,vii.xxviii.3.

. RenuTMbr. II. 2.

. Hellas, 100.

. Ld. Ch. I. 4.

. Laon, II. xlviii. 8,

. Prom. III. i. 57,

• IV. 162.
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*Betain'st, v. tr. preservest.
Still thou rfi/ff/w'j/ unchanging bloom, . . . . L^ve^g.

Betire, v. intr. (1) withdraw, go.
Retire to your chamber, insolent girl ! . . . . Cenct^ I. iii. 145.
Retire^ thou impious man

!

I. iii. 146.

We Will retire / my mother is not well : ... IV. iv. 63.

(2) go to rest or bed.
L-et us rtf/iVe to counterfeit deep rest ; .... iv. iii. 61.

Betixed, v. intr. {V\ withdrew.
he retired^ while she Was led amid Ginevra^ q8.
As they retired^ the golden moon upsprung, . . LaoUy III. xxv. 6.

(2) went to bed.
Gaping and torpid they retired^ Peter^ vii. xvi. 4.

^etixi-n.^, pr. pple. ebbing.
Wept o'er the beauty, which like sea retiring"^ , Zucca^ 1. 5.

Betixingr, ppl. adj. departing.
and the far sound Of their :>v/iW«^ steps . . . Laon^ ill. xiv. 9.

*Betoiichiiier> pr. pple. altering, revising.
Considering and retouching- Peter Bell ; . . . JVitck^ Ded. iv. 2.

*Betracted, pp. withdrawn.
Retracted whilst it's granted

:

Lovers Rose, 11. 2.

Betreat, n. (1) orderly withdrawal.
Of safe and slow retreat, with Moslem dead ; . Hellas, 372.
What hope of refuge, or retreat^ or aid ? . . 3S7.

(2) a place ofseclnsion or privacy.
a lone retreat Of moss-grown trees and weeds, . Laon, Ded. II. 7.

was happiest in that strange retreat, vil. xxi. 7.

And I returned with food to our retreat, . . . X, iii. 2.

Their food and their retreat for ever gone, . . Mont B. 1 16.

*Betreating,^. pple. falling back in order.
and still Retreating^ with stern looks .... Laon, vi. ix. 3.

and then Retreating in good order (Edipus^ i. 317.

*Betribution, n. requital of wrong.
Die not, but dream oi retribution^ Adon. Cane. 15.

That aid, or retribution^ or resource Cenci, III. i. 204.
Bar all access to retribution first, ... . . IV. iv. 118.

Flinch thus from earthly retribution Ch. ist, III. 43.

*Betril]UtiTe, adj. that brings requital for misdeeds.
Enduring thus, the retributive hour Prom. 1, 406.
the sting Which retributive memory implants . Q. Mab, I. 174.

*Betrospects, n. contemplations of the past.

What retrospects, outliving even despair? . . . Cenci, III. i. 76.

Betnrn, n. (1) home-coming.
welcome thy return with eyes Bright .... Alastor, 2S3.

To celebrate their King's return, Devil, xxvill. 2.

will light More willingly our return to-night.— . Serchio^ 57.

(2) coming again, reappearance.
Be there love's folding-star at thy return ; . Efips. 374.

(3) requital, recompense, exchange.
And gave him in return the glittering lash, Horn, Merc. LXXXV. i

but in r.. In Venus Jove did soJTE desire awaken, . Hont. Venus, 41.
With love that scorned return; sought to unbind Laon, 11. xix. 8.

the like return ye prove not Pan, Echo. 12.

and in return he chains me' here Prom. I. 382.

Beturn, v. I. tr. give back, restore.

Can return not the kiss by his now forgot ; . . Unf. Dr. 11.

II. intr. (1) come or go back.
You may return for me Calderon, I. 14.

Now go ; and as I said^ return for me . . . I. 38.
may return To a dull home, Cenci, I. ii. 77.
And to that hell will I rs^rw no more . . . III. i. 331.
Shall I wait, Orsino, Till he return, . . . ill. i. 374.
stay not. He might return: iir. i. 385.
Found ye the boldness to return to me .... iv. iii. 24.
Take it! Depart! ^^/«r«/ iv. iii. 36.
O, wait till I return] v. iv. 4*1.

Return to brood on^oughts that cannot die . Ch. 1st, IV. 54.
r^/wrB Surpassing Spirit, Dcemon. ll. 2H1.

the dead return not

—

Deaths (2) i. i.

When I return to my cold home, E. Williams, IV. i.

Whence thou hast fled, whither thou must return Fr. Is not, 7
And I return to thee, mine own heart's home; . Laon, Ded. I. 2,

when to thy home Thou dost return, . . . i. xxxiv. 2.

two mighty Spirits now return, I. Iviii. 6.

the rest thou icnowest

—

return, dear friend ! . . in. ix. 6.

When they return from carnage, and are sent . V. xiv. 8.

If I might win her to return with me, .... vi. liii. 2.

whose waters Return not to their fountain— . . IX. xxxv. 2.

why return The victor bands, x. ix. i.

' Return, ah me ! return— xi. vii. 8.

Then they will return with shame .^(M^.lxxxvi. i.

Return mto the temple of the brain Prol. Hellas, 192.

then Return; and thou shalt dwell Prom. III. iii. 83,
truth and liberty, Fled, to return not, . , , . Q. Mab, 11. 207.

(2) recur,

the waters of the deluge are gone, and can return
no more Ch. ist, II. 417,

Wailing for glory never to return.— Hellas, 869.
The golden years return, 1061.
O cease ! must hate and death return) . . . 1096.
When will return the glory of your prime? , . Lament, i. 4.

the might Of virtuous sname return, .... Laon, vi. viii. S.

One accent never to return again Woodman, 67.
That things depart which never may return : . Wordsworth^ 2.

(3) reappear.
And return to wake the sleeper, Bridal, ll. 3.

n It M „ Epiihal. 25.
Nay, return. Vesper

!

(2) 20.

(4) are restored.

And with inconstant fortune, friends return y , Laon^ Ded. IX. 2.

Betnmed, v. I. tr. rendered back.
returned the steadfast gaze Of the great Image , Laon, V. li. 6.

II. intr. (1) came or went back.
Wildered, and wan, and panting, she returned. . Alastor, 139,
I returned With this ill news, Cenci, III. i. 309.
I went forth too ; but soon returned again ; . . in. i. 325.
Who ever yet returned To teach v. iv. '72.

ReturnedWV.^ ravens from a corpse Gtnevra, 193.
and when She left him and returned, .... Julian, 21^^^

After many years And many changes I returned: 584.
How sadly I r.—might move the hearer's ruth : . Laon^ I. xliv. 9.

The meteorto its far morass returned: . . . VI. xxxiv.i.
And I returned with food to our retreat, . . . x. iii. 2.

And on the fourth, when he returned, .... Rosal. 740.
and who r. to tell The words of hate and awe ; . Triumph, 474.
The crane rtf/«?'«£(:^ to her unfrozen haunt, . . Unf.Ifr.'jo.
When we returned to gaze on thee W\ Skel. (2) 6.

And so this man returned with axe and saw . . Woodfnan, 40.

(2) resumed influence.

But on his heart its solitude returned, .... Alastor, 414.

Beturned, //. (1) sent back.
It was returned yxTiZs^'^exedi Cenci, II. ii. (i2.

(2) come back.
It must be Cenci, unexpectedly Returned . . . in, i. 271,
She is returned! Taurina is m Thebes . . . CEdipus, i. 281.

(3) repaid or requited.

yet all love is sweet, Given or returned. . . . Pram. il. v. 40.
by him and us Given and returned; .... III. iii. 60.

tBeturuest, v. intr. goest.

too surely shalt thou find Thine own well full, if

^oyx-retumesthova^, . . Adonais, LI. 6.

Beturueth, v. intr. reviveth.

Love repulsed,—but it returneth! ..... Hellas, 37.

Betnrxiiusr, pr.pple. (1) coming or going back.
Returning from their famous Trojan toils, . . Cyd. 608.
to his home each one ?'£/«^»z'7z^, Z,af»2, xil.xxix. 6.

Returning from drear Hell, Orpheus, fi'j.

aye from thy sight Returning, for a season, . . Prom, i, 358.
Yet like the bee returning to her queen, . . . Q. Mab, IX. 53.
from some dread war Triumphantly returning. Triumph, 437.

(2) desisting.

Returning from its daily quest, Cavalc. i.

(3) coming round periodically.

For I found the pure gem, when the daybeam r., Tear, in. i.

(4) reviving.

youthful hope returning suddenly, . . . Laon, ix. xxx. 8.

When ye stir it, soon returning

:

Prom. I. 509.
Betnrning, ppl. adj. recurring.

If night is mute, yet the returning sun .... Hellas, 295.

Betams, v. intr. (1) comes or goes back.
And now must wait till he returns. . ... Cenci, IIL i. 280.
no doubt, returns to Thebes, (Edipus, 11. i. 35.
and the peasant . . . when he returns at even, . Q. Mab, in. 54.

(2) revives.

But grief returns with the revolving year; . . Adonais, xvill. 2.

The ghastly form with which it now returns . Cenci, v. i. 7.

(3) recurs.

When it returns no more ? .... Prom. ii. iv. 18.

(4) is restored.

Freedom, so To what of Greece remaineth now R.; Hellas, 84.

^Bevealing, pr. pple. (1) making known, displaying.
with your dear voice revealing A tone .... Jane, IV. 2.

Thespher&dlampsofday and night,r.New changesZaaff,xii.xxxviii.3.

(2) making visible.

For the ray morn's bloom revealing .... Mary, -who died, I. 5.

*BeveaUng, n. revelation, disclosure.
a light of deep revealing, Laon, xi. iv. 8.

*Bevealings, n. supernatural disclosures.
No doubt divine revealings may be made. . . Cenci, IV. 1. 38.

Bevel, n. a merrymaking, a carouse.
We'll make our friendly philosophic r£z/c/ . . . ff«5. 319.
Then bear it boldly to the revel iovid, . . Horn. Merc. LXXXII. i.

Bevel, V. intr. A. Lit. make merry, carouse.
to dance and revel With sweet Bromian, . . , C^cl. 624.
shouldst dance and revel on the grave Of Liberty. Fall ofBonap. 3.

B. Fig. joy, gloat.

the Fiend did revel In victory, . Laon, I. xxvii. 3.

Bevellers, n. merrymakers.
such as you may Hear among r. on a holiday. -— ix. 8.

]:Bevelry, n. (1) jollity, carousal.

This day fiends give to revelry, Devil, xxvili. i.

In this dear work of youthful revelry, . . Horn. Merc, Lxxvil. 6.
Right in the thickest of the revelry^ .... Faust, 11. 273.

(2) debauchery.
his wantonness Wastes in unjoyous revelry, . . Q. Mab, in. 39.

Bevels, n. A. Lit. (1) debauches, carouses.
Where he kept his darkest revels, ..... Fr. Romanes, II. 2.
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(2) frolics, festivities.

to supply those ceaseless revels, Laon, III. xxiii, c.

B. Mg.
Whicli in your royal bosom hold their revels, . CEdipus, I. 58.

Beveug'e, n. (1) vengeance, acts of retaliation.
All men enjoy »-w«K^«,- C«m«, I. i. 78.
while lust was sweeter than »-OT««^«/ .... I. i. 98.my revenge Is as the sealed commission of a king

That tills =
. , I. iii.96.

and yet to its revenge, III, i, 359,Which ye would sell for gold and for revenge . iv. iii.' 27.
All refugre, all revenge, all consequence, . . . v. iii. 82.
turns Heaven's milk of mercy to revenge. . . . Ch. vsl, 1. 64.
Did all the ministers of Heaven's r. Flinch thus . ill. 42.
and take a sure revenge Cjic/. 416.
In fCT«K^e of such a feast

!

616.A full revenge for yotir unnatural feast ; . . . -— 702.
To overwhelm in envy and revenge DtBtnon, 11. 22.
The despot's race, the slave's revenge. .... Eug. Hills, 235.And not the sophisms of revenge and fear, . . Fr. Satire, 1 1)
Bloodier than is revenge 12.
Or circumstance, or terror, or rtfz'^M^e, .... Ginevra,6l.
he Sought not revenge, but only information, Horn. Merc. LIII. 4.
Ambition or revenge or thoughts as stern . . . Julian, 366.
All human passions, all revenge, all pride ; . . 502.
then >-e»«w^« and fear Made the high virtue... fail: Laou, V. viii. 6.
is the light Of love, and not revenge, . , . v. xxxiv. 9.
that his soul on its revenge might look x. viii. 9.
thou dost shower The shafts of thy revenge, x. xxviii. 4.
Thine angels of r^z/fiK^f.* ... .... x. xxix. 2.
him to your revenge will I betray, xi. xxi. 7.
Let those who pine in pride or in revenge, . . . Marenghi, I. r.

Then it is to feel revenge ... . . Mask, XLVIII. i.

Whose revenge, pride, and power Ode, Arise, 27.
Of fanatic rage and meaningless rez/^«^£— . (Edipus,l\.n.Q\.
ghosts that may take revenge for it, . . . . Past, 11. 2.
But Cobbett's snuflf, ?'£z/ff«^£ / /V/^r, ill. xix. 3.
The unremembered joy of a revenge, Prol. Hellas, 93.
O'er mine own misery and thy vain revenge. . . Prom. I. 11.
so the rswcK^c Of the Supreme may sweep . . I. 215.
To execute a doom of new rfit/iw^is I- .^'^?.

Nor would I seek it ; for, though dread revenge, I. 641.
Even where he hangs, seared by my long revenge, III. i. 66.
from lust, Revenge, and murder Q. Mab, III. 126.
as the smoke Of his rcz/ffw^e ascended . . . VI. 112.
?-£z/£M,.f£ And favoritism, and worst desire . . . VI. 212!
Shall perish, to fulfHI the blind revenge . . . vil. 125.
unsheathe The sword of his revenge, vil. 226.
All was inflicted here that earth's revenge . . . vlll. 163'.

But is revenge and fear and pride Rosal. 640.
(2) as a personification.

Revenge does not howl in the dead Bigotry, 11 8
Fear, SeusK^c and Wrong bring forth their kind, Hellas, 729.
Revenge and Selfishness are desolate— . . Laon, v. Song, 2. 13.
But what is sweeter to revenge's ear ... . M. N. Ravail, 109.
With bitter stings the light sleep of Revenge. . Prom. I. 394.

Revenged, pp. taken vengeance for.
And not revenged the murder of my comrades. . Cycl. 704.

Bevenue, n. (1) resources, incomes,
which are the stewards Of their revenue. . . . Cenci, I. i. 33.
(2) annual income.

But hy absolving me from the revenue .... i. ii. (,5.

(3) ttie state income derived from taxes.
The troops grow mutinous—the revenue fails— . CEdipus, I. 98.
still Does the >-£»««»«, that great spring of all . 11. 1. 12.
And the revenue will amount to—nothing ! . . u. i. 17.

*Beverljerated, ppl. adj. reflected.
Of its reverberated lightning. Epips. 169.

Reverberates, v. tr. casts back or reflects.
Reverberates the dying light of day Hellas, 332.

*BeTere, v. tr. regard vfith awe and respect.
revere The gentle changes of thy day Faust, I. 23.

*Revevea., ppl. adj. regarded with respectful awe.
rich Power, reveredVmmty Horn. Earth, 24.
town-preserving maid, Revered and mighty ; . . Horn. Min. 4.

Beverence, n. (1) mingled respect and affection.
No human hands with pious reverence reared, . Alastor, 51.
First love, then reverence in a child's prone mind, Cenci, I. iii. 109.
The reverence living in the minds of men . . . v. ii. 146.
(2) due respect.

With reverence to your Lordship Faust, I. 48.
With reverence be it spoken, 11. 28.

Beverence, v. tr. venerate, revere.
I reverence the divine Sun and the Gods, . . Horn. Merc. LXIV. 5.
reverence the power That grinds them . . . . Q. Mab, v. 59.

Reverend, adj. venerable.
And on that rev. form the moonlight did repose. Laon, ill. xxviii. 9.
from human power the reverend veil Was torn, . v. xxxviii. 7.
they Whose reverend heiids with age are grey, . MasA, LXXXII. 2.

Reverent, adj. (1) reverend, venerable.
his stern and reverent brow Cenci, IV. iii. 10.

(2) witli respectful demeanour.
reverent stood Before Jove's throne Horn. Merc. LV. 2.

Reverse, ». misfortune, unhappiness.
were I as he Fallen to such deep reverse;^ , . Julian, 265.
And the cold truth such sad reverse did seem, . Laon, II. xvij. 8.

. Peter, VII. xvi. I.

«

. VII. xvi. 2.

Gisb. no,
. Peter, vi. ii. 2.

. VI. vii, I.

. VI. xxxiii. I.

Reverse, v. tr. repeal, annul.

reverse that doom I Cenci, IV. i. 127.

{Reversed, pp. turned the wrong way.
Who hid, perhaps, her face for grief, reversed; . Hellas, 63J.

^Reversing, pr. pple. inverting.

I will, reversing nature's law Cenci, III. i. 334.

Reversion, n. anticipatory possession.

Rich in reversion of impending death, .... Hellas, 903.

*Reverting', ^//. adj. eddying, backtuming.
Shall the reverting stress Of that resistless gulph Alastor, 395.

fReview, n. a periodical literary publication.
Court Journal or legitimate Review/— .... CEdipus, I. 368.
From God's own voice in a review Peter, VI- xi. 5.

by some review. That you condemn these verses Witch, Ded. I. 2.

'"Reviewed, pp. criticised.

'tis to \i^ Reviewed, I hear, in the next Quarterly; Si. Epips. 32.

"'Reviewers, n. critics.

Even the Reviewers who were hired . . .

"Reviewing, pr. pple. criticising.

To do the work of his reviewing, . . .

'^Reviews, n. pi. of Review.
frind The gentle spirit of our meek reviews
he Devil to all the first Reviews , .

All these Reviews the Devil made ....
Yet the Reviews, who heaped abuse . . ,

Revile, v, tr. al^use, speak ill of.

So to revile a man's peculiar taste Cenci, I. i. 95.

^Revisited, v. tr. came back to.

and the breath Revisited those hps, . . . . Adonais, xxV. 4.

'"Revisits, v. tr. recurs to.

mypalelip quivers When thought r^piw/jthem;— Laon, I, xlvi. 4.
Revive, v. I. tr. restore.

I weep—my tears revive it not ! . .... Violet, III. i.

II. intr. regain vigour or life.

All things revive in field or grove, .... Whenpassion's. III. 3.

Revived, 71. I. tr. restored.
air And light revived the plant Zucca, IX. 2.

II. intr. became reanimated.
My powers revived vi\\^\\n me, and I went . . . Laon, iv. xxxiii. 1.

Revived, pp. (1) reanimated, restored to energy.
Aught but a lifeless clog, until revived by thee. . Ded. VI. 9,

(a) renewed,
felt All knowledge of the past revived; . . . . Q. Mab, II. 246.

"Reviviftr, w. tr. impart new life to.

Revivify this withered limb of Heaven ? ... vi. 22.

Reviving, n. restoration or resurrection.
And oh! when on the blest r£wV/«,,p' Love,\l.

Reviving, ppl. adj. awaking.
Beneath whose looks did my reviving soul . Q. Mab, Ded. 5.

Revoke, v. tr. recall, annul.
Shall I revoke this curse ? Cenci, rv. i. 15S.
Oh! powerful fate, yfi&o.4<? thy deadly spell, . . M. N.Fragm.t.%-

Revolt, n., insurrection.
Lebanon and the Syrian wilderness Are in revolt; Hellas, 580.

Revolted, ppl. adj. offended, disgusted,
the deeds Which you scarce hide from men's re-

volted eyes Cenci, I. i. 14.

Revolution, n. political change.
There is great talk of revolution— Peter, ill. \\. i.

Revolutions, n. periods of recurrence.
intervals Of their unequal rfiz/(3/«/«wj / .... Calderon,\l. T.'i^.

Bevolve, v. I. tr. cogitate or meditate on.
Let me now Revolve this doubt again . . . i. 216.

II. intr. (1) recur periodically.
revolve, subside and swell Mont B oc
(2) rotate.

Golden worlds revolve and shine Prol. Hellas 60.
jIBevolving, pr. pple. cogitating.
Revolving in his mind some subtle feat . . . Horn. Merc. XI. 5.

Bevolving, ///. adj. (1) periodically recurring.
But grief returns with the revolving year ; . . . Adonais, xvill. 2.A light is past from the revolving year, .... liii, 4.Let heaven and earth, let man's revolvinf' ra.cs, O. Mab, VII. iq
(2) rotatory.

On the sun's revolving splendour ! Calderon, III, 68.
On the revolving -Korid />»»», II. iv. 118.

Beward, n. a requital or recompense.
Whose throat is choked with dust for his reward. Cenci, I, i, 23.A punishment and a reward m, i," 1 18
the reward of trampling down The thorns . . lu.'i. 123.
a >-««;tt>irf of blood, well earned and due ? . . III. ii. 66.'

And leave me the reward. iv. iii
16*

the j-KBoj-rf of innocent lives
; V. iv. no'.

that which once was a reward ... ... Ck. \st II. 81.
First leaving my reward, Cycl. 169,

'

I freely give them tears for their reward. . . .

'

32,?.'

You grant your guest a fair reward, O Cyclops. ecg.
Without assured r^a/flT't/. Dcetnon \ 38
its r«tia^iii^ in the world divine '.

Gpips.iqT
If you should prqn)ise aq immense reward, . Horn. Merc'JcLVi. 7.

4 C 2
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Nor could he tell, though offered a reward^ . Honi. Merc. LXI. 5.

The vile /-sa/arrf of their dishonoured years, . . Laon^ I. xxxiv. 5.
By whom for ye this dread reward was earned, . X. xxxv. 8.

what ! cried ne, this is my reward . ... Peter., VI. viii. i.

Virtue's most sweet reward} Q. Mab, Ded. 4.
This is thine high reward:— II. 6$,

Rewarded,//, recompensed or requited.
To spend years thus, and be rewarded^ . . * . M. XV. G, III. 3.

iBewardlug*, pr. pple. recompensing.
Rewarding- its own majesty, Datnon, I. &y.
Rewarding her with their pure perfectness : . . 11. 56.

„ „ „ „ „ „ . . Q.Mad,vui.iii.
^ShadamantlLTis, n. son of Zeus and Europa.
he is juster far Than Rhadatnanthus— .... CycL 254.

*Shea, «. wife of Saturn.
Whom to wise Saturn ancient Rhea bare. , , . Horn. VenuSy 40.

Rhetoric, n. fair words.
he little heeds The rhetoric oityx^uriy \ . . . . Q. Mab^ V. 121.

"'Rheumatism, n. a. disease of the joints of the body.

fout, rkeuTftatistny and stone, and asthma, . . Ck. u/, 11. 381.
'or fear of rheumatism Peter^ II. v. 5.

^Rhinoceroses, n, a pachydermatous nose-horned quadruped.
received the first attack Like so many rhinocer. CEdipus^ I- 316.

Rhyme, n, a poem, an expression of thought in verse.

Too vast a matter for so weak a rhyme. . . . Gisb. 105.
some interrupted flow Of visionary rhyme^— . . 168.

Behold a wonder worthy of the rhyme .... Xrium-ph^ 471.
A wonder worthy of his rhyme.— 4>fo.

Content thee with a visionary rhyme Wiich.^ Ded. I, 8.

A lean mark, hardly fit to flm^ a rhyme at ; . . VI. 4.
The pains of putting into learned rhyme^ . .

Rhyme, v. intr. correspond in sound.
The one God made to rhyme with hell ; .

Rhymes, n. poems, verses.

At others a bard bartering rhymes ....
Rhymes, v. intr. corresponds in sound.
The other, I think, rhymes with you

*Rhymesters, n, poetasters.

Rhymesters—pamphleteers^—stock-jobbers— .

^Rhythmical, adj. musical.
Symphonious chords of sheep-gut rhythmical.

Rib, n. a bone forming part of the thorax.

Smiting each Bishop under the fifth rib. . . .

^Rihald, adj. scoffing, free-spoken.
In Paris ribald censurers dare not move
Oh wilt thou smile whilst our ribald io^s^ . .

mid the ribald crowd that followed them, . .

^Rihbed, pp. Fig. crossed, barred.

Flooded with lightning was ribbed overhead .

ribbed and branching, o'er The solid rind, . .

*Ribbou, n. a narrow fillet of silk texture.

I have no ribbon at my knee ;

tying some bits Of ribbon round their legs

—

'''Ribbons, fi. (1) pi. of Ribbon.
And coronals of bay from ribbons hung,

(2) Fig. strips like ribbons.
flickering in ribbons within the fierce gale

:

Ribs, n. A. Lit. (1) pi. of Rib.
wholesome fat Upon his carious ribs . . .

(2) that part which includes the ribs.

Toasting their flesh and ribs^

B. Fig.

1.6.

, Petcr^ I. v. 4.

II. ii. 3.

. i.v.5.

. III. IX. 4.

Horn. Merc. viii. 7.

. Ch. ist^ I. 104.

. II. 22.

. II. 326.

. TriuTHph^ 136.

. Laon^ VI. xlvi. 7,

. Witchy XXXIII. 5.

. Paust, II. 264.

. CEdipuSy I. 298.

. Gisb. 215.

. Vis. Sea. 2.

(Bdipus, 1. 86.

. Horn.. Merc. XX. 6.

. Paust^ II. 120.

. Hellas^ 210.
Cling tightly to the old ribs of the crag,

theylast On Death's bare ribs had cast.

Rich, adj. (1) possessing wealth or property.

The eldest son of a rich nobleman Cenci, II. ii. 10.

you will bore Many a rich man's house, . Hom^. Merc. XLVI 11.3.

Famine from the rich man's portal came, . . . Laon^ ix. xvii. p.

As the rich man in his riot Mask^ XL.111. 2.

Ever grows more grim and rich Peter^ III. iii. 5.

Many are strong and rich, and would be jugt, . Prom.. I. 629.

the proud rich man's eye Flashing command, . Q. Mab, V. 118.

For he is rich, they said, and young, Rosal. 657.

but Lionel We know is rich and nobly born. . . 672.

Rich and poor, through joy and sorrow, , . , To-morroWy I. 3.

(2) abounding, overflowing.

in a moment will make rich Men . . , . Fausiy II. 302.

Rich in reversion of impending death, .... Hellas., 903.

can borrow For poor to<iay, from rich to-morrow, Love^ Hopey 38.

(3) plentifully dowered.
rich Power, revered Divinity. Horn. Earthy 24,

(4) brilliant, grand.
Was roofed with clouds of rich emblazonry . . Julian, 71.

(5) costly, valuable.

The rich robes your tyrants wear ? H^n ofEng. I. 4.

(6) luscious, full-flavoured.

or fill our colons With r/cA blood, CBdipuSy \. 6^.

pigs, who swill Rich hog-wash, II- i- 39-

1^7) mentally wealtby.
to change Reason's r. stores for its eternal weal. Q. Maby v. 230.

(8) adj. absol. those who are rich.

To the rich thou art a check, Mask, LVI. i.

Thou art Love—the rich have kist Thy feet, . . LXI. i.

The rich are damned beyond all cure, .... Peter., III. xviii, i.

the harsh rich use To bhnd the world .... Pr. Athan. l. 37.
The vainly rich., the miserable proud, . . . . Q. Mab^ v. 57.

Riches, n. property, wealth.
His riches and his cares he did divide. .... Pr. Athan. I. 42,

Richest, adj. Fig. most estimable or valuable.
One of the ?-/<;^^j^of thedeep;

—

Gisb. 232.

Richly, adv. thickly, plentifully.

the fountain's brink was richly paven .... Laony vil. xiii. i.

Rid, V. tr. disembarrass.
That I might rid me both of him and them. . . Cenciy v. i. 76.

Riddle, n. a difficult proposition, a difficulty.

solve Many a riddle that torments me ! . . . . Fausty li, 238.

Many a riddle there is tied anew ll. 23Q.
If they could tell the riddle ofifered here . . . . St. Bpips. in.

Riddles, n. ambiguous or puzzling propositions.

Riddles of death Thebes never knew Hellas, 1083.

Ride, n. excursion on horseback.
This ride was my delight Juliany 14.

Ride, V. I. tr. A. Lit. sit astride of.

I wish I had a good stout ram to ride ; .... Faust, II. 2.

B. Fig. mount mentally.
This steed in vision he would ride^ Peter, vi. xx. i.

I must ride it back ere morrow, Prom. I. 735.

II. intr. A. Lit. (,1) be borne.
In your carriage you would not ride Devil, Vlll. 7.

(2) take equestrian exercise.

Where 'twas our wont to ride ... . . Julian, 13.

I love To rzV/e as then I rode ;

—

21.

It was delight to ride by the lone sea ; . . • 550.

(3) impel horses.

Ride over your wives and you— . . . Mask, XLVII. 4.

Let them ride among you there, LXXXIV. 2.

B. Fig. (1) travel, are borne along.
Since you ridehy so fast on the headlong blast. . Faust, 11. 167.

They ride on them, and rein their headlong speed, Protn. ii. ii. 80.

Ride singing through the shoreless air ;— ... Witch, LV. 5.

(2) triumph.
Ride ye, more victorious, Ode, Arise, 28.

Rider, n. one who rides.

And his rider howls in the thunder's roar. . M. N. Spec. Mors. 38.

Riders, n. those who ride.

Their gallant ?-z<i!?rj, while they check their pride, Ch. ist, I. 145.

Rides, n. wild mental speculations.
After these ghastly rides, Peter, VI. xxi. 1.

Rides, -v. intr. (1) Fig. dominates, triumphs.
liker Death, Who rides upon a thought, . . . Epips. 402.

When a king in glory rides Fug. Hills, 58.
When winter rides on the northern blast, . M. N. Spec. Hors. 32.

Which rides o'er life's ever tumultuous Ocean ; . St. Epips. 64.

(2) travels.

Perhaps rides the ghost of my sire who is dead ; . St. Jr. (2) rv. ^.

(3) flourishes, is in fall force.

The lamp of our dominion still rides high ; . . . Hellas, 273.

Like fire in the flowers till the sun rides high, . Sensit. PI. I. 87.

tRideth, n. travelleth.

Old Baubo rideth alone Faust, II. 155.

Rid^e, n. a projecting bank.
Ridge after ridge the straining boat arose, . . Alastor, 389.

Ridges, n. caps of the waves.
Through the white ridges of the chafed sea. . . 322.

Riding, pr. pple. A. Lit. (1) sitting.

Riding on the Ionian Minotaur (EdipuSy I. 116.

(2) floating.

Riding n^on the bosom of the sea. HellaSy 521.

B. Fig. passing in triumph.
>ATien Freedom is riding to conquest by : . . . Ode, Arise, 16.

jRife, adj. frequent, prevalent.
Parricide grows so rife That soon, . . . . Cenci, V, iv. 20.

*Rifled, V. tr. emptied of contents.

its cave, Which like a mine I rijled Lmoh, Vll. xxxi. 3.

Rift, n. a cleit or fissure.

its sides Gaped wide with mai^ a rift, .... Alastor, 302.

To tower, and cavern, and rift and tree, . . . Serchio, g.

a narrow rift of sky Witcli, xxxix. 8.

^Rifted,///, adj. fissured.

thro' the rifted cdiv^m streamed, Z^aon, Vll. xvii. 7.

Rifts, n. clefts or Assures.

through the rifts Of the mountain clifts . . .' , Arethusa, iv. 16.

whose ^^j did pour Tumultuous floods . . . /.«7«, xii. xxxix. 2.

Hemmed in with rifts and precipices grey, . . Witch, XLIX. 7.

Ri^ht, n. (1) that which is just and true.

My master's in the right; Calderon, l. 26.

„ J, „ III. 168.

As to the right or wrong that's talk Cenci, IV. i. 41.

the part of God 'twixt right and wrong, . . . Ch. \st li. 240.

and men who know and do the right. .... Horn. Venus, 18.

i?i^A/—wrong—false—true—and foul—and fair, . Peier,'v\. xiii. 4.
And, right or wrong, will vindicate for gold, . . Q. Mab, IV. 109.

the great sea of human right and wrong, . , . St. Wealth, 2.

(2) prerogative, something due.

Who dare confide in right or a just claim ? . . Faust, II. 275.
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That /?/!fA/ should fence itself inviolably , . , Ck.isi^ll. 160.
who charms Strength to forswear her rt'^kt^ . . t.aon^ VI. iii. 6.

which has been Your immemorial right^ . . . CBdipus^ II. i. 42.

(3) nature, due order.
Victory and praise in their own right belong. . Apollo^ VI. 6.

^4) legal title, jwst claim.
Who by riffki thy servants are, Cycl. 69.
The will of strength is r/^A/— Z,a(7«, Vlll. viii. 8.
With flimsy veil of justice and of rights . , . . Q. Mab^ V. 28.

(5) just claim by courtesy.
That either has the right to satisfaction . . . Calderon^ I. 257.

(6) just claim as a free agent. ,

And vindicate that right with force or guile, Cenciy I. i. 70.

Right, adj, (1) that which is equitable and just.

have at length determined what is rz^A^. . . . in. i. 221.
Seems nothing ever right to you on earth ? . . Faust^ I. s$,

(2) true, correct, proper.
Is well aware of the right ^ay I. 90.

(3) real, necessary.
In God's right x&a.son for it— Peter^ I. vii. 4.

(4) proper, correct.

whom it were not right To mention ;— .... • ii. iii. 3.

(5) ready, prepared.
No, now all's right. . . Serchio, 76.

(6) natural, in due order.
That was all rights my friend : Faust^ 11. 374.

(7) the dexter, not the left.

was A sword in the right hand ofjustest God, . Cenci^ iv. iv. 126.
In the right hand of bold bad mighty kings . . Ch. ist, II. 300.
At my right hand or left? ... Cyci. 690.
Close on your right. • 691.
but his right hand Was charg^ed with bloody coin, Dcemon, I. 273.
What eagle-winffed victory sits At her r. hand ? . Hellas. 716.
the right Held nis beloved tortoise-lyre tight. Horn. Merc. xxv. 7.
and in his rightTh^ plectrum struck the chords— LXXI.4.
The Eagle, hovering, wheeled to left and rights . Laon^ I. viii. 7.
Stretching on high from his right hand .... Prom. I. 323.
The left hand held the head, the right— . . . Rosal. 1061.
In her right hand, a shadowy shroud she was

holding Si.Ir,{\)w.%,
In her right hand she bore Triu?nph, 358.
With her rz^A/ she sustains her fair infant. . . Vis. Sea^ 161.
And on the right hand of tlje sunlike throne . . Witch^ Lxxiv. 3.

Big'lit, adv, (1) correctly, truly.

It is a passage, if I recollect it rz^A^, Calderorz, j. 114..

some guess rights .... . . , St. Epips. 56.

(2) thoroughly, quite.

Let us drain rz^A^ joyously The cup Rosal. 1129.

(3) quite, entirely.

Rightm the thickest of the revelry— .... Faust, II. 273.
Right through the temple of the spacious cave Horn. Merc. xxv. i.

He right down to the river-ford had driven ; . . LVII. 5.

(4) just, exactly.
Righthefore the horses' feet, . , Mash, xxv. 2.

(5) in a proper position.

Now put your elbow right Cycl. 572.

Sigrhteons, adj. (1) upright, just, honourable.
righteous in words, In deeds a Cain Cenci, V. iv. 108.

(2) just, equitable.
ne'er for gold May thy righteous laws be sold . Mask, LVII. a.

Big-htfal, adj\ legitimate, holding by due claim.
Of dealing with their rightful sovereign : . . . Ch. \st^ II. 90.

*Rightfullest, adj. most perfect and just.

Only judge! i?/^A^//&s/ arbiter

!

. . . CVm«, iii. L 179.

Biglits, n. (1) inherent rights or privileges.
Now-a-days People assert their rights.*.... Faust, II. 280.
war but on their native ground For natural r. : . Loon, vi. xiii. 4.
Where kinefs first leagued against the r. of men, Q. Mab, Vlll. 185.
enthroned Mid antient rights and wrongs, . . Rosal. 662.

(2) legal status and claims.
The very name of wife had conjugal rights; . . (Edipus, I. 288.

*Bigid, ad/. {1) stem, sharp.
And snapped them off with his ?-ir^;'(/ griff. , . . Sensit: PI. us. 113.

(2) stiff.

stand rigid with horror ; Vis. Sea, 94.

*BiU, n. a little stream.
Which wakens hill and wood and r///, . . . . Faust, ll. 61.

Rills, n. pi. of Rill.

Over the rills, and the crags, and the hills, . . Cloud, 25.

countless rills and shady woods Dsemon, II. 82.
The softest notes of falling rills^ GuitarJane, 70.
Now teem with countless rills and shady woods, Q. Mab, Vlll. 75.

fBim, «. edge.
its sculptured rim Of delicate strange tracery ; . Prom. II. iv. 158.

*Biiiie, n. frozen dew.
And moonlight splendour of intensest rime, . . Wiich^ XLIV. 7.

Bind, n. outside skin or covering.
ribbed and branching, o'er The solid rind^ . . XXXIII. 6.

Bing", V. I. tr. Fig. (I) announce, make known.
Should ring to the world the passing bell Of-

tyranny
!

'
. . . . Hellas, 669.

(2) celebrate.

and leave despair To ring the knell Unf. Dr. 51.

That r/w^ the dead seaman's knell. . . . When the lamp, u. S.

II. intr. resound.
Through thy sister mountains r/Wif, Mexican, ill. 2.

In countless echoes through the mountains ring, Q. Mab^ iv. 39.

Biug, n. (1) a circlet of gold.
Is not that ring—d. pledge, Ginevra, 71.

(2) a circle.

she set in state A ring of cold, stiff babes ; . , , Loon, VI. li. 9.
yonder pointed hill. Crowned with a ring ofoaks, Orpheus, 2.

*Biiig-dove, n. the wood pigeon {fiolumba palumbus).
The ring-dove, in the embowering ivy, .... Epips. 529.

^BiuGTed, pp. encircled.

And we are left, as scorpions ringed -^'xikv fire. . Cenci, II. H. 70.

Biugdd, ppl. adj. marked in rings.

And ringed\ioxT\% which buffaloes did wear— . Marenghi, XVI. 6.

jRinging, pr. pple, A. Lit. (1) sounding.
The minster bells ringing—Q-oxn^ away ! . . . Fugitives, I. 9.

(2) resounding.
Strange accents are ringing Faust, II. 141.
Whilst all the winds with melody are ringing. . Prom. il. v. 77.

B. Fig. seeming to resound.
Ringing thro' each heart and brain, Mask, xc. 3.

His name in my ear was ever ringing, .... Rosal. 277.

Bings, n. A. Lit. (,1) circular folds.
Locked in st\^ rings his adamantine coil, . . . Laon, i. xii. 4.
Dissolve in sudden shock those linked rings, . • i. xiii. 8.

(2) circular markings.
a leech Fit to suck blood, with lubricous round r., CFdipus, i. 1S5.

B. F'ig. bonds.
ye twine the rings of life's perpetual coil. . . Laon, VIII. xix. 9.m aery r/«^j they bound My Lionel, Rosal. 116'j.

Biot, n. {}.) luxury or evil living.

how I had wasted The sum in secret riot; . . . Cenci., III. i. 320.
As the rich man in his riot Mask, XLlil. 2.

(2) uproar.
Frowning, preaching—such a riot/ Peter, ill. xi. z.

Biot, c. adj. attr. given on occasion of a riot.

He'll serve instead of riot money, Oedipus, I. 87.
Biot, V. intr. revel.

That riot in corruption's spoil Devil, xili. z.

*Bioted, V. intr. revelled.
He rioted in festival the while, Laon, x. xxiv. 2.

jBioters, n. merrymakers.
You ought to be with the young rioters .... Faust, 11. 272.

Biots, V. intr. commits excesses.
The war-fiend riots o'er a peaceful land. . . Death Vanq. 43.

Bip, V. tr. rend, tear open.
they'd rip each other's bellies up, CEdipus, I. 305.

*Bipafratta, n. a place six miles from Pisa.
the marble barriers which it clove At Ripafratta, Serchio, 107.

Bipe, adj. A. Lit. in perfection, mature.
But fruits are ever ripe, flowers ever fair, . DcBmon\ II. 64.

_, >» M ), n n • • Q' Mab, VIII. 119.
1 he ?-2/tf com under the undulating air .... Gisb. wk^.
on every tree Hang ripe and large, Horn.. Earth, 9.
the night winds are flowing O'er the ripe com, . Laon,v. Song,K.%.
B. Mg. (1) fit, ready.

Sheaves ofwhom are ripe to come Fug. Hills, 229.
I find the people ripe for the last day, . . . Faust, 11. 293.
(2) reverend.

When he shall fall upon whose ripe grey hairs . Hellas, 904.
Bipen, v. intr. mature.
Where it m3.y. ripen to a brighter bloom. . . . Epips. 367.

Bipeness, n. maturity.
had given Their ripeness to the manhood . Q. Mab, Vlll. i6.

Bipenin^, pr. pple. maturing.
ripen, with its flame The few lone ears of corn ;— Laon, a. xiii. 4

Bipeaiug", ///. adj. maturing.
With undivided fields of ripening corn, ... vil. xxxv. 7.

jBiper, adj. more full and perfect.
Riper in truth and virtuous daring grow ? . . Q. Mab, Ded. 6.

*Biplet, n. a little ripple or wave.
each r. makes A many-sided mirror for the sun, . Orpheus, 60.

*Bipple, n. a little wave.
Wakes not one ripple from its summer dream. . Even. Pisa, i, 6.

*Bipples, V. tr. roughens or makes small waves on.
a deep but narrow stream, Which the wind r. not, Orpheus, 5.

Bise, V. intr, (1) get into an upright position.
I can scarce rfjff, What pure delight! . . . . Cyc/. 585.
I would have risen, but ere that I could rise, . . Laon, lii. xviti, 8.
I arose aghast. Or seemed to rise, .... Triumph, 108.
beckoning the tigers to rise and come near, . . Vis. Sea, 72.

(2) arouse irom sleep, awake from inactivity.
rise Out of thy sleep Adonais, xxii. z.
like a harsh voice, which bids him rise .... Ginevra, K2.
Rise, Memory, and write its praise

! Jane, RecolL 4.
If men must rise and stamp with fury blind . . Laon, Ded. xiv z
if thou at length Wouldst rwe, IV. xviii a
Wisdom ! thy irresistible children rise .... v. Sonp- 1 li
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Rise like Lions after slumber Mask^ xxxviii. i.

To brief alliance, hollow truce.

—

Rise now ! . . CEdii>uSy 11, ii. 102.

To see it rise thus joyous from its dreams, . Pr. Aihan. 11. iii. 7.

Rise as the Sun their father rose, . . ... Triumph^ 18.

rise and shake into a beggar's lap ;— Wiich^ Lxxii. 6.

Would risep\xt of their rest, LXXVI. 3.

(3) get up in the morning.
We two will rise^ and sit, Eptps. 541.
We r.—One wandering thought pollutes the day; Mutability^ 10.

(4) show themselves, are seen.

And where its wrecks like shattered mountains r., Adonais^ XLix. 3.

(6) proceed or spring.
the obscure fountains whence they rise Cane. 21.

And from the sea there rise, . , . clear exhalations, Epips. 470.
As the flames of sacrifice From the marble shrines

did rwff, Bug. Hills^ 112.

From the soil of Heaven did rise, Fr. Pleasure, 3.

And rise again, and in our death St. Epips. 129.
yet there rise A thousand beacons Xriu-mph, 206.
nills where rise the springs of India, Unf. Dr. 123.

(6) appear suddenly.
And dreads no avengers To rise from the earth. . CycL 355.
To rise upon our darkness, .... . Fr. Unrisen Splen. z.

I rise as from a bath of sparkling water, . . . Pro-m. IV. 503.
And you pretend to rise out of its wave, . , . IV. 507.
Ahasuerus, rwe / Q. Mab^vw.^i.

(7) take form, come into being, arise.

which rise, like shadow after shadow, .... Cenci, III. i. 171.
the thoughts that ^. In time-destroying infiniteness. Daemon, ii, 146.
Like them bids rapture rise. ... .... Eyes, 8.

Commanded the bloody fray to rise, ... . Falsehood, 71.

or a quarrel between us Must rise, .... Horn. Merc. XLIII. 2.

Nightmare fell, Totyrantorimpostorbidsthemf., Laon, i. xxx. 6.

Genius beholds it rise, his native home i. 1. 3.

Faith, an obscene worm, who sought to rise, . . v. 1. 8.

They would make human throngs gather and rise vii. xxxiv.4.
this hope must ever rise ... vir.xxxvii.9.
Shades like a rainbow's rise and flee, .... Peter, vi. xxvi. 4.
and no beam Of joy may rise, Pr.Athan. I. 103.
The splendours rise and spread;...... Prol. Hellas^ 64.
the thoughts that rise In ti me-destroying

infiniteness, Q. Mab, viii. 205.
Marks your creations rise as fast and fair . Sonn. Byron, 6.

Figures ever new Rise on the bubble, .... Triumph^ 249.

(8) come forward.
some circumstance Should rise in accusation, . Cend, iv. iv. 43.
the past shall rwtf/ Q. Mab^ l\. d^.

(9) advance in power.
How did your brother kings, . . . Rise past such

troubles ... Ch. \st, 11. 179.
Kings are like stars—they rise and set, .... Hellas, 195.

(10) are splashed or thrown up.
made the torrents rise in spray Laon^ VI. xxii. z.

(11) exhale, ascend.
Round them rise^ and with them move, . Epithal. (2) 28.

there rise Pillars of smoke, ... .... Faust, li. 100.

did rise From her whole frame, I^aon, XI. \. 7.

wheel and rise and fail, , Unf. Dr. 237.

(12) be active.

Forlorn is the wight who can rise not to-night. . Faust^ il. 198.

(13) emerge.
merge her in its depths, never to rise again. . Mother^ Son, I. 12.

(14) dawn, appear.
The sun will rise not until noon. . ... I'ront. II. v. 10.

(15) become audible.
Rise on the night-rolling breath of the blast, . . St. Ir. (2) I. 2.

(16) follow in succession.
Morning on night, and night on morning rise, . Dcemon, ii. 95.

,, ,, „ ,, ,, ,, . Q. Mab, vili. 90.
They rise, they fall ; one generation comes . iv. 227.

Biseu, pp. (1) got into an upright position.
I would have risen, but ere that I could rise, , Laon, ill. xviii. 8.

(2) rebelled, revolted.

might they not have r/jew In opposition . . . Calderon^ v. \%2,

(3) dawned,
the destined Star has risen Epips. 394.

(4) awaked to action.
freshly risen. Like strength from slumber, from

the prison, Fr. Pris. 7.

Whilst, from misery's ashes risen, Mexican, II. 9.

(5) come to life.

Some said . . . that I scarce had r. from the grave Eaon, ix. viii. 2.

Where pale as corpses newly risen, Mask, Lxvill. 2.

(6) been built.

The Pyramids have risen Q. Mab, 11. 127.

Risen, ppi. adj. Fig. in full glory.
Salutes the risen sun, pursues the flyingday! . Hellas^ 941.

Bises, V. intr. (1) arise from repose.
And when he rises up from dreaming it ; ... Cend, I. iii. 25.

(2) increases.
Which, as a dying- pulse rises and falls, . . . III. ii. la.

And sinks and rises, fails and swells by fits : . . Dcemon, ll.-"43.

• t » M n „ n • • Q- -A/fl*, VIII. 26.

(3) becomes audible.
whence it rises soft and slow

; Fr. Pleas. 9.
Ha, what an awful whisper rises up ! .... Prom. 1. 132.

(4) appears.
But see how melancholy r. now, . . . the red moon, Faust, II. 17.

(5) approaches or increases.
it rises As Ocean at the enchantment . . . Prom.. 11. iii., 44.

(6) exhales.
Which breath now rises, m. iii. 131.

(7) revolts or rebels.

That man's mild nature rises not in war Against
a king's employ? Q. Mab,\\l.q\.

(8) takes origin, begins.
As it rises unroingled with selfishness there, . . Xear, l. 4.

*Bisest, V. intr. arisest, takest action.
Till in pity and terror thou risest, CEdipus, II. ii. 46.
When thou risest, dividing possessions ; . II. ii. 54.
When thou risest, uprootmg oppressions ; . II. ii. 55.

iBiseth, V. intr. springs, arises.

Like genius, or like joy which -riseth up ... Prom. II. i. 10.

Bising*, pr. pple. (IJ getting up from a seat
Then rising, with a melancholy smile . . , Julian, 512.

(,2) moving upwards.
A great black Anchor rising there ; Mar. Dr. IV. 4.

(3) exhaling.
The dew is rising dankly from the dell— . . L,aon, vi. I- 2.

Is rzj/WjD' out of Earth, , Prom. iv. $11.

(4) becoming audible.
and rising there . . . Sounds overflow the

listener's brain .... . . . . II. ii. 37.

(5) appearing.
And the fair moon was rising among them,

Dear Jane ! Jane, I. 2.

Rising all bright behind the eastern hills, . . . Orpheus, 97.
When the moon is rising bright ; Q. ojmy Heart,!. 3.

"BAsxn.^, ppl. adj. (1) awakening, opening.
Clouds which stain truth's risingdny .... Eug. Hills^ 161.

(2) steep or hilly.

Gain this Wjiiw^ground, . .... . Faust, II, 403.

(3) appearing.
Beneath the rising rcioow seen far away; . . . Laon, I, xlvii. 6.

Between two rocks, athwart the rising moon, . Triumph, 380.

(4) flowing.
Stares at the rising tide, Laon, xi. x. 4.

(5) gathering.
the chasms of ever rising clouds Pr. Athan. I. 62.
The rzjz'w,^ tempest sung a funeral dirge, . . M. N. Fragmt. 12.

(^6) growing, on-coming.
purity and Religion of the rising generation . . (Edipus, 11. i. 55.

*Bisk, n. danger.
Gaze on oppression, till at that dread- *-/jA . . Naples^ 85.

Bite, n. a form, a ceremony.
Trampled and mocked with many a loathed rite Adonais, IV. 6.

A rite, a law, a custom : not a man. ...... Cenci, v. iv. 5.
A rite to attest the equality of all Who live. . . Laon, V. xxxvii. 5.

To be the Priestess of this holiest rite .... v. xlviii. 4.
That rite had place ; v. Ii. 8.

with a rite Of faith most sweet vi . xxxix. 2.

with many a r. which Earth and Heaven abhors. x. vii. 9.
For when he said, that many a rite.

Bites, n. pi. of Rite.
nor impious rites Wrest man's free worship.
Farewell, rites ofdread !

The madness which these rites had lulled, .

Where, tho' with rudest rites, . .

We will have rites our faith to bind, . .

The rZ/fM of a religion sweet, . , .

Bival, n. (1) a competitor.
Without an equal and without a rival, . .

The rival of the Andes, whose dark brow .

. Rosal. 846.

CA. ist, IV. 32.

. Cycl. 362.
. Laon, X. xlvi. 3.

. XI. xxii. 3.

. Rosal. 851.

. 1077.

. Calderon, l. 194.
. Dcemon, l. 131,

. Q. Mab, I. 220.

V, 23.

. Triutnph, 326.

Rival in crime and falsehood, ....
To gild his rival's new prosperity. . .

f2) applied specially to a lover.
Whilst she he loved was sleeping with his rival; Cenci, I. iii. 63.

Bival, adj. nearly equal in importance.
Amid the yiwa/ spheres of Heaven, , . . Faust, i. 2.

*Bivalry, n. competition.
Who but regrets a check In rivalry of wit ? . . Calderon, i. 203.
Not even the nightingale intrudes a note In riv.^ Orpheus, 124.

Bivals, V. tr. emulates.
Rivals the pride of summer Alastor^ 586.

Bive, V, tr. (1) split.

When it doth r. the Knots of some ancestral oak. Laon, iv. vi. 9.

(2) scatter, break up.
as each bolt did rive Their ranks vi. vi. 5.

*Biven, pp. (1) split or burst open.
The massy earth and sphered skies are riven / . Adonais, t-V. 5.
Where tlie mountain, riven. Exposed those black

depths Alastor, 374.
Of solid tempest whose black pyramid, Riven, . Hellas, 9^2.
in that roof of crags a space was riven .... Laon, vii.'"xi. 4.
Ghastly, and scarred, and ^/z'tff/.— MontB.ji.
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Each by lightning riven in half; Protn. I. 714.
and it stands blaclc and riven Vis. Sea, 30.
Have riven on the desolate heath ; W. Jew^ (2) 8.

(2) destroyed, torn off.

While by earth's slaves the leaves are riven . . Lovers Rose, it. 6.

(3) pierced, invaded.
My still realm was never riven : Front, i. loo.

*BiTeu, ppL adj. A. Lit. broken, burst.
Now pausing on the edge of the riven wave ; . . Alastor, 347.
broken tombs and columns riven Looked vast Laon, ll. x. 7.

chasm of cedam mountains riven, Xll, xxxiii. :;.

B. Fig. torn, distressed.

the caverns dreary and forlorn Of the riven soul, ill. xxii. 4.

River, n. A. Lit. a stream of flowing water,
Down the steep cataract of a wintry river; . . Alasior, 346.
Day-light shone At length upon that gloomy

river^s flow ; 371.
whilst the broad river^ Foaming and hurrying . 567.
Within the surface of the fleeting river .... Even. Pisa, III. i.

winging Its wayadown some many-winding ^-zV^r. Fr. Sing. 5.

Like the bubbles on a river Hellas, 199.
Weaves rainbows o'er yon mountain river^ . . Int. Beauty, ll. 7.

on a river Which there collects the strength of
all its fountains, Laon, I. vii. 2.

Like meteors on a river's grassy shore, . . . i. Ivi. 4.
failed like a mountain river VI, xiv. 8.

thro' a chasm of hills they roll, and feed A river
deep, XII. xix. 9.

That river's shapes and shadows ... . . xiI. xxxiv, 2.

like stars upon the sunny j'zW?', xii. xxxiv. 7.

The torrent of that wide and raging river . . . xii. xl. i.

The Fountains mingle with the River . . Love's Phil. I. i.

Grew tranquil as a woodland river Mar. Dr. xxi. 2.

Where woods and winds contend, and a vast river Mont B. 10.

and one majestic River, ... . . . 123.

I^ike a river tc^ away: Ode to Heaven, 26.

And nearer to the river^s trembling edge . . . Question, IV. i,

it leads behind those trees that grow Close to the
little river . RosaL 77.

Glow-worms went out on the river's brim, . . Serchio, 22.

The river, and the corn-fields, and the reeds ; . Summer, 8.

Glided along the river, Frium,ph, 363.
Like a snowflake upon the river, We meet, II. 3.

tearA subterranean portal for the river, . . Witch, XLii. 5,

And where within the surface of the river . . Lix. i.

A plant upon the river's margin lie Zucca, vi. 2.

B. used Fig. of ligbt, poetry, time, sound, futurity, life.

what though yet Poesy's unfailing River^ . . Eug. Hills, 184.

floated on the river Of liquid light, Laon^ XL iii. 6.

Within the surface of Time's fleeting river . Ode Lib. vi. i.

Upon that many-winding Wz'fi?', /Vowz. il.v. 79.
They stand on the brink of that mighty river, . Rosal. 896.
They stand on the brink of that raging river^ . W. Shet. IV. 3.

To death on life's dark river. Thai time, 1. 7.

*Biver buds, c. n. blossoms of water plants.

And starry river buds among the sedge, . . Question, iv. 3.

And starry river-buds glimmered by, . . . Sensit. PI. I. 46.
*River-eddies, c. n.

And the river-eddies meet Cycl. 50.

*River-ford, c. n. ford across a river.

He right down to the river-ford had driven ; . Horn. Merc. lvii. 5.

*River-girt, c. adj. surrounded by the river.

From the river-girt islands, /few, i. 3.

*River-ffod, x. n. the guardian deity of a river.

The beard and the hair Of the River-god . . . Arethusa, li. 14.

River-lawns, n. grassy waterside slopes.

To the edge of the moist river-lawns, .... Pan, II. 8.

River-Spring", c. n. the source of a river.

From such an islet, such a river-spring . . . / . Unf. Dr. 89.

*River-springs, c. n.

Have sate together near the river-springs, . -— 62.

Rivers, n. A. Lit. pi. of River. A. Lit,

The rivers are swelling, Autumn, II. :*.

Till the calm rivers, lakes, and seas, Cloud, 50.

flow tlirough streets and fields, Rivers and seas, Hellas, 544.
In lonely glens, amid the roar oi rivers^ . . Laon, 1. xlvi. i.

And the Rivers with the Ocean, Love's Phil. l. 2.

And beyond Indus and its tribute rivers, . . . Prom., iii. iii. 155.

Or o'er the mountain tops, or down the rivers, . ill. iv. 13.

Where all things flow to all, as rivers to the sea ; IV. 402.

B. Fig.
Then lead them to the rivers of fresh death. . . Hellas, 258.

Rivets, n. securing pins or bolts.

the brazen rivets Of the huge cauldron, , . . Cycl. 391.

To wrench the rivets from my quivering wounds Prom., l. 39.

Rivets, V. tr. Fig. fixes or secures.

And rivets . . . The kindred sympathies of
human souls Q. Mab, ix. 77.

Riving, pr. pple. tearing asunder.

iS/z/z'w^ sail, and cord, and plank, Eug. Hills, it,.

*Rivulet, n. a little stream.
Beside a sparkling rivulet .... ... Alastor, 148.

And leaping rivulet, and evening gloom . . . 485.

The rivulet Wanton and wild, 494.
beside the flow Of the wild babbling rivulet; . . 524-

many a fountain, rivulet, and pond, Epips. 436.

The fountain of this ;'iz/«/«3/, Orpheus, g.

And where two runnels of a rivulet, Prom. IV. 196.

The water-blooms under the rivulet Sensit. PL \\\. 42.

Made the running rivulet thick and dumb . . lii- 71.

And from it came a gentle rivulet, Triumph, 314.

Road, n. A. Lit. (1) public way, pathway, roule.

you cannot miss your road. Calderon, i. 76.

the raa^ Crosses a deep ravine; C<?«^ III. 1. 244.

From one side to the other of the road, . . . Horn. Merc. xxxv. 7.

Far as I traced them on the sandy road, . . Lix, 3.

all dispersedly About the road^ . ... LX. 4.

Where the road turned Rosal. 93.

(2) passage, route.

the shallow road Of white and dancing waters, . Witch, XLI. 5.

(3) journey, the way pursued.
Nor house-dog had barked at him on his r. ; Horn. Merc. xxiv. 6.

B. Fig. (1) the course of life.

And some yet live, treading the thorny road, . Adonais, V. 8.

the broad and plam and beaten road, .... Ch. ist, i. 44.
and the beaten road Which those poor slaves . Epips. 154.

gone down the dreary road, TwoFr. Mary, l. 4.

(2") true mode of proceeding.

he shall have missed His road-^ Horn. Merc, xciii. 6.

There is one road To peace and that is truth, . . Julian, 347.

(3) progress of a purpose or intention.

Let not the will stop half-way on the road. . , Calderon, III. 115.

(4) abroad, among men.
And less methinks is found by the road. . . , Faust, II. 202.

Roads, n. public ways or tracks.

Too tender for the r. so hard and rough :— . Horn.. Merc. XLVI. 7.

Roam, V. intr. wander, rove about, ramble, walk.
Who roatn about inspiring good or evil, . . . Calderon^ I. 169.
When it no more would roam ; E. Williams,vi. $.

Poor victim wherefore dost thou roam? . . . M.H.Fragmt. 20.
Shall we roam, my love, ... . . Q. offnyHeart, I.i.

Wilt thou roam with me . iv.i.

Yet far must the desolate wanderer roam. ; . . St. Ir. (6) I. 2.

Roamed, v. intr, wandered.
and thro' the forests wild, I roamed,,, . . , Loon, 1. xxxvi. 5.

Fit compeer of the bears that roamed around, . Q. Mab, viii. 154.

Roar, n. A. Lit. a loud confused sound.
The ghastly torrent mingles its far roar, . . Alastor, 402.
It bursts on the roof like the thunder's roar, . . Apetm. 3.
Wliose roar is wakened into echoings sweet . DcEmon, II. 78.
Mingling with shrieks a drunken roar, .... Falsehood, 10.
The roar as of an ocean foaming, Hellas, 721.
The roar of giant cannon ; 817.
and their fierce roar to hear Amid the calm : . Laon, I. xv. 5.
In lonely glens, amid the roar of rivers, . . . i. xlvi. i.

Yet far beyond this Ocean's utmost roar . . . 11. xl. 6.

lands cradled In the roar Of western waves, . . V.Song,6,'7.
Who hears its fatal roar: . vi. vi. 3.
Loud was the r(7ar Of their career

:

. . . X. xi. 2.

the roar of Hell's sulphureous surge.

.

. . xi. ix. 9.
ere the cannon's ?'(7a7' has died, — XII. viii. 3.
The thunder of whose earth-uplifting ?'(7ar . . . xil.xxxix!4.
Pour from thy cloud-form'd hills the thunder's r.; M.N.Despair, 2^.
Cdn shriek in horror to the tempest's roar. . M. N. Fragmt.^i,
And his rider howls in the thunder's roar. . . M.N.SpecHors.^.
More distinct than the thunder's wildest roar. . 46.
It is the roar Of the rent ice-cliff Mont B. Cane. 2.

But when the r. Of ocean's gray abyss resounds, Moschus, 4.
And casts itself with horrid ^oar and din . . . Orpheus, 75.
With loud and fierce, but most harrponious roar, 78.
when winter's roar Sounded Pr. Athan. ir. ii. 22.
the deep r. Of distant thunder mutters awfully

; Q. Mab, iv. 27.
that roar^ whose swift and deafning peals . , . iv. 38.
the roar Of the encircling flames, .... . vi. 134.
Whose roar is wakened into echoings sweet . . VIII. 67.
On some frail bark in winter's midnight roar: . Wordsworth, 8.'

B. Fig. bold assertion.

How ludicrous the priest's dogmatic roarI . . Q. Mab, vi. 64.
Roar, V. intr, (1) call out loudly, bellow.
you will roar if you are caught in drinking . . . Cycl. 570.

(2) make a boisterous noise.
And tempests in contention roar . . . , Faust, I. 17.
Whirlwinds sweep and billows roar: . , Mexican, I. 2.
To hear the fire roar and hiss Mar. Dr. xvii. <5.

How they toss and roar and leap ? . . . Q. ofmy Heart, IV. fe.

And laughed to hear the fire-balls roar behind. . Witch, lv. 8.

(3) resound.
Mocking its moans, respond and roar for ever. . Alastor, 425.

Roared, v. intr. made a boisterous noise.
the signal gun Roared— hark, Laon, XII. vii. 4.
the billows . . . roared to feel The . . . motion . Witch, XLVI. 7.

'

Roaring*, n, loud harsh sound.
like the T-tJarz'Wjf Of fire, Z^w«, X. iv. 3.

Roaring*, pr, pple, calling vociferously.
What are you rtfar/w^ out, Cyclops? . . . , Cyc/. 675.

Roarinif
, ^^/. adj. noisy.

Wrapt the great pile with glare and roaring

T. u^°""?i u *j-- ',• V •'.••• • Hom.Merc.x\Ti.6.
It shews the bendmg oak, the roaring stream. . M. N. Ravail, 4.
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Boarin^s, n. resonndings.
the loud roaring's of the tempest-waves .... Deemon, ii. 98.

„ . . . . Q.Mab,Vin.g^.
Soars, 7). intr. makes a boisterous noise.

Household dogs, when the wind roars^ .... Mask. xcii. 3.

Guides the fierce whirlwind, in the tempest roars^ Q. Mab^ vi. 157.

the whirlwind which roars o'er the mountain , . Si. Ir. (2) IV. i.

Boast, adj. cooked before the fire.

Feasting on a roastQ.2\{ Cyd. 310.'

There is boiled meat, and roast meat, .... 346.

Boast, V, I. tr. A. Lit. cook before the fire.

ifyou should roast the rest, 292.

B. J^ig. bum or scorch.
which roast the eyes in the head, Laon^ x. xlvii, 2.

II. intr. to be cooked.
And put him down to roast. Cyd. 396.

Boasted, pp. Fig. burned, scorched.
For which, though his soul must roasted be . Rosal. 863.

Boasted, ppl. adj. cooked.
For the sweet savour of the rtfoj/tfi/ meat . . Ifofft.Merc.xxu.i.

Boasts, V. tr. cooks before the fire.

He roasts the men before they are cold, . . . Cyd. 356.

Bob, V. tr. A. Lit. despoil,

to swear That you will never rob me, . . . Horn. Merc. Lxxxix. i.

B. Fig. (1) forcibly deprive.
Who rob her of her prey ? Hellas^ 947.

(2) deprive, despoil.

Her lips shall rob thee of the grace thou wearest, Laon^ ix. xx. 3.

Bobbers, n. thieves.

I, Who am the king of robbers^ can but try. . Horn, Merc. xxix. 8.

great and little rodS<?rJ— Peter, in. ix. 3.

Bobe, n. A. Lit. (1) a garment.
conceal His troubled visage in his mother's robe Alastor, 263.

Are cinctured with my ^ower as with a robe ; . Apollo, iv. 4.

this fellow wore A gold-inwoven robe, . . . Cend, IV. iv. 84.
Olimpio sold the robe to me . . V. ii. 6.

You clothed me in a robe of woven gold . . . V. ii. 27.

bathe His feet and robe with hot and bitter tears ? v. iv. 34.
each should sell his robe and buy a sword,— . Ch. ist, li. 259.
a human heart Concealed beneath his robe; . . Dcemofi, I. 270.

In liquid sleep and splendour, as a robe; . . . Epips. 357.
Loosening her star-bright rooe and shadowy hair Laon, I. xviii. 6.

And over me a mystic robe was thrown, . . . i. xlvi. 7.

which I wore Even as a poisoned robe .... VII. xv. g.

And the gold-inwoven robe Mask, xx. 4.

Thy throne is on blood, and thy robe is of rags ; . CEdipus, II. ii. 43.
they wear Beauty like some bright robe;— . Pr.Atnart.ll.'xM. 11.

For tliro' its grey ^(75^ gleams the golden dew . Prom. Ii. i. 130,

the wind-flowing folds Of its white robe, .... iv. 223.

(2) a distinctive dress of office.

In my assumption of this sacred robe, . . . Ck. 1st, iii. 62.

B. Fig. (.1) thin cloud.

when stars indue Its transitory robe. .... Dmmon, I. 63.

(2) appearance, look.

But Nature bad a robe of glory on, .... Laon, iii. iii. 2.

(3) virtues, qualitieSj emotions, &c., spoken of as robes,

torn the ro^e From baby truth's unsheltered form. Falsehood, 21,

given To thee the robe I stole from heaven, . . 34.

Truth its prophet's robe to wear, ... . . Hellas, 44.
Mourning in thy robe of pride, . . . . Inv. Mis. I. 4.

But when tears stained thy robe .... Ode Lib. vii. 9.

A robe of envenomed agony
;

Prom. I. 289.

(4) sunlight.

Leaving my robe upon the ocean foam ; , . Apollo, II. 3.

(5) the body as the spirit's robe.

and did That decaying robe consume . . . . W. SkeL (3) i. 3.

Bobe, "v. tr. Fig. invest, array.

did that foul Tyrant robe His countenance . . . Laon, X. vii. i.

;{:Bobed, //. A. Lit. attired or clothed,

like to an Angel, robed in white . Laon, vi. xix. 6.

B. Fig. (1) covered, concealed.

Robedm its human hues it did ascend, .... Dmm.on, I. iii.

(2) attired.

Rose, ro^^^ in dazzling immortality Adonais,'S.\N\. \.

r. in the lustrous gloom Of leaden-coloured even, Alastor, ^^d.

rwi^jaf in such exceeding glory, Epips.igg.

Robed in a garment of untrodden snow ; . . . . Q. Mab, IV. 9.

Bobes, n. A, Lit. garments, clothes.

clothed in no bright robes Of shadowy silver . . Alastor, 480.

My costly robes, paintings and tapestries; . . . Cend, iv. i. 57,

shall turn To cowls and robes of everlasting fire. Ch. \st. III. 22.

And white and silver ^i7^tfj, Horn. Merc. X\A\.\.

The rich robes your tyrants wear ? Men o/Eng. 1. 4.

The robes ye weave, another wears ; . . . . v. 3.

Weave robes,—let not the idle wear j
.... VI. 3.

The king would dress an ape up m his crown
And robes IVitch, L3CXIV. ^.

B. J'ig.

Bright or dim are they as the robes . ... Hellas, 209.

weave the robes their children wear

;

Prom. iv. 414.

And peace defileth not her snowy robes . . . , Q. Mab, HI. 75.

They are robes that fit the wearer— Sophia, I, 3.

Bobes, V. tr. Fig. (1) attires.

which the dawn Robes in its golden beams,— . . Alastor, 688.

(2) hides.
whose veil Robes some unsculptured image ; . . Mont B. 27.

*Bobin£r, pr. pple. Fig, covering.
And winter robing with pure snow and crowns . Alastor, 9.

*Bocco, n. a son of Count Cenci.
For Rocco Was kneeling at the mass, .... Cenci, I. m. 58-

Rocco and Christofano my curse Strangled : . . IV. i. 46.

^f'Bochefoxt, n. a Huguenot city on the West coast of France.

the martyred saints in R. Have been abandoned . Ch. 1st, i. 83.

*Bocliet, n. a garment worn officially by bishops.

an idiot in lawn sleeves and a rochet II, 38.

Bock, V. tr. A. Lit. shake or make tremble.

made rock The orbed world

!

Prom. I. 68.

As the storms rock the ravens on high : . . When the lamp, IV. 2,

B. Fig. (1) disturb, trouble.

Its passions will y^^rA thee ........ IV. i.

(2) soothe by monotonous motion.

rock to rest Your baby hearts Cend, IV. ii. 39.

And rock me to the sleep from which none wake. v. iv. 118.

Rock it to its untroubled rest, Rosal. 3S1.

Will it rock thee not, infant? Vis. Sea, 81.

Bock, n. A, Lit. (1) a large mass of stony matter.

It stumbles on a jagged rock,— Calderon, II. 60.

you know That savage r., the Castle of Fetrella : Cenci, II. i. 168.

Cenci will take us to that lonely rock, .... lil. i. 239.

in its depth there is a mighty rock, ... . Hi- i. 247.

which strikes the solid rock But shakes it not. IV. iv. 51.

look as dark as a rock before the other Ch. 1st, ll. 431.

And drove us to this wild ^tneaii rack ; . . . Cyd. 23.

Hide yourselves quick within that hollow rock. . 173.

I have a close pavilion Under this rtft>^, .... 309.

Clung to the rock like bats, 401.

We will have courage like the adamant rock, . 600.

Near the rock itselff ~— 691.

Now far above a rock the utmost verge .... Datnon, I. 129.

And on yon r., whose dark form glooms the sky. Death Vanq. 29.

Like a roc^ of ocean's own, Eug. Hills^ \^i .

-

On some rock the wild wave wraps, . . . 339*

And from isle, tower and roo6, Fugitives, ll. 11.

three great hollow Recesses in the rock— . . Horn. MercxiA. 5.

Before the aerial rock on which I stood, . . . Laon, i. viii. 6.

And up a rofTife which overhangs the town, . . -—
• III. xi. 5.

Upon that rock a mighty column stood, .... ill. xii. i.

He came to the lone column on the rock, . . . IV. xi. i.

like a child asleep On a loose rock v. xlix. 7.

and fearful jag Of overhanging rffc^, VII. xii. 4.

Some shepherd sitting on a rock secure ; . . . X- vi. 6.

each mighty rock Stood on its bUsis steadfastly ; Mar. Dr. vil. 4.

As . . . grass out of a watery rock, Medusa, III. 2.

Pile around it, ice and risc^/ Mont B. 6$.

That lives beneath the overhanging rock . . . Orpheus, 11.

awhile it veils The rock— 22.

Upon the beetling edge of that dark rock . . . 25.

He does no longer sit upon his throne Of rock . • • 104.

Didst hide in grass under the hollow rock. . . Prom-. III. iii. 68.

Now it flew far above a rock, Q. Mab, I. 218.

Lone sitting on the bare and shuddering rock, . Vi. 169.

Who cling to the rock of a wintry sea, . . . Rosal. 395.

The chamber of grey rot;6 in which she lay— . Witch,li.T.

(2) a cave in a rock.

think ye not to flee Out of this rock ; . . . . Cyd. 673.

They stand under the darkness of the rock . . . 689.

(3) a rocky island.

Ortygiaj Melite, and Calypso's Rock, ..... (Bdipus, i. 170.

B. Fig. a firm or secure foundation.

Is based upon a rock amid that sea II. ii. 18.

*Bock-biiilt, c. adj. formed of solid stone or rock.

The rock-built barrier of the sea was past,— . . Laon, IV. iv. i.

Secure as one on a rock-built tower ... . Rosal. 632.

Thou hast like to a rock-built refuge stood . . Wordsworth, 9.

*Boclc-embosoiiied, c. adj. surrounded by rocks.

Oh, r'£'c^-e?M^i7.?£?»M(/lawns, andsnow-fedstreams, Prom. I. 120.

*Bock-roofed, c. adj. having a rocky roof.

The gathered flocks into the rock-roofed cave, . Cyd. 74.

*Bock-rooted, c. adj. with roots grown into the rock.

A pine, Rock-rooted, stretched athwart .... Alastor, 562.

*Bocked, v. intr. shook or moved.
Which ra:Afi(^ beneath, immovably; Prom. I. 709.

Booked, pp. A. Lit. soothed by gentle motion.

Than a baby's rocked on its nurse's knee, . . Rosal. 347.

B. Fig.
rocked to rest on their mother's breast, .... Cloud, 7.

Rocked in that repose divine GuitarJane, 47.

*Bockiiig', n. movement.
The rocking of the boat thou fearest W. Shel. v. 2.

Bockinsf , ppl. adj. moving, shaking, trembling.

And at night they sleep In the rocking deep . . Arethusa, V. 14.

Amid the r. earthquake steadfast still, But Laon? Laon, li. xiv.7.

In fiercest tumult on the rocking shore, ... M.N. Despair, 26.

And the long glassy heave of the rocking sea, . Vis. Sea, 125.

Bocks, V. tr, Mg. moves, oscillates, lulls.

Which an earthquake rocks and swings, . . . Cloud, 36.

As an earthquake rocks a corse .... Dirgefor Year, II. i.

Rocks the death-cold year to-day

;

II. 4-

So the breath of these rude days Rocks the year : ill, 4.
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Bocks, n. A. Lit. pi. of Rock, n. (1).
Beneath the hollow rocks a natural bower, . . Alastor. 147.
with sound That shook the everlasting rocks^ . . 37S.
Scooped in the dark base of their aery rocks . . 424.
Gray rocks did peep from the spare moss, . . , • w?
On every side now rose Rocks^ '^44
Upheld by knotty roots and fallen rocks, . . . 574.She leapt down the rocks, Arethusa, I. 7.And opened a chasm In the roiT^j;

—

11, ij.

whilst India's rocks to his death-yells reply, . . Bigotry. I. 8.
These toppling; rocks and tangled boughs, . . . Calderoiu I- 217.
From what rocks And desert cells? 7 . . . . i. 226
this ruffian and another Lurking among the r. : Cenci. IV. iv. 81.

fJ""'"S
bright Under the dark rocks . ... iv. iv, 85.

Wandered m the winding rocks? Cyct. 46.
These lone rocks are bare of men 109.
to move Enormous rocks, 210.
The sacred rocks whereon he dwells, 204
Towering lite ^oo5j of jet Damon,'I. igg.

_ " , 11 n Q. Mab, II, II.
Lowered o er the snow-clad rocks Si-nA frozen soil, T)amon, II. 116.

er the gr^y rocks, blue waves, and forests green, Bpips. 481.
Of waves, flowers, clouds, woods, ^(3c^j,. . . . 511.
from the deep Up to the rocks, I^aust, i. 14.And climb those rocks ii, g,
rocks bend and lift Their frowning foreheads . , 11! 47.Out of the crannies of the «?ir^j, ii. 190Where th&^ocks that gird th' ^gean .... Hetias, 660.
Sitting beneath the rocks, Laon, 1. xvi. ^.
And the dark rocks which bound the bright and
A j^'Pfy'^^y. . III. XV. 9.And his hoofs ground the rocks ... . vi. xxii. i.
as I rode Down the ravine of rocks, . ... vi. xliv. 4'.

1 could see Cythna among the rocks vi. liii.
8.

'

until the dark rocks under Vii. x. 8.
And heard loose rocks rushing tumultuously . vii.xxxix.3.
when they saw new rocks around them spread. . vii. xl. 9.Among rocks clad with flowers xir.xxxiv.6.
from roc^j and clouds they break, xii. xl. s!
And spear about the low rocks damp Lerici, 46.
Gazing in death on heaven from those wet rocks. Medusa, v. 8.
Over its rocks ceaselessly bursts and raves. . . Mont B. 11.
the rocks, drawn down From yon remotest waste, 1 1 1.
Whose woods, rocks, waves, surround it ; . . . Naples, i«.
Teachingthe woods and waves, and desart ro^Aj, Ode xJib^.vwi e.

Like rocks which fire lifts out of the flat deep, . ix. <:.'

a mighty cataract that parts Two sister rocks . Orpheus, 74.*

'

He could speak Qi rocks and trees Peter v. x. 4.Among the woods and rocks. .
'

vi. xviii. ^.
the rocks of echoing ocean hoar, .... pr. Athan. ii. ii.'ao.
When the rocks split and close again behind : . Pro-m. 1. 40.
The rocks are cloven, H, fy. 129.
Intense, yet soft, the rocks and woods around

; . iri.iii. 1^4.
to some warm cleft Of rocks, IV. 390.A bath of azure light, among dark ?-<7c>^j, . . . \v.^±.
Yon darksome rocks^ whence icicles depend, . Q, Mab IV. 10.
Lowers o'er the snow-clad rocks and frozen soil,

'

viii.146.
where the shore Is shadowed with steep rocks, . Rosal. 1246.And the rocks above and the stream below, . . Serchio, 12.
Between two rocks, athwart the rising moon, . . Triumph x^o.
much wondering how the enwombed rocks . Witch x. '6.

Under the earth, and in the hollow rocks^ . , .
'

xjtii. 4.
B. Fig. troubles, sorrows, trials.

Secure o'er rocks and waves I sweep, .... Con. Sing. iv. 6.
the rocks on which high hearts are wreckt. . . Epips. 14S.

Rocky, adj. (1) formed of stones or rocks.
Where, through an opening of the rocky bank, . Alastor, agi.
Far along his rocky dwelling ; . . . . Cycl. 490.
like brooks which to the roc/^jv lair Laon V.'xvi 2A roc^jV hill which overhung the Ocean : . . . 'vixxiii'i
we sate calmly, though that rocky hill, . . . Vi.xxxviil 7
Sleep, Ocean, in the rtfc^y bounds Q. Mab i. 116.
(2) enclosed by rocks.

To the mountain peak and rocky lake Fr. Song 7.On moor, and glen, and rocky lake Peter, v. vii! 4.
Rod, n. A. Lit. a stick or scpptre.
A perfect three-leaved rod of gold unbroken, . . Horn. Merc xc 3
I struck the crust o' the earth With this enchanted

^od,^ (Edipus, I. 149.

A rod in pickle for the Fool's back I Ch. ist, li. 50.
a rod To scourge us into slaves Laon, viii. vii. 3.
The iron rod ofpenury Q, Mab, v. 127.
No longer trembling at the broken rod. .... ix. 56.'

Or tamely crouching to the tyrant's rod, . . . ix. 187.

Rode, V. intr. A. Lit. (1) rode on horseback.
I rode one evening with Count Maddalo . . . Julian, 1.

I love To ride as then I rode;— .... . 21.
So, as we rode, we talked

;

28.
as I rode Down the ravine of rocks, Laon, VI. xliv. 3.
they Rode thro' England proud and gay, . . . Mask, xii. 2.
Furious he rode, where late he ran, Peter, vi. xix. 1.

(2) passed.
Hypocrisy On a crocodile rode by. Mask, VI. 4.

(3) was mounted.
Last came Anarchy

: he rode On a white horse, . vill. 1.

(4) travelled.

but Europa rode On such a one (Edipus, 11. i. 67.

My form upborne by viewless aether rode, . . , M.N. Ravail, 26.
Wlierein the singing spirits rode and shone, . , Prom. IV. 515.
B. Fig. ruled.

When the orient moon of Islam rode Jn triumph . Prol. Hellas, 172.
And frost in the mist of the morning rode, . . . Sensit. PI. in, 23,
When light rode high, and the dew was gone, . To Night, ill. 3'

Rods, n. A. Lit. wands or sticks.

rods of myrtle-buds and lemon-blooms, .... Fiordispina, 47.
And sustained them with rods and ozier bands ; . Sensit. PI. 11. 38.
B. Fig.

The axes and the rods which awe mankind ; . . Ode Lib. XV- 1 1.

Rog'ue, n. (1) a dishonest person.
Stealini^ the wine, you rogue1 Cycl. 560.

(2) user! jestingly.
You cunning^ rogue, Horn. Merc. xxvi. 6.
Little cradled rogue, XLII. 7.

Boeraery, n. fraud, dishonesty.
with lies and roguery To cheat Apollo.— . . liii. 5.
make . . . business ebb and flow by roguery:— , LXXXVIII.7.

Bognes, n. men. •
the webs they catch poor rogues withal. . . . Ch. is/, I. 157.

Boll, V. I. ir. force.
And ro/l the tempest's wildest swell along. . M. N. Despair, 22.

II. intr. A. Lit. (1) revolve.
More torturing than the one whereon I roll. . . Prom. I. 143.
Then, see those million worlds which burn and r. i. 163.
they roll And move and grow . . .... iv. 217.
gatheringas thou dost >•»// The love IV. 521.

(2) move onward.
far over the world those x-apours roll . . . Laon, VI. xxxvi. 8.
as they roll Over the grass, and flowers, . . . Prom. iv. 233.
Intensely, slowly, solemnly roll on, ly. 2TO.
are numbered; and roll on ! \y\ 420.
Roll o'er the blackened waters

; Q. Mab IV. 27.
Will yon vast suns roll on Interminably, . . ,

'

vi. 17.'

as on Triumphantly they roll, vil. 35.
(3) fall over and over.

When the loaves and the skulls roll about, . . CEditus. 11 ii 40
(4) turn.

*^'

Then in agony r. his death-swimming eye-balls, M.N.SpecHors.Ki.
(5^ poiir, stream.

Till thro' a chasm of hills they ro/^, Laon xil xix. 8
Likeanverro/Zaway: OdetoHeaven,26.
(6) of the agitation of water.

Where'er its shores extend or billows roll, . . . Witch, Lxm. 3.
B. Fig. (1> of passion, action, &c.

Not when the tides of murder roll, Death Vang 6
that round thy fate did ro//. M.N. Raviil^^q.
1 ides of maddenmg passion roll, §?
blaze, and live, ancfre// afar,' Pr. Athan. 1. 6t'.And the billows of cloud that around thee roll There is no work a
(2) of the lapse of time.

'

though time may change and years may roll, . Q. Mab, Ded. 14.
will long ages roll away. And see no term ? . . vil. 130.
C3) of sound, pass.

Like echoes thro' long caverns, wind and roll: .. Prce^. I. 806.
Her melancholy shriekings r»//. . . . . .j/. :&-. (4) iil. 4

Boiled, V. I. tr. (1) tumbled,
and rolled them o'er and o'er. And bored their

lives out. . Horn. Merc. nx. 2.

(2) Fig. turned.
Rolled back its impulse on his vacant brain. . . Alastor igi
Tl.tntr. A. Lit. (1) revolved , moved.

Innumerable systems widely rolled, .... Dcemon I l6^
as the sphere rolled by, . j ^-g
The mighty globes that rolled ....'. li ,12They round each other rolled, Laon I Ivi cDay after day the burning Sun rolled on .

'

x" xii"i inew glories, >-o//crf on high Xllxxxviii'd
^o//c<]rthrough the black concave; . . . . O Mab l 2ii
Innumerable systems rolled, . . .

'
t' jJ,

ro//«rfAround the Fairy's palace-gate .
'.

.
" 1x220

(2) tumbled.
round and round The mill-stones ro//«rf,. . . . CEdii>us I %%?,

(3) moved, passed.
That re//erfbeside the crystal battlement, . . . D,Emon,n. mn.Those golden clouds That r. in glittering billows O. Mab, II. 44.
1 ill from Its native heaven they 7-o//<-</ away : . IX. 40That j-<;//eaf beside the battlement, . . . . ix Jia
for where'er The chariot re//«rf, Triumth, xia!

(4) turned about.
Then his eyes wildly roWd, Stlr.ij^Vt
(5) of water, poured.

Rolled through the labyrinthine dell ; . . . . Alastor, miThe stream we gazed on then, rolled by ; . . . That ttml, 11. 1.
(o; ot the agitation of water, heaved,

and around, a shoreless stream, Wide ocean r., . Laon I xxiv cthe waves «//srf like mountains . . . . .
_. 'j^, ^i|-

(7) of light, were cast,
swayed By some mute tempest, rolled on her

;

. xi iii c
B. Fig. • 3-

Napoleon's fierce spirit rolled, Death Na* ,a

Two hour,°''""y"/rj,f
'^'^" '-'""''"' '"""ph ^eif^fSi:

^^^

1 wo hours, . . . Rolled thus, a weary . . . space : . Laon, III ii 3

4 D
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Thus slowly from my brain the darkness rolled^ . Laon^ IV. vii. i.

Christian night roiled ba.ck upon the West . . Pr-oi. Hellas^ 171.

that rolled But to appal the guilty Q. Mab^ III. 160.

Boiled,//. A. Lit. revolved, moved.
The sun, ... On its predestined circle rolled . . Faust^ I. 3.

tlirough heaven once more has rolled^ .... Ginevra^ 21^.

whilst the sacred stars round Heaven are r. Horn. Merc, xxvill. 5.

whose car has rolled Over the horizon's wave, . Zucca^ Vlll. 6.

B. Fig. (1) passed.
va^e dreams have rolled^ CL Mab^ Vll, 51.

a vision on my brain was rolled. Triuniph^ 40.

(2) elapsed.
E'en though the tide of time has ?'o//'^ between ; M. N. Ravail^ 43.

Boiling', pr. pple. A. Lit. (1) pushing.
We sate there, r^//?w^ billiard balls about, . Julian^ 157.

(2) moving onwards.
See those thronging chariots Rolling., .... Ch. isl, i. 137.

(3) passing over.

The whirlwind is rolling, Fugitives^ I. 6.

In air whilst the tide of the night-storm is rollings St. Ir. (2) III. 3.

(4) passing onwards.
Worlds on worlds are rolling ever Hellas^ 197.

(5) of cloud or vapour moving.
from their far fountains, Slow rolling on ; . . . Mont B. 102.

Behold it, rolling on Under the curdling winds, . Prom, II. iii. 22.

B. Fig.
The flood of time is rolling on, Laon^ xii. xxvii. 4.
Over earth's slight pageant rollings .... Q. Mab, VI. 229.
Above me, the crasn of the thunder was rolling, St. Ir. (i) II. 3.

Kollmff,///. adj, revolving,
who throng those bright and rolling worlds . . Front, l. 2.

'Tis the deep music of the rolling world , . . IV. 186.

Might ken that rolling orh
\ Q. Mab^ II. 86.

the majestic laws That rule yon rolling orbs. . II. 243.

Soils, V. I. tr. A. Lit. (11 heaves and swells.
that rolls Its broad, bright surges Deetnon, II. 76.

„ ,, „ „ Q. Mab, VIII. 65.

(2) pours.
A new Feneus rolls his fountains Hellas, 1068.
Rolls its perpetual stream ; Mont B. 109,
Rolls its loud waters to the ocean waves, . . . 125.

B. Mg.
Flows through the mind, and r. its rapid waves, x.

Which rolls ixom steadfast truth an unreturning
stream Laon^ ix. xx. 9.

II. intr. A. Lit. (1) revolves.
Through which the moon's unclouded grandeur r., Q. Mab, IV. 6.

(2) tosses about.
On the living sea rolls an inanimate'bulk, , . . Vis. Sea, 32.

(3) extends, spreads.
Thou art the radiance which where ocean rolls

Investest it ; . . . . .... Fr. Atkan. II. iv. 6.

(4) passes, travels

The very wind on which it rolls away : . . . . Laon, II. xxxi. 3.

Before tne icy wind slow rolls away, Q. Mob, IV. 60.

B. Fig.
what splendour rolls behind ? Hellas^ jij.
it rolls from realm to realm And age to age . . Prol. HellaSy 24.

Rolls, shaking- its foundations ; Pr. Athan. I. 102.

that ceaselessly Rolls round the eternal universe, Q. Mab, vi. 161.

j'Rolls, n. small loaves of bread. '

Hard eggs and radishes and rolls at Eton, . . Serchio, 80.

Soman, n. a citizen of Rome.
It was once a Roman'^s chamber, Fr. Romanes, II. i.

*Souiance, n. imaginative story>
In the words Ofantique verse and high rtf?«a«cff,— Epips. 210.

Somans, n, citizens of Rome.
like cars in which the R. climbed . . . The Capitolian— Ck. \st, I. 141.
and thou couldst not be. Last of the Romans, . Otho, i. 2.

*Somantic, adj. wild, marvellous, wondrous.
To see what was romantic there. . . . Peter^ li. xi. 5.

Some, n. (1) the city of Rome.
Or go to Rome, which is the sepulchre . Adonais, XLVIII. i.

Go thou to /?(3»2fi,

—

XLIX. I.

Rom^e's azure sky, Flowers, ruins, statues, . Lll. 7.

Whom I had sent from Rofne to Salamanca, . . Cenci, I. i. 132.

And all the chief nobility oi Rome i. ii. 57.

This mood Is marketable here in Rome. . . . ill. i. 237.

Or fear I still the eyes and ears of Rome? . . . iv. i. 5.

You must to Rome IV. iv. 109.

O, not to Rome/ Indeed we are not guilty. . . IV. iv. 1 10.

I pray that you prepare yourselves for Rome: . IV. iv. 155.

O not to Rome/ O, take us not to Rome I . . . IV. iv. 157.

Why not to Rome, dear mother? IV. iv. 158.

To change the honours of abandoned Rome. . . • V. i. 91.

Rome has fallen, ye see it lying Fr. Rome, i.

Discord, Macedon, and Rome Hellas, 691.

Rome was, and young Atlantis shall become . . 993.
Rome tears the priestly cope, Nai>les, 120.

Then Rome was, and from thy deep bosom fairest, Ode Lib. Vll. i.

From Athens and Rome, (Bdipus, I. 227.
Where Athens Rome, and Sparta stood, , . . Q- Mab, II. 102.

When Nero, High over flaming Rome, .... ill. 181.

and, when Rome, With one stern blow, . , . . Q. Mab, III. 188.
Imperial Rome poured forth her living sea . . . Triumph, 113.

(2) spoken of as seat of Church power.
London will soon be his Rome: Ck. \st, I. 58,

Soof, n. A. Lit. the covering of a house or building.
It bursts on the roof\\V.t. the thunder's roar, . . Apenn. 3.
A low dark roof, a damp and narrow wall. . . Ch. 1st, IV. 45.
Sunbeam-proof, t hang like a roof, Cloud, 6$.
wrench off the roof. Hellas, 121.

And Phoebus stooped under the craggy roof Hom. Merc.xxxix. i.

whose roo/"of moonstone carved Laon, I. li. 7.

a vast hall whose glorious roof\iz& diamond, . I. Iii. i.

The antique sculptured roof, rv. iii. 8.

a hall stood ; o'er whose roof vi. xxvii. 6.

From its curved roofikte. mountain's frozen tears Prom,. III. iii. 15.

each marble-ribbed roof, TowerofFam. 11.

Seen through a Temple's cloven roof— .... Witch, V. 4.
Under the cavern's fountain-lighted roof; . . . —^ xxvi. 3.

B. Fig. (1) a covering like a roof.

matted in one solid ^otf/"of shade Cenci, III. i. 263
the woof of my tent's thin roof, Cloud, 51.
And shook Heaven's r. of golden morning clouds, Hellas, 491.
Image all their rtJo/"of leaves, fane, Invitn, 51,
as its roofshdAX cover My limbs fulian, 506.
And in that roofoi crags a space was riven . . Laon, Vll. xi. 4.
beneath the forest's ro^, Matilda, 4.

And its roof-was flowers and leaves Xhe Isle, 4.
Were thrown upon the rafters and the roof . . Unf. Dr. 223.

The pavement and the rfftT/'of the wild copse, , Woodm.%n, 44.

(2 J the firmament.
the varying roofoi heaven Alastor, 96.
Under the roofoi blue Ionian weather, .... Epips. 542.
Under the rc^of blue Italian weather; . . . . Gisb. l^^.

(3) a house or dwelling of any kind.
The inhospitable roofoi Polj^heme, . ... Cyd. 83.

(4) obscurity as a covering or roof.

when mom has broke The roofoi darkness, . . St. Epips. 107.

Soof, V. tr. to protect by a covering.
To rtf(?/"the glow-worm from the evening dew. . Sensit. PL I. 57.

tSoofed, pp. Fig. covered as with a roof.

his high palace roofed -wxih brightest gems . . . Calderon, II. 116.

and roofed above With flowers .... . . Epips. 327.
Was roofed ^\t\\ clouds of rich emblazonry . . Julian, 71.

Roofed over Sculpture and Poesy ; Prom^. IV. 1 13.

*Soofless, adj. without a covering or roof.
Thro' Penury's roofess huts and squalid cells . Laon, 11. xlii. 2.

And in the roofless huts of vast morasses, . . Marenghi, XIV. i.

Thrill through those roofless halls ; Naples^ 5.

the roofless senate-house, whose floor Is Chaos, . Prol. Hellas, 2.

Space is roofless and bare, 56.
through the lone cathedral's roofless aisles . . . Q. Mab, IX. 103.
did frame A roofless temple, . Rosal. 108.

Soofs, n. (1) tops or coverings.
whose roofs were bright With starry gems, . Laon, Xll. xxxvi. 5.

(2) used for houses.
Roofs, towers and shrines, the d3nng and the dead, Gisb. 63.
and the glow Of blazing roofs shone far o'er . Laon, ill. xi. 9.

Below the smoke oi roofs involved in flame . . III. xvi. 6.

Sooks, n. birds of the crow tribe {Lorvusfrugilegus).
With which the legioned rooks did hail . . Eug. Hills. 72.
Like a flock of rooks at a fanner's gun . . . Serchio, 26.

Soom, n. (1) space.
Room, for the King ! Ch. 1st, I. 135.

(2) an apaitment in a house.
For he was locked up in my room Calderon, III. 163.
Shewed as it were within the vaulted room, . . Ginevra, 171.

his room no doubt Is still adorned by many a cast Gisb. 212.

SoouLS, n. apartments.
Those roo?ns beside the sea, fulian, 253.

Soot, n. A. Lit. (1) spec, an esculent root.
and many a root Sweet and sustaining, .... Laon, v. Ivi. 5.

(2J the growth of a plant below its base.
Every r<7(7/ is like a snake, Faust, ll. yi,

even to the r. Of the living stems that feed them— Gisb. 275.
Of the love which it felt from the leaf to the root, Sensit. PI. I. 71.
The sap shrank to the root through every pore . lii. 88.
That what I thought was an old root Xriutnph, iSa.

B. Fig, (1) the extremities or vital parts.

The nerves of manhood by their bleeding root . Julian, 425.

^2) the vital source.

Whose chillness struck a canker to its root. , . Ireland, 10.

(3) the origin or source.

The rootoiaW this ill is prelacy Ch. 1st, l. 103.

I would cut up the root. I. 103.

Strike at the root, the poison-tree will fall ; . . Q. Mab, IV. 83.

While an earthquake is splintering its root, . . Vis. Sea, 27.

Sooted, //. with roots grown into.

Rooted in stones, Marenghi, XIV. 6.

Sooted, ppl. adj. Fig. firmly fixed.

have there entwined Those rooted Yxo^tB, . . . Damon, 11. 15.

Those rooted hopes of some sweet place of bliss . Q. Mab, ix. 15.

Soots, n. A. Lit. (1) pi. of Root, n, A. Lit. (1).
Corn, wool, linen, flesh, and roots— (Edipus, 11. ii. i<x
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(2) pi. of Root. «. pi. of A. Lit, (2).
the knarlfed roots Of mighty trees, Alasior^ 382.
And nought but knarled roots of ancient pines . 530.
clenched with grasping roots The unwilling soil. \%\.
Upheld by knotty roots and fallen rocks, . . 574.
The roots will be refreshed with civil blood

; . . Ch. is/, I. 11.
and court the tears shed on its old roots, , . . v. 2.

The roots creak, and stretch, and groan
; . . Faiist, 11. 130.

And fine dry logs and roots innumerous . . Ham. Merc. xix. i.

Has cloven to the r. yon huge spow-loaded cedar ; Prom, I. 433.
Through tangled roots and trodden clay . . . IV. 3*71.

Dammed it up with r. knotted like water-snakes. Sensit. Pl.in. 73.
And under the roots of the Sensitive Plant . . . nr. 102.
Whose roois^ beside the pathway track, .... The Cold, 11. 4.
through the tufts Of wild-flower roots, . . Unf. Dr. 199.
And far beneath the matted roots of trees, . . . Witch, XXII. $.

(3) the points of growth.
With the flesh clinging to its roots, Laon, Vi. xv. 7.
For the roots of the speaker's hair felt cold . . Rosal. 148.

B. Mg.
under the roo^j Of^tna and its crags, . . . Cyci. 2^1.
driven As from the roots of the sea, . ... Laon, VII. xi. 3.
Shaken to their roots, Prom. 11. iii. 42.
the bane that poisons earth To twine its roots Q. Mad, IV. 263.
so that their roots to hell Might pierce, . . . Wi'tch, Ded. iv. 4.

Bope, n. twisted hemp or flax.

then threw away his rope; CtrcuTUst. 2.

Bopes, n, pi. of Rope.
Tobringme»'o/ej/ Z-hpm, vil xxix. 6.

and boughs, yet never ropes he brought. . . . vii. xxix. 9.
Its sails and r. all tense and without motion, Marenghi, xxvir. 4.

*Bosa, n. a woman's name.
To resolve Rosa's form to its clay. . . .St. Ir. (3) ii. 9.
And he burst Rosa's cofiSn asunder (3)xiv.3.

Rosalind, n. a woman's name.
Come hither, my sweet ^oja/z'wrf, .... Rosal. i.

That cannot be! Rosalind, speak, 31.A sound from there, Rosalind A^e^r, .... 63.
Pale Rosalind the. while. Hiding her face, . 93,
for unrepelled Had Helen taken Rosalind's. . . 206.
And yet, dear i?oja/z'«rf, not so, . . . iigi.
o'er tne dew ; said Rosalind, .... . . 1241.
dim memory Disturbed poor Rosalind.- . . . 1262.
But i?oja/z«rf could bear no more, ... . 1270.
So Rosalind a.nd Helen lived together .... 1275.
Her daughter was restored to Rosalind, . . . 1281.
And ^tfja/iW(/, for when the living stem . 1292.
Are blest, as now Helen and Rosalind. . . . 13 18.

Rose, V. intr. (1) awoke.
For when I rose from sleep, L.aon^ I. xl. 8.

breathless, pale, and unaware I rose, . . m, vi. 7.

At length I rose, and went, Unf. Dr. 154.

(2) ascended from the ground.
It rose as he approached, . Alastor, 277.
then rose, commingling into one, Laon, i. Ivi. 6.

(3) got up from a recumbent position.
Sudden she rose, Alastor, 172.
One rose out of the chaos of the slain : . . . . Hellas, 405.
in earnest haste to get away, Rose, Horn.. Merc. LI. 6.
but she rose, and on the gale Laon, i. xViii. 5.
I rose And marked its coming

:

vr. xx. i.

And with these words they rose, . . . Rosal. 1242.
Then he rosej^n his feet, <St. Ir. (3) x. i.

I rose/ and, bending at her sweet command, . . Trium-ph, 403.

(4) became erect.

Rose like the crest of cobra-di-capel, Unf. Dr. 167.

(5) were seen.

On every side now rose Rocks, Alastor, 543.

(6) had origin, began.
strong The source of passion whence they rose, . Laon, II. xxvjii. 7.
it rose Even from beneath his throne, .... x. xxxvi. 2.

in the dust from whence they rose Triumph, 173.
Like clouds above the flower from which they r.. Woodman, lo.

(7) increased.
Stair above stair the eddying waters rose, . Alastor, 380.

(8) came into view.
A mist, alight, an image /-(7J^, ^aj>6, xxvi. 2.

(9) became higher in the heavens.
The broad and burning moon lingeringly rose . Sunset, 18.

Rise as the Sun their father rose, Triumph, 18.

(10) became audible.
and the sound ... Of that dark fountain rose. . Alastor^ 479.
Rose like the war-cry of the northern wind . . . Hellas, 291.
One cry from the destroyed and the^destroyer R., 495.
in circling flight The gathering music rose— . Horn. Merc. LXXl. 7,

there rose From the near school-room, voices, . Laon, Ded. Iii. 6.

they rose and fell. Mixed with mine own . . . VI. xlii. 2.

There rose to Heaven a sound of angry song. . Orpheus, 72.
their thousand voices rose, Pr, Athan. l. 52.

(11) revived.
Rose from the dreams of its wintry rest. . . . Sensit. PI. i. 8.

Rose like the dead from their ruined charnels. . III. 117.
behind me rose the day

;

Triumph, 27.
darkness rose on the extinguished day .... Unf. Dr- 341.

(12) became stronger.

hope, I know not whence or wherefore, rose, . Laon, VII. xj^viii. a.

(13) became exuberant.
And wit, like ocean, rose and fell ?— Peter, iv. xxii. 4.

(14) in various figurative senses.

she rose like an autumnal Night Adonais, xxill. i.

Death rose and smiled, and met her vain caress. xxv. 9.

Rose from their thrones, XLV. 2.

Chatterton Rose pale, xlv. 4.

Oblivion as they rose shrank .... ... xlv, 9,

Rose, robed in dazzling immortality. XLVI. 4.

and I rose In mighty competition, .... . Calderon, ll. 119-

Rose like the equinoctial sun, .... . . Ch. \st, I. 47.
Rose on me like the figures of past years, . . II. 11.

I dreamed that Milton's spirit rose, Fr. Milton, i.

than One who rose. Than many unsubdued : . . Hellas, 1092.

From visions of despair I rose, Laon, I. i. 3.

The Anarch of thine own bewildered powers R. : Ode Lib. xil. 11.

Therefore I rose, and dauntlessly began . . . Q, Mab, Vll. 196.
All rose to do the task He set to each, .... Serchio, 30.
The million rose to learn, and one to 'teach . . — 32.

And many rose 34. ^
and men divine. Who rose like shadows . . . Triumph, 289.

Rose, n. A. Lit. a sweet scented flower {^enus rosa).

The rose that drinks the fountain dew .... Constant. I. i.

R. leaves, when the r. is dead, Are heaped Music,whensoftvoices,S'
As from the rose which the pale priestess kneels Prom. I. 4.67.

And the rose like a nymph to the bath addrest, . Sensit. PL i. 29.
Like a rojs embowered Skylark, ^i.

B. Fig. (1) an emblem of sweetness.
This song shall be thy rose: . Epips. g.

Love's rose a host of^thorns invests

;

Lovers Rose, I. 3.

Sweet the rdJje which lives in heaven, II.3.

(2) the colour of the rose.

The rose has fled from his wan lips, . . . . Bion. Adon. 11.

And I will kiss the rose on thy cheek, . . , M. N. Ravail, 97.
Rose, c. adj. attr. of the rose,

with their infant race Of blushing ?'i?jc blooms; . Orpheus, iw.
The rose leaves, like flakes of crimson snow, . . Sensit. PL III. 26.

*Rose-eiisang-iiiiied, c. adj. stained pink or purple.
Like rose-ensanguined ivory, Projn. I. 321.

*Rose-like, c. adj. pink-tinted.
The radiance of whose limbs rose-like and warm Laon, I. Ivii. 4.
with pure And rose-like lips, vi. xxvi. 4.
Grew faint, as the rose-like taxes which flow . Rosal. loio.

*Rose-o'ershadewed, c. adj.
As rose-o'ershadowed lilies are

;

820.

^Roseate, adj. pink-tinted.
Enthron'd in roseate light, . . .... M. N. Ravail, 37.
The rojea^e sun-light quivers: . . .... ProTH. II. \. 2<^.

Which the breath of roseate morning . . . . Q. Mab, i. 25.
Roses, n. A. Lit. pi. of Rose, n. A. Lit.
Such is my heart

—

roses are fair, . . ... Constant il. i.

let roses blush, Anemones grow paler .... Eleg, Bion. 8.
Whose arms are like twin roses newly born, . . Horn. Sun, 8.

and eager lips, like roses, Laon, vi. xxxiii. 8.
Oh haste to the bower where roses are .spread, . M. N. Ravail, 71.
as the aerial hue Of fountain-gazing roses . . , Prom. IX. v. 13.
And wild roses, and ivy serpentine, . . . . Question, III. 5.
Roses for a matron's head

—

Remembr. IIL 2.

A flower which fresh as Lapland roses are, . . St. Epips. 66.
The folded roses and the violets pale . . . Wooaman 15
B. Fig.

Love's brightest roses on the scaffold bloom, . . Desman, II. 274.

^ M M ,> n „ n • Q- Mab, IX. 77.
'^'Rosiu, n. a substance prepared from the fir tree.
A heap of rosin, Gisb. 84.

Rosy, adj. A. Lit. pink-tinted.
Oaring with rosy feet its silver boat, .... Laon, vii. xxvii. 2.
rosy as the morn When throned on ocean's wave Q. Mab, I. 5.
B. Fig. cheeiful.

with rojj; smile. Unconscious, ... . . Prom. iv. 391.
Rot, V. intr. decay.
And lowers on the corpses, that r. on the ground. Bigotry, in. 9.From thy nest every rafter Will ?-o/, . . , When the lamp, iw. 6.

Rote, n. by heart, by iteration.
whom you have taught by r(?/£ Parricide . . . Cenci, n. i. 1^,1.

Rots, V. intr. decays.
Rots, perishes, and passes. ... Q. Mab, i. 156.

Rotted, V. intr. decayed.
That rtf/Zfirf on the half-extinguished pile. . . . VI i. 224.
Which rotted into the earth with them Sensit. PL in. 41.
Their moss rotted ofi" them, flake by flake, . . . in. 66.

Rotten, afl^'. A. Lit. decayed, worthless, ruinous,
low cabins And rotten hiding-holes, ... . Ch. 1st, 1. 171.
some rotten rags, and broken dishes— .... n. 451.
as you and I Think of some rotten tree, . . . Peter, iv. xx*. 3.
B. Fig. unsound in system.

There's something rotten in us— (Bdipus, i. 99.
Rottenness, n. decaying matter.
Loading with loathsome rottenness the land, . . Q. Mab, v. 8.

iRottiug', ppl. adj. (1) provocative of decay,
the obscure, cold, rotting, wormy ground ! . . Cenci, v. iv. to.
and a/-(7^//w^ vapour past Laon,x.-x:m.^,
Who m their rotting dungeons lay RosaL 928.
(2) that are decaying.

The ri?///"K^ bones of dead antiquity. . . . Fr. Flourishing, ^.

402
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our obscure and rotting ^yt^ . Laon^ ix. xxxii. 8.

Each well Was chokea with rw^A'w^ corpses, . . x. xxi. 2.

Boucfli, adj. (1) boisterous, rude.
Roueh wind, that moanest loud A Dirge^ i.

So White Winter, that rough nurse, .... DirgeforYear^ II. 3.

the rough Year just awake . . .... Jane^ Invittty 5,

(2) uneven, ill-made.
the road Crosses a deep ravine ; 'tis r. and narrow, Cenci. ill. '\. 2J^$,

Too tender for the roads so hard and rough :— Horn.. Merc. xlvi. 7.

(3) harsh, unsympathetic.
She met me. Stranger, upon life's rough way, . Epips. 72.

Rough words beget sad thoughts Fr. Satire, 37.
Ana thro' the rough world follow thee .... Mask, LXI. 4.

A woodman whose rough heart was out of tune . IVoodtnan, i.

(4) uncultured, unpolished in manners.
(Which the r. shepherd treads but once a year,) . Epifs. 440.
In the wild glens rough shepherds will deplore Horn. Merc. XLViii. 6.

(5) uncultivated, wild.
*

The rough, dark-skirted wilderness ; Eug. Hills, joi.

And the r, walls are clothed with long soft grass ; Prom., in. iii. 21.

Into the rough woods far aloof, Sensit. PL 11. 44.

(6) fierce, bold.
With rough and steadfast front, Hellas^ 375.

(7) hard, callous.

Through camps and cities rough with stone, . Adonais^ xxiv. 2.

18) troublous, thankless.
The path to power is steep and rough, . . . /would, 3.

(9) adj. absol. trouble, trial.

to light us to the edge Through r. and smooth, . Hellas, 646.

*Sousr]ien, V. intr. Fig. become formidable,
Latmos, and Mycale, roughen With horrent arms ; 2S2.

*Soagliened, v. tr. rippled.

The air which roughened the moist amethyst, . Trium-Ph, 372.

*Bonfflxens, v. tr. disturbs, agitates.

Its rude hair Roughens the wind that lifts it, . . Prom. il. i. 128.

Boug'hest, adj. most troublous.
Make music on, to soothe the roughest day . . Epips. 66.

Make music on to cheer the roug/test day, . . St. Epips. 91.

Bound, n. (1) circumference.
whose dim round Is bastioned .... . . Ch. sst, iv. 41.

(2) circle.

The blank unwelcome round of the red moon, . Faust, II. 19,

(3) a turn of frolic.

Yet I will take a *-i?«wi/ with you, .... II. 364.

(4) course or progress.
Which, driven on its diurnal round, GuitarJane, 76.

Which whirl the earth in its diurnal round, . . Witch, LVI. 2.

(5) recurrence of thought or action.

And the same >-i7««rf anew began, . .... Rosal. 719.

Boniid, adj. circular.

A fountain round and vast, Laon, vii. xii. 3.

Was pierced with one round cleft Vli. xii. 9.

a leecn Fit to suck blood, with lubricous r. rings, CEdipus, I. 185.

Bound, prep, (Ij in proximity, near to.

and mourn their lot Round the cold heart, . , . Adonais, ix. 8.

(2 J
encircling.

J?fJM«fif whose rude shaft dark ivy tresses grew . xxxill.4.

winds them rounds young man's neck, , - . Faust, ii. 320.

Round Toy neck thine arms enfold— Inv. Mis. VIII. ^.

(3) round about, on every side.

Soaring and screaming roundhcr empty nest, . Adonais, xvil. 6.

So saddened round her xxiii. 7.

the vacant woods. Spread r. him where he stood. Al^stor, ig6.

The ministers of death Are waiting r. the doors. Cetpci, V. iv. 124.

The calm that round us grew Jane, Recoil. 40.

R. whose worn base the wild waves hiss and leap, L,aon, II. xviii. 4.

Thou art speeding round \kiz sun Pronp. IV. 457.
Round iki^ walls of an outworn sepulchre, . . . Rosal. 210.

(4) all over, in every part.

And round the desolated globe Falsehood, 23.

Look ! where round the wide horizon .... Front, i. 550.

Bound, adv. (1) on all sides.

And the wild winds flew round, , . . . Adonais, XIV. 9.

And gray walls moulder round, L. i.

The crags closed r. with black and jagged arms, Alastor, 3,(^9.

Await the signal round: Laon, xii. iv. 8.

when the black storm hurries round At night, .Marenghi,x^y,$.
yet soon Night closes round, Mutability, 4.

(2) of mental environment.
a Power Girt round with weakness;—,... Adonais, xxxii. 3.

Shut round 2^1^ sepulchre the panting soul . . Cenci, III. i. 27,

(3) circularly.

With dizzy swiftness round and round, and r., . Alastor, 388.

(4) revolving or spinning.

And when you whirl round in the circle now, . Faust^ii. 346.

The eddy whirled her round and round. . . . Mar. Dr. xviii. i.

(5) with revolving action.

Turns by its handle a great auger round, . . . CycL 461.

Turn rffMwrf the brancf 464-

(6J dizzily, confusedly.
The walls Spin r£7««^.' 0!««", III. i. 10.

Spare me ! My brain swims round -— V. ii. 89.

*Boundelay, n. a song.
Kept a low burden to their roundelay, . . . Matilda, 18.

:t:Bounds, n. usual tracks or journeys.
Of pedlars tramping on their *'(7««(/j/ , . . » Peier,w.-xi\..2.

Bouse, V. tr. A. Lit. (1) startle or arouse.
The lion to rouse from his skull-covered lair? . Bigotry, I. x.

(2) awake.
I dare not rouse him : I know none who dare . Cenci^ iv. iv. 14.
I must rouse him from his sleep, —

. iv. iv. 18.

B. Fig. (1) call up or call round.
And thou, sad Hour, . . . r. thy obscure compeers, Adonais, l. 5.

Why shouldnot we rouse with the spirit's blast , Gisb. 190.

(2) waken.
Rouse up the astonished air. Ch. \st, I. 122.

Bouse, n. a bumper of liquor.

and then all quafif Another rouse, .... . Gisb. 65.

Boused, V. tr. (1) awakened.
her distress Roused Death : Adonais, XXV. 9.
So saying, Hermes roused the oxen vast ; . . Horn,. Merc. xvi. i.

(.2) startled.

So struck, so roused, so rapt Urania ; . . . . Adonais, xxiii, 6.

Boused,//. (1) aroused, startled.

Roused by the shock he started from his trance— Alastor, 192.

As one Roused by some joyous madness . . 518.
When ite scared game is roused, Cend, V. i. 8.

Was roused last night by the alarm of battle, . Hellas, 607.
From every tent roused by that clamour dread, . Laon, V. vi. 4.

(2) awakened.
Should he be roused out of his sleep to-night, . . Cenci, IV. iv. 7.

Boused, pp/. adj. startled.

the flagging wing Of the roused cormoTznt . . Witch, l, 5.

Bousseau, J. J. Rousseau, b. 1712, d. 177S.
Of what was once Rousseau,— . , , . Triutnph, 204.

Bout, n, (1) a confused mob.
I rushed among the rout .... ... Laon, vi. v. 4.

(2) a flight of people.
that sudden rout One checked xil. a. 3.

(3) tumult, uproar.
like a rout Of death-flames, . . .... Vis. Sea, 18.

:tlBoTe, V. intr. A. Lit. wander, ramble.
Oh, come then and rtrve Q. ojtny Heart, VI. i.

With passionate talk wherever we might rove . Sonn. Dante, 12.

B. Fig. wander.
the shapes which rove Within the . . . Future's . Laon, ix. xx. 4.

Bow, n. in series or lines.

Trees behind trees, row by row,— Faust, ll. 46.
In dormitories ranged, row after row, .... Witch, Lxiv. 3.

*Bow, V. intr. propel with oars.

And row with double strokes Ojfcl. 468.
And bade the gondolieri cease to row. . . . Julian, 95.

*Bowed, V. intr. propelled the boat.
the sailors rffwedYn awe L,aon, Vll. xii. z.

*Bowers, n. those who propel a boat with oars.

the rowers with some general Approaching . . Cyd. 77.
and the swift stroke Ofsilent rowers JLaon^yil. ix. 2.

twelve rowersyi\\h. the impulse of thought . . . Vis. Sea, 153.

Bows, n. lines or series.

An hundred bonfires bum in rows, Faust, II. 254.
Boyal, adj. (1) regal, kingly or queenly.

Into the ^ojja/ presence Ch. ist, I. 116.

My royal lord would turn to golden deeds. . . 11. 28.

now pleads in this rojya/ presence.— , . , . 11. 228.
I Were an invader of the roya/ power, . . , , in. 11.

That pity was a royal thing ; CEdipus, I. 38.
Sometimes your royal dogs tear down our thatch, i. '45.

Which in your royal bosom hold their revels, . . i. 58.
In policy—ask else your rffya/Solons — . . . . i. 64.
It is ray riTyiz/ pleasure That you, i. 30S.
Whenever royal spoMses bicker, 11. i. 129.

And, to those nya/ murderers Q. Mad, TV. 170.

Usurped the r^ya/ ensign's grandeur, .... ix. 100.

(2) pertaining to the munarch or crown.
For violation of our royal forests, . . , Ch. ist, 11. 77.

and took His royal seat, Laon, x. viii. 7.

Called, from their dress and grin, the royal apes, CEdipus, I. 313.
Even the palings of the rtTya/park, ll.ii.iii.

Boyalty, n. kmgship.
Rapt in bright dreams of dawning i?(7>ia/0f. . . Carlton, i^.

the shame \ii royalty and faith Laon, xi. xviii. 9.

Bub, V. tr. apply with friction.

that Purganax rub a little of that stuff .... CEdipus, 11. i. 123.

Bubbed, V. tr. chafed.

and rubbed them in his palms,

—

. . Horn. Merc. XVIII. 4.

Then Peter rubbedhis eyes severe Peter, iv, xv. i.

Bubbing',^r.^/<?. chafing.

Had crept into his cradle, either eye Rubbing, . Horn. Merc, LX. 6.

Bubbisli, n. nonsense, worthless trash.

sweeping out this ywi^/jA Of superstition, . . . Faust,i\.^^6.

Bubs, V, tr. with out^ removes by friction.

Like one who rubs out an account, . , . . . Peter, vii. iii. 4.

Budder, n. the steering apparatus of a boat.

and took her seat Beside the rudder, .... Witch, xxxvil. 8.
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iRuddy, adj, (1) reddish.
Whose virgin bloom beneath the ruddy fruit . , Da-mon^ ii. 67.

n 11 ti II ti M • • Q. Mab^VWl. \22.

(2) roseate.
might be seen Day's ruddy light Sunset^ 42.

(3) fresh-coloured, rosy.
Fearless and free the rwrfc/v children play, . , . Damon, II. 194.
Fearless and free the ruddy children played, . . Q. Mab^ ix. 115.

Bnde, adj. (1) rough, rugged.
Round whose rude shaft dar ( ivy tresses grew . Adonais^yi3iXXi\.i^.
shapes as rude As serpents interlaced, . . . Jane, Recoil. 23.
Its rude hair Roughens the wind that lifts it, . . Prom. Ii. i. 127.

(2) uncivilized, wild.
hospitality Of this rude place, Calderon, 11. 174.
rude, bare, and high Mont B. 70.
Thou mightst have seen her in the forest rude Mother fif Son, III. 3.
liude in the uncultivated loveliness Q. Ma&, 11. 194.A flower that scarce breathes in the desert rude . Solitary^ i. 5,And often through a rude and worn disguise . . Witch, Lxvi. 4.
(3) boorish, unpolished.

Unsuited he To this rude Cyclops Cycl. 434.Was savage, cunning, blind, and ?^(/a, .... OdeLw.m.'?.
And the rude kings of pastoral Garamant— . Witch, xi. 2.

(4) wild, boisterous.
that rude pilot who shall guide Ch. ist, iv. 13.
So the breath of these r. days Rocks the year ; DirgeforYear, iii. 3,
The r«(/e wind is singing Fr. The rude wind, \.
Where to the sky the rude sea rarely smiles . . Gisb. 38.
who sigh that their rude king Hurries them fast . Orpheus, 39.
(5) harsh, severe.

Such is our rude mortal lot— Death, IV. 3.

(.6) crude, imperfectly constructed.
A rude idealism of a paper boat :— . . . Gisb. 75.A bundle of r«fife pikes, Laon, vi. -xin. .£.

(7) uncultured, rough,
a gentle tone Amid rude voices? . . . Epips. 63.
Rude, but made sweet by distance— Gisb. 287.

Sndely, adv. with violence.
And wilt thou rudely tear them from thy breast, Q. Mab, ix. 185.

Rudest, adj. (1) most simple.
Where, tho' with rudest rites, ...... . Laon^ xi. xxii. 3.

(2)_ most violent.
Stifling with rudest grsLS^ all natural good. . . Q. Mab, iv. 120.

Buffiau, «. a brutal fellow.
My Lord, we found this ruffian and another . . Cefici, IV. iv. So.

Ruffians, n. evil doers.
Ruffians tremble in their fear, Devil, xxvil. 3.

Ruffle, V. fr. cause to rise in waves.
i?M^e the placid ocean-deep, Dcenton, ii. ^6.

» 1. 11 ,,..:... . Q. Mab, VIII. 65.

*Ruffled, ///, adj. disturbed, agitated.
Along the dark and rujffledyj2Xt.T^ .... Alastor, 319.

jRuffliug", pr. pple. Fig. disturbing, agitating.
i??(^z'«!^ the ocean of their self-content ;— . . . Gisb. 112.

Ruffling", ppl, adj. Fig. disturbing, agitating.
a ruffling atmosphere Of dark emotion, . . Pr. Athan. il. ii. 48.

*Rug-, n. a bit of coarse stuff.

We fight for this rag of greasy rw^, (Edipus, \. 5^.
Rugrg'ed,' adj. A. Lit, rough, wild.
or where the secret caves Rugged and dark, . . Alastor, 88.
Threw their thin shadows down the rugged slope, 529.Foaming and hurrying o'er its rugged ^^^iki, . t;6g]

upon the rugged trunk Of the old pine.-. . . . '63^.
its rugged breast The steed strained up, ... jLaon, vi. xxii, 8From her high lattice o'er the rugged path, . Pr. Athan. 11. i.' 26.
rugged once And desolate and frozen, .... Prom. i. 827
WitH willing steps climbing that rugged height, . Rosal. 1306.

'

And every beast stretched m its rugged ca.\e, . Woodman 22
B. Fig. (1) harsh, troublous.

'

And his own thoughts, along that rugged way, . Adonais, xxxi. 8
Untouched by suffering, through the ruggedg\&n. Hope, Fear, 9.
(2) austere, unsympalhetic, harsn.

Locks its mute music in her rugged cell. , , . Alastor, 66.
can wear at will The r7/^e(i'raood.— . . . . Ch. 1st, u. S4..
The rugged hearts of those who prisoned thee, . Epips. 7.
With words of sadness soothed his ruggedmood. Laon^ V. xxv. 3.

Ruiu, n. (1) as a mythological personification.
Ruin calls His brother Death Alastor, 6\^.
MariT Ruin, thou Tyrant ! and God be thy guide

To the bed of thy bride ! Castl. Adm. v. 4.
Where ruin ploug^hs her gory way, ..... Devil, xi, 3.
Ruin and renovation cry Who but We ? . . . Hellas, 718.
See! gory i?«/w yokes his blood-stain'd car, . . M.N. Post. Fr.ni.
And hollow Ruin yawned behind : Prom, i. 768.
Tho' Ruin now Love's shadow be, . . . . i. 780.
The tasks of >-«i» in the world of life Unf. Dr. \\g.

(2) destruction, overthrow, downfall.
a miracle Of sudden rMi"«, Calderon,\\. k6
And the weight which is its ruin^— III. 60.
And turned it to a net of ruin ' Cenci v. 1. 8^And work for me and mine still the same ruin^ \

' v iv 71
Add torture, add the rw/'w of tlie kindred . . , Ch. ist II 'zW
From ruin of divinest things, Dcemon i 81

Like sphered worlds to death and ruin driven
;

One spark may mix in reconciling ruin . , .

survived Cycles of generation and oi ruin.
An empire^ spoil stored for a day of ruin.
Ruin above, and anarchy below ; . .

_ . . .

to consume and overwhelm. And reign in ruin. .

had painted Their ruin in the hues of our suocess.

upon our shattered hopes The images o( ruin.
calls From ruin her Titanian walls ? . . . .

Oblivion on oblivion, spoil on spoil, R. on r. :—
With our ruin, our resistance, and our name !

to wreak Ruin upon the tyrants
Carnage and ruin have been made their food

From infancy—
To mutual ruin armed by one behind
Of the late ruin^ swift and horrible, . .

Had fallen in universal ruin wrackt

;

He murders, for his chiefs delight in ruin/
We have survived a ruin wide and deep

—

To fade in hideous ruin; ,

but senseless death—a ruin dark and deep I .

the continent Trembled, as with a zone of r. bound.
Its second ruin through internal strife, . . .

but a flood of ruin Is there
Didst thou lament the ruin of thy reign, . ,

Like worlds to death and ruin driven ; . , .

to brave All, save its country's ruin ; , .

Ruin, and death, and woe,
The ruin, the disgrace, the woe of war. . , .

Survived to tell its ruin, but the flesh,

to quench Their thirst for ruin
bears him on To his refuge and ruin. . . .

(3) a state of waste and destruction.
The fragments of a single ^-Miw
Body and soul a monstrous lump of ruin. . .

But loathsomeness and ?'«;'» .^— . .

Confounded burst :n ruin o'er the world : . .

A torrent o( ruin to death from his birth. . .

have ye Iain bound In darkness and in ruin.—
we cherish yet In this dark ruin— ....
Amid the ruin which yoursehes have made, .

now have hurl'd, Death, fate and ruin,
rains Its sulphurous ruin on the plains. .

O'er Ruin desolate,
When cities sink howling in ruin/ and ye . ,

and stood Immortal amid r^in
when the ruin That marks their shock is past.
Dim mirrors of ruin hang gleaming about ; .

(^4) the art of destruction or ruin,
the old Earthquake-dffimon taught her youns: R.

(5) death.
As an Eagle pursuing A dove to its ruin . .

Did imprecate quick ruin, and it came. , ,

(6) misfortune, misery.
Strange ruin shall destroy both her and thee
Victims who worshipped ruin,— . . ,

Of blood and tears with ruin / he is here

!

Their gentler sisters to that ruin, ....
Ruin and degradation and despair. . .

What ruin Will hunt thee undefended . .

for dreams of ruin
since thy ruin Have sprung,
terror survives The ruin it has gorged ; . .

We two will sink on the wide waves of ruin,
wantonly Heaped ruin, vice, and slavery

;

and cherishes Repentance for his ruin.

Dcemon, i. 172.

Hellas, 119.

154-

2.S3'

2^8,

281,

453-
643.
705.

878.

ion,
Laon, 11. xxxix. 6.

IV. xxvi. 4.
VI. XV. 3.

VI. xlii. ^,
VII.XXX vii 1.4.

VIII. xiv- 0.

IX. xix. 2.

IX. xxxii. 6.

IX. xxxii. 9»
X. iv. 8,

Marenghi, III. 2.

Mont B. 107.

Ode Lib. viil. 4.
Q. Mabf I. 261.

II. 102.

IV. 85.
V. 68.
VII. 222.

VII. 21.

Vis. Sea, 157.

Calderon, II. 36.
Cenci, iv. i. 95.
DcE?non, I. 20.

Q. Mab^ I- 20.
Dcemon, i, 262.
Death Nap. 36.
Laon, II. xiii. 3,

vii.xxxvii.3,
XI. XV. 2.

M. N. Post. Fr. 2.

Mar. Dr. XII. 7.
Naples, 94.
Prom. I. 499.
Q. Mab, I. 138.

II. 124.
Vis. Sea, 17,

Mont B. 73-

Arethusa, iii. 17.
Cenci, iv. i. iii.

IV. i. 26.
Laon^ II. iii. ij,

V. xxxi. 8.
Peter, iii. viii. 4.
Prol. Hellas, 47.
Prom. I. 53.

I. 103.
I. 213.

. 1. 619.

. III. i. 71.

. Q. Mab, IV. 99.

eloquence that lives After the ruin of tHeir heartsj v 95^*'

(,7) of objects in visible decay or dilapidation.
that sweeps Around a lonely ruin . . . . Dcemon i toA less drear ruin then than now, . . . £ug Hills 12*1
For thou dost shroud a rwiK Fr. Flourishinp-1%.Heaped m undistmguishedrMzw.* . , . Fr Rome 2
cave and r«m, And starlight wood Int. Beauty v. 2whose crest Crowned with a marble ruin '

From that lone ruin, '
.

fragrant weed From the green ruin plucked,
Within that ruin, where a shattered portal
thro' a rent Of the ruin where we sate
and the grey ruin shook

.

well, For us, this ruin made a watch-tower
dead destruction, ruin within ruin/ . .

the wondrous strain That round a lonely r. swells'
Around yon grass-grown ruin's height,A monument of fadeless ruin there ; .

(8) a confused mass.
And the dense clouds in many a ruin and ra?
Massed into ruin ;

Laon, VI. xxii. 7.

Vi.xxiii. 2.

VI. xxvi. 5.
VI. xxvii.'i.

VI. xxxii. 3.
VI xxxviii.g.

VJ. xlii. 8.

Prom. IV. 295.
Q. Mab, I. 47.

I. 119.
VII. 261.

Vis. Sea, 112.
Sensit. PL iii. 4^.
T-wo Spirits, 34.

Calderon, 11. 149.

Where one vast pine is frozen to ruin
(9) a wreck,

the sea has made a dustless ruin, .

(10) inferior condition or state.
Therefore I chose this ruin . . . .

Ruin, V, tr. destroy.
that fine piece of nature To rend and ruin.

Ruined, v. tr. injured.
It was that stranger rwiWf^me:— . . Cvrl f>9.e

Ruined, pp. blighted, with future destroyed"
a friend Now ruined for your sake ? Cend \ \

II. 126.

. Cenci, v. ii. 169.
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Bnlued, MU adj\ (1) decayed, dilapidated or destroyed.
Among the ruined itm^\cs there, Alastor^ ii6.

Yes, ott beside the ^«('»ffi/ labyrinth Z^fl(7«, il. xviii. i.

bymany a f-«/«tfrf hearth She led vi. li. 2.

Whilst RuifCd towns and smoking cities tell, . M. N.Post.Fr. 77.

A scattered group of ruined dwellings now. . . Marenghi^ II. 2.

above The fabric of a ruined world— .... Mexican^ IV. 4.

Behold, the Faiiy cried, Palmyra's r. palaces!— Q. Mab, II. no.
o'er the ruined ta.nes And brolcen altars . . . VI. 221.

Like the wind through a ruined cell, .... WAen the lam-py II. 6.

(2) spoiled. ^

Lost Angel of a ruined Paradise ! . .... Adonais^ x. 7.

Metropolis of a ruined Paradise . . . . Naples^ 57.

(3) lost, miserable.
Then o'er this ruit^d soul let spirits of hell, M. N. Despair^ 32.

That long has lowered above the ruined world. . Q. Mab^ vi. 145.

The chains that bind this ruined soul . . . . ^t. Brack. 7.

(4) burst, broken.
Rose like the dead from their f-«/«ei/ charnels. . Sensit Pl.lll. 117.

Knlnlu^, n. defacement.
she Restored the embalmers' ruining"^ .... Vf^iich^ Lxx, 2.

Suining, pr. pple. (1) bursting, breaking.
wave r. on wave, and blast on blast Descending, Alasior^ 327.

And bend, as if heaven was ruining in, ... Vis. Sea, 6.

(2) destroying, overwhelming.
Ruining mountain solitudes, . . . . Fr. Italy. 4.
Ruining its chaos—a fierce breath Prol. Hellas^ 214.

So ruining the lair wherein they raged. . . . Prom. II. iv. 58.

^Bninously, adv. utterly.

And raziwiTaw^ overthrown, . ... . i^awj/, II, 131.

Ruins, n. (1) dilapidated remains.
Flowers, ruins^ statues, musia words, . . Adonais, Lii. 8.

The awful ruins of the days of old : Alastor, 108,

underneath The moonlight ruins of mount Pala-

tine, Cenci, I. ii. 6.

rust amid the accumulated ruins Deemon, II. 199.

her hoary ruins glow Like Orient mountains . Hellas^ 84.

Its ruins shall be mine 536.

The ruins of the city where he reigned . . . .';73.

Like giants on the ruins of a world, 833.

Waked in those ruins grey its everlasting wail ! Z^aon^ ii. x. g.

amid those ruins grey 1 watched, II. xv. 2.

As it sate on the ruins of time that is past ? M. N. Spec. Hors. 2.

than ruled thy rui?is then, O sacred Hellas ! . Pr. Atkan. II. i. 19.

the melancholy ruins Of cancelled cycles ; . . Prom. IV. 288.

A heap of crumbling ruins stood, ... , . Q. Mab. ix. 96.

Among these tombs and ruins wild ;— . . . W. Shel. (3) II. 5.

(2) broken masses.
And through the ruins of the shaken mountain . Faust, ll. 136.

(3) decaying buman remains.

These ruins soon leave not a wreck behind : . . Dcenton, II. 222.

„ ,1 t) n M t' • • Q' Mab, IX. 130.

(4) decay.
With ruins of unseasonable time Epifs. 266.

(5) the remnants of a power or creed.

Over its ruins in the world of death :— ... Hellas, 888.

Bnins, v. tr. impoverishes.

Ruins the merchants of such thriftless trade, . . Marenghi, I. 4.

BtQe, n. (1) authority, governance.
Will hear no reason and endure no rule. . . . Faust, II. 354.

Said, that the rule of men was over now, . . • Laon, ix. xvi. 8.

Because their jailors' rule, they thought, , . . Rosal, 934.

(2) example, precept.

To be a rule and law to ages that survive. . . Laon, IX. xxviii. 9.

Bnle, V. 1. tr. govern, direct.

Rule and adorn the world Calderon, IX. 188.

who rule this passive Earth, Epips. 345.

On those who watch and who must rule their

course, Hellas, 125.

Of the old saviours of the land we rule .... 407.

imperial spirits. Rule the present from the past, . 701.

Like us, snalt rule the ghosts of murdered life, . 882.

The phantoms of the powers who rule thee now— 883.

Let the tyrants rule the desart they have made ; 1008.

To rule the ghosts of men, unblest as they. . Ho-m. Merc. XLIII. 8.

Muses, who know and rule all minstrelsy ! . . Horn. Moon, 2.

Must f«/e the empire of himself ; Polit. Great. \\.

and rule The torturing and conflicting throngs

within Prom. 1. 492.

He taught to rule^ . . . The tempest-winged cha-

riots "• iv. 92.

which made dim The orb I rule, in. ii. 3.

the majestic laws That rule yon rolling orbs. . . Q. Mab, II. 243.

nor less, . . . does it rule All passions : . . . . VI. 181.

In opposition rule our mortal day, Triumph, 229.

11. itUr. have power or authority, govern.

o'er all, ... Of catde . . . thou shalt rule— . Horn,. Merc. xcvi. 6.

Tyrants, that they may rule, Laon, viil. viii. 9.

Divide and rulel but ye have made a junction . CEdipus, I. 344.

Who rule by viziers, .sceptres, banknotes, words, II. ii. 8.

kings who rule, and cowards who crouch, . . . Q. Mab. iv. 77.

Fear not the tyrants shall rule for ever, . . . Rosal, 804.

Fear not the tyrants will rule for ever, . . , . W. Shel. IV, i.

Bnled, v. 1. tr. Q) governed.
A bloodier power tnan ruled thy ruins . . . TV. Athan. 11. i. 19.

Mother^ Son, vi. 3.

. Laon^ v. xxviii. if.

Eug. Hills, 251.

Q. Mab, IX- 25.

Laon^ II. vi. 7.

Engl. 1819, 4.

Ode Lib. xviii. 7,

Rosal. 920.

Laon^ VIII. xiii. 2.

VIII. xiii. 3.

Prom. I. 494.

IV. 397.
IV. 410.
IV. 416.

(2) overawed.
That monstrous faith wherewith they #^^i/ man-

kind, , Laon, X. xxvi. z.

(3) directed,

and the stem contro) Which r. his sinews

(4) influenced,
some response to the thought Which ruled me

now— Laon^ II. xvi. 4.

(5) guided, managed.
the shape Of him who ruled the helm, .... III, xxxi, 3.

(6) settled, ordered.
The star that ruled his doom Triumph^ 356.

II. intr. had authority.
that scepters ruled no more— ...

Bnled, pp. held sway or influence.

Both have ruled from shore to shore, . . .

So long had ruled the world,

Bnler, n. one who has supreme authority.

The realm of a stem Ruler, yawned ; . . .

Balers, n. (1) those in authority.

Rulers who neither see, nor feel, nor know, .

(2) master spirits, governors.
Rulers of eternal thought

(3 J directors, judges.
The rulers or the slaves of law, ....

Bnles, V. tr. A. Lit. (1) governs.
one rules another,
For it is said God rules both high and low, .

(2) restrains, commands.
As Jove rtiles you when Hell grows mutinous.

B. Fig. (1) holds in due order.

As the sun rules, . . . the maze Of planets, . .

whose helm Love rules
Which rules with Dsedal harmony a throng .

(2) influences.

Gold is a living god, and rules in scorn . . , . Q. Mab, V. 62.

Bulest, V. tr. influencest, orderest.

Which rulest and dost move All things . . . Naples, 150.

tBulingr, //. (1) governing.
Nor yet exempt, tho' ruling them like slaves, . Prom. Iii. iv. 300,

(2) influencing, guiding.
ruling the motion Of his subjected spirit : . . . Fiordispina^ 27.

Ruling the world with a divided lot, , , . . , Laon^ I. xxv, 6.

As ruling once by power, so now by admiration, Naples, 121.

(3) oidering.
the laws Ruling their moral state ; . .

Bnling,///. adj. tending, influencing.

An Eve in this Bden ; a ruling grace .

Bumour, n. (1) general report.

To act the deeds that rum,our pins on you.
Are sown by wandering Rumour in all spirits ; .

(^2) news, report.

dim shadow Of some untimely rumour, speak ! Hellas, 618.

Bun, V. intr. A. Lit. (1)
Run I run ! for where we left My master,
I never run to approach things of this sort.

As athlete stript to run Naples, 122.

Run, wayward, And guide this company . . . Projn. III. iii. 152.

We are free to dive, or soar, or run^ .... iv. 137.

whether to fly or rwK, . Witch, sjil.'j.

(2) circulate.

To feel the blood r«M through the veins and tingle Fr. Unsat, 3.

(3) flow.

the water troughs which ever run Through the
fresh fields-— Horn. Merc. XVII. 4.

from their red feet the streams run gory ! .

From Alpheus and the bitter Doris run^ .

(^4) pursue, continue,

his race doth run Unconquerably, . . .

Or when the stars their visible courses run,

(5 ) tuse, join or melt,
the Moon, whose changes ever run Into them-

sehes, ... Epips. 279.

B. Fig. seem to run.

Thou dost float and run; Skylark^ 14.

Bnn, //. (^1) hastened.
And had rtin mute, . . . Thro' a city Prom. i. 80.

(2) passed through.
Many changes have been run, GuitarJane, 31.

(3) grown.
Of gardens long run wild, Q. Mab, II, 195.

(4J finished, completed.
Snatch'd from life's course ere half his race was

run/ M. N.Post.Fr. 26.

ere yet her race were rMW, Mother^ Son, ill. 11.

To love you till your little race is run ; . . Witch, xxiv. 5.

Bnnagate, n. used as a term of endearing reproach.
Even when within his arms—ah, runagate / . Horn. Merc. XXVII. 5.

Bnngr, V. I. tr. Fig. awaked.
From slumber I ^'Wfljjf her, CEdipus, i. 2^1

.

. Q. Mab, II. 237.

. Sensit. PI. II. ^.

. Cenci, i. iii. 16.

Ch, 1st, II. 472.

227.

22^.

. Naples, 148.

. Prol. Hellas, iSi

. Horn. Sun, 10,

. Laon, III. XX. 5.
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II. Mr. A. Lit. resounded.
A hideous discord—and the cavern rung. . . . Cycl. 421.
and hideous pagans rung Through all . . . . Q. Ma&, VII. 99.
B. J^i^. (11 seemed to ring.

Rung in her brain still with a jarring din, . . Ginevra^ 11.

(2) resounded,
and the cries Of millions, . . . rung through the

land
; Q. Mai, VI. 117.

*Bnnnels, n. channels.
And where two runnels of a rivulet Front. IV. 196.

'Bm.-a-a.in.g, pr. pple. circulating.
My blood is running up and down my veins ; . Cenci, IV. i. 163.

Bunnln?, ppl. adj. flowing.
Made the rM««2«^ rivulet thick and dumb . . Sensit. Ft. III. 'Jl.

Buns, V. intr. (1) circulates.
Ah! My blood rwwj cold CV««*, I. iii. 36.
and the jellied blood Runs freely thro' my veins, IV. iii. 44.

(21 goes, passes.
Runs down the slanted sunlight of the dawn. . From. I. 438.
and thy touch runs down III. 'iii, 85.

(31 Fig. becomes.
And as my little ca^k runs turbid now, , . . Faust, II. 295.

Bnsh, n. of sounds, rustling, pattering, pouring, contending.
Now like the rwjA of the aerial wings . . . . Adon. Cane. 5.A tumult and a ^'wj.^ of thronging feet . . . . Laon,lll.\v.%.
like the rusk of showers Of hail in spring, . . . V. xxix. 3.

a rusk as if the deep Had burst its bonds ; . . . Mar. Dr. xlll. i.

The rusk of win^a, and rising there Prom. II. ii. 37.
Heard not the night-wind's rusk, Q. Mab, I. 89.
the rusk of men Inebriate with rage :— . . . . IV. 44.

Bnsh, V. intr. (11 flow suddenly.
I felt the blood Rusk to my heart, Cenci, II. i. 41.

(2) hasten, run.
And laughing babes rusk from the well-known

door ! Laon, VIII, iv. 5.

We will rusk as thy minister-slaves, , , , (Bdipus, II. ii. 58.

(31 hasten rashly.
Rusk not before thy Judge, Cenci, v. ii. 137.
Where the blind milion rtisk impetuously , , , Faust, II. 236.

(4) pass exceeding swiftly.

andawindWill>-KjAoutofthesighingpine-forest, Hellas, 178.

(5) dart, appear suddenly.
Rusk from the crest of ^Egis-bearing Jove ; , . Horn. Min. 9.

(a) shoot.
And the rare stars rusk through them dim and

fast :— Gisb. 263.
The thronging constellations rusk in crowds, . Laon, I. xiix. 8.

(7) swirl.

As the waves of a thousand streams rusk by , . From. IV. 133.

Bushed, v. intr. (1) hastened impetuously.
RuskedvA^ great leapsup to the mountain's head, Hont. Merc. xi. 4.
the indestructible Immortals rusked LV, 4.
I ruskedh^^oxt. its point, and cried, Forbear, . Laon, v. viii. 9.
I rusked among the rout . . . .... vl. v. 4.
They rusked into the plain.— x. xi. 2.

And Priests rwj^rf thro' their ranks, , x, xlv, 1.

all the rest rusked through the door, . . . Feter, I. viii. i.

They rushed to war, . Q. Mob, II. 151.
Rusked between us suddenly Rosal. 293.

(2) hastened rashly.
Who has r. uncalled to the throne of his God, M.N. Spec. Hors. 20.

(3) interfered masterfully.
Tyrants rusked in, and did divide the spoil, , , Prom. I, 654,
(4) swirled along,

to mutual war /?«.s^srfin dark tumult thundering, Alastor, 343.
Alpheus rusked behind,— .... . , Aretkusa, ill. 15,

(5) burst suddenly,
the ooze and wind Rusked through an open case-

ment, Julian, 276,
a crash Of mighty sounds r«j>^^£/ up, . , Ifom.Merc.t.xxxv.6.

Bushes, V. intr. A. Lit. (1) of wind or water, speeds
or tears along,

Libeccio r«j^«j round Gisb.i\\.
river Which rushes forth in foam Laon, VI. xiv. 9.
It rushes \o t\i& Oct&a Serchio, 11%.

(2) bursts forth.
Ruskes, with loud and whirlwind harmony, A

sphere From. IV. 237.
(3") vibrates suddenly.

Which ruskes through the touch Si. Epips. 143.

B, Fig. darts beams of light.

When the sun ruskes under itj Prom. IV, 217.

Bushes, n, plants of the i^eaies/uncus.
Where a few grey rwj^tfJ stand, Bug. Hills, ^\.

The wind in the reeds and the rushes, , , , . Fan, I. 6.

*Bushg'rass, n. (See Rushes, ».)
and when with ruskgrass tall, Horn. Merc. XVII. 5.

Bushing', n. rustling or roaring.
Like the rusking of wings was heard around ; . Fr. Satan, 12.

Hark! 'tis the r«.r^z'»^ of a wind that sweeps . Laon, I. iii, i.

Bushiner, pr. file. (1) flowing suddenly,
the stifling blood i?2<j.^r»^ upon her heart, , , Ginevra,$'].

(2) darting, flying.

On yellow wings rusking athwart the sky, , . Horn. Castor, 17,

(3) falling.

And heard loose rocks rusking tumultuously Laon, VII. xxxix. 3.

(4) pursuing a reckless course.
madly rushing through all violent crime, . . , Q. Mab, V. 164, %

Bushing', ppl. adj. (1) tumultuous,
Ingulped the rusking sea Alastor, 36,15.

The bellowing monster, and the rusking storm, DcBjnon, II. 103,

„ „ ,, „ „ „ Q. Mab, VIII. 98.
A rusking throng ! . . Faust, II. v;,.

The sound of song, the r«.yA:'w^ throng! . . 11.00.
The hiss as of a rusking wind, Hellas, 720.
Shine in the rusking torrent's restless gleam, . Mont B. 121.

(2) rustling or tearing.
Hark ! whence that rusking sound ? .... Daemon, I. 48,

/.( , ... .. .. Q.Mab,\.:^s-
(3) hurrying,

the tread Of r«j.^/».^ feet ? , . , , . , Xoow, XI, xii. i.

(4) sudden, bursting.
A r«j>4i«jp- light of clouds and splendour, , , . Mask,X3iXl'V. 1.

Of its own rusking splendour, Triumpk, 87.

(5) driving.
Hark ! the rushing snow ! Prom. II. iii. 36.

{Bushy, adj. thickly grown with rushes.
In Allan's 7'MJ>4j' bog? ... CEdipus, I. 25.

Buss, adj. Russian.
Lest news i?«jj, Dutch, or Alemannic . . . . Ptf/er, III. xiii. 4.

Bussia, n. Fig. the power or rulers of Russia.
Russia still hovers, as an eagle might . . , , Hellas, 307,
Victory ! Victory ! Russia's fami.<ihed eagles . 948,
Victory ! Austria, Russia, England 967.

Bussi^n, n. Fig. the power of Russia.
Fear not the Russian : ^36,
After the war is fought yield the sleek Russian . 541*,

Bust, n. (1) corrosion,
when the rust Of heavy chains has gangrened , Cenci, II. i. 70.

(2) used to express decay in brass.
and licked the brazen rust. Laon, III. xxi. 9.

Bust, V. intr. become rusty, corrode.
and gratings of strong iron, There rust . . Damon, 11. 199,

tBusted, V. intr. became corroded.
There rusted amid heaps of broken stone , , Q. Mab, IX. 120.

Bustic, adj. (1) rough, unpolished.
None of the rustic island-people know : ... Epips. 485.How many a rustic Milton has past by, . . . Q. Mab, V. 137,

(2) rural, simple.
And Sylvan, crowned with rustic coronals, , , Virgil, 20,

tBustles, V. intr. rattles or crackles.
The dry leaf rustles in the brake Alastor, 104,

Bustling, n. bustling about.
What thronging, dashing, raging, rustling; . . Faust, II. 211.

•Buta baga, n. the swede turnip.
Hog-wash or grains, or ruta baga, . . . CEdipus, I, 47,

Buth, n. pity, compassion.
With dew all tumecf to tears ; odour to sighing

„ ruth. ... Adonais, XVI. 9,How sadly I returned—might move the hearer's

. /~"tK' 1
• •, Laon, I. xliv. g.And all Its hopes and fears, and all its joy and

rUtk > '
.

. ly. jy g
did with ruth so take All hearts iv. xviii gcare for your own, or ruth For others' sufferings ? vill.xxviife.
without rutk Drew forth their secret steel, . xl. xix. 8.

Buth, n. a woman's name.
not so sweet a creature As Rutk or Lucy, . . . Wiick, Ded. v. 2.

Buthless, adj. cruel, pitiless.
As night and day, those rutkless bands around, Laon, TV. xxvii. a.
the ready slaves of rwM/^jj law xil. iv. 7.
Wing'd with the power of some ruthltss king, M. N. Spec. Hors. 8.
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s
Sabbath, n. the Puritan name for Sunday.
may profane The Sabbath with their .... . Ch. isf, I. 96.

Sack, M. wine (a reference to the laureateship).

a bard bartering rhymes For sack; ...... Peter, 11. ii. 4.

Sack, V. tr. plunder.
And sack the fane of every thinff I can— . . . Horn. Merc. xxx. 4.

:t:Sacked, pp. Fig. rifled or cleared out.

Whose banded waves that crystal cave had s. Loon, VII. xxxviii. 7.

Sacrament, n. (1) a sacred pledge.
Then would I taste thee like a sacratnent, . . . Cenci., I. iii. 82.

(2) the mass.
the blood of feuds forsworn At sacra7nent: . Marengki^ IV. 3.

Sacred, adj, (1) pertaining to things accounted holy in

the ancient mythology.
and drink her jacr^f/ blood . . Bion. Adon. ig.

Her jfzcrci/ beauty vanishes away 27.

The jocr^rf bay of Taenarus Remains inviolate, . Cycl. 272.

The sacred rocks whereon he dwells, to me? . . 304.
The sacred waves and all the race of fishes— . . 244.
Nor long could in the sacred cradle keep, . . . Horn. Merc. III. 7.

He in his sacred crxh deposited The hollow lyre, xi. 2.

Down his most sacred thvosX, . . .... xxil. 6.

Apollo past toward the jflc/-^(f wood xxxi.3.
By sacred Styx a mighty oath to swear . . . LXXXVlll.o.
Sacred Goddess, Mother Earth, Proserp. I. i.

Nor where Parnassus' sacred mount, ... . Vtrgit, 15.

(2) holy, dedicated to religion.

he mocks the jflCTtfi/ character, . . .... CA. i.?/, II. 96.

In my assumption of this jaweif robe, .... ill. 62.

as the sacred %\jsx\ Felt cold in her torn entrails! Q. Mad, VI. 120.

A sacred hymn to mingle with the groans

;

VII. 36.

in her husband's heart the sacred stzei, .... VII. 213.

amid the towers And jacrtfrf domes ; .... TowerofFam.w.
(3) entitled to reverence and respect.

Whose sacredhXooA^ like the young tears of May, Adonais^ xxiv. 8.

which the s. past In truth or fable consecrates, . Alastor^ i%.

The patriot's i-dcr^^/ couch, .- . 616.

the sacred hand Which crushed us to the earth, . Cenci, i. iii. m.
Were the profaner for his sacred name. . . . II. ii. 81.

Many a sacred Poet's grave, Bug. Hills, 187.

To adore that sacred flame, 262,

Staining their jflcrBflT waters with our tears; . . Gisb. ij^.

In sacred Athens, near the fane Of Wisdom» . , Hellas, jjiZ-

Such sacred heralds in their state . . . Mask, Lxxxili. 2.

Her sacred name to bear, I^at. Ant. IV. 5.

Arose in sacred Italy, • . Ode Lib. ix. o.

make their dens thy jacr»(/ palaces XIV. 15.

Rests the full splendour of his sacred fame ; . . Otho, I. 4.

O sacred 'HeWs.sl Pr. Athan.ll. i. 20.

For this I felt—by Plato's sacred light, .... Prol. Hellas, 94.

Before the sacred TitsjCs fall, Prom. ll, i. 40.

Ere he can lisp his mother's jacr^t/ name, . . Q. Mab,W. 10%.

the Jacr^f^ few who could not tame . . . Triumph, \2%.

(4) not to be profaned or violated.

To violate the sacred doors of sleep ; Cenci, V. i. 13.

Repelling invasion from the sacred toyn&rs, . . Ch. ist, IV. 43.

(5) pure, inviolate, precious.

Whose sacredsilent air owns yet no echo . . iv. 31.

Thy spotless life of sweet and ja£:r^<3r love. . . . Diemon, Ii. 301.

which start like sacred dew B^ips. 37.

Why dost thou curb not thine own sacredrage} Pr. Byron, 3.

whilst the s. stars round Heaven are rolled Horn, Merc. XXVIII. 5.

A heaven of 5a£'?'tfdf silence, Julian, 261.

would infect the untainted breast Of Ja^r^^^/ nature 353.

a sacred home did find :
Laon, II. xxxv. 3.

to great Nature's jacr^c? power He bent, . . Vll. v. 2.

come not near Our jarr^a friendship, . . - . M. W. G.v. 5.

darkening the jac?-tfrf bowers Of serene heaven. . Ode Lib. XU. 12.

Sacred pesicel Oh visit me but once, Q. Mab, Jll. yi.

The .yacr^i^ sympathies of soul and sense, . , . IX. 36.

Thy spotless life of sweet and sacred love. . . . IX. 208.

Lightmg the hour of ja^rrrrf love; Star, 5.

They drank before her at her sacred fount ; . . Witch, vi. 6.

Harmonious as the sacred stars above ; . . . xviii. 8.

(6) solemn, holy, consecrated.

All baser things pant with life's sacred thirst ; . Adonais^ xix. 7.

Vile palterer with the sacred tnith of God, . . . g««, IV. i. 73.

Yet were truth a sacred lie. Hellas, 40.

Decreed to hold a sacred Festival, . . . . Laon, v. xxxvii. 4.

and clasp thy jacwi/ feet v.^ow^,3.i5.

a rite Offaith most sweet and sacred, .... -— VI. xxxix. 3.

asintheja(»'£flf grove Which shades vi. xl. 5.

And scorned the sacred Isiws . - • ,7-7 ^- ^^J?-
9-

Ah ! when will come the sacred fated time, . M. Jv. Post. Pr. 39.

The sacred hill obscures the morning air. . . . Matilda, 12.

See them drenched in sacred gore,— Mexican^ I. 8.

Cling round this jacr^rf shrine? (Edipus, I. lo.

Your sacred Majesty.
~

'• °o*

Your sacred Majesty, he has the dropsy ;— . . i- 03.

I, as the keeper of your Jflirrerf conscience, . . . ^4.^°'

to convert her jacr^rf Majesty Into an angel, . . II. i. 89.

That her most sacred Majesty should be Invited li. 1. 107.

Place your most sacred prison here CEdipus, 11. i. 145.
This magnanimity in your sacred Majesty . II, i. 183.
Through thee the jac;-^^;? Swellfoot dynasty , . II. ii. 17.

I fear your sacred Jilia.]esty has lost il. ii. 20.

Names are there. Nature s ja^?'^;^ watch-words, . Prom. I. 648.
In sacred dedication ever grew : .,..,, Tersa Rima^ 6.

(7) used satirically.

And these most sacred nether promontories . CEdipus, I. 5.

(8) with to, dedicated, set apart.

Made sacred to his sister and his spouse. . . , Bpips. 492.
Which should have been sacred to me W, Shel. II. 4.

Sacrifice, n, (1) a burnt oifering to a deity.

As the flames of .?ac7-^(;e Bug. Hills, iii.

(2) the sacrifice of Christ.

and the sacrifice Of God to God*s own wrath,— Laon, x. xxxiv. 5,

May credit this strange j(Ky^£», Q. Mab,M\\. x\2.

(3) an immolation, or destruction.

the sacrifice Of millions to glut the grave ; . , Death Vanq. 11.

then pray That, with this sacrifice^ Laon, X. xxxix. 3.

(4) an offering or devotion.
The silence of that heart's accepted sacrtfi(X. . Adonais, xxxv. g.

tame sacrifice To a fond faith ! .... Coleridge, 15.

and human blood For sacrifice, Damon, II. ig,

of this sacrifice divine A World shall be the altar. Bpips. 382.

And to high justice make her chosen sacrifice. . Laon, V. xxxii. g.

a cruel sacrifice Ye now prepare, xi. xvi. 7.

Bright Altar of the bloodless sacrifice, . . . Naples, 59.

Sacrifice, v. intr, make an offering.

Should I be bound to sacrifice} Oyd. 320.

And sacrifice with snow-white lambs, .... Horn. Castor, 13.

Sacrificed,//, offered to the Gods,
he quietly Had sacrificed some cows, . , . Horn.. Merc. lx. 2.

Sad, adj. (1) mournful, melancholy.
Grief too ja/f for song; . . . A Dirge, 2.

Sad storm, whose tears are vain, 5.

And thou, sad Hour, selected from all years . . Adonais^ \, 4.

Sad funeral flowers to deck a living corpse, . . Cenci, V." iii. 42.

was but jarf preparation For happy news. . . . V. iv. 29.

familiar thoughts, sad, yet thus lost— . . . V. iv. 54.
Think Of our sad fate with gentleness, V. iv. 142.

Still there was truth in the sad oracle. . . . B. Williams, V. 8.

These verses are too sad To send to you, . Vli. 6.

Rough words beget sad thoughts^ ... . . Fr. Satire, 37.

but sorrow mixed with jafi? surprise .... Ginevra, 165.

soon he raised His sad meek face . . . . Julian, 285.

If this sad writing thou shouldst ever see— . 340.
so when joaf hours were come Laon, II. xxi. ^.

Strengthened in heart, yet s., that aged man I left, IV. xxxii. i.

A vision which aught s. from sadness might allure. iv. xxxii. g.

Or Sympathy the s. tears turning To mutual smiles, v.Song,2.io.

X the armies wind In ja;;^ procession : x. xxvi. 8.

from the sad scene Beyond whose night he saw, . Ode Lib. x. 14.

The scene of her sad exile ; nigged once . . . Prom. I. 827.

Which now is sad because it hath been sweet

;

II. i. g.

a wood of sweet sad thoughts ; IV. 201.

How s., when dear hope every sorrow is soothing, St. Jr. (6) II. 5.

Struck to the heart bj' this sad pageantry, . . . Triumph, 170.

and my heart sick of one sad thought— .... 299.

No song but sad dirges . . When the lamp, II. 5.

To stir sweet thoughts or sad, Witch, xvi. 8.

(2 ) unhappy, miserable.

a pale flower by some ^a^ maiden cherished, . . Adonais, VI. 3.

sad Urania scanned The Stranger's mien, . , xxxiv. 5.

Away, away! to thy J'arf and silent home; . . . April, 1814,9.
and we sate sad together Cenci, III. i. 310.

Have lived but on this earth a few jarf years . . v. ii. 120.

Not cheerful, nor yet sad; , V. iii. 124.

sit near me : Sad as I may seem to thee, . , . . Inv. Mis. II. 2.

ijarf was his life who bore thee in his breast, . . Love, Hope,zo.
which the jarf genius Of the Green Isle has fixed, CEdipus, il. ii. 78.

Fleets through its sad duration rapidly : . , . Q. Mab, I. 154.

With one sad friend, and many a jealous foe, . St. Epips. 15.

(3) grave, serious.

Turned to the jaa? enchantress once again, . . . Gisb. 142.

But she was calm and sad, musing alway . . . Laon, yil. iv. 4.

To talk in echoes sad and stern Ode Lib. Vlll. 7.

our talk was sad and sweet, Rosal. 784.

Whose sad inhabitants each year would come, . 13*^5-

(4) heavy-hearted.

Sweet meeting by jarf parting to renew ;— . . . Gisb. 322.

'Mid her jat^ task of unregarded love, . . . . Z,aow, V. xxi. 8.

Thou lovest ; but ne'er knew love's sad satiety. . Skylark, 80. '

(5) plaintive.

SaafAziola! many an eventide ABiola,\\.\.

6'ai:^ Aziola I from that moment I Loved thee . . ll. 8.

from that moment I Loved thee and thy sad cry. II. 9.

I pray thee that thou blot from this sad song . . Bpips. 35.

A wild, and sad^ and spirit-thrilling lay, .... Laon, Vll. iv. 7.

And, hark ! their sweet, sad voices ! 'tis despair . Prom. I. 756.

Did the voice of Helen, jarf and sweet, . . . . Rosal. 2\\.

there stood In record of a sweet sad story, . 1052.

made Sweet smiles, yet sad, arise and fade . 1022.
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Her gentleness and patience and jarf smiles, . . Sunset, 30.

fcSfl^ prophetess of sorrows not her own, .... Unf, Dr. 69.

(6) unfortunate.
But that jarfship is as a miracle Calderon, ll $^.

Of his sad history I know but this, Julian^ 231.

(7) unsatisfactory, to be regretted.

And the cold truth such ja.:/ reverse did seem, . Laon^ II. xvli. 8.

was in some sad change faded. . . ... Mar. Dr. xx. 6.

This .saaf alternative, it must arrive, . , . (Bdipus^ I. n8.

(8) grievous, pitiable.

the lean hya:nas their jarfcase . . . wailed ; . . Laon^ a. xv. 7.

(9) poor, contemptible. . i.

Was, writing some sad stuff in prose. . . . . . Peter, VI. xii. -j.

(10) degraded, disgraceful.

Of some corrupted city his sad life, Q. Maby V. 160.

And call the jaaf work glory, vi. 181.

^Saddened, v. inir.

So saddened round her like an atmosphere . . Adonais^ xxiil. 7.

Sadder, adj. (1) more mournful.
They are sadder than I thought they were. . . Cenci, V. iii. lag.

(2) more gloomy.
Is not sadder va. her cell Than deserted Ariel. GuitarJaney 25.

(3) more unfortunate.
Sadder than orphans, yet not fatherless 1 . . . Ld. Ck. ix. 4.

(4) more plaintive or melanchply sweet.
'Tis something sadder, sweeter far than all. , . Prom. l; 671.

Saddest, adj. (1) most mournful or melahchply.
With food of jarfifej^ memoty kept alive, . . . Adonais^ xxvi. 5.

Her voice was like the wildest, saddest tone, . . Laon^ \. xxii. i.

OursweetestsongsarethosethattellofJ. thought. Skylark, go.

(2) most grievous.
The sweetest lyrist of her saddest wrong, . . . Adonais, xxx. 8.

(3) most sombre.
In your saddest array ; . , , . ..... Autumn^ I. 8.

(4) most terrible, deepest.
like the echoes of our saddest fears ? Ch. 1st, II. 462.
Source of the sweetest hopes and saddest (eaxs— I.d. Ck. Vlll. 4.

Sadly, adv. (1) mournfully.
What form leans sadly o'er the white death-bed, Adojzat's, xxxv.3.
Sweetly and sadty thou didst talk of death ? . Q. Mad, ix. 184.

(2) greatly, vety much.
andjfliii^ blameThe jarring andinexplicable frame Gtsd. 158.

(3) gloomily, dejectedly.

talking . . . As you do—far more sadly— . . . Julian, 237.
How J. I returned—might move the hearer's ruth ; L,aon, I. xliv. 9.

And ye must sadly turn away, xii. xxix. 5.

Sadness, n. (1) melancholy, dejection.

the very doubt endears My sadness ever nfew, . E. Vvviani, 10.

With the tears of sadness . . . . Hellas, g6.
free from care or sadness, ... . . Horn. Earth, 20.

None slow enough for sadness : Julian, 32.

a soft and thrilling sadness Laon, i. xxxix. g.
With supernatural shades of clinging sadness/ . iv. v. 3.

which au^ht sad from sadness might allure, . . iv. xxxii. g.

to no smiles it might his speechless sadness move. • v. xxi. 9.

light Of love and sadness made my lips .... vi. xxiv. 6.

flow on like ours, in sadness or delight. . . VIii. iii. 9.

Sweetness and sadness interwoven Both, . . Z.d. Ck. VIII. 3.

For the keenest throb of sadness, . . . Moonbeam, ill, 3.

Sweet though in jac^wfijj , Ode W. Windy v. c;.

If with a human sadness he did groan Pr. Athan. i. 21.

What jiii^w^jj made that vernal spirit sere? . . 1-57-
murmuring" a gentle sadness, ii. ii. 42.
I wandered o'er, till thou, O King of sadness, . Prom. i. 770.
When one with bliss or sadness fails, . .' , . -^— ii. ii. 26.

Remembered now in sadness Q. Mab, ii. 172.

Found sadness, where it left delight, . . . . Sensit. PL iv. 8.

And enchant sadness till it sleeps? . . , .St. Eptps. 92.

And, was it sadness or delight, , . . . Time longpast, II. 3.

(2) mournful nature.

Pierce the shadows of its sadness, Fr. A Gentle, 8.

wheHf with dark Winter's sadness . . . Laon, ix. xxii. 3.

(3) sympathy, pity.

With words of sadness soothed his rugged mood. v . xxv. 3.

Safe, adj. (1) secure from danger,

upon that form Yet safehoxa the worm's outrage, Alastor, 702.

What if we yet were safe } .... ... Cenci, v. i. 32.

And safe Within Petrella. III. 11. 32.

Faust, II. 241.
Gisb. 165.
Horn.. Castor, 22.

Ql Mab, VII. 232.

We will stay here safe in the quiet dwellings.

.

Like babblmg gossips safe,

And plough the quiet sea in safe delight. . .

from the upflashing steel 01 safe assassination,

(2) sound, v^orldly vv^ise.

Hides tlie safe thrift of Hell within Devil, XXI. 4.

(3) trustworthy.
And, for the harbours are ndt safe and good, . , Epips. 424.
Of safe and slow retreat, with Moslem dead ; . . Hellas, 3/2.

Safe, adv. absolutely, clearly.

see them safe out of the house Calderon, lli; 183,

Safely, adv, (1) without incurring injury.

The little boat . . . Safely fled— Alastor, 349.
Borne safely the bewildering charm ; Falsehood, 24.
Safely to Peter's house conveyed Peter, VI. vii. 3.

(2) without risk.

hewed our unarmed myriads down Safely, . . . Laon, VI. xi. 3.

Whom cowardice itself might safely cham, . . Q. Mab, v. 201.

(3) in a strong and secure manner.
'Tis safely walled and moated round about : . . Cenci, ll. i. 169.

(4) securely, in safe custody.

And safely stalled in a remote abode— . . , Horn. Merc. Xll, 6.

(5) without fear of contradiction.

The Devil, I .Sflj^i^ can aver, Petery\i.'\. \.

(6) strongly, securely.

seated Safely on her ancestral throne ; . . . . Rosal. 700.

(7) with as, with no less danger.
you might as safely waken A serpent ; . . . . Cenci, IV. iv. 15.

Safer, adj. (1) less dangerous.
It were s. To come between the tiger and his prey. IV. i. 174.

o'er The stream of your wrath to a safer shore. . Cycl. 350.

(2) more secure. '
^ .

•
This crowd is safer than the silent wbbd; . . . Ginev'ra, 1 12.

Safest, adj. in least danger.
Thei innocent Are safest there where trials . . . CBdipus, 11, i, 171.

Safety, n. (1) without harm.
A man comes forth in Safety Calderon, II. 6^.

(2) assurance against risk.

the arch of life, Whose safety is its strength. . , Ch. 1st, II. 157.

Which gave my path its safety as 1 rode . . . Laon, VI. xliv. 3.

(3) exemption from danger.
dedicated to ho care Except thy safety:— . . Ch. 1st, II. 308.
You may achieve Ta.y safety and your own. . . Cycl. 423.
Whose safety is man's deep unbettered woe, . . Q. Mab, IV. 81.

(4) protection.
Beneath the safety of her wings . ^ Hellas, 86.
the bonds Qi safety were confirmea Q. Mab, vi. 116.

fSag'e, n. a man of wisdom, a philosopher.
The sage, in truth, by dreadful abstinence . . . Hellas, 155.
To sage or poet these responses given— .... Int. Beauty, ill. 2.

Whose lore had made that sage all that he had
become Laon, iv. iii. 9.

I sate beside a sage's bed, . Prom. i. 723.
Or the sage will wake in sorrow i. 736.
Which many a poet and a j. Has aye foreseen— Rosal. 604.
The sage in meditation found, ...... St. Dejection, III. 4.

Sage, adj. ? [unfinished sentence].
And hoary anarchs, demagogues, and sage— .

Sag-es, n. (1) pi, of Sage.
whence sages draw The unenvied light . . .

Then Greece arose, and to its bards and sages.
And from the lore of bards and sages old, . .

the enduring memory Of sages and of bards
Heroes, and Poets, and prevailing Sages, .

The voices of thy bards and sages thunder . .

great sages bound in madness, Prom. I. 768."
The wisest of the sages of the earth, ... , Q. Mab, v. 148.

(2) satzr. = {o6\s.

Nor is he, as some sages swear, . Peter, II. i. 3.

Said, v. tr. (1) exclaimed, spoke, declared.
Methinks she must be nigh, Said Mary, .... Asiola, i. 3.
And laughed, and said. Disquiet yourself not ; . i. i r.

Now go ; and as I said, return for me .... Calderon, I. 38.
he said\\\?A. you Bought perilous impunity . . Cenci, i. i. 5.*

You said yoyy loved me then i. ii. S
I said I would not drink this evening

; . . . .

He said, he looked, he did ;—nothing at all , .

You jfl^'af nothing; Of how I might be dungeoned
Oh, no ! You jazfif not this?
he frowned and said. Children are disobedient,
So I should guess from what Camillo said. . .

which said, Cenci, must die !

I said it but to awe thee
Speak, pale slave! What .Sairf she? ...
My Lord, 'twas what she looked; she said: . .

She said, I cannot come ; . .

Stirred in his sleep, and said, . . ....
And said these three words, coldly :

That all you said was but sad preparation . .

Here is not anything, as I said, but meat.
And ate the cheese in spite of all I said, .

and said, moreover, They'd pin you down .

and I offered him To taste, and said:— . . . 407.
By Jupiter ! you said that I am fair (564.
It saia that 1 should have my eye-sight blinded 706.
And said, Alas for me ! Dante Conv. 30.When a voice .s. .•—O Thou of hearts the weakest, Epips. 232.
Fiordispina said, and threw the flowers .... Fiordispina 33And said—' Is this thy faith ?

' Ginevra, 50'

, Triumph, 237.

. Epips. 184.
, Laon, I. xxxii. i.

IV. xii. 2.

IX. XV. 5.
IX.xxvili.3.

Ode Lib. vi. 5.

Cycl.

I. iii. 169.
II. i. 76.
n. i- 137-
II. 1. 148.
II. ii. 31.
II. ii. (i^.

IV. i. 33.
IV. 1. 72.

IV. i. 97.
IV. 1. 97.
IV. I. 112.

IV. iii. 18.

v. iv. 14.

V. iv. 29.
127.

212.

213.

Ginevra saw her lover, . . . and unsubdued iS.

—

And Jflzrf—Accept this token
as if they swteetly saidWe toll a corpse . . .

How said the messenger—who, from the fort

.

Then j. the Pacha, Slaves, Render yourselves-
Let there be light ! said Liberty, ^^^^
Apollo g;ently smiled and jflic?.-— .... Horn. Merc. xiNWl 1you unkind God }~said Mercury

:
' lii 1

' *

m a careless mood To Phoebus said:— . . . lv 7'

How was it possible, then Phcebus Ja/of . . . Lxix'i
4 E

58.

74.
78.

Hellas, 361.

i^S-
682.
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which the God of Day Perceiving, said:— Ifom.Merc.L,xxx.vil.8.
And boasting jaz'fif, that she, Horn. Venus, ^g.
Ere it fade, Said my companion, . . .

at the point I meant, ja/rf Maddalo, . .

and its belfry tower. Said Maddalo, . .

You talk as m years past, said Maddalo.
I recall The sense of what he sai'd^

.

said Maddalo : You talk Utopia. .

My dear friend, Said Maddalo, ....
I know but this, said Maddalo, ....
I yet remember what he said Distinctly

:

I thought That thou wert she who said .

He said: Most wretched rnen
And said : To grieve is wise,
And said: a Spirit loves thee, mortal maiden,
Fear it! she said^ with brief and passionate cry.
And a voice said—^\vow. must a listener be
Farewell ! farewell ! she said^ as I drew nigh,
now cheeringly, Though he said little, did he

speak to me
And very few, but kindly words he said^ . .

Since this, the old man j., seven years are spent
his straight lips were bent, Men said. ....
And thou art our first votary here, she said: . .

as she said., Mount with me Laon, now— . . .

[she] jflz'i!/.- Friend, thy bands were losing . .

But I . . . said. Thou hast need Of rest, . . .

She said that not a tear did dare to start . .

And then, she said^ he laid me in a cave . . .

the Captain . . . said, Alas, alas ! I fear we are
pursued

Some said I was a maniac
Some said^ I was a fiend from my weird cave,
some jflzaT I was the child of God, . . . .

They jaiV, that age was truth,
obscener slaves . . . Said^ that the rule of men
I feel I am a King m truth ! he said, . . .

why return The victor bands, he said, . .

they said their God was waiting
Came to the fire, and said, Stop, I am he ! . .

and said, Lo ! I am he !

with a bitter smile, ... He said,
and nothing then we said. ... . .

And said, Iwas disturbed
among the multitude, And said— ....
these winged words she said,
I said—Voov victim wherefore dost thou roam ? . M.N.Frag7nt. 26,

And said, A boon, a boon, I pray

!

... Mar. Dr. I. 2.

And her name was Hope, she said: Mask, xxil. 2.

"Who said they were slain on the battle day ? . . Ode, Arise, 7.

Who said: Two vast and trunkless legs . . Osym. 2.

Some said it was a fever bad— Peter, I, iii. 4.
They said—Thy name is Peter Bell ; . .

And said, that with his clenched teeth, .

And said—My best Diogenes, ....
And Peter noted what he said, ....
Appeared such mad tirades.—One said—
And said:—For money or for love, .

Some said that he was mad, . . Pr, Atkan. I. 90.
others saidi)[iz\. such mysterious grief . . . I. 93.
I said all hope was vain but love : Prom. I. 824.
lone wakened then, and said to me : . • . il. i. 93.
And then I said: Panthea, look on me. . . 11. i. 160.

for which it j42/rf it thirsted III. iv. 18.

Spirit! the Fairy jazV£ . . . Q. Ma&, u. 55.
Fairy! the Spirit said, HI. i.

and said Faint words of cheer, Rosai. 321.

Julian, 86.

94.
108.

114.

131.

178.

192.

232.

298.

403.
544.

Laon, I. XXI. 5.

I. xliii. I.

I. xivii. 2.

I. Iviii. 5.

III. viii.'7.

Iil.xxxii.5.

IV. ii. 3.

IV. xi. 6.

V. xxxvi. 8.

V. xlvii, 4.

VI. XX. 8.

VI. XXV. 5.

VI. xxvi. 7.

VII. iii. 5.

VII. xii. I.

VIII. ii. 2.

IX. viii. 1.

IX. viii. 4.

IX. viii. o.

IX. xiv. 7.

IX. xvi. 8.

X. viii. 6.

X. ix. 2.

X. xlv. 3.

X. xlvii. 8.

XI. XXV. 9.

XII. xi. 6.

XII. XV. 4.

XII. xxiv. 3.

xii.xxvii.4.

xii.xxxi.9.

I. V. I.

I. ix. 3.
IV. xii. 3.

V. i. 4.

VI. iii. 2.

VII. i.~5.

for he who^et Is my soul's soul, once said:
For he is rich, they said, and young, . .

For when he said, that many a rite, . . .

I shuddered, and then laughing said— . .

For he, they said, from his mind had bent .

And said, with voice that made them shiver
Now drain the cup, said Lionel, . . .

What is it with thee, love ? I said: . . .

o'er the dew ; ^lid Rosalind.
And said, ODser\'e, that brow was Lionel's,

Never mind, said Lionel, ...
Impatiently AzzV^Melchior,
Weaving his idle words, Melchior said: . .

Is it not strange, Isabel, said the youth^

547.
• !?57-
. 846.
. 850.
. 861.

890.
. 1118.

. 1179.

. 1241.

. 1265.

. Serchio, ^2.

. 62.

. 69.

. Sunset, 21.

and she smiled and Jtzz'tz, 7^asso,g.

Half to myself I jflzc?— Triumph, 177.

iSoz'^the grim Feature (of my thought aware). . 190.

Dost thou behold, 6'az(/ my guide, 235.

How did thy course begin? I said, . ... 297.
I said- If, as it doth seem, 395.

But you said You also loved ? Un/. Dr. 40.
But as you said , . . 103.

Some said he was a man of blood 112.

zj\d said: Sit here! Witch,xxxvn.6.
This, said the wizard maiden, is the strife . . , Lxii. 7.

(2) repeated, pronounced.
Which Peter jaz^ or sang. Peter, i. ii.5.

(3) suggested.
A spirit of gentle love beside me jazV// . . . . Dante Conv. ^i.

(4) thought, said to oneself.

So that I said Thither I too will fare Dante Conv. 18.

I jar'i/ beneatn those eyes might stand forever . 35.

she felt no fear, But jazt^withm herself, .... Mar, Dr. Xlii. 5.

And coolly to his own soul said;— Peter, VI. xxviii. i.

but said. Each in its heart, Rosat. 453.

(5) betokened.
still said, She loves me—loves me not. . . . E. Williams, V. 2.

(6) repoited, related.

and fame Said he was wealthy, Julian, 234.
Which we, they s., in strength had gathered there Laon, V. xlv. 4.
His namCj they said, was Pleasure, Love, Hope, 2.

As if defying ail who said, Peter, Vll. viii, 4.

(7) wrote.
In one of which he meekly said: ... . vi.3DCJCvi.2.

Said,//. (1) uttered, expressed, declared.
Heartless things Are done and saidi^ the world, Alastor, 691.
As I have said, speak to me not of love ; . . . Cenci, I. ii. 14.

As I have said, I have endured a wrong, . . . ill. i. 213.
What thou hast said persuade me that our act . IV. ii, 6.

Having said this let me be led to death V, ii. 34.
I have said all I know ; . v, ii. 92,
Have-they saidTh-^t they were guilty? . . . —— V. iii. 23.
a pledge, he would have said, Ginevra, 71.

Be it not jfl/af, thought, understood— .... Good Ni£-ht, ll.^.

More he would have said. But— Hellas, 451.
Thus having said, Phosbus impetuously . . Hotn. Merc, xxxvill. 2.

This said. He winked as fast as could be, . . xlvii. 5.
Having said These words w^e called the keeper, . Julian, 270.
the tale may not be said— Laon, I. xlv. i.

And that this friend was false, may now be said
Calmly— 11. xviii. 6.

As I have jazV With our sea-sister Prom. II. i. ^6.
As I have jflzV/ 1 floated to the earth : . . . III. iv, 124.
for that man Has said. There is no God. . . Q. Mab, vii. 13.

Youhavenot5<z/(f That the Count Maddalo . . Tasso,\.

(2) reported (implying room for doubt).
It is said besides That lewd and papist drunkards Ch. ist, I. 94.
Never shall it be said that Charles of England . il. 315.
'tis said his tribe Dream, Hellas, 135.
So come with me, and though it has been said . Horn. Merc. VI. 2.

By thee, 'tis said, the depths are understood . LXXX.4.
And it is said, that God will punish wrong ; . . Laon, vlil, viii. i.

For it is said God rules both high and low, . viii. xiii. 3.

'Tis said, a mother dragged three children then, x, xlvii. i.

Why is it said thou canst not live ... . . Love, i.

unlike all others, it is said, . Pr. Atkan. I. 27.

While 'tis said, they are fled: Prom. IV. 37.
For, it was said, his words could bind .... Rosal. 636.
'Twas said that he had refuge sought In love . . 756.
'Tis said, she first was changed into a vapour, . 'Witch, III. i.

And universal Pan, 'tis said,ws^ there, .... ix. i.

'tis said The living were not envied of the dead. . xvii. 7.

'Tis jazV/ in after times her spirit free. . . . Lxviii. i.

(3) intimated or declared in writing.
For in that killing lie 'twas said— . .... Rosal. 499.

Sail, n. A. Lit. that part of a boafs tackle which is used

to catch the wind.
caught the expanded sail, Alastor, 39S.
Will spread his sail and seize his oar ... . Su^^. Hills, 136.

With a rag for a sail Faust, 11. 206.
Our boat has one sail, Fugitives, II. i.

TheagileHydriotebarkswithpressofj.Dashed:— Hellas, 485.
no jflz/But its own curved prow . . ... Laon, I. xxiii. i.

Watching thy dim sail skirt the ocean grey ; . . II. xlv. 3.

and saw a star Shining beside a sail, .... ill. xxx. 5.

He ceased, and by the joz/Sate cowering— . viii.xxvi.2.

and this kingly paunch Swells like a sail . . CEdipus, i. 4.

With a small feather for a jaz^ Rosal. 183.
The rags of the sail Are fl,ickering Vis. Sea, i.

B. J*zg: (1) a boat.
Those trackless deeps, where many a weary sail Damon, li. 93.

„ „ „ „ „ „ Q. Mab, viii. 88.

(2) that which serves for a sail.

A Nautilus . . . Spreading his azure sail .... /,«>», vil.xxvl 8.

(3) used to express leeling or emotion.
Riving sail, and cord, and plank, Eug. Hills, 13.

Sail, V. intr. A. Lit. (1) start on a voyage.
Intend to sail with the next favouring wind . . Ch. \st, II. 363.
Say, my heart's sister, wilt thou jaz'/with me? . Efips. 415.

(2) voyage.
Shall sail round the world, and come back again : Ch. ist, II. 372.
Shall sail round the world in a brainless skull, . II. 373.
He who would question him Must sail alone at

sunset, Hellas, 166.

Wearily, wearily o'er the boundless deepWe sail; Laon, viii.xxiii.3.

B, Fig. (1) pass, float.

fazV among the shades, Like vaporous shapes . Alastor, 4561
they Sail onward far upon their fatal way : . . Epips. 464.
I would sail on the waves of the billowy wind . Fr. Song, 6.

Or whether clouds jai'/ o'er the inverse deep, , . Gisb. 2o\,

Over whose pines, . . . sail Fast cloud shadows . Mont B. 14.

to watch her sail Among the clouds, CEdipus, i. 400.
I'll jw// on. the flood of the tempest dark, . . . Two Spirits, 26^.

(2) of the flight of birds.

But the sea-mews, as they sail Eug. Hills, 54.
Thro' the broken mist they sail, 85.

(3) of thought or words.
And wingfed words let sail, Freighted with truth Naples, 98.
And we sail on, away, afar, Prom. II. v. 88.
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Sailed, v, intr. A. Lit. voyaged, travelled.
sailed ytt not From Greece to Phrygia .... CycL 263,
The dear companions who sm'ledhere with me. . 482.
Sailedto the island where the madhouse stands. Julian^ 214.
And as we sailed^ Laon^ I. xxiv. i.

For now indeed, over the salt sea billow I sailed: III. xxxi, 2.

Yet still methought we sailed^ until aloft . . , iii.xxxiij.3.

The night before we sailed^ came to my bed . . viii. ii, 5/
And as we sailed^ the Manners came near . Vlll. ill. '2.

We sailed along the winding watery ways . . xn.xxxiii.8.
Mile after mile we j-ai/i?*/, xil.xxxvi.2.
And ever as we sailed^ xii.xxxvii.i.
Three days and nights we sailed^ .... . xil.xxxvjii.i.

B. Fig. (1) travelled, passed.
Then I sailed Over the mighty fabric .... Calderon^ II. 141.
sailed iox\\\ under the light Of shooting stars, . Witch^ XLVII. 4.

(2) travelled in thought or imagination.
I sailed^ where ever flows Under the calm Serene Naples^ 35.

(3) flew.

the Eagle sailed Incessantly— Laon^ i. x. 2.

And every seagull which sailed down to drink . Marenghi^ XIX. 3.

Sailed, pp. set sail, started.
whence have ye sailed^ O strangers? Cycl. 255.
Sailed iox drink to medicine Such sweet . . , Lerici^ 37.

Sailing-, /r. ///«. A. Lit. (1) starting, hailing from.
Whence sailing do you come to Sicily ? . . . . Cycl. gg,

(2) voyaging, travelling in a vessel.
We were 5o;72?z^ Near Malea, 21.
and we were sailing pleasantly, Laon^ I. xlvii. 4.
Sailing towards wrecked marmers, Rosal. 394.
B. Fig. floating.

clouds Sailing athwart St. Margaret's Ck. xsi^ IV. 12.

Sailingf, ppl. adj. Fig. floating, moving.
Leaps on the back of ray sailing rack, .... Cloudy 33.

Sailors, n. mariners, seamen.
and the sailors tremblingly Call Horn. Castor., 10.
The sailors rest, rejoicing in the sight, . . . 21.
the sailors rowed In awe . Laon^ vir. xH. 2.

The sailors she saw cradled on the waves, . . Witch, lxiv. 7.

Sails, n. pi. of Sail, n. (1).
Whose sails were never to the tempest given ; . Adonais^ LV. 4.
as a boat, with swift sails winging Its way . . Fr, Sing 4.
Made all the shadows of our sails blood-red, . . Hellas, 508.
Sails, oars, and stream, tending to one endeavour ; L,aon, i. vii. 5.
Its sails were flagging in the breathless noon— in. xv'ii. 3.
Spreading swift wmgs as sails to the dim air ; . vi. xxix. 5.
its white sails were fed With the north wind— . VII. xl. 6.

cried, Spread the ja;/y.' behold! Viii. i. 2.

Over the mast and sails, ix. ii. 5.
spotting the dark blue deep With snowy sails^ . ix. iii. 2.

Its s, and ropes all tense and without motion, Marenghi, xxvil. 4.
Its sails are folded like thoughts in a dream, . , Serchio^ 2.

And the oars and the jazZs/ 5.
The chain is loosed, the sails are spread, . . . 88.
The sails are full, tne boat makes head . . . 92,
whose charmed sails should fly Sonn. Dante, 3.

Sails, V. intr. A. Lit. moves by means of a sail.

on a placid stream, Beneath a woven grove it s., Alastor, 401.
B. Fig. floats.

As the thistle-beard on a whirlwind sails— . . Mar. Dr. xvi. 5.

(2) (of wind) blows.
Stirs as it sails, . . Woodman, 63.

Saint, n. (1) satirically used,
thy work, thou patron saint of queens ! . . CBdipus, i. 286.
Saint of new churches, and cant, H. ii. 45,
(2) a person professing special holiness.

He was mighty thick with every Saint, . . Devil, iv. 3.
It was its work to bear to many a saint.... Wiich^ xv. 5.

Saint, adj. a title accorded to persons canonized by the
Church of Rome,

the quick Wit of that man of God, St. Dominic, Gisb. 25.

*St. Irvyne's, c. n. a name.
With silver tint St. Irvyne's glade ! St. Ir. (4) i. 4.

*St. James's, c. n. the palace where the English court levees

, are held.
And then to St. James's court he went, .... Devtl^ iv. 1.

*St. John, n. (Jliver St. John, b. about 1596, d. 1673.
Mark you what spirit sits in St. John's eyes ? . Ch. 1st, ll. 34.

*St. SEar^aret's, c. n. the parish church of Westminster.
clouds Sailing athwart St. Margarefs —— iv. 12.

*St. Paixl's, €, n. the Cathetn-al Church of London.
And St. PauVs Church he took on his way, . . Devil, IV. 2.

*St. Thomas, One of the twelve Apostles.
Men, by St. Thomas I cannot live like bees, . . Cenci, I. i. 105.

'''Saintly, adj. of specially pure and unselfish character.
Saintly Camillus lived, and firm Atilius died. . Ode Lib. vil. 8.

Saints, n. (1) persons canonized by the church of Rome.
the Apostle Peter and the saints Cenci^ I. i. 29.
Of devils and saints and all such gear, .... Rosal. 683.

(2) persons accounted holy by those of their own way of
thinking.

the martyred saints in Rochefort Have been
abandoned ...... Ch. 1st, l. S3.

Saith, V. intr. declares.

The Monarch saiih^ that his great Empire's worth Laon^ x. xli. 3,

Sake, n. account, cause, or benefit.

both imprisoned for my Jff.6^ Calderon, III. g^.

turn for my sake HI- 186.

the saints Will g-rant for their ja-4tf ..... Cenci, I. \. yi.

For God's sakeL^t me dismiss the guests I . . I. iii. 92.

I should preserve my senses for your sake. . . li. i. 79.

I pray for thine own wretched sake IV. i. 15.

I pray thee for my sake, IV, \. 125,

For tnine own sake unsay those dreadful words. , iv. i. 137.

Stop, for God's sake/ • IV. iii, 34.
a friend. Now ruined for your sake ? V. i. 59.
For pity's sake lead me away to death V. ii. 112.

For pity's sake say thou art guilty now. .... V. iii. 54.
For thine own sake be constant V. iv. 146.
From Greece to Phn^gia for one woman's sake? Cycl. 264.
For thine own sake 1 cannot follow thee. . . . />-. Mary, l. 8.

for the sake Of him who is the slave of thee, . GuitarJane, 2.

For thy sake cursed be the hour, . .... Hellas, 264..

For whose sake he, it seemed, Julian, 529. '
for thine own sake I prithee spare me ; . . . Laon, IV. xviii. 8.

And for its hateful sake their will has wove . . IV. xxvi, 6.

I did wake From torture for that moment's sake. M. W. G. III. 6.

for dead Marenghi's sake .... Marenghi, x, 6.

and make War for thy beloved sake Mask, LXir. 2.

Beware! for God's ja^c, beware!— CEdzpus, l. ^jS.
Not for his own sake; he could be content . . . II. i. 49.
For God's sake stop the grunting . . . . ll.ii.40.

Near whom, for our sweet sister^ sake, .... Prom. I. 229.
and make My wan eyes glitter for her sake, . . Rosal. 341.
A paradise of earth for one sweet sake. . .' . . 771.
When, for my child's beloved sake, 12^.
As if some bright Spirit for her sweet sake . . Senstt. Pi. 11. 17.

forhisja^e On whom they fell! TasS0y2€i,
And for my sake Make answer . . ... UnJ. Dr. 6.

Sakes, n. pi. of Sake.
For both our wretched sakes Julian, 486.

*Salamanca, n. a town in Spain,
a gentleman from .S'fl/iiwi. Would speak with you. Cenci, i. i. 121.
Whom I had sent from Rome to Salamanca, . . I. i. 132.
From Salamanca, from my brothers there, . i. ii. 49.
Here are the letters from Salamanca ; .... I. iii. 39.

l:Salamander, n. a reptile of the group Salamandrinee.
A salamander in the brake ! Faust, 11. 70.

Sale, n. barter or disposing of.

Honour sits smiling; at the sale of truth Q. Mab, iv. 202.
Since tyrants, by the sale of human life, .... V. 64.

'^'Salem's, n. Jerusalem.
There once old Salem's haughty fane .... 11. 137.

t{:Sallow, adj. whitish or yellowish complexioned.
A sallow lawyer, cruel and cold, Rosal. 491.

Saloon, n. a large room.
Bid him attend me in the grand saloon Cenci, I. i. 123.

Salt, n. A. Lit. savour, briny taste.
Are brackish with the salt of human tears ! . . . Time, 3.

B. Fig. intellectual savouring.
one of those happy souls Wliich are the salt of

the earth, Gisb. 210.
Salt, adj. A. Lit. briny, impregnated with salt,
from earth's embrace the salt ooze breeds, . . . Julian^ 6.
over the salt sea. billow I sailed : Laon, III. xxxi. i.
For the ja// bitterness of blood was there ; . . . vi. xlvii. 7.
To kiss jfl// tears from the worn cheek . . . vm. xii. 6.
It floats along the spray of the salt sea, .... Prom. III. iv. 10.

B. Fig. sharp, pungent.
Into a powdery foam of jfl// abuse, Gisb. \\\.

^Salt-cake, c. n. a mixture so called used for pigeons' food.
With blood and groans, i-a//-caj4tf, and fat, . . . (Bdipus, \. 2\.

Salt-water, c. adj. attr. of the sea or ocean.
Aye, the salt-water one : Ch. 1st, ii. 418.

Salutations, n. greetings.
When the Count entered—^ra/w/a^wwj past ; . . Julian, 158.

Salutes, V. ir. greets.
Salutes the risen sun, pursues the flying day ! . . Hellas, 941.

Salvation, n. redemption from eternal punishment.
By my salvation I knew not auffht . ... Cenci, ii. i. 1^8.
Pledge thy salvation ere I speak. . ... iii. i. 223.
Salvation to the extremest generation . . . Ch. 1st, ii, 2153.
Whose reign is men's salvation II. 481.
the debt They owed to Jesus Christ for their sal, Gisb. 29.

Same, adj. (1) not differing, unvarying.
Through time and change, unquenchably the s. Adonais,xxzvill.8.
(2) the afore named or mentioned.

I am the same, but do not rail upon me.— . . . Cycl. 98.
The same, having endured a woful toil 262.

(3) one.
which never yet In the san^ wreath might be. . S. Viviani 4
(4) identical.

thou seest the mortal throes Of that whose birth
was but the same Hellas, 852.

the s. evening did he steal away Apollo's herds ; . Horn. Merc. III. 3.That same old animal, the vine-dresser, .... xxxi 7None—but the very safne Which I on all mankind Julian 2b%.
Like this same Lady, good and fair Mar. i)r. xix. 6
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*Sainiau, adj. of the Island of Samos.
It was sung by a Santtan maiden, Hellas^ i6.

*Baiuo3y n. an island of the Greek Archipelago.
Samos is drunk with blood ; 287.

*Sainotliracia5 n. an island of the ^gean sea.

Like Atbos seen from Samoihracia^ Laon^ V. xliii. 7.

Sanctified, v. tr. consecrated.
he sancHfied\C\'& country's steel, Otho^ ri. 3.

Liong sanc^i^d a\l deeds of vice and woe, . , . Q. Mab^ ix. 44.

Sanctified, pp. consecrated.
By thy sweet love was sanctified

;

Ode Lib. VII. 6.

iSauctifies, v. tr. consecrates.
dims Bright reason's ray, and ^a»r/yfej the sword Q. Mab, IV. 115.

Sanctify, v. tr. justify, consecrate.
To sanctify their desolating deeds ; Vll. 228.
To frustrate or to sanctify their doom VII. 253.

Sanctifying, pr. pple. justifying, consecrating.
Bo sanctifying \\.\ Ctf««', in. i. 345.

^Sanction, h. support, countenance.
and to our oath do thou Give sanction^ .... L.aon. x. xxix. 6.

A special sanction to the trade of blood "*.... Q. Mab^ II. 157.

*^anction, v. tr. countenance.
Or with my silence sanctipn tyranpy, . . . Julian^ 363.

^Sanctioned, pp. justified.

Success has sanctioned to a credulous world . . V. 6t.
his name Had sanctioned in my country, . . . VII. 178.

Sanctnary, «. Fig. holy place.

Thou hast unveiled thy inmost sanctuary^ . . A/astor, 38.

Sand, «. A. Lit. comminuted fragments of stone, &c.
On the sand flows his life-blood away ; . . . . Bigotry, I. 7.

rolls Its broad, bright surges to the sloping sand, Damon, II. 77.

„ „
'„

,, ,, „ Q. Mab, viu. 66.

Like golden jizw<f scattered upon the darkness ; . Miust, 11. in.
heap the ja»rf thereon Fr. The fierce, ^.
swallowed Persia, as the sand does foam, . . . Hellas^ 6S9.

s. was never stirred By man or woman thus ! Horn. Merc, xxxvil. 5.

could e'er impress The jawrf with such enormous'
vestiges? ; xxxvii. 8.

heaped from ever-shifting sand, . Julian, 4.

A narrow space of level sand . . ... 12.

About yon lonely isles of desart sand .... 248.

upon the sand Of the waste sea— . . . Loon, I. xvi. 2.

as the desart j(2«rf Borne on the storm, .... 11. xly. 7.

coral, and pearl, and sand . -—- vil. xiii. 2.

And on the j-iZ7Z£f would I make signs Vii. xxxii. i.

The Arctic Anarch sent, and Idumea's sand, . . x. v. 9,

foJden jawrf Of a clear pool, . xil. xviii. 3.

,ike a green isle 'mid ^Ethiopian sand, .... Marenghi, vi. 3.

Near them, on the sand, Osynt. 3.

Those deserts of unmeasurablejawrf', ^. Jl/ad, Vlll. 70.

his storm-breath drove in jaw^fAcross that desert ix. 28.

Then died beside her on the sand^ . . ... Rosai. 1072.

suddenly my brain became els sand . . . Triumph, 405.
Like a gild's legend on the tideless sand, . . . Unf Dr. 152.

the billows to indent The sea-deserted sand— . Witch, iv. 4.

all besprent With sand and polished pebbles :— . XLl.' 7.

the serpent's wake Which the sand covers,— . lxxii. 5.

^.Fig.
That s. on which thy crumbling power is built— Ld. Ch. xi. 4.

The light 'jowii which paves it, consciousness ; , Sensit. PI. 1. 105.

drained to its last sand in' weal or woe, .... Triumph, 123.

bare as the wave-worn sand Ofmy lorn heart, . Zucca^ I. 6.

Sandal, n. a protection for the sole of the foot.

He sung how Jove and May of the bright sandal Horn.. Merc. x. i.

fSandal, n. the wood of an Indian tree {Santaluru Album).
lay blazing many a piece Of sandalwood, . . . Witch, xxvii. 2.

*Sandalled, ci adj, attr. Fig. shod, furnished.

as one ja«i:^//?i/ with plumes of fire, ^ips. 21^.

Ax^ sandalled yilt\icB.\m I^om. iv. 124.

Sandals, n. pi. of Sandal, q. v.

His sandals then he threw to the ocean spray, Hom. Merc. xill. 5.

And on his feet he tied these sandals light, . . XIV. i.

And in the stream his bloody sandals tossed. xxill.8.

For sandals of lightning are on your feet, . . . Prom. IV. go.

'''Sandhills, n. moimds of sand.

And the sandhills of the sea ;— Jane, Invitn, 56.

Sands, n. A. Lit. tracts of the earth's surface covered

with sand.

A pirate ambushed In its pathless sands, . . . Calderon, 11. 143.

Kissing the sifted sands, and caverns hoar; . . Bpips. 432.

he could havfi gone along the satids . . . Hom. Merc. Lviii. 7.

wove below Upon the spangled sands, .... L<K>n, l. xvii. 8.

Then on the sands the Woman sat,e agai^i, . . , I. xx. i.

Uponwhosefloorthespanglingjawf/jwerestrown, IV. 1.5.

rushes forth in foam to sink in sands for ever. . VI. xiv. 9.

like waves on wrinkled ja»d!!y that leap. . . . Xll. xvii. 9.

Its keel has struck the sands ~— Xll. xxii. i.

and the flat sands close behind ! . . . . Ode Lib. XV. 5.

The lone and level sands stretch far away. . . . Oaym. 14.

flee O'er the yellow ja«(/j with silver feet, . . . Rosal -j^j,.

I sit upon the sands alone, St. Defection, II. 5.

the sands Of a reraotn and lonely shore
;_

. , . W. Shel. (2) i.

B. Fig. as a figure of iunumerability.

as the sands shalt thou become ; . . . . Laon, xi. xxiii. 7,

Sandy, adj. (1) covered with loose sand.
The vast track of the parched and sandy waste . DcBmon, II. 81.

He drove them wandering o'er the sandy way, Hom. Merc. xill. i.

He paced on first over the ja«(^ ground. . . . -—- Llll. 8.

Far as I traced them on the san^ road, . . . LIX. 3.

(2) formed of conglomerate sand.
might wear As water-drops the s. fountain-stone, Julian, 443.

*Sane, adj. absol. of sound mind, reasonable.
So good and bad, sane and mad, . . ... Peter, iii. xxii. i.

*San^, V, L tr. (1) uttered melodiously.
and sang those words in which Passion . . . Unf. Dr. 183.
Which Peter said or sang. ... ... Peter, l, ii. 5.

(2) shouted.
and he sang2A.ovA ... A hideous discord . . . Cyd. 419.
And he sang a song which was more of a screech Hate, 3.

II. intr. chanted, uttered melodious sounds.
Sweet as if angels sang, Nat. Ant. VI. 4.

He gently sang of high and heavenly themes. . Orpheus, 58.

I jaw^of the dancing stars, ' . . Pan, III. i.

I ja«^of the daedal Earth, . III. 2.

Ever sang more sweet as the day might fail, . . Sensit. PL I. 107.

Sanguine, dtdj. A. Lit. bloodstained.
Our nopnday path over the sanguine foam Was

beaconed, Hellas, 505.
in slaughter's sangui7ie hue Stained freshly? . Z^w«,VIiI.3cviii. 6.

whose sanguine waves Stagnate like ice ... ix. xxiii. 7.

Smiling on the sanguine earth ; Prom. I. 547.

B. Fig. (1) rosy, more or less of blood colour.

The sanguine sunrise, with his meteor eyes, . . Cloud, 31.

illumined heaven With sanguine light, .... Prom. III. ii. 5.

(_2) bloodthirsty, cruel, bloody.
The sanguine codes of venerable crime. . . . Dcemon, I. 269.

Golden and jaa^z«e laws which tempt and slay ; ^«^/. 1819, 10.

And sanguine thrones and impious altars quaked, Fr. Milton, 5.

France, with all \i^T sanguine steams, .... Hellas, 72.

strike To dust the citadels ol sanguine kings, 414.
^

the demon pale, his sanguine shripe forsook. . Zjwn, i. xxxi. 9.
Those sanguine slaves amid ten thousand .dead . V. vi. 7.

all gaunt And sanguine beasts her gentle looks
made tame Witch, VI. 5.

*Sanfc, V. intr. A. Lit. (1) went down.
it sank Under the billows of the heaving sea ; . Laon, I. xli. 2.

They sank in hideous spasm, x. xiv. 9.

(2) dropped, fell.

And, in horror, sank on the ground. . . _ .St. Ir. (3) XIII. 5.

B. Fig. drooped, became depressed.

My heart sank within me— (i) ili. i.

*Sank, pp. (1) fallen from above.
Where they had sank together, ... . . Laon, i. xiii. 2.

(2) dropped away, receded.
As if ocean had sank from beneath them : . . Vis. Sea, 8.

*Santa Croce, n. a name in the Cenci.
Paolo Santa Croce Murdered his mother . . . Cenci, V. iv. i8.

*Santons, «. a religious order of Moslems.
Like birds before a storm, the Sanions shriek, . Hellas, 591.

Sap, n. the juice of plants.

The sap shrank to the root through every pore . Sensit. PI. ill. 88.

itiSapient, adj. affording knowledge or wisdom.
Papai ! the vme must be a sapient plant. . . . Cycl. 581.

Sapless, adj, A. Lit. (1) dried, withered.

Are like sapless leaflets now . Bug. Hills, 43.

(2) hard, having little juice or sap.

the pine its garland weaves Of sapless green . . Jane, Invitn, 53.

1^3) destitute of sap.

The jfl//fjj foliage of the ocean, . . - OdeW,'Wind,\\\. 12.

B. jbig. spiritless, dead.
Whose spirit shakes the sapi. bones Of Slavery ? Hellas^ 706.

Sapphire, n. a precious stone of azure colour.

Mountains of ice, like sapphire, piled on high . Laon, I. xlvii. 7.

Sappliire, c. cuij. attr. azure, of the colour of sapphire.

To wake a tumult on the sapphire ocean, . . Calderon, II. 72.

Of his gilt prow within the sapphire water, . . Hellas, 172.

looks forth Joyless upon the sapphire lake . . 572.

that gem The sapphire floods of interstellar air, 771.

islands inviolably Prankt on the sapphire sea. . 1049.

Beneath, there sate on many a sapphire throne, . Laon, I. liv. i.

that gem The ja/j^A^y^ space of interstellar air, . Prol. Hellas, 19.

*Sapp]iire-tinted, c. adj. phr. of the colour of sapphire.

To the. ^apphire-iinteds\i\^\ Bug. Hills, 110.

Sat, V. intr.

And when it past I sat all weak ai?d wild ; . . . Cenci, 11. i. 42.

And points w-here once you sat, Gisb. 134.

A Hater he came and sat by a ditch, Hate, i.

the Olympians sat with joy astounded, . . Hom. il/<?rc. Lxxxvil.5.

I jfl/ and saw the vessels glide Lerici,'3,\.

With her bright eyes sat listening by his side, . Orpheus, 57.

Upon the floor Meanwhile sat Peter Bell, . . . Peter, I. viii. 4.

The willing wretch sat winking there, . . . IV. xxi. 2.

But I sat silent and alone, Rosal. 238.

'Twas dead of the night, when I s. in my dwelling ; St. Ir. (i) I. i.

Which within its boughs like a spirit sat . . . Sensit. PL IV. ^.

Had loosed the heart of him who sat and wept. . Zucca, X. 8.

Satan, n. one of the names given to the devil or spirit of evil.

If Satan were my lord, as theirs— Ch. 1st, III. 16.
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Satan poked his red nose into crannies so small, Devtl^ Vll. i.

Satan saw next a brainless King, j:x. i.

Ah, ha! thought 6'a/aw, the pasture is good, . . x. i.

Satan saw a lawyer, a viper slay, XVIII. i.

Is Satatt's choicest livery, xx. 2.

From Spain had Satan sought their food, . . . xxvi. 5.
For their Satan doth depart xxvii. 4.
They knew that Satan hsuA. broken his chain, . . Fr. Satan^ 7.
they hunger for the spawn Of Satan, Laon, x. xxxvii. 6.

And I see Satan stalk athwart the plain ; . . .M.N. Ravail^ 64.
Lo I Satan^ Christ, and Mahomet Pyol. Hellas^ 76.

Sate, V. intr. past tense of to sit. (See also Sat. A. Lit.).
'Mid listening Echoes, in her Paradise She sate^ . Adonais^ II. 6.

He dreamed a.veiled maid Sate near him, , . . Alastor^ 152.
he sate : As if their genii were the ministers . 329.
the Poet sate Holding the steady helm. . . . 332.
as we sate In dusk, ere stars were lit, . . . Asiola^ I. 3.
and we ja/fi sad together Ce««, lll.'i. 310.
A widow bird sate mourning Upon a wintry

bough. Ch. ist, V. 4.A widow bird sate mourning for Iier love . . v. 10.
»SVi/e familiarly, side by side, Devi7,vin.2.
Sate by a well, under blue night-shade bowers ; . Epips. 257.
And sate beside me, . . 292.
So speaking, Phoebus ja^tf; Horn. Merc. "Uil.y,

We sate there, rolling billiard balls about, . Julian, 157.
and so she sate Looking upon the waves ; . . . Laon, i. xvi. 6.

Then on the sands the Woman sate again, . . . i. xx. i.

Beneath, there sate on many a sapphire throne, i. liv. i.

beneath the planet sate a Form, . . . . i. Ivii. 2.

He sate Majestic, yet most mild— . . . i. Ivii. g.

Who sate beside him like his shadow there, . i. Ix. 3.

when Cythna sate Amid the calm 11. xxix. 4.
upon the threshold of a cave I sate with Cythna ; ill. ii. 7.

where we j. to taste the joys which Nature gave. ill. ii. g.
And we together sate by that isle-fretted flood. iv. v. 9.
And those who sate tending the beacon's light, . v. ii. 2.

I sate beside him while the morning beam . . . v. iv. 2.

silently he sate Upon the footstool v. xx. 7.
I jfTfe "beside him Upon the earth, v. xxx. i.

on the dust as in a trance he sate v. xxx. 9,
and one Sate there, a female Shape . v. xliii. 9.
Beside that Image then I saie^ . . . . v. Ii. i.

Sate one waving a sword ;
--:— .VI. xix. 7.

Came on us, as" we sate in silence there, . , . vi. xxx. 8.
thro' a rent Of the ruin where we sate^ . . . vi. xxxii. 3.
The Meteor shewed the leaves on which we sate, vi. xxxiii. i.

And we sate calmly, Vi.xxxviii.7.
There we unheeding jfl/tf, Vl.xxxix. i.

And so we sate, until our talk befell . . vi. xlii. 4.
silent and stark they sate VI. Ii. 9.
So we sate joyoTis as the morning ray . . vil. 1. i.

And we sate linked in the inwoven charm . . vil. i. 5.
and there we sate again On the grey margin . vii.xxxiii.4.
I sate beside the steersman then, VIII. i. i.

He ceased, and by the sail Sate cowering— , viil.xxvi.3.
when I sate pale With grief, x. ii. 4.
or with stiff eyeballs sate upright x. xxv. 7.
With storms and shadows girt, sate God, alone, . x. xl. i;.

All ni^ht his aged Senate sate, . ; xi. xiil. 7.

pale with fear, Sate silently— . . , . . xi. xx. p.
Cythna sate reclined Beside me, xii. xvhi. 2.

sate gazing in a trance of wonder, .... xii, xx. i.

a winged shape sate there, . . xii. xx. 4.
came Where that fair Lady sate, . . . . Mar. Dr. XIV. 2.

The plank whereon that Lady sate . . xvi. i.

And in his dream sate down . Peter, IV. xv, 5.
he sate Apart from men, , Pr. Atha?i. i. 32.
Had sate from earliest youth II. 1. q.
And Athanase, . . . sate opposite and gazed . ii. i. 38.
I sate beside a sage's bed, Prom.. I. 723.
As we sate here, the flower-infolding buds . . . 11. i. 134.
And sate on the seat beside him there, . . Rosal. 152,
Sate with her on that seat of stone 200.
Silent they ja^e/ 201.
They sate With linlced hands, . . . 204,
but I Sate with a hard and tearless eye, . . 241.
I sate through the sweet sunny day 364.
And sate awe-stricken at my feet ; . . ... ^ 441.
And sate there too . . 443.
Sate my two younger babes at play, . . . 528.
And Lionel sate alone with me, . . . . 937.
And in the shrine an image sate, . . . 1056.
W^e ja/£ within that tempTe lone, . . 1112.
And he sate in mute agony still ; . . . . St. fr. (3) VI. 3.
A-udsate in the pines, . . Senstt. PI. iii. 16.
The Princess sate within the window seat, . . Tasso, 20.
Methought I sate beside a public way . . Triumph, 4^.
and a Shape So sate within, 8^.
sate chattering like restless apes 493.
across the tiar Of pontiffs sate like vultures ; . 497.
Sate hatching their bare broods . . , 501.
like falcons, sate upon the fist <;o6.
AH day the wizard lady sate aloof, Witch, xxvi. i.

And on a throne . . . She sate, and heard . . . liv. 4.

B. Fig.
He sate him down, in London town, DeviL in. i.

But sate in my loathsome cave the while, . . . Falsehood, ^S.
Sate hke the Queen of Nations, Laon, XI. xxii. 6.
As it sate on the ruins of time that is past ? . M.ISf. Spec. Hors. 2.
beneath, sate deified The sister-pest, Ode Lib. III. 10.

Sate, pp. of to Sit. A. Lit.

where she alway Had sate, Laon, vi. liii. 9.

Had mournfully sate watching him Rosal. 193.

And sate as thus upon that slope ... . Triumph, 36.

Have sate together near the river springs, . . Unf. Dr. 62.

B.Fig.
And but for thee I ne'er had sate Falsehood, 107.

JSate, V. 1. tr. satisfy, gratify.

Might sale thine hungry car . . ,. , . . . Q. Mai, VI. 137.
procure Wherewith to .Sfl/tf its malice, . . . VII. 112.

with impunity May ja/£ the lusts . . . VII. 116.

II. rejl. surfeit.

hopes that sate themselves on dust and die ! . . Hellas, 885.

JSated, ppl. adj. (1) surfeited.

When Conscience lulls her sated snake, . . . 29.

Does Florence, gorge the sated tyrant's prey ? . Marenghi, VI. 6.

(2) gratified.

Or the caresses of his sated lust Laon, IV. xx. 4.

'"Satellite, n. a constant attendant. •
each a satellite . . Witch, xxil. 8.

'•'Satellites, n. Fig. pi. of Satellite.

And selfish cares, its trembling satellites, . . Prom. IV. 407.
'"Satiable, adj. to be propitiated.
Scarce jaAa^/£ by fate's last death-draught . . Q. Mab,\\\. 2\T.

ISatiate, 7). tr. (1) fill up, occupy fully.

until its spacious might Satiate the void circum-
ference ; . . . • Adonais, xlvii. 6.

Satiate the hungry dark with melody ;— . . Woodman, 5.

(2) satisfy.

Enough to satiate foplings twenty, Devil, XVI. 3.

0, conquer what you cannot satiatej .... Reviewer, 8.

^3) surfeit.

The sweetness seems to satiate the faint wind ; . Epips. 108.
to ja/2fl/e with the blood Of truth Q. Mab,\ll, i-ji.

Satiate, pp. impregnated, surfeited.
summer winds Satiate with sweet flowers. . . . Prom. 11. i. 38.

"Satiated, pp. surfeited.

satiated with his unnatural food, . . . . Cyd. 410.
Satiated with destroyed destruction, ... . Gisb. 41.

Satiates, v. tr. surfeits.

Satiates the listening wind Prom. II. iii. ^5.
"'Satiating', pr. pple. surleiting, gratifying.
On Beauty's corse to sickness satiating-— '

. . . Naples, 146.
Satiety, n. (1) a sense of surfeit.'-

force the loathing sense To overcome satiety,— . Q. Mab, lir. 49.
(2) unsatisfying gratification.

Thou lovest, but ne'er knew love's sad satiety. . Skylark, 80.

(3) full gratification.
but it might be, That even satiety should still

enhance Sonnetfrom Dante, 7.

"'Sating', pr. pple. satisfying, gratifying.
A plea for sating the unnatural thirst . Q. Mab, VI. 128.
A tigress sating with the flesh oif lambs, . . _ . vill. 79.

Satire, n. witty ridicule and invective.
If Satire^s scourge could wake the slumbering

.
hounds Fr. Satire, 17.

Satisfaction, n. the opportunity of revenge by duel.
That either has the right to satis/action . . Calderqn, 1. 2!;7.

Satisfied, pp. filled up.
these most sacred nether promontories Lie ja^z'.?/; CEdipus, I. 6.

Satisfy, V. tr. content or appease.
This reply will not satisfy me, Calderon, I. 129.

Saturn, «. A. Lit. the father of the gods.
With mighty Saturn's heaven-obscuring Child, Hom. Castor. 3.The Son oi Saturn with this glorious Power . . Hom. Moon. 20.
Nor Saturn's first-born daughter Hom. Venus 19Whom to wise Saturn ancient Rhea bare. . .

' 40
then Saturn, from whose throne Time fell . Prom. II. iv aa
I am thy child, as thou wert Saturn's child, . . m. i. 54
B. I'ig. the golden age.

Saturn and Love their long repose Shall burst, Hellas, 1090.
"'Saturnlan, n. Jupiter, as son of Saturn.
Bore the Saturnian's love-child, M.eT<:arj—Hom. Merc.xxxviu.6
But I appeal to the Saturnian's throne. . lii. 8.

"'Saturnlan, adj. Italian.
And thrpugh the fortunate Saturnian land, . . (Bdipus, I. 174.The works of some Saturnian Archimage, . . Witch, xvlll. 2.

jSatyr, n. a fabulous animal half man, half goat.
pined for the 6'a/ji>- leaping; Pan, Echo, 2.
The Satyr loved with wasting madness wild . . 2.
Echo loved the Satyr, .... ... . W]

Satyrs, n. pi. of Satyr.
Be silent. Satyrs, while I ask Cycl. Si;.

This sportive band of Satyrs near the caves. . . 92.
Centaurs and Satyrs, and such shapes .... Witch, xi. 6.

Saucy, adj. froward, impudent.
Methinks it is too saucy for this presence. . . . Ch. ist, II. 31;.

Saunderson, N. Mathematician, b. 1682, d. 1739.
To great Laplace, from Saunderson and Sims, . Gisb. 95.

"Sausages, «. balls or rolls of mmced spiced meat.
Sausages, bristles, and blood-puddings, . . . (Bdipus, II. !. 19.
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Savage, n. (1) a rude uncivilized man.
The desart savage ceased to grasp in fear . . . Laon, x. vi. 3.

the savage drinks His enemy's blood Q, Maby 11. 184.

(2) a brutal, cruel man.
which chase denial From the fierce savage^ . . Rosal. 869.

Savagfe, adj. (1) uncivilized.

from savage men, His rest and food Alastor^ 80.

This is Slavery—J. men, . , . Would endure not . Mash. LI. 1.

Was savage^ cunning, blind, and rude Ode Lib. III. 7.

(2) bnital, cruel.

have never Propitiated the savage fear of kings . Ck. ist^ IV. 27.

A savage conqueror stained in kindred blood, . Damon, II. 85.

„ ,, „ ,, „ ,, Q. Mab, VIII. 78.

Drunken sleep with savage will ; Sw^. Hills, 224.
wakes Power lulled in her Jflz'ff^^ lair: . . . . Hdlas, ^^$.
And savage sympathy : ... Laon, X. vi. 8.

Their dulfaud jaz/a^f lust Naples, 145.
To savage, foul, and fierce deformity CBdipus, I. 364.
Or what more subtle, foul, or savage fiends . . Prom. I. 369,
Strange, savage, ghastly dark and execrable, . III. iv. 182.

with savage \oy Lowered like a fiend Q. Mab^ III. i8l.

Less cruel than the savage slaves W. Skel. V. 8.

All savage natures did imparadise. . Vyitch, vii. 8.

(3) uncultivated.
over this waste and savage wood, Calderon, li. 16S.

Grew savage yet, to human use unreconciled; , <Dde Lib. IV. 8.

(4) rough and rude to the eye.
you know That s. rock, the Castle of Petrella : Cenci. II. i. 168.

Had changed those ragged blocks of j. stone, . Witch, xx. 3.

(5) boisterous.
So that the savage winds hung mute around ; . Epips.%yt.
tempests o'er the savage sea Are raging, . Hoftt. Castor, 9.

a savage train ; ... L,aon, IX. xxi. 4.

the while the savage storm Zucca. xi. 2.

(6) virild, untamed.
could fare Out of his home after a savage herd. Horn. Merc. xlvi. 5.

r?) terrible, cruel,

writhing in savage pains Laon, X. xxi. 9.

(8) inharmonious, uncultured.
To savage music, wilder as it grows, . . . , Triumph, 142.

Save, V. I. tr. (1) preserve, protect.

Oh, save me ! Oh, guide me ! Arethusa, III. i.

His wife remains and I, whom if ye save not, . . Cenci, I. iii. 123.

A duteous child, now save me ! II. i. i6.

These are the Powers who earth-bom mortals jfl^/^ Horn. Castor, 7.

whence none could save All who approached . . L.aon, vii. vii. 4.

to save Women from bonds and death ; . . . ix. viii. 7.

Her innocence his child from fear did jaz/^/ . . xii. ix. 4.

To save them has sent forth the sea Mar. Dr. xill. 8.

Wherefore feed, and clothe, and save, . . . Those
ungrateful drones MenofEng.ll.i.

God prosper, speed, and save, . . . Her murdered
Queen ! Nat. Ant. I. i,

God save the Queen ! ". . II. 3.

to save All that they love from famine : . : . Q. Mab, III. 39.

(2) prolong the life of.

To save a dying mother Peter, Vll. xxi. 5.

(3) spare from everlasting pains.

and save Their souls alive : Q. Mab, vil. 142.

to save^y children from eternal fire Rosal. 503.

The Monk call'd on God his soul to save, . , St. Ir. (3) xiil. 4.

Heaven will save The spirit, that faded away . (5) II. 3.

II. inlr. preserve, protect.

Who shall save ? Alastor, 357.

a light to save. Like Paradise spread forth . . Laon, I, xxxii. 8,

Immutable, resistless, strong to save, .... vii.xxviii.8.

And Desolation howled to the destroyer, Save ! Ode Lib, XI. 8.

God ! repent and save Q. Mab, vil. 134.

III. rejl.

jas/e thyself from death and hell Ce««', iv. i. 20.

1 will not save myself Cycl. 478.

Save, prep, except.

Save where many a palace gate With green sea-

flowers Bug. Hills, 129,

save that in the faint moon-glimpse He saw, . . Hellas, 633.

ja2/£ when the cries Of victims Laon,x.-sA\. i.

It was so deep, save when the devastation . . . X. xliil 7.

Save when the eagle brings some hunter's bone, Mont B. 68.

Nor aught, save where some cloud of dew, . . Prom. 11. ii. 7.

to brave All, JflW* its country's ruin; ^.^126,11.192.

Save when the frantic wail of widowed love . . IV. 55.

Save by the rabble ot his native town, .... Vli. 166.

save the lightning, which danc'd in the sky ; . .St. Ir. (i) 11. 2.

all, save the voice of Love, Star, 8.

Saved, v. tr. reserved, spared for a time.

A priest saved to burn in the market-place. . . Rosal. 166.

Saved,//, preserved.

And in that hope have savedyoar life three times. Cenci, I. i. 56.

a slave in tortures doomed to die. Was saved, . Laon, II. xh. 4.

which had saved them from the thrall Of death, . v. xiii. 7.

Saves, V. tr. preserves from danger.
Guide us, as one clear star the seaman saves^ . VIII. xi. 5.

Saving",//, providing, ensuring.
thy goodness is saving, ... a seat for thee there. Si. Ir. (6) III. 7,

llrSavionr, n. (1) Jesus Christ.

V ne'er shall call upon their Saviour's name, . . Q. Mab, VII. 144.

(2) one vi'ho rescues, a leader, a helper.

The Greeks expect a Saviour from the west, . Hellas, 598.
The saviour and the strength of suffering man, . Prom. I. 817.

Saviours, n. pi. of Saviour (2).
Of the old saviours of the land we rule .... Hellas, 40^.

Savour, n. odour, smell.

For the sweet jflz/(7M/'of the roasted meat . . Horn. Merc, xx.ll. i.

jSaw, n. an iron instrument with serrated blade.

And so this man returned with axe and saw . . Wbodm.an, 40,

jSaw, V. tr. Fig. move up and down in.

and saw The solid air with many a ragged jaw. . Medusa, III. 7.

Saw, V. I. ir, (1) beheld, perceived ocularly, witnessed,

watched.
And saw by the warm light of their own life . . Alastor, 175.

Soon as she saw and knew the mortal wound . Bion. Adon. 36.
saw the life blood flow From his fair thigh, . . 37.
And yet I saw him Calderon, III. 152.
Saw you A man go forth m. 156.
I saiv him. 'Tis impossible ; Jii. 160.
I dare say it was Moscon whom she saw, . . . iii. 162.

The deed he saw could not have rated higher . Cenci, i. i, 24.
I think they never saw him any more i, i. 6=^.

I never s. such blithe and open cheer In any eye ! l. iii. 17.

We never saw him v. ii, 22.

I thought I saw Blood on the face of one . . . v, iv. 124.
Methought I saw a crown figured upon one tip, . Ch. ist^ 11. 432.
I saw there a cat caught in a rat-trap 11, 439.
I saw a gross vapour hovering in a stinking ditch ii, 449,
I saw him jjiving these things to the strangers. . Cycl. 250.
I saw withm the cave Horrible things ; . . . . 367.
she J., as the vast spheres swept by. Strange things Dcemon, l. 254.
The Spirit saw The vast frame il, 34.
if such a lady saw they never, Dante Conv. 33.
Satan next saw a bramless King, ... . . Devil, ix. i.

Satan saw a lawy^er, a viper slay, xviii. 1.

I saw her at rest in ner downy nest, . . . Faust, II. 164.
In which I saw an apple tree, .... il. 328.
Then saw I—What ? ii. 378.
Like those who saw Medusa. .... il. 3S9.
Ginevra saw her lover, Ginevra, 55.
We saw the dog-fish hastening to their feast. . Hellas, 522.

One saiv a red cross stampeoupon the sun ; , . 603.
And saw two hosts conflicting in the air, . . . 6oiJ.

he s. two adverse fleets Stalk through the night, 625.
He saw, or dreamed he saw, the Turkish admiral 634.
And the divine child saw delightedly . . . Hom. Merc, xvill. 6.

And then I thought I jflzy, ... A child, . . . xxxv. i.

and when he saw them not, he took The glitter-

ing key, XLI. 3.

A mortal hedger saw him as he past To Pylos, . lh. 7,

Whom Venus saw, and loved, Hont. Venus, 58.

I was not heard—I saw them not— Int. Beauty, v! 6.

from that funereal bark I leaned, and s. the city, Julian. 89.
I looked and saw between us and the sun . 98.
But looking up saw not the singer there— . . . 222.

I saw, . . . Long tangled locksTlung wildly forth, 224.
And saw the golden dawn break forth Loan, i. i, 6
And when she saw the wounded Serpent . . i. xviii. i.

I saw That column, and those corpses, .... iii. xxviii. i.

I looked abroad, and saw a star iii. xxx. 4.
I saw my countenance reflected there ;— ... iv. xxix. i.

For to the North I saw the town on fire, . . . vi. iv. i.

saw the throng below Stream through the gates vi. iv. 5.

I jazc the sight—I moved—Ilived— Vl. viii! 2.

I saw ail shapes of death vi. xvii. 6.

and j-aa; on high the glare of falling brands.: . . vi. xviii. 9.

I saw the shape its might which swayed, . . . vi. xx 6.

Each only heard, or saw, or felt the other ; . . vi. xxiv. 3.

Even when he saw her wondrous loveliness, . . vii. v. \.

I saw that lovely shape, ... vii. xvii. 9.

I saw the waters quiver, VII. xxiii. 3.

when they saw new rocks around them spread. . vil. xL 9.

And when they saw one sitting on a crag, . . . vii. xli. i.

The Form he saw and worshipped was his own, . viii. vi. 4.

and saw an Angel tread The threshold .... x. xlvii. 5.

She jaw me not—she heard me not— .... xi. i. 1.

I stood beside her, but she saw me not— . . . xi. iv. i.

who saw Their tranquil victim pass, . . xii. iv. 2.

And thro' its chasms I saw, xii. xvi. 7.

I saw the black and half-extinguished pyre . . xil. xxvi. 2.

I saw its marge of snow-bright mountains . . xil. xli. a.

I saw each radiant isle, xii. xli. 3.

I sat and JAM' the vessels ^lide Lerici,\\.

She saw aloft in the mommg air, Mar. Dr. iv. 2,

she looked behind And saw ... A raging flood . xill. 3.

he saw beneath the sunset's planetA black ship Marenghi, xxvil. i.

On his brow this mark I saw— Mask, ix. 3.

I never saw so fine a dash CBdipus, 11. i. 119.

And I saw the black storm come Peter, i. xiii. i.

Till he saw Peter dead or napping. . . . . 11. iv. 5.

All things that Peter saw and felt iv. iii. i.

And new created all he saw iv. ix. 2.

Where she once saw that horseman toil, . . Pr. Athan. Ii. i. 27.

She saw beneath the chesnuts, 11. i.30.

She J-aw his white hairs glittering .... ll.i-33.

Then j-aa» their lamp from Laian's turret . . . ii.ii. 26.

That apparition, sole of men, he saw. . . Prom. i. 194.
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for it saw much, Yet idly reasoned what it saw ; Prom. HI. iv. 21.

Yet idly reasoned what it saw ,* lii. iv. 22.

I sazv two azure halcyons clinging downward . III. iv. 80.
Which once ye saw and suffered— IV. 537.
Saw not the yellow moon, • - Q- Mah^ i. 87.
Saw not the mortal scene, I, 88.
Saw but the fairy pageant, ~— \. 91.
I saw the dark earth fall upon The coflGn ; . . . Rosal. 219.
and I saw the stone Laid over him . . . 220.
I saw the stream of his thin grey hair, .... 294.
I saw his lean and lifted hand, 295.
I saw his thin and languid form, .... . 909.
and saw strange flowers 1201.
Is it not strange, Isabel, ... I never saw the sun ? Sunset^ 22.

When I arose and jflw the dawn, To Night \\\,\.
And saWy like clouds upon the thunder blast, . . Trium.ph^ 109.
I saw two little dark-green leaves Unf. Dr. 158.
you almost saw The pulses 172.
methought I saw A glassy vapour 234.
And though none saw him,— Witch^ ix. 2.

She saw the inner form most bright and fair— . LXVI. 5.
She saw the constellations reel and dance . . . xxviil. 5.
But other troubled forms of sleep she saw^ . lxii. i.

And she saw princes couched under the glow . lxiv. i.

She saw the priests asleep—all of one sort— . . lxiv. 4.
The sailors she saw cradled on the waves, . . . lxiv. 7.
I sam A plant upon the river's margin .... Zucca^ vi. i.

(2) understood, compreliended, discerned,
he saw The thrilling secrets of the birth of time. . Aiasior^ 127.
And Mary saw my soul, And laughed, .... Asiola^ \. 10.
and he saw My wife was touched Cencz, iii. i. 320.
I looked, and sazv that home was hell. . . . iii. i. 330.
But the Devil saiv deeper there . Devil^ vil. 5.
How many saw the beauty, power and wit . . . Gtncvra^ 120.
And when he saw that everything was clear, . Hoin. Merc, xxiii. 6.
In mine own heart I saw as in a glass The hearts

of others , Hope^ Fear^ 10.
But when she saw he had enough, she ate . . Laon^ v. xxx. 6.
But soon they saw their present strength, . . vi. xiv. 2.

and saw how ugly and how fell, . vi. xvi. 2.

But when he saw that I with fear did note . . . vil. xxvii. 5.
And then I saw that they were bad ; Peter^ vr. xv. 2.

*

Still I j«w^ Follow, Follow ! Pront. 11. i. 162.
And in their artless looks I saw^ ... . . Rosal. 450.
and saw that there was death On Lionel

:

. 999.
And when she saw how all things . ... ^— 1260.

.(3) imagined, pictured.
It saw a glorious Lady throned aloft ; . . . . Danfe Conv. 16,
I saw her, ghastly as a tyrant's dream, .... Hellas^ 942.
Where I s.— . . . Religion's pomp made desolate Zjxon^Vii. xxxv. 2.
many saw Their own lean image every where, . x. xxii, i.

each one Saw gape beneath the chasips . . . x. xl. 3.
This was the shadow of the tnith I saw. , . . Prom. i. 65^.

(4) had experience of.

I never saw his like Horn. Merc. LVii. 1.

Yet never saw I one Julian^ 5y6.
Promising children as you ever jaw,— . . . (Bdzpzis., I. 21^.

(5) witnessed.
How said the messenger—who, . .-. jaw the battle Hellas., 362.
who saw such awful change befall. . . . Laon^ V. xxviii. 9.
I saw all that sin doe^, (Edipus^ i. 232.
Turned ... the worst I s. to recollected gladness. Prom. 1. 771.

(6) reiiected as a mirror.
And jaw in sleep old palaces and towers . . Ode W.tVz'nd, 111.5.

(7) looked back on.
Which the veiled eye of memory never saw . . Pr. Athan. i. 99.

(8) experienced, enjoyed.
And in their union soon their parents saw . . . Rosal. 1290.

(9) thought, esteemed.
To those she saw most beautiful, she gave . . . Wiich^ Lxrx. i.

(10) Fig-, witnessed.
As Bond-street ever saw Deml^ II. 5.
Latmos, andAmpelos.andPhanae, j.Thewreck— Hellas^ 470!
the sixth saw gore Stream thro' the city

; , . . LaofZy x. xi. 7.Whom day's departing beam saw blooming there, Q. Mab^ iv. 49.
II. intr. (1) enjoyed the sense of sight.

And then I saw and felt Laon,vi. xxxvii. 7.
I saw not, heard not, moved not, . ... Prom. 11. i. 79.

(2) beheld, witnessed.
I saw. And gating, became blind with error . . Calderon, 11. 7.
those who saw Say from the breathing earth . Prom. 11. ii. ^i.

(3) became aware, realized mentally.
I jflw, and started from my cottage hearth ; . . Laon, I. xxxix. 5.

(4) had prevision.
BeVond whose night he saw, with a dejected mien. Ode Lib. X. 15.

(5) perceived, comprehended.
Prometheus saw, and waked the legioned hopes . Prom.. 11. iv. 59.
I lived and saw., and the gathering soul .... Rosal. 1045.

Sawest, V, tr. beholdest.
sawest thou the impious Polypheme Cycl. 370.
Alas! what jawej^ thou? . . Prom.\.6\6.

Saws, n. maxims, adages.
Much harm in the religions and old saws . . . Julian^ 162.
odd collections Of saws, and proverbs ; . . . . Peter^ v. xii. 4,

*Saxon, c. adj\ attr. of the iSaxon race.
On Saxon Alfred's olive-cinctured brow : . . Ode Lib. ix. 3.

—
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(7) report commonly, aver.

Who, if a father's purses, as men jfljj, Cenct\I.m.S4.
they say he hated Old Cenci so, III. ii. 67.

They say that sleep, that healing dew .... IV. i. 178.

Some say that this is he whom the great prophet Hellas, 149.

Whoshallnot come, men jay, in clouds and glory, 599.
innocent as a new-bom child, As gossips say ; Horn. Merc. xxvi. 2.

They say that thou wert lovely from thy birth, . /.«»», Ded. XII. i.

Virtue and vice, they say, are difference vain— .
;

VIII. viii. 7.

Into an angel, such as they say_ she is ; . . . . (Edipus, I. 393.

(8) preceded by dare, think probably.
I dare say it was Moscon Calderon, III. 162.

(9) disclose, indicate.
My Lord, what mji Those papers? C4. li^, II. 211.

to .yajV That Paradise on Earth is knowri, . . .Fausi,u.^6.
Say not those smiles that we shall meet again . Prom. II. i. 124.

II. intr. (X) speak, answer.
But, say, . . . snail they have no protection ? . . Cenci, II. ii. 45.
But say, do you desire, or not, to fly ^'^' 4^1:

.

Say, victim of grief, wUt thou slumber with me ? . Death, Dial. 6.

Say, my heart's sister, wilt thou sail with me ? . Epips. 415.

And say, sweet lamb, would you not learn . . Fiordispina, 76.

(2) tell, declare.
For, strange to say, I feel my spirits fail.... Cenci, I. iii. 171.

The world 1 say of thoughts Epips. 245.

I can find strength to say. Peter, VII. x. 5.

(3) express.

in plain Theban, that is to say CEdipus, II. ii. 108.

Sayest, ». tr. affirmest, assertest, declares!.

What J. ? My L.ord, your words are bold and rash. Cenci, IV. iv. 107.

Thou art a man thou sayest even as we. . . Hellas, 738.

Thou, sayest so 740..,

He fell, thou say., beneath his conqueror's frown ? Prom. III. ii. 1.

Saying, pr. pple. (1) speaking, uttering.

Just saying some three or four thousand words; . Calderon, I. 21.

I doubt not she is jajV2W.^bitter things- . . . . CWww, in. ii. 81.

So saying, Hermes roused the oxen vast ; . . Hom. Merc. xvi. i.

Thus say., Phoebus did uplift The subtle infant XLIX. 5.

(2) affirming, declaring or asserting.

by saying It were unwise . Cycl. 450.

And saying that I must show him Hom. Merc. LXII. 8.

That is the very thing that I was saying, . . . CEdipus, II. i. 33.

Saying', n. expression of opinion, declaration.

Then 'twas a wild and playful saying , . . Rosal. 559.

Says, v. I. tr. (1) speaks, utters.

he inly weets, Tho' he says nothing, Laan, IV. xiv. 6.

Folding her child, says, ' Leave me not again.' . Prom. III. iii. 107.

(2) asserts, declares.

There is no word of truth in what he says, . . Cyel 238.

He says that you go wrong in all respects, . . . Faust, II. 348.

He stood, he says, upon Chelonites' Promontory, Hellas, 620.

(3) expresses it.

he had no claim As the world says— . ... Julian, 263.

(4) suggests, indicates, asserts.

It says, thou and I must part, Cenci, v. iii. 144.

it says that the waters of the deluge are gone, . Ch. 1st, II. 410.

on another Lady bids me keep Mine eyes, and j.— Dante Conv. 23.

the knowledge . . . Which says ; Let scorn be not

repaid with scorn . Laon, Ded. IX. 4.

Where Silence Joyj, Mine is the dell ; . . .Love, 21.

Youth says. The purple flowers are mine, . . . Lovers Rose, I; 6.

(5) repeats by rote.

For every gibbet says its catechism . . . CEdipus, I. 216.

II. intr. (1) writes.

I'll leave, as Spenser says, with many mo, . . Gisb. 103.

(2) runs.

Which says : Thebes, choose reform CEdipus, II. i. 153.

{-Scab, «. a contagions cattle disease.

The murrain and the mange, the scab and itch ; . I. 44.

Scabbard, n. a sword-sheath.

Restore it to the slumber of the scabbard: . . . Calderon, 1. 239.

Scaffold, n. a platform erected for executions.

the scaffold and the throne Alastor, 617.

Love's brightest roses on the scaffoldViaom, . . Damon, II. 274.

,, „ ,1 1. 11 • • Q- J^^^t I*- I??-

Or tlie red scaffold, as our country bends, . . . Julian, 375.

Pale victims on the guarded scaffold smile . . . Laon, ix. xxiv. 3.

*Scala, n. a seaport town of Asia Minor.

wait at i'«!/(J The convoy of the ever-veering wind. Hellas, 285.

Scald, n. a poet,

the wizard flocks Of the j'oj/rf'J dreams, . . . Ode Lib. Vlll. la.

Scaldiner, ///. adj. Fig. as though burning.

Dazzling my eyes with scalding tears .... Julian, 477.

Scale, V. tr. climb.

who like thee could scale Heaven, Adonais, xvll. 3.

Scale, n. Fig. side of the balance.

One scale is full of promises Ck. ist, II. 44.

throws a sword into the left-hand scale, .... —— II- 49'

All misery weighing nothing in the scale . . . . Q. Mab, IV. 242.

One scale contains the sum of human weal, . . V. 236.

Scale, n. (used for plural). A. Lit. homy particles which

cover fish and serpents.

Feather and scale inextricably blended Laon', I. ix. 3.

Brighter than the viper's scale , . Mask, XXVIII. ;*.

And fishes which were isles of living scale, . . . ProTn. IV. 304.

B. Fig. covering,
clothed in armour of impenetrable .fca/f.' . . .Naples, 6&.

Scaled, v. tr. climbed.
arid scaled The peak of an atrial promontory, . . Laon, I. i. 3.

Scales, n. pi. of Scale in same sense.

bright scales did leap, ... . . . i, xi. 6.

Scales, n. A. Lit. balances.
They weighed it in small scales— . . . x. xix. 3.

B. Fig
might turn The scales of victory yet ;— .... x. ix. 4.

JScaling", pr. pple. Fig. climbing.
with strong wings Sailing the upward sky, , Alastor^ 278.

Scalp, n. the top of the head.
the hair From the scalp to the ancles, .... Ginevra^ 153.

Scalps, n. Fig. tops or heads.
and the cold grey jm^^^j Of the mountains, . . CBdipus^ l. 221.

:|:Scaly, adj. having scaled skins.

in damp cells Where scaly reptiles crawl, . . . Cenci\ in. i. 47.

*Scaiiiander, n. a river of Troas.
Of the false Helen, near ^VaTWawd^j^^j stream ? . Cycl. 261.

Round Sca-mander's wasting springs ; . . . . Bug. Hills., 195.

Scan, V. tr. scrutinize.

He was a man, too great to J£»« /— /V^fir, Vl. xxxiv. i.

Scandal, n, (1) reproach, opprobrium,
still scofifing at the jcaw^/, ... . . Hom. Merc. J., j,,

(2) defamatory talk.

On religion, and scandal.^ this and that, .... Devil.^ III. 4.

*Scaiidab-2uon?er, c. n. one who gives rise to scandal.

A scandat-monger beyond all belief. .... Hom. Merc. LVI. 8.

Scandalize, v, tr. give offence to, shock.
Though I should scandalise this company, . . . Fausf^ I. 35.
There are few things that scandalise nim not : . 11. 345.

Scandalons, adj. defamatory, libellous.

Were found these J«i»(&/i3zw and seditious letters Ch. isf, III. 48.

Scandals, n. offensive or disgraceful ideas.

to see them stumble Over all sorts of scandals, . St. Bpips, 55,

Scanned, v. tr. (1) scrutinized.

sad Urania scanned The Stranger's mien, . . Adonais^ xxxiv. 5.

(2) glanced hastily over.

Thine eager gaze sainned the stupendous scene, Q. Mab, vi. 90.

„ ,, ,, „ „ ,, . Superst. 19.

^Scantily, adv. sparingly, meagrely.
Whose meagre wants but Jcayz^/Zy fulfilled, . . Q. Mab^wil. \^^.

*Scantiness, n. meagre quantity.

Her scantiness of food did scarce supply. , . Mother ^ Son, III. 7.

^Scanty, adj. meagre, poor, sparse.

Whilst the cold hand gathers its scanty fruit, . Ireland, 9.

'Scape. (See Escape.)

*Scaral)ee, n. a beetle.

The beast Has a loud-trumpet like the Scarabee, CBdipus, I. 157.

^Scaramouch, n. Fig. a miserably thin creature.

In shape a Sairamauch Witch, Ded. VI. 5.

Scarce, adv. (1) hardly, barely.

it can scarce uijlift The weight Adonais, xxxil. 3.

with scarce extinguished breath. . . . L. 9.

his faint respiration scarce did stir . . . . Alastor., 656.

he scarce Yet breathes ; Bion. Adon. 7.

Which you scarce hide from men's revolted eyes. Cenci, 1, i. 14.

Scarce whispered, unimaginable, in. i. 165.

And scarce nave ceased to be Triumph, 234.
My brain is dizzy, and I scarce know .... Unf. Dr. 34.

(2) with difficulty.

I scarce endure The radiance of thy beauty. . . Prom. II. v. 17.

Scarce faintly uttered—O almighty one, . . . Q. Mab, Vll. 159.

Scarcely, adv. (1) hardly, barely.

I scarcely need to counterfeit it now ; Cenci, iv. iii. 62.

Will scarcely meet the arrears Ch. 1st, 11. 332.

When thosesoft eyes of jnwce/j'oonsciousthought, LMon,u. xxii. 6.

A power, that from its objects scarcely drew . . ll. xxiii. 2.

I j'carcs/y know, ,
v. xlviii.5.

ten thousand years Have scarcely past away, . . Q. Mab, II. 183.

The faintest stars are scarcely shorn Rosal. 582.

Men scarcely know how beautiful fire is— . . Witch, xxvil. 3.

when we kS "believe much more than we can see. Lxxvill. 8.

f2) surely not.

^carte/y Cosimo, Within whose bosom . . . Fiordispina, 21.

(3) not even.
o'er its height to fly 5. the cloud, . . . Has power— Laon, III. xii. 6.

Scare, v. tr. alarm, frighten.

that shout did scare The slaves, V. vii. 7.

Whose ghosts scare victor kings Ode Lib. xii, 15.

Its unattractive lineaments, that scare All, . . Q, Mab, V. 29.

Scared, v. tr. (1) frightened, alarmed.

that woman . . . That scared him thus, .... Laon, x. x. 9.

(2) drove away.
And scared \h^ angel soul Adonais, xvii. 9.

Scared, pp. alarmed, frightened.

Her mother .razrp^ and unexpostulating. . . , Cenci, 11. ii. 150.

Scared by the shade . Laon, x. xxx. 3.
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' Scaredhy the faith tliey feigned, . .... Laon, xil. ix. 5.
And scared seek the caves of gigantic. . . . M. N. Sfie . Hors. 59.

Scared, ppl. adj. terrified.

When its scared game is roused, ... . Cenci\ v. 1. 8.

Scarf, «. Fig, a cloud like a scarf.

Which Hke a mourning veil thy j. hadst thrown . Adonais^ xli. 7,

I^^is her many-coloured JCfli:/"had drawn: . . Triumph^ j^^^.

Scarrsd^ fl^". marked, disfigured.
Ghastly, and scarred^ aftd riven.— Mont B. 71.

Bears, n. A. ZzV. marks of wounds.
spotted with nameless scars and lurid blains, . Laon^ x. xxi. 8.

B. Fig. moral blemishes.
The leprous scars of callous infamy ; . ... Fr. Satire^ 19.

*Scathed,//. damaged, injured.
fierce flame Had scathed in the wilderness, . . Q. Mab^ Vll. 260.

*Scatli6d, ///. adj. injured, withered.
Still like the jcaMci^ pine tree's height, .... fF! _/>zw, fa) 2.

Like the scathed ^vas.^ which a monument stands (2) 5.

Scatter, v. tr. (1) strew about, disperse.
scatter to every wind Their wasting dust, . . . Alastor^ 24.3.
Nor scatter in the freshness of its pride .... Dmrnon^ ll. 62.

n 1, n II „ . . . . Q. ^^^> VII. 117.
Scatter them without a tear:

—

. Rementbr. in. 6.

(2) spread, diffuse.

Scatter its music on the unfeeling storm, . . . A/astor, 597.
from the expanded flowers, Scatter their hoarded

incense, Gznevra, 126.
Whilst the dews of your melody scatter Delight. Jane, in, 5.

(3) dissipate.

so that Heaven May scatter thy delusions, . . Catderon, in. 145.

(4) destroy.
shall s. in its gust The thrones of the oppressor, . Laon, ii. xiii. 6.

(5) disseminate, distribute.
Scatter^ as from an unexting^uished hearth . . OdeW. Wznd,v.io.
with equal hand Scatter their withering curses, . Q. Mab^ v. 47.

(6) end, finish.

Break the dance, and scatter the song
;

(rep.) . Prom. iv. 159.

Scattered, v. tr. CI) disseminated.
lycfl^/ertfi^ the seeds of pestilence, . . .... DcBmon, II. 123.

M n II II ^. iV/ad, VIII. 169.

(2) diffused, dispersed.
Which scattered from above the sun Jane^ Recoil. 19.
Into the winds that scattered them ; . . . Pram. ill. iv dS.
Which scattered \Qve, as stars do light, . , . Se7isit. PL iv. 7.

Scattered, ^^. (1) dispersed.
are jccW^r^c^ among the mountain-tops, .... Ch. ist, ii. 410.
wide Jca/^^?Tffrf o'er the globe, Dcem-on^ II. 223.

}i M M I) 0- Mab, IX. 131.
Over the plain the throngs were scattered then . Zaow, v. liv. i.

scattered oy the wind, it flies Along the stream, . Orpheus^ 22,
The fragments of the cloud are scattered up ; . . Prom. II. iii. 47.
leaves Which the keen frost-wind . . . Has scattered Q. Mab, V. 6.
They are scatteredV^e foam on the torrent ; . K/j. Sea, 115.
When the cloud is scattered .... . . When tkelamp^ 1. 3.
the stubborn centre must Be scattered, . Witch, xxiii. 8.

(2) sprinkled, thrown.
Like golden sand scattered \x:^KycL the darkness ; , Faust, ii. iii.
Scattered upon the wind CBdipus, II. i. 104
From some Atlantic islet scattered up Prom. I'l. iii ai

(3) diffused.

Far light is scattered—hoxin^ts^ glory springs, . Hont. Moon, 5.
Were scattered o'er the twinkling Day Z^rici^ 44.
the brightness of white light Scattered in strings ; Prom. iv. 225.
suddenly 'Tis scattered in a thousand notes, . . Rosal. 1108.

(4) thrown broadcast.
gold was scattered thro' the streets, . . . ." Laon, ix. xvii. i.

(5) driven apart, scared.
Like wild doves scattered. ...... . Prol. Hellas, fjij.

Scattered, ///. adj. (1) dishevelled,
his scattered hair Sered . Alastor, 248.

(2) widely dispersed.
sungHymnsoftriumphant joyourj.tribesamong. Laon, iv. x. g.And fires blazed far amid the scattered camps, . v. i. 8.A scattered group of ruined dwellings now. . . Marenghi, ii. 2.

(3) driven about, scared.
the jcfl^/£^£c^ flocks and herds . . . . Z,a(jw, x. xv. 3.

(4) strewed about.
Picking the scattered remnants of its wood. . Mother^ Son. in. 4.
scattered arms. And lifeless warriors, . Q, Mab, IV. 6^.

(5) thin, irregular.
That climb up the ravine vcTscattered lines. . . Prom., i, 668.

jScattering,/?-.///^. (1) sprinkling, casting forth.
Scattering its waters to the passing winds. . . Alastor, fjyo.

6V:o^/£r/«jf contagious fire into the sky, . . . Ode Lib. \ ^.

(2) dispersing themselves.
And they fled scattering— Laon, vi. xix. 2.

(3) littering, strewing.
Whose bloom-inwoven leaves now scattering fed vi. xlvi. z.

(4) of sound or light, being diffused or spread abroad.
The waning sound, scattering it like dew . . Orpheus, 42.
Scattering unhehoXden Its aerial hue . . . Skylark, 48.

(5) of thought or emotion, diffusing,

5'ca//erz«^ the liquid joy of life Prom. l. j66.

Scattering sweet visions from her presence sweet, Witch, LX. 4.

Scatters, v. tr. (1) diffuses, spreads abroad.
Though more dreadful than death, it scat, despair. Bigotry, in. 5.

It scatters drops of golden light, Prom. ll. ii. 20.

Scatters its sense-dissolving fragrance .... Rosal. 1251.

When it s. through an Aprilnignt The frozen dewa 697.

(2) destroys, annihilates,

strong the arm That scatters multitudes. . . Q. Mab., III. 146.

Scene, n. (1) spectacle, pageant, passing events,

of what scene The actors or spectators ? . . . . Adonais, xxi. 4.

know or love the shapes Of this phantasmal scene, Alastor, 697.'"'"' ......
^ Calderon, I, 164.
. Dcemon, 11. 150.

. Q. Mab, vin. 209.

. Death. (2) I. 7.

E. Williams, IV. 4.

• ^^P^- 527- _
. Falsehood, 9. •

The affections of the actors in the scene
once fleeting o'er the transient scene

This most familiar scene,

Of acting a forced part in life's dull scene,-

to waste The scene it would adorn, . .

And war's mad fiends the scene environ,
had gone from the world's s.. And left it vacant— Laon, IV, xxx. 5.

Anotner scene ere wise Etruria knew Marenghi, III. i.

from the sad scene Beyond whose night he saw, . Ode Lib. X. 14.

Saw not the mortal scene, .... . . . Q. Mab, I. 88.
till pale death shuts the scene, iv. 46.
flames might light Thy funeral s(xne vi. 132.

Of all that chequers the phantasmal scene . . . vi. 192.
Long lay the clouds of darkness o'er the scene, . ix. 39.
Through life's phantasmal scene in fearlessness, . ix. 74.
which this scene Of linked and gradual being . . ix. 180.
a bright blot Upon this gloomy scene, .... Li/t not, 13.

Thine eager gaze scanned the stupendous scene, . Superstition, .19.

(2) prospect, that which is seen around.
Nor had that scene of ampler majesty .... Alastor, 95.
His wan eyes Gaze on the empty scene .... 201.
The near scene. In naked and severe simplicity, . 559.
Imperishable as this glorious scene, . . . . DeeTnon, i, 187.
Like one beloved the scene had lent .... Jane, Recoil. 77.
The scene was changed, and away, away, away ! Laon, III, v. i.

A scene of joy and wonder xii.xxxiv.i.
Fast cloud shadows and sunbeams: awful j£s«e, , Mont B. 15,
his power that made That jovial scene— . . . Peter, iv. xxi. 4.
Spread a purpureal halo round the scene, . . Q. Mab, i. 102.
Imperishable as this scene, ... . . i. 276,
There the wide forest scene n, 193.
the speaking quietude That wraps this moveless s. iv. 4."

All form a scene Where musing solitude . . iv. 15.
The grey morn Dawns on the mournful .?««£/ , IV. 59.
For many months had Helen known This scene; Rosal. 197.
How solemn is the scene/ .St. Jr. (4) ii, 3.
which gleaming o'er the darksome sceTze . . Star, i.

Was so transparent, that the scene came . , . Triuntph, 31.
The scene of woods and waters seemed to keep, . • 336.

(3) events remembered.
Now Time his dusky pennons o'er the scene . Deemon, ll. 230.

_,, i> M I) II ,1 „ . Q- Mab, IX. 13S.
Then all the scene was wont to swim Rosal. 194.

(4) that which is beheld mentally.
which this scene Of linked and gradual being . . Dcemon, II. 277.
the heart-breaking J. Of thousands like himself;— Q. Mab, v. 119,
Now, to the scene I shew, in silence turn, . . . vi. 54.
Thine eager gaze scanned the stupendous scene, . vi. 90,
that we. From the same scefie, Un/. Dr. gS.

(5) a display.
Wake in this scene of legal misery. . . Mother^ Son, vil. 8.
Was there ever such a scene, Pigs ! ... (Edipus, li. i. 1 18.

(tj) a localized place of action.
Dear home, thou J«K5 of earliest hopes and joys, Fr. Home, i.
some sweet and moving scene Of youthful hope . Laon, ix. xxx. 7And seek of endless life the eternal scene. . . .M.N. Ravail, 45.
Is this the s. Where the old Earthquake^aemon . Mont B. 71.

Q. Mab, n. 171.

VI. 39.

, Cenci, v. i. 78.

Jnv. Mis. xni. 3.

The scene of her sad exile ; rugged once . .

in some dear scene we have loved to hear.
How sweet a jtewe will earth become! .

(7) Figurative of a stage play.
Upon the painted scene of this new world, .

multitudinous Puppets passing from a scene; . . y»v. ji

1 have rehearsed the entire scene (Edipus, 11. ii. 72,
^Scenery, n. action that was proceeding.

all the shapes of this grand scenery shifted . Laoii, v. xviii. 7.

Scenes, n. passages or events of life.

That natural scenes or human smiles .

Scent, n. A. Lit. odour, perfume.
Is heavy with the scent of lemon-flowers,
violets, Which yet join not scent to hue,
whom the scent of blood Had lured,
And the scent of winged flowers, .

As the scent of a violet withered up.
Till they grow, in sce?it and hue, . . .

The sweetest flower for scent that blows

;

And Indian plants, of scent and hue .

Till the j««/ it gives -^ Skylark, u.
the joffw/Uf ajonqurlwhenevenmgbreezesfan it, Triumph^^n
B. Fig.

And3igotry'sbloodhoundslose J. oftheir prey; Death. Dial iS

4 F

. Coleridge, 23.

. Epips. 447.

. Jane, Invit?i, 60.

. Laon, X. xiv. 3.

. Lerici, 41.
Music, Ipant, in. i.

. Proserp. n. ^,

. Seitsit. /v. I.' 38.

111.30.
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^Scent, V. tr. Fig. am conscious of, feel the presence of.

Ha ! I scent life ! Prom. I. 338.
When they scent the noonday smoke Similes^ i. 4.

Scents, n, odours, perfumes.
Into their hues and scents may pass A portion— W. Shel. (3) II. 8.

with scents which lie Like clouds above the flower Woodntan^ g.

Scents, V. tr. (See Scent, v. tr.)

He scents the battle's carnage from afar; . M.N". Post. Fr. 74.

Scepter. (See Sceptre).

Scepters. (See Sceptres).

Sceptre, n. A. Lit. (1) the ensign of royalty borne in the

hand.
And in his grasp a sceptre shone ; Mask^ IX. 2.

His the sceptre^ crown, and globe, . . . • xx. 3.
Whose sceptre is a reed Prol. Hellas^ 123.
A sceptre of pale gold . Prom. I. 235.

(2) symbol ot power, the lamp.
Or as on Vesta's sceptre a swift flame— . . . Witck^ xxxiv. 6.

B. Fig.
and wields The sceptre of a vast dominion there, Dcemon^ II. 176.

» » It n M n g.A/(2^, VIII. 234.
Flits round the tyrant's sceptre like a cloud, . . Gisb. 178.
whatsoe'er, ... To fraud the stxpter of the world

has lent, Laon^ IX. xiii. 5.
Will dash the stxptre from the Monarch's hand, M.N. Post. Fr. 61.
Which may transfer the sceptre of wide Heaven, P^ofn. I. 373.
Grasping an iron scet^tre, Q. Afad, ill. 90.
With blood-red hand the sceptre of the world. . v. 176.

^Sceptre-bearinsTf ^. <^J' phr. ruling, kingly.
Had founded many a sceptre-bearing line, . . 'TriuTnph^ 286.

Sceptred, adj. Fig. kingly, royal.
Perish her JCff//fiy«flr sway

;

Death Vanq. 2\.
And startles on his throne their sceptered io^\ . JLaon^ iv. xxv. 6.

The scePtered vrrctc^i then from that solitude . v, xxv. 1.

stood Destruction's sceptred slacvGa, . ... Ode Lib. xil. 8.

Vast, jce/^r^i^ phantoms ; . , . . . . . Prom.i. 'zo6.

Sceptred curse, . iv. 338.
*Sceptreless, adj. Fig. (1) powerless.
where he reigned Childless and sceptreiess. . Hellas, 574.

(2) under no dominion.
Sceptreiess^ free, uncircumscribed, Prom. III. iv. 194.

Sceptres, n. A. Lit. the symbols of kingly power.
crushed, as it were In dream, scepters and crowns ; Loon, v. xHx. 8.
Sceptres and crowns, mitres and swords . . Prol. Hellas^ 154.
Sceptres^ tiaras, swords, and chains, ..../. Prom. in. iv. 166.
And their swords and their sceptres 1 floating see, Rosal. 900.

„ „ „ „ „ „ W. Shel. IV. 7.

B. Fig.
that scepters ruled no more— Laon^ V. xxviii. 2.

Who rule by viziers, sceptres^ bank notesj words, CEdipus, II. ii. 8.

^Scheme, n. (1) device or plan.
and thus fulfil my scheme. Calderon^ II. 6^.
I in my subtle brain a scftem^ have got, . . Horn. Merc, xxviii. 4.
A schema devised the illustrious Argiphont. . xlix. 8.

iVnd spell some scheme to make it ugly then.— . CBdipus, I. 280.
Which last is a scheme of paper money, . . . Peter^ in. v. i.

C2) arrangement, system.
Was as God is to the starry scJieme Sensit. PL ir. 4.

*Sc2ienLe, v. tr. plan carefully.
The powers who scheme slow agonies in HeU . Prom. i. 367.

^Schemer, n. one who devises cunning plans.
A schemer subtle beyond all belief; . . Hont. Merc. 11, 4.

You heifer-stealing schemer, lxxiv. 2.

^Schemes, n. plans or devices.
Devising schemes for the affairs of mortals, . . Lxv. 5.
Flans for the field of death his plodding schentes ; M.N.Post.Fr.4.8.
should be so beardless in their schemes; . . . CBdipus, l. 341.
Confounding the schem.es of the wisest, , . . ii.'ii.47.

These puppets of his schemes he moves at will, . Q. Mab^ v. 71,
Of many thousand schentes which lovers find, . IVitch^ Lxxvil. 2.

*Scheniiners, n. (See Schemes).
With narrow schem-ings and unworthy cares, . Q. Mab, v. 163.

*Sclilsm, n. Cl) dissent from that which is established.
Shielding from the guilt of Jtr^elrm . .... ^ Peter̂ Prol. \i.

(2) party or set.

(For he was of the driving schisni) Peter, 11. v. 2.

The gaolers sent those ofthe liberal schism Free Witch^ LXXV. 6.

*Sclilsniatlcs, n. those not in communion with the English
Church.

They may lick up that scum oi schismatics. . . Ch. ist, II. 236.
The bitter fruit of his connexion with The schis. ill. 57.

School'boy, n. used as a term of derision.

and the overgrown schoolboy Cottington, . . . H. 395.
Sclioolboys, «. boys under tuition.

and we schoolboys called arbours, Serchio, 82.

*Scliool-room, c. n. a room devoted to tuition.

there rose From the near school-room, voices, , Laon, Ded. in. 7.

Science, n.

What science may you know?— Calderon, I. 90.
Thou knowest more oi science I. 240.
happiness And j«>7rce dawn Dcemon, ll. 170.
Ma^ have attained to sovereignty and science . HellaSy 159.
Science of arts so glorious, Horn. Merc. L3cxvm. 2.

And Science^ and her sister Poesy, .... Laon^v. Song, 5.1^.

The moon of wasting Science wanes ix. xxiv. 5.

Science^ Poetry and Thought Are thy lamps; . Mask, LXIII. i.

Men oi science, wit, and learning, .... Peter, iv. xix. 2.

And men of learning, science, wit, IV. xx. i.

Glory and science and security, Prol. Hellas, 157.
And Sci. struck the thrones of earth and heaven. Prom., il. iv. 74.
Where Science bedews his Daedal wings. . . . IV- 1 10.

from the stores of reason drew Science and truth, Q. Mab, V. 150.
happiness And science dawn though late . . . vin.228.

Sciences, n. various branches of knowledge.
the sciences Require no learning,— .... Calderon, I. 95.

*Scirocco, n. the South-East wind.
like fall clouds at the Scirocco's cry, . . Hellas, 277.
but the Scirocco Awoke, 630.
When .^olus Scirocco has unbound Matilda, 21.

Scoff, n. expression of scorn or derision.

Towards the subtle babe the following scoff:— . Horn. Merc. l. 5.

A scoffoi impious pride from fiends impure ; . . Ode Lib. xvi. 5.

Scoff, V. intr. mock, deride.

Thou wilt scoff Z.X pain . . Rarely, II. 4.

tScoffing, /r. pple. mocking.
And his own birth, still scoffing zX the scandal, Hom. Merc. x. 3.

Scoffs, n. expressions of contempt, gibes.

So he may hunt her through the clamorous scoffs Cenci, iv. i. 156.
All jco^ permitted from above Ch. isty ll. 114.
Amid the snares and scoffs of human kind, . . Laon, il. xix. 6.

do wreak Their scoffs on him, xii. iii. 3.

Scoffs, V. intr. mocks or derides.

Scoffs at the state, Ch. tst, n. 97.
armed by one behind Whosits and scoffs! . . . Laon, vi. xv. 4.

Scold, V. intr. find fault or rail noisily.

Always to scold^ and cavil, and complain ? . . . Faust, I. 54.
Replied sly Hermes Wherefore s. and bother ? .ffij/w. Merc, xxvil. 8.

And cared at all to hear my mother jfls/c^. . . xxvin.3.
*Scoop, V. I. tr. Fig. (1) push or poke.

I could scoop the eye out . . .... Cycl. 474.
(2) hollow out.

and there Scoop palace-caverns vast, Peter, in. xxiii. 5.

II. intr. twist.
'

Scoop and draw, Cycl. 666.

*Scooped, V. tr. hollowed out.

Of which Love jcfffT^e^ this boat

—

W^zV^:^, xxxill. 7.

^Scooped, //. hollowed or excavated.
caves, iScoo^^rfin the dark base of their aery rocks Alastor, 424.
Scooped high on the Malean promontory, , . . Cycl. 274.
which the eternal flood Had scooped^ . . . . Laon, vn. x. 5.

*ScooTping, pr. pple, hollowing out.
Then scooping with a chisel of gj ey steel, . . Hom. Merc. Vll. i.'

Scope, n. (1) extent, opportunity, room.
Did thine own mind afford no scope Of love, . Coleridge, 21.

such a jcc/^ For love and hate, Int. Beauty, ll.ii.

Oh tenderness that found'st so sweet a scope/ Mother^ Son, v. 10.

(2) purpose, intention.
it was my scope The slavery ... So share, . Laon, ill. ix. 3.

Scorcli, V. ir. Fig. bum, consume.
Heaven's lightnings s. the uprooted ocean-fords, Q. Mab, vi. 167.

Scorclied, //. singed, injured by fire.

¥ia\i scorched uuA^T a hen-coop lay; Peter^ i. xv. 4.
His resolute eyes were JOTr^rA^rf to blindness . . Q. Mab, \il.g.
5'corf^:/ by Hell's hyperequatorial climate . . Witch, Ded. \ 1.3.

Scorched, ppl. adj. (1) singed, injured by fire.

my s. limbs he wound In linen moist and balmy, Laon^ in. xxix. 6.

(2) parched by the sun.
In the scorched pastures of the South ;. ... x. iv. 5.

Scorches, v. tr„ Fig. seems to bum.
My hot palm scorches it : » . . Cenci, n. ii. 138.

Scorn, n. (1) as a mythical personification or entity.
Scorn, and Hate, Revenge and Selfishness are

desolate

—

Laon,w.Song,2. 12.

Scorn track thy lagging fall thro' boundless space Prom. i. 301.

(2) extreme contempt or disdain.
Wisdom the mirrored shield, or scorn the spear? AdQnais,yiS.'Vil.6.

And that lip made for tenderness or scorn, . . Ceuci, 11, i. 118.
insult with silent scorn My ardent truth, . . . in. i. 323.
shelterless in the broad noon Of public scorn, iv. i. S3.
That enters whistling as in scorn. . . . . iv. ii. 42.
the same ruin. Scorn, pain, despair? v. iv. 72.

Scorn, mutilation, and imprisonment Ch. \st. III. 26.
And the lightning oiscvrn laughed forth . . . Death Nap. 20.

Of hatred I am proud,—with soirn content ; E. Williams^ n. 1.

who flow Through public sa>rn,— , . ... Engl. 1819, 3.

to isolate oneself in scorn, . Faust, n. 229.
Let scorn like . . . yawn below, Fr. Satire, 33.
When the exulting elements in scorn Gisb. 4a
She could produce in scorn and spite of them . .. Hom. Venus^ s.^.

To bear scorn, fear, and hate, Hope, Fear, 14.'

Alas no scorn or pain or hate could be . . Julian, 310.
But loathed scorn and outrage unrelenting, . . -— 333.
In scorn or hate a medicine for the mind . 355.
Which scorn or hate have wounded— , . . 356.
hate, scorn, remorse, despair: ^^i.
I give thee tears for scorn ^^g.
Let scorn be not repaid with scorn Laon, Ded. ix. 4.
chroniclers Of daily 5C£7rK, ii. iii. 6. '
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men who had grown hoary In shame and scoruy Z^on, II. ix. 4.
had learned to breathe the atmosphere of scorn. II. xxxv. 9.
to turn my unpractised cheek To j. and ahame, . 11. xxxix. 8.

condemned to bear 6'a»r«, il. xliii. 5.— IV, xix. 7.— V. xxiii. 7.

, — - .... —
^ V. XXV. 7.

Sunk in a gulph o( scorn from which none . . . V, xxxi. 9.
and in rage andjgrief and jc£??-w I wept ! . . vi. iii. 9.
But with loud cries of *cor« VI. viii. 6.

by the JCtfrw Of Wisdom's faintest smile, . . . vii.xxxv.4.
the child of J., The outcast of a desolated home, . vin. xv. 2.

his iron pen Dipped in scorn^s fiery poison, . . vlll. xx: 7.

and tameless scorn of ill IX. vii. 8.

which speak That scorn or hate XII. iii. 5.
By all the scorn which kills a father's care— . , Ld. Ch. xiv. 2.

or stoop to wear The mask oiscorn^ ... . M. W. G.yi. 5.
Forget the world's dull d'ci7/'M/ MaP^neL Lady, ill. S'
Frost and the Sun in scorn of mortal power . . Mont B. 103.
Of slavery's violence and scorn did speak, . . Mother^ Son^ V. 4.
The bitter scorn yil. o.
Peace

! the abyss is wreathed with scorn Ode toHeaven, 37.
You've double damned yourself to scorn; . . Peter, vi. vi. 2.

whose throne a chair ot scorn: Prot. Hellas^ 124.
mitres and swords and snares, Trampling in scorn, 155.
to thy scorn O'er mine own misery . . . . Prom. I. 10.
torture and solitude. Scorn and despair.— . i. 15.
Deep wrongs for man, and scorn, and chains, . I. S9S-
Wards off the poisonous arrow of its scorn ? , . Q. Mab, Ded. 2.

rules in scorn All earthly things but virtue. . . V. 62.
If thou depart in scorn: Rosal. ij.
For scorn, whose arrows search the heart, . . 257.
In feigned or actual scorn and fear, . . 519.
The laws which wreak them toil and scorn, , , 670.
In scorn and famine ... 707.
But let me think not of the scorn, . . . 12^2.
Let me not say scorn is my fate, I2'37.

that which to this deep scorn Triumph, 191.
To share remorse, and scorn and solitude, . . Unf. Dr. 117.
His jcorw of theembalmer; FiJ. .SVa, 63.
conceal from us Only their s. of all concealment : Witch, LXV. 5,

(3) the object scorned or disdained.
The wreck of his own will, the scorn of earth, . Prom. 11. iv, 104.

(4) derision.

Against me, and escape, and laugh to scorn . . Cenci, 11. i. 154.
I laugh to scorn Jove*s thunderbolt Cycl. 305.
I laugh your power, ... To lowest scorn. . . . Prom. l. 474.
post thou faint, mighty Titan ? We laugh thee to

scorn I, ^41.
he laughs to scorn The vain and bitter mockery Q. Mob, V. 122.

Scorn, V. ir. treat with contempt, disdain.
They scorn the liturgy of the holy Church, . . Ch. ist, li. 223.
and scorn the storm Of time, iv. 52.
6'corK not these flowers of thought, ^/z^j. 384,
I would jcorw The smile of morn He/tas, 650.
the free heart, the impassive soul .S. thy control ! 681.
it cannot s. The thoughts it would extinguish :— Julian, 38,
who scorn his will to wreak immortal wrath. . . Laon, viii. vi. 9.
Thou wilt not scorn a suppliant's anguish'd groan. M.N.Post.Fr.\%.
Mother, thy sons and thou lSVw/-« him, . . . . /V-otm. I. 114.
Yet if we could scorn Hate, and pride, and fear; Skylark, gi.
Would scorn to be, or being to appear . . .St. Epips. 112.

Scorned, v. tr. disdained.
As if her nice feet scor7zedQXLT English earth. . Ch. tst, i. 67.
With love that scorned retma, sought to unbind Laon, li. xix. 8.
if they scorned to make their hearts his den. . . VIII. xx. 9.And scorned the sacred laws .... . . x. xxix. 9.
scorned the [shafts] of the avenger Love, Hope 20.
And he JCO^'Kfii:^ them, . .

. ... .Peter IV. v! i.

'

And he scorned all they did ;

^

IV. v'. 2.

Scorned,//, contemned, despised.
Is scorned in his immediate ministry, .... Ch. ist ir. 250.
And being scorned, what wonder if they die . . Julian] 209.
our secret pride Has scorned thee Laon, x. xxvii 2
scorned by the world, his name unheard, , . . Q. Mab, Vii. 165.

Scorned, ppl. adj. (1) disregarded, neglected.
bared her scorned charms in vain

; Laon, x. xix. 6.
To be the scorned instrument Rosal 710
(2) loathed.

The scorned load of agony. . . . . . M. IV. G. ll. 6.

(3) disdained, contemned.
And not my scorned self who prayed to thee. . Rosal. 39.

*Scorner, n. A. Lit. contemner, despiser, scoffer.
A public scorner of the word of God, .... Ch. is/, 111. 12.
and leave the scorner unrelieved B. WilUants vii. i;

As enanguisU'd he turns from the laugh of the j., St. Ir. (5) i. 3.

"

B. Fig.
Thyskilltopoetwere, thoujcorwe^-oftheground! Skylark, 100.

4:Scoruest, v. tr. despisest.
Thou scornesi it, so worthless art thou made. . Dante Conv. 44.

Scorninff, pr. pple, (1 ) careless or disdainful of.
my imperious step jOTr«i'«^ surprise, .... Cenci, I. i. 144.
and Jcor«?«^ all disguise Pr. Athan. \, s^i.

(2) despising.
then scorningK footman's yellow coat .... Peter, v. xvi. z.

Scorns, v. tr. (1) despises, hates.
Stripped those he loved for fear of those he jcorwJ / Ch. 1st, II. 316.

(2) is fearless of.

Scorns the embattled tempests' warning, . . . Hellas, 77.

^3) disdains.

Why scorns the spirit which informs ye, ... Prom. l. 124.

Scorpion, n, A. Lit. a creature of the family Scorpionidea.
like a scorpion's nest Built in mine entrails ; . . Laon, III. xxj. 2.

like a scorpion stung By his own rage . xi. viii. 6.

B. Fig.
and hug The scorpion that consumes him ? . . . Q. Mab, ill. 88.
Shall bind the scorpion falsehood VI. 36.

Scorpions, n. A. Lit. pi, of Scorpion (1).
And we are left, as scorpions ringed with fire. . Cenci, 11. ii. 'jo.

A couch of snakes, and scorpions, and the fry Laon, x. xxxviii. 8.

Scorpions are green, and water-snakes, and efts, CBdipus, II. i. 75.
They prey like scorpions on the springs of life. . Q. Mab, III. 78.'

Two scorpions under one wet stone Sintiles^ IV. 3.

^Fig. (1)
Where no longer the scorpions of Perfidy goad ; Death Dial. ifi.

(2) whips made with points like a scorpion's tail.

and pincers, and the hook, And scorpions ; . . Laon^ x. viii. 9.

Scotland, n. that part of Great Britain which lies North of
the Tweed.

vengeance of the Church And Scotland. . . . Ch. ist^ 11. 215.
Sent to the High Commissioners in Scotland. . . II. 230.
Such peace as Canaan found, let Scotland now : II. 255.
Till Scotland bend or break 11. 262.
and victory over Scotland give The lion England II. 33S.

Scots, n. inhabitants of Scotland.
These stiff Scots 11. 68.
The issue of the war against the ^tw/j. .... 11. 351.

Scottish, adj. born in Scotland.
And Burns, a Scottish peasant boy— Pcter^ IV. xiii. 3.

:|:Scouiidrel, n. a rascal.
Thief ! Blackguard ! ScoundrelI Fool ! ... vi. v. 4.

Scourge, n. A. Lit. a cruelly made whip.
That they perform the office of a jcoar^^, . . . Oi. u/, II. 284.
where to the sound Of the flesh-manghng scourge^ Q. Mab^ vill. 179.
B. Fig. (,1)

Their fierce necks writhed beneath the tempest's s. Alasior^ 324.
Such was God's scourge for disobedient sons. . Cenci^ in. i. 316.
My soul, which is a scourge^ . iv. i. 63.
the wrath of him whose scourge is felt . . . Ch. \st, I. 80.
though felt as a most grievous scourge .... 11. 275.
Where slavery wields her scourge ofiron, . . . Falsehood^ 7.
The fury of her venomed scourge 88.
If Satire's s. could wake the slumbering hounds Fr. Satire^ 17.
and urge The strokes of the inexorable scourge . 26.
the Future, like a snaky scourge^ Laon^ XI. ix. 6.
forge Many a weapon, chain, and j»a>y«, . Meno/Bng.m.i.
This infant-arm becomes the bloodiest scourge . Q. Mab. iv. in
the outer lake beneath the lash Of the wind's s., . Witch, L. 2.

Scourge, v. tr. (1) Fig. drive, impel.
the mad endeavourWould J. thee to severer pangs. Coleridge, 34.
a rod To scourge us into slaves— Laon VIII vii J.

(2) beat flail-like. '
' '

and scourge The wind with his wild writhings ; . —^ i. xiii. 3.
Scourged, v. tr. Fig. excited, goaded on.

So, she scourged forth the maniac multitude . . x. xiii. 6.
Scourged, pp. Fig. excited, goaded on.
Scourged by the wind's invisible tyranny . . . Ch. ist, II. 220.

Scourges, n. Fig. oppressors, tyrannical rules.
The scourges of the bleeding Church, I hate. . . 11. 301.

Scours, V. tr. goes over swiftly.
The phantom courser scours the waste, . . M.N. Spec. Hors vi

*Scra,imy, adj. thin, scraggy.
my snakey tail, and my sides so scranny. . . . CBdipus i 268

Scrape, v. tr. clear, clean.
And now I must scrape up the littered floor . . Cyd. 37.

fScraping, n. fiddling.
Get used to this damned scraping. Faust 11 240

Scraps, n. (1) odd bits.
From bones, and rags, and scraps of shoe-leather, CEdipus I 28
(2; snatches, ejaculations.

Some heartless .scra/ij of godly prayer, . . . . Falsehood, <)6.

Scratch, v. intr. wound by scratching.
and scratch with the broom Faust, II. 172.

*Sorawl, n. scribbled writing.
What means this scrawl? Cenci V ii 178Fencing some lonely court, white \vith the scrawl Gisb '267

{Scream, n. (1) the shrill cry of a bird.
Victorious Wrong, with vulture scream, . . . Hellas 040With c ang ofwings and j(r«a?«, the Eagle sailed Lmm, i. x iW ith clang of wings and scream the Eagle past, i. xiv 8

(2) a shrill utterance of exultation or fear.
the icrcdOT, Of triumph not to be contained ? . . XI xii iTis night—what faint and distant scream . . .M.N. Melodi inTis more frightful far than the death-demon's j., M.N.Stec Mors 2iThe statues gave a joyous jCT-^^OT Mar Dr ia\^Oh ye who shake hills with the j. of your mirth. Prom. 1. kqS

^'

Who ever hears his famished offspring's scream, Q. Mab V 116
+Soream, v. intr. Fig write angrily or extravagantly.'
tar from these carriou kites that s. below; . Adomis, xxxviu. j.
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*Screamin^,/r. pple. (1) the shrill crying of a bird.

Soaring and streaming xowxlA her empty nest . Adonais^ xvil. 6.

They, scream, from their cloudy mountain peaks, Hellas^ 517.

(2) the lamentation of a woman.
Bitterly screaming out she is driven on . . . Bion. Adon. 20.

^Screazning', ppl. adj. Fig. shrill sounding.
Black as a cormorant the screaining blast, . . Vis. Sea, 105.

Screams, n. shrill cries of lamentation.
The yells of victory and the screains of woe . . L,aon^ VI. iv. 4,

to hear the wind our screams of torment waft. . —;— VI. xi. o.

the screams And hissings crawl fast . . . . Vis. Sea^ 14.6.

Screech, n. (1> a name for the owl.
Are the screechy the lapwing, and the jay, . . . Faust, il. 67.

(2) a shrill scream.
And he sang a song which was more of a screech Hate, 3.

tScreeu, v. tr. A. Lit. (1) moderate by intervention.

hung there to screen Its blinding splendour— . . iMon^ l. Hi. 4.

(2) hide, conceal.
then screen them In those looks, Prom, 11. v. 51.

Among the flowers and grass, which screen itfrom
the view ; Skylark, 50.

B. Fig, conceal from mental perception.
to screen With flimsy veil of justice Q. Mab, v. 27,

Screens, v. tr. hides.

Screens Lucca from the Pisan's envious eye, . . Serchio^ 40.

*|"Screw, n. a mechanical contrivance for leverage.

A hollow screw with cogs— Gisb. 76.

Screws, n. pi, of Screw.
Great screws, and cones, and wheels, . 52.

Scribe, n. writer.
the lying scribe Would his own lies betray . . . Witch, Lxxil. 7.

Scroll, n. A, Lit. a roll of paper or parchment.
Written as on a scroll: Prom. i. 261.

B. Fig. a place whereon an epitaph is written.
A jcr^;// of ciystal, . . - Fr. Keats,, 6.

If earth Death's jcro// must be! ffellas, loj^).

Scrolls, n. (1) written parchments or papers.
and scrolls of mystic wickedness, Deemon^ I. 26S.

Her cave was stored with scrolls ofstrange device, Witch,, xviii. i.

And other scrolls whose writings did unbind . . xix. 6.

Spelling out scrolls of dread antiquity, . . . xxvi. 2.

B. Fig.
Interpreted those scrolls of mortal mystery. . Laon, ll. xi. 9.

perished scrolls of unenduring brass ix. xxxi. 9.

Scruples, v. intr. hesitates.

God therefore scruples to avenge. ... . . Cenci, IV. iv. 129.

Scmpnlons, adj. formal, exact.

that I sue not in some form Of scrupulous law, . I. iii. 136.

Scnlls, n. lifeless heads.
My murdered children's mute and eyeless sculls Q. Mab^ vil. 191.

*Scnlptor, n. one who carves in stone, wood, &c.
the sculptor sure Was a strong spirit, .... Mar. Dr. xx. 2.

marble knew The jtfw/j^/or-'j fearless soul— . . Marenghi,viil.^.
was clear As in the sculptor's thought ; . . . Naples, 16.

Till that its sculptor well Osym. 6.

^Scnlptors, n. pi. of Sculptor.

Like forms which sculptors carve, Laon, x. xxiii. 9.

ScaUpture, n. (V\ the art of carving in stone, wood, &c.
Or sculpture's marble language can invest . . Laon, i. 1. 6.

Of Painting, Sculpture, and rapt Poesy, . . . Prom. III. iii. 55.

Roofed over Sculpture and Poesy ; . ... IV. 1 13.

(2) carved figures.

Or sculpture, speak in feeble imagery . . . Alasior, 709.

*Scnlptured, /^. A. Lit. carved.

Sculptured on alabaster obelisk, 1 13.

Whose capital seemed sculpturedm the sky, . Laon, lii. xii. 2.

thro' portals .yc«^/»rtfaf deep With imagery . . V. xxvi. 2.

sculptured there Three shapes . . . appear ; . v. xlix. 4.

Sculptured and wrought so gorgeously, . . . Mar. Dr. ix. 6.

and o'er the gate Was j^^i^/Mr^rf, ' To Fidelity'; Rosal. 1055.

B. Fig. fixed as though sculptured.

And fame, in human hope which sculptured was, Laon, ix. xxxi. 8.

Sculptured, ppl. adj. carved or graven.

Reared on a pyramid like JCM///«r£rf flame, , . ^-
^X:.^-

The antique sculptured roof, iv. iii. 8.

like a tomb Its JCM^/wr-e^/ walls vacantly . . . V. xxii. 7.

on the JCW^^^'iaT alsk Of the broad earth, . V. 1. i.

In Pisa's church a cup oi sculptured zoXd . . . Marenghi, IV. i.

Which comes and goes within its sculptured tim. Prom. II. iv. 158.

^Sculptures, n. carved figures.

Sculptures like life and thought ; Laon, I. li. 9.

The shadowy dome, the JC«/j^/«rtfj, I. Ivii. 6.

frouped with its sculptures rare ; v. xliii. 3.

or It was filled with sculptures rarest, .... Mar. Dr. XIX. i.

Sculpturing, pr. pple. carving or engraving.

Sculpturing records for each memory In verse, Dcemon, I. 259.

Scum, ft. Fig. (1) that which is most worthless.

Out of the dross and scum of nature ; . . . . Peter, iv. xvi. 3.

Spawn, weeds, and filth, a leprous scum, . . . Sensit. PI. ill. 70.

(2) a term of contempt.
They may lick up that scum of schismatics. . . Ch. 1st, II. 236.

The jgarbage and the scum that strangers make
her prey. . . Laon, X. xxiv. g.

Scvmitar, n. a curved sword.
Ibrahim's scyTnitar Dri:v/ with its gleam . Hellas, 363.

Scymitars, n. pi. of Scymitar.
Let the horsemen's scyntitars Wheel and flash, . Mask, i^xxvill. i.

Scytlie, n. A. Lit. an instrument for mowing grass or grain.
And the milkmaid's song And the mower's fry/^, Serchio, 19.

like a meadow which no scythe has shaven, . . Witch, XLVlil. i.

B. Fig.
Yielding its harvest to destruction's scythe. . Q. Mab, IV. 228.

tScythdd, adj. having scythes attached.

and the wheels Of scythed chariots, Prom. iv. 292,

Scythian, adj. (1) forming part of Scythia.

When swift from the white Scythian wilderness . II. i. 136.

(2) a figure of extreme cold and sterility.

Or, as ere Scythian frost in fear has met . . . Z.(Zo»,vll,xxxvii.7.

which dreary Winter leads Out of his S(^. cave, ix. xxi. 4.

Sea, n. A. Lit. the body of salt water which covers the

greater part of the earth's surface.

By man and beast and earth and aJr and sea, . . Adonais, UV. 6.

And motions of the forests and the sea, . . Alastor, 47.
sea and sky Drank its inspiring radiance, . . 308.

And felt the boat speed o'er the tran(iuil.S£fl . . 314.
Through the white ridges of the chafed sea. . 322.

The shattered mountain overhung the sea, . . , 360.

Ingulphed the rushing sea . 365.
From sea and mountain, city and wilderness, ^ 093.
Or like the sea on a northern shore, ....
like a star In a sea of glassy weather.

the outcast of the sea, ... . . . -

the sea has made a dustless ruin, . . .

on earth, or sea, or sky
thus might pray To the deaf sea.

Blind lightning, or the deaf ^^a, . . .

Is bastioned by the circumfluous sea, .

In the depths of the purple Jfizy

sunset may breathe, from the lit sea beneath,
Over a torrent'jca,
I put to sea With all my children quaint
Made white with foam the green and purple j.,

Apenn. 4.

Bridal, l. 4.
Epithal. 15,

Calderon, II. 43.
II. 149.
HI. 31.

Cenci, v. iv. 43.
V. iv. 107.

Ch. \st, IV. 42.
Cloud, 24.

39-
64.

Cycl. 15.

20.

the tempests of the s. Have driven us on thy land, 258.

I have escaped the sea,

By wandering long over the homeless sea. .

Frowned o'er the silver sea
The sea no longer was distinguished ; . . .

334
709.

Dcetnon, l. 132.

I. 150.

Q. Mab, r. 2^.
DcEfnon, i. 169.

I. 190.
II. 41.

g, Mab, VIII. 24:

centon, II. 97,

Q. Mab, VIII. 92.
Epips. 297.

3"-
410.

• 420.

457-
470.

Ms, 45.
52.

Bug.

while the sea Yet glows with fading sun-light

;

To the shore of the immeasurable s^ . . .

That wakes the wavelets of the slumbering sea

Its shadowy mountains on the sun-bright sea.

As the Moon's image in a summer sea, . .

my soul was as a lampless sea, . . .

a path on the sea's azure floor, ... . .

Our ministers, alongthe boundless Sea, . . .

'twixt Heaven, Air, Earth, and Sea, ....
And from the jca there rise,

Under the quick, faint kisses of the sea . . .

On the beach of a northern sea
Boundaries of the sea and land

:

Beneath is spread like a green sea . . .

Topples o'er the abandoned sea . . .

Floating o'er thy hearthless sea . .

From the sea a mist has spread.
Under which the bright sea heaves

;

In a cave beneath the jfiiz/

the sea Foams in broad billows . . ...
From land to sea. from sea to land ; ...
specked their path O'er the sea.

And dri^'e we not free O'er the terrible sea.

If the land, and the atr, and the sea
might win Its way over the sea, and sport therein

Wnere to the sky the rude sea rarely smiles
The murmur of the awakening sea . . . .

Lit you o'er the trackless sea
It snakes me as the tempest shakes the sea, .

unleash Their tempest-winged cities of the sea,

convulsed To its crystalline depths that stainless s.

till the north wind Sprung from the sea, . .

Riding upon the bosom of the sea

Joy waked the voiceless people of the sea, .

And like sunrise from the sea, Athens arose

!

they wept aloud, and cried, the .Ssa/ . - -

islands inviolably Prankt on the sapphire sea.

tempests o'er the savage sea Are raging, .

And plough the quiet sea in safe delight. . . . 22.

All shapes that have their dwelling in the sea, . Horn. Earth, 4.

By the low shore on which the loud J. laughed, Horn. Merc. lvh. 4.

the sea swelled high In purple billows, . . . jffom. Min. 13.

from Heaven is gone Under the sea, . . . Hom. Moon, g.
beneath the shadowy sea. . . . ... Horn. Sun, 24.

or whom the j&z, Or earth, Hom. Venus, 5.

And smiled upon the silent sea, Jane, Invitn, 13.

And the sandhills of the sea;— 56.
Like green waves on the sea, Jane, Rea)lL 3a

3 if the Earth and 6'ea had been Dissolved " "

90.
132.

168.
• 2IO.

361.

Exhortation, 13.

Faust, I. 12.

I. 18.

Fugitives, ir. 10.

III. 4.
Ginevra, 202.

Gisb. 21.— 38.

132.

GuitarJaju^ 20.

Hellas^ 130.

300.

49°-
497-
521-

523-
683.

991.
1049.

Horn, Castor^ 9,

into the purple sea The orange hues
fast-falling rain and high-wrought sea

. Julian^ 80.

137-

• 213.
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Those rooms beside the «a, Julian^ 253.

To an apartment opening on the sea— ...
It was delight to ride by the lone j-^ay . .

Beheld afar at «fl, and swift it came anear.

A vapour like the sei£s suspended spray
and near the sea Languidly fluttered,

and at last Fell to the sea.,

the sea I found Calm as a cradled child . .

upon the sand Of the waste sea—
And after every groan looked up over the sea,

and the green And glancing shadows of the sea

Over the sea with that fierce Serpent go ? . .

With which it cleaves the sparkling sea;
it sank Under the billows- of the heaving sea ;

when the calm sea was bright With silent stars,

Swift as a cloud between the sea and sky, . .

Its fretwork in the crystal sea did steep,

In ArFoUs, beside the echoing sea., . .

O'er the still sea and jagged islets darted . .

The bright stars shining m the breathless sea^

the lulling air Of noon Beside the sea^ . .

Earth, sea and sky, the planets,

Thro' the air and over the sea we sped, . .

The overhanging sky and circling sea ....
A shoreless sea^ a sky sunless and planetless

!

over the salt sea billow I sailed :

the starry giant dips His zone in the dim sea —
Sent odours dying sweet across the sea^ . .

The rock-built barrier of the sea was past,— . .

When the cold moon sharpens her silver horn
Under the sea,

the stars came thick over the twilight sea. . .

and the sea lost In wavering light,

The multitudes, the mountains, and the sea;
Like light amid the shadows of the sea . .

around the fires, which from the sea . .

Beside the dimness of the glimmering sea^ . . .

the shaft Of the artillery from the sea was thrown
As by the shore of the tempestuous sea . . .

A diver lean and strong, of Oman's coral sea.

driven As from the roots of the sea
Above the waters, by that chasm of sea,

the earth seem fire, the sea seem air,

where that bright child of sea did swim, .

Above me was the sky, beneath the sea :

My spirit moved upon the sea like wind , . .

Ye cannot rest upon the dreary sea I— . . .

as if the sea, and sky. And earth, rejoiced .

the sea shook with tneir Navies' sound. . . .

like wrecks in a tempestuous sea. . . .

She looked upon the sea,

Sucked into tne loud sea, ....
streams Of a tempestuous sea :— . .

wild as a wind-wroug'ht sea
of that azure sea a silent refuge make. . .

In earth and air and sea^ ... . ...
And the moonbeams kiss the sea .• . . . .

The sky was blue as the summer sea, . . .

To save them has sent forth the sea. . .

the shallow suUen^s'^a. .

that plain of land and sea,—
As from the sea by winter-storms are cast

;

There came a voice from over the ^ea, . . .

O'er fields and towns, from sea to sea, . .

Like the loosening of a sea^

And what were thou, and earth, and stars, and s., Mont B. 142,

When winds . . . sweep The azlire sea, .... Mosckus, 2.

and foam Gathers upon the sea, 6.

Whose house is some lone bark, whose toil the s., 10.

wandered Over the'oracular woods and divine s. Naples^ 49.
inchantest The mutinous air and sea: .... —— 55.
The Sea Which paves the desert streets of Venice 106.

272.

550.
Laon, I. VI. g.—

~

I. xi. 4.

I. xii. 6.

I. xiv. 7.- I. XV. 8.

I. xvi. 3.^— I. xvii. g.

I. XX. 6.
'-

I. xxii. 4.

I, xxiii. 6.

I. xli. 3.

I. xlv. 8.

I. xlvii. 5.

I. li.4.

II, ii. I.

II. x. 3.

II. xi. 8.

II. xxvii. 5.

II. XXX. 8.

III. v. 2.

III. XV. 2.

III. xxii. 9.

III. xxxi. I.

Ill.xxxii.4.

Ill.xxxiv.2.
• IV. iv. I.

IV. xxxi. 9.

V. xix. g.

V. xxxix. 5.

V. xlvi. 7.

V. li. 3.

V. liv. 2.

VI. i. I.

VI. xi. 7.

VI. liii. 5.

VII. viii. 9.

VII. xi. 3.

VII. xii. 2.

VII. XV. 2.

VII.xxvii.8.

Vii.xxxix.i.

VII. xl. I.

VIII. i. 8.

Vlll.xxviii.4.

X. iv. g.- XI. ii. g.

XI. iv. 2.

XII. ix. 8.

XII. X. 3.

xii.xxxviii./.

XII. xl. 9.

L<yve, Hoi>e, 5.

Love's Pnil. II. 6.

Mar. Dr. v. i.

XIII. 8.

Marenght, xv. 6.

XXII. 5.

XXIV. 4.

Mask, I. 2.

xiir. I.

L.XXV. 3.

Lrth and j^fl ^^om. iv. 164.

And, like unfolded flowers beneath the sea.

Drowned in the Gadarean sea— ....
Swellfoot is wived ! though parted by the sea.

And the enamoured sea erew calm . ,

Of old or new—of sea or land— .

A fertile island in the barren sea, . . .

o'er earth and sea its blast of war, . . .

Which pours beyond the sea ...
half resting on the sea ?

The Sea, in storm or calm, ... . , .

A pilot asleep on the howling sea . ...
the sea Was lifted by strange tempest, . . .

Wail, howl aloud. Land and Sea,
Who with wingless footsteps trample the sea^

And beasts hear the sea moan in inland caves. .

A rainbow's arch stood on the sea,

the sphered sun had climbed The sea ; . . . .

Gazes not on the interlunar sea.*....
And the blue sea and shadowy hills were seen. .

the lurid smoke Of earthquake-ruined cities o'er
thej^ffl ...

Over the calm floor of the crystal jea, . . .

Which walk upon the s., and chaunt melodiously
Into a shoreless sea
Henceforth the fields of Heaven-reflecting sea
Behold the Nereids under the green sea^ . .

It is the unpastured sea hungering for calm. .

It floats along the spray of tbe salt sea, . , .

the notes of a spirit from land and from sea/ .

Ode Lib. IV. 9.
. (Bdzpus, I. 56.
. I.2S7.

II. 1. 69.
. Peter, v. ii. 4.

Pr. Athan. ii. i. 10.

II. ii. 23.

II. ii. 28.
_-— II. ii.59.

. Prom. I. 27.

1-95.
I. 165.

1.308.
. 1. 500.
. 1. 581.

.. I. 7108.

. II. i. 33.

. II. IV. 91,
II. iv. g7.

II. iv. 152.

II, V. 24,

II. V. no.
III. i. 74.
III. u. 18. .

III. ii. 44.
III. ii. 4g.
III. iv. 10.

IV. 52,

IV. 193.

IV. 216.

IV. 285.

IV. 366.
IV. 384.
IV. 402.
IV. 436.

Q. Mab, I. 221.— 1. 250.— II. 18.— II. J,^'

VI. 76.
Superstition^ 5,

, . Q. Mab, VII. 55.

Q. ofmy Heart, iv. 2.

VI. 2.

. Rosal.^QE.

And gaze upon themselves within the sea.

Pile on the floor of the illumined sea .... ,

Whence the great sea, even as a child is fed, .

Music is in the sea and air, .... . .

a sea reflecting love ;
,

* ' '

Where all things flow to all, as rivers to the sea;

Hangs o'er the sea, a fleece of fire and amethyst,

whose dark brow Lowered o'er the silver sea. .

Like Hesperus o'er the western j^a/ .....
fleam Like islands on a dark blue sea ; .

loating on asilver j£iz/

The grass, the clouds, the mountains, and the s.,

The stars, the sea, the earth, the sky.

To the restless sea,

To the sea or the grove .....
Who cling to the rock of a wintry sea. .

Which the sea casts unreturningfy. . .

He dwelt beside me near the sea ......
Like the tide of the full and weary sea . .

Beside the hoary western sea, ...
would change, as the noon-day sea

A dog had from the sea,

And the azure sky and the stormiess sea , .

Like golden boats on a sunny sea^ ...
Which like a sea o'er the warm earth glide.

It sweeps into the affrighted sea; . .

As the sea which WhirFwinds waken, ....
and hear the sea Breathe o'er my dying brain
Encompassing the earth, air, stars, and sea; .

Then wander o'er city, and sea, and land,

For deaf as is a sea.

of heaven Soothes the unc[uiet sea:— ....
How didst thou pass the intei-vening sea.^ . .

As piercing the sky from the floor of the sea. .

On the living sea rolls an inanimate bulk, . .

It sinks with the sun on the earth and the sea.

the mixed thunder Of the air and the sea, .

based on the sea and to heaven upcurled, . .

And the long glassy heave of the rocking sea,

peers out of the sea. . . ....
The sea looks black,
We soon shall dwell by the azure sea
in field or grove, And sky and sea.

Who drives her white waves over the green sea, . iPttc/i, x. 3.

Wept o'er the beauty, which like sea retiring, . Zucca, I. 5.

B. Fig. (1) used to express wide extent of light, air,

mist, fire, &c.
poured A sea of lustre' on the horizon's verge . . Alastor, 603.
fairy lands girt by some heavenly sea : . . . . Dmnton, I. 205.
the shore Where the sea of sunlight encroaches . Ginevra, 200.
It floats upon the sunset's sea oioeams, . . .

did a sea Of fire, envelope once .....
Look how the gusty sea of mist is breaking
Borne down the rapid sunset's ebbing sea; , .

Round the high moon, in a bright sea of air ; .

(2) a large place or numbers of people.
In London, that great sea,

that sea of men Sleeps on the wrecks it made,
amid that sea Whose waves are swine— . .

poured forth her living sea .

(3) of time.
Unfathomable L^fia/ whose wav^ are years, . . Titne,\.
Who shall put forth on thee, Unfathomable Sea} 10.

(4) of widespread emotions, passions, feelings, &c.
false quicksands of the sea of honour,

.

. . CalHeron, i. 254.
In the deep wide sea of misery, ... . Bug. Hills, 2.

In the sea uf life and agony : . . . . . . 336.
He faints, dissolved into a sea of love

;

. . Fiordispina, 25.
Ariel guides you o'er the j^a Of life GuitarJane, 2g.
the crystaUine sea Of thought and its eternity

; . Hellas, 608.
Like birds of calm, from the world's raging sea^ . L,aon, i. Iviii. 7.
In a jca of death and mourning. ....;, ^oji^, L.XXVIII. 4.
When from its sea of death to kill and bum, . . Ode Lib. VIII. 13.
the tempestuous sea Of kings, and priests, and

slaves, IX. 7.
I float down, around, Into a sea profound, . . . Prom. ii. v. 84.
the great sea of human right and wrong, . . St. IVealt/i, 2.

Or live, or drop in the deep sea of Love ; . , . Sunset, 49.
Great Spirit whom the sea of boundless thought TwoFr. I?ivoc. 1. 1.

^Sea-Mrd, c. n. a bird that frequents the sea.

780.

g?!.
ggo.
1017.
1069.
120^.

Sensit. Pi', i. 83.

I. gi.

Serchio, 100.

_ Sophia, IV. 2.

St. Dejectiofi, IV. 8.

Summ^r-Evg. 8.

To Night II. 5.

Xriump/i, 477.
Unf. Dr. 106.

124.

Vis. Sea, 25.

32.—- 68.
71.

108.

125.

^S9'
W. Shel. 1. 3.

VI. 3.

When passion's, ill. 4.

. Laon, XII. xxi. 6.

. Mont. B. 73.

. Prom. II. iii. 43.

. III. ii. 28.

. Triumph, 455,

. Gisb. ig3.

. Hellas, 593.

. CEdipus, II. ii. i8.

. Triujnph, 113.

But vocal to the sea-bird^s harrowing shriek,

^Sea-bixds, c. n, pi. of Sea-bird,
the sea-birds, that were gonelnto their caves
And mix with the sea-birds^ half asleep. . .

Round sea-birds and wrecks, ... . .

, DcBTuon, II. 102.

Q, Mab, VIII, 97.

Laon, 1. iii. 7.

Prom. IV. 88.

Vis. Sea, 134.

*Sea.-l)looms, c, n. blossoms of the marine vegetation.
The sea-blooms and the oozy woods . Ode W. Wind, iii. n.

^^Sea-tonds, t. n, the buds of marine vegetation,

sea-buds burst beneath the waves serene ;— . Pr. Athan. li. Hi. 11.
And she brought crowns oi sea-buds white, . . Rosal. io8i.

*Sea-caver2i, c. n. a cavern opening to the sea.

where he dwells in a sea-cav. 'Mid the Demonesi, Hellas, 163.

*Sea-convTiIsiug-, c. adj, disturbing the sea.

First of the sea-convulsing fight— aj*
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*Sea-deBerted, c, adj. from which the sea has retired.

the billows to indent The sea^ieserted sand— . . Witch^ IV. 4,

Sea-eag-le, c. n. Falco ossifragiis of Linnaeus.
And a sea-eagle brought me food the while, . . Laon^ Vll. xiv. 4.
And the sea-eagle looked a fiend, Vll. xv. 6,

*Sea-flower, c. n. marine vegetable growths.
and starry sea-flower qxgsnx\% . Front, in, ii. 47.
Like a sea-flower unfolded beneath the ocean, . Sensit. PL ll. 8.

*Sea-flowers, c. n.
Save where many a palace gate With green sea-

Jiowers overgrown . Bug. Hills^ 130.

Moving the seaflowers in those purple caves . . Nicies, 29.

*Sea-^irt, c. adj. (1) surrounded by the sea.

Sheds on a lonely and jfo-^W isle, .... There is no work, z.

(2) used of land partially enclosed by sea.

On a green and sea-^iri promontory, Rosal, 1050.

*Sea-^een, c. adj. of the colour of the sea.

And sea-green olives with their grateful fruit, . . Orpheus, 107.
The ^olian music of her sea-green plumes . . Prom. \i. \. 26.

*Sea-horizon, c. n. the point where sky and sea seem to meet.
Over the sea-horizon, blotting out All objects— . Hellas, 632.

tSea-like, c. adj. undulating like waves.
My sea-like forests, Prom. IV. 347.

Sea-mark, c. n. the edge of the water.
Upon the seor-mark a small boat did wait, . . . Laon, 1. xvi. 8.

'^Sea-mew, c. ». a sea-gull.

when the jea-?K£w Flies, . Eug. Hills, 12$.

'^^Sea-mews, c. n. pi. of Sea-mew.
But the seor-tnews, as they sail 54.

Sea-monsters, c. n. a figurative expression.
round its wreck the huge sea-monsters sit, . Calderon, II. 68.

^Sea-murmur, c. n. the noise of the waves.
Which the wild sea^murmur fills, Bug. Hills, 347.

*Sea-m.nsic, c. n.

thou, lone, shalt chaunt fragments o( sea-tnusiCy Prom. ill. iii. 27.

*Sea-sand, c. n.
The shells on the sea-sand, and the wild flowers, Laon, II. i. 6.

*Sea-shells, c. n. shells of marine molluscs.
And rarest sea-shells^ which the eternal flood, IV. i. 6.

*Sea-shore, c. n. land adjacent to the sea.

A strong impulse urged His steps to the J^o-J^r^. Alastor, 275.

how on the sea shore We watched the ocean . . Gisb. 145.

down the steep path I wound To the sea-shore— J-aon, I. xv. 7.

By the sea-^hore, in a deep mountain glen ; . . i. xxxvi. 3.

and it forbade to keep The path of the seashore: i. xliii. 8,

The grey sea shore^ the forests and the fountains, v. Song, 4. 2.

Is in my mind of that sea shore.

.

.... Rosal. 1 196.

Sea-side, c. n. a place bordering on the sea.

an uninhabited j£a-^zi&, .Julian^j.

^Sea-sister, c, n. lone, an ocean spirit.

With our sea-sister at his feet I slept. . Prom. II. i. 57.

*Sea^snake, c. n.

in ghastly affray With a sea-snake. . . Vis. Sea^ 1.^8.

Sea-strewn, c. adj. Fig. paved by the sea.

and from her cell Sea-strewn, Horn. Merc. xvi. 7.

*Sea-uprooted, c. adj. displaced by the sea.

Float by my feet, like sea-uprooted is\ts, . . . Prom. 1. 613.

*Sea-wind, c. n.

the shrill s., whose breath idly stirred My hair ;— Laon^ III. xxx. 3.

*Sea-worm, c. n.

To the dull weed some sea^morm battens on : . Prom-, iv. 542.

^Seagull, n. any bird of the gull species.

And every seagull which sailed down to drink . Marenghi, xix. 3.

Seal, n. A. Lit. (1) an impression in wax or other material.

Under the great iff^a/ of the realm, C^. u/, li. 196.

(2) a stamp or official mark.
let there be No Jfffl/ on it . II. 198.

(3) a fastening of wax or other material.

ifyou should break The seal, CEdipus, I. 379.

B. Fig. (1) something assured and settled,

and if the seal is set, Here, . . . Break it not thou ! Adonais, Li. 3.

Had stamped the seal of grey deformity . . Dcemon, ll. 189.

„ „ n t> • Q' ^'^^^ *^- ^^•

Death has set his mark and jea/ Death^w. \.

on the fountain of my heart a seal Is set, . Ej>ips. 130.

With the seal of her security . - Falsehood^ 69.

On all this world of men inherits Their seal\% set. Hellas^ 703.

The signal and the seal ^t^'^^^
"-"**

sealed up with the broad seal of Fraud, .... (Edtpus, I. 357.

The frozen hand of death shall set its seal^ . , . Q. Mab, IV. 164.

Has fixed its seal upon the lip of truth ! . . VI. 49.

O Spirit ! centuries have set their seal .... Vll. 161.

and almost burst The sealoi that Lethean spring ; Rosal. 409.

The Elements respect their Maker's seall . . . W. Jew, (2) i.

(2) that which stamps or seals.

impress us from a seal, • Ode, Lib. Xlll. 14.

Seal, V. tr. Fig. (1) complete.

Why pause the victor swords to seal his over-

throw? .
Z,fl£7«, IV. XKV. 9,

f2) secure.

Seal thee from thine hour of woe ; . . . Magnet Lady, I. 7.

Sealed, v. tr. Fig. settled, assured.
confirms the faith his death-groan sealed: . . . Q. Mab, VIi. 14.

Sealed, pp. A. Lit. stamped with an official seal.

my revenge Is as the sealed commission of a king
That Kills Cenci, I. iii. 97.

B. Fig.. (1) closed, unknown.
Religion Christless, Gtodless—a book j&zZs(// . . Engl. 1819, 11.

(2) fixed, settled.

envious fate, has seaVdmy wayward destiny, . M. N. Fragment^ 9.
All is sealefiw.^ with the broad seal of Fraud, . . CEdipus, I. 357.
his doom Is sealed va. gold and blood! . . . . Q. Mab, IV. 195.

Sealed, ppl. adj. completed, perfected.

A well of sealed and secret happiness, . . , Epips. 58.

Sealedst, v. tr. Fig. didst fix or certify.

Thou sealedst them, with many a bare broad word Julian, 432.

Seals, n. Fig. pledges, tokens.
These are the seals of that most firm assurance . Prom. iv. 563.

Seals, V. tr. Fig. ends, completes.
The act seals all. . Cenci^ IV. iii. 7.

Seaman, n. a sailor or mariner.
A wreck-devoted seaman thus might pray . . . V. iv. 42.

wrap them from the foundering seanmrCs sight, Laon, Ded. xiv. 8.

Guide us, as one clear star the seantan saves, viil. xi, 5,

As on a foam-girt crag some seaman tost, . . xi. x. 3.

Soothing the seaman, ...... . . Prom. IV. 497.
That ring the dead seantan'^s knell. . . . When the lamp, il. 8.

Seamen, n. pi. of Seaman.
Furnish with food seamen in want of it ? . . Cycl. 89.

The Seamen gazed ... Laon, viil. xxvi. 7.

the seamen aghast Like dead men Vis. Sea, 53-

*Seams, n. (1) Lit. the junction of two pieces of a fabric.

Could make his pantaloon seams start. . . . Devil, xvi. 4.

(2) Fig.
the seams Of his rent heart Laon, xil. x. 5.

Search, n. quest, pursuit.

With all my children quaint in search of you, . Cycl. 16.

Searcli, v. I. tr. (1) explore, examine.
Even now they s. the tower, and find the body ; . Cenci, TV. iv. 31.

Go search the castle round ; sound the alarm ; . IV. iv. 53.

(2) discover.

Whilst they search out dooms, . - . Horn-. Merc. xciv. 7.

(3) penetrate.
For scorn, whose arrows search the heart, . . . Rosal. 257.

(4) scrutinize.

And search the depth of its fair eyes . . 385.

II. intr. (1) enquire.

Search even as thou wilt, . . . Calderon, I. 57.

(2) look for, seek.

And we will search, with looks and words of love, From. III. iii. 34-

Search'd, v. intr. made exploration.

As he j^ar-tAV for the new-made tomb 5"/. /r. (3) xi. 6.

^SearclLless, adj. (1) undiscoverable.
Thy searchless fountain, and in^'isible course . . Alastor, 507.

(2) inscrutable.

Which searchless fate had stamped for me . . Falsehood, 68.

which would thy searchless works have weighed ? Laon, x. xxviii. 9.

He might man's deep and searckl. heart display, x. xlvi. 7.

Seared, pp. A. Lit. parched, injured.

Even where he hangs, Jffariei/bj^ my long revenge. Prom. iii. i. 6^.

B. Fig. made callous or insensible.

his rent heart . . . Had searedy^'xih blistering ice— Laon, XII. x. 7.

Searedst, v. tr. Fig. didst deaden.
And searedst my memory o'er them,

—

Julian^ 433.

*Searm^, pr. pple. Fig. deadening.
Nor searing reason with the brand of God. . . Q. Mab, ix. 48.

Seas, n. pi. of Sea (1).

Islanded seas, blue mountains, mighty streams, . Alastor^ 555.
the azure depths Of Indian seas ; . . . Ch. ist, l. 140.

From the seas and the streams ; Cloud, 2.

Till the calm rivers, lakes, and seas, k6.

And moonlight seas, that are the voice .... Coleridge, 8.

With lightsome clouds and shining seas between, DoTnon, \\. 107.

„ „ „ „ ,. ., Q. Mab, vill. 102.

The crane o'er seas and forests seeks her home ; B. Williams, VI. i.

Image the trembling calm of summer seas. . . Fr. A soul, 7.

Through seas and winds, cities and wildernesses, Ginevra, 129.

blue heaven smiles over the pale seas. . Gisb. ji.

The murmuring of summer W(W, . ... GuitarJane, 72.

Our hills and seas and streams Hellas, 235.
fled to her old cover, Amid seas and mountains, 317.
Rivers and seas, like that which we may win, . 544-
Thy mountains, seas and vineyards Julian, 58.

the wanderers o'er the solitude Of distant seas, , Laon, III. xii, 4.
As famished mariners thro' strange seas gone . v. xliv. 5.

clove the blue moonlight sea^, . .... vil. ix. 2.

which would stain all its seas, CEdipus, II. ii. 80.
which those jtfoj could never wash away ! . . , 11. ii. 81.

Yet my innumerable seas and streams, . . . Prom. i. 181.

Along the brink of the gloomy seas, ... . Rosal. 645.
I have wrought mountams, seas, and waves, . . Unf. Dr.' 25.

In his wide voyage o'er continents and seas . , Witch, 11. %.

Offered to do her bidding through the seas, . . xxiL 3.
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Season, ». (1) period of the year.

Like the season^ so blow the winds.— .... CA. ij/, II. 443.

The j^fljow was the childhood of sweet June, . . Fiordispinay i.

Each arrow of the seasoTi's change she felt. Mother^ Son^ in. 10.

when the time of summer season smiled, VI. 7.

'Twas at the season when the Earth . . . Pr. Athan. H- ||i- i-

'Twas at this season 11.iii.22.

This is the season, this the day, the hour ; . . Prom. ir. :. 13.

But now—'twas the season fair and mild . . Rosal. 362.

All the sweet season ofsummer tide, Sensit. PL li. 59-

the azure clime Of the young season^ . . , Triumph^ 311.

(2) due time, a recurring period.
And ever at thy season be thou free , . . Adonais^ xxxvil. 5.

(3) suitable time.
Till in your season you be called to heaven. . . Cenciy \\\. i. 120.

(4) time.
might Devise in the lone season of dun night. . Horn.. Merc. xi. 7.

(5) a space of time.
for a season^ Heaven seems Hell, Prom. I. 358.

Season, v. tr. Fig. render agreeable or pleasant,

'Tis but to season some such news ; Cenci, I. iii. 75.

Folly can season Wisdom, Hatred Love. . . .St. Epips. 117.

^Seasonable, adj. satir. (1) strangely unsuitable.

A seasonable time for maskers this ! Ch. \st^ \. 77.

(2) what may be expected.
Proud words, when deeds come short, are 5. . . Hellas^ 336.

*Seasona'bl3r, adv. conveniently, suitably.

Could not come more seasonably : . . . 639.

Seasons, ». (1) the periods of the year.

flowers deck the dead Seasons' bier ; .... AdonaiSy xviii. 5.

Canst thou discern The signs of seasons, . Ck. isi, i. 34.

Which j^izj(7«j none disturbed, ZatJw.vi. xxviii.3.

The seasons, and mankind their changes know, . VI. xxxv. 8.

nor change oi seasons made Its note, . . VII. xxvi. 2.

and the unseasonable seasons drove . ... Prom. ii. iy. 52.

In mild vanity the seasons mild .... III. iii. 115.

heaped For many seasons there, Q. Mab, v. 7.

The changing seasons, winter's leafless reign, VI. 96.

,1 )i )i II 11 i>
Superstition, 25.

The seasons' loveliest flowers were strewn . . . Rosal. 1079.

(2) periods of human life.

through the shadow of the j^ffJOMJ three, . . . Epips. ^6i^.

Seasons, v. ir. Fig. makes pleasant.

the true sport that seasons such a path. . . Faust, II. 10.

Seat, n. A. Lit. (1) that which is sat upon.
But I to a stone seat that Maiden led, . . . Laon, VI. xxvi. 6.

He chose a lonely seat of unhewn stone, . . . Orpheus, 68.

In the dell of yon dark chestnut wood Is a stone s^ Rosal. 69.

'Tis Fenici'sj^a/ Where you are going? , . . 74.

To a stone seat beside a spring, . 106.

And sate on the seat beside him there,. . . . 152.

To sit upon that antique seat, 174.

Sate with her on that seat of stone 200.

Sitting upon a j^o^ of emerald stone Witch, \\\\.?>.

and seat him on his glorious jea/j . , . LXXiv. 2.

(2) place where one sits.

and took his lonely seat, Alastor, 313,
My brothers' ghosts should hunt thee from thy s.J Cenci, i. iii.. 153.

and took its seat Beside the Daemon shape. . Damon, i. 113.

and took His royal seat, . Laon, x. vlii. ^.

at the helm we took our seat, • xii.xxxii.3.

and took her j^a/ Beside the rudder, K^Z/cA, xxxvii. 7.

(3) a place appropriated for a person to sit.

One seat was vacant in the midst, Laon, i. Iv. i.

B. Fig. (1) position or place of authority or dignity,

to ascend His seat . ... .... Calderon, 11. 121.

I left his seat of empire, . H. 136.

Naked before Heaven's judgment jea^.' . . . Cenci, ill. ii. 24.

Shakes the broad basis of thy blood-stained seat; M. N. Post. Fr. 80
Filling the seat of power, . Prom. ii. iv. 3.

(2) a locality.

There seemed from the remotest seat . . Jane, Recoil. 41,

(3) abode, dwelling-place.
In human hearts its calm and holy seat ; . . Laon, 11. xxxvii. 7.

the j^fl/Of that star-shining spirit, XII. xxxi. 2.

In eternity's bowers, a seat for thee there. . . .Si. Ir. (6) III. 8.

(4) poise, equilibrium.
my brain, Which staggered on its seat ;. . . . . Q. Mab, Vii. 187.

Seat, V. tr, cause to sit down.
and seat him on his glorious seai^ . Witch, Ixxiv. 2.

Seated, //. Fig. fixed, secured.

Grey Power was s. Safely on her ancestral throne ; Rosal. 6gg.
Seats, n. A. Lit. {1) appropriated places.
And whilst their seats in order due they fill, . . Horn. Merc. LV. 5.

(2) places for sitting on.
and all around are mossy seats, Prom. in. iii. 20.

B. Fig. positions of state or authority.
Murderers are pale upon the judgment seats, . Laon, iv. xiv. 7.

From seats where law is made the slave ofwrong, ix. tRv. 2.

Canopied jsfl/j of gold; Nat. Ant, Y.^.
Have crept by flattery to the seats of power, . . Q. Mab, IV. 206.

^Seaweeds, n. marine plants.

With gFeen and purple j-eawe^iafj strown
; . . . Sf. Defection, 11.2.

^Seclusion, n. retirement, privacy.

A veil for our seclusion Epips. 556.

Second, adj. (1) the ordinal of two, another.

The spoilers tempt no wcowi/ blow, Adonais,yi-%.y\\\.%.

Sleepless a second night ? Laon, xi. xi. 4.

and men Expect the jtfctJWf//
-— xii. vi. 4.

Its second Tuin through internal strife, . . . Marmffht, III. 2.

The j-tfcoMrf Tyranny— L^ol Hellas, 160.

Until the jtfCO»(/bursts;— Triumph, d^m.

(2) another accompanying the usual one,

A second sun arrayed in flame, Hellas, 68.

A second self, far dearer and more fair \ . . . . Laon, i\. xxiv. 2,

(3) next after the first in succession.

Philip the jarowaT of Spain, Ch. ist, n. 182.

Did not Mahomet the Second Win Stamboul ? . Hellas, 807.

meant The second Peter ; Peter, Prol. 7.

Of the jiSOTMi^, yet unripe, i5-

Then came Peter Bell the Second, 17-

(4) renewed. %
to know On second sight her antient playfellow, Julian, 154.

Of human nature win from these a second birth. Laon, V. xxxiii. 9.

Spreads like a second youth again Magnet. Lady, iv. 7.

To whose frail frame no second motion brings . Mutability, 7.

A life in life, a secondhivth Rosal. 980.

the woven imagery Of second childhood's swad-
dling bands, Witch, lxx. 6.

(5) inferior or lower.
served at the great King's second table. . . . CEdipus, II. ii. 24.

Second, v. tr. support, join with.
Yet I would second any one Cenci, I. iii. 144.

*Second-siglLted, c. adj. prophetic, able to foresee events.

Veiling in awe her second-sighted eyes ; ... Gisb. 137.

Secret, n. (1) any matter hidden from general knowledge.
By a dark secret, surer than the grave ; . , . . Cenci, ii. ii. 149.
tear out the s. Which cankers my heart's core ; . iii. i. 156.
Thou hast a secret which will answer not. . . . iv. iv. 106

.

the keeperofaj^irrtf^written On a thiefsmemory? v. ii. 105.
my secret should have perished Laon, vill. xxiv. i

.

(2) a mystery.
This secret in the pregnant womb of time, . . . Gisb. 104.
Be it not so ! there is a secret known Prom. i. 371.

(3) preceded by zm = privately, unknown to others.
Not even in secret,—not to my own heart

—

. Julian, 474.
and moan In secret,

_ Laon. xii. xxix. 6.

eurses which the destitute Mutter in secret, . . Q. Mab, III. 36.
and doth hold In secret . . , .... Rosal. 501.

Secret, adj. (1) secluded, private.

Out of her secret Paradise she sped, Adonais, xxiv. 1.

In secret chambers parents read, and weep, My
writings Laon, iv. xiii. i.

bade her to his j£crtf/ bower Be borne, . . . VII. v. 4.
Tracking them to the secret wood, Rosal. 162.
Hast thou still some secret nest . . World's Wanderers, Iir. 3.

(2) unknown, unexplored, unreveakd.
Nature's most secret ste.'^s . . Alastor, 81.
or where the secret caves Rugged and dark, . . 87.
from the j^^re/ springs Of that dark fountain rose. 478.
The words which, like secret fire, shall flow . . Hellas, 32.
The cavern's s. depths beneath the earth did beat Laon, ill. iv. 9.
Now lending splendour, where from secret springs Mont B. 4.
From the ice gulphs that gird his secret throne, . 17.
Which from those secret chasms . . ... 122.
Drenching yon j^cr^^ ^Ethiopian dells, . . Sonn. Nile, 2.

Within a cavern, by a secret fountain. . Witch, i. 8.

(3) hidden, concealed, mysterious.
His daughter's dowry were a secret grave . . . Cenci, ii. ii. 127.
its bloody, dark, and jtf^ye/ grave; Z-oww, xi. xx. 3.

(4) of inner personal feelings and emotions.
Hot Shame shall burn upon thy secret brow, . Adonais, xxxvii. 8.
Flattering their secret peace with others' pain. . Cenci, I. i. 80.
I did conless to you my secret mind
A well of sealed and secret happiness, . . ,

My secret groans must be unheard by thee,. .

By placing on your hearts the secret load . .

from that secret store Wrought linked armour
young Laon's name Rallied their secret hopes, .

WhJcli round thy secret strength- now throng in
wicle array

\S'\\3.t secret ixght Evil and good, in woven passions
mailed. Waged

In secret thought has wished another's ill ?— . .

our secret pride Has scorned thee, . . . .

Not his the load of any j<f(»-f^ crime, P/'. Athan, 1. 6.
driven within him, by some j<?cr£^ power, . . 1.67.
To stir his secret pam without avail ;— . ^ . i. 8^*.

We meditate In secret joy and hope ... . Prom, i, 185.'
'

'

The secret )oy it could not quell, Rosal. 24^.

'

A well of sealed and secret happiness
; . . St. Epips. 89.

and be The jecrf^ food of fires unseen, . . When Passion ll. 4.
{b) mysterious, unexplained.

Of strange and jffcrc/ and forgotten things, . .Hellas 1^4.
Over those strong and secret things and thoughts '

160!
The secret wratli of Nature and her Lord. . . 601;!
knowledge, from its secret source inchants . . . Laon VI. xH. c
The s. strength of things Which governs thought, Mont, B. 139*.

Why have the wc^^^ powers of this strange world Prom, I. 24^*

. I. ii. 7.

Epips. 58.

Julian, 341.
346.

. Laon, Ded. v. 4.
IV. X. 8.

IV, XV. 9,

V. ii. 7.

V. xxxiv. 2.

X. xxvii, I.
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All spirits on that secret way; .... . . Prom, il, ii. 45.
T^<& secret things of the grave are there, . Tkereisnowork^ 19.

(6") not open or avowed,
how I had wasted The sum in secret riot ; . . . Cenci^ ill. i. 320.
and he did gnaw By fits, with secret smiles, . Damon^ I. 275.
the secret sound Ofhymns to truth .... Laon^ Vll. xxxvi, 4.

and brandy-devils, Oner their secret vows i . (Edipus, I. 16.

(7) deceptive, false.

And, secret one, what hast thou done, . . . Falsehood^ 17.

(8) solitary, unsocial.
and like the secret bird Whom sunset wakens, . Laon^ II. xxviii. 3.

{&) known only to a few, private.

With secret signs from many a mountain tower, , x. Tii. 4.
and by what secret spell Front. 11. iv. 89.

(10) hidden, covered from view.
Drew forth their secret steel, . Laon^ XI. xix. 9.

(11) qniet, undisturbed.
Mocking the spoil of the secret night Sensit. Fl. HI. 25,
Soothing her love-laden Soul in secret hour . . Skylark^ 44.

Secretly, adv. in a secret manner, privily.

As in a furnace burning; secretly... . Alastor^ 253.
Where secretly the faithful worship Calderon, III. 179.
3'ou found that these diseases had secretly entered

into a conspiracy CA. ist, II. 382.
Feeding a plague that secretly consumed His

feeble frame, Damon, II. 157.

Secrets, n. (1) things carefully concealed or hidden.
One of your secrets I would gladly know, Hom^. Merc. Lxxiv. 6.
The j^CTff^ of my agony ; . . Rosal. i\.q^.

(2) things not suspected or known.
Such self-anatomy shall teach the will Danger-

ous j^c^^/j.- . . Cenci,li.'\i. III.

to betray These secrets of an elder day : . . GuitarJane, 86.
To unfold the frightful secrets of its lore ; . , Q, Mab^ viii, 43,

(3) mysteries.
The thrilling jtfcr^/j of the birth of time. . Aiastor, 128.

Are the true secrets of the commonweal . Fr. Satire. 9.
The secrets of this wondrous world, . . . iMon, i. xxxv. 6.

To me the keeping of its secrets gave

—

. vil. xxxi. 4.
I know the secrets of the air, .... . , Mar. Dr. i. 3.

Leave Hell's j^cre/^f half unchanted Front, l. 513.
If the abysm Could vomit forth its secrets. . ii. jv. 115.
Make bare the secrets of the earth's deep heart ; IV. 279.
Heaven, hast thou jficrc/j.^ .... . . iv. 423.
The secrets of the immeasurable past, . . . Q. Mab, I. 169.
I will teach The j^trvs/f of the future. ~— 11.67.

Now, Spirit, learn The secrets of the future.

—

viii. 3.

death did hide from human sight Sweet secrets^ Su7nnter-Evg. 29.

The treasure of the secrets of its reign Frvumph, 273.
let the profane Tremble to ask what secrets they

contain Witch, XTx.. 8.

Sect, n. people holding any particular opinion in common.
I never was attached to that great sect, . . . Epips. 149.

Sections, n, (See Conic sections^)

Secure, adj. (1) not exposed to.

From the contagion of the world's slow stain He
is secure, . . Adonais, xl. 5.

and kept secure from harm, . , Horn. Merc. xlv. 8.

(2) free from danger, safe.

at what hour 'twere secure To visit you again ? . Cencz, 11. i. 26.

Serene and inaccessibly secure, Dcenton, I. 286.

Where secure sleep may kill thine innocent lights ; Epips. 557.
And boasting said^ that she, secure the while, , Horn. Venus, 49.
To laugh at sorrow in secure despair, .... M. N. Ravail, 57.

Still secure, 'mid the wildest war of the sky, M. N. Spec. Hors. 36.

From the blind crowd he made secure and free . Marenghi, xi. 5.

In brief Omnipotence : secure are they : . . Front. I. 402.

(3) confident.

Secure of an unchanging lover. ... ... Devil, xxiv. 4.

Secure in human power we have defied . . . L.aon, x. xxvii. 3.

(4) sure, certain.

how secure a flight From your hard servitude. . Cyel. 438.

Secure, as adv. securely.

In which I walk secure and unbeheld . Cenci, II. i. r92.

(3) free from fear, careless.

Secure o'er rocks and waves I sweep, . Con. Sin^r. iv. 6.

- Who live secure in their unseen abodes. . . . Horn. Venus, 34.
Some shepherd sitting ona rock secure ; . . . Laon. x. vi. o.

Secure as one on a rock-built tower .... Rosal. 632.

Secure, v. ir. protect, make safe.

from a nation's rage Secure the crown, . • - Q. Mab, IV. 176.

Securely, adv. safely.

Securely fled, that rapid stress before. . . . Laon, xii. xxxix. 7.

Security, n. certainty, assurance, confidence. *

With the seal of her Jtf«<r//)i Falsehood, 6g.

Or Danger, when Security looks pale ?— . . . Hellas, 360.

Glory and science and security, ProL Hellas, 157.

Sedge, n. coarse river grass (genus Carex),

And starry river buds among the sedge, . . . Question^ IV. 3.

with such a sigh, as sedge Breathes o'er the breezy

streamlet^ edge TassoSong,lli.6.

Sedition, n. acting or speaking against constituted authority.

This is sedition, and rank blasphemy ! . . . QLdipus, I. 67.

Seditious, adj. savouring oi sedition.

Were found these scandalous and jf^iV/iTMj letters Ch. \st, ill. 48.
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I see thin shapes within the mist
I see a mig_hty darkness
I see cars drawn by rainbow-wing;&d steeds
And yet I see no shapes but the keen stars

:

I feel but see thee not. ,..,...
And all feel, yet see thee never,
Peopled by shapes too bright to see^ . .

as mortals see The floating; bark ....
See the pale azure fading into silver , . .

And first was disappointed not to see . . .

I see a chariot like that thinnest boat, . .

And you can see its little lips are moving, .

I see thee shrink, Surpassing Spirit I— . .

I see a shade of doubt and horror fleet . .

and massy walls We feel, but cannot see. .

my mother went To see an atheist burned. .

smiles To see a babe before his mother's door,
There might you see him sporting in the sun
Come sit by me. I see thee stand ....
do I see And hear'frail Helen ?

We only cried with joy to see each other ; .

We see it o'er the flood of cloud, ......
And their swords and their sceptres I floating see,
wept to see His master changed so fearfully

;

You might see his colour come and go, . .

You might see the nerves quivering within

—

You cannot j^g^ his eyes, . . . _

I see her swift foot dash the dew from the wfertle,
Until we hardly see, we feel that it is there.
Drops so bright to see,

I see the Deep's untrampled floor . . .

I see the waves upon the shore,- ....
For but to see her were to read the tale .

I see before me flee A silver spirit's form,
When all that we know, or feel, or see^ .

to see the shadow pass away, ....
I see the light, and I hear the sound ; . .

What ! to see thee no more,
dreadful to see The wrecks of the tempest, . . .

And their swords and their sceptres I floating see, W. SheL IV. 7.

to see. Thy soft eyes gazing tenderly, , . . When passion's, li.

If you^stnp Peter, you will j££ a fellow, . . . . Wz'ich, Bed. vi.

LXI. I.

Lxxv. 3.

Protn. II. in. so.

II. IV. 2.

II. iv. 130.
II. iv. 134.
II. v. 17.

II. V. 64.
—;— II, V. 108.

III. ii. 25.

in, iii. 71.

III. iv. 128.

IV. 206.

IV. 266.

Q, Mab, IV. 70.
IV. 72.

VI. 196.
VII. 2.

VIII. 84.
VIII. 125.

Rosal. 5.

40.

84.- 540.
900.

904.
1620.

1063.- 1268.
SL Jr. (6) I. 5.

Skylark, 25.

r. ~7r 34-
St. Dejection, 11. i.

n-3.
Sunset, 34.
'Tasso,Song, III. i.

^^^ 'S no work, 17.

. Triutnph, 225.

. Two Spirits, 25.

. Vis. Sea, 84.
126.

LXXVIII. 8.

to see Mortals subdued in all the shapes of sleep.
Round the red anvils you might see tnem stand .

when we Scarcely believe much more than we
can see.

(2) witness, be eyewitness of.

my haste to j££ the festival Ca/deron, I. ig.
Henceforth no witness—not the lamp—shall see

That' which Cenci, i. i. 21.
Yet, father, 'tis a happy sight to see, . . . CA. ist, I. 15.
'twas strange to see the red commotion .... Laon, I. xv. 3.
to .yce Earth from her general womb Pour forth . V.xxxviii.8.
To see like some vast island frOm the Ocean,'

The Altar of the Federation rear Its pile v. xl. i.

Like boiling gold on Ocean, strange to see, . . — xi: ii. 6.
'Tis to see the Tyrant's crew Mask, xlvii. 3.
To see what was romantic there Peter, li. xi. 5.
to see You and the lady cry so bitterly.. , . . . Jiosa/. 80.
The spasms ofmy despaii- to jtffi.- 307.
shalt— see l^o death divide thy immortality. . Zua:a, ll. 7.

(3) know, be aware of, experience.
To J. . . . My kindred false to their deserted selves. Cenci, V. iii. 68.
To ,Sfi£ That perfect mirror of pure innocence . V. iv. 129.
To see thee, Beatrice, Who made all lovely . . v. iv. 132.
to see Youth's vision thus made perfect Epips. 41.
let him weep With rage to see thee freshly risen, Fr. F^s. 7.
Rome has fallen, ye see it lying Fr. Rome, i.

for they see The panther. Freedom, Hellas, 3H:;.
for they see The work of their own hearts . . . Julian, 482.
to s. with their own kind Our human brethren mix, Laon, VI. xv. 1.
or see, with helpless groan, The Priests his children

B *Jf^^ ,••••.•;.. • x.xxxiii. 8.
By all the happy see in children's growth— , Ld. Ch. vili. i.
As in England now we see Mask, LV. 5.
Ye see The steel ye tempered glance on ye. . Men ofEng. VII. %
Those who weep to see what others Peter, in. xxii. 3.
drank the love men see Reflected in their race, . Prom. 11. iv. 83".

To see the smiles of peace around them play, . . Q. Mab, vil. 252.
It were a sight of awfulness to see . . . . ix. loc.

*

Or do we see the Future pass , . .- . . . . . Questions, 3.

'

'

some sneered to see One sow what he could never
reap : . . . Rosal 655.

And such, there sitting, all may seS. . .

To see the busy beings round thee spring,
Others I see whom these surround— . . .

sport to see them stumble
will live to hear or to see All that isgreat .

With the fears and the love for that which we
(4) perceive mentally, understand.

I jffi Both by your dress .- . .- ...
because we see His deeds are evil, ....
make me blush to see My hidden thoughts.—
stay ! I see 'tis only raillery by his smile. .

Can we do nothing? Nothing that I see. .

You see 1 am not mad ; I speak to you. .

and I could see The. devil was rebuked
I see not how he could refuse it—yet
I see, as from a tower, the end of all :

.' !

I see Orsino has talked with you,- , . ,
'.

665.
. Solitary, I. 3.
St. Dejectionliii. 7.

. Si. Epips. 54.
There is no work, 22.

s.

;

30,

Calderon.

Cenci,

83.

I. 121.

I. ii. 86.

I. iii. 76.

I. iii. 142.
II. i. 34.
II. I. 44.
n. 11. 53.
II. n. 147.
III. i. 382.

See the worst deeds they prompt, Cenci^ III. ii. 45,
I see the gulph Of Hell between us two, .... iv. i, 98.
I J. a torrent Of his own blood raging between us. IV. i. 113.

how I have thriven, you see V. ii. 28.

and though All see^ .... [all things] Are changed
to you, v. ii. 52.

I see the new-born courage in your eye .... Ch. \st, Ii. 118.

The truths which wisest poets see Dimly, . . . Dcemon, i, 85.
the sons of Reason j«, That ere fate consume

the Pole, . . Devil, xxx. i.

I see you are the master .... . . . Faust, II, 34.
Do ye not see a star of gladness Ft. A gentle, 7.

I should not see Much harm Juliaft, 161.
even in thy soul I see A lamp of vestal fire . . . Laon, Ded. XI. 8.

was wise to see, In pain and fear, and hate,
something divine; xii. xi, i.

I see a dark and lengthen'd Vale, M, N. Melody, 35.
Moral restraint I see has no effect ; CBdipus, I. 74.
Churchmen damn themselves to se^ Gbd's sweet

love in burning coals , . i^/^r, iii. xvii, 4.
I see the curse on gestures proud and cold, . . . Pro^. I, 258.
I see, I see The wise, the mild, the lofty, . . . i. ^4.
but see more clear Thy works within my woe-

illumed mind, ; I. 636.
And see no hope for them ? Q. Mab, vi. 20.
Alas, good friend, what profit can you j^e . . . Revieti^er, 1.

But aUmig'htJ^ff that he was dying, Rosal. -^16.

which sou^t to see The secrets of my agony ; , 493.
We feel more than all may see, We tneet^ I. x.

(6) commanding heed or attention.
see them safe out of the house Calderon, III. 183.
And see it duly executed forthwith.— Ch. ist, II. 388.
See them fed

; Hellas, 257.

(6) experience, be conscious of.

Waves too pure, too celestial, for mortals to see ; Bigotry, iv. a.

Oh my dearest friend, That I could see that day, Cycl. 435.
till his soul See the contagion's spots . . . foul
See thee, feel thee, know thee now,—
(7) call on, visit.

never see me more Till, to the letter,

if now I see you seldomer, ....
B. Fig.

And with delight its sire to see.

Mexican, \. 3.

. 1.8.

. (Edipus, I. 233.'

Pr.Athan.ll.'m.'j.

Cenci; III. i. 3.-

Horn,, Merc. xv. 7.

L.aon, v. xlii. i.

— £, w .„ „^„ DemT. xxvni. 3.
This fair day smiles to see AH those who love— , Fiordispina, 19.
does she groan To see her sons contend ? . . . Laon, x. i. 8.

I see the trembling crowd, M.N. Post. Fr. 55.
I see the lank ancTghastly spectres sweep . . .M.N. Ravail, ^2.
And I see Satan stalk athwart the plain ^ . . . 64.
oft I see On thy wild and winding, shore Free-

dom's bloodless banners wave,— . . .

See them drenched in sacred gore,— .

Which lamps hardly see
To see it rise thus joyous from its dreams, . ,

II. znir. (1) have the power of sight.
I see but indistinctly

Seeing, see not—and hearing, hear not

—

To hear, to see, to live, ,.;,.,.
(2) perceive mentally, understand.

Upon the brink of which you see I stand, .

Rulers who neither see. nor feel, nor know,
as a mirror To make their blind slaves see,
beyond the bottom see Of truth's clear well

—

I could see Into the mysteries of the universe
III. rejl. perceive mentally,

forbidden ever to see himself as he is, .

See, as interj. behold, note.
See, on the silken fringe of his faint eyes, .

See, his beloved dogs are gathering round—

^

See, the lamp is out. .

See, They come. .... ....
and, see, he lives !

See now, thou mak^st me weep : ....
And see, the torches Restlessly flashing,
See how gloriously The mettled horses . .

Seel PapaiaxJ what a sweet smell it has""!

See, here are sheep, and here are gdats, . .

Seel I now gape at Jupiter himself, ,

See now, my lip is clean
And see how meek, how pitiful, how staid, .

See, it smiles as it is sleeping,
See where she stands ! a mortal shape . .

But see how melancholy rises "now, . . .

But see, how swift advance and shift . . .

See, with long legs and belly wide, ... .

near us, see, sparks spring out of the ground,*
See yonder, round a many-coloured'flame .

Seel the lightnings yawn Deluging Heaven
fire,

Seel See! they fawn Like dogs, .

seel hark! They come,
And see, the Tyrant's gem-wrought chariot
See, the slow pageant
And seel beneath a sun-bright canopy. .

Sec! on yon heath what countless victims He,
See! gory Ruin yokes his blood-stain'd car,
See, she comes throned on high,
See, how he lifts his mighty looks, ....
But see, where thro' the azure chasm
See where the child of Heaven, with winged feet

4

. Fr. Satire, 28.

. X^on,^. Song, 1
.
9.

. Cenci, V. iv. 26.

B. Williams, lii. i.

I with

Cenci, iii. i. 338.
Engl. 1819, 4.

N^les, 79.
Peter, vi. xvii. 2.

Prom. IIF. iv. 104.

Ch. 1st, II. 42;

Adonais, x. 4.
Bion. Adqn. 15.

Cenci, \\i. ii. 41.
IV. ii. 15.

~— V. ii. 168.

V. iii. 171

Ch. 1st, I. 132.

I. 143.
Cycl. 146.
-^- 166.

191.

Dante Conv. 45.
DirgeforYear, I. 5.

^fps. 112.

Faust, II. 17.

11.45.
II. 69.
II. 110.

II. 231.

Laon, I. iii. 2.

X, xxxvii. 7.

XI. xii. 2.

XII. ii. 5.

XII iv.s.
XII. v. r.

M. N. Post. Fr. 3.

73.
Nat. Ant. 11. i.

Prom. I. 2<^6.

I. 316.

1.437.
G



594 SEE—SEEM.

See a. disenchanted nation Prom. i. 567.
See how kindred mqrder kin : I. 573.
And see! more come, I. 666..

See how they float On' their sustaining* wings . . -—^ I. 759.
See^ near the verge, another chariot stays ; , . . 11. iv. 156.
iSlee, where the Spirits of the human mind . . . IV. 81.

But see where through two openings in the forest IV. 194.
see. they He, Their monstrous works, IV. 298.
and see The white clouds are driving merrily, . . Serckto, E^-
^tfc the great bards of elder time, Triumph^ 2']\.
6'efi, the Dounds- of the air are shaken— .... Two SptrttSy it).

See yon opening flower Spreads its fragrance to
the blast; W.Jew^x.

See, n. a bisbopric.
the revenue Of many a wealthy jfifi/ Cenci\ I. li. 66.

Seed, n. A. Ztt. the embryo vybence a plant springs.
The seed ye sow, another reaps ; Men ofEng: V. i.

Sow seed^—but let no tyrant reap; Vl.i.

f
lower in thought be as the tree within the seed} . Ode Lib. xvil. 8.

et every je^rf that falls la silent eloquence . . . Q- Mai, vil. ig.

Stole a strange seed, tVt'^cA, xxxir. 5.

B. Fis-.

Blood is the seed of gold Hel/aSt 24S.
yet shall the seed Unfold itself 889.
Our dead shall be the seed of their decay, . 1012;
To stamp, as on a winged serpent's seed, . . . Pro/. Hellas^ 107.

Seeds, n. A. Lit. pi. of Seed. A. Lit.
drive the winged ^eds^O^&c the earth,— . . , Laon, IX, xxi. i.

The seeds are sleeping in- the soil : ix. xxiv. i.

The winged seeds, where they lie cold and low, Ode W. Wind, I. 7.
And the gusty winds waked the winged seeds, . SensH. PI. ill. 38.
Let me think that through low seeds W. Shel. (3) II. 6.

B. Fig.
Scattered the Jfi^rfj of pestilence, Dcenton, II. 123.
And how those seeds of hope Laon, VI. xlii. 6.

Scattered the jfi^cfe of pestilence, .,..;, Q.Ma6,vui.i6g.
And so my words have seeds of misery— . . . Triutnph, 280.

Seeing, /r. ///d. (1) having power of vision.
Seeing, see not—and hearing, hear not— . . . Horn. Merc. XV. 7.

(2) perceiving mentally.
which in her's mine own mind seeing^ .... Loon; II. xxxii. %
grown pale by seeing The shade of thee :— . . 'V.Song,2.6.
for ever jtfg/w^ Their bright creations, . . , Pr.Athan.ll.'x.i^.

Seeing, conj. inasmuch as.

Seeing I please my senses as I list, Cend, I. i. 6g.
Seeing we bad no other judge but God, .... ^-^ IL 1. 144.

Seek, V. I. tr. (1) search or look for.

If thou wouldst be with that which thou dost s. I Adonais, Lll, 6.

through whose forests 1 seek a man Calderon, II. 151;

She may now seek Cyprian ill. 21.

seek him through this wide world. ... . . ill. 100.
What think you if I seek him out, Cenci, V. iv. 33.
But out to seek Apollo's herds would creep. . . Horn. Merc. III. 8.

but what is he Whom we seek here ? Julian, 231.
among such as t^ese my youth should s. its mate. Laon, 11. lii. 9.
I went to seek That votce among the crowd— III. vii. 5.

Bent his thin head to seek the brazen rein, . . . VI. xliii. 4.
1 seek iot iQoA.— vi. 1. 5.

(2) ofimmaterial things, enquire, desire to have or to know.
To seek strange truths in undiscovered lands. . Alastor, 77.
in vain I seek what once thou wert— Ca-valc. 11.

Thou canst seek out and compass all . . . Horn. Merc, lixxi. i.

Where is the love, beauty and truth we seek , . Julian, 174.
if an example for the same The^ seek ... . 458.
To those 'w\i<yseek all sympathies iaone !— . . Laon, Ded. VI. 2.

I too must seldom seek again , . . a^mitigated pain. E. Wtlliants, I. 7.

but no relief To seek,—or haply, if I soughtito
find; Pr.Myheadis wild, 4..

And more than this, do thou forbear to seek.. . . Horn. Merc. xc. 8.

thy delight All seek O crowned Aphrodite. . . . Horn. Venus^ 8.

Nor should we seek to know, Laon. VI. xxix. 6.

Congenial minds will seek theirTcindred soul,. . . M. N. Ravail, 42.
where shall any seek A garment Pr. Aihan. w- iv. iS.

Nor would I seek it: for, though dread revenge, . Prom. I. 641.
But now I cannot tell thee what I seek ; .... IL. i. 97.
How vainly seek The selfish for that happiness . Q. Mizb, V. 237;
I seek No more our youthful intercourse, , . . Rosal. 29.
All that others seek He casts away, 666.
but thou dost possess The things I seek, .... Rarely, Vll. 6.

Ye hasten to tne grave ! What seek ye there, . , Ye hasten, i.

Thy sweet smiles we ever seek,— To-morr<rw, I. 4.

I offer only That which. I seek, UnJ. Dr. 31.

(3) look for, aim at, endeavour to attain.

Seek shelter in the shadow of the tomb Adonais, LI. 8.

For I must jtf^^S refuge . Calderon, ill. \jy.

Seek far from noise and day some western cave, Dcemon, l. 28.

When it would seek ... A radiant death, . . . Epips. 222.

Seek some far calmer nest War,faraway, 1.3.

Or seek a moment's shelter from my pain . , . Julian, 364.
did I shun Its presence, nor s. refuge with the dead Laon, ill. xx. 8.

What do ye j«^ ^ what fear ye ? V. xxxiii. 1.

we Should seek for nought on earth IX. xv. 9.

Ye seek for happiness— . XI. xvii. i.

Ye seek for peace XI. xvii. 6.

And seek ofendless life the eternal scene. . . .M.N. Ravail, 45.

(4) wish, try for.

Yet so to>leave undone What I most seek 1 . . Cenci, iv. i. 10.

Where we seek to intermingle, Fr. Invit. 3.

who did ever seek Upon his enemy's heart . . . Laon, I. x. 8.

will I seek Through their array of banded slaves ll. xxxix. 4.
Through which 1 seek, by most resembling thee, II. x|. 4.
Seek from their own decay their stubborn minds

to move. IV. xxvi. 9.
from which their thirst they je£>fe to slake. . . . v.xxxvii.9.
the vain-g;toriou5 mighty of the earth Seek to

eternize? Q. Mab,iii.\i[o.

(5) have recourse to.

Or seek some slave of power and gold, . . . Critic, III. 1.

Seek the vines that soothe to sleep, Cyd. 498.
The wounded deer must seek the herb no more . B. Williams, I. 2.

Didst thou not seekme for thine own content? . Julian, 401.
seek the couch Of some fevered wretch M. N, Spec. Hors. 54.
And scared seek the caves of gigantic ... . 59,
And then we seek the shelter oia ditch ; . , . (Bdipus, l. 46.

(6) expect to have.
Pictures, . . . and all We seek in towns, .... Julian, 557.

(7) with out, select, choose.
Seek out some dark and silent corner^ .... Cenci, I. iiu 156.

II. intr. advance, go on.
But no power to seek or shun Eug. Hills, 23.

Seekest, v. I. tr. (1) lookest for.

The phantom . . . whom thou seekest. .... E^ips, 233,
What j^eAV/thou here? l^n, vi. I. i.

but tell Fu-st what thou seek'si.^ . . vi. 1. 5.

(2) wouldst have, desirest.

The compensation which thou seekesi here . . . Cenci, III. L 335.
In what depth of night or day Seekest thou repose

now ? WorUVs Wanderers, II. 4.

II. intr. searchest, penetratest.

Who seekest most, when least pursuing,

—

Calderon, III. 57.

Seeking, pr. pple. CI) looking for-

Seeking ever a mountain, il. 150.

Seeking her and her delight With the Maenads, . Cycl. 62.

seeking one like thee, Epips. 70.

Seeking.zxs^Gn% those untaught foresters . . 253.
To famous Pylos, seeking his kine there, . H(nn. Merc, xxxvi. 6.

To my abode, seeking his heifers there, . . LXII. 7.

refrain From seeking her that night, Laon, v. Ivii. 7.

Seeking ^ii\T food or refuge there. W.Song,St.i\.

Like sweetest sound, seeking its mate, it darts— Vlll.xvii.3.

Seeking among the shadows that pass by - . . Mont B. 45.

(2) desiring to have or attam.
Seeking, like a panting hare, Refuge in the lynx's

lair, . Love, Hope, 51.

Seeking peace; finding war :— ... ... (Mdipus-, i. 247.
Seekingm vain his last embrace, Peter, VI. xxvii. 3.

^^£^>z^ the object of another's fear; Triumph, sSi-

Seeking, alike from happiness and woe, A refuge Ye hasten, 1 1.

(3) endeavouring, trying.

Seeking to quench the agony of the flame, . . Laon, x. xxi. 5.

Seeking to reach the light . . * Triumph^ 168.

Seeks, v. tr. (1) searches.
Man seeks for gold in mines . Laon, Vlii. xiv. 1.

Seeks his mate yet is alone, . . ... Rosal, 947.

(2) goes, resorts or passes to.

When the sun seeks its grave Calderon, I. 15.

The crane o'er seas and forests seeks her home ; E. Williams, VI. z.

When she seeks her aerie hanging Hellas, 78.

Seeks Heaven to mix with its own kindred there ? Tear, ill. 7.

(3) desires, wishes for, turns to, asks for.

Mine eyelids are heavy; my soul seeks repos^ . Death, Dial. 13.

soon He seeks unbroken quiet ; Paust, I. loi.

Each one from fear unknown a sudden refuge j.— Laon, VI. ii. 9.
Seeks murder and guilt when virtue sleeps, . M. N. Spec. Hors. 7.

Nor seeks nor finds he mortal blisses, .... Prom-. I. 740.
But the whole world which seeks thy sympathy. . li. v. 34.
my . . . memory Seeks yet its lost repose m thee. RosaL 45.
If ne seeks fame, fame never crowned .... 659.
If he seeks power, power is enthroned .... 661.
What J. he? All that others seek He casts away, 666.

(4) endeavours.
Seeks to obtain that hog-wash, . CEdipus, II. i. 41.

(5) tries to see.

Which seeks a. 'soul of goodness' in things ill; Julian, 204.

Seem, v. intr. (1) appear, appear to be, appear like.

the moving pomp might seem Like pageantry . Adonais, XIII. 8.

Let it not seent to thee That I boast vainly; . . Calderon, II. 166.
Making my true suspicion seem your wrong. . , Cenci, I. li. 33.
sorrow makes me seent Sterner than else . . . l.ii. 34.
In truth, my Lord, you seem too light of heart, i. iii. 14.
'twill seem it fell iv. iii. 47.
How tedious, false and cold seem all things. . . V. iv. 80.
Eight years are gone, And they seem hours, . . Ch. 1st, l. 7.

You seem to know the vulnerable place .... i. hW.
That it shall seent{ even as it is, ill. 01.
We seem, to be arrived At the blithe court . . . ^cl. 90.
they seem Like echoes of an antenatal dream.— Epips. 455*
the Earth and Ocean seem To sleep 509.
they Who throng.around them seen^ innumerable : Faust, ll. 255.
they iS"«7» to be tired with pleasure ^i- S^.^-

How slow and painfully you seem^ to walk, . . FiordisPind, 60.
Bright though It seem, it is not the same . . . Tersa Ritna, 9.
which jef/» Like ocean, homeless, .... Wandering, 3.
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II. xxiii. 6.

III. i. 2.

V. xxvi. I.

VII. vi. 5.

vn. XV. 2,

IX. XX. 6.

XI. xvii. 9.

made the solemn silence seem More still , . . Gi'nevra, 179.
Who is, what others seem/ . Gt'sb. 212.
See»i young;er still than he ;— Hellas^ 140.
or would seem That which they are not. , . . 765.
Sad as I may seem, to thee, Inv. Mis^ll. 2.

This heart's Hell seem Paradise IV. 5.
And all things j^ewz only one Jane^ Inmtn^6%,
its palaces did seem Like fabrics of enchantment Julian.^ 91.
which seem. Twin mirrors of Italian Heaven, . . 147.
making; moments be As mine seem^— 419.
And the cold truth such sad reverse did seem.^ , Laon^ II. xvii. 8.

she did seem Beside me, . . . Like the -bright shade
of some immortal dream

did J. As if they did ten thousand years outnumber
which now might seetn A gorgeous grave : . . .

All torture, fear, or horror made seem, light . .

the earth seem fire, the sea seem, air,

seem Even with thy breath^and blood to live .
'.

It must be love and joy, for they immortal seem.,
I seem again to share thy smile, M.N. Melody., 40
I seem, to hang upon thy tone . 41.
I seem, as in a trance sublime and strange . . . Mont B. 3"^.

Seem in my breast but |oys Moonbeam, ill. 9.
Will make thy best glories seeni. But a . . . gleam Orieiolfeaven, 34.
Even the blind worms seem to feel the sound. . Orpheus, 120.
Without which the rest would see77t Ends of a

disjointed dream.— Feier, Prol. 21.
Which made all seem as it was not ;

'
ir. vii. 4.

his lips did jeew Like reeds Pr. Athan.i.^;^,
They did but seem— .... li. ij. 30.
Of things which seem, and are , Prom. II. iii. 60.
Seem, kneaded into one aerial mass IV. 260.
Seem, like a well-known tune, Q. Mad, II. 170.
Shall seefu as a weft from the sky. . . . 'Q. ofmy Hearty II. 6.
that makes us seem. To patch up fragments of' a

dream, Ques£zo»Sy 5.
seem Like wrecks of childhood's sunny dream : . Rosal. 25.
That they are other than they seem. , . .

a troop Of misty shapes did seent . . .

Where nothing is, but all things see?n, ,

to appear What now thej seeTn and are— .

And are the uncomplaining things they seem.
Whence I am, I partly seem to know, . .

so this shape might seem Partly to tread
I said—If, as Lt doth seem,
and would often seenH A quenchless sun . .

And how all things that see^n untameable, .

(2) appear probable.
Might seem, the eagle, for her brood, .... Mar. Dr. ix. 2.
(Yet so as it may seetn we but confirm it,) . . . (Bdipus, i. 385.*
it may seem..^ That not one slave, Q. Mad, iii. loi.

Seemed, v. intr. appeared, looked like, appeared as though,
(ocularly or mentally).

A Spirit j^£?«£if To stand beside him— . . , . Aiastor Ayo.
And seejned with their serene and azure smiles .

'

It was a tranquil spot, that seemed to smile . .

With whose dun beams inwoven darkness seemed
To mingle . _ . .

The Earth seemed to love her, .

Which seemed to howl his knell,
which jtf^wfi*/A mine exhaustless?
it seemedto me that the very mice were consulting
The chariot seemed to fly

The winged shadows seemed to gather speed,
Seemed resting on the fiery line of ocean, .

who seemed As like the glorious shape . .

They seemed to wea.r a beauty from the eye
Seem.ed an Elysian isle of peace and joy
So that the tracks which s. before, were aft

;

Seetned like the trail of oak-toppings :— . .

It seemed as if the hour /ane Recoil 17
There seemed from the remotest seat .... -I '

41Each seem.ed as 'twere a little sky . . , .

and she yet seemed to know . . . . . . Julian ikt,
fer more sadly—he seemed '\x\xxt, ' 317

ake he, it seemed., C29'

540.

5^7-
1198.

Sensit. Pi. IV. II.

St Epips, 113.
Sunset, 48.
Triumph, 300.

369-

J, 77: 395.
£/«/. Dr. 107.
Witch, XIX. I.

491.

577-

648.
Arethusa, i. 16.

Cenct, III. ii. 38.
Ch. 1st, II. 295.

II. 441.
VcefHon, I. 142.

I. 149.
I. 193-

E^tPs. 277.
Fiordispina, 36.
Hellas, 927.

Ho^n. Merc. xiii. 4.

Lix. 4.

^Z-

For whose sake he, it seemed,
The colours of his mind seemed yet unworn

; . . cjq
which j^?wfi(/ to lie Far, deep, and motionless; . Z,aou I vi
It seemed that this fair Shape had looked . . i. xvii! 1
'Twas like an eye which seem.ed to smile on me. .

that Spirit's tongue Seemed^NKm^^rmg in my heart, .—

~

excellently great Seemed to me then my purpose,
Seemed to suspend the tumult of their flow ; . .

I jfftfwfi/ to hear Sounds gathering upwards! , . -
Whose capital jfffw^fif sculptured m the sky, .

Legions seemed gathering from the misty levels .

\ts. that Cythna^s ghost Laughed in those looks^
Then seemed it that a tameless hurricane Arose,
till life seemed melting thro' their look ....
That gentlest sleep seemed from my life to sever,
^ieemed sent from Earth to Heaven in sign^em^d like some brothers on a journey wide
Her hps and cheeks seemed vexy pale and waji,
wildered seemed sh^, And when I spake,

,

Cythna s sweet lips jtffwfrf lurid . .

Her full heart seemed a deeper ioy to taste
there seemed a being Within me—

-

and still new pulses seemed To beat
It seemed that in the dreary night
wreathes of budding foliage seemed to flxiw
who seemedto dread Even in their dearest kindred

xH.
I. xliii. 9.

II. xxix. 3.

II. xlix. 3.

III. iv. 5.

III. xii.'a.

III. xxiii. 4-

III. xxvi. 6.

III. xxvit I.

IV. xiii. 6.

IV.xxxiii.8.

V. vii. 9.
V. xiii, 3.

V. xxiii. 2.

V. xxvi. 8.

Vi.xxxviii.i.

VI. liv. 5.

VII. xvi. 3.

VII. xvii. 4,
VII. xxiii. I.

IX. ii. 4.
X. xiL 5.

9'„
108.

III.

336.

383.
385.

446.
531.

And Heaven above seemed c\ovct\, Laon, X. xl. 4..

there seemed to creep A me.]ody, xil. xrv'ii. 8.

Which seemed to blush and tremble ..... xil. xxiii, 6.

and seemed to sayj ' They wait for thee, beloved ' Xir. xxv. 7.

whilst we jtfeflWf^fllmgerine: there ; xii. xxxii.9,

what seemed so fair Within that magic mirror, . Zove, Hope, ly.

Those marble shapes then seemedto quiver, . . Mar. Dr.xxi. 4.

And their lips moved; one jtf^wa/ to speak, - . xxil. i.

The vital fire seemed reillumed Mother^Sdn, V. 6.

Seemed only not to move and grow Naples, 19.

Sca.rce seemed 2. vision
\

Ode W. Wtnd,lV.q.
seemedto melt. Like cloud to cloud, Peter, IV, iii. 4.

All things he seemedto understand, v. ii. 3,

To Peter's view, all seemed one hue ; . . . . —^ VI. xxii. i.

each motion Seemed a, Lord's shoe to kiss. . . Vll. vii. 5.

kSWi27«^(3?reeling through the storm. . .... Pr.Aihan. n.Vi.'^o.

And Agathon and Diotima seetned II. ii. 6S-
T\\\ they seemed yesxs, Prom..\. 14.

and those From whom they past see/Hed mild . ill. iv. 6^.
Seemed now to meet reality Q. Mab, I. 198.
Seemed it, that the chariot's way Lay through . I. 231.
The coursers seetned to gather speed; .... I. 239. *
Seemed resting on the burnished wave II. 5,

Seemed like Sun anthill's citizens. . . . II. loi.

The Spirit seetned to stand High, .... . H. 252.

At which I laughed, or seemedto laugh : . . . Rosal. 560.
His soul seetned hovering in his eyes, 799.
but love Seetned now its sullen springs to move, 826.
Which seemed to make each mortal frame . . . —— 97S.
And death seetned not like death in him, . . , — 1012.
But his, it seetned already free, 1037-
Seetn^dBxaxmd him to fly, . . St. Ir. (3) xii. 2.
Her step seetned to pity the grass it prest ; . . . Sensit. PI. li. 21.
When everything familiar jfT^iw, to be Wonderful, St. Epips. 162.
yet none seemedto know Whither he went, , Triumph, 47.
And o'er what seemed the head
I arose aghast, Or seemed to rise,

such seestted the jubilee
The scene of woods and waters seetned to keep,
seemed as they moved to blot The thoughts .

seetned as if it had been not ;

the crew Seetned in that light,

but some distorted seetned to be
and yet not so, For he seetned stormy, .... Unf. Dr. 107.
seetned meXted into emerald fire 136.
and tendrils seemed Like emerald snakes, . . , 16^.
and it seetned In hue and form . . . . 218.
Which they j^riWia^ to sustain Vis. Sea, j.
seemed to be fire in the beams of the moon, . -^— 48.
Seemed like the fleeting image of a shade : . . IVitch, xii. 3,
It je£?K£i3^tohavedevelopednodefectofeithersex, xxxvi. 2.
The still air j^e«z^£? as if its waves did flow . . XLVI. 3.

Seemest, z/. mtr. appearest.
Thou art not what thou seemest. Cenci, lii. i. 58.
Thou seemesl to my fancy, . Matilda, 49.

Seeming', n. appearance, manner.
Met love excited by far other seeming .... Julian.^ 334.
I am cold In seetning, Laon., iv. xvii. 4.

Seemingr, pr. pple. appearing to be,
though seeming faXr, Are flowers which die . . Tersa Rima, 12.

Seeming-j ppl. adj. an apparent.
where the milder zone afforded man A j. shelter, Dcsmon, 11. 129.

„ '1 •' •> n » ,. Q. Mab, VIII. 188.
Seeming*, cuiv. apparently.
With seeming careless glance ; Laon, iii. x. 3.

Seems, v. intr. (1) appears, appears to be, appears like,
looks or feels like.

And seetns, with its accumulated crags,, .... Alastor kkz
It seems Much to me Calderoti,i. 261.
It seems as if it had arrayed its form tt sv
it seet^is As if its heavy wrath
A father who is all a tyrant seems, ....*. Cenci
So when I wake my blood seems liquid fire ; , .

'

It seems your counsel is small profit
seems slowly cojning down

;

*

within these limbs Seetns strangely undisturbed.
She seetnsqnite ovefcome with this strange horror.
This cell seems like a kind of Paradise . . . -

Seems, and but seetns to have abandoned us.
£lt seems'] now as the haser elements . .

The cope of heaven seems rent and cloven . .

Which cannot be declared, it seems so new ; .

Warm fragrance seem.s to fall
The sweetness seetns to satiate the faint wind

;

It scarce seems now a wreck of human art, ,

Where some old cavern hoar seems yet to keep
When the dreamer seems to be . ...
Seetns to level plain and height ; . .

Almost seetns to minister
Seetns nothing ever right to you on earth ? . .

And seems as if she moved with shackled feet

:

until slumber seetns A mockery of itself . .

but each one Under the dark trees j. a little sun,
Be his, as Heaven seems. Clear, and bright, .

He seems to have outlived a world's decay; .

And seems—h& is—Mahomet
!

seem.s To hang in hope over a dyin^ child, . .

seetns darkly there 1 o fade in hideous ruin ; .

S. our obscure and rotting eyes to steep In joy •

The blackness of the faith it seems to hide ; .

'

4 G 2

II. 57-
n- 97-

II. u. 80.
II. ii. J ^6.
III. i. 168.
III. i. 251.
IV. iii. 64.
IV. iv. 64.
V, iii. II.

V. iii. 115.
Ch. ist, II. 145.
Can. Sing. II. 5.
Dante Conv. 3.
Epips. 105.

108.

493-

Eug. litus, 17.

209.
*

324.
Faust, I. 55.

pr- "-381.
trtnev?'a^ 45.
Gisb. 283.
Hellas., LO.

138-

841
Laon, in.xxxiii.7.

IX. xxxii. 5.

IX. xxxii. 8.

XII. ii. 4.
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his heart seems reconciled . Laon^ xil. m. 8.

Till the dead air seems alive Mask^ Lxxvr. 2.

Upon its lips and eyelids seefns to lie Loveliness Medusa^ I. 5.

None can reply—all seems eternal now Mont B. 75.
cut That fat hog's throat, the brute s. overfed ; . QSdiptis, I. 81.

Each pursues what j££»w most fair, Peter, ill. xx.Vu. s-
Of whose soft voice the air expectant seems— /V. Athan. II. iii. 5.

for a season, Heaven seems Hell, Prom. I. 358.
Seems but a point, and the reluctant mind . . I. 419.
Thro' the vest which seems to hide them . . . —^ ll. v. 55.
It seems to float ever, for ever, . ll. v. 78.

It seems In truth the fairest shell of Ocean : . . : III. iii. 74.
which the Deity Within seems pouring, .... IV. 227.

To defy Power, which seems omnipotent ; . . . IV. 572.
Seems^ to the unwilling sojourner, Q. Mab, 11. 196.

• rears its thousand towers And seems itself a city, r^ III. 24.
Seems like a canopy which love had spread . . IV. 7.

All seems unlinked contingency and cnance : . . vi. 170.

O father ! thy voice seems to strike on mine ear ; St. Ir, (2) III. 2.

He pants to reach what yet he seems to fly, . Solitary, III. 5.

The great ship seems splitting ! Vis. Sea, 26.

(2) appears by comparison.
To his voice the mad weather Seems tame ; . Fugitives, IV. 10.

(3) appears to exist or to be.
this two-edged lie, Which seem^s, but is not. . . Cenci, IV. iv. 116.

Which judges by what seejns, V. i. 88.

which seetns to be But is not,— Gisb. 156.

(4) used impersonally.
With the wild oxen which it seetns you miss ? . Horn,. Merc. XLIV. 4.

Pound, it seems, the halcyon Morn .... Jane, Invitn,g.
Fairer it seems than aught L.aon, XII. viii. 7,

Your Gadfly, as it seems, is tired of gadding. . . CEdi^us, i. 219.

Seen, pp. (1) visible, beheld, had sight of.

Like vaporous shapes \i?M seen; Alastor, 457.
And pendent mountains seen in the calm Jake, . 214.

Till vast Aomos seen from Petra's steep . . . 240.

and the hair Of the River-god were Seen . . Arethusa, n. 15.

than thou hast seen Or I can tell Calderon, 11. loi

Have you not seen him ? m. i59*

though thejrhave heard and j. What mi^ht make Cenci, il. i. 171.

And asked if I had seen him ; and I smiled : . . I. i. 64.

Have you seen him, brother? 11. i- 12.

j««« thee from thy dwelling's door . . . . Death, (2) 11. $.

and may be felt not seen E^ips. 480.
The mighty multitude here may be s. Gathering, Faust, II. 148.

Have you seen any one pass with the cows ? Horn. Merc, xxxill. 7.

I have not seen them, XLIV. 5.

No eagle could have seen him as he lay . . . lx. 7*

thro' the summer is not heard or seen, . . . Int. Beauty, vii, 4.

in our world above,Can never well be seen, . . Jane, Recoil. 70.

Than calm in waters seen. . . 88.

which bear As seen from Lido .
_

Julian, 78.

were seen Those mountains towering 81.

The churches, ships and palaces were seen . . . 136.

That you had never seen me— t^^'No longer . . . shall I be seen : ' Laon, Ded. li. 8.

theblneskywas J. Fretted with many a fair doud I. iv. 2.

One moment seen^ I- ^^.7-

Beneath the rising moon seen far away ; ... i- xlvii. 6.

thro' such veil was seen That work of subtlest

power, * i'^: 5-

Then first, two glittering lights were seen . . - I- Ivi- i.

Within was seen . , . The antique sculptured roof, IV. iii. 7.

The brightest woof of genius, still was seen— , . IV. :^xx. 4,

Like Athos seen from Samothracia, V. xlui. 7.

Upon the plain, be seen by those who stood . . VI. xxiii. 8.

One moment these were heard and seen— . . . VI. xxiv. i.

Men say they have j^ew God —— Y}^^'^"'}'
The Anchor was seen no more on high, . . - Mar. Dr. vii. o.

On its helm, seen far away, Mask, xxix. i.

Below, far lands are seen tremblingly ; . . . . Medusa, I. 3.

Thou mightst have seen her in the forest rude Mother^ Son, ill. 3.

this rivulet, whose gush Cannot be seen, . . . Orpheus, 10.

As I have seen A fierce south blast 87.

nought . . . diat storm had caught Was ever seen

again Peter, I. xiv. «;.

were seen By summer woodmen ;
Pr. Athan. 11. ii.21.

half Jfi^w In any mirror

—

Il.ni. 13.

the all-beholding Sun, Has it not seen? .... Prom. I. 27.

Now seen athwart frore vapours, deep below, . . 1. 121.

And the blue sea and shadowy hills were seen. ;i. ly. 97.

and told her AH it had known or seen lU- iv. 21.

Seen in a wave under green leaves ; III- jv. 64.

We feel what thou hast heard and s. : yet speak. Iii. iv. 97.

Distinctly seen through that dusk airy veij, . . iv. 212.

Let not a breath be seen to stir Q. Mab, I. ii8.

These have I seen, even from the earliest dawp , Vll. 205.

I have seen God's worshippers unsheathe . . . vii. 225.

Until the clear blue sky was seen Rosal. 949.
Is seen when it folds its^rey wings again . . io43'

but there was seen the light Of smiles, . . . 1057.

as seen from Helen's home -—- /304-
Nought was seen, save the lightning, St. Ir. (i) II. 2.

That the light of its tremulous bells is seen . . Sensit. PI. I. 23.

At morn they were seen, . *"• 7°'

might be j-e^w Day's ruddy light Sunset, 4.1.

The green grass was not seen, , 7^he Cola, II. 2.

Were neither 'mid the mighty captives J««, . . Triumph, 1^5.

a new vision, never j'^^M before, 4^'

Seen through a Temple'S cloven roof— . . . Witch, V. 4.

. Witch, Liii. 3.

. Zucca^ III. 6.

. Ck. ist, II. 474.

. Pr. Satire, 22.

. Petery I. i. 4.

. Dmmon, II. 12.

Q. Mab, IX. 12.

,
Fr. Satire, 4.

. DcBm.on, ii, 94.

. Q. Mab, VIII. 89.
, L)(Em4)n, II. 273.
. Q. Mab, rx. 176.
. L,aon, IX. xxx. 4.
. Q. Mab, VIII. 13.

as may be seen A dome of thin and open ivory
Thon, whom seen nowhere, I feel everywhere.

(2) understood, seen mentally.
may best Be seen the current
who that has seen What Southey is and was, .

'Twas very plainly to be seen . . .

(3) imagined.
Genius has seen thee in her passionate dreams.

Seen through the caverns of the shadowy grave,

(4) Fig.
Has seen above the illimitable plain, . .

earth has seen Love's brightest roses .

the world has seen A type of peace ; . .

Hope was seen beaming through the mists _
*Seer, n. Fig. one who has knowledge of the future.

a dying seer of dark oppression's hell. . . , L.aon, x, xxv. 9.

Sees, V. tr. (1) behold.
Sees its own treacherous likeness there Alastor, 474.
an unsophisticated ...s. everything upside down, Ch. ist, ll. 37.

sees now in that deep eye II. 42.

tears will make the brine ; for the Fool sees. . . II. 52.

mimics all he sees and he-ars, II. 98.

And sees nor Ijears not any. Julian, 270.

Who sees unmov'd his myriads fade a^ay. . M. N. Post. Fr. 52.

He sees fair things in many hideous shapes, . . CEdipus, I. 161.

Like one who sees a strange phantasm .... Peter, l. x. 3.

Wondering at all it sees. Prom. III. iv. 15.

Such joy as when a lover sees The chosen . . . Q. Mab, vril, 32.

Sees her unfaded cheek Glow mantling .... vill. 36.

She sees the black trunks ofthe water-spouts spin. Vis. Sea, 5.

(2J perceives mentally, understands.
a God above Who sees and permits evil, . . Cenci, ill. i. lOJ.

She sees not yet triumphant Innocence . . . iv. iv. 184.

the heart Sees things unearthly ;— Bug. Hills^ 203.

the quaint witch Memory jc&? Gisb. 132.

and sees The birth of this old world Hellas, 745.
the chastened will Of virtue sees that justice . . Loon, V. xxxiv. 8.

Wherein man his nature j*ay Ode to Heaven, 22.

And sees that it is glorious, Prom. 11. iv. 103.

That sees the chains which bind it Q. Mab, vi. 28.

(3) J^ig-

Sees summer on its verdant pastures smile, . . Ireland^ 2.

In dreamless rest, in sleep that sees no morrow— Laon^ II. xix. 3.

Seest, V. tr. (1) beholdest.
Thou jtffij^ me here xtnce more . . . . . i^azw/, I. 34.

Seest thou not a pale. Fair girl, II. 378.

And je^V^ thou, and hear'st thou? Fugitives^ Ml. 2.

thou seest—A chasm, As of two mountains . . Hellas^ 830.

What thou seest Is but the ghost of thy forgotten

dream 841.

For seest thou not beneath this crystal floor . . Prol. Hetlas^ 125.

I was Leighton : what I am thou seest. . . Ch. ist^ I. 88.

thou seest the mortal throes Of that . . . Hellas, 851.

Thou jtf&y/ but the Past in the To-come Prol. H&llas^ 161.

(2) perceivest.

Thou seest on whom from thine own worshipped
heaven . Tasso^ 24.

Seethe, v. intr. Fig.
While carnage in the sun-beam^s warmth did J., . Loon, VI. xvii. 8.

*Seetlied, //. prepared, stewed.
Or boiled and j. within the bubbling cauldron. . Cyd. 225.

*Seeva, «. a Hindoo Deity.

Seeva, Buddh, Foh, Jehovah, God, or Lord, . . Q. Mab, VII. 30.

Seize, v. 1. tr. (1) lay hold of, grasp suddenly.

Seize, silence him ! Cenci, l. iii. 94.
Soon a crab the throat will seise Cyct. 613.

You then command who first should seij^e . . .
—— 636.

In silence ajjd in darkness sei^re their prey.
'^

. Dcemon, II. 221.

. Q.Mai IX. 113.

. £u^. Mills, 136.

. Faust, II. 93.

. Loon, VI. xxv. 8.

Will spread his sail and $eise his oajr . . .

Now vigorously seize my skirt, . . .

did seize a Tartar's sword,
I'll slily seize and Let blood from (Edipus, I. 265.

He'd seize the earth from underneath, . . . Peter, I. ix. 4.

(2) become master of.

be it thine The flame to seize, Dcenuin, I. 99.

Seize him and lead him oh Faust, I. 87.

(3) take advantage of.

So we be bold enough to seize it • • Cenci, ill. i. 195.

we now Will J., ... A spoke of Fortune's wheel, Faust, 11. 287.

(4) possess, pervade, overpower.

seize with sweet and melancholy thoughts . . . -—- I. io8.

They «ia« me—I must speak them-be they fate! Naples, 51.

And sudden sleep would «ii-« him oft . . . Rosal. Z^t.

(5) get sight of.

And which the straining eye can hardly «J^« .

(6) to take possession of.

To seize upon the Bank and Tower, . . .

II. intr. (1) grasp-

Curls, to j«>« or to affright i . . . . . .

Seized, v. tr. A. Lit. (1) laid hold of, grasped,

he «<«</ two of us And killed them . . . . Cyt/. 389.

and «<>«rf the other By the foots tendon, . . . ,92.

. Q. Mab, 1. 96.

. Mask, XXI. 2,

. Faust, II. 74.
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And seised h\m :— Horn. Merc. \a.2.
Our bands outspruog and seised their arms— . Laon^ v. vi. >?.

As those few arms the bravest and the best Seisr., vi. xin. 7.

^2) with ufon, took charge of.

The ministers of misrule . . . Seised upon Lionel, Rosa/, 858.
B. /i^.

And seised^ as if to brealc, the ponderous chains LaoUy I. xxxix. 3.
Such wonder jizstfflT him, as if hour by hour . . v. xxviii. *;.

Seized, */. i-l!^. (1) mastered or influenced.
SeiBed\y -^it sway of the ascendine: stream, . . Alastor, ^87.

(2) affected.
"'"

^ijierfwith a sudden fancy for fresh meat, . . Horn, Merc. xi. i.
seised Sind torn By the sharp fangs of an insatiate

grief,
. Orpheus, 50.

(3) with on, took possession of.
Hath then the gloomy -Power . . . Seised on "her

sinless soul? Q. Mab,\.\\.
Seizes, v. tr. Fig. has mastery over, possesses.
A spirit j«>^j me and speaks within ; . . . . Prom. i. i$i^.

Seldom, ddv. not often, rarely, only occasionally.
I too must seldom seek again ... . E. Williams. I. 7.
and but seldom went away, Julian, 569.
the depths which thought can seldom pierce . . Laon, I. 1. 2.
Yet our tickets Are seldom blanks Oidijms, I. 130.
And cypresses that seldom wave their boughs, . Orpheus, 106.

'Seldom-lieard, c. adj. rarely heard.
That j£/(/(?»z-^£flyi^ mysterious sound, . . . GuitarJane, 1Z'

*Seldoiuer, adv. less often.
ifnowlseeyou je/rfiiOT«>-, . . . . . E.Williams, ill. i.

ItSelect, adj. specially desirable.
And reads a select chapter in the Bible . . . CEdipus, l. 217,

^Select, V. tr. choose from among many,
that each one should select Out of the crowd . . Epips. 150.
select Some artist that his skill should never die, Witch, xxxvi. 6.

*Selected, //. chosen.
And thou, sad Hour, selected from all years . . Adtmais, I. 4.

*Selectest, adj. most choice.
If nursed by thy jff^c/^^ dew of love Cenci, w . \. n^.

'Selecting, pr. pple. choosiDg,
Selecting two, the plumpest of the crowd, . . . Cycl. 372.

Self, «. (1) individuality, one's own person.
Nor, when the spirit's K^has ceased to bum, . Adonais, xl. 8.
I would that to my own suspected self .... Cenci, II. ii. 102.
become, ... to her own conscious sey^ . iv i 87
Or war or pestilence or Nature's self, . . . . Ch. isl, 11. 172!
Another self, here and in Ireland

:

II. 201.
I prithee comfort thy sweet selfagain, .... Dante Conv. 58.A second self, far dearer and more fair ; . . . Laon, 11, xxiv. 2.
And Cythna's pure and radiant selfvzs shewn in. iii. 7.
that I descried All shapes like mine own self, . in. xxiii. g.A ghastlier jf^beside them, .... . . x. xxii. xj'
All but her dearest je^. . . .

'. ... xr. iv of
Sorrow's reA'thy cup has giv?o, . . Mary,whodied,11.6.
by thy dread «^0 Famine! ffirfziSMj, n. ii.' 80.
All grew dull as Peter's self. Peter, VII. xviii. B.
Death's j^^could change not Q, Mad iv 6k
Look to thy wretched Self/ ' '

iv. 245.
that sweet bondage which is freedom's self, .

'
ix. 76.

'

And not my scorned jc^who prayed to thee. . Posal 30
The tomb of thy dead «^ . Sunset, ^2.
Unless Ixjve feeds upon its own sweet self TwoFr. MtLsic II. 2.

(2) one's own interest, selfishness.
It is the dark idolatry of self, Laon VIII xxii 3whose wounds do only bleed Inly for self, . . . 'xil i
1-eaves nothing but the sordid lust of«^ . . . Q.Mai V go
Which gross and sensual selfdid not pollute. .

'

vil. 96.
*Self-accnsation, c. n. charging oneself with crime.
and wrest Self-accusation from our agony ! . . Cenci, TV. iv. 171

*Self-accnsing', c. adj. (1) that accuses by implication.
What ! will you cast by selfaccusing flight . v. i. 40.

(2) that condemns itself.

Though with a self-accusing heart Rosal. 228.
*Self-auatom7, c. n. dissection of one's feelings and motives.
Such self-anatomy shall teach the will Dangerous

s^^^fs:
. . &««, n. ii. iia

*Self-compassion, c. n. pity for oneself.
With wondering «^OT»jj>aj«(j»y .

.'
. . . Ju/ian, 2go.

"Self-conflicting, c. adj. hindering itself.
its intense yet se/fconj/icting speed, Prom. IV. 259.

^Self-consumed, c. adj.
Those bitter ashes, a soul se/fconsumed, . . . m iv 146

'Self-consuming', c. adj.

^
To my own soul its self-consuming treasure- . . Rosal. 779.
Self-contempt, c. n. inwardly felt contempt of oneself.

RSrM,7„''/-" ^f/-'='"'*'mpt shall cling to thee
;
4danais, xxxvil. 7.

Wh^i^^/? '"'/'^""""'Pi fierce blasphemiM . ?DcBmon%&i. ^

Whom self-contempt arms with a mortal sting ; . Laon, vhl xxi 3With fear andsel/contempt and barren hope^ '

. Prom. 1.1.
^

\eavetheself-contem/,timp[anted
. . .__,„„

And «^a,K/e«,/<, bitterer to drink than blood; li iv2?
Self-love or «^-c-OTj„^/ on human brows, .

'.
11 iV mhopelessness of good, and ,r^^<r„«fe^^;,

. .Q.Maiivill*'Foul Self-contempt, which drowns in sneers . . Rosal %g
^'

. Gis6. 112.

. Prom. I. 487.

*Self-coutent, e. n. inward satisfaction.

Ruffling the ocean of their self-content

;

— .

Vexing the self-content of wisest men :

*Self-contented, c. adj. self-satisfied.

WhispcTing, -with self-contented ^Tide Rosa/ 521.

"^Self-contention, c. n. dissatisfaction with oneself.
Till from that self-contention came Remorse . . 24.";.

*Self-contentmeut, c. n.

To feel the peace oi self-content-menfs lot, . . . Laon, VIII. xii. i.

*Self-created, c. adj. due to one's imagination.
Till weak imagination half possesses The self-

created shadow. Cenci, II, ii. 143.
*Self-despisiner, c. adj. phr. ashamed of one's own doings.
Pity the selfdespising slaves of Heaven, . . . Prom. I, 429.

"'Self-destroying', c. adj. mutually destructive.
and quells Their self-destroying rapine Ch. jst, II. 148.
Like self-destroying potsons in one cup, . . . Julian, 436.
And with the force o\ self-destroying swiftness, . Prom. iv. 249.

"'Self-destruction, c. n. suicide. •
to self-destruction sent Those shrieking victims ; Laon, x. xxii. 4.

"'Self-empire, c. n. goyemment of oneself.
.S^^fiWi/zVe, and the majesty of love; . . .Prom.}l.'vi.^2.

"'Self-enshrined, c. adj.

gift With self-enshrined eternity, Dtsmon, u. 148.

„ " ,','," " Q.Mab,vi\i.2a!.
Yet peaceful, and serene, and self-enshrined, . . vil. 2'jo.

"'Self-esteem, c. n. respect for oneself.
Love, Hope, and Selfesteem, Int. Beauty IV. i.

"'Self-impelling, c. adj.
'

The self-impelling steam-wheels of the mind . . Gisb. 108.
*Self-important, c. adj.
^nd mar. In self-important cbildishpess, . . . Q. Mab, III. 212.

*Self-interest, c. n.
how persuasive, self-interest's breath, . . . Death, Dial. 33.

Self-love, c. n. selfishness.

Self-love or self-contempt, on human brows, . Prom III iv 1^4
Self-loved, c. adj. selfish.

'

Or the dull sneer of self-loved ignorance, . . m iv 43
*Self-mistruBt, c. n. distrust of one's self.
With such a self-mistrust as has no name. . m. iv. 152

*Self-mlsunderstood, c. adj.
both self-misunderstood And darkly guessing, . Cenci, in. i. 357.
Self-moving, c. adj. moving without extraneous aid.
Self-moving, like cloud charioted by flame ; . . Ode Lib. xvill ?

*Self-mnrder, c. n. suicide.
Self-murder . . . qo, that might be no escape, . Cenci in. i 132

"Self-obU-vious, c. adj. forgetful of self.
Of selfoblivious soUtmic Dceman,!, So.

:|:Self-ofE'ence, c. n. to injure oneself. '

'

As men wear daggers not for self-offence. . . . Cenci, v. i. loi
"'Self-re'buke, c. n.
Some with a sense of «^>-««afe and shame, . . Ginevra 2g

Self-same, c. adj. identical, exactly the same.
All in the self-same hour of the same night ; . . Cenci r. iii 61
1 he selfsame accident occurred to me. . . Cycl 103To millions who the self-same likeness wear, . . Laon, vill iii 7

JY^
selfsame Xxn^am^nts, . , . Q. Mab, I. ,46.

^J^''"^'^
the self-same bough Triumph, xi.

"Self-sufficing, c. adj. needing no extraneous help
and then, a self-sufficing wight,

. Horn. Merc. XIV. 3.Theself-^ctng, the omnipotent, . . Q. Mab, vi. 103
*Self-tortnring, c. adj.
Sudi as self-tor. thought from madness breeds ? . Laon, IV. xxxiv. 7.Andthou, and thy «^/o,-/a«K.f solitude. . . Pro»i i 2q<
BelflsH, adj. (,1) characterized by self-love or self-interest
But as the mantle of some j«^,4 guile ; . . Cenci u W -rnAnd ot one selfish heart, . .^ .

.' FrA^ilflJ^;Too wise for -r^/fe/S bigots; .... . . GisbH^ '^'

tS^AV °^f"'4^\ "^rS 'i'^"'
''"™='" ^°°^^ 'S east. Laon, IX xxiv g.bad delights. And .re^/4 cares. . . . . Prom iv ac^

In the hard bosom of the «^.r>, man; OMaVi*?^imghtmgaW prospect but of selfish ga\n, ^_ *'
-J:
ff

'

odageghiversinKi&yibeautfsloithiigarms, viq",Unchecked by dull and Ji^j/; chastity . ,; 1.He was a man Hard, selfish, loving only goldi '. Rosa/ 249
*'

(2) adj. absol. selfish persons.
The se/Jis/i and the strong still tyrannise . . . Laon, Ded iv 7

?n,T.X'7
"^^ The «^^ for-that happiness Q Mab,V-Zi.And se/fish cares with barren plough, . . . Rosa/ 428

Selflshness, n. caring only for oneself.
Revenge and &^j.4wjj are desolate— . .Laonv Son:f2-Liwhen .re^f,4K^.r.r mocks love's delight, . . . ^—'vii vf'»Thus suicidal se/kshness, ....... n Mab'v\^'Twm-sister of religion, w^^KOTj./ . ^'-Zf ' v „

'

Commerce has set the mark of jc^i'/5««jj, ] v ^,
1 he pnce prefixed by «^,4m^.sj ... v ™a public mart Of undisguising«^iy5K«j,r,

.
.' ' v .?,

needsNomediativesignsofj«^/S««.sj,Noiealous
"'

intercourse ... ^ i =•

hoary-headed se/fishness hks felt' Its deaih-blo'w, ' v SoAs It rises unmingled with se/fishness there Tear 1 J'
^'

^Tw"" ™^V ^^^' ''"'^'' g'^^ '°'- money. '

'

They .r.ff What we now want .V.««, ,„. i. 237.
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Which ye would sell for gold and for revenge . Cenci^ iv. lit. 27.

each should seU\iv& robe and buy a sword,— . . Ch. \st^ II. 259.
Or he would sell what faith may yet remain . . Hellas^ 559.
I'll j«//you in a lump The whole kit of them. . . CEdipus^ i. gi.

(2) exchange.
And shall I sdl it for defeat ? Hellas^ 240.

Belling', pr. pple. disposing of.

For slily he was selling all your store Cycl. 239.

Sells, V. tr. exchanges or barters.

Love, how it sells poor bliss For proud despair ! Mutability^ (2) n. 3.

whose applause he je/iSy For the gross blessings . Q. Mad, v. 21Q.

Selves, n. pi. of Self.

Or any thing but their weak, guilty selves. . . . Cena\ V. i. 27.

My kindred false to their deserted selves. . . . V. iii. 69.
But why more hideous than your loathed selves . Prom. I. 461.
To muitiply your lovely selves^ III. iv. 93.

Semblance, n. (1) likeness, copy.
The perfect semblance of its bodily frame. , . . Q. Mab^ i. 133.

(2) appearance, seeming.
justice, truth, and peace, In semblancej . . vil. 169.

jiSemicixcle, ». a half circle.

The pallid semicircle of the moon Past on, . I.aon, I. v. 6.

^Semicircled, pp. half surrounded.
And semicircled with a. he\t Damon, I. 146.

^ n n » Q- Mab, I. i. 35.

^SemiTital, adj. possessed of low vital powers.
And semivital worms ; Front. II. iv. 38.

*Sempiternal, adj. ever-during.
Pants for its jtfMe^zV^rwo/ heritage, Q. Mab, I. 149.

Senate, n. (1) an assembly of counsellors.

Ascribe to your bright senate, Hellas, 422.
A mighty Senate;—some, whose white hair shone iMOn, I. liv. 3.

All night his aged Senate sate, . ... xi. xiii. 7.
Before the immortal Senate, . . . XII. xxxi. 2.

The je«a^e of the tyrants : Ode Lib. \n. 12.

Amid his cowering senate with thy name, . . Otko, I. 6.

The senate of the Gods is met, . . . . . Prol. Hellas,, 73.

-(2) the English Parliament.
AiSkKfl/e,—Time's worst statute unrepealed,— . Engl. 1819, 12.

Senate-house, c. n. a hall or place of assembly.
the roofless senate-house^ whose floor Is Chaos, . Prol. Hellas, 2.

From je«a/e-^(72«ej and forum, Triumph, 114.

Send, V. tr. Tl) cause to happen, inflict.

send some quick death upon them ! Cenci, I. i. 135.

(2) despatch.
I jsw^thee, at thy brother's desire, . . . . IV. iv. 92.

These verses are too sad To send to you, . . B. Wzllia9»s,vu. 7.

Then send the priests to every hearth and home . Pr. Satire^ 13.

The tyrants send their armed slaves to quell Her
power ; . . . . . . . . . Loon, iv. xx. 6.

(3) give to.

Send the stars light, but send not love to me, . E. Viviani, 12.

(4) pour forSi.

And I would send tales of forgotten love . IMf. Dr. 185.

(5) dispatch as on an errand.

send forth Fate, Thy irrevocable child : . . . . Prol. Hellas, 100.

Sending^, pr. pple. directing.

sendingAsc^\d cloud to rain hot thunder-stones, Prom., iv. 340.

Sends, v. tr. (1) emits.

One darkest glen 3". ... A soul-dissolving odour, Alastor^ 452.

(2) dashes.
5ew(^ its superfluous waves, Serchio, i\^.

(3) dispatches.
Poor Ariel j-ew</.s this silent token GuitarJatpe^ \\.

the fleet car . . . which he 6". from bright heaven Horn. Sun^ 24.

(4) makes known.
at the appointed time Sends his decrees . . P^ol. Hellas^ 30.

(5) despatches as an emissary.

omnipotence Of Him who sends thee forth, . . 135.

(6) Fig.
* The bought Briton sends The keys of ocean . Hellas, ioj6.

^Senile, adj. aged, of old age.

one God would not suflSce For senile puerility ; . Q. Mab, VI. 124.

*Sennaar, n. the capital of Nubia.
The jEthiop has intrenched himself in Sennaar, Hellas^ 582.

Sensation, n. (1) emotional feeling.

Where busy thought and blind je«j(iA'o« mingle ; Fr. Unsat. 4.

Which from sensation's relics, fancy culls , . . Q. Mab, VI. 82.

,, n M 11
Superstition, 11,

An^rivets with Jfi«ja^/(?«V softest tie .... Q. Mab, IX. jj.

(2) conscious existence involving feeling and perception.

a sweet slumber Stealing o'er sensation^ . . . Q. Mab, I. 24.

To mingle with sensation, V. 89.

Sensations, n. pi. of Sensation ("1).

Whose keen se7isations thrill within his breast -. vill. 136.

Sense, n. (1) perception by means of the bodily organs.

held His inmost sense suspended Alastor, 156.

the influxes oi sense. And his own being, . . 641.

No sense, no motion, no divinity— 666.

Her spirit apprehends the sense of pain, . . . Cenci, III. i. 34.

For the brief fathom-line of thought or sense. . Bpips. 90.

thro' all these veins Kindled a thought in sense, . Laon^ I. xxxix. 2.

a film then overcast My sense with dimness, . . Loon, V. xii. 4.
I lost all sense or care VI. xv. 8.

All thought, all sense, all feeling, !!.,'.. VI. xxxv. 2.

And in the inmost bowers of ««j^ and thought, . VIII. xii. 3.
let sense and thought Pass from our being, . . IX. xxix. 4.
What s. can neither feel nor thought conceive : ix.xxxiii.2.
lost To j£w« of outward things, . ... XI. x. 2.

Extin^ishes all sense and thought, . . . . Lerici, 50.
one atirial mass Which drowns the sense. . . Prom. IV. 261.
Drinking from thy jewjfi and sight —— iv. 481.
And all is wonder to unpractised sense: . . ^ Q. Mab, VI. 155.

Spirit ! through the sense By which .... vil. 49.
till every bond of sense Became enamoured . . Star, 14.
confusing sense Amid the gliding waves . . . Triumph^ 341.

(2) meaning.
The words of mystic import and deep sense . . Calderon, I. 53.
a treatise of deep sense And ponderous volume ? Faust, 11. 289,
1 recall The sense of what he said, . Julian, 131.

some double sense That I reach not : .... Tasso, 15.

(3) spirit, being.
One substance, and one sense, Calderon, I. 116.

Killing the sense with passion ; Bpips. 85.
Beyond the sense, like fiery dews no.
Vexing the sense with gorgeous undelight. . Ginevra, 20.

Tho\ still deluded, strove the tQTtxxxca sense . . L,aon, III. vi. 3.

While slowly truth on thy benighted j. Has crept ; IV. xi. 7.

flowers So sweet, the s. faints picturing them ! Ode W. Wind, ill, 8.

Into the sense with which love talks P^om. II. i. 53.
Which pierce the sense, and live within the soul, IV. 191.
force the loathing sense To overcome satiety,— ' Q, Mab, III. 48.
No pain assailea his Jxnt&TvestnaX ^ense ; . . ^-^ vii. 175.
The sacred sympathies of soul and sense^ . IX. 30.
It was felt like an odour within the sense; . . Sensit. PI. I. 28.

(4) emotion, sensation.
I love The sight of agony, and the sense ofjoy, . Cenci, l. i. Sz.

and the sense Of hope thro' her fine texture . . Dmmon, \i. 36.
blended With our repose a nameless j. of fear; . iMon, ill. iv. 4.
for blank astonishment Charms every sense, . . Matilda, 39.
Who made that sense . Prom. ii. iv. 12,

As if the sense of love dissolved in them . . . III. iv. 102.

A new created sense within his soul Q. Mab, ill. 185.

The joys which mingled sense and spirit yield. . IV. 158.

sweet And subtile mists of sense and thought : . Rosa/. 809.
a mist of j£«jfi and thought 1014.

a thrilling sound Half sense, half thought, . . Sumyner-Bvg. 21.

(5) reason, understanding, comprehension.
The sense of many best and wisest men ? . . Cenci, J. iii. 134.
to individual sense Of outward shews, .... Dcsmon, li. 250.
Wit and sense ; Virtue and human knowledge ; Gisb. 247.
can invest That shape to mortal sense— . . . L^aon, I. I. 7.

soon to me then clung A sense of actual things . iii. v. p.
The Jf«j£ of day anci night, III. xxiv. 1.

And Sense and Reason, those inchanters fair, . ix. xxxii. 2.

a ghastly bat, bereft Of sense Medusa, iv. 4.
He'd bring him to a proper sense ...... Peter, V. xvii. 4.
Because thou hast not human sense^ Q. Mab^ vi. 218.

wakes the spirit to the sense Of outward shews, . • ix. 155.

(6) faculty of judgment, sight, hearing, &c.
no need of any sense of discernment ..... Ch. 1st, il. 61.

Live within the sense they quicken. . Music, when sojtvoices^ 4.
scattering it like dew Upon the startled sense. . Orpheus, 43.
without a sense Of memory, . ... Peter, v. xi. i.

(7) feeling, sensation.

All sense of all distinction of all persons, . . . Ch. ist, iii. 64.
Some with a sense of self-rebuke and shame, . . Ginevra, 29.

and a sense that lifts the hair . 152.

The sense that he was greater than his kind . . Julian, 50.
A sense of loneliness, a thirst with which I pined. iMOn Ded. v. g.

A gulph, a void, a j£Wi'£ of senselessness— . III. xxii. 6.

A sense awakening and yet tender . . . Mask, xxxiv. 2.

Wakening a sort of thought in sense. ~ . . . . Peter, IV. x. 5.

There is a sense of words upon mine ear. . . . Prom. iv. 517.
Blunting the keenness of his spiritual sense . Q. Mab, v. 162.

From sight and sense of the polluting woe , . ' vil. 193.

The sense of light, and the warm air, . . . Rosal. 373.

(8) a sentiment, a memory.
Only a jfiTWtf Remains of them Pron^.l.^i.

(,9) sound judgment.
Now, with a little common sefpse, my Lords, . CEdipus^ I. 3S3.

Sense-dissolving, c. adj. causing a feeling of taintuess.

Scatters its sense-dissolving fragrance .... Rosal. 1251.

Sense-enclianted, c. adj. wrapt in spirit.

In young s'g\nts,sense-encnanted, /Vo?«. I. 511.

Senseless, adj. (1) incapable of feeling or sensation.

Worn by the senseless wind, Alastor, 705.
They are masses of Jtf«Jtf&JJ clay— . . . . Castl.Adm.il. 3.

my blood May stain the senseless dust .... Cenci, v, iv. 39.
Thou darest to speak

—

sensel. are the mountains : Hellas^ 475.
the boon Of s. death would be accorded soon ;— Laon, lii. xxviii. 5.

Whentheyaregoneintothe J. damp Of graves;— iv. viii,4.*

but senseless death—a ruin dark and deep ! , ix. xxxii. q.

all mortal things are cold And senseless then ; . xi. xvii. 8.

I fell in agony on the senseless ground, .... xii. xxv. 3.

More senseless than the sword of battle field— Mother^ Son, II. 9.
which else senseless and shapeless were. . . . Prom. iv. 417.
One falls and then another in the path ^Sewjc^jj— Triumph, i6o.

(2) wanting in sensibility.

Senseless is the breast, and cold, Bug. Hills^ 36.
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(3) foolish, stupid.

The footsteps of the vain and senseless crowd, . Cena\ V. iii. 36.
Some senseless and impertinent reply. . . J/om. Merc. Lxxxill, 4.

^Senselessness, n. (1) nothingness-
A gulph, a void, a sense of senselessness— . . Laon. in. xxii. 6.

t2) folly.

the memory Oi senselessness and shame— . . Q. Mab^ 11. 114.

(3) incapacity for sympathy or feeling
Who pride themselves in senselessness and frost. ix. 86.

Senses, k. (1) faculties, powers, feelings.
I will wrap his senses up . Calderon^ I. 209.
doth overflow Into my senses'*.— .... . in. 44.
"When I could feel the listener's senses swim, . . iMon^ if. xvii. 3.

had made a lair For her soothed senses, . . li. xxvii. 6.

Athwart my enanguish'd jtf»j£.y flew M. N. Melody, 46.
With maddening ]oy mine anguish'd sensesswell M. N. Ravail, 67:

(2) sensual impulses.
Seeing I please my senses as I list, .... Cenci^ l. i; 69.

(3) mental powers, reason.
I should preserve my senses for your sake. . II. i. 79.

(4) instincts, impulses.
And children, who inherit her fine senses, . . ii. ii. 22;

Like wasting fire her senses wild among, . . Horn. Venus, 59.

"'Sensitive^ adj. living, feeling.
The sensitive extension of the world Q. Mab, vi. 231.

^Sensitive Plant, n. Mimosa Pudicaand M. Sensitiva, plants

which have the faculty of shrinking from the touch.
A Sensitive Plant in a garden grew, Sensit. PL I. i.

As the companionless Sensitive Plant I. 12.

But the Sens. Plant which could gfive small fruit i. 70.
For the Sensitive Plant has no bright flower ; , i. 74.
For the iSlewjr'/rVfi Plant sweet joy to bear, . . I- 95-
Were mixed with the dreams of the Sensit. Plant. I. 109.
The Sensitive Plant was the earliest I. no.
And on the fourth, the Sensitive Plant . . in. 5.

The Sensitive Plant like one forbid Wept, . . in. 82.
And under the roots of the Sensitive'^Xzxit . lin 102.
The Sensitive Plant was a leafless wreck

;

. in. 115.
Whether the Sensitive Plant, iv. i.

Sensual, adj, carnal, fleshly.

All men- delight in jgwjMfl/ luxury, CV»«* I, i. 77.
Unblushing, hardened, sensual, and vile

; . . Q. Mad, v. 32.
Proud, sensual, unimpassioned, V. 152.

Which gross and sensual self did not pollute. . vn.'96.
*Sensualism, n. carnal, bodily enjoyment,
to quench the flame Of natural love in sensualisnt^ IV. 162.
A vain and feverish dream oi sensualism ? . . iv. 251.
Heap luxuries to their sensualism, , , . .

—— v. 65.
the pestilence that springs From unenjoying sens^ V. 195.

Sent, V. I. fr. (1) despatched on an errand (by request or
command).

She sent me to thee, husband Cenci, iv. i. 31.
the young prelate Orsino sent me to Petrella ; v. ii. 15.

two slaves he to her chamber sent, . . Laon, vii. viii. 2.

They sent a boat to me ;— . vil. xli. 2.

the Priests he j£w/ To curse the rebels.— . . . ix. xiii. 7.

The banded slaves whom every despot sent . . x. iv. 2.

and many a band The Arctic Anarch je«^, . . x. v. 9.
So he sent his slaves before , Mask, xxi, i.

The gadfly was the same which Juno sent . . . CBdipus^ l. 152.
I laugh your power, and his who sent you here, . Prom. i. 473.

(2) caused to be conveyed.
. And sent him busts and books .... , Julian, 254,.

The Devil' ... A copy of it slily sent, . . . Peter, Vi.' ii. 3.
When the book came, the Devil sent It ... . vi. xvi*. i.

(3) imparted, wafted, caused, caused to come or arise.

Sent to his heart its choicest impulses. . . Alastor, 70.
the strange madness Juno sent upon thee ; . . . Oycl. 5,
and .9e«^lnto our hearts aerial merriment. . . . Julian, 26.
a kindling beam-Of love divine into my spirit sent^ Laon, i. xxiv. 8.

sent Tameless resolve . . . Into my soul— . . . m, xix. 6.

a fearful sleep, Which . . . se7it its foul dreams to
sweep III. xxii. 4-.

And to my inmost soul his soothing looks he sent. in. xxxi. g.^

And then the night-wind ... S. odours dying sweet in. xxxiv. 2.

And in their desert hearts fierce wants he sent, . Prom. II. iv. 55.
and Ix)ve he sent to bind 11-. iv. 03.
and s. Their odorous sighs up to the smiling air; Triumph, 13.

And every impulse sent to every part .... Zucca, ix. 7.'

(4) emitted, gave forth.
Have swallowed up the vapour they sent forth . Cenei, iv. iii. 41.
and sent A loathsome exhalation .... . Cycl. 40^.
and from his lips he sent K strain Horn. Merc. ix. 5.

(5) cast or caused to fall.

each one Ofthat great crowdj^w^forth incessantly
These shadows, Trium-^h, 537.

(6) allowed to go.
The gaolers sent those of the liberal schism Free Witch, LXXV. 6.

(7) caused to go.
to self-destruction sent Those shrieking victims ; Laon, X. xxii. 4.
What sorrow strange, . . . Sent him, a hopeless

wanderer,
. . Pr. Athan. I. 20.

(8) provided, produced.
from her wilds lerne jew/ The sweetest lyrist . . Adonais, xxx. 7.

II. intr.

The Devil then sent to Leipsic fair. For Bom's . Peter, VI. xiii. i.

when from afar The ministers of misrule sent, . Rosai. 857,

Sent,//. (1) imparted, caused to come, &c.
has sent A vision to the sleep of him Alastor, 203.

Sweet notes of love, . . . sent down to say . . . ^aust, IP. .s6.

that love is a light sent From heaven, . . . Fr. A gentle, 9.
• Or music by the night wind sent, .... Int. Beauty, in. 9.

SentiTQva. beyond the skies, Jane, Recoil. 18,

Seemed sent from Earth to Heaven in sign . . Laon; v. vii. 9.

a shout of joyance sent Even from our hearts . vi. xiii, 4.
Meteor by some wild wind sent, VI. xxxii. 4.
But there is sent a mortal vengeance now . . . X. xxxv. 5.

To save them has sent forth the sea. Mar. Dr. xlll. 8.

Be thy swift mischiefs sent To blast mankind, . Pron». l. 274.

(2) conveyed or caused to be conveyed.
Let ampler powers ... be Sent to the High Com--

inissioners Ch. ist, n. 230.
.seditious letters Sent from one Osbaldlstone, . . in. 49.
I have sent books and music there, Epips. 519. ^
Madonna, wherefore hast thou sent to me Sweet

basil E. Viviani, i.

some heart that heeded not If j. to distant lands : Julian, 28S.
These words exchanged, the news s. off To Peter, Peter^ vri. v. i.

(3) despatched on errand, commanded to go.
the nephew of the Pope Had sent his architect . . Cenci, I. i. 17.

Whom I had sent from Rome to Salamanca, . . I. i. 132.

I have ?««/ these men, III. ii. 71.
I doubt not ofiBcers are, . . . Sent to arrest us. v. i. 36.
An army must be sent mto the north ; . . . , Ch. ist, H. 333.
and are sent In triumph bright ... , . Laon^ v. xiv. 8.

sent down to save Women from- bonds , . . . ix. viii. 7.
Those who were sent to bind me, ix. xi. i,

God has sent his other victim here. xii. xi. 9.
Like . . . chariots sent O'er some serenest element Lerici, 33.
they are decked in wealthi . . . then are s. abroad Q. Mab, iv. 187.
To fields remote by tyrants sent .... Rosal. yog.

(4) deputed.
who were sent To make our souls their spoil, . . Laon, x. xxxvii. 6.
Where I am sent to lead ! . . . . .... xii. xxxi. 9.
are sent Similar thieves to represent ; Peter, in. iv. 3.

(6) emitted, given forth.

There is a voice,. . . . Sent from these desert-caves. Mont B. Cane. 2.

fresh odour, sent From the turf, Sensit. PI. i. 15.
Sent through the pores of the coflSn plank ; . . 111.' 12.

(6) produced.
Earth herself Has je»^ from her maternal breast Orpheus, 115.

(7) dispatched.
That other hands have sent my father's soul . Cenci^ iv. iv. 148.

(8) with ^aCi5 = returned.
Has sent back your petition thus unopened. . . 11. i. 25.

(9) sent tip.

a spark sent up out of a burning oven Laon, Vii. xi. g.
a smoke sent up from ashes, soon to fade. . . . Viii. xxv. 9.

Sentence, n. a judicial decision determining a punishment.
Until their final sentence Let none have converse Cenci, v. iii. 91.
Here is their j£K/£«ce/ , v. iv. 26.
Here is the sentence and the warrant. . . v. iv. 47.
The j^M/<!Mce ofmy judge Ch.ist,i.Qi.
let the clerk Recite his sentence m. 2.
wherefore this sen. Should not be put into effect, m. 7,
I know my sentence, and I own it just in. 67.
Would share, he cannot now avert, the sentence— Ginevra, 95.

Sentenced, pp. doomed to punishment.
but God, And he had sentenced me, . . , Cenci^ ii. i. 145.

*Sentient, n. possessed of feeling.
Every grain la sentien-t both in unity and part, . Q. Mab, IV. 144.

*Sentiment, n. a thought induced by feeling or emotion.
Changing bright fancy to sweet sentiment, . UnJ. Dr. 176.

Sentinel, n. a guard or watchman. (See also Centinel).
A sentinel w^Ks sleeping at the g-ate : . . . Prom. III. iv. ^3.

Sentinels, n. (1) soldiers on watch.
Those who relieved watch found the sent. dead. . Hellas, 615.

(2) Fig. guards, watchers.
thick set The sentinels— Epips. 307.

^Separate, adj. (1) distinct.
Conduct these culprits each to separate cells ; Cenci, V. ii. 191.
Or fattening some few in two separate styes, . . CEdipus, 1. 296.
(2) in two parts.

If separate it would please me better, . i. 310.

(3J private, particular.
To muse on my own separate phantasy, . . . Mont B. 36.
(4) differing, of two kinds.

Wrought in his brain and bosom separate strife. /V. Athan. I. 89.
*Seps, n. a venomous serpent mentioned by Lucan.
Like him whom the Numidian seps did thaw . Prom. in. i. 40.

Sepulchre, n. (1) a tomb or burial-place.
the sepulchre O, not of him, but of our joy : Adonais^ XLVIii. i.
some [bank. Her cradle, and his jtf^w/cArtf. . Alastor 41,0.
till fair England be your sepulchre Men oJEnp- VlII 4Around me gleamed many a bright sepulchre . Naples 12.
Round the walls of an outworn sepulchre, . . . Rosal 210"
Who over thy lowly-built w/«&Arc bending . . Tear iv 3
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(2) Fig.
like dim shadows watch by her sepulchre. . . . Auiu-mn., I. if.

and make his youth The sepulchre of hope, . . Cenci^ iv. i. 53^
builds thereby A sepulchre for its eternity. . . Epips. 173.A radiant death a fiery sepulchre^ ...... 223.
Will bfe the dome of a vast sepulchre^ . . . Ode W. Wind 11. 1 1

.

Sepulchre, v. tr. Fig. enclose like a tomb.
Shut round and sepulchre the panting soul . . Cenci. Ill, i. 27.
Under chasms unfathomable ever ^yc^M/c^y-fi them, Witm^ xlii. 4.

*Sepulchred, //. Fig. enclosed, hidden.
Lies sepulchred in monumental thought ;— . . Hellas^ 420.

^Sepulchred, ppl. adj. buried, entombed.
sepulchred t.m\i[&ms Of dead destruction, . . . P^om. IV. 294.

Sepulchres, n. pi, of Sepulchre, n. (1).
Whose reign is in the tainted sepulchres . . . Dtxtnon^ i. 10.

). n It M n ... Q. Mab^ I. 10.
Would imagine not they were Sepulchres^ . . Euff. Hills, 146.
The dead are sleeping in their jfi^w/c^^'ffj .-

. . . Summer-Evg.i^.
*Serag-lio-ffuard, c, n.
Man the Seraglio-guardI make fast the gate. . Hellas^ ii'4.

*Seraph, n. A. Lit. an angel or supernatural being.
Of a bright seraph sitting crowned on High, . . Dante Conv. 27.
tlie plumed Seraph came, . Laon. xii. xxiv. i.

B. Fig.
Seraph of Heaven ! too gentle to be human, . . Epips. 21.
stands before the splrH's . . . thrlbne, A naked 6". } St. Epips. 145.

*Seraph-wiugdd, c. adj. vsringed like an angel
descends A seraph-winged Victory, Hellas^ 448.

*Seraphim, n. Fig. something more than mortal.
\Ap^ tOTxch^dhy seraphim Nat. Ant.w. i.

*Serchio, n. the chief river of the Prov. of Lucca,
Gur boat is asleep on Serchio's stream, .... Serchio^ 1

Against the Serchio's torrent fierce, 93.
The Serchto^ twisting forth 105.

I^Sere, adj. (1) dry, withered.
wan they stand and sere Adonais^ xvi. 7.
Their garlands sere^ their magic mantles rent ; . xxx. 2.

If autumn's hollow sighs in the sere wood, . . . Alastor^ 8.

From Spring to Autumn's sere maturity, . Epips, 365.

(2) worn, wearied.
made that vernal spirit sere ? . . . . Pr. Athan. i. 57,

*Sered, pp. faded.
Sered \iy the autumn of strange suffering . . . Alastor^ 249.

*Sereuade, n. an evening or night song.
You must accept in place oi serenade— . . Gisb. 271.

*Serene, n. (l) calm brightness.
Or fragments of the day's intense serene ;— . . Epips. 506.
Beneath that opening spot of blue serene^ . , . Laon^ i. iv. 5.
I sailed; where ever flows Under the QsXvaSerene Naples^ 36,
o'er the serene Of the white streams Witch^ xxv. 7.

(2) the blue heavens.
cressets from the serene HUng there, ...... . LIII. $.

Chequering the sunlight of the blue serene . . . Woodtnan^ 45.
*Sereue, adj, (1) placid, calm, undisturbed.

leads, through toil and hate, to Fame's s. abode. Adonais^ V. 9.
And seemea with their serene ^xA azure smiles . Alastar, 491.
and awfully jfir£«^ Smile on the trembling world? Oh. ist, H, 180,

Serene and inaccessibly secure, . .^ Dcemon, i. 286.
one intense Diffusiouj one serene Omnipresence, Epips. 95.
the heaven serene and pure Of parents' smiles . Ginevra^ 3^.
with eyes Serene yet sorrowing, .... . Eaon^ I. xxi, 2.

and a joyance free, Solemn, serene and lofty, . iii, viii. 3.

Hope, that maiden most serene^ Mask, xxxii, 3.

So serene, they curse it not ... Lxiii. 4.
And oft had my serene repose Prom. i. 84.
Not me, within whose mind sits peace serene, . I. 430.
In music's most serene dominions ; II. v. 86,
A heaven oi^ serene and mighty motion. . . . IV, 98.
Yet peaceful, and serene, and self-enshrined, . . Q. Mab, Vll. 256.
Would gather in the light serene Of smiles, . . Rosal. S31.
with look serene He was soon drawn . . . ii73-

A lovely child she was, of looks serene, .... 1284.
which serene infancy Perceives not, St. Epips. 154.
Love'led serene, and who returned to tell . . . Triumph, 474.
and the eternal smile. Serene as thine, . . . Witch, Ded. II. 8.

Past with an eye serene and heart unladen; . . LXVIii, 8.

(2) calm, fair and clear.

And dying on the streams of dew- serene, . , . Adon. Cane. 8.

And profoundestraidnightshroudthejfirffwe lights

of heaven April, 1814, 4.

the eentle sky has wept '\ts^i serene Ch. 1st, li. 404.
As clear as elemental diamond. Or s. morning air ; Epips. 438."

All night lie worked in the serene moonshine— Hofn.Merc.yiyiiv .1.

The day becomes more solemn and serene' . . Int. Beauty, vil. 1.

The light hues of the tender, pure, serene, . . . Julian, Ca7zc. 10.

That spot grew more serene ; L.aon, I. v. 3.

s. earth wears The blosmy spring's . . . investiture, IV. xxxii. 7,

some most serene And lovely spot — ix, xxx. 5.

Hun^ silent and jfrewe— Xll. xvi,*3.

a divmer Heaven, serene and fair : xii.xxxviii.6.

Serene is the breath of the balmy air, .... M. N. Ravail, 93.
Mont Blanc appears,—still, snowy, and serene— Mont B, 61.

So solemn, %q serene, that man may be ... . 78.
in its tranquillity Remote, ser., and inaccessible: 97.
The smiles of the serene and tranquil deep , . Moschus, 3.
The serene Heaven which wraps our Eden wide Naples, 135.

darkening; the sacred bowers Of j£rtf«e heaven. . Ode Lib. xn. 13.
and the high dome Of jcr^wfi Heaven, . . . . Orpheus, gx.
like Vesper's jercwc beam Pr. Athan. I. 61.
burst beneath the waves je?-fi«e .•-_

. . . Pr Athan. ll.nu 11.
Double the western planet's serene flime, . . Fr. 6.
Silent, liquid", and J^^'fiw^/ '

'. *.

. Ptom.. i. 6S2.
Solemn, and slow, and serene^ and bright, ! \

'. iv, 166.
Gliding o'er ocean, smooth serene, and even .-

'. iv, 386.
the azure sea Of jtfr.3«s and golden Italy, . . . W.Shelvi.A,
Of one serene and unapproached star, . . . '. Woodman, 28!

*Serenely, adv. placidly, resignedly.
that serenely now And moveless, , Akustor 41,

*Sereuer, adj. (1) more peaceable, less prejudiced.
Fold itself up for the serener clime Gisb. zaj^.

Now has descended a serener hour, Laon., Ded. ix. 1.

(2) more calm and quiet.

From waves serener far ; Hellas, 1067.
With a serener light and crimson air .... Prom. iii. iii. 133.

*Serenest, adj. (1) clearest, keenest.
From the keen breath of the serenest north. . . Cenci, V. ii, 115.
Thou serenest Air, Prom. i. 64.

(2) most calm and quiet.
twilight o'er the east wove her serenest vfreaXh. . Loon, VI. xvii. 9.
sent O'er some serenest element ...... Lerici, 34.
The Sun and the serenest Moon sprang forth : . Ode Lib. ll. i.

death is mild And terrorless as this seren. night: Sumfner-^vg.zb.
wheresoever The works ofman pierced'that J. sky Witch, LIX. 6.

(3) most placid, undisturbed.
Thine awful and serenest countenance .... Cenci, V. iii. 26-
A stormy nig;ht's serenest morrow, ... . Laon,v.Song,^.j.
Serenest smiles were wont ta keep, Rosal. 745.

*Serenity, n. undisturbed repose.
It overlooked in its serei^ty The dai^ earth, . . Alastor, 575.

*Serf, n. a man in a state of bondage.
Deserted by the fever-stricken serf^ ... . Marenghi, xiv. 2.

*Serfs, n. used as a term of contempt.
The false Moldavian serfs fled fast and far, . . Hellas, 289.

"'Seriatim, adv. in regular order.
Then seriatim, month and quarter, .... Peter^ vi. iii. i.

Serious, adj. (1) earnest.
what needs this serious haste, O father ? . . . Cycl. 75.

(2) grave, thoughtful.
Our talk grew somewhat serious, . . ... Julian, 36.
A serious, subtle, wild, yet gentle being, . 145.

(3) religious, solemn in manner.
And Peter Bell, . . . Grew serious— Peter, I. i. 3,

(4) weighty, solemn in estimation.
Is skilful to invent most serious •sxBxa&^ ... Q. Mab, vii, 23.

(5) sombre.
Pursued their jtfr5(3«.y folly as of old Triumph, i^.

Serpent, «. A. Lit. any reptile of the Ophidian order.
As an eagle grasped In folds of the green serpent, Alastor, 228.
To kill a serpent yNhxch had stung my child, . . Cenci, IV. ii. 27.
you might as safely waken A serpent; . . , iv. iv. 16.

The serpent is shut out from paradise Ei Williams, 1. 1.

Wake the serpent not— ... Fr. Serp. i.

Which, like a serpent thou envenomest .... Julian, 399.
An Eagle and a Serpent wT^zXhsA in fight:— . Loon, I, viii. 4.
The Serpenfs mailed and many-coloured skin i. ix. 4.
unremittingly assailed The wreathed Se^pent^ . I; x. 8.

when lifeless, stark, and rent. Hung high that
mighty Serpent, i. xlv. 6.

And when she saw the wounded Serpent . . l. xviii. i.

the Serpent did obey Her voice, -^^ i. xx. 8.

With me and with this Serpent,.6'GT the deep, . i, xxi. 8.

Over the sea with that fierce Serpent go ? . . . i. xxii. 4.
Thou fearest not then the Serpent on thy heart? i. xlvii. i.

as the charmed bird that haunts the serpenfs den. 11. xlvi. g.
Were as a serpent^s path, Ode Lib. xv. 4'

To stamp, as on a Winged serpents seed, . . Prdl. Hellas, 107.

millions lay Quenching the -ser^fiM/'j famine, . . QMab.lv.%6.
As an arrowy serpent, Vis. Sea, 103.
Then the sly serpent, Witch, VI. 3.

the serpent heard it flitker In sl'ee'pi xxX, 4.
the serpenfs wake Which the sand cov'ers,—

.

Lxxii. 4.

B. Fig.
And that tame jtfr^e«^, thg,t poor shadow, France, Hellas, 968.
The Ser. and the Dove, Wisdom and Innocence. Laon^ IV. xix. 9.
Aheart which notthej.Custom'stoothMayviolate? VIII. xxvii. 7.

It loosens the serpent which care has bound Music, Ipant, II. 3.
The dove and the serpent reconciled ! . , . . Ode Arise, 42.
The Galilean serpent forth did creep, .... Ode Lib. vlii. 14,
The serpettl that would clasp her with his length ; Prom.. iV. 567.
And conscience, that uhdying serpent, ... . Q. Mab, III. di.

Serpent, c. adj. attr. A. Lit. formed of serpents.

A woman's countenance, with serpent locks, . . Medusa, V. 7.

B, Fig. (1) serpentlike.

Small serpent eyes trailing from side to side,

(2) serpentine.

It feeds the quick growth of the serpent vine, .

Following the serpent lightning's wmding,track,

*Serpent-cinctured, c. adj. having a serpent twisted around it.

A serpent-cinctured wand Prom. 1. 324,

{Serpentine, adj. twining.
And wild-roses, and ivy serpentine Question^ III. 5.

Laou, 1. Ivi. 3.

, Prom. III. iii. 135.
Witch, LV. 6.

jM_
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1

Serpents, «. A. Lit. (1) pi. of Serpent (1),

Like serpents struggling in a vulture's grasp. . Alasior^ 325.

Like restless serpents^ clothed In rainbow . . . 438.
shapes as rude As serpents interlaced, .... Jane^ Recoil. 24,
Like two dark serpents tangled in the dust, . . Laon^ II. iv. 8.

and swore Like wolves and serpents^ .... X. vii. 8.

For from the serpents gleams a brazen glare . . Medusa^ v. 2,

And serpents^ bony chains, Prom. iv. 3015.

B. Fig.
Twin serpents in one deep and winding nest ; . Laon^ X. xxxii. 7.

Servant, n. A. Lit. one who serves another for hire.

'Tis but Orsino's servant.—Well, what news? . Cenci^ II. i, 23.

it cannot be a servant's step ;
III. i. 269.

"Who had my mother's servant hQ^n^ Rosal. 531.

B. Fig. (1) used as a phrase of friendship or courtesy.
*Thy devoted servant^ Orsino.' . ... Cenci^ iv. iv. 94.

(2) a follower.
Aye ; my servant Faust Faust^ I. 60.

4:Servant maids, c. n. female servants.
His mother's cave and servant -maids . . Horn. Merc. X. 5.

His servant-maids and dogs grew dull : ... Peter, Vll. xviii. i.

Servants, n. (1) pi. ofServant (1).
and lost my servants and my comrades. . . . Calderon, I. 70.
An hundred servants, and six palaces, .... Cenci, II. ii. 15.

As thus I spoke Servants announced the gondola, Julian, 2 12.

(2)' pi. ofServant (3).
Who by right thy servants are, CycL 69.
But thy servants^ Lord, revere Faust, I. 23.

Which minstrels, servants of the muses, tell. . . Horn, Moon, 29.

Serve, v, I. tr. (1) adore, worship.
Will serve our Bacchus all our happy lives. . Cycl. 718.
Serve not the unknown God in vain, Hellas, 735.
The glory and the strength of him ye serve^ . . Prom. ill. i. a.

(2) support, follow, obey.
Will serve thee till thou payest them ; . . . . Ck. ist, II. 168.

All spirits are enslaved which serve things evil : Prom. ii. iv. no.
Those too the tyrant serve, Q. Mab^ IV. 196.

(3) be in servitude to.

The Priests his children drag for slaves to serve
their own . Laon, x. xxxiii. 9.

(4) are useful for.

If they serve no purpose, A word dissolves them. Ch. w/, II. 347.

(5) help.
Like liars who tell the truth to serve their ends, . CEdipus^ I. 132.

You should not take my gold and serve me not. "Tasso, 8.

(6) furnish.
Will wrz/e your beaks for prey - ... Far,faraway, \\.^.

II. intr. (1) help,
they will serve to assure The issue of the war . . Ch. 1st, II. 350.

(2) answer, be of use.

Will jerz/e unfaded for my bier— Ginevra,%\.
Serve as the sojihisms with which manhood dims Q, Mab, IV. 114.
Flowers, which in winter serve instead Peter, ill. v. 5.

He'll serve instead of riot money, (Bdipus, I. 87.

Served, v, I. tr. worshipped.
whom they served -with blood, Laon, xil. ix. 6.

And which the nations, panic-stricken, served
With blood, Prom. III. iv. 184.

II. intr. availed.

But when no evasion Served— ... . . Horn.. Merc. I.III. 7.

Served, pp. (1) ministered to.

Has tracked your steps, and served your will ; . Guitar Jane, 34.

(2) provided.
Such as is servedsX the great King's second table. CEdipus^ II. li. 24.

Serves, v. I. tr. (1) worships, pays reverence to.

A priest who has forsworn the God he serves ; . Cenci, 11. ii. 76.
He serves you in a fashion quite his own ; . . , Faust, I. 61.

Though he now serves me in a cloud of error, . i. 69.

(2) fits, suits.

It fortunately serves my close designs .... Cenci^ II. n. 107.

II. intr. answers,
and serves as discords do In sweetest music. . . Ch. ist, i. 174.

*Servian, adj. of Servia.

The Amaut, Servian^ and Albanian allies . . . Hellas^ 368.

Service, n. (1) compliance,
whom thus He paid for vilest service Cenci, ill. i. 309.

(2) assistance, help given.
I heartily accept This token of your service: . . Ch. ist, II. 2.

This unprovided body for thy service, .... 11. 306.

(3) advantage, benefit.

All thoughts but of the service of the Church.— . iv. 6$,
For his service and his sorrow Guitar Jane, 41.
For the service of their Lord. Mask, xi. 4.

(4) household employment.
^ving him a situation In his own service— . . Peter^ ll. xiii. 5.
A. footman in the devil's JC?^K»/ IV. i. 2.

That every man in service there IV. i. 4,

Servile, adj. (1) slavish, mean.
years of empire Before their centuries of s. fear ! Hellas, 465.

(2) cringing, fawning.
The servile arts in which thou hast grown old— Ld. Ch. xil, 4.
Can turn the worship of the servile mob . . , Q. Mab, v. 97.

the plaudits o? a. servile crowd, Q. Mab, v. 172.

A little passing pomp, some servile souls, . . . V. 200.

Serving, pr. pple. of use, being used.

But serving ovi the frightful gulph to glare, . . iv. 102.

Still serving o'er the war-polluted world . . . VII. 32.

Servitude, n. bondage, subjection.

how secure a fl^ht From your hard servitude, . Cycl. 439.
the servitude m which the half of human kind

were mewed Laon, 11. xxxvi. 4.

the thoughtless youth Already crushed with jerz'..' Q. Mab, IV. 192.

of the slaves who boast Their servitude^ . . , VI. 185.

Hell's freedom to the servitude of heaven. . , . VII. 195.

Set, n, setting, going down.
Stolen they were last night at set of sun, . Horn.. Merc, xxxill. 4.

Set, n.. a company or party.

a set Of thieves who by themselves are sent , . Peter^ III. iv. 2.

Set, V. I. tr. (1) employ, give charge to.

those whom love did set his watch to keep . . . Laon, V. x. 7.

(2) placed.
round which she set in state A ring of cold, stiff

babes ; VI. Ii. 8.

(3) to Stamp.
To set thine armed heel on this reluctant worm. . Ode Lib. XV. 15.

(4) suit, fit.

Let me set my mournful ditty To a merry
measure, . . Rarely^ IV. i.

(5) allotted, appointed.
All rose to do the task He set to each, .... Serchio, 30.

(6) plant.
and thought To set new cuttings . . . , Unf. Dr. 156.

(7) make.
She will not ever set him free again. . ... Faust, II. 321.
could set my dearest enemy free .... . Laon, xi. xv. 6.

,

(8) with up. a. allege.
apology Which kings . . . set up For their unnum-

bered crimes, . . . . Q. Mab, iv. 77.

b. raised.

Then Peter set up such a yell !

—

Peter, \. vi. 1.

(9) affix.

The frozen hand of death shall j£/ its seal, . . . 0. Afa5, IV. 164.

(10) made, caused to be.
And set his soul on fire Peter, VI. xvi. 5.

II. intr. (1) start or started.

On Wednesday next I shall set out : Cenci, II. i. 167.
I set off, and at the Tower— Ch. 1st, II. 435.

(2) decline, disappear, go down.
Kings are like stars—they rise and set, .... Hellas, 195.
The moon of Mahomet Arose, and it shall set: . 222.
when the sun Shall on its stainless glory set, . . St. Dejection^ V. 8.

Set, pp. (1) placed.
To-morrow and to-morrow are as lamps Set in

our path Hellas, 645.
and brown corn set In baskets ; . . . . Laon, v. IvL 8.

as on a mount of diamond, set/ . . . . . Ode Lib. V. 1 1.

(2) employed.
a thief was set to catch a thief, .... . . Ch. 1st, 11. 57.

(3) placed, arranged.
the gates are strong, thick set The sentinels— Epips. 396.

(4) staked, promised.
that his great Empire's worth Is set on Laon . Laon, X. xli. 4.
and there was set P^ penalty of blood . . . Marenghi, xii. 2.

(5) started.

Had set those spirits burning Peter, iv. xix. 5.

(6") ranged or settled.

Each in his rank and station set; Prol. Hellas, 74.

(7) grown, fixed naturally.
Fell from the stalks on which they were set; . . Sensit. PI. iii. 43.

(8) gone below the horizon.
The sun will scarce be set. Cenci, III. i. 243.
The sun is set

;

Even. Pisa, i. 1.

the day sinks fast, the sun is set, Ginevra, 106.
ere yon planet Has set, Prom., II. iv. 148.

(9'j Fig. affixed,

and if the seal is set. Here, . . . Break it not thou ! Adonais, LI. 3.
Death has jfi/ his mark and seal Death, 11. i.

on the fountain ofmy heart a seal Is set, . . . Epips. 140.
On all this world of men inherits Their seal is set. Hellas, 703.
Commerce has set the mark of selfishness, . . Q. Mab^ v. 53.
O Spirit ! centuries have set their seal .... VII. "i6i.

(10) made.
From thy prison-house set free Calderon^ III. 3.

Sets, ». L tr. (I) allots.

Which he sets me my earthly task to wield . . Ch. 1st, li. 138.

(2) starts.

Sets those who stand her face inspecting, . . . Peter,vi. x. 3.

(3) fixes, affixes.

that sets On each its price, Q. Mab, v. 187.
Sets no great value on his hireling faith : . . . v. igg.

II. intr. (1) goes below the horizon.
He sets, and each ephemeral insect then . . , Adonais^ xxix. x

4 H
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(2) Fig. disappears.
TKe daisy-star that never sets^ Jane^ Invitn. 58.

The constellated flower that never sets; .... Question, II. 3.

%^\\AxLS, pr . pple. arranging, disposing.

je^^?'«^ springes to catch woodcocks C%. u^, 11. 39.

Setting", jS//. adj. declining.

seek in Hesper's jtf//z«^ sphere Bpips^ 222.

Whose life was like a setting planet mild, . . . Laon^ Ded. xii. 4.

Setting, n. the act of disappearing.
The sun-rise, and the j£^^2*«^ of the moon, . . . O. -fl/afi, vi. Q9.

„ „ ,, 1, n ... Superstition^ 28.

Settled, ppL adj. (1) firmly established.

Shall frame a settled state of government. . . . C^. ist, il. 293.

(2) fixed, determined.
Be as thou art. Thy settled fate Coleridge^ 35.

have dared impugn The .se^//<2f/ Swellfoot system, (Bdipus^w. i. 27.

JSettlingf, /r. ///*?. (1) deciding upon.
But settling some dress or arranging some ball, Devily vil. 4.

(2) foundering,

some, jfi///?'w^ heavily, Sunk; ... ... Hellas^ 511.

Lo ! the ship Is settlings Vis. Sea^ 91.

Seven, n. a group of persons amounting to that number,
and the seven Who brought me thither, . . . Laon^ ill. xxv. i.

Like those famed seven who slept three ages. . Peter^ll. xv. 3.

But seven remained Vis. Sea^ 61.

Seven, adj. one of the cardinal numbers.
One white skull and seven dry bones Eug: Hills^ 49.
Quite a new piece, the last oi seven., . . . . Faust., II. 407.

The lamps, before the Archangels seven., . . . Fr. Satan, 14.

Holds Attica with seven thousand rebels, . . . Hellas^ 564.
Since this, the old man said, j. years are spent . Loon., iv, xi. 6.

at the close of .y^wew years' end, .... L£. N. Spec. Hers'.\^.

An outlawed murderer Had lived s. days there : Marengki, xvil. 4.

Seven blood-hounds followed him : Mask, II. 4.

For seven years did this poor woman live . . Mother i^ Son, iii. i.

Their arms are seven bulls in a field gules, . .- CEdipus, I. 144.
deserves just seven months' wages Peter, vi. xiv. 4.

Seven miles above—below—around— .... VII. xxiv. i.

in seven days' toil made earth From nothing ; . Q. Mad, vil. 107.

Seven days within my chamber lay That corse, . Rosal. 436.

Seventh, adj. the ordinal of seven.

Unlock the jc&ew/^ chamber ffellas^ 2$i.

on th&seventk, the dew Of slaughter.became stiff: Laon, x. xi. 8.'

the j^z/ewM, from the deck An oak-splinter pierced Vis. Sea, 63.

Fit to have borne it to the seventh sphere . . Witch, xxxvil. 2.

Sever, v, tr. (1) break asunder,

and sought to sever Its adamantine links, . . ILaon, III. xix. i.

(2) divide.

Frail spells—^whose uttered charm might not avail

to sever, Tnt. Beauty, t\i. 5.

a woeful mass That gentlest sleep seemed ... to s., Eaon, IV. xxxiii. 8.

In bands of unionj which no power can sever: . ix. xxvii. 8.

Several, adj. (1) distinct, separate.

riooked on.them nine several days Feter, vi. xv. 1.

(2) more than two, a number.
several copies Of the same lot, Unf. Dr. 93.

Severe, adj. (1) plain, clear.

The near scene. In naked and severe simplicity, Alastor., k6o.

As ocean its wrecked fanes, severe yet tender :— Marenghi, Vll. 4.

(2) cold, rigid, harsh.

And her severe unmedulated voice, . . . . Cenci, III. i. 353.

His eye severe and cold ; . • Deenton, I. 273.

But dreaded their mother's eye severe^— . . . Falsehood, 51.

willing,slaves .to Custom old, .S. task-mistress! . Laon^Xi- xvii. 5.

Calm, solemn, and severe, . . xi. xx. 6.

And with smug face, and eye severe^ Peter, 11. iv. 3.

Then Peter rubbed his eyes .severe, iv. xv. i.

(3) grievous, extreme.

or pains seuere and slow Laon x. xiv. 9.

(^4) inflexible.

To that such power, to me such a severe content, III. xix. 9.

;5) searchingly brilliant.

So knew I in that light's severe excess .... Triumph, 424.

(6) adj. absol. rigorous or severe persons.

Nor are the strong and the severe to keep . . . Laon, 11. xxxiv. i.

Severed, pp. separated.

I thought that grief had sev. me From all beside Rosal. 573.

Severed, ppl. adj. divided.

Between the j^&^re^ mountains lay on high . . Witch, xxxix, 7.

Severer, adj. more bitter or harsh.

Would scourge thee to severer pangs Coleridge, ^4.
His was the jez/er^r doom,— Peter, Proi. 2,^.

JSeverest, adj. most strict or inflexible.

By the Jtfz'erej^forms of law; Csw«, V. ii. 74,

*Severest, v. tr. dividest.

Thou severest element from element ; .... Hellas^ 744.

*Severeth, v. tr. separateth.

severeth Our memory from itself, Julian^ 128.

Severity, n. rigour, harshness.
requite him With such severityi Cdlderon, in. 83.

Severs, v. tr. parts.

Which severs those it should unite ; Good night, I. 3.

Sex, n. gender.
arise, and make Her sex the law of truth and

freedom hear, . Laon, IV. xviii. 7.

And thine, lov'd glory of thy se^/ M. N. Ravail^ 55-

It seemed to have developed no defect Of either J., Witch, xxxvi. 3. '

Sexes, n. pi. of Sex (1).

Like that sweet marble monster of both sexes^ . St. Epips. 58.

^Sexless, adj. neither male nor female.

A sexless thing it was, Witch, xxxvi. i.

like a sexless Bee Tasting all blossoms, .... lxviii. 5.

Sexton, n. a gravedigger.
Like a sexton by her grave ; . . . Dirgeforyear, iv. 2.

Sha'b'by, adj. mean, squalid.

A shabby stand Of Hackney coaches— .... Gisb. 265.

Shackled, ppl. adj. fettered.

And seems as if she moved with shackled feet : . Faust, ll. 3S1.

Shade, n. (1) a phantom, an unreal appearance, a semblance.

Beyond the realms of dream that fleeting shade: Alastor, 206.

Where every shade which the foul ffrave exhales 217.

draw with mighty will The imperiaXshade hither. Hellas, S61.

Was that corpse a shade Such as self-torturing

thought from madness breeds ? Laon, iv. xxxiv. 6.

And I became at last even as a shade, .... vil. xxvi. 4.

aye, the ghost, the dream, the j>4flflS? Of power,— vill. x. 2.

I am but as the shade Of her,— viii. xxv. 8.

like a shade Chased by the winds, xil. xni. 3.

Calm as a shade, The boat . . . Securely fled, . . xii.xxxix.6.

It is not the shade of a murdered man, . . M.N. Spec. Hors. 19.

Pass, a disregarded shade Mask, Lxxx. 3.

Ghosts of all things that are, some shade of thee, Mont B. 46.

Loves then the shade of his own soul. . . . Pr. Athan. 11. iii. 13.

There thou art, and dost han^ a writhing shade. Prom. I. 203.

The jAa^fewhich is our form mvests us round, . I. 471.

I see a shade, a shape : 'tis He, arrayed . . . .
li- 1. 120.

and if but the shade Of some sublimer spirit. . . ,5*/. Epips. 43.

Seemed like the fleeting image of a shade : . . Witch, XII. 3.

(2) obscurity or protection from sunlight, shadow.
one vast mass Of mingling j^of/e, Alastor, 4.22.

he went Beneath the shade of trees, 523*

the beautiful shade Of the green groves, . . . 537-

matted in one solid roof of shade Cenc^ III. i. 263.

I bear light shade for the leaves when laid- . . . Cloud, 3.

Like a weed whose shade is poison, Eug. Hills., 227.

which make A shade and shelter to the lake . . Fr. Pleas. 8.

Where ebon pines a j. under, the starlight wove, Laon, III. xxxiv. g.

How may hearts impenetrably veiled. Beat under-

neath its j^at/fi, . v. ii. 7.

but in the j-^sflfe Of flowering parasites, .... vi. xxviii. 3.

dark oaks, whose shade did cover IX. i. 7.

and the winds . . . were void of shade / . , . . x. xviiL 6.

a hollow dome and spire . . . beneath whose shade xil. xxvi. 6.

Yet thro' their silver shade appears, ProTn. I. 224.

Fast as the shapes of mingled shade and mist, . Q. Mob, vii. 269.

As a lizard with the shade Of a trembling leaf, . Rarely., III. i.

the shade it spread Was so transparent, .... Triumph, 30.

Farther behind and deeper in the shade. . . . i6g.

till within the shade Of the great mountain . 451.
under the shade Of dasmon wings, . .... 501.

If I would cross the j^arfc of night, Two Spirits, lO.

whose shade cast Darkness and odours, . . Witch, xxxvill. 3.

(3) shadow.
And that strange boat, like the moon's shade . Laon, i. xxii. 8.

its moving shade did cover The twilight , . . vil. xl. 7.

the shade Of her bright image xi. iii. 5.

a broad and pointed shade Marenghi, xiv. 6.

His inessential figure cast no shade Q. Mab., Vll. 71.

The snowy column from its j. Caught whiteness : Rosal. 1153.

(4) the obscurity of night.

deadlier gloom Than the earth's shade, or inter-

lunar air, Cenci\ IV. \. 190.

(5 J sadness, gloom.
To weep a loss that turns their lights to shade. . Alastor^ 712,

Into the dreary cone of our life's shade ; . . . Epips* 228.

Watching.the shade from his own soul upthrown Laon^ viil. vi. 2.

A shade of selfish care o'er human looks is cast. IX. xxiv. g.
even as the shade Which from our death, . . . 'ix. xxv. 5.

And tho' some envious shade may interlope . IX. xxvii. 3.

For a deep shade was cleft, Xll xxxvii.7.

(For years gone by leave each a deepening shade), Marenghi^xw.^.
I see a shade of doubt and horror fleet . . . Q. Mao., iv. 72.

\Q) tinge, colouring.

a warm shade Of unentangled intermixture, . . Bpips. 92.

a shade Of gentle beauty on the flowers : . . . Fiordispina^ 44.

(7) unreal state of existence.

It over-soared this low and worldly shade, . . . Epips- 16.

(8) lowering, threatening looks.

Retreating, . . . beneath the shade Of gathered
eyebrows, Laon, VI. ix. 3.

(9) remembrance.
Like the bright shade of some immortal dream . 11. xxiii. 8.

a gleam of bliss, A shade of vanished days,— . v. xxiv. 7,

we are darkened with their floating shade^ . . Vll. xxx. 3.

(10) vision, hope.
grown pale by seeing The shade of thee ;— . . Laon^'v.Song^2.'j.

(11) moral shadow, influence, obscurity.

that quicken Under its chilling .^Aa^f, .... Tersa Ri?ftayi2.
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And bliglited are the leaves that cast its shade; . Ireland^ 8.

whose dim shade a stream of poison feeds. . . . Laoriy II. ii. 9.

Scared by the shade wherewith they would eclipse X. xxx. 3.

but evil casts a shade^ Which cannot pass so soon, xi. xv. 7.

Wore th&shade^ its lustre made. Prom. I. 732.

Through the shade of sleep, II. iii. 56.

Commerce ! beneath whose poison-breathing .y. . Q. Mab^ v. 44.
Beneath whose j//a(^ all life is^withered up, . . VI. 208.

(12) protecting influence.

The multitudinous earth shall sleep beneath thy j. Laon^ XI. xxiii, g.

With their shade to cover ye Mask. Lxxiv. 4.

No shade^ no shelter from the sweeping storms . Q. Mab^ IV. 126.

Shade, V. tr. screen, hide.

Her golden tresses shade The bosom's stainless

pride, Dcemon, I. 44
Q.Mab.l.^i.

Shaded,^/, tinged.

iS-^flitfeif with deepest purple, --— XI. 17.

Shades, n. (1) phantoms.
they soar Like grey shades^ Eug: ffiUs^ 1^.

Stalked like fell jAaofej among their perished prey ; Laon^ x. xiv. 7.

j/iaisfej beautiful and white, xii. xxxvi. 7.

With endless tortures goad their guilty shades. . M. N. Ravail, 6i.
may sweep thro' vacant shades^ Prom. I. 216.

(2) obscurity, darkness.
More dark And dark the shades accumulate. . . Alasior^ 431.
sail among the shades^ Like vaporous shapes . . 456.
evening gloom Now deepening the dark shades^ 486.
the murky shades involved An image, . . . . 660,

Like evening j;4aiil?j that o'er the mountainscreep, Laon, ii. xlix. 7.

when the s. of evening He On Earth and Ocean, . iii. xii. y.

until the shades of evening wrapt Earth . . . iii. xviii. i.

and left the shades which tend on sleep . . . v. xxvi. 4.

the shades approve.His truth, ix. vii. 4.

the shades forlorn Of moon-illumined forests. . . Marenghi^ IV. 4.
moved under the obscure Eternal shades^ . . Matilda^ 32.

As shades are chased, . . Pro-m. iv. 22.

And the grey jAa(/ffi' of evening ... ... RosaL<y^.
And grey shades gather in the woods : . . . 13S.

And, mingled with the jAat^ej of twilight, . . . Sunset^ \Q.

(3) shadows.
Filled the mysterious halls with floating shades . Alastor^ 124.
Thro' which slow shades were wandering, . . Rosal. 104.

(4) tints, hues.
tinged With shades of infinite colour, . . Dcenton^ i. 145.

n II 11 11 M • • Q; Mab^ I. 234.
Shades like a rainbow's rise and flee, . . . Peter^ vi. xxvi. 4.

(5) gloom.
And the s. which surround me fly fast at its ray. Deaths Dial. 26.
With supernatural shades of clinging sadness ; . Jjaon^ iv. v. ^.

(6) mysteries.
Ah ! why do dark'ning shades conceal . . . .St. Ir. (4) v. i.

Through the stormy shades of thy worldly way, There is no work^ 8.

(7) alternations of feeling.

Watch the dim j^a;£fe.y as like ghosts . . . . Aprils 1814, 11.

Shades, v, tr, (1) overshadows.
as in the sacred grove Which shades the springs Caen. VI. xl. 6.
the over-hanging rock That shades the pool— . Orpheus^ 12.

(2) darkens.
That shades the intervening dale M. N. Melody 38.
\t shades the couch of some unresting lover, . Laon^ ix. i. 4.'

Shadow, n. A. Lit. (1) the figure of a body projected by
light, a reflected image.

and with her as with his shadow, . . . . Ch. isi, i. 62.
will discern the shadow of an idiot

.

. n. ag.
Or earth be like a shadow ... , . m, 30.
Beside thee like thy shadow hangs, Coleridge, 32.
the thought, Which, like a prophet or a shadow, Ginevra, 'go.
quench the fiery jAaiatow Of his gilt prow . . . Hellas, i-ji.

what shadow flits Before? . 716.
Following it like its shadow, . Julian, 491.Who sate beside him like his shadow there, . . Laon, i. Ix. 3..

did breed No shadow in the sky beside mine own— ni. xvi. 4.
Mine, and the shadow of my chain alone. .

Its shadow lay beyond— . . . .

its still shadow hid Far ships :

Shall fade like shadow from his thousand fanes.
Who like its shadow near my youth had stood,
the steed's broad shadow past
if the arrowy dove Strike with her shadow^
cast in peace his shadow broad and dim.
A shadow, which was light,

The shadow of the lingering waves . , ,

seems to lie Loveliness like a shadow, . .

And all dark Tempe lay In Pelion's shadow.
Heaven's ever-changin? Shadow, spread below,
But thine own fairest shadow imaged there ?

shall mark The shadow of fair ships, . . .

So when thy shadow fa)ls on me, ....
Crouching within the shadow of a tomb ; .

forbade Shadow to fall from leaf and stone ; .

Where the death-darting sun cast no shadow
noon,

He fled like a shadow before its noon • .

A rapid shadow from a slope of grass,' .

III. xvi. 5.

III. xvii. 4.
V. xl. 8.

v.lS'ow^,6.i4.

VI. XV. 5.
VI, xxi, 9.
VI. xl. 8.

VII. xxvii. 9.

XII. xviii, 9,
XII. XX. 7.

Medusa, i. 6.

Pan, II. 3.

Prom. I. 28.

II. i. 113,

III. ii. 25.-— IV. 453
rnumph, 90.

445-

Vis. Sea. 47.
Unf. Dr. 2.

Hytchy xLjii, 7.

. Ch. 1st, I. 3,

. Epips. %(>\.

. Even. Pisa, il. j^.

. Ginevra^ 21.

. L,aon, J. li. 6.

. .1. vi. 6.

. I. Ivi. 8,

, V. iiii. 4.

. VI. xix. 9.

. Prom. IV. 424.

. Q, Mab, I. 97.
. Priumph, 59.

462.

. Witch, Lix. 8.

, Alastor, 306.

. Calderon, III. 104.

Cenci, III. i. 171.

(2) shade, darkness, gloom.
Lilce morning from the shadow of the night,

through the shadow of the seasons three, .

Nor damp within the shadow of the trees ; .

A moonbeam in the shadow of a cloud . .

did steep The orient sun in shadow:— . .

Suddenly stained with shadow did appear
;

A cloud of deepest shadow
then sleeps In the shadow of the shores ; . .

Sweeps in the shadow of eve that Phantom
The shadow of white death has past . . .

When melting into eastern twihffht's shadow,
within the gloom Of their own jAaaTfTzw . .

Me, not the shadow nor the solitude ; . .

To wander in the shadow of the night. . ,

(3) a spirit, a phantom,
that mighty Shadow loves The slimy caverjis

Art thou a monstrous shadow
which rise, like shadow after shadow, . .

Mighty death! Thou doublfrvisaged shadow I

Only judge! III. i. 178.

but say, Imperial shadow of the thing I am, . Hellas, 900.

A shapeless shadow that sleeps on the hill .- M.N. Spec. Hors. 17.

The shadow of God, Prol. Hellas, 5.

And wake, and find the shadow Pain, as he whom
now we greet . Prom.. I. 779.

Time fell, an envious j^a(/(?z(;.* ii. ly. 34.
I am the shadow of a destiny II. iv. 146.

That terrible shadow floats Up from its throne, . II. iv. 150,

Shadffw oih^zxity unbeheld: III. iii. 7.

A Janus-visaged Shadow did assume .... Priutnph, 94.
to see the shadow pass away, 225.

A Shadow tracks thy flight of fire— Two Spirits, 3.

(4) an image of the imagination, something imaginary
though seeming real.

The shadow of white Death, Adonais, vill. 3.

By the bright shadow of that lovely dream, . . Alastor^ 233.
Till weak imagination half possesses The self-

created shadow. Cenci. II. ii. 143.
The awful shadow of some unseen Power . . Int. Beauty, i. i.

Depart not as thy shadow came, iv. 10.

Sudden, thy shadow fell on me ; v. 11.

It is the shadow which doth float unseen, . Laon, vi. xxxvii. i.

A shadow soon to pass away, Mask, Liii. 2.

The shadow of that soul by which I live, . . . Prom. 11. i. 31.
Nor fame, that shadow ofthe unborn hour . . . Sonn. Byron, jo.

(5) an imperfect or faint representation.
she [Echo] pined away Into a s. of all souijds :— Adonais, xv. 8,

Being as 'twere, the shadow of his own Cenci, ii. ii. 56.
but a shadow In the dread lightning ..... ill. i. 88.
A shadow of some golden dream ; Epips. 116.
A shadow of that substance, 137.
The shadow of that idol of my thought. .... 268.
imagination just possesses The half created sha. Fr. Unsat. 7,
Anathat tame serpent, that poor shadow, France, Hellas, 968.
His name, that shadow of his withered might, . 568.
Our survivors be the shadow of their pride, . . 1013,
and still the grace Which her mind's shadow cgst, Laon^ iv. xxx. 9.
Like the shadow in the glass . ...... Peter, P^ol. 14,
The smallest shadow of a doubt i. iv. 4.
This was the shadow of the truth I saw Prom. I. 655.
The j>^iK/(ra/ of some spirit lovelier still, . . . 11. iii. 13.
The shadow of the peace denied to them. . . . Rosal. 1291.

(6) moral darkness, gloom.
He has outsoared the shadow ofour nigljt ; . . Adonais.^ XL. i.

Though its shadow eclipses the day, . . . . . Bigotry, ill. 6.
a grief Which is the shadow of a gentle mind. . Pr. My head, 2.

black despair, The shadow of a starless night,
" — •

every throne Of Earth or Heaven, tho' s., rests
which pierced,the shadow Of Christian night .

My days were dim in the shadow . . .

Past woe its shadow backward threw, ... „„^,
And the shadow that moves in the soul's eclipse . Unf. Dr. 10.

(7) a constant attendant, a second self.
He like her shadow has pursued, . . . . Alastor, 82.
I met pale Pain My shadow, Julian, 325!As mine own shadow was this child to me, . . Laqn, ij. xxiv. i.
Tho' Ruin now Love's shadow be, Prom. i. 780.
Whose shadow thou art—lift thine eyes on me. . 11. i. 70.

(8) protecting influence.
Seek shelter in the shadow ofthe tomb Adonais, LI. 8.
with his shadow ever clothes The innocent, . Cenci, iv. iv. 161.
Beneath the shadow of her wings ...... Dcenton, I. 70.
The shadow of thy spirit falls on her? .... Prom. i. 823;
Under the shadow of his beauty lying, . . iv, 44B.
LiketheMad59woffire surrounding me! . . . Rosal. 10^8.
enfolden In the warm shadow of her loveliness \-^ Witch, li. 5.

(9) prevailing influence.
Thy shadow, and the darkness of thy steps,
for never But once within its shadow . . .

Thou tree whose shadow o'er the Atlantic .

in its awful shadow it has wound . . .

Famine, a swift shadow,
but Plague did fling One shadow upon all .

the shadow of a mood
Into the shadow of her pinions wide . . .

The shadow of thy moving wings imbue . . . ^ ^ ^man
The j^arftm; of that slumber deep: Rosal. 839.
1 ne shadow of his presence made l/nj Dr.K±

4 H 2

JJion, Ded. vi. 4.
VIIL IX, 5.

Prol. Hellas, 170.
Rosal. 282.

805.

Alastor, 21.

Fr. Moon, 5.
Irelatid, 5.

Laon, IX. xi. 7.

X. xvii. 4.
X. xxiv. 4,
XL i. 4,

Ode Lib. in. 12.

/v. Athan. 11. iv. 9.
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(10) remembrance, reflection or memory.
But as a jAa^fow of the past,— Calderon.ii. ?,^.

Which that delightful day with its own sha. blest, Laon, v. Iviii. 9.

From the shadow of a dream ! Ode to Heaven^ 36.
History is but the shadow of their shame, . . . Polii. Great. 5.

'Tis the jAoafozu of a dream Pr. Aihan.l.^'&.
Had, with one awful shadow^ quelled . . . Rosal. 203.

(11) reduced or emaciated figure.

He was the shadow of the lusty child .... Mother^ Son^ VI. 6.

(12 ) promise or prefiguring.
And then the shadow of thy coming fell .... Ode Lib. ix. 2.

Each day a shadow onward cast Timelongpast^ 11. 4.

(13) gloomy expression.
a swifl .yAfl(f(7w ran, /V.^Maw. 11. ii. 49.

(14) a mere tinge or shade.
Shadow of annoyance Never came near thee : . Skylark^ 78.

(15) a veil fine as a shadow.
A jAaifiTze/ for the splendour of her love Witch^ 'X.iw. %.

(16 ) a pale panic-stricken person so called.
dim shadow Of some untimely rumour, speak ! . Hellas, 617.

(17) a dream.
From my dim sleep a shadow was unfurled : . . Laon^ III. ii. 5.

Shadow, V. tr. darken, cloud.
That at intervals shadow the star-studded night. Moonbeam, l. \o.

"^Sliadow-peopled, c. adj. ghost-haunted.
But we will leave this sh<^w-peopled cave . Horn, Merc. xxix. i.

Of shadow-peopled Infancy, Prom. il. v. 102.

*Sliadow-vested, c. adj. Fig,
sit by me, shadow-vested Misery : Inv. Mis. I. 2.

Shadowed, v. tr. (1) shaded.
Shadowed the cavern where the lovers lay . . . Hom^. Merc. I. 6.

Which . . . The massy forest shadowed o^x. , . Rosal. 992.
Which to the east a hoar wood shadowed o'er, . Sunset, lo.

(2) was over or above.
and the clear brow Which shadowed )ihQTa . . . Laon^ 1. Hx. 3.

Shadowed,//. <1) shaded.
Shadowedhy pine and ilex forests wide, . . , Marenghi, xv. 4.
where the shore Is shadowed m\ih steep rocks, . Rosal. 1246.

(2) prefigured, reflected.

The coming age is shadowed on the past . . Hellas^ 805.

(3) overspread.
was shadowed o'er By love ; Prom^. II. i. 72.

tSliadowest, v. tr. representest typically.
Thou shadowesi forth that mighty shape in story, Marenghi, VII. 3.
as thou art must be He whom thou shadow, forth. Prom,, i. 247.

Shadowing, pr. pple. covering, shading.
Shadow, its eves with green and golden wings, Pr. Athan. II. iii. 3.

Shadows, «. Lit. (1) pi. of Shadow (1).
Threw their thin shadows down the rugged slope, Alastor, 529.
Like clouds, and like the shadows of the clouds, Hellas, 328.
Made all the shadows of our sails blood-red, . . 508.
grown Like two shadows into one : Inv. Mts. x. 2.
As the slow shadows of the pointed grass . '. . Julian^ 416.
Thro' the green shadows of^the waves that meet

Near to the shore, Laon^ I. xix. 8.
and the green And glancing shadows of the sea . i. xx. 6.
did rest and hover Like shadows o'er my brain ; i. xl. 3.
Like light amid the shadows of the sea . . . v. li. 3.
Their gem-born shadows to the water gave, . . vii. xx. 5.
shapes and shadows changing ever, xil.xxxiv.2.
chase the shadows Over the grass ; . ... xii.xxxvi.3.
Fast cloud shadows and sunbeams : Mont B. 15.
from nation unto nation Like shadows: . . . Ode Lib. XL 12.
as shadows on a grassy hill Pr. Athan. Ii. ii. 13.
their shadows make The space Prom-. I. 523.
But on the shadows of the morning clouds, . . 11. i. 151.
And with their shadows the clear depths below, . Rosal. 1248.
Half-seen shadows did fall, St. Ir. (2) xil, 5.
the shadows the clouds threw, Triumph, 63.
fleet as shadows on the green, —^ 139.
We have but thrown, . . . Our shadows on it . . stji.

like shadows between man and God ; .... 289.
Amid the gliding wave^ and shadows dun ; . . 342.
or the soft j^tZi^OTWj of the trees

; ^74.
Shadows of shadows, yet unlike themselves, . . 488.
like a sleeping lizard Under the j^a^ozyj/ . . . Unf. Dr. 206.
Which the dsLTk shadows hide Vf^ m-eet, ll. 5.
The shadows of the massy temples lie Witch, lix. 2.

(2) darkness, gloom, shade.
The cloud shadows of midnight possess .... Aprils 1814, 17.
veiling in its shadows wide Calderon, I. 39.
with, incense of calm breath And lig-hts and j. / , , Epips. 379.
O'er the Pierian mountains clothea in shadows, . Horn. Merc. Xll. 3.And the deep cavern wliere dark shadows lie, . xxxvill. 4.
the shadows green Of the wild woods, .... Hom. Venus, 14.
And tyrants and slaves are like shadows of night Liberty, iv. 5.
And the shadows of the night, Mask. VI. 2.
Only the j^arfozcj creep

: Rosal. i7^±.
The gToVe Grew dense with shadows Triumph^ 481.

(3) phantoms, ghosts, aerial beings.
like dim shadows watch bv her sepulchre. . . . Autumn, I. 11.
Four sha^less shadows bright and beautiful . . Dcemon, l, 64.'
The winged shadows seemed to gather speed. . i. 149.
Like animated frenzies, dimly moved Shadows, . i. 257

The shadows with swift wings . DcE-mon^ II. 322.

Their shadows more clear float by— Hellas, io54.__

even as shadows keep Their watch Laon, III. xxii. 7.

Foul, ceaseless shadows:— ill. xxiii. 6.

among mightier shadows which pursued . . . Vll. x. 7.

Obscurely thro' my brain, like shadows dim, . . Pront. I. 146.
The shadows of all forms that think and live . . I. igB.

The wandering voices and the shadows these . . III. iii. 57.
light-vanquished shadows^ fleeing, IV. 381.

And dread shadows^ linger around St. Jr. (^ xill. 3.

And we the shadows of the dream Sensit.Pl. IV. 12.

though ^astXy shadows iivtev^Qse Triuntph, 171.

sent forth incessantly These shadows^ .... 528.

from whose forms most shadows past, .... 543.

(4) unrealities, mysteries.
Heaven's light forever shines, Earth's shad, fly; Adonais, Lli. a.

an unceasing strife Oi shadows, Allegory^ l. 5.

That shadows follow them where'er they go. , . II. 8.

I dare not unveil The shadows . Death, Dial. 22.

Pierce the shadows of its sadness, Pr. A gentle, 8.

Chased the shadows and the dreams Hellas, 71.

At the shadows of the earth, Inv. Mis. xii. 2.

hosts of ghastly shadows hovering there; . . . Loon, Vll. xv. 5.

who ever weave Their shadows, o'er the chasm, . Lift not, 6.

But he in shadows undiscerned Trusted,— . . . Peter, v. iii. 4.
For all delights are shadows now! Rosal. 411.
Who painteth the shadows that are beneath . Ihere is nowork, 27.

(5) representations, reflections.

The perfect shadows of their teeming thoughts : . Ch, 1st, II. 470.

(6) foreshadowings.
The times do cast strange shadows Hellas, 124,

The shadows doubtless of the unborn time . , . 609.
Bchoesand^^ae/iTze'j ofwhat Loveadoreslnthee, I^ol.Hellas, 99.

(7) moral or intellectual gloom.
Chasing the heavy shadows of dismay. . . Hom. Merc. LXXXII. 8.

(8) images, imaginations, ideas.

And thronging jAa//(?zE'j, fast and thick, . , . Con. Sing. III. 7.

idle j)^^;^!?^^ Of thought's eternal flight— . . . Hellas, j^^.
Have shaped itself these shadows of its fear ? . J9^^-
Seeking among the shadows that pass by . . . Mont B. 45,
The shadows of my soul upon mankind, . . . Otho, v. 2.

Thoughts are but shad, which the flashing mind . v. 4.
and j^^^bz&j idle Of unreal good Prom..\l.\\.^6*

(9) dimness, obscurity.
swift shadows o'er mine eyes had shed Laon^ V. xii. 5.

A splendour among shadows, Lift not^ 12.

(10) adumbrations, clouds.
when scarce its shadows vast From the blue paths Laon^ V. xxiv. 2.

on a throne With storms and shadows girt, . . X. xl. 5*

(11) children called shadows.
But these fair shadows interposed : Rosal. 410.

Shadowy, adj. (1) dark, dim, being in shade or shadow.
The shadowy dome, the sculptures, Laon, I. Ivii. 6.
into some shadowy wood, vil. x. 2.

Moonbeam, leave the shadowy vale, Moonbeam, I. i.

Spanglet of light on evening's shadowy veil, . . Star, 3.

(2) reflecting shadows.
Oi shadowy silver or enshrining light, . . . Alasior^ 481.A portal as of shadowy adamant Allegory, I. i.

And under the caves, Where the shadowy waves Arethusa, IV. n.
beneath the shadowy sea Horn.. Sun^ 24.
Whose blosmy forests starred the shadowy deep, Laon, l. li. 2.

from that bright fountain's shadowy waves , . Vll.xxxiv.3.

(3) fine, delicate, filmy.
Loosening her star-bright robe and shadowy hair I. xviii. 6.
thro' the jA(M?oa/j; stream Of her loose hair— . 11. xxix. i.

its shadowy strings it spread Fitfully, . " . . , vi. xxi. 7.
Beneath a bright acacia's j,^wiijz£;ji hair, . . . vili.xxx.3.

(4) light, gentle.
Erased its light vestige, with shadowy sweep, , Sensit. PI. II. 27-

(5) unreal, unsubstantial.
Faithless perhaps as sleep, a shadowy lure, . . Alastor^ 294.
the world sj^aaTcTziyjwalls are past and disappear. Con. Sing. 11. 11,A white courser bears the shadowy sprite ; . M.HT. Spec. Hors. 38.
In her right hand, a s. shroud she was holding, . St. Jr. (i) IV. 3.

(6) abounding in phantoms.
Be peopled from thy shadowy deep, Calderon, in. 8.

(7) fragile, like a phantom.
In those flushed cheeks, bent eyes, and s. frame . Alastor, 416.

(8) impalpable, imperceptible.
Not knowing that a shadowy . . . Tracks every

traveller Allegory, 11. 2.

(9) misty, indistinct in the distance.
earth Appeared a vast and shadowy sphere, . . Des»ton, i. iKi.

_ n, - »' 11. >t, »'...»> • Q- Mab, 1, 24.1,
Its shadowy mountams on the sun-bnght sea, . Damon, 11. 97.

n» " 7 -?
"

'L • 'L " 1. ,'« • Q- ^o-K VIII. 92.O er s/tadowy raountam and resounding dell, Ifym Merc xvi 2Shadowy Aornos darkened o'er the helm The '
* "

horizontal Eether; Naples 40And the blue sea and shadowy hills were seen. . Prom, \i. iv. 07.
(10) mysterious, gloomy.

Seen through the caverns of the shadowy grave, . Pr. Satire ±

What sorrow strange, and j//a,jfoze»jf, .... , Pr. Athan. l. ig.
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Shadjr*. adj. leafy, casting a shade.
Now teems with countless rills and shady woods, Dcemon, 11. 82.

Now teem with countless rills and sAady woods, Q. Mab^ Vlll. 75.

Shaft, n, (Ij an arrow.
Fell, like a jAo;^ loosed by the bowman's error, . Laon^ x. xxvi. 3.

(2) the stem or stock of a speari
Round whose rude shaft dark ivy tresses grew . Adonais,xxKiii.4..

(3) a stroke.
If so the jj^o/jf Of mercy-wing&d lightning . . . Cence, III. ii. $.

(4) a beam.
A shafi of light upon its wings descended, . . . Laon, i. ix. 1.

(5) a bolt or missile.

then the shaft Of the artillery VI. xi. 6.

(6) J*t^. arrow.
pierced by the shaft which flies In darkness ? . . Adonats, II. 2.

Shafts, n. A. Lit. (1) trunks of columns,
between whose shafts "wound far away .... Laon^ i. Hii. .e.

(2) arrows.
The sunbeams are my shafts, Apollo^ III. i.

B. Fig.
Through clouds its shafts of glory rain .... Hellas^ 74.
nor though the Sun Its shafts of agony kindling Laon^ ill. xx. 3.

the pest's swift Bane When its shafts smite—- —— vi. xvii. 3.

The shafts of falsehood unpolluting flew, , . . ix. xviii. 7.

thou dost shower The jA(|/^j of thy revenge, . . x. xxviii. 4.
those who fell By the swift jjAa^.y x. xxxvii.4.
scorned the {shafts'] of the avenger, Love. Hope, 20.
Whose sunlike s. pierce tempest-winged Error, . Ode Lib. x. 3.

Or could the morning shafts of purest light . . Prol. Hellas, 189.
With altematinff shafts of frost and fire, . . . Front, ii. iv. 53.
And the Ufe-kindling shafts of the keen sun's . . iii. iii. j 18.

Shake, v. I. tr. A. Lit. (1) cause to vibrate, flap, move
quickly, rattle,

the fiends will shake Thine arches with the laughter
of their joy ! Cenci, iv. i. 183.

Which tempests shake eternally, S-ug. Hills, 4.6,

shake The strength of his unconquerable wings . jLaon, i. xiii. 5.

Why shake the chains ye wrought ? . . . . Men ojEng. VII. 3.

Oh, ye who s. hills with the' scream of your mirth. Prom. I. 49S.
So thy sick throes shake not that crucifix. . . . I. 601.
Whose mild winds shake the elder brake, . . . i, 793.
fitful breezes shake The fresh green leaves . . . Rosal. 959.
Till like two clouds ... That jAa,4fi the mountains Triumph, 156.
Shake their gray hairs in the insulting; wind, . . 166.

Which rain could never betid, or whirl-blast shake. Witch, XLVIII. 2.

(2) vfiiliprep. to or into, cast off, throw down.
Shake your chains to earth like dew Mask, xxxviil. 3.

rise and shake Into a beggar's lap ;— .... Witch, Lxxii. 6.

(3) attack, struggle with.
Is it a father's throat Which I will shake, . . . Cenci, iii. i. 289.

B. Fig. (1) remove or disturb.
I must J. the heavenly dew of rest From this sweet V. iii. 7.

and shake From the Celtic Anarch's hold , , . Bug, Hills, 151.

(2) cause to fail.

the same clime Shake with decay. Fiordispina, 19.

(3) affect, touch with feeling.

sufferings which might shake the sternest heart . Cenci, v. ii. 41.
I fear 'twill shake Thy gentle heart with tears. . Rosal. 593.

(4) shower or distribute.

on this fairest world Shake pestilence and war, . D<sinon, 11. 17.

(5) make insecure.
they shake The earth on which I stand, .... Hellas, 787.
Tho' it might shake the Anarch Custom's reign, . Laon, L>ed. x. 5.

And laughter fills the Fane, and curses shake the
Throne IV.' xiv. 9.

(6) agitate, disturb.
And shake the souls throned on their stony hearts, Hellas, 4i«;.

Which shake these latter days ; Laon, Dek. xil. 8.

II. intr. A. Lit, (1) tremble.
And her own spasm made her shake, Fr. Ghst. Sty. 8.

they shake Beneath its blasts— Orpheus, 33.

B. Fig, are agitated or excited,
in which all spirits shake As trembling leaves . Bpips. 145.
Crete and Cyprus, . . . Shake in the general fever. Hellas^ 590.
Beheld his mystic friend's whole being shake, . Pr. Athan. Ii. ii. 52.
They shake with emotion, . Protn. iv. 45.

Shaken, pp. A. Lit. (1) made to vibrate or tremble,
whose narrow fire 1% shaken by the wind, . . . Cenci, III. ii. 10.
Fearfully Heaven was shaken, Ham.. Min. 10.

No leaf will be j/;a:^« . yizw^, III. 4.
for sudden, the firm earth was shaken Zjion, I. i. 8.
I hear : I am a leaf shaken by thee ! Prom. iv. 528.
The dusk and solid air was shaken Rosal. 1144.

(2) showered, distributed.
From my wings are shaken the dews Cloud, 5.
From its cradling blue-bell shaken, Fr. Serp. 7.
Yet were they not so shaken from the rest, . . Matilda, 13.A cresset shaken from the constellations. . . . Prol. Hellas, 201.
soft dew Shaken from a bathing wood-nymph's

l>™bs Prom. iv. 509.
B. Fig. (1) destroyed, abolished.

one truth their dreary prison has shaken,— . Laon, IX. x. 3.

(2) made insecure or uncertain,
the ice-rocks are shaken round Winter's throne, . Liberty, i. 4.

Shaken to their roots, Prom. II. iii. 42.

See, the bounds of the air are shaken— . . . Two Spirits, 19.

(3) moved with emotion.
As aught mute yet deeply shaken Sophia, IV. 4.

(4) thrown off.

until the dewy sleep is s. From every living heart Ginevra, 127.

from its snows has shaken The swoon of ages, . Laon, II. xiv. 3.

from his ebon mane Soon as the clinging slumbers
he '[^a.d shaken, VI. xliii.3.

As stars from Night's loose hair are shaken, . . Mask, xxxi. 2.

(5) cast.

Be the cold chains shaken To the dust . . . Ode, Arise, 10.

Shaken, ppl. adj. agitated, vibrating.

And through the ruins of the shaken mountain . Faust, l\. 136.

Shuts in the shaken earth
j

_ Orpheus
_ 95.

Shakes, v. I. tr. A, Lit. (1) makes tremble or moves.
which strikes the solid rock But shakes it not. . Cenci, IV. iv, 52,

and shakes Its undecaying battlement, . . Q. Mab, VI. loi.

(2) agitates, arouses. \

Which shakes the forest with its murmurings, . Adon. Cane. 4.

It shakes me as the tempest shakes the sea, . . Hellas, 130.

the south wind shakes the extinguished day, . . Triumph, 76.

(3) with^rtfOT, intOf or out of causes to fall, casts forth,

which the autumnal blast S. into the tall grass ; Marenghi, xxiv. 3.

Then he shakes from his skeleton folds the night-

mares, M. N. Spec. Hors. 53.
Out of whose depth a fire-fly shakes his li^ht . . Witch, xx. 7,

B. Fig. renders insecure or uncertain.
Whose spirit shakes the sapless bones Of Slavery ? Hellas,7o6.
shakes and sickens The solid heart of enterprise ; . Prol. Hellas, log.

II. intr. A. Lit. trembles, vibrates,

even when his feeble hand Shakes in its last decay, Alastor, 685.
While the boundless forest shakes, Fug. Hills, 272.
Shakes like a reed in the unheeding storm, . . Fr. Byron, 2.

Shakes with the sleepless surge ;— Laon, vii. ix. 6.

B. Fig. trembles.
Shakes the broad basis of thy blood-stained seat ; M. N. Post. Fr. 80.

Shakespeare, b. T564, d. 1616.
As divinest Shakespeare^s might Bug. Hills, 196.
To Shakespeare^ Sidney, Spenser and the rest . Gisb. 31.
Except in Shakespeare's wisest tenderness.— , 225.
Like one of iSAfly&ffj^i^yfi'j women: fulian, $g2.
In that barbarian Shakespeare poking? .... Peter, vi. iv. 5.
Let them read Shakespeare's sonnets, .... St. Bpips. 99.

Shaking, pr. pple. (1) agitating, moving quickly.
Shaking a javelin keen, Horn. Min. 8.

Shaking dim grave-clothes in the wind Peter, vi. xxxi. 5,
the Queen Shaking the beamy reins Q. Mab, l. 205.
Came shaking in his speed the budding wands . Virgil^ 21.

shaking z. green stick Of lilies Witch, vlll. *.

(2) disturbing.
through the soul's abyss, . . . Rolls, shaking its

foundations
;

Pr. Athan. 1. 102.

(3) dishevelling, dispreading.
Shaking wide thy yellow hair, Cycl. 66.

Shall, aux. V. (1) denoting necessity or inevitability.

I shaU have found My inn of lasting rest ; . , . Ch. 1st, I. 40.
now We shall not do it any more Cenci^ V. iv. 164.
But he who comes relying on such birds ... he

shall have missed His road— Horn.. Merc, xciil. 5.

(2) predicating that which is to happen.
Shall sail round the world, and come back again : Ch. 1st, II. 372.
Saturn and Love their long repose Shall b\XTst, . Hellas, 1091.

(3) denoting refusal.

she told me how All happened—but the cold world
shall<not know Julian, 617.

(4) interrogatively= ought to.

What jAo//we think, my Lords? Cenci, v. ii. 6a
Shall we be not renewed ! Hellas^ 348.
(5) used hypothetically.

Two armies shall obtain the assurance of One
^ctory Calderon, I. 140.

(6) as affirmation positive= will.
Say what ye will. I shall deny no more. , . . Cenci, v. iii. 86.

*ShaUop, n. a small boat.
A little shallop floating near the shore .... Alastor, 299.

Shallow, adj. (1) having little depth.
Through muddy weeds, the shallow sullen sea. . Marenghi, XV. 6.
Shallow, smooth, and strong doth come,— . . Serchio, 98.
the shallow road Of white and dancing waters, . Witch, XLI. 5.
mortal boat In such a shallow rapid XLI. 8.

(2) not intellectually deep, superficial.
A strain too learned for a shallow age, .... Gisb. 242.

Shalt, aux. v, denoting possibility.
But thou i-^oZ/wtfifgr find what lean hide. . . . Calderon,!.^.

Shame, n. (1) as a personification.
And Poverty and Shame may meet and say— , Julian, 371.And Enmity is sister unto Shame; Laon, VJii. xx. 2.

(2) a consciousness of disgrace or guilt, or a feeling of
modesty. ^

^ot Shame shall bum upon thy secret brow, . Adonais, xxxvii. 8.Whilst thy cold embers choke the sordid hearth
oi shame xxxviii o

before the jAflw^ Of reconciling me ...".' \ Calderon, \\.\^\
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Calderon^lll. 131.
Cenciy 1. 1. 42.

I. iii. no.
III. i. 317.
V, i. 31.

V. iv. 148.

Ck, isf, I. 162.

J^r. Satire^ 3.

Fugitives^ IV. 5.

Ginevra^ 29.
Hellas^ 402.
Julian^ 516.
Ji.aon, Ded. IV. 4.

Il.iv. s.
V. V. s.

1 vi. viii. 8.
' via. xvii.5.

IX. vi. 2.

' ix;. xvii. 8.

X. xxi. 7.

X. xxvii. 4.

X. xxxix. 9.
XII. xxiv.3.

Mask, Lxxxvi. I.

(BdipuSy I. 376.
Pr. Athan. 1. 10.

Prom. I. 3QI.
— III. iv. i6i.

Q. Mab^ III. 43.
VI. 185.

Rosal. 439.
922.

Triumph^ 394.

Calderon, III. 175.

. Cenci^ III. i, 287.
. Ck. \si. III. 39.
Deemon^ I. 280.

'Tis shamcy 'tis torment, 'tis

The skante and misery you have written there.

Till it thus vanquish shame and fear

!

that I might stnke him dumb with skante^ .

fear disguised From its own sham-e . . .

in a strange cloud of crime and shante^ . .

health Followed by grim disease, glory by sAame,
if the pains'.Of j-4a«M,
The bridegroom stands, eaten By shame. .

Some with a sense of self-rebuke and shame,
while yet wonder, and awe, and shame^ . .

and we Wept without shame in his society.

So without &ham,e, I spake :—
and to abide That blasting curse men had no
shame and sorrow mine in toils had wound,
the might Of virtuous shame return, . . .

All that I read of sorrow, toil, and shame^ .

but free From shame or fear ; . . .

nor fear nor shame. Nor faith,

Naked they were from torture, without sham.e^
we bend in fear and shame
"Whilst shame, and fear, and awe, ....
I was disturlDed by tremulous shame . . .

Then they will return with shame ....
With blood of indignation, rage, and sham-e !•

Baffled with blast of hope-consuming shame ;
He can feel hate, fear, shame; not gratitude
Nor jealousy, nor envy, nor ill sham.e, . .

the fflow of shame, that, spite of him,
to hide the shatne they feel, ....
The eldest, with a kind of shame, ....
till strong j. Made them again become the same.
as one between desire and shame Suspended, . .

(3) disgrace, ignominy.
sought my sorrow and my shame
Nature casts him off, who is her shame; . .

hands, which now write only their own shame.
Brooking no eye to witness their foul shatne, .

And weave into his shame, Death Nap. 39.

Will hide that love, from its unvalued shame. . B-pi-ps. 44.
The Vision I had sought through grief and shame. 322.

The price of an abandoned maiden's shame; . . Fau^t, II. 307.

In being all they hate in others' shame, .... Fr. Satire, 39.

The thorns of death and j^awtf Hellas, 21^.

My presence bore A part'in that ABy's^hame. 477.

Feeble historians of its sham^ and glory, . . . Laon^ II. iii. 3.

who had grown hoary In sh.am,e and scorn, . . 11. ix. 4.

to turn my unpractised cheek To scorn and shame, II. xxxix. 8.

Sorrow and j-4a?»«. to see with their own kind . vi. xv. i.

the j.^aw/fi Of royalty and faiih xi. xviii. 8.

7>5:o«strike the lyre ofmind! O griefand jAawz^/ Ld. Ch. vil. 4.

History is but the shadow of their shame, . . . Polit. Great. 5.

Almighty, had I deigned to share the shame . , Prom.. I. 18.

the memory Of sensele-ssness and shame - , . . Q. Mab, 11. 114.

had undergone Of grief and shame^ . . . Rosal. 406.

Shame, as intefj. fie.

Shame on these tears ! Cenci, V. ii. 61.

Shamed, pp. made to feel shame.
Shamed by the presence of that living Might . . Adonais, xxv. 2.

Shameful, adj. discreditable, ignominious.

Exposed its shameful gXory. . , , Q- Mab, il. 140.

*Shams, n. impostures, pretences.

Let there be an end of shams, Peter, ill. xvi. 4.

Shank, n. stem.
Stretched out its long and hollow shank^ . . Sensit. PI. iii. ^6.

Shape, n. (1) form, figure, contour.

From s., and hue, and odour, and sweet sound, Adonais, xiv. 2.

Of unaccustomed jAo^i, and . . . strings . . Adon. Cane. 2.

and his eyes Like her*s in shape, Cenci, V. ii. 67.

From cape to cape, with a bridge-like shape, . . Cloud, 63.

More perfect both in shape andliue Jane, Recoil. 63.

thou knowest a curse would wear The shape of

woman— • Laon, II. xliii. 8.

o'er every shape did weave Intenser hues, . . . III. iii; 3-

grown From human shape into an instrument . VII. viii. 4.

Who had stolen human shape, ; ix. viii. 5.

Showering down blessings in the shape of Qomfits. (Sdipus^ I. 3^16.

And rain down blessings in the shape of comfits 11. 1. 87.

And that with little change of shape or hue : . . Prom. Iii. iv. 76.

Whilst every shape and mode of matter . . . g. Mab, Vlll. 235.

and left The action and the shape Pritimph, 522,

Its jy^oii^ was such as summer melody . . . Unf. Dr. 21$.

In j>iff^£ a Scaramouch, .
,

Witch, Ded. \\,S.

(2) a person, a figure of a person, an appearance.

That beautiful j>&fl^£/ Alastor, 2i\.

as a shape more like himself, Gs««, v. iv. 63.

Its shape reposed within : . . , Dcemon, I. 59.

ne'er beheld A shape so wild, so bright, .... -— i. 71.

and took its seat Beside the Daemon shape. . .
—- I. 114.

The Devil dare his whole shape uncover, . . . Devil, xxiv. 2.

a mortal shape indued With love and life . . . Epips. 112.

the glorious shape which I had dreamed, . . . 278.

Thy shape of ugliness and fear Falsehood, 35.

A mortal shape to him Was like the vapour dim Hellas, 215.

that shape to see, Shaking a javelin keen, . . . Horn. Min. 7.

A speck, a cloud, a shape, approaching grew, . Laon, i. vi. 7.

It seemed that this fair SAape had looked . . . I. xvii. j,

A shape of speechless beauty did appear : . . . ' I. xlii. 2.

can invest That shape to mortal sense— . . . I- 1- 7-

She moved upon this earth a shape of brightness, Laon, ii.xxiii. i.

A woman's shape, now lank and cold and blue, . III. xxvi. i-

in the deep The s. of an old man did then appear, III. xxvii. 7.

the j^a^£ Of hira who ruled the helm, . . . ill. xxxi. 2.

The likeness of a shape for which was braided . iv. xxx. 3.

a female ^hape upon an ivory throne. . . . V. xliii. g.

I saw the shape its might whicji swayed, . , . VI. xx. 6.

I saw that lovely, shape, ^ Vli. xvii. 9.
Even as a waxen shape may waste ix. xi. 3.

Her radiant shape upon its verge —— . xi. iii. 8.

A Shape of light is sitting- by his side, .... xil. ii. 7.

a winged shape sate there, xii. xx. 4.
Clasped that DrightLS^a^e, xii.xxiii.2.

Which sped that winged shape through night
and dayj— M-areng^hi,7iSiVUl.2.

It grew—a Shape arrayed in mail Mask, xxvill. i.

Man, the imperial Ji^fl^tf, then multiplied . . . OdeLib.lU.u
A. Shape, a. thxonffoisoviTvds; ProTu. 1.226.

The shape is awful like the sound, . . . . ^ i. 233.
A Shape comes now, I. 322,

That planet-crested sha^ swept by I. 765.
the overpowering light Of that immortal jAa^c . II. i. 72^

I see a shadcj a shape: 'tis He, arrayed . . . II. i. 120,

What shape is that netween us ? II. i. 127.

The shape of Death ; H, iv. 63.
Awful j.^a/e, what art thou? Speak! . . . . ill. i. 51.

So bright, so fair, so wild a shape Q. Mab, I. 74.
Veiling his horrible Godhead in the j^a^fi Ofman, vil. 164,
That a hellish shape at midnight led . . . . Rosal. 150.

and a Shape So sate within, . Triumph, Sy,

Whose j>^a^£ is that within the car? . . . 178.

The Proteus shape of Nature as it slept .... 271,

A Shape all light. ; 352.
sio this shape might seem Partly to tread . . 369.
Up from the lake a shape of golden dew . 379.
And the fair shape waned 412.

The presence of that sha^e which on the stream . 425.
So did that shape its obscure tenour keep . . 432.

That winged shape, for ever flies Two Spirits^ 38.
And a silver shape -like his early love doth pass . 45.
to wonder at This shape of autumn ... . Unf. Dr. 209.
And a fair Shape out of her hands did flow— . Witch, xxxv. 5.

that bright shape of vital stone ... . xxxv. 7.

(3) form, manner of existence.

whose unexperienced shape New modes of pas-
sion to its frgime may lend : Damon, II. 251.

in the s. of that Which gathers birth in its decay. Hellas, 890.
One Shape of mapy names ; Laon, I. xxvii. 3.

He changed from starry s., beauteous and mild, . I. xxvii. S.

but others came Soon, in another shape: . . . II. ii. 5.

that mighty shape did wear The light of genius ; V. xl. 7.

One shape of many names : viii. ix. 6.

Thou shadowest forth that mighty shape in story, Marenghi, vil. 3.

Insect, or beast, or shape or sound of life. . . . PrOTn. I. 22.

Whicli could distort to many a shape of error, . iv. 383.
every shape. Monstrous or vast, Q- Mab, vi. 80.

,, ,, ,, „ Superstition, g.

That give a shape to nature's varied works, . . Q. Mab, VI. 85.

,, ,, ,, „ Superstition, 14.

outward shews, whose unexperienced shape . . Q. Mab, ix. 156.

a dewy splendour hidden Took shape and motion : Witch, iv. 7.

Shape, V. reji. to mould or form.
They jAo^e themselves into the innovations . . Faust, li. 312.

Shaped, v. tr. Fig. formed, moulded.
who shaped \xs to his ends and not our own ; . . Serchio, 31.

Shaped,//. (1) formed.
how some are shaped Like curved shells . . Ch. \st, I. 138.

C2) Fig. created.
may the unquiet brain, . . . Have shaped itself

these shadows > . . Hellas, 920.

Shapeless, adj. (1) without definite form.
Four shapeless shadows bright and beautiful . . D<emon, i. 64.
like shapeless crags and clouds, Hellas, 866.
Over the j. depth in which those corpses hung. . Laon^ iii. xxv. 9.

Which else in shapeless chaos sleeping lay, . . M. N. Post. Fr. 32,
A shapeless shadow that sleeps on the hiU . M. N. SPec. Hors. 17.

On one side of this jagged and shapeless hill . Orpheus, 18.

and shapeless sights come wandering hy, . . . Prom. i. 36.
Else we are shoeless as our mother Night. . . l. 472.
A shapeless, dark, and rapid crowd, .... i. 713.
Ungazed upon and shapeless; . ... H. iv. 5.

A white and shapeless mass . WantngMooHt 6.

(2) indefinable, indefinite.

that shapeless fiendly thins; Of many names, . . Laon, viii. xxi. 1.

which else senseless and shapeless were. . . Prom. IV. 417.
As if a spectre wrapt in shapeless teiTor . . . TowerofFa^. 17.

Shapes, n. (1) pi. of Shape (1).

mutable As shapes in the weird clouds Alastor, 448.
nordtdhetakeSuchjAo^eJofunintelligiblebrass, Gisb, 47.
shapes as rude As serpents interlaced, .... Jane, Recoil. 23.
elemental shapes, whose smallest change . . . "haon, Vll. xxxii. 3.

shapes and shadows changing ever, xil.xxxiv.a.

From its own shapes magnificent Mar. Dr. X, 7.

how hideously Its shapes are heaped around ! . Mont B. 70.
He sees fair tilings in many hideous shapes, . . CEdipus,!. i6i.

shorn of their lovely shapes, Q. Mab^ v. 10.

And the blue mountains, shapes which seem . . Rosal. 25.

What shapes of sky or plain ? ....... Skylark, 74.
And pf all shapes— Witch, xv, 8.
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(2) pi. of Shape (2).
Gazed on those speechless shapes^ ... . Alastor^ 123.

Like vaporous j^d/tfj half seen ;
—— 4(^7.

know or love the s. Of this phantasmal scene. . ^(^6.

All shapes on earth, or sea, or sky, Calderon, ill. 31.
engender j/*a/^j From' its own fear? ni.ij53.

Like shapes of some diviner element Ch. ist^ i. 146.
and fiendly j., Thronging round human graves, . Dtstnon, i, 257.
and motley j^(yS5j, A multitudinous throng, . . I. 270.
from their stem She had divided such fair shapes Fiordispina^ 43.
"Where mighty j.,—pyramid, dome, and tower— Fr. of Uream^ 7.

Fancying strange comments. . . Of usual shapes, Ginevra^ 6.

All shapes that nave their dwelling in the sea, . Horn, Earthy 4.

Orb above orb, with starry shapes between, . . Laon, r. lii. 7.

and the state Of those assembled iT^fl^gj-^ . . ^ I. Ivii. 7.

And the setherial shapes which are suspended
Over its gi-een expanse, —— H. v. 2.

Legions of foul and ghastly shapes, in. v. 6.

that I descried All shapes like mine own self, in. xxiii. 9.

all the shapes of this grand scenery shifted . . -— V. xviii. 7.

Three shapes around Tier ivory throne appear; . v. xlix. 5,

All shapes might throng to share, V. Iv. 9.

mighty shapes which fled in wonder, ... . vil. x. 6.

Columns, z.f\^ shapes like statues, VII. xiii. 8.

But all that cave and all its jAfl/£i . . . vil. xxv. 5.

like shapes of Hving stone x. xlviii. 2.

but the fairest Of wmged -s., whose legions range Mar. Dr. xix. 4,
Those marble shapes then seemed to-quiver, . . xxi. 4.

Glorious shapes have life in thee, Ode to Heaven^ 10.

And from a cavern fuU of ugly J^a^rfj, . . . CEdipus, i. i$o.

Whilst I behold such execrable shapes, .... Prom. I. 449.
Was peopled with thick shapes of human death, i. 587.
Behold'st thou not two s. from the east and west i. 752.

How fair these air-bom shapes/ and yet I feel . I. 807.
And wind-enchanted shapes of wandering mist, . ii. iii. 27.

I see thin shapes within the misL ii. iii. 50.

And yet I see no shapes but the keen stars : . li. iv. 134.

Its dim shapes are clad with brightness, . . 11. v. 67.

Peopled by shapes too bright to see, 11. v. 108.

swift shapes and sounds, which grow in. iii. 60.

And birds, and beasts, and fish, and human s., , III. iii. 93.

living imagery, Praxitelean \sAry&fij, .... in. iii. 165.

Those ugly human shapes and visages .... in. iv. 6p.

Were like those monstrous and barbaric shapes^ • ill. iv. 108.

And those foul shapes, abhorred by god and man, in. iv. 180.

Of music^ and dance, and shapes of light, . , . IV. 78.

Regard like shapes in an enchanter's glass ; , IV. 213.

Peopled with unimaginable shapes, IV. 244.
prodigious shapes Huddled in grey annihilation, IV. 300.

And living shapes upon my bosom move : . . IV, 365.

Sphere ofdivinest shapes and harmonies, . . . IV, 520,

Fast as the shapes of mingled shade and mist, . Q. Mad, vil. 269.

Two shapes of gladness to my sight ; .... RosaL 390.

a troop Of misty shapes . iiq3.

And all sweet shapes and odours there, . . . SensU. PI. iv. 18.

though unreal shapes be pictured there, .... Son. Lift, 2.

yet enjoys The shapes of this new world, . . . -St, Bpips. 157.

The shapes which drew it Triumph, 96.

Danced in- a thousand unimagined j^fl^M . . 45)1.

on it little quamt and filmy shapes, . . Unf. Dr. 216.

and such j>5a^« as haunt Wet clefts,— . . . . W^itch, "Sl. ^.

(3) pi. of Shape (3).

To happier shapes are moulded, . . ... Desman, 11. 224.

„ „ „ ., Q. Mab, IX. 1^2.

All shapes look glorious which thou gazest on ! . Epips. 32.

New shapes they still may weave; ....... Hellas, 207.

One Power ofmany j/w^fijwhich none mayknow, Laon, i. xxvii. 2.

many shapes one tribute ever bear ? . . ... . X. i. 6.

Terrible, strange, sublime and beauteous shapes. Prom., i. 202.

Matter, with all its transitory shapes, . . . Q. Mab, v. 134.

And life, in multitudinous shapes, vi. 235.

the ocean and the wind, And all their shapes— . Witch, xix. 5.

By Heaven and Earth, from all whose shapes
thouflowest Zucca, IV. 1.

(4) imaginations, impressions.

Away, false shapes of sleep ! Hellas, g.

Swift as the radiant shapes of sleep . . . 225.

Like the jAa/«jof adream, .... 1051.

clothe the shapes which rove Laon, IX. xx. 4.

At first all deadly shape^ were driven . . . Mar. Dr. in. 1.

Of shapes that haunt thought's wildernesses. . . Prom. I. 742.

(5) manners, kinds.

I saw all shapes of death Laon, vi. xvii. 6.

jts j>&a^e^ the busy thoughts outnumber . . , Monl B. 51.

my own forgotten sleep With shapes Prom. II. i. 143.

Mortals subdued in alt the shapes of sleep. . . Witch, lxi. 2.

Shapes, V. tr. forms.
As the sun shapes the clouds ; Triumph, 535.

Share, n. (1) portion or division.

Floro and Lelio might have equal share, . . . Calderon, III. 94.

To give to all an equal j^ara of good, .... Laon, Vlll. xi. 6.

(2) allotment.
I will snatch my share away, Horn. Merc. xxix. 6.

and my share Of good, was o'er the world . . Laon, IV. xvi. 8.

her share To his averted lips the child did bear, . V. xxx. ^.

Share, v, tr. (1) participate or take part in, suffer or enjoy

in common.
Must suffer what I still have strength to share. . Cenci, I. ii. 19.

Ye may soon j^re'such merriment again . . . —- !'• iii. 124.

The sufferings wc all share have made me wild : Cenci, 11. i, 74.

tS-^ar^ in the bliii'liiig him Cycl. ^yo.

that all may share In the great enterprise. , . , O37.

Would share, he cannot now avert, the sentence— Ginevra, 95,
Share her glory, or a grave . Hellas, gz-

some sorrow which this heart Or hand may share Julian, 37S.

The slavery where they drag me now, to share\ . Lcton, III. ix. 4,

With thoughts which none could share V. xliv, 8.

which . . . All shapes might throng to share, . . -— V. Iv. 9.

Might sfiare in peace and innocence, . . . V. Ivl. i.

Eat ! Share the great feast— VI. Hi. 3.

I seem again to share thy smile, M. N. Melody, 40.

and share Th^ impulse of thy strength, . . Od'e W. Wind, IV.3.

and those who come to share it— Peter, IV. xviii. 4.

Almighty, had I deigned to share the shame . Prom.. I. 18.

who share The glory and the strength .... III. i. i.

That peace, which in the end all life will share. . Q. Mab, l. 1S5.

I share thy crime Rosal. 46.

For I would live to share thy woe. . . . 1 192.

did any heart now share in my emotion. . . St. Dejection, it. 9.

To share in the load of mortality's woe, . . Tear, IV. 2. \
To share remorse, and scorn and solitude, . . Unf. Dr. 117.

(2) receive as one's share or portion.

Who shall share the wine's sweet fountains, . . Cycl. 514-

That all iivpeace its drainless stores may share ? Laon, x, i. C).

Or must share it with the lean pigs ! . . . . CBdipus, II. 1. 116.

like a worm whose life may share A portion . * Son. Byron, 4.

(3) divide or portion out.

Should I not share this liquor with my brothers? Cycl. 538.

Share with the green and golden basilisk . . . Dcemon, II. 91.

(4) occupy in common.
doomed for truth to share The murderer's cell, . Laon, x. xxxiii. 7.

And I prayed to share his dungeon-floor . . .-Rosal. 879.

Shared, v. tr. (1) participated in, enjoyed or suffered in

common.
the swarms that dimmed or shared xXs light . . Adon'ais, xxix. 8.

Myyoung heart shared a' portion of the burthen, Ch. 1st, W. 17:

Ana scared in fearless deeds with evil men, . . Laon, I. xliv. 4:

sweet and subtle talk . , . The pupil and the mas-
t^T shared; Pr.Athan.ll.ix.ii.

every one S: joy in the light of the gentle sun ; . Sensit. PI. I. 65.

(2) divided among two or more.
on all who shared So much of water with him . M'aren^hi, xh. 3.

Shared, pp. participated or taken part in.

When you have jAfl?'^*/ the entertairttnent here, . C<r«(r/, I. iii. 8.

What, have ye shared in the unenvied spoil . Cycl. 260.
Could not be shared by him and me, . . . Rosal. 848.

Shares, v. tr. participates in.

Less shares thy eternal breath. ... . Dcemon^ i. 185.

,, „ ,. „ . . . . Q. Mab, I. 274.
To all that shares the lot of human life, .... v. 50.

Sharest, v. tr. dividest.

in sunny smiles thou sharest? . Laon, ix. xxii. 4.

Sharing, pr. pple. (1) participating in.

sharing what they have Of profuse wealth . Horn. Merc. xxix. 3.

Sharing that undirainishable store, . Pr. Athan. II. ii. 12.

(2) dividing vi^ith another.
Sharing his morning's meal Q. Mab, VIII. 85.

+Shark, n. the popular name for the gronp Selachoidei.
Outspeeding the shark Arethusa, iv. 13,

As a shark and dog-fish wait . .... Similes, in. i.

A blue shark is hanging . . ..... Vis. Sea, 149.

Sharks, n. pi. of Stiark.

and the jAar-^J and the dog-fish 56.

Sharp, adj. A. Lit, acute, pointed, ridged.

Upon tire sharp edge of the craggy stone : . . Cycl. 394.
Whose point having made sharp .... 456.
Notbroader than the sharp edge of a knife, . . Faust, il. 399.
And palisades of tusks, sharp as a bayonet : . CEdipus, il. i. 144.

B. Fig. (1) acrimonious, severe, keen.
barbed tongues, and thoughts more sharp . . . Adonais, XXIV". 6.

By the sharp fangs of an msatiate grief. . . Orpheus, 51.

With the s. thorns that deck the English crown. Ch: \st, 11. 5.

(2) eager, keen.
Whose horror might make sharp an appetite . . Cenci. i. i. loi.

Gleam with sharp desire to wet Mask, Lxxvii. 2.

(3) cruel, painful.

Upon the giddy, sharp and narrow hour . . . Cenci, V. iv. 100.

(4) intense.

And Hell, or the sharp fear of Hell ? Prom.. II. iv. 28.

(5) penetrating.
As the sharp stars pierce winter's crystal air . IV. 192.

Sharp, adv.= sharply, keenly.
for his kine, Apollo Looked sharp/ .... Horn. Merc. XLI. 3.

Sharpen, v. tr. (1) point.

Ho, there ! bring torches, s/iarp. those red'stakes, Hellas, 970.

(2) Fig. whet.
Sharpen their tongues on Henrietta's fame ? . Ch. ist, II; 328;

Sharpened,//. (1) pointed.

not sharpened with the sickle, ... . . Cyd. 385.

(2) keen edged.
Keen to wound as sharpened swords, .... Mask, LXXIV. 2.

Sharpening, pr. pple, making acute.
Yet raising, sharpening, atfd refining each \ . . Q. Mab, viii. 139.
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Sharpens, v. tr. Fig.

When the cold moon sharpens her silver horn

Under the sea Laon, IV. xxxi. 8.

*Shatterea, pp. A. Lit. (1) broken to pieces.

The columns . . . Are split and shattered; . . . Faust, II. 129.

The trunks are crushed and shattered .... II. 132.

Branchless and jAa«e»-«</ stand
J

MontB.lw.
Have shattered its mast, Vis. Sea, 30.

When the lamp is jAa««re<f When thetamf, 1. 1.

(2) dispersed, scattered.

Sunk, j/Sa/fe»-«rf and shifted To and fro Fugitives, l\\.\l^.

The curtain of the Universe is rent and shattered, Prol. Hellas, 53.

B. Fig. dissipated.

Till those bright plumes of thought, . . . Lie s. ; . Efips. 17.

Shattered, ///. 01^'. A. Lit. (1) jagged, rougli.

And where its wrecks like shat. mountains rise, . Adonais, xlix. 3.

The JW/cr«(/ mountain overhunfi; the sea, . . . Alastor, 360.

1 stood upon a point of shattered stoae, . . . Laon, VII. xxxix. 2.

(2) damaged, broken.
who hovers now Upon that j/iafiSsTOi^ prow, . . Calderon,yi. e,l.

far away, Floated the shattered ^\a.Tne& ; . . . Laon, 1. xi.__6.

Who on the fragments of yon shattered dome . II. xii. 3.

where a j/4(i«ererf portal Looks VI. xxvii. I.

Half sunk, a .y^a/feret/ visage lies, Osym.i^

(3) dispersed) foamy, diffused.

from the wild streamlet's j^z/Z^rfirf wave, . . Laon, 111. n. S.

And on the shattered vapours . XI. ii. 7.

(4) loose, ragged looking.
Upon that shattered flag of fiery cloud . . . Hellas, 338.

(5) disordered.
our hosts encompassed Their shattered ranks, . Laon, V. viii. 4.

(6) rough, irregular.

Through j/<a««>-erf mines and caverns . . . . Pr. Athan. 1. 101.

B. Fig
with the shattered present chokes the past ; . . Epips. 212.

And multiply upon our shattered hopes .... Jfieiias^ 642.

the tears rained through thy jAa//£rei/ locks . . Ode Lib. \lll. 11.

IShatters, v. tr, bursts or breaks through.
as a spirit half arisen iS^^/tfrj its charnel, . . , ProL Hellas^ 2\\.

Shave, v. tr. rase the hair off.

Another—Let him shave his head ! Peter.^ VI. iv. i.

:|:Sliaveii, pp, cut, mowed.
like a meadow which no scythe has shaven.^ . . Vf^itchj XLVIH. i.

*SlLawl, n. a wrapping garment.
I played As I remember with the lady's shawl— Julian,, 604.

Slieafefii. pers. pron. a woman previously referred to.

when Ske^ The Planet of that hour, Epips. 312.

She hid me, as the Moon may hide the night . . 287.

She clasps a bright child on her upgathered knee, Vis. Sea^ 6g.

(2) applied to the moon.
^he drives to a remoter sky A western Crescent, Horn-. Moon., 14.

(3) applied to Religion.
She smothered Reason's babes in their birth ; . Falsehood^ 50.

Slieai', n. Fig. bundle.
the chief Ear in his doctrines' blighted sheaf., . . Peter.^ VI. xxiii. 4.

Slieath, n. a case or holder.

Be as a sword consumed before the sheath . . . Adonais^ xx.. 7.

Each in its thin sheath, Witch, xv. 2.

Sheathecl, v, tr. imbedded, plunged.
He sheathed a dagger in his heart Laon, xii. xxx. 6.

as the wife Sheathed in her husband's heart the
sacred steel, Q, Mad, Vll. 213.

SheatlLed, pp. (L) clothed or encased.
Sheathed in resplendent arms Laon, X. xxv. 2.

(2) drawn in, hidden,
his claws are sheathed, Q. Mab^ vlIl. 126.

Slieatlidd, ppl. adj. Fig. disused,

O, for the sheathfed steel, Zmoh, x. xx. 2.

Slieaths, n, outer cases or coverings!
the sheaths that folded the dark buds .... Unf. Dr. 166.

Sheaves, n. Fig. results, consequences.
Sheaves of whom are ripe to come Euff. Hills, 229.

Shed, V. tr. (1) lost.

when last He lapped the blood his master shed . Cenci, v. iii. 64.

(2) cause to flow.

Oh be our feet still tardy to shed hloodt . . Ch. ij/, 11. 3,1^5.

he turned and shed his brother's blood Laon, i. xxvi. 9.

Blood soon, altho' unwillingly to shed, .... iv. xxiv. i.

that ye should jAtfif The blood of Othman— . . V. xxxiii. 2.

Upraised to J^firf a brother's innocent blood. .. . Q. Ma6, IV. 116.

(3) dropped, poured forth.

The sighs I breathe, the tears I shed for thee. . B. Viviani, 11.

Shed dews of liquid sorrow, Eleg. Bion. 6.

I cannot j^tfaT the pitying tear, M.i^. Fragmt. 2%.

Let love j>^£«:/on tneoosom a tear, M. N. Ravail, %o.
The tears she brought, which yet were sweet to s. Prom. III. iii. 29.
And as they listened round, shed tears Rosal. iioi.
If we were things bom Not to shed a tear, . . Skylark, 94.
To shed on the grave of a heart so sincere. . . Tear, V. 7.

(4) emit, emitted, cast.

some did shed A. clear mild beam like Hesperus, Dcemon^ i. 168.
A shadow, which was light, upon the waters shea. Laon, xii. xviii. 9.

And dreary light did widely shed Mar. Dr. XV. 3.
Some j^firf a mild and silver beam ^.^0^,1,258.
With the light and the odour its neighbour shed^ Sensit. PI. I. 67.
iS!A^(/ the music ofmany murmurings; .... '• 79-

(5) diffuse, diffused.

Darkness shed its holiest dew ! Epithal, 2.

Some tangled bower of vines around me sked^ . Laon^ II. i. 5.
From one faint hope whose flower a dropping

poison shed. m. xx. 9.
her voice the calmness which it shed Gathered, v. xlvii. 2.

to shed Contagion on the sound ; x. xxii. 6.
Stars! your balmiest influence jA^i// .... Q- Mab, i. 114.
o'er things indifferent J. The grace and gentleness Rosal. 1285.
tS':^^thou once more the spirit of thy stream : . Virgil. 2.

The night did shed on thy dear head The cold, IV. 3.

(6) cast around.
on me shed The light of questioning' looks, . . Laon, V. xii. 7.

who doth her sweet smiles shed For all v. xxxiiL 7.

(7) bestow.
pitying shed One drop of balm upon my withered

soul Q. Mabj in. 72.

Shed, pp. (1) dropped, poured forth.

let no tear Be shed—not even in thought. . . . Alastor^ 703.
and court the tears shed on its old roots, . . . Ch. 1st, V. 2.

These frozen eyes had jAtf^ no tears : . . . . Rosal. ^61.

(2) caused to flow, spilt.

If blood be shed, 'tis but a change and choice . Laon. iv. xxviii. i

.

And the blood thus .f^^^ will speak Mash, Lxxxvi. 3.
drunk more wine. And shed mors blood . . CBdipus, 11. ii. 39,

(3) cast or dropped.
as leaves on autumn's tempest shed. Z^aoTZy I. iv. 9.
Loose clouds like Earth's decaving leaves are J., OdeTv. Wtnd,ll.2.
As the wood when leaves are shed, . . . Rensentbrance. 1. 5.

(4) diffused.

swift shadows o'er mine eyes had shed. .... L>aon, V. xii. 5,
Upon the nieht's devouring darkness shed.' . . ix. v. 5.
might soon have shed On mine the fragrance . . xi. vi.'2.

(5) thrown or cast down.
A thousand flower-inwoven crowns were shed, . v. xvi. 6.

like withering lightnings shed. - x. xvi. 9.
many a mingled hue, Shed from yon dome's

eternal blue, ^ . . . Rosal. 1 17.

(6) lost, departed.
The rainbow's glory is J-Atf(/. When thelamp, l.^.

(7) bestow.
To shed on the brief flower of youth The wither-

ing knowledge of the grave ; Rosal. 444.

fShed, n. A. Lit. an outhouse or slight building.
The brand under the shed thrusts out its smoke, Cycl. 597.
B. Fig. a poor place.

defileth not her snowy robes In such a s. as thine. Q. Mab, III. 76.
*Shed'st, V. tr. Fig. castest away.
even when thy life thou shed'st For love. . . . Laon, VI. xvL 3.

Sheddiugr* pr. pple. (1) casting.

Shedding^ the mockery of its vital hues .... Alastor, 238.
Shedding soft dews from her setherial wings ; . Laon, ix. xxi. 6.

(2) dropping, losing.

Of those dead leaves, shedding their stars, . . vi. xxviii.6.

Sheds, V. tr. A. Lit. (1) causes to flow.
sheds not the blood Which desolates .... Q. Mab, IV. 78.

(2) drops.
he sheds A passing tear perchance v. 108.

(3) emits, diffuses.

Sheds not a light so mild, so powerful i. 100.
the unfailing sun Sheds light and life ; . . . . iii. 194.
Sheds a flood of silver sheen, Q. ofmy heart. III . 3.
Sheds on a lonely and sea-girt isle, .... There is no work, 3.
than the common sun Sh. on the common earth. Triumph, 339.
B. Fig.

And sheds its loveliest light on you Marywho died, l. 8.
sheds. Like thine, a glare that fades Q. Mab, VI. 142.

Sheen, n. beauty, brightness.
which had drank the lightning's sheen In darkness, Laon, I. Hi. 2.

Sheds a flood of silver sheen, Q. ofmy heart, iii, 3.
As soothed the dazzled eye with sober sheen. , , Question, iv. 8.

•j-Sheen, adj. bright. •

Over thine eyes so dark and sheen.- Mar. Dr. II. 4.
Sheep, «. A. Lit. domestic animals, genus Ovis.
tend on the youngling sheep, Cycl. 32.
My absent master and his evening sheep . . . 39.
and on the flesh of j/«£;^ 115.
here are sheep, and here are goats, Ulysses, . . 166.
Like J. whom from the fold the shepherd brings . Laon^ x. v. 4.
like a flock oi sheep They pass before his eye, . Prom., iv. 419.
Like a calm flock of silver-fleeced sheep, . , . Witch, LVII 1;

B. Fig
On whose lean sheep sit the prophetic crows. . . Ch. \st, I. 152.
The s, have mistaken the wolf for their shepherd, 11. 414.

*Sheep-giit, c. n. the intestines of sheep used for string in-
struments.

Symphonious cords of sheep-gut rhythmical. HotH. Merc viii. 7.
*Sheep-8teal, comp\ v. intr. steal sheep,

those Who swindle, house-break, sheep-steal and
shop-lift;- XLIX. 3.



SHEET—SHIFT. 609

Sheet, n. (1) part of a bed furniture.

Her shroud for a new sheet I'll take Peter^ VI, xxviii. 5.

(2) a rope attached to the clew of a sail,

fasten this sheet—all ready ! SerchiOy 87.

Sheet. (See Winding sheet.)

'j'Sheeted, adj. dispread as a sheet.
sheeted spray That canopied his path Alastor^ 335.

Sheets, «. Fig, tracts.

Sheets of immeasurable fire, Unf. Dr. 22.

Shelf, n. Fig, laid upon the shelf= put aside.
one laid upon the shelj\ We take the other. . . Circumst. 5.

Shell, «. (1) the covering of testaceous animals.
He is a pearl within an oyst-er shell. Gisb, 231.
and thou didst stand Within a veined shelly . . Prom. 11. v. 23.
lonCj Give her that curved shelly , , . , III. iii. 65.
this IS the mystic shell; iii. iii. 70.
It seems in truth the fairest shell of Ocean : . . III. iii. 74.
Thou breathe into the many-folded shell, . . . iii. iii. 80.

(2) the top covering of a tortoise.
Where, sweet mountain beast, Got you that

speckled shell? Jlom. Merc. V, 5.
I Present thee with this music-flowing shell, . . LXXXIII.V.
The shell he proffered, and Apollo took. . . . Lxxxiv. 8.

(3) /^i^.

one curved j^fi// of hollow pearl, Laon, xii. xxi. i.

An ivory j^e// inlaid with crimson fire, .... Prom. ii. iv. 157.
Her white jA^// trembles amid crimson air, . . Triumph^ 8i.

Shelley, the poet himself.
Less oft is peace in Shelley's mind, .... Jane, Recoil. 87.

Shells, n, pi. of Shell (1).

Like curvfed shells dyed by the azure depths . . Ch. ist, i. 139.
The shells on the sea-san<^ and the wild flowers, Laon, II. i. o.

purple j^//,y engraven With mystic legends' . . vil. xiii. 3.

With heaps of golden shells we two did play,— . vil. xxi. 8.

Shelter, n. asylum, protection, cover.
Seek shelter in the shadow of the tomb Adonais, LI. 8.

where the milder zone afforded man A seemirig J., Dcetnon, li. 129.

I) n It 11 11 n Q' Mab, VIII. 188.
A shade and shelter to the lake.... . . Fr. Pleas. 8.

Or seek a moment's shelter fvoin my pain . . , Julian, 364,
The shelter, from thy Sire, I^aan^ Ded. xii. 9.
It gained the shelter of a grassy hill, vi. ix. 7.

For on one side alone theliill gave shelter^ , vi. xii. i.

Fled near me as for shelter: Vii. xxvH. 3.

Shelter, food, love's gentle balm ? Men ofBng. IV. 2.

And then we seek the shelter of a ditch ; . . . CBdipus, i. 46.
been deceived Of finding j^ff//e?' there II. i. 165.
No shade, no shelter from the sweeping storms . Q. Mab, iv. 126.
had given a shelter from the frost llnf. Dr. 129.

Shelter, v. tr. protect.
whom he is bound To love and shelter} , . . Cen'ci, i. iii. 106.
He speaks ! O shelter me ! . Prom. I. 257.

:|:Sheltered,//. protected.
Stand shelteredhy a father's hoary hair? . . . Cenct, I. iii. loi.
Shelteredhy the warm embrace Of thy soul . iVo/w. iv. 479.
Friend, he was sheltered by the grave, .... Rosal. ^o^.

*Sheltering', ppl. adj. protecting, affording an asylum.
And Cythna'iri jny shelieringho^om. lay, . . . Laon, ill. v. 3.

Who hunt us o'er these sheltering waves. . . . W. Shel. v. 9.

"^Shelterless, adj. (1) without protection.
shelterless in the broad noon Of public scorn, . Cenct, iv. i. 82.
Till it sink dizzy, blind, lost, shelterless

;

. Prom. I. 421.

(2) homeless.
Their shelterless^ pale tribes to mountain caves; 11. iv. 54.

Shelves, n. projecting banks.
Upon the sunny streams and grassy shelves ; . . Triumph, 492.

;}:Shelving', ppl. adj, sloping.
In the cave of the shelving hill ; Arethusa, v. 9.
Along a shelving bank of turf, Qiustion, I. 5.

Shepherd, w. (1) one who has the care of sheep.
' A rainbow in the morning Is the jA^^. warning;' Ch. ij^,' 11,409.
Which the rough shepherdtreads but once a year, Epips. 440,
Like sheep whom from the fold the shep. brings . Laon, x. v. 4.
the bolt would kill Some shepherd x. vi. 6.

The Brescian shepherd breathes, Triumph. 422.

(2) Fig.
have mistaken the wolf for their J., my poor boy ; Ch. ist^ ll. 414.
and the shepheitd, the wolves for their watchdogs. 11. 415.
A shepherd of thin dreams, Horn. Merc. il. 5.
As their wild .y^fi^Atf^t^ wills them, Orpheus, .gi.

fSUepherd, v. tr. protect, care for.

Shep. those herds whom tyranny makes tame ; . Polit. Great. 3.

Sliepherd boys, c. n. phr. youthful shepherds.
Are to us as soft winds be To shepherd boys, . . Prom. I. 7Q9.

Shepherded,//. Fig. tended.
Shepherded by the slow, unwilling wind ; . . . . 11.* i. 147.

Shepherdess, n. Fig.
And every shepherdess of Ocean's flocks, . . . Witch, jt. 2.

fShephcrdius, pr. pple. Fig. tending, driving.
Shepherding her bright fountains Arethusa, I. 6.

Shepherds, n. pi. of Shepherd (1).
and the mountain shepherds came, Adottais, xxx. I.

Shepherds: no one obeys in aught Cycl. 113.

In the wild glens rough shephtrdsviiW deplore Hom.Merc.xi.vlii.6.
Than Celtic wolves from the Ausonian shep,— . Naples, 173.

Sherry, n. a nickname for R. B. Sheridan, b. 1751, d. 1816.

As the Prince Regent did with Sherry,— . . . Peter, VI. xxix. 4.

Shew, n. (1) display.
And with this outward shew of love Cenci, I. ii. 50.

which surpasseth The shew of human justice, . . Q. Mab, III. 224.

(2) pretence, semblance.
and been deceived By some strange j-^ezy/. . . Rosal. "j^g.

Shew, V. I. tr, (1) exhibit, point out.

to shew The wonders of his sylvan solitude, . . Laon, IV. v. 7.

(2) display, discover to the eye.

And with unending involutions j^£w Their mail^
radiance Medusa, in. 5.

(3) display to the mind. .

Now, to the scene I shew, in silence turn, , , , Q. Mab, VI. 54.

(4) manifest, prove.
Shew a poor figure to my own estdSm Cenci, II. ii. 117.

We'll visit him, and his wild talk will shew How *
vain Julian, 200.

I live to jj^tfa; How much men bear and die not! 459.
To few can she that warning vision shew, , . . Laon, I. xxxyiii. 5,

and shew The hopes, and fears, and thoughts . . -^— Vlil. v. 5.

(5) put forward.
much yet remains To which they shew no title. . Cenci, I. i. 34.

(6) practise, do.
shew justice upon earth : V. ii. 133.

II. intr, prove thyself.

Shew somewhat stable, somewhat certain still, . Q. Mab, vui, 56,
Shew. (See also Show.)

Shewed, v, tr, (1) made visible.

Shewedas it were within the vaulted roomA cloud
of sorrow hanging, Ginevra, 171.

The Meteor shewed the leaves . Laon, vi. xxxiii. i.

shewed The pale and waning stars Q. Mab, I. 225.

(2) made evident.
Shewed that her soul was quivering ; Laon, vui. xxx. 5.

Shewn,//. (1) given to sight.
fail and fade that once is shewn Int. Beauty, Hi 8.
And C^ythna's pure and radiant selfwas shewn In

this strange vision, Laon, in. iii. 7.
all else was clearly shewn In that iDroad glare, . in. xvi. 7.
the stars are shewn. When the cold moon . . . rv. xicxr. 7.

(2) manifested, made evident.
And whose most favouring Providence was shewn Cenci, I. iii. 57.
the small jlistice shewn by Heaven and Earth . -^— v. iii. 72.

(3) displayed to the mind's eye.
and shewn The ghastly form v. i. 6.
His likeness in the world's vast mirror shewn ; , Laon, Vlll. vi.' 5.

Shews, n. (1) great things, glories.
Art and eloquence, And all the j^ewjo' theworld Alastor, 711.

(2) appearances.
to individual sense Of outward shews, .... Damon, 11. 2^1.
nature was apprised Of outward jAeii/j, . . . , Q. Mab, vil. s^.wakes the spirit to the sense Of outward shews, , , ix. 156.
And words and shews again could bind .... Rosal. 705.

Shews, V. I. tr, (1) discovers to the sight.
It shews the bending oak, the roaring stream. . M.N. Ravail, \,
(2) puts forth, makes visible.

The next spring shews leaves pale and rare, . . Rosal. 789.
(3) makes evident or manifest.

the light which shews its worth, Laon, II. v. 8.

II. intr. (1) makes evident or manifest.
Which shews that Heaven has special care of me. Cenci; K iii. 65.
(2) appears.

All that which shews like innocence, v. ii. 152.
Shield, n. A. Lit. a piece of defensive armour.
driving through his j^«/rfmy winged spear, . . Cyel. g.How many times Have I withstdod, with shield

immovable . " ^_ iyg_
to grasp in fear His Asian shield and bow, . . Laon, x. vi, 4;
B. I-ig, defence, protection.

Wisdom the mirrored shield, or scorn the spear ? Adonais xxvn 6
He has cast Nature off, which was his shield, , . Cenci, ni. i. 286.
Your gentleness and patience are no jyizWrf . . iv. iv. 114.
And from the mirror of Truth's sunlike shield; . Fr. Satire, 29.
Each heart was there a shield, Laon, iv. x. 6.
thy shield is as a mirror Naples, 78.

Shield, V. tr. protect.
Did you not shield me and that dearest boy? . . Cenci, it. i. 90

^Shielded, v. tr. protected.
had not God Shielded my humble innocSncs . Calderon, in. 174.
one Unutterable power, which shielded us . . . Laon, vi. xxxv. 3.

Shielded, //. protected.
Is shielded by a father's holy name Cenci, 11. ii. 73.

*Shieldest, v. tr. proteclest.
thou iSAk/^^'j/ alike the high aud low. . . . . Jl/as/^, LVII. 4.

"'Shielding', pr. pple. protecting.
.SAifi/rf/w^ from the Euilt of schism PeterProl.il
From the keen ice shielding our linked sleep. . Prom. ll. i, 60.

fShift, n. a woman's under garment.
He touched the hem of Nature's shift, .... Peter iv. xi 3
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6io SHIFT—SHOISTE.

Shift, V. I. tr. get rid of.

as if some doubt she sought to shift: .... Laon^ vii. xviii.gj

TI. intr. move, alter position.

But see, how swift advance and shift .... Faust^ II. 45.

SMfted, V. intr. moved about, altered position.

which warily Shifted and glanced Laon^ i. ix. 9.

all the shapes of this grand scenery j>ft«/?fi£/ . . v. xviii. 7.

Shifted, pp. moved.
Sunk, shattered and shiftedTo and fro. . . . Fugitives^ ill. 14.

Shifting, pr. pple. moving fitfully.

And the green light which shifting overhead, , Laon^ II. i. 4.

Shifting, ppl. adj. changing, moving.
Of many|-coIoured woof and jAz/if?'?);^ hues. . . Alastor^ 157.
Hiffh 'mid the shifting ^qtd.^^ of sheeted spray . 335.
While, as the skating visions o'er her swept, . Laon^ ll. xxvii. 8.

Shifts, V. intr. changes.
whose motion Ever falls and shifts and glances . Sophia^ i. 5.

Shine, V. intr. A. Lit. (1) emit or refract light.

Whatever lamps on Earth or Heaven tnay shine, Apollo, IV. 5.

Shine like obelisks of fire, Bug. Ifills, 107.

the steady towers in Heaven did shine .... Loon, ix. xvii. 3.

'Mid pearly gems of dew that shine so bright ? .M.N'. Despair, 4.
Golden worlds revolve and shine. . .... Prol. Mel/as, 60.

Shine on a misery, dire to be borne Protn. I. 540.
whose light did shine On some frail bark . . . Wordsworth, 7.

(2) glitter or look bright.
from which shine^ Fiery and lurid, Medusa, I. 6.

Shine in the rushing torrent's restless gleam, . . Mont B. 121.

My solid oceans flow, and sing, and shine : . . Prom. IV. 358.
In the cope of the lightning inconstantly jAz'w^, . Vis. Sea, 24.

(3) look bright or beautiful.
Of all flowers that breathe and shine: .... Fug. Hills, ,^51.

things sudden shine To men's astonished eyes . JLaon, V. xlvi. 8.

(4) to look brightly or sweetly.
they sought to s. With soothing pity upon mine. M. W. G. I. 5.

(5) appear, look.
did shine Like a fiend's hope Laon, xii. xi. 4.

B, Fig.
all thou dost shine upon Of human thought . . Int. Beauty, II. £.

though her eternal ray Must jA/«5 upon our grave. Falsehood, 32.

In which its vermeil splendours shine Lovers Rose, III. 7.

Shines, v. intr. A. Lit. (1) affords light, sends forth light.

The all-beholding sun yet shines

;

Cenci, II, i. 174.

When it rains And the sun shines, . . . Ch. \st, 11. 401.
now freely shines On the pure smiles Dcsmon, 11. 203.

Beneath his graceful locks far shines around, . Horn. Sun, 17.

Through all the regions which he shines upon. . Witch, xxi. 8.

(2) glisten or sparkle.
When the mormng star jAzwtfj dead, Cloud, ^4.
Just there shines a peculiar kind of light— . . Faust, II. 223.

overhead Silent Arcturus shines— Laon, XI. xi. 9.

Like a diamond, whichSsAzwej Prom. Ii. iii. 86.

B. Fig.
Heaven's light for ever shines^ Adonais, Lir. 2.

Shines on thee, thro' the tempests dark.and wild Laon, Ded. xil. 7.

and shines but in the dteadful night Q. Mob, VI. 144.

*Shinest, v. intr. (1) sparkiest.

Shrouds thee wheresoe'er thou shinest. .... Prom. Ii. v. 59.
Green and azure sphere which shinest .... IV. 459.

(2) appearest beautiful.

In thy grace thou shinest Cycl. 520.

Shining, pr. pple. A. Lit. glistening, sparkling,
which j^i«;'«^bright,Under the dark rocks ^ . . CV««, IV. iv. 84.
Which the keen evening star is shining thYough. Even. Pisa, iv. 6.

And the stars are shining bright : lizd. Ser. I. 4.

The bright stars shining\n the breathless sea, . haon^ II. xi. 8.

saw a star Shinine beside a sail, —.- m. xxx. 5.

like a spirit throu^ the darkness shining, . . V. Hi, 3.

B. Fig. giving pleasure or happiness.
Shining within the dungeon and the tomb ; . . St: Ep^ps. 71;

Shining, ppl. adj. brilliant, glistening, sparkling.
The shining eye, of this thy neighbouring monster ! 0$cl. 604.
With lightsome clouds and shzn. seas between, . Damon, in 107.

„ „ „ ,, ,, ,,
Q.Mab, VIII) i02-;i

Upon a shining ore, and called it gold : . , . V. 55.
The fountains where the Naiades bedew. Their

shining hair, Witch, xxiii. 3;

Ship, n. A. Lit. a sea-going vessel,

the melancholy form Of a great j^z]^, Calderon, \i. 42,..

But that sad ship is as a miracle . ll. 55.
while the ship's Great form 11, 65.
In this great -y^/]^, ii. 147.
or is it m thp j^z^^ Cycl. i^-j.

Throw you as ballast into the ship's hold, . , . 2J7.

came from our ship Into the neighbourhood . . 233^
Fitting the framework of a ship with beams, . . 4&2.
the hollow depth of our black ship 467.
to drive my ship To mine own land, — - 711.

A ship is floating in the harbour Epips. 408.
.ship to ship, cannon to cannon, man To man . Uellas, 486.
bear The staggering ship— Hofn. Castor., 16.

Like a great ship in the sun's sinking sphere . . Laon, I. vi. 8.

A ship was lying on the sunny main, —— in. xvii. 2.

I knew that shiphovG Cythna in. xvii. 7.

I.could discover A ship approaching— .... VII. xl. 6.

so to the ship we past without a word Laon, Vii. xli. 9.
like the ship which bears me, Vlll. xxv. 5.

before the ocean and the gale The ship fled fast . vill.xxvi,5.
Whilst now the ship is splitting thro' .... xi. x. 5.

A black ship walk over the crimson ocean,— Marenghi, xxvil. 2.

As foam from a ship's swiftness Ode Lib. I. 14.

But like a standaraof an adtniral's j>5z^, . , . CBdipus,\l,'\.c^%.
Many a drear month in a great ship— . . . Pr. Athan. Ii.'i. 12.

On a great ship lightning-^plit,

Is as a tempest-winged ship',

might ascend A magic ship,
With splendour ancfterror the black s. environ,
The great J>4zj^ seems splitting!

when the ship sinks we no longer may be?
Lo ! the ship Is settling,

Where Is the ship ?

B. Fig,
Till the ship has almost drank Bug. Hills, 14.

A J^z;;^ without needle or star;— CEdipus, l. 21^5.

Prom. I. 719.
IV. 409.

Sonn. Dante, 3.

Vis. Sea, 20.

26.

83.

90.
136-

Cycl. 717.

509.
635.

Horn. Castor, 8.

fulian, 136.
L,aon, V. xl. q.

VI. vii. 7.

IX. iii. \.

X. iii. 9.
Prom,. III. ii. 25.

IV. no.
IV. 289.

Q. Mab, II. 201.
Rosal. 393.

"'^Shipmates, n. fellow travellers in a. ship,

And we, the shipmates of Ulysses now,

*Shipnioney, n. a tax for ships.

and on the payment Oishipmoney, Ch. 1st, II. 76.
The expenses Of gathering shipmoney; .... II. 270.

Ships, n. pi. of Ship (1).

and lofty ships even now^ Like vapours- anchored Hellas, 283.

Our winged-castles from their merchant ships! . 402.
Some snips lay feeding The ravening fire,- . .

And two the loftiest ofour ships of war, . .

And ships, whose flight is swift along the -wave.

The churches ships and palaces were seen . .

its still shadow hid Far j;^^^.'

Far overhead, ships from Propontis keep . ,

The many ships spotting the dark blue deep .

a chasm like waves in a ship's wake. . . .

shall mark The shadow of fair ships, ....
Delaying your ships with her syren wiles. . .

anchors, beaks of ships;
flocked Strangers, and ships, and merchandize :

Than their own country ships may be . . .

Shipwreck, n. the wreck of a ship.

This shipwreck is the least Galderon, II. 103.

And close upon Shipwreck and Famine's track, Prom,. \. 501.

Shipwreck, v. tr. Fig. wreck, destroy.

Which highest shoals ofmountain jAzj^rtfiS&.'not, Witch, LIV. 3.

Shipwrecked, ppl. adj. who have suffered shipwreck.
Receive us jj^z'^rct^e^ suppliants Q'^^- ^^4*
Whilst, to the eye of j^z";^r<?c^£rf mariner, . . Q.Mab;Ml.\^.

Shipwrecks, n. Fig, destructions.

pity Weeps o'er the ship, of oblivion's wave,^. . TowerofFaJH. 4.

Shiver, v. I. tr. destroy or break up.
burst and shiver Atlsintic waves; Laon^ v^ xli. 3.

cataracts which shiver Their snow-like waters-
into golden air, Witch, x£.ll. 1.

II. intr. A. Lit. (1) shake or tremble.
Her radiant shape upon its verge did shiver; . La/on^ XI. iii. 8.

And said, with voice that made them shiver .

(2) scatter in spray.
melodious falls did burst and shiver ....
B. Fig.

making shiver Thought's stagnant chaos, . .

tShivered, pp. Fig. shattered.
That perfect mirror . . . Shivered to dust ! . .

Shivering, pr. pple, trembling with cold.
So men sit shivering on the dewy bank, . .

The birds were shivering in their leafless bowers, Zucca, -XU 5.

Shivering, ppl. adj. trembling.
Or a shivering fiend that thirsting for sin, . M. N. Spec. Hors. 6.

Shivers, v. intr. shakes with infirmity.

old age tS7«V«rj in selfish beauty's loathing arms, Q. Mab, V. 191.

Shoals, n. banks.
Which highest shoals of mountain ship\>reck not. Witch, LIV. 3.

Shock, n. (1) concussion, blow.
I almost feel the shock,— Calderon, Uj 59.
The shock of crags shot from strange enginery, . Hellas, 8ic».

Dissolve in sudden shock those linkM rings, . . Laon, I. xiii. 8.

With splash and shock into the deep— .... Vil.xxxix^4,

WJiich shook as it were with an earthquake's s.. Mar. Dr, wiu 2.

With eartht^uake shock and swiftness Prom. iv. 379.
wheaithe rum That marks their shock is past . Q. Mab, II. 125.

while the shock still may tingle ; TTiuntph, 15S.

(2) Fig. anything startling or surprising.

Roused by the shock he started from his trance— Alastor, 192,

Familiar with.thp j^oc^ and the surprise .

'

Shocks, n. rough treatment.
The elements of what will stand the shocks

Shoe, n, a covering for the foot.

each motion Seemed a Lord's shoe to kiss.

*Shoe-leather, c. n.

From bones, and rags, and scraps of shoe-leather, CBdipus^ I. 28.

Shone, v.intr, A. Lit. (1) gleamed, cast light, sparkled,
Day-light shone At length upon that gloomy

river's flow; Alastor,S70.
The noonday sun Now shone upon the forest, . 421
not a star Shone, not a sound was heard j . . . 607.

. L^aisn, JLi. Ill

. Rosal. 890.

Laon, xn. xxxiv. 5.

. Front. IV. 379.

. Cenci, v. iv. 132.

II.' i. 126.

Laon^ VII. xxxiv. 7.

. Gisb,$z-

. Peter, VII. vii. 5.



SHONE—SHORE. 6ii

Some shone like stars,

That through the casement shone. . . . .

O'er the wide wild abyss two meteors skonCy .

the Morning Star .S. tnro' the woodbine wreaths
and the glow Of blazing roofs shone far . . .

shone^ the emerald beams of heaven, ....
morning came—it shone even as of yore, . .

the broad Heaven shone Around,
the inconstant torch upon her countenance shone.
and fiercely shone A lamp of Autumn, . . .

Sudden, the sun shone forth,

If the golden sun shone forth on high. . . .

ShoneW^Q the reflex of a thousana minds. . ,

which shone and smiled To see it rise . . .

and the azure Eether shone^
Wherein the singing spirits rode and shone^ .

yellow moon Shone dimly through her form

—

Some shone like suns,
then shone the sun On showers of gore . . .

its casements bright 6". through their vine-leaves
Till the night-stars s. through the cloudless air,

so the moon shone there,
and vials which j. In their own golden beams

—

till the tenth moon shone

;

(2) were bright, conspicuous, became visible,

whose icy summits shone Among the stars ...
Shone thro' the plumes its coils were twined-within
And earth and sky s. through the atmosphere

—

^therial mountains shone around— . . .

whose white hair shone Like mountain snow,
with sunny gems, in its own lustre shone. . .

the summit s. Like Athos seen from Samothracia,

Dcemon^ i. 173.

II. 332.

Q. Mab^ IX. 240.
Laon^ I. xxvi. 3.

I. xl. Q.

III. XI, 9.

VII. xi. ^.
Vll.xxih.5.
VII.xxxix,7.

VI 1 1,xxvii i. 9.

X. xiii. 3.

XI. ii. 5.

Mar. Dr. III. 6.

Pr. Athan.W.'we,.
II. iii, 6.

Prom. \\. iv. 96.
IV. 515.

Q. Mab, I. 80.

I. 262.

VII. 230.

Rosal. 12^8.

Si. Jr. (3) VI. 4.

The Cold, III. 4.

Witch
^
XX. 5.

LXXVI. 8.

Alastor, 353.
L-aon, I. ix. 5.

I. XV. 2.

I. xlviii. 7.

I. liv. 3.

V. XX. 9.

V, xliii. 6.

VI. xviii. 4.

XI. i. 9.

XI. XXV. 4.

Mar. Dr. Vlii. 5.

Mask, IX. 2.

The Cold, I. 2.

New banners shone ;

thro' which her eyes and forehead shone.
Shone in a hundred human eyes— . . ,

Two mighty cities shone,
And in his grasp a sceptre shone ,'

. . .

Above the cold sky shoney . .

(3) of daylight,
when the day Shone on her awful frenzy, . , . Laon. vii. vi. 7.

freely J. On the pure smiles of infant playfulness : Q. Mab, ix. 124.

(4) glistened.
and so his opening lashes shone With tears . . Rosal. 1272,

B. Fig.
Life, . . . shone As in a furnace burning secretly . Alastor^ 252.
Obedient to the light That shone within his soul, 493.
there shone again Deliverance Epips. 276.
Freedom's splendour burst and shone :— . . . Hellas, 53.
S. like mountains in the morn Glorious states ;— 685.
their sunlike fame Upon the combat shone— . . iMon, I. xxxii. 8.

Glances of soul-dissolving glory, shone:— . . . i. Ix. 7.

of a great spirit, round me shone ; V. xviii. 6.
when thy dear eyes Shone thro' my sleep, . . . VIi.xxxii.9.
But if the morning bright as evening shone, . . Marenffki, xi. 2.

Shone, softly burning ; . . . . .... Pr. Atnan. I. 63.
Shone truth upon Zonoras ; II. ii.'5.

Mixed with a quiet smile, shone calmly forth : . Q. Mab, VII. 7.
Shone smiling to Heaven Senszt. PL I. 64.
and in those eyes where once hope shone, . . . Triuntph, 524.
her soft smiles shone afar, Witch, v. 6.

Shone, /^. A. Lit. glistened, sparkled,
where irradiate dewy eyes Had j^owfi, . . . . Alastor, 5^6.
with light of mutual love have shone— .... Laon, Vlii. xxv. 7.

B. Mg. (1) been celebrated or conspicuous,
and have shone The day-stars of their age ;— . . Q. Mab^ I. 127.

(2) given mental light.

Has shone within me, that serenely now . . Alasior, 41.
Have shone upon the paths of men— Desmon, II. 281.

Shook, V, I. tr. A. Lit. (1) caused to tremble, vibrated,
as the ever-beating heart Shook the weak hand Adonais, xxxiii.7.
with sound That shook the everlasting rocks, . . Alastor, 378.
that shook the flame Of every torch Ginevra, 186.
And s. Heaven's roof of golden morning clouds, Hellas, 491.
For I was calm while tempest shook the sky: . Laon^ i. xxxvi. 6.
Of golden clouds which shook the atmosphere ; i. xlii. 4.
they foreknew the storm, and the grey rum shook. vi.xxxviii.g.
the sea shook with their Navies' sound x. iv. 9.
the living; shook Heaven's cope, . . . . xil. i. 8.
With their trampling shook the ground, .... Mask, xi. 2.

and shook the solid stars, Prom. iii. ii. 3.
so loud, it sh^ok The towers amid the moonlight, m. iv. 54.
a northern whirlwind, . . . Shook the boughs thus

laden,. . .
' Sensit. Pl.\\\. i\2.

wintry winds shook that innocuous liquor . . Wiich, xxx. 2.

(2) agitated directly or persoriaily.
And lightly shook the reins : Laon, vi. xxi, 3.
•SAtJoA its portentous hair beneath Heaven's frown; Prom.l. 168.
B. Fig, (1) disturbed, aroused,

the passion came, . . . And shook him from his rest, Alastor, 226.
What storms then shook the ocean ofmy sleep, . Epips. 308.

(2) startled, made insecure, alarmed.
With inauspicious thunderings shook Heaven, . Calderon, ll. ia8.
and shook All human things Fr. Milton, 3.Who J. with mortal spells his undefended reign ? . Laon, x. xxx'vi. 9.
while yet his frown shook heaven, Prom. II. iv. 106.

(3) moved, affected.

whose music shook The soul with sweetness, Horn. Merc. Lxxxv. 6.

And felt a soft delight from what their spirits s. . Laon, VIII. xxx, 9.

The oracular thunder penetrating shook The lis-

tening soul Naples, 6.

(4) -^'Vihfrom or out of.

it shook The clinging music from their boughs, . Prom. II. i. 156.

and shook The light out of the funeral lamps, . . Witch, l,xx. 2.

shook forth the d&ll oblivion Out of their dreams ;
Woodman, 37.

II. intr. A. Lit. tottered, trembled, shivered or quaked.
with the spasm All Erymanthus shook Arethusa, II, 6.

And he was muttering, and his lean limbs shook ; Julian, 279.
Shook with the sullen thunder Laon, VI. xlv. ^.

The very darkness shook, as with a blast . . . Vlll.xxvih.i.

Which s. as it were with an earthquake's shock. Mar. Dr. Vll. 2.

whose light did hang Among the mountains shook
alwav, XI. 4.

Which shook, but fell not ; Prom. II. iv. 75.

shook In the stem storm . Q. Mab, ix. 100.

That shook in the wind of night The Cold, III. 6.

B. Fig. of emotion, feeling, power, &c.
thrones then first shook, .... .... Laon, i. xxxi. 6. ,

mine j^off^ beneath the wide emotion. . . . l.xxxviii.g.

And every bosom thus is rapt and shook, . . IV. xiii. 8.

or shook With spasms of silent passion ; . . . . Pr. Athan. I. %2.

Their spirits shook within them, . .... Witch, XI. 3.

Shook, }>^. (1) mingled together, shaken up.
As in a lottery-wheel are shook Peter, VI. xiii. 5.

(2) made quiver.
shook the leaves and flowers On which he wept, . Zucca, xi. 1.

(3) with from^ displaced.
Shook from the tangled boughs of Heaven and

Ocean, Ode W. Wind, 11. 3.

Shoot, v. I. tr. dart, emit.
shoot forth A wandering and strange spirit, . . Cenct, III. i- 81.
Dank lurid meteors shoot a livid gleam ; . . . M. N. Ravail, 2.

II. intr, dart, issue forth.

And from a star upon its forehead, shoot^ . . . Vast
beams Prom. iv. 270.

The beams of that one Star did shoot and quiver Laon, I. xli. 8.

Shooting-, fr, pple. emitting.
Shooting forth poisonous lightning Calderon, ii. 137.

^Shooting' star, c. n. a meteor.
Circling the image of a j^£7/z'«^ j/ar, .... Witch, \a. 2.

^Shooting* stars, c. n, meteors.
sailed forth under the light Oi shooting stars, . XLVII. 5.

fShoots, n. fruits.

Whenthe-s^jo/i-oftheeartharenippedin thebud, Devil^ xi. 4,
Shoots, V. intr. darts, rushes.
Shoots from the lowest gorge of the abyss , . . Faust, 11. 99.
shoots down Circling. Front. III. iii. 89.

*Shop-lifb, V. intr. rob shops.
those Who swindle, house-break, sheep-steal, and
shop-lift;— Hom. Merc. XLIX. 3.

Shops, n. retail trading places.
the city with all its shops, . . . and churches, . . Ch. ist, 11. 420.

Shore, n. A. Lit. (1) the land adjacent to the sea, large
rivers or lakes.

upon the lone Chorasmian shore He paused,
A little shallop floating near the shore
the wind Swept strongly from the shore, . .

Beside the grassy s. Of the small stream he went
Or like the sea on a northern shore, , .

Beneath the Ortygian j^ore/^
like the white shore Of Albion, free no more
inhabit, On this wild shore, their solitary cavi
How touched you not at your paternal shore,
row with double strokes from this dread shore.
I go towards the shore . . ....
I will descend upon the shore, ....
respond In whispers from the shore.- . . .

To the shore of the immeasurable sea, . .

like a toil-worn labourer leaps to shore, . .

i> M It n ,1 . •

on an imagined shore, . . . She met me, . .

the winds wandering along the shore .

Or linger, where the pebble-paven shore, .

Till he pass the gloomy shore,
Both have ruled from shore to shore,
Put off gaily from sJtore/—
By the low j. on which the loud sea laughed,
and this shore More barren than its billows

;

Which lay between the city and the shore .

the waves that meet Near to the shore, . .

And to the shore I went to muse and weep

;

Like meteors on a river's grassy shore, . .

Far by the desolated shore,
And then the night-wind steaming from the shore,
dark shore of Ocean's curvfed flood. . . .

As by the shore of the tempestuous sea . .

The hollow shore its thousand echoes cast .

on the shore The dead and putrid fish . .

sweep in whirlwinds from the shore, . . .

In fiercest tumult on the rocking shore, . .

That bade me recHne on the shore/ . . ,

The pine forest on bleak Chiassi's shore^ .

On thy wild and winding shore
For the high prize lost on Pbilippi's shore:-
They found all vanished from the share : .

Alastor, 272.

299.
310.

. 514-
Apenn. 4.
Arethiisa, \. 15,

Castl. AdfH. I. "4.

Cycl. 26.

lOI.

468.
711.

-— 715-
Deemon^ 1. 52.

I. 190,
II. no.

Q. Mai^ VIII. 105.
Epips. 197.

433-
546.

Eug. Hills, 137,

^ ~— 251-
Fugiti-ves, II. 7.

Hom. Merc. LVIl. 4.
Julian, 18.

(i6.

Laon, I. xix. g.
I. xliii. 4,
I. Ivi. 4,
II. X. 2.

Iii.xxxiv.i.—

—

VI. xxiii. g.
VI. liii. ^.

VIII.xxviii.3.—

—

X. xviii. 2.

xri.xxxix.5
M. N. Despair, 26.
M.N.Ravail, 15
Matilda, 20.

Mexican, i. 4.
Naples, 124.
Peter, i. xt. 2.
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6 12 SHORE—SHOWER.

The_ Balearic fisher, driven from shore^ . . . Pr. Athan, II. ii. 24.
Which, wandering on the echoing skore^ . . . Q. Mab, I. 48.
To the wild ocean's echoing shore il, 2.

Which near the verge of the echoing shore . . Rosal. 991.
Is in my mind of that sea jAtJre 1196.
where the shore Is shadowed with steep rocks, . 1245.
I see the waves upon tiie skore^ ^S"^. Dejection^ l\. 3.
Vomitest thy wrecks on its inhospitable shore ; , Tt'me, 7.

after the ocean's wrath Is spent upon the desert
shore;— Triumph^ 164.

Leaves his stamp visibly upon the share^ . . . 409.
the sands Of a remote and lonely shore; , . . W. Shel. (2) 2.

and like a shore Of wintry mountains, .... Witch^ XLlx. 5.

(2 ) used to express a land or country, not necessarily with
reference to the vicinity of water.

o'er The stream of 3rour wrath to a safer shore. . Cycl. 359.
Fat—as the death-birds on Krin's shore^ . . . Dem'/, xil. i.

leaves once more Calypso for his native shore. . Hellas^ 1077.
fill the shore and sky With her sweet accents— . Laon^ il. xxviil. 4.
from shore to shore Doctrines of human power . IV. xii. 6-
"Victory! Earth's remotest jAo?'e, y.Song^6.$.
an home. Even for yourselves on abeloved shore: Vlll. iv. 2'.

AUthingswhichliveandare, within the Italian J./ Naples^ 151.

Plants liberty's flag on the slave-peopled shore^ . Tear^ II. 5.

B. Fig,
my spirit's bark is driven, Far from the shore^ . Adonais^ LV. 3.
What awaits on Futurity's mist-covered shore > Death Dial. 20.
Of a dark and distant snore Eug. Hills^ 20.

that stream without a jAfiyv, Fr. Dreatn, 2.

wrecked on its inhospitable shore Ginevra^ 160.
theplanet that hovers upon the j^Ojre . . . 199. .

and on the shore Vomits its wrecks, Gisb. 194.
and bore . . . the shrieking wretch from share. . Lg-on, II. vi. 9.

^Shoreless, adj, A. Lit. without sight of shore.
and around, a shore, stream, Wide ocean rolled, i. xxlv. 4.
Even as a vulture and a snake outspent Drop, . .

.

Into a shoreless sea ; . , Prom. ill. i. 74.
B. I'ig, boundless.

A shoreless sea, a sky sunless and planetless ! . Laon^ III. xxii. 9.
Thou shoreless flood, which in thy ebb and flow Titne. 4.
Ride singing through the shoreless air ;— . . Witcn^ i.V. 5.

Shores, n. A. Lit. (1) pi. of Shore (1).
among its caves And craggy shores ; .... Calderon. II. 145.
then sleeps In the shadow of the shores ; . . . Laon^ V. liii. 4.
Whose shores receded fast, xil.xxxii.9.

Shores where thousands wake to weep .... Mexican^ ill. 7.

on the slimy j., And weed-overgrown continents Prom. IV. 311.

(2) pi. of Shores (2).
I pass through the pores of the ocean and shores; Cloudy 75.
when gone faraway To the lone j. and mountains, Laon^ 11. xv. 8.

i^olia, and Elysium, and thy shores^ .... CEdipus^ I. 172.
and by the shores Which be^r thy name ; . . . Prom. II. v. 25.

B. Fig. pi. of Shores. B. Fig,
Forcing life's wildest jAorej -. IV. 411.
Where^r its shores extend or billows roll, . . Witch^ LXIII. 3.

jShorn,//. Fig. deprived.
shorn of their lovely shapes, \ . . Q. Mab^ V. 10.

The faintest stars are scarcely shorn Of their thin
beams Ro^al.gS^.

Short, adj. (1) of duration of time : a. quick, hurried.
With frantic g^ture and short breathless cry . Alastor^ 186.
But for as long as one short kiss may live— . . Bion. Adon. 44.
let me m9.ke Short wqrk and sure. . . . Cenct^ IV. i. 70.
How weak, how shorty is life to pay Ch. ist^ II. 209.
And this shprt notice

—
' Pray abuse.' Peter^ VI. ii. 5.

Which his s. being's wretchedn^s had reached
;

Q. Mab^ vill. 159.
A short^ovAj&xAy for I was Unf. Dr. 88.

b. that are soon passed.
What ! from a cannonade of three short hours ? . Hellas^ iJ5.
For three short years, which soon were past. . . Rosal. 280.

(2) of distance,
winds with short t\ims down the precipice; . . Cenct^ III. i. 246.
16 wail and wander With short uneasy steps— . Pr. Unsat. 2.

(3) seem short.

in making short a pleasant way? Paust^ II. 6.

Short, adv.
Proud words, when deeds come s. are seasonable : Hellas^ 336.

jlShort-llved, c. adj. not lasting long.
A short-lived hope, unceasing care, . . . . Falsehood^ 95.
bribed by short-lived^oys Q. Mab^ iv. 225.
Against thy short-livedi3L.Tn&

:

IV. 243.

Shorter, adj. of less height.
Aye 1 strike the foremost shorter by a head ! . . Hellas^ 193.

Shot, «. Fig. reach power.
Beyond the jAo^ of tyranny, Ch. isi^iv.i^.

Shot, V. tr. darted, diffused.

Venus from her eyes Shot forth the light, . . . ffom- Venus^ 48.
and shot forth From her far eyes, a light . . . Laqn^ xi. iv. 7.

Shot o'er the vales, or lustre lent Ho-r. Dr. x. 6.

Shot,M (1) projected.
The shock of crags shot from strange enginery, . Hellas^ 819.

(2) emitted, darted.
From her immortal head in Heaven shot forth, . Horn. Moon^ 4.
And are shot forth afar, clear beams of light ; . . Horn. Sun^ 15.

Shot thro' the lines of many waves inwoven, . , Laon^ Vil. xi. 6.

Should, aux. v. (1) used hypothetically.

If he should wake before the deed is done ? . . Cenci^ iv. ii. 4.

If there should be No God, no Heaven v. iv. 57.

(2) denoting obligation or duty.
it is time that I should now pursue My journey Calderon^ 1. 206.

(3) ought, must.
Such awe is due to the high name of God That ill

j^tfw/i^ never be imputed I- 131-

Shoulder, n. the upper part of the back.
Halloo! old fellow with the crooked j/ic«/dfer/ . Horn. Merc. ^N. 2.

:|:Shoulder-hlade, c. n. the scapula, a bone of the shoulder.

He grasped, and held under his shoulder-blade. . XL. 6.

Shoulders, «. A. Lit. the upper part of the back.
And on my shoulders wings are woven, . . . Con. Sing. II. 7.

a purple atmosphere, Arpund his shoulders, Horn. Merc. XXXVI. 5.

up from his s. drew His swaddling clothes, LI- 7-

Pallas from her immortal shoulders threw . . Horn.. Min. ly.

and round hjs shoulders fall ; Pr. Athan. II. i. 34.
From its smooth shoulders hung two rapid wings, XVitch, xxxvil. i

.

B. Fig.
Folded athwart their shoulders broad and bare ; Gisb. 1 18.

Shouldst, aux. v.

O, white innocence, That thou shouldst wear the
mask of guilt Cenci, V. Hi. 2$.

Lest thou s. steal my lyre and crooked bow; Hom.Merc.usxx.vni.2.

Shout, n. Robert Shout, a modeller or statuary.

Is still adorned by many a cast from Shout, . Gisb. 213.

Shout, n. a loud cry.

but that shout Bodes— Hellas, 1S5.

That shout again 187.

When the fierce shout of AIlah-illa-AUah ! . . . 290,
Then a shout of kill ! kill ! kill ! 727.
that shout did scare The slaves, Laon, V. vii. 7.

As we approached a shout of joyance sprung . . V. xy. 5.

a shout of joyance sent Even from our hearts . vi. xiii. 4.
the shout, the scream, Of triumph XI. xii. 1.

a gathering shout Bursts xil. x. i.

Would be lost in our terrible shoutJ CEdipus, 11. ii. 51.
the shout., The ceaseless clangor, Q. Mab, IV. 43.
With' many a prank and merry shout. .... Rosal. 237.
With victory's cry, with the shout of the free, . Tear, II. 6.

Shout, V. intr. cry aloud, call out.

Shout in the jubilee of death I Hellas, 931.
iS^ow^ aloud r Let every slave, ....... Mexican, 11. ».

Shouted, V. tr. A. Lit. cried aloud.
who should follow us now, SJwuted He— . . . Fugitives, II. 5.

B. Fig.
'Still alive and still bold,' shouted Earth, . . Death Nap. 25.

Shouts, n. loud cries.

shouts and howlings through the desert rang, . Q. Mob. viii. 81.

Shouts, V. intr. cries aloud.
the abyss shouts from her depth laid bare, . . Prom. iv. 422.

Shovel, n. Fig. as much as a shovel will hold.
A shovel of his ashes took ... Fr. Ghst. Sty. i.

Show, n. a pageant.
Of this quaint jA(3w of ours, my aged friend ? . . Ch. 1st, l. 117.

Show, V. I. tr. (1) point 'out, direct to.

Friends, can you s. me some clear water-spring Cycl. 87.
And saying that I must j. him where they are, Ho9n. Merc. Lxil. 8.

and J. where he had hidden The mighty heifers.— LXVII.5
I will show you soon A better station, .... Julian, 86.

(2) display, exhibit.

To sho-w each feature, every limb Devil, xxiv. 3.

Whether the glorious power you now j. forth Hom. Merc. Lxxiv. 7.

ashamed To show his oilious face, CEdipus, I. 106.
to show These forms more . . . sincere .... St. Epips. 159.
and j^ow their subtle slights, T W^iVcw, Lxxviil.4.

(3) evidence or demonstrate.
and j^iTW The presence of the unseen Deity. . . CEdipus, ll.\\.€i^.

as if to show. He knew not of the grief , . . Pr. Athan. I. 78.

Show whence I came, Triumph, 398.

(4) produce, bring forth.

Did this vile world shms) many such as thee, . . Ch. 1st, II. 313.

IL intr. appear, look like.

Show like multitudinous Puppets Inv. Mis. xiii. 2.

Show. (See also Shew.)

Showed, V. tr. (1) exhibited, displayed.
Grinningapplause,hejustj^&inw<:f them his claws. Devil, VI. 3.

(2) discovered, brought into sight.

the first faint lustre showed An arra&d youth— . Loon, V. iii. 6.

Shower, n. A. Lit^ (1) a fall of rain or dew.
behind some piny mountain jAiTws^, Int. Beauty, I. $.
Like a cloud big with a May shower, . . . Magnet. Lady, iv. 1.

Like a .y^ow^r of crimson dew Mask.xxix. 4.
Like a rainbow, and I the fallen shower? . . . Vis. Sea, 90.

(2) used of tears.

Through the cold j-4(7a;£?' of tears Eyes, 12.

and wept A j^tra/er of burning tears, Rosal. 12^1.
Sparkled beneath the shower of her bright tears, VViich, xxv. 2.

(3) said of light and sound.
rains The inmost shower of its white fire— . . Gisb. 70.
Loosen the notes in a silver shower; .... Music, Ipant, i. 4.
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B. Fig.
It is a dying lamp, a falling shower, Adonais. xxxll. 5.
But the shower fell, the swift sun went his way— Witch, Ded. III. 6.

Shower, w. tr. Fig. pour forth, bestow.
when on the guilty thou dost shower The shafts . i«o«, x. xxviii. 3,
All suns and constellations j. On thee a light, . Prom. IV. 440.

Showered, v. intr. Fig. fell like a shower.
While the musk-rose leaves, . . . Showered on us, Vnf. Dr. 68.

j:Showerea, pp. poured forth, diffused.
from the sky [A mighty Power] Is j. like night, . Prom. IV. s,\2.

Showering, pr. pple. casting, throwing.
JAoiuen'Hjfdown blessings in the shape of comfits. CEdifus, 1.396.

Showering, ppl. adj. falling.
and she Was borne towards the showering flame Mar. Dr. XIV. 3,

Showers, n. A. Lit. pi. of Shower (1).
fresh showers for the thirsting flowers, . . . Cloud, i.

The armies of the rain-bow-winged jAczftfrj/ . . B^ips. $54.
floats like mist laden with unseen showers . . 448.
the same beams and showers Lull or awaken . Fiordispina, 16.
And some of April buds and J.^ozf^/'j, . . . Guitar Jane, ^x.
like the rush aishowers Of hail in spring, . . . Laon, V. xxix. 3.
Whose j^(3M;«/-.r are pity's gentle tej.r?, , . . Laon,V.Sone;ii.8.
The sunbeams and the showers distil its fqison . Naples, 156.
bid those jA(K£/erj be dews of poison I . . . . —r- 159.
With rainbow-skirted s., and odorous winds, . . Prom.'^ll. lii. 116.
When warm spring showers are passing o'er : . Rosal. 368.
She emptied the ram of the thunder sh&mers. . Sensit. PI'. II. 36.
Sound of vernal showers Skylark, 56.
Where nor sun nor showers nor breeze . . . The Isle, 6.
Fast jAwuffrj of aerial water drops' . . Woodman, i8.
B. Fig

then shone the sun On j^tTW^rj of gore .... Q.JHad,V11.22l.
Showers, v. intr. pours forth.

As from thy presence showers a rain of melody. Skylark, 35.

Showing, pr. pple. making known, evidencing.
Showing how pure they are

:

Adon. Cane. 22.

Shown,//. (1) made clear or evident.
No winged omen cpuld have s. more clear Horn. Merc, aij.vi. 2.

(2) revealed, discovered.
Purganax has plainly shown a Cloven foot . . (Edipus, II. i. 123.

C3) exhibited, displayed.
Hadrhe gone and boldly shown his Solemn phiz Peter, II. viii. 5.

(4) practised.
Small justice shown, and still less pity iii. i. 5.

Shown. (See also Shewn.)
Shows, n. pageants.

in Paris, wljere these shows Are well devised— . Ch. 1st, II. 15.
Shows, w. I. tr. (1) points out.

if Jack-a-lantem Shows you his way, . . . Paust, II. 38.

(2) discovers, make's plain.
And all that nature shows, and more. . . Tasso, Song, 1. 7.

II. intr. looks.
it shows well When subjects twine such flowers . Ch. 1st, 11. 3.

*Shrank, w. intr. {!) languished, dwindled.
,S'A;'a»^ with the plants, Damon, 11. iig.

M II 1 Q.Mab,vlll.i4g.
w^hose pale and waning lips Then shrank, . . Epips. 310.
the formless flood. Which shrank and fled; . Laon, I. xxxi. 5.
Which shrank as overgorged, x. xlviii. 4.
They shrank and brake like bandages of straw . Q. Mai, I, 190.

(2) became absorbed, withdrew.
the boundless world now s. Into one thought— . Laon, I. xli. 5.
The sap shrank to the root through every pore . Sensit. PL III. 88.

(3) recoiled, drew back.
Oblivion as they rose shrank ... . Adonais XLV. 9
\ shrank to taste, Laon, vi. xlvii. 6.
Shrank as the inconstant torch upon her counte-

nance shone. VIII.xxviii.g.
And we shrank back

: Prom. l. 103.

Shrewd, adj. keen, acute.
Archy is shrewd and bitter, Ch. ij/ 11. 442
Wordy and shrewd, the son of Sisyphus'. . ; . Cycl 97.

Shriek, n. A. Lit. a sharp scream or cry.
But vocal to the sea-bird's harrowing shriek, Damon, II. 102.

,11, )• . , II
. , ". 11 11 • Q.Mab,vill.gj.

shriek on shriek again begin
; Julian, 267.

I wasawakened by a j/4>7'«,4 ofwoe; Z(M», I. xlvi. 6.
a feeble shriek—It was a feeble shriek III. vii. 2.
What was the jArKiJ that struck fancy's ear . M. N. Spec. Mors. 1.
that man Heeds not the shriek Of penury

; . . . Q. Mab, III. 34.The falling beam, the shriek, the groan, . . . iv. 43.
the mother's jA««.4 Of maniac gladness, . VI. no.
B. Fig.

the jAr«A of the world's carrion jay? Gisb. i^o.
Shriek, v. intr. utter a shrill cry or cries.
and forbore. To shriek or faint Ginevra, 56.
L-ike birds before a storm, the Saijtons shriek, . Hellas, 591.Can j;4ra/S in horror to the tempest's roar. . M.N.Fragmt.%1
sea-birds, that were gone Into their caves to s., . Laon, I in. 8
Rest, rest, and shriek not, thou gentle child 1 . W. Shel V I

Shrieked, v. I. tr. cried in a high shrill voice.
she shrieked the Spirit's name And fell ; . . . Laon, I. Iv. 5.

Impious to keep it, say ! 5'. the exulting Priest— Laon, xii. xii. 3.

And wildly shrieked, ^ Where she is, it is dark !

' . Orpheus, 53.

II. intr. uttered a loud shrill cry, screamed.
I ,r/fr2'£^£ir, and clasped my bands Int. Beauty,'V. 12.

and still it f^rz£^£^ and wailed Laon, I. x. s.
to the clouds and wayes in .tameless gladness, S., I. xxxix. 7.

BiiTieTcing, pr. pple. uttering a shrill scream.
Who, shrieking in agony, . . , . . M.N. Spec. Hors. 54.

Shrieking,///. (}dj. screaming.
and bore . . . the shrieking wretch from shore. . Laon, II. vi. 9.
to self-destruction sent Those shriek, victims ; . X. xxii. 5.

Shriekings, n. shrill cries, screams.
Her melancholy shriekings roll St. Ir. (4) III. 4.

Shrieks, n. pi. of Shriek (1).
Mingling with shrieks a drunken roar, . . . Falsehood, 10.
The curses, the shrieks, the ceaseless cries . . . sjg.

the thrilling shrieks which came Ginevra, 1^5.
Whose s. and spasms and tears they may enjoy ? Hellas, 243.
the s. of our companions died Upon the wind, . 512,
The shrieks as of a people calling Mercy ! . . . . 725.
And jA««/6i ofwomen whose thrill jars the blood, 824.
Moans, shrieks, and curses, Julian, 218.
accents incomplete. And stifled shrieks,— . . Lat>n, III. iv. 7.
by the shrieks Of their own terror driven, . . vi. ii. 6.
Marking its path with shrieks x. xliii. 9.
Hark

! what loud s. ascend thro' yonder sky ; .M.N. Post. Fr. 4.
'mid shrieks of slaughter Prom., l. 80.
and keen shrieks, day after day ; ... . 11. iv. 27.
The shrieks of agonizing death Q. Mab, III. 183.
the shrill horrent shriek Of parents '

vi. 13^
Shrill, n. (1) sharp or piercing in tone.
the shrill sea-wind, whose breath idly stirred

.
My .hair |— Daon, III. xxx. 3.

the shrill horrent shrieks Of parents Q. Mab, VI. 132.
Where the shrill chirp of the green lizard's love, vill ix
(2) clear.

Thou art unseen, but yet I hear thy .s;4>-/// delight. Skylark, 20.

Shrine, n. A. Lit. an altar, a place of worship or cere-
monial.

in loud jubilee To its new shrine Calderon, 1 10To my great fA«K«, . . . .
' Honf. Merc, ^cil.%.

Which kept their marble watch on that high s-, . Laon, V. xlvi. 6.
Laone had descended from the shrine, . . . v. Ivii i.
Cling round this sacred jA>-«»«; (Edipus 1 ig.'my gentle mother Led me to the shrine, . . . Rosal. 288.
And in the shrine an image sate, . 1056.
whose pinnacles Point from one shrine .... Summer-Bvg.n.
B. Fig.

Nor ever more offer at thy dark shrine . . Alastor 623
Therefore from nature's inner shrine Damon I. 06
before his shrine for ever In adoration bend, . ' 11 19
Oh, Death

! oh, my friend ! snatch this form to
thy shrine, .... Death, Dial. 39.IHreedom s life-blood streamed upon thy shrine: Death Vana.iA.

Thatwandering.rA^»«ofsoftyet icy flame . . Epips. 2&%
But pay that broken shrine again, ..... HeUas, 7A
the demon pale, his sanguine j4>-i»e forsook. . Laon I iiixi
Impostures impious toils round each discordant i. 11 viii obut when one meets Another at the shrine, . . iv xiv s
But perfidy can rend the j.«»-OT« Love's Rose,nf. 6.
to tear From its base shrine M N. Ra-nail s6On affection's bloodless j^r^Ks. . . Marywho died. 111. ii.Viom Na.iuiB s inmost shrine Naples, 02.
Whatever, Spirit, from thy starry shrine . . . 174
thou J. Where desolation clothed with loveliness. Ode Lib. Tiy 11And in the midst a cloudy shrine, Prol. Hellas, w.'A .rArzTC IS raised to thee, Q. Mab, vi. 226.May weep in mute grief o'er thy low-laid shrine. Tear, iv. 7.
1 ho the tears of the widow polluted its shrine . v 4thy funeral shrine Is thy mother's grief ... W. Shel (-Ci I 8many a saint Whose heart adores the shrine . . Witch, xvf 6.' '

Shrined, //. Fig. kept sacredly as in a shrine.
when that majestic theme Shrinedm her heart . Laon, l. xxiv. 6.

Shrines, n. A. Lit. altars, sacred places.
and clear i^?'2Mas Of pearl '

Alastor 0%

X?" ^^Sf^"^"^
'^1'"° ^™''? ^''^" obtain

; ; Calderon,!. 1,9.Through the vast columns and the peajly shrines. Da:mon, i. 238From the marble .jW« did rise, . .\ . . . Bug. Hills,Xl2.
Roofs, towers and s., the dying and the dead, . . Giib. 6?.Frown, mouldering fast, o'er their abandoned j. . Prom. in. iv. 180.
the human dupes who build his shrines, . . . Q Mab vil 31
B. Fig.

With eyes the shrines of unawakcned thought, . Laon,vni. xxix. 2.
Shrink, v. intr. (1) recede or retreat mentally.
then 4jA>-w^ Even to a point ^<*)«aw,XLVlI.6.Why hnger, why turn back, why s., my Heart? . lih ,And made me shrink from what I cannot shun, . Cenci, 11. ii. 116.
(2) recoil in terror, alarm or horror.

touch me—shrink not now ! Laon i -mrrv ,From your black name will jAr2M,6 .... Peter vlviA
I see thee shrink. Surpassing Spirit !—wert thou ' ' "

*"

human else ? rt jLf..r. ... -
To ;rA^/«^ at ever,; sound, ."

" ' ' ' ^^- l^' l%\
(3) retreat.

"' '^'

y^r;)?^ to your cellars, holes, and cells; . . MenoJEng.vu.i.
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(4) wane, decrease in power.
That the pale name of Priest might shrink . . Ode Lib. xvi. 3.

Shrinks, v. intr. A. Lit. recoils in fear.

He shrinks from her regard like autumn's leaf . Cenci^ V. ii. 114.

shrinks in fear awhile, Laon^ VI. xl. 8.

B. Fig. (1) decreases in apparent size,

5'A#^»^j- on the horizon's edge, Heilas^
^tA-li-

(2) seems of less moment.
the wide world shrinks below, Pr. Athan. II. iii. 20.

(3) recoils.

Oppression jA«*w^ aghast : . , OdeLib.v\.%.
Shrive, v. tr, absolve.
no priest nor primate Can shrive you ofthat sin,— Witch^ Ded. vi. 7.

:tSliriTed, pp. Fig. absolved.
death their penitent had shrived^ Ginevra^ 192.

:tSlirivelIed, ///. adj. withered up.
A jA^/w*//4ei/, lifeless, vacant form, ViohtyW. i.

*Sliriven, ^/. Fig. absolved.
When the patriot's spirit shriven Mexican^ iv. 6.

Shroud, n. A. Lit, the dress or wrapping of the dead.
I would lie Beside him in my shroud as willingly Fiordispina^ 67.
Her j^^(?M<f for a new sheet ril take /J?^^r,vi.xxviii. 5.
draws His cold and bloody shroud.— . . . . Q. Jifad, IV. 48.
rests in her shroud so cold : RosaL 300.
In "her ri^ht hand, a shadowy s. she was holding, St. Ir. (i) iv. 3.

B. Ftg. a covering.
in a j-ftrozerf of leaves dead Autumn^ I. 4.
as in a jAyowrf of snow, . Calderon^ iil. i8q.
Tear thou that gloomy shroud.— Damon, il. 33.

n n It ,,.... . Q. Mab, viii. 9.
wail aloud For your mother in her shroud. Dirgefor Year, ll. 6.

and how we spun A shroud oitzS^ Gisb. 155.
Greece did thy shroud bedew ! Hellas^ gy.
A shroud for the corpse of the day to weave . . 655.
A cliniging; shroud of solid frost and sleep ; . . Prom. IV. 426.
And the Apennine's shroud of summer snow, . Serchio, 14.

Shroud, V. tr. hide or cover.
For thou dost j^ro«(/ a ruin, .... . Fr. Flourishing. •^,

Why dost thou shroud thy vestal purity . . . Q. Mab^ III. 08.
And profoundest midnight j^M7«c/ the serene lights

of heaven . . April^ 1814, 4.

Shrouded, v. tr. covered, held.
And giving all it shrouded to the earthy . . . Ginevra, 155.
for a veil shrouded her countenance bright. . . Laon^ v. xliv. 9.

Shrouded, pp. covered.
like a ghost shrouded and folded up Cenci^ III. i. no.
Some shroudedm their long and golden hair, . Laon^ X. xxiii. 7.

Shrouding*, ^>'./^/i^. hiding.
where the lone man was lying Shroud, his head, v. xxxv. 4.

Shrouds, n. A. Lit. dresses of the dead.
like spectres wrapt in shrouds, Inv. Mis. xil. 4.
Have strength, their putrid shrouds within, . . Rosal. 460.
B. Fig.

to bum the shrouds outworn and dead, .... Laon, ix. v. 7.

Slept in their shrouds of snow ;— Pr, Athan. 11. iii. 24.

Shrouds, v. tr. covers, envelopes or hides.
which like the dead Shrouds me, Death JSfap. 40.
Shrouds thee wheresoe'er thou shinest Prom. 11. v. 59.
the gloom That shrouds the boiling surge ; . . Q. Mab^ iv. 30.
Which shrouds the day-beam Star, 4.

Shrunk, v. intr, recoiled with fear.

they shrunk with affright from his ugly sight, . Devil^ vi. 4.

^Shrunken, ppl. adj. diminished.
In its own grey and shrunken ashes lying ; . . Laon, xil. xxvi. 3.

:|:Shudder, n. a tremor or feeling of aversion.
Without a shudder^ the slave-soldier lends . . v. 206.

't'Shudder, v. intr. feel horror.
Look back, and shudder at his younger years. , Q. Mab, V. 259.

^Shuddered, v. intr. A. Lit. shivered or trembled.
SAwi/i/e^ei/ to hear through the deserted halls . Ginevra, 184.
And sneezed and shuddered— ... ... Horn.. Merc. L. 1.

I shuddered, and then Ikughina; said— .... Rosal. 850.
And he shudder'd to sleep with the dead. . . .Si. Ir, x. 6.

B. Fig,
earth shuddered bX the sound

;

Q. Mab, Vii. %6.
That in long vibrations shudder''d the ground ; . St. Ir. (3) xviii. 3.

{Shuddering*, n. tremulous motion.
that caught Strong s. from his burning limbs. . Alastor, 517.

Shuddering, pr. pple. A. Lit. (1) shaking tremulously,

shivering.

the boat paused shuddering.— 394.

(2) trembling with emotion.
And shuddering with a mother's throe .... Mask, xxxv. 4.

spreads death around—^Then, s., meets his own. . Q. Mab, 11. 17S.

B. Fig.
An hundred are shuddering and tottering ; . . Liberty^ II. 4.
and then crept Shuddering thro' India 1 . . . Prom. I. 64.
Comes shuddering on the olast Q. Mab, IV. ^6,

Shuddering',/^/, adj. (1) quivering, trembling.
He reared his shuddering limbs Alastor, 182.
the shuddering voice of hoarse despair .... DcBtnon 11.305.

11 ,1 11 n II .... Q. Mab. IX.136.
whilst thine ebon wing Infolds my shudder, soul. Death Vang. 4.

The spirits of the air, the shuddering ghost, . . Q. Mab, VI. 8.^.

II 11 II II I, ,, . . Superstition, 12,

Chills his shuddering breath, St. Ir. 0?) II, 2.

And her lank hand lay on his jy^Mfl!i^r/«^ brain; (3)XVII. 1,

(2) tremulous.
Lone sitting on the bare and shuddering rock, . Q. Mab, VI. 169.

Shudders, v. intr. feels a tremor, shivers.

He starts—he shudders—ye that love not, .. . . Hellas, III.
He shudders in death's latest agonies ; . . . .M.N. Post. Pr. 8.
The startled passenger shudders to hear, . M. N. Spec. Hors. 45.A moment shudders on the fearful brink . . . Orpheus, 47.

Shun, V. I. tr. avoid.
And made me shrink from what I cannot shun, . Cenci, II. ii. 116.
did I J. Its presence, nor seek refuge with the dead Laon, ill. xx. 7.

II. intr.

.But no power to seek or shun Eug. Hills, 2^.

Shunned, v. tr. avoided.
Pursued or shun, the shadows the clouds threw. Triumph, 6^.

*Shunnest, v. tr. avoidest.
yet shun'st The palace I have built thee } . . , Q. Mab, in. 70.

Shunning, pr. pple. avoiding.
Shunating the light, and owning not its name, . V. 26.

Shuns, V. tr. eludes or tries to elude.
The meteor-happiness, 4hat shuns his grasp, . . iv. loi.

Shut, V. tr. (1) separate, divide.
whose stem bounds J'^M/ him from all that'-s good in. 92.

(2) enclose.
iSAm^ round and sepulchre the panting soul . , G?«^r, ill. i. 27.

Shut,//. (1) closed.
The chasm in which the sun has sunk is shut . . Even. Pisa, IV. 1.

(2) protected.
Where we sit shut from the wide gaae of day, . Cenci, II. ii. 90.

(3) with out, excluded.
The serpent is shut out from paradise E. Williams, 1. 1.

Shut,///, adj. closed.
While my s. eyes and cheek were pressed within Prom. II. i. 48.
And as a shut lily stricken by the wand .... Trium.ph, 401.

Shuts, V. tr. ^^) finishes, ends.
till pale death shuts the scene, . . . . Q. Mab, IV. 46.

(2) with in. encloses.
Shuts in the shaken earth

;
Orpheus, 95.

Shy, adj. timid, rarely seen.
that shy bird That gleams i' the Indian air— . . Gisb. 234.

*

*Shyness, n. bashfulness, awkwardness.
For after her first shyness was worn out . . . Julian, 156.

jSicilian, adj. in the neighbourhood of Sicily.
To mine own land, o'er the Sicilian wave. . . Cyd. 71a.

fSicilian, n. a. native of Sicily {Damocles).
Like the Sicilian's hair-suspended sword, . , . Prom. I. 398.

Sicily, n. an island in the Mediterranean.
Whence sailing do you come to Sicily'?.... Cyd. 99.
/Etna, the loftiest peak in Sicily 107.

'''Slclnnian, adj. from Sicinnus, the reputed inventor of the
dance ^ttctvvts.

are ycnirSicinnian measures Even now the same, 42.
Sick, adj. A. Lit. suffering from illness.
even as some sicA mother seems Laon, in. xxxiii. 7.
Alive or dead,—aye, sick or well— Peter, I. v. 3.
W'ho follows a sick beast to some warm cleft . . Prom. XV. iia.
like a sick matron wan, Witch, LI. 7.

B. Fig. (1) wearied, faint, disturbed, unwholesome.
Thy milky, meek face makes me sick with hate ! Cenci, II. i. 122.
in my sick dreams. That I imagined m. i. 40.
even sick with speed. Lags leaden-footed time ! iv. ii. 2.
O, I am deadly J2Ci4.' IV. iv. 10.
I am quite sick of the wild mountain game, . . Cyd. 226.
every gentle passion sick to death, Epips 247
Sick with famine :— HMis, 83.
the thirsty winds Are sick with blood ; . . . . 431.
Are motes of a j?cA eye, bubbles and dreams

; 781.
Such hope, as is the sick despair of good, . . . Hope, Fear, \.
While we to such sick thoughts Julian, 169.
Sometimes for rapture sick, sometimes for pain

agliast Laon,\n.\.g.
Sick with excess of sweetness

; v. xxiii. 5.
Such as sick fancies in a new made grave . . . v. xxvii. a.
Started from sick despair, . xl. x. 7.

'

The Lady grew sick with a weight of fear, . . . Mar. Dr. vi. i.my heart was sick with hope, Prom. II. i. 3a.
So thy j(bS throes shake not that crucifix, . . . I. 601."
Sick with sweet love, droops dying away . . . n. ii. 28.When false or frowning made me sick at heart . in iv 49
while mine grew jjc/S with fear: Posal. Si'^.And I fell on a hfe which was sick with fear . . 1047.And sick of prey, yet howling on for more, . . . Time, 6
J«o4 of this perpetual flow orpeople, Triumph, 208.
and my heart ,«o4 of one sad thought— . . . . jqo
Through the sick day in which we wake . . . 4J0
Could medicine the «<:* soul to happy sleep, . . Witch xvil

2'

Art kind wlien I am ji'c/S, and pity me Yet look 12
(2) eager, tired of delay.

two vultures sick for battle, Similes, IV. i.

(3) occupied during sickness.
By my sick couch was busy to and fro, .... Laon, iv. v. 5.
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Sloken, v. intr. (1) fall ill.

Must indifferently jic^»; /fe/^?-, ill. xxi. 3.

(2) feel depressed and overburdened or dismayed.
makes my heart Sicken and pant ; Cenci, II. ii. 140.
Felt his heart with terror sicken- Mask^ xiv. a.

(3) languish.

All good shall droop and sicken^ . Cenci^ IV. i. 187.
AncTwe breathe, and sicken not, Prom.' i. 675.

(4) fade or wither.
Odours, when sweet violets sicken^ Live Music, ivken soft voices, 3.

flowers which die almost before they sicken. . . Tersa Rima, 13:

I^Sichened, v. intr. felt oppressed or overpowered.
His strong heart sunk and j/c^ws;;? Alasior, iSi.

Sickened, pp. been seized with illness.

that a thousand"Have «c<6eM5«^, and— . . . . Hellas, dx^.

'''Siokeuinsr* ppl- adj. (1) distressing.
with a gush of sickening pain Laon, vil. xxiv. 4.
and a deep sickeninp- cfi-ead Within each heart, . x. xvi. 6.

Does know the fruitless sick''ning- thviW, . . .M.N. Melody, 14.
Pale Despair's most sickening sigh, . ... Moonbeam-^ Hi. 4.

(2) languishing, wearied.
in its sinking gulphs my sickening B-gXtit tost. . Laon, III. xxvi. 9.
Yet its swell pauses on my sickening- mind ; . . M'.N. Fragmt. 2.

Sickens, v. I. tr. oppresses, causes to languish.
jz'c-Jewj The solid heart of enterprise ; ProL Hellas, icn^.

II. intr. feels repulsion.
what my tidLt\iv&'Sickens to conjecture . Cenci, iv. iv. 91.

Sickle, n, a reaping-hook.
not sharpened with the sickle, Cycl. 38.1.

And the sickle to the sword Lies unchanged, . Bug. Hills^ 22?,.

And the stern-warrior's arm the sickle wield ? M. Jv. Post. Pr. 46.
*Slckleman, n. a reaper.
Under the hook of the swart sickleman, . . , Hellas, 383,

:]:SicklenLen, n. Fig. reapers.
the harvest to the sickle-men Is as a grain to each. 249.

Sickly, adj. feeble.

With apale and sickly glare, Damon, 11. 203.

ti „ ,, ,, Q. Mab, IX. 124.

Sickness, n. A. Lit. \X) a feeling of qualm or vertigo.
I feeb'a giddy sickness of strange awe ; . . . . Cenci, iv. i. 165.
from that fair sight I turned in sickri£ss, . . . Laon^ v. x!iv. 9.
tKe sickness of a deep And speechless swoon . . vi; xxxiv. 6.

(2) uneasy feeling.

that gives you this pale sickness Of penitence . Cenci, v. i. 2q.
Ah, Hfape Its sick, feeds With whatsoe'er it finds,- Laon, IV. xxxiv. 4.

(3) disgust, nausea.
Oil Beauty's corse to sickness satiating— . . . Naples, 146.

B. Fig. an abnormal condition.
Tlien shrank as in the jiVAwejj of eclipse;— . . Epips: %\o.

Side, n. (1) the right or left part of the body.
What care your head and side?' Magnet.Lady^v.^.
(2) signifying immediate proximity.

foot by foot'ctose to thy side^. . . . Qjc/. 7.

Sate familiarl}^, side by side, . . Devil, viii. 2.

Close by his side stood harping fearlessly . . Hom. Merc. LXXII.3.
Tliou mockery which art sitting by my side, . , Julian, 385.
Tyrants dwelt s. by j., And stabled in our homes, Laon, 11. iv. 2.

then Cythna by my side^ . . . Would rest, . . . 11. xxvi. 6.

Whoso will drag that woman to his side . , . x. x. 8.

A Shape of li^ht is sitting by his side xii? ii. 7.
Will stretch him fearless by his foemen's side ? .M.N. Post. Pr.42.
and by thy side Saintly Camillus lived, .... Ode Lib. vii. 7.
With ner"Driffht eyes sat listening by his side, . Oi-pheus, 57.
Mocking and mowing by his j/<rf£— . . . . /fe/^r, vi. xx. 4.
Shall I nestle near thy side } . . . . . To Night, IV. 5.
Who crouch, side by side, Vis: Sea, 43.

(3) the right or left.

From one side to the other of the road, . . . Horn: Merc. xxxv. 7.

Small serpent eyes trailine; from side to side, . . Laon^ i. Ivi. 3.

whose bank On either jz'flte xi; iii. 2.

{xQTG.side to side. While veering to the wind . xii. xx. 8.

Fell slumbrously upon one side ; ....... Peter^ vil. xv. 2.

(4) in the interest of one or of another.
a plaiw-tale on the other side . . Cycl. 232.
And Panic, shall wage war upon our side! . . Hellas, 440.
when all the rage Is on one side .• Reviewer, 4.

(5) the slope or declivity of a hill.

By wood and stream, meadow and mountain s,, Asiola, llv 3:
And mad^ their home under the green hill side. . Serchio, 38.
To strange distortion out of the hill side, . . . Triumph., 183.

(6) a view in opposition to another.
Made my companiowtake the darker side. . . Julian, 49.

(7) the body or person.
And from thy side two gentle babes are bom . . Laon^ Ded. ix. 5.

(8) Tyith adj. indicating locality, part, direction.
Two miles on this jzVfe of the fort, Cenci, in. i. 24^.
Not on th'SLt side. Cycl. 6g4..
For on one side alone the hill gave shelter, . . Laon, vi. xii. i.

and on one side Thie treacherous marsh .... Marengki, xv. 2.

The heaviest sin on this side of the Alps ! . . . QSdipus, I. 371.
On one side of this jagged and shapeless hill . . Orpheus^ iS.

(9) with (?z'(?r>'= in all directions.
On every side More horribly the multitudinous

streams Alastor, 340.

On every side now rose Rocks, Alastor'^ 543.
The ravm is ready on every side, Cycl. 344.
wisps on every side Are puffed up Faust, ll, 91.

A glimmering o'er the forms on every side, . . Laon, l. Ii. 8.

which the foes on every j/rfff invest VI. xiii. 9^
Soon o'er the putrid mass he threats on every 'J. , —;— Vlll. xxi, 9,
Drove the astonished herds of men from every s. OH& Lib. in. 15.

On eveiy side did perk and peer Peter, II. iv, 4,

On thy form from every side Like a Maenad,' . . Prom.. IV. 472.

(10) stand on one side = apart, out of the way.
had better Stand on one side, CBdipus, ll. ii. 76;

(11) the other side= death, future life.

forced to pass To the other side, Peter', Pfol. 25.

*Side-convulsinsr, c. adj. throbbing.
Into its side-convulsing heart Rosal. 1065.

*Sidelouff, adj. oblique, on one side.

the boat did flee On j/t^iff/ow^ wing, .... Laon^iW.sxsvf::^.

Sides, n. (1) broad lateral surfaces.

Whose polished sides, ere day had yet begun, . Rosal. 1300.
its sides Gaped wide with many a rift, . , , . Alastor, 301--

(2) the right or left part of the body.
Placing your mig;hty sides upon the ground. . . C^cl. 551,
and hold, their jzflfej and laugh Gtsb. 65.

(3) the part of a quadruped from hip to shoulder.
His strong sides made the torrents rise in spray, Laon, VI. xxli. 2;

my snakey tail, and my sides so scranny. . . . (Ekipus^ I. 268.

(4) opposite views.
You always take the two sides of one question. . Calder'On, U 37.

(5) denoting proximity.
Milking- Their &ms or playing by their sides? . CycL 187.

*Sidles, V. intr. moves about slily.

As he sidles^ leers, and twirls his sting, .... Devil, xxiii. 5;

*Sidmoutli, «. H. Addington, Lord Sidmouth, b. 1756, d. 1 844.
Like Sidfnouth, next. Hypocrisy Mhsk^ VI; 3.

*Sidney, n. Sir Philip Sidney, b. 1554, d. 1586.
Sidney, as he fought And as he fell Adonais, XLV. 5.
To Shakespeare, Sidney, Spenser and the rest . Gisb. 31.

Siegre, n. Fig. assault.

and your array Of thieves will lay their siege Hom.Merc.xiJVlll.4:.
Sift, V. tr. Fig. winnow.

I sift the snow on the mountains below, .... Cloud, 13.

;]:Sifted, pp. Fig. winnowed.
white As snow thrice siftedhy the frozen wind. . Cenci, V. ii, 171.
Thrice sifted by the storm, •

. . . Front, il- iii. 38.

Sifted, ppl. adj. A. Lit. passed through a sieve.
With sifted gTa.vel neatly laid,— Peter, vil. viii. 3.

B. Fig. finely driven.
Kissing the sifted sands, and caverns hoar ; . . Epips. 432.

Sig-b, n. A. Lit. a heavy respiration indicative of sorrow or
regret.

Breathed o'er his dark fate one meloc^oas sigh : Alastor^st).
Not a groan of regret, not a sigh, not a breath, . Death, Dial. 9.When departure might heave virtue's breast with

aji>A.
'

38.
And at the orphan's sigh, the widow's moan, . M. N.Post. Fr. 81.
When bursts the unconscious sigh; , . . M. N. Ravail, 106.
She suppressed A sigh— Motherly Son, iv. 12.
And speeded hither on the sigh . . .... Prom. i. 720
B. Fig.

Bale Despair's most sickening j;^^, ..... Moonbeam, ill. 4.
And breathes to the pale moon a funeral sigh. M. N. Spec. Hors, 4.
^\n.% sigh {ov sigh Ode, Arise^ \?i.

Tis softer than the west wind's sigh; . . . . Q. Mab^ i. 50.
the balmiest Jz^A, Which vernal zephyrs . . . iv. 1,

with such a sigh, as sedge Breathes .... Tasso, Song, in. 6.

Sig*!!, V. intr. A. Lit. draw breath heavily and sadly.
I sit—and smile or sigh as is my bent, . . Gisb, 1 13.
hear the war Of winds, and ^ign, . . . 166.
Alas ! I well may sigh, Hom. Merc. Lil. ^.
And if ye sigh, then I will smile ; Prom.. III. iii. 2d.
And sigh for pleasure they refuse to give,— . . Q. Mab, v. 242.
I sigh,-At breathes no more on me; Violet, ill. 2.
If I must sigh to think that this shall be, . . Witch, xxiv. z.

:B.Fig.
"When west \^'inds sigh and evening waves respond Danton^ I. 51.
Come and siffh^ come and weep ! .... Dirgefor Year^ I. 2.
Soon I could hear the leaves sigh Laon, in. xxxiv. 5.
tlfcir weak boughs Sigh as the wind buffets them, Orpheus, 33.
who sigh that their rude king Hurries them fast ^q.
did sigh To the wind, bleak and high, . . .St. Ir. (3) xi. 4..

Slg'hed, v. intr. A. Lit.
when I sate pale With grief, and sighed beneath ; Laon, x. ii. 5.
I sigh'd beneath its wave to hide my woes, . M.N.Fragmt.lx.
I sighed for thee ; . . . . . . To Night, in. 2.

B. Fig.
Falatinus sighed Faint echoes of Ionian song ; . Ode Lib. VII. 13.

Siirblng', pp. A. Lit. heaving a sigh
Sighing to think of an unhappy home : . . . . Ginevra, 33.As a youth lulled in love-dreams faintly sighing. Prom. IV. 447
B. Fig.

The bare boughs are sighing, Autumn, I. a.

Sighlntr, ppl. adj. A. Lit. desponding, grieving.
With dew all turned to tears ; odour, to s. ruth. . Adonais, xvi. g.
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a wind Wiirrudh out of the jz^^m^ pine-forest, , Hellas^ 178.

Sig'Mugs, n. Fig. sounds as of sighing.

Like the vague sighings of a wind at even, . . Dcsnton^ II. 40.

, „ „ „ „ „ „ • • Q- ^<^K VIII. 23.

And the far sighings of yon piny dale . . . Pr, Athan. II. ii. 43.

Sigrlis, n. A. Lit. pi. of Sign, n. A. Lit,
And- Sorrow with her family oiS^^ks^ .... Adonais^ xiii. 5.

A wound more fierce than nis with tears and j'. . xxil. 4.

Let me not vex, with inharmonious sighs . . . . XXXV. 8.

Let him not fear the agony of sighs. Dante Conv. 2$.

The sighs I breathe, the tears I shed for thee. . E. Viviani-, n-
Like that from which its mate with feignfed sighs E. WilliaTns^ 1. 5.

The baffled heart to speak with sighs and tears, Laon^ vi. xxxi. 2,

Sweet talk, arid smiles, and sighs, Vlll. xxix. g.

like sisters Who part with signs Pro^n. IV. 199.
As with sighs and words she breathed on her, . Rosal. 213.

Half interrupted by calm sighSy 384.
Her deep hard sobs and heavy sighs ^— 417.
From their sighs the wind caught a mournful tone, Sensit. Pi. III. 15.

Even the sighs of grief Reproach thee, . . . Rarely, III. 4.

and the sweet sighs Inhaling, ... . . IViich, XL. o.

B. Fis^.

If autumn's hollow sighs in the sere wood, . . Alastor^ 8.

And his voice, though faint as the j. of the dead, M.N.Spec.Hors.i^.
odcwous sighs up to the smiling air ; , . . . Triumph, 14L

Sifflis, V. intr. Fig. breathes gently.
.S'z^AJ in the ear of stillness, Star,\\.

Slcrlit, n. A. Lit. (1) the act of seeing, perception by the

visual organs.
Trees arid masses intercept The sight, .... Faust, II. 91.
Flash on his sight the spectres of tlie past, . . Fr. Satire, 31.

Tempered the young day to the sight— .... Matilda, 3.

Two shapes of gladness to my sight; .... Rosal. 390.
Came to my sight, 408.
death did hide from human sight Sweet secrets, Sumfner-Evg.zZ.
so on my sight Burst a new vision, Triuw-Ph^ 410.
And in thy sight its fading plumes display ; . . Witch, Ded. III.4.

Were to- her sight like the diaphanous Veils, . .
~— LXV. i.

(2) the power or faculty of seeing.

all sight, all hands. . CalderoH, I. 1^6.

If God Be all sight,— i. 157.

All sight, all hands, all truth . i. 193.
But were the Devil's sight as keen Devil, xxix. i.

my sight Is dim to see Julian, 477.
rushes through the touch and through the sights St. Epips. 143.

(3 ) a thing seen, the view of an object, a spectacle.

Every sight And sound from the vast earth . . Alastor, 68.

not a sight Or sound of awe . . ... 297.

his last sight Was the great moon, . . 645.
I love The jz^A/ of agony Cend^ \. \. %2.

Whose sight infects and poisons me ; . . . ,

Yet, father, 'tis a happy sight to see, ....
It was a sight of wonder ! Some were horned,

So fair, so woftderful a sight .

It was a desolate sight—- . . , . . . .

let the sight Renew and strengtherr ....
It were a sight of awfulness to see ....
they shrunk with affright from his ugly sight.

At this known sign, a welcome sights . . .

The sailors rest, rejoicing in the sights . .

a monstrous sight/
such glooms immerse That incommunicable s.,

that sight again Waked, with its presence, . .

A sight with which that child . . . was blended.
a sight which might avail To make men weep
from that fair si^t I turned in sickness, . .

I saw the sight—1 moved—I lived— ....
that sight to meet. Mine eyes and my heart ached,
frdm tne jz^A^ Where like a Spirit

till the awe Of that dread sight
A piteous sights that one so fair and young.

IV. 1. 119.

Ch. ist, I. 15.

Dmtnon, I. 166.

Q. Mab, I. 256.
Deetnon, I. 215.
Q. Mab, IX. 28.

Dce-mon, 11. 27.

n. so.
Q. Mab, VIII. 51.
Deemon, 11. 213.

Q. Mab, IX. 105.
Devil, VI. 4.

XXV. I.

Horn. Castor, 21.
Laon, I. viii. 2.

I. I. 8.

III. xvii. 4.
V. xxxvi; 9.
V. xxxviii,5.

V. xliv. 8.

VI. viii. 2.

VI. lii.5.

VII. vi. 7.

X. xxii. 4.
XII. xiii, 7.

Mar. Dr. v. 4.
ProfK. I. 3f;7.

1.584.
IV. 481.

Q. Mab, I. 19.

1. 70.

There was rio sight or sound of dreai

stye from thy sight Returriing; for a season,
A woful«>^/.' ayouth
Drinking from thy sense and sight .

Leave nothing of this heavenly sight
every sight of lovely, wild and grand
Those who had looked upon the sight, .... ri 85.
'twas a s. Of wonder to behold the body and soul. i. 144.
This is a- wondrous Ji^A/ ii- 57-
Thrill to the sight, and vibrate to the sound ; . . iii. 186.
in the sight ofTiappiness, That springs .... vi. 206.
It was a desolate sight viii, 2.

And little did the sight disturb 'her soul.— . . P^itch, LXlll. i.

(4) the range of vision,

within the sight Of the high towers . . , Calderon^ i. 71.
Now get thee from my sight/ Cenci^ i. lii. 168.
the past Fades from our charmfed sight. . . . Deemon, li. 232.

It n n M I) ... Q. Mab, IX. 140.
wrap them-from the foundering seaman's sight, . Laon, Ded. XIV. 8.
and vanished slowly from the sight. i. Iv. 6.
Yon Cape alone does from the sight withhold ; . viii. i. 5.
and wrapt from «^A^ xil. xxiii. 8.
for it folds thee From the sight, Prom. II. v. 63.

(5) inspection, notice.
to know On second sighthex antient playfellow, Julian, 154.
From sight and sense of the polluting woe . . . Q. Mab, VIi. 193.

B. Fig. (1) within the reach or range.
Even in the sight Of knowledge, . . . . Cald^ron^ i. 77.

(2) judgment, estimation.
are equal in thy j/^A/.' Q. Mah,V\. 2i\.

Sisrhtless, aaj. (1) eyeless.

skulls With J2>A^. holes gazing on blinder heaven, D'mmon, 1.266.

(2) invisible.

By sightless lightning? Adonais, xx. 8.

Whose sightless speed divides this sullen night : . Alastor^ 610.
Over the sightless tyrants of our fate ; . . . . Epips. 240.
Necessity, whose sightless strength for ever . . Laon, IX. xxvii. 6.

Arise ye sightless spirits of the storm, ... M.N. Despair, 19.

With that white star, its sightless pilot's crest, . Prom. ill. ii. 27.

Upon a thousand sightless axles spinning, . . iv. 248.
o'er the chasm, sightless and drear. L.ijt not, 6.

SigrhtB, n. things seen, objects, spectacles.
in life's young hours These sights and sounds . Laon^ ll. i. 9.
Tliat' sleep has sights as clear and true .... Mar. Dr. xxiii. 6.

The still and solemn power ofmany sights, . . Mont B. 128.

and shapeless sights come wandenngby, . . . Prom. l. 36.
Arid other sights too foul to speak and live . . i. 591.
The sights'^x^ which thou torturest gird my soul I. 043.

Sigru, n. (1) a token, mark, or indication.
behold At once the sign and the thing signified— Ch. ist, I. 167.
At this known sign, a welcome sight, .... Devil, XXV. 1.

Have stamped the sign^ of power— Laon, II. xii. 4.
from Earth to Heaven in sign of victory. . . V. vii. 9.
Have each their mark and sign— vi. xvii. 4.
a sign which maketh holy ATI power— . . . vili. x. i.

like a sign. Seal thee from thine hour of woe ; . Magnet.Lady,\.6.
and bidden With that bright sign Witch, IV. 3.

(2) an omen, portent or prodigy.
By some distemperature or terrible J2^», . . . C-^. u/, II. 173.
But the rainbow was a good sign, ArChy : . . .

—^— II. 410.
A wonder and a sign to mort^ men Hoth. Moon, 19.

(3) a symbol or emblem.
that fatal sign Dried with its beams . . . Hellas, 502.
and the sign Of what should be eternal .... Julian, 121.

Sigrn, V. tr. A. Lit. ratify by signature.
to sign this order For their detention Ch. ist^ II. 378.

B. Fig,
Withbleedingstumpsmight j/^KOurbloodaway, III. 40.

Signal, n. the sign or token.
Await the ji^Tia/ round : .... . . . Laon, xn. iv. 8.

The signal and the seal . . . Art Thou .... Naples, 1 13.

^Siffnal ffuiiy c. n. a gun fired as a signal.
the signalgun Roared—hark, Laon, xil. vii. 3.

^Sig^ature, n. the autograph name of any person.
Waits with state papers for his signature } . . Thsso, 4.

Siffnet, n. A. Lit. a seal.

Then take this signet, .... ... Hellas, 250.
B. Fig. a mark or sign.

The signet oi'xts all-enslaviug.power Q. Mab, V. 54-1

Sigrnified, //. indicated, denoted.
behold At once the sign and the thing signijkd— Ch. 1st, i. 167.

Siffnor, adj, the ordinary title of courtesy among Italians.
Did you inform his Grace that Signor Pigna . . Tasso, 3.
O'trust to me, iSz^fwcy-Malpiglio '.

• 13.

Signs, n. (1) indications, tokens, evidences.
with whom these marks and signs Fitly agree. . Calderon, l. 55;
But signs of Love's soft victories ; . , . iii. 15.
The signs of tYvSit innumerable host, ... , Laon, v, xxxix. 2.

Iron and gold, the slaves and signs of power, . Prom., il iv. 6g.
6'<f«J of thought's empire over thought— . . Triumph, 211.

(2) significant gestures.
Training me ori'with hints, zji.^. signs, and smiles, Cenci, v. i. 51.

(3) omens, portents.
Ganst thou discern The Ji^j^of seasons, . . . Ch. ist, i. 34.
Ominous signsAre blazoned broadly on the noon-

day sky: , Jfellas, 601.
These signs the coming mischief did foretell :— . Laon, X. xvi. 5.

(4) representations, figures.
And on the sand would I make signs . . Vll. xxxii. i.

(5) signals.

With secret signs from many a mountain tower, X; vii. 4.
needs No memative signs of selfishness, . . Q. Mab, v. 23?.

Silence, n. (1) as a personification.
And Silence, too enamoured of that voice, . . Aiastor, 65.
Silence and Twilight here, twin-sisters 455.
Have charmed their nurse coy .S. near her lids . Deemon, l. 24.
Silence/ O well are Death and Sleep and Thou^ Fr. Silence, i.

Where Silence says, Mine is the dell ; . . . . Z/}ve, 21.

(2) the st^te of holding one's peace, abstention from speech,
muteness,

whom theiF sister's song Had held in \\Q\ysilence, Adonais, xxil. 7.
The Ji7«w« of that heart's accepted sacrifice. . . xxxv. 9.
those pallid lips So sweet even in their silence, . Alastor, 700.
in silence bind My voice, Calderon, ill. 22.
He keeps firm «/e««; Cfiwci', IV. iv. 88.
Silence is a hard task to him who drinks, . . . Cycl. 578.
who kneeled in silence by her couch, Deemon^ 11. 329.
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A silence fell upon the guests— Ginevra^ 135.
were beguiled Into strange silence Julian^2'7.
Soon pause in silence^ ne er to sound again, . . L.aon^ Ded. X. 4.
that silence made me start— I. xlvii. 3.

Memories which found a tongue, as thus he silence
broke I. Ix. 9.

thoughtless pride his love in silence bound, , . V, v. 4.
Slowly the j/Zewca of the multitudes Past, . . . v. xxxi. 1.

infant fair Clasped on her lap in silence/^ . . V. xxxv. 5.

Accompanied by the still throng he went In j/7., v. xxxvi. 3.

those joys which sil. well retjuite Forbid reply ;— —^ v. xlviii. 2,

When in the silence of all spirits there .... V, li. 10.

In silence which doth follow talk VI. xxxi. i.

in silence still, The pale survivors stood; . . . x. xliv. ^.

as she leaned in passion's silence xii. xxiii. 4.
the silence of her eloquent smile, xii. xxxii. i.

Its delicate brief toucn in j//(S«ce weaves . . . il/arew^Az', xxi. 5.

gazed In patient silence /V. Athan. II. i. 39.
There is silence in the spaces— Prol. Hellas^ 75.
Made us keep ji'/ewof—thus—and thus— . , . Prom. i. 105.
Though silence is a hell to us I. 106.

Crouch then in silence i. 352.
charm To silence the unenvying nightingales. . ii. ii. 97.
to the meal Oi silence, grandeur, and excess, . Q. Mab, III. 45.
Now, to the scene I shew, Xrvsilence turn, . . . vi. 54.
Henrv, who kneeled in silence by her couch, . . ix. 337.
In silence then they took the way Rosal. 95.
Passionless calm and silence unreproved, . . . Sunset, 46.

(3^ stillness, calmness, peace.
In eloquent silence through the depths of space . Dcemon, l. 251.

„ ,. ,, ,, „ „ . Q. Mab, II. 81.

And from all sounds, all silence Epips. 209.
And in that silence, and in my despair, .... 235..

Harmonizing silence without a sound 564.
the tone Unheard but in the silence of his blood, Fr. A soul, 5.

Killing the azure silence^ Ginevra^ 43.
How calm it was !—the silence there J(ine^ Recoil. 33.
A heaven of sacred ji?ewc£ Julian^ 261.

in silence lay On the still waters— L.aon, I. xlvii. 8.

Within whose happy silence^ thus embraced . . ii. xlviii. 3.

That starry night, with its clear silence, .... in. xix. 6.

And the few sounds . . . Made j. more profound— v. ii. 4.

some deep lake, whose silence them awaits, . v. xvi. 5.
The sleepless jz7£Mc« did recal Laone V. xxxvii. 7.

Which from brief j//tfwce bursting, V. xlv. 2.

In tones whose sweetness silence did prolong, . v. lii. 4.

Came on us, as we sate in silence there, .... VI. xxx. 8.

and there was silence wide and lone Vil.xxxix.5.
Silence and solitude were vacancy ? Mont B. 144.
re-echoed solemnly. Till silence became music? . Naples, 104.
Dissonant threats kill Silence far away, . . . 134.,

Whose changeless paths thro' Heaven's deep
silence lie ; Q. Mab, ill. 229.

Where silence undisturbed might watch alone, . iv. 18.

The. lovely silence of the unfatTiomed main, . . iv. 95.
Silence and twilight, unbeloved of men Sumnter-Evg: 5.

Obeyest in silence their sweet solemn spells, . 15.

Folded in cells of crystal silence there
; . . . . Witch, xiv. 4.

(4) a deadly stillness, absence of all life.

to-morrow, worms In silence and in darkness . Damon, ii. 221.

M )i n ti 11 n ' Q ^ab, IX, 113.

in silence flow Thro' the vast world, Dcejnon^I. 249.
My mansion is damp, cold silence is there, . . Death, Dial. 7.

Dares dispute with grim j. the empire of Death. . 10.

And silence, and a sense that lifts the hair . . Ginevra, 152.

made the solemn silence seem More still— . . 179.
A far whisper—Terrible silence Hellas, 814.

a s. lone and drear, More horrible than famine :— Laon, III, xxvii. 5.

the mariner in fear Feels s. sink upon his heart— iv. xxvii. 7.

thro' the green silence of the main, Vli. x. 3.

like the silence of a tempest's birth, . ... ix. xi. S.

in the hot silence of the air ; . . . .... x. xxiii. 5.

And in the silence of that expectation, . . x. xliii. 5.

the silence of a long despair, xr. xiii. 3.

such silence through the host, xii, vi. i.

Bursts on that awful silence; xii. vii. 7.

Pausing ip breathless silence xii. xiii. 2.

The frightful j/7fiMf£ of that altered mood, . . xil. xxvii. i.

Because the crystal silence of the air .... . Naples, 20.

continuous, vast, Awful as silence. . ... Prom. II. iii. 36.

All is deep silence, like the fearful calm . . . Q. Mab, IV. 53.

(5) non-interference, abstention.

Has whispered silence to his Holiness : . . . . Cenci, II. ii. 69.
Or with my silence sanction tyranny, .... JulianyXd^.
Can the directors of the storm in powerless s. lie ? M.N Despair^ 9.

(6) reticence, concealment of purpose.
My silence^ and whatever else is mine, .... Cenci, III. i. 225.
such horrible need For deepest silence, .... v. ii. 103.

(7) extinction, nothingness.
Trampling to silence their loud hopes and fears. Ode Lib. xi. 3.

Silence, znterj. commanding or begging for silence.

Silence now ! Ye know the close device— . . Cycl. 475.
Silence, v. tr. stop from speaking.

Seize, silence him
! Cenci, l. iii. 94.

Silence those mutineers—that drunken crew, , . Hellas, 191.

*Sileni, n. attendants on Silenus.
The Silent, and Sylvans, and Fauns, .... Pan, II. 6.

Silent, adj\ (1) noiseless.

As silent lightning leaves the starless night 1 . . Adonais^ xxv. 7.

The urns of the silent snow,
Descends in silent power

, Arethusa^ ir. 9.

^ .
, Dcemon, I. 58.

Went creeping thro'ugh the day with silent feet, . Fiordispina, 3.

Through the grass with silent gliding. .... Fr. Serp. 9,

Silent as night, in night ; Horn. Merc. XLVIII. 5.

is multiplied With j«7e«/ growth .... Lxvm.5.
with Custom's hydra brood, Wage silent war ; . I^on, I. xxxiii. 6,

to keep Their silent watch.— v. xxvi. 6.

and the swift stroke Of silent rowers .... Vll. ix. 2.

The flames grow silent— XII. xvii. 3.

Which, though silent to the ear, . .... Lerici, 11.

Had not then silent Fear Love, Hope, 22.

and fans with silent wing The tender hopes . . Prom. I. 774.
that nations fell Beneath his silent footstep. . . Q. Mab^ IX. 25.

Famine's faint groan, and penury's silent tear, . ^ IX. 95.
Came to my knees with silent breath, .

« . .

And the silent motions of passing death,
a chariot on the silent storm
As veil by veil the silent splendour drops

(2) mute, speechless.
Silent ^\\h expectation of the song, .

Silent alone amid an Heaven of Song.
and i?//eM^ death exposed
An image, silent, cold, and motionless,
For the weary winds are silent, . . .

the silent tongue of steel Speaks thus,

—

felt my wife insult with silent scorn
in his silent rage His lips grew white .

Nay we are silent^ and we chaw the air.

As in silent multitudes .....
Poor Ariel sends this j//£M^ token Guitar Jane, \i.

Coy, unwilling, silent bride, Inv. Mis. l. 3.

what secret fight . . . Waged thro' that j. throng ; Laon, V. ii, 9.
Amongthej. millionswhbdidlielninnocentsleep, v. iii. 3,

but blind And silent, as a breathing corpse . . V. xlv. 7.

those tones divine Were silent as she past; . . v. Ivii. 4.
stifiF babes ; silent and stark they sate. .... vi. li. p,
they became silent, and they stood . . vii. xli. 7.

and died in silent pain x. xix. 9.
and they A space stood silent, .... x. xxxix. 5.
In silent anguish, on her husband's bier ! . . .M.N. Post. Fr. 28.

Wiled, not untaught, his silent time away. - . Marenghi, xix. 6.

Pressed into light oy silent misery, ..... Mother i^ Son, I. 6.

The birds are J27f«?, hanging down their heads, . Orpheus, 121.

Rosal. 440.
Sensit. PL lii. 10.

Triumph, 86.

41.3-

Adonais, xxxvi. 8.

. XLVI. 8.

. Alastor, 29^

. 661.

. Afrit, 1814, 18.

. Calderon, \. 222.

Cenci, III. 1. 323.
. IJI. ii."68.

. Cycl. 633.
. Bug. Hills, 83.

Were as silent as ever old Tmolus was,
Were silent with love,

there was a silent chasm ... . .

Were now a silent multitude ; . , .

shook With spasms oi silent passion
;

And silent those sweet lips,

centinels, in stem and silent ranks, . .

The universe, In nature's silent eloquence,
In silent eloquence unfold its store
Silent they sate ; . . . . ...
But I sat silent and alone,
Beside my path, as silent as a ghost

;

. Pan, I. II.

II. II.

. Peter., I. x. 4.

. VII. XX. 3.

. Pr. Athan. I. 83.
, Q. Mab, I. 33.

III. 2'T.

. III. 197.
VII. 20.

, RosaJ. 201.

238.
Triumph, 433.

(3) perfectly quiet, free from noise, calm, undisturbed.
In lone and silent hours, ... Alastor, 29.
But, undulating woods, and silent well,

one silent nook Was there
Whose sacred silent air owns yet no echo .

Its broad and silent ts\\xtot gave to view ,

and the slow, silent night Is measured .

And the plains that silent lie Underneath,
had borne To that silent isle,

What ! do not the silent hours Beckon thee
This crowd is safer than the silent wood,

484.

^, S72-
. Ch. ist, IV. 31.

. Dcemon, I. 136.

. Epips. 534,

. Eug. Hills, 294.

. Ginevra, 69.

329.

When you die, the silent Moon Guitar Jane, 23.
Hellas, 778.
Ind. Ser. ir. 2.

Jane, Invitn, 13.

23.

Jane, Recoil 31.

46.

With all the silent or tempestuous workings
On the dark, the silent stream— , .

And smiled upon the silent sesi, . .

To the silent wilderness ...
As still as in the j//i?K^ deep . . .

A thrilling silent life, ...
And then, the town is */&«/— Julian, ^^i
when the calm sea was bright With silent stars, Laon, 1. xlv. 9.
Like clouds inwoven in the silent sky, . . . ix. xii. i,

overhead Silent Pixctuxus shines— ... . xi. xi. 9.
Hung Ji'/cM^ and serene— xii. xvi. 3,

of that azure sea a juVfiw/ refuge make xil. xl. 9.
She left me at the silent time Lerici, i.

Disputes her silent reign Love, 24.
envelope once this silent snow ! Mont B. 74.
Silent^ liquid, and serene; .Prom. i. 682.
When work is none in the bright silent air ? . . —?— iii. iv. 29.
Pierce with song heaven's silent light, . . ; .-.—- iv. .70.

This silent spot tradition old ... .... Rosal. 146.
Helen came To this lone silent spot 168.
That mingle in the silent sky 983.
Cleave wiui their dark green cones the j/i<jw/skies, 1247.
Disencumbered of their silent sleep, . . . UnJ. Dr. 170.
as April rain On silent leaves, 183.
With cold and silent rest Violet, 11. 4."

Make a green space among the silent bowers, . Woodman^ 55^

(4) still momentarily.
the thunders made silent around Vis. Sea, 10.

(5) uncommunicative, reticent.

Therefore strong vanity will keep you silent . . Cenci, I. i. 75.
O, thou most silent air, ..,,.. . , i. j. 141,
let us each be silent as a corpse ; y. jji. 49.

4 K
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(6) obscure.
Seek out some dark and silent corner, . . . Cenci^ I. iii. 156.
into a silent cove, Where ebon pines Laon^ III. xxxiv. 8.

(7) unknown, untold of, impenetrable.
but let the j//c«^ years Be closed Julian, 61%.
Time may interpret to his silent years L,aon, Ded. XI. 2.

Within. theti-iVcM/ centre of the earth Unf. Dr. 15.

(8) desolate, gloomy.
Away, away ! to thy sad and silent home ; . . April, '®^4t 9-

Peace in the silent streets ! ,
Laon, X. xii. 3.

And stands amid the silent dungeon*depths . . Q. Mab^ III. 154.

(9) adj. absol. mute, speechless.
"Qt. silent, fellows! What! two friend^' .... Calderon^ I. 231'.

Be silent. Nightingale— III. 51.

Be silent., sons ; Cycl. 73.
Be silent. Satyrs, while I ask 85.
I pour ; only be silent 577.
Be jf'/tfw^, ye wild things

!

029;
Be «7tf»// get to hell! or I will call GSdipus^ i. 2yj.

Silent, adv. noiselessly.
Bitter tears; from his eyes, ^sh'd silentaJxA fast ; St. Ir. (3) III. 4.

iTSilently, adv. (1) noiselessly.
\sileHtly laugh at my own cenotaph Cloudy 81.

Nor in her moonlight chamber silently .... Desman^ I. 33.
The adorned Earth spins silently, Faust, I. 10.

The orange hues of heaven sunk silently. . . . Julian^ 138.
in the tears which silently to flow Paused not, . L,aon\ I. xvii. S--

Winds contend Silently there, . Mbnt B. 135.
with breath Rapid and strong, but j;Vc«//v/' . . 136.
J'ust piercing the dark earth, Tiung'JzVew^/y.' . . Prom. II. i. 149.
And bends, and then fade's silently^ 11. ii. 12.

(2) speechlessly.
silently he sate Upon the footstool Laon, v. xx. 7.

pale with fear. Sate j;7fi«/^— ... . ... . . xi. XX..9.

Long did she gaze, and silently, ...... Q. Mad, I. 66.
The multitude was gazing silently ;

—— VII. 4.
Hiding her face, stood weeping silently: . . . Rosal. 94.
But silently I went my way, 524.

(3) imperceptibly, gently.
Oblivion will steal s. The remnant of its fame, . Q. Mab, II. 119.
its authority Will silently pass by ;

in. 134.

"^ilentuess, n. stillness, quietude.
And solemn midnight's tingling jzVew^wffjjy . . Alastor, 7.

Spread forth in silentness profouhdand solemn . Laon, lli; xv. 3.

Broke oil the sultry silentness'z^axvty , , . , Q. Mab, Vlll. 74.
Was interfused upon the jz7e»/«£jj/ Woodman^ 14.

*Bileuns, n. the preceptor and attendant of Bacchus.
This old Silenusgay^ us in exchange .... Cycl. 235.
What shall Ldo $ilenus? Shall I stay? . . . 546.

_^

And thwart Silenus find his goats undrawn, . . Prom. II. ii. 90.
And old Silenus^ shaking a green stick Of lilies, Witch, Vlil. li

Silk, n. a thread spun by trie silkworm.
Or silk from the yellow bee ? . Critic^ 1. si

A dome of thin and opert' ivory inlaid With
crimson j-//^— Witch^ Llli. $.-

Silken, adj. soft like silk.

See, on the silken fringe of His faint eyes,, . .- .- Adonais, x. 4.

Sleeking their silken hair, (Mdipus, II. i. 64.

*Sil]Een-winirdd, c, adj. with wings soft as silk.

W'hat'hand would crush the silken^nsaingkd^y, . Witch, Ded. 11. 1.

*Silk-womi, n. the Bombyx mori and allied species.

The silkr^orm in the dark green mulberry leaves "Gisb. 3.

^Silkworms, n. pi. of Silkworm.
Honey from silkworms who can gather, . . . Critic^ I. i.

*Sill, n. seat or position.

and thy j/// Is highest in heaven .... I£om.Merc.Lxxix.6.
Silver, n. A. Lzl. the metal Argentum.

I will pile up my silver and my gold ; . . . . Cenci. IV. i. 56.
heaps of j.' and of gold Were piled within— . Ifont. Merc. XLl.j.

liike snow^.or silver, or long diamond spiresj . Prom., ili. iii. 10.

B, Fig. having the appearance of silver; silvery..

Of shadowy j/Zz/er or enshrining light,, Atastbr, 481.
See the pale azure fading into silver Prom. III. iii. 71.

With vegetable silver overspread
';

—"— IV. 283.

azure mail and streaks of woven silver; . , . Uftf. Dr. 165.

Silver, c. adj. attr. A. Lit. made of silver.

and white and J27&e?' robes, . . .... Hom,Merc.yi\Ali\,
He of the Silver Bow LIV. i.

From whom he steals nine j//z/er^ spoons. . . . /fe/w, II. iii. 5.

B. Fig. (1) bright, lustrous as silver, silvery.

The Jz7w^r lightnings Of the -evening star, , . . €k:\st^W.%;
Disparting as it went the j/7'Z/s>' elouds . . . . DcBinony\. \\^.

whose dark brow Frowned o'er the silver'seai. . I. 132;

From the silver regions of the milky way ;— . . Gisb, a8t.

That soothed the s. clouds through the deep air. Hellas, 039.

When the cold moon sharpens her silver horn
Under the sea, Laon, IV. xxxi. 8.

habitant Of silver exhalations sprung from dawn,- V. xliv. 2.

beneath the gleams Of the silverstSirs ; . . . . —— VI. i. 5.

Oaring with rosy feet its J/V^tfr boat, Vll.xxvii.2.

Wreathed in the silver mist :
xil.xxxix.9.

Which grew by the brink of a silver lake ; . Music. Ipant, in. 2.

purple crags and J. towers Of battlemented cloud, Ode Lib. v. 2.

with hair of j/Zw^;' white, Pr.Athan.llA.2.
Yet thro' their silver shade appears, Prom.. I.' 224.

bike stars half quenched in mists' of silver dew. . —— IK i. 29:

With azure waves which burst in silver light, , From. II. iii. 21..

Sweet as a singing rain of j/Zz'ff/' dew. . . - IV. 235.

The silver clouds disparted ; Q. Mab, I. 200.

whose dark brow Lowered o'er the silver sea. . I. 221.

Some shed a mild and silver beam i- 258*

islands Floating on a j/72/^^ sea ; H- 35*

Yon silver beams, Sleep they less sweetly . . . in. 204.

that dark red smoke Blotting the silver moon ? . iv. 35.

Sheds a flood of silver sheen Q. ofmy Heart, ill. 3.

flee O'er the yellow sands with silver feet, . . Rosal. 783.

With silver locks and quick brown eyes, . . . 1212.

With silver tint S. Irvyne's glade ! St.Ir. (4) i. 4.

The silver moonbeam pours her ray ; . . . . IV. 2.

And the young winds fed it with silver dew, . . Sensit. PL I. 2.

Keen as are the arrows Of that silver sphere, « Skylark, 22.

The floating mountains of the silver clouds . . Summer, 4.

A silver spirit's form, like thee Tasso, Song, in. 2.

O'er lily-paven lakes 'mid silver mist, .... T^riuntph, 368.
And a silver shape like his early love doth pass Two Spirits, 45.
The silver mooninto that windmg dell, .... Witch, xxxix. i.

Or how much, Venus, of thy silver Heaven , , Lxvil, 3.

And every silver moth fresh from the grave, , , Woodman^ 24.

(2) gentle, peaceful, soft, pleasant.

By solemn vision, and'bri^ht silver drea.m, . , Alastor, 67.

As one that in a silver vision floats 316,

Queen of silver night ?
_

. . . . M. N. Despair, 2.

I slept, and silver dreams did aye inspire . . . Rosal. 76S.

(3) sweet, soft-toned, applied to poetry.
Whose master's hand is cold, whose silver lyre

unsti"ung . . Adonais, xxxvi. 9.

(4) sweet, soft-toned, as applied to sound.
at her silver voice came Death and Life, . . . Epips. 301.
Silver key of the fountain of tears, ..... Two Fr, Mus. 1. 1.

And filled with silver sounds the overflowing air. Laon, I. xviii. 9.

Loosen the notes in a silver shower ; . . Music, IPant, 1. 4.

Upon the silver waves ofThy sweet singing ; . Prom. II. v. 74.
The small, clear, silver liite of the young Spirit . III. ii. 38.
Clear, silver, icy, keen awakening tones, . . . iv. 196.
And the clear silver tones , . . . Q. Mab, l. iii.

A silver music on the mos^ lawn ; ..... Triumph, 355.
*Silver-fleeced, c. adj. Fig. white-fleeced.
Like>a calm flock of silver-Jlee(xd^^%^, , , , Witch, liVii. 5.

*Silver-sMuiug, c. adj. bright as silver.

A child with silver-shining wings, Laon, xii. xx. 5.

^Silver-sounding*, c. adj. of silvery tone.
As silver-sdu. tongues breathed an aerial hymn; V. xii. 9.

*Silver-veindd, c. adj.

And aery Sunium's silver-veined crag, . , . , Cycl. 275.

*Silvery, adj. of bright silver-like appearance.
They bathed for a while in its silvery beam, . . Bigotry, iv. 3.

Metnought enthron'd upon a silvery cloud, . . M.N. Ravail, 24.
When s. clouds float through the wildered brain, Q. Mab, \: 69.
Through fleecy clouds of silvery radiance" . . . Star, 2.

'^Similar, adj. of a like kind.
are sentSimilar thieves to represent ; . , . . Peter, in. iv. 4.

^Similitude, n. likeness, resemblance.
ji»?z7?VM(/e Of a triumphal pageantj. ...... Triumph, wj.

iSimony, n. trafficking in saCred things.
Wallow In -slime as they in simony and lies . . C/i. 1st, u 112.

^Simper, v. intr. smile affectedly.

and flirtj and stare, and simper, Peter, in. x. a.

Simple, adj. (1) unpretending, unaflFected.
was low and faint, A simple strain— Adon. Cane. 28.
In the frail pauses of this simple strain, .... Alastor, 706.
Be your strong and simple words Mask, Lxxiv. i.

Sunk reason's simple eloquetice, Q. Mab, ill. i6a
(2) ordinary, common.

bind up this hair In any j/7»#/rf knot ; . . , . CeM«, V. iv. 161.
A «?«//e ,kickshaw by your Persian cook, . . . (Bdipus, ll.n. 2^.
A simple dwelling, which shall be our own^ . . Pr^m. III. iii. 22.

of trees o'ergrown With simple licheiis, .... Vnf. Dr. 200.

(3) artless, unsophisticated.
Simple and spirited.; innocent and bold. . . . Epips. 429.
a wonder of that simple time, 490.
(4) natural, inartificial.

Ohr simple life wants little ^— 525.

(5) innocent.
was inclosed within one sitnple child ! . . . . Laon, n. xxxii. 9.
"Kiy sintpie talk once solaced, now delights. . . Prom,, in. iv. 32.
He was a simple innocent boy^ UnJ". Dr. 85.

SlmpUcity^ n. naturalness.
The near scene, In naked and severe si^npiicity, . Alastor, 56a

Sims, n. a mathematical instrument maker of the time.
To great Laplace, from Saunderson and Sifns, . Gisb. 95.

Sin, n. (1) as a personification.

thefestaldinOfDeath, and Destruction, and Sin, Castl.Adm.lV.2i
Son and Mother, Death and »S^'«, -fi^w.?". Hills, 238.
And Sin cursed to lose the wager, 241.,
Sin smiled so as Sin only can, .... , . 249.
Hell, iJ/w, and Slavery came, Hellas, 21S.

(2) a transgression of divine law.
The sin incurred, the pleasure then remains ; , . CalderonAii.114..
There rest no heavier sin than what they suffer . Cenci, l. ii. 81.
And what if I could take The profit, yet omit the

j'/x; and peril n. ii, 123.
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That sin and wrones wound as an orphan's cry, Ch. u/, I. 13.

Mitred adultQter ! He isjoioed in jm, .... I. 63.

And England's sin by England's punishment. . I. 104.

a house once given over to sin Faust^ \\. 176.

such emotion Must end in sin and sorrow, . . Ftordispina^ 29.

Or a shivering fiend that thirsting for j/«, . . M.ISf. Spec. Hors. 6.

I saw all that j/» does, QSdipus, i. 2^2.

The heaviest sin on this side of the Alps ! . . . I. 371.

And raved of God, arid j(«, and death /te/er, i. ix. i.

'Tis the vintage-time for death and sin : ... Prom. I. 574.
came Remorse where sin was none ; Rosal. 240,
Whether his ill were death or sin 433*
Can shrive you of that j,,— ifjm there be In love, Wiich^ Ded. VI. 7.

*Sixi-cliastisiug, c. adj.

But as a change oi sifi-masiising dreams, . . Cenci^ IV. u. 32.

^Sin-l^Cf c. adj.

And cormorants are sin-like lean, ..,.„. li&uil., XXII. 3.

Siuce, adv. (,1) from the time that.

ever since a thief was set to catch athief. . . . C%. \st^ II. 56.

(2) before this.

long since given over laiighing Faust^ I. 39.
Have we not long sifice proved H. 336.
And oft in cycles since^ Laan^ i. xxxii. 6.

Since, prep, subsequently to th,e time that.

Know that since we met Cenci^ III. i. 347.
Since I last came up to the wizard nnountain ; . Faust^ II, 294.
Has yet been ours since your reign begun. . . . CBdipus^ I. 48.

Since, conj, seeing that.

And will no more reply to winds or fountains, . .

.

Since she can mimic not his lips, .... Adonais, xv. 6.

since her delight is flown For whom should she
have waked the sullen year ? —^ xvi. 3.

Sincere, adj. {1) honest, frank, truthful.

Their language is at least sincere Cenci, IV. iv. 89.
Thou art sincere and good ; Dcemon^ II. 293.

,, „ ,, Q. Mab.,Y%..200.
When ffood and kind, free and sincere like thee,) Prom. III. iv. 48.
To shed on the grave of a heart so sincere. . . Tear. v. 7.

visions clear Of deep affection and of truth sin. . Wiicn, Lxxvil. 8.

(2) genuine, real,

to show These forms more . . . sincere .... iS?. Bpips. i60'

(3) adj. absol. honest truthful persons.
boon. That waits the good and the sincere: . . Q. Mab^ I. 124,

*Sincerest, adj. most genuine or simple.
This commerce of jzwc^res/ virtue V. 231.

Our j;'wa?rffj^ laughter With some pain is fraught; Skylark^ 88.

^Sinecure, n. a profitable office without work.
Pray find some cure or sinecure; Peier^ Vll. ii. i.

Sinews, n. the fibrous cords or tissues of the body.
And eats into my sinews^ Cenci^ III. i. 21.

I'll wring- the truth Out of those nerves and jz«., v. ii. 195.
That voice unstrung his sinews^ Loon., xi. xx. 7.

Which ruled his sinews and coerced his soul . Mother ^ Son^ VI. 3.

the pard unstrung His sinews at her feet, . . . Witch^ Vll. 4.

Sinewy, adj. strong, composed of sinews.
As in despair, and with his sinewy neck, . . , Laon^ I. xiii. 7.

Sinful,' £Z^'. wicked, tainted with sin.

iS"2'm/m/ indeed, for Adam made all so, . . . Cenci, I. iii. 12.

These exiles from the old and jz'«/m/ world ! . . Ch. ist^ IV. 36.

That we were weak and sinful^ frail and blind, . Laon, ix. xv. 7.

Siuff, V. I. tr. (1) utter with musical modulatioias, chant.

I will sing- yojx some low, sleepy tune, .... Cen^ct^ y. Hi. 123.

Such as our country gossips ^^z'M^an^ sj3in, . . v. iii. 120.

sing me that again ! Cycl, 670.
The hired murderers, who did singThou art God,

and Law, and King Mask^ XV. 3.

And grudge to sing those wise and lovely songs Prom. Ii. ii. 91.
Which the ghosts of the sky, . . . Sing to departed

day. ...... Si. Ir. (3)11. 6.

and j/«^ wild songs Of maids deserted .... f^nf- Dr. 186.

Teeizing the God to sing them something new ; . Wiichy Vlil. 6.

(2) celebrate in song or verse.

Ye wild-eyed Muses, sing the Twins of Jove, . . Horn. Castor^ i.

Singy Muse, the Son of Mala and of Jove, . . . Horn. Merc. I. i.

I singth.^ glorious Power with azure eyes, . . . Horn. Min. l.

Sing the wide-winged Moon. .... . . Horn. Moon^ 3.

Muse, j/«^ the deeds of golden Aphrodite, . . Horn.. Venus^ i.

I have heard your Laureate sing^ CEdipiis^ I. 37.

(3) make, sound.
And the invisible rain did ever sing A silver music T^riumph^ 354.

(4) with aivay^ pass in singing.

in the woods their sweet lives sing aw^y, . . . Daemon^ II. 162.

„ ,, . ,) It n • * • Q' ^ab, VIII. 220.

II. intr. (1) utter sounds with musical modulations.
Come, I will j/«^to you; Ch. isi, Ii. 476.
Or half asleep, hear my sweet mother sing, . Hof^. Merc. xlv. 6.

Strike the sweet chords, and sing aloud, • • Lxxxi. 4.
Where the Grasshopper AQ\^vsing Merrily— . . Inv. Mis. V. 3.

Though the sound overpowers. Sing again, . . Jane. IV. 2.

Does ne still sing} Orpheus^ 43.
My solid oceans flow, and sing^ and shine : . . Prom. iv. 358,
List ! We sing not to the dead : Virgil^ 10.

(2) celebrate in Song or verse.
Great Earth, I sing of thee ; Horn. Earthy 3.

And they ja'w^ of the hotur 5"/. /r. (3) 11. 7.

(3) give forth sounds.

('For Mercury first made the tortoise sing) . . Horn. Merc. IV. 3.

I know you will sing sweetly when you're dead. v;. 4.

Singrer, n. (1) one who was singing.

But looking up saw not the singer there— . . Julian^ i^.

(2) writer of verse.

Bion the [sweetest singer'] is no -more •^^?^- -Sz-?«. 13.

*Singest, v. intr. utterest musical sounds.

singing still dost soar, and soaring ever singesi . S.hy^o.r^^ 10.

Singing*, n. (1) the progress or execution of a song.

A red mouse in the middle of her singing . . . Faust^ II. 373.

Upon the liquid waves of thy sweet singings . . Frag. Sing. 2.

And,the spirit of that mighty singing .... Ode Lib. xix. ,1.

Upon the silver waves otthy sweet singing; , . Pram. il. v. 74.

And our singing shall build IV, 153.

Smile on it^ mother, whose singing sv/t^t . . . Sensit. PL I. 60.

(2J of the modulated sounds of birds.

from the singing of the summer-birds Bpips. 295-

Singing, pr. pple. A. Lit (1) vocalizing.

The witches are singing! Fa^s^^ ij.. 143.

But singing, he conceived another plan. . . . Horn. Merc. x. 8.

The Tyrant heard her singing .to ^vex liite .. . . Laon^ vil. iv..6.

iS?«^^^ their bloody hymns, xil. ii. 3.

Singing and gathering flower after flower, . . Matiida^ 41.

singing\vtx^ And gathering flowers, 49.
Dinging and singing. From slumber I rung her, CEdipus^ i. 236.
Singing how down the vale of Menalus . . . /fe«, ill. 6.

We whirlj singing loud Front, iv. 169.

And musiCj wneii one beloved is singings . . . Rosal, 1.128.

Ride jiw^zw^ through the shoreless air';— . . . W^itch^ lv. 5.

(2) of the modulated notes of birds._

Singing love, to its lone mate Ma^ry^ 4.
And J. still dost soar, and soaring ever sin^est. . Skylark^ 10.

Singing hymns unbidden ' ' 38.

The singing of that happy nightingale .... Woodman, 1 1.

B.Hg.
ever singings In murmurs as soft as sleep ; . . Arethusa^ I. 14.

All singing loud : Love's very pain is sweet, . . Bpips. 590.
The rude wind is singing Fr. Tnerudewind^ 1.

Singing -vJithm the glancing leaves, Matilda, 17.

The pine boughs are singing Prom-, iv. 48.
Singing the winds to sleep— Woodman, 47.

Singing, ppl. adj. (1) vocalizing.
Wherein the singing spirits rode and shone, . . Prom. IV. S15.

(2) gently modulated.
Sweet as a singing r^Xn of silver (^ew iv. 235.

Single, adj. \X) one, no more than one.
The fragments of a single ruin Calderon^ 11, 36.
a man but a single spring will make Faii^t, ii. 179.
How strangely does A single blood-red line, . . ^-^ 11. 398.
From a s^v-gle cloud the lightning flashes, . . . f^ibe^dy, JL j.

'

Like a thousand dawns on a single night . , . Prol. ftellas^ 63.
Move, as reeds in a single streg-m ; Sensit. PL I. 93.

(2) joint, not divided.
To go forth with a single purpose both, . . Horn. Merc. Lxvil. 2.

as watchwords of a- j2M^/e woe, '

. Zaow, X. xxxi. 4.
Twins of a single destiny I

'. Ode Lib. xiii. 12,

Ran like the thoughts of a single mind, .... Rosal. 941.

(3) independent of another, by itself.

Nothing in the world is single ; . Lq-d^s Phil. i. 5.
nor is tne desolation single, Tfiumph, 169.'

(4) special, particular, only.
One single point in his belief Peter, VI. xxiii. 1.

Was my vowed task, the single care Rosal. 342.
*Single-hearted, c. adj. of one mind.
Like friends once parted Grown singhrhearied^ Arethu^a, v. 5.
For their .two hearts in life were single-hearted. . Epitaph^ 4.

Singled, v. tr. chose from others.

Fame singledoxit for her thunder-bearing ijii^iion ; Triumph^ i.65.

Singled, pp. separated, set apart.
That moment from time was j('«^/firf Wemeet^lli.i.
The weak one is «Wjf/erf Wi^nthelanip^^Ul.^.

Sings, V. I. tr. (1), declares or announces in verse.
and ladies, Erin's laureate sings it, ... JCBdipus, 11. i. J73.

(2) Fig. uttersj cries.

and sings for ever The same old song .... Fausi, i. 50.
the ni^ht-raven s. Tidings of approaching death. Fr. Hark, 3.

II. intr. [1) vocalizes, chants.
Sings like the fool through darkness and light. . Ch. ist, V. g.
Or, like a dying swan who soars and sings, . . Bpips. «i4.

I know none else that sings so sweet as it . . . Gisb. 2S9.
Another Oij)heus sings lagain, ilellas, 1074.
Or like a dying swan who soars and/z'«^j, . ,, St. Epips. ii5.

Where the swan sings, amid the sun's dominions ? Witch, Ded. ll. 4.

(2) whistles.

Hear how it sings into the air. Serchio, 60.

Singular, .adj. strange, extraordinary.
'Tis singular that even within the sight .... Calderon, i. 71.

Sink, V, I. tr. Fig. cover, protect.
And sink us in the waves of thy compassion ! . CBdipus, I. 59.

II. intr. (I) fall, descend, go down.
Shall it sink Down the abyss ? . Alastor, 394.
Or sink into the original gulph of.things : . . , Prom. i. 818.
Sink with me fhen, ,,,.,.,,,.. m. i. 70.

4 K 2
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We two will sink on the wide waves of ruin, . , Prom. in. i_. 71.

I sink Dizzily down, ever, . . HI- i- 80.

(i3) droop, languish, be depressed.

And keep thy heart light lest it make thee sink Adonais, XLVII. 8.

Whatever comes my heart shall sink no more. , Cenci^ V. iv. 78.

Till it si^k dizzy, blind, lost, shelterless ; . . . From. i. 421.

(3) be destroyed, cease to be.

When Cenci's life. . . . shall sink for ever ? . . Cenci^ III. ii. 45.

When cities sink howling' in ruin ; and ye . . . ProTn. I. 4cjg.

But if we sink in glory's night Tremble Kings^ 6.

in the dust from whence they rose tSm^S, . . . Trium.ph^ \-]^.

(4:) faint, lose consciousness.

Thus to be lost and thus to sink and die, . . . Con. Sin^r. i. 1.

I pant, I sink^ I tremble, I expire ! Epips. 591.

(5) be overwhelmed.
Or all would sink in this keen agony— .... Julian^ 361.

(6) steal gradually.
the mariner in fear Feels silence sink upon his

heart— Laon^ iv.xxvii. 7.

Within each heart, like ice, did sink and dwell, . x. xvi. 7.

Thy dewy looks sink in my breast ; St. Bracks \.

(7) "wane.

but when It [the sun] 'gan to sink— Laon., VI. xii. 8.

\S) subside, disappear gradually,
rushes forth in foam to sink in sands forever. . VI. xiv. 9.

(9) die away.
How the notes sink upon the ebbing wind ! . . J^om. II. i. 195.

Sinkingj pr, J>pie. (1) becoining submerged.
'Tis dwindling and sinkipg^ Vis. Sea^ ,158.

(2) disappearing.
and now The sun was sinking ....... Julian^ 35.

(3) stealing over.

with clinging charm Sinking upon their hearts . Laon^ I. Ivii. 8.

(4) passing away.
Sinking thro' its foundations : Prom.. III. i. 42.

(5) decaying, deteriorating.

O live ! outlive Me and this sinking empire. . . Hellas^ 459.

(6) subsiding, becoming calm.
And the fierce winds are sinking with weary wings Vis. Sea^ 1 23.

Sinking*, ppl. adj. (1) waning, approaching the horizon.

Over the j/Wi6z«^ sphere: Dcem(>n, l, ig6.

Like a great ship in the sun's sinking sphere . Z^aon, I. vi. 8.

waves like mountains o'er the sinking sphere Of
sun-set sweep, —- I- xv. 4.

The sinking moon is like a watch-tower . . . Vlll. i. 3.

Nor when the flakes burn in the sinking sun, , Mont B. 133.

Hung o'er the sinking sphere : O. Mab^ II. 8.

Beneath the sinking rryoon T'he Cold, I. 6.

(2) overwhelmmg.
in its sinking gulphs my sickening spirit'tost. . Laon, in. xxvi. g.

Sinks, n. Fig. refuse places.

the sinks and channels of worst vice, . , . . Q. Mab, IV. 180.

Sinks, V. inir. (1) becomes submerged, goes down.
to the chasm of the deep It jz'w^j, Vis. Sea, 15.

when the ship sinks we no longer may be? . . —— 83.

(2) descends, falls (as evening falls).

It sinks with the sun on the earth — 68.

(3) gives way, subsides.

The pavement sinks under my feet! Cenci, III. i. 9.

And sinks down, down, like that sleep .... Bug. Hills, 16.

(4) disappears, ceases to be.

and when It "Sinks^ the swarms that dimmed or
shared its light Adonais^ xxix. 8.

So wastes and sinks Even now, perhaps, the life

that kindled mine : Cenci, in. ii. 15.

Which J2«i4.9 again in darkness, RosaL^^^'

(5) dwindles, fails.

And sinks and rises, fails and swells by fits : . . Dmmon, 11, 43.

„ M » 11 » 11 • Q- ^^b\ "I- 26.

Killing the azure silence, sinks and swells ; . . Ginevra, 43.

(6) succumbs, falls.

And sinks down in fear Eug. Hills, 279.

(7 J declines, passes, falls,

that s. Into the white and yellow spasms of death

:

Cenci, III. 11. 20.

the day sinks fast, the sun is set, Ginevra, 106.

Sinks the wretch in death at last St. Ir. (4) VI. 4.

When wearied Nature sinks to sleep, .... Star, 7.

She sinks in death away W. Jew, 8.

(8) falls down.
No I Abandon'd he sinks in a trance of despair, Bigotry, I. 5.

then with prostrate head Sinks in the dust . . Julian, 414.

Sinks heacMtong through the aerial golden light . Ode Lib. XIX. 5.

which sinks at length Prone, ProtH. III. ii. 16.

(9) approaches the horizon, wanes.

And like the vapours when the sun sinks down, . II. i. 83.

o'er ocean's waveless field 6'2'«-4j sweetly smiling: Q, Mab^ iv. 21.

*Sinless, adj. innocent, harmless, free from sin.

Their poisonous tongues against these s. sports ; Ch. \st, II. 23.

Between Kingless continents sinless as Eden, . Hellas, 1047.

Seized on her jm/cjj soul ? Q. Mab, I. 11.

Sinner, n. Fig. an ordinary human being.

As I am a sinner, Cat, I. 4*

Sinners, n. wrong doers.
both, like sinners caught, Blushed Witc/i, LXXVI. 6,

Sins, n. misdeeds, ottences against the Divine law.
For the great sins which have drawn down , . CA. 1st, I. 81.

Himself in propitiation of our sins, ll. 249.
oh, rather say Though thy sins and slaveries foul Eug. Hills, 192.

from the catalogue of sins Nature had rased their
love

—

' Fiordispina, 12.

That it is written how the sins of Islam .... Hellas, 596.
The burthen of their ji'wJ would frightfully be laid. Laon, IX. viii. 9.
but be at length our sins forgiven, . . , , . x. xxvii. 8,

he shall bear The sins of all the world ; . , . , Q. Mab, VII. 136.

*Sinuous, adj. (1) undulating.
beneath the sinuous veil Of woven wind, . . . Alastor, 176.

(2) winding.
And the sinuous paths of lawn and of moss, . . Sensit. Pi. I. 49.

Sip, V. tr. drink m small tastes.

And they shall never more .y^j^ laudanum, . . . Gisb. j,i6.

Sir, n. (1) a form of respectful or complimentary address.

to leave you, Sir, without Just saying , . . . Calderon, i. 20.

Sir! Cyprian ! sir! I. 230.

Favour me. Sir; it much imports your house . Cenci, IV. iv. 77.

1 leamt it in Egyptian bondages, sir. .... Ch. \st, I. 107.

It happens fortunately, dear Sir, Peter, vil. iv. i,

^2) the title of a knight or baronet.
There's old Sir Harry Vane, CIi. \si, I. 70.

I found Sir William Druramond had . . . Peter, VI. xv. 5.

(3) a lanciful title.

Does not Sir Mammon gloriously illuminate . . Faust^ II. 114.

Sir Urian is sitting aloft in the air; r II- 150.

Sire, n. (1) father.

Which her hoary sire nowpaves Eug. Hills^ 98.

till to their heavenly Sire Came both his children Hom.Merc.\AV.2.
from thy Sire, of an immortal name. . . . . * Laon, Ded. Xll. 9.

My children knew their sire was gone, .... Rosal, 232.

Perhaps rides the ghost of my sire who is dead ; St. Jr. (2) iv. 2.

such power her mighty Sire Had girt theni with, Witch, xxi. 6.

(a) author,
the Sire of an immortal strain, Adonais, IV. 3.

(3) master, ruler.

And with delight its sire to see, _
Devil, xxvill. 3.

(4) a title accorded to a king.
They are in waiting, Sire (Edipus^ I. 71.

We dare not, ^iVe 'tis Famine's privilege. , . . ll.ii.41.

Sires, n. ancestors.

spirit of my sires ! is it not come ? Hellas, 254.

Sirrah, n. an old form of address to an inferior.

Go, sirrah, and repent of your offence «. . . , Ch. 1st, II. 108.

What's that, sirrah ? II. 367.
Is the rain over, sirrah.^ II. 400.
Who taught you this trash, sirrah? 11. 427.

Sister, n. A. Lit, a iemale born of the same parents as

another person.
Even as a sister or a spirit might ; . . . . Cenci, i. ii. 25.

Of his sixth cousin, as he did her sister, .... i, ii. 70.

Oh, sister, sister, prithee, speak to us ! . . . . II. i. 62.

For you may, like your sister, find some husband, II. j. 84.

And I am of my sister's mind. ... ... ll. j. 98.
My innocent sister and my only brother . . . II. ii. 46.
Fair sister, thou in whom Men wondered . . . HI. i. 369.
My sister, my lost sister! Hi. i. 381.

You cannot now recall your sister's peace ; . —— ill. ii. 54.
like her sister who has found a home .... IV. i. 24.
My mother, and my sister, and myself. . . . IV. iv. 70.

What, sister, canst thou sleep? v. iii. 9.

Dear, dear sister. Would that thy dream . . V. iii. 12.

say so, dear sister mine ; V. iii. 58. _

and then betrayed my sister/ V. iii. 100.

Sister, know you not ? v. iv. 90.
while I say, sister. To hear I have no sister; . V. iv. 134.
Could be a sister''s bond for her and thee, . . . Epips. 47.
Masked like twin babes, a sister and a brother, . 303.
Made sacred to his sister and his spouse. . . . — 492.
the famed sister fair. Of great Hyperion, . . . Horn. Sun, 5.

Concealed him from his spouse and sister fair, . Hont. Venus, 39.
Like a sister and a brother Itvu. Mis. iii. 2.

1 had a WttXe sister, Laon, 11. xxi. i.

this sister sweet, This child of twelve years old— 11. xxv. 2.

Whatthoughtshadswayovermy jM/cr'jslumber HI. i. 1.

My own sweet sister looked), VI. xxiv. 8.

now linked a JW^er and a brother. vi.xxxix.9.
Once fed two babes—a sister and a brother— vi. xlix. 2.

And I will be a friend and sister unto you, . . • vill.xviii.9.

And kissed him with a sister's kiss Peter, IV. xii. 2.

His sister, wife, and children yawned, .... vii. xiii. i.

Even with a sister^s woe. Rosal, 51.
For here a sister and a brother 156.
X^ike a sister and brother Vis. Sea, 167.
They have taken thy brother and sister dear, . W. Shel. II. i,

B. Fig. used of persons or things closely allied or having
similar appearance, tastes or qualities, of things forming
pairs, &c.

Thy spirit's sister, the lorn nig;htingale .... Adonais, XVII. i.

And all the Echoes whom their jij/tfr'j song Had
held in holy silence, xxil. 6,

the sun would turn as pale As his weak sister . Calderon, 11. 161.
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Sweet Spirit! ^'/'j/^r of that orphan one, . . . Epips. i.

Spouse! Sister! Angel! Pilot of the Fate . . 130.

remain a vestal j/'-y/tfr still; 390.
Say, my heart's jzj/e^, wilt thou sail with me? . 415.
but summon home My sister Hope,— .... Gisb. 139.
And Science, and her sister Poesy, .... Laon^ V. Song. $. 14.

Radiant Sister of the Day, Jane^ Invttn^ 47.
And Enmity is j/j/cr unto Shame; ^flow, VIII. xx. j2.

^yzj/er of joy, thou art the child ix. xxii. 5.

Thou chosen jir/ffr of the spirit Moon^ II. i.

Thine azure jw^er of the spring shall blow . . . OdeW^Wind^.f^.
Near whom, for our s>veet wjs/tfr'^ sake, . . . Prom., i. 229.-
O, sister^ look ! ^hite fire —c- I. 43^.
Dear sister^ close thy plumes over thine eyes . l« 439.
Sister^ I hear t)ie thunder of new wines. . . . I. 521.
Hark, sister/ what a low yet dreadful grpafi . I. 578.
Look, sister^ where a troop of spirits gather, . . ,1. 664.
Canst thou speak, ^, ? all my words are drowned. -— I. 758.
Ah, sister/ Desolation is a delicate thing : . . I. 772.
At sunrise thou should'st come, sweet j. mipe, . ii. 1. 14.
Pardon, great Sifter/ but my wings were faint . —r- Ii. i. 35.
Sister other whose footsteps pp-ve the world . . II. i. §8.
Even to desire ; it is thy spprt, false sister; . . li. i. 99.
Look, sister, ere the vapour dim thy brain : . . II. iii, ,18.

Flows from thy mighty stater. II, v. 14!
What is it with thee, fii^ster? II. v. 15.
Thy sister, thy companion, thine own chosen one, II. v. 33.
Hastening to grace their mighty sister's }oy. . . —— iii. ii. 48.
Sister, it is not earthly : lil. iv. i.

Before Jove reiffned It loved our jz^y^^r Asia, . . —- in. iv. 16.
Nay, mother, while my ^ister turas her lamp . . iii. iv. 95.
And never will we part, till thy chaste sister . —- III. iv. 86.
Ah me ! sweet ^istsr, iv. 505.
She bound the sweetest op her si^ter^s broiv, . . Q. Mad, IX. 54.
Oh ! my friend, My sister, my beloved ! ... uhf. Dr. 33.

Bister, c. adj. qtir. A. Lit. (^1) female.
like sister twips lay down Loon, vii. xxii. 3.
Here laj^ two «;s/dr/- twins in infancy ; .... tVitcA, hxi. $.

B. I't^. of things alike or akin.
Thou and all thy ^ister band Bug: Mills, 156.
Through thy sister mounta.ins ring, I^exicati, ill. 2.

a mighty cataract that parts Two jzj/e^ rocks . Orpheus, ja.
and ye. Fair sister nytnphs, . .

'

. . .
.

' . . Prot^. III. iii. 8.
*Bister-antelopes, c. n.

Shall they become like «j/e?'-€i«/£^/^^ . . . .' ni. iii. 97.
*Bister-fiower, c. n.
No j/j/er^ower would be forgiven Lovers Phil, li. Z'

*Bister-pest, c. n. religion.
The sister-pest, congregator of slaves ; . . . . Ode Lib. III. 11.

"^Bister-spirits, c. n. kindred spirits.
For all that band of sister-spirits St. Epips. 173.

Bisters, n. (1) pi. of Sister. A. Lit,
There are three,Fates, three virgin Sisters, . Horn. Merc. xciv. i.
Two gentle sisters mourn^their desolation ; . . Loon, x. xliii. 4.
Brothers, sisters, cousins, croni^ Peter, II. viii, ?.
like sisters Who part with sigi|is Prom. iv. iq8.

(,2) pi. of Sister, B. Fig.
Let your light jzj^^j'j play— Autumn, U.S.
by those sisters wild Called Hope and Fear— . Epips. 380.

'

Then call your sisters from Oblivion's cave, . . 595.
Their gentler sisters to that ruin, Peter, III. viii. 4.
more loved and lovely Than all thy sister^, . . Prom., ill. iii. 70.We knew not that ; Sisters, rejoice, rejoice ! . . I. 463.

'

*Bisters-in-law, n.'^hr. brothers' wives.
sisters-in-law iL'oA. zoM.€\TiS Qisb. 2\%,

*Bisyplius, n. a crafty hero of Greek mythology,
the son of Sisyphus Cycl. 97,

Sit, V. intr. A. Lit, rest half recumbently.
With me the Prince shall ^it and^hink

; . . . Carlton, 2.
So men j^/ shivering on the dewy bank, .... ~'Cenci, ii. i. 126.
Brother, sit near me

; V. iii. 117.
Shalt sit playing on a bed !— Cycl. to^'

'

And we between her wings will jzV, Epips.X\%.We two will rise, and jzj^ . .
' ca\

Even with such little people as ^it there . ,* .' Faust, iiT 3.%%.
There j;y a girl and an old woman— '—

11,322.
At last he will sit down in some foul puddle ; . . 11 367*
How sweet it is to sit and read the tiles . . . Fr. Poetry i."

Sit spinning still round this clecaying form, . . Qisb. 6.
And here like some weird Archimage«V I, . . 106.
I jzif—and smile or sigh as is my bent, .... 113.*
sit by me, Shadow-vested Misery : In-mMis. i. i.
sit near me : Sad as I may seem to thee, , .

' ' jj
*j

5z^by the fireside with Sorrow.— Jane, Invii^, u.Or sit, m frenzy's unimagined mood, Laon x xx 8The anxious Tyrant sit, enthroned on high, . - xil v 3He does no longer jzV upon his throne Of rock . Orpheus, mtand szt Loungm^^ and dining under it, . . . . Peler iv xx!. 3^(/chattermg with joy on the foodless wi:eck ; . Prom. I. TO2.
Where we will sit and talk of time and change, . m iii 23
ComejiVbyme. I see thee stand . . . . . . Rosal ti

''
Come, gentle friend ; wilt sit by me ?

'

Ji
Let us sit on that grey stone, ... '

en'We may A't here ! *. '. 72'

To ji,^ upon that antique seat, ...!!' {ja
And sit through the long day ...*'**

y^A'
misty shapes did seem to sit Beside me, '.'.'" linS
Sit at the helm—fasten this sheet— . ^ , Serchio 87

St. Dejection^ \l.^.

Tasso,Song,\n.2,'
Vis. Sea, 37.

, W, $/iel. V. 4.

Witch, XXXIV. 5.

. XXXVII. 0.

V. ii. 38.
C/i. ist, I. 78.
-^ 1. 152.

II. igp.

II. 2^1'

IV. 7.

I git upon the sapds alope, ....
like thee, O Leonora, and I git Still watching it,

Who git on the other ?

There sit between us two, thou dearest

—

Ope of the tw3,in at Evap's feet that sit—
and said :

' Sit here !
'

B. Fig. abide, rest, remain, live.

^here the Qceap Powers Sit op their pearled

thropes, Arethusa, iv,
^

round its wreck thei)iuge sea-monsters sH, • • • Palderon, ll. 6
Where we sit shut from the wide f^e of day, , Cenci, II. ii. 90.

Can it be that you ;SzV here To countenance .

When Englishmen and Protestants should sit

On whose lean sheep git the prophetic crows. .

Where now they git, ..........
To sit in licenced judgment on his life, . . .

The vanes git steady Upon the Abbey towers.
An eagle alit one moment may git Cloud, 37.

He murders the strangers That sit on his hearth, Cycl. 353.
With folded'wings they waiting jzV Eug. Hills, jt\^.
While the meek blest git smiling ; Fr. Satire, 6. ^
Sit Care, and Sorrow, and Infiriplty— .... Hellag, ^05.
Sit in a vale rounfi which Parnassus flings . . Jfom. Merc. xciv. ^.
They git apart and feed on honeycombs. . . xciv. 8.

let's sit Beside him— Julian, 373.
And with the poor and trampled sit and >veep, . 447.
I might sit\n Maddalo's great palace, .... 558.
To sit and smile with Joy, Laon, Vlli. xii. 5.

ye jy/V aghast Amid the ruin xi. xv. i.

To sit and curb the soul's mute rage ^. W. G. II. i.

Sit thou sublime, unawed

;

. Naples, 96.
grief did sit Uppn his being; ; /V. Athan. I. 129.
ye who git Pavilioned on the radiance . . . Prol. Hellas, 9.
"And thine doth like an angel sit • Prom. il. v. 75.
Sit watching your dance, ye happy Hours ! . . iv. 104,
Those who would sit near power must toil ; . . Rosal. 664.

'''Site, n. position, situation.
Their very site shp.ll be forgotten Q. Mab, ll. 132.

Bits, V. intr. A. Lit. is seated.
armed by one behind Who sitg and scofifs ! . . Laon, vi. xv. 4.
a woman «yj thereon , . ^^r- xii. viii. 0.
What veiled form sits on that ebon thrope ? . . Prom. 11, iv. i.

Within it sits a wing6d infant, . iw. 219.
As he gits in his lonely cell St. Ir. i^) i. 0.
At the helm gits a woman V£s. Sea, 66.
B. Fig. abides, remains, rests, is seen.

The eternal Hunger sits, Adonais, Vlll. 6.
Lost Echo sits amid the voiceless mountains, . xv. i.

Listening sits, a bough beyond. ...... Calderon, III. 50.
Mark you what spirit sits in St. John's eyes ? . Ch. \st, li. 34.
l-ightning my pilot sits, Cloud, 18.

'

Misery Sits near an open grave Death (2) I. 2.
Sits beside the helm again Eug. Hills, 334.
A"/J throned in his flaming chair,

,
Ginevra, 2iii.

he who sits obscure In the exceeding lustre, . . Gisb. 202.
Far in the West sits mourning that her sons . . Hellas, 305.
The aged AH sits in Yanina 566.
What eagle-winged victory i-. At her right hand ? 715,'
She sitg and feeds luxuriously Horn. Venus, 28.
In squalid huts, and in its palaces iS. Lust alone, Laon, iv. xxi'i. 6.
He ^its amid his idle pomp aghast, .... iv. xxv. 7.
and sits amid their glories overthrown, .... Marenghi, ix. 5.
She sits enthroned 6f old O'er our hearts' Queen. Nat. Ant. v. 6.
Let others flatter Cri^e, where it sits throned . Prom., i. 401.
Not me, within whose mind sits peace serene, . i. 430.
That sits i' the morning star. .... . . - m, ji -in

Honour sits smiling at the sale of truth. . . . Q. Mab, iv. 202.'

sits High in heayen's realm, vi. 106.
Upon it sits the mournful owl

; St. Ir. (4) lii 2.'

Sittest, V. intr. Mg. abidest.
Thou jzV/e^^ on the hearth of pale despair, . . . TwoFrMaryl6Who sit. in thy star, o'er Ocean's western floor, Naples, IS4. '

Though now thou sitiegi, let the hour..... Prom, i 297
In which thou sittegtsole, as in my mind, . . . TzvoFr./nvoc.l.s.

Sitting*, pr. ppl&, A. Lit. resting half recumbently.
a blindfold devil j;V/w^ on the ball, Ch \st \\ ax
There the poor wretch was sitting mournfully Julian 2«
^z//z«^ beneath the rocks Laon,\.-kVx. ..When j///;m^ by the lonely stream, Love 20
And, sitting by the waters, in the gloom Of eve, Laon, iv. vii. 7A >yonian sitting on the sculptured disk . .

- "

and sitting there alone,
\

\ sitting the.T& alone. Vexed the inconstant waves
And when they saw one sitting on a crag .

Stttingr v/ith thee upon this lonely steep . .

For I now, sitting thus beside thee, seem .

Some shepherd sitting on a rock secure
; .A Shape of light is sitting by his side, . .

Sitting besicle the prow
:

Lone sitting on the bare and shuddering rock,

. 1.

VII. xxiii. 8.

VII. xxv. 8.

VII, xii. 1.

IX. xix. 4.
IX. XX. 6.

X. vi, 6.- XII. ii. 7.
XII. xxxii.6.

Q. Mab, VI. 169.Sitting upon a seat of emerald stone. ,

B. Fzg. abiding, resting, remaining.
Thou canst not soar where he is sitting now.— Adonais,xxxvin a

Your children should be .rz///«^rouod you now . Cenci i i InOf a bright seraph j/zfAw^crowned on high, . . Dante Cont 27Sir Urian IS jiZ/rn^ aloft m the air; . . . . . Faust 11 icnThou mockery which art «Af;-^ by my side, . .Julian rlsKThar many tyrants .PiWzV desolately . . . .iaon iii-\And such, there sitting, all may see. . . . . ^al 665

. Witch, VIII. 8.
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Situation, n. (1) a paid occupation.
By giving him a situation Peier^ II. xiii. 4.

(2) a point of view or position of affairs.

.he never could Fancy another situation^ . . . -tt— iv. viii, 3.

Six, n. the hour of six a.m.
Such as we used, in summer after ei'st;, .... Serchio^ 78.

Six, adj. (1) one of the cardinal numbers.
An hundred servants, and six palaces, .... Cenci^ 11. ii. 15,
To thaw the six weeks' winter m our'blood. . . Gisb. 309.
Less changed than she was by six months or so

;
Julian^ 155.

he-may live some six months yet — 374.
I might be six years old^ O05.

(2) ad;. absoL six persons.
^/ji: the thunder has smitten, , Vis. Sea, 61.

Sixteen, adj\ a cardinal number.
''

"Was kneeling at the mass, with sixteen others, . Cenci, i. iii. 59.
Sixtli, n. the last of six.

and each sixth, thus armed, Laon, VI. xiii. 7.

Sixtb, adj. the ordinal of six.

Of his sixth cousin, as he did her sister, . , . Cenci, i. ii. 70.
the sixth saw gore Stream thro' the city ; . . . Laon, x. xi. 7.

*Skeleton,. M. Fig. a fleshless frame.
And thou,.colossal >5''6rf/«A7«, Alasior^dw.
Hath then the iron-sceptred Skeleton, .... Dcemony I. Q-
And Anarqhy, the Skeleton, ... . . . Mask, xix. i.

^Skeleton, c. adj. attr. Fig. .

Then he shakes from his s. folds the nightmares, M.N.Spec.Uors.$%.
When thou liftest thy skeleton form CEdipus, il. ii. 4S.
And her skeleton form the dead Nun rear'd, . . ^t. Ir. (3) xvi. j.
And her j^/fi^ow lungs did utter the sound, . . (3)xvill.i.

*Skeletons, n. A. Lit. the bone frames of bodies.
Like animated frenzies dimly moved -Shadows,

and skeletons, Dcemon, 1. 257.
Their monstrous works, and uncouth skeletons, . Prom. iv. 299.

Skies, n. pi. of Sky,' but used only in poetic or artistic

phraseology.
As long as skies are blue, and fidds are green,
The massy earth and sphered ski^s are rrven !

That leads to azure isles and beaming skies .

It is an isle under Ionian skies^ . ...
To the sapphire-tinted skies ; :

When soft winds and sunny skies ....
harmonies Of the plains and of the skies, . ,

Bequeath, like sunset to the skies
Sent from beyond the skies, ,

Too pure for these regions, to gleam in the skies.
While yet the day-light lingereth in the skies .

His reign and dwelling beneath nether skieSy .

peopled Earth its boundless skies among , .

To the pure skies in accusation steaming. . .

In white wings swift as clouds in winter skies, .

make Those green depths beautiful when skies
are blue,

Spring's messengers descending from the skies,
whose thunder fills Remotest skies,— . . .

drear winter fills the naked skies, ...
. She looked upon the sea, a.nd skies, ....
the glories of^the burning skies,
It hung before her in the skies .„,....„.
Whilst skies are blue and bright, Mutability, (2) iir. i.

as if day had cloven the skies ^ . - ..

we will plant, while skies are sunny, , .

As troubled skies stain water clear, ....
Cloudless skies and windless streams, . . .

We'll pass the eyes Of the starry skies . . .

The love which paves thy path along the skies :

That leads to azure isles and beaming skies ,

Floating amid the sunny skies,
When the skies axe deep in the stainless noon,
Cleave with their dark green cones the silent j.,

On any hope within the circling skies, . . ,

:|:Skie7, adj. A. ZzV. relating to the sky or
Of skiey visions in a solemn dream . .

Sublime on the towers of my skiey bowers,ouuiime on tne towers ot my s/izey Dowers, . . Cloud, 17.
when to outstrip thy skiey speed Ode IV. wind iv. 8,
On their sustaining wings ot skiey grain,

B. Fig. elevated.
From those skiey towers

Skilful, adj. clever, dexterous.
Such melancholy as thou feedest is Skilful
but human pride Is skilful to invent . . .

4:Skilfall7f adv. expertly, with skill.

To all who question skilfully.. ^ ^. _ . , GuitarJane, 60.
Which j,4«',^//ji he held and played thereon. Horn. Merc.i.xxxvu.2.
In the belated moon, wound skilfully ;

Skill, n. ability, intellectual dexterity, art, expertness,
Doubt not but I will use my utmost skill .

Your utmost skill . . . speak but one word ,

if there be skill in hate.
Struck from ... my bram, With little J. perhaps ;— Gisb. 170.
ite onc.r^.-,, ,..:i1 171-,**. 1 3 f f.ii -t // ' >-i. ._._/ ;Its answers will Flatter hands of perfect skill,
And British j^/// directing Othman might, . '.

. Hellas, ioiq.
'

My friend, it would require no common skill Horn. Merc, xxxiv. i.

Adofpais, xxi. 7.

LV. 5.

Dcsn^on, p.. 257.
Epips. 422.
Eug. Hills, no. .

Fr. Insecurity, i.

GuitarJane^ 66.
Hellas,ioS6.
Jane, Recoil, 18.

Tear, I. 7.

Laon, I. xxi. 3.

I. XXX. 8.

V. XV. 7.

Y.Song;^.6.
V. 1. 6.

—^ V. liii. 6.

vii.xxxvii.8.
• IX. iv. 4.

IX. xxvi. 7.

XI. LV. 2.

XI. V. 4.
Mar. Dr. iv. 6.

Ode Lib. xi. 12.

Peter, iii. v. 4.
—=— VI. xxxi. I.

Prom.. I. 681.
IV. 142,

IV. 522.

Q. Mab, IX. 162.
Kosal. 801.

958.
1247.

Witch, XII. 7.

upper air.

Ch. ist, I. i8.

Cloud,

Prom. I. 760.

Calderon,\n.i66.
Q. Mab, vji. 25.

Witch, xjii. 6.

Cexci, I. ii. 41.
I. ii. 44.
IV. 1. 49.

Guitar Jane, 88.

- 1 require
and with strange skill Subdued the strong

Latonian,
What Muse, what skill, what unimagined use.

LXXI. I.

LXXVI. I.

Wisely hast thou enquired of my skilli . , . Hom.Merc.t.xxiyL. 2.

As much j>fez// as need to pray Julian, iii.

He knew his soothing words to weave with skill Laon, IV. vi. i.

and thine all-creative skill Peopled with tbrms . Ode Lib. V. 12.

Nor peace, nor strength, tiotskill mSiXmsoz axts^Polit. Great. 2.

and did teach with native skill Pr. Athan. 11. ii. 15,
The j^i"// which wields the elements, /Vow*. II. iv. 40*
Touched Jjy the skill of the enamoured wipd, . . iil. iii. 37.
Sounds, which my skill could ne'er awaken ; . , J^osal. 1140.
Thy s. 'to poet were, thou scorner of the KPund ! ,Skylark, 100.
Obey the spells of wisdom's v/\za.rd skill ; . , . J(Vitch, Xix. 3.
Some artist that his skill s\io\x\d never die, . . —^r— xxxvi. 7.
Friepds who, by .practice of some envious skill, . Lxxvil, 5.

Skilled, adj. (^1) experienced, accuslomed, expert.
for .I am well j-Sz/Ztf^? In Bacchus, Cycl. 526.
I have heard those more skilled in spirits say, . Prom.. 11. ii. 70.
jj6///«?rf to snare The feet of justice Q. Mab,w. if^6.

Skin, n, A. Lit, (1) the integument which covers the
human body.

Hung like dead bone within its withered skin ; . Alastor, 251.
Which wrinkles up the skin even to the hair. , . Cenci, i. iii. ^S.
My parched skin was split with piercing agonies. Laon, ill. xviii. 9.
Thy skin is of a brimstone hue ; Peter, I. v. 2.

whether the Sun Split my parched skin Prom.. I. 384.
Peyond the veil, beneath the skin, ...... Rosal. 1062.
Like the head an(i .the skii^ qf.a dyin^g man. . . Sepsit. PL ill. 29.

(^2) the outer covering of oiner creatures than man.
And through the tortoise's hard stony skin . Horn. Merc. VIII. i.

The Serpent's mailed and many-coloured skin . Laon, i. ix. 4.
Why s. and bones, and some few hairs for mortar. CEdipus, I. 36.
Our skin and our bones would be bitter. . . . i. 52.

(3) the hide of an animal used to hold liquid.
Old man, this skin contains it Cycl. 138.
Here is the cup, together with the skin. . .^ . . 144.
How does the God like living in a skin? .'

. . 532.
Gods should not have their body in a skin. . . 534.
If.he gives joy, what is his skin to you ? , . . . 535.
I hate the skin, but love the. wine within. . , . 536.
B. Fig. the body, person.

In the 3yhich he wrapt his skin Peter li v a
Skins, n. {1) pi. of Skin (1).
Skins torn from living men, Dmmon 1. 26K.

(2) pi. of Skin (2j.
As adders cast their j.4z«jAnd keep theirvenom, Ch. 1st, I. 126.
I wrap my body in the j>fezM.y of beasts, .... Cycl. ^1^.

Skips, v.'inir. leaps about lightly.

As he skips, and prances, and flaps his wing, . Devil^ ixill. 4.
Skirt, n. the lower and looser part of a garment.
Now vigorously seize my skirt, .... . . Faust, 11. 93.
To cat(^ your, skirt and mount to Heaven,— . ' n, 103.
We chug to the skirt,. n. 208.

ri*Skirt, v. ir. pass along the edge of.

Watching thy dim sail skirt the ocean grey ; , , Laon, 11. xlv. 3.
w.hich skirt the oceans Where morning dyes . . ^v.Song 6q»

fSkirted, v. tr. bordered, went along the edge of.
the City . . . Skirted the mid-night Ocean's

glimmering flow, Eaon, V. i. 5.
Skirts, n. Fig. the edges or outlying portions.
Of thunder-smoke, whose skirts were chrysolite. Adon. Cane. 33.
for you inhabit The j^zWj of Grecian land, . . Cycl. 281.
By the skirts of that grey cloud Eug: Hills 214.
round which Parnassus flings Its circling j.— Horn. Merc, xciv.'c.
when the beams are fled Which steeped its skirts

in gold? :..... Laon, IV. xxxi. 4..
the thick ragged s. ,Of the victorious darkness, Prom. in. ii. c.

is lost In the skirts of the thunder-cloud : . . . Vis. Sea 13.

fSkirts, V. Ir. borders,
the Pine Forest That skirts the Ocean's foam, . Jane, Recoil. 10.
\yhich skirts the hoary caves of the green deep, I^aon ii. xviii. 2.

*Skulk, zf. intr. sneaK away, hide.
As no^ I skulk from every other eye ?

*Skulked, v, intr, sneaked.
On which our spies skulked in ovation .

Skull, n. the bony part of the head.
In one brainless j., when the whitethorn is full,

Shall sail round the world in a brainless skull,
Into the skull of this one-eyed son of ^arth.
I've cracked my j>4«//.

One white skull and seven dry bones, . . .

*SkiiIl-pCovered, c. adj. strewn with skulls.
The lion to rouse from his skull-covered lair ?

Skulls, n. pi. of Skull,
and towers oi skulls With sightless holes

. Cetici^ V. i. 104.

. ^dipus, I. 348.

Ch. 1st, II. 371._—- ".373-
. Cyd. 652,

' '^— ^93-
. Eug. Hills, 49.

. Bigotry, I. 2.

When the loaves'and ,the skulls roll abou]t,
.^nd broke their -'^- "-

DiMnton, I. 265.
; and ,the skulls roll abou]t, , . OSdipus 11 ii in
skulls.— Peter, i\m. 7,7

Sky, n. (1) the expanse of ether above the earth, the
firmament.

Rome's azure sky. Flowers, rubs, statues.
The soft sky smiles,'— . . .

'

, . .

'

While day-light held^The jy6jV,
....'.'.'

with strong wings Scaling the upward s'ky^ \
sea and sky Drank its inspiring radiance, . .

as to mock The calm and spangled sky.
Exposed those black depths to the azure sky
Like clouds suspended in an emerald sky^ .

'

.

Adonais, lii. 7.

LIII. 7.
AlaMor, 223.

278.

308.

344.
375-

436.
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every speck OF azure j^jV, Aiasior, ^61.

the wide skv, And measureless ocean .... 508.

For the uniform anJ lightsome evening sky. . S^o-

Into the whirlwinds of the upper sky. Allegory^ I. 7,

Which between the earth and the sky doth lay ; . Apenn. g.

From the broad moonlight of the sky^ , , . . Apollo^ I. 3.

Like spirits that lie In tht azure sky . , , . Arethusa^ V. 17.

on earth, or sea, or sky Calderon, \n. %i.

I see the bright sky through the window panes : . Cenci^ II. i. 170.

the gentle sky has wept itself'serene Ch. isty II. 404.
There's a rainbow in the sky ll- 407*

Like strips of the sky Cloudy 57.

And the nursling of the sky ; 74-

Filling the chamber and the moonlight sky. . . Dcemon', i, 77.

And on yon rock, whose dark form glooms the J., Death^ Vang. 2g.

Imagination! which from earth ancijA^', . . . Bpips. 164.

from the sky There fall, clear exhalations, . . . 470-
the sky Peeps through their winter-woof. . . —— 503.

Whilst above the sunless sky , . Eug. Hiltsy 9.

lie In the unfathomable sky^ . . 79-

As the garment of thy sky i6g.

Lo, the sun floats up the sky . .
^

200.

Howling through the darkened sfiy 277.

Fills the overflowing sky ; . 293.

By the glory of the sky .- 3i4-

fly through the upper j^jy/ J^ausi, U. 181.

we can sweep through the sky^ II. 206,

Flecking the starry sky like woven pearl ! . . . I^y. XhoughtSy 5.

Where to the sky the rude sea rarely smiles . . Gisb. 38.

We watched the ocean and the jA^ together, . . 146.

Ominous signs Are blazoned broadly on the
noon-day sky: Hellas^ 602.

The sound of their oceans, the light of their sky^
,

-— io55'

On yellow wings rushihg athwart the sky^ . . . HotH^ Castor., 17.

As if it had all vanishea through the sUy ; . . &bni. Merc.xxui; 3.

she drives to a remoter sky ETo^n. Moon^ 14.

and a lustre in its j-^j* , . Ini.Beauiy,Yii.^.
Each seemed as 'twere a little sky Jane^ Recoil, 55.

Paved with the image of the sky. Juliatt^ 67.

and half the sky Was roofed with clouds . . . 70.
what light is in the sky Laon^ I. iii. 9.

the blue sky was seen I. iv. 2.

thro' the sky The pallid semicircle of the moon . I. v. 5.

a fascination Dwelt in that moon, and sky.^ . . I, vi. 2.

earth and sky shone through the atmosphere— , I. xv. 2,

For I was calm while tempest shook the sky : . i. xxxvi. 6.

Swift as a oloud between ttie sea and sky^ . . . I. xlvii, 5.

Paving with fire the s. and the marmoreal floods. i. xlix. 9.

Which shadowed, them was like the morning sky, I. lix. 3.

beneath the dark sky''s starry cope ; ii. xv. 3.

fill the shore and j^ji With'her sweet' accents— - . i-i.xxviii.4.

Earth, sea and sky, the planets, life and fame II. xxx. 8.

Whose capital seemed sculptured in the sky, . . III. xii. 2,

The overhanging. jAj) and circling sea .... = III; xv. 2.

did breed No shadow in the s: beside mineown-^ III. xvi. 4.

A shoreless sea, a sky sunless and planetless ! . lU. xxii. 9.

The City's moon-lit-spires and myriad lamps. Like
stars in a sublunar sky did glow, . . . V. i; 7.

and widening thro' the vaulted sky, v. Vii. 8.

And to each spire far lessening in the sky, , . v. xv. ^.

starring the blue sky The city s myriad spires . . v. xxxix. 6.

till, from the changing sky, vi.xxxvii.t;.

the wide sky Flooded with lightning . ... vi; xlvi. 0.

Above me was the ^jV, beneath the sea ; . . . Vii.xxxix.i.

as if the sea, and sky, And earth, rejoiced . . Vin.xxviii.4.

Like clouds inwoven in the silent sky^ .... IX. xii. i.

from the j>6yVsunless dome IX. xxxv. 9.

the sky became Stagnate with heat, ... . X. xiii. 5.

From their long line of brethren in the sky, . . x. xvi. ^;

for thro' the sky . ... —^xil;xxxviii.2.

a sphere Hung in one hollow sky, xil. xii. 5.

Louder it floats alon^ the unruffled sky; . . . M:N. Bespair,\\.
Hark ! what loud shrieks ascend thro' yonder j>'/ M. N. Post: Fr^\.
Were the bright forms that swept the azure sky. . M. N^ Ravail, 36.

Still secure 'mid the wildest war of the sky, . M: N.Spet. Hors.^6.
The sky was blue as the summer sea, . . . Mar. Dr. V. i:

And your brow more . , . Than the . . . sky . . Mary, 8.

And speak in thunder to the sky, Mask, xxvii. 4.

Let the blue sky overhead, lxvi. i.

It lieth, gazing on the midnight sky, Medusa, I. 1.

and the midnight sky Flaresj IV. 7.

Far, far above, piercing the mfinite sky, .... Mont B. 60.

that from the boundaries of the sky lo8.

Scattering contagious fire into the sky, .... Ode Lib. I. 4.

the evening sky pavilions it ; . V. 5.

'raid the steep jAv'J commotion, OdeW.Wind,\\.\,
A fierce.soutn blast tear through the darkened s., Orpheus, 88.

Anon the sky is cleared, 93.

Exposed to- the wide Jiy /fe/e^, IV. xx. 5.

And on the universal sky— V. viii. i.

all the constellations of the jnfey Pf.AtAan.U.n.2g.
Filling the sky like light 1

-'— Ii.ii.39.

Till they faded thro' the sky/ From. I. -702.

As a lake, paving in the morning sky, . . , . ll. iii. 20.

Thos&Iovely forms imaged as in a j/feji"/ . . . . in. i v. 83.

The abysses of the sky and the wide earth, . . III, iv. 99.
And open to the bright and liquid j>6j» in. iv. n8.
From the depths of the s. and the ends of the earth, iv. 130.
To the unpavilioned sky I iv. 184.
As a violet's gentle eye Gazes on the azure sky . IV. 486.
aBd.from ^^sky Is showered-Iike night,- . . . iv. 511.

The stars, the sea, the earth, the sky, - • - • • Qj. ^^}' ^^^- 55-

Shall seem as a weft from the jySj! Q.ofmy/feart,n.6.

O'er this fair fountain hung the j/fey, Rosal. 112.

For beneath yon very sky, •

J5P*
and I Stared with blank frenzy on the sky, . . . 082.

Until the clear blue sky was seen, -

—

949-

That mingle in the silent sky ""

—

983-

If but a cloud the sky o'ercast, •
loig.

now loud, Climbing in circles the windless sky; . noo.

In the sky of midnight dark and deep : . . . . 1138.

And the azure sky and the stormless sea ... -—- 1203.-

save the lightning, which danc'd in the sky. . . St. Ir, (i) ll. 2.

Which the ghosts of the sky, , 13) "• 4-

Gazed through clear dew on the tender sk^ ; . . Senstt. FL I. 30.

Like windless clouds o'er a tender J-^jf -— 1.97-

What shapes of sky or plain ? Skylark, 74.

The sun is warm, the sky is clear, St. Dejection, 1. 1.

and the stainless sky Opens beyond them . . . Summer, 5:

And mingling with the still night and mute j>6j; . Summer-Bvg 23.

That fades amid the blue nootfs burning .J^j', . . Sunse/, 3.

But to the west was open to the jAy ——
"^
" ^

Above the cold sky shone : TAe Cold, I. 2.

the bitter bttath of the naked J^v , IV/ 5-

Was borne amid the crowd, as through the sky . TrzumpA, 50.

As piercing;the sky from the fTobr of the sea. . . Vis: Sea, 25.

All things revive in field or grove, And sky
and sea W/ien passion s,llt..^.

Like the sun from a wintry jA.y. When thelamp, \v.^.

Because it cannot climb the purest sky Witch, Ded. II. 3.

icy crag cleaving the purple sky, xxxvill.7.

a narrow rift of sky. .
xxxix. 8.

through the sky The spirits of the tempest
thundered by -. XLVIII. 7.

to the sky Lifted their dreadful crags, . . . xlix. 4.

on those days the sky was calm and fair, . . . LVI. 5.

wheresoever The works of man pierced that

serenest sky Lix. 6.

Or as the moonlight fills the open, j^ji .... Woodman, 7.

(2) another world, heaven.
And, in the eternal mansions of the sky, . . . „ M. iV. Despair, 8.

*Sky-cleaviug',.<:. adj. Fig. seeming to divide the sky.

And far on high the keen sky-cleamng.xsiQ^xxitd^va&'From. lU iii. 28.

^Slackens, v. intr. flags, languishes.

Unlike all human works. It never slackens, . . Orpheusi 84.

Slain, adj. absol. persons killed violently.

Its glory the meed of the slain Devil, XI. 6.

cast its mortal garment Among the slain— . Hellas, 398.
One rose out ofthe chaos of the slain : . . . . 465.
My golden rain For the Grecian slain . . . 066.
numtiering o'er the myriads of thy slairi, . . » Q. Mab, IV.. 241.

Slain, ^p. killed.

The hides of those the little babe Had slain, , ffom.Merc.lJXWUi.y.
Soldiers, our brethren and our friends are slain. Loon, V. x.. i.

Who said they were slain on the battle day ? . . Ode, Arise, 7.

And slain among men's unreclaiming tears, . . Prom^. ill. iv. 187.

iTSlake, V. tr. soothe, allay, satisfy.

and s., in thy heart's core, A wound more fierce Adonais, xxii; 3.

Might not my heart its cravings ever slake? . . Laon, IV. iv. 7.

from which their thirst they seek to slake. . . v.xxxvii. 9.

I stooped to slake my thirst ;— VI. xlvii. 6.

And mist there was none its thirst to slake— . Music, Ipant, ill. 4.
Creeps here his noontide thirst to slake, .... Rosal. 115.

*Slaked, V. tr. satisfied, gratified.

the murderer Who slaked\i\^ thirsting soul . . Laon, V. xxxi. 7.

Slandered, adj. absol. one who has been falsely spoken ill of.

The slanderer to the slandered

;

Cenci, ill. i. 285.

Slanderer, n. one who accuses another falsely.

The slanderer to the slandered-; in; i. 285.

*Slant, adj. (1) sloping, oblique.
amid its slant and winding depths Alastor, 364.
Trampling.the slant winds on high Prom. I. 318.

(2) declining, waning.
Ou'the slant sun'-s path o'er the waves .... Laon, ix. ii. 7.

*Slanted, v. intr. darted obliquely.

The winter beams which out of Heaven slanted . Zttcca, Vlll; 3.

^Slanted, ppU adj. obliquely falling.

Runs down the j/flw/^t/ sunlight of thedaWn. . . Prom. I. 438.
With slanted gleam athwart the forest tops, . . Witch, xxxix. a.

*Slanting,^r./^/(?. darting or shining obliquely.
With golden and green light, slanting through . Sensit, PI. I. 43.

^Slanting-ly, adv. obliquely.
Were cut by. its keen keel, tho' slantingly; , . Loan-, iii.xxxiv.4.

Slash, v., \. tr, wound.
vS/aj/i them at Manchester; ........ . /fe/£r,vi. xxxvii.4.

11. intr. wound, murder.
Slash, and stab, and maim, and hew,— .... Mask, Lxxxiv. 3.

Slaughter, n. A. Lit. indiscriminate killing,

from the red field Oi slaughter, Alastor, 615.
TheCyclopsvermilion, With j/aM^A^tfy-uncloyingf Cyd. 364.
Heaven's light is quenched in slaughter: . . . Hellas, 432.
below. The plain was filled with slaughter,— . , Laon, iii. xi. 7.

in j/aM^^/^r'i- sanguine hue Stained freshly ? . . vill.xviii.6.
the dew Of slaughter became stiff ; x. xi. 9.
lie Faith, and Plague, and Slaughter, . , , . x. xvii. 8.

and slaughter now Would have gone forth, . . x. xxxi. 7.

And that ji?flM^Afc/*to the Nation , ... , . il/aji6, lxxxix. i.
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jAay.Carrikge'an^ »S?a«^Ajte^, /fe/cr, vi. xxxvi. 3.

'mid'sbrieks of .;/a»^/;^r, . .' ProfK. 1.80.

B. i?i(f. destruction.
Death, in remorse fof that {e\is!au£'A/e^, . . . Fr, Keats, 3.

Slangliter-lionBe, c. n. Fig. a scene of massacre.
Makia^the'earth a j/(iK^^i?«>--^o«ji/ . . . . Q. M'db^wi. i^.

Slauerhtered, pp. (1) killed for food.
As soon as they are slaugHtered, Cyd. 223.

(2) slain recklessly.
babes, and men, j'/f]!»^^/f/'ff/ confusedly. . . . Z.a&M, VI. xlvi. 9.

Slanirhtered, ppl. adj. A. Lit. murdered.
They started from dreams of slaughtered meh, . Falsihood, 54:
B. Fig.

Howling, like a slaughtered town, Eug. Hills, 57.

fSlauffhteriuffs, n.
the jaws Of axes for jEtneanjM«^^/tfr2*Wjgfs. . . Cycl'.%%f.

Slave, n, (1) a man in a state of bondage to another.
And then deliver you, a stave^ 2 18.

The spirit that lifts the stave before his lord . . J^ellas^ 351.
How once, a slave in tortures dooiried to die, . Laon\ if. xli. 3.

made each attendant slave Fearless Vll. vii. 7.

a slave Who stood behind the throne XI. xx. 1.

'Tis to be a slave in soul Mask^ xlvi. i.

he trembled like a slave Prom, II. iv. 108,
Minister like a slave III. iii. 4.

(2) a person in political, mental, or moral bondage.
The priest, the slave^ and'the liberticide, . . . AdotiUis^ IV. 5.

a slave that feels No proud exemption ' . . . . Alastor^ fiij'S.

Never inflicted on the meanest slave Cenci^ Hi ii. 50.
Shall I be the slave Of . . . what ? -— V. i. 98.
Or seek some j/flz/e of power and gold, . . . ^ Critic^ \\\.\.

When sunk the tyrant desolation's slave; , . Death Vatiq. 13.
We are the masters of thy slave; Epips. 59^
Stooping to the slave of slaves From thy throne, Mug. HUls^ 123.
The despot's rage, the slaves revenge 235.
for the sake Of mm who is the j/opg of thee, . . GuitarJane^ ^.
at once slave and tyrant Hellas^ 557.
The monardl and the slave of this low sphere, . j\q. •

Which many an envious slave then breathed- . . Laon^ Ded. VII. 7.
all vied In evil, slave and despot ;.,*.... 11. iv. 6.

Tyrant and slave^ victim and torturer, .... il. viii. 2.

Why the deceiver and the slave has sway . . . —^ II. xxxiv. 8.

Can man be free ifwoman be a slave? .... li. xliii. i.

hence each one Is slave or tyrant ; VIII* ix. 8.>

Woman, as the bond-slave, dwells Of man, a ,?.'/ Vlli. xiii. 9.
Woman !—she is his slaye^ Vlll. xv. i^

Shout aloud! Let every slave:, Mexican^ II. i.

The slave and the tyrant are twin-born foes ; . . Ode^ Arise, g.
If on his own high will a willing j/a»e Ode liid. xvil. 4.
Of nought in heaven or earth was4ie the slave. . Pr. Athan. I. 18.

Is he too a slave? Prom, II. iv. 109.
Who is the master of the j/fl'Z'^j^ II. iv. 114^
Man, who wert once a despot and a slave ; . . —-— iv. 549.

(3) as a term of contempt.
Speak, pale slave! .... Cenci^ IV. i. 96.
Goward and slave/ V. i. 54.
When some obscure and trembling; slave , . . V. ii.'4o.

And beg from your tormentors, like that slave,' . V. ii. 57.
Which your suspicions dictate to this slave, . . V. ii. 90.
The slave of thine own slaves, Ch. ist, II. 125.
Some factious slave had tutored him —^^ II. 464J
xo think that a most unambitious j., liike thou. Pall ofBonap. 2.

Woman with some vile slave'h&r tyrant dwells, . Laon, 11. xlii. 4,
At'last the tyrant cried, She hungers, ff/ai/e;' . , V. xxvii. i.

each priestly slave Knelt xii, ix. 5.
I curse thee—though I hate thee not— O slave/ . lid. Ch. xvi. i.

If they disdained not such a 'prostrate stave. . . Prom.. l. 52.
a tyrant's slave^ A coward and a fool, . . . . Q. Mab^ 11. 176.
a slave Even to the basest appetites— .... ill. 32.
art thou not the veriest slave IV. 246.
not one slave, who suffers from the crimes . . , —— in. 102.
compels Her wretched slave to bow the knee . . v. 128.
every slave now draggling through the filth . . v. 159.
the slave, Whose horrible lusts spread misery . vi. 203.

(4) instrument.
Till it become his slave ... as I will do Cenci, li. ii. 161.
Take This j/az/^ of Music, GuitarJane. 2.

and is made The careless slave of that dark power Laon, 11. xxxiii. 7.
the eternal flood, S. to the mother of the months, iv. i. 7.

O war ! of hate and pain Thou loathfed stave. , . vi. xvii. 6.

where law is made the slave of wrong, .... ix. xiv. 2.

His slave and his avenger ix. x\', 6.

The lightning is his slave

;

Profn, IV. 418.
*Slave-cleserted, c. adj. servantless.

sitting desolately In slave-desirted halls; ... Loon, ix. x. 6.

*Slave-peopled, c. adj.

Plants liberty's flag on the slave-peopled shore, . Tlear, 11. 5.

*Slave-soldier, c. n. a paid soldier.

the slave-sol. lends His arm to murderous deeds, Q. Mab^ V. 206.

Slaveries, n. conditions of slavery or servitude.
oh, rather say Though thy sins and j/flz/^y^Vff foul Eug. Hills, 192;
A nation amid slaveries^ Marenghi, Vt. 4.
strange religions And lawless slaveries,— , . . Naples, 140.

Slavery, n. a. servile state of existence, bodily or mental, a
state of bondage.

slavery Had crushed him Deemon, II. 126.
The works of faith and slavery, so vast, . . . 11. 214.

Treason and Slavery, Rapine, Fear, and Lust, . Fall ofBonap, 9.

Where slavery wiel^ her scourge of iron, . . . Falsehood, 7.

Hell, Sin, Biia Slavery came, Hellas, 218.

O Slavery/ thou frost of the world's prime, . . 676.

Whose spirit shakes the sapless bones OiSlavery ? 707.

free This world from its dark slavery, . . . Int. Beauty, vi. lo.

This slavery must be broken— Laon, II. xxxvii. 8.

The slavery where they drag; me now, to share, . in. ix. ^.
tb her blighting j/flwary sold, in. xvii. 8.

from j/az'erj' to cowardice A wretched fall ! . . iv.xxviii. 2.

Or common slavery mar what else vi. xl, 4.

then he'bore Again his load of j/az/£ry, .... vil. v. 8.

in which were Iain 'Fear, Faith, and Slavery; . vil.xxxiii.8.

From slavery and religion^s labyrinth caves . . vill. xi. 4.

A lasting chain for his own slavery ;— .... vill. xiv. 2.

to steep The bread oi slavery in the tears of woe, vili.xxiii.8.

From their cold, careless, willing slavery, . . . ix. x. 2.

Marred with wild hopes the peace of j/az'£rjC, . . ix. xiv. 8.

and Fear, from slavery flow ; Xl. xviii. 7.

ye can 'tell That which j/az/a^jV is il/iwvi, XXXIX. 2.

This is Slaverysa.va.ge men, —^— LI. i.

Of slavery^s'vioience and scorn did speak, . , Mother ^ Son, v. 4.

rather than would bear The law's stem slavery, vil. 4.

Discord and Slavery named, Prol. Hellas, 81.

and the mingled voice Of j/aw^rj' and command; Prom. III. ii. 31.

Worn out with toil and slavery, Q. Mab, li. 143.

wantonly Heaped ruin, vice, and slavery; . . . -— IV. 99.
slavery Had crushed him Vlll. 172.

to see The works of faith and slavery, so vast, . ix. 106.

Gold, the world's bond of j/at/rfry. .... . Rosal.654.
or slavery could subdue not Triumph^ 259,

Slaves, «. {V) persons in bondage.
has caught us To be his j/«z'ffj/ Cycl. 2S.

command the slavds'to drive The gathered flocks 73.

fitter for slaves and poisoners Than Greeks. . . Hellas, 971.
And made them slaves to soothe his vile unrest, L,aon, 11. xxxv. 7.

Victims of lust and hate, the slaves of slaves, . . 11. xxxvi. 6.

Borne by those slaves across the Ocean's term, . vii. iii, 8.

two slaves-he to her chamber sent, . . vii. viii. 2.

we are wretched slaves, Vlll. xxiv. 6.

The Priests his children drag for slaves- .... x. xxxiii. 9.

Its withering beam upon his slaves, XI. ix. 8.

Nor yet'exempt, tho' ruling them like slaves, . . Prom. III. iv. 200.
Even as the slaves by force or famine driven, . Q. Mab, V. 72.

imprecating on his prostrate slaves Calderon, II. 140.

(2) persons in political or mental bondage, soldiers,

subjects, &c.
Are slaves-to his hated control. Bigotry, iv. 7.

his slaves With blasphemy for prayer, .... Deemon, li. 17.

man was long the train-bearer oi slaves, . . . 11. 135.

„ „ „ „ „ ... Q. Mab, Vlll. ig^.

Stooping to the slave oi slaves From thy throne, Eug. Hills, 123.

his slaves In air, and light, and thought, . . . Laon, i.,xxx. i.

Millions oi slaves from many a dungeon damp . 11. xliv. 4.
?erchance the very s. would spare Their brethren —^-" iv. xviii. 2,

'he tyrants send their armied slaves to quell Her
power ;— .... iv. xx. 6.

the Queen of Slaves, . . . Custom, iv. xxiv. a.

Those sanguine slaves amid ten thousand dead . v. vi. 7.

that shout did scare The slaves, v. vii. 8.

even the slaves who kill For hire, are men
;

-^— v. xi. 3.

Than kingly slaves arrayed in gold and blood, v. xiv. 7.

those slaves were swiftly overthrown . . . vi. xi. 4.
a rod To scourge us into j/ffl^fij— VIII. vii. 4.
And yet obscener slaves with smoother brow, . ix. xvi. 6.

The banded slaves whom every despot sent

heartless things. Whom slaves call men : .

Slaves, bind him to the wheel ;

for mysteries To blind your slaves :— . .

O willing slaves to Custom old, ....
Slaves, to the stake Bind her,

the slaves obey—A thousand torches drop,

—

And tyrants and slaves are like shadows of m\
While by earth's slaves the leaves are riven

So he sent his slaves before ......
What art thou Freedom ? O ! could slaves
as a mirror To make their blind slaves see.

And slaves more feeble, gazing on their foe

;

The sister-pest,- congregator ot slaves ; . .

they sunk prone Slaves of one tyrant : . .

Of kings, and priests, and slaves, ....
stood Destruction's sceptred slaves, . . .

Nor custom, queen oi msMV slaves, makes blind,

Made multitudinous with tny slaves, .

and with the e^oans of pining slaves .

Pity the self-despising slaves of Heaven,
Champion of HeavetTs slaves/ . .

which slaves and tyrants win,

ght

Whom thy slaves hate for being like to thee,

Makes slaves of men, and, of the human frame.
Let priest-led slaves cease to proclaim , .

hapless slaves Whose life has oeen a penance
hell with men. And heaven with slaves/
the unhappy slaves Of fate, whom he created,
Nor one misgiving of the slaves who boast
None but slaves Survived,—
cold-blooded slaves, who did the work . .

These slaves built temples for the omnipotent
given Its empire to the chosen of his slaves. .

rve marked his slaves With tongues whose lies

The chains their slaves yet ever wore : . . .

X, V. 3.
X. X. 7.

XI. xvi. 6.

XI. xvii. 4.
XII. xii. 3.—^^ XII. vii. 5.

Liberty, iv. 5.
Lovers Rose, 11. 6.

Mask, XXI. I.

HI. I.

Naples, 79.
88.

Ode Lib. III. 11.

VII. 13.
IX. 8.

XII. 8.

Otha; III. 2.

Front. 1. 5.

I. 128.

1.429-
J- 443'
1-577.
1.606.

Q. Mab, III. 179,
-^^

—

IV. 117.

IV. 216.

VI. 71.

VI. 108.

VI. 184.
VII. 91.

VII. 92.
VII. 97.

-^— VII. 204.
VII. 237.

Rosal. 712.
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The vengeance of their j/awtf^.* Rosal.%66.
The rulers or the slaves of law, 920.
LuUingf the slaves of interest to repose .... Star^ 12.

They have bound them slaves in youthly prime, . W. Shel. II, 6.

(3) used as an epithet of contempt.
Miserable j/az/cj/ CeM«, IV. iii. 22.

how well the supine j/awtfJ Of blind authority . iv. iv. 181.

•what a tyrant thou art, And what slaves th&s^ ; . —— V. iii. 74.
The slave of thine own slaves^ Ch. isi, II. 123.
poor slaves with weary footsteps tread, .... Epifis. 155.
Then said the Pacha, Slaves^ Render yourselves

—

they have abandoned you— I/el/as^ ^85.
But stagnate in the veins of Christian slaves/ . 545.
Fat with the flesh of Galilean slaves 55b.
Victory! poor slaves/ 930.
and slaves who loathed their state Laon^ ll.'iii. 6.

will I seek Through their array of banded slaves li. xxxix. 5.
the slaves who bear Their mistress to her task— III. ix. 2.

those slaves impure, Each one the other thus . . x. vi. 8.

Bonie by the ready slaves . . xil. iv. 7.
I mixed with slaves^ Rosal. 1235.
Or the slaves of the law may rend thee away. . W. S/iel. I. 8.
Less cruel than the savage slaves V. 8.

(4) instruments or things subservient.
These are the slaves of dim to-morrow, .... Fr. JLove^ 3.
became Slaves to my holy and heroic verse, . . Laon^ ii. xxx. 7.
Wisdom and Love are but the slaves of thee, . \.Song.'if.2.
For to my will my fancies were as j/az/fJ . . . VII.xxxiv.i.
We are their chosen j/aw^j. IX, xxiii. 2.

Though the slaves that fan her Ode^ Arise^ 17.
Iron and gold, the slaves and signs of power, ; . Prom. Ii. iv. 69.

Slavish, adj, base, mean.
Withering all passion but of slavish fear, . . Q. Mah^ V. 85.
the slavish priest Sets no great valiie .... v. 198.

Slay, V. I. ir. A. Lit. kill, put to death.
If one should slay the other, ...... . Calderon^ I. 280.
Satan saw a lawyer, a viper slay^ Devil^ xviii, 1.

That Kings may dupe and slay the multitude ? . Laon^ VIiI.xviii.3.
But first, go j/trji the rebels— x. ix. i.

B. Fig. destroy, annihilate.
to slay The reverence living in the minds of men Cenci^ v. ii. 145.

II. intr. kill, put to death.
Golden and sanguine laws which tempt and slay/ Engl. 1819, 10.
I flit about, that I may slay and smother ;— . . l^aon^ vi. xlix. 7.
Look upon them as they stay . . . , Mask, Lxxxv. 3.

jSlaying-, pr. pple. killing.

For we were slaying ^W\\ without remorse, . . Laon, x. x. 1.

Slays, V. tr. kills.

He slays the beast that sports around his dwelling Dcemon^ Ii. 153.
He slays the lamb that looks him in the face, . Q. Mab^ vjii. 2*12.

Sleek, adj. (1) plausible, insincere.
After the war is fought, yield the slee/i. Russian . Hellas, 541.

(2) smooth, specious.
There was a bow oi sleek devotion Peier, vn. vii. 3.

*B\ee)si.-n.g, pr. pple. smoothing.
Sleeking their silken hair, (Edipus, II. i. 64.

Sleep, n. A. Lit. (1) slumber.
He lies, as if in dewy sleep he lay; Adonais, vii. 7.
watched his nightly sleep. Sleepless herself, . . Alastor, 134.A vision on his sleep There came, 149.
sleep. Like a dark flood suspended 189.
The sounds that soothed his sleepy ... . 19S.
A vision to the sleep of him who spumed . . . 204,
In the wide pathless desert of dim sleep, . . . 210.
For sleep^ he knew, kept most relentlessly . . 292.
Faithless perhaps as sleep, a shadowy lure, . . 294,
Sleep and death Shall not divide us long! . .

-^— 369.
on those eyes That image sleep in death, . . . 701.
ever singing, In murmurs as soft as sleep; . . , Arethusa, i. 15.
The golden gates ol Sleep unbar, Bridal, i. i.

II M 1^ n ..... Epithal, 12.

both when he lays him down to sleep, .... Cenct, I. iii. 24.
It is my wife complaining in her sleep : , ... III. ii. 80.
With unaccustomed heaviness of sleep iv. i. 176.
•They say that sleep, that healing dew .... iv. i. 178.
And the calm innocent sleep in which he lay, . . iv. iii. 12.

the old man Stirred in his sleep, and said, . . . iv. iii. 18.

Should he be roused out of his sleep to-night, . . iv. iv. 7.

a corpse in which some fiend Were laid to sleep. iv. iv. 17.

I must rouse him from his s.. Since none else dare. • iv. iv. 18.

His sleep is very calm, very like death
; . . . iv. iv. 57.

To violate the sacred doors o£ sleep/ V. i. 13."

I strangled him in his j/iS£^. V. ii. 13.
Sweet j/sf^, were death like to thee, ... . v. iii. 138.
their old father Killed in his j/e^//' V. iv. 11.

To death as to life's sleep ; V. iv. 114.
Seek the vines that soothe to sleep, Cycl. 498
This man within is folded up in sleep, 595.
As that which o'er tjie maiden's charmfed sleep. . D(E7non^ I. 72.
In charmfed sleep doth ever lie . . i. 101,
millions lie lulled to their portioned j/£^_^ . . . ll- 31.

M M ,» ,, „ ... Q. Mab, viii, 7.
The transient gulph-dream of a startling sleep, . ncemon, II. 270.

" . 11 ij II 11 n • Q- Mab, IX. 175.
Watching her sleep with looks of speechless love, I)<s-mon, 11. 330.

p II ti II II ,1 . O. Afad, IX. 238.
like lips murmuring in their sleep Epips. 203.
shook the ocean of my sleepy 308.

In liquid sleep and splendour, as a robe
; .

falls upon the eye-lids like faint sleep ; , .

measured by the pants of their calm sleep. .

secure sleep may kill thine innocent lights
;

Sleep, the fresh dew of languid love, . . .

And sinks down, down, lilce that sleep , .

As once the wretch there lay to sleep^ . .

Drunken sleep with savage will

;

^pips. 357-

449-
5^5'

557-
55S.

Eug. Hills, 16.

47-
224,

For this I prayed, would on thy sleep have crept. Fall ofBonap.%.
A moody curse, and a frenzied sleep
And . . . hovers o'er thy guilty sleep.

They ffibber their joy in sleep,

until the dewy sleep is shaken From . . .

Died in sleep, and felt no pain
Be thy sleep Calm and deep
Away, false shapes of j/tf«&/ _.

So thou might'st win one nour of quiet Sleep.

As thus from sleep into the troubled day ; .

Swift as the radiant shapes of sleep . . .

courting sleep with weary will,

Delight, and love, and sleep,— ....
Mingled in love and sleep—
In the first sweet sleep of night,

Thou breathest sleep no more !

and lay down, and slept A heavy sleep, , .

the hour which burst My spirit's sleep: . .

weak and vain which led tnee here from sleep
unnatural watch beside an infant's sleep. .

For when I rose from sleep, the Morning Star
Shone thro' the woodbine wreaths,

Then joy and sleep Together fled, . .

we two were ne'er Parted, but when brief sleep
divided us :

Even in the visions of her eloquent sleep, .

sudden she woke As one awakes from sleep,
From my dim sleep a shadow was unfurled :

And I lay struggling in the impotence Of sleep,

a fearful sleep, w'hich . . . sent its foul dreams
that dreadful sleep His heavenly smiles dispersed,
did my spirit wake From sleep

,

That gentlest sleep seemed from my life to sever,
the silent millions who did lie In innocent sleep,
amid ten thousand dead Stabbed in their sleepy
and left the shades which tend on sleep .

when thy dear eyes Shone thro' my sleep,
no calm sleep Peopling with golden dreams
Even as to sleep whence we again arise,

her dark . . . eyes . . . deeper than sleep or
Not life—it was despair to be !—not s/eep.
Wins sleep from some fond nurse ...
swift and lovely dreams that walk thewaves of j.

But a heavenly sleep'.

death,

some fevered wretch who courts sleep in vain ; M. N. Spec. Hors.^^.
It breathes mute music on thy sleep / . .

"'
' ' ' — '

Tumultuously across her sleep, . . .

whose legions range Throughout the sleep
Waked tne fair Lady from Tier sleep, , .

That sleep has sights as clear and true .

Which in sleep had fallen on you— . .

Visit the soul in sleep,

and does the mightier world of sleep . .

A dream has power to poison sleep ;
from thy sleep Then walce to weep. . .

even As sleep round Love, are driven ! .

nor haunt the Druid's sleep. . ...
And through his sleep,

From the keen ice shielding our linked sleep, .

Fill, pause by pause, my own forgotten sleep .

Through the shade of sleep, ....
Death grew like sleep
The dew-mists of my sunless sleep shall float .

Have drawn back tne figured curtain of sleep
We have heard the lute of Hope in sleep; . ,

Death and his brother Sleep/ ... . .

her gaze Upon the maiden's sleep
Not one moment Of dreamless sleep / . . .

As the night when sleep is fled, . . . . ,

Sleep itself is turned to sorrow
;

To a sleep more deep and so more sweet .

On him, on whom, aid he pause in sleep, . ,

silver dreams did aye inspire My \iqma sleep :
O, from sleep Most vainly
And sudden sleep would seize him oft ...
A.nd I hung o'er him in his sleep, . . . . .

The melody of an old air, Softer than sleep ; .

And sleep, when the night of life is cloven, . .

and so he ever kept One arm in sleep, . , .

In sudden wonder from his innocent sleep, . .

And the day's veil fell from the world ofsleep, ,

Told, whilst the morn kissed the .y. from her eyes
Which at first was lovely as if in sleep, . . .

Till death like sleep mieht steal on me, . . .

mingled lay In love and sleep—
Whether the dead find, oh, not sleep/ but rest,
The thought of which no other sleep will quell,
and around my sleep Have 'woven . , . - _

sleep was a veil uplift from heaven— . .

Have found a moment's paradise in sleep
Could medicine the sick soul to happy sle
All night within the fountain—as in sleep
the serpent heard it flicker In sleep^ , .

Falsehood, 97,
Fr, Conseq. 3.

Fr. Wine, 10.

Qinevra,\2^.
GuitarJane, 55.
Hellas, 5.-

?6.

129.

225.
Hoik, Merc. XL'.^.

LXXVI.5.
Horn. Moon, 21.
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in the hours o^ sleepy To glide adown old Nilus, . Witch^ Lvir. i.

She past, observing mortals in their sleep. , . . LX. 8.

Mortals subdued in -all the shapes q{ sleep. . . . LXi. 2.

But other troubled forms oi sleep she saw, . . . LXii. i.

But these and all now lay with sleep upon them, LXV. 7.

The3f drank in their deep s. of that sweet wave, LXix. 3.

Singing the winds to sleep— Woodman^ 47.

(2) as a personification or entity.

Conduct to thy mysterious paradise, O $leep? . Alastor^ 213.
Conduct, O LS/isa/, to thy delightful realms? . . 219.

sleepy nursling of glpomy night, CycL 605.
Death and his brother Sleep! . , .... Dcsnton^ I. 2.

The baby S'/d'^/ is piUowea : i- 43-

,, ,, „ Q. Mab, 1. 46.
and the caves Of divine sleepy Epips. 195.
Death and Sleep and Thou Three brethren named, Fr. Silence^ i.

1 vi^ent into the desarts of dim sleep— . . . Fr. The Desarts^ i.

tho' he wield the darts of death and sleep^ . , . I^aon, vil. i. 8.

And sleep no more around us dared to hover . . ix. i. 2.

Thy sweet child Sleepy the filmy-eyed, . . . .To Nighty IV. 3.

Sleep will come when thou art fled : . . . . V. 3.

T?he ghost of a forgotten form of sleep ; . . . . Triumph^ 428.

B. Fig. (1) death spoken of as sleep.

o'er his sleep the mortal curtain draw Adonais^ VIII. 9.

The lone couch of his everlasting sleep :— . . . Alastor^ 57.
rock me to the sle'ip from which none wake. . Cenci^ V. iv. 118.

Which, when ye wake from the last sleep^ . . . Ch. \st^ HI. 21.

The dreamless sleep of death : Dcemon^ i. 32.

ILest thy dead should, from their sleep Bursting . Bug. Hills^ 139.
That calm sleep Whence none may wake, . : . Hellas^ 19.

But now if you would not your last sleep doze ; Horn. Merc. XLIX.4.
fade away. In the sleep that lasts alway. . . . In-v Mis. X. 5.

We may dream, in that long sleepy ^— xi. i.

From that sweet sleep which medicines all pain. . Julian^ 499.
In dreamless rest, in sleep that sees no morrow— L.aon^ II. xix. 3.

beside its breathless sleep That loveliest dreams Sum'mer-Evg:2g.
life had been before that sleep Triumph^ 332.
the cold sleep Crept, Vis. Sea^ 50.

(2) a State of abeyance, cessation of activity, a dormant
condition.

a mute and uncomplaining sleep / Adonais. HI. 5.

hath its appointed sleep April 1814, 20.

which burn Between thj lips, are laid to sleep; . Con. Sz7J£: I. 5.

The woods were in their winter sleep^ .... GuitarJaney 46.
was lulled to sleep awhile ; L,aon^ vii. xiv. 2.

As in its sleep some odorous violet, .... vil.xxxvii.4.

Our God may then lull Pestilence to sleep :— . . x.xxxviii.i.

or dreamless sleep Holds every future leaf and
flower ;

—

Mont B. 89.
With bitter stings the light sleep of Revenge. . Prom. l. 3^4.
By the odour-breathing sleep ll. 1. 182.

all Went to their sleep again : ill. iv. 73.
A clinging shroud of solid frost and sleep ; . , IV. 426.
But laid in sleepy my wakeful pain, Rosal. 358.
Then a dead sleep fell on my mind, 1207.

Disencumbered of their silent sleep Unf. Dr. 170.
the Earth lulled in' her winter sleep Zucca^ il. 3.

(3) man's life described as sleep,

from this earth's obscure and fading sleep~. . . JLaon^ VI. xxxiv. 9.

(4) indolence, inactivity,

rise Out of thy sleep, Adonais, xxir. 3.

had gathered there From the sleep of bondage ; . Laon, v. xlv. 5.

And sprang from sleep /— li. xv. 4.

(5) quietude, peace.
the innocent sleep Of templed cities Ch. \st, II. 241,
the strange sleep . . . Wraps all in its . . . eternity ; Mont B. 27.

And saw in sleep old palaces and towers . OdeW. Wina^ ill. 5.

victorious joy in my enchanted sleep; .... Prom. IV. 446.
. Did the earth's breathless sleep attune : . . . . Rosal. 974.
oblivion of all fears, A sweet sleep : 987.
When wearied Nature sinks to sleepy Star^ 7.

Sleep, V. intr. A. Lit. slumber.
Peace, peace ! he is not dead, he doth not sleep— Adonais,xxxix.i.
Sleep no more Venus, wrapt in purple woof— . . Bion. Adon. 3.

Follows me not whether I wake or sleep} , . . Cenct\ i. ii. 13.

My wife and children sleep; III. ii. 5,

I could even sleep Fearless and calm : . . . . IV. iii. 64.
1 must speak with Count Cenci ; doth he sleep ? . iv. iv. 4.
Methinks that I shall never sleep again • v. iii. 6.

What, sister, canst thou sleep} V. iii. 9.
and try to sleep awhile : V. iii. 120.

you will sleep well ; Cycl. 583.
lanthe doth not sleep iJcemon, i. 31.

To sleep in one another's arms Epips. 510.
the moles Sleep in the walls or under the sward . Fr, Wtne^ 5.

Sleeping in beauty on their mangled prey, As
panthers sleep

;

Gisb. 43.
Sleepy sleep/ our song is laden Hellas, 14.

The prey-birds and the wolves are gorged and s. ; 25$.
My business is to suck' and j/tfe^, Horn. Merc. xuv.^.
Ye murdered them, 1 think, as they did sleep/ . Laon^ v. x. 2,

Ye stabbed as they did sleep— but they forgive . V. x. 9.
and they will sleep with luxury spent, .... x. xxxvii. 8.

ever waited when I might slee^^ xil. xxiv. 7,
iS/ie^/, j/efi;> on I forget thy pain

;

Magnet.Lady,\.i.
Sleep, sleep on ! I love thee not; •—- ll.i.

sleepy and with the slumber of The dead . . . Iil.i.

Tho' I should dream I could even sleep ^'vCa grief Prom. i. 814.
I was wont to sleep Peacefully II. i, 38.

Or walks thro' fields or cities while men sleep, . Prom. Ill, iv. 12.

But I could smile, and I could sleep, Rosal. 227.

Dream, sJ This pale bosom, thy cradle and bed, Vis. Sea, So.

B. Fig.
which, though they sleep. Die not, Adon. Cane. 14.

And at night they sleep In the rocking deep . . Arethusa, V. 13.

And it shall never sleep in peace again .... Ch. \st, II. 261.

While I sleep in the arms of the blast Cloud, 16.

Which when the starry waters sleep, Con. Sing. IV. 9.

To j/^«/ within the palace of the dead! . . . . Death Vanq. ^2.

Griefs that should s., and hopes that cannot die: E. Williams,iu./^.

thoixghts and joys which sleeps Epips. 523.

with spheres which never sleep, Faust, I. 15.

Lie there ; sleep awhile in your own dew, . . . Fiordispina, 31.

She shall sleep Ginevra, 219.

There sleep in their dark dew the folded flowers ; Gisb. 277.

And Tyrants sleep, let Freedom wake. . . . Hellas, 30.

there sleep Young Cyclads on a sunnier deep. . 1070.

Though the moon sleep a full hour later, . . . Jane, III. 2.

And young men gather when their tyrants sleep, Laon^ IV. xiii. 3.

Thoughts have gone forth whose powers can sleep

no more! V.Song,6./^.

but much doth sleep Within viii.xxiii.4.

shall j/ee^ beneath thy shade xi. xxiii. 9.

wild winds, thus can you sleep so still . . . .M.N. Despair^ 5.

When the blasts on the wild lake sleep., . . , M.N. Ravail^ 11.

Waves sleep together Ode, Arise, 38.

Which sleep within folded Elysian flowers, . . . Prom.. II. iv. 60.

They sleep, and it is lifted : • III. iii. 114.

Sleepy Ocean, in the rocky bounds Q. Mab^ I. 116.

fossamer Sleep on the moveless air ! I. 121.

on silver beams. Sleep they less sweetly on the
cottage thatch, HI- 205.

And he shudder'd to sleep with the dead, . . .St. Jr. (3) x, 6.

Shall sleep in the light of a wondrous day, . There is no work, 10.

And, mouldering as they sleep, Summer-Eyg. 20.

And the death-dews sleep on the morass, . . . Two Spirits^ 42.

But sleep deeply and sweetly Vis. Sea, 77.

*Sleep-uusbeltered, c. adj. sleepless.

Three thousand years of sleep^unsheltered houxs^ Prvm. I. 12.

Sleeper, n. one who sleeps.

And return to wake the sleeper^ Bridal, 11. 3.

„ ,, „ „ Epiihal. 25.

Quite well, replied The sleeper.— Magnet. Lady^ v. 3.

Sleepers, n. pi. of Sleeper.

a light such As sleepers wear Fiordispina, 39.
the joy which waked like heaven's glance The

sleepers in the oblivious valley, Trium,ph, 539,

*Sleepeth, v, intr. Fig.
Another sleepeth still W. Shel. III. 2.

Sleeping", pr. pple. A. Lit. asleep.

Or painted bird, sleeping beneath the moon, , . Alasior, 465.
Let him crawl which yet lies sleeping . . . Fr. Serp. 3,

A sentinel was sleeping at the gate : Prom,. III. iv. 53.

B. Fig. (1) consorting as a paramour.
Whilst she he loved was sleepingvnth. his rival; Cenci, l. iii. 63.

(2) dormant, still, inactive.

lie sleeping As on Hell's threshold

;

See, it smaes as it is sleeping. 5.

. . , Ch. ist, I. 28.

. . Dirgefor Year,
lay Sleeping in beauty on tfieir mangled prey, . Gisb. 42.
W^hile my burning heart lies sleeping} .... Inv. Mis. vii. 5.

white clouds of noon which oft were sleeping, . L.aon, Vll. xv. 3.

The seeds are sleeping in the soil :
-^^ ix. xxiv. i.

tho' j/^e^z»^ there With Hdless eyes, .... X. xvii. 7.

Which else in shapeless chaos sleeping lay, , . M. N.Post. Fr. 32.

Looks it not like lulled music sleeping there ? . Prom., ill. iii, 73.

For the moon is veiled and sleeping now. . . . Rosal. 141.

but 'tis sleeping fast, SerchiOy 5.

The dead are sleeping in their sepulchres : . . . Sutnnur-Evg.i^.
I woke, and envied her as she was sleeping. . , Zucca^ ll. 4.

Sleeping, ppl. adj. A. Lit, (1) tkat is asleep.
We dare not kill an old and sleeping man j , , Cenci, IV. iii. 9.

ifye dare not kill a sleeping man, .... . iv. iii. 23.

Which, like a sleeping swan, doth float .... Prom,. II. v. 73.
To curtain her j/^fi/;w^ world Q.Mab,\v.^. ,

A sleeping mother then would dream .... Triu-mph, 321.

there its fruit lay like a sleeping lizard .... Unf. Dr. 205.

(2) while asleep.

as oneWhose sleeping face is stricken by the sun Ginevra^ 51.

(3) adj. ahsol. persons who are asleep.

Which I can make the sleeping see, Mar, Dr. I. 5.

B. Fig. (1) dormant.
Like dew upon a sleeping flower, Adonais. X. 5.

the sleeping tempest gathers might Triumph., 82.

Upon the sleeping eyelids of the plant, .... Unf. Dr. 189,

(2) quiet, moveless.
Our little sleeping boat is dreamin|f of? . . . . Serchio, 47.
makes Echo taunt the sleeping strings ; . . . Unf. Dr. 184.

^Sleepless, adj, A. Lit. wakeful, without sleep.

Sleepless herself, to gaze upon his lips .... Alasior, 135,

Keep her sleepless till her brain Be overworn ? . Cenci^ IV. i. 7.

Whose sleepless spirit waits to catch Dmm.on, 11. 303.

>. >• » » I Q' ^ab, I. 29.

„ „ ,, ,, „ IX. iio.

Morn came,—among those sleepless multitudes. Loon, x. xliv. i.

Why watched those myriads ...6'. asecond night? xi. xi. 4.
Behold with sleepless eyes

!

Prom. l. 4.
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B. Fig.
The sleepless Hours who watch me as I lie, . . Aj>ollo^ I. i.

knelt down through the long sleepless nights . . Cenci^ l. iil. 117.
Lone counsel from a night o{ sleepless care, . . 11, ii, 100.
The sleepless billows on the ocean's breast . . E. Williants^ VI. 4.
The sleepless silence did recal Laone Laon^ V, xxxvii. 7.

Shakes with the sleepless surge ;

—

Vll. ix. 6.

And thus devote to sleepless agony, Prom. i. 280.
the vigils of a sleepless sorrow Unf. Dr. 74.

Sleeps, V. intr, A. Lit. slumbers.
now sleeps Lapped in bad pleasures, Cenci^ III. ii. 85.
He sleeps so soundly IV. ii. 31.
I think he sleeps ; .,..-... .... IV. iv.'4.

How
; dead ! he only sleeps ; IV. iv. ^iS.

'Tis wonderful how well a tyrant sleeps. . . . IV. iv. 58.
When vanquished by the Bacchic power, he sleeps, Cycl. 454.
and never sleeps but when The shadow . . . Prom. I. 822.

B. Fig.
He wakes or sleeps with the enduring dead ; . Adonais^ xxxvill. 3.
it sleeps over A thousand daily acts Cenci\ IV. iii. 38.
Which j/^^^j within the core of the heart's hearty ^— v. ii. 126.
Where Innocence s. 'neath the peace-giving sod. Death. Dial, 3.
heaps Of bones where frenzied famine sleeps , . . Falsehood^ 6.

The active spirit of man soon sleeps, - Faust, I. 100.
Ocean j/tf^^j around those foamlpss isles, . . . Hellas, 167.
6*. on the wrecks it made, breathle^ss and still. . 594.
How cities, on which Empire sleeps enthroned, . 845.
Which walks, when tempest sleeps, Laon, il. xxjii. q.
then sleeps In the shadow of the shores ; ... v. liii. 3.
Seeks murder and guilt when virtue sleeps, . M. N. Spec. Hors. 7.A shapeless shadow that sleeps on the hill . . 17.
Ah there she sleeps: M. N. Fragm.i. 23.
When the clear moonlight j. on the waveless la.k.e.M.2V.Spec.Hbrs.50.
England yet sleeps : Ode Lib. xiii. i.

.SVle^/j a voice unspoken

;

Prom.. 11. i. 191.
When the sunset sleeps Upon its snow IV. 491.
With woe, which never sleeps or slept, .... Rosal. 536.
And enchant sadness till it sleeps? ... , St. Ep'ips. 92.
Sleeps like a melody of early days Unf. Dr. 102.

Sleepy, adj, (1) liillingj not lively.

I will sing you some low, sleepy tune, Cendy V. iii. 123.

(2) dull, inactive,

^illi '

. , Horn. Merc. LX. 6.

. . Love, Hope, 12.

. Horn. Merc. LXIII. 8.

. Laon, II. xxvii. 6.

V. ii. I.

VII. xxi. 6.

. Peter, vil. ii. 3.

VII. XV. 3.

. Prom. I. 7^7.
II. i. 43.
II. I. SI.
II. 1. lOI.

III. iv. 50.
, Rosal. 768.
-^— 1220.

1264.
Witch, xxviii. T.

LVlll. 7.

Alasior 609.
640.

Killing the sleepy worms, ifaught bide there- . . Orpheus, 24.

Sleeves, n. arm coverings.
an idiot in lawn sleeves and a rochet Ch. ist, II. 38.

Sleight, n. (1) an artful trick.

and cogitating some new sleight. . . .

(2) skill. (See also Slights.)

^y force or circumstance or sleight .

Slept, V. I. intr. A. Lit.

a poor little new-born thing That slept, .

in my arms she slept, And I kept watch, . .

All slept but those in watchful arms who stood,
and beat In response while we slept/ ....
He walked about

—

slept—
Like those famed seven who slept three ages. .

On a poet's lips I slept
erewhile I slept Under the glaucous caverns
With our sea-sister at his feet I slept. ....
Whose spells have stolen my spirit as I slept
To pass them, tho' they slept, and I unseen. .

I s^pt, and silver dreams did aye inspire
And if I waked, or if I slept,

Till Helen led her where her child yet slept, .

This lady never slept, but lay in trance . . .

slept both boy and beast, Tired
B, Fig.

on that precipice ^S., clasped in his embrace.—
Hope and despair, The torturers slept; . . .

clouds of aery gold That jiiS^/ in glittering billows Daem.on, i. 233,
At length the battle slept, Hellas, 630.
Even where they slept amid the night of ages, . Laon, i. xxxii. 3.
Slept in Marenghi still ; * i Marengki, xxvi. 3.
Her cursed image ate, drank, slept with me, . . CEdipus, i. 289.
^Z?/^ in their shrouds of snow;

—

/V..(4Ma7z. ii. iii. 24.
And Disease drank and slept. Prom.. 11, iv. 86.
each one who waked as his brother slept, . ly. 63.
With woe, which never sleeps or slept, . , . , Rosal. 536.
Their trampled bosoms almost slept, . . . , . 031.
And the pale moon-beam slept on the hill. , . .St. Ir. U) vi. 5.
The cold earth j/g/^ below, ........ The cold, i. i.

The Proteus shape of Nature as it slept . , . Triumph, 271.
while the moon yet slept; Witch, xvi. 4.
To leave the gentle lips on which it slept,

"

IL tr.

and lay down, and s^pt A heavy sleep, .

Slew, V. 1. tr, killed.

Slew vast Enceladus.
All unaware three of their number slew, . .

II, intr. slaughtered.
Five days they slew Among the wasted fields :

Slide, V. intr. Fig. glide, pass.
I Slide %A6A\y as the world reels Cenci, III, i. 12.
j//afe Tremulous with soft influence ; Vis.Sea,i^\.

tSlidiuGT, pr. pple. gliding.
Not the starlight as- he's sliding Fr. Serp. 8.

, Zucca, X. 7.

. Julian, 513.

. Cycl. 10.

. Laon, III. X. 7.

X. xi. 6.

SUffht, adj. (1) delicate, thin.

slight as some cloud That catches Daemon, I. 59
wTiile slight and odorous mists Floated . . . I. 236.

The Fairy's frame was slight^ Q. Mab, I. 94.

Were scarce so thin, so slight

;

i- 9°'

(2) trifling.

on some slight cause no doubt Calderon, 1. 238

Would trample out, for any slight caprice^ . . Cenci, III. i. 235.

(3) comparatively inconsiderable.
Over earth's sligAt pageant rolling, Q. Mab, VI, 229.

Slig-litest, adj. (1) most unimportant or trifling.

the slightest pain Which ye might suffer, . . . Laon, V. x. 3.

(2) most gentle or delicate.

difrusesThej/z>-A/«^, faintest motion,. . . . _. Q. Mab, u. 2/[0.

*Sliglitine, pr. pple. disregarding, neglecting.

that command Slighting, it lingered there, . . Laofi, Vli. xx. 9.

To those, who meditation slighting, Peter, IV. iy. 4,

SUerhts, n, dexterous or wondrous arts. (See also Sleight.)

and show their subtle slights, Witch, LxxviII. 4.^
Slily, adv. (1) secretly, furtively, cunningly.
For slily he was selling all your store Cycl. 239.
So the crocodile sliink off slily in fear, .... Falsehood, 52.

To whom thus Hermes slily answered :— . . Horn. Merc. XLIV. i.

I'll slily seize and Let blood from (Edipus^ I. 265.

A copy of it slily sent, Peter, VI. ii. 3.

Slime, n. A. Lit. viscous mud.
nor does it wallow In slime slb they in simony . Ch. ist, I. 112.

Even the mud and slitne of the warm lakes . . Summer, 14.

B. Fig.
While the snakes, whose slime even him defiled, Falsehood^ 74.
Bred from the slime of deep oppression's den, . Ode Lib. XII. 3.

he crawls, Trailing a blistering slime CEdipus, I. 165.

Slimy, adj. abounding with slime.
The slimy caverns of the populous deep. . . . Alasior, ^<yj.

on the J. shores. And weednavergrown continents Prom. IV. 311.

Slip, V. intr. Mg. pass, go.
we shall slip down there in a minute Faust, II. 225.

Slippery, adj. Fig. unstable, uncertain.
from the slippery, steep, And narrow verge . . Prom,. IV. 559.

JSlit, V. tr. cut through.
slit each other's noses and ears Ch. ist, II. 60.

Slit,//, cut through, divided.
And be his tongue slit for his insolence ' III. 34.

^Slop-merchant, c. n. a dealer in ready-made clothes.
Like a slop^merchant from Wapping, .... Peter, II. iv. z.

t-Slope, n. declivity, hillside.
Thy footsteps to a slope of preen access . . . Adonais, XLIX. 7.
between banks Of mossy j/^tf Alastor, ^00.
Threw their thin shadows down the rugged slope, 529.
On this green mountain slope Horn. Merc. Lxxxiv. 2.

I wound Up the green slope, Matilda, 4.
Athwart the purple mountain slope, was written Prom. II. i. 152.
And sate as thus upon that slope of lawn . . Triumph, 36.
And down the j/o^e of moss Unf.Dr.i^.
A rapid shadow from a .r/(7^« of grass, .... W/fcA, XLllI. 7.

^Sloped, V. intr.
j/(3/fi£/ many a lawny mountain . . , . . , Laon, X.U. xix. t.

j:Slopes, V. intr. (1) descends slantmgly.
Which j/f7^ej to the western gleams: . . . . Arethusa, 1. 12.

(2) Fig. is uneven or insecure.
for the level Of the State j/o^«.f, .,..., . Cpdipus, I. 100.

'Sloping, /r.///«. descending gradually.
5/o^!'«^and smooth the daisy-spangled lawn, . Q. Mai, Vlll. ^2.

*Sloping',///. adj.
rolls Its broad, bright surges to the sloping sand, Dapion, II. 77.

11 . M „ „ „ „ Q. Mab, VIII. 66.
Sloth, n. indolence, idleness.
That few may know the cares and woe of sloth. III. 117.
Or age, or sloth, or slavery could subdue not. , Triumph, 259.

Slough, n. a mire.
A slough of blood and brains upon the place, . (Bdipus, I. 336.
Through pond, ditch, and slough II. ii. 136.

Slow, adj. (1) leisurely, not quick of motion, gentle, tardy.
And the milk-white oxen slirw Bug. Hills, 220.
The slow soft toads out of damp corners creep, . Even. Pisa, I. 3.
She drags herself now forward with al<m> steps, . Faust, II. 3S0.
and her slow dogs of war. Fleshed with the chase, Hellas, 313.
on slow wing. The Eagle, hovering .... Laan, VII. xxvii. 3.
tottering and slow. Plague-stricken, foodless, . —^ x. xlii. 7.
the slow pageant near the pile doth draw. . , . xil. iv. 5.
With steps thus slow— xii. xxx. 3.
And, whilst that sure j. Angel which aye stands Z.rf. Ch. III. i.

With J. soft steps leaving the mountain's steep . Matilda, 5.
The slow soft stroke of a continuous —— 9.
My slow steps had already borne me o'er . . . 22.
all swift or j/oOT, As their huge boughs . . . Orpheus, \12.

' To stay steps prpud, o'er the slbw cloud . . Prom-. I. 236.
Shepherded by the slow, unwilling wind ; . . . 11. i", 147.
Solemn, and slow, and serene, and bright, . . . IV. 166.
And the steps of the bearers, heavy and j/twc, . . Sensit. PI. III. 7.
the killing tears Of j/oai, dull care Witch, Ded.w. ^.

(2) gradual, creeping.
From the contagion of the world's slow stain . Adanais, XL. 3.
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like slow fire upon a hoary brand ; Adonais^ L. 2.

Mild is the j/(KC necessity of death : Dcemon^ i\. tyj.

Lessened by slow degrees II. 314.

., „ „ Q. Mab^ IX. 222.

Eac.n with its load ofpleasure, slow yet sweet ; , PiorAispina^ 4.

As the slmi) shadows of the pointed grass . , . Julian^ 416.
And as sl&w years pass, . 489.
Past on, in stow and moving' majesty ; . . . . Laon, i. v. 7.

The misery of a madne.ss slow and creeping;, . . VII. xv. i.

With a long-, slo-w^ and drear ennui, Peter^ VII. xiii. 2.

Or starry, dim, and slow^ the other climbs , . Prom. I. 46.

Mild was the slow necessity of death :_ , . » . Q. Maby ix. ^1,
Thro' which j/ow shades were wandering, , . . Rosal. 104.
The tigers leap up when they feel the j/(My brine . Fw. 5"^a, 92.

(3) deliberate, grave.
Came in slowpora^ ;— Adonais^ xiii. 8.

Smiling and slffw^ walk thro' a world of tears . Cenci, V. iv. 113.

and the slow^ silent night Is measured .... Bpips, 534.

(4) deliberate, not hasty.

Of safe and slam retreat, with Moslem dead ; . . Hellas^ 372.
None slow enough for sadness : Julian^ 32.

(5) prolonged.
With heaviness of watchmg and slow grief. . , Cenci^ V. iii. 12?.

his pangs pass Slow^ ever-moving,— Julian^ 418.
or pains severe 3.n6.siow Laon^ X. xiv. 9.

That we will kill with fire and torments slow^ . X. xxix. 7.

the slow agonies Of legal torture x. xxxiv. 2.

Chaos and Death, Bxvaslow Oblivion's lymph, . Prol. Hellas^ 85.

The powers who scheme slow agonies in Hell, . Protn. l. 367.
Perchance it has not numbered the sl&w years . l. 422.
like slow rain Falling for ever, Rosal. 332.

(6) inapt, unready.
areye slow to borrow The lore of truth .... Fr. A gentle^ 4.

Thou art slow^ my son : Hellas^ 878.

for Fear is never j. To build the thrones of Hate, Laon., X. xiii. 4.

Slow, adv. (1) with slow motion or action.

How slow and painfully you seem to walk, . , Fiordispina^ 60.

and solemnly and slow As the wind bore . . . Laon^ V. xli. 4.

from their far fountains, Slow rolling on ; . . Mont B. t02.

Before the icy wind slow rolls away, Q. Mab^ IV. 60.

(2) tardily.

How slow . . . Lags leaden-footed time ! . . . . Cena\ IV. ii. i.

Oh ! lagging hours how slow you fly ! .... M. N. Melody^ 34.
Yet slow and gradual dawned the mom of love

; Q. Mab^ ix. 38.

(3) gradually.
Whence it rises soft and slow / Fr. Pleas. 9.

Pour venomous gums, which sullenly and slow^ Laon^ x. xxxviii. 4.

Burned slow and inconsumably, Triumph^ 13.

*SlowUer, adj. more gradually or gently.

death s. led Into the peace of his dominion cold : Rosal. 1313.

Slowly, adv. (1) with slow motion or progress.

on the unfathomable stream The boat moved s. . Alastor^ 37^.
slowly fled, like dew beneath the beams of noon. Laqn^ \. v. 9.

Intensely, slcwly. solemnly roll on, ' , . , , . Pi^om, IV. 250.

And slowly now he turned to me, Rosal. IT71.

(2) gradually, by slow degrees.

Twilight, ascending slowly from the east, . . . Alastor^ 337.

a mighty rock, . . . seems slowly coming down ; . Cenci^ III. i. 251.

Now mingling slowly with their native earth : . Deemon^ II. 200.

and vanisned slowly from the sight l^aon., I. Iv. 6.

Thus slowly from my brain the darkness rolled, iv. vii. i.

While s. truth on thy benighted sense Has crept ; IV. xi. 7.

morning beam Crept slowly over Heaven, . . . V. iv. 2.

Slowly the silence of the multitudes Past, . . . V. xxxi. i.

The murmur of the people slowly dying, . . . V. xxxv. i.

slowly there is heard The music of a breath-sus-

pending song, xii. xvii. 3.

And slowly shalfits memory, xil. xxix. 8.

For men -were slowly killedoy frowns and smiles : Prom. I, 5C)0.

and as the rays Of tbought were slowly gatheTed, II. 1. 87.

That mingled j/otw/v with their native earth : . . Q. Mab, ix. 121.

Till slow^ from his mien there passed .... Rosal. 785.

Then slowly disunite, -r— 984.

As j/ira;/y faded from his face : 1172.

Then slowly changed, till it grew a heap . . . Sensit PI. III. 20.

From every form the h&2.uty slowly waned ; , . Triumph^ 519.

And slowly faded, Unf. Dr. 144.

tSlug'glsh, adj. inactive, slowly moving.
ever beat With sluggish surge, . Alastor^ 87.

Beside a sluggish stream among the reeds. . . a-j^.

Which kills the sluggish clouds, Hellas, 292.

Sluggish and black, a deep but narrow stream, Orpheus. 4.

As a fenfire's beam on a sluggish stream, . . The Cold^ III. 3,

Slumber, n. A. Lit. sleep.

gaze upon his lips Parted in slumber, .... Alasior, 136.

And fills my slufftber with tumultuous dreams, . Cenci, 11. li. 135.

How gently slumber rests upon her face, . . . V. iii. i.

Like strength from slumber^ from the prison, . Fr. Pris. 8.

until slumber seems A mockery of itself . . . Ginevra^ 45.

Sleep, sleep ! our song is laden With the soul of J. ; Hellas^ 15.

shall lull Us to slumber^ deep and dull. . . . Inv. Mis. VI. 5.

a cradled child in dreamless slubber hoMnd. . . /,ao«, I. xv. 9,

Deep slumber (eii on m& i
— l. xl. i.

What thoughts had sway over my sister's slum^ III. i. i.
'

their meals, their j., Their hourly occupations . IX. ix. 6.

In visioned j/wOT^^r for awhile M.N. Melody^^f^.
Rise like Lions after slumber Mask^ xxxvill. i.

Some say . . . that death is slumber^ Mont B. 50.

From slumber I rung her, (Edipus^ l. 237.

I could even sleep with grief If s. were denied not, Prom. I. 815.

To those in talk or slumber bound, II. ii. 49.
Till, like one in slumber bound, II. v. 82.

is it only a sweet slum. Stealing o'er sensation, Q. Mab^ l. 23.

Wrapt in the depth of j/«««55r.- i. 140.
But avisioned ghost of j/mw«5^?-^ I- 103.
The j/w»«5fir ofintemperance subsides, . , , III. oo-
The shadow of that slumber deep : Rosal. 839.
That her dreams were less slum., than Paradise : Sensii. PI. II. 16.

Which was not slumber, , . . . Trium^ph^ 30.
turned his weary slumber to content ; . . . . 423.
hue which s. could extend Over its lips and eyes, J^itch, XLill. 5.
the spirit of that wind Whose soft step deepens j,, lx. 2.

B, Fig. (1) repose, inaction.

Pale Ocean in unquiet slum.ber lay, Adonais^ xiv. 8.

Restore it to the slwmber of the scabbard : . , Calderon, I. 23^.
when the Earth upsprings From slufnber, . . Pr.Athan. 11. iii. 2.

whilst all wild feelings keep Some mortal slum.^ When passion^l.^.
After the slutnber of the year iii. i.

(2) the sleep of death.
And in slubber with me blunt the arrows of fate. Death, Dial. 28.

Oh ! sweet is thy slumber

!

, 31.

And I will go to slum-ber in her grave ; . . . M. N. Fragfnt. 24.
and with the slumber of The,dead . . , Magnet. JLaay^ III. i.

Slumloer, v. intr, (1) sleep.

jLove itself shall slumber on. . . . Music^ when soft voices, 8.

(2) repose' in death.
Say, victim of grief, wilt thou slumber 'm^ me ? Deatk^ Dial. 6.

*Sluixi'ber-bouud, c. adj. involved in sleep.

Look from thy dull earth, slumber-bound, , . Two Spirits, 30.

:[Slumbered, v. intr, A. Lit. slept.

And white armed Juno slumbered sweetly then. Horn.. Merc. I. 8.

B. Fig.
What then was I ? She slumbered -w'yth the dead. Laon, iv. xxxi. i.

^Sluxnberer, n. sleeper.

As makes the slumber, cheek with wonder pale ! I. xxiv. 3.

^Slumberin^, pr. pple. sleeping.

not dead, but j/w/wferzw^ quietly x. xxiii.8.

^Slumbering, ppl, adj. A. Lit, sleeping.

Gazed on the slumbering maid Dtsman, l. 69.

V,3.\m a.% ^. slumbering h^ei l- 134-

,, ,, ,, „ Q. Mab, 1. 223.

Long did she gaze, and silently, Upon the slum-
- bering tnaAd 1.67.

B. Fig. (1) quiescent, dormant.
That wakes the wavelets of the slumbering sea Danwn, II. 41.

„ M n 11 1' 11 Q- ^ab, VIII. 24.

(2) dormant.
could wake the slumber, hounds Of Conscience, Fr. Satire, 17.

Trembles not in the slumbering air, Gisb. 270.

Might wake my

—

'sslumb''ring tear M. N. Melody, ii.

*Sluniberless, adj. deprived of sleep.

Like a pillow of thorns for thy slumberless head. Prom. I. 563.

^Slumberous, adj. heavy, dull, sleepy. (See Slumbrously.)
The Mountain's slumberous voice at intervals . Naples, 4.

Slumbers, n. A. Lit. sleep.

Unseen, but felt in youthful slumbers, .... Con. Sing. ii. ^
Or is it but that downy-winged slumbers . . . Daemon, i. 23.

with her downward face Illumining my slumbers, Epips. 293.

And I kept watch over her slumbers there, . . Laon, li. xxvii. 7.

Soon as the clinging slumbers he had shaken, . VI. xliii. 3.

the slumbers That closed each well-spent day, . Q. Mab^ I. 196.

His slumbers are but varied agonies, . . . III. 77.

B. Fig.
the violets pale Heard her within their slumbers. Woodman, 16.

Slumbers, v. intr. Fig. lies dormant.

That slumbers in the storm's portentous pause
; Q. Mab, IV. 54.

when the lamp of earthly life, . . . Awhile there s., VI. 152.

*Slumbrously, adv> sleepily.

Fell slumbrously upon one side ; Peter, Vll. xv. £.

tSlunk, V. intr. crept.

So the crocodile slunk ofFslily in fear, .... Falsehood, 52,

Men, women, children, slunk away, Rosal. 520.

*Slur, V. tr. sully.

thus beforehand To slur her honour ? . . . . Calderon, I. 279.

Sly, adj. (1) cautious, artful, wily.

You have a sly, equivocating vein Cenci, i. ii. 28.

Betweenthej/jr, fierce, wild regard of guilt, . . V. ii. 155.

Replied s. Hermes.Wherefore scold and bother ? Horn.Merc.xxvU.S.

He grew dull, harsh, sly, unrefined Peier, VI. xxv. 4.

(2) crafty.

who Lay swathed in his sly wiles I/bm. Merc. XLI. i.

thy j/jj cameiion spirit Lxxxviil. i.

Then the sly serpent, Witch^ VI. 3.

Small, adj. (1) little in size, not large in dimensions.

Thou small flame. Which, as a dying pulse . . Cenci, III. ii. 11.

At proper distances small holes he made, . . IfOTn. Merc. Vlll. 2.

my sm-all feet are Too tender XLVI. 6.

Now since thou hast, although so very small, . LXXVIII. i.

Upon the sea-mark a small boat did wait, . . . iMon, I. xvi. 8.

Small serpent eyes trailing from side to side, . I. Ivi. 3.

And grasping a small knife, III. vii. 5.

We came at last To a j?«a//chamber, .... iv. ii. 7.

They weighed it in .ywfl// scales— x. xix. 3.
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With a .ywfl// feather fpr a 9P.U, Rosa/. jS^.
Or like small gna.ts and flie9, as t^iick as mist . Triumph^ 508.

(2) narrow.
Beside the grassy shore Of the small stream he

went; Alastor^ 515.
Sata?i poked his red nose into crannies 90 small^ Devil^ vii. i.

(3) slight, poor, valueless.
It seems your counsel is jwa// proflt Cenct\ III. i. j^^.
the sma/i justice shewn by Heaven and ^arth . —=- v. iii. 72.
they stand us in j??«fl// stead . . . . /. . . C4. ij^, pti. 276.
.Swa// justice shown, apd ptiUJess pity. .... Pefer, l.ll. i. 5.
Where snta/l talk, dies in agonies ;— —— III. xii. 4.
But the Sensitive Plant which could give s. fruit . Sensii. PL I. 70.

(4) gentle, sott.

By the small^ still, sweet spirit of that sound, . Epips. 331.
And then a J7«a// still voice, thus— Hellas^'jz^.
The smally clear, silver li^te of the young Spirit . Prom. in. ii, 38.

(5) insignificant.

Their pwn Jwa/Zworl^ in the great world of all. Faust^ II. 343.
and such small Uy . Marenphi^ XXIV. 3.
.Swa// at first, and weak, and frail il/oj^ xxvi. 3.

Smallest, adj. (1) tiniest in size.

The j»2a//ej/ light that twinkles in the heavens, . Dcemoist^ I. 161.

» n n t) II II • Q- Mab^ I. 251.
the sm-all. particle Of the impassive atmosphere II, 232.
Soul of that smallest being, ~ iii. 230.

(2) least in degree.
elemental shapes, whose ywa/fej^ change . . Laon^ Vll. xxxii. 3.

(3) slightest.

The JOTa//?j^ shadow ofa doubt, Peter̂ \. \y. iL.

life'sf»8(z//ej/chord.Strungtounchanging;iipison, Q. I^db^ iv. 91.

(4) most trifling and insignificant.

The smallest and most despicable things . . . v. 179.

^''Sinasli, V. ir. break up.
whose brazen teeth smash The thin winds . . Vis. Sea^ ;i45.

*Sniaslied, ppl. adjl broken.
tSOTOJ^^i/glass—and pothing more ! . . . Peter^ I. xv. 5.

Smell, n. scent, odour.
what a sweet sm^ll it has ! (^cl. 146.
And the light and smell divine ^ug. HillSy 350.
A smell oi clay, a pale an^ icy glare Gtnevra, 151.
And the smelly cold, oppressive, and dank, . . Senslt. PI. iii. 1 1.

Smell, V. I. Ir. A. Mg: scent.

By Jove, no! butlj?«e//it Cy<?/. 147.

li. znlr. Fig,
This world would smell like what it is—a tomb ; Gisb. 212.

Smells, n. odours.
Like field smells known in infancy, Rosal. 1 1 lo.

Smells, V. intr. Fig.
smells like a heap Of corpses, to a death-bird . Prom. I. 339.

Smelt, pp. with out^ discovered by scent.

with her feeling eyes hath stnelt out something. . Paust, II. 267.
Like a wolf that had JM2e//a dead child out, ; Sensii. PL ill. iii.

Smile, ft. A. Lit. {!) a contraction of the features

expressive of pleasure, kindness, &c.
M^here, like an infant's smile^ over the dead, . ^donais^ xlix. 8.

the light of one sweet j7«zVle April, 1814,42.
Nor claim one stnile for all the comfort, love, Arabic Intit. ii. 7.

stay, stay ! I see 'tis only raillery by his smile. . Cenci^ I. iii. 76.
Little cares for a sm,ile or a tear, V. iii. 132.
There is a snake in thy smile, my dear; . . . v. iii. 136.
Light, life and rapture from thy s»tile, .... DcBmon, li. 304.
A smile amid dark frowns ? Epips. 62.
A judge's frown, a courtier's sm.ile^ Falsehood^ lol.

A smile to-day, a song to-morrow GuitarJane^ 42.
Who wakens with her smile Horn.. Venus, 2.

the light of a soft starlight smile, .... 48.
But the gay ,wwz7«had ^ded Julian, iig.

and well I understood His smile divine, . . Lmoh, l. xlv. 8.

The star-light smile of children, II. i. i.

Without one smile to cheer, one voice to bless, . 11. xix. 5.

Of the calm smile with which she looked on me : III, viii. 4.
A sweet and solemn smile, like Cythna's, . . V. xxiv. 4.
as a friend whose smile Like light vil. xiv. 7.

Some smile, some look, some gesture .... Vll. xxv. 7.

the silence of her eloquent jw?;"/^, Xli.xxxti, i.

I seem again to share thy smile, M. N. Melody
^ 40.

Crucified 'twixt a stnile and whimper Peter^ in. x. 5.

with an arch smile, IV. xii. i.

And all the while, with loose fat smile, .... IV. xxi. i.

Then when it wanders home with rosy sntile, . Prom. IV. 391.
to catch Light, life and rapturefrom ner smile ? Q. Mob, I. 30.

Tempered disdain . . . Mixed with a quiet smile, Vll, 7.

Light, life and rapture from thy J?w?&. .... ix. 211.

assuage Your frowns upon an unresisting smile^ . Reviewer, 5.

But stopt, and beckoned with a meaning smile, . Rosal. 92.
Youth's starlight smile, 480.
To meet his mute and faded smile^ 912.
A sffiileamong dark frowns— St. Epips. 75.
In thy voice and thy stnile, 7\vo Fr. Mary, 11. 5.

They have withered the smile and dried the tear IV. Shel. ll. 3.

and the eternal smile. Serene as thine, .... Witch^ Ded. II. 7.
In the soft motions and rare smile of woman, . Zucca, V. 5.

(aj used to indicate other expressions ttian those of
pleasure.

A gloomy sm.ile Of desperate hope Alastor, 290.

One look, one sm.ih Cenci^ ^.. '\. 64.
in some inane and vacant sm,ile in, i. 277.
Then rising, with a melancholy smile .... Julian, 512.

into a stnue which guile portended Laon, V. xxxvi. 8.

Now with a bitter smile, xii. xi. 4.

By thy most killing sneer, and by thy smile— . Ld. Ch. Xlll, i.

And a fixed smile that was not human .... Peter, I. xi. 2.

A smile of god-like malice re-illumined . . . . Q. Mab, Vll, 180.

He smile^ with such ^oixsX smile t Rosal. 317.

B. ifig.

led by the gleam Of her own dyiqg smile . . . .^donais^ XJII. 7.

Have pitched in Heaven's smile -=—r- l, 8.

That Light whose sntile kindles the Universe, . Liv. i.

With doubtfulj. mocking its own strange charms. Alastor, 295,
What look is more deli^itful than tbe sm-ile . . Apollo, V. 5,
Ere midnight's frown and morning's smile, . . April, 1814, 16.

And his stnile Warms those who Bask in it, . . Cn. 1st, II. 24.
Who grqw beneath his j-?^z'/s— III. 59,
Which thou hast sold for thy despoiler's stf^ile; . IV. 5.
bask in heaven's blue smll^t Cloud, 29,
With the first smile of morn DcBtnon, i. 122. •
Lighting the green wood With its swnny sttpile. . II. 265.

]i „ ,, „ ,, ,, , Q. Mab, IX. 170.
whose own ^tnile Unfold^ itself, ...... Epips. 470.
In friendship's stnile, ip love's caress ? . . . , Eue^. Hills, 33.
Who frown on Freedom spare a smile for thee : Ifellas, 306.
I would scorn The stnile of morn ...... 05^.
poor faint smile Of dying Islam ! 915.
whose stnile makes this obscure world splendid, —=- 980
The stnile of Heaven lay ; Jane, Recoil. 16.

b^ the scorn Of Wisdom's faintest smile, . , jLaon, VII. xxxv. 5.
Thy mother's dying stnile, ix. xxii. 6.
But April's sunshine is a SJonarch's smile— . M. N, Post. Fr. 58.
And in thy ^tntle, and by thy side, ..... Ode Lib. vii. "j.

the light Of thy first smile, O Father, .... ProL Hellas, 116.
And the stnile thou wearest 184.
Turned by thy smile the worst I saw to recollected

gladness. Prom. I. 771.
Of thme own joy, and heaven's stnile divine ; . . iv. 439.
Peeped the first faint jzw//fe of morn :— . . . Q. Mab,\,2\\.
Droops in the JOTzVls of the waning; moon, . . . Rosal. 6g6.
In morning's stnile its eddies coil, .._... Serchio, loi.
The pale, the cold, and the moony stp.ile , . "There is no work, i.
In t\\a.t star''s stnile, Triutnph, ^ig.
paved with heaven's azure pnile, Vis. Sea, 134.

Smile, V. I. tr. dissipate by smiling.

when ye shall j?«/& away The tears .... Prom. III. iii. 28.

II. intr. A. Lit. (1) look joyful or cheerful.
And stnile, years hence, with children round your

knees ; . . . Cenci, II. i. 85.
False friend, wilt thou stnile or weep .... v. iii. 130.
Oh wilt thou smile whilst our ribald^oes, . . . Ch. 1st, 11. 326.
never Stnile till you've done crying ^ 11. 402.
I sit—and smile or sigh as is my bent, . . . Gisb. 1 13.
stnile on As if I never went aside to groan, . . Julian, 306.
'Twas like an eye which seemed to stnile on me. Laon, i. xii, i.
in doubt whether to stnile or weep ; v. xlix. 9.
To sit and ^mile with Joy, viII. xii. 5,
Sitting with thee uppn this lonely steep I smile, . ix, xix. 5.
Pale victims on the guarded scaffold smile . . ix. xxiv. 3.
his eyes are mild And calm, and like the mom

about to break. Smile 00 mankind— . . xii, iii. 8.
all JwrV^ In ejcpectation, but one child : . . . xii. v. 4.
And stt^ile to die a martyr....... Mary who died, ill. 3.
Smile to inflict upon their brothers ; Peter, m. xxii. 4.'

And if ye sigh, then I will smile: Prom. ill. iii. 26.
But I could smile, and I could sleep, .... Rosal. 227.
Smile on its mother, whose singing sweet . . . Sensit. PL i. 60.
Stnile not, my child, y£s. Sea, 76.
The child and the ocean still smile on each other. 168.

(2) look doubtfully or ironically,
wherefore dost thou smile At what I say? , . . Laon, ll.xxxix. 1

B. Fig,
the joyous stars which stnile on its despair ! . . Adonais^ XLI. 9.
seemed to stnile Even in the lap of horror. . . Alastor 577.
Although no flowers smile on the trodden dust, . Ch. ist'i. 4c
Lywfz/e on the trembling world ? li. 181.
Smile in the lap of Chaos, Dcemon, 11. 36.*
Merry hours, smile instead, DirgeJor Yean. 3.
Then smile on it, so that it may not die. . . . Epips. 40. *

Sees summer on its verdant pastures stnile, . . Ireland, 2.
when the waves stnile, Laon^ vi. vii. 8.
leaves clasps while the sun-beams Jwz"/<2/ . . . vi. xl. 9.*

waves that cannot cease to smile ix. ii, 9.
Famine can smile On him who brings it food . . x. xxiv. 4.
Heaven will not smile upon the woric of hell ; . M. N. Fragtnt. 7.Ah ! no, for heaven cannot stnile on me ; . . . g.
When will the sun smile on the bloodless field, M. N. Post. Fr. 45.*

To smile in triumph, to contemn the rest ; . . M. N. Ravail, 54.Tin each valley Jwz/e around Mexican, ill. %.
she need but smile And they dissolve

j . . . . Ode Lib. xill.' 9.And the moon will smile with gentle light . . . Two Spirits, i^f
when the surviving Sun Shall s. on your dceay— Witch, xxiv.4.

*Smile-peopled, c. adj.
which cradled lay In her stnile-peopled rest, . . Laon, II. xxxiv. 7,

Smiled, v. 1. intr. A. Lit.
one arrow sped And j7»//firf/ Adonais.7i^vll\.%,
And asked if I had seen him ; and I smiled: . . Cend, i. i. 64
Than when he j., and cried, My sons are dead ! . il i 37
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,
And my wife sm.iled; Cenci^ HI i. 306.
\i^ smiled ox\.\3,%. v. ii. 182.
According as she stniled or frowned on me ; . . Epips. 298.
Apollo gently .s»2i7fii/and said:— .... Horn.. Merc. X'LVlll. i.

and looked forth and smiled Julian^ 227.
Slv^6. sfniled on me with eyes Serene 'Laon, I. xxi. i.

Amid her innocent rest by turns she s. and wept.
I smiled^ and spake not—
He struck my chains, and gently spake and j. /

I smiled^ and—Oh 1 thou gifted With eloquence
every one on them more gently stniled^ . . .

I smiledt and both their nands in mine I took,
And smiled in gentle pride,
upon the mutes she smiled; ,

She smiled on me, . . . ,

in joy and pride we sfniled. . . ^

- II. xxvii. 9.
II. xxxix. I.

III. xxix. I,

V. ix. 3.
- V. xvii. 5,

VIII. XXX, 8.

XI. XXV. 9.
- XII. xiv. 6.

XII. XV. 4.

XII. xxxix. 9.
. Pr, Athan. I. 50.
. Q. Mab, VI. 23.

Prom.. III. iv. 143.

If not, he smiled or wept

;

The Fairy calmly smiled In comfort,
and Helen smiled Thro* tears of awe .... Rosal, 186,
He smiled -with such awoful smile! 317.
And smiled again at festivals 715.
and she smiled atjd said, , Tasso, 9.

B. Ji'ig,

Death rose and sm.iled^ and met her vai» caress. Adonais^ xxv. 9,
and at his partial moan ^. through their tears ; , - xxxiv. 2.

And Heaven smiled above her, Arelkusa^ i. 17.
Never smiled ^'S^ inconstant moon . . , , . Bridal, i. 7.

„ „ „ ,, Epithal, (2)3.
When ever smiled the inconstant moon . . . _ 3.

Sin stniled so as Sin only can, ... . . Eug. Hills^ 249,
In ecstacies of malice jwiz'/af.* .... , , Fatsehood^ 75.
And smiled ^x^on. the silent sea ya«^, Invitn^ 13.
and grief ^«:?z^^ in their motions Julian, 282.
when the breathless heavens in h^axk-ty smiled^ , Jiaon^ I, xxxvi. 7.

for we Smiled on the flowery grave VII.xxxiii.7.

when the time of summer season smiled^ . , Mother^ Son, vi. 7.

which shone and smiledTo see it rise .... Pr. Athan.llA\\.6.
Behold! where pleasure .s»2z7iji:?/ .... . Q. Mad, u. 112.

so sfMiled The false deep ere the storm Vis. Sea, 166.

Stniled on it from the threshold of the night. , . Zucca, Vlll. 8.

Even if the air and sun had smiled not on it ; . . JC. 2.

II. tr. expressed by a smile.
Which J. the He his tongue disdained to speak

;

Smiles, n, A. Lit. pi. of Smile.
Whose soft smiles to his tlark and night-like e^es Adon. Cane. 19.
with their serene and azure jwzzifej To Beckon him. Alasior^ 491.
with false smiles Making my true suspicion seem Cenci, 1. ii. 32.

Training me on with hints, and signs, and smiles,
Enrichea by smiles which France can never buy.

. That natural scenes or human smiles . . .

and he did gnaw By fits, with secret seniles, .

How sweet the smiles of taintless infancy. . .'

On the pure seniles t)f infant playfulness : . .

veil her horn In thy last smiles j
the heaven serene and pure Of parents' smiles
Will never, thought they, kindle smiles again.
Which beat the dullest orain for sm-iles.

Is tamed not by thy smites ; ,

To fill our home with smiles,
And in thy sweetest smiles, and in thy tears, .

In sm.iles or frowns their fierce disquietude, .

to be, Cythna, the only source of tears and
smiles to thee ,

that dreadful sleep His heavenly sm.tles dispersed,

And blending in tne smiles of that defence,

there were smiles to steep Your hearts in balm,
to no smiles it might his speechless sadness move.
the sad tears turning To mutual smiles,
whose force Might create smilesin death— .

I watched the clawn of her first smiles, . . .

Channels upon her cheek, which sm-iles adorn.
Sweet talk, and smiles, and sighs,

But sm,iles of wondering joy his face would fill,

did die With happy stniles

With smiles of tender joy
And in quick s. whose light would come and go.

By those infantine smiles of happy light, . .

To mock, with smiles, life's lingering control.

And lips where heavenly stniles

And such despair as mocks itself with smiles.

For men were slowly killed by frowns and seniles

Their soft sm,iles light the air like a star's fire.

Those eyes which burn thro' s. that fade in tears,

Say not those stniles that we shall meet again
arrayed In the soft light of his own smiles,

A countenance with beckoning JW2//M.' . , .

How its soft smiles attract the soul ! . . . -

And thy smiles before they dwindle ....
whose marble smiles Fill the hushed air . .

Or cold, staid gait, or false and hollow smiles^

that they may meet in sm-iles^

Amid the changing light of their own smiles,

.

.the pure smiles of infant playfulness : . . . .

tender care. And love and stniles ; ....
watch the growing soul beneath Dawn in faint s.

smiles ana jovance quickly died,

Serenest smi/es were wont to keep, ....
And smiles,— . . . again arrayed His countenance
Would gather in the light serene Of smiles,
made Sweet smiles, yet sad, arise and fade
but there was seen the light Of stniles, . .
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Her gentleness and patience and sad smiles, . . Sunsel, 30.
Those nods and J, were favours worth the zechin. Tasso, 14.
the stniles fell not on me 16.

Thou drawest down smiles— 25,
With fairest stniles of wonder thrown . . . W. Skel. III. 5,
can clothe his face In cynic Jw/ZfiJ -^ .... Cane, 1. 10.
her soft stniles shone afar, Witch, V. 6.
the sweet splendour of her smiles could dye . . xxvi. 6.
Chasing the rapid stniles xL. <>.

With gentle stniles about its eyelids playing, . . Lxxi. 4.
B. Fig.

Ves, all the faithless stniles are fled Coleridge, 25.
warning. With smiles and tears, Epips. 122.
all that we Read in their smiles, 1^12,

Hope in pity mock not Woe With stniles, . . . Jane, fnvitn, 42.
Allures them forth with its cold smiles, .... JLaon, v. vii. 3.
Maternal earth, who doth her sweet smiles shed

For all, V. xxxiii. 7.

To feed upon thy smiles, Y.Song,^.!^.
Whose clouds are stniles of those that die . . . v. 4.9.
The tears that fade in sunny .s^wz'/iej thou sharest? ix. xxii. 4.
The stniles of the serene and tranquil deep , . Moschus, 3.

in the open smiles Of favouring heaven : . . . Ode JLib. IV. 3. .

And frowns and stniles and splendours .... xvi. 13.

To see the smiles of peace around them play, . Q. Mab, Vll. 252.
Thy sweet smiles we ever seek,~=- ...... To-tnorrow, i: 4.

Smiles, •o. intr. A. Lit.

He frowns on others, but he stniles on me, . . . Cenci, II. i. 20.

What Mary is when she a little smiles . . . Pr. Vita Nuova, i.

his footsteps reel On the fresh blood

—

he stniles, . Laon, x. viii, 5.

he stniles At the deep curses Q. Mab, III. 34.
He JWi'/cj—'tis sorrow's deadliest mockery; . . Solitary, III. i.

B. Fig.
The killing sun stniles, brightly : Adonais, xxxil.8.
The soft sky smiles,— liii. 7.

Or stniles beyond it I Cenci, II. ii. 132.
stniles To see a babe before his mother's door, . DcBttion, 11. 89.

„ ,, „ „ ,, „ . Q. Mab, VIII. 83.
See, it stniles as it is sleeping, Dirgefor Year, 1. 5.

Who makes all beautiful on which she stniles, . Epips. 282.

This fair dsiy stniles-to see All those who love . Fiordispina, 19.

Where to the sky the rude sea rarely stniles . . Gisb. 38.
blue heaven stniles over the pale seas. . . . , 71.

above One chasm of heaven jwfzViffj, . . . . _ 127.

Heaven stniles, and faiths and empires gleam, . Hellas, 1064.
when she smiles In the embrace ot Autumn ',— - Laon, v. Iv. 2.

The flower that jwz/^j to^ay To-morrow dies ; . Mutability {2)1.1.
Where sweet Wisdom J»2z7fij, Prom. IV. 109,

Sxnilest, v, intr.

one on whom thou smilest, dear. ... . . Jane, Inviin. 20.

Smiling, pr. pple. A. LiL having a pleased or pleasing

expression.
At peace, and faintly smiling :— Alastor, 645.
and he went smiling ior^ Cenci, III. i. 321.
Stniling yy^on her from her nursing breast. . . iv. i. 149,
Stniling and slow, walk thro' a world of tears . v. iv. 113.

Aye, and some are now smiling Ck. ist, ii. 51.
While the meek blest sit stniling; ... . Pr. Satire, 6.

pursues me nijghtand day, Stniling reproach. . Prom. l. 360.
Stniling on the sanguine earth ; i. 547.
Stniling they live, and call life pleasure ;— . . Si.Dejection,\\\.%.

her chilo. Is yet stniling, and playing, . . , . Vis. Sea, j66.

B. Fig.
The white Moon stniling Epips. 318.
the kingly hunters of the earth Stand stniling. . Hellas, 934.
And Youth's smooth ocean, smiling to betray : . Prom-, ii. v. 100.
p'er ocean's waveless field Sinks sweetly .y»«///K^.* Q. Mab, iv. 21.

Honour sits smiling at the sale of truth. . . . iv. 202.

Shone stniling to Heaven, Sensit. PI. i. 64.

Smilinff, ppl. adj. Fig. bright, cheerful, pleasant looking.
Of templed cities and the J»«i7««^ fields, . . . Ck. \st, \\. 2^2.
Like the unseen blight of a stniling day, . . . Rosal. 676.
Fair wrecks, on whom the jwzz'/i't?^world with stir, Laon, IV. xxii. 3.
odorous sighs up to the .ywi'/z'w^ air ; Triumph, \\.
all that stniling disguise Thou yet wearest, . . Vis. Sea, 87.

Smite, V. I. tr. affect,

whene'er it might Thro' darkness wide and deep
those tranced spirits stnite Lcu3ti, II. xvl. 9.

II. intr, strike,

the pest's swift Bane When its shafts smite— . . —^ vi. xvii. 3.

*Smiter, tt. one who hits or smites.

To turn the cheek even to the stniter''s hand ; . Ch. ist, li. 246.

Smith, n, wit and verse-writer, b. 1780, d. 1849.
Are all combined in Horace Stnith.— .... Gisb. 250.
Oh ! that Hunt, Hogg, Peacock and Smith

werp there, 296.

*Smiting, pr. pple. Fig. wounding, striking.

Smiting each Bishop under the fifth rib. . . . Ch. ist, I. 104.

*Sm.itteu, pp. hit or wounded.
Liberty, smitten to deat-h. Castl. Adtn. ll. 5.

Six the thunder has smitten, Vis. Sea, 61.

Smoa^ing, ppl. adj. smouldering.
Whilst ruin'd towns and smoaking cities tell, . M. N. Post. Fr.^j.

Smoke, n. A. Lit. matter in combustion.
With burning stnoke Alastor, 85.
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thunder j?«o-Je Strangles the air, CaJderon^w 31.

spite of the city's s-moke^ Ch. xst^ IV. 9.

The brand under the shed thrusts out its stnoke^ . Cyd. 597.
As smoke by fire, Epips. 340.
there rise Pillars o^ sntoke^ Faus\\\. ioi.

Up yonder in the glow and whirling jw(7>&£, . . ^^- 2-},$,

Ashes, and j»(£7Afi, and darkness: Gtnevra, 157.

And smoke which strangled every infant wind . Hellas^ 62S.
as swift as smoke from a volcano springs. . . . Laon^ I. xiii. g.

Below the smoke of roofs involved in flame . . in xvi. 6.

even as a shade, A sm,oke^ a cloud vii. xxvi. 5,
a smoke sent up from ashes, soon to fade. . . . Vlii, xxv. 9.

With smoke by day, and fire by night, .... X. vii. 5.

The noontide sun was darkened with that s^oke, x. xlvi, i.

hurling fiercely from the ground The globedVl,— -^-^ XII. xvi. 5.

The pitchy smoke of the departed fire .... xii. xxvi. 4.

Yon smoke has faded from the firmament . . . xil.xxviii.4.

Beneath the JwoA^ which hung its night .... Mar. Dr. XV. 5.

Piercing the clouds of smoke which bound Its
aery arch . . xvin.3.

like stnoke before the tempest's stream, .... Mont B,. 119.

quench in speedy smoke its feeble flame, . . . Pr. Aihan. i. 12.

Vomits smoke in the bright air Prom., l. ^^2.
as may the lurid smoke -— II. iv. 151.

that dark red sm-oke Blotting the silver moon ? . Q. Mab^ iv. 34.
the sulphurous smoke Before the icy wind . . iv. 59.
or the jw(?^e Of burning towns, VII. 38.

With putrid smoke poisoning the atmosphere, vil. 223.

Whose smoke^ wool-white as ocean foiim, . . . Ros'al. 1092.
She floats up through the smoke of Vesuvius. . . Senstt. PL III. 4.
noonday smoke Of fresh human carrion :— . . . Similes^ I. 4.

B. Mg.
the smoke Of his revenge ascended up to heaven, Q. Mab^ VI. iii.

The foam and the smoke of the battle .... Vis. Sea^ 138.

Smoke, v, tr. obscure by the fumes of smoke.
^»2(7^£ your bits of glass, Ye loyal swine, . . . CEdipus,!!. i.iSc;.

(2) J^z^. detect (slang).
Take care, my Lord, Theydo not J7«(?>^eyoufirst. II. i. i88.

Smoked, v. tntr. Fig. steamed.
the costly altars sfKokedWxth human blood, . Q. Mab^ Vll. 98.

Sxuoked, ///. adj. obscured with smoke.
With pieces of smoked glass, to watch her . . . C&dipus^ I. 400.

''^'Sm.okeless, adj. Fig. clear, destitute of smoke or vapour.
The STUokeless altars of the mountain snows . . TViumpk, 5.

Smoking', pr. pple. giving forth smoke. (See also Smoaking.)
With desolated dwellings smoking round. . . . Q. Mab^ v. 102.

Smoky, adj. having a smoky atmosphere.
A populous and a smoky city

;

Peter, III. i. is.

Smooth, adj. A. Lit. (1) calm, not agitated.
a sfHQOih spot Of glassy quiet Alastor^ 392.
Gliding o'er ocean, sm,ooth^ serene, and even . . Prom. iv. 386.
Shallow, sTHOoth, and strong doth come,— . . . Serchio^ 98.
crawl fast o'er the sonooth ocean streams, . . , Vis. Sea, 147.

(2) level, unbroken.
Suspended on the sweep of the smooth wave, . . Alasior, 362.-

the J?M0£7M and even space 581.
on the smooth brink Of that obscurest chasm ;— 636.
the more open station Of a flat s^nooth space, . Hom.Merc.xx.1.5.
Sloping and smooth the daisy-spangled lawn, . . Q. Mab, viil. 82.

(3) unwriukled.
The smooth brow gathers, Alastor^ 534.

(4) not rough to the touch.
from two s. laurel branches stript The bark, Hom. Merc, xvill. 3.

She left clinging round the smooth and dark Edge Sensit. PL ii. 55.
From its smooth shoulders hung two rapid wings. Witch, xxxvil. i,

(5) polished with friction.

Whose s. descent some ceaseless step to wear Laon^ IV. ii. 5.

B. Fig. (1) bland, plausible.
Found in thy smooth and ready countenance . . Cenci, V. i. 20.
Very stnooth he looked, yet gnm

\
Mask, ii. 3.

Grows cruel, courteous, smooth Peter, ill. x. 4.

(2) gentle, civil, plaiusible to the ear.

Strong actions and sTnooth words . , . . . Ch. ist, II. 344.
And oft his smooth and bridled tongue .... RosaL 252.

(3) even, level.

flies with smooth but arrowy speed Laon, xii. xix. 9.

(4) pleasant, easy.

And Youth's smooth ocean, smiling to betray; . Prom. IR v. 100.

(5) adj. absol. that which is easy and pleasant.
to light us to t-he edge Through rough and STUOOth^ Hellas, 646.

Smoothed, v. tr. stroked.
And smoothed his spacious forehead down, . . Peter, w. xv. 2.

^Smoother, adj. Fig. more bland and plausible.

And yet obscener slaves with smoother brow, . Laon, IX, xvi. 6.

Sm-oothin?, pr. pple. Fig. stroking.
Sfnoothzng scviay the unmeaning furrows, . . . Peter, Vll. iii. 5.

Smote, V. tr. A. Lit. struck.
and soon the bark Smote on the beach .... Laon, IV. i, 2.

B. Fig. affected.

Yet smote my lonesome heart VIi. xxii. 9.

Sm.other, n. Fig. confusion, turmoil.
and in this smother All are damnable . . . Peter, ill. xv. i.

Smother, v. I. tr. A. Lit. suffocate.

Or smother me when overcome by wine ? , , . Cenci, 11. 1. 143.

B. Fig. suppress.
Andhearhisbreathitsownswiftgaspingsj««#^<?r Laon, II. xvii. 4,

thoughts wliich smother Cold Evil's power, . . VI. xxxix. 8.

For prudence to smother, One word, i. 6.

and smother The Devil of disunion in their souls. St. Epips. 36.

II. intr. Fig. destroy.
I flit about, that I may slay and smother:— , . Laon, VI. xlix. 7,

Smothered, v. tr. Fig. destroyed.
She smothered Reason's babes in their birth ; . Falsehood, 50.

:}:Smothering', pr, pple. suppressing, concealing.
Smothering the glow of shame, Q. Mab, ill. 43.

Smothers, v. tr. Fig. overcomes.
Till Despair smothers The struggling world, . , Prom. 1. 576.

Smug, adj. prim, self-satisfied.

And with J?«w^face, and eye severe, Peter, II, iv. 3.

'•'Smug'ger, adj. primmer. '

Smugger, milder, softer, neater, Peter, Prol. 28.

^Smugglers, n. contrabandists.
Through rebels, smugglers^ troops of yeomanry, CEdipus, II. i, 176.

^Snacks, n. intermediate meals.
Lunches and snacks so aldermanic Peter, III. xiii. 1.

Snail, n. a shell-bearing mollusc {genus Cochlea).
See you that jMOi"/ there?— Fattst^\\,a66.

Snails, n. pL of Snail.
We glide in Like s-nails il. 175.

Snake, n. A, Lit. a serpent of any kind.
And the green lizard, and the golden snake, . Adonais, xviii. 8.
Startling with careless step the moon-light jwa^, Alastor, 236.
or the milder snake Crushing the bones .... Dcemon, li. 86.
Like my old paramour, the famous Snake. , . Fazest, I. 95.
Every root is like a snake 11. 71.
His face was like a shakers— Fr. Aface, i.

The ea.rth doth like a snake renew Hellas, 1062.
Sometimes the Snake around his enemy's neck . Laon, i. xii. 3,
would the Snake Relax his suffocating grasp, . i, xiii. 2.

But to the Snake those accents sweet were known i. xix. 5.
To a dire S., with man and beast unreconciled. . i. xxvii. 9.
The Snake and Eagle meet

—

i. xxxiii, 9.
the Snake then met his mortal foe i. xlvi. 9.
Glared on me as a toothless S7iake might glare : . v. xxv. 6.
The vulture, and the wild-dog, and the snake, . x. iii, 6.
the snake Inhabits its wrecked palaces ;— ... Marenghi, IX. 2.
He had tamed every newt and snake and toad, . xix. 2.
Even as a vulture and a snake outspent . , . Prom. Ill, i. 72.
Yoked to it by an amphisbenic sttake .... iii. iv. 119.
The snake. The pale snake, that with eager breath RosaL 1 13.
The snake is in nis cave asleep

;

132.
Of the .SKflj^e'j adamantine voluminousness; . Vis. Sea, 141.

B. J^i^.

Swift as a Thought by the snake Memory stung, Adonais, xxii. 8.
a snake whose look transmutes All things to

guilt Cenci, IV. iv. 179.
There is a snake xn thy smile, my dear; .... v. iii. 136.
Where the vast snake Eternity Dcsmon, i. 100.
When Conscience lulls her sated snake, .... Hellas, 29.
Poison, a snake in flowers, Laon, I. xxix. 5.
sleep, as many-coloured as the snake That girds

'eternity? -^— IV. iv. 5.
That he treads upon a snake Mask. LVI. (4).
a snake which fold by fold Pr. Athan. l. 121,
the hundred-forked snake Insatiate Superstition . Prol. Hellas, 145.

*Snake-like, e. adj. undeveloped, coiled up.
The snake-like Doom' Prom., II. iii. 97.

Snakes, n. pi. of Snake. A. Lit.
Like rabid snakes, that sting some gentlte child . XMon, v. vii. t.

And his red hell's undyin'g snakes among . . . vlli, viii. 3.
and spread forth below A couch of j«a>4fij, . . x. xxxviii. 8.
the snakes of hell had need Of human souls :— . • x. xlv. 5.
makes the stare Ofhungry ,?«a^j —— . xr. xxv. 3.
Near me, among the snakes. xii. xv. 2.

Snakes and ill worms

—

Marenghi, xvi. 3.
The glaciers creep lUke j. that watch their prey, Mont. B. loi.
Thy words are like a cloud of wingM snakes; . Prom. I. 6^2.
Thou knowest that toads, and snakes, .... iii. iv. 36.
would'st thou think that toads, and s., and efts, . iii. iv. 74.
and tendrils seemed Like emerald snakes, , . Unf. Dr. 164.

B. Fig.
While the snakes, whose slime even him defiled, . Falsehood, 74.
he cherisheth The snakes that gnaw his heart ; . Q, Mab, ill. 201.

JSnaky, adj. (1) formed of snakes.
the Future, like a snaky scourge, Laon, XI. ix. 6.

(2) twisted, knotted like snakes.
And cut the sna. knots of this foul gordian word. Ode Lib. xv. 8.

(3) resembling that of a snake.
With my snakey tail, and my sides so scranny. . CEdipus, I. 268.

(4) sly,, deceitful.

when the heart it's snaky folds intwine .... Laon^ viii. xxi. 4.
Snap, V. tr. Fig. dissipate, break through.
as if to snap Those dreadful thoughts .... m. xxxi. 7.

:t:Snapped, v. tr. A. Lit. break.
And ,fwa^ii£(^ them off with his rigid griff. . , Sensit. PL ill, w^.
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B. Fig. broke through, dissipated.

graspt and snapped the threads of my device . . Cenci^ V. i. 82.

Snaps, V, intr. Fig. gives way.
the fiery band which held Their natures, snaps— Triumph^ 158.

iJSnapt, pp. Fig. (1) broken up, destroyed.
for that calm was by the sunset sna.pt. .... Laon^ III. xviii. 3.

and each bright chain of floating fire was snapt^ VI. i. 9.

(2) taken away suddenly.
Of public hope was from our being snapt^ . . . VI. xxx. 3.

Snare, n. Fig. a moral or intellectual entanglement.
in a magic snare entwined, Calderon^ III. 20.

Alas, that love should be a blight and sftare . J^aon, Ded. vi. i.

Snare, v. tr. Fig. entangle.
Those subtle nets which j. the living and the dead. I. xxix. g.
to snare The feet of justice in the toils of law, . Q. Mab^ IV. 196.

Snares, n. pi. of Snare.
could betray and spread ^S. for that guileless heart il. xviii. 9.
Amid the snares and scoffs of human kind, . . II. xix. 6.

By all the arts and snares of thy black den, . . Ld. Ch. xill. 2.

mitres and swords and snares^ Trampling in scorn, Prol. Hellas^ 154.
whose force and murderous snares Triumph^ 285.

Snatch, v. tr. seize hastily or suddenly.
Oh, Death! oh, my friend! snatch this form to

thy shrine, ...... Deaths Dial. 39.
I will snatch my share away, Horn. Merc. xxix. 6.

Snatclied, v. tr.

When they snatched the Patriot's heart, . . . Devil^ xil. 4.

Snatclied, pp. Fig. (1) saved with difficulty.

at the hour When he was snatched from death, . Laon^ x. vii, 3.

(2) taken away suddenly.
S. from life's course ere half his racfe was run ! M. N. Post. Fr. 26.

(3) seized or taken unjustly.

Have snatched the bread of penury, Devil^ xX. 4.

Snatclies, n. fragments, portions.
And jKfl^r^tfj of its Elysian chant Sensit. PL l. 108.
And mystic snatches of harmonious sound . . , IVztch^ LVl. 6.

Snatches, v. tr. catches up suddenly.
He snatcJus them broiling from the coal, , . . CycL 357.

*Sneer, n. a scoff or gibe expressed by word or look,
and the persuasion of that sneer xil. xi. 6.

By thy most killing sneer, and by thy smile— . Z.d. Ch. xill. i.

And wrinkled lip, and sneer of cold command, Osynt. 5.

With hardened sneer he turned away : . . . . Peter, VI. xxvii, 5.

Or the dyxW sneer of self-loved ignorance, . . . Prom.. Ill, iv. 43.
with firm sneer^ trod out in his own heart . . . lii. iv. 144.

'^Sneer, v. intr. scoff or gibe.

did inly sneer and frown With hue like .... Laon, V. xxiii. 7.

*Sneered, v. intr. scoffed.

stabbed them in the back and sneered— . . . xi. xx. I.

Men wondered, and some sneered to see , , Rosal. 655.

^Sneeriu^, pr. pple. scoffing.

Sneering at public virtue, Q, Mab^ iv. 200.

*Sneers, n. pi. of Sneer, n.

or the sneers Of erring judging men Hellas, 977.
Put, fromthejwc^rjof men who had grown hoary Laon, 11. ix. 3.

old age with its grey hair, . . . And icy sneers.^ is

nought : II. xxxiii. 3.

And the cold sneers of calumny were vain, . . ix. xviii. 8.

And sneers on their straight lips, ix. x^'t. 7.

most accepted thus Shall sneers and curses be ;— ix. xxxi. 4.
There are no sneers upon his lip xii. iii. 4,
Were warped in spasms by hollow sneers; . . Rosal. 427.
Foul Self-contempt, which drowns in sneers . . 479.

*Sneezed, v. intr.

And sneesed and shuddered— Horn. Merc. L. i.

:|:Snort, V. intr.

How they snorty and how they blow ! . . . Faust^ 11. 50.

'{-Snouts, n. projecting noses.
grub With filthy snouts my red potatoes up . . CBdipus, i. 24.
And wrinkled jm(3«/j presented to the foe, . , . i. 318.

Snow, n. water frozen into soft flakes.

And winter robing with pure snow and crowns . Alastor, o.

Its fields of j«(7Z£/ and pinnacles of ice .... 84.
Disturbing not the drifted snow^ —— 261.

The urns of the silent snow, , ; Arethu^a, ll. 9.

Her bosom, and her neck before like snow. . . Bion. Adon. 24.

as in a shroud of jwOT£^, . j : . . Calderon, in. i%o.
white As snow thrice sifted by the frozen wind. . Cenct\ v. ii. 171.

where every drop of water is a flal<e of snow, . Ch. jst^ li. 412.
1 sift the snow on the mountains below, . - , . Cloud, 13.

With hurricane, fire and snow 68.
when the Thracian wind pours down the snow, , Cycl. 313,
Kindle a fire, and bid the snow whirl on, . . . 315.'

Steal like dark streams along a field oisnffw, , Damon, i. 15.
And the eastern Alpine snow, Btig. Hills^ '247.

I wish The flowers upon our path were frost and s. Faust, li. 16.

The livery of unremembered snow— Fiordispina, 49.
And rain on him like flakes of fiery snow. . . , Fr. Satire, 34.
whiter than the tempest-sifted snow

;

Hellas, 141,
whose white hair shone Like mountain snow, . Z.aon, I. liv. 4.
Poison, Earthquake, Hail, and Snow, .... viii. v, 7.
When storm and snow are in the air Mask, XLix. 4.
envelope once this silent >r«(?w ? . ..... . Mont.B.y^.
and heap the snow 135.
and like vapour broods Over the snow. . . . , 139.

Like winter leaves o'er^rown by moulded snow, Naples, 18.

the prow Made the invisible water white as snow ; 43.
Through rain, hail, and snow, CBdipus, ll, ii. 131.

Slept in their shrouds oi snow; Pr. Athan. 11. iii, 24.
From Tmolus to the Acroceraunian snow. . . Prol. Hellas, 173.

From earthquake-rifted mountains of bright JW£JZ£/ Prom,. I. 107.

The crystal-winged snffw cling round my hair; . i. 385.
'Tis lost ! and thro' yon peaks of cloudhke snow II. i. 24.
Hark ! the rushing snow! .... .... II. iii. 36.
Like snffm on herbless peaks, fell flake by flake, iii. i. 12.

Like snow, or silver, or long diamond spires, . . III. iii. 16.

Till her heart thaw like flakes of April snow . . III. iv, 89.
like the whiteness of bright snow, .... . IV. 220.

With kingly, ermine snow . . IV. 287.
crowned with cloud, and snow, and fire ; . . . IV. 346.
The snow upon my lifeless mountains . . . iv. 356.
When the sunset sleeps Upon its snow • IV. 492.
like streams along a field oisnow, Q. Mab, l. 15.

Robed in a garment of untrodden snow^ . . , IV. 9,

the pure ana spangling snow Gleams famtly . , IV. 36.
dance Along the spangling snow IV. 02.

I love J., and all the forms Of the radiant frost ; . Rarely, VI. 1.

From sunset o'er the Alpine snow: Rosa/. 101 1.

like flakes of crimson snow, Sensit. PI. Iii. 26.

Between the time of the wind and the J«(3ztf, . . ill. 50.
And the Apennine's shroud of summer snow, . . Serchio, 14.

fields of moist sn&w half depend Sonn. Nile, 5.

veined, and pale as snow. And quivering— . . Tasso, 22.

From caves of ice and fields of snow, The Cold, I. 4.

Winter's wondrous frost and snow, Td-tnorrow, II. 5.
like discoloured flakes of J«(7zc Trium-ph, 511.
O'er piles of JWOTe* and chasms of ice Tkvo Spirits, i^.
like flakes of crimson snow, Uny. Dr. 6j.
And when the windless snow de-scended . . . Witch, xxx. 6.
Then by strange art she kneaded fire and snow

Together, xxxv. i.

All interwoven with fine feathery snow .... XLiv. 6.

*Snow-brig'lit, c. adj. bright as snow.
I saw its marge of jB(7z«-5n!^y^^ mountains . . . liaon.xil. sli. 2.

Old age with snow-bright hair and folded palm. Witch, LXI. 8..

*Snow-clad, c. adj. covered with snow.
Lowered o'er the W2(7z«-c/a(/ rocks and frozen soil, Dcenion, 11. 116.

Lowers o'er the snow-clad rocks and frozen soil, Q. Mab, VIII. 146.
*Snow-covered, c. adj.

Ineffectual gleams on the snow-covered plain, . Tear, III. ;;.

*Sno(w-fed, c. adj. added to by melting snow.
Oh, rock-embosomed lawns, and snow-f. streams. Prom.. 1. 120.

*Snow-like, c. adj. white or bright as snow.
as in a fleece of snow-like air, Epips. 99.
and through their snow-like columns flowed . . I^ont. Ii. iv. 95.
cataracts which shiver Their snow-like waters into

golden air, ' Witch, XLII. z.

*Snow-loaded, c. adj. weighted with snow.
Has cloven to the rpots yon huge snffw-l. cedar ; Prom. l. 433.

Snow-^wMte, c. adj. .01 the colour of snow.
Thro' ^Q%^ snow-white and venerable hairs! . , Cenci, I. i. 39.
And sacrifice with snow-white lambs Ham. Castor, 13.

snow-white and swift as wind, Prom.. III. iii. 98.

^Snow-crag's, c. n. crags formed of frozen snow.
and the cold Snow-crags by its reply are cloven Ode Lib. Xlll. 4.

*Snow-storms, c.n, thickly falling snow.
hurled By everlasting snow-stor. round the poles, Damon, li. 71.

11 n ti It 11 )i Q' Mab, VIII. 60.
As buds grow red when the snow-storrns flee, . Prom. i. 791.

"^Snowdownian, adj. of or from Snowdon.
With the milk-white Snowdonian Antelope . . Gisb, 239.

*Snow-drop, n. 2. bulbous spring flower.
The snow-drop, and then the violet, Sensit. Pi. I. 13.

^Snowed, pp. sprinkled.
Their heads with flower snowed over white and

new, Horn. Merc. XCYV.^.
*Snowflake, n. a congregation of snow particles.

Like a snawflake upon the river, We meet, II. 3.

Snows, V. intr.

Not be remembered till it snows in June ; . . . Fiordispina, 70.

Snows, n. pi. of Snow, used interchangeably with the

singular.

Arethusa arose From her couch of snows . . . Arethusa, I. 2.

And the Alps, whose snows are spread .... Bug. Hills, 308.
O'er odorous Olympus and its snows .... Horn. Merc. LIV. 6.
Which on a sudden from its snows has shaken . Laon, II. xiv. 3.

next c6me the snows, and rain, ix. xxi. 2.

More pale his cheek than the s. of Nithona . M. N. Spec. Hors. 31.
the snows descend Upon that Mountain ; . . . Mont B. 131.
And winds and lulling snows, Rosal. 549.
The smokeless altars of the mountain snows . . Triumph, 5.

JSnowy, cu2j. A. Lit. (1) covered with snow.
the snowy head Of white Olympus, . . . Horn. Merc, Lxxxvi. 3.
amid the forests vast And snowy mountains :— . JLaon, IV. iv. 4.
Over the utmost hill at length I sped, A s. steep : v. i. 2.

Winding above the mountain's snowy term . . vi. xviii.

Mont Blanc appears,—still, snowy, and serene— Mont B. 61.
But never bowed our snowy crest Prom. I. 91.
Of yon forked and jwijzfj' hill i-Si?*
whose snowy head 'Mid the azure air Rosal. 538.
Blue isles and snowy mountains wear . ... St. Dejection, t, 3.
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(2) formed of snow.
Under the moon, had spread their snowy flakes, Prom. II. i. 59.

B. Fig. (1) white like snow.
That snowv breast, those dark and drooplngeyes. Alastor^ 601.
the Jwoieyoed Of innocence, 616.
The dark blood wanders o'er his snowy limbs, . Bion. Adon. g.
The blood and life within those snowy fingers . Con. Sing. Ill, 3.
stains the snffwy foam of the tumultuous deep. Laon^ i. xi. 9.
did pause beside her snowy feet I, xix. 9.
spotting the dark blue deep With snowy sails, . ix. iti. 2.

her streaming hair Fell o'er that snowy child, . xii. xxiii. 8.

The snowy column from its shade Caught whiteness : Rosal. 1153.
Among the JMOwy water-lily buds Unf. Dr. 2\^^.

the snowy flower Fell IViich^ xxxiii. 1.

(2) pure, unsullied,

waved Her j. standard o'er this favoured clime : D(Bmon^ II. 134.

u .. ,, „ n » Q. A/a-5, viii.'i93.
And peace defileth not her snowy robes , . iii. 75.

Snuff, n. Fig.
But Cobbett's snuffs revenge ; . Peter^ III. xix, 3.

JSnuflPed, v. tr. scented, inhaled.
Snuffed the gross air, Q. Mab^ ix. 230.

So, adv. (1) with reference to a previous statement or

sentence, in such manner, in like manner, thus.
Not so the eagle, who like thee could scale

Heaven, . . . AdonatSyXVil.^.
So is it in the world of living men : . . xxix. 5.
I little thought he should outwit me sof. . . . Cenci^ I. i, 20.

Respited me froift Hell !

—

So may the Devil Res-

fiite their souls from Heaven I. i. 26.

d'st thou think that toads, and snakes, and
efts, Could e'er be beautiful? yet j£) they were, Prom. iir. iv. 75.

even so the tools And emblems ; ill. iv. 176.
and a Shape So sate within, as one whom years

deform, . . Xriu-mph^ 88.

so that their roots to hell Might pierce, .... Wiich, Ded. IV. 4.

(2) used coitelatively with as or than to denote degree
or comparison.

My Witch indeed is not so sweet a creature As
Ruth or Lucy, . v. i.

and as if you Discovered that I thought J*?, . . Cenci, I. ii. 32.

Is not so much more glorious than it was, . . . Triumph^ 245.

(3) such being the case, accordingly, consequently,

therefore.

So with my thoughts full of these happy changes, Prom. III. iv. 84.
the streams in which ye dwell Shall -be my paths

henceforth, and ^ij— farewell

!

Witch., xxiv. 8.

But it was found too feeble . . . And so^p sold it, xxxi. 5.

(4) expressing extremity, speciality or a special degree.

Who sung so sweetly to you Fattst^ II. 372.
The all beholding Sun had ne'er beholden . . . So

fair a creature, Witck^ 11. 4.
Could have brought forth so beautiful a birth ;— x. 7.

On any object in the world so wide, xil. 6.

(5) preceding much, great, &c., expressing quantity or

amount.
But much yet remains . . . So much that thou

mi^htst honourably live Cenci, I. i. 35.

(6) mdicative of an object previously expressed, in order

that.

kSb they might live forever in the light .... Wiich^xxu.f,
A warning for the future, so that man May profit Q. Mab^ ill. 8.

(7) with /^(Z/ understood.
So thy sick throes shake not that crucifix, . . . Prom. I. 6or.

So those pale fingers play not with thy gore. . . i. 602.

(8) expressing duration.
Kiss me, so long but as a kiss may live ; . . Adonais^ xxvi. 2.

So long as fire outlives the parent spark, . XLVI. 3.

so long Is nothing unto thee forbidden— . . . Fausi, I. 76.

(9) expressing uncertainty, thereabouts.

by six months or so ; Ju/z'an, 155.

So, interj. well.

So now my summer-task is ended, Mary, . , . Laon^ Ded. l. i.

Soar, V. intr. A. Lit. fly up, poise on the wing, tower aloft.

Thro' the dewy mist they soar Like grey shades, Bug. Hills^ 75.

Then soar—as swift as smoke L,aon^ I. xiii. 9.

We are free to dive, or soar^ or run ; Prom. IV. 137.

Wherever we soar shall assemble beneath. . . IV. 152.

Winged clouds soarhsixe. and there, IV. 367.

And singinff still dost J., and soaring ever singest. Skylark, 10.

and round their heads did soar; . . . Triumph., 507.

B. Fig. rise mentally.
Thou canst not soar where he is sitting now.— -4iar(?«flzj,xxxvill.4.

They soar above their quarry, Ck. 1st, iv. 5^.

To soar aloft with overshadowing wings
;

. Laon, i. xxviii. 3.

on fancy's boldesfwing To joar unwearied, . . Q. Mab. iv. 156.

To soar above the heights where others [climb], . Sonn. Byron, g.

'''Soared, v. intr. Fig.
That ever soared on fancy's wildest wing ! . . Mother ^ Son, V. 9.

*Soared,//. A. Lit. poised.

We had soared beneath these mountains . . . Prom. i. 86.

B. Fig.
Then has thy rapt imagination soared .... D^smon, I. 200.

Spirit ! who hast soared so high ; Q. Mab^ I. 158.

Tnen has thy fancy soared above the earth, . 11. 19.

*Soarest, v. intr. Fig.
Brother, wheresoe'er thou j(?fly^J/ Prom. iv.^y6.

thou ever soarest Among the towers of men, . . /V..^Mflw.ii.iv.ii.

Eagle ! why soarest thou above that tomb ? . . Sp. Plato, i.

thou that soarest O'er the misty mountain forest, W. Godwin^ 2.

Soarinif, pr. pple. flying, hovering.

Soaring and screaming round her empty nest, . Adonais, XVII, 6.

And singing still dost soar, and Joan ever singest. Skylark, 10.

Soaringf, ///. adj. Fig.
Even j(3a/-/«^ fancy staggers Dcenton^ l. 17Z.

„ Q- Mab, I. 267.

Soars, V. tr. A. Lit. flies aloft, towers.

Or, like a dying swan who soars and sings, . . Epips. 54.
As a young eagle s. the morning clouds among. Ode Lib. I. 8.

B. Fig.
A godlike mind .foarj forth, ....... . Adonais, "^xix. 6.

Each energy of soul surviving More vivid, soars
above, Love, 14.

Which soars where Expectation never flew, . . Ode Lib. VI. 10. .

Sob, n. a convulsive sigh.

Some melted into tears without a sob, .... Ginevra, 181.

Sob, V, intr. sigh convulsively, cry.

Dear boy : why do you sob ? . Rosal. 79.

^Sobbed, v. intr. sighed convulsively.

Who sobbed \\k.e infants then : . 918.

JSobbingr, pr. pple. Fig.
And, the wild winds flew round, s. in their dismay. Adonais, XIV. 9.

Sobbing", ^^/. adj. sighing, panting.
• Thro' wood and lake some struck and sob. fawn, Prom.. I. 455.

a knell Of sobbing voices came Witch, xxv- 6.

Sober, adj. (1) serious, earnest.

To witness that I speak the sober truth ;— ... Cenci, i. iii. 56.
Who meek and sober kissed the sportive child, , Q. Mab, IX. 55.

(2) not garish, modest in colour.
As soothed the dazzled eye with sober sheen. . . Question, IV. 8.

Sobs, n. pi. of Sob.
with voice stifled in tremulous sobs Alastor, 164.
not sobs or groans, The passionate tumult . . 716.
The gathered sobs her quivering accents broke, . Laon, ii. xlvii, 5.

for sobs she could not answer me. . . ... —— V. xxvi. 9.
thro' the air Sobs-were then heard, v. xxxv. 6.

as one whom sobs oppress, She spoke : . . vii. xix. 3.

but his sobs were heard by all, . . . . viil.xxvi.3.
Her deep hard sobs and heavy sighs . . . . Rosal. 417.
And the old man's sobs did waken me .... gg6.
And the sobs of the mourners deep and low ; . . Sensit. PI. iii. 8.

Society, n. (1) companionship.
To me are ever best society. ... .... Calderon, 1. 5.
One wants society, Another variety, Cat, iv. i.

and we Wept without shame in his society. . . . Julian, 516.
With human joy made mute society Laon, v. xxxix. 8.

And such society As is quiet, wise and good ; . Rarely, vii. 2.

(2) social intercourse.

Why is she barred from all society Cenci, l. i. 46.

(3) mankind in association.

the bloodless veins Of desolate jc««/j'. . . . Q. Mab, iv. loy.
The refuse of j(7CZ5^, , IV. 181.

*Socket, n. the hollow in which the eye rests.

Within the socket of the Cyclops' eye Cycl. 459.
tSocrates, n. a Greek philosopher, b, circa 470 B.C., d. circa

400.
Trampling in scorn, like Him and Socrates. . . Prol. Hellas, 1^5.
Where Socrates expired, . - . . . . . . . Q. Mab, 11. 17^.
Socrates, the Jesus Christ of Greece, ... .St. Epips. 33.

fSod, n. the earth, the grass.
Where Innocence sleeps'neaththepeace-giving J., Death, Dial. 3.
The spirit of the worm beneath the sod .... Epips. 128.
tender bluebells, at whose birth The sod scarce

heaved
;

Question, ll. 5.
Thy mother, boy, beneath the sod . . , Rosal. 299.
Her trailing hair from the grassy sod . . . Sensit. PI. ii. 26.
the worm beneath the sod May lift itself , . . Sonn. Byron, 13.

*Sods, n. grassy tufts.

Through the mossy sods and stones, . . . Faust, 11. 51.

*Sofa, n. a couch.
Went to a sofa, and lay down, and slept . . Julian, 513.

Soft, adj. (1) easily yielding to pressure, not hard.
iS(3/? mossy lawns Beneath these canopies . ^ . Alastor, ^^'&,

It soon will be as soft as any grave. . . . Cenci, v. iii. 50.
Here the grass is soft ZinA sweet, Cycl. 49.
The slow jo;? toads out of damp comers creep, . Even. Pisa, i. 3.
On the soft flowers the meadow-grass among, . Horn., Earth, 21.

Of their soft beds and their sweet food bereft— .^owz.^erc.xxxin.5.
And the rough walls are clothed with long soft

frass ;
. . - Prom. III. ill. 21.

their soft flakes the mountain wide, . . . Rosal. 550.
in its calm sweep Bent the J(?/"/ grass, . . . Triumph, 316.
whilst the goats are browzing now The s. leaves, Virgil, 8.

smash The thin winds and j. waves into thunder ; Vis. Sea, 146.
Into their mother's bosom, sweet and soft, . . . Wbodjnan^ 49.

(2) of appearance, delicate, affording pleasure to the eye.
The soft sky smiles,— Adonais, Lin. 7.
The sphere-fire above its soft colours wove, . . Cloud, 71.
That wandering shrine of soft yet icy flame . . Epips. 283.
Washed by the soft blue Oceans of young air. . 460.

4 M
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clear exhalations, soft and bright Epips. 471.
Whenajo/jf and purple mist . . . . . Bu^. Huls, 2%^.
pilot hJm Through the jfl/? twilight Hellas^ i^i.

Fast flashing, sof^, and bright 1040.
As the moon's j^t/"/ splendour Jane, \l.i.

tremulous and Jo;^ and bright Z-aow, XI. v. 9.

Lining it with a softy&t glowing light : . . . . Prom. in. iii. 72.
Intense, ygt sqft^ the rocks and woods around ; . III. iii. 134.
like starbeams, sofi^ yet strong, IV. 178.
When some j(?/? cloud vanishes into rain, . . . IV. 182.

Than the stars' jo/if light, Q.oftny ffeari^ll. S-
And around them the soft stream did glide . . Sensit. PL i. 47.
If I look on Spring's soji heaven,— To-ntorrow^ II. 3.

or the sqft shadows of the trees ; Xrium-Ph^ 374.
like a s^t cloud in April's bosom .,;... Unf. Dr. 188.

(3) kindly, pleasant in expression.
Whose soft smiles to his dark and night-like eyes Adon. Cane. ig.
The fire of those soft orbs has ceased to burn, . Alastor^ 64.
the light of a jo/? starlight smile, Horn. Venus, 4S.
When those J. eyes ofscarcely conscious thought, Laon^ 11. xxii. 0.

When mid soft looks of pity, there would dart . iv. vi. 7.

victims brought

—

soft looks and speeches meet. . V. xxxv. 9.
thy dark eyes threw Their soft persuasion on my

brain, M.TV.G.IV.5.
Their jo// smiles light the air like a star's fire. . Prom. I. 762.
arrayed In the ji?/? light of his own smiles, . . 11. i. 121.
How its J^ smiles attract the soul ! II, iv. 161.
Of smiles whose lustre bright and soft .... RosaL 832.
With JO/? clear fire,— Sophia^'\\.%.
to see. Thy soft eyes gazing tenderly, . , When passion^s^ II. 2.

her soft smiles shone afar, Witch, V. 6.

(4) of sound, gentle, low, pleasing to the' ear.

while one, with soft enamoured breath, .... Adonais^ II. 6.

ever singing, In murmurs as soft as sleep ; . . Arethusa^ I. 15.

O'ershadowing it with j^ and lulling wings, . . Con. Stng^. III. 2.

Thy harpings and thy song are soft as love. Horn.. Merc. Lxxvil. 8.

Made music wild and sqfl Laon, VI. xxviii. 9.
Her accents soft and sweet the pausing air . . Vll. ii. 9.

but yet more jij/if and fair - -,. ^ M,N'.Fragfnt.\%.
Music, when soft voices die. Vibrates Music, when soft voices, i.

Of whose soft voice the air expectant seems— Pr. Athan. II. iii. 5.

And music soft, and mild, free, gentle voices, . Prom. in. ii. 33.-

among the fresh leaves, Soft music, Rosal. 589.
and oft I had awakened music j. Amid its wires ; 1115.
To low jo/?note^ now changed and dwindled, . 1163.
Of music so delicate, soft, and intense, .... Sensii. PI. i. 27.

The City's voice itself is soft like Solitude's. . . St, Dejection, 1. 9.

I heard alone on the air's soft stream .... Triumph, 97.
Or the soft note in which his dear lament . . . 421,
Your breath is like soft music, . . .... Unf. Dr. 100.

Soft melodies, as sweet as April rain 182.

(5) delicate, tender In substance or nature.
Rent the soffForra. they never could repel, . . Adonais, xxiv. 7.

But jo/i?and fragrant is the faded blossom, . . Bpips. 11.

With flowers as soft a.s thoughts of budding love ; 328.
They are soft, but chill and dead ; Inv. Mis. Vlll. 3.

To tlie JO/? flower beneath our feet Jane, Recoil. 43.
and the thick ties Of her soft hair L-aon, vi. xxxiii. 3.

Shedding soft dews from her Eetherial wings ; . . ix. xxi. 6.

Our young tone's soft and milky arms .... Prom. II. i. 46.
which, from his jo^ and flowing limbs, . . . il. i. 73. •

May I then hide my eyes in thy soft arms, . . . III. iv. 26.

And your wings are soft and swift as thought, . iv. 91.
and jo/? moths that kiss Sensit. PL ll. 50.
Those .50/? limbs of thine, Sophia, I. 4.
A soft hand issued from the veil of fire, .... Unf Dr. 145.

(p) agreeable, tender, pleasant to the imagination or mind.
signs of Love's soft victories ; Calderon^ III. 15.

tells the same joj^ tale . . , , III. 47.
Soft^s an Incarnation of the Sun -^^i^J* 3^5-
And the soft dreams of the morn, Bu^. Huls, 327,
Soft as love, and calm as death, ...... Hellas, 12.

In Venus Jove did soft desire awaken, .... Hom. Venus, 42.
since thine eye kindled With soft fire under mine, Julian, 469.
.So/? and delightful thoughts did rest Z-3o«, I. xl. 2.

Ajoy less JO/?, but more profound and strong . . I. xliii. 6.

and ever in soft dreams Of future love .... VI. i. 5.

And felt a j. delight from what their spirits shook. vili. 3CXX.9.

And if any soft passion be near, M. N. Ravail, 78.

More fair and soft as man grows wise and kind, . Pro-m. ill. iii. ^i.

Like the soft waving wings of noonday dreams, . III. iii. 145.
As in the jo/?and sweet eclipse, IV. 450.
And finds torn the soft ties to affection so dear. . St. Xr. (5) I. 8.

faint With the j^ burthen of intensest bliss ; . , Witch, xv. 4.

(7) mild, gentle, kindly.

Is it so soft a. questioner, , Cenci, v. ii. 9.

poured upon my heart, a J. and thrilling sadness. Laon, 1. xxxix. 9.

And did with J^/ attraction ever draw .... V. xvii. 8.

soft reproach that was most thrilling kind . . . ^— Xll. xv. 3.

Oh I Peace, soft peace, art thou for ever gone, M. N. Post. Fr, 63.
Not for thee, jo/"/compassion, celestials did know, Tear, IV. 5.

at whose so/t command The sunbeams .... Naples, i^e[.

Soft ^Tc\o\Xovi. Attracts, impels them

:

Prom. II. ii. 50.

(8) light, moderate.
Where woods and streams with soft and pausing

winds Damon, 1. 29.
My bark by soft winds piloted : Eug: Hills, 09.
When soft winds and sunny skies Fr. Insecurity, i.

With its jo/i* motion made not less The calm . . Jane^ Recoil. 39.
the J. winds as they blowWake the green world— Laon, I. lix. 5.

The slow soft stroke of a continuous Matilda, 9.

And these. j(2/if waves Pr. Athan. II. ii. 42.
and as soft air In spring, which moves the un-

awakened forest, 11. iv. 12.

Are to us as soft winds be To shepherd boys, . . Prom. I. 798.
swell the balmy blast Of soft Favonius, .... Star, 10;

(9) impressionable.
Learnt in jo/jf childhood's unsuspecting hour, . Q. Mad, IV. 113.
When sympathy's swell the j. bosom is moving, . St. Ir. (6) 11. 6.

(10) mild, grateful, agreeable.
And jo/? sunshine, and the sound Ru£'- Hills, 348.
A soft and healing potion to my lips Z.aon, ill. xxxii. i.

but like soft dews Which feed spring's earliest

buds, XII. xiv. 2.

Because your words fall like the clear, soft dew . Prom. iv. 508.
slide Tremulous with jo^ influence ; . . . . Vis. Sea, 132.

^.11) noiseless, gentle.

He went with soft light feet— Hotn. Merc. xxv. 2.

With step as softBS wind it past Mask, xxx. i.

With slow jo/^ steps leaving the mountain's steep, Matilda, 5.

And the music-stirring motion of its soft and
busy feet, Prom. I. 777.

the spirit of that wind Whose soft step deepens
slumber, Witch, Lx. 2.

(12) pleasant to thought or remembrance.
But a softceM, where when that fades away, . . Gisb. 10.

A soft oblivion of all fears, . Rosal, 986.

(13) gentle in action and manner.
his jo/? hands placed Upon a couch of grass . . Laon, IV. ii. 8.

The warm touch of a soft and tremulous hand . xil.xviii. 1.

The jo;? vibration of her touch, Lerici, 16.

And with a soft and equal pressure, .... Pr.Athan.ll. ii. $^.
a soft influence mild, Shall clothe the forests and

the fields /Vw«. III. iii. 120.
and with jo/? motion Piloted it I^/VC:*, xxxiii, 7.

In the soft motions and rare smile of woman, . Zucca, v. 5.

Soft, adv, softly, gently.

How light and soft her breathing comes. . , . Cenci, v. iii. 5.

the light burns softer the enkindled air, . . . Faust, 11. 102.

Whence it rises soft and slow ; Fr. Pleas, g.

They murmur proud pleasure Soft and low ;— , Fugitives, III. 10.

Soft, inierj.

Soft, my dearest angel stay, . M.N. Ravail, 82.

Soften, V. tr. rnake less cruel and harsh.
by patience, love and tears To soften him, . . , Cenci, I. iii. 116.

Softened, pp, made calm and placid.

Thus solemnized and softened, death is mild . SuTnmer-Evg: 25.

^Softeniu^, pr. pple, making less rude and offensive.

Soften, harsh words with friendship's gentle tone, Fr. Satire^ 46.

Softer, adj. (1) milder, more grateful.

The lamps of Heaven flash with a softer light ; . Adonais^ xix. 6.

(2) more gentle or agreeable in tone.
What j^er voice is hushed over the dead? . . xxxv. i.

'Tis softer than the west wind's sieh ; Q. Mab, I. 501
The melody of an old air, Softer vazn. sleep; . . Rosal, 1099.

(3 ) more delicate to the eye.
A softer day below Jane, Rea)ll. 76.

(4) more pliant and plausible.

Smugger, milder, softer, neater, Peter, Prol. 28.

(5) sv?eeter, iriore gentle in disposition.

Helen, whose spirit was of jo/?(ffr mould, . . . Rosal. 1312.

Softest, adj. (1) most calm, placid.

'Twill soothe thy heart to softest peace Calderon, III. 129.
kSo/^^j/graveof a thousand fears, Two Fr. Mus.i.-^.

(2) most soothing to the ear.

The jo/?^^ notes of falling rills, GuitarJane, ^o.

And the softest strain of music RosaL 1021.

for sounds of softest song Zucca, x. 5.

(3) most grateful to the vision.

Flowed forth, and did with softest light inform . Laon, I. Ivii. 5.

(4) sweetest in expression.

I pressed those softest eyes in trembling . . . v. xxiv. g.

(5) most agreeable and pleasant.

And rivets with sensation's softest tie . . . . Q. Mab^ ix. 77.

Softly, adv. (,1) gently, quietly.

To lead him softly on my path Faust, i. 75.

(2) mildly, placidly.

Shone, softly burning ; /V. Athan. I. 63.

:{:Softness, n, affectionate or tender feeling,

how could fond visions such softness deceive? . St. Ir. (6) III. 3.

Soho, inierj.

good sport, Livia, 6'(?/li?/ Ca/rfisro«, i. 49.

Soil, n. A. Lit, (1) earth, ground.
clenched with grasping roots The unwilling soil. . Alastor^ 532.
Lowered o'er the snow-clad rocks and frozen j., Dceman^ ll, 116.

blood for blood cries from the soil Laon, V. xxxii. 2.

The seeds are sleeping in the soil: ix, xxiv. i.

or in the mangled sotl Branchless and shattered
stand ; Mont B. 1 10.

Pierce the dark soil, . • Prom. iv. 278.
Has scattered on the forest soil, Q. Mab^ V, o.

whilst from the soil Shall spring all virtue, . , . v. 18.

Lowers o'er the snow-clad rocks and frozen soil, VIII, 146.
The restless coursers pawed the ungenial soil, . ix, 229.
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(2) land, country.
In lenity towards your native soH^ Ch. isi. 11. 213.

Wade on thepromisedj. through woman's blood, Q. Mab^ Vll. iig.

And long lay tranced upon the charmed soil. . . vii. I85.

B. Msr-
From the J0i7 of Heaven did rise, Fr. Pleas. ^.

He hastes along the burning jo// of hell. . . . M. N. Ravail, 6$.
And from the flower-inwoven jo// divine . . . Prom. HI. i. 27.

Soiled, pp. sullied, polluted.
Dragged to his altars soiled and garlandless, . . ill. iv. 186.

iSojouruer, n. a temporary dweller.
Seems, to the unwilling sojourner^ Q. Mab^ 11. 196

Solace^ n, alleviation, relief, comfort.
No solace can my lasting sorrows find Caldeyon^ II. 90.
Knew I what solace for that loss was left, . . . Laon^ n. xxiv. 8.

who solace sought to bring In his abandonment !— V. xxi. 4.

a solace sweet His very victims brought— . . . = V. xxxv. 8.

borrow From lawless love a j. for their sorrow ; V. Song^ 4. 5.

from the very wound of tender thought Drew ,?., Love^ Hope^ S4-
lest there be No solace left for thee and me. . . M. W. G. V. 6.

There is no agony and no solace left ; Pront. i. 819,
A life too void o\ solace to confirm Q. Mab., V. 130.

the solace of all woe Is turned to deadliest agony, V. i8g.

who now Is all the solace of my woe. Rosal. 1227.

^Solaced, v. intr. consoled, comforted.
Thy simple talk once solaced^ now delights. . . Prom. III. iv. 32.

^Solacin^, pr. pple. comforting, consoling.
6(?/fl«"«^ our despondency with tears .... Cenci, III. i. 311.

That is nis way of jo/aa'w^ himself ; Fausiy 11.368.
solacing AW. human care, Q. Ma&, v. 215.

*Solar, adj. of the sun.

That ministering on the solar power Daemon^ II. 316.

That there attendant on the solar power . . . . Q. Mab^ ix. 224.

Sold, V. tr.

Olimpio sold\\v& robe to me Cenci. V. ii. 6.

And so she sold it, and Apollo bought .... Wiick^ XXXI. 5.

Sold, pp. A. Lit. disposed of as merchandize.
that ship bore Cythna ... to her blighting slavery

sola^ . , Loon., ill. xvii. 8.

even human flesh, was sold; x. xix. 2.

B. Fig.
Which thou hast sold ior thy despoiler's smile : Ch. isl, IV. 5.

ye your hearts have sold. . . Laon, xi. xvii. 5.

Justice sold.. Truth trampled, . Ld. Ch. II. i.

Of a man who has sold his soul to hell. . . . M. N. Spec. Hors. 26.

ne'er for gold May thy righteous laws be sold . Mask, lvii. 2.

Your lost country bought and sold .... LXXii. 3.

who has lost His wits, or sold them Peter, ill. iii. 2.

Where blood with gold is bought and sold; . . Prom. i. 531.
AU things are sold: Q. Mab, V. 177.

Are bought and sold as in a public mart . . . v. 186.

Even love is sold; the solace of all woe .... V. 189.

Soldier, n. one hired to fight.

forgi^'e My speech, a soldier answered— . . . Laon, x. ix. 8.

Solders, n. (1) pi. of Soldier.
Soldiers, our brethren and our friends are slain. . V. x. i.

when kings and soldiers fear A woman ? . . xii. xi. 8.

Of giving soldiers rations bad— Peter, ll. x. 5.

German soldiers—camxis—confnsion— .... III. vi. 3.

The jo/i!/z£rjdreamed that theywere blacksmiths, Witch, lxxv. i.

(2) used also of men who defend themselves or their

liberties.

We all are soldiers fit to fight TrembleKtngs,$.
Sole, adj. single, only, unique, alone.
Shall be sole witnesses Calderon, I, 219.
and its last and sole resort II. 46.
Thou art sole lord and possessor . . . . Castl. Adnt. iii. 3.

3'(7/i? pattern of extinguished monarchy? . . . Ch. isl, II. igo.

so she was made My sole associate, Laon, 11. xxv. 4.

Sole, adv. alone, by oneself.
That apparition, sole of men, he saw Prom. i. 194,
In which thou sittest sole, as in my mind, . . Two Fr. Invoc. 1. 3.

Solemn, adj. (1) extreme, grievous.
his solem.n agony had not Yet faded from him ; . Adonais, xlv. 4.

(2) gloomy, melancholy.
And solemn midnight's tingling silentness

;

. Alastor, 7.

Solemn hours ! wail aloud Dirgefor Year, 11. 5.

made the solemn silence seem More still— . . . Ginevra, 179.

his Solemn phiz in his own village ; Peter, II. ix, i.

A solemn and unsexual man,— VI. xix. 4.

(3) awe-inspiring, impressive, grand.
By solemn vision, and bright silver dream, . . Alastor, 67.

frame Most solemn domes within, — 435-
The forest's solemn canopies were changed . 525.
Mingling its solemn song, 567.
Yet the gray precipice and solemn pine .... ^— 571.

Lifts stin its solemn voice :— o95-

Of skiey visions in a solemn dream Ch. 1st, i. 10.

And my solemn thunder knell Hellas, 668.
The day becomes more solem.n and serene . . . Int. Beauty, vil. i.

Spread forth in silentness profound and solemn . Laon, III. xv. 3.

Solemn and sweet as when low winds attune . lii.xxviii.7.

that in that stillness deep And sole-mn, .... Matilda, 8.

their mighty swinging To hear—an old and
solemn harmony ; Mont B. 24.

So solemn, so serene, that man may be ... . 78.

The still and solemn power of many sights, . . Mont B. 128.

Palace, and obelisk, and temple solemn, . . . Prom. iv. 345.

How solemn is the scene I St. Ir. (4) II. 3.

Obeyest in silence their sweet solemn spells, . . Summer- Evg.i^.

(4) serious, earnest.

Favour my solemn song, for I have loved . . . Alastor, 19.

talking in low solemn tones 152-

Soon the j(7/£m« mood Of her pure mind . . .
;

161.

I thought to act a Jo/<??«« comedy Cenci^v. \.yj.

those solemn tones^ Wound worse than torture. . —— v. ii_iio.

and a joyance free, Solemn, serene and lofty, . Laon, iii. viii. 3.

A sweet and solemn smile, like Cythna's, . . . v. xxiv. 4.

Had high and solemn hopes, ... .... vi.xxxix. 7.

Calm, solemn, and severe, xi. xx. 6.

And whose s. voice must be Thine own echo— . Mask, Lxxxil. 4.

To judge, with solemn truth, life's ill-apportioned

lot? Ode Lib.x-viu. 8.

(5) stately, majestic, decorous.
Behind their solemn steeds : Ch. isi, I. 138.

or feast oi solemn state, ...... Horn. Merc. LXXXII,2. ,

The j(3/e?w« harmony Paused, Ode Lib. XV111.1$.

fearing to spoil their solemn grace ;
Orpheus, 30.

Solemn, and slow, and serene, and bright, . . . Prom. iv. 166.

but it past With solemn speed T'riumph, 106.

With solem.n speed and stunning music, . . . 435.

(6) used jc^2nVa//y = mock serious.
Make them a solemn speech to this effect : . . (Edipus, l. 405.

Solemnity, n. (1) stateliness, dignity.
The marriage feast and its solemnity .... Ginevra, 161.

And with great solemnity Mask, Lxxiil. 2.

f2) a ceremony or grand rite.

Witness the solemnity LXVI. 4,
Solemnized,//. (1) celebrated.
Had solemnised a monstrous curse Rosal. i$y.

(2) made solemn.
Thus solejnnz'sed a.Tid soften&d, death is mild . . Summer-E'vg, 25.

Solemnly, adv. (1) seriously, earnestly.
tho' faith ! 'Tis mocking us somewhat too jdi/isww. Cenci, I. iii. 72.
when he averred Most solemnly .... Horn. Merc. LXI. 2.

From land to land re-echoed solentnly, . . . Naples, 103.

(2) in a stately manner.
and solemnly and slow As the wind bore . . . Laon, v. xli. 4.
Intensely, slowly, solemnly roll on, Prom. IV. 250.

Solid, adj. (1) ma-^sive, substantial.
which strikes the solid rock But shakes it not. . Cenci, IV. iv. 51.
These solid mountains quiver wit& the sound . Prom. i. 522.
Solid as crystal, . iv' 239.
As a grey and watery mist Glows like j. amethyst —^ iv. 489.
The. solid oak-s forget their strength, .... Witch, xxiii. 4.

(2) impervious, dense.
matted in one jo/zi^ roof of shade Cencz, iii. i. 263.
With the Ji7/z'(/ darkness black Eug. Hills, y.

And strangely through the solid depth below . , Faust, ii. q-j.

Of jo/iflf tempest whose black pyramid. Riven, . Hellas, 961.
and saw The solid air with many a ragged jaw. . Medusa, iii. 8.

from whose solid atmosphere .... Ode W. Wind, ll. 13,
Its wheels are j(?/?'<af clouds, azure and gold, . . JF'rom.iv.21^.
A jff/i'c^ cloud to rain hot thunder-stones, . . IV. 341.
And around which the solid vapours hoar, . . . Witch, xlix. 3.

(3) firm, stable, fixed, perennial.
and shook the solidstBxs, . Prom. ill. ii. 3.
My solid oce3.j\s flow, and sing, and shine : . . iv. 358.
A chnging shroud of solid frost and sleep ; . iv. 426.

(4) hard, thick.
solidhou&s crushed by the infinite stress , Vis. Sea, 140.
ribbed and branching, o'er The solid Tiud, . . . Witch, xxxiii. 6.

(5) quiet, still.

The dusk and solid tdr was shaken, Rosal. 1144.
iQ) serious, sound, grave,

sickens The j£7/z(3? heart of enterprise ; . . . Prol. Hellas, no.
Solitary, adj. (1) lonely.
Suspended in the j(7/zV«ry dome Alastor, ^'i.To come forth to a solitary country .... Calderon, l. 24.
The man-destroying Cyclopses inhabit, . . . their

solitary caves, Cycl. 26.
Round the solitary hill Bug. Hills, 89.
I love all waste And jf?/;Varj; places ; . . . /ufian, 15.
which cheer Our j£?///ar)( twilights, Prom. ii. ii. g6.
the bowers Of solitary wealth

; Tower ofFam. 13.

(2) single, existing alone.
one solitary essence, Calderon, 1. 199,

(3) by itself, apart, companionless.
Lies a solitary heap, Eug. Hills, 48.
A solitary woman .r Matilda, 40.
Yon monarch, in his solitary pomp, Q. Mab, ix. 31.
One solitary leaf on high ; , . RosaL 124.

(4) one of any kind.
No solitary virtue dares to spring, Q. Mab, V. 45.

*Solitnde, n. (1) seclusion, loneliness.
He lived, he died, he sung, in solitude Alastor, 60.
has ever broken The stillness of its solitude:— . 590,
In the sweet solitude of this calm place, . . . Calderon, i. i.

Oft come and go in crowds and solitude . . . fulian, 579.
The Spirit whom I loved in solitude Laon, i.'xlv. 4.
Each from the other sought refuse in solitude. . 11. xlix. g.
inchanted To music, by flie wand of Solitude, . vi. xxiii. 6.
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Came to ray spirit in my solitude; JLaon^ vil. ii. 4.
Which only clothes the heart in soUiudey . . . xi. i. 5.

Winding through hills in j(3/iV«^s/ Mar. Dr.yi.'Si.^.

wherefore lurkest With danger, death, and solit.; Q. Mab^ III. 70.

I love tranquil solitude^ Rarely.^ vli. i.

And care for none ; in thy calm solitude. . . . So/itary^ I. 4.
To share remorse, and scorn and soWtud^, . . Unf. Dr. 117.

(2) sense of loneliness.

But on his heart its solitude returned, .... Alastor^ 414.
in some diviner mood Of self-oblivious solitude. . Dmm.on^ i. 8g.

musing solitude might love to lift Her soul . . Q. Mab^ IV. 16.

did fling Still deeper jo/iVwt/g Rosal. loi.

(3) an uninhabited or desolate place.
But ceaseless frost round the vast solitude . . Dce-mon^ II. 73.

„ „ „ V " • * 2- -^^*> ^*"- ^^'

This land would have remamed a solitude . . . Epips. 425.
I have vowed Thee to be lady of the solitude^ . . 514.
the wanderers o'er the solitude Of distant seas, . Laon^ III. xii. 3.

to shew The wonders of his sylvan solitude^ , . IV. v. 8.

The sceptered wretch then from that solitude. . V. xxv. i.

And its path made a solitude VI. xx. i.

Thro' a city and a solitude. Prom. I. 81.

a solitude Less like pur own Rosal. 69.
Beneath the forest's Jff/z'^ife. .

, 96.
Meeting in this fair solitude : 158,
In some such solitude —— iz^y.

(4) solitariness.

guide thee back to solitude 4:P^ih i8i4i 8.

A Solitude^ a Refuge, a Delight ? ^ips. 64.
My thoughts arise and fade in solitude^ .... Fr. Xhoughts^ i.

Where love's own doubts disturb the j(9/z/«(/e/ , Ginevra, 113.
Harmonizing with solitude^ .... ... Julian^ 26.

Where solitude is like despair, I went.— . . Z!aon, Ded. VIII. 4.
And startled with its yells the wide air's solitude. I. viii. 9.

and sweet melodies Of love, in that lorn solitude
I caught ^Vll. xxxli. 7.

that God thus builds for man in solitude ? . Vlll. iv, 9.

which made His solitude less dark Maretighi^ xxv. 2.

Silence and solitude were vacancy ? Mont B. 144.
In unparticipated solitude. . , . , . Mother Sf Son ^ III, 2.

By infamy and solitude and death, Prol. Hellas^ 90.
torture and solitude^ Scorn and despair,— . . , Prom. l. 14.
And thou, and thy self-torturing solitude. . . . I. 295.
The City's voice itself is soft like Solitude's. . St, Dejection^ I. 9.
Me, not the shadow nor the solitude ; . . . , Triufnph^ 462.

(5) a place of desolation.
a peopled solitude^ Eup^. Hills^ 216.
but o er the populous solitude^ Ode Lib. iii. 8.

And leaves this peopled earth a solitude . . . Prom. II. iv. 17.

(6) love of seclusion.
If jo/z/Mifig hath ever led thy steps Z7<?«f0«, I. 189.

„ „ „ „ Q. Maby II. I.

Solitudes, n. (1) uninhabited places.
The desert of those ocean solitudes^ D(Sfnon^ II. loi.
The voiceless lightning in these solitudes . . . Mont B. 137.
Meteors and mists, which throng air's solitudes : Prom. JV. '547.

and swept The desert of those ocean solitudes, . Q. Maby Vlll. 96.

(2) secluded spots.

In solitudes Her voice came to me Epips. 200.
Ruining mountain solitudes, Fr. Italy, 4.
The music and fragrance their solitudes breathe Hellas, 1056.

Solomon, n. King of Israel.

These are the lilies glorious as Solomon, . . . Ch. ist, i. 155.

Solomon, n. a name in Qidipus Tyrannus.
Call in the Jews, Solomon the court porkman, . (Edipus, i. 69.
Now, Solomon, I'll sell you in a lump .... i. gi.

ijlSolous, n. Fig. lawgivers as wise as Solon.
In policy—ask else your royal Solons— .... I. 64.

"j-Solve, V. tr. explain, make clear.

jij/pfi Many a riddle that torments me! . . , . i?b«j/, ll. 237.
*Solyma, n. a name for Jerusalem.
from the far Chersonese To fabulous Solyma, . (Edipus^ i. 169.

jSolyman, n. Sultan of Turkey, b. 1496, d. 1566.
The treasures of victorious Solym.an Hellas, 252.

Some, adj. (1) indicating an undefined person, place, or
thing.

He might bestow her on some poor relation , . Cenci, i. ii. 69,
Till jtfiwe one asked—'Where is the Bride?' . . Ginevra, 1^^.
Fell, like bright Springuponjoweherblessplain ; L,aon, Ded.vil. 2.

And the green light which shifting overhead,
lJowzc tangled bower of vines around meshed, II. i. 5.

lest soTne tongue Be faithless , x. xii. 6.

by some review. That you condemn these verses Witch, Ded. i. 2.

The works oisome Satumian Archimage, . . . xviii, 2.

and ever she Added s. grace to the wrought poesy, xxvi. 8.

(2) a certain sort or degree of.

s. response to the thought Which ruled me now— Laon, 11. xvi. 3.
It had no waste, but some memorial lent , . . 11. xxvi. 4.
about my neck, till som.e reply she found. . . . n.xxxviii. 9.
And in such faith, som.e steadfast joy to know, . —^ IV. ix. 5.
some shade of thee, Mont. B. 46.

^

(3) one or another, any,
to enter the New Jerusalem som£ Palm Sunday . Ch. 1st, II. 454.

(4) indicating reserve, not wholly.

8 think with you In some respects you know) . Julian, 241.
f many names, all evil, .yowe divine, .... Laon, Viii. xxi. 2.

(5 ) with ^tpluralf expressing a number, but indeterminate.
And, for som.e obvious reasons, Ch. 1st, 11. 197.
some rotten rags, and broken dishes— .... 11. 451,
Sotfte ships lay feeding the ravening fire, . . . Hellas, 509.
Who to this city came so?ne months ago, , . . Julian, 196.

(6) indicating uncertainty, a sort or kind of.

No stay! I do believe it is j^jots jest; Cenci, \.\\\.']i.

dim shadow Of some untimely rumour, speak ! . Hellas^ 618.

(7) used without a noun.
Some say that this is he whom the great prophet 149.
f , whose white hair shone Like mountain snow, Laon, I. liv. 3.
For som-e, fond eyes are pining till they come, . Vlll. iv. 3,
Some say that gleams of a remoter world . . . Mont. B. 49.
Som.e eager to burst forth, some weak and faint . Witch, xv. 3.

(8) with one, indicating a person unknown.
Ha ! som-e one comes ! Cenci, IV. ii. 38.

*Som.eliow, adv. in an undefined or unexplained way.
He had a mind which was somehow Peter^ iv. vii. i.

Something, adj. (1) an indeterminate or unspecified object
or subject.

Something attracts me in those bushes. . . , Faust, II. 224.
it gossips som.ethinP' wrong

—

Horn. Merc. LXXXiil. 3.

But som.ething nobler than to live and die— . Julian^ 187.

no articulate sounds, but something sweet . . Laon, vii. xxi. 2.

something afar From the sphere of our sorrow? One word 11. 7.

'Tis something sadder, sweeter far than all. . . Prom. I. 071.
I know not ; something syN&tt, 11. i. 98,
Something \B not there which was Fo-fnorrow, il. 4.

(2) an indeterminate or unknown event, affair or matter.
Something within that interval Julian, 609.

(3) an indeterminate and not fully imderstood quality.
There's something rotten in us— (Edipus, I. 99.

(4) an unknown or unspecified material or substance.
Placed something In the mould ^^f• Dr. 143.

(5) an indefinite quantity or degree, a little.

Som-ething did ever enter Peter, IV. vii. 5.
He knew something of heath, and fell v. xi. 5.

Something, adv. in some degree or measure.
'twas something worth One's while to be in place Faust, II. 282.

Sometimes, ad-v. at intervals, occasionally, from time to

time, not infrequently.
Sometimes it fell Among the moss Alastor^ 496.
his words, . . Strike s. what eludes philosophy.— Ch. 1st, II. 107.
The Devil, (who som.etimes is called nature,) . . Devil^ xvil. i.

Love someiim-es leads astray to misery. . Julian, 349.
Sometimes for rapture sick, s. for pain aghast. , Laon, ill. 1. 9.
Sometim^esyonv royal dogs tear down our thatch, (Edipus, I. 45.
sometimes The Devil is a gentleman

;
... Peter, ii. ii. i'.

Sometimes the poor are damned indeed . . . iii, xix. i.

and som,etimes It floats along the spray . . . Prom. III. iv. 9.

Somewhat, adv. in some degree.
tho' faith ! 'Tis mocking us sojne, too solemnly. Cenci, l. iii. 72.
though somewhat over fond of gain, . . . Horn.. Merc.L.xxxiv.6.
Our talk grew somewhat senons, Julian, 36.
somewhat like thee ; . . Prom. ii. v. 109
and all Were Ji5?w£K/^a^ changed, iii. iv. 71.
Show somewhat stable, somewhat cexiB.in. still, . Q, Mab, vili. e^&.

"'Somnambulism., n. sleep-walking.
and Walked out of quarters in sofnnambulism ; Witch, lxxv, 2.

Son, n. A. Lit. \X) m-ale issue ol a man and woman.
The other j(7?z o' the Governor, Calderon^ J. 2^^.
I think his son has married the Infanta, . . . Cenci, 1. iii. 73.
The eldest JOM of a rich nobleman II. ii. 10.

My son will then perhaps be waiting thus, . III. ii, 26.
His own son Giacomo, ... . . . . v. ii. 14.
the son of Sisyphus Cycl. 97.
Maron, the son ofthe God, gave it me 134.
The son of Bacchus, for your clearer knowledge. 136.
Jesus, the son of Joseph, for his mockery . . . Hellas, 150.
Sing, Muse, the son of Maia and of Jove, . . . Horn. Merc. i. i.

Jove's profitable son Eyeing him laughed, . . . iv. 7.
than Maia's son All that he did devise .... vil. 7.

And, if Latona's son should find me out, . . . xxx. x.

Latona's glorious Son began :— xxxii. i.

That the deceiver was his father's son xxxvi.3.
Son Of ffreat Latona, what a speechis this ! . . xliv. i.

But chief Mnemosyne did Maia's son . . . Lxxili.3.
As now I wonder at thee, son of Jove; . , ^^Lxxvil.7.
I fear thee Son of May ;— Lxxxvii. 8.

Yet, O son of May, xciii, 7.

and great Hyperion's son Horn. Min. 15.
The Son of Saturn with this glorious Power . . Horn. Moon, 20.
For you how many a mother weeps her son, . , M.N. Post.Fr.25.
One only j<?«'J love had supported her. . . . Mother ^ Son, \\. i.

once more to see her son iii. 12.

Her s., compelled, the countiy's foes had fought, vi. i.

Disinherited My eldest son Chrysaor, .... (Edipus, i. 196.
what if the Son of Maia soon Prom., i. 342.
when his son Is murdered by the t3Tant, . . . Q. Mab^ v. iii.
I will beget a son, and he shall bear —— vil. i3<i.

{2) with thCy indicating the second Person of the Trinity.
The Father and the Son Knew Fr. Satan 5.

B. Fig,
When thy Son lay, pierced by the shaft .... Adonais, II. 3.

Into the skull of this one-eyed son of Earth. . . Cyd. 6«.
Son and Mother, Death and Sin, Eug. Hills^ 238.
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Tlicu art slow, my son ; Hellas^ 878.
at the will Of Europe's subtler son L,aon^ x. vi, 5.

Son^ one of these shall utter The curse . . . Prom. I, 2og.
I felt thy torture, JOM, with such mixed joy. . . 1.656.

Scuff, n, (1) verbal expression ot feeling or sentiment in

poetic writing.
Grief too sad for son^; A Dirge^ 2.

veiling all the lightnmgs of his song In sorrow ; . Adonms, xxx. 6.

Silent with expectation of the song, xxxvi,8.
Silent alone amid an Heaven of Song. .... XLVI. 8.

The breath whose might I have invoKed in song . LV. i.

His song^ though very sweet Adon. Cane. 27.

Favour my solemn song^ for I have loved . . . Alasior^ 19.

to my song^ Victory and praise in their own
right belong Apollo^ VI. 5.

Mj^ song, I fear that thou wilt find but few . . . Dante Conv. 52.

This song shall be thy rose : Bpips. g.

I pray thee that thou blot from this sad song . 35.
Darkened this swift stream of j£»M^, Bug. Jit/Is, ^12.

thus with thee, My j(7w^ beginning, Hotn. Moon, 26.

They learn in suffering what they teach in song. . Jultan^^6.
The parents of the Song I consecrate to thee. . L.aony Ded. IX. 9.

And, in the rapid nlumes oi song, Ode Lib. 1. 6.

Palatinus sighed Faint echoes of Ionian song; vil. 14,

My song, its pinions disarrayed of might, . . . xix. 11.

So soon as in his song they spy, ... . . Peter, VI. xxxiii. 3.

And harmonies of wisdom and of .svsw^, .... Prot. Hellas, 36.
As the J0«^ floats thou pursue, Prom. l\. \. ijg.

Language is a perpetual orphic song, . . , iv. 41';.

Thou wert the inspiration of my song; . . . , Q. Mab, Ded. 10,

Not to be mirrored in a holy song— Witch, LXII. a.

(2) a singing, an utterance in musical modulations,
whom their sister's songl^oA held in holy silence, Adonais, xxil. 6.

fits Of intermitted song. Alasior, 172.

And while with glorious festival and song, . . . Calderon, i. 6.

thy sweet sonp tliou hast began III. 23.

as the [wind PTpIays the song ofA widow bird . Ch. ist, v. 3.

Whilst, like the world-surrounding air. ^ysong. Con. Sing. IV. 2,

with dance and song You brought young Bacchus Cycl. 43.
Obedient to the sweep of aery song'^ Dmmon, i. 115.

Counts his sure g'ains, and hums a song; . . . Devil, xix. 4.

Hum low a helli^ song. —— xix. 6.

A sound of song Beneath the vault of Heaven is

blown ! Faust, II. 53.
The torrent of a raging wizard song II. 144.
Afar the Contadino^s song is heard, . . Gisb. 286.
A smile to-day, a song to-morrow GuitarJane, 42,
And he sang a song which was more of a screech Hate, 3.

Sleep, sleep! our song is laden With the soul of
slumber

\
Hellas, 14.

With bloom-mwoven dance and happy song^ . . Horn.. Earth, 21.

he unlocked the treasure Of his deep song, . . Horn. Merc. Lxxii.7.
The power of unpremeditated JOK^.'* .... LXXV. 2.

wng and overflowing poesy : Lxxvii.2.
Thy harpings and \^song are soft as love. . Lxxvii.8.
For, before Cythna loved it, had my song . . Laon, ii. xxx. 1.

He sung a song his Judge loved long ago, . . . II. xli. 5.

Waste the triumphal hours in festival and song.' x. xii. g.
And sung a low sweet song, x, xlviii, 5.

The music of a breath-suspending song, . . xil. xvii. 4.
'Twas like a spirit's J^w^, M.N. Fragmt.ia.
to come, that I may hear Thy song: . ... Matilda, 48.
ever clear and fresh. So flowed his song, . . . Orpheus, 64.
There rose to Heaven a sound of angry song. , 72.

I talk of moon, and wind, and stars, and not Of j. / 99.

but would I echo his high song, . gg.

Poured itself forth in afl-prophetic song; . . Prom. ii. iv. 76.

Fierce with song heaven's silent light, . . . IV. 70.

Of the dance and song, iv. 84.
Break the dance, ancTscatter the sOng ; . . . IV. 159.
Wakes the unholy j(7M^ of war, Q. Mab,\\.\%€i.
and my songTo low soft notes now changed . . Rosal. 1162.

And my wild songi}[\^x\. died away "^^l^-

And the milkmaid's Jow^and the mower's scythe, Serchio, 19.

The million with fierce j(7M^ Triu9nph, 110.

render No song when the spirit is mute :— . . When the lamp, 11.4.

No .y^M^but sad dirges, . . .... . 11.5.

for sounds of softest song Zucca, x. 5.

(3) the vocalization of a bird.

to the song of night's sweet bird ; Adonais, XLII. 3.

nearer now The sound of jow^, Faust, w.dii.

Has answered me with her most soothing song, . L.aon, x. ii. 3.

Till some new strain of feeling bear The song, . Prom. II. ii. 35.

With the wine of her bright and liquid song! . . Rosal, 1120.

(4) used of the chirp of the grabshopper.
The same old song i' the grass Faust, I. 51.

(5) used to express the sound of the wind, streams and
nature's noises.

Mingling its solemn ra»^, Alastor, ^6"^.

pallid lustre; while the jow^e^ Of blasts, . . . Z^aow, vi. xxxii.6.

ye unseen minstrels of the aerial song,. . . . M.N.Despair,20.
ner feet, ever to the ceaseless song Triumph, 375.
not that falling stream's Lethean song; . . . , 463.

Song's, n. (1) pi. of Song (1).

I loved thy lofty songs Cavalc. 7.

Of the Jow^j of Albion, Bug. Hills, 175.

Nor thou nor otherJOM^Jshallunremembered be. Hom. Earth, 28.

nor other jowjfJ, shall unremembered be. . . Hom. MerCKCVilS.
In jo«jf.y whose music cannot pass away, . . . Ode Lib, x. \i.

In a wild measure songs to make Peter, y. vn. 3.

And he made songs for all the land, v. xv, 3.

With soul-sustainmg songs,— Pr.Athan.liA.i^.
soul-sustaining songs ... Of ancient lore, . . . II. ii.S.

Our sweetest songs are those that tell of saddest
thought Skylark, 90.

thy voice did weave Songs consecrate to truth

and liberty,— Wordsworth, 12.

(2) pi. oi Song (2).
a drear Murmur, between their songs, .... Adonais, XV. 9.

And some of songs in July bowers, GuitarJane, 52.

has given Thy songs such power ?— , . , Hom. Merc. LXXVI.3.

the vast theme Of those impassioned songs, . . Laon, II. xxix, 4.
Thy songs ^&c^ winds whereon I fled at will, . Vll.xxxiii.i.

thine old wild jow^j which in the air ix. xii. 7.

And songs of triumph greet the joyous day . . M. N. Ravail, 40.
And ^udge to sing those wise and lovely songs . Prom. II. ii. 91.
and sing wild songs Of maids deserted .... Unf. Dr. 186.

(3) pi. of Song (.4).

Old songs with new gladness, Prom. IV. 49.

Sonnet, n. a poem of peculiar structure limited to 14 lines.

That I have written a sonnet to her fame, . . . Tasso, 6.

Sonnets, n. pi. of Sonnet.
Let them read Shakespeare's sonnets, .... St. Bpips, 99.

Sons, n. A. Lit. male progeny of man and woman.
to make Fourfold provision for my cursfed sons; Cenci, I. 1, 131.
That he would grant a wish for his two sons, , I, iii, 37.
My disobedient and rebellious sons Are dead !— i. iii. 43.
To hear the death of my accursfed sons/ . . . —— I. Hi. 80.
Than when he smiled, and cried, My s. are dead ! ii, i 37.
Nor those two most unnatural sons, 11. i, 133.
Such was God's scourge for disobedient sons. . in. i, 316.
when I cursed my sons they died.— .... iv. i. 40.
Nobles, and sons of nobles, patentees, .... Ch. ist, I. 150.
My sons indeed, on far declivities Cycl. 31.
Be silent jowj"/ 73.
Their j(3«J exult in youth's new budding gladness, Hom.Barth, 19.
highest in heaven among the sons of Jove, . . Ho9». Merc.L,xxix.-;.
these most beautiful Sons of Jupiter Lxxxvi.2.
Your sons, your wives, your brethren, .... Ode, Arise, 6.

B. Fig.
the third among the JOMJ of light Adonais, IV. g.
Dares the" lama, most fleet of the j. of the wind, Bigotry, I. i.

Her sons are as stones in the way— Castl. Adm. II. i.'

in the battle of the sons of Earth, Cycl. 6-

All my sons when their knell is knolled, .... Death Nap. 22.
For the sons of Reason see, Devil, xxx. i.

And ne'er to these hateful sons of heaven, . . . Falsehood, 39.
mourning that her sons Who frown on Freedom Hellas, 305.
accept In your high ministrations, us, your j.— 423.
too long, Sons of the glorious dead, Laon, li. xiii, 2.

Felt that we all were sons of one great mother ; . 11, xvii. 7.
Pour forth her swarming i-. to a fraternal doom : v.xxxviii.9.
Because her sons were tree,— ix xiv. 4.
The sons of earth to their foul idols pray, . . ix. xxiv. 7,
does she groan To see her sons contend ? . . x. i. 8.

Which gave the sons of England birth .... Mask, xxxv. 2.

harmonizing ardours fill And raise thy sons, . . Naples, 166.
all the .y. ofGod Waitin the roofless senate-house, Prol. Hellas, 1.

Haste, sons of God, . . . for ye beheld, . . . 44.
assenible, sons of God, 48.
When he assigned to his competing sons . . , 132.
Mother, thy sons sind thou Scorn him, .... Prom. i. 113.
And at thy voice her pining sons uplifted . . i. 159.
and trampled on my prostrate sons i. 214.
Whose sons are kneaded down in common blood i. 614.
and aping Europe's sons, Q, Mad, II. 185.
her numerous sons, who earn Her unshared gifts ill. 207.

Soon, adv. (1) in a short time, before long.
Soon the solemn mood Of her pure mind . . . Alastor, 161.
Away ! the gathering winds will call the darkness

•f^ow) • - April, 1814, 3.
for my weak feet were weary soon, . . . . Arabic, Imit. l. 7.
but others came Soon, in another shape : . . . Laon, li. ii. 5.
But we, though soon they fall, Mut^ility,{2)n.5.

(2) quickly.
That the atonement . . . may soon arrive. . . . Cenci, iv. iv. 91.
Health like a heap of embers soon to fade. , . . B. Viviani, 14.
yet soon Night closes round, Mutability, 3.
Swift be thine approaching flight, Come s., soon J To Night, v. 7.

(3) readily, easily.

And measureless ocean may declare as soon . . Alastor, 509.

(4) early, in undue time.
Wny didst thou leave the trodden paths of men

Too soon, Adonais,xxyn.^.
From her immortal limbs he leaped full soon, . Horn. Merc. Ill.o.
Death will come when thou art dead. Soon, too

soon^ To Night, V. i.

Sooner, adv. more quickly or readily.
Thy love will move that bigot cold Sooner than

me thy hate Critic, III. 4.

Soonest, adv. most quick, most readily.
know How soonest to accomplish the great end . Q. Mab, I. 183.
Those soon, from whose forms most shadows past, Triumph, 542.

Sooth, n. truth, fact.

That all which I shall say to you is sooth ; , . Hom. Merc. LXii. 2.
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Soothe, V. I. tr. (1) calm, compose.
but pity and awe Soothe her pale rage Adonais^ viii. 7.

I forbore to soothe Their fury Calderon. II. 155.
to soothe the roughest day Epips. 66.
And made them slaves to soothe his vile unrest, . I^aon, 11. xxxv. 7.
where to soothe his rankling mind V. xxxvi. 3.

(2) lull, greet.

'Twill jooM^ thy heart to softest peace Caideron, ui.i2g.
would jooM^ The thornypillow of unhappy crime, Deemon^ 11. 286.

11 >i n 11 ( )> Q-^f^^i IX. IQ3.
voices Of strange lament s. my supreme repose, JieUas^ 868.

(3) please, delight.
With which I soothe them from the western isle ? Apollo^ v. 6.

To soothe a dotard's vanity Q, Mab^ 11. 148.

(4) assuage, allay.

One who,' moved with pity. Would s. its stings. . Calderotiy 11. 89.
II. ijiir. lull, comfort.

Seek the vines that soothe to sleep, CycL 498.
Yet cannot linger ... Or long s. could it linger, l/nf. Dr. 40.

Soothed, ». ir. (1) calmed.
With words of sadness soothed his rugged mood. Laon., V. xxv. 3.

(2) comforted.
Taught, s,. loved, honoured the departed one ; . Adonais^ xxxv. 7.
As soothed her own dark lot Rosal. 171.

(3) lulled.

The sounds that soothed his sleep, , Alastor, 198.
with balmiest herbs, and soothed me to repose ; . Laon^ v. xii. 9.
His mercy soothed it to a dark repose : . . , x. xxxvi. 4.

(4) caused to pass smoothly.
That sooth, the silver clouds through the deep air. Hellas^ 629.

(5) pleased, gratified.

As soothed ^'z dazzled eye with sober sheen, , . Question^ IV. 8.

jlSoothed, //. (1) calmed, soothed.
And soothedhy every azure breath, Jane^ Recoil. 25.
Who, J. to false reposeby the fanningplumesabove Frofjt. i. •^f6.

(2) assuaged, quieted.
eloquence, That might have sooth, a tiger's rage, Q. Mab^ i. 35.

(3) pleased or gratified.

Was jf^tjM^i:/ by mischief since the world begun, . Xrium.ph^ 146.

Soothed, ppL adj. calmed, quieted.
had made a lair For her soothed s&n^^^^ .... Laon^ 11. xxvii. 6.

Soothes, V. I. tr. (1) calms, quiets.
as the loveliness of heaven S. the unquiet sea :— Unf. Dr. 106.

(2) pleases or gratifies.

The fofly which soot/tes tyranny, Peter^ VI. xxxiii. 4.

(3) restores quiet to, gives rest to.

Then failing, soothes ^& air again Rosal. iiii.

II. intr. lulls, comforts.
Yet cannot linger where it soothes the most, . . Unf. Dr. 39.

Soothing, pr. pple. (1) pleasing, gratifying.

Soothing the mind with sweet familiar play, jffom. Merc. Lxxxii. 7.

(2) making pleasant.
with the joyous lyre Soothing their journey

;

LXXXVI.5.

(3) comforting, affording happiness to.

Soothing the seaman, Prom,. IV. 497.

(4) assuaging, alla3dng.

How sad, when dear hope evepr sorrow is sooth.^ St. Ir. (6) il. 5.

Soothingh&T love-laden Soul in secret hour . . Skylark^ 43.

Soothinsr, ppl. adj. (1) calming, tranquillizing.

hut soothing notes Of ivy-fingered winds . . . Dcsmon^ 11. 206.

1, .1 11. •> n .... Q.Mab, IX. 127.

Has answered me with her most soothing son^^ . Z.aon, x. ii. 3.

(2) comforting, peace-giving.
And to my inmost soul his soothing looks he sent. iii. xxxi. 9,

He knew his soothing words to weave with skill . iv. vi. i.

With soothing pity upon mine M. W. G. I. 6.

For each, as it came, brought soothing tears, . Rosal. 396.

*Soothinffly, adv. in calming, tranquillizing manner.
Looked into mine, like moonlight, soothingly; . Z-aon^ 1. Iviii. 4.

ISooty, adj. foul with smoke and soot.

Like Cyclopses in Vulcan's sooty abysm, . . . U^itch, LXXV.=-4.

^Sophisms, n. specious but fallacious reasonings.
And not the sophisms of revenge and fear, . . Pr. Satire^ 1 1.

the sophisms with which manhood dims . . . Q. Mab^ IV. 114.

^Sophist, n. one who reasons speciously but fallaciously.

lest thou should'st teach me, sophist^ Calderon^ in. 64.

Some moon-struck J(?/A*j/ stood .... . Z.aow, Vlll. vi. i.

^Sophistry, n. specious but fallacious reasoning.

Is duped by their cold iw/^/j^rji/ Q. Mab^v.iQ^.
^Sordid, adj. vile, base, mean.
thy cold embers choke the j-^r^/, hearth ofshame, Adonais, xxxvili. 9.

unshared pleasure, sordid ga.in. or fame; . . . Q. Mab^ v. 35.

Leaves nothing but the J(7r<:^z<!ir lust of self, . . . v. 90.
neither gold, Nor sordid fame, V. 224.

Sore, adj. extreme.
As thus with thee in prayer in my sore need. Ode W. JVindy iv. 10.

Sore, adv. sorely, grievously.
That friendless caution pierced me s. With grief

j
Rosal. 597.

Sorrow, n. (1) as a personification or entity.

And Sorrow, with her family of Sighs Adonais^ xiii. 5.
Sorrow and fear So struck, xxiii. 5.
or Sorrow by swift Hope, Epips. 74.

That leads to Sorrow^s most obscure abode . . Fr. Mary^ I. 5.

Sit by the fireside with Sorrow.— Jane^ Invitn^ 34.
Sorrow""sseXi thy CM^ has given Marywho died^ II. 6.

(2) grief, trouble, sadness, mourning.
And teach them thine own sorrow Adonais^ I. 6.

and year wake^ear to sorrow xxi. 9,
veiling all the hghtnings of his song In sorrow ; xxx. 7.

He sung new sorrow

;

XXXIV.5.
too young as yet To have outgrown the sorrow . ^^ li. 2.

thy late suffering, and thy greatest sorrow . . Calderon^ 11. S3.

sounds of Love's sweet sorrow, — iii. 17,

sought my sorrow and my shame, m. 175.

sorrow makes me seem Sterner than else . . . Cenci, l. ii. 34.
lighten for thee Thy sorrow^s load v. iv.' 144.
or joy itself Without the touch oi sorrow? . . Ch. ist, I. 17S.

and now should weep for sorrow, 11. 487.
Where care and sorrow, impotence and crime, . Damon, ll. 0.

Shed dews of liquid sorrow, Eleg. Bion. 6.

Weeping, till sorrow becomes ecstasy : . . . . Epips. 39.
How much, ... Of pleasure may be gained, of

sorrow spared : 183.

I am sorry for man's da^s oi sorrow ; .... Paust. I. sy.
such emotion Must end m sin and sorrow^ . . . Piordispina, 29,
Who met in innocence and died in sorrow, . . Pr. A gentle^ 2.

And who feels discord now or sorrow ? . . . . Pr. Love^ i.

With agony, with sorrow, and with pride, . . . Ginevra, 48.
but sorrow mixed with sad surprise 165.
A cloud of sorrow hanging, 172.

For his service and his Jorr(?Wj GuitarJane, 4.1.

Sit Care, and Sorrow, and Infirmity— .... Hellas, qq^.
like thee to those in sorrow, Jane, Inuiin, 3.

or ye friends May fall under some sorrow . . . Julian, 377.
Then, had no great aim recompensed my sorrow, Laon. 11. xix. i.

The stings of a known sorrow, keen and cold : . ill. xvii. 6.

shame and sorrow mine in toils had wound, , v. v. 5.

borrow From lawless love a solace for their s. ; Laon, v. Song, 4. 5.

Sorrow and shame, to see with their own kind , Laon, vi. xv. i.

All that I read ol sorrow, toil, and shame, . . viii.xvii.5.

survived a joy that knows no sorrow, .... ix. xix. 6,

Surmount the loss, the terror, and the sorrow. . Love, Hope, 36.
When every sorrow sunk away M. N. Meloefy, 21.

Whence tears of endless sorrow dim these eye^ ? Af. N. Post. Pr. 30.
When fell and wild misrule to man stern s. brings. M. N. Ravail, 9.
To laugh at sorrow in secure despair, .... 57.
Maiden, quench the glare oi sorrow .... Mary who died, 1. 1.

feel keen sorrow*s keenest sting ; . . , . Mother Sf Son, li. 10.

The proofs of an unspeaking sorrow dwelt . . iii. 8.

A sorrow o'er her aged soiu did fling, . . . —

—

iv. 7.

It is the same !—For, be it joy or sorrow, . . . Mutability, 13.

afar From the sphere of our sorrow?. . . . One word, II. 8.

At the sorrow ofmy sweet pipings Pan, III. 12.

But pity and wild sorrow for the same ;— ... Pr. Athan. 1. 8.

What sorrow strange, and shadowy, ... , i. 19.

Or the sage will wake in sorrow. Prom. i. 736.
Death, despair; love, sorrow ; . ^ 11. iii. 68.
which make My mind obscure with sorrow, . , iil. ii. 36.
Where care and sorrow, impotence and crime, . Q. Mab, IX. 9.
Thou with sorrow art dismayed ; Rarely, lir. 3.

Sleep itself is turned to sorrow ; Remembr. li. 6.
It stirs Too much of sufiFocating sorrow! . . . Rosal. 67.
From the wrecks of a tale of wilder sorrow . . 169.
The voice of a long pent jorrtra/ came 218.

How sad, when dear hope every sor. is soothing, St. Ir. (6) II. 5.
He smiles

—
'tis sorrow's deadliest mockery ; . . Solitary, III. i.

Rich and poor, through joy and sorrow, . . . To-morrow, i. 3.

from whose faint lids they rained In drops of sor, Triumph, 516.
the vigils of a sleepless sorrow Unf. Dr. 74.
Even as my sorrow made his love to me ! . . . 79.
May feel another's sorrow as their own, . . . 95.
Half compensate a hell of waking sorrow. 244.
Deep with sorrow laden, W. Jew, 7.

(3) a person who is the cause of grief.

Our love, our hope, our sorrow, is not dead ; . . Adonais, X, 3.

Sorrowful, adj. of a sad melancholy nature.

Sounds and odours sorrowful Inv. Mis. VI. g.

]:Sorrowincr> pf- ppl^^ A. Lit. in sad and melancholy
condition.

That ever came sorrowing yy^on the earth. . . Cenci, v. ii. 69.
one joyous thing In a world of sorrowing.! . . Inv. Mis. V. 5.

Sorrowing, ///. adj. (1) sorrowful looking.
and smiled on me with eyes Serene yetJOZ-rOTCz'Tz^, Laon, 1. xxi. z.

(2) Fig. mournfully sounding.
and the sorrow, gale Waked in those ruins grey — 11. x. 8.

Sorrows, n. troubles, griefs.

No solace can my lasting JiJr^tfWJ find.^ . . . , Calderon, \\. ^,
Sad prophetess of sorrffw^ not her own, .... Unf. Dr. 69.
had made my sorrows dear to him, 78.

Sorry, adj. ieeling regret or sorrow.
I'm jorry for it ; 0««, v. 1. 74.
Even I am sorry for man's days of sorrow ; , . Paust, 1. 57.

Sort, n. (1) kind or species.

For this is the most civil sortoiWe. ... . Calderon, I. 33.
A jor^ of popular philosophy i. 128.

A sort of spirits called so i. 168.
I never run to approach things of this jor/, . . 1.229.
What sort of Goa is Bacchus then accounted ? . Cycl. 528.
much dislike for people of your jor/. Pausi, i. t^y.

Who may provoke him to some sort of work, , i. 103.
They are too mad for people of my j(7rA . . , 11.222.
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full of the choicest wares Of every sort^ .... Paust^ II. 300.
isJust the sort of thing Swine will believe. , . . (Edipus^ I. 397.
W akening a sort of thought in sense. ..... Peter^ IV. x. 5.

She saw tiie priests asleep—all of one sort—' . . Wiichy LXIV. 4.

(21 way or manner.
"With whom I argued in this sort^ Julian^ 197.
But he was ever talking in such sort As you do— 230.

Sorts, n. kinds or descriptions.
been used to handle All sorts of poisons. . . . CEdipus^ i. 381.
There are aU sorts of people undone, Peier^ III. 1. 3.

All sorts of caitiff corpses planning III. ii. 3.

All sorts of cozening for trepanning III. ii. 4.

to see them stumble Over all sorts of scandals, . St. Epips. 55.

Sought, V. I. tr, (1) resorted to.

Morning sought Her eastern watch-tower, . , . Adonais, XIV. 3.

The watchful demons Jo«^^/ their King, . . . D^vil^xxv, 2.

or how we sought Those deepest wells of passion Gtsb. 170.
He sought hisnatal mountain-peaks divine. . Horn. Merc. xxiv. 3.

Sought hieh Cyllene's forest-cinctured hillj . XXXVIII.3.
some steadfast joy to know, He sought this cell : Laon^ IV, ix. 6.

But chiefly women, . . . Sought me : IX. x. 3.

Ere she sought her ocean nest Lerici^ 7.

I sought the cold brink of the midnight surge, M. N. Pragmt. 10.

And JOM^^^ those inmost labyrinths Matilda^ 6.

My coursers sought their birtu-place in the sun, . Prom. ili. iv. 108.

As he sought the chapel's gloom : St. Ir. (3) xi. 3.

Living; in what it sought

;

Serchio^ 109.
The death which a heart so true Sought in your

briny dew 'We -meet^ IV. 5.

(2) looked for.

He jo«^-4^ in Nature's dearest haunt, some bank, Alasior^ 429.
I sought him here ; Cenci, III. i. 279.
And so we sought you, king Cycl. 21.

From Spain had Satan sought their food, , . . Devil^ ixvi. 5.

In many mortal forms I rashly sought .... Epips. 267.
having sought His herds in every corner . . Hovn, Merc. XLII. 5.

while Hermes sought some hole or pit, . . lxx. o.

Such once I sought in vain ; Laon^ Ded. VI. 3.

he sought^ ForTiis lost heart was tender, things
to love, Lifty 7,

(3) endeavoured to find, tried to obtain.
I sought Peace thus, and but in you .... E. Wt'Ilz'ams, IV. 7.

And sought a respite from my -gentle pain, . . Gis5. 143.
he Sought not revenge, but only information, Horn. Merc. Llll. 4.
the chief Attraction here, was that I sought relief Julian^ 565.
All that despair from murdered hope inherits

They sought^ Laon^ II. vi. 4.
from which they sought Such refuge after death ! 11. vii. 7.

I must have sought dark respite from its stress . ll. xix. 2.

Bach from the other sought refuge in solitude. . 11. xlix. 9.

(4) desired, longed for.

In one night didst thou perform, . . . the thing I s. Cenci^ I. iii. 42.
The powerful and the wise had J. Thy coming, Laon^ V. Song^ 3. 7.

(5) tried to learn or discover.
and us from all We sought Julian^ 130.
my spirit sought Why the deceiver and the slave Laon^ II. xxxiv. 7.
long in vain \ sought ... if such aid he could be

taught; vii.xxix.6.

(6) endeavoured, tried.

sought to hide That which I came to tell you— . Cenci^ ri. i. 109.
the which I sought to mend III. i. 302.
my spirit sought To weave a bondage .... Laon^ ll. xvi. i.

j(7«^,4/ to unbind The interwoven clouds, . . . II. xix. 8.

I sought to close mine eyes, — in. xviii. 6.

and sought to sever Its adamantine links, . . . iii. xix. i.

The Champion of thy faith e'er sought to fly.— . ill. xix. 5.
whose power their lives had sought to spare. . . v. vi. 9.
solace sought to bring In his abandonment !— . v. xxi. 4.
an obscene worm, who sought to rise, . . -^ v. I. 8.

as if some doubt she JOM^Ai' to shift : vii.xviii. 9.
some ... iS., ... to shed Contagion on the sound ; x. xxii. 6.

I could not know How anxiously they sought. . M. W. G. i. 5.

if e'er again I sought va.y children to behold, . . Rosal. 486.
With eyes askance, which sought to%^^ .... '493.

the holes he vainly sought to hide, Triumph^ 187.

he sought to Win The world ... 217.

II. intr. tried to find out.

or haply, if I sought^ to find ; Pr.
While yet a boy1 sought for ghosts, . .

and sought in haste If any yet survived . .

A^ head is wild^ 4.

Int.
"
Beauty^ V. i.

Laon^ VI. xlvii. 8.

V. xlvii. 3.

X. xxvi. 4.

Witch, VII. 4.

thou art whom I sought to see,

they sought and they could find No,refuge-
ana s, to know . . . How he might be as genth

Song-ht, //. (1) had recourse to.

he had refuge sought In love Rosal, 756.

(2) pursued or aimed at.

I should have sought my sorrow and my shame, Calderon. III. 175
Glimmers, for ever ji?a!fA/, for ever lost ; . . . TV/ww/A, 431.

(3) looked for, longed for.

And thou hast soiightm starry eyes Beams . . Coleridge, 13.

came The Vision 1 had sought , Epips. 322.
and rest at morn and even is sought, Laon, VII. xiv. 8.

Too happy they, whose pleasure sought Ex-
tinguishes all sense JLerici, 49.

Beloved and sought and mourned of none ; . . Rosal, 948.
Touching all with thine opiate wand—Come, long

soughtI .,..,..,..»,.. 7i? Night, II. 7.

(4) endeavoured,

have s. by patience, love and tears To soften him, Cenci^ i. iii. 115.

Soul, n. A. Lit (1) the spiritual or immateiial part of

man's being, used also to express the mind and the

moral and emotional part of man's nature,

the angel soul that was its earthly guest 1

Clasp with thy panting ^«/the pendulous Earth
The soul of Adonais, Tike a star,

Cenci. I.

If our gfreat Mother has imbued ray soul . .

Her voice was like the voice of his own soul .

kept mute conference With his still soul, , .

Following his eager soul, the wanderer . . .

Obedient to the light That shone within his soul,

Did he resign his high and holy soul ....
But thy soul or this world must fade ....
And Mary saw ray soul, And laughed, . . .

nor wind, nor bird, The soul ever stirred ; , .

The most tenderly loved of my soul . , .- .

let thy breath flow from thy dying soul . .

to wage enmity Against Tustina's soul, . . .

Be another soul that still Holds dominion . .

To thy most detested' spirit My Ji7«/, ....
My soul is offered !

assail With a new war the soul of Cyprian,
which afflicts my heart and soul ....
respited from hell An erring soul
preserves, Like a strong prison, the s. within my

power,
my dead Mother plead against my soul . .

all I dare Speak to my soul
the panting; soul Which would burst forth . ,

To load with crimes an overburthened soul,

Even as a wretched soul hour after hour, .

It is the soul by which mine was arrayed .

poison and corrupt her soul,
That done, My soul, which is a scourge,
Be thy soul chok&d with that blaspheming lie

Body and souls, monstrous lump of ruin. .

And if thy curses, . . . Could kill her soul ,

That other hands have sent my father's soul
To drag from Heaven an unrepentant soul
Till it wind out your life and soul? . . .

1 would pledge my .y^w/That she is guiltless.

Stabbed with one blow my everlasting soul

;

And of the soul; aye, of tlie inmost soul, .

would ye divide Body from soul ? . , . .

so greedy of men's bodies As they of souland all

too narrow for the soul That owns no master
Thine own jo«/ still is true to thee, . . .

Her voice is hovering o'er my soul—it lingers
suspends ray soul in its voluptuous flight. .

I will not cheat my souloi its delight, . .

The Body and the Soul united then, . .

And its sweet talk of her my souldSA. win.
Thou soul of ours, who thyself dost fret

Mine eyelids are heavy ; my soul seeks repose, .

To triumph whilst thine ebon wing Infolds my
shuddering soul,

To stretch these pale limbs, when the soul is fled
Frora misery's tortured soul that flow, . . .

Bloodless as his coward soul. ......
From the twin lights thy sweet soul darkens

through,
,

A lovely soul formed to be blest and bless ?

Under the lightnings of the .Stfw/— . . . ,

And in the soul a wild odour is felt, . . ,

this soul out of my soul; ,

my soul was as a lampless sea,

The soul in dust and chaos
,

Which is a soul within the soul .....
eclipse The soul that bums between them, ,

my soulv/onld pierce Into the height ..... ^^
Overcloud a sunlike soul? Eug. Hills, 193.
rain balm On the uplifted soul^ . 3^.
The inspired soul supplies . . .... 364.
When the souths wildest feelings Eyes, 3.

The naked soul goes wandering here and there . Piordispina, 80.
The inmost converse of his soul^ Pr. A. soul, 4.
the golden melodies Of his deep soul, g.

In which he vainly hoped the soul to bifid , . . Pr. Pris. 9.
till his soulSee the contagion's spots . . . foul; . Pr. Satire, 27.
Until the sounds I hear become my soul, . . . Pr. Silence, 5^
my soul beside it Came to my hps Helena, 2.

I breathe my soul on thee ! Hellas, 22.

and to the jow/that quickens them 144.
Like its ill angel or its damned soul 520.
But the free heart, the impassive soul 680.
he Listened with all his soul^ , Horn. Merc. LXXII. 2.

But never did ray inmost soul rejoice .... Lxxvil. 5.
whose music shook The J'om/ with sweetness, . . Lxxxv. 7,
like a loving soul to thee will speak, — xc. 7.
Delight your own jom/ with them ;— xcv. 7.
the soul ofhim whose fierce delight Is thunder— Horn, Venusy 35.
To the strings without J. had then given Its own. Jane, ii. 5.
the soul need not repress Its music ... . Jane, Invitn 24.
the soul Hung in a heaven-illumined tower, . . Julian, 123.
Wrought linked armour for my soul.

And thro' thine eyes, even in thy soul I see ,

Since first my thirsting soul aspired to know .

Adonais, xvii. 9.
XLVII.3.

. LV. 8.

Alastor^ 2.

153-

224,

311.

493.
628.

April, 1814, 15.

Asiola, \. 10.
' II. 6,

Bigotry iv. 6.

Bion. Adon. 45.
Calderon, I. 213,

II. 3.

II. 17.

II. 22.

II. 76.
III. no.

i. 9.

1. 1. 115.

II. i. 95-
• II. 11- 98.

III. i. 27.
-= III. i. 217.

III. i. 252,
III. ii. 22.

IV. i.4S.
IV. 1. 67^.

IV. i. 74,
IV. I. 95.
IV. I. 169.- IV. iv. 148.
V. i. 16.

V. ii. II.
•

• V. ii. 62.
V. ii. 124.
V. iii. 60.
V. iii. 95.

Ch. ist, I. III.

IV. 47.
Coleridge, 29.
Con. Sing, iii, i.

IV. II.

Cyd. 326.
DcBinon, ll, 324.

Q. Mad, IX. 232.
Dante Conv. 17.

40.
Death., Dial. 13.

Death Vang. 4.
30.

Devil, XXX. 4.

Epips. 38.

57-

89.

109.

538.

3".
407.

45.').

40.

Laon, Ded. v. 15.

xi! 8.
Laon, I. XXXV. 5.
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raging over My tranquil soul^ Laon^ i. xl. ef.

my jom/ was deeply laden, i. xliii. 3.

body and soul^ Tyrant and slave, .... 11. viii. i.

my jom/ communion knew
;

II. xx. 2

Hymns which my soul had woven to Freedom, . 11. xxviij^ 6.

flings On the entangled souts aspiring wings, . 11. xxxiii. 5.

Sweet brother of my soulj can I dissemble . . 11. xlvii. 3.

sent Tameless resolve . . . Into my soul^ . . iii. xix. 8.

the caverns dreary and forlorn Of the riven soui^ HI. xxii_. 4,

And to my inmost soul his soothing looks he sent. —— III. xxxi. 9.

Who slaked his thirsting sou/ sis from a well . . V. xxxi. 7.

Poured forth her inmost Jo«/.* V. Hi. 6.

two restless frames in one reposing soui? . . VI. xxxvi. 9.

Which the «>«/ dreams or knows, vil. vi. 6.

Which dawned thro' the rent soul; Vll. vii. 2.

Watching the shade from his own j(?«/ upthrown Vlll. vi. 2.

all that brings Man's free-born soul vill. vii. 6.

Reproach not thine own soul^ but know thyself, . vili, xxii. i.

is the truth Within your jom/ J" Vlll.xxvii.5.

Shewed that her soul was quivering ; ... Vlll. xxx. 5.

the hopes and fears From every human soul^ . ix. vi. 6.

that his soul on its revenge might look x. viii 9.
which pierced like ice thro' every soul. .... x. xxxi. 9.

fed My soul -with their own joy.— . . . xi. vi. 8.

Tumult was in the J(7m/ of all xil. iv. i.

Till on my passive soul there seemed . . . Xll. xvii. 8.

O let a father's curse be on thy soul^ . ... £.d. Ck. IV. i.

Each energy of jom/ surviving
_ L.ove^ 13.

Then o'er uiis ruin'd sou7 let spirits of hell, , M. N. Despair^ 32.

I'm dead, and lingers yet my soul behind. . . M. JV. Fragntt. 4.

My rapt sottl dwelt upon the ties that bind . . . M, N. Ravail^ 7.

But a heavenly sleep . . . Pervaded my soul^ . . 21.

Congenial minds will seek their kindred soul, . 42.

tie Thy soul, O Chjtrlotte, . 49.

a despot's haughty soul, 50.

Oh ! you suck my soul away ;
83.

And streams of rapture drown my soul. . . . 86.
'Tis not heard by the ear, but is felt in the j. M. N, Spec. Hors. 23.

Of a man who has sold his soul to hell 20.
To sit and-curb the joii/'j mute rage . . . . . Af. IV. G. ll. 1.

My Jw«/weeps healing rain, Magnet. JLady, iv. 2.

marble knew The sculptor's fearless soul— , . Marenghz^yill.-^.
Which bound thy lovely soul to bliss? . . . Marywho died,\\. 2,

'Tis to be a slave in soul Mask, XLVI. i.

Visit the jom/ in sleep,— . _ MontB.SO-
Pressed into light . . . Hath souPs imperishable

energy Mother ^ Son^ I. 7.

When first her soUl began indeed to grieve : . . IV. 4.
A sorrow o'er her aged jom/ did fling, .... iv. 7.

Which ruled his sinews and coercea his soul , . VI. 3.

law loves to rend the poor man's soul— . . . Vll. 5.
shook The listening soul in my suspended blood ; Naples, 7.

My soul spumed the chains of its dismay, . . . Ode Lib. i. 5.

His soul may strfeam dver the tyrant's head ; . xiv. 3.

the judgement-throne Of its own aweless soul, . xvi. 8.

The shadows of toy soul upon mankind, . . . OtAo, V. 2.

The body of a double J(7m4 Peter, Prol. \(^.

Like the soul before it is Born .... . 29.

a Low-tide in soul, . ' . Peter, IV. xiv. 5.

And swore in his soul a great oath then, . . . V. xvii. 2.

And set his soul on fire Vi. xvi. 5.

Now Peter ran to seed in soul ... ... VI. xviii. i.

And coolly to his own j(7«/said ;— VI. xxvJii. i.

My dearest Soul, will then make merry, . . . VI. xxix. 3.

And so his Soul would not be gay, . . . VI. xxx. i.

The very life and soul of Peter— VII. ix. 2.

To Peter's soul the spell is bound— . . . . Vll. xxiv. 4.
Had left within his soul their dark unrest : . . Pr. Aihan. I. 13,

His jo«/had wedded wisdom, i. 31.

Liberal he was of j&m/, ' 1.46.
his soul, like Vesper's serene beam i. 61.

But through the souVs abyss I. 100.
Struck body and saul as with a mortal blight, 11. i. 29.
Loves then the shade of his own ji?M/, .... II. iii. 13.

How will thy soul, cloven to its depth .... Prom. \, 55,
bend thy soul in prayer, , . i. 376.
we can obscure not The soul Which blirns . . . I. 485.
The sights with which thou torturest gird my soul I. 043.
Which thro' the deep and labyrinthine soul, . . i. 805.
The shadow of that soul by which I live, . . . II. i. 31.
that I may read his written soul / II. i. no.
As mine own Ji?a/ would answer, did it know . II. iv. 125.
How its soft smiles attract the jom// 11. iv. 161.

till grief cast Eclipse upon the Ji7«/ 11. v. 31.

My soulis an enchanted boat, 11. v. 72.

The soul of man, . . . Yet burns towards heaven . in. i. 5.

Those bitter ashes, a J(?«/ self-consumed, . . HI. iv. 146.
Which pierce the sense, and live within the soul, IV. 191.

Man, one harmofnious soul of many a soul^ . . IV. 400.
When j<?«/ meets Ji7«/ on lovers' hps, .... IV. 451.
Sheltered by the warm embrace Or thy j(?«/ . . IV. 480.
Beneath whose looks -did my reviving soul . . Q. Mab, Ded. 5.
Seized on her sinless jow//* i. 11.

5V7«/ofIanthe! thoujudged alone worthy . . i. 122.

.^om/ of lanthe ! Awafee! arise 1 I. 128.

Sudden arose lanthe's Soul: i. 131.
a sight Of wonder to behold the body and soul. . 1. 145.
I am a saul, A free, a disembodied soul, . . . i. 164.
happy Soul, Ascend the car with me! .... i. 180.
The Fairy and the 5(J«/ proceeded ; I. 199.
an earthly soul Fears to attempt the conquest. . II. 95.
a soul that claims Its kindred with eternity. . . 11. 209.

the human soul Requires no other heaven. . , . Q. Mad, Hi. 12.

Which restless time prepares For every living J.

a gilded chain That binds his soul to abjectness,
shed One drop of balm upon my withered soul.
His soul asserts not its humanity ? ....
The man Of virtuous soul commands not, . .

A new created sense within his soul ....
to lift Her soul above this sphere of earthliness

;

some soul bursts from the frame of clay . . .

his soul Blasted with withering curses ; . . .

Soul is not more polluted than the beams
Man is of soul and body, .... ...
Which poisoned body and soul, ....
Is bartered for the poison of his soul / . .

To move the deep stagnation of his soul,—
to yield his elevated soul To tyranny or falsehood,
bitterness of soul, Pining regrets, ....
Which ne'er could rack an everlasting soul,

to elut Thy misery-thirsting soul, . .

and my soul procure Wherewith to sate
Of truth and freedom his malignant soul. .

But my soul, From sight and sense . . .

Concordant with the nfe-strings of the soul

;

sees The chosen of his soul in happiness.
The sacred sympathies of jow/and sense, .

Courage oi soul, that dreaded not a name,
Before the naked soul has found its home, .

Had they resigned to one another Body and soul.

and follow His soul to it's home
And watch the growing soul ....
In my lost soul s abandoned night, . .

Nor my vext soul had leisure yet . . .

for he who yet Is my soul's soul, once said
.to live My Jtw*/ disdained not,

III. 21.

III. 31.

III. 73.
HI. 93-
III- 175.
III. 185.
IV. 17.

IV. 57.
IV. 99.
IV. 151.

IV. 154.
V. 51,

V. 82.

V. 165.
V. 174.
V. 245.
VI. 27.

VI. 126.

VII. III.

VII. 172.

VII. 192.

VIII. 20.

VIII. 33.
IX. 36.

IX. 72,

IX. 150.
Rosal. 161.

260.

382.—'-
392-

h-^$-

547-
567-

S9^-
779.

799-
863.
870.

979.
1002.

1045.
1139.
12 18.

Si. Ir. (3) XIII. 4.
Serchio. 85.
Skylark, 44.
Solitary, ill. z.

Sophia, II. 6.

III. 3-

St. Brack. 7.

St.Epips.6o.

138-.

Though my .sv?«/ with grief is grey and old.

To my own soul its self-consuming treasure. .

His jom/ seemed hovering in his eyes, . . .

For which, though his ^oul must roasted be .

What the knit jom/ that pleading and pale . .

One soul of interwoven flame,

And in ray soul I dared to say,

I lived and saw, and thegathering soul . . .

Yes, 'twas his Jo«/that did inspire Sounds,
For through that trance my soul had well . ,

The Monk call'd on God his soul to save, . .

As if his very soul were at a stand, ....
Soothing her love-laden Soul in secret hour .

He speaks—the cold words flow not from his j.

Make th^ §;entle j(3w/ their pillow
If the fainting .s'<7h/ is faintest

The chains that bind this ruined soul ....
it vexes The very soul that the soul is gone .

a wind which o er the wires Of the soufs giant
harp—

O man f hold thee on in courage of soul . . There is no work, 7.

And the shadow that moves in the soulis eclipse Unf. Dr. 10.

Could medicine the sick soul to happy sleep, . . Witch, xvil. 2.

And little did the sight disturb her soul.— . . Lxiil. i.

to here;yesThenakedbeauty ofthejow/iay bare, Lxvi. 3.
when death oppressed the weary soul, .... lxix. 6.
harmony became love In every soul, but one. . Woodman, 39.

(2) an individual, a person.
their victorious arms Left not a soul to breathe. Q. Mab, ll. 154.
With every soul on this ungrateful earth, . . . vil. 123.

(3) used as a familiar pitying appellation.

Only the nightingale poor fond soul, Ch. ist, V. 8.

B. Fig.
a Soul no less Bums in the heart Epips. 477.
The living soul of this Elysian isle, 539.
Odour, or the soul of all Eug. Mills, 3 16.

To breathe a soul \nto the iron heart Gisb. 18.

our song is laden With the soulof slumber ; . Hellas, 15.
'

If Liberty Lent not life its soul of light, , . . 42.

He bored the life and soul out of the beast— . I/bm. Merc. Vii. .£.

should question most impetuously Its hidden
soul, LXXXIII. 3.

Which seeks a 'jom/ of goodness' in things ill, . Julian, 204.
Mother and soul of all to which is given . . L,aon, V. Song, 2. 2.

The thought of his own kind who made the s. Marenghi, xjcvili. 1.

She is thine own pure soul Nat. Ant, in. i.

tame The jow/of that diviner flame Peter, V. xiii. 4.
Who fillest with thy soul this world of woe, . Prom. i. 283.

.292.

705-
Heap on thy soul by virtue of this Curse,
One sound . . . Was moving ; 'twas the s. of love ;

be the nectar circling thro^ your veins The soul
of joy, III. i. 31.

Thou, Earth, calm empire of a happy soul, iv. 519.
5(3m/ of those mighty spheres Q. Mab, ill, 2^S,
Soul ofthsit smallest being, iii. 230.
Nature's soul, That formed this world .... iv. 89.
Throughout this varied and eternal world Soulis

the only element, iv. 140.
kStfw/ of the Universe ! eternal spring vi. 190.
The soul of her begiuty and love lay bare : . . . Sensit. PI. i. 32.
Like the corpse of her who had been its soul, . m. 18.

We'll put a .«?«/ into her, Serchio, 71.
Breathing the jom/ of swiftness into it Witch, xsxsv. j,.

The, soul ofwhom by nature's gentle law . . . Woodman, 42.

'

^Soul-awakening*, c. adj. that stirs the soul.

soul-awakening musrc, sweet and strong, . . Horn. Merc. Lxxv. 6.
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*SoTil-chilling, €. adj. that deadens the soul.

Spreads the influence oi soul-chill, texxov around, Bigotry^ HI. S.

*Soul»dissolviiig, c. adj. that affects the senses.
A soul-dissolving odour, Alastor^ 453.

Laon^ I. Ix. 7.

soul.

, Q. Mdb^ VI. 6.

M. N. Ravail^ 108.

Tear^ in. 4.

Ld, Ch. XV. 4.

Ode Lib. HI. 14.

CEdifiuSy II. i. 77.

II. IV. 2.

, Prom. II, V. 68.
, ^. Jl/a<5, V. 200.

VI. 19.

VII. 93.
VII. 122.

. VII. 143.
VII'. 169.
IX. 2.

IX. 18.

IX. 78.

Si. Epips. 37.

Glances of soul-dissolving glory, shone :- . .

"'Soul-enfolding', c. adj. that enwraps the
When soul-enfolding music floats around,

* Soul-felt, c. adj. sympathetic.
What is told by the sSul-feli eye. . . .

*Soul-racking, c. adj. distressing.

Brings relief to long visions of soul-j^ackiTig^Q.\n

*Soul-subduing', c. adj. persuasive,
and his soul-subdtiing tongue Were as a laUce . Laon, IV. xvii. 8.

*Soul-sustaining", c. adj. inspiriting.

With JOM/-jM.y/a2'i»2/M^ songs,—and sweet debates iV. Athan. II. i. i;

Witli soul-sustaining songs of ancient lore . . il. li. \

That j(3w/-j«j^a2«/«j^ airs and blasts of evil . . Sonn.Nile^ 11.

Souls, n. (1) pi. of Soul (1).

may the Devil Respite their souls from Heaven. Cenci, l. i. 27.

Climb with swift wings after their children's j(7w/j, I. iii, 8"5.

And shake the souls throned on their stony hearts, Hellas^ ^t$.

Is boundless, as we wish our souls to be : . . Julian^ 17.

And bind their souls by an immortal vow : . . Laon, x. xxix. 4.
the snakes of hell had need Of human souls:'— x. xlv. 6.

But—Tyrant—their polluted souls are thine
;

with the stain their inmost souls are d^ed, .

In piggish souls can prepossessions reign ; . .

lawyers damn their souis • . Peter, iii. xvii. i,

fell On souls like his . Pr. Athan. I. 95.
O Love ! and happy souls, . . . Catch thee,

And the souls of whom thou lovest . .

A little passing pomp, some servile souls^ .

The nignt of so many wretched Jow/j, ....
whose souls No honest indignation ever urged .

Shall be the doom of their eternal souls, , , .

and save Their souls alive :

he lit within their souls The quenchless flames .

To which those restless souls
the souls That by the paths of an aspiring change
The kindred sympathies of human ,souls\ .

smother The Devil of disunion in their souls.

(2) pi. of Soul (2).
Attend the poor souls from, their birth. . . Cat. ii. 6.

But the poor souls love one another so! . . . . CBaipus, I. 211.

(3) pi. of Soul (3).
one of those happy souls Which are the salt of

the earth Gis5. 209.

Sound, TO. (1) a concussion or vibration of the air affecting

the organs of hearing.
Every sight And sound from the vast earth . . Alastor, 69.
at the sound he turned, 174.

with sound That shook the everlasting rocks, . 377.
not a star Shone, not a sound was heard ; . . 607.

What jtfwW is that ? ... Cenci, III. i. 268.

Listen ! What sound is that ? in. ii. 78.

in form, Sound, colour— . . . . . . . B;pips. 211.

still, sweet spirit of that sounds ... ... 331.
With ever-chaneing sound . . . r • • • 43i-

Illumining, -wiin sound iha.t never fails .... ~— 44^.
Harmonizing silence without a sound. . . 564.
and the sound Of old forests echoing round, . . Bag. Hills, 349.
To the sound of air low-breathing Pr. Pleas. 6.

and with the sound StSirt]Gd oblivion ;— ... Gisd. 183.

no sound their falling gave : ...... . Hotn. Merc. xxv. 3.

out of many a fit Of tranced j(?MKiaf— . . . . Lxxxi. 6.

Though the jokwV overpowers, Sing; again, . . Jane, IV. 1.

Or where with sound like many voices sweet, . Laon^ Ded. II. 5.

not a sound'^z.% heard; i. ii. 6.

To its dire wanderings to adapt the sound

.

• HI. vi. 4.

yet sound to me none came, .... . . ill. xvi. 8.

we sped Towards the sound: v. vi. 6.

else came no sound From the wide multitude : V. xxix. 5.

To hear onb sound q{ marfy made, . . . V. xxxix. 3.

the secret sound Oi hymns to truth Vil.xxxvi.4.

and the Cavern crackt With JiTZiiM-^, . , .
-— vii.xxxviii.3.

Sudden was caught one universal soundy . . ix. iv. 2.

Bursts like one sound xii. x. 2.

on the j(3««(a? Which issued' thence, xil. xH. 6.

the sound Is bellowing underground Liberty, II. 4.

now the sound Fainter and fainter, .... M.N. Post. Fr. 83.

Cotopaxi ! bidthejOM7?fi? . . . ._ Mexican, III. i.

with toil and sound Are born and die ; . . . Mont. B. 94.
Pour forth tfh^ sound like inchanted wine, . . Music, Ipant^ 1. 3.

Even the'blind worms seem to feel the sound. . Orpheus, 120.

A ghastly life without a sound

;

. . . Peter, vil. xxiv. 3.

Never such a jomw^ before . . ... . Prom. i. 93,

'Tis scarce like sound: i. 1331

These solid mountains quiver with the sound . . I. 522.

And one sound, above, around, . . . . i. 703.

One jfJMKi:/ beneath, around, above, . . . i. 704.
In the sound his breathing kept ; i. 739.

Mingled with Ibve and then dissolved in sound. . I. 757.

I listened through the night when j. was none. il. i. 92.

Shall we pursue the j£7««<3?^ li. i. 188.

The storm of sound is driven along^ li. ii. 59.

Hither the sound has borne us— ii. iii. i.

While the JoziWf/ whirls around, II. iii. 63.

Into a sea profound, of ever-spreading sound: . 11. V. 84.

Out of the stream of sound. Prom. iv. 505.
The stream of sound hus ebbed away frpm us, . IV. 506.

An universal j(7M«rf like words: Oh, list ! . , . IV. 518.

Heard not an earthly sounds Q. Mab, i. 90.

the faintest sound From time's light footfall, . . iii. 140,

Thrill to the sight, and vibrate to the sound ; . . III. 186.

To shrink at every sound, IV. i6r.

earth shuddered at the J0MW£?/ VI I. 85.

And light and sound ebbed from the earth, . . Rosal. 970.
his mien Sunk, with the sound relaxedly ; . . . —— 1170.

In which every sound, and odour, and "beam, . . Sensit. PI. I, 92.
In an ocean of dreams without a sound ; . . . I. 103'.

His bfeath was a chain which without a sound . lii. 94.
Light, sound, and motion own fHie potent sway, Summer-Evg. 9,
I see the light, and I hear the sound; .... Two Spirits, ^5.

with an earthquake of sound, Vis. Sea, g.

The feeling and the sound are fled and gone, . Witch, xiv. 7.^

whose music was a storm Of sounds Woodman^ 37".

(2) a particular manner of striking the ear so as to'

produce a certain effect.

From shape, and hue, and odour, and sweet sound, Adoiiais, xiV. 2.

When night makes a weird s. of its own stillness, Alastor, 30.

.

not a sight Or sound of awe 298.
and the sound Of the sweet brook -^— 477.
Burst with earthquake sound, Calderon, ii. 29.
What sound is that ? List ! 'tis the tread of feet Cenci, IV. iii. 3".

Except the miU-wheel's sound. Ch. 1st, v. 17.

Hark ! whence that rushing sound) .... Dcemon, I. 48.
There is many a mournful sound

;

Bug. Hills, 61.

A sound of song Faust, ii. 53.
nearer now The sound of song, ii. 66;
A sweet and a creeping sound Fr. Satan, i\.

With an inconstant and an idle sound, . . . Gisb. 115,
That seldom-heard mysterious jfJZ^Wi:/, .... Guitarjafie, "]$.

The sound As of the assault of an imperial city, Hellas^ 814.
What sound of \}cv^ importunate earth .... 913,
The sound olt\\€\v oceans, the light of their sky, 1055.
Wrapt the great pile with glare and roaring j., Horn. Merc. xix. 6.

the busy woodpecker Made stiller by her sound . Jane, Recoil. 36,
sound like delight broke forth

*" "
and the far sound Of their retiring steps . .

the chain, with soundUxV-e. earthquake, , . .

Which bears one sound of many voices past, .

as when the s. Of whirlwind, . . . Dies suddenly,'
a j(7M«^ of sweeping conflict spread,
the sound as of a spirit's tongue. .

a sound arose like thunder.
Like sweetest sound, seeking its mate, it darts

—

the sea shook with their Navies' sotind.
the mighty sound Of its uprise,
They echo to the sound of angels' feet. . . .

There was no sight or sound of dread, . .

The sound as ofa dihi low clanging, ....
For when by sound of trumpet was declared .

like the distant sound Of a wind alive . . .

With a quick and startling sound, , . .

whose ^und Kept a low burden
Of waters,—with a soufidhxiit half its own . .

A loud, lone sound no other sound can tame
;

Thou art the path of that unresting sound— .

Let me drink of the spirit of that sweet sound.
Of wild jEolian j. and mountain-odour keen

;A winged sound oi\oy, and love
The sound has poison in it,

What wondrous sound'x^ that, mournful and faint,

they bear along with them The waning sound,
a JOMM^ Of deep and fearful melody. . . . ,

There rose to Heaven a sound of angry song.
Insect, or beast^ or shape or sound of life. . .

I hear a sound of voices :

The sound is of whirlwind underground,
the shape is awful like the sound, . ...
And first there comes a gentle sound . .

o'er the clear billows of sweet sound/ . . .

Leaps in the midst with an awakening sound.
Its sound must be at once both sweetand strarigd
When there was heard a. sound, so loud^ . .

A long, long sound, as it would never end :

SoOn as the s. had ceased whose thunder filled

From the sound of our flight, . . .

What is that awful sounef?
The ocean-like enchantment of strong sound.
Hark ! whence that rushing sound? .....
where to the sound Of the flesh-mangling scourge,
Mixed with a sottnd of \/3X&ts murmuring
A sound from there, Rosalind dear, . .

And the sound of her heart that ever beat.
The awful sound of my own voice . . . . ' H9-
Circles of life-dissolving sound, n66.
The mountain repeats The echoing sound of

the knell ; . ., . . St. Jr. {^) i. 3.

But when ceas'd the sound, .^— (3; v. 5'.

His feverish blood ran chill at the sound : , . VIii. 3.
did utter the sound, So deadly^ so lone and so fell, xviii. i.

With a motion of sweet sound and radiance. . . Sefisit. PL I. 48.
Rejoiced in the sound of her gentle feet ; . . . n. 30.
Felt the sound of the funeral chaunt^ .... —— in. 6.
The weary sound and the heavy breath, . . . . m. g.
iS'owwa? of vernal showers On the twinkling grass^ Skylark, 56.
Better than all measures Of delightful sound, . 97.
a thrilling j£)«?Z(=? Half sense, half thought, , . . Sutnmer-Evg 20

4 N

Julian^ 25.
Laon, III, xiv. 8.

IH. xxix.--8.

IV. xxv. 5.

IV. xxvii; 4.
V. vi. 2.

VI. xxxii-; 9;
vn. X. 9.

VIII. xvii: 3.
X. iv. 9.
XII. xvi. 5.

M. N. Ravail, 76:
Mar. Dr. v. 4.

• VI. 4.
Marenghi, xii. i'.

Mask, Lxx. 3.
. LXXV. Z.

Matilda, 17.

Mont B.- 6.-

31-

33-
Music, Ipant, ir. i.

Naples, 25.

Ode Lib. vr. 9.
• XV. 12.

Orpheus, 3^.^— 42:

54-'

„ ,:— 72.
Prom. I. 22.

I. l'l2.

I. 231.

I- 233-
.

II. ii- 48.
-^^^— II. iv, 79.

III. iii. 14.

III. iii. 75
-^^~ III. iv. 54.—'—

III. iv.57.

III. iv. 98.
IV. 145.

IV. 185.

IV. 203.

Q. Mab, I. 45.-

VIII. i'78.

Question, I. 4.
Rosal. 63,

212.



642 SOUND—SPACE.

And all around, with a chilling sounds .... The Cold, i. 3.

Each jowwrf like a centipede Vis.Sea^\^%.
And mystic snatches of narmonious sound . . IViich^ LVI. 6.

(3) report, news, renown.
until the mighty JOM«i/ Of your career . . . . Z,a(??z, II. xiii. 5.

(4) empty pretension.

Evasive meanings, nothings of much i"i3M«i/, . . Q.Mab^ w. 21,^.

(5) a mere noise, a thing without substance. -

To pine into a sound v/\\^\ hating me Reviewer^ 13.

Sound, adj. (1) in health.

Bach man be he soundor no Peier^ III. xxi. 2.

(2) adj. absol. those in health.

to shed Contagion on the sound

;

Laon, X. xxil. 7.

Sound, V. I. tr. (1) strike, cause to resound.
Go search the castle round; sound the alarm; . Cenci^ IV. iv. 53.

(2) make heard.
Two empty ravens sound their clarion, . . . Similes^ I. 2.

II. intr.

his words 5. like the echoes of our saddest fears ? Ch. \sty II. 462.

Does it not sound as if they sweetly said . . . Ginevra^ 78.

Soon pause in silence, ne'er to sound again, . . Laon^ Ded. x. 4.

The liquid responses Of their aerial tongues yet i-. Front, ll. i. 172.

*Sound-exultinsr, c, adj. joyous-sounding.
sound-exulting fountains Laugh Prom. IV. 333.

Sounded, v. 1. tr. made to resound.
Sounded o'er earth and sea its blast of war, . Pr. Athan. II. ii. 23.

II. intr. struck the ear.

To whom he gave the lyre that sweetly j., Horn.. Merc. Lxxxvil. i.

Soundly, adv. deeply, heavily.

He sleeps so Jo««(//v Cenct, IV. i'u s^.

Sounds, n. (1) pi. of Sound, n. (1).

she pined away Into a shadow of all sounds:— . Adonai's, xv. 8.

The sounds that soothed his sleep, Alastor^ 198.

their sounds^ floating hither round the pageant, Ch. \st^ I. 121,

Even though the sounds -^\i\c\i were thy voice, Con. Sing, i, 4.

Such J. as breathed around like odorous winds . Dmvton^ i. 75.

And from all sounds^ all silence. . . . Epips. 209.

all other sounds w&ct penetrated 33<5-

Until the sounds I hear become my soul, . . . Pr. Silence^ 5.

Evil, doubtless ; like all human sounds. . . . Hellas, 186.

a tumult sweet Of mighty sounds, Horn. Merc. IX. 5.

Many divinest sounds have I admired^ .... Lxxv. 3
a crash Of mighty sounds rushed up, Lxxxv. o.

I seemed to hear Sounds gathering upwards ! . Laon, III. iv. 6.

And the few sounds from that vast multitude

Made silence more profound— v. ii. 3.

no artioulate sou?tds, but something sweet . . . VII. xxi. 2.

weave their sounds and odours into one. . . . ix. xxvi. 9.

And many sounds, and much of life and death. . Mont. B. 129.

Like lights and sounds, P^- Athan. I. 6g.

A Shape, a^throng of j(?MM(:/j/ Pronz.l.226.

What unaccustomed sounds Are hovering . . . I. 242.

Among the many sounds alone I heard .... II. i 90.

Hear'st thou-not jflwwifji' the air II. v. 35.

swift shapes and sounds, which grow in. iit. 60.

Kindling with mingled sounds, and many tones, IV. 251.

Yes, 'twas his soul that did inspire Sounds^ . . Rosal. 1140.

and filled the grove With sounds, Triumph, 318.

Were stored with magic treasures

—

sounds;,oi 3l\v, Witch, xiv. 2.

(2) pi. of Sound (2).

Like woven sounds of streams and breezes, . . Alastor, 155.

jtf«K(^.of Love's sweet sorroWj Calderon, III. 17.

Now to the sweet and many-mmgling sounds , . Dcemon, ll. 104.

n M n M Q- ^°-h Vni. 99.

as can make Those sweetest sounds^ Epips. 145.

Sounds and odours^sorrowful Inv. Mis. VI. 3.

and. smiled Hearing sweet .so««</j.

—

Julian, 22%.

A-nd filled with silver sounds the overflowing air. Laon^ I. xviii. 9.

Waked faint yet thrilling sounds that pierced

the crystal air. I- hy. 9.

indife's young hours These sights and sounds . . ll. 1. 9.

Strewed strangest sounds- VI. xxxii. 8.

have spoken With happy sounds, and motions, . X. ii. 7.

wilduy(72/«£/j and odours driven, Xll.xxxiii.5.

Amid sweet jiJMwrfj across-our path .... xil.xxxvi.8.

Where their thin forms pour unearthly sounds M. IV. Spec.Hors.6o.

Is clothed in sweetest soundss^nd varying words Orpheus, >r2.

flowers, and fruits, and happy sounds, .... Prom. i. 188.

And haunted by sweet airs and s:,. which flow . I. 830.

Low, sweet, famt s., like the farewell of ghosts, . II. i. 15S.

What fine clear sounds/ O, list !
II. '}• 165.

Sounds overflow the listener's brain So-sweet, . II. 11. 39.

Wrapt in sweet sounds^ IV. 82.

wake sounds, Svreetas a singing rain. .... IV. 234.

Was filled with magic sounds Triumph, 340.

Like forms and sounds of a diviner worldi . . . Unf. Dr. 57.

for sounds of softest song Zucca, x. 5.

(3) accentSj words.
I have heard friendly j(9M«£^from many a tongue; Laon\ x. ii. 1.

Sounds, V. intr, (1) has a tone.

itjowwdfj Like the last trump C«««', IV. iii. 57.

But thy voice sounds low and tender Prom^. II. v. Oi*

(2) seems to the hearers.

This sounds^ as bad as truth Cenci^ V. ii. 20.

*Soup, n. food in a liquid state.

Who swill the hogywash soup my cooks digest . CBdipus^ I. 27.

Source, n. A. Lit. spring, origin.

O stream! Whose JiJa?'^:^ is inaccessibly profound, Alastor^ 503.

like the sweet source Of waters Laon^ VI. xx. 7.

from a perennial source It ever flows and falls, . Orpheus, 76.

Which fervid from its mountain source .... Serchio, 97.

B. Fig. the origin or cause, that from which anything

proceeds.
The source from which it sprung Cenci, ill. i. 36.

So that when Hope's deep source in fullest flow, Laon, I. xxxyiii.7.

the only source of tears and smiles to thee. . . ll. ^cxi.^.

strong The source of passion whence they rose, . II. xxyiii. 7.

knowledge, from its secret source inchants . , . VI. xli_. 5.

a source of thronging tears ;
Vll. xix. 2.

Source of the sweetest hopes and saddest fears— Ld. Ch. viii. 4.

The source of human thought its tribute brings . Mont B. 5.

The taxes, that true source of piggishness, . . . (Edipus, II, i. 6.

And unextinct in that cold source Bums, . . . Prol. Hellas, 205.

Sources, n. pi. of Source. B. Fig.

The sources whence such blessings flow .... Rosal. 225,

South, n. the direction of the compass opposite to the north.

from north to south^ Ch. 1st, II. 421.

In the south dimly islanded ;
Eug. Hills, 307.

the scorched pastures of the South ; L.aon, x. iv. 5.

Faint with love, the Lady of the 5i7«^-^ . . . . TwoFr.Love,n.\.

South, adj. that comes from the southern point.

And the black south wind It concealed .... Aretkusa, II, 7.

A fierce s. blast tear through the darkened sky, . Orpheus, 88,

the south wind shakes the extinguished day, . . Triumph, 76.

as summer melody Of the Ji?«M wind .... Unj. Dr. 216.

^Southerly, adj. coming from the south.

Oh ! take the pure gem to where south, breezes, Tear, I. 1,

Southern, adj. situated in or towards the south.

And far o'er southern waves, ... ... fh^.Athan.u.\\.^^.

The orb of day, In southern climes, Q. Mab, iv. 20.

Southey, R. Southey, b. 1774, d. 184;^.

who that has seen What Southey is and was, . . Pr. Satire, 23.

If any friend would take Southey some day, . 44.

Sovereign, n, A. Lit. a ruler, a king.

between the sovereign^s ^X^zsmxq And that which
it regards, Ch. 1st, 11. 19.

Of dealing with their rightful sovereign .- . . . II. 90.

Is duty in a sovereign ; H- i55-

B. Fig.
Weak verses, go, kneel at your Sovereign's feet, Epips. 592.

Sovereign, adj. supreme.
one Sovereign power, Calderon, I. 199.

wildest shores to own its sovereign sway. . . . Prom. iv. 411,

Sovereignty, n. perfect knowledge or control.

May have attained to sovereignty and science . Hellas, 159.

Sow, n. a female pig.

An able sow, with cUti-Baubo upon' her, .... Pausty 11. 158.

Sow, V. tr. A. Lit. plant.

do they smv the corn of Ceres? .... . . Cycl. 114,

The seed ye smv, another reaps ; Men ofEng. V, i

.

Sms) seed,—but let no tyranfc reap ; . . . vi. i

.

B. Fig,
Men must reap the thin^ they jwzo, Eug. Hills, 2^1.

some sneered to see One sow what he could
never reap :

Rosal. 656.

*Sow-gelder, c. n. a castrator of pigs.

Moses, the sow-gelder, CEdipus, I. 70,

*Sow-swine, c. n. a female pig.

Upon a sow-swine^ whose farrows were nine, , . Faust, II. 154.

Sowed, V. tr. planted.

And jow^rf it in his mother's star, Witch, xxxil. 6.

*Sower, n. Fig. one who starts or gives origin to a thing.

Not the sower, AH—who has bought a truce . . Hellas, 576.

*Sown, pp. A. Lit. planted from seed.

the feathery weed Sowti by some eagle . , ^ . Loon, ill. xvi. .£.

B. Fig, planted, scattered.

Are sown by wandering Rumour in all spirits ;. . Ch. isi, II. 472.

It has been sown, Mellasi, 24S._

A harvest sown with other hopes, Loon-, Vli vii. 6.

how those seeds of hope might yet be sowii^ . VI. xlii. 6.

Sows, V. tr. Fig, plants.

Which sows the human heart with tares— . . Mask{ LXIK. 4.

Sows, n. female pigs.

and spay those sows, CEdipus, I. 7^.

giving their sows Some tawdiy lace^ ii 298.

some jowj uponithe ground Htive given'. . . , 1*320^

And the lean sows and. boars collect about her, . u- i. 30.

the morals of the swine, The sows especially, . . • H. i. 53.

Space, n. (1) that which has no practical limits, Cosmos.
through the depths of j/ace Pursued its-wondrous

way DiBtnon^ \\. 251'.

„ „ n ,1 » 1. Q- -^a*. ". 81.

diffused throughout all space and time, .... Dcemon^ iv. 6.

,1 „ „ J,
, Q. Mab, IX. 6.

Space, matter, time and mmd— Dcemon, lit 50.

„ ,, „ „ a Mab, VIII. so.-

Space, and the isles of life or light Hellas, 770.

the stars that wane On the verge of forttiless j.— Laon, ill, xxvii. 4,

swift as sun-rise, far illumines space, ——v.iS'o»^4ji4i



SPACE—SPARK. C>43

Rending the veil of space and time asunder! . . Ode Lid. VI, ii.

and of the space When time shall be no more,— , O thouy^^.
that g;em The sapphire space of interstellar air, . Pro!. Hellas^ 19.

Space is roofless and bare k^^.

True greatness asks not space^ 166.
thro^ boundless space and time Prom. i. 301.
Flow, as through empty space^ music and light : iv. 240.
the warm embrace Of thy soul from hungry space^ Iv. 480.
But matter, s. and time In those aerial mansions Q. Mab^ II. 91,
dawns In the dark j/flCK of interstellar air. . . Unf. Dr. 2j.

Which, like a film in purest space^ 230.

(2) the open room betwixt two or more objects.
and leave A little j^ate of green expanse, . . . Alasior^ 405.
the smooth and even space Of its inviolated floor, 581.
And over it a space of watery blue, Even. Pisa^ IV. 5.

this space is wide enough— Fausi^ ll. 252.
overlaid The open space and fixed the cubits in, Horn. Merc. vill. 5.

the more open station Of a flat smooth space^ . . xxi. 5.

the tide makes A narrow space Julian^ 12.

in that roof of crags a space-\N^\^ riven . . . , L.aon^ VII. xi. 4.

Such space within the antique wood, Matilda, 23.

No bailiff dared within that j^ai'fi, /fe/er, vil.kxiii. 1.

The s. within my plumes more black than night. Prom. i. 524.
every space between Peopled with unimaginable

shapes, iv. 243.
She past at dewfall to a j/acc extended, . . . Witch^ xxix." 3.

Make a green space among the silent bowers, . Woodman^ 55.

(3) duration, the interval between two points of time.
for a space Left the torn human heart, . . . Laon^ Ded. xiii. 8.

Rolled thus, a weary and tumultuous space: . . iii. ii. 3.

for a space in my embrace she rested, .... vi. xxv. 1.

and they A spadx stood silent, x. xxxix. 5.

I arose, and for a space T^riuTuph, 335.
After brief j/a£K, From every form 518.

(4) amount or quantity.
Enclosing there a mighty space Of love : . . . Rosal. 952.

(5) vbl. phr» to give space = to retreat, to put distance

between.
Before a host, and gave them spa<^ ; .... Hellas^ 379.

*|*SpaceSp n, the illimitable.

There is silence in the spaces— Prol. Hellas^ 75.

SpacioTis, adj. (1) roomy, large.
Right through the temple of the spacious cave Horn. Merc. xxv. i.

that spacious cell Like an hupaitnric temple . . Laon^ vii. xii. 6.

the towers that did environ That spacious square ; x. xlii. 4.
torches in the spacious square, . . .... xii. iv. 6.

(2) widely embracing.
until its spacious might Satiate the void . . Adonais^ XLVII. 5.

(3) satir. abnormally large.

And smoothed his spacious forehead down, . . Peter^ IV. xv. 2.

Spade, n. a digging tool.

Loom, and plough, and sword, and spade^ . . Mask, XLI. 2.

With plough zx\a spade, and hoe and loom, . Men ofEng. viii. 1.

Spain, n. one of the chief European countries.
Philip the second of Spain, . . Ch. \si, II. 182.

Fresh and warm from the fields of Spain^ . . . Devil, XI. 2.

From Spain had Satan sought their food, . . . xxvi. 5.

When lamp-like Spain, who now relumes her fire Gisb. 33.
From utmost Germany to Spain Hellas^ 75.
Didst thou not start to hear ^. thrilling paean . Naples^ 102.

from tower to tower, o'er Spai'jt, . .... Ode Lib. I. 3
Spain calls her now, xiii. 2.

but ^l^az'w'j were links of steel, • xiil. 10.

Spake, V. 1. intr. past tense of To speak.
The Jew of whom I j/&a<6^ is old,— Hellas^ 137.

So without shame, I spake:— Laon, Ded. iv. 4.
She spake in language whose strange melody . I. xix. i.

And J. no more : that silence made me start— . i. xlvii. 3.

as I sPake^ From Cythna's eyes a light .... 11. xxxvii.8.
I smiled, and spake not— II. xxxix. i.

"He struck my chains, and gently s. and smiled : ill. xxix. i.

As thus the old man spake, nis countenance
Gleamed iv. xvi. 2.

As thus he spake^ From the green earth lightly I

did arise, IV. xxviii. 6.

when I spake, for sobs she could not answer . v. xxvi. 9.
Paused as I spake^ then those who near me . . v. xxxv. 2.

As thus she spake, she grasped me VI. Ii. i.

So spake the hypocrites ix. xvi. 2.

what a change is come Since I first spake— . ix. xxxv. 7.

and as he spake, each one Saw gape x. xl. 2.

She sPake not, breathed not, xi. i. 3,

but wien he spake, his tone, xi. xiV. 3.

Glanced ^Bs\iQ spake; xil. xxii. 5,

He spake, reclined him on death's bloody bed, M. N. Post. Fr. 21.

So spake they : idly of another's state .... Pr. Athan. I. 109.
with a calm and measured voice he spake, . . ll. ii. 54.
Which since we spake is even nearer now. . . . Prom. I. 407.

II. tr.

We spake no word Laon, VI. xxi. 3.

Span, n. a brief space of time.
Who mark the extremes of life's discordant j/aw. Prom. II. ii, 18.

Spangrled, //. decked, illuminated.
Till all the mountain depths are spangled. . . . Faust^ ll. 85.
Now j/ftaw^/erf with rare stars Rosal. 113.

'

Spang-led, ^//. adj. (1) decked with stars.

as to mock The calm and spangled sky. . . . Alastor, 344.
No cloud along the j/aw^/iSiaf air St. Ir. \_\) \\. i.

(2) speckled over with glittering objects.

wove below Upon the j/a«^/sdf sands, .... Laon, I. xvii. 8.

Spaug'les, V. tr. lights up, illuminates
Spa7igles t\i^ wind with lamp-like water-drops. . Prom. II. iii. 32,

*Spau^let, n. a bright spot or speck.
Spanglei of Wght on evening's shadowy veil, . . Star, 3.

^Spaug'Ung', ppl. adj. brightly sparkling.
Upon whose floor the spa7ig. sands were strown, Laon, I v. i. 5..

and sand Like spangling ^o\di, Vll. xiii, 3.

the pure and spangling snow Q. Mab, iv. 36.
beams of frosty morning dance Along the s. snow. iv. 62.

SpaulBli, adj. in the Spanish language.
We will have books, Spanish, Italian, Greek ; . Gisb. 298.

Spaxe, adj. (1) thinly or poorly grown.
Gray rocks did peep from the spare moss, . . Alastor, 527.

(2) scanty, rare.

the spare mite of avarice could bribe ... Q. Mab, v. 202.

Spare, v. tr. (1) forbear to press, have consideration for.

^. me now ! I am as one lost in a midnight wood, Cenci, II. ii. 92.
Yet wake him not, I pray, spare me awhile, IV. iv. 5.

Spare me I My brain swims round V. ii. 89.
Oh, spare me I Speak to me no more ! . . . v. ii. 109.

(2) forbear to punish.
Spare -nvQ] O, spare \ I will confess v. Ii. T2.

I would st\\\ spare The stubborn country . . . Ch. ist, II. 356.
God ! Spare me ! I sustain not the quick flames. Prom.. III. x. 38.

(3) allow to exist, not destroy.
That it should spare the eldest flower of spring : Cenci, v. iv. 102.
That thou dost spare thy friends who visit thee, . Cycl. 268.
yet spare me, Spirit, pity me, . .... Fr. Silence, 4.
perchance the very slaves would spare Their

brethren Laon, IV. xviii. 2.

'for thine own sake I prithee spare me ; ' . . . iv. xviii. g.
whose power their lives had sought to spare. . . v. vi. 9.
Like one which tyrants spare on our own land . Rosal. 1256.

(4) let go, forbear from consuming.
do not spare a morsel Of all his flesh Cycl. 298.
Spare aught but a dark theme, Deemon^ I. 21.
Time, as if his pleasure Were to spare Death, . Naples, 14.
Spare nothing but a gloomy theme, . . . Q. Mab, i. 21.

(5) save expenditure of.

Get treason, and spare treasure. . . ... Ch. 1st, II. 164.

(6) do without.
Earth can spare ye : Bug. Hills, 163

(7) grant, allow, give one from many.
Who frown on Freedom spare a smile for thee : . Hellas^ 306

1^8) forbear from inflicting, save from.
To speak, and to behold ; thou spare me one. . Prom. i. 647.
And spare his children the detested fask . Q. Mab^ ii. 145.

(9) forbear, refrain.

J. not to accomplish, and be mine Thy trophies, Prol. Hellas, 136.
There was a change, but spare to guess, . , . Rosal. n8i.

Spared,//. (1) avoided, saved.
How much, — Of pleasure may be gained, of

soTToyN spared

:

Epips. 1^$.

(2) passed over, forborne to touch.
Famine had spared the palace of the King :— . Laon, x. xxiv. 1.

(3) forborne.
When fate has spared to reod some mental tie. Mother ^ Son, 11. 4.

(4) left, not exterminated.
the last whom superstition's blight Had spared Pr. Athan. 11. i. 7.

(5) excused, exempted.
Oh, that we might be j/ar^oT,' . . . . .Prom.i.^io.
{&) om'itted.

One curse alone was spared—th^ name, of God. . Q. Mab, vill. 165.
Spares, v. tr. (1) forbears to inflict on.
such hideous torments As merciful God spares

even the damned Cenci, v. ii. 46.

(2) forbears from destroying.
And, though a naiion weeps, s. thine and thee, . Ld. Ch. in. 4.

Spark, n. A. Lit. an atom or small particle of fire.

So long as fire outlives the parent jf^ar>6, . . Adonais, XLVI. 3,
The spark beneath his feet is dead, . . . Eug. Hills, 275.
The magic notes, like spark on spark, .... Fausi^ 11. 186.
One j^arAmay mix in reconciling ruin . . . Hellas, ii().

As among fire-brand lies a burning j. Covered, Hofn. Merc, xxxix.7.
a spark sent up out of a burning oven Laon, vii. xi, 9.
many & spark Prom its blue train, , ... xi. xii. 7.
Like the spark nursed in embers, Prom. Ii. iii. 84
B. Mg.

What j^arA is alive on thy hearth ? . . . . Death Nap. 10.
But their spark lies dead in thee, Eug. Hills, 267,
every spark Of that which has consumed me— , Julian^ 504.
The spark which must consume them

; . . . . Laon, 11. xlvi. 6A XWmgspark of Night, Prol. Hellas, 200.
To redescend, and trample out the spark. . . . Prom. in. i. 24.
the vital spark Clung to the body stubbornly, . Q. Mab^ Viii. 161.
the spark with which Heaven lit my spirit . . . Triumph 201.A thousand beacons from the spark I bore— . .

'
207*.
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Sparfcif, V. intr. glisten, glitter.

Sparkle through liquid bliss Q. Mab^ viii. 40.
Its billows sparkle^ toss and boil, Serchio^ 102.

*Sparkled, v. intr. glistened, glittered.
and sparkled wcA<ei.v Its rapid keel— . ... Laon^ xii. xx. 3.

SparkledVi^^ stars upon the sunny river, . . . xii.xxxiv.7.
the dark apd azure well Sparkled Witch^ xxv. 2.

The tremulous stars sparkled unfathomably, , . XLlx. 2.

fSparkles, n. (1) sparks of fire.

The atmosphere in flaming j/ar^/fj flew ; . . . Dmmon^ I. 125.

.M ,11 .n I) 11 . , . Q. Mab^ 1. 214.

(2.) atonis or small particles.

sparkles of blood on the white foam are cast. . Calderon, II. 61.

Sparkles, v. intr. glistens.

Trembles and sparkles as with ecstasy,— . . Epips. 548.

^Sparkless, adj. lifeless, extinct.

With sparkless ashes load an unlamented urn. . Adonais^ XL. 9.

Sparkling-, /?-. ///f. glistening, glittering.

iSj^ar<^/z';p!^ beneath the heaven which embowers— Fiordispina^ 10,

Sparkling^ bursting, borne away. Hellas^ 200.

Sparkliiiff
, ///. adj. glistening, glittering.

Beside a .Siar>6/z'K^rivulet Alasior^ 148.
With whici it cleaves t,he sparkling sea ; . . . L.aon, i. xxHi. 6.

t)f foaming, and j/a^'A/z'w^and murmuring wine, Music^Ipant^W.2.

I rise as from a bath of sparkling water, . . Prom. iv. 503.

Sparks, n. (1) pi. of Spark. A. Lit.

see, sparks spring out of the ground, .... Faust^ 11. no.
Like sparksvixtQ the darkness ; L.aon^ I xi. 8.

Scatter^ . . . A's^es aud sparks, .... Ode W. Wtnd^ V. ji.

(2) pi. of Spark. B. Fig.

Per quenchless words, sparky of iramprtal truth, Prol. Hellas^ 97.
The sparks of love aijid'hope Prom, iii iv. 145.
Trampled its sparks mto the dust of dejatti ; . . Xrij^tkph^ 38^.

Sparta, n. a city of Peloponnesus i^now Morea).
Where Athens, Rome, and 5;^izr/a stood, . . . Q. Mab,ll.\6z.

*Spasiii, n. a violent shock, effort or convulsion.
with the spasm All Erymanthus shook Areihusa^ 11. 5.

And her own spasm made her shake Pr. Ghst Sly. 8.

Then held his breath, and, after a hriitf spasm, , Hellas, 396.
Catch -the volcano-fire and earthquake spasm., 589.

as with an earthquake's spasm. I Z.aon, ix. v. 9.

They sank in hideous spasm, . . ... x. xiv. g.

As he was speaking came a spasm., . ... Peter, l. x. i.

How many a s^asm Of fevered brains, . . . Pr. Athan. II. ii. 39.
Fear pot : 'tis but some passing spasm., . . . Prom. i. 314.
As \i^\% spasm. Had not yet past, ... . Serchio, 109.

^Spasms, n. pi. of Spasm.
the Tfvhite and yellow .y/fl!jwJ of death : . . . C5««" ill. ii. 21.

some brief j^ajffzJ of pain, V. iii. 28.

Whose shrieks and s. and tears they may enjoy ? Hellas, 243.

tangled in the grasp Of its last j^ajwzj. . . . 893,

or ^ook With spasm-s of silent passion •
. . Pr. Athan. I. 83.

Where the Earth reposed from spasms, . . . Prom. ii. i. 203.

The spasm.s of my despair ,to see : Rosal. 307.

Were warped in spasms by hollow sneers ; . . 427.

:I:Spawn, n. A. Lit. ova of reptileSj fish, &c.
tS/dww, weeds, and filth, a leprous scum, , . . Sensii. PI. ill. 70.

B. Fig. used contemptuously.
they hunger for the j/awK Of Satan, . . . Zaow, x. xxxvii. 5.

itSpawu, V. intr. generate.

The sun comes forth, and many reptiles spawn / Adonais, xxix. 1 .

^Spay, V. tr. destroy the ovaries of,

aijld spay those sows, CEdipus, l. 72.

Speak, V. I. tr. A, Lit. tell, declare, utter orally.

not daring for deep awe To speak her love :— . Alastor, 134.

To speak truth, Livia is she Calderon^l. 46.

Your utmost skill

—

speak but one word— . . Cenc^, i. li. 44.

To witness that I speak the sober truth ;— . . . I. iii. e^6.

Ifyoudare^/fiflA that wicked lie again . . . , : 11. i. 150.

iPear not to speak your thought li. ii. 74.

Yet j/^a^ it not :
jn. i. 59.

the words whicji you would have me speak? . . III. i. 107.

you conjecture things too horrible To j/iJ(Z^, . . 111.1,384.

Speak trujh and the whole truth V. ii. 4.

Vou know "that what I speak is true. . . . v. ii. 30.

Speak now The thing you surely know, .... v. ii. 46.

Which sometimes dares not j. the thing it looks, V. ii. 85.

O, speak thQ tT\it\\\'
-— V. iii. 55.

You speak the image of my thought Ch. ist, ll. 193.

and t speak it not As loving parliaments, . . II. 298.

The tongue wjjich noiy ca;i speak No terror, . . III. 36.

I j/Sfia^S It not as touching thj9 poor person ; . . •
—- ill. 50.

And I, who speak this praise, Hom. Merc. Lxxvi. 7.

And whatsoever . . . is spoken ... It, like a loving

soul to thee will speak. xc. 7.

ask me not To s. the fates by Jupiter designed ; . —;- xcil. 2.

And not to speak my grief— Julian, 304.

I think, speak, act no ill ; ,- 503-

And the tremulous lips dare not s. What is told M. N. Ravail, 107.

But dare not speak them. . . .' Prom. \. 186.

Speak the words which I would hear, .... i. 248.

Rejoice to hear what yet ye cannot speak. . . . i. 2.S3-

O, borrible I Thy name I will not speak, . . . I. 603.

may they speak comfort to thee ! I. 663.

which speak the love Of all articulate beings ? . II. v. 35.

Oh, mother ! wherefore speak the name of death ? Prom.. III. iii. 108.

Which smiled the lie his tongue disdained to s. ; III. iv. 143.
When we J^gfl^ words Rosal. 1195.
licensed all to s. Whate'er they thought ofhawks, Witch, LXXIII. 6.

B. Fig. (X) express or declare in writing.
I dread To speak wTiat you may know too well : E. Williafns, V. 7.

I dai;e not speak My thoughts Lerici^ 29.
They seize me—I must speak\h&m—^be they fate ! Naples, 51.

(2) exhibit, evidence, or declare without words.
si}eak in feeble imagery Their o^n cold powers. .'Alastor, yog.

Let the sword speiQi. what the indignant tongue . Cenci, v. i. ^^.
who wisely heeds The language which they s. / , Laon, ll. xi. 6.

tho' mine eyes might s. A subtle mind and strong IV. xxix. 8.

which speak That scorn or hate —— xii. iii. 4.
all things spea^ Peace, harmony, and love. . . Q. Mab, ill, 195.

(3) describe.

The glory they transfuse with fitting truth to s. . Adonais, Lll. 9.

a Form, Fairer than tongue can speak , . . Laon, l. Ivii, 3.

she has become A thing 1 weep to speak . . . vlll. xv. x.

And other sights too foul to speak and live . . Prom. I. 591.

II. intr. A. Lit. (1) talk, discourse.

Stay yet awhile ! speak to me once again ; . . Adonais, xxvi. i.

even whilst we speak Is it not brokenl . xxxil. 6.

speak^ Who art thou, Calderon^ il. 99.
Wilt thou hear? 6i*tfa^ 11.103,

to whom Do I still speak ?— III. 150.
I may speak Alike to you and my own conscious

heart— Cenci, i. i. 72,

Speak to his heart as now you speak to me ; . . • i. i. 119.

My Lord, a gentleman from Salamanca Would
speak with you , . I. i. 122,

And yet I need Tvot speak I. i. 139.
You are a Priest, Speak to me npt of lave. , . I. ji. 9.

As I have said, speak to me not of love ; . . . I. ii. 14.

Are you gone mad ? If not, pray speak to me. . II. 1. 33.

You see lam not mad ; I speak to you. . ... • II. i. 34.
On.e moment in your cnamber..^»S]^£(i^ to me. . H. i. 61.

Oh, sister, sister, prithee, speak to us ! . . . II. i. 62,

What might make dumb things speak.— . , . II. i. 173.

all fdare Speak to my soul ..... . . II. ii. 98.
that wretched Beatrice men speak of, .... III- i. 44.
Speak to me, in. j. 82.

If I try to speak I shall go mad ill. j. 85.

Advise me how it shall not be again . . , Oh, ^. / . in. i. 151.

And honoured Lady, while I speak, , , . . . in. i. 207.

Pledge thy salvation ere I speak III. i. 223.

Why should I speak with man ? ...... • in. j. 297.
'tis Orsino's step . . . Speak / .... . . ill. ii- 31.

O, j/^a^ no more ! in. ii. 58.
Speak^ pale slave ! iv. i. 96.

Awe her before I j^^aA .? . iv, i. no.
Well; what? ^Sji&^a;^, wretch! .,,.,... —r IV. i. 112.

What? Speak/ .' iv. i. 167.

I must speak lyith Count Cenci ; doth he sle^? . IV. iv. 3.

Who will speak and do more than I dare Write. IV. iv. 93.
whilst we speak. Sent to arrest us. ... . V. i. 35.

Even whilst we speak The ministers of justice . v. i. 64.
To spep,k to your pale wife, . v. i. 68.

Dare you . . . speak false ? V. ii. 9.

I will confess. Then speak v. ii. 12.

My brain swims round ... I cannot speak . . . v, ii. 89.

On, spare me ! Speak to me no more

!

... V. ii. 109.

O, let me hear You j^«aA .' v. iv. 141.

S^eak : I will make my Fool my conscience. . Ch. \st, il. 438.
Snould not be put into effect, now speak. . . . ni. S.

If you have aught to plead in mitigation, Speak. in. 10.

Is it a dream oT which I speak to tnee? . , . Cycl. 11.

Speak ! ril beat some of you • 1S9.

Look up, not downwards when I speak to you. . 190.

If I speak false ! 240.

If I speak false may those whom most I love, . 248.

If I speak false, then may my father perish, . 251.

Speak what door is opened ? 504.

yet though weak of hand Speak cheerfully, . . —^— 656.

while human tongues Trenible to speak, . . Dcemon, I. 2S2.

And therefore may I dare to speak to you, . . Dante Conv. 6.

^*ira>^—tremble not.— Hellas, 373.

Thou darest to .?.—senseless are the mountains : . 475.

dim shadow Of some untimely rumour, speak I . 618.

Cry peace, and that means death when ponarchs
speak ' 969-

;$*. quickly ! or a quarrel between us Must rise, Horn.. Merc. XLIII. i.

I was about to speak, when— Julian, 93.

that when I speak My lip is tortured 408.

And didst speak thus . . . and thus ... 459.

I thought never to speak again 473.

And what art thou ? I know, but dare not speak : Laon, Ded. xi. ».

Speak not to me, but hear! I. xxv. i.

Tnink'st thou that I shall J^isa^ unskilfully, . n. xH. i.

I could not j^ijayfe, tho' she nad ceased, .... n. xlix, 1.

neither did we speak nor weep, II. xlix. 5.

now cheeringly. Though he said little, did he s.

tome Ill.xxxii. 5.

and when I ceased to speak. Her accents . . . vii. ii. 8.

Even while I speak— vill. iii. 8.

S. I are your hands in slaughter's sanguine hue . vill.xviii.6.

Speak ^oyx\ whence come ye ?— Vlll.xxiii.i.

I must speak—my secret should have perished Vlll.xxiv.r.

smije Because they cannot speak ; ix. xxiv. 4.

Yet does his parting breath essay to speak— . M. N. Post. Fr. 10.
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And their lips moved ; one seemed to speak^ , . Mar. Dr. xxil. 1.

They are dying whilst I speak. , , Afask^ XLli. 4,

To speak of me and Betty sq ! . . . , . . Peter^ VI. ix. 3.

I speak in grief^ Not exultation, . . . . Prom. I. 56.
for ye all heard me speak : • • i- 73-
Speak, Spirit ! from thine inorganic voice . . . l. 135.
Thou art a living spirit : speak as they. . 1. 139.
I dare not j/i?aA like life, I. 140.
Written as on a scrolj : yet speak : Oh, speak/ . I. 201.
Speak not : wJiiisper not : . . . . .... I. 533.
But to speakm\%M. break the spell I. 535.
Thou pitiest them ? I speak no more ! . . . . I. 034.
There are two woes ; To speak, and to behold ; . i. 647.
Canst thou j., sister ? all my words are drowned. I. 7^8.
As you ^^a>fe, your words Fill, li. :. 141.
Hark ! Spirits speak 11. i. 171.

But, should we stay to J., noontide would come, ir. ii. 89.
Another and another : hark! the.y speak! 11. iii. 53.
I spoke bu.t as ye sPeak. 11. iv. i 12.

Whither would'st thou bear me? tS^^a^/ . . 11. iv. 145.
List ! Spirits speak II. v. 47.
Awful sjiape, what art thou ? iJ^^ai .^ .... iii. i. 51.
Cease they to love, and move, and breathe, and ^., ill. iii. 109.
jZ-fifl^, I pray : III. iv. 31,

We feel what thou hast heard and seen : yet s. ill. iv. 97.
Even whilst we speak New notes arise IV. 184.
Speak : thy strong words may i^ever pass away. iv. 553.
Speak agai;a to me . . . Q. Mab^ I. 106.
Tnat cannot be ! Rosalind, j^^a^, . . Kosal. ^i.

Speak to me. Leave me not.— . . . . . 32.
I 6.\d viot speak : . . 310.
I cannot speak

:

414.
spea^ riot so, But come to me . . . 569.

Yes, spea^ 582.
And his sweet voice, when he might speak, . . 1007.
That t,he Count Maddalo would speak with him ? Tasso^ 2.

sick of one sad thought—iS/eo,^/— . . , . . Triumph^ 30Q.
whether I speafe to ,tnee or ner . Unf. Dr. 35.
But speak f your breath—Your breath .... 99,
Yet speak to me—thy voice is as the tone . Yet look^ 5.

(2) mentiop, tell of.

You speak of a fair fountain, sweet to me. . , . Cyd. 141.
But, not t.o speak of love, ........ E. Williams, IJ.4.
Justly to speak of everything I see : . . . Horn. Merc, xxxiv. 2.

but dare pot speak With certainty xxxv. i.

Oh speak not of her eyes !— Julian, 147.
1 spea^ ofitjiingsjvhich ye .can appretiend. . . . Laofi^ xi. xxi. 9.

Ofslavery's violence and scorn did speak^ , . Mother^ Son^ v. 4.

He could speak of rocks and trees ...... Peter^ v. x. 4.

B. Fig. (1) afford information,
but these lines found on him May speak . Cenci^ iv. iv. 89.
What to bid speak Fate, Time, Protn. ii. iv. ii€.

(2) convey meaning or expression.
Can speak so well as they . Eyes, 4.
causes The baffled heart to speak with sighs . Laon^ vi. xxxi. 2.

It dared not sPeak^ even in look or motion, . . Love, Hope, 26.

And the blood thus shed will s. In hot blusdies . J\fask, Lixxvi. 3.

Would speak of gentler thoughts . . . . &n_/. Dr. 44.

(3) make known.
To speak in thunder to the rebel world Hollas, 301.
And j/^a^ iiji tiiunder to tjiesky, yl/ajy6, xxvil. 4.

Speaker, n. the person speaking.
For the rqots of the speaker's hair felt cold . Rosal. 148.

Spealtcest, v. intr. talkest.

Then, when thou j^^a^ffj"/ of me, .... Julian^ ^00.
Thou speakest, but thy words Are as the air : . Prom. ii. i. 108.

Wonder not that when thou speakest . . . Sophia, iii. 5.

Speaking', ^r. ///£. talking, uttering.

my dead father i-^^ay^zM^ through his lips, . Cenci, IV. iii. 21.

So speaking PJioebus sate ; Horn., Merc. i-xi. 7.

So speaking, the Cyllenian Argiphont Winked, . Lxvi. i.

As he was speaking came a spasm, Peter, j. x. i.

Speaking the wisdom once they £ould not tjjink, Prom. ill. iv. 157.

Speaking,/^/, adj. Fig. (1) animated.
the j/«flAi«^ tones Of this bright day paust, 11, 55.

(2) impressive.
Were discord to the speaking quietude , , . Q. J\fa5, iv. 3.

Speaks, v. I, tr. utters.

That she speaks not, ........ . Cenci, iii. i. 349.
He dares not look the thing he j/fia^j, .... V. ii. 86.

II. intr. A. Lit.
Pear not, Child, He speaks too frankly. . . . I. iii. 36.

Who moves? Who speaks? 'tis nothing, Enjoy
yourselves I. iii. 95.

He speaks/ O shelter me ! Prom. i. 257.

Listen ! he speaks / oh ! mark that frenzied eye— Q. Mab, ill. 63.

He s.—the cold words flow not from his soul ; , Solitary., III. 2.

B. Fig. (1) makes mention.
who is the God Of whom he speaks. ... . Calderon, I. 113.

It speaks of that strange horror Cenci, IV. iv. 97.

(2) expresses the argument of force.

the silent tongue of steel Speaks thus,— . ^ . Pa/deron, l. 223.

(3) expresses itself.

Or speaks in thy unclosing eyes, Dmrnon^ 1. 103.

Thy wisdom speaks in me, Bpips. 147*

(4) tells, makes known.
My sister Hope,—she speaks of all to come. . . Gish. 139,

A spirit seizes me and speaks within : .... Prom. I, 254.

Spear, n. A. Lit. a lance, a weapon of war.
And a light j/ear topped with a cypress cone, Adonais, xxxiu. 3,
driving; through his gnield my winged spear^ . . Cyc/. 9.

over his spear he bent His downward face— . . Laon, v. iii. 7.

One pointed on his foe the mortal spear— . . . —— V. vjii. 8.

The j^^ar transfixed ray arm that was uplifted . v. ix, i.

one whose spear had pierced me, leaned beside . V. xiii. i.

the fislier with his lamp And spear Lerici, 46.

B. Mg
Wisdom the mirrored shield, or scorn ^G.spear} AdonaiSj xxvjy.6.
Touched with her palsying spear, .... . Love^ Hope, 23.

innocent babes wntl^ed on thy stubborn spear, . Q. Mab, vi. 118.

*Spear-ffraBS, c. n. a name applied to various grasses.

Ov i2\\\Ti% spear-grass, or their' own decay , . . Alastor, 4.11.

Spears, n. (1) pi. of Spear. A. Ltt.
No infidel children to impale on spears^ . , . Hellas, 244.
gloomy cowls and glittering spears— .... L.aon, xn. ii. n.

pierced by Moslem spears :— Pr. Athan. ii. i. 24.
Like swords of azure fire, or golden spears . Prom. iv. 271.

quivers, helms, and spears, . . '. . . . IV. 290.

^2) pointed ends.
with the spears Of their moon-freezing crystals, . I. 31.

Special, ad/, particular, beyond the ordinary.
Which shews that Heaven has s^eczalcaxe of me. Cenci, l. iii. 6$,
and by i-Z^cza/ ordinance of God forbidden . . . Ch. 1st, ii. 41.
with me She was a special favourite Julian, 151.

A special sanction to the trade of blood ? . . . Q. Mab, 11. 157.

^Specious, n. (1) plausible, right-seeming.
A brief yet j^tfWOMJtalej ........ Cenci, III. {.3^9.
whilst specious names, . . Q. Mab, IV. 1 12.

(.2) 'beautiful.

If this most specious mass of flesh, Cenci, iv. i. 115.

*Speck, n. small patch or minute object.
every speck Of azure sky, Alastor, 460.
A speck, a cloud, a shape, approaching' grew, . . Laon^ 1. vi. 7.

It moved a j/^c^ upon the Ocean dark : . . . • ill. xviii. 4.
They stand a speck amid the peopled plain ;

. iv. xxvi. 3.

splashed with many a speck - • Sensit. PI. III. 52.

"^Specked, v. tr. marked with spots or splashes.
specked fhexr path O'er the sea Fti^itives^ II. 9.

*Speckled, pp. marked with small spots.
Till she be speckled like a toad ; ..,.,. Cenci, IV. j. ^32.

*Speckled^ ppl. adj. spotted, mottled.
\yhere, sweet mountain beast, Got you that

speckled ^tWi Hom. Merc.v . $.
like the dawn Out of a sPeckled cloud Ja,ne, Recoil. 6?t.

And where the huge and speckled aloe made, . Marckg/ii, xiv. 5.

*Specks, n. minute particles.

"yi^ere only specks of tinsel, fixed in heaven . . . Q. Mab, v. 145.

Spectacle, n. (1) a gazing stock.
our calamity Their worship and their spectacle^ Cenci, v. iii. 38.

(2) an object, a sight.
Leave aught of this pure spectacle Dcemon, h 19.

Spectator, n. an onlooker.
Not a spectator but an actor ? . . ... C/i. ist^ 1. 36.
and from spectator turn Actor Triump/i, 305.

Spectators, n. pi. of Spectator.
of what scene The actors or spectators} . . Adonais, XXI. 5.
spectators of OUT dull domestic quarrels. . . . Cenci, i. iii. 163.

"^Spectral, adj. ghostlike.
on some dizzy precipice That spectral fori^, . . Alastor, 259.
Had peopled with the spectral 6e3A. ...... Rosal. 147!

*Spectre, n. an apparition, a spirit.

The spectre of the Plague before me flew, . . . Lapn, xii. xxv. 6.
As if a spectre wrapt in shapeless terror . . Tower ofFam.. 17.

^Spectres, n. spirits, ghosts.
like a gulf whose j^erfrej are unseen : . . . . Epips.2^1.
Flash on his sight the spectres of the past, . , . Fr. Satire, 31.
like spectres wrapt in shrouds, JCnv. Mis. xii. 4.
like a troop of ji?*£r/?-^j, thro' the dark. . . . . Zoom, xi. xii. s-
I see the lank and ghastly spectres sweep , . .M.N. Ravail^62.
Spectre^ y/e Of the dead Hours be Prom., iv. 12.

At the spectres wailing, pale and ghast, . . . T/iat time, i. 5.

Speculation, n. power of sight, vision.
Mocked at the speculation they had owned. . . Ginevra, 149.

Sped, V. I. tr. hastened, went quickly.
Out of her secret Paradise she i-^^grf, . . . Adonais, xxiv. 1.

and sped Tliro' many a listening chamber, . . Int. Beauty, v. i.

Thro' the air and over the sea we sped, .... Laon, ill. v. 2.

Over the utmost hill at length I sped, A snowy
steep : v. i. 1.

we j^^rf Towards the sound : . . . . . v. vi. t?.

Thro' the desart nieht we sped, . . ... vi. xxii. 5.
thus we sped O'er the lit plain, . . . . vi. xlv. 7.
And I sped to succour thee. . . . . . Prom. I. 751.
I sped, like some swift cloud . i. 7*64.

II. intr. (1) shot, cast.

The Pythian of the age one arrow sped . . . Adonais, xxvm. 7.

(2) helped forward,
which sped that winged shape through night and

day,— Marenght, xxvili, 2.
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Sped,//. (1) carried forward. *

And hither come, s^ed on the charmed winds, . Prom. iii. iii. 40.

(2) done, carried on.

Her welcome for whom all his toil is sped^ . . . Q. Mab^ 111.-56.

Speech, n. A. Lit. (1) language, speaking.
for speech assuming, Held commune with nlra, . Alastor^ 486.
that avail Like man's own speech ; . . Laon^ X. ii. 8.

or mirth, Or speech-^ or gesture, Xl. iv. 5,

By those unpractised accents of young speech^ . Ld. Ch. vri, i.

which speech divided not— Marenghi^ Xll. 5.

He gave man speech^ andspeech created thought, Prom. II. iv. 72.

(2) the power of speaking.
Baffling belief, and overpowerins; J^eic.6 ; . . . C?««', IiJ. i. 164.

then his speech Was lost in grie^ Julian^ 290.

let it reach The lirwits of my feeble speech^ . . . Rosal. 470.

(3) matter spoken, talk, words.
or words, or evil speech^ . Giuevra, 62.

To whom thus Mercury with prudent s. :-^ Horn. Merc. LXXjx, i.

And in thy gentle j., a propfeecy Is whispered, . Laon^ Ded. xr. 6.

bend beneath the spell ©f chat young maiden's J , JV. xx. 9.

with interchange ,of looks and tears, And iin-

gering speech^ iv. xxxii. 3.

the pauses C)f inexpressive tf|;&£fi(rA .* vi. xxxi. 4.

with strong speech I tore the veil . . . . ix. vii, i.

'O king, forgive My speeckf' . x. ix. 8.

(4) discourse, oration.

Son Of great Latona what a speech is this ! . Horn. MercxiAV. 2.

apassionatej'^fff^ With wild and thrilling pauses Z,aoft, V. Hi. 6.

he addressed His speech to them, xi. xiv. 8.

Make them a solemp speech to this effect : . CBdipus^ l. 403.
The Spirit felt the Fairy's burning speech. . . . Q. Mab^ VI. ?.*

B. Fig.
Pain, whose unheeded and familiar speech . • . Prom. II. iv. 26.

Speeches, n. words, sayings.
victims brought—soft looks and speeches meet. . X-^on^ v. xxxv. 9.

Speechless, adj. (1) destitute of tiie power of speech.
Gazed on those speechless shapes, Alasior^ 1^3.
She is as pure as ji;^££cA/«jj infancy ! Cew«', v. ii. 70.

Speechless with bliss the Spirit mounts the <;ar, . Dmnion^ ii. 306..

,, „ ,, ,, „ „ . Q . Maby IK. 21^.

the sickness of a deep And speechless swoon . L^aon^ vi. xxxiv. 7.

and yet a speechless child, Verse jimrmured, . . Ode Lib. IV. 13.

(2) silent.

Watching her sleep witjj looks of speechless love, Dmmon^ li. 330.

,n . .,

.

.. - n .1
Q.Mab, 1-^:2^%.

was turned on mine with speechless grace, . . . L,aon^ ii. xxxi. 8.

to no smiles it might his jr^ff«c^/?jj sadness move. v. xxi. g.

As o'er that sp. calm delight and wonder grew. . v. liii. ^.

winged hours which speechless memory claims, . vi. xxxi. 9.

Speechless c^xess^ talk that might disarm . . VII. i 7.

(3) beyond the power of speech to describe, unspeakable.
A shape of speech/ess beauty did appear : . . I. xlii. 2,

as for some speechless boon : Vlll. xxx. 7.

Muttering the curses of his speechless pride, . x. xxxix. 8.

which, with the speechless feeling xi. iv. 6.

Two years of j^^ficA/ejj bliss are gone, . . . . M.N. Melody^2?>.

More clear the forms o{ speechless bliss float by, M. JV. Ravail^ 31.

Again the speechless music swelledj Q. Mab^ i. 202.

Stifling the j^^ec^/^jj lojBgings o/his heart, . . v. 138.

Speed, n. (1) swiftness, rapidity of motion, impetuosity.
And faster still, beyond all human speed. . . . Alasior^ 36J.
The boat fled on With unrelaxi,ng speed.— . . . 366.

The stream, .. Fretted a path . ..With itsw'intry j. 543.

Whose sightless speed divides this sullen night : . 616.

depart with what good speedy^ jraay ; . . . . Cycl. 168.

reins of light ChecTc their unearthly speed; . . . Dcemon^ i. i>().

The winged shadows seemed to gather speed. . i. 149.
Fuller en speed, and splendour, and mirth, . . . Death Nap. 28.

The air of lier own speed has disentwined, . . . Epips. 107.

rolled With thunder speed

:

Fausi^ I. 4.

And pants in its beauty and speed "^'xXh light . . Hellas^ ifil,39-

whilst with the speed its frame dotji quiver, . . Laon^ I. vii. 4.
A course precipitous, of dizzy j^^^rf, , • 1 • I. viii. 1.

but by the steady speed alone I. xxiii. 5,

with reinless speed A black Tartarian horse , . VI. xix. 2.

The wheeled artillery's speed the pavementt tore ; x. xi. 4.

with the tempest's speed, . . . . ... xn. viii. 5.

with smooth out arrowy jf2&i?<fflf. xn. xix. 9.

and our atrial j^^erf suspended xil. xl. 2.

when to outstrip thy skiey speed .... Ode W. Wind^ IV. 8.

But in their speeduizy bear along with thera . . Orpheus, 41.

They ride on them, and rein their headlong j;*^^^/, Prom. II. ii. 80.

the wind of their own j^^tfdf, • il. iv. 136.

I desire : and their speed makes night kindle : . Front. 11. iv. 169.

but my breath Would give them swifter speed, . jl. v. 7.

its intense yet self-conflicting speed, IV. 259.

The coursers seemed to gather j^ee.^/ .... Q. Mab^ l. 2$ct,

Through all my limbs with the speed of fire ; . . Fosal. 1 133.

Speed w the van and blindness in the rear, . . Triumph, \o\.

but it past With solemn speed . . _.
... 106.

With solemn speed and stunning music 435.

and was outworn with speed

;

Unf. Dr. 13?.

Came shaking in his speed the budding wanda . Virgil, 21.

To his own with the j/fitf.^ of despair Vis.Sea,\^2.
or with the j^^tfi^ of firCj Wiich, x\i. ^.

Tipt with the j/(?^(^ of liquid lightnings, . . . . XXXVIJ. 3.

(a) quickly, readily,
with speed, Men brought their atheist kindred . Laofh a. xIv. 7.

(3) of izitellectual rapidity.

the course of thought, even sick with speed, . . Cenci^ IV. ii. 2.

They shall drink the hot speed ofdesire I . . . Prom. II. v. 5.

(4) power of quick motion.
Is clothed with speedz.T\d. might and manliness, Horn. Merc. LXIII. 3.

Speed, V. I. tr. help, favour.
God prosper, speedy and save, . . . Her murdered

Queen ! Nat. Ant. I. 1.

To speed or to prevent . . . The unaccomplished
destiny ... Frol. Hellas, 49.

speed i^x^^ in thy fiery flight, .... World's Wanderers^ i. 2.

W. intr. (^1) pass along quickly.
And felt the boat speed o'er the tranquil sea . . Alastor^ 314.
How restlessly they j^effof, and glean? and quiver, Mutability, 2.

(2) of time, pass by quickly.
The wingfed years j^^**:/ o'er Calderon, II. 185.

(3) hasten.

speed -miks. thy gentle motion ! Fr. Cotnethou^ 3.

speed, spare not to accomplish, Frol. Hellas^ 13(5.

Speeded, v. intr. passed on swiftly, hastened.
SpeededV^^ thought upon the light of Heaven. . Dmm,on^ il. 323.
And speeded \v\\h^x on the sigh . . . . . Prom. i. 720.

Speeded, j!>/. Mg. helped, assisted,

Speedfidhy my sweet pipings Pan, II. 5.

Speedier^ adj. more quick or rapid.

or the j/£ff/:£/- thought of m^n, Z-aow, XII. xxxv. 3.

Speediest, adj. (1) quickest possible.
Make speediest preparation for the journ^ ! . . Cetici^ II. \. 173.

(2) fleetest. ,

Outspeeds the antelopes which speediest 3,re, . . Witch, LI. 4.

Speeding, ^r. pple. progressing rapidly, hurrying.
TJie spirit-winged boat, steadily speeding^^xit. X^aon, xii. xxxviii. 9.
Then ^f^^f^jw^ swiftly o'er the ensanguih'd heath, M.N. Post. Fr. yi.

Thou art speeding round the sun Prom. iv. 457.
sp. there, Like a star up the torrent of the night, Witch^ xlv^ 3.

Speedy, adj. hasty, quick.
made Our speedy act the ar^el of his wrath, . . Cenci, V. HI. 1 14.

quench in speedy smoke its feeble flame, . , . Pr. Aihan. I. 12.

Spell, n. (1) charm, magic power.
Some mortal spell is wr,ought against my fraxfie ; Calderon, iii. 172.
Let us with some comic j^fi// Cj^c/. 491.
The spell of the mighty mistress now ! . . Hellas^ 28.

Holds our besieging army Hk-e a spell . . . 569.
Oh ! powerful fate, revoke thy deadly spell, . M. N. Prag7Ht. 5.
The spell is done Magnet. Lady, v. i.

fixed, as by a spell. Upon my brow— . . . . (Mdipus, II. ii. 79.
To Peter's soul the spell is boand— Peter, VII. xxiv. 4.
flung the thunder of that spell! Prom. I. 6r.

the inarticulate people of .the dead, Pr£3erv«, a
treasured spell. . i. 184.

But to speak might break the spell i. 535.
A spell IS treasured but for thee alone. . . . ii. iii. 88.
and by what secret jr^g// ... ii. iv. 89.
At the Earth-born's spell yawjns for Heaven's

despotism, '

. . iv. 555.
And he pray'd to God to dissolve the spell, . . St. Ir. (3) vii. 4.
,So sweet and deep is the .oblivious spell; . . Triumph, 331.

(^2) natural chaim.
bejid beneath the 5. Of thatyoung raaiden'sspeech, Laon, iv. xx. 8.

Spell, V, tr, make up, invent.

I will go And spell soTRR. scheme CEdipits, I. 280.

*Spell-l3ound, c. adj. under the influence of a charm or spell.
The autumnal wijids, as \i spell-bound, .... VLxxviii. 1.

The spirit dwelling there Was spell-bo%md . . , L^ve, Hope, 17.

* Spell-inwoven, c. adj. woven by a charm or by magic
spell-inwoven clouds hung there to screen . . . Laon, i. Hi. 4.

fSpelling,/r. ///^. deciphering.
Spelling out scrolls of dread antiquity, . . . Witch, xxvi 2.

Spells, n. (1) pi. of Spell, n. (1).
My spells are past : Da:mon, ll. 235. *

And murmured names and spells Epips, 239.
Which by the force of figured .v^tf/Zy Gisb.20.
Plotting dark spells, and devilish enginery, . 107.
Frail jrStf//^—whose uttered chann ...... Int. Beauty, III. 5.

Who shook with mortal j. his undefended reign ? Laon. x. xxxvi. 9.
what j/«//j could pall thee then, Ode Lib.yiW. \.

Whose spells have stolen my spirit as I slept . . Prom. II. i. 101.
These the Queen o{ spells drew j«, Q. Mab, i. 63.
Entered the Hall of Spells

:

11. 42.
And on the Queen of j. Fixed her etherial eyes, . 111. 3.

My spells are past : ix. 143.
They breathe tlieir j. towards ihe departing day, Summer-Evg. 7.

Obeyest in silence their sweet solemn spells, . . 15.
Obey the spells of wisdom's wizard skill ; . . . Witch, xix, 3.

(2) pi. of Spell, «. (2).
Whom, Spirit fair, thy spells did bind . . . Int. Beauty, vir. 1 1.

There with the music of thine own sweet spells . Laon, 11. xlii. 5.
The^e are the spells by which to re-assume . . . Front, iv. 568.

(3) powers, forces, tunis.

with rapid spells Urging those waters . . . Sonn. Nile, 7.

Spells, V. tr. Fig, cons over,

widowed Genoa wan By moonlight spells ances-
tral epitaphs, Naples, 109.

Spend, V. tr, (1) expend, dissipate, consume.
and s. in love's delight, The beauty and the joy . Adonais, xix. 8.
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(2) pass.

without gifts or food, To s^end our lives. . Horn. Merc. XXVIII. 8,

To j/tfwrt years thus, and be rewarded, .... 71/, W. G. ill. 3.

Which thou must spend in torture, unreprieved ? Prom. I. 423.

Spends, v. ir. passes.

She j/tf«rfj a happy time Julian^ \6&.

*Spenser, n. Edm. Spenser, b. 1555, d. 1598.
To Shakespeare, Sidney, Spenser, and the rest . Gisb. 31.

rU leave, as Spenser sa5's, with many mo, . 103.

Spent,//. (1) exhausted.
when the flame Of his frail exultation shall be j., Alastor^ 521.

And like a mighty lamp whose oil is spent . . . HeUas^ 342.

Until the lamp of day was almost spent It had'
endured, Z.flo«, i. xiv. 4.

Until the bright and beamirljr day were spent^ lA xxvi. 7.

And the' their lustre now was spent and faded; . IV xxx. 1.

some, ere life was spent, X- xxii. 5.

Until its vital oil is j/^?i5^ or spilt: . . . . Tower ofFam. f^.

foam after the ocean's wrath is j/itfw/ . . . THuntphy 164.

(2) passed.
last thoughts of some day sweetty speM . . . Cenct\ v. iii.p-

That hoary man had spent his livelongrage . . LaoH^ IV. vjii i

Since this, the old man said, seven years are s. IV. xi. 6.

( 3) tired or wearied.
and they will sleep with luxury spent, . . X. xxxvii. 8.

Spent,///, adj, worn out, past.

With the spent vision of the times ... . Triumph, 233.

*Sperni, n. Fig. origin, seed.

'tis the sperm Of whaC makes life foul,- .... Ode Lib: xv. 12'.

Sphere, n. A. Lit. (1) an orbicular body repiesenting the

earth, the stars or planets, one of the heavenly bodies.

Upon the verge of nature's ut?most sphej^e, . Con. Sifi^. II. lO:

earth Appeared a vast artd shadowy sphere, . . DcBtnon, I. 151.

,, ,, „ ,, „ „ . . Q. Mab, I. 241.

0\^T th^. smKmg sphere

:

Dcenzon, i. 196.

as the sphere rolled by, . i. 279.

Who came on tHe refulgence of your sphere". . . Daiiie Con'v. 12.

a Splendour Leaving; the third sphere pilotless ; . Epips. V17.

seek in Hesper's setting jj&^^j^e 22-2.

As the descended Spirit of that sphere, . . . 286.

The monarch and trie slave of this low sphere, . Hellas, 740*.

Like a great ship in the sun's smWing sphere . . Laon, i. vi. 8.

waves like mountains o'er the sinking sphere Of
sun-set sweep, . I. xv. 4.

beneath the jr/^er^ OF the calm moon— . . in. iv. 2.

like a sphere Hurtg in orte hollow sky, .... -— xii. xli. 4.

the remotest j/A^re of living flame . . . Ode Lib. \. 12.

That green and azure sphere, Pi'oL Hellas, 20.'

till every sphere Shall be one living Spirit, 118.

Guides the sphere which is its prison; .... 207.

as eclipse Darkens the sphere I guide; , . . Prom. lid. ii. 37^.

round the gathering sphere, IV. i6gj

A sphere, which is as many thousand spheres, iv. 238.
Sphere 'mi}cvci sphere; IV. 243.
a power Which doth array Cliy sphere ; iv. 442-.

Green and azure sphere which shinest . . . iv. 459.
Sphere of divinest shapes and harmonies, . IV. 520.

Hung o'er the sinking sphere: . . . . Q. Mab, il. 8.

Is it that in some brighter sphere .... . Questt'ott/S, i.

Keen as are the arrows Of that silver sphere, . Skylark, 22.

The sphere whose light is melody to lovers— . . Triumph, 479.
With all the ardours in that sphej'e wJiich are, . Witch, xxxi. 4.

Fit to have borne it to the seventh sphere . xxxvii. 2.

but this low jjj^^tfre And all' that it contains, . Zucca, 111.4!.

(2) a circular body= a dew drop.
In that frail and fading j^^^r^, Ode toHeaven,^2.
B. Fig. circuit or range of action.

Thy spirit should have filled- its- crescfent sphere, . Adonai)^, xxvii 8.

yon k-ngless sphere has long Swung blind . . XI.VI. 6.

Govern my sphere of being, night and day ! . Epips. 361.

The limits of the sphere of dream, ... . . Faust, II. 40.
W'ithinthe sphere of that appalling fray

!

. Laon, i. xi. 2.

All who approached their sphere, Viii vii. 5.

and time, and the world's natural sphere. . . VII. xxxi. 9.

afar From the sphere of our sorrow ? . . . One word, iii 8.

any Whom life's sphere May comprehend . . . Pr. Athan: I. 55.

to lift Her soul above this sphere of earthliness
;

Q. Mab, IV. 17.

with banded eyes could pierce the sphere Of all

that is, . . Tritiinph, 103.

every sphere And every flower and beam . . . Woodman, 19.

*Sphere-&re, c. ;z.:jtbe sun.

The j/^fi>-^;^?-£ above its soft colours wove, . . Cloud, ^i.

Sphered,//, set among the spheres or heavenly bodies.

But thou art as a planet sphered above ; . . . Fiordispina, 26.

SpYiexbd, fp/. adj. (1) rounded, formed as orbs.

The massy earth and sphered skies are riven ! . Adonais, i-V. 5.

Like sphered worlds to death and ruin driven ; . Drnm-on, 1. 172.

Blotting; it's j/^^r^iofstars with supernatural night. Laon, i. Iv. g.

The sphered^\z.-&xig^ of day and night, . . xii.xxxviii.3.

As sunset to the j^^£?-^fl moon, Mary, 12.

her sphered eyes were brown, . ^ Pr. Athan. Fr. i.

their inhabitants beheld My sphered light . . . Prom. I. 165.

the sphered sun had climbed The sea : . . . . II. i. 32.

Or in the sunlight of the sphered dew ? . . . II. ii. 87.

and fill With j/j5:^7'^V fires . . . ^ III. iv. 94.
Had folded itself round the j/^e/-ei/ worlds . . IIL iv. 103.

rS) belonging to, or dwelling in a sphere.

as a j/z^^r^V angel's child, Pr.Athan.n.\\\.2.

Spliereless, adj. fallen from the spheres.

Wheel and flash, \\k& sphereless stSiTB .... Mask, LXXVin. 2.

Spheres, n. A. Lit. (1) pi. of Sphere (1).

flaming circles of tlieir wondrous Jj5^s?-tfj . . , Cafderon, il. i6\.

And countless s. difluscd An ever varyirtg glory. Dmmon, I. 164.

ti , )• n Q- ^^K T- 254.

ten thousanci J/S-^^ry^ diffuse Their lusfre . . . D(^mo7i,l. 22^.

as the vast spheres' s\\^.\it by, I- 254.

Tliose Meres instinct with it become the same, . Epips. 577.

Amid the rival .s^-^^ftfj of Heaven, . . . Faust, 1.2.

with spkej'es which never sleep I- i5-

Harkl louder swells the music of the spheres, . M. N. Ravail, 30.

What are suns and spheres' '^\\\cS\ flee .... Ode to Heaven,\\.

A sphere, which is as many thousand spheres, . Protn. IV. 236.

mighty spheres Whose changeless paths . . Q. Mab, ill. 228.

Those mighey spheres that gem infinity . . .
—— V. 144.

Symphortious with the planetary spheres ; . . .
—— VI. 41.

Symphonjbus to the planetary spheres: , . . , Vlli. 18.

THien warider like spirits anlong the spheres;, . , Sensit. PL I- 88.

and their wide brandies blot the J. Of heaven, . Witch, Bed. IV. 5.

(2) circlets of light.

Flung to the cavern-roof inconstant spheres . xxv. 4.

B. I^i^.

Twin Spheres of light who rule Epips. 343.

*Spherics, n. the doctrine of the properties of the sphere.

Where conic sections, spherics, logarithms, . . Gisb. 94^.

jSphinx, n. (1) a fabled monster famous for a riddle

attributed to it.

Although a- subtler Sphinx renew Pfelkis, 1082-

Geryon, arise! and Gorgon, Chimaera, and'thou
Sphinx, Prom. V. 347.

(2) a sculpture of a half human monster.
Or jasper tomb, or mutilated j^^^^/mjt .... Alustor^ 114.

*Spicy, adj. savouring of spices.

And fragrant zephyrs there froiti spicy isles . . Daemon, II. 75.

„ ,, „ „ ,, „ . . Q. Mab, vni.64..

Of the south wind in spicy vales Uf^. Dr. ai6.

Spider, n. A. Lit, a. creature of the Arachnida order.

The spider spreads her webs, . Gisb. i

The poison- bag. of that Green Spider huge, . . (Sdipus,i. 347.

B. Fig. one who lays snares.

Beyond the webs of that swoln spider . . Ch. ist, iv. 16.

Spied, V. tr. perceived, saw.
Phcebus spied The hides Horn. Merc. Lxviii. 6.

Spies, n. persons who watch others secretly.

Like Bishops, lawyers, ^g.<^vs- or spies. . . Mask, Vir. 4.

Onwhich our j^f'^'^-y skulked in ovation- .... CEdipus, I. 348.

"'Spike, n. a point of iron.

with tooth and spike and jag; . . . . . G<isb: 35.

Spill, V. tr. throw or cast forth.

To spill the venom'when thy fangs o'etflow : . Adonais, JEStxvii. 6.

Spilt, //. A. Lit, upset or thrown down.
And when ^tis spilt on the summer earth ., . Fr. Wine, 7.

B. Fig.
Until its vital oil is spent or spilt: To^erofFam. 9.

Spin, V. intr. A. Lit. (1) whirl round.
I j^^'k beneath my pyramid of night, /Vow*. IV. 444.
She sees the black trunks of the water-spouts si, . Vis. Sea, 5.

(2) work at the spindle.

Such as our country gossips sing, and spiii, . Cenci, V. iii. iS6.

B. Fig. (1) seem to whirl.
The walls 5j^zVg round ! . . ... . - ill. i. 10.

(2) work.
who toil not, neither do they spin,-^ Gh. vst, l. 156.

*Spiudle, n. an instrument for spinning threads. .

she took her spifidle And twined three threads- . Witch, xiii. 1.

*Spinuing, /r. ///^. A. Lit. whirling.
Upon a thousand sightless axles spinning, . . Prom. IV. 248.

B. Fig. concocting.
Sit spinning ^^\\\ round this- decaying form, . Gisb. 6.

a statesman j^zMwrn,^ crimes
J

/fe/er, ii. ii. 4.

"'Spinning-wheel, n, a machine for spinning wool, flax, &c.,

into threads.
Turn The rack henceforth into a jj^2K7//w^K'^^tf/.' Cenci, v. iii. 62.

Spins, V. intr. whirls.

The adorned Earth jr^/Kjsilently, Faust, I. 10.

^Spiral, adj. of pointed narrowing shape.
O'er the spiral cypress hanging Fr. Romanes, 1. 4.

JSpire, n. (1) the tapering summit of a building.

Column, tower, and dome, and spire . , . Eug. Hills, 106.

And to each spire far lessening in the sky, . . Laon, V. xv. 3.

in many a hollow dome and spire xii. xxvi. 5.

Clothing in hues of heaven thy dim and distant s., Summer-Evg,\6.

(2) the tapering summit of a tree.

with a graceful spire and stirring life, .... Orp/ieus, 27.

(3) said of the tops of waves.
In many a spire The pyramid-billows . . . Vis. Sea, 22.

Spires, «. (1) pi. of Spire (1).

The City's moon-lit spires and myriad lamps.
Like stars in a sublunar sky did glow, . . . Laon, V. i. 6.
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The city's myriad spires of gold, Laon^ V. xxxix, 7.

Beneath whose j., which swayed in the red light, v. liv. 6.

(2) points.
From icy j^«>gjof suh-Iike radiance fling . . . Prom. 11. iii. 29.
Like snow, or siFver, or long diamond spires^ . III. iii. 16.

that their white and glittering spires Q. Mab^ IV. 11.

(3) points of grass or other plants.

tall s. of windlestrae T^rew their thin shadows . Alastor^ 528.
trailing itis quaint ^ir'es Along the garden - . Uiif. Dr. igfi.

Spirit, n. (1) the immaterial part of man, the soul or

spirit of a human heing.
near the H*in? streams Of his young sMrii . AdoHais^ ix. 4.

Thy ^z>iV'ip sister, the lorn nightingale .... xvil. i,-

TJi-hen Thy spirit should have filled its crescent
sphere

I/eave to its kindred lamps the &.^s awfill night.

but the pure spirit shall flow
strike with our j.'j knife Invulnerable nothings.

—

Nor, when the spirits self has ceased to burn.
As from a centre, dart thy spirits light . .

my spirits bark is driven,
Spirit more vast than thine,

My faint j. was sitting in the light Of thy looks,
mv Spirit Changed tnoughts and vile ,. . .

Which tell me that the spirit vie.&ys within
In his dark spirit from this act ; I none. . .

once ih . . . How the delighted s. pants for j6y

!

But who can flatter the dark spirit^ ....
The subtle, pure, and irimost spirit of life !

.

Her spirit apprehends the sense of pain, . ..

Who think man's spirit as a worm's, . . .

The spirit which doth reien within these limbs
and make your ^iW/ glad. .....
Whose sleepless j^zW/ waits to catch , . .

XXVII.8.
XXIX, 9.

xxxvin.5.
• XXXIX.5.

XL. 8.

XLVn.4.
LV. 2.

Alasior^ 287.

Arabic^ Im.it. 1. 1.

Cavalc. i._,

Cenciy 1. 1. 112.

I. ii. 61.

II. i. 12S.

II. ii. 159.
III. I. 23.

III. i. 34.
HI. i. 234.
IV. iii. 63.

Ojid. 537.
Dmmon., II. 303.

Q. Mab, IX. 210.

Dante Conv. 10.

29.

Death Nap. 31.

34-
B. Williamson.$.
Bpips. 134.

171.

190.
-=— 216.

295.

338-

574-
Eug. Hills

^
311.

Faust^ I. 86.

I. 100.

II. 370.
Fiordispina^ 28.

Fr. Come ihou, i

.

Fr. Sing, I.

Ginevra^ 154.
Gisb. 190.
Guitar Janey 6.

Hellas^ 133.
• 254.

807.

AH things which make the spirit most elate, Horn. Merc. LXXXII-.6.

How the lamenting spirit moans in it,i . . .

artd so My spiHt wept,
Till by the spirit of the mighty dead .

Napoleon's fierce spirit rolled;

Can break a spirit already more than beAt. .

My spirit should at first have worshipped thine,

the spirit that creates One object,

a Being whom my spirit oft Met . . .

Her Spirit was the harmony of truth.— . .

I was laid asleep, spirit and limb, ....
And called my Spirit^
we shall be one Spirit within two frames, .

And my spirit which so long^

Hope. Fear., 5.

Julian^ 33.

160.

181.

337-
410.

Z,fli3w, Ded, III. 4
VII. 8

X. 3.

Draw tnou His spirit from its springs \ . .

The active spirit of man soon sleeps, ....
Cures him of spirits and the spirit together. .

ruling the motion Of his subjected spirit: . .

Come, thou awakener of the spirit s ocean,
My spirit like a charmed bark doth swim . .

Corruption from the spirit passing forth, . .

Why should not we rouse with the spirits blast

Make the delighted spirit glow, ....
A Jew, whose spirit is a chronicle . ...
O ^irii of my sires ! is it not come ? . . . ,

Wild, wilder thoughts convulse My spirit-

AU things which make the spirit most elai

when the will Is powerless, and the j^/rzV . . jji/^-c. .* ou./-, ,,.

My .sj^zWy is too deeply laden I/ear tAy kisses, 1.3.

which always maikes the spirit tame. ...
Had struck, methinks. his eagle spirit blind .

might well have cast A darkness on my spirit—
How strong the chains are which our spirit bind

Thou, my spirits mate
the wrongs which break The spirit it expresses

the hour which burst IVLy spirits sleep : . . .

and my spirit sprang To meet thee ....
Or, must the lyre on which my spirit lingers

Soon' pause
kindling beam Of love divine into uiy spirit sent^

and this lore did sway My spirit like a storm,
But fr6m its beams deep love my spirit drank,

did nurse my spirits folded powers
my s. onward past Beneath truth's steady beams
my spirit sougiit To weave a bondage .

Her spirit o'er the ocean's floating state

what a spirit strong and mild, ....
my spirit sought Why the deceiver and the slave'

from the crystal wells Of thy deep spirit, . .

Where then my j^/rzV dwelt—
in its sinking gulphs my sickening spirit tost,

did my spirit wake From sleep,

his spirit thus became a lamp Of splendour, ,

His spirit leaped within his aged frame, . . .

O'er many a mountain chain . . . my spirit bears

My frame ;

In whom its earliest hopes my spirit found ; .

1 drank those hopes which make the spirit quail

Came to my spirit in my solitude ; . . .

the dream for which my j/aW/yearned . . .

My spirit felt again like one of those....
My spirit moved upon the sea like wind . .

Was there a human spirit in the steed, . . .

From spirit to spirit, from nation to nation, .

The spirit dwelling there Was spell-bound . .

His ji^W/ basked in its internal flame,— . .

Whicli turns the gazer's spirit into stone ; . .

I. xxiv. a.

1. xxxvii. g.

I. xli. 4.

II. i. 9.

II. xii. 8:

IP. xvi. 1.

II. xxix. 7.

II. xxxii. 6.

ir. xxxiv. 7.

IK xlii. 8.

III. xxiv. 5.

HI. xxvi, 9,

IV. iv. 4.

IV. viii. 5.

IV. X. 2.

IV. xxxii. 5.

V. V. 2.

V.xxxviii.2.

VII. ii. 4.

VII. xxiv. 8.

Vll.xxviii.4.

VII. xl. I.

. X. i. I.

. Liberty, w . 3.

, L.ove, Hope, 16.

, Marengfii,y.yiY.^.

. Medusa, ri. 2.

Mexican, I. 3.

Mont B. 57.
Moon, II. I.

Moschus, 14.

Mother^ Son, 1. 10.

Ode Lib. IX. 11.

xviii. 2.

Cane. I.

OdeW.Wind,\.6.
PaM, II. 4.
Peter, Vi. viii. 5.

Pr. Athan. i. 57.
I- 73.
1. 106.

-— II. ii: 7.

Il.iii.iO.

Fr. 4.
P^ol. Hellas, 95.
Prom. II. i. loi.

II. iv. 77.

II. v. 85.

Q. Mob, I. 29.

I. 181.

I. 189.
III. 157-

./t
IX. 58.
IX. 155.

Yet in spirit oft I see
For the very spirit fails,

Thou chosen sister of the spirit,
Moves the calm spirit, but disturbs it not. . .

And therefore did her spirit dimly feel . . .

Whilst from the human spirits deepest deep .

out of the inmost cave Of man's deep spirit, .

Within a cavern of man's trackless spirit . .

Be thou, spirit fierce, }Ay spirit/
Regrets which glide through the spirits gloom]
Consume their spirits oil ?

What sadness made that vernal spirit sere} .

Though such were in his spirit, ...
A lair of rest beneath thy ^irit pure, . . .

The spirit of PrinC'e Athanase, .

How many a spirit then puts on
Yet when the Spirit flashed Beneatfi, ....
Of which my spirit was a burning morrow— .

Whose spells have stolen my spirit as I slept

.

And music lifted up the listening spirit . . .

Meanwhile thy spirit lifts its pinions ....
Whose sleepless spirit -vizxX^ to catch . . .

that the spirit Clothed in its changeless purity,
The chains . . . Fell from lanthe's spirit ; . .

vainly strove To bind the impassive spirit

;

—
the nappy spirit contemplates Its well-spent

.
,

pilgrimage
The joys which mingled sense and spirit yield.
The tranquil spirit failed beneath its grasp,
For birth but wakes the spirit
a wound my spirit bore Indignantly, Rosal. 598.
Among Heaven's winds my j^/rzV onCe did move. -=— 767.
did dwell That spirit as it passed, . . . 1040,
Helen, whose spirit was of^softer mould, . . I3i2-
The spirit, that faded away with the breath. . . St. Ir. (5) 11. 4.
I am the image of swift Plato's jj^z>//, . . . . Sp. Ptato, /^.

wear These heavy chains of life with a light ^«W/, St. Bpips. 124.
Flash from the spirit to the countenance . . 133.
And stands before the spirits inmost throne, . 144.
the spark wfth which Heaven lit my spirit

.

. Triurnpk, 201.
If Bacon's eagle spirit had n6t leapt 269.
Where the spirit drinks till the brain is wild ; T-wo Fr. Mus. i. 2.

and will mould Thy growing spirit . . W. Shel. VI. 9.
render No song when the spirit is mute :— . When the lam.p, 11.4.
and lit A living spirit within all its frame, . . . Witch, xxxiv. 2.

in- visions could not chain "^er spirit ; . . . XLVii. 4.
ray Of thine own beauty from my spirit thrown. Yet look, 4.

(2) the active, vital, or essential part of anything.
The leprous corpse touched by this ^irit tender Adoriais, xx. i.

Armed to strike dead the spirit of the time, . . Ch. \st, ll. 119.
Against the spirit of life throned in the heart,— 11. 151,
Keep the fierce spirit of the hour at bay, . . . 11. 169.
S. of Nature! here In this interminable wilderness Dmmon, I. 175.

)i It I) w M I) Q- Mab, I. 264.
iS/zVz'/ of Nature ! thou Imperishable . . . . DcBmon, i. 1S6.

,, ,, ,, ,,'. ,, Q. Mab, 1. 275.
A spirit of gentle love beside me said ;'..... Dante Got^. 41.
Nought waits for the good, but a spirit of Love, Death, Dial. 23.
The spirit oi the worm beneath the sod . . . Bpips. 128.
the small, still, sweet spirit of that sound, . .

—^ 331.
Draw the last spirit of the age of gold,- .... 42S.
vS/zW/ of Contradiction

!
. . . . Faust, II. 226.

The spirit of God with mi^ht unfurled .... Hellas, 47.
To Heaven shall her spirit ascend ; . . . 103.
Spirit of Beauty, that dost consecrate. . . . Int. Beauty, n. i.

Whom, Spirit fair, thy spells did bind . . . vir.ii.
The inmost purple spirit of light, .... . Julian, 84.
Thus evil triumphed, and the Spirit oie\\i, . . Laon, i. xxvii. i.

And the great Spirit of Good did creep among . i, xxviii. 4.
soon' the Spirit o^ G006., i. xxxi. 2.

O .y^zW/ vast and deep as Night and Heaven ! . V.Song,2.\,
spirit of beauty I at whbse soft command . . Naples, 155.
The spirit of evil well may be : . , . . . Peter, iv.'xvii. 2.

as they gather The spirit of thy love . . . Pi^oL Hellas, 117.
a spirit of keen joy ! Prom. I. 158.
Let thy malignant spi^t move i. 276.
where my spirit Was panted forth in ang'uish . lir. iii.i"24.

And the Spirit of Might, iv. 148.
A world for the Spirit of Wisdom to wield

;
iV. 155.

Spirit q( tHaXxiTel wo Q. Mab, Ui. 2i/\..

Is active, living spirit. . • iv. 143.
is wide diffused A j^zW/ of activity and life, .

—— vi. 14S.
Spirit of Nature ! all-sufllicing Power, . . . VI. 197.
rarely, comest thou. Spirit ofHeWghtl . . Rarely, i. 2.

iS;^iW/ false! thou hast forgot 11.5.
But above all other things. Spirit, I love thee-:— . viii. 4.
For the spirit of life o'er every hmb Lingered, . Posal, 1013.
Like the Spirit of Love felt everywhere ; . . . Setisit. PI. l. 6.

With a spirit of growth had been animated! . . iir. 65.
Rebuked the infant j/?>zV of melody St. Bpips. lOi^.

But still 'twas some s. of kindness descending . 7'^ar, iv. i.

Swiftly walk over the western wave, vS". of Night ! To Night, I. 2^
Shed thou once more the spirit of thy stream : Virgu, 2.

(3) intelligence, disposition of mind.
the free j//r(V which first ordered them ; . . . Calderon, i. 2^2.
guided by my Spirit blind , . .... iii. 19.

A wandering and strange spirit. Ceilci, III. i. 82,
Mark you wliat spirit sits in St. John's eyeS? Ch. 1st, II. 34.
grind The gentle j^rViV of our meek reviews . . Gisb. no.
The j^«Wy that lifts the slave before his lord . . Hellas, ^^i.
Thy ^/r// is present in the past,' ... . ~— 745.
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thy sly camehon j^/riV, Hom.Merc.\j;yii.v\\\.\.
His spirit \s theirjiower Laon^ I. xxx. i.

who had uplifted The Ught of a great j/i'ri"/, . . v. xviii. 6.
Has not the whirlwind of our spirit IX. xxiii. 3,
In one spirit meet and mingle Love's Phil. I. 7.My j^zr?/ on thy brain; Magnet Lady, i.j,.W hy scorns the spirit which informs ye, ... Prom. I. 124.
No thought of living spirit could abide, . . . Witch^ Xll. 4.
her spirit free Knew what love was, LXViii. 1.

(4) a moving power or force.
while the one Spirifs plastjc gtreas Adoftais^ XLlll. 3.
with a J. of unnatural life Stir and be quickened Cenci, iv. i. 188.

. A Spirit not my own wrenghed me within, . . Hellas, 456.
Whose J. shakes the sg.pl.ess bones Of Slavery ? . 706.
thou canst reach AU tbmgs in thy wise spirit^ Horn. Merc. LXXIX. 6.

Great Spirit, deepest Love I Naples, 149.
Whatever, 5;^z^if, from thy starry shrine . . . 174.
The vS/i'raW whirlwind rapt it, Ode Lib. i. 11.

one spirit \ast With Ijfe an.d love' vi. 13.
and tne spirit of that mighty ^nging xix. 1.

With the instinct of that spirit Ode to Heaven, 42.
Wild Spirit^ which art moving everywhere ; . Ode W. Wind, i. 13.
Be thou, spirit fierce. My spirit! V. 5.A j^z'rzV which like wind doth blow Peter^ v. iv, 3.
Than in an atmo9phere of living spirit .... Prol. Hellas, 22.
till every sphere Shall be one living S'^zWV, . . 119.
true excellence Lives in the Spirit of all things

that live, 167.
A spirit seizes me and speaks within : . . . . Prom. i. 254.
The shadow of thy spirit falls on her ? . . . . —- i. 82^.
As steel obeys the spirit of the stone, .... 11. iii. 70.
A spirit ill to guide, but mighty to obey. . . . iv. 408.
Will not the universal Spirit e er Revivify . . Q. Mab, VI. 21.
The universal 6]^zW/ guides ; VI. 177.
The exterminable spirit it contains Vii. 23.
like spirit his words went Through all my limbs Rosal. 1132.
I doubt not they felt the spirit that came . , Sensit PI. 11, 31,
As one who feels an unseen spirit Sophia, IV. 5.
Wasrfelt as one with the awaKening spii^it, . . St. Epips. 165.
Great iS)*?Wjfwhpm the sea of boundless thought Two Fr.Invoc.l.i.

(5) a personality, person or object considered with regard
to spiritual characteristics.

A pardlike S'/?V?"if beautiful and swift— . . . . Adonais,xjLX.ll. i.

The spirit thou lamentest is not gone
; . . . . XLI. 4.

Sublimely mild, a Spirit without spot, .... . xlv. 7.
when some surpassing Spirit, Alasior, 714.
Of tijat most fiery spirit, when it fled— .... Death Nap. i^.
Sweet Spirit/ Sister of that orphan one, . . . Epips. i.

so thou art Mighty spirit— Eug, Hills, 204.
I am as a spiritwho has dwelt Jfy; A Soul, i.

Thou would'st ask that giant spirit Hellas, 808.
One voice came forth from many a mighty j/zW/, Laofi, Ved.xin. i.

a Spirit that strove For truth, Li^t not, 13.
the sculptor sure Was a strong spirit, .... Mar. Dr. xx. 3.
and swear to keep each spirit Undarkened . . Marenghi, v. 2.

Which this lone spirit travelled, O thou, 3.
Hail to thee, blithe spirit! S/tylark, i.

if but the shade Of some subliraer spirit. . . . ^S*^, Epips. 44.
Let it fly, taintless spirit, to mingle with thee. . 2''ear, ii. 7.
And why should we grieve that a spirit so fair . iii. 6.
that fierce spirit, whose unholy leisure .... Triumph, 145.
Thou yet wearest, sweet spirit, Vis. Sea, 88.
the spirit of that wind Whose soft step deepens

slumber, Witck, lx. i.

(6) a disembodied soul.

Her spirit shall approach the throne of God . . Cenci, iv. i. 93.
Ifall things then should be . . . my father's spirit, • v. iv. 60.
Does not nis spirit live in all that breathe, , . v. iv. 70.
Majestic spirit, be it thine Dcemon, i. 98.
Spirit, leave for mine and me I. 106.
A radiant spirit arose, I, joo.
The Daemon and the Spirit Entered the eternal

gates I. 230.^
The Daemon and the iS/zyzV Approached . , . I. 239.
Awhile the Spirit paused in ecstasy^ I. 253.
their armed hands where the pure Spirit, . . . i. z^s
Spirit, behold Thy glorious destiny I , ... 11. 33."

_, >» •) ]i It ... . Q.Mab,Yiii.c).
The Spint saw The vast frame Dcemon, n. 34,
Flowed o'er the Spirifs human sympathies. . n, 45.
The tranquil j^/r/if fails beneath its grasp, . . . II. 178.
Yet, human Spirit, bravely hold thy course, . . n. 238.

_. M . M )i .1 n n Q- Mab, IX. 146.
Therefore, O Spirit! fearlessly bear on : . . . Dcem-on, li. 259.
„ n M M .. M ... Q.Mab, IX. 16^.
Fear not then. Spirit, death's disrobing hand, . Damon^ 11. 260.

M ^ » .1 II M II . Q. ^ab, IX. 171.
return Surpassing; Spirit^ Dcemon, II. 282.
Speechless with bliss the 6]^?>7'/ mounts the car, . 11. 306.

„, t» M 11 .1 n If . Q. Mab, IX. 213.
The iSj^zy^Vthen descended: DcEjnon, 11. 320.

u „ I, „ Q. Mab, IX. 228.
I dreamed that Milton's jj^zViV rose, .... . Frag. Milton, 1.

The indignant spirit Qast its mortal garment . Hellas, 397.
some dread spirit Of the old saviours of the land 406.
Spirit, woe to all ! . . 893.
And with a parting groan his spirit fled. . . .M.N. Post. Fr. 22.
When the patriot's j/iWV shriven Mexican, w. 6.
His dead spirit lives in thee Ode Lib. xiv. 7.
as a spirit half arisen Shatters its charnel, . . . Prol, Hellas, 210.

Spirit! who hast dived so deep;,..... ^, Mab, i. 157.
^i'rzV/ who hast soared so high; 1.1*58.

Tlie Fairy and the 6^mV Entered the hall . . 11. 41.
Upon their passive swell the Spirit X^z.'ns.Ay . . li. 51.
tS]pzW// the Fairy said, .......... ^^-kZ-
spirit, come ! This is thine high reward ;— . . ll. 64.
The Fairy and the Spirit Approached .... Ii. 68.
None but a spirifs eye Might ken II. 85.
The Spirifs intellectual eye . ii, gS.
Spirit! ten thousand years Have scarcely past

away, n, 182.
The Spirit, In ejctacy of admiration, felt AH

knowledge ^ n. 244.
The i^zV/jf seemed to stand High on 11.252.
Fairy ! the ^/zWif said, iii. i.

Turn thee, surpassing Spirit! m. 14.
I see thee shrink. Surpassing Spirit!— .... iv. 71.
The Spirit felt the Fairy's burning speech. . . vi. 2.

Then thus the LS]^/rzV spoke : vi. 11.
gleam of hope Suffused the Spirifs lineaments. . vi. 2$.
spirit! on yonder earth, vi. 47.
O Spirit! tnroug|h the sense By which. .... vil. 49.
O Spirit ! centuries have set their seal .... vii. 161.
Spirit! no year of my eventful being .... vil. 235.
Now, vS/zW/, learn The secrets of the future.— , viii. 2.

Joy to the Spirit came vill. ir.

And o'er the Spirifs human sympathies . . , viii. 29.
human Spirit! spur thee to the goal .... viii. 53.

But, fear not, parting spirit; St. Ir.{6) lii. 7.
Let me think thy spirit feeds, JV. Shel. (3) 11. 2.
Could make that spirit mingle with her own. . Witch, Lxvi. 8.
Cold as a corpse after the spirifs flight, , . . Zucca, iv. 7.

(7) a supernatural being, a presiding genius, a spirit.
till the 5j^zVzV of the spot shall lead Adonais,^\.vs..6.
The spirit of sweet human love Alastor. 203.
deemed that the Spirit of wind 259.
A Spirit seemed To stand beside him— . . . 479,
would give To thy most detested spirit My soijl, Calderon, 11. 17.
1 will mask a spirit in thy form m. 139.
so the false Spirit shall fly Cavalc. 13.
Even as a sister or a spirit might ; Cenci.^ i. li, 25.
Will but dislodge a j^zWif of deep hell .... iv. ii. 7.
Maiden, the worWssupremestj/iW/ Dwm.on,\.']k.
As the descended Spirit of that sphere Epips. 286.
yet spare me. Spirit, pity me, . . . , I^. Silence^ 4.
As a death-boding spirit, Fugitives, iv. 7.
While the spirit that guides the sun, Ginevra^ 217,
Your guardian j/zWV, Ariel, GuitarJa^e t%.
cannot question well The spirit that inhabits it ;

.

%t.
At the third watch the spirit of the plague . . . Hellas, 613.
a spirit ioves thee, mortal maiden, Laofi, i. xliii. i.
that spirifs tongue Seemed whispering in my

heart, j xliii. 8.
The iS^zW/ whom I loved in solitude . . . . i. xlv. 4.'

Which did the Spirifs history display ; . i. liii.^.
she shrieked the 6'^zW^'j name And fell; . . . l Iv. 5.
Triumphant strains, which, like a spirifs tongue, 11. xxviii. 8:
So that I feared some Spirit, fell and dark, . . in. xxx. 8.'

Like a strong j//rz'^ministrant of good: . . . IV. v. 6.
his countenance Gleimed on me like 2l spirifs— iv. xvi.3.
like a j^iW/ through the darkness shining, . . v. Iii 3Where like a Spirit in fleshly chains .... vil. vi'sA spirit from the caves of day-light ..... xii. viii. a.
the seat Of that star-shining j^zW/, xii xxxi T
did there appear The Temple of the ^/iVz*// . xii". xli. &
'Twas like a spirifs song, M.N. Fragmt 18A spirit, neither here nor there, Peter 11 i 4.

'

Obdurate spirit!
. Pral. Hellas, 160.

Like an' angehcj^gVzV pent 208;
Speak, Spirit! from thine inorganic voice . . Prom. i. 135.Thou art a living spirit: speak as they. . . i i^n.
Yes, like a spirit, like a thought n 12Why lookest thou as if a spirit past ? . . . 11'.

i" 118
The shadow of some spirit lovelier still, . . n' iji

12'

yet we feel it is A living Spirit. ... . u iv 7A spirit with a dreadful countenance .... -- n' iv 142
the youn§:jw&;rrVThat guides it n iv icg*-
Oh Spirit! pause, and tell whence is the light . ii v 8
Which, clothed that awful j^zV^V unteheld, . . . m. i. 27.
The small, clear, silver lute of the young Spirit iii! ii ^8.
For thee fair Spirit, one toU' remains. .... in. iii. 64.
It is the delicate j^i'rzV That guides ... . m iv 6
Like the notes of a j/iW/ iv 152"

The Spirit of the Earth is laid asleep, . . . iv 26V
Its mother fears awhile It is a spirit, iv 39VHe stood, like a spirit calming them : . . . . Rosal. 6^K.
Like some bright spirit newlyljorn Soo.
As if some bright Spirit for her sweet sake . . Sensit. PI. 11 17Which within its boughs like a spirit sat . . . iv 2
Some declare You a familiar spirit, . . , , Si. Epips 47A silver j;&/rzV'j form, like thee Tasso.Songim
Swift as a i;^zV2y hastening to his task . . . . Triumph, i
appeared A ^zrz:^ like a child, Unf.Drxxk,
thou in whom Some bright spirit livedo . . . . W. Shel. (3) i. 2.

(8) the Holy Spirit, the influence of the Deity.
Tempt not his spirit to abandon thee Cenci i i 126
the un-worthy temple of thy Spirit, m' \ 120
with which the ^>2Wif Has filled its elect , . . Ch. xst \i 22^^'
that j/zW;? In which alllive and are Hellas^600.
(9) a feeling, an ineffable force or disposition.

And a spirit in my feet Hath led me— .... Ind Ser i 6
40
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A spirit interfused around, Jane^ Recoil. 45.
Let me drink of the spirit of that sweet sound, Music. Ipant^ II. i.

A spirit of deep emotion Naples^ 37.
The j^^yzV of the beasts was kindled there, . , . Ode Lib. n. ^.

Some Spirit is darted like a beam from thee, . Prom, iv. 327.
A j^iW^ from my heart bursts forth, IV. 359.
They breathe a j. up from their obscurest bowers. iv. 375.
A j^(y(';f of unresting flame, Hosal. y^6.

(10) boldness, vigour.
Spirit, Patience, Gentleness Mask, LXIV. i.

With spirit, thought, and love ; Q. Mad, iv. 97.

(11) electric force.

The Spirit he loves remains ; Cloud, 28.

*Spirit-beaiuiug', c. adj.
turn Those spirit-beaming eyes, O thou, 7.

'''Spirit-piercinEr, c. adj.

burned with radiance Oi spirit-piercing ]Qy, . . Rosal. 1156.

*Spirit-cLuelliu^, c. adj.

a spirit-quelling dart Laon, xi. xiv. 9.

'^Spirit-Sighted, c. adj. expressing spiritual insight.

Before the j/iW/-j2]fA/ea countenance OfMilton . Ode Lib. x. 13.

*Spirit-siukixiir, c. adj, depressing.
the spirit-sinking noise Of heartless mirth , Mother 8^ Son, Vll.6.

*Spirit-sootliiiigy c. adj.

Hovering within those spirit-soothing eyes— . . Laon, IV. xxviii.5.

*Spirit-thriUiug, c. adj. inspiriting.

A wild, and sad, and spirit-thrilling lay, . . . Vll. iv. 7.

*Spirit-toxLgued, c. adj.

mock our voices As they were spirit-tongued. . Prom. II. i. 164.

*Spirit-wing6d, c. adj.

Hiffh, spirit-winged Heart ! Epips. 13.

Like spirit-winged chariots sent . ^. . . . . L^rici^ 33.
fast and faster bare The spirit-winged boat, . Laon, xil. xxxviii. 9.
Thou didst desert, with spirit-winged Xx^tn^^s, . Ode Lib. Vll. 11.

^Spirited, adj. vigorous minded.
Simple and spirited; innocent and bold. . . . Bpips. 429.

jiSpiritless, adj, destitute of courage or vigour.
Yet frozen, unimpassioned, spiritless^ . , . Q. Mab, V. 25.

Spirits, n. (1) minds, souls,^ that which is immaterial of

man or other creatures.

Are sown by wandering; Rumour in all spirits; . Ch. ist, II. 472.
To which the eagle spirits of the free IV. 51.

in which all spirits shake As trembling leaves . Bpips. 145.

Other spirits float and flee O'er that gulph : . . Bug. Hills, 337.
As in a tender mist our spirits are Wrapt . Fr. LoversAimos. 3.

that a chief Among men s spirits should be cold
and blind . Br. Myhead is wild, 6.

Thro' darkness wide and deep those tranced
spirits smite Laon, II. xvi. 9.

the sway Of thy strong genius, , . . compels all

spirits to obey, IV. xv. 8.

o'er its peace our mmgled spirits brooded. . . v. v. p.
with soft attraction ever draw Their spirits . . v. xvii. 9.

Oblivion wrapt Our spirits, VI. xxx. 2.

And felt a soft delight from what their s. shook. . vili. xxx.9.
their mighty spirits could conceive IX. xxviii.8.

Howl, Spirits oi t\ie living and the dead, , . . Prom. i. 310.
All spirits areenslaved which serve things evil ; . ll. iv. no.
Our unexhausted spirits; . . III. iii. 36.

Spirits, whose homes are flesh : IV. 544.
a hell Which in pure i^zW/j.should not dwell. . Rosal. 247.
whereon Our -spirits, like delighted things, . 904.

. who could not tame Their spirits Triumph, 129.
Their spirits shook within them Witch, xi. 3.

She, all those human figures breathing there,

Beheld as living spirits— LXVl. 2.

(2) persons endowed with certain characteristics, or simply
persons, individuals.

Or to the spirits -^Mxc^ within them Adon. Cane. 13.

,
that light by which ill Ji;^zrzVj ...... Ctf««", ill. ii. 44.
Of purest spirits thou pure dwelling-place I . . DmTnon, II. 8.

„ „ „ „ ., • Q- -^a^ IX. 8.

high spirits call The future from its cradle, . . Bpips. 520.
the sweet And subtle mystery by which spirits

meet? , Fiordispina, 77.

To spirits cradled in a sunny clime :— .... Ginevra, \ 17.

to stand Among the spirits of our age and land, Gisb. 199.
let his page^ Which charms the chosen spirits

of tne time 244.
Her citizens, imperial spirits, Hellas, 700.
Three spirits canst thou not deceive Horn.. Venus, 9.

These spirits she persuades not 31.

two mighty Spirits now return, Laon, I. Iviii. a
This vital world, thig home of happy spirits, , , 11. vi. i.

When in the silence, of all j^i'riVj there .... V. li. 10.

Its free jf/rVZ/j here assembled, —— 'V.Sotig,i.S.

alas I from many spirits IX. v. i.

But for those radiant spirits, who are still . . . CBdipuSy 11. ii. 95.
Had set those spirits burning Peter, iv. xix. 5.

the holiest dreams of highest spirits Prol. Hellas, iii.

When virtuous spirits through the gate of Death • 152.
In yoyxn^ spirits, sense-enchanted Prom. I. 511.
sucn the state Of the earth's primal -y^iV/yj. . , 11. iv. 35.
Of purest spirits, a pure dwelling-place Q. Mab^ VI. 46.

(3) influences, powers.
! There are spirits of the air, Coleridge, 1.

and all Spirits But One, ...*..,.. Prom. i. i.

(4) disembodied souls.

Like jr^rVzVJ that lie In the azure sky Arethusa, V. 16.

Two disunited spirits when they leap Laon, VI. xxxiv. 8.

footfalls Of j^zViVj passing through the streets ; . Naples. %.

But these things might our spirits Tosiks.^ , . . Rosal. 556.

(5) supernatural beings.

A sort o{ spirits called so ...... . . Cdlderon, I. 168.

The spirits of voliiptuous death, III. 4.

That the spirits of^the air, , . Bug. Hills, 353.

Spirits from beyond the moon, .... . Exhortation, 26,

among all the Spirits who rebelled, Faust, I. 98.

1 tell you, spirits, to your faces now, II. 360.

I should not regret this despotism Oi spirits, . . II. 362.

Cures him of spirits and the spirit together. . . li. 370,

Let me converse with spirits. Hellas, 1S7.

I would leave The jf/zW/j of eve . ...... 654.

the sound as of a spirifs tongue Laon, VI. xxxii. 9.

we fear The spirits of the night, X. ix. ^.

Arise ye sightless j/zViVj of the storm, . . . M.N. Despair, ig.

Then o'er this ruined soul let spirits of hell, . , 32.

What beauteous spirits met my dazzled eye! . . M. N. Ravail, 29.

But fairer than the spirits of the air, 33.

Yes ! the fierce spirits of the avenging deep . . 60.

Spirits! when raptures move, , 103.

And he would watch them, as, like spirits bright, Marenghi, XX. 3.

There are two fountains in which spirits weep . Prol. Hellas, 80.

I bid ascend those subtle and fair spirits, . . . Prom. I. 658.

Look, sister, where a troop of spirits gather, . . I. 664.
spirits! how know ye this shall be ? I. 789.

Where are the Spirits fled? i- 801.

Hark ! Spirits speak . li. i. 171.

AU spirits on that secret way ; II. ii. 45.
Canst thou imagine where those spirits Hve il. ii. 64.

I have heard those more skilled in spirits say, II. ii. 70.

List ! Spirits speak il. v. 47.
even then Two mighty spirits, HI- i;_43-

And sweetest music, such as spirits love. . . . lii. ii. 34.
Most glorious among spirits, III. iii. i-

aerial dew. The drink of j^zV/^j .• lii.iii. 144.
Hide that fair being whom we spirits call man ; III. iv. 45.
One with the other even as spirits do, . . . ill. iv. 132.

The voice of the Spirits of Air and of Earth . . IV. 57.

Let the Hours, and the iS". of might and pleasure, IV. 79.
See, where the Spirits of the human mind . . . iv. 81.

Come, swift Spirits of might and of pleasure, iv. 131.

With the Spirits which build a new earth . . . IV. 164.
Wherein the sinffin^ spirits rode and shone, . . IV. 515.

The spirits of the air, the shuddering ghost, . Q. Mab, vi. 83.

,, „ ,, „ „ ., . . Superstition, 12.

Made stingless by the spirits of the Lord, . . Q, Mab, vil. 233.

Then wander like spirits among the spheres, . . Sensit. PI. i. 88.

And through those living spirits, Witch, ix, 4.
Which had the power all spirits of compelling, . xiv. 3.

The spirits of tne tempest thundered by. . . . XLViii. 8.

The armies of her ministering; spirits— .... Lil. 3.

She would ascend, and win the spirits there . . lvi. 3.

And all the forms in which those spirits lay . . Lxv. i.

(6) feelings, vivacity, animation of heart.

And bubbles gaily ... as my spirits do, . . . Cenci, i. iii. 79.
For, strange to say, I feel my spirits fail . . . I. iii. 171.

the starry spirits dance, Bpips. 87.
yet neither cheer nor wine Could give us spirits, Julian, 523.
And ye spirits that can never cease pleasing. . M. N. Ravail, 77.

Spiritual, adj. moral or intellectual.

Blunting the keenness of his spiritual sense . , Q. Mab, V. 162,

Spit, V. intr. eject saliva.

dare not to breathe, Or spit, Cyd. 631.

Spite, n. with z«, expressed or understood= in defiance of,

notwithstanding.
When, in spite of the Church, They will hear

homilies Ch. \st, II. 375.
j^?Ve of the city's smoke, IV. 9.

And ate the cheese in spite of all I said, .... (^d. 212.

and which I Will quaff in spite of them— . . . Gisb, 89.
She could produce in scorn and spite of them. , Horn. Venus, 53.
in j^iVi' of faith and fear, Z-aow, xii, xiv. i.

that, spite of him. Flushes his bloated cheek. . . Q. Mab, III. 43.

Spits, n. long pointed rods of iron or wood.
Nor fixing upon oxen-piercing spits Our hmbs, , Cycl. 286.

and made red hot The points ot spits, .... 385.
on spits of wood he placed the two, Horn. Merc. XX.5.

"'Splash, n. a sudden disturbance of water or any liquid.
with splash and strain Made white with foam . , Cycl. 19.

With splash and shock into the deep— .... ^a(?w,vil.xxxix.4.
the whirl and the splash Vis. Sea, 144.

^Splashed, pp. marked or dabbled.
On a white horse, splashed with blood ; . . . , Mask, VIII. 2.

Whose coarse leaves were splashed ..... Sensit. PI. III. 52.

^Splendid, adj. (1) sumptuous, gorgeous.
immured Within a j/ZcKif/a^ prison, Q. Mab, in. 91.

(2) beautiful, delightful.

Love, whose smile makes this obscure world j., , Hellas, 980.

(3) showy, grand.
Even throned Evil's j^/(e»(/(rf impotence, , , , Zatf», vil.xxxvi-.s.
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Splendour, w. (1) as a personality or entity.

From her ambrosial rest the fading; 5*. sprung. . Adonais^ xxii. g.

a splendour Leaving the third sphere pilotkss ; Epips. 116.

(2) glory, brilliance.

when splendour Is changed to fragrance, . . . Adonais^ xx. 3.

Turn all thy dev^ to splendour^ xli. 3.

On the sun's revolving splendourI Calderon, III. 68.
thou bright wine whose purple j^/gTzt/oMy leaps . Cetici^ I. iii. 77.
Fuller of speed, and sptenaour^ and mirth, . Death Nap. 28.

In whom, as in the splendour of the Sun, . . . Epips, 31.

Flashed from her motion splen. like the Morn's, 324.
In liquid sleep and splendour^ as a robe \ , . . 357.
Masses itself into intensest splendour. .... Fausi^ II. 109.
Unrisen splendour of the brightest sun, . . Fr. Unrisen Splen, i.

Then trembling in the splendour of the moon, . Hellas., 623.
As the moon's soft splendour J^ne^ 11. 1.

hung there to screen I-ts blinding splendour— . Laon^ I. Hi. 5.

A rushing light of clouds and splendour^ . . . Mask^ xxxiv. i.

Now lending splen^^ where from seqret springs , Mont B. 4.

From the sight, that liquid splendour., .... Prom.. II. v. 63.

The splendour drops in flakes upon the grass 1 . III. iv, 5.

To an ocean oi splendour and harmonyT . . . IV. 134.
Liquid mists of splendour quiver Rosal. 646.
sprang forth Rejoicing in his splendour^ . , . Triumph^ 3.

on the silpnt storm Of its own rushing splendour^ 87.

the fierce splendour Fell from her 359.
As veil by veil the silent splendour drops . . . 413.
and far before her flew The tempest of the splen.., 444.
With i'_^/isW(/<3M?' and terror the black ship environ, Vis. Sea^ 20.

As music and splendour When the latnp. II.i.

adewy.9^/tfwrf(3MrhiddenTookshapeandmotion: Witch^ IV. 6.

A shadow for the splendour of her love. . . . xill. 8.

the sweet splendour of her smiles xxvi. 6.

Through the green splendour of the water deep . xxviii. 4.

And moonlight splendour of intensest rime, . . XLIV. 7.

(3) intellectual brilliance, .or beauty.
Another Splendour on his mouth alit, .... Adonais, XII. i.

his spirit thus became a lamp Oi splendour^ . , L.aon, iv. viiL 6.

Ajr//eM(f(3Mrambn5^ shadows, Lift not, 12.

tremble and wear The splendour of its presence, Ode Lib. Cane. 5.

hid his j^/e«afoMr from the earth Unf.Dr.wi. _
(4) renown, honourable state, grandeur.

Are centuries of high splendour laid in dust ? . Cenci, v. iii. 30.

Freedom's splendour burst and shone:— . . . Hellas^ 53.
what splendourxoWs behind? 717.
The herald of the illin j/ZfiWirfiaMr hid ! . . . 953.
The splendour of its prime ; loS;!'.

How glorious Athens in her splendour fell, . . Laon^ ix. xiv, 3.

Since Athens, its great mother, sunk in spien. ; . Marenghi^ vii. 2.

Rests the full splendour of his sacred fame ; . . Otho^ I. 4.

giving New splendour to the dead Stella.^ 4.

^Splendoui'-wlng'gd, c. adj.

The splendour-winged (^TLxiot of the sun, . , . Adon. Cane. 35.
Kui'ia t\i^ splendour-winged sturs Epips. Si.

Th& splendour-winged VioriA^dis^exs^ .... Prol. Hellas^ ^^.
Like splendour-winged moths about a taper, Witch^ m. 3.

Splendours, n. (1) glory, brilliance.

The splendours rise and spread ;
Prol. Hellas^ 64.

Frail as a cloud whose [_spiendours\ pale , , Tkvo Fr. Love^ I. 2.

(2) intellectual brilliance or glory.

Splendours and Glooms, Adonais, xiii. 3.

Tlie splendours of the firmament of time . . . XLlv. 1.

In which its vermeil splendours shine. . . . Love's Rose, ill. 7.

And frowns and snyles and splen. not their own, Ode Lib. XVI. 13.

Splinter, tj. tr. break up small.
splinter and knead down my children's bones, . Prom. iv. 342.

*Splintering', pr.pple. breaking to atoms.
While an earthquake is splintering its root, . . Vis, Sea^ 27.

Split, V, L Ir. crack or part asunder.
whether the Sun Split my parched skin, . . . Prom. I. 384.

11, inlr.

what earthquakes made it gape and split, . . Epips. 317.
When the loz^s split and close again behind : , Prom, \. 40,

Split,//, cracked, broken asunder.
The columns . . . Are split and shattered ; . . . Faust, 11. 129.

My parched skin was ,split with piercing agoijies. Laon, in. xviii. g.

split, Jammed in the hard, black deep ; . . . . Prom. JV. 301.

Split, ppl. adj. rent.

O'er the j//// cedar's pointed flame ;
Rosal, 1096.

Splits, V. intr. parts asunder.
And it splits like the ice Vis. Sea, 36.

Splitting, pr. pple. breaking asunder.
Whilst now the ship is splitting thro' .... Laon, XI. x. 5,

The great ship seems splitting/ ...... Vis. Sea, 26.

Spoil, n. (1) that which has been taken by force or as plunder.
An empire's spoil star&di for a day of ruin. . . Hellas, 253,

watching till the spoil be won, 539.
Death and Fire had gorged the spoil of victory. Laon, vi. xlv. 9.

Tyrants rushed in, and did divide the spoil, . . Prom. I. 654.
half the spoil He rends . Rosal. 464.

(2) things accumulated by time or trouble, objects

attained.

Yeare the ^oilWhich Tithe thus marks . . . Laon, Vlil. xix.6.

With the j^oi/ which tlieir toil Raked together . Prom,, iv. 32.
Our j*027 is won IV. 135.
Which hungry wolves with praise and spoil.^ . . Rosal. 663.

(3) things ruined or destroyed by natural forces.

becomes its j^oz'// Mont B. 11$.

Have ever grieved that man should be the spoil . Otho, III. 3.

(4) anything carried away.
With woodland spoil most innocently laden ; . . Laon, ix. li. 5.

A forest's spoil of boughs, X. xxxviii. 3.

(5) the act of robbery or pillage.

the unenvied j/o//Of the false Helen, , . . . Cycl. 260.

(6) ruin, waste.
That riot in corruption's spoil, Devil, Xlll, 2.

Oblivion on oblivion, spoil on s.. Ruin on ruin :— Hellas, 877.

Mocking the j^wVof the secret night Sensit. Pi. III. 2^.

Spoil, V, tr. (1) plunder, make spoil of,

may spoil The forced produce of your toil ? . Men ofEng. III. 3.

(2) mar.
fearing to spoil their solemn grace ; Orpheus, 30.

(3) make unfit.

You spoil me for the task E. Williams, iv. 3.

Spoiled,//, ruined, destroyed. ^
Dost thou behold, Said my guide, those spoilers

spoiled, Triumph, 235.

*Spoilers, n. those who waste, destroy or plunder.

The spoilers tempt no second blow, .... Adonais^ xxviil. 8.

Dost thou beholc^ Said my guide, those spoiler^

spoiled, Triumph^ 235.

^Spoiling, pr, pple. ruining, wasting.
exterminating^ spoiling all, Q. Mab, VII. 47.

Spoils, n. (1) booty, stolen property.
Drew the fat spoils to the more open station . J^om. Merc. xxi. 4.

(2/ something gained or earned.
Earning bright spoils for her inchanted dome ; , XMon, Ded. l. 4.

Spoilt,//. (1) marred, interfered with.
Has j/ozVif the mirth of our festivity Cenci, l. iii. 161.

(2) vitiated.

spoilt the sweet taste of the nepenthe, love. . . Prom. III. iv. 163.

Spoke, n. one of the radial arms of a wheel.
seize, ... A spohe of Fortune's wheel, . . . Faust, II. 288.

Spoke, V. 1. tr. A. Lit. gave utterance to.

At the first word he spoke I felt the blood . . . Cenci, II. i. 40.
Which told before she spoke it, he must die : . ill. i. 361.
The words you spoke last night Julian., 159.
thus much I spoke 165.
Why it was I who sPQke that oracle, , . . . (Edipus^ I. 109.
What he dared do or think, . . . He spoke . . . Pr. Athan. I. 45,;

All common words he spoke, ....... Unf. Dr. 56.

B. Fig. (1) betokened.
every star Spoke peace from heaven.— . . Mother Sf Son, IV, 2.

The desolation which it spoke; Rosal. 786.

(2) re-echoed.
And which the mute walls spoke again .... 892.

II. intr. A. Lit. (1) broke silence.

As she spoke, bolts of death Mixed with hail, . . Fugitives, II. 8.

We hardly spoke, ...... Julian, 139.
soon he raised His sad meek face . . . Arv^spoke— -;— 286.
he moved nor spoke. Nor dhanged his hue, \ . Laon, v. xxii. 2.

And stared and spoke not ; . ....,. VI. ii. 5.

(2) talked.
A man you knew j/o^ ofmy wife and daughter— Cenci, i. i. 61.

I spoke of my wife's dowry \ .,...-., . III. i. 318.
'Tis true he spoke Of death iv. ii. 8.

As thus I spoke Sei^-apts announced the gondola, Julian, 211.
As thus she spoke The gathered sobs Lapn, II. xlvii. 4.
Of wisdom and of justice when \i^ spoke— . . . iv. yi. 6.

At first Laone spoke most tremulously ; . . , V. xlvii. i.

as one whom sobs oppress, She spoke: .... vil. xix. 4.
while the Stranger spoke, xi. xix. 2.

He spoke of poetryj Peter, V. iv. 1.

A friend, too, spoke in their dispraise,— .... vi. xv. 3.
Or spoke in words from which Pr. Athan. I. 81.
I spoke but as ye speak, Prom.. II. iv. 112.
And spoke, ana were oracular, iii. iii. 128.
Of which 1 spoke as having wrought me pain, . III. iv. 66.
the clear silver tones, As thus she spoke, . Q. Mf^b, I. 112.
Then thus the Spirit j/i7&,- —'— vi. 11.

in her triumph spoke the Fairy Queen : . . . . viii. 41.
I spoke to nbne, nor did abide, Rosal, 523.
'Twas sunset as 1 spoke

:

. 855.
which as he spoke Was as the lovely star . . .St. Epips. 105.

(3) conversed.
I spoke wi^h him, and urged him f^hen . . . . Cenci, II. ii. 30.
The bridge of which we .^(7^6^. lij. i. 273.

(4) delivered ojacular sayings.
Where Apollo 5^0^ of old Eug. Hills, 11^.

(,5) finished speaking.
He spoke, and bound Stiff withy bands , . . Horn.. Merc. LXIX. 7.
She spoke and wept :-^ . . . ... . Witch, xxv. i.

B. Fig.
Her thrilling gestures j/(7^c, most eloquently fair. I^on, V. li. 12,
I felt that Earth,out of her deep heart spoke— . Naples, 8.
But conscience in low, noiseless whispering spoke. St. Jr. (i) III. 5.
With looks whose motions spoke without a tongue Witch, VII. 5.

Spoke, fp. finished speaking.
Having spoke. The sh^ll he proffered, . . Horn. Merc. Lxxxiv. 7.

402
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Spoken, pp^ A. Lit. (1) uttered,

her very name, But ^(7^5« by a stranger, . . . C^??«, Jl. ii. i39-

With reverence to your Lordship be it spoken, . Faust, I. 48.
With reverence be it spoken^ II. 28.

Heeding not the words then spoken F. Godwin^ 4.

silent token Of more than eVer can be spoken ; , GuitarJane^ 12.

And I have j^o,6fe« "words I fear and hate . . . Hellas^ ,457.

And whatsoever by Jove's voice is spoken . , Honp. Merc. xc. 5.

(2) discoursed," said.

Thus having spoken^ the quaint infant bore, . . Vy. 5.

and all was done Swifter than I have spoken— . Laon, VI. v, 2,

When the lips have J^(?^^«, When the lantp^t.^.

(3) broken silence.

Antonio stood and would have sfoken^ .... Giftevra^ 96.

B. Fig,
have spoken With happy s,oupds, ai>d motions^ , Laon., x. ii. 6.

Spokes, n, the radial arms of a wheel.
Whose flashing spokes^ instinct with infinite lifej . Dcetnon^ \\. 246.

11 n n M , 1) M .. Q- -^(^^^ IX. 153.

Vast beams like spokes of some mvisible wheel . Prom. jv. 274.

Spouse, n. fibrous framework of any species of Spongia.
As water does a sponge.^ so the moonlight . , . Gisb. 255.

Spongy, adj. soft, springy, absorbent.
Knotted in clumps under the spongy ground. . Marenghi^ xxiv. 6.

Spoons, n. domestic utensils.

From whom he steals nine silver spoons. . . . Peter^ II. iii. 5.

Sport, n. (1) play, movement.
bore, In wanton sport, those bright leaves, . , Alastor^ 584.

(2) frolic, amusement.
good sporty Livja, Sohp ! Calderon^ 1. 49.
Which little children stretch in friendly sport . Dmnton, li. 165.

,, ,, „ „ „ „ . Q. Mad, VIII. 223.

Is the true sport that seasons such a path, . . . Faust, II. 10.

Then be our dread sport the rarest. . . , Fr. Iftcant. I. :*.

Should make us food z3\<isport— Propi. I- 343.
Even to desire ; it is thy sport, false sister ; . Jl. i. 99.
whom he created, in his spprt, Q-. Mah, v\. 109.

But her choice sport was, in the hours of sleep, . Pp^t^ht LVII. i.

(3) entertainment, diversion.
Whose sport is in his agony Q. Mab, III. 203.
There is no sport in hate Reviewer, 3.

it will be sport to see them stumble . . . .St. Epips. 54.

(4) plaything.
the unwilling sport Of circumstance and passion, Q, Mab, I. 152.

Sport, V. intr. move about, frolic or gambol.
win Its way over the sea, and spbrt therein ; . . Gisb. 21.

Sport like tame beasts, ... Prom,. IV. 405.

^Sportin^, pr. pple. gaimboUing, frolicking.

Leap round them sporting - Horn. Earth, 23.

sporting in the sun Beside the dreadless kid ; . Q. Mab, vill. 125.

jike gonje enqutrhig child Sporting on graves, . Su-mmer-Evg.^.
Sportive, adj. frolicsome, playful.

This sportive bafid of Satyrs near the caves. . . Cycl. 92.

His kitten late a sportive elf, Peter, vil. xviii. 2.

Who meek and sober kissed the sportive child, . Q. Mab, ix. 55.

^ports, n. (1) games, amusements.
With sports, and delicate food, and the fresh air. Cenci, II. i. 102.

And in all gentle sports took joy ; Rosal. 181.

(2) entertainments, pageants.
Their poisonous tongues against these sinless s.; Ch. ist, II. 23.

for alji delight Of Bacchic sports, Cycl. 29.

Sports, V. intr. frolics, gambols.
the bea^ that sports around his dwelling . , . Dcerfpon, 11. 153.

Spot, n.^ (1) locality, place.

till the Spirit of the j^o^ shall lead ,. ^^fowazj, xlix. 6.

It was ^ tranquil spot, that seemed to smile , . Ala^tor, ^TJ.
every corner Of this dim spot. , Calderon^ II. 166.

Jfay, we see the spot Even from this cypress ; . . Cenci, l. ii. 3.

He past by the j^o^ Appointed i^. ii. 33.

this spot Wa? even as bright and calm, .... Death (2) ll. 4,.

and there stood On the same spot .... Horn.. Merc. xxxi. 5.

That spot grew more serene ; . Laon, I. v. 3.^

and this beloved spot And thee, dearest friend, -— 11. xxxix. 8.

some most serene And lovely spot IX. xxx. 6.

On some spot of English ground Mask, lxv. 3.

She spread a charm around the spqt, . . . Q. Mab, I. 64..

to tell The spot whereon they stood!..... II. 131.

Behold yon sterile J^i7/y . H- 134-
Thou canst not find one spot II. 223.

I hastened to the spot whence 1 had come, . . . Question, v. 7.

The ghost of peace Will not desert this spot. . . Rosal. 71.

This silent spot tradition old 146,
Helen came To this lone silent spot. ..... 108,

Of this dim sPot, which mortals call t^e world ; . IMf. Dr. 19.

(2) small space.
a smooth spot Of glassy quiet Alastor, 392.
Beneath that opening spot of blue serene, . , . Laon, I, ly. 5.

(3) upon the spot = at the moment.
all such examinations made Upon the spot, . . Cenci, iv. tv. 167.

(4) drop, speck.
A spot or two on me would do no harm, . ; , CEdipuSy II. ii. 77.

(5) reproach or blemish on moral character.
Sublimely mild, a Spirit without spot, .... Adonais^ xlv. 7.

Spotless, adj, (1) pure, blameless.
Were it as vile as it was ever spotless. .... Ch. 1st, III. 52.

Thy spotless life of sweet and sacred love. . , . Deetnon, 11. 301.

„ „ „ „ „ . . . Q. Mab, IX. 208.

(2) perfect, stainless.

envious tongues had stained his spotless truth, . Laon^ V. v. 3.

Spots, n. (1) blemishes,
till his soul See the contagion's spot.$ . . . foul ; . Fr. Satire, 28.

(2) localities, places.

as in spots forever haunted . ...... Laon, VI. xxiii. 4.
he visited The spots Peter, V. ix. 2.

(3) limited spaces.

as on spots of lawn Jts delicate brief touch . • • Marenghi^ xxi. 4.

Spotted, pp. (1) dotted here and there.

^tng. and its crags, spotted with fire Cyd. 282.

(2 ) marked in blotches.

Spotted with nameless scars Laon, x. xxi. 8.

Spotted, ppl. adj. marked with patches or spots.

The spotted deer bask in the fresh moon-light . Epips. 533.
And first the j|^o//^(/ cameleopard came, . . . "Witch, VI. i.

Lay on its spotted leaves like tears too true. . . Zucca, vi. 8.

^Spotting, pr. pple. showing like spots or marks.
The many ships ^pottifpg the dark blue deep . . Laon, ix. iii. 1.

With stars of fire spotting the stream below ; . . Witch, XLIV. 2.

Spouse, n. wife.

Spouse / Sister ! Angel ! Pilot of the FaW . . . &pips. 130.

Made sacred to his sister and his spouse, , . . 402.
Concealed him from his spouse . . . . , . Horn. Venus, 39.

Spouses, n. husbainds and wives.
Whenever royal spouses bicker, CEdipzf^, II. i. 129.

Spout, V. intr. shoot up.
In fountains spout o'er it Vis. Sea, 22.

Spouts, V. intr.

the Jiot blood that spouts and rains . ... 142,

*Sprained,^, strained.

our ankles Are sprained wi^a standing here, . . Cycl. 643.
What, sprained y/'ith. standing still ? 644-

:tSprang', v. intr. A. Lit. came into being.
as before Tiiose winged things sprang forth, . . Z-oww, X. xviii. 6.

The Sun and thp.serenest IVJoon sprang forth : . Ode Lib. II. i.

B. Fig. (1) arose.

whpn life and thought Sprane forth, Laon, I. xxv. 9;
Sprang from the billows of the formless flood, . I. xxxi. 4.
And fropj niy fancy'\vin^s of golden hue S. forth— ll. xx. 8.

hopes which sprang from many a hidden lair, . ix. xii. 5.

(2) shone.
the Sun sprang forth Rejoicing in his splendour, Triumph, a.

(3) awoke mentally, rose from inaction.
from the caverns of my dreamy youth I Sprang, Epips. 218.
great France sprang forth. And seized, .... Laon, i. xxxix. 2.

Desolation heard . . . And sprang from sleep !— xi. xv. 4.
And, winged hope, . . .6'. forth from bis rent heart Rosal. 802.

Spray, n. a small spreading branch.
Or amorous birds perched on the young green s., Adonais, xv. 4.
Already Spring kindles the birchen spray, . . . Faust, 11. n.
Amid the topmost spray, Laon, xil. xxxix. 8.
But that the birds, perched on the utmost spray, Matilda, 14.
And unctuous meteors from spray to spray . . Sensit. PI. iii. 78.

Spray, n. water driven by wind or by concussion into fine

particles or vapour.
sheeted spray That canopied his path .... Alastor, 335.
And fell like ocean's feathery spray Dcemon, I. 156.
His sandals then he threw to the ocean spray, Horn. Merc. XIII. 5.
for the winds drove,The living spray .... Julian, 22.

and starred it with brackish spray; 277.
A vapour like the sea's suspended j/yajf . . . iMon, i. xi. 4.
nor did he beat The hoar spray idly then, . . . i. xix, 7.
made the torrents rise in spray, .... vi. xxii. 2.

the foam and spray Sparkled xil. xxxiv. 6.
And as it falls casts up a vaporous spray . . . Orpheus, 70.
as lifted Ocean's dazzfing spray, Prom. II. lii. 30.
It floats along the j^rojy of the salt sea, . . . . in. iv. 10.

Like dissolving spray iv. 25.
like ocean's feathery i^ray Dashed from the boil-

ing surge Q. Mab, I. 246.
It dances in the cascade's spray. St. Ir. (4) iv. 4.
And the cold ^Pray and the clamour wild ?— . . W. Shel. v. 3.

Its fall down the hoar precipice of spray, . . . Witch, XLii. 7.

Spread, v. I. tr, pr. and tut. A. Lit. (1) extend, fix, unfurl.
Will spread his sail and seize his oar .... Eug. Hills, 136.
cried, spread t\\^ sails ! heboid ! . . . . Laon, viii. i. 2.

(2) show, display.

the golden fields . . . ^. Their harvest to the day, . Q. Mab, II. 221.

(3) arrange, set out.

Spreadthy couch in the chamber of JJife ! . . . Castl. Adnt. v. 3.
who spread their feast on the red earth, .... Hellas, 256.
aijd spread forth below A couch of spakes, . Laon, X. xxxviii. 7.

(4) dilate, open.
he would spread fjis nostrils to t]he bla^t, . . , vi. xlv. 5.

(6) diffuse, disseminate.

Can yoii, ye flow'rets, spreadyoMx perfumed balm M. N. Despair, 3.

Spread far around and inaccessibly Its circles ? . Mont B. 56,
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And where its veuomed exhalations spread Ruin,
and death, and woe, Q. Mah^ iv. 84,

the slave. Whose horrible lusts spread VDX&^xy . vi. 204.
B. Ftg, contrive.

Feai\ Hatred. Faith, and Tyranny, who spread
Those subtle nets ,..,...... Laon^ j. xxix. 8.

could betray and j. Snares for that guileless heart 11. xviii. 8.

II. reflex, expand.
They J^rtffli^ themselves into the loveliness Of fan-

like leaves, Woodman^ 52.
III. intr. (1) extend.

broad vales between . . . that spreadAnd wind . Mont B. 6$,

(2) grow, increase, become diffused.
The splendours rise and spread; . , ... ProL Hellas^ 64,
which spread Like radiance ... .... Prom. |i. i. 121,

(3) s^ow, increase.

beheld The frightful desolation spread, . , . . Q. Mab, III. 184.
Spread, v, I. tr. pa. t. (1^ opened, extended, laid out, stretched.
And j^rtfOdT her matting for his couch, .... Alasior^ i^\.
he j^rearf his clo3.k aloft On the barje mast, . . 3I2.
and spread'\:\\^ swaddling-clothes about him

;
Horn. Merc. xxv. 4,

I spread This veil between us two, Laon^ V. xlvii. 7.
its shadowy strings it spread Fitfully VI. xxi. 7.

(2) stretched forth, extended.
spread his arms to meet Her pantipg bosom ,: . Atasior, 183,

(3) displayed, showed.
it spread Its floors of flashing light, Desmon, I, 222.

!i ,, M n )i 0.^^15,11.31.
tf. Its shadowy mountains on the sun-bright sea, . Deemon^ H- 97-

11 . t< M „ n ,1 Q' Mab^ vm. 92.

(4) diffused, cast.

She spread a pharm around tjije sp.ojt, .... i. 64.
Spread a purpurjeaj h^lo round tjie scene, , . . \, 102.
the shade itj^rsflf/Wasso trarjsparent, . . Triumpk^yn.
(5} provided, filled,

that j;&rea(ar Earth's lap with plentjj^, Q. Mab^ iv. 90.
IX. intr, (1) became diffused or disseminated,

contagion there, . . . S. like a quenchless fire; . DcEmon^ 11. 131.

i» V M » jL M Q- Mab^ Vlji. 190.
music from her respiration spread lAke^ light,— Epips. 329.
which did spread yJ'x^ki the quick glance of eyes, Laon^ x. xvi. 8,
gladness Spread, thro' the multitudinous streejts, xii. i. 2.
where all hues did spread and quiver, . . . xii. xxxiv. A,

(2) extended,
the vacant woods, S. round him where he stood. A^astor, J96.

(3J grew, increased,
that spread and wrought Under my bosom . . Rosal. 353.

Spread, pp. A. Lit. (1) shed or diffused.
A light of laughing flowers along the grass is s. . Adonats, XLlx. 9.
a chaos dread On the dim starlight then \sspread^ Apenn. 11.
Had made her accents weaker . . . and spread an

atmosphere Round her, . Ginevra, 86.
But when the light of day was spread abroad ffom. Merc, xxiV. 2.
The lamp-light thro' the rafters cheerly spread^ Laon^ 11, i. 7.
thro' the darkness j^^^arf Arpund, ill. v. 4.
a sound of sweeping conflict spread^ . ... v. vi. 2.
and over all A mist was spread, .... vi. xxxiv. 5.
the false da>vn, which fades ere it is spread^ . . ix. v. 4.
amopg the clouds 'tis spread^ Front, iv. 373.
Till like an exhalation, spread Wroiw flowers . . Rosal. 806,
Had founded many a sceptre-bearing line, And

j/r^arf the plague of gold ....... Triuptpk^ 2%j.
(2) open to view, displayed.

and beneath, A field is spread^ . ... Adopais, L. 7.
Bermath is spread like a green sea . . . . Eu£. Hills^ go.
And the Alpsj whpse snows are spread .... 308.
Spread iorVcv m silentness profound and solemn . Laon^ iii. xv. 3.
the wide universe was spread In Hreary calmness iii. xx, fe.

beneaj:h Heaven spread In purest light above us . v. xxxiii, 5.
around one mighty Fane is spread^ xii. xxxi. 6.
Heaverj's ever-changing Shadow, spread below, . Prom. i. 28.

(3) expanded, opened.
ere yet his wi^gs Have spread Aiastor, 468.
The chain is loosed, the sails are spread^ . . . Serchw^ 88.

(4) extended from elsewhere.
From the sea a mist has spread^ Eug: ffills^ 210.
Almighty God his hell on earth has spread/ . . ZfC^on^ x. xxii. 9.

(5; scattered about, dispersed.
Like clouds in starlight \yidely spread^— . . . Ini. Beai^ty, i. 9.
when they saw new rocks aroUnd them spread. . Zao«, vii. xL 9.
mimic all we wpijld believe With colours idly s.,— Lift ngi, 4.
Oh haste to the bower lyherp roses are spread^ . M. N.Ravail^ 7j.
And ^rfiorf bene.ath a hell of death Prom. I. 717.
Under the moon, had spread their siiowy flakes, 11. i. 59,
Which mimicked, as with colours idly j^j'tffli?, . lii. iv. 19^.
tSj^j'efli/ on the corpse of the King of Hours! . . iv. 20.

(6) extended as a canopy.
And clouds . . . were spread Under its oi;b,— . Laon, VI. xxxvii. 8.
whilst over the earth the pg.ll was spread, . . . ^ vii. xxix. 3.
Above, the Heavens were spread;— XI. i . 7.
high above, was spredd Th^ emprald hpaven . , xil. xviii, 6.
a Canopy which love had j/rearf Q.MaS^lv.y.

(7) arranged or prepared.
Underneath the erave 'tis j^read; /nv. Mi's. ix. ?.
the net of iron Was spreacl above, , . . . Ltfon, x. xlii. 2.

, swine, have litter spread Mask, l. i.

(8) set out.

the banquet of the free Was spread beneath . . Laon, v. liv. 5.

Thus sudden, unexpected feast was spread . vi. viii. i.

And a comely table spread Mask, LIV, 2,

(9) displayed or spread out.

there are spread . . . TJie locks of the approach-
ing storm, Ode JV, Wind, II. 4..

B. %.
Withered hopes pn hopes are spread^ . . , Far

^far away, II. 3.

calm was spread On ail below ; llaon, I. iv. 5.

a ligfht to save, Like Paradise spread forth be-
yond the shadowy grave. ..,,.,,. —— I. xxxii, g,

of love's heaven, that over all was spread. . . , V. xvi. 9.
And the future is dark, and the present is spread Prom. I. 562.
Spread round the valley of its paradise Q, Mab, iV. 236.

*Spreadest, 11, tr. extendest.
Who spreadesi heaven around it, J^aples, 152.

*Spreadeth, v. intr. extendeth.
Where the forest spreadeth ; Prom. II. i. 176.

Spreading-, /?-. ///«. (1) diffusing.
Spreading itself where'er that Power may move Adonais, XLII. 6.
it glides like tender colours spreading ; .... Faust, II. 104.

^2) dispersing abroad, scattering.
Is spreading the locks of her bright grey hair. . Fr. Song, 4.
and j^r^flrfm^ widely, clung To their wild hair, . Laon, XI. xii. 8.

(3) grovfing, occupying space.
More perfect . . . Than any spreading there. . Jane, Hecoll. 64.

(4} expanding or unfurling.
Spreading swift wings as sails iMon^ VI. xxix. 5.
Spreading his azur&SRil VII. xxvi.8.

Spreadintr, ///. adj. (1) increasing, advancing.
Like mooqligh): in the heaven oi spreading day : Fr. Thoughts, 3.

(2) widely branching.
And every nymph of stream and spreading ^^e.. Witch, x. i.

Spreads, v. 1. tr. (^1) diffuses.

S. the influence of soul-chilling terror around, , Bigotry, III. 8.A coward and a fool, spreads death around— . Q. Mab, 11. 177.
See yon opening flower Spreads its fragrance to

the blast ; . . , W. Jew, 2.

(2) arranges, forms.
The spider spreads her webs . Gisb. i.

(3) unfurls.

And spreads his ensign in the wilderness : . . Hellas, 353.
(4) casts forth as rays.

Where'er she spreads her many-beaming wings . Horn. Moon, 6.

(5) extends laterally.

it spreads Its worn and withered arms . , , . Q. Mab, VII. 264.
(b) scatters about,

which the willow Spreads on the floor .... Unf. Dr. 64.

(7) pours,
until he spreads, . . . His waters on the plain : . Witch, LVil. 4.

II. intr. is diffused.

Within the twilight chamber spreads apace. The
shadow of white Death Adonais, VIII. 2.

.S]^rea(^ like a second youth again Magnet Lady W i
Sprightly, adj. cheerful, gay.

'

Too sprightly and companionable a man, . . . Cenci, I. iii. 15.
tSprijfB, n. small branches or twigs of trees.
Of tamarisk, and tamarisk-like sprigs, . . , Horn. Merc. xill. 7.Were bless'd as nightingales on myrtle sprigs, . CEdipus, I. 40.

SprineTi ». A. Lit. the first season of the year, the time of
germination and grovi^th.

Grief made the young §Sr!Kjf wild, Adonais, y:vi. i.
If s.'s voluptuous pantings when she breathes . . Alastor, 11.
The blooms of dewy j^>-!Kf shall gleam . . . April, ti^± 14.And that the flowers of this departed spring . . Cenci, i. iii 'is8
That it should spare the eldest flower of spring : v. iv. 102.
The fresh meadow grass of ji^WkjP' Cycl i^n
odorous winds Of wakening «>>-!>!^ arose, . . . Dcemon l ne,
Kmdlmg a flush on the fair cheek of Spring, . . n gfi
Yet spring's awakening breath n' jgi
Winter by Spring, or Sorrow by swift Hope, . Epips 74.A Metaphor of Spring and Youth . . ... . LL JJo.From .Si>?-!'»!^ to Autumn's sere maturity, . . . ifsc
Already Spring kindles the birchen spray, , Faust, 11. iiAnd the spring came down Ginevra, 108.
Kejoice not when spring approaches, . . . ^,
And some of A>^;k^ approaching fast GuitarJane, f).
1 he brightest hour of untorn Spring, . . Jane, Jnvitn 7^reshspring, and summer, and winter hoar, . . Lament. 11. 3.
I^ell, like bright Springu^^ some herbless plain : ZM>n, Ded. VII 2
1 he cloudless Heaven of Spring, \. lix. 4serene earth wears The blosmy spring's star-

„,,'^fj?'" >>\^''t"re, iv.xxxii.8.
Ul hail m spring, pattering along the ground, . v xxix 1
Liliethe j//-!>5^ whose breath is Wending . . V.Sonek loOf flowering parasites, did Spring love to dress . vi xiim 4'
which spring but half uncloses yi xxxiii'o
in fear has met .S';S»-OT^'j messengers Vll.'xxxvii'.s!

R."i1m'?"'I/^-''"^'"^'^''"'^u°"'"'°,'7'"& •
Vlll.xxix.3.^ehold

! Sprtng sweeps over the world again, . ix xvi e
O.S'i*»-/«^,ofhDpe, and love, *.

. . ix xSi i"Spring Comes, tho' we must pass, . jx xxv iWhich everlasting j/riKjf has made its own, . . ix'xxvi'S
Winter, and,?., anJMorn, and Noon, and Even, ixiSxv.4,
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Which feed springes earliest buds, Laon^ xii, xiv. 3.

when She lost the J., and Ceres her more dear. . Matilda^ 51.

Thine azure sister of the j^rzw^ shall blow. . , OdeW.Wind^l.f^,
IfWinter comesj can ^y^rzw^ be far behind? . . v.14.

By the light airs of spring— Orpheus^ 60.

or the spring''syo\iL-^% minions Pr.Athan. n.iii.14.

as soft as air In springy II. iv.13.

Like flocks of clouds m j.'j delightful weather, . Prom. i. 665.

From spring gathering up beneath, . . . l. 792.
thou dost wake, O Spring! 11. 1. 6.

when the winds oi spring In rarest visitation, . II. iv. 12.

Kindling a flush on the iair cheek of springy . . Q. Maby Vlll. 121.

Yet spring's awakening breath will woo the earth, IX. 167.

Bare winter suddenly was changed to springy . Quesh'on, l. 2.

The next spring shews leaves pale and rare, . . Rosal. 789.
And the Spring zxo^. on the garden fair, . . Sensit. PL I. ^.

This fairest creature from earhest spring , . , II. 57-

When winter had gone and spring came back 111.114.

If I look on Spring's soft heaven,— .... To-morroWy II. 3.

bade the Spring good morn ; Unf. Dr. 71.

perhaps it dreamed that Spring vjas come, 190.

but when Spring indeed Came 206.

In which spring clothes her emerald-winged
mioions, Wiichy XLIV. 5.

B. Fig.
No news of your false spring To my heart's

winter bnng, Far,Jarawa% \. $.

Spring, €. adj. attr. of the time of spring.

The crags, this clear j^?^«^ morning, . . , . Prow. II. i. 163.

When warm spring WkO^^r^ are passing o'er ; . Rosal. 368.

Spring*, n. ^1) leap.

a man but a single spring -wi)^ make Fausty II. 179.

(2) reach, extent.

visions that were mine, beyond its utmost j/rziw^. Laony II. xxix. 9.

(3) motive or active power.
The place each spring of its machine shall fill ; . Q. Mdb^ VI. 164.

(4) overflow or source of water.
can you show me some clear water springy . . Cycl. 87.

To a stone seat beside a spring Rosal. 106.

His fancy on that spring -wox^Xd float 184.

(5) source, origin.

mud from a muddy springy— . Engl. 1819, 3.

that great j^re'w^ of^all The patronage, .... CBdipuSy\\.\.i2.

an endless spring of ^loom, OrpkeuSy 12.

the deep and overflowmff spring Of his . . . grief . 70.

if wealth The j/rz«^ it draws from poisons not,— Q. Maby III. 50.

eternal spring Of life and death, VI. 190.

andalmostburstThesealofthatLetheanj^r/jji^y Rosal. 409.

Spring*, V. intr. (1) thrive, flourish, grow.
Our fortunes would spring high in him, . , . Ch. u/, II. 489.

The golden harvests spring; Q. Maby IJI. 193.

Like that which gave it life, to spring and die. v. 15.

No solitary virtue dares to springy . v. 45.

a blade of grass to j^Ww^, . vill. 72.

To see the busy beings round thee springy . . . Soliiar% I. 3.

And fruits and poisons spring where'er thou
flowest.. r ' p • Sonn. Niky 12.

(2) proceed, take origin from.

And the quick spring like weeds out of the dead. Death NaP. 24.

From your dust new nations sPringy . . , . . Eug. HillSy 165.

new fires . . . Spring beneath the wide world's

might; ^."T", '^^^'

make ftie thoughts obscure From which the}^ s.y Ode Lib. xvi^ 10.

Such pride as from impetuous love may springy . OthOy II. 7.

hence truth and falsehood spring; Q- Maby IV. 147.

Spring from thy bones, and blossom on thy tomb, IV. 264.

from the soil Shall spring all virtue, —- V. 19.

(3) start, fly upwards.
see, sparks .y/riM^ out of the ground, . . . , Faitsiy \l. iio.

(4) leap.

and spring Upon his horse, Laony vi. xxv. 8.

Spring-morn, c, n. a morning of the spring season.

And many a fresh S.-morn would he awaken— . Marenghiy7iyill.\.

Springes, n. noosed snares.

setting springes to catch woodcocks Ck. isly ll. 39.

^Spriugest, v. intr. dartest or leapest.

From the earth thou springesi Skylarky 7.

rtlSpringetli, v. intr. begins to grow or shoot up.

blade of grass. That springetk in the morn . • Q- Maby II. 228.

JSpring-ing, n. growth, increase.

with the fresh music of its springingy .... Laony VI. xli. 6.

Springing, pr. pple. leaping, bounding.

And gliding and springing Sh& went, . . . . Arethusay i. 13.

Sprln^ng, ppl, adj. risuig, beginning, bursting.

Caught . . . The springing Fire.— . ... liellas, 56.

Watch for the springing flame Laon^ xii. vii. 9.

Springs, n, (1) an overliow of water, water sources.

from the secret s. Of that dark fountain rose. . . Alasiory 478.

The bars of the j/r/«^J below Arethusay il, 12.

The springs their waters change to tears . . . Bion. Adon. 31.

With mountain winds, and babbling springSy . Coleridsey 7.

Round Scamander's wasting springs; .... ^g- Hills. 195.

where ever-babbling springs. Fausty 11. 8.

Which shades the springs of ./Ethiopian Nile, . Laon^ VI. xl. 6.

The earth under his feet—the j^^m^J, . . . /V^er", VII. xix. i.

Ye icy SpringSy stagnant with wrinkling frost, . Prom. I. 02.

Grey mountains, and old woods, and haunted J,, Prom. i. 2^1.

He told the hidden power of herbs and springSy . 11. iv. 85.
From the murmurinffs Of the unsealed springs . IV. 115.

Wells of unfathomeafire, and water springs . . — iv. 284.
the might of healing; springs is poured ; , . . . IV. 390.
Like Iprings which mingle in one flood became, Rosal. 1289.

Have sate together near the river springSy . . . Unf. Dr. 62.

hills where rise the springs of India, 123.

The water of the springs of Hiraalah 150.

She led her creature to the boiling springs . . Witchy XXXVII. 5.
Clove the fierce streams towards their upper s. . XLV. 8.

(2) sources of supply.
winding among the springs Of fire and poison, . Alasior, 88.

From the sunset's radiant j^«'m^.9.' . . . . Bug. Hills
, ^26.

Draw thou His spirit from its springs: . . Fausty I. 86.

Like springs of flame, which burst Laony V. i. 9.

It ebbed even to its withered springs again ; . . vii.xxiv. 5.

Now lending splendour, where from secret s. . . Mont B. 4.

Tbey prey like scorpions on the springs of life. . Q. Maby ill. 78.

Poisoned the springs of happiness and life ; . . IX. 88.

but love Seemed now its sullen springs to move, Rosal. 826.

(3) tears.

Loosened the springs of pity in all eyes, . . . Ginevray 166.

Springs, v. intr. (1) arises, appears suddenly,
an autumnal Night, that j^r/?zfj Out of the East, AdonaiSy XXIII. i.

Far light is scattered—boundless glory springs . Horn. Moony 5.

as swift as smoke from a volcano springs. . . Loony i. xiii. g.

(2) advances, increases.

the while Youth springs^ age moulders, . . . . Q. Maby IV. 224.

(3) germinates, grows.
Till from the breathing lawn a forest springs . . V. 13.

(4) takes its origin.

Hence commerce springs^ the venal interchange V. 38.
the pestilence that springs From unenjoying

sensualism V. 194.

happiness, That springs from his own works ; . VI. 207.

(5) awakes, comes into activity.

Earth like an eagle springs. '. Laony ix. xxv. 9.

a . . . nation Springs like day from desolation ; . ProTn. I. 568.

(6) bounds.
Love, from its awful throne of patient power . .

.

springs IV. 560.

Sprinkle, v. tr. bedew,
the heart's blood of all I love on earth Will

sprinkle him, , . , , , Cenciy v. iv. 127.

lest it should sprinkle you, ... ... (EdipuSy II. ii. 76.

*Sprinkled, v. tr. cast in small drops.

She sprinkled hnght water from the stream . . Sensit. PL II. 33.

^Sprinkled, pp. cast in small drops.
which \i sprinkled o^ex A woman guilty of— . . CEdipuSy li. i. 82.

Sprite, n. (1) soul, spirit.

but his clear Sprite Yet reigns o'er earth ; . , . AdonaiSy IV. 8.

(.2) a person.
and soofi Every sprite beneath the moon . . . Eug. HillSy 371.

(3) an elf, an unearthly being.

the poor jr^yzV^ is Imprisoned, . . ... Guitar J^aney ^y.

Teach us, sprite or bird, . , . ... Skylarky 61.

(4) phantom or ghost.

A white courser bears the shadowy sprite ; . M. N. Spec. Hors. 28.

Sprites, n. spirits, elves.

Fairies, spriteSy and angels keep her! . . . Bridal, ii. i.

II 11 It 11 It • • • Epithal. 23.

and what she did to sprites And Gods, .... Witchy LXXVlii. 2.

Sprung*, V. intr. (1) originated, took rise, arose.

But droop there, whence they sprung; .... AdonaiSy IX. 7.

The source from which it sprung Cenci. iii. i. 36.

Back to the Paradise from which you .sprung^ . Fiordispinoy 74.
till the north wind Sprung from the sea, . . . HellaSy 497.
Thoughts sprung where'er that step did fall. . . Masky xxxi. 4.

From his organization sprung^ . . . . Petery vi. xxiii. 2.

and from it sprung Temples and cities .... Prol. Hellas^ 34.
For whence it sprung it knew not, nor do I, , . Prom, iii. iv. 23.

That sprung from these sweet notes, . . . . Q. Maby Vlll. 28.

(2) awoke, aroused.
From her ambrosial rest the fading Splendour s. AdonaiSy xxii. 9.

(3) rebounded.
The motion of the leaves, the grass that sprung Alasiory 475.

(4) took being.

this devil Which j/rww^ from me Ckwcz, IV. i. 120.

the wretched parent whence it sprung . . • Q. Maby IV. 129.

(5) hastened mentally.

and my spirit sprung To meet thee Loony Ded. vii. 8.

(tf) leapt.

A red mouse . . . Sprung from her mouth. , . Fausty 11. 374.

from their thrones in vindication sprung;. . , Loony xi. xix. 7.

Cythnaj/yMw^ From her gigantic steed, , . . xii. xiii.-2.

(^7) darted lorth.

whence a bright death-fire sprungy xi. xii. 6.

Sudden, from out that city sprung Mar, Dr. xil. j.

(8) of sound, rose to the ear.

As we approached a shout of joyance sprung . LaoUy v. xv. 5-

(9) proceeded, issued.

and sprung From his. lips like music flung . . Bug. HillSy 180.
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Sprung-, pp, (11 descended.
j#r«K^ from the race of heaven ? Cycl. 2\o.
O Pallas, mistress, Goddess, sprung itova Jove, . 336.
Of Jove and Maia sprung^— Horn. Merc, xcvil. 7.

^2) originating.
Sprung ixo'a\\\\^ depth of its tempestuous jar : , Laon^ I. xxvi. 4.
silver exhalations sprung from dawn, .... v. xliv. 2,

or what mightier Gods Brom all-prolific Evil, . .

.

lAzM^ sprung^ Prom. i. 214.
*Spume, n. froth, spittle.

To blister with their poison spume The wanderer, Faust^ II. 77.
Spun, V. I. tr. Fig,
and how we jj&MK A shroud of talk ..... Gzj^. 154.

II. i7itr. whirled.
Convulsed and on the rapid whirlwinds spun . Triumph^ 144.

Spur, V. refi. Fig. incite, urge.
human Spirit ! spur thee to the goal ... . Q. Mab, VIII. 53.

Spurn, V. tr. (1) kick or strike.
Fly ere I spurn thee : Cenci^ iv. i. 172.

(2 ) treat with contempt,
the proud feet that spurn them lying low. . Adonais^ xxvili. 9.
And I spurn both Cenci.^ in. i. 288.

JSpurned, v. I. ir. (1) neglected, treated with contenipt,

scorned.
him who spurned Her choicest gifts Alastor^ 204.
And J. the lessening; realms of earthly night, . . M. N, Ravail^ 27,
My soul spurned the chains of its dismay, . . . Ode Lib. l. 5.

and his weak foes He neither spurnednor hated, JF^. Atkan, I. 51.

(2) cast aside, rejected.

And then she j/Kr«tf^ the loaves Laon^ VI. Wi. ^.

II. intr. scoffed.

And spurned at peace, and power, and fame ; . i. xliv, 7.

Spurned, //. (1) cast aside contemptuously.
1 had spurned 3i.s\de. The water-vessel, .... —— III. xxi. 3.

(2) rejected, scoffed at.

because an impious race had spumed .... x. xxxv. 6.

With prayers which rarely have been spurned, . RosaL 880.
'^'Spurnest, v. tr. treatest with contempt.
Custom, and Faith, and Power thou spurnest ; Dcemon, I. 90.

Spurred, v. tr. Fig. goaded, drove.
Which spurred him, like an outspent horse, . . Prom. III. iv. 141.

Spurring, pr. pple. A. Lit.
make some excuse Fot spurring on yowr mules, Cenci\ III. r. 267.
B. Fig. urging.

Lashing and spurring his tame hobby ; . . . Peier^ VI. xix. £.

Spurs, V. tr. A. Lit. urges with a spur.
spurs a Tartarian barb Into the gap, .... Hellas, 838.

B. Fig. goads, irritates.

Which spurs to rage the many-headed beast. . Ck. \st, II, 120.

*Spurting', vbl. n. starting, spouting.
What glimmering, spurting^ stinking, burning, Faust, II. 213.

Spy, V. tr. {1) perceive, see.

I spy the boisterous guests already. 11. 1 17.
come forth, to j. What calm has fall'n on earth, Laon^ i. iii. 8.

And the Lady ever looked to s. If the golden sun Mar. Dr. III. 5.

(2) detect.

So soon as in his song they spy^ The folly . . . Peter, VI. xxxiii. 3.

^Squabbling, pr. pple. brawling, scuffling.

5'y«a55/;w^make5 pig-herds hungry, .... CEdipus^M.i.i^^.
ScLuadron, n. a division of a fleet.

Our squadron^ convoying ten thousand men, . . Hellas, 481.

*Squalid, adj. miserable, wretched, dirty,
wealth by squalid want, ......... Ck. 1st, i. 163.
Thro' Penury's roofless huts and squalid cells . Laon, II. xlii. 2.

In squal. huts, and in its palaces Sits Lust alone, iv. xxii, 5
yon squalid loTin, Leaner than fle^hless misery, . Q. Mad, III. 112.

JSquander, v. tr. spend wastefully.
What you in one nig'ht squander Cenci, III. i, 339,

Square, n. (1) an area of four sides.

Near the great fountain in the public square, . Laon, x. xxiii, 2.

the towers that did environ That spacious square/ x. xlii. 4.
A thousand torches in the spacious square, . . XII. iv. 6.

In a square like Grosvenor-s^uare, Peter, II. xi. 2.

Within a fountain in the public square, . . . Prom. III. iv. 62.

(2) a formation adopted by soldiers.
formed in hollow square Hellas, 374.
who, in a hollow square Enclosed her, .... CBdipus^ i. 314.

Squeak, v. intr. cry.

I heard the rats squeak behind the wainscots : . Ck. \st, ll. 440.
Squeaks, n. discordant sounds.
Who,, by frequent squeaks, have dared impugn . CEdipus, II. i. 26.

*Squeeze, d. tr. obtain with difficulty.

Squeeze less than they before possessed. . . . Peter, III. xix, 5.

Squirrels, n. small tree-dwelling quadrupeds {genus Sciurus).
Until the doves and squirrels would partake . Alastor, 100.

Stab, V. I. tr* wound or kill with a knife or dagger.
A man ma^ stab his enemy, or his vassal, . . . Cenci, I. ii, 75.
and stab him at the door? in. i. 374.
Stab her, or give her bread !— Laon, v. xxvn. 2.

II. iritr.

Slash,, and siab^ and maim^ and hew,— . , , . Mask, Lxxxiv. 3.

Stabbed, v. tr. (See Stab.)

And those ... Ye stabbed as they did sleep . . Laon, v. x. g.

and stabbed ea.ch ardent youtlf. xi, xix. 9.

They stabbed them in theback XI, xx. i.

And stabbed a.nd trampled on it's mother ; . . Rcsal. 164.

Stabbed,//. A. Ltl. (See Stab.)

Cristofano Was s. in error by a jealous man, . . Cenci, I. iii. 62.

amid ten thousand dead Stabbed in their sleep, . Laon, v. vi. 8.

near my youth had stood, Was stabbed!— . . VI, xv, 6^

Have we not j^ai^eflf thine enemies, ... . X. xxviii,.6.

B. Fig.
Stabbed with one blow my everlasting soul ; . . Cenci, v. ii. 124.

A people starved and s. in the untilled 6e]d,— . Engl. 1819, 7.

Stable, adj. steady, constant.

Shew somewhat stable^ somewhat certain still, . Q. Mab^ Vlll. 56.

fStabled, v. intr. dwelt, lodged.
Tyrants dwelt side by side, And s. in our homes, Laon, 11. iv. 3.

Stabs, V. tr. A, Lit. pierces or wounds.
Or stabs the wearer's enemy in the back ; , . Faust^ 11. 309,

B. Fig: injures or destroys.

He fabricates The sword which stabs his peace ; . Q. Mab, ill. 200.

Staff, n. A. Lit. (1) a walking-stick, a cudgel.
This knotted staff \s help enough for me, . . . Faust, II. 4.

(2) a long pole.

like a standard from a watch-tower's staff, . . Ode Lib. XIV. 2.

B. Mg.
The bread they eat, the staffon which they lean. Q. Mab^ iv. 172.

Stag*, n. a male deer.
The tiger leagues not with the stag at bay . , . Hellas, 537.
As a poor hunted stag Orpheus, 46.

Sta^e, n. Fig. a field of action.
these myriads from life's crowded stage : , . M. N. Post. Fr. 6.

*Stagre-scene, c. n. Fig. performance.
no hint Of change in that stage-scene Ck. lAt, I. 35.

'^Sta^g'ered, v. intr. reeled, fainted,
my brain,. Which staggered on its seat ; . . . Q. Mab, VII. 187.

*Sta^g-ered, pp. I'ig. astonished, put in doubt.
with the weight Of his own words is staggered, . Trium.pk, 197.

tStapSferinff, pr. pple. Fig. being astonished.
Men started, staggering with a glad surprise, . Ode Lib. xi. 14.

Stagg-ering, ppl. adj. reeling, unsteady.
bear The j/fl^fiWw^ ship— Horn. Castor^ id

Stag'g'ers, v. intr. A. Lit. walks unsteadily, reels.
even as one Who staggers forth ... . . Ginevra^ 2.

B. Fig. (1) is confounded.
Even soaring fancy staggers, DmTnon, I. 178.

n M _ 11 M • Q' Mab, 1. 267,

(2) becomes incoherent.
grows old With grief, and staggers : Rosal. 469.

*Sta8fnant, adj. (1) dull, inert.

did uplift the stagnant ocean Of human thoughts Laon, i. xxxviii. &,
making shiver Tnought's stagnant chaos, . . . Prom. iv. 380. -

His life a feverish dream of stagnant woe, . . . Q. Mab, Vlll. \^6.-

(2) unwholesome, motionless.
Peopling with golden dreams the stagnant air, . Laon, ix. xxxii. 7.
like a stagnant laguna . Peter, IV. xiv. 5.

(3) moveless, inactive.
Ye icy Springs, stagitant with wrinkling frost, . Prom. l. 62.

*Stag'nate, v. intr. become dull or torpid.
But stagnate in the veins of Christian slaves ! , Hellas, «J4<J.

Stagnate like ke at Faith Laon, ix. xxiii. 8.

*Stagnate, adj. (1) still, quiet.
scarce did stir The stagnate night ;— . , . . . Alastor, 657.
(2) dead, stagnant.

the sky became Stagnate with heat, Laon, X. xiii. 6^

*Sta^natiou, n. dullness, torpidity.
To move the deep stagnation of his soul,— . . Q. Mab, V. 165.

Stags, n. pi. of Stag.
Of stags and lions I have gorged enough, . . , Cycl. 227.

Staid, V. intr. remained, abode.
She left me, and I staid alone . ..... Lerici, 9.
Among the guests who often staid Peter^ V. i. 1.

|Staid, adj. grave, solemn.
And see how meek, how pitiful, how staid, , . Dante Conv 45*
Or cold, staid gait, or false and hollow smiles, - Prom., ill, iv. 42.

Stain. [W. M. Rossetti suggests titrain, v. intr. creak.]

Bare woods, whose branches stain, A Dirge,> 6.

Stain, n, A. Lit. (1) blot, discoloration.
Like a gloomy stain On the emerald main . . Aretkusa, III. r3,
and the stain Of blood, from mortal steel . . Laon, vi. vi. 8.

(2) colour.
Floats with crimson stain Mexican, iv. 3.

(3) visible mark, sign or evidence.
as with no stain She faded, like a cloud .... Adonais, x. 8.

For after the rain when with never a stain, . . Cloud, 77.

B. Fig. (1) taint, corruption.
From the contagion of the world's slow stain . Adonais, XL. 5.
Till with the stain their inmost souls are dyed, . Ode L,ib. ill. 14,
Without a change, without a stain,— .... Prol. Hellas, 193.
Each stain of earthliness Had passed away, . . Q. Mab, i. 135..
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(2) distiogtii^hing horror or dread accompaniment.
Have each their mark and sign—sprae gliastly s. / Laan, VI. xvii. 4.
poverty, the crime of tainting' j'/flz«, .... Mai&er'^Son^i.it.
(3) reproacli, stigma of disgrace.

bind the Wretch on Whom he fixed a staiH^ . . Laon^ Vlll. viii. 4.
Till thy sweet stars could weep the stain away ; Ode Lib. xil. 5.
And, worse than all, that inward stain .... Rosat. 478,

Statu, V. tr. A. Lit, (1) discolour or colour.
my blood May stain the senseless dust .... Cenci^ v, iy. 39.
And tears from her brown eyes did s. The altar : Ro^al. 1085.
Stain the clear air with sunbaws ; Vis. Sea^ 139.

(2") befoul, maculate.
Which would staiti all its seas, (Bdipus^ II. ii. 80.
As troubled skies j/am waters clear, /fe/^r, VI. xxxi. i.

Stain his death-blushing chariot-wheels, . , , . Q. Mab^ vii. 34.
B. Fig. (1) bring disgrace on, sully.

stain not a noble house With vague surmises . . Cen^ci^ iv. iv. 150.
Stain, with its venomous stream a human feast, . Laon^v. Son£^,5.s.
The union of the free with discord's brand to s. . ix. xviii. 9.
Though evil stain its work, Front. II. iii. 14.
Stain that which ought to have disdained . . . TViumpk^ 205.

(2) impair, darken.
Clouds which stain truth's rising day ..... Eu^. Hills^ 161.

(3) injure, lower.
yet dare not stain with wealth or power A poet's

free and heavenly mind : Exhortation^ 19.

Stained, v. tr. (1) befouled, besmirched.
Devil's blood Stained his dainty hands and feet. Pr. Satan, 4.

(2) discoloured, spoiled.

But when tears stttined thy robe . . . . , Ode Lib. VII. 9.

(3) disfigured, made dreadful.
Of whence those forms proceeded which thus

.f/azKfl£/ The track -, . Triumph, $iy.

Stained,//. A. Lit. (1) befouled, disgraced.
Yet stained with blood Cenci, V. li. 172.
and brazen chariots stained With blood, . . . Deemon, I. 267.
A savage conqueror j/a«*7ze(/ in kindred blood, . ^^ 11. 85.

„ ,, „, M ,, ,, . Q. Mab, VIII. ^8.
in slaughter's sanguine hue Stained {reshly ? . , Zflo«,viil.xviii.7.

had j/fl(M«(/ the courser's feet;— X. iii. 4.
We had been stained -with bitter blood, .... Prom. I. 79.
which no more Were stained-^\\h blood . . . Q, Mab, IX. 9a.

(2) marked, darkened.
Suddefily stained with shadow did appear ; . . Laon^ I. vi. 6.

B. Fig. (1) contaminated.
my breath, was Stained With the contagion . , Profn, I. 177.

^2) made morally hideous, disgraced.

To weep for crime tho' j^a/we^/ with thy friend's

dearest blood. . Laon^ vill, xi. 9.

things best and rarest Are s. and trampled :— . ^—^ vill. xxv. 4.

(3) sullied by calumny.
envious tongues had Stained his spotless truth, . • V. v. 3,

Stained, ///. cuij. obscured.
"* hung its night On the j: cope of heaven's light. . Maf. Df. xv. 6.

XStaining, pr. ppte. (1) obscuring.
And the moon no cloud is staining. .... Fr. Rofuan's, 1. 5.

(2) polluting.

iS^aiVz'M^ their sacred waters with our tears ; . . €ris5. 17$ •

Stainirtg that Heaven with obscene imagery . . Polit. Great. 8.-

Stainless, adj. (1) without spot or blemish.
shade The bosom's j/azw&jj' pride Damon, I. 45.

„ ,1 11 ). ... Q. Mab, 1. 42.

whence icicles depend, So stainless', . . . iv. 11.

fleet Across thy stainless features : IV. 73.

(2) perfectly clear and pure.
convulsed To its crystSilline depths that stain, sea, Hellas, 490.
the j'/a«'«&jj' air around Z,aoM, Xii. xvi. 2.

The stainless mirror of the lake Q. Mab, VI. 7.

When the skies are deep in the stainless noon, . Rosal. 958.
Shall on its stainless glory set, St. Dejection, V. 8.

and the stainless sky Opens beyond them . . . Summer, 5.

(3) free from dishonour.
Towards our ancient house, and stainless fame ! Ce:nci, V. ii. 147.

Stains, n. A. Lit. blotches, sores,

encrusted round With leprous stains / . . . . IV. i. 13a

B. Fig. reproach, disgrace.

impart Stains of tnevitable crime : Laon, VIII. xix. 4.

Stains, v. tr. A. Lit, (1) gives colour or visual effect.

And. as a dying meteor stains a wreatli* . . . Adonais, xil. 7.

Stains the dead, blank, cold air Bpips. 92.

like the wake of light that s. The Tuscan deep, . Gisb. 68.

that stains Some gloomy chamber's window . . Peter.^ v. xiv. 3;

(2) maculates, discolours.

stains her white navel now, Eton. Adon. 23.

Blood s. the snowy foam of the tumultuous deep. Laon, i. xi. 9.

B. Fig. (1) affords mental effect.

Stains the white radiance oi Eternity, . . , ^ Adonais, Lii. 4.

(2) soils, sullies.

Stains with dear blood its unmaternal Aest I . . Epifs. 18.

Stair, n. A. Lit,
, (1) a succession of ascending steps, a

staircase.

Were mirrored in the polished marble stair . . Ginevra, 24,

an ivory stair Us fretwork in the crystal sea . . Laon, I. li. 3v

up a steep and dark and narrow stair'We wound, Laon, ill. xiii. 7.

thro' the chasm of that steep stair did bound, . ill. xxix. 9.
And bpre me thro' the tower adown a stair, , . XV. ii. 4.
its stadr With female quires was thronged : , . V. xliii. i.

Or thought they heard upon the s. His footstep, . Rosal. 269.

(2) one of a series of steps.

gtep by step and stair by stair, Fiordispina^ %%,
And now we stood on the altar stair^ .... Rosal. 290.

B. Fig. degree or short space.

Stair above Stair the eddying waters rose, . , Alastor^ 380.

Stairs^ n. a succession of steps, a staircase.

Ah ! No, that is his step upon the stairs ; . . . Cenci, 11. i. 13.

We climbed the oozy stairs Julian, 219.
Was climbing up the stairs^ Peter^ I. vi. 3.

Stake, V. tr. risk, chance.
and dood and Evil Stake Their empire .... Hellas, 443.

Stalce, ft. (1) stick or pole.

lend a hand to the great stake Within—^ .... Cycl. 634,
should seize the stake To burn the Cyclops' eye . 636.

(2) a pole to which a victim is boimd.
Slaves, to the stake Bind her, Laon^ Xll. xii. 3.

Till the thick stalk stuck like a murderer's stake^ Sensit. PI. III. 6^,

Stakes, n. (1) long sticks or poles.

Ho, there! bring tortmes, sharpen those red s., . Hellas, 970.
And at its outlet flags huge as stakes . . . Sensit. PI. Ill, 72,

(2) fence timbers.
some few stakes Broken and unrepaired, . , . Julian, 10.

(3) pledges, hazards.
Whose stakes are vice and misery Q. Mab^ III. 174.

^Staking*, pr. pple. risking.

Staking his very life on some dark hope, . . . Alastor, 32.

^Stalactites, n. formations of carbonate of lime.
Lighted up by stalactites } ........ Ode to Heaven, 31.

Stale, adj. worn, common.
that's a very stale trick, DevH^ vill. 5.

Stale mouthed, c, adj. oft-told.

With vilest gossips a stale mouthed story ; . . . Cenci, III. i. 159,

Stalk, n. stem.
storms may break the primrose on its stalky . . DtBmon, II. 260.

,, „ ,. „ „ „ . . Q. Mab, IX. 165.
Till the thick stalk stuck like a murderer's stake, Sensit. PI. III. 67.

Stalk, V. intr. (1) move in a slow stately manner.
Stalk through the night in the horizon's glimmer, Hellas^ 626.

(2) walk proudly or ostentatiously.

And I see Satan stalk athwart the plain ; . . . M.JV. Ravail, 64,
^Stalked, v. intr. marched, walked.

fcS/a/A^i^like fell shades among their perished prey; Laon, x. xiv. 7.

Stalks, n. pi. of Stalk,

Green stalks' burst forth, and bright flowers grow, Profn. IV. 364.
Fell from the stalks on which they were set ; . . Sensit. PL III. 43,^

and the broken stalks^ iii. 46.
Stalks, V. intr. Fig. moves about.
Stalks through the capitals of armfed kings, . . Hellas,7,$2.
Now o'er the palsied earth stalks' glz^tvt Fear, . M. N. Post. Pr. 68.
Through which the ghost of Freedom stalks. . . Q. Mab^ ll. 169.
The pestilence that stalks In gloomy triumph . , iv. 188.

Stall, n. (1) a housing place for cattle.

They came unwearied to the lofty stall . . . Hffm.. Merc. XVII.3.
Towards the stall in a collected drove. . . xvil. 8,

But soon within the lofty portalled stall . . . xxil. 7.

(2) slaughter place.
the shepherd brings To the stall^ red with blood ; Laon^ X. v. 5.

Stalled, //. housed, stabled.
And safely stalled in a remote abode— . . . Horn. Merc. xii. 6.

Stalls, n. housing places.

What is the crowd I see beside the stalls ? . . . Cycl. 200.
And lofty stalls by the Aljjhean ford, . . Horn. Merc. LxviII. 3.

*Staniboul, «. the Turkish name for Constantinople.
There is peace in Stamboul.— Hellas.^ (135.

Did not Mahomet the Second Win Stamboul? . Sc^.
As of two mountains in the wall oi Stamboul; . 831.

Stamp, n, (1) footprint.
Leaves his stamp visibly upon the shore, . . . Triumph, 409.

(2) nature, character.
The little god o' the world keeps the same j'/a/ff/, Piiust, i. 42.

(3) evidence, explanation.
which bore The stafAp of why they parted, . . . Julian, 610.
the dead, who leave the j. Ofever-burning thoughts Laon, iv. viii. a.

(4) mark, appearance.
Truth its radiant stamp Has fixed, II. Xliv. 7.

Stamp, V. I. tr. Fig.
stamp the impious name Of King into the dust ! . Ode Lib. xv. 1.

II. intr, (1) strike with the soul of the foot.

Might I not . . . vSVawa/on her? Cenci, iy.\.j.

^2) Fig.
and stamp with fury blind On his pure name . . Laon, Ded. XIV. 3,

To stamp, as on a winged serpent s seed, . . . I^ol. Helh^, 107.

*Stamp-mark, c. n. Fig. distinctive mark or influence.
Red glows the tyrant's stafnp-mark on its bloom, Q. Mab, IV. 2^0.
sets On each its price, the 5/a?M^»ia>-^ of her reign. v. 188.

Stamped, v, I. tr, confirmed, rati&ed.
with a rite Of faith most sweet . , . j. our unions Loony VI. xxxix. 3.
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IT. in^K struck the foot forcibly.

And he stamp''d on tlie ground,

—

St. Ir, (3) V. 4.

Stamped, //. ^?^, (1) marked, distinguished, impressed,
his workmansliip Is j/a7M^£a?withoneconception, Caideron^U 180.

(2) imprinted.
a mark stamped on thine innocent brow . . . Cenci^ V. iv, 151.
Stamped on the face of man ? Ch. isty I. 93.

'

Stamped on the heart by never-erring love ; . . il. 483.
Had stamped the seal of grey deformity . . . Drntnon^ II, i^g.

„ ,, , Q. Mab, IX. 68;
Which searchless fate had stamped (or me . . . Falsehood^ 68.
One saw a red cross stamped upon the sun : , . Hellas^ 603.
Thy touch has stamped t\\^%^ limbs with crime, . 67^.
And having stam.ped\\-m canker on his youth . Julian^ 532.
Have stamped the sign of power— L^on^ li. xii. 4.
j/a?w^£<^ on these lifeless things, Osym.T.
But on each leaf was sta-mpedy Prom. II. i. 139.
The like was stamped^ as with a withering fire, . • II. i. 15%.

(3) battered.
Were stamped by thy strong hate into a . . . mire. IV. 349.

Stamps, V. I. tr. Fig. forms.
One curse of Nature stamps in the same mould . Unf. Dr. 80.

II. intr. Fig. strikes.

which burst where'er swift Earthquake stam-ps. . Laon^ V. i. 9.

Stand, n. (1) position, point of view.
There Vice and Falsehood took their standi . . Falsehood^ 11.

(2) state of stagnation.

As if his very soul were at a standi ' Serchio^ 85.

(3) a number of vehicles.

a shabby statid of Hackney coaches— .... Gish. 265-

Stand, ^. I. tr. (1) sustain or resist.

The elements of what will stand the shocks . . 53.

(2) endure, abide.
and am prepared To stand the test, CEdipus^ 11. i. 182.

(3) serve.

they stand us in small stead Ch. isf, li, 276.

II. intr. (1) referring to bodily position.
A Spirit seemed To j/awi^ beside him— .... A/astor, 480.
but now Stand h&TQ before me?— ..,,.. Caideron, ill. 151.

Here I j/awi/ bickering with my only friend! . . Cenci, I. ii. 46.
you stand Wrapped m some fixed and fearful

meditation, 11. i. 29.
They stand under the darkness of the rock . . Cyct. 689.
they shake The earth on which I stand, .... Hellas^ 788.
the Islamites, . . . Stand in the light of sunrise. . 034.
it was ours To stand on thee, Julian^ 60.
and I with tears shall ,y. Watching thy dim sail . L,aon^ ii. xlv. 2.

Will point at them as they stand— .... Mask^ LXXXVII, 2.

and would always 61 prating there of commerce, CBdipus^ i. 198.
Stand like a man asleep, Peter^ V. vi. 3.

Sets those who stand her face inspecting, . . . VI. x. 3.

and islanding The peak whereon we stand. . . Prom.'ii. iii. 24.
and thou didst stand'Wrihm a veined shell, . . 11. v. 22.

The Spirit seemed to stand High on an isolated
pinnacle

;

. . . Q. Mab, II. 252.
Come sit by me. I see thee stand Rosa/. 5.

Stand rigid with horror

;

Vis. Sea^ 94.
At the stem Three marksmen j^awrf levelling. . 155.
Stand Like Cyclopses in Vulcan's sooty abysm, . Witch, LxxV. 3.

(2) remain, abide, exist.

wan they stand and sere Adonais, XVI. 7.

»SVa««f sheltered by a father's hoary hair ? . . Cewcz', I. iii. loi.

j/flW(/ ashamed when failure teaches thee . . . Faust, i. 88.

Stand gazing on each other.

—

. Hellas, 534.
the kingly hunters of the earth Stand wcL\X\r\.%. . 934.
and who shall j/awrfAmid the rockin? earthquake JLaon, II. xiv. 6.

They stand a speck amid the peopled plain ; . . iv. xxvi. 3.

Stand ye calm and resolute, Mask^ Lxxix. i.

They j/oKof before their Lord, Ode Lib. XMi. 1$.

Standy not o'erthrown, but unregarded now. . Prom. ill. iv. 179.
Yea ! not a stone shall stand to tell Q. Mab, 11. 130.
Shall j/aw(/ unnoticed in the regal hall, .... 111.13(1.

Stand, ready to oppress the weaker still ; . . iv. 19S.

But we yet stand Xhat time. 11. 3.

(3) of moral or mental state or condition.
Upon the brink ofwhich you see I stand, . . . Cenct^ in. i. 338.
She shall j^awt/ shelterless in the broad noon . . iv. i. 82.

Stand At the judgment-seat of mortal man, , . IV. iv. 185.

it is the peril In which yoxx stand V. i. 29.
The prisoners j/awfl!' accused of parricide . . . V. ii. 76.

beneath those eyes might stana for ever .... Dante Conv. 35.

Many yet stand in her array

—

iMon, IV. xxiv. 7.

Is it mine To stand sXon's., '. . . Xll. xi. 8.

We stand upon its brink, xil. xxvii. 5.

They stand on the brink of that mighty river, . Rosal. 896.
They stand on the brink of that raging river, . . W. Shel. IV. 3.

(4) of site, position or location.
doth stand Like flame transformed to marble ; . Adonais, L. 5.

I stand zX. noon upon the peak of Heaven, . . . Apollo, V. i.

Where a few grey rushes stand, Eiig. Hills, eji.

on such bright floor did stand Columns, . . . Lmn, Vll. xiii. 7.

or in the mangled soil Branchless and shattered s.; Mont B. in.
But blasted and all wearily they stand, .... Orpheus, 31.

Two vast and trunkless legs of stone Standin the
desart Osym. 3.

Which stand for ever full beside my throne. . . Prom,. III. ii. 43.
6'/a«(^ ever mantling with aerial dew, .... ill. iii. 143.

And where my moonlike car will stand within . Prom. in. iv. iii,

to j/a«£/A monument of fadeless ruin . . . . Q. Mab,v\l. 260.

they j/awfl? aloof, And are withdrawn— . - . Tower ofFam,. i^-

(5) conLinue here, stay,

whilst I j/a«rf considering what I have to say . . Cenci, V. iii. 16.

Dost thou stand Parleying with me, . . . . Laon, X. x. 5.

(6) rank.
Youth will j/awc^ foremost ever,— Faust, w. 2"]%.

to stand Among the spirits of our age and land, . Gisb. 198.

(7) attend to or remain near.

SVtfMi/ to the match; Hellas, 118.

(8) stand betvk'een= intervene.
to j/flwoT Between me and my vengeance? . . . Calderon, l. 225.

Few dare to j/aw;/ between their grave and me. . Cenci, ll. i. 157.

Good or ill, between ye stand Mask, Lxxxi. 2.

(9) to stand forth =to separate oneself from the multitude,
let those stand ior\.h who hear, And tremble not. Laon, v. xxxiv. 3.

But vainly wouldst stand forth alone in strife . . Prom. I. 361.

(10) to stand on one side = get out of the way. \

had better 3'/a«f/ on one side, CEdipus,li.\\.'}6.

(11) stand up= rise from a sitting posture.
j/awi/ up and three times three! II. ii. 34.

(12) to stand up = come forward, present oneself.

at the Judgment Day Will I stand up .... Laon, Xll. xii. 6.

Standard, n. A. Lit. a flag, a banner.
like the standard Of some setherial host ; . . . Naples, 45.
like a j/iJMi^a?'!^ from a watch-tower's staff, , . Ode Lib. '^lY. 2.

But like a standard oi a.n admiral's ship, . . . CEdipus, II. i. 98.

B. Fig:
waved Her snowy sian. o'er this favoured clime : Dmmon, il. 134.

,t ,. » 1. n n ail/a^.vnr. 193.
Where her own standard Q!tso\aX&\y waves . . Laon, iv. xxiv. 5.

^Standard-liearers, c. n. Fig. leaders.

The standard-bearers in the van of Change, . . CEdipus, il. ii. 96.

Standards, n. A. Lit. flags, pennons.
standards, and armorial beasts, Prom. IV. 293.

'R.Fig^
at Freedom's thrilling call Ten thousand s. wide, Laon, IV. xxv. 4.

Standing, pr. pple. (1) in an erect position.
And standing zzXm. and motionless, . . . Cenci, ill. i. 11.

I, standing at the outlet, ... Cycl. Cj:^.

a pale, Fair girl, standing alone, Faust, ii. 379.
Standing behind his master's chair Peter, V. I. 5.

(2) being erect.

our ancles Are sprained with standing here, . . Cycl. 643.
What, sprained with standing still ? 644.

Stands, v. intr. (1) of an erect position.
Who stands so pale, and trembling, and amazed, Cenci, iv. iv, 124.
See where she .f/aMiaw.' a mortal shape . . . Epips. 112.

The bridegroom stands, eaten By shame ; . . Fugitives, iv. 4.
Stands i^e grey tyrant father, iv. 8.

and, lo ! she stands Looking in idle grief . . . Ginevra, 38.
See how idiot-like he stands, . . . . , . Mask, xxiii. 3.
Stands up before its mother Pr. At/ian. ii. iii. 4.
in each there stands A. wildreyed charioteer . . Prom. ll. iv. 131.

(2) remains, abides.

And man, . . . stands Immortal upon earth : . . Daemon, 11. 151.

„ ,, „ „ „ ,, . . Q.Mab,viii.^2io.
that sure slow Angel which aye stands Watching Ld. Ch. ill. i.

it stands to tell A melancholy tale, . . . Q. Mab^ u. 116.
And stands amid the silent dungeon-depths . in. 154.
This is no unconnected misery, Nor j. uncaused, iv. 75.
Who stands amid the ever-varying world, . , . Viii. 140.
and it stands black and riven Vis. Sea, 30.

(3) of moral condition or position.
j/a;«^ Naked before Heaven's judgment seat! . Cenci, 111. ii. 23.
now s. Before the throne of unappealable God. iv. iv. 22.
vS". like God's angel ministered upon By fiends; v. i. 43.Who stands here As my accuser? . . ... v. ii. 173.
Here now the human being stands Dcemon, il. 139.

,». )> )) ,1 Q.Mab,vui.iq'&,
and stands An equal amidst equals : .... Dcemon, 11. 168.

n 1. I, „ ^. ji/a^, viii. 226.
many^headed Insurrection stands Divided in . . Hellas, 334.
The Past Now stands before thee 853.
And stands before the spirit's inmost throne, . . St. Epips. 144.

(4) of site, position or location.
Stands yawning on the highway Allegory, i. 2.

a city stands, strong, fair and free ; . , . , Cenci, V. iv. 104.
The temple of the mightiest Daemon stands. . , DcBmon, i. 208.
Many-domed PadUa proud vS^a«(/S' Eug. Hills, 216.
Sailed to the island where the madhouse stands, Julian, 214.
When passion's tear stands on the cheek, . . M.N. Ravail, 105.
There stands a group of cypresses ; . . . . Orpheus, 26.
There s/a«(fo the Tower of Famine TowerofFam.<.
There stands the pile, lo,
a monument stands Of faded grandeur, , . . . W. Jew, (2) ^.
Yet it stands majestic even in death, . . . (2) 9.

(5) hesitates, pauses, stays..

stands and racks his Stupid brains, Peter, vil. ii. 5.

(6) intervenes.
Cyprian stands between you, Although unarmed. Calderon, I. 224.

*Stank, V. hitr. to have a vile odour.
And stifled the air till the dead wind stank, . . Sensit. PI. in. 57.
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Star, n. A. Lit. popularly applied to any of the heavenly
bodies except the sun, moon, and earth.

Thesoul of Adotiais, Hkea Ji^a?', Adoi^ais.lv.S.
some inconstant j/ar Between one foUaged lattice Alasior^ 463.
not a j^ar Shone, not a sound was heard; . . , 600.
Peers like a star o'er ocean's western edge^ . . Dcsmon^ I. 203.
like a star In a sea of glassy weather Bridal, I. 3.

11 i< M M II .... Epiihal. 14.
The silver lightnings Of the evening star, . . . C^. 1st, IV. 9.And thou Fair star^ IV. ig.
When the morning star shines dead, Cloud, 34.
the destined ^S^a^ has risen Epips. ^94.
Or an air-dissolvfed star Bug. mUs, 289.
And that one star^ 22^.
Which the keen evening star is shining through. Even. Pisa, IV. 6.
Children of a sunnier star,^ Exhortation, 25.
he demands from Heaven its fairest star^ . . . Faust, I. 6s,.

a fixed star gone astray Gish. 284,
Like an unseen j/or of birth, GuitarJane, 2%.
From which, beneath Heaven's fairest star^ . . 57.
Fled from the folding star of Bethlehem : . . . Hellas, 231.
One j/sr with insolent and victorious light . . . 344,
And follow Love's folding star 1029.
A blood red Comet ami tlie Morning Star . . . Laon, i. xxvi. 5.
when to the flood That fair Star fell, I. xxvi. 9.
the Morning ^y. Shone thro' the woodbine wreaths 1. xl. 8.

The beams of that one Star did shoot and quiver i. xli. 8.
his radiant brow did wear The Morning Star: . i. xlii. 6.
a bright Star did glow Before my steps— . . . i, xlvi. 8.
I looked abroad, and saw a star ...... iii, xxx. 4.
Cast from one cloudless star^ V. H. 4.
twin phantoms of one star that lies Vi. xxxiii. 5.
move, though the star reposes, vr. xxxiii. 6,
Guide us, as one clear star the seaman saves, . viii. xi. 5.
each plant, and star, and beast, ix. xxxiii. 6.
As if to some Elysian star JLerici, 36.
As twilight to the western star, Mary, i^.
when every star Spoke peace from heaven.— . Mother^ ^on, IV. i.

Who sittest in thy star, o'er Ocean's western floor, Naples, 154.A ship without needle or j/a?-/— CBdipus, 1. 2^$.
The desire of the moth for the J^fl?', One word, u. e^.

Piercing the stormy darkness like a star, . . Pr. Athan. II. ii.'27.

Wraps thee as a star Is wrapt in light Prol. Hellas, 185.
A star has fallen upon the earth 197.
Looks radiant as the air around a star. . . . Prom. i. 693.
Their soft smiles light the air like a star's fire. . i. 762.
Deeply in truth ; but the eastern star looks white, I. 825.
The point of one white star\% quivering still . . 11. 1.17.
for the Eastern star grew pale, ....... 11. i. 107.
Or when some star of many a one ...... • 11. ii. 14.
Without a course, without a star, II, v. 89.
With that white star^ its sightless pilot's crest, . ill. ii. 27.
That sits i' the mommg star. . in. ii. 39.A Ueht, hke a green star, ill. iv. 3.

Theloftiest star of unascended heaven, .... iii. iv. 203.
star That gems the glittering coronet of morn, . Q. Mab, I. 98.
Peeps like a ^ar o'er ocean's western edge, . . 11. 15.

As where the evening' star may walk Rosal. 644.
one star Had scarce Durst forth, 855.
And when the evening star came forth .... 968.
Like the light of an unmeasured star, .... ii37-

The beams which dart from many a star . . . Sensit. PI. I. 80,
At night they were darkness no star could melt. in. 77.
Like a star of heaven Skylark, 18.

lovely star when mom has broke The roof of
darkness, Si. Epips. 106.

Sweet star, which gleaming o'er the darksome . Star, i.

Sweet star! When wearied Nature 7.

The star that ruled his doom Triu-mph, 256.
In that starts smile, whose light is like the scent 419.
Fiercely extolled the fortune of her star. . . . 438.
Methought a star came down from heaven, . . Unf. Dr. 127.

Gazed luce a star into the morning light. . . . 171.

Tell me,, thou star, whose wings of light World'^s Wanderers, 1. 1.

In many a mimic moon and bearded star . . . Witch, xxx. 3.

as the cnariot of her star

;

xxxi. 2.

And sowed it in his mother's star, xxxil. 6.

Like a star up the torrent of the night XLV. 4.
Circling the image of a shooting star, .... Li. 2.

till the star of dawn may fail, Woodman, 13.

Of one serene and unapproachfed star, .... 28.

Thou wert as a lone star, whose light did shine . Wordsworth, 7.

Veiled art thou like a star. Zucca, in. 8.

the star which panted In evening for the Day, . —^ vni. 5.

(2) the sun so called.

The broad star Of day Julian, 132.

(3) applied to the moon.
Were like the s. whose beams the waves compel Laon, IV. xvii. 7.

(4) things resembling the fonn of stars.

And from a star upon its forehead, shoot, . . . Prom. iv. 270.

till the fiery star, which is its eye, Sensit. PL I. 35.

Of every infant flower and j/ar of moss . . , . UnJ. Dr. 226.

(5) a badge of distinction or honour.
to be in place and wear a star; Faust, Ii. 2S3,

B. J^zg.

Thou Star above the Storm

!

Epips. 28.

A Star "Which moves not in the moving Heavens, 60.

as the star of Death And Birth is worshipped . . 379.
Do ye not see a star of gladness Fr. A. gentle, 7
if the star Now beckoniftg thee Fr. Unrisen Splen. 2.

A star among the stars of mortal night Laon, Ded. I. 6.

Thou wert the morning star among the living, . Stella, i.

Star, V. tr. Fig. strevi^ as with stars.

or odour-faded blooms Which star the winds . , Prom. in. iii. 138.

*Star-at6nis, c, n. phr. twinkles of stars.

With Moon-light patches or star atom^keen, . Epips. 505.
*Star-beanis, c. n. the light emitted by stars.

As star-beams among twilight trees :— .... Coleridge, 4.
Or the star-beams dart through them : . . . . Mont B. 134.
In leashes, like starbeams, soft yet strong, . . Prom.. IV. 178.

and she As many star-b^am-S, Witch, xiii. 5.

^Star-lsraided, c. adj. Fig, decked with stars.

unbinding its star-Braided hair, Vis. Sea, 67.

^Star-brig'ht, c. adj. (1) brilliant or sparkling as a star.

Loosening her j/fl^-dri^i/%/ robe and shadowy hair Laon, I. xvhi. 6.

With strange and star-bright flowers, .... xil. xviii. 5.

(2) decked with blossoms like stars,

serene earth wears The blosmy spring's star-
bright investiture, iv. xxxii. 8.

jStar Chamber, c. n. a court of civil and criminal jurisdiction.

Under the warrant of the Star Chamber, , . . Ch. 1st, ll. 87.

*Star-clad, c. adj. decked with stars.

the child of J. Heaven and Earth Euryphaessa, , Horn.. Sun, 3.

*Star-deserted, c. adj. dark, destitute of stars.

upon the brow Oi star-deserted h^z:v^n, .... Adon. Cane. 26.

*Star-fretted, c. adj. decked with stars.

from Heaven's star-fretted ^am^B Prom. IV. 541.

*Star-inwoven, c. adj. made bright with stars.

Curtained with star-inwoven tapestries, . . . Apollo, I. 2.

Clothed in dark purple, star-inwoven Prom,. I. 234.
*Star-inwroug'ht, c. adj. decked with stars

Wrap thy form in a mantle grey. Star-inwrought! 7b Night, II. a.

*Star-sliiuing', c. adj. bright as a star.

the seat Of that star-shining spirit, Laon, Xll. xxxi. 3.

^Star-sliowers, c. n. falling meteors.
Like light dissolved in star-showers, thrown : St. Dejection, ll. 4.

*Star-studded, c. adj. decked with stars.

That at intervals shadow the star-studded night. Moonbeam, i. 10.

*Star-surrouuded, c. adj. Fig.
By many a star-surrounded i^yrasaxA Of icy crag. Witch, xxxvill. 6.

*Star-y-paveii, c. adj.

To what sublime and star-y-paven horoie . , , Plato, 1.

Stare, n. A. Lit. fixed stony inexpressive look,
they Who meet its ghastly s. are turned to stone, Faust, 11. 388.
their eyes started with cracking stare, .... Laon, vi. xvi. 8.

makes the stare Of hungry snalces xi. xxv. 2.

Remit the anguish of that lighted stare; , . . Prom. l. 597.

B. Fig.
thy stare Makes blind the volcanoes ; .... Liberty, ill. 3.

the insolent stare With which law loves . . Motfier ^ Son, vil. 4.

Stare, v. intr. look fixedly.

I stare upon Orion and the stars Cyci. 192.
beheld those corpses stare With horny eyes . . L^xon, vi. xlvii. z,

and flirt, and stare, and simper, Peter^ in. x. 2.

And laugh and stare in loathsome sympathy. . Prom. I. 451.
And stare aghast At the spectres wailing, . . . Thai time, l. 4.

Stared, v. intr. (1) looked fixedly,

she stared zX me with her broad, bright e3rne. . . Faust, 11. x6^.

And stared and spoke not

;

Laon, VI. ii. 5.

and I Stared with blank frenzy on the sky, . . Rosal. 882.

(2) looked astonished.

Phoebus perceived himself again beguiled, and J.— Hofn.Merc.\J¥i7i.6.

Stares, v. intr. looks fixedly.

Stares at the rising tide, Laon, XI. x. 4,

Stark, adj. (1) rigid, stiff.

when lifeless, stark, and rent, ^— i. xiv. ^.

But like the balls, their lids were stiff" and stark ; in. xviii. 7.

stiff" babes ; silent and stark they sate vi. Ii. 9.

the corpses in stark agony lying, xil. i. 5.

(2) utter.

And thou, when the gloom is deep and stark, . Two Spirits, 29.

From the stark night of vapours Vis. Sea, 3.

(3) staring, wud.
a crowd of maniacs stark Laon, Xl. xii. 4.

Stark, adv. entirely.

we are 'nointed, stark naked are we ; .... Faust, ll. 182.

And one did strip me stark ; ^ . Laon, III, xiii. 3.

jStarkly, adv. strongly.

The withy bands, though starkly interknit, . Horn. Merc. LXX. 2.

*Starless, adj. A. Lit. when no stars are visible.

As silent lightning leaves the starless night I . . Adonais, XXV. 7.

black despair, The shadow of a. starless night, . Uxon, D'ed.vi. 4.

Night came, a starless and a moonless gloom. . x. xliii. i.

"Wmch the meteor beam of a starless night There is no work, 2,

Under a cypress in a starless night Witch, xx. 8.

B. Fig. dull, dreary.

Whose course has been so starless! Epips. 131.

Our course unpiloted and starless make . , . Wit^ LXlll. 4.

Starligfht, n. the light emitted by stars.

a chaos dread On the dim starlightthen is spread, Apenn, i r.

Not the starlight as he's sliding Fr. Serp. 8.

Like clouds in starlight widely spread,— , , . Int, Beauty, I. 9.
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O'er the faint cold starlight of heaven .... Jane^ II. 2.

Where ebon pines a shade under the starlight
wove Laon^ in. xxxiv.9.

tears which she did weep Glanced in the star. ; . V. xxvi. 8.

When the waves, beneath the starlight^ . . . Rosal. 782.

a throne o'erlaid with starlight^ Witch^ LIV. i.

Starligflit, adj. A. Lit, illumined by stars.

Bursting o'er the starlight deep, Eug. Hills, 139.

cave ana ruin, And starlight wood, Int. Beauty^ V. 3.

and by the star-light steep Went homeward— . Laon^ II. xlix. 4.

B. Fig. sweet or beautiful as starlight.

the light of a soft starlight smile, Horn. Venus^ 48.
The j/ay-/(^A^ smile of children, .... . Laon. II. 1. i.

Youth's starlight smile, . Rosal. 480,

Starlike, adj. resembling stars.

j/ar//A£ flowers and herbs of odour sweet, . . . Orpheus^ 116.

JStarred, d. tr. (1) sprinkled with blossoms or reflected

blossoms in.

fresh May blooms That starred that night, . . Matilda^ 37.

(2) decked or made beautiful.

Whoseblosmyforestsj/flyrffi/the shadowy deep, Laotty i. li. 2.

(3) sprinkled.
and starred it with the brackish spray ; ... Julian^ 277.

Starred,/^. (1) decked or made beautiful.
the parasites. Starred with ten thousand blos-

soms Alastor, 440.
golden throne, Which starred yjith sunny gems, Laon^ V. xx. 9.

Of serene Heaven, starred with, fiery flowers, . Orpheus^ 94.

(2) sprinkled.
Livid, and starred -with a lurid dew Sensit. PI, III. 61.

'^'Starring, pr. pple. Fig. (1) decking.
Starred yN\\ih drops of golden rain, Eug. Hills^ 81.

The myrtle blossoms starring the dim grove, L^on^ ill. xxxiv. 6.

(2) showing brightly against.

starring the blue sky The city's myriad spires . v. xxxix. 6.

jiStarry, adj. A. Lit. (1) decked with stars.

Flecking the starry sky like woven pearl ! . . Er. Thoughts^ 5.

thou wife oi starry Heaven, Farewell! .... Horn. Earth, 25.

beneath the dark sky's starry cope ;
L,aon^ II. xv. 3.

That starry night, with its clear silence, . . . in. xix. 6.

Or starry, dim, and slow, the other climbs . Prom. 1. 46.
We'll pass the e3tes Of the j/a^/'j' skies .... iv. 142.

Startling pale midnight on her starry throne ! . Q. Mab^ IV. 40.
But our church shairbe the starry night, . . . Rosal. 852.

And the starry night ; Rarely^ v. 4.

;2) that comprises the stars.

The last of the flock of the starry fold? . . . Death Nap. 5.

Was as God is to the starry scheme Sensit. PI. II. 4.

(3) like stars.

Orb above orb, with starry shapes between, . . Laon^ I. lii, 7.

(4) formed of stars.

To mark if yet the. starry giant dips ill. xxxii, 3.

(5) emitted from stains.

did wear Light, as from starry beams ; . . , . xn. xx. 8.

flowers burst forth like starry beams ;— . . Pr. Athan. 11. iii. 9.

B. Fig. (1) sparkling, bright, brilliant.

One from a lucid urn of ^/ar^'j; dew Adonais, xi. 1..

pure snow and crowns Oi starry ice Alastor, 10.

their starry domes Of diamond and of gold . 90.

Two starry eyes, hun^ in the gloom of thought ; 490.
And thou hast sought in starry eyes Coleridge, 13.

Which when the starry waters sleep, , ... Con, Sing. IV. 9.
Waving a starry wand, Drnmon, I. 73.
the starry spirits dance, Epips. 87.

the far flashmg of their starry lances .... Hellas, 331.
Over the starry deep that gleams below . . . Laon, i. xxiii. 8.

roofs were bright With starry gems, Xll. xxxvi. 6.

Within, above, around its bowers ofji^arry green, Naples, 28.

and starry sea-flower crowns, ProTn. III. ii. 47.
Darting from starry depths radiance and life, . IV, 387.
And starry river buds among the sedge, . . . Question, iv. 3.

And starry river-buds glimmered by, .... Sensit. PI. I. 46.
bower Lit by the gems of many a starry flower. Witch^ LXix. 8.

(2) beautiful as a star.

He changed from s. shape, beauteous and mild, . Laon^ l, xxvii. 8.

(3) grand, glorious.

Whatever, Spirit, from thy starry shrine . . . Naples, 174.

Stars, n. A. Lit. pi. of Star, n. (1).
Like incarnations of the stars, Adonais, xx. 3.

And the immortal stars awake again ; . . xxix. 4.
the joyous ^tars which smile on it's despair ! . . xli. 9.

Like stars to their appointed height they climb . XLIV. 3.

eclipse The armies of the golden stars, . . . Adon. Cane. 37.
Nigrit foUowed, clad with stars. Alastor, 340.
shone Among the stars like sunlight, .... 354.
Beneath the wan stars and descending moon . 554.
The dark earth, and the bending vault of stars. . 576.
And the pure stars in their eternal bowers . . Apollo, IV. 3.

In dusk, ere stars were lit, or candles brought ; . Asiola, I. 4.

Night, with all \}ay stars look down,— .... Bridal, I. 5.

Holy stars, permit n.o wrong ! II. 2.

„ ,, ,, „ Epithal. (2) 10.

call them the j/ayj of Heaven— Calderon, ll. 117.

beautiful bright stars Rule II. 187.
The stars peep behind her and peer ; .... Clou^t 5?.

and the stars reel and swim, Cloud, 61.

I stare upon Orion and the stars Cy^l- 192.

the thrones Of the bright j/arj .' • • ;;— 340- ^
Bright as that fibrous woofwhen stars mdue . Damon, I. 62.

innumerable s. Studded heaven's dark blue vault ;
I. 1 19.

The pale and waning stars^ ^~T7 , ^' ^37.-
*^

^ Q. Mab, 1, 226.

Some shone 'like j/flUs Dismon.i.in-
And the bright beaming j^a?-j ^~77 ,

*^- 33i-
^

„ „ 6- ^"-h ^^' 239-

Seni' the stars light,' but send not love to me, . . E. Viviani^ 12.

Amid the splendour-winged j^arj, Epips.%\.

and the young .s/arj glance .'53 1-

The wind is still, the stars are fled -V^^Vl V'
*^ '^'

Like s. in clouds by the weak winds enwrought, Fr. Calm, 4.

But that the clouds depart and stars remain, ,
-— 5-

Leaves midnight to the golden stars, or wan . Gtsb. 259.

And the rare s. rush through them dim and fast :— 263.

Like winged stars the fire-flies flash and glance, -— 281.

Kings are like stars—^^y rise and set, .... Hellas, 195.

Which swept the phantoms from among the stars. 612.

and thou measurest the jAzr'j/ 743 4
whilst the sacred s. round Heaven axe rolled Horn. Merc, xxvill. 5.

And the j/arj are shining bright :
hid.Ser.l.^.

The keen j/a*-j were twinkling, Jane, I. 1.

The j/flf-tf will awaken, -—— Hi. i.

till daylight made stars dim : Julian, 524.

Amid reflected stars that in the waters lay. . . ZMon, I. xxu. 9.

when the calm sea was bright With silent stars, I. xlv. 9.

Blotting it's spherfed s-. with supernatural night, . I. Iv. 9.

The bright stars shining in the breathless sea, . li. xi. 8.

Soon the wan stars came forth m. xviii. 5.

Or when the stars their visible courses run, . . Hi. xx. g.

Beyond the sun, beyond the stars that wane— III. xxvii. 3.

until aloft The stars of night grew pallid, . . . lli.xxxiii.4.

the stars are shewn, When the cold moon . . . iv. xxxi. 7.

Like stars in a sublunar sky did glow, .... V. i. 7.

Which led us forth, until the stars grew dim : . V. iv. 4.

the stars came thick over the twilight sea. . . V. xix. 9.

And from the Stars, and from the Ocean brought, V. Song, 3. 5.

the fruits are glowing Beneath the stars, . . . 5- 2.

Regions which groan beneath the Antarctic ji^arj, _ 6.6.

beneath the gleams Of the silver stars ; . . . VI. i. 5.

in the ray Ofthe obscure stars gleamed ; . . . Vi. xxii. 8.

a shattered portal Looks to the eastern stars, vi. xxviL 2.

the golden stars of the clear azure air. . . . vi. xxx. 9.

Beneath the stars, they tremble with the cold ! . Viii. i. 7.

The ship fled fast till the stars 'gan to fail, . ^Vlli, xxvi. 5.

behold! The eternal stars saz& onus ! .... Vlil.xxvii4.

waving a brand Which flashed among the stars^ x. x. 5.

like stars upon the sunny river, xii.xxxiv.7.

He mocked the stars by grouping on each weed Marenghi, xxi. i.

As stars from Night's loose hair are shaken, . . Mask, xxxi. 2.

Wheel and flash, Tike sphereless stars .... Lxxvill. 2.

And what were thou, and earth, and s., and sea, Mont B. 142.

Among the stars that have a different birth,— . Moon, \. 4.

The burning stars of the abyss Ode Lib. 11. 2.

Till thy sweet stars could weep the stain away; xii. 5.

And swift j^arj with flashing tresses ; .... Odeto Hea-uen^x^.
while the stars. Twinkling and dim, Orpheus, 91.

I talk ofmoon, and wind, and s., and not Ofsong ; 98.

I sang ofthe dancing stars^ Pan, III. i.

His eyes grew like two stars for bliss : . . . . Peter, VII. vii. 2.

Stars of all night—her harmonies and forms, . Prol. Hellas^ 98.
Are J^a?'j beneath the dawn . . . , . . . 112.

The pale j^ord" of themom Prom. l. e^^^.

Like stars half quenched in mists of silver dew. . II. i. 29.
Whose stars the noon has quenched not. . . . 11. i. 131.

And the moon and stars are not II. iii. 75.

Of the wide-wandering stars; li. iv. 88.

And yet I see no shapes but the keen stars : . 11. iv. 134.
watch its path among the stars ii. iv. 154.
As dew from earth under the twilight J^arj.* . . III. i. 29.
and shook the solid j/arj, iii. ii. 3.

shall float Under the stars like balm : . . . . lii. iii. loi.

Which drives round the stars in their fiery flight; -:— iv. 149.
As the sharp stars pierce winter's crystal air - . iv. 192.
heaven's utmost deep Gives up her -s/ar-y, . . . iv. 419.
Ye kings of suns and stars, DEcmons and Gods, iv. 529.
vS'/a?'.?/ your balmiest influence shed! .... Q. Mab, i. 114,
countless s. Studded heaven's dark blue vault,— i. ac^.
Studded with stars unutterably bright, .... iv. 5.

The stars are quenched In darkness, . . . iv. 36.
the stars. Which on thy cradle beamed , . . vi. 72.

,, ,, ,, ,, ,,.... Superstition, i.

The stars, the sea, the earth, the sky, . . . . Q. Mab, vii. 55.
Which like two stars amid the heaving main . viii. 39.
Than the stars' soft light, Q- 0/ 7ny heart., ii. 5.
Now spangled with rare stars Rosal. 1 13.

'Twere sweet 'Mid stars and lightnings to abide, 54S.
The faintest stars are scarcely shorn . . '. . 582.
And the stars methought grew unlike ours, . . 1202.
Had deserted heaven while the stars were awake, Sensit. PI. 11. 18.
Like stars when the moon is awakened, , . . iii. 2.

Which scattered love, as stars do light, . . . iv. 7,
The stars burnt out in the pale blue air, . . . Serchio, 7.

And the stars we miss this morn will light . . 56.

And the stars are nOne, or few :— Similes^W. 5.
Encompassing the earth, air, stars and sea ; . . Sumnier-Evg. 8.
Gather among the stars the clouds of night. . , 18.
While the faint stars were gathering overhead.— Sunset, 20.
stars that gem The cone of night, Triumph^ 22.
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The sun, as he the stars Triumph^ 79.
The deathless stars are bright above ; . . . . Two Spirits^ g.

While the surf, like a chaos of j^arj, Vts. Sea, i^.

Then, into one of those mysterious stars . . . Witch^ III. 7.

Harmonious as the sacred j/arj above ; . . -— xvill. 8.

sailed forth under the light Of shooting stars^ . XLVII. 5.

The tremulous j/arj sparkled unfatljomably, . . XLlx. 2.

Hated to hear, under the stars or moon, . . . Woodman^ 3.

(2) imitations of Stars.

With golden stars, like heaven, was bright . . Rosal. 1095.

(3) flecks of light.

With stars of fire spotting the stream below ; . Witch, XLIV. x.

B. Ft^.
A star among the stars of mortal night, . . . Laon, Ded. i. 6.

Two tranquirj^arj, while clouds are passing by XIV. 7.

Of those dead leaves^ shedding their starSy . . VI. xxvUi.o.

The moon of wasting Science wanes away Among
her stars, ix. xiiv. 6.

Start, n. a sharp convulsive movement.
A gentle start convulsed lanthe's frame : , . Dmfnon, II. 325.

,1 n „ „ „ ... g. J^af>^ IX. 233.
A tyrant's dream^ a coward's start, falsehood, 99.

Start, V. intr. (1) of quick, abrupt or sudden movement,
and it forms none But such as men like you would

start to know, . Cenct, I. i. 89.
And start if thou but hear a human step : . I. iii. 155.

Kings turn pale, and Conquerors start, . . . Devil, xxvil. 2.

that silence made me start— , . . Z^aon, I. xlvii, 3.

That thrilling name had ceased to make me start, IV. vi. 4.

millions start To feel thy lightnings ^v. Song; 2.7.

but when he spake, his tone, . . . made \i\\e.rn. start; XI. xiv. 6.

Nay, start not at the name—America ! . . . . XI. xxiv. 8.

Didst thou not j. to hear Spain's thrilling psean . Naples, 102.

Their bones in the grave will start . . Ode jirtse, 12.

At night he oft would start Peter v. vii. i.

thou^ men might starts Pr.Athan. I. 44.
Lo ! Satan, Christ, and Mahomet Start from their

f
laces ! Prol. Hellas, 77.

starty Look back, and shudder Q. Mab, v. 258.

Start not—the thing you are is unbetrayed, . • St. Epips. 42.

(2) split.

Could make his pantaloon seams start. .... Devils xvi. 4.

(3) well forth.

which start like sacred dew Epips. 37.

that not a tear did dare to start Laon, vil. iii. 5.

(4) of words or thoughts suddenly expressed or conceived.

But from my lips the unwilling accents start, . Jzilian, 475.
Of the thoughts that start Q. ofmy heart, IL 2.

(5) set out.

ere thou Didst start for this brief race .... Hellas, 856.

(6) originate, begin.

whence evil creeds Start forth, Laon, II. ii. 8.

(7) change suddenly.
Let every slave, . . . Start into a man, .... Mexican, II. 3.

(8) begin to grow.
in the warm sun did start and move, .... /V. Athan. 11. iii. jo.

(9) with up, come suddenly into notice.

Some eminent Jn virtue shall start up, . . . . Q. Mab, VI. 33.

Started, v. intr. (1) of quick, abrupt or hasty movement.
I started to behold her, Laon, III. viii. i.

Men started, staggering with a glad surprise, . Ode Lib. xi. 14.

'Twasthen that! J./ the wild storm was howling, St, Ir. (i) II. i.

(2) of sudden consciousness.

Roused by the shock he started from his trance— Alastor, 192.

They started from dreams of slaughtered men, , Falsehood, 54.

I saw, and started from my cottage hearfh ; . . Laon, I. xxxbc. 5.

6'/fl?'/tf(^ from sick despair, xi. x. 7.

(3) protruded.
their eyes j/ar/fi(/ with cracking stare, .... VI. xvi. 8.

(4) of quick growth.
Started like mist from the wet ground cold ; . . Sensit, PL HI. 63.

Starting,/?-.///^. (1) moving spasmodically.

And, starting 2X the ghosts which to and fro . Laon, 11. vii. 3.

(2) Springing forward.

then I cried, Suddenly starting forth, .... V. xxxiii. 2.

(3) awaking suddenly.

Starting from dreams Marenghi, xx^i. 3.

Starting, _^//. adj. (1) strained, tightened.

a keen sword on starting threads uphung : . . Laon, xi. viii. 9.

(2) welling, bursting forth.

glimmered through her starting tears, . . . Mother^ Son, I. 5.

JStartled, v. tr. Fig. alarmed, shocked.

and with the sound LSyaW/<S(/ oblivion;— . . .Gisb.\%^.

And startled with its yells the wide air's solitude. Laon, I. viii. 9.

Startled, pp. A. Lit. alarmed.

Startledhy his own thoughts he looked around. Alastor, 296.

Has startled the triumphant I Laon, xil. viii. -s.

B. Fig.
Startled and glanced and trembled Alastor, 476.

Startled, ppl. adj. aroused, alarmed.
And where the slartled wWd&raess did hear . . Dcemon, 11. 84.

filled the startled Earth with echoes : .... Laon, xil. i. 9.

The j^a/'/Ztfrf passenger shudders to hear, . . MM.Spec.Hors.j^.

scattering it like dew Upon the startled Bense. . Orpheus, 43.
And where the j/or/'/fflf wilderness beheld . . . Q. Mab,V\l\.^^.

Startles, v. tr. alarms suddenly.
And startles on his throne their sce.ptered foe : . Laon, IV. xxv. 6.

midnight flame Startles the dreamer, .... Rosal. 618.

*Startling, /r. ///i?- alarming, arousing, ^
Startling with careless step the moon-light snake, Alastor, 236.

Startling the concourse of mankind.—
Startling pale midnight on her starry throne ! .

startling', ///. <3^'. (1) troubled, uneasy.
The transient gulph-dream ofa startling ^t's,^. .

Laon, X. xvi. 4.

Q. Mab^ IV. 40.

DiBfnon, II. 270.

Q. Mab, IX. r75.

(2) alarming.
they heard the j^a^//z'«^ cry, Za(7W, ix. iii. 4.

With a quick and startling sound, . . . . Mask^ lxxv. 2.

Starts, V. intr. A. Lit. (1) ofhasty or spasmodic movement.
And the wild antelope, that starts whene'er . . Alastor, 103.

He starts to see the flames it fed ... . . Eug. Hills, 276.
He starts—he, shudders—ye that love not, . . . Hellas, iii.

if luU'd for a while, soon he s. from his dreaming, St. Ir. (5) I. 7.

(2) bursts forth, exudes.
a cold dew That starts from your dear brow . . Cenci, III. i. 5.

B. Fig.
Yet, from thy voice that falsehood starts aghast, Fr. Pris. 4.
the Earth starts to hear the mighty warning Laon, V. Son£^ I, 6.

eternal Italy Starts to hear thine ! Naples, 105.

Art veils her glass, or from the pageant starts . Polit. Great. 6.

starvation, n. death hunger.
in countries that are free Such starva. cannot be Mask, LV. 4.

Starvation, typhus-fever, war, nor prison— . . CEdipus, I. 76.

Starve, v. I. tr. kill with hunger.
And meaning if I could to starve them there. , . Cenci, I. i. 134.
To taunt and starve and trample on The weak . Peter^ ill. xviii. 2.

II. intr. die of hunger.
bade us eat or starve. And we have eaten.— . Cenci^ II. i. 68.

Starved, pp. destitute of food.
A people s. and stabbed in theuntilled field,— . Engl. 1819, 7.

Starved, ppl. adj. in a starving state.

the s. hind For them compels the stubborn glebe Q. Mab, m. no.
Starveling, n. a person in famished state.

The starveling -ws^&A, and died in joy ; . . ..Laon, xii.i. 4.

Starves, v. tr. keeps in famishing state.

and J. her there, Till she will eat strange flesh. . Cenci, in. i. 47.

Starving, n. the process of famishing.
of fasts and feasts, j^ay^z'K^ and cramming ! . . CBdipus, Jl. n. 6.

By the starving and the cramming, li. ii. 88.

lllStarving", ppl. adj. in state ot starvation.

Like starving infants wailed ; Laon, X. xv. 8.

State, n. (1) condition.

I dare not now thro' thy degraded state . .

Shall frame a settled state of government. . .

For birth and life and death, and that strange s.

Life IS its state of action,

And all is in its antient state, . . . •
_
- •

I woke, and found my state Such as it is.

—

and slaves who loathed their state . . .

Yes, from the records of my youthful state,

and of his state Forgetful, on the dust . .

this human state Tyrants,
our state Is strange and full of doubt and fear

;

Nor was his state so lone as you might think.

Things being in this ha.Y>py state, ....
A miserable state is that of pigs, . . .

Was a state not more unreal
His state was like that of the immortal . .

idl)' of another's state Babbling vain words
To cheer thy state I bid ascena ....
such the state Of the earth's primal spirits .

Such, the alleviations of his state, ....
the laws Ruling their moral state / . . , .

(2) rank, standing, quality, grandeur.
and men Envied his state .' Cenci, rv. iii. 53.
as from a dream Out of our worshipped state. . . Ch. ist, 11. 136^
Your fearful state and gilt prosperity, .... III. 20,

Which props the column of unnatural state, . . Death Van^, 38.

and tlie state Of those assembled shapes— . . . Laon, I. Ivit. 6.

Some likeness of his antient state was lent ; . , V. xxxvi. 4.

she set in J^a^tf A ring of cold, stiff babes ; , . . vi. li. 8.

and the state Of kin^ess thrones, vii. xiii. 8.

O'er Falsehood's fallen state, Naples, 95.

(3) the body politic.

By holding a poor office in the state. Cenci, in. i. 303.
and manage the state of England . Ch. 1st, ll. 64.
Scoffs at the state. II. 97.
in which respect the state of England II. 161.

Or is the j/a/e popular ? Qjc/. 112.

for the level Of the State slopes, . (Edipus, I. 100.

The disease of the state is a plethory, i. 263.

To Truth its j/aiftf is dedicate, . . Front. i.^6g.

(4) ceremonial observance.

or feast of solemn j/a/tf, Ho'm.Merc.iJsyo/iii.2.
Such sacred heralds in tXiQxr state Mask, LXXXIII.2.

On her majestic .s/a/^/ Nat. Ant. 11,6.

Cavalc. 9.

Ch. 1st, II. 293.
Dcemon, 11. 241,

Q. Mab, IX. 149.
Dfxtnon, II. 253.

Q. Mab, IX. 158.
Eug. Hills, 128.

Julian, 336,
Laon, II. iii. 6.

IV. xii. I,

v. XXX. 8.

VIII. viii. 8,

M. W. G. V. I.

Marenghi, xix.x.
(Edipus, II. i. 31.

II. i. 131.

Peter, ii. xii. 3.
VII. xii. 4.

Pr. Athan. 1. 109.
Prom.. I. 657.

II. iv. 34.
II. iv. 98.

Q. Mab, II. 237.
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(5) property.
her household stuff and siaie, Ifom. Merc. x. 6.

(6) J^ig.

the red plagiie kept state within that palace . CA. 1st, I. 9.
pass away and leave our j-Za^^j Int. Beauty, 11. 4..

Keep with thy glorious train firm state within his
heart iv,5.

And keep their state from palaces to graves, . . Laon, I. xxx. 3.
Her spirit o'er the ocean's floating state .... 11, xxix. 7.
where Care In thronfed state is ever dwelling. . Peter, III. xxiii. 6.

state-necessity, £. n, need of the State.
Piety, faith, bsA state-necessity, ... . . (Edipus, I. 331.
That is—it is a state-necessity— ^ . 11. 1, 24.

*State papers, n. phr. documents connected with the
government.

Waits with j/a^^/d/a^j for his signature? . , . Tas^o, \.

Stately, adj. noble, grand or dignified in appearance.
an old man did then appear, Stately zxi6l beautiful, Laon, III. xxvii^ 8.
And matrons with their babes, a stately throng ! . iv. xxi. 7.
With a pace statel;y and fast, Mask, x. i.

Arose a stately city, Metropolis of the western
continent: Q. Mab, ii. 187.

States, n. nations, republics.
Shone like mountains in the morn Glorious s.;~ Hellas, 686.

Statesman, n. a man versed in the arts of government.
A statesman pass'd—alone to him, Devil, xxiv. 1.

a statesman spinning crimes ; Peter, II. ii. 4.
War is the statesman's game, Q. Mab^ iv. 168.

JStatesmen, n, pi. of Statesman.
Statesmen damn themselves to be Cursed ; . . Peter, III. xvii. x.

From kings, and priests, and states., war arose, Q. Mab, iv. 80.
Nature !—no ! Kings, priests, and statesppen, . . -7-^ iv. 104.
And j/a^ej??rtfM boast Of wealth ! v. 93.
Of lawyers, states-men, priest and theorist ; — . . Trium.pk, 510.

^Statical, adj, pertaining to bodies at rest or in equiliorium.
for plans nautical and statical; Gisb. 83.

Station, n. (1) situation or position.
to that bright station dared to climb ; . . . , Adonais, V. 2.

the more open station Of a flat smooth space, Horn. Merc. xxi. 4.
I will show you soon A better station— . . Julian, 87.
to run From a remoter station Nafles, 123.
Till from its station in the heaven of fame . . . Ode Lib. i. 10.
Suits with their genuine station Peter, iv. ii. 5.

(2) business, duty.
their station Is to delight, not pose VI. xii. 4.

(3) order, standing.
Each in his rank and station set ; Prol. Hellas, 74.

Statue, n. a modelled image.
That dying statue, fair and wan, Rosal. 1087.

Statues, n, pi. of Statue.
Flowers, ruins, statues, music", words, .... Adonais, LII. %
responses Of their oracular .y/fl/ziffj / Calderon, 1. i-^t^.

and casts from all those statues fair . ... Julian, t^^K.

the statues three Which kept their marble watch Laon, v.' xlvi. 5.
Columns, and shapes Viks. statues, Vii. xiii. 8.

The statues gave a joyous scream Mar. Dr. xxil. 5.
Their statues, homes and fanes

; Prom. IV. 300.

Stature, n. bodily height.
His stunted stature and imbecile frame, , . . Q. Mab, Vlll. 152.

Statute, n. Fig. an enactment.
Time's worst statute unrepealedj— . ... B^gl. 1819, 12.

:i:Stauiichless, adj. that cannot be stopped.
The key oi staunchless tears Epips. 32,0.

{Stave, n. a song or verse.

Death will listen to your stave Jane, Invitn, 38.

Staves, n. pi. of Stave.
Chaunting those stupid staves. Peter, vi. xxxti. 5.

Stay, n. continuance in a place.
and make me wonder at my stay: Julian, 563.
dares not entreat thy stay: ........ ^Prpl, 18^4, 7-

Stay, V. I. tr, (i) arrest, restrain.

To stay steps proud, o'er the slow cloud , . . Prom. l. 236.

(2) cause to stop.

S. thy boat on the lake,—dearest Henry, I conje.' St. Ir. (6) I. 8.

II. intr. (1) remain, abide.

Stay yet awhile ! speak to me once again ; . . Adonais, xxvi. i.

Stay, Adonis ! Stay dearest one,
_

Bion. Adon. 39.
No, stay! I do believe it is some jest ; . . . . Cenci, I. iii. 70.

stay, stay ! \ see 'tis only raillery by his smile. . I. iii. 75.
Stay, I command you— II. i. 115.
Now, stayncA., He might return: ...... Iil. i. 384,
Yet j^ajj / Bid Beatrice come hither IV. i. 14.

Ohj stay / It was ja feint : . - IV. i. 70.
I pity tnee : yet stay awhile V. ii. 35.
stay a moment ; Here' is their sentence ; ... V. iv. 25.

Stay here, now driijik, and make your spirit glad. Cycl. 537.
What shall I do, Silenus? Shall I j/ay? . . . . 546.
Stay—for what need have you ofpot companions ? 547.
This cowardice comes of itself—but J^ay, . . . 649.
Tell me, shall we go or stay? Faust^ II. 86.
Stay, oh, stay! Jl. 189.
We will stay here safe in the quiet dwellings. . . ii. 241.
yet j/oy, O stay! Go not so soon— Julian, 392.
Soft, my dearest angel stay, M.N. Ravaily 82.

Echoes we; listen! We cannot j-/ay .' .... Prom.li.K. 167.

But, should we J. to speak, noontide would corae, 11. ii. %^.

cut away Those cruel wings, and thou wilt stay. . Rarely, iv. 6.

(2) linger, pass slowly.

iS^ajV ye days of contentment and joy, . . . . M. N. Ravail,^^.
S Stay ye pleasures that never can cloy, . . . 70.

All that we wish to stay Tempts and thei> flies. . Mutability (2) i. 3.

And the winds are loose, we must not stay, . . JV. Shel. J. 7.

(3) rest or stop motion.
By the swift Heavens that cannot j^fljjj. • • . Prom.\\.\\. i<).

(4) be restrained or kept back,
the rapid smiles that would not stay, Witch, XL, 5.

Stayed, v, intr. (1) remained,
Ife stayed not after that accursed fea^t .... Cenci, II. i. 60.

(2) visited.

and they stayed Together at my father's— . . . Julian, 602.

Stays, V. intr. stops, ceases onward motion.
See, near the verge, another chariot stays ; . . Prom. Ii. rv. 156.

*Stays, n. a. tight fitting under-garment.
he, proud as dandy with his stays Witch, Ded. V. 6. ^

Stead, n. use or advantage.
they stand us in small ^. As touches the receipt. Ch. ist, II. 276-

To have known their power stopd me in little s., Dante Conv. 37.

Steadfast, adj. (1) unvarying, steady, clear.

Closes in steadfast darkness Dcemon, II. 231.

,, „ ,, „ . . Q. Mab, IX. 139.
Like restless clouds before the steadfast sun,— . Laon. V. xviii. 8.

love calm, steadfast, invincible ....... Pr. Athan. \. i^€>.

beyond the sea one steadfast beam, . . . , . ll.ii.28.

(2) resolute, firm.
With rough and j/£(Z(^j/ front, Hellas, t,']^.

Amid the rocking earthquake steadfast still.

But Laon ? Laon, il. xiv. 7.
made, Although unarmed^ a steadfast front, . . vi. ix. 2,

for whom our steadfast will has boug^ht .... IX. xxix. 7.
Frozen by his steadfast svord to hyaline .... Prol. Hellas, 4.
But, active, steadfast, and eternal, Q. Mab, VI. 156.

(3) permanent, lasting.
And in such faith, some steadfastyoy to know, . Laon, iv. ix. 5.
Which rolls from steadfast truth , . ... ix. xx. 9.

(4) fixed, dauntless.
and glanced before the Eagle's steadfast eye, . I. ix. g.
returned the steadfast gaze Of the great Image . V, Ii. 6.

^Steadfastly, adv. firmly, fast fixed.
Stood on its basis steadfastly ; Maf. Dr. vil. 5.

steadily, adv. (1) continuously, without variation.
the nortli breathes steadily Beneatli the stars, . Laon., viii. i. 6.

The spirit-winged boat, steadily speeding there. . xil.xxxviii.g.

(2) regularly, quietly.
Then steadily the happy ferment worked ; . . Q. Mab, ix. 49.

*Steady, adj. (1) firm, sure.

the Poet sate Holding the steady \i^v[x. .... Alqstqr., 333.

(2) even, regulap.
but by the steady speed alone Laon, \. xxiii. 5.
The swift and steady motion of the keel- . . Witch, XLVI. 8.

(3) unvarying.
Beneath truth's jjfearfv beams upon its tumult cast. Laon, II. xii. g.

(4) immovable.
the steady towers in Heaven did shine . . . ix. xvii. 3.

(5) unwavering.
With folded arms and steady eyes, Mask, Lxxxv. \.

(6) fast, firm.

whep Melchior brought him .s&ac^.-— . . . . Serchio, 86.

*Steady, adv. (I) without variation.
The vanes sit steofiy Upon the Abbey towers. . . Ch. ist, iv. 7.

(2) evenly, regularly.
Steady apd swift, ... the boat . . . Securely fled, . Laon, xlLxxxix.i.

Steal, V. I. tr. A. Lit. take clandestinely or wrongfully.
I would not suffer them To stealyour goods, , , Cycl. 209.
the same evening did he steal away Apollo's

herds; Horn. Merc. III. ^.
Lest thou shouldst s. my lyre and crooked bow; I,xxxviII.2.
That he would never steal his bow or dart, . . . l-xxxix. 4.
B. Fig. (1) gain or win gradually.

Could steal the power to wind thee in their wiles. Coleridge.^ 24.

(2) lessen or exhaust.
Endless kisses j/^a/my breath, M. N. Ravail, ^.
Oblivion will j, silently The remnant of its fame. Q. Mab, 11. 1 19.

II. intr. Mg. (1) meander, trace a track,
whose azure veins Steal like dark streams . . . Dcemon, I. 15.
Which steal like streams along a field of snow, . Q. Mab, I. 15.

(2) pas^ gently.
O'er each idea then to j/fia/, Love, ly.

(3) come imperceptibly.
Till death like sleep ipight j^ea/ on me, . . . . St.Defection,lv.6.

Stealing, /r. ^//j?. A. Lit. taking clandestinely.
Stealing the wine, you rogue ! Cycl. 560.
B.Fig (1)

Stealing his accents from the envious wind . . Julian^ 297.

(2) coming gradually.
a sweet slumber Stealing o'er sensation , . . Q. Mab, i. 24.
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Steals, V. I. tr. A. Lit. takes clandestinely.
Am I like a strong fellow who siea^s kine ? . Ifom. Merc. Lxiv.i.
From whom he steals nine silver spoons. . . . FeUr, ii. iii. 5.

II. znir. passes gently.
not the faintest breath 6". o'er the unruffled deep

;
Q. Mab, iv. 22.

:|:Steam, v. intr. Fig. rise.

Shall steam, up like inspiration, .,...,, Mask^ Lxxxix, 2.

*Steain-"boats, c. n Ipoats propelled by steam.
With sieam-boats^ frigates, ai»d machinery quaint Gisb. 80.

*Steam-wheels, c. n. Fig. rapidly moving.
The' self-impelling j/^fl^w-w^^CiSr of the mind . . —— 108,

*Steaxq.ed, v. intr, rose, issued.
Then there steamed up a freezing deiy .... Sensit. /'/.lli.ioB.

Steamed forth like vaporous fire ; Prom., ir. i. 75.

*Steamingr,/r. ///g. (1) rising in moist vapour.
And then the night-wind j/^awzz'w^ from the shore, Laon, lil.xxxiv.i.
To the pure skies in accusation steaming. . . , V.Song^^.6.
like an exhalation Steam.ing from earth, . . . Prol. Heilas^ 12.

Like vapours stealing up behind Prom. I. 329.

(2) rising like vapour.
We are steaming up From Hell's wide gate . . j. 518,

(3) of smoke rising like vapour.
steaming ^^xxQjs. From the hissing frankincaise, Rosat. 1090.

*SteamSf n. Fig.
France, with all her sanguine steams^ .... Hellas^ 72.

^Steams, v. intr. rises like vapour.
There steams a plume-uplifting wind Prom.. 11. ii. 53.

*Steed, n. A. Lit. a norse.
Ah ! fleeter far than fleetest storm or steedy . . Arabic. Imit. II. i.

Beneath the hoofs of that tremendous steed^ . . Laon^ vr. xix. 5.

the steed^s broad shadow past vi. xxi. 9.

its rugeed breast The j/tffi(f strained up, . . . vi. xxii. 9.
when the steed that panted Paused, vi. xxiii. 2.

As from the lofty steed she did alight, .... VI, xxiv. 4.
Then turning to the steed. VI, xxvi. 2.

I did awaken The Tartar st^ed,^ ..,.,.. vi. xliii. g.

as I bestrode That willing steed— VI. xliv. 2.

But tied the j/^^rf beside, VI. xlvii.8.

The dark steedhove. me, ...,,.,.. —^- VI. liji. 6.

the steed behind Trod peacefully ..... vi. liv. 6.

Was there a human spirit in the steed^ .... • x. i. i.

Each night that mighty steed bore me abroad,' . ->— X. iii. i.

their throngs did make Behind the steedy . . . .- x. iii. 9.

if the tramp of a far steed was heard, XI. x. 6.

a steed'Dax\s. and gigantic, xii. viii. 4.

sprung From her gigantic steed^ xii. xiii. 3.

On Death's white and winged steed^ Pro-m.. i. 782.

The tempest is his steed^ he strides the air ; . . IV. 421.

B. Fig.
This steed'va. vision he would ride, Peter^ VI. xx. i.

striding, as Almighty Death His bloodless steed. St. Epifis. 141.

^Steed-subduing, c. n. horse-taming.
And steed^ubduing QastoTy heirs of fame, . . . Horn. Castor^ 6.

Steeds, n. pi. of Steed, (1).

Behind their solemn steeds: .... ... Ch. ist^ i, 138.

The galloping of fiery steeds makes pale .... Hellas^ 325.
Beneath her earthquake-footed j^stfrfis';' . . ..

-:— 714.

and the neigh of raging steeds. . 823.

under the ocean's bed has Driven steeds and
chariot— Horn.. Merc. XII.2.

Checked his swift steeds, Hotm-. Min. 16.

The beam-invested steeds, Horn.. Moon^ 13.

borne by heavenly steeds his race doth run . . . Hofn. SuHy 10.

His rapid steeds soon bear him to the west ; . . 21.

Thecareer of armed j/«(^ . . ' Mask, ixxx., 2.

I see cars drawn by rainbow-wingfed steeds . . . Prom.. II. iv. 130.

Thy steeds will pause at even, till when farewell : III. ii. 40.
The likeness of those winged steeds will mock . III. iv. 120.

Again the enchanted steeds were yoked, . . . Q. Mab, ix. 216.

Steel, n. A. Lit. (1) tempered or hardened iron.

And be that tempered as the Ebro's steel; . . , Ch. 1st, 11. 128.

Then scooping with a chisel of grey j/«/, , , . Horn.. Merc.v\\.\.
Ye see The steel ye tempered gfence on ye. , Men ofEng. Vll. 4.

As steel obeys the spirit of the stone, Prom., il. iii. 70.

(2) an instrument for striking sparks from a flint.

Tinder-box, matches, fire-irons, flint and steel. Ifotn.Merc.xvlll.8.

(3 ) a weapon made of steel, sword, dagger, &c.
the silent tongue of j/fi^/ Speaks thus,— . . . Calderon, i. 222.

and the stain Of blood from mortal steel . . . Laon^ VI. vi. 9.

surrounded by the steel Of hired assassins, . . x. viii. 2.

O, for the sheathed steely X. xx. 2.

kill the infidels with ^re Or steel X. xxxiv. 2.

Drew forth their secret steel, XI. xix. 9.

more daring raised his j/^^/anew xi. xx. 4.

he sanctified his country's steely Otho^ 11. 3.

as the sacred steel Felt cold in her torn entrails ! Q. Mah, VI. 120.

in her husband's heart the sacred steel, .... —— VII. 213.

On showers of gore from the upflashingJ/^^/ . . VII. 231.

B. Fig. (1) arms generally, warlike preparation.

cities rough with stone, and steely Adonais, xxiv. 2.

or brine; ye steel and gold, Laon, VIII, xviii. 2.

arouncTTheir files ofj/Wand flame;— . . . . X. iv. 7.

Purple, and gold, and steell XI, Jtviii. 5.

(2) of stern, hard temperament.
Tho' truth and virtue arm their hearts with

tenfold steel, VIII. vii. 9.

steeped in molten steel the unconquerable will. . Laon, ix. vii. 9.

but Spain's were lin.ks of j/££/, Ode Lib, Xlll. 10.

To a brain unencompassed with nerves of j. / Thereisnowork^ 16.

Steeled, ppl. adj. Fig. hardened.
Pale Loyalty, his guilt j/^fi&c^ brow, ..... Devil, xxvi. i.

Steels, "v. tr. Ftg. hardens.
and steels his heart, Q. Mob, V. 207.

Steep, n. A. Lit. a hill, a mountain, a declivity.

and echoing tjjem from steep to steeps ..... Adon. Cane. 16.

Till vast Aornos seen from retra's steep . . . Alastor, 240.
Follow down the dark steep streaming .... Bug. Hills, 87.
while on the steep The woods were in their winter

sleep, GuitarJane, 45.
Over the utmost hill at length I sped, A snowy j. . Laon, v. i. 2.

and on every steep Thousands did gaze, . . . ix. iii. 3.

Sitting with thee upon this lonely steep I smile, . ix. xix. 4.
saw over the western s. A raging flood descend, . Mar. Dr. xill. 3.

With slow soft steps leaving thg mountain's s., . Matilda, 5.
Priven like a homeless cloud frpm steep to steep Mont P. 58.
with horrid roar and din Adown a steep; . . . Orpheus, 76.
yon castled steeps Whose banner hangeth , . Q. Mab, iv. 12.

And linger upon the steep, Q. ofmy Hearty IV. 3.

the steep Of a green Apennine : Xriumph, 25.

The opposing steep of that mysterious dell, . . 470,
from the steep Of utmost Axume, Witch, LVii. 3.

B. Fig. (1) the vault of heaven.
Clijmbs with diminished beatns the aaure j/'5fi/5/ . Gisb. 260.

and by the starlight steep Werit homeward— . . Laon, II. xlix. 4.
While the sun clomb Heaven's eastern steep— . VI. xii. 7.

The azure path of Heavep's steep, Lerici^ 3.

(2) a mental height.

Which leads the heart That dizzy steep to climb, Laon, VI. xxxvi. 7.

Steep, adj. A. Lit. (1) precipitous, sharply inclining.
Down the steep cataract of a wintry river; . . Alastor, 346.
At sunrise they leap From their cradles steep . . Areihusa, v. 8.

Groping my way adown the steep ravine. . . Cycl. 716.
down the steep path I wound To the sea-shore— ., iMon, I. xv. 6.

By the steep path were bearing me : . . . . lii. xi. 6.

up a steep and d3,rk and narrow stair We wound, III. xiii. 7.

thro' the chasm of that steep stair did boupd, . . III. xxix. 9.
where the shore Is shadowed with steep rocks, . Rosal. 1246.

(2 ) said of the apparent sloping ot the firmament.
The burning wheels inflame The steep descent . . DcEmon^ 11. 310.
their steep night his hands divine arrest, . . . Hom. Sun^ 22.

which still grew Down the steep West . . . Julian, 73.
'mid the steep sky's commotion, Ode Vi^. Wind, Ii. i.

That climbs and wanders thro' steep night, . . Prom. ll. ii. 15.

The steep descent of heaven's untrodden way. . Q. Mab, IX. 218.

B. Fig. difficult, wearisome.
The path to power is stee^ and rough, .... Iwould, 3.

All those steep paths which laiiguor and despair . Laon^ II. xxiv. 4.
from the slippery, steep^ And^narrow verge of

crag-like agony Prom., iv. 559,

Steep, V. tr. Fig. (1) dip.
Its fretwork in the crystal sea did stee^, . , . Laon, i. Ii. 4.

(2) involve, wrap.
did steep The orient sun in shadow :— .... I. ii. 5.

(3) involve or engage morally or mentally.
steep not its hearth in tears ; i. xxxiv, 2.

there were smiles to steep Your hearts in balm, v. x. 5.

mortal barbs in his own poison steep VII. i. g.

to steep The bread of slavery in the tears of woe, VIII.xxiii.7.

our obscure and rotting eyes to steep In joy ; . . ix. xxxii. 8.

sleep That did suddenly steep In balm ipy bosom's
pain M. N. Ravaii. 1.9.

Stee|}ed, v. tr. Fig. (1) involved or enwrapped.
when the beams are fled Which steeped its skirts

in gold? Z^(7«, IV. xxxi. 4.

(2) plunged, immersed.
Thrice j. in molten steel the unconquerable will. . IX. vii. 9.

Steeped,//. Fig.
With words which faith and pride had steeped

in flame, . x. xxxii. 3.

And steeped in bitter infamy to tlie lips. . . . Unf. Dr. 113.

^Steepest, adj. the most precipitous.
The steepest ladder of the crudded rack .... Witch, lv. 2.

*Steepingf, /r.//Zg. Fig. plunging, immersing.
Steeping their hearts in the divinest flame, . . . Laon. I. xxxii. 4.

Steeps, n. slopes, declivities, hills.

up and dpwn whose steeps befell vi. xvi, 5.

And wind among the accumulated steeps; . . . Mont B. 66.

Steeps, V. tr. Mg. plunges, immei-ses.

Steeps not in balm the foldings of the br3,in . . Cefici, IV. I. 179.

Steeps the faint eyes in darkness LaofPy Xll. xvii. 6.

^Steersman, n. coxswain.

I sate beside the steersman then, ,..,., VIII. i. i.

Stem, V. tr. (1) assuage.

as if to stem A greater loss Adonais., XI. 7.

(2) hold bade, check.

To stem the torrent of descending time : . . . . Hellas, 350.

(3) restrain.

And ste7» That torrent of unquiet dream, . . . Rosal. 637.

Stem, n. A. Lit. (1) the trunk, bole or stock of a tree,

beneath the hoary stem Triumph^ 24.
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its sicnt and tendrils seemed Like Uf^. Dr. 163.
did creep Like ivy from one stem;— WiicA, LXI. 7.

(2) stalk.

And so they grew together like two flowers Upon
one siem, - . . . . Fiordispina., 16.

remorse that from their stem She had divided . . 42.
Till they clung round many a sweet flower's stem^ Sensit. PL III. 40.

(3) a race of progenitors.
And mortal offspring from a deathless stem . . Horn. Venus^ 52.

B. Fig.
for when the living stetn Is cankered in its heart, Rosa/. 1292.

^Stemmed, v. tr. intercepted the flow of.

and stemmed The struggling brook : Alastor^ 527,

JStemiiiing-, pr. pple. making head against.
Stemming the torrent of the tainted wind ; . . Hellas^ 516.

Stems, n. (1) stocks, boles or trunks.
The volumes of their many twining JiSewfj/. . . Eptps. $01.
even to the root Of the living s. that feed them— Gisb. 276.
sterns that never kiss the sun

;
Jane^ Iftvitn^ 54.

and on the pillared stents Unf. Dr. 224.

(2) stalks.

And fastened the cut stems of reeds within, . Horn. Merc, viii^g.
And thro' their veinfed leaves and amber stems . Prom.. III. iii. 141.
The j/fiwij of the sweet flowers, ..<.... Triumph^ ^ij.

Stems, V. tr. encounters, intercepts.
and stem-s The tempest of the ^ . . . Serckio^ 95.

Stencil, n. foul odour.
Now stench and blackness yawn, like death. , . Cenci. V. iv. 105.
The dreadful stench of her torches' flare, . . . Falsehood^ 57.

Step, n. A. Lit. (1) footstep, footfall, imprint of the foot.

His wandering step Obedient to high thoughts. . Alastor^ 106.
Startling; with careless step the moon-light snake, —— 236.

he did impress On the green moss his tremu-
lous step^ — 516,

One step^ One human step alone, 588-9.
my imperious step scorning surprise, .... Cenci^ I. i. 144.
And start if thou but hear a human j/tf^.* , . I. iii. 155.
No, that is his step upon the stairs ; ..... —— 11. i. 13.

it cannot be a servant's step ; -— ill. i. 269.
That step we hear approach ,..,,,.. ill. i. 272.
'tis Orsino's step .

.

. Speak ! iii. ii. 31.

Whose smooth descent some ceaseless J. to wear Z-aow, IV. ii. 5.

With step as soft as wind it past Mask^ xxx. i.

Thoughts sprung where'er that step did fall, . . xxxl. 4.

By thy step alone Prom. II. i. 192.
Her step seemed to pity the grass it prest ; . . Sensit. PL il. 21.

(2) pace or advance made by the foot in walking.
I will drag her, step by step^ Cend^ IV. i. 80.

that every step One stumbles . Faust^ 11. 20.

and with one step Let us escape II. 220.

(3) a measure in dancing.
And any step which in our dance we tread, . . II. 342.
Is not to be considered as a step ii. 344.
Before my last step in the living dance .... Ii. 305.

(4) the grade of a stair.

step by step and stair by stair, Fzordtspina, 55.

B. Fig. movement, course of action.

That it shall force thy step

;

. Calderon^ iif. 134.
One step to the white death-bed, , Ginevra^ 208.
and their step Wakes earthquake Hetlas^ 279.
Of all whose step wakes Power 995,
And swifter thy s, than the earth(juake's tramp ; Liberty^ in. 2.

He tracks the rapid step of hurrying Fear ; . M. JV. Post. Fr. 76.
It climb the crags of life, step after step^ . . Front. III. i. 14.

How swift the step of reason's firmer tread, , Q. Mab^ vi. 59,
even when Thou heardst the j^e^ of fate ;— , . VI. 131.

With the stern step of vanquished will, .... RosaL 330.
the spirit of that wind Whose soft step deepens

slumber, , , . . . Witch^ lx. a.

Step-dam.e, c. n. Fig. not a real mother.
Is mother earthA j/fi^-flTawzc to her numerous sons, Q. Maby III. 207.

:{:Step-mot]ier, c. n. the wife of one's father.

that whilst her steP-moiker and I Cenci^ in. i. 355.

Stepped, pp. Fig. moved.
They from the throng of men had stepped aside, . Serchio^ 37.

Steps, n. A. Lit. (1) paces, footfalls.

suspend Her timid steps to gaze Alastor^ 105.
With rapid steps he went ........ 522.

I hear steps of men approaching, Calderon^ I. 205.
with tottering steps Fled from your presence, . . Cenct^ 11. i. 113.

And be- your steps like mine, —^— iv. ii. 43.
Hear'st thou not steps along the corridor ? . . . -—

• V. i. 73.

If solitude hath ever led thy steps ...... Dmmon^ I. 189.

„ ,, ,, „ Q. Maby II. I.

whose tremulous floor Paved her light steps; . . Epips. 197.
She drags herself now forward with#6low steps^ . Fausi^ II . 380.
Track not the steps of him who drinks of it ; . . Fr. Thefierce^ 2,

to wail and wander With short uneasy steps— . Fr. Unsai. 2.

which favouring fell Afound his steps^ . . . Horn,. Merc. xvi. 5.

And with his face opi>osed the jjf^^j he trod. . xxxv.8.
His steps were most incomprehensible-— . . LVlll.5.
with fearful steps pursuing . . , Int. Beauty^ v. 3.

and bore my steps along. Laon^ I. xliii. 9.

a bright Star did glow Before my steps— . . . I. xlvi. 9.

Guided my steps the cavern-paths along^ . . . -— in. xiii. 6.

their retiring s. in the dense gloom were drowned, Laon^ III. xiv. 9.

yet it made A light around my j/£^j iv.xxxiv.9.

Shall throng around our j/e^j in gladness . . . V-Songy^^io.
clasped hisTeet When human steps were heard :— V. xxii. 3,

from their own hearts withheld Their steps^— . VI. v. 8.

Soon as she heard my j/ie^j . vi.xlviii.5.

lest her steps should fail As to our home . - . Vi. liv. 3,

My $teps are faint— xi. vii. 7.

the leap To which the Future, . . . did urge Their
steps; XI. ix, 9.

With slow soft Jite^j leaving the mountain's steep, Matilda^ 5.

Myslow j/fe/j had already Dorne me o'er . . . 22.

Your steps as swift as jgreyhounds, .... (Edipus^ ll. ii. 122.

still shall . . . The earth behind thy steps^ . . . PraL Hellas. 147.

To stay steps ^tovA^ o'er the slow cloud .... Prom. I. 230.

whose steps Cnance in that desart has delayed, . Q. Mab^ II. ig6.

And gentle odours- led my steps astray, .... Question^ i. 3.^

With equal steps and fingers intertwined : .^ . . Rosal. 1244.
With willing steps climbing that rugged height, . ^3?^"
And the steps of the bearers, heavy and slow; . Sensit. PL lit. 7.

And others as with steps towards the tomb, . . Triu^npk, 56.

With willing steps pursues another there. . . , Virgil^ 25. *

(2) spaces or grades of a staircase.

Upon the steps of the high portico
;

Fiordispina^ 52.

Distinct with circling steps Laon^ I. Iv. 3.

the giowing j/^/jand the crystalline throne. , . I. Ivi. 9.

a marble jpyramid Distinct with steps: .... V. xl. 7.

Even to the steps of the remotest throne, . . . Prom. II. iii. 61.

Even to its blood-stained steps dragged on . . . RosaL 702.
An altar and a temple bright Circled by steps^ . ioS4-
With steps to the blue water. ........ Un/i Dr. 92.

B. Fig. course, action, path.
With feeble steps o'er the world's wilderness, . Adonais, XXXI. 7.

Thy shadow^ and the darkness of thy step^, . . A/astor, 21.

Has lured his fearless steps ;
-= 79.

Nature's most secret j/a^j 81.
From duties and repose to tend his steps :—' . . ^— 132.

A strong impulse urged His s. to the sea-shore. , 275.
so from nis steps Bright flowers departed, . . . 536.
Then with unwillinjg steps I wander down . . Apollo^ V. 2.

Her steps paved with green ... ... Arethusa^ i. 10.

aud my shame, With willing steps.— . . . . Calderon^ III. 176,
A thousand steps must a woman take, .... Faust, ii. 178.
Woman has a thousand steps to stray 11. 177,
Hunts through the world the homeless steps of

Error, Fr. Satire, 8.

and Ariel still Has tracked your steps, . . . Guitar Jane, 34^
On whose last steps I climb Lament, i. 2.

To track the steps of Freedom tho' thro' gfaves
She pass, Laon, vrli. xi. 7.

hopepursuesimmortaldestinyWithj. thusslow— 211. xxx. 3'.

The steps of Liberty, Nat. Ant. i. 5. .

But what steps have you taken ? . . . . . CEdiptis, i. 130.
Diminish, till at length, by glorious steps, . . . ii. i. 15.
And his own j/fi^j— Pr.Athan. n.m.i^.
hasten now Witn steps^^ ah, too unequal ! . . . St. Epips. 95.
That flife round our s. till their strength is gone. "There is no wdrky 6.

Sterile, adj. barren, unfertile. ,

Behold yon sterile spot ; Q. Mab, ll. 134.

Stem, n. the hinder part of a vessel.

the stern and prow Were canopied .... Laon, ix. ii. 5.
the prow and stern did curl xii. xxi. 3.
At the stern Three marksmen stand levelling. , Vis. Sea, 154.

Stern, adj. (1) severe of countenance, austere, rigid.
Bending a stern and an inquiring brow .... Cenci, ll. i. 108.
Of her stern brow bent on the idle air, .... in. i. 352.
his stern and reverent brow, —-^ iv. iii. lo.
That stern yet piteous look, v. ii. 1 10.
and still Retreating, with stern looks .... Laon, VI. ix. 3,

(2) of persons, unbending, unyielding, harsh, pitiless.
if by my nature I had been So stern, Cenci, v. ii. 95.
The Pope is stem: not to be moved or bent. . . v. iv. i.

Stern tyrSLnt, coufdst thou boast a victory . . , Death Vanq. 15.
'To their stern maker,' Julian^ 113.
as stern As those which make me what I am, . 366.
a dark gulph before. The realm of a stern Ruler, iMon, li. vi. 7.
By ^iefs which thy stern nature never crost ; . Ld. Ch. V. 4.
Their stern oppressor pleas'd appears awhile, M. N. Post. Fr. 57.
Kingly conclaves stern and cold, Prom. 1. 53a
(3) of things, harsh, cruel, pitiless, insensible.

aeain s. woe Arises with the awakening melody. M. N. Despair, 15.
When fell and wild misrule to man stern sorrow

brings M.N. Ravail, 9.
And O thou stern Ocean deep, Mexican, in. 5.
and the stern control Which ruled his sinews . Mother i^- Son, vi. 2.
rather than would bear The law's stern slavery, vil. 4,
how s. And desolate a tract in this wide world ! . Q. Mab, iv. 123.
The stern decrees go forth, Prol. Hellas, 46.
centinels, in j/arw, and silent ranks Q. Mab, ni. 25.
Stem is the tyrant's mandate, n\. 144.
In the stern storm that swayed the topmost tower ix. loi.
When the stern fates had power St. Jr. (3) 11. 8.
How stern are the woes of the desolate mourner, (5) i. i.
Though the tempest is stem, and the mountain is

dreary,
(g) i_ ~_

Is the stern voice of fate that bids happiness flee ! (6) 11. 8.

(4) brave, bold.
Or where the s.- warrior, his country d^feading, . Tear, n. i^
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And the siern warrior^s arm the sickle wield ? M, N. Post. Fr. 46.

With one stern blow, hurled not the tyrant down, Q. Mai, ill. 189.

(5) determined, steadfast.

and manhood^s purpose stem, Cenci, I.- iii. 174.

There is the wisdom of a St^r^ content . . . Loon, Ded. vlll. 5.

my wan eyes in stern resolve I turned .... VII. xxiv. 6.-

my stern resolve was almost gone ' XI. vii. 5.

Those stern, unflattering chroniclers, I find \ . , Q- Mab, 1. 171.

With the sterii step of vanquished will, .... Rosal. 330.

(6) impassable, unbreakable.
whose stern bounds Shut him from all that's good Q. Mat, III. gi.

(7) grave, melancholy.
To talk in echoes sad and stern, Ode Lib. VIII. 7.

And as the stern notes floated around St. Ir. (3) XVIII. 4;

(8) adj. absol. one hard to bend or impress.

Which must bend the Invincible, The J. of thought ; From. I. 537.

Stem, adv. absolutely, unbendingly.
Refuses stern her heaven-born embrace. . . . Orpheus, 17.

Sterner, adj. more severe or austere.

Sterner than else my nature tnight have been ; . Cenci, I. ii. 35.

Sternest, adj. (!) hardest, most pitiless.

suiferings which might shake the sternest heart . V. ii. 41.

(2) most determined, most steadfast.

words and looks To bend the j/erMSj/ purpose ! . V. iv. 31.

defy Its fiercest rage, and brave its sternest will, Damon, IX. I9S.

(, ., n ., Q- Mab, II. 291.

*Sternly, adv. (1) absolutely, unbendingly.

But sternly she refused the ills of Love Horn. Venus, 22.

And therefore sternly did refuse Fosal. 53.

(2) heartily, earnestly,

the glorious doom Of those who sternly struggle

to relume t Laon, (V. vii. 5.

j:Sternuess, n. harshness, severity. ,

blend Deceit with j/e?^K^jJ, ignorance with pride, Q. Ma6, IV. 183.

Steward, n. the manager of a house or estate.

The ancient j/ewarrf, with hair all hoar, . . . ..Fosal.Qgs.
like a steward in honest dealingfs tried .... Fr. Athan. J. 40.

Stewards, n. Fig. (1) care-takers, improvers,

the deeds which are the j/fizyari& Of their revenue. Cenci, I. i. 32.

(2) managers.
Monopolists, and stewards of this poor farm^ . . Ck. \st, I. 151.

Be they th' appointed ,!/«»««&; . .... (Edipus,l\..\\.<^.

Stick, n. a staff or wand.
And in his hand he held a polished JifjoS.- . . Hom.Merc.-HTXV.S.
shaking a green J/2C/6 Of lilies, Witch, vva.i.

Stick, V. I. tr. fasten or attach.

stick The same against the temple doors, ... LXXIII. 4.

II. intr. (1) adhere.

To make the brand stick of its own accord . . . Cycl. 651.

(2) pierce, wound.
Slick with the prong, FaOst, II. 172.

C3) persist in.

Whatever change takes pIace,'oh, stick to that ! . (Edipus, n. ii. 13.

(4) hesitate, scruple:

And stick not even at questionable means. . . . Ch. ist, II. 203.

would neither stint nor stick Feter, VI. xxiv. 3.

SticMng, pr. pple. inserting, putting.

and sticking cauliflowers Between the ears . . (EdifuS, I. 301.

Stiff, adj. (1) rigid, not flexible.

If he be now a cold stiffcovase. .... . . . . Cenci, IV. iii. S-

and limbs cold, Stiff, and white Ginevra, 147.

Locked in stiffA^zf his adamantine coil, . . . Laon, I. xii. 4.

But like the balls their lids were j/jjf and stark; III. xvni. 7.

four .jAJ^corpses bare, III. xxv. 2.

Aringofcold, f^zybabes; -^— VI. li. 9.

the dew Of slaughter became stiff; x. xi. 9.

or with rfi^eyeballs sate upright ...... -— x. xxv. 7.

the speaker's hair felt cold And Jif|5f; Rosal. \sj).

The birds dropped stifffrom the frozen air . . Sensit. Fl. III. 104.

Shook the boughs thus laden, and heavy and s., III. 1 12.

(2) Strong, tough.

bound Stiff withy bands the infant's wrists

around. Ifom. Merc. LXix. 8.

(3) obstinate, stubborn.

These Jftjf Scots Ch.ist,u.6%.

""Stiffened, pp. made rigid.

the fishes lie .S^ifOT^rf in the translucent ice, . . Summer, li.

Stifle, w. ^?-. i?«?. repress, kill.

bound Upon my heart to fj^?/& it ; Music,Ipant,u.if.

Stifled, V. tr. Fig. (1) overwhelmed, destroyed.

And j;;C«srf thee, their minister FallofBonap.io.

(2) suppressed, stopped,

until the chain 5if«.>?«(? the captive's cry, . . . . i,oo», II. iv. 4.

f^3^ cloffs'ed.

And stifled the air till the dead wind stank. , . Se*sit. Fl. in. 57.

^tHSMe., pp. Fig. (1) suppressed, half heard.

with voice ji!z>?crf in tremulous sobs Alastor, 16^.

like agonies .S/^^rf afar.— Z,oo», XI. xm. 6.

(2) impeded, hindered.

From the full fountain of its boundless love, For
ever stifled, Q- ^«*i v. 43.

Stifled, ppl. adj. Fig, . (11 repressed, half uttered.

Like me he joyed at the f/z^i?t/ moan . . . . Falsehood, yz.

accents incomplete. And stifled shrieks,— . . . Laon, III. iv._ 7.

was heard one j^zVK?^ prayer For life, .... x. xx{_ii.4.

her stifled groan Was heard— XII. vi. 7.

(2) pent up, kept back.
Like stifled torrents, made a plashy fen . . . . VI. xii. 5.

"'Stifling', pr. pple. repressing, stopping.

Stifling with rudest grasp all natural good. . . Q. Mab, IV. 120.

6'/^2'«^thespeechlesslonging^of his heart, . . V. 138.

'•'Stifling', ppl. adj. (1) suffocating, overwhelming.
and checked the stiflihg blood ....... Ginevra, $6.

streamed in one cataract, The stifling waters:— Zaow,vn.xxxviii.6.

or Ocean lift its Jitej/?*.f wave! ....... X. xx. 5.

(2) oppressive, nauseating.

the persecution Of .f<2>fe'«^turtl6«oup (Edipus, I. iS-

Still, adj. (X) tranquil, quiet, peaceful.

kept mute conference With his still soiiK . . . 224.

1 shall be eMll and calm, Cenci, III. i. 93.
Treading their still path back to infaney, . . . Ch. 1st, 11. 12.

the small, still, sweet spirit of that sound, . . . Epips. 331.

made the solemn silence seem More SHU . . . Ginevra, 180.

And then a sinall still voice, thus— Hellas, 728.

and her j^/// and earnest face /.«£?», II. xxxl 6.

all within was still, VI.xxxviii.4.

In the still cave of the witch Poesy Mont B. 44.

Mont Blanc appears,

—

still, snowy, aud serene— 61.

The still and solemn power of maroy siglits, . 12S.

My still realm was never riven : From.. 1. 100.

Then am I mute and still, IV. 454.
like passions made still by the prese'nce of Love, Vis. Sea, 130.

(2) calm, noiseless.

this earthquaking hurricane is j/z'/i^ Calderon, u. 05.

Till all is bright, and clear, and still, . ... Eug. Hills, 88.

The wind is still, the stars are fled, Faust, II. 184.

the breeze Is J^zV/— . . . . Gisb. yt.

At this late hour ;—and then all is still— . . . 290.

Sleeps on the wrecks it Inade, breathless andstill. Hellas, 594.
then, still as gloomy night Ham. Merc. L.X. 4.

Now all is deathy J*'// on earth, Moonbeam, n. i.

let loose beneath the ray Of the still moon, . . Laon, II. xii. 8.

the i/;'Bitaoon Swiftly, yet gracefully, . . . . Orpheus, gs.

On swift still v/ings glide down the atiaosphere ? From. I. 755.

AH things are still: alas ! how heavily .... I. 812.

Thy voice to us is wind among still woods. IV. 54S.

So cold, so bright, so still. Q. Mab, iv. 19.

And mingling with the j^z// night and mute sky . Summer-Evg. 23.

(3) unruffled, moveless.

distinct in the dark depth Of that .sft'// fountain ;
Alastor, 472.

As still as in the silent deep Jane, Recoil. 31.

in silence lay On the still-waters— Laon, I. xlvii. 9.

O'er the ,rm/sea and jagged islets (farted . . . II. x. 3.

like a wind Descending on J////waters.— . . . iv. xxix. 3.

vesper's image on the western' main Is beautifully

still. Q- i"^?*. IV. 2.1;.

And hour by hour, when the air was still, . . . Sensit. Fl. ill. 74.

The still air seemed as if its waves did flow . . Witch, XLVI. 3.

(4) lifeless, without movement.
Still, dark, and dry, arid unremembered now. . Alastor, 671.

Are not the limbs still vheti the ghost is fled, . . Death Nap. 7.

She is still, she is cold Ginevra, 206.

one interval Made still; Laon, VI. xxxiv. 3.

Till they methought felt ift7/ and cold: . . . . Rosal. wfi.

(5) moveless, in perfect repose.

As j/z7/ as a brooding dove Cloud, ^\.

its still shadow hid Far ships : Laon, V. xl. 8.

Tho' it can wake the still cloud, VII. xl. 3.

The winds are still, or the dry church-tower grass Summer-Evg. ii.

(6) in a state of inaction or suspension.

What, sprained with standing stili? Cyd. 644.

the tide suddenly Stood still, Hom. Mm. \^.

I remained J^'// for tears— Z,ao», II. xlvii. 7.

The blood stood jft'?/ one moment, . . _. . . , VII. xxiv.3,

when in these mingling veins The blood is still, . IX. xxix. 4.

(7) gently sounding, soothing.

Thro' strings of some fft'// instrument, . . . Ini. Beauty,\\\.Vi.

(8) silent, voiceless.

Accompanied by the J//// throng he went . . . iiM», V. xxxvi. :<.

As he bends in .r/z'// grief o'er the hallowed bier, . ,S/. Ir.^S) I- 2-

The crickets were jft//inthe meadow and hill : . Serchlo, 25.

(9) dull, inexpressive.

Went a voice cold and stitl,— St. Ir. (3) IX. 5.

(10) adverbially, quietly.

wild VPinds, thus can you sleep so jftZT . . . . M.N. Despair, $.

Still, adv. (1) yet, continuously, always.

while j/z'// He lies, as if in dewy sleep Adonais, VII. 6.

The little boat StiS fled beforfe the sforin ; , . . Alastor, U5.

Still recedes; as ever j-. ... He is ever drifted on Eug. Hills, 21.

You were ever j'/z'// ... a perilous infidel, . . , Julian, 115.

(2) continually, now as formerly.

Thine ownsoulji'z7/is true to thee, • • • Coleridge, 2g.

Amid the rocking earthquake steadfast still, But

Laon ? Laon, 11. xiv. 7.

The path of its departure still is free : .... Mutability, 14.

tho' Sft/? I listened through the night From. II. 1. 91.
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(3) even yet, in an increasing degree.
Higlier and higher j/;7/Their fierce necks writhed Alastor^ 323.
Ana faster i-Zfrt, beyond all human speed, . . 361.
the Poet's blood, . . . grew feebler still: .... 053.
Is the grave not calmer 5^7/ j' Hellas^ $^S^

(4) nevertheless, np to that time.
yet still thy youthful hands Were pure . , . . Q. Mab^ vi, 87.

Still, V. ir, end, put at rest.

Hoping to still these obstinate questionings . . Alastor^ 26.

:):Stllled, V. tr. restrained, calmed.
I stilled the tingling of my blood Rosal. 874.

Stilled, j>/. silenced.

iS'^;7/'(/ was the unearthly howling M.N.Fragmt.16.
^Stiller, adj. more absolutely noiseless.

the busy woodpecker Made stiller by her sound . Jane^ Recoil. 36.

*Stillness, «. (1) silence, quietude.
When night makes a weird sound of its own s. . Alastor, 30.
Thy darksome stillness, 505.
has ever broken The stillness of its solitude :— . 590.
Bound its broad zone of stillness^ Dtstnon^ ri. 74.

„ „ „ ,, Q. Mab^ VIII. 63.
That poured its low moan on the s. of night : M.N. Spec. Hors. 11.

that in that stillness deep And solemn, .... Matilda^ 7.

But there is silliness now : Rosal. 130.
Along the stillness of the night, St. Ir. (4) in, 3.

Siffhs in the ear of j/zV/wei-j, Star^ii.
(2) unruffled surface.

The mirror of its j^z7/m£Jj shewed Q.Mab^ I. 22^.

Stills, V. tr. lulls, allays.

Awhile it stills the tide of agony M. IV. Despair, 14.

Sting", n. A. Lit. (1) an instrument of attack or defence
in some insects.

With the trump of my lips, and the s. at my hips, CEdipus, J. 241.
A drone too base to have a sting; Peter, IV. xvii.- 3.

(2) fabled to pertain to the devil.

They flapped the pennon and twisted the sting, . Devil, ix. 4.
As he sidles, leers, and twirls his sting, . . . xxill. 5.
Has neither hoof, nor tail, uor sting ; .... Peter, ii. i. 2.

B. Fig. anything which gives mental or moral pain.
As its keen sting is mortal to avenge !. .... Cenci, v. i. 4,
Oh, Death ! where is thy sting? Death Vanq. 5.

Whom self-contempt arms with a mortal sting; . L,aon, viii. xxi. 3.

feel keen sorrow's keenest sting ; .... Mother 4 Son, li, 10.

A balm was in the poison of the sting. . . . iv. 9.
the sting Which retributive memory implants . Q, Mab, I. 173.
Till done by her own venomous sting to death, . ix. 45.

Sting*, V. tr. A^ Lit, (1) vv^ound or pierce with a sting.

To sting the ghosts of Babylonian kings, . . . (Bdipus, i. 271.
Those who j^2'»j5>' you, jA'«^ us

; 11.1.149.

(2) applied to the bite of snakes.
Like rabid snakes, that sting son\^ gentle child . Laon, v. vii. ».

"B-.Fig. wound or hurt morally.
and they stingThGir fathers' hearts to madness . Cenci, II. ii. 32.
Until the monster sting itself to death. . . Q. Mab, Vi. 38.

Stinsfings, n. impulses, incitements.
Whose stingings bade thy heart look further still, ix. 182.

:[Stingless, adj. Fig. (1) helpless, powerless.
Among those reptiles, stingless^N\\k^ delay, . . Laon, xii. vii. 2.

That these stingless drones may spoil , . . Men o/Eng. ill. 3.

(2) safe, not dangerous.
and all crime Made stingless by the spirits . . Q. Mab, VII. 233.

Sting's, n. Fig, (1) powers of injury.
His crooked tail is barbed with many stings, . . CBdipus, 1. 158.

(2) troubles, pains.
Would soothe its stings. Calderon, 11. ?9.
The stings of a known sorrow, keen and cold : . Laon, in. xvii. 6.

and that the stings Of death viil. vii. 7.
With bitter stings the light sleep of Revenge. . Prom., i. 394.
(3) cruelties, unkindnesses.

With all their stings and venom Ginevra, 63.

Stinking", vbl. n. giving forth of foul odours.
What glimmering, spurting,^ ji^«^z«^, burning, . Faust, II. 213.

Stinking, ppL adj. foul, emitting noisome odours.
I saw a ^ross vapour hovering in a stinking dxXs^ Ch. ist, II. 450.
These stinking iox&s^ these devouring otters, CBdipus, II. ii. 118.

Stint, V. intr. spare, omit.
Even now would neither stint nor stick .... Peter, VI. xxiv. 3.

Stir, n. (1) movement.
I hear A busy stir of men about the streets ; . . Cenci, II. i, 175.

(2) occurrence, accident.
At first my peace was marred by this strange jAV, Laon, lii. viii. 8.

(5) fiiss, effusiveness.
Fair wrecks, onwhom the smiling world with stir, IV. xxii, 3.

Stir, V. I. tr. (1) arouse, disturb, agitate,
scarce did j^y The stagnate night:— . . . . Alastor^6$t.
The fitful wind is heara to stir One solitary leaf

on high
;

Rosal. 123.
If some invincible breeze might stir It's marble

calm
: 185.

(2) incite.

You did not hope to jAr some enemies .... Cenci, il. i. 153.
and sHr Me whom they cheer to be their minister. Otho, ill, 7.

(3) excite, quicken, make poignant.
because they stir Griefs that should sleep, . . E. Williams, III. 3.

To stir his secret pain without avail ;— .... Pr. Athan. I. 85.

When ye stir it, soon returning : Front. I. 509.
Thy gentle words stir poison tnere ;

St. Brack. 2.

makmg wings of winds. To stir sweet thoughts
or sad, Witch, xvi. 8.

(4) with up, excite, arouse.
stir ui) men's minds To black suggestions ; . . Cenci, II. ii. 156.

JI. intr. (1) arouse to action, take action,
with a spirit of unnatural life 6*. and be quickened IV. i. i8g.

that he will stir In our affairs ;— Feiery vii. iv. 3.

(2) move.
The mettled horses in the torchlight stir . . . Ch. 1st, I. 144.
no man would stir To save a dymg mother. . . Peter, vil. xxi. 4.

Let not a breath be seen to stir Q. Mab, I. 118.

When she was a thing that did not stir .... Rosal. 344.

Stirred, v. I. tr. (1) excited, stimulated, animated,
nor wind, nor bird, The soul ever stirred; . . . Asiola, ri, 6,

with loud cries of scorn . . . the crowd I stirred, Laon^ vl. viii. 8.

(2) moved, scattered.
the' shrill sea-wind, whose breath idly stirredMy

hair ;— ii*!. xxx. 3.

(3) aroused, excited.
Stirred su.c):\ harmony in Peter, Peter, v. x. 2.

who stir. Enmity up against me with the Pope? Cenci, II. i. ia;3.

in the hearts of all Like wonder stirred, . . . Laon, V. xxvlii. 9.

II. intr. A. Lit. moved,
the old man' Stirred in his sleep, Cen'ci, IV. iii. 18,

B. Fig. of mental movement,
clenched him if he stirred with deadlier hold ;— /V. Athan. 1. 123.

Stirred, jS/. A. Lit. (1) agitated or roused.
The loud Ocean heard, To its blue A'^^'Ca stirred, Arethusa, in. 5.

(2) displaced or disturbed.
sand was never j. By man or woman thus ! Horn. Merc, xxxvil. 5.

(3) caused to flicker.

as a flame Stirred by the air Witch, XI. 4'.

B. Fig. (1) aroused, awakened,
in whom new love had stirred Deep thoughte : . Laori, VII. xli. 8.

(2) excited, animated.
or if some word . . . the distant crowd has jZ/rrtfcf, xi. x. 9.

Stirring, ppl. adj. moving, swaying.
with a graceful spire and j/z'm'«!j^ life, .... Orpheus, 2-j.

Stirs, V. I. tr. A. Lit. agitates, puts in motion.
And like a subterranean wind that s. Some forest Laon, ix. vi. 4.
which the lute . . . Stirs as it sails WoodtHari, 63.
B. Fig. agitates, animates.

Which j/eVj the liquid surface of man's life. . . Witch,\jA\.%.
II. intr, A. Lit. (1) moves, is agitated.

As the wild air stirs and sways ... , Dirgefor Year, in. i.

(2) is about, is present.
Cannot be practicable yet

—

who'stirs} . . . . Hellas, iij.

(3) has existence or movement.
Half sense, half thought, among the darkness j., Sumtner-Evg. 21.

B. Fig. arouses, awakens.
that indignant fuss Hypocrite Pride ji^Vj up in us Peter, XV. vi. 4.
It stirs Too much of suffocating sorrow ! . . . Rosal. 66.

Stock, n. (1) supply, quantity.
How vast his j/(7C;6 of calf 1 Devil, xvi. i.

(2) a post, a tree.
Hey over stock/ and hey over stone! Faust, li. 151.

*Stock-jobbers, c. n. dealers in stock exchange securities.
Rhymesters—pamphleteers—j^oc^-yoi^erj^ . . Feter, in. ix. 4.

Stole, V. I. tr. A. Lit. took surreptitiously or feloniously.
That I stole not your cows Horn. Merc. XLVll. 2.
I stole not your cows

—

lii. 4.
Stole a strange seed, and wrapt it up in' mould, . Witch, xxxii. 5;
B. Fig.

fiven To thee the robe I stole from heaven, . . Falsehood, 34.
he toil which stole from thee so many an hour, . Laon, Ded. II. i.

Which now the cold winds j/o/e/— . . . xi. vi. 4.
II. intr. went clandestinely,

and stole From duties and repose to tend his
steps:— Alastor, 131.

He peeped in each hole, to each chamber j^o/e, . Devil, vi.'i.
Stolen, pp. (1) taken clandestinely.
Stolen from the herd in high Plena, . . . Horn. Merc, xxxii. ij.

the author of this theft Has j. the fatted heifers xxxin.2.
Stolen they were last night at set of sun, . . xxxni 4.
(2) come privily.

^
I have stolen out. Cycl. /^22.

(3) assumed.
Who had stolen human shape; Laon, ix. viii. 5,

(4) taken away, diminished.
Much stolen of its accustomed flame ; .... Feter, vr. xxi. 3.
Whose spells have stolen my spirit as I slept . . Prom. ll. t. loi.

Stolen, ppl. adj. that had been taken feloniously.
as a stolen dress Is stript from a convicted thief, Fr. Peo. Eng. 14.
And, couched on stolen hay Serchio, 81.

Stomach, 7t. the organ of digestion.
I ffeel the gout flying about my j^£?OTac:^— . . . (Edipus, IX ii 31

4 Q
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Stone, n. A, Ltf. (1) hard mineral or earthy substance.
Through camps and cities rough with s.. and steel, Adonais^ xxiv. 2.

In darkness and in light, from herb and sione. . xlh. 5.

Upon an ivied stone Reclined his languid head, . Alasior^ 634.
a stone at you Will I throw Cycl. 55.
Upon the sharp edge of the craggy stone . . . . 394.
Not so, if whelming you with this huge stone . . 713.
grown Out of the mountains, from the living stone^ Epips, 496.
Hey over stock ! and hey over stone I .... Fausi^ II. i>ji.

they "Who meet its ghastly stare are turned to $.^ II. 3^8.
He stretched their hides over a craggy stone. . Horn.. Merc. XX. 8.

Hard hearts, and cold, like weights of icy stone . Laon^ Ded. VI. 7.

so that the herbless stone^ The leafless bough . . III. iii. 4.
Sown by some eagle on the topmost stone . . . ill. xvi. 2,

Smote on the beach beside a tower of stone/ . , iv. i. 2.

I stood upon a j)oint of shattered stone^ .... Vll.xxxix.2.
like shapes of living stone x. xlviii. 2.

And from a j^(7«e beside^ Medusa. IV. i.

lay veiled by many a vem Of Parian j^o«e/ . . Ode I^tb. lY. i-^.

He chose a lonely seat of unhewn j/ob^, .... Orpheus, 68.
Two vast and trunkless legs of stone Osytn. 2.

Ppised on twelve columns of resplendisnt stone^ . Prom. III. iv. 117,
From man's high mind even to tne central j/o«fi IV. 540.
Yea ! not a stone shall stand to tell Q, Mab, II. 130.
the detested task Of piling stone on stone^ ". . . 11. 146.
There rusted amid heaps of broken stone . . . ix. 120.

Let us sit on that grey stone, Rosa!. 59.
Sate with her on that seat 01 stone 200.
From that grey stone where first we met . . . 544.
Pavilioned round with Parian stone: ms*
Two scorpions under pne wet stoney Similes^ IV. 2.

Which lifted from her limbs the veil oistone. . . Si. Epips. 61.
forbade Shadow to fall from leaf and stone ; . Triumph, 445.
and veins Of gold and stone^ Unf. Dr. 23.

Sitting upon a seat of emerald stone Witch, will. 8.

Had changed those ragged blocks of savage s,, . xx. 3.

that bright shape of vital stone xxxv. 7.

(2) stone carved into likeness of a man.
In mockery of monumental stone, . ... Adonais^ xxxv. 4.

(3) monumental slab.

and I saw the stone Laid over him Rosal. sao.

(4) gem, crystal.

Bach flame of it is as a precious stone .... Witch, xxvii. 4.

(5) loadstone.
As steel obeys the spirit of the stone, Protn. 11. iii. 70.

(6) a calcareous concretion in the human frame.
gout, rheumatism, and j/c'Mf, and asthma, . . . C^. ij-^, II.381.

B. Fig.
Which turns the gazer's spirit into stone; . . Medusa, II. 2.

you must believe This heart is .y/oMC .' i?«?ja/. 314.

Stone, c. adj. attr. formed of stone.

But I to a stone seat that Maiden led, .... Loon, VI. xxvi. 6.

In the dell of yon dark chesnut wood Is a s. seat Rosal. 69.
To a stone seat beside a spring, 106.

Stones, n. pieces of stone.
Now on the polished stones It danced ;-.... Alastor^ 498.
Mid toppling s., black gulphs and yawning caves, -— 548.
clasped The fissured s. with its entwining arms, . 579.
Over heaps of unvalued stones; Arethusa, IV. 6.

SV(7«*j on the pavement are dumb ; Castl.Adm.i. 2.

Her sons are as stones in the way— II. i.

where you maypersuade The stones you tread on Cenct, II. i. 164.
would not fall On stones and trees ill. H. 5.

On the margin of the stones, ... . Eug. Hills, 50.
Through the mossy sods and stones, Faust, II. 51.

Rooted in stones, Marenghi, xiv. 6.

into the air. With dust and stones.— (BdipuSy I. 340.
Valueless stones, and unimagined gems, . . . Prom. IV. 281.

Across that desert where their j/(?wej survived . Q. Mab ix. 29.
threw Year after year their stones upon the field, ix. 97.
and old hoary stones, Unf. Dr. 200.

Like the j/o«£j of a temple Vis. Sea,\i'i^.

Stony, adj. A. Lit. (1) consisting of stone.
Lo ! where the pass expands Its stony jaws, . . Alastor, 551.
drove the herd Out of tne stony cavern, . . Horn. Merc. LXViH. 6.

she within whose stony veins, Prom. I. 153.

all Who thronged the prison's stony hall, . . . RosaL 919.
Who beats the wails of his stony cell 1036.

(2) carved out of stone.

The wreaths oi stony myrtle, ivy and pine, . . . Naples, 17.

(3) reverberating like stone.

And the incessant hail with stony clash , . . Witch, i.. 3.

B. Fig, (1) expressionless.

gleam j/£;«y orbs :— Alastor, S'^O,^
When from that stony gloom a voice arose, . Laon, in. xxyiii. 6.

Whose stony eyes glared in the morning light, . VI. viii. 4.

their eyes In stony expectation fixed ; .... xi. xiii. 8."

(2) insensible as stone.

And shake the souls throned on their stony Hearts, Hellas^ 4 15.

(3) tough or hard as stone.

And through the tortoise's hard stony skin . Horn. Merc. VIII. i.

Stood, V. 1. tr. to stand in stead = to be of use or advantage.
To have known their power s. me in little stead, Dante Conv. 37.

11. intr. A.. Lit. (1) of a person in an erect position.

Spread round him where he stood. Alastor, 196.

When I stood foot, by foot close to thy side, . . Cycl. 7.

And I myseK stood on the beaked prow .... Cycl. 17.

And- 1, . . . Stood near the Cyclops, 399.
.S/tforf on an isolated pinnacle, Dcemon, I. 287.

Xstood listening to the paean, Eug. Hills, 71.

That I, a man, stood amid many more . . . Fr. ofDream, 4.
^tood Before the Eternal Judgment-seat : . . . Fr. Satan, i.

Antonio j/oflif before her, Ginevra, 47.
Antonio stood and would have spoken, .... 96.
Some few yet stood 2xoyx.i\^ Gherardi 174.
He stood, ne says, upon Chelonites' Promontory, Hellas^ 620.

The old man stood dressing his sunny vine : . Hom^. Merc. XV. i.

and there stood On the same spot xxxr.5.
reverent stood'B^ioxe. Jove's throne, LV. 2.

Close by his side j^^t?.* harping fearlessly . . . Lxxii.3.
till where she j/00^ sublime, . Horn. Min. 16.

we stood Looking upon the evening fulian, 64.
and we stood behmd Stealing his accents . . . 296.

So as I stood, one blast of muttering thunder . . Laon, I. ii. i.

Before the aerial rock on which I stood, ....
Stood on the verge of chaos :

as he stood, All thoughts within his mind . . .

It stood like light on a careering stream . . .
•

He stood thus oeautiful :

All slept but those in watchful arms who stood, .

She stood beside him like a rainbow braided . .

I could see The platform where we stood, .

while she 5/(7(7i/, 'mid the throngs
As if reproach . . . withheld Their steps, they s. ;

Immovably we stood—in joy I found,
be seen by those who stood Thence marking . .

the two who stood beneath that night, . . .

as I stood before the king In bonds. . .

I stood upon a point of shattered stone, . .

and they stood And moved as men in whom . .

I stood, as one whom fear May not attaint, .

thsy stood as in a trance
The captives gazing stood, . .

and they A space stood silent,

hosts of many a nation Stood round that pile, .

Upon the mountain's dizzy brink she stood ,• . .

she stood alone, Above, the Heavens were spread

;

I stood beside her,

when one Sudden before them stood, . . .

a slave Who stood behind the throne,

Stood up before the King,
1 stood a, winged Thougat
And near him stood, glorious beyond measure,
I stood within the city disinterred ; . . . . , ,

O'er the Earthquake's couch we stood: .... Prom. I. 75.

I. viii. 6.

I. xxvi. 2.

I. xxvi. 6.

I. xlii. 3.

I. Ix. 2.

V. ii. 1.

V. xxiv. I.

V. xlvi. 5.

V. Ii. 2.

VI. v. 8.

VI. X. I.

VI. xxiii. 8.

VI. xxiv. 2. ,

VI. XXV. 6.

VII.xxxix.2.

VII. xli. 7.

viir. iii. 4.
viII.xxvi.Q.

ViiI.xxviii-8.

X. xxxix. 5.

X. xliii. 3.

XI. i. 2.

XI. i. 6.

XI. iv. I.

XI. xiii. 9.

. XI, XX. 2.

XII. vi. 6.

. XII. XXXt. I.

. Lffve, Hope, 3.

. Naples., I.

Q. Mab, 1. 131.

VII. 70.

VII. 174.
Rosal. 94.

290.
1151.

• 1262.

St. Ir. (s) II. I,

(3) XVI. 5.

Serckio, 86.

it stood All beautiful in naked purity, .

And j/oorfunmoving there
I stood beside him : ....
Hiding her face, stood weeping silently. ....
And now we stood on the altar stair,

in some mood Of wordless thought Lionel stood .

she .r/at?^ as one Whose mind
For oft have I stood on the dark height of Jura, .

As he stood within the cell

Lionel s.—when Melchior brought him steady:— , __.

there stood hxvxd the sun, ... A Shape all light, . Triumph^ 348.
He sioodhe^vde me, The embodied vision . . . Unf Dr. 51.

Others j^ooi/ gazing,, till within the shade . . - Triumph, ^s^\.

(21 with up. rose from a recumbent or sitting posture.

The little child stoodup when we came nigh 5 , . Laon, V. xxiii. i.

I sat all weak and wild ; Whilst you alone s. up, Cenci, II. i. 43.

(3) was situated or located.

the waste Where stood Jerusalem, Alastor^ 1 10.

near the fane Of Wisdom, Pity's altar stood: . . Hellas^^^.
the pines that stood The giants of the waste, . fane. Recoil. 21.

a Fane Stood in the midst, girt by green isles . . Laon, l. xlviii. 8.

Upon that rock a mighty column J/oorf, in. xii. i.

that grev tower, which stood A changeling of
man^S) art,

a hall stood; o'er whose roof
Even where his Idol stood;
beneath whose shade . . . The armies stood'; . .

each mighty rock Stood on its basis steadfastly ; Mar. Dr. Vll. 5.

iSV(?^?rf many a mountain p3rramid viii. 3.

Those tower-encircled cities stood. —— IX, 4.

a gorgeous gate, which stood Piercing the clouds . XVIII.2.

And at the utmost point . . . stood there . . . MarengM,xv\\.\,
A rainbow's arch stood on the sea Prom. I. 708.

to tell The spot whereon they stood/ . . . . Q. Mab, II. 131.

Where Athens, Rome, and Sparta stood, . . . 11. 162.

one spot Whereon no city stood. H. 224-

Black ashes note where their proud city stood. . iv. 67.

A heap of crumbling ruins stood, —- ix. 90,

there stood In record of a sweet sad story,. . . . Rosal. 1051.

His mother's harp j/ffffrf near, 11 14.

if there stood upon it A pleasure-dome .... Unf Dk 90.

(4) was placed with regard to relative position, rank or

order.

In my attributes I stood So high Cdlderon, 11. 108.

(5) remained, were.
How beautiful they were, how firm they stood, . Fr. Thoughts^ 4.

this was ours, and we unshaken stood/ ... ' " '

And the tumultuous world stood mute to hear it,

all stood in joy and deep ajnaze, . . . .
•

.

Some moon-struck sophist stood

in silfence still. The pale survivors stood'; . .

IV. i. 8.

VI. xxvii. 6.

X, xxxiii. 4.

xn. xxvi. 8.

Laon, Ded.vui.g.
xni.3.

V. Ii. 9.

VIII. vi. 1.

X. xliv. 6.
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and so they siood dismayed Laon. xii. xxvi. 9.
As on a dawn-illumined mountain siood^ , . . Ode Lib. xi. 2.

Round France, . . . stood Destruction's sceptred
slaves, XII. 7.

Than that wherein he stood. Peter^ IV. viii. 5.

whilst yet on the brink You stood. VI. vi. 4.
So J. before the sun, . . . The . . . radiant Earth. /y.^Md:«.ll.iii.6.
there siood^ Darkness o'er the day Prom. 1. loi.

and stood Immortal amid ruin Q. Mab^ I. 137.
Stood canvassing still to and fro RosaL 496.

B, Fig. {!)
I stood beside your dark and fiery youth . . . Cenci, I. i. 49.
One stood on my path who seemed . ... Epips. 277.
and in her beauty s glow I stood^ 341.
And stood at the throne of armfed power , . . Ro^al. 030.
'Mid the passions wild of human kind He stoody . 635.

(2) with sH/i, ceased movement
the tide suddenly Stood still Horn. Min. 15.

The blood jAjoo still one moment /,«(?«, Vll. xxiv. 3.

(3) ^iih.forik, came forward.
I looked, and lo ! one stood forth eloquently, . . l. lix. i.

(4) with aloofJ at bay, open, opposed, &c., remained.
All stood bXoo^^ and at his partial moan Smiled . Adonais^xxxiv.i.
and stood at bay. Wounded and weak . . Bpips. 273.
the Captain j/0£7rf Aloof, jCaow, Vlll. ii. i.

Thro' which they thrust me, open stood the while, ill. xiv. 3.

brothers to brothers j/oorf Opposed Q. Mab^vi\.2\%.

Stood, pp, (1) been established.
have built thy throne Where it had s. even now : Fall ofBonap. 5.

(2) intervened.
Until this hour thus have you ever s. Between us Cenci, ii. i. 46.

(3) of mental position or condition.
Trembling at that where I had stood before ; . . Lament. I. 3.

Thus have I stood^—through a wild waste . . . Q. Mab^ vii. 254,

(4) remained, continued.
Who like its shadow near my youth had stood^ . Laon. VI. xv. 5.
Thus to have j/oorf since earth was what it is. . . Q. Mab^ ii. 198.
Thou hast like to a rock-built refuge stood . , . Wordsworth^ 9.

Stoodst, V. intr. remainedst.
Awhile thou stoodst Baffled and gloomy \ , . . Q. Mab, VI. 93.

,, „ if „ „ ... Superstition^ 22.

Stoop, V. intr. Fig. (1) descend morally, be abased.
shall stoop as low As that which drags it down. . Cenci^ iv, i. 11.

(2) condescend.
or stoop to wear The mask of scorn, M. W. G. VI. 4.

(3) descend or swoop as a bird of prey.
and shall stoop Through palaces Ch. ist, iv. 57.
To j/Oi?^ upon the victor ; Hellas^ -^lo.

Stooped, V. intr. A. Lit. bent or inclined the body.
And Phcebus stooped yxvL^.^t the craggy roof Horn. Merc.xxxix,x.
I stooped to slake my thirst ;— Laon^ vi. xlvii. 6.

B. Fig. (1) consented, condescended.
which soon they j/(3(3/^i/ to bear Triumph^ 116.
Dian could not chaster be Before she stooped to

kiss Endymion, Witch^ LXVIII. 4.

(2) swooped down.
Stooped through the sulphurous battle-smoke . . Hellas., 518.

Stooping, //-. ///(?. Fig, (1) succumbing, submitting.
Stooping to the slave of slaves From thy throne, Eug. Hills^ 123.

(2) descending, swooping.
Swift as an eagle stooping {xqtd. the plain . . . Laon^ vji. a. 1.

(3) bending affectionately.

Checks the great mother stooping to caress her, . Ode Lib. xvii. 1 1.

Stoops, V. intr. Fig. condescends.
But seldom stoops to such relief: ... . RosaL 48.

Stop, V. I. tr, cause to cease.

stop the grunting of those pigs ! . CEdipus^ II. ii. 40.
II. intr. (Ij halt, stay progress.

Here stop Calderon^ i. 217,
they stop and fold Their wings of braided air : . Desmon^ i. 66.
And stop obedient to the reins of light : . . Q. Mab^ 1. 62.

(2) stay action.

Stop^ for God's sake ! Cenct^ iv. iii. 34.
iSVo/ / Forbear, my lord ! C^. u^, III. 35,
Stop^ I am he ! kill me

!

Laon^ x. xlvii. 8.

(3) hesitate, halt.

Let not the will j/o/ half-way Calderon^lll. ii^.

(4) cease discourse or narration.
There j/o//' Cycl.s^g.

Stops, n. notes.

sweet as stops Of planetary music ...... Epips. ZS-
Stopt, V, intr. ceased progress.
But stopt^ and beckoned with a meaning smile, . Rosal. 92.

Store, n. (1) plenty, abundance.
Cow's milk there is, and store of curdled cheese. Cycl. 129.
he had store Of friends and fortune once, . . . Julian^ 534.
an overflowing; store Of pomegranates, .... Laon, v. Jvi. 3.
The vines ancTorchards, Autumn's golden store^ . x. xviii. 7.

(2) a hoard, a quantity saved or put by.
For slily he was selling all your store. .... Cyd. 239.
And heap the houseless wanderer's store^ , . . Devil^ xx. 5.

(3) an accumulation or body.
and the store Of all events is aggregated there . Damon^ II. 253.

» M ., * 1. V " • Q-Mab,\x.ist
from that secret store Wrought linkfed armour . Laon^ Ded. v. 4.

As from a mine of magic store^ n. xx. ^.

Sharing that undiminishable siore^ . . . Pr. Athan. II. ii.12.

unfold Its j/f7re Of argument: Q.Mab,\\l,20.

(4) supply of food and ammunition.
The garrison of Patras Has store but for ten days, Hellas^ 556.

(^5) in store= in reserve.

For Beatrice worse terrors are in store .... Cenci, IV. i. 75.

Is there no hope in store} Q- Mab. VI. 10.

Delight is in store For her evermore; . ... St. Jr. (3) IV. 3.

Stored,//. (_1) laid up, put by.
An empire's spoil stored iov a day of ruin. . . . Hellas^ 253.

(2) furnished, enriched.
Were stored -wxtii magic treasures— Witch^ xiv. 2.

Hercavewasj/(7rfiflfwith scrolls of strange device, xvill. i.

Stores, n. (1) accumulated provisions or property.
I never Gave any of your stores to these false

strangers ;— Cycl. 247.

(2) plentiful produce.
that all in peace its drainless stores may share ? . Laon^ jl. i. 9.

(3) accumulations.
from the stores of reason drew Science and truth, Q. Mab^ v. 149.
to change Reason's rich stores for its eternal weal. v. 230.

*Storied, adj. Fig, piled up.
Until each crag-like tower, and storied cxA\xmxi^ . Prom,, iv. 344.

Storm, n. A. Lit. a violent disturbance of the atmosphere.
Sad siorm.y whose tears are vain A Dirge^ 5.

companionless As the last cloud of an expiring s. Adonais^ xxxi. 3.
The little boat Still fled before the storm-; . . . Alastor^ 345.
Scatter its music on the unfeeling storm-^ . . . 597.
And the Apennine walks abroad with the stortn Apenn. 12.

Ah ! fleeter far than fleetest storm, or steed, . Arabic^ Imit. II.i.

Tell of the footsteps ofthe j/(7rw« Calderon^ \l. ^\.
With the headlong storm 11. 58.
The bellowing monster, and the rushing storfn^ . Dcemon^ ri. 103.
Thou Star above the Storm / Bpips. 28.
and Storm., and Calm, pursue their flight, . . . 419,
Shakes like a reed in the unheeding stortn, . . Pr. Byron^ 2.

man and worm Have crept out of the storm— . Fugitives, I. 14.
wild swans struggling with the naked storm. . Hetlas^ 293.
Like sulphurous clouds, half-shattered by the s., 302.
Like birds before a storm., the Santons shriek, 591.
The fieht hung balanced, there arose a storm 611.
And all the while the loud and gusty storm . . Julian^ 295.
For, where the irresistible stortn had cloven . . Laon^ i. iv. i.

the j/t7#-w Pursued it with fierce blasts, .... I. vii. 8.
X roamed, to storm and darkness reconciled : . . i. xxxvi. 5.
and this lore did sway My spirit like a storm, i. xxxvii. 9.
Even as a stort^t let loose beneath the ray . . . 11. xii. 7,
as the desart sand Borne on the storm., . . . 11. xiv. 8.
like a rainbow braided Within some storm,., . v. xxiv. 2.
And clouds, as of a coming storm^ .... vi.xxxvii.8.
they foreknew the s., and the grey ruin shook. . VI.xxxviii.9.
leaves now scattering fed TheTiungry stortn ; . vi. xlvi. 3.
fed upon the wrecks of night and j^orw . . . . vil. i. 2.
Floats moveless on the storm., xi, xxiii. 3.Can the directors of the stortn in powerless si-

lencelie? M. N. Despair, a.
Arise ye sightless spirits of the storm ig.
whilst raves the madden'd storm, M.N.Fragmt. 2ej.

It is the Benshie's moan on the storm . . .M.N'. Spec. Hors. \.
That voice is mixed with the swell of the storm. 15.
And howls in the pause of the eddying stortn. 21

.

As, when the black stortn hurries round at night, MarettgAi, XKV.5.
When storm and snow are in the air. . . . Mask, XLlx. 4No storm can overwhelm : Naples, 34.The locks of the approachmg stor?^ Ode W. Wind II g
the voice of a j/orw Would be lost CEdipus, lihi. ^.And I saw the black stortn come Peter i. xiii. i.
when The stortn which bore him vanished, . . .

'
i. xiv! 3!From the stortn he travelled in, li v '4

Seemed reeling through the j/orw. . . . Pr. Athan. li!\{. zo.
Ihebea, \n stortti or caXm Prom i 27
howling throng The genii of the storm '

i* 42And the triumphant storm did flee, ... . i 710
Thrice sifted by the storm h. jij ' ,3.
as a storm is poured From jaeged clouds, . iv. 227.

'

like a j^r«« bursting its cloudy prison .... IV. 376.
That slumbers in the storm's portentous pause ; . Q Mab iv Ki.
The midnight conflict of the wintry storm, . VII. 263.

.

The bellowmg monster, and the rushing storm, . viii. 98.
the stern storm tliat swayed the topmost tower . ix loi
And the storm that raves Q, ofmy Heart, v. 2
\\ hen storm and earthquake linger there. . . . RosaL 731
'Twas then that I started ! the wild storm was
. ,^,?^^'".?j, : , •. / SL Jr. (i) II. I.And the wild midnight storm. U\ xj iAnd the fierce storm did swell (,) xiv '4

Like a sunny s/orm o'er the dark green deep. . Sensit. PL 11 '28

And that the languid storm pursuing .... Two Spirits 7,7
Transyerselv dividing the stream of the storm ; . Vis. Sea, 102
so smiled The false deep ere the j/orw 167The storm at which thou tremblest so .... H^ Skel V 6The bastions of the j^ij^-w, Witch, xuviii. 7the while the savage storm Zucca xi. 2

4 Q 2
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B. Fig.
The broken lily lies—the storm is overpast. . . Adonais^ vi. g.

O, j/or7M of death !
'.

^ . , Aiastor^ 6og.
May sweep imagination in its j^(7r»«/ .' . . Calderon^ lU.iii.
and scorn the j^orwz Of time, Ck. istylV. $2.
in whatever checks that 3"/o^?» JSpips. 2i\.
And with the wind a storm, of harmony .... Hellas^ 179,
That crowd about the pilot in the storm. . . . 192.
The storm is in its branches, 87.^.

The storm, in Peter's heart and mind Petery VI. xxxi. 2.

from the storm Of faction, Prol. Hellas, 108.

The j/or»z of sound is driven along-, ProtH. l\. n. Sg.
By the storm of delight, IV. 44.
And in the j/o?'?« of change, Q. Mab^vi. \6o.
Yes ! when the sweeping storm of time .... VI. 220.

Treacherous in calm, and terrible in storfK, . . Time, 8.

a chariot on the silent storm Triumph, 86.
The thickest billows of that living storm^ . .

'- 466.
whose music was a storm Of sound, Woodman, 36.

^Storm-breath, c. n. Fig, irresistible force.
his storms-breath drove in sand Across that desert Q. Mab, ix. 28.

*Storm-clouds, c. n. clouds formed by a storm.
From the dark s.-clouds flashes a fearful glare, . M. N. Ravail^ 3.

^Storin-eucompassedr c. adj\ surrounded by storms.
Cornwall and the storm-encompassed isles, . Gisb. 37.
the fires that flare In storm-encojnpassed isles, . £.aon,vll.xxxvii.2.

*Storin-eztiiigniisbed, c. adj. darkened by storm.
Uike a storm-extin£^uished day, Profn. l. 67S.

*Storm-fieuds, c. n. Fig. spirits of a storm.
And the ^/(7?'w;:/?ewi^ wild rave St. Ir.i^niw.i.

*Stonu-outspeeding*, c. adj, swifter tlian a storm.
and bade extend amain Its s.-outspeedtn^^-mngs, Witck^ XLVII. 6.

*Stormless, adj\ calm, tranquil.
Even as the ever stormless atmosphere Floats . Naples, 30.
And the azure sky and the stormless sea, . . . Rosal. 1203.

Storms, n. A. Lit. pi. of Storm (1).
The day that dawns in fire will die in storms, . . Ch. ist, I. 38.
No storms deform the beaming brow of heaven, . Damon, 11. 61.

,, „ ,, ,, „ ,,
. ^.il/a6, VIII. 116.

Though s. may break the primrose on its stalk, . Dcem-on, 11. 260.

„ „ „ „ „ „ . g. Mab, IX. 165.

Thewingedj/(7>'»2j,chauntingtheir thunder-psalm EpiPs. 465.
The storms are free But we— Hellas^ 674.
Tortured by storms to shapes as rude .... Jane, Recoll.-2%.

whose marble walls the leagued j/(5r?Mj withstand. Laon^ ll. xiy. 9.

Throng from the mountains when the s. are there ; V. xvi. 4.

waterfalls Fed from a thousand storms^ . . - VI. iv, 7.

next come the snows, and rain. And frosts, and J., ix. xxi. 3.

on a throne With storms and shadows girt, . . x. xl. 5.

A desart peopled by the stortns alone, .... Mont B. 67.

The crash and darkness of a thousand storms . Naples, 129.

each heart was as a hell of j^(?^»fcy. . . . . . OdeLib.\\.\^.
More fleet than storms— Pr. Athan. II. iii. 20.

Driven me, . . . hither-Qn direst storms? . . . ProTn. I. 242.

Of furies, driving by upon the wounding storm.s. • I. 271.

as j/(7r»?j tear die deep, .... .... 1.580.

The storm-s mock the mountains iv. 53.

I love waves, and winds, and storms, .... Rarely, vi. 3.

And languid storm.s their pinions close : . . . Rosal. 552.

As the storms rock the ravens on high : . When thetanpp^ iv. 2.

B. Fig.
Amid the darkness of conflicting storm-s, . . . Ch. ist, i. 51.

Such popular storms II. 181.

What storms then shook th^e ocean of my sleep, Epips. 308.
And lull its storms, 352.
conflicting j/orww. Who shajl unveil? .... Hellas^ 753.

the sweepmg storms Of pityless power ! . • . Q- Mab^ iv. 126.

Who hope for peace amid the storms 6i care, v. 240.

Stormy, adj. A. Lit. tempestuous, unsettled atmosphere.
like an atmosphere Oi stormy tdasX.

;
Adonais, xxill. 8.

And move like winds of light on dark and s. air. xliv. 9.

Far, far below the chariot s stormy path, . . . Dmm-on, l. 133.

Piercing the stormy darkness like a star, . . Pr. Athan. II. li. 27.

Hail, and lightning, and stormy rain ;
' . . . . Two Spirits, 18.

B. Fig. excited, passionate.

*Tis we, who lost in stormy visions, .... Adanais, xxxix. 3.

A slorm-y night's serenest morrow, .... Laon, V. Son^^, 4. 7,

Through the stormy shades of thy worldly way. There is no work,^.

and yet not so. For he seemed stormy, .... UnJ. Dr. 107.

Story, n. (1) history, an account of past events.

Or who has my stor^ told ? ........ Death Na^. 18.

the various story Of human life, Laon, 11. lii. i.

I heard as all have heard, life's various story, . 11. ix. i.

Nor, had I heard the story of their deeds ; . . . II. xi. 2.

Thou shadowest forth that mighty shape in story, Marenghi, vii. 3.

No record of his crime remai^ns in j/orv, ... xi. i.

Heroes of unwritten story, Mask^ xxxvii. 2.

Never name in story Was greater Ode Arise, 2j..

(2) narrative, tale.

This woful story So did I overact Cenci, III. i. 48.

With vilest gossips a stale mouthed story ; . . Iii. i. 159.

Of the story of Cain and Abel Devil, XVIH. 4.

A gentle j/(7rv of two lovers young, Fr. A gentle, i.

if e'er You should allege a story so absurd, . ffbm. Merc. XLVI. 3.

we had just then read ... the story of the feast ; Pr.Athan.il.ii.6^.

there stood In record of a sweet sad story, . . Rosal. 1052.

Because they tell no story^ false or true 1 , . . Witch, Ded. i. 4.

(3) fact, matter,
the wondrous s. How all things are transfigured Trium.pk, 475.

Stout, adj. (1) powerful, strong.
I wish I had a good stout ram to ride ; . . , . Faust, 11. a.

(2) solid, strongly built.

ril pierce the Pythian temple-walls, though stout, I/ofn.Merc.xxx.3.
*Stoutest, adj. most fearless.

It might the stoutest heart appal Mar. Dr. XVII. 4.

Stow, V. ir. put away.
And stow the eatables in the aft locker, . . . Serchio, 74.

Stowed, pp. put away.
must be stowed tenderly ; 77.

StrafiTord, Th. Wentworth, E. of Strafford, b. 1593, d. 1641.
There goes the apostate Strafford

:

Ch. 1st, 1. 53.
That you urge, dear ^/ra^rS, Inclines me rather li. 319.
the expedients of my Lord ofly/ra^ri:^ . . . . U- 33i'

Straight, adj. narrow, thin. (See also StraitJ
but his straightXv^^ were bent, Men said, . . Laon^ V. xxxvi. 7.

Straight, <mv. in a direct line.

Go straight on, in the Devil's name, . ... Fausty II. 32.

Strain, n. (1) effort.

with splash and strain Made white with foam , Cycl. 19.

(2)' poem, verse.
the Sire of an immortal .y/raz'«, . . . . Adonais, IV. 3.

was low and faint A simple strain— .... Adon. Cane. 28.
that my strain May modulate with murmurs of

the air, Alastor^ 45.
In the frail pauses of this simple strain, . . . 706.
A strain too learned for a shallow age, . , , , Gisb. 242.
But strike the prelude of a loftier strain ? . , . Laon^ Ded. X. 2.

as by their strain May well be known : . . . Triumph, 275.

(3) song, music, sound.
By the inchantment of th}^ j^f-a/w, Con. Sing: 11. 6.

'Tis like a wondrous strain that sweeps . . . Dmmon, I. 49,
Finds a voice in this blithe strain Faust, II. 60.
And from the glens beyond, in sullen strain, . . Gisb. 125.

A strain of unpremeditated wit Hom. Merc. ix. 6.

But such a strain of wondrous, strange, untired, LXXV-S.
Renewed the unintelligible strain Laon, i. xx. 3.

and a j/raz'w, Swell'd "mid the tumult . . . . M.N.Fragmt.\6,
The dissolving strain, through every vein, . . Music, Ipant, II. 5.

List! the strain floats nearer now. ... . Prom. ii. i. 189.
the languid close Of the last strain, II. ii. 32.
the wondrous j. That round a lonely ruin swells, Q. Mab, i. 46.
Prolonging it with deepened strain : Rosal. 893.
and soon berj/raz» llie nightingale began; . 1104.
And the softest strain of xnusic r 102 1.

every j/?-fl2'M Grew fainter but more sweet, . . n68.
Of thy happy strain ? . Skylark, 72.

(4) subject, theme.
Which humanize and harmonize the strain. . . Medusa, II. 8.

'Till some new strain of feeling bear . . . Prom,, il. ii. 34.

(5) mode, manner.
after this strain He ever communes with himself

again, Julian, 268.

Strain, v. I. tr. A. Lit. (1) press tightly.

the child did strain My arm upon her tremulous
heart, ..." Laon, II. xxxviii. 7.

(2) overstretch in meaning.
who would J. and twist The purpose of the Gods ffom.Mercxclu,^.
(3) exert unduly.

and Philosophy did strain Her lidless eyes . . Ode Lib. IV. 14.

B. Fig. distil, filter.

Let tortures strain the truth till it be white . . Cenci, V. ii. 170.

II. intr. tug, labour.
With the purple vintage strain, Eug. Hills, 221.

Strained, v. tr. struggled, pressed.
its rugged breast The steed strained up, ... Laon, VI. xxii. 9.

Strained, pp. stretched tightly.

When strdined upon a levee day, Devil, XV. 2.

Straining, ppl. adj. (1) creaking, struggling.
fled The straining boat.— Alastor, 320.
Ridge after ridge the straining boat arose, . . 389.

(2J striving.

And which the straining eye can hardly seize , Q. Mab, I. 96.

Strains, n. ^1) versus.

Own the delight thy strains inspire— .... Cavalc. 10.

(2) song, music, sound.
Floated to j/ra:KJ of thrilling melody . . . . DtsTfton, I. 2^-;.

And those are his sweet strains Julian, 259.
Triumphant strains, which like a spirit's tongue, Lagn, 11. xxviii. 8.

and harmony of choral strains, ..;... v. Iviii. 2,

delightful strains which cheer Prom. II. ii. 95.
Heard but the heavenly strains Q. Mab, l. 92.

mists, Floating to strains of thrillipg melody . 11. 48.
Which, like two j^ra:«j of harmony' Rosal. ^%2.
In profuse strains of unpremeditated art. . . . Skylark, 5.

Strait, adj. thin, narrow.
And sneers on their j/rfl«y lips Z.ao«, IX. Xvi. 7,

And his strait lip and bloated cheek Rosal. 426.

Strand, n. {!) shore or beach.
a bare .y^yoMc^ Of hillocks, Julian, $.

on the bare strand Upon the sea-mark .... Laon, i. xvi. 7.

a point of strand Near Vado's tower and town; . Marenghi, xv.. i.
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(2) country or place.

To that mysterious strand. Death Vang. 46.
Let Freedom and Peace flee far To a sunnier j. . Hellas^ 1028.

Glide o'er its dim and gloomy sirand^ .... Laon^ il. vii. 4.

Strange, adj. (1) mysterious, wonderful.
j^f-aWj^etearsUniting; with those breathless kisses, Alastor^ 34*
sweepmg from some strange harp tS. symphony, 166-7.
Serea by the autumn of j/rflji^fisuffenqg . . . 249.
To remember their sirane^e light in many a dream 265.
With doubtful smile mocking its own ,y. eharnjs. 295,
with a horror Thrilling and j^raw^tf/ . . . . Calderon, u. iji.

Some terrible and strange Peril is near. . . . III. 154.
But her own j/^-aw^e and uncomplaining wrongs? CencZy I. i. 47.
I feel a giddy sickness of strange awe ; . . . . IV. i. 165^
That some strange sudden death hung over him. IV. iv. 135.

Wild, sweet, but mcommunicably strange^ . . Con. Sing. 11. 3.

Yet both so psissing strange and wonderful ! . . Daemon, I. 8.

Draw that strange car of glory, 1. 6$.
Strange things within their belted orbs appear. . I. 255.
and t\x2Lt strange state . . ll. 241,
The times do cast strange shadows Hellas^ 124.

Oi strange and secret and forgotten thing's . . 134.
And what is strange^ the autfipr of this theft Horn. Merc, xxxill. i.

That was most j^aWj^fi — xxxviii. i.

And that strange boat, like the moon^^ shade . Laon, I. xxii. 8.

and strange desire, The tempest of a passion, . I. xl. 3.

radiant self was shewn In this strange vision, . lii. iii. 8.

to their mutual wars Strange tmcQ^ . . . , —:- X. vii. 9.

Strange panic first, x. xvi. 6.

Which floated 'mid a strange and brilliant light ; M. N. Ravail^ 25.

the strange sleep Mont B. 27.

I seem'as in a trance sublime and strange . . . 35.
Strange melody with love and awe Ode Lib. IX. 12.

Follow the herbless banks of that strange brook Orpheus^ 7.

Like one who sees a strange phantasm .... Peter^ i. x. 3.

And the sweet, strange mystery v. viii. 3.

And yet a strange and horrid curse . . . vii.x. i.

What sorrow strange^ and shadowy, .... Pr. Athan. I. 19.

Strange truths and new to that experienced man ; II. ii. 16.

I bear alone ... a strange load !— 11. ii. 46.
Terrible, strange, sublime and beauteous shapes. Protn. i. 202.
Why have the secret powers of this strange world i. 240.
With the j/f-aw^e might of unimagined pains . . 1.366.
Of delicate strange tracery ;

11. iv. 159,
Even now have I begotten a strange wonder, . ^i. i. 18.

Strange combinations out of common things, . ni. iii. 32.

Its sound mustbe at once both sweet and strange. Iii. iii. 75.
Strange^ savage, ghastly, dark and execrable, . iii. iv. 182.

notes Of that strange lyre whose strings . , . Q. Mab^ I. 52.

How strange is human pride ! II, 225.
Is it strange That this poor wretch ill. 85.
Is it strange That, placed on a conspicuous throne III. 88.

No—'tis not j^raw^e '. m- 95..

whispered strange tales in the whirlwind's ear. . ix. loi.

and death, and vobX strange state . . . ix. 149.,
It's strange sustainer there had been. . . . Rosal. 337.
Strange inmate of a living breast ! 404.
and ot the strange Distinctions St Epips. 166.

Buried in some strange talk Tasso^ 18.

All that is great and all that is strange . . There is nowork^ 23.

a strange trance over my fancy grew . , , Triumph^ 29.

yet it is strange that we, Unf. Dr. 97.
Her cave was stored with scrolls of j. device, . Witch^ xviii. i.

Then by strange art she kneaded fire and snow . xxxv. 1.

And then she had a charm of strange device, LXVI. 6.

she gave Strange panacea in a crystal bowl :— . LXix. 2.

(2) unusual, unaccustomed, peculiar, curious.

To seek strange truths in undiscovered lands. . Alasior^ 77.

and whatsoe'er oi strange Sculptured .... 112.

the grave Were some strange joy for us. , . . Cenci, V. iv. 1 15.

Strange accents are ringing Faust, ll. 141.
"

and other strange and dread Magical forn^s . . Gisb. 43.
did not make More figures, or more j/r^M^tf/ . 46.

The shock of crags shot from strange enginery, . Hellas. 819.
the double kind of footsteps strange .... Horn. Merc. lviI. 7.

were beguiled Into strange silence, Julian^ 227.

whose j^ffw^tf melody Might apt belong to earth. Daon-, I. xix. i.

A voyage divine and stranpe, I. xxi. 9.

a strange and awful tale That Woman told, . . i. xxiv. i.

And horned moons, and meteors ^trafige and f^-ir, i. Hi. 8.

makes appear vSVraw^tf clouds in the east ; . . . v. xl. 6.

Into a fiend, by some strange misery : . . . vi. xlviii. 4.
a strange load my heart did bear, .

' vii. xvi. 4.
a murmur strange Made as I past ; ix. vi. 6.

In their green eyes a strange disease did glow, . x. xiv. 8.

or raving mad, did tell Stratpge truths ; . . . x. xxv. 9.
A tumult of strange names, -:— x. xxxl, 3.

o'ertwined With strange and star-bright flowers, xii. xviii. 5.

Like boiling ^old on Ocean, strange to see, , . xi. ii. 6.

For ministrations strange and far ; JLerici, 3"^.

our state Is strange and full of doubt and fear ; . M. W. (^. v. 2.

Of forms most beautiful and strange, .... Mar. Dr. xjx, 2
the sea Was lifted by strange tempest, . . . , Prom. X. 166.

(3) extraordinary, extravagant.
But that the strange and execrable deeds . . . Cenci, ll. ii. 63.
A wandering and j/raw^e spirit HI. i. 82.
I have endured a WTong so great and strange^ . III. i. 139.
And the strange horror of the accuser's tale, . . HI. i. 1^3.
they are unnatural, strange and monstrous, . . iii. i. 188.
Strange ruin shall destroy both her and thee . . iv. I. 26.

IV. iv, 97.
IV. iv. £30.

v. iv. 14^
Ginevra, 5.

8.

Sheseemsquiteovercomewiththisj^^aw^tfhorror. Cenci, IV. iv. 64.
It speaks of that Jifraw^r horror
Strange thoughts beget strange deeds ; . . .

wrapt in a strange cloud of crime
Fancying strange comments in her dizzy brain
Strange as a dreamer's mad imaginings, . .

Like one who hears some strange absurdity. . Horn. Merc. XLVII. 8,

An hundred tribes nourished on j/raw^« religions Naples. 139.

May credit this strange sacrifice, Q. Mob. VII. 142.

On the strange creecS priests hold so dear, . . Hosal. 681.

To strange distortion out of the hill side, . . . Triun^pk, 183.

And she would write strange dreams Witch^ LXXII. i.

(4) singular, remarkable.
For strange to say, I feel my spirits fail . . . Cenci^ I. iii, 171.

Of death and judgment with strange confidence IV. li. 9.

'Tis strange! There were clear marks of violence. • IV. iv. 71.

the strange madness Juno sent upon thee ; . Cycl. 5.

never think it strange That poets range. . . . Exhortation. 17.

With strange contortions through the night, . . Faust, II. 73.
some machine portentous, or strange gin, . . . Gisb. 19.

Some strange, all sudden, none dishonourable, . Hellas, 400.
voices Of J. lament soothe my supreme repose, . 868. *
But such a strain of wondrous, strange^ HT)tiTe(i,Hom.Merc.t.xx.v.S-
'Tis j/raw^a men change not. ... . Julian, 115,
As sunset that strange vision, severeth .... 128.

'twas strange to see the red commotion .... Laon, i. xv, 3.

filled the air With her strange name aijd mine, . v. xlv, 3.
With influence j^?'aw^^ of mournfuUest delight, . vi. xxiv. 7.

a strange tale of strange endurance, vii, iii. i.

Of that strange dungeon ; vil. xiv. 7.

was happiest in that strange retreat, vii. xxi. 7.

From tnat most strange delusion vil.xxiv. 7.

Strange thoughts are mine— ix. xix. 3,
Apd strange twas amid that hideous heap . . x. xxiii. 6.

Joined that strange dance —— xi. xjii, 2.

A vision strange such towers to see, Mar. Dr. ix. 5.
The world is full oi strange delusion Peter, II. x. 6.

Two visions oi strange radiance float .... Pront. iv. 202.
A strange and woe-worn wight Arose . , . Q. Mab, Vli. 68.
mine own strange grief But seldom stoops . . Rosal. 47.
and been deceived By some strange shew ; , 759.
'Tis sure most strange 1224.
' Is it not strange, Isabel,' said the youth, , . Sunset, 21.

(6) monstrous, outrageous.
confusions strange Of good and ill : Cenci, III. i, 52.
Strange fellowship through mutual hate had tied, Laon, 11. iv. 7.

{Q) unwonted, unusual.
The owls fly out in strange affright ; Faust. II. 127.
and with s. skill Subdued the strong Latonian, Ham. Merc. Lxxi. i. /

wonder strange possessed The everlasting Gods Horn. Min. 6.
At first my peace was marred by this strange stir, Laon, iii. viii. 8.

(7) unexpected,
whom now strange meeting did befall .

and that strange lot, Whate'er it be, . .

The earth takes hues obscure and strange^
bringing, ere evening. Strange night . .

(8) foreign, unknown,
meeting did befall In a Strang land, ....
As famished mariners thro' strange seas gone .

pilot us thro' caverns strange and fair ....
Bring^ home with you That sweet strange lady-

friend.' Rosal. 91.
Then I heard strange tongues 1201.
Stole a strange seed, . . Witch^ xxxii. 5.

(9) widely differing, motley.
And complicate strange webs April, 1814, 12.
Strange natures made a brotherhood of ill. , . jjion^ x. vi. 2.

So on those strange and congregated hosts . x. xvii. 3.
And the strange crowd that out and in Passed, . Rosal. 903.
Where Frost and Heat in strange embraces blend Son. Nile, 4.

(10) vile, unaccustomed.
Till she will eat strange flesh Cenci^ III. i. 48.

Strang-e, interj.

Thus I am answered: strange J Prom. II. iv. 155.
Strangely, a4v. (1) curiously, singularly.
within these limbs Seems strangely unmsturbed. Cenci, IV. iii. 64.

(2) in an unusual manner.
And strangely through the solid depth .... Faust, 11. 97.

(.3) oddly, in a curious manner.
How strangely does a single blood-red line, . . 11. 398.
aijd still I think, But strangely, Tasso, Song, il. 2.

(4) very greatly, to an imusual degree.
your Sublime Highness Is j^raWjfi/y moved. . . Hellas, 12^.

Strang-er, «. (1) a person unknown to, or not familiar
with one personally.

sad Urania scanned The Stranger^s mien, . . Adonats, xxxiv. 6<
her very name. But spoken by a stranger, . . . Cenci, II. ii. 139.
She met me. Stranger, upon life's rough way, . Epips. 72.
Gorge from a J. hand, and rend their master. . HeUas, 469.A stranger could do little more Julian, 257.
But me—whose heart a Strang, tear might wear ^— 442.
List, stranger, list, mine is an human form, . . Laon, i. xxxv. 1,
From many a stranger's eye would dart, . . . Rosal. 258.
Yet if some stranger breathed that name, . . . 279.
But fairest stranger^ when didst thou depart . Unf. Dr. 122.

. v. xiii. 4.
IX. xxix. 2.

. Rosal. 730.

. Triumph, 486.

. Laon^ V. xiii. 5.

. ^— v. xliv. 5-

VI. xxtx. 2.
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(2) a visitor to a place, an unknown person.
"Being a. stran^'er there Caideron, 1. 81.
a Stranger -BXid alone Laon^ xi. xiii.9.

while the Stranger spoke, XI. xix, 2.

raised his steel anew To pierce the Stranger: -•— xi. xx. 5.

his voice then did the Stranger rear XL xx. 9,
The iS/mw^cr threw his vest back xi. xxv. 8.

(3) a foreigner, a person of another .co,untry or nation,
O, Stranger/ tell thv country Cyc/. 94.
the sweetest thing a j/Vaw^^r brings ng.
Stranger^ I lau^ to scorn Jove's thunderbolt, . , 305.
Bring the cask, O stranger, bring ! 515.

strastger, tell how thou art called ? . . . . 555.
It was this stranger kissing; me ^€\.
It was that stranger ruined me :— ...... 685.
and the j. Comes to enslave us in his name ! . . /-aow, Vl. iii. 3.
Which were a fire within a stranger's hearth, . L.d. Ch. Vi . 2.

(4) ignorant of.

This heart, hard as iron, :is stranger to fear ; . .St. Ir. (i) IJI. 4.

Stranger, adj. (1) more astonishing.
but this is stranger still

!

Horn. Merc, xxxviii. i.

Stranger yet, To those who know not nature, . Q. Mat, iii. 99.

(2) more curious or uncommon.
He must have had some other stranger mode Ifom. Merc. Lix. j.

*Stranger-soul, c. n, one newly born.
the stranger-soul, when first it peeps , , . . Q. Mab^ IV. 121.

Strangers, n. (1) persons of another country.
O, miserable strangers I Whe^ice come they, . Cycl. So.
And are they just to j/ra«^tfrj.'

—

118.

Very few j^raw^e^-j have approached our cave. . 231.

Gave any of y;our stores to these false Strang.

;

247.
1 saw him giving these things to the strangers. . 250.
whence have ye sailed, O strangers.^ .... 255.
The limbs of the strangers are cooked .... 345.
He murders the j/raWjf^rj That sit on his hearth, 352,
In theilesh of j^aw^^T^j joying

!

'

. 366.
flocked Strangers, and snips, and merchandize : Q. Mad, 11. 201.

(2) persons unknown, not familiar.

SVyaw^erj have wept to hear hjs passionate notes, Alasior^ 6i.

his looks to meet Tne gaze oi strangers— . . . Laon^ v. xxii. 4.

The garbage and the scum that j. make her prey x. xxiv. 9.

Strangest, adj. (1) most unusual.
Strewed strangest sounds .... ... VI. xxxii. 8.

(2) most oddly assorted.
Gathering a.garland of the strangest flow.ers, . Q. Mab, ix. 52.

Strangle, v. tr. A. Lit. choke, murder.
the young Will s. us all, dozing in our chairs. . Cenct, v. iv. 22.

B, Fig. (1) suppress.
Think what it is to strangle infant pity, . . . v. ii. 148.

(2) used jestingly.

I've sworn to ,$trangle them if once they dare . . Gii^b, 3 14.

Strangled, v, tr. A Lit. killed by choking.
We sirangledVwn. that there might be no bloo<J ; Cenci, IV. iii. 45.
I strangled him in his sleep r V. ii. 13.

B. Fig. (1) destroyed, killed.

Rocco and Christofano my curse Strangled , . IV. i. 47.

(2) overcame, stopped.
And smoke which strangled every infant wind . Hellas, 628.

Strangled, pp. killed by choking.
The child in the cradle lies strangled 2X home, . Faust, il. 173.

Strangles, v. tr. Fig. overcomes, stifles.

thunder smoke Strangles the air, ... . . Calderon, 11. 32.

Straw, n. the stalk of grain.

Brittle percha^ice as straw Julian, 182.

You ought to give us hog-wash and clean siraw, (Edipus, i. (i^.

And giving them clean j/razf, ....... I- 297.
Instead oinog-wash, has been fed on straw . . li. i. 22.

while the others mouth damp straw, II. i. 39.
They shrank and brake like bandages oi straw . Q. Mab, i. 190.
(Give me some straw)— Serchio, 77.

Strawberry, n. a fruit {genus Fragaria).
His food was the wild fig and strawberry ; . Marenghi, xxxv. i.

*Strawberry-tree, c. n. Arbutus unedo.
Which in the woods the s^traw^erry-tree doth

bear, Xlll. 5.

Straws, n, bits or fragments of straw.

The dust and straws axe driven up and down, . Even. Pisa, 11. 5.

Stray, v. intr. wander.
When the soul's wildest feelings stray .... B^es, 3.

Woman has a thousand steps to stray Faust, 11. 177.

Strays, v. tr. wanders or meanders.
As the cold ray j^yajyj Q.ofmyHeart,ui. 5,

Streaked, pp. marked in lines or streaks.

And flowers azure, black, and streakedvixth gold, Question, ill. 7.

streaking, pr. pple. variegating.

Streaking the darkness radiautly !— Mutability^ 3.

Streaks, n. linear marks.
azure mail and j/r^aAj of woven silver ; . . . Un/. Dr. 165.

Stream, n. A. Lit. (1) river, brook or rivulet,

pageantry of mist on an autumnal streavp' > • Adonais^ xill. 9.

Through wood and J. and field and hill and Ocean. Adonais, XIX. 1.
Beside a sluggish stream among the reeds. . . Alastor, 276.
on the unfathomable s. The boat moved slowly. . 373.on a placid j.. Beneath a woven grove it sails, . 400.O s. / Whose source is inaccessibly profound, . . 502.
Beside the grassy shore Of the small j. he went : . cie
Calm, he still pursued The j//-£(i»« 54.0.
? J^^'g^t s. Once fed with many-voiced waves— . ^68!
With the brackish Dorian stream :— Arethusa, III. 12.
By wo^ad and j.. meadow and mountain side, . . Asiola, ir. 3.And try the chill stream with their feet ; . . . Cend, 11. i. 127.
The freezing stream below Ch. ist, v. 13.
Wherever he dream, under mountain or j/^«aw, , Cloud,'2y.
Of the false Helen, near Scamander's stream? . Q/cl. 261.
Glows in the fruits, and mantles on the stream : Deemon, li, 60,

-^ " . P II M n I, Q. Mab.viii. lie.
Uver the quivermg surface of the stream, : . . Even. Pisa, i. 5.'

Stream and streamlet hiirry down— Faust, 11. 52.
And in the stream, his bloody sandals tossed. Hom. Merc.xxin. 8.
On the dark, the silent stream— Ind. Ser. II. 2.
Or moonlight on a midnight stream, .... Int. Beauty, III. 11.
and around, a shoreless s., Wide ocean rolled, . Laon^ i. xxiv. 4.Her voice was as a mountain j^£a«r . . . . v. liii. i.
flee from every stream and grove. ix. vii, 5.
that mighty stream dark, calm, xil. xxxtii! i.
watery ways Of the vast stream xil. xxxiii. 9.
wild as the wind-wrought sea The stream became, xii.xxxviii.8.
When sitting by the lonely stream, ... . Love^ 20.
It shews the bending oak, the roaring stream. . M. JV. Ravail, 4.
When, lo ! a stream whose little waves went by, Matilda, 25.
a deep but narrow j., Which the wind ripples not, Orpkeus, 4.
it flies Along the stream., or lingers on the clefts, 23.
on the fearful brink Of a swift stream^- .... 48.
failing like an unreplenished stream, Pr. Atkan. i. ^9.
like some dark stream Throu§;h shattered mines i. 100.
Nursed among lilies near a bnmming stream. . Front. III. iii. 99.On tower and j. Sheds a flood of silver sheen, Q. ofmy Heart, III. 2.
Its green arms round the bosom of the stream, , Question, i. 7.
Those heathy paths, that inland stream, . . . Rosal. 24.
Who gaze on their eyes in the stream's recess, . Sensit. PI. i. 19.
And on the stream whose inconstant bosom . . i. 41.
And around them the soft stream did glide . . i. 47,
Move, as reeds in a single stream ; i. 93.
She sprinkled bright water from the stream . 11. 33.
Our boat is asleep on Serchio's stream, . . Serchio, i.

And the rocks above and the stream below, . . 12.
But the clear stream in full enthusiasm .... m.
Shed thou once more the spirit of thy stream : . Virgil, 2.
As a fenfire's beam on a sluggish j/rtffl/M, . . . The Cold. ii\. ^.
Her fair hair swept the bosom of the stream . . Triumph, 365.
that shape which on the stream Moved, .... 425.
not that falling streartCs Lethean song : . . . 463.
And e\'ery nymph oi stream and spreading tree, Witch, X. i,

the lightest boat Which ever upon mortal stream.
did float . XXXI. 8.

Over the stream, a narrow rift of sky. . . . xxxix. 8.
Into the darkness of the stream, did pass. . . . XLili. 8.
With stars of fire spotting the strea7n below ; . . XLIV. 2.

(2) the current of flowing water, the tide.
Seized by the sway of the ascendingj^r^aw*, . . Alastor, 387.
f;ave ten thousand various topgues xo the loud s. 550.
ike Ocean's stream Again began to pour.— . Dmmon, li. 47.
flew Athwart the j/f-Mrw,

—

Fr. Keats, z.
where the stream. Of Ocean sleeps Hellas, 166.
One mighty s., whirlwind and waves upthrown, . Laon, i. iii. 5.
Sails, oars, and s., tending to one endeavour; , i. vii. 5.
The stream is fleet

—

vill. i. 6.
We past the islets, borne by wind and stream., . vili. iii. i.

Lifted the Lady from the stream Mar. Dr. xxii. 7.
Their wavering limbs borne on the wind-like s., . Prom. III. ii. 45.

B. Fig. (1) of liquids, as wine, blood, &c.
Have they the Bromiap drink frpm the vine's s.? O^cl. 116.
its vital blood, which like a stream Of poison . Dmmon^ l\. 155.
Stain with its venomous stream a human feast, Laon^ V. Song^ 5. 5.

(2) of objects, as cloud, hair.
a careering stream, Of golden clouds i. xlii. 3.
thro' the shadowy stream Of her kiose hair— . 11. xxix. i.

I saw the stream of his thin grey hair, .... Rosal. 294.

(3) of wind, storm, tempest.
A wandering j. of wind, Breathed from the west, Alastor, 397.
Glows in the stream, of the uplifting wind. . , . Horn. Sun, 20.
Into the wind's invisible -y/riflwi /-aow, xil.xxxii. 5.
like smoke before the tempest's J/r«a?«, . . . Mont B. 11^.
Thou on whose stream OdeW. Wind.li.i.
They drink of the whirlwind's stream, . . . Pro?n. ll. iv. 164.
I heard alone on the air's soft stream .... Triumph^ 97.
Transversely dividing the stream of the storpi ; . Vis. Sea, 162.

like a cloud Upon a j^<ffam of wind, Witch,-s\A, 2.

(4) of light and fire.

day's purple j/rea»» Ebbs o'er the western forest, Laon, i. xlix. 4.
A stream of clinging fire,— . x.xxxviii.6.

It was a j/niawi of living beams xi. iii. i.

(6) of sound.
Out of the streafn of sound Prom. iv. 505.
The stream of sound has ebbed away from us, . iv. 506.
Or how could thy notes flow in such a crystal s. ? Skylark, 85.

(6) moving throng,

and a great stream Of people Triumph, 44.
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(7) of things mental and immaterial.
calmly fed The stream, of thought, ... . Alastor^ 6Sf\,-

They came to the fountain to draw from its j., . Bigotry^ IV. i.

and ferry me o'er The stream, of your wrath . . Cycl. 350.
Was the sweet stream of thought Dcemon^ II. 44.
Darkened this swift stream, otsong, ^ug. Hills^ 312.

A mighty mind in whose deep stream this age . Fr. Byron^ i.

Passion's divinest s. had made impetuous way. . Laon., I. lix. 9.

Traditions. . .whosedim shade a j. ofpoison feeds. II. ii. g.

the troubled j/reawz Of mind ; III. i. 5.

with sirea-m which drowned Its struggling fears . IX. iv. 5.
rolls from steadfast truth an unreturning stream. rx. xx. 9.

our thoughts flow on with stream.^ IX. xxxv. i.

Each had an upper stream, of thought, .... Peter. II. vii. 3.

Was the pure stream of feeling That sprung . . Q. Mob, viii. 2^.

(8) of life, death, time and events.

in its stream, immersed Adonats, xix. 5.

By the deep murmuring j^^'gaw? of passing things, Dcemon. II. 32.

Which lurk beneath the tide Of life's unquiet s. . Death Vanq. 27.

the crowd Of common men, that str'e'am without
a shore, . . Fr. ofDream^ 2.

has cast himself beneath The stream of war. . . Hetlas^ 837.
the vast stream, of ages bear away My floating

thoughts— , Laon^ ft xii, ^.

the wave of life's dark i'jf^'eam ir. xxiii. 9,

while the sinam Of life, our bark doth . . . bear, VI. xxix. 3.

down death's mysterious stream xll. xxvii. 6.

Rolls its perpetual stream.

;

Mont B. 109.

the deep murmuring stream of passing things, . Q. Mab^ VIII. 8.

Darkly forward flowed The stream, ofyears, . . Rosal. 389.
with rainbow pinions o'er the Ji^ri'flm Of life, . . St.Epi^s. i^o.

The stream, we gazed on then, rolled by ; . . . That time, II. i.

Pass not away upon the passing stream. . . . Triumph^ 399.

Stream, v. inir. A. Lit. flow, nm.
made the blood stream, down My pallid cheeks. . Cenci^ 11. i. 65.

the sixth saw gore Stream thro' the city *
. . , Laon^ x. xi. 8.

let that thorn-wounded brow 5. not with blood ; . From, i. 599.

B. Fig. (1) pass continuously,
saw the throngbelow Sirean^ through the gates^ Z,aon^ Vi- iv. 6.

(2) pass.

Thy words s. like a tempest Of dazzling mist . . HeltaSy 7861

(3)
His soul may stream over the tyrant's head ; . . Ode Lib. XIV. 3.

Their bright locks Stream, like a comet's flash-

ing hair ; Prom.. U. iv. 139.

*Streani-illuniiuedy c. adj. made bright by running water.
Dim twilight-lawns, and stream-illumined caves, Prom. 11. iii. a6.

^Streamed, v, intr. A. Lit. flowed, ran down.
the rain Ofwinter thro' the rifted cavern stream.edy Laon^ VII, xvii. 7.

streamed in one cataract. The stifling waters :— vii.xxxviii.5.

Freedom's life-blood j/r^aw^tfi^ upon thy shrine
J

. Death l^anq. 14.

B. Fig. (l^t of light, shone or poured down.
There j/rtfa?«e^ a sunlight vapour, Naples^ ^S.

(2) waved.
The lady's radiant hair streamed to and fro : . Witch, x-LVl. 5.

(3) passed, fell.

all bosoms made reply On which' its lustre j;, . . Laon, tl. xvi. 8.

jStreaming', pr. pple. (1) rushing, running down.
»SVrett?«««^ among the streams ;— Arethusa^ 1.9.

When floods of despair down his pale che&k are j., St. Ir. (5) r. 5.

(2) of moving vapour.
Follow down the dark steep stream.ing, . . . Bug. H'ills, 87.

(3) vi'aving or flickering in the air.

Its pennons streavting on the blasts that fan it, Marenghi, xxvil. 3.

her petticoats ^/reamm^ like—like—like— . . CEdipus^ll.i.gj.

Streaming', Pfil. adj. A. Lit. fast falling in streams.

Far thro' the streaming rain Laon, VI. xliv. 6.

B. Fig. (1) weeping.
With beating heart and stream.ing eyes, . . . Ini, Beauty, VI. 3.

But none was near to mock my streaming eyes, Laon, Ded. iv. 2.

(2) loosely hanging.
her stream,ing hair Fell o'er that snowy child, . xii. xxiii. 7.

Their white arms- lifted o'er their stream.ing\mx Prom.. III. ii. 46.

loose their stream-ing hair ; Xriumph^ 147.

^Streamlet, n. a very small stream or rivulet.

Stream and stream.let hurry down— Faust, 11. 152.

from the wild streamlet's shattered wavfe, . . . Laon, III. ii. 8.

as sedge Breathes o'er the breezy stream, edge. Tasso, Song, iii. 7,

Streams, n. A. Lit. pi. of Stream, n. (1).

The airs and streams renew their joyous tone ; ., Adonais, xvill. 3.

Like woven sounds of streatns and breezes, . . Alastor, 155.

the multitudinous streams Of ocean's moun-
tainous waste 341.

Islanded seas, blue mountains, mighty streams., 555.
The thunder and the hiss of homeless streatHs . 566.

From the seas and the streams

;

Cloitd, 2.

Steal like dark stream.s along a field of snoW, . Dcemon., I. 15.

Where woods and j. with soft and' pausing winds I. 29.

Augment your tide, O streams, Elesf. Bion. 2.

Our hills and seas and siream-s Hellas, 235.
Upon your streams and mountains, 435.
And bade the frozen streams be free, Jane, Inviin., 14,

with pure streams their thirsting lips they wet. . Laon, V. Ivi. 9.

and the hills and streams fled fast, .... VI. xxi. 8,

Of those far murmuring streams ; VI. xlii. 2.

The fish were poisoned in the j^eawJ/ . . . . x. xv. i.

120.

i.i'8i.

I. 252.

I. 681.

II. ii. 47.^
III. HI. 156.- IV. 133-

Q. Mab, I. 15.

, Serchio, 43.
Triumph, 492.

, Witch, XXIV. 7.

XXV. 8.

XXXVIII. I.

, Zucca, v.iv

The fields, the lakes, the forests, and the streams, Mont B. 84.

from their red feet the streams run gorv ! , . . Naples, 148.

One ocean feeds the clouds, and s., and dew ; . Ode Lib. vi. \2.

Lulled by the coil of his crystalline streams, Ode W. Wind, III. 3.

Oh,, rock-embosomed lawns, and snow-fed J, . .
^'""" » ""

Yet ray innumerable seas and streams, ....
Prophetic caves, and isle-surrounding streams, .

Cloudless skies and windless streams. ....
Down strea-ms made strong with mountain-thaw ;

Trampling the torrent streams and glassy lakes

As the waves of a thousand streams rush by .

Which steal like streams along a field of snow,
With streams and fields and marshes bare, .

Upon the sunny streams and grassy shelves ; ,

the streams in which ye dwell ....
o'er the serene Of the white streams ....
the streams which clove those mountains vast,

In winds, and trees, and streams, and all things

common, ->

(2) a figure for home or country.

Driven from hia ancestral streams Bug. Hills, 176.

(3) pi. of Stream, w. (2). •
Streaming among the streams';— Arethusa, I. 9.

Through the dim beams Which- amid the streams ^^;..®-

and the beams Ofmom descended-on the ocean J., Laon, iii.xxxiii.5.

drifted on some cataract By irresistible streams, VI. vi. 2.

The foam of streams that cannot make abode. . vii. xU. 5.

from the ten thousand s. Ofa tempestuous sea :— Xli. x. 2,

outran The streams which bore it —- xft. xxxv.a.

my J. will flow Round many-peopled continents. Prom. III. ii. 21.

crawl fast o'er the smooth ocean streams, . . . Vis. Sea, 147.

B. Fig. (1) quantities.

And streams of fertilizing gore Falsehood, 27.

(2) of light, rays.

till borne on sunlight's ebbing streaTns, . . .

(3) of wind or air, strong movements.
Down the streams of the cloudy wind. . .

Clove the fierce streams
And sometimes to those streams of upper air .

(4) of passion, emotion, intellect, &c.

, Laon., XII. xxi. 8

,
Arethusa, ill. 18.

Witch, XLV. 8.

LVl. I.

. Adonais, ix. 3,-

, Adon. Cane. 8i

Dcemon^ 11. 249.

near tte living streams Of his yoiing spirit

And dying on the streams of dew serene, . .

the universal mind Whose mighty s. might else

Make their divided streams more bright and
rapid now Laon, ill. xxiv. 9.

Sweet streams of sunny thought, ix. xxvi. 8.

The baleful s. from- whence these miseries flow ; . M, N. Post.Fr.24.

And streams of rapture drown my soul. . . . M. N. Ravail, ^6.

And gnash, beside the streams of fire and wail, . Prom. i. 345.

Streams, v. intr. of sound, rushes along.

The torrent of a raging wizard song Streams . Faust, II. 145.

Ch. 1st, I. 7. *

. Gine-vra, 25.

. Laon, XI. xiii. 5.

.. Mask, XXV. I.

LXXXVII.4.

Street, n. (1) a public way in a town or village,

in this populous street I trod on grass . .

'^'

Which led from the cathedral to the street;
Came from a distant street, . . .

Then she lay down in the street.

Their acquaintance in the street. . .

(2) a passage or road.
minedWith many a dark and subtertanean J^?^e/ Witch, lx. 6.

Streets, n. pi. of Street (1).
I HearA busy stir ofmen about the street's ; . . Cenci, 11. i. 175.

which shall not flow through str^eets and fields, . Hellas, 543.
At voices which are heard about the streets, . . Laon, iv. xiv. 2\

Whom I found wandering in the streets, . . . VI. xlviii. 2.

throughout the streets, the Priests he.sent . ix. xiii. 7.

gold was scattered thro' the streets, ... . ix. xvii. i.

Peace in the silent .y/r^e^j ,/ . . X. xii. 3.

when the streets ran With brothers' blood ! . . x. xx. 3.

throughout the streets, thousands pursued . . X. xx. 6.

So, thro' the desolate streets x. xxvi. 6.

Spread thro' the multitudinous streets, .... xil. i. 2.

those vacant streets among Fled tameless, . . . xii. xiii, 4.
footfalls Of spirits passing through the streets^ . Naples, 3.

The sea Which paves the desert streets of Venice 107.
Our murmuring troops bivouaque in Thebes' 5: . CEdipus, r. 88.
When through thy s., instead of hart; with dogs, . I. 1 14.
skulked in ovation through The streets of Theoes, I. ^49.
When through your streets), instead of hai^ . . il. 1. 154.
and gathered in the streets, Prom. ill. iv. 59.
And in the streets men met each other, .... Rosal. 713.
And the thronged streets, - . . . —^ 888.
As the carriage drove through the streets apace ; 938.
So thro' the long long streets we past .... 944.
Free through the streets of Memphis Witch, lxkv. 7.

Streugtli, n. (1) physical or intellectual power, force,

capacity for exertion or endurance.
after their sweet pain. They ne'er will gather s., . AdoHais, ix. 9.
the breath Which gave it strength xii. 3.
Strength^ wealth, and pride, and lust, .... Cenci, i. i. 31.
Must suffer what I still have strength to share. . i. ii. 19.
To dedicate my cunning, and my strength, . . iii. i. 224,
And drawnew j/re«^/iCtotreaathethomsoflife. Ch. ist, i. 20.
the arch of life Whose safety isits strength. . . xi. 157.
that his strength is more tlianmine Cyc/. 306.
more strength has Love than he Epips. 404.
the Angels even Draw strength from gazing . . Faust, I. 5.
The Angels draw strength from thy glance, . . i, 25.
Dried with its beams the s. in Moslem hearts, . Hellas, 503.
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Stript of their mortal j/r^ajfM, . ..,.,. . J^eiIaSyS86,
shake The strength of his unconquerable wings . Laon, I. xiii. 6.

Wile baffled wile, and strength encountered s.^ . I. xiy. i.

Whose touch was magic strength : . . . . I. Iviii. 3.

As from the tranquil strength which cradled lay II. xxxiv. 6.

Which round thy secret strength now throng in

wide array iv. xv. ^.
and gathers strength around its trembling thrones. IV. xxiii. 9.

And felt her j/^-ew^M in tears VI. xxiv. 9.

she grasped me with the strength Of madness, . VI. li. 1.

the strength of gladness Came to my spirit . . Vll. ii. ^.
it gave me human streftgth Vll. xxviii. i.

armed, with strength and wrong against mankind, ix. xv. .^.

Necessity whose sightless strength forever . . . ix. xxvii. 6.

Gave strength to bear those gentle agonies, , . Love^ Hope^ 35.
Green strength^ azure hope, and eternity: . . . Ode^ Arise, 33^
I can find strength to say Peter, Vli. x. 5.
which shall give it strength To suffer, .... Prol. Hellas, '139.

Such strength is in meekness Prom. II. iii. 94.
Gave wisdom, which is strength, to Jupiter, . . • 11, iv. 44.
They have strength for their swiftness I deem, . 11. iv. 167.
who share The glory and the strength .... til. i. 2.

Stren^h for the coming day, and all its joy ; . . in. iii. 104.
All things confess his strength IV. 412.
Beneath a wSkened grant's strength Q. Mab, i. 191.
Then manhood gave Its stre^gtn BXi6. ardour . . vi. 89.

y, ,, „ ,. ,, „ . . Superstition^ 18.

The strength of wealth or thought, Pr. Athan. i. 36.
Have strength, their putrid shrouds within, . . Rosal. 460.
That flits round our steps till their s. is gone. . There is no work, 6.

The strength and freshness fell like dust, . . . Triumph, 521.
And least of strength and beauty did abide. . . 543.
Swollen with rage, strength, and effort ; . . . Vis. Sea, 144'.

The solid oaks forget their strength, Witch, xxiri. 4.
In gentleness and sitrengtk its limbs were deekedj xxxvi. 4.

(2) physical or moral power personified.
Where Strength and Beauty met together, . . Bridal, t, 2.

When strength and beautj^ meet together, . . Epithal. 13.
to see thee freshly risen. Like j. from slumber, , Fr. Pris. 8.
who charms Strength to forswear her right, . . Loon, vi. iii. 6.

The will of j/r««^M is ri^ht— VIII. viii. 8.

Alas, what strength } opinion is more frail . . viii. ix. i.

thus doth strength To Wisdom, courage, . . . Prom. ill. iii. i.

Sfor peace, nor strength^ nor skill in arms or arts, F^lit. Great. 2.-

(3) force proceeding from motion, irresistible force.
The strength of tempests bore me here by force. Cycl. 102.
and unbind The strength of tempest : . , . . Ldon, vil. xl. 4.
The impulse of thy strength^ ... . Ode W. Wind, iv. 4.
the tortuous strength of their last pangs . . . Prom. IV. 307.

(4) capacity for resisting attacks.
'Tis not a tower o{strength, Bpips. 486.
They think their j. consists in eating beef,— . . CEdipus^ I. 145.

(5) extraordinary degree or intensity.

Upon the strength of the reseflablance Faust, II. 35O.

(6) vehemence, force, intensity.

The s. of the fierce flame was breathed around : Hom, Merc. XIX. 4.
collects the strength of all its fountains, .... Laon, i. vii. 3.

th&strength of its dominion, -— xil. xxxi.4.
The secret s. of things Which governs thought, . Mont B. 139.
Till they become charged with the j., of flame. . Ode Lib. Cane. 7.

Which oars the pit over Destruction's .s^yrw^M/ Prom. IV. 564.
The vapours arose which have strength to kfll ; Sensit. PI. III. 75.

(7) influence or moral effect.

great is the strength Of words— L,don, iv. xviii. 3.

even from gold the dreadful strength was gone, . v. xxviii. 3.

(8) numbers which constitute force.

Which we, they said, in j/r^w^/A had gathered there V. xlv. \.-

But soon they saw their present strength, . . . VI. xiv. 2.

But not like them to weep their strength in tears : Hellas, 278.

(9) support, stay, source of strength.
The saviour and the strength of suffering man, . Pt^om. i. 817.
round the eternal columns of its strength. . . . Q. Mab, VI. 238.'

Strengthen, v. tr. make stronger, intensify.

Renew and strengthen all thy failing hope. . . Dcenton, 11. 51.

„ . Q. Mab, VIII. 52.

Strengthened, pp. animated, encouraged.
Is strengthened in all excellence, Damon, II. 22S.
Thus power and hope were strengthened . . . Laon, Ded. v. 7.

Strength, in heart, yet sad, that agfed man' I left, IV. xxxii. i.'

y^Sis strengthenedm 3\\ &xQ&Me,nct, Q. Mab, ix. 1^6.

Strengthens, v. intr. imparts vigour.
Strengthens in health, and poisons in disease ; . VI, 159.

^Stress, n. (1) force, violence.
Shall the reverting stress Of that resistless gulph Alastor, 395.
driven here by j/rffj^ of weather? Cjfc/. 104.

By the fierce blast's unconquerable stress. . . Juiust, ll. 133.

Snail they who by the stress of grinding toil, . . Laon, v. xxxii. 5.

Securely fled, that rapid j/r^jj oefore, .... xii. xxxix.7.

Compelling the elements with adartiantine */rtfW/ Prom. IV. 396.
solid Dones crushed by the infinite stress . . . Vis, Sea^ 140.

(2) influence.

while the one Spirit's plastic stress Adonais^ XLiii. 3.

Which tyrannizes me with such fierce stress, . . Dante Conv. 20.

I must have sought dark respite from its stress . Laon, 11. xix. 2.

Stretch, v. I. tr, A. Lit. (1) reach out, put forth.

Which little children stretch in friendly sport . , Dmrnon, II. 165.

,, „ ,, „ „ n • Q' ^(^^^ VIII. 223.

feign to stretch the other out For brotherhood . vir. 240.

(^2) extend at full length.
To stretch these pale limba, when the soul is fled ; Death Vanq. 30.

Will stretch him fearless by his foemen's side? M. N. Post. Pr. 42.

B. Fig. strain, go beyond due measure.
And stretch authority beyond the lav? ? . , . . Cenci, ll. ii. 26.

nay even To stretch a point against the criicdnals. V. ii. 75*

II. intr, A. Lit. strain.

The roots creak, and stretch, and groan ; . . . Faust^ 11. 130.

B. Fig. extend.
Where the plains stretch wide around. .... Mask, LXV. 4.

The lone and level sands stretch far away. . . Osym. 14.

Stretched, v. I. tr, (1) held out.

Away ! away ! she Cried, and stretched\s.^r sword Laon, VI. xxi. 1.

(2) extended at length, rested.

he stretched His languid limbs Alastor, 148.

Stretched my faint limbs beneath the hoary stem Triumph, 24.

(3) extended by natural growth.
Stretched out its long and hollow shank, . . , Sensit. PI. iii. 56-
Of miehty trees, that stretched their giant arms . Alastor^ 383.
stretch, athwart the vacancy Its swinging boughs, 502.

(4) drew tightly.

and stretched o'er all Symphonious cords . Horn.. Merc. viii. 6.

(5) spread out.

He stretched their hides over a craggy stone.

.

xx. 8.

II. intr. reached.
I stretched and dung Over the shapeless depth . Laon, 111. xxv. 8.

Stretched, j!i/. (1) lying prone or dead.
yih&Ti stretched V^on thy flowers ...... Alastor, 512.

(2) lain down, reposed.
Quite overcome, has stretched himself .... Calderon, I. 63.

]^ehold him now Stretch, on the gorgeous conch ; Q. Mab, iil. 58.

And every beast stretched in. its rugged cave, . . Woodman, 22.

(3) made tense, dislocated.

If your fine frame were j^r^^cAsfi?upon thatwheel, Cenci, v. ii. 48.

(4) spread out to view.
Below lay stretched the boundless universe ! . . D(Emon, I. 241.

Below lay stretched the universe ! . . . Q. Mab, 11. 70.

(5) laid out.

Stretched on the precipice above the plain. Hom. Merc. Lxviil. 8.

(6) extended.
Thine earthly rainbows stretched across . . . Mont B. 25.

Stretching, pr. pple. (1) holding forth.

Stretching on high from his right hand . . . Prom. 1. 323.

(2) extending or covering over.

the feathery curtains Stretching o'er the sutfs
bright couch, Q. Mab, 11. 25.

(3) straining.

In stretching to the utmost Ch. 1st, ill. 69.

(4) sailing, travelling.

Our squadron, . . . Was stretch, towards ^auplia Hellas, 482.

Strew, V. tr, A. Lit. (1) scatter or cast about.

We strew these opiate flowers i.

And. strew the waves on the white ocean's bed, . Ho7n. Castor, 19.

and s. Their latest leaf upon the mountains wide ; Witch, xxiii. 4.

Strew, oh, strew Hair, not yew ! Prom. iv. 15.

(2) intersperse.
Numerous as leaves that Jl the autumnal gale ; . Laon, I. xxix. 4.

the clouds that bound it Darkly strew the gale. . W. Shel. I. 4.

B. Fig. enrich, adorn.
With the gifts of gladness Greece did tliy Cradle

strew; Hellas, 95.

Strewed, v, tr, A. Lit. scattered,

he strewed Upon the groundy . . . His couch of
pine-leaves ... . . Cycl. 377.

B. Fig.
Strewed flowers upon the barren way, .... /ane, Invitn, iS.

Alas none strewed sweet flowers upon the way . Julian, 323.

Strewed strangest sounds Laon, vi. xxxii. 8.

a heavenly band Strew''d flowers of bliss . . , M. //. Ravail, 38.

Strewed, pp. A. Lit. scattered about,
my old preserver's hoary hair . . . was strewed

Under my feet ! Laon, vi. xv. 7.

B. Fig.
whieh God has strewed upon the path . . . Cenct, ill. 1. 124.

Strewed beneath a nation dead ; Prom. I. 505.

Strewinff, pr. pple. lying across, scattered over.

vast pines are strewing Its destined path, . . . Mont B. 109.

jStrewn, pp. A. Lit, (1) cast loosely about, scattered.

The flowers upon' my bridal chamber strewn . . Ginevra, 80.

dark tresses were all \oo^e\y strewn O'er her pale

bosorti: LMon, vi. xxxviii. 3.

The seasons' loveliest flowers were strewn . . Rosal. 1079.

A tapestry of fleece-like mist was j/r^wK, . . . Witch, lAll.y,

(2) covered, garnished.

By the midnight breezes 5/fczfw/ Cloud, 4.S.

Thick strewn with summer dust, Triumph, 44.
Strewn by the nurslings that lineer there? . . . f^nf. Dr. 65.

S, with faint blooms like bridal obamber floors, . Witch, LVIII. j.

(3) dispersed, destroyed.

Mighty fleets were strewn like chaff" Prom. i. 716.

B. Fig^.

all strewn Over the chasms of blue night— . . Adon. Cane. 38.

And all the gazer's mind was ^, beneath Her feet Triumph, 386.
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Stricken, fp. (1) affected banefnlly.
Whose sleeping face is stricken by the sun . . . Ginevra, St.

(2) afflicted.

stricken deep With some disease of mind, . . . Rosal. 741*

(3) touched.
And as a shut lily stricken by the wand . . . Triumph^ 401.

Strict, adj. (1) precise, exact.
Bare must be the provision which .r. law Awards, Cenci, II. ii. 4.

(2) careful.

I generally go about In strict incognito ; . . . Faust, II. 262.

(3) close, earnest.
Between our hearts their strict community : . . Sonn. Dante, 8.

Strides, v. tr. Fig. rides upon.
The tempest is his steed, he strides the air ; . , From. iv. 421.

tStriding, pr. pple. Fig.
Striding across the orange coloured heaven,— Marenghi, xxvil.6.
Like tower-crowned giants striding fast, . . . Mask, xxvil. 2.
You feel it striding, as Almighty Death . . . St. Epips. 140.

Strife, n. (1) contest, contention, discord, enmity.
keep With phantoms an unprofitable strife, . . Adonais.yixxiyi.^.
Around it rages an unceasing strife Allegory, I. 4.
Let Fear and Disquiet and S. Spread thy couch Casll. Adm. v. 2.

Unmindful each of their accustomed j/r^, . Fpips. 302.
Knew that strife was now begun Fr. Satan, 6.
The harsh and grating j. of tyrants and of foes. , Loon, Ded. in. 9.
With its oppressors in a strife of blood i. xxxiii. 2.
Its second ruin through internal strife, .... Marenghi, III. 2.
The trophies of the chme's victorious strife— . XVI.4.
Whilst the high Arbiter Beholds the strife, . . Prol. Hellas, 29.
Or wouldst rekindle the . . . strije . 130.
there was strife, deceit, and fear : ProTn. I. 653.
Strife, wounds, and ghastly deathUnseen before, 11. iv. 51.
Then He past amid the j/y^ of men Rosal. 61^.

(2) disquiet, restlessness.
whose str^e Tills for the promise Epips. 187.
struggling through its error with vain strife, . 250.
for pity of my strife an4 pain 275.
And the love which heals all strife . . , . Eug. Hills, 366.
it bound Our mortal nature's strife;— .... fane, ReColt. 48.
Wrought in his brain and bosom separate strife. Pr. Athan. I. 8g.
Through the cloudy strife Prom. 11. iii. 57.
Resemble the j/?'^ Q.ofnty Heart, V.\.
this hfe Of error, ignorance, and strife, .... Sensit. PI. iv. 10.
He is gone, and my peace is turned to strife, . . Unf. Dr. 3.
the J. Which stirs the liquid surface of man's Ufe. Witch, LXll. 7.

(3) war, fighting, battle.
For in more doubtful strife Laon, vi. xii. 9.
alone in strife Against the Omnipotent ; . . . Prom. l. 361.
when the strife was ended which made dim . in. ii. 1.

what thence befell Of j*-;)^, Rosal. 611.

(4) agitation, movement.
its eternal waves, Which, . . . breed Their un-

reposing strife, LaoM, XII. xix. 7.
Were dead to their harmonious strifi. .... Peter, VII. xix. 5.

(5) struggle with want and care.
Where is waged the daily strife Mask, LXix. 2.

Strike, v. I. tr. (1) cut, chop.
Aye! j/r/.Sc the foremost shorter by a head ! . . Hellas. \ct%.

(2) hit.
^''

until in rage He strike me with his pastoral cross, Cenci, v. IV. 37.

(3) cover.
if the arrowy dove Strike with her shadow, . . Laon, vi. xl. 8.

(4) fall among.
I heard it strike The woods Peter, l. xii. 4.

(5) touch, press against.
And if I strike my damp and dizzy head . . . Cenci, 11. ii. 137.

(6) contend against.

J. with our«pirit's knife Invulnerable nothings.— Adonais,xxxlx.5.
(7) make suddenly.

Shalt thou strike dumb the meanest of mankind ; Cenci, 11. i. 1 19.
that I might strike him dumb with shame, . . . in. i. 317.
Armed to strike dead the spirit of the time, . Ch. 1st, II. 119.

(8) blast or destroy.
Strike in thine envy those life-darting eyes . Cenci, IV. i. 135.
Armies of the Eternal, ye who strike To dust . Hellas, 413.
Pause, as in fear, to strike his head M.N. Spec. Hors.^o.
(9) hit upon.

Strike sometimes what eludes philosophy.— . . Ch. 1st, 11. 107.

(10) play on.
Strike the sweet chords, Horn. Merc. LXXXI. 4.

(11) begin, open.
But strike the prelude of a loftier strain ? . . . Laon, Ded. x. z.

(12) Fig.
Thou s. the lyre of mind I O grief and shame I . Ld. Ch. vil. 4.
II. intr. (1) knock with force,

and we strike on the ground ; Faust, II. 208.

(2) seem, sound.
your words strike chill

: Cenci V. iv 70
(3) send.

'^'

And may strike cold into the breast at night, . Unf. Dr. 38.

(4) rebel against.
Strike at the eye that guides them Ch. ist, 11. 149.

(6) fall, deliver a blow.
As lightning tingles, hovering ere it strike. . . Prom. I. 134,
Let tlie axe Strike at the root Q. Mab. iv. 83,

(6) resound.
O father ! thy voice seems to strike on mine ear ; St. Ir. (2) III. 3.

III. reft.

What should We do but strike ourselves to death ? Cenci, II. ii. 71.

Strikes, v. I. tr. (1) hits against.

strikes the solid rocic But shakes it not. , . iv. iv. 51^

(2) aifects injuriously.

that this expression strikes His Majesty, . . . Ch. 1st, III. 53.

(3) wounds.
Strikes its weak form to death Hellas, 347.

II. intr. of a ship, hits against rock or shore.
It strikes—I almost feel the shock,— Calderon, II. 59.

String, n. chord.
Some fairy sure hastouch'd the viewless j^r/«^— M.N. Despair, 12.

*String'id, adj. produced by vibratory strings.
Mixed with the stringed melodies that won it . . Zucca, X. 6.

Strinsrs, n. A. Lit. chords of a musical instrument. • %
Teach witchcraft to the instrumental strings. . Con. Sing. III. 4.
Thro' strings of some still instrument, . . Int. Beauty, III. 10.
To the s. without soul had then given Its own. . Jane, II. <;.

Ivres whose strings-vj^v^ intertwined .... Laon, I. fiv. 7.
Or like forgotten lyres, whose dissonant strings. Mutability, 5..
' " '" ^ ^ .1 .1

. -
1

^ Orpheus, z^.

. Adon. Cane. 2.

. Alastor, 6&J.

. Prom. IV. 187.

. Q. Mab, I. ^2.

. Unf. Dr. 1S4.

Nat. Ant. iv. 6.

. Witch, Ded. VI. i.

. Peter, III. xviii. 5.

. Cycl. 205.

. 2X6.

he struck from forth the strings a sound
B. Fig. (1)

Of unaccustomed shape, and . . . strings , .

A fragile lute, on whose harmonious strings .

Kindling within the strings of the waved air,

.

whose strings The genii of the breezes sweep :

makes Echo taunt the sleeping strings ; . .

(2 ) strands of hair.

Its wandering strings must be what blind me so, Cenci, III. i. 7.
With the strings ofyellow hair, Cycl. 501.
its shadowy strings it spread Fitfully, .... Laon, VI. xxi. 7.
it yellowed the strings of thy raven hair, . . . The Cold, III. 5.

(3) lines or streaks.
like strings of flame did quiver Z^aon, xi. iii. 9.
the brightness of white light Scattered in strings; Front. IV. 225.

Strip, V. tr. A, Lit. (1) unclothe.
And one did strip me stark ; . . . . ... Laon, in. xiii. 3.

(2) defoliate, cause to fall.

the frosts Strip its green crown of leaves, . . . x. xvii. 2.

B. Fig. uncover, lay bare.
an inheritance to strip Its wearer bare as infamy. Cenci, iv. i. 61.
To strip the vizor from their purposes. . . Ch. \st, I. 76.
Once strip that minister of naked wrath, . . n. 260.
howls to strip The fohage in which Fame, . . . Hellas, 872.
Strip every impious gawd, Naples, 93.
Strip them, as kings are, bare

;

-- . - .

If you strip Peter '.

Stripe, n. Fig. ill treatment.
Stripe on stripe, with groan on groan. . .

Stripes, n. strokes with a lash or stick.
Has his bald head broken with stripes. , .

Torture your back with stripes, ....
Stripped, ,2<. j;?-. A. Lit. (1) peeled.
from twosinoothlaureIbranchesj//-i!^^Thebark,^o»z.ilf«?-c. XVIII 7.

(2) denuded.
"*

thewhirlwindthat ji>-!>!i^c</ it of branches . . . Vis. Sea, 2%.
B. Fig. (1) impoverished, denuded.

Strip, those he loved for fear of those he scorns ; Ch. 1st, II. 316.
(2) uncovered,

heaven jifr!>»/ bare Its depths over Elysium, . . Naples, ±1.
The winds that stript it bare blew on Prol. Hellas, 40

Stripped, pp. A. Lit. (1) torn off.

as a stolen dress Is stript from a convicted thief, Fr. Feo. Ene 1?
(2) culled, gathered.

They were stript from Orient bowers Hellas 3
(3) divested of clothes.

'

As athlete stript to run Naples 122.

(4) robbed, despoiled.
'

Hunted, stript, exposed, molested ; (Edipus n i 140
B. Fig. (1) deprived.

^^rzjS^ of their mortal strength, Hellas, SS6.
Were stript of their thin masks and various hue . Ode Lib. xvi. 12.

(2) made clear, cloudless.
Stripped to their depths by the awakening north

;
Julian, 24.

Strips, n. long lines or pieces.
Like strips of the sky Cloud, 57.

Strips, V. tr. Fig., makes wretched or poor.
Here is the pomp that j^j'ijAj the houseless orphan, Ch. 1st I m

Stript. (See Stripped.)
"''

Strive, v. intr. (1) contend.
when mankind doth strive With its oppressors

(2) struggle.
I strove, as . . . some wretch might strive , .

striven, pp. (1) endeavoured earnestly.
I, three hundred years have striven

(2) struggled.
And vainly having with her madness striven .

4 R

. Laon^ I. xxxiii. i,

. VI. vi. 2.

, Faust^ II. 192.

LaoHy VI. liii. i.
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I would ne'er have striven . . .... OdeW. Wind^ TV. 9.

the billows having vainly striven Wttch^ XLVI. 6.

*Strode, v. intr. A. Lit. walked.
the child meanwhile strode O'er the Pierian

mountains Horn., Merc. xil. 2.

B. Fig.
The ghost of the murder'd Victoria strode^ . . St. Ir. (i) IV. 2.

the world o'er which they strode, Triumph, 291.

Stroke, n, A. Lit. (1) a blow.
for a stroke On my raised arm Laon, ill. xi. i.

(2) flash or burst.

A glance as keen 2ts is the lightning's stroke . . —— IV. vi. 8.

(3) pad, patter.

vacantly to the j/iC(7j6e Of footfalls answiered, . . v. xxii. 7.

(4^ regular beat or movement.
and the swift stroke Of silent rowers Vll. ix. i.

(5) throb or pulsation of air.

The slow soft stroke of a continuous Matilda^ 9.

B. Fig.
its s. Was perhaps some paternal chastisement ! . Cenci, i. iii. 112.

Though Justice guides the stroke Ch, ist, II. 8
Oh, heavy stroke. Sweet brother of my soul ! . . Laon, ii. xlvii. z.

that God in mercy gave That stroke Sunset, 28.

Strokes, n. A. Lit. (1) movements in rowing.
And row with double strokes Cycl. 468.

(2) gusts.

With what fierce Jifr<3^^5 they fall Faust, ll. 119.

B. Fig.
and urge The strokes of the inexorable scourge . Fr. Satire, 26.

Strong, adj. (11 physically powerful, robust,
with strong- -vimg^ Scaling the upward sky, . Alastor, 277.
And, animated, strong, and many, Faust, II. 75.
A witch to be strong aiw.'s.t anoint— II. 204.
An ox-stealer should be both tall and strong, Horn. Merc. xlv. i.

Am I like a strong i^<y^ who steals kine? . lxiv.i.
Although mine enemy be great and strong, . . Lxv.7.
When you grow strong and tall.— . . . LX[x.7.
Subdued the strong Latonian, lxxi.2.
But thou who art as wise as thou art strofig Lxxxiil.5.
swift and strong As new-fledged Eagles, . . . Laon, v.Song,i.i.
His strong sides made the torrents rise . . vi. xxii. 2.

A diver lean and Strong, Vll. viii. 9.

When young and old and strong and weak, . To-tnorrow, i. 2.

(2) securely built or fortified.

Like a strong prison, the soul within my power, Cenci, I. i. 115.

a city stands, strong, fair and free ; v. iv. 104.
the gates are strong, thick set The sentinels . . Bpips. 396.

(3) firm, solid, not easily broken.
The ponderous chains, and gratings of J. iron, . Dcemon^ II, 198.

Q.J^ab,iyi. 119..

(4) vigorous, healthy.
The plant grew strong and green, IVitch^ XXxilt. t.

and from it grew Strong leaves and tendrils, . . Zucca, ix. 3.

Well might Wie plant grow beautiful z.viAstrong, x.. i.

(5) having powerful effect.

For wine is strong and hard to struggle with. . Cycl. 687.

(6) of intense feeling, emotion or passion.
Flashed like j/?'(3«^ inspiration; Alastor, 127.

A strong impulse urged His steps to the sea-shore. 274.
Not the s. impulse hid In those flushed cheeks, . 415.
Therefore strong vzxixty will keep you silent . . Cena\ I. i. 75.
The s. fantasy Had made her accents weaker . Ginevra, 83.
Dissolve with that s. faith and fervent passion . Hellas, 857.
How strong the chains are which our spirit bind

;
Julian, 181.

more profound and J^row^Thanmy sweet dream ; Laon, i. xliii. 6.

Hope is strongs ll. xiii. 3.

sirongT\\& source of passion whence they rose, . li. xxviii. 6.

the sway Of thy strong genius, Laon, .... IV. xv. 7.

With thoughts too swift and strong ix. xxxiii.g.

tlie sculptor sure Was a strong sp\x\t^ .... Mar. Dr. xx. 3,

like starbeams, soft yet strong, . .... Prom,. IV. 178.
Were stamped by thy strongn^t iv. 349.
O thou, who plumed with strong desire .... Tivo Spirits, i.

(7) very great, extreme.
that caught Strong ^^x<&A.tx'v^% from his burning

limbs Alastor, 517.
till s. shame Made them' again become the samte. Rosal. 922.

(8) firm, steadfast.

His strong heart sunk and sickened ... . Alastor, 181.

and we aspire ' How vainly to be strong f^ . . Julian, 178.

what a spirit strong and mild, Laon^ 11. xxxii. 6.

fho' mine eyes mi^t speak A subtle mind and s. IV. xxix. 9.
What is the strong controul Which leads . . . vi. xxxvi.6.

And to hold no j/r£?«^ controul . ; . . , . Mask^ XLVI. 2.

Passed from beneath that j/^i?»^ controul, . . . Rosal. 1046.

(9) able, possessed of power.
this made him strongTo soar aloft Laon, 1. xxviii. 2.

A mighty congregation, which were strong . . II. xxx. 3.

Like a strong spirit ministrant of good : . . — IV. v. 6.

arm&d wrong Trembles before her took, tho' it be
strongJ IV. xxi. ^.

Immutable, resistless, j/r£j»^ to save Vll.xxviii.8.

Are his j^r^wp- ministers, VIII. vii. 7.

Genius is made j^row^ to rear ' XI. xxiv. 2.

Do not thus when ye are strong. Mask, XLVIII. 4.

. Many are strong and rich and' would be just, . . Prom,, i. 629.

, Laon, I. xii. 6.

IX. ix. g.

. Mont B. 136.
Orpheus, 74.

. Serchio,

. Prom. I. 238.

. Q. Mab, VI. 234.

. Julian^'^q.
. Laon, Ded. IV. 7.

. II. xxxiv. I.

Pr. Athan. ii. iv. 18.

. Rosal, 254.

strong ikie. arm That scatters multitudes. , . . Q, Mab, ill. 145.
Virtuous or vicious, weak or strong,— .... Vll. 124.
Unblushing, undisguising, bold and strong; . . IX. 42.

(10) clear, striking to the eye.
and it tolled In strong and black reliefs . , . Julian, io6.

(11) acute, engrossing, irresistible.

As if one thought were over strong for you : . Cenci, II. i. 31.
Even from thine own strong consciousness, . . iv. iv. 38.
Led by some strong enchantment Sonn. Dante, 2.

(12) bold, fearless.

and with s. words Checked his unnatural pride ; Cenci, 11. i. 43.
Strong actions and smooth words Ch. xst, II, 344.
For, with strong speech I tore the veil .... Laon, ix. vii. i.

Be your strong and simple words Mask, Lxxiv. i.

Clothed itself, sublime and strong; . . , . Ode Lib. i. 7.

(13) vigorous, clear.

Now is thy voice a tempest swift and strong, . . Con Sing. iv. 4.
Soul-awakening music, sweet and strong, . . Horn. Merc. Lxxv. 6
Until, still sweet, but loud and strong, .... Prom, ll. ii. 58.

The ocean-like enchantment of j^row^ sound, . . iv. 303.

(14) mighty, wonderful.
Over those j/>-i?«^ and secret things and thoughts Hellas, 160.

And many there were hurt by that stronghoy, . Love, Hope, i.

Speak : tny^ strong words may never pass away. Prom. IV. 553.
And all things strong ^avd bright and pure, . . Rosal. 553.

(15) impetuous, powerful, vigorous.
Remitted his strong flight, . . . ...
which life's strong "^'va^s encumber
with breath Rapid and strong, but silently ! .

parts Two sister rocks with waters swift and J.,

Down streams made strong with mountain-thaw ; Prom. ll. li. 47.
Quick, but not strong; and with my tresses . . Rosal. 1027.

Shallow, smooth a.Tia strong doth come,— .

(16) hard, stem.
Cruel he looks, but calm and strong, . .

To do the will of strong necessity, ....
(17) adj. absol.

To hear but of the oppression of the strong.
The selfish and the strong s\\\\. tyrannise .

Nor are the strong and tne severe to keep .

the hearts The strong have broken— . . .

He was a coward to the strong: . . .

Strong'er, adj. more severe.

heavier chains did find, And stronger tyrants :— Laon, II. vi. 6.

Stroug-ly, adv. with forcible movement.
the wind Swept strongly from the shore,, . . . Alastor^ 310.

*Strook, V. ir. (1) struck.

With' his trident the mountains sirook^ .... Arethusa, 11. 3.

that rocky hill. The waves contending . . . strook, Z.aflM,vl.xxxviii.8.

(2) touched.
with the plectrum strook The chords, . . , Horn. Merc. Lxxxv. 4.

Strove, V. intr. (1) contended, disputed.
A judgment in the cause wherein they strove, Liv. 5.

a Spirit that strove For truth, Lijt not, 13.

(2) fought.
The combatants with rage most horrible Strove, Laon, VI. xvi. 8.

(3) endeavoured, tried.

Tho\ still deluded, strove the tortured sense To
its dire wanderings to adapt .... . in. vi. 3.

When reason's judgment vainly j/T'iTt/fi .... M. N Melody, \^.
vainly strove To bind the impassive spirit ;— , . Q. Mab. in. 156.
And ne strove to suppress them in vam St. Ir. (3) III. 5.

(4) struggled.
I strove, as drifted oii some cataract Laon, VI. vi. i.

JStrown,//. scattered.

Upon whose floor the spangling sands were s., . iv. i. 5.

limbs beneath our footsteps strozvn. . . . . vi. ix. 9.
With green and purple seaweeds strowny . St. Dejection, 11.2.

Strack, v. I. tr. (1) hit, gave a blow to.

he struck but meWho have borne deeperwrongs. Cenci, ll. i. i.

He only struck and cursed me as he passed ; . . n. t. y^.

(2) knocked.
I struck the crust o' the earth With this en-

chanted rod, , (Edipus, I. 14S.

(3) pierced.
Crept, and struck the fish which came .... Lerid, 47.

(4) broke or unfastened.
He J. my chains, and gently spake and smiled : . Laon, lir. xxix. i.

(5) touched for sound.
The plectrum struck the chords—unconquerable Hom.Merc.LXXi.$,

(6) resounded on.
What was the shriek that struck fancy's ear .M.JV.SpecHors.i,

(7) marked, sounded.
Till the abbey bell struck One : St. Ir. (s) viii. ;:.

(8) affected.

Sorrow and fear So J,, so roused, so rapt Urania ; Adonais, XXIII. 6.

Strnick body and soul as with a mortal blight, Pr. Athan. II. i. 29.
And Science s. the thrones of earth and heaven, . Prom. ll. iv. 74.

(9) made,
and the glare j/r«ci4 the sun pale,— Hellas, ^ot.
struck dumb Dissonant arras ; Ode Lib. IX. 11.

flO) caused.

Wnose chillness struck a canketf to its root. . . Ireland^ 10.
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II. intr. (1) penetrated, entered.
But a disease soon j/ywcjfe into Peter^v\l.\^ i.

(2) blew, passed,
the air, that . . . struck upon my forehead bare, . Matilda, 8.

(3) sounded.
When tlje death-knell struck on his ear. . . . Si. Ir, (3) IV. 2,

(4) produced.
And then he struck from forth the strings . . . Orpheus, 54.

Struck, pp. (1) touched, come in contact with.
Its keel has struck the sands Laon, Xll. xxii. i.

(2) pierced, wounded
A herd-abandoned deer j. by the hunter's dart. Adonats, xxxili. 9.
His white thigh struck with the white tooth ; . . Bion. Adon. 7.

(3) injured, hurt.
Struck by the envious wrath of man or God, . . Adonais, v. 6.

(4) made.
Had struck, methinks, his eagle spirit blind , Julian, 51.

(5) affected, touched.
Struck to the heart by this sad pageantry, . . . Triumph. 176.

(6) ^\X\ifrom, produced, originated.
Struck from the inmost fountains of my brain, . Gisb. i6g.

Struck, ppl. adj. wounded,
the purple blood From her struck thigh . . . Bion. Adon. 23.
Your image, as the hunter some struck deer, . . Cenci, i. ii. 12.

Thro' wood and lake some s. and sobbing fawn, . Prom. I. 455.
Strug-ffle, V. intr. (1) contend, strive,

'Twere better not to struggle any more. . , . Cenci, II. i. 54.

(2) endeavour, try.

the glorious doom Of those who sternly struggle
to relume . . Laon, IV. vii. 5.

When they struggle to increase Prom. i. 797.

(3) deal.

For wine is strong and hard to struggle with. . Cycl. 687.

(4) to act, to do, to live.

Man Must err till he has ceased to struggle. . . Faust, I. 78.

struggled, v. intr. contended mentally.
I struggled -v/'y^ that dream, Laon, Vll. xxv. 2.

Strug-g-led, //. striven.

She long; had struggled with infirmity, . . . Mother ^ Son, II. 2.

that waits Those who have struggled, . . . . Q. Mab, i. 125.

Struggles, V. intr. (1) exists with difficulty.

struggles on ; Fleets through its sad duration . l. 153.

(2) Fig.
It j^T'iit^/ej and howls at fits; Cloud, 20.

Struggling, /r. ^//^, (1) writhing.
Like serpents struggling in a vulture's grasp. . Alastor, 325.

(2) striving mentally.
struggling through its error with vain strife, . . Epips, 250.
And flay struggting as its whirlwinds past, . . Laon, iii. i. 8.

And I lay struggling in the impotence Of sleep, lii. vi. i.

where Hope, ... is struggling ^x^ despair. , , x. xlvi. g.

(3) contending, striving,

wild swans struggling -m^h. the naked storm. . Hellas, 293.
iS'/?'%^^/z'?z^ in tnine haggard eye

:

Mary, "who died,i.2.

„ ,, „ „ ..... Moonbeam, ill. 2.

Fiery and lurid, struggling MT\6&TneSi^, . . . Medusa, I. 7.

(4) Fig.
in fleshly chains she lay Struggling, Laon, VII. vi. 9.

struggl. fierce towards heaven's free wilderness. Prom. iv. 399.
S'^rWjf^/i'M^ with whirlwinds of mad agony, . . Q. Mab, vil. 255.
Like the moon struggling through the night . . Rosal. 1157.
moonlight fills the open sky Struggling with

dancness— ... XVoodman, 8.

Struggling, ppl. adj. (1) writhing,
the ponderous hail Beats on h\s struggling iorin, Prom. ill. ii. 16.

(2) feebly running.
and stemmed The struggling brook : ... Alastor, 528.

(3) contending.
drowned Its struggling fears and cares, . . . Laon, ix. Iv. 6.

(4) impotently striving.

smothers The struggling world, Prom. i. 577.
the frame of clay Wrapt round its j/rw^. powers. Q. Mab, iv. 58.
confines The strug. nature of his human heart, v. 107.

Strung, V. ir. I'zg. (1) strengthened.
some memorial lent Which s. me to my toil— . Laon, II. xxvi. 5.

(2) attuned.
life's smallest chord S. to unchanging unison, . Q. Mab, iv. 92.

Stublile, n stalks or stumps ot grain leit by reapers.

The stubble \s yellow, the corn is green .... Faust, II. 146.
Which weak itself as stubble, . .... Ode Lib. XV. 9.

Stulolioru, adj. (1) unbending, unyielding.
No, 'tis her stubborn will . . Cenci, IV. i. 10.

Who yet remain stubborn v. ii. 186.
The stubborn country ofmy birth, Ch. 1st, ii. 357.
Seek from their own decay their stubborn minds

to move Laon, IV. xxvi. 9.
throne Of truth, B.T\6.-stubborn virtue, . . Q. Mab, vii. 247.
With stubborn and unalterable will, VII. 258.

(2) unproductive, unfertile,

compels the j/wd^oy?? glebe to yield III. 11 1,

(3) difficult.

as men study some stubbortp art Julian, 571.

(4) cruel, unsympathetic, merciless,

or vice. Unfeeling, stubborn vice, Q. Mab, III. 51,

innocent babes writhed on thy stubborn spear, . VI. 118.

(5) hard, massive, fixed.

And in the knarled heart of j/w^iJ^rw oaks, . . Witch, :uiil. 6.

the stubborn centre must Be scattered, . . , . xxill. 7,

^Stubbornly, adv. with tenacity.

Clung to the body stubbornly Q. Mab, VIII. 162,

Stubbornness, n. obstinacy.

shall not find the stubbornness Of Parliament . Ch. ist, li. 88.

Stuck, V. intr. stood upright.

Till the thick stalk stuck like a murderer's stake, Sensit. PI. III. 67,

Studded, v. tr. Fig. bedecked.
countless stars Stud, heaven's dark blue vault,— Dcemon, I. 120,

Q- ^ab^ I- 209.

Studded, pp. bedecked.
Heaven's ebon vault, 6y«(/(5&«:/ with stars . . . IV. 5.

Student, n. a person devoted to study.

that you Area great j/Misfew^/

—

Calderon, l. ^6.

Like lamps which a student forgets to trim : . . Serchio, 23.

Studied, v. tr. noted carefully. •
And s. all the beatings of his heart With zeal, . Julian, 570.

Studied, pp. pursued learning.

Have you Studied much 1 Calderon, I. 88.

Studious, adj. (1) earnest, careful.

I would consume whaf sfiU Lives of^he dying day,
in studious thought, 1. 1 1,

(2 ) devoted to learning,

in visioned bowers Oi studious zeal . , , , Int. Beauty, VI. 6.

Study , n. application of the mind to learning.

that you Know many without study, Calderon, I. 94.
nor has study Quenched the free spirit .... I. 251.
Deep contemplation, and unwearied study, . . Hellas, 157.

Study, V. I, tr. devote themselves to.

as men study some stubborn art Julian, 571.

II. intr, apply ourselves to learning.
The more we study, we the more discover Our ig-

norance , . . . Calderon, i. 98.
Since thus it profits him To study, i. 209.

Stuff, n. (1) material.

The stuff^Nh&l^ct mutability can weave . . , . Hellas^ 700,
All that frail j,^aw^which will be—or which was. . St. Wealth, 6.

And of this j/w^the car's creative ray .... Triumph, 533.

(2) goods, furniture.

her household stuff B.'adt. state,
^

Horn. Merc. X. 6.

(3) a mixture, potion, lotion.

that Purganax rub a little of that stu^ .... CEdipus, li. i. 123.

(4) nonsense, rubbish.
Was, writing some sad stuffva. prose. .... Peter, VI. xii. z.

Stuff, V. tr. to fill to repletion.

To stuffout its own little belly Cat, I. 6.

To stuffout its own little maw ; -. v, 3.

*Stuflang-out, c. n. manufacture, composition.
to the stu^ng'Out a.nd the ornament of a worm

of worms. . Ch. ist, II, 452.

Stumble, V. intr. Fig. chance upon, come upon.
Each hour may stumble o'er a sudden grave. . . Cenci, rv. i. 18.

sport to see them s. Oyer all sorts of scandals, , St. Epips. 54.
Stumbled, v. intr. faltered, staggered.
And it limped and stumbled with many wounds . Prom. IV. 75.

Stujnbles, v. intr. strikes against.

It stumbles on ajagged rock,— Calderon, 11. 60.
that every step One sttinibles 'gainst some crag, Faust, 11. 21.

Stumbling, pr. pple. Fig. (1) coming unawares.
stum-hling, in our talk, Over the truth, .... Cenci, III. i, 358.

(2) erring,

stumbling \n my weakness apd my haste, , . , Epips. 251.

Stumbling, ppl. adj. tottering, staggering.
Horsed upon stumbling )z,Aes, Ch. 1st, 1. 169.

Stump, n. trunk.
A great oak stump now is lying Cycl. 617.

Stumps, n. (1) the stubs of trees or plants.
You grub those stumps ? Horn. Merc. XV. 3.
and i"^«?«^j of trees o'ergrpwn . , UnJ. Dr. 199.

(2) arms lopped of the hands.
With bleeding j. might sign our blood away, . Ch. \st, lii. 40.

Stung, V. tr. Fig, vexed, irritated.

The insatiate hope . . . stung His brain . , Alastor, 221.
Stung vae: with pride and envy, Calderon, ii. ng.
his presence stung The torturers with their vic-

tim's pain, , . . Rosal. 649.
Stung, pp. A. Lit. (1) pierced.

like a scorpion stung By his own rage .... iMon, xi. vili. 6.

I have stufig her and wrung her, CEdipus, I. 251.

(2) bitten.

To kill a serpent which had stung my child, . , Cenci, iv. ii. 27.

B. Fig.
Swift as a Thought by the snake Memory stung, AdonaiSy xxil. 8,

^Stunning, ppl. adj. Fig. overpowering,
A j/mmmz'k^ clang of massive bolts L€ton,v\\.'sC\.\.
With solemn speed and iS/z<wwm^ music, . . . 7Vz«ot/^, 435,
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*Stunted, adj. imperfectly grown or developed.
His stunted stature and imbecile frame, . . . Q, Mah^ viii. 152.
tangled marsh and woods of j^Mw^^t/ pine, . . , Serchio^ iij.

*Stupeudous, adj. (1) enormous.
^Vk^^w^mj columns, and wild imagoes . . . , Alastor, iif.

(2) marvellous.
Thine eager gaze scanned the stupendous scene, Q. Ma5, vi. 90.

n )i M ,, n )]
Superstition^ 19.

JStupid, adj. (1) meaningless, foolish.
Men take a sullen and a stupid i^nde I'r. Satire^ 38.
Chaunting those j/«^«*i!^ staves jPeter. vl. xxxi'i. g,

(2) dull, stolid.

stands and racks his vS'^M/z'i/ brains, Vll. iii. 1.

*Stupidity, n. stolidity, inertness.
Of dim j^M^/rfz'/j; were full , . , . v?l. xviii. 4.

*Stupidly, adv. foolishly, senselessly.
Stupidly yawned upon the other :

-— vil. xxi. z.

*Stutter, V. intr. speak inarticulately or uncertainly.
ifyou enquire, they will not j/MWfi»-/ . . . . Hom-.Merc.TSN.^.

Stye, n. a pen or shed for swine.
Bore her in triumph to the public stye CEdipus^ I. ^\<).

Which overlooks the stye^ I. '326.

We must entice Her Majesty from the stye^ . . i. '387.

Styes, n. pi. of Stye.
But now our styes are fallen in I, 43.
And styes well thatched ; besides it is the law ! . i. 66.
Or fattening some few in two separate styes^ . . i. 296.
Climbing upon the thatch of their low styes, . . i. 399.
The glorious constitution of these styes Subsists, 11. i. 3.

JStygian, adj. {!) dark as the river Styx.
And every friend of the Stygian night, . . . Devil^ xxv. 3.

(2) of the Styx.
Then Mercury sware by the Stygian dew, . Horn. Merc, Lxxxix. 3.

Style, n. way or manner.
should teach Time, in his own grey siyle^ . . , Bpips. 5^.
talk In the high styte J^aust, I.' 37.
I should describe you in heroic sty/e, St. Bpips. 86.

Styx, n. the river of the infernal region^.
By sacred Styjc a mighty oath to swear . Ifom. Merc. Lxxxvill. 8.

Subdue, V. tr, (1) subordinate.
Subdue thy actions Even to the disposition of thy

purpose, Ck. ist, II. 126.

(2) quell.

a prophecy Is whispered, to J. my fondest fears : . jLaon, Ded. XI. 7.

but to subdue Such dreadful hope, v. xix. 4.

(3) overcome, vanquish.
One onlv being shalt thou not subdue Prom. I. 265.
Which death . . . might alone subdue, . . . Q. Mab, v. 158.

or slavery could subdue not. ,..,..,. Triumph, 259.

Subdued, v. tr. gained over, overcame.
Subdued the strong Latonian, by the might Of

winning music Horn. Merc, Lxxi. 2.

Her love subdued their wonder and their mirth. . Witch, x. 8.

Subdued, pp. (1) conquered, brought into subjection.

the glory Of not to be subdued, . . . . Caldercn, II. 127.

AH else had been subdued to me ; Pram. ill. i. 4.

(2) prevailed over, conquered.
Woman, thou hast J«5^M5(/me Calderon,\i\. \j,\.

Only by not owning ihy^^i subdued. III. 135.

(3) overcome.
Subdued by its own pathos : . . . ^ . . . . Alastor, 165.

thus subdued Like evening shades Laon, li. xlix. 6.

jwdi^Me^? by some unseen emotion xil. xvi. 9.

(4) humbled, reduced.

What can have thus jwAi/Meisr it? .,.,.. Cewcz', II. i. 50,

^M^fifM^^ even to the hue Of that III. i. 176.

Yet think riot tho' subdued— Julian, 350.

and I may well Say that I am subdued— . . 351.

Subdued to Duty's hard controul, St. Brack. 5.

(5) mastered, overcome.
fear and pain Being subdued. Cenci, V. iv. 156.

Knowthen, that when this griefhad been JM^isfMtfrf, Laon, I. xlv. 2.

jM^fifw^i^ By action or by suffering Triumph, \2i.

(6) allayed or softened.

But their rage would be subdued Bug. Hills, 357.

(7) disgraced.

For which thou wert aught worthy be subdued— Laon, v. ix. 7.

(8) rendered passive.

Mortals subdued in all the shapes of sleep. . . Witch, LXI. 2.

Subject, n. (1) one living under regal or state authority.

That which would be ambition in a subject. . . Ch. \st, 11. 154.

The subject^ not the cjtizen : . . , Q. Mad, III. 171.

(2) one dominated over.

Until the subject of the tyrant's will Prom. XII. iv. 139.

(3) a matter for consideration.

A most important subject, trifler, this , . . Horn. Merc. LVI. i.

Subject, adj. A. Lit. (1) subordinate or dominated.

Upon his subject thrones Calderon, 11. 122.

the subject world to woman's will must bow. . . Laon, IX. xvi. 9.

(,2) dependent on.

IJve ye, who live, JMi5;ffc/ to one another . . . C?««, V. iv. 119.

Which once made all things subject io its power— Laon, v. xxviii. 4.

(3) in a state of rule or government,
your high interest in the j«i&;lsrf earth, . . . , CS- u^, II. 178.

{4t) subordinate.
And things divine are subject to her power. . . Cycl. 612.
To these AH things are subject but eternal Love. PrOTn. II. iv. 120.

B. Fig. inferior in size.

Its subject mountains their unearthly forms . . Mont 3. 62.

Subjected,/^, (1) liable, exposed.
While we to such sick thoughts subjected axe . . Julian., 169.

(2) under command.
Matter, . . . Lies subjected and plastic at his feet, Q. Mob, v. 135.

Subjected,///, adj. mastered, dominated.
ruling the motion Of his subjected spirit ; . . . Fiordispina, 28.

Subjects, n. pi. of Subject (1).

When subjects twine such flowers Ck. \st, II. 4.

weighing words out between king and subjects. . II. 44.
that subjects May know how majesty can wear . II. 82.

and for thy subjects thou, Like us, Hellas, 8S1.

Thine are the crimes for which thy subjects bleed.il/. N. Post. Fr. 38.
for kings And subjects, mutual foes, Q. Mab, III. 172.

*Subllme, adj. (1) grand, awe-inspiring, elevated.

Sublime on the towers ofmy skiey bowers, . . Cloud, 17.

To follow its sublime career, Con. Sing. 11. 8.

Bent with sublime Archimedean art Gisb. 17.

To Amphionic music on some Cape sublime, . . Hellas^ 1006.

Sit thou sublime, unawed ; Naples, (^6.

'

Terrible, strange, sublitne and beauteous shapes. Prom. I. 202.

To what sublime and star-y-paven home . . . Sp. Plato, 2.

Up to some beak&d cape of cloud sublime, , . Witch, lv. 3.

(2) exalted in character or idea.

others more sublime. Struck by the envious wrath Adonais, v. 5.

to omit their sublime Platonic contemplations, . Ch. 1st, 11. 64.
Can frame of lovely or sublime, Dmmon, i. 218.
With new virtues more sublim.e ; . . ... Bug. Hills, 159.
One remembrance, more sublime . . ... 171.

Re-appeareth, like thou, sublime/ Hellas, loi.

has lent Meanwhile, to me the power ofa.subhme
intent Laon, iv. xi. 9.

the mighty warning Of thy voice sub. and holy
; v. Song, i. 7.

heroic, yiy%\.,sublitne^ Thou wert among the false— Marenffhi;^\\\. 5.

I seem as in a trance sublime and strange . . Mont B. 35.
Clothed itself, sublime and strong ; Ode Lib. l. 7.

He was the most sublime, religious, . . . Peter, VI. xxxiv. 4.

(3) beautiful, exquisite.

And one keen pyramid with wedge sublime., . . Adonais, L. 3.

the Pallantean Moon sublime ... ... Ho?n.Merc.^Vl.'j.
till where she stood sublime Horn. Min. 16.

*Subliine Highness, n. a title of the Sultan.

Your Sublime Highness Is strangely moved. . . Hellas, 123.

Your Sublime Highness, That Christian hound, 527.

Your Sublifne Highness^ The Jew, who— . . . 63S.

^Sublimely, adv. (1) exquisitely, admirably.
Sublimely mild, a Spirit without spot, . . . Adonais, xlv. 7,

(2) loftily.

as a wild swan, when sublimely winging . . . Ode Lib. xix. 3.

*Subliiner, adj. grander, more perfect.

No voice from some sublimer world Int. Beauty, ill. i.

if but the shade Of some sublimer spirit. , . St. Bpips. 44.
*Sublixuest, adj. perfect, faultless.

clothed In light of some sublimest vd\x\^ . . . D(Emon, l. 17.

Ofthat JMW«?«Ay-^ lore which man had dared . . Ode Lib.V\\\.%,

*Sublunar, adj. lying beneath the moon.
myriad lamps, Like stars in a sub. sky did glow, Laon, v. 1. 7.

And the meteors of that j«d/M«ar heaven, . . . Sensit.Pl.il. 10.

Sublunary, adj. terrestrial, earthly.

feels The impulses of sublunary things, . . , Q. Mab, VI. 154.

Submission, n. (1) humility, self-abnegation.

and false looks Of true subm.ission, Dcsmon, l. 279,

(2) acknowledgment of error or inferiority.

For benefits and meek subntission tame . . . Prom., I. 379.
Submission, thou dost know I cannot try ; . . I. 395.
For what subfnission but that fatal word, . . . I. 390.

Submissive, adj. self-abasing.

sub. abjectness (Jestroyed Nature's suggestions ? Q. Mab, in. 191.

Subordinate, adj. of minor importance.
But for a purpose thus subordinate .... Calderon^ l. 166.

Subside, v, intr. (1) become calm or tranquil.

That all the cares subside^ Death Vanq. 25.

(2) decline, wane.
revolve, subside and swell Mont B. 95.

Subsided, v. intr. became smooth.
The eager plumes subsided on his throat— . . Laon, Vll. xxvii. 7.

Subsides, v. intr. passes off.

The slumber of intemperance j«3««/^.?, .... Q. Mab^\ii.6o.

:|:Subsist, V. intr. continue its existence.

The glorious constitution of these styes Subsists,

and shall subsist. CBdipus, II. i. 4.

Subsists, V. intr. (See Subsist.)

pf these styes Subsists, and shall subsist. . . . 11. i. 4.

Substance, n. (1) a something existing by itself.

One substance, and one sense Calderon, i. 116.
one will, one substance, and one essence. . . . j. 196.
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(2) strength, importance.
Lo, giving substance to my words, Ch. 1st, i. 166.

(3) reality.

A shadow of that substance, . . , Epips. 137.
More than e'er its Jwij/flWiT^ could Masky'S.\AV.%.

(4) being, existence, materiality.

In one another's substance finding food, . . . Bpips. 580.
by inward power To its own jM^j/flwc^; . . . J^zVcA, xxxiir. 4.

(5) property, wealth.
Give their substance to the free Mask, LXI. 3.

Substances, n. materials, qualities.

And wondrous works oi substances unknown, . JViich, 3fx. i.

Substantial, adj. (1) real, material.
'tis j«5j/fl«^za/, heavy, thick, G?««, III. i. 18.

(2) wealthy, well to do.
I mean those more substantial ipigs CBdipus, 11. i. 38,

(3) actually existing.
His substantial ?LTi\\ty^^.^ Peter, Prol, 16.

*Subter, adv. below, underneath.
Go, as we shall do, subter humu-m, VI. xvii. 4.

*Subterranean, adj. below the earth.
When at their subterranean toil they swink, . . Gisb. 59.
as with a blast Oi subterranean thunder . . Laon, viii. xxviii. v.

And like a subterranean wind that stirs . . IX. vi. 4.
tear A subterranean portal for the river, . . . Witch, XLII. 5.
mined With many a <KLrk and subterran. street Lx. 6.

Subtile, adj. (1") tenuous, extremely fine.

His words grew subtile fire, ........ Rosal, fq^.
sweet And subtile mists of sense and thought : , 809.

(2) delicate, careful.

To do their sweet and subtile ministries ; , . J^aon, VII. xxxiv. 2.

(3) cunning, crafty.

a subtile foe By whom for j'e x. xxxv. 7.

Subtle, adj. (1) delicate, fine, refined.

The subtle, pure, and inmost spirit of life I . . . Cenci^ III, i. 23.
A serious, subtle, wild, yet gentle being, . . . Julian, 145.
The subtle witchcraft of his tongue Rosal. 652.
There late was One within whose subtle being, . Sunset, i.

(2) mysterious, indefinable.
What subtle pain is kindled now Calderon, III. 42.
the sweet And s, mystery by which spirits meet ? Fiordispina, 77.
I bid ascend those subtle and fair spirits, . . . Prom. I. 658.

(3) acute, delicately discerning.
Her subtle mind, her awe-inspiring gaze, . . . Cenci, I. ii. 84.
From the fine threads of rare and sub. tnought— Gisb. 7.

and his wit And subtle talk would cheer ." . . Julian, 560.
tho' mine eyes might speak A s. mind and strong L.aon, IV. xxix. 9.
And sweet and subtle talk they evermore, . Pr. AtAajf. ii. ii. 10.

Subtle thou art and good, Prom. i. 143.

(4) cunning, crafty.

And age's firm, cold, subtle villainy ; . . . Cenci, i. iii. 175.
my device is jM*5^/fi . . O'c/. 448.
A schemer subtle beyond all belief ; . . . . Hont. Merc. II. 4.
Revolving in his mind some subtle feat . . . xi. 5.

I in my subtle brain a scheme have got, . . xxviil. 4.
Not less her subtle, swindling baby, ..... xl. 8.

The subtle infant in his swacfdiing clothes, , r:—r- XLIX. 6.

Towards the subtle babe the following scoff:— . l. 5.
Those subtle nets which snare the livmg . , . Laon, i. xxix. 9.
Or what more subtle, foul, or savage fiends . . Prom. i. 369.
Thou subtle tyrant ! Peace is in the grave. . i. 638.
and show their subtle slights, Witch,\^XXViU. /\.

(5) skilfully contrived.
let them be Subtle and long drawn out, .... Cenci, v. ii. 162.
And racks of subtle torture, Fr. Satire, 2.

(6) insidious, mysterious.
Like subtle poison through the bloodless veins . Q. Mab, IV. 106.

(7) delicately formed.
That walk the air on subtle wings, Rosal. 965.
And with these threads a subtle veil she wove— . Witch, xiil. 7.

(8) deep, difi&cult to understand.
He got so subtle, Peter, vi. xxii. 4.

*Subtle-souled, c. ^dj. tortuous-minded.
A j«^//(?-j(3M/<Si/ psychologist ; . . . . . ; v. ii. x,

Subtle-witted, c. adj. cunning, deep.
Laughed heartily to hear the suptle-wit. Infant Hont.Merc.L.wi.^.

*Subtler, adj. (1) deeper, more crafty.

Although a subtler Sphinx renew Hellas, 1082.

(2) more intricate or abstruse.
A subtler language within language wrought : Laon, vil. xxxii. 4.

(3) more skilful or scientific.

at the will Of Europe's subtler son, X. vi. 5.

(4,) more insidious.
A beast oisub. venom now doth piake Its lair, . Marenghi, ix. 4.

* Subtlest, adj. (1) most exquisite or refined.
What exercise oi subtlest art, Horn. Merc. Lxxvi. 2.

(2) most delicate.
That work oi subtlest power, divine and rare ; . Laon^ I. Hi. 6.

(3) most acute.
Questioned and canvassed it with subtlest wit, . Pr. Athan. 1. 116.

(4) most crafty.

Chimaera, and thou Sphinx, subtlest of fiends . . Prom, I. 347.

(5) most mysterious or wonderful.

and all subtlest forms , . . . . Prom. n. iv. 70.

(6) of greatest ability or skill.

the tale Woven by some subtlest bard, . , . Sunset, 35.

Subtlety, n. (1) nicety of distinction.

Without this ceremonious subtlety Calderon, ill. 98.

(2) fineness, impalpability.

Ofelemental subtlety, like light : Prom. IV. 2^^-

Succeed to, v. intr. follow after.

Or summer succeed to the winter of death ? . . St. Ir. (5) II. 2.

Succeeded to, v. intr. followed after.

IftheyjM(7(X£^<?(/not to Winter's flaw; .... Ch. 'i.st,l.^^6.

Succeeding, pr. pple. (1) in succession to.

Or reassume, or hold, succeeding thee : . . . . Prom. III. i. 58.

(2) with tOy taking the place of.

Succeeding to your unaccustomed fe^r ? . . , Cenci, II. i. 52.

Succeeding, ppl. adj. following.
Nor the succeeding calm excite thy wonder ; . . Calderon, 11. 159.

Succeeds, v. intr. {!) comes next; follows. ^
Terrible silence. "^hsX succeeds ? Hellas, Si^
and the pure law Of mild equality and peace, j. . Laon, IV. xv. 3.

(2) with tOf follows after.

So Monarchy succeeds to Freedom's foison. . . Marenghi, ill. 6.

Success, n. a prosperous termination or result, prosperity.
The monstrous phantom which pursues success, . Calderon, II. 180.

I have such foresight as assures success: . . . Cenci, II. ii. 154.
success is so assured That ill. i. 379.
had painted Their ruin in the hues 0/ our success. Hellas, 453.
fill With doubt even in success ; Laon, VI. ix. 5.
Ere yet success the enterprise had blest, . . , . ix. ix. 5.
Success has sanctioned to a credulous world . . Q. Mab, v. 67.

Successful, adj. triumphant.
Mocks thee in visions oi successful ha.t& . . . Cenci, ill. ii. 87-

Succession, n. consecutive order.
the flowers, the trees. Arise in due succession ; . Q. Mab, in. 195.
And in succession due, Triumph, 15.

Successions, n. things which follow after.

All new successions to the forms they wear ; . Adonais, xliii. 5,

Successors, n. followers, disciples.

So think their fierce successors, . . , Peter, VI. xxiv. 2.

Succour, n. help, aid, comfort.
no succour she may borrow, . . . . , . . Calderon, in. 18.
did prepare All kindly succour— Laon, v. xx. 4.
Turns to her chainless child for succour . . . xi. xxii. 8.

Succour, V. tr. help, comfort.
And I sped to succour thee Prom. i. 751.

Sucli, adj. (1) of that or the like kind or degree.
Great God ! that such a father should be mine I Cenci, I. ii. 54.
To gentlest lore, such as the wisest teach— . Ld. Ch. vil. 3.
Or other such foul masks, .... ... Projn. in. iv, 44,
a meteor, such as caper On hill-tops ... . Witch, in. 5.
sounds of air, . . . Such as we hear in youth, . . . xiv. 5.

(2) followed by /y^c^
Whose woe was such that fear became desire ;— Serchio, 35.
But such is my regard that nor your power . . Sonn. Byron, 8,

(3) with as correlatively before tiie thing r€;lated to or
compared with.

like such mysteiious dre^m As makes the slum-
berer's cheek with wopder pale I . . . , . Ltion, I, xxiv. 2.

Even with such little people as sit there One
would not be alone Faust, II. 233.

such clouds as flit. Like splendour-winged moths
about a taper, Witch, in. 2.

Centaurs and Satyrs, and such shapes as haunt
Wet clefts,— XI. 6.

(4) so great.
To weave a bondage oi such sympathy, .... Laon, 11. xvi. 2.
After the touch, whose power "had braided Such

erace Mar. Dr. xx. 5.
such power her mighty Sire Had girt them with. Witch, xxi. 6.

(5) expressing extremity, very small or very large,
when lean enough To crawl through jiicA chinks— (Edipus, I. 184.
(6) adj. absol.

Such honoured dwell in cities fair and free, . . Hom.^ Earth, 17.
And we were such alas the day ! , . . . Rosal, 262.

Suck, n. Fig. nourishment.
The fertile bosom of the earth gives suc^ . . . Dmmon, 11. 54.

.1 _ ^^ )) ,. t) ... Q. Mab, vjii. 109.
Suck, V. I. tr. A. Lit. (1) draw with the mouth.
Even to my mouth and heart, that I may s. That Bion. Adon. 46.
Qh ! you suck my soul away

; M.N. Ravail, 83.

(2) draw out by suction.
a leech Fit to suck blood, CEdipus, l. 185.
I will suck Blood or muck I -— i. 261!
B. Fig. imbibe, absorb.

Shall suck unwithering hues in their repose : . . Prom-. IJI, iii. 102.
The chinks su^k destruction Vi^, Sea 31.

11. intr. (1) draw the breast.
My business is to suck, and sleep, . ... Horn. Merc. xlv. 4,And bade her infant suck, Laon, x. xix. g.
I suck, but no milk will come from the dug. . . (Edipus, I. 51.

*

(2)
Suck on, suck on, I glpw, I glow

! M. N. Ravail, 84.
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. Laon^ VII. xix. 6.

Horn. Merc. XL. j,.

Sucked, V. tr. drew forth.
She sucked her fill even at this breast, .

Sucked,^/. (1) fed from the breast.
There, like an infant who had sucked his fill

(2) drawn by suction.

^MC^tf*:;? from men's hearts
;

(Bdipus^ i. i?,().

(3) drawn back, withdrawn.
like the refluence of a mighty wave Sucked into

the loud sea, Laon^ Xll. ix. 8.

(4) absorbed.
The storm of sound is driven along. Sucked up

and hurrying : Prom. 11. ii. 60.

Sucking*, pr. pple. drawing from the breast.
Sucking the sullen milk away Rosal. 398.

*Suckiu^-piffs, c. n.

And hurling sucking-pigs into the air, . . CBdipus^ I. 339.
the rising generation Ol sucking-figs ^ .... n. i. 56.
and whip sucking-pigs the more. ... . . 11. i. 136.

Sucks, 1). I. tr. draws np.
The bubbles, which the enchantment of tfie sun S. Profn. ll, ii. 72.

II. intr. draws blood.
insatiably he sucks And clings, CEdipus^ I. 189.

Sudden, adj. (1) happening without notice, unexpected.
a miracle Oi sudden ruin, Calderon^ n. ^6.
That some strange sudden death hung over him. Cenci^ IV, iv. 135.
Some strange, all sudden^ none dishonourable, , Hellas^ 400.
As sud earthquakes light many a volcapo isle, .. Laofiy vi. vii. 9.

When on my foes a sudden terror came, , . . vi, xix. i.

had past, when sudden earthquake rent . ,. . Vli.xxxviii.i.

sudden tumult and affray Arose, xi. xix. 3.

that sudden rout One checked, ... ... xii. x. 3.

and in the flow Of jMi^flfew tears, . . . , ^xii.xxxvii.6.

Or like the sudden moon, . . Peter^ V. xiv. 3,

And sudden sleep would seize him oft . . . Rosal. 82S.

(2) quick, instantaneous.
with a sudden hand Made bare Adonais^ xxxiv. 7.

This doubt with sudden tide flowed on his heart, Alastor^ 220.

Each hour may stumble o'er a sudden grave.
Seized with a sudden fancy for fresh meat.
Dissolve in sudden shock those linked rings,

Over the land is felt a jwc/fifew pause, . .

In sudden panic those false murderers fled.

The sudden clamour of delight had cast,

where some sudden impulse calls Following.

(3) hasty.
Makes you thus rash ^.n^sudden with a friend, Cenci, V. i. 58.

Each one from fear unknown a j. refuge seeks— Laon^ VI. ii. 9.

The boy Lifted a sudden look upon his mother, . Rosal. 86.

as he did leap In sudden wonder 1274.

Their decay and sudden flight from frost Sensit. PL iil. 100.

(4) rapidly moving.
And like a sudden meteor,

(5) quickly acting, deadly,

or Put sudden poison in my evening drink?

Sudden, adv. suddenly.
S. she rose, As if her heart impatiently endured . Alasior^ 172,

Sudden he changed his plan, ... . .
"

Sudden^ thy shadow fell on me ; . . .

for sudden^ the firm earth was shaken, . . .

sudden she woke As one awakes from sleep,

Sudden^ as when the moonrise makes appear
things sudden shine To men's astonished eyes
Thus sudden^ unexpected feast was spread
Sudden was caught one universal sound, . .

Sudden^ the sun shone forth, ...
when one Sudden before them stood, . . .

Sudden^ from out that city sprung . . .

Sudden arose lanthe's Soul ; Q. Mab^ I. 130.

Sudden, on a sudden, adv. phr. (1) unawares.
Of those who on a sudden were beguiled . . Julian^ 226,

(2) unexpectedly, hastily.

Which on a sudden from its snows has shaken . Laon, ll. xiv. 3,

Suddenly, adv. Instantly, in a moment, quickly.

And suddenly beyond his dearest hope, .... Cenci^ I. iii. 29,

All must be suddenly resolved and done. ...
execute what is devised. And suddenly
Must answer charges of the gravest import, And

suddenly;
Can it be possible I have To die so suddenly ?

And suddenly the lamps grew pale-:- ....
when suddenly Antonio stood before her, . .

they suddenly appear,
Suddenly forth the burning vapour leapt, . .

the tide suddenly Stood still,

Suddenly stained with shadow did appear ; .

suddenly She would arise,
.

'

when, suddenly was blended With our repose

suddenly KW unaware three of their number slew,

as when the sound Of wliirlwind, . . . Dies jwa'.,

Then, suddenly^ I knew it was the youth
As from the earth did suddenly arise ; .

at a charm withdrawn Thus suddenly; .

then I cried, Suddenly starting forth V. xxxiii. 2.

youthful hope returning jM/Ziaf^M/y, IX. xxx. 8.

The Stranger threw his vest back suddenly^ . . xi. xxv. 8.

suddenly He sheathed a dagger in his heart . . xii. xxx. 5.

Cenci^ IV. i. 18.

Horn. Merc. XI. i.

Laon^ I. xiii. 8.

IV. xxvii. 1.

V. viii. I.

V. XV. 8.

Rosal. 179.

. Adon. Cane. 34.

. Cenciy II. i, 142.

Horn. Merc. lxxj. i.

. Int. Beautyy V. 1 1

.

. Laon, I. i. 8.

. II. xlvii. 7.

. V. xl. 5.

. V. xlvT. 8.

VI. viii. 1.

IX. iv. 2.

. XL ii. 3.

. xr. xiii. g.

Mar. Dr. xii. j.

iir. 1.169.
III. i. 228.

IV. IV. 13.

V. iv. 49.
Fr. Salan, 13.

Ginevra^ 46.
Horn. Caslor, 16.

ffom, Merc, xviii. 5.

Horn. Min. 14.

Laon^ I. vi, 6.

II. xxviii. ^.

III. iv. 3.

III. X. 6.

IV. xxvii. 6.

V. V. I.

V. vi. ^.

V. XXVI ii. 2.

mighty change which suddenly befell Laon^ Xll. xxx. 9.

Then suddenly I stood a winged Thought . . Xll. xxxi. i.

When suddenly the mountains crackt, . . , Mar. Dr. xxn. 2.

impeded suddenly My going on Matilda^ 27.

That suddenly for blank astonishment Charms
every sense, 38,

To its abyss was suddenly withdrawn ; . . . . Ode Lib. xix. 2.

and suddenly grow gre^jr with fear, .... Ode W. Wind, III. 13,

Suddenly fierce confusion fell from heaven . . Prom. I. 652.
As suddenly Thou comest as the memory . . . 11. i. 7.

And all the inhabitants leapt suddenly .... iii. iv. 58.

Bare winter suddenly was changed to spring, . Quesiion, l. 2.

Ruslied between us suddenly Rosal. 293,
suddenly 'Tis scattered in a thousand notes, . 1 107.

suddenly my brain became as sand .... Triumph^ 405.

Sue, V. intr. ask, plead.

that I sue not in some form Of scrupulous law, . Cenci^ I. iii, 135.

Suffer, V. I. tr. (1) endure, undergo, bear.

To .*«_^?' punishment and pine, Calderon, ll. 19.

Must suffer v^yvsA. I still have strength to share. . Cenci, l. ii. 19.

There rest no heavier sin than what they suffer . I. ii. Si.

I Could suffer vfhsit I would inflict, . . . CA. ij/, in, 44.
And now 1 suffer more than all before Cycl. 13.

I do not wholly owe What now I suffer, . . . Julian, 322.

with no proud joy To do or suffer auglit, . .
-^— 380.

the slightest pa^n Which ye might st^er^ . . . Laon, v. x. 4.
or fean or wreak, or suffer woe viii. ix, 9.

to suffer all in patient mood, vili. xi. 8.

Ye who suffer -wo^s untold, . . . . Mask, lxxii, i.

I suffer the real presence ; ... ... CEdipus, I. 293.
I wish no living tiling to suffer pain Pro^n. i. 305,
I weigh not what ye do, but what ye suffer, . i. 480.
which J2(^r Thy presence thus unveiled, . . , II. v. 19.

To suffer woes which Hope thinks infinite ; . . IV, 570.

(2) permit, allow.
I would not suffer them To steal your goods. . Cycl. 208.

And suffer not Ulysses and his comrades, . . .

To perish 607.

(3) be afflicted by.

nor can we suffer ^M^t Which he inflicts not in

whose hand we are Hellas, 646.

II. intr. undergo pain, mental or physical,

and punishment By which I suffer . . . Cenci, in. i. 99.
Of that through which I suffer. ill. i, 137.
Till it become a crime to si^er. v. ii. 150.

Woe both to those that suffer and inflict ; . . . Hellas, 898.
we have power over ourselves to do And suffer— Julian^ 186.

And those who suffer with their suffering kind . 190,

Those who inflict must suffer, 482,
Where those who live 2X\Ssuffer moan . . . Mask, Lxvil. 4.

which shall give it strength To suffer, .... Prol. Hellas, 140.
All else who live and suffer take from thee . . Prom. i. 187.

I to inflict And thou to j?{^r.' : 1.411.

Sufferance, n. toleration, permission.

If, by that sufferance, he could please the pigs
; . CBdipus, II. i. 51.

Suffered, v. 1. tr. (1) supported, lived througn.

Which once ye saw and suffered— Prom. iv. 537.

(2) tolerated or permitted.
Which were, for his will made or suffered them, . in. iv. 199.

II. tr. endured,
loved, hated, suffered, did and died, . . . Triumph, 200.

Suffered,//. (1) endured.
The thing I have sufferedhvX a shadow . . Cenci, 111. i. 88-

Whate'eryou ma.yha.\e suffired^ . .... in. i. 121.

(2) endured trouble or trial.

Most justly have we suffered Laon, X. xxvii. 7^

those who have greatly suffered and done ! . . Ode Arise, 23.

I Have sufferea-^)\^\. I wrote, or viler pain ! . . Triumph, 279.

(3) been subjected to.

such an act as that Which I have suffered, . . Cenci, v. iii. 80.

*Sufferer, n. one who endures bodily or mental pain.

That the poor sufferer's health began to fail . . Julian, 597.
This aged sufferer for many a year . . . Mffiher <$- Son, IV. 10,

And, proud sufferer, who art thou? .... Prom. l. 245.^
I curse thee ! let a sufferer's curse .... 1. 286.'"

Awful Sufferer To thee unwilling, l. 352.

Sufferers, n. pi. of Sufferer.

Pass, to other sufferers fleeing, Eug. Hills, 332..

so that the sufferers May feel another's sorrow . Unf. Dr. 94.

Sufferiuff, n. endurance of pain, mental or bodily.

Sered by the autumn of strange sufferir^g . . . Alastor, 249.

thy late suffering, and thy greatest sorrow • Calderon, 11. 83.

suffering has dried away The source .... Cenci, in. i. 35.

If you divide JM/fer/;^^ and dross, Epips. ly^.

Suffering makes suffering, ill must follow ill. . Fr. Satire, 36.

to pass IJntouclied by suffering., Hope, Fear, 9.

Or hope can paint or suffering may achieve, . . Julian, 45.
They learn in suffering what they teach in spng. 546,
Tho suffering leaves the knowledge .... ^on, Ded. ix. 3,"

su,ch as suffering leaves behind. Not age ;— . . iv. xxix. 5.

subdued By action or by suffering, Triumph, 122.

Suffering-, //". 2>//<?. (1) undergoing, enduring.
them from the thrall Of death, now suffering. . Laon, V. xiii. 8.

suffering the same With those who live .... Rosal. 1238.

(2) in a state of pain.

when suffering and awake?...... Magnet. Lady^ v. 4.
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Suffering",///, adj. in a state of pain or endurance.
And those who suffer with their suffering kind Julian^ igo.
But live among their suffering fellow-men . . . From. I. 630.
The saviour and the strength q{ su;ffermg rviZXL^ . I. 817.

Sufferings, n. troubles, trials or pains, mental or bodily.
The sufferings we all share have made me wild : Cenci, li. i. 74.
Hide not . . . Tliy sufferings from my fear. , . in. i. 106.
sufferings which have no tongue. ...... ill. i. 142.
What cruel s^ufferings more than she has known IV. i. 77.
What sufferings ? . . . , iv. i. 80.
Add to our sufferings and your own neglect . . iv. h'. 152.

sufferings which might shake the sternest heart V, ii. 41.
I told her of my sufferings and my madness, . Laoh^ vil. ii. i.

care for your own, or ruth For others' sufferings? vill.xxvii.6.
Are happier still, after long sufferings^ . . . Prom. 11. v. 46.
Whose sufferings too were less, ... . . Rosal. 1313.
the wild woods knew His JM2?e»'i'«^j, . . . Virgil^ 11.

Suffers, "V. I. tr, endures, undergoes.
Then as to what she suffers from her father, . . Cenci^ i. ii. 72.
Even as it suffers that which it inflicts, .... Ch. \st^ Ii. 7.

Like one who does, not suffers wrong Prom. I. 239.

II. intr. sustains wrong.
not one slave, who suffers from the crimes . . . Q. Mab, ill. 102.

SufB.ce, V. intr. be enough or sufficient for.

These trifling contradictions Do not suffice . Calderon^ I. 176.
Less would suffice Cenci, IV. i. 9,

and if this suffice not. Unleash the sword . . Ch. \st^ Ji. 234.
This For Queen lona might suffice and less ; . . CBdipus^ I. 193.
one God would not suffice For senile puerility ; . Q. Mab^ VI, 123.

^Suffocating', ///. adj. A. Lit. killing, murderous.
would the Snake Relax his suffocating grasp, . Laon^ i. xiii. 3.

B. Fig. overwhelming, overpowering.
It stirs Too much of suffocating sorrow ! . . . Rosal. 67.

Suffrag-es, n. votes, offers of allegiance.
For many suffrages among his vassals .... Calderon, 11, 132.

^Suffuse, V. tr. overspread, distributed,
did suffuse Such varying glow, Damon, il. 37.

^Suffused, V. tr. overspread.
gleam of hope Suffused the Spirit's lineaments. . Q. Mab, vi. 25.

Suffg*est, V. tr. induce, prompt.
Whose questions thence suggest their own reply ; Cenci.^ V. ii. 44,

Suggestions, n. promptings.
stir up men's minds To black suggestions

;

. ii. ii. 157.
submissive abjectness destroyed Nature's sug. ? . Q. Mab, in. 192.

^Suicidal, adj. self-destroying.
Thus jMz'«rfa/selflshness, . . v. 16.

*Suicide, n. self-murder.
O'ln.—suicide—and methodism, . ..... . Peier^iii.v\. ^.

Suit, n. petition, application.
that ye deny my jMiV.^ CeKc/, I. iii. 136.

Suit, V. tr. accord with.
And heavenly gestures jazV aethereal melody. . M. N. Ravail, 32.
affected' charit_y, To suit the pressure of the

changing times Q. Mab, VI. 67.
thou framedst A tale to suit thy dotage, . . vi. 125.

*Suite, n. retinue, train.

Our suiie will join yours in the court below. . iv.iv.i88.

J Suiting, /r.///^. fitting, according.
Slitting it to every ray Exhortation, 8.

Suits, V. 1. tr. pleases, is agreeable to.

You have a sly, equivocating vein That s^uits me
not.— Cenci, I. ii. 29.

Pray come here when it suits you ; Faust, i. 96.
II. intr. accords.

Suits with their genuine station Peter^ IV. ii. 5.

Sullen, adj. (1) morose, gloomy.
law Awards, and ag^d, sullen avarice pays, , , Cena\ 11. ii. 5.
Men take a sullen and a stupid pride . . , Fr. Satire^ 38.
With sullen guile of ill-dissembled hate .... Laon, v xxv. 5.
Or, with most sullen and regardless hate, . . . Orpheus, 16.

a sullen joy Pervades his bloodless heart . . . Q. Mab, ill. 36.

(2) dull, heavy, dark.
Wild wind, when sullen cloud Knells . . . . A Dirge^ 3.
Whose sightless speed divides this sullen night : Alastor, 610.
I was cloudy, and sullen, and cold, Death Nap. 29.

(3) torpid, inactive.

For whom should she have waked the j. year ? . Adonais, xvi. 4.
even to the central stone Oi sutlen lead ; . . . Prom, iv, 541.
(4) slowly moving, sluggish.

conceived of Lethe's sullen water Laon, x. xvii. 9.
Earth's cold and sullen brooks : x. xliv. 5
Through muddy weeds, the shallow sullen sea. . Marenghi, xv. 6.
Sucking the' jw/few milk away Rosal. 398.
but love Seemed now its sullen springs to move, 826.

(5) gloomy sounding.
And from the glens beyond, in sullen strain, . . Gisb. 125.
Shook with the sullen thunder, Laon, vi. xlv. 5.

Sullenly, adv. in dull, lifeless manner.
As the tides change sullenly Eug. Hills i^^.
Pour venomous gums, which sullenly and slow, . Laon, x. xMviii.4.

Sulphur, n. an inflammable mineral substance.
In words like flakes of jM<?^-^M^ Fr. Satire 15.

*Sulphur-flakes, c. n. fragments of sulphur.
Or like j«//j^«?--;?a^« hurled from a mine . . Vis. Sea, 21.

Sulphureous, adj. (1) proceeding from sulphur.
Mingling fierce thunders and jw/^i&^wr^ijwj gleams, Hellas, 627.

(2) impregnated with sulphur.
the roar of Hell's sulphureous surge Laon, xi. ix. 9.

(3) the colour or sulphur.
Into a kind of a sulphureous yellow : . . . . Witch^ Ded. VI. 3.

Sulphurous, adj. (1) impregnated with sulphur.
Stooped through the sulphurous battle-smoke . Hellas, 518.
The ji«//^M7'tfMJ mist is raised—thou seest— , . 830.
Dropped fire, as a volcano rains Its sulphur, ruin Mar. Dr. xir. 7.

the sulphurous smoke Before the icy wind , . Q. Mab^ iv, 59.

(2) volcanic, containing sulphur.
and like a sulphurous hill, .... it shall burst . Laon, II, xiv. 2.

(3) heavy, black looking.
Like sul. clouds, half shattered by the storm, . Hellas, 302.
When charioted on sulphurous cloud . , . . Prord. i. 333.

(4) satir. smelling of sulphur.
His sulphurous Majesty I ween, Devil, xxix. 3,

:|:Sultan, n. the ruler of Turkey.
Sultan/ talk no more Of thee and me, , , . Hellas, y66.

:|:Sultry, adj. oppressively hot.
Broke on the sultry silentness alone, , . Q. Mab, VIII. 74!.

Which is twined in the sultry summer air , . . Rosal. 209,
Sum, n. (1) an amount of money.
how I had wasted The sufn in secret riot ; . . , Cenci, ill, i. 320.

(2) total, amount added together,
the gross sum of the imposts ; . Ch. 1st, 11. 274.
(3) accumulation.

and your own neglect No heavier sunt

:

. Cenci, IV. iv. 153.
One scale contains the sum of human weal, . Q. Mab, v. 236.

Sum up, V. tr. reckon together,
thou didst sum up The elements of all that thou

didst know : . . Q. Mab, VI, 94.
)i M )t t) 11 M Superstition, 23.

j;Summed, v. tr. reckoned.
Indignantly I suTnmedThe massacres , , , . Q. Mab, VII. 176.

Summer, n. the warmest season of the year.
"

" '
' ' . Alastor, 586.

. Ch. isi, I. 8.

Int. Beauty, VII, 4.
, Ireland, 2,

, Lament. 11. 3.
. Love, Hope, 47,

Rivals the pride o£ sujnmer.
grass made green by summer's rain,
thro' the summ,er is not heard or seen, . .

Sees summer on its verdant pastures smile,
Fresh spring, and summer, and winter hoar,

,

When, as sum,mer lures the swallow, . . , , ^„^
To meet the quiet of a sum^ner's noon. . . , Q. Mab, vii. 2661
Swifter far than summer^s flight— , . Reme?nbrance, x. *,

The swallow j«wz?«£r comes again— . . , , \i i.

Or summer succeed to the winter of death ? . .St. Ir. (5) 11. 2,
Swift jMrnw^?- into the autumn flowed, . . . , Sensit. PI. ill. 22.
Such as we used, in surnmer after six, . . . Serchio, 78.
Which the sunimer's breath enweaves, .... The Isle, 5.
6V<?Mwer'j clouds, where are they now?, . . . To-morrow, u. 6.
million leaves of JM?«?«£r'J bier; Triumph 51.
Watering it all the sum.mer^\uv sweet dew, . W'itch, xxxii, 7.Summer was dead and Autumn was expiring, . Zucca] i. i.

Summer, c. adj. attr. pertaining to, induced by, as seen in, or
occurring in the summer season.

As in the imagery of summer clouds, .... Ch. ist, ii. 468.
Now 'tis the breath of summer night, .... Con. Sing. iv. 8.
Such varying glow, as summer evening casts . Dtsmon, ii. 38.
Into his j«?M?we^ grave Epips. 123.
As the Moon's image in a summer sea, . . . 297.
Wakes not one ripple from its summer dream. , Even. Pisa, i. 6.
Image the tremblmg calm of summer seas, . . Fr. A Soul 7,

Fr. Wine, 7.

. Guitar Jane, 64.
72.

, Hellas, 13.

1046.
Int. Beauty, i, 4.

. Laon, II. XV. i.

And when 'tis spilt on the si.im.mer earth . .

And summer winds in sylvan cells
;

. .

The murmuring of .SMTMwze?' seas,
Sweet as a summer night without a breath.
Faints in her summer s^'oon,
with as inconstant wing As summer winds .

One jwwwtfrnight, in commune with the hope ,
, ... .v,. ..

That floats on the pause of the sum. gale's swell, M. N. Ravail, 12.
The sky was blue as the summ-er sea, . . . Mar. Dr. v. i.
The summer dewdrops in the golden dawn

; . . Marenghi, xxi. 2.
when the time oi summer season smiled, . . Mother^ Son, vi, 7.As s. clouds dissolve, unburthened of their rain- Ode Lib. xix. 8,
Thou who didst waken from his sum. dreams Ode W. Wind, ill, i,
were seen By summer woodmen

; . . . Pr. Athan. ii. ii. 22.
O, JMZM»Mr eve

!
with power divine, , . . . ll. ii. 36.

As are the noon-tide plumes of summer winds . Prom. II. 1. 37,
like plains of corn Swayed by the JMOTOTi??' air; , III. ii. 21.
Increased and multiplied like summer worms iv. 313.
borne the J. night. Through isles for ever calm ; . IV. 497.
changing glows. As on a summer even, . Q. Mat, VI. 5.Was but the mushroom of a surnmer day, . . . ix, 32.
Which is twined in the sultry summer air . . . Rosal. 209,
As a summer flower that blows too soon . , . 695.
When the sum?ner wind faint odours brought . 1015.
All the sweet season oi sum.mer tide, .... Sensit. PL 11. 59.And the Apennine's shroud of JMTMwz^r snow, . Serchio, 14.
Fail, like tne trances of the sumtner air, . . Sunset, 6,
Thick strewn with summer dust, Triumph, 44,
as on the summer evening breeze, , ... 378.
Its shape was such as sum.m£r melody .... Uhf. Dr. 2115.

*

scattered, like a cloud oi summer dust, . . Witch, xxill! 8.
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The busy dreams, as thick as sufnmer flies, . . Witch, xl. 4.
Than for these garish summ-er days, LXXVIII. 7.

the form Of every summer plant was dead . Zucca, XI. 7.

j:Summer-birds, c. n. heard in summer.
from the singing of the Jf«?»w£>'-dzWj, . . . . Epips.^Q&.

*Summer-task, c. n. work executed during summer.
So now my sutntner-task is ended, Mary, . . . JLaon^ Ded. I. 1.

*Summiugr-up, c. n. a summary.
without waiting for the summing-up^ .... Ch. u/, II. 393.

Summit, n. apex.
the s. shone Like Athos seen from Samothracia, Loony V. xliii. 6.

Summits, n. highest points.

Of Caucasus, whose icy sum-mifs shone .... Alasior^ 35^.
its carved summits cast The sunken day-light . Laon., III. xii. 8.

But piled around, with summits hid Mar. Dr. Vlll. i.

Summon, v. tr. call, bid come.
but sum.mon home My sister Hope,— .... Gisb, 138.

I bade thee suntTnon him :— Hellas^ 135.

Snmmioned, //. called, bid come.
This Jew whom thou hast sufn^noned— i . , . 188.

Summons, n. (1) appeal or call.

At that throned traitor's sumfnons; Laon, x. iv. 3.

(2) peremptory call or command.
At death's vain summons this will never die, . M. N. Ravail, 46.

Sum.ptuous, adj, (1) luxurious, costly.

This night my father gives a sumptuous feast, . Cenci^ i. ii. 47.

(2) magnificent, grand.
So sum-ptuous, yet withal so perishing ! . . . . Desmon^ II. 215.

So sum-ptuous^ yet so perishing withal ! . » . Q. Mab^ vs.. 107.

Sums up, V, tr. reckons up, summarizes.
when he sums up The thoughts and actiorjs . . i. 177.

Sun, n. A. Lit. (1) the great central luminary which
gives light and heat to the earth.

nourish in the sun''s domain Her mighty youth . Adonais, xvil. 4.

The sun comes forth, and many reptiles spawn

;

XXIX. i.

The killing j«« smiles brightly : xxxil. 8.

The splendour-winged chariot of the sun, . . . Adon. Cane. 35.

The noonday sun Now shone upon the forest, . Alastor, 420.
The warm sun is failing, Autumn^ i. r.

In the absence of the sun/ Bridal, ii. 6.

When the sun seeks its grave Calderon, I. 15.

Clouds quench the sun, ... 11. 31.

the sun would turn as pale ... . . . 11. 160.

On the jMw'j revolving splendour! III. 68.

The all-beholding sun yet shines ; Cenci, li. i. 174.

if there be a sun in heaven II. i.^ 185.

The sun will scarce be set III. j. 243.

All beholding j««. Strike in thine envy . . . IV. i. 134.

Rose like the equinoctial sun, Ch. ist, I. 47.

"When it rains And the sun shines, li. 401.

It moved as the sun moved, li- ^2g.

As she dances about the sun Cloud, 8.

I bind the sun's throne with a burning zorie, . . 59.

With the sun's cloudless orb, Dcemon, I. 153,

Until the sun's broad orb Seemed resting . . . I. 192.

,, „ ,, . Q- Mab, II. 4.

there is a moment When the sun^s highest point Dcsfnon^ I. 202.

ti n n n ii » Q: ^^^\ "• H-
the jw«'J resplendent couch, Dcemon^ l. 212.

In whom, as m the splendour of the Sun, . . . Epips. 31.

As is the Moon, ... to the eternal Sun / . . . 280.

Soft as an Incarnation of the Sun, 335.

The living Sun will feed thee from its urn . . , 375.

Whidh Sun or Moon or zephyr draw aside, . . 473.

As mountain-springs under the morning Sun. .
—— 572.

In the absence of the sun ? . . . . . . Epithal. lo.

The sun^s uprise majcstical ; Eug. HillSy 73.

Lo ! the sun upsprings behind, 100.

Lo, the sun floats up the sky 206.

who follow Tyrants as the sun the swallow, . . 253.

High between the clouds and sun

;

309.

The sun is set ; the swallows are asleep j . . . Even. Pisa, i. i.

The chasm in which the sun has sunk is shut . . IV. i.

I have extinguished the noon-day sun, .... Falsehood, 64.

On all beneath yon blasted sun 92.

The sun makes music as of old Faust, I. i.

kindling clusters glow Beneath the autumnal s^ Fr.Flourisking,2.
Unrisen splendour of the brightest j««, , Fr. Unrisen Splen. \.

the day smks fast, the sun is set, Ginevra, 106.

Ere the sun through heaven once more has rolled, 213.

While the spirit that guides the J««, 217*

but each one Under the dark trees seems a little s., Gisb. 283.

A second sun arrayed in flame, Hellas, 08.

If night is mute yet the returning sun .... 295.

Or the dews fall, or the angry sun look down . 438.

As the sun drinks the dew.— ....*... 504.

and the glare struck the sun pale,— <.,... 506.

One saw a red cross stamped upon the sun ; . . 603.

Salutes the risen sun, pursues the flying day ! . 941.

Lo I th6 great Sun under the ocean^s bed . . . Nbm. Merc, xii.i.

Stolen they were last night at set of sun, . . . xxxiii. 4.

I reverence the divine aww and the Gods, . . . LXIV. 6.

To the bright Sun, thy hymn of music pour ; . . /fom. Sun, 2.

and the immortal Sun^ Q.

one In the universal sun Jane, Inviin, 69.

scattered from above the sun Jane, Recoil. 19.

The white sun twinkling like the daWn » . * . 67.

and now The sun was sinking,
Meanwhile the sun paused
Where the swift sun yet paused in his descent
as from waves of flame Around the vaporous s.

I looked and saw between us and the sun . .

The broad sun sunk behind it

did steep The orient sun in shadow :— . ; .

Like a great ship in the sun's sinking sphere
That her sweet eyes were weary of the sun, .

I watched, till by the sun made pale, it sank .

fair daughters. The clouds, of Sun and Ocean,
nor, though the Sun Its shafts of agony kindling
Beyond the sun, beyond the stars that wane .

Like restless clouds before the steadfast sun,—
From the blue paths of the swift sun . . ,

He walks in lonely gloom beneath the noonday s.

While calmly on the Sun he turned his diamond
eyes

And whilst the sun returned the steadfas gaze
Their red swords flash in the unrisen sun. . .

For ever while the sun was climbing Heaven .

While the sun clomb Heaven's eastern steep-
in the ray Of the sun's unseen orb— . . .

ages, such as make the moon and sun, . .

the beams of the invisible moon. Or sun, .

On the slant sun's path o'er the waves . ,

Points to the unrisen sun !—
The sun, the wind, the ocean, and the earth,

The Ocean of the S., the clouds their daughters,
Day after day the burning Sun rolled on
a crumbling pyramid Under the sun. . . .

The noontide s. was darkened with that smoke,
Sudden, the sun shone forth, ....
Sun, Moon, and moonlike lamps, . .

the sun^s bright lamp To thine is a fen-fire damp,
When will the sun smile on the bloodless field,

If the golden sun shone forth on high. . . .

While yet the unrisen sun made glow, . . .

Frost and the Sun in scorn of mortal power .

Nor when the flakes burn in the sinking sun^
Florence, beneath the sun. Of cities fairest one,

The Sun and the serenest Moon sprang forth :

under the pavilion Of the Sun^s throne : . .

One sun illumines heaven ;

When like heaven's jm« girt by the exhalation
Beckons the Sun from the Eoan wave, . . .

So bright that she will dim the noon-day sun \ _ _ ^. _, __ ^
each riplet makes A many-sided mirror for the 5., Orpheus^ 61,

Which the sun clothes in hues of Iris light. . . 80.

So stood before the j«K, Pr. Athan.u. in. 6.

Again into the quivers of the Sun Be gathered— Prol. Hellas, 190.

the all-beholding 5'w», Has it not seen ? ... Front, I. 26.

Thro' which the S. walks burning; without beams ! i. 65.
whether the Sun Split my parched skin, . . . i. 383.
sits peace serene. As light in the sun, throned : .

The lake-reflected sun illume
the sphered sun had climbed The sea ; . , . .

As the warm eether of the morning sun ....
And like the vapours when the sun sinks down,

»

Nor j««, nor moon, nor wind, nor rain

The bubbles, which the enchantment of the sun .

Julian, 35.

53.

75--%
105,

Laon, I. ii. 6.

I. vi. 8.

I. xvii. 3.

I. xli. 2",

II. V. 4.

III. XX. 2.

III. xxvii. 3,

V. xviii. 8.

V. xxiv. 3.

V. xlii. g.

V. 1, Q.

V. li. 6.

VI. V. 3.—^ VI, xi. I.

VI. xii. 7
VI. xviii. 5.

VI. XXXV. 7.

VII. XX. 4.
IX. ii. 7.

IX. vii. 4.
IX. xi. 8.

IX. XXXV. 3.

X. xiii. I.

X. xxiii. 4.
X. xlvi. I.

XI. ii. 5.
^xil.xxxviii.5.

Liberty, III. 4.
M.N.Fost.Fr.±S'
Mar. Dr. III. 6.

Marenghi, xxii. 2.

Mont. B. 103.

133-
Naples, iiG.

Ode Lib. II. i.

III. 3-

VI. 13.

XI. 9.

XVIII. 3.

CEdipus, I. 395.

as light from the meridian sun.
Before the wind or sun has withered them .

and how the sun Changes his lair,

the j«w is yet unrisen * . .

The sun will rise not until noon
love, like the atmosphere Of the sun's fire . .

and his eyes Which gazed on the undazzling sun, —=-

Outspeed the sun around the orbfed world ; . ,

the keen sun's All-piercing bow,
My coursers sought their birth-place in the sun,
When the sun rushes under it ;

over all his kind as the sun^s heaven ....
As the sun rules, even with a tyrant's gaze, . .

on the sun's last ray Hangs o'er the sea, . . .

Thou art speeding round the sun . . . ^ .

The sun's unclouded orb Rolled . . . . ."

curtains Stretching o'er the sun's bright couch,
the unfailing sun Sheds light and life ; . .

Yon sun, Lights it the great alone? ....
the red and baleful sun
the s, had homage, and the moon Her worshipper.

1. 431.
1.744-

-^- II. L 32.

II. i. 77.
. II. i. 83.- II. ii. 5.

II. ii. 71.

II. iv. 4.
II. iv. 37.
II. iv. 88.

II. V. 9.

II. V. 10.

II. v. 27.—-—
III. ii. 14.

III. iii. 78.
III. iii. 118.

III. iv. 108.
IV. 217.
IV. 385.
IV. 397.
IV. 435.
IV. 457.

Q. Mab, I. 242.
II- as-
Ill. 193.
III. £03.
VI. 45.
VI. 78.

Superstition, 7.

Q, Mab, VII. 230.
VIII. 125.
VIII, 184.

Rosal. 1301.
Sejtsit. PI. 1. 51.

Skylark^ 12.

^5-
1.87.
III. 24.

)i II II ti II 1)

then shone the sun On showers of gore . . .

sporting in the sun Beside the dreadless kid ; .

To turn to worms beneath that burning sun, .

Caught the first glow of the unrisen sun, . ,

Some open at once to the sun and the breeze,

Shared joy in the light of the gentle sun ; . .

Like fire in the flowers till the sun rides high.

Though the noonday sun looked clear and bright.

In the golden lightning Of the sunken sun. . .

The sun is warm, the sky is clear, St. Dejection, 1. 1.

when the sun Shall on its stainless glory set, . . v. 7.

All things rejoiced beneath the JM^; SuTHmer^y.
There now the sun had sunk, SunSet, 12.

Is it not strange, . . . I neversaw the J«« .^ , . 22.

the Sun sprang forth Rejoicing . .... Triumph, 2,

Rise as the Sun their father rose, ...
The sun, as he the stars

the beams that quench the sun , . , .

18.

79-
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dance round her who dims the jm«, Triumph^ 148.
For the true sun it quenched— 292.
When the sun lingered o'er his ocean floor, . , 325.
Of light diviner than the common JM« . : . . 338,
And the sunn's image radiantly intense .... 345.
there stood Amid the jmw, ... A Shape all light, 349.
before the glare Of the tropic Jaw, 485.
As the sun shapes the clouds

; 535.
Yon declining stin have overtakeri, . ; . . . Two SHrits^ 22.
He was as is the sun in his fierce youth, , . . Unf. Dr. 58.
The.j«« averted less his oblique beam 193.
"Where the death-darting sun Vis. Sea^ 47.
It sinks with-the sun on the earth ....... — 68.
By the path of the gate of the eastern j«», . . loi.
Like the sun from a wintry sky When the lantp^ IV. 4.
amid the sun^s dominions? Witch^ Ded. il. 4.
the swift sun went his way— • m. 6.

The all-beholding Sun had ne'er beholden . . 11. a.

Round the red west when the sun dies in it : . . iii, 4.
when the surviving S. Shall smile on your decay— xxiv. 3.
into the Sun^s dominions Flinging a glory, . . XLiv. 3.
Blank as the sun after the birth of night. . . . Zucca^ iv. 8.

£ven if the air and sun had smiled not .... x. 2.

(2) popularly used to express sunshine or sunlight.
Who staggers forth into the air and sun . . . Ginevra^ 2.

Whose steeping face is stricken by the sun . , 51.
stems that never kiss the sun; Jane, Invitn, 54.
the sun was warm, And we sate linked . , . iMon^ vii. i. 4.
thoughts linked in the morning jm«, . . . . xil. vii. i.

in the warm sun did start ana move, . . . Py. Athan. 11. iii. 10.

Shone through their vine-leaves in the morning
sun^ Rosal. 1258.

wandered in their youth, through sun and rain. 1278.

Where nor sun nor showers nor breeze . , . The Isle^ 6.

(3) Apollo so called.
all The broad-foreheaded oxen of the Sun ; . Hofn. Merc. XVII. 2.

(4) used to express days.
theuprest Of the third sun brought hunger— . JJion^ iii. xxi. 6.

B. Fig.
the golden sun That kindles them to harmony, Ck. ist^ II. 146.
By ner sun consumed away, Bug. Hills, 162.
to hide us from the sun Of this familiar life, . . Gisb. 155.
which fortune's sun Thaws in the height of noon, Iwoula, 6.

And when the sun of its dominion faUed, . . . Prol. Hellas, 38.

Henceforth the sun of this rejoicing world : . . Prom. 11. iv. 127.

a glare that fades before the sun Of truth, . . Q. Mab, VI. 143.
A quenchless sun masked in portentous clouds ; Xfnf. Dr. loS.

*Suu-awakened, c. adj. loosened by the sun.

The jM»-i2iua;Afi«^ avalanche

!

Prom. 11. iii. 37.

:I:Sun-brig'lit, c. adj. (1) brilliant with sunshine.
Its shadowy mountains on the sun-bright sea, . D^tnon, 11. 971

„ „ „ ,, „ „ . Q. Mat, viii. 92.
like a flood From sunbrigni dales ; Laon, vii. ii. 8.

(2) dazzling like the sun.
beneath a sun-bright canopy, — xii. v. i.

*Suu-girt, c. adj. surrounded by sunlight.

Sun-girt City, thou hast been Ocean's child, . Eug. Hills^ 115.

*Suu-^leai]i, c. n.

one faint April sun-gleam ;-~ Q. Mab, III. 232.

^iSun-like, c. adj. (1) visibly bright as the sun.

Filling the abyss with sun-like lightnings, . . , Prom. iv. 276.

(2) refracting rays like the sun.
princes couched under the glow Oi sunlike gems ; Witch, LXlv. 2.

And on the right hand of the sunlike throne . . LXXlv. 3.

(3) applied to mental iUuniination.
kills Error, the worm, with many a sun-l. arrow Bpips. 168.

Overcloud a sunlike soul ? ^ug. Hills, 193.
And from the mirror of Truth's sunlike shield, . Fr. Satire, 29.
their sunlike fame Upon the combat shone— . . Laon, i. xxxii. 7.

sun-like truth Flashed on his visionary youth, . Rosal. 6i3.

(4) piercing, penetrating.
Whose sunl. shafts pierce tempest-winged Error, Ode Ldb. jl. 3.

(5) morally imperishable and bright as the sun.

that eternal honour which should live Sunlike^ . Cenci, v. iii. 32.

(6) of visible brilliancy.

From icy spires oi sun-like radiance fling . . . Prom. II. iii. 29.

*Suii-warm, c. adj.

And in the sun-warm, noon 'Tis sweet to drink. . Cycl. 549.
^Sunbeam, n. a gleam of clear sunlight.

As morning dew, that in th.&sunbea-m dies, . Con. Sing. III. 10.

carnage in the sunbeam^s warmth did seethe, . Laon, VI. xvii. S.

They Bathe in the fresh sunbeajn; Prom., il. iv. 166.

That in an April sunbeavn's fleeting glow . . . Q. Mab, VI. 175.
like atomies to dance Within a sunbeam. / . . . Triumph, 447.
Like a sunbeam upon the tide We Meet., II. 4.

*Snnbeaiu-proof, c. adj. impervious to rays of the sun.

Sunbeam-prooJ^ 1 hang like a roof, Cloud, 65.

Suubeams^ n. (1) pi. of Sunbeam.
The sunbeams are my shafts, Apollo, III. i.

And the winds and sunbeams Cloud, 79.
But its , . . leaves clasps while the sun-b, smile ; Laon, vi. xl. g.

cleft thro' which the sun-beams fell Vll. xii. g.
the sunbeams chase the shadows xll. xxxvi. 3.

which the sunbeatns call, - Mont B. Cane* S'
Fast cloud shadows and sunbeams : 15.

The sunbeams and fehe-showers distil its foison . Naples, 156.

Then clouds from sun., antelopes from leopards, Naples, 170.

Like the clouds and sunbeamSy unite. .... Prom. iv. 80.

(2) bright glances of the eyes so called.

The suh-beiifns of those wells ....... Epips. 88.

*Sunbows, n. prisms formed by sunlight bn spray.

Amid the topmost spray, and sunbows wild, . iMon^ xii. xxxix. 8.

Stain the clear air with sunb&wsj Vis. Sea^ 139.

the circling sunbows did upbear ...... Witch, XLII. 6.

Sunday, c. adj. attr. worn on Sunday,
He put on his Sunday clothes Devil, i. 4.

Suuday-scbools, c. n. schools held on Sundays.
Of Baptisms, Sunday-schools, and Graves, . Peter^ VI. xxxii. 2.

Sunder, in sunder, adv. phr. in two parts.

And earthquake and thunder Did rend in sunder Areihusa, II. 11.

by its reply are cloven in sunder: Ode Lib. XIII. 4.

*Sunflre, n. sunshine.
with sunjire garlanded, A divine work I V. 8.

^Sunflower, n. Helianthus annuus.
Light-inchanted sunjiower, Catderon, III. 6^
Restless sunjiower, cease to move,— .... —^ III. 70?

Sung, V. I. tr. A. Lit. (1) celebrated in verse.

He sung new sorrow
j

Adonais, xxxiv. 5.

who quelled The passions which they sung^ , . Triumph, 275,

(2) gave tuneful voice to.

the notes were not sweet till you sung them . . Jane, I. 5.

He sung a. song his Judge loved long ago, . . Laon, II. ili. 5.
sung Hymns of triumphant joy our scattered

tribes among jv. i. 8.

And sung a low sweet song, x. xlviii. 5.

B. Fig.
his scattered hair . . . Sung dirges in the wind ; . Alastor, 250.
As she sung, to my bosom I fold Death Nap. 21.

Along the waves which sung Laon, xii. xx. 3.
The rising tempest sung a. mneral dirge, ... . M.N.Pragmt.12.
The melancholy winds a death-dirge sung: . . Q. Mab, ix. 104.

II. inir. (1) wrote in verse. ~

He lived, he died, he sung, in solitude Alastor, 60.
One j«M^ of thee who lett the tale untold, . . . Fr. Unf. T. i.

He sung how Jove and May of the bright sandal Hom. Merc. X. i.

Sung 01 his birth and being— i,xxiii.7.

(2) chanted a song.
Who sung so sweetly to you in the dance? . . Faust, II. 372.
To the inchanted waves that child of glory sung. Laon, ll. xxviii. 9.

(3) vocalized.
And sung, old annals teU, as sweetly too, . . . (Edipus, i. 42.

Sun g-, pp. A . L it.

It Weis sung\iy a Samiau maiden Hellas, 16.

B. Fig.
Has sung its death-dirge o'er the ruined fanes . Q. Mab, vi. 221.

*Sunium, n. the southmost point of Attica, now Cape
Colonna.

And aery Suniun^s silver-veined crag Cyd. 275.

Sunk, V. intr. (1) became submerged.
some, settling heavily. Sunk, Hellas^ 512.
When he so swiftly sunk^ as once before : . . . Laon^ Vil. xxiii.4.

(2J descended, went down.
He ,»«»j^ to the abyss ? /Vwtm. in. ii. 10.

(3) fell into, reclined.
And then I sunk in his embrace^ Rosal. 951.

(4) went below the horizon.
as the divided frame Of the vast meteor sunk, . Alastor, 651.
The broad sun sunk behind it, Julian, 105.

(5) became depressed.
His strong heart sunk and sickened Alastor, i8r.

his mien Sunk with the sound relaxedly ; . . . Rosal. 1170.

(6) faded away, disappeared.
The orange hues of heaven sunk silently. . . . Julian, 138.

(7) subsided.
they did die With happy smiles; which Sunk in

white tranquillity. Z,a(7», x. xlviii. g.

(8) impressed iiself.

her eager tone Sunk on my heart, xi. vii. 3.

(9) vanished.

When every sorrow sunk away M. N. Melody, 21.

(XO) ceased to exist.

When sunk the tyrant desolation's slave ; . . . Death Vang. 13.

Since Athens, its great mother, s. in splendour; Marenghi, vii. 3.

(11) became degraded.
they sunk prone Slaves of one tyrant : . . . . Ode Lib. vii. la.

Sunk,//. (1) died, disappeared.
Have sunk, extinct in their reJFulgent prime ; . . Adonais, v. 7.

(2) disappeared', gone below the horizon.

The chasm in which the sun has sunk is shut . . Even. Pisa, IV. 1.

The broad star Of day meanwhile had sunk Julian, 133.
The last, when it had suttk ; Rosal. 1302.

There now the sun \iZ.Ssunk Sunset, 12.

(3) lowered, lessened.

Sunk, shattered and shifted To and fro. , . . Fugitives, III. 14.

(4) buried, covered.
Half sunk, a shattered visage lies, ... . 'Osym. 4.
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(5) involved, immersed.
That mortals baubles sunk decay, Death Vanq. 17.

he is here ! Sunk in a gulph of scorn Laon^ v. xxxi. 9.

(6) been lost or absorbed.
Which else had sunk into the thirsty dust. , . . Prom. i. 811.

(7) diminished.
How art thou sunky withdrawn, covered, . . . IV. 350.

(8^ come to nought.
Sunk reason's simple eloquende, Q. Mab^ III. 160.

Sunk, ppl, adj. (1) deep set.

Though his suHk eyeballs and his faded cheek Mother Sf Son^ v. ^.

(2) bent.
And the sunk grass did sigh St. Ir.i^ XI. 4.

Sunken, adj. (1) diminished in power or brilliancy.

cast The sunk, day-light far thro' the aerial waste. Laon^ in. xii. 9.

(2) gone below the horizon.
the sunken meteor gleams * . . . xii. xxi. 9.

Of the .st^n^f» sun, Skylark^ 12.

*Bunless, adj. A. Lit. (1) having no sun.
A shoreless sea, a sky sunless and planetless ! . Laon^ ill. xxii. 9.

(2) having little sunshine.

Of Greenland's sunless clime, Q. Mab^ 11. 219.

(3) nocturnal.
from the sky's sunless dome Laon^ ix. xxxv. 9.

The dew-mists bf my sunless sleep shall float . . Prom. in. iii. 100.

(4) not lighted by the sun.
changed to mines of sunless crystal . . . Pr. Atkan. II. iii. 26.

And the deep ocean and the sunless caves . . . Prom. il. v. 29.

A 5M«/tfj-j life in the unwholesome mine, . . . Q. Mab^ n\. \i\.

(5) dark, dull, obscured.
Like a sunless vapour, dim, ... i ... . Eug: Hills, 63.

There was a mist m the sunless air, Mar. Dr. Vii. i.

B. J^ig, mentally dark.
Whilst above the sunless sky, .,;.... Eug^. Hills, 9.

*Suuli^lit, n. (1) expressing clear sunshine.
shone- Among the stars like sunlighi, : . . . AlastOr, 3^4..

golden b^ams That ministered on sunlight, ; . ; 064,
while the sea Yet glows with fading Sun-light; . Dcemon, l. 170.

Where the sea of sunlight encroaches .... Ginevra^ 200.

Ask why the sunlight not for ever Int. Beauty^ll. 6.

Like sunlight thro' acacia woods at even, . . . Laon, vil. xi. 7.

till borne on sunlights ebbing streams, . . . xii. xxi. 8.

The sunl. is darted through vapour and blast ; . Liberty^. 2,

And the sunlight clasps tlie earth Lovers Phil. II. 5.

The rays of moon or sunlight ne'er endure. . . Matilda, 33.

It bore me like an Angel, o'er the waves Of sun., Naples, 33.

Runs down the slanted sunlight of the dawn. . Pront. \. 438.

The roseate sun-light quivers : II. i. 25.

And the all-circling sunlight were transformed, . III. iv. loi.

which had been gathered up tnto the pores of
sunlight: IV. 514-

As in the sun-lighfs calm it spreads Q. Mab, Vll. 264.

The water flashed like .tmm/zpA^ Witch, XIJVI. 1.

Chequering the sunlight of the blue serene . . Woodman, 45.

(2) sparkle.

Or in the sunlight of the sphered dew ? , . . . Prom. II. ii. 87.

Sunligrlit, c. adj. attr. lit up by clear sun-rays.

Gleam above the sunlight woods, Bug. Hills, 82.

There streamed a sunUght vapour, Nc^les, 45.

^Sunlit, adj. illumined by the sun.

When on the sunlit limits of the night .... Triumph, 80.

^Sunnier, adj. enjoying more sunshine*

Children of a sunnier star, Exhortation, 25.

To a sunnier strand, Hellas, 1028.

there sleep Young Cyclads on a sunnier deep. . 1071.

Sunniest, adj. most bright or dazzling.

On fairest bosoms and the sunniest hair, . , , Triumph, 512.

jSunny, adj. A. Lit. (1) bright with sunshine.

The day was fair and sunny, Alasior^ 308.

Upon the fairy isles oisHnm lawn Epips. ip^.

Might adorn this sunny land, Bug. Hills, 157.

When soft winds and sunny skies Fr. Insecurity, i.

And through the sunny air, Ginevra, 41.

To spirits cradled in a iMMwy clime:— .... 117-

The old man stood dressing his sunny vine : . Horn. Merc. xv. i,

drove The liviTig spray along the sunny air . . Julian, 22.

Which poured their warm drops on the s. ground Laon, Ded. iv. 3,

On the blue sunny deep, resplendent far away. . i. xlviii* 9.

A ship was lying on the sunny main,. .... —'=- tii. xvii. 2.

And as \ife past thro' the calm sunny air . . . V. xvi. 5.

Waved by the wind amid the sunny noon, . . . Viii. xxx. 4.

that name lived on the JMWWjf flood. IX. iv. g.

like stars upon the sunny river, Xll.xxxiv.7.

Was as the light of sunny rain Mask, xxviii. 4.

we will plant, while skies are JM^wj) Peter, in. v. 4..

In wandering clouds of sunny rain Prol. Hellas, 42.

Laughs with a thousand drops of sunny water . Prom. IV. 183.

Its plumes are as feathers of j««wy frost, . . . IV. 221.

I sate through the sweet sunny day Rosal. 364.

Floating amid the jwwwjv skies, —'— 801.

'Mid the warm winds of the sunny day. . . .
_
967.

Like golden boats on a sunny sea, Sensit. PI. i. 83.

Like a sunny storm o'er the dark green deep. . -^— H. 28.

Upon the sunny streams and grassy shelves ; . Triumph. 492.

Of the sweet flowers and sunny grassy , , » , W. Shei. (3) H. 7.

(2) during which there is sunshine.
Whose sunny hours from morning until noon . Fiordispina, z.

Towards the end of the sunny month of June, . Summer^ 2.

Played to it on the sunny winter days .... Unf. Dr. iSi.

(3) proceeding from the sun.
The Earth's white daughter Fled like a s. beam ; Arethusa, III. 9.
On those that were faint with the sunny beam ; . Sensit. Pi. II. 34-
Upon it pictured by the sunny beams .... Unf. Dr. 221.

B. Fig. (1) bright, brilliant.

And prune their sunny feathers on the hands . . Desmon, II. 164.

I) I, ], 11 » • Q. Mab, wu. 222.

golden throne, Which starred with sunny %&vas, iLaon, V. xx, 9.

And soon his deep and sunny hair, Rosal. 821.

(2) cheerful.

Lighting the green wood with its sunny sniile. . Dcemon, II. 265.

„ „ „ „ „ „ . Q. Mab, IX. 170.

made perfect by thy sunny eyes, Epips. 386.

The tears that fade in surfny smiles thou sharest ? Coon, IX. xxii. 4.

(3) agreeable or happy mentally.
Until life's sunny day is quite gone down, . . . VIII. xii, 4.

Sweet streams of sunny tnougnt, — IX. xxvi. 8.

Vainly would my winter borrow Sunny leaves
from any bough Remembrance,\l.%.

Like wrecks of thudhood's sunny dream : , . . Rosal. 26.

^ Sunrise, n. A. Lit. the appearance of the sun above the

horizon.
At sunrise they leap From their cradles steep . Arethusa, V. 7.

The sanguine sunrise, with his meteor eyes, . . Cloud, 31.

Offering sweet incense to the sun-rise, .... Dcemon, II. 89.

„ „ „ . . . . Q. Mab, Vlll.^^.

As the sunrise to the night, , . Fr. Italy, i.

And like jmw?-/jc from .the sea, Athens arose!! . Hellas, 683.

Stand in the light of sunrise 834.
At sunrise, Phoebus came, .^ Horn. Merc. L,xn. 5.

By winds which feed on sunrise woven Loon, V. xliv, 3.

swift^s sun-rise, far illumines space v.Song,^.\i^.

A cauldron ofgreen mist made visible At sunrise. x. xxi.^
in the blaze 01sun-rise gleams xi. xxiii. 4.

Where the broad sunrise, -r— Xll. xxxiv. 3.

Which now with hues of sunrise burned, . . . Mar. Dr. IV. 3.

At j««^zjfi thou shouldst come, sweet sister mine, Prom. 11. i. 14.

The sun-rise, and the setting of the moon, . . Q. Mab, Vi. 99.

,, „ „ It 11 • Superstition, 28.

Which sunrise from its eastern caves .... Rosal. 541.

As with dews and sunrise fed, Serchio, go.

amid the chrysolite Of sun-rise, Triumph, 415.

the beams of the sunrise flow in Vis. Sea, 117.

Are consuming in sunrise 128.

B. Fig
flings The future, a broad sunrise / Laon, ix. xxv. 7.

Suns, n. (1) bodies similar to the sun.

Nothing know I to say of suns Faust, I. 40.

this Whole Of suns, and worlds, Hellas, 777.

And mighty suns beyond the night, .... Ode to Heaven, 17.

What are suns and spheres which flee .... 41-

Constellated JMWJ unshaken 50*

AH suns and constellations shower Protn. iv. 440.
Ye kings of suns and stars, Deemons and Gods, iv. 529.

Some ahone like suns, Q. Mab, I. 262.

Whilst suns their mingling beamings darted . . II. 36.

Will yon vast suns roll on Interminably, i . . —^— VI. 17.

(2) great intellectual lights.

that fright of time In which suns perished ; ; . . Adonais, v. 5.

Sunset, n. A. Lit. the descent of the sun below the horizon.

With sunset and its gjorgeous ministers, . . . Alastor, 6.

The beams of Sun^t\\m^ their rainbow hues . %^\.
and at sunset blackest night Cenci, III. 1. 265.

cradled in the glimnier Of sunset, Ch. 1st, IV. 24.

sunset may breathe, from the lit sea beneath, . Cloudy 39.

Watch the calm sunset . . ^ Death, (2) II. 4.

From the sunsefs radiant springs : Bug. Hills, 326.

He who would question him Must sail alone at s. Hellas, x66.

With the sunsefs fire : iOi^.

Bequeath, like sunset to the skies 1086.

Oh How beautiful is JM«w^, Julian, SS-
As sunset \h3X strange vision, severeth .... 128.

o'er the sinking sphere Of sun-set sweep, . . . Loon, I. xv. ^.^

and like the secret birdWhom sunset wakens, . 11. xxviii. 4.

for that calm was by the sunset snapt. .... III. xviii. 3.

it ceased when sun. blaze Burned o'er the isles ;
• V. li. 8.

Calm art thou as yon jMWjtf^ / —-— v,Son^,i.i.

awoke Again at sunset.— —^— x. xlvi. 4.

It floats upon the sunsefs sea of beams, . . , xil. xxi. 6.

And, when- he saw beneath the sunsefs planet Marenghi, x'xvii. i.

As sunset to the spherfed moon, Mary^ 12.

From the young moon into the sunsefs chasm.— Pr.Athan.u.ii.^s.

Borne down the rapid sunsefs ebbing sea ; . . Prom. III. ii. 28.

When the jM«jtf^ sleeps Upon its snow iv. 491.

beat with anxious life at sunset there ; . . . . Q, Mab, IV. 51.

With sunsefs burnished gold VI. 10.

'Twas sunset as I spoke : Rosal. 855.

as the rose-like hues which flow From jw«.?e; . loii.

Each vapour that obscured the sunsefs ray ; . Sumfner-Bvg. 2.

B. Fig.
Through the sufiset of hope, Hellas, 1050.

Sunshine, n. A. Lit. the bright rays of the sun.

The sunshine on the floor is black ! Cenci, in. i. 14.

To see no more sweet sunshine/..,.,. V. iv. 52.
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And soft sunshine^ and the sound -S'm^. Hills^^^Z.
But Aprirs sunshine is a Monarch's smile,— M. N. Post. I^, 58.

B. Fig. brightness, pleasure,
basking in the sunshine of a court. ..... ^. Mab^ ill. 107.

Sunshine, c.adj. attr. bright, ctieerfal with sunlight.

Of village-towers, on sunshine holiday ; . . . (Bdipus^ II. ii. 124.

Sup, V. tntr. Fig, feed.

They sup on the groans of the dying; and dead, . Devil^ x. 4.

Superfluous, adj, (1) unnecessary.
But thou art vSm/^^womj ; Cenci^\.\\\,Z?>.

(2) superabundant.
To feed from the superfluous taxes, Peter^ Vii. ii. z.

Sends its superfluous waves, Serchia^ 1 14.

Superincumbent, adj. Fig. weighty, now present.
The weight of the superincumbent hour ; . , Adonais^ xxxii. 4.

Superior, adj, self-possessed, commanding.
And brow superior^ and unaltered cheek, . . . Cenci^ II. i. 117.

Supernatural, adj. (1) beyond the knowledge or nature of
men.

By mortal fear or supernatural awe ; . . . . Pr. Aikan. \. 97.

(2) beyond what is known or expected naturally.
Blotting it's spher&d stars with supernat. night. LaoUy I. Iv. g.
Distortions foul of supernatural awe, .... XVitch^ LXII. 3.

(Z) extreme, unnatural.
With supernatural shades of clinging sadness ; Laon^ iv. v. 3.

Superstition, n. (1) irrational belief,

sweeping out this rubbish Oi superstition^ . . Paust, ir. 357.
the last whom superstition^s blight Pr.Athan. il. i. 6.
the hundred-forked snake Insatiate Superstition Prol. Hellas^ 146.

(2) a thing irrationally believed in.

A superstition^ and a name Mask^ Llli. 3.

Superstitions, «. pi. of Superstition (2).
worlds, worms. Empires, and superstitions. . . Hellas^ 801.

Superstitious, a(^'. irrational and therefore foolish.
Profane, idolatrous, popish, superstitious . . . Ch. 1st, ni. 13.

*Supine, adj, (1) on its back,
like the young moon supine, Laon^ xii. xxi. 4.

(2) listless, negligent.
She cannot know how well the supine slaves . . Cenci^ iv. iv. 181.

Supine, adv. listlessly, on the back.
in which I He supine, Cycl. 309.
Upon the cloudy mountain peak supine; . . , Medusa, I, 2.

Supinely, adv. carelessly.

Listening supinely to a bigot's creed, . , , . Q. Mab, ix. 186.

Supper, n. the evening meal.
At supper I will give you the petition : . . . . Cenci, I. ii. 62.
Custards for supper^ ani an endless host . . . Gisb. 304.

Supperless, adj. without supper.
And supperless never will go to bed ; . . , , Devil, x, 5.

Suppers, n. pi. of Supper.
Suppers of epic poets ;— Peter^ iii. xii. 3.

Suppliant, n. one who prays or entreats earnestly.
Thou wilt not scorn a sup. anguish'd groan. . ,M.N. Post. Fr. 18.
And like a suppliant xa. some gorgeous fane, . . Prom. I. 377,

Suppliants, n. persons begging aid.
Receive us shipwrecked suppliants^ . . , . . Cycl. 284.

Supplication, n. an earnest prayer.
One supplication^ one desire, one hope, , . . Cenci^ l. iii. 26.

Supplications, n. earnest prayers.
To his own Idol lifts his supplications vain. , . Laon^ x. xxvi. 9.

Supplied, pp. provided, furnished.
Had been with purer nutriment supplied, . , . "Priutnph^ 202.

Supplies, V. tr. provides, furnishes.
The inspired soul supplies Eug. Hills, 364.

Supply, -v. tr. provide, furnish.
to my onward life supply Its calm— .... Int. Beauty, vii. 8.
gathering . . . to supply those ceaseless revels, . Laon, iii. xxiii. 5.
Her scantiness of food did scarce supply, . . Mother^ Son, 111.7.
want demand, And natural kindness hasten to s. Q. Mab, V. 41.

Support, n. maintenance in a position.
For whose support this fainting frame lies low ; M. N. Post. Fr. 12.
For whose support in distant lands I bleed, • . 13,

Support, a. tr. (1) maintain.
The tithe that will support them ...... Ch. 1st, I. 160.
Was insufpcient to support the pair ; • . . Mother^ Son, vii. 2.

(2) uphold.
Support the system whence their honours flow . Q. Mab, IV. 207.

Supported, v. tr. bore up, propped.
a hand s. me, Whose touch was magic strength : Laon, i, Iviii. x.

Supported, pp. maintained mentally ana bodily.
One only son's love had JM/^o^/e^ her. . . Mother ^ Son, 11. l.

Suppose, V. intr. imagine, presume.
I do suppose love ceases too. ...,.., Tasso^ Song, l. 3

Suppress, v. tr. restrain, hide. .

Wretch! ^Sw^/r^jj the glare of madness . , . Moonbeam, ni.i.
And he strove to suppress them in vain. . . .St. Ir. (3) iii. 5.

Suppressed, v. tr. restrained, kept back.
ShQ suppressedA s\gh~- Mother^ Son, \v. 11.

Sxipv^ensed, ppl. adj. hidden, secret.
I

like some suppressed and hideous thought . . Julian, 429.
|

^Supreme, n. ruler above all, God,
modest May Bore Heaven's dread Supreme— . Horn. Merc. i. 5.

so the revenge Of the Supreme may sweep . . Prom.. I. 216.

The fear of which perplexes the Supreme: , . I. 374.
For Jove is the j«j*^tf«/e of living things. . . . II. iv. 113.

Supreme, <Z£^'. (1) above all others.

In Vmesige so supreme, Calderon, ll. no.
Addressed the S. Lord of Gods and Men :— . Horn. Merc. LXI. 8.

The Counsellor Supreme has g'iven to thee . Lxxx.i.

Thou suprem.e Goddess ! by wnose power divine CEdipus, I. i.

the force of him who reigns Supreme, .... P*rom.. I. 128.

And he, the supreme Tyrant, on his throne . . i. 208.

in it Must be supreme, Polit. Great. 12.

(2) overruling all things.

That Chance is a supreme divinity, . . ^ • • Cycl. 611.

(3) perfect, the nighest possible.

God is one supreme goodness, ....... Calderon, i. 1 15.

if he must Be supreme goodness, I. 120.

Can supreme goodness oe consistent .... I. 124.

But suprem-e goodness fails, I- 140.
Of supreme goodness and of highest grace, . . r I. l^
(4) entire, utter.

to which supreme control Over their will . . . Laon, 11. viii. 3.

(5) unbroken, perfect.

voices Of strange lament soothe my s. repose, . Hellas, 868.

(6) having unbounded influence.
It yet remains supreme o'er miseiy, Prom. III. i. 16.

''^Supremely, adv. utterly, entirely.

even Jupiter Is not supremely good ; Calderon, I. 121.

w^r^ they supremely good -.
"

I. 134.

Supremest, adj. overruling.
Maiden, the world's suprem^st spirit Deenwn, l. 78.

Sure, adj. (1) certain, safe, absolute.
Redress most swift and jwj'fi, Cle««, III. i. 191.
If there were any way to make all sure, . . . III. i. 196.
To rescue him from what is now most sure ; . . III. i. 376.
let me make Short work and .',ure iv. i. 70.
and take a sure revenge Cycl. 416.
Counts his sure gains, and hums a song ; . . . Devil, xix. 4,
swift and sure to his approaching end Loan, I. xxTfiiv. g.

(2) positive, assured.
now I am sure of winning— Faust, I. 73.
Into an angel, (as I am sure we shall do,) . . . CBdipus, 11. i. 90.
Ji I be sure I am not dreaming now, Ur^. Dr. 125.

(3) infallible, unerring.
And, whilst that s. slow Angel which aye stands Ld. Ch. HI. i.

Sure, adv. {IS) surely.
Some fairy sure has touch'd the viewless string M. N. Despair, 12,
*tis sure the avenger's rage Has swept . . . .M.N. Post. Fr. 5.
sure thou dost not forget— iV. Athan. \i. ii. 60.
But if angels can weep, sure m^n may repine, . Tear, IV. 6.

(2) undoubtedly, assuredly.'
the sculptor sure Was a strong spirit, .... Mar. Dr. XX. vt.

'Tis jM^tf most strange Posal. 1224..

(3) adv. phr. of course, no doubt.
Though to be sure this place was Hell ; ... Peter, iv. xxii. 1.

Surely, adv. (1) in peace and safety.
surely he takes his fill Of deep and liquid rest, . Adonais, Vll. 8.

(2) certainly, positively.
too surely shalt thou find li. 5.

(3) with certainty, of a certainty.
Speak now The thing you surely know, .... Cenci, V. ii. 47.
lips which I have kissed must surely wither, . . Laon, vi. xUx. 8.
and all shall surely know Whose God is God, . x. xxxv. 2.
Will swiftly, jM?-£^ come

;

Q. Mab, ill. ^yj.
eold or fanne will surely reach The price . . . v. 169.
Where all but this frame must surely be, . There is nowork, 20.

(4) used by way of interrogative asseveration = without
question.

He is a violent tyrant, surely, child : Cenci, lii. i. 77.
all ill is surely past. iv. iii. 6$.
the Pope will surely pardon you, ...... v. iii. to.
Would many wish, and surely fewer dare. . Mother Sr Son, 11. 5.
Surely he deserves it well ! Peter, Prol. 40.

Surer, adj. more certain.
By a dark secret, surer than the grave ; . . . Cenci, II. ii. 149.

Surest, adj. most assured and settled.
They cast on all things surest, brightest, best, . Hellas, 790.

*Surf, n. the breaking waves.
While the surf, like a chaos of stars, .... Vis. Sea, 18.

^Surface, n. A. Lit. the top or upper face of anything.
Over the quivering surface of the stream, . . . Even. Pisa, I. 5.
Within the JM?^^:^ of the fieetinff river . . . . III. i.
Beyond, the jM?^Cfi of the unsickled corn . . . Gisb, 27%.
The billowy surface of thy circling deep. . . . Ireland, 4.
When winds that move not its calm sufface , . Moschus, i.

On the blue surface of thine airy surge, . . Ode W. Wind, II. 5.
Beneath the cleai: JM?:/flCie reflecting it .... Vis. Sea, 1^1.
Melt on the j«?;7^ce of the level flame Witch, xxx.'s.
And where within the surface of the river . . . lix i

"

B. Fig.
Within the surface of Time's fleeting river . . Ode Lib. VI. I.
Which stirs the liquid SK;p/5lcc of man's life. . . WzVcA, LXII. 8.
O'er its wild surface to ah unknown goal : . . txiii. 5.
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Surfeit, n. overplus.
Here is the surfeit which to them who earn . . Ck. \st^ i. 158.

Suzfeitiug', pr. pple. eating to excess.

iSm^T^iVzw^ beneath his eye

;

^aj^, XLiii. 4.

Bur^e, n. A. Lit. (1) billows, waves in agitated state.

Dashed from the boiling surge Deemon, i. 157.

„ „ M , ' Q- ^^^ I-. 247-
the roar of Heirs sulphureous surge L.aon^ xi. ix. 9.

I sought the cold brink of the midnight surge^ M. N. Fragmt. 1 o.

On the blue surface of thine airy surge^ . . Ode W, Wind^ II. 5.

the gloom That shrouds the boiling surge; . . Q. Mab. IV. 30.

wrecks which the surge trails to and fro, . . . Rosal. 033.

(2) surf or broken wavesi
ever beat With sluggish surge^ Alasfor^ 87.

Whose caverned base with the vext surge was
hoary

;
Laon^ l. i. 5.

on the white edge of the bursting surge^ . . . I. xiii. i.

Shakes with the sleepless surge

;

— VH. ix. 6.

(3) foam.
on flakes of j«^e, like feathers light, .... Calderon^ \\. ^.
B. Fig.

Like wrecks in the surge of eternity Rosal. 901.
Like wrecks on the si^fge of eternity W. Skel. IV . 8.

*Surge-beaten, c. adj.

I laid mine hot head on tlie surge-beaten mould, M. N. Ravail^ 16.

Surges, n. waves, billows.

rolls Its broad, hiX^tsurges to the sloping sand, Dcemon^ Ii. 77.

„ „ „ „ ,, Q. Mab, VIII. 66.

its wild surges with the la^e were qlended : . . I^aon, XII. xl. 4.

Thy love's pallid corse the wild s. are laving, . St. Jr. (6) lii. 5.

Or the mournful Jwr^^j ...>,...' .JV/ien the lamp^ 11.7.

Surmises, n. suspicions, conjectures.
With vague surmises of rejected crime ; . . . Cenci^ IV. iv. 151.

Suriuount, v. ir. overcome.
Surmount the loss, the terror, and the sorrow. . Love^ Hope^ 36.

iSurmounted, pp. crowned.
A pleasure-dome j«^-««(7««/ei? by a crescent, . . ZJnf. Dr. gi.

Surpass, v. tr. excel, exceed.
and clear, and fresh, thy music doth surpass: . Skylark^ 60.

and surpass All that frail stufif which will be—or
which was St. Wealthy 5.

A living Image, which, did far surpass In beauty Witch^ xxxv. 6.

Surpasses, v. ir. excels.

As God surpasses man Q. Mab, ill. 225.

Surpassetli, v. tr. excelleth.

which j«^/ajJ*/A The shew of human justice, . III. 223.

jSurpassing, Z^'. ///^. (1) excelling.

in loveliness Surpassing fabled Eden — IV. 8g.

(2) exceeding, better than.

Nor that content j«r/ajji«^ wealth . . . . St. Dejection, in. ^.

Surpassing, ///. a:^*, (1) extraordinary, admirable.
wastingthese surpassingpowers In the deaf air, Aiastor, 2S8.

(2) excelling all others.

when some surpassing Spfrit, 714.

(3) wondrous, awe-mspiring.
return Surpassing Spint, Dismon, 11.-282.

Turn thee, surpassing Spirit \ . . . ^ . . . Q. Mad, III. 14.

I see thee shrinlc, 6'«r/ajji«^ Spirit 1— . . . IV. 71.

Surprise, n. {!) discovery.

my imperious step scorning surprise^ .... Cenci^ l. i. 144.

^^2) astonishment, wonder.
but sorrow mixed with sad surprise .... Ginevra, 16$-

Familiar with the shock and tKe surprise . . Laon, vil. xxxiv. 7.

a wild and glad surprise^ , , '. xil. xxii. 4.

And little fear, and less surprise Mask^ Lxxxv. 2.

has flitted with a mad jMrj^r(.ytf ..... . Medusa^w. d^.

Men started, staggering with a glad surprise, . Ode Lib. XI. 14.

and after brief jwr/rzje From. III. iv. 71.

Felt with a new surprise and awe Rosal. 921.

Surprised, pp. taken unawares.
Livia is she who has surprised my Ijeart ; . . . Calderon^ i. 47.

*Surrendering, ^. ///<?. giving up, .abandoning.
Surrendering to their final impulses .... Alastor, 638.

*Surround, z*. //-. (1) environ, encircle.

Whose woods, rocks, waves, surround it ; . , Naples, 153.

surround Their paiaces Q. Mab, IV. 17^.

did sur. and sustain The dome of the tempest ; . J/is. Sea, 109.

(2) envelope, overshadow.
And the shades which sur. me fly fast at its ray. De^i^, Dial. 26.

Virtue, and Hope, and Love, . . . vS". the world.— Laon, ix. xxiii. 2.

Others I see whom these surround— . , . St. Dejection, lii. 7.

^Surrounded, v. tr. (1) encircled.

and a crowd Surrounded him, Ginevra^ 144.

(2) environed.
turbulence, as of a whirlwind's gust Sur. us ; . Laon, vi. xii. 4.

*Surrounded, /A (1) environed, guarded about.

surroundedhy the steel-Of hired assassins, , , x. viii. ^.

(,2) encircled.
Surrounded by the columns and the towers , , Woodman, 57.

Surrounding, '/r.^//?. (1) encircling.

the multitude Surrounding them, with weds of
human love, Laon^ IV. xxvi. 8.

Like the shadow of fire surrounding me I . . Rosal. 1038.

(2) environing.
His eye, his voice, his touch surrounding me ; . Cenci, V. iv. 61.

(3) hemming it in.

Into the woody hills j«*'r£7««<5??»^ it : .... Prom., ill. \v. ^2.

*Surrounding,///. adj. (1) on all sides.

From the jarrowMaTj^i^nilla, the batteries blazed, Hellas, 380.

(2) that is around.
The mimic of surrounding jnisery, Daemon, II. 136.

..,.,. , ,

Q.Mab,V\\\.t9$.
jSurveyest, v. tr. bphpldest, lookest upon.
More glorious far than that which thou surveyest Prom.. I. 16.

Survive, v. I. tr. U) of persons, outlive.

We might survive all ills in one caress : ... Laon^ II. xlviii. 4.

But we, though soon they fall, Survive theirjoy, Mutability,i2)ll.o.

(2) of things, continue after.

That word, that kiss shall all thoughts else sur.^ Adonais, xxvi. 4.

And fame, . . , Survive the perished scrolls . . Laon, ix. xxxi. 9.

Survive not the lamp and the lute, . . . When the lamp, 11. 2.

II, intr. (1) of persons, remain alive,

let none survive But those within the walls— . Laon, x. ix. 4.
How few survive^ how few are beating now ! . Q. Maby, IV, 52.

(2) of things, continue.
To be a rule and law to ages that survive. . . Laon, ix.xxyiii. 9.
if aught survive, I deem It must be love and joy, XI. xvii. 8.

those passions read Which yet survive, . . Osynt. 7.

And dost thou wish the errors to survive , . . Q. Mab, iv. 257.

*Sttrvived, v. I. tr. continued after.

their stones j«r«/zwtfaf The name of him .... IX. 29.
the trunk jwrwVfiis^ both fruit and flower;— . . T'riuinph, \2\.

II. intr. remained alive.

The few who yet jwrT'zVtff/, Laon, VI. xv'm. i

.

of those brave 'bands I soon survived a.\otte— . vi. xviii. 7.

If any yet survived amid that ghastly waste. . Vl. xlvii. 9.

None but slaves Survived.— Q. Mab, vii, 92.

No remnant . . . Survivedto tell its ruin, . . .
_
vii. 222.

* Survived, ^25. (1) lived through or notwithstanding.
He was pre-adamite and has survived Cycles of

feneration and of ruin Hellas, 153.

ave survived a. ruin Wide and deep— . . Laon, IX. xix. 2.

We have survived a joy that knows no sorrow, IX. xix. 6.

Who had survivedt\\e wild beasts' hungry chace X. xv. 4.

(^2) outlived.

One mariner who has survivedhis mates , . Pr. Atkan. II. i. n.
Survives, v. I. tr; of things, outlives.

That virtue, . . . not less Surv. all mortal change Z^«,xil.xxxvii.9.
terror survives The ruin it has gorged : . . . . Prom. I. 618.

II. intr. remains,
which survives Until our being fades, , . . . ^. Mab, v. 214,

Surviving, pr. pple.
Each energy of soul surviving Lffve, 13.

That wealth, surviving fate, Be thine.— . . . Naples^ 100.

Surviving still the imperishable change , . . Q. Mab, V. 3.

^Surviving, ///. adj. (1) that still remain.
The few surviving hours of the day, .... Calderon, I. 82.

(2) still existing,

when the surviv. Sun Shall smile on your decay Witch, xxrv. 3.

Survivors, n. those outliving others.

So these survivors, each by different wajys, . . Hellas^ 399.
Our survivors be the shadow of their pnde, . . I013.

in silence still. The pale survivors stood ; . . . Laon, X. xUv. 6.

The survivors round the embers ...... Prom. I, 558.
The pale survivors followed her remains . . . Rosal. 1295.

Suspect, V. I. tr. have some idea of.

Now they suspect the truth ; Cenci, IV. iv. 32.

Can you suspect who may have murdered him ? IV. iv. 65.

II. intr. imagine.
But as those may sUspect ot do desire .... V. ii. 43.

Suspected, v. tr. had an idea or suspicion of.

You look what I stispected— II. ii. 92.

Suspected, pp. supposed.
if it could be suspectedT\i.z.t Queen lona— . . (Edipus^ II. i. 56-

Suspected, ppl. adj. distrusted.
I would that to my own suspected seXf .... Cenci, II. ii. 102.

Suspects, V. ^n.mistrusts.
Which haM suspects its own base He Rosal. 522.

Suspend, v. tr. (1) stay for a time, intermit.
suspend Her timid steps to gaze ...... Alastor, 104,
Seemed to suspend the tumult of their flow ; . . Lc^n^ II. xlix. 3.

Elements! your wrath suspend! Q. Mab, i. 115.

to suspend, . . . The unaccomplished destiny. , Prol. Hellas, 49.

(2) Fig, devote.
I suspend to thee These votive wreaths .... Epips. 3.

^Suspended, v. tr. (1) displayed.
her miffhty honi suspended^ Alastor^ 647.

(2) intermitted.

nor when the tnooh Filled the mysterious halls
with floating shades Suspended he that task, 125.

^Suspended, //. A. Lit. (1) hung.
as a long-forgotten lyre Sus. in the solitary dome • 43.
Like clouds suspended in an emerald sky, , . 436.
suspended In the black concave of heaven. . . Damon, l. 151.
which are suspended Over its green expanse, . Laon, II. v. 2.

suspended Between.two heavens, xii. xl 5.
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Suspended \t\ their emerald atmosphere. , . Marenghi^ xiii, 6.

lamps of heaven j«j|^««^rf o'er us OdeJOib.yiU.i.%.
Of fruit, suspended m their own green heaven, Prom, III. iii. 140.

(2) resting awhile.
Suspended on the sweep of th,e gmooth wave, . Alastor^ 362.

^JJ) Stayed, arrested.

Like a dark flood suspended in its course, . . igo.
Holds now my sword suspended^ Calderon^ i. 238.
and our atrial speed suspended. Laon^ XII. xl. 2.

B. Fig.
His inmost sense suspended in its web Of many-

coloured woof ".
, . Alastor^ 156.

as one between desire and shame Suspended^ . Triun^ph^ 395.
*Suspended, ///. fl^V (1) movable.
As to its ponderous and suspended vazss^ . . . Laon^ III. xiv. 4.

(2) held aloft momentarily.
A vapour like the sea's suspended spray . . . — i, xj. 4.

O'er that vast flood's suspended foam, .... Mar. Dr. xv. 4.

(3) intermitted.
In the suspended impulse of its lightness, . . . Epips. 76.
shook The listening soul in my suspended blood ; Naples^ 7.

(4) arrested.

those myriads with suspended \iXt.z)Cn. .... Laon. XI. xi. 3.

the suspended word Died on my lips : . . . Rosal. 270.

*Suspending, /r.///^. arresting, staying.

Suspending thought and breath ; Laon, I. viii, :*.

Suspends, v. tr. arrests, stays.

suspends my soul in its voluptijous flight. . . . Con. Sing. IV. 11.

Suspicion, n. (1) doubt, distrust.

Making my true suspicion seem your wrong. . Cenci, I. ii. 33.

(2 ) distrustfulness, questioning credence.
blind Suspicion with such cheap astonishment, . IV. iv. 44.
if earthly violence or ill, Suspicion, doubt, . . Ginevra^ 59.

Suspicions, n. doubts, questionings.
Which your suspicions dictate to this slave, . Cenci, v. ii. 96.

Suspicions, adj. doubtful, questioning.
Loud, light, suspicious, full of eyes and ears, . 11. i. 178.

Sustain, v. ir, (1) support.
Sustain the cone of my untroubled brain, . . (Edipus, I. g.

Which they seemed to sustain Vis. Sea, 7.

and sustain The dome of the tempest ; , . . . 109.

(2) bear, endure.
Why did I not sustain Those torments ? . . . Cenci, v. iii. 108.

God ! spare me ! I sustain not the quick flames, Prom. III. i. 38.

(3) affoid sustenance to.

These from thy wealth thou dost sustain ; , . Horn. Earth, 7.

(4) maintain.
Of the great voice which did its flight sustain, . Ode L,ib. xix. 13.

Sustained, v. 1. tr. (1) supported.
Sustained B. crested head, Laon, l. ix. 8.

And sustained them with rods and ozier bands ; Sensit. PI. Ii. 38.

(2) inspirited, gave life to.

'

The Spirit . . . Sustained his child : Laon, I. xlv. 5.

A line which covered and sustained the rest, . . vi. xiii. 8.

The sweet air that J2w/az'«tff/ me, Prom. II. i. 104.

II. rejl.

iSaj/azTMi/ itself with terror and with toil . . . CVk«, in. i. 249.

Sustained,//. (1) suffered, undergone.
the discomfiture Sustainedupon the mountain, . Calderon, 11. 75.

(2) borne unyieldingly.

they had sustained despair. Laon, XI. xi. ^.

*Sustainer, n. that v^hich comforts and upholds.
It's strange susiainer^^x^ had been Rosal. 337.

jSustaining,/r. ///(?. nourishing.
and many a root Sweet and sustaining, . . . Laon, V, Ivi. 6.

Sustaining",///, adj. _(1) supportmg.
See how they float On their j«j/a/Kr«^ wings . Prom. I. 760.
Folded in my sustaining arms ; in. iii. 91.

(2) comforting, supporting mentally.
that sus. Love Which through the web of being . Adonais, liv. 4.

Sustains, v. tr. (1) supports, holds.

With her right she sustains her fair infant. . . Vis. Sea, 161.

(2) keeps, preserves.

Sustains it from beneath, and kindles it above. . Adonais, XLil. 9.

Sustenance, n. food, things needful.
dreaming That I deny them sustenance. . . . Cenci, III. ii. 83.

she their wrath beguiles With her own susten. ; . Laon, v.'lv. 6.

*Swaddled, ///. adj. wjapped in swaddling clothes.

You little swaddled child of Jove and May ! . . Horn. Merc. Li. i.

^Swaddling bands, c. n. wrapping clothes.

the woven imagery,Of second childhood's jwof^
dling bands, Witch, Lxx. 6.

tSwaddliug-clotlies, c. n. wrapping clothes in which infants

are enveloped.
and spread The swaddling-clothes about him ; Horn,. Merc. xxv. 5.

Of his ambrosial swaddling-clothes he piled— . xxxix.6.
The subtle infant in his swaddling clothes ; . . XLIX. 6.

from his shoulders drew His swaddling clothes .
—— LI. 8.

Swallow, n. A. Lit. a migratory bird Qiirundo rusHca).
who follow Tyrants as the sun the swallow^ . . Eug. Hills, 253.
When, as summer lures th^swallow, Love, Hope, 47.
The lark and the thrush and the swallow free, . Serchio, 18.

, Remembrance, II. i.

. . Cycl. 198.

. Ho-m. Merc, XLi. 6,

Q. Mab, IV. 261.

Ch. 1st, II. 274.

Laon, VI. xxxi. 34

. Adonais, xviil.4-

, Autumn, II. 4.

Epips. 54-
. Ode Lib. XIX. 3.

, Prom. II. v. 73.
St. Epips. 85.

B. Fig. swallow-like.
The swallow summer comes again— . .

Swallow, V. tr. A. Lit. eat.

only pray don't swallow me.
Was filled with the sweet food immortals s.,

B. Fig. engulf, overwhelm.
To swallow all delight, all life, all hope Prol. Hellas, 141

To swallow all the dauntless and the good . . . Q. Mab, Vll. 89.

SwaUowed, v^ tr. (1) engulfed, submerged.

Where Thermse and Asopus swallowedVzrsydi, . Hellas, 688.

(2) destroyed,
night Involved and swallowed up the vision ; . . Alastor, iSg.

BwalloweA J pp. Fig. (1) absorbed-
Darkness and hell Have jze/aZ/ja/tfi/ up the vapour Cenci, iv. iii. 41.

where life, and truth, and joy Are swallowedixp— py. Silence, 4.^

When the grave Has swallowed up thy memory " ' -
'

(2) exhausted, consumed.
Have swallowed up the gross sum

*Swallowetli, v. tr. Fig.
wildering passion swattffweth up the pauses

Swallows, n. pi. of Swallow.
The ants, tjie bees, the swallows reappear

;

The blithe swallows are flown, , .

the swallows are asleep ; Even. Pisa, I. 1.

Swam, V. intr. Fig.
Swam in our mute and liquid ecstasies, .... Laon, VI. xxxiii.7.

her eyes Which swam with unshed tears, . . . xil. xxii. 3.

in their dark and liquid moisture swam, . . . Pr. Athan. Fr. 2.

*Swamps, n. marshy places.

Through tangled s. and deep precipitous dells, . Alastor, 235.

Swan, n. A. Lit. an aquatic bird {genus Cygnus).
A swan was there, Beside a sluggish stream . . ^ 275.

Or. like a dying; swan who soars and sings, « . -
-

Then, as a wilajwaw,
Which, like a sleeping swan, doth float . .

Or like a dying jOTiiK who soars and sings,
, ,

Where the swan sings, amid the sun's dominions ? Witch, Ded. 11. 4.

B. Fig.
That a tempest-cleaving Swan Of the songs of

Albion, ' Eug. Hills, 174.

Swans, n. pi. of Swan. A. Lit.

wild swans struggling with the naked storm. . . Hellas, 293.

*Sward, n. grass, turf.

Sleep in the walls or under the sward .... Fr. Wine, 5.

Sware,-?'. intr. uttered a solemn oath.
Then Mercury sware by the Stygian dew, . Hom.. Merc. Lxxxix. 3.

Swarm, n. a dense cluster.

I^ike a swarm, of golden bees, Cloud, 54.

Swarm, v. intr. throng together.

And cold hopes swarm, like worms within our
living clay. u4£fo?zazj, xxxix. g.

The fire-flies flit, and swarm., and throng, . . Faust, II. 84.'

Swarming", adj. (1) multitudinous.
Pour forth her swarm^. sons to a fraternal doom : Laon, v.xxxviii.g.

(2; thickly inhabited.

As in a hydra's swarming lair, xi. viii. 3.

(3) densely packed.
TempI^ and prison, to many a swarming tsx^\ot\.. Ode Lib. Ill, 4.

Swarms, n. numerous persons, the multitude.
the swarms that dimmed or shared its light . . Adonais, xxix. 8.

Swart, adj. dark skinned.
Under the hook of the swart sickleman.
And the swart tribes of Garamant and Fez,

Not the swart Pariah in some Indian grove, .

JSwarthy, a^'. (See Swart.)
Swarthy were three—the fourth was very fair

:

*Swatlied, //. Fig. enclosed.
who Lay swathed in his sly wiles

Sway, n. (1) dominion, control, power.
For Love, Mortal, gleams thro' the gloom ofmy

sway, Death, Dial. 25.

Perish her sceptered sway

;

Death Vanq. 21.

with alternate sway Govern my sphere of being, . Epips. ^Xi.
beneath thy sway Is held ; Hom. Earth, lo.

charm the minds of men to Truth's own sway . Laon, Ded. x. 6.

Why the deceiver and the slave has sway . II. xxxiv.8.
The Angels of thy sway, v. Song,^.^.
Priests and Kings, Custom, domestic sway, . . Vlll. vii. 5.

Might, as he jut&ed, confirm his failing sway. . ix. xiii. 6.

nor in the enviea JTWoji . xi. xvii. 3.

Is this the system which thy powerful sway, . . M. N. Post.Fr.31.
Swell'd with command and mad with dizzying s. / 51.
and make them lose their sway / . . . . . — 00.
As if incongruous with thy parted swav ? , . 66.
Prince who dost pride thee on thy mighty sway^ Mother^ Son,V. 11.

This pest of dulness holds its sway; Peter, Vll.xxiv. 2.

primal spirits beneath his sway, Prom. 11. iv. 35.
Grew merciful, like a parent's sway Rosal. 935.

(2) influence.

I felt the sway Of the vast stream of ages . . . Laon, ri. xH. 4.
thus felt the sway Of ray conceptions, .... 11. xxxi. i.

What thoughts had s. over my sisters slumber . in. i. i.

the sway Of thy strong genius, Laon, , , , . iv. xv. 6.

. Hellas, 383.
. (Edipus, I. 171.

. Solitary, II. 1.

. Laon, III. xxv. 5.

. Hofn.Merc.siA.i,
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Alas, their sway was past, Loon, ix. xvi. 3.

wildest shores to own itg sovereign sway. . . . Prom. iv. 411."

Light, sound, and motion own the potent sway, . Suntnter-Evg. 9.

(.3) swing, bias.

Seized by the sway of the ascending stream, , . Alastor^ 387.

Sway, V. I. tr. (1) order, influence.

^way the reluctant present, Prol. Hellas^ 9.

(2) influenced emotionally.
and this lore did ^way My spirit like a storm, . Laon, I. xxxvii. 8.

interests, That ^vay the meanest being, . . , , Q, Mab, II. 104.

(3) wave hitber and tbitber.

and did sway His hair, Julian, 276.

II. intr. A, Lit. swing, move.
Jike the moon's shade did J. Amid reflected stars Laon, 1. xxii. 8.

B. Fig. pendulate.
Sway and drag heavily, Prom. 11. iv. 22.

Swayed, v. I. tr. (1) governed, controlled.
I saw the shape its might which swayed, . . . Laon, VI. xx. 6.

(2) shook,
the stern storm that swayed the topmost tower . Q. Mab, ix. loi.

II. intr. (1) gave.
its frail joints Swayed with the undulations , . Atastor, 303.

(2) moved backwards and forwards,
which in the radiance Kwajiefif and swung; . . . Julian, 103.
that scarce the feathery weed . . . S.in the air : . Laon, III. xvi. 3.

Beneath whose spires, which j. in the red light, . V. liv. 6.

tSwayjfii/ to her outline gracefully Q.Mab, I. 104.

Swayed,//, moved.
as \i swayed'Qy some mute tempest, Laon, XI. iii. 4.
like plains of corn vSWfl^i^i^ by the summer air ; . Prom. ill. ii. 21.

Sways, V. I. tr. moves backwards and forwards.
As the wild air stirs and sways The tree-swung

cradle , Dirgejor Year, ill. i.

in its hand. It sways a quivering moonbeam, , . I^om. IV. 231.

II. intr. swings, moves idly.

The helm sways idly, hither and thither ; . . , Serchio, 3.

Swear, v. I. tr. (1) vow, asseverate.

I swear a great oath, by my father's head, . , Horn. Merc. XLVll.i.

By sacred Styx a mighty oath to swear . . . lxxxviii.8.

(2) promise solemnly.
And so I swear a cold fidelity. " Cenci, i. ii. 26.

II. intr. (1) take a solemn oath.

it shall be done, I swear/ i. iii. 178.

Swear to me, ere I die ill. i. 56.

I swear To dedicate my cunning, III. i. 223.

Hear me, great God ! \ swear, most innocent, . —— V. ii. 153.

Cyclops, I swear by Neptune Cycl. 241.
I s. by these most gloriously-wrought portals— ffptn. Azerc.l.xv.i.

since thou hast, . . . Science of arts so glorious,
thus I swear, Lxxviii.2.

A hundred nations swear that there shall be . . Z.apn,v.Song, 2.1^.

iSzcea?- to be firm till death ! they cried, .... — .vill.xxvii.g.

We swear by thee ! X. xxix. 5.

Swear by your dreadful God.— xi. xxv. 7.

and swear to keep each spirit Undarkened . . Marenghi, V. 2.

(2) asseverate positively.

I J. that he is juster far Than Rhadamanthus— . Cycl. 253.
^

Nor is he, as some sages swear, Peter, li. i. 3.

And the misjudging world would swear .... iv. i. 3.

others swear you're a Hermaphrodite ; . . . .St Epips. 57.

Swearing, vbl. n. using profane language.
Drinking, lying, swearing, play Pefer^ IV. v. 5.

Sweat, n. moisture exuded from the body.
Tears bitterer than the bloody sweat oi Q\vnst. . Cenci, i. i. 113.

Drain your sweat—nay, drinfe your blood? . . Men ofEng. il. 4.

Sweep, n. (1) brushing movement.
Krased its light vestige, with shadowy sweep, . . Sensif. PI. II. 27.

(2) the compass of flowing wind or water.
Epibosom in their ever-wailing sweef, .... Adon. Cane. 1 1.

Obedient to the sweep of odorous wmds .... Alastor, 317.
Suspended on the sweep of the smooth wave, . . 362.
Seen through the torrent's sweeps Arethusa, il. 15.

Whose Water, like clear air, in its calm sweep
Bent the soft grass, Triumph, 315.

(3) compass of movement generally.

From the swift jw^tf^ of wings Dceinon,i.\2i^.

(4) compass of an arch or curve.

across the sweep Of the aetherial waterfall,— , . Mont B. 25.

now down the sweep Of the wind-cloven wave . Vis. Sea, 13.

(5) rushing sound.
Obedient to the sweep of aery song Dcemon, i. 115.

Sweep, V. I, tr. (1) drive, carry off.

Their breath will sweep thee into dust, .... Faust, 11. 123.

to sweep The lingering guilty to their uefj grave ; Laon, xii. ix. i.

The poor man's God to sweep it from the earth, . Q. Mab, II. 144.

(2) move swiftly over, scQur.

They sweep the pale j^gean, Hellas, 303.
the winds that sweep The bijlowy surface . . . Ireland, 3.

Thou whose foamy Dillowsjwtftf^ Shores . . . Mexican, 111.6.

(3) carry with it, affect.

May jw«e^ imagination in its storm ; Calderon,ul.iii.

(4) touch or brush over.

our hair should sweep The footsteps Cenci, V. iii. 35.

(5) play upon.
whose strings The genii of the breezes sweep : . Q. Mab, I. 53.
And first, I felt my fingers sweep The harp, , . Rosal. 1141.

(6) with^;-(7/«, produce.
Which from unseen lyres . . . The genii of the

breezes sweep Da-mon^ I. $$.

II. intr. (1) rush or pass rapidly along.
we can sweep through the s^y^ Faust, II. 206.

Swift in wide troops the Tartar chivalry Sweep ; Hellas, 33 1.

as they swee^, Blood stains the snowy foam . . Laon, 1. xi. 8.

o'er the sinkmg' sphere Of sun-set sweep, ... I. xv. 5.

sent its foul dreams to sweep With whirlwind
swiftness— III. xxii. 4.

horsemen o'er the wide fields murdering sweep, . VI. vii. 4.

shades beautiful and white, . . . across our path
would sweeps xii.xxxvi.8.

Made the air sweep in whirlwinds from the shore, xil.xxxix.5.

Will sweep at midniight o'er the wilder'd wave ; , M. N.Fragmt.26.
I see the lank and ghastly spectres sweep . . . M. N. Ravail, 62.

All ghastly-visaged clouds did jzc^^^/ . . . .Mar.Dr.lw.^.
Whirlwinds jzwe^i^ and billows roar: Mexican,!. 2.

Its billows now sweep o'er mine eyes ; . . . . Prom. II. iii. 49.
they all Sweep onward II. iv. 140.
As they sweep wildly by, . . St. Ir. (3) II. 5.

(2) of movement of things immaterial or mental.
Secure o'er rocks and waves I s^eep Con. Sing. IV- 6.

That multitudinous anarchy did sweeps .... Ode Lib. IX. 9.

Sweep awful thoughts, rapid and thick Prom.. I. 147.

may sweep thro' vacant shades, l. 216.

*Sweepinff, pr. pple. (1) brushing with broom or besom.
Or jw^e^z'w^ the hard floor, Cycl.j^^.

How long have I been sweeping out this rubbish Faust, II, 356.

(2) viVih-from, producing.
s. from some strange harp Strange symphony, . Alasior, 166.

^Sweeping', ppl. adj. Fig. (1) advancing, onward-moviug.
a sound of keeping conflict spread, Laon, V. vi. 2.

(2) destructive.

the sweeping storms Of pityless power! . , . . Q. Mab, IV. 126.

Yes ! when the sweeping storip of time .... VI. 220.

Sweeps, V. I. tr. (1) drives or carries along.
which sweeps The withered leaves of Autumn . . Laon, V. liii. i.

(2) of things immaterial.
Which sweeps all things to their appointed doom, Hellas, 450.

(3) passes over, scours.

a wind that sweeps Earth and the ocean. . . . Laon, I. iii. i.

On the blast that sweeps the breast of the lake, M. N. Spec. Hors. 61.

the noon-day sea Which the dying breeze sweeps
fitfully Rosal. 1018.

II. intr. (1) passes rapidly and irresistibly.

The torrent of the crowd sweeps over us : . . . Faust, II. 314.
as thro' their ranks . . . Sweeps . . that Phantom Laon, VI. xix. g.
And sweeps o'er the breast of the prostrate plain. M.N.SpecHorss).
and over wide dominions Sweeps . ... Pr. Aihan. II. iii. ig.

It sweeps into the affrighted sea ; Serchio, 100.

The clash of the hail sweeps over the plain— . . Two Spirits^ 23,

(2) pervades, extends.
Spring sweeps over the world again, Laon, ix. xxi. 5.

(3) of things mental or iirimaterial.

Sweeps through the dull dense world, .... Adonais, xi:.iil.4.

'Tis like a wondrous strain that sweeps .... DceTnon, I. 49.
Which sweeps through all things Prol. Hellas^ 104.

Sweet, n. fragrance.
Makes faint with too much sweet these heavy-

winged thieves : Skylark, 55.

Sweet, adj. (1) grateful, pleasing to the taste, delicions,

wholesome.
You speak of a fair fountain, sweet to oie. . . . CycL 141.

A sweet draught after a sweet meal, —:— 413.
With the dew which sweet grapes weep, . . . # , 490.
Who shall share the wine's jzcee/ fountains. . . 514.
But the wine is sweet. 569.
With sweet Bromian, long desired, 025.
morsels sweet Down his most sacred throat, . Horn. Merc. xxil. 5.

Of their soft beds and their sweet food bereft— xxxiii. 5.

Was filled with the sweet food immorfals swallow, xli. 6.

But if deprived of that sweet food^ xcv. 4.
and many a root Sweet and sustaining, .... Laon, v. Ivi. 6.

shall take And interchange sweet nutriment ; . . Prom. Iii. iii. 96.
were weaned each one From that sweet food,— . Rosal. 402.
And liquors clear and sweet, . Witch, xvil. i.

(2) fragrant, odorous.
what a sweet smell it has ! Cycl. 146.
Offering sweet incense to the sun-rise, .... Desmon, il. 89.

„.......,, ,. Q Mab, VIII. 83.
tSzff^/ basil and mignonette? E. Vi'uiani, 2.

all the place is peopled with sweet airs ; . . . . Epips. 445.
For the dw«jf savour of the roasted meat - . Horn. Merc. XX.U. i.

Odours, when s. violets sicken, Live . Music, when sojt voices, 3.

and with j. breath Loading the morning winds . CBdipus, II. 1.64.
starlike flowers and herbs of odour sweet, . . , Orpheus, 116.
And haunted by s. airs and sounds, which flow , Prom., i. 830.
summer winds Satiate with sweet flowers. . . . 11. 1. 38.
The sweet air that sustained me^ 11. i. 104.
Whose odour is so sweet andf amt, Rosal. 1082.
And the jessamine faint, and the swut tuberose, Sensit. PI. I. 37.
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(3) grateful to the ear, melodious.
From shape, and hue, and, odour, and J. sound, . Adonais^ xiv. 2.

Like winds that bear sweet music, Alastor^ 631.
Wrapt in sweet \i\\A melodies— Birth Pleasure^ 4.

thy jwcc/ song thou hast began Calderon^ III. 23.
what a sweet peean ! sing^ me that again ! . . . CycL 670,
Whose roar is wakened mto echoings sweet . . IJi^mon, II. 78.

,, ,, ,, ,, ,,
. . g. Ma5, vni. 67.

Now to the sweet and many-mingling sounds . £>ee.mon, li. 104.

Q- ^ab, VIII. 99.
^weet as stops Of planetary music Epzps, 85.

still, jw«s^ spirit of that sound, -— 331.

Sweet notes of lovCj Faust, 11. 55.
and to hear the while Sweet music, Fr. Poetry^ 3.

A sweet and a creeping sound . Fr. Satan^ ir.

Upon the liquid waves of thy sweet singing, . . Fr. Sing. 2.

Rude, but made ^meet by distance— Gisb. 287.

.S^sei' oracles of woods and dells, GuitarJane, 63.

a storm of harmony Unutterably sweety .... Hellas^ 180.

a tumult sweet Of mighty sounds,
_

. Hqth. Merc. IX. 4.
and sweet as Love Tne penetrating notes did live

and move —- LXXI. 7.

soul-awakening music, sweet and strong, . . . —- Lxxv. 6.

Strike the jw^e^ chords, lxxxi,4.
by its music sweet Shall make immortal . . . Horn.. Moon., 26.

tne notes were not sweet till you sung them . . Jane^ i. 5.

and smiled Hearing ^weet sounds.— Julian., 228,

And those are his sweet strains 250.

Or where with sound like many voices sweet., . . Laon, Ded. II. 5.

fill the shore and sky With her sweet accents— . II. xxviii. 5.

in accents sweet and low He sung a song . . . ii. xli. 4.

There with the music of thine own sweet spells il. xlii. g.

Solemn and sweet as when low winds attune . III. xxviii, 7.

And with his ^weet and mighty eloquence . . IV. xi. 2.

like the sweet source Of waters VI. xx. 7.

Her accents soft and sweet the pausing air . . . VII. ii. 9.

no articulate sounds, but sometning sweet . . . VII. xxi. 2.

so sweet, it could not be That it was meaningless ; vii. xxi. 3.

and sweet melodies Of love, Vli. xxxii.6.

her voice, tender and sweet; XI. vi. 6;

Amid ^weet sounds across our path xii.xxxvi.8.

Hark ! to those notes, how sweet., how thrilling s. M. N. Ravatl, 69.

And your sweet voice, like a bird Mary. 3.

When winds blow loud, pines make jw^s/ melody. Moscnus, 9.

Let me drink of the spirit of that sweet sound, Music, Ipant, ll. i.

Sweet as if angels sang, Nat. Ant. VI. 4.

Listening to my sweet pipings PUn, i. 5,

Speededljy my jzfea/ pipmgs. ... ... ii. 5.

With envy of my jwe^^ pipings ii. 12.

At the sorrow ofmy sweetm^mgs — m. 12.

And, hark ! their sweet, sad voices ! 'tis despair . Prom., i. 756.
Low, s., faint sounds, like the farewell of ghosts, 11. 1. 158".

While our music, wild and sweet, —^ II. i. 1S5.

So Jtcee/, that joy is almost pain il. ii. 40.
Until, still ^meet, but loud and strong-, .... ii. ii. 58.

O'er the clear billows of ^a/^^/ sound; .... ll. iv. 79.
Upon the silver Waves of thy ^^ye^/ singing ; . . II. v. 74.
But, by the instinct of sweet music driven ; . . . ii. v. go.
From difference jze^^c^ where discord cannot be ; ill. iii. 39.
Its sound must be at once both sweet and strange. ill. iii. 75.

yet more sweet Than any voice but thine, . . . ill. iv. ^^.
Wrapt in sweet sounds, IV. 82.

Sweet as a singing rain of silver dew iv. 235.
That sprung from these sweet notes, Q. Mab., VIII. 28.

Thy sweet voice to each tone of even United, . . Rosal. 8.

Did the voice of Helen, sad and sweet, . . i . 211.

every strain Grew fainter but more sweety . . .
'• 1169.

Which flung from its bells a sweet peal anew . . Sensit. PI. 1. 26.

With a motion of sweet sound and radiance, . . i. 48.
With music s. as love, which overflows her bower : Skylark, 45.
the sweet Tune to which they moved, Trium-ph^ 382.

the sweet notes that move The sphere .... 478.

O sweet Echo, wake, UnJ. Dr, 5.

A thrilling peal of such jw^^^ merriment , . . 139.

Soft melodies, as sweet as April rain 182.

iSze/e^/ tones are remembered not
j

. . . . Whsn the lamp, I. 6.

entangling them in her sweet ditties .... Witch., Lxxvill. 3.

(4) that gives forth agreeable sounds.

to the song of night's jz&^fi/ bird; Adonais, JAAl. ^,

the sound Of the ^weet brook ....... Alastor, 478.
The cup which the sweet\i\x& fills for me. . . . Rosal. 1130.

Only over head the sweet nightingale Sensit. PI. l. 106.

Whilst that sweet bird, whose music was a storm Woodman, 36.

(5) exquisite, delightful to the eye.

With cunning workmanship of tracery sweet— Horn. Merc. XLli, 2.

Sweet views which in our world above .... Jane^ Recoil. 69.

In many entangled figures quaint and sweet . . Marenghi, XX. 4.
Sweet sXbx., which gleaming o'er the darksome . Star, i.

Sweet star ! When wearied Nature ..... 7.

Like that sweet marble monster of both sexes', . St. Bpips. 58.

(6) tender, delicate, fresh-looking.
that waken The sweet buds every one, .... CloUd, 6.

Here the grass is soft and sWeet, Cycl. 49.
Lotus and all sw&et herbage, Hofn. Merc. xvil. 6.

With their sweetWoorsx^ the wintry loneliness Laon, vi. xxviii. 5.

Driving sweet buds like flocks to feed in air . Ode W. Wind, r. 11.

flowers So sweet, the sense faints picturing them ! ill. 8.

kiss The sweet lips of the flowers, and harm not, Sensit. PI. 11. 51.
Till they clung round many a jw^e/ flower's stem, iii. 40.
and all iw^.?^ flowers. -—— m. 49.

And all sweet shapes and odours there, . , * . Sensit. PI. iv. 18.

The stems of the joz-js^ flowers Triumph. ^17.

Of the sweet flowers and sunny grass, . . , * W. Shel. (3) II. 7.

(7) wholesome, fresh.

Watering it all the summer with sweet dew, . . Witch., xxxil. 7.

Had left on the ^veet waters mighty wakes , . LVlll, 5.

Into their mother's bosom, sweet and soft, , . . Woodman, 49.

(8) soft, bland, kindly, gentle.

one of sweet and earnest looks, Adon. Cane. 18.

With his sweet voice and eyes, Alastor, 80.

the light of one swee^ smile Afril, 1814, 24.

Methinks her sweet looks, Cenci, i. i. ^.
and now That her s. eyes were weary of the sun, Laon.^ I. xvii. 3.

the sweet loojts Of women, the fair breast from
which I fed, H. i. i._

Id all but its jw^e/ looks and mien divine ; .. . . il. xxii. 3.

Too earnest and too sweet ever to be denied. . . —'— li. xxyi. 9.

A sweet and solemn smile, like Cythna's, . . . V. xxiv. 4.

Her looks were sweet as Heaven's ^— V. 1. 4.

Thy mother's dying smile, tender and sweet ; . . — IX xxii. 6.

ana the pity of sweet eyes Gave strengjth . . . Love, Hope, 34. n
Till thy sweet stars could weep the stain away ; . Ode Lib. xil. 5.

It throbbed in sweet and languid beatings . . . Q. Mab., Vlll. 21.

made S-weet smiles, yet sad, arise and fade . . Rosal. 1022.

Thy sweet amWdB we ever seek,— Tp-m^rrow, I. 4.
The life of their jz£/£i3^ eyes Tower ofFam. 2\.

bending at her sweet command, TriuTuph, 403.
the sweet splendour of her smiles Witch., XXVI. 6.

(9) innocent, gentle, delicate.

in the gentleness of thy JM/ee^ youth . . . . . Cenci, lii. i. 366.
To blacken the sweet light of ufe . IV. iii 42.
From' this sweet folded flower, '— V. iii, 8-

Over whose sweet beautj- 1 have wept for joy . Ch. 1st, Ii. 486.
in the woods their sweet \\ves sing away, . , , Damon, ll. 162.

„ „ „ ,, „ ... Q. Mab, Vlll. 220.

from her ja/^e^ piteous countenance Faust, 11. 397.
sweet lamb, would you not learn Fioraispzna, y6.

A thing from which sweet lips were wont to drink Gisb. 87.

A-nd one sweet laugh, most horrible to hear, . . Hellas, 825.

Whence drive you this sweet y^&y, Horn.. Merc. I.V.7.

this sister sweet. This child 01^twelve years old— Laon, ii, xxv. 2.

Near whom, for our sweet sister's sake, .... ProTn. l. 229.
Bring home with you That .y. strange lady-friend. Rosal. 91.
A sweet child weary of its delight, Sensit. PI. i. 112.

With looks so ^weet and gentle St. Epips. 59.
melody on Agathon's sweet lips, 105.
Thy sweet child Sleep, the filmy-eyed, . . , . To Nighty IV. 3.

Thou yet wearest, sweet spirit, Vis. Sea^%.
My Witch indeed is not so sweet a creature . . Witch, Ded. V. i.

Veils, in which those sweet ladies oft array. , . — I.XV. 3.

(10) charming, graceful.

His song, though very sweet, Adon. Cane. 27.
Were they not deaf to all sweet melody ; , . , Epips. 8.

And from his touch sweet thunder flowed, . . . Fr. Milton, 3.

whose sweet words might cure a Male prude, , Peter, iv. xiv. 3.
The like sweet fanciesTiad pursued Rosal. 191.
there stood In record of a sweet saa story, . . ~ 1052.
The rites of a religion sweet, 1077.
What sweet thoughts are thine : Skylark, 62.

(11) dear, beloved, amiable.
You know My zeal for all you wish, s. Beatrice ; Cenci, l. ii. 40.
Of heavy chains has gangrened his s. limbs, . . 11. i. 71.

Nay, Beatrice; have courage my sweet g\xl, . . il. i. So.
My sweet child, You have no wound ; . . . . III. i. 3.

My sweet child, know you -— iii. i. 59.
What wouldst thou tell, sweet brother? .... v. iii. 14.

my dear sweet maister, Cycl. 245.
I prithee comfort thy sweet self again, .... Dante Conv. 58.
Sweet Spirit ! Sister of that orphan one, . . . Epips. i.

Sweet Lamp ! my moth-like Muse has burnt ite

wings ; 53.
Or half-asleep, hear my sweet mother sing, . Horn. Merc. XLV. 6.
thou and I, Sweet friend ! Laon, Ded.: XIV. 5.
Cythna sweet. Well with the world art thou un-

reconciled
; ll.xxxvii. 2.

Sweet brother of my soul ! can I dissemble . . 11. xlvii. 3^
My own sweet sister looked, , vi. xxiv. 8.

Cythna's sweet lips seemed lurid vi.xxxviii.i.
thou shalt see the gashes In my sweet boy, . . vi. 1. 4
even at this breast, sweet love, —— vii. xix. 6.
Sweet tlie rose which lives in heaven Love's Rose^ ii. 3.
As thoUj sweet love, requited me M. W. G. III. 4.
At sunrise thou shouldst come, s. sister mine,- , Prom. li. i. 14.

Come, sweet Panthea, link thy hand in mine, . . II. i. 207.
With love, which is as fire, j. daughter mine, . . Iti. iii. 151.
Ah me ! sweet sister, iv. 505.
those sweet lips, Once breathing eloquence,. . . Q. Mab, I. 33.
Come hither, my ^veet Rosalind Rosal. i.

Alas ! sweet friend, you must believe 313.
till that sweet load Was lightened 387.
On his sweet lips and liquid eyes 748.
A paradise of earth for one sweet sake —— 771.
And his sweet voice, when he might speak, . . 1007.
Sweet boy, did I forget thee too ? ii93-

O Lionel, like thee Is our sweet child ^— 1224.

As if some bright Spirit for her sweet ^zk& . . . Sensit. PI. II. 17.
Not to touch those sweet hands ? Vis. Sea, 86.
Sweet lips, could my heart have hidden .... We meet, IV. i.

Near thy sweet mother's anxious heart, . . , , I^. Skel. Ill, 3.
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(12) pleasurable to the emotions, passions or feelings.

where after their sweet pain, Adonais^ IX. 8.

Her first ^iieei kisses, have been dear to me ; . Alastor^ 12.

sounds of Love's sweet sorrow, Calderon^ III. 17.

So flattering and so sweety III. 36.
To drops, each poisoning; youth's yweei hope ; . Cenci^ V. ii. 123.

Dead ! The sweet bond broken ! — v. iv. 137.

Wild, sweety but uncommunicably strange, . . Con. Sing: II. 3.

But meat is a sweet remedy for hunger. . . . ^ Cycl. 128.

Was the jwe^/ stream of thought ZJiSwww, II. 44.
A sweet thought, which was once the life within . Dante Conv. 13.

And its sweet talk of her my-soul did win; . . . 17.

Of the sweet kisses that haa lulled them . . . Epips. 204.
Become too sweet for utterance, . . ... 561.

Love's very pain is sweety —-— 596.
seize with sweet and melancholy thoughts . . . Faust^ i. 108.

out of tune With the sweet dance Fiordispina^ 72.

the s. And subtle mystery by which spirits meet ? 76.

Bitter to taste, sweet in imagining. Ginevra^ 37.

Every false verse of that sweet oracle, - . . . Gisb. 141.

And J., even as desire, the liquid voice Ofpipes, Hoin.Merc.iJS3.vii.^.
Gathered them both into familiar Affection j.,— Lxxxvi. 7.

the lulled deliffht Of sweet desire Horn. Venus^ 3.

Long having lived on thy sweet food, .... Jane^ Invitn^ 43.
Alas none strewed sweet flowers upon the way . Julian^ 323.
and a dark yet sweet offence, 329.

I wept, sweet tears, yet too tumultuously . . , Laon^ i. xxxvi. 8.

the jwefi/ unrest In which I watched him . . . I. xxxvii. 5.

soon, sweet madness Was poured upon my heart, l. xxxix. 8.

Of converse and caresses sweet dinA. deep, . . . VII. i, 6.

thy kiss is sweet, thy lips are warm— .... IX. xxxiv. i.

Such sweet and bitter pain as mine. . . . L.erici, 38.

iSzoctf/ though in sadness. ; OdeW.Wind^v.5.
Sweet both to feel and understand Peter^ V. xv. 4.

something sweet, since \t is sweet Even to desire ; Pro»t. II. i. y8.

Sick with «£«(;/ love, droops dying away . , . li. ii. 28.

With melting rapture, or sweet awe, II. ii. 44.
The sweet desires within obey : il. ii. 56.

yet all love is sweety ... ; II. v. 39.
which yet were sweet to shed ^— III. iii. 29.

Change to the music of our ja«c/ mirth. . . , Iv. 174.

that are heavy with love's sweet ram IV. 179.

a wood of sweet sad thoughts ; iv. 201.

As in the soft and sweet eclipse, IV. 450.
Virtue's most sweet reward ? Q. Mad, Ded. 4.

'twere sweet To feed it from my faded breast, . Rosal. 378.

our talk was sad and sweety 784.

^weet And subtile mists of sense and thought ; . • 808.

And say with flattery false, yet sweety .... 841.

In the JW^e/ depth, of woven caresses, .... IQ31.

Like a dloe in the ijoon-tide with love's j. want, . Sensit. PL 1. 1 1.

FortheSensitivePlant JK/^e^l'oy tobear, . . . 1.95.

more sweet Than the eipiring mom-star's . . . Star^ 5.

and a tone Arises . . . How sweet'/ ... St. Defection. II. 9.

It is a sweet thing, friendship, St. Epips. 62.

A love so sweet it could not last, TtTne longpast, I. 5.

hold Sweet talk in music Triumph^ 39.

Unless Love feeds upon its own ja/«/self, . . Two Fr. Mus. 11. 2.

Sweet vj\iis^e,ts are heard by the traveller, . . Two Spirits, 43.

all the bitterness of that sweet name Unf. Dr. 48.

Changing bright fancy to iro**^ sentiment, . . 176.

—Delusion too sweet though vain ! We meet, III. 4.

Too sweet to be mine again m. S-

To stir sweet thoughts or sad Witch, xvi. 8.

and the sweet sighs Inhaling, XL. 6.

And happy l;houghts of hope, too sweet to last. . lvi. 8.

Would rise out of their rest, and take sweet joy, . Lxxvi. 3.

A toil so sweet at tinjes Yet look, 11.

(13) delightful, affording pleasure.

To see no more sweet sunshine ; Cenct, V. xv. 52.

in youth's jwe«/ prime —~ V. iv. 86.

sweet dance and melody, Cycl. 29.

And in the sun-warm noon 'Tis sweet to drink. . 550.

How saieetthc smiles of taintless infancy. . . . Dcemony ll. 192.

Sweet Benediction in the eternal Curse ! . . . Epips. 25.

All things in that sweet abode Fug. HiUs, 368.

The season was the childhood oi sweet June, . . Fiordtspina^ i.

Each with its load of pleasure, slow yet sweet; . 4.

li sweet May Had not brought forth this morn . 29.

How sweet it is to sit and read the tales . . . Fr. Poetry, 1.

Sweet meeting by sad parting to renew ;— . . Gisb. 322.

Sweet as a summer night without a breath. . . Hellas^ 13.

whom in sweet love Having been interwoven, . Horn. Merc. I. 3.

and from the cavern sweet XI. 3.

and to the measure Of the jze/tftf^ lyre, .... LXXII. 5.

Soothing the mind with jw^«^ familiar play, . . Lxxxil. 7.

To those who are unskilled in its sweet tongue, . Lxxxni. 1.

at the sweet time when winds are wooing . . . Xnt. Beauty, V. 8,

Sounds and odours sorrowful Because they once

were sweet, -^«»- ^^'s- Vl. 4.

Comes to bid a sweet good-morrow Jane, Invitn, 4.

To take what this JWfffi/ hour yields :— .... 32.

A lovelier toy sweet Nature never made, . . . juhan,.i^.
Never to leave sweet Venice,— 549;,.

held us in chains (di sweet captivity, Laon, V. Ivni. 5.

with a rite Of faith most jwe«f/ and sacred, . . VI. xxxix. 3.

To do their sweet and subtile ministries ; . . . Vll. xxxiv. 2.

overflow In converse wild, and JWf«/, .... Xll.xxxvii.3.

and sweet warmth left by day, Were scattered

o'er the twinkling bay Lerici, 43-

What is all this sweet work worth Love's PhiL II. 7.

With hues which sweet nature has made divine : Ode, Arise^ 32.
happy hours Which we buried in Love's s. bowers, Past, i. 2.

And the sweet, stranee mystery Peter, V. viii. 3.

and sweet debates Ofancient lore Pr. Athan. II. 1. 13.
And sweet and subtle talk they evermore, . , . II. ii. 10.
my rest Was troubled and yet sweet ; .... Prom. 11. i. 54.
long years of pain Sweet to rSnember, .... iii. iii, 9.
Like to a child o'erwearied with sweet toil, . . iv. 263.
How sweet a scene vi-ill earth become \ . , . , Q. Mab, vi. 39.
How calm and sweet the victories of life, . . . vi. oa
Those rooted hopes of some sweet place of bliss . — ix. 15.

that sweet bondage"which is freedom's self, . . ~— ix. 76.
I sate through the sweet sunny day Rosal. 364.
*Twere sweet 'Mid stars and lightnings to abide, 547,
Raining like dew from his sweet talk, .... 643.
no clouds of fate o'er the sweet prospect lower, . St. Ir. m 11. 6.
There was a Power in this iw^*/ place, .... Sensit. PI. 11. u
I doubt not the flowers of that garden sweet . . xi. 29,
All the sweet season of summer tide, 11. 59.
That garden sweet, that lady fair, iv. 17.

when this sweet day is gone, St. Dejection^ v. 2.

Were it not a sweet refuge, Emil}^ Si. Fipips. 170.

death did hide from human sight Sweet secrets, . .Su?nmer-Evg.2g.
So sweet and deep is the oblivious spell ; . . . Triuinph^ 331.
moved in a measure new Yet sweety 378.

Sweet lips J he who hath ^^J} ^^- ^^'

And there lay Visions swift, and sweety .... Wiich^ xv. i.

in the light C)f her jzf^tf/ presence— xxil. 8.

that happy nightingale In this JWff/ forest, , . Woodman, 12.

(14) soothing, serene, peaceful.

In the sweet solitude of this calm place, . . . Calderon, I. i.

In sweet oblivion of all thought, i. 210.

Sweet sleep, were death like to thee, Vend, V. iii, 138.

Oh ! jwa*/ is thy slumber ! Death, Dial. ^1.

And lured me towards sweet Death ; Eptps. 73.

sweet sleep, whose dews are sweeter . . . Horn.. Merc, lxxvi. 5.

In the first sweet sleep of night Ind. Ser. i. 2.

Like sweet thoughts m a dream

;

.... ii, 4,
I refrain From that svoeet sleep Julian^ 499.
But to the Snake those accents s. were known ; . Daon^ l, xix. 5.

the wildest, saddest tone, Yet sweet, i. xxii. 2.

more profound and strong Thanmy ja/tf£/ dream ; i. xliii.7.

the sweet awe Of such mUd looks v, xvii. 6.

Maternal earth, who doth her sweet smiles shed . V. xxxiii. 7.

a solace sweet His very victims brought

—

. . v. xxxv. 8.

Of future love and peace sweet converse lapt . . Vi. i. 6,

or what jztf«; dream May pilot us vi. xxix. i.

And the sweet peace of joy VI.xxxviii.5.

Then grew^ like sweet reality vil. xvi. 8.

Sweet talk, and smiles, and sighs, all bosoms did
attune Vili. xxix. g.

Sweet streams of sunny thought, ix. xxvi. 8.

some sweet and moving scene Of youthful hope . ix. xxx. 7,

And sung a low jze/w/ song;, x. xlviii. 5.

Steeps the faint eyes in darkness sweet and deep ; xii. xvii. d
mix for ever With a sweet emotion ; Love's Phil. l. 4,
Upon my heart thy acceuts sweet Of peace . . M.W. G. IV. i.

together dwell, Mmgling in sweet accord. , , . Orpheus, 87.

the jwrtf^ enthusiasm Which overflows . . , Pr. Athan. 11. li.yj.

Which now is sad because it hath been sweet; . Prom. II. i. 9.

Spoilt the sweet taste of the nepenthe, love. . . • iii. iv. 163.

Where sweet Wisdom smiles, . .... iv, log.

Or is it only a sweet slumber Q, Mab, l. 23.

To a sleep more deep and so more sweet . . . Rosal. 346.
oblivion of all fears, A sweet sleep : . . . . 987.

Heardst thou not sweet words iiai.

Smile on its mother, whose singing sweet . . . Sensit. PI. i. 6a
Obeyest in silence their sweet solemn spells, . . Summer-Bvg: 15.

There were jwtfff^ dreams in the night . . , Time longpast,\\.\.
violet banks where sweet dreams brood, . . . Triumph, 72.

Scattering sweet visions from her presence sweety Witch, lx. 4.
A pleasure ja/ifi/ doubtless it was to see . . . Lxi. i.

They drank in their deep sleep of that sweetv,'a.ve^ Lxix. 3,

Have fled like j. dreams, leaving thee to mourn. Wordsztforth, 4.
In music and the sweet unconscious tone . . Zucca, v. 2.

(15) kind, gentle, affectionate.

The spirit of jw^e/ human love Alastor, 203.

thy sweet mate will twine her downy neck With
thine. 28a.

those pallid lips So sw^t even in their silence, , 700.

thy lofty songs and that sweet mood Cavalc. 7.

Thy spotlesslife of sweet and sacred love. . . . Dcenton, 11. 301.

„ „ „ „ „ ... g. il/a*, IX. 208.

From the twin lights thy j. soul darkens through, E^ips. 38.

From the sweet Ktuntains of our Nature . . . F^. Satire, 42.
Thouigh thy sweet wishes wing its flight ? . . . Good Nighty ii. 2,

a look more sweet Than happy love, Loon, xii. xxii. 3.

By this sweet unexpected welcoming. .... Mother^ Son^ v. 7.

Oh tenderness that found'st so sweet a scope ! . v. 10.

millions, butchered in sweet confidence . . . ^ Q. Mab^ vi. 114.

(16) gracious, beneficent.

Sweet Heaven, forgive weak thoughts I . . . . Cenci, v, iv. 57. .

Trust in God's sweet love, . . ,
V. iv. 75.

If equal, yet unlike, to one sweet end ;— ... Epips. 359.

By tny sweet love was sanctified ; Ode Lib, Vii. 6.

God's JWtftf/ love in burning coals /fe/er, III. xvii. 5.

(17) used saHricallyi dainty, beautiful.

With care his sweet person adorning, D^iil^ i. 3.

Where, sweet mountain beast, Got you that

speckled shell ? Horn. Merc. v. 4.
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(18) adj. ahsol. one dear or beloved.
To thy chamber window, Sweet! Ind. Ser. I. 8.

We are not happy, Sweet/ M. W. G. V.i,
Thou lead, my sweety And I will follow Rosal. 73.
Sweet/ we will not part Henceforth, ..... 577.

Sweet, adv. sweetly, delightfully.
I know none else that sitigs so sweet as it . . . Gisb. 289.
Sent odours dying sweet across the sea. . . . Laon^ ill, xxxiv. 2.

Which on thy cradle beamed so brightly sweet . Q. Mab^ vi. 73.

M It )) ,, ,, ,, . Superstition^ 2.

Ever sang more sweet as the da^ might fail, . . Senstt. PI, i. 107.

*Sweet-'breathing, c. adj. giving forth fragrance.
Soon pied flowers, sweet-breath-inff^ . ... Cycl. 524.

Sweeter, adj. (1) more enjoyable.
Tastes not a sweeter m^aX Q. Mab^ iii. 57.

(2) more acceptable, more pleasant,
whose dews Are sweeter than the balmy tears of

even :— Horn. Merc. Lxxvi. 6.

and calm, and darkness, sweeter {^x Came— . . Laon^ I. xl. 6.

But what is sweeter to revenge's ear M.N. Ravail^ 109.
Thy words are sweeter ih.zxL aught else but his . Prom. II. v, 38.
Thy gentle words Are sweeter i * III, iii. 5.

(3) more delightful.

While lust was sweeter than revenge ;..,.. Cenci^ I, i. q8.
sweetei^ far Than is the music ofan Asian lyre Cycl. 439.

Would make life sweeter for a longer time. . . 453,A sweeter draught than ye will ever taste, . . . Laon^ xil. xxvii. 9.

(4) more melodious.
With voifce far sweeter than thy dying notes, . . Alastor^ 286.
His sweeter voice a just accordance kept. Horn. Merc. Lxxxv. 8.

'Tis something sadder, sweeter far than all. . . Prom. I. 671.

.(5) more plaintive.

Unlike and far sweeter than them all Aziola^ II. j.

Sweetest, adj. (1) most exquisite, most perfect.

The sweetest lyrist of her saddest wrong, . , . Adonais^ xxx. 8.

Bion the {sweetest singer] is no more Bleg. Bion. 13.

Our sweetest songs are those that tell of saddest
thought Sk^l&rk^ 90.

(2) most melodious.
And with .yzw^e/ej^ barmony, . Calderon^ III. 11.

and serves as discords do In sweetest music. . . C/i. u/, i. 175.
as can make Those .JZfce^cj^ sounds, Epips. 145.
Like sweetest sound, seeking its mate, it darts— Laon^ vill. xvii. 3.

Voice the sweetest ever heard

!

Mary, 6.

And tender love that fed those sweetest note^s, Orpheus^ 65.
Is clothed in sweetest sounds and varying words 82.
And sweetest mnsicy such as spirits love, . . Prom.. Ill, ii. 34.
Than any voice but thine, sweetest of all ; . . . iii. iv.'56r

(3) most beautiful and delicate.

The sweetest flowers are ever frail and rare, , , Marengki, x. i.

She bound the sweetest on her sisterVbrow, . . Q. Mob, ix. 54.
me, sweetest flowers delayed not long ; . , . . Triumph^ 4*61.

(4) most fragrant.

The sweetest flower for scent that blows ; . . . Sensit. PL i. 38.
The sweetest that ever were fed on dew, . . . iii. 31.

(5) exciting most acute emotions.
Source of the sweetest hopes and saddest fears— Ld. Ch. viii. 4.

(6) most beloved.
Misery, xtvy sweetest friend— Deat/i^ (2) 11. 1.

(7) most acceptable or valuable.
They think the jzy^^/ej/ thin^ a stranger brings . Cycl. iig.
Gathering the sweetest fruit in human reach . . jLaon, IV. xxi. 3.

(8) most soothing.
as one from dreaming Of sweetest peace, I woke, Julian^ 336.
sweetest^ last and noblest title—death ; , . . . Q. Maby V. 222.

(9) most bland, soft, gentle.
And in thy sweetest smiles, and in thy tears, . . Laon^ Ded. xi. 5.

(10) most delightful.

Yes ! than love's sweetest blisses 'tis more dear . M. N. Rwvail^ m.
Paradise fruits are sweetest vi\\Qx\. forbidden. . . St. Epips. 116.

Sweetly, adv. (1) charmingly to the eye.
Sleep they less sweetly on the cottage thatch, . . Q. Mab, iii. 205.
o'er ocean's waveless field Sinks sweetly smiling : —'— iv. 21.
How sweetly does the moonbeam's glance . . .St. Ir. (4) i, 3.

(2) delightfully, pleasurably.
last thoughts of some day sweetly spent . . . , Cenci.^ V. iii. 2.

(3) deliciously.

Did it flow jzw5e//y down your throat ? . . . .CycLizo.
^4) melodiously.

Who sung so sweetly to you in the dance ? . . . Faust^ ll. 372.
as if they sweetly said We toll a corpse .... Ginevra, 78.
But sweetly as its answers will Flatter hands . . Guitar Jane, 87.
1 know you will sinff sweetly when you're dead. . Horn.. Merc. vi. 4.
To whom he gave the lyre that sweetly sounded, Lxxxvil.i.
grasshoppers that . . . sung, ... as sweetly too, CEdipus, i. 42.

(5) peacefully, serenely.
And white-armed Juno slumbered sweetly then. . Horn.. Merc. I. 8.
But sleep deeply and sweetly^ Vis. Sea, 77.

(6) plaintively.

Sweetly and sadly thou didst talk of death ? . . ^. Mab, ix. 184.

Sweetmeat, n, a confection of sugar.
gives his sweetmeat, and again Cries for it, . . Devil^ xiv, 3.

iSweetuess, n. (1) agreeable to the ear.
with breath Of melanqholy sweetness on the wind Eleg. Bion. 7.

(2) melody.
whose music shook The soul with sweetness, Hom. Merc, lxxxv, 7,

Her voice, whose awful sweetness doth repress , Laon, IV. xxii. 7.

In tones whose sweetness silence did prolong, . V. Hi. 4.

no delight From the past sweetness? Prom. IV. 181.

(3) iragrance.
The sweetness seertis to satiate the faint wind ; . Epips. 108.

(4) beauty, loveliness.
Sick with excess oi sweetness

;

Laon, V. xxiii. 5.

Sweetness and sadness interwoven both, . . . Z.d. Ch. Vlli. 3.

(6) delightful feeling.

The sweetness ofthe balmy evening .... Mother^ Son, IV. 6.

(6) pleasurable emotion.-
The sweet, of the joy which made his breath Fail, Sunset, 5.

Sweets, n. delights, pleasures.
and I fed on honey sweets.- Cend, I. i. 1O4.

Swell, n. (1) intensity, force, strength.
And roll the tempests wildest s^ell along. . . M.N. Despai^22.
That floats on the pause of the summer gale's s., M.N Ra-vail, 12.

That voice is mixed with the ywell of the storm M.N. Spec. Hors. 15.

Yet when the fierce swellof the temiiest is raving, 34.
They float on the swell of the^ eddying tempest, 58.
And mingles its swell v,ith the moonfight air.

.

62.

When sympathy's s. the soft bosom is moving, . St. Ir. (6) II. 6.
O'er his form the fierce ^well of the tempest is

raving

;

(6) III- 6.

(2) rounded form.
Upon their passive swell the Spirit leaned, . , . Q. Mab, II. 51.

(3) roll.

Yet its swell -psLUses on my sickening mind ; . . M, N. Frag'mt. 2.

Swell, V. I. tr. (1) add to or increase.
to JWfi//the glory of thy trairt Laon^\.Song,l.iS.
Whose broken murmunngsjwfi// the balmy blast Star, 9.

(2) oppress, overcome.
Ah ! no, the agonies that s. This panting breast, M. N. Melody, 9.

II. intr. (1) increase gradually, arise.

Hopes, that swell in youthful breasts, .... Lffve^s Rose, I. i.

revolve, subside and swell. Mont B. 95,
And the fierce storm did swell St. Ir. (3) xrv. 4.

(2) become tense.
with direst pangs mine heart-strings swell, . . .M.N. Despair, 34.
With maddening joy mine anguish'd senses s. . M. N.Ravail, 67.

(3) become xnliated.

Swell w\\\\ the thoughts of murderous fame, . . Fdisehood^ 82.

(4) sound out.
'Tis not—he never bade the war-note swell, . . M. N. Post. Fr. 35.

Swelled, v, inir. (1) rose.
the sea jwf//e<f high In purple billows, . . , . Horn, Min, 13.
High sweWd in her bosom the throb of affection, Si. Ir. (6) II. i.

The bosom swelled lightly with its full youth, . Witch^ xxxvi. 5.

(2) increased, grew louder.
and a strain, SweWd 'mid the tumult . . . .M.N Fragmt. 17.
Again the speechless music swelled, . . . . Q. Mab, i. 202.
Tiien dulcet music swelled Concordant .... VIII. 19.

Swelled, pp. puffed up.
vS", with command and mad with dizzying sway

; . M.N Post. Fr. 51.
*Swellfoot, n. a satirical name for George IV.
The plethoric King Swellfoot could not fill, . . CEdipus^ i, 191.
When 6'm;^/^o^ wishes that she were in hell! . 1.282.
Swellfoot is wived

!

i. 287.
'lona for ever!—No iSafc/^o//' i. 291.
' Long live lona! down with Szfi'tf/^o//' . . . 1-323.
I vote Swellfoot and lona Try ii.'i. 127.

Swellfoot, c, adj. attr.

have dared impugn The settled Swellfoot system, 11. i. 27.
Through thee the sacred Swellfoot dynasty . . n. ii. 17.

Swelling', pr. pple. rising or increasing.
The rivers are swelling, Autumn^ ii. 2.
Around, the dark tide of the tempest was J., . . ^S"/. Tir. (i) I. 3.
When o'er the dark ether the tempest is swelling, (2) i. 3.

Swells, n. mounds, rising ground.
Beneath these canopies extend their swells., , . Alastor, 449.

Swells, V. I. tr, contributes to increase.
the minutest wave That swells the flood of ages, Q. Mab, III. 142.

II. intr. (1) increases.
a wind at even. That . . . fails and swells by fits : Damon, li. 43.
„ » „ n M ), n n Q- Mab^ VIII.' 26.
Now swells the mtermingling din

; ly. 41.
Around them it foams, and rages, and swslls^ . Rosal, 809.

n M n n i> 11 • ^- S/iel IV. 6.

(2) grows louder.
Killing the azure silence, sinks and swells; . . Ginevra, 43.Now—now it loftier swells— M.N. Despair, 15.
Hark

! louder swells the music of the spheres, . M. N. Ravail^ 30.
the wondrous strain That round a lonely ruin s., Q. Mab^ I. 47!

(3) projects, bulges.
and this kingly paunch Swells like a sail , , , CEdipus, 1. 4.

(.4) is inllated.

Swells with the unnatural pride of crime, . . , Q. Mab, IV. 109.
Swept, V. 1. 17'. ("1) propelled, drove.
^A whirlwind swept it on, Alastor ^^20.

and swept That dew into the utmost wildernesses /Vo/. Hellas'. 40.

4 T
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(2) ur^ed.
so swept her on her way Adonais^ xxiii. 8,

(3) drove out.

Which jw^^^the phantoms from among the stars. Hellas^ 612.

(4) passed through or over.
Were the bright forms that swept the azure sky. M. N. Ravail^ 36.

(5) trailed over.
Her fair hair swept th^ bosom of the stream , . Triumph^ 365.

(6) scattered.

for Panic, . . . those millions swept Like waves . Laon^ VI. iii. 6.

(7) played upon.
And ever as he went he swept a lyre Adon. Cane. i.

IT. intr. (1) blew,
the wind .Swtf^/ strongly from the shore, . , . Alastor^ ^^xo.

(2) passed rapidly.
as the vast spheres swept by, Dceitwn^ I. 254.
the; breeze of night, ... as it swept From out the

chamber . , Ginevra^ iS?.^

While, as the shifting visions o'er her swept^ . . Laon^ II. xxvii.- 8.

It s^ept over the mountains Peier^ I. xii. 3.

^hat planet-creisted shape swept by Front. I. 765.
A wind s. forth wrinkling the Earth with frost : . II. i. 137.

Swept, pp. (1) rushed over,

and [have] .s. The desert of those ob'ean solitudes, Dcemon, 11. 100.

u „ » „ n Q.Mab.viu.gs.
(2) driven.

whifch time has s. Iti fragments towards ob'Hviort. FallofBonap. 6.

Everything around is swept Forward, . . . Faust^ II. 88.

I among the multitude Was swept— Xriumpk^ 461.

(3) cleared.
Has i-. these myriads from life's crowded stage : M. N. Post. Fr. 6.

The wind has suiept from the wide atmosphere
Each vapour Sunimer-E'Og, i.

(4) with atvay, destroyed, annihilated.

And love and concord hast thou saiept away, M. N. Post. Fr. 65.

Swerve, v. intr. shrink.
Ttiat from bitter words did jw^^z's Bug. HillSy ^i.

Swift, n. Dean Swift, K 1667, d. 1745.
the immortal Described by Swift— Peier^ Vil. xii. 5.

Swift, adj. (1) rapidly moving;, quick.

Now is thy voicei a teirJpest sH^ift and strohg, . Con. Sing. iv. 4.

From the iw^/ sweep of wings D<smon^ l. 124.

The shadows with J2e/{/if wings . 11.322.

as svdifi lightning in its flight Ginevra, 156.

the wingfedcloud Of.a tempest sWifi^-adi loud ! . Hellas^ 649.
And ships, whose flight is sWifi along the wave. . -Hom. Castor^ 8,

Checked his Jw/>^ steeds ^ • . ffom. Min. 16.

Where the swift sun yet paused fulian^ 75.

Countless and swift as leaves on autumn's tem-
pest shed Laon^ I. iy. 9.

fierce blasts, and lightnings swift and warm. . . I. vii. 9.

And swift and swifter grew the vessel's motion, . i. xlviii. i.

Andthe jwz/"/ boat the little waves which bore, . in.xxxiv.3.

From the blue paths of the swift sun V, xxiv. 3.

JW{>^ and stronff As new-fledged Eagles, . . . V.Song^i.i.

whom the swiffbo\t overthrew, VI. xiv. 7.

that Phantom swift and bright ; Vi. xix. 9.

and the swift stroke Of silent rowers Vil. ix. 1.

Famine, a swift shadow, ~ ^ xvii. 4.

like gossamer On the suiift breath ..... XII. xxxii.7.

Like the swift moon this glorious earth around, . Xll. xii, 8.

Breathes its swift vapours to the circling air. . Mont B. 126.

whose swift pinnace of dewy air Naples^ 33.

See she comes throned on high, On s. Eternity ! I^at. Ant. II. 2.

And swift stiLTs with flashing tresses; .... Odeto Heaven^\%i
If I were a swift cloud to fly with thee ; . . . Ode W. Wind, IV. 2.

tameless, and JWz/i', and proud —;— JY-H-
Your steps as swift as greyhounds, CBdipus, 11.ii.122.

on the fearful brink Of a swift stream— . . . Orpheus, 48.

parts Two sister rocks with waters s. and strong, 74.

From the s. clouds which track its flight of fire, . Otko, V. 5.

And ye jOTz/jf Whirlwinds, Prom. 1. 66.

I sped, like some swift cloud I. 7^4-

By the swift Heavens that cannot stay', . . . * ll. ii. 19.

snow-white and jzyz/j? as wind, —'-= in. iii. 98.

I see her swift foot dash the dew from the whortle, St. Ir. (6) i. g.

The plumed insects ja/i]?^ and free, Sensit. PI. l. %2i

Forgetful of the chariot's swift advance ; . . . Triumph, 450.

The red JTO^ clouds of the hurricane .... Tivo Spirits^ ^\.

the swift sun went his way— Witch, Ded. m.6.
Or a swift eagle XLv. 5.

The swift and steady motion of the keel. . . . xDVi. 8.

(2) that cause or are capable of rapid motion.

as a boat, with swift sails winging Its way . . . Fr. Sing. 4.

white wings swift as clouds in winter skies, . . Laon, v. 1. 6.

Spreading jiafz/f wings as sails VI. xxix. 5.

On swift sWW wings glide down the atmosphere? Prom. i. 7^^.

Believe their own swift wings and feet .... ll. li. SS-

And your wines are soft and swift as thought, . IV. 91.

Kept their swift pinions half outspread Rosal. 749.
And there lay Visions swift, Witch, xv. i.

Or as on Vesta's sceptre a swift flame— , . . xxxiv. 6.

(3) sudden, happening quickly.
Redress most swift and sure, Cenciy lll.__i. 191.

since his most swift axvd piteous death, < . . . ' V. ii. 52.

I'lead with the jw?/"/ frost V. iv. loi.

A breathless awe, like the swift change Unseen, Con. Sing. il. i.

or Son'ow by swift Hope, Epips. 74.
paid Brief victory with s. loss and long despair. . Hellas, 288.
Drew with its ^leam jw?]/^ victory from heaven, . 364.
Swift chances m that combat— XMon^ I. xiL i.

swift and sure to his approaching end i. xxxiv, 9.
And hear his breath its own s. gaspings smother, —— 11. xvii. 4.
which burst where'er swift Earthquake stamps, . v. i. 9.
that was uplifted In swift expostulation, . . . v. ix, 2.

jze;//^ shadows o'er mine eyes had shed v, xii. 5.

and the swift fall Of one so great v. xxviii. 6.
Moon-madness, and the pest's swift Bane , . . vi, xvii. 2.

Of the late ruin, jOTz/? and horrible, VI. xlii.^.

those who fell By the .?wz>? shafts x.xxxvii. 4.
when the devastation Of the swift pest .... -— x. xliii. 8.

Like jo//?^ and lovely dreams -^^— xii.xxxvi.Q.

Pave with jw?/? victory Nat. Ant. i.^.

o'er the visage wan Of Atbanase, ... a swift
shadow ran, iV. Athan. II. ii, 49.

Be thy swift mischiefs sent To blast mankind, , Prom.. I. 274.
His words outlived him, like swift poison . . I. 548.
and the swift birth Of birds, ~— iv. 526.

that roar, whose swift arid dearrang peals . . . Q. Mab, IV. 38.

As the swift emotions wertt and came .... Rosal. 942.

(4) qnickly passing or elapsing.
Haste, swift Hour, Bridal, I. 10.

Hence, s. hour ! and thy loved flight Oft renew, . Epithal. 7.—swift time has fled away, M. N. Fi^agmt. i.

Swift summer into the autumn flowed, .... Sensit. PL iii. 22.

Swift be thy flight ! To Nighty I. 7.

Swift be thine approaching flight V. 6.

(5) impetuous, quick.
Climb with s. wings after their children's souls, . Cenci, I. iii. 85.

That limits jzw?/if imagination's flight Dcemon, i. 243.
Not swifter a swift thought of woe or weal . . Hom. Merc. VII.3.

These words were winged with his swift delight : Lxxiv. i.

Won their swiftvfa.y up to the snowy bead . . . Lxxxvi.3.
the s. pursuit of beasts among waste mountains, . Hont. Venus, 16.

The fountains of her feeling, swift and deep, . . Laon, 11. xlix. 2,

Weaving s. language from impassioned themes, . vi. i. 2.

With thoughts too swift and strong IX. xxxiti. 9.
the saiift decree Yet hovers, Prol. Hellas, 14.
How jze/y? the step of reason's firmer tread, . , Q.Mab,vl.5g.
on wings of swift desire Rosal. 766.
ye press. With such swift feet Ye hasten, 10.

(6) quick, alert, bright.

A pardlike Spirit beautiful and swift— .... Adonais, xxxii.i.
Like a conqueror, jwy9? and proud, . . . . Pront.i.'jw.
^jwy? shapes and sounds, which grow .... iii. iii. 60.
Come, swift Spirits of might and of pleasure, . . iv. 131.

I am the image of swift Plato's spirit Sp. Plato, 4.

(7) hasty, rapidly written.

Darkened this .PK/^ stream of song, Eug. Hills, ^12.

(8) ready, prompt, bright.

and the J. thought, Winging itself with laughter, Julian, 28.

(9) flickering, dancing.
From the jte/y? lights which might Z^ww, vil. xx. 7.

(10) increasing rapidly.
Thy growth is swift as mom, . . . . . xi. xxiii. 8.

Swift, adv. rapidly, swiftly, quickly.
' Swift as a Thought by the snake Memory stung, Adonais, xxil. 8.

Swift 2,% an unremembered vision, Dmmon, II. 151.

,, „ „ ,, O. Mab^YWl. 2\o.
how swift could flee That piteous thought . . . Dante Conv. 30.
(S^i/"/ unbar The gates of Sleep ! Epithal. {2) 2\.

and swifts with rapid lightness, . . .... Faust, I. 9.
But see, how .sa/yr advance and shift 11. 45.
From the West swift Freedom came, .... Hellas, 66.

Swift as the radiant shapes of sleep . . . Fly, . . 225.

Swift in wide troops the Tartar chivalry Sweep ; 330.
and swift it came anear Laon, l. vi. 9.

Then soar—as j. as smokefrom a volcano springs. l. xiii. 9.

Swift as a cloud between the sea and sky, . . . i. xlvii. 5.

jw^/if as sun-rise, far illumines space, v.Song,^.i^.
and swift as on the whirlwind's wing, .... VI. xxv. 9.

Swift as an eagle stooping from the plain . , . Vli. x. i.

how it fled, how jroayif, How utterly, vii, xviii.6

As swift as twinkling beams, xil.xxxiH.4.

Steady and swift, the boat . . . Securely fled, xii.xxxix.i.

Past the Pageant swift and free, Mask, xlll. 2.

all jw//? or slow. As their huge boughs .... Orpheus, 112.

When swift from the white Scythian wilderness . Prom. 11. i. 136.

As s. and swifter the notes came From my touch, Rosal. 1145.

Swift as fire, It sweeps into the affrighted sea ; Serchio, og.

Sifift as a spirit hastening to his task .... T^riumpk, i.

Swifter, adj. more rapid, fleeter.

Parted around the chariot's swifter course, . . Damon, i. 155,

„ ,, „ „ ,, . . Q. Mab, I. 245.
And swift and su/ifter grew the vessel s motion, . Laon, l. xlviii. i.

And swift, thy step than the earthquake's tramp ; Liberty, iii. 2.

Thou huntress swifter than the Moon I . . . . Ode Lib, x. i.

That their flight must be swifter than fire : . . Prom. 11. v, 4.
but my breath Would give them swifter %-^^fA. . ii. v. 7.

Swifter, adzf, more rapidly, more speedily.

flew Louder and swifter round the company ; . Ginevra, 141.
Not swifter a swift thought of woe or weal , . Hom. Merc.vn.^.
not jw^er wheel The flashes of its torture , . vii.'J*

But swifter still, our hosts encompassed , . . Laon^ V. viii. 3.

'
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and all was done Swifter than I have spoken— . Laon^ VI. v. 2.

S. than the thunder fell To the heart of Earth, . Fl-ol. Hellas, 202.
swifter than thought, Front, iv. 275.
Swifter far than summer's flight— Remembr. I.' i.

Swifter far than youth's delight— I. 2.

As swift and jwy^tf^ the notes came Rosal. 11^5.
Swiftly, adv. (1) rapidly, with quick step or progress.
When he so ,ra)zyi'/)i sunk, as once before : . . . ZaoK, vil. xxiii.4.
Then speeding swiift. o'er the ensanguined heath, M. 2V. Post. Fr. 71.
Swiftly^yet gracefully, begins her walk, . . . Orpheus, g6.
She swiftly advanc'd to my lonesome abode. . . St. Ir. (i) IV. 4.
^zutr^/y walk over the western wave To Night, l.\.

(2) quickly, in a short space of time.
Those slaves were swiftly overthrown .... Laoti, VI. xi. 4.
swiftly leading to those awful limits O thou, 4.
Enchant the <&.y that too swiftly flees, .... Prom. iv. 71.
Will swiftly, surely come

; Q. Mab, ill. 237.How swiftly through heaven's wide expanse . . St. Ir. (4) I. I.'

(3) without hesitation or delay.
and swiftly choosing The time, Lann, VI. xxv. 7.
haste! fly! drag him jm4??/ji here I XI. xxv. 5.
Wonld not more swiftly flee Than Celtic wolves Naples, 172.

Swiftness, n. (1) rapidity of motion.
With dizzy swift., round and round, and round, Alastor, 388.
burnmg plumes to tenfold swiftness fan it, . . Bpips. 227.
As foam from a ship's swiftness, Ode Lib. I. 14.
They have strength for their swiftness I deem, . Prom. II. iv. 167.
And with the force of self-destroying swiftness, . IV. 249.
Breathing the soul of ja)!y?«Mjmto it fPiitoS, xxxiv. 3.

(2) quick mental action.
sent its foul dreams to sweep With whirlwind s.— Laon, III. xxii. 5.

(3) suddenness.
With earthquake shock and swiftness .... Prom. iv. ^70.

tSwiU, V. tr. (1) gxilp down.
Who swill the hog-wash soup my cooks digest . CEdipus, 1.27.
pigs, who swill Rich hog-wash II. i. 38.

( 2) indulge in.

That the brutal Celt may swill Drunken sleep
with savage will

;

Eug. Hills, 223.
Swim, V. mtr. A. Lit. (1) inhabit the water.

All living things that walk, swim, creep or fly, . O. Mab, vi. 77.
" .1 i> ,, „ „ . Superstition, ii.W support yourself in the water,

ifyou can't izeiiOT Beware of Providence. . . . Tulian. m.
(3) float.

'

where that bright child of sea did swim, . . Laon, VII. xxvii. 8.
B. }<ig.

the stars reel and swim, Cloud, 61.My spirit like a charmed bark doth swim . . . Fr. Sing. i.When I could feel the listener's senses swim, . . Laon, 11. xvii. 3.
all the while, methought, his voice did swim, . . v. iv. 5,
which did swim Like beams thro' floating clouds v. xli. 6.
when the famt eyes swim Thro' tears VI. xxxvi.4.
Then all the scene was wont to swim .... Rosal. 104.
the clouds that swim Round the high moon . . Triumph, 454

Swimmluir, pr. pple. Fig. reeling.
My brain is ja;z'»ew/».,^ round

;

Cew«, I. iii. 164.
Swlxas, V. intr. Fig. reels.
Spare me ! My brain swims round V ii 89

'Swindle, v. intr. cheat,
those Who swindle, house-break, sheep-steal and

shop-lift;— Hom.Merc.-!iUlli.T..
*Swindler, n. a cheat, a rogue.
such as a swindler might Devise xi 6A swindler, living as he can

;

Peter, 11. ii. ^.
Swindlingr,^/. adj. rascally cheating.

Jfot less her subtle, swindling baby, Horn. Merc XL 8
Swine, n. (1) pigs.
Asses, swine, have litter spread Mask, l. ,.

(2) satir. the common herd, the people.
Us wretched ra/2Ke to kill CEdipus I 14Happier swine were they than we, i ii
AndtheseduU J. of Thebes boast their descent . i' ,,qWe will be no longer swiTie j' 27?'
Hark

!
How the swine cry lona Taurina ; . . . i' 202Upon the swine, who, in a hollow square . . . i' ,i/Harangue (all words) to the assembled swine, . i' iijTo keep lona and the swine apart l' ,.

,

IS just the sort of thing 51a>i« will believe. . . . I tos'Grow with the growing populace of «ii!»«, . . II 1 c
that I was saying,, Gentlemen &eiz««; .... il'i'siBut then he fears the morals of the ra)2««, . . . II i

«'
Honourable swine, In piggish souls can ... n ;" Sg'
Ihe swine must bite each other's ear therefore. . n'i 'i„'A wretched lot Jove has assigned to ra/M«, . . ll'iiS'Gentlemen ,rai;««, and gentle lady-pigs, . . . ir'iTcTSmoke your bits of glass. Ye loyal >^m«, ... llVisfamid that sea Whose waves are swine— . , . ji ;; m'
I only hear the lean and mutinous jif/K« . . . - 111167

ItSwinelierd, n. one who tends swine.
I Went to the garret of the swineherds tower, . i a2S

"Swinging', K. swaying movement. ' '
and their mighty jai;».f!B^ To hear— . . . .MontB.n

*Swinsxae,pr.pple. W moving on its hinges.'
gate. Which ye left open, swinging to the wind, Cenoi, iv. ii. 41

(2) swaying.
The forest is swinging, Fugitives, I._ 8.

boughs which o'er its waves are swinging, . . L.aon, VI. xli. g.

.S'zw/w.^/k^ their censers in the element, .... Triumph, 11.

^Swinging, ppl. adj. swaying.
stretched athwart the vacancy Its swing, boughs, Alastor, 563.
Another from the swinging blossom, .... ProTn. II. ii. 30.

^Swings, V. tr. moves or makes totter.

Which an earthquake rocks and swings, . . . Cloud, 36.

Swinish, adj. resembling pigs, piglike.
But 'tis the swinish multitude I fear, .... CEdipus, I. 194.

*Swlnk, V. intr. labour, sweat.
When at their subterranean toil they swink, . . Gisb. 59.

^Switzerland, n. a mountainous country of Europe.
Florence, Albion, Switzerland. .... Hellas, 63.

Swollen or Swoln, pp. (1) increased in size or bulk.
My breasts were swoln and changed :— .... Zjion, vll. xxiv, 2.

his sad life. Pining with famine, s. with luxury, . Q. Mab, V. 161.

'

(2) inflated, puffed out.
*

Swollen with rage, strength, and effort ; ... Vis. Sea, 144.

Swollen, ppl. adj. A. Lit. (1) dilated, puffed out.
By many a swollen and knotted fold, .... Laon, I. ix. 6.

(2) overcharged.
Like autumn's myriad leaves in one swoln

mountain brook iv. xiii. 9.

(3) overwrought.
did dare to start From the swoln brain, . . . VII. iii. 6.

B. Fig. bloated.
Beyond the webs of tjjat swoln spider .... Ch. 1st, IV. 16.

Swoon, n. A. IJt. state of fainting or insensibility.
I felt that they had bound me in my swoon, . . Laon, ill. xi. 4.
a deep And sppechless 5W(7f7w of joy, . ... vi. xxxiv. 7.
-B.Fig.

the sijent Moon, In her interlunar swoon, . . . Guitarfane, 24.
Faints in her summer swoon Hellas, 1046.
frojji its snows has shaken The swoon of ages, . Laon, II. xiv. 4.

Sword, n. A. Lit. a side arm used for cutting and thrusting.
Be as a sword consumed before the sheath . . . Adonais, xx. 7.
Holds now my sword suspended, Calderon, I. 238.
Let the sword speak what the indignant tongue . Cenci, V. i. ^$.
and throws a sword into the left-hand scale, . . Ch. 1st, II. 48.
each should sell his robe and buy a sword,— . . 11. 259.
made sharp with this good sword Cycl. ai^S.
And the sickle to the swordlAes unchanged, . . Eug. Hills, 225.
No sword which cuts the bond it cannot loose, . Faust, II. 308.
and fell upon his sword and died

!

Hellas, 389.
Passed at the edge of the .sa)tf>-i/.' «[.
swift bolt overthrew. Or the red sword, . , . . Laon, vi. xiv. 8.
Sate one waving a sword/ vl xix 7'Away I away P she cried, and stretched her s. . vi! xxi! i.'

did seize a Tartar's sword, vi. xxv. 8.
a keen jTOo?'a? on starting threads uphung : .

.* .* xl* viii.g.'
Waving each a bloody sword, Mash xi. 3.Loom, and plough, and jze'iSrf^ and spade, . .

' xli '2

More senseless than the sword of ba.Me field— Mothers; Son, il. g.Like the Sicilian's hair-suspended sword, . , . Prom I 398
B. Fig.

^
or gold, the old man's sword. Falls from my

withered hand Cenci I i 128
was A ja/o^aTintherighthandofjustestGod. '. '

iV.'iv 126.
Unleash the swordand fire Ch. 1st 11 23';
by that Christ who came to bring a sword, '. '. — '

11 2%
a two-edged sword to all who wield Golden and

sanguine laws '.
. . Engl. iSig, g.Or bears the sward, or grasps the key of gold, . Hellas, 319and every tongue Was as a swi/rd oftruth— . . Laon, IV. x. 7.

the tempest ofthe jwoyrf . . ... . . . ix. xxiii. 6.To turn his hungry sword upon the \>'earer ; . . Naples, 80.
Lift tlje victory-flashing ra/orrf, ; ..... . Ode Lib. XV. 1.He fabricates The sword which stabs his peace

; Q. Mab, III. 200.
dims Bright reason's ray, and sanctifies the i. . iv in;
and blest the sword He brought on earth . . . vil. 170.
unsheathe The sword of his revenge yil" 226*

*Sword-flsli, n. a fish of the orUer of Xiphilidce.
Outspeeding the shark. And the sword-fish dark, Arethusa, IV. 14.

Swords, ». pi, of Sword. A.. Lit. '
'

.
t

Inqwhear the'clashofra/or<i!. . ."
. . . . Calderon 1228ajmed nien, whose glittering swards were bare, I^on, III. vi. 8.Why pause the victor J. to seal his overthrow? . IV. xxv. 0.

I beheld Their red swords flash ....;.. VI v 3Our purses are empty, our razor* are cold,' .' '. Mask, TLVl.'tjKeen to wound as sharpened swords, . . . LXXIV 2
mitres and j. and snares. Trampling in scorn, '. Prol. Hellas, 'i«i.
hpeptres, tiaras, ra;(i>-(&, and chains /Voot. lll.iv 166.
Like swords of azure fire, or golden spears . . iv 271And their jworrsfe and their sceptres I floating see, Rosal. goo. '

Beating their jaioj-Ss to ploughshares ;— ". . . H^itch^i^xv^
Swore, V. I. tr. vowed.

' '

And by her mighty father's head she j. An oath . Horn. Venus, 23.and swore Likes wolves and serpents, to their
mutual wars Strange truce, Z,mk, x. vii. 7And swore m his soul a great oath then, . . . Peter v xvii 2

11. mtr. (1) made a vow. , . .
.

For in that name they fa,»re/ . . . . iao»,vill,xxviii.6.

4 T a
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(2) declared positively.
Then Phcebus j. There was no God or man Horn. Merc, lxxxix. 7.

Some swore it was the gravel \ . Peter^ I. iii. 5.

(3) uttered profane oaths.
sat Peter :^ell, and swore, I. viiij, 4.

Sworn, //] vowed.
"

The vows to which her lips had sworn assent . Ginevra, 10.

I've sworn to strangle them if once they dare To
bother me— Gisb. 314.

have J. that I would never Betray the counsels Horn. Merc. xci. 6.

"V^hich I had sworn to rend ? L,don, VII. xxix. 4.
wordy oaths Sworn in his dreadful name, , . , Q. Maby VI. 116.

Sworn, ppl. adj. bound by a vow.
to be His sworn bride eternally Rosal. 289.

fSwonnd, n. A. Lit. fainting fit, state of dream.
I saw, as In a swound, Laon^ xii. xvi. 7.

B. Fig. period of quiet.
and a visioned swound, . . . the City bouncj, . . IX. xi. 4.

tSwung*, V. intr. oscillated.
which in fhe radiance swayed and swun^ ; . . Julian^ 103.

Swung*! pp. Fig. remained hung.
has long Swung blind in unascended majesty, . Adonazs, XLVI. 7.

^Syllabubs, n. a mixture of wine, sugar and new milk,
an endless host OisyUabubs and jellies and mince-

pies, . . .
' Gisb. 305.

^Syllogism, n. an argument expressed in strict logical form.
The orthodoxal syllogism; Peter, Prol. 12.

*Sylp3i, n. a figurative being expressing lightness.

More graceful than the Sylpk of symmetry, . . M. N. Ravail, 34.

Sylvan, n. a. god of the woods.
And Sylvan, crowned with rustic coronals, . . Virgil, 20.

*Sylvan, adj. rustic, rural, of the woods,
thick woods where sylvan forms abide ; . . . . Epips. 435.
And summer winds m sylvan cells ; GuitarJane, 64.
to shew The wonders of his sylvan solitude, . . Laon^ IV. v. 8.

pillared stems Of the dark sylvan temple, , . . Unf. Dr. 225.

*Sylvans, n. wood gods.
The Sileni, and Sylvans, and Fauns, Pan, II. 6.

jlSymbol, adj. symbolical, having a signification.

But votive tears and jrywio/ flowers Hella^^ i09S*

Symbols, n. signs, things significant.

All jjV'»5'?^-s of things evil, all divine; . . . . .. Laon, \\. \\\\.p.

those jji^wdfj/j of your woe, . XI. xviii. 4.

'''Symmetry, n. due proportion.
More graceful than the Sylph ol symmetry., , . M. N. Ravail, 34.

That form of faultless jj;««,we/r)» / Q. Mab, l. Si.

without a flaw Marring its perfect symmelry. . ; in. 240.

Sympathies, n. fellow-feeling, mutual feelings, accord,

agreement.
Flowed o'er the Spirit's human sympathies. . . Dcemon, ll. 45.
Thou messenger of sympathies, Int. Beauty^ IV. 6.

To those who seek all sympathies in one !— . . Loon, Dea. vi. 2.

celebrateabridalnigjhtWjth such close jywii^., . vi.xxxix. 6,

To own all syv^pathies, and outrage none, . . viil. xii. 2.

Joined that strange dance in fearful jjV'w/^^^^'^'y / ' " XI. xiii.2.

That bar thee from all sympathies of good, . . Q. Mab, iv. 258.

And o'er the Spirit's human sympathi$s . , . Vlll. 29.

The sacred sympathies of soul and sense, . . ix. 36.

The kindred sympathies of human souls, . . . • ix. 78.

elsipsed inunlike sympathies, , . I . . . . Unf. Dr. 212.

Sympathy, n. (1) community or unity of feeling, cor-

responding interest.

beat in mystic sym. With nature's ebb and flow, Alasior, 6$2.

I feel Much sym.pathy in such pursuits Calderon^ l. 87.

Their own by gentle jT^ffi^aMj;/ Ginevra,^2.
waged mutual war, In dreadful sym,pathy— . . Laon^ I. xxvi. 8.

To weave a bondage of such synppathy, .... ll. xyi. 2.

I might have raved in sym-patky: ...... VI. lii-S.

And sympathy made each attenaaijt slave . . . Vll._ vii. 7.

found sympathy In human hearts : . . . . . . IX. ix. i.

And savage sympathy: X. vi. 8.

Sought, with a horna sympathy, X. xxii. 6.

Ana laugh ancj stare in loathsome sympathy. . Prom. I. 451.

by some faint sympathy of hate Reviewer, 7.

So much of JjJzw/aMjy to borrow Rosal. 170.

To sympathy with hopes and fears it heeded not : Skylark, 40.

(2) comipassion, feeling for another, fellow-feeling.

when deep My heart was pierced -m.^ sympathy^ JLaon, l. xxxv. 7.

indued My purpose with a wider sympathyj . . il. xxxvi. 3.

Or Sy»t. the sad tears turning To miitual smiles, V.Son£^,2.io.

And sympathy, fountains of hope and fear ; . . vil. xxxi. 8.

But the whole world which seeks thy sympathy. . Prom. II. v. 34.
and looks abroad For happiness and sympathy^ Q. Mab, iv. 123.

pain or pleasure, sympathy or hate, iv. 149.

When sym.pathy's swell the soft bosom is moving, St. Ir. (6) II. 6.

Bade sympathy's tenderest tear-drop to flow, . . Tear^ iv. 4.

That which I seek, some human sympathy . . . Unf. Dr. 31.

*Symplionions, adj. agreeing in sound, harmonious.
and stretched o'er all Sym.phonious cords . ffom.. Merc. vill. 7.

More dulcet and symPhonious than the bells . CEdipus, II. ii. 123.

Symphonious with the planetary spheres ; . , . Q. Mab, vi. 41.

vSjJwz^i^oMz'tfMJ to the planetary spheres : . . . vill. 18.

*Symphony, n. (1) a consonance or harmony of agreeable

sounds.
sweeping from some strange harp Strange sym. Alasior^ 167.

And they, and all, in one loud symphony . , . Laon, v. xviii.

(2) accord or harmony.
Burst from my lips in symphony : Rosal. 1 143.

*Symplegades, n. a group of rocky islets in the Black Sea.

The gloomiest of the drear Symplegades , . . Laon^ VIJ. ix. 5.

Syracusau, n. around Syracuse.
the green and purple gleam Of Syracusan waters, Virgil^ 5.

Syren, c. adj. attr. alluring, syren-like.

Delaying your ships with her" syren wiles. . . . Prom. IV. 1 10.

Syrian, adj. belonging to the country of Syria.

Of Lebanon and the Syrian vnlderness .... Hellas, 579.

*Syrinx, n. a nymph of Arcadia.
But, as Syrinx fled Pan, so night flies day, . . Orpheus, 15.

^System, n. (1) set of principles or ideas.

you might Make such a system refutation-tight . Julian, 194.

(2) plan of government or rule.

Is this the system which thy powerful sway, . M. N.-Posi. Pr.^i.
have dared impugn The settled Swellfoot system.^ CEdipus, li. i. 27.

Support the system whence their honours flow . Q. Mab^ IV. 207.

Systems, n. ordered arrangements of worlds or heavenly

bodies.
Innumerable systems widely rolled, And count-

less spheres Dcemon, I. 163.

The circling s. formed A wilderness of harmony, I. 248.

„ „ „ ,, 1. ,. Q- ^O'K " 78-

Innumerable systems rolled, And countless spheres I. 253.

Table, n. (1) an article of furniture.

That .crawled up the leg of his table^ Devil, XVIII. 2.

A ^afijfe near of polished porphyry Fiordispina., -1^%.

Leant on the table, and at intervals Shuddered . Ginevra^ 183.

Upon the table More knacks and quips there be . Gisb. 54.

(2) a place where gaests sit.

served at the great King's second table CEdipus, II. ii. 24.

(3) fare arranged for a meal.
And a comely table spread Mask, LIV, 2.

^Tablets, n. Fig. memories.
have waked Tablets that never fade ; Q. Mab, Vll. 53.

Ta'en, pp. abr. of Taken, removed, withdrawn.
Hog-wash has been ta^en away : QSdipus, II, i. 137.

*T3enarns, n. the bay or gulf below the promontory of

Tsenarus, now C. Matapan.
The sacred bay of Tcenarus Remains inviolate, . O^cl. 272.

TaU, n. (1) that part of the body which projects behind in

many animals.
His crookfed tail is barbed with rnany stings, . . CEdipus, I. 15S.

With my snakey tail, and my sides so scranny. , 1. 208.

Or a cow's tail— H- i- 104.

Has neither hoof, nor tail, nor sting ; Peter, II. i. 2.

(2) the nether end.
,A world of words, ^fl«7 foremost, VI. xiii. 3.

Tails, n. (1) pi. of Tail (1).

white and red rags, and tails Of cows
And they all whisk their tails aloft, , . . . .

(2) the obverse of a coin.

And cry out,—heads or tails ? where'er we be. .

Taint, n. (1) blemish, tinge.

The taint of earth-born atmospheres arise. . . .

(2) a corrupting influence.

From custom's evil taint exempt and pure ; . .

Taint, v. tr. to corrupt, to infect.

With poisonous war to taint the air : . . .

Tainted, pp. polluted, sullied.

Tbm^firf with mortal weakness;
For ever stifled, drained, and tainted now. . .

Whose waves they have tainted with death :

Tainted, ppl. adj. (1) poisonous, infected.

Whose reign is in the tainted sepulchres, . . .

Stemming the torrent of the tainted wind ; . ,

(2) contaminated.
has floated down The tainted flood of ages, .

*Taintest, v. tr. contaminatest, poUutest.
Thou taintest all thou lookest upon !— ...

CEdipus, I. 300.

1. 322.

Gisb. 91.

Q. Mab, IV. 153.

Prom. III. iv. 156.

Falsehood, 80.

Calderon^ I. 123.

Q. Mab, V. 43.
Rosal. 897.
W. Shel IV. 4.

Dcefnon, i. 10.

Q. Mab^ I. 10.

. Hellas, 516.

. Q. Mab, VI. 225.

VI. 72.

. Superstition, i.
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Tainting', pfil. adj. (1) contaifiinating.
Nor the vile joys of tainting luxury, Q, Mfib^ y. 173.
I would flee Thy tainting touch ; Rosal. 42.

(2) used ironically.
poverty, the crime of ^a«»^!«^ stain Mother^ Son, 1. 11.

Taintless, adj. pure, spotless.
with /a;W/ejj body and mind; Dtsmon, \l. i\o.
How sweet the smiles of ^azW/tfjj infancy. . . . 11. 192.
with /«m^&jj body and mind; Q. Mad, vui. igg.
Let it fly, taintless spirit, to mingle with thee. . ^ear, II. 7.

TaOce, v. I. ir. (1) of tangible things, lay hold of, handle,
receive, accepts remove.

Take it ! Depart ! Return ! Cena, IV. iii. 36.
Here,_^a^a this e;old, and basten to your homes. . iv. iii. 48.
My friend . . . Beyond the large commission . ,

.

take this : CA. ist, II. 106.
Here, my lord, take the warrant, ^

II. 387.
Here are unsparing cheeses of pressed milk;

Take them
; Cycl. 168.

Guest, take it ;—you pour out the wine for me. . 575.
Take it and drink it off ; 579,7a^ This slave of Music, Guitar Jane, 1.

Then, take this signet, Hellas, 250.
come take The lyre

—

Horn. Merc. Lxxxi. 2.

Take these and the fierce oxen, Maia's child— . xcvi. i.

You should not take my eold and serve me not. . Tasso, 8.

Oh 1 /. the pure gem to where southerly breezes. Tear, I. i.

(2) of persons, remove or accompany to another place.
Take us away ! Cenci, I. iii. 129.

II. i. 163.
III. i. 239.
IV. iv. 157.
V. ii. 91.

Ch. ist. III. 33.

But I will take you where you may persuade
Cenci will take us to that lonely rock, , .

O, take us not to Rome 1

Take me away ! Let her not look on me ! .

Officer, take the prisoner from the bar,

(3,) effect forcibly,

first take what 1 demand Cettci, IV. i. 170.

(4) of commission or authority given, receive.
Do what thou judgest well, ^a^e amplest license, Ch. ist, 11. 202.

(5) enjoy.
And what if I could take The profit, Cenci, II. ii. 122.
To take what this sweet bour yields ;— .... Jane, Inviin, 32.

(6) exact.
take fullest compensation For violation of our

royal forests, . . . Ch. 1st, II. 76.

(7) assume. . •

ndr did he t. Such shapes of unintelligible brass, Gisb. 46.

(8) reassume possession of.

With that, <3/6« kill held, . ....... . pi. iji, 11. 304.

(9) acquire.
Good minds and open actions take new might, . Apollo, III. 5.
take as from heaven Hues which are not our own, St. Epips. 130.

(10) receive as boon, benefit, or advantage.
All earth can take or Heaven can give Hellas, io8g.
shall take And interchange sweet nutriment ; . Front. Ill, iii. 95.
Would rise out of their rest, and take sweet joy, Witch, LXXVI. 3.

(11) adopt, choose, or espouse.
You always take the two sides of one question. . Calderon, I. 37.
I will take the contrary. I. io8,
one laid upon the sbelf, 'We take the other. . . Circumst. 6.
Made my companion take the darker side. . . Julian, 49.
(12) of a road or path, follow, pursue.

Take which you will you cannot mips your ro^d. Calderon, I. 76.
But she in the calm depths her way could fake, . Witch, LXlll. 6.

(13) of a line of conduct, pursue, adopt.
His Majesty might' wisely /a^e that course. . . 0^.1^^,11.282.
as well take your course on to Hell, Faust, II. 166.
A thousaiid steps must a woman take, .... 11. 178.
We will t. our plan From the new world of man. Prom. IV. 156.

(14) suffer, undergo.
I take with patience, as my Master did, All scoffs Ch. isf, 11. 1 13.
And then the Witch would let them take no ill : Witch, Lxxvil. 1.

(15) be assured of.

Take my heart's thanks :
' Ch. 1st, II. 26.

(16) charm, please, captivate.
did with ruth so take All hearts, ...... Laon, iv. xviii. 9.

(17) make use of.

Her shroud for a new sheet I'll take Peter, VI. xxviii. 5.

(18) engage in converse.
If any friend would /a^fSouthey some day, . , Fr. Satire, \^.
(19) to swallow, to engulf.

To take the living than give up the dead ; . . , Hellas, 863.
(20) use, be content with.

Who weave the clothes which your oppressors
wear. And for,yQur own t. the inclement air ; Fr. Peo. Eng. 4.

(21) Fig. seize.

So we take fleet occasion by the hair. .... Cenci, V. i. 38.

II. inlr. to take away = diminish in amount.
to diyide is not to take away Epips. 161.

Tabe, in verbal phrases. (1) to take a round with, join
companionship.

Yet I will take a round with you Faust, II. 364.

(2) to' take away the eyes, change the regard.
Yet look on me

—

take not thine eyes away, . . Yet look, 1.

(3) take back. a. reassume.
/fliff back the wealth thou ^avest : C^. i.p/^ii. 303.

b, carry off, remove.
What ! would you take all beauty and delight

Back to the Paradise from which you sprung, Fiordispina, 73.

(4) to take birth, to originate.

among gei)tle thoughts and fearless /. its birth. . Laon, II. v. 9.

(5) to take care, be heedful, beware.
I take care to keep on good terms with him . . Faust, I. 1 1 1.

T. care, my Lord, They do not smoke you first. CEdipus, II. i. 187.

(6) take counsel, use, employ.
my heart is heavy, and would /. Lone counsel . Cenci, II. ii. 99.

(7) take courage or cheer, have confidence, to keep good
heart.

And she !—Once more /. courage ray faint heart ; II. ii. 152.

Take cheer ! The God who knew my wrong, . . v. iii. 1 13.

It is a friend beside thee

—

take good cheer, . . Laon, HI, xxxii. 6.

/aAtf cheer. Hounds Of Hell

:

Prom.l.-^^iM
(8) takefrom. a. obtain, gain.

Take from Toil a thousandfold Mask, XLIV. 2.

b. deprive it of.-

and take from it The sense of light Rosal. 372.

c. receive, be imbued with.
Will ta^ from both a deep, autumnal tone, . Ode W. Wind, y. 4.
All else who live and suffer take from thee Some

comfort ; . Prom. I. 187.

(9) take heed, give attention.

Ifto the bulls and cows we fake good heed ;— /fossz.il/erc.Lxxxlv.s.

(10) take hold, seize or grasp.
Take hold on me, or we shall be divided :— . . Faust, II. 216.
Take hold on me, doctor, . . .... 11. 220.

(11) take leave, bid farewell, depart.
We humbly ^a^ff our leaves, Ch. 1st, 11. ^i,

(12) take order, use measures.
take order To force under the Church's yoke.— . II. 69.
(13) take place, be performed.

Where, for more glory, let the ceremony T. place CEdipus, I. 409.
(14) take pleasure in, eaioy.

Ta^ pleasure in his abjectness, Q. Ma5, III, 87.

(15) take pain orpleasure, are interested or concerned.
Since none in wlTat I feel take pain or pleasure, . Rosal. 778,

(16) take pride, feel or experience.
Men take a sullen and a stupid pride Fr. Satire, 38.

(17) take revenge, engage in, gratify.
Would wound him -soon and take a sure revenge. Cycl.^\6.
ghosts that may/<2^ revenge for it, Past, II. 2.
To iak£,—not means for being blest,—But . .

.

revpnge
; Peter, III. xix. 2,

(18) take thefield, agree to fight a duel.
when two men of honour take the field, . . . Calderon, I. 241.
(19) take wing, depart.

and makes all thought take wing, Matilda, 39.
Taken, pp. (1) grasped, laid hold on.

for unrepelled Had Helen taken Rosalind's, . . Rosal. 206.

(2) got possession of by force of arms.
Ye have taken Troy Cycl. 158,

(3) assumed possession of.

They have taken thy brother and sister dear, . W. Shel. 11. 1.

(4) partaken of.

As soon as you have taken some refreshment, . Cenci, Iv. iv. 165.
Taken, in verbalphrases. (1) taken care, provided.

I have /a.4£K good care That shall not be. . . . (Edipus. l. ny.
(2) takenflight, departed hastily, departed.

Nor preyed, until tbeir Lord had taken flight ; . Hellas, 220.
Out of the day and night A joy has taken flight ; Lament. 11. 2.

(3) taken revenge, put in execution.
and I have taken A full revenge Cycl. 701.
(4) taken steps, settled, arranged.

But what steps have you &!&«.' CSdipus I 1301
Takes, v. I. tr. (1) removes.

'

and takes the bandage from the other's eyes, . . Ch. isf 11. 47.
(2) receives.

'

he t. Its sweetest, last and noblest title—death ; . Q. Mai, v. 221.

(3) assumes.
that takes the mantle now Of thin remorse. . . Cenci, v. i. 31.
The earth takes hues obscure and strange, . . Rosal. 730.
(4) enjoys.

surely he takes his fill Of deep and liquid rest, . Adonais, VII. 8.

(5) suffers, undergoes.
nor all the taunts Which from the prosperous,

weak misfortune takes

;

Cenci, III. ii. 57.
(6) comes about, occurs.

Whatever change /akes.pl^ce, oh, stick to that ! , CEdipus, II. ii. 13.
(7) reassumes.

of her Who ^aAe.y the life she gave, /VtJw. ill. iii. 106.
II. inlr. with auay, withdraws,

thy power both gives and ;a;6« away ! . . , , Horn Earth 11
Takiner, pr. pple. (1) laying hold of.

•

1 •

And taking my hand^ praised me :— Cycl 412
(2) gaining.

/. thence A whetstone for their dull intelligence . Si. Epips. 99.
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Tale, n. A. Lit, (1) history or narrative relation.
To make these woes a tale for distant years : . . Cenci^ V. iv. 94.
like the tale Of old times, repeats again. . . . Faust. II. 6%
to borrow The lore of truth from such a talc) . Fr. Agenue^ 5.
One sung of thee who left the tale untold, . . . Fr. Unf. T. i.

G, write no more the tale of Troy, Hellas^ 1078.
And told as she had heard the mournful tale. . . Julian, 596;
a strange and awful iale That Woman told, . . Loon, I. xxiv. i.

Thus the dark tale which history doth unfold, . I. xxxviii. 1.

the tale may not be said— I. xlv. i.

A tale of passionate change, divinely taught, . I. liii. 8.

A tale of numa^ poyi'er

—

—— I. Iviii. 9.

And in no careless hearj: transcribed the tale ; . II. ix. 2.

Some tate^ or thine own fancies would engage . II. xxii. 7.

a strange /<z/tf of strange endurance, vil. iii. 1.

And stul how popular the tale is here ; . . . . (Edipus^ I. 138. •

thou framedst A tale to suit thy dotage, . . ^ Q. Mab, vi. 125.

Thousands shall deem it an old lyoma^'s /«/?, . vii. 146.
A fearfuWa/i? / Rosal. 1$^.
From the wrecks of a tale of wilder sorrow . . ij^p.

Or if they listened to some tale —— 265.
she thus did keep The tenor of her tale / . . . 42b.
my tale grows old With grief, 468.
What is thy tale ? 593.
For but to see her were to read the tale . . . Supset, 34.
the pictured poesy Of some higij /a/lfi WttcA, xxvi. $.

A tale pnore fit for the weird winter nights, . . LXXVIII.6.

(2) short narration, declaration.
And the strange horror of the accuser's taU^ . . Cenci^ III. i. 163.
A brief but specious ^fl&, in. i. 319.
a plain tale on the other side Cycl. 232.
Before the An^l had told his tale^ Fr. Satan, 10.

when he hears The tale of horror, Q. Mab, ill. 41.

B. Fig.
to render up the tale Of what we are. . . , Alastor, 28.
The eloquent blood told an ineffable t^le. . . ' ~— ibS.
tells the same soft tale Calderon^ III. 47.

Niirhtingal& Cei^e from thy enamoured iale^— l\\. 74.
the violet tells her tale To the odour-scented

gale Fr. Inviin^ 4.
Tell their own tale to him who wisely heeds . . Laon^ il. xi. 5-
it stands to tell A melancholy tale Q. Mab, II. 117.

His ceaseless generations tell their ^(z^/ . . .
^ ' vii. 16.

This Az/£ It told: . Rosal. io6%.
the nightingale Was pausing in her heaven-

taught tale: ...',; —;- 11 17.

Who teUeth a tale pf upspeaking death ? . There is 1^0 worli.^ 25.

Tales, n. A. Lit. narratives, stories, histories,

and its thick towers Never told tales ; . . . CeffCt\ ll. i. 171.

How sweet it is to sit and read the tale^ .... Fr. Poetry, 1.

the tales Of this barbarian nation, Q. Mab, il. 158
He made tales which whoso heard or read . . . Kosal. 684.
1 would send tales of forgotten love Unf. Dr. 18^.

B. Hg
whispered strange tales in the whirlwind's ear. . Q. Mab, ix. 102.

Talk, n. A. Lit. (1) conversation, converse,
stumbling, in our talk. Over the truth, . . . Cenci, ill. i. 358.
That you would bandy lover's talk with it . . . v. ii. lO-

Poor Media! you tire yourself with talk. . . . Fiordispina\ 61.
and how we spun A shroud of /a/A Gz'sb.iss.'
Our talk grew somewhat serious, Julian, 36.
as may be Talk interrupted with such raillery .

—— 37.
And subtle talk would cheer the winter night . . 560.
And we prolonged calm talk Laon, in. iv. 2,

fathetic talk, And wit, and harmony V.' Iviii. i.

n silence which doth follow talk vi. xxxi. i.

And so we sate, until our talk befell VI. xlii. 4.
talk that might disarm Time, vii. i. 7.

Sweet /(z/(6, and smiles, and sighs, vili.xxix.9.
nor did he . . . Decline this talk : Pr. Aihan. 1. 1 14.
sweet and subtle talk they evermore, II. ii. 10.

With which OUT pallid race hold ghastly talk , . Prom. \. 244.
To those in talk or slumber bound, II. ii. 49.
Thjr simple talk once solaced, now delights. . . in. iv. 32.
None talked that common, false, coH, hollow

talk in, iv. 149.
Till our mournful talk be done Rosal. 60.
our talk was sad and sweet, 784.
Yet o'er his talk, and looks, and mien, .... 803.
With passionate talk wherever we might rove . Sonv. Dante, 12.

Buried in some strange talk Tasso, 18.

(^2) discourse, holding forth.

Vexed by the wise'mad talk of the old Tew, . . Hellas, 919.
We'll visit him, and his wild talk will shew . . Julian, 200.
and blest With wild but holy talk Laon, I. xxxvii. 5.

Now Peter, when he heard such talk^ Peter, V. vi. i.

how vain is talk J Call up the fiends Prom. I. 431.
Raining like dew froqi his sweet talk, .... Rosal. 643.

(3) mere words.
As to the right or wrong that's /a/>6 Cff««', IV. i. 41.

(4) gossip.
Where small talk dies in agonies ;— Peter, lii. xii. 4.
There is great talk of revolution— III. vi. 1.

B. Fig.
Have I mixed awful talk and asking looks . . Alastor. 33.
And its sweet talk of her my soul did win, . . . Dante Conv. 17.
Hopes of high talk with the departed dead. , . Int. Beauty^ v. 4.

And each one, with peculiar talk and play, . . Marenghi, Xix. 5.

the fountains and the ocean hold Sweet talk in
music Triumph, 39.

Talk, v. I. tr. A. Lit. discourse.
said Maddalo : 'You talk Utopia.' Julian, 179.

B.Fig,
It can talk measured music eloquently. . . Horn. Merc, lxxxi, 8.

II. intr. A. Lit. (1) hold converse, confer.

T. with me, Count,—you know I mean you well. Cenci^ l. i. 48.
let us not talk i' the dark m. ii, 50.
To talk with Beatrice and Lucretia. iii. ii. 73.
Only to talk ? in, ii. 74.
And we will talk, until thought's melody . . . Bptps. 560.
To talk so freely with the Devil himself. .... Faust^ \. 113.
And then we'll talk /—what shall we talk about ? Gisb. 310.
I would talk With this old Jew Hellas^ 161.

Where we will sit a^d talk of time and change, . Prom.. III. iii.^ 23.

.

May I then talk with thee as I was wont ? , . . III. iv.' 35.
And ialp. of our abandoned home Rosal. 18.

"Jalk with me Of tjiat our land, 20.

(2) discourse, hold forth, prate.
Oh, talk not so, dear child!....... Cenct, II. i. 58.
Tal^ not to me, dear lady, ofa husband. . . . II, i. SS.
Until she heard you talk of her dead brothers. . II. i. 161.
Why do I talk ? , . iv. iii. 31.
they talk of peace ! Ch. ist, 11. 254,
if I do not talk In the high style Faust, I. 36.
A child would talk as it's grown parents do. . . Glsb. 186.
Sultan ! talk no more Of thee and me, .... Hellas, 766.
You talk as in years past, Julian^ 1 14.
I talk of moon, and wind, and stars, and not Of

song
; Orpheus^ 98.

Sweetly and sadly thou didst talk of death 1 . , Q. Mab^ IX. 184.

(3) make mention.
Guilty ! Who dares /a/^ of guilt? C<0k«, IV. iv. 11 1.

B.Fig '

let your echoes talk Ofmy imperious step . . . I. i. 143.
This lowly th.Qught, which once would /. with me Dante Conv. "26.

make Thy liquid-voiced comrade /. with thee,— Horn.. Merc.ixxj/il.'j.
her looks began to talk with me ; . . ... Laon, vil. xxi. i.

Their echoes tal^ with its eternal waves, . . . xil. xix. 5.

To ^fl/A in echoes sad and stern, Ode Lib. \lll. 7.

Talked, v. I. tr. discoursed.
None talk, that common, false, cold, hollow talk Front. III. iv. 149,

II. intr. (1) conversed.
lalked together yVith obscure hints ; Cenci^ in. i. 356.
So they jrogether talked; Horn.. i/g«:.xxx.8
7fl/>6tf^ without coming to an explanation, . . . Uil. z
So, as we rode, we talked ; ........ Julian, 28.
for we talked oihxm. And nothing else, .... 523.
and talked \]'\\}a. him Of those immortal hopes, . Laon, v.^iv. 2.

with rapid lips ai^d earnest eyes We talked, , . v. vi. 2.

Whether he talked^ wrote, or rehearsed— . . . Peter, vil. xi, 3.
And talked: piir talk was sad and sweet, . . . Rosal. 784.

(2) mentioned, spoke about.
You /a/iS^(£ pf something that your father did . . Cenci, II. \. 35.

Talked, j!&^. hi. Lit, (1) uttered, spoken.
I have talked some wild words, ....... —— iii. i. 66.

(2) consulted, held conference.
I ^ee Qrsino has talked v^'ith you, m. i. 382.
ere then They must have talked, in. ii. 77.
B. Fi^. communed.

I have tdl^d-with ray own heart, . . ... -^^ III. i. 219.

Talking', pr. pple. A. Lit. conversing.
Sate near him, talking in low solemn tones. . . Alastor, 152.
But he was ever talking in such sort ... , Julian, 236.

B. Fig
Talking o( freedom to their tongueless caves, . Adon. Cane. 12.

Talks, i). intr. A. Lit. discourses, speaks.
He leans upon his crutch, and /. of years To come, ffellas, 910.
Like one who talks of what he loves in dream. . Prom. iv. 268,

B. Fig.
It talks according to the wit Of its companions ; . Guitar Jane, 82,
dissolved Into the sense with which love talks, . Protn. II. i. 53.

Tall, adj. of considerable height or stature relatively to the
nature of the thing spoken of.

The pyramids Of the tall cedar overarching, . . Alastor^ 434.
t. spires of windlestrae Threw their thin shadows 528.
and when with rushgrass tall, Hofn. Merc. XVII.5.
An ox-stealer should be both /(i// and strong, . . xlv. i.

When you grow strong and talL— Lxix. 7.
And let this cornel javelin, keen and tally . . . LXXVIIL3.
which the autumnal blast Shakes into the A grass j Marengki,XKiy.^.
as amongst tall weeds A violet's exhalation, . . Protn. Iii. iii. 131.
the tall trees From which they fell, Q. Mab, V. 9.
and that tall flower that wets— QuestioHy II. 5.
Rav'd around his tall form, St. Ir. (3) xi. 2.

Then the pied wind-flowers and the tulip tall, . , Sensit. PI. I. 17,
Nine weeks the tall vessel had lain Vis. Sea, 45.
returned ... At evening close from killing the

/a//treen Woodman, 4.U

jTallest, adj. of the greatest height.
Pierce the pines and tallest trees, The Isle, 7.

*Tallyho, inter/, a hunting cry.

Hoa-l hosil tallyho/ tallykol ho \ ho \ . . . , (EdipuSyll.ilii6.
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Talou, n, claw.
with beak And £ahn unremittingly assailed . , Laon^ 1. x, 7.

Talons, «. A. Lit. claws.
Where'er the Eagle's talons made their way, . . i. xi. 7.

B. Fig.
Archy's words Had wings, but these have talons. Ch. is/, n. ii6.

Tamarisk, n. a feathery-leaved shrub (genus Tamarix).
he wrought a kind of raft Of tamarisk, . . . Horn. Merc. xm.7.

*Tainarlsk-lllce, c. adj. resembling tamarisk.
Of tamarisk, ahd tamarisk-like sprigfs, .... xlll. 7.

Tame, adj. (1) harmless, gentle.
Like blood-hounds mild and iami, Hellas, 219.
And the marsh-meteors, like /awe beastSj . . . Mareftghi, yix. \.

Sport like tame beasts Prom.. IV. 405.
Followed as tarHe as vulture in a chain Triumph, 262.
What now makes them taTne, Vis. Sea, 42.
beasts her geiitle looks made tajne Witch, VI. 5.
Couched on the foufitain like a panther tatne, , XXXIV. 4.

(2) domesticated, subjugated.
The vultures and the do^s, your pensioners tame, Hellas, 427.
Where naked boys bridhng tartu water-snakes, , Witch, LVIII. 3.

(3) amenable, humble.
I know a charm shall make thee meek and tame, Cenci, I. iii. 167.

(4) cold, fruitless.

tame sacrifice To a fond faith ! Coleridge, 15,

(5) mild, quiet.'

To his voice the mad wfeather Seems tame; , Fugitives , IV. 10.

(6) subdued..
which always makes the spirit taike Julian, 33.
Her presence had m^de weak and/. All passions, Z^rici, 22.
For fangless power |^own iam.e and mild . . . Ode, Arise, 40.

(7) listless, spiritless.

And that taTke serpent, that poor shadow, France, Hellas, q68.
those herds whom tyranny makes tame ; . . Polit. Great. 3.

(8) trifling, childish.

Lashing and spurring his tam£ hobby ; . . . . Peter, vi. xix. 2.

These were tam^ pleasures
; Witch, LV. i.

Tame, v. tr. (1) subdue, quell.
Xame her with chains and famine ? Cenci, IV. i. 8.
But She, whom prayers or tears then tiould not /.,- Epips. 225.
and what may taTHe My heart Julian, gm.
Of minds whom neither time nor change can /., . haon, 11.

'ii. 7.
that none might tame The soul Peter, V. xiii. 3.
For benefits and meek submission /. The fiercest Prom. 1. 379.
(2) submit, yield.

who could not /. Their spirits to the conquercfrs . Triumph, 128.

(3) overpower.
A loud, lone sound no other sound can tame; . Mont B. 31.

Tamed, v. tr. Fig. brought into subjection.
And he/awsrfflre .• Pi'om.ll.bi. (&.

Tamed, //. A. Lit. (1) rendered fearless of man.
He had tamed &jery newt and snake and toad, , Marenghi, xix. 2.

(2) subdued.
Is tamed not by thy smiles

; Horn. Venus, 14.
B. Fig. brought into subjection.

the lion That wears them must be tamed. . . . Ch. 1st, 11. 117.
give The lion England ta?ned into our hands. . . 11 339'
A meteor taMed; Gist. 284.

"Tameless, adj. (1) that cannot be subdued.
Athenian Pallas I ta-meless, chaste, and wise, . . Horn. Min. 2.

(2) that cannot be tamed.
/flzw.?&jj tigers hungering for blood Q. Mab, w. 21-^.

(3) free, unrestrained.
the earth beneath his tameless tread, Loon, vi. xlv. 4.
those vacant streets among Fled tameless^ . . xil. xiii. 5,

(4) irrepressible.
And to the clouds and waves in tameless gladness, —— I. xxxix. 6.
To feed my many thoughts : a tame, multitude ! 11. ix. g.
and tameless scorh of ill ^ IX. vii. 8.
compelled His energies, no longer tameless then, Q. Mab, V. 141!
(5) irresistible,

Tameless resolve which laughed at misery
The Horse of Death tameless as wind . .

(6) boisterous, unmanageable.
Then seemed it that a tameless hurricane Arose,

Laon, III. xix. 7.

. Mask, xxxni. 3.

Laon, III. xxvii.
tameless, and swift, and proud t)de W. Wind, iv.i^.

Tamely, adv. servilely, basely.
manhood tamely.does His bidding, Q. Mab, IV. 224
Or tamely Crouching to the tyrant's rod, . . . ix. 187:

{Tamer, adj. (1) of less spirit,
art thou who wieldst her power TawMrthan they? Ch. 1st, n. 187.

(2) less rampant.
Panic were tam£r.— Hellas, 532.

Tamer, adv. Fig. more readily.
fewer Have fluttered tamer to the lure .... Peter, VII. ii. 4.

Taming, pr. ppje. subjugating.
taming the eternal kings Of Heaven, .... Horn. Venus, 3.

Tangled, pp. A. Lit. (1) knotted or intertwined.
Hang /aKjf&rf in inextricable fight Hellas mq
Like two dark serpents /flB^/a? in the dust, . .Laon, 11. ivSTwo vipers AiM,^/«<!t into one Similes, iv 5

(2) twisted, matted.
Were bent and tangled across the walks ; , . . Sensit. PI. 111. 47.
B. Fig. involved.

tangled in the grasp Of its last spasms Hellas, 892.
Tanirled, ppl. adj. (1) intergrown.
Many a wide waste and tangled wilderness . , Alastor, 78.
Through /. swamps and deep precipitous dells, .

; 235.
These toppling rocks and /aw^/(2i^ Doughs, . . . Calderon,l. 2\'j.

Some tangledhower of vines around me shed, . Loan, 11. i. 5.
Through Ai«^/sd/ roots and trodden clay . . , Prom. IV. ^yi.
Through t. glens and wood-embosomed meads, . Q. Mab, IX. 51.
The tangled loc^as of the nightshade's hair, . . Rosal. 208.
0£ tangled marsh and woods of stunted pine, . . Serchio, 117.

(2) unkempt, tumbled.
whose tangled hair Is matted Cenci, in. i. 262.
Long tangled locks flung wildly forth, .... Julian, 225.

(3) nndistinguishable, mingled.
Shook from the tangled boughs of Heaven and

Ocean Ode W. Wind, %. 3.
Their heaven of many a tangled hue, ..... Sensit. PI. 1. 44.

Tangles, n. twistings, involutions.
And then- long tangles in each other lock, . . . Medusd, III. 4.

tTangfling,M pple. intertwining.
And the dark linked ivy tangling wild, .... Pram. III. iii. 136.

Taper, n. a small candle, a light.
the flame Of eveiy torch and tapei- Girte-vra, I87.
like a moth that hies After a taper; .... Medusa, IV. 7.
As a far taper fades with fading night Ode Lib. xix. 9.
As a weak moth the taper

;

Prom. 11. iii. 67.
Like splendour-winged moths about a taper, . . Witch, in. 3.

Tapers, n. A. Lit. candles used in churches.
The tapers that did light thetn the dark way . . Cenci, I. iii. 47.
B. Fig. intellectual lights.

Whose tapers yet barn through that night of time Adonais, V. 4.
"Tapestried, //. Fig. lined.
a small chamber, which with mosses rare Was t., Laon, IV. ii. 8.

Tapestries, «. A. Lit. figured woven hangings.
My costly robes, paintings and tapestries; . . Cenci. IV. i. ^7.
All the wrought tapestries and garments gay Horn. Mefc. xxx.7.
B. Fig.

Curtained with star-inwoven tapestries, .... Apollo, I. a.

Tapestry, n. Fig. a covering like tapestry.
The enamelled tapestry of this mossy nlountain, Calderon, I. 64.A tapestry of fleece-like mist Witch, uil. 7.

Tardy, adj. (1) dilatory, late coming.
Chiding the tardy messenger of news .... Cenci, ill. ii. 28.
claims investiture As firice of tardy aid Hellas, 585.

(2) reluctant, slow.
Oh be our feet still tardy to shed blood Ch. 1st, II. 355.

*Tares, ». Fig. evil thoughts and passions.
Which sows the human heart with tares— . . . Mask, Lxix. 4.

Targes, n. shields, targets.
And wide as targes let them be, Lxxiv -i

And gorgon-headed targes, Prom. iv. 291.
Tartar, n. a native of Tartary.
^d seize a 7ar/a>-'j Sword iaOK, VI. xxv. 8.
yarrar and Frank, and millions X. v. 7,

Tartar, c. adj. attr. from, of, or pertaining to Tartaiy.'
Swift in wide troops the Tartar chivalry Sweep ; Hellas, no
the Tartar horse TPaused, ioo», vi. xx. 5.
I did awaken The Jar/aj- steed, vi xliii 2

"Tartarian, adj. of the Tartar breed.

Kl^ *, ^'"'^"^'"n barb Into the gap, .... Hellas 838A black Tartarian horse of giant frame . . . Laon VI xix 3
Tartarus, n. the hell of ancient mythology.
that I Shall haul you into dismal Tartarus, . Horn. Merc XLlll 3

Task, n. A. Lit. (1) duty, business.
Which he sets me my earthly task to wield . . Ch. 1st. II ia8My task IS done : Dcemon, 11. 232.

V " ., " r ,' " *. Q. Mab, IX. 140.
IJ« spoil me for the /M* B. Williams, iv.z.These shall perform your task Prom 1 xio
and leave them to their task. . . . i „o

'

Our /aj^ is done, iv 136
fulfils A vague and unnecessitated task, '.'.'. Q. Mai, VH72
All rose to do the task He set to each, .... Serchio, 30
&wift as a spirit hastening to his task .... Triumph, i

(2) toil, labour.
the detested task Of piling stone on stone, . . . Q. Mai, 11. 141;
the peasant who fulfils His unforced ta.!k, . . . m 71'
to perform A t. of cold and brutal drudgery ;— . v. 74
(3) a special undertaking.

It shall be mine, This task, mine, Laon I . . , Laon 11 xxxviii 2
the slaves who bear Their mistress to her task— III ix 3

'
"

dreadful hope, to my great task was due, . . . v xix s
whate'er thy t. Speed, spare not to accomplish, Prol. Hellas ' l«Wasmy vowed /aj;4, the single care Rosal. H2.'
(4) thing to observe.

Silence is a hard task to him who drinks. . . . Cycl. 578.
B. Fig. occupation.

nor, ... Suspended he that /aj/6 Alastor 12Kthe boat s motion marred their pensive task, . .
'

400.
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*Mid her sad task of unregarded love, .... Laon^ v. xxi. 8.

calls Her venomous brooa to their nocturnal task. Q. Mab^ in. 62;

Task, V. tr. tax.

And task their love to grace his merriment, . . Cenct^ i. iii. 32.

*Task-mistress, c. n. Pig.
willing slaves to Custom old, Severe task-mist.! Laon^ xi. xvii, 5.

Tasked, v. tr. taxed.
.she her memory tasked Julian^ 595;

Tasks, n. Fig.
They ply their watery /oj^j Arethtisa^ W . 6.

The ifo^Aj of ruin in the world of life Unf. Dr. iig.

*Tasso, n. Torquato Tasso, b. 1544, d, 1595.
young Tasso^ too, was there Tasso, 2^.

Taste, n. (1) fancy, liking.

So to revile a mah's'peculiar taste CeHciy I. i, 95.

(2) power of appreciating the good and beautiful,

whose taste Makes this cold common hell, . . , Epips. 21^.

true taste Hires not the pale drudge , ... ' 525.

(3) emotional savour.
Spoilt the sweet taste oTthe nepenthe, iove. . . Prom, in. iv. 163.

Taste, V. I. tr. A. Lit. partake of.

Then would 1 taste thee like a sacrament, . . . Cenci, I. iii. 82.

And I will taste no other wine to-night I. iii. 89.
and ^ffj/fi the cup to you. • Cycl.^^%.

B. Fig. (1) experience, undergo, enjoy.
'Twere . . . just that Williams t. The bitter fruit Ch. ist, III. 53.
where we taste The pleasure of believing . . . Julian, 15.

where we sate to /. the joys which Nature gave. . Laon, iii. ii. 9.

seemed a deeperjoy to taste Than e'er .... vi. liv. j^.

A sweeter draught than ye will ever taste, . , -. ~— xii.xxvii.9.

m^ taste That peace, Q. Mab, I. 184.
/. The joys which mingled sense and spirit yield. IV. 157.

(2) understand, enter into,

can taste a treatise of deep sense ....,, Paust^ II. 289.

TI. intr. A. Lit. (1) partake of.

Would you first taste of the unmingled wine ? , . Cyd. 142.
none taste of thee : Fr. Flourish. 2.

I shrank to taste^ For the salt . , Ldon, VI. xlvii. 6.

(2) test with the tongue.
Titste^ that you inay not praise it in words only. Cycl 148.

and I offered him To taste, 407.
To climb and taste attracted me, ..;... Fatist, li. 330.

B. Fig. to experience, to suffer.

a thing Bitter to taste, sweet in imagining. , . Ginevra, 37.

^Tastefully, adv. elegantly, prettily.

With graceful flowers tastefully placed about ; . Gisb. 214.

Tastes, v. I. tr, partakes of.

Xastes not a sweeter meal Q. Mab, III. 57.

II. intr. Fig. experiences, proves.
Such doubt, as is- pale Expectation's food Turned

while she tastes to poison, Hope, Fear, 4.

Tasting, pr. pple. . (1) proving, partaking.
'Tisjust

—

/oj/;m^ invites the purchasers . t . . Cjyc/. 143^

(2) enjoying,^ partaking of.

like a seidess bee T'iij/zM^ ajl blossomsj , . . Witch, liXVWl. 6.

Tattered, adj. Fig. worn, broken.
more sublime Than the /a^^er^i^ pall of time, . . Eug^. Hills, 172.

Taught, V. I. tr, A. Lit. (1) instructed in.

and whom he t. The love which was its music, . Adonais, IX. 4.

Who taught you this trash, sirrah ? ..... Ch. 1st, li. 427.

Or whether mortal taught or God inspired The
power . . . ." Horn. Merc. LXXV. i.

Yet nothing that my tyrants knew or taught . . Laon, Ded. V. 3.

had brought The worship thence which they each
other taught, . : II. vii. 5.

Where the old Earthquake-daemon taught her
younffRuIn? Mont B. f2.

He taught the implicated orbits woven .... Prom. il. iv. 87.

he ^a:«^:A^ themjustice, truth, and peace, . . . Q. Mab,w\l. ixA.

Which taught iM& expiations at whose price . . Witch, XVIII. 3.

(2) instructed.

He, . . . Taught, soothed, loved, honoured the

departed one ; i . Adonais, xxxv. 7.

He who taught man to vanquish * Ode Lib. xvil, 1.

/aM^>^/ them that the God Of nature j . . - . ^.^05,11.155.
B. Fig.

And love taught grief to fall like music from his

tongue Adonais, xxx. 9.

And taught it justly to reply, Guitar, Jane, 59.

their lore Taught Va&m not this ; Triumph, 212.

II. intr.

So taught those kings of old philosophy . . . Julian^ 188.

thus Cythna taught^v^-a. in the visions . . . Laon^ X\. xxxiv. 2.

He taught to rule, as life directs the limbs, The
tempest-winged chariots of the Ocean, . . Prom. 11. iv. 92.

Taugrlit,//. (1) prompted,
youthful maidens, taught By nature, .... Alastor, 266.

whom love has /a»^^/ to play Epips. 6^.

A tale of passionate change, divinely taught, , . Laon, i. liii. 8.

/aM^:A/ By loftiest meditations; Maren^hi,viw.i,
A lute which those whom Love has t, to play . St. Epips. 90.

(2) instructed or schooled,
has been t. to bear The tyrant's heaviest yoke, . Laon, IV. xviii. 5.

to be the jailor had been taught, . * ... 4 Vli. xiv. 6.

They are well /fl«^A^ too, (Edipus, i. 215*
And what thou wouldst be t. I then may learn . Trium^ph, 307.

(3) instructed in, given instruction in, instilled.

whom you have ^fl«p-A/ by rote Parricide . . . C£««, lI. 1. 131.

my wife had t. My children her harsh thdughts, , —'— Itl. i. 326.
1 apprehended not What thou hast taught me, . Hellas, 756.
if such aid he could be ^aM^:^^/ Z,d(?«, vii. xxixi 8.

truths which once were dimly taught .... vil. xxxii. 5.

Thou hast . . . taught^ lesson not to be unlearned. Q. Mab^ III. 5.

To any witch who would have taught you it ? . Witch, Lxvii. 7.

(4) shown, made clear.

long have taught And long must teach. . . . Prom. I. 364.

Taunt, n, reproach, gibe.

this taunt^ tho' true, Jutidn^ 464-

Taunt, V, tr. {V) twit, reproach.
To taunt, and starve, . . . The weak and wretched ; Peter, III. xviii. 2.

Who taunt me with your love ! St. Epips. 123.

(2) Fig:
Passion makes Echo taunt the sleeping strings ; Unf. Dr. 184.

Taunts, n. cruel reproaches.
the taunts Which, from the prosperous, . . . Cenci, III. ii. 56-

*Taurina, n, a name for Queen Caroline.
She is returned ! Taurina is in T^iebes .... (Edipus, I. 281.

Hark ! How the swine cry lona Taurina ; . , I. 292,

^Taurine, ctdj, bull-like.

mightiest Of all Europa's taurine prdgeny— , 4 ll. ii. 104.

jTawdry, adj. gaudy, showy.
giving their sows Some tawdry\z.Q.e I. 299.

Tax, V, tr. (1) charge.
Before they come to tax us with the fact ; . . . Cenci, iv. iv. 33.

(2) take to task.

Or wilt thou rather tax high judging God . . . v. iii. 78.

Taxed, v. tr. charged.
I ^fl.are(^ him with the fact, Horn. Merc. LXi. i.

Taxes, n. imposts made by the government.
When taxes are withheld? (Edipus, I. 23.

The taxes,, that true source of piggishness, . . li. i. 6.

All the land's produce will be merged vataxeSy . II. i. 16.

Taxes too, on wine and bread, Peter, III. vii. i.

To feed from the superfluous taxes^ * . . . . ^^— vil. ii. 2.

*Tayffetus, n, a mountain of Laconia, Peloponnesus.
On Taygetus, that lofty mountain wild, . . . Hom. Castor, 4.

*Tea, n. (1) prepared leaves of Thea sinensis.

and beer, and tea^ and cheese, Peter, III. vii. z.

(2) a decoction of leaves of Thea sinensis.

We'll toss up who died first of drinking tea, . . Gisb. go.
we'll have tea and toast \ . i 303.
Those bottles of warm tea— Serchio^ 76.

Teacli, V. tr. (1) impart knowledge to, instruct.

Teach the yet unteachable Cycl. 492.
these primeval mountains T. the adverting mind. Mont B. 100.

To teach the other nations how to live? . , . (Edipus, ll. i. 10.

And I will teach thine infant tongue W. Shel. VI. 6.

That she might teach them Witch, vil. 2.

(2) instruct in, impart knowledge of.

And teach them thine own sorrow, ..... Adonais, I. 6.
Tb teach the laws of death's untrodden realm ? Cenci, V. iv. 73.
Teach witchcraft to the instrumental strings. . . Con. Sine. in. 4.
And teach it all the harmony GuitarJane, 4.
I envy thee no thing I know to teach . Hom. Merc. LXXix. 3.

all that wit Can find or teach ;— Lxxxi. 2.

To teach all craft upon the earth below ; . . . LXXXVlll.4.
They learn in suffering what they teach in song. Julian, 546.
Thus she doth equal laws andjustice i. To woman, Laon, iv. xxi. i.

To gentlest lore, such as the wisest teach— . . L>d. Ch. vil. 3.

ana did teach with native skill Strange truths Pr, Athan. 11. ii. 15.

I will /^ac^ The secrets ofthe future Q. Mab, ll. 66.
and one to teach What none yet ever knew . . Serchid, 32.

(3) make or cause to know.
lest thou should'st teach me, sophist, How arms . Calderon^ in. 64.
Nor teach my beating heart to tear, III. 71.

Such self-anatomy snail tecu:h the will Dangerous
secrets: C<s««, II. ii. no.

Young Love should t. Time, ... AH that thou art. Epips, 55.
long have taught And long must teach Prom. I. 365.
Teach us. Sprite or bird, What sweet thoughts

are thine: Skylark, 6t.

Teach me half the gladness That thy brain must
know, i . . , , loi.

(4) instruct how.
whose breath can t. The wilds to love tranquillity. Alastor, 587.
might teach them soon The lesson to obey. . . Ch, 1st, II. 344..
Let virtue teach thee firmly to pursue .... Dcemon, ll. 239.

II II II » »i • • . p. .Afa*, IX. 147.
for it could teach ... all listening hearts . , . Laon, V. Iii. 8.

Teacher, n. one who instructs others.

one teacher, who, necessity Had armed, . . . ix. xv. 4.
soon outran His teacher, Pr. Athan. 11. ii. 15.

Teaches, v. tr. instructs in, affords knowledge of,

can be worth More than it gives or teaches. . . Hellas, 923.
for those endowed With art and wisdom who in-

terrogate It teaches, ... AH things . . Hom. Merc, ucxxii. 5.
Which teaches awful doubt Mont B, 77.
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when failure teaches thee That a good man, . . Fausi^ i. 88.
Which dim tradition interruptedly Teaches the

credulous vulgar, ^. A/ai, II. 249.
Teaching', pr, pple. Fi^. instructing.

Teach, the woods and waves, and desart rocks, . Ode Lib. Viii. 5.

*T6achles8, adj. unreasoning, intractable.
Which break a teachiess nature to the yoke : . Julian^ 164. ,

Team, «. group,
guidance of that wonder-winged team / . . . . Triumph^ 95.

Tear, v. I. tr. A. Lit. (1) wound, lacerate.
I would be A dog if I might t. her with my teeth 1 Ch. \sty I. 69.
who tear like curs The fugitive, 11. 123.

Let him jftfar the eyelid up Of the Cyclops— . .CycL62\.
(2) pull to pieces.

You may chop it, and tear it, 347.
Sometimes your royal dogs tear down our thatch, CEdipus, i. 45.

C3) form with impetuous violence.
they tear A subterranean portal for the river, . Witch^ XLII. 4.

B. Fig. (1") take forcibly.
O, tear him not away ! Cenci^ V. iii. 93.

(2) agitate.

as storms tear the deep, Prom. 1. 580.

(3) lay bare.
My tongue should like a knife tear out the secret Cenci\ III. i. 156.
to tear the folds Of the heart's inmost cell. . .

—— V. ii. 102.

(4) force, extract.

They will tear the truth even from thee .... V. iii. 52.

(5) rend.
7>flr thou that gloomy shroud.— Desman, li. ^3.

,, „ ,, „ Q. Mad, vui. g.
Tlsa^ the veil ! It is torn /Voot. I. 539,

(6) pluck, cast away.
to /ear From its base shrine M. JV. RavaiL 55.
And wilt thou rudely tear them from thy breast, Q. Mab, ix. 185.

(7) tear caps
J
fall to fighting.

For if their drivers would tear caps and wigs, . . (Mdipus^ n. i. 132.

II. intr. rush.
A fierce south blast t. through the darkened sky, Orpheus^ 88.

Tear, n. a drop of water secreted by the eye.
there lies A tear some Dream has loosened . . Adonais, X. 6.
let no tear Be shed—not even in thought. . . . Alastor, 702.
Tempt not with one last tear . April, 1S14, 6.
make her grave green with tearo^ tear. . . . Autumn^ II. 11.

If leaves can mourn without a tear^ .... Calderon,^ iii. 72.
Little cares for a smile or a tear, .... . Cenci, V. iii. 132.
And bitter poison within thy tear, v. iii. 137.
Butme—whose heart a stranger's tear might wear Julian, 442.
that not a tear did dare to start Laon, Vli. iii. 5.
I cannot shed the pitying tear, M. N.Fragmt. 28.
Might wake my —'s slumbVing i'^an . . . . M. N. Melody, \\.

For you how many a widow drops a tear^ . , . M. N. Post. Pr.2'j.
Let love shed on the bosom a tear, M. N. Ravail, 80.
When passion's tear stands on the cheek, . . . 105.
Thinking every tear a. gem, Mask, V. 3.
Balm thee with its dying tear. Mexican, iv. 10.
Yet not devoid of rapture's mingled tear: . , Mother^ Son, iv. 8.
And every tear turned to a milFstone, . . . CBdipus, I. 334,
he sheds A passing tear perchance Q. Mab, v. log.
Famine's famt groan, and penury's silent iear^ . ix. 95.
Scatter them without a tear— Reme'mbr. iii. 6.
Through the mist of a burning tear. RosaL 195.
a tear. His pointed eye-lashes oetween, .... 829.
And drops, to perfection's remembrance, a tear ; St. Ir. (5) i. 4.
Not to shed a tear, Skylark, 94.
Oh ! Fame, all thy elories I'd yield for a tear . Tear, v. 6.
They have witheretfthe smile and dried the tear W. Shel. ll. 3.

*Tear-drop, c. n. a tear.
Bade sympathy's tenderest tear-drop to flow. . Tear, IV. 4.

Tearing, pr. pple. Fig. with up. (1) ravaging.
Tearing up, and trampling down ; Mask, xill. 3.

(2) tormenting', outraging.
Quite unsuppressed is tearing Mi^ the heart . . Front, i. 579.

^Tearless, adj. dry, shedding no tears.
I close my /erar/ffjj eyes, but see more clear . . 1.636.
Sate with a hard and Udrless eye, Rosal. 241.

Tears, v. I. tr. A. Lit. (1) rends.
It tears me as fire tears a thunder-cloud. . . . Prom. I. 255.

(2) with up^ wounds, lacerates.
Heaven's winged hound, , . , tears up My heart : i. 35.
B . Fig.

Which /. from earth peace, innocence, and love. . M.N. Post. Fr.%%.
From eyes of quenchless hope Rome tears the

priestly cope Naples, 120.
II. intr. Fig. rends.

That tears and will not cut, St. Epips. loi.
Tears, n. A. Lit. pi. of Tear, «.
though our tears Thaw not the frost Adonais, I. 2.
quench within their burning bed Thy fiery tears, iii. 4.
And fed with true love tears, instead of dew ; . vi. 4.
an anadem. Which frozen tears instead of pearls

.
jbegem; . xi. 5.

And Pleasure, blind with tears, xill. 6.
With dew all turned to tears; XVI. 9.A wound more fierce than his with t. and sighs. . xxil. 4.
and at his partial moan Smiled through their t. ; xxxiv.2.

Oi tears and gall Adonais, Li. 7.

stranee t. Uniting with those breathless kisses, . Alastor, 34.

watch, dim through /., the path Of his departure 270.

It isa woe too 'deepfor i^tfarj,' 7i3'

Pour bitter tears on its desolated hearth ; . . . Aj)ril, 1814, 10.

The springs their waters change to /tfarj . . . Fion. Adon. 31.

Tears bitterer than the bloody sweat of Christ. . Cenci, I. i:,ii3-

by patience, love and /(Jflrj To soften him, . . i. iii. 115.

Solacing our despondency with /sar.? .... HI. i. 311.

but thou has pitied it With needless tears! . . ill. i. 369.

Shame on these /tfiairj/ ^- if:
"'

dissolved Into these fast and unavailing tears, . v. iii. no.
bathe His fefct and robe with hot and bitter /ear*? v. iv. 34.

That tears, that looks, that hope V. iv. 121.

But /tfarj and patience v. iv. 145.

Betrays not with its flattering tears like they ; . Ch. ist, I. 108.

whose /. will make the brine ; for the Fool sees , II. 51.

And tears and terror, and the pity of hell, . . . II. 336.

but that of tears and blood must yet come down, ll. 41S.

whose dew Is yet unstained with tears .... IV. 2^
whose tears keep green The pavement .... IV. 39.

and court the tears shed on its old roots, . . . V. 2.

I'll beat some of you till you rain tears— . . . Cycl. 189.

I freely give them tears for their reward. . . . 325.

with the tears raining from my eyes, ^98.
Isit with thy kisses or thy ^£fl>-^/ E. Vtviani, 6.

The sighs I breathe, the tears I shed for thee. . 11.

Its medicine is tears,—its evil good E. Williants,l\. 8.

Augment your tide, O streams, with fruitless /., . Eleg. Fion. 2.

I weep vain tears : Epips. 19.

warning, With smiles and tears, ^— 122.

since in those tears thou hast delight 141.
whom prayers or tears then coula not tame, . 225,
The key of staunchless tears 320,
Through the cold shower of tears Eyes, 12.

Bitterer than all thine unremembered tears. , . Fr. Home, 3.

if not that tears did tremble In my faint eyes, . Fr. Pris. i.

let the tyrant keep His chains and tears, . . . 6.

such as thaw The frozen tears Fr. Satire, 16.

Some melted into /£arj without a sob, .... Ginevra, i8i.

Their ^«zr.s- fell on the dear companion cold . . 189.
Staining their sacred waters with our tears ; . . Gtsb. 173.
With the tears of sadness Greece did thy shroud

bedew ! Hellas, 96.
Their waters turned to blood, their dew to tears, 237.
Whose shrieks and spasms and tears they may

enjoy ? 243.
But not like them to weep their strength in tears ; 278.
Should mingle in tears with the bloody main, . 667.
Love for hate and tears for blood 737.
born in blood, and nourished With tears and toil, 851.
But votive tears- and symbol flowers 1095.

pillow cold and wet with /tfar-j/ Ind.Ser.Canc.i.
And thy tears upon my head Burn Inv. Mis. viii. 4.
Thou wouldst weep tears bitter as blood . . . Julian, 342.
Dazzling my eyes with scalding tears .... —^ 477.
1 give tnee tears for scorn 4^.
with youth's remembered tears, 612.
I then controuled My tears, Laon, Ded. IV. 9.
And in thy sweetest smiles, and in thy tears, , . xi. 5.
in the tears which silently to flow Paused not, . i. xvii. 5.
tears ceased to break From her immovable eyes ; i. xviii. 3.
steep not its hearth in tears / i. xxxiv. 2.

I wept, sweet tears, yet too tumultuously . . . i. xxxvi, 8.
Warm tears throng fast

! i, xlv. 1.

and wept unwilling tears. n. iii. 2.
Yes, many an eye with dizzy tears was dim, . . 11. xvii. i.

like other men could weep Tears which are lies, 11. xviii. 8.

to be, Cythna, the only so,urce of tears and smiles
to thee II. xxi. 9.

would engage To overflow with tears, .... 11. xxii. 8.
tears as mine have flowed, shall flow n. xli. 7.
and I with A shall stand Watching thy dim sail , 11! xlv. 2.
I remained still for tears— n. xlvii. 7.
And when the blinding tears had fallen, . . . m' xxviii. i.
And made them melt in tears of penitence. . . • iv. xi. 4.
with interchange of looks and tears, And Hnger-

ing speech,
, jy. xxxii. 2.

Tears of repenting joy, which fast intruded, . . v. v. 8.
as the tears past Which wrapt it, ..... . y. xxiv. 7.
as she went, the tears which she did weep . . . v. xxvi. 7.
as from a well Of blood and tears with ruin ! . . v. xxxi. 8.
To make men weep exulting tears, V.xxxviii.6.
the sad ^ea?'j turning To mutual smiles, . . . . v.Song,2.io,
Whose showers are pity's gentle /fiflrj, .... v. 4.8.
in ^rari- of human weakness fail Vl. xxiv. 9.
The baffled heart to speak with sighs and tears, vi. xxxi. 2.
eyes swim Thro' /tfars of a wide mist . . . . vi. xxxvi. 5.
while /^arj pursued Each other down .... VII. ii. 5.
a source of thronging tears; vii, xix. 2.
but thoughts and unavailing tears : vii. xxvi. 3.
have nurst Even with our blood a"nd tears^— . . vri. xxxv. 9.To kiss salt tears from the worn cheek .... vill. xii. 6!
to steep The bread of slavery in the tears of woe, viil. xxiii. S.
many wept, with /tfarj Of joy and awe^ .... ix, vi. 7.
tears and laughter Clung to their hoary hair, . ix. xvi. '3.

The tears that fade in sunny smiles thou sharest ? — ix. xxii. 4.
deeper far than tears, or mirth xi. iv. 4.The warm tears burst xil. xiv. i.
her eyes Which swam with unshed tears, . . . xil.' xxii. a

.

vain and barren /eayj shall flow xii .xxviii a"
and in the flow Of sudden tears Xll.ixxvii.'^!

4 u
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Thy thirst for iears—thy hunger after gold— . . Ld. Ch. xii. 2.

By thy false t.—those millstones braininff men— , Xlll. 4.
Wilt thou our lowly beds with i. of pity lave ? M. N. Frag-mt. 27.

Whence tears of endless sorrow (^m these eyes ? M. N. Post. Fr. 30.

Mine eyes were dim with tears imshed ; . . . . M. W. G.\.\.
ttis big iears^ for he wept well, Mask, iv. 3.

glimmered through her starting teaf^s^ . . . Mother^ Son^ i. 5.

But when tears stained thy robe Ode Lib, vii. 9.

What if the i. rained throuf^h thy shattered locks Viii. 11.

Dyed all thy liquid light with blood and tears.^ ,
—^ xii. 4.

treasures to be bought By blood or iearsy . . . xviii. 14.

Wept Ararj, and blood like /^a/'jj' ' XVIII. 15.

a deed it was to bring Tkars from all men— . . Ot/iO, 11. 6.

unremembered tears WerQ dry in Laian . . Pr. Aihan. II. i. 22,

as when tears of delight Fr. 5,

Three vials of the tears which da&mons weep . . Prol. Hellas^ 151.

it mingles with thy tears / Prom. 1, 599.
The good want power, but to weep barren tears. I. 025.
Unw<Mited tears throng to the homy eyes, . . . li. i. 3.

Those eyes which burn thro' smiles that fade in t.^ II. 1. 28.
Fills the faint eyes with falling tears II. iv. 15.

sfcall smile away The tears she brought, , , , ^ III. iii. 29.
And slain among men's unreclaiming tearS^ . . —^ HI. iv. 187.
Wet the dusty pall with tears^ not dew ! ... IV. 17.

Through blood, and tears^ IV. 118.

and brmg forbidden /^o?-j/ ....... , Rosal. \%.
Thro' tears of awe on the gay child 187.
his pale eyes ran With /^arj, • • 251.
These frozen eyes had shed no tears: .... 301.
And down my cheeks the quick tears ran . . . 366.
For each, as it came, broueht soothing tears^ . 396.
The heavy /^arj gather and flow : 413.
The tears which fell from her wan eyes . , , . 415.
and makes its tears First like hot gall, .... 480.
Kneelingj with many tears and prayers, . . 532.
I fear 'twill shake Thy gentle heart with tears. . 594-
His very gestures touched to tears 647.
Many then wept, not tears, but gall 721.
for there were found, Blotted with tears . . . 760.

my tears would break The shadow of that
slumber deep :

—— 838.
What avail Are prayers and tears^ ..... 8fe8.

From whom fast tears then gushed and fell ; . . 916.
And left the tenderness oi tears, ...... 985.
And'/tfa^'j from her brown eyes did stain . . , 1085.

If tears should cease, to weep again : .. , . . . -— 1088.
And as they Hstefled round, shed tears. .... iioi.

Had rescue from a chasm of tears; 1209.
and wept A shower of burning /^arj, ..... 1271.
shone With tears unWke his own^ —— 1273.

Bitter tears, from his eyes, gush'd silent and fast ; St. Ir. (3) III. 4.
Tlears ag;a,in began to flow (3) v. 6.

Were bright with tears as the crowd did pass ; . Sensit. PL III. 14.

Her eyelashes were worn away with tears, . . Sunset, 38.
Tho' the tears of the widow polluted its shrine, . Tear, V.' 4.

Are brackish with the salt of human tears/ , . Time^ 3.

Nor tears, nor infamy, nor now the tomb . . . Triumph, 242.
and, like tears, they were A veil 514.

Silver key of the fountain of li'efl^-j, . , . . Two Fr. Mus. l. y.

I weep,—my tears revive it not ! Violet, III. 1.

the killing tears Of slow, dull care, IVztck, Ded. IV. 3.

Could malce their tears all wonder and delight, . XVII. 5.

Sparkled beneath the shower of her bright tears^ XXV. 2.

And drinking the warm tears^ XL. 6.

Tears pure as Heaven's rain, Zucca, x. 4.

B. Fig. (1) sorrow, trouble.

Which weeps within tears as of burning* gall . . Cenci, V. iii. €>y.

walk thro' a world of ^^arj To death v. iv. 113.

This dim vast vale of tears, ........ Jnt. Beauty^ ri." 5.

(2) rain or dewdrops so called.

Sad storm, whose tears are vairt, A Dir^e^ 5.

Wet with the /. which should adorn the ground, . Adonais^ xiV. 5.

Whose sacred blood, like the young fears of Mav, . xxiv. 8.

sweeter than the balmy tears of even :— . Horn. Merc. Lxxvi. 6.

From its curved roof the mountain's frozen tears Prom. III. iii. 15.

Its mother's face with heaven-collected tears, . . Question, II. 7.

the tears within each lid Of its folded leaves . . Sensit. Pi. III. 83.
Nature's pure tears which have no bitterness ;— . Woodman, 50.

(3) drops, gouts.

By this brow Whose pores wept tears of blood, . Proi. Hellas, 88.

^Teas, n. tea-drinking parties.

teas. Where small talk dies in agonies ;— ... Peter, in. xii. 3.

*Tease, v. tr. Fig: (1) worry.
Is it about these cows you tease me so ? . . . ffom. Merc. LH. 2.

(2) weary.
which Ineed not /.Your patience by descanting, on, Gisb. 251, •

Teaze. (See Tease.) ,

*Teasinff, pr. pple. (1) plaguing, annoying.

Then leave q^ teasin^'WB sa ....... . I^ausi, Jl. 359.

(2) wearying with requests.

Teasing the God to sing them something new ; . Witch, Vlll. 6.

Tedious, adj. (1) tiresome, troublesome.
who thought This Aziola was some ted. woman, . Asiola, i. 6.

Some ArrfzoMj guest is coming. Gswct, IV. iii. 58.

The knave was ever the least tedious to me. . . Faust, I. 99.

(2) slow, wearisome.
How tedious, false and cold seem all things. , . Cenci, V. iv. 80,

bad' devised A tedious voyage for you, .... Cycl. 15.

Laon, III, xxvi. 8.
CEdipus, I. 402.
Peter, I. ix. 3.

X. X. 2.

Prom. 1. 346.
Q, Mab, VIII. 127.

Vis. Sea, 145.

Q. Mob, 1.56.

. TriuTnpk, 474.

Cenci, v. iii. 63.
Cycl. 94.

Teem, v. intr. abound.
Now teem, with countless rills and shady woods, . Q. Mab, VIii. 75.

^Teemed, v. intr. abounded.
the land Teemed -vAiSi all earthquake, .... Desman, II. 125.

„ „ ,, ,, . . . . Q.Mab,Vl\\.\^o.
And in the com, . , . Teemed ineradicable

poisonous weeds Pront. I. 175.

Teeming', ppl. adj. overflowing, ready.

The perfect shadows of their teem^ing thoughts : . Ch. ist, 11. 470.

Teems, v. intr. abounds.
Now teems with countless rills Dcem-on, 11. 82.

Teeth, n. A. Lit. bony substances growing in the jaws.
might tear her with my teeth / Ch. ist, i, 69.
With his cursed teetk, till all be gone Cycl 360.

And with not wishing all my teeth knocked out, 648.

and that the flesh was warm Within my teeth/—
Of one another's ears between their teeth,

And said, that with his clench&d teeth, .

And wrenched his gnashing teeth asunder

;

Your foodless ieetn.

His teeth are harmless,

B. Fig.
whose brazen te&th smash The thin winds . .

*Teints, n. colours.
the ieints Are such as itcay not find Comparison

Tell, V. I. tr. (1) relate, communicate.
than thou hast seen Or I can tell, Calderon, II. 102.

What wouldst thou tell, sweet brother? .... Cenci, V. iii. 14.

Brother, /^// what thou hast done Falsehood, 63.
but tell First what thou seefc'st Laon, VI. 1. 4.
Oh Spirit ! pause, and tell whence is the light . . Prom. II. v. 8.

returned to tell The words of hate and awe ; .

(2) reveal, make known,
he may tell when last He lapped the blood . .

O, Stranger ! tell thy country and thy race. .

stranger, tell how thou art called ? . . . .

7>//itwho dare! Faust,"n. 153.

All this it knows, but will not tell GuitarJane, 79.
to tell How what was boru in blood must die. . Hellas, Sio.

1 could not telljnor& than you now have heard. Hbm.Merc.^lAV.H.
Nor could he tell, though offered a reward, . lxi. 5.

But be it mine to ^// their various lot , . . xcii. 3.

or raving mad, did tell Strange truths : .... Laon, X. xxv. 8.

Like liars who ^//the truth to serve their ends, . CEdipzis, 1. 132,
tell That joy, once lost, is pain Pist, il. 5.

, I know all that ye would tell, Prom. 1. 534.
What canst thou tell? . II. iv. 8.

(3) with a personal object, a. inform verbally.
Good foIk», I taust faithfully tell ye, Cat, I. 3.

You hear me not,. I tell you they are dead ; . . Cenci, i. iii. 45.
7e// me at once What did your father do . . . 11.1.58.
sought to hide That which I came to tell you— .

I have to tellyoM that, since last we met, . . ,

Well, I will calmly tell yon what he did.- - . ,

And if she comes not tetl her that I come. . , .

Go tellmy father that I see the gulph ....
Go tell my father that I see a torrent Of his own

blood
to tell the ladies That I request their presence. .

But I shall not tell your Majesty what I found . Ch. 1st, II. 43S.
tell them that they are dull, Dante Conv. 59.
Falsehood ! I telithee thou hadst lost !— ... Falsehood, 44.
Tell me, shall we go or stay ? . Faust, II. 8o7
Now telt me, friend, 11. 257.
I tell yon, spirits, to your faces now, 11. 360.
And tell him, in a country walk alone, . . , . Fr. Satire, 45.
Now tell me,, man bom ere the world begun, Horn. Merc, xxxiil. 6.
But now I cannot tell thee what I seek ; . . . . Prom. ll. i. 97.
I tell thee that those living things Q. Mab, ll. 226.
I ^fi^thee that those viewless beings, 11. 231.
I'll tell thee a part Of the thoughts that start Q. ofmy Heart, ii. 1.

I'll /e// thee truth. He was a man Hard, . . . Rosal. 248.
I'll tell thee truth : I loved another. 276.
I tell thee 'tis her brother ! 298.

My friend, I tell thee, even the dead 459.

h. commEmd or request.

Tell her to come \ , Cenci, iv. i. loi.

c. show.
Which tell me that the spirit weeps within . . . —— i. i. 1 12.

d. make known to, reveal to.

cease to move,—Or /e// me all, Calderon, ill. jj.
Yet t. me, dark Death, when thine empire is o'er, Death, Dial. 19.

Tell me, thou star, whose wings of light World's Wanderers, i. i.

2>// me, moon, thou pale and grey —^- ll. i.

(4) evidence or indicate.

.

as the universe Tell where these living thoughts
reside, , . . . Alastor, 512.

TellthsX tfte north wind reigns in the upper air. . Ch. 1st, IV. 10.

Tell their own tale to him who wisely heeds .

Racks which degraded woman's greatness tell,

Whilst ruin'd towns and smoaking cities tell, .

the murmurs tell That heaven,
Tell that its sculptor well those passions read
as the blue bells Of Hyacinth tell Apollo's

II.
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His ceaseless generations tell tlieir tale j , . . Q. Ma6, VII. 16.
Survived to /e// its ruin, but the flesh VII. 222.

(5) describe, explain, express.
there is none [no word] to lell My misery : . . . Cend, in. i. 1 13.
And lell of mine own heart this novelty ; . . . Dante Conv. 9!What Mary is when she a little smiles I cannot

even tell Fr. Vita Nuova, 2.
have I known Toys which no tongue can tell; . . iMOn, i. xlvi. 3.
those inmost thoughts to fe/// Pr. Athan.\.\g.
I cannot /c//my joy, when o'er a lake .... Prom. III. iv. 78.

(6) discern, know, understand.
Their great original can tell. Devil, xvil. 4.
yecanfe//That which slavery is, jI/m^, xxxix. i.

Helen, none can ever fe// The joy Rosal.idq.
(7) relate as history or story.

Which minstrels, servants of the muses, fe//. . . Ifom. Moon, 2g.
Thou wilt tell, . . . how horrible It was to meet . Jjilian, 460.
Tell to your children this I Xmoh, xii. xxx. %.
The Nereids tell That on the day Prom. II. v. 20.

"

Because they tell no story, false or true ! . . . Witch, Ded. I. 4.

(8) state, declare as fact.
were bribed to tell From seats where law . . . Laon, IX. xiv. I.
As each of his own God the wondrous works did if. x. xxx. g.
Tell then the cause, M.N. Post. Fr. 5.

(9) solve, explain.
If they could fe// the riddle offered here . . . . St. Bpips. 111.
II. intr. (1) speak, make report.
a God ! How shall I tell? . Cenci, V. iii. 14.
Tell, ancient hedger of Onchestus green, . Horn. Merc, xxxil. 2.

(2) give an account.
Not even who could &// of them to me. . . . LXI. 6.

(3) relate, chronicle.
As the mighty verses *// GuitarJane, 18.
such as once, so poets tell, Julian, 40.
And sung, old annals tell, as sweetly too, . . . (Edipus, I. 42.
Our sweetest songs are those that Ull of saddest

thought Skylark, 90.
(4) attord evidence of, remind one of.

7>//of the footsteps of the storm Calderon, II. ^i.
to tell Of deep and mighty change Laon, xil. xxx. 8.
which tell Of the low voice of love Prom. ill. iii. 44.

^5) decide.
1 cannot &//— Hellas, ah.
'Tis hard to tell: Prom. it. ii. 69.

*Telleth, v. tr. revealeth.
Who /e//eM a tale of unspeaking death?. . Therein no work,^^.

TeUiug, n. power of description.
Bright beyond my telling: Cycl. 519.

XelUng, pr. pple. (1; assuring.
Mocking our poverty, and telling us Cenci, in. i. 315.

(2) bidding, exhorting.
You do well telling me to trust in God, .... v. iv. 87.

Xells, V. tr. (1) with direct object, makes known to.
T. them that dreams and that the moon is gone. Apollo, I. 6.

(2) denotes, announces.
It tells the approach of a mystic form, . . .M.N. Spec. Hors. 27.

(3) Mg.
He ever tells the same soft tale Calderon, HI. 47.
the violet tells her tale To the odour-scented gale, Fr. Invit. 4.

*Teiupe, n. a valley in Thessaly.
And all dark Tempe lay In Pelion's shadow, . . Pan, II. 2.

Temper, n. disposition of mind.
And with a peevish temper may return .... Cenci I ii 77
if my firm temper could repent, V. i. 63.

Temper, v. tr. regulate or control.
which neither age, l!for tears, . . . Could temper. Triumph, 243.

Temperance, n. moderation, self-control.
Void of wit, honesty, and temperance; .... Ch. 1st, in. 15.

Tempered, v. tr. (1) moderated, made soft.
TiOTjiar^rfthe young day to the sight— . . . . Matilda, %
(2) regulated, attuned.

To which the birds tempered fi!n€vc matin lay. . Triumph, 8.

(3) hardened, gave quality to.
The steel ye tempered^3.Txx on ye Men ofBng. VII. 4.

Tempered, pp. (1) regulated or fitted.
Poor Archy, whose owl-eyes are tempered . . . Ch. ist, II. 40.

(2J moderated.
Tempered likg goiiien evening, Wifch, xxxa. ^
(3; qualified or affected,

the grey rain was t. along the grass and leaves . Ch. jst, 11. 445.
(4) hardened.

And be that fe»j^«>-ei/ as the Ebro's steel;. . . II. 128.

Tempered, ppl. adj. restrained, controlled.
TVaa^cfCi^disdainin hisunalteringeye, . . . Q.Mab,vll.6.

Tempering, /?-.^//£. (i) moderating, softening.
Tempering fike cold and radiant air around, . . From. iv. 229.
r«K/«r/Mf their loveliness too keen liosal. &o^.
Ktherial gloom Tempering the light Triumph, 93.

(2) qualifying by intermixture.
temper, the repugnant mass With liquid love— . Witch, xxxy. 2.

Tempers, v. tr. (1) assuages, moderates.
As fe»«/«>-j life's worst bitterness;. Cenci, lu. i. 313.

T^m^fi/'.y the deep emotions of the time . . . . Ginevra, lt6.

and all That tempers or improves man's life, . . Prom. III. iii. 48.

(2) moulds, makes suitable.

These tools the tyrant temper^ to his work, . . tD. Mab, iv. 221.

Tempers its own contagion to the vein .... lyiumph, 2'j'j.

*Tempes, n. valleys like Tempe.
Where fairer Tempes bloom Hellas^ 1070.

Tempest, n. A. Lit. a violent storm, a great disturbance

of the elements.
Through night and day, t., and calm, and cloud, Alastor, 230.
Their fierce necks writhed beneath the /.'j scourge r 324.
Thy barb whose hoofs outspeed the temp.^s flight Arabic, Ipiit. 1. 5.
I came arrayed In tempest, Calderon, II. i.'?3.

Let not this tempest, . . . excite thy wonder ; . . 11. 158.
Hail, fleet herald Qitempest I Ch. ist, IV. 13,
Athwart its zones of tempest and of calm, . . . IV. 20.
earthquake, ternpest &na disease Dcemon, II. 125,
how the tempest crashes through the forest I . . Faust, II. 126.'

Their caresses were like the chalT In the tempest, Fr. Incant. 1. 4.
Of cloud which the wild tempest weaves in air, . Fr. Song, 2. *
Scorns the embattled tempesCs warning, . . . Hellas, 77.
It shakes me as the tempest shakes the sea, . . 130.
And with night, tempest— 527.
the winged cloud Of a tempest swift and loud ! . 649,
Of so\\Stempest whose black pyramid. Riven, . 961.
The tempest in its home Jane, Recoil. 12.
as leaves on autumn's ternpest shed Laon, l, iv. 9.
And with it fled the tempest, i. xv. i.

Fori was calm while &?«/&y/ shook the sky : . I. xxxvi. 6.
swept Like waves before the tempest— .... VI. iii. 7.
like the vapour of the tempest fled vr. xxi. 4.
That willing steed—the tempest and the night, . vi. xliv. 2.
I dreaded not the tempest, vi. xlv. i.

Pause ere it wakens tempest

;

— vil. xxii. 7.
and unbind The strength of &?«^(e.s/.' vil. xl. 4.
like the silence of a tempest's birth ix. xi. 6.
swayed By some mute tempest, xl. iii. 5.
with the tempest's speed, xil. viii. 5,
like the arrowy cloud Of ^£/w/£j/, xil. xxxv.3.
The rising ^ew^tfj^ sung a funeral dirge M.N.Fragmt.\2.
Can shriek in horror to the tempests roar ... ' 31.
Yet when the fierce swell of the /. is raving, . M. N. Spec. Hors.^i.
They float on the swell of the eddying tempest, . 58.
Of lightning thro' the /ewf/gj^,-^. Mont B. ig.
like smoke Defore the tempest's stream, .... 119.
when tempesfs war Is levied Pr. Athan. I. 70.
the sea Was lifted by strange tempest, .... Prom. l. 166.
Like a tempest thro' the air ; ..,.,,. . i, 786.
Shall flee, like mist from a ternpesfs might. . , iv. 146.
The teTnpest is his steed, he strides the air ; , . iv. 421.*

Tempest unfolds its pinion o'er the gloom . . . Q. Mab, I v. 29.
Guides the fierce whirlwind, in the tempest roars, VI. 157.
Teemed with allearthquake,/ew/&s^anddisease, VIII. 171.
Around, the dark tide of the temp, was swelling, St. Ir. (i) I. 3.
I wildly then call'd on the tempest to bear me— . (i) v. 1.
When o'er the dark ether the tempest is swelling, (2) i.'3.*
On the mist of the /. which hangs o'er the fountain, (2) iv. 3.
Though the tempest is stern, and the mountain

is dreary,
(g) ,_ ,

O'er his form the fierce swell of the /. is raving ; . (6) in. 6.
Girt there with blasts and meteors Temp, dwells Sonn. Nile 6.
the sleeping tempest gathers might Triumph, W.
I'll sail on the flood of the feOTjSasi? dark, . . . Ttvo Spirits 26.
As terrible and lovely as a 2i??M^ej^/ Unf.Dr.tn!
'Tis the terror of teTnpest. _ . Vis. Sea 1.'

Through the low-trailing rack of the /fiw/^j/, . —— '12.
When the ^»«/ej^ was gathering in cloudy array, 6ol
And hung out to the tempest, 65.
and sustain The dome of the tempest; .... no.
that breach in the ifeTw^ej/ is widening away, . . 121!
The wrecks of the ^c?«^tf.s;, like vapours of gold, 127!
did flow In tempest down the mountains

; . , . Witch xwi.' 4..

The spirits of the tem-pest thundered by. ... '

XLVlil. 8.
B. Fig. a tumult or commotion, mental or physical.

Whose sails were never to the tempest given ; . Adonais, LV. 4.Now is thy voice a tempest swift and strong, . . Con. Sing. rvTi.
And who was then its Tempest; Epips. 312.
And behind the tempest fleet ^ug. Hills 1

1

bestriding The temp, of the Omnipotence of God, Hefias 449.The teTnpest of the raging fight convulsed . . .
' 480.

like a teTnpest Of dazzling mist within my brain— 780!
The tempest of a passion raging over My tran-

„T,..'iu'' ^"JI"''
,_•••, !-<">", I- xl- 4-W hicn walks, when. rea«/ej^ sleeps, 11. xxiii. g.

the tempest of the sword, jx. xxiii
Whilst throbs the tempest ofmy breast so high ? M. N. Despair 6
[arrayed] In tempest of the omnipotence of CS)d H-oI. Hellas 103.'
and stems The tempest of the Serchio 96.'
flew The ;««M/asi of the splendour, . ..... 7>!a»«*X, 444Tempest, c. adj. attr. irresistible, destructive.

"

Which, nor the i5p»f^^j/ breath of time Q. Mab VI. 227
''Tempest-Cleaving', c. adj. Fig. overriding tumult 'or corn-

motion.
That a t.-clfaving Swan Of the songs of Albion, Bug. Hills 11i.

*Tempe5t-proof, c. adj. unaifected by tempest,
the fe»«/.-/r<»/Pavilions of the dark Italian air. TowerofFam 13

"Tempest-shaken, c. adj.
'

the /«»jii.^,43^«« wood, The waves, the fountains, Laon. i xlv ;
which the brands Of the tempest^haken air . . W. Jem, (2) 7
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^Tempest-sifted, cadj. driven.
whiter than the tempesi-sz/ted ST\o\if

; Hellas^ 141.

Tempest-tost, c. adj. Fig. tumultuous.
his age, dark, cold, and iempest-tosi. .... Pr. Aihan, 11. ii. 4.

*TempeBt-wallciiigf, c. adj.
These are Jove's tem.pest^walking\iOW.x\A% . . . Pyom. i. 331.

*Tempest-waves, c. n. caused by tempest.
Where the loud roarings of the Umpesi-waves . Dcemon, 11. g8.

„ „ „ „ „ „ . Q.Ma&.vui.gs.
*Tempe8t-wingdd, c. adj. Mg. that travel rapidly as tempest.
Their iernpest-winged cities of the sea, .... Hellas, ^^oo.

Whose sunlike shafts pierce temp.-winged Error, Ode Lib. x. 3,
The tempest-winged charyotB of the Ocean, . . Front. II. iv.'93.

' Is as a tempest-winged ship, IV. 409.
"^Tempest-wrinkled, c. adj. roughened by tempest.
Burns far along th.& tempest-wrinkled deep. . —— ill. ii. 9.

^Tempested, adj. boisterous.
And the moon dimly gleam'd through the t. air; St. Ir. (6) ill* 2.

Tempests, n. A. Lit. pi. of Tempest. A. Lit.
The strength oi tempests bore me here by force. . Cyd. 102.
the tefnp. of the sea Have driven us on thy land, 258.
Which tempests shake eternally, Eug. Hills, 46.
And tempests in contention roar Faust., I. 17.

When wmtry tempests o'er the savage sea . . . Horn. Castor. 9.
the star whose beams the waves compel And A, . Laon, IV. xvii. 8.
And roll the tempests wildest swell along. . . M. N. Despair, 22.
thou hast descended Cradled in tempests ; . . Prom. II. i.6.
defiest The embattled tempests'' warning ! . . W. Godwin^ 6.
Braving the tempests of the night W. Jew, (2) 3.

B. Mg.
And tempests reign above 7 would, 4.
the tempests dark and wild Which shake these

latter days ; Loon, Ded. xii. 7.

Tempestuous, adj. A. Lit, stormy.
Through the black bars in the iem.pestuous air . Julian, 223,
Mixed with mine own in the tempestuous air,— . Laon, VI. xlii. 3,
As by the shore oi \^& .tetnpestuous sea .... vi. liii. 5.
like wrecksjn a tempestuous sea XI. ii. 9,
the ten thousand streams Of a tempestuous sea :— xii. x. 3.
like a tempestuous ocean ; xil. xvi. 6.
The tempestuous oceans awake one another, . . Liberty, I. 3.

Hiss round a drowner's head in their tempestuous
play Ode Lib. xix. 15.

Its mounded oceans oi tempestuous 6re, . . . Prom. ill. i. 75.

B. Fig. violent, rough, turbulent.
may Burst, to illumine our tempestuous day, . Engl. 1819, 14.
of fiery Hell's tem.pestuous wave, Fr. Satire, 3.
So from Time's tempestuous dawn Hellas, 52.
I would flee A tem.pestuous herald of victory ! . — 664.
With all the silent or tempestuous workings . . 778.
Yon cloud ofwar, with its tempestuous phantoms 850.
Like lamps into the world's tempestuous night,— Laon, Ded. xiv. 6.

Sprung from the depth of its tempestuous jar ; . i. xxvi. 4.
and bore On their tempestuous flood .... ii. vi. 9.
Hearing the tempestuous cry Mask, xiv. 3.
'Tis the tempestuous loveliness of terror ; . . . Medusa, v. i.

Frowning o er^the tempestuous sea Of kings, . Ode Lib. ix. 7.

Thus the tempestuous torrent of his grief . . . Orpheus, 81.
Mix with each other in tempestuous measure . . Triumph, 141.

^Tempestuously, adv. violently.
Swift as fire, tempestuously Serckiq, 99.

Temple, n. (l) a building dedicated to the worship of a
deity.

a proud temple to great Jupiter, Calderon, l. 8.

(2) a Christian church.
in the /e»«^/« of the highest God ...... • ill. 178.
Have in the very temple of the Lord Ck. 1st, II. 221.

{ii) a large building for worship or otherwise.
Through ternple, tower and palace, Epips. 403.
Right through the temple of the spacious cave Horn.. Merc. xxv. i.

It was a Tetnple, such as mortal nand .... Laon, I. xlix. 1.

Like an hupaithric temple wide and high, . . . vil. xii. 7.
troubled they past From the great Temple ;— . x. xxx. 5.
did there appear The Temple of the Spirit ; . . xii. xii. 6.
7V»z;i/£ and! prison, to many a swarming million, Ode Lib. III. 4.
swine Grunting about the /ff?»j*&. CEdip>us.^\\.\\, 6%.
Which through the columns of a temple glides ? . Orpheus, 37.
and built a temple there, Prom. ill. iii. 127,
The image oi 2. temple, built above, III. iii. i6i.
Beside that temple is the destined cave '—^ III. iii. 175.
will stand within A temple, , — in. iv. 112.
Palace, and obelisk, and temple solemn, . . . iv. 345.
An altar and a tem.^le bright Circled by steps, . Rosal. 1053.
And she that temple thence had planned ; . . . 1073.
We sate within that tempie lone, 1112.
Like the stones of a /tf»/^/.? Vis. Sea, 11^.
Seen through a J^empUs cloven roof— .... Witch^ v. 4.
stick The same against the temple doors, . . . LXXili. 5.

(4) a place used as a temple.
A temple where the vows of happy love . , . . O. Mab, VI. 210.
did frame A roofless temple, Rosal. 108.
pillared stems Of the dark sylvan ^iw*^/*, . . . Unf. Dr. 22^.

(5) the universe so called, the vault of heaven.
Here is thy fitting temple Deemon, 1. 179.

^^ » , « n a ^a^ I. 268.
The tentpie of the mightiest Daemon stands. . , Dcsmon, i. 208.

As the eternal temple could afford Dmmon, i. 216.

Presence-chamber, temple, home, Ode to Heaven, 7.

That worshipped m the te'^ple of the night . . IVbodman, 33.

(6) the human body so called,

the unworthy /e»2^/«? of thy spirit, Cenci, ill. i. I2f).

{7} an innermost or secret place.

In my heart's temple I suspend to thee .... Epips. 3.

Return into the temple of tne brain Prol, Hellas, 192.
But in the tefnple ot their hireling hearts . . . Q. Mab, v. 61.

(8) an imaginary structure.

To pave the temple that his poesy Has framed, Orpheus, 117.

*Tem.ple-court, c. n. space in front of a temple.
and round each temple-c. In dormitories ranged. Witch, LXIV. 2,

*Temple-walls, c. n.

I'll pierce the Pythian Um.pl^^m^ though stout, Hom. Merc. xxx. 3.

^Templed, adj. having temples or churches.
Of /ewf^/tf^ cities and the smiling fields Ch. ist, ii. 2\2.

Temples, n. (1) sacred buildings.

Among the ruined temples there, Alastor, 1 16.

Through palaces and temples thunder-proof. . . Ch. ist, IV. 58.
we have upreared Te-mpies to thy great father, . Cycl. 271.
Temples and towers, Citadels and marts, . , . Hellas, 693.
Its temples and its palaces did seem . ... Julian, 91.
High temples fade like vapour— Laon, vill. xvi. 8.

From the temples divine of old Palestine, . . . (Edipus, l. 226.

Over palaces, Umples, and graves, II. ii. 57.
Temples and cities and immortal forms . . . Prol. Hellas, 35.
built temples for the omnipotent fiend Q. Mab, Vll. 97.
The brazen-gated temples, TowerqfFani. 12.

and crested neads Of cities and proud i. gleam . Witch, LVII. 7.

The shadows of the massy tentples lie Lix. 2.

(2) organs of the human body so called.

From the temples high Of Man's ^ar and eye, . Profn-. IV. iii.

Temples, n. the right and left sides of the forehead.
I touch thy temples pale ! , Hellas, 21.

-(•Temporary, adj. for a time only.
a state-necessity

—

Temporary, of course. . . . CEdipus, 11. i. 25.
*Temporizing', adj. time-serving.

Clarin, you are a tem-Porising flatterer ; , . . Calderon, 1. 30.

Tem.pt, V. I. tr. (1) provoke.
The spoilers tempt no second blow, .... Adonais, xxviii. 8.

Tem.pt not with one last tear April, 1814, 6.

Tempt not his spirit to abandon thee Cenci, l. i. 126.
may tejnpt thee not To hatred, . iv. i. 22.

(a) induce.
By those who tem.pt it to betray GuitarJane, 85.
Could tempt one captive now Laon, ix. x. 9.
yet tempt me not to' break My chain Magnet. Lady, v. 8.
Let us not tempt yuors^ fear Prom. I. 592.

(3) entice, allure.

The smiles of the serene and tranquil deep Tempt
my unquiet mind Moschus, 4.

(4) try, attempt.
Tempt not again my deepest bliss Peter, iv. xii. <?.

11. intr. provoke, irritate.

Golden and sanguine laws which tem.pt Siad slay; Engl. 1819, xo.

Tempted, v. ir. {!) induced, incited.

The ladies . . . T me with a thousand crowns, . Cend, V. ii. 17.

(,2; invited.

Now if the Graces temptedme to kiss .... Cycl. 589.

(3) overcame.
the roasted meat Tempted him though immortaI.,H(7»f . Merc. XXII.2

.

Tempter, n. an epitnet for the Devil.
Declared, that if the temptef were there,. . . . Devil, vill. 3.

Tempting-, ppl. adj. inviting in appearance.
the nightshade's /!e7»^//»^ bane ^. ^a*, Vlll. 129.

Ten^pts, V. 1. tr. leads, invites.

for it tempts our powers, . . . Into the depth . . Cenci, II. ii. m.
Tempts me forth thus wandering Cycl. 512.
II. intr.

All that we wish to stay Tempts and then flies. Mutability, (2) i. 4.
Ten, adj. (1) a cardinal number.
Ten minutes in the rain : Ch. ist, 11. 109.
in distraining for ten thousand pounds .... iii. 46.
Our squadron, convoying ten thousand men, . . Hellas, 481.
The garrison of Patras Has store but for /. days, 556.
with ten camel loads Of Indian gold. ..... 577.
As if they did ten thousand years outnumber . . Laon, iii. i. 3.
Had cost ten milHons to the nation Mask, xix. 4.
one would furnish forth ten dinners, Peter, ill. xiii. 2.

fen thousind years Hayfe scarcely past away, . Q. Mab, 11. 182.
Ten times the Mother pf the ^onths had bent Her

bow Witch, IV. I.

(2) when coupled with thousand or million, frequently
expresses a large indefinite number.

Starred with ten thousand blossoms, Alastor, 440.
Whose windings gave ^. thousand various tongues 549.
ten thousand spheres diffuse Their lustre . . . Deemon I. 227.
The dead fill me ten thousand fold Death A^ap. 27!
Ten thousand victims madly bleed Falsehood, 78.

"

ten thousand cannon Lie ranged upon the beach, Hellas, 322.
Ten thousand columns in that quivering light— Laon, I. liii. i.

lift at Freedom's thrilling call Ten thousand
standards wide^ ly. xxv. 4.
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amid ten thousand dead Stabbed in their sleep, . Laon^ V. vi. 7.

Like /«« thousand clouds which flow v.Song^i.M,
crushed /£K thousand with one tread, • Xll. vi. 3,

from the ten thousand streams xil. x. 2.

from their ten thousand fountains, Xll. xxxix. 3.

With /£« millions gathered there, Odetolfeaven^$^.
Ten thousand orbs involving and involved, . . Prom. IV. 241.

breaks Into ten thousand waves, St. Epips. 20.

Ten thousand, c, n, the Greek army which fought under

Cyrus at Cunaxa.
Led the ten thousand from the linjits pf the morn Helios^ 989.

*Teu-pence, c, n. a sum of money.
For carriage, ten-pence Peter paid— Peter^ VI. vii. 4.

Tenant, n, one who holds for a time.
I come, care-wonj tenant of life, from the grave, Death^ Dial. 2.

Tenants, n. pi. of Tenant.
Which torture the tenants of earth ; Cat^ II. 3.

The mortal tenants of earth's dark abodes, . . Horn. Ve^us, 51.

Tend, v. L tr. watch, follow, attend on.

From duties and repose to tend his steps :— . A/astor, 132.

but lived to ^£Mi/ Her aged father, ^u^set, 31.

II. mtr. attend to, care for.

tend on the youngling sheep, Oycl. 32.

and left the shades which tendon sleep .... J^aon, V. xxvi. 4.

Tend, v. intr, (1) lead to, go towards.
Whither do thy mysterious waters tend? , . Alastor^ 504.
Which to the inmost mountain upward tend— . Wttch^ XLiil. 3.

^^2) lead, incline.

All tend to perfect happiness, ... . ' . . DcBmon^ li. 244.

„ „ „ ,
.0. Mab^ ix. 151.

we tend^ Fraternal, to one common end ; . . . Falsehood^ 45.

Tended, v. tr. watched, cared for.

that aged man, so grand and mild, Tended me, . Laon^ in. xxxiii. 7.

Tended the garden from morn to even ; ... Sensit. PL II. 9.

Tended, pp. watched over, cared for.

Had tended laQ in my distress, Rosal. 12 14.

Tender, adj. ^1) delicate, easily wounded,
wounded the invisible Palms of her tender feet . Adonais^ xxiv. 5.

Let every /tfBflfer herb and plant Eleg.Bion.\.
my small feet are Too tender HoTn.Merc.xisvi.'j.

\2) young, not hardy, needing care.
Nourishing each tender gem Bpitkal. (2) 29.

And bind your tender body in a chain . . Horn. Merc, xxvi'i. a.

the tender maid, grown bold Laon. x. xix. 5.

blast the human floater Even in its tender bud ; . Q. Mab^ iv. 105.
Faint oxlips ; tender bluebells, . .

' Question, II. 4.

(3) gentle, mild, careful.

The leprous corpse touched by this spirit tender AdonaiSy xx. i.

Farewell, my /««(i!g^ brother C«w«, v. iv. 141.
a tender Reflection .of the eternal Moon of Love Bpips. 1 1 7.

Some wise and tender Ocean-King, . . . . . 488.
So your voice most tender Jane^ II, 4.
Thy mother's dying smile, tender and sweet ; . . L-aon, ix, xxii. 6.

her voice, tender and sweet ; xi. vi. 6.

from the very wound of t. thought Drew solace, . Love. Hope, 33.
A sense awakening- and yet tender Mask^ xxxivJ 2.

And tender love that fed those sweetest notes, . Orpheus, 65.
But thy voice sounds low and tender ..... Prom. II. v. 01.
Amid the dew of his tender eyes ; . . . . . Rosal. 1023.
and with palms so tender, Triumph, 361.
Which, murmured on mute lips with tender tone, Witch, Lxvi. 7.

(4") loving, fond.
The heart which &W£^rthought clothes . . , Arabic, Imit. II, 3.

Who gazest ever true and tender Calderon, in. 67.
He wound me in his arms with tender case, . . Laon, iv. ii. 2.

With smiles oi tender \oy xii. xiii. 9.
As ocean its wrecked fanes, severe yet tender:— Marenghi^ vii. 4.
And my own fond and tender care, Rosal. 374.
Are those thoughts of tender gladness .... Sophia, II. 4.
Though tender and true, yet can answer not, . Unf. Dr. 8.

(6j compassionate, icindly, merciful.
And all things that make tender hardest hearts . Cenci, in. i. 389.
The iiBwrferpromises of Christ : v. iv. 76,
he sought, For his lost heart was tender, things

to love, Lift not^ 8.

The tender heart of every boar acquits . . . CBdipus, II. 1. 158.
The tender hopes which m their hearts the best . Prom-. I. 775.
She lifted their heads with her tender hands ; . Sensit. PI. II. 37.

(.6) slignt, delicate, soft to the eye.

a tender interfusion ofviolet and gold .... Ch. ist, II. 446.
it glides like tender colours spreading ; ... Faust, ih 104.
As in a tender mist our spirits are Wrapt Fr. Love's Atmos. 3.

As tender as its own
; ; . . . Jane, Recoil. 28.

The light hues of the tender, pure, serene, . . . Julian, Cane. 10.

Upon whose edge hovers the tender light, . . . Orpheus 13.

Less in the beauty of its tender light Prdl. Hellas, 21.

Falls on me like thy clear and tender light . . Prom. IV. 496.
again arrayed His countenance in tender light : Rosal. 792.
Through their pavilions of tender green ; . . . Sensit. PL i. 24.
Gazed through clear dew on the tender sky ; , i. 36.
Like windless clouds o'er a tender sky. . , . —- i. 97.

:I:Tender-hearted, c. adj. kindly, compassionate.
But tender-hearted, meek and pitiful Cenci., i. iii, 13.

Tenderest, adj. most compassionate.
Bade sympathy's tenderesi tear-drop to flow. . . Tear, v.

Tenderly, adv. (1) fondly.

The most tenderly loved of my soul Bigofry^ IV. 6.

to see Thy soft eyes gazing tenderly^ . . . }Vhenpassion s, II. 2.

(2) feelingly.

in hearing thee Th^s tenderly thy love deplore, . Calderon, III. 53.

(3) carefully.

Could never have nursed them more tenderly. . Sensit PL i?. 40.

must be stowed tenderly; Serchio, 77.

Tenderness, n. (1) love, affection.

And that lip made for tenderness or scorn, . . Cenci, II. i. _ii8.

And bent his eyes of kindling tenderness . . . Laon, I. xlii, 8.

'Yet me\t\n tenderness! • ^ II. xxxii. 8.

those softest eyes in trembling tenderness. . . V, xxiv, 9.

wild oblivion Of tumult and of tenderness ? . . VI, xxxy. 6.

anguish of her mute and fearful tenderness, . . vi, xliii, 9.

Oh tenderness that found'st so sweet a scope ! Mother Sf Son, V. iq.

Like a child, half in /««(^ffrw«jJ and mirth— . . Question, ll. 6.

\l tenderness and truth could last Or live, . When passion's, I. 2.

(2) gentleness, soft emotion.
_
%

Drowning both tenderness and dread ; . . . . Cenci, in. i. 354..

Except in Shakespeiare's wisest tenderness.— . Gisb. 225.

if love and tenderness and truth Julian, 330.

a tenderness Of questioning grief, Laon, vil. xix. 1.

liqui<l tenderness like love, XI. v. 7.

Its innocence and tenderness Rosal. 755.

And left the tenderness oif tears, —r- 985.

A mingled pain and tenderness 1059.

(.3) compassion.
From the deep tenderness that maniac wrought Julian, 5^.

Tending, pr. pple. attending on, watching.
/««£/i«^ the flocks hitherward Cyc/. 41.

And those who sate tending the beacon's light, . Laon, v. ii. 2.

Tending*, pr. pple. being directed.

Sails, oars, and stream, tend, to one endeavour; i. vii. 5,

*Tendon, n, a cord connecting ttie ligaments with the Dones.

and seized the other By the foot's iendon^ . . . Cycl. 393.

^Tendrils, n. the claws of a plant.

These twine their tend, with the wedded boughs . Alastor, 444.
Twining like ^wdfrz'/s of the parasite Dtrmon, i. 46.

The disunited /cMO^rZ/j of that vine /Vow*. II. iv. 64.

Curling like /£W£/r//j of the parasite . , . Q. Mab, l. 4.3.

its stem and tendrils seemed Like unf. Dr. 163.

Strong leaves and tendrils, and its flowers fair, Zucca, ix. 3.

Tends, v. inir. attends on.

She is the madhouse nurse who tends on me, . Cenci^ in. i. 41.

Tenement, n. Fig. the body as a place of abode.
when first it peeps From its new tenement, . . Q, Mab, iv. 122.

Tenfold, adj. a figure expressive ot extremity of degree.

burning plumes to /(JWT^/i:/ swiftness fan it, . . . Epips. 227.

arm their hearts with tenfold ^t'e:.€L Laon, vin. vii. 9.

The ^£m/o/<!^ essence of all these /'e/er. III. vii. 5.

Yet ^M^J^/rf pangs shall force them to avow, . . Q. Mab,VU. 150.
By the tenfold blasts of the arctic zone Sensit. Pi. in. 97.

Tenor, n. (1) continued run or course.

she thus did keep The tenor of her tale : , . . Rosal. 420.

(aj general idea.

the t&nour of my waking dream :— .... Triumph, 42.
did ever keep The /. of her contemplations calm, IVitch, xxvill. 7.

(_3) direction or course.

its obscure tenour keep Beside my path, . . . Trzu?nph, 432.

*Tense, adj. iighxXy fetrung.

Its sails and ropes all /. and without motiorj, Mdrenghi, xxvil. 4.

Tent, n. A. Lit. a dwelling or shelter of textile labric.

Her daily portion from her father's tent, . . . Alastor, 130.
There our i'tfM/ shall be the willow, . . . . . Inv. Mis.Vl. Ij

So, thro' the labyrinth of many a tent, .... LcLon, V. iii. 2.

FVom every ^e»/ roused by that clamour dread, v. vi. 4,
the wandering Arab's t. Flaps in the desart-blast. Q. Mab, II. 135.
the imperial tent of their great Queen . ", . . W^iich, Lin. i.

Pavilioned in its /e«/ of light— Adon. Cane. 38.
ofmy tenfs thin roof, Cloud, 51.
I widen the rent in my wind-built te^^t^ .... 55.

Tenth, adj. the ordinal of ten.

And Heaven's tenth moon chronicled her relief, Horn. Merc. 11. 2.

till the tenth moon shone ; Witch, Lxxvi. S.

Tents, n. pi. of Tent. A. Lit.
Was heard abroad flapping among the tents ; . Hellas, 614.
Around ;^our tents truth's freedom to bestow, . Laon, V. x. 8.

far tents implanted Upon the plaip, VI. xxiii. 7.

Term, n, (1) utmost point or first end of a line, a boundary.
Borne by those slaves across the Ocean's term, . — Vll. iii. 8.

point to the hand That grasps its term / . . . Q. Mab, Vll. 19.

("2) summit.
Wmding above the mountain's snowy term . . Laon, VI. xviii. 3.

(3) period, time.
Disdain not thou, at thine appointed term^ . . Ode Lib. xv. 14.
* The term of thy penance is done !

' »S"/. Jr. (3) vill. 5.

^,4; a certain limited time.
Thy memory for a term may be My monument. . Rosal. 563.

(5) ending.
That knows no term, cessation, or decay* ^ . . Q. Mab, VI. 149.
Still pressing forward where no term can oe, . . -^— vi. 236.
will long age^ roll away. And see no /er?« ? . . VII. 131.
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(6) a descriptive definition.

(How caji I fiijd a more appropriate iervt . . . (Edipus, ii. i. 7.

Terms, n. (1) mutual agreement or imderstanding.
I take care to keep on good terms with him. . . Faust^ \. 11 1.

(2) ending or limits.

raging without truce or /(e?*»w .• Ode Lib. 11. 12.

^Terrace, n. a raised level space of ground,
under the ivy that overgrows the terrace^ . . . Ch. \si^ V. i.

And where a little terrace from its bowers, . . Rosal, 1249.

^Terraces, n. pi. of Terrace,
from the high towers And terraces^ Epips. 509.

Terrible, adj, (1) dreadful, alarming, formidable.
Some terrible and strange Peril is near. . . Calderon^ III. 154.
Fair 2im6. ytX. terrible 1 Cenci^ I. Hi. 160.

The terrible resentment of those eyes .... —r- V. y. 31.

By some distemperature or terrible s\gi}^ . . . Ck. ist, ir. 173-
Iij terrible and mtertanglpd fall ; Faust^ II. 135.

And drive we not free (Ter the terrible sea, . . Fugitives^ III, 4.
A far whisper

—

Terrible silence Hellas^ 814.
To any God—the oath was terrible Horn. Merc. xci. 8.

Of one so great and terrible of yore, Laon^ V. xxviii. 7.

the ocean, and the earth, Hung terrible^ . . . -^rzr^ IX. xi. 9.

the last echo of those terrible cries Kl. xiii. 4.

"Would be lost in our terrible shout 1 CEdipus^ II. ii. 51.
Terrible^ strange, sublime and beauteous shapes. Pro-m. i. 202.

Most terrible^ but lovely, 11. iv. 67,

That terrible shadow floats Up from its throne, ll. iv. 150.

man has lost His terrible prerogative, . . . . Q. Mab^ Vlll. 226.

Treacherous in calm, and terrible in storm, . . T'ime^ 8.

Which make thee terrible and dear,— .... Zip Nighty I. 6.

As terrible and lovely as a tempest ; Unf. Or. 59.
to sustain with their terrible mass Vis. Sea^ 7.

(2) tremendous, fearful.

And many a deed oi terrible uprightness . . . Ode Lib. Vll. 5.

^Terrific, adj. inspiring dread, horror or awe.
The forms which peopled this terrific trance . . Laon^ ill. xxiii. i.

ferric power, I come away, M. N. Despair^ 31.

And he rag'd m terrific woe St. Ir. (3) v. 3.

More terrific and fell,
" XIV. 5.

*Ierrified, pp. alarmed, frightened.
the coursers fly Terrified: Prom. II. iv. 154.

Terror, n. fl) extreme fear, alarm or dread.
In terror at the glare of those wild eyes . . . Alastor^ 264.
Spreads the influence of soul-chilling /. around, . Bigotry^ III. S.

the awe Df her presence bound to terror! . . . Calderon^ II. 10.

The fer^'or of the thrilling cry 11.48.
Look pn such pangs as terror ill conceals, . . Cenci^ i. i. 1 10.

Sustained itsell with terror and with toil . . . lii. i. 249.
And tears and terror^ and the pity of hell, , . . Ch. ist, II. 330.
All things Eire void of terror : Dcemon. 11. 167.

O'er a mighty thunder-fit Chastening /(grrijr
J
— . Eu^. Hills. 183^

Or circumstance, or terror, or revenge, . . . Gip-evra^ 61.

Terror without, and treachery within, .... Hellas, ztq.
But pain and insult and unrest and terror; . . Julian, 327.
by the shrieks Of their own terror driven,— . . Laon, vi. ii. 7.

When on my foes a sudden terror caxas.. . . . vi. xix. i.

The Princes and the Priests were pale w^tn terror^ X. xxvi. i

.

Void of all hate or terror, xi. xiv. 6.

fled in ferror's altered mood: xii. ix. 9.

By' thy most impious Hell, and all its terror ; . Ld. Ck. xi. i.

Surmount the loss, the terror^ and the sorrow. . Love, Hope, 36.
Felt his heart with terror sicken Mask, xiv. 2.

*Tis the tempestuous loveliness oi terror ; . . . Medusa^ v. i.

Of all the beauty and the terror there— . . . v. 6.

clbven to its depth with terror, Prom. i. 55.

In each human neart terror survives .... i. 018.

And who made terror^ madness, crime, remorse, H- iv. 19.

AH things are void of terror : . . . . . . Q. Mab, Vlll. 225.

As ifa spectre WTapt in shapeless terror . . . TowerofFant, 17.

So beautiful in mystery and terror^ Unf. Dr. 104.

In the agony of terror, Vis. Sea, 41.

(2) tnat which excites or may excite dread.
Her name shall be the terror of the earth ; . . Cenci, iv. i. 92.
Infamy, blood, terror, despair ? V. iii. 45.
The tongue, which now can speak No terror, . Ch. i-pA III. 37.

In terror and blood and gold, Death J^ap. '35.

Thou Wonder, and thou peauty, apd thou T. ! Epips. 29.

Like hope ana terror,— . \ Hellas, 982.
The wonder, or the terror., or the tomb .... 994.
and not revenge, and terror and despite. . . . Laon, v. xxxiv. 9.

thou /^rror Of the world's wolves !
' Ode Lib.x. i.

Till in pity and terror thou risest, CEdiPus^ il. ii. 46.

And hate and terror, and the poisoned rain . , Prof. Hellas, 86.

That fatal child, the terror of the earth, . . . Prom. iii. i. ig.

'Tis the terror of tempest Vis. Sea, i.

With splendour and ter. the black ship environ, . 20.

(3) as a personality or entity.

the rapid bloodhounds with which Terror Hunts Fr. Satire, 7.

behind. Terror and Time conflicting^ drove, . . Laon, 11. vi. 8.

dark Terror has obeyed Your bidding— . . . xi. xv. 4.

With War, and Woe, and Terror^ in nis train ; M. N. Post. Fr. 69.
imposture Recites till terror credits Q. Mab^ li. 160.

(4) used as an interjection.

O, /fi>-/-i7r/ O, despair! Ce««', iv. iy. 19.

*Terrorless, adj. without power of exciting terror.

pow terrorless the triumph of the grave ! . . . Q. Mab^ vi, 61.

death is mild And terror, as this serenegt night : Suptiner-Evg.2^.

Terrors, n. (1) alarms, fears.

but that all terrors. Weakness, and doubt, . Marenghi^ xxvi. 3.

Night's dreams and terrors Sercnio^ 27.

^2) things calculated to excite terror or alarm.
For Beatrice Tyorse terrors are in store . . . Cenci, IV. i. 75-

the terrors of the time Are sown Ch. ist, ll. 471.

the /£>'r(7*'j of the coming time Ginevra, go.

(3) dread appearance.
Before the /errorj of his countenance, .... Calderon, 11. 115.

The terrors of his eye illimiined heaven. . . . Prom. III. ii. 4.

Test, n. a means of trial, a trial.

Are the true test of guilt or innocence CEdipus^ i. 389.

Try the magic test together ;
ll. i.128.

To stand the /£JA whatever it may be! .... ll. i.182.

I am impatient To undergo the test. . ... ll. ii. 83.

Testify, v. intr. bear witness of.

leff a record there To testify of earth Q. Mab, vil. 59.

Testy, adj. petulant, irritable.

Old men are testy and will have their way ; . . Cenci^ i. ii. 74.

^Tether, n. rope, fastening.

Like a beast, unconscious of its tether. .... Serchto^ 6.

^Texture, n, (1) a woven fabric.

Wrought like a web of texture fine and frail, . . Laon, l. xxiii. 3.

woven tracery ran Of light firm texture, . . . Witch, xxxill. 5.

(2) applied to the fabric of the body.
On their translucent lids, whose texture fine . . Daefnon, i. 40.

thro' her fine text, did diffuse Such varying glow, ll. 37.

And on their lids, whose texture fine . . . . Q. Mab, I. 38.

O'er the j:hin^jt:/Mr£.of its frame^ VI. 3.

*Tlia]uondocaua, n. Timbuctoo.
Beyond the fabulous Thawtondocana Witch, XLVII. 8.

Tliau, conj. used to introduce the second member of a

comparison.
and thoughts more sharp than they . ... Adonais^ xxrv. 6.

some diviner element Tnan English air, . . Ch. ist, I. 147.

A less drear ruin then than now ^^£^- Hills. 121.

More glorious fax than that which thou surveyest Prom.. I. 16.

'Tis something sadder, sweeter far than all. . . I. 671.

Thank, v. tr. to express gratitude for favours or benefits.

I fhank my,God that I believe you not Cenci^ I. i. 120.

God ! I thank thee ! I. iii. 41-

And thank the mercy of insulted Heaven . . . Ch. ist, I. 12.

I thank thee—let the t3n-ant keep His chains . . Fr. Pris. K.

I thank thee dearest for the dream M.N. Melody^ 29.

Fairy ! the Spirit said, ... I thank thee. . . . Q. Mab^ III. 4.

Thankful, ddj. grateful.

with guile Of thankful falsehood, Loan, X. xxiv. 6.

Thankfulness, n. gratitude.

Bending her beamy eyes in thankfulness. . . . Deemon, il. 308.

... Q. Mab, IX. 215.

Thankless, adj. unrequited.
Thankless affection led me to this point, . . . Cenci^ v. i. 62.

Thanks, n. (1) an expression of gratitude for a service or

kindness.
Thanks, gentlemen Ch. ist^ II. i.

Accept my hearty thanks li. 9.

Take my neart's thanks: II. 26.

Thanks. And that is all I ask ; . . . . Faust., I. 78.

(2) gratitude, thankfulness.
In thanks or hope for their dark lot . . . . Julian^ 112.

That, oi^'. (1) as def. adj. before a noun.
To that high Capital, where kingly Death Keeps

his pale court . . . He came ; Adonats^ Vll. i.

Athwart that wintry wilderness of thorns Flashed
from her motion splendour like the IJiorn's, . Epips. 323.

What was that curse ? for ye all heard me speak. Pro?n. l. 73.
Those heathy paths, that inland stream, .... Rosal. 24.

(2) denoting affection or interest.

And Silence, too enamoured of that voice. . , Alastor, 65^
thecoloursof^^^varyingcheek, 7^. snowy breast, 600-1,

(3) eliding *heed' or *note.'
7%flif beautiful shape! ^^ 211.

(4) preceding the poss. pron.
Of that OU.T land, whose wilds ancj floods, . . , Rpsal- 21.

(5) used refiexively.
He eagerly pursues Beyond the realms of dream

tfuit fleeting shade ;
Alastor^ 206.

the smooth brink Of that obscurest chasm ; . . 637.
yet till the phantoms flee Which that house and

heath and garden made dear to thee erewhile, Ap*'il% 1814, 22.

(6) as adj. absol. without a noun.
Shall thai alone which knows Be as a sword con-

sumed before the sheath Adonais^ xx. 6.

Let that which ever operates and lives Clasp you
within the limits of its love i^a«j/, i. 106.

Podona's fprest to an acorn's cup Is that which
has beeii, or will be, to that Which is— . . Hellas^ 794.

Scorn and despair,—these are mine empire. IVfore

glorious far than /Aa^ which thou surveyest . Prom,. 1. 16.

For know there are two worlds of life and death

:

One that which thou beholdest ; i. ig6.

That, as relat, pron, =1 which.
As summer winds /. creep from flower to flower,— Ini. Beauty^ 1. 4.
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the power That led us forth at this lone hour . . Rosal. 15.

Isle, ocean, and all things thai in them wear The
form and character of mortal mould, . . . Triumph^ 16.

That, as conj. (1)
oh, dream not that the amorous Deep "Will yet

restore him to the vital air ; Adonais, III. 7-

So that her way was paved and roofed above
With flowers Bpips. 327.

I knew it wag the Vision veiled from me So many
years

—

that it was Emily 344*

(2) noting a fact in connection with what precedes.

And what am I that I should linger here . . . AlastoVy 285.

Did thine own mind afford no scope Of love, or
moving thoughts to thee? That natural
scenes or human smiles Could steal the

power to wind thee in their wiles Coleridge^ 33.

(3) serving to introduce a clause which^ is either the

subject of the principal sentence, or its object.

When on the threshold of the green recess The
wanderer's footsteps fell, he knew that death
Was on him ^. Alastof^y 626.

Still dost thou hope that greeting hands. Voice,
looks, or lips, may answer thy demands? . Coleridge^ 17.

Here could I hope, thai death did hide from
human sight Summer-Evg. 28.

(4) denoting a purpose, in order that.

I wait thy breath, Great Parent, thai my strain

May modulate with murmurs of the air, . . Alasior^ 45.

(5) denoting a consequence = so that.

Enough . , . Has shone within me, that serenely
now ... I wait thy breath, 41*

(6) used elliptically as optative particle, denoting strong

desire.

O, that God, Profuse of poisons, would concede
the chalice Which but one living man has
drained 675.

O, that the dream Of dark magician in his

visioned cave, . . . were the true law Of this

so lovely world

!

681.

' Thatcb, n. roofing of straw or rushes.

Sometimes your royal dogs tear down our thatch^ (Edipus^ t. 45.
Climbing upon the thatch of their low styes, . . i. 3Q9.
Sleep they less sweetly on the cottage thatch., . Q. Mab^ III. 205.

Tliatclied, pp. roofed.
Thatched with broad flags Marenghi, xvil. 3.

And styes well thatched; besides it is the law ! CEdipus^ I. 66.

Thaw, n. a rise of temperature above freezing-point.

Its leaves ... the ihaw Had blighted ; . . . . Zucca^ vi. 5.

Thaw, V. I. tr. Fig. (1) destroy, dissipate.

though our tears Thaw not the frost Adonais^ I. 3.

such as thaiv The frozen tears Fr. Satire^ 15.

Could thaw the clouds which wage an obscure
war Fr. Unrtsen Sphn. 4.

And thaw their frostwork diadems like dew ;— . Hellas., 416.

(2) warm, make comfortable.
To thaw the six weeks' winter in our blood; . . Gisb. 309.

(3) melt, dissolve.
Like him whom the Numidian seps did thaw . . Profn. III. i. 40.

II. intr. become genial or amenable.
Till her heart thaiv like flakes of April snow . . Hi. iv. 89.

'"Thaw-breezes, c. n. that bring a thaw.
like the ice when the ihaw-bteeses blow .... Vis. Sea., 36.

*Thaw-cloven, c. adj. formed by thawing of ice.

Of cataracts from their thaw-cloven ravines, . . Prom. II. iii. 34.

*Thaw-rain, c. n. such as comes with a thaw.
Which to the drops of the thaw-rain grew ; . . Sensit. PL III. 109.

Thawed, v. tr, made genial or receptive.

that thawed The*urimatemal bosom of the North. Prof. Hellas., 42.

Thawed,^/, mollified, made kindly.
Or thawed the cold heart of a conqueror. . . . Q. Mab^ I. 36.

I^Thawiug", ppl. adj. such as dispels frost.

First there came down a thawing rain .... Seiisit. PL III.106.

Thaws, V. ir. Fig. destroys, dissipates.

which fortune's sun Thaws in the height of noon, IwouLd^ 7.

The, def. art. (1) used with specifying and limiting force.

The eternal Hunger sits, but pity and awe Soothe
her pale rage, Adonais^ viii. 6.

The One remams, the many change and pass ; . Lll. i.

The day is come, and thou wilt fly with me. . . Eptps. 388.
The walls ar6 high, the gates are strong, . . , 396.

(2) used before a single thing as representing the whole,
all, or any.

What hand would crush the silken-wingfed fly, . Witch^ Ded. II. i.

(3) used before abstract nouns, seemingly in a general
sense, but in fact restricted by their particular application.

The dry fixed eyeball ; ike pale quivering lip, . Cenci^ l. u iii,

that subjects May know how majesty can wear
at wul The rugged mood Ch. isi, 11. 84.

(4) prefixed to adjectives used absolutely.
To hear but of the oppression of the strong, . , Julian, 239.
He was a coward to the strong : , RosaL 254.

Theatre, «. a place appropriated to dramatic performances,

I see a theatre.—^V^t may this mean? , , . . Faust, 11, 406.

From senate-house, and forum, and theatre^ . . Triumph, 114.

Theatres, n. pi. of Theatre.

will leave The churches and the theatres . . . Cenct, V. iii. 39.

jThehan, n. satir. English.

in plain Thebafi, that is to say, CBdipuSy 11. ii. 108.

Thehan, adj. satir. English, of England.
Hinted at in his charge to the Theban clergy— . I. 78.

Has tracked lona from the Theban limitsi , . -— I. 166,

jThebes, n. (1) a city of Egypt.
Memphis and Thebes^ and whatsoe'er of strange Alastdr^ 112.

(2) a city of Greece.
Corinth and Thebes are carried by assault, . , Hellas, 548.

Riddles of death T/S^ifij never knew 1083.

Who ministered to T. Heaven's poisoned wine, . Prom. I. 348.

(3) a name for London.
OuF murmuring troops bivouaque in T. streets ; CEdipus, I. 88.

And these dull swine of ThebeshozsX. their descent I. i^P
Is popular and respectable in Thebes. . * , . I. i43*

She is returned ! Taurina is in Thebes .... I- 281.

skulked in ovation through The streets of Thebes, I. 349-
^o doubt, returns to Thebes, II-,'-35*

TA^ifij, choose reform or civil war, 11. i. 155.

shed more blood than any man in Thebes. . . , H- ii- 39-

Thee, pron. obj. case of Thou.
I measure The world offancies, seeking one like i.. Epips. 70.

these were not With thee, like some suppres^d
and hideous thought Julian, 429.

I see thee stand By this lone lake, in this far land, RosaL 5.

Theft, n. an act of stealing.

And what is strange, the author of this thejt Horn.. Merc, xxxiii. i.

Their, adj. pass, pron, (1) pertaining to them.
The cottagers, . . . beheld with wondering awe

Their fleeting visitant Alasior, 257.
The dead are sleeping in ^A^zr sepulchres : . . . Summer-Evg.K).
Breathed from their wormy beds . .... 22.

(2) possessive use with neuters.

their starry domes Of diamond and of gold . . Alasior, 90.
her fair hands Were bare alone, . . . ajid in iheir

branching veins The eloquent blood told an
ineffable tale 167.

These twine their tendrils with the wedded
boughs Uniting their close union ; . . . , 444~5'

natural scenes or human smiles Could steal the
power to wind thee in their wiles Coleridge, 24.

Them, pron. dat. and obj. case of They.
Or whether clouds sail o'er the inverse deep,. . .

.

And therare stars rushthrough/.dimandfast: Gisb. 263.
But that from one jarred accent you might jguess

It was despair made them [his worcS] so
uniform : Julian, 294.

Thinking every tear a gem. Had their brains
knocked out by them. Mask, V. 4.

Theme, n. topic, subject of discourse.
Knowledge and truth and virtue were her theme, Alastor, 158.
Spare aught but a dark theme^ Dcemon, 1. 21,
when that majestic theme Shnned in her heart . Laon, I. xxiv. 5.
the vast theme Of those impassioned songs, . . 11. xxix. 3.
Whose limits yet were never memory's theme : . III. i. 7.
Of those immortal hopes, a glorious them.e I . . v. iv. 3.
as if its M^me might be Another, . . , . P^. Athan. 1. 11^.
Spare nothing but a gloomy /Ae?;2e, Q. Mab^ i. 21.
whose freight Is the theme of their debate, . . . Similes, III. 4.

Themes, n. (1) pi. of Theme.
Oh! there are MfiWfij enough for many a bout . Gisb. 311.
Weaving swift language from impassioned them. Loon, VI. i. 2.
He gently sang of high and heavenly themes. . Orpheus, 58.
(2) discourses on logic.

(This was learnt from Aldric's themes) .... Petef, Prol 10.

Themselves, an emphatic and reflexive form of the third pi.
personal pron.

or weep themselves in dew, Epips. 467.
They bow themselves unto the grave : , . . . Hellas, 909.
perchance the very slaves would spare Their

brethren and themselves

;

. Laon, iv. xviii. 3.
Cleave />4*?«j£/z/tfj into chasms, OdeW,Wind,\ii.\o.
And tremble and despoil themselves: .... iii. 14.
a set Of thieves who by themselves are sent

Similar thieves to represent; i%&y, III. iv. 3.
Then, adv. (1) afterwards, after that.
then shrink Even to a point within our day and

night
: .

,
• • . Adonais, XLVii. 6.

thou hast been Ocean's child, and then his queen ; Eug. Hills, 116.
And I remember one remark which then Maddalo

made. Julian, 543.And if then the tyrants dare ........ Mask, Lxxxiv. i.

(2) emphasizing a particular time or occasion.
Then it is to feel revenge XLVIII. 1.

(3) moreover, besides.
And then she had a charm of strange device, . . Witch, Lxvi. 6.

Theu, conj. (1) in that case, therefore,
but still loved And cherished these my kindred

;

fTTL *^^V-
forgive This boast, Alastor, 15.What does he want then at our ball ? Faust II 3^0

it is a case Unheard of! T. leavfe off teasmgusso. '

n' 359,*
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(2) followed by wkenj afterwards.
theh^ when red mora Madfc paler the pale moon, Alastot^ 137.

Thence, adv, (1) from that condition or position.

But I am chained to Time, and cannot t. dfepart ! AdoHais^ xxvi. 9.

(2) for such reason, from that.

and tkehce you infer Perhaps Ch. \st^ il. 278.

I know The past, and thefice I will essay . . . Q. Mab^ III. 7,

(3) from that place.

T tome Thence whither thou must go ! . . . . Hellas^ 862.

bad brouffht The worship thence Laon, il. vii. 5.

and found frotn ihehce Much stolen Peter^ VI. xxi. 2.

Thence we bear the prophecy Prom. I. 690.

*Thencefortli, adv. from that time forward.
So Rosalind and Hel&n lived together Thence/.^ Rosal. 1276.

Thenceforward, adv. from that time onward.
Aftd lived them^orward as if some controul, . Wiich^ LXix. 4,

^Theologians, n. men skilled in Theology.
I am what your theologians call Hardened ;— . Cenci^ i. i. 93.

Theories, n, mental speculations.
How vain are such aspiring theories Julian^ 201.

Theorist, n. one given to mental speculation.
Of lawyers, statfesmeh, priest and theorist

;

— . T^iumph^ 510.

Theory, n. a speculative idea.

Ahd that a want of that true theory^ Julidn^ 203.

There, adv. (1) in that place.
'tis nought That ages, empires, and religions there

Lie buried in the ravage Ado-hais^ XLt^llI. 3.
But looking up saw not the singer there— . . . Julian^ 222.

She would asceiid, and win the spirits there . . Witch, lVi. 3.

(2) in them.
the sculptor sure Was a strong spirit, and the

hue Of his own ftiind did the^e [in inarble
forms] endure Mar. Dr, xx. 4.

(3 ) drawing attention to a special object,
and throws a sword into the left-hand scale, for

all the world like my Lord Essex's there. . Ch, ist, li. 49.

(4) used before the verb with inversion of the subject,
A cavern the^e Yawned, and amid its slant ahd

winding depths Alastor^ 363.
waves of flame Around the vapOrous sun, froni

which there came The inmost purple spirit of
light, Julian^ 83.

A lady-witch there lived on Atlas' mountain . Witch, i. i.

Thereby, adv. by that means.
builds thereby A sepulchre for its etemky. . . . Epips. 172.

Therefore, adv. introducing a reason or purpose previously
expressed.

And /A£^e/^/'fi never smile' till you've done crying. Ch. 1st, ll. 462.
Would therefore beg The office of his judge' , . lii. 59.
Therefore from Nature's inner shrine, . , . Majes-

tic spirit, be it thine The flame to seize, . . Damon, 1. 96.

Therein, adv. (1) in that point or matter referred to.

Ahd all the things doped for or done therein . . Cehci, v. ii. 54*

(2) in the object referred to.

And every golden feather gleamed therein— . . Laon, i. ix. 2.

Thereon, adv. (1) upon a place or object.
Until his mind's eye paint thereon— . . . f'r. Satire, 32,
A narrow space oflevel sand thereofi fulian, 12.

tho' shadow, rests thercoH^ Laoh, vill. ix. 5.

(2) upon a matter or subject.

"Who hisfuror verborufk assuages ThereoH, . Peter, v!. xiv. 4.

Thermae, «. — Thermopylse.
"Where Thermce and Asopus swallowed Persia, . tiettas, 688.

Thermopylss, n. a mountain pass in Thessaly.
T. and Marathon Caught,—The springing Fire. . 54.

These, adj. pi. of This.
What, if 'tis he who clothed us in these limbs . . Cehci, I. iii. 102,

or may the unquiet brain, . . . Have shaped itself

these shadows of its fear ? Hellas, 926I
Were dearer than these cheshut Woods : . . . . Rosal. 23.

These, ^r(?«. (1) pi. of This (1).

Scorn and despair,—M<sj^ are mine empire. . . PrOm. I. 15.
These shall perform your task i. 356.
These were the pranks she played among the

cities Of mortal men PFiyc^, LXxVlll. 1.

(2) foWovf^ hy poss. pron.
If no bright bird, irisect, or gently beast I con-

sciously have injured, fcut sfill loVed And
cherished these my kindred ; AlastOr, 15.

Thetis, n. a sea goddess, mother of Achilles.
7"^^Aj, bright image of eternity ! iVow. III. i, 36.

They, pron. those persons or things.

With as little toil as they Exhortation, 5.
Ye are many—Meji are few Jl/ajA XXXVIII. 5.
Barren and dark although Mej* be, Rosal. 22.

Thick, adj\ (1) of great solidity or size round.
Its dungeons underground, and its thick towers . Cenci. II. i. 170.
Till the thick stalk stuck like a murderer's stake, Seftsit. PI. iii. 67.

(2) densely grown.
There are thick woods where sylvan forms abide ; Epips. 435.

whose thick green living woof Tempered the

young day Matilda, 2.

like "blight through the ears of a ^. field of corn, . Vis. Sea, 51.

blithe, as in the olive copses thick Cicadae are, . Witch^ viil. 3.

(3) luxuriant.

and the thick ties Of her soft hair Loon, VI. xxxiii. 2.

The plant grew fresh and thick Unf. Dr. 162.

(4) dense, misty.
'tis substantial, heavy, thickj Cenci, ill. i, 18.

through the thick ragged skirts Prom., ill. ii. 5.

(5) closely packed, crowded.
Was peopled with thick shapes of human death, i. 587,
Were wandering in /. flocks along the mountains ll. i. 146,

a thick hell of hatreds, and hopes, and fears ; . . iv. 1 19.

as thick as mist On evening marshes Triufnph, 508.

(6) plentiful, following in quick succession.

in MzVi lightnings Were lost:— 96.
The busy dreams, as thick as summer flies, . . Wi^h, xL. 4.

(7) heavy, close.

they breathe an air, T., infected, Joy-dispelling : Peter, ill. xxiii. ^.

(8) turbid.

Made the running riVulet thick and dumb . . . Sensit. PI. 111. 71.

(9) (slang) intimate.
He was mighty thick with every Saint, .... Devil, iv. 3.

Thick, adv. (I) densely, closely,

with fancies thick as motes Be peopled .... Calderon, ill. 7.

(2) closely together, In rapid succession.
And thronging shadows, fast and thick. Fall . . Con. Sing. III. 7.

thick set The sentinels ... Epips. 396.
Sweep awful thoughts, rapid and thick, .... Prom,, i. 147.

(3) in great numbers.
the stars came thick over the twilight sea. . . . Dcton^ V. xix. 9.

(4) plentifully.

Thick strewn with summer dust, Triumph^ 44.
Thicken, v. intr. (1) come in crowds.

Witch-legions thicken around Faust, 11. 209.

(2) become dark.
As when day begins to thicken^ Peter, ill. xxi. 4.

Thickens, v. tr. darkens.
A cloud thickens the night Faust, 11. 125.

Thicker, adv. more plentifully.

fhewindlesssnowdescended/.Thanautumnleaves, Witch,'&xs.. 6,

Thickest, adj. busiest, fullest.

Right in the thickest of the revelry— .... Faust, 11. 273.
The thickest billows of that living storm . . . Triumph, 466.

Thief, n. one who steals or purloins.
a secret written On a thiefs memory ? . . . . Cenci, V. ii. 106.
ever since a thief^z.^ set to catch a thief. . . . Ch. ist^ 11. 57.
as a stolen dress Is stript from a convicted thief, Fr. Peo. Eng. 15.A night-watching, and door waylaying thief, . Horn. Merc. II. 0.
A manifest and most apparent thief^ lvi. 7,A thief, who cometh in the night, Peter^ II. iii. i.A leaden-witted thief— iv. xvi. 2.

Thief/ Blackguard ! Scoundrel ! Fool ! , . . vi*. v. 4.

'

*Thieve, v. intr. steal.

Who 'mongst the Gods was soon about to thieve, Horn. Merc. il. 7.
Thieves, n. (1) pi. of Thief.
Outlaws or Mz'ez/fiJ .*

Cycl. 20\.
and^our array Of thieves will lay their siege ffom.Merc.XL.viil.±.
Thieves love and worship thee— Lxxxviii, 5,

(2) used jestingly, rascals, humbugs.
a set Of thieves who by themselves are sent

Similar thieves to represent ; P^ter iii iv 3
(3) Fig,

Makes faint with too-much sweet those heavy-
winged thie-^es

:

. ... Skylark, 55.
Thievish, adj. dishonest.

Thievish one ! You want to drink ; Cycl. sm.
some subtle feat Of thievish craft, HomTiderc. xi. 6,

Thigh, n. the leg from knee upwards.
His white thigh struck with the white tooth ; . . Bion. Adon. 7.
the purple blood From her struck thigh . . . 23.
saw the life blood flow From his fair thigh, , . 38.'

Thin, ad/. (1) slight in substance.
within Th^ walnut bowl it lies, veined and M/«, . Gisb. 67.
its own curved pro* of thin moonstone, . . . /.aon, I. xxiii 2
have preyed, Till it be thin as air ; vii. xxvi. 6.
More thin they are than the mists of the

„,,^
mountain M.N. Spec. Hors.2Q.

Where their thin forms pour unearthly sounds 60.
The /Ai« and painted garment of the Earth, . . Prol. Hellas, 213!
Whose thin leaves trembled in the frozen air, . Prom. 1. iw
Each in its thin sheath, Witch, X\^ 2. •

A dome of MiVi and open ivory ' LIII.a.
(2) slim, slender.

Threw their thin shadows down the rugged slope, Alastor 529.
the neck receding lithe and M/«, Laon i.'ix.?!
Bent his thin head to seek the brazen rein, . .

'

v'l. xlii'i. 4.
Of their thin beams by that delusive mom . . Rosal. 58a.
And the thin white moon lay withering there, . Serchio 8.

(3) skinny, not fat.
'

The Lawyers thrive, tho' they are thin ; . . . Devil xxi 2
their strait lips, thin, blue and wide, Laon ix. xvi 7.
So thin with want, he can crawl in and out . (Bdipus, 1 178.*
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And though as thin as Fraud almost— .... Peter^ in. iii. 4.
I saw his thin and languid form, Rosal. 909.
Her hands were thin^ and through their wan-

dering veins Sunset^ 40,

(4) sparse.

througjh the reflected lines Of his thin hair, . . Alasior^ 471.
the hair grows ^^m And white, 534,
His thin grey hair, Ce««, IV. iii. 10.

my thin hair Was prematurely grey, Laon^ IV. xxix. 3.
I saw the stream of his thin grey hair, .... Rosal. 294.
was but his thin discoloured hair Triumph^ 186.

(5) fine, light, unsubstantial.
the woof of my; tent's Mm roof, Claud, 51.
Like a thin mist, or an autumnal blast. . . . Horn, Merc. xxiv. 8.

like thin mist Unrolled on the morning wind. . Prom. I, 116.
and the thin air, my breath, was stained . , . I. 177.
Are they now led, from the thin dead .... I. 335.
And when these burstj and the thin fiery air, . II. ii. 77.
I see Mm shapes withm the mist 1 1. iii. 50.
That they might hide with t. and rainbow wings II. iv. 62.
the impalpable thin air III. iv. 100.
Were scarce so thin^ so slight ; Q. Mad, I. 98.
Her thin and misty form 1. 109.
O'er the thin texture of its frame, Vi. 3.

whose brazen teeth smash The thin winds , , . Vis. Sea^ 146.

(6) slight in degree.
that takes the mantle now Of ihiii remorse. . . Cenci^ v. i. 32.

(7) flimsy
Were stript of their thin masks Ode Lib. xvi. 12.

(8) delicate, half expressed.
though the world by no thin name Bpips. 43.

(9) transient, unreal.
A shepherd of thin dreams, . ffotn. Merc. II. 5.
And on its wings the pale thin dream .... Mar. Dr. xxii. 6.
And fancy's thin creations to endow Q. Mab^ Vll. 62.

Thine, pron, (1) of or belonging to thee.
How beyond refuge I am thine Epips. 51.
My spirit should at first have worshipped thine^ . 134,

(2) adjectively before vowels.
OVr thine isles depopulate, Eug. Hills, 127.
and thihe eyes replying To the hues of yon fair

heaven Rosal. 9.

Thing", n. (1) an article or thing tangible, an inanimate
object.

the sweetest ihin^a. stranger brings
O''^^- 1^9*

A thing frbfti which sweet Tips were wont to drink Gisb. 87.
Near those a most inexplicable thing, .... 100.
And sack the fane of every thing I can— . , Horn. Merc. xxx. 4.
Aught human t. beneath Heaven's mighty dome Laon, li. xxi. 4.
When she was a thing that did not stir .... Rosal. 344.

(2) an act, a deed, an object, a matter, an event, a quality.
How then does one will one thing, one another? Calderon, i. 135.
Cardinal, One t., I prayyou, recollect henceforth, Cenci, 1. 1. 59.

*

Manhood remained to act the MzK^ I thought; . " '

By ways inscrutable, the thing I sought. . . .

'Tis an awful thing To touch such mischief . ,

The thing that I have suffered but a shadow . .

Some such thing is to be endured or done : . .

And never any thing will move me more. . . .

the thing Which is in every heart !

Or any thinghut their weak, guilty selves. . .

When the thing was done You clothed me . .

Speak now The thing you surely know, . .

Yet you would say, ' I confess any thing .-
' . .

Which sometimes dares not speak the /. it looks,
He dares not look the thing he speaks, .... —

^

One thing more, my child, ,

behold At once the sign and the thing signified— Ch. ist, I. 167.
After one thing for ever, Cycl. 230.
The same thing has occurred to us,— .... 64.2.
z. thing Bitter to taste, sweet in imagining. . . Ginevra^ 36,
will know The thing I mean and lauffh at me,— Gisb. 77.
murmuring To Henry, some unutterable thing. . 273.
not speak With certainty of such a wondrous

thing, Horn. Merc. xxxv. 2,

I envy thee no thing I know to teach . . .

A thing extremely pleasing- to my heart. , ,

I have another wondrous thing to say. . .

Worehips the /Az«^ thou wert!
Thatpity was aroyal /Am^/
'Tis the same thing.

,

And every thing relating to a bull Is popular
is just the sort oi thing Swine will beheve.

.

That is the very thing that I was saying, . . .

her petticoatsStreammg like—like—like—Any t.

Or any thing, as the learned Boar observed. .

Month after month, the thing grew worse, . .

Ah, sister! Desolation is a delicate thing: .

Flattering the thing they feared.
Creates From its own wreck the thing it con-

templates;
Every thing almost Which is Nature's, . . .

Thou knowest what a thing is Poverty . . .

labouring With some unutterable thing : . .

A /. wherein we feel there is some hidden want
What you are, is a thing that I must veil

;

It is a sweet thing, friendship,

I. I. 97.
I. 111. 42.
II. i. 124.
III. i. 88.

in. i. 92.
III. i. 94.
IV. iv. 174.
V. i. 27.

V. ii. 26.

V. ii. 47.
V. ii. k6.

V. 11. ^5.

V. ii. 86.
V. iv. 145.

LXXIX. 3.

LXXXIX. 2.

XCIII. 8.

Ode Lib. xiv. 13.

CBdipus, I. 38.
1. 125.

I. 142.— I- ^9^•— II. 1. 33.— II. 1. 97.— II. 1.105.
Peter, vil. x. 3.
Prom. I. 772.

III. iv. 188.

-— IV. 574.
Rarely, vi. 4.

Rosal, 473.
1 148.

Skylark^ 70.

St. Epips. 4.

isb. 5.

. Helena 4,

. Hellas, 900.
Horn. Merc. xi,v, 2.

LXIU. 7.

LXll. 3.

Ihv. Mis. V. 4.

Julian, 161.

306.
LMon, V. xxi. 2.

VI. xlviii. I.

vn. xvi. 5,

VII. xix. 9.

VII. xxvii. I.

VIII, XV. 2.

VIII. xxi. I.

Love, Hope, 29.

We find the thing ^n^ fled—To day, To-morrow, i. 6.

flying from the thing they feared, Triumpht 54-
The bright world dim, and every thing beside Witch, xil. 2.

Blushed at the /. which each believed was done . Lxxvi. 7.

what />^/Wj^ do you Hope to inherit Ye hasten, i^.

(3) a person, a creature, an object of love, pity, or

contempt.
Oblivion as they rose shrank like a t. reproved. . Adonais, XLV. 9.

O, God ! What Mzw^ am I ? Gr««; iii. i. 38.
the one thing innocent and pure V. iii. 101.

hear no more Blithe voice of living thing ; . . ,—7— V, iv. 53.
Get along, you horned M/k;^-, Cycl.e-j.

W^aa lifted by the thing that dreamed below . . Epips. 339.
So I, a thing v^\\am moralists call worm, . . . Gisl
For the poor thing had wandered thither,

but say, Imperial shadow of the thing I am, .

And I am but a little new-born thing, ....
a poor little new-born thing'X:\\zX slept, . . .

A thing on mother's milk and kisses fed, . .

one joyous thing In a world of sorrowing !

if man be The passive Mz'w^ you say, . . .

But live and move, and wretched t.l smile on
the only living Mm_^Of all the crowd, . . .

No living thing was there
As if some living thing had made its lair . .

It was a human thing which to my bosom
that lovely thing. Oaring with rosy feet . .

she has become A thing I weep to speak

—

that shapeless fiendly thing Of many names,
thou wert A wretched thing, poor heart ! . .

even as a thing That suddenly f6r blank aston-
ishment Matilda, 37. ,

become a thing More senseless Mother Sf Son, II. 8.
these wolves, these any Mm^but men. . . . (Bdiptcs, II. ii. 119.
He was that heavy, dull, cold thing, Peter, iv. xvii. i.

The insects, and each creeping thing, .... vil. xx. 2.

I wish no living thing to suffer pain Prom. I. 305.
yet 'tis a thing of ^\x u, i. 129.
As if the thing they loved fled on before, . . . 11. iv. 137.
In hating such a hateless thing as me ? . . . Reviewer, 2.

To live alone, an isolated thing} Solitary, i. 2.

if a thing divine Like thee can die W. Shel. (3) I. 7.A sexless M/k^ it was, Witch, txyivi. t.

foamed like a wounded thing l, 2.

(4) the sort of person.
Start not—the thing you are is Unbetrayed, . . St. Epips. 42.

(5) a piece of composition as music, poetry.
sotne dull old thing, Cenci, V. iii. 124.
That any thing of mine is fit to live \ . . , Witch, Ded. 111. 8.

(6) M^ ^j/Mz«!g-= the last moment.
The last M/k^ as he went to bed. . ; . . . . /fe/^r, vi. iii. 5.

(7) to make a better thing=Xo make more protitable.
To make a better thing of metre ... . vi. xxxv. 3

Thing's, n. (1) creatures, objects or qualities.
For he is gone, where all things wise and fair

Descend ;— Adonais, III. 6.
from all Mm^j here They have departed; . . . liii. 2.
That Beauty in which all things work and move, liv 2
The cause of alU/«w^j Calderon, t.\o<.
all things move To love, m. 12.
Where in the midst of all existing things . . . Dcsmon, 1. 207.
All things are recreated, n. es,

'

.„«'/. V V '. Q-Mab,vin.io7.
All things that we love and cherish,' Death, iv. i.

And of living things each one;..... . Eug. Hills, 3 10.
whilst All things are whirled round Faust, ii. 287.
He, I, and all things shall compel—enough. . . Hellas, 190.
Which sweeps all t. to their appointed doom, .

Eldest of M/w^j, Great Earth,
All things unstinted round them
when winds are wooing All vital things . .

For I loved all things^Nlth intense devotion ; . .

all /. became Slaves to my holy and heroic verse,
and calm on lifeless M/m^j.
All things by a law divine
that bind The mazy volume of commingling t..

Which rulest and dost move All things . .

Of what beyond these things may lie, . .

O'er all things but thyself I gave thee power, ,

To whom all /. of Earth and Heaven do bow .

The grave hides all things beautiful and good : .

And women too, ugliest of all things evil, .

Expressed in outward Mz'w^j/
This true fair world of things.

450-
. Horn. Earth, 3.

13.
. Int. Beauty, v. 9,
. Laon, 1. xxxviii. 6.

II. xxx. 6.

IX. xxi. 9.
. Love's Phil. I. 6.

, M. N. Ravail,%.
. Naples, 151.

. Peter^ v. viii. 4.

. Pro?n. I. 273.
I. 284.
I. 639.
III. iv. 46.
III. iv. 130.
IV. 384.

All things confess his strength iv. 4
all things speak Peace, harmony, and love; " " '

"

Man, liEe these passive things, . . . .

All things have Deen imprinted there, . .

And all things strong and bright and pure,
But he loved all things ever. .....
To all things else none may express' . . .

Day had awakened all things that be, . .

To urge all living things to love each other, . . o». ^yiy^ <=
All things rejoiced beneath the sun ; Summer 7?'
continent. Isle, ocean, and all Mz'w^j .... Iriumph 16AH «'.4!»^j revive in field or grove, . . . When iassion's, m.i>.And how all things that seem untameable, . . JVitch xix i
all things together grow xxxv 'j

and streams, and aSthings common Zuca^ v. i.

4 X '

Q. Mab, m. 195.
III. 233.—- vn. 54.

Rosal. 51J3.

628.

iicrchio, 17.-

St. Epips. 35.
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(2^ matters, circumstances, occurrences.
Heartless things Are done and said i' the world, Alastor^ 690.
Nature's vast frame, the web of human things^ . 719.
inMzw^jof great importance Caideron^i. ijy.

1 never run to approach things of this sort, . . I. 229.
I never thought tne thingsyow charge me with ! Cenci^ 11. i. 149.
none but those who dare All M;«^j— .... II. i. 166.
Horrible things have been in this wild world, ill. i. 51.
you conjecture things too horrible To speak, . . III. i. 383.
Why- such Mzw^j are IV. i. 37.
ill things Shall with a spirit of unnatural life Stir IV. 1. 187..

All mortal things must hasten thus . ... IV. ii. 16.

arming familiar i'A/w^j To the redress .... IV. iv. 1201
transmutes All /. to guilt which is its nutriment. iv. iv. 180;
read the truth of Miw^j IV. iv. 182.

And all the things hoped for or done therein . . v. ii. 54.
If all things then should be . . . my father's spirit, v. iv. 60.
How tedious, false and cold seem all things. . . V. iv. So.
the voice Of these inexplicable things .... Co/eridge, q.
thy song Flows on, and fills all /. with melody.— Con. Sing. IV. 3.
All other things are a pretence and boast. . . CycL 302.
I saw within the cave Horrible things; .... 368.
All things are ready for you here ; 001.
And things divine are subject to her power. . . 612.
From ruin of divinest things^ Dcemon, I. 81.
By the deep murmuring stream ofpassing things^ II. 32.

), „ ,, ,, ,, „ Q. Mab, VIII. 8.
Thus human things are perfected, DcBmon^ II. 226.
1 know That Love makes all things equal : . . Epips. 126.
the heart Sees things unearthly ;— ^i^g- Hills^ 203.
Men must reap the things they sow, 231.
All things in that sweet abode . 368.
Yet all things far, and all things near, .... Faust^ I. 67.
There are few things that scandalize him not : 11. 345.
past like things Strange as a dreamer's . . . Ginevra^ 7.
while such Mzwp-J are, Gisb.nS.
Things wiser than were ever read in book, . . 224.
Of strange and secret and forgotten Mzw^j, . . Hellas^ 134.
Over those strong and secret zfA/^^j and thoughts 160.
has care for meaner t. Than thou canst dream, . 763.
They cast on all things surest, brightest, best, 790.
Were there such things^ . 9 18.

thou canst reach All things in thy wise spirit, Hont.Merc,\.7iXiyi.S.
All things which make the spirit most elate, . . LXXXIT. 6.
true Vaticinations of remotest things xciv. 6.

And- all things seem- only one Jeme^ Jnvitn^ 68.
"WWch seeks a ' soul of goodness ' in things ill, . Julian^ 204.
Two Powers o'er mortal /^/w^,s dominion hold . L.aon^ I. xxv. 5.
The darkness lingering o'er the dawn oi things^ . I. xxviii. i.

All symbols oi things evil, all divine ; . . . . 11. viii, 6.

dcMair Of human, /., had made so dark and bare, il. xxiv. 5.
And wrinkled legends of unworthy things^ . . II. xxxiii. 2.

A sense of actual things those monstrous dreams
among III. v. a.

These things dwelt in me, III. xxii. 7.

"Which once made all t. subject to its power

—

v. xxviii. 4.
things sudden shine To men's astonished eyes . v. xlvi. 8.

Eldest oi thingsy divine Equality! v.Song^^.i.
to be the home of things immortal, VI. xxvii. 3.

To the pure all things are pure ! VI. xxx. i.'

into an mstrument Of all things ill— . . vil. viii. 5.

thus all things were Transformed .... vii. xv. 7.

has darted Its lustre on all hidden things^ . . vil. xxx. 8.

reflects all moving things that are vii. xxxi. 6,

from others who have known such things^ . , Viii. vii. 2.

all things h st and rarest Are stained . . . VIII. xxv. 3.

or be numbered not Among the things that are ; ix. xxix. 6.

All loathliest things, even numan flesh, . x. xix. 2.

Ibst To sense of outward things, , . . XI. x. 2.

all mortal things are cold xi. xvii. 7.

I speak of things which ye can apprehend. . xi. xxi. 9.

reconciled To all thirds Xll. iii, 9.

Fill this dark night ofthings Xli. xxix. 9.
he sought, For his lost heart was tender, things

to love, . Lift not, S.

And things are Ibst in the ^lare of day, . , , Mar. Dr. I. 4.
And thou shalt know of things unknown, . 11. i.

All who think those things untrue Mask, LVIII. 3.

shook All human t. built in contempt of man,— . Milton^ 4.
The, everlasting universe of M/wg'j . . . . Mont B. i.

With the clear universe of things around ; . . 40.
Ghosts of all things that are, — 46.
The secret strength of/. Which governs thought, 139.
the Power divine Which then lulled all things, . Naples, 22.

AH earthly things that dare Nat. Ant Xv. 4.
He sees fair things in many hideous shapes, . . CSdipus, I. 161.

that by the inherent virtue Of these things, . . I. 304.
Things being in this happy state, II. i. 31.
And let things be as they have ever been ; . . —— 11. ii. 14.

human things Those may not know who cannot
weep for them Otho, IV. i..

starapecf on these lifeless things, Osynt. y.

Fitting itself to all M/»^j well. , ._ Peter, ii. v\i. g.

All things that Peter saw and felt IV. iii. i.

had made alive The things it wrought on ; , . iv. x. 4.
All things he seemed to understand, ... , V. ii. 3.

Creeping like cold through ail things near ; . Vll. xvii. 4.
Which sweeps through all things Proi. Hellas, 104.
Be as all things beneath the empyrean. Mine ! . 120.
Worse things, unheard, unseen, remain behind. Prom. l. 617.
And allbest things are thus confused to ill. . . I. 6a8.

When they shall be no types ofthings which are.
Nor heed nor see, what things they oe

;

All things are still : alas ! how heavily . . .

Or sink mto the original gulph of things : . .

Of things which seem and are
All things thou dar'st demand
Which from the links of the great chain of thingi
All spirits are enslaved whicli serve things evil:

All things are subject but eternal Love, . .

Strange combinations out of common things.
Where all things flow to all,

rules in scorn All earthly things but virtue.

All things are sold : . .

feels The impulses of sublunary things, . . .

the ebb and flow of human things, ....
had withstood the tide Of human things^ . .

all things gave way Before him,
Thus human things were perfected, . .

but thou dost possess The things I seek, . .

But above all other things. Spirit, I love thee

—

To doubt the things men say, or deem . . .

But these things might our spirits make, . .

how all things there were planned, ....

Prom. I. 645.
I. 746.
I. 812.

I. 818.

II. iii. 60^"

II. iv. 8.

II. iv. 20.

II. iv. 110.

II, iv, 120.

III. iii. 32.

IV. 402.

Q. Mab, V. 6^.
V. 177.
VI. 154.
VIII. $s-
IX. 28.

IX. 34.
IX. 134.

Rarely, VII. 6.

VIII. 3.

Rosal. 516.

^'"^l1260.

1279.
12S5.

Sensit.Pl. IV. 11.

Skylark, 83.

St. Wealth, 5.

Si. Epips. 164.
Sunset, 39.

for human things Change
And motions which o'er thing's indifferent shed
Where nothing is, but all things seem, . . .

Things more true and deep
is among The things which are immortal . .

which all things must inherit,

Her lips and cheeks were like t. dead—so pale
;

And are the uncomplaining things they seem.
The secret things of the grave are there, . . Thereisnowork,ig.
How all things are transfigiired except Love ; . Triumph^ 476.
All familiar things he touched, Unf. Dr. 55.
The frailty of all things here, When the lamp, ill. 6.

Like things which every cloud can doom to die. Witch, lix. 4.
That things depart which never may return : . . Wordsworth, 2.

And leaving noblest things vacant and chidden, Zueca^ IV. 6.

(31 animated beings, and as 'Thing' (3).
All baser things pant with life's sacred thirst ; . Adonais, xrx. 7.

which make all things else Beauteous and glad, Cenci, i. i. 44.
What might make dumb things speak.— . . . 11. i. 172.

Of all earthly things I fear a man whose blows . ii. ii. 124.
Young /^/«!^j themselves, ... . . . Cycl.^z.
Be silent, ye wild /:Az'«|fj/ 629.
Strange things within their belted orbs appear. . DcBmon, I. 25^.
AH things are void of terror : . .... li. 167.

,, ' ,, „ ,, . Q. Mab, VIII. 22$.
the pleasure Of plaguing the poor Mz'm^j. . . . Paust,I.$g.
A\i things that fly, Horn. Earth, 5.

Whatever things cows are, I do not know, . Horn. Merc. XLVII.4.
I donot even know What things cows are. . . Lii. 5.

whatever things cows be ; LXI. 4.
and all the livmg Mzw^j That fleet along the air, Horn. Venus, 4.
Who loved and pitied all things, Julian, 444.
All living things a common nature own, . . . L.aon, x. i. 4.
The multitude of moving heartless things, . . , x. v. 2.

as before Those winged things sprang forth, . . x. xviii. 6.

things whose nature is at war with life— . . . Marenghi, XVI. 2.

All things have a home but one— . . . . Mask, l. 3.

Ocean, and all the living things .... , Mont B. 85.
All things that move and breathe 94.
Things whose trade is, over ladies To lean, . . I^ter, III. x. i.

Lives in the Spirit of all things that live, . . . Prol. Hellas, 167.
Which Thou and I alone of living things . . . Prom. i. 3.

To thee, and to none else of living things, . . I. 372.
We track all /. that weep, and bleed, and live, . I. 456.
For Jove is the supreme of living thirds. . . . II. iv. 113.
All tnings had put their evil nature off : . . . in. iv. 77,
The anatomies of unknown winged things, . . iv. 303.
I tell thee that those living things, Q. Mab, ll. 226.
The smallest and most despicable things .

All living things that walk, swim, creep or fly,

V. 179-
. VI. 77.
. Superstition, 6.

. Rosal. 964.
. Sensit.H.n.42.
. Skylark, 93.

whereon Our spirits, like delighted things ,

And things of obscene and unlovely forms.
If we were Mm^.y born Not to shed a tear,

Breathed from uieir wormy beds all living things
around Sutnmer-Evg.22.

and drew All living t. towards this wonder new. . Witch, v. 8.

(4) thoughts, ideas, considerations, words.
Whispering unimaginable things^ Adon. Cane. 7.

And all things that make tender hardest hearts . Cend, in. i. 389.
I doubt not she is saving bitter things .... III, ii. 81.

blotting all things fair And wise and good . Julian, 480.

(5) property, objects belonging to one.
I told them sOj but they bore off your things, , , Cycl. 2 1 1.

I saw him giving these things to the strangers. . 250,

Think, v, I. tr. (1) imagine, conceive, propose mentally,
that shalt not hear What now I think / . . . . Cenci, 1. 1. 142.
The act I think shall soon extinguish all . . . n. i. 188.
Ask me not what I Mm<ft/ 11. ii. 82.
My heart denies itself To t. what you demand, . 11. ii. 88,
and never think a thought unkind v, iv. 153.
I think, speak, act no ill ; Julian, 503
Speaking the wisdom once they could not think, Prom. iii. iv. 157,

^2) hold in opinion, believe.

I now Say what I think Calderon. l. 35.
Will think me flesh and blood as well as you ;. . Cenci, i. iii. n.
I know not what to think iv. iv. ^.
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What shall we ihink^ my I-ords ? Cenct\ V. ii. 60.
What he dared do or ihink^ /V. Athan. i. 44.
(3) esteem, value.

Who MikA man's spirit as a worm's, Cew«, m. i. 234.
II. mtr. (1) muse, meditate, exercis? the power of thought.

With me the Prince shall sit and think; . . . Carlton^ 2.

Or think or feel, awake, arise ! Dcemon^ i. 105.
Who yet at least, can think of nothing wrong :— Horn. Merc. xlv. 3.
Ye feel and think— . L.aon^ vill. iv. 7-
the cause of life could think and live ! . . . . viii. v. 3.
The shadows of all forms that think and live . . Prom, I, 198.
Tkinky feel and live like man ; Q. Mab^ II. 234.
And still I love and still I think^ TassOy Song^ ii. i.

And if I thinks my thoughts come fast, .... 11. 5.

(2) judge, believe, deem, consider.
I think they never saw him any more Cenci, I. i."^.
Which are, I thinks the cheeks of other men. . . i. i. 85.
I think they cannot hear me at that door ; . . i. i. 138.
The Pope^ I think, will not Expect i. iii. 48.
I think his son has married the Infanta, , . . 1. iii. 73.
Never again, I think, with fearless eye, .... 11, i. n6.
Nor do \ think she designed anything .... ii. i. 160.
Cardinal, Do you not t. the Pope would interpose ii. ii. 25.
but I think it might be good To ... . . iii,' i. 197.
You think we should devise His death? .... in. i. 226.
do you not think his ghost Might plead .... in. ii. 52.
and Giacomo, I thinks will find IV. i. 47.
I think he sleeps ; IV. iv. 4,
I Mi«^, Thankless affection led me V. i. 61.
What think you if I seek him out, V. iv. 33.
Think we shall be in Paradise V. iv. 77.
should you tffink it necessary to lay an embargo Ch. ist, 11 383.
Did I not think that after we were dead . . . 11. 488.
Or I think worth acceptance at your hands,— . iii. 25.
They think the sweetest thing a stranger brings . Cycl. iig,
never Mi'w^ it strange Exhortation^ 17.
the high style which they think fashionable ; . . Faust, i. 37.
And what men think of^it, 'twere not amiss. . . Fr. Satire, 48.
Would think I were a mighty mechanist, . . . Gisb. 16.
a china cup that was What it will never be again,

I think, 86.
And if you think that this is not enough, . . Horn. Merc. XLVI. 8.

tho' I think you might Make such a system . . Julian^ 193.
I think I never was impressed so much ; . . . 517.
Ye murdered them, I think, as they did sleep ! . Laon, v. x. 2.

But I think, love, thou feelest me. warm. . . . M. N.Ravail, 94.
Or think that ill for ill should be repaid, . . . Marenghi, I. 2.

All who think those things untrue Mask, LViii. 3.
I MzwA We ought to putTier Majesty, . . . . CBdipus,\\.\\.^.
All wept, as I think both ye now would, . . . Pan, in. 10.
The other, I think, rhymes with you Peter^ i. v. 5.
as you and I 7%z'wA of some rotten tree, . . . iv. x'x. 3.
By that last book of yours WE ^>4m^ , . . VI. vi. i.

So think their fierce successors, VI. xxiv. 2.

Do you not think that we might make .... vi. Xxviii.2. •

All that they would disdain to think were true : . Front, l. 620.
would'st thou t. that toads, and snakes, and efts, in. iv. 74.
in truth I think Her gentleness and patience . . Sunset, 29.
Let me think thy spirit feeds, W. Shel. (3) ii. 2.

Let me think that through low seeds ... . (^) n, 6.
and think the feeling Wnl never die— .... Witch, xiv. 5.
(I think such hearts yet never came to good) . . TVoodman, 2.

(3) purpose, design, hope.
I think to win thee at an easier rate Cenci, I. ii. 67.
Where they think to found A commonwealth . Ch. 1st, 11. 364.
You think by some measure to dispatch him, . Cycl. 446.
(4j expect.

But wretched nothings, think ye not to flee . . 672.
You think to impel, and are yourself impelled. . Faust, ii. 315.
As some perverted beings think to find .... Julian^ 354.

(^5) suppose, imagine, believe.
do you think that I should weep ? Cenct, 11. i. 10.
Oh, never think that I will leave you, Mother ! . n. i. 103.
What it can be, or notj Forbear to think. . . . in. i. 146.
Think not But that there is redress in. i. 193.
do you think I should have left ^— v. ii. 97."

Let us not think that we shall die for this . . v. iii. 1 16.
I will not think but that our country's wounds . Ch. 1st, i. 123.
almost wept To think I was in Paris, . , . n. 15.
Who think that she [Mercyl is Fear. II. 133.
what think you that I found instead of a mitre? n. 447.
I should be loth to think n. 463.
or I needs must think That Chance Cycl. 610.
One would think that the innocents fair, . . , Deuil, vil. 2.

Yet think not tho' subdued— Julian, 350.
MVhat think you the dead are ?

' t^anc. i.

Think ye, because ye weep, and kneel, and pray, Laon, x. xxxvi. i.

Nor was his state so lone as you might think. . Marenghi, xix. i.

They t. their strength consists in eatmg beef,— . (Bdipus^ i. 145.
Wishing to make h^i think that WE believe . , ii. i. 37.
Think ye by gazing on each other's eyes . . . Prom. in. iv. 92.
What t, you, . . . Our . . . boat is dreaming of? . Serchio^ 46.

(0) call to mind, reflect, consider.
no more Make me think. . . . Whata man Would

feel for me Calderon, III. 52
To think that such a man, . . .

' m. 91,
think what deep wrongs must have blotted out . Cenci, I. iii. 108.
I did groan To t. that a most unambitious slave, Fall ofBonap. 2.
But when I think that he Who made .... MagnetLady, II. 2.

To think that a boy as fair as he RosaL 188.

I wept to think how hard it were RosaL 371.

But let me think not of the scorn 1232.

And much I grieved to think Triumph, 228.

Why must I think how oft we two Unf. Dr. 61.

If I must sigh to Mz«-fe that this shall be, . . . Witch, SXIV. 2.

(7 ) lake into consideration, call to mind.
Will /-^/«>fe of their own daughters— Cenci, l. \\\. i^o.

3"^?w^ofthe offender's gold, III. i. 162.

(8) remember, call to remembrance.
Think Of our sad fate with gentleness, .... —;— V. iv. 141.

Sighing to think of an unhappy home : . . . . Ginevra, 33.

(9) expressive of uncertainty or doubt.
a trial, I think, men call it Rosal, 867.

and I think I hear That thou yet lovest me ; . . Yet look^ 6.

(10) think wztk, = agree wzlk.
(I think with you In some respects you know) . Julian, 240,

(11) imper. consider calmly.
Till it thus vanquish shame ai^d fear! O, think! . Cenci, \. iii. no.
Think, I adjure you, what it is to slay .... v. ii. i^R.

Think what it is to strangle infant pity, . . . V. ii. 148.

Think What 'tis to blot with infamy V. ii. 150.

(12) Mz'«/6(?«=mediiate, dwell on mentally.
Make me think on what thou lovest,— .... Calderon^ III. 62.

Thiukest, v. intr, (1) deemest.
What thinkest thou of this quaint mask.... Ch. 1st, I. 2.

What thinkest thou Of this quaint show . . . I. 116.

(2) dust,thou suppose.
7^>^z'«^'j/thou that I shall speak unskilfully, . . Laon, II. xli. i.

Whence, think, thou, kings and parasites arose? Q. Mab^ III. 118.

Thinkest thou his grandeur had not overcome . III. 187.

(3) expectest.
Thou thinkest we will rend thee bone from bone, Prom. I. 475.
Thou thinkest we will live thro' thee, one by one, 1. 483.

Thinking, ^r. ^/^. (1) considering.
With thinking •^\i^t I have decreed to do.— . . Cenci^ I. iii, 172.

(_2) retiecting, musing.
thinking 'Twere better not to struggle any more. II. i. 53.
I staid alone Thinking over every tone .... Lerici^ 10.

(3) esteeming.
Thinking every tear a gem, Mask^ V. 3.

TMnks, V. intr. (1) reasons.
thinks, feels, acts and lives Just as his father did

; Q. Mab, III. 96.

(2) deems, esteems, believes.
Which /^;"«,^ thee an impostor Cenci, IV. i. 180.
one who t. A thousand crowns excellent . . . price iv. ii. 18.
thinks you have to deal With men Faust, II. 31.
Whilst he thinks he cheats his neighbour, . . . Peter^ in. xi. 4.
To suffer woes which Hope thinks infinite ; . . Prom. iv. 570.
names which the world thinks always old, . . . Triumph, 238.

(3) expects.
Are these the marks with which Laud thinks . . Ch. 1st, I. 92.

*a?liinnest, Ci^'. (1) smallest, slightest.
Drives through Mi'ww^j^ veins OdetoHeaven,^^.
(2) most fragile.

I see a chariot like that thinnesthQ2X. Prom. iv. 206.

(3J ot least density.
drop of rain, That hangeth in its thinnest cloud, Q. Mab, n. 214.

Thinning", pr, pple, plucking, eating.
And thinning on^ bright bunch of amber berries, Prom. III. iv. 81.

Third, n. [l) the tliird part.
The third of my possessions—let it go ! {rep.) . Cenct\ I. i. 15.

(2) a thiid in succession,
A Mzr</ exclaimed. There is a refuge, tyrant, . . Hellas^ 393And the Third \s he who has Peter, Prol. 23.
the third, Fiercest and mightiest, mingled both, Prol. Hellas, 83.
made a third Mightier than either, Prom. in. i. 43.

(3) the third in impuriance or esteem.
the third 3.Taong the sons of light Adonais^ IV. 9.

Third, adj. the ordinal of three.
At the MzVif watch the spirit of the plague . . . Hellas^ 613.
When the third [hour] came, like mist on breezes

curled Laon, in. ii. 4.
the uprest Of the thirdsun brought hunger— , . in. xxi. 6.
The third Image was drest In white wings . . v. 1. 5.

Third heaven, c, n. the heaven of Venus.
Ye who intelligent the third heaven move, . . Dante Conv. i.

Third sphere, c. n. love.
a Splendour Leaving the third sphere pilotless ; Bpips. 117.

Thirst, n. A Lit. drought, dryness of the mouth.
The remedy of our MzVj^.^ Cycl. 88.
Famine and Thirst await ! eat, drink, and die I Hellas, 939.
Thirst raged within me, Laon, iif. xxi. 2.

I stooped to slake my thirst

;

vi. xlvii. 6.
It was not hunger now, but thirst. ^— x. xxi. i.

It was not thirst but madness ! —r- x. xxii. i.

And mist there was none its thirst to slake— Music, IPant, ill. 4.
Creeps here his noontide thirst to slake, . . . RosaL 115.
and faint for thirst. Triumph, 66.
Arise and quench tny thirsty — 4CX).

B. Fig. (1) an eager longing or dpsire.
All baser things pant with life's sacred thirst ; , AdonaiSy xix. 7.
Quenching a thirst ever to be renewed ! . . . . Gisb. 174.A sense of loneliness, a /. with which I pined. . Laon^ tied. v. 9.
Deep thirst for knowledge had his footsteps led, iv. viii. 8.
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from which their thirst they seek to slake. . . Laon, v. xxxvii.g.
tho' when by MzVj/ of carnaffe driven .... VI. xi. 3.

A power, a thirsty a knowledge, vi. xxx. 5.
Thy thirst for tears—thy hunger after gold— . Ld. Ch. xil. 2.

My heart in its thirst is a dying flower ; . , . Music^ Ipant^ 1. 2.

Not his the thirst for glory or cominand . . . Pr. Athan. I. 9.
Then was kindled within him a t- which outrai> . Prom. i. 543.
a MiVj/ of fierce fever, . . . . . . . '.

. . I- 544-
For thirst of which they fainted II. iv. 43.
poverty and wealth, the thirst of fame Q. Mqb^ V. 254.
sating the unnatural M?yj/ For murder, ... —^ VI. 128.

to quench Their thirst for ruin VII. 210.

even from the thirst Of death, Rosal. 402.
Pale with the quenchless thirst of gold, .... ^r- 424.
If MiVj/ of knowledge shall not then abate, . . Triumph^ ig^.
Their inborn thirst of death

;
Witchy Vll. 3.

(2) eagerness, rapacity.
and in their thirst They may lick up Ch. ist^ II. 235.

Thirst, V. intr. Fig. (1) have a vehement desire,

mirrors of The fire for which all thirst; .... Adonais, LIV. 8.

To thirst and find no fill^ . Fr. Unsat. i.

do ye thirst to bear A heart Laon^ Vlll. xxvii. 6.

who thirst for thy ambrosial dew ;— .... Pr. Athan. 11. iv. 5.

(2) long, desire eagerly.
The lion now forgets to thirst for blood \ . . , Q. Ma&, vill. 124.

(3) thirst, to drink one's blood= to desire one's death.
Which I did /A«yj/ to drink i Cend, i. ni. 177.

Thirsted, v. intr. longed eagerly.
for which it said it thirsted Prom. in. iv. 18.

jThirsting, pi^. pple. A. Lit. needing water.
Which mock the lips with air, when they are t. . Unf. Xahy 4.

B. Fig. eager.
Thirsting—aye, thirsting iax blood ; . . . . Bigotry^ II. 4.

and all 2 hirsting to drinK
;

Hellas^ 271.

Or a shivering fiend that thirsting for sin, . M. N. Spec. Hors. 6.

Thirsting-,///, adj. A. Lit. dry, parched,
with pure streams their thirsting lips they wet. . Laon^ V. Ivi. 9.

B. Fig.^ (1) dry, needing moisture.
fresh showers for the Mzyj^iWjp' flowers Cloudy i.

the thirsting air did claim AU moisture, . . . Laon^ x. xiii. 7.

(2) eager, unsatisfied.

Fled not his thirsting lips, Alastor^ 72.

Since first my thirsting soul aspired to know . Laon^ I. xxxv. 5.

Who slaked his MzVj/^w^ soul as from a well . v. xxxi. 7.

Fiercely thirsting to exchange Mask^ XLVIII. 2.

Thirsting to eclipse their burning Lxxvili. 3.

More, O morg,—I am thirsting yet Music^ Ipani^ II. 2.

Thirsty, adj. A. Lit. needing or desirous of drink.

Moistening your thirsty maw, CycL 583.

B, Fig. kX) eager.

And courts the thirsty lips it fled before. . , . Q. Mab^ viii. 133.

(2) said of things that exhaust moisture.
the thirsty winds Are sick with blood ; . . . . Hellas, 430.
Which else had sunk into the thirsty dust. . . Prom. \. Sii.

How art thou sunk, withdrawn, covered, drunk
up By thirsty nothing, IV. 351.

(3) of fire as destroying or exhausting.
The thirsty fire crept round his manly limbs ; . Q. Mab^ Vll, 8.

This, adj, denoting something present or immediately

referred to.

This isle and house are mine, Bpips. 513.

And thus devote to sleepless 3.gony, This unde-
clining head Prom. I. 281.

Who fillest with thy soul this world of woe, . . I. 283.

By this lone lake, m this far land, ...... Rosal. 6.

This, pron. the subject previously mentioned.

I love The sight of agony, and the sense of joy,

When this shall be another's, and that mme. Cenci^ I. i. 83.

In all this there is much exaggeration :— ... —;— X. ii. 73.

All this is beautiful in every land.

—

Gisb. 264.

Thistle-beard, c. n. the feathery thistle seed.

As the thistle-beard on a whirlwind sails— . . Mar. Dr. xvi. 5.

Thistles, n. a common prickly weed {genus Carduus).
Matted with thistles and amphibious wpeds, . . Julian, 5.

Blue thistles bloomed in cities
;

Prom. I. 170.

And thistles, and nettles, and darnels rank, . . Sensit. PI. III. 54.

Thither, adv. there, to that place.

Tis Adonais calls ! oh, hasten thither, .... Adonais, LIII. 8.

For the poor thing had wandered thither, . . . Helena, 4.

which drew My fancy thither^ Laon, I. vi. 5.

hither and M/M^r I flit about, VI. xlix. 6.

Thither still the myriads came, x. xxi. 4.

and now she thither turned Her footsteps, . . Rosal. \fy].

The helm sways idly hither and thither; . . . Serchio, 3.

Tho\ conj. abbr. of Though.
Tho' bent on pleasant pilgrimage Julian,_6^,

Thd' suffering leaves the knowledge Laon, Ded. IX. 3.

Nor yet exempt, tho' ruling them fike slaves, . . I^om, III. iv. 200.

jThonffs, n. Fig. lashes.

Whose iron thongs are red with human gore I . Q. Mab^ ix. 188.

Thorn, n. a hawthorn tree.

and the leaves Of the old M(7r«, IX. 99.

The birds did rest on the bare thorn's breast, . The cold, II. 3.

Thorn, n. Fig. a spike or sharp point.

And it has no thorn left to wound thy bosom. , Epips. la.

These tyrants on their beds of Mo>'«, . . . . Falsehood, %\.

implants a deadlier thorn Moonbeam., II. 9.

'''Thorn-wounded, c. adj. lacerated with thorns.
let that thorn-bounded brow Stream not with

blood

;

Prom. I. S98
Thorns, n. A. Lit. the sharp points growing on certain trees.

the thorns pierce Her hastening feet Bion. Adon. 18.

crowned with a wreath oi thorns? Prol. Hellas, 122.

Like a pillow of thorns for thy slumberless head. Prom. 1. ^(i^.

B. Fig. troubles, vexations, annoyances.
The thorns which God has strewed . . . . Cenci, III. i. 124,
new strength to tread the thorns of life, . . . Ch. 1st, I. 20.

With the sharp t. that deck the English crown. . II. 5.

that wintry wilderness of thorns Epips. 323.
The Mo»-«j of death and shame Hellas, 2\^.

Killing its flowers and leaving its thorns bare ! . 677.
Love's rose a host of thorns invests

;

Love's Rose, I. 3.

I fall upon the M(7;^j of life! Ode W. Wind, \'V.\2.

Pass tnumphing over the Mor«i- of life Prol. Hellas^ 153.
a conspicuous throne oi thorns, Q. Mab, III. 89.

Thorny, adj. Fig. troublesome, vexatious, harassing.
And some yet live, treading the thorny road, . Adonais, V. 8.

The thorny pillow of unhappy crime Dcemon, li. 287.

,1 n n IJ • • • • Q- ^^^ ^^' '94-
and makes Of earth this Morwv Wilderness; , . ill. 125.

miserable world ! Thorny, and full of care, . . vi. 13.

Those, adj. specifying something referred to.

Those unburied bones around Eug. HillSy 60.

who throng those bright and rolling worlds , . Prom. l. 2.

Those moments to forget Rosal. 4.

Those heathy paths, tnat inland stream, . . . 24.

Those, pron. certain persons or things previously mentioned.
So he made truce with those who did despise , Laon, x. xxxiv. 4.
or those of aught resembling me Prom. l. 220.

Melphior andXionel were not among those ; . Serchio, 36.

Thou, 2ndpers. pron. (1).

And thou soon must be his prey Eug. Hills, \ 18.

Thou, my spirit's mate Julian, 337.
thou alone hast power

!

Laon, x. xxviii. 1.

(2) used to give force or emphasis.
Parleying with me, thou wretch ? x. x. 6.

T. strike the lyre ofmind ! O grief and shame ! . Ld. Ch. Vli. 4.

Thou subtle tyrant ! Peace is m the grave. . . Prom.. I. 638.

Thoug'h, conj. even if, admitting, allowing that.

Even though the Pope should make me free . Cenci, II. i. 100.
though a child Cannot be wise like thee, . . . Prom, iii, iv. 33.
Come with me, though the wave is wild, . . IV. Shel. i. 6.

Thought, n. (1) as a personification or entity.

Where Thoi^hfs ctavfXi&dL. powers Prom. IV. 103.

And Love, Thought, and Breath, iv. 15b.

making shiver Thoughts stagnant chaos, . , . iv. 380.

(2) the mental faculty, the mind.
The passion-winged Ministers of thought, . . . Adonais, ix. 2.

Thought is not in my power, Calderon, III. 1 19.
I, whose thought Is like a ghost Cenci, iil. i. log.

all that human A6(?«^^/ Can frame Dcemon, \.2i-j.

And still call thou her woman in thy thought; . Dante Conv. 47.
If it meant fortune, fame, or peace of thought— . E. W^illiams, v. 5,

Who once clothed with life and thought . , . Eug. Hills, 64.
Lies sepulchred in monumental thought

;

— . . Hellas, 420.
the crystalline sea Of MoM^A^ and its eternity ; . 699.
idle shadows Oi'ihought's eternal flight— . . . 784.
Thought Alone, and its quick elements, . . , 795.
What has thought To do with time, or place, Soi.

that to human thought axt nourishment, . . . Int. Beauty, iv. 8.

when life and thought Sprang forth Laon, i. xxv. 8.

and light, and thought, and language dwell ; . . I. xxx. 2.

thro' all these veins Kindled a thought in sense, I. xxxix. z.

the depths which thought CB.Ti seldom pierce . . i. 1. 2.

Sculptures like life ana thought; ...... I. li. 9.

Oh, what a might Of human MoMjf^^ was cradled v. ii. 5.

Treasures from all the cells of human thought, . v. Song,^. 4.
And in the inmost bowers of sense and thought^ . Vlli. xil. 3.

to thoughts remotest caves ? ix. xxiii, 4.

What sense can neither feel nor t. conceive ; . . ix. xxxiii. 2.

the radiance or the gloom Of mortal thought, . Prol. Hellas, 11.

on which fell The dews of thought. ^2^.

which must bend the Invincible, The stern of t. ; , Prom. i. 537.
Whose homes are the dim caves of human t., . . I. 659.
The atmosphere of human thought: l. 670.

Of shapes that haunt thoughts wildernesses. , I. 742.

and as the rays Of thought were slowly gathered, 11. i. 87.

With spirit, thought, and love

;

Q. Mab, iv. 97.

portraiture Of wandering human thought . . . vil. 275.

refuge sought In love from his unquiet thought . Rosal. 757.
sweet And subtile mists of sense and thought : . 809.
a mist of sense and thought. 1014.

a thrilling sound Half sense, \iaXf thought, . . . Summer-Evg. 21.

S\g\\& oi thoughts empire, ov&c thought— . . . Triuinph, 211.

Great Spirit whom the sea of boundless thought Two Fr. Invoc. 1. 1.

Whose throne is in the depth of human thought, 11. 2.

(3) the act or power of thmking.
Speeded like thought upon the light of Heaven. , Dcemon, li. 323.

If you divide pleasure and love and thought, , . Epips. 180.

winking fast as thought, Horn. Merc. Lxx. 7.

AU thought, all sense, all feeling, Laon^ VI. xxxv. 2.

1 have known No Mo«^A/; viii.xxv.6.
With eyes the shrines of unawakened thought, . viil.xxix.2.
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let sense and thought Pass from our being, . . Laon^ ix. xxix. 4.
or the speedier thought of man, xii. xxxv.3.
as Mow^A^ and feeling Number delightful hours— xii.xxxviii.i.
Extinguishes all sense and thought Lerici, f^o.

Charms every sense, and makes all thought t3ik&

_, wing, Matilda^ 39.
The source of human thought its tribute brings . Mont B. 5.
The secret strength of things Which governs t.. . 140.
Like the man's thought dark in the infant's bram. Ode Lib. IV. 10.
power in thought be as the tree within the seed ? . • xvii. 8.
Rulers of eternal thouffht^ XVIII, 7.
The strength of wealth or thought^ Pr. Athan. I. 36.
thought^ passion, reason, will, Imagination? . . Prom. 11. iv. ib.
and speech created thought, 11, iv. 72.
And your wings are soft and swift as M(7«jfA/, . iv. gi.
Which whirl as the orb whirls, swifter than /., . iv. 27=;.
Twelve rowers with the impulse oi thought , . Vis. Sea^ 153.

(4) the exercise of the haental faculty.
When lofty thought Lifts a young heart .... Adonais, xliv 5.
In sweet oblivion of all /AoMjfA/, Calderon, l. 210,
That the tyrant of my /So«^A^ 11. 2.

thought is but a prelude to the deed :—.... 111.118.
the blot Upon my fame vanish in idle thought, . in. 146.
How slow Behind the couTse of thought, . . . Cenci, IV. ii. 2.

made me look Upon the monster ofmy thought; v. i. 23.
The mighty tide of thought Desmon, li. 46.
For the brief fathom-line of M(?7/^A^ Bpips.go.
until thoughts melody Become too sweet . . . 560.
Where busy thought and blind sensation mingle ; Fr, Unsat. 4.
an image of the thought^ Which, like a prophet . Ginevra, 88.
in our night Of ^AdMjfA^ we know ' 158.
From the fine threads of rare and subtle /.— . . Gisb. 7.
Those deepest wells of passion or of /j^M^;^/ . . 171.
To echo all harmonious thought, .... . GuitarJane, 44.A life of unconsumfed thought ^\Cxck\. pierces . . Hellas, 147.
But raised above thy fellow men By thought, .

' 740.
did I with earnest thought Hesip knowledge . . Laon, Ded. v. x.

Suspending thought and breath ; i. viii. 2.

and /Ao«^A/ didlteep In dream, i. xxxv. 8.
When those soft eyes of scarcely conscious /., . 11. xxii. 6.

The woof of such mtelligible thought, . . . 11. xxxiv. 5.
In secret thought has wished anotner''s ill ?— . . v. xxxiv. 2.

hated the clear light Of wisdom and free thought, x. xxxiii. 2.
Although no thought inform thine empty voice. . Prom. i. 249.
Perchance no /. can count them, yet they pass. . i. 424.
That we will be dread thoughth&neath thy brain, i, 488.
the thought Which pierces this dim universe . . n. iv. 40.
Hence will and /AoM^^j? and action, ^. ^a5, iv. 148.
And t., to the world's dim boundaries clinging, . Rosal. 1127.

^5) imagination, conception, feeling.

AH he had loved, and moulded into thought, . . Adonais, xiv. i.

thrones, built beyond mortal thought, .... x;lv. 2.

And he is gathered to the kings ofthought . . XLVJII. 7.
let no tear Be shed—not even m thougnt. . . . Alastor, 703.
presented to thy thought As object of desire, . . Calderon, II. 176.
Fear not to speak your thought. Cenci, II. ii. 74,
the sweet stream ^thought that with wild motion Deemon, II. 44.
Till those bright plumes of thought, . , . . . Epips. i^.
The shadow of that idol of my thought. .... 268.
Scorn not these flowers ofthought^ 384.
No thought can trace ! Fr. Come thou, 3.
Thought is its cradle and its grave, Hellas, 782,
Of human thought ox form,— Int. Beauty, ii. 3.
and the swift /., Winging itself with laughter, . Julian, 2^.^

Paintings, the poesy of mightiest thought. . . . Laon, i. liii. 6.
Fairer than tongue can speak ox t. may frame, . i. Ivii. 3.
Framed a dark dwelling; for their homeless i., . 11. vii, 2.
thought coyAA not divide The actual world . m. xxiii. 6.
Such as self-torturing t. from madness breeds ? . iv. xxxiv. 7.
from MoMjf^^ all glorious forms shall cull, .'

. . V.Song,$'i2.
These woofs, as they were woven, oivny thought; Vii.xxxii.2.
Sweet streams of sunny thought^ ix. xxvi; 8.*

And thought erect an universal throne, .... x. i. 5.A thougnt of voiceless depth
; xi. i. 6.

from the very wound of tender /. Drew solace, . Love, Hope, 33.
Science, Poetry and Thought Kx^ thy lamps

; . Mask, Lxiii, i

and thought uo more can trace ; . . . . . Mekusfi, li. 5.
was clear As in the sculptor's thought; J . . . Naples, 16.
Wakening a sort of thought in sense. . , , Peter. ly. x. 5.
For in his thought he visited V^ ix. i.

'Tis a vain thought— Rosal. 537.
and they fed From the same flowers of thought^ 128S.
Like a poet hidden In the light ofthought, . . Skylark^ 37.
Our sweetest songs are those that tell of saddest

thought. 90.

(6) an idea, a thing thought of.

Swift as a Thoughthy the snake Memory stung, Adonais^ xxil. 8.
Thou melancholy thought Calderon, iii. 35,
Called by the thought which tyrannizes thee . in, 106.
As if one thought were over strong for you : , . Cenci^ ii. i. 31.
What hideous thought was that I had even now ? ni. i. 29.
Horrible thought/ IV. i. 140.
It was a wicked thought^ V. i. 10.
O, what a thought! v. iv. 95.
O, trample out that M(3Mp-^^/ v. iv! 97!
never think a thought unKind V. iv. 153.
You speak the image of my thought. .... Ch. 1st, li. 193.
Thy lightest thought is my eternal law n. 208.
Then a divine thought came to me. Cycl. 40"^.A sweet thought, which was once the life within Dante Conv. 13.
That thought is fled, and one doth now appear . 19.

This lowly /., which once would talk with me . . Dante Conv. 26.
That piteous ///i3«^A^ which did my life console ! 31.

Death, Who rides upon a thought, ... . Epips. 402.
I cannot overcome m& thought Faust, li, 382.
Let that unseasonable t. Not be remembered . . Fiordispina, 6g.
Not swifter a swift thought of woe or weal . . Horn. Merc.vii. 3.
an envious wind crept by, Like an unwelcome t.,— Jane, Recoil. 82.

like some suppressed and hideous thought . . . Julian, 429.
'twas perhaps an idle thought.— .... . 567.
like some harmonious thought^ . ... . Cane. 7,

Into one thought~~oz\e ima^e—yes, for ever ! . . Laon, I. xli. 6.

some response to the /. Which ruled me now— . II. xvi, 3.

can I dissemble The agony of this thought? . . II. xlvii. 4.
to that friend's heart ftofd my thought— , . . iv. vii. 8.

to me there came no thought of flight. . . . . VI. viii. 5.
while that thought Was passing— vil. xxiv. 3.
A voiceless thought of evil, , . x. xvi. 8.

consider your own thought, ........ xi. xvi. 6.

I stood a winged Thought xil xxxi. i.

One wandering Mi?«^^/pollutes the day ; . . . Mutability, 16.^
3l thought \s \xi my h^diA— Peter, VI. xxvii'i^.
could one thought fxom its wild flight .... Prol. Hellas, 191,
Yes, like a spirit, like a thought^ Prom.. II. i. 2.

As thought by thought is piled, 11. iii. 40.
To every /^o«^A^ within the mmd of man . . . II. iv. 21.
And in one human brain Causes the faintest t., . Q. Mab, n. 107.
not a thought, a will, an act, vi. 182.
'tiyas like a thought Of liquid love Rosal. 352.
That my own M(7M^>4/ was theirs ; . . . . 452.

• the grim Feature (ofmy thought aware). . . Trium-ph, 190.
and my heart sick of one sad thought— . . . 299.
thought by thought^ Trampled its sparks . . . 387.
No thought of living; spirit could abide, . . . Witch, xn. 4.
Or op blind Homer°s heart a winged thought,— XXXIV. 7.

(7) meditation, reflection. '

And twilight phantasms, and deep noonday t., . Alastor, 40.
Heard in the calm of Moi«^<4// 1(^4.
Two starry eyes, hung in the gloom of thought, , 490.
calmly fed The stream of thought, . . . . . 644.
I would consume ... in studious thought, . . . Calderon^ i. 11.
Ye gentle visitations of calm Mtfw^^/— .... Fr. Calm., i.

in ^AOMjf^/ turn this example over, Pan, Echo, 11.
Each had an upper stream of thought, .... Peter, ii. vii. 3.
For nights of /A(7«^^/, and days oi tou? . . . vi. viii. 2.
a chain of linked thought, Prom. iv. 394.
in some mood Of wordless thought Lionel stood Rosal. 1151.
As in that trance of wondrous /:^o«^A/ .... TriuTnph, \\.

(8) pensiveness.
The heart which tender /. clothes like a dove . Arabic^ Imit. II. 3.

(9) consideration, remembrance.
that thought Shall fee the accuser conscience. . Cenci, II. ii. 119.
wilt thou bend No thought on my dead memory- ? Julian, 492.my pale lip quiversWhen M(3«^A/ revisits them:— Laon, i. xlvi. 4.The thought of his own kind who made the soul Marenghi,-&j.v\\\.\.
TheMoiw^^^of his own country xxvni. 3.The thought of yf/\\\z\\ no other sleep will quell, . Triufj^ph, 32a
(10; wish, desire.

To the fulfilment of their inmost thought; . . Witch, Lxxvi. 4.
Thought, V. tr. (1) believed.

'

nor despair. Although I ihoughtxt Calderon, ni. 117.

(2) conceived, imagined.
Manhood remained to act the thing I thought ; . Cenci 1. \ 07
Innocent lambs

! They Mom^^/ not any ill.'
'

. . n. L 136.
I never thought the things you charge me with ! n. i. 149.
I thought, but not as now I do, Keen thoughts Tasso., Song, i. 4.

II. inir. (1") occupied the mind with.
I thought of nothing else But pleasure

; , . . . Cenci, i. i. 103.

(2) supposed, imagined.
who /. This Aziola was some tedious woman, . . Asiola i. k.
I MoMp-^^ I was that wretched Beatrice . , , . Cenci \n i az
which I thought hidden from thy hate, .... m. i. 294
1 1. the heart was frozen Which is their fountain. v ii 6i
They are sadder than I thought they were. . . . y iii 120
They thought 'twas theirs,—but mine the deed ! . Falsehood 76Fon as yj& thought, three frigates from Algiers . ffellas, 499.AndthenIMoM^>4/Isaw, Horn. Merc. i^v. 1.
Alas! this IS not what I though^ iife was. . . . Hope, Fear 6Some thought the loss of fortune Julian 2xK.
and thought His words might move some heart . ' 2^^.
I thought That thou wert she who said . , , 402
I thought \t had been death's accents cold . . .M.N. Rav'ail^ 14.He proudly thought that his gold's might . . . Peter, iv. xix. 4.
But thought, as country readers do, vi. xi. 2.
ifthey heard Or A4i7«(^;?/ they heard Rosal. 260.
If it thought it heard its father near ; . . . . 273.
I thought that grief had severed me 573.
That what I thought was an old root .... Triumph, 182.

(3) expressing some uncertainty.
I thought I saw Blood on the face of one. . . . Cenci. v. iv. 124.
Whilst around me, I thought, echo'd murmurs

'

of death.' 5^-/^.(2)11.4.

(4) expected, believed possible.
I little thought he should outwit me so ! ... Cenci i. L 20.
I never thought h&foxe. my death to see .... Epips. 41.
I thought never to speak again, Julian, 473.And oft 1 1. to clasp my own heart's brother. . . Laon, ii. xvii. 2
And thought to breathe no more M. N. Ravaii iV
And little /f. a Witch was looking on them. . . Witch Lxv 8
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(5) expressing a purpose or desire.
I thought to die ; Cenci^ lU. i. 148.
I M(?«^:A/ to act a solemn comedy V. 1. 77.

and never MoMP-A/ of cow-driving- Hbm.Merc.'Lxni.S.
a father thought to frame To g;entlest lore, . . Ld. Ch. Vll. 2.

and thought to make a Paradise of earth . . . Rosal. 770.
SLud thought To set new cuttings Un/l Dr. 155.

(6) expressing hope, intention or desire.

Who thought to pay some interest for the debt . Gisb. 28.

(7) expressing opinion or belief.

and as if you Discovered that I thought so, . . Cenci., \. ii. 32.

and /^ow^^A/ its stroke Was perhaps l. iii. 112.

All MoM^A/ it was God's Angel Z.ao«, XII. ix. 1.

And others too, thoughthe, was wise to see, . . xxi. xi, i.

Peter thought he had parents dear, Peter, II. viii. i.

Where he thought oft when a boy II. ix. 2.

And the Devil thought he had, . . . just made A
fortune II. x. i.

So Mo«^A/Boccaccio, .... iv. xiv. 3.

So thought Calvin and Dominic ; VI. xxiv. i,

that I thought Its lying forms were worthy aught Rosal. 567.
Because their jailors' rule, they thought, . . . 934.

(8) reflected, said to himself.
thought Old Nick, that's a very stale trick, . . Devil, VIII. 5.

Ah, ha ! thought ^^t^vi^ the pasture is good, . x. i.

Will never, thought ^^^y^ kindle smiles again. . Ginevra^ 168.

thus thought that Christian Priest L,aon^ XII. x. 9.

(9) opinion they held.
speak Whate'er they /ifttJM^A/ ofhawks, .... Witch^ UKXiii. f.

Thoufflit, //. (1) imagined, supposed.
Knowing what must be /AfJW^A^, and may be done, Cenci., II. ii. 112.

her -wrongs could not be told, not thought; . V. ii. 142.

Be it not said, thought, understood— .... Good Night, II. 3.

I had thought It was more hard to turn . . . Laon, II. xxxix, 6.

(2) conceived, designed.
All ye have M(?«^:^/ and done! Ode Lid. xni. 15.

Of all that men had thought before, Tasso, Song., j. 6.

(3) agreed with.
and have thought his thoughts, Pr. A soul 3.

*Thoug'lit-entangled, c. adj. mentally involved.

many a bout Oi thought-entangled 6&s<::a.nt\ . , Gisb. 312.

:|:Thought-executing', c. adj. who put thought into prac-

tice.

By his thought-executing m\m.sttvs Prom. i. 387.

^Thouglit-winged, c. adj. winged or plumed by the imagiii-

ation.

Like thought-winged Liberty, Eu^. Hills^ 2O7.

^Sfhoughtful, adj. intellectual.

Yet in the paleness of thy thoughtful cheek, . • Daon^ Ded, XI. 3.

*Xliouglitless, adj. unthinking, heedless.

To please the young and thoughtless people try. . Faust, Jl. 292.

thoughtless pride his love in silence bound, . . L.aon. v. v 4.

the i. youth Already crushed with servitude - . Q. Mat, IV. 191.

Thoughts, n. (1) as personalities or entities.

,

adventurous t. that wander near it Worship, . . Ode Lib. Cape. 3.

(2) ideas, imaginations, sentiments, feelings, desires.

Obedient to high Mo«^A/j, Alastor, 107.

l^houghts the most dear to him, and poesy, . . 160.

and heaven That echoes not my thoughts? . . 290.

as the universe Tell where these Uving ^. reside, . 512.

destroy a world of virgin thoughts

;

Calderon, ill. 6.

Changed /. and vile in thee doth weep to find : . Ca-valc. 2.

I owe life, and these virtuous thoughts, .... Cenci^ i. ii. 18.

I have a weight of melancholy thoughts, . . . I. ii. 36-

make me blush to see My hid.den thoughts.— . I. ii-_ 87.

As my thoughts are, should be—a murderer. . II. ii. 96.

Farewell ! Be your thoughts better or more bold. II. ii. 104.

had taught My children her harsh thoughts, . . in. _i. 327-

or worse thoughts., if worse there be IV. i. 23.

where evil thoughts Shall grow like weeds . . IV. i. 53.

Strange thoughts beget strange deeds ; . . . . IV. iv. 139.

collect your wandering; M(9MP-i5i'J IV. iv. 164.

The mirror of my darkest M(7?<^A/j / . . . . V. i. 21.

muse not again Upon familiar thoughts., . . . V. iv. 54.

Sweet Heaven, forgive weak thoughts/ .... V. iv. 57.

gsntle thoughts Waken to worship him .... Ch. ist^ l. 29.

still those dissonant thoughts/— i. igi-

Tne perfect shadows of their teeming thoughts/ . II. 470.

All thoughts but of the service of the Church.— . III. 65.

And light otthoughts that passaway D(Bmon^ I. 83.

the t. that rise In time-destroying intiniteness, . 11. 146.

„ „ ,, 11 M Q.Mab^'vyn.2o6.

A cradle ofJ^oung thoughts of wingless pleasure ? Epips. 68.

The world I say of thoughts that worshipped her ; 245.

I turned upon my thoughts^ 273-

as soft as thoughts of buddmg love ; 328.

thoughts and joys which sleep 523'

and have thought his thoughts. ^^'^
V''"''

3-

Which come arrayed in thoughts of little worth, Fr. Calm, 3.

and thoughts More ghastly tban those deeds. . Fr. Conseq. 4.

My thoug/its arise and fade in solitude, , . • - ^: Thoughts, i.

anatomize The purposes and MoWyf-^/J of men . Gisb. lOi.

And winged with thoughts of truth and majesty, —— 177.

Over those strong and secret things and thoughts Hellas, 100.

Against the escape of boldest thoughts, .... 77.S;

Wild, wilder thoughts convulse My spirit— . . 006.

Whose fairest thoughts and limbs were built . . 997.

'Tis difficult to know the invisible Thoughts, Horn. Merc, xxxiv. 6.

Like sweet thoughts in a dream ;
Ind. Ser. II. 4.

it cannot scorn The /. it would extingfuish :— . . Julian, 39.

Our thoughts and our desires 125.

While we to such sick thoughts subjected are . 169.

Ambition or revenge or thoughts as stern . . . 360.
_

All thoughts within his mina waged mutual war, Laon, i. xxvi. 7.

Or when free thoughts, like lightnings are alive ; I. xxxiii. 3.

did uplift the stagnant ocean Of human thoughts I. xxxviii. 9.

Soft and delightful ^AoM^A^ did" rest I. xl. 2.

among gentle thoughts and fearless take its birth, II. v. 9,

Peoplecfwith thoughts the boundless universe, . II. xxx. 2.

Hers too were all my MoM^A/j . 11. xxxi._4.

Even as these thoughts flushed o'er her :— , . II. xxxvii. 2.

What thoughts had sway over my sister's slumber III. i. i.

while despair possest My iS^«jf-w, . . . . Iii. xxi. 5.

as if to snap Those dreadful ^^M^A/j . . . III. xxxi. 8.

My thoughts their due array did re-assume . . IV. vii. 2.

the dead, who leave the stamp Of ever-burning /. iv. viii. 3.

From whatsoe'er my wakened thoughts create . IV. xii. 3.

Kind /., and mighty hopes, and gentle deeds . . iv. xv. i.

a trance which awes The /. of men with hope . . IV. xxvii. 4.

it .once had been The mirror of her />4o«^^/j, . . iv. xxx. 8.

thoughts which make the moist eyes overbrim : . v. iv. 7.

With thoughts which none could share, .... V. xliv. 8.

Thouzhts have gone forth whose powers can
sfeep no more ! • V.Song,6.^.

devotion Of love and gentle thoughts be heard . VI. xxix. 7.

a knowledge, which below All thoughts, . . vr. xxx. 6.

which endears The thoughts expressed by them, . vi. xxxi. 8.

what else might move AH gentlest thoughts; . . vi. xl. 5.

Fast as the thoughts which fed them, Vii. ii, 7-

one moment mute The evil />4o«^:^/.p it made, . VII. iv.^.

to frame their MiJ«^A/J anew VII.xxxiv.9.

Such are the thoughts which, like the fires . vii.xxxyii.i.

Their Mtf2^^/j flow on like ours, viii. iii. 9.

and shew The hopes, and fears, and thoughts . . Viii. v. 5.

All mortal thoughts confess a common home : , VIII. xix. 2.

Thou and thy thoughts and they, Vlii. xix. 8.

when our thoughts and actions once are gone, . Viii. xxii. 4.

wingM thoughts did range, .... . . ix. vi. 8.

geptle thoughts did many a bosom fill,— . . . ix. vii. 6.

Strange thoughts are mine— ix. xix. 3,

Our many thoughts and deeds IX. xxx. i.

Or even these thoughts :— ix. xxxiii. 7.

With thoughts too swift and strong ix. xxxiii. 9.

Alas, our thoughts flow on with stream, . . . ix. xxxv. i.

And so were kindled powers and thoughts . . Marenghi, xxv. i.

Thoughts sprung where'er that step did fall. . . Mask, xxxi. 4.

One legion of wild thoughts, Mont B. 41.

its shapes the busy /^7w^^/j outnumber . . . . 51.

And so thy thoughts^ when thou art gone Music, when soft voices., 7.

Till human thoughts might kneel alone . . . Ode Lib. xvi. 6.

the words which make the thoughts obscure . . xvi. 9.

Drive my diead thoughts over the universe . . Ode W. Wind, v. 7.

T. are but shadows which the flashing mind Otho, V. 4.

whence the thoughts were fed, Peter, v. ix. 4.

His thoughts grew weak, drowsy, and lame . . VI. xxi. 4.

those inmost thoughts to tell ; Pr. Athan. I. 49.
Thoughts after thoughts^ unresting multitudes, . i. 60.

And thoughts, and deeds worthy of t. so fair. . . Prol. Hellas, 37.

Sweep awful thoughts, rapid and thick Prom. i. 147.

As the thoughts of man's own mind I. 685.

For hidden thoughts, each lovelier than the last, iii. iii. 35.

with which ill thoughts Hide that fair being . . ill. iv. 44.

So with my thoughts full of these happy changes, iii. iv. 84.

a throng (Ji thoughts and forms, IV. 417.

The thoughts an^ actions of a well-spent day . Q. Mob, I. 17S.

their virtuous deeds, their thoughts Of purity, . ^ vil. 153.

Of the thoughts that start Q. ofmy Heart, II, a.

Till her thoughts were free to float and flow ;.. . Rosal. 215.

And foul and cruel thoughts, 430.
desires and thoughts^ that claim Men's care— . 725.

Ran like the thoughts of a single mind, , . . 941.
Its sails are folded Jike thoughts in a dream, . . Serchio, 2.

What sweet thoughts are thine : SkylarM, 62.

The ministration of the thoughts Sonn. Byron, 3.

where'er our MoM^A/j might wend, . . . . Sonn. Dante, ^.

Are those thoughts of tender gladness .... Sophia, 11. 4.

Keen thoughts and bright of linked lore, . . Tasso, Song, 1. 5.
And if I thmk, my MoMjfA/.TCome fast, .... li. 5.

whom thoughts which must remain untold . . . Triumph, 21.

Throned in the thougtfts of men, and still had kept 267.

to blot The thoughts of him who gcLzed .... 384.
Would speak of gentler thoughts . . . . - . Unf Dr. 44.
For such his thoughts, and even his actions . . 109.

His own free thoughts can freely chase . . . W. Shel. Cane. I. 8.

To stir sweet thoughts or sad, ....... Witc/i, xvi. 8.

And her own thoughts were each a minister, . . xxi. 2.

And happy thoughts of hope, too sweet to last. . lvi, 8.

Ye restless M(?«jf^^j and busy purposes . . . . Ye hasten, 2.

O heart, and mind, and thoughts, 13.

(3) judgments, opinions.

barbfed tongues, and thoughts more sharp . . . Adonais, xxiv. 6.

And let mild, pitying thoughts lighten .... Cenci, v. iv. 143.

bitter thoughts which make the present Dark Ch. 1st, 1. 25.

Mild thoughts of man's ungentle race . . W. Shel. Cane. 1. 5.

(4) meditations, ideas, reflections.

Startled by his own thoughts he looked around. Alastor, 296.
overwrought with these deep thoughts Ch. ij/, 11. 475.
seize with sweet and melancholy thoughts . . . Faust^ I. 108.
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Rough words beret sad thoughts^ . . . ^ . . Fr. Satire^ ^7.
Such were my MOM^A/,?, ........ . /,fl(?w, I. xxil. 7.

To feed my many /. . a tameless multitude ! . . il. ix. 9.
the vast stream of ages bear away My floating

thoughts— II. xii. 6.

thoughts invested with the light Of language

:

11. xvi. 6.

with such thoughts as must remain untold. . . III. xvii. 9.
Aye as I went, that maiden .... Haunted my

thoughts.— iv.xxxiv.4.
in whom new love had stirred Deep thoughts: . Vll. xli. g.
Ere yet the matter did their thoughts arrest, . . XI. xlv. 4.
What were his /. linked in the morning sun, . . xil. vii, i.

Inspiring calm and happy thoughts., Prom. in. iii. 146,
a wood of sweet sad MoMjf^/j / -— iv. 201.

(5) remembrances, reflections, considerations.
That word, that kiss shall all t. else survive, . . Adonais, xxvi. 4.
And his own thoughts^ along that rugged way, . xxxi. 8.

this undistinguishable mist Of thoughts.^ . . . Cenct\ III. i. 171'.

Like the last thoughts of some day sweetly spent V. iii. 2.

Return to brood on thoughts that cannot die . . Ch. ist, IV. 54.
Of love, or moving thoughts to thee ? Coleridge^ 22.

I recall My thoughts^ Gtsb. 254.
And then these /. would at the least be fled ; . Julian] 318.

fives not up its dead To evil thoughts— . . . Laon^ V. xii. 3.
id recal Laone to my thoughts. V. xxxv'ii. 8,

all the thoughts which smotner Cold Evil's power, vi. xxxix. 8.

possest By thoughts which could not fade, . . , vii. xxv. 6.

but thoughts and unavailing tears : VII. xxvi. 3.

I dare not speak My thoughts, Lerici, 30.

(6) resolutions, determinations.
and that her thoughts were firm Z-aow, vil. iii. 6.

(71 prospects, anticipations.
Swell with the Mom^A/j of murderous fame, . . Falsehood^ 82.

Thoughts of great deeds were mine, dear Friend, Laon, Ded. III. i.

(8) inscrioed sentiments, aphorisms.
Hang their mute t. on the mute walls around, . Alastor^ 120.

Thousan'd, adj. (1) ten hundreds.
A thousand crowns excellent market price . . Cenci, iv. ii. 19.
If one should bribe me with a thousand crowns . IV. ii. 26.
Tempted me with a thousand crowns, .... v. ii. 17.

That he pay five thousand Pounds to the king, Ch. \st^ III. 2.

in distraming for ten /AoMJawrf pounds .... III. 46.
Four hundred thousand Moslems from the limits Hellas, 275.
Our squadron, convoying ten Mow^awi!^ men, . . 481,
Holds Attica with seven thousand rebels, . , . 564.
Five thousand cT^m-m^^ octavo pages .... Peter^ vi. xiv. i.

Three thousand y^^^xs of sleep-unsheltered hours, Prom. I. 12.

Thrice three hundred thousand years .... I. 74.
ten thousand ye.z.TB Have scarcely past away, . Q. Mab, 11. 182.

(2) used to express a large but indefinite number.
Starred with ten MoMJdMi^ blossoms, Alastor^ 440.
-Whose windings gave ten thou, various tongues . 549.
Just saying some three or four thousand wox'^^. . Calderon^ I. 21.

Charged with a MoMjflwci^unrepented crimes. . Cenct, 1. 1.54.
A thousand daily acts disgracing men

; . . , . iv. iii. 29.
What are a thousand lives ? V. ii. 107.
I have wept for ioy A MoMjawi/times, . . . C4. u/, il. 487.
Ten ^^^Mjawi^ Phrygians ! Cycl. 180.
ten thousand sphe,res diffuse Their lustre . . . Dcemon., i. 227.

A t. mourners deck the pomp of death To-day, . II. 217,

,, ,, „ ,, ,, „ . Q. Mab, IX. 109.
The dead fill me ten thousand fold Death Nafi. 27.
from a thousand prisms and mirrors, . ... Epips. 160.
Ten Mow^awc^ victims madly bleed Falsehood, 78.
Woman has a thousand steps to stray Faust, II. 177.
A thousand steps must a woman take, .... ii. 17S.

Reflected from a thousand hearts and eyes . . Ginez/ra, i ro.

ten thousand cannon Lie ranged upon the beach, Hellas, 322.
And with the tongue as of a. thousand echjoes, . 473.
I call the phantoms of a thousand hours . . . Int. Beauty, vi. 4.
Which was the echo of three thousand years ; . L.aon, Ded.ntil, 2.

Ten thousand ^oA^xmns in that quivering light . I. liii. i.

ten thousand yeaxs outnumber Of waking life, . ill. i. 3.

at Freedom's thrilling call Ten t. standards wide, IV. xxv. 4.
amid ten thousand de^^A Stabbed in their sleep, , v. vi. 7.

A thousand Ho'we.r-mvjove.n crowns were shed, V. xvi. 6.

wide land pours Once in a thousand yeSirs, . . • V. xxix. 2.

Like ten thousand clouds which flow .... V.Song, i. it.

Shall fade like shadow from his thousand ioMOs, 'V.Song,6.i4..

waterfalls Fed from a thousand storms— . . . —— VI. iv. 7.

its /Ai^wj-aw^ echoes cast Into the night, .... vill.xxviii.3i

Feeds from her thousand breasts . x. xvii. 7.

'

A thousand totches in the spacious square, . . xu. iv. 6.

A thousand torches drop,— xii. vii. 6.

from the ten thousand streams xii. x. 2.

from their ten thousand fountains, xii. xxxix. 3.
Whilst a thousand isles are illumined around, . Liberty., ll. 2.

The crash and darkness of a thousand storms . Naples, 129.

A MoM.ya«rf years the Earth cried, Ode Lib. \7i. l.

a thousand years . . . Dyed all thy liquid light . xir. 2.

Rend of thy giftsandhersa/'^owjawrffoldforone. xvii. 15.
many stings, Each able to make a /. wounds, . CEdzpus, I. 159.'

their thousand voices rose, Pr. Athan. 1.52.
like the reflex of a Moz^jawf^ minds II. 1.5.
Like a thousand dawns on a single night . . . Prol. Hellas, 63.
As the waves of a thousand streams rush by . . Prom. IV. 133.
Laughs with a thousand drops of sunny water . —— IV. 183.
A sphere, which is as many thousand spheres, . IV. 238.
Ten thousand orhs involving and involved, . . iv, 241.
whirl Over each other with a thousand motions, iv. 247.

Upon a MoMjawrf sightless axles spinning, . . Prom., iv. 248.

Reared high to heaven its thous. golden domes, Q. Mab, II. 138.

amid Yon populous city, rears its thousand to^ara iii, 23.

It is fed from the depths of a thousand dells, , . Rosal. 898.

,, „ ,, ,, „ „ . . W.SheUv.^.
suddenly 'Tis scattered in a thousand notes, . . Rosal, 1108.

breaks Into ten thousand waves, St. Eptps. 20.

A thousand images of loveliness 26.

yet there rise A thousand beacons Triumph, 207.

From which a thousand climbers ... . . 223.

Danced in a thousand unimagined shapes . . . 491.
Softest grave of a thousand fears, Two Fr. Mus. I. 3.

Of many thousand schemes which lovers find, . Witch, lxxvii. 2.

(3) adj. absol.

Nine thousand pexv^ed ! Hellas^ 514.
that a MfJMJflwa Have sickened, and— .... 016.

crushed ten thousand v<ii^ one tread, .... Laon, xil. vi. 3.

Thousandfold, adj. Fig. a very large indefinite number or

amount. 41

Take from Toil a thousandfold Mask, XLIV. 2.

heap Thousand, torment on themselves and him. Prom. I. 596.
Thousands, n. a figure fi^r a very great number.
Which thousands have toiled and bled to bestow Falsehood, 14.

Thousands thus dwell beside her, virgins bright, Laon, iv. xxi. 6.

and on every steep Thousands did gaze, . . IX. iii. 4.
thousands pursued Each by his fiery torture . , x. xx. 6.
Shores where thousands wake to weep .... Mescican, III, 7.

Thousands who thirst Pr.Athan. Ii. iv. 5.
The thronging thousands, to a passing view, . Q. Mab, II. 100.

when thousands groan But for those morsels . . III. 37.
the heart-breaking scene Of thous.- like himself;— v. 120.
Thousands shall deem it an old woman's tale, —— Vll. 146.

Thracian, adj. coming across Thrace.
when the Thracian wind pours down the snow, Cycl. 313.
As cranes upon the cloudless Thracian wind. . Hellas, 480.

Thrall, n. bondage.
which had saved them from the thrall Of death, Laon, V. xiii. 7.

Thralls, n. slaves, bondservants.
from the dust Of meaner thralls, iv. xx. 3.

the thralls Of the cold Tyrant's cruel lust

:

. vii. iv. x.

The joyless thralls of like captivity ; . ... VIii. xiv. 5.

Thread, v. tr. Fig. move in and out.
that thread The dewy turf beneath our tread, , Faust, II. 79.

^Threaded, v. tr. Fig. pursued the intricacies of.

and threaded all the forest's maze Trium-ph, 347.
Threads, n. A. Lit. strings.

a keen sword on starting threads uphung : . . Laon^ xi. viii. g.
B. Fig.

Draws to one point the threads of a just doom, . Cenci, III. i, 344.
fraspt and snapped the threads ofmy device . v. i. 82.
rom the fine/, of rare and subtle thought— . . Gisb. y.

From other threads than mine ! Hellas, 656.
Her chains are //?reoif,? of gold, Ode Lib. Jiiii. ^.
as the burning threads Of woven cloud unravel . Prom. ii. i. 22.
Bright threads whence mothers weave . . . iv. 414.
And twined three threads of fleecy mist, . . . Witch, xill. 2.
And with these threads a subtle veil she wove— xiii. 7,

Threads, v. tr. Fig. passes through.
old Nilus, where he threads'^gypt and iEthiopiei, LVli. ^.

Threat, n. a menace.
I will requitt . . . His cruel threat— .... Hom^. Merc. lxv. 8.
Vain his loud threat, and impotent his frown ! . Q. Mob, VI. 63.

Threatened, v. tr.

That which the vassal threatened to divulge . . Cenci, i. i. 22.

*Threatenedst, v. tr.

Threat, to muffle round with black destruction. Prom.. IV. 340.
Threatening-, ///. adj. menacing.
through whose threatening ominous veil . . , Ch. ist, I. 48.

Threats, n. (1) menaces.
yet what if threats are vain ? Cenci., iv. i. 3,

(2) menacing sounds.
Dissonant threats kill Silence far away, . . . Naples, 134.

Threats, v. intr, menaces.
Soon o'er the putrid mass he t. on every side. . Laon, Vlll. xxi. 9.

Three, adj. (1) one of the cardinal numbers.
some Mr^e or four thousand words Calderon, i. 21.
With three or four old books, i. 25.
And in that hope have saved your life t. times. . Cenci, i. i. 56.
And said these three words, coldly ; v. iv. 14,
how three posts In one brainless skull, . . ^ . Ch. 1st, ii. 370. ^

through the shadow of the seasons three, . . . Epips. 364.
J, three hundred years have striven Faust, II. 192.
J. brethren named, the guardians gloomy-winged Fr. Silence, 2.

A half-burnt match, an ivory block, three books, Gisb. 93.
What! from a cannonade of //zrtf^ short hours ? . Hellas, 115.
For, as we thought, three frigates from Algiers . 499.
We met night tnree hours to the west of Patmos, 526.
Which was the echo oi three thousand years ; . Laon, Ded. xiil. 2.

the statues three Which kept their marble watch v. xlvi. 5.
Three shapes around her ivory throne appear ; , v. xlix. e..

one in the blOod did lie Of three death-wounds— vi. xlix. '4.
Had piled three heaps of loaves, ...... vi. Ii. 7.
three hundred furnaces Soon blazed thro' the

wide City, x. xlv. 6.
a mother dragged three children x, xlvii. i.
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The boat fled visibly

—

three nfghts and days, . Laon^ xii. xxxiii. 6.

Zj4r"« days and nights we sailed, Xll.xxxviii.i.

and so three went weeping Pan^^ Echo^ 4.

Peter Bells, one, two and three^ Peter^ Prol. i.

famed seven *ho slept three ages VII. xv. 3.

Then three years old, Pr. Athan. II. i. 38.
l^hree vials of the tears which dsemons weep . . Prol. Hellas^ 151.

y-^r^f thousand years ofsleep-unsheltered hours, Prom.l. 12.

Thrice three hundred thousand years .... I. 74.
They have /. words :—well tyrants Icnow their use, Q. Mab^ IV. 208.

For three short years, which soon were past. . . Rosal. 286.
Beyoiid three days, whose hours were told, . . 488.
Three years he left his native land, 730.
Three days the flowers of the garden fair, . . Sensit. PL III. i.

At the stem 7",&r^£ marksmen stand levelling. . Vis. Sea^ 155.
Though he took nineteen years, and she three

days In dressing Witch, Ded. V. 4.
And twined Mr-tftf threads of fleecy mist, . . . xill. 2.

And others say, that, when but three hours old, . xxxil. i.

(2) adj. absol.

for those who hear may choose From three^ Horn, Merc. Lxxvi. 4.
All unaware three of their number slew, . . . L.aon^ III. x. 7.

Swarthy were three—the fourth was very fair : III. xxv. 5.

stand up and three times /Ares / ffi'i/z>«j, II. ir) 34.
Why, I nave three Even by my own confession ; . St. Epips. 78,

*Three-cubit, c. adj. of the size of three cubits.

They'd pin you down with a ihree-cubit cx^^x^ . CjfcL 214.

*Three-leaved, c. adj. furnished with three leaves. ^^

A perfect ttiree-leaved rod of gold unbroken, . . iiotn. Merc. xc. 3.

Threefold, adj. triple.

bearing upon his brow K three/bid cxo-wn ; . . . Dcsmon, I. 272.

Threshold, n. A. Lit. the sill of a doorway.
Across my threshold did I wander ne'er, . Horn. Merc. LXiv. 4.
Even to the threshold oi ihaX lonely home : . . JLaon^ IV. iii. 6.

B. Fig. (1) the entrance to any place.
When on the threshold of the green recess . . Aiastor, 625.
He sleeping As on Hell's threshold

;

Ch. ist, I. sg.
upon the threshold of a cave I sate with Cythna ; Laon^ iii. ii. 6.

(2) the immediate vicinity of any place.

tread The threshold of God's throne, .... x. xlvii. 6.

(3) the point of beginning.
As day upon the threshold of the east .... Triumph, 389.
Smiled on it from the threshold oi t\vQ nrght. . . Zucca, Vlll. 8.

Threw, v. I. tr. A. Lit. (1) flung or cast.

and threw The wreath upon him, like an anadem, Adonais^ XI. 3.

and she threw down Her kindling buds, . . . xvi. i.

And then we t. his heavy corpse i' the garden . Cenci^ iv. iii. 46.
which he tore And threw behind, . , . v. iv. 9.

then threw away his rope ;
Circumst. 2.

Fiordispinasaid, and threw the flowers .... Fiordispina^ 33.
His sandals then he threw to the ocean spray, Horn.Merc.yilll.5.

upon their batks he threw The panting beasts, . xx. i.

Phoebus on the grass Him threw^ ... . L. 2.

he threw His dagger on the ground, . . . . Laon^ Xi. xx. 7.

threw his vest back suddfenlj', xi. xxv. 8.

those plumes . . . Into the wmds' invisible streani

she thi'ew .xii. xxxii. 5.

And threw it with contempt into a ditch. . . . Wiich^ Lxx, 8.

(2) let fall.

threw Year after year their stones upon the field, Q. Mab, ix. 96.

(3) took off, cast.

Pallas from her immortal shoulders threw The
arms divine; . . Horn. Min. 17.

B. Fig.
tall spires of windlestrae T. their thin shadows . Alastor^ 529.
Wonder and joy a passing faintness threw

I
Over my brow

—

Laon, J. Iviii. i.

thy dark eyes /. Their soft persuasion on my brain, M. W. G. IV. 4.

through the breach of discord threw The chain . Marenghi, iii. 3.

Past woe its shadoiV backward threw^ .... Rosal. 805.
Her deep hard sobs and heavy sighs Their echoes

in the darkness threw - . 418.

shunned the shadows the clouds M^'fiZf, .... Triumph, 6^.

We have but thrown, as those before us threw^ . 250.

II. rej^.

He threw himself upon the ground Cycl. 403.

Thrice, adv. A. Lit. (1) on three occasions.

Zy6/'?'« has a gloomy vision hunted me .... HellaSy 128.

(2) three times successively.

/. flung back The delude of our foaming cavalry"; 375.

T. their keen wedge of battle pierced our lines. . 377.

And thrice she waved her wand Q. Maby i. 107.

(3) three times multiplied.

Thrice three hundred thousand years .... Prom. I. 74.

B. Fig. (1) thoroughly.
white As snow thrice sifted by the frozen wind. Cenci, v. ii. 171.

Thrice steeped in molten steel Laon, IX. vii. 9.

Thrice sifted by the storm Prom. 11. iii. 38.

(21 more than.

And those M^rzcg mortal barbs . . . . . . . Laon,v\\.\.^.

;}:Thrice-driven, c. adj. carefully winnowed.
From t-driven beds of down, and delicate food, Cenci^ II. ii. 14.

Thrift, n. prosperity.
HidesthesafeMrz/ifof Hell within Divil, xxt. /^.

Thriftless, ad;', useless, unprofitable.
Ruin the merchants of such thriftless trade, . . Marenghi^ I. 4.

Thrill, n. (1) a piercing sound.
And shrieks ofwomen whose M^'/Z/jars the blood, Hellas^ 824.

(2) a quivering sensation.

Hast thou ne'er felt a rapturous ihriU, .... Love. iK.

Does know the fruitless sick'ning thrill^ , . . M. N. Melody^ 14.

Thrill, V. intr. (1) sound piercingly.
Mercy ! mercy !—How they thrillI Hellas^ 726.
Thrill through those roofless halls ; Naples^ 5.

(2) quiver.

Thrill to the sight, and vibrate to the sound ; . Q. Mab, III. 186.

Whose keen sensations thrill within his breast , Vlll.136.

JThrilling", pr. pple. (1) startling.

with a horror Thrilling and strange ? . . . . Calderon^ 11. 171.

(2) resounding, sharply^

Hear ye the blast, Whose Orphic thunder thrill. Hellas, 704.

Thrilling,///, adj. (1) startling, soul-awakening.
The thrilling- s^ciGts of the birtt of time. . . . Alasior^ 128.

until That t. name had ceased to make me start, Laon, IV. vi. 4.
Her thrill, gestures spoke, most eloquently fair. V. Ii. 12.

(2) piercing, acute.

The terror of the thrillittg cry Calderon, 11. 48.
the /AW/Zziw^ shrieks which came Ginevra, 185.

Waked faint yet thrilling sounds that pierced
the crystal air Loan, 1. liv. 9.

(3) enchanting, delighting, pleasurable.
Floated to strains of Mr27//?z^ melody . - . . DcEm.bh,\. 2yj.
which dart With thrilling tone Epips.J^^j,.
A thrilling silent life, Jane, Remit. 46.

poured upon my heart, a soft and thrill, sadness. Laon. I. xxxix. 9.

Floating to strains oi thrilling xa^oA:^ . . . Q. Mab, II. 48.

a thrilling sound Half sense, half thought, . Sutnmer-Evg.20.
A thrilling peal of such sweet merriment . . , Unf, Dr. 139.

(4) inspiriting.

Millions there lift at Freedom's thrilling call . Laon, iv. xxv. 3.

With wild and thrilling paxists woven among, . V. Hi. 7.

Didst thou not start to near Spain's thrill, paean Naples, 102.

as with its t. thunder Vesuvius wakfens ^Etna, . Ode Lib. xill. a.

Thy thrilling light, O liberty ! Rosal. 616.

(5) quivering.
Which makes a thrilling vapour of the air . . Medusa, v. 4.

Thrilling', adv. touchingly, excitingly.

One soft reproach that was most thrilling kind, Laon^ xil. xv. 3.

how thrilling sweet They echo M. N. Ravail, 09.

^Thrillingly, adv. inspiringly.

that fills the clear air thrillinglyj .... Horn. Merc. Lxxvil. 4.

Thrills, V. intr.

Thrills with her lovely e3'e^, Q. Mab, Vlll. 38.

Thrive, v. intr. prosper.
Live long and M^z&e / CW««, IV. iii. 55.
And bade me thrive : V. ii. 28.

My Cattle will here thrive better than others, . Devil, x. 2.

For they thrive well, whose garb of gore, , . . -^—
: xx. \.

And they thrive well, who from the poor, . . . xx. 3.

The Bishops thrive, tho' they are big, .... xxi. i.

The Lawyers thrive, tho' they are thin ; . . . xxi. 2.

So may \ thrive / I reverence the divine Sun . Hoth, Merc. LXIV. 5.

Thriven,/^, prospered.
how I have mri'Oen, you see Cenciy V. ii. 28.

Thrivingr, ppl. adj. flourishing.

And on Hs /ArzWw^ cattle ponders Devil, xix. ^.

Thro', prep. abbr. of Through.
towards the North appeared Thro" mist^ . . . Julian, 69.
And thro' thine eyes, even in thy soul 1 see . . Laon, Ded. xi. 8.

Shines on thee, thro^ the tempests dark and \vitd xil. 7.

thro^ the sky The pallid semicircle of the moon . I. v. 5.

Throat, n. A. Lit. (1) the gullet or swallow.
Whose throat is choked with dust Cenciy l. i. 23.
Did it flow sweetly down your throat? . . . Cycl. 150.
All ready, if your throat is ready too 194.
Down his most sacred throat, . . ... Ifotn. Merc, xxil. 6.

(2) the front of the neck,
my knife Touched the loose wrinkled throat, . . Cenci, IV. iii. 17.

Soon a crab the throat will seize Cy^. 613.
And grasped a fourth by the throat, . . . . Laon, ill, x. 8.

The eager plumes subsided on his throat— . . Vll.xxvii.7.

Zephaniah, cut That fat hog's Mrffa^, . . . (Edipus, I. &i.

B. Fig. a vital part, the life.

Is it a father's M?-<3a/ Which I will shake, . . Cena, III. i. 288.

Flies at his throat who falls Ch. 1st, u, 126.

Throats, n. A. Lit. gullets.

Two bloodless wolves whose dry throats rattle, . Similes, rv. 3.

B. Fig, lives.

or perhaps Of their own ^Aroa^j— C^««, I. iii. 131.

Throb, n. feeling, pulsation.

For the keenest throb of sadness, Moonbeatn^ iii. 3.

exulting throb Which virtue's votary feels . . . Q. Mab, i. 176.

the minutest /. That through their frame diffuses. u. 238.
Chill'd the wild throb of care, St. Ir. (3) vi. 2.

High swell'd in her bosom the throb of affection, (6) 11. i.

Throh, V. intr. beat, pulsate.

Doth Henry hear her regular pulses throb, . , Damon, i. 34.
with hearts that might be heard to throb . . . Gitievra, 182.

throb like an anxious heart, . , Unf. Dr. 134.
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Q. Mah^ VIII. 21.

'*'Tlirol>1t>ed, v. intr. pulsated.
It throbbed in sweet and languid beatings

•|*ThroT5s, n. beats, pulsations.
Where iny weak heart and all its t. will cease. E, Williams^ VI. 8.

Throlljs, V. intr. beats, pulsates.
Whilst throbs the tempest of my breast so high ? M. N. Despair^ 6.

Throbs for thy happiness alone M. N. Melody, 27.

throbs Alike in every human heart Q. Mab, iii. 215.

TlLToe, n. anguish, affliction.

And shuddering with a mother's throe .... Mask^ xxxv. 4.

Throes, n. struggles of pain or anguish.
thou seest the mortal Mr(7fi.r Of that HeUas^^Si.
So thy sick throes shake not that crucifix, . . . Prom. I. 601.

Throne, n. A. Lit, the state seat of a ruler, a deity or a

power, a seat of honour or dignity.
I see the Mroweof Jove Q'^^*/'^/'
Oh ! not the King, around whose dazzling throne Death Vanq. 33.

Close by the very Z'/^rowtf Devity^l^^.S.

For the bloated wretch on yonder throne . .

But I appeal to the Saturman's throne. . . .

reverent stood Before Jove's throne^ ....
Beneath, there sate on many a sapphire throne^
a throne^ Reared on a pyramid
the glowing steps and. the crystalline throne. .

And startles on his throne their sceptered foe

;

Upon the footstool of his golden throne^ . .

on the throne She leaned ;—
and awe cowered near his throne^
a female Shape upon an ivory throne. . . .

Three shapes around her ivory throne appear
;

The King felt pale upon his noonday throne:
and near the throne And at the altar, . . .

So, near the throne, amid the gorgeous feast,

on a throne With storms and shadows girt,

Before the Tyrant's throne
a slave Who stood behind the throne\ . . .

from his throne in dread did leap,— ....
without life or motion Before his throne^ . .

He does ho longer sit upon his throne Of rock
Have circled in his throne,
assemble here Before your Father's throne: .

whose throne a chair of scorn j

From thine unenvied throne,
And he, the supreme Tyrant, on his throne
clasp his throne In intercession : ...
Fit throne for such a Power ! Magnificent

!

Bven to the steps of the remotest throne^ . .

coiled underneath his throne
What veiled form sits on that ebon throne? .

Shall wrap in lasting night heaven's kingless t.

That terrible shadow floats Up from its throps^
Bearing from Demogorgon's vacant throne .

which ascends, . . . from Demogorgon's throne.
the Bforgeous throne Shall stand unnoticed
Ana stood at the throne of armed power . ,

And she felt him, upon her emerald throne. .

And on a throne o^rlaid with starlight, . .

And on the right hand of the sunlike throne .

B. Fig. (1) the presence of a Deity, or his authority.

And drap; them from the very throne of Heaven, Cenci, I. iii. 86.
Her spirit shall approach the throne of God . . rv. i. 93.
Before the throne of unappealable God IV. iv. 23.

it rose Even from beneath his throne, , - . . Loon, x. xxxvi. 3.

tread The threshold of God's Aftr(77ztf, x. xlvii. 6.

before God's golden throne,. ...... .^ ., . xil. xii. 6.

Who has rushed uncalled to the t of his God", M. N. Spec. Hors. 20.

Freightedwith truth evenfromthe/Ar(7MfiofGod: Naples^ gg.
from whose throne Time felt, Prom. n. iv. 53.
That dared to hurl defiance at his throne.^ . . . Q. Moby vii. go;

(2) the office or state of a Sovereign,
the scaffold and the throne, Alastor, 6\f.
tlie high throne he fills, Cenei,- 1, i, ir.

Nor will he so much misbecome his throne . . Ch. \st, 11. 317.
To the throne of Naples, GuitarJan£, rg.

I would not climb the imperial throne; .... I would, 5.
And laughter fills the Fane, and curses shake

the Throne Laon, iv. xiv. g.
The house-dog of the throne/ —— X. xxiv. 7.

Totters the fabric of thy guilt-stained throne— M, N. Post. Fr. 82.

placed on a conspicuous throne of thorns, . , , Q. Mab, in, 8g.
To dash him from his throne/ in. io6.

the hired, bravos who defend The tyrant's t.— . IV. lyg.

(3) a position of honour or power.
'Assume thy winged throne^ thou Vesper of our

throng !
' Adonais, XLVI. 9.

A throne ofjudgment in the grave :— .... Laon, II. iii. 8.

and every throne Of Earth or Heaven, .... vill. ix. 4.

And thought erect an universal throne, .... X. i., 5.

Thy throne is on blood, and thy robe is of rags ; CEdipus, II. ii, 43.
erectest there Thy throne of power unappealable : Q. Mab, III. 218.

(4") situation, position, or abiding place.

I bind the sun's throne with a burning] zone, , . Cloud', 59.
To the hell dogs that couch beneath his throne . Dcemon, r. n.
who dare to hurl Defiance at his throne, . . , II. 24.

Stooping to the slave of slaves From thy throne, Eug. Hills, 124.

Thou mightst have built thy throne Where it

had stood FallofBonap. 4.

Now beckoning thee out of thy misty throne Fr. XJnrisen Splen. 3.

_ Falsehood, 70.

Horn. Merc. LII. 8.

. LV. 3.

Laon, I. liv. i.

I. Iv. I.

I. Ivi. 9,

IV. XXV. 6.

V. XX. 8.

V. xxiii, 5.

V. xxvii. 7.

V. xliii. 9.

V. xlix. 5.

VII, viii. I.

• IX. xxxi. 2.

X. XXV. I.

X. xl. 4.
xr. xiii. 6.

XI. XX, 3.

XII. ix. 3.

XII. xvi. 9.

Orpheus, 103.

114.

ProL Hellas, 14.—— 124.

Prom. I. 17.

I. 208.
I- 375-
II. iii. ir.

II. iii. 61.

II. iii. g7.
II. iv. I.

II. iv. 149.
II. iv. 151.

Ill, i. 21.

in. i. 48.

Q. Mab, III, 134.
Rosal. 630.
Witch, IX, 8,

LIV. I.

LXXIV. 3.

Hang round my throne on the abyss. . . . Hellas, 867.-

The Anarchs . . . keep A throne for thee, . . . 880.

Thy throne of power, almighty as thou wert, . Laon, V. Song., 2. 5.

The daemon reassumed his throne . . . . ^ Lerici, 28.

the ice-rocks are shaken round Winter's throne. Liberty, i. 4.

Plead, loud as thunder, at Destruction's throne. Ld. Ch. II, 4.

Crouching at Corruption's throne, Mexican, II. 2.

Be her eternal throne Built in our hearts alone— Nat. Ant. V. i.

under the pavilion Of the Snn's Mrowe.' . . . OdeLib.in.%.
thine earliest throne and latest oracle -— V. 15.

And gold profaned thy capitolian throne, . . . vil. lo.

Driving on fiery wings to Nature^s throne,' . . ~— XVII. 10.

establishing his throne On vanquished will,, . . Polit. Great. 12.

and from the throne of Destiny P^ol. Hellas, 175.

Which stand for ever full beside my throne. . . Prom. ill. ii. 43.

some God, Whose throne was in a comet, , . . IV. 317.

Love, from its awful throne of patient power . . iv. 557.
Startling pale midnight on her starry thronef . Q. Mab, iV. 40.

Establismng the imperishable throne Of truth, . Vll. 246.
Grey Power was seated Safely on her ancestral t. ; Rosal. 700. %
And stands before the spirit's inmost throne, . . St. Epips. 144.

Whose throne is in the depth of human thought, Two Fr.Invoc.\\.2,

(5) applied to the source of a stream.
From the ice gulpha that gird his secret throne. Mont B. 17.

Throned, pp. Ftg. (1) established, abiding.
Ch. ist, II. 151.

, Hellas, 415.
. /,flo«, viii.xiii. 5.
. JVizt. Ant. II. I.

. Ode Lib. Cane. 2.

Prom. I. 401.

the spirit of life thronedin the heart,

—

And shake the soals t. on their stony hearts,
And Hate is throned on high with Fear
See, she comes /Arow^rfonTiigh, ....
Is throned an Image, so in tensely fair . .

Let others flatter Crime, where it sits throned . - . - ---.

Throned in the thoughts of men, Triumph^ 267.

(2) situated, seen,
the vital mom When throned on ocean's wave ^ Dm-mon, i. 6.

Sits thronedin his flaming chair, Ginm/ra, 218.
As light in the sun, throned: Prom. i. 431.' ' •

. Q. Mab, I. 6.

. Dante Conv, 16.

, Epips. 226.

. Deemon, i, 270.

the mom When throned on ocean's wave
(3) exalted.

It saw a glorious Lady throned aloft ; .

like a God throned on a wingfed planet,

Throned, ppl. adj. (1) reigning.
The likeness of a throned king came by,
At that throned traitor's summons ; Laon, x. iv. 3.

(2) all powerful, over-ruling.
Even throned Evil's splendid impotence, . . , vii.xxxvi.3-.

In throned state is ever dwelling Peter, in, xxiiii o.

(3) established, acknowledged.
O'er thy face, my heart's throned queen \ . Q. ofmy Heart, III. 6.

Thrones, n. A. Ut. royal seats.

Thrones, altars; judgment-seats, and prisons ; . Frorn. in, iv. 164-

B, Fig. (1) seats of power, positions of rule.

Whilst monarchs laughed upon their thrones . Falsehood, 1.

Those thrones, high built upon the heaps Ofbones 5.

SangTiine thrones B.nd impious altars quaked, . Fr. Milton, 5.
Darkened the thrones and idols of the West, . Hellas, 263.
thrones then first shook, Laon, I. xxxi, 6.

shall scatter in its gust The /. of the oppressor, .

and gathers strength around its trembling t. . .

and the state Of Kingless thrones,
and thrones uptom, . ...
nor those who bow To thrones
That gold should lose its power, and^. their glory;
And Mrones, which- rest on faith in God,
from yon thrones pinnacled on the past

.

Gloomy or briffht as- the thrones they fill.

And behold, thrones were kingless, . .

royal'murderersj whose mean ^rowfij Are bought Q. Mab, IV. i

the diadem Of earthly thrones or gems .... Triumph^ 13

(2) positions of glory or grandeur.
Rose from their t., built beyond mortal thought, Adonais., XLV, 2.

(3) authorities, powers.
and place my foot . . . Upon his subject thrones. Calderon^ II. 122.

(4) pinnacles.
and thrones radiant with chrysolite Alastor, 94.

(5) seats.

from their thrones in vindication sprung ; . . . Laon, xi, xix. 7.

Dark amid thrones of light Prol. Hellas, 58.

(6) abiding-places,
and from their mountain thrones The deemons
and from their glassy thrones

(7) powers, forces.

And Science struck the t. of earth and heaven,

(8^ monuments-
for Fear is never slow To build the /. of Hate,

(»)
the Ocean Powers Sit on their pearled thrones,
the thrones Of the bright stars, . . ,

Throng, n, (1) the mass, the world at large.

far from the trembling throng Adonais.^ LV. 3.

They from the throng of men had stepped aside. Serchio, 37.

(2) a crowd or assembly.
Far from the throng and turmoil. Calderon, I. 12.

A multitudinous throng around him knelt, . . Dce^non, i. 277.
You desolation's gory Mr(7«^ Shall bear . ..along Death Vanq. 44,
The sound of song, the rushing throng! . . , Faust^ II. 66.
But what is that for a Bedlam throng? . . . 11. 171.
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II. xiii. 7.

IV. xxiii. 9.

VII. xiii. 9.
VII. xxxv.5.
VIII. xii, 9.
VIII. xvi. 2.

X. xxxv, 9,

. Prol. Hellas, 8,

.70.
Prom. III. IV. 131.

- 70.

133-

. Hellas, 708.
, Prom, in, ii. 23.

. II. iv, 74.

. Laon, X. xiii. 5.

. Arethusa, iv. j.

Cycl. 339.
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But Laon's name to the tumultuous throng . . Laon^ iv. xvn. 6.

And matrons with their babes, a stately throng-/ IV. xxi. 7.

what secret fight... Waged through that silent/./ V. ii. 9.

what need for that great Mrow^ might be, . . . v. xix. 8.

Accompanied by the still throng he went . , v. xxxvi. 2.

floated o'er the infinite throng: V. lii. 2.

saw the /A^o«^below Stream through the gates VI. iv. 5.

where the throng Waste the triumphal hours , X. xii. 8.

The Pestilence, the Tyrant, and the /Aro«^/ . . -—- Xll. xvii. 2.

We join the throng Of the dance and the song, . Proni: IV. 83.

And laugh'd, in joy, the fiendish throngs . . .St. Ir. (3) xv. i.

. The /^roM^ grew wilder, ......... Triumph, ys.

(3) party, companionship.
'Assume thy winged throne, thou Vesper of our

throngr AdonaiSy XLVI. 9.

(4) a mass or quantity.
Stream and streamlet hurry down—A rushing t. / Fausi^ ll. 53.

_

visionary woes, an unreposing throng. .... L,aon, Vll. xvi. 9,
A Shape, a throng of sounds ; Prom. I. 226.

a throng Of thoughts and forms iv. 416.

Tlirong-, V. I. ir. fill, people.
Living globes which ever /. Thy deep chasms . Ode to Heaven^ 12,

who throng those, bright and rolling worlds . . Prom.. I. 2.

Meteors and mists, which throng air's solitudes : IV. 547.
II. intr. (1) gather together, come together.

The fire-flies flit, and swarm, and throng, . . . Faust, II. 84.
they Who throng around them II. 255*
irresistibly Throng, like full clouds at the Sci-

rocco's cry ; Hellas, 277.
Warm tears MroM^fast! Laon, I. xlv. i.

Whenmyriadsat thy call shall Mr(7«^ around . n.xxxviii.6.

Which round thy secret strength now throng . IV. xv. 9.

The wild-eyed women throng around her path : . IV. xx. 1.

collect tumultuously. And throng xa. arms ; , . IV. xxiii. 8.

Throng from the mountains when the storms V. xvi, 4.

All shapes might throng to share, V. Iv. 9.

Shall throng around our steps in gladness . . V.Song,^. 10.

ever prej^s on all Who throng to kneel for food : ix. xvii. 8.

tho' myriads throng.axoMtxA ;
xii. iii. 3.

howling M^o«^ The genii of the storm, . ^ . . Front, l. 4.1.

Unwonted tears throng to the horny eyes, . . . II. \. 3.

(2) throng through, pass in great numbers.
that ceaselessly T. through the human universe, Dcsmon, II. 3.

„ Q.Mab,iyLz.
Throusred, v. I. tr. filled, crowded.

all Who throngedthe prison's stony hall, . . - Rosal. 919.

II. intr. gathered together, assembled.
the Mariners came near And thronged VltomsA . Laon, Vlll. iii. 3.

the murderers thronged behind Mask, xxxiii. 5.

The nations thronged around, and cried aloud, . Prom. i. 650.
thronged about the brow Of lawyers, .... Trimnph, 509.

Tliroug'ed, //. crowded with people.
Afar, the city walls were thronged on high, . . Laon, v. xv. i.

its stair With female quires was Mrow^ee^.* . . v. xliii. a.

Throng-ed, ///. adj\ crowded, filled.

And the thronged streets Rosal. 888.

Tlirongluer, vbl. n.
What thronging, dashing, raging, Faust, II. 211.

Throngfing, pr. pple. crowding or coming hastily together.
Thronging xoyxnd human graves, Dcemon, I. 258.
who round her thronging came, Ginevra, 28.

its millions shall advance, Thronging vo\iXi.d.the,e, Laon, il. xlv. g.

when thronging to the moon's command, . . . Vll. xiii. 5.

Thronging in the blue air ! Prom. I. 666.

ThronginsT, ppl. adj. crowding, jostling.

See those thronging chaxXots KoWinz, • • • . Ch. isi^ \, i^i^.

And -thronging shadows, fast and thick, . . . Con. Sing. in. 7,

a human breast Which thronging cares annoy— Horn. Mere. Vii. 5.

The thronging constellations rash in crowds, . Laon, i. xlix. 8.

A tumult and arush of MroKSjO-m^feet .... III. iv. 8.

a source of thronging tears ; Vll. xix. 2.

Chased by the Mr£?«^m^ winds Xll.xxxiii.3.

The thronging thousands, to a passing view, . Q. Mab, 11. 100.

Throng's, n. crowds, multitudes.
*mid the throngs which ever ebbed and flowed . Laon, V. li. 2.

Over the plain the throngs were scattered then . V. liv. i.

make human Mrow^j gather and rise .... vil.xxxiv.4.

their throngs did make Behind the steed, . . . x. iii. 8.

The torturing and conflicting throngs within, . Prom. I. 493.

Through, prep. (1) firom one side to the other, athwart.
diffuse Their lustre MfOM^^ its adamantine gates. Damon, 1.228.

And through the chasm the flood did break . . Mar. Dr. xxii. 3.

Fell through the window panes, Zucca, viil. 4.

(2) throughout.
Even whilst That doubt is passing t. your mind, . Cenci, iv. iii. 39.
No more alone through the world's wildernepg, . Laon, Ded, viii. i.

(3) amongst.
Through the unheeding many did he move, . , Li/t not, 11.

(4) between.
Winding ^;^^o«^A hills in solitude; Mar. Dr. XXI. ^.

(5) about, along.
and life's pale light Flashed M^'ow^A those limbs, Adonais, xxv. 5.

the jellied blooa Runs freely thro^ my veins. . , Cenci, iv. iii. 44.
and wind Through that wide vale ;

Mar. Dr. xiii. 5.

The dissolving strain, M^-OM^A every vein, . . Music, /pant, ll. 5.

Free through^the streets of Memphis Witch, Lxxv. 7.

(6) of time, during-
through the distant mist of years Ch. 1st, IV. 24.
Sings like the fool through darkness and light. , V. 9.
Through the winter wandering, Jane, Invitn, 8.

(7) by means of.

My mind became the book through which I grew Laon, VII, xxxi. i.

Through, adv. (1) thoroughly.
like a mine I rifled through and through, . . , Vll. xxxi. 3
(2) to their end.

which carry through The excellent impostors of
this earth Julian, 241.

Throughout, prep, from one end to another.
Whose rays, diffused through, all space and time, Damon, Ii. 6.

throughout the streets^ the Priests ne sent . . Laon, ix. xiii. 7.

whose legions range Throughout the sleep . . Mar. Dr. xix. 5.

Throw, V. tr. (1) cast, hurl.
a stone at you Will I throw Cycl. 56.
Throw you as ballast into the ship's hold, . . 217.

(2) hold or toss up suddenly.
*gan to throw Aloft his armed hands, .... Laon, x. xxxi. 5.

(3) unseat.
I will not ^j^MTZw you CEdipus, ll. ii. 1X5.

(4) jerk.

Throw back their heads and loose their stream-
ing hair ; Triumph, 147.

Thrown,//. (1) cast.

Athwart what brow is that dark mantle thrown. ? Adonais, xxxv. 2.

thy scarf hadst t. O'er the abandoned Earth, . . xli. 7.

And over me a mystic robe was thro-wn, . , . Laon, l. xlvi. 7.

(2 ) cast away, discarded, given.
Cut out and thrown to dogs first! Cenci, v. iii. 99.
She mourned that grace and power were thrown

asfoodTo the hyena lust ./,«;?«, Ii. xxxvi. 7.

(3) sprinkled or cast about.
Had/, the ashes all dispersedly About the road— Horn. Merc. "LS..^.

(4) hujled by natural force.

Like light dissolved in star-showers, thrown : St. Dejection, II. 4.

(5) projected, cast up,
had thrown Within the walls of that grey tower, Laon, iv. i. 7.

The dead and putrid fish were ever thrown / . . x. xviii. 3.

(6) shot from a gun.
the shaft Ofthe artillery from the sea was thrown vi. xi. 7.

(7) diffused, cast.

O'er the faint cold starlight ofheaven Is thrown, Jane, 11. 3.

was M^<7Z£;« Over the world Laon, Ded. v\. \.
which was thrown Athwart the glowing steps . i. Ivi, S.

there was thrown Over her look, the siiadow of
a mood xi. i. 3.

t. Athwart the darkness and the glare of pain, . Medusa, i\. 6.

We have but thrown, . . . Our shadows on it . . Triurnph, 250.
Were thrown upon the rafters and the roof , . UnJ. Dr. 223.

(8) buried out of sight.

and into darkness thrown , . Laon, will. x. 8.

(9) placed naturally, grown,
whose fringe is thrown Over thine eyes .... Mar. Dr. 11. 3.

(10) confided, resigned.
Has thrown herself, her cause, her life, her all, CEdipus, II. i. 162.

(11) directed.

With fairest smiles of wonder thrown On that
which is indeed our own, W. Shel. III. 5.

(12) emitted or sent forth.

ray Of thine own beauty from my spirit thrown. Yet look, 4.

(13) the die be thrown, an irrevocable course be taken,
but ere the die be thrown, Hellas, 445.

Throws, V. tr. casts.

and throws a sword into the left-hand scale, . . Ch. ist, II. 48.

i^Thrush, n. a song bird ( Turdus musicus).
The lark and the thrush and the swallow free, . Serchio, 18.

Thrust, V. I. ir. A. Lit. push with force.
Or thrust him from the precipice Cycl. 447.
Thrust fire into his eye 640.
Thro' which they /Ar«j/ me, open stood the while, Laon, ill. xiv. 3.

B. Fig. intrude.
Which on the paths of men their mingling poison

thrust. —^ II. iv, 9.

II. intr. make a push.
Hasten and thrust, Cycl. 660.

Thrusting-, /;'. ppie. busying, bustling.

Thrusting, toiling, wailing, moiling, .... Peter, III. xi. 1.

Thrusts, V. tr. (1) emits, gives forth.

The brand under the shed thrusts out its smoke, Cycl. 597.

(2) obtrudes or forces.

Thrusts the redemption of its wickedness :— , Laon, IV. xxii. 4.
*Thule, n. a typically remote place.
From Thule to the girdle of the world, .... Hellas, 936.

*Thuxuhscrew&', n. instruments of torture.

With thumbscrews, wheels Gisb. 35.

Thunder, n. A. Lit. the noise which accompanies lightning.
Afar the melancholy ^^«w(/cr moaned, . . . . Adonais, Xlv. y.
an expiring storm Whose thunder is its knell ; . xxxi. 4.
from the moan Of thunder, to the song of night's

sweet bird
; , ^LII, 3.
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The thunder and the hiss of homeless streams . Alastor^ $66.
It bursts on the roqf like the thttnder's roar, . APenn. 3.

And earthquake and thunder Did rend .... Arethusa, II. 10.

The thunder is knelling Autumn^ il. 2.

Then wind and thunder^ Cenci^ III. ii. 37.
Heaven's thunder to our harm ; Ch, \st^ III. 38.
And laugh as I i>ass in thunder. Cloudy 12.

In a cave under is fettered the thunder^ . . . 19.
Emulating; the /A«wi/tfr of high heaven (^fi?. 312.
Flames before the thunder^s way

;
Faust^ I. 22.

The thunder is toUinff, ....,,... Fugitives^ I. 7.
The interrupted Mm«5^»' howls ; ff^'ji. 126.1
The ^^MwaJtfr as of earthquake coming B'eliaSyj22.
whose fierce delight Is /A7*«rf.fr— Horn. Venus^ 36.
one blast of muttering /Awwrfi?;^ Burst in far peals Laon, i. ii. i.

Shook with the sullen thunder^ VI. xlv. 5.
a sound arose like thunder, VII, x. g.
as with a blast Of subterranean MwMcfe?' . . . vni.xxviii.2.
Plead, loud as thunder^ at Destruction's throne. Ld. Ch. 11. 4.
Pour from thy clou.d-fprra'd hills the t. roar . . M.N. Despair, 2±.
And his rider howls in the thunder's roar. M. N. Spec. Hors. 38.
More distinct than the thunder's^W^^st roar. . 46.
And speak in thunder to the sky, Mask, xxvil. 4.
Its thunder made the cataracts dumb ; ... Peter, i. xili, 3.
And through thunder and darkness dread . . Prol. Hellas, 6^.
Swifter than the /. fell To the heart of Earth, . . 262.
As thunder, louder than your own, ..... Prom. I. 68.
nor had /i^M«aS?r, Nor yon volcano's I. 87.
until his thunder chained thee here —^ I, 162.
How fearfully God's thunder howls behind ! . i. 434.
I heard the thunder hoarsely laugh : .... i, 71?.
it shall be As /^««i^^rmingled with clear echoes; iii. i'li. 82.
With the thunder of gladness IV. 54.
With thunder^ and with whirlwind, . . .

• iv. 377,
the deep roar Of distant thunder Q, Mab. iv. 28.
Above me, the crash of the thunder was rolling, St. Ir. (i) 11. 3,
And louder peal'd the thunder. (3) xiv. 6.
As the birds at thunder's warning. . . . . Sophia, iv. 3.
Six the M««(sfey has smitten, vis. Sea, 61.
it mocks the mixed thunder 70.
Rebounding, like thunder^ from crag to cave, . 97.
B. Fig. (1) loud noise resembling thunder.

Lifting the M««cferof theiracclamation, . . Laon, v. xiv. i.

The /^Mwrffir of whose earth-uplifting roar . . . Xii. xxxix.4.
flung the Mmw^^ of that spell! Proni,i.6\.
Sister, I hear the thunder of new wings.
(Hear ye the thunder of the fiery wheels . ,

Soon as the sound had ceased wnose t. filled ,

smash The thin winds and soft waves into t.;

(2) powerful music.
And from his touch sweet thunder flowed,
Hear ye the blast. Whose Orphic i. thrilling .

(3) the noise of cannon so called.
To speak in thunder to the rebel world. , . .

(4) applied to the rumbling of a volcano,
whose thunder axis Remotest skies,— .... Laon, IX. iv. 3.
The oracular thunderpene.tra.tme shook . . . Naples, 6.
as with its thrilling t. Vesuvius wakens -<Etna, . Ode Lib. xiii. ^.

Thunder, adj. ot, pertaining to, or like thimder.
M««£&^ smoke Strangles the air, Caideron, ll. ^i.
rolled With thunder speed : Faust, I. 4.
And my solemn thunder knell Hellas, 668.
and only light In the /A«7Z(iaf' night! 966.
even like a thunder gust Caught by some forest, Laon, iv. xx. 7.
She emptied the rain of the thunder showers. . Sensit. PI. ii. 36.
like clouds upon the thunder blast, . .

t^ . .

,

Thunder, v. intr. Fig. resound.
The voices of thy bards and sages thunder

^Thnnder-haffled, c. adj.
his thunder-dq0ed wings Rntangled . . .

*Thunder-T)all, c. n.

on caves cloven by the thunder-ball. . . .

*Thunder-balls, c. n.
the thunder-balls The day afiFright. . , .

thunder-balls which are raining from heaven
*Thunder-'bearing', c. adj. Fig.
the thunder-bearing hsLnner of M.a.hm\xd

; ,

singled out her thunder-bearing minion ; .

Thunder-bolts, c. n.
Thunder-bolts had parched our water, , . ,

*Thunder-cloud, c. n.
It tears me as fire tears a thunder-cloud, .

is lost In the skirts of the thunder-cloud: .

*Thunder-clouds, c. n.
drove his flock oi t-clouds Over the sea-horizon, „„, „
inaccessible abodes Of crags and MM«<3fer-c/oMfi^j? Naples, 131.

*Thunder-flt, c. n.
O'er a mighty thunder-Jit Chastening terror

:

*Thunder-mist, c. n.
Even as an eagle in a thunder-mist Fr. A soul, 11.

Thunder-peal, c. n.
That mandate is a thunder-peal that died . . . Q. Mab, III. 147.
Unheeded the thunder-peal cva.sh'd inmine ear— St. Ir. (i) in. 3.And oneddyingwhirlwmdtheM««dfe?'-^ga/past? (j) i. 4.

*Thunder-psalni, c. n.
chaunting their thunder-psalm To other lands, . Epips. 465.

.521.
. in. i. 47.

III. iv. gS.
. Vis. Sea, 146.

, Fr. Milton, 3.

. Hellas, 704.

301.

Triumph, 109.

. Ode Lib. VI. 5.

. Prom: III. ii.

• IV. 355.

. Calderon, II. 26.

. Vis. Sea, 29.

. Hellas^ 467.
. lYiuinph, 265.

. Front. I. 78.

I- 255.
. Vis. Sea, "13.

Hellas, 631.

-
. Bug. Hills, 182.

Adon. Cane. 33.
Gisb. 116.

, Ode Lib. xix, 4.

Witch, L. 7.

, Gisb. 148.
Prom. IV. 215.

^Thunder-smoke, c, n.

Of thunder-smoke, whose skirts were chrysolite.
the thunder-s. Is gathering on the mountains,
Its path athwart the thunder-smoke of dawn,
¥r?>.gmentoi inky thunder-smoke— . . .

*Thunder-storm, c. n.

How I ran home through last year's thunders. .

Such as the genii of the thunder-storm ....
*Thunder-Stricken, c. adj.

Like thunder-stricken dragons, for a space Left
the torn human heart, Laon, Ded. xill. 8.

*Thuuder-strike, vhl. phr. strike as with force of thunder.
Thunder-strike rebel victory, Hellas, 1020.

*Thunder-zondd, c. adj.
Its portals are inhabited By thuTtder-soned-winds. Ode Lib. V. 7.

Thunderbolt, n. Jupiter's fabled instrument of destruction.
I laugh to scorn Jove's thunderbolt, Cycl. 305.

*Thundered, v. intr. passed vi^ith sound like thunder.
The spirits of the tempest ^>5««f/<?r£i/ by. . . . Witch, XISVU^S.

*Thundered, pp/. adj. Fig. loudly proclaimed.
Like oppression's thundered doom Mask, xc. 2.

itThunderer, n. Jupiter.
The lofty Thunderer in a careless mood . . Horn,. Merc. IN. 6.

jThundering", pr.pple. Fig. making a deafening noise.
to mutual war Rushed in darK, tumult thunder., Alastor, 343.
7>4««£/£rz^ thro' all their aisles : D<^m.on^\i. 211.
like duns Tnunder. for money at a poet's door ; Gisb. 221.
MMwc/ijrm^ up Olympus? /V(7?«. III. i. 50.

*Thundering-B, n. Fig. noise as of thunder.
With inauspicious MM«(jS?r?«^j Calderon, W.i^.
Their Mwwafe^zM^j are echoed from zone to zone; Liberty, 1.2.

*Thunderproof, adj. able to resist thunder.
Through palaces a.nd temples thunderproof. . . Ch. ist, iv. 58.

Thunders, n. A. Lit. sound of thunder.
And thewaves and the thunders Vis. Sea, 10.

B. Fig. noise like thunder.
Mingling fierce /^MWi^r-j and sulphureous gleams, Hellas, 627,

Thunderstone, n. Fig. a cannon-ball.
Almost before the thunderstone alit 370.

Thunderstones, n. lightnings.
A solid cloud to rain hot thunder-stones, . . . Prom. iv. 341.

Thus, adv. (1) in this manner, in such maimer.
2^. ceased she : and the mountain shepherds came, Adonais, xxx. i.

Thus power and hope were strengthened . . Laon, Ded. v. 7.
If such live thus, have others other lives, . . Prom. ii. ii. 83.
which suffer Thy presence thus unveiled. . . 11. v. 20.
the clear silver tones. As thus she spoke, . . Q. Mab, l. 112.
And^MjI went lamenting, Zucca vi. i.

(2) to such extent.
If music can thus move Julian, 23a
Whoso will drag that woman to his side That

scared him tfius,
. . Laon, x. x. 9.

CS) in so doing.
And thus devote to sleepless agony, Prom. I 280
(4) so.

And that I walk thu^ proudly; crowned .... Couplets, 1.
thus much I spoke And noting he replied not,

added
: • Julian, 165.

Corruption would not now thus much inherit . Triumph, 203.

fThwart, adj. perverse, cross-grained.
And thwart Silenus find his goats undrawn, . . Prom. II. ii. 90.

Tli-Jiposs.pr. 2ndpers. sing.
When thy Son lay, pierced by the shaft which flies

i,r-.i".. ^"^^- , ; Adonais, il. 2.
With //ijv conquest-branded brow ...... Bug. Hills, 122.
Thy sweet voice to each tone of even United . Rosal. 8.

Thyme, n. a sweet smelling herb.
The bees on the bells of thyme^ . , Pan 1. 7.

*Thyniy, adj. fragrant with thyme.
'

'
'

'

'

Which round some thymy cape will lag ... Laon, vil. xl. a.
Thyself, rejl. pi'on. emphasizing distinction.
To interest thyself\n our affairs— Faust I zocommune with That portion of thyselfwhich Wcls Hellas, 8^K.

*Tiar, n. used for Tiara.
across the tiar Of pontiffs sate like vultures

;

*Tiaras, n. crowns.
Sceptres, tiaras, swords, and chains, . . .

Ticket, K. a token of a share in a lottery.
You would not buy the ticket .> . ...

* Tickets, n. pi. of Ticket.
Yet our tickets Are seldom blanks

Tide, n.

, Triumph, 496.

, Prom. III. iv. 166.

CBdipus, I. 129,

A. Lit. the ebb and flow of water, but applied to
waters generally.

Swayed with the undulations of the tide.
Augment your tide, O streams. . . , .

Undulate with the undulating tide : .

the tide suddenly Stood still

bathing her bright limbs in Ocean's tide,
and the tide makes A narrow space . . .

The foapi-wreaths which the fa.int tide wove
when the tide 'gan to flow

;

Stares at the rising tide,

Like the tide of the full and weary sea

Alastor, 303.
Bleg. Bion. 2.

Eptps. 434.
Hont. Min. 14.
Horn,. Moon, 10.

Julian, II.

Laon, I. xvii. 7.

I. xxii. 7.
- XI. X. 4.

. . Rosal. 971.
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When the tide was ragging fearfully, . . . , ^ Rqs^- JJ070,

extending its AVe From the Andes to Atlas, . , Vis, Sm., "^l^-

Like a sunbeam upon the ft'afe, We meei, II. 4.

B. ^?]^. rush or flow, a changing course of thought or

action.
This doubt with sudden iide flowed on his heart, Aiastor^ 220.

The mighty tide of thought had paused awhile, . Daemon^ il. 46.
"Which lurk beneath the tide Of life's uqq.uiet

stream Death Vcmq. 26,
each wind and tide To its fit cloud, . . . . , ^P^P-^' 350-
are Built below the tide of war, Heua.s^ 697.
Directs the torrent of that tide of men, . . . , —— 840.
how the full tide of power Ebbs to its depths. . . 848.
Awhile it stills the tide of aeony M.N. Despair^ 14.
In bitterer, feller iide^ on this torn bosom flow. .

-^— 18.

Pour the fierce tide around this lonely form, . .
^— 21.

E'en though the tide of time has roird between ; M. N. RavaiU 43-
had withstood the tide Of human things, . . . Q. Mab. ix. 37.
In an altered time and tide^ Rosal. 693.
Around, the dark t. of the tempest was swelling, St Ir. (i) l. 3.

In air whilst the t. of the night-storm is rolling, . (2) iif. 3.

Beneath the weltering of the restless tide. . . . Witch^ LXIII. 8.

Tide, n. time or season.
All the sweet season of summer tide^ Sensit. PL II. 59.

*Tideless, adj. uiM^istuibed by the tide.
Like a child's legend on the tideless sand, , . . Unf. Dr. 152.

Tides, n. A. Lit. ebb and flow of waters.
mid those battling tides Is left, , Alastor^ 393.
As the tides change sullenly Eu£: Hills^ J33.
B. Fig. (1) variations..

Can change with its false times and tideSy . . . Hellas^ 981.

(2) overpowering forces.

Not when the tides of murder roll, Death Vang. 6.

Tides of maddening passion roll, M. N. Ravail^ 85.
Tiding-s, n. (1) warnings, forebodings.
Tidings of approaching death. . . , . . , Fr. H^rk^ 4,

(2) news, intelligence.
Jiust heard the happy tidings^ , Laon^ xii, i, 6.
In memory of the tidings it has borne ; . . . . Front, lii. iv. 115.

•fTie, n. bond of union.
every tie that links me here Is dead ; . . . , M.N. Despair^ 28,
Yet is the tie departed Which bound thy lovely

soul Mary, who died, ir. i.

When fate has spared to rend some mental tie, Mather Sf Son, II, 4.
And rivets with sensation's softest tie . . . , Q. Mad, IX. 77.

Tie, V. tr. A. Lit. fasten in a bow or knot.
Here, Mother, tie My girdle for me, Cenci, V. iv. 159.
B. Fig. fix.

warmly, tie Thy soul, O Charlotte, M.N. Ravail, 48.
Tied, V. tr. (1) fastened with a band or string.

•

And yet I tiedXt fast.—O, horrible ! Cenci, \\\. \. 8.

And on his feet he ^z'eif these sandals light, , Horn. Merc. xiv. i.

(2) tethered.
But tied the steed beside, Laon, VI. xlvii. 8.

Tied,//, Fig, (1) knotted, entangled.
Many a riddle there is tied&Tv^^N Faust, II. 239.

(2) joined or united morally.
Strange fellowship through mutual hate had tifid, Laon^ lI. iv. 7.

rs) fascinated, fixed.
When Amphisbaina some fair bird has tied, . , vijl. xxi. 8.

jTies, n. (1) bands, plaits.

and the thick ^zVj Of her soft hair ...... vi. xxxiii. z.

(2) bonds of union.
her father, for such gentle ^^Vj Renounced, . . . Horn. Venus, 26.
My rapt soul dwelt upon the ties that bind . .M.N. Ravail, 7.
And finds torn the soft ties to affection so dear. . St. Ir. (5) i. 8.

Tig'er, n. a savage beast {Felis iigris).

When the /. approaches can the fast-fleeting hind Bigotry, l, 3.
Though a fiercer than tiger is there llj. 4,
To come between the tiger and his prey. . . Cenct, iv. i. 174.
The tiger leagues not with the stag at bay . . Hellas, 537.
eloquence, That might have soothed a t. rage, . Q. Mab, I. 35.
One Z;^,?^ is mingled in ghastly affray .... Vis. Sea, \^-j.

the tiger has wounded the veins 143.
Hot bullets burn In the breast of the tiger, . . 156,
Even as a tiger on Hydaspes' banks .... Witch, LI. 3.

Tisrer, as adj, ferocious, fierce.

Charming the A>-fir joy Prom. IV. 501.
Tigers, n. pi. of Tiger.
tameless z^z^f^j hungering for tilood. ..... Q. Mai/, IV. 21^.
Are those Twin tigers, who burst, Vis. Sea, 40.
beckoning the tigers to rise and come near, , . 72.
The tigers leap up ... —

^

92,

Tisflit, adv. (1) safely,

the right Held his beloved tortoise-lyre tights Horn. Merc. XXV. 8.

[2) firmly, strongly.
And bind your tender body in a chain Inextric-

ably/;>^/, . xxvil.3,
JLinked tigAt with burnmg brass, Laon, x. xxxix. 2.

(3) J-zg. securely, inalterably.
Has bound its chains so tight around the earth, . Q. Mad, V. 167.

Tiffhtly, adv. firmly.
Cling tightly to the old ribs of the crag. . . . Faust, II. 120.

*Tigrress, n. a female tiger.

A tigrfiss sating with the flesh of Iambs, , , . Q. Mad, VIII. 79.

*Tigris, «. a river of Asiatic Turkey.
Persia demands The cities on the Tigris, . . . Hellas, 586.

Till, prep. (1) to such time as, or to such a degree that.
Till the world's shadowy walls are past and

disappear Con. Sing, II. n.
Till it becomes all Music murmurs of. ... . Fr. Mus. II. 3.
Till this dreadful transport may Like a vapour

fade away, ; Jnv. Mis. X. 3.

(2) until.

Would feast ////eight Serchio,^^.

(3) elliptically with verb = H\\ the time when.
Tillhe pass the gloomy shore, .,...-. Fug. Hilts, 137.
//// we came Homeward Jutian.,^2.
what, we know not till we try ;

-—- 1S6.

:I:Tillagre, n. labour in cultivation.
The produce of his neighbour's tillage, . * . . Peter, II. ix. 4.

jTilled, V. tr. cultivated, laboured at.
I tilled these vines till the decline of day, , Horn. Merc, xxxiv. 8.

Tills, V. tr. Fig. prepares, makes fit'.

whose strife Tills . . . The wilderness of this Ely-
sian earth Epips. 18S.

Time, n. (1) as a mythological personification or entity.
The thrilling secrets of the birth oi time. . . . Alastor, 128.
How young art thou in this old age oitime/ . . Ch. 1st, I. 32.
Thou hoary giant Time, Damon, li. 28.
Now T. his dusky pennons o'er the scene Closes 11, 230.

,, „ „ „ „ „ Q. Mad, IX. 138.A benate,

—

Tune's worst ststtute unrepealed,— . Engl. 1S19, 12.
young Love should teach Time, Epips. 'Jt.

And bloody Faith the foulest birth of time. . . FallofBonap. 14.
This secret in the pregnant womb of /zmc, . . . Gisd. 104..

talk that might disarm Time, Laon, vil. i. 8.
Nor tim.e's dread victor, death, confess'd, . . . Love, 7.
M^ father Time is weak and grey Mask, xxiii. j.

Time, as if his pleasure Were to spare Death, .^ Naples, 13.
from whose throne TzOTtf fell, /Vww. Il.iv. 34,We bear Time to his tomb in eteriiity iv. 14.
Shall live but in the memory oitime, . , . . Q. Mad, v. 257.
Timet Unfold the brooding pinion vili! 3.
Have faded from the memory of Titne viii. 46,
Even Tim^, the conqueror, fled thee in his fear ; ix. 23.
Zz'/we was the king of earth: IX. 34.
On all the mingling lineaments of time ix. '69,

on which Ti?ne has written His scorn .... Vis. Sea, 62.
Incestuous Change bore to her father Time, . . Witch, I. 2.

(2) all time, the past and future, eternity.
Through tim^ and change, unquenchably the

same, Adonais, xxxvill. 8.
The splendours of the firmament of time. . . xliv. I.
which night and time have quenched for ever, . Alastor, 670.
Tz'wz^, That loadstar of the ages, Calderon,i\. \Z^.
Like eaglets floating in the heaven of tim.e, . . Ch. 1st, iv. 56.
Space, matter, time and mind— Damon, 11. 50.

n .1 „ ,, Q. Mad, VIII. ^o.
On all the mingling lineaments oi time .... Deemon, ii. igii,
diffused throughout all space and time, . . . 11, 6.

_, «• , M , M n )t .... Q. Mad, IX. 6.
Than the tattered pall of //wtf, . ". Eug. Hills, iy2.
So from TiTne^s tempestuous dawn Hellas, s^2.

This gloomy crag of //?«^ to which I cling, . . . 926.
Which frowns above the idle foam of Time. . . 1007.
Darkness has dawned ... On the noon of time . 1024.
And to remoter time Bequeath ...;... 108?;.
Oh, world! oh, life! oh, //?«e/ Lament, h i.
Which darkened nought but timers unquiet flow Laon, iv. v. 2.
Justice, and truth, and time, vii. xxxi. g.
The flood of //«M is rolling on, . xii, xxvij. 4.
Live they this, the waste of time ? Love's Rase, I

'2.'

swift time has fled away, M.N. Fragmt. i.
E'en though the tide oftime has roIPd between

; M. N Ravail 4.2.
thine must be till time shall fade away. .... —^ 50.
As it sate on the ruins of time that is past ? .M.N. Spec. Hors. 2.
Within the surface of Time's fleeting river . , Ode Lib. yi. 1.
Rending the veil of space and /2>«c asunder ! . » Vi. 11.
TiTne cannot dare conceal xill. 15.
thro' boundless space and time Prom. i. 301.

'

Into Eternity, where recorded //we, i. 417.
Fate, Time, Occasion, Chance, and Change? . 11. iv. 119.
To this far goal of Time m. Hi. 174.
though tim^ may change and years may roll, . Q. Mab, Ded. 14.
But matter, space and /. In those aeriaimangions II. gi.
That from the depths of unrecorded iifne . . , ^— vi. 187.
Which, nor the tetnpest breath of //»«, .... vj. 227.
Through the wide rent in Time's eternal veil, . vill. 12.
Ocean of Time, whose waters of deep woe . . Time, 2.
That moment from //?«e was singled We 7neet,\\\. x.

(^3) the passage or course of time.
on which dull Time Feeds, Adonais, L. i.

from this point of /z'»2«, I am C*mc/, in. i. 67.How slow ... Lags leaden-footed /(»«/ . , , IV. ii. 3,
and heaven and earth, and time, -^t— v. ii. w.
Till time, and its comfng generations .... Ch. ist, II. 170!
Be tliese the expedients until tittfe and wisdom . u. 292,
and scorn the storm Of //we IV. m.
And as changes follow Time Eug. Hills, 2h\.
which /, has swept In fragments towards oblivion. Fall ofBofiaf, 6.
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and ti-me's printles^ torrent erew Fr. Keats^^.
chance, or custonit Htne or change, Ginevra^ 60.

the shocks Of wave and wind and iz'me Otsi>. 54.
She followed thy bier through Time; , , . , Hellas^ 99.
To stem the torrent of descending time: , , . 350.
Time has found ye lig;ht as foam 442.
To do with tiine., or place, or circumstance ? . . 802.
which iime had written there Julian^ 481.
Time may interpret to his silent years L.aon^ Ded. XI. £,

Of minds whom neither i, nor change can tame, . II. ii. 7.

behind, Terror and l^ime conflicting drove, . . —— ll. vi. 8.

which ti?He nor chance, Nor change may not
extinguish, rv. xvi. 7.

Left fear and time unfelt —— VI. xxxv. 9.

weaving wings for titne's perpetual way. . . . vii. xxi. 9.
time imparted Such power to me, vll. xxx. 4.

Which Time thus marks for the devouring tomb, vill. xix. 7.

ere Dark time had there its evil legeiid wrought Vlll.xxix.4.
but iime shall be forgiven, ix. xxxv. 7.

When titne shall be no more, O tkou^ 6.

Tiwtf both; to-day, to-morrow; Prom. ll. iii. 69.
Where we will sit and talk ofAwe and change, . III. iii. 23.

Indented by tim^s unrelaxing grasp, Q. Mab^ li. igo.

the lofty destiny Which restless time prepares "
. ^— III. 20.

the faintest sound From time''s light footfall, . . in. 141.

Which tifHe is fast maturing, ill. 236.
Yes ! when the sweeping storm of time .... VI. 220.

Time^ earth and fire— WitcA, xix. 4.

(4) a period, a certain lapse of time.
Whose tapers yet bum through that night of time Adonais, V. 4.

Who waged contention with their timers decay, . xLViii. 8.

Would make life sweeter for a longer tifxe. . . Cycl. 453.
long tim£ Checked his swift steeds, Horn., Min. 15.

More t. than might make grey the infant world, . Laon^ III. ii. 2.

Tifne past, I know not whether months .... Vli. xxvi. i.

I lived alone In the titne which is our own ; . . Lerici, ^4.
for a time the unwilling sport Of circumstance . Q. Mab, I. 152.

That time is dead for ever, child Thai time, i. i.

Is Time long past, {rep.) Time longpast^ I. 2.

cast From Time long past in. 6.

(5) the present life, the duration of being in this world.
But I am chained to Tttne^ and cannot thence

depart ! ... Adonais, xxvi. 9.
W^hich mark the bounds of tifne^ O thou^ k.

would grace With passionate talk . . . Our time^ Sonn. Dante^ 13.

(6) the present age or period,
Armed to strike dead the spirit of the time, . . Ch. 1st, u. iig.

the terrors of the ti^ne Are sown II. 471.
Disgusted with the humours of the titne, . . . Paust, il. 230.
let his page Which charms the chosen spirits of

the time, Gisb. 244.
Cast from the envious future on the time, , , . Sonn. Byron, 11.

(7) an age or special period.
In old Colonna^s time; Cenci, III. ii. 63.
a wonder of that simple tifne, . JSptps. 490.
Twining memories of old tim.e , . Eug. Hills, 158.
And since that time, aye, long before, . . . 250.
the terrors of the coming- tiyne Ginevra, 90.
I'll have My house by that t. turned into a grave Gisb, 293.
The shadows doubtless of the unborn tim,e . . . Hellas, 609.
Wiled, not untaught, his silent time away. . . Maren^hi, xix. 6.

Children of elder time, in whose devotion . . . Mont B. 21.

Who let his lamp out in old time Prom,. III. iii. 149.
shall start up, Even in perversest time: . . . . Q. Mab, vi. 34.
In an altered tiyne and tide, Rosal. 69^.
See the great bards of elder time, Triumph, 274.
which from unknown tifne Had yawned .... - 312.
Ofmaids deserted in the olden A'»2fi, Unf. Dr. 187.

(8) an occasion, moment, season, period.
That I may kiss th^e now for the last iime— . . Bion. Aden. 43,
feeds and rests at the same tim£ Calderon^ i. 65.
The next time I compounded with his uncle : . . Cenci, 1. 1. 19.
Another tim^. My brain is swimming .... I. iii. 164.
AseasonableA'»rff for maskers this! CA.ist^l.yy.
many a /. and oft Went up before our Father's feet, Dante Conv. 14.
Tempers the deep emotions of the time . . . Ginevra, 1 16.

She spends a happy tifne Julian, 168.
and swiftly choosmg The /z'we, XflO«, vi. xxv. 8.

She left me at the silent time Lerici, i.

Ah 1 when will come the sacred fated time, , M. N. Post. Fr. 39.
Ah ! when will come the time, when o'er the plain 43.
We should have led her by this tim,e of day.— . Serchio, 51.
Prithee, for this one time, Witch, Ded. i. 7.

I will declare another time; ........ Lxxvill.5.

(9) a suitable moment or period.
it is tim.e that I should now pursue My journey
When lawyers mask 'tis tim^ for honest men
We will find iime and place for fit rebuke.—

(10) the season of the year,
to catch woodcocks in haymaking time, .

Outlast the leafless time;
at the sweet titne when winds are wooing .

when the time of summer season smiled,
It was the azure time of June,
Between the tim.e of the wind and the snow,
frost paints the pines in winter time, . . .

(11) an appointed season.
Pause not ! The iim^ is past !

quite weak and grey before his iim^ ; , ,

. Calderon, i. 206.

. Ch. ist, I. 75.

. II. 92,

. Gisb. 320.

. Int. Beauty, V. 8.

Mother Hf Son, vi. 7,

, Rosal. 957.
. Sensit. PL III. 50.
. Witch, XLIV. 8.

at the appointed time Sends his decrees .... Prol. Hellas,, 29.

Died ere her time; Rosal. 1294.

(12) old age.
With ruins of unseasonable time. Bpips. 266.

(13) time to time = novf and then.

From time to iime I visit the old fellow, , . . Faust, i. 110.

1,14) time enough - in due season.

The Queen will be an angel tim.e enough. , . , CBdipus, II. i. 121,

(15) kept time = moved in cadence.
Kept^i'wff Among the snowy water-lily buds, . . Unf. Dr. 213.

(16) (?/? //ot^ = frequently.

oft /('we Following the serpent lightning's wind-
ing track, Witch, uv. 5.

*Tizae-destreying, c. adj. incalculable.

the thoughts that rise In tim.e-des. infiniteness, . Dcsmon, 11. 147,

„ „ „ „ „ „ . Q.Mab,viii..2o6.

^Time-worn, c. adj. having the look of antiquity.

Whose banner hangeth o'er the time-^worn tower rv. 13.

Times, n. (1) separate occasions.
And in that hope have saved your life three t. . Cenci^ I. i. 56.
I have wept for joy A thousand ^i'»z&p, . . . Ch. 1st, II. 487.
How man^ times Have I withstood Cycl. 178.

Twenty times a-day ? Exhortation, 9.

And as indulgently at other ti-m.es Faust, i. 32.
Ten tim,es the Mother of the Months had bent

Her bow Witch, IV. *.

(2) special ages, periods or events.
like the tale Of old times, repeats again. . .

the good old times I praise ; . . . .

old times and men had quelled
In times long past, when fair Eurydice . .

the events OTold and wondrous times, . .

the t. that were And scarce have ceased to be.-
in after times, her spirit free Knew what love was. Witch,'\,.xviii.

(3) the present days.
Gossip, you know little of these times. .... Faust, II. 310.
The times do cast strange shadows ..... Hellas, 12^,

(4) circumstances, current of life.

and fallen on evil times
Can change with its false times and tides, .

To suit the pressure of the changing times,

[^) as measure of degree.
The Gadfly's venom, fifty times distilled, .

Hell-fire Is twenty times too good for you.

(6) three times three, a triplet of cheers.
stand up and three times three ! . . . .

\J) at times, on certain occasions.
A toil so sweet at times, Yet look, 11.

*Tiniid, adj. fearful, hesitating.
suspend Her ^zw/df steps to gaze Alastor, 10$.
Those delicate and A'wz'i^ impulses Q.Mab,\x'8o.
And ^zOTz'rf lovers who had been so coy, . . . ., w^«/c4, Lxxvi. i.

*Tin, n. a white metal {Stannum).
mass Oitin and iron not to be understood

;
. Gisb. 49.

:|:TiucLer-box, 71. an article of domestic use superseded by
phosphorus matches.

Tinder-box, matches, fire-irons, flint and steel. Hom,.Merc.s:^ll\.%,

*Tinffe, n. tint or effect of colour.
That catches but the palest tinge of day .

That catches but the palest tinge of even,
*Ting'e, v. tr. give colour to.

Tinge not the moon's pure beam ; , . ,

ere it tinge the mountain tops ; . . . .

*Tiiiffed, pp. touched or affected.
tinged With shades of infinite colour,

, Faust, II. 64.
, II. 281.

Laon, IX. xiv. 9.

Orpheus, 56.
. Q. Mab, II. 247.
Triumph, 233.

. Gisb. 198,
. Hellas, 981.
. Q. Mab, VI. 67.

. (Ediptis, I. 352.
, Peter, VI. v. 5.

CEdipus, II. ii. 54.

Dmtnon, i. 60.

Q. Mab, I. 95.

IV. 12.

Triumph, 415.

Dcem-on, I. 144.
.. „ ... . .„ „ ... .Q.Mab,\.2ii.

'^Tinfifing', pr, pple. giving colour to.

the grey light of morn Ting, those fleecy clouds Deemon, i. 140.
Q. Mab, I. 229.

. Cenci, iv. 1. 164.
. Fr. Unsat. 3.

. (Edipus, I. 375.

. Rosal. 1033.

. Triumph, 158.

. Unf, Dr. 140.

. Cycl. 151.

. Prom. I, 133.

. Alastor, 7.

. April, 1814, 5.

, Pr. Athan. I. 2.

*Ting'le, v. intr. sensate sharply.
A fearful pleasure makes it prick and tingle :

To feel the blood run through the veins and t.

Or hear their names with ears that tingle not
Alas ! the unquiet life did tingle . ...
while the shock still may tingle ; . . . .

As made the blood tingle in my warm feet : ,

^Ting-led, v. intr.

So that it tingled to my very nails

*Xiugles, V. intr. thrilling.

it tingles thro' the frame As lightning tingles,

tTing-ling-, ///. adj. thriUing.
And solemn midnight's tingling silentness ; .

*Tiniaing, pr. pple.
The guitar was tinkling, To Jane, i. 4.

^^Tiusel, n. bright sparkling material.
Those mighty spheres . . . Were only specks of ^., Q. Mab, V. 145.

*Tiiit, n. slight colour.
Reflects its tint and blushes into love Desman, II. 68.

„ ,, „ „ ,, . . ^ n^fyrf.

With silver tint S. Irvyne's glade ! . . . .

*Tiuted,//. lightly coloured.
And that leaf tinted lightly which assumes

. Q. Mab, VIII. 123.

. St. Ir. (4) I. 4.

Fiordispina, 48.
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Tiny, adj. diminutive.
Such tiny twinklers as the planet orbs .... Dcsmon^ II. 315.

„ „ „ „ ,
g. il/aJ, IX. 223.

Tip, n. a tapering'extremlty.
ofacloud through its left-hand <2A . . . . C4. if/, II. 431.

a crown figured upon one Up, and a mitre on the

other II. 432.

Tips, n. tops of the trees.

When all the forest tips began to burn .... Triumph, 309.

tVi.-Bt, pp. Fig.
TijS/ with the speed of liquid lightnings, . . . fFjVcA, xxxvil. 3.

*Tirades, n. wordy declamations.
Appeared such mad tirades.— » . Peter, VI, ill. 2.

Tire, v. refl. weary.
Poor Media! you Wre yourself with talk. . . . Fiordispinii,6i.

Tired, pp. wearied, exliausted.

And I grew tired:— Cenci, I. i. 106.
' Tired, gives his sweetmeat, and again Cries for it, Devil, XIV. 3.

/!>««? with pleasure and with play Paust, u. ^23.

and /2Vtfrf with our delight Z-flo«, VII. xxii, 2.

Your Gadfly, as it seems, is /zre;/ of gadding. . . CEdipus, I. 219.

With adamantine nerves, grew tired;— . . . Peter, VII. xvi. 3.

After thy looks have made them tired of joy ? . Prom. III. iv. 27.

Tired with the pomp of their Osirian feast. . . Witch, LVIII. 8.

Tired, ppl. adj. wearied.
Nature's /zVeaT frame reposes Moonbeam, II. 2.

lie down like a /ireoT child, St. Dejection, iv. 3.

^Tiresome, adj. tedious, wearisome.
There is not anything more tiresome Calderon, I. 27.

You tiresome verse-reciter. Care,— Jane, Invitn, 36.

'Tis, abbrev. of it is.

but 'tis a bitter woe Eug: Hills, 233.
' Tis an old custom Faust,ii. 242.

I wake—7m done—'ftj o'er M.N. Ravail, 1 13.

Titan, n. Prometheus.
for Jove to clutch Ixion or the Titan :— ... Gish. 24.

Knowyenotme, The ZiVa«.> Prom. I. 11%.

I am his foe. The Titan I. 248.

The Titan is unvanquished still I. 315.

The Titan looks as ever, firm, not proud. . . i. 337.

Prometheus ! Immortal Titan! i. 443-

Prometheus, the chained Titan I. 44,';.

Dost thou faint, mighty Titan } We laugh thee

to scorn I. 541-

is tearing up the heart Of the good Titan, . . . I. 580.

Before the sacred Titan's fall, II. i. 40.

And Love, and the chained Titan's woful doom, II. ii. 93.

This, like thy gloty. Titan, is to be Good, great

and joyous, IV. 576.

*Titanlan, fli^'. (1) the work of the Titans.

calls From ruin her 7i'AiKjVi« walls? Hellas, ^05.

1,2) where the Titans are confined.

Even thus beneath the deep Titanian prisons . Prom. III. i. 62.

*Titanio, adj. the work of Titans.

But, as it were Titanic; Epips. 494.

Tithe, n. Fig. pittance.

The tithe that will support them Ch. ist, I. 160.

*Titlie-prootors, c. n. those who levied or collected tithes.

Tithe-proctors, and excise people CBdipus, II. i. 178.

*Tithon, n. son of Laomedon, king of Troy.

For such a charm when Tithon became grey! . Witch, LXVII. :<.

Title, n. (1) right, just claim.

much yet remains To which they shew no title. . Cenci, I. i. 34.

(2) an appellation of honour.

Its sweetest, last and noblest «/e—death ; . . Q. Mab, V. 222.

*Title-deeds, c. n. evidences of claim or right.

thai. {oTgeryO! the title deeds, Mask, xuv. 2.

Titles, n. names of dignity or honour.

the apostate Strafford ; he whose ftV&J . . . . Ch. 1st, I. 53.

Tmolus, n. king of Lydia.

Were as silent as ever old Tmolus was, . . . Pan, I. 11.

*Tmolus, n. a mountain of Lydia, now Bouzdag.

Phrygian Olympus, Tmolus, and Latmos, . . Hellas, 282.

From 7>Koto to the Acroceraunian snow. . . Prol. Hellas, 173.

To, prep. (1) denoting an addition or a gift.

To whose frail frame no second motion brings One
mood or modulation like the last Mutability, 7.

That give a shape to nature's varied works . . Superstition, 14.

Its strength and ardour ifo thy frenzied brain; . 18.

(2) denoting direction of a sound.

/oeach inconstant blastYielding one only response, Alastor, 563.

(3) denoting response = unto.

Responding /o the dhatm Summer-Evg.io.

(4) metaphorically denoting infliction = upon.

And the coming of death is a fearful blow 7b a _

brain unencompassed with nerves of steel ; There is no work, 15.

(5) signifying to relinquish and give up to.

Where hell and heaven shall leave thee free To
the universe of destiny

' 12.

(6) denoting release from an influences from.

Some respite to its turbulence April, 1814, 19.

(7) denoting provision, bestowment.
Whose windings gave ten thousand various

tongues To the loud stream Alastor, 550.

(8) denoting submission to an influence.
Did he resign his high and holy soul To images

of the majestic past, 629.
and thus he lay. Surrendering to their final im-

pulses The novering powers of life. . . . 638.
tame sacrifice To a fond faith I Coleridge, 16.

(9) denoting exposure= before, in face of.

Where the mountain, riven. Exposed those black
depths to the azure sky, Alastor, 375.

ere yet his wings Have spread their glories to the
gaze of noon . 4^8.

(10) denoting direction of purpose.

the multitudinous streams Ofocean'smountainous
waste to mutual war Rushed in dark tumult
thundering, .34^.

(11) denoting endowment, curious use = upon, on, for the

sake of.

wasting these surpassing powers In the deaf air,

to the 'blind earth, and heaven That echoes
not my thoughts ? 289.

(12) denoting endowment.
And to the damp leaves and blue cavern mould,

. . . Commit the colours of that varying
cheek, 598-

(13) denoting agreement or adjustment.

frame more attuned To beauty 288.

(M) denoting place whither.

to her cold home Wildered, and wan, and panting,

she returned 138-

Glutted with which thou mayst repose, and men
Go to their graves like flowers or creeping

worms 622.

(15) suggesting abandonment or dispersion,

and where the desolated tombs of Parthian kings
scatter to every wind Their wasting dust, . 243.

Scattering its waters to the passing winds. . . . 570.
'

(16) denoting causality.

His wandering step Obedient to high thoughts . 107.

Obedient /(7 the sweep of odorous winds . . . 317.

Obedient to the light That shone within his soul, 492.

(17) denoting obligation.

its claims To love and wonder;..*.... 98.

(18) denoting opposition.

Nature's most secret steps He like her shadow
has pursued, . ; . where the secret caves . ..

.

inaccessible To avarice or pride, .... 90.

(19) denoting change of quality = into.

a loss that turns their lights to shade 712.

Thine own soul still is true to thee. But changed
to a foul fiend through misery. Coleridge, 30.

(20) denoting direction.

Every sight And sound . . . sent to his heart its

choicest impulses. Alastor, 70,

The spirit of sweet human love has sent A vision

io the sleep of him who spumed Her choicest

gifts 204.

thou voyagest /(? thine home 281.

Appointetf to conduct him to the light Of those
beloved eyes, 331.

(21) denoting attendance, service.

the shapes Of this phantasmal scene who have to

thee Been purest ministers 697.

Were gods to the distempered playfulness . . . Superstition, 3.

(22) denoting attachment.

Her first sweet kisses have been dear to me. . . Alastor, 12.

Thoughts the most dear to him, 160.

Thine own soul still is true to thee, Coleridge, 29.

(23) denoting progression or increase of quality,

themad endeavour Would scourge thee to severer

pangs 34-

To, infin. part. (1) denoting purpose = for the purpose of.

he left His cold fireside and alienated home To
seek strange truths in undiscovered lands. . Alastor, 77.

the wild antelope, . . . (would) suspend Her timid

steps to gaze upon a form More graceful than

her own n 105.

stole From duties and repose /t? tend his steps :— 132.

and spread his arms to meet Her panting bosom : 183,

(2) denoting consequence.

the infant would conceal His troubled visage in

his mother's robe In terror at the glare of

those wild eyes. To remember their strange

light in many a dream Of after-times ; . , , 265.

(3) equivalent to at with present participle, denoting the

particular circumstances under which a matter takes or

is to take place.

Strangers have wept to hear his passionate notes, 61.

(4) denoting quality and capacity.

imbued iny soul With aught of natural piety to

feel Your love, 3.
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Art and eloquence, And all the shews o' the world
are frail and vain To weep-a loss that turns
their lights to shade . Alasior^ 712.

the power io wind thee in their wiles Coleridge^ 24.

To, pres, part, used in admonition.
This fiend, . . . Dream not to chase ; 33.

To and fro, adv, forwards and backwards.
the flow Of the whirlpool bore her to andfro. . Mar. Dr. XIV. 6.

Round his feet played to andfro^ Mask, V. 2.

The lady's radiant hair streamed to andfro: . Witck^ XLVI. 5.

Toad, n. a creature of the species Bufonidca.
Till she be sppckled like a toad; Ce««, IV. i. 132.
He had tamed eveir newt and snake and toad, . Marenghi^ xix. 2.

Like the water-snake's belly and the /oatfjback. Sensit. PL ill. 53.

^Toad-lilce, adj. c. shapeless, ugly.
A ioad'like lump of limb and feature, .... Peter^ IV. xvi. 4.

*Toadeater, n. a sycophant or fawn.
not what you feel but what he Aozs\—Toadeater ! Calderon^ i. 32.

Toads, n. pi. of Toad.
The slow soft toads out of damp corners creep, . Even. Pisa, i. 3.
foodless toads Within voluptuous chambers . . Prom. 1. 170,
Thou knowest that toads, and snakes, .... in. iv. 36.
would'st thou think that toads^ and snakes, and

efts III. iv. 74.

:{:Toadstools, n. poisonous fungi.
and toadstools, and docks, and darnels, .... Sensit. PI. III. 116.

Toast, 71. scorched bread.
we'll have tea and toast

;

Gisb. 303.

't'Toast, n. a person or subject in whose honour liquor is drunk.
A toast/ a toast/ stand up CEdipus, II. ii. 34.

Toast, V. tr. roast at the iire.

as if She does not always toast a piece of cheese I. 182.

itToasting-, pr. pple. cooking at the lire.

Toasting their flesh and ribs, Horn, Merc, XX. 6.

To-come, c. n. futurity, the future.
Before the dread tribunal of to-conu. The fore-

most,— Gisb. 200.
The present, and the past, and the to-come. . . Hellas, 148.
like an Incarnation Of the To-co-me ; . . 8=14.

Thou seest but the Past in the To-come. . . . Prol. Hellas., 161.

To-day, c. n. Fig. the present as opposed to the future.
Is not to-day enough? Fr. Is not^ i.

For his service and his sorrow, A smile to-day, a
song to-morrow Guitar Jane, 42.

To-day is for itself enough ; Jane, Invitn, 40.
can borrow For poor to-day, from rich to-morrow, JLove, Hope, 38.
As the fawn draws the houndj. . . to-d., to-morrow ; Prom., ii. iii.' 69.
We find the thing we fled

—

To-day. ... . To-morrow^ i. 6.

To-day, adv. now, on this day.
Rocks the death-cold year to-day; .... Dirgefor Year, 11. 4.
A thousand mourners deck the pomp of death

To-day, Damon, II. 218.

,, „ ,, ,, „ „ Q. Mab, lyi. 110.
Full half an hour, to-day, I tried my lot . . . .E. Williams, V. i.

Love is the universe to-day— Er. Love, 2.

The flower that smiles to-day To-morrow dies ; . Mutability, (2) 1. 1.

Aye! to-day Stem is the tyrant's mandate, . . . Q. Mab, in. 143,
TOgretlier, adv, (1) so as to be closely joined, in a state of

union.
what Death can join together. Adonais, LIII. 9,
Where Strength and Beauty met together, . . Bridal, i, 2.

When Strength and Beauty, met together . . . Epithal. (2) 24.

(2) in company.
and we sate Sad together Cenci, III. i. 310.
will rise, and sit, and walk together, Epips. 541.
We watched the ocean and the sky together, , . Gisb. 146.
'het MS v^uiBLm together Bt\\\ Good Night, l. i.
and they stayed Together at my father's— . . Julian^ 00^.
Where they nad sank together, Laon, i. xiii. 2.

And we together sate by that isle-fretted flood. . iv. v. 9.
Waves sleep together When the blasts . . , cease. Ode^ Arise, 38.

(3) in concert, unitedly.
Islam must fall, but we will reign together . . . Hellas, 887.
And let us two henceforth together feed . . Horn. Merc, lxxxiv. i.

the youthful years Which we together past, . . Laon, VI. xxxi. 5.
those Who grow together cannot choose but love, vi. xl. 2.

if thou art he, we'll go to work ^o^tfMfi^-/ . . . VI. xlix. 9.
Try the magic test ^(^£/^r/ CEdipus,ll.i.i2%.
Methought among the lawns tog. We wandered, Prom. Ii. i. 143.
and we must dwell ioge. Henceforth in darkness. III. i. 55.
together trod The mountain-paths of virtue, . . Q. Mab, ix. 90.
its fiplded leaves which together grew Sensit. PL ill. 84.

(4) with each other.
And we have pledged a health or two together^
The other day when we conversed together?
talked together With obscure hints ; . . .

So Rosalind and Helen lived together . ,

(5) in union.
And our veins beat together;
whose pulse in joy now beat together^ . .

(6) along with, in. combination with.
She place my lute, together with the music
Here is the cup, together -with the skin. . .

Kissing Helena, together With my kiss.

, Cenci, I. lii. 10.

, III. i. 339.
, III. i. 356.
. RosaL 1275.

Epips. ^(i6.

, Laon, V. xlviii. 9.

. Ch. ist, II. 457.
. CycL 144.
,
Helena, i.

(7) both at one time.

To beat ihe poet and the devil together. .... Faust, II. 366.
Cures him of spirits and the spirit together. . . ij, 370.
Then joy and sleep Together fled Laon, \, xliii, 3.

So that their grapes may oft be plucked to.;— . Marenghi, X. 4.

(8) into a collection.

With the spoil which their toil Raked together . Prom., iv. 33.

(9) into one mass.
she kneaded fire and snow Together, .... Witch, xxxv. 2.

all things together grow xxxv. 3.

Toil, n. (1) as a mythological personification.

Though the slaves that fan her Be Famine and T.^ Ode, Arise, 18.

The lap of Fain, and Toil, and Age!—.... (Edtpus^ II. ii. 98.

(2) bodily labour, manual labour.
Which I could meet not by my daily toil. . . . Cenci, II. ii. 9.
O, Bacchus, what a world oi toil^ .... , CycL i.

When at their subterranean toil t}\^y swink, . . Gisb. 50.
from toil^nd dread, The sailors rest, .... Hom. Castor, 20.
Scorn, heavier far than toil or anguish, .... Laon, 11. xliii, 5.*
Shall they who by the stress of gnnding toil, . . v. xxxii.5.
Bear ye tne earnmgs of their toil? vill.xviii.5.

When from daily toil they come ; . . . . . Mask, xcii. 2.

Wherefore weave with toil and care .... Men ofEng. i. 3,
The forced produce of your toil} III. 4.
Whose house is some lone bark, whose t. the sea, Moschus, 10.

(Nor with less ^o/7were their foundations laid,) . CBdipus, I, 8.

Where they henceforth will live exempt from toil Prom., ill. iv. 109.
Worn out with /o//and slavery, Q. Mab, II. 143.
Her welcome for whom all his ioil'\B sped, . . . in. 56.
many faint with /(?z'/, in. '116.
who heap Toil and unvan^uishable penury . . in. 120.
earn Her unshared gifts with unremitting toil; . • in. 208.
Whom the morn weScens but to fruitless toil; . v. 115,
And poison, with unprofitable toil, v. 129.
His death a pang which famine, cold and toil. . ViH.160.
The over-busy gardener's blundering toil. . . . Witch^ Ded. IV. 8-

(3) anxiety, trouble, painful experience.
the thorny road, Which leads, through toil . Adonais, V. 9.
the fruit Of years oiioil Calderon, II. 175.
The same, having endured a woful toil. .... Cycl. 262.
With as little tozias they, Exhortation, 5.
Theirs is the toil, but mine the meed— .... Falsehood, 77.
thy toil and pain. Without my aid, were more

than vain ; 105.
But our toil and our pain are for ever in vain. , Faust, II. 183.
bom in blood, and nourished Witli tears and toil, Hellas, 851.
Falsehood, and fear, and toil, like waves . . Laon, viil. xv. 4.
Ail that I read of sorrow, toil, and shame, . . . viii. xvii. s^.

and all the /oz/ Wherewith ye twine viii. xix. 8.
nought on earth but toil and misery. • ix. xv. 9.
The patriot's meed, toil, death, and infamy. . . Marenghi, xi. 6.
hunger, t., and cold. Month after month endured

; XIII.2.
Those whom nor power, nor lying faith, nor toil, Otho, III. i.

with toil and travel, Had grown quite weak . /V. Athan. I. i.

from such toil\v^ never found relief; . . . . i. 28.
And toil, and hecatombs of broken hearts, . . . Prom. i. 7.
First famine, and then toil, and then disease, . . n. iv. ejo.

There rest from the eternity oitoil . . . , . Q. Mab, ix. 21.
The laws which wreak them toil and scorn, , . RosaL 070.

(4) wearisome exertion.
Fainting with toil, covered with foam and blood : Hellas, 619.
Until the Eagle, faint with pain and toil, . . . Laon, I. xii. 5.
some memorial lent Which strung me to my t.— n. xxvi. f^.

The Seamen gazed, the Pilot, worn and pale
With toil, VIII.xxvi.8,

With the spoil which their ^il Raked together . ProTn. iv. 32.
Like to a child o'erwearied with sweet toil, . . iv. "26^.

And, weary with vain toil TriuTttph, 60'.

(5) mental work.
The ;foz7 which stole from thee so many an hour. Laon, Ded 11. i.

Our /. from thought all glorious forms shall cull, '^'Song,$.X2.
For nights of thought^ and days of toil} . . . Peter, vi. viil. 2.

'

in seven days' toil made earth From nothing : . Q. Mab, vil. 107.

(6) difficulty.
«> ^ /

Sustained itself with terror and with toil . . . Cenci, in. i. 249.
with toil and sound Are bom and die ; .... Mont B. 94.

(7) the result of labour.
Take from Toil a thousandfold Mask, XLIV. 2.
What if English z^oz7 and blood lx. i.

(8) task.

For thee, fair Spirit, one /oiV remains Pro?n. ill. iii. 64.

(9) daily round of occupation.
to bear Their portion of the ^0/7, Triump/i, \f^,

(10) work or deed.
A toil so sweet at times, Yet look, \ i.

Toil, V. intr. (1) labour.
Who toil not, neither do they spin,— Ch, 1st, I. 156.
People of England, ye who toil and groan, , . . Fr. Peo. Eng. i.

ye toiliot your own good— Laon, Viii. iv. 6.
For those who groart, and toil, and wail , , . Mask, Lxxi. 3.
and wealth from those who /(3?7 and groan . . . OdeLib.yiVii.i^.
He rends from those who groan and toil, . . . RosaL 465.

(2) work to an end.
And known, that had I disdained to toil, . . . Fahehood, 37.
Make the great whole for which we toil; , . . 102.
But vainly we toil till ye come here Prom., i. 520.
Those who would sit near power must toil; . . Rosal. 664^
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(3) make progress with difficulty.

Where she once saw that horseman ioi'l, . . /V. Athan. II. i. 27.

(4) be active, h-ave life.

That the life ceased to toil within my brow ! . . Julian^ 317.

*Toil-endiiringr, c. adj. patient in work.
O'er many a horse and toil-enduring mule, . Horn. Merc, xcvi-2.

Toil-worn, c. adj. wearied with labour.
Which like a toil-wom labourer leaps to shore, . Dixtnon, II. 1 10.

„ ., ,i „ „ ,, . Q. Ma5,vin.iQ5.
those toil-worn Manners And happy Maidens . Laon^ IX. vi. a.

Toiled, V. intr.

With those who A)z7«£/ and wept, Pr. Atkan. l. 4.1.

Toiled, //. laboiired, worked.
Which thousands have toiled and bled to bestow Falsehood^ 14.

Toiling*, pr. pple. (1) striving, labouring.
Thrusting, toiling^ wailing, moiting, . , .^ , . Peter^ ill. xi. i.

(2t walking wearily.
An old man i!o?7m^ up, Pr. Athan..i\.\. -^x.

Toils, n, (1) troubles, labours.
From Ilion, and from the Trojan toils Cycl. 100.
Returning from- their famous Trojan toils^ . . . 608.
Our joys, our toils, our honors meet Falsehood, 95.
How they will greet him when his toils are o'er, . L-aon^ Vlll. iv. 4.

(2) snares, dangers.
I have escaped the Trojan foits^ Cycl. 333.
Mightier toils than Troy Are these ;— . . ^ . 3^7.
so well she weaves Her unseen toils ,*..... Ho-m. VentiSy 33.
Imposture's impious toils round each discordant

shrine Lnon, li. viii. 9.
shame and sorrow mine in toils had wound, . . V. v. 5.

to snare The feet of justice in the toils of law, . Q. Mad, IV. 197.
To lure the heedless victim to the toils .... IV. 235.

Toils, V. inir. (1) labours manually,
that he may live He toils for others, . . . . . Laon, Vlil. xiv. 4.

(2) works mentally.
Whose ever wakeful wisdom toils to change . . Q. Mab^ V. 229.

(3) strives, lives painfully.

Whatever moves, or toils^ or grieves, .... April, 1814, 20.

Toilsome, adj. wearisome, troublous.
Which she had numbered on her toilsome way Mother ^ Son^ I. 2.

Token, «. (1) evidence, testimony.
I heartily accept This tol^ Ck. ist, II. j.

(2) keepsake, pledge.
Accept this token of my faith Ginevra.y^.
Poor Ariel sends this silent /^j^tfw .- Guitar Jane^ 11.

And I will give thee as a good-will token, . . . Hont. Merc. xc. i.

Oh ! by this cherished tohsn, Rosal. 36.

(3) sign, warning.
and such was now the token Of waning night, . LMn, X. ii. 8.

Token, adj. witnessing, evidence giving.

The token flowers of truth and freedom fair," . . —^ v. xvi. 7.

Tokens, n. keepsakes, memorials.
dear to memory, Like tokens of the dead :— . . ll. ii. 4.
these light words must be Tokens St. Epips. 41.

Told, V. I. tr. A. Lit. (1) made known, revealed.

to that friend's heart I told my thought— . . . Laon, iv. vii. 8.

He told the hidden power of herbs and springs, . Pront. 11. iv. 85.

(2) related, rehearsed, narrated.

And told as she had heard the mournful tale. . . Julian^ ^q6.
a strange and awful tale That Woman told. . . Laon^ i. xxiv. 2.

he told That a hellish shape at midnight led . . Rosal. 149.

t3) with a personal object, informed, made known to.

I A7/(^ them so, but they bore off your things, . , Cycl. 211.

This you never told me of. Jane, fnvitn^ 46.
she told me how All happened— Julian, 616.

I told her of my sufferings and my madness, , . LaoUy vil. ii. i.

She told me a strange tale of strange endurance, vil. iii^ i.

She toldtae what a loathsome agony ^— vil. vi. i.

The Devil told Peter, if he chose, Peter, ll. xiii. 2.

and toldher All it had known or seen, .... Prom. III. iv. 20.

But when I A7^ them,—'he is dead,'— , . . . Rosal. 2^%.

At last. I told them what is death : 438.
In truth I toldher., and she smiled Xasso, 9.

B. Fig. (1) revealed, betrayed, discovered.

The eloquent blood told an ineffable tale. . . . Alastor, 168.

and its thick towers Never ito/ii/ tales; , . . . Cfi««', il. i. 171,

Which told before she spoke it, he must die ; . . —— ill. i. 361.
to weave with skill From all my madness fyld; . Laon^ IV. vi. 2.

And a fixed smile . . . Told,

.

. . That he was gone Peter, I. xi. 3.

But her tremulous breath . . . Told, . . . That her

dreams Sensit, PI. 11. 15,

(2) asserted, declared.

which each some falsehood told, Rosal. 251.

(3) made known.
This tale It told: 1069.

II. intr. Fig. (1)
The caves . . . Told each to the other . . . First of

the sea-convulsing fight

—

Hellas, 471.

(2) suggested remembrance of.

thebreezewhichfromtheforest/. Of grassy paths Triumph, 69.

Told,/_^. K. Lit. (1) bid.

And you were told: Confess that you did poison Cenci, V. ii. 49.

(2) confessed.

I have ^(?/rf it all
; Cenci,'V.\\. \i\.

(3) expressed.
her wrongs could not be told, not thought ; . . v. ii. 142.

(4) asserted.

They must have fy)ld some weak and wicked lie . v. lii. 22.

(5) declared.
Doctrines of human power my words have told, . Laon, iv. xii. 7,

(6) narrated or related.

Or who has my story told? Death Nap. 18.
Before the Angel had told his tale, Fr. Satan, 10.
But mine own, words, . . . They shall be told. . . Front, l. 191/'

f7) explained or solved.
The dream is told. n. i. 126,

(8) past, gone by.
Beyond three days, whose hours were told, . . . Rosal. 488.

(9) revealed.
Nor let that moment's hope be told, ..... — 1182.

B. Fig. (1) revealed, evinced.
the misery Told'xn these faded eyes, .... Laon, Vlli. xxiii.4.
What is A7/</ by the soul-felt eye M.N.Ravail,\<^.
(2) enjoyed, summed up.

Till they have told their fill, . , , Laon, Vl. xliii. 8.

Toll, V. tr. summon by bell.
'We toll a corpse out of the marriage bed ? ' . . Ginevru, 79.
must tollO^v thoughts and our desires to meet

below Julian, 124.
*Tolled, V. intr. sounded, rang.
and it tolled In strong and black relief.— . . . lOv
When the death-bell tolVd, St. Ir.{^v. :&.

^Tolling*, pr. pple. sounding
The thunder is tolling, FugitiveSr L 7.

Tom1>, n. (1) a monument erected in memory of the dead.
Seek shelter in the shadow of the tom.b. .... Adonais,ul. 8.
There was a Poet whose untimely iontb .... Alastor, 50.
Or jasper /o?w^, or mutilated sphynx, 114.
like weeds on a neglected tomb Cenci. IV. i. 54.
she was wont to call. Her tomb

;

Rosal. 1298.
Of one friend left, adorned that frozen ^OT»5.. .. . 13 11.

Crouching within the shadow pf a tomb / . . . Triumph, 90.
(2) the grave, death.

Corf)ses are cold in the tom.b / Castl. Adm. I. i.

making His tofnb the keeper of a secret .... Cenci, v. ii. 105.
like a ghost from the tomb, Chud, 83.
Fat—as the reptiles of the tomb, Devil, xiil. 1.

Light it into the Winter of the tOfnb, ^ips. 366,
The corpse is at rest within the to?M.b, .... Fr. Peace, 2.

and made the tontb Thy bridal bed Julian, 389.
Which Time thus marks for the devouring tomb, Laon, viii. xix. 7.
Insult with careless tread our undivided tomb. , ix. xxix. 9.
as near one lover's tomb Two gentle^isters . . x. xliii, 3.
And let a daughter's hope be on thy 'tomb/ . . Ld. Ck. iv. 2.
Their pathway from the cradle to the tomb— . . x. 4.
Fix'd tranquil, even in the tomb Love, 10.
The black view closes with the tomb / , , . , M.N. Melody, 36.
In whichj as in a tomb, the nations lay •

. . . . Ode Lib. x. g.

'

ToTnb of Arminius ! render up thy dead, . . . xiv. i.

Waves o'er a warrior's tom.b Q. Mob, iv. 70.
Spring from thy bones, and blossom on thy tomb, iv. 264.
My husband's unlamented tomb. Rosat. 231.
As he search'd for the new-made tomb. . . . . St. Jr. (3) xi. 6.
Eagle ! why soarest thou above that tomb? . ., Sfi. Plato, 1.

Shining within the dungeon and th&tomb; . . .St. Epips. 71.
The wide-winding caves of the peopled tomb ?' There is no ivofk, 28.
with steps towards the tomb Trittmph, 56.
Nor tears, nor infamy, nor now the tomb . . . 242.
Here its ashes find a tomb, W. SheL (3) i. 5.

(3) a vault.

like a tomb Its sculptured walls vacantly . . . Laon. v. xxii. 6.

(4) Fig.
This world would smell like what it is^a tombj . Gisb. 211.
The wonder, or the terror, or the tomb .... Hellas, 994.
for the tomb Of murdered Europe Laon, xi. xxiii. 5.
Trace your grave, and buildyour tontb, , . , M'^i ofEng. viri. 2.

Be their tomb who planned To make it ours . . Naples, 163^
Memories that miake the heart a tomb, .... Rist, ll. 3.
We bear Time to his tomb in eternity. .... Front, iv. 14.
Which virtue hangs upon its votary's tomb ; . . Q. Mab, iii. 164.
And many an antenatal tontby Sensit. PL 11. 53.
The tomb of thy dead self Sunset, 42.
Tlie fin-winged totnb of the victor. Vis. Sea, 150^

itlTombless, adj. unburied.
Then the tombless ghosts of the guilty dead' M. N. Spec, Hors. 56.

Tombs, n. monuments in honour of the dead.
where the desolated tombs Of Parthian kings

• And where is truth ? On tofnbs ?
These tombs alone remain. . .

broken tombs and columns riven Looked vast
Churches—masquerades—and tombs.

In triumph o'er the palaces and tombs
Like grass in tombs grew wild and rare.

Like tombs to mark the memory . .

Among these tombs and ruins wild ;

—

pierced that serenest sky With tOfnbs,

*Tome, n. book, volume.
and many a /. Whose lore had made that sage

. Alastor, 242.
, Dead, i.

. Death, (2) i. 8.

. Laon, 11. X. 7.

. Fetor, in. xiv. 5;

. Prom. 111. iv. 171.

. Rosal. 833.

. That time, 11. ij.

. W.Shel.{i)n.s.

. Witch, Lix. 7.

. Laon, IV. iii, 8.
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*TomeB, «. pi. of Tome.
and/o»*wOf reasoned wrong, Provt. lll.bf. 166.

To-morrow, n. the day after the present.
Pass onward to fo-tnorrow's midnight hour . . Cenci^ iii. ii. 75.
Is not to-morrow even as yesterday ? .... Fr. Is noi^ 3.
These are the slaves of dim to-morrow^ .... Fr. Love^ 3.
To-morrow and to-morrow are as lamps . . . Hellas^ 644.
dark children of ^(?-7Morr(9«' Z,a£>w, ix. xix. 9.
can borrow For poor to-day, iTomTv^to-m.orrow. Love, Hope^ 38.
Tomor. comes 1 That mandate is a thunder-peal Q. Mab, III. 146.
To-morrow comes : Cloud upon cloud, .... iv. 25.
Where art thou, beloved To-tnorrow? .... To-m.orrow^ i. i.

To-morrow, adv. on or In the day after the present.
To-morrow before dawn, Cenci, III. ii. 238.
'twill rain again to-morrow : Ch. ist, II. 401.
To-morrow dust, nor wear a dull decay. . . . Couplets, 4.
io-morrow^ worms In silence and in darkness . Deemon^ II. 220.
' To morrow to fresh woods and pastures new.' . Gisb. 323.A smile to-day, a song to-m-orraw GuitarJane^ 42.
Reflection, you may come to-morrow^ .... Jane, Invttn, 33.
that she To-morrow would appear, Laon, V. xix. 7.
Share the great feast

—

to-morrow we must die ! . VI. Iii. 3.
The flower that smiles to-day 7o-morrow dies ; . Mutability (2) i.^.
Time both

;
to day, to morrow; Prom. 11. iii. 69.

io-morrow, worms In silence and in darkness . Q- Mad, ix. 112.
To-morrow, If thy kind feelings should not cease, Rosal. 71.We will walk here Zb-wtfr-^fWW/ Sunset, 2^.

*Tone, n. (1) sound, note, modulation of voice.
The airs and streams renew their joyous tone ; . Adonais, xviir.3.
It felt, yet could escape the magic tone .... ^— xxxvi.S-
a gentle tone Amid rude voices1 . .... Bpips. 62.
every motion, odour, beam and tone, 4e;3,

which dart With thrilling tone 563.
the tone Unheard but in the silence of his blood, . Fr. A soul, 4.
Softening harsh words with friendship's gentle /., Fr. Satire, 46.
And through the sunny air, with jangling tone, Ginevra, 41.
Whispering in enamoured tone GuitarJane, 62.
It keeps its highest, holiest tone go.
A tone Of some world far from ours Jane, IV. 3.
The pity and the love of every tone ; Laon, i. xix. 4,
Her voice was like the wildest, saddest tone^ . . i. xxii. i.

I joyed as those a human tone to hear, .... m, xxxii, 8.
It was a tone Such as sick fancies v. xxvii. 2.

her eager torie Sunk on my heart, . . . xi. vii. 2.
but when he spake, his tonet .... . . xi, xiv. 3.
I staid alone Thinking over every tone .... L.erici, 10.
I seem to hang upon fljy /owe M. N. Melody, i^\,

that /o«£ Thou didst delay to hear, OdeLib.w\.\\.
Will take from both a deep, autumnal tone, . Ode W. Wind, v. 4.
Thy sweet voice to each tone of even United, . . Rosal. 8.

From their sighs the wind caught a mournful tone, Sensit. PI. ill. 15.
and a tone Arises from its measured motion, . St. Dejection, II. 7.
a gentle tone Among rude voices, St. Epips. 75.A tone which is now forever fled, Time longpast, I. 3.
Which, murmured on mute lips with tender tone, Witck, LXVI. 7,
One tone, which never can recur, has cast, . . . Woodman, 66.
thy voice is as the tone Ofmy heart's echo, . . Yet look, 5.
In music and the sweet unconscious tone . . Zucca, v. 2.

(2) character, temper.
Science and truth, and virtue's dreadless tone, . Q. Mab, V. 150.

(3) disposition, inclination.

known To one another by a voiceless tone} . . St. Epips. 174.
*Tones, n. pi. of Tone (IJ.
talking in low solemn tones. Alastor, 152.
those solemn tones. Wound worse than torture. . Cenci, v. ii. no.
the speaking tones Of this bright day, . . . Faust, II. 55.
I fear thy mien, thy io?ies, thy motion, , . IJear thy kisses, II. i.

In tones whose sweetness silence did prolong, . Laon, V. Iii. 4.
those tones divine Were silent as she past ; . . v. Ivii. 3.
The tones of Cythna's voice like echoes .... vi, xlii. i.

Clear, silver, icy, keen awakening tones, . . . Prom. iw. 190.
Kindling with mingled sounds, and many tones^ . iv. 251.
the clear silver tones. As thus she spoke, . . Q. Mab, I. 111.
Sweet /oww are remembered not ; Wnen tAe lamp, I. 6.

Touffue, n. (1) a muscular organ in the mouth.
CA. istf ill. 34,

in. 36.
Cycl. 299.

the voice.
Cenci, 11, ii. 85.

III. i. 156.
IV. iii. 31.

IV. iv. 128.

V. i 55.
V. nt. 97.

Hellas, 454.
Laon, I. xxviii. 5.

I. xliii. 8.

I. xlvi. 3.

I. Ivii. 3.

I. Ix. 9.
•^— II. xxviii. 8.

IV. X. 6.

IV. xvii. 8.

VI. xxxii. 9.

IX. xii. 9.

X. ii. I.

X. xii. 6.

And be his tongue slit for his insolence. .

The tongue which now can speak No terror, .

Ifyou should eat his /tfTz^e

(2) regarded as the instrument of speech
As the tongue dares not fashion into words, .

My tongue should like a knife tear out ...
Hadst thou a tongue to say,
The crimes which mortal tongue dare never name
Let the sword speak what the indignant tongue .

O, weak, wicked tongueWh'ich has destroyed me
A rebel's crime gilt with a rebel's tongue / . .

and every tongue Cursed and blasphemed him
that Spirit's t. Seemed whispering in ray heart,
have Iknown Joys which no tongue can tell ;

.

Fairer than t. can speak or thought may frame, .

Memories which found a tongue, as thus he silence
broke

Triumphant strains, which, like a spirit's tongue,
and every tongue Was as a sword of truth— .

and his soul-subduing tongue Were as a lance
the sound as of a spirit's tongue.
many a tongue which thou hadst dipped ....
I have heard friendly sounds from many a tongue,
lest some tongue Be faithless

Whither has wandered now my.partial tongue . Prom. ill. iv. 122.

Which smiled the He his t. disdained to speak ; . III. iv. 143.
And oft his smooth and bridled tongue .... Rosal. 252.

The subtle witchcraft of his /o»^«e 652.

And I will teach thine infant tongue W. Shel. VI, 6.

With looks whose motions spoke without a tongue Witch^ vii. 5.

(3) language.
that majestic tongue Which Calderon over the

desart flung Gisb. 180,^

His native tongue and her's ; Laon^ l. xix, 6.

this tongue is known Only to those who die. . . Protn. I. 150.

this tongue is known But to the uncommuni-
eating dead iii.iii. in.

(4) expression in language.
sufferings which have no tongue Cenci, iii. i. 142.

(5) sound.
And with the tongue as of a thousand echoes, . Hellas, 473.
To those who are unskilled in its sweet t., Horn.. Merc. Lxixill. ^.

We could just hear its hoarse and iron tongue: . Julian, 104. ^
(6) power of expression.

The wilderness has a mysterious tongue . . . Mont B. 76.

(7) said of written sentiments.
And love taught grief to fall like music from his /. Adonais, xxx. g.

(8) a sword so called.

the silent tongue of steel Speaks thus,— . . . Calderon, i. 222.

(9) applied to a flame.
until the torch's fiery tongue Laon, III, xiii. 8.

with quivering tongue Licked its high domes, . Mar. Dr. xil. 3.

Tonffueless, adj. silent.

Talking' of freedom to their tongueless caves, . . Adon. Cane. 12.

I questioned every tongueless wind Epips. 236.
The tongueless Caverns of the craggy hills . . I^om,. I. 107.

Toug-ues, n. (1) pi. of Tongue (1).
And impotent their tongues they lolled .... Laon, vi. xvi, 9.
Came hcking with blue tongties his veined feet ; . Marenght, xx. 2.

(2) pi. of Tongue (2).
barb&d i., and thoughts more sharp than they . Adonais, xxiv. 6.
Ill tongues shall wound me Cenci, V. iv. 150.
Their poisonous t. against these sinless sports ; . Ch. ist^ II. 23.'

Sharpen their tonguSs on Henrietta's fame ? . . li. 328,
while human /(3«^«&y Tremble to speak, . . Dtxfnon, i. 281.
and tongues Are busy of its life : 11, 219.

,, „ ,, „ Q. Mab^ IX. III.
envious tongues had stained his spotless truth, . Laon, V. v. 3.
As silver sounding /. breathed an aerial hymn. V. xii. g.
The liquid responses Of their aerial tongties . . Prom,. II. i. 172.
With tongues whose lies are venomous, . . . . Q. Mab, VII. 238.
Then I heard stmnge tongues, Rosal. 1201.

(3) sounds.
gave ten thousand various /. To the loud stream. Alastor, 549.
(4) points of flame.

With a myriad tongues victoriously, Eug. Hills, 278.

To-uig'ht, adv. on this night.
And I will taste no other wine to-night. . . . Cenci, i. iii. 8g.
Should he be roused out of his sleep to-night, . IV. iv. 7.
There is no dew on the dry erass to-night, . . . Even. Pisa, II. i.

/o-Kz^^/ this mountain Is alTinchanted, . . . . Faust, li. ^,6.

Forlorn is the wight who can rise not to-night. II. 19S.
Who flies not to-night, when means he to fly ? . ii. 207.
There is no rest to-night for any one

:

... il. 324.
To-night T shall make poor work of it . . . ii. 363.
With the sweet dance your heart must keep io-n, Fiordispina^ ^2.
Though the moon sleep a full hour later, To-n, ; Jane, III. 3.

Canst thou divine what troubles me to-night} . Pront. 11. 1. 94.
will light More willingly our return to-night.— . Serchio, 57.

Too, adv. (1) unduly, overweeningly, more than enough.
Why didst thou leave the trodden paths of men

Tfjosoon, ^f/(3waw,xxvii.3.
these graves are all too young as yet li. i.

Too sprightly and companionable a man, . . . Cenci, i. iii. 15.
Who intend deeds too dreadful for a name . . Julian, 456.
that happy age Too lightly lost, Witch, xviii. 5.
Too happy Earth ! Zucca, ii. 5.

(2) also, besides, as well.
And women, too, frank, beautiful, and kind . . Prom. III. iv. 153.
Thou/tftf, aerial Pile! Summer-Evg. 13,
One loss is mine Which thou too feel'st, . . . Wordsworth, 6.

(3) moreover.
In this enlightened age too, Faust, II. 352.
And happier too ; happier and wiser both. . . Prom. iii. iv. 35.

Took, V. tr. (1) laid hand to, seized.
A shovel of his ashes took Fr. Ghst. Sty. i.
And he took an old cracked lute ; Hate, 2.

he /oo/fe The glittering key, Horn. Merc. SilA. ^^
The old man took the oars, and soon Laon, iv, i. 1.

I smiled, and both their hands in mine I took, . viil. xxx. 8.
she took her spindle And twined three threads . Witch, xiii. i.

'

(2) conducted, led.

To see an atheist burned. She took me there : . Q. Mab, vil. -^.

(3) reached down.
and took From life's green tree his Uranian lute : Fr. Milton, 1.
took The coffin, its last cradle, from its niche, . Witch, lxx. 6.

(4) removed.
The golden circle from her finger took, .... Ginevra 73.Upon the earth, and took that child so fair . . . Laon, v.'xxx. 2.

4 z
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(5) signifying deprivation.
' Whilst he Who ttuly took it from them Cenci^ III. ii. 84.

(6) withdrew.
ajid took from it All" refuge, * . . V. iii. 81.

(7) assumed, occupied.
and took his lonely seat, Alasior^ 313.
It moved towards the car, and took its seat . , Dmnton^ i. 113.

There Vice and Falsehood took their stand, . . Falsehood., 11.

and took His royal seat, I^aon, x. viii. 6.

at the helm we took our seat, ..,,.... xil. xxxii- 3.

and took her seat Beside the rudder, Witch., XXXVII. 7.

(8) called at.
,

And St. Paul's Church he took on his way, . . . Devil^ ly. z.

(9) received, accepted.
the which he took and drank, Cyci. 236.
The shell he proffered, and Apollo took. . . I/om. Merc. 1.XXXIV. 8.

But now I took the food Laon^ VI. Iii. 9.

(10) felt, experienced.
Whereat the Devil took offence, Peter., V. xvii. 1.

And in all gentle sports took joy ; Rosal. 181.

(11) possessed.
Some fancy took him and he would not bear

Removal; - Julian^ 2^1.

(12) pursued.
In silence then they took the way ...... Rosal. 95.
Thro' which they took their way ; 98.
She to the Austral waters took her way, . . . Wt'tck^ XLVII. 7.

(13) undertook.
which he of old Tdok as his own, Triumph^ 20.

(14) consumed, expended.
Though he took nineteen years, . . ^ IVz'tch, Ded, V. 4.

(15) enjoyed, experienced.
and sO'they^ooA their fill Of happiness .... Lxxvii. 3.

(16) believed, received.
I took it as the vulgar do : Rosal. 514.

(17) took pains, exerted or busied himself.
-Some trivial point for which he took the pains. M. N. Post. Fr. 54.

(18) took shape., assumed form.
a dewy splendour hidden T. shape and motion ; Witch., IV. 7.

(19) took to, resorted to.

'Took to his bed ; Peter^ Vll. v. 3.

(20) took wingf flew.

no brood Near Peter's house took wing Vll. xx. 5.

Tookest, V. tr. receivedst.

'Thou /ooA^j^ not my visits in ill part Faust, I. $^.

Tools, 7z. Fig. (1) instniments, objects.
even so the tools And emblems ........ Front. III. iv. 176.

(2) persons devoted to certain ends.
These tools the tyrant tempers to his work, . . Q. Mab, IV. 221.

Tootli, n. A. Lit. (1) tusk.

His white thigh struck with the white tooth ; . . Bion. Adon. 7.

(2) a projection resembling a tooth.
with A70/A and spike and jag, Gisd. s5-
B. Fig.

And felt the poisonous tooth of hunger gnaw My
vitals, LaoHy III. xxviii. 3.

A heart which not the serpent Custom's tooth
May violate ? vill. xxvii. 7.

^Toothless, adj. without teeth.

Glared on me as a toothless snake might glare : . V. xxv. 6.

The unnatural famine of her toothless cubs, . . Q. Mad, viij. 80.

Top, n. the highest part or point of anything.
until the top of the Tower Ch. ist, ll. 43a
my crop Is laden to the gullet's tofi. Oycl. 510.

And on the top an open tower, Julian, 102,

*Topics, n. subjects of discussion.

And other topics., ultra-radical ; CEdipus, i. 200.

^Topmost, adj. highest, uppermost.
On the topmost watCh-turret, ' Fugitives., iv. 6.

Sown by some eaglfe oh the Yc/wwj/stOne . . . Laon, iii. xvi. 2.

like mist the top-most pines among xi. xii, 9.

Amid the topmost spray, Xll. xxxix. S.

that on the topmost tower Usurped Q. Mat, ix. 99.
tfie stern storm that swayed the topmost tower . ix. loi.

Topped, pp. surmounted.
And a light spear topped with a cypress cone, Adonais, xxxiil. 3,

Topple, V. inir. are unsteady.
the level Of the State slopes, its very bases top., , CEdipus, i. 100.

Topples, V. intr. (1) impends totteringly.

Topples o'er the abandoned sea Fug. Hills, 132.

(2) falls.

it /(3/^/£j, the leeward ports dip ; Vis.Sea,<)\,

^To-ppline, ppl. adj. (1) loose, ready to fall.

Mid /. stones, black gulphs and yawning caves, Alastor, 548.

These toppling rocks and tangled boughs, . . . Calderon, l. 217,

(2) impending.
Or to some toppling promontory proud .... Hellas, 96a
the /(yS^/Zw^ mountains cling, Serchio, no.

Tops, n. summitSj highest points.

a nest Ofcradling peace built on the mountain A,— Ch. ist, iv. 50.
Or o'er the mountain tops, or down the rivers, . Front, ill. iv. 13.

can bear it well About yon poplar tops; . . . Serchio^ 54. .

Of sun-rise, ere it tinge the mountain tops; . . Triumph, 415.
.
With slanted gleam athwart the forest tops, .. . Witch, xxxix, 2.

and from the forest A Singing the-winds to sleep,— Woodman^ 46.

Torcli, n. A. Lit, a staff of inflammable material.
the flame Of every torch and taper Ginevra^ 187.
one bare A lighted ^orc>4, Laon, ui. nai. ^.

until the torches fiery tongue' lii, xiii. h.

as the inconstant t. upon her countenance shone, vill.xxviii.g.

B. jrig-.

that maiden who had reared The /. of Truth afar, iv. xxxiv. 2.

The torch of discord with its fiery hair; .... CBdipus, l. 285.
Who bear the untransmitted torch of hope , . Prom. 111. iii. vjt.

Torch-bearer, c. n. Fig^
This is my torch-3earer

;

iii. iii. 14S.

Torch-bearers, c. n. persons carrying torches.
You torch-bearers, advance to the great gate, . Ch. ist, I. 1 14.

Torches, w. pi. of Torch.
we see the redness of the t. Inflame the night . . I. 118.

And see, the torched Restlessly flashing, . . . I. 13a.

The dreadful stench of her torches' flare, . , , Falsehood, 57.
Ho, there ! bring t., sharpen those red stakes, . Hellas, 970.
torches in the spacious square, Laon, Xll. iv. 6.
A thousand torches drop,— xil. vii. 6.
They fly—the torches fall— . xii. viii. i.

4:Torchlig-ht, n. the light given by torches.
The mettled horses in the torchlight stir . . , Ch. ist, i. 144.

Tore, V. tr. A. Lit. (1) rent asunder.
which he tore And threw behind, Cenci, v. iv. 8.

Tore limb from Ijmb their innocent child, . . . Rosal. 163.

(2) pulled out violently, rent.

and she tore Her locks in agony, Laon., Vll. v. 5.
that A7^e A tyrant's heart-strings M. N. Ravail, $1.
tore from the mother'swomb Tlie unborn child,— Q, Mab, II. 151.

(3) broke up.
The wheeled artillery's speed the pavement tore; Laon, x. xi. 4.

(4) took away fofcibly.
From her maternal bosom t. the unhappy boy. Mother^Son,Wl.i2.
B. Fig. dissipated.

I tore the veil that hid Nature, Laon., ix. vii. i.

Torment, n. (1) torture, agony.
for to break That chain of /o?-?«fi«/, I, xiii. 5.
to hear the wind our screams of torment waft. —— vi. xi. 9.
In iortnent and in fire have Atheists gone ; . . xii. xxix. 4.
Thousandfold torment on themselves and him. . Prom.. I. 596.
on their beds of /or»*e«/, where they howl, . . Q. Mab, vll. 15^.

(2) extreme vexation or distress.

'TIS shame, 'tis torment., 'tis despair. . , , Calderon, ill. 131.

(3) a cause of vexation or trouble.
A pretty torntent both for gods and men . Hont. Merc. XXVII. 6.

Torment, v. I. tr. vex and disturb.
to torment Mesopotamian Babylon CEdipus, I. 155.

tl. intr.

Earth can console, Heaven can torment no more. Front. 1. 830.

jTormented, //. troubled or distressed.
If your Majesty were tor'inented xCx^t and day . Ch. 1st, II. 380.

^Tormentors, n, (1 ) administrators of torture.

And beg from your tor?nentors, Cenci, v. ii. 57.
some weak and wicked lie To flatter their tor. . v. iii. 33.

(2) causes of trouble.
And all the dreams which our tormentors are ; . Gisb. 295.

Torments, n. (1) tortures, agonies.
And that in peril of such hideous torntents . . . Cenci, V. ii. 45.
Drag him away to torments; v. ii. loi.
After such torments as she bore last night, . . v. iii. 4.
Why did I not sustain Those ^tfr»««/j.? . . . v. iii. 109.
Torments, or contumely, Hellas, 977.
That we will kill with i5re and torments slow, . Laon, x. xxix. 7.
Of her just torments:— xil. xii. 5.
Again fierce torments, such as daemons know, M. N'. Despair^ij.
To triumph in their torments when they fell ! . Q. Mab, VI. no.
bootless rage heaps torments for the brave, , . vil. 249.

(2) bodily sickness.

His torments almost drove him mad ;— ... Peter, I. iii. 3.

Torments, ». tr. puzzles, vexes.
Many a riddle that torments me ! . Faust, II. 238.

Torn,//. A. Lit. (1) dragged violently, plucked.
I feel as if out of my bleeding bosom My heart

was torn Calderon, UT.iji.
Skins torn from living men, Veefwon, I. 265.
I had torn out The nerves of manhood .... Julian, 424.

(2) reft.

Though all these thou hast torn from me, . . . Cenci, III. i. 292.

(3) destroyed.
And its mighty trunks are torn Eug. Hills, 273.

(4) taken forcibly.

had those fair children torn. And made them
slaves Laon, II. xxxv. 6.

B. Fig.
Had /orw from its widow's maniac clasp, . . . Devil, xu.^.
t. the robe From baby truth's unsheltered form, . Falsehood, 21.

Repulse, with plumes from conquest torn, . . . Hellas, 988.
'Tis torn aside I Julian, 383.
from human power the reverend veil Was torn, Laon, V. xxxviii. 8.

seized and torn By the sharp fangs Orpheus, 50.
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Tear the veil ! It is iorfi Protn, i. 539,
All men believed and hoped, is tarn aside ; . . iii.'iv. iq2.
And peace is torn from its defencelessneas: . . Q. Mab^ iv. 136.
virtue, which beneath Their pitiless tread lies L . IV. 201.
with usury Tbrw from a bleeding world !— . IV. 210.
On each heart's wound, wide torn and bleeding, Rosal. 9^3.
He had torn the cataracts from the hiUa . . . SensU. Pi. III. 92.
The keenness of the world hath torn Sf. Ir. (4) vi. i.

And finds torn the soft ties to affection so dear. . (5) i. 8.
Friends who, by practice of some envious skill,

"Were torn apart, ..,.,.... Witch^ Lxxvii. 6.

Torn up, v. phr. scattered, dispersed.
And the caverns of cloud are t, up by the day , . Vis. Sea^ 122.

Torn, ppl. adj. (1) ragged, wild-looking.
Like a torn cloud before the hurricane. . . . Alastor, 315.

(2) rough, disturbed.
The torn deep yawns,

—

Q. Mab, IV. 32.

(3) rent, ragged.
A ^orK leaf out of an old book C>^. u/, II. 428.
From the t3Tant^ banner torn^ . , , . , From,, i. 698.

(4) wounded, lacerated.
steel Felt cold in her torn entrails I Q. Mab, VI. 121.

(5) wounded, distressed.

that the torn heart can bleed, but not forget ! . Con. Sing. I. q.
for a space Left the torn human heart, .... Laon., Ved.xui.q.
In bitterer, feller tide, on this /ior» bosom flow. M. N. Despair^ 18.

Torpid, adj. dull, stupid.

Gaping and ^or^zc/ they retired, P^/er, Vll. xvi. 4.

*Torpidly, adv. inertly, without emotion.
accepted zfer/i'd/Zji The' consolation Ginevra, 176.

*Torpor, n. deadness, inactivity.

The/or^oroftheyear . . , MoniB.SS.
Torrent, n. A. Lz^, (1) a rushing stream.

the boiling torrent drove,— Alastor^ 358.
The ghastly ^orrcw/ mingles its far roar, . 402.
solemn pine And ioi'rent, were not all ;— ... 572.
Seen through the torrenfs sweep, Arethusa^ ii. 15.
You hear but see not an impetuous torrent . . Cenci., lii. i. 258.
I see a tor. Of his own blood raging between us. iv. i. 113.
The torrent of that wide and raging river . . Laon^ Xll. xl. i.

So that as if a frozen torrent L.ove, Hope^ 24.
Shine in the rushing /{7r?'^;?/'j restless gleam, . . Mont B. 121.

Against the Serchio's torrent fierce,
' Serchio^ 93.

They are scattered like foam on the torrent ; . Vis. Sea^ 1 15,

(2) a moving mass of people.
The torrent of the crowd sweeps over us ; . . . Faust, 11. 314.
Directs the torrent of that tide of men, .... Hellas^ 840.
manhood and infancy Mixed in one mighty tor. . l^riumph, 53.

B. Fig.
A torrent of ruin to death from his birth. . . . Death Nap. 36.
now it winds, one /(77'rfiw/ of broad light, . . . Faust, u. 160*
The Ajr^'tfM/ of a raging wizard song ... . 11,144.
and time's printless torrent grew ... . . Fr. Keats, 5.

To stem the /07-?-£«^of descending time: . . . Hellas, 350.
Stemming the torrent of the tainted wind ; . . 516,
the tempestuous torrent of his ^frief . . . Orpheus, 81.
and stem That torrent of unquiet dream, . , , Rosal. 638.
Likeastar up the/£Jr^fi«/of theniglit, . . . Witch, -:lv.v. \.

Torrent, adj, rushing.
OvGT a. torreni sea^ Cloud, 64^.

Trampling the torrent streams and glassy lakes F^ont. III. iii. 156.

Torrents, n. rushing streams.
In mighty torrents the electric fountains ;— . . Calderon, ii. 30.
Like stifled torrents, made a plashy fen . . . Laon, VI. xii. 5.
His strong sides made the torrents rise in spray, vi. xxii. 2.

^the torrents pour Mont B. Cane. 5.

Tortoise, n. (1) an animal of the family Tesiudlnidae.
He found a^rA7/,ye, and cried out—' A treasure !

' Horn. Merc. iv. 2.

And through the tortoise''s hard stony skin . . —^ viil. i.

(2) the tortoise-shell as a lyre.

(For Mercury first made the tortoise sing) . . . IV. 3.

and his beloved tortoise still He grasped, . . . XL. 5.

*Tortoise-lyre, c. n. a lyre formed of a tortoise shell.

Held his beloved tortoise-lyre tight XXV. 8.

*Tortuons, adj. twisting, writhing.
the &?r/ao«j strength of their last pangs . . . Prom. iv. 307.

Torture, n. (1) bodily pain inflicted judicially.
'twas A7r^«re forced the truth Cenci, V. u. 3^.
Upon such evidence as justifies Torture. . . . V. ii. 78.
It was that horrid torture forced the truth. . . v. ii. go.
those solemn tones. Wound worse than torture. v. ii. in.
Add torture, add the ruin of the kindred . . . Ch. \st, II. 232.
And racks of subtle torture, Fr. Satire, 2.

That one in Argolis did undergo T. for liberty, . Laon, iv. ix. 8.

the slow agonies Of legal ^r/wre x, xxxiv. 3.

(2) agony, bodily pain.
All torture, fear, or horror made seem light . Vlli. vi. 5.

Sursued Each by his fiery torture howl and rave, x. xx. 7.
Faked they were from torture, x. xxi. 7.

as it were to mock The tor. and the death within, Medusa, iir. 7.

torture and solitude. Scorn and despair,— . . Propi. i. 14.
The utmost /(3r/M?-e of thy hate ; ....... 1.279.
Which thou must spend i^i torture^ unreprieved ? I. 423,
I felt thy torture, son, with such mixed joy , . I. 6^6.

(3) vexation, disquiet, anxiety.
Tihe flashes of its /i7r/«rff and ujirest , ., . . * Hbm.Merc.vii,6.

Why was this hope not Aj^'/M^'tf.^ T^aow.iv. xxxiv.S.

I did wake From tortureior that moment's sake. M. IV. G. ill. 6.

Torture, v. tr. (1) ofjudicial torture, rack.

Torture me 3i3 ye will
\

Cenci, v. ii. 164.

Torture your dog, that he may tell V. iii. 63.

(2) punish.
Torture your ba!ck with stripes, Cycl. 216.

Darest thou observe how the fiends torture him ? Prom. l. 582.

(3) of mental torment, vex, harass.

Can touch him not and torture not again ; . . Adonais, XL. 4.

Which ^(3r/«f<? the tenants of earth
;

Cat.ll.j,.

What Power delights to torture us ? Julian, 320.

And yet I pity those they torture not Prom. I. 633.

To blast and torture , . . . . Rosal. 461.

Tortured, v. tr. (1) distressed, tormented.
Who torturedme from my forgotten years, . . Cenci, III. i. 72.

Even the form which tortured m^ on earth, . . V. iv. 64.

(2) forged, welded.
and tortured to his will Iron and gold, .... Prom. II. iv. 6§.

Tortured, pp. (1) put to pain or agony.
Tis the restless life Tortured v/\\.hin them. . . Cenci, III. i. 85.

My lip is tortured v,'\t)\ the wrongs Julian^ 409.
^or^rc.i'by their agonizing pleasure Triumphy\4%.

(2) agonized.
7>r/M?-«rfbetween just hate and vain remorse; . C^««', III. ii. 27,

(3) put to bodily pain judicially.

Yet she must be tortured. V. ii. 63.

as soon have tortured mine own nephew . . . V. ii. 64.

(4) twisted,
Torturedhy storms to shapes as rude . . , . Jane, Recoil. 23, 1

(5

)

tortured out^ destroyed painfully.

Until his eye be /^y^r^rf' OM^ with fire Q'i'/. 632.

Tortured,///, adj, put to pain, mental or bodily.
From misery's tortured soul that flow Death Vanq. 40.
Round the tortured\v^^ and brow, . . . , . ^"^g- Hills, 42,
The clap oi tortured \iaxv6,%, Julian, 215.
Tho', still deluded, strove the tortured sense . . J^aon, ill. vi. 3.

Fix, fix those tortured orbs in peace and death, . Prom.. I. 600.

Torturer, n. (1) a cruel person, a tormentor.
Who art a torturer} Cenci, I. iii. 149.
Than that appointed for their torturer? . . ili. t. 193.
adulterous torturer Lewis of France,— . . . Ch. ist, I. 85.
Tyrant and slave^ victim and torturer, .... L^ion, II. viii. z.

Clasp thee, his torturer, like remorse ; . . . . Prom,, I. 287.
Even now thy Torturer anps I. 365.

(2) one who inflicts torture by order.

the tor, who had bound Her meek calm frame, . Laon^ IV. xix. u
Torturers, n. (1) causes of mental agony.
Hope and Despair, The torturers, slept ; . . . Alastor, 640.

(2) tyrants, persecutors.
The memorable torturers of this land, .... Cenci, II. ii. 48.
stung The torturers with their victim's pain, . . Rosal. 650.

Tortures, n. (1) agonies.
exult Over the tortures they can never feel— . Cenci, I. i. 79.
How once, a slave in tortures doomed to die, . Laon, Ii. xli. 3.

The tortures of the dying clove alone^ . . , xiLxxvii. 2.

(2) cruelties.

With endless tortures goad their guilty shades. . M. N. Ravail, Qi.

(3) judicially inflicted torments.
Rather expire in tortures, as I may Cenci^ V. i. 39. .

Let tortures strain the truth till it be white . v. li. 170.
they could endure no more The tortures. . . . v. iii. 21.

warp Your limbs with such keen ^(7^/«r£j . . . v. iii. 61.
Tortures I Turn The rack henceforth .... V. iii. 61.

Tortures, v. I. tr. torments.
Who tortures theiri, and triumphs ? . . . , i. iii. 103,

II. intr. torments the body.
the engine Which tortures and which kills, - . v. iv. 3.

:|:Torturest, v. intr. tormentest.
The sights with whiclj thou iortur. gird my soul Protn. i. 643.

TortvLving, pr. pp/e. (1) forcing, constraining.
Tortur. th' unwilling' cjross that checks it's flight Adonais, XLlil. 6.

7(7r/«r/«^ all its quiet light ... . . Serckio, 103.

(2) tormenting.
The hope oit. him smells like aheap Of corpses, Prom. i. 339.

Tortnriusf, ///. adj. (1) used for torture.
and bade the torturing yNhe^ Be broughtj . . . Laon, x. viii. 7.
on the torturing cross No pain assailed . . . Q. Mad, vil. 174.

(2) agonizing.
to some wheel of pain More torturing than . . Prom. i. 142.
The torturing and conflicting throngs within, . i. 493.

*Tory, n. the name of a political party.
He was no whig, he was no tory ; Peter, VI. xxii. 2.

Toss, v. intr. roll and tumble.
How they toss and roar and leap ! . . . Q. ofmy Heart, l V..6.
tts billows sparkle, tossaxA boil, Serchio, 102.

Toss up, V. phr. decide by the fall of a coin.
We'll toss up who died first of drinking tea, . . Gisb. go.

Tossed, V, I. tr, threw, cast.

And in the stream his bloody sandals tossed, . Ho?n. Merc, xxili.8.
in its sinking gulphs my sickening spirit tost, . . Laon, m. xxvi. g.
j^e tossed them human hearts to chew , , , , Mask, iii. 4.

4 ^^ 3
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II. intr. moved.
/(7jjfirf restlessly In the red Heaven, Laon,xj,iuS.

Tossed, pp. (1) cast up.
the warningf Of Earth to Heaven from its free

children /osf^ v. xxxix. 4.

As on a foam-girt crag some seaman iosf^ . . . XI. x. 3.

(2) driven about.
The vessel, now tossed Through the low-trailing

rack of the tempest Vis. Sea, 11.

Tossing') ppl- adj. restless, unquiet.
And Manhood's dark and tossing' waves, . . . Prom. II. v. 99.

Tost. (See Tossed.)

Total, adj. utter, absolute.
soon lost in total night Rosa/. 585.

^Totally, adv. altogether, utterly.

Totally unacquainted with untruth Horn. Merc. LXII. 4.

Tott, diplomatist,. 1 73.^-93.
Baron de Totfs Memoirs beside them lie, . . . Gisb. gS.

ItTotter, V. intr. stagger, oscillate.

I totter on the chasms of peril ;— Cyd. 338.

*Tottered, v. intr. staggered.
He ^(7//£r^^ forth from his damp cell, . , . . RosaL<)H.

:|:Tottering', pr. fple. A. Lit. in falling condition.

An hundred are shuddering and tottering ; . . Liberty, II. 4.

B. Fig. passing away.
sharp and narrow hour 7b//^^i«^ beneath us. . Cenci, V. iv. loi.

and IS tottering to the grave ; Q. Mab, V. 250.

Tottering, ppl. adj. (1) uncertain, unsteady.
with tottering steps Fled from your presence, . Cenci, II. i. 113.

(2) trembling, failing.

I, who have white hairs and a tottering body, . II. ii. 39.

(3) insecure, on the point of falling.

and Fraud rebuild religion's tottering dome. . . Laon, II. xliii. 9.

(4) walking unsteadily.
tottering and slow. Plague-stricken, foodless, . . x. xlii. 7.

Totters, v. intr. A. Lit. staggers.

Who totters forth, wrapt in a gauzy veil, . . . WaningMoon, 2.

B. Fig.
Totters the fabric of thy guilt-stained throne— M. N. Post. Fr. 82.

Touch, n. (1) contact, the act of touching.
His eye, his voice, his touch surrounding me ; . Cenci, V. iv. 6\.

And from thy touch like fire doth leap Con. Sing: i. 7.

Her touch was as electric poison,— Epips. 25g,
a fragrance from the touch Whose warmth . . . Fiordispina^ 37.
Whose touch was magic strength : Z,aon^ i. Iviii. 3.

her touch would meet Mine, Vll. xxi. 4.

The warm touch of a soft and tremulous hand . Xll. xviii. i.

The soft vibration of her ^(3Mo4 Lerici., 16.

Its delicate hv'ieX touch in silence weaves . . Marenghz, xxr. 5.

By the magic of thy touch CEdipus^ II. ii. 87.

and thy touch runs down Prom., III. iii. 85.

the weak touch That moves the finest nerve, . . Q. Mp-b., II. 104.

I would flee Thy tainting touch ; RosaK 42.

(2) contact, association.

Thy touch has stamped these limbs with crime, . Hellas.^ 678.

While the touch of Nature's art . . . . . . . Jane^ Invitn^ 27.

(3) a taste, smack, some degree.

or joy itself Without the touch of sorrow? . . Ch. ist, I. 178.

must have lacked a touch Of human nature . , Julian^ 518.

(4) emotion, sensation.

That t. which none who feels forgets, fjestpwed ; Laon<, V. Ii. 5.

(5) the action of a hand on a musical instrument.

And from his touch sweet thunder flowed, . . . Fr. Milton.^ 3.

could not come From touch of mortal instrument. Mar. Dr. X. 5.

the notes came From my A7McA, Rosa/. 11^6.

(6) chisel stroke.

After the touch, whose power had braided Such
grace, . t

Mar. Dr. xx. 5.

(7) sense, sensitiveness.

All touchy all eye, all ear, . . _ Q. Mab, VI. i.

' Which rushes through the touch St. Epips. 143.

Toucli, V. I. tr. (1) feel with the fingers.

I touch thy temples pale !
r

• * Hellas^ 21.

touch me—shrink not now! Laon^ \. xxxv. 2.

Not to touch those sweet hands ? Vis. Sea^ 86.

(2) lay hands on, interfere with.

That no one here may touch it Cyci. 553.

Touch not those leaves Fr. Tersa Rima, 4.

(3) affect, molest.

Can touch him not and torture not again ; . . . Adonais^ XL. 4.

(4) have to do with.

To touch such mischief as I now conceive : . . . Cmci, \\. i. 125.

(6) meet, join,

to ^(JmM their paramour ;
Epips. S^S-

(6) come in contact with,

which That very Rat, . . . dare not touch ;— . . (Edipus, I. 356.

break The seal, ^w^touch the fatal liquor— . . -— I. 379.

II. intr. come into contact.

Touch, mingle, are transfigured ;
Epips. 578.

Touched, v, 1. tr. A. iJt, (1) came in contact with.

my knife Touched ih^ loose wrinkled throat, . . Cenci, iv. iii. 17.

I rose; and, . . . Touched \i\^ faint lips the cup
she raised, Triumph^ 404.

All familiar things he touched, Unf. Z/r. 55.

(2) handled.
He touched a golden chain— Laon, vil. x. 9.

(3) affected.

His very gestures touched to tears The unper-
suaded tyrant Rosal. 647.

B. Fig.
He touched the hem of Nature's shift, .... Peter, iv. xi. 3.

II. intr. halted or disembarked.
How ^owc^^i? you not at your paternal shore ? . Cycl. \oi.

Touched,//?. A. Lit. (1) in contact with.

When /(7«i:>^«rf by flame, shall burn, Za^w, x.xxx^^ii. 5.

Not to be touched but to be felt alone, . ... St. Epips. 14S.

(2) affected or influenced.

The leprous corpse touched by this spirit tender . Adonais, xx. i.

he saw Mv wife was touched, Cenci, iii. i. 321.

Touched by departing hope, they gleam ! . . . Ch. ist, iv, 25.

Had not . . . Fear T. with her palsyinjg spear, . Love, HoPe, 23.

soon As they had /. the world with Hvmg flame, . Triumph, 130.

touched by the azure clime Of the young season, 310.

(3) struck as on a musical instrument.

Some fairy.sure has totcch'd the viewless string— M. N". Despair, 12.

Touched by the skill of the enamoured wind, . . Prom. III. iii. 37.

B. Fig. inspired.

Lips /oMc^tfrf by seraphim Nat. Ant.Yi. j.

Touches, V. tr. (1) comes in contact with, interferes with.

Power, like a desolating pestilence, Pollutes

^f!\la.t^"^r it touches; .... . . .' . . Q. Mab, Ul. 177.

(2) affects, concerns.
Which touches our own profit Ch. \st, II. 244.
in small stead, As touches the receipt ll. 277.

Touchingr, pr. pple. (1) concerning, in respect of.

I speak it not as touching this poor person ; , in. 50.

(2) striking.

Touching all with thine opiate wand— . ... To Night, II. 6.

Touching, ppl. adj. affecting,

fragments of most /o«cA(«^ melody, Julian, 221.

TouGfh, adj. hard, ipsensitive.

Why, her heart must have been tough .'.... 606.

Towards, prep. (1) expressive of moral inclination.

And lured me towards sweet Death ; Epips. 73.

towards the loadstar of my one desire, .... 219.

drew the heart of this frail Universe Towards
thine own

;
370.

which time has swept In fragments t. oblivion. . FallofBonap. 7.

to advance Towards this unforeseen deliverance Loon, IV. xvi. 5,

and drew All living things t. this wonder new. . Witch, v. 8.

(2) looking in the direction of.

Looking towards the golden Eastern air, . . . Epips. 516.

'Tis false !—that breach towards the Bosphorus . Iiellas,\\6.

And.as towards the E^st she turned, Mar. Dr. iv. i.

They breathe their spells /. the departing day, . Sumtner-Evg. 7,

(3) expressive of destination.

Thou, pavement, which I tread t. her chamber,— Cenci, I. i. 143.

It moved towards the car, and took its seat . . Deetnon, 1. 1 13.

In their fierce flight towards the wilderness, . . Faust, II. 122.

towards Nauplia when the battle Was kindled.— Hellas, 482.

the flow Of Adria towards Venice : Julian, 3.

Clove the fierce streams t. their upper springs. . Witch, XLV. 8.

(4) with respect to.

The reverence living in the minds ofmen Towards
our ancient house, and stainless fame ! . . . Cenci, V. ii. 147.

In lenity towards your native soil, Ch. \st, II, 213.

Tower, n. A. Lit. (1) a stronghold.

Will it be dark before you reach the tower) . . Cenci, III. L 242.

Even now they search the i., and find the body ; . IV. iv. 31.

Through temple, tower, and palace, Epips. 403.
'Tis not a tower of strength, 486.

Column, tower, and dome, and spire, .... Eug. Hills, 106.

Where mighty shapes—pyramid, dome, and t.— . Fr, Dream, 7.

And from isle, ^(TOf^r and rock, Fugitives, n. 11.

HeAve the tower Into the gap—- Hellas, 120.

Visit the tower of Vado, Marenghi, i. 5.

A massy /oa/er yet overhangs the town, . . . II. i.

a point of strand Near Vad<ys tower and town ; . xv. 2.

Until each crag-like /£«:£'«>', and storied column, . Pront. iv. 344.
Whose banner nangeth o'er the time-worn tower (X Mab. IV. 13.

Secure as one on a rock-built tower Rosal. 032.

and bore His chained limbs to a dreary tower, . 859.

But not alone on Irvyne's tower, St. Ir. (4) iv. i.

There stands the 7(7W«r of Famine Tower ofFant.^.
a tower amid the towers And sacred domes ; , . 10.

(2) the ancient fortress of London.
Their bullion from the Top)er; Ch. 1st, \l. 75.

until the top of the Tower 11. 430.

I set off, and at the Tower-- II. 435.

To seize upon the Bank and Tower, . . , . Mask, xxi. 2,

(3) a turret or bell tower.

And on the top an open tower, Julian, 102.

the madhouse and its belfry tower, . . , 107.

And the red tower looked grey, 135.

the old thorn, that on the topmost tower , . . Q. Mab, ix. 99.
the stern storm that swayed the topmost tower . IX. loi.
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(4) a beacon tower.
With secret sig-ns from many a mountain iower^ LaoHylR., vH. 4.
from tower to tower^ o'er Spain, Ode Lib, I. 3.

from haunted /OTUi*' to /ower . . Pr. Athan. \. 6<).

(5) a high building.
I see, as from a tower^ the end of all : . . , , Cenci^ II. ii. 147.
Smote on the beach beside a tower of stone ; . Laon^ IV. 1. 2.

Within the walls of that grey /(Tze^fi^, iv. i. 8.
And bore me thro' the t(m.ier adown a stair, . . iv. ii. 4.
From every tower and every dome Mar. Dr. xv, 2.

I Went to the garret of the swineherd's tower^ . CBdipus^ I. 325.
Apart from men, as in a lonely tower^ .... Pr, Athan. I. 33.
To tower^ and cavern, and rift and tree, .... Serchio. 9.
In a palace towcr^ Skylark^ 42.

(6) an abode, a house.
that flew Over my tower Bpips. 237. *:

'

owls flit Round the evening /(?a/e?', 531.
Pointing from this hoary tower Eug. Aills^ 303.

'

In poet^ tower^ cellar, or barn, or tree ; . . . Gisb. 2.

On tower and stream Q, oftny Hearty III. 2.

(7) a height, a rock.
A city of death, distinct with many a tower . Mont B. 105.

(8) a place of vantage.
from yon aetherial tower. Prom. I. 21^.
B. Fig.

Hung in a heaven-illumined tower^ Julian^ 124.
A. tower yAxos^. marble walls the leagued storms

withstand ! Laon^ 11, xiv. 9.
yet not alone from wisdom's tozver, II. xx. 8.

"'Tower-crowned, c. adj.

Like /(7z«'«?'-crow«tf(/ giants striding fast, . . Mask^ xxvil, 2.

in tower-crowned majesty
; ,..,,.,. Ode Lib. ix. 8.

*Tower-encircled, c. adj.

Those tower-encircled cities stood , . Mar. Dr. IX. 4.

*Tower-surrounded, c. adj.

And are there walls, and tower-sur. towns ? . . Cycl. 108,

jTowered, ///. adj. defended by battlements or towers.
Bow their towered crests to mutability Hellas^ 846.

Towering, pr. pple. rising to a great height.
Zbzwriw^ like rocks of jet Dtsnwn^ I. 199.

„ „ „ ,, Q.Mab^ii. 11.

Those mountains tower, as from waves of flame Julian^ 82,

Towering', ppl. adj. Fig. soaring, aspiring.
The weight that dra^ to earth his tower, hopes, Q. Mab^ v. 83.

Towers, n, A. Lit. (1) citadels.

Upon your camps, cities, or towers^ or fleets, . , Hellas^
43J.

Fall of vast bastions and precipitous /OTwerJ, . . 818.
And saw in sleep old palaces and towers , Ode W. Wind, iii. 5.

(2) prisons and strongholds.
Back to your towers of iron Protn. I. 344.

(3) houses, buildings, or the highest parts of buildings.

the fallen towers Of Babylon A/astor, no.
the high towers of Antioch Caideron, 1. 72.

Its dungeons underground, and its thick towers . Cenci^ II. i. 170.
Upon the Abbey towers Ck. 1st, iv. 8.

and towers of skulls With sightless holes . . . Dcemon, i. 26^.
from the high towers And terraces, Epips. 508.
Those who alone thy towers behold Sug. Hills, 142.

On the ^(?z£/5rj of Venice now, 212.

Roofs, towers and shrines, the dying and the dead, Gisb. 63.

Temples and towers. Citadels and marts, . . . Ifellas, 693.
and the towers Of cities they encircle !— ... Julian, 58.

In towers and huts are many like to me, . . . Loon, ij. xl. 7.

It overtopped the towers that did environ . . x. xlii. 3.

towers far and near, xii. v. 8.

Still hung . . . Above the towers like night ; . . xii. xxvi. 6.

A vision strange such towers to see, Mar. Dr. ix. 5.

Among those mighty t. and fanes Dropped fire, . xil. 5.

'Tis clear These towers are Nature's own, . . . xiii. 7.

scare victor kings in their ancestral towers. . . Ode Lib. xii. 15.

thou ever soarest Amon^ the towers of men, . Pr. Athan. II. iv. 12.

it shook The towers amid the moonlight, . . . Prom. ili. iv. 55.
amid Yon populous city, rears its thousand /. . . Q. Mab^ III. 23.

And tpwns, and villages, and towers, .... Kosal. 955.
a tower amid the towers And sacred domes ; . Xower ofFam. 10.

pierced that serenest sky With tombs, and towers, WitcA, lix. 7.

Surrounded by the columns and the towers - . Woodman, 57.

(4) cliffs.

Repelling invasion from the sacred towers^ . • C/t. 1st, iv. 43.

(h) heights.
SuDlime on the towers of my skiey bowers, . . Cloud, 17.

which from the towers Of Heaven look forth . . Bpips. 355.
purple crags and silver t. Of battlemented cloudj Ode Lib. v. 2.

(6) the sun and moon,
the steady tpw^^s in Heaveir did shii^e .... Laon, IX. xvii. 3.

B. Hg.
High in the Future's /<?w^rj, Far,,far away, \\. 2.

From those skiey towers Where Thought's
crowned powers Front, IV. 102.

*To wlioo, inlerj. the owl's cry.

Towhool towhoof Faust, II. 6^.

Town, n. (1) a specific city or township.
having destroyed The town of Troy Cycl. 258.
He sate him down, in London town, Devil, III. i.

a point of strand Near Vado's tower and own; , Marenghi, xv. z.

Till they came to London town. ....... Mas^, XIII, 4.

(2) used loosely to express a populous place.

Howling, like a slaughtered town, ^^£^' Hills, ^J.
And whiHed about the pavement of the town. , Even. Pisa^ II. 6.

And then, the town is silent— Julian, 551-

And up a rock which overhangs the town, . . . Laon, III. xi. 5.

Tiie /(?zww among the woods below that lay, . . ii?. xv. 8.

For to the North I saw the town on fire, . . . VI, iv. i,

trampling on some populous town, -— xii. vi. 2.

A massy tower yet overhangs the townf .... Marenghi, il. i.

From every hut, village z.nStown Mask, Lxvil. 3.

as in a town, plague-stricken, Peter, III. xxi, i.

Followed his hearse along the town :— .... Vll, vi. 4.

To light the midnights of his native town! . , , Q. Mab, V. 146.

SaveTjy the rabble of his native town Vll. 166.

(3) the ways of town society.

For Peter did not know the town, Peter, vi. xi. x.

*Town-preservingr, c. adj.

Tritogenia, town-preserving maid Horn. Min. 3.

Towns, n. populous places. •
And are there walls, and tower-surrounded t. ? . Cycl, 108.

Away, away, from men and towns, Jane, Invitn, 21,

and all We seek in towns, Julian, 55^.
And o'er the land, in hamlets and in towns . . Laon, iv. xxiii. 6.

Whilst ruin'd towns and smoaking cities tell, . M. N. Post. Fr. 77.
O'er fields and towns, from sea to sea, . . . Mask, Xlli. i.

or the smoke Of burning towns, Q. Mab^ vii. 39.
And towns, and villages, and towers, .... Rosal. 955.

Toy, n, (1) anything trifling or insignificant.

Which addled by some gilded toy, Devil^ xiv. z.

(2 ) applied to a child.

A lovelier toy sweet Nature never made, . . . Julian, 144.

Toys, n. playthings.
Were these their ^ffjjj ? Mont B. y^.
in giant toys Wrought by the busy St. Epips. i^-j.

Trace, n, a mark or evidence, something remaining.
And every trace of the fresh butchery . . Horn. Merc, xxiii. i.

And leave no trace— Julian, 580.
the grace . . . left there a lingering trace. . . Laon, IV. xxx. 9.
nor other trace I find But as of foam ... . Triumpk^ 162.
a ffentle trace Of light diviner 337.
where'er the earth one fading trace . . . W. Shel. Cane. i. 2.

Trace, v. tr. (1) track or follow.
whom to thy cloud . . . No thought can trace / . Fr. Come thou, 3.
By this omen I shall trace My noble herds, . . Horn. Merc. u. 2.

And which none can ever trace

—

Peter, v. v. 2.

(2) traverse.

Invisible Corruption waits to /. His extreme way Adonais, Vlll. 4.

(3) comprehend, make out.

the hopes which there her heart had learned to t. Laon, 11. xxxi. 9.
and thought no more can trace; Medusa^ ii. 5.

(4) write.

/race The epitaph of glory fled,— Jane, Recoil. $.

(5) mark out.

Trace your grave, and build your tomb, . , Men ofEng. VIII. 2.

'"Traced, v. tr. (1) tracked, followed.
Far as I traced them on the sandy road, . . Horn. Merc, LIx. 3.

(2) Fig. drawn, marked out.

With divine wand traced on our earthly home . Ode Lib. ix. 14.

*Traced, //. marked out.

Was traced a line of lightning Dcemon, 1. 128.

n n n , I) Q- Mab, 1. 217.
Traced ov^x them in blue and yellow painL . . Gisb. 8i.
There seemed ... A magic circle traced,— . , . Jane, Recoil. 44.

*Traceries, n. pattern-work.
All overwrought with braach-like traceries . . Woodman, 58.

*Tracery, n. (1) delicate lines of plant-growth.
Peeps through their winter-woof of tracery . . . Epips. 504.

(2) pattern work.
With cunning workmanship of tracery sweet— ILont. Merc. XLII. 2.
Of delicate strange tracery; Prom.. Ii. iv. 159.

(3) natural net-work.
woven tracery ran Of light firm texture, , . . . Witch, xxxiii. 4.

Traces, n. evidences, signs.

its /racas has impressed not. Calderon, III. 27,

Track, n. (1) road, line of passage.
The chariot's fiery ^flc^, Dcetnon, i. 13S.

ij I) n Q. Mab, 1. 227.
Closing round his vessel's track; Eug, Hills, 8.
might not betray His /?'or*fe; Horn. Merc. xw. z-And close upon Shipwreck and Famine's track, . Prom., i. 501.
Whose roots, beside the pathway track, .... The Cold, 11. 4,
Fell into the same track at last, ... ... Triumph, 4to.
The track in which we moved , 518.
Follo^ying the serpent lightning's winding track, Witch, lv. 6.

(2) marks left, footprints.

And found their track and his, yet hardly cold, Hom. Merc, xxxvi.7.
The cattle's track on the black dust, .... Lviir. i.*

No mark or track denoting where tney trod • lix. ^.

'

The tracfi. of deer on desert Labrador ; . . . . Trium.ph, 407.
tTrack, v. tr. follow up, attend on.
To /. along the lapses of the air This . . . melody Fr. Silence, 7.
Track n,ot the steps of him who drinks of it ; . . Fr. Theferce^ 2.
To track the steps of Freedom Laon^ Vlll. xi. '7.*

From the swift clouds which track its flight of fire, Otfio., V. 5.
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Scorn track thy lagging fall thro' boundless space Prom. i. 301.
We t. all things that weep, and bleed, and live, . i. 456.

"^Tracked, //, followed up, attended.
Has been tracked by despair and agony. . , , Falsehood^ 20.
and Ariel still Has tracked yo\xx steps, .... Guitar Jane^ 34.
Had tracked the hosts in festival array, .... L.aon^ x. xiv. ^.

Has tracked lona from the Theban limits, . . . CEdipus^ I. 166.

*TracMu£f, pr. pple, following, tracing.
Track, their path no more by blood and groans, Prom.. III. ii. 29.
Tracking them to the secret wood, Rosal, 162.

^Trackless, adj. having no path or track.
Those trackless deeps Desm-ony 11. 93,
Lit you o'er the trackless sea, ....... GuitarJane^ 20.
Within a cavern of man's /rac^/tfjj spirit . . . Ode Lib. Cane. \.

Those trackless deeps, where many a weary sail Q. Mab^ vill. 88.
through the trackless air,- Witch^ ix. 3.

Tracks, n. (1) paths.
mossy tracks made by the goats and deer , . Epifis. 439.

(2) footprints, marks.
So that the tracks which seemed before, were

aft ; Horn. Merc. xni. 4.
But these ! are not the tracks of beast or bird, , xxxvil. 3.
I know not how I can describe in words Those /.— LVIII. 7.

(3) signs, traces.

tracks of blood Even to the forest's depth, . . . Q. Mab, IV. 62.

'I'Tracks, v. tr. follows up, pursues.
Tracks every traveller even to where the dead . Allegory^ II. 3.

He tracks the rapid step of hurrying Fear ; . M. N.Posi. Fr. 76.
And the -^oX^ tracks her there

—

Mont B. 69,
With all hiswinds and lightnings, /mt^j his prey

; Q. Mab, IV. 31.
A Shadow tracks thy flight of fire— Two Spirits, 3.

Tract, n. (1) a region or extent of country.
The vast tract of the parched and sandy waste . Dcemon, II. 81.

(2) Ms-.
how stern And desolate a t. is this wide world] . Q. Mab, iv. 154.

Tracts, n. {!) pi. of Tract.
Dim tracts and vast, , . Alastor. kk6.

(2) Fig.
Through desert woods and tracts^ Fr, Wandering^ 3.

Trade, n. (1) a handicraft.
apprentice me To some mechanic /raiitf ^ . , , Cenciy ll. ii. 7.

(2) vocation.
Mixed with the watchman's, partner of her trade, Gisb. 270.
A special sanction to the trade of blood? , . Q. Mab^ II. 157.
falsehood's trade Shall be as hateful III, 136.
The lawyer's jest, the hired assassin's trade^ . . iv. 160.
Whether thy trade is falsehood, ..,.;. IV. 238.

(3) occupation.
Ruins the merchants of such thriftless trade, . . Marengki, I, 4*
Things whose trade is, over ladles To lean, . . Peter, ill. x. i.

(4) traffic, commerce.
A fortune by the gainful trade XI. x. 4.
Mere wheels of work and articles of trade, . . . Q. Mab, V. 77.
Makes human will an article of trade; .... Vlll.176,

Traded, v. intr. trafBcked.
And priests first tradedyviih the name of God, . VHI.186.

Tradition, n. oral transmission of opinions, facts or usages.
/. interruptedly Teaches the credulous vulgar, . li. 248.
This silent spot tradition old Rosal. 146.

:{:Traditional, adj: so esteemed by tradition.

I am the old traditional man-bull ; CEdipus, ll.ii.105.

Traditions, n. orally transmitted tales.

Traditions dark and old, . . Laon, II. ii. S.

Trail, n. a mark or track left.

The trail of whose wide leaves might not betray Horn, Merc- xiv,2.
Seemed like the trail of oak-toppings :— ... — L,IX.4.

Trailing*, pr. pple. (1) movi^g.
Small serpent eyes trailing iroia side to side, , Laon, I. Ivi. 3.

(2) leaving,

he crawls, TVazVi'w^ a blistering slime, .... (Edipus, i. 165.

(3) extending, stretching.

trailing its quaint spires Along the garden , . Un/^^ Dr. 196.

Trailing*, ppl, adj. (1) creeping, climbing.
All overgrown with trailing odorous plants, . . Prom. HI. iii. ii.

(2) sweeping.
Her trailinghaiv fronj the grassy sod . , , . Sensit. PI. 11. 26,

fTrails, ft. tendrils, clinging stems.
With blooming ivy trails was overgrown ; . . . Laon, IV. i. 4.

fTrails, v. intr. draws or drags.
wrecks which the surge trails to and fro, . . . Rosal. 633.

Train, n. (1) a company or party.

If she should lead a happy female train . . , .Laon, 11. xxxvlii.4.

each among the /raz'wlo his own Idol .... x. xxvi. 8.

(2) following, attendant multitude.
And with millions of deemons in his tratn.^ . . . pr. Satan, 8,

to swell the glory of thy /ra«« Laon.v.Song^i.i^.
With War, and Woe, and Terror, in his train; M. N. Post. Fr. 69.
Trampling behind in thy ^?-d!i'«, CEdipus,ll.\\.^C},
And Faith, . . . dragged on Her foul and

wounded train, Rosal. 703.

(3) succession.

till the familiar train Of objects and of persons . Ginevra^ 6.

(4) following.
Keep with thy glorious train firm state within

nis heart Int. Beauty, iv, 5.

and rain. And frosts and. storms, ... a savage /. / Laon, ix. xxi. 4.

(5) the trail of a meteor.
many a spark From its blue train, xi. xii. 8.

(6) Fig.
And as slow years pass, a funereal train . . . Julian, 489.

*Train-bearer, c. n. Fig. an obsequious follower.
There man was long the train-bearer of slaves, . Dcsmon, 11, 135.

,, ,, „ „ ,, „ . Q.Mab,vlll.'i^4..

Trained, pp. educated, reared.

Been trained in no highborn necessities .... Cenci, II. ii. 8.

Txainiiig, pr. pple. drawing, enticing.

Train, me on with hintSi and signs, and smiles, v. i. 51.

Trains, n. (1) trails left in passing.
Athwart the night with trains of bickering fire, . Damon, i. 171.

Some dash'd athwart with trains of flaine, . . Q. Mab, i. 260.'

(2) lines.

Long trains of tremulous mist began to creep, . Laon, I. ii. 4.

Traitor, n. one who betrays trust.

Thou art a lie ! Traitor and murderer ! . . . . Cenci, v. i. ^^.
'

And not betray thee with a traitor's kiss, , . Ck. ist, II. 131.
-Thou wily traitor I CycL 569.
At that throned ^azVi^^-'j summons ; Laon, X. iv,3.

Traitorously, adv. in a perfidious manner.
For traitorously did that foul Tyrant .... X. vii, *. 1

Traitors, n. pi. of Traitor.
Cowards and traitors/ Cenci, iv. iii. 26.
Ye traitors to your Country Tremble ! , . , . TrembleKings,2,

*Traiup, n. A. Lit, a npise of footfalls.

there is a tra-mp Of horses in the court ; ... Cenci, jv. iii. 59.
if the tratnp of a far steed was heard, .... Laon, xi. x. 6.

they hear The tramp of hoofs xil. viii. 4.
And the tramp of horses' heels . Mask, lxxvi. 4.

B. Fig.
And swifter thy step than the earthquake's t. ; . Liberty, III. 2.

*Tramped, v. intr. walked.
As when he tramped\}^%\^% the Otter. .... Peter, vi. xxv. 5.

*TrauLping', pr. pple. Tvalking, wandering.
Of pedlars tramping on their rounds ; , . . . V. xii. 2.

Trample, v. 1. tr. A, Lit. (1) spurn or stamp on.
which then might trample thee Prom., i. 51.
I trample thee ! thou lingerest ? III. i. 63,

(2) walk over or on.
Who with winffless footsteps tram.ple the sea, . I. 500.
Which ^aw/S the dim wmds : . ...... II. iv. 131.

B. Fig. (1} override, make nought of.

an armed heel To trample accusation. , . . Cend^ IV. iv. i6p.
dare To trample their oppressors ? Laon, 11. xliii. 0.
Let our first triumph tram-pie the despair . . . iii. ix. 7.

(2) with out, destroy utterly, abolish.
Would trample out, . . . The meanest or the

noblest Jife. Cenci, III. i. 235.
O, trample out that thought ! ...... v. iv. 97.
To redescend, and trample out the spark. . . . Profn. iii. i. 24.

II. intr. A. Lit. stamp with the foot.

and trample Upon my prostrate head, .... Cenci, V. iv. 37.

B. Fig
Then trample and trance, tfeou Oppressor! , . Castl.Adm. Ill, i.

turn with the multitude To trample: .... Laofu, Ded. VIII..9.

and tram.ple on The weak and wretched ; . . . Peter, iii.xviii. 2.

jTrampled, v. I. tr. A. Lit. trod, stamped on.
He quenched the coals and t. the black dust, Horn.. Merc. XXIII. 7.

Trampled its sparks into the dust of death ; . . Triumph, 388.

B. Fig. destroyed, killed.

/rawi^/ff^ in treacherous war The gentle hearts . iMon, V. vi. 8.
,

II. intr. A. Lit.

And stabbed and trampled on it's mother ; . . Rosal. 164.

B. Fig. practised oppression.
but soon I looked, . . . None fawned, none tram. / Prom., ill. iv. 133.

Trampled, pp. A. Lit. trodden.
an old book trampled in the dirt.— Ck. \st, 11. 428.,
the corn was trampled down, Laon, x. xviii. 1.

B. F'ig, expressive of brutal or contemptuous treatment..
Trampled 2l-dA mocked with many a loathed rite Adonais, IV. 6.

Oh ! He has tramPled me Under his feet, . . . Cenci, 11. i. 64. v

A parricide Had tram-pled them like dust ; . . v. ii. 108.
Trampled out by tyranny F^^g- Hills, 268^
If the foul worship trampiedh^r^ we fear; . . Laon, v. xlix. 2.

things best and rarest Are stained and tramp. :— vill. xxv.4.
That faith and tyranny were trafnpied down ; . x. xxxiii. 6.

Truth ^aw^/erf; Nature's landmarks overthrown, Ld. Ch. II. 2.

Have sprung-, and trampled on my prostrate sons. Prom.. I. 2 14

.

Whilst my beloved race is trampled down . . , —— i. 386.
beneath Their pitiless tread lies torn and tramp., Q. Mab, iv. 201,
From virtue, trampled by its iron tread, . . . v, 99.
and men Were trampled and deceived agayi, . Rosal. 704,

Trampled, ///. adj. Fig.
Over the ;;'a»«^/«rf laws of God and man, , , . Cck«', v. ii. 136.
When the last hope of.^«ff»/». France had failed Laon, I. J. i. ^
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And earth's immense and trampled multitude, . Laon. i. xxxi. 7.

For the trampled multitude

—

Mask^ LV. 2.

The champion of a trampled creed

:

Rosal. 660.
Their tram-pled bosoms almost slept, 931,

Trampled, adj, absoL Fig.
And with the poor and trampled sit and weep, . Julian^ 447.

Tramples, v. tr. Fig.
Until Death tramples it to fragments Adonais^ Lll. 5.

*TrampleBt, v. intr. Fig.
Than his on whom thou trafnplest^ Julian^ 498.

%^-rei,Tciglins^ pr. ppie. A. Lit. treading, stamping.
Comes trampling over the dead Laon, VI. xix. 4.

Tram.pling to a mire of blood Mask, x. 3,

With tneir trampling shook the g^round, . . . xi. 2.

Tearing up, and trampling down
;

xill. 3.

Tratnpling t\\ei slant winds on high Prom., i. 318.
Trampling the torrent streams and glassy lakes Ilf . iii. 1 1)6.

B. Mg.
the reward of trampling down The thorns . . . Cenci, in. i. 123.

An earthquake tramp, on some populous town, L.aon, XII. vi. 2.

Earthquake is tra-mpling on^ city to ashes, , . Liberty, 11. 3.

2Vflw^/?'w^ our columned cities mto dust, . . . Naples, 144.
Trafnpling to silence their loud hopes and fears, Ode Lib. xi. 3,

Trampling behind in thy train. (Bdipus^ II. ii. 59.
mitres and swords and snares, Traptp. in scorn, JProf. Hellas, 155.
Trampling down both flower and weed , . . Prom. I. 784.

*Trampling's, n. Fig. violence, excitement.
whose tramplings fierce Made wounds . . . iv. 501.

Trance, n. (1) doimant state.

-Like unimprisoned flames, out of their t. awake. Adonais, XVIII.9.

the bound With which from that detested trance Mont B. 91.

Gloom, and the trance of Nature now : ... Rosal. 131.

This lady never slept, but lay in trance . Witch, xxvill. *.

(2) ecstasy, ecstatic excitement.
And in mad trance., Adonais^ xxxix. 5.

On which, like one in trance upborne, .... Con. Sing. IV. 5.

Of planetary music heard in /ra«i:<? Epips.Bb.
As we sate gazing in a trance of wonder, , . . Laon, xii. xx. i.

I seem as in a trance sublime and strange . . . Mont 3. 35.

When passion's trance is overpast, . . . When passion^s, 1. 1.

(3) dream. .

• Roused by the shock he started from his trance— Alastor, 192.

Shall then dissolve the world's unquiet trance, . Laon, II. xlv, 6.

The forms which peopled this terrific trance . . in. xxiii. i.

(4) swoon, state of unconscionsness.

No ! Abandoned he sinks in a trance of despair, . Bigotry^ I. 5.

I felt the blood Rush to my heart, and fell into

a trance; . Cenci, II. i. 41.

She fell, as thou dost know, into a trance ; . . iv. i. 32.

And in that trance she heard a voice IV. i. 33.

So that a dizzy trance fell on my brain— . . . Laon, i. xlviii. 2.

In trance had lain me thus within a fiendish bark. iii. xxx. 9.

on the dust as in a trance he sate V. xxx. 9.

they stood as in a trance.
._

Vlll.xxvi.9.

(5) vision, state of vision.

What sound . . has broken My mighty trance ?~ Hellas, 914.

a strange trance over my fancy grew . . . Triumph, 29,

As in that trance of wondrous thought .... 41.

so mighty was the trance, . . 108.

(6) a time of suspended action.

a t. which awes The thoughts of men with hope— Laon, iv. xxvii. 3.

itdissolved the visions ofthe /rttwos OdeLid.x.8.

(7) period of insanity.

For through that trance my soul had well . . . Rosal. 1218.

jTianoed, ^/. (1) wrapt.
I trod as one tranced in some rapturous vision : , Laon, v. xvii. i.

(2) insensible.

And long lay tranced upon the charmed soil. . . Q. Mab, vil. 185.

Tranced,///, adj. (1) enchanted, charmed.
out of many a fit Of tranced sound— . . , Horn. Merc. Lxxxi. 6.

(2) spell-bound.
Thro' darkness wide and deep those tranced

spirits smite* ^
. . . . Laon, II. xvi. 9.

Waked, with its presence, in my /J'awcef/ brain . -— 11 1. xvii. 5.

Trances, n. intervals, pauses.

In the brief iya«i»J of the artillery Hellas, /^g^.

Fail, like the trances of the summer air, . . . Sunset, 6.

jTranquil, adj. (1) calm, quiet.

And felt the boat speed o'er the tranquil seA . . Alastor, 314.

through the plain in tranquil wanderings crept, . 500.

It was a tranquil spot, that seemed to smile . . 577.

the flood Grew tranquil as a woodland river . .. Mar. Dr. xxi. 2.

The smiles of the serene and tranquil deep . . Moschus, 3.

I love tranquil solitude, Rarely, Vli. i.

(2) peaceful.
' Others a ^raw^wj'/ life; Cat, iv. 3.

nor memories Of /ya^zj-w// childhood; .... Cenci, ni. i. agi.

(3) placid, not excited or disturbed.

'The /j'flwg'M?/ spirit fails beneath its grasp, . . . Damon, il. 178.

. raging over My tranquil sou.), Laon, l. xl. 5,

As from the tranquil strength which cradled lay li. xxxiv. 6.

. who saw Their tranquil victim pass xil. iv. 3,
' Oh ! rest thee tranquil

;

Q. Mab^ VI. 26.

The tranquil spirit failed beneath its grasp, . , IX. 58.

(4) unmoved, undisturbed.
^Two tranquil stars, while clpuds are passing by Laon^ Ded. XIV. 7.

Tranquil, adv. quietly.

Fix'd tranquil.^ even in the tomb Love, 10.

itiTranquillity, adj. (1) quiet, peacefulness.

teach The wilds to love tranquillity Alastor^ 588,

Cradled and hung in clear tranquillity ; , . . EpiPs. 458.

And infinite jfra«j'Mi7/2/j' of heaven. JulianyCanc.ii.
Sweet friend I can look from our tranquillity . Laon^ Ded. XIV. 5.

which sunk in white tranquillity X. xlviii. 9.

(2) deadness, inertness.

But pale despair and cold tranquillity, .... Alastor, 71S.

And lull the blasts in mute iranquillity^ . . . Horn. Castor^ \%
(3) profound stillness or repose.

Power dwells apart in its tranquillity .... Mont B. 96.

To the depths of its tranquillity, Rosal. gy2.

^Transalpine, adj. of the other side of the Alps from Italy.

in such transalpine Tuscan Serckio^ €>(>.

*Transcendant, adj. supreme, surpassing.

Where there is little oi transcendant worth, . . Julian, 591.

^Transcribe, v. tr. copy or imitate.

And thou in painting didst transcribe all taught Marenghi, Vlll. I.

^Transcribed, v. tr. set down in writing.

And in no careless heart transcribed the tale ; . Laon, II. ix. :£.

^Transfer, «, exchange.
every transfer of earth's natural gifts . . . , Q. Mdb, V. 252.

^Transfer, v. tr. hand over to another.
Which may transferihe sceptre ofwide Heaven, Prom. i. 373.

*Transfiguration, n. glorified change of appearance.
or her ^flM>j;^«?'fl;^z(JK Will blind your .... CBdipus,\\.\..\%6.

iTransfiernred, //. (1) changed.
Touch, mingle, are transj^ured; Epips. 578.
How all things ate transfigured ^•xxx.^t Love ; . Triumph, 476.

(2) glorihed.
she will become transfigured Into an angel, . . (Edipus, I. 392.

^Transfixed, v. tr. pierced through.
The spear transfixed my arm that was uplifted . Laon, V. ix. i.

Transfixes, if. tr. pierces, impales.
The monster transfixes his prey Bigotry, I. 6.

Transform, v. tr. change the appearance of.

if she be guilty, 'twill transform, her (Edipus, I. 390.

Transformed,//: changed.
Like {la.me transformed to tDa.rhle

;

Adonais, L. 6.

Of that which has transformed me : Cenci, in. i. 109.
Hath so /rflwj/o^^^H^rfthe lifewhich thou hast led, Dante Conv. ^$.
Which e^-er is ira^isformed, yet still the same, . Epips. 284.
"Protens transformed to metsil Gisd. 4^.
Transformed into the agony which I wore , . Laon, VII. xv. 8.

The pale moon is transfinned, Protn. II. iv. 90.
And the all-circling sunlight were transformed, ~ III. iv. loi.

^Transforming, ppl. adj. altering.

from the tether Of her transforming presence, . i. 832.

*Transftise, v. tr. diffuse, disseminate.
The glory they trans, with fitting truth to speak. Adonais, Lll. 9.

Transg'ress, -u. tr. overstep, offend against.

nature can chastise Those who trans, her law,— Q. Mab, III. 83.

*Transsrressors, n. evildoers.

Who, 'gainst the Crowned Transgres. Pleadest Naples, 70.

^Transient, adj. quickly passing, fleeting.

once fleeting o'er the transient siene . . . Dcemon, II. 150.

„ „ ,, „ „ . . . . Q.Mab,y\\i.2i^.
The transient gulph-dream of a startling sleep. . Dce-mon, 11. 270.

„ „ „ „ ,. ,. . Q. Mab, IX. 175.
a transient flash On which the midnight closed, in. 148.

^Transitory, adj. speedily vanishing or passing.
when stars indue Its transitory robe Dcemon, I. 63.
as bright and calm, but transitory Death, (2) 11. 5.
but transitory The calm : Laon, I. i. 7.

Dungeons and palaces are transitory— .... VIII. xvi. 7.

Matter, with all its transitory shapes, . . . . Q. Mab, v. 134.
Catching new life from transitory death,— . . VIII. 22.

*Translating*, pr. pple. rendering.
Translating hieroglyphics into Greek Witch, Lxxiii. z.

•j-Translation, n. English version.

For Horn's translation of Kant's book ; . . . Peter.^ VI. xiii. z,

"^Translucent, adj, A. Lit. clear, transparent.
• Dark, gleaming, and of most translucent wave, Alastor, 458.
Almost translucent with the light divine . . . Laon, xii. xxi. 2.

the fishes lie Stiffened in the /rawj/wcaw^ ice, . . Summer, 13.

A haven beneath whose translucent floor . . . Witch, XLix. 1.

B. Fig.
On their translucent lids, whose texture fine . . Dcemon, i. 40.
The blood- in his /^'awj/wcew^ veins Rosal. 824.

*Translucid, adj. transparent.

The flowers whose purple and trans/ucid howls . Prom. III. iii. 142.

^Transmitted, ppl. adj. passed on to others.

But whose transmitted efiluence cannot die . . Adonais, XLVI. :*.

^Transmute, v. tr. change.
could transm-ute Into a mortal bane, .... Laon, V. Ivi. 7,

^Transmutes, v. tr. changes.
trans. All things to guilt which is its nutriment, . Cenci, IV. iv. 179.

Transparent, adj. A. Lit. clear, brilliant.

The purple noon's transparent might, . . . .St. Dejection, 1. 4.
Was so /irawj/arew/, that thescene came through Triumph, 31.
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B. Fig. pervious to light.

and made Their very peaks transparent^ . . . Julian., 85,

f'Transport, n. vehement emotion.
Till this dreadful transport may Inv, Mis. x. 3.

The /raKj^o*-/ of a fierce and monstrous gladness Laon^ xii. i. i.

*Transports, n. excitement.
By our consaming transports : Hellas^ 507.

*Transv6rse, aaj. that falls across.

And felt the transverse lightning linger warm . Gish, 149.

perpendicular now, and now transverse^ . . . Frotn. IV. 277.

*Transversely, adv. crosswise.
Transversely dividing the stream of the storm ; Vis. Sea, 102.

Trap, n. snare.

toast a piece of cheese And bait the trap ? . , . (Bdipus, i. 183.

Trasb, n. folly, nonsense.
Who taught you this tras/t^ sirrah ? CA. ist, II. 427.

*Travailetli, v. intr. laboureth to bring forth.

The abortion with which she ^az/a?7tf/A .... Castl.Adm.W.^.
Travel, n. A. Lit. journeying from place to place.

with toil and travel.^ Had grown quite weak . . Pr. Athan. I. 1.

B. Fig. the journey ol life.

My travePs done,— Ch. ist, I. 39.

Travel, v. intr. Fig. pass onwards.
Who travel to their home among the dead . . . Epips. 156.

Travelled, v. I. tr. Fig.
Which this lone spirit travelled^ OthoUy 3.

Jl. intr. journeyed.
From the storm he travelled xn^ Peter^ II. v. 4.
and so we travelled on By woods, and fields . . Rosal. 953.
so we t. on Till we came to the home of Lionel, . 987.

Travelled, //. traversed.
Travelled o'^T by dying gleams ; Prom. I. 679.

Traveller, n. A. Lit. wayfarer.
I met a traveller from an antique land . . . Ozynt, i.

Sweet whispers are heard by the traveller, . . Two Spirits^ 43.

B. Fig.
Tracks every traveller even to where the dead . Allegory^ li. 3.

A traveller from the cradle to the grave . . . Prom. IV. 551.

Travellers, n.. pi. of Traveller. A. Lit.
Of travellers^ or of fairy land — Rosal. 266.

Travelling, /r. pple. journeying.
But Maddalo was travelling far away .... Julian, 586.

Treacherous, adj. (1) deceptive, illusory.

A pool oi treacherous and tremendous calm. . Alastor, 386.
Sees its own treacherous likeness there. . . . 474.
Treacherous in calm, and terrible in storm, . . Time^ 8.

(2) that is net to be trusted, dangerous.
The treacherous Ocean has forsworn its wiles ; . Epips. 413.
rarely smiles Unless in treacherous "wrath, . . Gisb. 39.
The treacherous marsh divides it from the land, Marenghi^ XV. 3.

(3) characterized by treachery.
trampled in treacherous war The gentle hearts . Laon, V. vi. 8.

Treacherously, adv. deceptively.
breath, and being intertwined Thus /rtfa^r^ytJiij. ? Alastor, 209.

Treachery, n. (1) disloyalty, betrayal of trust.

Terror without, and treachery within ; . . Hellas, 269.

(2) faithlessness.

From rapine, madness, treachery, 2iXvA wrong; . Q. Mob, ill. 123.

bought by crimes of treachery and gore, . . . IV. 171.

Tread, w. A. Lit. (1) ihe pressure of the foot.

which to her aery tread Yielding not, .... Adonais, XXIV. 3.

The dewy turf beneath our tread, Faust, II. 80.

When the crushed worm rebels beneath your t, . Hellas, 426.
as if his tread Fell not on earth ; Hotn. Merc. xxV. 2.

the earth beneath his tameless tread, .... Laon, VI. xlv. 4.

Their tread broke not the mirror Triumph, 362.

and on the water for her treadA. tapestry of fleece-

like mist was strewn, Witch, Llll. 6.

(2) tramp, noise of footsteps.

'tis the tread of feet About his bed Cenci, IV. iii. 3.

hear'st thou not the tread Of rushing feet ? . . Laon, XI. xi. 9.

(3) Step.

And many pass it by with careless tread, . . . Allegory, II. i.

Insult with careless tread, our undivided tomb. . Laon, IX. xxix. 9.

B. Fig. force, pressure, blow, oppression.

Before an earthquake's tread.— Hellas^ 51.

crushed ten thousand with one tread, .... Laon., Xli. vi. 3.

beneath Their pitiless //-tfaaf lies torn Q. Mah,\w. 20\.

From virtue, trampled by its iron tread, . , . V, 99.
How swift the step of reason's firmer tread, . . VI. 59.

Tread, v. I. tr. A. Lit, {W
Thou, pavement, which I tread Towards her

chamber,— Cenci, I. i. 1*^2.

tread The threshold of God's throne, Laon, x. xlvii. 5.

Partly to tread the waves with feet Triumph, 370.

(2) trample.
Thefields they t. look black and hoaryWith fire— Naples, 147.

(3) visit, enter.

Yes, I will tread Vride.'s golden palaces, . . . Laon, II. xlii. i.

B. Fig. pass through.
the highway of the life Which we all tread, . . Allegory, I. 3.

And draw new strength to tr. the thorns of life. . Ch. 1st, i. 20.

Which those poor slaves with weary footsteps t., Epips. 155.

And any step which in our dance we tread, . . Faust, II. 342.
For to tread life's dismaying wilderness . . . Laon, II. xix. 4.

II. intr. (1)

The stones you tread on to deliver you : . , , Cend, II. i. 164*

the instinctive worm on which we treadT\xxns, , Julian^ 412.
and cried aloud. We tread On fire ! Laon. x. xxii. 8.

The green earth on which ye tread, Mash, LXVI. 2.

o'er white-hot plough-shares tread Unsinged, . . CBdipus, ll. i. 172.

(2) walk,
weak from bondage, tremble as they tread. . . Q. Mab, v. 136.

Txe?u6Xn^, pr. pple. Fig. (Ij following.

And some yet live, treading the thorny road, . Adonais, v. 8.

(2) pursuing in thought.
Treading their still path back to infancy, . . . Ch. \st, II. 12.

(3) following quickly.
Treading eajzh. other's heels, unheededly. . . . Epips. 421.

Treads, v. I. tr. A. Lit. walks over.

Which the rough shepherd treadshut once a year, 440.

B. Fig. (1) injures, destroys.

But treads with killing footstep . , . The tender
hopes ' Prom. 1. 774.

(2) treads out, extinguishes.

Treads out the lamps of night, Triumph, 390.

II. intr. A. IM. walks.
May stain the senseless dust on which he treads, Cenci, V. iv. 39.

B. Mg.
thou dost make That he treads upon a snake. . Mask, LVI. 4.

Treason, n. (1) disloyalty.

Get treason, and spare treasure Ch, ist, II. 164.

(2) want of good faith.

Treason, and Slavery, Rapine, Fear, and Lust, Fall q/Bonap. 9.

(3) tieachery.

cries oi treason and of danger Resounded : . . Laon, vi. iii. 1.

Treasure, n. A. Lit. money.
Get treason, and spare treasure Ch. ist^ II. 164.
Would blood and treasure wasted be .... Mask^ Lix. 2.

^. Fig. (1) thing of great value.
a buried treasure ? Epips. 67.
He found a tortoise, and cried out— 'A treasure I ' Aom. Merc. IV. 2.

The treasure of the secrets of its reign. . . . Trium.ph, 273.

(2) delight, joy.

for he unlocked the treasure Of his deep song, Horn.. Merc. Lxxil. 6.
a drainless treasure. Descends amidst us ;— . Laon, v. Song, 2. 11.

If my heart enshrined a treasure .... Mary, 'who died. III. 7.

Futurity Exposes now its ^codv^rtf/ Q. Mab,v\\\. %\.
To my own soul its self-consuming treasure. . . Rosal. 779.

^Treasured, pp. (1) stored up, collected together.
were all ZVeaiw^^i/ i' the instant ; . .... Ginevra, 131.

(2) reserved, kept.
A spell is treasured but for thee alone Prom. ll. iii. 88.

*Treasured, ///. adj. (1) valued, highly esteemed.
His treasured prize into the cavern old Horn. Merc. VI. 8.

Left all its treasured beauty. Unf. Dr. 179.

(2) stored up, reserved for a purpose.
Preserve, a trea,sured s^fMi Pront. I. 184*
The bitterest of those drops of treasured gall, . in. iv. 162.

Treasures, n. (1) things of material value.
So, as I had heard treasures were found . . Ch. ist, ll. 433.
The treasures of victorious Solyman Hellas, 252.

{2) things of wonder and curiosity.

Were stored with magic treasures— Witch, xiv. :«.

(3) intellectual pleasures, delights.
Yet in its depth what treasures/ Gisb. ig6.
Treasures from all the cells of human thoujght, Laon, v. Song, 3. 4.
If thine or theirs were treasures to be bought . Ode Lib. xvill. 13.

Better than all treasures That in books are found. Skylark. 98.

Treasury, n. A. Lit. repository or storehouse of treasure.
your treasury Is empty even of promises— . . Hellas, 561.

B. Fig. power oi" bestowal.
his profuse exhaustless ^tffljwry; Horn. Merc. L.KS.x.3.

Treatise, n. dissei tation.

a treatise of deep sense And ponderous volume ? Faust, II. 2S9.

*Tretoly, adv. threefold.

'Gainst scorn, and death and pain thus trebly
mailed, Laon, iv. xix. 7.

Tree, n. A. Lit.

But with a fruit tree bough, O*^^' 3*'^-

As the fruit is to the tree Epithal. (2) 31.
In which I saw an apple tree, Faust, II. 328.
In poet's tower, cellar, or barn, or tree; . . . Gisb. 2,

Felled a tree, while on the steep GuitarJane, 45.
and so this tree,—0 that such our death may be

!

53.
and fruits on every tree Hang ripe Horn. Earth, 8.

but one dwarf tree and some few stakes .... Julian, 10.

a dark cypress tree, Beneath whose spires, . . Laon, V. liv. 5.
That living tree, which, if the arrowy dove, . . vi. xl. 7.
power in thought be as the tree within the seed ? . Ode Lib. xvil. 8,
as you and I Think of some rotten tree, .... J^ter, IV. xx. 3.

On Freedom hang like fruit on the green tree, . Prol. Hellas, 158,
To the last fibre of the loftiest tree Prom. I. 154.
And Famine ; and black blight on herb and tree ; I. 173.

And each dark tree that ever grew, . ... 11. li. 3.

Whispering without from tree to tree, . iii. iii. 19.
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Each tree which guards its darkness from the day, Q. Mab^ iv. 69.
To tower, and cav;5^n, and rift and tree^ . . . Serckio^ 9.
And noon lay heavy on flower and iree^ . , . To Nighty HI. 4.
In autumn evening from a poplar ^r££ Trtwmph^ K^g,
it cracks as a tree^ Vis. Sea^ 26.
Still like the spathfed pine iree^s height, . . . . W. Jem^ (2) 2.

And every nymph of stream and spreadin? tree^ Wt'ich, x. i.

some secret nest On the tree or billow ? World's Wanderers, ill, 4,

B. Fig.
and took From life's ffreen /. his Uranian lute ; . JFr. Milton^ a.

Thou tree whose shadow o'er the Atlantic . . . Ireland^ 5.

and there Planted the /«£ of evil Q. Mab^vn. wo.
Is cankered in its healrt, the tree must fall, < . < Rosal. 1293.

*Tree-swung", c. adj\ suspended in a tree.

The ^^£fi-«s;w«^ cradle of a child, .... t)irgeforYear^\\\.2.
*Tree-tops, c, n. summits of trees.

Now all the tree-tops lay asleep, Jane^ Recott. 29,

*Treeii, n. old Engl. pi. of Trees.
Of the enamoured wind among the ireen. . . . Adon. Cane. 6.

returned ... At evening closeN-from killing the
tall treen, Woodman, 41.

Trees, n. pi. of Tree (1).
From trees and beasts and men Adonais^ XLIII. 9.
Of mighty trees^ that stretched their giant arms Alastor, 383.
Where the embowering trees recede, 404.
he went Beneath the shade of trees, . ... ^— 523.
wilderness of trees And flowers Calderon, I. 2.

Babylon of crags and aged trees, II. 169.
would not fall On stones and trees Cenct, ill. ii. 5.

As star-beams among; twilight trees :— .... Coleridge^ 4.
The foliage of the unBecaymg trees ; Dcemon, ii. 63.
Will be as of the i^ees of Paradise Epips. 387.
Nor damp within the shadow of the trees ; . . . Even. Pisa, ii. .£.

When trees look green Faust, I. 71.

Trees behind trees, row by row,

—

—— II. 46.
Trees and masses intercept The sight, . . . ii. 90.
but each one Under the dark t. seems a little sun, Gt'sb. 383.
a lone retreat Of moss-grown trees and weeds, . Laon^ Ded. II. 8.

trees of unknown kind, ., XII. xviii. 7.

And weeping willow /rfifty/ Orp/ietis, 112.

Perched on the lowest branches of the trees; . . r 122.

He could speak of rocks and trees Peter, v. x. 4.

Between the trunks of the hoax trees^ Prom. Ii. ii. 9.

Till the trees, and the beasts,
,

' IV. 170.

the flowers, the trees. Arise in due succession ; . Q. Mab, III. 194.
the tall trees From which they fell, v. 9.

the trees. The grass, the clouds, • vi. 75.

,, „ ,, ,,
Superstition, 4.

The budding of the heaven-breathing irees^ . . Q. Mab, vi. 97. -

„ „ „ 11 1, • • Superstition, 26.

The foliage of the ever verdant trees; . . , . Q. Mab, VIII. 118.

those trees that grow Close to the little river. . Posal. 76.
The vast and knotted trees around 103.

how fair The moonbeams rest upon the trees! . St. Ir. (4^ II. 4.
Some lost among bowers of blossoming trees, . Sensit. Pi. I. 52.

And the firm foliage of the larger trees Suntmer, 10.

Between the black trunks of the crowded trees, . Sunset, 19.

Pierce the pines and tallest trees, The Isle, 7.

beams that fell among The trees, Triumph, 374.
and stumps of trees o ergrown Onf. Dr. 199,
And far beneath the matted roots of trees, . . . Witch, xxil. 5.

In winds, and trees, and streams, Zucca, V. i.

*Trellised, ppl. adj. supported on lattices.

Piercing with their trellised lines Eug. Hills, 300.
Are trembling wide in all their trellised lines— . Gisb. 121.

Tremble, v. intr. A. Lit, shake or quiver.

Ah me ! How pale you look
;
you trem.ble, . . Cenci, 11. i. 29.

By that which made me trefnble, wear thou this !
' iv. iii. 50.

Ruffians tremble in their feaT, Devil, xxVll. 3.

I pant, I sink, I tremble, I expire! Epips. 591.
if not that tears did tremble In my faint eyes, . Fr. Pris. i.

Speak—/^-ewfi/tf not.

—

Hellas, 373.
O Laon, I must dare nor tremble To meet those

looks Laon, II. xlvii. t.

blush and /?-^»z^/a with delight

;

xil,xxiii,6,
tremble and wear The splendour of its presence, Ode Lib. Cane. 4.
And tremble and despoil themselves : . . Ode W. Wind^ in. 14.
weak from bondage, tremble as they tread. . . Q. Mab, V. 136.
O almighty one, Ttremble and obey ! . . . . Vll. 160.
made My faint lips /reOT^/^, Rosal. ii$o.
To make men tremble who never weep. . . . Sensit. PI. iii. 21.

Where rags of loose flesh still tremble on high, . in. 68.
And never are erased—but tremble ever . . . Witch, Lix. 3.

B. Fig,
And like a beaten hound tremble thou shalt— Adonais, XXXVII. 9.
To bend, to tremble, and adore Calderon, 11. 6.

Because all others /rtfwad/e II. 114.
which makra The guiltiest ^tfwi/i?? Cenci,\\\.\.\%T.
while human tongues Trernble to speak, . . . D(smon,\. 282.
And the good cease to ^rtfwi/e atTyranny'snod; Death, Dial. ^.
T., ye proud, whose grandeur mocks the woe, . Death Vanq. 37.
Trejnble, ye conquerors, at whose fell command 42.
hear the war Of winds, and sigh, but t. not ;— . Gisb. 166.
Damascus, Hems, Aleppo Tremble;— .... Hellas, 581.
And now, O Victory, blush ! and Empire tremble 1000.
the world's foundations tremble / Laon, I. xxxiii. 9.
The tyrants of the Golden City /r^w^/e . . . , IV. xiv. i.

let those stand forth who hear, And tre-mble not. • V. xxxiv, 4.
Beneath the stars, they ^r^wi/e with the cold ! . viii. i. 7,

But children near their parents tremble now, , . Laon, VIII, xiii, i.

To tremble, gleam, and disappear. Ode to Heaven,^.
whom kings Call to their mind and tremble; . .Q. Mab, in. 106.

Tremble Kings despised of man I Tremble Kings^ i.

Ye traitors to your Country Tremble! .... -— 3.

let the profane Tremble to ask Witch, xix. 8.

Trembled, v, intr, A. Lit. (1) shook, quivered,
the grass that sprung Startled and glanced and t. Alastor, 476.
With the etherial footsteps trembled not ; . . . Dmmon, 1. 235.

,1 ., ,. „ n . . .Q. Mab, n. 46.
The waning stars prankt in the waters blue. And

trembled Laon, ix. i. p.
she trembled like one aspen pale , ^ . . . . xil. vi. 8.

They trembled, but replied not, . xil. xiii. i.

Lightly trem-bled on my brow

;

Lerici, 18.

"We /?Te»2<^/i?iaf in our multitude Prom.l.yj*
Whose thin leaves /rg/KWeflf in the frozen air, . . ! IS."?-

(2) quaked.
trembled \\k^ one man Before a host, .... Hellas, 378.
I trembled, for the truth was known, Laon, V. xxvii.%,
he^ris?w5/(Pi2 like a slave /Voot. ll. iv. 108.

None frowned, none t.-, none with eager fear , . in. iv. 137.

(3) quivered, pulsated.
Two only bosoms with their own life trembled, . Laon, V. xiii. 4.
To thy voice their hearts have trembled .... Y.Song, i.io.

But none ever trem.bieda.nd panted with bliss . Sensit. PI. I. 9.

B. Fig.
. the c.o\d day Trembled, Epips. zy^.
the continent T, as with a zone of ruin bound, . Laon, x. iv. 8.

earth trembled, as the smoke Of his revenge . . Q. Mab, VI. i ii.

Trembles, v. intr, A. Lit. (1) quivers, feels agitated.
What every nerve of you now trembles at ? . . Cenci, II. i. 155.
with such fierce stress, That my heart trembles-— Dante Conv. 21.

While it trembles with fear and delight, .... Hellas, 1037.
while armed wrong Trembles before her look, . Laon^ IV. xxi. 5.

(2) shimmers.
the pebble-paven shore, . . . T. and sparkles . Epips. 548.
It trem-bles, but it never fades away

;

Even. Pisa, in. 4.

Trem.bles not in the slumbering' air, .... Gisb, 279.
See how it /^'tfwWiSjin the bloo^-red air, . . . Hellas, -3,^1.

Which trembles o'er his crown, would he accept, Prom. I. 399.
Her white shell trembles amid crimson air, . . Triumph, 81.

(3) pulsates, strives.

her divinest presence trembles through .... Epips. 78.
and part Beats and trentbles in the heart ? . . . Questions, 8.

B. Fig,
for even the light of day Trembles to gaze on her. Calderon, I. 272.
Blushes and trembles at its own excess : . . EPips. 476.
It trembles, but it cannot pass away ! .... Ode Lib. VI. 4.
Which /rg;«5/ej and burns Vis. Sea, 16^.

Tremblest, v. intr. (1) art poised.
Oh, thou who tremblest on the giddy verge , , Cenci, V. ii. 116.

(2) art so fearful.

The storm at which thou tremblest so, . , . , W. Shel. V. 6.

Trembling", /r. pple. A. Lit. (1) quaking with fear.
Who stands so pale, and trembling, and amazed, Cenci, iv. iv. 124.
No longer trembling at the broken rod. . . . Q. Mab, IX 56.

(2) swaying or oscillating.
the vines Are /re*?d//«jo-wide Gisb.\2\.

(3) quivering, sparkling.
Then trembling m the splendour of the moon, . Hellas, 623.
When zenith-stars were trembling on the wave, . Laon, VII." xx. ^.

(4) feeling timorous.
Trembling at that where I had stood before ; . Lamettt. i. 3.

B. Fig.
7V«TO^/zwjf to mingle with its paramour,— , . OrpJieus,\^.
Trembling, by day, from heaven's blue waste. . Prom., iv. 23.

Trembling', ///. adj. A. Lit. {V) shaking, quivering.
And one with t. hands clasps his cold head, . . Adonais, x. i.

those softest eyes in trembiinp" tenderness. . . Laon, v. xxiv. 9.
Thus they with trembling limbs .... x. xxx. i.

the weakness of his trembling arm Q. Mab, IV. 226.

(2) timorous.
far from the trembling throng Adonais, Lv. 3.
When some obscure and trembling slave . . . Cenci, v. ii. 40.
Rallied his trembling coinra.des— Laon, xil. xi, 7.
And selfish cares, its trembling s'oX.'^xtes, . . . ProTn. iv. 407.
the/re?»5/z«^judge, Who, clothed in venal power, Q, Mab, III. 155.

(3) awe-struck.
Smile on the /y£?w5//«^ world ? CA. ij/, II. 181.
\ see ihe trembling exo^d, M. JV. Past. Pr. 5^,

(4) quivering, tremulous.
As trembling leaves in a continuous air ? . . . Epips. 146.
im^e the trembling calm of summer seas. . . Fr. A Soul, 7.
AncTnearer to the river's trembling edge . . , Question, iv. i.

As a lizard with the shade Of a trembling leaf, . Rarely, in. 2.

unclose Their /r^zwd/iw^ eyelids Triumph, vq.

(5) insecure.
and gathers strength around its tremb. thrones. . Laon, iv. xxiii. 9
B. Fig.

be calm and mild, 7>"e?w5/i«^ hours, . . Dirgefor Year^\\\. ^
Perch on the trembling pyramid of night, . . . Hellas^ 943.

jTremblingly, adv. (1) being in fear.

and the sailors tremblingly Call Horn. Castor, 10.
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(2) with emotion, timorously.

thy lips did meet Mine tremblingly

j

M.W.G. IV. 4.

(3) in agitation, in motion.
leaves iremb. were AH bent towards that part . Matilda^ 10.

(4) indistinctly.

Below, far lands are seen tremblingly / . . . . Medusa^ I. 3.

*Tremendous
f adj, (1) extreme, utter.

A pool of treacherous and tremendous calm. . . Alastor^ 386,

(2) wonderful, awe-inspiring.
Calm as a slumbering babe,. T. ocean lay. . . . D<Bm,on^ x. 135.

,, „ „ ,. V ... Q- Mab, I. 224.
And Demogor|;on, a tremendous gloom ; . . . Prom. I. 207.
Tremendous fni3^g&^ as thou art mustbe » . - i. 246.

(3) of great size.

Beneath the hoofs of that tremendous steed, . . Laon, VI. xix. 5.

*Tremendoiisl7, adv. with great noise or force.

Bursts at once from their vitals tremendously^ . Vis. Sea, 95.

Tremulous, adf, (1) agitated, moved by emotion.
with voice stifled in tremulous sobs Alastor, 164.
strain My arm upon her /r£?»u/c'»J' heart, . , . Z^o«,ll.xxxviii.8.
and half unclosing Her tremulous lips, . . , vi. xxv. 5.

Ftom many a. tremulous eye, xii. xiv. 2.

a soft and tremulous hand Wakened me . . . xii. xviii. i.

I was disturbed by tremulous shame Xll. xxiv. 3.

And the tre-mulous lips dare not speak . .M.N. Ravail, 107.

Even as the tremulous air : Front. I. 523.
as with tremulous lips he told Rosal. 149.
But her tremulous breath and her flushing face . Sensit. PI. II. 14.

(2) quivering, gently moving. ^
The ash and the acacia . . . hang 7*. and pale. . Alastor^ ^38.
Long trains of tremulous mist began to creep, . JLaon, I. ii. 4.
the tremulous atmosphere xii. v. 9.

And tremulous as they, in the deep night , . . Prom. 11. i. 85.

That the light of its tremulous bells is seen . . Sensit. PI. I. 23.

slide Tremulous with soft influence ; Vis. Sea, 132.

The tremuhus stars sparkled unfathomably, . . Witch, XLix. 2.

(3) uncertain, unsteady.
he did impress On the green moss his t. step, . . Alasior^ %\6.

(4) Fig.
whose tremulous floor Paved her light steps ; . Epips. 196.
an atmospherfe . . . tremulous and soft and bright. L,aon, XI. v. 9,

^Tremulously, adv. (1) with emotion.
At first Laone spoke most tremulously : . . . v. xlvii. 1.

(2) quivering, gently moving.
Broad water lilies lay tremulously, Sensit. PI. i. 45.

Trent, n. an English river.

Drench all with blood from Avon to Trent. . Peter, vi. xxxvii. 6.

*Trepannin^, n. cheating, tricking.

All sorts of cozening for trepanninff .... III. ii. 4.

Tress, «. lock of hair.

and wKere some heavy tress Epips. 106.

Tresses, n. A. Lit, (1) locks of hair, the hair.

Her golden /. shade The bosom's stainless pride, Dcemon^ I. 44.

„ ,. „ „- „ „ Q.Mab, 1. 41.

And her dark tresses were all loosely strewn . , Z,30«,vi.xxxviii.3.

And who are those with hydra tresses .... Prom. 1. 326.
from his ambrosial /rcjjej.* I. 766.
Where lovers catch ye by your loose tresses; . IV. 107.
and with my tresses When oft he playfully would

bind . . . His neck, Rosal. 1027.

(2) trails or trusses.

Round whose rude shaft dark ivy tresses grew Adonais, xxxiii. 4.

B, Fig, beams.
Where morning dyes her g;olden tresses^ . . Laon,V.Song,^.\o.
And swift stars with flashmg tresses ; ... Ode to Heaven, 15.

Trial, n. judicial examination or enquiry.
After the /., And these fastidious pigs are gone, . (Edipus, II. ii. 28.

^he Queen, Upon her jfrz'a/ without delay. . . , II. ii. 71.
a trial I think, men call it Rosal. S66.

Trials, n. sufferings, troubles.

After long years and many trials. Julian, 472.
safest there where trials and dangers wait ; , , (Edipus, il. i. 171.

Tribe, n. race.

his/. Dream, and are wise interpreters of dreams. Hellas^ 135.

*Tribeless, adj. without claims or ties.

Equal, unclassed, tribeless, and nationless, . . Prom. ill. iv. 195.

Tribes, n, (1) divisions of peoples or nations.

The Christian tribes Of Lebanon Hellas, 578.
And the swart /r/^£j of Garamant and Fez, . . CEdipus, i. lyi.

An hundred tribes nourished on strange religions Naples, 139.

Their shelterless, pale tribes to mountain caves ; Prom. II. iv. 54.

(2) masses, people generally.
To the unnumbered tribes of human kind. . . Hom. Merc. XCII. 4
sung Hymns of triumphant joy our scattered

tribes among Laon, IV. x. 9.

our tribes were gathering far V. vi. 6.

The wailing /r/^j of human kind Rosal. "jot*

(Z) swarms.
Like insect tribes before the northern gale : . . Laon, V. viii. 2.

winds Of heaven, that renovate the insect tribes^ Q. Mab, iv. 131.

Tribunal, n. Fig. judgment-seat.
Before the dread t. of to come The foremost,— . Gisb. 200.
Thine the /r/5««a/ which surpasseth Q. Mab^ III. 22'^.

Tribute, n. (1) something given.
The unheeded tribute of a broken heart. , . . Alasior, 624.
Where many shapes one tribute ever bear? . . Laon^ x. i. 6.

The source of human thought its tribute brings . Mont B. 5.
At Arno's feet //-/^M/g of corn and wine, . . . . Serchio, 115.

(2) a payment in acknowledgment of submission.
and the Georgians Refuse their living tribute. . Hellas, 587.

Tribute, c. adj. attr. tributary.
And beyond Indus and its tribute rivers, . . . From. in. iii. 155.

Trick, n. (1) habit.
That 'tis a /r?V^ of this same family Cenci,\\.\\.\o%.

(2) mode of working or acting.
to frown had been the /r/cA Of his machinery, . V. iv. 6.

(3) artifice.

that's a very stale ("^iV:^, Devil^vill. $.

^Tricked,/^. arrayed.
Whilst falsehood, tricked m. virtue's attributes, . Q. Mab, ix. 43.

Tricks, n. artiiices.

One of his old tricks— Horn. Merc, lxxxvii. 7.

Trident, n. a three-pronged weapon.
With his trident the mountains strook, .... Arethusa, II. 3.

Tried, v. I. tr. tested, proved.
I tried my lot With various flowers, , . . , E. Williajns, V. i

.

He tried the chords and made division meet . . Hotn. Merc. ix. 2.

II. intr. endeavoured.
tried with lies and roguery To cheat Apollo.— . Llll. 5.

Tried,//. (1) experienced.
if your hearts are tried In the true love .... Laon, v. xxxiii. 3.

(2) experimented on.
This plan might be triedtoo

\
— (Edipus, I. 307.

(3) proved, tested,

a steward in honest dealings tried Pr. Atkan. I. 40.
^xi.e&.,ppl. adj. proved, tested.
Wisdom, the mail of tried affections wove . . . Laon^ ix, vii. 7.

:|:Trifler, n. one who acts with levity.

A most important subject, trijler^ this . . . Hont. Merc. LVI. i.

Trifles, n. unimportant matters.
consideration of such trifles. Faust, II. 377.

Trifling, adj. insignificant, trivial.

These trijiing contradictions Do not suffice . . Calderon, I. 175.

Trim, n. sort or character.
Did all that men of their own trim Peter^ IV. v. 3.

Trim, adj. neat, tidy.
And overflowing all the margin trim Witch, xxix. 8.

Trim, v. tr, replenish with oil.

Like lamps which a student forgets to trint ; . . Serchio, 23.

Trims, v. tr. makes ready.
Nay, mother, while my sister trims her lamp . . Front, iii, iv. 95.

Triple, adj. threefold.
with ^/'i'^/g brass Of calm endurance Hope, Fear,' 12.

*Tripods, «. brazen altars with three supports.
Cauldrons and tripods of great worth no doubt, Hom. Merc. xxx. 5.

^TripoLLzza, n. a town of the Morea.
Nauplia, Tripolissa, Mothon, Athens flellas, 546.

*Trippet, n. a pot stand.
Perennial pot, trippet, and brazen pan,— . . . Horn. Merc. x. 7,

Tripping", pr. pple. moving about, walking.
I have been tripping \}Ki^ many an hour; ... Faust, 11. 199.

*Tritogenia, n. a surname of Pallas.
Tritsgenia, town-preserving maid, Hom. Min. 3.

:I:Triton, n. a sea deity, son of Neptune,
By mighty Triton and by Nereus old, .... Cycl. 242.

Triumph, n. (1) festivity or rejoicing.
'Tis the bacchanal /. which makes Truth dumb, Castl. Adfn. iv. 4.
Of the /r/wTw/^i of Anarchy. Mask,yiiy.^.
To deck the /r/ww/^ of their languid zeal, . . Q. Mab, v. 203.

(2) exultation, success, victor}^
Now triumphs in my triumphj— Cenci, I. iii. 87.
Enjoy your triumph then with a full breast. . . Faust^ I. 93.
When tlie Orient moon of Islam rolled in /r/«?»/A Hellas, 2G6.
I must rebuke This drunkenness oi triumph . . 929.
and fears His triumph dearly won Laon^ I. xxxiv. 8.

Let our first triumph trample the despair . . , iii. ix. 7.

Of /r/«»«/^ not tooe contamed? . . ^ . . , XI. xii. 2.

In triumph^ laughing wildly, mock its pain ; . M.N. Despair, 33.
And song^ of Triumph grf.et the joyous day . , M.N. Ravail, 40.
To smile in triumph^ to contemn the rest ; , . 5^.
And laugh with bold ^r/«OTM /fe/«r, vi.xxxviii, 3.
The joy, the triumph, the delight, the madness ! Prom., iv. 319.
How terrbrless the triumph of the gravel . , . Q. Mab, VI. 61.
the insensate mob Utterea a cry oi triumph^ . . vii, 11.

in heririumph spoke the Fairy Queen : , . , -^ Vili. 41.

(S) pomp, grandeur.
in triumph on the ghost of this ass Ch. ij/, 11. 455.
And with glorious triumph, Mask, xii. i.

Bore her in triumph to the public stye, .... (EdipuSy 1. 319.
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In triumph o'er the palaces and tombs .... Prom. Iii. iv. 171.

The pestilence that stalks In gloomy triumph . Q, Maby IV. 189.

(4) a grand victorious procession.
and are sent In iriwmph bright , Laofty v. xiv. 9.

Triumph, v. intr, (1) prevail, be victorious.
Hast thou made reign and triuntph Prom. 1. 10,

(2) exult or boast.
doubly shall I irium,ph in thy loss, Caideron, III, 141.
Triumph in his misdeed ? Cenci^ III. i. 173.

To triumph whilst I die Death Vang. 2.

To triumph whilst thine ebon wing Infolds , . 3.

And grey Priests triumph^ Laon^ ix. xxiv. 8.

Now ye shall triutnph XI. xxi. 6.

And iriiimph 'mid the griefs M. IV. Ravail., 59.
Even to the utmost limit of thy way Ma.y7yiu»tph Prol. Hellas^ 177.

To triutnph in their torments Q. Mab^ VI. no.

^Triumphal, adj. (1) pertaining to a triumph or rejoicing.

Nor wanted here the just similitude Of a irium^
^^fl/ pageant, Triumph^ 118.

chained to the triumphal chsXr 253.

(2) appropriate to success or victory.

The triumphal arch through which I march . . Cloudy 6y.
Like a triumphal ^^th he trod Hellas^ 21^.
Waste the triumphal hours in festival and song ! Laon^ x. xii. 9.

Chorus HymenEeal, Or ^/»«*^Afl/chaunt, . , Skylark^ 6j..

TrlTunphaut, adj. (1) victorious, successful, irresistible.

She sees not yet triumphant Innocence , , . Cenci^ IV. iv. 184.

Met in trium-Phant death ; Hellas^ 401.
For Justice, when triumph.^ will weep down Pity, Prom. I. 403.
And the triumphant storm did flee, -— i. 710.

First, crime triumphant o'er alLhope careered . Q. Mab^ IX. 41.

(2) exultant.
Triumph, strains, which, like a spirit's tongue, . Laon^ il. xxviii. 8.

sung Hymns of triumphant joy our scattered
tribes among. IV. x. 9.

And A their gleam on the dark Monk glar'd, . . St. Ir. (3) xvi. 4.

(3) grand, magnificent.
and /. gates, all bright With workmanship, . . Mar. Dr. x. 3.

(4) adj. absoL those who are victorious.

Has startled the triumphant/ . Laon^ xri. viii. 2.

Trinmpliaiitly, adv. (1) exultingly.
and place my foot triumphantly Calderon. II. 121.

from some dread war Triumphantly returning. Triumph^ 437.

(2) victoriously.

and trium-phantly Mocks thee Cenci, ill. ii. 86.

As thou hast borne it most triumphantly . . . Prom.. III. iii. 173.

as on Triumphantly they roll, Q. Maby vil. 35.

Triumplied, v. intr. (1) was victorious.

Thus evil triumphed^ and the Spirit of evil, . , Laon^ I. xxvii. 1.

(2) rejoiced, exulted.
He never triumpfCd in the work of Hell— . M. N. Past. Fr. 36.

Trimnphinfir, pr. pple. victorious.

Pass triumphing over the thorns of life, . . . Prol. Hellas^ 153.

TriTunphB, v. intr. (1) exults.

Though the heart triumphs with itself in words. Cenciy I. i. 140.
the . . . Devil in Hell, . . . Now triumphs in my

triumph !— r. iii. 87.

Who tortures them, and triumphs? I. iii. 103.

yV/wzw^^i' amid the bud of glory blown, . . . Death Vang, ^5'

(2) gets the better, is successful.

Oh, God ! If, . . . our injurer triumphs? . . . Cenciy III. i. 191.

on yonder earth, Falsehood now irium-phs; . . Q. Mab^ vi. 48.

Trivial, adj. (1) simple, obvious.
I should have neglected So trivial 2. precaution, Cenciy V. ii. 104.

(2) unimportant, of no moment.
Some trivialpoint for which he took the pa;ns. M. N. Past. Fr. 54.

Trod, V. I. tr. A. Lit. pressed with the foot.

And with his face opposed the steps he trod. Horn. Merc. xxxv. 8.

B. Fi^. (1) followed.
Like a triumphal path he trod The thorns of

death Hellas^ 213.

Although I trod the, paths of high intent, . Laon^ Ded. Vlll. 2.

But which I /rorf alone— 11. xxiv. 6.

together irod The mountain-paths of virtue, . Q. Mab, ix. 90.

^2) ^;W (7«^, destroyed.

trod oxit in his own heart The sparks of love . . Prom. Iil. iv. 144.

II, intr. A. Lit. walked, stepped.

I irod on grass made g'reen by summer's rain, . Ch. ist, l. 8.

As if he trodwon theTieads of men l. 59.

As on she trod^ ascended high Falsehood, 61.

No mark or track denoting where they irod . Horn.. Merc. lix. 5.

I trodsis one tranced in some rapturous vision : Laon^ v. xvii. i.

The child /r<?£;f faintingly, And as she went, . , v. xxvi. 6.

as o'er the heaps of dead, ... I /n7(^/ .... vi. viii, 5.

the steed behind 7Vf?i^ peacefully vi. liv. 7.

And wherever her airy footstep irod^ ..... Sensit^ PI. ll. 25

B, Fig.
Where'er they irod\h& darkness to disperse . . Laon, ll. xxx, 4.

Monarchs and conquerors there Proud o'er

prostrate millions trod— , , Q. Mab^ \\. 122.

Trod, pp. Fig. followed,
keep Thy footsteps in the path that thou hast /., Dmmon, II. 299.

„ „ „ „ „ „ Q, Mab, IX. zo6.

Trodden, pp. A. Lit.

Beatrice, . . . Who . . . Hast never t. on a worm, Cenci, III. i. 367.

When these dissevered bones are /. in the plain. - Laon, II. xlviii. 9.

B. Fig.
They are trodden and move not away,— . , . Castl. Adm. n. 3.

the leaves unsodden Where the infant frost has /. * Bug. Hills^ 296.

Trodden, ppl. adj. A. Lit. bruised or worn with fc-et.

as 'tis the destiny Oi trodden worms Prom. III. i. 60.

tangled roots and trodden clay doth pass, . . . IV, 371.

Pored on the trod, worms that crawled beneath, . Triumph, 57.

B. Fig. (1) regular, ordinary.

Why didst thou leave the trodden paths ofmen Adonais, xxvil. 2„

(2) much used or frequented.

Although no flowers smile on the trodden 6xx.%t, . Ch. 1st, I. 45.

Trojan, adj. pertaining to Troy.
From Ilion, and from the Trojan toils, , . . Cycl. 100.

I have escaped the Trojan toils, 333.

Troop, n. (1) band or crowd.
A troop of cripples, beggars, and lean outcasts, . Ch. 1st, I. 168.*
A troop of wild-eyed women, Laon, VI. ii. 6.

deliberate will Inspired our growing troop, • , VI. ix. 6.

like a troop of spectres, thro the dark ^^ xi. xii. 5-

Look, sister, where a troop of spirits gather, , . Prom. I. 664.
and a /?-oo* Of misty shapes Rosal. 1197.

each t. emblazoning its merits On meteor flags ; . Witch, Lll. 5.

(2) a disciplined array.
And a mighty troop around, . Mask, xi. i.

(3) the multitude, the world at large.

And leave the troop which errs, Epips. 603.

Troops, n. (1) bands of soldiers.

with troops, and priests, And dances, . , , , Calderon, I. 28.

the array Of fresh troops hemmed us in— . . . Loon, VI. xviii. 6.

Troops of armed emblazonry Mask^ LJ^xv. 4-
Our murmuring /. bivouaque in Thebes' streets ; CEdipus, I. 88.

The troops grow mutinous—the revenue fails— . I. 98.
Do the /. mutiny ?—decimate some regiments ; , ——- I. 103.

Through rebels, smugglers, /. of yeomanry, . . II. i. 176.
Gloomy troops Of centinels, Q. Mab, ill. 24.

with hardened feet, their conquering troops . . ^— Vll. 1 18.

(2) crowds, numbers.
In troops ea.ch other's motions cross, Faust, II. 81.

Swift in wide troops the Tartar chivalry Sweep ; Hellas, 330.
Like troops of ghosts on the dry wind past ; . . Sensit. PL III. 36.

TropMes, n. (1) monuments.
And they did build vast trophies, Dmmony I. 263,
the emblazonry Of trophies, ProfK. rv. 293.

(2) spoils, evidences of victory.
for you have the trophies t . Cyd. 12.

The trophies of the clime's victorious strifes . Marenghi, XVI.4.
andbemine Thy //-(J^j^z'^j, , . Prol, Hellas, 137.

(3) memorials of power or prowess.
Keeps record of the trophies won from thee, . . Alastor, 2^.

(4) memorials or examples.
Trophies of my oblivion and disdain, .... Calderon, iii. 80.

*Tropic, adj. pertaining to tropical climes.

before the glare Of the tropic sun, Triumph^ 485.
"^Tropics, n. the two parallels of terrestrial latitude.

where the ^ri?^:'*^ bound the realms of day . . Dmmon, II. 12a
I) „ » „ n - . Q.Mab,VVL\.\^.

Trotting, pr. pple. going at a fast run.
High trotting over nine-inch bridges, . , . , Peter^ vr. xx. i.

Trouble, n. (1) annoyance, vexation.

A pound of pleasure with a dram oi trouble. . . Faust, II. 247.

(2) anxiety, distress.

with an eye Of ostentatious /r(7«^e, . , . , . Ginevra^ H3-
Trouble, v. tr. concern, vex.
should my own heart's contempt Trouble me ? . Cenci, v. i. 97.

Troubled, pp. (1) alarmed, disturbed in mind.
And he was troubled at a charm withdrawn . . Laon, v. xxviii. i.

troubled they past From the great Temple ;— .
'- x. xxx. 4.

(2) disturbed, agitated.

my rest Was troubled and yet sweet ; . . . . Prom. 11. i. 54.

Troubled, ppl. adj. (1) frightened.
conceal His troubled visage in his mother's robe Alastor, 363.

(2) confused, disordered.
As thus from sleep into the troubled Az:^ \ . . Hellas, 129.
the /roM^/iSflf stream Of mind: ' Laon, iii. i. 5.

But other /rtJMWfirf forms of sleep she saw, . . . WitchluKW. \,

(3) agitated, distressed.

a voice flowed o'er my troubled mind Laon^ y. xlv. 9.

(4) Stormy.
As troubled ^iS.QB stain waters clear, Pete^, vi, xxxi. i.

Troubles, n. difficulties, hindrances.

past such troubles to that height Ch. ist, 11. 179,

Troubles, v. tr. agitates, disturbs.

Canst ttiiou divine what troubles.me to-night? . Prom. ij. i. 94,

ijlTroug"!!, 7t. (i) a basin natural or artificial.

In the ^£)«^A beside the cave, . Cycl.^i.

(2) scooped vessel.

Then every troughvfxW be boat enough ; • • , Faust, 11. 205.

(3) long open vessel.

Though a trough of wash would be fitter. . . . CEdipus^ i. 54.
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Trow, V. intr. believe.

A bold pilot I tr&Wy Who should follow us now, Fugitives^ ii. 3.

Troy, n. a famous city of Asia Minor.
Ye have taken Troy Cycl. 158.

The mighty TVoy weald be indeed disgraced . . 177.

having destroyed The town of TVoj), 258.

Mightier toils than Tj'-oy Are these ;—.... 337.
I should have done ill to haye burned down Troy 703.

blinded By you coming from Troy^ .,-... 707.

O, write no more the tale of Troy^ ..... Hellas^ 1078.

Txnant, adj, erring, wandering.
'Tis like a truant child To fear that others know Cenci, IV. iv. 36.

Truce, n. (1) an agreed suspension of hostilities.

Not the sower, AU—who has bought a truce . . Hellas^ 576.

(2) intermission of quarrel or discussion.

and eat The dead in horrid jfrwce .* Laon^ X. iii. 8.

to their mutual wars Strange iruce^ X. vii. 9.

So he made truce with those who did despise . . ' x. xxxiv. 4.

ragin? without tr:uce or terms : Ode L,ib. II. 12.

To brief alliance, hollow truce.— (BdipuSy 11. ii. 102.

True, adj. (1) faithful, constant.

On a pair so true Bridal^ I. 8.

„ „ Epithal. (2) 4.

Who gazestever true and tender Calderon^ III. (i^.

Art thou my friend Orsino ? False or true ? . . Cenci^ ill. i. 222.

True Love in this differs from gold and clay, . Bpips, 160.

tru^ love never yet .Was thus consti:ained ; . . —;— 397'

On a pair so true ? Bpitkal. 4.

Yield love for love, frank, warm and true; , . Peter, IV. xiii. 2.

Though tender and true^'yvX can answer not, . Ifnf. Pr. 9.

that Ishould be most true and kind, , . . , . 1 15*

The death which a heart so true IVe meet^ IV. 4.

(2) loyal, firm, not fickle.

The vultures to the conqueror's banner true , Adonais^ xxyill. 3.

in this ill world where none are irue^ ..... Cenci^ V. iii. 68.

Thine own soul still is true to thee, Coleridge^ 29.

And One was true—oh. \ why not true to me ? . Epips. 271.

(3) real, absolute, natural, proper,
were the true la'vy Qf this so lovely, world I . . Alasior^ 685.

turning False pleasure to true ignominy. . , Calderon^ Ul. 143-

And l^ave thee to thy true integrity. ..... Cavaic. 14.

Making my true suspicion seem your wrong. . Cenct^ I. n. 33.

I am not your true mother. . II. i. 7-

and false looks Of true submission, Deetnon^ J, 379-
Is the true sport that seasons such a path. . , . Faust^ II. 10.

Are the true secrets of the commonweal . . . Fr. Satire^ 9.

And that a want of that true theory, . . . Julian, 203.

Darkness and death, if death be true, .... Laon, ix. xxxiv, 8.

The taxes, that /r«e source of piggishness, . . . CEdipus,\l.\.t.
2>M£ greatness asks not space, Prol. Hellas^ 166.

true excellence Lives in. tne Spirit.of all things
that live, 166.

This true fair world of thing's, Prom. IV. 384.

;For the true sun it quenched— Triumph^ 292.

Lay on its spotted leaves like tears too true. . . Zucca, VI, 8.

(4) conformable to fact; not false, correct.

It is so true, Caideran, 1. gg.
and though It be the true one, I. 108.

'Tis true. What difficulty find you here? . . . « I. 117-

although Wstrue That thought is but a prelude . • III. 117.

It is not true /—Dear lady, pray look up. . . . Cenct\ i. Hi. 51.

Had it been ^r«e, therejs a Godin Heaven, . . I. iii. 52.

'Tis ^r«c he spoke Qf death ........ IV. ii. 8.

'tis true there was no blood IV. iv. 76.

Is it/.. Lady, that thy father did Such outrages . IV. iv. 101.

This is most true, yet wherefore question me ? . IV. iy. 104.

If it be true he murdered Cenci, IV. iv. 125.

'Tis true 1 did believe,- and hope, and pray, . . IV. iv. 133,

'Tis /rwfi that this did happen, —— iv.iv. 136.

You know that what I speak is true V. ii. 30.

If indeed It can be true, say so, -^—
• V. iii. 58.

Yet were one lawful and the other /rw^, . . . . Eptps. 4.9.

Oh, too true/ Her eyes are like Faust, II. 3S9.

true Vaticinations ot remotest things. , , . Horn. Merc, xciv. 5.

Pale art thou, 'tis most /r«e Julian, ^^6.
this taunt, tho' true, . 4^4-
That sleep has sights as clear and true . . . Mar. Dr. xxill. 6.

Which must, as all words must, be false or true; (Edipus, i. 122.

AU that they would disdain to think were true: Prom. I. 620.

Part of which comes ^rwtf, Questions, y.

if true Or false, I never questioned it : . . . . Rosal. 512.

If morning dreams are true, Serc/iio. 48.

Things more /^'Mfiatid deep Skylark, R^-

Because they tell no story, false or true/ . . . Witc/i, Ded. i. 4.

(5) good, correct; right, genuine.

and true taste Hires not the pale drudge . . . Bpips. 525,

The bounds of /r«£*and false, are past Faust, ll. 41.^

of false and true, Was dead within me Laon, III. xxiv. i.

are tried In the/r«$lqve.offre^edom V. xxxiii. 4,

And the bold, /rwfi warriors- Jl/aj/6, Lxxxviii. i.

To bear true witness of the heart within, . . . Matilda, 44.

in the nakedness of false and true Ode Lib. XVI. 14.

Are the true test of guilt or innocence CEdipus, I. 389.

false—^rwe—and. foul—and fair, Peter, vi. xiii. 4.

(6) thorough, complete, real.

There isa-true witch qjement about us ; ... Faust, II. 215.

(7) used elliptically ^ it is true.

True, I was happier than I am, Cenci, I. i. 96,

True lovOf c. adj. attr. faithful.

And fed with true love tears, instead ofdew ; , Adonais, VI. 4.

Truly, adv. really, actually.

Whilst he Who truly took it from them. . , . Cenci, in. ii. 84.

None shall dare vouch, tho' it be truly known ; . Laon, ix, xxxi. 5.

Trump, n. (1) sound- of the trumpet.
it sounds Like the last ^r«?w/ Cc««', IV. iii. 58.

(2) a trumpet-like sound.
With the /. ofmy lips, and the sting at my hips, . CEdipus, i. 241.

Trumpet, n. A, Lit. (1) a musical wind instrument.

by sound of A'aw/^/ was declared Mareng^hi, xii. i.

Loud as that trumpet's clang Nat. Ant. vi. 5.

(2) a sound like that of a trumpet.
Be ... to unawakened earth The trumpet of a

prophecy 1 Ode W. Wind, V. 13.

The beast Has a loud trumpet like the Scarabee, CEdipus, i. 157.

B. Fig.
Desolation heard your trumpefs blast, . . . Laon, xi. xv. 3.

Trumpeted, v, tr. Fig^ announced boldly.

And trumpetedmy victory !— Falsehood, 62.

Trumpets, n. pi. of Trumpet, (1).

the mad blast 0( trumpets, Hellas, 823.

Trumpets, v. tr. Fig. announces boldly.

And trumpets z\\ his falsehood to the world, . . CEdipus, i. 162.

Truulc, n. A. Lit. stem or bole.

upon the rugged trunk Of the old pine Alastor, 633.
To the trunk thou, interlacest Calderon, III. 58.

There is a ^rMW^ of olive wood within Cycl. 455.
More like a trunk by lichens overgrown . , . Fiordispina, 57.

B. Fig.
And if the trunk be dry, Hellas, 889.
the trunk survived both fruit and flower ;— . Triumph, 124.

*Trunkless, adj. having no body.
Two vast and trunkless legs of stone .... Osym. 2.

Trunks, n. (1) pi. of Trunk. A. Lit.

the parasites, . . . flow around The gray trunks, Alastor, 441.
With intersecting trunks, Cenci, III. i. 261.

And its mighty trun/is are torn Eug. Hills, 273.

The trunks are crushed and shattered .... Faust, il. 132.

Between the trunks of the hoar trees, .... fh'om. il. ii. 9.
Between the black t^i^nks of the crowded trees, Sunset, 19.

(2) columns.
She sees the black t. of the waterspouts spin, , . Vis. Sea, 5.

Trust, n. (1) confidence, reliance.

can the fast-fleeting hind Repose trust .... Bigotry, l. 4.

Whose Idol has so long betrayed your impious t. Laon, ll. xiii. 9.

in her they put their ^?ij// ........ IV. xx. 5.

I put no trust in ye, XI. xxv. 6.

If they will put their trust in me Mar. Dr. I. 6.

(2) in charge or care.

but as in trust For' thee, of mine inheritance : . Ch. 1st, 11. 304.
and I In trust of them, have sworn . , . . Hoth. Merc. XCI. 6.

(3) something committed to one's charge.
to his God Alone he must deliver up his trust, . Ch. ist, 11. 143.

Trust, V. I. tr. (1) entrust, charge.
and we (rust Imagination with such phantasies . Cenci, II. ii. 83.

-I will not trust to hxT^vng handg. . . ... III. ii. 89.

(2) confide to, place in power of.

Speak to my soul that will I trt^t with thee. . . II. ii. 98.

(3) believe or give credence to.

Trust m&, The compensation . , . Will be denied. III. i. 334.
This, trust a priest, is just the sort of thing . . CEdipus^ I. 397.

IL intr. confide, rely on.
Trust in God's sweet love, Cenci, V. iv. 75.
You do well telling me to trust in God, . . . V. iv. 87.

I do trust in him V. iv. 88.

In whom else Can any trust ? V. iv. 89,

I trust more in him Cycl. 254.

trust to me, Signor Malpiglio 31isso, 13.

Trusted, v. intr. put faith.

But he in shadows undiscemed Trusted,— . . Peter, v. iii. 5.

Trustlugr, ///, adj. confiding.
Though by a bitter wound my /. heart was cleft. Laon, 11. xxiv. 9.

Truth, n. (1) sincerity, virtue, uprightness.

a Paradise Of happy ^rw/A Adon. Cane. 2^,

Knowledge and truth and virtue were her theme, Alastor, 158.

all hands, all truth, infallible. Calderon, 1. 193.

'Tis the bacchanal triumph which makes Truth
dumb Castl. Adm. IV. 4,

insult with silent scorn My ardent truth, . . . Cenci, ill. i. 324.

Vile palterer with the sacred truth of God, . . ^^'.j* 73-

A keener pain has wrung a higher truth . . . V. ii. 105.

if there be any ^«M in lies.— Ch. ist, u. /^ig.

1 hate thy want of truth and love— Critic, iv. 3.

Herspint was the harmony of /rM/A.— .... Epips. 216.

And winged with thoughts of truth and majesty, C^isb. 177,

TrutJi be veiled, but still it burneth ; .... Hellas, 36.

Yet were truth a sacred lie, 40.

in the naked lightnings Of /rwM 89.

And Mercury with innocence and truth . Horn. Merc. Lxvii. 4.

Wliere is the love, beauty and truth we seek . . Julian, 174.

iflove and tenderness and truth ^— 330.

There is one road To peace and that is truth, . — 348.

But in the light of all-beholding trui/i^ .... 531.
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How I braved death for libert5r and truths . . Laon^ I. xliv. 6.

Beneath i. steady beams upon its tumult cast. , 11. xii. 9.

A minister of ^., these plumes youne Laon bore. II. xx. p.
O'er heralds so divine oi truth's arising day. . . II. xxxiv 9.
in life and trutk^ Might not my heart its cravings

ever slake ? — iv. iv. 6.

and every tongue Wag as a sword of truth— . IV. x. 7.

While slowly truth on thy benighted sense Has
crept

;
IV. xi. 7.

to unfold Truth to my countrymen ; iv. xii. 6.

and make Her sex the law of t. and freedom hear, —— IV. xviii. 7.

that maiden who had reared The torch of T. afar, iv. xxxiv. 2.

envious tongues had stained his spotless truths . V. v, 3.

Around your tents /r«M'j freedom to bestow, . V. x. 8.

The token flowers oi truth and freedom fair, . . V. xvi. ^.
Justice, and truths and time, Vll. xxxi. 9.
Tho' truth and virtue arm their hearts . . . Vlii. vii. g.
avail To hide the orb of /?-«^A— Vlli. ix. 4.
Justice, or trutk^ or joy ! . ,. Vlll. xi. 3.

the shades approve His ^mM,' ix. vii. 5.

the lore of truth in hues of flame Arrayed, . . ix. xii. 6.

They said that age was truths ix. xiv. 7.

Which rolls from steadfast truth an unretuming
stream IX. xx. g.

T. deathless germs to thoughts remotest caves? . > ix. xxiii. 4.
All hope, or love, or truth^ or liberty ix. xxviii. 7.

doomed for truth to share The murderer's cell, . x. xxxiii. 7.

Men shall learn truths xi. xxi. 5.

T. trampled. Nature's landmarks overthrown, . Ld. Ch. II. 2.

Freighted with t. even from the throne of God ; . Naples^ 99.
7Vw/A'j brightest beam Peter^v,\.^.

, Shone i'/'T^M upon Zonoras ; Pr. Athan. II. ii. 5.

Her quenchless words, sparks of immortal t.^ . Prol. Hellas^ 97.
Withering up ^«MM)eace, and pity Proin. 1.549.
As with one voice. Truths liberty, and love ! . . 1-051.
And call truths virtue, love, genius, orjoy, . . II. iii. 6.

Riper in truth and virtuous daring grow? . Q. Mab^ Ded. 6.

Virtue and wisdom, truth and liberty, Fled, . . II. 206.
unprofitable As that of i'rwM is now ill. 138.
Bane of all genius; virtue, freedom, truih^ . in. 178.
hence truth and falsehood spring ; IV. 147.
Honour sits smiling at the sale of truth. . . . iv. 202.
Science and truths and virtue'^ dreadless tone, —=- v. 150.
a glare that fades before the sun 0( truth, . . vi. 144.
uprooting every germ Oftruth^ vii. 47.
he taught them justice, truth, and peace, . , . -— vii. 168.
with the blood Of /raM and freedom . . . vii. 172.
throne Oi truth, and stubborn virtue, . . . vil. 247.
Insensible to courage, truth, or love, .... VIII.151.
nor truth till late Availed to arrest its progress, Vili.igo.
from its dark mine dfags the gem oi truth . viii.237.
When truth and love shall dwell below .... RosaL 606.
sun-like ^«i!A Flashed on his visionary youth, . —— 618.
Which mortals truth and reason deem, .... 639.
If tenderness and truth could last Or live, . . When passion, I. 2.

visions clear Of deep affection and oit. sincere. . Witch, Lxxvii, 8.

Songs consecrate to truth and liberty,— . . . Wordsworth, 12.

(2) fact, reality, verity.

To speak iruth^ Livia is she Calderon, I. 46.
It is a hidden truth Which I must fathom. . . i. 56.
God, who had beheld the truth, ...... I, 157.
Pervert not truth Orsino . . Cenci, I. ii. i.

To witness that I speak the^ober truth ;— . . i. iii. 56.
For then if this be i>-a/i^, . , in. i.'6o.

Must be a truth, a firm enduring truth, . . in. i, 61.
stumbling, in our talk, Over the ifrwM, .... 111.1.359.
yet far less than the truth. ....,.,. ; in. i. 384.
Too like the /rwM of day. . ...... . III. ii.'SS.

Now they suspect the truth; IV. iv. 32.
how well the supine slaves . . . read the truth of

things IV. iv. 182.

And yet, confess the truth, V. i. 28.

Speak^MM and the whole truth V. ii. 4.

This sounds as bad.as truth. . . v. ii. 20.

'twas torture forced the truth V. ii. 33,

It was that horrid torture forced the truth. . , v. ii. 90.
Let tortures strain the truth till it be white . . v. ii. 170.
I'll wring the t. Out of those nerves and sinews, , v. ii, 194.
They will tear the truth Even from thee . . . v. iii. 52.

O, speak the truth I v. iii. ^^.
There is no word of truth in what he says, . . . Cycl. 238.
And presaging the truth of visioned bliss. . . . Dmmon, li. 276.
Still there was truth in the sad oracle E. Williams, V. 8.

I have heard . . . this joyous truth averred : . . Bptps. 127.

This truth is that deep well', 184.
to borrow The lore oi truth from such a tale ? . Fr. A gentle, 5.

And where is ifr«M J* On tombs ? Fr. Dead, 1.

where life, and trutifi^ and joy Are swallowed up— Fr. Silence, 3.

utter With earnest willingness the t. they know ; Horn. Merc. xcv. 3.
And the cold iruth^wx^y sad reverse did seem, , L,aon, 11, xvii. 8.

he inly weets, . . . that the truth is known ; . . iv. xiv. 6.

The truth now came upon me, V. v. 7.

I trembled^ for the truth was known, .... —— v. xxvii. 4.
is the truth Within your soul? vni.xxvii.4.
one truth their dreary prison has shaken,— . . ix. x. 3.

.
they knew the truth, XI. xix. 6.
Like liars who tell tlie truth to serve their ends, (Bdipus, I. 132.
a ivise His Majesty to investigate their /tmM /— . II. i. 48.
This was the shadow of the truth I saw. . . . Prom. I. 655.
till some great truth Is loosened, —— 11. iii. 40.
Found the truth— IV. 64.

And presaging the /r«M of visioned bliss. . . . Q. Mab, 1%. l^g.

The truth was worse : KosaL 155.

I'll tell thee truth. He was a man Hard, selfish, 248.

I'll tell thee truth : I loved another 276.

From me remorse then wrung that truth. . . . 44^.
The //'«/A flashed o'er me like quick madness . 998.

(3) reality, distinctness.

The glory they transfuse with fitting t. to speak, Adonais, LII. 9.

The truth of day lightens upon my dream . . . Hellas, 122.

Gives grace a.n6truth to life's unquiet dream. Int. Beauty, III- 12.

which Tike the truth Of nature vll. 6.

a Spirit that strove For truth Lift not. 14.

To judge, with solemn t.^ life's ill-apportioned lot? Ode Lib. xvill. 8.

And for the mom oi truth 7'riumph^ 214.

(4) conformity to facts or reality.

which the sacred past In t. or fable consecrates, . Alastor, 74.
The jealous key oi truths eternal doors, . . Triumph^ 268.

(5) true belief, everlasting verity.

loss Of all the truth and discipline Ch. ist, II. 252.

(6) as a mythological personage. •
A juclg;e who makes Truth weep at his decree ; . Cenci, II. ii. 77.

Clouds which stain ^?-«M'.y rising day .... Bug. Hills, loi.

torn the robe From baby /. unsheltered form. . Falsehood, 22.

And from the mirror of Truth's sunlike shield, . Fr. Satire, 29.
Truth its prophet's robe to wear Hellas, 44.
for killing Truth had glared on them ; . . . . 234.

And Truth, who wanderest lone and unbefriended, _9®4"
charm the minds of men to Truth's own sway , Laon, Ded. x, 6.

Truth's deathless voice pauses among mankind ! xiv.i.
Justice and truths with Custom's hydra brood, . I. xxxiii. 5.

Justice and Truth their wingfed child have found— li. xiii. 4.
Truth its radiant stamp H^ fixed, 11. xliv. 7.

Now I am calm as truth—its chosen minister. in. viii. g.
While Truth and Joy enthroned V..S'o«^,6.i5.

Of hymns to truth and freedom— vii.xxxvi.5.
hid Nature, and Truth, and Liberty, and Love,— ix. vii. 2,

In the high name oi truth and liberty, . . . ix. xii. 3.
Freedom and Truth Are worshipped ; . . . . xi. xxii". 3.
If Hope, and Truth, and Justice can avail, . . Naples, 64.
If Hope and Truth and Justice may avail, . . 89.
As then Hope, 7>«M, and Justice did avail, . . 125.
Wild Bacchanal of truths mysterious wine, Ode Lib. XIV. 5.
beyond the bottom see Of truths clear well— . Peter, vi. xvii. 3.

A planet lost in truths keen rays :— vi. xxxiv. 2.

To Truth its state is dedicate, Prom. I. 569,
the deep truth is imageless ; ii. iv. 116.
Has fixed its seal upon the lip of truth ! . . . Q. Mab, VI. 49.
Before those cruel Twins, . . . Error and Truth, witch, i. 3.

(7) reality, fact.

In truth, my Lord, you seem too light of heart, . Cenci, i. iii, 14.
In ^rwM, if he Had killed me, II. i. 2.

in truth they might well baffle Any belief— . . ii. ii. 64.
It has turned out unluckily, in truth. .... v. i. 12.

In truth} Nay, ha§te, apd place in order . . . Cyd. 220.
In truth He serves you in a fashion ..... Faust, I. 60.
In truth, I generally go about In strict incognito ; 11. 261.
The sage, in truth, oy dreadful abstinence . . Hellas, 155.
loved the child of May In truth, Horn. Merc.ncvil. 2.

I am prepared : in truth with- no proud joy . Julian, 379.
In truth 1 loved even to my overthrow .... 405,
* Aye, now I feel I am a King in truth !

'
. Laon, x. viii. 6.

nor, in 2frwM, The oracle itself! CEdipus, J. 11 1.

Deeply in truth ; but the eastern star looks white, Prom. i. 825.
It seems in truth the fairest shell of Ocean : . . in. iii. 74.
In truth, the Indian on the pyre Rosal. zfy].

In truth have never past away : Sensit. PL iv. 19.
in truth I think Her gentleness and patience . . Sunset, 29.
In truth I told her Tasso, 9.

(8) justice, honesty.
And with truth Calderon, I. 94.
and gaze upon the light of ^r«/>%, C6. u/, iv. S3-
nor /r«2'A availed Till late DcEmon, u.i^i.
ye feel the truth of love's benignant laws. . . . Laon, v. ix. 9'.

(9) perfect exactitude.
With more than truth exprest ; y^M^, Recoil. 80.

*Trut3i-eutang-llugr, c. adj. deceptive, false.
None wrought his lips in truth-entangling V\jit& Prom. III. iv. 142.

Truths, n. (1) knowledge.
To seek strange truths in undiscovered lands. . Alastor^ 77.
Strangei?r«^^andnewtothatexperienced,man

; Pr. Athan.ii.n.i6.

(2) principles of right and justice.
The truths which wisest poets see Dimly, . . . Dcstnon, i. 85.
that grows bright, Gazing on many truths; , . Epips. 163.
High truths from gifted lips had heard and

understood ; Laon^ iv. ix. 9.
The key oi truths which once were dimly taught VIi.xxxii.5.
The truths of their pure lips, that never die, . . Q. Mab, VI. 35.

(3) revelations, secrets.

or raving mad, did tell Strange truths ; .... Laon, X. xxv. 9.
and of such /. Each to itself-must be the oracle. . Prom. n. iv. 122.

Try, V. I. tr. (1) test, prove.
And try the chill stream with their feet ; ... Cenci^ li. i. 127.
what I just proposed Was but to try you. . . v. i. 61.
TVy the magic test together ; (Bdipus, 11. \. 12%.
Both should ^ry the magic liquor II. i. i^io.
Submission, thou dost know I cannot try : . . Prom. I. 395.
(2) play over.

let us go try These airs fi:om Italy ; . . , . Ch. ist, 11. 476.
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II. intr. (1) attempt, endeavour, essay.
If I try to speak I shall go mad Cenci, in. i. 85.
and try to sleep awhile : V. ni. 120.
iry To overcome the lightness Fausty ll. 28.

To please the young and thoughtless people fry. II. 292.
I, who am the king of robbers, can but try. . Horn.. Merc. xxix. 8.

(2) essay, enquire.
and those who try may find Julian^ 180.
what, we know not till we /^'jy/ 186.

(.3) prove by experience.
Go and i^jr else,—just like this Peter^ Prol. 26.

Tubal Cain, n. traditionally the first worker in metals.
To puzzle Tubal Cain and all his brood : . , . Gisb. 51.

^Tuberose, n. {Polianthes tuberosa).
And the jessamine faint, and the sweet tuberose^ Sensif. PL I. 37.
as a tuberose Peoples some Indian dell with scents Woodman^ 8.

Tufts, n, bunches or knots.
and through the iuf^s Of wild-flower roots, , . Unf. Dr. 198.

Tugr, V. intr. suck.
My pigs, 'tis in vain to tug. (Edipus^ I. 49.

*Tulip, n. a garden flower {Tulipa Gesneriana).
Then the pied wind-floWers and the txlip tall, . Sensit. PL I. 17.

Tumbled, v. intr. fell.

And tumbled over one another Peter, i. viii. a.

Tumid, adj. swollen, pompous.
To compare, in thy tuntt'd pnae^ with me? . . , Falsehood^ 18.

Tumult, n. (1) uproar or confusion of the elements.
to mutual war Rushed in dark t. thundering, . . Alastor, 343.
To wake a tumult on the sapphire ocean, . . . Calderon^ 11. ^2.
The darkness and the tum-ult of their might . , Laon^ vi. xliv. 5.
In fiercest tumult on the rocking shore, ... M.N. Despair, 26.
'mid the tumult of the battling air, .... M.N. Fragm,t. 17.

in tumuli welling Meet in the vale, Mont B. 122.

(2) mental agitation or excitement.
The passionate tumult of a clinging hope ; . . . Alasior, 717.
Darts through the tumult of a human breast . Horn. Merc. Vll. 4.
Beneath truth's steady beAms upon its /. cast. . Laan^ 11. xii. 9.
calm which rapture doth create After its tumult, II. xxix. 6.
Seemed to suspend the tumult of their flow ; . , 11, xlix. 3.

wild oblivion Of tumult and of tenderness ? . . vi. xxxv. 6.

Tuntult was in the soul of all , , xii. \\. i.

Evil or tumult cannot long endure iV. Athan. I. io8.

(3) noise or commotion of persons.
What is this tumult? Bacchus is not here, , . Cycl. 184.
A murmuring tumult as they came arose,— . Horn. Merc. LIV. 7.

A tumult and a rush of thronging feet .... L-aon, III. iv. 8.

As the wind bore that tutnult to and fro, . . . v. xii. 5.

sudden tumult and affray Arpse, XI. xix. 3.

(4) of sounds.
a ium.ult sweet Of mighty sounds, , ^ . . . . Horn. Merc. IX. 4.
The^M»z«/;^of thy mighty harmonies. . . . Ode'W.Wind,v.%.

(5) moral confusion, disorder.
Pitying the tumult of their dark estate— . . . />-. Athan. i. 34.

(6) medley.
A tumult of strange names, Laon^ x. xxxi. 3.

Tumults, n. social disturbances.
7M?««//is-—lotteries—rage—delusion

—

Peier^ III. vi. 4.

Tumultuous, adj. (1) mentally confused, disturbed.
And fills my slumber with iumultuQus dreams, . Cev-ct^ II. ii. 135.
Rolled thus, a weary and ium-ultuous space : . Z.aon, III. ii. 3.

(2) boisterous, unsettled.

some few tutnultuous years Will pass, .... Ck. ist, III. 30.

(3) busy, striving.

And the tum-ultuous world stood mute to hear it, Laon, Ded. xiii. 3.

But Laon's name to the tumultuous throng . . IV. xvii. 6.

Which rides o'er life's ever tUTttultupus Ocean ; . St. Epips. 64.

(4) stormy, boisterous.
stains the snowy foam of the tumultuous deep. . Laon^ I. xi. 9.
whose rifts did pour Tumultuous floods . . . xii.xxxix.3.

Tumultuous, adv. boisterously, stormily.
waves on waves tumultuous heap Confusion to

the clouds, Q. Mab^ vi. 165.

Tnmultuously, adv. (1) irregularly.

her breath Tutnultuously ajccarded Alastor, 171.

(2) violently, copiously.
yet too tumultuously For peace, Laon^ l. xxxvi. 8.

(3) in an excited hasty manner.
The multitudes collect tuf^ultuously^ . . . \v. xxiii. 7.

tumultuously Hither and thither hurrying . . vi. ii. 7.

(4) with violence and disorder.

And heard loose rocks rushing /MOTw/AroMj/y . vii.xxxix.3.

By the wild waves heaped tutnultuously ... Mar. Dr. xiv. 4.

(5) in disorder.
Tumultuously across her sleep, ...... ill. 2,

Tune, n. (1) melody, song.
I will sing you Some low, sleepy tune, . . . Cenci, v. iii. 123.

Seem like a well-known ^«»« Q. Mab^li. \jo.

(2) harmony.
Such fancies are a music out oi tune Fiordispina^ 71.

Like a crazed bell-chime, out oiiune} .... Peter, vi. x. 5,

(3) rhythmical sound.
the sweet tune To which they moved Triumph, 382.

(4) accord, good feeling.

A woodman whose rough heart was out of tune . Woodman, i.

Tune, V. tr, set in harmony.
I hear them tune their instruments— Faust, II. 248.

Tunfal, n. Fig. an unlimited quantity.
So you may drink a tunful if you will Cycl. 196.

*Tunic, n. frock or loose coat.

The closest, all-concealing /MWiVr. Peter, iv. si. S-

*Turbid, adj. (1) muddy, not clear.

Would appear t. and impure Compared with this, Matilda, 29.

(2) Fig. low, towards the bottom.
And as my little cask runs turbid now, .... Faust, 11. 295.

^Turbulence, n. (1) commotion.
rise in spray, And turbulence, Laon^ VI. xxii. 3.

No atom of this turbulence fulfils Q. Mab, VI. 171.

(2) restlessness.
^

Some respite to its turbulence April, 1814, 19.

Turf, n. grassgrown earth.

The dewy /«y/'beneath our tread, Faust, 11. 80.

Moving his feet in a deliberate measure Over the /. Horn-. Merc. iv. 7.

So be the /M?^heaped over our remains .... Ji.aon, IX. xxix. i.

And hillocks heaped of moss-inwoven turf, . . Maren^hi, xiv. 4.
Along a shelving bank of turf, Question, I. 5.

fresh odour, sent From the turf, Sensit. PL l. 16,

Paved the turfand the moss below ill, 27.

Turk, n. a synonym for Moslem.
To convince Atheist, Tzw-fe or Heretic, .... Gisb. 26.

Turkish, adj. of Turkish nationality.

The band, intrenched in mounds of Turk, dead, Hellas, 384.
He saw or dreamed he saw, the Turk, admiral . 034.

:{:Turmoil, n. struggle, confusion.
Far from the throng and ^wrwi??/. Calderon, 1. 12.

a dark and wild turmoil; . . Laon, i. xii. 2.

Turn, n. occasion in due succession.

then 'tis your turn to crow ; Faust, I. 92.

Turn, V. I. tr. (1) twist.

Ti^rn round the brand Cycl. 464.

(2) change or transform.

Tuyn all thy dew to splendour, Adonais, XLI. 3.

Turn The rack henceforth into a spinning wheel I Cenci, v. iii. 61.

\vhich, . , . My royal lord would t. to golden deeds. Ch. 1st, II. 28.

If loyal hearts could turn their blood to gold. . II. 297.
Qr furn regret to hope ; Fr. Satire, 22.

Or turn their wealth to arms, Mask^ jLXii. i.

Turn innocence to guilt, (Edipus, i. 363.
to turn The keenest pangs to peacefulness, . . Q. Mab, IV. 156.
began To turn the light and dew by inward

,
power To its own substance ; Witch, xxxiii. 3.

(3) direct, aim, point.
Ai\d yet turn thine eyes, Ch. ist, I. 88.
Wilt thou not turn Those spirit-beaming eyes, . O thou, 6.

(4) avert, withdraw.
Turn them away from me ! . Cenci, v. ii. 32.
I cannot turn My looks Faust, II. 390.

(5) present.
To turn the cheek even to the smiter's hand : . Ch. ist, 11. 246.
It was more hard to turn my unpractised cheek haon, 11. xxxix. 7.

(6) pervert.
Can tur7i the worship of the servile mob . . . From

virtue, ... Q. Mab, v. 97.

(7) reverse.
might turn The scales of victory yet ; . . , . Z^on, a. ix. 3.

(^8) divert,

and to turn, , . . All misery to my fame. , . , Q. Mab, vii. 112.

(.9) Fig.
but turn thine eyes On thine own heart— . , . Loon, IX. xxvi. 4,
or turn thine heart Away from me, M. W. G. VI. 3.

(10) to turn ofie's back on^ to desert, to go from.
and turn your back On all this mirth ? . . . . Calderon, \. 2$.

The boldest turn their backs upon themselves ! . (Edipus, I. 101.

(11) to turn the sword upon, to oppose, to treat with
hostility.

To turn his hungry sword upon the wearer ; , . Naples, 80.

(12) turn over— CQii?,ihiG.T.

in thought turn this example over, Pan, Echo, 11.

II. intr, (1) look hither.

Perchancewere death indeed !—Constantia,/«r?*/ Con. Sing. i. 2.

Turn thee, surpassing Spirit ! Q. Mab, III, 14.

(a) become.
turn as pale As his weak sister Calderon, 11. 160.
Kings turn pale, and Conquerors start, .... Devil, xxvil. 2.

Kings shall /«>T« pale! Laon,Y. Song,6.\2,
and from spectator turn Actor , Triumph, 305.

(3) incline or heai'ken favourably.

Turn for my sake^ . . . mercifully to me ! , , . Calderon, ill. 186.

and her foes relentmg turn, Laon, iv. xxii. 8.

But turn to me. Oh ! by this cherished token, . RosaL 36.
Turn, as t'were but the memory of me, , , . 38.

(4) have recourse for aid.

wretqhed that I am ! Where shall I turn ? . , , Cenci, I. ii. 3a
Where then would any turn ? Cycl. 294.
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well might they iurn Even to the ills again . . Laon^ ii. vii. 6.
Ye /«r« to God for aid xi. xvi. i.

(5) change.
shall iurn To cowls and robes of everlasting fire. CA. ij/, iii. 31.
If innocent, she will iurn into an angel, .... (Edtpusy ir. i, 86.
To turn to worms beneath that burnmg sun, . . Q. Mab^ viii. 184.

(6) give attention.
Now, to the scene I shew, in silence /wrw, . , VI. 54.

(7) take to.

Turn then to converse under Human laws, . , Cycl. 283.
or iurn To avarice or misanthropy Julian^ jitf.

(8) take part with.
And cherished friends iurn with the multitude . Laon^ Ded. Vlll.8.
WilWwyTz to those who would be free . . . . Jl/ax6,LXXXVlll.3.

(9) with away orfrom^ to avert one's looks.
And ye must sadly iurn away, Laon^ xii. xxix. 5.
I turn from the Sx^zx aspect Moschus^ 7.

(10) turn back, recede or retire menially.
Why linger, -why turn back, Adonais, Llil. i.

Turncoats, n. those who change parties or opinions.
If all turncoats were whipped out of palaces, . . Ch. isi, lI. 57.

Turned, v. I, tr, (1) diverted.
have turned the Pope's displeasure Upon the

accusers from the criminal : Cenci^ ll. ii. ^5.

(2) converted or changed.
And turned it to a net of ruin V. i. 83.
First turned the moments of awakening life . . v. ii. 122.

Turned by thy smile the worst I saw to recol-
lected gladness Front, I. 771.

turned his weary slumber to content ; . . . . Triumph^ 423.

(3) directed.
While calmly on the Sun he t. his diamond eyes. Laon^ V. 1, g.
And wherever the Lady turned her eyes, . . . Mar. Dr. IV. 5.
he tumedTki^ light of his frank eyes Pr.Athan. I. 77.
and now she thither turned Her footsteps, . , . Rosal. 197.
A farewell look of love he turned^ S83.

(4) averted.
my wan eyes ... I turned From that . . . delusion, Laon^ vil. xxiv. 6.

(5) turned to flight= defeated.

That onset turned the foes to flight almost ; . , vi. xiv. 1.

II. intr. (1) moved round.
at the sound he turned^ A/astor, 174.
He turned to me then, looking deprecation, . , Cenci\ v. iv. 13.
Then Cythna turned to me, Laon^ xiI. xxii. :j.

And as towards the east she turned^ Mar, Dr. iv. i

.

"W^ith hardened sneer he turned away : . . . . Peter, vi. xxvii. 5.
And slowly now he ^r«crf to me Rosal. 1171.
But a voice answered— ' Life !' I /., and knew . Triumph, 180.

(2) changed.
His big tears, ... 7^. to mill-stones as they fell. . Mask, iv. 4.
And every tear turned to a mill-stone, .... (Bdipus, l. 334.

(3) became.
or turned pale : So that his friends ...... Pr. Atkan. 1. 83.
My lips turned white, and my heart beat fast : . Rosal. 280.

(4) directed.
but his eyeballs ... 7^, on the lightning's cleft . Laon, vi. xlv. 3.

turned upon my thoughts Bpips. 273.

(6) had recourse to.

Turned to the sad enchantress once again, , . Gisb. 142.

he turned 2ixA shed his brother's blood. . , . , ZMOn. l, xxvi. g.

(8)
I turned {Tom all, to be, Cythna Ii, xxi. 8.

(9) revolted,
from that fair sight I turned in sickness, . . . V. xliv. 9.

(10)
hut turned again And bade her infant suck, . . x. xix. 8.

(11) ceased.
when they turnedhwt from the massacre , . . Q. Mab^ vil. 208.

(12) changed direction.

Where the road turned, Rosal. 93.

(13) Fig.
And the weary Day ^«:r«£(f to his rest, .... To Nighty III. e^.

Turned,//. (1) changed.
With dew all turned to tears;,.,..... Adenais, XVI. 9.
the love that once I felt for you, is turned to

bitter pain Cenci, i. ii. 21.

they Who meet its ghastly stare are t. to stone, . Faust, 11. 388.
The marTiag;e feast . . . Was i. to funeral pomp . Ginevra^ 162.

his mountam fair Turned into a Flamingo ;— . Gisb. 234.
I'll have My house by that time t. into a grave . 293.
Tilljoy ... is turned to pain ; GuitarJane, 8.

Their waters turned to blood, their dew to tears, Hellas, 237.
Such doubt, . . . Turn, while she tastes to poison, Hope, Fear, 4.
by the contrition Of anger turned to love . . . Laon, V. xvii. 4
Had turned exery drop of blood Mask, xxxvl. i.

might have turned Hell into Heaven— .... Peter, v. iii. i.

Turned to a formal puritan, VI. xix. 3.

Planks turned to marble ; Prom. IV. 290.
the solace of all woe Is turn, to deadliest agony, Q. Mab^ V. 190.
Sleep itself is ^^wet/ to sorrow; Retnembr. ll. 6,

and tuf ned Into aught unlike Lionel Rosal. 742.
He is gone, and my peace is turned to strife, . . Unf. Dr. 3.

(2) reversed inside out.

your coat /«r«tfi/ and be whipped Ch. ist, II. 53.

(3) reversed bindside before.

T. back towards their fields of asphodel ;— Horn. Merc, xxxvii. 2.

(4) directed.

Oft hast thou turned irom. men thy lonely feet. . Coleridge^ 6.

(5) directed.

her still and earnest face, . . . was turnedon mine Laon, il, xxxi. 8.

His eyes ^/-»^rf up Peter, l.n.i.

(6) caused to become.
his cheek Resolve has not turned 'psAe,— . . . Laon, XII. iii. 6.

r?) turned out, resulted.

It has turned out unluckily, in truth Cenci, V. i. 12.

(8) turned up with, having a broad edging of.

dirty yellow Turned up with black— .... Peter, II. xiv. 4.

Turning-, pr. pple. (1) changing, converting,
/w^'w/w^ False pleasure to true igfnominy. . . . Calderon^lll.\i^2.
Turmngher mother's love to misery: .... Cenci, IV. i. 152^
the sad tears turning To mutual smiles, . ' . Laon, V. Song, 2. iff

T. their dear disunion to an isle Of lovely grief, Prom. IV. 200,

(2) of change of position.
Then j?«r«/«^ to the steed, Zaw«, VI. xxvi, 2.

and turning round, Clasped William . . . Mother S^ Son, iv.12.

Turns, n. (1) bends, curves,
winds with short turns down the precipice ; . . Cenci^ III. i, 246.

(2) by turns = alternately.
Amid her innocent rest by i. she smiled and wept. Laofi, II. xxvii, 9.

Turns, v. I. tr. (1) changes.
To weep a loss that turns their lights to shade. . Alastor^ 712-
As turns black parricide to piety ; Cenci, v. i. 45.
this quaint mask which /.,... The night to day, Ch. ist, I. 2.

Which turns Heaven's milk of mercy to revenge. I. 64.
The miserable one Tithe mind'spoison into food,— F. Williams, ir.7.

Which turns the gazer's spirit into stone ; . . . Medusa^ il. 2.

(2) causes to revolve.
7>i?-«j by its handle a great auger round, . . . Cycl. 461.
II. zntr. (1) changes.-

Abandoned hope, and love that turns to hate ; . Prom. II. iv. 24.

(2) become, changes into.

When a man marries, dies, or turns Hindoo, . Gisb. 2^6.

(3^
. . .

Bven the instinctive worm on which we tread 7^, Julian^ 413.
to some ready-made face Of hypocritical assent

heferKj, Q.Mab,m./^2.
(4) directs attack.

on all beside It turns with ninefold rage, . . . Laon^ Vlll, xxi, 7.

(5) has recourse to.

Zwrw.? to her chainless child for succour , . . xi. xxii, 8.

(6) recoils.

As enanguish'd he turns from the laugh of the
scorner, .SA /t-, (5) I. 3.

Turret, «. a topmost tower.
And myriads on each giddy turret clung, . . . JLaon^ V. xv. 2.
I leapt On the gate's turret^ vi. iii. g,
their lamp from Laian's^?-^^/ gleam, . . . Pr. Athan,\l'.'^'26
Yon dark gray turret glimmers white St. Ir. (4) in i

Turrets, n. (1) pi. of Turret.
Cyclopean piles, whose turrets proud Laon^ xir. xxxv. 7.

(2) highest points.
clouds whose moving turrets make The bastions

of the storm,
. . Witch, Xl.vill. 6.

the hollow /zwr-tf/j Of those high clouds, . . . LIl. i.

fTurtle, n. turtle soup.
Venison, /ar^/?, hock, and claret,— Peter, w. yLivA a

*Turtle-soup, c. n. soup made of turtle.
the persecution Of stifling turtle-soup, .... (Edipus 1 15

Tuscan, n. Italian.

in such transalpine Tuscan Serchio 66.
Tuscan, adj. ai or pertaining to Tuscany.

like the wake of light that stains The Tus. deep, Gisb. 69.
Tasks, n. large teeth of the boar.
with bare ^zw^ And wrinkled snouts .... (Bdipus 1.^17,And palisades of tusks, sharp as a bayonet : . . ' \\ 'i \\a

Tutor, n. a teacher.
The /K/o>- and his pupil, Triumth 261

Tutored,/,^, instructed.
Some factious slave had tutored him Ch. 1st, 11. 464.

Twain, ». (1) two persons.
ere they receive the twain Who shook .... Zaon, X. xxxvi 8
The path thro' which that lovely twain . . . Prom. 11. ii i
And near him walk the . . . twain, Triumph, 260
One of the twain at Evan's feet that sit— . . . Witch, xxxiv. j.
(2) in twain, in two parts.

and that was rent in twain ^ Epips. 372
thou didst burst and rend in twain Laon, Ded. VII c
it rent them in twain, Vis. Sea lio

"'Twang', n. intonation.
'

His accent caught a nasal twang; Peter I ii ^
*Twauging, pr. pple. vibrating. . • •

while yet its bow is twanging— Laon VI xvii %
tTwelfth-nisrht, c. adj. nominal, as on Twelfth-n'ight.
and the 7ai«^A-K?^.4if Queen of Hearts, . . . C/i. ij/, 11. 394.
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Twelve, adj. one of the cardinal numbers,
assigned to each a ration Of the twelve Gods, Horn. Merc. xxi. 7,

this sister sweet, This child of twelve years old— Laon^ II. xxv. 3.

Poised on twelve columns of resplendent stone, . Pro-m. III. iv. 117.

ftctf/z/^ rowers with the impulse of thought . . . Vis.Sea^\^^.

Twenty, adj. one of the cardinal numbers.
Enough to satiate foplings twenty^ Devil^ xvi. 3.

Twenty times a-day? Exhortation^ g.

Gave twenty pounds for some ; Peier^ V. xvi. 2.

Hell-fire Is twenty times too good for you. . . . VI. v. 5.

^Twenty-seventli, adj. the ordinal of twenty-seven.
It was the twenty-seventh of December : . . . Cenci^ I. iii. 68.

Twice, adv. (1) on two occasions.
crimes like yours if once or twice compounded . 1. 1. 7.

A man who thus twice crucifies his God .... Ch. ist^ I. 100.

Alas ! I looked forth twice^ but will no more. . Prom. I. 583.

(2) doubly.
Nay, twice as much as you can draw from thence. Cycl. 140.

Twi^s, n. sticks or rods.
And bound them in a lump with withy t^wigs. Hofn. Merc. XIII, 8.

^Twilight, n. A. Lit. the half light of evening or early

morning.
Twilight^ ascending slowly from the east, . . . Alasior^ 337.
Wove twilight o'er the Poet's path, 427.
Silence axxa Twilight here, twin-sisters, .... 455'
fiery hills Mingling their flames with ^//r^fA/, . 558.
Through the soft twilight to the Bosphorus : . . Hellas^ 181.

and columns riven Looked vast in twilight^ . . JLaon, II. x. 8.

the twilights gloom Lay like a charnel's mist . v. xxii. 8.

Till twiCd'e.T tne east wove her serenest wreathe. • VI. xvii. 9.
As twilight to the western star Mary, 13.

When melting into eastern twilights shadow, . Q. Mab^ I. 97.
Silence and tmilight. unbeloved of men, . . . Summer-Evg. 5.

And, mingled wiUi the shades of ^zci'/if^^^, . . . Sunset, 16.

B. J*zg. (1) dim as twihght.
At noon-day here 'Tis twilight, Cenci, ill. i. 265.

(2) .dullness, dreariness.
When the twilight of care, Moonbeam, III. 7.

Twilig'lit, c. adj. attr. (1) subject to morning dr evening half

light.

As star-beams among ^wz7z>^^ trees:— .... Coleridge^ \.
Between the quick bats in their twilight dance ; Bpips. 532.
the stars came thick over the twilight sea. . . Loon, v. xix. 9.

its moving shade did'cover The twilight deep ;— vil. xl. 8.

When o'er dim ^wz7i^^/ mountains . ... . xil. xxi. 5.

Thy lamp feeds every i?z£iz7/fA^ wave with fire— . Naples, 161.

As dew from earth under the twilight stars : . . Prom.. III. i. 29.

That lurk in the glens of a twilight grove, . . . Q. Mab, vil. 270.
To the ^z?z>A/ grove, Q. ofmy Heart,!, 2.

When day shall hide within her twilight pinions, Witch, Ded. II. 6.

(2) dim, gloomy, obscure.
Within the jfwz'/z^^^ chamber spreads apace, . . Adonais^ vill. 2.

and Ai^;7i)fA^ Phantasies ; And Sorrow, .... xiii. 4.

And /. phantasms, and deep noonday thought, . Alastor^ 40.
they behold Beyond thdX twilight TfLaXm, . . . Prom.. I. 662.

^Twilight-lawns, c. n. grassy spaces in half-light.

Dim twilight-lawns, and stream-illumined caves, II. iii. 26.

Twiligrhts, n. times of twilight.
which cheer Our solitary twilights, —^ ll. ii 96.

Twin, adj. (1) born together, produced at one birth.

Masked, like twin babes Epips. 303.

(2) said of things akin in appearance, size, value, &c.
Silence and Twilight here, twin sisters, keep . . Alastor, 455.
like sacred dew From the /zyiVz lights . . . Epips. 38.
Twin Spheres of light who rule 345.
Whose arms are like twin roses newly born, . . Horn. Sun, 8.

which seem Twin mirrors of Italian Heaven, . . Julian, 14S.

Twin Genii, equal Gods— Laon, \. xxv. 8.

as twin phantoms of one star VI. xxxiii. 5.

Twin serpents in one deep and winding nest ; . x.'xxxii. 7.

Fear And Hope, twin destinies ; Lift not, 5.

Twin nurslings of the all-sustaining air ... Prom.. I. 754.
When, like twin vultures, they hung feeding . . Rosal. 932.
Are those Twin tigers, who burst, Vis. Sea, 40.

:|:Twiii-l7oriif c. adj. produced together.
Which were twin-bom with poetry, Julian, ^$6.
The slave and the tyrant are twin-born foes ; . Ode, Arise, 9.

*Twiu-hearts, c. n. paired or equal hearts.

One passion in twin-hearts, Epips. 575.
*Twin-sister, c. n. Fig. bom at the same birth.

Twin-Lister of religion, selfishness ! Q. Mob, V. 22.

:):Twine, n. (1) twisted or matted mass.

on Pisa's marble walls the twine Of daest weeds Marenghi^ ix. 1.

(2) act of twining or embracing.
By the dark ivy's /iwz«fi Csk«', III. i. 264.

as with its iwtne When Amphisbasna .... Laon, viii. xxi. 7.

jTwine, v. \. tr, A. Lit. interlace, or entwine,

thy sweet mate will /. her downy neck With thine, Alastor^ 382.

These /. their tendrils with the wedded boughs . 444,
And /. his vast wreathes round the . . . demons ; M. N.Spec.Hbrs.^,
To twine its roots around thy coffined clay . . Q. Mab^ IV. 263.

B. Fig.
/wzwfi such flowers of observance Ch. 1st, ll. ^.

ye twine the rings of life's perpetual coil. . . . Laon, vill. xix. 9.
to twine Thine image with her memory dear— . xil. xxiv. 7.

II. intr,

whose fingers twine With one another. .... Cenci^ III. i. S3.

And the wild weeds twine and clamber ; . . Er. Roman's, 11.3.

Twined, v. tr. twisted together.
And twined three threads of fleecy mist, . . . Witch, xiii. ^.

*Twiiied, pp. (1) twisted or mtertangled.
Sends from its woods ofmusk-rose t. with jasmine, Alastor, 452.
Of woof Eetherial, delicately ^a/z«tf£^ Horn.. Sun, ig.

Are twined-w\t)\ its fair hair! Prom. III. iv. 4.
Upon a drooping bough with night-shade twined, III. iv. 79.
Which is twtnedmth& sultry summer air . , Rosal. 209.

(2) bound round.
Shone thro' the plumes its coils were /. within . Laon, i. ix. 5.

(3) clasped.
his pale fingers twined One with the other, . . Julian, 274.
I felt her clasping; hand When twined in mine : . Laon, 11. xxvi. 2.

or limb 7w/«£cArithin limb? . vi. xxxvi.3.

Twines, v. tr. Fig. intertwines, binds.
And pallid &venmg twines its beaming hair . . Summer-Evg. 3.

Twining, pr. ppTe. (1) covering lightly.

TwzWw^ like tendrils of the parasite . . . . Dcsmon, i. 46.

(2) Fig.
Twining memories of old time Eug. Hills, 158.

Twining", ppl. adj. (1) interlacing.
The volumes of their many twining stems ; . . Epips. 501.

(2) that is being twisted.
And on the twining flax— Laon^ II. i. 8.

Twinkle, v. intr. (I') gleam or sparkle.
Which /wzMi^/e on the.fountain's brim, . . . /V(?w. Iii. iii. 3^.

(2) move quickly.
fling their wild arms in air As their feet twinkle; Trium.ph, 150.

jTwinWed, v. intr. glimmered.
a little light That twinkledm. the misty distance : Q. Mab, II. 84.

*TwinklerB, n. things that glimmer or gleam.
Such tiny twinklers as the planet orbs .... Damon, 11. 315".

n n )i It » ... Q.Mab, IX. 223.

Twinkles, v. intr. shines or gleams.
The smallest light that twinkles in the heavens, . Damon, I. i6r.
The smallest light that twinkles in the heaven, . Q. Mab, J. 251.
baleful sun That faintly twinkles there. . . . VI. 46.

Twinkling', n. quick movement.
The twinkling of thine infant hands, .... W. Shel. (2) 3.

Twinkling", />/-./^/i?. sparkling, glimmering.
Between one foliaged lattice twinkling fair, . . Alastor, 464.
The keen stars were twinklings . . . . Jane, J. i.

The white sun taJinkling]i\i.e the dawn .... Jane, Recoil. 67.
Vihile the stsiTS, Twinkling 3LTid dim^ .... Orpheus, gz.

Twinkling", ppl. adj, (1) sparkling.
As swift as twinklinghosLtas, ... . . Laon., Xll. xxxiii. 4,

(2) glittering.

Were scattered o'er the twinklinghzy Lerici, 44.
Like twinkling rain-drops from the eaves, . . Rosal. 367.
On the twinkling grass Skylark, 57.

(3) quickly moving.
And from the twinkling vilreB among, .... Rosal. 1164.

Twins, n. A. Lit. two persons bom at one birth.

Would we two had been twins Epips. 45.
They were two cousins, almost like to twins, . Eiordispina^ 1 1.

Ye wild-eyed Muses, sing the Twins of Jove, . . Hotn. Castor, i.

Call on tne Twins ofJove . . . . . . 11.

like sister twins lay down Uion, vil. xxii. 3.
Here lay two sister twins in infancy ; .... Witch, LXI. 3.

B. Fig.
Ta;£«j of a single destiny ! ... ... Ode Eib. xni. 12.

For love and life in him were twins, Rosal. 622.
Before those cruel Twins, — Error and Truth, Witch^ l. i.

*Twlrls, V. tr. twists.

As he sidles and leers, and twirls his sting, . . Devil, xxill. 5.

Twist, V. tr. pervert or contort,

twist The purpose of the Gods with idle words, Horn. Merc.xciu.^.
Twisted, v. tr. twirled.

They flapped the pennon and twisted the sting, . Devil, IX. 4.

Twisted,//. (1) intertwined.
Drop, twisted in inextricable fight, Prom., ill. i. 73.

(2) twined about.
twisted around The iron crags, ^-^ iv. 305.

(3) perverted or contorted.
The words are twisted in some double sense . . Tasso, 15.

Twisted, ///. adj. intertwined.

And elms dragging along the twisted vines, . . Orpheus^ 108.

* Twistinff, pr. pple. turning and winding.
The Serchio twisting forth Serchio, 105.

'Twixt. (See Betwixt.)

Two, n. the second hour afternoon or midnight.
One I T^o/ The hours crawl on

; Cenci, III. ii. 24.

Two, adj. (1) the second cardinal number.
two eyes, Two starry eyes, hung in the gloom of

thought, Alastor, 489-90.
And when two lessening points of light alone . . 654.
From the music of to^o voices April, 1S14, 24..

the ftWi? sides of one question Calderon, i. 37.
from two shrines Two armies shall obtain . . . i. 139.
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TiuQ armies shall obtain the assur.ince .

/z£/(? contending wills can never lead . .

which of the two Will remain conqueror?
And in whatever persons, one or ttvo^
From one effect two vengeances. . . .

Be silent, fellows ! What ! two friends .

Tivo lives, the honour of their country ? .

when two men of honour take the field, . . . .

two lonff years are past Since, on an April mid-
night,

And we have pledged a health or two together,
That he would grant a wish for his two sons,
T-wo yet remain, His wife remains and I, .

Nor those two most unnatural sons, . , .

I know /zfo dull, fierce outlaws,
Two miles on this side of the fort, .

Blending two beams of one eternity ! . . .

two frames, oh ! wherefore two } ....
Till like two meteors of expanding flame, .

One hope within two wills,
one will beneath Two overshadowing minds, .

These are /. friends whose lives were undivided

;

For their two hearts in life were single-liearted.
Where itoo fair apples with their gleam . .

like two flowers Upon one stem, ....
And saw two hosts conflicting in the air,
he saw two adverse fleets Stalk through

night
And two the loftiest of our ships of war,
As oltwo mountains in the wall of Stamboul
began to fail Two years from my departure.
And from thy side two gentle babes are born .

Two tranquil stars, while clouds ^.re passing by
Two Powers o'er mortal things dominion hold
O'er the wide wild abvss two meteors shone, ,

Then first, two glittermg lights were seen , .

two mighty Spirits now return,
Like two dark serpents tangled in the dust, .

day and night we two were ne'er Parted, . .

two warring winds Involve in fire,

Two hours, whose mighty circle did embrace .

Two days thus past—
Yet two visions burst That darkness— . . .

Two only bosoms with their own life trembled,
as might befall Two disunited spirits ....
Which blend two restless frames ....
and now two days were gone
Once fed two babes—a sister and a brother—
two slaves he to her chamber sent, ....
Two gentle sisters mburn their desolation

;

suspended Between two heavens,
Two years of speechless bliss are gone, .

the

Calderon^ i. 140.

I. 142.

I. 187.

I. 197.
• I. 214.

I. 2.^1.

I. 236.
1. 241.

Cenci^ i. ii. 4.

I. iii. lo.
' I. iii. 27.

I. ill. 122.

II. i. 133.

HI. i. 233.
III. i. 244.

Epips. 48.

574.
576.

584-

585.
Epitaph. I.

4-
Fausi^ II. 329.
Fiordispinay 15.

Hellas, 608.

625.,

635-
831.

Julian^ 598.
Laon, Ded. IX. 5,

. XIV. 7.

I. XXV 5.

I. xxvi. 3.

I. Ivi. I.

I. Iviii. 6.

II. iv. 8.

II. xxvii. 2.

II. xlvi. 2.

III. ii. I.

. III. xxi. I.

III. xxiv. 2.

V. xlii. 4.
. VI. xxxiv.8.
, vi.xxxvi.g.-
. VI. xlii. 9.
. VI. xHx. 2.

. VII. viii. 2.

. X. xliil. 4.
. XII. xl. 6.

. M. N. Melody, 28.

, Mar. Dr. viii. 5.

IX. I.'

XII. 3.

Naples^ II.

CEdipus^ I. 345.
II. ii. 27.

,
n. ii. 63,

Two mighty cities shone,
On two dread mountains, from whose crest, .

Two flames that each with quivering tongue .

A plane of light between two Heavens of azure :

Between two parties who will govern you . .

A winter or two—not more—
I see two livid flames
A spot or two on me would do no harm,
7a;i?vast and trunkless legs of stone . . . _,.„. ..

Peter Bells, one, two and three, Peter, F^ol. 1.

As the mean of tivo extremes— ... . . 9.

Hia eyes grew like ^zyo stars for bliss: .... VII. vii. 2.
There are two fountains in which spirits weep . ProL Hellas, 80.
two Destinies Filled each their irrevocable urns

;
82.

For know there are two worlds of life and death : Prom. i. \q^.
There are two woes

; i. ^^.
Behold'st thou not two shapes from the east and

west . .
'

Come, as two doves to one beloved nest.
Then two dreams came ...
Contracted to two circles .

even then Two mighty spirits,

I saw two azure halcyons clinging downward . .

But see where through two openings in the forest
And where two runnels of a rivulet, ....
Two visions of strange radiance float ....
its two eyes are heavens Of liquid darkness,

I. 752.
I- 7p3-
II. I. 61.

II. i. 11*;.

III. i. 43.
III. iv. 80.
IV. 194.
IV. 196.
IV. 202.

IV. 225.
Has led ifa'i? hosts of dupes to battle-field, '. . . ^. il/a^, vi. 179.
And my two wild boys would near my knee Cling, Rosal. 274.
Two shapes of gladness to my sight ; . . . 390.
Two other babes, delightful more 391,
Sate my /wi? younger babes at play, 526.
Which, like two strains of harmony 982.
they are /zyf? wells Of liquid love : 1268.
In her half-eaten eyeballs two pale flames appear'd, Si. Ir. (3) xvi. 3.
And how we ought, two hours before, . . . Serchio, 64.
Till like two clouds into one vale impelled . . , Triumph, \^^.
Between two rocks, athwart the rising moon, . . 3*80.

I saw two little dark-green leaves ...;.. Unf. Dr. 158.
but two, which move, And form all others, . When passion's, in. 4.Two openings of unfathomable night Witch, v. 3.
From Its smooth shoulders hung /m/o rapid wings, XXXVII. 1.
Here lay two sister twins in infancy ; LXi. 3.
Within, two lovers linked innocently LXi. 5.

(2) adj. absoL
I see the gulph Of Hell, between us iwo^ . . . Cenci, IV. i. og.
Would we two had been twins ....... Epips. dKWe two will rise, and sit, cil.
compact 'twixt us /ix/t? shall be. Faust ll.'sKi.

I spread This veil between us Iwo, Laon, V, xlvii. 8,

and the two who stood beneath that night, . . VI. xxiv. 2.

Withheapsof golden shells we /a/(7 did play,— . Vll. xxi. 8.

Lo ! we /a/(3 are here— ix, xix. i.

The while we two, belovedj must depart, . . . IX. xxxii. i.

We two will sink on the wide waves of ruin, . . Prom. III. i. 71.

I have already dedicated two St. Epips. 2.

how oft we /a/*? Have sate together , . . . Unf.Dr.6i.
There sit between us two, thou dearest— . . . W. Shel. V. 4.

Two by two, adv. phr.
and two by two, He tossed them human hearts

to chew . . Mask, III. 3.

*Two-edged, c. adj. Fig. telling two way?.
this keen-judging world, this /a;i7-^^^i/ lie, . . . Cenci,\V.'\v.\i%.
I should have left this two-edged instrument . . V. ii. 98.

a two-edged sword to all who wield Engl. 1819, 9.

^Tyburn, n. a place of execution for criminals.
Of Hounslow Heath. Ty., and the New Drop, . CEdipus, I. 207.

Tyingr, ^r. ///^. fastening with a knot or bow, ^
tyings<ym^ bits Of ribbon round their legs— . I. 297.

^Tympanies, n. kettle drums.
Nor tympanies nor brazen castanets Cycl. 185.

Type, n. symbol, likeness.

Have each their type in me : Alastor, 50S-
One mind, the /y/£ of all, Aai^w, Vii, xxxi. 5.

the world has seen A type of peace ; . . . ix. xxx. 5.

Types, n. symbols.
When they shall be no types of things which are. Front. I. 645.

*Typlicean, adj. pertainmg to Typhoeus, volcanic.
From that Typhcean mount, Inarime .... Naples, 44.

jTyphon, n. Typhoeus, a giant of ancient fable.
Hades or Typhon, or what mightier Gods . . Prom. i. 212.

*Typhoon, n. a tropical stoim.
When the clarion of the Typhoon is blown. . . Liberty, I. 5.
I fear : they outstrip the Typhoon ; Prorn. II. iv, 170.

*T3rp]ius-fever, c. n. a dangerous infectious disease.
Starvation, typhus-fever, war, nor prison— . , CEdipus, I. 76.

*Tyrannifc, adj. despotic, arbitrary.
Impious in heart and in tyrannic act, .... Ch. 1st, III. 14.
or the tyrannic will Of parents, Ginevra^ 59.
Needed no fetters of /yraww/c law : Q. Mab, ix. 79.

*Tyxanuicide, n. one who slays a tyrant.
At once the tyrant and tyrannicide Otho^ ii. 4.

Tyrannies, n. tyrannical governments.
\nih^ tyrannies oioXA. . -, Mask,%\AV.\.

Tyrannise, v. intr. act the tyrant.
The selfish and the strong still /_yrflw«ije Without

reproach or check . Loon, Ded. iv. 7.

Tyrannizes, v. tr. oppresses.
Called by the thought which tyrannizes \\\^^ . Calderon, ill. 106.
Which tyrannises me with such fierce,.stress, . Dante Conv. 20.

Tyrannous, adj. cruel, oppressive,
who did the work Of /yrawTzowi' omnipotence; . Q. Mab, vil. 93.

Tyranny, n. (1) despotic or oppressive government.
Beyond the shot of /jiya««y, Ch. ist, iv. 1=;,

war to wage With tyranny and falsehood, . . . Deemon, 11. 284.
„ " , , 11 ^ » .1 M • . Q- Mab, IX. 191.
1 rampled out by tyranny Eug. Hills, 268.
ring to the world the passing bell Oi tyranny I . Hellas, 670.
Or with my silence sanction tyranny, .... Julian, 363.
Men make them arms to hurl down tyranny, . . Imou, iv. xxiii. 4.The flood of /_y?'(2«Mjy jx. xxiii. 7
That faith and tyranny were trampled down ; . x. xxxiii. 6."

The folly which soothes tyranny, Peter, vi. xxxiii'. 4!
those herds whom tyranny makes tame ; . . . Polit. Great. 3'

The second Tyranny— Prol. Hellas, i6o.
The cause and the effect oi tyranny; . . . . Q. Mab, v. 31.
he little heeds The rhetoric of tyranny ; .... v. 121.
to yield his elevated soul To tyranny or falsehood, v' \jf-.

Can make him minister to tyranny. . , . y. 204*,
divide His tyranny to weakness

;
-=— y'li. a8.

and sense of the polluting woe Oi tyranny, . . vii. 104,
(2) oppression, cruelty.

Daughters and wives call this foul tyranny. . . Cenci, i. ii. 70.
What, although tyranny and impious hate . . r. iii. n^,
the shame Of thine ill tyranny, Prom. i. 19.
The ^_yraK«:jv of heaven none may retain, . . in \ ey

(3) power, severity.
• •

/•

Scourged by the wind's invisible tyranny . . , Ch. 1st li. 220
(4) as a personality.

'

When Avarice and Tyranny, i 27
the good cease to tremble at Tyranny's nod ; . . Death Dial 4sothou^O Tvra^mv, beholdestnow Eug. Hills '2S0.
rear, Hatred, Faith, and Tyranny, who spread

Those subtle nets . Laon i. xxix 8
but t. disowns Their claim, and gathers strength •

'

jv xxiii Sand Pride, and Fear, and Tyranny yi'ii v q '

"

over a waste of waves Hung 7rra««^-. . . . Ode Lib. in', (oirom lyranny which arms Adverse miscreeds . Prol. Hellas, 105.
Tyrant, n. (1) a despotic ruler, a political oppressor.

'

So welcome when the jfyrflw/ is awake, . ; . .Daemon 11.267

The false Tjiraw^'j cheek shall be, .
' .' * Devil xxx' -i

I hated thee fallen tyrant/ I did groan To think Fall ofBona* .A tyrant s dream, a coward's start Falsehood, 99
' '

5 B
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let the tyrant keep His chains and tears, . . . Fr. Pris. 5.

Fiits round the jfyraw/'j sceptre like a cloud, . Gisb. 178.
A third exclaimed, There is a refuge, tyrant^ . . Hellas^ 393.
I saw her, ghastly as a iyrani^s drea'm, . . . 942.
To tyrant or impostor bids them rise, .... Laon^ I. xxx. 6.

that earth is now become The tyrants garbage, . —^ i. xxxiv. 4.
Tyrant and slave, victim and torturer, .... II. viii. 2.

whose degraded limbs the tyrant's garb did wear. III. vi. ^.
has been taught to bear The tyr. heaviest yoke, . IV. xviii. 6.

The tyrants eviasAs resistance yet maintain : . IV. xxvi. i.

was found aghast, alone, The fallen Tyrant/— . V. xx. jr.

At last the tyrant cried, She hungers, slave, . • . V. xxvii. i.

now gathered round The fallen tyrant

;

— . . . V. xxix. 3.

The Tyrant is amongst us, VI. iii. 3.

And with loud laughter for their /:V'''i«'^ reap . . VI. vii. 5.

the thralls Of the cold Tyrants cruel lust : ^ . Vll. iv. 2.

The Tyrant heard her smging to her lute . . . Vll, iv. 6.

aghast and pale the Tyrant fled away Vll. vi, g.

For she must perish in the Tyrants hall— . . vill.xxvi. i.

The Tyrant knew his power IX. xiii. r.

The Tyrant peoples dungeons with his prey, . . ix. xxiv. 2.

did that foul Tyrant robe His countenance . . x. vii. i.

The Tyrant past, surrounded by the steel . , , x, viii. 2.

Peace in the Tyrants palace, x. xii. 8.

Or like some tyrants eye, xi. ix. 7.

Before the Tyrants throne xi. xiii. 6.

the Tyrants gem-wrought chariot glide . . . xil. ii. 5.

The anxious Tyrant sit, xil. v. 3.

Even like a tyrants wrath ?— xil. vii. 3.

The Tyrant from his throne Xll. ix. 3.

I saw, as in a swound, The tyrants child fall . xii. xvi'. 8.

The Pestilence, the Tyrant, and the throng ; . . xii. xvii. 2.

that tore A tyrants heart-strings . . ... M. N. Ravail, 52.
Thine was the daring at a tyrants goi^e, . . . 53.
Than the fell tyrants last expiring yell? . . . no.
Does Florence, gorge the sated tyrants prey ? . Marenghi, vr. 6.

'Tis to see the Tyrants crew Mask, XLVII. 3.

But, when the tyrants bloodhounds .... Mother^ Son, II. 6.

The slave and the tyrant are twin-born foes ; . . Ode, Arise, g.
they sunk prone Slaves of one tyrant: .... Ode Lib. vil. 13.
His soul may stream over the tyrantshea.d ; . . XIV. 3.

That very Rat, who, like the Pontic tyrant, . . CEdipus, I. 355.
Be they called tyrant, beast, fool, glutton, . i. 369.
Nor he who dared make the foul tyrant quail . Otho, I. 5.

At once the tyrant and tyrannicide, 11.4.

And our almighty 73"''^'^^ with fierce dread . . Prom. I. 161.
And he, the supreme Tyrant, on his throne . I. 208.
Foul Tyrant hoth of Gods and Human-kind, . ' i. 264.
Such is the tyrants recompense :

•^— I. 388.
Thou subtle tyrant! Peace is in the grave. . . I. 638.
From the tyrants banner torn, i. 698.
Until the subject of the tyrants will lii. iv. 139.
Were Jupiter, the jfyT-aw/ of the world; .... III. iv, 183.
As the sun rules, even with a tyrants gaze, , . IV. 397.
a tyrants slave, A coward and a fool, . . , . Q. Mab, 11. 176.
Stern is the tyrants mandate, in. 144.
With one stern blow, hurled not ^Qtyrant down, iii, 189.
he raiseth up The tyrant^ —^ ill. 202.
hired bravos who defendThe tyrants throne.— . iv. 179.
Those too the tyrant serve, ., iv. 196.
These tools the tyrant tempers to his work, . . iv. 221.
Red glows the tyrants stamp-mark IV. 230.
when his son Is murdered by the tyrant^ . . , v. 112.

Feeling the horror of the /yy^aM/j deeds, , . . —— v. 124.
No working of the tyrants moody mind, . . . VI, 183.
Or tamely crouching to the tyrantstoA, . . ix. 187.
Or o'er the fell corpse of a dread tyrant bending, Tear^ 11. 3.

(2) cruel oppressor.
Marry Ruin, thou Tyr. / and God be thy guide . Castl. Adm. V. 4.
Can one tyrant overbear The sense ^ , . , . Cenci, I. iii. 133.
A father who is all a tyrant seems, n. ii. 80.
He is a violent tyrant^ surely, child :..,., iii. i, 77.
'Tis wonderful how well a tyrant s\es\is. . . , iv. iv.s8.
what a i. thou art, And what slaves are these ; . v. iii. 73.

Curses upon him, The impious tyrant/ .... Ck. ist, i. 94.
When sunk the /yrflw^ desolation's slave ; . . . Death Vanq, 1%.

Stern tyrant, couldst thou boast a victory . . 15.
which hides The victim from the tyrant, . . . Ginevra, 65.
at once slave and tyrant Hellas, 557!
Woman with some vile slave her tyrant dwells, . Laon, ll.'xlii. 4.
hence each one Is slave or tyrant

;

vill. ix. 8.

But

—

Tyrant—th^vT polluted souls are thine;— . Ld. Ck. xv. 4.
Sow seed,—but let no jfy^aw/ reap ; .... Men of Eng.w.i.
unweariable war With my almighty i^raw/, . . Q. Mab,vu. igg.
Mocking my powerless tyrants horrible curse . vil. 2^,^.
He was a tyrant to the weak RosaL 255. •

*

touched to tears The unpersuaded tyrant, . . . 648.

(3) ruler, director.

That the ify/'flw^ of my thought Calderon,\\. £.

Tyrant, c. adj. attr. tyrannical, cruel.

Stands the grey tyrant father. Fugiii'ves, IV. 8.

with the world s tyrantrz.g^ A patient warfare . Laon, 11. xxii. 4.

^Tyrant-queUingr, c, adj. a reference to the slaying of
Hipparchus by Harmodius and Aristogeiton.

With tyrant-quelling Tayrtle overtwined, . . . Front. IV. 272,

.

*Tyrant-Slaves, c. n. oppressed oppressors.
My tyrant-slaves to a dungeon-floor Falsehood, 2j.

Tyrants, n. (1) despotic rulers and their instruments.
who follow Tyrants as the sun the swallow, . . Ftig. Hills, 253'.

They dream that tyrants goad them there . . . Falsehood, 79.
TYiestjNrants on their beds of thorn, 81.

And Tyrants sleep, let Freedom wake Hellas, 30.
Let the tyrajits rule the desart they have made ; 1008.
T. dwelt side by side, And stabled in our homes, Laon^ il. iv. 2.

to wreak Ruin upon the tyrants ii, xxxix. 6.
tho' tyrants sung Hymns of triumphant joy . . iv. x. 8,

And young men gather when their tyrants sleep, iv. xiii, 3.
The tyrants of the Golden City tremble . . . iv, xiv. i.

The tyrants send their armed slaves to quell Her
power ; .... iv. xx. 6.

Tyrants, that they may rule, vill. viii. 9.
And tyrants and slayes are like shadows of night Liberty, IV. 5.
And tyrants through the breach of discord threw Marenghi, III. 3.
For the tyrants' use to dwell Mask, XL. 4.
This demand

—

tyrants would flee lh. 3,
As tyrants wasted them, lix, 3, '

Let the tyrants pour around Lxxv. i.

And if then the tyrants dare lxxxiv. i .

The rich robes your tyrants wear? Men ofEng. I. 4.
Which tyrants on their victims love to wreak, Mother i^ Son, v. 2.

The senate of the ifjiraw/j.- Ode Lib. Yli. 12.
which slaves and tyrants win . . Froyn. i, 577.
Tyrants rushed in, and did divide the spoil. . . i. 654.
They have three words :—well t. know their use, Q. Mab, iv. 208.
Since ifyraw/j, bjr the sale ofhuman life, . . . . v. 64.
Which doubly visits on the tyrants'" heads . . . vill. 181.
To fields remote by tyrants sent , . ... RosaL jog.
Fear not the tyrants shall rule for ever, . , . 894.

(2) cruel oppressors.
With papists, atheists, tyrants^ and apostates. . Ch. ist, i. 74.
The harsh and grating strife of tyr. and of foes. . Laon, Ded. ill. 9.
Yet nothing that my tyrants knew or taught . , • v. 3.
heavier chains did find, And stronger tyrants:— 11. vi. 6.

Their many tyrants sitting desolately .... ix. x. 5.
and Power doth give To such pale tyrants . . RosaL 464.
Like one which tyrants spare on our own land . I2.s6.
Fear not the tyrants will rule for ever, . . . , W, SheL "iv. i.

(3) rulers, governors.
Over the sightless tyrants of our fate

; , . , . Epips. 240.

(4) birds of prey.
Though the fiercest of cloud-piercing tyrants ap-

proaches Bigotry, ll. 3.

Tyre, n. a city of Phoenicia.
Athens, and Tyre, and Balbec, and the waste . Alastor, 109.

U
Uglier, adj. more hateful.

And each seems uglier than the last Tasso, Song, 11. 7.

ttTgUest, adj. most repulsive.
And women too, ttgliest oi s\\ things evil, . . . Prom. III. iv. 46.

^Ugliflcationy n. disfigurement.
Take place of the M^/yfca/iV'K of the Queen. . . CEdipus, \. /\f^.

*Ugliness, n. moral repnlsiveness.
Thy shape of ugliness and fear , , Falsehood, 35.

tTgly, adj. (IJ repulsive, disagreeable.
they shrunk with affright from his ugly sight, . Devil, VI. 4.
And from a cavern fulT of ugly shapes, .... Oedipus, I. 150.
And spell some scheme to make it ugly then.— . i. 280.
To make this ugly Hell a Heaven ; Peter^ iii. xx. 4.
Those ugly human shapes and visages .... Prom. ill. iv. 65.
their birthplace of Wjf/jp weeds, Sensit. Pl.Ui.y).

. (2) troublesome.
let us hunt these ugly badgers down, (Bdipus, 11. ii. 117.
Pursue the «^/V beasts! tally ho! ho! . . , , 11,11.129.

(3) morally repulsive.
and saw how ugly and how fell, ...... Laon, vi. xvi. 2.

*nilBwater, n. a lake in Cumberland.
Then drowned the mother in Ullswater, . . . Peter, vi. iii. 4.

*nitra-radical, c. adj. advanced liberal.

And other topics, ultra-radiml; . . . , , (Edipus, I. 200.

ITlysses, n. king of Ithaca.

t/?VJjejand the kins; Of Cephalonia Cycl.g^.
here are sheep, and nere are goats, WvJjfij, . . 166.

And suff"er not Ulysse^and his comrades, . . . 607.
I keep with care this body of Ulysses. .... 699.
And we, the shipmates of iZ/j'jjf.r now, . . . . 717.
A new Ulysses leaves once more Calypso for his

native shore Hellas, 1076.

TTmpire, n. arbiter.

Proud umpire of the impious game, 447.

^Vnabaslidd, adj. bold, shameless.
The unabashed hoy

\ Horn. Merc. XJyiXii. ^.
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"'Unaooomplished, adj. unfulfilled.
1h& unaccomplished 6ss,\lmy Prol, Hellas^ $\.

XTnaccustomed, adj. unusual, unwonted.
Of ttnaccusiomed shape, and . . . strings . . . Adon. Cane. s.

trembled even to feel An unaccus^ofned -presence, Alasior, 477.
Succeeding to your MKacc«.y/£)7«iijf/ fear ? . . . Cettci, 11. \. $2.
'With unacc74.sionied\\ea.\\nessoi sleep IV. i. 176.
Flash, lightning-like, with unaccustomed glow ; . Bpips. 34.
with unaccust, eye The captives gazing stood, Laon^ vili, xxviii. 7.

What wwaccMj/owfirf sounds Are novering . . , Pron^.l. 242.
Filled the frore air with unaccustonted light : . . Rosal. 1309.

Unacetualnted, adj. ignorant of.

I am . . . Totally unacquainted with untruth. . Horn. Merc. LXII. 4.

*nuadulterate, adj. genuine.
Economy, and unadulterate coin, CEdipus, I. 199.

*Unalloyed, adj. spoiled, injured,
his own being w«a//(3_v^rf by pain, ..... . Aiastor,6^2,

*TJnaltera'ble, adj. inflexible.

Unalterable will, quenchless desire Q. Mab, v. 226.
With stubborn and unalterable will, vil. 258.

*tJnaXtered, adj. (1) unclouded.
And brow superior, and «Ma//fi?-^<5f cheek, . . . Cena\ ll. 1. 117.

(2) unchanged.
Which must remain unaltered. v. i. 93.

*Uualtenng', adj. unflinching.
Tempered disdain in his unaltering eye, . . . Q. Mab, Vll. 6.

^nuamMtious, adj.
To think that a most unambitious slave, . . . Fall ofBonap. 2.

^Unaulmous, Oiij. of one mind or purpose.
Thev still appear unanimous; Calderon^ I. 178.
And four fierce dogs watched there, unanimous •

as men .Horn. Merc, nxyni.S.

^Unanswered, adj. without reply.
,

It was returned unanswered. . Cenci, 11, ii. 62.
* CTuapparent, n. unseen world.

built beyond mortal thought, Far in the Unapp. Adonais, xlv. 3.

*Uxiapparent, adj. not visible.

that burn below With unapparent fire, . . . Damon, I. 42.
Killing thy foe with unapparent wounds ! . . . Naples, 84.

^Unappealable, adj. that cannot be appealed from.
Before the throne of unappealable God Cenci, IV. iv. 23.
Thy throne of power Mwa^/'ea/fl^/e.* . . . . Q. Mab,\\\.2i6.

*Unappreliensive, adj. Fig. unconscious.
On the unapprehensive wild The vine, .... Ode Lib. IV. 6..

*Unapproachable, n. that which cannot be attained to.

A portion of the unapproachable, Sonn. Byron, 5.

*Unapproaclidd, cidj. surpassinj^ly beautiful.
0( one seren& a.nd unapproached stSLT WoodTnan^ 28.

Unarmed, adj. A. Zzl. without weapons.
Cyprian stands between you, Although «?Mr?«e(/. Calderon, i. 225.
with their prey, Unarm.ed slrA unaware, . . . Laon, vi. vii. 2.

made, Although unarnud, a steadfast front, . . vi. ix. 2.

The horseman hewed our unarm.ed myiisA^ . . vi. xi, 2.

B. Fig. helpless.

Unarmed old age, and youth, and infancy, . . Q. Mab, VII. 40.

*Uuascended, adj. (1) unoccupied, empty.
Swung blind in unascended majesty Adonais, XLVI. 7.

(2) that is beyond power of ascent.
The loftiest star of unascended heaven, .... Prom. III. iv. 203.

:|:Unassailed, adj. without let or hindrance.
unass. Therefore she walks thro' the great City, Laon, iv. xix. 4.

"^Unattractive, adj. repulsive.
Its unattractive lineaments, . . Q. Mab, V. 29.

'^Unavailing', adj. (1) useless.

dissolved Into these fast and unavailing tears, . Cenci, v. iii. no.
but thoughts and unavailing tears

:

Laon, vii. xxvi. 3.

(2) no longer dreadful.

That mock the dungeon's unavailing ^oom ; . Dcemon, 11. 197.

n )) ti M )) n • Q' Mab, IX. 118.

^Unavenered, adj. (1) unatoned for.

what thou abhorrest May mock thee, unavenged Cenci, ill. i. 131.

(2) unpunished.
Shall Othman only unavenged despoW ? . , . . Laon, v. xxxii. 4.

*Unaverted, adj. fearless.

Behold their face with «7zaz'£^/£rf eyes! .... CEdipus,\.yj\,
He spoke with mild yet unavert?d eyes ; , , . Pr. Athan. 1. 45.

^Unawakened, adj. (1) dormant.
With eyes the shrines of unawakened thought, Laon, vill. xxix. 2.

(2) not put into motion.
Like billows unawakened by the wind, . . . Marenghi, xxvi. 2.

(3) unconscious, unroused.
Be through my lips to unawakened easth . . Ode W. Wind, v. 12.

(4) still in winter's deadness.
which moves the unawakened forest, .... Pr. Athan. II. iv. 13.

(5) unopened.
With folded wings and unawakened eyes ; . . Witch, XL. 2,

Unaware, adj. (1) ignorant.
Quite unaware of what thou dost contain, , . Danie Conv. 57.

(2) surprised,

breathless, pale, and unaware I rose, .... Laon, III. vi. 6.

(3) without warning given.

so I ... AH unaware three of their number slew, Laon, IIL x. 7.

and unaware The curses which he mocked . , —— V. xxv, 8.

Unarmed and unaware, were gorging deep . . VI. vii, 2.

(4) heedless, reckless.

I grew desperate and unaware, ....... VI. xv. 9.

*Unawed, adj. undaunted, not fearing.

Sit thou sublime, unawed; Naples, 96.

JUnbar, v. tr. Fig. loosen, dissipate.

The golden gates of Sleep M«5ar Bridal, l.i.

The golden gates of sleep unbar/ Epithal. 12.

Swift «?/5ar The gates of Sleep 1
—^ (3)31.

*Uubefriended, adj. friendless.

And Truth, who wanderest lone and MW^4/?'/£Mi=fe£f, Hellas, 984.

*Unbegniiled, adj. not being deceived.
The goddess, his fair mother, unbeguiled . . Horn. Merc. xxvi. 3.

*Unbeheld, adj. invisible, unseen.
Some Mwd^^f/;/ divinity doth ever Cenci, u. \\. x^^.

awes All hearts with its approach, though unbe. ; Ginevra, 137.

Which clothed that awful spirit unbelield, . . . Prom. III. 1. af.

felt, although «(MdMs/(af, . . ... in. 1.45.
Shadow of beauty unbeheld: ... ... IH. iii. 7.

The U7ibeheld pulsations of its heart Zucca, IX. 8.

'''Uubeheld, as adv. secretly.

In which I walk secure and unbeheld .... C^nci, II. i. 192.

^Unbeholden, adv. itselfconcealed.
Scattering unbeholden Its aerial hue Skylark, 48,

*Unbeloved, adj. not cared for.

Silence and twilight, MMde/jji-ffif of men, .... Su7Hmer-Bvg. 5.^

^Unbetrayed, adj. kept concealed or secret.

to the fear yet unbetrayed; Laon, x. xii. •].

Start not—the thing 3'ou are is unbetrayed, . . St. Epips. 42,'

^Unbettered, adj. unrelieved, not ameliorated.
Whose safety is man's deep unbetiered vioe, . . Q. Mab, IV. 81.

^Unbewailing", adj. (1) insensible.

The radiant looks of unbewailing flowers, . . . Prom. II. iv. 16.

'

(2) not lamenting.
Dizzy, lost, yet unbewailing/ II. v. 71.

itUubidden, adj. unwelcome, uninvited.
Where that or thou art no unbidden guest, . . Mont B. 43.

Unbidden, as adv. spontaneously.
Singing hymns unbidden, Skylark, 38.

Unbind, v. tr. A. Lit. loosen from bonds.
£^w5;«i3f him not Till he confess Cswc/, V. ii. 163.

B. Mg. (1) dissipate, free.

sought to unbindT^ye interwoven clouds . . . Laon, ll. xix. 5-
ere morning could unbind Night's latest veil, . ~ VI. liv. 8.

Unbind \}[\e knots of her friena's despair, . . Rosal. 214.

(2) loosen, let go.
and unbind The strength of tempest : . . . L,aon, vii. xl. ^.

(3) reveal.

And other scrolls whose writings did unbind . . Witch, xix. 6.

*Unbinding', pr. pple. Fig. loosening.
unbinding its star-braided hair, Vis. Sea, 67.

Unbinds, v. tr. Fig. blows apart.
Like the autumn wind, when it unbinds The

tangled locks Rosal. 207.

^Unblamed, adj. innocent.
A more unblanted ayenger Cfi««', ill. i. 365.

^Unblended, adj. not mingled.
unblended With the brackish Dorian stream :— . Areihusa, III. 11.

Unblest, adj. unhappy.
To rule the ghosts of men, unblest as they, . Hpm. Merc. XLIII. 8.

tUnblown, adj. A. Lit. unopened.
Even to a nook oLunblown violets . , . . . Un^. Dr.. 202.
B. Fig. not fully developed.

they hid its unblown prime Epips. 265.
*Unblusliingf, adj. shameless.

Unblushing, hardened, sensual, and vile ; . . . Q. Mab, v. 32.
Unblushing, undisguising, bold and strong ; . ix.42.

:|:Unbodied, adj. disembodied.
which, unbodied now. Between us floats, . . . Prom. iii. i.'44.
Like an unbodied joy whose race is just begun. . Skylark, 15.

Unborn, n. one ever existing, the eternal.
the One, The unborn and the undying. .... Hellas, 769.

Unborn, adj. (1) future, to come.
Of nights and days «Mi<3rw, Ch. \st,i\.\-]\,
A pattern to the unborn age of thee, ... ,

'

li. 485.
no more Than the unborn dream Ginevra, 159.
stake Their empire o'er the unborn world of men

On this one cast ;

—

Hellas^ 444.
The shadows doubtless of the unborn time . . ; 6og.
but the unborn hour, Cradled in fear and'hope, . 752.*

The brightest hour of unborn Spring, .... Jane, Invitn, 7.
Nor fame, that shadow of the unborn hour . . Sonn. Byron, 10.

(2) not yet born.
The babe that is unborn Peter, vi. vi. tj.

tore from the mother's womb The ««i5(7r« child,— Q, Mab, 11. 152.

(3) not grown or developed.
And lilies-of^the-valley yet unborn, . . . » . Unf. Dr. 203.

(4) adj. absol. those who are not yet born.
the slumber of The dead and the w«5i)r« . . Magnet. Lady ill. 2.
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Unbound, v. tr. A. Lit. set free from bonds.
Beneath that column, and unbound m& there: . Laon^ III. xiit. z.

B. Fig. tore off.

the dog-fish their grave-clothes unbotf-nd^ . . . Vis. Sea^ 56.

Unbound,//. A, Lit. loose, flowing.
Morninff sought Her eastern watch-tower, and

her liair unbound^ Adonais^ XIV. 4.
With hair unbound is wandering thro' the woods, Bion. Adon. 17.

B. Fig, set free.

When jEoIus Scirocco has unbound. Matilda^ 21.

itUnbounded, adj. (1) limitless.
Yellow mist Filled the unbounded atmosphere, . Aiasfor^ 605.
The depth of the unbounded universe .... Dmmon, i. 289.

T
" , 1.

_, _,
.1 ,, M ,

Q.Mab,\\.2$s.
Is SLTi unbounded v,'ona

;

11.230.
the M«5(3M«(afe.5f frame, which thou pervadest, . . in. 238.

(2) unrestrained.
the unbounded mhth, iao;?, ix. iii. 6.

^Unbroken, adj. (1) whole, entire.
A perfect three-leaved rod of gold unbroken, . . Horn. Merc. xc. 3.

(2) not violated or forsworn.
Of such affection and unbroken faith Cenci^ III. i. 312.

(3) uninterrupted.
soon He seeks unbroken quiet; Fausi, l. 101.

(4) undisturbed, calm-surfaced.
on the floor of the unbroken fountain, .... UnJ". Dr. 64.

:t:Unbuild, V. tr. dissipate, break up.
I arise and unbuild it again Cloud, 84.

Unburied, adj. A. Lit. not interred.
Those Mwiwrif^/ bones around E^g. Hills, 60.
a rottinff vapour past From the unburied Ae^A, . Laon, x. xiii. 9.

.

bones Bleaching unburied in the putrid blast, . Q. Mab, IV. 87.

B. Fig. not quite past.
Like the dark ghost of the unburied even . . Marenghi^ xxvil. 5.

JUnburthened, /^ relieved or freed.
As summer clouds dissolve, unburt of their rain ; Ode Lib. xix. 8.

uncalled, adv. wilfully, -without necessity.
Who has rushed u. to the throne of his God, M, N. Spec. Hors. 20.

^Uncaused, adj. without a cause.
Nor stands uncaused, and irretrievable. . . . Q. Mab, IV. 75.

^Unceasing*, adj. perpetual, continual.
Around it rage^ an 'un<xiisingstv\{e Allegory^ I. 4.
A short-livea hope, unceasing C3S&^ Falsehood, 95.
Clothe their wwcfiojm^ flight ."

. Hellas^ 20^.

Uncertain, adj. of doubtful duration.
for some uncertain moments lent, Int. Beauty^ IV. 2,

Unchangeable, adj. without alteration.
shalt thou live 6^«f:^o«^tfa5/^ / Q. Mab,vi. 226.

*Unclianfired, adj. (1) not altered.
Ihy friend's mind, Which is unchanged, .... Ch. \si, I. po.,

that form Which lives unchanged ^\\\iva, . . . Prom.. Ii. 1. 6$.
As the world ebbs and flows, ourselves unchanged. -^^ ill. iii. 24.

(2) not varied.

Or 6a.y unchanged by night

;

Ch. isty I. 177.

(3) not exchanged.
And the sickle to the sword Lies unchanged^ . . Eug. Hills^ 226.

:I:Unchangin^, adj. (1) steadfast.
Their everlasting and unchanging laws . , . Q. Mab^ VI. 92.

„ „ „ ,, „ ... Superstition, 21.

him of resolute and unchanging •'nxW.x . . . . Q. Mab, V. 171.

(2) never varying.
Necessity's M«Maw^/w^ harmony Dmmon, 1. 291.
Still thou retain'st'Mwcwaw^'w^ bloom, .... Love, 9.

Nature's unchanging harmony ' Q- Mab, II. 257.
chord Strung to unchcmging unison IV. 92.

(3) constant.
Secure of an unchanging lover Devil, XXIV. 4.

Unchangingly, aav. without variation or alteration.
Unchangingly preserved and buried there, . . Fr. Dead, 4.

Unchanted, adj. untold or undiscovered.
Leave Hell's secrets h^Xi unchanted Prom. !. 513.

Unchecked, adj. not restrained or repressed.
Unchecked by diill and selfish chastity, . , . . Q. Mab, IX. 84.

Uncircumscribed, adj. not bounded or limited.

Sceptreless, free, uncircumscribed, Pront.wi.'w. 194.

Unclassed, adj. not divided into ranks or classes.

Equal, unclassed, tribdess, and nationless, . . iil. iv. 195.

Uncle, n. the brother of one's father or mother.
The next time I compounded with his uncle: . . Cenci, I. i. 19.

Unclose^, v. I. intr. open.
the grate did then M«c/o^i!, Z,oo«, Ili.xxviii. 8.

II. ir. unlold.
which unclose Their trembling eyelids .... Triumph, 9.

^Unclosed, v, intr. opened.
Her veiny eyelids quietly unclosed; Dmmon, 11. 326.

n Q' Mab, IX. 234.

Unclosed, //.-interopen.
His finger on his brow, his lips unclosed. . . . Fasso, 19.

Uncloses, v. tr. causes to unfold.
which spring but half «?/c/i3J£j Z,fl(7«, VI.xxxiii.9.

Unclosing, pr. pple. opening.
and half unclosing Her tremulous lips, .... Laon, VI. xxv. 4.

*Unclosing, ///. fl^'. (1) opening.
Or speaks in thy unclosing e>es, Deemon, i. 103.

(2) that never closes.

Ere gapes the grave's unclosing deep, .... Falsehood, 98.

Unclouded, adj. qlear, unobscured.
The sun's unclouded orb Q. Mab, i. 242,
the moon's ««c/(3M(/e^ grandeur rolls, .... iv, 6.

Uncloying, adj. that does not sate, ,

The Cyclops vermilion, With slaughter uncloying.^ Cycl. 364.
*UncouLnion, adj. extraordinary, remarkable.
The Devil was no uncom.mon creature

; . . . , Peter, iv. xvi. 1.

'''Unconimunicating, adj. speechless, silent.

But to the uncommunicating Ae^A Prom. ill. iii. 112.

*Unconipaniouablei adj. not sociable,
to fly This uncompanionable man, Cycl. 425.

uncomplaining, adj. (1) contented, satisfied,

a mute and M«ro?w;^/a/Mi«^ sleep; . . . . Adonazs, in. ^.

their pale mother^B,uncomplaining gzze . . . Q. Mab, V. 11,7.

(2) patiently borne.
But her own strange and zi«a??»//a/«z'«^wrongs? Cenci, i. i. 47.
Its mute and uncomplaining lot Violet, ill. 3.

(3) patient.

And are the uncomplaining things they seem, . Sunset, 48.

*Uncoucealing, adj. transparent.
whose unconcealing dew, Dark, dark, yet clear, Matilda, 30.

*Unconcern, n. indifference.

well might they learn To gaze on this fair world
with hopeless unconcern! Laon, II. vii. g.

''Unconfined, adj. unrestrained.
Like ocean, homeless, boundless, unconfined. Fr. Wandering, 4,

unconnected, adj. (1) without ties.

If I had been an unconnected man JuliaUy 547.

(2) solitary.

This is no unconnecUd mxsery, Q. Mab, IV. 74.

Unconquerable, adj. that may not be overcome, -

By the fierce blast's MKCOw$'Mfirad/e stress. . . . Faust, ir. 133.
shake The strength of his unconquerable wings . Laon, I. xiii. 6.

steeped in molten steel the unconquerable wiVi. . ix. vii. 9.

*UnconcLuerable, adv. above all else.

unconquerable . . . The gathering music rose;— Horn.. Merc. Lxxi. 5.

UnconcLuerably, adv. invincibly.
his race doth run Unconquerably^ .... . Horn, Sun, 11.

lifted unconquerably To all her children, . . . Laon, ix. iii. 5.

Uncouquered, adj. invincible.
So v^t that \th3i\B.mio{ unconquered vaen, . . , vi. xii. 2.

the MMCOM^?ie?-tfrf powers Of precedent and custom Q. Mab^ in. 97.

Unconscious, adj. (1) unacquainted with.
Unconscious of the day, Alastor, 467.
Uncon. of itself, and of the strange Distinctions . i5"/. Bpips. 166.

(2) unaware.
Unconscious of the power thro' which she wrought Laon, 11. xxxiv. 4.
with rosy smile, Unconscious, Prom. iv. 392.
Like a beast, «M£WMjc/o»j of its tether Serchio, 6.

Unconscious, as some human lovers are, . . , IVbodjnan, 3a
(3) mocking in ignorance.

in their winged dance, w»fl?;M«b«j Genii wrought. Laon^ I. liii. 9.

(4) inadvertent, without intent.

When bursts the unconscious sigh ; , . . . M. JV. Ravail, 106.
In music and the sweet uncon. tone Of animals, . Zucca, V. 2.

Unconaci9usly, adv. unknowingly.
Thy will unconsciously fulfilleth : Q. Mab, III. 234.

Unconsumdd, adj. inexhaustible.
A life oiunconsufnedi}no\x.^t which pierces . . Hellas, 147.

Uncontrolled, adj. unbounded.
And felt in apprehension uncontrolled . . . . Q. Mab, 1. 193.

Uncontroulable, adj. incapable of restraint.

only less free Than thou, O, uncontroulable/ Ode W. Wind, IV, 5.

lUncouuted, adj. innumerable.
the block That for uncounted ages has remained. Q. Mab, IV. 141.

Uncouth, adj. uncomely.
Their monstrous works, and uncouth skeletons, . Prom. IV. 299.

tUncover, v. tr. make visible.

The Devil dare his whole shape uncover, , . . Devil^ xxiv. ^.

Uncreate, v. tr. unmake, dissolve.

nor uncreate That world within this Chaos, . , Epips. 242.

Uncreated, adj. eternal.

Which called it from the uncreated deep, . . . Hellas, 858.

*Uncreating, adj. destroying.
Like Chaos o'er creation, uncreating ; .... Naples, 138,

:t:Unctuous, adj. noxious, thick.

And unctuous meteors from spray to spray , . Sensit. PI. III. 78.

Uncultivated, adj. luxuriant, free.

uncultivated iqvehness Of gardens long run wild, Q. Mab^ II. 194.

Uncultured, adj. in native ignorance.

an inhuman and uncultured race ir. 149.

Undarkened, adj. not depressed or subdued,
and swear to keep each spirit Uttdarkened , . Marenghi, v, 3.



UNDAUNTED—UNDISTURBED. 741

Undaunted, adj. fearless.

How a young child should thus undaunledh^ ; . Laon, II. xl. 2.

*Undazzling', adj. which had not the power to dazzle.
and his eyes Which gazed on ihe,undasslings\xa^ Prom. in. ii. 14.

*Undeca7ing', adj. not subject to decay.
The foliage of the undecaying trees;..... Dcemon^ II. 63.
shakes Its 7^Mrftfm3'/w^ battlement, Q. Mab^wi.im.
the body lay, age S'ter age, Mute, breathing,

beating, warm and undscaying^ Wilch^ Lxxi. ,e.

^UndeclininGr, adj. unresting.
This WM^tfc/i'wiw^ head Prom. 1.2S1..

*irndefeated, adj. still flourisbing.

And Faith, the Python, undefeated^ Rosal. 701.

^Undefended, adj. without protection or defence.
Who shook with mortal spells his undef. reign? . Laon^ x. xxxvi. 9.

Will hunt thee tmdefend. thro' the wicfe Heaven ! Prom. I. 54.
*Undefiled, adj. pure, spotlfSi.

the radiance undifiled Of its departing glory ; . Laon^ Ded. xil. 5.
And from this ziwSlyf/fiflf Paradise Sensit. PI. 1. ^.

*Undela3ring, adj. never stopping.
With feet unwet, unwearied, undelaying^ . . . Prom. III. iii. 157.

^UndelisTlit, ?z. (1) lack of pleasure.
Vexing the sense with gorgeous undelighi. . . Ginevra^ 20.

(2) unhappiness.
In visions of the dawning undelight. Hellas^ 945.

Under, adj. (1) inferior in condition or estate.

To all the under world ; Ch. \st^ II. 142.

(2) nether, lower.
Between his upper jaw and under. peter^ i, x. 5.

Under, /;-^/. (1) beneath, underneatb.
found under ^}a& utmost crag Of Cornwall . . . Gisb. 36.
The ripe corn wMi^r the undulating air .... 119.
every azure breath. That ujider heaven is blown, Jane^ Recoil. 26.

it sank Under the billows of the heaving sea ; . l^aon. i. xli. 3.

Under the earth, and in the hollow rock&, . . . Witch^ xxii,4.

(2) below in the neighbourhood of.

i' the garden C/wiffi*' the balcony; Ce««', IV. iii. 47.

(3) denoting proximity.
And made their home under the green hill side, . Serchio^ 38.
Under an Atlantic isle, Similes^ in. x.

(4) denoting locality or place.
Smiting each Bishop under ^^ fifth rib. . . , Ck. \st^ I. 104.

(5) denoting power or authority over.
To force under the Church's yoke.— II. 70.
before it bows the proudest heads under the

meanest feet . . n. 426.
By all the days under an hireling's care, . . . Ld. Ch. IX. i.

(6) denoting influence.

or ye friends, May fall under some sorrow . . Julian^ 377.
thine eye kindled With soft fire under mine, , . 469.
And like a wave under the calm I fail. . . . Two Fr. L.ove^ I. 5.

(7) by or through power of.

Under the warrant of the Star Chamber. . . . Ch. 1st, II. 87.
to wield Under his law, il. 139.
Under the great seal of the realm II. 196.

(8) denoting subjection or rule.

Under yowx mighty ancestors, we pigs .... (Bdipus, I. 39.
Under, adv. beneath.
And whiten the green plains under^ Cloudy 10.
shall cover My limbs with dust and worms under

and over Julian^ 507.
When, gathering fast, around, above and under^ Laon, i.'ii. 3.

*Under-notes, c. 7t. lower notes in harmony with others.
How every pause is filled with under-notes, . . Front, iv. 189.

Undergo, v. tr. (1) suffer, go through.
That one in Argolis did un. Torture for liberty, . Laon^ IV. ix. 7.

(2) pass, prove.
I am impatient To M«^^r^£7 the test CEdipus,u.vi.^j,.

Undergone, pp. suffered.

Which all that I had undergone Rosal. 405.
itUnderground, adv. beneath the surface of the earth.

Its dungeons underground, and, its thick towers Cencz, 11. i. 170.
the sound Is bellowmg underground. .... Ldberty, 11. t;.

like some dark stream Through.. . . caverns un. Pr. Athan. \. io\.
The sound is of whirlwind underground, . . . Profn. i. 231.

^Undergrowth, ?z. luxuriant low- growing vegetation.
'

and Mwrfc^^r^yM of odorous plants, Calderon, 1.3.
Filled the place with a monstrous undergrowth, Sensit. PL lii. 59.

*Underlaid, //. paved.
underlaid With lambent lightning-fire, .... Witch LIII. 3.

*Underniined, pp. Fig. subverted.
'

His morals thus were underm-ined

;

— . . . Peter, VI. xxv. i.

Underneatli, prep. (1) situated below.
under. The. moonlight ruins of mount Palatine, Cenci, i. ii. 5.
as underneath a cloud of dew Bpips. 79.And the plains that silent lie Underneath, . . . Eug, Hills, 2Q^.
And K«rf£r«<?3M thy feet writhe Faith, and Folly, Laon,Y.Song,i./^.
but the other Is underneath the grave, . . . Prom. i. 107.
underneath Their long, fine lashes

; II, 1. 115.
coiled underneath his throne If. jii. q^^

(2) overlooked by or in view of.
Underneath day's azure eyes . . , Venice lies . . Eug. Hills, 94.

How many hearts impenetrably veiled, Beat
underneath its shade, Loon, v. ii, 7,

the dim ocean Heaved underneath the heaven, Marenghi, xxni. 2.

We wandered, underneath the young grey dawn. Prom,. Ii. 1. 144.

(3) beneath, under influence of.

Compel their causes underneath thy yoke : . . Calderon^ II. 34.

(4) beyond.
Underneath the grave 'tis spread : Inv. Mis. ix. 2.

• Undemeatli, adv. (1) below, beneath.
like the voice of flames far underneath. . . . Laon, Vll. vii. 9.

Fiery and lurid, struggling tinderneaih^ . . . Medusa, l. 7.

He'd seize the earth from underneath, .... Peter, I. ix. 4.

And underneath is the mossy ground ; . . . . Prom. II. ii. 23.

(2) on the reverse side.

And hollow underneath, like death 1. 442.

Understand, v. 1. tr. (1) apprehend or comprehend.
To understand and know who is the God . . . Calderon, I. 1 12.

Told, as I understand the case Peter^ I. xi. 3.

All things he seemed to understand, V. ii. .^
That . . ."hungry men should break The laws . .

.

We understand; Rosal. 671.

(2) know the meaning of.

Sweet both to feel and understand, . . . . Peter, V. xv. 4.

(3) have sympathy with.
nought of ill his heart could understand, . . . Pr. Athan. I. 7.

11. intr. (1) comprehend fully.

God can understand and pardon, Cenci., III. i. 296.
I understand^ catching him when alone .... C^cl. 445.
I'm conjecturmg How to make Henry under. ; . Gisb. 102.
That thou, or any other deity Should under.— Horn. Merc. xci. 4.
it lingered there, and could not understand, . , Laon, Vii. xx. 9.
More in this world than any understand^ . . . 2ucca, i. 4.

(2) know, be aware.
yet let her understand Her coming is consent : . Cenci, IV. i. loi.

(3) lake heed, beware.
If you have understanding

—

understand. . . Horn. Merc. xv. 8.

UnderstandingTf n. (1) comprehension, explanation.
To the full M«(3ferj/a«(f/«^ of this matter, . . Ceww, IV. iv. 168.

(2) intelligence.

Love is like understanding^ that grows bright, . Epips. 162.
If you have understanding~\xxA^T%tzxi^. . . Hom.Merc. xv. 8.

(3) the mind.
must leave the understanding free, ... . Julian^ 360.

Understood, v. tr. comprehended.
As if I . . . under, nothing of what is what ; Horn. Merc, xxviii. :*.

and well I understood His smile divine, .... Laon, i. xlv. 7.

Understood, pp. (^1) acknowledged, admitted.
This is understood; Fr. Peo, Eng. 10.
Be it not said, thought, understood— . . . Good Night., 11, 3!

(2) comprehendtd.
mass Of tin and iron not to be understood; . Gisb. 49.When you have understood the business, . Horn. Merc. LVi. 3.
By thee ... the depths are u. Of his far voice

; lxxx. 4.
the crowd High truths . . . had heard and under.; Laon, iv. ix. 9.
There is a voice, not understood by all, .... Mont B. Cane, i

.

Large codes of fraud and woe ; not under. By all, 81.

(3) known to one another.
And quickly common hopes made freemen u. . Laon,'\. iii. 9.

Undertake, v. tr. engage in.

Will undertake regeneration's work, . . . . Q. Mab^ vi. 43.
Undertook, v. intr. ventured.

rarely undertook To stir his secret pain . , . . Pr. Athan. j. 84.
^Underwent, v. intr. suffered.
By infamy and solitude and death, For this I «., Prol. Hellas, 91.

Undeserving, adj. unworthy.
Paved with eternal flowers that Mwafeje?-!//*/^way. Adonais, xxiv. g.

^Undeveloped, adj. immature.
ThsLt undeveloped tlower of hndding yea.rs— , . Ed Ch vill -^

*UndeTiating-, adj. steadfast.
Each with undeviating aim Damon, 1. 250.

*— ",^ . ". - " ,." ,
Fr. Athan, u.\i. 12.

*Undinilnishable, adj. that cannot be lessened.
Sharing that undiniinishable store, n. ;;. 12.

+Uudiscerned, adj. not clear or evident.
in sliadows undiscernedTrMsttA,— Peter, v. iii. 4.

Undiscovered, adj. unknown.
To seek strange truths in undiscovered lands. . Alastor, 77.

^Undisg^siusr, adj. shameless.
a public mart Of undisguising selfishness, . . Q. Mab, v. 187.
Unblushing, undisguising, bold and strong ; . . ix. 42.

^Undismayed, adj. fearless.

Thro' your phalanx undismayed. . . . . Mask, Lxxx. 4.
^Undissolving-, adj. that does not pass or lessen.
Which clothed in undissolving radiancy, . . . Eaon ir. xxiv. 3.

UndistinsTuisliable, adj. confused, bewildering.
this Mwi^ij/ZM^M^j^oi/e mist Of thoughts, . . . Cenci ill \ 170And made thy world an undistinguishable heap. Ode Lib. vili, \^.

Undistinguished, adj. confused, hopeless.
Heaped in undistinguished xum : Fr. Rome 2

Undisturbed, adj. (1) calm, tranquil, not j^erturbed.

*

withm these limbs Seems strangely undisturbed. Cenci, iv. iii. 64.
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(2) without interruption.
Where silence undi's^ur&ed m\sht watch alone, . Q. Mab^ IV. i8.

tUndivided, adj. (1) one, naving but one purpose.
These are two friends whose lives were undiv. ; . Epitaph^ i.

(2) common to all.

With wKt/ZwiV^^if fields of ripening corn, . . . Z,aow, vil. xxxv. 7.

(3) joint, common.
Insult with careless tread, our undivided tomb. . ix. xxix. 9.

Undoiug*, n. ruin, destruction.
his own obscure undoing: VIII. xiv. 9.

Undoingr, pr. pple. reversing, destroying.
Only undoing all that has been done, .... CBdipus^ I. 384.

Undone,//. (1) unbound, loose.

How comes this hair undone) Cenci^ III. i. 6.

(2) ruined.

There are all sorts of people undone^ Peter^ III. i. 3.

(3) not carried out. incomplete.
Yet so to leave undone What I most seek ! . . Cenci, IV. i. 9.
but what is left undone: IV. iii. 6.

With such a deed «w£foKc.^ iv. iii. 25.

which 'twere a deadly crime To leave undone, . IV. iii. 38.

(4) altered, reversed.

then as one Reproaching deeds never to be un. . Julian^ 289.

Undou'btedi adj. (1) fearless, resolute.

And with undoubted confidence disclosed . * , Q. Mab^ IX. 82.

(2) absolute, real.

Ere the dawning; of mom's undoubted light, . There is no work^ 4.

*Undrawu, adj. not milked.
And thwart Silenus find his goats undrawn^ . . Prom. 11. ii. 90.

*Undrawn, pp. pulled back.
Bolts were undrawn^ Laon^ VIII. xxviii. 6.

*Undulate, v. intr. rising and falling.

Undulate with the undulating tide : Epips. 434.

*Undnlates, v. intr. moves wavingly.
Undulates like an ocean ;— Gisb. 120.

^Undulating*, pr. pple. gently moving.
Of smiles, whose lustre . . . lay undulating ^^r&. Rosal. 833.

*Undulatin^, adj. waving up and down.
But, undulating wooAsy and silent well, . . . Alastor^ ^'&^.

On WM£^M/a^z«^ clouds and deepening lakes. . Dismon^ ii. 39.
Undulate with the undulating tide ; Epips. 434.
The ripe corn under the undulating air .... Gisb. 119.

Yet with an undulating motion, Q. Mab^ I. 103.

*Undulations, n. gentle movements.
Swayed with the ««^«/fl;i?2o«j of the tide. . . . Alastor^ 303.

*Uudying, n. the Eternal.
the One, The unborn and the undying. .... Hellas^ 769.

*Undying', adj. (1) eternal.

Nature is alone undying. Fr. Rome^ 3.
_^

And his red hell's undying snakes among . . . Laon^ viil. viii. 3.

In the light which is undying Prom. IV. 438.
Where poisonous and undying worms . . , , Q. Mab^ IV. 215.

(2) still burning.

In the ashes yet ««£/3'/«^. Cyc/. 618.

(3) that has no cessation.

And conscience, that «Kfifv''2^ serpent, . . . . Q. Maby\l\.6\.

{Uneaxtlily, adj. supernatural, not of this world.
reins of light Check their unearthly speed ; . . Doemon, I. ^t.

the heart Sees things ««^a?'/A^;— Eug. Hills^ 20J,,

StiU'd was the unearthly howlmg, M.N. Fragmt. 16.

Where their thin forms pour unearth, sounds M. N. Spec. Mors. 60.

\.h^\T unearthly forms File around it Mont B. 62.

Through that unearthly dwelling, Q. Mab^ II. 49.

Uneasy, adj. troublous, dissatisfied.

to wail and wander With short uneasy steps— . Fr. Unsat. 2.

^Uneucompassed, adj. not endued.
To a brain unencompassed with nerves of

steel ;
Inhere is no work^ 16.

*Unendin^, adj. (1) eternal.

Unending orbs mingled in mazy motion, . , . Drnmon^ I. 244.
Countless and unending ovbs Q. Mab., 11. 73.

(2) ever varying.

And with unending ia\olu.tions shew Medusa, ill. 5,

(3) never ceasing, perpetual.

Flags wearily in its unending flight, . . . Front, I. 420.

My lonely and unending pUgTimage Q. Mab, Vli. 197.

In the boundless realm of ufiending change. There is no work, 24.

*Uuenduriug, adj. perishable.

scrolls of ««ff«cf«r(»^ brass Z.a(9«, ix. xxxi. 9.

*Unenjoyed, adj. not shared happily.

Dearer than life and hope, if unenjoyedmth thee. ix. xxxiv. 9,

^UneujoyinsTr adj. joyless, listless.

the pestilence that springs From unenjoying
sensualism, Q. Mab, V. 195.

^Uueutan^led, adj, distinct, clear, not confused.

Of unentangled intermixture, Epips. 93.

^Unenviable, n. that which need not be coveted.
Envying the unenviable

;

Ginevra, 30.

*Uneuvled, adj, (1) not the object of envy, undesirable.

the unenvied s^o\\ Of the false Helen Cycl. 260.

From thine ««(f«z//c(;^ throne, Prom.l.ij.

(2) common to all and therefore beyond envy.
whence sages draw The unenvied light of hope ; Epips. iSS-

*Unenvied, adv. undividedly, free from envy.
and henceforth Can cherish thee unenvied: . . Prom,. III. iv. 31.

*Unenvying, adj. free from envy.
which charm To silence the m«£«&jj. nightingales. II, ii. 97.

Unequal, adj. (1) not of the same proportion,

«wc$'«fl/ only In opportunity, Calderon,!. \?i(i.

(2) of different duration.

intervals Of their ««£^Ma/ revolutions; . . . II. 186.

(3) not fairly balanced.

the combat grew Unequal but most horrible ; . . Laon, VI. xiv. 6.

(4) not of the same ardour.

hasten now With steps, ah, foo unequal! . . .St. Epips. 95.

*Unerasingr, adj. perfectly still, not disturbing.

W^here ever lies, on unerasing waves, .... Prom. III. iii. i6o.

*Unexliausted, adj. (1) stored, not consumed.
profuse wealth and unexhausted prey ; . . . Horn. Merc. xxix. 4.

(2) fresh, untired.

Our unexhausted spirits ; - Prom-. III. iii. 36.

*Unexpanded, adj. embiyonic.
Around its unexpanded buds ; St. Dejection, 1. 6.

Unexpected, adj, not anticipated or looked for.

Thus sudden, unexpected i^Bst was spread . . . Laon, VI. viii. i.

By this sweet unexpected ^^icoioxa^. . . . Mother iSf Son, V. 7.

It clothes with unexpected hinh Prom. IV. 360.

^Unexpectedly, adv. suddenly, without notice.

It must be Cenci, unexpectedly Returned . . . Cenci, III. i. 270.

:^Unexperienced, adj. unknown, untried.

whose unexperienced shape Dmm.on, 11. 251.

„ „ ,, „ Q. Mab, IX. 156.

*Unexpiated, adj. not atoned for.

the consciousness Of what is yet unexpiated. . . Cenci, ill. i. 151.

*Unexpostulating', adj. not willing to complain.
Her mother scared and unexpostulating . . . ll. ii. 150-

*Unextinct, adj. (1) still living.

And unextinct in that cold source Burns, . , . Prol. Hellas, 205.

(2) living, active.

Be man's high hope and unextinct desire, . . . Naples, 168.

^Unextinguished, adj. (1) burning, smouldering.
Scatter, as from an unextinguished hearth . Ode W. Wind, V. lo.

The soul of man, like unextinguished fire, - . Prom. III. L 5.

(2) ceaseless, never-dying.

from year to year with unextinguished light. . L,aon^ Ded. XIV.9.

(3) not destroyed.
Unextinguished in the grave,— ...... Mexican, I. 7.

*Unfaded, adj. fl) still fresh.

Will serve unfaded for my bier— Ginevra, 81.

(2) blooming, healttiful.

Sees her aTz/^^^af cheek Glow mantling , . . . Q. Mdb^ vill. 36.

^Unfading, adj. never failing,

but the unfading fame III. 163.

^Unfailing*, adj. (1) that never ceases.

Poesy's unfailing River, Fug. Hills^ 1S4.

(2) sure, trusty, fatal.

Which this unfailing dagger gave Falsehood, 29.

(3) that do not err.

In the Mw/ai7?w^ consciences of men, Q. Mab, i. 170.

(4) constant, everlasting.

the unfailing sun Sheds light and life ; . . . , ill. 193.

"^Unfamiliar, adj. little known, strange.

Under the lightnings of thine unfamiliar eyes. . Ode Lib. xi. 15.

^Unfathomable, adj. (1) that cannot be measured, boundless.
lie In the unfathotnable sky, Eug. Hills, 79.
Unfathomable Sea ! whose waves are years, . . Time, 1.

Who shall put forth on thee, Unfatliotnable Sea ? 10.

(2) of extreme depth.
on the unfathom. stream The boat moved slowly, Alastor, 373.
Of frozen floods, unfathomable deeps, .... Mont B, 64.

Or under chasms unfathomable ever Witch, xlii. 3.

(3) mysterious, that cannot be fully understood.
Mother of this unfathomable world ! Alastor, i8.

The depth of her unfathomable look ;— ... Loon, VI. xxxviii. 6.

Two openings of unfathomable night Witch, v. 3.

(4) seemmgly endless.

Of this unfathomable flood of hours, , . . Fiordispina, 9.

*Unfatliomably, adv. (1) boundlessly.

And caverns yawning round M»/aMtf«Kid(y. . . P^j:Vc-4,xxxviil.8.

(2) inexpressibly.

The tremulous stars sparkled unfathomably, . . XLIX. 2.

*Unfathomed, adj. (1) not pierced or understood.

Unfaihomed by our intellectual beam Calderon, I. 149.

(2) unmeasured, unexplored.

Wells of unfathomed fire, and water springs . . Prom.. IV. 284.

The lovely silence of the unfathomed main, . . Q. Mab, IV. 95.

UnfeelinfiTf adj. (1) insensible, void of sensibility.

Scatter its music on the unfeeling storm, . . . Alastor, 597.
who dost for ever Beat thine unjeeling haxs , . Epips. 14.

On this unfeeling leaf which burns the brain . . Julian, 479.

(2) hard, cruel,

or vice. Unfeeling^ stubborn vice, Q. Mab, ill. 51.
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Unfelt, adj. (1) intangible, unreal.
I clasp the phantom of ««;^/^ delights .... CencL\\.\\.\\\.
To nurse the image of unfelt caresses . . . Fr. Unsai. 5,

(2) unnoticed.
The else unfelt oppressions of this earth, . . . Julian^ 450.
Left fear and time unfelt by us alone below ? . . I^aon^ vi. xxxv. 9.
which doth float unseen, But not unfelt^ , . . vi.xxxvii. 2.

^Unfettered, cu/j. unrestrained.
Whilst mind unfettered o^^x the earth extends . Dcemon^ ir. 174'.

"While each «K;^//tf^«(/ o'er the earth extend . . Q. Mab^'Vlll.2^2,

;t!Unfilial, adj. unbecoming a son or daughter.
Such outrages as to awaken in thee Unjilial ha.t&'i Cenci^ IV. iv. 103.

Unfit, adj, unsuitable.
They have made them unfit for thee ; .... W. Shel. II. z.

*Unflattering", adj. truthful.

Those stern, unflattering chroniclers, I find ; . Q- Mab^ l. 171.

Unfold, V. I. (r. A. Lit. (1) develop or expand.
Whilst they unfold Vh&xt emerald wings : . . . Rosal. 679,

(2) make known, declare.
Thus the dArk tale which history doth unfold, . Laon, I. xxxviii. i.

Have I collected language to mw/^/c/ Truth . . iv. xii. 5.
In silent eloquence unfold \ts store Q. Mab, VII. 20.
To ut^old the frightful secrets of its lore ; . . . viii. 43.
I will wMj^/is^that Triumph^ 191.'

B. Fig. open.
KTz/tf/c/The doors of premature and violentdeath, Q. Mab^ V. 47.
Unfold the brooding pinion of thy gloom, . . . VIii. 4.

II. reji. develop.
yet shall the seed Unfold \t%€ii Hellas^ 890.

III. intr. make known.
Bear ye the earnings of their toil ? unfoldI . . Laon, viil.xviii.5.

Unfolded,/^. (1) developed, expanded.
When Heaven's blithe winds had unfolded them, Sensit. PL \. 62.

Like a sea-flower ttnfylded beneath the ocean, . 11. 8.

(2) made clear,

were unfolded In just perspective to the view ; . Q. Mab, II. 249.
Unfolded, ppl. adj. undeveloped, not expanded.
And, like unfolded flowers beneath the sea, . . Ode Lib. IV. 9.

Unfolding', pr. pple. opening, expanding.
Like weeds unfolding in the ocean Mar. Dr. xxi. 6.

Unfolds, V. L tr. Fig. stretches out, expands.
Tempest unfolds its pinion o'er the gloom . . . Q. Mab, IV. 29.

II. refl. displays or shows.
whose own smile Unfolds itself, Epips. 480.

'''Unforbidden, adj. not accounted wrong.
All was prepared by unforbidden means , . . Cenci^ IV. iv. 29.
and unforbidden By God or man ;— , . . Ch. ist, i. 16.

Unforced, adj. willingly performed.
the peasant who fulfils His unforced task, . . . Q. Mab, III. 54.

*Unforeseein^, adj. without afterthought.
Graceful without design and unforeseeing, . . fulian^ 146.

^Unforeseen, adj. (1) not expected.
a cloud of desolation wrapt The unfores. event, Hellas, 496.
to advance Towards this unforeseen deliverance Laon, iv. xvi. 5.

(2) not known beforehand.
Are unforeseen, unregistered by me : . , , . Q. Mab, I. 179.
pass Unrecognized, or unforeseen by thee, . . vi. i8g.

^Unforgiven, adj. not pardoned.
As she shall die unshrived and unforgiven, , . Cenci, iv. i. 89,

*Unforglvinff, adj. absol. those who forgive not.

Canst thou forgive even the unforgiving, . . . v. iii. 105.

*Unforg'otten, adj. (1) well-remerabered.
Rests with those dead, but unforgotten hours. Ode Lib. xii. 14.

(2) adj. absol. those who live in memory.
The wise, The great, the unforgotten^— , . , Triumph^ 209.

Unfortunate, adj. unhappy, miserable.
For one so gentle and unfortunate^ ..'... fulian^ 258.

*Unfrozen, adj. (1) partially thawed.
A half unfrozen dew-globe, Prom. IV. 432.

(2) released from ice.

returned to her unfrosen haunt, Unf. Dr. 70.

^Unfulfilled, adj. partially realised.

The inheritors of «K/M^//tfrf renown Adonais, XLV. i.

the will Of changeless nature would be unful. . Q. Mab, ir. 63.

^UnfalfiUiug', adj. that do not fulfil expectation.
If numbers, wealth, or unfulfilling years, . . Hellas, 974.

*Unfnrl, v. tr. open or spread out.

When the whirlwinds my banner «k/mW. . . , Cloud, 62.

*Unfarled, v. tr. A. Lit. opened, spread out.

The mighty ministers Unfurl, their prisniy wings. De^mon, i, 117.

Unfurled their azure pennons, v Q. Mab, i. 204;
Unfurled their pinions to the winds of heaven. . ix. 231,
And it unfurled its heaven-coloured pinions, . . Witch, XLlv. i.

B. Fig.
The spirit of God . . , u. The flag of Freedom . Hellas, 47.

Unfurled, pp. A. Lit. displayed.
Where the flag of war unfurled Mexican, IV. a.

B. Fig. (1) developed.
From my dim sleep a shadow was unfurled: . Laon, III. ii. 5.

(2) made known.
Has some unknown omnipotence WMyM^-Zi-rf . , Mont B. ^'x,.

Unflirnislied, adj. unprovided,
as yet, We are unfurnished. Ch. \st, II. 258.

*Unffarniented, adj. Fig. ill-provided.

in frozen ways Wandering ungarntented, . . . Rosal, 477.

*Uu^azed upon, c. adj. invisible.

Ungasedupon and shapeless; Front. 11. iv. 5.

*Ungenial, adj. (1) not grateful or satisfactory.

Cold, nngenial is the clime, Love's Rose, I. 4.
The restless coursers pawed the ungenial s,o\\, . Q. Mab, ix, 229.

^2) not favourable to vitality.

When its ungenial ^q\gs no longer point . , . VI. 44.

Ungentle, adj. (1) cruel, morose.
And monuments of less ungentle creeds . . . Laon, II. xi, 4.

(2) unsympathetic, unkindly.
Tempt not . . . thy friend's ungentle mood ; . . April, 1814, 6.

.

Mild thoughts of man's ««jf<s«//c race . . . IV. Shel. Cane. l. 5.

*Ungirt, adj. loosely habited.
Wildered, «?z^2W, unsandalled— Bion. Adon. 18.

Ungracious, adj. brutal, rude. ^
Ah ! no ; they live in an ungracious land. . . , Cycl, 117.

Ungrateful, adj. thankless.
Those w7z^^a/e/M/ drones Men ofBng.w. -3,.

With every soul on this ungrateful fiBxih, . . . Q. Mab, vil. 123.

Unhallowed, adj. evil working.
For his cursed power unhallowed 2sins to wield— Mother f^ Son,u.j.

Unhappy, adj. (1) unfortunate, deserving of pity.

Unhappy man ! Cycl. 373.
From her maternal bosom tore the u. boy. Mother i^ ^on, VI, 12.

Alas ! the Pies are an unhappy nation I . . . . (Bdipus^ 1. 60.
Hell, gapes for ever for the unhappy slaves , . Q. Mab, vi. 108.

(2) distracted, comfortless.
High raised above the unhappy land Falsehood, 12.

Sighing to think of an unhappy home: .... Ginevra, 33.
the ill-omened cross O'er the unhappy earth : Q. Mab, vii. 230.

(3) wretched, miserable.
The thorny pillow of unhappy crime, Dcsmon, ii. 287.

,, „ „ „ ,, Q. Mab., IX. 194.

(4) distasteful, deplorable.
white with the scrawl Of our unhappy politics ;— Gisb. 268.

(5) sad, ill-fated.

Unhappy love, had made, thro' use and pity, . . Prom. 11. i. 41.

Unheard, adj. (1) not heard, unperceived by the ear.
the tone Unheardhwt in the silence of his blood, Fr. A soul, 5.
Worse things, unheard, unseen, remain behind. . Prom. i. 6ij.
Of the low voice of love, almost unheard, . m. iii. 45,
such As are unheardhy all but gifted ear, , . Q. Mab, 1. 113.

(2) not known to fame.
scorned by the world, his name unheard, . . . —;- vii. 165.

(3) concealed from.
My secret groans must be unheardhy thee, . . fulian, 341.

Unheard of, c. adj. unprecedented.
Thro' infamies wwAfarrffT/"among men: . , . Cenci,w.\.%\.
C/w^tfarrf o/"impudence! Faust, 11.3^1.
it is a. csiSQ Unheard of/ 11. -^'^g.

^Unheeded, adj. neglected, unnoticed, disregarded.
The unheeded tribute of a broken heart. . . . Alastor, 624.
Red with mankind's wwAtfei^t^ gore, . . , . Falsehood 8.
Is the unheeded clanking of my chains, .... Julian, (}anc. 14.
Fain,' whose unheeded a.nA familiar speech . , , Prom. 11. iv. 26,

^Unheeded, as adv. disregarded.
WK^tffii/fii/the war Of the battling clouds, . . . St. Ir.Ci\iu. 1.

Unheededthe. thunder-peal crash'd in mine ear— —— (i) m, 3.

*Unheededly, adv. without being noticed.
Treading each other's heels, unheededly. . . . Epips. 421.

^Unheeding*, adj. careless.

Shake^s like a reed in the unheeding storm, . . Fr. Byron, 2.
These words had fallen on my unheeding ear, . Laon iii. x. i.
Through the unheeding many did he move, . Lift not, li.

^Unheeding, as adv. carelessLy.

Thtv<s. ^Nit unheeding SBXe, , Laon vi. xxxix. i.

*Unhewn, adj. not carved, rough.
He chose a lonely seat of unhewn stone, . . Orpheus 6?>.

Unholy, adj. (1) impious.
and that unholy men, . . . Looked from their meal, Laon, x. xlvii. 3.Wakes the «MAtf/v song of war Q. Mab li. 186.'

(2) evilly spent.
that fierce spirit, whose «M:^o/v If'-'Sure .... Triumph., 1^%

*Unhononred, adj. neglected, disregarded.
age mz.y go To the dark grave unhonoured. . . Faust, li. 279.
descending to the darksome grave, Unhonoured Q. Mab, vi. 141.
Move one regret for his unhonoured name . . Sonn. Byron, 12.

Unhnnted, adj. innocent, unscared.
Bold as an unhunted favirn, Fr. Insecurity 4.

*Unhurt, adj. without injury.
The rest escaped unhurt. Cenci, I. iii. 61.

*Uniform, adj. (1) unbroken.
For the uniform and lightsome evening sky. . . Alastor, £,26.

(2) without variation, expresssionless.
you might guess It was despair made them so a. .* Julian, 294.

^Unimaginable, adj. (1) beyond imagination.
Whispering Mw/wzn^/wrtWi? things, Adon. Catic. 7.
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Scarce whispered, ««/?waf/MaA/ff, '. 0«r/, ill. i. i'6s.

Which has, from unimaginable years, .... III. i. 248.

(2) most extraordinary or extravagant.
Rocks, which, in unimaginable forms, .... Alastor^ 544.
And forms of unimaginable wood, Gisb. 50.

had looked upon That unimaginable fight, . . Laon, I. xvH. 2.

Peopled with unifnaginable shapes Ffom, IV. 244.

^UnimacfluatlTe, adj, without imaginati^on.

Thus—though unimaginative— Feter^ IV. x. i.

Unimagrined, adj (1) unthonght of, beyond thought.
What Muse, what skill, what unimaginedMs^^ Horn.. Merc, lxxvi.i.
in frenzy's unim-agined x^oo^^ L,aon^ X. xx. 8.

On ^n iinimagined "world: Ode to Heaven^ ^^.
With the strange might of unintagined "^^xxi^ . . Prom. l. ^66.
Valueless stones, and unimagined g^ms^ . . . IV. 2&1.

Out of the lampless caves of unima^ined being : IV. 378.
T)anced in a thousand unim,aginea^z.i^ft% . . Xrium.-ph^ 491.
Nurtures within its unimagined ckv&s^ . . . Tkvo Fr. Invoc. I. 2.

(2) not yet thought of.

And arts, tho' unimagined^ yet to be Prom., ill. iii. 56.

*TTuinibuedf adj. (1) unmixed with baser matter.
flames too pure and light and unimbued . . . Epips. 581.

(2) untouched, uninfluenced.
unim-bued With pure desire and universal love, . Q. Mab, V. 152.

*Uulnipassioned, adj. without feeling or passion.
Yet frozen, unimpassioned, spiritless, .... V. 25.

Proud, sensual, it., unimbued With pure desire . V. 152.

*Unimpeded, adj. open, clear, free.

as they pursued their unimpeded \vdL.y. . . . Laon., vil. xxxix. 9.
Unimpeded^ keen, golden, and crystalline, . . Vis. Sea, 118.

*truiiupriso3iedt adj. freed.

Like unim,. flames, out of their trance awake. . Adonais, XVMI.9.
*TTniuhal}ited, adj. desert, unpeopled.
an uninhabited sea-side, Julian^ 7.

*TTninjured, adj. without molestation.
ladies, , . . Walked from Killamey . . . uninjuredI CEdipus, ll. i. 178.

*TTuintelli^'ble, adj. (1) indescribable.
nor did he take Such shapes of tminiell. brass, Gisb. 47.

(2) not capable of being understood.
Renewed the U7iinielligible strain Laon, I. xx. 3.

(3) indistinct.

murmuring Low, unintelligible melodies, . . . Unf. Dr. 142.

*nniuterniitted, adj. quickly circulating.

glowing With the un^nter'mitted\!l\QOl^, . . . Bpips. 98.

^Uninterrupted, adj. without distraction.

Having the little brazen lamp alight, Unseen, u. ; Julian^ 554.

Uninviting", adj, repulsive.

he became Considerably uninmiing Peter, IV. iv. 3.

Union, n. (1) junction, blending.
Uniting their close union ; Alastor, 445.

(2) oneness, the being at one.

fails among the Gods Without their union. . Calderon, l. 147.

(3) association, contact.

no more from human union free, ,Hom. Venus, 44.
In bands of union^ which no power may sever : . L,aon, IX. xxvii. 8.

(4) coalition.

The u. of the free with discord's brand to stain. . ix. xviii. 9.

(5) conjunction.
when they leap In union from this earth's . . , vi. xxxiv.g.

(6) marriage.
Of faith most sweet and sacred, stamped our u, vi. xxxix. 3.

And in their union soon their parents saw . . . Rosal. 1290.

^Unison, n. accordance, harmony.
With that deep music is in unison: Bpips. 454.
and life's smallest chord Strung to unchanging u., Q. Mab^ IV. 92.
the heart That beats with it in unison, .... v. 228.

ere it has past To such hn^i unison Woodman, 65.

Unite, V. I. tr. (1) bring together, join.

the hour is ill Which severs those it should unite ; Good Night, 1. z.

Till death unite them and they part no more ; . Protn. I. 199.
and did unite All that in us was yet divided : . . Rosal. 844.
Friends who, . . . Were torn apart, . . . She did u. Witch, LXXVII. 7.

(2) connect, join.

Its doubtful promise thus I would unite .... Laon, Ded. i. 8.

(3) join in fellowship or unison.

and now unite Thine hand with mine, .... v. xlviii. 7.

long embrace which did their hearts unite. . , xii. xxiii. 9.

(4) mingle or mix.
did soon unite The darkness and the tumult . . vi. xliv. 4.

II. tnlK (1) come together,

and hearts lonjj; parted now unite, IV. xxi. 9.

(2) combine, become one in feeling.

hearts which could wwiVe Like ours, Vi. xxxix.4.

(3) join together in one.

Like lines of rain that ne'er unite: Prom. II. ii, 21.

(4) mingle, associate.

Like the clouds and sunbeams, unite IV. 80.

United, v. intr. became joined.
The Body and the Soul «w?'^Cif then, Z?«wo«, 11. 324.

. M „ ,, „ Q- Mah, IX. 232.
with the speechless feeling That led her there //., Laon, xi. iv. 7.

United^ pp, (1) joined as a part of one another.
To the intense, the deep, be thou united . . Epips. 392.
Embleming heaven and earth united no^, , . . Prom. IV, 273.

(2) brought together.

and we are aU united/ .... , ... Laon, xii. xxii. 6.

(3) joinc-d or added.
Thy sweet voice to each tone of even United^ . Rosal. g.

United,///, adj combined.
Thro' the veins of each awz'/et/ frame. . . 943.

*Uuitetli, z/. tr. conjoineth.

Or uniteth the hopes of what shall be . . Fhereisnowork, 29,

*Unitingr, /n ///?. (1) blending.

strange tears Unit, with those breathless kisses, Alastor^ 35.

(2) joining together, fixing.

Uniting their close union
; 445.

(3) joining, adding.
And so the outward world unztingTo that with-

in him, Peter, iv. iv. i.

*Uniting', ppl. adj. that are acting in concert.

catch from our uniting m\nds The spark . . . Laon, II. xlvi. 5.

Unity, n. (1) oneness.

to impugn the unity Of the high Gods ; ... Calderon, l. 176.

(2) conjunction.
Every grain Is sentient both in unity and part, . Q. Mab, IV. 144.

(3) cohesion.
Intelligence, and unity, and power Superstition, 32.

Universal, adj. (1) all embracing, everywhere abounding.
Till the universal Wght Eug. Hills^ 208.

Fills the void, hollow, universal bSx— .... Gisb. 2^6.

one In the universal sun . Jane^ Invitn, 69.

And thought erect an universal ihtorv^ Laon, X. i. 5.

And on the universal sky— Peter, v. viii. i.

unimbued With pure desire, and universal love, Q. Mab, v. 15.1.

Will not the universal %mT\t e'er Revivify vi. 21.

The universal Spirit ^iaes ; . . , . . . vi. 177.

Where virtue fixes universal ^^^axx:, vill. 54.

(2) unrestrained in feeling.

I am as universal as the light ; . . .

(^3) that belongs to all nature.

For birth but wakes the universal mind
from the utmost Ocean Of universal life,

And universal Pan, 'tis said, was there,

(4) of all existing things.

O universal Ttxo'Cci&:,

(5) general, common to all.

Had fallen in universal ruin wrackt

;

quenchless desire Of ««/«'£?'J(j/ happiness,

(6) overpowering all others.

Sudden was caught one universal %ouxid.

An universal sound like words : Oh, list

!

(7) of all mankind,
and purge The uju'versal cTime ; Q. Mab, vii. 139.

Universe, 7t. (1) all existing things viewed as constituting

one system or whole.
That Light whose smile kindles the Universe, . Adonais, Liv. 1.

as the u. Tell where these living thoughts reside, Alastor, 511.
Made contrast with the universe 56;

. Cenci, IV. iv. 48.

. Deemo?i, II. 248.
. Laon, VI. xxix. 9.

. Witch, IX. I.

. Hom. Earth, 1.

Laon, Vil. xxxviii, 4.

, Q, Mab, v. 227.

. Laon, IX. iv. 2.

. Prom. IV. 518.

/ith which the Universe Beholds itself .

The depth of the unbounded universe

That variegate the eternal universe . .

Girt by the desarts of the Universe, . .

the wide universe was spread In dreary calmness
The everlasting Mw/z/frjtf of things
before whose breath the u. Is as a print of dew.
The curtain of the Universe Is rent . .

Both infinite as is the universe, \ . ...
Into the mysteries of the universe: . .

Below lay stretched the ztniverse / ...
The universe, In nature's silent eloquence.
That variegate the eternal universe. . . .

Rolls round the eternal universe, .....
Soul of the Universe.f eternal spring . . .

That variegate the eternal universe/

(2) this world.
This glorious fabric of the universe
The boundless universe Becomes a cell . . .

Below lay stretched the boundless universe! .

Throng through the human ztniverse, . . .

Veiled Glory of this lampless Universe! . .

fills The Universe with glorious beams, . . .

Peopling the lone universe
PeoplecTwith thoughts tlie boundless universe.
But this divinest universe Was yet a chaos .

Drive my dead thoughts over the universe
Which pierces this dim universe like light,

Which IS the measure of the universe/ . . .

Who all our green and azure universe . . .

Whether your nature is that universe . . .

that ceaselessly Throng through the human «.,

(3) a man's personality so called,

the heart of this frail Ujiiverse

(4) boundless expanse.
the height of love's rare Z/wi'y^rjtf

Apollo, VI. 1.

Damon, I. 289.

y. Mab^ II. 255.
Desmon, II. 255.
Laon, I. ]. 4.

III. XX. 6.

Mont B. I.

Prol. Hellas, 6.

52-

Prom. I. 294.
III. iv. 105.

Q. Mab, II. 70.

III. 196.
IV. I.so.

VI. 161.

[90.

;6o.

VI.
IX.

Calderon, I. 40.
Ch. ij/, IV. 46.
DcBmon, I. 241.

II. 3.

Epips. 26.

r67.

Eug. /fills, 319.
Laon, II. XXX. 2.

Ode Lib. ll. 6.

Ode W. Wind, v. 7.

Prom. II. iv. 41.
II. iv. 73.
IV. 339.
IV. 536.

Q. Mab, IX. 3.

Epips. 369.

589.
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With the clear i^MiVfirj^ of things around; . . . Moni B. i\a.

The caverns of my pride's deep universe, . . . Front. IV. 500,
To the ««?Vtf#'j5 of destiny There is no work, 12,

(5) all, everything.
Love is the universe to-day— Fr. Love, z.

UnjoyouB, adj. cheerless.

his wantonness Wastes in unjoyous revelry, . . Q. Mab, ill. 39.

ITnjnst, adj. (1) not right, fair or just.

Unjust perhaps as those which drive us now, . . Cenci, V. iv, 74.
But 'twere M«;«j/ to leave in jeopardy .... Cyc/. 481.

(2) wrongful, wicked.
misery and confusion Of an unjust war, , . . Peter, II. x. 3.

Vulclna, adj. (1) harsh, uncharitable.
never think a thought unkind Cenci, V. iv. 153.

(2) cruel, severe.
What mean you to do With me, yovLunkind^o^'i Horn. Merc.\A\.i.

(3) wanting in affection or kindness.
And yet methinks it were unkind Rosal. 3.

*TTnkludled, adj. Fig. (1) not started or set in action.
Misery's yet «KAz«(//tfrf fuel

:

Prom. I. 512.

(2) not fully developed,
the mute Persuasion of unkindled melodies, . . Woodman, 60.

Unknown, adj. (1) strange, with which one is not ac-

quainted.
As in the accents of an unknown land, . . , Adonais, xxxiv. 4.
trees of unknown kind, Laon, xil. xviii. 7.

(2) without acquaintance, a stranger.
And virgins, as unknffwn he past, have pined . Alastor, 62.
But I, alas ! am both unknown and old, . . . Laon, IV. xvii. i.

(3) not felt or experienced.
a fear unknown .Before x. xl. 7.

{4) unexplored.
like an unknown wilderness, Fr. The Desarts, 2.

Doth it not thro' the paths of night unknown, . Laon, iv. xxxi. 5.
In the world unknown Prom. 11. i. igo.
O'er its wild surface to an ww^wOTfM goal :— . . ff-V/cA, LXIII.5.

(5) of which one has no cognizance.
A power from the ««AkOT£/» God Hellas, 211.
Serve not the unknown God in vain, . . . 735.
which from MM^woTOM time Hat! yawned . . . TriuntpA, ^\2.
Infinite depths of unknown elements .... Unf. Dr. 20.
And wondrous works of substances MwAwozc'M, . Witch, '^m. i.

(6) not seen before, unusual.
That in this unknown form Calderon, 11. 73.
The anatomies of unknown winged things, , . Prom. IV. 303.

(7) little understood, mysterious.
Didst thou, unknown and awful Int. Beauty, IV. 4.
Each one from fear un. a sudden refuge seeks— . Laon, VI. ii. 9.
And thou shalt know of things MMi^KiJWw, . . .Mar. Dr. 11. l.

Has some unknown omnipotence unfurled . Mont B. 53.
or ofthepower «w^KOTW«/ OdeLib.i.\l.%.
(8) not identified or localized.

unknown graves Of the dead kings of Melody. . Naples, 38.

(9) not divulged or made public.
strange, and shadowy, and unknown Pr. Athan. I. 19.

"Unladen, adj. free from care.
Past with an eye serene and heart unladen. . Witch, LXVIII. 8.

*Unlamented, adj. not mourned over.
With sparkless ashe.s load an unlamentedviTn. . Adonais, XL. 9.My husband's unlamentedtomb. ... . Rosal. 231.

Unlawftjl, adj. not permitted.
'tis un. ever That thou, . . . Should understand— I/om. Merc. xci. 2.

Unlearn, v. tr. forget knowledge of.

and unlearn Such bitter faith Maren^hi, I. <,.

that sublimest lore which man had dared un. ? . Ode Lib. VIII.'S.

Unlearned, pp. forgotten.
and taught A lesson not to be unlearned. . . . Q. Mab, in. 6.

*Unleas]i, v. tr. Fig. loose or let go.
Unleash the sword and fire Ck. ist u. 235.
The Anarchies of Africa ««/fiajA Their tempest-

'

winged cities of the sea Hellas, 2gg.
""Unleaslied,//. Fig. let loose.

like beasts When earthquake is unleashed, . , 357.
Unless, conj. except.

neither do they sfm,—unless It be the webs . . Ch. 1st, 1. 156.
rarely smiles Unless in treacherous wrath, . . Gisb. 39.
Unless Love feeds upon its own sweet self, . Two Fr. Mus. 11. 2.

Unlike, adj. (X) different from, bearing no resemblance to.
Unlike and far sweeter than them all Asiola, 11. 7.
unlike bold calumny Which sometimes .... Cenci, v. ii. 84As like his father, as I'm unlike mine, .... Gisb. 300
unlike the voice With which our pallid race . . Prom. 1. 243
Unlike thy brethren, ghastly charioteer, . . . n iv 144And the stars methonght grew unlike ours, . . Rosal. 1202.'
shone With tears aM/i2« his own, ...... 1273.
(2) different in a certain respect.

but «»/!-.«« him I was born yestercky, . . Horn. Merc. uan. \.
Unlike all human works. It never slackens, . . Ortheus 81
unlike all others, it is said Pr Athan 1 27W»A;S« the God of human error, . . . .

'. olMab.vi.'iaa.
Unhke<iUsA2^, ^t. Dej}ction^\
(Oh ! unlike her in this !) u„f^ f)y^ ,, ' '

(3) not in accordance with.
Thou art unlike thyseU

;

Cenci, lU.l fi.

and turned Into aught unlike Lionel Rosal. 743.
If madness 'tis to be unlike the world Sunset, 33.

(4) varying.
If equal, yet unlike, to one sweet end ;— ... Eiips. 359.
elapsed in ««A'>fefi sympathies, unf. Dr. 212.

j:Unllnked, pp. not coupled with.
£^re//«j6£df with hope that thou wouldst free . . Int. Beauty, VI. g.

Unlinked, adj. disjointed, accidental.
All seems unlinked contingency and chance : . Q. Mab, VI. 170.

Unlock, v. tr. A. Lit. turn back the lock of.

Unlock the seventh chamber . . Hellas, 251.

B. Fig. (1) separate, disjoin.

Z/«/(?c*6 those pallid hands whose fingers twine . Cenci, 111. i. S^.

(2) broach or open.
only unlock the cask . . Cycl. 153.

(3) soften with emotion.
The hearts of those who watched it did unlock, . Laon, IV. ^ 3.

(4) set free or loose.
Let hell unlock Its mounded oceans Protn. Ill, i. 74.

itUnlocked, v. tr. Fig. (1) opened, gave vent to.

for he unlotked the treasure Of his deep song, H07n.Merc.LliXll.6.

(2) softened with emotion.
i7«/oc>Sfi(/ the hearts of those who keep Gold, . . Rosal. 653.

Unlocked,//. Fig. opened or set free.

I have ««/(7iry&^^ the golden melodies Fr. A soul, 8.

Unloose, v. tr. Fig. set free.

Must u. through life's portal The snake-like Doom Prom. II. iii. <^.

"Unloosed, pp. freed, thawed.
Those wastes of frozen billows . . . are unloosed; Daemon, 11. 74.

11 M „ ,, „ Q. Mab, vlll. 63.
Unloved, adj. little esteemed.
Lingering like an ««/(3z'£rf guest To Night, 111. G.

"UnloTely, adj. (1) hideous to the eye.
And things of obscene and unlovely forms, . . Sensit. PI. 11. 42.

(2) dreadful to the mind.
Away, unlovely dreams ! Hellas, 8.

Unluckily, adv. unsatisfactorily.
It has turned out unluckily, in truth Cenci, v. i. 12.

"Unmaternal, adj. affording no motherly care, ungenial.
Stains with dear blood its unmaternal ruLSt ! . . E-pips. 18.
The unTnatemal bosom of the North. . . . Prol. Hellas, 43.
Had crushed it on her «wff(a/£rMfl/ breast. . . .^hcoz, VII. 2.

Unmeanlnsr, adj. (1) hollow, false.
They are now living in MK»«flKz«!^ dreams: . . Cenci, 111. xx.G.

(2) senseless, unintelligent.
Smoothing away the unTneaning furrows : . . Peter, VII. iii. 5.

"Unmeant, adj. unintentional, innocent.
Yet question that unmeant hypocrisy .... Prom. III. iv. 151.

^Unmeasured, adj. (1) free, unrestrained.
'Tis wilder than the M«»2ifaj«rei/ notes .... Dismon, 1. ^2i.
wilder than the un. notes Of that strange lyre . Q. Mab, I. 51.

(2) boundless.
Black, wintry, dead, unmeasured; Prom. l. 21.
the deep air's unmeasured wildernesses, . - . iv. 336.
(3) of immeasurable distance.

Like the light of an ««?«eaj«^-£rfstar, . . . . Rosal. ii^j.
Unmeet, adj. not fit or suitable.

It is unmeet To shed on the brief flower of youth 44^.
JUnmindftal, adj. forgetful.
Unmindful each of their accustomed strife, , . Epifs. 302.

Unmingled, adj. (1) not mixed.
As it rises unmingled with selfishness there, , . Tear, 1. 4.
Unmingled with the bitter Doric dew ! . . . , Virgil, 6.

(2) unrelieved.
Unqualified, «., unredeemed Even by hypocrisy. Q. Mab, V. 92.
(3) without sorrow or bitterness.

Unmingled mantles to the goblet's brim, . . . vill. 132.

(4) purej unmixed.
Would you first taste of the unmingled wiue ? . Cycl. 142.
(5) unvaried by joy.

Utterly poisoned life's unmingledhowl, . Mother^ Son vi 4,
^Unmixed, adj. in full power.
Descend MMOTj'jrcrfon this God-hated beast, . . Cycl. 606.

"Unmodulated, adj. hard, monotoned.
And her severe unmodulated voice Cenci, in. i. 3r;3.
his words came each Un., cold, expressionless ; . Julian, 292.

'

tUnmov'd, adj. (1) without emotion.
WhoseesM»»Moz<'if his myriads fade away, . . M.N.Post.Fr.$2.
(2) without motion.

Reflect «»»«<;»«(/ the lingering beam of day: . . O. Mab IV "-x

(3) not affected. ^
"''

a.ve unmoved by tYiegais Vis. Sea, 16.

:!:Unmoviner, adj. motionless.
Where blue mists through the un. atmosphere . Damon, II. 122.

. j" ^ . " ." . " " 11 • Q- Mab, VIII. 168.Ana stood unmovmg there . yjj^ -q
"Unmown, adj. (1) not mown or cultivated.
Are pastured in the flowering unmown meadows, Horn Merc XII ?

5 c
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(2) uncultivable.
Which feed the MMwowre meads Adon. Cane, g,

Unnatural, adj. (1) who acts contrary to natural feelings.

Unnatural man, thou knowest that it is false. . Cenci, I. iii. 54.
M^hich prompted your «w«a/M^a/ parent's death, V. iv. 17.

the crimes Of this unnatural being ; , , , , Q. Mab^ III. 103.

(2) monstrous, outrageous, extreme.
and with strong words Checlced his un. pride ; . Cenci^ H. i. 44.
our wrongs, For that they are unnatural., . . . III. i. 188.

Or what may else be more unnatural. .... IV._ i. 155.

She, who alone in this unnatural work, . . . V. i. 42.
satiated with his unnatural food, ... . Cycl. 410.
A full revenge for your unnatural feast ; . . 702.

Unnaiural\'0\%^ and more unnatural \x^.'i&\ . . Prom. I. 349.
Whence that unnatural line of drones, ^ . . . Q. Mab^ III. x ig.

Swells with the unnatural pride of crime, . . . IV. 109.

unnat. war With passion's unsubduable array. . V. 20.

the unnatural thirst For murder, ... . . VI. 128.

Confirming all WKWa/wya/ impulses VII. 227.

(3) undutiful.
Nor those two most «««a/«ra/ sons, . . . Ctf««, II. i. 133.

14) abnormal.
with a spirit of un. life Stir and be quickened . . IV. i. 188.

and fed Unnatural vegetation Dcemony II. 124.

„ „ „ 0. Mab, VIII. 170.

unnatural watch beside an infant's sleep. . . . Haon, I. xxxv. g.

Is changed to a dim night by that unnat. glare. . XII. iv. g.

The unnatural {z.m\Xi& of her toothless cubs, . . Q. Mab^ VIII. So.

(5

)

needless, pompous.
Which props the column of unnatural state, . Death Vanq. 38.

(6) talse, needless.
pierced with MM?io/«ra/ pity Z-flO«, X. xv. g.

Unnecessary, aJj. needless.
Give yourself no unnecessary pain, . ... Cenct, V. iv. 158.

*Unnecessitated, adj. needless.

A vague and M««5i5ffjjzya/^(ar task, . .... ^. .^a5, VI. 172.

^Unnoticed, adj. neglected.
Homage to his unrtoticed chair Peter, IV. xxi. 5.

Shall stand MKKoftosrf in the regal hall g. Afa*, III. 135.

In an-«««oA«rfcoFner of theearth, . . . VII. 137.

Unniunbered, adj. innumerable.
Blighted his being with unnumbered ills, . . . Dcemon., II. 130.

„ „ „ „ „ ... g. -Mfl*, VIII, 189.

To the unnumbered tribes of human kind. . Hom. Merc. XCII. 4.

set up For their unnumbered crimes, . . . . Q. Mab, IV. 78.

*UnoS'ending', adj. harmless, inoffensive.

from the massacre Of unoffending infidels, . . VII. 2og.

^Unopened, adj. not unfolded.
Has sent back your petition thus unopened. . . Cenci, 11. i. 25.

Unpaid, adj. Fig. still owing.
You with the unpaidViW, Despair,— . ... Jane, Invitn, 35.

^Unparticlpated, adj. unshared.

In KK^aW;«^3fe<^ solitude Mother If Son, III. .:.

*Unpastured, adj. Fig. hungry, unfed.

Dare the unpasiured dragon in his den ? . . Adonais, xxvil. 4.

It is the unpasiured %e& hungering for calm. . . Prom. HI. ii. 49.

*Unpavilioned, adj. roofless, open.

unpavilioned heaven is fair . . Gisb. 2$y.

To the unpavilioned sky

!

. . . . Prom. IV. 184.

*Unpent, adj. free.

Voyaging cloudlike and unpent . • . I- 688.

Unpeopled, adj. solitary.

wide, grey, iampless, deep, unpeopled viot\A\ . Cenci, V. iv. 59.

unperformed, fl^'. broken or forgotten.

she swore An oath not unperformed, .... Hom. Venus, 24.

Unpersuaded, adj. unconvinced.

toached to tea.rs The unpersuaded tyrant, . . . JRasal. 6^8.

*Unpiloted, adj. unguided.

Our course ««;ii7(i/'crf and starless make . . . PF*<rA, LXIII. 4.

Unpitled, adj. not exciting pity.

Vnhonomed anA-unpitied, Q.Mab,vl.ni.

"Unpitylntr, adj. uns) mpathetic.

whose nuptial bed Is earth's unpitying bosom, . III. 105.

Unpleasant, adj. troublesome, disagreeable.

Let us escape from this «»//«3TO»< crowd ; . . Faust, 11. 221.

JUnpoUuted, adj. untainted or defiled.

So that my »«^o//Mferf fame should be . . . . C«k«', III. i. 158.

Which, untainted by pride, unpolluted by care, . Tear, I. 5.

UnpoUuting, adj. untainting.

The shafts of falsehood aK/>o//a<!K^ flew, . . . iaoK, IX. xviii. 7.

Unpractised, adj. (1) unused, unaccustomed.

It was more hard toturn my unpractised ciieek —— II. xxxlx. 7.

And all is wonder to unpractised sense : . . . Q. Mab, VI. 155.

(2) unskilled. , , , «,
By those unpractised accents of young speech, . Ld. Ch. VII. i.

JUnpremeditated, adj. unstudied, impromptu.

t^stxaknoi unpremeditatedw

A

Ham. Merc. vs.. 6.

The povier o[ unpremeditated songl - - LXXV. 2.

In profuse strains of unpremeditated art. . . . Skylark, 5.

tUnprevailing, adj. (1) ineffeptual.

that mocks The unprevailing hoariness of age, . Damon, II. 149.

„ ,, ,1 Q- ^"^y VIII. 208.

The'unpreziaillng muhce o( my (oe, VII. 248.

(2) not having the advantage.
Thus long, but unprevailing:— Laon, I. xiv. 2.

Uuprofaned, adj. sacred from profanation.
Which divine Fallas keeps unprofaned ior ever, Cycl. 276.

Unprofitable, adj. useless, ineffectual.

keep With phantoms an »»^>-o;&aW« strife, . Adonais,x\xlx. i.
Aroint ye ! thou unprofitable worm ! .... CBdipus, I. 269.

Shall be as hateful and unprofitable Q. Mab, III. 137.

And poison, with unprofitable toil, V. 129.

*Unprofitably, adv. with no benefit.

and thus unprofitably I clasp the phantom . . Cenci, II. ii. 140.

*Unprophetic, adj. not foreseeing.

And «M^r(?^^tfAf of the coming hours, .... Ginevra, l2i^

*Unpropitlous, adj. disadvantageous.

No unpropitious fellow-combatant Cycl. 8.

Uuprosperons, adj. ill-resulting.

Men cast the blame of their unprosperous acts . Cenci, V. i. 25.

Unprovided, pp. not arranged or decided.

And you are unprovided where to fly III. i. 377.

Unprovided, cidj. not possessed of worldly goods.

This unprovided body for thy service Ch. 1st, II. 306.

*UncLnalified, adj. not modified.

Unqualified, unmingled, unredeemed . . . . Q. Mab, V. 92.

"'Uncinencliable, aaj. that cannot be overcome.
Unquenchable disdain of death Hellas, 410.

Unqnenchably, adv. inalterably.

Through time and change, un. the same, , Adonais, XXXVIII. 8.

Unquiet, adj. (1) restless, not calm.

Pale Ocean in unquiet slumber lay, XIV. 8.

Immovably unquiet, Even. Pisa, III. 3.

Immovably unquiet, and for ever It trembles, . Ode Lib. VI. 3.

and stem That torrent of unquiet dream, . . Rosal. 638.

of heaven Soothes the unquiet sea :— .... Unf. Dr. 106.

(2) turbulent, never at peace.

Gives thee large power in his unquiet realm. . . Ch. 1st, II. 265.

to dispeople your unquiet kingdom of man ? . . -; II. 384.

like the eye of Love On the unquiet world ;— . Gisb. 128.

Shall then dissolve the world's unquiet tmnce, . Laon, II. xlv. 6.

Which darkened nought but time's unquiet flow IV. v. 2.

The unquiet republic of the maze Of planets, . Prom. IV. 398.

thou shalt wander o'er the unquiet earth . . , Q. Mab, VII. 182.

(3) active, anxious.
Which lurk beneath the tide Of life's un. stream. Death Vanq. 27.

Were there such things, or may the un. brain, . Hellas, 918.

Gives grace and tru,tn to life's unquiet dream. Int. Beauty, ill. 12.

Her head on my unquiet heart reposing, . . Laon, VI. xxv. 2.

Tempt my unquiet mind.— • • Mqschus, 4.

refuge sought In love from his unquiet thought . Rosal. 757.

Alas!- the »»?«!«< life did tingle 1033.

Unravel, v. I. tr. explain, solve.

An ill no doctor could unravel; Peter, I. iii. 2.

could the restless griefs unravel ...... Pr. Athan. I. 3.

II. intr. become unfolded or dissipated.

Ofwoven cloud ««rawe/ in pale air: Prom.W.h.iZ-

Unravelled, pp. disentangled, cleared from doubt.

And have unravelled my entangled will, ... Cenci, III. i. 220.

Unravelled, adj. (1) betrayed, acknowledged.
From the unravelled hopes of Giacomo . . . II. ii. 14S-

(2) separated, dispersed.

a cloud . . . Unravelled on the blast from a white

mountain ;
CEdipus, II. i. loi.

Unreal, adj. imaginary, unsubstantial.

though unreal shapes be pictured there, . . . Lift not, 2._

Was a state not more unreal Peter, II. xii. 3.

and shadows idle Of unreal good Prom. II. iv. 57.

Shall pass like an M»»-«a/ mystery. . . . There is 710 viorh, i&.

Unreclaiminsr, adj. passive, unprotesting.

And slain among men's unreclatfning tears, . Prom. III. iv. 187.

Unrecognized,//, not noticed.

pass Ujirecognised, or unforeseen by thee, . . Q. Mab, VI. l8g.

itUnreconciled, pp. (1) at variance, at war.

To a dire Snake, with man and beast unrecon. . Laon, I. xxvii.g.

Cythna sweet. Well with the world art thou un. ; II. xxxvii. 3.

(2 ) not brought under control.

to human use ujireconciled

;

Ode Lib. IV. 8.

Unrecorded, adj: not kept in memory.
That from the depths of unrecorded time . . . Q. Mab, VI. 187.

Unredeemed, adj. (I) not counterbalanced.

Unqualified, unmingled, un. Even by hypocrisy. V. 92.

(2) not ransomed.
But, unredeemed, go to the gaping grave. . . . VII. 145.

Unrefined, adj. rude, rough.

He grew dull, harsh, sly, unrefined, Peter, VI. xxv. 4.

j:Unregarded, adj. neglected, unnoticed.

Hide the last altar's unregarded dust, .... Laon, 11. xiii. 8.

'Mid her sad task of unregarded love, .... V. xxi. 8.

Over its unregarded gold to keep V. xxvi. 5.

The unregarded prey of calm and happy graves. VIII. xxiv. 9.

Stand, not o'erthrown, but unregarded nov/. . Prom. III. iv. 179.

JUnreglstered, pp. not noted.

i^re\in!oreseen, unregistered hy me: . . . Q. Mab, I. ijg.
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HoTH. Min. 20.

Pr. Athan. II. i. 22.

. Prol. Hellas^ 93,

. Pi'OfJZ. I. 672.
. Q. Mab^viu. 210.
. Zucca^ II. 7.

. Mont B. 39.

Q. Mab^ III. 20S.
" 139-

*Unregretted, adj, not lamented.
Are not thy views of unregretted death ...(?. il/ad, iv. 2$%

*UnTelazing-r «i^'. (1) unceasing.
The boat fled on With unrelaxine speed.— . . Alasior, ^66.

(2) hard, firm.

Indented by time's K«rtf/fljr/«^ grasp Q. Mat, n. ii^o.

^Unrelieved, adj. (1) unsatisfied, with doubts unsolved.
and leave the scorner unrelieved. E. Williams^ Vll. 5,

(2) not alleviated or softened.
both unrelieved Wrought in his brain .... Pr, Aihan, I. 88.

Unrelenting", adj. merciless.
But loathed scorn and outrage unrelenting^ . . Julian^ 333.

*Unreliictant, adj. ready, not unwilling.
The eager hours and unreluctanty^SLva . , . Ode Lib. xi. 1.

*Unreniainingr, cidj. passing, fleeting.
Like a brief dream of unremaining glory, . . Laon^ I, i. 2.

Their unremaining gods and they .... Ode to Heaven^ 25.
From my dream or««rewziZ2«z'M^ gladness; . . Rosal. (^gj.

'''Unreniem'bered, adj. forgotten, passed away.
Still, dark, and dry, and unretnetubered now. . Alasior^ 671.
The offences of some unrefne-mbered\^OT\^. . . Cenci^ IV. i. 162.
Swift as an unrementbered v'xsxon Dcemon^ II. 151.
The Uvery of WMy«?we»«5ererfsnow— Fiordisfiina^%<^.
Bitterer tnan all thine unreme-mbered tears. . . Pr. Homey 3.
Nor thou nor other songs shall unremember. be. Horn. Earthy 28.

11 11 _ ,t I, 1) .1 Horn. Merc. xcwn. %.
nor others' praise shall unremetnberedh^, . .

unremembered tears W^ere dry in Laian
The unremetnberedyoy of a revenge,
From unrefjiembered ages
^"wiit BJ& 2Lti unrementbered \\s\Qn^ . . .

leaping From unreme-mbered dreams, . .

*Unreniitting', adj. ceaseless.
Holding an unrentitting interchange . . .

earn Her unshared gifts with unremitting toil

In «wre7«2V/?'w^ drudgery and care I

*Unreinittingrly, adv. perpetually, continually
unremittingly assailed The wreathed Serpent, . Laon^ I. x. 7.

Uuremoved, adj. never varied.
Thought's stagnant chaos, unrem,oved for ever, . Prom. IV. 380.

Unrepaired, adj. not mended or replaced.
some few stakes Broken and unrepaired^ . . . Julian^ 1 1.

^Unrepealed, adj. left in force.
Time's worst statute unrepealed^— Engl. 1819, 12.

*Unrepelled, adj, not repulsed.
for u7irepeUed Had Helen taken Rosalind's.

,

*Unrepentant, adj. impenitent.
To drag from Heaven an unrepentant soul .

This bleak ravine, these unrepentant pains.

*Unrepented, adj. not repented of.

Charged with a thousand unrepented crimes.
*Unreplenished, adj. (1) not trimmed.

O, Thou unreplenished lamp !

(2) not supplied.
failing like an unreplenished stream, . . .

Unreposiug*, adj. (1) restless, ever moving
O'er the unreposijzg wsLve Eug. Ifills, 2;^.

The murmur of the unreposing brooks, . . . Laon, ii. i. 3.
mountains whose vast cells The unreposing

billows ever beat li, xxv. 7.
whose jagged caverns breed Their unrep. strife, xii. xix. 7.

(2) never still, ever active.
visionaiy woes, an unreposing t\\rQX\% Vll. xvi, 9.A jealous hate of man, an unreposing need. . . x. xxxiv. g.

*Unrepressed, adj. not restrained.
Aspiring, unrepressed^ yet soon to fall : . . . Prom. III. i. 17.

Unreprieved, adj. without release or cessation.
Which thou must spend in torture, unreprieved} i. 423.

*Unreproved, adj. not open to reproof or reproach.
Passionless calm and silence unreproved^ . . . Sunset, 46.

^Unreserve, n. freedom from reserve, openness.
First knew the unreserve of mingled being, . 8.

Unresisting", adj. (1.) submissive, willing,
hosts of blind and M«re«j^/w^dupes Q. Mab,v.6fj.
(2) blank, unrevengeful.

assuage Your frowns upon an unresisting smile, Reviewer, 5.

Unrest, n. (1) excitement.
And that unrest v/hich men miscall delight,
Had left within his soul their darlt unrest:
(2) anxiety, perturbation.

The flashes of its torture and unrest . . .

But pain and insult and unrest and terror

;

Of sacred nature with its own unrest ; . .

the sweet unrest In which I watched him . .

And made them slaves to soothe his vile unrest^

(3) pain, uneasiness.
As at the voice of thine unrest. . . .

Unresting, adj. (1) restless.

Some respite to its turbulence u. ocean knows
;

It shades the couch of some unresting lover,

(2) ever active, ceaseless.

?^«r^j//«jf fountains Of darkness

, Rosal. 205.

Cenci, V. i. 16.

, Prom, I. 427.

. Cenci, I. i. 54.

III. ii. 9.

. Pr. Athan. I. 59.

. Adonais, XL.

. Pr. Athan. I.

Horn. Merc. VH. 6.

. Julian, 327.

353-
. Laon, I. xxxvii. 5.

II. XXXV. 7.

. From, I. 92.

April, 1814, 19.

. L.aon, IX. i. 4.

Thou art the path of that unresting sound— . Mont P. 33.
Thoughts after thoughts, unresting multkudea, . Pr. Athan. I, 66
LikeTiungry and unresting ^2Ji\<i. Curls . . . Q. Mab, vi. 237.
A spirit ^unresting flame, Rosal, y7,6.

(3) ever passing, always going on,

beneath these mountains Unresting Ages
; . . Prom. I. 87.

^Unrestrained, adj. not controlled.
And unrestrained hxit by the arm of power, . . Q. Mab, v. 125.

Unreturned, adj. unreciprocated.
then left it unreturned. Laon, Vll. xxiv, 9.

Unretuming, adj. unvarying, steadfast in one direction.
rolls from steadfast truth an unreturn. stream. ix. xx. 9.
Its waves are unreturning; Thai time, ll. 2.

Unreturningly, adv. without chance of return.
Which the sea casts unreturningly Rosal. 668.

*Unrevealed, adj. not shown or discovered.
Which clothed his awful presence utirevealed, . Adon. Cane. 31.

Unreveugdd, adj. not avenged.
O keep holy This jubilee of Mwrez/^K^cV blood— Hellas, 102^.

Unripe, adj. (1) immature.
Of the second, yet unripe, ... . . Peter, Prol. 15.

(2) premature.
Thy manhood blighted with unripe disease ? . . Q. Mab, IV. 252.

Unrisen, adj. (1) not yet above the horizon.
the un. moon among the clouds Is gathering— . Laon, I. xlix. 6.
Their red swords flash in the unrisen sun. . , vi. v. 3,
Points to the unrisen sun !— ix. \\\. 4.
While yet the unrisen sun made glow, . . . Marenghi, xxii. £.

the sun is yet unrisen Prom. ii. v. 9.
Caught the first glow of the unrisen sun, . . . Rosal. 1301.

(2) not yet seen.
Unrisen splendour of the brightest sun, . . Fr. Unrisen Splen. i.

JUnroUed,//. (1) dissipated.
and Wisdom had «Mro//£(^ The clouds . , . Z,ao«, I. xxxviii. 3.

(2) spread out.
like thin mist Unrolled on the morning wind. . P?'Ofn. 1. 117.

^Unruffled, adj. serene, undisiurbea.
Louder it floats along the unruled sky ; . . M. N. Despair, lu
Steals o'er the unriiffledAee'^\ Q, Mab, iv. 22.

Uusandalled, adj. barefoot.
Wildered, unglrt, unsandalled— ...... Bion. Adon. 18.
as ice wounds «wjaM(3fe//i?f/ feet, ..... . Prom. 111. \. 15.

*Unsatisf3ring, adj. not affording gratification.
Days of unsatisfying listlessness ? Q. Mab, iv. 248.

Unsay, v. tr. retract, recall.

For thine own sake unsay those dreadful words. Cenci, iv. i. 137. ,

JUnscanned, adj. not passed in review.
Much yet remains w«jiraM«ei/. Q. Mab, III. 15.

*Unsciilptmred, adj. not graven or carved.
whose veil Robes some unsculpiured image ; . Mont B. 27.

:I:Unsealed, adj. opened, discovered.
From the murmurings Of the unsealed springs . Prom., iv. \ 15.

Unseasonable, adj. (1) untimely.
Unseasonable poison from the flowers .... Ch,. \si, I. 23.
and the unseasonable seasons drove Prom. 11. iv. 52
(2) unduly forward.

With ruins of ««jfia.y(7«a5/s time EpiifS. 26€t

(3) unfitting.

Fie, child! Let that unseasonable thought . Fiordispina, 69.
JUnseasonably, adv. at an unsuitable time.

that thus unseasonably I break upon your rest. . Cenci, iv. iv. is.

Unseen, adj. (1) future, not yet experienced.
the peril of the M«j5e« event. , . . . , . Ch. \st 11.176.
(2) invisible.

'

the beat of her wMj^£K feet, Cloud mi.
like the swift change Unseen^ but felt in youthful

x,r,..^*^?^^''S Con. Sing, w, 2.
VVhichtrom the «?zjfi^« lyres of dells and groves Dmmon 1 S4
like a gulf whose spectres are 7<KjceK.- . . . . Epips i%\
floats Tike mist laden with unseen showers . - 448
Like an ««j^e« star of birth GuitarJane, 2K
so well she weaves Her unseen toils ; . . . . Horn. Venus, 33.Ihe awful shadow of some unseen Power . . . hit. Beauty i i
Floats tho unseen amongst us,— i. 3.
It is the shadow which doth float unseen, , .

'. Laon VI. xxxvii iYe unseen mmstrels of the aerial song, . , . M.N. Despair 20
from whose unseen presence the leaves . . . Ode W. Wind, i 2
The presence of the unseen Deity CEdipus ii ii 6^
Thou ^Tt unseen, but yet I hear thy shrill delight, Skylark, 20.
As one who feels an unseen spirit Sophia iv. K
Although unseen, is felt by one who hopes . Triumph 417.
(3) not beheld or witnessed.

'

In the deep night, unseen by Gods or Men, . . Horn. Merc. 1. 7.Who live secure in their unseen abodes. . . . HoTn. Venus
'

%a.
Strife, wounds, aijd ghastly death unseen before, Front, ii. iv \\To pass them, tho' they slept, and I unseen, . m. iv" ^o
(4) concealed.

Stealing his accents from the envious wind Un, . Julian 208.
Unseen, uninterrupted ; books are there, . , .

' ccj.'
And yet remain unseen Peter v. vili -

Worse things, unheard, unseen, remain behind. . Prom. i. 617.^'

(5) unrisen.

in the ray Of the sun's ?/«j5^?? orb— iaow, vi xviii 5
5 c 2
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(6) secret.

subdued by some unseen emotion Z^on, Xll. xvi. 9.

Like the unseen blight of a smiling day, . . . Rosal. 676.
The secret food of fires w«j£?», When passion.,\\. ^.

(7) unnoticed, disregarded.
not unseen Before the spirit-sighted countenance Ode Lib. x. 12.

The «wj£fi« clouds of the dew, Sensii. PI. i. ^6.

Crept and flitted in broad noon-day Unseen ; , III. 80.

*XJnaextLal, adj. without sexual feelings.

A solemn and M«je;irMa/ man,— /fe/er, VI, xix. 4.

trnBhaken, adj, (1) fixed, immovable.
the peaks unshaken Of mountains Marenghi^ xxir. 3.

Constellated suns ««jAa^«, Ode to Heaven^ ^o.

(2) firm, resolute.
this was ours, and we unshaken stood ! . . . . Laon^ Ded. VIII. 9.

^Unsliapellest, adj. most hideous.
Even the unshapeliest lineaments Q. Mab^ VII. 56.

^Unshared, adj. (1) undivided with others.
while any yet remains unshared^ Eptps. 182,

Than unshared pleasure, sordid gain, or fame ; . Q. Mab, V. 35.

(2) not participated in.

Aught that can now betide, unshared by thee— Laon^ ix.xxxiv. 6.

(3) not duly apportioned.
to yield Its MWJ^oyvsrf harvests

;
Q. Mab^\n. \i2.

earn Her unshared %\i\.^ with unremitting toil ; , III. 208.

Unsheathe the sword, vbl. phr. Fig. carry on war.
I have seen God's worshippers unsheathe The

sword ...-. VII. 225.

tlTnsheathed, adj. Fig. ready for use.

Lying unsheathed amid a world of foes, . , . Cenciy V. ii. 101.

^Unshed, adj. not dropped or split.

her eyes Which swam with unshed t^axs^ . . Laon^ xii. xxii. 3.

Mine eyes were dim with tears unshed; .... M. W". G. I. i.

^Vnsheltexed, adj. unprotected, helpless.

torn the robe From baby truth's unshelter. form. Falsehood^ 22.

:|:Uushor]i, adj. not deprived.
Unshorn of its permitted attributes Ch. ist, 11. 144.

*XTnshrived, adj. without absolution.
As she shall die unshri'ved a.nd unforgiven, , . Cenci\ IV. i. 8g.

*Uiisickled, adj. standing uncut.
Beyond, the surface of the unsickled corn . , . Gisb. 278.

*1Tnsing:ed, adj. not scorched.
o'er white-hot plough-shares tread Unsin^ed^ . CEdipus^ ll. i. 173.

iJrTTnskilfuUy, adv. without art or skill.

Think'st thou that I shall speak unskilfully^ , . Laon, II. xli. 1.

*nuskilled, adj. (1) having little ability or skill.

To those who are u. in its sweet tongue, . Ifofn. Merc. Lxxxill. i.

(2) untaught.
An unskilled hand, Rosal. 1066.

^Unsodden, adj. dry.
the leaves unsodden. Where the infant frost has

trodden 1 Eug. Hills, 295.

^Unsophisticated, adj. untaught, simple.
like an unsophisticated. . . sees,everything upside

down, Ch. ist, II. 36.

Unsong'ht, adj. not looked for.

It ca.me unsought ;• Er. My head is wild, 5.

^Unsparinff, adj. plentiful.

Here are unsparin^rch&eses of pressed milk ; , Cycl. 167.

earth's a«j;&arz'«^ gifts of love, Q. Mad, v. lyS.

Unspeakable, adj^ (1) that could not be told.

Wrought on him boldly, yet unspeakable, , . Julian, 526.

(2) inexpressible.

Unspeakable pleasure, of goodness the dower, . St. Jr. (5) II. 7.

itlUnspeakin^, adj. (1) suffered in silence.

The proofs of an unspeaking sottq\v, dwelt . Mother^ Son, ill. 8.

(2) mysterious, secret holding.
Who telleth a tale of unspeaking dca.th'i . . There is no work, 25.

^Unspoken, adj. unheard.
Sleeps a voice unspoken; • > Prom. 11. i. 191.

:t!Unstal}le, adj. not fixed or firm.

Of weak, ««j^fl^/e and precarious power ; . . . Q. Mab,w\, 206.

Unstained, adj. A. Lit. not dyed or stained.

will heave, «wj/a?«^i/ with blood, /V(7/«. HI. il. ig.

B. Fig. undisgraced or unpolluted.
Lived ever holy and unstained. Cenci, V. iv. 149.

whose dew Is yet unstained 'w\\\\ tears .... Ch. ist, IV. 29.

sacrifice, Which armed Victory offers up unstained Naples, 60.

Has passed ««j/ozW(3f by crime and misery, . . Q. Mab, VU. 2^6.

^Unsteady, adj. wild or disturbed looking.
Write on unsteady eyes and altered cheeks . . Cenci, IV. iv. 39.

Unstinted, adv. unstintedly, freely.

AH things unstinted ro\x.nA them Horn. Earth, 13.

*Unstrungf, v.. tr. relaxed.

That voice unstrung his sinews, Laon, XI. t^x. 7,

the pard unstrunglA\% sinews at her feet, . . . Witch, vii. 3.

^Unstrung", //. Fig. not ready, not tuned.
Whose master's hand is cold, whose silver lyre «. .^rfowa2J,xxxvi. 9.

*Unsubduable, adj. not to be overcome.
Unsubduable evils on him brought Mother ^ Son, VI. 5.

unnatural war With passion's unsubduable array. Q. Mab, V. 21.

^Unsubdued, adj. (1) uncultivated.
Yet unsubduedhy man's reclaimingr hand. . . DcEtnon, II. 237.

„ ^ „ „ „' „ . . Q. Mab, IX. 145-

(2 ) in full vigour, not crushed.
Of passion lofty, pure and ««j«5£i«£(3?. . . . . Vcemon^ ll. 2g$.

„ „ „ „ „ . . . . Q. Mab, IX. 202.

(3) not overpowered.
Ginevra saw her lover, . . . and unsubdued Said ' Ginevra, 57.

(4) unconquered.
than One who rose,,Than many unsubdued: . Hellas, 1093.

Unsubstantial, adj. unreal.
Earth's unsubstantial mimicry ! , Dcemon, i. 107.

whelms in nothing The unsubstantial h\C^\e:. . Q. Mab, III. 143-

*Unsuited, adj. not according well with.
unsuiied he To this rude Cyclops Cycl. 433.

itUnsuUied, adj. not stained or polluted.
When man unsullied by his leaders' crime, . M. N. Post. Fr. 40.

*Unsuppressed, adj. not kept under or repressed.
Quite unsuppressed IS tearing up the heart . . Prom. 1. 579.

*Unsuspectinff, adj. innocent, free from siispicion.

Learnt in soft childhood's unsuspecting )\o\xr, . Q. Mab, iv. 113.

butchered in sweet confidence And unsus. peace, VI. 115.

the glee Of light and unsuspecting \vS.^T\c.y, . . Rosal. 89.

^Unsnstainln^, adj. A. Lit. that have nothing to support-
The light winds which from unsustaining y/'vn^ Senstt. PI. I. 78.

B. Fig. not affording happiness or support.
If he had changed one unsustaining r&ed. . . . Julian, 538.

*Unswathe, v. tr. Fig. free, loosen.
Came to unswathe her infants UnJ. Dr. 207.

^Unswearing, vbl. n. revoking, forswearing.
To the awjzc^ar/w^ of thy best resolves, . . . Ch. ij/, 11.323.

Untainted, adj. (1) unblemished.
Kjid my untainted idLin^', Cenci,\.\\. \2$.

(2) pure, free from blemish.
wo(pd infect the untaintedhiea^sX. Ofsacred nature Julian, 352,
Untdinted passion, elevated will, Q. Mab, v. 155.

(3) not affected.

Untainted hy*thei poison clouds which rest . . . Laon, II. xxxv. 2.

Untainted by man's misery Rarely, vi. 6.

Which, untainted hy pride, unpolluted by care, . Tear, I. 5.

I'Untainting, adj. pure.
The uniainting light of day Q. Mab, IV. 132.

*Untanieable, adj. incapable of being controlled.
and ye untameable herds. Meteors and mists, . Prom. IV. 546.
Untanteable and fleet and fierce as fire . . , . St.. Epips. 147.
And how all things that seem uniameable, . . Witch, xix. i.

;):Untasted, adj. Pig. not enjoyed.
Groans half heard, and blood untasted; . , . Prom. I. 529.

Untaught, adj, (1) natural, uncultured.
Seeking among those untaught foresters . . . Epips. 253.

(2) untrained or instructed.

Wiled, not untaught, his silent time away. . . Marenghi, xix. 6.

*Unteachable, adj. absol. one who will not be taught.
Teach the yet unteachable Cycl. 492.

*Unterrestrial, adj. spiritual.

No pain assailed his unterrestrial stnse. \ . . , Q. Mab, Vli. 175.

""Unterrified, adj. undaunted.
he went, unterr^ed. Into the gulf of death; . . Adonais, iv. 7.

UnthouGTht, adj. unimagined.
Much must remain unthought, and more untold, Laon, I. xxv. 2.

Untied, v. tr. unfastened.
Untied them—read them— Peter, VI. vii. 5.

Until, /r^/. (1) used of time, to, till.

And never dreamed of hope or refuge until noyii. Laon, Vlll, xxiii. 9.
The sun will rise not until noon Prom.. II. v. 10.

(2 ) ttsed before a clause or sentence= till such time as.

Until Dea.th tramples it to fragments Adonais, Lll. 5.
Until the sun's broad orb Seemed resting . . , Dcemon, i. 192.
Until I be assured that earth is heaven, . . . . O tfiou, 8.

(3) of locality, up to.

until the top of the Tower . . Ch, 1st, II. 430.

*Untilled, adj. uncultivated.
A people starved and stabbed in the un. field,— Engl. 1819, 7.

Untiniel7, adj. (1) premature.
There was a Poet whose untimely tomb . . Alastor, 50.

Mocking your untimely weeping Dirgefor Year, i. 6.

Quenched even when kmdled, in untimely night, Ld. Ch. vi. 3.

(2) unseasonable, ill-timed.

dim shadow Of some untimely r\xxn.oyxT, speak! . Hellas, 618.

Insults with this untintely moan ; . ... St, Dejection, v. 4.

Untixed, adj. vigorous, nervous.
But such a strain of wondrous, strange, untired, Hom,Merc.l.x.x.v.5.

Untold, adj. (1) unfinished.

One sung of thee who left the tale untold, . . . Unf. Tale, i.

(,2") not related or made known.
Much must remain unthought, and more untold, L^ion, I. xxv. ;*.

And watched it with such thoughts as must re-

main untold. . . III. xvii. g.
his grief remained—let it remain—««/(?/(/. . . . Pr.Athan.l, 124.
When all remains untold which ye would hear ? . Prom. m. iv. 123.
whom thoughts which must remain 7<H/o/rf . . . Triumph, 21.
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(3) unnumbered, uncounted.
Ye who suffer woes untold^ Mask, Lxxil. i.

(4) extreme.
And chronicles of M«^£)/£/ ancientness . . . Q. Mab^Wl^TX-

Vutouched, adj. unaffected.
to pass Untouched by suffering, Hope, Fear, g.

""Untxampled, adf. that cannot be walked on.
I see the Deep's ?(«/faw^/^rf floor St. Dejection, \l.\.

*1TntTansinitted, adj. not carried or passed onwards.
Wlio bear the WM^rawjw^rV/grf torch of hope . . /Vow*. III. iii. 171.

itlTutroddeu, adj. (1) unsullied, not trampled over.

Robed in a garment of untrodden snow
;

. Q. Mab, IV. 9.

(2) that cannot be walked upon.
The steep descent of Heaven's untrodden way. . Dcemon, II. 310.

II II II II II 11 • Q. Mob, \Ji,. 2\%.

(3) unknown.
To teach the laws of death's untrodden realm ? . Cenci, v. iv. 7,^.

(4) uninhabited or little visited.

Whose nest was built in that untrodden isle, . . Laon, VII. xiv. 5.

XTJntronUed, adj. (1) destitute of thought.
Sustain the cone of ray untroubled brain, , . . (Edipus, I. 9.

(2) calm, peaceful.
Rock it to its ««/«7«^/firf rest, . .Rosal.^if.

Untrue, adj. false.

All who think those things untrue . . . Mask, LVIII. 3.

nutrutli, n. lying.

Totally unacquainted with untruth. . . Horn. Merc. LXll. 4.

TTntutoxed, adj. natural, unschooled.
the distempered playfulness Of thy un. infancy : Q- Mab, VI. "]$.

11 11 It II II II Superstition, 4.

*XrnnpliraidisK, adj. not uttering reproaches.
pale youths who perished, unupbraiding; , . Front. I. 769.

Unused, adj. disused, forgotten.
Some outworn and unused monotony, . . Cenci, v. iii. 125.

Unusual, adj. unwonted.
Unusual awe did fall— Laon, XI. xiv. 9.

^Unutterable, adj. (1) too dreadful to be told.
Made it unutterable, ... . . . . Cenci, V. iii. 81.

(2) ineffable.

murmuring To Henry, some unutterable thing. . Gisb. 273.
and did move Apollo to unutterable love. . Horn. Merc. LXXIII. 8.

into one Unutterable power, . . Laon, vi. xxxv. 3.

labouring With some M«M//<?rfl5/iB thing : . . Fosal. 114.S.

(3) indescribable, wonderful.
The deep bliss Of that unutterable light . . . Julian, Cane. 5.

(^4) fearful, tremendous,
to disperse The cloud of that unutterable curse . Laon, IX. xxx. 5.

^Unutterably, adv'. inexpressibly.
a storm of harmony Unutterably sweet, .... Hellas, 180.
Studded with stars unutterably bright, . . . . Q. Mab, IV. 5.

Unvalued, adj. (!) beyond power to value.
Over heaps of ««»a/«fiflr stones ; Arethusa, iv. 6.

(2) despised.
Will hide that love, from its unvalued shsLtne. . Epips. 44..

*Unvanauisliable, adj. (1) that cannot be overcome.
In unvanquishable number, . Mask, xxxvill. 2.

(2) not to be surmounted.
Toil and unvanquishable penury Q. Mab, III. 120.

tUnvancinislied, adj. unsubdued.
Weapons of an unvanguished war, . . . Mask, LXXIX. 4.
Th^ Titan is unvanquished stiil. . . . . /Vow. I. 315.

*Unvarying', adj. never changing.
To thy unvarying harmony ; Q. Mab, VI. 20^.

j:Unveil, v. I. tr. Fig. (1) discover, make known.
I dare not y/Mz/fiz"/ The shadows Death, Dial. 21.
but the unborn hour. Cradled in fear and hope,

conflicting storms, Who shall Mwiffi//^ . . Hellas, ys^.Why may not human minds unveil St. Ir. (4) v. 3.

(2) examine without disguise.
If you unveil my Witch, Wiich, Ded. VI. 6.

II. rejl. make known, reveal.

Sincethoudesirest, I will then M. Myself to thee;— Calderon, 11. 104.

"Unveiled, v. tr. A. Lit. (1) bared, gave to view.
And she unveiled her bosom Laon, I. xx. 5.
Which unveiled the depth of her glowing breast, Sensit. PI. I. 30.

(2) left clear.

When as the wandering clouds unveiled or hid . Hellas, 624.
B. Fig. exposed.

Since Beatrice unveiled me to myself, . . Cenci, II. ii. 1 15.

Unveiled,/^. Fig. made known, revealed.
Thou hast MKw«;7«rf thy inmost sanctuary, . . Alastor, i?,.which suffer Thy presence thus K«»e!7arf. . . . Prom. u. v. 20.

*'nmrei1iji.g, pr. jiple. discovering, making plain.
Wji/e;7!«^ every new-born deed, Fr. Consej. 4.

Unveils, v. tr. Fig. lays open, discovers.
Man unveils me

; I have none Prom. IV. 423.
Unwary, adj. unguarded, heedless.
Even when inmo.st a«OTa>-ji hour Love's Rose, III. }.

'•'Unweandd, adj. Fig. turned away, ceased to enjoy.

From that Elysian food was yet unweaned; . . Ode Lib. Vll. 4,

Unweariable, adj. indefatigable.

Resolved to wage unweariable war Q. Mab, Vll. 198.

j:Unwearled, aiij. (1) not tired or fatigued.

Its unwearied wings could fan Hellas, 59.

They came unwearied to the lofty stall . . ^om. Merc. XVII. 3.

With feet unwet, unwearied, undelaying, . . . Front, ill. iii. 137.

on fancy's boldest wing To soar unwearied, . . Q. Mab, IV. 156.

(2) industriously plodding.
Who with unwearied feet could e'er impress Horn. Merc. XXXVXI. 7.

(3) continual, unceasing.
Deep contemplation, and unwearied study, . . Hellas, 157.

Unwelcome, adj. not cared for, not affording pleasure.

The blank r/T^w^/irowzf round of the red moon, . Faust, II. 19.

Lay like a chaos of unwelcome light, . . . Ginevra, ig.

crept by. Like an unwelcome thought, .... Jane, Recoil. ^2.

And now cold charity's unwelcome dole . . Mother^ Son, VII. i.

•"Unwet, adj. not wet. •
With feet unwet, unwearied, undelaying, . . Prom. III. iii. 157.

Unwholesome, adj. injurious to health.
Some linked to corpses in unwholesome cells ; . I. 610.
A sunless life in the wwa/^tf/ejowa^ mine, . . . Q. Mab, ill. 114.

Unwillinsr, adj. A. Lit. CI) reluctant.
the un. brain Feigns often what it would not ; , Cenci, 11. ii. 82.
Coy, tijvwilling, silent bride, Inv. Mis. I. 3.
But from my lips the unwilling accents start, . Julian, 475.

'

and wept unwilling tears Laon, 11. lii. 2.

She won them, tho unwilling, her to bind . XII. xv. I.

he drags His palled unwilling appetite. ^ . . . Q. Mab, III. 46.

(2) unsympathetic.
on each unwilling heart Unusual awe did fall— Laon, XI. xiv. 8.

(3) not desiring a thing.
To tliee unwilling, most unwillingly Prom. I. 353.
B. Fig. (1) passive, helpless.

Torturing th' unwil. dross that checks it's flight Adonais, XLIII. 6.
Wrest from^ the unwilling earth his luxuries, . Laon, v. xxxii. 6.
the unwilling s^oxt Of circurastanceand passion, Q. Mab, 1. 152.
Seems, to the unwilling sojourner, , . . . 11. 196,
(2) ready to escape or fall away.

clenched with grasping roots The unwilling soil. Alastor, 532.
(3) gradual, not Hasty.

Then with unwilling steps I wander down . . Apollo, V. 2.
Shepherded by the slow, unwilling wind ; . . Prom. II. i. 147.

Unwilling'ly, adv. relnctantly.
Blood soon, altho' unwillingly to shed Laon, iv. xxiv. i.
To thee unwilling, most unwillingly .... Prom. I. 353.

Unwind, v. tr. take off, loosen.
she did unwind Her veil Z^aon, V. Ivii. 4.

Unwise, adj. inadvisable.
unwise to give the Cyclopses This precious drink, Cyd. 451.

*Unwitliered, adj. fresh, not faded.
The world's unwitheredQ.0MxAe.n3.nce. . . . Faust 1. 7.Thy world's unwithered cotintena.nce .... 'i 27

*UuwitIiering', adj. unfading.
Shall suck unwiiheringhn.es in their repose : . Prom. m. iii. 102.
Uuwithstood, adj. that could not be withstood or gainsaid!
To an accent unwithstood,— Mask xxxvi. -i

Unwonted, adj. (1) unheard of, extraordinary.
As his weak sister with KMa/oKferf fear. . . . Calderon 11 161To the redress of an MKo/oK/erf crime, . . . Cenci w iv 121'
aKK'OM/crffears Fell on the pale oppressors . Laon bed xin ?
(2) unusual, not customary.

Unwonted tears throng to the homy eyes, . . . Prom. II. i. 3.Unworn, adj. (1) unimpaired, undecayed.
The colours ofhis mind seemed yet a«ze;o7-»,. Julian «lo
(2) well preserved.

Which, from their unworn obelisks, look forth . Prom, in iv 170Unworthy, adj. (1) unbecoming, disgraceful.
Cn\fB.h\e and unworthy Calderon. l. 2-!9.Unworthy ^,t may appear;— 11/4
With narrow schemings and unworthy cares, ' . O. Mab V i6»when unworthy love possessed Your Gallus? . Virgil 'la

(2) not equal to its purpose, poor.
the ;ma;o;'Mj, temple of thy spirit, Cenci. ill. i. 120

(,3) contemptible, of little value.
And wrinkled legends of unworthy things, . Laon, 11. xxxiii. 2.'Unwound, v. tr. disentangled, set tree.
And she unwound the woven imagery .... Witch LXX sUnwreatbe, v. tr. untwine, disentangle.
Leafy vine, awKi^eaMc thy bower, Calderon, lii. n^

*Unwnnkled, adj. not puckered with care.
How clear its open and unwrinkled brow ! . . Damon, 11. 187.

*„ " -ii " ,. " ,. " II • Q.Mab,vs..b6.
*Unwntten, adj. traditional.
Heroes of K»H->-:te« story, Mask, SiJXvn. 2*Unwrought, adj. not carried on.
Love's work was left unwrought— Peter, VII. xx 4

{Unyielding,. fl^'. that affords no resistance.
Celestial coursers paw the unyielding air ; . . Q. Mab, I. 60

Up, prep, along the ascent of.
his chariot Tlranderingjy!. Olympus? Prom. II i 50
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TTp, adv. (1) denoting time or period, until.

£^ to this bless&d day /'e/c^, VI. xxxv.5.

(2) denoting adornment, gaily.
a pole dressed «^ with wreaths On May-day. . Ch. ist^ i. 98.

(3) denoting reckoning, together.
when he sums up The thoughts and actions , . Q. Mab^ I. 177.

(4:) denoting awakenment, energy, vigour.
Rouse «^ the astonished air '. Ch. isi, I. 122.

Up to thy wonted work ! Jane^ Recoil. 5.

(5) denoting enclosure or covering.
and wrapt it up in mould, Witch, xxxil. 5.

(6) emphasizing completioji or destruction.
That matter ofthe murder is hushed up .... Cenci, I. i. i.

I would cut up the root. Ch. \st, i. 103.
Have swallowed up the gross sum II. 274.
Tearing up, and trampliug down ; Mask, xill. 3.

As the scent of a violet withered mA . . . Music, Ipant, ill. i.

Quite unsuppressed is tearing up the heart . . . Prom. i. 579.

(7) upwards, from below.
And M^ through the rifts Arethusa,iv. 16.

the dread mood Of the diviner is breathed up, Horn. Merc. LXXX. 7.

a crash Of mighty sounds rushed up, ... LXXXV. 6.

(8) to a higher point or direction.
But looking up saw not the singer there— . . . Julian, 222.
Lift up thine eyes, And let me read thy dream. . Protn. II. i. 55.
Looking in wonder up to Heaven III. iv. 60.

(9) denoting contraction or concealment.
Was folded up within you at your birth, . Horn. Merc. LXXIV. 8.

(10) denoting extremity.
pinched up at the prisons or the pillories, . , . Ch. \st, 11. 65.

(11) denoting conclusion orfinality.
and bring a^ the rear Of painted pomp . . . 1.172,

(12) denoting resignation.
to his God Alone he must deliver up his trust, 11. 143.

(13) denoting abolition.

They may lick up that scum of schismatics. . . II. 236.

(14). denoting arrangement.
so I fitted up for him Julian, 252.

(15) denoting elevation.

he raiseth up The tyrant, whose delight is in his

woe, Q. Mab, III. 201.
set up For their unnumbered crimes, IV. 77.

(16) denoting assemblage or increase.

Gather ye up in legions from the deep ? . . . , Prom,. I. 462.
From spring gathering up beneath, .... i. 792.

(17) hither, forwards.
Bring up The Lord Bishop of Lincoln.— . . . Ch. 1st, ill. 44.

(18) with down, hither and thither.

Or the whirlwind up and down Eu^. Hills, s^.
*Up-gathered, c. adj. (1) drawn, gathered.

Up-gathered into the.hosom oi rest
\

Sensii.'Pl. l. ii\.

(2) bent.

a bright child on her upgathered knee, . . . Vis. Sea, 69.

*Up-piled, pp. heaped or piled up.
Not where Pindus is up-piled, Virgil, 14.

Upbear, v. tr. support.
the circling sunbows did upbear Its fall .... Wiich, XLII. 6.

*'D'p'borne, pp. (1) sustained or supported.
On which, like one in trance upborne, .... Con. Sing. iv. 5.

On outspread wings of its own wind upborne . Laon^ iv. xxxi. 6.

And upborne on wings whose grain Mask, xxvili. 3.

My form upborne by viewless tether rode, . . . M. N. Ravail. 26.

As one enamoured is upborne'in dream . . . Triumph, 367,
Upborne by her wild and glittering hair, . . . Two Spirits, 46.

(2) mentally sustained.

And winged hope, on which upborne . . . Rosal. 798.

(3) maintained, fulfilled.

Whose form was upborne by a lovely mind . . Sensit. PL II. 6.

Upbraidi v. tr. reproach.
came to upbraid zxidi curse, .... ... Cenci, ill. i. 314.

Upcnrled, adj. wreathed upwards
based on the sea and to heaven upcurled, . . . Vis. Sea, loS.

^Upflashin^, adj. shining aloft.

On showers of gore from the upflashing steel . Q. Mab, Vll. 231.

'^'TTpheld, pp. sustained.

Upheldhy knotty roots and fallen rocks, . . Alastor^ 574.

Vphold, V. tr. support.

to »^^o/<3f My wretched frame, inflow, III. xxix. 5.

JUpholdingf ,
/;-. ///^. supporting.

her form on the whirlwind upholding, , . . , Si. Ir. (i) iv. i.

*Upliuiiff , //. supported aloft.

a keen sword on starting threads uphung: . . Laon, xi. viii. 9.

Uplands, n. slopes, heights,

nor on the dew Of the lawny uplands feeding ? . CycL 54.

Uplift, V. tr. A. Lit. raise, lift or pull up.

Phcebus did,w//?y?The subtle infant .... Horn. Merc. XLIX. 5.

never dared up. The closest, all-conceal hig tunic. Peter, iv. xi. 4.

B. Fi&. (1) stir np, cause to work.
did up. the stagnant ocean Of human thoughts— Laon, 1. xxxviii. 8.

(2) direct upwards.
Then Cythna did uplijt Her looks vii. xviii. 8.

(3) support or bear up mentally.
it can scarce uplift The weight Adonais, XXXII.3.

(4) raise or draw aside.
Thou dost alone the, veil of death uplift— . . Horn. Merc. xcvi. 7.

(5) make heard.
uplift thy charmed voice, Laon, iv. xxviii. ^.
and uplift, like Maenads . , . The voice .... Prom. li. iii. 8,

'

Uplift,//, for uplifted, raised.

sleep was a veil uplift from heaven— .... Unf. Dr. 239.
Uplifted, V. tr, raised.

her pining sons w/^/^tfrf Their prostrate brows, . Pront.i 159,
Uplifted,//. (1) raised.

Scarce did I wish her veil to be uplifted, . . , Laon, v. xlvi. 3.
uplifted ixQva. the head Of some fierce Mfenad, Ode W. W'ind,ii.6.

(2) upheaved.
the lashed Ocean, ... Is withdrawn and uplifted. Fugitives,' ill. 13.

(3) raised aloft.

my arm that was uplifted In swift expostulation, Laon, V. ix. i.

(4) displayed, made known.
one who had uplifted Th& light of a great spirit, . v. xviii. 5.

Uplifted, adj. exalted, inspired.

rain balm On the uplifted soul, Bug. Hills^ 360.
*Uplifting, /?. pple. showing, discovering.
Dimly uplifting her belated beam, . . . . Faust, ll. 18.

*Upliftiiig, ///. adj. that raises or lifts.

Glows in the stream of the uplifting y<ivaA. . Hom. Sun, 20.
Beneath the uplifting v/mds, Prom. ill. ii. 20.

TJ-goTOL, prep. (1) denotingposition, locality, or contact.

As if he trod upon the heads of men Ch. ist, I. 59.
Horsed upon stumbling jades, i. 169.
The vanes sit steady Upon the Abbey towers. . iv. 8.

Upon the verge of nature's utmost sphere, . . , Con. Sing. 11. 10.

upon the table More knacks and quips there be Gisb. 54.
did strain My arm upon her tremulous heart, . Laon, .11. xxxviii. S.

Murderers are pale upon the judgment seats, . . iv. xiv^ 7.

And hangs upoti the wave, . Serchio, 95.
A plant upon the river's margin lie, . . . . Zucca, VI. 2.

(2) all over, all about.
a sword, Not peace, upon the e^rth, Ch. 1st, II . 257.
On outspread wings of its own wind upborne Pour

rain upon the earth ? Laon, IV. xxxi. 7.

And infant Winter laughed upon the land . Zucca, i. 2.

(3) denotingpassage or transit.

Upon the liquid waves of thy sweet singing, . . Fr. Sing: 2.

I die like mist upon the gale, Two Fr.Love, 1.4.
Upon a stream of wind, the pinnace went : . . WitcJi, XLI. 2.

(4) denoting regard or observation.
and gaze upon the light of truth, . .... Ch. 1st, iv. 53.
we stood Looking upon the evening Julian, 65.
And looked upon the depth of that reposing-Iake. Laon, iv.xxviii.g.
Look upon them as they slay Mask, Lxxxv. 3.

fazed upon by Phidian forms Of thee, . Prom. ill. iv. 112.

'hou taintest all thou lookest upon I . . . . Q. Mab, vi. 72.

(6) over, concerning.
The cares we waste upon our heavy crown . . Ch. 1st, II. 49c.

(6) denoting disturbance, trouble, effect.

that ihus unseasonably I break upon your rest . Cenci, iv. iv. 3.
Presses upon me like a dungeon's grate, . . . Ch. 1st, iv. 44.
as despair Upon my heart—let death u. despair . Julian, t^io.

mute rage Which preys upon itself alone; . , . M. W.G. il. 2.

upon my heart to stifle it ; Music, Ipant, 11. 4.

(7) denoting appeal or application.
To call upon those heroes old W. Shel. VI. 7.

(8) denoting impression.
And she would write strange dreams u. the brain Witch, Lxxil. i.

(9) in respect of the value of.

distraining for ten thousand pounds Upon his
books and furniture . Ch. 1st, ill. 47.

(10) during.

Red morning dawned upon his flight, .... Alastor 237.

(11) enjoining or directing.

Lay my command upon the Courts below . . Ch. 1st, ll. 85.

(12) desiring something to befall or happe?i.

Curses upon him, The impious tyrant ! . . . . i, 93.

Upper, adj. (1) very nigh up, far above the earth.

Into the whirlwinds of the /^//^y sky. . . . Allegory, l. 7,

the north wind reigns in the upper air. .... Ch. 1st, IV. 10.

fly through the M^/^r sky ! Faust, ll. i&i.

between Earth and the upper air, the vast clouds
fled, Laon, l. iv. 8.

As the winds did those of the upper air. . . . Sensit. PL ill. 45.
And sometimes to those streams of M//tfr air . Witch,\Ml,i.

(2") the higher in position.

\t% upper \\QTXi arrayed in mists, Laon, i. v. 8.

Between his upper ]a.v/ and undtr Peter, I. x. 5.

(3) worn outside other garments.
He had on an upper Benjamin 11. v. i.

(4) beyond the ordinary.

Each had an upper stream of thought, . . . n. vii. 3.

(5) farthest distant.

Clove the fierce streams towards their «. springs. Wiich, XLV. 8.

^Upraised, //. lifted.

Upraised to shed a brother's innocent blood. . Q. Mab, iv. 1 16.
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Uprearedi //. bnilt.

we have u^reared Temples to thy great father, , Cyci. 270.

"'TTprest, n. uprising.

the M/rw/ Of the third sun brought hunger— . . Laon^ in.xxi.5.

Vprlgrht, adj. in an erect position.

or with stiff eyeballs sate upright X. xxv. 7.

tUprlfflitness, n. integrity, rectitude.

And many a deed of terrible uprigJitness . . . Ode Lib. vil. 5.

Uprise, n. (1) appearance above the horizon.
The sun's uprise majestical \ . , , .... Eug. Hills^ 73.

(2) development.
from that dreamy mood By Liberty's uprise^ . . Laon^ vii. ii. 3.

(3) dawninj^.
Breathes in prophetic dreams of day's uprise^ . Vll.xxxvii.6.

(4) bursting forth.

the mighty sound Of its «^r/j5, xii. xvi.6.

(5) birth or first appearance.
Was cloven at thy uprise,^ Prom. II. v. 22.

Uprise, v. intr. become active or aggressive.

shall not upriseTo overwhelm . . . The dauntless Dcemon^ II. 21.

*Uprolled, pp. massed together.
Like a frozen chaos uprolled^ .....
The mists in their eastern caves uproUed,

*Uproot, v. tr. exterminate.
and uproot The germs of misery

Death Nap. 30.
Serchio^ 16.

Drnmon^ 11. 284.
Q, Maby IX. 191.

*Uprooted/'ai^'. torn up,' displaced.
Heaven's lightnings scorch the up. ocean-fords, . VI . 167.

^Uprooting*, pr. pple. exterminating.
When thou risest, uprooting oppressions ; . . . CEdipus^ II. ii. 55.

uprooting ^M^Ty germ Of truth, Q. Mab^ Vll. 46.

*Uprose, &. inir. (1) stood up.
Till one uprose among the multitude, . . . Laon^ xii. xxvii. 3.

(2) came into being.

I had clothed, since Earth uprose^ Prom, I. 82.

Upside down, adv. the wrong way upwards.
see everything upside down^ Ch. u/, II. 37.

*Upsprinffs, v. intr. (1) comes above the horizon.

Lo ! the sun upsprings behind, Eug. Hills^ 100.

(2) comes into activity or growth.
when the Earth upsprings From slumber, . Pr. Aihan, II. iiJ. i.

(3) reappears.
When she upsprings from interlunar dreams, . Prom. IV. 209.

*Upsprung", V. intr. appeared above the horizon.

As they retired, the golden moon upsprung, . Laon^ III. xxv. 6.

*Uptlirown, //. A. Lit. dashed together.

One mighty stream, whirlwind and waves w/., . i. iii 5.

B. P^g. developed.
Watching the shade from his own soul upthrown vill. vi. 2.

*Uptorii,/^. destroyed.
and thrones upiorn^ ^vii. xxxv. 5.

Upward, adj. higher, upper.
with strong wings Scaling the upward ^^^ , . Alastor, 278.

Upward, adv. (1) towards the heavens.
'Mid the darkness upzvard csist Prom. i. 696.
yet his countenance Raised upward^ . . . Rosal. 1155.

(2) to a higher position.

Which to the inmost mountain upward tenA— Witch, XLiiI. 3.

^Upwards, adv. (1) higher up.
Growing andanoving upwards in a crowd, . . Even. Pisa, iv. 4.

(2) to a higher degree.
which upwards on a pinion Borne, . . . Laon, v. Song^ 4. 13.

(3) from beneath.
I seemed to hear Sounds gathering upwards/ iii. iv. 6.

(4) towards a place above.
She pausea and pointed upwards— .... v. xlix. 4.

a blood-red gleam Burst upwards^ . . xii. xvi. 4.

*Urania, n. Venus Urania.
where was lorn Urania When Adonais died? . Adonais, II. 3.

Lament anew, Urania!— iv. 2.

And all the Dreams that watched Urania's eyes, xxii. 5.

So struck, so roused, so rapt Urania / . . . . xxiii. 6.

Leave me not! cried Urania: xxv. 8.

sad Urania scanned The Stranger's mien, . . . • xxxiv. 5.

Uranian, adj. celestial.

From life's green tree his Uranian lute ; . . . Fr. Milton, z.

Urchin, n. mischievous fellow.

and that little urchin Laud

—

Ch. ist, II. 396.
Urge, v. tr. (1) drive or force forward.
Will urge down the burning brand Cycl. 484.
and u. The restless wheels of being on their way, Damon, II. 244.

- M » „ )) ), .1 Q- Mab IX. 151.
urge thy lazy car

!

. Epithat. (2) 20.

Urge on the keen keel, Vis. Sea, 154.

(2) follow of press closely on.
Evening must usher night, night u. the morrow, Adonais, XXI. 8.

(3) adduce by way of argument.
I could reply And urge new difficulties, . , . Calderon, I. 204.
That you «., dear Strafford, Inclines me rather . Ch. 1st, ir. 319.

(4:) stimulate, try to induce, use with violence.
Whom you did urge with menaces Ce7ici, V. ij. 25.

o'er a death-bed urge The fury of her venomed
scourge Falsehood, 87.

and urgeWi^ strokes of the inexorable scourge Fr, Satire^ 25,

the leap To which the Future, ... did urge Their
LMon XI. ix. 8.

Q. Mab, V. 185.Should urge him to perform instinctively,

(5) try to persuade.
To urge all living things to love each other, . . St. Epips. 35.

Urg'ed, V. I. tr. (1) impelled, constrained.

A restless impulse urgedVxm to embark . . . Alastor, 304.

A strong impulse urged His steps to the sea-shore. 274.

(2) tried to induce by argument.
I spoke with him, and urged\i\m. then .... Cenci, 11. ii. 30.

(3) encouraged, incited.

You cannot say I urged yoxi to the deed. . . . V. i. 19.

\>J\\Q urged yoxx X.O it} v. ii. 13.

(4) besought, entreated.

I urged h\ra still ; .... —^ V. iv^i5.

(5) excited.

whose souls No honest indignation ever urged . Q. Mab, Vll. 94.

II. z«^r. persisted, pressed.
I w;^eflr and questioned still, Julian, 616.

Urged,//. (1) incited, stimulated.
And as a jade «?X(e^ by the whip and goad . 301.
And whether I was urgedhy grace divme, . . CEdipus, I. 120.

(2) being pressed.

The following morning urged by my affairs . . Julian^ .f;82.

Urgent, adj. weighty, cogent.

My earnest prayers, and urgent interest ; . . . Cenci, il. ii, 61.

"Uxgiag, pr. pple. (1) insisting on, pressing.
Urging her flight from the far Chersonese . . CEdipus, I. 16S,

(2) exciting, stimulating.
urging^^ rage Of whirlwind, Prom. I. 42.
A wil^yed charioteer urging ^^€\x flight. . 11. iv. 132.

(3) impelling, forcing.

with rapid spells Urging those waters to their
mighty end Sonn. Nile, 8.

*Urian, n. the devil, old Nick.
Sir Urian is sitting aloft in the air ; . . . . Faust, II. 150.

urn, n. A. Lit. a vase or vessel.

One from a lucid urn of starry dew ... . Adonais, XI. i.

B. Fig. (1) a cinerary urn.
With sparkless ashes load an unlamented urn. . xL. 9.
As the love from Petrarch's urn, Eug. Hills, 200.
unlearn Such bitter faith beade Marenghi's urn. Marenghi, i. 6.

And every Naiad's ice-cold urn, . , . . Ode Lib. vili. 6.

(2) a receptacle or strange place.
feed thee from its urn Of golden fire ; . . . . Epips. 375.
the urn Of bitter prophecy /deltas, 1098.
They pour fresh light from Hope's immortal u.; Loon, I. Iviii. 8.

In the dark Future's ever-flowing urn: . . . i. xxv. 3.
And cast the vote of love in hope's abandoned u. IV. xxii. 9.

(3) source.
Could Arethuse to her forsaken urn . . . Prol. Hellas, 187.
Tempest dwells By Nile's aerial urn, . . . . Sonn. Nile, 7.

Urns, n. A. Lit. (1) vases.
And sent him busts and books and u. for flowers Julian, 254.
To set new cuttings in the empty «r«j, .... UnJ.Dr^i$6.
(2) vases whence lots were drawn.

two Destinies Filled each their irrevocable wrwi-; Prol. Hellas, 83.
B. Fig. sources or stores.

The urns of the silent snow, ... ... Arethusa, II. 9.
out of the emerald urns Prom. III. ii. 42.

Us, pron. (1) as darive, or indirect object of ive.

Give us clothes father ! Give us better food ! . Cenci, ill. i. 32S.
Leave «j the wreck we have iv. iv. i'J4.
that which is to us The health of life's own life. Fr.Love'sAtmos.^.
(2) as accusative, or direct object, of we.

None doth behold us now: the power . . . Rosal. 14.
That led us forth at this lone hour 15.
Who shaped us to his ends and not our own ; . Serchio^ 31.

Use, n. (1) repeated practice.
and make, by use. His crime, . . . Thine element ; Cenci, ill. i. 17^.
what unimagined use, . . . has given Thy songs

such power? Ho
Unhappy love, had made, thro' use and pity,

(2) purpose,
was meant To aught good use ; . .

(3) employment,
a weapon in the hand of God To a just ?<jf. . . iv. iii. 55.

(4) service.

For the tyrants' use to dwell Mask, XL. 4.
to human «.ye unreconciled

; Ode Lib. iv 8

(5) utility.

They have three words :—well tyrants know tlieir
"Si?.

. . . . Q. Mab, IV. 208.

(6) no use= to no purpose.
Alas ! it is no use to say, ' I'm poor !

'

. . Gisb. 222.

Use, V. tr. (1) employ or make use of.
what poisonous power Ye use against me— . . Calderon, III. 78.
Doubt not but I will use my utmost skill , . . Cenci, \. ii. 41.

^om.Merc. Lxxvi. i

. Prom. II. i.41.

. Cenci, IV. i. 121.
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Will use mv interest with the Holy Father. . . Cenci^ v. ii. 189.
I will use the aid Of mv own comrades— . . . CycL 054.
Those false opinions which the harsh rich use . Pr. Aihan. I. 37.
Who covet power they know not how to «jtf, . . Q. Mab^\.2^\,

(2) practise.

I must use Close husbandly Cenci^ i. i. 127,

Used, V. I. tr. (1) employed, made use of.

The halter found and used it. , . .... CircuTnst. 4.

(2) exercised.
i^et^not the glorious privilege Q. Mab^ii. ^i.

II. intr. was accustomed.
The Bible, whence he used to pray, Peier^ l. xv. 3.

Such as we «.,... To cram in great-coat pockets, Serchio^ 78.

Used,//. (1) accustomed.
Getwjfi^to this damned scraping Faust^ II. 249.
been used to handle All sorts of poisons. . . . CEdipus^ I. 380.
The appetite which you were «jtf£^ to have, . . II. ii. 21,

(2) employed or made use of.

Nature must lend me words ne'er Mjfii/ before, . Orpheus^ 100.

Useful, adj. serviceable.
I were more useful^ giving to my friends. . . Cycl. 54a
A ?Wi?/w/ god-send are you to me now, .... Horn. Merc. V. 1.

Useless, adj. serving no purpose.
like an useless and worn-out machine, . . . Q. Mad, I. 155.

Uses, n. (1) customs, manners.
She knows not yet the uses of the world. . . . Cenci, IV. iv. 177.

(2) purposes.
As age to age might add, for uses vile, . . . Julian, 100.

Usher, v. tr. introduce as harbinger.
Evening must usher night, Adonais, XXI. 8.

You the plainings faint , . . Shall u. to your fate. Death Vang. 41.

Usual, adj, ordinary.
Of «j«a;/ shapes, .... Ginevra, 6.

Usurpation, n. encroachment.
From usurpatiof^ by the insolent commons . . Ch. \st, II. 162.

Usurped, v. tr. Fig. took the place of.

More glorious than the day which it usurpedJ . Hellas, 260.
£/;r«^tfrf the royal ensign's grandeur, . .

'. Q. Mab,ix.. \oo.

Usurped,///, adj. self-assumed.
Dressed in their own tisurped authority, , . . Ch. \st, II. 327.

Usurps, V. tr. takes possession of.

fiend, Whose name usurps thy honors, .... Q.Mab, VI. 223.

Usury, n. Fig. overweening advantage.
with tisury Torn from a bleeding world !— . IV. 209.

Utmost, n. furthest point.

In stretching to the utmost . . . , . . Ch. ist, iii. 69.

Utmost, adj. (1) furthest, extreme, most distant.

Upon the verge of nature's utmost sphere, . . Con. Sin^._ II. 10.

Now far above a rock the utmost verge . . . Dcemon, i. 129,

found under the utmost crag Of Cornwall . . Gisb. 30.
visions that were mine, beyond its utmost Bprvag. Laon, II. xxix. 9.

Yet far beyond this Ocean's uttnost roa.r , . li. xl. 6.

Over the u. hill at length I sped, A snowy steep ; v. i. i.

Amidst a group, where on the utmost plain . . v. Ivii. 8.

Louder and louder from the utmost Ocean . . VI. xxix. 8.

from the «^7«tfj/ realms of earth, came pouring . x. iv. i.

did pour Their clouds on the utmost hills. . x. xi. 6.

And at the ut?nostpoint . . . stood there . . . Marenghi, xvii. 1.

Or utmost islet inaccessible, Ode Lib. VIII. 3.

and swept That dew into the «//«oj/ wildernesses Prol. Hellas, 41.

Even to the utmost limit of thy way 17^*

heaven's utmost deep Givesup her stars, . . Protn. IV. 418.

a rock. The w/woj/ verge of earth, .... Q. Mab,\. 2iq.

from the steep Of «/?woj/ Axumfe, Witch, X.VU. ^.

(2) highest, greatest.

Doubt not but I will use my utmost skill . . . Cenci, I. ii. 41.

Your utmost skill . . . speak but one word . . l. ii. 44*

(3) most extreme.
The w/wztfji" torture of thy hate; Prom. l. 2-jg.

(4) topmost, outermost.
But that the birds, perched on the utmost spray, Matilda, 14.

Into the utmost leaves and delicatest flowers ; . Prom. IV. 372.

(5) most distant part of.

From utmost Germany to Spain Hellas, 75.

Moslems from the limits Of M^wzoj/ Asia, . . . 276.

out of the mountains Of «/Wi?j/jEthiopia, . . . CEdipus, l. 1$^.

(6)
Around her cheeks and uim.ost fingers glowing . Epips. 97.

*Utopia, n. ideal perfection.

You talk Utopia Julian, 179.

Utter, V. tr. (1) speak, tell, disclose,

the crime alleged, Which . . . the rack makes
him utter, Cenci, V. ii. 97.

O hyacinth, Lftter thy legend now— Eleg. Eton. 1 1

,

and utter With earnest willingness the truth they
know ; . . . . ... . . . Horn. Merc. xcv. 2.

Z^/fir his name : Prom.w.'w. 2f^.

(2) express, give utterance to.

flutter With a love thou darest not utter. . . . Inv. Mis. Vll. z.

one of these shall utter The curse which all

remember Pro-m. i. 209,

And her skeleton lungs did utter the sound, . St. Ir. (3) XVIII. 1.

Utterance, n. (1) expression,
horror Which never yet found M^fero««, . . . C<?Kfl, IV. iv. 98.
Become too sweet for utterance, Eptps. 561.

majestic theme Shrined in her heart found utter., Laon, I. xxiv. 6.

(2) that which was uttered or spoken.
and did that utterance harmonize. . . ... Vll.xxxii.9.

Uttered, v. tr. (1) shouted,
the insensate mob Uttered a cry of triumph, . . Q. Mab, vii. 1 1.

(2) spoke.
his . . . lips Scarce faintly «.—O almighty one, . Vli. 159.

Uttered, ///. adj. expressed.
FrailspeUs—whose wZ/ereflfcharm Int. Beauty, 111. $.

Utterly, adv. totally, entirely.

But when heaven remained Utterly black, . Alastor, 660.
until thou mayest become Utterly lost ; ... Cenci, III. i. 176.

For what thou art shall perish utterly, .... Dcemon, il. 271.

«^/er/y You shall be cast out Hom. Merc.xlAn.6.
how it fled, how swift. How M^/er/iJ, .... Z^iw», Vll. xviii. 7.

Utterly poisoned life's unmingled bowl, . . Mother 4- Son, VI. 4.

Uttermost, adj. (1) the very last.

The utterm,osi Farthing exact from those , . . Ch. \st^ 11. 79.

(2) most distant or remote.
From the corners uttermost Of the bounds of

English coast ; . . Mask, LXVII. i.

Vacancy, n. (1) an open space.

stretched athwart the v. Its swinging boughs,

(2) a void.

a vacancy was made In expectation's depth, . .

Silence and solitude were vacancy}

Vacant, adj. (1) open, void.
motionless, As their own voiceless earth and

vacant air . .

vale of tears, vacant and desolate ?

And on the earth and on the vacant air, . . .

(2) empty, unoccupied.
Which shall descend upon a vacant prison. . .

sees In vacant chairs, your absent images, . . .

One seat was vacant in the midst,

those vacant streets among Fled tameless, . .

may sweep thro' vacant shades,

Bearing from Demogorgon's vacant throne . .

(3) uninhabited.
The distinct valley and the Wfifraw/ woods, , . .

(4) absent, preoccupied.

till meaning on his vacant mind Flashed , . .

(5) inactive, senseless.

Rolled back its impulse on his vacant brain. . ,

(6) desolate, without hope.
Even till the heart is vacant and despairs, . . .

had grone from the world's scene. And left it v.—
Andleaving noblest things vacant and chidden, .

Alastor, 562.

Laon, XII. xxvi. 8.

Mont B. 144.

Alastor^ 662.

Int. Beauty, II. 5.

Laon, VI. xlvii. 4.

Epips. 395-
Gisb. 133.
Laon, I. Iv. i.

XII. xiii. 4.

Prom. 1. 216.

HI, i. 21.

Alastor^ 195.

126.

191.

Cenci, V. iv. 122.

Laon, IV. XXX. 6.

Zucca, IV. 6.

(7) expressionless.
in some inane and vacant %\rvXe. . . ... Cengi, ill. t. 277.

(8) silent, unused.
the vacant intervals Of his wild words . . . Ch. u/, li. 466.

(9) unclaimed, ownerless.
those vacant names alone, Death^ (2) I. 6.

(10) useless, worthless.
O vacant expiation ! be at rest.— Laon, Vlir. xxii. 6.
A shrivelled, lifeless, vacant form, Violet, ll. i.

(11) unsatisfying, uninteresting.

Nor yon cold vacant Heaven ;— Laon, il. xlviii.6.

*Vacautly, adv. (1) with as little meaning.
Gaze on the empty scene as vacantly Alastor, 201.

(2) with hollow sound.
Its sculptured walls vacantly to the stroke . . . Laon, v. xxii. 7.

*Vado, n. a place on the Gulf of Genoa.
Visit the tower of Vado, Marenghi, i. 5.

a point of strand Near Vado's tower and town ; . xv. 2.

Fell dead upon their feast in Vado^s wave. . . . xvil. 6.

^Vag'rant, adj. wandering.
nought but vagrant bird, or wanton wind, . . Alastor, 410.
Thus Phcebus and the vagrant Mercury . . . Hom. Merc. Liii. i.

*Vague, adj. (1) uncertain, indefinite.

With vague surmises of rejected crime; .... Cenci, IV. iv. 151.

z/fljpv*? dreams have rolled, ^. Afnd, Vll. 5*1.
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VI. 173.

(2) fitful.

Like the vague sighings of a wind at even, . . DcBmon^ n. 40.

„ n „ „ . . . e- -^«*. VIII. 23.

(3) unsettled, purposeless.
A vague and unnecessitated task,

Valu, adj. (1) fruitless, useless, ineffectual.
Sad storm, whose tears are vain. A Dirge^ 5.
Death rose and smiled, and met her vain caress. Adonais^ ixv. 9.
To bend, to tremble, to adore. Vain idolatry I— Calderon^ 11. 7.
Tortured between just hate and vain remorse ; . Cenct^ III. ii. 27.
yet what if threats are vain }

"^^

IV. i. 3.
O, that the vain remorse v. i. 2,

and despairs, Should all be wtzzw/ V, iv. 123.
Beat thine unfeeling bars with z'rtz'w endeavour, . Epips. 14.
1 weep vain tears ; 19.
struggling through its error with vain strife, , . --^ 250.
thy toil and pam, Without my aid, were more

than vain ; Falsehood, 106.
he then with vain repentance Would share, . . Ginevra, 94.
and va.in were the endeavour

; Horn. Merc. xci. 4.
Remain the records of their vain endeavour, . . Int. Beauty, III, 4.
How vain are such aspiring theories Julian^ 201.
How vain Are words ! 472.
but the despair Was weak and vain Laon^ I. xxi. 6.
And the cold sneers of calumny were vain^ . . ix. xviii. 8.
Vain cries—throughout the streets, x. xx. 6.
To his own Idol lifts his supplications vain. . x. xxvi. 0.
vain and barren tears shall flow xii.xxviii.3.
And after long and vain endurance Love^ Hope, 41.
At death's vain summons this will never die, . .M.N. Ravail^ 46.
With a murmur weak and vain Mask. XLVii. 2.

vain endeavour ! Ode Lib. xvil. 3.
O'er mine own misery and thy vain revenge. . . Prom, i- ti.

Most vain all hope but love ; and thou art far,

1 said all hope was vain but love ; thou lovest.
Pining regrets, and vain repentances, . . .

maketh vain The unprevaifing malice . , .

how vain^ is known too well ;

the affliction of z/az« breath : Triumph, 6\
And, weary with vain toil 66.
—Delusion too sweet though vain/ .... We meet. III. 4.
with busy murmur z/diw, Wiich^ xi.. y.
more v. Than in the desart is the serpent's wake LXXII. %.

(2) foolish, fond.
is it not weak and vain, Calderon, i. 277.
Hatred, despair, and fear and vain belief, . . . Damon, n. i^g.
Would repent its envy vain^ Eug. Hills 372.O how vain! Julian, 356.
for a warn idol wrought Z,a£?w, xi.'xvi. 8.
,..»,:„l. _._.-„ J_-: ^___- 1. ,.. ^j ^^j ^

Pr.Athan. 1. 110.

I. 119.

Prom. I. 303.
1. 4.31.

Q. Mab, III. 74.
IV. 233.
IV. 251.
V. 123.

VI. 63.
VIII. 216.

1. 808.
1. 824.

, Q. Madf V. 246.
VII. 247.

, Rosal. 611

which vain desires have brought.
Babbling vain words and fond philosophy

;

this converse vain and cold ;

It doth repent me : words are quick and vain ;how vain is talk !

Vain man ! that palace is the virtuous heart, .

lying words and modes. Empty and vain . .

A vain and feverish dream of sensualism ?

,

The vain and bitter mockery of words, . . .

Vain his loud threat, and impotent his frown !

AH evil passions, and all vain belief, ....
'Tis a vain thought— Rosal. 537.

(3) empty, unreal, worthless.
And all the shews o' the world are frail and vain Alastor, 711
Vane's wits perhiips. Something as z/fliw. , . . C^. ij/,'ii. 449.
all things far, and All things near, are vain . . Faust^ I. 67.

(4) void, vacant.
Skilful in forming such in the z/fl/K air . . . . Calderon,\\\,\66.

(5) thoughtless, careless.
The footsteps of the vain and senseless crowd, . Cenci, V. iii. 36.

(6) helpless, little knowing.
Alt that vain men imagine or believe, . . . Julian, 44,
Beside it, like a vain loud multitude Prom. i. 486.

(7) unimportant, immaterial.
for love and hate, Virtue and vice, they say, are

difference vain— Loon, Vlll.viii. 7.

(8) adj. absol. vain people.
had quelled the vain and free —'— ix. xiv. 9.

Tain, adverbially, in vain = io no purpose, uselessly.
A heart grown cold, a head grown grey in vain ; Adonais, XL. 7.
For in vain from the grasp of the Bigot I flee ; . Bigotry, iv. 5.
'Tis in vain that I fly : iv. 8.
I pity him, and that, in vain, Calderon, iii, 97.
in vain I seek what once thou wert Cavalc. 10.
That which I came to tell you—but in vain. . . Cenci, II. i. iro.
Once having gone, in vain Ye come again, . . Far^ faraway, I. 7.
our toil andTour pain are for ever in vain. .

^
-

~
. Faust, II. 183.

II. 194.And still in vain. .... ,.^
with eyes Which weep in vain Ginevra, 54.
whose fate they weep in z/fl/w. . . • • ,• 167.
Serve not the unknown God m vain, Hellas, 7^',.
to see that charactered in v. On this unfeeling \ea.iJulian/^j^.
Such once I sought m vain ; Laon, Ded. vi. 3.
breathed in vain From his dim dungeon, . . . ViL^.
In vain : for Panic, the pale fiend vi. iii. «j.

and long in vain I sought VII. xxix. 6.
In vain/ the steady towers in Heaven did shine . ix. xvii. 3.
bared her scorned charms in vain ; x. xix. 6.
defying The power of light in z/ff/w, .... xi. ii. 8.

Cursing the power that ne'er made au^ht in vain. M.JV.Despair, 36.

some fevered wretch who courts sleep in vain; M.N.Spec.Hors.e^$.
My pigs, 'tis in vain to tug CEdipus, l. 4^.
Seeking in vain his last embrace, Peter, VI. xxvii. 3.

Nor ever found delight to wish in vain Prom- 11. i. 96.

in vain would you assuage Your frowns .... Reviewer, 4.

In vain. I dared not feign a groan ; Rosal. j.±g.

And he strove to suppress them in vain St. Ir. (3) III. 5.

But regret is an insult—to grieve is in vain : . . Tear, iii. 5.

*Valu-glorious, adj. abs. boastful, vaunting persons,

the vain-glorious mighty of the earth . . * . Q. Mab, ill. 139.

Vainly, adv. (1) to no purpose, uselessly, fruitlessly.

Hopes that not vainly thou, Damon., II. 279.
In which he vainly hoped the soul to bind . . . Fr. Pris. 9.

and we aspire How vainly to be strong ! ... Julian, i78._

And vainly having with her madness striven . . Laon, VI, liii. i.

When reason's judgment wrtiMJ^ strove .... M.N. Melody^ 15.

But vainly wouldst stand forth alone in strife . . Prom. l. 361.

But vainly we toil till ye come here 1. 520.

vainly strove To bind the impassive spirit ;— . . Q. Mab, III. %6.
The vainly rich, the miserable proud, .... v. 57.
How vainly seek The selfish for that happiness . v. 237.
Ktfz'Wi^v would my winter borrow Remem-br. II. y.

the holes he vainly sought to hide, Triumph, 187.
forget thus vainly to deplore Ills, 327.
the billows having vainly striven Witch, XLVI. 6.

Thou vainly curious mind Ye hasten, 6.

1^2) idly, without reason, foolishly.

seem to thee That I boast vainly ; Calderon, II, 167.
relying on such birds As chatter vainly, . . . Horn. Merc, xcill, 3.

Vale, n. A. Lit. (1) a tract of ground between hills.

Till in the vale of Cashmire, Alasior, 145.
whose brown magnificence A narrow vale em-

bosoms ' 423.
Down one vale where the morning basks, . . . Arethusa, V. 3.
vibrates far o'er field and vale, . Faust, ii. 62,

Sit in a vale round which Parnassus flings . . Horn. Merc. XCIV.4.
the caverns of the vale That opened to the ocean, Laon, I. xviii. 7.

Thro' many a vale of that broad continent. . . iv. xxxiii, 3.

Their shattered ranks, and in a cragey vale^ . . V. viii, 4.
the gloomy pines of a Norwegian vale. , . xii. vi. 9.
and wind Through that wide vale

;

Mar. Dr. xiii. 5.
tXike the vapour of a vale: Mask, xxvi, 4.
Thou many-coloured, many-voiced vale, .... Mont B. 13.

in tumult welling Meet in the vale, 123.
Plunging into the vale Cane. 4.
Moonbeam, leave the shadowy vale, Moonbeam, i. i.

Pierce the pure heaven-of your native vale, . . . Orpheus, 28.
Singing how down the vale of Menalus . . . Pan, ill. 6.

The woods and crags of Grasmere vale Peter, i. xii. 5.
And Asia waits in that far Indian vale .... I^otn. I. 826.
Some Indian vale ... il. iii. 22.

The vale is girdled with their walls, 11. iii. 33,
And up the green ravine, across the vale, . . . ill. iii. 158.
And the Naiad-like lily of the zAo/ff, Sensit. PI. I. 21.

Till like two clouds into one vale impelled . . . Triuinph, 155.
And ever down the prone vale, _ . Witch, xli. i.

The labyrinths of some many-winding vale, . XLiii. 2.

And as a vale is watered by a flood, . ... Woodman, 6.

(2) the trough of the sea.

and the walls of the watery vale Vis. Sea, 15,
'tis borne down the mountainous vale of the wave, 96.

B. Fig.
The shadows that float on Eternity's vale j . . Death, Dial. 22.
Or in this world's deserted vale, Fr. A gentle, 6.
This dim vast vale of tears Int. Beauty, ii. 5.
I see a dark and lengtlien'd vale, M. N. Melody, 35.

Vales, n. pi. of Vale (1).
he would linger long In lonesome vales, .... Alastor, 99.
she is driven on Thro' the long vales ; . . . Bion. Adon. 21.
To creep along the labyrinths of the vales, . . . Faust, Ii. 7.We drag afar from pastoral vales the fairest , . Laon, viii. xxv. 1.

four great cataracts from four T/Oife^, . , . xii. xl. 7.
Shot o'er the vales, or lustre lent Mar. Dr. X, 6.
While the flood was filling those hollow vales. . xvi. 6.
broad vales between Of frozen floods Mont B. 63.
Thy vales more deep Prom. iv. 430.
Of the south wind in spicy wa/tfj Uhj.Dr.2\6.

Valley, n. A. Lit. a vale, a place between hills.

The distinct valley and the vacant woods, . . . Alastor, 195.
Through the far valley with a hundred veins ; . . Faust, il. 107.
Till each valley smile around Mexican, ill, 3.
Which frowns on the valley that opens beneath ; St, Ir. (2) 11. 2'.

B. Fig.
Spread round the valley of its paradise. . . . Q. Mab, IV. 236.
Into this valley of perpetual dream, Triumph, 397.
The sleepers in the oblivious valley, died ; . . 539.

Vallies, n. pi. of Valley. A. Lit.
And fertile vallies, resonant with bliss, .... Damon, II. loS.

II n .1 M .1 • • Q' Mab, VIII. 103.

Valour, n. bravery.
Which vanity and valour instituted, Calderon, I. 248.

Value, n. (1) estimation.
Sets no great value on his hireling faith : . . . Q. Mab, V. 199.

(2) worth, utility.

The Hcliad doth not know its value yet. , . . Witch, Lxvii. 8.
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JValneless, adj. (1) worthless.
Their valueless and miserable lives. ^ . -. , . Q. Mab^ v. 248.

(2) priceless, beyond estimation.
Valueless stones, and uniraagined gems, . . . Prom. IV. 281.

*Vampire, n. (1) an imaginary bloodsucking demon.
Nor a yelling vam.pire reeking with gore ; . M. N. Spec. Hors. 13.

(2) Fig. one who preys on others.
And the wretch crept a vampire among men, . Prom. III. iv. 147.

*Taiiipire-bats, c. n. sanguinivorous bats {g'f. Desmodontis).
A flock of vampire-bats before the glare . . . Triti-mpk^ 484.

*Van, n. front, foremost place.
In the van of the mornin? light Liberty^ IV. 6.

The standard-bearers in the van of Change. . . (Bdipus^ li. ii. 96.
Speed in the van and blindness in the rear, . l^riumph^ loi.

The wild dance maddens in the van^ 138.

Vandyke, n. Sir A. Vandyke, b. 1599, d. 1641.
Liker than any Vandyke ever made, Ch. ist, II. 484.

Vane, n. Sir H. Vane, b. 1612, d. 1662.
Hazlerig, Hampden, Pym, young Harry Vane, . li. 361.
Vane^s wits perhaps . 11. 449.

Vanes, n. weathercocks.
The vanes sit steady Upon the Abbey towers. .

-^^ IV. 7.

Vauisli, V. intr. (1) disaippear, cease to be.

as lightning in a cloud Gleams, hovering ere it »., Alasior^ 419.
his work and dwelling Vanish^ . .... Moni B. 1 19.

Ready at a breath to vanish,— Peter, II. xii. k.

(2) go away, depart from sight.

Fly ! Vanish ! Unheard of impudence ! . . . . Fausi^ II. 351.
Excuse me, gentlemen ; but I must vanish.

,
. . II. 41 1.

(3) become dissipated.

the blot Upon my fame vanish in idle thought, Calderon, III. 146.
Where the phantoms of Prejudice vanish away, . Death, Dial. 17.

Hope may vanish, but can die not ; Hellas, 35.

VanislLed, v. intr. ' (1) disappeared from sight.

As if it all had vanished ihTOMi^ the sky ; . . Horn,. Merc, xxill. 3.

and vanished slowly from the sight Daon, \. Iv. 6.

Until they vanished at the first moon-glance. . . Marenghi, xx. 6.

Follow, O, follow! as they vanishedhy, . . . Prom. II. i. 153.

(2) ceased.

as men, Watch meteors, but it vanished not— . Cenci, I. i. 51.
when The storm which bore him vanished, , . Peter, I. xiv. 3. •

(3) melted.
And, ere the hoar-frost vanished, Marenghi,y^l.-3,.

Vanished,//. (1) disappeared.
They found all vanished hoTo. the shore : . . . Peter, I. xv. 2.

(2) ceased to exist.

Both they and thou had vanished, Prom. I. 116.

Vanislied, ///. adj~. gone by.

a gleam of bliss, A shade of vanished days,— . Laon, V. xxiv. 7.

Vanishes, v. intr. (1) ceases to be.

Her sacred beauty vanishes away. Bion. Adon. 27.

That vanishes among the viewless gales ! . . . Mont B. 59.

(2) with into, changes.
When some soft cloud vanishes into rain, . . , Prom.. IV. 182.

*Vanishing', vhl. n. disappearance.
Was but like the vanishing of a ghost ! . . . . Sensit. PI, III. loi.

Vanity, n. (1) pride, ostentation, conceit.

Which vanity and valour instituted, Calderon, i. 248.
Therefore strong vanity will keep you silent , . Cenci, i. i. 75.
To soothe a dotard's vanity Q. Mab, II. 148.

(2) folly, idle show.
Where now reigns vanity— Ch. 1st, i. 10.

Vanua, n. Jane Williams.
Marina, Vanna, Primus, and the rest .... Epips. 601.

Vanna, n. a lady beloved by Cavalcanti.
Vanna and Bice and my gentle love, , . . Sonn. Dante, 10.

Vanquish, v. tr. (1) conquer, destroy.

Earth's pride and meanness could not v. thee, . Dcetnon, li. 296.

u n )t H n M • Q.Mab,V!i.20l.
• That Jove at length should vanquish thee. . . . Prom. I. 307.

(2) overcome.
Till it thus vanquish shame and fear ! . . . . Cenci, I. Hi. no.
which this heart Or hand may share or vanquish Julian, 378.

(3) to be superior to or master of.

to vanq. whatsoever Can be between the cradle . Ode Lib. xvii. i.

Vanquished, v. tr, overcame, rose superior to.

Ka«yMZJ^fi(/ earth's pride and meanness, . . . Q. Mab, ji. 126.

Vanquished,//. (1) conquered.
Thus vanquished,, though in fact victorious, . . Calderon, 11. 135.

and now I lay Vanquished and faint, ^ . . . . Laon, VI. xviii. 8.

your defence lies fallen and vanquished. , . . Prom. I. 311.

(2) overcome by emotion, beaten.

I left her even now Vanquished dLVi^ faint. . . . Cenci, IV. i, -^^

rs) overpowered.
When vanquish, by the Bacchic power, he sleeps, Cycl. 454.

Vanquished,///, adj. mastered, self-conquered.
establishing his throne On vanquished \i')\\, . , Polit. Great. 13.

With the stern step o( vanquished ^\i\, .... Rosal. 330.

*Vanquishingr, pr. pple, dispersing.

Vanquishing dissonance and gloom ? . , , . Epips. 60,

fVans, n. wings.
They beat their wa«j/ K^zArA, XVI. 6.

With its EEtherial vans— XLV. 3.

Vaporous, adj. (1) obscured by mist.

This vaporous horizon, Ch. ist, IV. 41.

as from waves of flame Around the vaporous sun, Julian, 83.

(2) consisting of mist or vapour.
Like vaporous shapes half seen ;

Alastor.^^j.
Bounded by the vaporous air, . Eug. Mills, 92.

Like a vaporous amethyst, . 2S8.

And as it falls casts up a vaporous spray . . Orpheus, 79.

(3) like mist or vapour.
Steamed forth like vaporous fire ; Prom. II. i. 75.

(4) setherial.

The vapourous exultation not to be confined ! . IV. 321.

Vapour, n. A. Lit. (1) mist, misty appearance,
stains a wreath Of moonlight vapour, .... Adonais, Xll. 8.

Even as a vapour i^A with golden beams . . . Alastor, 663.

I saw a gross vapQur\\o\QX\n% in a stinking ditch Ch. ist, II. 450.
Like a sunless vapour, dim, Eug. Hills, 63.

like the v. dim Which the orient planet animates Hellas, 216.

this dreadful transport may Like a v. fade away, Inv. Mis. X. 4.

A vapour like the sea's suspended spray . . Laon, I. xi. 4,
But like the sv^owr of the tempest fled . . . vi. xxi. 4.
High temples fade like vapour— viir. xvi. 8.

The sunlight is darted through vapour and blast ; Liberty^ iv. 2.

Like thez/fl^owr of a vale: Mask,xxvi.^.
Which makes a thrilling vapour of the air . . . Medusa, V. 4.
and like vapour broods Over the snow Mont B. 138.

There streamed a sunlight vapour, Naples, 45.
Look, sister, ere the vapour dim thy brain : . . ProTn. ii. iii. 18.

As the lightning i}a& vapour, ... .... Ii. iii. 66.
and the light Which fibs this vapour^ , . . III v. 12-

Whilst a wreath ofdarkz/tz/owrencircles his head. St. Ir. (2) IV. 4.
Each vapour that obscured the sunset's ray ; . . Summer-Evg. 2.

A glassy vapour dancing on the pool, .... U7if. Dr, 235.
'Tis said, she first w£is changed into a vapour^ . Witch, iii. i,

(2) smoke.
Suddenly forth the burning vapour leapt, . . Horn. Merc, xvill. 5.

(3) exhalation.
and a rotting vapour past Laon, jl. xiii. 8.

B. Fig. unreal fancy, imagination.
Darkness and hell Have swallowed up the

vapour they sent forth . Cenci, IV. iii. 41.
Whence the oracular vapour is hurled up . . . Prom, 11. iii. 4.

*Vapour-belted, c. adj. encircled with vapour.
And many a vapour-belted pyramid Witch, LVII. 8.

Vapours, n. (1) pi. of Vapour (1).
with loathliest vapours hung, Alastor, 216.
The air Is changed to vapours Cenci, III. i. 15.

By vapours, through whose threatening . . . Ch. 1st, i. 48.
And the vapours cloven and gleaming .... Eug. Hills, 86.
Like vapours anchored to a mountain's edge, . Hellas, 284.
Vaulted with radiant Wi2^tf«?'j./ Julian, Cane. ^
Even like the dayspring, poured on vapours ^-a-Vi^s., Laon, l. xli. 7.

and as the vapours lie . 11. xvi. 4.
Among the mountain vapours driven around, . vi. x. 3,

And on the shattered vapours, xi. ii. 7.
Breathes its swift vapours to the circling air. . . Mont B. 126.
thy congregated might Of vapours, .... Ode W. Wind, ll. 13.
Now seen athwart frore vapours, deep below, . Prom. i. 121.
Like vapours steaming up behind, 1, 329.
And like the vapours when the sun sinks down, ii. i. 83.
Whose vapours clothe earth's monarch .... iv. 286.
The quivering vapours of dim noontide, . . . Sensit. PI. i, 90.
And vapours arose which have strength to kill : . iii. 75.
And the vapours in their multitudes, Serchio, 13.
From the stark night of vapours Vis. Sea, 3.
like vapours of gold, Are consuming in sunrise. 127.
And around which the solid vapours hoar, . Witch, xlix. 3.

(_2) clouds of thought or imagination.
far over the world those z;a^(3Mrj roll . . , . Zao«, vi.xxxvi.8.

Varied, ///. adj. (1) ot various kinds.
Just, innocent, with z'arierf learning fed, . . . Pr, Aihan. i. 23.
the varied bliss that pressed around, Q. Mab, II. 52.

(2) various, diverse.
His slumbers are but warwrf agonies, .... iii. 77,
That give a shape to nature's varied ^oxk.s, . . vi. 85.
And varied TexnmxsCQXvQtB have waked .... —^ vil. 52.

(3) characterized by variety, varying.
Throughout this varied and eternal world . . . iv. 139,
Dar'st thou amid the v. multitude To live alone, Solitary^ 1. 1.

That give a shape to nature's varied y/oiks, . . Superstition, 14.

*Varieg'ate, v. tr. diversify.

That variegate the eternal universe ; Dcemon, 11. 255.
n " . , 'I " > Q- ^^^^ IV. 150.

Variety, m. (1) change.
One wants society, Another variety, . . . , . Cat, iv. x.

(2) variation, succession.
In mild variety the seasons mild P^o?h. ill. iii. 115,

^Various, adj. (1) differing, varying.
Whose windings gave ten thousand v. tongues . Alastor, 549.
On various purposes of good or ill ... Horn. Merc, xxxiv. 3.
But be it mine to tell their various lot ... . xcil. 3.
Give various response to each varying blast, . . Mutability 6.
Were stript of their thin masks and various hue Ode Lib, xvi. 12.
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(2) changeable, uncertain.
visiting This yarzoz^j world . . Inf. Beauty, i. 3.

(3) different.

And the various evils, Caf, 11. 4.
I tried my Jot With vafious flowers E. Williams^ V. 2.

And in their various attitudes of death . , , , Q. Mab^ vil. 190.

(4) diversified.

the various story Of human life, Laon^ \\. iii. i.

I heard as all have heard, life's various story, . II. ix. i.

Varying:,///, adj. changing, variable.
the zjaTpjiK^ roof of heaven Alastor^ q6.
Commit the colours of that varying Q\-\t.^^ . , 600.
diffused An ever varying glory Dcenton^ I. 165.
did suffuse Such z'arji/w^ glow, n. 38,
Give various response to each varying ^Az-^t^ . Mutabiliiy^ 6.

Is clothed in sweetest sounds and varying -^0x6.% Orpheus^ 82.

The zfary^'w^ periods painted changing glows . Q. Mab^ VI. 4.

*Vase, n. a vessel of earthenware or other material.
Then bent over a imse^ and murmuring .... Unf. Dr. 141.
And poured upon the earth within the vase . 147.
in a vase full of the lightest mould ; Zucca^ VIII. 2.

Vassal, n. a dependant, a retainer.

That which the vassal threatened to divulge .

A man may stab his enemy, or his vassal^ .

I am Marzio, Thy father's vassal^ ...
Vassals, n. pi. of'Vassal.
For many suffrages among his vassals , . .

Vast, adj. (1) boundless, limitless.

And sound from the vasi earth and ambient air,

"Where the vas/ snake Eternity
earth Appeared a vasf and shadowy sphere, .

Oenci, T. i. 22.

I. ii. 75-
, V. II. 82.

. Caideron^ II. 132.

Aiasfor, 69.
. DcBmon^ I. lOO.

I. 151-

„ - . Q- Mab, I. 241.
as the 7/(m/ spheres swept by, D(Bnton^ I. 254.
The vast frame of the renovated world . . . ii 35.
in silence flow Thro' the z/aj^ world, , . . 11.250.
This dim vasivzX^ of tears, Int, Beauty^ ii. 5.
I felt the sway Of the vast stream of ages bear

awav .... Laon^ 11. xii. 5.
a boundless chaos wild and vasi^ . . . ill. i. 6.

as if the vast And peopled Earth v. xv. 6.

His likene.ss in the world's vast mirror shewn ; viii. vi, 5.
And o'er the vast cope of bending heaven . . Mar. Dr. iii. 3.
Deep, immeasurable, va^t^ .... ... Ode to Heaven., 3.
The vast and fiery globes that rolled ... . Q. Mab., ix. 220.
Over the world's vast wilderness Rosal. 738.

(2) vi^idely extending, of ^eat extent.
one vast mass Of mingling shade, Alastor^ 421.
Dim tracts and vast^ 556.
Nature's vast frame, the web of human things, 719,
But ceaseless frost round the &aj^ solitude . . . D(Enton^ ii. 73.
The vast tract ofthe parched and sandy waste . ii. 81.
and wields The sceptre of a vast dominion . . . n. 176.
A vast and dim expanse, as o'er the waves we go. Laon^ I. xxiii. 9.
to that z/aj-/ and peopled city led, i. xliv. i.

mountains whose vast cells The unreposing h\\-

lows ever beat, n, xxv. 6.*
A lonely lake, amid the forests vast iv. iv. 3.
when scarce its shadows vast From the blue paths v. xxiv. 2.

and wildernesses Peopled and vast, Y.Song^6.g.
To see like some vast island from the Ocean, v. xl. i.

and vast caves Of marble radiance xii. xix. 2.
the winding watery ways Of the &aj^ stream, . . xii.xxxiii.9.
One vast and glittering lake . , Xll.xxxiv.g.
Within the vast ravine, . xri.xxxix.2.
O'er that vast flood's suspended foam, .... Mar. Dr. xv. 4.
And in the roofless huts of vast morasses, . . . Marenght, xiv. i.

and a vast river Over its rocks ceaselessly bursts Mont B. 10.
Below, vast caves Shine 120.
The wrecks beside of many a city vast^ .... Prom. iv. 296.
But ceaseless frost round the vast solitude . . Q. Mab^ Viii. 62.
and wield The sceptre of a vast dominion there ; vill. 234.
It was a vast and antique wood, Rosal. 97.
In the midst of a city woj^ and wide 860.
Of the million-peopled City vast; 945.

(3) of extreme height or great size.

Till vast Aornos seen from Petra's steep . . . Alasior, ?4o.
Even on the edge of that z'flj^ mountain, . . . 157^.
as the divided frame Of the vasi meteor sunk, . 65*1.

Slew vast Enceladus ^cl. 10.
Its vast and azure dome ; Dcemon, i. 224.

_, 11 , , n M Q.Mab, II. 33.
Through the z/oj/ columns ofthe pearly shrineg. . Dcsmon, I. 2^8,
And they did build vast trophies, I. 263.
The worts of faith and slavery, so vasi^ .... 11. 214.

, II , .) ,) „ ,,".... O. Mab, IX, 106.
the earthquaking Fall of woj/ bastions .... Hellas, 818.
So sayingj^ Hermes roused the oxen vast; . . Horn. Merc. xvi. i.
between Earth and the upper air, the vast clouds

fled,

a chasm of mountains. Dark, vast, and over-
hanging .... . . ...

the vasthhd would shake ,'

Like what may be conceived of this vast dome,
Encircling that vasi Fane's aerial heap : . .We came to a vast hall,
and columns riven Looked vasi in twilight," ',

Bounded by misty mountains, wide Si.na vast,

,

Laony I. iv. 8.

I. vu. 2.

I. xjii. 5.

I. 1. I.

I. U.S.
I. In. I.

II. x. 8.

IV. xxv. s

A fountain round and vasi, Laon, VII. xii. 3.

And twine his vast wreathes round the forms M. N. Spec. Hors. 50.

vasi pines are strewing Its destined path, . . . Moni B. 109.

and vast waves burst, Moschus, 6.

Will be the dome of a vasi sepulchre, . . . Ode IV. Wind, il, 1 1,

Two vasi and trunkless legs of stone Osym, 2.

Scoop palace-caverns vast, Peter, ill. xxiii. 5.

Vast, sceptred phantoms ; Prom. i. 206.

continuous, vast. Awful as silence 11. iii, 35.

Vast beams like spokes of some invisible wheel . IV. 274.
Will yon vast suns roll on Interminably, . . Q. Mab, VI, 17,

Monstrous or vast, or beautifully wild VI. Si.

„ ,, ,, ,, ,, .... Superstition, 10.

These slaves built temples . . . Gorgeous and v. : Q. Mab, Vll. 98.
The vasi and knotted trees arouna Rosal. 103.

Where one waji'pine is frozen to ruin Two Spirits, 34.
the streams which clove those mountains vast, . Witch, xxxviil.i.
Like a vast fane in a metropolis, Wood-man, 56.

(4) of greal grasp or capacity.
Spirit more waj/than thine, . , Alastor,2%f^

Spirit vast and deep as Night and Heaven ! Laon, v, Son^s. 1.

one spirit vast With life and love Ode Lib. vi. 13,

(5) great in numbers.
And the few sounds from that vasi multitude

Made silence more profound— Laon, v. ii. 3.

Thus the vasi array Of those fraternal bands . . v. xiii. 8.

So vast that phalanx of unconquered men, . . . VI, xii. 2,

Let a vast assembly be, , Mask^ lxxiii. i,

(6) important.
Too vast a matter for so weak a rhyme. . . Gisb. 105.
the vast theme Of those impassioned songs, . . Laon, Ii. xxix. 3.

(7) widespread.
and in that darkness vasi ix, xxiv. 6.
Worshipped their own heart's image, dim and ff., x. xxx, 2.

(8) considerable, wondrous.
How vast\i\% stock of calf ! , . . Devil, xvi. i.

(9) loud and long continued.
Laugh with a vasi and inextinguishable laughter. Prom. IV, 334.

=t=Vaticinations, n. prophesyings.
true Fa/;««a/z'(3W5 of remotest things. . . . ffont. Merc, xcw . 6.

Vault, n. A. Lit. place of interment.
While death's blue vault, Alastor, 216.
In Death's damp vault the lurid fires decay, . . Death Vang. 23.

B. Fig. applied to the seemingly concave form above the
earth.

Haste, while the vault of blue Italian day . . , Adonais^ vil. 5.
The dark earth, and the bending vault 01 stars. . Alastor^ 576.
Studded heaven's dark blue vault; Vcenton, i. 120.

.1 „ ,, ,, Q. Mab^ 1. 209.
Yet likest evening's vault that faery hall, . . . Dcemon^ i, 221L

11 n ,. ti .. ... Q. Mab, II. 7p.
Beneath the vault of Heaven is blown ! . . . . haust, II. 54.
Wanders up the vault of the blue day, .... Prom. iv. 434.
Heaven's ebon vault. Studded with stars , . . Q. Mab, iv. 4.

Vaulted, pp. arched, roofed or overhung.
Vaulted with radiant vapours ! Julian, Cane. 4.
Vaulted with all thy congregated might Of

vapours, . Ode W.WiTid.w. 12.

'VsiMlte&.j ppl. adj. A. Lit. having a concave roof.
Shewed as it were within the waM//srf room . Ginevra, 171.
the night Of wide and vaulted caves, .... Laon, xii. xxxvi. 5.A paradise of waM//ei^ bowers, /V'(7?«. II. v. 104.
B. Fig. seemingly concave.

and widening thro' the vaulted sky, . , , . Laon, v. vii. 8.

VaultSf n. arched chambers or cells.

Peals through the echoing vaults, Dmmon, ii, 206.
Pealed through the echoing vdulis, , , . , Q. Mab, I3f. 127.

Vaunt, n. a boast.
But an empty vaunt, ^kylark^ 69.

*Veering, pr. pple, shifting, turning.
While veering to the wind ...;.,.. l^aon^ xii. xx, 9.

Veg-etable, adj. having the quality of plant growth.
Pasturing flowers Qi vegetable fire Prom. iii. iv, no.
With vegetable silver overspread ; —- iv. 283,

*Veffetate, v. intr. grow, spring.
Where matter dared nor vegetate nor live, . . . Dcemon, ji, 72,

'> n 11 ti )i ... Q. Mab, VIII. 61.

*Ve?etation, n. growth.
and fed Unnatural vegetation, Dmmon, 11. 124.

n » It n Q- Maby VIII, 170.
Veil, n. A. Lit. a covering, a piece of textile fabric.
Which like a mourning v. thy scarf hadst thrown Adonaig, XLI. 7.And so she moved under the' bridal veil, . . Ginevra, 13.
for a ^/tf// shrouded her countenance bright. . . Laon, v. xliv. 9.
Scarce did I wish her veil to be uplifted, . . v. xlvi. 3,'

1 spread This &«7 between us two, V. xlvii.'S.
she did unwind Her veil^ . , y. Ivii, k.

*

The veil\\a.s fallen Prom, ii, iv.
2,"

Beyond the veil, beneath the skin, Rosal. 1062,
Who totters forth, wrapt in a gauzy w^zV, . . . Waning Moon,2.
B. Fig. (1) said of anything that covers or conceals,

beneath the sinuous wfii? Of woven wind, . . . .^lastor, 176.
through whose threatening ominous z/ez/ . . . Ch. ist\. a.^.
through their w£//Of pale blue atmosphere ; . . '

i*v. 38
K^;'/ after veil, each hiding some delight, . . , Epips. 472.
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A z/«7 for our seclusion, Eptps. $$6. '

lifting the heavy wfi// Of battle-smoke— .... Hellas^ 497.
thro' such veil -wa.^ seen That work of subtlest

power, Laon^ i. Hi. 5.

Of the ffitherial waterfall, whose veil Robes some
unsculptured image ; Mont B. 26.

Tear the veil/ It is torn. ........ Prom. i. 539.
The &«/ of mortal frailty, Q. Mab^ \. I'ii.

Which lifted from her limbs the veil of stone. . . Si. Bpips. 61.

A sv«7 to those from whose faint lids Triumph^ $1$.
' And as a veil in which I walk through Heaven Unf. Dr. 24.

A soft hand issued from the veil of fire, .... 145.

And with these threads a subtle veilsh^ wove— . Wiich^ xili. 7.

(2) darkness so called.

ere morning could unbind Night's latest veil^ . . Laon^ vi. liv. 9.

Distinctly seen through that dusk airy veil, . . Protn. IV. 212.

Spanglet of liglit on evening's shadowy veil^ . . Star^ 3,

(3) applied to light.

And the day's z'«7fell from the world of sleep, . Sensit. PI. I. lOi.

Tho' the V. of daylight concealed him from her. ii. 20.

veil of liffht is drawn O'er evening hills .... Triumph^ 32.

As veil oy z/£(7the gilqnt splendour drops . . . 413.

(4) applied to life as hiding the future.

the mighty w«7 Which doth divide Laon^ xil. -xv. 6.

Lift not the painted veil -. . . L.iJ't not^ i.

The veil of life and death ? Moni B. 54.
Death is the we// which those who live call life ; , Prom. III. iii. 113.

The painted veily by those who were, called life, m. iv. 190.

(5) applied to intellectual or immaterial things.

Whilst burning through the inmost v. of Heaven, Adonais^ LV. 7.

The flame to seize, the veil to rend, ... . Dmrnon^ I. 99.
But life's familiar z'^'/ was now withdrawn, . . Ginevra^ 122.

Thou dost alone the veil of death uplift— . Horn. Merc. xcvi. 7.

I must remove A v«7from my pent mind. .. . Julian^ 383.
from human power the reverend veil Was torn, . Ijion^ v. xxxviii. 7.

I tore the 2*^(7 that hid Nature, ix. vii. i.

And she arose, while from the veil Of her dark
eyes Mar. Dr. xxill. 3.

Strip every impious gawd, rend Error veil by v. : NaPlety 93.
Rending tne z'e27 of space and time asunder ! . . Ode Lib. v\. 11.

an adamantine v. Between his heart and mind,— Pr. Athan. I. 87.

Through the v. and the bar Of things which seem Prom. 11. iii. 59.
And veilhy veil, evil and error falf: . . • III. iii. 02.

With flimsy w«7 of justice and of right, .... Q. Mab.,v.2%.
Through the wide rent in Time's eternal veil^ . viil. 12.

Who lifteth the veil of what is to come ? , . There is no work^ 26.

sleep was a z/e// uplift from heaven— Unf, Dr. 239.

(6) appearance.
Poison . . . beneath the z/^/ Of food and mirth, . Laon^ I. xxix. 5,

Veil, V. tr. (1) Fig: conceal or disguise,

which cannot blot The brightness it may veil, . Adonais, XLIV. 5.

the Moon will veil her horn In thy last .-miles ; . Epips. 376.

(2) mask or cover over.
If thou canst veil thy lie-consumine mirror . . Hellas., 9S5.

We are as clouds that &ei7the midnight moon ; . Mutability., i.

(31 keep secret.

What you are, is a thing that I must veil ; . . St. Epips. 4.

Veiled, v. tr, shaded or obscured.
Now blackness veiled his dizzy eyes, Alastor^ 188.

And veiled her eyes ; she then did hear . . . Mar. Dr. vi. 3.

Veiled, pp. A. Lit. shrouded by a veil or covering.
And in the shrine an image sate, All veiled: . . Rosal. 1057.

B. Fig-. (1) kept hidden.
the Vision veiled from me So many years— . . Epips. 343.

(21 obscured. f '

Truth be veiled, bu/t stjil it burneth ; .

_
,. . . . Hellas,'^.

And your eyes are as loVe which is veiled not ? . Prom. IV. cf3^
For the moon is veiled and sleeping now. . . . Rosal. 141.

And the mortal lightning is veiled again. . . . 1186.

(3) enveloped, hidden.
Sends his decrees veiled \n eternal . . . Prol. Hellas^ 30^
veiledm the light Of the desire Prom. III. i. 341*'

Veiled art thou, like a start Zucca^ ill. 8.

(4) overshadowed or outshone.
Now shall the blazon of the cross be veiled^ . . Hellas, 1018.''^

To climes where now veiledhy \ks& ardour of day 1043^
(5) secured, protected.

veiled In virtue's adaipantine eloquence, . . Laon, IV. xix. 5.

(6) self contained.
How many heartsiimpenetrably veiled., . . V. ii. 6.

(7) undeveloped, yet to be embodied.
Art's deathless dreams lay veiled Ode Lib. iv. 12.

Veiled,///, adj. A. Lit. shrouded in a veil.

He dreamed a w^/zrVmaid Sate near him, . . Alastor, 151.

What veiled form sits on that ebon throne? . . Prom. 11. iv. i>,-

B. Fig. (X) closed.

With veiled eyes, 'Mid listening Echoes, .... Adonais^ ll. j^-
(2) obscured.

Like veiled lightning asleep Prom, II. iii. ^^
Which the veiled eyz of memory Pr. Athan. i. 99.

(3) concealed in the future.

Wingfed Persuasions and veiled Destinies, . . . Adonais^ xill^*:

(4) xmrevealed, unknown.
Veiled Glory of this larapless Universe ! ... Epips. 26.

"^

she was the veiled Divinity, 244. ^

iVeiling-, /r. ///(?. P'ig. (1) obscuring. -/

Making earth bare and w^/zw^ heaven, . . . Adonais, X^\X. J-/
veiling all the lightnings of his song In sorrow

;

—— XXX. 6.

Ftfz7m^ in awe her second-sighted eyes; . . . Gisb. i^j.

(2) enveloping, enclosing.
When night falls, veiling- in its shadows wide . Calderon^ I. 39.

(3) concealing.
K£;7zw^ beneath that radiant form ofWoman . Epips. 22._,X^
humbly he came, K^^Vz'w^his horrible Godhead Q. Mab., Vll. 164.^-/'

Veils, n. coverings.
as in briffht veils^ approach Prom. iv. 82.

Were toher sight like the diaphanous Veils, . . Witch, LXV. 3.

Veils, V. tr. Fig. (1) hides, covers.
Religion veils her eyes ;

Ode Lib. VI. 8.

Art veils her glass, or from the pageant starts . Polit. Great. 6.

(2) obscures from sight.
awhile it z^tf/Zj The rock— Orpheus., 2\.

(3) disfigures past recognition.
Sink, and corruption veils them as they lie, . . Triumph^ 174.

Vein, n. (1) one of the blood-vessels of the body.
in every vein The blood stood still Laon, vii. xxiv. 2.

The dissolving strain, through every vein, . Music, Jpant, II. 5.

And crept with the blood through every vein ; . Rosal. 355.
From mine own heart through every vein, . . 1034.

(2) disposition, humour.
You have a sly, equivocating vein Cenci, I. ii. 28.

Tempers its own contagion to the vein Of those Triumph, 277.

(3) a deposit or aggregation.
lay veiled by many a vein Of Parian stone ; . Ode Lib. IV. 12.

Veiudd, ppl. adj. A. Lit. (1) displaying the veins clearly.

His veined hands crossed on his heaving breast, Cenci, w. iii. 11.

Came licking with blue tongues his veined feet ; Marenghi, xx. 2.

His veined hand doth hold Prom. \. 237.

Her hands were clasped, vein., and pale as snow, Tasso,7.2.
the dark lashes of those veined li6s^ ... . Unf. Dr. 169.

(2) marked with petiole ramifications.

And thro' their veined lesLves and amber stems . Prom. III. iii. 141.

star of moss And veined leaf . . . . Unf. Dr. 22.7.

like a leafs w«Wrf fan— IVitch, xxxiii. 6.

B. Fig. streaked like veins,

within The walnut bowl it lies, veined and thin, . Gisb. 67.

and thou didst stand Within a veined shell, . . Prom. II. v. 23.

And paved with veined emc^rald, ill. iii- 13.

Veins, n. A. Lit. pi. of Vein (1).

in their branching veins The eloquent blood . . Alastor, 167.

whose azure veins Steal like dark streams . . Damon, I. 14.

the resolution of quick youth Within my veinSy . Cenci, i. iii. 174.

Circhng thro' these contaminated veins^ . . in, i. 96.
'tis thehlood Which fed these veins .... III. ii. 19.

My blood is running up and down my veins ; . IV. i. 163.

the jeUied blood Runs freely thro' my veins. . IV. iii. 44.
thro' his fevered veins did flow Dcemon., il. 156,
And our veins beat together ; Epips. 566.
Bloodless are the veins and chill Eug. Iiills^ 38.
That makes its eyes and veins o'erflow,— . . Ftusehood, 4.
To feel the blood run through the v. and tingle . Fr. Unsat. 3.

But stagnate in the veins o? Christian slaves ! , HellaSy 545.
When first the living blood thro' all these veins Laon, l. xxxix. i.

may boil. Or creep within his veins at will?— . v. xxxii. 8.

felt in his veins t\\Q might Of virtuous shame Vi. viii. 7.

The beating of our veins one interval .... VI. xxxiv. 2.

when in these mingling veins The blood is still, . IX. xxix. 3.

raged like poison thro their bursting veins; . x. xxi. 6.

The blood within their veins may be mine own, . Ld. Ch. xv. 3.

in her own veins, to and fro Mar. Dr. VI. 7.

And blood within thy labyrinthine veins . . . Pront. I. 490.
Drink ! be the nectar circling thro' your veins . III. i. 30.
those azure veins Which steal like streams . . Q. Mab, I. 14.
But flowed in human veins: ... , . . ii. 215.
blood That flowed in their own veins vii. 211.
The blood in his translucent veins Rosal. 824.
Thro' the w^/mj of each united frame - — 943.
their wandering veins And weak articulations . Sunset, 40.
the tiger has wounded the veins, Vts. Sea, 143.

B, Fig. (1) seams or deposits,

and veins Of gold and stone i/w/I Dr. 22.

(2) rays, streaks.

Through the far valley with a hundred veins; . Eaust, II. 107.

(3) in various figurative senses.

Through the veins of the frozen earth—low, low ! Hellas, 33.
from each other's veins Catch the volcano-fire 588.
fair Milan, Within whose veins long ran . . . Naples, iii.

Drives through thinnest veins. .... . , . Ode to Heaven, 4.-;.

she within whose stony veins, Prom. i. 153.
the bloodless veins Of desolate society. . , . Q. Mab, iv. 106.

*Veiny, adj. marked with veins.

Her veiny eyelids quietly unclosed ; Dcsmon, 11. 326.

„ ,, ,, I,
' ^. ^ad, IX. 234.

The veiny lids, whose fringe is thrown .... Mar. Dr. 11. 3.

Velvet, c. adj, attr. Fig. soft like velvet.

the purple velvet flower was fed Unf. Dr. 174.

*Venal, adj. mercenary, that may be bought.
the trembling judge, Who, clothed in v. power, . Q. Mab^ in. 156.
Hence commerce springs, the z'^wfl/ interchange v. 38.
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all within it but the virtuous man Is vmal: . . Q. Mab, v. 169.

the very light of heaven Is i/^wa/; —~~ V. 170.

Venerable, adj. (1) claiming reverence through age.

Thro' those snow wliite and venerable hairs !— . Cenci, I. i. 39-

The sanguine codes of venerable crime. . . .
Dcemon^

'o?^*
Venerable mother ! All else who live .... Prom. i. 186.

(2) used only as a title of reverence.

On which him bore the venerable May, .... ffom. Merc. ill. 5.

Vengeance, n. punishment inflicted for an offence,

to stand Between me and my vengeance? . . . Calderon^ l. 226.

Proclaiming vengeance^ public as my wrong, . . H- »39-

Between the-heavy i/eWjf^aK*;* of the Church . . C«. uf, n. 214.

will make the wise his z'eWjftfflWM feel, . . _. . Z-aow, Vlll. yu. ».

Fear, The nurse of Vengeance^ bade him wait . ix. xiu. 2.

To wreak his fear of God in veng. on mankind. x. xxxii. g.

But there is sent a mortal vengeance now .
—— _

X. xxxv. 5.

Never but to z/eM^tfaKc* driven Mexican^ \V
. $.

On whom his vengeance he would wreak : . . .
Rosal. 250.

Yet even on earth must he abide The vengeance

of their slaves:
a-'

* .

Vengeances, n. punishments for an offence given.

extract From one effect two vengeances. . . . Calderon^ I. 214.

Vengeful, adj. addicted to revenge.

A z/cm^^/m/, pityless, and almighty fiend, . . . Q.Mab^\v.2\\.

an almighty God, And vengeful as almighty ! .
Vli. 85.

Venice, n. a city of Italy.

Ocean's nursling, Venice lies Bug. Hills^ 95.

On the towers of Venice now, 212.

the flow Of Adria towards Venice: . ... Julian^ 3.

he came To Venice a dejected man, . . 233-

Never to leave sweet Venice^— .... . . 549-

urged by my affairs I left bright Venice 583-

the name Of Venice^ and its aspect was the same; 585.,

The Sea Which paves the desert streets of Venice Naples, 107.

Venison, n. deer's flesh.

Venison, turtle, hock, and claret,— Peier, iv. xviii. 3.

Venom, n. (1) poison.

As adders cast their skins And keep their venom, Ch. isi, I. 127.

converteth not Its food to deadliest venom; . . Q. Mab, III. 52.

(2) Fig. anything evil, poisonous or malignant

To spill the venom when thy fangs o'erflow : . Adonais, xxxvil. 6.

With all their stings and venom _ . Gtnevra, 63.

A beast of subtler venom now doth make Its lair, Marenghi, ix. 4.

The viper's palsying i/«K0»2, Naples, 112.

The venom is worlcmg;— CEdipus, I. 252.

The Gadfly's venom, b(ty times distilled, . . . I. 352-

Venomed, adj. malignant, injurious.

whose voice was venontfid melody E^ips. 256.

The fury of her venomed scourge Falsehood, 88.

And where its venomed exhalations spread . . Q. Mab, iv. 84.

No longer prostitution's venom-edhz.^^ . . . . IX. 87.

Venomous, adj. A. Lit. poisonous, injurious.

Stain with its venomous stream a human feast, Laon, V. Song,^. 5.

and on the heap Pour venomous gums, . . . x. xxxviii. 4.

And venomous and malicious beasts, Prom., ill. iv. 37.

Till done by her own venomous sting to death, . Q- Mab, ix. 45.

By a venotnous blight was burned and bit. . . Sensit PI. ill. 81.

B. Fig.
calls Her venom, brood to their nocturnal task. . Q. Mab, ill. 62.

With tongues whose lies are venomotcs, .... VII. 238.

Vent, n. found veht= v^as put in circulation.

When Peter's next new book found venl, . . Peter, vi. ii. 1.

Venture, n. an attempt or undertaking.

The yawn of such a venture ... vii. xxiii. 5.

Ventured, v, intr. dared to come.
Have you wtf«/«re<sf hither? . . .... C£w«, III. i. 278.

Venus, n. the goddess of love.

Sleep no more Venus, wrapt in purple woof— . Bion. Adon. 3.

and Venus hangs in agony there . 8.

That kiss is dead, which Ptfwwj' gathers yet. . . 12.

A deeper Venus bears upon her heart 14.

For Venus while Adonis lived was fair— . . . • 28.

Who will weep not thy dreadful woe O Venus? 35.

In Venus Jove did soft desire awaken, . . . Horn. Venus, 42.

The laughter-loving Venus 47-

Whom Venus saw, and loved, 58.

Venus and Adonis Tasso, 7.

If I am Venus, thou, coy Poesy, Art the Adonis . 10.

a Boat, which some say Vulcan wrought For V., Wtich, xxxi. 2.

Or how much, Venus, of thy silver Heaven . . lxvii. 3.

*Veracious, adj. truthful.

I am a most veracious person, . . . Horn. Merc. I-XII. 3.

Verborum, n.g.pL of words.
he Who \i\Bfuror verborum, assuages .... Peter, VI. xiv. 3.

*Ver'bovale, n. a play on the name of Wordsworth.
to P. Ftfr^fwa/^, Esquire VI. xvi. 2.

*Verdant, adj. green.
Sees summer on its suerdani pastures smile, . . Ireland, 2.

The foliage of the ever verdant trees

;

. » . Q. Mab, VIII. 1 18.

Verdict, n. the decision of a jury.

who would reduce a verdict of ' guilty, death,' . Ch, \si, il. 396.

*Verdigris, n, poisonous product of copper.
water-snakes, and efts, And verdigris, and— . CEdipus, II. i. 76.

Verdure, n. green growth.
Art tlie wer^wre which embracest, Calderon, ill. $f:).

Verdurous, adj. covered with verdure.

Clasping its grey rents with a verdurous woof, . Laon, VI. xxvn. 8.

Verge, n. A. Lit. the utmost edge or point.

Till on the verge of the extremest curve, . . . Alastor, 390.

on the verge Of the remote horizon 5.58.

poured A sea of lustre on the horizon's 7/^fy^ . . O03.

the utmost v^rge Of the wide earth it flew, . . Damon, I. i2g.

And on the verge of that obscure abyss .... l- 225.

the stars that wane On the v. of formless space— Laon, ill. xxvn. 4.

upon its z/gf-jffi did shiver ; .....•... '?;"' '
on earth's verge the sunken meteor gleams. .

—- Xll, xxi. 9.

even from the dim verge Of the horizon . . Ode W. Wind, 11. 7.

See, near the verge, another chariot stays ; . . Prom. II. iv. 156.

a rock, The utmost z'er^s of earth, Q.Mab,l.2ig.

Which near the verge of the.echoing shore . . . Rosal. qgi.

the clouds on the verge of the world . . . Vis. Sea, 107.

On the verge of the wave where it lay .... 130*

•^B.Fig.
who tremblest on the giddy v. Of life and death, Cenci,V. il u6.

Upon the verge of nature's utmost sphere, . . Con. Sing. W. 10.

Stood on the verge of chaos ; . . . ..... Laon, I. xxvi. 2.

And narrow verge of crag-like agony Prom. IV. 560.

Verge, v. intr. lend or incline

Ver^'e to one point and blend for ever there : . . Desmon, II. 7.
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Veriest, adj. most absolute.

Aye, art thou not the veriest s\a.\& V. 246.

*Vermeil, adj. colour of vermilion.

Nor age, to blanch thy vermeil hue, . . . Love, 6.

In which its z'^?';««7 splendours shine. . . Love's Rose, III. 7.

:{:Vermilion, adj. a deep led colour.

The Cyclops ver., With slaughter uncloying, . . Cycl. 363.

the w^y/Mw/oK And green and azure plumes . . Triumph, 4$g.
Ofthose high clouds,white, golden a.nd vermilion, Witch, Lll. 2.

*Vernal, adj. A. Lzl. springlike, of spring.

exhale From vernal blooms fresh fragrance ! . . Alastor, 675.

the balmiest sigh. Which vernal zephyrs breathe Q. Mab, IV. 2.

Sound of &er«fl/ showers ... Skylark, 5b.

shall creep The wakening vernal a\rs, . . . Zucca, ii. 6.

B. Mg. youthful, fresh.

What sadness made that vernal spirit sere? . . /V. Athan. 1. 57.

Verse, n. (1) poetry, metrical language.
Let not high verse, mourning the memory . . . Alastor, 707.

All harmony of instrument or verse, Apollo, vi. 3.

Sculpturing records for each memory In verse, . Dcsm-on, l. 260.

In the words Of antique verse . ... Epips. 210.

But neither prayer nor verse , 241.

Or the mind which feeds this verse Eug. Hills, 318.

be the keen verse dipped in flame ; Fr. Satire, 24.

The verse that would invest them melts away . Fr. T/wughts, 2.

To catalogize in this verse of mine :— .... Gisb. 56.

he planned all In plastic verse, Hom. Merc. x. 6.

Yet, nor in painting's light, or mightier verse, . Laon, 1. 1. 5.

became Slaves to my holy and heroic verse, . II. xxx. 7.

Hovering in verse o'er its accustomed prey ; . Ode Lib. i. 9.

and yet a speechless child. Verse murmured, . . IV. 14.

And by the incantation of this verse, .... Ode W. Wind, v. 9.

But Peter s verse was clear, Peter, V. xiii. i.

And deadUer than in this my verse, vii. x. 4.

But in his verse, and in his prose, VII. xiv. i.

Verse echoes not one beating of their hearts, . Polit. Great. 4.
whom beams of brightest z;. Are clouds to hide, . Prom. IV. 534.
And plants, at whose names the werje feels loath, Sensit. PI. ill. 58.
Melodious Arethusa, o'er my verse Shed thou . Virgil, i.

Who denies 7/fi?'jfi to Gallus? 3.

(2) a line of rhythm.
Every false verse of that sweet oracle, .... Gisb. 141.

*Verse-reciter, c. n.

You tiresome verse-reciter. Care,— . ... Jane, Inviin, 36.

Verses, n. lines of poetry.
These verses are too sad To send to you, . . E. Williams, Vll. 6.

Weak Verses, go, kneel at your Sovereign's feet, Epips. 592.
As the mighty verses tell, Guitar Jane, 18.

Now made his verses dark and queer : . . . . Peter, VI. xxxi. 3.

For he made verses wild and queer ..... Rosal. 680.
These mournful verses on the ground, . . . 762.
That you condemn these verses I have written, . Witch, Ded. i. 3.

Very, adj. (1) expressing intensity, absolute, actual.

And drag them from the very throne of Heaven, Cenci, i. iii. 86.
Have in the very temple of the Lord Ch. 1st, li. 221.

Close by the z'^ry Throne. . ... Devil, IX. 5.

Love's I'ery pain is sweet, Epips, 5go,
that its idol's fee May be his very blood ; . . . Laon, viii. xiv. 8.

The very life and soul of Peter— ... . . Peter, Vli. ix. 2.

As if his very soul were at a stand, Serchio, 85.

it vexes The very soul St. Epips. 60.

(2) identical, precisely the same.
If, for the very reasons . . Cend, III. i. 190.
although this very hand Must quench .... iii. ii. 59.
None—but the v. same Which 1 on all mankind . Julian, 263.
beneath this very night, Their thoughts flow on . Laon, viii. iii. 8.

That very Rat, who, like the Pontic tyrant, . . (Edipus, I. 355.
That is the very thing that I was saying, . . . 11. i. 33.
The very hand That oarred my passage , , . Q. Mab, vil. 201.
in the z/^?'^' blood That flowed vil. 210.
For beneath yon very sky, ... .... Rosal. 159.
The very laws themselves do make : . 1236.
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(3) =even the, or even.
the very winds, Danger's grim playmates, . . . Alasior^ 607.
the very conscience Which ye would sell . . . Cenci^ IV. iii. 26.
it seemed to me that the very mice were con-

sulting Ch. isf, II. 441.
the very doubt endears My sadness ever new, . E. Vimam, 9.
and made Their very peaks transparent. . . . Julian, 85.
perchance the very slaves would spare Their

brethren and themselves ; Laon, IV. xviii. 2.

a solace sweet His very victims brought— . . V. xxxv. 9.

our very names, VI. xxxi. 8.

the very life was gone Out of my heart— . . . Vll. xxiii. 6.

The very darkness shook, Vlll.xxviii.i.

But .the very weeds that blossomed there . . . Mar. Dr. vii. 3.

For its very name has grown . . Mask, xxxix. 3.

For the very spirit fails, Mont B. 57.
The very beasts that offered at her altar . . . CEdt'pits, I. 20.

its very bases topple, I. 100.

Thez/ery name of wife had conjugal rights; . . 1.288.
Their very site shall be forgotten, Q. Mab, II. 132.
to confirm The very chains that bind him . . , V. 131.
the very light of heaven Is venal ; V. 177.

Very, adv. extremely, perfectly, quite.

Very smooth he looked, yet grim ; . . . . Mask^ ll. 3.

'Twas very plainly to be seen Peter ^ i. i. 4.

JVesper, n. A. Lit. the evening star.

Nay, return, Vesper! Epiihal. (2) 20.

like Vesper's serene beam /V. Athan. i. 61.

vesper^s image on the western main Q, Mab, iv. 24.

B. Fig. brilliant star.

Assume thy winged throne, thou V. of our throng ! Adonais, XLVI. g.

fVesper, n. Fig. evening prayer.
In vesper low or joyous orison, Aiasior, 694.

*Vespers, n. the evening service of the Roman Church.
each one from his cell To vespers.— ... , Julian^ m.

*Vessel, n. A. Lit. (1) a ship.
Only to overwhelm that vessel,— Calderon^ II. 99.
I see a Grecian vessel on the coast, Cycl. 76.
Like a merchant's w^jjc/ freighted . ... 508.
Before a vessels prow DcBmon, I. 1^8.
And swift and swifter grew the vesseVs motion, , Laon, I. xlviii. i.

the z'M.w/ flew O'er the bright whirlpools . . . xii. xxxii. 7.

the boiling surge Before a vesseVs prow. . . Q. Mab, I. 248.
the vessefiinds a grave iv. 32.

Beside me, on a. vessel's poop, . . .... Rosal. 1199.
The vessel, now tossed .... ... . Vis. Sea, 11.

Nine weeks the tall vessel\i'aA lain .... 45.
Crept, , . . O'er the populous vessel. 52.
Of tne wreck of the vessel 159.

(2) a utensil for holding liquids.

and one did fill A vessel (rom the putrid pool ; . Laon, ill. xiii. 4.

B. Fig.
who now, F^j.p^/of deathless wrath, Alastor,6'j%.
Closing round his vesseVs track ; . .... Eic^. Hills, 8.

Vessels, n. (1) pi. of Vessel (1).
I sat and saw the vessels glide Lerici, 31.

(2) pi. of Vessel (2). ,

Hang empty vessels, as they wanted food, . . . Cycl. 79.

(3) pi. of Vessel, Fig.
Has filled its elect vessels, Ch. ist, II. 226.
marked As vessels to the honor of their God, . Q. Mao, Vll. 141.

*Vest, «. A. Lit. vesture or garment.
the light vest yv'xth which his limbs are bound . . Horn. Sun, 18.

a hermit's vest Concealed his face ; .... L,aon, xi. xiv. 2.

threw his vest back suddenly, xi. xxv. 8.

Thro' the z/^j^ which seems to hide them ; . . . Prom. il. v. 55.
B. Fig. words which clothe thought.

Light the vest of flowing metre She wears ; . . Witch, Ded. V. 5.

*Vesta, n. the goddess of Fire.
Nor Saturn's first-born daughter, Vesta chaste, . I{o?n. Venus, 19.
Or as on f^j/a'j sceptre a swift flame— . . . Witch,3ixx.iw.6.

Vestal, adj. chaste, innocent, pure.
remain a vestal s\st&T still ; Epips. 390.
A lamp of vestal fiTQ burning internally. . . . Laon.Ded. xi. 9.
But when tears stained thy robe of v. whiteness. Ode Lib. Vll. 9.
purge himself, In emulation of her v. whiteness. . CEdipus, I. 107.

Why dost thou shroud thy vestal pMx'Viy . , . Q, Mab, III. 68.

^Vestibule, n. hall or building.
to move Enormous rocks, or found a vestibule. . Cycl. 219.

VestifiTe, «. footmark.
Erased its light vestige, with shadowy sweep, . Sensit. PI. 11. 27,

^Vestiffes, n. footprints.
could e'er impress The sand with such enormoug

vestiges* JIom.Merc.xxx.vii.8.
those z'^j/z^ej immense, LIX. 2.

Vesture, n. Fig. (1) the body as garment of the spirit.

Wheri, once of mortal [z/^j/«^£] disarrayed, . . Fiordispina, 79,

(2) wisdom and poetry.
Who leave the vesture of their majesty . . . Laon, ix. xxviii. 4.

(3) a covering of verdure.
The grassy z'£j/M7'f of the desart, Triumph, ^i;).

*Vesuvius, n. a volcanic mountain near Naples.
as with its thrilling thunder V. wakens jEtna, Ode Lib. xril. 3.
She floats up through the smoke of Vesuvius. . Sensit. PI. in. 4.

Vex, zf. (r. (1) disturb, break.
Let me not vejc, with inharmonious sighs The

silence Adonais, XXXV. 8.

(2) trouble, annoy.
Let us not fear such pain can vex the dead. - . . Julian, gig.
Who V. this pleasant world with pride and pain, St. Epips. 172.

And vex the nightingales in every dell Woodman, 70,

Vexed, v. tr. Fig. troubled or disturbed.
Vexed the inconstant waves Laon, Vii. xxiii. 9.

„ „ M M VII. xxv. 9.
Lightning and Inundation vexed\}a& plains; . . Profn. I. 169.

Vexed,//. (1) disturbed.
Vexed by the wise mad talk of the old Jew, . . Hellas, 919.

(2) tossed about.
like some calm wave Vexed vato whirlpools . . Laon, Vll. vii, 6.

Vexed, ppl. adj. unquiet, restless^ (See also Vext.)
Which on& vexed ghoBt inhabits, night and day. Sunset, 43.

Vexes, V. ir. grieves.

it vexes The very soul that the soul is gone . . St. Epips. 59.

Vexing", v. tr. (1) harassing, distressing.

vexing his brain With my perpetual cries, . . Cenci, V. iv. 35.
Vexing the sense with gorgeous undelight. . . Ginevra, 20.

(2) disturbing.

Vexing X\v& self-content of wisest men : . . . . Prom. 1. 487.

"^e-xtj ppl. adj. (1) agitated, tossed about.
Whose caverned base with the vext surge was

hoary ; Laon, I. i. 5.

(2) mentally disturbed. (See also Vexed.)
Nor my vext soul had leisure yet .... . Rosal. 515.

Vials, n. small glass vessels or bottles.

Three w/ii/j of the tears which dtcmons weep . P^ol. Hellas, 151.

She in her crystal vials did closely keep ; . . . Witch, xvil. 6.

If men could drink of those clear vials, .... XVii. 7.

and V. which shone In their own golden beams— xx. 5.

Viands, n. articles of food.
numerous viands culled From every clime, . . Q. Mab, III. 47.

*Vibrate, v. intr. quiver.
Thrill to the sight, and vibrate to the sound ; . . III. 186.

*Vibrated, v. I. intr. A. Lit. shook.
Vibrated, as the ever-beating heart .... Adonais, xxxill. 6.

B. Fig.
Which z'z'ira/fii:/ to hear me, . . /Vv7/«. 1. 63.

II. tr. brandished.
A glorious people vibrated again The lightning . Ode Lib. I. i.

*Vibrates, v. intr. (1) resounds, is heard.
And vibrates far o'er field and vale, Faust, II. 62.

(2) thrills, causes emotion.
Music, when soft voices die, Vibrates in the

memory

—

Music,'wJien soft voices, 2.

*Vitorating', pr. pple. (1) thrilling with emotion.
when Cythna sate . . . her heart vibrating, . . Laon, II. xxix. 6.

(2) in quivering motion.
The wide world of waters is vibrating. .... Vis. Sea, 135.

Vibrating,///, adj. (1) shimmering, rippling.
on the vibrating Floor of the fountain, . . . Triumph, 350.

(2) shaking, quivering.
through the vibrating plank. .».,,... Vis. Sea, 44.

*Vibration, n. thrill.

The soft z'/dra^z(7K of her touch, Lerici,\6.

vibrations, n. (1) oscillations.
That in long vibrations shudder'd the ground ; St. Ir. (3) xvill. 3.

(2) undulations, ripples.

from the bright vibrations of the pool, .... Unf. Dr. 222.

Vice, n. (1) used as a mythological personification.
There Pi'ttf and Falsehood took their stand, . . Falsehood, 11.
Yet know, proud Vice, had I not given .... 33.

(2) depravity, absence of moral sense.
Virtue and vice, they say, are difference vain— . Laon, Vlll. viii. 7.
And the hovePs vice and woe, Mexican, 11. 6.
To virtue would prefer vice Peter, iv. i. 5.
or wi«, Unfeeling, stubborn w'c», Q. Mab, ill. $^.
From vice, black loathsome vi(x\ iii. 122.

perceive that vice Is discord, war, and misery ; . III. 128.
Whose stakes are vice and misery iii. 174.
wantonly Heaped ruin, vice, and slavery ; . . . IV. 99.
that man Inherits 7/(cg and misery, IV. 118.
man as vice has made hira now iv. 167.
the sinks and channels of worst vice, iv. 180.
Long sanctified all deeds of z'/ce and woe, . . . • ix. 44,
redeeming native »/«/ Witch, li^Jlll. ^.

^Vioe-Emperor, c. n. delegated Emperor.
Her to be made Vice-Emperor, Eug. Hills, 244.

tVlce^erent, n. a deputy or delegated ruler.

Go, thou Vicegerent oi vayw'xW, ...... Prol. Hellas, 142.

Vicious, adj. evil, immoral.
Virtuous or vicious, weak or strong,— . . > ., Q. Mab, Vll. 124.

*Victi«i, n. (1) one who is sacrificed to a deity.
As some dark Priest hales the reluctant victim— Prom. 1. 49.

(,2) one who is sacrificed for a cause.
May ask some willing victim, Julian, 376.
Many a pale victim, doomed for truth .... Laon, x. xxxiii. 7,
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saw Their tranguil w/c/iw pass, Z-ai?«, xir. iv. 3.
God has sent his other viciint here xii. xi. 9.

(3) an object of oppression or ill doing.
Make thee a victim, of my baffled rage Calderon^ in. 138.
For thy wi'rfiw* is no redresser

J CastLAdm.. ill. 2.

which hides The victim from the tyrant, . . . Ginevra, 65.
Tyrant and slave, victim, and torturer, .... Laon^ II. vi'ii. 2.
their comrades just withdrew To guard some

other victim— in. x, 5.
Poor victim, thou art now at liberty ! . . . in. xxxii. 7.
Be borne, a loveless victim. vil. v. 5.
And thus thy vidimus fate is as thine own. . . Marenghi^ ix. 6.

When his foot is on the neck Of his victim.^ . . Mask., LVI. 3.
So from our victim's destined agony ... . Prom., i. 470.
To lure the heedless •victim- to the toils . . . . Q. Mab, IV. 235.
stung The torturers with their victim's pain, . . Nasal. 650.

(4j one who suffers from emotion or passion.
Say, victim of grief, wilt thou slumber with me? Deaths Dial. 6.—Poor victim, wherefore dost thou roam ? , M.N. Fragmi. 20.
Rest awhile, hapless victim., . . . . . St. Ir. (s) H- 3-
Actor or victim in this wretchedness Triumph^ 306.

*Victims, n. (1) persons sacrificed for a cause.
Pale victims on the guarded scaffold smile . . Laon^ IX. xxiv. 3.
the cries Of victims to their fiery judgment led, . x. xii. 4.
See ! on yon heath what countless victims lie, . M. N. Post. Fr. 3.

(2) the sufferers of special oppression.
the z'z'£:/;"?«i', bear worse punishment ...... C«z«, HI. 1. igz.
Make ye the victims who demanded it Culprits ? iv. iv. 122.
Victim-s Qi\\x.^t and hate, the slaves ofslaves, . Laon.^ Ii. xxxvi. 6.

(3) sufferers from general oppression.
Where power's poor dupes and v. yet have never Ck. 1st, iv. 26.
Ten thousand victims madly bleed Falsehood, 78.
Victims who worshipped ruin,— .... . Laon^ H. iii. 5.
And those poor vidians of the proud, no less, . IV. xxii. 2.

a solace sweet His very victifns brought— . . v. xxxv. 9.
Which tyrants on their victims love to wreak, Mother^ Son^ V. 2.

Tho' witn millions ofblood-reeking v, 'twas gory, 7>ar, V. 3.

(4) sufferers from general misfortune.
to self-destruction sent Those shrieking victims ; Laon^ X.xxii. 5.
Eminent among those victims— xi. viii. 4.
they are not here The victims^ xi. xi. 5.

Victor, n. (1) a conqueror, one who obtains the advantage.
Where Hell is the Victor's prey, Devil, xi. 5.
To stoop upon the victor; Hellas^ 316.
But to the land on which the v. flame Had fed, . JLaon., IV. x. 4.
The fin-winged tomb of the victor. Vis. Sea, 150.

(2) applied to death.
Nor time's dread victor, death, confess'd, . . Love, 7.

Victor, adj. victorious, conquering.
Islanded By victor myriads Hellas., 374.
As to his Queen some victor Knight of Faery, . La^n, Ded. I. 3.
The zz/iT/or Fiend Omnipotent of yore, .... I. xxxiv. 6.
Why pause the v. swords to seal his overthrow ? . iv. xxv. 9.
Why return The victor bands, x. ix. 2.

Whose ghosts scare victor kings Ode Lib. xii. 15.

*Victoria, n. a name.
The ghost of the murder'd Victoria strode ; . .St. Ir. (i) iv. 2.

Victories, n, conquests, advantages.
But signs of love's soft w't/tjr/ej/ Calderon, ill. \$.
How calm and sweet the victories of life, . . . Q. Mab, vi. 60.

Victorious, adj. (1) triumphant.
though in fact victorious, Calderon, ii. 13:;.
The treasures of w'c/i^riowjSolyman Hellas, 2$2.
Victorious Wrong, with vulture scream, . . . 940.
Victorious Evil, which had dispossest .... Laon, ii. xxxv. 5.
Ride ye, more victorious, Ode, Arise, 28.
Victorious as the world arose from Chaos ! . . Prol. Jlellas, IJ3.
yiyxxxmxxmg victorious \oy Prom. IV. 446^
their victorious arms Left not a soul to breathe. Q. Mat, ii. 153,

(2) super-eminent.
One star with insolent and victorious light . . Hellas, 344.
the thick ragged skirts Of the victor, darkness, . Prom. ill. ii. 6.

(3) successful.

The trophies of the clime's victorious strife— Marenghi, xvi. 4.

victoriously, adv, triumphantly.
With a myriad tongues victoriously., Eug. Hills, 278,

Victors, n. conquerors.
did the victors fill With doubt Laon, vi. ix. 4.
the dreadful path Of the outsallying victors : . . Q. Mad, iv. 66.

Victory, n. (1) as a mythological personification.
(Canopied by F/r/oryj eagle wings outspread) . C/i.ist, i. 142.
descends A seraph-winged K/t/tf^jy, Hellas, 448.
What eagle-winged vie. sits At her right hand? , yi^;.
And now O Victory, blush ! 1000.
sacrifice. Which armed Victory offers VLp unstained Naples, 60.A seraph-winged Victory [arrayed] In tempest . Prol. He/las, 102.

(2) success in battle.
obtain the assurance of One t-zc^ory. Calderon, i. 14.1.
Than z/^c/o^-ji advantage those who win 1.1=52.
and yet that God should not . . . Assure the v.: . i. 155.
Panic-strike armed victory^ Cenci, iv. i. lo^.
God will g-iye Fzc/oo-/ C^ u/, 11. 338.
Hymmnghiswc/orj' Deamon, 11. "^t.
bHall bear from Victory along Death Vang. ±<.
our ancestors bought gold with &/<r/(?rj;, . . . Hellas z^g.
the Greek has paid Brief victory with swift loss 288.

What were Defeat when Victory must appal ? . Hellas, %^g.
Inextricable but by death or victory 48s.
had victory Crowned the Greek legions . . . 530.

I would flee A tempestuous herald of i'/^/crji/ . 664.

Thunder-strike rebel victory 1020.

His red and burning crest, radiant with victory. Laon, i. xii. 9,
And now the Power of Good held victory, . . . v. iii. i.

from Earth to Heaven in sign o( victory. , . . v. vii. 9.

would to our resolute host Bring e'/£'/<??:j', . . . vi. xiv, 4.
befell Alternate victory and dewat, .... vi. xvi. 0.

had gorged the spoil oi victory vi, xlv. g.
might turn The scales of victory yet ;— . . , x, ix. 4.

in mockery of peace, Pointed to victory / . . . Q. Mab, vil. 220.
With victory's cry, with the shout of the free, . Fear, II. 6.

(3) triumph, glory, success.

Victory and praise in their own right belong. . . Apollo, VL 6.

in bloodless victory waved Her snowy standard . Dm^non, il. 133.
Death ! where is thy victory? Death Vang. i.

Death ! canst thou "boast a victory such as this ? 8.

Stern tyrant, couldst thou boast a victory . . Ag.
Yes I this is victory f ^.
And trumpeted my victory I— Falsehood, 62.
Drew with its gleam swift victory from heaven, . Hellas, 364.
the Fiend did revel In victory : Laon, i. xxvii, 4.
In V. or in death our hopes and fears must blend. in. ix. 9.
Forgive me, if reserved for victory^ . . . in. xix. 4.
Victory to the prostrate nations ! v.^^?z^,6.i.
The yells of victory and the screams of woe . . vi. iv. 4.
Pave with swift victory ... . ... Nat. Ant. 1. 4.
Thy victory shall be his epitaph Ocle Lib. XIV. 4.
Our victory is assured CBdipus, i. 386.
Chastened by deathful victory now, . . , . Otho, ill. 6.
This is defeat, fierce kinig, not victory. . . Prom. i. 642.
Freedom! Hope! Death! Victory! . . . . 1.701.
Darkens my fall with victory I .... . . in. i, 83.
This is alone Life, Joy, Empire, and Victory. . iv. 578.
in bloodless victory waved Her snowy standard Q. Mab, vhi. 192.
Which leads to Death or Victory Tremble Kings, 9.A moving arch oi victory, . . Triumph, 439.
(4) used as a cry of triumph.

then victory—victory! Hellas, 498.
Victory ! poor slaves ! . 930.
Victory ! Victory ! Russia's famished eagles . 948.
Victory! Austria, Russia, England, . . . 967.
P'zVr/o?-^' / The bought Briton sends . . . 1016.
Fzc/orjv / Earth's remotest shore, Laon,'V.Song,6.5.
Victory! victory! Feel'st thou not, O world, . Prom. in. i. 49.
(6) advantage in an argument.

Do you regret My victory ? Calderon, i. 202.
*Victory-Hashing', c. adj. victorious.

Lift the victory-Jlashing sword, Ode Lib. xv. 7.
JVied, V. intr. contended, strove.

all vied In evil, slave and despot ; Laon, ii. iv. 5.
View, n. (1) sight.

fave to view The pale and waning stars, . . . DcETnon, i. 136.
o Peter's Z'/£w, all seemed one hue; . . . . Peter, vi.si^i. i.

unfolded In just perspective to the view / . . . Q. Mab, ii. 250.'
Among the flowers . . . which screen it from the v. : Skylark, 50.

(2) glance or look.
to a passing v., Seemed like an anthill's citizens. Q. Mab, 11. 100.

(3) prospect.
The black vi&w closes with the tomb ; . ... M.N. Melody 36.

View, V. I. tr. (1) behold, look upon.
Which love and admiration cannot ^z^k/ Without

a beating heart, Dcemon, i. 13.
ji ji 11 11 ,, n Q. Mab, I. 13.

as clear and true As any waking eyes can view. Mar. Dr. xxill. 7.

(2) survey or examine.
sent his architect to view the ground, .... Cenci, I. i. 17.
His promising live-stock to view; Devil, vi. 2.

II. intr. look on, behold.
wise Jove rejoiced to vierw Horn. Min. 18.

{Viewless, adj. (1) unseen.
The viewless and invisible Consequence . . Fr. Consea 1

(2) invisible.

a mystic robe was thrown, By viewless hands, . Loan, i. xlvi 8
the thronging winds whose viewless feet . . . xii.xxxiii 3Some fairy sure has touch'd the viewless string— M. N. Despair, 12"

My form upborne by viewless aether rode, . . .M.N. Ravail 26
That vanishes among the viewless gales

!

. . Mont B. 50
I tell thee that those viewless beings Q. Mab, II. 231.

Views, n. (1) sights, prospects.
Sweet views which in our world above .... Jane, Recoil. 69.
(2) mode of regarding.

Are not thy wz£Wj of unregretted death .... O. Mab iv 2Kx
jViffil, c. adj. attr. wakeful. '

"

^^'

To wakeful frenzy's w>-27 rages /fe/cr, vii. xv 4
VigHant, adj. watchtul.
vigilant Fear, And open-eyed Conspiracy . . Ch. xst i 27

Vigils, n. watches.
'

Renewed the vigils of a sleepless sorrow. . . Unf. Dr 74
Vig-or, n. strength. ' ^

Freshness and vigor knit his manly frame
\ . . Q. Mab vii 77

Vigorous, adj. (1) powerful.
How z/z^o^-ozw now the athletic form of age! . . Dcemon 11 186How vigorous then the athletic form of age ! . . Q. Mab', ix! 65.

'
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(2) robust.
blooming there, In proud and vigorous health ; . Q, Mab^ IV. 50.

*Vififorously, adv. with energy or vigour.
Now vigorously seize my skirt, Fausi^ II. 93.

Vile, adj. \\) unworthy, degraded, base.
Changed thoughts and vile in thee doth weep to

find : Cavalc. 2.

Were it as vile as it was ever spotless Ch. isi, III. ^2.
Woman with some vile slave her tyrant dwells, . JLaon^ II. xlii. 4.
the dregs Of all that is most w7e.- Q.Mab^\\.\%2.
Unblushing, hardened, sensual, and vile ; . . . V. 32.
Nor the wz/c joys of tainting luxury, V. 173.

the »«/* gratitude of heartless kings, V. 212.

(2) miserable, contemptible.
Vile palterer with the sacred trqfh of God, . . Cenci, IV. i. 73.
Did tnis vile world show many such as thee, . . CA. isf, li. 313.
And gold grows vile even to the wealthy crone, . L.aon^ IV. xiv. 8.

(3) disgraceful, abject.
By vile participation of their honours .... Ch. \si^ I. 73.

(4) wretched; poor.
But I will pass, wrapt in a vile disguise ; . . . Cenciy V. i. 85.
The vile reward of their dishonoured years, . . JUion^ I. xxxiv. 5.

(5) worthless.
like a V. weed Which the sea casts unreturningly. Rosal. 667.

(6) dismal, pitiable, wretched.
As age to age might add, for uses vile^ .... Julian^ 100.
And made them slaves to soothe his vile unrest, L,aon^ II. xxxv. 7.

jVller, adj. (1) more base.
a cold world's good word,

—

viler ^^iW. ! , . . Q, Mad, v. 213.

(2) more terrible.

I Have suffered what I wrote, or viler pain ! . . Triumph^ 279.

Vilest, adj. (1) most contemptible.
With z;z7tfj^ gossips a stale mouthed story; . . . Cenci^\l\.\. 159.

(2) most infamous.
whom thus He paid for vilest service III. i. 309.

*Villa, n. a country residence.
Meaning to build a wV/a on my vines .... I. i. 18.

Village, n. a small assemblage of houses in the country.
who inhabit A village upon iEtna CycL 444.
To the village hastening thus, ... . . 497.
There was a desolate village in a wood .... Laon^ VI. xlvi. i.

From every hut, village and town .... Mask, LXVII. 3.

his Solemn phiz in his own wy/fl^fi/ /fe/cr, II. ix. i.

Village, c. adj. attr. rustic.

But village mirth breeds contests, Cycl, 541.

^ViUagre-towexs, c. n. church towers of villages.

thsiii th^h^Ws 01 village-towers^ (Bdipus^ u. \\. \2^.

:|:Villagers, n. rustic folk.

the villagers Mixt their religion up with her's, . Rosal. 1099.

Villages, n. pi. of Village, n.
Peace in the desart fields and villages, .... Laon, X. xii. i.

And towns, and villages^ and towers, .... Rosal. 955.

Villain, n. a man of mfamous character.
Check the abandoned villai^i ? Cenci, I. iii. 92.
That you must be a villain V. i. 49.

Villain, c. adj. attr. infamous.
Whilst they curse a villain king, . . . . Mexican, III. 8.

Villainous, a:dj. infamous, vile.

All that is mean and villainous, Q- Mab^ iv. 184.

Villainy, n. infamous conduct, wickedness.
And age's firm, cold, subtle villainy; . . . Cenci, I. iii. 175.

^Vindicate, v. tr. maintain, protect.
And vindicate that right with force or guile, . . I. i. 70.
And, right or wrong, will vindicate for gold, . . Q. Mab, IV. 199.
to vindicate The very laws themselves do make : Rosal. 1235.

^Vindication, n. defence, justification.

In this mortal world There is no vindication . . Cenci, III. i. 135.

from their thrones in vindication sprung ; . . . Laon, xi. xix. 7.

Vine, n. (1) the plant yitis vinifera.
And, voluptuous vine, O thou Calderon, in. 56.

No more with green embraces, vine, in. 61.

Leafy vine, unwreathe thy bower, III. 75.

Have they the Bromian drink from the v. stream ? Cycl. 1 16.

Fapai ! the vine must be a sapient plant. . . . 581.

Flourishing vine, whose kindling clusters glow Fr. Flourishing, i.

The old man stood dressing his sunny vine : , Horn. Merc. xv. 1.

The vine, the corn, the olive mild Ode Lib. iv. 7.

It feeds the quick growth of the serpent vine, . . Prom. III. iii. 135.

Full as a cup with the vine's burning dew, . . Zucca, IX.4.

(2) used figuratively.

from thy vine the leaves of autumn fall, , . Fr. Athan. 11. iv. 3.

The disunited tendrils of that vine ... the human
heart ; Prom. II. iv. 64.

*Vlne-dreaser, c. n. one who tends vines.

That same old animal, the vine-dresser, . . Horn, Merc. xxxi. 7.

^Vine-leaves, c. n. the leaves of the vine.

Shone through their v.-leaves in the morning sun, Rosal. 1258.

Vines, n. pi. of Vine (1).
Meaning to build a villa on my vines .... Cenciy l. i. 18.

what drmk the vines of Greece produce, . . . Cycl, 408.
Seek the vines that soothe to sleep, 498.
And the red and golden vines, Eu0. HillSy 299.
and the z'/nf.f Are trembling wide in Gisb,\zo.

I tilled these vines till the decline of day, . Horn. Merc, xxxiv. 8-

Some tangled bower of vines around me shed, . L,aon^ II. i. $.

The vines and orchards. Autumn's golden store, x. xviii. 7.

And good and ill like vines entangled are, . . Marenghi, X, 3.

And elms dragging along the twisted, z/z'wfij, . . Orpheus, 108.

And in the corn, and vines, and meadow-grass, , From. l. 174.

Vineyard, n. a plantation of grape vines.

Who was employed hedging his wTwyar^there. Hom.Merc.'S.'^'S.\.%.

Many pass by my vineyard,— xxxiv. 4.

Vineyards, n. pi. of Vineyard,
Thy mountains, seas and vineyards Julian, 58.

overthrown The vineyards and the harvests, . . Laon, III. xi. 8.

*Vinta^e, n. A. Lit. the produce of the vine.

With the purple vintage strain Eug. Hills, 221.

B. Fig. produce of any sort.

Divide the vintage ere thou drink, Marenghi^ X, 5.

Round France, the ghastly vintage^ Ode Lib. Xli. 7.

^Vintaere-time, c. n. gathering or harvest time.

'Tis the vintage-time for death and sin : ... Frofn, I. 574.

^Vintagers, n. those who gather the grapes.
drest In earliest light by vintagers, Laon, v. xliii. 8.

Violate, v. I. tr. (1) desecrate, disgrace.

A heart which not the serpent Custom's tooth
Ma.y violate? vill.xxvii.S.

On those who first should violate Such sacred
heralds Mask, LXXXiil. ».

(2) disturb, break.
To z/w/a/tf the sacred doors of sleep ;

Cenci, Y. \. \^.

II. intr. outrage, ravish.

Violate/ make their flesh cheaper than dust ! . Hellas, 951.

Violated,//-/, adj. Fig. outraged, desecrated.

The bosom of their violated nurse Groaned, . . Ode Lib. II, 13.

Violation, n. infringement, infractidn.

For violation of our royal forests, . .... Ch. ist, il. 77,

Violence, n. (1) force, power.
Like lightning, with invisible violence .... Epips. 399,

(2) power wrongly exercised.

\i ^2s\\\\y violence OT \y\y Ginevra,^.
And violence and wrong are as a dream . Laonu, ix. xx. 8,

Of slavery's violence and scorn did speak, . Mother <^ Son, v. 4.
For murder, rapine, violence, and crime, . . . Q. Mab, VI. 129.

(3) material injury.

There were clear marks of violence Cenci, rv. iv. 71.

Violent, adj. (1) brutal, furious.

He is a violent tyrant, surely, child : ili. i. 77.
madly rushing through all violent zilvn^, . . . Q.Mab^v. 104.

(2) not natural, produced by force.

The doors of premature and violent death, . . . v, 48.

Violet, n. a sweet-scented flower {Viola).
The violet dies not till it— . . Fiordispina, 82.

And the violet tells her tale Fr. Invit. 4.
That even the dying violet will not die .... Ginevra^ 82.

As in its sleep some odorous violet, . . Laon, vn. xxxvii, 4.
As the scent of a violet withered up, . . . Music^ Ipatit, ill. i.

And the violet lay dead while the odour flew . iii. 5.
With crownals oi violet, ivy, and pine: .... Ode, Arise, 30.
as amongst tail weeds A violefs exhalation, . . Prom, ill. iii, 132.
As a violefs gentle eye Gazes on the azure sky . iv. 485.
The snow-drop, and then the violet, Sensit. PL l. 13.

By anemone and violet. Like mosaic, paven ; . T/u Isle, 2.

As like as violet to violet, Utif. Dr. 82.

Violet, €. adj. attr. A. Lit. (1) where violets grow.
violet banks where sweet dreams brood, . . . Friujnph, 72.

(2) ot the colour of the violet.

a tender interfusion of violet and gold .... Ch. 1st, il. 446.
B. Fig. pleasant, sweet.

For the violet paths of pleasure . i. 46.

*Vlolet-inwoven, c. adj. interspersed with violets.
Between the close moss violet-inwoven, . . . Prom. IV. 197.

*yiolet-shronded, c. adj. covered with violets.
A violet-shrouded grave of Woe ?— ... . Epips. 6g.

*Violet-stoldd, c. adj. wearing a mourning scarf.

Wake violet-stoled queen, ... Bion. Adon. 4.

Violets, n. pi, of Violet.
And faded violets, white, and pied, and blue ; Adonais^ xxxiii. 2.

from the moss violets and jonquils peep, . . . Epips. 450.
Violets whose eyes have drunk— Fiordispina, 50.
And wind-flowers, and violets, Jane.^ Invitn, 59.
Odours, when sweet violets sicken. Live Music^ vohen sq/t voices, 3.
Of meadow flowers, or folded violets deep, . . Prom. li. ii. 85.
There grew pied wind-flowers and violets, . . . Question, 11. i.

Violets for a maiden dead— Remetnbr. iii. 3.
Even to a nook of unblown violets Ihif. Dr. 202,
The woodland violets re-appear, .... When passion'^s. III. a.

The folded roses and the violets pale Woodman, 15.

Viper, n. A. Lit. the adder, Vipera.
Satan saw a lawyer, a viper slay, Devil^ xviir. i.

Brighter than the viper's scale, Mask, xxviii. 2.

B.F'ig. (1)
Thou painted viper/ • • . Cenci, I. iii. 165.

(2) the armorial device of the Visconti.

The m/^?''J palsying venom Naples, 112.
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Viperous, adj. venomous.
oh ! What deaf and w. murderer could crown . Adonats,'x.xxVJ.2.

Vipers, n. A. Z?V. pi. of Viper (1).
Hairs which are vipers^ Medusa^ in. 3.
Like vifers on some poisonous weed Rosal. 432.
Two vipers tangled into one. ....... Similes^ ,IV. 5.
(For vipers kill, though dead,) Witch^ Bed I. 2.

'B.Fig. pi. of Viper (2).
This brood of northern vipers ,...,., Ch. ist^ II. 216.

Virgin, n. a maiden.
that evermore A virgin she would live .... Hof}t. Venus, 25.

Virgin, c. adj. aitr. (1) pure, chaste.
destroy a world of w>jf/« thoughts ; . . , , . Ca/deron, ill. 6.

(2) maiden.
There are three Fates, three virgin Sisters, . Hoth. Mercxcw. i.

A woman's heart beat in my virgin breast, . . Laon, I. xxxvii. 2.

The Prophet's virgin bride, .... ... IX. viii. 3.

(3) fresh, nnsuljied.
Gloriously as a grave covered with vir. flowers. Ch. ist, II. 406.
Whose virgin bloom beneath the ruddy fruit . Dmmon, 11. 6^.

.1 M „ „ „ „ . Q' -^fl*, vm. 122.

*Virgln Motlier, c. n. the mother of Christ.
the Virgin Mother. With her child Ch. 1st, \\. 479.

Virg-ins, n. maidens.
And virgins, as unknpwn he past, have pined . Alastor, 62.
Are there jio Grecian virgins Hellas, 242.
virgins bright, And matrons with their babes, . Laon, IV. xxi. 6.

Virtue, n. (1) as a mythological personification.
Virtue, and Hope, and Love ix. xxiii. i.

Virtue and wisdom, truth and liberty. Fled, . . Q. Mab, ii. 206.
than virtues self can gain Triumph, 220.

(2) rectitude, moral excellence, uprightness.
Knowledge and truth and virtue were her theme, Alastor, 15S.
Let virtue teach thee firmly to pursue .... Dcemon, 11. 239.
Death is no foe to z'zWwe .* 11.273.

n II M Q. Mab, IX. 176.
virtue shall keep Thy footsteps in the path . . Damon, il. 298.

11 M I) ,1 „ ... Q. Mab, IX. 205.
That Envy lights at heaven-born Virtue's beam— Death Vang. 24.
That virtue owns a more eternal foe Than force ; FallofBonap. 12.
Wit and sense, Virtue and human knowledge ; . Gisb. 248.
Alas ! for Virtue, Hellas^ 976.
veiled In virtue^s adamantine eloquence, . . Laotft IV. xix. 6.
Made the higli virtue of the patriots fail : . . .

'•

v. viii. 7.
the chastenea will Of z/iWwe.sees that justice . . v. xxxiv. 8.
Tho' truth and virtue arm their hearts .... viii. vii. 9,
Virtue and vice, they say, are difference vain— . viii. viii. 7.
That virtue^ tho' obscured on Earth, .... xn.xxxvli.8.
They welcome virtue to its native land, . . . M. N. Ravail, 39.
Seeks murder and guilt when virtue sleeps, . M. N. Spec. Hors. 7.
Vzr^e, how frail it is

! Mutability, (2) 11. i

.

Till bit to dust by wiV/M^'j keenest file Ode Lib. xiil. i\.
Or hypocrites who, from assuming virtue^ . . CBdipus, i. 133.To virtue would prefer vice '.

. . . Peter, iv. i. 5.
thus His virtue, like our own, J—

, IV. vi. 2.
His virtue, awful and prodig^ious ;

—

vi. xxxiv. 3.
with such mixed joy As pain\nti w?W«fi give. . Prom. 1. 6$^.And call truth, virtue,\ov&, genius, or joy, "

. n. in. 6.
Gentleness, Virtue, Wisdom and Endurance, . iv, 562.'
Virtue's most sweet reward ? Q, Mab, Ded. 4.
exulting throb Which virtue^s votary feels . . 1, 177.
This is the m^ed of pzWwe / l! 186*.

the glorious privilege Of virtue and of wisdom. . • 11. 54.'

But, were it virtues only meed, II. 50.
interpose Between a ^m^and virtue . III. gg.
that vir. Is peace, and happiness and harmony ; in! 129.
Which virtue hangs upon its votary's tomb ; . m. 164.
Bane of all genius, virtue, freedom, truth, . . m. 178,'

Sneering at public virtue iv.' 200
Shall spring all virtue, all delight, all love, . . v ig
rules in scorn All earthly things but virtue. . . • v. 63!From virtue, trampled by its iron tread, . . . v. 99.'

Science and truth, and virtiie's dreadless tone, . v. \^o.
Deserts not virtue in the dungeon's gloom, . . v.^i?.*
This commerce of sincerest 7/?Wm5 , v. 2^1!
that happiness denied To aught but ^f/y/wtf/ . . V. 239.
that quiet to enpy Which virtue pictures, . . —— y. 245!Some eminent m virtue shall start up. Even in

perversest time
:

, yj -,_

Have drawn all-influencing virtue, . . . . , vi. 188.
throne Of truth, and stubborn z/zWm^, .... vii. 247.
Where virtue fixes universal peace, vii'i 1:4.*

Whilst falsehood, tricked in virtue's attributes, ix. 43.With virtue, love, and pleasure, hand in hand. . ix. ^^.That virtue of the cheaply virtuous, ix] 85.*

together trod The mountain-paths of virtue, , , ix'. 91.
Let virtue teach thee firmly to pursue . . , ^ ix.' 147.

(3) female purity.
Hgt virtue is her dowry Calderon, I. 276.
Of their own v^rtue^ and pursuing . . , . . Peter, in. viii. 3.

(4) a special excellence.
No solitary virtue dares to spring, Q, Mab, V. 45.
(5) of a virtuous person.

When departure might heave F/r/«fiV breast . , Death, Dial x^.

(6) efficacy, power.
that by the inherent »?y/«e Of these things, . . CBdipus, l. 7,0%.
buch virtue has the cave and place around. . . Prom. iii. iii. (13.

(7) in virtue of=hy authority of.

Thou Dost this in z/z-r^^ of thy place; . . . . Cenci,y.\v. 12.

Heap on thy soul, by virtue or this Curse, , . . Prom., i. 2^2.

Virtues^ 7t. moral excellences, good qualities.

Those ample virtues which it did inherit . . . Cavalc. 4.
_

Such virtues blossom in her Cenci, iv. \. 124,

The balmy breathings of the wind inhale Herz/,, Dcemon, \i. 58.

With new &zWm^j more sublime
;

Eug. Nills, i^g.

and I cannot express His virtues,— Gisb. 227.

The balmj' breathings of the wind inhale Her v., Q. Mab, VIII. 113.

Virtuous, adj, (1) morally good, honourable.
To whom I owe life, and these vii'tuous thoughts, Cenci, I. ii. 18.

Draws on the virtupu^ mind, Damon, ll. 146.

„ „ „ „....,. ^. Mab, VIII. 205.
the might Oi virtuous, shame return, Laon, vi. viii. 8.

When z/iV/MOwj spirits through the gate of Death Prol. Hellas^ 152.
Riper in truth and T^irtuous daring grow ? . . . Q. Mab, Ded. 6.

Vain man I that palace is the virtuous heart, . iii. 74,
The virtuous man. Who, ereat in his humility, . III. 150.

The man Of z/^V/wowisoufcommands not, . ill, j^.
all within it but the virtuous man Is venal : . . v. 168.
who lifts, with virtuous pride, His being, . . . VL 20.1.

Virtuous or vicious, weak or strong,— .... vii. 124.
What then avail their virtuous deeds, .... vil. 153.
but the fixed and virtuous will, IX. 35.

(2') adj. absol. those who practise virtue.

Do the same actions that the virtuous do, . . , CBdipus, I. 134.
That virtue of the cheaply virtuous, Q. Mab, ix. 85.

Visag'e, n. A. Lit. a face,

conceal His troubled visagem his mother's robe Alastor, 263.
Concealing in the dust his visage wan, .... Laon, V. xxix. 8.
Half sunk, a shattered visage lies OBym. 4.
his wan visage and his withered mien . . . Pr. Athan. il. 1. 35.
but o'er the visage wan Of Athanase, .... li. ii. 47.
Oh ! mark that deadly visage Q. Mab, in. 64.

B. Fig. applied to a city.

Which scarce hides thy z'zja.^^ wan ;— . . . . Bug. Hills^ lyT,.

Visages, n. pi. of Visage. A. Lit.
Those ugly human shapes and visages .... Prom. in. iv. 6$.

Visconti, n. tyrant of Milan.
Galeaz Visconti, Borgia, Ezzelin, Cenci, li. ii. 49.

Visi'ble, adj. perceivable by the sight.
Borrowed from aught the visible world affords . Alastor, 482.
Scarce visible from extreme loveliness Epips. 104.
Or when the stars their visible courses run, . . Laon, ill. xx. 5.A cauldron of green mist made visible . . x, xxi. 3.

iVisibly, adv. perceptibly, that may be seen.
The boat fled visibly— xil.xxxiii,6.
Leaves his stamp visibly upon the shore, . , . Triumph, 409.

Vision, n. (1) faculty of seeing.
My vision then grew clear, Profn. III. iv. 104.

(.2) a creation of the fancy, an imagination, a dream.
By solemn vision, and bright silver dream, . . Alastor, 67.
A vision on his sleep There came, 149.
night Involved and swallowed up the visionj i8g.
has sent A vision to the sleep of him 204.
As one that in a silver wr'jz'cw floats .... ^16.
' Vision and Love !

' The Poet cried aloud, . '^66.

She had no vision^ Cenci, rv. i. 71.
Swift as an unremembered vision, Dcemon, 11. 151.

, i» n II II ..... Q. Mab, V 111. 210.
Is hut a, vision;— , . Hellas, "j^o.
In vision or in dream, clove to my breast : , . Laon, ii. xv. 6.
radiant self was shewn In this strange vision, . m. iii. 8.
I trod as one tranced in some rapturous vision ' v. xvii. i.

a long And wondrous vision wrought .... -^— vil. xvi. 7.
a city such as vision Builds Ode Lib. v. i.

Scarce seemed a vision ; Ode W. Wind, iv. 9.
This steed in z-wzoM he would ride, Peter, vi. -xk. i.
Each frenzied w>ww of the slumbers Q. Mab, 1. i^.
a »z.s-/b« on my brain was rolled Triu?npk, /^o.

(3) a thing seen in dream or trance.
A FzjwM like incarnate April, . , Epips. 121.
came The Vision I had sought 322.
I knew it was the. Vision veiled from me . . . 343".
Thrice has a gloomy Z'/«b« hunted me . , . . Hellas, 128.
so on my sight Burs.t a new vision, Triumph, 411
the new Vision, and the cold bright car, . . . 434.The embodied vision of the brightest dream, . . Uiif. Dr. 52.
To thy fair feet a wingfed Vision came, .... Witch, Ded. in. i^

(4) something imagined or longed for.
And if this meant a vision long since fled— . . E. Williams, V. 4^
to see Youth's wjzow thus made perfect. . . . Bpipsi-^2.
The ardours of a wi'jww which obscure , . . , Fiordispina, z^,

(5) an appearance, a sight.
As sunset that strange vision, severeth .... Julian, 128^
To few can she that warning vision shew, . , . Laon, i. xxxviii. cA V. which aught sad from sadness might allure. iv. xxxii q'

nor the v. fair Of that bright pageantry beheld,— v. xlv. s.hour by hour, a Ti/ijibw drear, xi. xi. 5."

A vision strange such towers to see, ...... Mar, Dr. ix. '<,

With the spent vision of the times Triumph 233.'

*Visionary, adj. (1) imaginative,
some interrupted flow O^ visionary rhyme,— ^ , Gisb. 168.
sun-like truth Flashed on his visionary youth. . Rosal. 6iq.
Content thee with a visionary rhyme Witch Ded. I. 8.

5 E
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(2) imaginary.
reality among Dim visionary woes, Laon^ vii. xvi. 9.

Methought that of these visionary flowers, , . Question^ v. i.

*Tisioued, adj. (1) peopled with visions or imaginations.
dream Of dark magician in his visioned cave, . Alasior, 682.

oft Met on its wwowtfrf wanderings, Bpips. 191.

in visioned bowers Of studious zeal Int. Beauty^ VI. 5.

and a visioned swound, A pause of hope and awe L.aon^ ix. xi. 4.

In visioned slumber for awliile M» N. Melody.^ 39.

(2) inspired with visions or imaginations.
not the visioned poet in his dreams, Q. Mab^ i. 68.

(3) seen in vision, imagined.
Shall muse in visioned Regency, Carlton^ 3.

And presaging the truth oivisioned bliss. . . . Dcemon^ II. 276.

„ » . . » ^ ^ n , .. ., ' ' ' Q^Mab,\y..in.
But a vzJZ0»tfa ghost of slumber ? I. 103.

And pale imaginings of visioned wrong ; . . . Wiich^ LXII. 4.

Visions, n. (1) imaginations, imaginings.
'Tis we, who lost in stormy visions^ Adonais^xxxiX-s.
In visions of the dawning undelight Hellas^ 945.
From, visions of despair I rose, Laon^ I. i. 3.

on the wing Of visions that were mine • II. xxix. 9.

the visions of a dream, —^ HI. i. 4.
To walk in the visions of Poesy Mask^ I. 4.
Dream visions of aerial joy, and call the mon-

ster, Love Front. I. 778.
how could fond visions such softness deceive ? . Si. Ir. (6) ill. 3.

V. clear Of deep affection and of truth sincere, . "Wiich^ lxxvii. 7.

(2) dreams.
Mocks thee in visions of successful hate . . . Cenci^ ill. ii. 87.

"While, as the shifting visions o'er her swept, . . Z.aon^ II. xxvii. 8.

Even in the visions of her eloquent sleep, , . . II. xxxiv. 3.

Cradled in visions of hate andcare, Prom. IV. 62.

Worse than his visions were ! IV. 64.
lineaments Of wild and fleeting visions . , . . Q. Mab^ Vll. 57.
Brings relief to long; visions ofsoul-racking pain ; Tear^ HI. 4.

And there lay Visions swift, Witchy XV. i.

The ladv-witch in v. could not chain Her spirit; — XLVII. 3.

Scattermg sweet v. from her presence sweet, . . — LX. 4.

(3) apparitions, phantoms.
Of skiey visions in a solemn dream Ch. isi, I. 18.

Yet two Visions burst That darkness— .... Laon, III. xxiv. 2.

it dissolved the visions of the trance Ode Lib. x. 8.

Two visions of strange radiance float .... Pro-m. iv. 202.

the bright visions^ IV. 514.

Visit, V. tr. (1) call upon, come or go to see.

at what hour 'twere secure To visit you again ? . Cenci^ \l. i. 27.

spare thy friends who visit thee, Cycl. 268.

I visit the old fellow, Faust, l. 1 10.

We'll visit him, and his wild talk will shew . . Julian^ 200.
Let us now visit him j

268.

(2) go to inspect.

Visit the tower of Vado, Marengki, I. 5.

(3) come upon, frequent, haunt.
Some say that eleams of a remoter world Visit

the soul in sleep,— Mont B. 50.

when feeble dreams Visit the hidden buds, . . 8g.

Shall visit us, the progeny immortal Prom. HI. iii. 54.
Sacred peace! Oh visit me but once, Q. Mab, III. 72.

light of day May visit not its longings IV. 133.

Might visit thee at will T^ Cold, IV. 6.

Visitant, w. visitor.

beheld with wondering awe Their flieeting visitant. Alastor, 257.

Visitation, n. act of visiting.

when the winds of spring In rarest visitation^ . Profn, II. iv. 13.

Visitations, n. visits.

Ye gentle visitations of calm thought— , . . Fr. Calm., i.

Visited, v. tr. saw, surveyed.
For in his thought he visited1:\ie spots .... Peter, v. ix. i.

Visited, pp. gone or come to.

has visited The awful ruins of the days of old : . Alastor, 107.

Visiting, pr. pple. (1) frequenting, haunting.
visiting 't\\\% various world Int. Beauty, I. 2.

(2) attending to, caring for.

Visiting my flowers from pot to pot, Unf. Dr. 155.

Visitinffs, n. prompting or feelings.

And in their circle thence some visitings . . . Rosal. 128a.

Visitor, n. a caller.

For each accustomed visitor :— ...... Jane, Invitn, 30.

Visits, n. acts of visiting.

Thou tookest not my visits in ill part, .... Faust, 1. 33.

Visits, V, tr. (1) touches, affects.

It V. with inconstant glance Each human heart . Int. Beauty^ 1. 6.

(2) inflicts.

Which doubly visits on the tyrants' heads , . . Q. Mab, vill. 181.

Vital, adj, (1) life-giving, containing life, contributing to

life.

the amorous Deep Will yet restore him to the
vital air ; Adonais, III. 8.

Shedding the mockery of its vital hues .... Alastor^ 238.
no power can fill with W/a/ oil 6Ww«", III. ii. 17.
I shall not weep out of the z'^'/a/ day, Couplets, z.
The other g^lowing like the wVa/ morn, . . . . Danton, i. ^.
Or drinks Its wVa/ blood I'-*I55.

when winds are wooing All wVfl/ things . . . . Int. Beauty, V.g.

the wVa/ words and deeds Of minds Laon, ll.u.o.

Flow thus !—I cried in joy, thou vital flood, . —— X- '^- 5- ,

The PiVa/ fire seemed reillumed Mother ^Son,\.0.

the w'/a/ spark Clung to the body stubbornly, . Q. Mab, viii. 102.

Until its »//a/ oil is spent or spilt: PowerofFam. ^.

Of dewy morning's wiVa/ alchemy, Triumph, ^02.

an atmosphere (Jf vital warmth Zucca, IX. o.

(2) living, alive.

This »zVa/ worl'd, this home of happy spirits, . . Laon, II. vi. i.

some monument Kz/a/ with mind : -—7 }^- ^*^*- °*

that bright shape of w/Za/ stone ....... Wttch, xxxv. 7.

*Vitals, n. (1) organs necessary to life.

And pull your vitals out Cycl. 215.

And felt the poisonous tooth of hunger gnaw My
vitals, . Za^w, in. xxvm.4.

Bursts at once from their vitals i^"- *S'«'', 95-

(2) inmost feelings.

Out of her looks into my zdtals came, .... Epips. 260.

*Vivld, adv. intensely.

Each energy of soul surviving More vivid, soars

above, Love, 14-

*Viziers, n. ministers.

Who rule by visiers, sceptres, banknotes, words, (Edipus, II. n. 8.

Vizor, n, Fig. mask or disguise.

To strip the visor from their purposes. .... Ch, 1st, I, 76.

*Vocal, adj. (1) echoing, answering.

But vocal to the sea-bird's harrowing shriek, . . D^mon, 11. 102.

„ „ „ . Q- Mab, VIII. ^^.

(2) endowed with sound.
Made z/i7C3/ by some wind, /V. ^^Aa«. II. ii. 44.

Voice, n. A. Lit. (1) sound uttered by the mouth.

Death feeds on his mute voice, Adonais, III. 9.

What softer i/tJzl^ is hushed over the dead ? , . xxxv.i.

And voice of living beings, and woven h^ymns . . Alastor, 48.

And Silence, too enamoured of that voice, . . . —f- oS.

With his sweet voice and eyes, • 80.

Her voice was like the voice of his own soul . . i53-

with voice stifled in tremulous sobs — id4*

With voice far sweeter than thy dying notes, . . 286.

one voice Alone inspired its echoes ;— .... SQO-

even that voice Which hither came, 59^-

The time is past ! Every voice cries, Away ! . . April, 1814, 5.

Such as nor voice, nor Rite, nor wind, nor bird, . Asiola, II, 5.

in silence bind My voice, ... .... Calderon, iil. 23.

And her severe unmodulated voice, Cenci, III. 1. 353.

'Tis my brother's voice! m- ) 380.

in that trance she heard a voice ....... IV. i. 33.

and she Ijeard no wo2"£K. IV. i. 71.

hear no more Blithe zfo/ae of living thing; . . . V. iv. M.
His eye, his voice, his touch surrounding me ; . . V. iv. 61.

before Death chokes that gentle z-f^iirc/ .... v. iv. 14a
Voice, looks, or lips, may answer thy demands ? . Coleridge, i8.

the sounds which were thy voice, which burn
Between thy lips Con. Sing. 1. 4.

Her voice is hovering o'er my soul—it lingers . . ill. i.

Now is thy voice a tempest swift and strong, . . IV. 4.

All that inspires thy voice of love, Daemon, I. 102.

No more the shuddering voitx of hoarse despair . II. 205.

,,, . a Mab, IX. 126.

The voice that once waked multitudes to war . Dcemon, 11. 210.

When a voice said ;— Epips. 232.

whose voice was venomed melody 256.

at her silver voi<x came Death and Life, . . . 301.
Nor is heard one voice of wail Eug. Hills, 53.
Her voice did quiver as we parted, F. Godwin, i.

lulled by the voice they love, Fiordispina, 39.
Yet, from thy voice that falsehood starts aghast, Fr. Pris. 4.

To his voice the mad weather Seems tame ; . . Fu^iives, IV. 9.

With light like a harsh voice, Ginevra, 52.

The compound voice of women and of men . , -— 97.

And then a small still voice, thus— Hellas, 728.
Voice which art the response Of hollow weakness \ 916.
Thou wozbff which art The herald of the ill . . . 952.
there followed loud and free His joyous v. / Horn, Merc, i-xxii. 6.

His sweeter voi(^ a just accordance kept. , . . i.xxxv,8.

And whatsoever by Jove's voice is spoken . . . xc. 5.

By voice and wings of perfect augury xcil.7.
Daughters of Jove, whose voi(x is melody, . . . Horn. Moon, x.

So your voice most tender Jatte, II. 4.
with your dear voicx revealing A tone .... IV. 2.

To give a human voice to my despair, .... Julian, 305.
That you had never seen me—never heard My v., 421.
One voice came forth from many a mighty spirit, Laon, Ded xiii.i.

Poured forth her woi'ctf/ I. xviii. 7.

the unintelligible strain Of her melodious voice . i. xx. 4.

the Serpent did obey Her voice, ^— I. xx. g.
Her voice was like the wildest, saddest tone, . . —— i. xxii. i.

of some loved woios heard long ag;o i. xxii. 2.

And a voice said—Thou must a listener be . . . — -- i. Iviii. 5.
Without one smile to cheer, one wwce to bless, . n. xix. 5.

I went to seek That voice among the crowd— . iii. vii. 6.

When from that stony gloom a voi^ arose, , , iii.xxviii.6.

Her voice, whose awful sweetness doth repress
All evil, . IV. xxii. 7.

uplift thy charmed voice, iv. xxviii.3.
all the while, methought, his voitx did swim, . . v. iv. 5.
a voi^ flowed o'er my troubled mind. . . . v. xlv. 9.
To one whom fiends mthrall, this voice to me ; v. xlvi. 2.
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Iier voice the calmness which it shed Gathered, . Laon^ V. xlvii. £.

Laone's voice was felt, '— v. li. 11.

Her z'tf/ce was as a mountain stream V. liii. i.

one moment quelled By »(?;«, and looks, . . . VI. v. 6.

The tones of Cythna's voice like echoes were . . VI. xlii. i.

and her voice once again Came to me .... vi. xliv. 8.

My eye and voice grew firm, VII. xxx. 6.
I caught From mine own z/oz'ca in dream, . . . VII.xxxii.8.
And voice made deep with passion— Vll.xxxiv.6.
but when they heard My e/ozVtf, VII. xH. 7.
Her low voice makes you weep— Vlll. ii. 8.
and my calm voice did rear ; viii. lii. 5.
women, whom m^ voice did waken .... IX. x. i.

That thus with his proud voice^ X. i. 2.

when from beneath a cowl A voi(x came forth, . x. xxxi. 9,
The echoes of his "voice among them died ; - . . X. xxxix. 6.
'^VB voice was like a blast x. xl. i,

I might have heard her voice^ xi. vi. 6.
That voice unstrung his sinews, XI. xx. 7.
his voice then did the Stranger rear. xi. xx. g.
It is thy work ! I hear a voice repeat M,N. Post Fr.yq.
That voice is mixed with the swell of the storm M. N. Spec. Hors. 13.
This voice is low, cold, hollow, and chill, . . 22.
And his v., though faint as the sighs of the dead, 44.
And your sweet voice, like a bird Mary, 3.
l^oice the sweetest ever heard ! 6.
Only its c/ozre was hollow and hoarse /J?fey, 11. vi. 3.
with a calm and measured voice Pr. Atkan. Ii. ji. 54.
Of whose soft voice the air expectant seems— . . 11. iii. 5.
not the wo/ce Which I gave torth Proni.\.\\2.
And what art thou, O, melancholy Voice} . . . i. 152.
Are hovering on my lips, unlike the voice . , . i. 243.
Although no thought inform thine empty voice. . i. 249.
He whom some dreadful voice invokes is here, . i. 444.
Of music, when the ins^irQd,voice and lute . . ^-^ i. 803.
The mountain mists, condensing at our voice, . . II. i. 38.
and his voice fell Like music ii. i. ^5.
I could hear His voice, II. i. 88.
As our voice recedeth 1— 11. i. 174.
Sleeps a voice unspoken

; 11. i. 191.
The voice which is contagion to the world. . . . —— 11. iii. 10.
or the voice Of one beloved II. iv. 13.
But thy voice sounds low and tender .... ii. v. 61.
yet more sweet Than any voice but thine, . . . ill. iv. 56.
Once his voice Was heard on earth : Q. Mad, vii. 85.
A murderer heard His voice in Egypt -. . . vil. lOi.
Thy sweet voice to each tone of even United, . . RosaL 8.

Did the voi(^ of Helen, sad and sweet, .... 21 1.

And his sweet voice, when he might speak, . . . 1007.
The awful sound ofmy own wtfz'^B ii49-
O Father I thy voice seems to strike on mine ear ; St. Ir. (2) ill. 2.

like the voice and the instrument. . .... Sensit. PL i. 16.
With thy voice is loud, Skylark^ 27.
But a z/(?z« answered—'Life!' Triumph, \Za.
In thy voice and thy smile, Two Fr. Mary^ 11. 5.
your words are The echoes of a voice .... Unf. Dr. 101.
And her low voice was heard like love, . . Witch, V. 7.
The magic circle of her voice and eyes .... viL 7.
Yet speak to me—thy voice is as the tone . . . Yet look, 5.

(2) a special mode of speaking.
muttering with hoarse, harsh voice

:

Cenci, V. iv. g.
And saioi with voice that made them shiver . . RosaL 890.
A voice hollow and horrible murmur'd around— Si. Ir. (3) vill. 4.
Went a voiex cold and still,— (3) ix, 5.

B. J^ig. (1) that which conveys impressions and influence
so called,

there is heard His voice in all her music, . . . Adonais, XLII. 2.

A mighty voice invokes thee Alastor, 618!
Lifts still its solemn voice:— 695.
O, that the vain remorse . . . had'but as loud a v. Cenci, V. i. 3.
the voice Of these inexplicable things Coleridge, 8.
the depths are understood Of his far voice ; . Horn. Merc. Lxx^. 5.
Truth's deathless voi(^ pauses among mankind ! Loon, Ded. xiv.i.
the might}^ warning Of thy v. sublime and holy ; v.Sonk 1.7.
To thy woj'ctf their hearts have trembled . . . . v.—^i.io.
Had found a zfiszce .'—and ere that z/wce . . . . VI. xxxii. i.
For passion's voice has duU'd their listless ear. M. N. Post. Fr. j6.
There came a voice from over the Sea, .... Mask, i. 2.

And whose solemn v. must be Thine own echo— • LXXXII. 4,
In z/oz'tg faint and low Freedom calls CEdipus, II. ii.ioo.
As at the wwce of thine unrest Prom. 1. g2.
And at thy voice her pining sons uplifted . . . -— i. 159.
But a voice Is wanting, ll. iv. 11^.
And its familiar voice wearies not ever. .... 11. v. 41.'

Of the low voice of love, almost unheard, . . . iii. iii. 45.We have known the voice of Love in dreams, . . : iv. 66.
reason's voicx, Loud as the voice of nature, . . Q. Mab, iii. 127.
all, save the voice of Love, Star, 8.

(2) opinion expressed, judgment.
thus influenced by his voiu. Calderon, I. 165.
And how a voice there murmurs against her , . Dante Conv. u.
No voice from some sublimer world Int. Beauty^ HI. i.

As with one voice, Truth, liberty, and love ! . . Pyom. I. 651.
In honoured povertjr thy voice did weave . , . Wordsworth, 11.

(3) expression or utterance.
Finds a voice in this blithe strain, Faust, ll. 60.
Interpret thou their voice/ Hellas, 476.
no z'i72iK of wail Escaped her • Z,<ztfw, I. xviii. 4.
These were his voice, and well I understood . . i. xlv. 7.
Like earth's own voice ... ix. iii. 5.

Like a volcano's voice^ Laon, ix. iv. 3.

The voi(X of the Spirits of Air and of Earth . . Prom. IV. 57.

Oh, gentle Moon, the v. of thy delight Falls on me iv. 495,
The voice of a long pent sorrow came RosaL 218.

Like many a voice of one delight, St. Dejection, I. 7.

Giving a voice to its mysterious waves . , , TwoFr. Invoc. l. 4.

^4) sound of any inanimate object.

It IS not the voice of the fountain, Faust, ll. 138.

Echoes the z'o/c£ of Neptune,— , Hont.Merc.%yiX.\.$.
like the voice of flames far underneath Laon, Vll. vii. 9.
Thou hast a »(3/«, great Mountain, . . . . Mont B. 80.
There is a voice, not understood by all . . , . Cane. i.

The Mountain's slumberous voice at intervals . Naples, 4.

The sea-blooms and the oozy woods . . . know Thy
V0ice, Ode W. Wind, ill. 13.

the voice of a storm Would be lost ..... CEdipus^ II. ii. 50.
Thy voice to us is wind among still woods. . . Protti. iv. 548.
"When the low wind, its playmate's v., it hears. . Question^ 11. 8.

(5) the remembrance of a voice.
In solitudes Her voice came to me ,.,... Epips. 201.

(6) applied to musical sounds. •
the liquid voice Of pip^, Horn.. Merc. Lxxvir. 3.
It is the wandering z/ij/^rg of Orpheus' l3Te, . . . Orpheus, ^8.

(7) an inspiration.
when there came A voice out of the deep : . . . Ode Lib. l. 1$.
Of the great voice which did its fli^t sustain, . xix. 13.
Speak, Spirit! from thine inorganic voice . . . Profn. I. 135.
and tho' the Gods Hear not this voice, .... i. 144.
breathing within it A voice to be accomplished, . —^ III. iii. 67.

(8) command or precept.
From God's own voice in a review Peter, vi. xi, 5.
Is the stern voi(x of fate that bids happiness flee ! St. Ir, (6) II. 8.

(9) power of speech.
Their beauty gives me voice. See how they float Prom. I. 759.

(10) sound, cry.
Till exultation burst in one wide voice .... iii. i, 32.
and the mingled voice Of slavery and command ; iii. ii. 30.
The City's voice itself is soft like Solitude's . . St. Dejection, "i. 9.

'''Voiceless, adj. (1) silent.

Lost Echo sits amid the voiceless mountains, . Adonais, xv. i.

motionless, As their own voiceless earth and va-
cant air. Alastor^ 662.

With thrilling; tone into the voiceless heart, . . Epips. 563.
Toy waked the voiceless people of the sea, . . . Hdlas, 523.
Each from his voiceless grave : Int. Beauty^ VI. 5.
Made pale their voiceless lips L,aon, x. xii. 5,
A thought of voiceless depth ; xi. i. 6.
The waterfalls were voiceless— , Pr. Athan. II, iii. 25.

(2) unaccompanied by thunder.
The voiceless lightning in these solitudes . . . Mont B, 137,

(3) unexpressed, silently understood.
A z/i^zce/ftsj thought of evil, Zao«, x. xvi. 8,
known To one another by a voiceless tone? . , St. Epfps. 174.

Voices, n. (1) pi. of Voice. A. Lit. (1).
From the music of two voices April, 1814, 24,
a g;entle tone Amid rude voices? Epips. 63,
Kindles the voices of the morning birds ; . . . Hellas, 296.
V. Of strange lament soothe my supreme repose, 867.
Or where with sound like many voices sweet, . . Laon, Ded. 11. ij.

there rose From the near school-room, voices, . 111.7.
At voices which are heard about the streets, . . iv. xiv. 2.
the blast Which bears one sound of many v. past, iv. xxv. ^,
Music, when soft voices die. Vibrates . . Music^ when soft voices] i,
hear the voices of those they love, Ode, Arise, 13.
I hear a sound oi voices: Prom. i. 112,
And, hark I their sweet, sad voices/ 'tis despair . i. 756.
mock our voices As they were spirit-tongued. . 11, 1. 16^.
And follow, ere the voices fade away, .... u. i. jo8.
And music soft, and mild, free, gentle voices, . . m. ii. 33,
The wandering voices and the shadows thesp . . iii. iii.'57.
a gentle tone Among rude voices, ,...'.. St. Epips. 76.
a knell Of sobbing voices came ....... Witch, xxv. 6.
Of animals, and voices which are human, . . . Zucca. v. %.

(2) pi. of Voice. -B.Fig. (3).
The voices of thy bards and sages thunder . . . Ode Lib. vi. 5.
their thousand voices rose, ........ Pr. Athan. l. «.
(3) sounds, noises.

Which when the voices pf the desart fail . . . Mont B. 28.

Void, n. (1) vacuum, empty space.
A eulph, a void, a 5ense of senselessness-:- . . . Laon, III. xxii. 6.
Which paves the void\iss from behind it flung, . Ode Lib. l. 13.
And whelm on them into the bottomless void . Prom, III. i. 76,
To the dark void} ..,.,... . . m, ii. 10.
In the void^s loose field iv. 1 154.

(2) abyss.
Fell into that immeasurable void Alastor, 569.

(3) nothingness.
To know in dissolution's void, , . Death Vang, 16.

Void, adj. (1) empty, vacant.
Satiate the void circumference : Adonais, XLVll. 6.
The churches and the theatres as void As their

own hearts? CWw«, v. iii, 39.
no Heaven, no Earth in the void ^or\di.\ . . . v. iv. tjS.

Filling their bare and wo/af interstices.— , , . Epips. ^^2!
^

Fills the void, hollow, universal air— .... Gisb. 20.
*

in the void air, far away, Floated Laon i xi <j
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the world is grown too void and cold Laofl, XII. xxx. l^

Through the grey, z/oi'd abysm, Profit, II. iii. 72.

This is the day, which down the void abysm . . IV. 554.

(2) senseless, dead.
to one void mass battering and blending. , . . IV. 343.
Filling thy void annihilation, IV. 354.

(3) followed by of— free from, without.
Void of wit, honesty, and temperance ; . . . . C>4. i.s/. III. i,"?.

All things are »02'rf of terror Damon, 11. itj.

Art thou not void of guile, Bpips.kd.
mild Pollux void of blame, Horn. Castor, 5.

were void of shade ; Loon, X. xviii. 6.

Void of all hate or terror, XI. xiv. 6.

A life too z/oi'i!^ of solace to confirm .... Q. Mad, V. 150.

All things are !/«(/ of terror: . . ...
_
VIII. 225.

are you not void of guile ? 6*^. Bpips. 87.

*Volaiid, n. a wizard.
Place for young Volandl Faust, II. 219.

*Voloano, n. A. Lit. a mountain which is the vent of

subterranean fire.

where'er The red volcano overcanopies .... Alastor, 83.

as swift as smoke from a volcano springs. , . . Loon, I. xiii. 9.

I-ike a volcanoes voice ^-^ IX. iv. 3.

Dropped fire, as a vol. rains Its sulphurous ruin Mar. Dr. XII. 6.

Nor yon volcanoes flaming fountains, .... Prom. 1. 88.

Like a volcano's meteor-breathing chasm, . . . II. iii. 3.

B. Fig. like the action of a volcano.
A volcano heard afar. Mask, LXXXIX. 4.

*Toloano, c. adj. attr. volcanic.

earthquakes light many a volcano isle, .... Z^aon, VI. vii. 9.

^Volcano-fire, c. n. Fig. eruptive force.

Catch the volcano-fire and earthquake spasm, . Hellas, 589.

*Volcanoes, n. pi. of Volcano. A. Lit.

The volcanos are dim, Cloud, 61.

thy stare Makes blind the volcanoes ; .... Liberty, III. 4.

Voltaire, French philosopher, b. 1694, d. 1778.
Voltaire, Frederick, and Paul Triumph, 235.

Volume, n. (1) bulk, mass.
Ere yet the flood's enormous voluzne fell . . . Alastor, zy6.
The stream, that with a larger volume now . .

~— ,540.

a treatise of deep sense And ponderous volume? Faust, II. 290.

(2) agglomeration.
that bind The mazy vol. of commingling things, M. N. Ravail, 8.

Volumes, n. (1) coils.

The z/o/«?«£j of their inany tvfrining stems; . .Efiips.^i.
in the golden flame Of his oWa^; mtervolved ;— Witch, VI. 4,

(2) books, tomes. '

And some odd volumes of old chemistry. . . . Gisb. 99.

'Volumiuousness, h. bulk.

Of the snake's adamantine Z'(?/«»2ZM0«j«ej.y/ . Vis. Sea, \i^\.

Voluptuous, adj. A. Lit. (1) delightful, pleasurable,

rapturous.
Ifspring'sz'o/ft/^OMjpantings when she breathes Alastor, 11.

'suspends my soul in its ffo/w^/woMj flight. . . . Con. Sin£. IV. 11.

(2) pertaining lo seiisual enjoyment.
The spirits of Kff/a^^/WOKf death, Calderon,lln.
Of thy voluptuous leman fairj Cycl. 502.

foodless toads Within voluptuous chambers . . Prom. I. 171.

Lappedin W«^/«owjjoy ? —'—
1. 426,

(3) amatory.
There the voluptuous nightingales, II. ii. 24.

B. Fig. embracing as in a voluptuous manner.
And, voluptuous vine Calderon, III. 56.

Vomit, n. that which is ejected from the stomach.

Is mingled with the vomit of the Leech, . . . CEdipus, I. 353.

Vomit, V. tr. A. Lit. eject from the stomach.
And soon will vomit flesh from his fell maw; . . Cycl. 596.

B. Fig. disclose or give up.

If the abysm Could vomit forth its secrets. . . Prom. II. iv. 1 15.

Vomited, v. tr. Fig. c&St forth.

the gaping earth then vom,ited\.A^\OTis of foul and
ghastly shapes, .'..... Zao», III. v. 5.

*Vomited, pp. Fig. cast forth.

The flames were fiercely v. From every tower . Mar. Dr. XV. I.

*Vomitest, v. tr. Fig. castest up.

Ftf«K!VeJ/thy wrecks on its inhospitable shore; . Time,';.

Vomits, V. tr. Fig. casts up.

Vomits its wrecks, and still howls on for more. . Gisb. 195.

Vomits smoke in the bright air, .
.

' . . . . Prom. 1. ,1552.

Votary, n. devotee, entnusiast.

And thou art our first votary here, she said ; . . Laon, v. xlvii. 4.

each raging votary Van to throw ...... "—r" ^. ^^x'- 5'

exulting throb Which virtue's votary feels . . . Q. Mab, I. 177.

Which virtue hangs upon its »0/aO''>f '"""h ; . . III. 164.

Vote, n. suffrage.'
'

And cast the vote of love in hope's abandoned urn. Laon, IV. xxii. 9.

*Vote, V. inir. propose.
I »()/«, in form of an amendment, that .... (Edipus,\\.\.\22.

I vote Swellfoot and lona Try . II. i- 127.

Votes, n. suffrages.

And obtained many votes, Calderon, 1. 102.

Votive, adj. promised or vowed.
With weeping flowers, or votive cypress wreath, Alastor, 56.

These wo<i»« wreaths of withered memory. . . ^ips. i.

But votive tears and symbol flowers Hellas, 1095.

Voucli, V. tr. support, defend.

what we have done None shall dare vouch, . _ . Laon, IX. xxxu 5.

Vow, n. (1) solemn promise or undertaking.

Call on the Twins of love with prayer and vow, . Horn. Castor, 11.

have I not kept the z;oai; Int. Beauty,vl.i.

And bind their souls by an immortal vow : . . Laon, x. xxix. 4.

(2) self-dedication.
, ..

Will ne'er absolve me from my priestly vcfw . . Cenci, 1. 11. 64.

Vowed, V. intr. promised solemnly.
I »oa<srfthat I would dedicate Int. Beauty,\l. '

Vowed, pp. (1) dedicated, devoted.

I have vowed Thee to be lady of the solitude, . Epips. 513.

(2) Ijound by a vow or promise.
some deadly change in love Of one vowed deeply Julian, 528,

Vowed, ppl. adj. sworn.
Was my z/tTZfief/ task, the single care Fosal. 34^'

Vows, n. (1) dedication to the priesthood.

by assuming vows no Pope will loose Cenci, I. n. 23.

(2) solemn promises, undertakings.

The vows to which her lips had sworn assent . . Ginevra, 10.

a pledge, he would have said. Of broken z/ooiJ, . 7^.

The pledge of vows to be absolved 7^,'.

And vows of faith each to the other bind ; . . . Laon, IV. xui. 4.

Lovers renew the vows which they did plight . . IV. xxi._ o.

in the communion Of interchanged vows, . . . ——~ y* xxxix.2.

A temple where the vows of happy love . . . . Q. Mab, VI. 21a

(3) devotion.
Offer their secret wowj/ . .' CEdipus, 1. 16.

Voyage, n. A. Lit. (1) journey by sea. <

had devised A tedious voyage for you, . . . Cycl. 15^

Fair omen of the wofvs; Hom. Castor, m.
A voyage divine and strange, Laon, I. xxi. g.

(2) joumey, travel.

Should mar our joyous z/oya^e/ Sonn.Dante, 6.

In his wide voyage o'er continents and seas . . Witch, II. 3.

B. Fig. the joumey of life.

'Tis but the voyage of a darksome hour, . . . Damon, II. 269.

„ ,, „ Q. Mab, IX. 174.

Voyage, v. intr. proceed, persist, go.
Never thus could voyage on Eug. Hills, 4.

Voyager, n. traveller.

Calm as a vovap^er to some distant land, . . . Dte?non, II. 181.

„ „ ,, „ „ . . . Q. Mab, IX. 60.

Voyagest, V. intr. travellest, proceedest.

thou voyagest to thine home Alastor, 281.

Voyaging, ^r. ///c. moving onwards.
Voyaging cloud-like and unpent Prom. I. 688.

Vulcan, n. the god of fire.

Vulcan, jEtnean king !
Cycl. 603.

such As Vulcan never wrought for Jove . . Gisb. 23.

And .whilst the might of glorious Fafcaw . . Hom. Merc. xix. g-

She had a Boat, which some say Vulcan wrought Witcli, xxxl. i.

Like Cyclopses in Vulcan's sooty abysm, . . . LXXV. 4.

Vulgar, adj. (1) ordinary, mithinking.

Nor dream that I will join the vulgar cry, . . Julian, 362.

Nor evil joys which fire the vulgar breast . . Pr. Athan. I. 11.

(2) brutal, coarse, rude.
Beneath a vulgar master, to perform . . . . Q. Mab, V. 73.

Before whose image bow the vulgar great, . . V. 56.

(3) belonging to the commonalty.
How many a vulgar Cato has compelled . . . —;— V. 140.

like restless apes On vulgar hands, . . . . Triumph, 494.

(4) adj. absol. the commonalty, unthinking people

generally.
tradition interruptedly Teaches the credulous v., Q. Mab, II. 249.

He, like the z/«^ar, thinks, feels, 'acts and lives . III. 96.

I took it as the z/«j^ar do :
' Eosal 51.4.

j:Vulnerable, adj. most easily wounded.
You seem to know the vulnerable place . . . Ch. ist, 1. 105.

Vulture, n. a bird of prey {Species VulturidcE).

Like serpents struggling in a vulture's grasp. . Alastor, 325.

a corpse whereon A vulture has just feasted . . Ginevra, 194.

Scarcely the cloud, the vulture; or the blast.

Has power— Laon, IH-xii. 6.

then meet The vulture, and the wild-dog, . . . x. iii. 6.

Even as a vulture and a snake outspenf . . . Prom. m. i. 72.

Followed as tame as vulture in a chain. . . . Triumph, 262.

Vulture, c. adj. attr. like that of a vulture.

Victorious Wrong, with vulture scream, . . . Hellas, 940.

Vultures, n. A. Lit. pi. of Vulture.

Like vultures frighted Irom Iinaus,
_ 50.

The z'M//Mrfij and the dogs, your pensioners tame, 427.

We met the vultures legioned in the air , , . 515.

The .Ethiopian vuttut^cs fluttering fell .... Laon, X. xvi. 2,

When, like twin vultures, they hung feeding . . Rosal. 932.

two vultures sick for battle, . . . _ Sintiles, IV. i.

some across the tiar Of pontiffs sate like vul. ,' . Triumph, 497.

B. Fig. persons or things of vulture-like characteristics.

The vultures to the conqueror's banner true . Adonais, XXVIII. 3.

blind vultures, they Sail onward Epips. 463.

Vultures, who build your bowers . . . Far,Jaraway, II. i.
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w
Wade, v intr. Fig. pass, walk.
W. on the promised soil through woman's blood, Q. Mab, VII. 119.

Wadedf v. intr. passed) walked.
Through blood and tears, . . . We zi-ae/fi^^ and flew, Front, iv. 120.

Waft, V. tr. (1) speed or help along.
As one whom winds waft o'er the bending grass, Laon^ IV. xxxiii. 2.

(2) carry through the air.

to hear the wind our screams of torment waft. . —— vi. xj. g.
Waft repose to some bosom as faithful as fair, . Tear^ I. 2.

Wafted, V. tr. catried, blew.
And low, chilling murmurs, the blast wqftedhy. St. Ir. (1) 11. 4,

Wagfe, V. tr. engage in, carry on.
to a^fljffi enmity Against Justina's soul, . . . Catderon, I. 212.
Art destined an eternal war to wa^-e Dcsmon^ il. 283.
Could thaw the clouds which w. an obscure war Fr. Unrisen Splen. 4.
And Panic, shall -wage war upon our side ! . . . Hellas^ 440.
with Custom's hydra brood, Wage silent war ; . Laon^ i. xxxiii. 6.

A patient warfare thy young heart did wage^ , . ii. xxii. 5.
And judgment cease to wage unnatural war . . Q. Mab^ v. 20.
Resolved to wage unweariable war vii. igS.
war to wage With tyranny and falsehood, . . . ix. 190.
For in the battle Life 'and they did wage., . . . Xriumph^ 239.

Wa^ed, V. tr. engaged in, carried on.
Who twfl^erf contention with their time's decay, Adonais, XLVlll. 8.
AH thoughts within his mind waged mxitMoX war, Laon^ I. xxvi. 7,

what secret fight Evil and good . . . Waged thro'
that silent throng ; V. ii. g.

war, Scarcesatiableoy fate's last death-draught
waged, . Q. Mab, VII. 217.

Wag'ed, pp. carried on, engaged in.

thus was the butchery waged , . Laon, vi. xii. 6.

Where is waged the daily strife Mask, Lxix. 2.

The passions have zcfl^^a in my breast. . . , Q.qfmylfeart,\.6.
Wafer, n. stake.
And Sin cursed to lose the wager^ ^m^. Hills, 241.

Wager, v. intr. bet, stake money.
I'll wager you will see them Climbing .... CBdipus, I. 398.

Wa^es, n. A. Lit. payment lor service.
deserves just seven months' wages . ^ . . . . Peter^ VI. xiv. 4.

B. Fig. return for labour.
The niggard M/fl^iTj of the earth, C>4. u/, I. 159.

*Wag-gon-loads, c. n. that which a waggon can hold.
Three waggon-loads at least Cycl. 377.
I would lift an hundred waggon-loads, .... 473.

Wail, n. (i) ^mourning, lamentation.
Nor is heard one voice olwail Bug. Hills, ^3.
no voice of wail Escaped her ; Laon^ i. xviii. 4.
a mother's desolate 7e/az7 O'er her polhited child, 11, ix. 5.
And gnash, beside the streams of fire and wail, . Front, i. 345.
the frantic wail of widowed love Q. Mab^ I v. 55.

(2) mournful sound-
Waked in those ruins grey its everlasting wail/ . L.aon, 11. x. 9.

Wail, V. I. tr. lament, mourn.
grey fathers K/ar'/ Their childless age;— . . . . Cyc/. 291,

II. i7itr.

Wail., for the world's wrong ! A Dirge, 8.
Solemn hours! a/a/'/ aloud Dirgefor Year, ii. 5.
to wail and wander With short uneasy steps— . Fr. UnsaL i.

For those who groan, and toil, and wail . . , Mask, LXXI. 3.
Wail, howl aloud, Land and Sea, Prom. i. 30S.

Wailed, v. intr. (1) mourned, lamented.
Our hills and seas ... W.Sot the goldeji years. . Hollas, 238.

(2) uttered piercing cries.

and still it shrieked and wailed , Laon, I. x. 5.
Like starving infants wailed; , X. xv. 8.

Wailing', pr. pple.
. (1) uttering piercing cries.

wailing loud, She clasped him and cried . - . Bion. Adon. 38.
Thrusting, toiling, wailing, moiling, Peter, III. xi. i.

And stare aghast At the spectres wailing, , . . That time, I. 5.

(2) lamenting, mdurning for.

Wailing ior glory never to return.— Hellas, 869.
Wailing her own abandoned case Peter, VI. xxvii. 4.
Wailing for the faith he kindled : From. I. 555.
(3) making a drear sound.

the bleak wind is afaz'^w^, ....,,., . Autuntn^i. 1..

Wailing,///, af^',- suffering, groaning.
In concert with my zwfli7?'w^ fellow-seamen . . . Cycl. ^20.
The Wailing tribes of human kind Fosal. 706.

Wails, V. intr. laments, mourns.
As Albion wails for thee

: Adonais^ XVII. 7.

JWain, n. waggon.
Heaped upon the creaking wain, ...,,, Bug. Hills, 222.

jWainscots, n. panelling of a room.
I heard the rats squeak behind the wainscots : . CA. 1st, II. 440.

^Waistcoat, n. vest.

For he is fat, h\s waistcoat gay.^ Devil XV. 1,

Wait, V. tr. (1) await, look for, attend the coming or

happening.
I wait th}' breath, Great Parent, that my strain . Alastor, 45.
Wait peacefully for their companion new ; . . Allegory.^ II. 4.
And now must wait tiU he returns Cenci, III. i. 280.
Shall I waif, Orsino, Till he return, III, i. 373.
O, wait till I return ! v, iv. 41.
Wait for thine Eetherial lover

;
Fr. Romanes, l, 2.

w. at ScalaThe convoy of the ever-veering wind. Hellas, 285.
Upon the sea-mark a small boat did wait, , . . Laon, I. xvi, 8.

Wait yet awhile for the appointed day— . . . II. xlv. i.

bade him wait the event— ix. xiijfc2.

They wait for thee beloved ; xil, xxv. 8.

Millions on millions Wait Nat. Ant. II. 4.
all the sons of God Wait in the roofless senate-

house, Frol. Hellas, 2.

I wait. Enduring thus, the retributive hour . . Front. I. 405.
As a shark and dog-fish w. . . . For the negro-ship, Sintiles.^ lU. i.

(2) delay, or stay.

I will even wait The few surviving hours , . . Calderon, i. 81.

W^ait till day break Cenci, iv. iv. 10.
I come, dearest Henry, and wait but for thee. . St. Ir. (6) il. 4.

(3) are in attendance.
The ministers of justice wait below :..... Cenci, v. i. (i$.

(4) accompany, follow.
The ready frauds which ever on thee wait— . . Ld. Ch. xii. 3.
safest there where trials and dangers wait; . . CBdipus, ir. i. 171.
Famine and Pestilence, Shall wait on thee, . . Prol. Hellas, 145.
the ills that wait on those who do ..... , Unf Dr. 118.

Waited, v. intr. attended.
And whilst I waited vi\\X\ his child I played; . . fulian, 143.

Waited, pp. (1) delayed, remained inactive.
Or hadst thou ze/aZ/fitaf the full cycle, .... Adonais, "EiSiVll, '^.

(2) attended in expectation.
We have waited, weak and lone For thy coming, Mask, xvi. i.

Waiting*, n, delay.
Famished wolves that bide no waiting, .... Naples, 142.

Waiting, pr. pple. (1) attending in expectation, anxiously
expecting.

My son will then perhaps be waiting \}asxs, . . , Cenci, ill. ii. 26.
With folded wings they waiting sit F^^g- Hills, 340.
their God was waiting To see his enemies writhe, Laofi, x. xlv. 3.
And after wait, some few days For a new livery Peter, ii. xiv. 2.

Waiting ihe incarnation, which ascends, . . . Front. III. i. 46.

(2) in attendance.
but the ^ards are waiting At his own gate, . . Cenci, v. i. 74.
The ministers of death Are w. round the doors. . • v. iv. 124.
the Count's men Were tOazVzK^ for us . . . Julian, 62.
They are in waiting, Sirfe CBdipus^ i. 71,

(3) delaying, staying.
without waiting for the summing-up, .... Ch. ist, ii. 392.
With waiting ioT a better day

; Mask, xxiil, 2.

Waits, V. intr. (1) is in readiness, attends.
at the door Invisible Corruption waits to trace . Adonais, VIII.4.
the accusing Angel zcaz'/j to hear CVw«, TV. i. 3'j.
Whose sleepless spirit waits to catch Dcemon, ii. 303.

n II II 11 ,,.... Q. Mab, I. 29.

"

. ,". .11 I) 11 M • . • . IX. 210.
And Asia watts m that far Indian vale .... Prom. I. 826.
(2) is in attendance.

Waits with state papers for his signature ? . . . Tasso, 4.

(3) awaits.
Come, where a pleasure waits thee Calderon, in 128
Nought waits for the good, but a spirit of I^ve, . Death, Dial. 2%
And who waits for thee in that cheerless home . Fr. Is not^ 6.my paramour Waits for us at the feast— . . . Laon, VI. 1. 7.A fourth now waits : assemble, sons of God, . . Prol. Hellas, 48
One waits foT thee Front. u.\v.i±i
the envied boon. That waits the good . . . . Q. Mab, I. 124.
that waits Those who have struggled, .... i. 124.

(4) is kept waiting.
It waits for some dinner Cat i. <;.

(5) delays, holds back.
Who waitsbxkt till the destined hour arrive, . . From. ill. i. 20.

Wake, n. (1) the track where a ship has passed.
a chasm like waves in a ship's wake Laon, X. iii. 9.

(2) track, line or trail.

like the w. of light that stains The Tuscan deep, Gisb. 68.
the serpent's wake Which the sand covers,— . . Witch^ Lxxil. 4.

Wake, V, I. tr. A. Lit. arouse from sleep.
And return to wake the sleeper Bridal, 11. 3.

__ " , ,
.11 11 11 Bpithal. 2K.

Yet wakehmv not, I pray, spare me awhile, . , Cenci. iv. iv. «,.

or e'en wink, lest ye W3Atf the monster, .... Cyd.€i%\.
Walic the serpent not— J5>-, Serp i
let us not wake him yet ./?(?io/ 1269"
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B.Fig. (1)
and year wake year to sorrow Adonaz's, xxi. 9,

(2) agitate, put in motion.
To wake a tumult on the sapphire ocean, . . . Calderon, II. 72.
Tho' it can wake the still cloud, Lcton^ vii. xl. 3.

(3) excite or stir up.
(thus I wake in him A love of magic art.) . . . Calderon^ II. 157.
Which gently in his noble bosom wake All kindly

passions D<sinon^ 11. 142,

,j ,, „ „ „ „ Q. Mab, VHI. 201.
couldwizy^e the slumbering hounds Of Conscience, Fr. Satire^ 17.

(4) call forth, evoke,
and wake Thy joyous pleasure ffotn. Merc. LXXXI. 4.

(5) brinjT into growth or activity.
the soft winds as they blow Wake the green

world— Z,ao«, I. lix. 6.

(6) cause to flow.
Might tcaAs my 's slumb'ring tear M. N. Melody^ w.

(7) stir to action, excite.
when thou wake the multitude (Bdipus^ II. ii. go.

(8) make ring, echo or sound.
Her accents soft and sweet the pausing air did w. Laon, Vll. ii. 9.
Wake all the dewy woods with jangling music, CEdipus^ ll. ii. 125.

(9) make, give rise to.

Of heartless mirth which women, men, and boys,
Wake Mother^' Son, VII. 8.

wake sounds, Sweet as a singing rain Ptoth, IV. 234.

II. intr. (1) am awake, keep awake.
Follows me not whether I wake or sleep? . . , Cenci, i. ii. 13.

But I must wake. iii. ii. 7.

Do I ^vake and live? Hellas, 917.
and I could wake and weep Laon^ III. xxvii. 9.

So to their homes, to dream or wake All went, . v. xxxvii. 0.
to wake was not to weep, xi. ix. 4,
Of those who wake and live.

—

Mont B. 52.
wake and feed on everliving woe,

—

Pr. Athan. I. 74.
Ever thus we watch and wake. . . , . , . Protn. 1. 230.
Wake in this dell when day-light fails, . , , . Rosal, 137.
And, did he wake, a winged band 746.
Like this harsh world in which I wake .... Trium-ph^ 334.
Through the sick day in which we wake to weep, 430.

(2) awake from sleep.
Wake, melancholy Mother, wake and weep ! , , Adonais, III. 2.

' Wake thou,' cried Misery, 'childless Mother, . xxii. 2,

Wake violet-stoled queen, Bion. Adon. 4.

So when I wake my olood seems liquid fire ; . . Cenci, II. ii. 136,
If he should zca^s before the deed is done ? , . . IV. ii. 4.
O, Mother ! He must never wake again IV. ii. 5.

thus . . . wake / awake ! What, sister, . . . V. iii. 8.

W^hen to ivake? Never again V. iii. 141.

From which men wake as from a paradise, , . . Ch. ist, I. 19.

and wake as from a dream ... , . . . 11. 135.
with tears of those who wake To weep .... IV. 29.
did my spirit wake From sleep, L^on, IV. iv. 4.

Shores wnere thousands wake to weep , . . . Mexican, III. 7.

and from thy sleep Then wake to weep. . . . Mutability, (2) III. 7.

start and wake Like a lover, . Peter^ V. vii. i.

Or the sage will wake in sorrow Prom. I. 736.
Will lantne wake again, Q. Mab, \. 27.

Yes! she will wiz^e again, J- .^i-

I wake to weep, Rosal. 775.

(3) awake from death.
Wake yet a while Adonis

—

Bion. Adon. 42.
rock me to the sleep from which none wake. . . Cenci, v. iv. 118.

Which, when ye wake from the last sleep, . . . Ch. ist, III. 21,

Whence none may wake, where none shall weep. Hellas, 20.

Forget that thou must wake for ever ; . . Magnet. Lady, ill. 4.

(4) rouse from inactivity.

he compelled The Proteus shape of Nature as
it slept To wake Triutnphy 272.

(5) spring or take rise.

but joys to the pangs, that wake there Moonbeam.^ ill. 9.

(6) be active and alive.

And Tyrants sleep, let Freedom wake Hellas, 30.
Wake, thou Word Of God, Prol. Hellas, 174.

(7) become active with life and growth.
All vital things that wake to bring News of birds

and blossoming,

—

Int. Beauty, v. 9.
as dead leaves wake Under the wave, .... Laon, v. liii. 4.

thou dost wake, O Spring I Proin. 11. i. 6,

(8) rouse, up.
I wake—'tis done—'tis o'er M. N. Ravail, 113,

Oh ! I did wake From torture for that moment's
sake M.W.G. in. 5.

And wake, and find the shadow Pain, , . . , Prom. i. 779.

(9) sound, strike the ear.

gasp, I faint, till they zca>5e again Music, Ipant, l. 6

.

O sweet Echo, wake, Uny. Dr. 5.

Waked, z>. I. tr. A. Lit. aroused.
Waked the fair Lady from her sleep Mar. Dr. xxiii. 2.

the joy which w. like heaven's glance The sleepers Triumph, 538.

B. Fig. (1) incited, stirred up.
The voice that once wrtii^rf multitudes to war. . Dcemon, II. 210.

(2) excited, enlivened.

Joy waked the voiceless people of the sea, . . . Hellas, 523,

(3) freed.

And waked to music all their fountains, .... Jane^ Invitn^ 15,

(4) created, gave birth to.

Waked faint yet thrilling sounds that pierced the
crystal air Laon^ I. liv. 9.

Waked in those ruins grey its everlasting wail ! . II. x, 9.

(5) aroused, gave new life.

that sight again Waked^ . . . The stings .... in. xvii. 5.

Prometheus saw, and waked the legioned hopes . Prom. II. iv. 59.

(6) caused to germinate.
And the gusty winds waked the wing&d seeds, . Sensii. PI. III. 38.

11. intr. A.. Lit. (11 awaked from sleep.

The starveling waked, and died in joy ; . . . , Laon, xil. i. 4.

And each one who waked as his brother slept, . Prom. IV. 63.

You waked not} Unf. Dr. 151.

(2) lay awake.
And if I waked, or if I slept Rosal. 1220.

(3) come-to life.

And w. in a world, which was to me Drear hell, .
—— 1205.

B. Fig. was active.

Which ever waked when I might sleep, . . . Laon, xii. xxiv. 7.

Waked, ^/. A. ZzV. awaked from sleep-
As of a joyous infant waked Hellas^ 826.

B. Fig. (1) inspired with new life.

Forwhom should she havea/iz>6?rfthe sullen year? Adonais, xvi. 4.
Wakedhy the darkest of December's hours . . Zucca^ XI. 3.

(2) dispelled.

which would fain Have waked the dream . . . Laon^ VII. xxiv. 8.

(3) inspired, created.

The wisdom which had waked that cry, .... IX. v. 2.

(4) enlightened.
shall have waked The nations

;

Q. Mab, III. 127.

(5) indelibly formed.
reminiscences have •m. Tablets that never fade ; . Vll. 52.

^Wakeful, adj. (1) restless.

To wakeful frenzy's vi^il rages, Peter, vil. xv, 4.
Whose ever wakeful wisdom tpils Q- Mab^ V. 229.
But laid in sleep, tay wakeful pain, Rosal. 358.

(2) disinclined to sleep, vigilant.

Had kept as wakeful ^s the stars Triumph^ 22.

Waken, v. I. tr. A. Lit. arouse from sleep.

Waken me when their Mother, the grey Dawn, . Apollo, l. 5.

you might as safely waken A serpent ; . . . . Cenci^ iv. iv. 15.

I will arise and waken The multitude, .... Laon^ ll. xiv. 1.

B. Fig. arouse, bring into being.
And remorse waken mercy ? Cenci, V. iv. 40.
that waken The sweet buds every one, .... Cloudy 5.
break forth, and waken Each cloud, and every

wave :

—

. Laon^ \. \. 6.
women, whom my voice did walfen ix. x. i.

Thou who didstwa^w from his summer dreams OdeW. Wind,\\\.\.
We hear : thy words waken Oblivion Prom. IV. 543.
And the old man's sobs did waken me .... Rosal. 996".

As the sea which Whirlwinds waken^ Sophia^ iv. 2.

But if the whirlwinds of darkness waken Hail, . 2wo Spirits, 17.

II. intr. Fig.
gentle thoughts Waken to worship him .... Ck. 1st, I. 30.
As flowers beneath May's footstep waken^ • • . Mask., xxxi. i.

whose young leaves w. On an unimagined world : Ode toHeaven^\Z.
Which to the flowers did they waken or dream, . Sensii. PI. II. 3.

Wakened, v. I. tr. A. Lit. aroused from sleep.
a soft and tremulous hand Wakened me , . . Laon., xii. xviii. £.

B. Fig. aroused,
and morning fast Wakened the world to work, Horn, Merc. XVI, 6.
T\\\s wakened Tn^ it gave me human strength, . Zr*(7«,vii.xxviii.i.

II. intr. awoke from sleep.
lone wakened thtn, and said to me: ..... Prom. II. i. 93.

Wakened, pp. aroused.
Whose roar is wakened into echoings sweet , . Dmmon, li. 78.

If .1 II n n • • Q' Mab^ VIII. 67.
Wakened,///, adj. A. Lit.
Beneath a waAtfi?*^ giant's strength 1.191.
B.Fig.

From whatsoe'er my wakened thoughts create . Laon, iv. xii. 3.

Fairer than any ^akenedeyes behold Question, lii. 8.

*Waken'dst, v. tr. Fig.
the clear knowledge thou wakeff^dst for mai^ ? . Prom. i. 542.

"'WakeuinsT, pr. pple. Fig. (1) arousing from death.
Wakening the world's dead gang,

—

i^at. Ant. vi. 6.

(2) evoking, bringing out.

Wakening a sort of thought in sense Peter, rv. x. 5.
Wakening a lonely echo

;

Q. Mab^ ix. gis.

(3) moving, stirring.

Wakening the leaves and waves, Woodn$an, 64,

'I'Wakeniug, ppl. adj. Fig. (1) life-giving, reviving.
odorous winds Ofwa^w/«f spring arose, . , . Dcetfton, i. 75.
shall creep The woAgmw^ vernal airs, . . . , Zucca^ 11. 6,

(2) inspiriting, rousing.
Luther caught thy wakening glance, Ode Lib, x. 6.

Wakens, v. tr. A. Lit. arouses from sleep.

and like the secret birdWhom sunset wake?is, , Laon 11. xxviii. 4.
Whom the morn wakens but to fruitless toil ; . , Q. Mab^ v. 115.
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B. Fig^. (1) enlivens, makes cheerful.
Which wakens hill and wood and rill Fausi^ II. 61.

(a) brings into action.
Pause ere it wakens tempest ;— Laon^ Vll. xxii. 7,
as with its thrilling thunaer Vesuvius w. ^Etna, . Ode Lib. Xlll. 3,

(3) arouses, evokes.
"Who Wfl^tfwj with her smile the lulled delight . Horn. Venus, 2.

fWalces, n. tracks or trails.

Had left on the sweet waters mighty wakes . Witch^ LVIII. 5.

Wakes, v. I. tr, A. Lit. arouses from sleep.
And wakes the destined Prom. 11. ii. 50.

B. Fig. (1) sets in motion or action.
That wakes the wavelets of the slumbering sea . D<e-mon, n. 41.

y II >. n 11 M • g. -Mzd, VIII. 24.
IVakes not one ripple from its summer dream, . Even. Pisa, I. 6.
and their step Wakes earthquake Hellas, 280.

(2) rouses to activity.

For birth but wakes the universal mind .... Damon, II. 248.
•makes Power lulled in her savage lair : . . . . Hellas, 995.
It a;a^tfj a life in the forgotten dead Prom. iv. 574..
For birth but wakes the spirit Q. Mad, ix. 155.

(3) raises, initiates.

Wakes the unholy song ofwar, 11, 186.

II. intr. A. Zit. arouses from sleep.
If e'er he zca^j Again, Ce««* III. ii. 88.
when the fond wretch wakes to weep, Hellas, 227.

B. Mg: (1)
He wakes or sleeps with the enduring dead ; . Adonais, xxxvill. 3.
He lives, he waAej-^'Tis Death is dead, not he ; XLI. i.

(2) lives, is active.

And mock the merry worm that wakes beneath ; xx. ^.

(3) breaks fortb.

Before the whirlwind wakes . Ch. \st, I. 40.

Waking*, pr. pple. being awake.
Waking' or asleep, Thou of death must deem . Skylark, 81

.

VTsukxn.^, ppl. adj. A. Lit. while awake.
as clear and true As any waking eyes can view. Mar. Dr. xxiii. 7.

and o'er each waking\\o\kx Pr. Athan. i. 6^.
TCiy waking hours Too full of care and pain. . . Prom. ii. i. 54.
This was the tenour of my waking &cq.zx:\ :— , . Triumph, 42.
Half compensate a hell of ayaAzre^ sorrow. . . . Unf.Dr.244.
B. Fig. active, not dormant.

ten thousand years outnumber Qi waking life, . Laon, ill. i. 4.

Walk, n. A. Lit. promenade, the act of walking.
And tell him, in a country walk alone, . . . Fr. Satire, 4,^.

When to the moonlight walk by Henry led, . . Q. Mab, ix. 183.

B. Fig. progress or journey.
Swiftly, yet gracefully, begins her walk, . . . Orpheus, 96.

Walk, V. I. tr. Fig. (1) frequent.
that walk the waves of sleep Laon, Xll. xxxvi. g.

(2) proceed on.
Clothed in which to walk his way Peter, Prol. 6.

(3) pass through.
That walk the air on subtln wings, Rosal. 965.

II. intr, A. Lit, (1) of progression.
I walk over the mountains and the waves, . . . Apollo, II. 2.

How slow and painfully yoa seem to walk, . . Fiordispina, 60.

I walk into the air, (but no relief To seek,— Fr. My head is wild, 3.

that fly, or walk, or creep Laon, v. Iv. 9.

All livmg things that walk, swim, creep or fly, . Q. Mab, VI. 77.

„ „ „ ,, „ „ . Superstition 6.

And near him walk the . . . twain, Xrtuntph, 260.

(2) stroll, take walks.
will rise, and sit, and walk together, Efiips. 541.
We will walk here To-morrow ; SuTiset, 22.

If I wflZ-S in Autumn's even To-viorrow, II. 1.

B. Fig. (1) progress, advance, move.
In which I walk secure and unbeheld Cenci, 11. i. 192.
While far Orion o'er the waves did walk . . . Laon, V. Iviii. 3.

A black ship walk over the crimson ocean,— , Marenghi, xxvil. 2.

Walk upon the winds with lightness, Prom. II. v. 69.
Which w. upon the sea, and chaunt melodiously ! 11. v. no.
As where the evening star may walk Rosal. 644.
Swiftly walk over the western wa^-e To Night, I. 1.

a veil in which I walk through Heaven .... Unf. Dr. 24.

(2) pass, live through.
walk thro' a world of tears To death Cenci^ V. iv. 1 13.

(3) live, exist.

And that I walk thus proudly crowned .... Couplets, i.

To walk in the visions of Poesy Mask, I. 4.

(4) go, proceed.
It might walk forth to war among mankind ; , , Laon, Ded. V. 6.

Walked, v. intr. A. Lit. progressed.
And, as on purpose, he walked wavering . . Horn. Merc. xxxv. 6.

When I walkea forth upon the glittering grass, . Laon, Ded. iii. 5.

I walked among the dying and the dead, . . . l. xiiv. 3.

I a;a/>6erf thro' Uie great City then, IX. vi. i.

And she walked zhout as one who knew . . Mar. Dr. xxiJi. 5.

W^/^Ci/from Killarney to the Giant's Causeway, (Bdipus,\i.'\. 17$.
He !s/fl/^5(/ about—slept

—

Peter, vii. ix. 3.

How in those beams we walked, Pr. Athan. II. ii. 59.
I walked ^o\3X like a corpse alive ! . . . Rosal. 312.

He walked along the pathway of a field .... Sunset, g.

within the gloom Of tneir own shadow walked . Triumph, 59.
and Walked owt of quarters in somnambulism ; . Witch, lxxv. 2.

B. Fig. lived, existed.

And walked z.^ free as light the clouds among, . Laon, Ded. Vll. 6.

Until it walked, exempt from mortal care, , . . Prom. II. iv. 78.
and men walked On& with the other in. iv. 131.

And w«/^e(/ with inward glory crowned— , , St. Dejection, ill. $.

*Walkest, v. intr. Fig. passest.

As thou walkest o'er the dewy dale, ..... Moonbeam, 1 . 4.

Walking", pr, pple. A. Lit.
Wets walking with a quiet mien : Mask, xxxil. 4.
Met his own image walking va. the garden. . . Prom. I. 193.

B. Fig.
Thus did the Devil, thro' earth walkings . . . Devil, xix. 5.
W^fl/,^ZM^ beneath the night of life, .... . Rosal. -^^i.^

Walklug-f ppl. adj. F'ig. living.
Into a walking ^axaAoji; Peter^ VI. xviii. z.

Walks, n. (1) journeys, passages.
An hindrance to my walks o'er the green world : Prom. III. iv. 39

(,2) paths, tracks.
Were bent and tangled across the walks / . . . Sensit. PI. III. 47.

Walks, V. I. intr. A. Lit.
he walks As if he trod upon the heads .... Ch. \st, 1. 58.
Amid her ladies walks tne papist queen, . . . I. 66.
unassailed Therefore she w. thro' the great City, Laon, IV. xix. 5.
He walks about a double g;host, Peter, III. iii. 3.
It walks not on the earth, it floats not on the air, Front, I. 773.
Or walks thro' fields or cities while men sleep, . in, iv. 12.

B. Fig.
And the Apennine walks abroad with the storm. Apenn. 12.
A man who walks like tliee Thro' crimes . . , Cenci, iv. i. 16,
He w. in lonely gloom beneath the noonday sun. Laon, V. xlii. o.

It walks upon the earth to judge his foes, . . . x. xxxvi. 5.
Thro' which the Sun walks Prom. I. 65.
Like the lamps of the air when night w. forth, . Sensit. PI. 11. 11.

II. tr. Fig.
Which walks, — the wave of life's dark stream. Laon, II. xxiii. 9.

Wall, n. (1) rampart.
My word is as a wall Ch. \st, II 204.
As of two mountains in the a/fi// of Stamboul ; . Hellas, S31.
There is a plain beneath the City's wall, . . . Laon, IV xxv. i.

And till we came even to the City's wall . , vi. ii. i.

Flowed at a hundred feasts within the wall, , . ix. xvii. 2.
And bore her to the city's wall, Mar. Dr. xvil. 2.

(2) a structure with or without roof.
A low dark roof, a damp and narrow wall. . . Ch. ist, IV. 45,
Even as the corpse that rests beneath their wall. Dmmon, Ii. 216.
a brick house or zya// Fencing; some lonely court, Gisb. 266.
Even as the corpse that rests beneath its wall. . Q. Mab, ix. loS.
And on the dark wall St. Ir. (3) xii. 4.

(3) a height of any kind.
The pinnacles of that black zwa// of mountains . Faust, II. 112.
And wall impregnable of beaming ice, .... Mont B. ig6.
Nailed to this wa// of eagle-baffling mountain, . Front. I. 20.

*Wall-flower, n. the genus Cheiranthus.
With the green ivy and the red wall-Jlower, , . Dcemon, 11. 196.

)i ,1 ,, ,, ,, n • • Q.Mab, IX. 117.

*Wallacliians, n. natives of Wallachia.
The light Wallachians, The Amaut, Servian, . Hellas, 367.

Walled, adj. surrounded by a wall.
'Tis safely walled and moated round about : . . Cenci, II. i. 169.

Wallow, V. intr. Fig. roll, indulge.
nor does it wallow In slime as they in simony . Ch. tst^ I. iii.
Deep wallow in the earnings of the poor, . . . Q. Mab, IV. 239.

Walls, n. A. Lit. (1) pi. of Wall (1).
to the walls of Antioch

; Calderon, I. 7^.
Padua, thou within whose walls ^ug. Hills, 236.
Afar, the cit)^ walls were thronged on high, . . Laon, v. xv. 1.

let none survive But those within the walls— . x. ix. 5,
And burst around their walls, Ode Lib. ix. lo.

(2) pi. of Wail (2).
And gray walls moulder round, Adonais, L. i.

on the mute waZ/j around, Alastor, 120.
The walls Spin round ! Cenci, ill. i. 9.
And are there walls, and tower-surrounded towns ? Cycl. 108,
The walls are hi^h, the gates are strong, . . . Bpips. 396.
A peopled labyrinth oi walls. Fug. Hills, 96.
Sleep in the walls or under tlie sward .... Fr. Wine, 5,
For round the walls are hung dread engines, . . Gisb. 22.

And on the jasper walls around, tnere lay
Paintings Laon, l. liii, 5.

whose marb]ez£'a//jtheleaguedstorms withstand. 11. xiv. 9.
Within the walls of that grey tower, ... . iv, i. 8.
Its sculptured walls vacantly to the stroke , . v. xxii. 7,
Knew nought beyond those walls, v. xxvii. 9.A heap of hearthless walls ;— vi. xlvi. 4.
on Pisa's marble walls the twine Of direst weeds Marenghi, ix. 1.

we entrench you with walls of brawn, . . , CBdipus, ll. i. 143.
He'd clomb the orchard walls to pillage . . . Peter, II. ix. 3,
And the rough walls are clothed with long soft

grass; Prom. ill. iii. 21.
Whose chains and massy walls We feel, . . . Q. Mab, vi. 195.
Round the walls of an outworn sepulchre, . . Rosal. 210.
Yet through those dungeon walls there came . . —— 615.
And which the mute walls spoke again . . . 892.
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Who beats the •walls of his stony cell Rosal. io,^6.

all the chamber And walls seemed melted . . . Unf. Dr. 136.
Like columns and walls did surround .... Vis. Sea^ 109.

(3) pi. ofWalI(3\
Between the walls of mighty mountains . . . Laon^ xii. xxxv. 6.

Among whose everlasting; walls Mar. Dr. VIJI. 4.

The vale is girdled with their walls^ Prom,. 11. iii. 33.
and the waUs of the W9,tery vale ...,*. Vis, Sea^ \$.

B. Fig.
the world's shadowy wa//,S are past and disappear. Con.Szng. 11. 11.

calls From ruin her Titanian walls } Hellas^ 705.
Through the walls of our prison

; 1058.

tWalnut, c. adj. aitr. made of walnut wood.
within The walnut ttowl it lies, veined and thin, . Gisb. 67.

Wan, adj. (1) sad looking, sickly.
wan they stand and sere AdonaiSy XVI. 7.

"Wildered, and wan^ and panting, she returned. . Alasior^ 139.
His wan eyes Gaze on the empty scene .... 200.
His eyes beheld Their own Wff« light ..... 470.
Or the mariner, worn and wan^ Eug^. Hills^ 3.

Which scarce hides thy visage wan;— .... — 173.

He lifted his wan eyes upon the bride, .... Ginevra^ 49.
Wan emblem of an.empire fading now ! ... Hellas^ 340.
Am I not wan like thee ? Julian^ 386.
Wingfed and wan diseases, an array Laon^ I. xxix. 3.

Her lips and cheeks seemed very pale and wan^ . v. xxiii. 2.

Concealing in the dust his visage wan^ .... v. xxix. 8.

When my wan eyes in stern resolve Vll. xxiv. 6.

widowed Genoa wan Naples^ 108.

his K/aK visage and his withered mien . . . Pr. Athan.\\.\.'iS-
but o'er the visage wan Of Athanase, .... Ii.ii.47.

for my wan breast was dry With grief; .... Prom. I. 176.

Close those wan lips ;
——

- I. 598.
Which drew disease and pain from ifiy nv. bosom, III. iii. 94.
and make My wan eyes glitter for her sake, . . Rosal. 341.
The tears which fell from her wan eyes .... 415.
That dying statue, fair and wan^ 1087.
The lihes were drooping, and white, and wan^ . Sensii. PI. HI. 28.

Her eyes were black and lustreless and wan: . Sunset^ 37.

Is the flame of life so fickle and wan .... T^here isnowork^ 5.

like a sick matron wan^ Witck^ LI. 7.

(2) white, pale.

Beneath the wan stars and descending moon . . Alastor^ ^^\.
and drank Wan moonlight even to fulness : . . 006.

The rose has fled from his wan lips, . . . . Bion. Adon, 11.

Makes it 'man with her borrowed light Constant. I. 6.

One pale as yonder wan and horned moon, . , Dce9non, I. 3.

Leaves midnight to the golden stars, or wan . . Gisb. 259.
Soon the wan stars came forth, Laon^ III. xviii. 5.

cheeks wan with the kiss of death, xi. xi. i.

Makes wan the quivering cheek, Rosal. 871.

Wand, n. A. Lit. small staff or rod.

Waving a starry wand^ Dcem.on^ I. 73.

The beautiful wand of wealth and happiness ; . Horn. Merc. xc. 2.

A serpent-cinctured wand. Prom. I. 324.
her wand Circled with wreaths of amaranth : . , Q. Mah^ I. 107.

The Fairy waved her wand: Vll. 267.

The Fairy waves her TOflKi/ of charm IX. 212.

inchanted To music, by the wand of Solitude. . Laon^ VI. xxiii. 6.

Whose wand of power is hope, ix. xxxii. 3.

With divine wand traced on our earthly home . Ode Lib. ix. 14.

We have felt the wand of Power, and leap— . . Prom. iv. 67.

Touching all with thine opiate wand— . ... To Night. II. 6.

the wand Of dewy morning's vital alchemy, . . Triumph^ 401.

^Wand-like, c. adj. tall, thin.

And the wand-like lily, which lifted up Sensit. PL I. 33.

Wander, v. intr. A. Lit. (1) travel, pass.

Wander wheresoe'er he may, Bug. Hills, 30,

which drew me home When I might w. forth ;' . Laon^ II. xxi. 3.

thou shalt wander o'er the unquiet earth . . . Q. Mab, Vll. 182.

And I wander and wane like the weary moon. . Unf. Dr. 4.

To wander in the shadow of the night Witch^ Lix. 8.

(2) saunter, walk, stray.

And wander in the meadows, Efips. 543.
to wander out Into the Brocken Faust. II. 227.

to wail and wander With short uneasy steps— . Fr. Unsat. i.

Across my threshold did I wander ne er, . . Hom. Merc. LXIV.4.
through my newly-woven bowers, Wander happy

paramours, . Prom., iv. 428.

B. Fig,
•wander not,— Wander no more AdonaiSy ix. 6.

The breath of heaven did wawflfey— Alastor^66i.
Then with unwilling steps I wander down . . . Apollo^ V. 2.

thro' the world Wander like winds Deemon^ 11. 243.

And evening airs wawtilgr upon the wave ; . . . LTellas, i6g.

adventurous thoughts that w. near it Worship, . Ode Lib. Cane. 3.

With woe, which never sleeps or slept, I w. now. Rosal. 537.

Then wander like spirits among the spheres, . . Sensit. PI. i. 88.

Infecting the winds that a/fl«dfe?- by _ lll.6g.

Who wander o'er the paradise of fame, .... Ter3a^ Rima^ 5.

Then wander o'er city, and sea, and land, . , . To Nighty II. 5.

It were delight to wander there— Two Spirits^ 7.

Wandered, v. hitr. A. Lit, (1) rambled, travelled.

He wandered aw. Till vast Aornos seen .... Alastor^ 239.

wildly he wandered oxi^ 244.

none wandered iorth To see or feel : Laon^ II. v. 6.

1 wandered thro' the wrecks of days departed . II. x. i.

many weary years He wandered^ . . .
'

. . P*'- Athan. II. 1. 21.

I wandered o'er, till thou, O King of sadness, . Prom. i. 770.

(2) strolled or sauntered.
We zi;awrf*;r^rf to the Pine Forest Jane, Recoil, q.

and her willing feet Wandered -^Xxii mine . . . Laon, II. xxv. 5.

Thro' whose overshadowing woods I wandered . Prom.. I. 122,

Methought among the lawns together We wan.^ p- i- 144-

I dreamed that, as I wanderedoy the way, . • Question^ i. i.

They wan. in their youth, through sun and rain. Rosal. -1278,

in what far woodlands wild W^awflfer^iar ye . . . Virgil^ 13.

(3) roamed, strayed.

he wandered then About yon lonely isles . . . Julian^ 247.

B. Fig.
there wandered . . . Prophesyings which grew

articulate Naples, 48.

my touch, that wandered like quick flame, . . Rosal. 1146.

K^fl«£fe;'ei/upon the earth where'er she past, . . Witch^iMl.y.

Wandered, pp. A. Lit. (1) passed, travelled,

have ffl^awc^r^fi? over The expanse Calderon^ 11. 145.

(2) rambled, roamed.
Wandered in the winding rocks Cycl. 46.

B, Fig. strayed.

Thou art not dead, but thou hast wandered . . Dante Conv. 39.

For the poor thing; had wandered thither, . . . Helena, 4.
_

Whither has wandered xior<N my partial tongue . Prom., ill. iv. 122.

Wanderer, 7i. (1) a traveller.

The wanderer's footsteps fell Alastor, 626.

Whilst still no land to greet the wanderer , . Dcemon, II. 96.

To blister with their poison spume The zcflWi^^r^r. Faust, 11.78.

(2) a homeless person.
And heap the houseless wanderer^s store, . . . Devil, xx. 5.

Yet far must the desolate wanderer roam ; . . St. Ir. (6) I. 2.

(3) one without settled abode.
a hopeless wanderer.^ through mankind ?— . . /V. Athan. I. 20.

f4) the moon and the earth so called.

Bright wanderer, fair coquette of heaven, . Bright Wanderer^ i.

Brother mine, calm wanderer, Prom.. IV. 325.

Wanderers, n. travellers.

the wanderers o'er the solitude Of distant seas, . Laon, III. xii. 3.

That yielded to the wanderers of the deep . Q. Mab, IV. 94.

*Waudere3t, v. intr. A. Lit. travellest, voyagest.
Wanderest thou alone, afar ? Cyd. 67.

B. Fig
And Truth who TCflWi/^r^j/ lone and unbefriended, Hellas, 984.
Weary wind, who wanderest . . . World's Wanderers, III. I.

Wandering, n. (1) straying.
Caught the impatient wandering of his gaze. . Alastor, 300.

(2) journeying.
On his long wandering, Hom. Merc. xxiv. 4.
Companions of our WflM^firzw^, Sonn. Dante, 11.

Wandering, pr. pple, A. Lit. (1) rambling, travelling

onwards.
The Poet wandering on. Through Arabic . . . Alastor^ 140.
Tempts me forth thus wandering Cycl. 512.
By wandering long over the homeless sea. . . 709.
Wandering at the close of day ; Eug. Hills, 135.
He drove them wandering o'er the sandy way, Horn. Merc. xiii. i.

Of those who in the wide deep wandering are, . Laon^ III. xxx. 7.

(2) sauntering, strolling.

Out of the lofty cavern wandering Hom. Merc. IV. i.

Which, wandering on the echoing shore^ ^ . . Q. Mab, I. 48,
Till a naked child came wandering by, . . . Rosal. 153.

(3) roaming, straying.
With hair unbound is wanderingthxo' the woods, Bion. Adon. 17.

The herd went wandering, Hom. Merc. Lxxxvi. i.

Whom I found wandering in the streets, . . . Laon. vi. xlviii. 2.

And houseless Want , , . Wander, ungarmented, Rosal. 477.
B. Fig, straying, passing,

all the winds "wandering along the shore , . . Epips. 433.
And evening's breath, wandering here and there E-uen. Pisa, I. 4.
The naked soul goes wandering here and there . Fiordispina^ 80.
Had lifted in its anger wandering by ;— ... Hellas, 408.
Through the winter wandering^ Jane, Invitn, 8.
Where wandering h^^dXessXy. I met pale Pain . Julian^ 324.
Yet wandering far beyond that innocent age . . Laon^ li. xxii. 2.

Her spirit . . . From her deep eyes far wandering^ II. xxix. S.

from the caves of day-light wandering .... xii. viii. 9.

Wandering- cora'^aL.mamGSs Among the stars . . Moon, i, 3.

O'er the wioe world vtmnderinghci.— .... Peter^ Prol. 2.

and shapeless sights come wandering by, . . . Prom. I. 36.
sights too foul to speak and live Were wand, by. ——— i. 5^2.
Were w. in thick flocks along the mountains . , 11. 1. 146.
Which lonely men drink wander, in their youth, — ii. iii. 5.

I w. went Among the haunts . . . of mankind, . ill. iv. 126.
With its dark buds and leaves, wander, astray; Question, III. 6.

Thro' which slow shades were wandering^ . . Rosal. 104.
As a frail cloud wandering o'er the moon, , . 1041.
And a northern whirlwind, waw(/en*«^ about . Sensit. Pt.wi.iio.
then wandering Down one clear path . . . . Serchio, H2.
weary Of wandering on without thee, Mary ; Two Fr. Mary, 11. 3.

Wandering, ppl. adj, A. Lit. roaming.
His wandering step Obedient to high thoughts, . Alastor, io6.
this lawless giant's wandering flocks. , , , . Cycl. 30.

Whose prey the a;fl«^tfr/«jf fish, , Moschus, 11,
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And the Wfl«afer/w^ herdsmen know /Vom. I. 794.
the wander. Arab's tent Flaps inthedesart-blast. Q. Mab^ IJ. 135.

B. Fig: movinf^ or straying enatically.
A -w. stream of wind, Breathed from the west, . Alastor^ 397.
What oozy cavern or what wandering c\q\xA . . 510.
Its wandering strings must be what blind me so, Cenci^ III. i. 7.
burst forth into the wandering air ! . , . . ni. i. 28.
A wandering and strange spirit ill. i. 82.
collect your wawfl^tfrzw^ thoughts IV. iv 164.
Are" sown by wandering Rumour in all spirits ; . Ch. 1st, ll. 472.
That wandering ^\\r\.^ of soft yet icy flame . . Bpips. 283.
The wandering hopes of one abandoned mother, 304.
fold the wandering^^e. In liquid sleep . . . 356.
Bright as that wan^ring Eden Lucifer, . . . 459.
Lead us on, thou wandering Gleam, .... Faust^ ll. 42.
This wandering melody until it rests Among

lone mountains Fr. Silence^ 8.
When as the wandering z\o\y.^ unveiled or hid . Hellas, 624.
The wawrfsr/w^ airs they faint Ind. Ser. il. 1.

The wandering wind her nurslings might caress ; Laon^ VI. xxviii. 7.A wandering Meteor by some wild wind sent, . vi. xxxii. 4.
0_ Love! who to the hearts of a;a«flfer?«^ men . VIII. xi. i.

wild thoughts, whose wawrftfWw^ wings .... Mont B. ^\.
On& wandering thought pollutes the day ; - . . Mutability, 10.
It is |the H/flwcfeWWjf voice of Orpheus' lyre, . . Orpheus, ^%.
The fairest of those K<a«^r2«^ isles ProL Hellas, \9>.

In wandering c\g\xA^ of sunny rain 42.
Wraps ere it drinks some cloud oi wander, dew. Prom. II. i. 78.
And wind-enchanted shapes oi wandering mist; li. iii. 27.
The wandering voices and the shadows these . • iii. iii. 57.
the flight of passion's wandering ^m%, . , . . Q. Mab, vi. 58.
portraiture Of a;aM<aferzM^ human thought. . . Vll.'275.
those wandering isles of a5ry dew, Witch, liv. 2.

and through their wa«(3fe?'/«^ veins . ... Sunset, 40.
WanderinsfS, n. (1) meandertngs,
through the plain in tranquil wanderings crept, . Alasior, 500.
(2) follies, errors.

Watching its wanderings as a friend's disease : . Dm-mon, 11. 289.
11 )i I) )i ,} „ . Q. Mab, IX. 196.

(3) speculative imaginings.
Met on its visioned wanderings^ ... . . Epips. 191.

(4) erratic dreamings.
To its dire wanderings to adapt the sound . . Laon, iii. vi. 4.
led by the insane And feeble 7e/fl«^rzwp-j . . . Wanine Moon^x.
(5) flights.

^ .^

The comrade of thy wanderings over heaven, Ode W. Wind, iv. 7.

VaudexSi v. intr. A. Lit. (1) roams.
over the world wanders for ever, Alastor, 680.

(2) strolls.

The wealthy yeoman, as he wanders, .... Devil, xix, i.

Then when it wanders home with rosy smile, . . Prom-, iv. 391.
B. Fig.

The dark blood wanders o'er his snowy limbs, . Bion. Adon. 9.
He wanders, like a day-appearing dream, . . Fr. Wandering, i.

Which zwawiwrff thro' the waste air's pathless blue, L.aon, li. xxiii. 5.
Wanders up the vault of the blue day, .... Prom. IV. 434.
That climbs and wanders thro' steep night, . . 11. ii. 15.

Wands, n. pi. of Wand.
Came shaking in his speed the budding wands . Virgil, 21.

Wane, n. declination.
when the weary moon was in the wane, .... Witch, XLVII. 1.

Wane, v. intr. decline, grow less.
Beyond the mighty moons that wane Con. Sing. 11. 9.
That wax and wane in lover's eyes— Jnt. Beauty, IV. 7.
the stars that w. On the verge of formless space— L.aon, ill. xxvii. 3.My sphered light wane in wide Heaven ; , . Prom., i. 165.
And I wander and wane like the weary moon. . Unf. Dr. 4!

Waned, v. tr. disappeared, decreased.
waned in the coming light, Triumph, 412.
From every form the beauty slowly waned; . . 519.

Wanes, v. intr. (1) fades.
as the floweret wanes at morning frost, .... Calderon, III. 14S.
wanes away Among her stars, Laon, ix. xxiv. 5.
now it M/flw&s .* it gleams again Prom. ll. \. 21,

(2) approaches the close.
Day after day, w^hen the year wanes, Laon, x. xvii. i.

*Wanest, v. intr. passest out of sight or memory.
like a forgotten moon thou wanest? Tersa Rima, 3.

Waning, pr. pple. (1) becoming apparently smaller.
like the Moon Waxing and w. o'er Endymion, . Epips. 294.
(2) disappearing.

For the pallid moon is WflWiKjg', Fr. Roman's,!.^.
'Waain^ J ppl. adj. (1) fa'ding, lessening.
The pale and waning stars, Dcemon, i. 137.
that Moon, whose pale and waning lips .... Epips. 309.
her waning eyes were grown Weary Laon, vil. xxii. 1.

The waning sturs prankt in the waters blue, . . ix. i. 8.
pale as yonder waning moon Q. Mab, i. 3.
shewedThe pale and zcawm^f stars, .... 1.226.
Droops in the smile of the waning moon, . . . Rosal. 696.
(2) passing.

and such was now the token Of waw/w^ night, , Laon, X. ii. 9.
the keen frost-wind of the waning year . . , , Q. Mab, V. 5.

(3) decreasing.
they bear along witli them The waning sound, . Orpheus, 42.

(4) failing.

Haste thou and fill the waning crescent . . . Prol, Hellas, 169.

Want, n. (1) poverty, destitution, lack of food.

wealth ffollowed] by squalid want, Ch. 1st, l. 163,

The hell-hounds. Murder, Want and Woe, . . . Devil, xxvi. 3.

and Blight, and Want, and Madness pale, . . . Laon, i. xxix. 2.

Want, and Moon-madness, VI. xvii. 2.

Disease, and Want, and worse Necessity Of hate
and ill, Vili. v. 8.

For Earthquake, Plague, and Want, .... ix. xiii. 9.

First fFaw^tjien Plague came on the beasts; . X. xiv, i.

Want and Pest Were horrible, XI. viii. \.

That Want, and Plague, and Fear xi. xviii. 7.

So thin with want, he can crawl in and out . . CBdipus, l. 178.
but want demand, Q. Mab, V. 40.
And houseless Want in frozen ways Rosal. 476.
The moles and the dormice died for want: . . Sensit.Pl. III.103.

(2) lack.

I hate thy want of truth and love— Critic, IV. 3.
And that a want of that true theory, Julian^ 203. ^
Seditious hunks ! to whine for zwaw^ of grains, . CBdipus, I.

8*
(3) need.

Furnish with food seamen in want of it ? ... Cycl. 89.
Provide us food, of which we are in want. . . . 126.

(4) desire, longing.
Like a doe in the noontide with love's sweet tv., Sensit. PI. l. 11.

A thing wherein we feel there is some hidden w. Skylark, 70.
like a want He past Witch, ix. 4.

Want, V. tr. (1) desire, need.
Some want food, Cat, IV. 4.
Only want a wife — IV. 6.
They sell What we now want. Cenci, ill. i. 238.
But we want money, Ch. \st, ii. 266.
You want to drink ;— Cycl. 554.

(2) wish to do, purpose.
What does he want then at our ball ? Faust, II. 339-
(3) are destitute of, lack.

The good want power, but to weep barren tears. P^om. I, 625.
The powerful goodness w. : worse need for them. i. 626.
The wise want love ; and those who love want

wisdom I. 627.
Wanted, v. tr. needed, desired.
Only wanted a rat, Cat, V. 2.
Hang empty vessels, as they wanted food, .. . , Cycl. 79.
The consolation that he zcaw^^rf not, Ginevra, 177.
Where none w. but it, could belong to the giver, Sensit. PI. i. 73.

Wanted,//, lacked.
Nor zcaM/£(^ heyre. the just similitude Triumph, iij.

Wanting", pr. pple. (1) lacking.
To what in me were wanting.— Ck. 1st, ii. 73.
But a voice Is wanting, Prom. ii. iv." 116.
Even now is wanting to fulfil Rosal. 6og.

(2) deserving, wishing.
We, wanting to buy food, Cycl. 233.

Wanton, n. a playful sportive being.
Peace, wanton, thou art yet not old enough. . . Prom. ill. iv. 91.

Wanton, adj. (1) wandering, frolicsome, playful.
nought but vagrant bird, or wanton wind, . . . Alastor, 410.
The rivulet r^w/ow and wild, 495.
bore, In wanton sport, those bright leaves, . . 583.
unpremeditated wit Joyous and wild and w.— . Horn.. Merc. IX. 7,

(^2) lewd, licentious.
The wanton wretch ! she was bewitched . . . Cycl. 160.

(3) reckless, uncalled for.

aping all The wanton horrors of her bloody play
; Q. Mab, v. 24.

*Wantonly, adv. recklessly.
wantonly Heaped ruin, vice, and slavery ; . . . iv. 98.

Wantonness, n. lavish recklessness.
those morsels which his wantonness Wastes . . iii. 38.

Wantons, v. intr. revels.
Wantons in endless being. i. jei.

Wa.nts, n. (1) necessities, needs.
with human charity His human wants, .... Alastor, 2^6.
He has wide wants, and narrow powers. . . . Cenci, li. li. 12,
Ere yet its gathered flood feeds human wants . Laon, vi. xli. 7.
the daily strife With common wants and com-

r T ^°" ^^l^^ Mask, Lxix. 3.
if Life can breed New wants, Ode Lib. xvil. 14.
Whose meagre wants but scantily fulfilled, . . Q. Mab, vili. 157.
(2) desires, longings.

And in their desert hearts fierce wants he sent, . Prom. II. iv. 55.
Wants, V. tr. (1) desires, wishes for.
One wawAy society, Cat, IV. i.

My wife wants one.

—

Peter VI. xxix. i,

(2} needs, calls for.

Our simple life zwaw/j little Epips. $2^;.

Wapping", n. a low part of East London.
Like a slop-merchant from Wapping, .... Peter II. iv. 2.

War, n. A. Lit. a murderous contest between peoples or
nations.

Or war or pestilence or Nature's self, .... Ch. 1st II. 172,
The issue of the war against the Scots ' n. geij
on this fairest world Shake pestilence and war, . Dcemon, II. 17.
The voice that once waked multitudes to war . 11.210.
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War and Earthquake, never light Upon its

mountain-peaks ; Epips, 462.
And -war's mad fiends the scene environ, . . . Falsehood^ 9.
With poisonous war to taint the air : i!o.

and her slow dogs of w., Fleshed with the chase, Hellas^ 313.
And Panic, shalfwage 'war upon our side ! . , 440.
were grappled in the embrace of war, .... 487,
To dwell with War, with us, and with Despair. . 525.
After the war is fought, yield the sleek Russian . 541.
And two the loftiest of our ships of war, . . . 6^5.
are Built below the tide of imr, ^ . ^97.
has cast himself beneath The stream of war. . . 837.
Yon cloud of war, with its tempestuous phantoms 859.
Fierce Wfl?' and mingling combat, Ifom. Venus, 11.

trampled in treacherous war The gentle hearts , Laon, v. vi. 8.

now the line Of war extended, VI. x. 8.

And this was thine, O WarI VI. xvii. 5.
With War, and Woe, and Terror, in his train ; M. N. Post. Fr. 69.
On wealth, and war, and fraud— ... . Mask, Lxii. 3,
Where the flag of z£«ir unfurled Mexican, iv. 2.

Lift not your hands in the banded war, .... Ode, Arise, 20.
Starvation, typhus-fever, war, nor prison— . . CEdipus, I. 76.
Bceotia, choose reform or civil war/ .... i. 113.
Seeking peace, finding war;— I. 247.
Thebes, choose refortn or civil war, II. i. 153.
misery and confusion Of an unjust war, .... Peter, II. x. 3.

and Marshall hover Above . ProL Hellas, i^-j.

It rapt us from red gulphs of war. Prom. I. 527.
The errine nations round to mutual war, . . iii. iij. 129.
They rushed to war, Q. Mab, ll. 151.
Wakes the unholy song of war, li. i86.
From kings, and priests, and statesmen, w. arose, IV. So.
War is the statesman's game, iv. 168.
The ruin, the disgrace, the woe of war. . . . v. 68.
War -with its million horrors, V. 256.
Then preaching peace, as now they practise war, Vll.207.
and war, Scarce satiable by fate's last death-

draught
, VII. 216.

from some dread war Triumphantly returning, . Xriumphy 436.
B. Fig. (1) tumult, struggle, contention, strife, revolt.

the fearful war Of wave ruining on wave, . . . Alastor, 326.
to mutual w. Rushed in dark tumult thundering, 342.
where the fiercest war among the waves Is calm, 372.
assail With a new war the soul of Cyprian, . Calderon, il. 76.
In the great war between the old and young . . Cenci, II. ii. 38.
an eternal war to wage With tyranny . . . Dcemon, II. 283,

,. ,, ,, „ , Q. Mab, IX. 190.
worth your friendship heed the war Of worms? Gisb. 129.
who hear the war Of winds, and sigh, .... 1^.
For ever, as the war became more fierce . . . Laon, I. v. i.

All thoughts within his mind waged mutual war, —;— I. xxvi. 7.
with that Fiend of blood Renewed the doubtful

war— I. xxxi. 6.

with Custom's hydra brood, Wage silent war; . i. xxxiii. 6.

Waged thro' that silent throng ; a war that never
failed

! V. ii. 9.
the surprise And war of earthly minds, .... vil.xxxiv.8.
Still secure 'mid the wildest war of the sky, .M.N,Spec.Hors.^6.
things whose nature is at war with life— . . , Marenghi, xvi. 2. -

and make War for thy beloved sake Mask^ LXll. 2.

Weapons of an unvanquished war^ Lxxix. 4.
And there was war among; them Ode Lib. II. 11.

when tempest's war Is levied Pr. Atkan. i. 70.
o'er earth and sea its blast of war, 1l.ii.23.

which levied mutual war, Prom. II. iv. 57.
rises not in war Against a king's employ? . . . Q. Mab, III. 94.
perceive that vice Is discord, isiar, and misery ; , iii. 129.
And judgment cease to wage unnatural war . . v. 20.
Resolved to wage unweariable war . . . . vil. 198.
unheeded the war Of the battling clouds, . . .St. Ir. (i) in. i.

Could thaw the clouds which wage an obscure w. Unrisen Splen.\.
when the fierce ze/ar Of wintry wnids WitcA, xxx. 1.

War, V. intr. (1) contend, struggle.
It might walk forth to war among mankind ; . . Laon, Ded. v. 6.

(2) fight, carry on war.
who war but on thdr native ground ..... vi, xiii. 3,

*War-cry, c. n. Fig. a shout used in battle.

Rose like the war-cry of the northern wind , . Hellas, 291.

*'W'ax-fiend, c. n. Fig, the spirit of war.
The war-fiend riots o'er a peaceful land. . . . Death Vanq. 43.

*War-uote, c. n. a shout of battle.

'Tis not— he never bade the war-note swell, . M. N. Post. Fr. 35.

*War-polluted, c. adj. disgraced by war.
Still serving o'er the war-polluted world . . , Q. Mab, vii. 32.

*War-8teed, c. n. a horse used in battle.

Or like a meteor, or a war-steed's mane, , . . (EdipuSy II. i. 102.

Ward, n. cell or dungeon.
the loathliest ward Of this wide prison, England, Ch. 1st, iv. 48.

Ward, V. tr. turn aside.

and ward From countenances which I loved . . —^ 11. 357.

Wards, v. tr. turns.

Wards off the poisonous arrow of its scorn t . . Q. Mab, Ded. 2.

*Warehouse, n. a place of storage for goods.
In every warehouse and on every farm, .... Ch. ist, II. 273.

Wares, n. articles, goods.
full of the choicest war^j Of every sort, . . . , Faust, u. 2gg.,

^Warfare, n. A. Lil. active war.
Which was a field of holy warfare then, . . . Laon, i. xliv. 2.

B. Fig. contest, struggle of emotion.
brows anxious and pale With the heart's war. ; . II. ix. 8.

A patient warfare thy young heart did wage, . ll. xxii. 5.

Warily, adv. watchfully, cautiously.

which warily Shifted and glanced ...... I. ix. 8.

Warlike, adj. suitable for war.
in warlike armour drest^ Golden, all radiant! . Horn. Min. 5.

Warm, adj. A. Lit. (1) hot, heated, not cold.

broiling warjn from the live coals, Cycl. 224.

And to be washed in water clean and warm, . Horn. Merc. XLV. 7.

Which poured their warm, drops on the sunny
ground

—

Laon, Ded. iv. 3.

but warm With human blood,— -— l. xxxv. 3.

Warm tears throng fast ! i- xlv. i.

The radiance of whose limbs rose-like and warm. • i- Ivii. 4.

And warm and light I felt her clasping hand . . ll. xxvi. i.

thy kiss is sweet, tliy lips are warm— . . . ix.xxxiv. i.

Those •marvn and odorous lips xi. vi, 2.

The war«« tears burst xil. xiy. i.

The warm touch of a soft and tremulous hand . xil. xviii, i.

But I think, love, thou feelest me warm- . . .M.N. Ravail,Q\.
Will look on thy more warm and equal light . . Projn. III. iv. 88.

The man of ease, who, by his warm, fire-siae, . . Q- Mab, V. 103.

Those bottles of warm tea— . Serchio, 76.
Which like a sea o'er the warm earth glide, . . Sensit. PL I. 91.

And drinking the warm, tears, Witch, XL. 6.

Was raving round the chamber hushed and w. / Zucca^ xi. 4.

(2) living, having the warmth of life.

It gushes to my heart Like the warm blood. . . Cenci, V. iv. 96.
Let me Kiss those warm, lips V. iv. 138.

What was this pulse so war-m. and free ? ... Rosal. 350.
And mocks the heart which yet is warm^ . . . Violet, ll. 3.

made the blood tingle in my warm feet : . . . Unf. Dr. 140.
the body lay, age after age, Mute, breathing,

beating, warm .... Wifch, LXXI. z.

(3) heat-giving.
The warm, sun is failing, . Autumn, I. i.

the sun was warm. And we sate linked .... Laon, VII. i. 4,
in the warm sun did start and move, . . . Pr. Athan. ii. iiL 10,

The sun is warm, the sky is clear,

.

. St. Dejection, 1. 1.

(4) scarce destitute of life.

Fresh and warm from the fields of Spain, . . . Devil, XI. 2.

and that the flesh was warm. Within my teeth !— Laon, III. xxvi. 7.

Warm corpses fall upon the clay-cold dead ; . . xi. xi. 6.

(5) grateful, pleasant.
a war»? shade Of unentangled intermixture, . . Epips.^2.
Warm fragrance seems to fall 105.
And odours warm, and fresh fell from her hair . •—— 333.
There is a warm, and gentle atmosphere . Fr. Love's A^tmosph. i.

enfolden In the w. shadow of her loveliness ;— . Witch, Ii. 5.

(6) comfortable, sheltering.

Who build warm houses Fr. Peo. Eng. 5.
haste to the warm home of happier destiny ! , . Laon, viii. i. 9.
Find a home within warm doors Mask, xcii. 4.
Who follows a sick beast to some warm cleft . Pram. IV. 3S9.

(7) genial, soft.

Like June's warm breath, athwart thee fly, . , l^&ae, 16.
As the warm ather of the morning sun . . . ^. Prom.. 11. i. 77,
through their snow-like columns flowed The

warm winds. n. jv. 96.
When warm spnng showers are passing o'er : . Rosal. 368.
The sense of light, and the warm air, .... 373.
When the warm, air weaves 588.
And the warm and fitful breezes shake , . . 959.
'Mid the warm winds of the sunny day 967.
Arose from the ground with warin rain wet, . . Sensit. PI. i. 14.
By warm winds deflowered, ... ... Skylark^ 53.
And I might feel in the war?n air St. Dejection, IV. 7.
Even the mud and slime of the war?n lakes . . Sufttmer, 14.
the cave grew warm Witch, iv. 8.

B. Fig. (1) flushed, glowing.
And saw by the warm light of their own life . . Alastor^ 175.
enwrapt her perfect form With a beauty clear

and warm Birth Pleas. 14.

(2) cheerful, joyous.
My heart grew warm. Death Nap. 32.
In which tne "warm current of love never freezes, Tear, I. 3.
That fire, more w. and bright than life or hope, Mareng/ii,xvni.2.
Yield love for love, frank, warm, and true ; . . Peter, iv. xiii. 2.

(3) ardent, earnest.

Sheltered by the warm embrace Of thy soul . . Prom. iv. 479.
Whose is the warw and partial praise, .... Q. Mab, Ded. t^.

their fill Of happiness in marriage w. and kind. . vVitch, Lxxvil. 4.

(4) sheltered, not bleak.
And in the warm, hedge grew lush eglantine, . . Question, ill, ».

(5) applied to ligntning and moonlight.
the transverse' lightning linger warm Upon my

cheek— Gisb. 149.
fierce blasts, and lightnings swift and war»«. . Laon, i. vii. 9.
Its yellow light, warm, as the beams of day— . iv. iii. 2.
So warm, that to admit the dewy breeze, . . . ly. iii' 3.'

warm light is flowing From the young moon Pr. Athan. l\.\\, %±.

Wsixia.e6.j f>p. (1) comforted,
until the drink Had warmed his entrails, . . . Cycl. 419.
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(2) heated.
he had been With fresh-nn ported Hell-Gre w., . Peter^ i. 1. 2.

(3) inspired, animated.
had the marble warmed^\t\s. that pathetic life. Rosal. 1067.

Warmer, adj. Fig. more ardent.
A warmer zeal, a nobler hope now find ; . . . Laon^ IV. xiii. 7.

^Warmest, adj, Hg. most ardent.
On which love's warmest fervours float .... Eyes^ 7,

Warmingf, pr. pple. Fig.
Mark the consequence of war^w/w^This brood , Ck. \st^ II. 215.
Thou wert warming Thy fingers old Death Nap. 13.

*'Warxnly, adv. earnestly.
These are the bands which closely, warmly^ tie . M. N. Ravail^ 48.

Warms, v. I. ir. Fig. inspirits, encourages.
And his smile Warms those who bask in it, . . Ch. ij/, II. 25.

II. intr. imparts heat.
And warms not but illumines Epips. 285.

Warmth, n. (1) lieating power, heat.
Nor feel its a;a;rwM Cenci.M.\.\%T.
Whose warmth . . . checked tiieir life; .... Fiordispina^ 38.
While carnage in the sun-beam's w. did seethe, , Laony VI. xvli. 8.

Of dew, and sweet warm.th left by day, .... L,erici, 43.
and the warmth Of the Hfe-blood, . ... Prom. II." i. 104.
And passes with th^warmtk of flame, .... iv. 329.
As the dissolving wavmth of dawn may fold . , iv. 431.
an atmosphere Of vital Wfl/'WiM Zucca^iyi.6.

(2) benefit, geniality, comfort.
As in repayment of the warmth it lent ? ... Julzaft, 400.
Breathed warmth on the cold bosom .... Laon^ xii. xxiii. 5.
/ih&warjnlh of an immortal youth shoots down . Prom. ill. iii. 89.
a watch of light and warmth doth keep. iv. 449.
And a loosening a/arwzM, as each one lay . . . Rosal. 397.

Warn, v. I. tr. give notice to, remind.
Warn tlie obscure inevitable hours, Gish. 321.

II. intr. make known beforehand,
had but as loud a voice to warn Cenci^ V. i. 3.

Warned, v. tr, gave notice to.

We warned yow whilst yet on the brink . . . Peter^ VI. vi. 3.

Warned,^/, made aware, advised.
.Ye that love not Be warned— Pan, 11.

Warning, n. (1") advertisement, notification.
' A rainbow in the morning Is the shepherd's ze*.' / Ch. ist, 11. 409.
Scorns the embattled tempests' warning^ . . . Hellas^ 77.
the w/arw/zz^Of Earth to Heaven /,at?«, V, xxxix. 3.
But the Earth has just whispered a warning . Prom. ii. v. 3.
As the birds at thunder's 7£jarw/K^, Sophia^ iv.-^.
defiest The embattled tempes's' warning/ . . W. Godwin^ 6.

(2) admonition, advice.
the mighty w. Of thy voice sublime and holy ; Laon^ V, Song^ I. 6.

(3) caution from past example.
to ^ive An awful warning: Q. Mab, II. 118.
I will essay to glean A warning for the future, ill. 8.

(4) notice to quit service.

Instantly gave the devil warning. Peter^ V. xvi, 5.

Warning*, pr. pple. ordering, driving.
K/arMm^f, With smiles and tears Epips. 121.

'Wa.mijxts J ppl. adj. admonishing, cautioning.
To few can she that M'a;'«/«i^ vision shew, . . Laon^ i.xxxviii. 5.

Warp, V. tr. contort, distort.

warp those fine limbs To loathed lameness ! . . Cenci^ IV. i. 133.
Confess, or I will ivarp Your limbs v. iii. 60.

Warped.//. A. Lit. twisted, distorted.
Warped mtQ adamantine fretwork, . . . Pr. Aihan. II. iii. 29.
Were warped in spasms by hollow sneers ; . . Rosal. 427.
B. Fig. distracted.

'Forgive me Heaven, my brain is warp, by woe.' M.N.Post.Fr. 34.
Warrant, n. a document conferring legal authority.
They had a warrant for his instant death. . . Cenci^ iv. iv, 28.
Here is the sentence and the -warrant. .... v. iv. 47.
Under the warrant of the Star Chamber. . . Ch. ist, 11. 87.
Here, my lord, take the warranty ..... 11. 387.

Warranted,//, authorized.
how this act Be warranted, it rests with you. . Cenci\ IV. ii. 37.

Waxred, v. intr. made war.
beasts warred on beasts, and worms on worms, Ode Lib, II. 14.

*Warrest, v. intr. Fig. contendest.
Beware! for ifwith them thou o'ar^-fj/ .... Faust, 11. 121.

lllWarring-, pr. pple. Fig. struggling,
warring with decay,— Marenghi,xviii.$.

Warringf
,
///, adj. Fig. (1) quarrelling, disagreeing.

some parent fondly reconciles Her w. children, . Laon, v. Iv. 5.

(2) opposing, contending.
two warring winds Involve in fire, II. xlvi. 2.

Clouds Driven by the wind in war. multitudes. . St. Epips. 127.

Warrior, n. a man engaged in war.
the warrior's might Was loosened Laon, X. xxv. 4.
Let his friend's welfare be the warrior's meed. M. N. Post. Fr. 14.
And the stern warrior's arm the sickle wield? . 46.
And from the warrior's grasp wrest the ensan-

guin'd brand ^2.
Catch the warrior's gasping breath Mexican, I. 9.

Waves o'er a warrior's tomb. ....... Q. Mab, IV. 70.

Or where the stern M/arr/ijy, his country defending. Tear, II. i.

* Warrior-peopled, c. adj. having a warlike population.

And many a warriorpeopled citadel, .... Ode Lib. IX. 4.

Warriors, n. pi. of Warrior.
the lust of blood Which made our war. drunk, , Hellas, 552.

Dark Priests' and haughty Warriors .... Laon, xi. xjv. i.

for many of those warriors young, ..... xi. xix. 4.

And the bold, tv\x& warriors Mask, Lxxxvill. i.

lifeless warriors, whose h^rd lineaments . . . Q. Mab, IV. 64.

Wars, n. pi. of War (1).

to their mutual wars Strange truce, Laon, X, vii. 8.

Who have hugged Danger m Wfl^j il/(MA,Lxxxvill.2.

And of Heaven—and the giant wars, .... Pan, III. 3.

Men of glory in the wars,— Peter, III. ix. 5.

Earthquakes and wars, and poisons and disease, Q. Mab, VI. 100.

„ ,, „ ,, ,, „ . Superstition, 29.

The other long outlived both woes and wars, . Triumph, 206.

Was, aux. v. p. t. of To be. (1) existed. ^
And when man was not . . Hellas, 748.
There was no food, Laon, X. xviii. i.

(2) has been, has existed.

All that frail stuff which will be—or which was. . St. Wealthy 6.

(3)
the mouse was r\ot grey. Faust, ir. 375.
Whose life -was like a setting planet mild, . . . Laon, Dea. xii. 4.
What then wasl'i She slumoered with the dead. IV. xxxi. i,

^Wasli, n. waste food and liquor.
Though a trough of K^aj^ would be fitter. . . . (Edipus,\.$\.
Porkers, we shall lose our wash, .... . ^^ II. i. 115.

Wash, V. tr. (1) obliterate by water.
which those seas could never wash away ! . . (Edipus, II. ii.8i.

(2) /'z'f. free, from guilt.

Could wash away the crime Cenci, iii. 1. 98,

Washed, v. tr. cleansed with water.
Washed his light limbs as if embalming them ; . Adonais, XI. a.

Washed,//. (1) cleansed with water.
We are waj^rf, we are 'noin'ied Faust, II. 182.
And now was newly washed z.j\6. put to bed . Hom. Merc. XL. 2.

And to be a/ojA^ffm water clean and warm, . . xlv. 7.

(2) swept over.
Washed by the soft blue Oceans of young air. , Epips, 460.

Wasp, n. the winged insect Vespa.
If like a wasp's nest I could scoop the eye out . Cyd. 474.

Waste, n. (1) lavish squandering.
Waste [followed] by lame famine, Ch. \st, I. 163.

(2) desert or w ilderness.

the waste Where stood Jerusalem, Alastor, 109.
Persia, and the wild Carmanian waste, .... 141.
a wide and melancholy luaste Of putrid marshes. 273.
The vast tract of the parched and sandy waste . Damon, II. 81.
To the wide, the desert 'waste Faust, ii. 44.
the pines that stood The giants of the waste, . . Jane, Recoil. 22.
the remotest seat Of the white mountain waste, . 42.
no other object breaks The waste, .... Julian, 10.

It had no waste, but some memorial lent . . . Laon, Ii. xxvi. 4.
Trod peacefully along the mountain tuaste, . . vi. liv. 7.

The phantom courser scours the waste, . . M. N. Spec. Hors. 37.
drawn down From yon remotest waste, .... Mont. B. 112.
Since, in the waste .where now the saiage drinks Q. Mab, II. 184.
bursts through the brakes of the waste. .... Vis. Sea, 104.

(3) a place made desolate and dreary.
If any yet survived amid that ghastly waste. . . Z^on, vi. xlvii. 9.

(4) the sea as an uncultivable space.
And meet lone Death on the dreax ocea.n's waste ,' Alastor, 305.
Of ocean's mountainous waste to mutual war . 342.
Like one fierce cloud over a waste of waves . . Ode Lib. in. 9.

(5) the heavens so called.
but yon blue wiij^e,_ Yon desart wide Laon, Ii. xlviii. i,

cast The sunken day-ligh"t far thro' the aerial w. . III. xii. 9.
Trembling, by day, from heaven's blue waste. . Prom. iv. 23.

(6) of time and life.

The monsters of life's waste had fled .... Adonais, xxvn. 9.
Day after day, a weary waste of hours Alastor, 245.
In the waste of years and hours, Eug. Hills, 164.
That your look may lighten a waste of years, . Eyes, 10.
Wrought by wise poets in the W(Zj/<j of years, . . Gtsb. lyz.

In hues which, when thro' memory's waste they
flow, .... Laon, III. xxiv. 8.

Live they this, the waste of time? Love's Rose, i. 2.

through a wild waste of years Struggling . , . Q. Mab, VII, 254.

Waste, v. I. tr. (1) spend uselessly.
And do we w. in blind misgivings thus The hours Cenci, III. ii. 36.
The cares we waste upon our heavy crown . . Ch. ist, 11, 490.
Waste the triumphal hours in festival and song ! Laon, x. xii. 9.
Waste one hope, one fear for me, , . , , ReTnembrance, lii. 8.

(2) disfigure, spoil,

to waste The scene it would adorn, Epips. 527.
II. intr. (1) perish, consume away,

my bloodless Umbs shall w. V the passing wind ! Alastor, 513.
Even as a waxen shape may waste and melt . . Laon, ix. xi. 3.

(2) cause waste or destruction.

The deadly germs of languor and disease Waste
in the human frame Dcemon, II. 184.
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Lo ! PlagTie is free To wasie, Laon^ Vlll. v. 7.

Go forth, and waste and kill !— x. ix. 7,

Waste, n. desert place.
Many a wide waste and tangled wilderness . . 78.

Waste, adj. desert, uncultivable.
Of mouldering- leaves in the waste wilderness :— Alastor^ 54.
That canopied his path o'er the waste deep ; . . 336.
over this waste and savapfewood, CaMeron^ II. 168.

the swift pursuit Of beasts among w. mountains, Horn. Venus^ 17.

I love all waste And solitary places ; Julian^ 14.

upon the sand Of the woj/e sea— Laon^ I. xvi. 3.

Which wanders thro' the w. air's pathless blue, . II. xxiii. 5.

which their beams Shall build on the w. world ? . From. II. i. 126.

Or thro' the green waste wilderness, III. iv. 14.

Waste, pp. wasted, destroyed.
The bloom, whose petals . . . Died. . . is 'waste; . Adonats^ VI. 8.

Wasted, v. I. tr. (1) consumed or wore out.

would interpret half the woe That wasted him, . Alastor^ 268.

Even with tne heart it wasted^ L.aon^ Vlll.xxiv. 2.

(2) squandered.
As tyrants wasted them, -[blood and treasure] . Mask^ Lix. 3.

(3) injured, desolated moialiy.
a power as wide As is the world it wasted, . . . Prom., ill. iv. 175.

II, mtr. consumed.
I wasted more and more, L,aOn, VII. xxiii. 7.

Wasted,^/. (1> squandered uselessly.

how I had wasted The sum in secret riot ; . . . Cena\ ill. i. 319.
Would blood and treasure wasted he .... Mask^ lix. 2.

(2) consumed away, worn.
have pined And w. for fond love of his wild eyes. Alastor, 63.

though his form was wasted Mother^ Sorz, v. 1.

(3) perished.
the heart it's snaky folds intwine Is w. quite, . Laon^ VIII. xxi.5.

^ZLsted^ppl. adj. (1) worn, attenuated.
As if that frail and wasted human form, .... Alasior, 350.

(2) laid waste, ravaged.
Five days they slew Among the iwaj/e^ fields : . Laon, x. xi. 7.

Drive from their wasted homes ; XI. xxiv. 6.

(3) bare.
;

The leaves of M'iz^/fjf autumn woods April, 1814, 13.

Wastes, n. desolate tracts or places.
Those wastes of frozen billows DcevtoHi II. 70.

„ „ ,, „ Q. Mab, VIII. 59.
Like winds that die in wastes— Laon^ Vli. iv. 8.

I had clothed, since Earth uprose Its wastes . . Prom. I. 83.

Wastes, V. I. tr, (1) squanders.
morsels which his wantonness W. in . . . revelry, Q. Mob, III. 39.

(2) spends unprofitably.
that w. A sunless life in the unwholesome mine, . III. 113.

II. intr. passes away, dies out.

So wastes and sinks Even now, perhaps, . . . Cenci, III. ii. i5-

Wasting*, vbl. n. act of disappearance or minisbment.
And in its wasting withered him Rosal. 694.

Wasting", /r. ///e. (1) expending uselessly.

wasting these surpassing powers In the deaf air, Alastor, 288.

(2) exhausting.
Wasting \\.%tM on that which it had wrought, . Julian, Cane. 8.

(3) tailing, consuming away.
now wasting, wailing loud, She plasped him . . Bion. Adon. 38.

in which I burn, M^aj/z«^ away ! Calderon, ill. 182.

gaunt and wastingnoyj, Laon, X. xiv. 6.

Wounded and wasting, day by ^ay, Peter, VI. xxx. 4.

(4) wearing.
Wasting ihe. fountain-stone away Rosal. 723.

Wasting",/// adj. fl) perishing.

Scatter to every wiml Their wasting dust, . . . Alastor, 244.

(2) diminishing, decreasing.
Round Scamander's waj^M^springs ; .... Eug. Hills, 195.

The moon of wasting Science wanes , . . . -Laon^ ix. xxiv. 5.

(3) consuming.
Like wasting fire her senses wild among. . . . Horn, Venus, 59.
The Satyr loved with wasting madness wild . . Pan^ Echo, 3.'

Watclh, n. A. Lit. (1) an allotted space of time.

At the third watch the spirit of the plague . . . Hellas, 613.

(2) the guards on duty.
Those who relieved w. found the sentinels dead. 615.

(31 vigil, careful heed, guard.
unnatural watch beside an infant's sleep. . , . Laon, \. xxxv. g.

And I kept watch over her slumbers there, . . \\. xxvii. 7.

keep Their w. in some dim charnel's loneliness, . III. xxii. 8.

B. Fig.
twin-sisters, keep Their noonday watch^ . . . Alastor, 456.
The watch of love is kept: Jmoti, iv.xyvii, 3.

those whom love did set his watch to keep . . . — v. x. 7.

to keep Their silent watch.— . V. xxvi, 6.

Which kept their marble w. on that high shrine, V. xlvi. 6.

Which round his rest a watch . . . doth Keep. . . Prom. IV. a.49.

That loveliest dreams perpetual "ivatch did Tkeep. Suntnter-Evg.^o.

Watch, V I. tr. A. Lit. keep in view, follow wiUi the eyts.

and watch, . . . the path Of his departure . . . Alastor, 270.

I^. the dim shades as like ghosts theygoandcome, April, 1S14, 11.

as men Watch meteors, but it vanished not— . Cenci, I. i. 51.

Watch the calm spnset . . Death, (2) ii. 4.

Clouds and whirlwinds watch their prey. . . . Fr, Insecurity, 7.

Will lie and watch ye from my winding sheet— . Julian, 301.

And he would watchihe.m, as, like spirits bright, Marenght, xx. 3.

The glaciers creep Like snakes that w. their prey, Mont B. loi.

to watch her sail Among the clouds, CEdipus, I. 400.

will watch from dawn to gloom The lake-re-

flected sun . Prom. I. ^i^%.

watchits path among the stars II. iv. 154-

And watch the growing soul beneath .... Rosal. 382.

B. Fig.
marble demons w. The Zodiac's brazen mystery,. Alastor, 118.

The sleepless Hours who watch me as I lie, . . Apollo, I. i.

To aw/iTA their own repose? I}cemon,\. 2^.

"W^idowed love may watch thy bier, Mexican, IV. 9.

For neither didst thou watch the wizard flocks . Ode Lib. viil. 9.

II. intr. (1) keep vigil,

like dim shadows watch by her sepulchre. . . . Autumn^ I. n.
Watch till dusty Death has piled Fr. Incant. II. 2.

the pale dalesmen watch with eager ear;— . . Pr. Athan. I. 72.

Ever thus we watchzxid wake Pront. I. 230.

Where silence undisturbed might watch alone, . Q. Mob, IV. 18.

(2> take heed, give attention.

The times do cast strangeshadows On thosewho w. Hellas, 1 25.

(3) look out for.

Watch for the springing flame Laon^ Xll. viL 9.

*Watcli-fires, c. n. L*ig.

T\\& watch-Jires oi the woxlA axnong. Dienton, i. gs.

*Watcli-tower, c. n. A. Lit. (1) place of refuge or

observation.
this ruin made a watch-tower lone, Laon^ vi. xlii. 8.

like a standard from a watch-tower's staff, . . O^ Lib. xiv. 2.

(2) beacon or light-house.
Gaze on a burning watch-tower, Laon, V. xliv. 6.

like a watch-t. blazing Over the mountains yet ; VIII. i. 3.

B. Fig.
Morning sought Her eastern watch-tower, . . Adonais, xiv. 4.
Into her watch4ower just began to climb. . . Horn. Merc. xvi. 8.

*Watcli-turret, c. n. tower of observation.
On the topmost watch-turret^ Fugitives, IV. 6.

Watch-word, c. n. Fig. sign or signal.
For desolation's watch-word; Q. Mab, Vli. 33.

Watch-words, c. n. pi. of Watch-word.
as watchwords of a single woe, Laon^ x. xxxi. 4.
Names are there. Nature's sacred watch-words, . Prom. I. 648.

Watched, v. I. tr. A. Lit.

watched his nightly sleep, Sleepless herself, . . Alastor, 134.
We watched the ocean and the sky together, . . Gisb. 146.
But I imagined that if day by day I watchedhim, Julian, 569.
In which \ "Watched him as he died away— . . L,aon^ I. xxxvii. 6.

And watched it with such thoughts as must
remain untold III. xvii. 9,

I watched the dawn of her first smiles, .... VII. xx. 1.

I watched,— . . . My husband's unlamented tomb. Rosal. 230.
Aye watched me, as the will was read, .... 492.
she watched it as it came Melt Witch, xxx. 7.

(2) guarded, kept watch.
And four fierce dogs watched there, unanimous

as men Horn. Merc, xxxil. 8.

The hearts of those who watched it did unlock, . Laon, IV. xi. 3.

B. Fig.
And all the Dreams that watched Urania's eyes, Adonais^ XXII. 5.

II. intr. kept vigil, waited watchfully.
I watched, till by the sun made pale, it sank . . Laon^ I. xli. 2.

amid those ruins grey I watched^ . .
"

. . . . 11. xv. 3.
followed where I flea, and w. when I did rest. . II. xv. p.
I le/ffl/cA^rf, until the shades of evening wrapt . . lil. xviii. i.

Why watched those myriads -— xi. xi. 3.

Watched, pp. A. Lit. taken note of.

Whilst I had watched the motions of the crew . III. a. :e.

B. Fig
I have wa/c<^e</ Thy shadow, Alastor, 20.

Watchdoirs, n. dogs trained as guards.
and the shepherd, the wolves for their watchdogs. Ch. isi, II. 415.

Watches, V. tr. (1) looks after with care.
Watches thy goings-out, and comings-in, . . . Frag. Conseq. 2.
Hast thou forgotten one who watches thee . . . Prom. 1. 821.

(2) keeps vigil by.
Ii|ie a child's beloved corse A father watches, Time longpast. III. 4.

"Watchflre, n. a guard or signal fire.

A festal 'tjuatchjire burned beside the dusky main. Laon, v. Ivii. 9.
I till the pillid beams Of the last ifo/c/j/Sw fell, . . VI. i. 8.

Watch^l, adj. vigilant.

The watchful demons sought their King, . . . Devil, xxv. 2.
All slept but those in watchful arms who stood, Laon, v. ii. 1.

and one did keep Its watchful eyes v. xlix. 9.
Did hate and guile lie watchful, intertwined, . . x. xxxii. 6.

"WatchftiUy, adv. vigilantly.

crouched watchfully among its caves .... Calderon, II. 144.
Watching, vbl. n. vigilance, watchfulness.
With heaviness of watching and slow grief. . . Cenci, v. iii. 122.

Watching', pr. pple. (1) noting, taking heed of.
Watching its bold and bad career i, i. cq.

M-atching its wanderings as a friend's disease : . Damon, 11" 289.
11 11 11 " M ,, • Q. Mab, IX. 196.
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W^, the hopes which there her heart had learned . Laon^ ii. xxxi. 9.
'Waiching the shade from his own soul upthrown viii. vi. 2.

Watching ^^ beck of Mutability Ld, Ch. ill, 2.

Watching its growth and wondering ; . . . . Un/. Dr. 233.

(2) keeping vigil over.
Watckingh^r sleep with looks of speechless love, Dcemon^ 11. 330.

ji y n ji M 11
O. Jl/fli, IX. 238.

Had mournmny sate OJa/cA/M^him Rosal. ik)^.

(3) eyeing, following with the eyes.
she watching aye The foam-wreaths Laon^ I. xvii. 6.

M^a^M/»^ thy dim sail skirt the ocean grey ; . il. xlv. 3.
Sit watchinp^ yoMT dance, ye happy Hours 1 . . Prom. IV. 104.
and 1 sit Stul watching it, . Tojjo, Song, iii. 4,
And yet I wear out life in watching thee ; . . . Yet look^ lo.

(4) waitine heedfuUy.
watching till the spoil be won, Hellas, 53Q.
Watchingto catch the languid close From. iV. ii. 31.

Watchman, n. a constable.
whose curse Mixed with the •watchman^s, . . Gis5. 270.

Watchwords. (See Watch-woids.)
Water, n. (1) the only thirst-assuaging liquid.
where every drop o( water is a flake of snow, . Ch. u/, ll. 411.
I am the daughter of Earth and water, .... Cloud, 73.
As wa^er does a sponge, so the moonlight , . . Qisb. 2^f^.
Of his gilt prow within the sapphire water, . . Hellas, 172.
And to be washed in water clean and warm, . Horn,. Merc. XLV. 7.

So much of zwa/er with him as might wet His lips, Marenghi^ xii. 4.
Water of purest hue On earth, Matilda, 28.

has been fed on straw And water CEdipus, II. i. 23.
By pouring on her head this mystic water. . . 11. i. gi.
Thunder-bolts had parched our water, .... Prom. 1. 78.
Laughs with a thousand drops o^ snnny water . —— iv. 183.
I rise as from a bath of sparklingwai'^?', . . . iv. 503.
She sprinkled bright water from the stream . . Sensit. PI. ii. 33.
The water of the springs of Himalah Unf. Dr. 150.

(2) bodies of water, seas, lakes, rivers, &c.
And under the wa/erThe Earth's white daughter Aretkusa, III. 7.

freighted To the water''s edge, Cycl. 509.
feeding The ravening fire, even to the w. level ; . Hellas, 510.
Were imaged by the water's love Of that fair

forest green Jane, Recoil. 71.
had lent To the dark water's breast, 78.
Those who may cross the water, Julian, 109.
Their gem-born shadows to the water gave, , . L,aon, vii. xx. 5.
conceived of Lethe's sullen water. x. xvii. 9.
the prow Made the invisible w. white as snow ; . Naples, 43.
hue Of fountain-gazing roses fills the water, . . Prom, ii.'v. 13.

The earth, and the air, and the water bound ; . Sensit. PL ill. 95.
Whose water, like clear air, Xriu-mph, 315.
With steps to the blue water. UnJ. Dr. 92.
divided The heaven beneath the water . . . 231.

Through the green splendour of the ze/fl/^r deep . H^zVc^, xxvill. 4.
The zi/fl^tfr flashed like sunlight XLVI. i.

quips and cranks She played upon the water, . LI. 6.

and on the water for her tread A tapestry . . . Liii. 6.

(3) as an emblem of things transient and unstable.
' Here lieth one whose name was writ on water.'' . Pr. Keats, 1.

*Water-bloonis, c. n. blossoms of water plants.

The water-blooms under the rivulet Sensit. PI. III. 42.

Water-casks, c. 71. casks for holding water.
But I remain to fill the water casks, Cycl. 33.

Water-drops, c. n. separate particles of water.
might wear As water-d, the sandy fountain-stone, Julian, 443.
Spangles the wind with lamp-like water-drops. . Prom. 11. iii. 32.

showers of aerial water drops Into their mother's
bosom, Woodtnan, 48.

*Water-flasks, c. n. receptacle for carrying water.
as they wanted food, And waterJlasks.— . . . Cyd. 80.

*Water-flowers, c. n. blooms of water plants.

Sucks from the pale {mnt water-flowers . . . Prom,, II. ii. 72.

* Water ^rnel, c. n. gruel mixed with water.
The nurse, who with some watergruel .... Peter, i. vi. a.

^Water-lilies, c. n. blossoms of the Nymph(sa alba.

And floating water-lilies', broad and bright, . . Question, IV. 4.

Broad water lilies lay tremulously, Sensit. PI. I, 45.
*Water-lily, c. n. the Nymph(Ea alba.

Among the snowy water-lily buds Unf. Dr. 2 14.

^Water-snake, r. n. any individual of the Hydrophidce.
Like the water-snake''s belly and the toad's back. m. 53.

^Water-snakes, c. n. pi. of Water-snake.
Scorpions are green, and wafer-snakes, and efts, CEdipus, II. i. 75.
with roots knotted like water snakes Sensit. PI. 111. 73.
Where naked boys bridling tame water-snakes, . Witch, LViii. 3.

*Water-spouts, c. n. clouds discharged in a body.
She sees the black trunks of the waters, spin, . Vis. Sea, 5.

*Water spring*, c. n. source of water.
can you show me some clear water spring, . . Cycl. 87.

*Water spring's, c. n. pi. of Water spring.
Wells of linfathomed fire, and water springs . Prom.. IV. 284.

*Water troughs, c.n, troughs for holaing water.
And to the water troughs Hojn.Merc. XVII.4.

*Water-vessel, c. n. receptacles for holding water.
I had spumed a$ide The: water-vessel, .... Laon, ill. xxi. 4.

Watered,/^, fertilized.

And as a vale is watered by a flood, Woodman, 6.

Waterfall, n. cascade of waler.

across the sweep Of the aetherial Wfli'i;^^//, . . Mont B, 26.

Or 70fl/^?V^// from a dizzy precipice .... (Bdipus, ll. i. 103.

Is it the lake ? Is it the waterfall? Prom. l. 670.

Waterfalls, n. pi. of Waterfall.

v/h\ch the waterfalls lilnmining, Ef>ips. 443.
Precipitate themselves in waterfalls, Paust, II. 9.

Water-Jails leap among wild islands green, . . Laon, Ded. II. 6.

through the gates like foam-wrought waterfalls VI. iv. 6.

Where waterjalls around it leap for ever, . . . Mont B. 9.

The waterfalls were voiceless— . . . : . Pr. Athan. II. iii. 2$.

X^BXevi-n.^, pr.pple. A, Lit.

Watering it all the summer with sweet dew, . Witch, xxs.11. 7.

B. Fig.
Watering his laurels with the killing tears . . Ded. iv. 3.

Waters, n. A. Lit. bodies of water, seas, lakes, rivers, &c.
Along the dark and ruffled zwfl/^rj Alastor^ j,\g.

Stair above stair the eddying waters rose, . . . 380.
through an opening ofthe rocky bank. The waters •

overflow, 392.
Whither do thy mysterious waters tend ? . . . -— 504.
what wandering cloud Contains thy waters^ . . 511.
Scattering its waters to the passing winds. . . 570.
The springs their waters change to tears . . . Bion. Aaoii. 31.
[Girdled] Dy its m\'\Q\^\e waters— Ch. ist, II. 188.
it says that the waters of the deluge are gone, . II. 417.
Which when the starrY waters sleep, Con. Sing. IV. 9.
Whose waters like blithe light andmusic . . . Epips. 59.
to keep its waters ptire ana bright 140.
what frost Crept o er those waters, 314.
Of the zya/crj crystalline ; Eug. Hills, 103.
O'er the waters of his path 141.
The waters are flashing, Fusitives, I. i.

Their waters turned to blood, their dew to tears, Hellas, zyj.
Death is awake ! Repulse is on the wa/tfr.? .' . . 460.
And all their zy. Then trembling in the splendour 622.
beneath the weltering waters Bear The stagger-

ing ship

—

..... Hom. Castor, 15.
Than calm in waters seen Jane, Recoil. 88.
Amid reflected stars that in the waters lay. . . Laon, j. xxJi. g.
in silence lay On the still waters— . . ... i. xlvii. 9.
waters, azure with the noon-tide day i. xlviii. 6.

Earthj^ our bright home, its mountains and its w., 11. v. i.

bore Cythna o er the plain Of waters, .... III. xvii, 8.

a lake whose waters wove their play .... iv. iii. 5,
And sitting by the water^s, in the gloom Of eve, IV. vii. 7.

like a wind Descending on still waters— . . iv. xxix. 3.
like the sweet source Oi waters in the desart, vi. xx, 8.

the murmur of the motion Oiwaiers, .... VI. xxiii. 4.
close to the waters where I stooped . ... VI. xlvii. 5.
laid me in a cave Above the waters, .... vii. xii, 2.

a burst o( waters driven . . vil. xi. 2.

I saw the waters quiver, vil. xxiii. 3.
streamed in one cataract. The stifling waters :— vii.xxxviii.6.
The waning stars prankt in the waters blue, . . ix. i. 8.

A shadow, which was light, upon the waters shed. xii. xviii. 9,
as her bark did through the waters glide, . . . xii. xx. 6.
Rolls its loud waters to the ocean waves, . . . MontB. 125.
On the wings of the wind o'er the waters blue— . Music, lpant,iii.6.
Two sister rocks with waters swift and strong, . Orpheus, 74.
As troubled skies stain K.'fl/firj clear, Peter, vi. xxxi. 1,

O'er the white waters. I alit Prom. l. 718,
Among the woods and waters, from the aether . i. 831.
Under the waters of the earth again 11. i'i. 82.
Roll o'er the blackened wa/erj/ Q. Mao, IV. 27.
Mixed with a sound of zEwi/^rj murmuring . . . Question, I. 4.
with rapid spells Urging those waters to their

mighty end Sonn. Nile, 8.

Even as the winds and waters are ; . ... St. Dejection, IV. 2.

Ocean of Time, whose waters of deep woe . . . Pim.e, 2,

The scene of woods and zca/erj seemed to keep, . Triumph, 7,^6.

Burned on the waters of the well 346.
the green and purple gleam OfSyracusanwa^erj, Virgil, 5.
One deck is burst up from the waters below, , . Vis. Sea, 35.
who burst, when the "waters arose, 40.
The wide world of waters Is vibrating. . . . —^ 135,

Like a meteor of light o'er the 'maters! .... 165.
the shallow road Ot white and dancing waters, . Witch, XLI, 6.

cataracts which shiver Their snow-Rke waters
into golden air, XLII. 2.

She to the Austral waters took her way, . . . xi.vil. 7.

Based on the level waters, XLix. 4.
hail with stony clash Ploughed up the waters, . l. 4.
'V{\%waters on the plain : LVII. 6.

Had left on the sweet wtz/erj mighty wakes . . LViii. 5.
the loneliness Of the circumfluous waters,— . . Woodman, 19,

B. Mg.
In the waters of wide Agony ; Eug. Hills, 67.
flow These bitter waters ; Fr. Satire, 43.
Staining their sacred waters with our tears ; . . Gisb. 173.

whose waters Return not to their fountain— . . iMon, ix, xxxv. 1.

Of waters,—with a sound but half its own, . , . Mont B. 6.

Soon its exhausted waters will have found . . . Pr. Athan. 1. 105.
a thirst which outran Those perishing waters; . Prom. l. 544.

Watery, adj. (1) consisting of water.
Lead only to a black and watery depth, . . Alastor, 215.
the ship's Great form is in a watery eclipse . . Calderon, 11. 66.
Hallow so thy watery bier Eug. Hills, 120.
The fisher on his watery way, \^»
along the winding watery ways ...... Laon^ xii. xxxiii. 8.
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As waves which lately paved his watery way . . Ode Lib. xix. 14.
And "Watery paths that wind between .... Pro-m. 11. v. 106.
As a grey and w. mist Glows like solid amethyst IV. 488.
And of the miles of ze/a/eryi^ay Serckio^^o.
and the walls of the watery vale Vis. Sea^ 15.

On the windless expanse of the watery plain, . , , 46.

(2) pertaining to water.
They ply their K;fl^e>'V tasks Areihusa^v.6.
And of the birds, ana of the Mfa^sry forms, . . . Ode Lib. 11. xo.

(3) looking like water.
And over it a space ofzwa/erjy blue Even. Pisa, iv. $.

(4) damp, oozy.
As . . , grass out of a wa/^rj; rock, Medusa^ in. .t.

(5) rainy, misty.
Gleam like pale meteors through a watery night. ProTn. IV. 516.

The waiery\ia^ burned in the evening flame, Witck^ Ded. III. 5.

Pale as that moon, lost in the watery night— . LIV. 7.

(6) pale, misty, not clear.

With moonlight beams of their own w. light ; . . Question^ iv. 6.

Wave, n. A. Lit. (1) a billow, movement of water.

IV. ruining on w , and blast on blast Descending, Alastor^ 327.
Now pausing on the edge of the riven wave

^

Suspended on the sweep of the smooth wave^
The wave Of the boat's motion
the whistling wave Is heaped over its carcase,

Whilst green woods overcanopy the wave,

the shocks Oiwave and wind and time, . .

and waken Each cloud, and every wave:—
like the refluence of a might-y^ wave . . .

"Thy lamp feeds every twuignt wave with fire

A wave to pant beneath thy power, . . .

Oh ! lift me as a wave, a leaf, a cloud ! . .

Hanging upon the peaked wave afar,

347-
362.
408.

Calderon, II. 69.
Dtsmon, ll. 109.

Q. Mab^ VIII. 104.

Gisb. 54.
Laon, I. i. 7.

XII. ix. 7.

. Naples, 167.

Ode W. Wind, iv. 3.

IV. II.

Pr. Athan. II. ii. 25.

AndTiangs upon the wave, Serckio^ 95.
The wave that died the death which lovers love, loS.

Girt by many an azure wave T^he Isle^ 9.

the first o-a&e had more than half erased . . . Triumph, ^06.

And like a wave under the calm I fail. . . . Two Fr. Love, i. 5.

now down the sweep Of the wind-cloven wave . Vis. Sea^ 14.

'tis borne down the mountainous vale of the w., . 90.

(Dn the verge of the wave where it lay .... 136.

every flower and beam and cloud and wave^ . . Woodman, 20.

(2) water itself so called without reference to undulation.

Dark, gleaming, and of most translucent wave, , Alasior, 458.

Bright as in their fountain wave.— Cyd. 52.

To mine own land, o'er the Sicilian wave. . . . 712.

When throned on ocean's wave Deemon, I. 6.

a Mad, I. 6.

The eastern wave grew pale ucenton, I. 121.

As heaven low resting on the wave I. 222.

„ „ „ „ Q- Mab, II. 31.

And evening airs wander upon the TWflZ'^/ . , . Hetlds, i6g.

And the wave where the moon rise is born ! . . 652.

And ships, whose flight is swift along the wave. . Horn. Castor, 8.

Peace, wealth, and beauty, to its friendly wave, . Ireland, 6.

from the wild streamlet's shattered waz/e, . . . Laon, iil.ii.8.

wake Under the wave, in flowers and herbs . . V. liii. 5.

like some calm wave Vexed into whirlpools . . Vll. vii. 5.

in which the wave Imprisoned, boiled .... vir. xii. 3.

When zenith-stars were trembling on the wave, . VII. xx. 2.

the moveless wave Whose calm reflects .... VII. xxxi. 5.

and o'er the wave. The forest, and the mountain
came ;— IX. viii. 5.

or Ocean lift its stifling wave! X. xx. 5.

I sigh'd beneath its wave to hide my woes, . . M.N. Fragmt. 11.

WiU sweep at midnight o'er the wlfder'd wave; 26.

Fell dead upon their feast in Vado's wave. . Marengki, XVH. 6.

At dreaming midnight o'er the western wave, . . Ode Lib. xi. 13.

Beckons the Sun from the Eoan wave^ .... xvili. 3.

Quivering within the M'flZ'fi'j intenser day, . . OdeW.Wind,\\\.^.
As the fisli within the wave, Prom. 1. 684.

Seen in a wave under green leaves ;
III. iv. 64.

Just o'er the eastern waz/e Q.Mab,\.2\o.
Seemed resting on the burnished zcawtf, . . . . 11.5-

Swiftly walk over the western wflz/^, ..... ToNieht,\.u
lay floating on the fountain waw^, Unf. Dr. 211.

Come with me, though the wave is wild, . . . W. Shel. I. 6.

Over the horizon's wave, with looks of light . . Zucca^ vlll. 7.

(3) used of any liquid.

They drank in their deep sleep of that sweet w., . Witch, LXIX. 3.

(4) undulation of air or sound.

the clarions Gasp to us on the wind's wave. . . Ch. ist, I. 120.

And you pretend tq rise out of its wave, . . . Prom. iv. 507.

B. Fig. (1) variations or undulations of time or life.

O'er the un reposing wave Eug. Hi/ts, 2^.

thezyaz'i? of life's dark stream /,oow, II, xxiii. 9.

the minutest wave That swells the flood of ages, Q. Mab, III. 141.

Weeps o'er the shipwrecks of oblivion's wave. Tower o/Favt. 4.

(2) wave of intellect or thought.

Lashing with melodious wave Eug. Ifitls, 186.

On some rock the wild wave wraps, • 339*

(3) applied to fire.

of fiery Hell's tempestuous twaz/ff, Fr. Satire, 3.

Wave, V. I. tr. (1) flourish, agitate.

Wave thy lightning lance in mirth Naples, 72.

ze'az'^ high the banner! Ode, Arise, 15,

(2) move to and fro.

And cypresses that seldom wave their boughs, . Orpheus^ 106.

II. zntr. float or flutter.

Freedom's bloodless banners wave,— .... Mexican, i. 5.

*Wave-reflected, c. adj. mirrored in the water.

but by the light 0{ wave-rejlected flowers, . . . Prom. III. ii. 32.

jWave-worn, c. adj. Fig. affected by waves of trial.

bare as the wave-worn sand Of my lorn heart, . Zucca, i. 6.

Waved, v. tr. A. Lit. flourished, moved to and fro.

Meenad-likewflwei/ his lyre in the bright air, . . Orpheus, ^2.

And thrice she waved her wand Q. Mab, l. 107.

And frantic priests waved the. ill-omened cross . Vll. 229.

The Fairy waved her wand : VII. 2O7.

B. Fig.
in bloodless victory waved Her snowy standard Dcenton, ir. 133.

,) M I) »i 11 11
Q.Mab, VIII- 192.

Waved, //. moved.
a bright acacia's shadowy hair, W. hy the wind Laon, vill. xxx. 4.

Waved, adj. (1) marked by the ripple.

on the waved 2iXiA. golden sand xil. xviii. 3.

(2) agitated, undulating.

Kindling within the strings of the waved 2av, . . Prom. iv. 187.

*Waveless, adj. (1) calm, undisturbed.
Burst in far peals along the waveless deep, . . Laon, i. ii. 2.

that windless waveless lake ; xtl. xL 6.

O'er the breast of the a/az/^/wj deep M. N. Ravail^\%.

When the clear moonlight sleeps on the w. lake. M.N.SPecHors.^o.
In southern climes, o'er ocean's waveless field . Q^ Mab, IV. 20.

Which shrouds the day-beam from the w. lake, . Star., 4.

(2) Fig. level, not mountainous.
The waveless plain of Lombardy, Eug. Hills, 91.

*Wavelets, n. little waves.
That wakes the wavelets of the slumbering sea . Dismon^ II. 41.

,, ,, ,) n »> • Q- Mab^ VIII. 24.

Wavering,///, adj. (1) unceitain, flickering.

Within was seen in the dim wavering ray, . . Laon, IV. iii 7.

and the sea lost In wavering light, v. xxxix. 6.

That floats before our eyes in wavering\\^t, . Q. Mab^ Vi. 193.

(2) undulating.
Their waver, limbs borne on the wind-like stream, Prom. ill. ii. 45.

Wavering, adv. unsteadily, from side to side.

And, as on purpose, he walked wavering . Horn. Merc. xxxv. 6.

Waves, n. A. Lit: (1) undulations of water, the ocean or

other waters.
And the green Paradise which western waves , Adon. Cane. 10.

Sweptstrongly from the shore, blackening the a;. Alastor, 31a
The waves arose 323-

the whirlpools and the waves 355-
where the fiercest war among the waves Is calm, 372.

Thy 6,2,zz\m% waves, thy loud and hollow guiphs, 506.

a bright stream On.ce fed with many-voiced w.— 669.

I walk over the mountains and the waves, . . Apollo, li. 2.

And under the caves. Where the shadowy waves Aretkusa, iv. n.
Like waves before an admiral's prow ! . . . Ch. ist, i. 134.

From yonder clouds even to the waves below . Calderon, 11. 35.

For the waves never menace heaven Ch. ist, Ii. 219.

Secure o'er rocks and waves I sweep, .... Con. Sing. IV, 6.

The sacred waves and all the race of fishes— . . Cycl. 244.
When west winds sigh and evening w. respond . Damon, I. ^i.

Nor the burnished ocean zca s . . . ... i. 213.

,, „ w« Q. Mab^ II. 26.

Ye Dorian woods and waves lament aloud,— . Eleg. Bion. i.

O'er the . . . blue waves, and forests green, . . Epips. 481.

Oiwaves, flowers, clouds^ woods, 511.

Like a'az'tfj above the living waz/«j 518.

winds, which flow Like waves 518.

With his blue and beaming waves, Eiig. Hills, 99.
among the waz/ej Wilt thou be, 124.

From waves on which weary noon, .... Hellas^ i"45>

From waves serener far ; 1067.

And strew the waves on the white ocean's bed, . Horn. Castor, ig.

The whispering waves were half asleep, .... Jane, Recoil. 13.

Like green waves on the sea, 30.

and from the wave^, soulid like delight . . . Julian, 2^,

whirlwind and waves upthrown, Laon, I. iii. 5.

the red commotion Of waves like mountains . . I. xv. 4.

and so she sate Looking upon the waves ; . . I. ^vi. 7,

make His path between th&waveSy I. xviii. 2.

Thro' the green shadows of the waves that meet . I. xix, 8.

A vast and dim expanse, as o'er the waves -we. go. I. xxiii. g.

And near the waves, and thro' the forests wild, . -^-^ I. xxxvi. 4.

And to the clouds and waves in tameless gladness, I. xxxix. 6.

The waves, the fountains, and the hush of night . I. xlv. 6.

Round whose worn base the wild w. hiss andleap, 11. xviii. 4.

To the inchanted waves that child of glory sung. 11. xxviii.g.

And the swift boat the little waves which bore, . in. xxxiv. 3.

the star whose beams the w. compel iv. xvii. 7.

whirlwind, whose fierce blasts the waves and
clouds confound, iv.xxvii. 5

burst and shiver Atlantic waz/gj; v. xli. 4.

on waves below Falling in pauses, ...... v. xli. 7.

While far Orion o'er the waves did walk . . , v. Iviii. 3.

lands cradled in the roar Of western waves, . . y.Song^,%*
and darkness wrapt The waves, vi. i. 9.

swept Like wavesxieSoTe the tempest— .... vi. iii. 7.

wlien the wav^s smilCj , . . . . vi. vii. 8.
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The wave* contending in it9 caverns Z,fl(9«, Vl.xxxviii.8.

boughs which o'er its waves arc swinging. . . . VI. xli. 9.

plunged with her Among the closing waves . . Vll. ix. 9.

Shot thro' the lines of many waves inwoven, . . vir. xi. 6.

The gathering o^aww rent tne Hesperian gate . . Vll. xiii. 6.

Vexed the inconstant waves VII. xxiii. g.

among the waves and whirlpools driven. . . . • vil. xxvi. g.

from tliat bright fountain's shadowy waves . vil.xxxiv.^.

"Whose banded w. that crystal cave had sacked . vii.xxxviii.7.

for this ye plough The barren waves of ocean, . Viii. ix, 7.

Art as tne calm to Ocean's weary waves/ , , . Vlll. xi. 2.

Falsehood, and fear, and toil, like waves . , viii. xv. 4.

and bear o'er the dividing waves • vin.xxiv.8.
o'er the waves we go Rejoicing, IX. ii. 7.

Doomed to pursue tliose waves IX. ii. ^.
And music on the waves and woods she flings, . ix. xxi. 8.

a chasm like waves in a ship's wake x. iii. 9.

like waves on wrinkled sands that leap xii. xvii. 9.

Their echoes talk with its eternal waves, . . . xil. xix. 5,

Along ths.waves which sung and sparkled . . . xil. xx. ^.

The shadow of the lingering waves . . . . Xli. xx. 7.

From woods and waz'^.T wild sounds xii.xxxiii.5.

dimly frowned O'er the bright waves .... xil, xxxv. g.
Like music o'er wide wa&fij, XIi,xxxvii.5.

where the waves rolled like mountains .... xil. xxxix. i.

And the waves clasp one another ; Lovers Phil. ll. 2.

By the wild waves heaped tumultuously . . . Mar. Dy. XIV. 4.

As waves arise when loud winds call, .... Mask, xxxi. 3.

When^ lo ! a stream whose little waves went by, Matilda, 25.

Rolls its loud waters to the ocean waves^ . . . Mont B. 125.

and vast waves burst, Moschus, 6.

Whose woods, rocks, waveSy surround it; . . . Naples, 1^3.
Waves sleep together Oae^ Arzse, 38'.

Like one fierce cloud over a waste of waves . . Ode Lib. III. g.

The noddmg promontories, . . . and dividuous w. iv. 2.

Teaching the woods and waves^ and desart rocks, viir. 5.

O'er the Ht K'flZ'fij.every jEolian isle xiil, 5.

As waves which lately paved his watery way . xix. 14.

As in a brook, fretted with little waves, .... Orpheus, 59.
Where loud waves are dumb Pan, i. 4.

And the nymphs of the woods and K'az'^.S', . . II. 7.

And far o'er southern waves, Pr. Aikan. II. ii. 33.

And these soft w., murmuring a gentle sadness, ii.ii, 42.
Paused in yon waves .... ... ii. ii. 58.

burst beneath th& waves serene:— il. iii. 11.

Have its deaf waves not heard my agony ? . . . IH^om. i. 29.

To the Indian waves we bore I. 94.
And died as mad as the wild waves be I. 98.

—And the Ocean's purple waves, I. 109.

it gleams again As the ivaves fade, .... ii. i. 22.

and the waves At the fountain-lighted caves, . . ii. i. 183.

Hidden beneath the mountains and the waves, II. iv. 71.

Which in the winds and on the waves doth move, ii. v. 96.
Where ever lies, on unerasing waves, . . . III. iii. 160.

Waves assemble on ocean, . iv. 42.

As the waves of a thousand streams rush by . . IV. 133.

and flowers, and waves, wake sounds, . . . IV. 234.

So that when ivaves on ivaves Q. Mab, vi. 165.

And list to the flow Of the waves below . . Q. q^nty Heart, iv. 5.

Those boiling waves V. i.

I love ivaves, and winds, and storms, ..... Rarely, vi. 3.

When the waves, beneath the starlight, .... Rosal.^^i.
as by the moving wind The waves are lifted, . . 1162.

Or the waves of Baiae, ere luminous Sensii. PL ill. 3.

Sends its superfluous waz'fj, Serckio, 114.

What fields, or waves, or mountains? .... Skylark, 73.

The waves are dancing fast and bright, . ... St. Dejection, 1. 2.

I see the waves upon the shore, 11. 3.

breaks Into ten thousand ivaves^ St. B-pips. 20.

Amid the gliding waves and shadows dun ; . . Triumph, 342.
Partly to tread the waves 370-

and waves, and birds, and bees, 376.

mountains, seas, and waves, and clouds, . . . Unf. Dr. 25.

And the waves and the thunders Vis. Sea, 10.

The heaped waves behold The deep calm . . . 128.

smash Tlie thin winds and soft w. into thunder ; . 146.

Who hunt us o'er these sheltering waves. . . W. Shel. V. 9.

By woods and ivaves can clothe his face . . . Cane, 1. 9.

Who drives her white waves over the green sea. Witch, x. 3.

may kindle The clouds and waves and mountains
with; XIII. 4.

The sailors she saw cradled on the waves ; . . LXIV. 7.

Wakening the leaves and waves, Woodman, 64.

(2) undulations of light, air, sound, &c.
Floating on waves of music and of light . . . Damon, l. 56.

Upon the liquid waves of thy sweet singing, . . Pr. Sing. 2.

I would sail on the waves of the billowy wmd . Pr. Song; 6.

Before their waves expire Hellas, 964.
Those mountains towering as from w. of flame . Julian, 82.

Its waves gushed forth like fire, .... . Laon, XI. iii. ^.

sunset's sea of beams, Whose golden waves . . xil. xxi, 7.

It bore me like an Angel, o'er the waves Of sun-

light, Naples, 32.

With azure waves which burst in silver light, . . Prom.. II. iii. 21.

Upon the silver waves of thy sweet singing ; . . II. v. 74.

wrinkling into golden waves, Rosal. 542.
The still air seemed as if its waves did flow . Witch, XLVI. 3.

B. Fig.
Waves ^00 pure, too celestial, for mortals to see ; Bigotry, IV. z.

the air-like wflz'fi.v Of wonder-level dream, . . . Bpips. 195.

The flood of tyranny, whose sanguine waves . JLaon, IX. xxiii. 7.

that walk the waves of sleep Loon, Xll xxxvi, 9.

Flows through the mind, and rolls its rapid w., . Mont B. 2.

And sink us m the waves of thy compassion ! . . CBdipus, l. 5^.
amid that sea Whose waves are swine— . . . II. li. ig.

And Manhood's dark and tossing waves, . . . Prom. II. v. 99.

We two will sink on the wide waves of ruin, . III. i. 71.

through waves which dare not overwhelm, . . iv. 410.

The frightful waves are driven Q. Mab, V. in.
A lightTiouse o'er the wild ofdrearywdf^j. . . vill. 57.

Whose waves they have tainted with death ; . . Rosal.^gj.
Whose waves never mark, tho' they ever impress Sensit.Pl. l. 104.

Its waves are unreturning; That time, II. 2.

Unfathomable Sea ! whose waves are years, . . Time, i.

Giving a voice to its mysterious waves. . . Two Pr. Invoc. I. 4.,

Whose waves they have tainted with death. . . W. Shel. IV. 4.

Waves, V. I. tr. moves to and fro.

The Fairy waves her wand of charm Q. Mab, IX. 212.

H. intr, A. Lit. sways to and fro.

Waves o'er a warrior's tomb IV. 70.

B. Fig. •
desolately waves Over the dust of Prophets and

of Kings. . Laon, IV". xxiv. 5.

Waving", pr. pple. (1) moving aloft, flourishing.
Waving a starry wand, . D(xmon, I. 73.
Sate one waving a sword ; Laon, VI. xix. 7.

An Angel bright as day, waving a brand . . . x. x. 4.

P^aw/w^ each a bloody sword, Jl/aj^, XI. 3.

wavingo'&T the couch ofwedded Kings The torch
of discord CBdipus, I. 2S4.

(2) swaying, undulating.
Its cornfields M/a7/;'«^ in the winds Ireland, j^.

Which the circumfluous plain ivavingh&Xo^i, . Serchw, 41.

Waving, ppl. adj. wafting.
Like the soft waving wings of noonday- dreams. Prom. III. iii. 145.

*Wavy, adj. undulating.
On its own folded wings, and wavy hair, . . . IV. 264.

Wax, 7t. Fig.
keep your wax—give us the honey, Peter, ill. v. 3.

Wax, V. intr. increase, grow.
That wax and wane in lover's eyes— .... Int. Beauty, iv. 7.

Waxed, v. intr. became, grew to be.
The hoary grove W^ffje-tfrf green— . . . . Pr.Athan.ii.KW.g.
The moon-beam bright Wax'd famt St. Ir. (3) ix. 3.

Waxen, adj. A. Lit. made of wax.
Even as a waxen shape may waste Laon, ix. xi. 3.

B. Fig. pale as wax.
With waxen cheeks, and limbs cold, Ginevra, 147.
And the light which flashed through his w. cheek Rosal. 1009.

:i:Waxing-, pr. pple. increasing.
like the Moon Wax. and waning o'er Endymion. Bpips. 294.

Way, n. (1) path, journey, progress.
so swept her on her zyoy . . Adonais,-SJi\i\.?>.
In joy and exultation held his way

;

Alasior, 144.
I was Upon my way to Antloch Calderon, i. 66.
Whilst round the chariot's way .... Damon, i. 162.
Pursued its wondrous way. ... .... i. 252.

„ „ ., ,, Q. Mab, II. ^2.
urge The restless wheels of being on their way, . Damon, 11. 245.

„ ,, ,, „ „ „ . Q. Mab, IX. ^i2.
The tapers that did light them the dark way . . Cenci. i. iii. 47.
And St. Paul's Church he took on his way, . . Devil, iv. 2.

Where ruin ploughs her gory way, . . . xi. 3.

and makes his way Through temple, . ... Epips. 402.
Sail onward far upon their fatal way.*.... 464.
The fisher on his watery way, Bug. Hills, 134.
in making short a pleasant way} Faust, 11. 6.
went weeping on tneir ivay Alone, Ginevra, 164.
might win Its w. over the sea, and sport therein

; Gisb. 21.

Our world enkindles on its a/ajv— Guitar Jane, 7%.
Like a man hastening on some distant ivay, . Horn. Merc. xiv. 4.
Won their swift way up to the snowy head . Lxxxvi. 3.
Conveyed me to my lodgings by the way. . . Julian, 140.
and to the Camp beganMy way. . . ... Laon^ iv.xxxii. 4.
millions were on their way; x, viii. i.

I met Murder on the way— . . ..... Mask, ii. i.

And so they float upon their way, Prom,. ll. ii. 57.
Bade them pursue tneir ivay Q. Mab, I. 206.
the chariot's way Lay through the midst . . . i. 231..

round the chariot's way Innumerable systems
rolled, ...... 1. 252.

Pursued its wondrous way 11. 82.
Nile shall pursue his changeless way : . . n. 128.
Thro' which they took their way; .... . Rosal. g8.
But silently I went my way 524.
in our way let us pursue Virgil] 8.

thus on the way Mask after mask fell . . Triumph, 535.
the swift sun went his way— Witch, Ded.\\\. 6.
Lighting it far upon its lampless zwajv, .... XLii. 8.

She to the Austral waters took her way, . . . XLVll. 7.
But she in the calm depths her way could take, . LXlii. 6.

(2) road, path or track.

Invisible Corruption waits to trace His extreme iv. Adonais, vili. 5.
Paved with eternal flowers that undeserving voay. xxiv.9.
Her sons are as stones in the way— Castl. Adm. 11. 1.

a queen's bower over the public way^ .... Ch. \st, li. 104.
Will bar the way and catch you as you pass. . . Cycl. 674.
Groping my way adown the steep ravine. . . . 710,
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The steep descent of Heaven's untrodden way. . Dcemon^ ii. 310.

n 11 „ „ „ „ Q- Mab, IX. 218.
With borrowed light pursued their narrower way, Dcsmon^ H- 317-

» n n 11 M )» • Q- ^a-b^ rx. 225.
Like a meteor, whose wild way Bug. HUls^ 258.
Flames before the thunder's way / Fausi^ I. 22.

The way is wide, the way is long;, II. 170.
winging Its ivay adown some many-winding river. Fr. Sing. 5.

If hawks chase doves through the aetherial way^ . Gisb. 128.

He drove them wandering o'er the sandy way^ Horn. Merc. xill. i.

Strewed flowers upon the barren way^ .... Jane^ Invitn, 18.

As those who pause on some delightful way . . Julian^ 63.
Alas none strewed sweet flowers upon the way . —— 323.
Halting beside me on the public way— .... 372.
To their God did they . . . kneel in the public w. . Laon^ IX. xiii. 9.
thro' the public way^ Choked with his country's

dead : x, viii. 3.

With which her way was painted and besprent. . Matilda^ 42.
As waves which lately paved his watery way . . Ode Ub. xix. 14.

All spirits on that secret way ; ....... Prom. Ii. ii. 45.
I dreamed that, as I wandered by the way^ . . Question^ I. i.

In silence then they took the way RosaL 95.
And of the miles of watery way Serchio^ 50.
a public way Thick strewn Triumph^ 43.
in the way The throng grew wilder, 75.
Pilgrim of heaven's homeless way^ World's Wanderers^ II. 2.

(3) relating to a special direction.

lost my way In this wild place ; Calderon^ I. 61.

and lost My way^ I. 70.

Did he pass this way? Cenci\ 11. i. 12.

^ou could lose Your way Calderon^ I. 73.
e so good as light us up this way Faust., II. 27.

if Jack-a-lantern Shows you his way., ... . II. 38.

which way comest thou ! II. 162.

Come This way...., XI. 225.

lest he Should not know the ^vay to go,— . . . Fr. Serp. 2.

Whether a drove of kine has past this wajVi • Horn. Merc, xxxil. 3.

and you shall lead the 'way.— Ll. 3.

with innocence and truth To lead the way., . LXVII. 5.

his way the diver having cloven Laon^ Vll. xi. 8.

This is not the way^ Mamma; Rosa/. 75.

(4) path or course of life.

And his own thoughts, along that rugged way, . Adonais., xxxi. 8.

She met me. Stranger, upon life's rough way, . Epifs. 72.

So that her way was paved, 327.

Drifting on his dreary way, Bug. Hills, 6.

Few flowers grow upon thy wintry way ; . . . Fr. Is not, 5.

Darkening Life's- labyrinthine way Fr. L.ove, 4.

Which she had numbered on her toilsome way Mother ^ Son, I. z.

Clothed in which to walk his way Peter^ Prol. 6.

Even to the utmost limit of thy way Prol. Hellas., 176.

Through the stormy shades of thy worldly way. There is no work, 8.

(5) progress, passage.
Passion's divinest stream had made impetuous isa. Laon, I. Hx. g.

weaving wings for time's perpetual way. . . . • vil. xxi. 9.

as theyXthe winds] pursued their unimpeded way. Vll. xxxix.9.

winning his zway from the fate of his brother, . . Vis.Sea,\^\.

(6) course to be pursued.
Is well aware of the right way. Faust, I. 90.

(7) method, plan, means.
If there were any way to make all sure, .... Cenct, III. i. 196.

That is his way of solacing himself

;

.... Faust, II. 368.

Eureka! I have found the tt'flj' /fe/e?-, vi. xxxv. 2.

One way remains : I will beget a son, . . . Q. Mab, Vli. 134.

(8) particular fancy, will, humour or mode of action.

Old men are testy and will have their way ; . . Cenct, I. ii. 74.

(9) manner, mode, fashion.

We shall be in every way Hunted, CEdipus, II. i. 139.

I made a nosegay, bound in such a way .... Question, v. 2.

(10) peculiar fashion.

but a humourist in his W17JV— Julian, 2^,

(11) give way, a. fall back, make room.
They come, they come, give way! Laon, XI. xii. 3.

The crowd gave way, and I arose aghast, . . . Triumph, 107.

b. disappeared, vanished,

all things gave way Before him, Q. Mab, IX. 34.

(12) make way = permit a passage.

pray make way, good people. ........ Faust, iI. 219.

;13) made their way = penetrated.

Where'er the Eagle's talons made their way, . . Laon, I. xi. 7.

(14) half way = a moiety of any given distance.

But he is more than half wfljV there.— . . . . Ca/(/ff^o«, i. 48.

(15) out of the way.
And others desire An old. fellow out of the way; Cat, III. 3.

Kill them out of the way, (Bdipus, I. 93.

Ways, n, (1) tracks, paths.

along the winding watery ways Laon. xil. xxxiii, 8.

beside the woyj The waterfalls Pr.Athan.\\.'\\\.2\*

And houseless W^ant in frozen ways Ro&al. 476.

(2) methods, means.
By ways inscrutable the thing I sought Cenci^ I, iii. 42.

(3) modes, manners.
So these snr\'ivors, each by different ways, , . , Hellas, 399.

(4) modes of thought and action.

And all the wayi of men among mankind he read. Laon, IV. viii. 9.

The works and ways of man, . . Mont B. 92.

Among the works and ways of men ; Rosal. 607.

*Wayside, n. the edge of a highway.
stood amid many more By a wayside .... Fr. ofDream, 5.

And fell, as I have fallen, by the way-side;— . TriuTnph^ 541.

Wayward, adj. (1) froward, self-willed.

Cease, cease, Wflj'a'arrf Mortal ! Death, Dial, 2\.

He his waywardXxie. had led ; Peter^ V. ix, 3.

(2) perverse.

envious fate, has seal'd my wayward ^t%Wny. . M. JV. Fragmt. 9-

I could have borne my wayward lot : .... Si. Brack. 6.

(3) adj. absoL wilful one.
Run, wayward^ And guide this company . , . Prom. III. iii. 152.

We, pron. pi. of I.

we shall be one Spirit Epips. 573.
Ere we were disunited ? Rosal. 13.

And we are exiles 20.

Which that we have abandoned now, 27.

Weak, adj. (1) of little might or strength, helpless, feeble.

and with weak hands though mighty heart . . . Adonais, xxvil. 3.

Shook the weak hand that grasped it ; . . . , • xxxili. 7.

for my weak feet were w^aiy soon Arabic, Imit. I. 7.

Though weak^ as the lama, that bounds on the
mountains, . Bigotry^ ill. i.

Alas ! Weak and deserted creature that I am, . Cenci, I. ii. 45.
And when it past I sat all weak and wild ; . . . 11. i. 42.

from the prosperous, weak misfortune takes; . in. ii. 57.

But he is weak and overcome with wine, , . . Cycl. 429.
yet though weak of hand Speak cheerfully, . . . 055.
Wounded and weak and panting ; Epips. 274.
Strikes its "weak form to death Hellas., 347.
The band, . . . Grew weak and few.— —— 385.
woe ! To the weak people tangled in the grasp . 892.
Laon, I am not weak, Laon^ ll. xxxix. 2.

A subtle mind and stron^within a frame thus w. iv. xxix. 9.
that child so fair From his weak arms, .... v. xxx. 3.

Or from the famished poor, pale, weak, and cold, viil. xviii. 4.
They mock weak matter's impotent control, . . M. N. Ravail^ 44.
We have waited, "weak and lone Mask, xvi. i.

Small at first, and weak, and frail —— xxvi. 3.

'Tis to see your children weak .... . . XLII. i.

Like weak insects in a cave, Ode to Heaven^ 30.
their weak boughs Sigh as the wind buffets them, Orpheus, 32.
quite weak and grey before his time ; . . . . />-. Athan. I. 2.

his weak foes He neither spurned nor hated, . . i. 50.
the ^i}eak touch That moves the finest nerve, . . Q. Mab., Ii. 104.
•weak from bondage, tremble as they tread. . . v. 136.
I am now weaky and pale, and old : Rosal. 301,
Which, like fierce fever, left him weak; . . . 425.
To refuge her when weak and old 535.
And I am weak like a nursling child, . , . 59b.
Yet day by day he grew more weak, — 1006.
Dragged Lionel's mother, weak and pale, . . . 1071.
When young and old and strong; and weak^ . . To-Tnorrow, I, 2.

had left the giant world so weak, Triumph^ 226.
some weak and faint Wiich^ XV. 3.

(2) of little moment.
A greater loss with one which was more weak ; , Adonais^ XI. 8.

(_a) of little force or effect.

words, are weak The glory they transfuse . . . Lli. 8.

Weak Verses, go, kneel at your Sovereign's feet, Bpips. 592.
Too vast a matter for so weak a rhyme. . . . Gisb. 105.
His thoughts grew weak, drowsy, and lame . . Peter, vi. xxi. 4.

(4) foolish, unwise.
is it not weak and vain, Calderon, I. 277.
Weak ambition, which the awe Of her presence

bound to terror ! 11. 9.
Till weak imagination half possesses The self-

created shadow Cenci., 11. ii. 142.
They must have told some weak and wicked lie . v. iii. 22.

What 'twas weak to do, 'Tis weaker to lament, . v. iii. iii.

I laugh at those weak rebels Ch. ist, 11. 237.
but the despair Was weak and vain Laon^ I. xxi. o.
That we were weak and sinful, frail and blind, . ix. xv. 7.
As a weak moth the taper ; Prom. II. iii. 07.

(5) having little iorce or vigour.
as pale As his weak sister Calderon, II. 161.
Weak lightning before darkness ! Hellas^ 915.
The weak day is dead, 1034.
Whose weak brain is overladen J^otn. IV,- 468,
through their wandering veins And weak articu-

lations Sunset^ 41.

(6) having little authority or power.
And even Olympian Jove Grew weak^ .... Hellas, 234.
And ye, weak conquerors ! giants who look pale 425.
Our myriads before their weak pirate bands ! . ' 463.
My father Time is weak and grey Mask, xxiii. i.

Which weak itself as stubble, Ode Lib. xv. 9.
Like its creation, weak yet beautiful, .... Prom. 11. iii, 15.
Of weak, unstable and precarious power; . . , Q. Mab^ vii. 206.

(7) feeble, inarticulate.

Had made her accents weaker and more weaky . Ginevra, 84.
With a murmur weak and vain Mask, XLVII. 2.

Like footsteps of weak melody : Front. 11. i. 89.
The wings ot the weak melody, n. ii. 33.

(^8) irresolute, wanting in moral strength.
Or any thing but their we^, guilty selves. . . Cenci, V. i, 27.
O, weak, wicked tongue Which has destroyed me v. iii, 97.
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Sweet Heaven, forgive weak thoughts ! . . . . Cenct\ V. iv. 57.
my weak breast I armed ^op^\ Fear^ 13.

and if we were not weak . Julian^ 175.
Aye, if we were not zyffflA

—

177.

Her presence had made weak and tame . . . Lerici^ 22.

disturbed and "weak I sat and saw ^o.

Wild bird for that zeififlj^ nest Love^ liope^ %\.
O weak heart of little wit ! 4q.
Were but a iveak and inexperienced boy, . , Q. Mab^ v. 151.

the caprice Of man's weak will belongs . . VI. 201.
Virtuous or vicious, weak or strong;,— , . . vii. 124.
We, the weak mariners of that wide lake . . , Witch^ Lxiii. 2.

(9) of little force or utility.

And weak expedients they ! . Ch. \st^ II, 294.

(10) quickly passing, unenduring.
Like stars in clouds by the w. winds enwrought, Calvt^ 4..

How weak^ how short, is life to pay Ch. \st^ II. 209.

(11) tender, young.
Crown the pale ytzxweak and new ; Jane^ Iiivitn^ 61.

(12) useless, exhausted.
The past Hours weak and grey, .... . Protn. iv. 31.
And the weak day weeps Tnat it should be so. . IV. 493.

(13) emotional, easily impressed.
Where my w. heart and all its throbs will cease. B. WVIh'a^is, VI. 8.

Of the weak my heart is weakest. . .... Sophia^ III. 6.

The weak one is singled When thelamp^ III.3.

(14) fragile, not strongly made.
The bark is weak and frail . . W^. Shel. I. 2.

(15) adj. absol. weak persons.
And banish weak-eyed Mercy to the weak^ . . Ch. isi^ ii. 129,

The innocent, the injured and the weak / . . . Cenci^ iv. iv. 162.

trample on The weak and wretclied ; . . . . Peier^ III. xviii. 3.

the weak Alone kneel to thee, . . . Pr. Athan. II. iv. 16.

He was a tyrant to the weak, Rosal. 255.

*Weak-eyed, c. adj. having little foresight.

And banish weak-eyed Mercy to the weak, . . . Ch. isf, II. 129.

Weaiten, v. tr. diminish, lessen.

In aught to weaken the paternal power, . . Cenci^ II. ii. 55.

Weaker, adj. (1) more foolish.

What 'twas weak, to do 'Tis weaker to lament, v. iii. 112.

(2) more feeble or inarticulate.

Had made her accents vjeaker zxA more weak, . Ginevra^ 84.

(3) of less effect.

His wishes still are weaker than his fears, . . . Hellas, 558.

(4) less hardy.
autumn nights have nipt all weaker kinds, . . Pr. Athan. II. ii. 3.

(5) more helpless.

ready to oppress the weaker still ; . , . . Q. Mab, IV. 198.

Weakest, adj. (1) least powerful.
Ofwhom the weakest with one word Laon, a. ix. 3.

(2) most impressionable.
O Thou of hearts the weakest, Bpips. 232.

Of the weak my heart is weakest. . . . Sophia, iii. 6.

Weakness, n. (1) lack of strength or power.
Voice which art the response Of hollow weak. I . Hellas, 917.
lend Force to the weakness of his trembling arm. Q. Mad, JV. 226.
divide His tyrsLTiny to weakness

;

vil. 38.

(2) helplessness.

With which Heaven mocks our weakness/ . . Cenci, ill, ii. 39.

(3) emotion.
a Power Girt round with weakness;— .... Adonais^ XXXII. 3.

stumbling in my "weakness and my haste, . . . Bpips. 251.

in tears of human weakness fail Laon^ VI. xxiv. 9.

Vi^eakness^ and doubt, had withered in his mind. Marenghi^xvi.^.
Resist not the weakness, . . . ... Prom., il. iii. 93.

(4) fallibility.

Tainted with mortal Wia^wfijj/ . . .... Calderon, 1. 123.

(5) exhaustion.
In his weakness back to the mountains . . . Ginevra, 197.

(6) folly.

controul Over their will by their own w. lent, . Laon, II. viii. 4.

the spoil Of his own weakness^ . Oiho, III, 4.

Weal, n, welfare, happiness.
the exhaustless lore of human weal . DcB-mon, II. 145.

„ ,, ,, „ Q.Mab,v\l\.20\.
Not swifter a swift thought of woe or weal . . Horn. Merc. vii. 3.

Mercury first found out for human weal . . xvill. 7.

to change Reason's rich stores for its eternal w. Q. Mab^ v, 230.

One scale contains the sum of human weal, . v. 236.
drained to its last sand in weal or woe, .... Xriutnph, 123.

Wealth, n. (1) as a mythological personification.

And Wealth crymgHavockl yv'\t\\m'i . . . . Castl.Adm. IV. $.

Those prison halls of HJ^a/M and fashion . . . Mask ^ t.xxi. i.

(2) affluence, abundance, material possessions, riches.

Strength, wealth, and pride, and lust Cenci, l. i. 31.

My parchments and all reeords of my zy^a//^, . IV. i. 58.
wealth by squalid want, ... . . . Ch. \st^ i. 163.

take back the wealth thou gavest :
• II. 303.

Wealth, my good fellow, is the wise man's God, Cycl. 301.
Yet dare not stain with wealth or power . . Exhortation, 19.

And l^ugged the wealth wrung from the woe . . Falsehood, 3.

If numbers, wealth, or unfulfiliing years, . . Hellas,Qj^.
These from thy wealth thou dost sustain

;

. Horn- Earth, 7.

and their house with wealth is filled 16.

profuse ai^a/M and unexhausted prey : . . . Horn. Merc. xxix.. 4..

Where wealth in the mute night is multiplied . LXVIII. 4.

The beautiful wand of wealth Sind happiness

;

xc. 2.

gave Peace, wealth, and beauty, Ireland, 6.

was richly paven With the deep's wealth, . . . Laon, VIi. xiil, 2.

Despising wealth, ambition, pomp, and pride, . M. N. Post. Fr.41.
Or turn their wealth to arms, Mask, LXII. i.

On wealth, and war, and fraud— LXil. 3,

The wealth ye find, another keeps ;
Men ofBng. V. 2.

Find wealth,— \et no impostor heaj) ; . ... VI. 2.

That wealth, surviving tate, Be thme.— . . . Naples, 100.

and wealth from those who toil and groan . . Ode Lib. xvil. 14.

The strength oi wealth or thought, . . . Pr. Athan. 1. 36.

On the dark wealth of mines, Prom. u. iii. 87.

But wealth that curse of man, Q. Mab, 11. 204..

if wealth The spring it draws from poisons not,— III. 40-

they are decked in wealth, IV. 186.

Which wealth should purchase not, ... . V. 40.

But poverty and wealth with equal hand . V. 46.

That grace the proud and noisy pomp oiw.I . . V. 78.

Yields to the w^fl/M of nations; . . . V, 80. ^((

And statesmen boast Of wealth I V. 94.
Her wretched slave to bow the knee to wealth, . V. 128.

poverty and wealth, the thirst of fame, . . . V. 254.

the work Of all-polluting luxury and wealth, . . viil. 180.

Though of great wealth and lineage high, . . . Rosal. 614.

That Lionel great wealth had left 1228.

Nor that content surpassing wealth .... St. Dejection, 111.3.

Wealth and dominion fade into the mass . . .St. Wealth, i.

the bowers Of solitary wealth ; Tower ofFatn. 13.

(3) the property of another.
And thou hast sought in starry eyes . . . An-

other's w^a/Z/i.-— Coleridge, \^.

Wealthy, adj. (1) richly endowed.
the revenue Of many a wealthy see ; ... Cenci, I. ii. 66.

(2) prosperous, thriving.

The wealthy yeoman, as he wanders, Devil, XIX, 1.

(3) possessed of riches.

and fame Said he was wealthy, Julian, 234.
And gold grows vile even to the wealthy crone, . L.aon, IV. xiv. 8.

Wean, v. tr. ablactate.
Since I first began to wean pigs CEdipus, II. i. 120.

:{:Weaued, v. tr. put from the breast.

And weaned it, oh how painfully !— . . . . Rosal. 400.

Weaned, pp.
As they themselves were weaned tB.^ one . . . 401.

Weapon, n, A. Lit, an instrument of offence or defence.

Give me the weapon, we must do thy will. . . Cenci^ IV. iii. 35.
Put up your weapon v. i. 56.
forge Many a weapon, chain, and scourge, . , MenofEng. III. 2.

B. Fig. an instrument.
Thou wert a weapon in the hand of God . . . Cenci, IV. iii. 54.

*Weapon-winged, c. adj. committed by weapons of war.
And weapon-winged murder Cycl. 289.

Weapons, n. Fig.
when darkness gave New weapons to thy foe, . Laon, i. xxxii. 7.

I drew Words which were weapons ;— .... II. xx. 5.

and looks which are W. of an unvanquished war, Mask, Lxxix. 4.

Wear, v. I. tr. A. Lit. (1) carry as dress or covering.
By that which made me tremble, wear thou this ! Cenci, IV. iii, 50.

W ho weave the clothes which your oppressors w., Fr. Peo. Eng. 3.

whose degraded Hmbsthe tyrant's garb did O'^ar'. Laon, III. vi. 9.

The rich robes your tyrants wear? .... Men ofEng. \. 4.
A footman's yellow coat to wear, Peter, V. xvi. 3.

weave the robes their children wear ; .... Prom. iv. 414.

(2) carry as appendage or ornament.
As men wear daggers not for self-offence. . . . Cenci, V. i. lOi.

Not till I see you wearThzX coronal, Cycl. 567.
To wear one's orders upon gala days . ... Faust, II. 263.
to be in place and wear a star ; 11. 283.
his radiant brow did wear The Morning Star : . Laon, I. xlii. 5.

(3) carry naturally.

And ringed horns which buffaloes did wear— . . Marenghi, XVI. 6.

(4) fret or waste by attrition.

might wear As water-drops the sandy fountain-
stone, Julian, 442.

Whose smooth descent some ceaseless step to w. Laon, iv. ii. 5.

B. Fig.
All new successions to the forms they wear ; . . Adonats, XLIII. 5.

That thou shouldst wear the mask of euilt . . . Cenci, v. iii. 25.

how majesty can w. at will The rugged mood.— Ch. ist, II. 83.

But thy false care did idly w. Its withered leaves Constant. 11. 3.

To-morrow dust, nor "wear a dull decay. . . . Couplets, 4.

Ah, friend, 'tis the false laurel that I wear ; . . Tersa Rima, 8.

They seemed to wear a beauty from the eye . . Fiordispina, 36.

a light such As sleepers wear, 39.
And wear this mask of falsehood ... . . Julian, 308.

a curse would wear The shape of woman— . . Laon, ii. xliii. 7.

among captives willing chains to wear Awhile— ill. ix. 5.

that mighty shape did wear The light of genius ; v. xl. 7.

To millions who the self-same likeness wear, . . VIII, iii. 7.

The shadow of the lingering waves did w«jar Light, XII. xx. 7.

or stoop to wear The mask of scorn, M. W. G. VI, 4.

tremble and wear The splendour of its presence, Ode Lib. Cane. 4.
oozy woods which wear The sapless foliage of

the ocean, Ode W. Wind, iii, 11.

they wear Beauty like some bright robe ;— . Pr. Athan. Ii. iv. 10,

5 G
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And the cavern-crags wmr not The radiance of

_
Heaven, Prom. ii. iii. 76.

which the world's livery w^ar,^ Ye hasten^ '3,.

Blue isles . . . wear The purple noon's trans-
parent mig;ht, Si. Dejection., I. 3.

I then should wear These heavy chains of life , St Epips. 123.
ivear The form and character of mortal mould, , Triumph, 16,

oug-ht to have disdained to wear it ; 205.
And yet I wear out life in watching thee ; . . . Yet look, 10.

II, intr.

Weave robes,—let not the idle wear ; .... MenofEng.vi. 3.

[If] Truth [lent not] its prophet's robe to wear, . Hellas, 44.
Wearer, n. (1) one who bears clothes as dress.

They are robes that fit the wearer^ Sophia, I. 3.

(2) the bearer of an ornament or appendage of dress.

Or stabs the wearer's enemy in the back ; . . . Faust^ II. 309.
To turn his hungry sword upon the wearer ; . . Naples, 80.
The King, the zy^arer of a gilded chain .... Q. Mao, ni, ^o.

(3) the bearer of a name.
to strip Its wearer bare as infamy Cenci^ IV. i. 62.

Wearest, v. tr. Fig. (1) bearest.

rob thee of the grace thou wearest, Laon, ix. xx. 3.

the child who zt earest Thy mother's dying smile, IX. xxit. 5.

And the smile thou wearest Prol. Hellas, 184.
who wearestTho. shadow of that soul .... Prom. II. i. 30.

a,ll that smiling disguise Thou yet "wearest^ . . Vis. Sea, 88.

(2) bearest the semblance of.

an human formj Like that thou wearest— . . . Laon, l. xxxv. 2.

Wearied,//, tired.

I am wearied of it ! . Cycl. ^6.
Kiss her until she be wearied out, To ifight, II. 4.

'^e?i'r\e6.i ppl. adj. tired, exhausted.
Which wields the world with never wearied love, Adonais, XLii. 8.

And furled its wearied wing Q. Mab, li, 20.

When wearied Nature sinks to sleep, .... Star, 7.

Wearies, v. intr, tires.

And its familiar voice wearies not ever. . . . Prom. II. v. 41.

JWearily, adv. A. Lit. (1) listlessly.

Flags wearily through darkness and despair— . Gisb, 206.

Plags wearily in its unending flight, Profn. i, 420,

(2) as one tired.

wearily He paused ; .... Triumph, 197.

(3) wearisomely.
wearily o'er the boundless deep We sail ; . . . Laon, Vlll.xxiii.2.

B Fig. as though tired or weary.
But blasted and all WfaM'/y they stand, , . . . Orpheus, ^i.

Weariness, n. (1) lassitude, exhaustion.
as if in weariness, .... Cenci, III. i. 256.

(2) fatigue, languor.
Art thou pale for wtfflr/wfijj Moon^ I. 1.

WeariugT, pr. pple. bearing.
Of wearing on my brow the idle mask . . . E. William-s, IV. 5.

Wears, v. tr. A.. Lit. carries as a dress or garment.
The robes ye weave, another wears; Men ofEng. v. 3.

B. Fig,
And the Ifon That wears them must be tamed. . Ch. 1st, II. 117.

The life that wears, the spirit that creates One
object, and one form, Epips. lyi.

The light clear element which the isle wears . . 446.
What Anarch wears a crown or mitre Hellas^ 318.
and weave The garment of the glory which it w., 418.
No : wears a living; death of agonies ! . . . . JulianyC^x^.

,

And in the light thine .ample forehead wears, . Laon, Ded. Xl. 4.
serene earth wears The blosmy spring's star-

bright investiture, IV. xxxii. 7.

Light tne vest of flowing metre She wears; . . Witch, Ded. V. 0.

Weary, adj. A. Lit, (1) tired, exhausted.
for my weak feet were weary soon, Arabic, Im.it. 1. 7.

mine eyes grow weary dim Cenci, IV. i. 175.
My head is heavy, my limbs are weary, . . . My head is heavy, i.

And it has left these faint and weary limbs, . . Fr. Silence, 6.

courting sleep with weary will, Horn-. Merc. XL.3.
most pale, Famished, and wet and weary, . . . Laon, VI. liv. 2.'

eyes were grown Weary with joy, ^— VII, xxii. 2.

even as a weary child , Xli. xiv. 8.

An old man toiling up, a weary wight ; . . . Pr. Aihan. il. i, 31.

Ah ! faint are her limbs, and her footstep is w., , St. Jr. (6) i. i.

And, weary with vain toil Triumph, 66.
but I Am weary.— 196.
turned his weary slumber to content ; . . . . 423.

(2) worn, spent with trouble or anxiety.
upon this weary heart ! Cenci, III. i. 31.

failed and bit His weary mind, Pr.Athan. l.iv^.
lost vainly must my weary brain implore . . . Rosal. 774.

The world is dreary. And I am weary . . T^o Fr. Mary, II. 2.

when death oppressed the weary soul, .... Witch, Lxix. 6.

(3J sated with, no longer desirous of.

That her sweet eyes were weary of the sun, . . Laon^ I. xvii. 3.

When weary of their wingfed quest ; Mask, XLlx. 2.

A sweet child Wtfarv of its delight, Sensit. Pl.\.i\2.
And some grew weary of the gnastly dance, , . Triumph, 540.

(4) listless.

poor slaves with weary footsteps tread, .... Epips. 155.

(5) sad, dreary.
The weary sound and the heavy breath, . . . Sensit. PI. ill. 9.

(6) sick at heart, impatient.
The world is M/aarj; of the past, Hellas, 1100.

for I grow weary to behold The selfish .... Laon^ Ded. IV. 6.

(7) tedious, tiresome.
Day after day, a weary waste of hours Alastor, 245.
Outwatching weary night, Veem-on, I. 37.

but the weary glare Lay like a chaos .... Ginevra, 18.

Rolled thus, a weary and tumultuous space : . . Laon. III. ii. 3.

many weary years He wandered, Pr. Aihan. II. i. 20.

That measure and divide the weary years . . . Prom. l. 363.

Many a weary night and day ....... Rarely, i. 5,

Which the weary world yet ever ran Rosal. 720.

B. Fig.
For the weary winds are silent, April, 1814, 18.

where many a weary sail ... .... Dmmon, II. 93.

From waves on which weary noon, . . . Hellas, 1045.

clouds which load the weary wind Laon, Vll. xxx. 9.

Art as the calm to Ocean's weary waves ! . . . vill. xi. 2.

Those trackless deeps, where many a weary sail Q. Mab, Vlll. 88.

When weary meteor lamps repose, Rosal. 551.

Like the tide of the full and wearj;spa .... 971-

And the weary Day turned to his rest, . . .To Night, III. 5.

And I wander and wane like the weary moon. . Unf. Dr. 4.

And the fierce winds are sinking with w. wings . Vis. Sea, 123.

W^eary wind, who wanderest . . , . World's Wanderers,lll.\.
when the weary moon was in the wane, .... Witch, XLVII. 1.

Weary, v. tr. tire or fatigue.

They weary me, and I have need of rest. . . . Hellas, 194.

IWeasaud, n. windpipe or trachea.

and Let blood from her weasand,— ..... CEdipus, I. 266.

Weatlier, n. state of the atmosphere.
like a star In a sea of glassy weather. . . . Bridal, I. 4.

„ ,, ,, ,, ,, ... Epithal. 15.

The grass may grow in winter weather . . . Critic, I. 3.

driven here by stress of wea/^er.^ C^cl. 10^.

Under the roof of blue Ionian wea/^er, . . . . Epips. $^2.

To his voice the mad weather Seems tame ; . . Fugitives, IV. 9.
Under the roof of blue Italian weoMer/ . . Gisb. 147.

Like flocks of clouds in spring's delightful w., . Prom-. I. 66^.

JWeatlier-beaten, c. adj. marked by atmospheric influences.

a weather-beaten crew ! . Orpheus, 34.

Weave, ». tr. A. Lit.
Who w. the clothes which your oppressors wear, Fr. Peo. Eng. 3.

Wherefore w. with toil and care The richrobes , Men ofEng. i. 3,

The robes ye weave^ another wears ; V. 3.

Weave robes,—let not the idle wear ; VI. 3.

And weave your winding-sheet, . . . . VIII. 3.

B. Fig.
Weave a net-work of coloured light ; Arethusa, IV. 9.

and weave the crown Of Death,— Bion. AdJon. 4.

A friend .who should weave counsel, as I now, . Cenci, II. ii, 78.

plot of mingled good and ill As others weave ; V. i. 81.

A lulling murmur weave?— .... . DcE?non^ i. 30.
And wea&e into his shame, ... .... Death Hap. ^g.

And, raging, weave a chain of power, .... Faust, I. 19.

New shapes they still may weave, Hellas, 207.
and weave The garment of the glory which it

wears, , . 417.
A shroud for the corpse of the day to weave . . 6$^.
The stufif whence mutability can weave .... 799.
To weave a bonda|fe of such sympathy, .... Laon, II. xvi. 2,

o'er every shape did weave Intenser hues, . . III. iii. 3.

He knew his soothing words to weave with skill . • iv. vi. i.

that he may weave A lasting chain vili. xiv. i.

and weave their sounds and odours into one. . ix, xxvi. 9.
I do "weave A chain I cannot break— ix. xxxiii.7.

Weave harmonies divine, yet ever new, .... Prom. III. iii. 38.
Weave the dance on the floor of the breeze, . . iv. 69.
But now, oh "weave the mystic measure . . . iv. 77.
Then weave the web of the mystic measure

; . , iv. 129.
Bright threads whence mothers •weave .... iv. 414.
who ever weave Their shadows, o'er the chasm, . Lift not, 5.

thy voice did weave Songs consecrate to truth
and liberty,— . ... Wordsworth, \\.

Weaves, v. tr. Fig. forms, arranges, contrives.
He weazrej about himself a world of mirth . . . Ch. 1st, ll. i\i.

Of cloud which the wild tempest weaves in air, . Fr. Song, 2.

His winding-sheet and cradle ever weaves ; . . Gisb. 4.

so well she weaves Her unseen toils ; Horn. Venus, 3a.

Weaves rainbows o'er yon mountain river, . . Int. Beauty, II, 7.

Where the pine its garland weaves fane, Invitn, 52.
Its delicate brief touch in silence weaves . . Marenghi, xxi. 5.

When the warm air weaves, . . . Soft music, . . Rosal. 58S.

IWeaviufir, pr, pple* Fig.
Weaving gay chaplets for their innocent brows . DcBm.on, li. 195.

M It y 11 <> 't * Q' Mab, IX. no.
W. swift language from impassioned themes, . Laon, vi. i. 2.

Both infants, weaving \jmgs vil. xxi. 9.
Weaving his idle words, . . Serchio, 69.

We"b, n. A. Lit. a textile woven fabric.

Wrought like a web of texture fine and frail, . . L^on^ I. xxiii. 3.

B. Fig.
the web of being blindly wove By man and beast Adonais, liv. 5,

suspended in its web Of many-coloured woof . . Alastor, 156.
Nature's vast frame, the web of human things, . 719.

Then weave the web of the mystic measure ; , . Prom. iv. 129.-
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Webs, n. A. Lit. cobwebs.
The spider spreads her O's^j, .... . Gzs&. i.

B. J^z^. {X) appearances like webs,
braided weds of gold Tliat without motion hang . Dcemorty I. 194.

(2) snares.

unless It be the w. they catch poor rogues withal. CA. isf, I. 157.
Beyond the weds of that swoln spider , . . . iv/i6.
(3) imaginings, intellectual tangles.

strange we^j of melancholy mirth April, 18x4., 12.

Wedded, ^p. Fig, been united to.

His soul had a/tf^<^efi? wisdom, Pr. Athan.i.-^i.

Wedded,///, adj. A. Lit, married.
And waving o'er the couch oi wedded kings . , CBdipus^ I. 284.
B. Fig, intertwined.

These twine their tendrils with the wedded h^VLghs Alastor^ 444.
*Wedding'-T3all, c. n. Fig.

invited to thy wedding-ball Julian^ 387.

Wedding-day, c. n. day of marriage.
Had not brought forth this morn—your w.-day. Fiordispina, 30.

Wedge, n. A. Lit. tapering apex.
And one keen pyramid with wedge sublime, . . Adonais, L. 3.

B . Fig.
Thrice their keen w, of battle pierced our lines. . Hellas.^ 377.

Wednesday, n. the fourth day of the week.
On Wednesday next I shall set out

;

... Cenci, II. i. 167.

Weed, n, A. Lit. a general term for any wild-growing,
imctiltivated plant.

Like a Wfec? whose shade is poison, . ... Bug. Hills^ 227.
the feathery weed Sown by some eagle . . . Laon^ ill. xvi. i.

and many a fragrant weed VI. xxvi. 4.

He mocked the stars by grouping on each "weed . Jifareng/ix'xxi. i.

Trampling down both flower a.na weed
"

, Prom. I. 784.
, IV. 542.
, Kosal. 432.

667.

To the dull weed som^ sea-worm battens on
Like vipers on some poisonous weed. . . .

like a vile weed Which the sea casts . .

B. Pig. (1) applied to revenge.
that te/^fff/From which the worms I^ler, Hi. xix. 3.

(2) applied to mourning attire.

Wrapped in the mock of mourning weed. . . . Rosal. 239.
*Weed-inwoven, c. adj. formed of weeds.
The relics of a weed-inwoven cot, Marenghi, xvil. 2.

Weed-overgrown, c. adj. wild, uncultivated.
And weed-overgrown continents of earth, . . . Prom. iv. 312.

Weeds, n. A. Lit. (1) pi. of Weed. A. Lit.
And flowering weeds^ and fragrant copses dress . Adonais^ xlix. 4.

like weeds on a neglected tomb Cenci, iv, i. 54.
And the quick spring like weeds out of the dead. Death Nap. 24.
And as bad weeds quickly grow, . Devtl^ v. 2.

In the cave which wild weeds cover - . . Fr. RoTnan's^ 1. 1.

11. 3.

Julian^ 5.

224.
Laon, Ded. u. 8.

II. xi. 7.

IV. xxxiv. 5.

VI. xxvii. 7.

VII, i. 4.

Mar. Dr. vii. 3.

XXI. 6.

Marenghiy ix. 2.

XV. 6.

Mexican, II. 8.

Prom.. I. 175.

III. iii. 131.

Rosal. 1083.
Sensit. P/.' ill. 39.

III. 51.

III. 70.
III. 98.

Summer, 7.

And the wild weeds twine and clamber

;

Malted with thistles and amphibious weeds^ . .

I saw, like weeds on a wrecked palace growing, .

a lone retreat Of moss-grown trees and weeds^
The moonlight making pale the blooming weeds^
feeds With whatsoe'er it finds, or flowers oryu.I
Fair clinging weeds with ivy pale did grow,
light airs did play Among the dewy weeds.
But the very weeds that blossomed, there . . .

Like iveeds unfolding in the ocean
the twine Of direst weeds hangs garlanded^ . .

Through muddy weeds, the shallow sullen sea.
WeedrS that peep, and then are gone ; . . .

Teemed ineradicable poisonous weeds . .

as amongst tall weeds A violet's exhalation,
And weeds, like branching chrysolite,

their birthplace of ugly weeds, ....
All loathliest K;i?^(3f.?' began to grow,
Spawn, weeds, and filth, a leprous scum, . . .

Then the weeds which were forms of living death
the weeds. The river, and the cornfields,

.

. .

(2) used of growth generally.
Follow to the deep wood's weeds, . . ... Pr. Invit. i.

The love of living leaves and weeds, W. Shel. (3) 11. 4.

B. Fig. (1) troubles, vexations.
As full of flowers as thine of weeds, . . Magnet. Lady, II. 4.

(2) words as clothing thoughts.
Wrapt in weeds of the same metre, . ... Peter, Prol. 4.

(3 J covering, environment.
Her winter weeds outworn . Hellas, 1063.

JWeedy, adj. hanging like weeds.
Oreads and Naiads, with long weedy locks, . . Witch, xxil. a.

Week, n. a period of seven days.
the music Mari received last week from Italy, . Ch. ist, II. 458.
And ask one week to make another week . . . Gisd. 299.
A child, who could not have been born a week, Horn.. Merc. xxxv. 3.

But day by day, week after week, Rosal. 311.

Weeks, n. pi. of Week.
To thaw the six weeks'' winter in our blood. . . Gisb. 309.
When weeks and months and years had past, . . Rosal. 327.
Nine weeks the tall vessel had lain Vis. Sea, 45.

*Ween, v. intr. believe, think.
His sulphurous Majesfy J we^n, . .... Devil, xxix. 3.

Weep, V. I. ir. (1) mourn, lament, shed tears.

To weep a loss that turns their lights to shade, . Alastor. 712.

Who will weep not thy dreadful woe O Venus? . Bion. Adon. 35.

who wake To weep each day the wrongs . . Ch. 1st, IV. 30.

that form, whose fate they weep in vain, .... Ginevra, 107.

the slightest pain . . . there were eyes to weep . Laon, V. x. 4.

And weep away the life of care St. Dejection, IV. 4.

but I yet lived to weep The instability of all . . Zucca, 11. i,

(2) shed.
I weep vain tears : Bpips. 19.

But not like them to weep their strength in tears : Plellas, 278.

Thou wouldst weep tears bitter as blood . . . Julian, 342-__.

like other men could weep Tears which are lies, . Laon, II. xviii. 7.

as she went, the tears which she did weep . . . V. xxvi. 7.

To make men weep exulting tears . v.xxxviii.6.

Three vials of the tears which daemons weep . . Prol. Hellas, 151.

The good want power, but to weep barren tears. Prom,. I. 625.

(3) expunge by tears.

Till thy sweet stars could weep the stain away ; . Ode Lib. xil. 5.

(4) shed.
Darkness, weep thy holiest dew,— ...... Bridal, I. 6.

Epithal. (2) 2.

, Prom,. I. 403.

, Cycl. 496.

IV. I.

Y. I.

VI. 5.

Darkness ! weep thy holiest dew I

(5J pour toith, shed.
Justice, . . . will weep down Pity, ... on her <

wrongs, . .

(6) give forth, afford.

With the dew which sweet grapes weep, . .

II. reji. exhaust.
The winged storms, . . . weep themselves in dew, Epips, 467.

III. intr. A. Lit. lament, mourn, shed tears.

I weep for Adonais—he is dead ! Adonais, I.

O, weep for Adonais ! i.

O, w^tf^ for Adonais—he is dead! .... "
Wake, melancholy Mother, wake and weep/
Most musical of mourners, weep again ! . ,

Most musical of mourners, weep anew !

O, a'^£^ for Adonais !— ix. i,

Nor let us zye^^ that our delight is fled . . xxxviii.i.
How eyes must weep ! O Nightingale, .... Calderon, ill. 73.
Changed thoughts and vile in thee doth a;, to find : Cavalc. 2.

Weep not, my gentle boy ; Cenci, II. i. i.

Yet weep not ; though I love you as my own, . ii. i. 6.

do you think that I should weep ? ii. i, 10,
See now, thou mak'st me weep: v. iii. 17.
False friend, wilt thou smile or weep v. iii. 130.
For, when they cannot kill, they whine and weep. Ch. 1st, i. 109.
and now should weep for sorrow, . ... ii. 4S7.
I shall not weep out of the vital day, Couplets, 3.

I bid thee weep—consider what I say, .... Qjc/. 710.
oh! a/££^ no more! Dealh, {2)11. i^

Come and sigh, come and weep I Dirgefor Year, i. 2.

I wept, and though it be a dream, I weep. . . . hpips. 307.
Weep not for me ! .... 320.
yea let him weep With rage .... . . Fr, Pris. 6.

with eyes Which weep in vain Ginevra, 54.
Like their's who fell—not our's who weep^
Whence none may wake, where none shall weep.
I would live to weep, . ,

when the fond wretch wakes to weep,
That we are not those who weep ; . . . .

And with the poor and trampled sit and weep,
And to the shore I went to muse and weep ; .

not, methinks, as others know, For they w. not

;

neither did we speak nor weep, . . .

and I could wake and weep
In secret chambers parents read, and weep, .

Ah, ye are pale,—ye weep,— . . ....
in doubt wliether to smile or weep ; ...
they relenting we£^.'
For oft we still must weep, since we are himian. .

Her low voice makes you weep— . . .

To weep for crime tho stained
she has become A thing I weep to speak

—

Demands that man should weep,
tho' human love should make me weep, , . . .

Think ye, because ye weep, and kneel, and pray,
to wake was not to weep,
weep not for the past
It doth avail not that I weep for ye

—

they could not chuse. But weep; .

Groan for pain, and weep for cold— . .

Shores where thousands wake to weep .

We feel, conceive or reason, laugh or weep
and from thy sleep Then wake to weep. .

To weep for the dead
for thou didst groan, not weep ......
things Those may not know who cannot weep

tor them . .

Those who weep to see what others ....
There are two fountains in which spirits weep .

We track all things that w^ep, and bleed, . .

chaunt fragments of sea music. Until I weep, .

Weep not, child ! cried my mother, . . .

I cannot choose But weep for thee ; . . .

and weep that thou Should'st love me still,

—

Oh ! I could not weep :

I did not weep :

The joy it was to weep once more ! . . . .

Oh let me weep/ . . ....
' 5 G

Hellas, 7.

20.

25.

227.
Inv. Mis. XI. u.

Julian, 447.
L.aon, I. xliii. 4.

1. xxxviii.3.

II. xlix. 5.

III. xxvii.g.

IV. xiii. I.

V. ix. 8.

V. xlix. 9.

V. Iv. 6.

v.3'oH^,4.6.

VIII. ii, 8.

VIII. xi. 9.
— VIII. XV. 2.

Vin.xxit.5.

IX. xix. 5.

X. xxxvi. I.

XI. ix. 4.

XI. xviii. I.

XI. xxi. I.

XII. xiv. 5.

Mask, LXVIII. 4.

Mexican, in. 7.

Mutability, 11.—
- (2)111.7-

Ode, Arise, 4.

Ode Lib.vwi, 12.

Oiho, IV. 2.

Peter, III. xxii. 3.

Prol. Hellas, So.
Prom. I. 456.

III. iii. 28.

Q. Mab, VII. 12.

Rosal. 47.

57-

224.

310.

370.

414.
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From all beside who weep and groan ; . . . . Rosal. 574.
Weep not at thine own words, . 592,
though they must make Me weep 593.
I wake to weeP^ 775,
Then he would bid me not to weep^ 840.
If tears should cease, to weep again : 10S8.
To make men tremble who never zw^tf^ Sensii. PI. ill. 21.

But \( ang-els can weef^ sure man may repine, . 7>ar, IV. 6.

May weep in mute gnef o'er thy low-laid shrine. . IV. 7,

I weep^—my tears revive it notl . Violet^ III. i.

harsh world in which I wake to weeP^ Triumph, 334,
the sick day in which we wake to weep 430.
thou canst afford to weep t/nf. Dr. 46.'

And weep like a soft cloud 188.
Child ! we shall weep W. Shel. Cane. 1. 10.

I should not weep.^ When passion'' s, l. 5.
or if eyes needs must zufifi^, Wiich, Wll. ^.
If I must weep when the surviving Sun Shall smile XXIV. 3.
There, a lone youth who in his dreams did weep ; LXI. 4.

B. J^ig.

For grief that I depart they weep and frown : . . Apollo, V. 4.
The springs their waters change to tears and w.
A judge who makes Truth weep at his decree
The cold crags of Lyceeus, weep for him ; .

Weepest, v. intr, moumest, lamentest.
Whose empire is the name thou weepesi on.

Weeping", n. mourning, lamentation.
Mocking your untimely weeping-, ....
The instability of all but weeping; . . .

Weeping, pr. pple. lamenting, mourning.
The Oread nymphs are weeping— ....
I see a woman weeping there,

veeping
1 the"

Bion. Adon. ??i.

. Cena\ II. ii. 77.

. Virgil, 19.

. Epips. a.

DirgeforYear^ I. 6.

. Zucca, If. 2.

Bion. Adon. 16.

Cenci, III. i. 10.

Epips. 39.
Myheadiswild,\.
Ginevra, 144.

104.
Inv. Mis. vri. 3.

Laon, IV. xix. 3.

V. xxi. 7.

Pan, Echo, 4.
Rosal. 94.

went weeping on their way Alone, .

thou^rt "Weepings
the torturer . . . Loosened her weeping then

,

wove Its circles, aye weeping and murmuring
and so three went weeping.
Hiding her face stood weeping ^\\t.xi\\y. .

or weeping oft Fast showers of aerial water drops Woodman, 47.

Weeping*, ppL adj. Fig. drooping.
no mourning maiden decked With weep, flowers, Alasior, $6,
And wf£/2"«!^ willow trees

;
Orpheus, 112.

Weeps, V. I. tr. (1) sheds.
Which tell me that the spirit weeps within Tears Cenci, l. i. 112.
Which K/^e/j within tears as of burning gall . . V. iii, 67.
My soul weeps healing rain, Magnet. Lady, iv. 2.

(2) mourns, laments.
For you how many a mother weeps her son, . M. N. Post. Fr. 25,

II. intr. (1) laments.
And loves, and weeps, and dies Hellas. 1075.
And, though a nation w., spares thine and thee, . Ld. Ch. III. 4.
weeps on her child restored. Prom. iv. 393.
And the weak day weeps That it should be so. . IV. 493.
pity W^e^j o'er the shipwrecks of oblivion's wave, TowerofFam. \.

And April weeps— but, O, ye hours, . . . Dirgefor Year, IV. 5.

JWeets, V. intr. is conscious or aware.
he inly weets, Tho' he says nothing, . . . Laon, IV. xiv. 5.

*Weft, n. waif, thing strayed.
Shall seem as a weji from the sky. . . . Q.of my Heart, il. 6.

Weigh, V. tr, (1) consider, estimate.
Weigh you the danger of this rashness ? . . . . Cenci^ III. i. 281.
or weigh In balance just the good and evil there ? Laon, x. xlvi. 5.
I weigh not what ye do, but what ye suffer, . , Prom. i. 480.

(2) press.

a leaden cowl To weigh thee down ...... Ld. Ch. iv. 4,

Weighed, v. tr. (1) measured by weight*
They a'«^:^£f it in small scales

—

£«<?», X. xbc. 3.

(2) pressed.
the crystal silence of the air Weighedon th&ir life; Naples, 21.

Weighed,//. (1) balanced against.
so that the meanest food was weighed^'x'Ca. gold, Laon, x. xviii, 8.

(2) put in comparison with.
Be the fortune of our fierce oppressors weighed , Hellas, 1010.

(3) tried, proved.
my nature has been weighed In friendship, . . Julian^ 344.
In just and equal measure all is weighed^ , . . Q. Mab, v. 235.

(4) examined, searched into.

which would thy searchless works have weigh. ? Laon, x. xxviii, 9.

Weighing, pr. pple. (1) measuring,
and weighing words out

(2) trying the weight of.

was OTiSi^Azw^that heavy one

(3) counting, being considered.
AH misery weighing nothing in the scale .

Weighs, V. intr. presses.
This quiet morning weighs upon my heart

;

Weighs on the heart like that remorse . .

Weight, n. A. Lit. (1) density, ponderosity.
The moveless pillar of a mountain's weight . . Q. Mah, IV.142,

Ch. 1st, 11. 44.

II. 424.

Q. Mab, IV. 242.

, Prom. 1. 813.
Rosal. 28.

(2) pressure, load.
And the weight which is its ruin,

—

Calderon, III. 60.

which charm the w^z^A^ From nladmen's chains, Julian, 259.
which bent with gathered weight My neck . . Laon^ VI. xxxiii. 3.

Creaked with the a/ii^A/ of birds, x. xviii. 5.

B. Fig.
The weight of the superincumbent hour ; . , Adonais, xxxil. 4.
I have a a'«]^:i4/ of melancholy thoughts, . . . Cenci, l. ii- 36-

The careful weight, of this great monarchy. . Ch. ist, 11. 18.

God is my witness that this weight of power, . . II. 137.
The weight which Crime, . . . Leaves in his flight Hellas, 906.
The Lady grew sick with a weight of fear, . . . Mar. Dr. VI. i.

A heavy weight of hours has chained . . . Ode W. Wind, IV. 13.

The w. that drags to earth his towering hopes, . Q. Mab, V. 83.
The w. of his exterminating curse. How light ! . VI. 65.
A killing withering weight. Solitary, II. 6.

with the weight Cn hig own words is staggered, . Triumph, ig6.

Weights, n. masses.
Hard hearts and cold, like weights of icy stone . Laon, Ded. VI. 7.

Weird, adj. (1) supernatural, unearthly.
When night makes a w. sound of its own stillness, Alastor, 30.
And here like some Tw^rtjf Archimage sit I, . . Gisb. 106.

(2) wild, strange.
mutable As shapes in the w^iVi/ clouds Alastor, 448.
Some said, I was a fiend from my weird ^^vt^ . Laon, ix. viii. 4.
In the weird Cadmcean forest Fi^om. IV. 475.
A tale more fit for the weird ^'mX&x nights, . Witch^ Lxxvill. 6.

Welcome, n. a kindly greeting.
Her welcome for whom all his toll is sped, . . . Q. Mab, III. 56.

Welcome, v. tr. greet or salute kindly.
welcom-e thy return with eyes Bright ... . Alastor, 283.
They welcome virtue to its nativeland, . . . .M.N. Ravail, 39.
To wel. to their home the friends I love so well. . 68,
Poesy Was drawn from the dim world to w. thee. Marenghi, Vll. 6.

Welcome, adj. grateful, acceptable.
So welcome when the tyrant is awake Dmmon, il. 267.

n n 11 I) „ . . . . Q. Mab, IX. 172.
So welcome\i\\en the bigot's hell torch flares ; . Daemon, II. 268.
At this known sign, a welcome sight, Devil, xxv. i.

Heap on me soon O grave, thy welcome dust ! . Julian, 369.
And yet to me -welco-ine is day and night, . . . Prom. I. 44.
So welcome when the bigot's "heil-torch burns ; . Q. Mab, ix. 173.

Welcome, interj. a form of greeting.
Welcotne, my friends and kinsmen ; . . . . Cenci, I. iii. i.

W^elcome, Friend

!

lii. i. 137.
Welcome, you Excellent plaything! Hom. Merc. V. 3.
Welcome thou despots to my dark domain, . .M.N. Ravail, 60.

Welcomed, v. tr. Fig. greeted kindly.
Ocean Wela)med him with such emotion . . . Eug. Hills, 179.

Welcoming, pr. pple. greeting kindly.
W. him we lose with scarce extinguished breath. Adonais, l. g.

^Welcoming, n. greeting.
At the blissful welcom.ing / Mexican, III. 4.
By this sweet unexpected welcoming. . . . Mother ^ Son^ v. 7.

Welfare, n. wellbeing, prosperity.
Let his friend's welfare be the warrior's meed. M. N. Pdst. Fr. 14.

Well, n. A. Lit. (1) spring, fountain.
beyond, a well. Dark' gleaming, Alastor, 457.
But, undulating woods, and silent well, .... 484.
Sate by a well, under blue night-shade bowers ; . Epips. 257.
Who slaked his thirsting soulas from a well . Laon, V. xxxi. 7.
star that lies O'er a dim well, vi. xxxiii. 6.
Each 7«tf// Was choked with lotting corpses, . . x. xxi. i.

From the choked well, xi. xii. 6.
the well that glowed Like gold, Triumph, 346.
the dark and azure well Sparkled Witch, XXV. i. -

(2 ) a source of fire.

an inextinguishable w*// Of crimson fire— . . xxix. 6.

B. Fig.
too surely shalt thou find Thine own welHyiW. . Adonais, Ll. 6.
A we// ot sealed and secret happiness, . . . . Epips. ^.
This truth is that deep well, 184.
beyond the bottom see Of truth's clear well— . Peter, VI. xvii, 3.
the well Where its pulses flow and beat, . . . Prol. Hellas., 203.

WeU, adj. iV) desirable.
And it is weU perhaps we shall not marry. , . . Cenci, l. ii. 27.
It were not well ; indeed it were not well. . . IV. iv. 9.
it is not we^l To meet it— Fausty II, 384.
(2) satisfactory, as it should be.

All will be wfi//. ~Cena, I. n. $8.
Why, that were well. ... iii. ii. 90.
That is well. —'— iv. i. 72.
'Tiswtf/^ lean do both: .... ... IV. i. 169.
And all be well. v. iii. 6a
Thou Dost this in virtue of thy place; 'tis well, . v. iv. 12.
Well, 'tis very well. v. iv. 165,
'Tis well/y& feel the truth of love's Laon, v. ix. 9.
'Tis well. Thou shalt have food

;

vi. 1. 5.
If thus 'tis Wejl-* XI. xix. I.

(3) right, proper.
Do what thou judgest well, Ch. ist 11. 202.

(4) in good health.

We will retire ; my mother is not well: .... Cenci, iv. iv. 6^.
Quite wtf//, replied The sleeper.- Magnet. Lady, v. 2.
Alive or dead,—aye, sick or well— , , , , , Peter, i. v. 3.



WELL—WEND. ^8i

(5) ..,
I am not a;«// whilst thou art far; Mary, ii.

Well, adv. (1) perfectly, thoroughly, exactly, distinctly.
ffl/tf//knew that gentle band Adonais^ xxxrv. 2.

For well he knew that mighty Shadow loves . . Alastor^ 30O.
well I know That in the field, Calderon\ i. 221.
well ejcperienced In the false quicksands .... I. 253.
I shall be w^// content if on mv conscience . . Cenci, I. ii. 80.
You know me too TDij//, Lady Beatrice. .... v. ii. 23.
aye, that does tftf//. v. iv. 161.
I well know The wise man's only Jupiter . . . Cycl. 320.
well knowing that the wine Would wound him 415.
The wine is well accustomed to my hand. . . . 576.
full wtf// the gardener knows Fausl^ i.fi.
But I, an old diviner, who knew well Gisb. 140.
He well knew this Horn. Merc. LXiir. 6,

in our world above Can never wellh^ seen, . . Jane^ Recoil. 70.
I do remember well the hour . Laon^ Ded. ill. 3.
and well I understood His smile divine, . . . I. xlv. 7,
The forms which peopled this terrific trance I

ai^// re-member

—

III. xxiii. 2.

I know well To dye in hues of language, . . , iv, xvii. 2.

dead drunk or inspired, I cannot a^^//remember ; CBdipus, i. 111.

yet he remembered wfi// Peter, v. xi. a.

And wtf//thou knowest a mother never .... Rosal. 482.
And a/^// he knew the same 484..
my soul had well The impress of thy being kept ; 1218.
and well thou, knowest That soul-sustaining airs Sonn. Nile^ 10.

w. we know The storm at which thou tremblest so, W. Shel. v. 5.

(2) fully, amply.
glut yourselves Tcj// with me; .... . , Cenci, v. ii. 167.
to that which I So well deserve ! V. iii. 103.
For men of power provides thus well, . . . Devil^ xvii. 2.

Is well aware of the right way Faust^ I. go.
And keeps the Egyptian rebel well employed, . Hellas^ 583.
who loves too a/«/Fierce war Horn. Venus^ 10.

those joys which silence well requite Forbid
reply;—. Z.ao«, v. xlviii. :;.

Too a/^// These signs the coming mischief . . x. xvi. 4.
my heart is now too well requited 1 xn. xxii. 9.

To welcome to their home the friends I love so w. M. N. Ravail^ 68.
ye can tell That which slavery is, too well— . . Mask., xxxix. 2.

Surely he deserves it well/ Peter^ Prol. 40.
They have three words -.—well tyrants know

their use, Q. Ma&, iv. 20S.
Well pay them for the loan, IV. 209.
how vain, is known too well; ... . Rosal. 611.

(3) clearly, correctly.

Be zu«// distinguished into persons, Calderon^l. 161.
She cannot know how welt the. supine slaves . , Cenct\ iv. iv. 181.
I dread To speak what you may know too well : B. IVzlh'ants, v. 7.

Can speak so well as they Fyes, 4.

full well Is evident, . . . . ... Horn, Merc. LVlii.i.
That pleasure I 2£/f// knew, (Ediptts^ \. ^\i.
Tell that its sculptor well those passions read . Osytn. 6.

Thou well Rememberest when we met no more, Rosal. 594,

(4) easily.

my power could zy^// Bridle Calderon^ ll.i$^.

in truth they might well baffle Any belief

—

. Cenci, II. ii. 64!
As wellit might, Gisb. 153.
might well have cast A darkness on my spirit— . Julian, 159.
Aye, many more which we may zy^// divine. . Prom. 11. ii. 88.

Give care to the winds, they can bear it well . . Serchio^ 53.
as by their strain May welih& known : . . . . Xriumph^ 276.
this wc// May be, . , . .~ Witch^Ded.\v.6.

(5) naturally, with good reason.
May zy^// infer our immortality. Calderon^ I. 171.

May well— his brother.— Ch. \st^ I. loi.

The spirit of evil well may be : Peter, iv. xvii. u.

Well might the plant grow beautiful and strong, Zucca^ X. i.

(6) kindly.
Talk with me. Count,—you know I mean you w. Cenciy I. 1. 48.

(7) satisfactorily.

The charm works well; i. iii. 177.
My doubts are w*// appeased ; iii. i. 302.
it shows well When subjects twine such flowers . Ch. 1st, li. 3.

Fitting itself to all things well. Peter, ll. vii, 5.

Which the poet-bird has crowned so well . . . Rosal. 1119.

(8) rightly, justly, reasonably.
What is done wisely, is done well. Cenci^ IV. iv. ^^,
You do well telling me to trust in God, .... V. iv. 87.
Silence ! O well^xa Death and Sleep and Thou . Pr. Silence, 1.

Alas! I TW^//may sigh, Horn. Merc. IA\. ^.
may well hereafter dread Your prowess, . LXix. 5.
well do you Deserve LXXiv. 2.

and I may well Sa.y that I am subdued— . . . Julian, 350.
wellmight they turn Even to the ills again . . L.aon, 11. vii. 6.

well might they learn To gaze on this fair world li. vii. 8.

W^tf// with the world art thou unreconciled ; . . —^ II. xxxvii. 3.

thou readest well the misery Vlli. xxiii. 3.

H^tf// didst thou loosen on this impious City . . x. xxix. 1.

Have ye done «/«//.

^

XII. xxvii. 7.
and well they might Be in admirable plight, . . Mask, III. \.

(9) in a right and proper manner.
Of life and death past fearlessly and well^ . . . Z,a(?«,vil.xxxvi.6.

(10) deservedly.
a reward of blood, well earned and due ? . . . Ce»ci, in. ii. 66.

(11) soundly.
'Tis wonderful how well a. tyrant sleeps. . . . Cenci, IV. iv. %%.

you will sleep well; .... Cycl. 583.

(12) skilfully, cleverly.

where these shows Are a/fi// devised— . . . . Ch. 1st, l\. \6.

will not tell To those who cannot question well . Guitar Jane, 80.

well ye know What Woman is, ... . . . Laon^ vill. xv. 6.

Knowing thou canst interrogate it well. . Uojn. Merc. Lxxxili. 8.

with lovely lips, so well Horn. Moon, 28.

so a;^// she weaves Her unseen toils; Horn. Venus, -^2.

As well as if his education Mask, XIX. 3.

(13) greatly, prosperously.
For they thrive w^//, whose garb of gore, , . . Devil, xx. i.

And they thrive well, who from the poor, . . . xx. 3.

(14) caiefuUy.
Mark her w«//. It is Lilith Faust^ u. xi6.

and listen well If you hear not Julian, 96.

(15) severely, soundly.
Like a blood-hound a/f// beaten, . . . . Fugitives, IV. 3.

(16) properly, comfortably. •

And styes well thatched ; besides it is the law ! . CBdipus, I. 66.

They are a/e// taught too, . . I. 215.

(17) quickly.
as well As her old legs could climb them— . . Peter, i. vi. 3.

(18) heartily, extremely.
I love you well—but, if you please, ,. . . . iv. xiL 4.
all loved him well— Pr.Athan. I. 4.7.

I loved him well, but not as he desired ; . . . Unf. Dr. 86. *

(19) willingly.
the dance, which I had w«// forborne ! ... Triumph, 189.

(20) profusely.
His big tears, for he wept well, Mask^ IV. 3.

(21 1 freely, rapidly.
What though the claret circled well, Peter, IV. xxii. 3.

(22) as well. a. nothing being to the contrary.
may now as wtf// take your course Faust., II. 166.

b. to as much purpose.
He might as well have bound the oxen wild ; . Horn. Merc. LXX. i.

(23) as well as= equally with.
Will think me flesh and blood as well as you ; . Cenci, I. iii. 11.

(24) fare thee well = farewell, adieu.
Haste: fare thee well/ ... v. L 72.
Fare thee well/ Ld. Ch. xvi. 4.

Well, interj. a prefatory exclamation of surprise.
'Tis but Orsino's servant.— Well, what news? . Cenci, II. i. 23,
Well, I will calmly tell you what he did. . . III. i. 298.
W. . . . well . . . I must give up the greater point, —— iv. i. 43.
Well, be her purity on your head, my Lord, . . v. ii. 71.
Well, my path lately lay thro' a great city , . Prom, III. iv. 51.

Well-a-day, interj. an exclamation ot regret or sorrow.
Fiordispina, dearest

—

well-a-day/ . . . . Fiordispina, 63.
In thy place —ah ! well-a-day / To-morrow, I. 5.

*Well-built, c. adj. Fig.
Love first leaves the well-built nest, When the lamp^ III. 2.

:|:WeU-]£uown, c. adj. familiar.

And laughing babes rush from thew.-known dooT\ Z^on^ viii. iv. 5.
Seem like a well-known tune, Q, Mab, 11. 170.

*'Well-spe2it, c. adj. profitably occupied.
The thoughts and actions of a well-spent day . . I. 178.
the slumbers That closed each well-spent day, i. 197.
contemplates Its well-spent pilgrimage on earth, ill. 168.

*WeXling, pr. pple. springing forth.
in tumult welling Meet in the vale, Mont. B. 122.

Wells, n. I. Lit. water springs.
Where boughs of incense droop over the emerald

wells. Laon, II. xxv. 9.

II. Fig. (1) the eyes as sources of light.
Flows through those wells of light, Dcemon, I. 27.
The sun-beams of those wells Bpips. 88.
his eyes, they are two wells Of liquid love : , Rosal. 1268.

(2) springs of passion.
and the wells Which boil Epips. 568.
Those deepest wg/Zj of passion or of thought . . Gisb. iji.

(3) sources, springs.
from the crystal wells Of thy deep spirit, . . . Laon, 11. xlii. 7.
and life is poisoned in its wells. VIII. xiii, 9.
Wells of unfathomed fire, and water springs . . Front, iv. 284.

*Welter, v. intr. roll or wallow.
And there the living in the blood did welter . . Laon^ VI. xii. 3.

*Welterinff, n. rolling.

Beneath the weltering of the restless tide. . . . Witch, LXIII. 8.

^'Weltering, pr. pp/e. falling, sinking.
Weltering through eternity ; Bug. Hills, 18.

*Weltering, ppl. adj, rolling, tumbling.
Of the weltering floods, Areihusa, IV. 5.

' Each on the weltering carcase that we loved, . Hellas, 519,
beneath the w. waters bear The staggering ship— Horn. Castor^ 15.

*Welters, v. intr. moves or rolls.

the Baian ocean Welters with airlike motion, . Naples^ 27.

Wend, V. intr. travel or pass,

where'er our thoughts might wend, Sonn. Dante, 4.
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Went, V. inir. (1) passed onward, proceeded, took his way.
he weni, unterrified, Iqto the gulph of death ; . . Adonazs, IV. 7.
And ever as he went he swept 3. lyre Adon. Cane. 1,

he went, pursuing The windings of the dell.— . Alastor^ 493.
Beside the grassy shore Of the small stream he w. ; 515.
With rapid steps he wew/ Beneath the shade . . 522.
Disparting as it went the silver clouds . . . Dmmon^ I, 112.
Ann then to St. James's court he went., .... Devil^ IV. i.

Ginevra from the nuptial altar OT«!w^/ .... Ginevra^^.
He Wtfw/ with soft light feet— ffom.Merc.xxv.2.
as if they a<e«/ towards The place LVIII.2.
Went to a sofa, and lay down, and slept . . Julian^ 513.
But calling the attendants, went to dine . . 521.
And to the shore I went to muse and weep ; . . Laon^ l.'xliii. 4,
And I among them, went in joy— V. xiv. 3.
With imagery beautiful as dream We went^ . . v. xxvi. 4.
as she went, the tears which she did weep . . . v. xxvi. 7.

Accompanied by the still throng he w. In silence,3ng r

As to our home we went^ and thus embraced,
V. XXXVl,

VI. liv. 4.
I Went to the garret of the swineherd's tower, . (Bdipus^ i. 325.
1 was an infant when my mother went . , . . Q. Mab^ vil. i.

But went with footsteps firm and fast .... Rosal.^2%.
and every day I went Watching its growth . . Unf. Dr, 232.
the swift sun went his way— WUch^ Ded. III. 6.

And ever as she went^ the Image lay XL. i.

Upon a stream of wind, the pinnace WfiK^ .'
. , . XLI. 2.

(2) departed, set out, left.

and he went smiling forth Cenci^ III. i. 321.
I went forth too ; but soon returned again ; . . III. i. 325.
Went up before our Father's feet, Dante Conv. 15.

the Devil went forth as natty a Beau Devil, 11. 4.
I went forth, with hope and fear . . . . Epips. 246.
And then A bride's-maid went,— Ginevra, 134.
•went weeping on their way Alone, 164.
I watched him, and but seldom went away, . . Julian, 569.
and by the star-light steep Went homeward— . Laon^ 11. xiix. 5.

I went to seek That voice among the crowd— . ill. vii. 5.

So to their homes, to dream or wake All went. . V. xxxvii. 7.

with a countenance pale I went; .... . " V.xxxviii.5.
The multitudes went homeward, to their rest, . ^^ v, Iviii. 8.

at noon the public crier went forth, x. xli, i.

he went Alone, as you may guess, to banishment. Marenghi^ xii. 5.

from that charmed district went .... . Petey, VII. xxii. i.

I went awa^ : Rosal. 308.
So I went forth from the same church door . . 324-

. . 524.

. Unf. Dr. 60.

But silently I went my way,
He came, and went^ and left me what I am.

(3) travelled, moved about.
she followed where I went, Laon^ li. xxvi. 2.

and I zwfiM/ As one whom winds waft iv. xxxiii.i.

Aye as I went^ that maiden who had reared , . IV. xxxiv.i.

Were, ever as they went, by the contrition . . V. xvii. 3.

I wandering "went Among the haunts Prom. III. iv: 126.

and wild though passion went Q. Mab^ IX. 50.

seemed to know Whither he went, Triumph, 48.

(,4) moved, walked.
As he went round the wheel Fatist, II. 347.
Muttering mysteries as she went. Fr. Ghst. Sty. 3.

And ever as she went her light fair feet .... Ginevra^ 26.

The herd went wandering Horn. Merc. Lxxxvi. 1.

Among the silent millions . . . exultingly I went; Laon, v. iii. 4.
it went A ghastlier self beside them, x. xxii. 2.

and she went Singing Matilda, 40.
who went before tierce and obscene Xriumph, 137.

At length I rose, and went, Unf. Dr. 154.

(5) of time, elapsed.
Went creeping through the day with silent feet, . Fiordispina, 3.

Month after month went by, and still .... Laon, vii. xvii. 2.

Whilst the lagging hours of the day went by . , Sensit. PL I. 96.

(a) of sound, arose,

and there went Up from beneath his hand . . . Horn.. Merc. ix. 3.

(7) mixed.
And when I went among my kind, Hope^ Fear, 12.

(8) retired.

As if I never went aside to groan, . . ... Julian, 307.
The last thing as he went to bed Peter, vi. iii. S-

all Went to their sleep again : Prom. ill. iv. 73,

(9) lived.

Where solitude is like despair, I went,— . . Laon, Ded. Vlll. 4.

So with a beating heart I went, V. xlii. 6,

and so three went weeping Pan^ Echo, 4.

And thus I went lamenting, Zucca, vi. i.

(10) roamed.
For the new race of man went to and fro, . . . Laon, 1. xxvii. 5.

(11) was bruited or made known.
but when fame went abroad, That one in ArgoUs iv. ix. 6.

(12) vanished, ceased.

The hope which I had cherished wcw^ away ; . . xii. xxv. 2.

(13J of water, flowed, passed.
like childhood laughing as it went: Alastor, 499.
She «»««/, ever singing, Arethusa, l. i^.

ere the death-mist went abroad Marenghi, XIX. 4.

When, lo ! a stream whose little waves went by, Matilda, 25.

(14) read, were composed.
The words went thus :— Oedipus, 1. 112.

(15) passed.
I went into the desarts of dim sleep— . . . Fr, The Desarts^ 1.

(16) issued.

Nothing went ever out, Peter, IV. vii. 4.

(17) was sent.

It went, And set his soul on fire vi. xvi. 4.

(18) became.
Untied them—read them—OJ^w^ half mad. . . . vi. vii. 5.

(19) sounded.
And from the black hill, Went a voice . . . .St. Ir. (3) ix. 5.

(20) vibrated.
like spirit his words W(S«/ Through all my limbs . Rosal. 1132.

(21) climbed.
It grew ; And went out of the lattice Unf. Dr. 195.

(22) went and came, fluctuated.

As eagerly it went and came ; Rosal. 835.
As the swift emotions went and came . . . 942.

At her command they ever came and went— . . Witch, IV. 5.

(23) went out, became extinct or invisible.

Glow worms went out on the river's brim, . . . Serchio, 22.

(24) 7C5«^ ^(37£/«=grew towards night,

'twas our wont to ride while day "went down. .Julian, 13.

Wentwortli, Earl of Strafford, b. 1593, d. 1041.
Yon, Wentworth, Shall be myself in Ireland, . Ch. 1st, IL 70.

Hear me, Wentworth II. 204.

Wept, V. I. tr. A. Lit. (1) lamented.
Who in another's fate now wept his own ; . . . Adonais,yiX.'^\V.^.

(2) shed.
I wept, sweet tears, yet too tumultuously . . . Laon, i. xxxvi. 8.

and we^/ unwilling tears II. iii. 2.

H^tf// tears, and blood like tears? OdeLib.yiVin.15.
By this brow Whose pores o-^// tears of blood, . Prol. Hellas, ^S.

and a/£^^A shower of burning tears, Rosal. 1270.

B. Fig.
Many then wept, not tears, but gall ..... 721.

II. intr. shed tears, mourned,
almost wept To think I was in Paris, .... Ch. 1st, II. 14.

and so My spirit wept, Dante Conv. 29.
I wept, and though it be a dream, I weep. . . . Epips. 307.
some wept, . . . Some melted into tears .... Ginevra, 180.

At length they wept aloud, and cried ' the Sea !
' Hellas, 991.

and in his dreams he wept Julian, 514.
and we Wept without shame in his society. . 516.

And wept, I knew not why ; Laon, Ded. in. 6.

And wept and clasped her hands, I. xx. 2,

I wept. I. xxii, 3.

Amid her innocent rest by turns she smiled and w. 11. xxvii. 9.

she ate And wept the while ;— V. xxx. 7.

and in rage and grief and scorn I z«;£^//. . . VI. iii. 9.

and many wept, with tears Of joy . . . . ix. vi. 7.

Those who were sent to bind me, wept, .... ix. xi. i.

And many a mother wept, . x. xv. 9.
And then she we^/ aloud, xil.xxiii. i.

His big tears, for he wept well, Mask, IV. 3.

I wept With the pathos of my own eloquence, . CEdipus, I. 332.
All wept, as I thmk both ye now would, . . . Pan, in. 10.

With tnose who toiled and wept, . .... Pr. Athan. I. 41,
If not, he smiled or wept; . . i. 50.
Uttered a cry of triumph, and I wept. . . , , Q. Mab, VII. 11.

And then I wept. . Rosal. 360.
I wept to think how hard it were . ... 371.
Many had never wept before, 915.
wept to see His master changed so fearfully ; . . 994.
And when I woke, I wept to find i2ia
The Sensitive Plant like one forbid Wept, . . . Sensit. PI. III. 83.
She spoke and wept:— . Witch, xxv. 1.

And now she wept, LIV. 8.

Wept o'er the beauty, which like sea retiring, . Zucca, I. 5.

For one wept o'er it all the winter long .... x. 3.

Had loosed the heart of him who sat and iioept. , x. 8.

shook the leaves and flowers On which he wept, . xi. 2.

Wept,//. A. Ltt. lamented or shed tears.

Strangers have wept to hear his passionate notes, Alastor, 61

.

Over whose sweet beauty I have wept for joy . . Ch. ist, 11. 486.
Poet of Nature, thou hast zvept to know .... Wordsworth, i.

B. Fig.
the gentle sky has wept itself serene Ch. tst, 11. 404.
When April has wept itself to May : Rosal. 363.
The Heavens had wept\ipon it, Zucca, Vll. i.

Were, aux, v, (1) pa. t. of To be.

Then we were all in all, Faust, II. 282.

Thoughts of great deeds were mine, dear Friend, Laon, Ded. in. 1.

Happier swine were they than we, . ... CEdipus, I. 55.

^2; in the subjunctive.

What were Defeat when Victory must appal ? . Hellas, 359.
And if it were a corpse which some dread spirit ^ 41)6.

Would I were the winged cloud 648.

Wertj V. intr. (1) existed.

For thou wert not ; Ode Lib, ill. 8.

(2) as pa. t. of aux. v.

They say that thou wert lovely from thy birth, . Laon, Ded. Xll. i.

Asia, who . . . Wert like a golden chalice to bright
wine Pront. i. 810.

thou wert my purer mind ; Q. Mab, Ded. 9.

West, n. (1) one of the points of the compass.
the blue moon Low in the west, Alastor, 194,
A wandering stream ofwind. Breathed from the w., —— 398.
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ere the west Eclipses it, Alastor^ 664.
From the. West swift Freedom came, .... Hellas^ 66.

Far in the West sits mourningj that her sons . . 305.
"We met night three hours to tlie west of Patmos, ^-^ 520.

His rapid ste.eds soon bear him to the west; . . Horn.. Sun, 21.

Between the East and West; Julian^ 70.

which still grew Down tht; steep West .... 73.

Look Julian on the west^ —— 90.

Look on the west^ how beautiful it is Cane. 3.

and gazing Upon the west^ Laon^ Vlll. i. 2.

beyond the Oceans of the PKcj^, xi. xxii. 2.

her ocean nest In the chambers of the West. . . Lerici., 8.

enthroned before us, In the dim West; .... Ode 'Lib. Xlll. 14.

then lingering in the west Pr. Aihan. II. ii. 57.

Behold'st thou not two shapes from the east and
west Prom. i. 752.

But to the a/w/ was open to the sky Sunset^ 11.

The hurricane came from the west, and past on . Vis. Sea^ 100.

Round the red west when the sun dies in it : . . Witcky III. 4.

(2) countries situated in the west.
Darkened the thrones and idols of the West^ . . Hellas^ 263.

The Greeks expect a Saviour from the west^ 598.
Into the darkness of the West. CEdipus^ I. 175.

Christian night rolled back upon the West . . Prol. Hellas^ 171.

(3) people inhabiting western countries.

who led the legioned west With words .... Laon^ x. xxxii. 2.

West, c. adj. attr. that comes from the west.

When west winds sigh and evening waves respond DcBtnon^ I. 51.

O wild I^fij^ Wind, OdeW.Wind,i.L.
'Tis softer than the west v/'md^s sigh

;
Q. Mab^ I. 50.

"'Westering, ppl. adj. moving towards the west.

When the young moon is westering- as now, , . Hellas^ 168.

Western, adj. situated in the west.
And the green Paradise which western waves . Adon. Cane. 10.

the great moon, which o'er the western line . . Alastor^ 646.

With which I soothe them from the western isle? AjfoUo^ V. 6.

Which slopes to the western gleams : .... Arethusa^ I. 12.

Round west, isles, with incense-blossoms bright, . Con. Sing. IV. 10.

Seek far from noise and day some western cave, Dcenton, I. 2S.

like a star o'er ocean's western edge I. 203.

„ „ „ ,, „ . . . . Q. Mab, II. 15.

A western Crescent, borne impetuously. . . . Horn. Moon, 15.

day's purple stream Ebbs o'er the western forest, JJion^ i. xlix. 5.

lands cradled in the roar Oi western waves, . . 'V.Song,6.%.

A cloud was hanging o'er the iw^j/fyw mountains; xi. ii. i.

. saw over the west, steep A raging flood descend. Mar. Dr. XIII. 3.

As twilight to the western star, Mary, 13.

Who sittest in thy star, o'er Ocean's west, floor, Naples, "154.

At dreaming midnight o'er the "western wave, . Ode L.ib. xi. 13.

Double the western planet's serene flame. . . . Pr. Athan. Fr, 6.

By ebbing night into her western cave, .... Prom. iv. 208.

Athwart the western mountain it enfolds, . . . IV. 490.
Like Hesperus o'er the western sea ; . . . Q. Mab, I. 250.

Metropolis of the western continent : II. 108.

vesper s image on the "western main ... . IV. 24.

Beside the hoary western sea Rosal. 900.
Swiftly walk over the western wave, .... Xo Night, I. 1.

Western poet chief, «. phr. Lord Byron.
The freedman of a western poet chief .... Hellas, 563.

Westmoreland, n. an English northern county.
That he now came to Westmoreland .... Peter, II. xi. 4.

Weston, E. of Portland, Lord Treasurer, d. 1634.
My Lord Weston, Look that those merchants . Ch. ist, II. 73.

Wet, V. ir. A. LiL (1) moisten with tears.

disdain to wet Those wrinkled cheeks . . Julian, 611.

Wet the dusty pall with tears, not dew \ . . . . Prom. iv. 17.

(2) moisten with drinking.
with pure streams their thirsting lips they wet. . Loon, V. Ivi. 9.
And reconciling factions v/et their lips .... Marenghi, v. i.

So much of water with him as might wet His lips, xii. 4.

(3) stain with blood.
Gleam with sharp desire to wet Its bright point . Mask, LXXVll. 2.

B. Fig.
her mighty horns to wet, Pr. Athan. II. ii. 58.

Wet, adj. moist, damp.
W. with the tears which should adorn the ground, Adonais, xiv. 5.

Even while I write, my burning cheeks are wet, . Con. Sing. l. 8.

since these dry lips were wet with wine. . . Cycl. 133.
Alas, and they are wet/ E. Vivtani, 5.

O pillow cold and wet with tears ! Tnd. Ser. Cane. 1.

she was most pale. Famished, and wet and weary, L.aon, vi. liv. 2.

While yet its leaves with nightly dews are wet. . • vil.xxxvii.5.
Gazing in death on heaven from those wet rocks. Medusa^. 8.

Arose from the ground with warm rain wet, . , Sensit. Pi. I. 14.

Started like mist from the wet ground cold ; . . III. 63.
Two scorpions under one wet stone, Similes-, IV. 2.

and such shapes as haunt Wetdeits,— . . . Witch, xi. 7.

and kept for ever wet The stems Triumph, 316.

Wets, V. tr. makes damp or moist.
Where the melting hoar-frost wets The daisy-star Jane, Invitn, 57.
and that tall flower that w.— ... Its mother's face Question, II. 5'.

What, pron. (1) substantively.
P^-ftfl^thinkest thou of this quaint mask *

. . . Ch. \st, I. 2.

What is there better in the world Faust II. 258.

(2) adjectivelyj the . .-. which.
Mark you what spirit sits in St. John's eyes ? . . Ch. 1st, 11, 34.

Or he would sell what faith may yet remain . . Hellas, 559.

(3) as adj. absol. introducing a question emphatically.

What; as Asia loves Prometheus? Prom. III. iv. 90.

What, if there no heart will meet His .... Bug. Hills, 28.

(4) adjectively to introduce an emphatic phrase or ex-

clamation.

O, Bacchus, what a world of toil, . . . Have I

endured for thee ! . . Cycl. 1. 1.

(5) having the force of a comp. rel. pron. substantively.

Then as to wAa/she suffers from her father, . . Cenci, \. ii. 72.'

What has been, has been; Faust, II. 311.

(6) used elliptically.

What if my leaves are falling like its own I . Ode W. Wind, V. 2.

Whate'er, n. abbrev. of Whatever.
And fate, or whale"er else binds the world's won-

drous frame Laon, II. xxx. 9.

speak K^^fl/tf'e^ they thought of hawks, . . . W^i/c-^, Lxxiii. 7.

Whatever, n. anything soever that. ^
Whatever moves, or toils, or grieves, . . . April, 1814, 20.

Whatever, adj. of any kind soever.

homilies oi whatever length Or form they please. Ch. 1st, II, 376.

whatever purposes might come Into her mind ; . Witch, xxi. 5.

Whatsoe'er, n. abbrev. of Whatsoever.
iy^a/jo^'er of strange Sculptured ...... Alastor, 112.

From whatsoever my wakened thoughts create . Loon, IV. xii. 3.

Ah, Hope its sickness feeds With what, it finds, IV. xJDciv.5.

And whatsd'er, when force is impotent, .... IX. xiii. 4.

Whatsoever, n. what thing soever.

what. Can be between the cradle and the grave . Ode Lib. xvil. i.

Wheel, n. A. Lit. (1) a circular frame turning on a axis.

like spokes of some invisible wheel . . . . Prom. IV. 274.

(2) an instrument ot torture.

If your fine frame were stretched upon that wheel, Cenci, V. ii, 48.

As soon as we Had bound him on the wheel, . v, ii. 182.

and bade the torturing wheel Be brought, . . . Laon, X. viii. 7.

Slaves, bind him to the ti/heel

;

x. x. 7.

and link me to some tuheel oi '^a.m Prom. I. 141.

B. Fig. (1) an emblem of mutability.
A spoke of Fortune's wheel, Faust, li. 288.

(a) an emblem of ruutine or sameness.
As he went round the wheel in his old mill, . II. 347.

Wheel, v. intr. (^1) move or turn about.
not swifter wheel The flashes of its torture . , Horn.. Merc. Vll. 5,

(2) whirl round.
PF]^^^/ and flash, like spherelessiStars .... Mask, LXXVIII. 2.

(3) circle in fiight.

Above and round him wheel z.tA hover Rosal. 122.

With dizzy motion, wheel and rise Unf. Dr. 237.

(4) dance or move round.
with impotence of will They wheel, Triumph, 171.

Wheeled, v. intr. (1) turned with circular flight.

The Eagle, hovering, wheeled to left and right, . Laon, 1. viii. 7.

(2) turned.
The charioteers of ^xotos wheeled ToyssA. . . Rosal. 1303.

Wheeled, adj. (1) moimted on wheels.
The wheeled iLTtiWery^s speed the pavement tore ; Laon, x. xi. 4.

(2) which formed wheels.
directs the chariot's prow Over its wAtftf&V clouds, Prom. iv. 233.

XWixeelisie, pr. pple. turning in flight.

Around, around, in ceaseless circles wheeling . Laon, I. x. i.

Wheels, n, A. Lit. {1} the wheels of cars or carriages.
And where the burning wheels Dcetnon, I. 126.

,. ,, „ „ Q. Mab, I. 215.
The burning wheels inflame The steep descent . Dcemon, II. 309.
Their earth-convulsing wheels affright the city ;

. Hellas, 324.
The clash oi wheels, and clang of armed hoofs, . 820.
With the clash of clanging wheels^ Mask, LXXVI. 3.

Hear ye the thunder of the fiery wheels .... Prom. III. i. 47.
Its OT«fifi/j are solid clouds, azure and gold, . . IV. 214.
and the wheels Of scythed chariots, iv. 291.
Again the burning zf^etf/j inflame Q. Mab, lyi. 21"^.

(2) wheels employed in machinery.
Great screws, and cones, and wheels, .... Gisb. 52.

(3) pi. of Wheel (2).
With thumbscrews, wheels, .... . . 35.

B. Fig.
urge The restless wheels of being on their way, , Dcemon, II. 245.
Mere wheels of work and articles of trade, . . Q. Mab, v. 77.

:I:Whelni, V. tr. ruin, destroy.
And whelm on them . . . This desolated world, . Prom. III. i. 76.

^Whelmed, v. tr. overwhelmed.
The files compact Whelmed u^a, Laon, VI. vi. 4.

whelmed,//, overwhelmed, destroyed.
Lest they, ... Be whelmed in the fierce ebb :— . Hellas, 127.

"^Whelming, pr. pple. destroying.
Not so, if whelming you with this huge stone . Cycl. 713.

Whelms, v. tr. overwhelms.
whelms in nothing The unsubstantial bubble. . . Q. Mab, III. 142.

Whelped, v. intr. Fig. produced, brought forth.

while Dominion wAtf^^rf below. Hellas, ^1^.
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When, as noun. ^

Of the eternal where and when, Ode to Heaven^ 6.

When, adv. (1) after which.
WAen like Apollo, from his golden bow, . . Adonais^ XXVIII. 6.

When suddenly the mountains crackt Mar. Dr. xxii. 2.

When between her and her foes . . . . Mask^ xxvi. i.

(21 at the time that.

Which Mi^e« the lady knew, Witch^ "nw. \.

And w. the whirlwinds and the clouds descended xxix. i.

•when the morning came, —^ Lxxiv. 7.

(3) denoting a circumstance following.
a thronfed king came by, When these had past, . Dm-mon., i. 271.

the lone fisher, when his nets are dried, .... Julian, 8.

(4) at such lime as.

When lofty thought Lifts a young heart . . . Adonais, XLIV. 5.

Pray come here when it suits you ; Faust^ i. 96.
PJ^'Affw the lamp is shattered . When the lantp^ 1. 1.

(5) at whicn time or occasion.
when I, desiring More in this world ~ Zucca^ I. 3.

Whence, adv. (1) from what cause or source.

none knew •whence or why, Laon, VI. ii. 2.

hope, I know not whence or wherefore, . . . vil.xxviii.2.

Oh Spirit ! pause, and tell whence is the light . Prom. 11. v. 8.

(2) from which source.
whence they Drew the power which is their prey. Mask^ LXil. 3.

W- the forms Of which these are the phantoms, . Prom. III. iii. 51.

Whence the great sea, even as a child is fed, . IV. 285-
in the dust from a/^«7?fis they rose .... . Triumph, 173.

(3) from what place.

Whence comest thou, when, with dark Winter's
sadness Laon, ix. xxii. 3.

(4) from whom.
For whence it sprung it knew not, nor do I, . . Prom. ill. iv. 23.

(5) from which place aforesaid.

I Irastened to the spot whence I had come, . . . Question^ V. 7.

Whene'er, adv. abbr. of Whenever, at what time soever.

w. with chains o'erladen Men make them arms . Laon, IV. xxiii. 3,

Whensoever, adv. at what time soever.

That whensoever he should please, Peter^ v. x. 3.

Where, adv. (1) whither, to what position or condition.
What have I dared ? -where am I lifted ? . . Epips. 124.

(2) whereabouts, in what place.

H^^erfi are 5'ou ? FoMst^W-Zi^.

(3) the spot whither.
'Tis Fenici's seat Where you are going? . . . sRosal. 75.

(4) relatively, at or in which place.
But beside thee, w. still my heart has ever been. Laon, Ded. II. 9.

Through the grey, void abysm, . . . Where the air

is no prism, Prom. II. iii. 74.
And zei^r* my moonlike car will stand within . iii. iv. iii.

(5) relatively^ indicating a particular place or spot.

Go, Where Thermie and Asopus swallowed
Persia, as the sand does foam, HellaSy 688.

the burning plains Where Lybian monsters yell, Q. Mab^ il. .217.

(6) in which case,

no more companionless, Where solitude is like
despair, I went.— ,. JLaon^ Ded.vill.^.

Whereat, adv. at which.
Whereat the Devil took offence, Peter, v. xvli. 1.

Where'er, adv. abbr. of Wherever. (1) to whatsoever place.
That shadows follow them where*erthey go. . . Allegory, 11. 8.

With winds at will wAer^'e?' our thoughts . . . Sonn. Dante^ /^..

JVhere*er its shores extend or billows roll, . . . ^Witah, LXIII. 3.

(2) at or in whatsoever place.

^Where'er they trod the darkness to disperse , . Laon, 11. xxx. 4.

which burst where'er^-^'\it Earth-quake stamps. v. i. 9.

w. . . . Woman with some vile slave . . . dwells, . ll. xhi. 3.

(3) in whatsoever direction.

for zc^ercVz' The chariot rolled TViumph, 118.

Wandered upon the earth w^^ra'c?- she past, , . WitchylNl-T.
Lamp of Earth ! where'er\)c^ow. movest .... Prom. II. v. q6.
Thoughts sprung wherever that step did fall. . , Mash^ xxxi. 4.

Wherefore, atw. for what reason, why.
Madonna, wherefore hast thou sent to me . . , E. Viviani, 1.

•mherefore dost thou smile At what I say ? . . . Laon, II. xxxix. i.

Oh, mother I w^srfi/wre speak the name of death? Prom., ill. iii. 108.

hope, I know not whence or w^tf^'^rfi, .... Z,ao«!,vil.xxviii.2,

Oh God I Wherefore do I live ?— Rosal. 297.

Wherein, ^v. (1) during which time.

length of days Wherein to act the deeds . . . Ctnci, i. i. 32.

(2) in which place or places.

Wherein I feed it with the breath of fear For
hourly pain I. i. 116.

So ruining the lair wherein they raged Prom. 11. iv. 58.

wherein. And beside which, in. iv. 164.

(3) in or under which circumstances or state.

Wherein man his nature sees Ode to Heaven, 22.

Than that wherein he stood Peter, IV. viii. 5.

Wherein the singing spirits rode and shone, . . Prom. iv. 515.

(4) concerning which.
A thing w. we feel there is some hidden want. . Skylark, 70.

Whereon, adv. (1) on which (as to time).
Whereon the many nations at whose call . . . Loon, V, xxxvii. 2.

(2) from which, off which.
whereon A vulture has just feasted ... . Ginevra, 193.

(3) by help of which.
Thy songs were winds whereon I fled at will, . . Laon,vn.x^xui.i.

(4) Upon which.
The plank whereon that Lady sate ... . Mar. Dr. xvi. i.

and islanding The peak whereon we stand, . . Prom. 11. iii. 24.

Wheresoever, adv. abbr. of Wheresoever. (1) in whatever
place.

Which wheresoever it fell made the earth gleam . Alastor, 673.
Shrouds thee wherespe''er thou shinest Prom., n. v. 59.

(2) whithersoever.
Wander wheresoe'er he may, ....... Eu£^. Hills^ 30.

Wheresoever, adv. in whatever part or place.
w. The works ofman pierced that serenest sky . Witch, Lix. 6.

Wherever, adv. (1) in whatever place.
Wherever he. Are.'dXQ., under mountain or stream, Cloud, 27.

And wherever her airy footstep trod, .... Sensit. PL II. 25.

(2) to whatever part or place.
With passionate talk wherever we might rove . Sonn. Dante, 12.

Wherewith, adv. with which.
Where, ye twine the rings of life's perpetual coil. Laon, Vlll. xix. 9.
That monstrous faith where, they ruled mankind, x. xxvi. 2.

Whether, conj. if.

Follows me,not ivkeiher I wake or sleep? . . . Cenci^ I. H. 13.

They hardly knew whether they loved or not, , Witch, Lxxvi. ^.

Whetstone, n. Fig. sharpener.
A whetstone ioT their dull intelligence . , St- Epips. 100.

Which, rel.pron,
my children's blood Which I did thirst to drink ! Cenci, I. iii. 177.

Senseless is the breast, and cold. Which relenting
love would fold ; Eug. Hills, 37.

But in the omnipresence of that spirit In which
all live and are. . Hellas, 601.

And the blue mountains, shapes which seem . Rosal. 25.

*Whig', n. the name of a political party.
He was no whig, he was no tory ; . . . Peter, VI. xxii. 2.

While, n. (1) for a time.
she drew back a while, ....... , Alastor, 184.
They bathed for a while in its silvery beam, . . Bigotry, iv. 3.

Wake yet a while Adonis— Bion. A.don. 42.
My father lived a little while, Rosal. 315.
if luird for a while, soon he starts from his

dreaming, . 6*/. /s*'. (5) i. 7.

(2) the time.
And I all the while bask Cloud, 29.
all the while, methought, his voice did swim, . . L^on, V. iv. 5.

(3) during the time, in the meantime.
And creep, and live the while. . . ... Devil, xill. 4.
and to hear the while Sweet music, ... . Fr. Poetry, 2.

But sate in my loathsome cave the while, . . . Falsehood, 38.
He vipcd the while Hom. Merc, i^xxxvil. ^.

And boasting said, that she, secure the while, . Horn. Venus, 49.
though my cheek might become-pale the •while, . Laon, 11. xxxix. 3.
the grate of brass . , . open stood the whiie, . ill. xiv. 3.

she ate And wept the while;— —— v. xxx. 7.

with other hopes, the while, ,Far overhead, VI. \'ii. 6.

a sea-eagle brought me food the while, . . vii. xiv. 4.
He rioted in festival the while, . . x. xxiv, 2.

the while I, L^on, led by mutes, . . . xil. v. 5.
Which die the while they glow Love's Rose, \. 7.

„ ,, ,, „ -— 11.7.
She laughed the while, . . . Pster^ IV. xii. i.

the •while Youth springs, age moulders, , . . . Q. Mob, IV. 223.
Murdering thewhile, uprooting every germ . VII. 40.

(4) trouble or time spent.
something worth One's while .... . Faust, II. 283.

While, conj. (1) so long as.

While lust was sweeter than revenge ; . . . . Cenci, i, i. 9$.

(2) during the time that.

'twas our wont to ride while day went down. . . Julian, 13,
While by earth's slaves the leaves are riven . . Love's Rose, 11. 6.

(3) whereas.
While we to such sick thoughts Julian, 169.

Whilst, adv. (1) so long as.

Whilst my poor Bernaid, and that gentle lady . Cenci^ I. ii. 17.

(.2) during the time that.

Even whilst That doubt is passing through your
mind, iv. iii. 38.

And whilst I waited with his child I played ; . . Julian, 143.

(3) at the same time that.

Whilst above the sunless sky, * Eug. Hills, g.
wAe/j^ all things are whirled Faust, i\. a^'j.

Whilst ^%en)oy, he reasons of enjoyment ; . . 11. 341.
Retracted whilst it's granted : . . .... Lovers Rose, \l. x.

They are dying whilst I speak. ....... Mask, xlii. 4.

"'Whim, n. a sudden fancy, a caprice.

He well knew this when he indulged the •whim Hofn.Merc.\JKii\,6.
to please his wAi»«, Julian, 2^^.
Are wont to do to please their whim^ .... peter^ iv. v. 4.

"'Whimper, n, a peevish puling cry.

Crucified 'twistt a smile and whifnper. .... iii. x. 5.

Whine, n. a drawling plaintive tone.

whipt Into a loyal and an orthodox whine. . . (Bdipus, ll. i. 30,
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WMne, V. intr. complain pulingly.
For, when they cannot kill, they wAzwe and weep. Ch. ist, I. 109.
Seditious hunks ! to whine for want of grains. . CBdipus^ I. 82.

Wliines, «. pi. of Whine.
Their everlasting grunts and whines no more ! . 1. 95.

Whip, n. an instrument of chastisement or stimulation.
And as a jade urged by the whip and goad Julian, 301.
For Winter came : the wind was his whip : . . Sensii. Pi. ill. 90.

Whip, V. tr. chastise.

Let the knaves whi^ the fools, Ch. isi, II. 59.
and zyA:)& sucking-pigs the more (Edipus^w.i. \i6.

Whipped,//. (^1) chastised with a whip.
When all the fools are whipped^ Ch. isl, II. 5(j.

have been zc. Into a loyal and an orthodox whine. CEdipus, 11^.29.
(2) with out, driven out with a whip.

and be whipped out of the palace for this. . . . Ck. isif II. 53.
If all turncoats were whipped out of palaces, . . 11. 58.

Whipper-in, n. a huntsman who keeps dogs together.
Hey, for a whipper-in / (Edipus^ II. ii. 120.

WhippiusT, pr. pple. chastising with a whip.
while the knaves are whipping the fools . Ch. \st^ II. "jd.

Whipt. (See Whipped.)
+Whirl, n. gyration, confusion.
With mighty whirl x\\^ multitudinous orb . . . Prom. iv. 253,
the whirl and the splash Vis, Sea, 144.

Whirl, z;. I. tr. spin or rotate.
those streams of upper air Which w. the earth . Wiich, LVI. x.

II. intr. rotate or spin round.
And I laugh to see them whirl and flee, . . . Cloudy 53.
Kindle a fire and bid the snow oi^iW on. . . Cyc/. 315.
The heavens and earth appear to whirl about 586.
And when you whirl rannd in the circle now, . Faust, ii. 346.We whirl, singing loud, Prom. IV. i6g.
they -uihirl Over each other with a thousand

motions, . iv. 246.
Which K'^/r/ as the orb whirls, . . IV. 275.
I must hurry, whirl and follow IV. 477.

*Whirl-blast, c. n. whirlwind.
Which rain could never bend, or whirl~b. shake, Wiich, XLVIII. 2.

itlWhirled, v. tr. spun or caused to rotate.
The eddy whirled her round and round . . . Mar. Dr. XVIII. i.

Whirled, pp. A. Lit. whisked, blown violently.
And [are] •m. about the pavement of the town. . Even. Pisa, 11. 6.

B. Fig. lurned topsyturvy.
whilst all things are whirled ro\n\d Faust, II. 2S7.

Whirling, adj. wreathing, twisting.

Up yonder in the glow and whirling smoke, . ir. 235.

jWhlrlpool, n. a swirl of water.
black flood on whirlpool 6i\\^-r. Alastor, 328.
Filled with one whirlpool all that ample chasm ; 379,
the flow Of the whiripoolhoxe^ her to and fro. . Mar. Dr. xiv. 6.

Whirlpools, n. A. Lit. (1) violent vortexes or swirls of
water.

around Whose caverned base the whirlpools . . Alastor, 0,$$.

as w. draw All wrecks of Ocean to their chasm, . Laon, iv.'xv. 5.
Vexed into whirlpools by the chasms beneath ; . vil. vii. 6.

among the waves and whirlpools driven. . . vii. xxvi. 9,
the bngrht whirlpools of that fountain fair, xii.xxxii.8.
fiUedwith deepening gold, Its whirlpools , . III.xxxiv.4.

(2) vortexes.
like whirlpools of fire-flowing iron .... Vis. Sea, 19.

B. Mg.
the stream Of life, our bark doth on its whirl-

pools bear, Laon, VI. xxix. 4.
In the dim whirlpools of this dream obscure^ . . Pr. Athan. 1. 104,^.

Whirls, V. intr. (1) spins or rotates.
Which whirl as the orb whirls, ..<... t Prom.. IV. 275.

(2) rushes swiftly along.
While the sound whirls around, . . . 11. iii. 63,

(3) becomes dazed or giddy.
the dim brain whirls dizzy with delight, . . . Witch, V. 5.

Whirlwind, n. A. Lit. a violent rotatory motion of the air,

a violent wind stoim,
A whirlwind ^vi^-pt it on, Alastor, 320.
The children of the autumnal whirlwind . . . (584.

Or the whirlwind up and down Eug. Hilh, 56.
The w//(Wzw/wfif is rolling Fugitives, i'6.
Freighted with fire and "whirlwind, .... Hulas, 285.
whirlwind ^nd waves upthrown Laon, I. iii. 5.
whirlwind, whose fierce blasts the waves and

clouds confound, .... iv. xxvii. 5.

turbulence; as of a whirlwind^sgast ..... vi. xxii. 3.

and swift as on the. whirlwi7id^s wing, .... — vi. xxv. 9.
Arouse the whirlwind—a.nd let ocean dash . M. N. Despair, 25.
As the thistle-beard on a whirlwind sdAls— . . Mar. Dr. xvi. 5.
urging the rage Oi whirlwind, Profn. I. 43.
The sound is of a/A/r/wmif underground, . . I. 231.
They drink of the wA/r/wm/fJ stream, . . . II. iv. 164.
Entangled in the whirlwind, III. ii. 13.
With thunder, and with whirlwind, IV. 377.
Guides the fierce whirlwind^ in the tempest roars, Q, Mab, VI. 157.
whispered strange tales in the whirlwind^s ear. . IX. 102.
h?r form on the zf^iWw/wrf upholding, » . . . St. Ir.{i)iv. 1.

Atid on edd3^ine;wAiWW«i5?the thunder-peal past? St. Ir. (2)1. 4.

the whirlwind "which roars o'er the mountain . (2) IV. i.

And a northern whirlwind, wandering about Sensit. Pi. III. 110.

the whirlw. that stripped it of branches has past. Vis. Sea, 28.

on the whirlwind are cast ;
^-^ 1 14.

Breasting the whirlwind with impetuous flight, . Witch, XLV. 6.

B. Fig. said of violent emotions or commotions.
Before the whirlwind wakes Ch. ist, I. 40.
a whirlwind keen as frost Laon, ill. xxvi, 8.

Has not the whirlwind of our spirit .... ix. xxiii. 3.

The Spirit's wAiWH/mi/ rapt it, Ode -Lib.l. \u
By the whirlwind of gladness borne along ; . . Prom,. IV. 85.

Whirlwind, c. adj. attr. Fig. violent or strong as whirlwind,
did a^ony wreak Its zy^:Wa'/«(/ rage : . . . . Laon, in. vii. 8.

sent its foul dreams to sweep With a/, swiftness— III. xxii. 5,

Rushes, with loud a.nd whirlwind hELrmony^ . . PfOfn. IV. 237.

*Whirlwind-footed, c. adj. Fig.
On whirlwind-Jboted coMTsexs ; III. iii. 77.

'^'Whirlwind-peopled, c. adj. frequented by whirlwinds, if^

'Mid whirlwind-peopled mountains ; . ^ . . . I. 204.

^Whirlwind-rifted, c. adj. disturbed by whirlwind.
the night Oi whirlwind-ri_fied clovidaf .... Rosal. 1158.

Whirlwinds, n. A, Lit, pi. of Whirlwind. A. Lit.
Into the whirlwinds of the upper sky Allegory, I. 7.

When the whirlwinds my banner unfurl. . . Cloud, 62.
Clouds and whirlwinds watch their prey. . . . Fr. Insecurity^ 7.

Between the whirlwinds and the rack on high, Laon, I. v. 2.

and looks, such as in "whirlwinds bore .... VII. vii. 3.
sweep in whirlwinds from the shore, .... xxi. xxxix. 5.
And the whirlw. howl in the caves of Inisfallen, M.N.Spec.Hors^^s.
Whirlwinds swe^eTi axidhiWows xoslt \ . . . Mexican, 1.2.
And ye swift Whirlwinds, Prom. l. 66-
Driven on whirlwinds fast and far ; . < . ^ i. 526.
As the sea which Whirlwinds waken, .... Sophia, iv. 2.

But if the whirlwinds of darkness waken . . . Two Spirits, 17.
And when the whirlw. and the clpuds descended Witch, xxix. i.

B. Fig. of emotion or passion.
And I lay struggling as its whirlwinds past, . . Laon, in. i. 8.

Struggling with whirlwinds of mad agony, . Q. Mab, Vll. 255.
Convulsed and on the rapid whirlwinds spun Triumph, 144.

*Whisk, V. tr. flourish.

And they all whisk their tails aloft, . ... CEdipus, I. 322.

Whisper, n. a low indistinct sound.
To the whisper of the Apennine, . ..... Apenn. a.

A far whisper—Terrible silence. ... . . Hellas, 813.
Ha, what an awful whisper rises up ! Prom. i. 132,

Whisper, v. intr. (1) speak under the breath.
I heard The Legate's followers w. as they passed Cenci, iv. iv. 27.
Speak not : whisper not : Prom. l. 533.

1,2) speak softly.

Oh, I'll whisper there Q. ofmy Heart, I. 4.
Whispered, v. I. intr. A. Lit. spoke softly.
And whispered in her ear, Rosal. 90.
B. Pig. murmured.

Thsit whispered Mvith delight to be its pillow. , . Trium.ph, 366.
II. tr. Fig,

And whisp. strange tales in i^ewhirhaind^stss. Q. Mab, Ix. 102.

Whispered, pp. A. Lit, softly told.
And in thy gentle speech, a prophecy Is whisp.,, Laon., Ded. xi. 7.
B. Fig.

Has OT^zjigrgf^ silence to his Holiness: .... Cenci, ii. ii. 6g.
Scarce whispered, unimaginable, m. 1. 165.
But the Earth has just whispered a warning . . Prom. il. v. 3.

Whispered, ///. adj. secretly suggested.
whisp. aphorisms From Machiavel and Bacon : Ch. \st, i. 54.

Whispering*, n. A. Lit.
What whispering, babbling, Faust 11. 212.
B. Pig

But conscience in low, noiseless whisper, spoke. St. Ir. (i) iii. 5.
Whispering", pr, pple. A. Lit, speaking in a low tone.
and whispering to the Pilot, said, Laon, vili. ii. 2.

Whispering—VcLQi^x art Law and God.— . . . Mask, xvii. 4.
I^,^Wj6£ri«^ with self-contented pride, . . . . Rosal, 521.
B. Fig. murmuring.

PF.^zj/er/w^ unimaginable things Adon.CancT.
Whispering i-a. enamoured tone GuitarJane, 62.
that Spirit's tongue Seemed whisp. in my heart, Laon, i. xliii. 9.
Whispering without from tree to tree, .... Prom. iii. iii. 19.

Whispering",///, adj. murmuring.
came to me through the whispering woc^^, . . Epips. 20X.
The whispering waves were half asleep, . . Jane, Recoil, 13.

Whisperings, n. murmurings.
In their whisperings musical . Eug. Hills, 363.

Whispers, n. A. Lit. words spoken under the breath.
'For whispers past from mouth to ear .... Ginevra, 139.
Their w^zj^erj made the solemn silence seem .

'

179.
with w. drear As ' hush ! hark ! Come they yet ?

' Laon, x. xliv. 8.

B. Pig. (1) doubtful suggestions.
And with ghastly whispers tell Past, II. 5.

(2) murmurs,
respond In whispers from the shore : .... Dcemon, i. 52.
Sweet whispers are heard by the traveller, . Two Spirits, 43.

Whispers, v. intr. Fig. murmurs.
the low wind w^ij/erj near ; Adonais, lAll. y.

5 H
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What is, this whispers low? . . Cenct, V. iii. ;35.
The Castle ectio whispers ' Here ' Mary^ i6.

Whistle, n. a shrill note.
and a whistle loud gave he, Horn. Merc. XLVli. 7.

WMgtled, V. intr, (1) made a shrill sound.
Whistled in rriurmars ^re^d St. Ir.i^ XV. 4.

(2) withyZw, summoned by whistling.
Ti^at the Lord whistle^ for out of the mountains (EdipUiS^ i. 154

.

WMstles, z/. tr. blows through.
How it whistles^ Dominic^s long black hair! . . SerchiOy 58.

Whistling, pr. fple, sounding shrilly.

That ^xAxx^whistiing as in scorn Cenci, IV. ii. 42.
Drizzle, twA/j^/zw^ through the dark Faust, li. 187.

Whistling, ppl. adj. shrill sounding,
the wh£stlinp--wz.\Q Is heaped over its carcase, . Cflj5/)g?rm II- 69.
Their whistling noise made the birds ag^g,st. . Sensit.. PL Hi. 37.

White, n. one of the natural colo.urs.

Put on white, black, and grey ; Autumn, JI. 7.

White, adj. A. Lit. (1) of tlje appearance of snow or

more or less approaching it.

And faded violets, white, and pied^ and blue ;
Adonais, xjcxni. 2.

What form leans sadly o?er the w. death-bed, . xxxv. 3.

Through the white ridges of the chafed sea. . . Alastor^ 322.

the hair grows thin And white, - 535.
And under the water The Earth's w. daughter . Areihusa, III. 8.

His white thigh struck with- the white tooth ; . . Bion. Adon. 7.

stains her white navel now, 23.

Sparkles of blood on the white foam are cast. . Calderon-, II. 01.

like the ivhiie_ shore Of Albion, free no more. . Castl. Adnt. I. 4.

Thro' those snow white and venerable hairs !— . Cenci, I. i. 39.
Bow thy white head before offended God, . . . I. iti. iS7-

I, who have white hairs and a tottering body, . ll. ii. 39-
one with white hair, and imperious brow, . . . —- ill. i. 71.

and. when, my hairs are whtte^ III. ii. 25-

And all the night 'tis my pillow whiter, .... Clouds 15.

Iifede white, with foam the green andpurple sea,— Cycl. 20.

whose white feet To the music glance and fleet . 63.

And pouring forth tlie, white-.ioSk, 3S0.
Corn-fields and pastures and zwAzVe cottage^.; . .. Dc^mfln, II. 83.

So White Winter, that rough nurse, , . . l>ti^^,for Year, II. 3.

One white skull and seven dry bones, .... c^ug. Hills^ 49.
The white hail is dashing, . . ...... Fugitives, I. 2.

One step to the white death-bed, Ginevra, 208.

the hill Looks hoary through the w. electric rain, Gisb. 124.

Fencinff some lonely court, white with the scrawl 267.

From Caucasus, to 14'hiie Ceraunia ! Hellas, 267.

And strew the waves on the white ocean's bed, . Hflnp. Castor,, 19.

An4 white, and silver robes, ........ Horn, Merc. XLII. i.

the snowy head Of white Olympus, LXXXVI. 4.

Their heads with flower snowed over w. and. new, xciv. 3.

the remotest seat Of the white mount3,in wast?, . Jflne, Recoil. 42.

The woof of those w. clouds, wHich seemed to lie Laon, I, v. 4.

on the white edge of the bursting surge, . . . I- xiii. i.

whose white hair shone Like mountain snow, . l. liv. 3.

shone far o'er the white Ocean's flow. .... IIL xi* 9.

white wings swift as clouds in winter skies, . . V. 1. 6.

like to an Angel, robed in white, VI. xix. 6.

She pressed the white mopi^^on hi^ ffonj; . . . r^ VI. xxvi. 3.

the garments K/^/Z^ Of Cythna gleamed, . . . vi. xliv. 7.'

And the •white clouds of noon which oft . . . . vil. xv. 3.

its white sails were fed With the north wind— . — Vir. xl. o.

shades.beautiful and a/A/ife, xn,xxxvi.7.

A •white courser bears the shadowy sprite ; M, N. Spec. Hors. 28,

And columns framed of marble white, .... Mar. Dr. X. i.

White bones, and locks of dun and yellow hair, Marenghi, xvi. s»

On a •white hoi;se, splashed with blood;".... Mask, VIH. 2.

through white columns elowed Naples^ 9,

the prow Mad? the invisible ^3Xst white.ds snow.; 43.
down the aerial regions Of the white Alps, . . 141*.

From a white lake blot heaven s blue portraiture, Ode Lib. xvi. ii.

And their young boars white and red rags, . . (Edipus, I. 300.

Unravelled on the blast from a a/A/'/e-fnountain ; . II. i. 101.

with hair of silver zf^Z/tf, .' Pr. Athan. iiA. 2.

She saw his w.hitf hairs glitterine' IL_i. 33-

Prince Athai>ase Past the z(^^zV£ Alps— .... II. iii. 23.

O'er the white waters. I alit Prom. I. 718,

On Death's K/^z'/e and winged steed, I- 7**2,

When swift from the white Scythian wilderness, . !!• j. 136*

And multitudes of dense w^iVe fleecy clouds . . -:— II. i. 1451

And the white dew on the new bladed grass, . . IJ. i. i45.

w>4iV« Its countenance, . ly. 219,

Its limbs gleam white, IV. 222.

the wind-flowing folds Of its OJ^/'/ff robe, . . IV. 223.

Its hair is white iv. 224.

their w<4z/tf and glittering spires Q.Mab,\V.\\.
Corn-fields and pastures and w>4?Vtf cottages; . . viii. 76.

And, cherry-blpssoms, and o/A/'/^ cups Question, 111. ^,

broad flag-flowers, purple prankt with white, . iv. 2.

And she brought crowns of sea-bufis white^ . . Rosal. 1081;.

'tis Helen's home, and clean and Tf/siVi, .... 1255.

Yon dark gray turret glimmers white St, Ir. (4) HI, i.

And the hyacmth purple, and white, and blue, . Sensit. Pi. I. 25.

Fell into pavilions, white, purple, and blue, . . h 56.

The lilies were drooping, and white, and wan, . ni. 28.

And white with the whiteness of what is deadj . —;- in. 35.

The white clouds are driving merrily, .... Serchio, 55.

Her white shell trembles Trii^mph^ 81.

hungso wide And white^ j;86.

The pyramid-billows with white points of brine, . Vis. Sea, 23.

Who drives her white waves over the green sea, Witch^ x. 3.

and others white, green, grey and black, . . . XV. 7.

o'er the serene Of the white streams ..... XXV. 8.

From the zcA^'/e pinnacles of thatcold hill, . . . XXIX. 2.

the shallow road Of white and dancing waters, . XLI. 6.

Of those high clouds, w., golden and vermilion, , Lii. 2.

(2) pale, pallid, destitute of colour.

To see if others were as white as he ? .... Cenci, II. i;_39-

the white and yellow spasms of death : . . . . -.— III. ii. 21.

His lips grew white onjy to see him pass. . . * m. ii. ^^
It is tne zyAi'/c reflexion of your own, . . . . iv. ii. 21.

with lips yet white from thJe rack's kiss .... V. ii. 8,

their crimson leaves Are blighted . . .w cold. V. iv. 139.

That withered woman, grey and w. and brown— Fiordispina, 56.

Looking in idle grief on her white hands, . . . Ginevra, 39.
and limbs cold, stiff, and white^ ...... 147-

My cheek is coldand white, alas ! Ind. Ser. ill. 5.

Her white arms lifted thro' the shadowy stream Laon, 11. xxix. i.

the w. and hollow-cheek I drew To my dry lips— III. xxvi. 3.

And to receive upon her chaste whiteoody . CEdipus, II. i. 109.

From hisw^zV^and quivering brow Prom. I. s6«j.

Their white arms lifted o'er their streaming hair III. ii. 46.

My lips turned white, and my heart beat fast : . Rosal. 280.

(3) bright, clear.

The cold white light of morning, ...... Alastor, 193.

That orbed maiden with white hTs laden, . . . Cloud, 45.

The w^iVe Moon smiling; Bfips.-^x^
The owl was awake in the white moon-shine ; . Faust, il. 163.

rains The inmost shower of it's white fire— . . Gisb. 70.

The white sun twinkling like the dawn . _. . . Jane, Recoil. 67.

the hue Of the white moon, amid that heaven . L>aon, I. vi. 5.

waste and melt In the white furnace ;_.... ix. xi. 4.

O, sister, look ! White fire Has cloven . . . Prom. l. 432.

From the furnace, white, and hot, 1. 532.

Deeply in truth ; but the eastern star looks ze/^zV*, I. &5.
The point of one zcAzV^ star is quivering still . . II. i.^.
now blinded By the a/Az'/tf lightning, III. ii. 15.

With that white star, its sightless pilot's crest, . III. ii. 27.

the brightnesa of white light Scattered in strings ; IV. 224.

Purple and azure, white, and green, and ffoldeo, — IV. 242.

And the thin white moon lay withering there, . Serchio, 8.

In the white dawn clear, Skylark, 24.

Were lost in the white day ;
Triumph, 490.

A white and shapeless mass. . . . . Whning Moon, 6.

(4) pale, jjhastly-.

The shadow of white Death, Adonais, Vlli. 3-

Mighty Empress! Death's M;^«Vtf wife !i .... CSdipus, ll. u. 8^.

The shadow of white death has past Prom. iv. 424.

B. Fz^. (1) dazzling, colourless to the imagination.

Stains the white radiance of Eternity, .... Adonais, LII., 4,

(2) pure, free from taint, perfect.

Let tortures strain the truth till it be white . . Cend, v. it 17a
O, white innocence, -— v. iii. 24.

which sunk in white tranquillity Laon, x.xlviii. 9.

*White-armed, c, adj. (1) having white arms.
And white-ar9Jted JUno slumbered sweetly then. . ffom. Merc. I. Si

(2) ^'ig.

great Moon, white-armed Divinity, . ... Hom. Moon, 24.

*White hoys, c. n. members of an Irish secret association.

White boys arid orange boys, and constables, . (Udipus^ l\. i. 177.

*'White-liot, c. adj. white with heat.
o'er white-hot plough-shares tread Unsinged, . . ii: i. 172.

White-tuskdd, c, adj. having white tusks.

andthe wild, Wf%i,fe-/z«^tfy boars Hom. Merc Jicvi.^

*"White Obi, n. a negro fetish.

He half believed White Obi. ........ Piter, vi. xix. 5^

*Whiten, v. ir. make white or bright.

And whiten the green plains under, Cloud, 10.

WHitsness, n. (^1) white colour.

In emulation of her vegtal •u^iteness (Edipus, I. 107.

like the a^^zVtfWtfjj of bright snow, /Vow. iv. 220.

The snowy column from its shade Caught ivkite. : Rosal. 1 154.

And white with the whiteness of what is dea,d, . Spnsit. PI. III. 35.

(2) purity.

But when tears stained thy robe of vestal white.. Ode Lib, V1I..Q.

'^Whitens, v. intr. becomes pallid.

and divides The cheek that whitens Ginevra, 66.

Whiter, adj. more white.

zw^iVtf?' than the tempest-sifted snow

;

Hellas, 141.

*Whitethorn, n. the Hawthorn or Maytree.
In one brainless skull, when the whiteth. is full, . CA. ist, II* 371.

That the white-thorn soon will blow : . . . . Prom. i. 795.

Whither, adv. {!) to what place.

Whither have fled The hues of heaven .... Alastor, 196.

which drive us now, O, whither, whither} . . Cend, v. iv. 75.

Whither to fly ? Hellas, 653.
Whither wouldst thou bear me ? Prom,. II. iv. 145.

(2 J to what matter or subject.

Whither has wandered now my partial tongue . ill. iv. 122.

Vty^o,pron, (,1) interrogatively.

Who? Lilith, the first wife of Adam Faust, II. 31?.

Who cab resist thy will ? Laon^ X. xxviii. 2.

(2) relatively.

There is no lament for him, . . . Who once clothed
with life and. thought ^»^* HUls^ 64.
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Whole, n. (1) one great system.
this Whole Of suns, and worlds, Hellas^ 776.
Moulding the mighty whole,— Nat. Ant in. 2.

the chain That links it to the wliole^ Q. Mab, vii. 18.

(2) the entire quantity.
An hairy goats-skin contains the whole .... Cycl. 348.
Each part exceeds the whole ; . ... Epips. 181.
And that portion of the whole . f^ter^ Pral. 20.
For he was neither part nor whole, VI. xviii. 3.

(3) one object or purpose.
Make the ^reat whole for which we toil ; . . . Falsehood, 102.

Whole, adj. (1) entire, full, complete.
Sneak truth and the wAo& truthv ,...., Cencl, v. ii. 4..

Tne Devil dare his whole shape uncover, . . . Devil^ xxiv. 2.

Streams the whole mountain along, . . . . Faust. 11, 145.
Have heard a word of the whole business ; . . Horn. Merc. xliv. 6.

her whole frame impetuously possesL . . L,aon, II. xlvii. 9.
did rise From her whole frame, xi. v. 8.

I'll sell you in a lump The wAo/s kit CEdipus, 1. ^2.
Beheld his mystic friend's whole being shake, Pr. Athan^ ii. ii. 52.
But the whole world which seeks thy sympathy. Pront. il. v. 34!

(^2) in one lump.
And from the cauldron pulls them 'whole, . . . Cycl. 358.

(3) sound, not worn into holes.
With whole boots and net pantaloons Peter, II. lii. 2,

iKTholesome, adj. healthy.
He has not half an inch of wholesome fat CEdipus^ l. 85.

Wholly, adv. entirely.

enough Not to be wholly ignorant Calderon, I. 89.
I do not wholly owe What now I suffer, . Julian, 321.

Whom, pron. objecti.ve of Who.
It cannot be !

—

IVhofH have I ever loved ? . . Calderon, III. 80.
Whoin I had sent from Rome to Salamanca, . Cenci, i. i. 132.

In whom, else Can any trust? V. iv. 88.

*Whonisoever, pron. what person soever.
That thy contents, on whom^soever -^qmx^^, . . (Bdipus^ i. 362.

*Whortle, n. a small berry-beariag shmb.
I see her swift foot dash the dew from the whorl, St. Ir. (6) I. 5.

Wixo&e, pron. possessive or gen. of Who or Which.
Of that our land,- whose wilds and floods, . . RosaL 21.

whose pinnacles Point from one shrine .... Sum.m,er-Evg.\^.
Whose throne is in the depth of human thought, Two Fr. Tnvoc.11.2.

Vlhoso, pron what person soever.
Which whoso heard, was mute, Laon, V. Hi. 8.

loud cries of scorn which whoso heard
,

. . VI. viii. 6.

Whoso will drag that woman to his side . . . x. x. 8.

Why, adv. wherefore, to what purpose.
Why should you blaze away there to no purpose ? Faust, li. 26.

or why He made one of the multitude, .... Trium-ph, 48.
Proserpina Had half (oh ! why tidt all ?) the debt

forgiven . ... Witch, Lxvii. 5.

Why, interj.

Why, her heart must have been tough : ... Julian^ 606.
W^hy skin and bones, and some few hairs for

mortar. , , . . (Bdipus, i. 36.

Why, if you were a lady, it were fair . . .Si. Epips. 51.

Wicked, adj. (1) given to evil, bad, sinful, malicious.
Grow, day by day, more wicked 2,xA deformed, . Cenci, IV. i. 151.

with strange conuaence For one so wicked; . . IV. ii. 10.

He is a wicked and a wrathful man ; .... IV. iv. 6.

It was a wi'cAtfif thought, , v. i. 10.

To countenance a wicked farce like this? . . . v. ii. 39.
I perish ! For you are wicked. Cycl. 6y6.
alas ! I fear we are pursued By wicked ghosts : . Laon, VIII. ii. 4-

(2) infamous, disgraceful.

If you dare speak that wicked lie again . . . Cenci, ll. i. 150.

They must have told some weak and wicked lie . V. iii. 22.

O, weak, ze/^'cAei^ tongue Which has destroyed me v. iii. 97.
prefer Pious humanity .to wicked will : . . . Cycl. 2g6.

(3) wrongful, unwise.
Though wicked counsels now pervert his will : . Ch. ist, 1. 125.

(4) evil-looking.

I fear that wicked laughter round his eye, . . Cenci, i. iii. 37.

Wickeduess, n. wrong, injustice, tyranny, misdoing.
and scrolls oi vaystic wickedness, .... . Danton^ I. 268.

Thrusts the redemption of its wickedness :— . . Laon, IV. xxii. 4,

Omnipotent in wickedness

:

Q. Mab, iv. 223.
the mad fiend Thy wickedness had pictured, . VI. 127,

Though mourning o'er thy wickedness .... Rosal. 50.

Wide, adj. (1) limitless, as the world, the air, the ocean.
her blind flight O'er the wide aery wilderness : . Alastor, 232.

the wide sky, And measureless ocean .... 508.
which o'er the western line Of the wide world . 647.
seek him through this wide world. ..,.., Calderon, lii. 100.

No refuge in this merciless wide world ? •
, . Cenci, I. iii. 107.

"The w., grey, lampless, deep, unpeopled world I . V. iv. 59.
whose beam lies on the wide Atlantic, .... Ch. 1st, tv. tq.

the utmost verge Of the wide earth it fleW, . . Dcemon, i. 13b.

Spring beneath the wide world's might ; . . . . EUg. Hills, i66.

O Misery, This world is all too wide for thee. . F. Godwin, 6.

Did her work o'er the wide earth frightfully : . . Falsehood, 56.
Through the wide desarts of Elysian air? . . , Fiordispina, 81.

nought In the w. world to be compared with it. Horn.. Merc. XLll. 4.

All the ^iiide world beside us . Ifiv. Mis. xiii. 1.

and such \Vas this wide ocean, Julian, 18.

And startled with its yells the w?V/tf air's solitude. Laon, I. viii. 9.

and around, a shoreless stream, W, ocean rolled, i, xxiv. 5.

But else, from the wide earth's maternal breast, . il. xxxv. 4.

the wide universe was spread In dreary calmness ill, xx. 6.

And of ,all those on the wide earth who breathe, . v. xlvii. 6.

Which bloom on the wide earth— VI. xli. 3.

but the wide sky Flooded with lightning . . . vr. xlvi. 6.

as if the world's wide continent Had fallen . . Vjl.xxxviii.3.

Filling; the a/«iafe air far away ; Mar. Dr. Xi. 2.

O 'er the wide world wandering be.— Peter, Prol. 2.

Exposed to the wide sky IV. xx. 5,

And the wide earth's bosom green,— . . . . , —— V. viii. 2.

the wide world shrinks below, . ... /V. Atkan. II. iii. 20.

thro' the wide Heaven ! Prom. I. 54.
My sphered light wane in wide Heaven

; •
.

• '• io5-

Mountains, and caves, and winds, and yon w. air, ——
Look ! where round the wide horizon

I. 1S2.

I- 550-
I. 764.
II. 11. 4.

II. v. 42.

III. iv. 99.
III. iv. i5(?»

IV. 478.

that wings the wide air's wildemeSs^eS, ....
Is curtained out from Heaven's wide blue ; . .

Like the wide heaven, the all-sustaining air, .

The abysses of the sky and the wide earth, . .

On the wide earth, past ;

Through the heavens wide and hollow, ...
hdw stern And desolate a tract is this w. world I Q. Mab, IV. 124.

all that the wide world contains Are but . . . VI. 214.
and aught The zyz'dfe world holds Eosal 812.

How swiftly through heaven's wide expanse . . St. fr. (4) I. i.

The wind has swept from the wide atmosphere . Sum.mer-Evg. i.

On any object in tne world so wide^ . Witch, XII. a
(2) vast, of great extent.

Many a wide waste and tangled wilderness . . Alastor, 78.

a wide and melancholy waste ... . . 273.
And fields and marshes "wide, Aziola, li. 4.
expanse of these zcz'afe wildernesses Calderon, ll. 146.
Wnen all is done, out in the wide Campagna, . Cenci, iv. i. 55.
th6 loathliest ward Of this wide prison, imigland, Ch. 1st, IV. 49.
whatever Within wide Greece our enterprise has

kept CycL 278.
Priam's wide land has widowed Greece . . 288.
To the wide, the desert waste. ....... Faust, li. 44.
Hastened to Pylos and the pastures wide Hbm. Merc. LXVIII. 2.

wide Ida's many-folded mountains, Horn. Venus, 57.
O'er the wide wild abyss two meteors shone,
Thro' forests wide and old, and lawny dells,

Yon desart wide and deep holds no recess.

Of those who in the "wide deep wandering are,

Bounded by misty mountains, wide and vast,

A miffhty crowd, such as the wide land pburs
in light descending O'er the wide land . .

Which burst over wide Asia ;

furnaces Soon blazed thro' the wide City, .

Like music o'er wide waves, ... . .

Over the ocean bright and wide, . ...
Shadowed by pine and ilex forests wide.
The serene Heaven which wraps our Eder
and over wide dominions Sweeps . .

As over wide dominions I sped, . .

Beneath is a wide plarn of billowy mist, .

There the wide forest scene,
With their soft flakes the mountain wide.
In the midst of a city vast and wide.

2.

Laon, I. xxvi.

II. XXV, .

II. xl viii,

Iii. XXX. 7.

IV. XXV. 2.

V. xxix. I.

V. Song, 3. 9.
-— VI. iv. 3.
—— X. xlv. 7.

. . . XII. xxxvii. 5.

. Lerici, 32.

. . . Marenghi, XV. 4.
wide . Naples, 135.
. . Pr. Athan. ll. iii. 18.

. . Pront. I. 763.
. . . r II. iii. 19.

Q. Mab, II. 193.
. . . Rosal. S50.

860.
Like a wide lake of green fertility, Serchio. 42.
The wide world Of waters is vibrating. .... Vis. Sea, 135.
and strew Their latest leaf upon the mountains

wide; Witch, xXili. $

(3) broad, spacious.
The way is wide, the way is long, ... . . Faust, 11. 170.
this space is wide enough— 11. 252.
We disembarked, and thro' a portal wide We

past— Laon, l. li. 6.

horsemen o'er the wide fields murdering sweep,
an hupaithric temple wide and high, ...
in the wide market-place
between the wide and flowering ilieadows,
the night Of wide and vaiiltjed caves,

The torrent of that wide ana raging river

and wind Through that wide vale ; . .

We are steaming up from Hell's wide gate
From wide cities, famine-wasted ; . . . ,

(4) of great capacity or size of its kind,
For your gaping gulph, and your gullet wide
with long Tegs and belly wide, . . .

(5) far-stretchiug.

Swift in wide troops the Tartar chivalry Sweep ; HelldS, 330.
else came no sound From the wide multitude: Laon, v. xxix. 6.

(6) ot great width, capacious.
The trail of whose wide leayes might not betray ttofk. Iiierc. xiv. 2.

Which from his wide cloak he drew. . ... Mask, in. 5.

Intb the shadow of her pinions wtdk . . Ode Lib. III. 12.

(7) grievous, large.

by these wide wounds, Pf'ol. Hellas, S8.
torn apart, a wide wound, niihd from mind!. . . Witch, LXXVlI. 6.

(^8) across hom side to side, ia width.
Three cubits ro/icfe and four in depth, Qic/, 381.

(9) large, conspicuous.
at Freedom's thrilling call Ten thousand standards

•wide, . Laon, iv. xxv. 4.

(10) extreme, overpowering.
Thro' tears of a w/rfls mist vi. xxxvi. ^.

5 H 3

VI. VII. 4.

VII. xii. 7.

X. xix. I.

. xii. xxxvi. I.

XII. xxxvi. 5.

XII. xl. I.

. Mar. Dr. xiil. 5.

, Pront. I. 518.

1.528-

. Cyd. 343.

. Faust, II. 69.
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(11) far-extending, all-embracing.
veiling; in its shadows ivide Calderon^ i. 39.
Thro^ darkness w. . . . those tranced spirits smite Laon^ li. xvi. 9.
round thy secret strength now throng- in w. array. iv. xv. p.
and make the wide night not forlorn IV. xxxi. 9.

With one o/ifife wind as it flies !

—

-v.Son^^.iz.
the ivide air pierced and rent, VI. xiii. 5.

and there was silence liiide and lone Vll.xxxix. 5.

A wide contagion poured— ix. iv. 8.

A wide contagious atmosphere, Peter, vii. xvii. 3.

May comprehend within its wide array Pr. Athan I. 50.

Till exultation burst in one wide voice .... Prom. Hi. i. 32.

In his wide voyage o'er continents and seas . . Witch., II. 3.

(12) vast in importance and power.
Which may transfer the scejjtre of wide Heaven, Prom. I. yj%.
Clothed him with the dominion oiwide Heaven. 11. iv. 46.

(13) many, of great variety.

He has wide wants, and narrow powers. . . . Cenci^ II. ii. 12.

(14) distended, staring.

his eyeballs wide and red Turned Laon^ VI. xlv. 2.

(15) ill-looking, abnormally large.

their strait lips, thin, blue, and wid$., —- ix. xvi, 7.

(16) spreading.
and their w. branches blot the spheres Of heaven, Witch^ Ded. IV. 5.

(17). distant.

brothers on a journey wide Gone forth Laon, v. xiii. 3.

(18) open, public.

Where we sit shut from the wide gaze of day, . Cenci, 11. ii. 90.

(19) of things immaterial.
In the a/z'c^ pathless desert of dim sleep, . . . Aiastor 210.

In the deep wide sea of misery, . Sm£^. Jzii/s, 2.

In the waters of wide Agony : 67.

If in this a'z'c^c world of care Exhortation^-^.

Bounds this with its recesses tvide and deep. Fr. Xhe Desarts, 3.

mine shook beneath the wide emotion Laon^ I. xxxviii. 9.

Into a wide and wild oblivion Of tumult , , . VI. xxxv. 5.

a wide enthusiasm, To cleanse the fevered world ix. v. 8.

We have survived a ruin wids and deep— . . . IX. xix. 2.

And wide as targes let them be, Mask^ LXXIV. 3.

We two will sink on the wide waves of ruin, , . Proni. III. i. 71.

a power as wide As is the world it wasted, . . III. iv. 174.

Through the wide rent in Time's eternal veil, . . Q. Mab^ VIII. 12.

We, the weak mariners of that wi'i/^ lake . . . Witch^ \JS.\\l. 2.

Wide, adv, (1) a distance apart.

its sides Gaped -wide with many a rift, .... Alastor^ 302.

on the frightful gulph to glare. Rent w. beneath Q. Mad, IV. 103.

(2) dispersed widely.
for wide expand Beneath the wan stars . . . Alastor, 553,

Their elements, wide scattered o'er the globe, . Dmmon, II. 223.

• Q' ^«*. i^- 131-

(3) loosely.

Shaking ^aide thy yellow hair, Cycl. 6^.

And that the grass, which methought .hung so

wide And white, Triumph^ 185.

(4) over a great space.

Are trembling wide in all their trellised lines— . Gisb. 121.

far and voide rebounded Horn. Merc. Lxxxvil. 3.

Earth dreadfully resounded, far a^d wide . . . Horn. Min. 12.

And that the multitude was gathering wide; : . Laon^ IV. x. i.

Blazed «e»?(/tf and far

:

V. liv. 4.

Where the plains stretch wide around Mask, Lxv. 4.

(5) completely, thoroughly.

Thi;s . , , wide awake tho' dead ..,,,,. Julian^ 392.

(6) generally.

is wide diffused A spirit of activity and life, . . Q. Maby vi. 147.

(7) grievously.

On each heart's wound, wide torn and bleeding, . Rosal. 933.

Wide-waudering", c, adj. travelling over great spaces.

Oi\^e wide-wandering st^.x^\ /Vw«. II. iv. 88.

Wide-wasting, c. adj\ causing destruction or waste.

To their wide-wasting- and insatiate pride, . . . Q. Mab, v. 6^,

wide-winding", c, adj. intricate, difficult to ioUow.

The wide-winding caves of the peopled tomb ? There is no work, 28.

*Wlde-wing6d, c. adj. far beaming.
Sing the wide-winged ^iloon Horn, Moon, 3.

Widely, adv. (1) everywhere, all around.

Innumerable systems widely rolled, Damon, i. 163.

(2) diversely, freely.

or widely guess The issue of the earth's great

business, Gisb. 162.

(3) extensively, on all sides.

Lilce clouds in starlight widely spread,— . , . Tnt. Beauty, i. g.

and spreading widely, clung To their wild hair, . Laon, xi. xn. 8.

And dreary light did wide$ shed Mar. Dr. xv. 3.

IWiden, v. tr. make larger.

I widen the rent in my wind-built tent Cloudy 55.

widening-, /r. ///-5. spreading.

and widening thro' the vaulted sky, Laon, v. vn. 8.

that breach in the tempest is widening away, . Vis. Sea, 121.

Widening-,///, adj. opening, increasing.

Deep in the orange light of widening morn . . Prom, II. i. 18.

Wider, adj. more general.

indued My purpose with a wider sympathy ; . Laon, II. xxxvi. 3.

Widow, n. a woman who survives her husband.
Had torn from its widaafs maniac clasp, . . Devil., xii. 5-

For you how many a widow drops a tear, . . M. N. Post. Fr. 27.

And at the orphan's sigh, the widow's moan, . . 81.

Oh ! many a widow, many an orphan cursed . . Q. Mab, II. I4i"

As a widow follows, pale and wild, Rosal. 876.

The' the tears of the widow polluted its shrine, . Tear, V. 4.

Widow, €. adj. attr. mateless.
Aw. bird sate mourning Upon a wintry bough. Ch. 1st, V. 4.

A widow bird sate mourning for her love . . . V. 10.

I^Widowed, pp. Fig. bereaved of husbands.
Priam's wide land has widowed Greece .... Cycl. 288.

Widowed, ///, fl^*. (1) bereft of a lover or husband.
Widowed love may watch thy bier, Mexican, IV. 9.

the frantic wail of w/f^tTw^rf' love Q. Mab,T^r.^«^.

(2) bereft of a mate.
The widowed dove must cease to haunt a bower B. Williams, I. 4.

on a wintry bough the widowed bird, .... Unf. Dr. 72.

(3) desolate.
widowed Genoa wan Naples, 108.

tWidowhood, n. widowed state or condition.

The nursling of thy widowhood, Adonais, VI. -.e.

Wield, V. tr. A. Lit. handle, use.

And the stern warrior's arm the sickle wield) M. N. Post. Fr. 46.

For his cursed power unhallowed arms to w.— Mother fy Son, li. 7.

B. Fig. manage, order.

Which he sets me my earthly task to wield . . Ch. ist, ll. 138.

I rozfi/o; the flail of the lashing hail, Cloud, Q.

to all who wield Golden and sanguine laws . Engl. 1819,0.

but that mine can wield it not Faust^ II. ^62.

tho' he a//<e/flf the darts of death and sleep, . . Laon, vil. i. 8,

A world for the Spirit of Wisdom to wield; . . Prom. IV. 155.

though they wield With blood-red hand the
sceptre Q. Mab', v. 157.

and wieldT\i& sceptre of a vast dominion there ; vill. 233.

*Wielded, v. tr. Fig. employed.
resign Into the hands of him who wielded it ; . . Cenci, IV. i. 64.

wielded, pp. made use of.

Wherefore should I have w/e/(forf it? IV. iv. 127.

Wields, V. tr. Fig, (1) rules, governs.
Which wields the world with never wearied love, Adonais, XLII. 8.

Before the Power that wields and kindles them. . Prol. Hellas, 165.

The skill which wields the elements Prom. Ii. iv. 40.

(2) employs, manages.
and wields The sceptre of a vast dominion . . . Dcemon^ II. 175.

Where slavery wields her scouree of iron, . . . Falsehood, 7.

These tools the tyrant . . . Wields in his wrath, . Q. Mab^ IV. 222.

Wield'st, V. tr. directest, managest.
or art thou who wield'st her power Tamer than

' they ? Ch. 1st, II. 186.

Wife, n. A. Lit. a married woman.
Others, as good, Only want a wife. . . . Cat, iv. 6.

Where is your wife r Cenci, I. i. 43.

A man you knew spoke of my wije and daughter I. i. 61.

So the next day his wife and daughter came . . I. i. 63.

Bernardo and my wiJe could not be worse . 1. 1. 136.

and rate his wiJe and children ; . . - • . I- ii. 78.

His children and his wife, I. iii. 105.

Two yet remain. His wife remains and Ij . I. iii. 123.

but I Have a dear w^/c, a lady of high birth, . . II. ii, 19.

Borrowed the dowry of ray wy^ from me, . . . iii. i. 300.

And my wife smiled;.,.,.. . . m. i. 306.

I spoke of my wz/«'J dowry : III. i. 318.

he saw My wife was touched, III. i. 321.

felt my wife insult with silent scorn .
. III. i. 323.

my wife had taught My children ... . HI. i. 326.

My wife and children sleep : . . ... Hi. ii. 5.

Nor your wife's bitter words ; . iil. ii. 56.

It is my wife complaining in her sleep : . . . . III. ii. 80.

To speak to your pale wife, .... . V. i. 68.

My zczy^/ my little ones! v. iii. 103.

Lilith, the first wj//^ of Adam Faust, 11.317.

Oh God ! my wi/e, my children— M.M Post. Fr. 11.

Wife to that most religious King of Crete, . . CBdipus, I. 137.

The very name ofw^Tiad conjugal rights ; . . i. 28S.

To let his wife play any pranks she plesised, . . 11. i. SO-

My zwi/e wants one.— Peter, VI. xx\x. i.

His sister, wife, and children yawned, .... Vll. xiii. i.

or religion Drives his wife raving mad Q. Mab, V. 113.

as the wife Sheathed in her husband's heart . . vil. a 12.

I firmly did fulfil My duties, a devoted wife, . . Rosal. 329.

Hint that, though not my wife, you are a woman, ^S"^. Epips. 49.

B. Fig*
Aye, marry thy ghastly oii/tf/ Castl. Adm. v. i.

thou z«^ of starry Heaven, Farewell! . . . . Horn. Earth, 2%.

Mighty Empress ! Death's white syiyi/ .... CBdipus,\l.\\.^\.

*Wig, ». a lawyer's ofificial head-gear.

For every gown, and every wig, Devil, XXI. 3.

Wiffht, «. person, human being.

Forlorn is the wight who can rise not to-night. . Faust, ll. 198.

and then, a self-sufficing wight, Horn. Merc. xiv. 3.

little contriving wight, Lxxiv. 5.

or the luckless wight, From whom he steals . . Peter, 11. iii. ^.

Now he was quite the kind oi wight iv, xviii. i.
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An old man toiling Up a weary TO(^^^; . . . Pf. A//tan. II. i.^i.

A strang;e and woe-worn zwj;ifA/ Arose .... Q,Ma6^vu.68.

Wigs, «. hair.

For if their drivers would tear caps and tf^^j, . CEdipus^ II. i. 132.

Wild, n. (1) a desolate or uncultivated tract.

making the wild his home, Alasior, 99.
On the unapprehensive WiVflf The vine, . . . . Ode Lib. w. 6.

(2) the waste.
A lighthouse o'er the W/flT of dreary waves. . . Q. Mab^VlU. Sy.

Wild, adj. (1) untamed, undomesticated, savage.

And the wild antelope, that starts Alastof, 103.

Wildy seditious, rambling ! Cyd 58.

I am quite sick of the w/«/ mountain game, . 226.

a roast calf or some wi7rf beast, 310.

No bird so wild but has its quiet nest . . , E. Williams, VI. 2.

wild swans struggling with tlie. naked storm. . . Hellas, 293.

the wild oxen which it seems you miss ? . . . Horn. Merc, xliv. 4.

He might as well have bound the oxen wild; Lxx. 1.

and the wild White-tusked boars xcvi, 3.

Thatwz7<afbird wasto me, i^aOM, VII. xiv. 9.

, Alastor, 141.

J-— 594.
.. Calderon, I.

.62.

1.74.

Of fire, whose floods the wild deer circumvent , x. iv. 4.

Who had survived the wild beasts' hungry chace x. xv. 4.

Or w//af beasts within a den Mask,\A.2.
Then, as a wild swan, Ode Lib. xix. 3.

Like wild doves scattered. ... . . Prol. Hellas, 55.

Where the wild bee never flew, Prom. II. i. 180.

(2) growing naturally, not tended or trained.

Of these a/z'/rf oaks and pines— Calderon, il. ij2.

Follow to the wild briar dingle, Fr. Invitn. 2.

In the cave which w/Ve/ weeds cover . . Fr. RomarCs, I. i.

And the w;7(/ weeds twine and clamber; . . . 11.3.

The shells on the sea-sand, and the w;7rf flowers, Laon^ II. i. 6.

His food was the wild fig and strawberry ; . . Marengki, XXIV. i.

Where humble OT«7i/ flowers grow? Moonbeam., I. z.

And wild roses, and ivy serpentine, Question, III. 5.

In a basket, of grasses and wild flowers full, . , Sensit. PI. il. 45.

(3) desert, savage, uncultivated.

Persia, and the «w:7<:^Carmanian waste, . , .

To make their wild haunts the depository . .

This intricate Oj/Zi:/ wilderness of trees . . .

lost my way In this wild place ;

green paths Of this wild wood
And drove us to this wild jEtnean rock ; . .

inhabit. On this wildshoTc, their solitary caves,

led me to a cave in that wZ/rf place, .... .^,. _^-
that lofty mountain wild, Horn. Castor^ 4.

In the w. glens rough shepherds will deplore Horn. Merc. XLViii. 6.

the shadows green Of the H;i7rfwpods, . .
"^"— ^^'«-'- -^

To the wild wood and the downs— .

To the wild woods and the plains, ....
Water-falls leap among a///rf islands green,-

O'er the wide wild abyss two meteors shone,

and thro' the forests wild, I roamed, . .

a boundless chaos wild7i.x\d vast, , .

Solitude, That wizard wild, . . .

On thy wild and winding shore Mexican,
In the wild woods, among the ntains lone, . Mont 3. 8.

Of gardens long run w;'/<:^ ..... . . Q.Mab^n.
Then, thro' the intricate w/Zi^ wood, . . . Hosal. 128.

Among the mountains a;£7f/ and lone, . . - 989.

Alon? the wild mountains night-ravens were^-
. 5"^. /r. (1) I. 4.

. Serchio, 116.

Virgil, 10.

.* W. Shel. (3) II. 5.

. Woodman, 44.

. A Dirge, 3.

. Adonais, xiv. 9.

XVI. I.

XXIII.

Cycl. 23.

26.

. Bpips. 291.

, Hom. Venus, 15.

. Jane, Invitn, 22.

49-
. Laon, Ded. 11. 6.

I. xxvi. 3.

. I. xxxvi. 4.

. III. i. 6.

VI. xxiii. 7.

.4.

195-

yelling,-

the pestilential desarts wild . _. .

the wild -woods knew His sufferings, . .

in what far woodlands wild Wandered ye
Among these tombs and ruins wild;— .

The pavement and the roof of the wild copse,

(4) boisterous, tempestuous.
Wild -wind, when sullen cloud Knells . .

And the wild -wrnds flew round, . .

Grief made the young; Spring zci/cf, ....
and follows wild and drear The golden Day, .

As the wild air stirs and sways ... . Dirgefor Year, III. 1.

On some rock the M/;7rf wave wraps, Eug. Hills^^y).

Of cloud which the a/Z/t/ tempest weaves in air, . Fr. Song, 2.

the tempests dark and W27rf Which shake . . . Laon, Ded. xil. 7.

Round whose worn base the wild waves hiss

and leap, II. xviii. 4.

wild as a wmd-wrought sea ... . . xil.xxxyui.7.

Where its wild surges with the lake .... xil. xl, 4.

And you wild winds, thus can you sleep .
.M.N. Despair, 5.

Comes on the wZ/rf and fitful blast? . . . . M. N. Melody, ^i.

When the blasts on the w/Zoflake sleep, . .M.N. Ravatl, 11.

By the wild waves heaped turaultuously . . Mar. Dr. XIV. 4.

And died as mad as the W/af waves be. . . . Prom. i. 98.

To the tt'z7<s^ ocean's echoing shore, Q- Mab, H. :«.

'Twas then that I started f the wild storm was
howling. St.Ir.ifsu.x.

And the MJz/// midnight storm (3)^1- i-

Thy love's pallid corse the w. surges are lavmg, .
-—-

(p) "j- S-

Come with me, though the wave is wild, . . W. Shel. I. o.

And the cold spray and the clamour a/z'/fl?^ . . V. 3.

(5) free, unconfined, wandering.
The rivulet Wanton and wild, Alastor, 495.

beside the flow Of the wild babbling rivulet ; . . 524-

the sweet stream of thought that with w. motion Damon, II. 44.

Like a meteor, whose Wi/rf way Eug. HillSy 2^%.

Which the wild sea-murmur fills, ...... 347-

the clanging Of her wings through the wild air, . Hellas, 81.

from the wild streamlet's shattered wave, . . . Laon, iii. ii. 8.

Meteor by some az/Vfl? wind sent, Vl. xxxii.4.

a///^;^ sounds and odours driven, xil. xxxiii.5.

Amid the topmost spray, and sunbows wild, . . Xli. xxxix. 8.

wild West Wind, Ode W, Wind, I. i.

Wild Spirit which art moving everywhere; , . I. 13.

As their a///^ shepherd wills tnem Orpheus, gi.

could one thougiit from its wild flight .... Prol. Hellas, 191.

Whence come ye, so a'27rf and so fleet Prom.w.^g.
(tf J disturbed or agitated in mind.

Leave me not wild'z.Tid drear and comfortless, . Adonais, XXV. 6.

And when it past I sat all weak and wild; . . Cenci, II. i. 42.

My brain is wild, Con. Sing. III. 5.

My head is wild with weeping for a grief Fr. My head is wild^ i.

Wild, pale, and wonder-stricken, ...... Ginevra, i.

my poor brain is ivild, ... Rosal. 589.
As a widow follows, pale and wild, 876.

Where the spirit drinks till the brain is wild; Two Fr. Music, 1. 2.

(7) strange, extravagant.
a//7<f images Of more than man, Alastor, 117.

Are populous with wzV)^ portents, Calderon, II. 54. •
Horrible things have been in this wild world, . . Cenci, ill. i. 51..

A shape so wild, so bright, so beautiful, . . . Deemon, I. 71.

Wild, vj'xXd&v thoughts convulse My spirit— . . Hellas, 806.

no firm assurance. So wild -were they, .... Laon^ Vll. iii-_.4'

a wild and glad surprise, . . Xll. xxii, 4.

Felt it in some a'i7ff noonday dream, Love, 19.

One legion of a^z/a? thoughts, Mont B. 41.

In a wild measure songs to make .... . Peter, V. vii. 3.

When every sight of lovely, wild and grand . . Q. Mab, I, 70.

So bright, so fair, so wild a. shape I. 74.

Monstrous or vast, or beautifully wild, .... VI. 81.

,, n )i M n .... Superstition, 10.

lineaments O^wild and fleeting visions . . Q. Mab, VII. 57.
and sing wild songs Of maids deserted .... Unf. Dr. 186.

(8) distracted or bewildered looking.

And wasted for fond love of his wild&yps. . . Alastor, 63.

In terror at the glare of those aJi/d? eyes, . . 264.

Between the sly, fierce, a/zTof regard of guilt, . . Cenci, V. ii. 155.

His looks were wild Fr. Satan, 3.

Around her wild eyes, ......... Vis. Sea, 164,

(9) untaught, natural.

wild numbers then She raised, Alastor, 163.

Wild, sweet, but incommunicably strange, . . Con. Sing. II. 3.

Wrapt in sweet wz7rf melodies— Fr. Pleas. 4..

unpremeditated wit Joyous and w. and wanton— Horn. Merc. IX. 7.

Wild music woke me: Laon, i. xlviii. 3.

With her sweet accents—a otz7{/ melody ! , . . li. xxvii^i. 5.

what genius wild Yet mighty, II. xxxii. 8.

With wild and thrilling pauses woven among, . V. Hi. 7.

Made music wz/f/ and soft vi.xxviii. 9.

A wild, and sad, and spirit-thrilling lay, . . VII. iv. 7.

thine own a';7i5f songs which in the air . . . IX. xii. 7.

Oiw. ^olian sound and mountain-odour keen ; . Naples, 25.

its regard Is a/^/flf and quick, Prom. \i. '\. i2<j.

While our music, wild and sweet, . . , II. i. 185.

Intelligible words and music wild. . . . . IV. 252.

And my wildsoag then died away Rosal. 1175.

(10) confused, furious.

a dark and wild turmoil ; Laon, I. xii. 2.

and scourge The wind with his a/z7rf writhings ; I. xiii. 4.

Into a wide and wild oblivion Of tumult . . . vi. xxxv. 5.

And thro' the hosts contention a/Z/rf befell, . x. xxx. 8.

The wild dance maddens in the van, Triumph, 138.

Maidens and youths fling their wild arms in air . 149.

(J.1) uncontrollable, unbridled,

those sisters wild. Called Hope and Fear— . EpiPs. 3S0.

And, like loveliness panting with wild desire . . Hellas, 1036.

Like wasting fire her senses wild among. . . . Horn. Venus, 59.
f^z7(^ bird for that weak nest Love, Hope, ^x.

The Satyr loved with wasting madness wild . . Pan, Echo, 3.

(12) disorderly, unregulated.
aiiVrf misrule of thine own anarchy ! Calderon, III. 2.

and wild misrule to man stern sorrow brings. . M. N. Ravail, g.

It is a mild and miserable world ! Q. Mab, VI. 12.

and wild though passion went ix. 50.

'Mid the passions wild of human kind .... Rosal. 634.
O'er its wild surface to an unknown goal :— . Witch, LXIII. 5.

(13) reckless, extravagant, mad.
before they lend an ear To this wildg\x\. . . . Cenci, I. iii. 132.

The suflenngs we all share have made me wild: II. i. 74.

1 have talked some wild -words, .... . ili. i. 66.

the vacant intervals Of his wild words .... Ch. is£, il. 467.

And with curses as wild As e'er clung to child, . Fugitives, IV. ii.

We'll visit him, and his wild talk will shew . . Julian, 200.

Till he grew wild— • 249-

For the wild language of his grief was high, . . 541.
_

Some said I was a maniac wild and lost ; . , . Laon, IX. viii. i.

Wild Bacchanal of truth's mysterious wine, . . Ode Lib. xiv. 5.

Then with a laugh both long and wild .... Rosal. 304.

nor grew wild, But year by year lived on— . Sunset, 28.

(14) free, natural, unrestrained.

and blest With wild\i\it holy talk Laon, l. xxxvit.5.

overflow In converse wild, and sweet, .... Xll.xixvii.3.

(15) skittish, frolicsome.

Be silent, ye wild things 1 Cycl. 629.

Whence come you, and from what adventure w., Horn. Mercxxvi.s*

A serious, subtle, wild, yet gentle being, . . . Julian, 145.
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. SoMt'a, III. 4.

. IV. JeTJjy (2) 10.

. Witck^ XXI. I.

. Q. Mab, VII. 254.

And my two ot//^^ boys Rdsal.iy^.
Then 'twas a wild and playful saying . . , ' 559.
For he made verses wud and queer ... . — 680.

(16) foreign, una>;cuslomed.
And in the soul a wild odour is felt, . . . Epips. 100.^

a wild dissolving; bliss Over my frame .... Laon^ I. xlii. 6.

the 'Wild odour of the forest flowers, Prom. IV. 256.

(17) extreme, extravagant.
Marred with wild hopes the peace of slavery, . . Laon. IX. xiv. 8.

But pity and wild sorrow for the same ;— . . . Pr. Athan. I. 8.

Chilrd the wild throb Of care St. If. (3) VI. 2.

whilst all wild feelings keep Some moral
slumber, Whinpassion''s^ i. 3.

(18) savage, unruly.
loathed and loathing, w«7rf, And hating good— . Laon^ I. xxvii. 6.

(19) unreasonable, unthinking.
The iBt'/o? million Strike Qh. ist^W. lifi,

(20) weird.
When it hears thy harp's wild measure, .

And rears its wild form there

At first she lived alone in this wild home,

(21) dreary, miserable.

through a wild waste of years Struggling

(22) rough, tangled, flowing.

clung To their wild hair, Laon^ XI. xii. 9.

Upborneby her loy/af and glittering hair, . . Two Spirits, ^6.

(23) long.
Like grass in tombs grew wild and rare. . . . Rosal. 823.

Wild, adv. (1) wildly, angrily.

so wild They rage among the camp ;—.... Laon, V. vii. 3.

And the storm-fiend's wild rave >?/. /n (3) XIII. 1.

(2) at random.
Wild flew the meteors o'er the madden'd main, M. N. Fragmf. 14.

(8) loosely, rankly.

And the dark linked ivy tangling wild, .... Prom. III. iii. 136.

Wild-dog, c. n. a feral dog.
The vulture, and the wild-dog, Laon, x. iii. 6.

*Wiia-eyea, c. adj. having a fierce or strange look.

Ye OT//<^£yc^ Muses, sing the Twins of Jove, . . Bom.. Castor, i.

The 'wild-eyed women throng around her path : . Laon, IV. xx. i.

A troop ofwild-eyed women vi. ii. 6.

in each there stands A wildeyed charioteer . . Prom. II. iv. 132.

""Wild-flower, c. adj. attr. pertaining to wild flowers.

through the tufts Of wild-flower roots, .... Unf. Dr. 199.

*Wild-swan, c. n. I'ig.

But the wildswan youth is fain To fly with thee, RetneMir. II. 3.

*Wild-viiie, c. n. an uncultivated vine.

The ivy and the wild-vine interknit Epips. 500,

"'Wilder, v. tr. confound or confuse.

Wilder her enemies In their own dark disguise,— Nai. Ant. IV. i.

Wilder, adj. (1) more weird.

'Tis wilder than the unmeasured notes .... Damon, I. 53...•••• Q- Mab, 1. 51.

(2 ) more strange and extravagant.

Wild, wilder thoughts convulse My spirit— .

methought that in the way The throng grew w..

To savage music, wilder as it grows, . .

(3) more extreme and extraordinary.

From the wrecks of a tale of wilder sorrow .

Wilder, ad'V. more violently.

Wilder did grief athwart my bosom glare
; .

'*Wildered, v. tr. bewildered or confused.

the hope which wildered it has lent Meanwhile,

"Wildered, //. bewildered or dazed.

to her cold home K^z/ofer., and wan, and panting, Alastor, 139.

Aphrodite With hair unbound is wandering
through the woods, Wildered, . . * < .

So that I feared some brainless ecstasy, . . . had
wildered her- Laon, III. viii. 6.

wildered seemed she. And when I spake, . . . V. xxvi. 8.

Though wilder'dhy death, yet never to die I M. N. Spec. Hors. 52.

"Wildered, ppl. adj. A. Lit. bewildered, dazed, frightened.

Or wildereaioaks, or words, Ginevra, 62.

Gathered her wild, babes around him as his own. Laon, viil. x. 9.

Yet the wildered peasant that oft passes by, M. N, Spec. Hors. 42.

When silvery clouds float through the w. brain, Q. Mab, I. 69.

B. Fig.
Will sweep at midnight o'er the wilder'd wave ; M. N. Fragmt. 26.

''Wlldering, ppl. adj. bewildering, confusing.

Were quenchecl in a relapse of wildering A'cea.ma, Laon, III.xxxiii.2.

The wilderingg\oom other immeasurable wings. IV. xxiv. 9.

When wildering passion swalloweth up ... . VI. xxxi. 3.

Wilderness, n. A. Lit. a waste or desolate trapt or

region.
Of mouldering leaves in the waste wilderness :— Alastor, 54.

Many a wide waste and tangled wilderness . . 7».

From sea and mountain, city and wilderness, . ; 093.

The path across the wilderness, lest he Cenci, II. n. 95.

And where the startled wilderness did hear . . Damon, 11. 84.

But the chief marvel of the wilderness .... Epips. x&i.

The rough, dark-skirted m!/afe>-K«jj/ . . . . Bug. Hilts, yn.

In their fierce flight towards the wilderness, ^ Faust, n. til.

like an unknown wilderness, . . .

. Hellas, 806.

. J'riwmph, 7«J.

142.

. Rosal. 169.

M. N. Fragmt. 15.

. Laon, IV. xi. 8.

BioM. AdoH. 18.

Fr. The Oesarts, 3.

And spreads his ensign in the o'z/dTi^rK&f.f.' . . . Hellas, j;5i.

Of Lebanon and the Syrian wilderness .... 579.
To the silent wilderness Jane, Invitn, 23.

fair as one flower adorning An icy wilderness— Laon, I. xvi. 4.
The wilderness has a mysterious tongue . . . Mont B. 76.
When swift from the white Scythian 'wilderness . Prom. II. i. 136.
Or thro' the green waste a'//fl!cf«ffiyj, as now, . . ill. iv. 14.

fierce flame Had scathed in the wilderness, . . Q. Mab, vii. 260.
And where the startled wilderness beheld . .

—-— yill. 77.
O'er that green wilderness did fling Rosal. 100.

In the garden, the field, or the wilderness, . . Sensit. PI. I. 10
Moved, as I moved along the wilderness, . . . Triumph, 426.
setherial glory clad Tire wilderness,

_ _ 443.

B. Fig. (1) applied to the regions of the air and heavenly

bodies,

her blind flight O'er,the wide aery wilderness; . Alastor, 232.

In this interminable wilderness Of worlds, . . Diemon, I. r76.

„ „ „ ,11. • • Q- '•^''*i • 265.

The circling systems formed A wild, of harmony, Damon, I. 249,

„ ,, „ ,, „ „ ,1 Q. Mab, II. 79.
struggling fierce towards heaven's free wilder. . Prom. iv. 399.
Beyond Heaven's constellated -wilderftess : . . IV. 532.

Out of the eastern wilderness. . . . . Unf. Dr. 242.

(2) applied to the sea.

rained down From God on their 'wilderness. . . Vis. Sea, 58.

(3) applied to time.

Yes,'mti\ewilderness of yeAK £.iM«, VII. xix. 4.

(4) a place of ruih or disorder.

The grave, the city, and the wilderness ; . . Adonais, xlix. a.

(5) a confused grovvth or tangle.

wilderness of trees And flowers Calderon, I. 3.

(6) man's life and the world as a moral wilderness.

With feeble steps o'er the world's wilderness, . Adonais, xxxl. 7.

a pathless wilderness remains Dajnon, II. 236.

„ ,, ,, „ Q. Mab, IX. 144.
The 'wilderness of this Elysian earth. . . Epips. 189.

that wintry wilderness of thorns 323.

No more alone through the world's wilderness, . Laon, Ded. VIII. 1.

For to tread life's dismaying wilderness . . II. xix. 4.

and makes Of e^rth this thorny wz/ffcrw^.?*/ . . Q. Mab, III. 125.

Over the world's vast 'wilderness Rosal. 738.

(7) Italy so called.

f}\OM ffo'veiy wilderness I Ode Lib. S.IV. 10.

Wildernesses, n. A. Lit. (1) waste or desolate tracts ur

regions.

'

The fierce beasts of the woods and wildernesses Fr. Theflerce, 1.

Through seas and winds, cities and wildernesses, Ginevra, 129.

and swept That dew into the utmost wildernesses Prol. Hellas, 41.

(:i) unexplored regions,

and wildernesses Peopled and vast Laon, V. Song, 6. 8.

B. Fig. (1) the air or heavens.
Thy deep chasms 3.iid wildernesses ; .... Ode to Heaven, 13.

That wings the wide air's wildernesses Prom. I. 764.
the deep air's unmeasured wildernesses, . . . iv. 336.

(2) the sea.

expanse of these wide 2e<z7i^/-«ejjej Calderon, II. 1^6.

Fills your dim glens and liquid wildernesses : . Prom. i. 129.

(3) moral wastes.

Through the dim wildernesses of the mind ; . Fr. Wandering, 2.

Of shapes that haunt thought's wildernesses. . Prom. I. 742.

(4) wiloernesses ot tuought or imagination.

K '^z.ra.^\s& of wildernesses I . . II. v. 81.

Wilderne.ises calm and green, II. v. 107.

Wildest, adj. (1) most extravagant or eccentric,

whate'er Thy twHffo.s/ dream presented .... Calderon, n. iy6.

When the soul's wildest feelings— Eyes, 3.

When passion's wildest ecstacy ...... M. H. Melody, 19.

That ever soared on fancy's wildest wing I . Mother iff Son, V. 9.

(2) weird, unearthly.
Her voice was like the wildest, saddest tone, . Lapn, r. xxii. 1.

(3) most boisterous.

And roll the tempest's w/7(/tfj/ swell along. . M.N. Despair, 22.

Still secure 'mid the wildest war of the sky, . M.N.Spec.Hors.^6.
More distinct than the thunderls wildest roar. . 46.

(4) most intractable.

Forcing life's a/i7<fej< shores Prom.lv.\i\.

^Wilding, adj. Fig. uncultured.
Thine are these early wilding flowers, . . . Q. Mab, Ded. 1 1.

Wildly, adv. (1) recklessly.

'Wildly he wandered on, Alastor, 244.

(2) contuserlly.

Long tangled locks flung wildly forth, . . . Julian, 225.

(3 ) excitedly.

and bk'Mji prest My bosom, ....... . ioo«, ii. xlvii. 8.

She fled to fiim, and wildly clasped his fset . . -— v. xxii. i.

And wildly shrieked ' Where she is, it is dark !
' . Orpheus, 53.

I wildly then call'd on the tempest to bear me— St. Ir. (i) Vr i.

Then his eyes wildly roU'd, -^—
(3) V. l.

(4) hurriedly.

Which the ghosts of the sky. As they sweep w. by, -— (3) II. ^.

Wilds, «. wild uncultivated places,

from her wilds lerne sent The sweetest lyrist . . Adonais, xxx. 7.

whose breath can teach The wilds to love tran-

quillity Alastor:^.
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Aivd closest coverts, and we. kqowthese wilds^ . Prom. Ii. U. 6.7.

Of that our land, whose •uiilds %nd floods, . . Rosal. 21.

Wile, n stratagem, artifice.

Wile baffled wile Laon^ i. xiv. i.

*Wiled, i). tr, passed pleasantly.
Wi'Uci, not untaught, his sileot time away. , Marenghi^ XIX. 6.

Wiles, n. snares, artifices, deceptions.
With gentle meanings, and most innocent wilesi, AlUstor^ 442.
Couldsteal the power to wind thee in their wiles. Coleridge^ 24.
The treacherous Ocean has forsworn its wiles ; . Epips. 413.
who Lay swathed in his %\y miles Ho-m. Merc. xli. 1.

Delaying your ships with her ^ren wiles. . . . Prom. iv. no.

Wilful, adj. reckless, headstrong.
Another in her wilful grief would break Her bow Adonais^ XI. 6.

'But man's own o/Z^/m/ ill' Julian.^ 211.

Will, n, (1) power by mere act of volition.
one will, one substance, and one essence. . . . Calderon^ I-. 196.
His zwzV/ whose w;7/ is power , Ch.\si^\\l.^2.
Thou glorious prize of blindly-working «»///./ . . Dcemon^ 11.5.
draw with mighty a;/'// The imperial snade hither. Hellas^ 860.
As renovates the world

j a mill omnipotent ! . . Laon^ il. xli. g.
Which were, for his will made or suffered them, Profn. in. iv. 199.

(2) volition, power of acting, determination.
Holds dominiqji o'er the mill^ Calderon^ II. 4.

The wzV/ is firm ... HI. 112.

Let not the 2wz7/ stop half-way III. 115.

I Must force thy mill III. i?&.

Such self-anatomy shall teach the a«7/Dangerous
secrets: Cenciy II. ii. no.

yawns like a Hell between Our millAnd it :

—

III. i. 134-
And have unravelled my entangled will^ . . III. i. 220-
No, 'tis her stubborn, wz7/ IV. i. lo.

prefer Pious humanity to wicked will: .... Cycl. 296.
one Wi// beneath Two overshadowing minds, . . Epips. 584.
Longing with divided will^ Bug. liills, 2;?.

IViU^ Passion, Reason, Imagination, cannot die ; Hellas^j()o.
when the wi/I Is powerless, Hape^ Fear^ 4.
controul Over their will by their own weakness

lent, LfiQU,^ II. viii. 4,
the chastened Wi7/Of virtue sees that justice , Y- xx3(;iv. 7.

For to my zcz// my fancies were as slaves . . . VII. xxxiv. i.

whose •will has power when all beside is gone. . VIII. xvi. 9.

steeped in molten steel the unconquerable will. IX. vii. 9..

our steadfast will has bought .... . ix. xxix. 7.

With or without your own will bent Mask. XLI. 3.

on the w. Of man, as on a mount ofdiamond, set ; Ode Lib. V. 10.

If on his own high will a willing slave, .... xvn. 4.
Let the mill kneel within thy haughty heart : . . Prom. i. 378.
thought, passion, reason, will^ Imagination? , . -^^ ir. iv. 10.

dirives him on The wreck of his own will^ . . . 11. iv. 104.
His will, with all mean i)assions, bad delights, IV. 406.
with .resolute will Vanquished earth's pritfc . . Q. Mab^ i. 125.

Yielded to every movement of the zwiT?, . . II. 50.
Hence wi7/and thought and action, ... . IV. 148.
Has gifted man with all-subduing mill. .... -—- V. 133.

ofcloudless brain. Untainted passion, elevated mUl^ V. 155.

him of resolute arid unchanging wz7// .... V. I7i>

Unalterable will, quenchless, desire Of universal
happiness, \ — V. 326.

Nor the events enchaining every mill, . . . —- vi. 186.

the caprice Of man's weak mill belongs . ^— VI. 201.

With stubborn and unalterable mill, vii. 258.

Makes human willan article of tr-ade ; . . . . viil. 176.

Thou glorious prize of blindly-working wi/l/ . IX. 5.

Thou art the end of all desire and Wi«, . . . ix, 17.

but the fixed and virtuous mill, IX, 35.

Ajid; elevated will, that journeyed on .... ix. 73..

thy mill Is destined an eternal war to wage . IX. 1S91

With the stern step of vanquished, will, . . . Rosal. 330.
with impotence of «yz7/ They wheel, ... . Trium-ph, 170.

(3) wish, pleasure, desire, disposition.

to enti;ap Her loathing. ZC27/, ... . . . Cenci, iv. i. 87.

He does hiswi//, I mine ! . . IV. i. 139.

Give me the weapon, we must do thy will. . IV. iii. 35.

Now do your mill; V. iii. 88.

Though wicked counsels now pervert hiswi?/.* . Ch. \st, I. 125.

Has tracked your steps, and served your w//// . GuitarJane, -tji^.

Thy -mill is even now Made known to him, . . Hellas, 162.

He checked his haughty w///and did not eat, Hont. Merc, xxil. 3.

courting sleep with weary will, XL. 3.

both in word and w. I would be gentle with thee ; —*^ Lxxix. 4.

Betray the counsels of Jove's inmost «Dz7/ . xci. 7.

Such wa&the w///of.aegis-bearing Jove, . . Hont: Venus^ 21.

it is our w/Z/That thus enchains us Julian, 170.

If our own mill as others' law we bind, .... Loon, V. xiix. i.

And their own w, to swell the glory of thy train. W.SQng,\.i^.
deliberate will Inspired ourgrowing troop, . VI. ix. 5.

at the will Of Europe's subtler son^ X. vi. 4.

Around my mill to link it with her own, . . . xi. vii. 4.

The instrument to- work thy wz7/ divine-! , . . Naples, 169.
If 'twere your kingly a/z7/ CEdipus, 1.33,
the m. Of changeless nature would be unftilfilled. Q. Mab, II. 62.

power of imparting joy Is equal to the mill, . . Hi. 12.

fhy a//// unconsciously fulfiUeth; III. 234'

not a thought, a will, an act, VI. 182'.

To do. the wzTif of strong necessity, VI. 234.
Which on this world, not power but wzV/ , . . Rosal. 60&.
As perfect worlds at the Creator's mill. . . Sonn. Byron, 7.

how power and will In opposition Triumph, Z28.

entangling them in her sweet ditties To doherw., lVilcA,i,x.xviiU4

.

(4) aroilrary authority, control, disposal.

To bend her to my will, Cenci, iv. i. 76.

and brave its sternest w///, Di^mon, ll. 2Qi.

„ „ „ Q. Mab, IX. 198.

Drunken sleep with savage mill; Etig. Hills, 224.

or the tyrannic will Of parents, Ginevra, gq.

nothing loth,, Obeyed tfie ^Egis-bearer's mill— Hom.Merc.l,TS.Vll.y.

to his mightier mill; LXXI. 3.

for its hateful sake their a*/// has wove The chains Laon, IV. xxyi. 6.

who scorn his will to wreak immortal wrath. . Vlil. vi. 9.

And that his will is all our law, . ... Vlll. vii. 3.

The a-/// of strength is right— VIJI. viii. 8.

And that the w/« of one was peace, .... ix. xv. g.

the subject world to woman's mill must bow. . —— IX. xvi, ^
Who can resist thy will? . . . ... X. xxviii. 2.

Bend to another'sw///— Molher^ Son,ii.8.
Ever propitiate her reluctant w/// CBdipus^ I. 22.

Go; thou Vicegerent of rny mill. Prol. Hellas, 142.

without whose all-enduring w;// Protn. I. 114. •
And my own mill. Be thy swift mischiefs sent . I. 274.

I come, by the great Father's mill driven down, I. 354.
When the great King betrays them to our will. . I. 457.
and tortured to his will Iron and gold, .... —— il. iv, 68.

Until the subject of the tyrant's wi// HI. iv. 139.
defy Its fiercest rage, and brave its sternest will, Q. Mab^ ix. 198.

establishing his throne On vanquished will, . . Polii. Great. 13.

.and man's imperial mill

;

W^itck^ xix, 5.

(5) consent.
And where the ambrosial nymph with happy

will Horn. Merc, xxxviii. 5.

(6) at will= when one chooses or desires.

how majesty can wear at m. The rugged mood.— Ch. ist, II. 83.
Could bring at mill to the assembled gods . . Hont. Venus^ 50.
may boil. Or creep within his veins at mill?— . LAon, V. xxxiL 8.

Thy songs were winds whereon I tledat miU, . . — vii-xxxiiio:.

Call at wzV/ Thine own ghost, Prom. 1.210.

These puppets of his schemes he moves at «tt7/, . Q. Mai- V. 71.

Which every fiend can make his prey at will'. . v i. 14.

whose charmed sails should fly With winds at w. Sonn. DanJe.y 4.
Might visit thee at will. The cold, vr. 6-

(7) a testament disposing of property.

and the will was read Rosal. 458.
The will Imported, that if e*er again . . . 484.
Aye watched me, as the will was read, . . . 492.
great wealth had left By will to me 1229.

Will, V. tr. (1) ordain, determine.
the Gods would always wz7/ That which is best,, , Calderon, i. 133.

does one mill ouc thing, one another? .... I. 435.
and mill That gold should lose its power, , . . Laon^ Vlll. xvi, i

,

(2) please, wish.
And call them, ifyou will, a parliament. . . . Ch. \si, II. 354.
Now Italy or London, which you mill! . . , Gisb. 291.

(3) desire, wish.
The earth, by force, whether it will at no, . . Cycl. 316.
Which if my father will not— Horn. Merc. xxix. 7.

Will, aux. V. expressing the future;

What, if there no friends a*/// greet; ..... Eug. Hills, 2,7.

Whose magic mill thy footsteps ever bless

;

. Horn. Merc. xc.4.
I mill declare another time ; Witch, utxvill. 5.

William, n. (1) a Christian name.
and turning round clasped W. to herbreast ! Mather ^. Son, IV. 12.

1 found Sir William Drummond had. . . . Peter, vi. xv. 5.

(2) Shelley's son.

My lost William, W. SheL (3) i. 1.

Williams, Bishop of Lincoln, b. 1582, d. 1650.
'Twere politic and just that Williains taste . . Ch. ist^ ill. 55.

Willed,, V. intr. desired,, wished.
And) as she willed, his mighty mind deceiving^ . Horn. Venus, 37.

Willing, /r. ^//«f. ready to act or consent.

I could not be more milling. Cenci^ iv. ii. 28.

Willing-, ai^'. (1) ready,, voluntary'.

andimy shame, With milling steps, . Calderon, IH. 176.
May ask some zw;7&!re^ victim, JuUan^ 376.
and her milling feet Wandered with, mine . . . L.aon, n. xxv. 4.

And among captives willing chains to wear
Awhile— —— III. ix. 5.

From their cold, careless, •milling slavery, . . -™— ix. x. 2,

miUing ^\z.\^s to Custom old, > xi. xvii. 4.

If on his own high will a w/Z/zMje' slave, .... Ode Lib. 7:.vii.\.

With milling steps climbing that rugged height, Rosal. 1306.

With milling steps pursues another there. . . . Virgil^ 25.

(2) docile, tractable.

as I bestrode That milling steed— Loon, vi. xliv. 2.

he is pursuing 0, blind and willing wretch

!

vill. xiv, 9.

(3) pleased, contenied.

s.\veet converse lapt Our milling fancies, . . . VI. i. 7.

The TOz/ZiM^ wretch sat winking there, . . . . Pc/er, iv. xxi. 2,

Willing-ly, adv. A. Lit. (1) voluntarily.

millingly I never make acquaintance . . . Paust, i. 79.

(2) readily, with pleasure.

1 would lie Beside him in my shroud as millingly Fiordispina, 67,
whom I would call More willingly my frieud; . Julian,^^Tj.
O ! willingly, helovfed, would these eyes . . . Z.aon, ix, xxxiv. 2.
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B. Fig.
will light More willingly our return to-night.— . Serchio^ 57.

Williug'ness, n. readiness, free choice.
utter With earnest willing, the truth they know ; Hom.Merc.JLCV.^.

Willis, n. a celebrated physician, b. 1718, d. 1807.
Where's Dr. Willis?- Or is he joking? . . . Peter^ VI. iv. ^.

Willow, n. a tree of the genus Salix.
There our tent shall be the willow^ Tnv. Mis. vi. i.

till like a willow^ Her fair hair swept .... Triumph^ 364.
Under the green pavilion which the willow . . Unf. Dr. 63.

Willow, c. adj. attr. (1) made of withy rods or twigs.
coupled two by two With willow bands ; . . , Cycl. 203.

(2) of the genus Salix.
And weeping a////(wy trees ; Orpheus^ 112.

(3) oi the willow tree.

The willow leaves that glanced in the light breeze, Sumffter^ 9.

Wills, n. (1) minds in action.
,

two contending; wills can never lead . , . . CalderoUy I. 142.
One hope within two wi/Zj, Bpips. ^%^.

(2) desires, intents.

it may not long Rest on our wills. Ch. isi, II. 269.
Over your own wills^ but be Mask, XLVI. 3.

Wills, V. I. Ir. desires, wishes.
As their wild shepherd zyz'Z/j them, Orp/ieus, gi.

II. intr. pleases, chooses.
Wields in his wrath, and as he wills destroys . Q. Mab^ iv. 222.

Wilt, V. intr. desirest.
Yet if thou wi7/, Prow. III. i. 59.

Wilt, aux. V. 2nd per. fut. of To be.
Ha! wz// thou be he, Ce««, v. ii. 174.

*Wily, adj. subtle, crafty.

Thou wily traitor ! .
.

' Cycl. 569.
Win, V. I. tr. (1) get, gain.

I think to win thee at an easier rate. . , . . . Cenci., I. ii. 6^.
which slaves and tyrants win. . Prom. i. 577.
he sought to w/k The world, Triumph, 2\'].

(2) induce, persuade.
To win our father not to murder us ? . Cenci^ II. i. 93.
If I might win her to return JLaon, VI. liii. 2.

could vwin your ears to dare xi. xviii. 2.

His neck, and win me so to mingle Rosal. 1030.
win the spirits there To let her jom their chorus. Witck, LVI. 3.

(3) attract, find favour with.
And its sweet talk of her my soul did win, . . Dante Conv. 17.
How shall ever one like me W. thee back again ? Rarely, ll. 2.

(4) gain by struggle or combat, conquer.
like that which we may win, Hellas, ^44.
Did not Mahomet the Second Win Stamboul ? . 808.

(5) obtain, enjoy.
So thou might'st W7'« one hour of quiet sleep. . 26.
and few who dare Win the desired communion— 185.
Of human nature win from these a second birth. Laou^ V. xxxiii. 9.
I prithee let me wzK This much of thee, . . , Matilda, ^6.
Men from the Gods might win that happy age . Witck, XVIII. 4.

(6) accomplish, make.
might win Its way over the sea, Gisb. 20.

(7) gain to one's side or paity.
Could I but win that friendly bird to me, . . Laon, Vll. xxix. 5.

II. intr. overcome, gain the advantage.
Than victory advantage those who win. . . . Calderon, I. 152.

Till Death cried, ' I win, I win /
' Sug. Hills, 240.

Wind, n. A. Lit. (1) air in motion.
Rough "Wind, that moanest loud A Dirge, i.

Wild wind, when sullen cloud Knells .... 3.

the low wind whispers near ; Adonais, Llll. 7.

Of the enamoured wind among the treen, . . . Adon. Cane. 6.

beneath the sinuous veil Of woven wifid, . , . Alastor, 177.
scatter to every wind Their wasting dust, . . . 243.
Sunff dirges in the wind; 250.
the Spirit of wind With lightning eyes, .... —— 259.
thea//«<sf Swept strongly trom

,
the shore, . . . 309,

A wandering stream of wind, Breathed from the
west, '

. , 397.
nought but vagrant bird, or wanton wind, , . 410.
my Bloodless nmbs shall waste I' the passing w. I 514.
'Tis the haunt Of every gentle wind, 587.
Worn by the senseless wind, 705.
And the black south "wind Arethusa^ n. 7.

Down the streams of the cloudy wind, .... in. i8.

the bleak wind'v^ wailing, Autumn, i. i.

Such as nor voice, nor lute, nor wind, nor bird, . Asiola, 11. 5.

Dares the lama, most fleet of the sons of the w.. Bigotry, i. i.

light breathings of the invisible Wi«(^, .... Calderon,\\. \\%.
whose narrow tire Is shaken by the wind, . , . Cenci, ill. ii. 10.

Then wind a.nd thunder, -^— III. ii. 37.
gate, Which ye left open, swinging to the wind, . IV. ii. 41.
as the wind which strikes the solid rock . . . IV. iv. 51.

white As snow thrice sifted by the frozen wind. . V. ii. 171.

the clarions Gasp to us on the wind's wave. . . C/t. ist, I. 120.
like painted clouds before the wind, —~ I. 137.
Scoureed by the winds invisible tyranny . . II. 220.
with the next favouring w. For the Plantations. , 11. 363.
may best Be seen the current of the coming w, . 11 474.
Does the wind hold ? IV. 7.

, C/t. ist, V. 2.

V. 12.

Cycl. 22.

313-
Dee-mon, II. 40.

II. SI'
II. 99.
II. 212.

Eleg. Bion. 7.

Epips. 108.

236.

290.

.350.

409.
Even. Pisa, II. 3.

Faust, II. 118.

II. 161.

II. 184.

Fr. Fitful, 2.

Fr. Italy, 2.

Fr. S<»tg, 6.

The gentleness.
The rude wind, i.

Gisb. 54,
Hellas, 177.

179.
286.

291.

461.
480.
496.

5^^-
516.
628.

720.
Horn.. Castor, 13.

Horn. Sun, 20.

Int. Beauty, III. 9.
Jane, Recoil. 11.

81.

Julian, 35.

Laon.

as the [wind] plays the song- of
The frozen wind crept on above,
when an eastern wind a.rose,

when the Thracian wind pours down the snow,
Like the vague sighings of a wind at even,
The balmy breathings of the wind ....
So long have mingled with the gusty wind .

the death dirge or the melancholy wind: , .

with breath Of melancholy sweetness on the w.
The sweetness seems to satiate the faint wind;
I questioned every tongueless wind ....
as a cloud charioted by the wind, . . . , ,

each wind and tide To its fit cloud, *
. . . .

A wind is hovering o'er the mountain's brow

;

The wind is intermitting, dry, and light ; . .

The children of the wind rage in the air ! . .

Darkening the night, and outspeed Ing thewind—
The winais still, the stars are fled, ....
When the chill wind,
As the north wind to the clouds,
I would sail on the waves of the billowy wind
The gentleness of rain was in the ze'2Wfl . , Fr.
The rude wind is singing Fr.
the shocks Of wave and wind and time. . . .

and a w. Will rush out of the sighing pine-forest,
And with the wind a storm of harmony
The convoy of the ever-veering "wind. . .

Rose like the war-cry of the northern wind
tike a flock of clouds Chased by the wind.
As cranes upon the cloudless Thracian wind.
till the north wind Sprung from the sea, . . .

and the shrieks of our companions died Upon
the wind,

Stemming the torrent of the tainted wind; .

And smoke which strangled every infant ivind
The hiss as of a rushing W2M(^, . . . ,

the -wind And the huge billow
Glows in the stream of the uplifting wind. . .

Or music by the night wind sent, ....
The lightest "wind was in its nest, . . .

Until an envious wzwd? crept by, . .

The sun was sinking, and the wind also. . .

and the ooze and wind Rushed through an open
casement,

Stealing his accents from the envious wind .

a wincC that sweeps Earth and the ocean. . .

and scourge The wind^'wh. his wild writhings
;

The very wind on which it rolls away : . . .

like a wind Descending on still waters— . .

On outspread wings of its own wind upborne
The gathering of a wind among the woods— .

As the wind bore that tumult to and fro, . ,

till like a wind To fevered cheeks, ....
With one wide wind as it flies !—
to hear the wind our screams of torment waft,
and the wind that flows Thro' night, ....
The wandermg wind her nurslings might caress
Meteor by some wild wind sent, ...
limbs with the night wind were chill
clouds which load the weary wind. ....
like wind Which round some thymy cape . .

its white sails were fed With the north wind—
We past the islets, borne by wind and stream,
Waved by the wind amid the sunny noon, . .

And trembled in the wind
And like a subterranean wind that stirs

The sun, the wind, the ocean, and the earth, .

The frosts of many a wind with dead leaves fill

the wind had blown Her hair apart, ....
the wind past by On which those accents died.
One murmur on the wind,
to the wind Breathed divine odour j ....
While veering to the wind ....
Into the wind's invisible stream
And the wind that winged their flight . . .

it floats on the fitful blast of the wind, ......
A raging flood descend, and wind Through that

wide vale; Mar. Dr. xiii. ^.
Like billows unawakened by the wind, . . . Marenghi, xxvi.2.
With step as soft as wind it past . . . , Mask, xxx. i.

The Horse of Death tameless as wind , , . xxxiii. 3.
like the distant sound Of a wind alive .... lxx. 4.
Household dogs, when the zc«W roars, .... XCII. 3.
On the wings of the wind o'er the waters blue— Musicjpant, iii.6.

wild West PFiwaf, OdeW.iVind,l.i.
O, wind. If Winter comes,
Scattered upon the wind.
a deep but narrow stream. Which the wind rip'

pies not Orpheus,
scattered by the wind, it flies Along the str^m,
their weak boughs Sigh as the w. buffets them, .

But more melodious than the murmuring wind .

1 talk of moon, and wind, and stars, and not
Of song ;

The wind m the reeds and the rushes, ....
A cloud, with lightning, wind and hail ; . . .

A spirit which liKe wtnd doth blow
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M.N. Spec. Hors.^.

V.13.
'US, II. i. 104.

22.

36.

98.
. Pan, I. 6.

. Peter, i. xii. 2.

- - . V. iv. 3.
Shaking dim grave-clothes in the wind. . , , . vi. xxxi. 15.

some zwiwc^, we feel not here,

—

Pr.Athan.\l.'\\.^\.
Like wind upon some forest-bosomed lake, . 11. ii. 50,
like thin mist Unrolled on the morning wind. . Prom. i. 1 17.
As rainy w/Wthro' the abandoned gate . . . i. 217.
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And iron wings that climb the windy Prom.. I. 327.
And who inhabit, as birds wing; the windy . . , I. 600.
As the birds within the wind^ I. 683.
since I am made the wind ....... li. i. 50.

Its rude hair Roughens the wmrf that lifts it, . . 11. i. 128.

A w. swept forth wrinkling the Earth with frost : II. i. 137.
Shepherded by the slow, unwilling wind ; . , II. 1, 147.
A wzwrf arose among; the pines • II. i. 156.
How the notes sink upon the ebbing wind! . . 11. i. 195.
Nor sun, nor moon, nor wind^ nor rain, . . , II. ii. 5.

There steams a plume-uplifting; wind rr. ii. 53.
Spangles the wifidw'yih lamp-like water-drops. ll. iii. 32.

Satiates the listening wind, II. iii. 35.
The wind that lifts.them disentwines my hair ; . 11. iii. 48.
Before the wind or sun has withered them . . . II. iv. 37.
the wmia? of their own speed, ; II. iv. 136.

Touched by the skill of the enamoured wind, . in. iii. 37.

snow-white and swift as wind, III. iii, 98.
as with an inward wind; IV. 218.

as a cloud is borne by its own wind. . ... iv. 324.
Lightning and wind

:

IV. 546.
Thy voice to us is wind Simong still woods. . • iv. 548.
'Tis softer than the west wind's sigh ; . . . . Q. Mad^ I. 50.

powerless as the windTha.t passeth idly by. . III- 221.

Before the icy wind slow rolls away, = IV. 60.

Like the vague sighings of a wind at even, . . VIII. 23.

So long have mingled with the gusty wind . . vm. 94.
The balmy breatnings of the wind inhale Her

virtues, Vlll. 112.

When the low w.^ its playmate's voice, it hears. . Question, il. 8.

Thy loose hair in the light wind flying, .... Rosal. 7
The fitful windxB heard to stir 123.

Like the autumn wind, when it unbinds . .
'- 207.

The impulse of an altered aj/wrf, 81&.

And our priest the muttering wind. .... 854.
When the summer wind isCmt odours broug'ht 1015.

as by the moving wind The waves are lifted, . . n6i.
And the clearnorth zw/w(5? was-driving it. . . 1200.

Change even like the ocean and the wind, . . 1280.

did sigh To the wind, bleak and high, . , . , Si. Ir. '^O xi. 5.

That flie coming and going of the wind . . . . Sensit, Fl. ii. 23.

From their sighs the w. caught a mournful tone, III. 15.

Like troops of ghosts on the dry wind past ; . . III. 30.

Between the time of the wind and the snow, . . III. 50.

And stifled the air till the dead z&zwc? stank. . . III. 57.

For Winter came : the wind was his whip : . . III. 90.

Comes the laughing morning wind;— .... Serchio, 91.
As dew beneath the w/wi^^ormorning Sophia, IV. i.

the general north wind breaks Into ten thousand
waves, St. Epips. 19.

Clouds Driven by the w. in warring multitudes, . 127.

When the north wmc^congregates in crowds . . Summer, 3.

The zy/w^ has swept from the wide atmosphere . Summ^r-Evg. i.

As light and w/ma within some delicate cloud . Sunset, 2.

That shook in the wz'wc^ of niffht The cold, lU. 6.

The w/mi^ made thy bosom cHill

—

. . . IV. 2.

When the south a^/wrf shakes . TriuT^ph,'j6.
Shake their gray hairs in' the insulting wind, . . 166.

Dances i' the wind, • 381.

The passing wind^N'h.\<lh heals the brow .... Un/. Dr. 37.

as summer melody Of the south wind . . 216.

Leave the wind to its echo Vis. Sea, 11.

The windhzB burst out from the chasm, . . 116.

Like the wind through a ruined cell, . . . When the lamp, H. 6.

the ocean and the wind. And all their shapes— Witch, xrx. 4.

Or with the wm(/, . Xxi. 4.

like a cloud Upon a stream of o'i'wf/, XLI. 2.

the outer lake beneath the lash Of the wind's
scourge, . , . L. 2.

She ran upon the platforms of the wind, . . . LV. 7.

the spirit of that oy^'w*^ Whose soft step deepens
slumber, Lx. i.

And every a;z'«^ of the mute atinosphere, . . . Woodman, 21.

Weary wind^ who wanderest . . World's Wanderers, III. i.

(2) air.

Any food but beams and wind, Exhortation, 22.

B. Fig.
From the world's bitter wind Seek shelter . . . Adonais, Li. 7.

a zfz'wi/which o'er the wires Of the soul's giant
harp

—

St. Epips. 137.

jWind, V. tr. (1) catch scent of.

PJ^z'W them, and find them, CE'dipus,\i.\\. i%t.

(2) sound.
The beetle forgot to wind his horn, . , . . Serchio, 24.

*Wind-l>uilt3 c. adj. formed by the wind.
I widen the rent in my wind-built tent Cloud, 55.

*Wind-Cloven, c. adj. broken by the wind.
now down the sweep Of the wind-cloven wave . Vis. Sea, 14,

*Wind-divided, c. adj, parted by the wind.
thro' a chasm 0{ wind-divided mist Prom. II. i. 20;

^Wind-enchanted, c. adj. fantastically formed by the wind.
And wind-enchanted shapes of wandering mist ; 11. iii. 27.

*Wind-flowers, fT. «. wild aneaioiie {Gentiana Pneumonanthe).
And ivind-JlowerSy and violets, y«»ff, Invitn, 59.
There grew pied wind-lowers and violets, . . Question, II, i.

Then the pied wind-Jlowers and the tulip tall, , Sensit. Fl. I. 17.

*Wind-flowing,' £•. adj.

the wind-flowing io\^^ Of its white robe, . . . Prom. iv. 222.

*Wlnd-outspeeding', c. adj. swifter than the wind.
Rejoicing in their wind-ouispeeding wings, . Horn. Merc. xciv. 2.

*Wind.swept, c. adj. breezy.

On the wind-swept Apennine ; . . . ... Guitar Jane, 48.

*Wind-walkinff, c. adj. that jyoes on the wind.
plead With famine, or wind-walking Pestilence, Cenci, V. iv. 106,

*Wiud-wanderingr, c. adj. moving with the wind.
some wind-wandering Fragment of inky thun-

der-smoke— Witch, 1-. 6.

*Wind-wingf6d, c. adj.

O Spring, of hope, and love . . . Wind-winged
emblem ! Laon, IX. xxii. 2.

Built high over her wind-winged pavilion, . . .- Triumph., 44X.

*Wind-wroug-lit, c. adj. roughened by the wind.
wild as a wind-wrought sea Laofi, xii. xxxviii. 7.

Wind, V. I. tr. (1) enclose or clasp.

come And wind me in his hellish arms, .... Cenci, V. iv. 66.

And windm.e in thine all-embracing arms ! . V. iv. 116. _

f2) draw.
Till it wind out your life and soul ? V. ii. 11.

(3) entangle or ensnare.
Could steal the power to wzwaTthee in their wiles. Coleridge, 24.

(4) join or bind together.
Nece^ity, . , . Evil with evil, good with' good

must wind . Z.aon, ix. xxvii. 7.

(5) circulate.

Like echoes thro' long caverns, wind&xid. roll. . From. I. 806-.

II. intr. (1) move in a winding course.
the armies wind In sad profession : Laon, x. xxvi. 7.
beneath the leaves now wir^d With equal st'e^s . Rosal. 1243.

(2) meander or bend about.
And TJbind among the accumulated steeps ; . . Mont B. 66,
And watery- paths that wind between .... Prom, ll. v. 106.

^^Windevinere, n. a lake in Westmoreland.
Into the lake of Winderm.ere— Peter, i. vii. :£.

Winding, pr. pple. (1) circuitously formed.
winding among the springs Of fire and poison; . Alastor, ^.

(2) moving, serpentUke.
but winding on Thro' the green shadows . , Laon, I. xix. 7.

(3) passing in and out.
Winding among the lawny islands fair^ . . . il Ii. i'.

Winding above tlje mountain's snowy term' . . vi. xviii. 3.

(4) meandering.
Winding through hiUs in solitude ; Mar. Dr. xxi. 3.

Winding, ppl. adj. A. lAt. (1) intricate.
amid ite slant and windiHg Ae-p^s Alastor, 364.
The silver noon into that winding dell Witch, xxxix-. i.

(2) straggling.
M'^andered in the winding rocks ? Cycl, 46.

(3) meandering.
along the winding ^2Xexy ways jLaon^, xii. xxxiil'. 8.
With winding paths of emerald fire ; .... Triumph, 348.
(4) irregular.

On thy wild and winding shore Mexican, I. 4.
Following the serpent lightning's tD/wrfzw^ track, Witch, LV, 6.

B. Fig. intricately formed.
Twin serpents in otie deep and wi?iding nest ; . Laon, a. xxxii. 7

*Windinff-slieet, c. n. A-. j^it. a sheet in which a corpse
is wrapped.

In the milk-white and wormy zwzwifz'iw^-j^etf/.' . Falsehood, 94.
Will lie andwatch ye from my windijig-sheef— Julian, 391.
In one Elysium or one winding sheet/ .... St, Epips, 96
B. Fig.

His winding-sheet and cradle ever weaves ; . . Gisb. 4.
the leaves which are her winding-sheei. . . Laon, ix, xxii. 9.
KxAw^SLseyoyixwinding-sheet^ ..... MenqfEng.ww.^.

^Winding's, n. (1) circuitous or intricate ways.
The boat pursued The windings? oii\ie cavern. . Alastor, 370,
he went, pursuing The windings of the dell.— . 494.Whose w. gave ten thousand various-tongues . 549.
(2) mental intricacies.

thedarkze'/KrfzM^j[ofa]pregnantlawyer's brain, Ch, ist, 11.47.

*Windless, adj. still, not affected by wind.
has reassumed Its windless calm ... . , Calderon, \\. 97.
Embodied in the windless Heaven of June . Epips. 80.
In the windless air

; Eug, Hills, 304.
May a windless bower be built, . 344.
Up the windless heaven is gone,— Fr. Insecurity 5.
that windless waveless lake ; Laon, xii. xl. ^.
Cloudless skies and windless stresLms, .... From. I. 681.
And thro' the windless ivy-boughs, ... ,

' n. ii. '27.

Beside the windless and crystalline pool, . . . m. iii. icg.
and through the windless air. iv. 20^.
Elysian, windless, fortunate abodes iv. 531.
now loud. Climbing in circles the windless sky, . Rosal, no6.
The liquid marble of the wjwi^/ejj lake; . , . i2e;2. >

Like windless clouds o'er a tender sky. . . . Sensit. Pi. "i. 97On the windless expanse of the watery plain, . . Vis. Sea, 46.
And when the windless snow descended . . . Witch, xxx. 6.
would build herself a windless haven ' xlviii.'s.

51
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*Windlestrae, n. do^s-tail grass or dry bents.
tall spires of windies. Threw their thin shadows . Alastor^ ^2%.

wind-like, c. adj. flowing like wind.
Their wavering limbs borne on thew.-Zi'^fi stream, Prom. III. ii. 45.

Window, n. an opening in the wall of a house for giving light.
Hanging- beneath the window of his chamber, . Cenci^ IV. iv. 73.
from the w/Mif(?zc Of a.queen's bower CA. ij/", 11. 103.
To thy chamber window^ Sweet ! Ind. Ser. I. 8.

the loud and gusty storm Hissed thro' the wind.^ Julian, 296.
when they fall Through some cathedral window^ Q. Mab^ I. e^6.

By my window bowered round with leaves, . . Rosal. 365.
As bats at the wired •window of a dairy, . . . Witch] xvi. 5.

*Window panes, c. n. the glass in the divisions of a window.
I see the bright sky through the window panes .• Cena\ II. i. 176.
Some gloomy chamber's window ^anes . . . Peter^ V. xiv. 4.
Fell through the wiWisfim) ^a«aj, Zucca^ vni. i^.

*Window-seat, c. n. a seat in the recess of a window.
The Princess sate within the window-seat^ . . . Tasso, 20,

tWindowed, adj. Fig. with holes like windows.
Lear's 'looped and windowed Ta.^gednQss.' . , Witck^ Bed. V. 8.

*Windowless, adj. without windows.
A windowless^ deformed and dreary pile ; . . . Julian^ loi.

Windows, n. pi. of Window.
All inn-doors and windows (Edipus^ I. 230.

Winds, n. A. Lit. pi. of Wind. A. Lit.
And the wild winds flew round, Adonats^ XIV. 9.
And will no more reply t6 winds or fountains, . XV. 3.

But the charmed eddies of autumnal winds . . Alastor^ 52.
Obedient to the sweep of odorous winds . . . 317.
the green groves, with ^U their odorous winds . 538;
Scattering its waters to the passing winds. . . 570.
Which hither came floating among the winds, , 592,
the very winds^ Danger's grim playmates, . . qoj.
Like w/wi;^ that bear sweet music, 631.
Away ! the gathering winds will call the dark-

ness soon, April, 1814, 3.
For the weary -minds are silent, .... 18.

Bridle the forest winds . Calderon, II. 154.
Like the season, soblow the winds.— . . . Ck. ist, 11. 443.
And the winds and sunbeams Cloud, 79.
With mountain winds, and babbling springs, . Coleridge, 7.

Where woods and streams with soft and pausing
winds DcBfnon, l, 29.

When west w. sigh and evening waves respond , i. 51.
Such sounds as breathed around like odorous w. i. 75.
but soothing notes Of ivy-fingered winds , . . 11. 207.
Wander like winds Have found a human home, . 11. 243.
the savage winds hung mute around ; . . . . Epips. 332.
all the wineh wandering along the shore , . . 433.
and level with the living win^, — 517.
the blue heavens bend With lightest winds, . . 54^;.

My bark by soft winds piloted; jS&^. ifitls, 6q.
Which like winged winds had borne ... , —— 328.
And the winds whose wings rain balm . - . 359.
Like stars in clouds by the weak w. enwrought, . Fr. Calm, 4.
When soft winds and sunny skies Pr. Insecurity, 1.

The matin w. from the expanded flowers, Scatter Ginevra, 125.

Through seas and winds, cities and wildernesses, 129.
who hear the war Of winds, and sigh Gisb. 166.
If living winds the rapid clouds pursue 187.

And summer winds in sylvan cells ; GuitarJane, 64.
the thirsty winds Are sick with blood ; . . . . Hellas., 430.
Where'er the winds shall creep, or the clouds 'fly, 437.
When the winds are breathing low Ind. Ser. I. 3.

with as inconstant wing As summer winds . . Int. -Beauty, i. 4.

at the sweet time when winds are wooing . . .
—— v. 8.

Its cornfields wavingin the winds ... . . Ireland, 3.

for the "winds droveT'he living spray Julian, 21.

On all the winds of heaven approaching ever
Floated, Laon^ I. vii. 7.

To catch those gentlest -winds I. xxiii. 4.

the soft w. as they blow Wake the green world— I. lix. ^.
two warring winds Involve in fire, , . . . ll. xlvi. 2.

And the winds bore me— III. v. 4.

And from the frieze to the four winds of Heaven III. xxv. 3.

Solemn and sweet as when low winds attune . . lii.xxviii.7.

As one whom winds waft o'er the bending grass, iv. xxxiii. 2.

Bright pennons on the idle winds were hung ; . V. xv. 4.

By winds which feed on sunrise woven, . . . —^ v. xliv. 3.

As if to lingering winds they did belong, . . , V. Hi. 5.

And continents, and winds, and oceans deep, . v. Iv. 8.

the night winds are flowing O'er the ripe corn, v. Song, 5. 2.

haunted By the choicest winds of Heaven, '
. . vi. xxiii. 5.

The autumnal WiMi/j, as if spell-bound vi.xxviii. 1.

loud winds were gathering overhead VI. xxxvii. g.

the tumult of their might Borne on all winds.— , VI. xliv. 6.

of night and storm Naw lingering on the winds ; vil. i. $.

Like winds that die in wastes— Vii. iv. 8<

a cloud on which the winds have preyed, . . . Vll. xxvi. 5.

and in my hair the winds did play Vll.xxxix.o.

By -winds from distant regions IX. xii. 2,

We die, even as the winds of Autumn fade, . . IX. xxv. 2.

and the winds no more Creaked X. xviii. 4.

The winds of eve dispersed those ashes grey, . . x. xlvi. 2.

Which now the cold winds stole ;— -— xi. vi. 4.
like a shade Chased by the winds, xii. xiii. 4.

Chased by the throngmg winds....... xii. xxxiii. 3.

The winds of Heaven .mix for ever Love's Phil. I. 3.

And you wild winds, thus can you sleep . . .M.N. Despair, 5.

As waves arise when loud winds call, .... Mask, xxxi. 3.
When the winter winds are bleak,— . ... —:- XLII. 3.

On the w/wiiis' that fan thy breast Mexican, 111. g.
Where woods and w. contend, and a vast river . Mont B. 10.

The chainless winds still come and ever came . 22.— Winds contend silently there 134,
When winds that move not its calm surface . . Mosckus, i.

When w. blow loud, pines make sweet melody. . 9.
Then gentle winds arose Naples, 23.
Its portals are inhabited By thunder-zoned w., . Ode Lib. V. 7.
And January winds, after a day Of butchering, . CBdipus^ i, 89.
with sweet breath Loading the morning winds . 11, i. '65.

voice of Orpheus' lyre. Borne by the winds, . . Orpheus, 39.
The air, the winds of many wings, ..... Peter, Vli. xix. 3.
levied by the night-contending winds, .... Pr, Athan. I, 7*1.

Outrun the w?M(^j that chase themj n.ii.14.
the curdling a'/wi£s—like brazen wmgs . . . II. iii.27.

The winds that str^pt it bare blew on .... Prol. Hellas, 40.
howled to the lashing ?i//«ifj', Prom,, l. no.
Mountains, and caves, and w., and yon wide air, i. 182.
Trampling the slant zw/wi^ on high 1,318.
Like fountain-vapours when the winds are dumb, i. dS^,
Whose mild winds shake the elder brake, . . . i. 793.
Are to us as soft winds be To shepherd boys, . I. 798.

child of many O'/w^is'/ II. i. 7.
As are the noon-tide plumes of summer winds . II. i. 37.
Under the curdling winds, ........ 11. iiL 23.
when the winds ofspring In rarest visitation, . 11. iv. 12.
through their snow-like columns flowed The

warm winds, 11, iv, 96.
Which trample the dim wz'wii;? .* . ...... 11. iv. 131.
-The inanimate w/wi^j enamoured of thee? . . , II. v. 37.
Walk upon the winds with lightness, , . , . 11. v. '69.

Whilst all the winds with melody are ringing. . li. v. 77.
Catching the winds that fan that happy heaven. II. v. 87,
Which in the winds and on the waves doth move, 11. v. g6.
Like music from Elysian winds iii, i. 33.
Hear ye . . . the fiery wheels Griding the winds .^ ill. i. 48.
Beneath the uplifting winds, m. ii. 20.
And hither come, sped on the charmed winds, . iji. iii, 40.
With rainbow-skirted showers, and odorous w., . iii. iiL 116.
or odour-faded blooms Which star the winds . in. iii. 138.
and fading still Into the winds ... ... iii. iv. 68.
With the lullaby Of 7Ui«rfj that die iv. 28.
Upon the winds, among the -clouds 'tis spread, . iv. 373.
the pityless fiend. With all his winds . . . . . Q. Mab^ iv. 31.'

the pure winds Of heaven, ....... iv. 130.
The melancholy winds a death-dirge sung : . . ix. 104.
notes Of ivy-fingered winds and gladsome birds ix. 128.
Unfurled their pinions to the winds of heaven. . ix. 231.
1 love waves, and winds, and storms, .... Rarely^ VI. 3.
And winds and lulling snows, RosaL$^q.
Alas ! Italian winds are mild, 586.
Among Heaven's winds my spirit once did move. - — 767.
His motions, like the winds, were free, .... 795.
'Mid the warm winds of the sunny day. . . . 967.
whilst Xh'&winds of the mountain are howling, . St. Ir. (2) III. i.

And the young winds fed it with silver dew, . . Sensit. PI. i. 2.
When Heaven's blithe zy/Kt^ had unfolded them, i. 62.
The light winds which from unsustaining wings . i. ;^.
And the ^sty winds waked the winged seeds, . in. 38.
As the winds did those of the upper air. . m. 45.
Infecting the winds that wander by \l\.&g.
Give care to the winds, Sercfiio, «;3.

By warm winds deflowered, Skyla:rkl^^.
With winds at will where'er our thoughts . . . Sonn. Dante., 4.
the winds that fan it Are those thoughts . . . Sophia, II. 3.
The winds, the birds, the ocean floods, . . . .St, Dejection^ L 8.
Even as the winds and waters are ; iv. 2.

The w;Wj are still, or the dry church-tower grass Sunfmer-Bvg.w.
the ceaseless song Of leaves, and -winds, . . Triumph^ 376.
And among the winds and beams Two Spirits, 6.
And the fierce w. are sinking with weary wings . yis. Sea, 123.
whose brazen teeth smash Tlie thin winds . . . 146.
And the winds are loose, we must not stay, , . W. Shel. I. 7.
When leaves fall and cold winds come. . When the lamp, IV. 8.
making wings oi winds, . . Witch, xvi. 7.
when the fierce war Of wintry wz«^ xxx. 2.

Singing the winds to sleep 'Woodman, 47.
In winds, and trees, and streams, ... . . Zucca, v. t.

B. Fig.
And move like w. of light on dark and stormy air. Adonais, XLIV. g.
Thy songs were winds whereon I fled at will, . I.aon,vu.xxs\\\.i.
fast flying Upon the winds of fear ; xii. i. 3.

Winds, V. I. tr. clasps or entwines.
When she winds them round a young man's neck, Faust, 11. 320.

II. inir. A. Lit. goes in this and that direction.

winds with short turns down the precipice; . . Cenci, III. i. 246.
now it winds, one torrent of broad light, , , . Faust, II. 106.

B, Fig.
Which thro' Albion winds for ever Fug. Hills, 185.

Wine, «. A. Lit. (1) the fermented juice of the grape,
thou bright wine whose purple splendour leaps . Cenci, l. iii. 77.
Give me a bowl oiwine/ i, iii. 165.
Here, Andrea, Fill up this goblet with Greek w. i. iii. 169.
Or smother me when overcome by wine? . . . n. i. 143.
since these dry lips were wet with wine Cycl. 133.
Would you first taste of the unmingled a^mtf^ . 142.
gave us in exchange These Iambs for wine, . . 236.
well knowing that the wine Would wound him . 415.
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But he is weak and overcome with wine, . . Cyel, 429.
I'm full of wine, 505.
Who shall share the wine's sweet fountains. . . 5H-
I hate the skin, but love the zvine withjn. , . . 536.
Stealing the wine, you rogue ! 560.
For kissing the coy wine that loves you not. . . 563.
But the wme is sweet 569.
you pour out the wine for me -— 575.
The wine is well accustomed to my hand . . . 576.
First {jave me wine and then burnt out my eye, . 686.
For wine is strong: and hard to strugg:Ie with. .

-— 687.
On frozen hearts tlie fiery rain o^ wine Falls, . . Ginevra, 114.
not full of wine. But quicksilver ; Gisb. 57.
Though we eat little flesh and drmk no wine, . —— 303.
before they will bear wine Horn.. Merc. XV. 3.

yet neither cheer nor wine Could give us spirits, Julian^ 522.
wine Flowed at a hundred feasts ... . Laon^ ix. xvii. i.

Pour forth the sound like inchanted wi'wff, . . Music, Ipant, l.-^.

Of foaming and sparkling' and murmuring wine, IV. 2.

Oracle, wine^ ana me ana you— . . . . (Edipus^ I. 124.
Yes, you have drunk more nvine, jr. ii. 38.
Taxes too, on wine and bread, Peter, iii. vii. i.

Who ministered to Thebes Heaven's poisoned w.. Prom. I. 348.
Blood, like new wine, bubbles within : . . . i. 575.
Wert like a golden chalice to bright wine . . I. 810.
Pour forth heaven's •mine, Idaean Ganymede, . . • III. i. 25.
whose wine Was the bright dew, Question, iii. 3.

At Amo's feet tribute of corn and wine, . . . Serchio, rr5.
Praise of love or "mine Skylark, 64.

(2) extreme indulgence in wine, intoxication.
And live a free life as to wine or women, . . . Cenci, i. ii. 76.

B. Fig.
I have drunken deep of joy, And I will taste no

other z£/2«s . . I. iii. 89.
I am drunk with the honey ivine ... . . Fr. V^ine, i.

wet their lips With that dread wine . . . Marenghi, v. is.

Of the wine of desolation Mask, xil. 4.

Wild Bacchanal of truth's mysterious wine, . Ode Lib. xiv. 5.

Thou art the wine whose drunkenness . . . Pr. Athan.W.'w . i.

That maddening wine of life, ... . . Prom. l\. iii. 7.

that vine Which bears the wine of life, .... 11. iv. 65.

With the wine of her bright and liquid song ! . . Rosal. 1 120.

^Winepress, n. Fig.
from the winepress of the Almighty's wrath ; . Q. Mab^ vil. 21S.

Win^, n. A. Lit. (1) the organ of flight in birds or insects*

on slow wing. The Eagle, hovering Laon, VII. xxvii. 3.'

the flagging wing Of the roused cormorant . Witch, L. 4.

(2) an emblematicaltribute of the devil.

As he skips, and prances, and flaps his wing, . Devil, xxill. 4.

(3) on the wing= flying.

Many imps in attendance were thereon \}i\^,wing, —- ix. 3.

Was in an instant on the -wing. xxv. 4.

some like eaglets on the wing . Triumph, 489.

(4) took wing= became fledged, flew.

Near Peter's house took wing. Peter, Vll. xx. 5.

B. Fig.
whilst thine ebon w. Infolds my shuddering soul. Death Vanq. 3.

with as inconstant wing As summer winds . Int. Beauty, i. 3.

on the wing Of visions that were mine Laon, II. xxix. 8.

the boat dia flee On sidelong wing^ III. xxxiv. 8.

and swift as on the whirlwind's wing, .... vi. xxv. 9.

r hear music on the zephyr's wing, .... M. N, Despair, 10.

Charms every sense and makes all thought take
wing, . . - Matilda, 39,

That ever soared on fancy's wildest wing! . Mother ^ Son, V. 9.

Who gluts, and grimes his lazy iving, . . . Peter, iv. xvii. 4.

and fans with silent wingThe tender hopes . . Prom. i. 774.
And furled its wearied wing Q. Mab, li. 20.

on fancy's boldest wingTo soar unwearied, . - iv. 155.

the flight of passion's wandering wing, .... VI. 58.

No longer fettering passion's fearless wing, . . ix. 47.
On the wing of the whirlwind which roars o'er

the mountain St. Ir.(2)iv. i.

To Zephyr's passing wing? Solitary, I. 6.

W^fiT* z'- i^' -A-. Liu fly through.
And who inhabit, as birds zu/w^the wind, . . . Prom. i. 660.

B. Fig. speed, hasten.
Though tliy sweet wishes wing its flight ? . . . GoodNight, 11. 2.

wing the forked flash M.N. Despair, 23.

Win^^d, V. tr. Fig. assisted.

And the wind that w. their flight From the land . Lerici, 39.

Win^edf//, Fig.
And winged^NX^h thoughts of truth and majesty, Gisb. 177.

Winged with the power of some ruthless king, M. N. Spec. Hors. 8.

Winged, adj. A. Lit. (1) having natural wings, as birds.
^

No longer now the a/z^jf^flf habitants,. . . . . Deemon, u. 161.

„ „ 1, . n 1. , • • • • Q- Mab, VIII. 2ig.

So from that chasm of light a winged Form . . Laon, I. vii. 6.

but as before Those winged things sprang forth, X. xviii. 6.

Heaven's winged hound, Prom. I. 34.
as light Lures winged insects 11. iv. 162.

(2) furnished with wings.
Like winged sta.rs the fire-flies flash and glance, Gisb. 281.

Black winged demon forms— Laon, I. xxx. 7.

A winged yonth, his radiant brow did wear . . —'— i. xlii. 5.

a winged shsLpe. sate there, . xll. xx. 4.

I. 6^2.

I, 783.
III. iv. 120.- IV, 219.
IV. 303.

Twa Spirits, 38.
Witch, Ded. ill. s.

Like nothing human, but the fairest Of a*, shapes, Ma^. Dr. xrx. 4.

To stamp, as on a winged serpent's seed, ,. . . Prol Hellas, 107.

See where the child of Heaven, v^Xth winged h'^x. Prom. l. j-^^j.

Thy words are like a cloud of win/^ed snakes
;

On Death's white and w/«i^^'fl? steed, . . . .

The likeness of those winged steeds will mock
Within it sits a winged infant, . , . . . .

The anatomies of unknown winged things,

That o'/M^tff/ shape, for ever flies

To thy fair feet a winged Vision came, . . .

(3) performed by means of wings.
When weary of their winged quest ; Mask, XLlx. z.

(4) of flying birds.

No w. omen could have shown more clear , Horn. Merc.xx.x.yi. 2.

B.Fig. (1)
would break Her bow and winged reeds, . . . Adonais, xi. 7.

Winged Persuasions and veiled Destinies, . . xiil. 2.

Assume thy winged throne, . . —— XLVI. 9.

The winded yezx% speed o'er Calderon, II. 185.

driving through his shield my w/K^fiV spear, . . CycLg.
The w/M^tff/ shadows seemed to gather speed. . Dceinon, I. 149. #
The Daemon called its winged mxm^texs. . . . —_— II. 305.

like a God throned on a winded planet, . . . Epips. 226.

The a;, storms, chaunting their thunder-psalm . 465.

The wing, words on which my soul would pierce 588.

Which like winged winds had borne . . . Eug. Hills, 328.

Follow his flight with winged wjords, . , . . Fr. Satire, 25.

The winged v\ox\ On PhiRppi half-alighted, . . Hellas, 56.

the winged cloud Of a tempest swift and loud ! . -648.

These words were w. with his swift delight : Horn. Merc. Lxxiv. i.

W^m^^V and waft diseases, Z.a^», i. xxix. 3.

in their w. dance, unconscious Genii wrought. . ^ i. liii. 9.

Justice and Truth their wing, child have found— ii. xiii. 4.

And all the wing'edhouTs^ . VI. xxxi. 9.

fled at will, As m a zw2«^^V chariot, .... vii.xxxiii.2.

and winged thoughts did range, . . IX. vi. 8.

drive the wingeaswds Over the earth,— . . ix. xxi. i.

Comes Plague, a winged wolf,
^

x. xxiv. 8.

Then suddenly I stood a ajm^^(^ Thought . . xil.xxxi. i.

these winged words she said, . . . . xri.xxxi.9.
And the scent of winged flowers, Lerici, 41.
And winged -words let sail, . Naples, gS.

A winged sound of joy, and love, Ode Lib. VI. 9,

The winged see.ds, where they lie cold and low, Ode W. Wind^ i. 7.

Driving along; a rack of winged cXoykds^ .... Orpheus, 8g.
The winged leaves amid the copses green ;— . Pr. Athan. II. iii. 15.

The winged hovinds. Famine and Pestilence, . . Prol. Hellas, 144.
Than the w/w^i^ [bolts] thou bearest, .... 183.

Your call was as a winged car Prom. l. 525,
Winged clouds soar here and there, . . . IV. 367.
till it becomes a winged mist, rv. 433.
And, did he wake, a winged DSind Of bright per-

suasions, Rosal. 746.
And winged hope, on which upborne .^ . . . . 798.

And the gusty winds waked the winged seeds, . Sensit. PI. in. 38,
Or on blind Homer's heart a winged thought,— Witch, xxxiv. "7.

(2) applied to the sails of a ship.

Which sped that winged shape through night
and day,— . . Marenghi, xxvill. 2.

*Wiugdd-castles, c. n. large war ships.

Our winged-castles from their merchant ships! . Hellas, 462.

Wing-est, z*. tr. flyest through.
The blue deep thou wingest, . . ... Skylark, 9.

Wineing, pr. pple. A. Lit.

as a wild swan, when sublimely winging Its path Ode Lib. xix. 3.

B. Fig.
as a boat, with swift sails winging Its way . . Fr. Sing. 4.

the swift thought; Winging itself with laughter, Julian, 29.

*Wiiigrless, mj. Fig.
young thoughts of wingless pleasure ? . . . . Epips. 68.
The wingless boat paused where an ivory stair . Laon, i, H. 3.
The Wingless, crawling hours, Prom., i. 48.
Who witn wingless footsteps trample the sea, . I. 500.
How like death-worms the a';"w^. moments crawl! ii.' i. 16.

Wings, n. A. Lit. (1) pi. of Wing, «, (1).
And whose wings rain contagion ;— . . . Adonais, xxviil. 5.
with strong wings Scaling the upward sky, . . Alastor, 277.
ere yet his wings Have spread 467.
Would that my feet were wings^ Calderon, i. 45.
Gathering round with wings all hoar, .... Eug, Hills^ 74.
Clothing nis wings -wxth lightning. . . . . Fr. A Soul, 12.

Hark ! the owlet flaps his wings Fr. Hark, i.

Like the rushing of wings was heard around
j

. Fr. Satan, 12.

the clanging Ofher wings through the wild air, . Hellas, 81.

And hung with lingering wings over the flood, . Laon, i. viii. S<
A shaft of light upon its wings descended, . . . i. ix. i.

With clang of w. and scream, the Eagle sailed . i. x. 2.

shake The strength of his unconquerable wings . i. xiii. 6.

With clang ofwings and scream the Eagle past, i. xiv. S.

the plumes of overshadowing wings^ ix. xxv. 8.

When there is heard thro' tne dim air The rush
of wings, .' /Vow. II. ii. 37.

his thunder-baffled wings Entangled — iii. ii. 12.

(2) means of flight attributed to forms or beings other
than birds.

they stop and fold Their wings of braided air : . DasfnoTi, i. 67.
Unfurled their prismy wings i. 117.
From the swift sweep of wings —— x. 124.

5 1
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The shadows with swift wings DcemoHy ii. 32^
Rejoicing; in their wind-outspeeding winffs^ . Horn. Merc. XCIV. 2.

white wtn^s swift as clouds in winter skies, . . Laon^ V. 1. 6.

A child with silver-shining: wings^
And upborne on wings whose grain
with green and- golden wings^ Pi^. Athan. 11. iii. 3.

My wings are folded o'er mine ears : . . .

"

My wings are crossed o'er mine eyes : . .

And iron wings that climb the wind, . . .

Blackening the birth of day with countless wingSy
The darkness and the clangour of your wings.
Sister, I hear the thunder of new wings. . .

On swift still wings glide' down the atmosphere ?

On their sustaining wings of skiey grain, . .

Pardon, great Sister ! but ray wings were faint

And your wings are soft and swift as thought,
the dew of our wings is a rain of balm ; . . .

On its own folded wings, and wavy hair, .

I love Love—though he has wings,
' '

'
^flc

XII. XX. 5.

Mask, xxvill. 3.

Front. I. 222.

I. 223.

I. 327.
I. 441-
I. 460.
I. «;2i.

1.755.
I. 760.
"•i-35-
IV. 91.

-— IV. 125.

IV. 264.
Rarely, viii. i.

St. Ir. (3) XV. 3.

Xriumph, 98.
502.

K^Z/cA, XXXVII. I.

XL. 2.

XLV. 7.

xLyii. 6.

Horn. Merc. xcii. 7.

. Adonais, x. 2.

xxiii. 3.

. Adon. Cane. 5.

Arabic, Imit. II. 4.

Cenci, i. iii. 85.

And their grisly wings^ as they floated along, *

music of their ever-moving wings. < « . . .

under the shade Of daemon wings, ....
From its smooth shoulders hung two rapid w..

With folded ijuings and unawakened eyes

;

oared by those enchanted wings,
and bade extend amain Its storm-outspeeding w.

(3) flights of birds.

By voice and wings of perfect augury . . .

B. M^.
And fans him with her moonlight wings, . .

on eternal wings, Even as a ghost . , , ,

Now like the rush of the aerial wings . . ,

clothes like a dove With the wings of care ; .

Climb with swift w. after their children's souls. . v-*«c,», x. .^. «-

(Canopied by Victory's eagle wings outspread) . CA. isf, I. 142,

Archy's words Had wind's, H- 116.

From my wings are shaken the dews .... Cloudy 5.

In the light of .its g;olden wings 38.

With wings foldea I rest, ' 43'

And on my shoulders wings are woven, . . . Con. Sing. II. 7.

Overshadowing it with soft and lulling wings, , ill. 2.

He claps his wings and crows in dotmg joy. . Cyd. 431.

Beneath the shadow of her wings Damon, l. 79.

. Sweet Lamp! mymoth-likeMusehasburntitsty./ EHps. 53.

And through the cavern without wings they flew, 305.

And we between her wings will sit, . ^ . . . 410.

With folded wings they waiting sit ^^g- Hills, 340.

And the winds whose wings ram balm .... 359.

Memory may clothe in wings my liyiijig naipe . Gisb. ii.

Its unwearied wings could fan .,,.... If^llas, 59.

Beneath the safetjr of her wings -r:r^ 86.

whose overshadowing w. Darkened the thrones , 262.

Crime, whose wings are plumed with years, . . ^°^'
On yellow wings rushing athwart the sky, . . Horn. Castor^ 17.

Where'er she spreads her many-beaming wings . Horn. Moon, 6.

To soar aloft with overshadowing Ww^,? / . . . L.aon, i. xxviii. 3.

And from my fancy wings of golden hue Sprang
forth— :

flings On the entangled soul's aspiring wings, .

•The wildering gloom of her immeasurable wings.
On outspread wings of its own wind upborne
Spreading swift wings as sails

weaving wings for time's perpetual way. .

which life's strong wings encumber
Shedding soft dews from her setherial wings/ .

millions whom the wings Of Indian breezes lull,

Balanced on her ivings of light, Lericiy_S'

And on its wings the pale thin dream .... Mar. Dr. xxil. 6.

wild thoughts, whose wandering w/«^j . . . . Mont B. ^\.

On the w. of the wind o'er the waters b,lue— Music, Ipant^ III. 6.

Within its cloudy wings with sunfire garlanded, Que Lib. V. 8.

Driving on fiery wings to Nature's thrpne, . . xvil. 10.

the winds of many wings,
the curdling winds—like brazen wings .

The shadow of thy moving wings imbue , .

led By living wings high overhead ....
Change Shafl flit before thee on her dragon w.,

who on poised wings Hung mute and moveless
The wings of the weak melody,
Believe tneir own swift wings and feet . . .

That they might hide with thin and rainbow w.
Like the soft waving wingsoi noonday dreams,
Where Science bedews his Deedal wings. .'

.

And folds over the world its healina; wings. ,

Pity then will cut away Those cruel «>/«^5', .

Whilst they unfold their emerald wings : . .

on wings of swift desire

That walk the air on subtle w/«^j, ....
Is seen when it folds its grey wings again .^ .

The light winds which from unsustaining wings
My muse has lost her wings,
And the fierce winds are sinking with weary w.

And o'er thy head did beat its wings for fame,

making wzM^j of winds,
And clove dun Chaos with his wings of gold,

And with his wings fanning it as it greW.

Tell me, thou star, whose wings of light

Wings, V. tr. passes througii or over.

that wings the wide air's wildernesses, .

Wink, V. intr. blink the eyelid.

or e'en wz'wA, lest ye wake the monster, .... Cycl.t^x,

II.
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^Wintry, adj, A. Lit. of or in the winter.
Down tlie steep cataract of a wintry river ; . Alasior^ 346.
With its -wintry speed 543.
and the 'win. boughs exhale From vernal blooms 674.
A widow bird sate mourning Upon a w. bough. . Ck. rst^ V. 5.

When wintry tempests o'er the savage sea . .. Horn. Castor^ 9.
Who chariotest to their dark wm/rjj bed . . Ode W. IVind, l. 6.

the wiWr^ clouds are all gone by, .... Pr.At^n.li.n.ti.
The midnight conflict of the -wintry storm, . . Q, Mad, vii. 263.
Rose from the dreams of its wintry rest. . . . Sensit. PI, l. 8.

"

The wintry hedge was black, The Cold^ II. 1.

And on a wintry bough the widpwed bird, . . Unf. Dr. 72.
Like the sun from a wintry sky. . . . When the lamp^ IV. 4.
when the fierce war Of wintry winds ' Witch^ xxx. 2.

B. Mg. (1) cold and cheerless like winter,
encroaches On the limits of wintry night ;—
the wintry loneliness Of those dead leaves,
Black, wintry^ dead, unmeasured

;

Who cling to the rock of a wintry sea. . .

and like a shore 0{ wintry mountains, . .

(2) cheerless mentally or morally.
Into the wintry forest of our life ; . . . .

Athwart that wintry wilderness of thorns
Few flowers grow upon thy wintry way ; .

Making the wintry world appear

Ginevra^ 201.

. /.fl{3?z, VI. xxviii.5.

. Prom. I. 21.

. Rosal. 395-
. Witch] XLlx. 6.

. Epips. 249.

^—: a2.^
. Fr. Is notj 5.

Jane^ Invitn, 19.

? V. IV. 127.

Calderon^ II. 74.

Witch, XVI. 5.

' Friend, whose presence on my wintry heart Fe^l, JLaon, Ded. vil. i.

the homeless Future's wintry grove
;

But my bosom is cold

—

wintry cold— .

Such flowers, as in the wintry memory bloom . 1310.

(3) withered, old.

My body is aWwintry, Faust, II. 15.

Wipe, V. tr, [\)
just wipe them for me . . Cenci, III. i. 2.

(2) with offJ brush or clear away.
Will sprinkle him, and he will wipe it off .

(3) with out, efface, obliterate.

I might at length Wipe out the blot . , .

*Wired, adj. covered, with wire.
As bats at the wired window of a dairy,

jWlres, n. A. Lit. the strings of a harp.
and oft I had awakened music soft Amid itszy. ,• Rosat. 11 16.

And from the twinkling wires among, . . . 1164.

B. Fig.
a wind which o'er the -wires Of the soul's giant

harp— St. Epips. 137.

JWiiyj adj. Fig. fleshless, gaunt.
Has hung upon his wiry limbs a dress . . . Witch, Ded. V, 7.

Wis, the adv. Ywis = certainly, corrupted into a verb= I

believe.

much, I wis. To the annoyance of king Amasis, . LXXV. 7.

Wisdom, n. (1) as a i]fiythological personification.

In sacred Athens, near the fane Of Wisdom^ . . Hellas, 734.
and f^Vj^fowz had unrolled The clouds ... /.aok, l.xxxviii.3.

)^zj(/(????/ thy irresistible children rise .... v.vS'(3m^,i.i3.

Wisdom, and Love are but the slaves of thee, . V. 3. 2.

and pure and wise, in wiSdom^s prophecy. . . . VII. xxxiii. 9.

by the scorn Of Wisdom's faintest smile, . ^Vii. xxxv. 5.

Arrayed in Wisdom''s ma.il, . Maples, 71.

His soul had wedded wisdo^n, Pr. Athan. i. 31.

Wisdom., Justice, Love, and Peace, Prom. I. 796.
Where sweet Wisdom smiles, iv. 109.

A world for the Spirit of Wisdom to wield ; . IV. 155.

Virtue and wisdom^ truth and liberty, Fled, . . Q. Mab, ii. 206.

Obey the spells oi wisdom's wizard skill ; . . Witch, xix. 3.

(2) perfect knowledge combined with unerring judgment.
Wisdom the mirrored shield, or scorn the spear? Adonais,x:K.vii.6.

making wisdom lovely, . Aden, Cane. 24.

The wisdom Of the old world masked .... Calderon, i. 125.

Even from his love and from his wisdom.— . . ii. 78.

in my wisdom are the orbs of Heaven Written . ii. 162.

But a far mightier wisdom, than thine own . III. 121.

Men wondered how such loveliness and wisdom Cenci, III. i. 370.
a good repute for gentleness And wisdom : v. ii. 38.

Your wisdom., gentleness, and energy, .... Ch. 1st, II. 72.

Be these the expedients until time ana wisdom. , ii. 292.

Thy wisdom.speaks in me Epips. 147.

of his wit Ana wisdofn, you'll cry out when you
are bit Gis6. 230.

those endowed With art and wisdom . . Horn. Merc. Lxxxii. 4.

calm and free thou wert In thy young wisdom, Laon, Ded. vii, 4.

yet not alone from wisdom,''s tower, . . . . II. xx. 8.

Oi wisdom and ofjustice when he spoke

—

. IV. vi. 6.

And though the woof of wisdom I know well . . iv. xvii. 2.

The Serpent and the Dove, W. and Innocence. . IV. xix. g.

frew Wise in all human wisdom, ... . vil. xxxi. 2.

he wisdom which had waked that cry, . . . ix. v. 2.

P^zjfifowa, the mail of tried affections .... ix. vii. 7.

Love when Wisdom fails makes Cythna wise . . ix. xxxiv. 7.

hated the clear light Of wisdom, and free thought, x. xxxiii. 2.

in PFzW(7»*'j fullest flow. . . .^ XI. xxii. 9.

the wisdom, ofa high despair, ....... ^-^ xil.xxviii.8,

our minds were full Of love and OT/jf^»«, . . . xii.xxxvii.2.

Thou art I^zjdfowa—Freemen never Mask,\:^\u..\.
Beckons the Sun from the Eoan wave, Wisdom. Ode Lib-yiviii.^.

P^z'iStiijwz and beauty and the power divine . . Orpheus, 85.

And philosophic wisdom, clear and mild. . . Pr. Athan, 11. ii, g.

Gentleness, Virtue, Wisdom., and Endurance, . Prom.. IV. 562.

And harmonies of zy;jii/(7m and of song, .... Prol. ILellas, ^6.

The wise want love ; and those who love want w. ; Prom-, l. 627.
Then Prometheus Gave wisdom, II, iv. 44.
To wisdom, courage, and long-suffering love, . iii, iii. 2.

Speaking the w;Wo?M once they could not think, iii. iv. 157.

the glorious privilege Of virtue and of wisdom. . Q. Mab^ II. 54.
Anffall-pre vailing; wisdom., II. 93.
The wisdom of old a^e was mingled there . . vii, ^%,
Folly can seELSon Wisdom,, Hatred Love. . ^ . St. Epips. 1 17,

(3) good sense,- sound judgment.
There is the WijiiS^w of a stern content . . . Laon, Ded. will. f,.

The interwoven clouds which make its w. blind. . 11. xix. p.
In the bright wisdom, of youth's breathless noon, viil. xxix, 8.

Whose ever wakeful wisdom, tpils to change . . Q. Mab, V, 229.

^Wisclom-working-, c. adj, that affords wisdom.
Dissolve away in wisdom-working grief ;— . . Sunset, 36.

Wise, adj. \\.) of hne intelligence or genius, discreet, sen-

sible, prudent.
For he is gone, where all things wise and fair

Descend;— Adonais, ill. 6.

Before worse comes of it 'Twere wise to die : . Cenci, 11. i. 57. ^
you who are wise will discern Ch. ist, II. 37.
Wealth, my good fellow, is the ipise man's God, Cycl. 301.
The wise man's only Jupiter is this, 321.
I heard of old that thou wert wise 449-
But he is wise, who drunk, remains at home. 545.
And all the rest, though fair and wise^ .... Epips. 152.
Others were wise—but honeyed words betray : . 270.
Some wise and tender Ocean-King, ..... -r^^ 488.
Are we so wise^ . Faust, 11. 355.
To make men wise and just ; Fr. Satire^ 10,

Wrought by wise poets m the waste of years . Gisb. 172.
Too wise for selfish bigots ; , 243.
Nor thou, nor I, nor any, iMighty or wise. . . Hellas, ^ZS•
Vexed by the wise mad talk of the old Jew, . gig.
thou canst reach All things in thy wise spirit, Horn. Merc. Lxxix. 6.

But thou who art as wise as thou art strong
Athenian Pallas! tameless, chastCj z.nd.wise^
Is it not wise t.o make the best of ill ?

Who, for thou art compassionate and wise,
blotting all things fair And wise and good
I will be wise, And just, and free, and mild,
To grieve is -wise, ...
and made me wise In knowledge,

,

and pure and -wise, in wisdom's prophecy. . .

Love when wisdom fails makes Cythna wise :

but he misdeems That he is w?^^
And others too, thought he was wise to see.
Another scene ere wise Etruria knew . . .

disenchanted Of many impious faiths

—

w., just

—

hang and blend With his "wise words ; . . .

thou art more than God, Being wise and kind :

Wise art thou, firm and good,
And grudge to sing those wise and lovely songs
More fair ajnd soft as man grows O'lje arid kind,
though a child Cannot be wise hke thee, . .

just, gentle, M/z'^e .* but man Passionless ; . .

throne of patient power In the wise heart, .

And such society As is quiet, wise and good

;

That the same lady, bright and wise, .... Rosat. 12 11.

all the rest, though fair and wise, St. Epips. 9.
If Iwere one whom the loud world held wise.
To .call my friends all who are wise and kind.
How Diotima, the wise prophetess, . .

And then the wise and fearless elephant ; .

(2) all-knowing, of unerring judgment
for God is wise and just,

wise Jove rejoiced to view
Whom to wise Saturn ancient Rhea bare. ,

(3) enlightened on a certain matter,
ere misery made me wise

(4) skilful, able,

his tribe Dream, and are wise interpreters of
dreams Hellas, 136.

grew Wise in all human wisdom, Laon, vil. xxxi. x.

(5) ^Vowica/^ used= senseless, foolish.
'Twere a wise feat indeed Faust, ir. 227.

(6) adj. absol. those who are possessed of wisdom.
If it be He, who, gentlest of the wise^ . . . Adonais, xxxv. 6.
[Let the] w/jfi and goodly , Ch.\st,i\.(io.
The powerful and the w. had sought Thy coming, Eaon^v.Song,-^. 7.
will make the wise his vengeance feel, . , viii. vii. 8.
the mighty and the wise, ... xi, xvi. 2.

but which the wise, and great, and good . . . Mont B. 82.
O, that the wise from their bright mmds . . Ode Lib, xvi. i.

have not the wise and free Wept tears, . , .
• xviii. 14.

the poor and wise Pr. Athan. i. 41.'

The wise, the mild, the lofty, and the just, . . . Prom, I. 605.
The wise want love ; and those who love want

wisdom I. 627.
The wise. The great, the unforgotten,— . , . Triumph, 208.

Wisely, adv. with good judgment or reason, prudently.
What is done wisely, is done well Cenci., rv. iv. 3=j,

His Majesty might wisely take that course. . . Ch, ist, II. 2'8V.

'

the Fool mocks wisiily ; But in this case . . . 11. 386.
old ones Wisely attired with greater decency. . Fatist, ll. 245.
Wisely hast thou enquired of my skill : . . Horn. Merc. LXXix. 2.
Tell their own tale to him who wisely heeds . . Laon^ 11. xi. 5.

LXXXIII. 5.
. Ham. Min. 2.

. Julian, 47.
• 33S.

481.
. L^on, Ded. iv. 4.
. I. xxi. s.
. II. xxxii. 2.

VII. xxxiii. 9.
. IX. xxxiv. 7.

. -—. XII. X. 8.

- XII. xi. I.

Marenghi, iii. i.

VI. 5.
Pr. Athan. 11.1,4.
Prom.. I. 145.

I. 300.
II. ii.gi.

III. iii. 61
III. iv. 34.
III. iv. 197
IV. 558.

Rarely, vii. 3.

27.

102.

. Witch, VI. 2.

. Cenci, IV. iv. 134.

. Horn. Min. 18.

. Horn. Venus, 40.

. Prom. I. 58.
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Wiser, adj, more sage, prudent or discreet.

Things ivi'ser than were ever read in book, . . Gisb. 224.
Aye, •misery greater, gentler, even than they . . L.aon^ II. xii. 2.

Happy as then but iviserizx^ . vil.xxxiii.6.

Children of a rozj^r day ; yl/aj<4, Lxxxii. 3.

Mother, I"an) grown wiser^ though a child . . Prom. ill. iv, 33.
And happier too ; happier and wzjtfr both, . . . ill. iv. 35.

"Wisest, adj. (1) most discreet and sensible.

The sense of many best and wisest men ? . . . Cena\ I. iii. 134.

Or how I, wisestlzAy \ then indued ... - Gisb. 175.

grew like zwz'jtfj/ men
;

Pr. Athan.u.'u ly.

Vexing the self-content of wisest men : . . . . Prom. I. 4S7.

The wisest of the sages of the earth, . . . Q. Mab^ V. 148.

(2) most perfect in knowledge.
Marie, how wisest God Cenciy IIL i. 343.

(3) of greatest genius.
The truths which wisest poets see Dimly, . , . Dtsmon^ I. 85.

(4) of most perfect insight.

Except in Shakespeare's wisest tenderness.— . Gisb. 225.

(5) adj. ahsol.

To gentlest lore, such as the wisest teach— . , Ld. Ch. vii, 3.

Confoundingf the schemes of the wisest^ .... (EdipuSy II. ii. 47.
Gaze the wisest into madness Sophia^ II. 2.

Wish, n. (1) a desire, a longing.
my captious fancy makes The picture of its •wish^ Cenci^ I. i. 88.

A bitter 'wish for one so young and gentle
\

. I. iii. 14I.

That frowns between my 'wisn and its effect, . . il. ii. 131,

From the dread manner of her wish achieved : II. ii. 151.

That a^/j^ Now comes a day too late v. i. 71,

And every wish to put such morsels sweet . . Horn. Merc. xxii. 5.

Mixed with a certain hungry wish. . . . Peter^ vj. xxvi. 5.

so that aught evil Wish Is dead within
;

. . . . Pro^. i. 70.

(2) a petition, a request.
That he would grant a wish for his two sons, . . Cenci, I. iii. 27.

Wish, V. 1. tr. (1) desire or long for.

My zeal for all you wish^ sweet Beatrice ; . . . -^— i. ii. 40.
Your zeal for all 1 wish ;—Ah me, you are cold ! i. ii. 43.

(2) with clause or infinitive as object.

I almost wish He be not dead, . . . in. ii. 29.

I wish you were as blind as I am Cyd. 681-

I wish I had a good stout ram Paust, Ii. 2.

I wish The flowers upon our path were frost and
snow II. 15.

I wish the race of cows were perished !— . Horn. Merc. Lil. 3.

Is boundless, as we wish our souls to be : . . . Julian^ 17.

Without the power to wish it thine again ; . . . 488.
Scarce did I wish her veil to be uplifted, . . Laon., V. xlvi. 3™
for to die . . . Would many zy/j^, Mother^ Son^ 11.5.

All that we wish to stay Tempts and then flies. Mutability.^ (2) i. 3.

I wish that pity would drive out the devils, . . (Edipus^ I. 57.

I wish Only to prove her so . . II. i. 92.

I wish no living thing to suffer pain Prom. i. 305.
Awful death, I wish^ yet fear to clasp thee !— . Q. Mab^ iii. (id.

And dost thou -wish tne errors to survive . . IV. 257.
Perhaps I wish you were one . . St. Epips. 46.
Which made us wish it yet might last— . Time long past^ II. 5.

11. intr, long.
And wherefore should I "wish for night, . . . Cenci., Ii. i. 182.

L«t her then "mish for night ; 11. i. 187.

Nor ever found delight to "wish in vain, . . . Prom. ll. i. 96.

Wished, v. tr. desired.

The Devil to Peter wished no worse. . . . Peter, VI. i. 5.

Wished,//, desired.

In secret thought has wished another's ill ?— . . Laon^ V. xxxiv. 2.

4:Wished-for, c. adj. longed for.

When to others the zyzj^^tfi^/dJr arrival of morning Tear., III. 3.

Wishes, n. (1) desires for good.
Though thy sweet wishes wing its flight? . . . Good-nighty ll. 2.

(2J aspirations, desires.

His wishes still are weaker than his fears, . . . Hellas, 558.

Wishes, V. tr. prays or hopes.
When Swellfoot wishes that she were in hell ! . (Edipus^ i. 282.

Wishing, /r. ///<?. desiring.

And with not wishing all my teeth knocked out, Cycl. 648.
IVishing to make her think that WE believe . . (Edipzis, II. i. 37.

Wishing',///, adj. longing, anxious.

baulk Some wishing ^^st of knife or fork, . Peter^ v. vit 4.

Wisps, «. will-o'-the-wisps.

wisps on every side Are puffed up Faust, II. 91.

Wist. (See Wis.)
In looking over his farm, I wist Devil, v. 3.

Whoevershould behold me now, I wist, . . . Gisd. 15.

Wit, n. (1) imaginative faculty.

gave it strength to pierce the guarded wit, . . Adonais, xii. 3.

or the quick V^. of that man ot God, St. Dominic, Gisb. 25.

(2) mental powers, intellectual power.
Who but regrets a check In rivalry of wit} . . CalderOn. i. 203.

It talks according to the witOi its companions ; GuitarJane, 82.

O weak heart of little witi L(we., hope^ 49.
and canvassed it with subtlest wit, Pr. Athan. l. ir6.

(3) good sense.

Void of wit, honesty, and temperance; .... Ch. ij/, III. 15.

(4) meaning, sense.

power and zc^ Of looks and words ..... Ginevra, 120.

(5) cleverness, cunning.
Loosened by some device of his quick wit. . Horn, Merc. LXX. 4.

all that wz'^ Can find or teach ;

—

LXXXI. i.

(6) play of fanisy.

Which know no aim beyond the archer's wit, . Ch. ist, ll. 106.
of his wit And wisdom, you'll cry out when you

are bit. Gisb. 229.
his fine wit Makes such a wound, the knife is lost

in it ; 240.
IVit and sense. Virtue and human knowledge ; . 247.
unpremeditated zw. Joyous and wild and wanton— Horn,. Merc. vs.. 6.

and his wit And subtle talk would cheer . Julian^ 559,
And wit, and harmony of choral strains, . . . Laon^ V. Iviii. 2.

Men of science, wit, and learning, . Peter, IV. xix. 2.

And men of learning, science, wit, . , . . . IV. xx. i.

And wit, like ocean, rose and fell ?— . . IV. xxii. 4.

Witch, n. A. Lit. (1) a supposed sorceress,
may be seen Gathering, wizard and witch, below. Paust^ 11. 149,
A witch to be strong must anoint— li. 204-.

(2) the heroine of the Witch of Atlas.
My Witch indeed is not so sweet a creature . Witch, Ded. v. i.

If you unveil my Witch, ... . . . . vi. 6,

The Wiich beheld it not, xxvil. 7.

And little thought a Witch was looking on them. lxv. 8.

To any witch who would have taught you it ? . lxvii. 7.

And then the Witch would let them take no ill : Lxxvil. i.

The Witch found one,— Lxxvil. 3
B. I'ig. enchantress.

the quaint witch Memory sees Gisb. 132.

In the still cave of the witch Poesy, . . , . . Mont B. 44.

Witch, c. adj. atir. witchlike, uncanny.
There is a true witch element about us ; ... Paust, ir. 2r5.

*Witch-lefirions, c. n. flocks of witches.
Witch-legions thicken around ll. 209.

Witchcraft, n. Fig. magic.
Teach •witchcraft to the instrumental strings.. . Con. Sing. III. 4.
The subtle witchcraft of his tongue Rosal. 652.

Witches, n. pi. of Witch (Ij.

The TOzVc^tfj are singitig

!

Faust, II. 143.
Now to the Brocken the witches go ; II. 147.
'Twixt witches and incubi, what shall be done ? . II. 152.

The legion of WiVc-^w is coming behind, , . . II. 160.
I see young witches naked II. 244.

With, p'ep. (1) denoting communication or conversation.
After that impious feast the other night I spoke

with him, . Cenci^ il. ii. 30.

(2j denoting comjDanionship,
I rode one evening with Count Maddalo . . fulian, i.

A lady came •with, him from France, 246.

(3) denoting possession or endowment.
With aught of natural piety to feel Alastor, 3.

With voice far sweeter than thy dying notes, . 286.
And gentle ghosts, with eyes as fair As star-beams

among twilight trees :— Coleridge^ 3.

(4). in company ot, joined to.

If dewy mom, and odorous noon, and even. With
sunset— Alastor, 6.

the beautiful shade Of the green groves, With a\l

their odorous winds And musical motions . ^"138.

(5") denoting instrumentality, by means of, on account of.

and he has bought With his sweet voice and eyes, 80.
feels her breast Burn with the poison, .... 229.
Which her hoary sire now paves With his blue

and beaming; waves ^ Eug. IfillSy 99.

(6) denoting material made use of.

And winter robing with pure snow and crowns Of
starry ice the gray grass and bare boughs; . Alastor, 9.

no mourning maiden decked With weeping
flowers, 56.

The red volcano overcanopies . . , With burning
smoke, . . . . , 85.

(7) denoting a combination, a mingling together.
Have I mixed awful talk and asking looks With

my most innocent love, 34.
until strange tears Uniting with those breathless

kisses, -. . . . 7,-;.

The ghastly torrent mingles its far roar, With the
breeze murmuring in the musical woods. . . 403.

(8) denoting the accompanying quality of an action or event.

No human hands with pious reverence reared, 51.

With frantic gesture and short breathless cry . 186.

The cottagers, Who ministered w(M human char-

ity His human wants, beheld with wonder-
ing awe Their fleeting visitant 255-6.

(9) denoting exchange, or reward.

to feel Your love, and recompense the boon with
mine ; 4.

Q.OJ denoting instrumentality.

wild numbers then She raised, with voice stifled

in tremulous sobs 164.

This doubt with sudden tide flowed on his heart, 320.

With doubtful smile mocking its own strange
chaima 295.
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(U) denoting agreement, or accompaniment.
and her breath Tumultuously accorded with

those fits Of intermitted song Alasior^ 171.

its frail joints Swayed with the undulations of
the tide 303.

(12) denoting communion or intercouwe.
the Poet kept mute conference With his still soul. 224.

But, undulating woods, and silent well, And leap-

ing rivulet, . . . Held commune with him, . — 487.
I^zM mountain winds . , . Thou did'st hold com-

mune, Coleridge., 7.

(13) denoting connection of two or more things.

thy sweet mate will twine her downy neck With
thincj , Alasior^ 283.

These twine their tendrils -w. the wedded boughs 444.
Or uniteth the hopes of what shall be With the

fears and the love for that which we see ? There is no work^ 30.

(14) denoting comparison or contrast.

Made contrast with the universe Alastor^ s^i.

(15) used with accompanying substantive to denote

manner.
Responding to the charm with its own mystery. Suntmer-Bvg. lo.

(16) denoting personal condition.

What is it w«VA thee, sister ? Prom.M.y. 15.

Withal, prep. with.
the webs they catch poor rogues withal. . . . Ch. ist, I. 157.

Such as the nurses frighten babes withal: . . . Q. Mad, vii. 147.

Withal, adv. moreover, at the same time.

And that I walk thus proudly crowned withal . Couplets, i.

So sumptuous, yet withal so perishing! . . . Dcemon, II. 215.

And he was {a.mt withal

:

, Imojz, v.xxx. t.

So sumptuous, yet so perishing withal/ . . . Q. Mad, ix. 107.

and withal did ever ke&p Witch, xxvin. 6.

Withdraw, v. tr. take away.
withdraw No portion of your wonted favour . Alastor, 16.

Withdrawn, pp. (1) taken back.

Which has withdrawn his being to its own ; . . Adonais, XLII. 7.

To its abyss was suddenly wzMSrawM / . . . Ode Lib. ^i:s.. 2.

are given. And then withdrawn, . . . .St. Epips. 132.

(2) removed, pulled out.

Should quickly perish if it were withdrawn. . B. Williams, ill. 8.

(3) rolled back.
Is withdrawn and uplifted, Fugitives, III. 13.

(4) dissipated, done away with.

But life's familiar veil was now withdrawn, . . Ginevra, 122.

As if the light of youth were not withdrawn . Laon, iv. xxxiii. 9.

at a charm withdrawn Thus suddenly ; . . . , V. xxviii. 1.

withdrawn, covered, drunk up Prom. iv. 350.

they stand aloof, And are withdrawn— Tower ofFam.. 16.

(5) evoked, called up.

From-^fabled hell as by a charm withdrawn, . . Laon, xii. xxix. 2.

Withdrew, v. intr. departed, retired,

their comrades just with. To guard some other . ill. x. 4.

I then withdrew To judge what need .... V. xix. 7.

And Fear withdrew, as night when day Descends Love, Hope, 39.

Wither, v. intr. (1) become cheerless and sad.

Attracts to crush, repels to make thee wither. . Adonais, Llll. 6.

(2} fade and die out.

may all comfort wither From both the hearts . Laon, V. xlvlii. 8.

lips which I have kissed must surely wither, . . vi. xUx. 8.

In characters of cloud which w/VAernot— . , viii.xxix.5.

And love and freedom blossom but to wither^- . Marenghi, x. 2.

(3) shrivel or dry up.

Wither they to a ghastly caricature . ... (Edipus, 1. 372.

Withered, v. tr. blighted, affected banefuUy.
Which crushed and withered mine, .... Laon, Ded. vi. 8.

And in its wasting withered him, RosaJ. 694.

Withered, pp. A. Lit. (1) killed, destroyed, dried up.

The flowers are withered up with grief .... Bion. Adon. 32.

the insect race Was withered \xp ; . . . LaoJt, X. xv. 3.

As the scent of a violet withered up, . . . Music, Ipant, ill. i.

Before the wind or sun has withered them . . . Prom. II. iv. 37.

How withered all the buds of natural good \ . , Q. Mab, IV, 125.

Beneath whose shade all life is withered up, . . vi. 20«.

They have withered the smile and dried the tear W. Shel. il. 3.

^2) made barren.

by a fell bane Was a^/Mfi^fSfif up Laon,\i.\v. a.

B. Fig. (IJ declined, faded.

For wrath's red fire had withered in the eye, . . IX. x. 7.

Weakness, and doubt, had withered in his mind. Marenghi,X'Vil.^.

(2). made impotent.
Withered th^ hand outstretched but to relieve

; Q. Mab, ill. 159.

and death's relentless frost [hathj W. that arm : iii. 163.

Withered, adj. {!) said of persons, wan, worn, shrunken or

enfeebled.
Hung like dead bone within its zarV^fir^flf skin; . Alastor^ 251.

To deck with their bright hues his withered hair, —;- 413.

Falls from my withered hand Cend, I. i. 129.

Under the withered arm of Media Fiordispina^ 53,

That with, woman, g;rey and white and brown— 50.

wrinkled and loose And withered. . . . . , Fr. A Face, 2.

whose was thaXwithered form? La&n, III. xxvi. 5.

Yetin my hollow looks and withered mx^n . . IV. xxx. 2.

and she Was withered from a likeness .... Laon, VI. xlviii. 3.

On thee, thou withered i\ow&T
;

Magnet. Lady, IV. 3.

That withered hand and ashy cheek, . . Mary, who died, ill. 6.

his wan visage and his withered mien . . . iV. Athan. II. i. 35.

(2) of inanimate objects, dead, faded.

which sweeps The withered Xed^ve^ of Autumn . Laon, V. liii, 2.

Like withered leaves to quicken a new birth ! Ode W. Wind, V. 8.

it sprea(k Its worn and withered ^vm^ . . . . Q. Mab, vil. 265.

(3) of emotions, feelings, qualities, blighted, embittered.

And that at best a withered hloasom ; . . . . Constant. II. 2.

But thy false care did idly wear Its with, leaves -;— iI. 4.

These votive wreaths of withered memory, . . Epips. 4.

Withered hopes on hopes are spread, . . . Far,far away, 11,3.

shed One drop of balm upon my withered soul, . Q. Mab, III. 73.

(4) past, used out.
when years heap Their wzV^^^iJi/ hours, .... Epips. ^n.
His name, that shadow of his withered might, . Iteilas, 508.

(5) exnausted.
It ebbed even to its withered spimgs again : . Laon, vii. xxiv. 5.

(6) imperfect, deteriorated.
And thro' my witJtered, old, and icy frame . . Prom. ill. iii, 8SI
Revivify this zefiMercflf limb of Heaven? . . . Q. Mab,'Vl.22.

Withering, pr. pple. (1) destroying, perishing.

withering the pride Which in their hollow hearts Laon, IX. xvi, 4.
Withering up truth, peace, and pity. . . . Prom., i. 549.
Withering all passion but of slavish fear, . . Q. Mab, v, 85.

(2j wasting, consuming unprofitably.
withering up his prime Pr. Athan. I. 4.
for which he hangs Withering in destined pain : Prom. 11. iv. 100.

Withering and cankering deep .... , Q, Mab, IV, 531,

(3) failing away.
And the thin white moon lay withering there, . Serchio, S.

Withering, ppl. adj. (1) that is dying or failing.

On the 'Withering flower The killing; sun , . Adonais, XXXII. 7.

which feed Upon the withering ]xi& within, . . Rosal. 431.

(2) that attects banefuUy, mentally or physically.
like withering lightnings shed. ....... Laon, x. xvi. 9.
the withering ire Of God may be appeased. . x. xxxix. 3,
Its •withering beam upon his slaves, ... . xi. ix. 8.

Since withering pain no power possest, . . . Love, 5.

The like was stamped, as with a "withering fire. Prom. II. i. 155.
his soul Blasted with withering curses ; . . . . Q. Mab, IV. 100,
Scatter their withering curses, .... . v. 47,
The a/z'MeWw^ knowledge of the grave ; . . . Rosal. 445,
The withering honey dew 677.A kiUing Wi'/^r/w^ weight Solitary, Tl. 6.

Withheld, v, tr. retarded, kept back.
reproach from their own hearts with. Their steps, Laon, VI. v. 7.

Withheld, pp. ' (1) not paid.
When taxes are withheld ? CEdipus, 1. 23.

(2) held back.
the fiery incarnation Is yet withheld, . . . Prol. Hellas, 16.

(3) restrained.

If, as ye dream, such power be not ^witMield, . 50.

Withhold, V, tr. keep, obstruct.

Yon Cape alone does from the sight wit/ihold ; . Laon, Vlll. i. 5,

*Withholdest, v. intr. keepest back.
Thou yieldest or withholdest^ ... . . Naples, 175.

Within, prep. (1) inside a building,
iVithin the fanes of your beloved God ? - . Cycl. 427.
Within the walls ofthat grey t&wer, which stood Laon, iv. \. 8.

Fmd a home within warm doors. , . , . Mask, xcii. 4.

(2) under cover of.

And cold hopes swarm like worms within our
living clay. Adonais, XXXIX, 9,

Such impulses within my mortal frame Arose, . Laon, 11. ii. 2.

Within that fairest form, the female mind . 11. xxxv. i.

(3) contamed or comprised in.

And bitter poison within thy tear. , ... Cenci, v. iii. 137.

(4) in the person of.

was inclosed within one simple child ! . . . . Laon, ll. xxxii. 9.

(5) denoting protection or concealment,
no recess. Within whose happy silence, thus

embraced u. adviii. 3.

(6) during.
the violets pale Heard her wiihifi their slumbers. Woodman, 16.

(7) mingled with.
Within thy breath, and on thy hair, like odour

it is yet, .0}n. Sing, i, 6.

(8) in so short space of time as.

Cannot be wise like thee, within this day ; . . Prom,. III. iv. 34.

(9) in the recess of.

The Princess sate within the window seat, . . Tasso, 20.

(10) used for ' upon ' to denote depth of reflection.

Within the surface of tlie fleeting river .... Even. Pisa, III. 1,

Ajid where within the surface of the river The
shadows of the massy temples lie, .... Witch, lAi.., \.

(11) bounded by.

Even to a point within our day and nighty . Adonais, XLVII. 7.

To live within the life which thou bestowcst ; . Zucca, iv. 5.

(12) between.
and that the flesh was warm Within my teeth !— Laon, ru. xxvi. 8.
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Within, adv. (1) internally, mentally.
Which tell me that the spirit weeps wzVAzw . . Cenci^ I. i. 112.
Deafening the lost intelligence w/Mz'w Ginevra^ 12.

A spirit not my own wrenched me within^ . Hellas^ 456.
The vital fire seemed reillumined within . . Mother ^- Son^ v. 6.

(2) at home, amongst ourselves.
Terror without, and treachery within ; ... Hellas^ 269.

(3) inside.

Vl^iihin was seen in the dim wavering ray, The
antique sculptured roof, L,aoft, I*^. iii'. 7.

Without, ^r?/. (1) denoting destitution, deprivation or lack.

Is gathered irtto death without a dawn, . . . Adonais^ xxix. 3.

that stream without a shore, Fr. of Dream, 2.

TVithout the power to wish it thine again ; . . Julian, 488.
One of the crowd thou art without a name. . . Xersa Rima, 7.

(2) denoting freedom from, absence of.

The heavy heart heaviflg witAout'a, moan ? . . Addnais, xxxv. 5.

Sublimely mild, a Spirit without spot, .... XLV. 7.

or joy itself Without the touch of sorrow ? , . Ch. \st, i. 178.

those merchants draw not without loss .... II. 74.
cannot view Without a beating heart, .... Dcsmon, I. 14.

still tyrannise W^//Aom/ reproach or check. . . . Laon.^ Ded. IV. 8.

How with, fear of evil or disguise Was Cythna ! II. xxxii. 5.

(3) independently of.

Tw/MffM/ waiting for the summiAff-u-p^ .... Ch. u/, 11.^92.

Graceful OTi'/AflM/ design andunforeseeing, . . . Julian, 140.

Would his own lies betray without a. bribe. . . Witch, Lxxii. 8.

Without, adv. externally.

Terror w//AoM/, and treachery within; , . . . HeUas^ 26g.

Whispering without from tree to tree, .... Pro^n. ill. iii. 19.

4:Withstaacl, v. tr, (1) resist physically.

whose marble walls the ieaguedstorms withstatid/ Laon, 11. xiv. g.

(2J be proof against mentally.
no human bosom can w. Thee, wondrous Lady, -^—vill. xxiv. 4.

^Withstood, pp. (1) resisted in cornbat.

How many times Have I withs. . . Ten thousand Cycl. 179.

(2) resisted mentally, gainsaid.

With eloquence which' shall not be withstoodf . Laon, V. ix. 4.

- (3) survived*

had TOi'MjiftJi?/:^ the tide Of human things, . . . Q. Mab, IX, 27.

Which might not be withstood, . '. . . . . . Laon, vit. vii. 4.

*Withy, adj. made of withies or willow twigs.

And bound them in a lump with withy twigs. . Horn. Mete. xili. 8.

boundStiffm";:?>^j'bands the infant's wrists around. LXix. 8.

The Wi/Aj' bands, though starkly interknit, . . lxx. 2.

Witness, n. (1) a beholder, a person present, one who
knows.

Henceforth no witness—not tlie lamp—shall' see Cenci, I. i. 21.

Without a bond or witness to the deed : . . . li. ii. 21.

God is my witnessthat this weight of power, . Ch. ist, ll. 137.

Oh! heaven is witness 1 did love, M. JV. Melody, 12.

(2) testimony.
And fear no other witness but thy fear. . . . Cenci, iv. iv. 41.

no band Of Gods to bear him witness, . . . Jlom. Merc. Lxil. 6.

BesLT witness, Erin! Ireland, 1.

Bear witness Night Laon, y. Song, 6. 2.

To bear tr^e witness of the heart within, . , . Matilda, 44.

(3) one who testifies in a court of law.

Accuser, witness, judge, What, all in one ? . . Cenci, v. ii. 175.

Witness, v. tr. (1) bear testimony.
To witness that I speak the sober truth \

— . . I. iii. 56.

(2) see or behold, be present at.

Brooking no eye to witness their foul shame; . Dixmon, I. 280.

Let . . . All that must eternal be Witness the

solemnity Mash, Lxvi. 4.

(3) be a token.
And let this corneljavelin, . . . Witness between

us Jilom. Merc. LXXVIII. 4.

Witnesses, n. (1) beholders.

Shall be sole witnesses— Caidero7Z, i. 219.

Its witnesses with men who must hereafter be. . Laon, v. xxxix. 9.

(2) persons attesting to a matter.

Andyo}x^on\dhe the witnesses?— Ce««, il. i. 140.

Be these the witnesses, my dear sweet master^ . Cycl. 245.

Witnesses, v. tr. beholds.

And witnesses her peace Whose woe ... . Q. Mab, viii. 34.

Wits, n. powers of perception, senses.

Vane's wits perhaps Ch. 1st, 11. 449.

My dear friend, where are your W(Vj J* .... (Bdipus, I, 181.

who has lost His wits, or sold them, Feter, in. iii. 2.

*Wived,//. married.
Swellfoot is wived/ CEdipus, \. 287.

Wives, n. pi. of Wife.
Daughters and wives call this foul tyranny. . . Cend, I. ii. 79.

and wives are husbandless, Q"^'^"/.^^°"

Ride over your O'/i'ej and you— jkaja, XLVlI. 4.

Your sons, your w?Wj, your brethren, . . . . Ode, Arise, o.

Of other wives and husbands than their own— . CEdipus^ I. 370.

Wizard, n, A. Lit. a sorcerer.

may be seen Gathering, wisardsiad witch, below. Faust, II. 149.

The cliaracter of Wizard? or of devil? .... 11.260.

the honnteous wisard then would place . . . Sonn. Dante, 9.

B. Fig.
Solitude, That w/>«rar wild, ZflO«, vi. xxiii. 7.

Wizard, adj. (1) sung by wizards.
The torrent of a raging ze/i'^ar*^song Faust, II. 144.

(2) the resort of wizards.
Since I last came up to the wizard mountain ; 11. 294.

(3) marvellous^ supernatural.
For neither didst thou watch the wizard flocks . Ode Lib. Vlll. 9.
Obey the spells of wisdom's wzs-a^f^ skill ; . . Witch, yiix. z-

(4) magical, mystic.
This may not be, the wizard mB.id replied; . . xxiii. i.

All day the wizardla.dy sate aloof,, . . . xxvi. i.

And wlien the wizard la.dy would ascend . . . xliii. i.

This, said the wizard maiden, is the strife . . lxii. 7.
the wizard-tnaiden Fast with an eye serene and

heart unladen Lxvill. 7.

*Wizard-swarms, c. «. crowds of wizards.
Wizard-swarms cover the heath all over. , . Faust, II. 210.

Wizards, n. conjurors, clever folk.

I wonder that grey wizards Like you .... OSdipus, l. 340.
and so tlie privy wizards Conceived ... . il. i. 46.

Woe, n. (1) grief, sorrow, misery.
Month follow month with woe, Adonais, xxi. 9.

with such a draught of z£/Ofi,^ xxxvi. 3.

would interpret half the wje That wasted him, . Alastor, 2 67.
or painting's woe Or sculpture, speak . . . 708.
It is a woe too ' deep for tears,' 713.
Who will weep not thy dreadful woe^ O Venus ? . Bion. Adon. 35.
what woe has fallen upon me ! Cycl. 671.
Tremble, ye proud, whose grandeur mocks the zfc"., Death Vanq, 37.
He wouldn't find cause for woe . Devil, v. 4.

The hell-hounds, Murder, Want and Woe, . . xxvi. 3.

*Twas human -woe and human blood

!

... xxvi. 6.

Happy 3'ourself, you feel another's woe. . . E. Williams, VII. 8.

A violet-shrouded grave of Woe?— . ... Epips. 69.
Then 'twill wreak him little woe , . Eug. Hills, 34.
but 'tis a bitter woe 233.
And hugged the wealth wrung from the woe . Falsehood, 3.

Is the news that I bring of human woe 16.

Oh what delight ! Whatw^e.' Faust, 11. ^g6.
Not swiffer a swift thought of woe or weal . Horn. Merc, vil. 3.

That since I came into this world olwoe, . lii. 6.

enough Of woe it is to love ; Iivould, 2.

whose imperial bi"ow Is endiademed with woe. . Inv. Mis. II. 5.

Hope in pity mock not Woe Jane, Invitn, 41.
Some thought the loss offortune wrought him w.; Julian, 235.
to know Thy lost friend's incommunicable woe. . 343.
and how much more Might be his woe, .... 534.
As brightly it illustratea her woe ; Laon, i. xvii. 4.
reigning o'er a world of «/£)«, . ... . I. xxvii. 4.
for woe Which could not be mine own

—

. . —— I. xxxv, 7.

Woe could' not be mine own I. xxxvi. i.

The clouds which hide the gulf of mortal woe : i. xxxviii. 4.
chains Which bind in woe the nations of the earth. i. xxxix. 4.
I was awakened by a shriek oiwoe ; I. xlvi. 6.

Out of that Ocean's wrecks had Guilt and Woe . 11. vii. i.

Wrought from that bitter iv., had wildered her— III. viii. 6.

That gentle Hermit, in my heli)less woe, . . . iv. v. 4.
he had' beheld the woe In which mankind was

bound, IV. ix. .£.

hearts in balm, but they are lost in Woe; . . . v. x. 6.

The yells of victory and the screams of woe . . vi. iv. 4.

or fear, or wreak, or suffer woe viii. ix. 9.
To kiss salt tears from the worn cheek of Woe . Vlll. xii. 6.

Can choose but drain the bitter dregs of woe, . viii. xv. 8.

to steep The bread of slavery in the tears of woe, viil. xxiii. 8.

and woe. And fear, and pain— IX. xxxiii. 3.

as watchwords of a single woe, x. xxxi. 4.
The errors of his faith in endless woe/ . . . x. xxxv. 4.
those symbols of your woe, .... ... XI. xviii. 4.

like the Queen of Nations, but in woe, .... XI. xxii. 6.

—again stern woe Arises with the awakening
melody. M. N. Despair, 15.

The breast that feels this anguish'd awe . . . .M.N. Melody, 26.

Forgive me Heaven, my brain is warp'd by woe. . M. N. Post. Fr. 34.
With War,- and Woe, and Terror, in his train ; . 09.
And dissolve the chill ice-drop of woe. . . . M. N. Ravail, 81.

Seal thee from thine hour of woe ; . . Magnet. Lady, i. 7.

And the hovel's vice and woe, . . . . Mexican, il. 6.

Large codes of fraud and woe ; . . . . Mont B. Si

.

his form was wasted by the woe Mother 4- Son, v.i.

Embrace fond woe, or cast our cares away: . . Mutability, 12.

wake and feed on everliving woe,— iV. Athan. i, 74.
Like one who labours with a human woe . . . l. 113.

Who fiUest with thy soul this world of woe, . . Prom. i. 283.

Pity, eloquence, and woe; I. 730.

Both love and woe familiar to my heart . . . .- ii. i. 42.

That this poor wretch should pride him in hism.^ Q. Mab, lii. 86.

That few may know the cares and woe of sloth. . lii. 117.

The tyrant, whose delight is in his woe. .... iii. 202.

Whose safety is man^s deep unbettered woe, . iv. 81.

spread Ruin, and death, and woe^ iv. 85.

disease and xvoe Heaped on the wretched parent iv. 128.

Or he is formed for abjectness and woe, .... iv. 159.

That famine, frenzy, woe and penury breathe. . iv. 177.

The ruin, the disgrace, the woe of war. . . v. 68.

The bitter poison of a nation's woe, V. 96.

the solace of all woe Is turned to deadliest agony, V. 189.

The fear of infamy, disease and woe, v. 255.

And read the blood-stained charter of all woe, . vi. 55.

Of life and death, of happiness and woe, . . . VI. 191.
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And inexpressible woe^ Q. Mah^ vit. 8o.

Vet ever burning flame and ceaseless woe . . . Vii. 121.

From sight and sense of the polluting W£>£^, . . vil. 193.
Whose woe to him were bitterer than death, . . Vlll. 35.
His life a feverish dream of stagnant rvoe^ . .^ . vili. 150.
The long-protracted fulness of their M/Ofi/ . . , vili. 182.

Long sanctified all deeds of vice and woe, . . . ix. 44.
Even with a sister's woa Rosal. s,i.

With woe^ which never sleeps or slept, .... 536.
and pour thy woe Into this heart, 570.
Pleading for a world of oii)!?/ 631.
Past woe its shadow backward threw, .... 805.
Of all the woe that now I bear 1048.
For I would live to share tiry le/ofi 1192.
who now Is all the solace ormy woe 1227.
They bodingly presag'd destruction and woe. . St. Ir. (i) i. 5.

And he rag d in terrific woe (3) V. 3.

When woe fades away. like the mist of the heath. (5) ll.*8.

Whose woe was such that fear became desire ;— Serchio^ 35.
To share in the load of mortality's woe^ . . . Tear, IV. 2.

Ocean of Time, whose waters of deep woe . . . Titne, 2.

drained to its last sand in weal or woe^ . . . Triumph^ 123.
Expiates the joy and woe 255.
Seaking, alike from happiness and woe, A refuge Ye hasten, 11.

(2) used as a cry orlamentation.
Ah woe is me ! Winter is come and gone, . . . Adonais, xvill. i.

W^oe is me ! Whence are we, xxi. 3.

And woe is me ! X know not where to find him . Calderon, HI. 99.
Ah, woe is me ! What have I dared? Bpips. 123.

And one annihilation. Woe is me ! 587.
Woei woe/ that moonless midnight— .... Laon, XI. viii. i.

And heard, and cried, ' Ah, woe is me !
' ... Prom. I, 97.

Ah 'woel Ah woe! Alas! pain, pain ever, . . . I. 634.

(3) as an imprecation or declaration of misery.
Woe! Woe! To the weak people Hellas, 891.
Spirit, woe to all ! , . 893.
Woe to the wronged and the avenger ! . . . . 894.
Woe to the destroyer, woe tb the destroyed ! . . 895.
Woe to the dupe, and woe to the deceiver ! . . 89^.
Woe to the oppressed, arid woe to the oppressor ! 897.
Woe both to those that suffer and inflict j . . . 8g8.

*Woe-illuindd, c. adj. made quick or sensitive by woe.
Thy works within my woe-illumed mind, . , Prom. I. 637.

*Woe-worn, c. adj. marked with grief or trouble.
A strange and woe-worn wight Arose , , , , Q. Mab, Til. 68.

Woes, K. sorrows, griefs, troubles.

To make these woes a tale for distant years : . . Cenci^ V. iv. 94.
It longs in thy cells to embosom its woes, , . . Death, Dial. 14.

and could moan For woes which others hear not, Julian, 445.
voices, that, alas ! Were but one echo- from a

world of woes— Laon^ Ded. III. 8.

from the woes which had begirt it long VII. 9.

reality among Dim visionary woes, VH. xvi. 9.

whose fate it is to make the woes : vii/xxviii. 5.

I sighed beneath its wave to hide my woes^ ,M.N. Fragmi. n.
I ponder'd on the woes of lost mankind, . . . M^ N. Ravail, 5.

~

When endless bliss the woes of fleeting life repay. 41.
Ye who suffer woes untold, .... ... Mask, lxxii. 1.

There are two woes ; . . ^ Profn. I. 646,
To suffer woes which Hope thinks infinite

;
iv. 570.

filled All human life with hydra-headed woes. Q. Mab, V. 196.
How stern are the woes of the desolate mourner, St. Ir. (5) i. i.

long outlived both -woes and wars, . . . . Triumpli, 266.
These common woes I feel Wordsworth, 5.

Wofal, adj. (1) grievous, terrible.

This wo/ul story So did I overact Cenci, in. i. 48.
The same, having endured a woful toil Cycl. 262.

To bear scorn, fear, and hate, a wo/ul mass ! . Hope, Fear^ 14.
When I arose from rest, a woeful xaz.s% .... Laon, iv. xxxiii. 7.

A wo/«/sight: a youth Prom, i. 5S4.
And JLove, and the chained Titan's woful Aaom, 11. ii. 93.

(2) sad, mournful.
a woeful ditty ! . . Laon, x. xv. 8.

He smiled with such a woful smile ! Rosal. 317.

(3) ironically used.
And thus to each—which was a wQeful matter— Pan, Echa, 7.

*Wote, V. I. tr. (1) aroused.
Wild music woke me : .... Laon, i. xlviii. 3.

(2) revived.

in him they w. Memories which found a tongue, . 1. Ix. 8.

(3) Started.

our loud entrance woke The echoes of the hall, . V. xxii. 4.

II. intr. (1) threw off sleep,

as one from dreaming Of sweetest peace, I woke, fulian, 336.
when I woke, the flood Whose banded waves . Laon, vil.xxxviii. 6.

I woke, and did approve All nature . ... Rosal. 769.
And when I woke, I wept to find ...... 1210.

I woke, and envied her as she was sleeping. . . Zucca, il. 4.

(2) roused herself.

sudden she woke As one awakes from sleep, . . Laon, II. xlvii. 7.

(3) became conscious of.

The poor heart woke to her assurance. .... Love, Hope, 42.

Wolf, n. A. Lit. a savage animal (cams lupus).
Nor the wolfin his midnight prowl Faust, II. 139.
Grey wolf, or bear, or lion of the dell, . . Horn. Merc, xxxvil. 4.
The wolf, and the hyaena grey, Laon^ x. iii. 7.

And the Wi?^tracks her there— Monl B. 69.

Like a wolfthat had smelt a dead child out, . . Sensii. PI. iH. in.
Whilst the wolf from which they fled .... Triumph, 408.

B. Fig.
And Opportunity, that empty zi/ij/ZJ Ch. ist,\\. \2$.

The sheep have mistaken the w. for their shepherd, il. 414.
A wo//"for the meek Jambs— Julian, iiy.

Comes Plague, a winged wolf ,..-.... Laon, X. xxiv. 8.

*Wolf-ou"b, c. n. a young wolf.
Like a wolf-cub from a Cadmeean Mcenad, . . dde Lib. vil. 2.

Wolfisli, adj. ravening, destructive.

And wolfish change, like winter, Hellas, 872.

Wolves, n. A. Lit. pi. of Wolf. A. Lit.

The prey-birds and the wolves are gorged . . 2^5.^

and swore Like wolves and serpents, . ... Laott,yi. vii. 8.

not more swiftly flee Than Celtic wolves . . . Naples, 173.

-B.Fig.
The herded wolves., bold only to pursue.; . . Adonais, xxviii. i.

and the shepherd, the w. for their watch-dogs. . Ch. ist, II. 415. ^
Famished wolves that bide no waiting-, .... Naples, 142.
thou terror Of the world's wolves! Ode Lib. x. 2.

These hares, these wolves, these any thing . . CEdipus, li. ii. 119.
Which hungry wolves \A'd[v praifie and spoili . . Rosal. 063.
Two bloodtess wolves whose dry throats- rattle, . Sitniles, IV. 3.

Woxuan, n. A. Lit. (1) the female of the human species,
who thought This Aziola was some tedious w., . Asiola, l. 6.

So this woman may be mine. Calderon, II. 20.

Woman, thou hast subdued me, ill. 134.
I see a woman weepingf there, Cenci, III. i. 10.

From Greece to Phrygia for one woman''s sake ? Cycl. 264.
And still call thou her woman in thy thought ; . Dante Conv. 47.
Veiling beneath that radiant form of Wo-man . Bpips. 22.
A thousand steps must a wofnan take, .... Faust, II. 178.
There sit a girl and an old wotnan— ..... ii. 322.
That withered w., grey and white and brown— . Fiordispina, 56.
And ever as she goes the palsied woman . . - 59,A wretched woman reeling by, Gisb. 269.
'Gainst a woman that was a brute Hate, 4.
sand was never stirred By man or w. thus ! Horn. Merc. XXXVII. 6.
His child had now become A woman / . . . . Julian, 589.
There was a Woman, beautiful as morning, . . Laon, i, xvi. i.

Then on the sands the Woman sate again, . . i. xx. i.

Shall this fair woman all alone, i. xxii. 3.
a strange and awful tale That Wom.an told, . . i. xxiv. 2.

A woman's heart beat in my virgin breast, . . i.xxxvii. 2.
soon as the Woman came Into that ^all, . . i. Iv. 4.A woman's shape, now lank and cold and blue, . iii. xxvi. i.

A Woman sitting on the sculptured disk . . v. 1. i.

No living thing was there beside on6 woman . . vi. xlviii. i.
I took the food that woman offered me ; . . vi. Hi. 9.
Whoso will drag that woman to his side . . x. x. 8.
a wom-an sits thereon, . . xii. viii. 6.
when kings and soldiers fear A wowiiT^/' . . . xil. xi. g.

'

Every woman in the land Will point at them , . Mask, LXXXVII. i.A solitary woman ! Matilda, 40.
A woman's countenance, with serpent locks, . . Medus'a, v. 7.
She was an aged zwo»«a«/ Mother ^ Son, 1. 1.

For seven years did this poor woman live . , I'll,!.

Yet did the a^ed woman's bosom glow. . . v.A woman guilty of—we all know what— . . (Edipus, II. i. 83.
I heard all this from the old woman Peter. \. xi. 5.
Thousands shall deem it an old woman's taie^ . Q. Mab„vii. 146.
WoTnan and man, in confidence and l6ve, . ix. 89.
And there, a woman with §frey hairs, .... Rosal. 5:30.
Hint that, though not my wife, you are a womari, St. Epips. 49.
At the helm sits a woman Vis. Sed, 6&,

(2) women collectively, womankind.
A light is past from the revolving year. And man,

a-ndwoman;
. Adonais, lAW. 5.

hke the April anger ofwomaw, Ch. 1st, n. /^o%.
Woman has a thousand steps to stray Faust, li. 177-
TiU free and equal man and woman greet Domes-

tic peace
; Laon, ll. xxxvii*. 5.Woman with some vile slave her tyrant dwells, 11. xlii. 4,Can man be free if woTwaw be a slave ? .... 11. xliii i.

thou knowest a curse would wear The shape
oi woman— u, xliii. 8.

Thus she doth equal laws and justice teach To
woman, jy^ ^xi. 2.

man and woman', Their common bondage burst, v. Son£-^j^\.
Racks which degraded woman^s greatness tell, . —— vil. xxxvi. 8.
Woman, as the bond-slave, dwells Of man, . viii.xiii.s!
P^waw/—she is his slave, viii. xv. i.
well ye know What'^y^wzaw is, ....... - . viii. xv. %
the subject world to' w'oman^s will must bow. . ix. xvi. 9.
Till all that is divine in 'woman , Peter^ ill. x. 3.
Wade on the promised soil through w. blood, . Q. Mab, VII. iio.
In the soft motions and rare smile of woman, . Zucca, v. 5.

B. Fig. (1) the Church of Rome so called.
Beside him moves the Babylonian w. Invisibly, . Ch. 1st, i. 61.

r2) fiill, complete.
Whose fairest thoughts and limbs were built To

woman's growth, Hellas, 998.
Womb, «. A. Lit. the uterus of a woman.
Like a child from the womb, Cloud, 83.
The babe is at peace within the womb, .... Fr. Peace i
torefrom the mother'sK;(7»z5Theunborn child,— Q.Mab \\.\<\,
Go to the grave, and issue from the womb, , . ' y. 2^

5 K
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B. Fig.
Abortions are dead in the wom-b^ Casil. Adm. I. 3.

This secret in the pregnant womb of time, . . . Gisb. 104.
they burst the wom-b of inessential Nought. . . Laon^ r. xxv. 9.
from her general womb Pour forth her swarming

sons . , v. xxxviii. 8.

Womeu, n. (1) pi, of Woman (1).
There should be no more women in the world . Cycl. 164.
And ancient wom-en and grey fathers wail . . . 291.
Like snails when the wofnen are all away ; . . Fausi., II. 175.
With •women and the people 'tis the same, . . II. 277.
she excels All women m the magic of her locks; -;— II. 310.
dancing just like men and women li. 338.
The compound voice o{ women and of men . Ginevra^ 97.
the chamber where the women kept ;— ... 18S.

And then the mourning women came 195.
And shrieks oiwomen whose thrill jars the blood, Hellas, 824.
The homes of lovely women^ Horn.. Earth, 18.

the sweet looks 0{ woTnen^ Laon^ II. i. 2.

The wild-eyed women throng around her path : . IV. xx. i.

A troop of'^wild-ejed women^ VI. ii. 6.

and around did he Women^ and babes, . . . VI. xlvi. 9.
to save Wom-en from bonds and death, . . . ix. viii. 8.

But chiefly women^ whom my voice did waken . ix. x. i.

W^ovnen^ children, young and old Mask, LXVIII. 3.
mirth which women, men, and boys, Wake . Mother ^ Son,vll. 7.

There are mincing women^ mewing, ... . Peter^ ill. viii. i.

Hew down babes and a^(37M^«, vi. xxxviii. 2.

And women too, ugliest of all things evil, . . , Prom-. III. iv. 46.
And women^ toOj frank, beautiful, and kind . . —^ III. iv. 153.
Men, women., children, slunk away, Rosal. 520.
Old men and women foully disarrayed, .... Triumph^ 165.

(2) female characters.
Like one of Shakespeare's women : Julian, 592.

(3) sexual intercourse.
And live a free life as to wine or women, . . . Cenci, I. ii. 76.

Won, V. tr. (1) accomplished, made.
Vl^on their swift way up to the snowy head Horn,. Merc. Lxxxvi. 3.

(2) gained, ensnared.
She won the soul of him whose fierce delight . . Hom, Venus, 35.

(3) gained as reward.
which won From the blind crowd . . . The patriot's

meed, Marenghi, xi. 4.

(4) persuaded, induced.
She w, them, tho' unwilling, her to bind Near me, Laon, Xll. xv. i.

Mixed with the stringed melodies that won it . Zucca, x. 6.

Won, pp. (1) gained, obtained.
Keeps record of the trophies won from thee, . . Alasior, 25.

And, this game won—which if lost, all is lost— . Ch. ist, li. 352.
In the carnage-smoke of battles won .*.,.. Falsehood^ 6^.

And whether thou or I have won, 90.
watching till the spoil be won, Hellas, 539.
and fears His triumph dearly won, ..... L.aon, I. xxxiv. 8.

A lost and dear possession, which not won, . . V. xlii. 8.

Long lost, late won, and yet but half regained ! . Naples, 58.

greater than that which ye shall have won. . . Ode, Arise, 25.

Our spoil is won, . Prom. IV. 135.

(2) induced, persuaded.
that won by my high merit A king— .... Calderon, II. 112.

Wonder, n. (1) a feeling of surprise mingled with ad-

miration, disgust, enquiry or awe.
its claims To love and WfjMt/ey/ Aiastor^ g'&.

the succeeding calm excite thy wonder; . . . Calderon, 11. 159.

It was a sight oi wonder/ Dcemon, i. 166.

And full ol wonder, full of hope as he. ... . ll. 182.

,, n ti <i M . . '. . Q.Mab,\x.6i.
She looked around in wonder and beheld Henry, Dcsmon, il. 328.

„ „ „ „ „ „ Q. Mab, IX. 236.

One may observe with wonder Faust, 11. 95.

Then wonder, SLudth^ni^ax thaX wonder f]}iQ\\%A\ Ginevra, 138.

Their censure, or their wonder, or their praise ? . Gisb. 131.

while yet wonder, and awe, and shame, . . . Hellas, 402.

ivonder %txzxi%Q possessed The everlasting Gods Hom. Min. 6.

As makes the slumberer's cheek with w, pale! . Laon, I. xxiv. 3.

Wonder and joy a passing faintness threw . . I. Iviii. i.

and cried in wonder— ' thou art here !'..., V. iv. 9.

Such wonder seized him, as if hour by hour . , V. xxviii, 5.

in the hearts of all Like wonder stirred, . . . V. xxviii. 9.

As o'er that speechless calm delight and w. grew. V. liii. 9,

mighty shapes which fled in WiJW^^r, Vil. x. o.

The many ships . . . fled fast ... In fear and w.; ix. iii. 3.

gazed on him With baffled wonder^ XI. xiv, 2.

felt wonder glide Into their brain, Xll. iv. 3.

gazing in a trance of W£J«i^tfn xil. xx. i.

With w. beholds the blue flash thro' his form : M. N. Spec. Hors. 43.
With wonder that extinguished fear Mar, Dr. xviii. 6.

Ever made us mute with wonder. Prom.. I. 90.

Apollo Is held in heaven by zwtfwafer/ .... II. v. 11.

Looking in wonder Vi.'^ to Heaven, III. iv. 60,

And greetings of delighted Wi^Wiafe;^ III. iv. 72.

Moon, which gazest on the nig^htly Earth With m, IV. 525.

And all is wonder to unpractised sense ; . ^ . Q, Mab, VI. 155.

The wonder could not charm away, ..... Rosal. 357.

Nor less Wonder.^ but far more peace and joy . 1216.

as he did leap In sudden wonder 1274.

and leave to Wonder and Despair Sonn. Byron^ x,

with desire and with a/t^wrftf*- Vis. Sea. yi.

With fairest smiles qi wonder throynx .... W. Shei, III, 5.

Her love subdued their wonder and their mirth. . Witch, x. 8.

Could make their tears all wonder and delight, . xvil. 5.

(2) something which causes surprise, admiration or awe,
a cause of wonder.

Thou W.^ and thou Beauty, and thou Terror ! . Epips. 29.
ao'iSMi/fi^'of that simple time, 490.
The wonder, or the terror, or the tomb .... Hellas, 994.
And cried—What w. do mine eyes behold ! Hom. Merc, xxxvi. 8,

Were piled within— a wonder to behold I . , XLI, 8.

A wonder and a sign to mortal men Ho?n. Moon, 19.
a. wonder oi th.\s e:Bxi\\ Julian, $go.
A scene of joy and wonder Laon, xil. xxxiv. i.

A winged sound of joy, and love, and wonder.^ . Ode Lib. vi. 9.

Even now have I begotten a strange wonder., . Prom.. III. L 18.

deep abyss Oi wonder and bliss, IV. 100.

a sight Of wonder to behold the body and soul. . Q. Mab, i. 145.
It was a siffht oi wonder

:

I. 256.
A Lady, the wonder of her kind, Sensit. PL 11. 5.

Behold a wonder worthy of the rhyme . . . Triu'^ph, 471.
A wonder worthy of his rhyme,— 480.
and drew All living things towards this w. new. . Witch, V. 8.

(3) what wonder = who can be surprised.
And being scorned, what wonder \i\}ci^y die . . Julian, 205^

Wonder, v. intr. (1) feel surprise or astonishment.
Thou wilt not be consoled—I wonder not ! . . Death, (2) II. x.

and make me wonder at my stay : Julian, 503.
I wonder not—for One then left this earth . . . Laon, Ded.xu. 3.

to wonder that a chief Among men's spirits . My head is wildy 5,

X wonder that grey wizards Like you .... CEdi^us, i. 340.
Wonder not that when thou speakest .... Sopnia, III. 5.

(2) feel admiration.
As now I wonder at thee, son of Jove ; , . Hom. Merc. LXXVII. 7.

Alas ! I "wonder at, yet pity thee Prom. \. 428.
to wonder at This shape of autumn UnJ. Dr. 208.

*Wonder-level, c, adj. on a par with miracles or wonders.
the air-like waves Of z£'i?«^£r-/ez'e/ dream, . . . Epips. 196.

*Wonder-stricken, c. adj. (1) struck with amazement.
Wild, pale, and wonder-stricken Ginevra, i.

(2) Fig-
Which now the wonder-stricken breezes kist . . Laon, v. xliii. 5.

*Wouder-wlnffdd, c. adj.
The guidance of that wonder-winged team ; . . Triumph, 95.

Wondered, v. intr. were surprised, marvelled.
Men wondered\iQ-^ such loveliness Cenci, III. i. 370.
Men wondered, and some sneered to see . . . Rosal. 655.
So wondered they : . . . . .... 673.

Wonderful, adj. (1) past understanding, mysterious, strange.
How wonderful is Death, Dcemon, i. i.

,, „ „ Q. Mab, I. I.

Yet both so passing strange and wonderful/ . Dcemon, l. 8.

As wonderful ^% on creation's day:— . , . Fattst, i. 43.
Yet both so passing wonderful! Q. Mab^ i. 8.

How wonderful/ that even The passions, . . . 11. 102.
everything familiar seemed to be Wonderful^ , St. Epips. 163.

(2) surprising, marvellous.
'Tis wonderful how well a t3Tant sleeps. . . Cenci, iv. iv, 58.

(3) grand, tremendous.
So fair, so wonderful^, sight .... . . Dcemon, l. 215,

„ „ „ „ Q. Mab, 11. 28.

(4) out of the common.
converse wild, and sweet, and wonderful ; . Laon, xii. xxxvii. 3.

Wonderful, interj. as an expletive expressive of admiration.
Even now my heart adoreth : Wonchrful/ . . Prom. ll. iii. 17.

Wondering, pr. pple. marvelling, feeling astonished.
Wondering at all it sees iii iv. 15.

Wondering I blush, Rosal. 57.
Watching its growth and wondering ; .... Unf. l)r. 233.
All came, much w. how the enwombed rocks . . Witch, X. 6.

Wondering, ppl. adj. marvelling, astonished.
beheld with w. awe Their fleeting visitant. . , Alastor^ 256.
With wondering self-compassion

; Julian, 29a
But smiles oi wondering )oy his face would fill, . Laon., X. vi. 7.

Will bhnd your wondering eyes (MdipuSy II. i. 187.

Wonderous. (See Wondrous.)

Wonders, n. subjects or objects exciting surprise or astonish-

ment.
The wonders of the human world to keep— . . Damon, 11. 49.

„ „ „ „ , Q- -^«*. 1- 168.

Earth's wonders are thine own . Damon, 11. 233.

„ „ „ „ Q' ^^K IX- 141-
For thou the wonders of the depth canst know . Fiordispina,.^.

I knew not who had framed these wonders then, Laon, II. xi. i.

to shew The wonders of his sylvan solitude, . , iv. v. 8.

the stupendous scene, Whose wonders mocked . Q. Mab, VI. gi.

,, ,, ,, ,, „ I) . Superstition, 20.

Wondrous, adj. (1) marvellous or mysterious in form or kind.
was now that wondrous frame— ...... Alastor, 665.
flaming circles of their 7£/OK<sfr(3?/j spheres . . . Calderon, II. 164.
The secrets of this wondrous world, Laon, I. xxxv. 6.

And fate, or whatever else binds the world's won-
drous frame 11. xxx. 9.

That wo«iafero«.S'. and eternal fane, Q. Mab,v\. 2'^t.

Though the fine-wrought eye and the w. ear There is no work, 21.

Winter's wondrous frost and snow, To-morrow, 11. 5.
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Have woven all the wondrous imagery .... Unf, Dr. 18.

And wondrous viorks of substances unknown, . Witcky xx. i.

(2) marvellous, wonder-working.
O, for Medea's wondrous alchemy, Alastor^ 672.
As each of his own God the won. works did tell. Laon^ x. xxx. g.
Shall sleep in the light of a wondrous day, There is no work, 10.

(3) strange, unusual, such as to excite wonder.
'Tis like

f.
wondrous strain that sweeps . . , Dcsmon^ i. 49.

Pursued its wondrous way.— i. 2t;2.

» ,, „ „ Q. Mab^ II. ^2.
not speak With certainty of such a won. thing, Horn. Merc. xxxv. 2.

But such a strain of wondrous^ strange, untired, lxxv. 5.

I have another wondrous thing to say XCIII. 8.

into a wondrous hue Brighter than burning gold, Julian^ 73.
from the encounter of those wondrous foes, , . L.aon^ i. xi. 3.
A wondrous light, the sound VI. xxxii. 9.
a long And wondrous vision wrought .... vil. xvi. 7.

What won. sound is that, mournful and faint, . Orpheus^ 35.
the won. strain That round a lonely ruin swells, Q. Mab^ I. 46.
This is a wondrous sight 11. 57,
Therefore a wondrous phantom, from the dreams viL 64.
As in that trance of «/o?Z(/r(3Kj thought .... Triumph^ i^\.

As one enamoured is upborne . . . To w, music, , 369.
the won. story How all things are transfigured . 47<).

(4) of marvellous beauty and power. '

can withstand Thee, wondrous Lady, . . . Laon, viil. xxiv. 5.
And felt that wondrous lady all alone,— . . . Witch^ IX. 7.

(5) comprising extraordinary events.
That after many wondrous years were flown, . Laon^ i. xlvi. 5.

the events Of old and wondrous times, . . . . ^. Mab^ II. 247.

(6) extreme, extraordinary.
the wo«^roMj fame Of the past world, . . . . Zoo?/, II. ii, 5.

Even when he saw her wondrous loveliness, . . Vli. v.' i.

(7) adj. absol. that which is wondrous.
combines The 'wondrous and the beautiful,— . . Q. Mab^ 1. 73.

Wondrous, adv. excessively, extremely.
Rejoice with me—my heart is wondrous glad. . Cenci^ I. iii. 50.

Wont, n. custom, habit, usage.
nothing at all Beyond his wont^ . . ... II. i. 77.
and dwell As was your •wjni Cycl. 426.
And in his arms, according; to his wont^ . . . Horn. Merc. xnx. 7.

And Jupiter according to his woni^ Lxvi. 3.

Where twas our wont to ride Julian^ 13.

Wont, adj. accustomed, having usage.
That mouth, whence it was w. to draw the breath Adonais-, xii, it.

we cannot meet As we were wont. Cavalc. 12.

when he, As he is wonty Cenct, ill. i. 314.
A thing from which sweet lips were wow^to drink Gtsb. 87.
We lived a day as we were wont to live, . . . L,aon, ill. iii. i.

in Heaven did shine As they were wont^ . . . IX. xvii. 4.
Are wont to do to please their whim, . . . . Peter^ IV. v. 4.
I was wont to sleep Peacefully, Prom. 11. i. 38.
My coursers are wont to respire ; ii, v. 2.

May I then talk with thee as I was wont) . . . ill. iv. 25.
And be as thou wert wont to be Rosal. 12.

Then all the scene was wont to swim 194,
Serenest smiles were wont to keep, 745.
as those relieved By their own words are w. to do, 761.
she was wont to call Her tomb ; 1297.

Wonted, ppl. adj. accustomed, usual.
No portion of your wow/erf favour now! . . . Alastor, 17.
Up to th;y OT(3K/^(f work 1 Jane^ Recoil. ^.
from their wonted loves and native land Are reft, Laon, Vlll. xxiv. 7.

Woo, V. tr. A. Lit. seek.
such a fearful death should woo xil. xiii. 8.

B. Fig. court.
spring's awakening breath will woo the earthy . Dcemon^ II. 262.

It n II 11 II 11 . Q.Mab, IX. 167.

Wood, /?. A.. Lit. (1) a collection of growing trees, whether
a small space or a forest.

Through wood and stream and field and hill and
Ocean Adonais, xix. i.

If autumn's hollow sighs in the sere wood, . . . Alastor^ 8.
By wood and stream, meadow and mountain side, Astola^ II. 3.
green paths Of this wild wood Calderon^ i. 74.
o^-er this waste and savage wood^ ii. 168.
I am as one lost in a midnight wood. Cenci^ 11. ii. 93.
"Which wakens hill and wood and rill, .... Paust^ 11. 61.
Follow to the deep wood's weeds, Fr. Jnvit. i.

This crowd is safer than the silent wood, . . . Ginevra, 112.
And we'll have fires out of the Grand Duke's w.. Gisb.^08.
Apollo past toward the sacred wood, .... Horn. Merc. xxxi. 3.
cave and ruin, And starlight wood^ Int. Beauty^ v. 3.
To the wild woodavid the downs— Jane, Invitn^ 22.
And through the dark green wood Jane, Recoil. 6^.
the tempest-shaken w., The waves, the fountains, Laon, i. xlv. «j.

There was a desolate village in z.wood .... vii xlvi. i,

into some shadowy wood, , . vil. x. 2.

And howls in the midst, of the leafless wood, M. N. Spec. Hors. 33.
The likeness of the wood's remembered leaves. Marenphi, xxi. 6.
The divine wood^ whose thick green living woof . Matilda, 2.

Such space within the antique wood, .... ^^— 23,
The birds and beasts within the wood, .... Peter, vil. xx. i.

and as lean dogs pursue Thro' wood and lake . Prom. i. 4«.
And from the other opening in the wood.... iv 236
Lighting the green wooi^ with its sunny smile. . Q. Mab, ix. 170.
As the wood when leaves are shed Remembr i 5

In the dell of yon dark chesnut wood Rosal. 68.

It was a vast and antique wood, 97.

O'er which the columned wood did frame . . . i07.

Then, thro' the intricate wild wood, . . . . 128.

Tracking them to the secret wood, ...... 162.

By that same fount, in that same wood, . . . 190.

A.m\d a hloomlQss myYt\t wood, 1049.

Which to the east a hoar ze'(70<i' shadowed o'er, . Sunset, 10.

Amid a a;(?(?<5? of pines and cedars blended, . . . Witch, xxi^. cj.

One nightingale in an interfluous wood .... Woodman, 4.

(2) timber, any portion of trees cut up.
a great faggot of W(?(?fif— Cycl. 222.

There is a trunk of olive wood-^X^va., .... 455.
Lighting the green ze/otft^ with its sunny smile. . Dcsmon^ II. 265.

And forms ofunimaginable wood, Gisb. 50.

A pretty bowl of z£/i?i3£f—not full of wine, . . . 57.

A mighty pile of wood the God then heaped, . Horn.. Merc. XVIII. i.

on spits oiwood he placed the two xx. 5,

they have piled the heath, and gums, and wood. . Laon, x. xlii, 9.

Picking the scattered remnants of its wood. . Mother fl- Son, III. 4.

lay blazing many a piece Of sandal wood, , . . Witch, xxvii. 2.

B. Fig. •
a wood of sweet sad thoughts ; Prom. iv. 201.

Wood, c. adj. attr. composed of wood.
glittering in the light Of the wood fire, . . . Pr. Athan. II. i. 34.

^Wood-embosomed, c. adj. surrounded by woods.
Through tangled glens and w.-^wiJojowz^^meads, Q. Mab, ix. 51.

*Wood-jare, c. n. a fire composed of wood.
When the light from the wood-Jire's dying brand Rosal. 267.

*Wood-goda, €. n. sylvan deities.

and the wood-gods in a crew Came, Witch, viii. 2.

*Wood-lawns, c. n. grassy spaces in the wood.
grassy paths and wood-lawns interspersed . . . Triumph, 70.

*Wood-nymph, c. n. dryads, genii of the woods.
Shaken from a bathing woodnym.ph's limbs

and hair Prom. iv. 509.
by nature's gentle law Was each a wood-nymph. Woodman, 43.

WoodMne, n. the honeysuckle.
the w. wreaths which round my casement were. . Laon, I. xl. 9.

Woodcocks, n. birds which visit England in winter {Scolopax
rusticold).

to catch woodcocks in haymaking time Ch. 1st, II. 39.
4lWoodland, adj. (1) sylvan, verdurous.
With woodland spoil most innocently laden ; , . Laon, ix. ii. 3.

(2) running tnrough a wood.
the flood Grew tranquil as a woodland river . . Mar. Dr. xxi. 2.

(3) growing in the woods.
The woodland violets re-appear, .... When passion^s. III. 2.

(4) seen in the woods.
By the woodland noon-tide dew ; Prom. II. i. 199.

Woodlands, n. woods.
in what far woodlands wild Wandered ye . . . Virgil, 12.

Woodman, n. a forester.

As the Norway woodman quells, ^^/- Hitls, 269.
A woodman whose rough heart was out of tune . Woodman, i.

Woodmen, n. A. Lit. foresters or forest dwellers.
a drear Murmur, ... is all the woodmen hear. . Adonais, xv. 9.
were seen By summer woodmen ; Pr. Athan. II. ii. 22.

B. Fig. such persons as the aforesaid.
The world is full of Woodmen Woodman, 68.

*Woodpecker, n. a bird.

the busy woodpecker Made stiller by her sound . Jane, Recoil. 35.

Woods, n. A. Lit. pi. of Wood (1).
Bare woods, whose branches stain, A Dirge.^ 6.

The distinct valley and the vacant woods, . . Alasior, 195.
With the breeze murmuring in the musical awtf^fe. 403*
Sends from its woods of musk-rose, twined with

jasmine, . 4(52.

But, undulating tOoods, and silent well, .... 484.
The leaves of wasted autumn z£/i?(7i& ^/rz7, 1814, 13.

With hair unbound is wandering thro' ih^ woods, Bion. Adon. 17.
Where zw. and streams with soft and pausing winds Dmmon, i. 29.
Now teems with countless rills and shady woods, it. S2.

Whilst green woods overcanopy the wave, .

in the woods their sweet lives sing away, • •

Ye Dorian ze/tfofife^and waves lament aloud,— .

came to me through the whispering woods^
There are thick woods where sylvan forms abide
its fields and woods ever renew
with its height It overtops the woods ; . . .

and dream Of waves, flowers, clouds, woods, .

Gleam above the sxxuWghtwoodSy ...
The fierce beasts of the woods
Through desert woods and tracts, Fr. Wandering, 3.
The woods were in their winter sleep,

Sweet oracles of «J(?(?i5fj and dells,

The shadows green Of the wild W(7(?(ij, . . .

To the wild woods and the plains,

No longer where the woods to frame a bower .

The town among the woods below that lay.

The gathering ofa wind among the wooch— .

Like sunlight thro' acacia woods at even, . .

And music on the waves and woods she flings.

n. 109.

Q. Jl/fld, viii. 104.
Dcemon, ll. 162.

g. Mab, Vlll. 220.
Eleg. Bion. i.

Bpips. 201.

435-
468.
487.

-— 5"'
EugHills, 82.

Fr. Thefierce, i.

GuitarJane, 46.
63.

Horn. Venus, 15.

Jane, Invitn, 49.
L,aon, Ded, 11, 3.

III. XV. 8.

V. xxxi. 3.

VII. xi. 7.

IX. xxi. 8b
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the birds In the green woods perished ; . . . . Laon^ x. xv. 2.

like homeless beasts whom burning woods invest. x. xl. 9.

as in autumnal woods The frosts -r— X. xHv. 5.

benighted In lonesome woods : xll. xxii. g.

From woods and waves wild sounds xii. xxxiii. 5.

Which in the woods the strawberry-tree doth bear, Marenghi^ XII i. 5,

In the wild woods^ among the mountains lone, . MontB. 8.

Where woods and winds contend, and a vast river 10.

to the home Of earth and its deep "woods. . . . Mosc/ius, 8.

wandered Over the oracular woods and divine sea Na^leSy 49.
Whose woods^ rocks, waves, surround it ; . . . 153.

Teachingr the woods and waves, and desart rocks, Ode Lib. Vlll. 5.

Wake all the dewy woon/j with jangling music. CEdt^us^ II. ii. 125.

And the Nymphs of the woods and waves, . , . Paw, II. 7.

The woods and crags of Grasmere vale Peter^ I. xii. ^.

Among the a»(7orfj and rocks. . , VI. xviii. 5.

The woods and lakes, so beautiful, vii. xviii. 3.

Thro' whose o'ershadowing w. I wandered once . Front, i. 122.

Grey mountains, and oldzc;., and haunted springSj -—- I. 251.

Among the woods and waters, from the Ecther . l. 851.
and alT the woods are mute ; II. ii. 35.
Which make such delicate music in the woods? . II. ii. 65.

Between mountains, woods, abysses, 11. v, 80.

Intense, yet soft, the rocks and woods around ; . —^ III. iii. 134.
That bore ill berries in the woods III. iv. 38.
.and the hills and woods Distinctly seen .... — IV. 211.

Thy voice to us is wind among still woods. . . . IV. 548.
Now teem with countless rills and shady woods, Q. Mab. VIII, 75.

Were dearer than these chesnut woods.'.... Rosal. 23.

And grey shades gather in the woods.-... 138.

By woods, and fields of yellow flowers 954.
Lo, where red morning thro' the woods .... 1240.
Into the rough wood^ rar aloof, ...,.,, Sensit. Pi. II. 44.
Day had kindled the dewy ze/(?£?i/j, ...... Serchio, 11.

tangled marsh and woods of stunted pine, . , . 117.

lay On the brown massy woods— ..... Sunset, 17.

as the woods of June Triumph, 75.

The scene of woods and waters seemed to keep, . 336.
the wild woods knew His sufferings, Virgil, 10.

By woods and waves can clothe his face . . W. Shel. Cane. 1. 9.

O'er •woods and lawns ;— Witch, XXX. 4.

B.Fig. (1)
•To-morrow to fresh woods and pastures new.' . Gisb. 323.

(2) the growth of sea-weeds so called.

At noon-tide they flow Through the w. below . Aretkusa, v. 11.

as in the silent deep The ocean woods may be. . Jane^ Recoil. 32.

The sea-blooms and the qqz^ woods ,, . . Ode W. Wind, in. 11.

(3) thickets or intricacies.

Through the coral woods Ar$thu^a, IV. 4.

*Woody, adj. grown with trees.

Two woody mountains in a neighbouring glen, Horn. Merc, xxxii. 7.

we anchored in a woody bayj Laon, ix. i. i.

Beasts find fare, in woody lair . Mask, XLIX. 3.

Into the woody hills surrounding it : .... . Prom, III. iv. 52.

Wooed, V. tr. courted, invited.

Whom Neptune and Apollo wooed the last, . . Hont. Venus, 20.

Nay, was it I who wooed thee to this breast . . Julian, 398.

JWoof, n. (1) woven stuff.

Sleep no more Venus, wrapt in purple woof— . Bion. Adon. 3.

And over him the fine and fragrant woof . Horn. Merc, xxxix. 5.

a/(3o/'of£etherial pearl Prom. iv. 223.

She bore in a basket of Indian woof, Sennit. PL II. 43.

Of some high tale upon her growing woof, . . . Witch, xxvi. 5.

She held a woofthat dimmed the burning brand. xxvil. 8.

(2) applied to sound.
Of many-coloured TO0i7/"and shifting hues, . . . Alastor, 157.

(3) applied to clouds or mists.

May have broken the woof Cloud, 51.

Of zc(7i7/"aEtherial, delicately twined Horn. Sun, ig.

blue light did pierce The woof of those white

clouds, l^aon, I. y. 4.

thro' the zwiJij/'Of spell-inwoven clouds .... J. Iii. 3.

the mists of night intwiningTlieir dim mio^ . ^ V. Iii. 2.

Ok) applied to twilight.

Bright as that fibrous woofy/Yizn stars indue . . Dcemon, x. 62.

(5) of interwoven branches.

Clasping its grey rents with a verdurous woof, . Laon, VI, xxvii. 8.

whose Hhick green living woof Tempered the

young day Matilda, 2.

(6^ said of intellect and thought.

The W(7i7/'of such intelligible thought Laon, II. xxxiv.5.

And though the ze'0(?/"orwisdom I know well . . iv. xvii. 2.

The brightest zcoo/of genius, still was seen— . . iv. xxx. 4.

Earth's children did a woof of happy converse
frame V. liv. g.

Woofs, n. Fig. fabrics.

These woofs, as they were woven, ofmy thought ; Vii. xxxii. 2.

Wooing, pr. pple. Fig. gourting.

when winds are ivooing All vital things .... Int. Beauty, V, 8.

Wool, n. the fleece of sheep.

Corn, wool, linen, flesh, and roots— (Bdipus, 11. ii. 10.

*Wool-wIiite, c, adj. white as wool.
Whose smoke, wool-white as ocean foam, . . . Rosal, 1092.

Word, n. (1) one of the constituent parts of a sentence.

At the first word he spoke I felt the blood . * « Cenci, II. i. 40-

(3) term or expression.

It was one word, Mother, one little word; . . ll. i. 63.

If I could find a word that might make known . Cenci, III. i. 154.

That zyi??-// parricide, III. i. 340-
for the bare word Is hollow mockery III. i. 342.
Shall I be the slave Of . . . what? A word? , . V. \: 99.
No other pains shall force another word. . . . V. iii. 9><^.

each word would beThe key of staunchless tears. Epips. 319.
And every word a lie Horn. Merc. LXVI. 6.

Thou sealedst them with many a bare broad w. . Julian^ 432.
at Faith, the inchanter's word, Laon, ix. xxiii. 8.

with one afiJ^i:/ might turn The scales .... x. ix. g.

of which alone One word was heard, x. xlviii. 6.

cut the snaky knots of this foul gordian word^ . Ode Lib. xv. 8.

One word'x^ too often profaned One word, i. i.

The grace of God in every word Peter, I. ii. 4.

For what submission but that fatal word, . . Profn. I. 396.
This word of love is fit for all the world, . . Unf. Dr. 42.

(3) utterance, saying, speech.

That w., that kiss shall all thoughts'else survive, Adonais, xxvi. 4.

Your utmost skill . . . speak but one word . . . Cenci, I. ii. 44.
I could address a wo^^so full of peace .... II, ii. 103.

if you Have any OT(7r«:/ of melancholy comfort . v. i. 67.

both in w. and will I would be gentle with thee ;
Hom.Merc.TJ3i:R\x.^.

We spake no word Laon, vi. xxi. 3.

so to the ship we past without a word. .... Vll. xii. 9.

some word Which none can gather yet, . xi. x. 8.

a cold world's good word,—viler still ! . . . Q. Mab, V. 213.

the suspended word Died on my lips : . . . . Rosal. 270.

No word, no look, no motion ! 1180.

(4) an assurance, promise or undertaking.

my word of honour To leave you, Calderon, i. 258.

according to thy word. I. 266.

compel To keep his word-^\ih me il- 152.

except my kingly word Ch. ist, II. 198.

My word is as a wall ll- 204.

O, wsra? Of the great prophet, Hellas, 261.

Frozen by his steadfast word to hyaline . . . Prol. Hellas, 4.

Wake, thou I^or^ Of God, 174.

(5) command, order.

If they serve no purpose, A word dissolves them. Ch. \st, II. 348.
Their filmy pennons at her word they furl, . . . Q. Mab, I. 61.

(6) report.

An evil word is gone abroad of me ; . ... Cenci^ I. iii. 6.

(7) vestige, atom.
There is no word of truth in what he says, . . . Cycl. 238.

Have heard a word of the whole business ; . Horn. Merc. TiiAW. 6.

(8) the word of God = the Holy Scriptures.

Aye, as the word of God ; Cenci, i. iii. 55.

A public scorner of the wordoiQxo^, .... Ch. ist, III. 12.

JWordless, adj. (1) without words.
Ot thy most wordless converse

;

Prom. n. i. ^2.

(2) silent,

in some mood 0£ wordless thought Lionel stood Rosal. 1151.

Words, n. (1) speech, the expression of thought in speech

or writing.

words, are weak Th.e glory they transfuse . . , Adonais, lii. S.

The wtjrisfe of mystic import Calderon, 1.53.

It is a passage, . . . coucned in these words: . . i. 114.

Drawl If there wpre OTori^j, . . . . . 1.220.

while my words . . . shook Heaven, II. 137
Again and yet again Ponder my zctjrifo.- . 1. . Cavalc. 13.

that thy false, impious words Tempt not . . . Cenci, I. i. 125.

Though the heart triumphs with itself in words. I. i. 140.

and with strong words Checked his unnatural
pride ; ll. i. 43.

In infancy, with gentle words and looks, . . . II. i. 92.

Then it was I whose inarticulate words . . . II. i. 112.

You, my good JL.ord Orsino, heard those words. II. ii. 41.

WhsLt words? Alas repeat them not .... II. ii, 42.

Words are but holy as the deeds they cover : . II. ii. 75.

As the tongue dares not fashion into words, . . ll. ii. 05.

Which have no w., their horror makes them dim II. ii. 86.

I fear a man whose blows outspeed his words ; . • II. ii. 125.

I have talked some wild words, ill. i. 66,

the words which you would have me speak ? . . III. i. 107.

o( a.\\ words That minister to mortal intercourse, ill. i. in.
Nor your wife's bitter words ; m. ii- 56-

For thine own sake unsay those dreadful words. IV. i. 137.

Before my words are chronicled in heaven. . IV. i. 159.

My Lord, your wf^riis are bold and rash. . . . IV. iv, 107
While I consider all your words and looks, . . v. i. 47.

I with iny words killed her and all her kin. . . v. ii. 144.

Have I forgot the K^'^'^'S ^ v. iii. 128.

O, there are words and looks V, iv. 30.

your words strike chill : . , . . .... v. iv. 79.

righteous in words, In deeds a Cain. , . , . V. iv. 108.

Lo, giving substance to my words, Ch. 1st, I. 166.

To those good w. which, were he Kine of France, II. 27.

weighing words out between king and subjects. li. 44.

his words, like arrows Which know no aim , . 11. 105.

Archy's words Had wings, H. nS-
Your words shall be my deeds : 11. 192-

Strong actions and smooth words II. 344.
Has lost his careless mirth, and that his words . li. 461-

the vacant intervals Of his wild words .... 11. 467.

Taste, that you may not praise it in words only. Cycl. 148.

deeds to be feigned in words, 308.

with your blithe words 657.

His countless courtiers mock the words they say. Death vanq. 34.
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thus relieved His heart wilh words^— . . , E. WUliams^ Vll, 4.
Aye, even the dim wor^/j which obscure thee now Epips. 33.

20g,

270.

319-
562.

567-

In the words Of antique v?rse
but honeyed words betray 1

These words conceal :—
and it die In words^ to live again in looks, , .

our lips With other eloquence than words^ . .

The winged w. on which my soul would pierce . 58
That from bitter zcjorrfj did swerve Eug. Hills^ \i.
Heeding- not the words then spoken F. Godwin^ 4,
In words like flakes of sulphur, Fr. Satire, 15.
Follow his flight with winged words, .... 25,
Rough words beget sad thoughts, 37.
Softening haish w. with friendship's gentle tone, 46.
Or wildered looks, or words, Ginevra, 62.
Of looks and words which ne'er inchanted yet ; 121.
No net of words in garish colours wrought . . Gt'sd. 8.
The words which, like secret fire, shall flow . . Hellas, 32.
Proud w., when deeds come short, are seasonaJsle : 336.
And I have spoken words I fear and hate ; . . 4(^7.
Thy words stream like a tempest Of dazzling mist 7^6.
Thy words Have power on me ! I see— . . . 8n.
what it cost him words can scarce express, . Horn. Merc. xxil. 4.
I know not how I can describe in words . . . — LViil. 6.
These words were winged with his swift delight : lxxiv. i.

twist The purpose of the Gods with idle words, . xciii. 4.
whate'er these words cannot express. . . /«/. Beauty, vi. 12.
The words you spoke last night Julian, 159.
refutation-tight As far as words go —-r- 195.
Having said These words we called the keeper, . 271.
and thought His words might move some heart . -^— 287.
and then his words came each Unmodulated, . —-— 291.
such impression his words made 299.
Her, who would fain forget these words : . . 406.
How vain Are a'(??'ifj/ ... 473.
And from my pen the words flow 476.
I do but hide Under these words like-embers, , 504.
the vital words and deeds Of minds Loon, 11. ii. 6.

These hopes found words thro' which my spirit

sought , .

Even as my words evoked them—
I drew Words which were weapons ;— . .

These words had fallen on my unheeding ear,

And very few, but kindly words he said, . . .

He knew his soothing words to weave with skill

Doctrines of human power my words have told,

great is the strength Of zwo^'iW'—
And with these quiet words—
Surrounding them, with words of human love, .

the words were frozen Within my lips ....
With words of sadness soothed his rueged mood,
and her words of flame And mightierlooks . .

and words it gave Gestures ancflooks, ....
And half-extinguished words,
But soon my human words
W^o/'<^j. which the lore of truth
who led the legioned west With words . . .

these winged words she said,

More need of words that ills abate ;— ....
These words of joy and fear arose . . . .

let deeds not words express
Declare with measured words . ...
Be your strong and simple words
And these words shall then become . , . .

And winged words let sail, Naples,
the words which make the thoughts obscure . . Ode Lib. xvi. 9.
Scatter, . . . my words among mankind ! . . OdeW. Wind, v. ii.

H\i^words went thus :— CBdipus, I. 112.
Or Lesbian Hquor to declare these words, . . . i. 121.
as all words must, be false or true ; I. 122.

Who rule by viziers, sceptres, banknotes, words, II. ii. 8.

Is clothed in sweetest sounds and varying words Orpheus, 82.
Nature must lend me words ne'er used before,

II. XVI. I.

II. xvii.5.

II. XX. 5-

IIJ. X. I.

IV. ii. 3.

IV. vi. I.

IV. xii. 7.

IV. xviii. 4.
IV. xviii. 8.

IV. xxvi. 8.

V. xix. 3.

V. XXV. 3.

VII. V. 6.

VII. vii. 2.

IX. vi. 9,

IX. ix. I.

IX. xii. 6.
=

—

x. xxxii. 3.
. XII. xxxi. o.

M. W. G. V. 3.

Mask, xxxiv. 4.
-— LXIV. 3.

LXXIII. 3.

LXXIV. I.

XC. I.

And on the pedestal these words appear
whose sweet words might cure . . . .

Of those words upon his face
A world of words, tail foremost,
These words exchanged,
If words he found those inmost thoughts to tell

Or spoke in words from which
Babbling vain words and fond philosophy

;

hang and blend With his wise words/ . . .

Then Plato's words of light
Her quenchless words, sparks of immortal truth,

If then my words had power,
By such dread words from Earth to Heaven .

In secret joy and hope those dreadful words .

But mine own words^ I pray, deny me not. .

&peak the words which I would hear, . . .

Were these my words, O, Parent ?

It doth repent me : words are quick ajid vain
;

Clothe it m words, and bid it clasp his throne
I must obey his words and thine : alas ! . .

His words outUvfed him, like swift poison . .

Thy words are like a cloud of wingfed snakes
;

Canst thou speak, sister ? all my w. are drowned.
Thou speakest, but thy words Are as the air :

As you speak, your words Fill^ ......
Thy words are sweeter than aught else but his
Thy gentle words Are sweeter
And we will search, with looksand wo^'^of love,

Osym. 9.

Peier, iv. xiv. 3.

V. V.
,1^.

VI. xiii. 3.

VII. V. I.

Pr. Athan. I. 49.
1. 81.

1. 1 10.

II. i. 4.

Il.ii.fii.

Prol. Hellas, 97.
Prom, I. 69.

I. 99-
I. 185.

I. 190.

I. 248.
I. 303.

1,303.
I- 375-

J. 435-
1.548.
I. 632.

1.758.
II. i, 108.

II. i. 141.
II. V. 38.
III. iii. 4.
III. iii. 34.

Intelligible word? and music wild Prom. iv. 352.

And like my words they were no more IV, 318.

Because your words fall like the clear, soft dew , IV, floS.

There is a sense of words upon mine ear, . , , iv. 517.

An universal sound like K/(3r<^j.* Oh, list! . , iv. 518.

We hear : thy words waken Oblivion jv. 543,
Speak : thy strong words may never pass away. IV. 553.
He has invented lying words and modes, . ^ . Q. Mab, jv. 232.

The vain and bitter mockery of words, . . . , V. 123.

a commerce of good words and works
; . , . . v. 253,

These were Jehovah's words. VII. 105.

As with sighs and words she breathed on her, . Rosal. 213.

And heard his wtJ^i/j,—and live! 296.

and said Faint words of cheer, ^— 323.

Expre.ssed it not in words, 453.

They were his words: now heed my praying, . 561,
Weep not at thine own words, 592.
his w. could bind Like music the lulled crowd, . o'i^.

And words and shews again could bind .... 705.
as those relieved By their own w. are wont to do, 761.

His words grew subtile fire, 793.
And hear his words of kind farewell, gi'g,

Heardst thou not sweet words 1121.

like spirit his words went Through all my limbs . 1132.
words I dare not say, 1176.
When we speak words. -— 1 195,
And with these o'O^'iij they rose, . . ... 1242.
Thy gentle words stir poison there ; 6!^. Brack. 2.

Weaving his idle words, Serckio, 69.
He speaKs—the cold "w, flow not from his soul ; . Solitary, III. 2.

his unhonoured name Who dares these words:— Sonn. Byron, 13.
these light words must be Tokens St. Epips. 40.
The words are twisted in some double sense . . Tdsso, 15.

with the weight Of his own words is staggered, . Triumph, 197.
And so mv words have seeds of misery— . . , 280.
The words of hate and awe;..,..... 475.
All common words he spoke, Unf. Dr. 56.
your words are The echoes of a voice .... . 100.
and sang those words in which Peission .... 183.

(2) vocables, the constituent parts of sentences.
Just sayin? some three or four thousand words. . Calderon, I. 21.
And said these three words, coldly: Cenci, V. iv. 14.
They have three words:—well tyrants know

their use, Q. Mab, iv. 208.

(3) all words= meaningless, mere words,
and made a long Harangue (all words) . . . CEdi^us, i, 327.

Wordsworth, English poet, b, 1770, d. 1S50.
Wordsworth informB \xsh& Vi^iB Witch, Ded.tv.j.

*Wordyj adj, (1) eloquent.
Wordy and shrewd, the son of Sisyphus. . , . Cycl. 97,

(2) verbose, words with little meaning.
The wordy eloquence that lives Q. Mab, v. 94.

(3) meaningless.
were confirmed by wordy oaths ...,.., vi. 116.

Wore, V. tr. (1) was dressed or adorned with,
which my grandfather W. in his high prosperitj^, Cenci, iv. iii. e^2

this fellow wore A gold-inwoven robe, .... iv. iv. ^3.
And he wore a kingly crown

; Mask, vs.. i.

The chains their slaves yet ever a/ore . . . . .Rosal. "712.

they who wore Mitres and helms "Triumph, 209.

(2) underwent, suffered.

Transformed into the agony which I wore . . Laon, vil. xv. 8.

(3) was pervaded by.
Wore the shade its lustre made. ...... prom, u 732.

Work, n. (1) toil, labour, employment, occupation,
making love, And cooking, are at work. . . . Faust, il. 257.
have enough to do Of such work as I and you. . Fr. In-vit. 7.
Wakened the world to work, Horn. Merc. xvi. 6.
Up to thy wonted work I Jane, Recoil. 5.
but thou art gone. Thy work is finished .... Julian, 397.
how I could e'er address Such features to love's w. 464.
if thou art he, we'll go to work together ! . . . Laon, VI. xlix. o.
What is all this sweet work worth Lov^s Phil. ii. 7.
He never triumph'd in the work of hell— . . M.N. Post. Fr. 7,6.

Has left the frightful work to hell and death. . . 72.
Ofh{smmd''s work, Peter, IV. s.. ^.
To do the work of his reviewing, vii. xvi. 2.
When work is none in the bright silent air? . . Prom. III. iv. 29.
Mere wheels of work and articles of trade, . . . Q. Mab, v. 77.
Will undertake regeneration's work, vi. 43.
Fulfills its destined, though in^'isible work, . . vi. 176.
the work Of all-polluting luxury and wealth, . . viil. 179.
how every day Will pass in happy worksmd. play, Rosal. 455.
and fulfil Their zwijrA, Triumph, lyj,.

It was its work to bear to many a saint .... Witcit, xv. 5.

(2) act, operation, undertaking or task, business.
Repentance is an easy moment's work .... Cenci, iv. 1. 42.
How feel you to this work ? iv. ii. 18.
She, who alone in this unnatural work, .... v. i. 42.
Whose work they delighted to do Devil, vi. 5.
Did her work o'er the wide earth frightfully : . . False/iood, $6.
Have done the work of misery, lOA..

Who may provoke him to some sort of work, . Faust, I. 103.
In this dear work of youthful revelry, . . Hom. Merc. Lxxvii. 6.
That thy work. Monarch, is the work of Hell. . M. N. Post. Fr. Vs!
It is thy work / I hear a voice repeat, .... "

70]
It is thy work, O Monarch

;
gT

Love's work was left unwrought— Peter viI. xx. 4.

'
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sent abroad To do their work . . Q. Mab^ iv. i88.

These tools the tyrant tempers to his toork^ . . IV. 221.

And call the sad wor/k glory, vi. 181.

who did the work Of tyrannous omnipotence; . VII. 92.

(3) a thing done, that which proceeds from agency.
They are the W(9?'A of providence^ Ca^deron^ i. 1^0.

risen In opposition to the work, i. 183.

'Tw'as the Gods' work— C^cl. 265.
for they see The ixjork of their own hearts . . . juh'an,/\.8$.
Heaven will not smile tipon the work of hell ; . .M.N. Fragmi. 7.

indignant at the wo^^ of hell, M.N.Post.Fr.^b.
his work and dwelling Vanish, Moni B. 118.

with sunfire garlanded, A divine work ! ... Ode Lib. V. 9.

This is thy work^ thou patron saint of queens ! . CEdtpus, I. 286.
And some appeared the work of human hearts, . Prom,. I. 589.
Though evil stain its work^ II. iii, 14.

And our work shall be called the Promethean. . iv. 158.

(4) a thing made, manufactured or produced.
That work of subtlest power, divine and rare ; . Laon^ \, Iii. 6.

a WijrA. which the devotion Of millions .... v. xl. 3.

whose dread work. Hell, gapes for ever . . . , Q. Mab^ vi. 107.

(5) make short work= act promptly..
let me make Short work and sure Cenci^ iv. i. 70.

(6) make poor work of it= do it badly.
To-night I shall make poor work of it Faust, II, 363.

Work, V. I. ir. (1) perform, effect.

wouldst thou that.I work A charm
^

Calderon, II. 167.
The instrument to work thy will divine ! ... Naples, 109.
To work whatever purposes might come Into her

mind ; Witch, xxi, 5.

(2) cause.

And work for me and mine still the same ruin, . Cenci, v, iv. 71.

(3) work out= carry to an end.
I must work out my own dear purposes. . . , II. ii. 146.

11. intr. (1) toil, labour.
'Tis to work and have such pay Mask, XL. i.

(2) act, operate, have being.

That Beauty in which all things work and move, Adonais, Liv. 2.

(3) have effect.

Shall she not work also within our limbs? , . . Faust, ll. 13.

Worked, v. intr. (1) toiled, laboiired.

All night he worked in the serene moonshine— ffom. Merc. XXIV. i.

(2) proceeded, went on.

Then steadily the happy ferment worked; . . . Q. Mab, IX. 49.
*Workhouse, n. a place where paupers are lodged.
From the workhouse and the prison Mask, LXVIII. 1.

Workiugr, n. operation.
Noztf(3y>^/«jf of the tjrant's moody mind, * . v Q. Mab^ vi. 18s.

Working, pr. pple, (1) labouring, toiling.

working at his fence, A mortal hedger saw him Horn. Merc. Lix. 6.

(2) forming.
W^ri%z*«^ mosaic on their Parian floors. , . . Epips. sof.

(3) taking effect, proceeding, fermenting.
The venom is working;— (Ediptis, I. 252.
And nerve from nerve, working\\\i& fire within? Prom. I. 476.
Some good change Is working 'va the elements, . II. v. ig.

Working's, n. operations.

With all the silent or tempestuous workings . . HellaS, 778.

WorkmansUip, n. (1) that which is done or made.
his workman. Is stamped with one conception. . Calderon, J. 179.

(2) skilful handling or work, art.

all overwrought With cunning workmanship Horn. Merc. XLII. 2.

Bestowed on me her choicest workmanship . . Julian, 466.
triumphant gates, all bright With workmanship, Mar. Dr. x. 4.

Works, n. (1) operations, actions, doings.
The works of faith and slavery, so vast, .... Dmmon, 11. 214.

„ ,, ,1 „ „ ... Q. Mab, IX, 106.
'Twere as if man's own works should feel, . . . Loon, Vlil. v. 4.
which would thy searchless works have weiehed ? x. xxviii. 9.
As each of his own God the wondrous w. did tell. x. xxx. 9.
The works and ways of man, Mont B. 92.
Unlike all human works. It never slackens, . . Orpheus, 83.
Thy works within my woe-illumed mind, . . . Prom. I. 637.
all fulfil the works of love and joy,— Q. Mab, iii. 19S.
a commerce of good words and works; . . . v. 253.
That give a shape to nature's varied works, . . vi. 85.

„ ,, 11 I, ,, ,, . . Superstition, 14.
happiness, That springs from his own works; . Q. Mab, VI. 207.
Among the works and ways of men ; Rosal. 607.
wheresoever The works of man pierced that

serenest sky . . . '. Witch, LIX. 6.

(2) things made or carried out.

Or I must borrow from her perfect works^ . . . Orpheus, loi.

hook on my works^ ye Mighty, Offym. 11.

Their monstrous works, and uncouth skeletons, . Prom. iv. 299.
The works of some Saturnian Archimage, . . . Witch, XVIII. a.

And wondrous works of substances unknown, . xx. I.

Works, V. intr. operates, takes effect.

The charm zy^Jr^j well ; Cenci, 1. in. lyj.

World, n. (1) the universe, the whole system of creation.

Communed with the immeasurable world/ . Marenghi^ Xxiii. 4.
That island in the ocean of the world, .... Ode L,ib^ 11. 4.

(2) the earth and all created things thereon.
Wail, for the wdorld's wrong! ....... .^4 Dirge, 8.

From the great morning of the world .... Adonais, Xix. 4.
Which wields the awr/a with never wearied love, XLll. 8.

Mother of this unfathomable world! Alastor, 18.

poring on memorials Of the world's youth, . .

Borrowed from aught the visible world affords .

And seems, ... To overhang; the world: . . .

And thou .. .Art king of this frail OJor/i^, . . .

prowling around the world; ,

which o er the western line Of the wide world
over the world wanders for ever,
were the true law Of this so lovely world/ .

122.

482.

614.
620.

647-
680.
686.

the zc(?r/i/ Beneath my feet, Calderon, W. 111.

mighty fabric of the world, II. 142.
Rule and adorn the world, 11. 188.

seek him through this wide world. • III. 100.

The fairest creatures in this breathing world; . Cenci^ II. ii. 23.

The world's Father Must grant a parent's prayer iv. i. 106.

as firm As the world's centre iv. iv. 50.
Shall sail round the world, and come back again : Ch. 1st, 11. 3727
Shall sail round the worldm a brainless skull, , il. 373.
It breathes over the world: Dmmon, i. 7.

The chariot of the Daemon of the World . . . I. ^y,
o'erhang the gulph Of the dark world, .... —— I. 227.
Confounded burst in ruin o'er the world: . . . l. 262.

fierce blasphemies Against the Daemon of the W., l. 284.
The vast frame of the renovated world .... II. 35.
in silence flow Thro' the vast world, II. 250.
in the world's young prime, Epips. 489.
Clothes the wor/i;/ immortally, Eug. Hills, 170.
Spring beneath the wide world's might ; ... 206.
The world's unwithered countenance Faust^ I. 7.

Thy world's unwithered countenance .... I. 27.

The little god o' the world keeps I. 42.
Envy not this dim world, Fr. Moon, 4.
As the world leaps before an earthquake's dawn, Ginevra, 123.
One chasm of heaven smiles, . . . On the unquiet

worldJ— Gisb. 128.

In the great morning of the world, Hellas, 4.6.

and sees The birth of this old world 746.
From Thule to the girdle of the world, .... 936.
When desolation flashes o'er a world destroyed ; 956.
man born ere the world begun, Horn. Merc, xxxiii. 6.

nought In the wide w. to be compared with it. XLII. 4-
In the world's youth his empire was as firm . . L,aon, I. xxxi. i.

the soft winds as they blow Wake the green w.— i. lix. 6.

since first extended It cradled the young world, .

or whate'er else binds the w. wondrous' frame.
More time tiian might make grey the infant w., ,

and time, and the world's natural sphere. . . .

as if the world's wide continent Had fallen . .

Which wrap the world;
Spring sweeps over the world again,
With the -world's forgotten morn, Eove, Hope^ 4.

in the world's golden dawn . . . _ Prol. Hellas, =

- II. V. 6.

- II. xxx. 9.
- III. ii. 2.

- VII. xxxi. g.
-VIi.xxxviii.3.
- IX. V. 8,
- IX. xxi. 5.

C^ith'the world's forgotten morn, L&ve, Hope^ 44.
1 the world's golden dawn Prol. Hellas, 33.

Victorious as the world arose from Chaos ! . . 113.
made rock The orbM world/ Prom. i. 69.
which their beams Shall build on the waste w. ? . 11. i. 126.
Who made the living world? 11. iv. 9.
On the revolving world? ii. iv. 118.
Feel'st thou not, O world. The earthquake . , iii. i. 49.
is he not The monarch of the world? : . . . . iii. i. 69.
This desolated world, and thee, and me, . , . iii. i. 77.
An hindrance to my walks o'er the green world: iii. iv. 39.
Had folded itself round the sphered ivorld. , . iii. iv. 193.
Which clips the world With, darkness round. . . IV. 140.
'Tis the deep music of the rolling world .... iv. 186.
Brig^htest world of man^ a one ; iv. 458.
It blushes o'er the world: Q. Mab, I. 7.

To curtain her sleeping world. . .
" "

'

That formed this world so beautiful.
IV. 8.

IV. 90.
v,4.
VI. 231.

IX. 25.

the imperishable change That renovates the w. ; .

The sensitive extension of the world.
So long had ruled the world,
Of this dim spot, which mortals call the world/ . XJnf. Dr. 19.

~

the clouds on the verge of the world Vis. Sea, 107.
Where the quick heart of the great w. doth pant, Witch, ix. 6.

On any object in the world so wide^ xii. 6.

(3) the earth considered as the scene of man's present

existence.

Heartless things Are done and said i' the world, Alastor, 691.
And all the shews o' the world are frail and vain
But thy soul or this world must fade . . .

No refiige in this merciless wide world? , ,

Horrible things have been in this wild worldy
In this mortal W£)r/(^ There is no vindication .

the world Is conscious of a change
Which those of this false world Employ . .

In this black guilty ze/tfr/c/,

O, World/ Farewell !

I have met with much tnjustice in this world;
I am cut off from the only world I know, , .

Which bloom so rarely in this barren world?
How green in this grey world/
To the world present and the world to come .

There should be no more women in the world
Maiden, the world^s supremest spirit . . .

on this fairest world Shake pestilence and war,
The wonders of the human worlji t6 keep— ,

that thro' tlie world Wander ,

return Surpassing Spirit, to that world, . . .

711.

April, 1814, 15.

Cinci, I. iii. 107.
m.i.51.
III. 1. 134.
IV. iii. 39.
V. i_. 99.
V. ni. I02.

V. iii. 142.
V. iv. 81.

V. iv. 85.
Ch. 1st, I. 24.

I- 33.
II. 189.

Q>cl. 164.
Dcemon, 1. 78.

II. 16.

II. 49.
Q. Mab, I. 168.

Deemon, 11. 242.
II. 282.
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When fenced by power and master of tlie world. Dasmon^ 11. 292.

In the world's carnival , , . E. Williams^ iv. 7.

Which penetrates and clasps and fills the world; Epips. 103.

By the broad highway of the worlds 157.

Fills Avon and the world with light ^^dT- Hills^ 197.
If in this wide wor/^/ of care Exnortation^ 3.

O Misery, This world ia all too wide for thee. . . E. Godwin, 0.

Brother, well : the world is ours ; Falsehood^ 80.

What is there better in the world than this ? . . Faust, 11. 258.
So is the W(?r/^ drained to the dregs 11.296.
and the wo?'/(5?with fine malicious mischief— . II. 303.
and the W(^Hd will not Come clean li. 357.
Or in this world''s deserted vale, Fr. A gentle, 6.

Was ranging over the world affain Fr. Satan, g.

Hunts through the world the nomeless steps of
Error, Fr. Satire, S.

Our a/or/rf enkindles on its way— Guitar Jane, 78.

O Slavery ! thou frost of the world^s prime, . . Hellas, 676.
The world's eyeless charioteer, Destiny, . . . 711.
The world's great age begins anew, ... . 1060.
The world is weary of the past, ...... iioo.
That since I came into this world of woe, . . Horn. Merc, Lll. 6.

visiting This various world Int. Beauty, I, 3.

that tnou wouldst free This world from its dark
slavery, vi. 10.

Making the wintry a'(7?'/(/ appear Jane, Jnvitn, \g.
Sweet views which in our wor/<^ above .... Jane, Recoil. 69.
when she came first To this bleak world ; . . . Julian, 153.

Over the world in which I moved alone :— . . Laon, Ded. vi. 5.

Like lamps into the zwor/i^/'j tempestuous night,

—

Ruling the ttJi^r/ff with a divided lot,

The earliest dweller of the world alone, . . .

the world^s foundations tremble !

The secrets of this wondrous world, .....
And to my brain the boundless world ....
Like birds of calm, from the world's racing sea,

This vital world, this home of happy spirits, . .

To gaze on this fair w. with hopeless unconcern !

shaU burst and fill The world with cleansing fire

:

Left in the human world few mysteries : ...
to keep The empire of the world : _

the poison clouds which rest On the dark world,
with such intent As renovate-s the world; . , .

ShaU then dissolve the worlds unquiet trance, .

succeeds To faiths which long have held the
world in awe,

was o'er the world its gathered"beams to bear. .

had gone from the w. scene, And left it vacant—
the floods of light Which flow over the world.
And clasps this barren world
far over the world those vapours roll ....
His likeness in the world's vast mirror shewn

;

be free to fill The world, like light
\

the scepter of the world has lent,

Virtue, and Hope, and Love, like light and
Heaven, Surround the world.— ix, xxiii. 2*

This is the winterof the world;— ix. xxv. i.

Before this morn may on the world arise
; . . , . ix. xxvi. 2.

To adorn and clothe this naked world;— . . . ix. xxviii. 5.

the world has seen A type of peace ; ix. xxx. 4.
There is delusion in the world— IX. xxxiii. 3.

the world ^rew dim and pale,— xil. xv. 8.

those that made this m'0?'/ii so fair xii.xxviii.6.

the world is grown too void and cold, .... xil. xxx. i.

The better Genius of this world's estate. . . xii. xxxi. 5.
nor was there aught The world contains, . . Lijinot, 10.

Nothing in the world is single ; Lovers Phil. I. 5.

Death, fate, and ruin, on ableeding world. . . M. N. Post. Fr. 2.

above The fabric of a ruined world— .... Mexican, IV. 4.

The limits of the dead and living world, . . Mont B. 113.
What is this affsr/i^'j delight ? Mutability, {2) U^.
Wakening the worlds dead gang,— Nat. Ant. vi. 6.

As Athens doth the world With thy delight renew. Ode Lib. vi. 15.
thou terror Of the worlds wolves ! ..... x. 2.

lost Paradise of this divine And glorious world/ xiv. 10.

within the dome of this dim world, xvi. 2.

Empress of the world, all hail ! (Edipus, II. ii. 2.

O'er the wide world wandering be.— .... Peter, Prol, 2.

The world is full of strange delusion 11, x. 6.

Why have the secret powers of this strange world Prom. I. 240..u„„ ^^^ _. ,: ,^
j_ ^^^_
I. 731.

1.767.
II. i. 68.- II. iv. 127.

II. v. 27,

Ill, iii. 44.
III. iv. 47.
III. iv. 175.
III. iv. 183.

IV. 384.
IV. 561.

Q. Mab, Ded. i.

IV. 124.
IV. 139.
IV. 210.

V. 176.

VI. 31.

VI. S3.
VI. 145.
VI. 198.

smothers The struggling world.
And the world 2^Nh.\\e. below .

His footsteps paved the world with light ; . .

Sister of her whose footsteps pave the world .

Henceforth the sun of this fejoJcing world:
the sun's fire filling the living world, ....
The echoes of the human world,
(Tho' fair, even in a w-jr/t^ where thou art fair,

a power as wide As is the world it wasted,
Were Jupiter, the tyrant of the world, , .

This true fair world of things,

And folds over the world its healing wings, .

Whose is the love that gleamin? through the w.,
how stern And desolate a tract is this wide w. /
Throughout this varied and eternal world . .

with usury Torn from a bleeding world!— .
,

With blood-red hand the sceptre of the world.
But the eternal wor/ia? Contains at once . . . ,

Fall like a dew of balm upon the world, . .

That long has lowered above the ruined world.
Necessity

!
thou mother of thezwijr/i^/ . , .

horrible lusts spread misery o'er the z(;oy/f/, , . Q. Mab,vi.20\.
all that the wid^ w^jr/af contains Are but , . . Vl. 214.

Still serving o'er the war-polluted world . . . vii, 32.

Who stands amid the ever-varying world, , . . Vlll. 140.

When fenced by power and master of the world. —— IX. 199.

Whilst in this ernng world to live Rosal. 566.

Which on this aj£7?'^ not power but will
.

_* • • 608.

And so through this dark w. they fleet Divided, . 626.

Over the world^s vast wilderness 738.

and aught The wide m'o^'/i/ holds 812.

They have few pleasures in the world beside ; . St. Epips. 1 14.

It fills the ze/£7?-/^ with glory—and is gone, . . . 149.

The shapes of this new world, 157.

and the immortality Of this great O'cr/rf, . . . 164.

This worldly the nurse of all we know, . . There is no work, 13.

This world IS the mother of all we feel, , . . . 14.

soothedbymischief since the Wi??-/)^ begun, . . Triumph, 146.
he sought to win The world,
the world^n^ its mysterious doom
The world was darkened beneath either pinion .

the world o'er which they strode,
or a hell Like this harsh world .

218.

244.
263.

291.^
334-

And left me in this dreary world alone ! . . Two Fr. Mary, l. 2.

The world is dreary, And I am weary .... 11. i.

Than all the pleasures in the world beside, . UnJ. Dr. 29,
The world is now our dwelling-place ; . . , W. Shel. Cane. I. i.

her beauty made The bright world ^va\, . . . Witch, xii. 2.

The world is full of Woodmen Woodman, 68.
More in this world than any understand, , . Zua:a, \, 4.

(4) people generally, one's fellow men, the sphere in which
we move.

So is it in the world of living men : . . . ,

With feeble steps o'er the worlds wilderness.
From the contagion of the worlds slow stain
Sweeps through the dull dense world, . .

from those who made the world their prey
;From the worlds bitter wind Seek shelter

Whose light adorned the world around i t.

What would the OT(3r/i:f say
whom all the OJor/a? Admired, ...
forgot by all the world,
with th^ God, and with the offended world.
Was kmdled to illumine this dark world ;
the clamorous scoffs Of the loud world . ,

are no shield For thiS' keen-judging world.
She knows not yet the uses of the world. .

Upon the painted scene of this new world,
So that the world lose all discrimination .

in this ill world where none are true, , .

what a world we make,
Between thee and this world thine enemy

—

Did this vile world sho^ many such as thee.
The watch-fires of the world among. . .

though the wor/aT by no thin name . .

this world of life Is as a garden ravaged,
the world's echo answered ' where 1 ' . .

Let the great world rage !

Their own small world in the great world of all.
the shriek of the world's carrion jays,
inexplicable frame Of this wrong world:
This world would smell like what it is—a tomb
might Make this dull world a business of delight
they have The worship of the w., but no repose. !

Should ring to them thepassingbell Of tyranny .

On all this worldodnen mherits Their seal is set
whose smile makes this obscure a/or^ splendid,
Wakened the zctfr/i:^ to work .

'

All the wide world, beside us . . ,

he had no claim, ' As the world says '— .
'.

In any madness which the world calls gain"
but the cold world shall not know.

'

Adonais, xxix. 5.

XXXI. 7.

XL. 5.

XLIII. 4.
XLVIII. O.

LI. 7.

Alastor, 715.
Calderon, I. 279.

III. 91.
III. 92.

Cenci^ I. 1. 37.
IV. i. 122.

IV. i. 157.
IV. iv. 1 15.

IV. iv, 177.

V. i. 78.

V. ii. 154,
V. iii. 68.

V. iii. 74.
Ck. 1st, II. 205.

„ 11.313.
Dmmon, i. 95.
Epips. 43.

i86.

^ 234.
Faust, II. 240.

rrr "-^43.
Giso. 130.

i6u.
211.

249.
Hellas, 196.

66q.
702.

980.
Horn. Merc. xvi. 6.
. Inv. Mis. XIII. I.

. Julian, 263.

__ ZZ %TThe clouds which wrap this tvorld from youth
did pass. ••••• Laon, Ded. 111. 2.No more alone through the world's wilderness

And the tumultuous world stood mute to hear 'it,

with the world's tyrant rage A patient warfare
Cythna sweet, Well with the world art thou un-

reconciled

— VIII. I.— XIII. 3.
' II. xxii. 4.

Fair wrecks, on whom the smiling w. with stir
To cleanse the fevered world '

the subject world to woman's will must bow.
'

,» ivi u
Forget the wor/av dull scorn; Magnet. Lad^A^iU.
InaTOO>-/<irsocoldasthis! MaAi whn di,i^\ ,

Andthrou!>-hther™io-l,™^Wrff„ll„,., :i,„ M^k Z^l
'

II. xxxvu. 3.
IV. xxii. 3.

IX. V. g.

IX. xvi. 9.

And through the rough world follow thee . .

And trumpets all his falsehood to the world.
Only to prove her so to all the world. . . .

Casts on the gloomy world it leaves behind. .

And the misjudging world would swear
To blind the world they famish for their pride'
the wide world shrinks below, .....',
Who fillest with thy soul this world of woe,' '.

The voice which is contagion to tlie world. '.

a world pining in pain Asks but his name

:

But the whole world which seeks thy sympathy
As the jy(7?'/i^ ebbs and flows .'
Success has sanctioned to a credulous world .'

a cold W£)?-/(^'J good word,—viler still I .

a wild and miserable world! ....
he shall bear The sins of all the world; '.

scorned by the world, his name unheard'
She left the moral world without a law

'

(Bdipus, I. 162.
II. i. 03.

Oiho, V. 6.

Peter, iv. i. 3.
Pr. Athan. I. 38.

II. iii. 20.
Prom.. I. 283.

II. iii. 10.

II. iv. 29.
II. V. 34.
III. ni. 24.

Q. Mab, V. 67.
V. 213.

VI. 12.

VII. 136.
VII. 165.
IX. 46.
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I knew What to the evil world is due,
Gold, the wor/i:/'J bond of slavery. , .

Which the weary world yet ever ran.
The keenness of the woHd hath torn . .

Till the wor/c/ is wrought
The w. should listen then, as I am listeningf now.
select Out of the world a mistress or a friend.
By the broad highway of the world-- . . .

If I were one whom the loud world held wise,
it were fair The world should know— , . .

Lifts its bold head into the world's frore air, .

Assure myself and all the world and you, . .

Who vex this pleasant world with pride and pain,

If madness 'tis to be unlike the world. . . .

touched the world v/ith living' flame, ....
Whose grasp had left the giant world so weak,
names which the world thinks always old, . .

The world can hear not the sweet notes , .

This word of love is fit for all the world^ . .

of gentler thoughts than the world owns. . .

Like the world's rejected guest, . World^s
which the world''s hvery wear ? . . . .

(5) sphere, domain, province.
He'd bring, him to the W(?r/(5? of fashion .

(6) used as an emblena of inamensity, great number or

qtiantity.

A world of happiness and misery \ . * .

destroy a world of virgin thoughts ; . . .

Lying unsheathed amid a a;(7?-/rf of foes,

walk thro' a world of tears To death . .

a -world of mirth Out of the wreck of ours.

O, Bacchus, what a world of toil, ....
1 measure The world of fancies, ....
one joyous thing In a world of sorrowing

!

Were but one echo from a world of woes

—

reigning o'er a world of woe, . . . .

Where a wor/isf of new delights

A W(?r/<:/ of words, tail foremost, ....
And for a world bestowed, or a friend lost,

comprehends A world of love and hatreds

;

Pleading for a world of woe : . . .

Awake m a world of ecstasy ?

If it be but a world of agony.— ...
The wide world of waters is vibrating. . .

(7) past times.

The wisdom Of the old o/i^r/c/masked . .

the wondrous fame Of the past world^ , .

PoesyWas drawn from the dim world to welcome
thee Ma^cn^hi^ Vii. 6.

(8) things around, that which encloses us, the world

within our ken.
I Slide giddily as the Wisr/ii^reels' Cew«, iir. i. 12.

And so the-outward wt^Wc/ uniting .... Peier^ iv. iv. i.

so that the woWi^ is bare, TowerofFam. 16.

(9) considered as our own existence or present state of

being.
the w. shadowy walls are past and disappear. , Con. Sing. 11. 11.

And thought, to the w. dim boundaries clinging, Rosal. 1127.

(10) another state of existence, some other world.
no Heaven, no Earth in the void world; . . . Cenci^ v. iv. 58.

wide, grey lampless, deep, unpeopled world 1 . v. iv. 59.

To the world present and the world to come . . Ch. \sty II, 189.

its reward is in the world divine Epi-ps. 597.
No voice from some subliraer world .... Int. Beauty., III. 1.

A tone Of some world far from ours, .... Jane^ iv. 4.

Some say that gleams of a remoter world . . . Mont B. 49.
Born from iheU world into this Peter^ Prol. 30.

In the worila? unknown- * . . . . Prom. II. i. igo.

From- the new world of man IV. 157.

With the powers of a a'(7r/c^ of perfect lighfc. . .
-^— iv. 168.

a worldy which was to me Drear hell, .... Rosal. 1205.

forms and sounds of a diviner world. .... Unf. Dr. 57.

(11) a state or condition, as sleep, death, &c.
That wor/i:^which, like an unknown wilderffess, Fr. The Desarts^ £.

- -
,

. „ , .

^ ^ H'ellas^ 879.

Rosal. 1^2.

654.
720.

St. Jr. (4) VI. X.

Skylarky 39.
105.

St. Epips. 8.
•—- 14.

27,

52.

67.
121.

172.

Sunset^ 33.

Triumph^ 130.

226.
—~ 238.

478.

Unf. Dr. 42.
44.

Wanderers^ III. 2,

Ye hasten^ 3.

Peter^ 11. siii, 3.

Calderon^ 11. 106.

III. 6.

Cenci^ V. ii. loi.

V. iv. 113.

Ch. 1st, II. III.

Cycl. I.

Epips. 70.

Jnv. Mis. V. 5.

Laon, Ded. ill. 8.

I. xxvii. 4.

Ode to Heaven, 33.
Peter, VI. xiii. 3.

Prom. I. 390.
O. Mab, IV. 146.

Rosal. 631.
1124.

Triumph, 295.
Vis. Sea, 135.

Calderon, I. 126.

Laon, II. ii. 6.

Mont B. 5$.
Ode Lib. Vlll. 15.

Sensit. PI. I. loi.

Unf. Dr. 240.

The Anarchs of the world of darkness
Over its ruins in the world of death ;— . . .

and does the mightier world of sleep . . .

And made thy worlds.^ undistinguishable heap.

And the day's veil fell from the world of sleep,

dawned upon the world of dream— ....
(12) some abstract world or sphere or state of existence.

The offences of some unrememberedwor/ia?. . . Cenci, IV. i. 162.

A World shall be the altar Efips. 383.

He seems to have outlived a wor/rf'j decay ;. . . Hellas, 138.

Like giants on the ruins of a ifor/rf, 833.

a little sky Gulphed in a world below ; . . . .lane. Recoil, 56.

On an unimagined world: Ode to Heaven, 49,

(13) one's special surroundings.

He lives in his own world;
divide The actuals, from these entangling evils,

We live in our own world,
To whom the fragile blade of grass Is an un-

bounded world;
made my wor/(^A paradise

(14) the current of events.

To bring news how the a/oWi^ gjoes there, . . ,

how loolts the world \i}c<\% mornmg? ....
The tasks of ruia in the world of life. . . . ,

Ch. \st, n. 102.

Laon, III* xxiii. 7.

VII. XXX. I,

Q. Mah, II. 230.

Unf Dr. 54.

Ch. \st^ ri. no.
II. 405.

, Unf. Dr. 119.

(15) a party or section of people, some special class.

To all the under world; Ch. 1st, II. 142.
Smile on the trembling world? 11. 181.

To speak in thunder to the rebel world. . . . Hellas^ 301.
stake Their empire o'er the unborn worldoi men 444.

(16) a microcosm, a particular sphere.
A world for the Spirit of Wisdom to wield ; . . Prom. iv. 155.

(17) Europe as distinguished from America.
These,exiles from the old and sinful world! ; Ch. is/, iv. 36,

(18) a man's individuality spoken of as a world.
nor uncreate That world within this Chaos, . . Epips. 243.
The world I say of thoughts 245.

This world of love, this me ; 346.

(19) for all the world, in comparisons = exactly, precisely,

for all the world like my Lord Essex's there. . . Ch. ist^ II. 49,

(20 as an interjection.

O, world / O, life ! O, day! O, misery ! ... Cenci, in. 1. 32.

O, life! O, world/ Cover me! v. iv. 12S.

Oh, world/ oh, life ! oh, time ! Lam,ent. 1. 1.

*World-surrounding, c. adj. that encompasses the world.
Whilst, like the world-surrounding air, . . . Con. Sing. IV. 2.

\t^ world-surrounding ^Xhox : they behold . . Prom. l. 061.

*World-waudering'r c. adj.

Tis Jove's world-wandering herald, Mercuty. , i, 325.

Worldly, adj. (1) temporal, secular, human.
Have put aside all worldly preference, . . . Ch. ist, in. 63.
It over-soared this low and Wi3r/i/?y shade, . . . Epips. 16.

(2) one's passage through life.

Through the stormy shades of thy world, way, There is no work, 8.

Worlds, n. (1) any planetary bodies or systems.
Like sphered worlds to death and ruin driven ; . Dcsmon, l. 172.

In this interminable wilderness Of worlds.

fur-

l. 177
Q. Mab, I. 266
Faust, I. 40.
Hellas, 197.

777-
800.

Ode to Heaven, 14.
Prol. Hellas, '54.

ho.
126.

163.

168.

Prom. I. 2.

I. 163.
1. 205.

Q.Mab, I. 261,
Rosal. 081.

Sonn. Byron, 7.

Adonais, XLVII. 5.

Nothing know I tosay of suns and worlds;
Worlds on worlds' are rolling ever
this Whole Of suns, and worlds, ....
worlds, worms. Empires, and superstitions.

And green woWli^ that glide along ; , . .

The splendour-winged worlds disperse . .

Golden worlds revolve and shine
The innumerable worlds of golden light

dream not that thy worlds Are more than
naee-sparks

Which lends it to- the "worlds thou callest thine. .

who throng those bright and rolling worlds
Then, see those million w. which burn and roll

and all the powers of nameless worlds^ .

Like worlds to death- and ruin driven ; .

In worlds diviner far than earth, . . ,

As perfect worlds at the Creator's will. .

(2) all material things,

dart thy spirit's light Beyond all worlds,

(3) states of being.
For know there are two worlds of life and death : Prom. I. 195.

Worm, n. A. Lit. (1) an earthworm, maggot, or any
creature of the like sort.

And mock the merry worm, that wakes beneath ; Adonais, xx. 5.

upon that form Yet safe from the w. outrage, . Alastor, 702.
the nipt worm is crawling, Atiiumn, 11. i.

Who think man's spirit as a "mortn^s, . . . Cenci, in. i. 234.
Hast never trodden on a worm-, III. i. 307.
Yet not the meanest w^jr/w, Dcsmon^ l. iS^i.

,, „ i, Q. Mab, I. 272.

The spirit of the worm beneath the sod .... Epips. 128.

Bird, beast, man and wortn Fugitives, i. 13.

When the crushed w. rebels beneath your tread, Hellas, 426.
Disdain thee ?—not the worm beneath my feet ! . 762.
the instinctive worm on which we tread Turns, . fulian, 412.
The dwelling of the many-coloured worm. . . Laon, III. xxvi. 2.

Aroint ye I thou unprofitable worm / .... CEdipus, I. 269.
When Plague had fallen on man, and beast, and

ivoriT^, Prom. I. 172.

on that arm The worm has made his meal. . . Q. Mab, III. ifjo.

the meanest worm that crawls in dust .... iv. 96.

like a worm- whose life may share Sonn. Byron, 4.

the worm beneath the sod May lift itself . . , 13.

Where now the worm will feed no more : . . . W. Shel. (2) 4.

(2) a serpent or snake.

Tho' in the likeness of a loathsome worm, . . Laon, l. xxxi. 3.

(3) applied to a crocodile.

Your worm of Nile Betrays not . .

B. Fig.
The nameless worm would now itself disown : Adonais, xxxvi. 4.

Feel with a worwi like man ? Ccwcz", in, ii. 3.

the ornament of a zw7r»« of worms. Cfi. 1^^,11.453.

To the poor TOorw* who envies us his love! . . . —— iv. 34.

and kilte Error, the worm,, ^}t^- ^^®'

So I, a thing whom moralists call worm., - . Gisd. 5.

Faith, an obscene worm, who sought to rise, . . Laon, V. 1. 8.

darkest crest Of that foul, knotted, many-headed
worm ^d. Ch. i. 2.

To set thine armfed heel on this reluctant worm. Ode Lib. xv. 15.

Worms, n. A. Lit. (1) pi. of Worm (1).

And cold hopes swarm like worms within our
living clay Adonais, xxxix. 9.

Ch. ist^ I. 107.
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men Go to their graves like flowers or creeping
worms, Alastor, 622,

and many W(7r?«J And beasts and men live on, . 691.
to-morrow, worms In silence and in darkness . Dasmon, II. 220.
human forms, Like pollution-nourished worms . Eug. Hills, 147.
The cold worms are clingin? Fr, The rude wind, 3.
And the worms be alive m ner golden hair, . . Ginevra^ 216.-
My limbs with dust and worm,s under and over Julian, 507.
In my sweet boy, now full oiworms— .... Laon, vi. 1. 4.
As worms devour the dead, . . . . . ix. xxxi. 2.

Snakes and ill wortns— Marenghi, xvi. 3.
beasts warred on beasts, and wonns on worms, Ode Lib. II. 14.
Kven the blind worms s.^^vci to feel the sound. . Orpheus, 120.

as 'tis the destiny Of trodden wor-ms .... Prom: III. i. 60.
Thou knowest that toads, and snakes, and loathly

worms, . III. iv. 36.
Increased and multiplied like summer wo^wj . -; IV, 313.
To turn to wornts beneath that burning sun, . Q.'Mab, viil." 184.
worms In silence and in darkness seize their prey. IX, 112.
When he was in the church-yard lying Among

the worfMS, Rosal. $ig.
And the crawling zoor^KJwere cradling her . . 345.
Among their crawling worms 467.
And all killing insects and gna-wm^ worms, . Sensit. PI. il. 41.
trodden zwiJrTMJ that crawled beneath, .... Triumph, 5^.

(2) serpents.
Its giant woi'ms of fire for ever yawn,— . . Laon, x, xxxvij. 2.

and the fry Of centipedes and worms, .... x, xxxviii. 9.
KiUing the sleepy worms, ifaught bide there. Orpheus, 24.
And semivital worms; Prom. 11. iv. 38,
ye beasts and birds. Ye worms, and fish ; . . . IV. 545.
Where poisonous and undying worms prolong Q. Mab, IV. 2\^,

B. Fig.
worth your friendship heed the war 0(worms? . Gisb. 130,
worlds, worms. Empires, and superstitions. . . Hellas, 800.
From which the wortns that it doth feed , . . Peter, III. xix, 4.

Arrayed in which those worms did monarchize, , Trittmph, 504.

JWormy, adj. A. Lit. inhabited or infested by worms,
the obscure, cold, rotting, wormy gTo\xx\^ ! . . Cenci, v. iv. 50.
In the milk-white and wormv winding-sheet : . , Falsehood, 94.
Breathed from their wormy beds all fiving things

around, ... . Stimm.er'Evg: 22.

B. Fig.
That gazed beyond the wormy grave despait : . Laon, IX. xxxii. 4.

Worn, pp. (1) injured, defaced.
Worn by the senseless wind Alastor, 705.

(2) passed off.

For after her first shyness was worn out . . . Julian, 156.

(3) exhausted, wearied.
but I am worn away, ,_>«.-.. .. . Laon, Ded. x. 8.

Worn out with toil and slavery Q. Mab, 11. 143.

(4) fretted, caused.
have worn Channels upon her cheek, . . . Laon, vill. xv. 4.

(5) destroyed.
Her eyelashes were worn away with tears . . Sunset, 38.

Worn, ppl. adj. (1) wearied, wasted.
Or the mariner, worn and wan, .... . Eug. Hills, 3.

To kiss salt tears from the worn cheek . . . Laon, VIII. xii, 6.

toil, and shame, On your worn faces; .... Viil. xvii. 6,

the Pilot, wor7i and pale With toil, .... viii, xxvi, 7.

So thy worn form pursues me night and day, . Prom. i. 359.
And often through a rude and worn disguise . Witch, lxvi. 4.

(2) fretted, wasted by attrition.

Round whose worn base the wild waves hiss and
leap, . . . ^ . Laon, li, xviii, 4,

(3) decayed.
it spreads Its worn and withered arms , . . Q. Mab, Vll. 265.

(4) destroyed by wear.
like an useless and worn-out machine, .... 1. 155.

Worse, n. something more evil.

Before worse comes of it 'Twere wise to die : . . Cenci, II. i. $6,

Force from force must ever flow, Or worse
f

. . Eug. Hills, 233.
white with the scrawl Of our unhappy politics ;

—

or worse— . . Gisb. 268.

but power from worst producing worse, . . . Ode Lib. il. 8.

The Devil to Peter wished no worse Peter, VI. i. 5.

Worse, adj. (1) more wretched, unhappy or unfortunate.

Bernardo and my wife could not be worse . . . Cenci, i. i. 136.

The powerful goodness want : w. need for them. Prom. I, 620.

Became, worse fate, the abject of his own, . , . ill. iv. 140.

(2) more terrible, dreadful or grievous.

Worse than I now endure ? Cenci, i. ii. 38.

Could it be worse Than when he smiled, and cried, II. i, 36.

the victims, bear worse punishment .... III. i. 192.

Life a worse Hell than that beyond the grave : . iv. i. 48.

For Beatrice worj^ terrors are in store .... iv.i. 75.

Worse than despair, V. iv. 97.

Worse than the bitterness of death, is hope : . . V. iv. 98.

Disease and Want, and worse Necessity Of hate
and ill, . . . ,

Laon, Vlll, v. 8.

As calumny is worse than death,— CEdipus, I. 351.

Worse things, unheard, unseen, remain behind. . Prom, I. 617.

Worse? In each human heart terror survives I. 618.

Worse than his visions were ! . . . . . IV. 64.

The truth was worse : Rosa/. 155.

And, zt'<?rje than all, that inward stain .... 478.
Cast the darkness of absence worse than death ! C/hJ. Dr. 14.

(3) more foul or horrible.

and worse have been conceived Cenci, III, i, 53-

Of deadlier outrage or worse injury ? .... III. '}. 80.

or worse thoughts, ii worse there be. .... IV. i. 23.

Far miorje than fire's brief agony Posal. 511.

(4) more hateful.

Worse than a bloody hand is a hard heart. . Cenci, V. ii. 134.

^5) more serious, more to be regretted.

What is still worse, some sows upon the ground (EdipUs, r. 320.

(6) more severe or extreme, greater.

Month after month the thino; grew worse, . . Peter, Vii. jl. 3.

And worse and worse, the drowsy curse Yawned
in him, VII, xvii, i.

Let us not tempt worse fear . ...*.. Prom. i. 592.

Worse, adv. more grievously.
those solemn tones. Wound worse than torjure, . Cenci, V. ii. 1 1 1.

Worship,;/. A,. Lit. (1) acts of adoration or thanksgiving,
the only worship I could lift To our great father, —^ V, ii, 128.

Wrest man's free war., from the God who loves, Ch. isi, IV. 33. "
Where gods and fiends in worship bend, . . . Dmmon, I. 97.
In love and a^o^j/zr^, blends itself with God. . . EPiPs. 129.

do bow In fear a.na worship: I^om. I. 285.

(2) a form of religion or superstition.

had brought The worship thence Laon, II, vii. 5.

If the foul worship trampled here we fear ; . . v. xlix, 2.

our secret pride Has scorned thee, and thy wor., x, xxvii. 2.

The fanes of many a worship, now outworn, . Prom., i. 622.

Exempt from awe, worship, degree, III, iv. 196.

-B.Fig. (1)
may make our calamity Their worship .... Cenci, V. iii. 38.
the^ have The wor. of the world, but no repose. Hellas, 196.
This city of thy wo^'J:^^*^ ever free! Naples, 176,

But wilt thou accept not The worship .... One Word, 11. 3.

the mediators Of tnat best worship love, . , . Prom. iii. iii. 59.
Can turn the worship of the servile mob . . . Q. Mab, V. 97.

(2) a title of honour,
your worship thinks you have to deal With men. Faust, il. 3 1.

Worship, V. I. tr. A. Lit. (1) pay divine honours to.

Thieves love and worship thee— . Horn. Merc. Lxxxviil. 5.
W^orship thee with bended knees Ode to Heaven, 2^,
I could iall down and worship that and thee. . Prom. II. iii. 16.

(2) love or admire extremely.
Innocent is the heart's devotion With which I

worship thine. Ifear thy kisses.,11. ^.
E. Fig. do honour to.

gentle thoughts Weaken to worshiJiMxTQ. . . . Ch. ist, i. 30.
Will worship thee with incense of calm breath . Bpips. 378.
To worship the delusive flame Leria, 48.
That I desire to worship those Triumph, 24.6.

II. intr. A. Lit. adore, perform religious service.
Where secretly the faithful worj/^z]^. .... Calderon^ III. i'j(^.

B. Fig. adore,
adventurous thoughts that wander near it Wor., Ode Lib. Cane. 4.

Worshipped, v. I. tr. (1) adored.
The Form he saw and worshipped -wzs his own, Laon, viii, vi. 4.
Worshipped their own heart's image, .... x. xxx, 2,

(2) honoured.
thoughts that worshipped her :.,..... Epips. 245.

(3) courted.
Victims who worshipped ruin,— ..... Laon, 11. iii. 5.

II. intr. Fig.
and every form That worshipped in the temple . Woodman, 33.

Worshipped, pp. (1) adored, divinely honoured. .

Where thou wert worshipped with their blood, . Laon, x. xxviii. 8.

(2) idolized, loved to adoration.
My sjjirit should at first have worshipped i\i\x\&, Epips. 134.

(3) loved, admired.
as the star of Death And Birth is worshipped, . 380,
Freedom and Truth Are worshipped ; .... Laon, xi. xxii. 4.

(4) honoured and esteemed.
Was wor. by the world o'er which they strode ; . Triumph, 291.

WorsMpped, adj. (1) honoured, revered.
as from a dream Out of our worshipped state. . Ch. \st, 11. 136.
For the worship, father of our common country, 11, 289.

(2) idolized, beloved,
from thine own worshipped heaven Thou draw-

est down smiles— .... . . . . Tasso, 24.

WorsMpper, n. adorer,
the sun had homage, and the moon Her worship. Q. Mab, vi. 79.

)) II M n )i I) Superstition, 8.

Worshippers, n. A. Lit. adorers.
Ere to despair and death th}' worship, be driven. Laon, X. xxvii. g.
Thy worshippers abased, here kneel for pity, . x. xxix. 3.
Himself the creature of his worshippers, . , Q. Mab, vii. 20.
I have seen God's worshippers unsheathe . . . vil 225
B. Fig.

gifts With choicest boons her human zuorj-^i^i'^firj. ZJ(a??«ow, 11. 185.
so that its worshippers were few, Laon, IX. xviii. 2.
Blest with all gifts tier earthly «;£>rj//?^;Stfrj. . , Q- Mab,\s..(i\.

Worships, v. tr. feels deep devotion towards.
to one who worships thee, Int. Beauty, vii. 9.
J^(??'j;^z>f'.s the thing thou wert

!

Ode Lib. xw. i^.
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Worst, n. (1) the greatest evil.

And choose the w.^ when the w. comes to<J soon ? Ch. isf, II. 324,
Plight not the worsi before the worst must come. II. 325.
but power from -worst producing worse, . . . , Ode Lib. II. 8.

Turned by thy smile the worst I saw to recol-
lected gladness Pro^t.l.iix.

(2) greatest violence or wrong.
Aye, do thy worst. Thou art omnipotent. . . i. 272.

Worst, adj. (1) most grievous.
As tempers life's worst bitterness

;

.... Cenct^ III. i. 313.
Such the alleviation of zw^rj^ wrongs v. iv. iii,

(2) vilest, most infamous.
See the worst deeds they prompt, III. ii. 45.
Time's worst BtZ-tutz unrepealed,— Bngl. 1819, 12.

Uovers, haters, worst and best ; Peter^ III. xxii. 5.
the sinks and channels of worst vice Q. Mab^ IV. iSo.
favoritism, and wtfyj/ desire of fame VI. 213.

Worst, adv. most imhappily.
or, last and worsts Earth groans VII. 42.

Wortli, n. (1) intrinsic value.
Cauldrons and tripods of great worth no doubt, Ho-m-Merc. xxx. 5.

something of the w. Of the inheritance of Earth, Mask, XLV. 3.

(2) possessions, substance.
that his great Empire's worth Is set on Laon . Laon, x. xli. 3.

(3) importance or merit.
Which come arrayed in thoughts of little worthy Fr, Calm, 3.

(4) good qualities.

he had worth. Poor fellow ! : Julian, 243.

(5) excellence, goodness.
Where there is little of transcendant Wi^rM, . . 591.
until \}Ci%worth Of human nature w'n .... Laon, V. xxxiii. 8.

One came forth of gentle worM /Vi7?«. I. 546.
Accept the boon thy worth hath earned, . . . Q. Mab^ 1. 160.

(6) worthiness.

.

How wilt thou prove thy worth ? Laon, i. xliii. ;*.

the light which shews its worthy II. v. 8.

Worth, adj. (1) of importance or value.
can be worth More than it gives or teaches. . . Hellas^ 922.

(2) amounting to, good for.

What is all this sweet work worth Lovers Phil. II. 7.

you know what they are worth— St. Bpips. 109.

(3) equal in value to.

Those nods and smiles were favours worth the
zechin Tasso^ 14.

(4) deserving.
it will Be WiJrM your pains Calderon, l. li^.

Or I think worth acceptance at your hahds,^ . Ch. \st^ III. 25.

'twas something worth One's while Faust, ll. 282.
'Tis not worth while to prove, as I could, . . . Fr, Satire, 41.
How could one worthyour friendship .... Gisb. 129.
That finds no object worth its constancy ? . . . Moon, I. 6.

worth The pains of putting into learned rhyme, . Witch^ i. 5.

WortUess, adj. (1) of no moment or importance, con-
temptible.

Than his most worthless life ;— Cenci, l. i. 25.

on his worthless days The frozen hand of death . Q. Mab^ iv. 163.

(2) trifling, contemptible.
Cast, like a worthless boon, thy love away. . . Coleridge, 12.

(3) unworthy.
Thou scornest it, so worthless art thou made. . Dante Conv. 44.

(4) wasted, spent.

My nature, worthless now ! Julian^ 382.

Worths;, adj. (1) deserving.
And therefore art thou worthy of the boon , . . Dcsmon, 11. 297.

It »i » M 11 ... Q- Mab, IX. 204.
Is worthy of glory, and worthy of honour I . . Faust, iI. 159.
That he'll be worthy of his hire Peter, vil. iv. 5.

Judged alone worthy of the envied boon, . , . Q. Mab, 1. 123.

(2) valuable, useftil.

For which thou wert aught worthy be subdued— Laon, V. ix. 7.

that I thought Its lying forms were worthy aught Rosal, 568.

(3) of equal value with, suited to.

and deeds worthy of thoughts so fair. .... Prol. Hellas^ 37.
the bliss Worthy a soul that claims Q. Mab, II. 209.
Behold a wonder wo^/AjV of the rhyme . . . . Triumph, \Ti.
A wonder worthy of his rhyme.— 48a

Would, V. irr. (1) aux. ofmood,
K^«/d? you not like a broomstick ? Faust^ii.i.
Its doubtful promise thus I would unitQ . , . Laon, Ded. i. 8.

I am a child : I would not yet depart 11. xliv. i.

perchance the very slaves z«. spare Their brethren iv. xviii. 2.

(2) as pro-verb.
All wept, as I think both ye now would^ . . , Pan, III. 10.

(3) desire to be.
and has made pride for those Who would be

what they may not Hellas, 765.
Many are strong and rich, and would he just, . Prom. 1. 629.

Would, V. tr. subj. of Wish.
Would it were done I Cenci, IV. iii. 38.
Would the dust Were covered in upon my body

now! Julian, ^\$.
would that thinG were like to be more mild . . —— 485.

Oh, would that this were all ! The oracle I ! . . (Edipus, 1. 108.

beneath the load Of that they m'(7«/i/ express : , Prom. 11. i. 112.

Guido, I would\h2X Lappo, thou, and I, . . . Sonn. Dante^ i.

Wouldst, V, abbrev. of Wouldest.
Perchance blood need not flow, if thou at length

Wouldst rise, Laon, IV. xviii. 2,

Whither wouldst thou bear me ? Prom,. 11. iv. 145.
Wouldst thou, jhq} To //ight, iv. 0.

Wound, V. I. tr, (1) entwined or encircled.

and wound Her own about my neck, . . , Laon, 11. xxxviii. 8.
He wound me in his arms with tender care, . . iv. ii. 2.

Wound his long arms around her, vii. ix. 7.

(2) wrapped, bound.
my scorched limbs he wound In linen moist and

balmy, III. xxix. 6.

(3) interwove.
and she As many star-beams ... In the belated

moon, Wi7M«£/ skilfully

;

Witchyiii\l.6.

II. intr. (1) walked circuitously.
down the steep path I wound To the sea-shore— Laon^ l. xv. 6.

up a steep and dark and narrow stair We wound^ III. xiii. 8.

And among mighty shapes ... he W(7««i/.' . . vil. x. 8.

I wound Up the green slope, . Matilda, 3.

(2) stretched intricately,

w. far away The long and labyrinthine aisles . Laon, I. liii. a.

Pursuing still the path that zeffj^fW Rosal. 102.

Wound, pp. involved.
shame and sorrow mine in toils had wound^ . . Laon, V. v. 5.
When in its awful shadow it has wound The sun, ix, xi.* 7.

Wound, n. A. Lit. a laceration of the flesh.

A deep deep wound Adonis Bion. Adon. 13.
saw and knew the mortal wound Of her Adonis— 36-
My sweet child, You have no wound / . . . . Cenci, III. i. 4.
Upon his enemy's heart a mortal zftfawi/ to wreak. Laon, I. x. g.
for the wound, which bled Freshly, ... . v. xii. 4.
did close My wound with balmiest herbs, . . v. xil; 9.
B. Fig. (1) a mental or moral injury.

A wound more fierce than his Adonais, XXII. 4.
Be broken in its last and deepest wound ; . . . Cenci^ IV. i. 67.
But the wound was not mortal ; v. iL 127.
his fine wit Makes such a wound^ the knife is

lost in it Gisb. 241.
Though by a bitter wound my trusting heart was

cleft. Laon, li. xxiv. 9,
And from the very wound of tender thought , . Love^ Hope, 33.
a wound my spirit bore Indignantly, Rosal. 598.
On each heart's wound, wide torn and bleeding, 933.
torn apart, a wide wound, mind from mind ! . . Witcht Lxxvil. 6.

(2) a breach or rift.

When its wound was closed, ......... Prom. i. loi.

Wound, V. I. tr. Fig. (1) cause mental or moral pain.
The terrible resentment of those eyes . . . They w. : Cenci, v. ii. 33.
those solemn tones, Pf^Mwrf worse than torture. v. ii. iii.
And it has no thorn left to -wound thy bosom. . Bpips. 12.

Which wound it, as ice wounds unsandalled feet, Pro?n. ill. i. 15.

(2) touch, affect.

wrongs wound a,s an orphan's cry. The patience Ch. 1st, i. 13.

(3) defame, attack.
And tho' 111 tongues shall wound me Cenci, v. iv. 150.

(4) harm.
well knowing that the wine Would wound him . Cycl. 416.
II. mtr. (1) lacerate skin and flesh.

Keen to wound as sharpened swords Mask., LXXIV. :*.

the arrows glance and wound,— Orpheus, 49.

(2) bite or injure.

Even the instinctive worm . . . Turns, tho' it

wound not— Julian, 413.
*Wonnd-worn, c, adj. wearied with wounds.
But in the other his pale wound-worn limbs . . Prom. II. i. 62.

Wounded, v. tr. A. Lit. lacerated.
wounded the invisible Paims of her tender feet . Adofiais, xxiv. 4.
The Erymanthian boar that zewaw^foaT him. . . Tasso. 12.

B. Fis^.

The fair hand that wounded it I^ve^ Hope^ 50.
Wounded, pp. A. Lit. hurt, lacerated.
The lovely one lies wounded in the mountains, . Bion. Adon. 6.
the tiger has wounded the veins, Vis. Sea, 143.

B. Fig. morally hurt.
J^«Mi&(/and weak and pantinff ; Bpips. 27^.
Which scorn or hate have wounded— .... Julian^ 356.
Wounded and wasting, day b^ day, Peter^ vi. xxx. 4.

Wounded, ppl. adj. A. Lit.
And when she saw die wounded Serpent . . . Laon, i. xWii. i.

The wounded deer must seek the herb no more E. Williafns^ 1. 2.

foamed like a wounded thing Witch, l. 2.

B. Fig.
and thy panting, wo»»£&isf breast Bpips, I'j.

Her foul and wounded train, Rosal. 703.
^Wouudless, adj. whole, imwounded.

Woundless though in heart or limb ProTn. i. 788.

Woundlusr, ///. adj. destructive, fierce.

Of furies, driving by upon the wounding storms. I. 271.

Wounds, n. A. Lit. sores, hurts.

Here are the zvounds— Faust, it. 169.
Be your wounds like eyes Ode, Arise, 3.
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many stingfa, Each able to make a thousand a/., . (EdtPus^ I. 159.
bjr these wide wtswwrf^y, PyoL ITellas^ §&.
To wrench the rivets from my quivering wounds Prom, I. 39.

thou of many owwwf^j/ 1.228.
Strife, wounds^ and ghastly death unseen before, ll. iv. 51.

B. Fig, (1) mistortunes.
1 will not think but that our country's wounds . Ch. \st^ i. 12,^,

(2) moral injuries.

or erase the deeper wounds Fr. Satire, 18.

whose wounds do only bleed Inly for self, . . Laon, xii. x. 8.

Killing- thy foe with unapparent wounds/ . . . Naples^ 84.
And it limped and sturaoled with many wounds Prom. IV. 75.
whose tramplings fierce Made wounds .... iv. 502.
their seal On this heart of many wounds^ . . . Q. Mad, Vll. 162.

Wounds, V. tr. lacerates.
as icewflMwrfjunsandalled feet Prom. Ul. i. 15.

*Wove, V. tr. A. Lit. made, formed.
And with tliese threads a subtle veil she wove— . Witch, xiii. 7.

B. Fig.
Wove twilight o'er the Poet's path, Alasior, 427.
The sphere-fire aboveita soft colours wove, . , Cloud, 71.
The foam-wreaths which the faint tide wove below Z.aon, I. xvli. 7.

Where ebon pines a shade under the starlight
wove lll.xxxiv.9.

a lake whose waters wove their play iv. iii. 5.
and now she wove Its circles, aye weeping . . , v. xxi. 6.
twilight o'er the east wove her serenest wreathe. — VI. xvii. 9.
the mail of tried affections w. For many a heart, ix, vii. 7.

and almost wove a chain Around my will . . . —^ xi. vii, 3.

*Wove, pp. Fig. formed,
the web of being blindly wove By man and beast Adonais, Liv. 5.
has wove The chains which eat their hearts— . . Laon, IV. xxvi. o.

Woven,///, adj. A. Lit. intertwisted.
You clothed me in a robe of woven gold . . . Cenct, V. ii. 27.
and the chain Of woven gold Cycl. 162.
Flecking the starry sky fike woven pearl! . . . Pr. Phougkis^ 5.
Of woven hair, which tnou wilt not disown, . . Rosal. 37.

B. Fig. (1) mingled.
and woven hymns Of night and day, Alastor, 48.
Like woven sounds of streams ana breezes, . . 155.
beneath the sinuous veil Of ^oz'iJK wind, . . . 177.
on a placid stream, Beneath a iv. grove it sails, . 401,
the woven leaves Make net-work 445.
Images all th& woven boughs above, .... 459.
611ed that dome of woven light, Laon, I. Iv. 8.

what secret fight Evil and good, in woven pas-
sions mailed, Waged V. ii. 8.

ever flinging- Light on the woven boughs . . . ^— vi. xli. 9.
Of woven cloud unravel in pale air : Prom, II. i. 23.
Which noon-tide kindles thro' the woven leaves ; 11. ii. 76.
From the dim recesses Of woven caresses, . . . iv. 106.
In the sweet depth of woven caresses, .... Rosal. 1031.

(2) interlaced,

azure mail and streaks of woven silver ; ... Uhf. Dr. 165.
woven tracery ran Of light firm texture, . . . Witch, xxxill. 4.
Of woven exhalations, Lili. 2.

the woven imagery Of second childhood's swad-
dling bands, Lxx. 5.

Woven, ///. adj. Fig. formed, created.

And on my shoulders wings are woven Con. Sing. II. 7.

Hymns which my soul had woven to Freedom, Laon, ii. xxviii. 6.

A. Form . . . By winds which feed on sunrise w., . v. xliv. 3.

With wild and thrilling pauses woven among, v. Iii. 7.

memories of many a heart Woven into one ; . . vii. iii. 3.

These woofs, as they were woven^ of my thought

;

vii, xxxii. 2.

He taught the implicated orbits woven .... Prom. 11. iv. 87.
A maze of life and light and motion Is woven. . Rosal. 130.
Woven in devices fine and quaint, . \ . . . 1084.
the tale Woven by some subtlest bard, .... Sunset, 315.

magic sounds woven into one Oblivious melody, Trium.pk^ 340.
Have woven all the wondrous imagery . ... . Un/'. Dr. 18.

net, a love-sick Fairy Had woven Witch, xvi. 4.

*Wovest, V. tr. Fig. formed'st.

Thou wij&^j/ dreams of joy and fear, To Night, i.^.

*Wrackt, pp. destroyed.
Had fallen in universal ruin wrackt; . . , Loan, vil. xxxviii, 4.

Wrap, V. tr. A. Lit. (1) fold round.
Wrap thy old cloak about thy back j . . . . Ch. tst, I. 43.

(2) cover or envelope,
I wrap my body in the skins of beasts, .... Cycl. 314.

B. Fig.
I will wrap his senses up In s-weet oblivion . . Calderon, I. 209.
The clouds which- wrap this world from youth did

pass Laon, Ded. iii. 2.

wrap them from the foundering seaman's sight, — xiv. 8.

Which wrap the world
j IX. v. 8.

Shall wrap in lasting night Protn. II. iv. 149.
Wrap thy form in a mantle grey, ;- Xo Nighty II. i.

Wrapped. ^See Wrapt) •

Wraps, V. tr. A. Lit. folds or covers over.

So the God wraps a purple atmosphere . . Horn. Merc, xxxvi. 4.
And the dark monk now Wraps the cowl round

his brow, . . , St. /r. (i) i. 5.

And I hear, as she w. round her figure the kirtle, (o) I. 7.

B. Fig.
On some rt)ck the wild wave wraps, Eug. Hills^ 339.

J^^fl/j all in its own deep eternity ;— . . . . Mont S. 2().

The serene Heaven which wraps our Eden wide Naples, 135.

Like aught that is which wraps what is to be, , Ode Lib, iv. 11.

Wraps thee aa a star la wrapt in light Prol. Hellas, 185.

W. ere it drinks some cloud of wandering dew. . Protn. 11. i. 78.
Which wraps me, like an atmosphere of Tight, . iv. 323.
the speaking quietude That wraps this moveless

scene Q. Mab, IV. 4.

When earth over her face night's mantle wraps ; Witch^ xxxix. 6.

Wrapt, V. tr. A. Lit. covered.
In the which he wrapt his skin Pefer^ 11. v. 3.

B. Fig. enveloped.
a cloud of desolation wfo^^The unforeseen event, Hellas^ 495.
W. the great pile with glare and roaring sound, Horn. Merc. xix. 6.

until the shades of evening wrapt Earth . . . Laon, 111. xviii. i.

as the tears past Which wrapt it, V. xxiv, 8.

and darkness zcra//The waves, .... vi. i. 8.

Oblivion a/ra/^ Our spirits, vi. xxx. i.

and wrapt from sig^ht The fond and long embrace xil. xxiii. 8.

Which wrapt inQ m its all-dissoiving power, . Protn. 11. i. ;•.
PFra^/ deluge round it like a cloke, • IV.315.
Which wrapt us soon, when we might meet, . . Rosal. 810.
Stole a strange seed, and wrapt it up in mould, , Witch, xxxil. 5.

Wrapt, pp. A. Lit. clothed, enveloped.
Sleep no more Venus, wrapt in purple woof— . Bion. Adon. 3,
But I will pass, wrapt in a vile disguise ; . . . Cenci. v. i. S^.
like spectres wrapt in shrouds, Inv. Mis. xil. 4.
Wrapped in the mock of mourning weed. . . . Rosal. 239.
Who totters forth, wrapt in a gauzy veil, . . . WaningMoon, 2.

B. Fig.
Wrapt in sweet wild melodies— .... Birth Pleasure, 4,
but wrapt u.^ in cares Calderon, i. &f.Wrapped \n some fixed and fearful meditation, . Cenci, il. i. 30.
wrapt In hideous hints m. i. 165.
Tho' wrapt in a strange cloud of crime .... v. iv. 14S.
As in a tender mist our spirits are Wrapt . . Fr. Lov^s Atmos, 4.
when ye are wrapt in clay : Laon, xi. xxi. 5.
when Earth is wr-a/if in gloom

;
xi. xxiii. 4.

consuming flames had wrapt y^ round .... — xil. xxv. i.

f^ra/^ in weeds of the same metre, Peter, Prol. \.
Wraps thee as a star Is wrapt in light Prol. Hellas, 186.
Wrapt in sweet sounds, Prom., iv. 82.
K^ra^/ in the depth of slumber: Q. Mab, \. li^o.
the frame of clay W. round its struggling powers. iv. 58.
Wrapped sjiA filled by their mutual atmosphere. Sensit. PL 1. 6g.
As if a spectre wrapt in shapeless terror . . Tower ofFam. 17,

Wrath, n. A. Lit. violent anger or displeasure.
Struck by the envious wrath of man or God, . . Adonais, V. 6.
who now. Vessel of deathless w>-aM, Alastor, 6^^.
Between us and your father's moody wrath . . Cenci, 11. i. 47.made Our speedy act the angel of his wrath, . . v. iii. 114.
To avert the a/raM of him Ch. ist, I. So.
Once strip that minister of naked a/ra/A, . . . 11.260,
o'er The stream of your wrath to a safer shore. . Cyd. 3150.
The secret wrath of Nature and her Lord. . . Hellas, 605.
in great wrath. To my abode, Horn. Merc. Lxil. 6.
she their w. beguiles With her own sustenance ; . Laon, v. Iv. 5:
For wrath's red fire had withered in the eye, . . ix. x. 7.
who can restrain Thy TcraM, x. xxviii. 3,
the sacrifice of God to God's own wrathj^ , . x. xxxiv.' 6'.

brought their atheist kindred to appease God's to., x. xlv. 9,
Even like a t3T-ant's zyraM.^— xii. viifg.
tho' under my w. might It climb the crags of life, Prom. ill. i. 13."

Wields in his wrath, and as he wills destroys, . Q. Mab, iv. 222.
made In mockery and wrath this evil earth ? . . vn. 132.
from the winepress of the Almighty's wrath / . . • vil 2 is'
B. Fig.

it seems As if its heavy wrath Calderon^ II. 98.
The intenser wrath of Heresy Ch. 1st, ii. 337,To preach the burning wrath which is to come, . Pr. Satire, 14.'

rarely smiles Unless in treacherous wrath, . . Gisb. 39.
from the oppressor's m, . . . They congregate :— Laon, iv. xx 3
God has appointed Death ... to wreak im-

mortal wrath VIII. vi. g.
Elements! your ze/raM suspend! Q. Mab,i. xik.'
foam after the ocean's wrath Triumph 163.
a sea, which wrath makes hoary, ' ^yV

Wrathful, adj. possessed with anger and fury.
Heis awickedandaa;^aM/«/man; . . . . Cf««; iv. iv 6
The wrathful QkimcWs lacerating hand. . . Ch. 1st, 11. 359.

Wreak, v. I. /;•. inffict, inflict on,
the deferred desire To wreak it, Cenci, iv. ii. 24.
Upon his enemy's heart a mortal wound to wreak. Laon, i. x. 9.
to wreak Ruin upon the t3rrants n. xxxix, er.

did agony wreak Its whirlwind rage : , . . , m. vii. 7!who scorn his will to wreak immortal wrath. . viii. vi. 0.
or fear, or wr^a/S, or suffer woe vili. ix. 9To w. his fear of God in vengeance on mankind. . x. xxxii
yet none do a;7-fa^ Their scotfs on him xir. iii 2
Which tyrants on their victims love to wreak. Mother ^- Son, V. 2.
Could wreak on the infringers of her law ; . . . Q, Mab, viii. 164"
On whom his vengeance he womM wreak : . . . Rosal. 256.
The laws which wreak them toil and scorn, . . 670.

II. re^. cause, inflict on.
Then 'twill wreak him little woe Eug. Hills, 34.

Wreath, n. A. Lit. (1) garland, chaplet.
and threw The wreath upon him, like an anadem, Adonais, xr 4With weeping flowers, or votive cypress wreath, Alastor, 56.
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light and glorious as a wreath Of heaven's beams Ch. ist^ II. 491.
which never yet In the same wreath might be. . E. Viviani^ 4.

crowned with a TOrfiaM of thorns ? Prol. Hellas^ 122.

Crowned with a diamond zwr^flM Q. Mad, 11. 12.

"Whilst a wreath of dark vapour encircles his head. 5/. Ir. (2) IV. 4.

(2) a circle.

And, as a dying meteor stains a wreath Ofmoon-
light vapour, . . Adonais, xii, 7.

B. Fig.
with a wreath Of ever-living flame, Q. Mad, VI. 36.

The wreath to mighty poets only due, .... Tersa Rtma, 2,

Wreathe, n. circular streak.

twilight o'er the east wove her serenest wreathe. Laon^ vi. xvii. 9.

Wreathed,//. K. Lit. (1) twisted, entangled.

An Eagle and a Serpent wreathed in fight :— . I. viii. 4.

(2) enveloped.
Wreathed in the silver mist : xii. xxxix. 9.

(3) curled, shrunken.
gathered brow, and lips Wreathed by long scorn, • V. xxiii. 7.

their lips are wreathed ^\\i\\. fear.— XI. xi. 7.

B. Fig.
Peace ! the abyss is wreathed with scorn . . Ode to Heaven^ 37.

Wreathdd, adj, twisted.
unremittingly assailed The wreathed Serpent, , Laon, I. x. 8.

Wreathes, n. (1) garlands.
Soon wreathes of budding foliage ...... ix. ij. 4.

(2) circles, folds.

And twine his vast wreathes round the forms of
the demons ; M.N. Spec. Hors. 50.

*Wreathinff, pr. pple. (1) garlanding.
Shall thy head be wreathing. Cycl. 525,

(2) twisting or curling.

X,ike an exhalation wreathing ...... Birth Pleasure, 5.

Wreaths, n. A. Lit. (1) garlands.
a pole dressed u^ with wreaths On May-day. . . Ch. \sty I. 98.
and bound it With ivy wreaths ; Cycl. 383.
In loved ivy wreaths attired ;

626.
With wreaths of gory laurel crowned : . . . . Devil, XXVI. a.

And brighter wreaths in neat disorder flung ; . Gisb. 216.

The wreaths of stony myrtle, ivy and pine, . . Naples, 17.

her wand Circled with wreaths of amaranth : . Q. Mab, I. 108.

helms and crowns, or wreaths of light, .... T^riumph, 210.

(2} clusters.

the woodbine w. which round my casement were. Laon, I. xl. 9.

B. Fig. shades.
Entwined in duskier wreaths her braided locks . Alastor, 338,
These votive wreaths of withered memory. . . Epips. 4.

Wreck, n. A. Lit. (1) the ruins of a ship,
round its wreck the huge sea-monsters sit, . . . Calderon, II. 68.
a wreck on the wreck Vis, Sea, 65.
Of the "Wreck of the vessel 159.

(2) ruinous remains.
It scarce seems now a wreck of human art . . . Epips. 493.
Round the decay Of that colossal wreck, . . . Usynt. 13.

Sit chattering with joy on the foodless wreck ; . Front. I. 502.
The Sensitive Pl^nt was a leafless w^tfirA / . . Sensii. PL ill. ii^.

(3) a vestige or something remaining.
These ruins soon leave not a wreck behind : . . Dcemon, ll. 222.

These ruins soon left not a wreck behind ; . . . Q. Mab, ix. 130.

(4) act of destruction, breaking up.
Latmos, and Ampelcs, and Phanse, saw The ze;.— Hellas, 471-
as of the wreck Of adamantine mountains— . . 821.
As if by the last wreck its frame were overtaken. Laon, I. i. 9.
from before its face some general 'wreck had past. v. xv. g.

B. Fig.
Leave us the wreck we have , Cenci, iv. iv. 154.
Out of the a/re^^ of ours , . Ch. 1st, ll. \\2.

and leave no wr^C/fe of what opposes His will . , 111.31.
Beautiful as a wreck of Paradise, , Bpips. 423.
If Greece must be A wreck, ..,.,,. Hellas, 1003.
From the "wreck of destiny : Mary, who died, l. 4.
drives him on The wreck of his own will, . , , Prom. II. iv. 104.
the zwyso6 Of that for which they combated. . . III. i. 78.
creates From its own wreck the thing it contem-

plates
; IV. 574.

upon the wreck Of earthly peace, Q, Mab, V. 109.
the wreck of some wind-wandering Fragment . Witch, L. 6.

*Wreck-deTOted, c. adj. destined to be wrecked.
A wreck-devoted seaman thus might pray . . . Cenci, v. iv. 42.

*Wreck-strewn, c. adj. scattered with wreckage.
Wreck-strewn and in motion:.,.,.,, Fugitives^ i. 12.

Wrecked, pp. A. Lit. shipwrecked, cast away,
Round foodless men wrecked on some oozy isle, . Front. 11. iii. 46.

B. Fig.
the rocks on which high hearts are wreckt. . . Epips. 148.
wreckt in that convulsion 370.
w^'tfc^e^/ on its inhospitable shore Ginevra, 160.

WTeciJied, ppl. adj. (1) ruined.
I saw, like weeds on a wrecked pd\z.<z^ growing, , Julian, 224.
As ocean its wrecked iz.ne^, severe yet tender :— Marenghi^ VII. 4.
the snake Inhabits its wrecked palaces ;— ... IX. 3.

(2) shipwrecked.
Sailing towards wrecked mzxin^xs, Rosal. 394.

Wrecks, n. A. Lit. (1) wrecked ships,

as whirlpools draw All wrecks of Ocean to their
chasm, Laon, IV. xv. 6.

like wrecks in a tempestuous sea XI. ii. g.

wrecks which the surge trails to and fro, . . , Rosal. 633.
Round sea-birds and wrecks, Vis. Sea^ 134.

(2) ruins.

And where its w. like shattered mountains rise, . Adonais, XLlx. 3.

the wrecks of what once administered .... Ch. 1st, 11. 452.
I wandered thro' the wrecks of days departed . Laon, 11. x. i.

Which fed upon the wrecks of night and storm . Vll. i. 2.

The wrecks beside of many a city vast, , , . . Front, iv. 296.

B. Fig.
Vomits its wrecks, and still howls on for more- . Gisb. 195.

Sleeps on the wrecks it made, breathless and still. Hellas^ 594.
and are they now Ashes, wrecks, oblivion ? . . 087.

Like wrecks of a dissolving dream 106^.

Out of that Ocean's wrecks had Guilt and Woe . Laon, II. vii. i.

Fair wrecks, on whom the smiling world with stir, IV. xxii, 3.

Like wrecks of childhood's sunny dream : . . . Rosal. 26.

From the wrecks of a tale of wilder sorrow . . 169.
Like w^-^c^j in the surge of eternity 901.
Vomitest thy wrecks on its inhospitable shore . Tinieyj.
The wrecks of the tempest, like vapours of gold, Vis. Sea, 127.

Like wrecks on the surge of eternity W. Shelley, IV. 8.

Wrench, v. tr. pull by main force..

Heavethe tower Into thegap

—

wrenchoS the roof. Hellas, 121.

To wrench the rivets from my quivering wounds Prom. I. 39.

Wrenched, -v. ir. A. Lit. forced.

And wrenched his gnashing teeth asunder ; , . Peter, I. x. :*.

B.Fig.
A spirit not my own wrenched me within, . . Hellas, 456.

Wrest, V. tr. A. JM. wrench, snatch.
wrest the ensanguin'd brand. . .... M. N. Post. Fr. 62.

B. Fig
and wrest Self-accusation from our agony -' . . Cenci, IV. iv, 170.
nor impious rites Wrest man's free worship, . Ch. 1st, iv. 33.
Wrest from the unwilling earth his luxuries, . . Laon, v. xxxii. 6.

Wretch, n. (1) a vile person.
Thon wretch I C^wcz', i. iii. 90.
But if one, like this wretch, m. i. 184.
Conferred this office on a wretch, .... . iir. i, 308.
And Marzio, That desperate wretch, . . iii. ii. 65.
Thou loathed wretch! iv. i. 12!

Well; what? Speak, wretch I iv. i. 112.
I am a guilty miserable -wretch j . . ... v. ii. 92.
The wanton wretch ! she was bewitched . . Cycl. 160.
May you perish, wretch— 240.
the wretch First gave me wine 685,
Detested wretch / where are you ? 698.
For the bloated wretch on yonder throne . . . Falsehood, 70.
The sceptered wretch then from that solitude . . Laon, V. xxv. i.

a wretch from infancy Made dumb by poison ; . VII. viii. 6.
Dost thou stand Parleying with me, thou wretch ? X. x. 6.

Be called adulterer, drunkard, liar, wretch/ . . CEdipus^ 1. 366.
Tlie willing wretch sat winking there, . . . Peter, IV. xxi. 2.

And the wretch crept a vampire amonjg men, . . Prom. III. iv. 147.
That this poor w. should pride him in ms woe ? . Q. Mab, ill. 86.

(2) a miserable or unfortunate person.
That poor zvretch Who stands so pale, .... Cenci, IV. iv. 123.
Poor wretch, I pity thee ; v. ii. 35.
As once the wretch there lay to sleep, . . . Eug. Hills., 47.
There the poor -wretch was sitting Julian., 273.
and bore . . . the shrieking wretch from shore. . Laon, 11, vi. 9.
some wretch might strive vi. vi. 2.

bind the wretch on whom he fixed a stain, . . , vill. viii. 4.
he is pursuing O, blind and willing wretch / . . vill. xiv. 9.
'Whathast thoutodo With me, poor^yrejfcA?'— xi. xx. 6,
seek the couch Of some fevered wretch . . M.N. Spec. Hors. 55.
Wretch/ Suppress the glare of madness . , . Moonbeam, ill. i.

not one wretch. Whose children famish, , , , Q. Mab. in. 103.
Sinks the wretch in death at last St. Ir. (4) VI. 4.
As that poor wretch who cannot, cannot love : . Solitary, II. 4.

(3) as a word of tenderness mingled with pity.
oh come forth Fond wretch / Adonais, XLVII. 2.

Fond wretch, all dead, Death, (2) I. 6.
when the fond wretch wakes to weep, Hellas, 227.
fond wretch I He leans upon his crutch, , . , , 909.

Wretched, adj. (1) miserable, unhappy, unfortunate.
Ah, wretched that I am ! Where shall I turn ? , Cenci, i. ii. 29.
I thought I was that wretc/ted Beatrice . . . in. i. 43.
Even as a wretched soul hour after hour, . . , in. i. 252.
I pray for thine own wretched sake , . , , . iv. i. 15.
all the wretched life Which I have lived, . . . v, iii. 70,
and its now wz-e/cZ/et^ end, V. iii. 71.
Or any power moulding my wretched lot, . . . < v. iv. 83.
But zvreiched nothings, think ye not to flee , . Qjc/. 672.
A wretched woman reeling by, Gisb. 269.
But live and move, and wretched thing ! smile on Julian, 306.
For both our wretched sakes 4S6.
Most w. men Are cradled into poetry by wrong, . ^— 544,
WQi ax^ wretched slaves, , . • Z^zow, Vlll. xxiv. 6.
O wretched ye if ever any were,— ...... Ld, Ch. ix. 3.
thou wert A wretched thmg, poor heart ! . . . Love, Hope, 29.
Us wretched swine to kill, CBdipus, i. 34.A wretched lot Jove has assigned to swine, , . 11. 1. 134.
the wretched fellow Was bowled to Hell . . . Peter, 11. xiv. 4.
You, or aught else so wretc/ted, into light. . . . From. I. 482.
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by wreic/ied men were horna /Vow. In. iv. 165.
Heaped on the wre/!c/ted pstrent .... . Q. Mab^ iv, 129.

Look to thy wretched ^^{\ IV. 245.
compels Her wretched slave to bow the knee . , v. 128,

The night of so many wre/(:^«(^ souls, . . . VI. ig.

The happiest is most wretched/ VI. 51.

but thou art More wretched. Rosal- 577.

(2) sufFering.

to uphold My w;'<f/c/i(S(:^ frame, Z^iJm, III. xxix. 6.

On its wretched {x2i.vci.e^ Poisoned, perchance, . . Q. Mah^ IV. 127,

(3) grievous,
from slavery to cowardice A wretched fall

!

. Laon^ IV. xxviii. 3.

(4) of things, poor in quality.
In these a'«J^£rA«(i' goat-skins clad, , . . . . Cycl.']\.

The yet more wretched palaces, Q. Mab^ II. 165.

(5) contemptible, vile.

No jealous intercourse o'i wretched ^3at\^ . V. 233.

(«) adj. absol. miserable people.
trample on The weak and wretched; Peter, iii. xviii, 3.

The features of the wretched

;

Unf. Dr. 81.

*Wretcliedl3r, adv. in a miserable manner.
My children, perish wretchedly/ Cycl. 249.

Wretclieduess, n. misery, miserable condition or estate.

Indeed I would not leave you in this wretched., . Cenci, II. i. 99.
he knows His wretchedness too late, Q. Mab, IV. 193.
Which his short being's wretchedness had reached ; viil. 159.
(O Heaven, have mercy on such wretchedness t) Triumph, 181.

Actor or victim in this wretchedness, . . . 306.

"Wringr, V, tr, (1)
' extort by force or cruelty.

ni w. the truth Out of those nerves and sinews, Cenci, v. ii. 194.
'Tis but the falsehood it can wring from fear . . ' V. iii. 51,

(2) extinguish by violence.

Or who the life from both their hearts can wring, Laon, x. xli. 6.

Wrinkled, v. tr. contracted, curved.
smile Of desperate hope wrink. his quivering lips. Alastor^ 291.

Wrinkled, pp. creased, puckered.
likeasnake's—zcriWiS/eif and loose And withered. Fr. A Face^ i.

and his brow Was wrinkled, . . . . Horn. Merc. XLVII. 7.

Wrinkled, adj. A. Lit. (1) furrowed, puckered.
my knife Touched the loose wrinkled i\\tciz.\.^ . Cenci, IV. iii. 17.

disdain to wet Those M/rmjI/iec? cheeks . . . , Julian, 612.

One was a green and wrinkled eunuch, .... Laon, VII. viii. 3.

And wrinkled %xiG\3X^ presented to the foe, . . CEdipus, I. 318.

f2) marked by the action of waves.
like waves on zvrinkled BBj\ds that leap. . . . Laon, xii. xvii. 9.

(3) rippled by a flaw of wind.
The wrinkled iTOSigei of the city lay Even. Pisa, in. 2.

(4) billowy.
The hoary mountains and the wrinkled ocean . Hellas, 139.

(5) curved, contracted.
whose frown, And wrinkledXvp, . .... Osym. 5.

(6 J cracked, crinkled, uneven.
A wrinkled c\oA as hard as brick ; Summer, 15.

B. Fig. aged, venerable.
And wrz'w^/^is? legends of unworthy things, . , Laon, 11. xxxiii. ;;.

Its wrinkled image lies, as then it lay .... Ode Lib. VI. 2.

Wrinkles, n. furrows, creases.

Masked in grey hairs and wrinkles, . . . Cenci, V. iv. 65.

Wrinkles, v. tr. creases or puckers.
Which wrinkles up the skin even to the hair. . , I. iii. 38,

*Wrinkling, pr. pple. (1) shrivelling.

A wind swept forth wrink. the Earth with frost ; Prom. il. i. 137.

(2) folding, creasing.
wrinkling into golden waves, .... . . Rosal. 542.

(3) working with quivering motion.
Wrinkling thtxr red gills the while— .... Sim-iles, III. 5.

'^Wrinkling', ppl. adj. shrivelling,

st^ugn2i.nt^N\th wrinkling irost^ . . . , Prom. I. 62.

The frozen dews of «//'z'wA/z'«^ blight. . . Rosal. 698.

Wrists, n. the junctions of the hands and arms.
bound Stiff withy bands the infant's w. around. Horn. Merc. Lxix. 8.

Writ,//, inscribed.
' Here lieth One whose name was writ on water.' Fr. Keats, i.

Write, V. I. tr. A. Lit. set down in writing.

Who will speak and do more than I dare Write. Cenci^ IV. iv. 94.
hands, which now write only their own shame, . Ch. 1st, III. 39.
'tis impertinence To write what none will read, . Faust, il. 201.

O, write no more the tale of Troy, . . . . . Hellas^ 1078.

Rise, Memoiy, and write its praise ! .
'

. . . Jane, Recoil. 4.

The priests would write an explanation full, . . Witch, lxxiii. i.

B. Fig.
W. on unsteady eyes . , . AH thou wouldst hide. Cenci, iv. iv. 39.
Or dare not write pn the dishonoured brow ; . Laon, Vlll. xxiii. 6.

name Of King into the dust ! or write it there, . Ode Lib. xv. 2.

And she would w. strange dreajn? upon the brain Witch, Lxxii. i.

II. intr.

Even while I write, my burning cheeks are wet, Con. Sing. I. 8.

from my pen the words flow as I write, .... Julian, 476.
one may write Or read in gondolas —— 551-

Writers, n. authors.

and all the protestant writers, Ch. 1st, 11. 55.

*Writ3ie, v. tntr. A, Lit. struggle in pain.
To see his enemiea writhe, and bum, and bleed,— Laon, X. xlv. 4.
to writhe till they are dead Prom. III. i, 60.

B. Fig
And underneath thy feet w^'/V.^^ Faith, and Folly, Laon,V.Song, 1.4.

Writhed, v. intr. (1) struggled.
Their fierce necks writhed beneath the tempest's

scourge Alastor, 324.

(2) struggled in pain.
Whilst innocent babes w. on thy stubborn spear, Q, Mab^ VI. 118.

*Writlies, v. intr. Fig.
Sinks in the dust and writhes like me—and dies? Julian, 414.

^WritUiuer, pr, pple. struggling.
writhing in savage pains Laon, x. xxi. g.

*Writliing', ///. adj. struggling.
There thou art, and dost hang, a. writhing sha.de. Prom. I. 203.

WritMng-s, n. struggles.
and scourge The wind with his wild wriihings ; . Laon, I. xii* 4.

Writing*, n. (1) anything written aS a letter or document.
If this sad writing thou shouldst ever see— , . Julian., 340.

(2) manner or style of writing,
Knowest thou this writing. Lady ? Cenci, IV. iv. 95.

Writing*, pr, pple. inditing.
Was writing some sad stuff in prose Peter, VI. xii. 2.

Writingfs, «. (1) literary works.
My writings to their babes, no longer blind ; . Laon, IV. xiii. ::.

(2) written characters.
And other scrolls whose writings did unbind . Witch, xix. 6.

Written, pp. A. Lit. (1) inscribed in letters.

Athwart the purple mountain slope, was written Prom. II. i. 152.

(2) composed.
'Tis written by a Dilettante Faust, li. 409.
' O that mine enemy had written A book !

' . . Peter, vi. i. i.

That I have written a sonnet to her fame, . . Tasso, 6.
That you condemn these verses I have written, . Witch^ LJed. I. 3.

. (3) recorded.
That it is written how the sins of Islam .... Hellas, 596.

B. Fig. figured, shown.
And in my wisdom are the orbs of Heaven W. . Calderon, 11. 163.
The shame and misery you have writteiz there, . Cenci, 1. 1. 42.
When written on a brow of guilelessness ; . . iv. iv. 183.
a secret written On a thiefs memory ? . . . v. iL 105.
look on thy friend's mind, . . . where is w. deep . C/i. 1st, i. go.
which time had written there Julian, 481.
Written as on a scroll : Prom., i. 261.
on which Time has written His scorn .... Vis. Sea^ 62.
Written upon the brows of old and young ; . . Witch, lxii. 5.

Written, ppl. adj. Fig.
'

The written-fortanes of thy house and faith. . . Hellas^ 809.
that I may read his written soul ! Prom. 11. i. 1 10.
blue beils Of Hyacinth tell Apollo's w. grief, , . 11. i. 140.

Wrong", n. (1) evil doing, evil generally.
Whose prelude held all envy, hate, and wrong, . Adonais^ xxxvi. 6,
Holy stars, permit no wrong! Bridal^ ii. 2.

. M ,)i » ,1 Epithal. {2) iQ.
As to the right or wrong that's talk Cenci, iv. i. 41,
an accuser of the wro^g Which drags it there. . iv. iv. 186.
the part of God 'twixt right and wrongs . . . Ch. 1st, II. 240.
Holiest powers, permit no wrong! ... . Epithal. 24.
Fear Revenge and W. bring forth their kind, . Hellas, 729.
Were as a lance to Ouell the mailed crest of z£». . Laon, iv. xvii. g.And it is said, that God will punish wrong; . . viii. viii. \.
The pattern whence all fraua and zy. is made; . viii. x. 4.
where law is made the slave oiwrong, , . . ix. xiv. 2.
strength and wrong against mankind, . . ix. xv. ^.
And violence and wrong are as a dream . . . jx. xx. 8.'

So now may Fraud and Wrong! O hail ! . . . Naples, 126.
Right—K;r(?w^—false—true—and foul—and fair, Peter, VI. xiii. 4.From rapine, madness, treachery, and wrong; . Q. Mab, III. 12^.
And, right or wrong, will vindicate for gold, . , iv. igg.
tjiej:reat sea of human rig;ht and wrong, . . St. Wealth, 2.
Andpale imaginings of visioneda/row^/ . . . I^zVc/;, lxii. 4.
(2) ill treatment, injury, grievance.

The sweetest lyrist of her saddest wrongs . . , Adonais, xxx. 8.
Proclaiming vengeance, public as my wrong, . Calderon, 11. 130.
Shielded my humble innocence from wrongs , . 111.174',
Making my true suspicion seem ;^our wrong. . Cenci, i. ii. 33.
It must indeed have been some bitter wrong; . m. i. 103.
I have endured a wrong so great and strange, , m." i. i-iq\
there is redress where there is wrong, .... m. j, {(S,
I have endured a wrong, m' i' 2i«.
avenging such a nameless wrong v. i. '44.
And thus his afrijw^ becomes my accusation; . V. il i3*r.
The God who knew my wrong, v iii iia
the devilish wrong Which prompted v." iv. 16.
Even as a man with his peculiar wrong, . . . Julian 238.'
Most wretched men Are cradled into poetry by a*.

' cac
Or barter wrong for wrong, Marenghi'i. ^.
Blood for blood—and wrong for wrong-' . . Mask, XLVIII -x

Like one who does, not suffers wrong. .... Prom i 230
'

The memory of thy grievous wrow^ Will fade W. She'l. Cane \i z
(3) evil state or condition.

Wail, for the world's wrong! A Dirge S.
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(4) error.

All of its much mortality and wronff^ .... Epips. 36.

and tomes Of rea^ooed "Wrongs Prom. ill. iv. 167.

(5) violence, injustice.

But he who gains by base and armed wrongs . Fr. Feo. Eng. 12.

Victorious wrongs with vulture scream, . . , Hellas^ 940.
while armfed wrong Trembles before her look, . Laon^ IV. xxi. 4.

Wrong, udj. (1) evil, foolish, wicked.
The . . . inexplicable frame Of this w. world ;— . Gish. 160.

Who yet at least, can think of nothing wrong:— Hom.Merc. itLV.3.

it gossips something wrong— LXXXIII. 3.

That ' happiness is wrong^ Feier, VI. xxiii. 5.

(8) the worse of two.
That he was gone to the wrow^ place:— . . . —— i. xi. 4.

'WTOiiir> V. tr. (1) do an injustice to, injure.

Those who wrong you, wrong us ;
(Edipus^ II. i. 147.

'Twill 7(/>-o«^ thee not— Otho,U.i.

(3) disgrace.
But do not thou wrong hospitality Cycl, 252.

Wrouer, adv. in a wrong manner.
He says that you go wrongin all respects, . . Faust, 11. 34S.

Wrong'ed, adj. (1) perverted.

The least ofwhich wronged Memory ever makes Fr. Home, i.

(2) adj. absol. those who are wronged.
Woe to the wronged and the avenger 1 . . . . Hellas, 894.

Wrong's, n. (ij injuries, grievances.

keep A record of the wro«^.s Adon. Cane. n.
But her own strange and uncomplaining !»»-o«jf.S^ Cenct, I. i. 47.

think what deep wrongs must have blotted out . I. iii. 108.

he struck but me Who have borne deeper w. . . II. i. 2.

and their own wrongs Into the hands of men ; . III. i. 1S2.

If because our 2y^(7w^5, ill. i. 187.

My wrongs were then less m-
};
340.

although my wrongs are great ; HI- H; 30-

bade him bear his wrongs to his own grave . . IV. iii. 15.

Because her w. could not be told, not thoug;ht ; . V. ii. 142.

Let not her wrongs kill thee ! V. iii. 47.

Such the alleviation of worst iwrOK^i V. iv. iil.

That sin and wrongs wound as an orphan's cry, C/t. ist, I. 13.

the wrongs which break The spirit Julian, 409.

not punishment, on her own wrongs, .... Front. I. 404.

those who do endure Deep wrongs for man, . . I. 595.

To forgive wrongs darker than death or night ; . IV. 571.

his hate Is quenchless as his w^tfw^j; . . . Q. Mad, v. 122.

(2) misdeeds.
To weep each day the w. on which it dawns ; . CA. isl, IV. 30.

enthroned 'Mid antient rights and wrongs, . . Rosal. 662.

Wrote, w. I. tr. A. Lit. composed.
Then Peter wrote odes to the Devil ;—.... Feter, VI. xxxvi. I.

B. Fig. was the author of.

Who wrote a book called Nature, St. Epifs. 31.

I have suffered what I wrote, Triumph, 279.

II. intr.

And spoke—sometimes as one vi\\o-wyote . . . Julian, 286.
___

On Peter while he wrote for freedom, .... Feter, VI. xxxni. 2.

Whether he talked, mro/«, or rehearsed— . . . VII. xi. 3.

Wrongbt, v. I. tr. A. Lit. made, fashioned.

As now in the gay night-dress Lilla wrought. . Fiordispina, 68.

such As Vulcan never wrOMjfA^ for Jove . , . Giso. 2^.

The artist who this idol wrought, GuitarJane, 43-

The artist wrought this loved Guitar, . . .
——

- iio.

he o'J'OK^A^ a kind of raft Of tamarisk, . . . Horn. Merc. XIU. 6.

in their winged dance, unconscious Genii w. . . Laon, I. Ini. 9.

Why shake the chains ye M'raK,f/;^^ . . . . Meno/Eng.vll.^.
She had a Boat, which some say Vulcan w. . . Witch, xxxi. j.

B. Fig. (1) arranged, ordered.

None wrought his lips in truth-entangling lines . From. III. iv. 142.

(2) of things mental.
As one who wrought from his own fervid heart . Julian, 283.

from that secret store Wrought linkfed armour
for my soul, Laon, Ded. V. S-

she wroughtThe woofofsuch intelligible thought > II. xxxiv. 4.

And of this stuff . . . W. all the busy phantoms . Triumph, 534.

(3) caused, worked.
and wrought the latter much annoy, .... Horn. Merc, xcvil. 4.

Some thought the loss of fortune w. him woe ; . Julian, 235.

From the deep tenderness that maniac wrought
Within me— Soo.

admiration wrought A passion deeper far . . . Laon, XI. iv. 3.

Wrought in his brain and bosom separate strife. Fr. Athan. I. 89.

II. intr. A. Lit. worked, fashioned,

and as he wrought. The grace of his own power Marenghi, VIII. 3.

B. Fig. worked.
Awe in the place of grief within him wrought. . Ginevra, 178.

The things it wrought on ; I believe ..... Feter, IV. x. 4.

'twas like a thought Of liquid love, that spread

and wrought v-aAur my bosom Rosal. 353.

Wrouglit,//. A. Lit. formed, fashioned.

When he had wrought the lovely instrument, . Horn. Merc. IX. 1.

Wrought like a web of texture fine and frail, . iMon, I. xxiii. 3.

Sculptured and wrought so gorgeously, . . . Mar. Or. a. 6.

All horrible, and wrought by human hands, . . From. I. 588.

Lionel's own hand Had wrought the image. . . Fosal.ioys.

1 have wrought mountains, seas, and waves, . . UnJ. Dr. 25.

B. Fig. (1) caused, worked, excited.

Lie buried in the ravage they have wrought; Adonais, XLVIII. 4.

Some mortal spell is wrought agninst my frame ; Calderon, III. 172.

No net of words in garish colours wrought . . Gisb. 8.

H^ffwp-^/by wise poets in the waste of years, . 172.

Let good to these, and ill to those be wrought Horn. Merc. XCII-S.

Wasting itself on that which it had wrought, . Julian, Cane. 8.

o'er their depths its fleeting light had wrought. . Laon, 11. xxii. 9.

W. from that bitter woe, had wildered her— . . ill. viii. 6.

his crimes have deep pollution wrought! -— V. xxxii. 3.

wondrous vision wrought from ray despair, . . vri. xvi._7.

A subtler language within language lOroa^A/.- . vil.xxxii.4.

ere Dark time had there its evil legend wrought viII. xxiit 4.

wrought Out of the fears and hate XI. xvi. 8.

whence is a»-OM,^^/ The strength of its dominion, XII. xxxi. 3.

Of which I spoke as having wrought me pain, . From. III. iv. 66.

Till the world is wrought To sympathy . . . Skylark, 39.

Wrought by the busy . . . ever new ? St. Epips. 158.

(2) with on.

some dreadful ill Wrought on him boldly, . . Julian, 526.

Wrought, ppl. adj. (1) worked upon, fashioned.

Like empty cups o( wrought and daedal gold, . Fr. Unf. Tale, 3.

(2) embroidered.
All the wrought ^mzst-ms and garments g3.y.—Ham. Merc, xxx.7.• ' '^

. I^i!*>J, XXVI. 8.Added some grace to the wroutrht poesy.

Wrung, v. tr. extorted.

From me remorse then wrung that truth.

.

Wrung,//. (1) extorted.

A keener pain has wrung a higher truth .

(2) wrested.
And hugged the wealth wrung from the woe
Wrung from a nation's miseries ; . . . .

(3) tormented, distressed.

I have stung her and ro>-i<».S' her CEdipus,\. 2$\

. Rosal. 446.

Cenci, v. ii. 165.

, Falsehood, 3.

73-

Yanina, n. capital of Epiras.

The aged AH sits in Yaniua Hellas, 566.

Yard, n. a forecourt or enclosed space.

the sward Ofthe desolate Castle jjarrf/. . . .Fr.Wtne,b.

Into an old court jra^rf. Julian, 220.

Yawn, n. Fie. dullness, weariness.

The j>a«;» of such a venture /V*r, VII. xxiii. 5.

Yawn, V. intr. Fig. gape, open. „ . . ,

Now stench and blackness jraro«, like death. . . C>»«, V. iv. 105.

Let scorn like . . . yawn below, . . • • • .: ^''- ^"ttre, 33-

See! the lightnings jiflWB Deluging Heaven with

Its giant worms'of'fire for ever yawn,-. . . . X. xxxvn. 2.

lYawned, v. intr. A. Lit. gaped.

His sister, wife, and children wwwrf, .... Feter, VII. xiii. i.

Stupidlyj«»«ei««</upon the other: vu. xxi. ...

Acaverfthereraa-B^rf, .. i'ffjr'f'^'
though the grave between VaTmied like a gulf . Epips. ipi.^

The Tea.\m of a sternRaler, yawned; . . .
•'''"'"' ""•?,•;; „

and my bright abode Before me jiaw«»i*-. . • VII.xxx\ U1.9.

yaa;»crfinhim, tillitgrewapest— ^>-, VII. xvu. 2.

And hollow Ruin yawned behind : ^"J?' I' '00
and the grave of nature yawned g; Ma6,vll. KK.

Had yawned into a cavern, SP"?** ''J'
There ^aaiMisrfan inextinguishable well . . . . Ivitch, xxix. 0.

Yawning, />-. ///«. Fig.

Stands JIOWTOB^ on the highway ^,?"^'h.^'
quick and dark The grave is jiaaiB^«^ .. . V^??/'^^<»- „

And ta.\sns yawning round unfathomablyj . . Witch, xxxviii. a.

Yawning, ppl. adj. Fig. wide mouthed.

Mid toppling stones, Uack gulphs and jr. caves, Alastor, 548.

Yawns, v. mtr. Fig. „,
For thy decree jiflTCBi like a Hell cena

,
ill. 1. 133.

The melancholy mountain jiaOTWJ . . • • ,-
111.1.257.

At the Earth-born's spell yawns for Heaven s

despotism ^"^ 7-Jr^^;
The torn deei, yawns,- . S ^"flwvn'e
The grave jiawMJ,—we meet there ,:>/./>-. (sjxvii. 5.

Ye, pers. pron. of 2nd pers. pi.

The seed w sow. another reaps; Men oj Eng.v. i.

y* see The steel JM tempered glance on jie. . . . VII.4.

Whence come ji«, so wild and so fleet, . . . . From. IV. Sg.
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Tteeu, particie of affirmation.
Those pyramids shall fall; Yea/ not a stone

shall stand Q, Ma&, II. 130.

Tear, n. the time in which the earth completes a revolution.
For whom should she have waked the sullen y. ? Adonais^ xvi. 4.
But grief returns with the revolving jV^ar/ . . . xviii. 2.
and ji^ar wake war to sorrow XXI. 9.A liffht is past from the revolving war, .... nil. 4.
And the year On the earth ... Is lying, .... Autumn^ i. 3.
Of the dead cold year^ i. io.
the thunder is knelling For the jF^ar/ .... 11. 3.
deprived last jjfmr Of a reward of blood, .... Cena\ III. ii. 6^.
Fairer and nobler with each passing year. . . . Daemon, II. 229.
Orphan hours, theyear is dead, Dirgefor Year, 1. 1.

For the year is but asleep 1. 4.

Rocks the death-cold jj^ar to-day; .... Ii. 4.
So the breath of these rude days Rocks they. ; III. 4.
Which the rough shepherd treads but once ayear, Epifs. 440.
I, whose career, through the blasted ^ear, . . . Falsehood^ 19.
deck the coming jj^ar. Faust, \. 72.
Has lain from cnildhood, many a changeful^.— Fr. Dead, 3.
ranhome through last jr«a?-'.s thunder-storm, . . C^/j-5. 148.
the rough J^ar just awake Jane, Invitn^ 5.
Crown the pale year weak and new

; 01.
from year to year with unextinguished light. . . Z-aow, Ded. XIV. 9.
have languished many a ji^ar. m. xxxii, g.
For many a. year ha.a fallen— -^^ IV. ii. 6.
Day after day, .when the jf^ar wanes ^—' x. xvii. i.

The torpor of the year Mont B. 88.
This aged sufferer for many a jt^ar . . . .Mother ^ Son, \V.\Q.
Thou dirge Of the dying jyear, Ode W, Wind, II. 10.

Gnawing his kidneys half a jjigar. . ... Peter, i. vii. 5.
'Tisjust one j/ear— /V.^Maw. Il.ii. 60.
the Father of many a cancelled jj^ar/ .... Frotn. IV. n.
Through the nightly dells of the desart year, . . IV. 76.
the keen frost-wind of the waning jv^ar .... Q. Ma6,v. 5,
Spirit! no jjsar ofmy eventful being —. VU. 235.
threw Year afteryear their stones upon the field, IX. 97.
Fairer and nobler with each passing 3'fiar. . . . ix. 137.
"Whose sad inhabitants each ^^ar would come, . RosaL 1305.
nor grew wild, But jyear by jy^ar lived on— . . Sunset, 29.
After the slumber of the jffiar Whenpassion's, ill. i.

Teamed, v. intr. grieved.
the dream for which my spirit jy^arwet/ . . . . i^at?^, vil. xxiv, 8.

Years, n. (1) pi. of Year,
And thou, sad Hour, selected from all^^arj . . Adonais, I. 4.
For, as fast years flow away Aiastor, 533.
the fruit Oiyears of toil Calderon^ II. 175.
The winged jv^a^'j speed o'er II, 185,
two lon^ jV^arj are past ^ Cena\ i. ii. 4.
And smile, years hence, with children round your

knees
; n. i. 85.

Requiting wariS of care with contumely. . . , 11. ii, 34.
Have lived but on this earth a few sadyears . —— v. ii. 120.
Eight ^fiarj are gone Ch. ist, I. 6.

in nine years more The roots will be refreshed i, 10.
some few tumultuous j/£a?-j Will pass, .... iii. 30.
veiled from me So iaa.ny years^ Epips, 344.
when years heap Their withered hours —— ij^o.

In the waste oiyears and hours, Eug. IliUsy 164.
When the destined years were o'er, ^— 245.
That your look may lighten a waste ofyears, . Eyes, 10.
I three hundred jyearj have striven Faust, ll. 1^2,
Crime, whose wings are plumed with years^ . . Hellas, 906.
Living in the same lone home, '^a-ayyears— . . Inv. Mi's. iii. 4,
And as slow years pass, Julian, 489.
Made for Xotv^ years impression on my mind. . ' 581.
After TSianyyears Andmany changes I returned ; 583.
began to fail Two years from my departure, . . 598.
I might besixj'^ayjold— fipg.
Time may interpret to his ^^evit years. .... Laon, Dea.xi. 2.

Which was the echo of three thousand jffiayj/ . xiii. 2.

'Twas many years ago, I. xxxv. 4.
That after many wondrous jftfarj were flown, . l. xlvi. 5.
this sister sweet, This child of twelve v£a?-j old . 11. xxv. 3.
ten thousand jf^a^-j outnumber Of waiting life, . m. i. 3.
Since this, the old man said, seven j*. are spent . iv. xi. 6.
wide land pours Once in a thousand jv^arj, . v. xxix. 2.

Tho' linked ^tearj had bound it there ; . , . . vi. xxx. 4.
Yes, in the wilderness oiyears — vil. xix. 4.
I know not whether months or years : .... —— vir. xxvi. i.

So j'^ar^ had past, when sudden earthquake . . vil.xxxviii.i.
years have come and gone Since, viii. xxv. 4.
After long years, some sweet and moving scene . ix. xxx. 7.
Two years of speechless bliss are gone, . , . M.N. Melody. 28.
at the close of seven years' end M.N. Spec. Hors, 14.
To spend jiea/'j thus, and be rewarded, . . , . M. W. G. III. 3,
Or he could ne'er have lived warj, day by day. Marenghi,yiYni.6.
'For years gone bjr leave each a deepening shade, xxv. 3.
and the years Which she had numbered . . Mother * Son, I. i.

And many jyearj had passed II. 11.
For seven years did this poor woman live . , iii. i.A thousand jjtfa^j the Earth cried, Ode Lib. IX. \,
The eager hours and unreluctant^i?arj .... xi. I.

a thousand jjffaz-j Bred from the slime .... xil. 2.
appeal To the eternal jj^ay* enthroned before us, xiil. 13.
many weary jJfiarj He wandered, Pr.Athan.li.X, 20.
Then three jv^a/*j old,

, £j_ j ^g
Three thousand wa^-j of sleep-unsheltered hours', Prom.i, 12." *

Till they seemed jy^az-j, ___ i, ia.

Thrice three hundred thousand jv^ar^" . . . , Prom. I. j^..

That measure and divide the weary years . . , 1. 363.
!Ftfarj, ages, night and day: 1.383-
Thou canst not count thy v^arf to come of pain ? ^— I, 414.
Perchance it has not numbered the alow years . I, 422.
who made long jVtfa/'j of pain ill, iii. 8.

Years after years. Through blood and tears, , . iv. 117.

though time may change and years may roll, . Q. Mab, Dea. 14,
ten thousand wayj Have scarcely past away, . ii, 182.

Fairy ! in the lapse ofyears —^ vi. 15,

His port and mien bore mark oi xaarvv years^ . —— vil. 73.
through a wild waste oiyears Struggling . . . VII. 254.
For three short years, which soon were past. , . Rosal. 286.
When weeks and months and years had past, . 327.
For long, longy^arj These frozen eyes . . . 360.
Darkly rorward flowed The stream oiyears^ . 389.
If age be numbered by its ^ears.' 422.
Three years he left his native land, 739.
Whilst animal life many longyears 1208.
And aiter many years, ........ . 1279.*
Unfathomable Sea ! whose waves are ^^ar.?, . . Time, i.

Wordsworth informs us he was nineteen years . Witch, Ded. IV. i.

he took niiieteen years, and she three days In
dressing. — v. 4.

(2) as a figure of age, time, period or season.
Who tortured me from my forgotten j'tfayj, . . C«z«', III. i. 72.
Which has, from unimaginable years, .... — iii. i, 24J5.

1 ask not happy years;......... iii. i, 290.
Your own extinguished ji^arj m, ii. 55,
To make these woes a tale for distant >f^ar.y .• . v. iv. 94.
Rose on me like the figures oi past years^ . . . Ch. ist, II. 11.
through the distant mist oiyears iv. 24. -

Like the long jv<?a?-j of blest Eternity Fiordispina, $.
men whose eyes Were closed in distant years;— Gisb. 102.
Wrought by wise poets in the waste oiyears, . 172.
the serener clime Oiyears to come, .... 246.
In years outstretched beyond the date of man, . Hellas, 158.
Wailed for the golden j^arj 238.
our years of empire Before their centuries . . . 464.
and talks ofyears To come, 910.
If numbers, wealth, or unfulfilling _yfarj, . . 974.
The golden jwarj return 1061.
You talk as in jy^a^-,? past, Julian, 114.
for since thy lip Met mine first, years long past, 468.
After longjvfia*'j and many trials 472.
but let the silentyears Be closed 613.
The vile reward of their dishononxed years, . . Laon, l. xxxiv. 5.
the youthful j?tfa« Which we together past, . . —- vi. xxxi. 4.
That undeveloped flower of budding jv^arj— . . Ld. Ch.viii. 2.
Look back, and shudder at his yo\xn%er years, . Q. Mab. v, 259.
but former jvearj Arise, Rosal. \2.
In years which never more may be, 1S9.
as one whom years deform, Triumph, 88.

Tell, n. a loud cry as of anger, agony, terror, &c.
And on the blast a frightful yell arose. . , . M.N. Fragmt. \%
Vh^ard a yell M. N. Ravail, 10.
Iban the fell tyrant's last expiring^jjeZ/jS . . no.
the cruel hounds press on With deafening _y£//, . Orpheus, 40.
Then Peter set up such ayellf— Peter, l. vi. i,
3^tf// by y^//, and croak by croak Similes, I. ^.

Yell, V, intr. cry aloud as in anger, agony, terror, &c.
Moan and V; loud at the lone hour of midnight, M.N.Spec.Hors.d.Q.
Where Lybian monsters ,>>£//, Q, Mab Ii 217

Yelled, v. intr.
they Yelled, gasped, and were abolished ; , . . Prom. iv. 316.

tYelling", n. loud shrieks.
Ghosts of the dead ! have I not heard yonr yell. . St. Ir. (2) I. 1

YeUing-, pr. ppU. shrieking.
Along the wild mountains night-ravens were v..— (i) I. d

Yellingf
, ppl. adj. shrieking.

Drunken, museless, awkward, yelling, .... Cycl. 489.Nor a yelling vampire reeking with gore ; . M. NSpec. Hors. 13.
YeUow, adj. A. Lit, (1) a tint varying from light straw-

colour to almost red. ^
banks -whose yellow flowers For ever gaze . . . Alastor 406
leaves, whose decay. Red. j;., or etherially pale, . \%^.
Yellow mist FiUed the unbounded atmosphere, . 604.
the white and vfi//i7a/ spasms of death: . . . . Cct?c2". HI. ii. 21.
Or silk from the ^^//otw bee? Critic, 1.2.
Shading wide thy jVeZ/OTW hair, Ovc/. 66.
With the strings oiyellow hair, 501.
The stubble is yellow, the corn is green, .... Faust. II. 146.
Iraced over them in blue and yelJcm paint. . . Gisb. 81.On ^s/to wings rushing athwart the sky, . . . Ham. Castor, 17.
}-\^

yellow hght, warm as the beams of day— . . Laon, IV. iii. 2
White bones, and locks of dun and jv^/'/ow hair, Marenghi xvi k
Yellow, and black, and pale, and hectic red, . OdeW. Wind 14*
dirtyyellow Turned up with black— Peter, II. xiv aA footman's jv^/Zcra^ coat to wear v xvi ^^'
The yellow bees in the ivy-bloom, Protn. i! 74c
The broad and yellow moon Shone dimly . , . Q. Mab i 70Saw not the yellow moon, ......... '

i" 87
flee O'er the yellow sanck with silver feet . !

.' Rosal 78VBy woods, and fields oiyellow flowers, .... ' gci'
And the leaves, brown, yellow, and grey, and red, Sensit.Klu. «i
Into akindofasulpIiureous3'£//i?a;.- Witch Ded XI \
(2) pallid, sickly-looking.

,

.
• •

3.

and the yellow Jew Hides his hoard deeper . . Hellas ^26And jic//(?aj death lay on his face ; . .... . Peter, i?x\'. i.



8i6 YELLOW—YOUNG.

B. Fig.
Oh, Hymen, clothed in jveZ/OTfjaalousy, .... CEdipus^ I, 2%^.

'^Yellow-haired, c. adj. fair-haired.

Ovyellow-haind'SoWoma. murmuring To Henry, Gisb. 272.

*Yellowed., v. ir. gave a golden tinge to.

it jicami^fl? the strings of thy raven hair, . . . The Cold, 111. S-

Yells, n. pi. of YeU.
Fierce _ye//j and bowlings and lamentings Iceen, . Julian^ 216.

And startled with its yells the wide air's solitude. Laon, I. viii. g.

ThejVfi//j-of victory and the screams of woe . . —— VI. iv. 4.
I'll echo back their deadly j/fi//j again, . . . M. N. Despair, z$.
And mingle their jyc//.? with the blast: . , . . .SV. /n (3) XII. 3.

Yeoman, n. farmer.
The wealthy jjffOOTa», as he wanders, . . . . Devil, yiix. 1.

^Yeomanry, n. volunteer cavalry.
Through rebels, smugglers, troops oiyeomanry, (Edipus, II. i. 176.

Yeomen, «.= Yeomanry.
Let thy body-guard jffio^Mfiw /fefer, vi. xxxviii. i.

Yes, as n. assent.

Which makes the heart deny the^fij it breathes, Prom. III. iv. 150.

Yes, adv. (1) answering a meditative interrogation.
was this thy crime ? Yes; and on Pisa's marble

walls . Marenghi, ix. 1.

(2) assenting to a correction.
This is not the way Mamma ; . . . Yes : I know :

I was bewildered Rosal. 77.^

*Yester, adj. next before the present.
Murdered his mother j^ij/Iffr evening, ... . Cewa, V. iv. 19.

*Yester-eveu, c. n. the eveninglast past.
Out of the field my cattle ^fij^tfr-gz/5«, . . , Hotn.Merc.uvu.^.

Yesterday, n. A. Lit. the day last past.
yesterday There came an order from the Pope '. Cenci, 1. i. 129.
\ask&A\iftr, yesterday E. WilliaTns, Wll. 1.

Is not to-morrow even as yesterday ? .... Er. Is not, 3.

I was horn, yesterday— . . Horn. Merc. XLVI. 6.

This herald-babv, born but ^cj/^rflTfljfj'— . . . LV. 8.

but unlike him f was born jv^j/ert^fljf, .... . LXlll. 5.

That you, a little child, born yesterday Lxix. 2.

which thither to adore him Y^Q^^i yesterday, . Laon, V. xxi. 4.

B. Fig. a previous time.
yi^VL^yesterday may ne'er be like his morrow ; . Mutability, 15.

Yesternight, n. the night last past.
canopied his bower Qiyesternight

}

Alastor, 198.
Look up ! Why, yesternightyoM. dared to look . Cenci, II. i. lo6.

Yet, adv. (1) up to this time, till now.
though ne'er yet Thou hast unveiled thy inmost

sanctuary Alastor, 37.
hopes that never jj;^/ Had flushed his cheek. " . . 150.
yet still thy youthful hands Were pure .... Superstition, 16.

(2) =so soon, denotes a pause before an imminent event.
^Tzyet the flood's enormous volume fell Even to

the base of Caucasus, Alastor, 376.
ere yet his wings Have spread their glories to the

gaze of noon 467.
that form Yet safe from the worm's outrage, . . 702.

(3) denoting extension of time, or continuance.
Yet a little, ere it fled, 627.
till the minutest ray Was quenched, the pulse jyc^

lingered in his heart . . > 658.

(4) denoting something unfinished.
Not the strong impulse . . . Had jv^/performed its

ministry; , 417.

(5) notwithstanding, at the same time.
Rejoice to hear what je^ ye cannot speak. . . . Prom. 1. 253.

(6) denoting continuance= still.

Within thy breath, and on thy hair, like odour it

\syet, Con. Sing. I. 6.

Yet, conj. nevertheless.
I see not how he could refuse \\.-~yetHe holds it of

most dangerous example Cenci, II. ii. 53.
yet wouldst thou commune with That portion of

thyself Hellas, 854.
I feel Paint, like one mingled in entwining love

;

Yet 'tis not pleasure Prom. 1. 149,
Yew, n. (1) an evergreen tree {genus Taxus).
Have past, by cedar, pine, ^rAyew, II. ii. 2.

flit From their bowers of deadly jf^w Similes, 11. 2.

(2) sprays of the yew tree.

Strew, oh, strew Hair, not jftfw/ Prom. IV. 16.

Yews, n. pi. of Yew (1).
Cedars, and j'fize'j, and pines; Cewrt', III. i. 262.

Yield, V. I. tr. (1) bestow.
The only earthly favour ye can yield, . . . . CA. tsf. Ill, 24.

(2) produce, give.
and their cattle yield Large increase, .... Hbtn. Earth, 15.
to v««/rf Its unshared harvests ; Q. Mab, 111. 111.

(3) afford, supply.
The joys which mingled sense and spirit jv^'e/c/. . —^ IV. 158.
all that human art or nature yield; V. 39.

(4) give in exchange.
What should we ji/e/rfto thee! (Edipus, 1.%^.
Yield love for love Peter, iv. xiii. 2.

Oh! Fame, all thy glories I'd ji<>/rf for a tear . Tear,\.(i.

(5) allow, acknowledge.
Or could I yield > Which yet I will not yield. . Prom. I. VXi.

(6) make over to, give up to.

.

If you consent to yield his Holiness Your lief ._ . Cenci, I. i. z.

yield the sleek Russian . . .his deserved portion
Of blood Hellas, 540.

(7) give up, submit.
Can bribe X.o yield V\s. elevated soul To tyranny . Q. Mab, V. 174.

II. intr. (1) consent.
Why did I yield.) Cot«, v. iii. 108.

(2) give way.
for I Yield to the impulse of an infancy .... Gisb. 73.

Yielded, v. I. tr. (1) abandoned, gave up.
the breast which Margar6tjiM/i&rf to me— . Eaust, II. S9'-

(2) afforded, bestowed upon.
yielded to the wanderers of the deep The lovely

silence Q. Mab, IV. 94.

II. intr. gave way to, bent.
Yielded to every movement of the will H- .SO.

Yielded, pp. foregone, given up.
of thy silver Heaven Wouldst thou have yielded. Witch, LXVII. 4.

Yieldest, v. tr. bestowest.
Whatever, . . . Ihaa. yieldest ot withholdest, . . Naples, 175.

Yielding, pr. pple. (1) giving way, bending,
which to her aery tread Yieldi?ig not, ... . Adonais, xxiv. 4.

(2) abandoning, giving herself up.
Then, yielding to the irresistible joy Alastor, 185.

(3) giving back, returning.
to each inconstant blast Yield, one only response, 564.

(4) affording, furnishing.
Yielding its harvest to destruction's sqythe. . . Q. Mab, IV. 228.

Yielding, ppl. adj. unobstructive.
Like clouds amid \)^t. yielding ^\r Prom. II. ii. 63.

Yields, V. intr. (1) ^ives place.
When evening^ze/^.s to night, Daman, 1. 61.

(2) affords.

To take what this sweet hour jv/tf/i^/— . . Jane, Jnvitn, ^2.

(3) contributes.
The harmony and happiness of man Yields to the

wealth of nations ; Q. Mab, v. 80.

Yoke, n. A. Lit. a bar connecting two horses.
And the fleet car with ;yi?,6« of gold, . . . .Horn. Sun, 2^.

B. Fig.
Compel their causes underneath thy yoke : . . Calderon, II. 34.
To force-under the Church's jio^e Ch. 1st, 11. jo.
Which break a teachless nature to the yoke : . . Julian, 164.
has been taught to bear The tyrant's heaviest v., Laon, IV. xviii. 6.
upon the free Had bound a yoke, which soon they

stooped to bear Triumph, 116.

Yoked,//. A. Lit.
Again the enchanted steeds viereyoked, . . . . Q. Mab, ix. 216.
B. Fig.

the omnipotent hour to which are ^rtf/Stfif . . . . Hellas, 189.
And havrngyoked to her immortal car .... Horn. Moon, 12.
Yoked to it Xiy an amphisbenic snake .... Prom. III. iv. 1 19.

Yokes, V. tr. Fig. makes ready.
See ! goty Ruin yokes his blood-stain'd car, . M. N. Post. Fr. 73.

Yon, adj. that (referring to distant objects).
yon kingless sphere has long Swung blind . . . Adonais, XLVl. 6.
And on 11. rock, whose dark form glooms the sky. Death Vanq. 29.
Y. cloud of war, with its tempestuous phantoms Hellas, 8=;9.
beliind Yon dim and fading clouds Laon, vil, xxx. 9.
Yon dark gray turret glimmers white, . . .St. Ir. (4) in, i.

Creep hand in hand from yon obscurest glen. . Sumnur-Evg. 6.
Yonder, adj. at a distance but within sight.
From yonder clouds even to the waves below . Calderon, II. 35.
One pale as ^Jowffer wan and horned moon, . . Dcemon, 1. o,.

For the bloated wretch onjow^r throne . . . EalseAood, ^o.
Can the fierce night fiends rest on yonder hill, . M. N. Despair, 7.

Yonder, adv. at or in that place (more or less distant).
I see one WMrfer burning jollily Faust, 11. 2^.
See, jfOMiater, round a many-coloured flame . II. 231.
Up yonder in the glow u. 235.
Who is thatjiowrftfr.^ 11. 316.

jYore, adv. formerly, in past time.
The victor Fiend Omnipotent of yore, now quails, Laon, I. xxxiv. 7.
Than they have ever gained or ever lost alyore. IV. xii. 9.
the King Had praised her dance ofyore, . . . v. xxi. 6.
Of one so great and terrible ofyore, v. xxviii. 7.
morning came— it shone even as of ,y£^r«, . . . VII. xxiii.5.
as the good and great of,yortf Have perished, . . xii.xxviii.i.

You, pers.pron. of 2ndpers. pi. addressed to one or more.
I give you my word of honour To leave jioa. . . Calderon,l. 2^.
You know My zeal for all you wish, Cenci, 1. ii. 40.
You, my good Lord Orsino, heard those words. . ii. ii. 41.
You will see Coleridge—he who sits obscure . . Gisb. 202.

You'll, abbreviation of You will,

of his wit And wisdom, youUl cry out when you
are bit 230.

Young, n. A. Lit. offspring.

The brinded lioness led forth her jv(7««j^, . . . Witch VII 1

B. Fig.
Where the old earthquake-dcEmon taught her jp. . MontB.j2.



YOUNG—YOUTH. 817

ToiLug', adj, (1) of human beings and animals in the earlier

stages of life,

near the living streams Of his young spirit
When lofty thought Lifts a.voung- heart . .

When I was youiig I thought of nothing else
A bittei* wish for one so young and gentle

:

Nor that jVf^MW^ imp, whom you have taught .

the young prelate Orsino sent me to Petrella
;

You, young Lord, Linger not here ! . , . .

So young to go Under the obscure, , .

Receive, thou young ... of Paradise,
Young things themselves,
You brought jvoM«^ Bacchus to Althjea's halls?
Bring out some cheeses now, or a young goat.
How are myyoung larabs in the cavern ?

I see my young lambs coupled two by two
You who are young escape with me, .

as hair grown grey O'er ajio/^^j^brow,
Young and fair As the descended Spirit
Place for youn^ Voland 1

I see jio««^ witches naked
You ought to be with ^\^young rioters ...
therefore will I To please ^^^ young and thought'

less people try
she winds them round ajioaw^ man's neck, .

A gentle story of two lovers^OM:^, ....
he poured desire into her breast 0{y. Anchises,
A minister of truth, these plumes jy. Laon bore.
How B. young child should thus undaunted be

;

young Laon s name Rallied their secret hopes,
And young men gather 'when their tyrants sleep,
bend beneath the spell Of that young maiden's

speech,
and y. maiden Has baffled Havock of the prey .

A human babe and 2. young hSisKWsk ; . . .

new-fledged Baffles, beautiful ^nd youngs
And ray young iu^md was near, ....
They were earth's purest children, ji. and fair,

^OMw^ maidens came,
for many of those warriors youngs
that one so fair and youngs
As ay. eagle soars the morning clouds among, .

The young playing at hanging CBdipus^ I. 214.
And their jyoMK.e' boars white and red rags, . i. 300.
In jyoiiw^ spirits, sense-enchanted, ... . /Vomz. i. 511.
Owxyoung Tone's soft and milky arms . . 11. i. 46.
the jjoawp" spirit That guides it —:— li. iv. 150,
The small, clear, silver lute of the young Spirit in. ii. ^.
For he is rich, they said, zxAyoung, RosaL 657.
yet all men loved Young Lionel, 674.
And then you will laugh yourselfjjomm^ again. 688.
Like J", lovers whom youth and love make dear . Sensit. PL I. 68.

young Tasso, too, was there . Tasso, 23.

ifso Young as thou art Unf. Dr. 46.
Young Naiads, ... in what far woodlands
What, though no mice are caught by a.y. kitten,

(2) of plants in first stage of growth.
Or amorous birds perched on the y. green spray, Adonats, xv. 4.

Some eyed flower whose ^o«k^ leaves waken Ode to Heaven^ 48.
the spring's j^i7M«j5' minions, ... . Pr.Athan. II. iii. 14.

. AdonaiSy ix, 4.

XLIV. 6.

. Cenci^ i. i. 103.

I. iii. 141.

. 11. i. 131.

. V. ii. 14.

V. iii. 92.

V. iv. 49.
. Ch. \st, IV. 35.

. Cycl. 32.

—44.

202.

432.
Eptps. 265.

285.
Faust^ II. 219.

II. 244.
II. 272.

II. 292.
II. 320.

Fr. A gentle^ i

Horn. Penus, 55.
Z,aon, II. XX. 9.

II. xl. 2.

IV. X. 7.

IV. xiii. 3.

IV. XX. Q.

IV. xxiii, 1.

V.I. 3.

V. Song 1. 2.

VI. X. 6.

VIII. xxix. I.

X. xlviii. I.

XI. xix. 4.

XII. xiii. 7.

Ode Lib. I. 8.

Virgil^ 12.

Witch, Ded. i. 5.

Thou dost nourish these jvomke,?- flowers,

(3) early, lately begun or opened."l wild,

hy dew to splendour,

Proserp. n. 2.

Grief made the jiOMw^Sprinff wild, Adonais^ xvi
"" " '"urn all th; '

vng prime

.

And the young ana dewy dawn.

Thou younff Dawn Turn all t

in the world's jvo«»^ prime,
XLi. 2,

Epips. 489.
Fr. Insecurity^ 3.

Hellas^ 70.
Horn. Sun, 7,

Laon^ II. i. 8.

II. v. 6.

XII. xvii. 5.

Matilda, 3.

From far Atlantis its young beams . .

the young Morn,
in life's ;V(7««^ hours These eights and sounds
since first extended It cradled the _y(7KM^ world,
like the kiss of love when life \n young, . . .

Tempered theyoung day to the sight— ^ . .

We wandered, underneath the ^-^ww^ grey dawn, Prom. II. i. 144.
the azure clime Of the jvOMW^ season, Trtumph,%\\.
an obscure war With \\s.y young brightness ! . Vnrisen Splen. 5,

(4) lately fallen, of recent occurrence.
Whose sacred blood, like \^%y.oung tears'of May, Adonats, xxiv. 8.

With the young feast oversated, Cycl. 507.

(5) newly made.
these graves are all too young as yet . . . Adonats^ LI. i.

(6) youthful, fresh, joyous.
My^iJww^ heart shared .... . . Ch. tsi, II. 17.

A cradle oiyoung thoughts Bpips. 68.

calm and free thou wert In t}a.y young wisdom^ Laon, Ded, yil. 4.

A patient warfare tliy jitja^^g- heart <nd wage,
inchants Young hearts with the fresh music .

whose jffPMM^ gaze Feeds on the noontide beam.
By those unpractised accents oiyoung speech.

Round which its young fancies clamber, . .

(7) the younger of two.
Hazlerig, Hampden, Pym, young Harry Vane,

(8) inexperienced.
}iov>' yoting art thou in this old age of time !

(9) vigorous.
l^MWi^ I*ove should teach Time, _^,^_ ,^.

And the earth grow j/(?««^ again Bug. Hills, ^y^.

That freedom's young arm dare not yet chastise, Q. Mab, vil. 244.

II. xxn. 5.

. VI. xli. 6.

, XI. xxiii. 1.

, Ld. Ch. VII. I.

Ode to Heaven, 29,

. Ch. \st, II. 361.

. Epips. S^,

(10) fresh, pure.
Washed by the soft blue Oceans diyoung air.

And MkiO. young winds fed it with silver dew, .

(11) lately arisen or formed.
Rome was, and j'^w^.?' Atlantis shall become
(12) regenerated or rejuvenated.

there sleep Young Cyclads on a sunnier deep.

riS) in its early stage.

When the ^(?«M^ moon is westering as now,
The jvoww^ moon has fed Her exhausted horn,
li ke the jyoMW^ moon supine Z^o«, Xll. xxi. 4,

. Bpips. 460.

. Sensit. PL I. ^.

Hellas, 993.

1071,

1G8.

103 1.

From thejf. moon into the sunset's chasm.'
Like the young moon ,

(14) that have just become visible,

and the young stars glance . . ...
(15) vigorous in spirit.

But Hope will make thee young, .

(16) adj\ absoL young people.
In the great war between the old and young .

the ;y(7M«^ Will strangle us all,

do thou defend the young!

Pr. Athan. 11. ii, 35.
. Triumph^ 79.

. Bpips. 531.

Laon, vin. xxvii. 2.

Cenci, II. ii. gS.*
. V. iv. 21.

. Horn. Merc. Lxv. 8.

the young Marred with wild hopes .... Laon, ix. xJv. 7.

Women, children, j|(7MK(p- and old Mask^ \SZS\I\. ^.

Tb-fnorrow^ I. 2.

Witch, LXii. 6.

When young and old and strong and weak,
Written upon the brows of old and young:

Tonuger, adj. (1) of fewer years.

^Q&myoungjer still than he ;— . , , , . . . Hellas^ i\o.

(2) earlier.

Look back, and shudder at his younger years. . Q. Mab, v. 259.

(3) later born.
Sate my two younger babes at play, . . . Rosal. 526.

Youngest, adj. {!) latest bom.
But now, thy youngest, dearest one has perished, Adonais^vi. i.

The youngest o{ inconsta.nt April's minions, . . Witch, Ded. il. 2.

(2) most recent.

Thou youngest giant birth , . . Naples, 66.

Youngling", adj. lately bom.
tend on the youngling sheep, , . . Cycl. 32.

Your, J>oss. pron. (^1)

and withdraw No portion ofyour wonted favour
now ! , Alastor, 17.

the quaint witch Memory sees In vacant chairs,
your absent images, ....... . Gisb. 133.

' (2) used before a title impersonally.
Yes, pray your Grace look : Ck. ist, II. 36.
I crave permission of ^o/^r Majesty . . . ii. 94.

Yourself, pron.
Giveyourselfno unnecessary pain, My dear Lord

Cardinal Cenci, V. iv. 158.

Yourselves, /rtf«. pi. of Yourself,
I am Held no less than your, to know the limits Calderon, I. 250.

Youth, n. (1) the period immediately preceding manhood,
young years.

When early w«/;^ had past, Alastor, 75.
I stood beside your dark and fiery w«/A . Cenci, I. 1. 49.
in the gentleness of thy sweet youth iii. i. 366.
Your own extinguished years ofyouth and hope ; iii. ii. 55.
and make hisyouth The sepulchre of hope, . . -—- iv. i. 52.
To drops, each poisoning vow/A'j sweet hope ; . — v. ii. 123.
From light, and life, and love, in youtk^s sweet

prime v. iv. 86.
From countenances which I loved \x\ youth Ch. ist, 11.358.
to see Youth^s vision thus made perfect. . . . Epips. 42.
In the clear golden prime of ray youth^s dawn, . 192.
from the caverns of my dreamy w«/A .... 217.
Their sons exult \nyouth''s new budding gladness, Horn. Earth, ig.
names with which owxyouth is fed, ..... Int. Beauty^ v. 5.
on my p^ssweyouih Descended, .... . vii. 7.
And having stamped this canker on hixsyotith . Julian, 532,
with youth's remembered tears, —.— 6i;j.

The clouds which wrap this world from youth
did pass Laon, Ded. III. *.

Was Cythna-then a dream, and all my yottih, iv. iv. 8.

Who, like its shadow near my youth had stood, vi. xv. 5.
o'er the plain Of crystal jvoa/A/ —- vii.xxxiii.3.

In the bright wisdom of youth's breathless noon, vill. xxix. &.

Even in our happy youth, . ix. xxix. 2.

y^wMsays, The purple flowers are mine, . . Love'js Rose, i. 6.

Feelings which died \xvyouths briefmom ; . Magnet. Lady, iii, 7.
Spreads like a second youth again. . iv. 7.

m. youth did he not e'er abuse .... . . Pr. Athan. 1. 35.
Had sate from eaxWest youth 11. i.'g.

Which lonely men drink wandering in theirjw^/A, Prom. ii. iii. 5.
one belovfed heard in youth alone, . .... u^ iv. 14.
And Youths smooth ocean, smiling to betray : . — ii. v. 100.
thyjv- A vain and feverish dream of sensualism? Q. Mab, iv. 25a.
youths corrupted impulses prepareA life ofhorror ^-— v. 192.
Swifter far tha^-nyouths delight— .... Remetnbrance, i. 3.

Were {n youths natural lightness gay, . . . RosaL 264.
To shed on the brief flower oiyputft ... . 444.
sun-like -truth Flashed on his visionaryjv^mM, —— 619.
Whose hope was like the life ofyouth .... 734.
They wandered in their jj., through sun and rain. 1278.
Such as we hear in jvtfm/a, . . Witch, XJV. t^.

Childhood and y., friendship and love's first glow, Wordswori)i, 3.
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8i8 YOUTH—ZOROASTER.

(2) young persons generally.
How lovely the intrepid front oiyouth / ... Dcemon^ ii. 191.

<• .. » 1, I)
... Q. Mab^ IX. 70.

The full fresh cheeks olyouth Paust^ I. Si.

Childhood, and youth, and age, Laon^ x. xxi. g.
Unarmed old age, and youths and infancy, . . Q. Mab^ vii. 40.
Old age zxAyouth Triumph^ 52.

(3) a young man or woman.
A lovely jj«2fifA,— Alastor^K^.
A Youth with hoary hair Deaths (2) i. 3.

That love-devoted youth is our's— . . . Julian., 373.
A^0MMwith hoary hair— Laon^ I. xxxvii. 7.

A wingfed^fowM, his radiant brow did wear . . i. xHi. 5.

the first faint lustre showed An armedjyt'M^A— . V. iii. 7.

Then, suddenly, I knew it was the _yf7»/A , . v. v. 1.

A i^w^A made reply, Vlll.xxiii. i.

and full soon That P^mM arose, Viii.xxx. 6.

and stabbed each ardent youth xi. xix. 9.

There was ajfOM/^, Pr. Athan. \. \.

The youth, . . . soon outran His teacher, . . II. ii. 13.

a youth With patient looks Pfom. i. 584.
As a. youth lulled in love-dreams faintly sighingf, iv. 447-
thethoughtlessji'. Already crushed with servitude: Q. J^ab, IV. iQi.

The ghost o(a.youth with hoary hair, .... Rosal, 151.

"Byxt u\& youth, ioT Godi^s most noly grz.cQ^ . . 165.
The youth upon the pavement fell : . ... 305.
Is it not strange, Isaoel, said the jVf7»/^, . . . . Sunset^ 21,

That night the youth and lady mingled lay . 24.

the gentlest youth, Whose love t%/; Dr. 77.
There, a loneyouth who in his dreams did weep ; IVztch, LXI. 4.

(4) youthfulness, vigour.
a dream 0(youth, which night and time , . . Alastor, 670.
Be thou the resolution of quick ^foaM . . . . Ce»«", i. iii. 173.
A Metaphor of Spring and Youth and Morning ; E^zps. 120.
Youth will stand foremost ever, Juiust, 11. 27S.
and how in hours ofyouth renewed Hellas, 911.
among such as these my _y. should seek its mate. Laon, 11. iii. ^.
And then myyouth fell on me like a wind . . . IV. xxix, 2.

As if the ligiit of j*. were not withdrawn for ever. IV. xxxiii. 9.

for Hope and Youth Are children of one mother, vill.xxvii.2.

O Spring, of hope, and love, and v., and gladness — IX. xxii. i.

The warmth of an immortal youth shoots down . Prom. III. iii. 89.
the while Youth springs, age moulders Q. Maby IV. 224.
Yet his cheek bore the mark ofyouth / . . , Vll. 76.

With youth^s primasval dauntlessness ; . . .
—— VII. 79.

Youth's starlight smile, Rosal. 480.
Like young lovers whom y, and love make dear . Sensit. PI. I. 68.

Health, hope, and^i?»/^, and brief prosperity ; . St. Bpips. 69.
The marble brow oiyouth was cleft , . Triuinph^ 523.

To ring the knell ofw«/A Unf.Dr.51.
The bosom swelled lightly with its tuWyouth, . ^t'tch, xxxvi. 5.

But the wild-swan^, is fain To fly with thee, Remembrance, 11. 3-

(5) early time, beginning,
poring on memorials Of the world's youth^

truth Had overlived hope's momentarvyowM,
In the world's youth his empire was as firm .

a People mighty in its j|)o«/A,

as is tne sun in his fierce youth^

(6) freshness, novelty-

Those hopes had lost the glory of their jJOwM,

(7) applied to trees and flowers.

Amid the faint companions of their j'iiwM, . .

a forest springs Oiyouth, integrity, and loveliness, Q.
Whomyouth makes so fair and passion so pale. Sei

(8) young ones, eaglets,

nourish in the sun's domain Her mightyyouth . Adonais, XVII. 5.

Youthful, adj. (1) of tender age.
youthful maidens, taught By nature,

(2) juvenile, while young.
Our's wEis a ^jomM/m/ contract, Cenci, \. n. 22.

In this dear work oiyouthful revelry, . . Horn. Merc. Lxxyii. 6.

Yes, from the records of my;V(7«^A^/ state, . . Laon, IV. xii. i.

^^e youthful yo.^^ Which we together past, vi. xxxi. 4.

Oiyouthful hope returning suddenly, . . ix. xxx. 8.

No more our ^£?m^j4/m/ intercourse. . . . Rosal. ^Q.

^_3) such as young persons enjoy,

like the swift change Unseen, but felt myouthful
slumbers, Con. Sing^. ri. a.

(4) of a yoimg person or persons.
In B.youthful hr&ast and fair, . . . . Love, 2.

Hopes, that swell in jj(?«^A/w/ breasts, .... Lovers Rose, l. i,

(5) said of an early period of any existence,

thyjvfjw/A;^/ hands Were pure ofhuman blood. . Q. Mab, vi. 87.

,, . Superstition, 16.

. Alastor, 122.
'. JuliaUy 331.
Laon, I. xxxi. t.

. XI. xxii. I.

. Unf. Dr. 58.

. Laon, I. xliv. 8.

Adonais, xvi. 8.
I. Mab, V. 14.

Sen sit. PI. 1.22.

, Alastor. 266.

'uperstition^

Triumphy 513
(6) fresh, vigorous, healthy.

Fell, and were melted by the youthful glow

Youtlily, adj. youthful. '

They have bound them slaves in youthly prime, . W. Skel. Ii. 6.

Youths, n. young persons.

And ardent youths.^ and children bright and fair ; Laon, 1. liv. 6,

and paleyouths who perished, unupbraiding, . Prom. I. 769.
there the exsxMXows youths Bore to thy honour . . III. iii. 168.

Maidens and jr(?»M^ fling their wild arms . . . Triumph, 149.

"^Ypsilauti, n. one of the liberators of Greece,
who has bought a truce From Ypsilanti . . Hellas^ 577.

Zeal, n, (1) earnest desire, ardour.
My seal for all you wish, sweet Beatrice ; , . . Cenci, i. ii. 40.
Your seal for all I wish ;—^Ah me, you are cold I i. ii. 43.

(2) enthusiasm, fervency.
The bloodhound of religion's hungry seal, . . . Dainon, ll. 138.

„ ,, „ „ ,, ... Q. Mab^ VIII. 197.
in visioned bowers Of studious seal Int. Beauty^ VI. o.

communion with this purest being Kindled in-

tenser seal, Laon, II. xxxii. 2.

A warmer seal, a nobler hope now find ; ... IV. xiii. 7.

To deck the triumph of their languid seal, . . , Q. Mab, v. 203.
merciless ambition, or mad seal^ vi. 178.

The quenchless flames of a'fffl/, VI I. 170.

and pityless seal Froze every human feeling, . . vii. 21 1.

(3) earnestness, care.

And studied all the beatings of his heart With s., Julian, 571.

Zealous, adj. earnest, enthusiastic.

A sealous man, who led the legioned west . . . Laon^ x. xxxii. 2.

iZechln, n. a Venetian coin worth about gs. 6d.
Those nods and smiles were favours worth the

sechin . Ta^so, 14.

i^Zeuith, n. the highest point.
Dark purple at the senith^ J^^^'<^^7^-
verge Of the horizon to the seniles height . Ode W. Vvind^ li. 8.

*Zenlth-stars, c, n. those at the highest part of the heavens.
When senith-stars were trembling on the wave, Laon^ vii. xx. 2.

*Zephaniah, n. a name in CEdipus Tyrannus.
and Zephaniah, The hog-butcher CEdipus^ l. 70.
Zephaniah^ cut That fat hog's throat, . . . —— i. 00.

iZephyr, n, the wind.
Which Sun or Moon or aephyr draw aside, . . ^ips. 473.
Zephyr^ whom to thy cloud or cave I^r. Come thou, 2.

I hear music on the sephyr's wing, .... M.N, Despair, 10.
A flower that scarce oreathes in the desert rude

To Zephyr's passing wing? Solitary, i. 6.

Zephyrs, n. winds.
And fragrant zephyrs there from spicy isles . . D<smon, 11. 75.

„ „ ,, „ „ ,1 . Q- Mab, viii. 64.
the balmiest sigh. Which vernal sephyrs breathe

in evening's ear, iv. £.

Which, like Zephyrs on the billow, Sophia, 11. 5.

*Zerdusht, n, the Persian name for Zoroaster.
Moses, and Buddh, Zerd., and Brafam, and Foh, L,aon, a. xxxi. 2.

*Ziff-zaff, adj. irregular.

Our course you know, is generally sig-sag. . . Faust, 11. 3a
Zodiac, n. a. figured representation of the zodiac.
The ^i7(/z(k:'J brazen mystery, Alastor, 119.

^:Zoue, n. (1) climatic division of the earth.
Even where the milder sone aflforded man

Their thunderings are echoed from sone to sone_
By the tenfold blasts of the arctic sone. . . .

(2) a belt or girdle.

I bind the sun's throne with a burning sone, .

Bound its broad sone of stillness, . .

the continent Trembled, as with a. sone of ruin
bound,

Girt as with an interminable zone, . .

Dcemon, II. 128.

, Q.Mab,vlll. 187.'

Liberty, I. 2.

Sensit. iV. ill. 97.

Cloud, 59.
Damon, 11, 74.
Q. Mab, VIII. 63.

, Z^on. X. iv. 8.

Wood-man, 35,

(3) the belt of Orion,
the starry ^iant dips His sone in the dim sea—
but when his sone grew dim in mist . . .

Zones, n. pi. of Zone (1).
Athwart its zones of tempest and of calm, . .

*Zouoras, n. a name in Prince Athanase.
And thus Zonoras, by forever seeing . . ,

Such was Zonoras ; —
Shone truth upon Zonoras; —
Zonoras and Prince Athanase were seen ... —

^Zoroaster, n. an ancient Persian philosopher.
The Magus Zoroaster, my dead child Prom, r. 19a.

. Laon, III. xxxii. 4.
V. Iviii. 6.

. Ch. ist, IV. 20.

Pr. Athan. II. i. 16.

II. ii. 1.

II. ii. 5,

II. ii. 31.














